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EAST I_'T)IA COMPANY,

AST INDIA CO1NPAN¥, a famous associ- sort would now appear, did any one then doubt
ation, originally established for prosecuting that the pope had a right to issue such a bull.

the trade between England and India, which fl_ey and that all states and empires were bound to

acquired a right to carry on exclusively. Since obey it. In consequence, the Portuguese were,
the middle of the last century, however, the corn- for a lengthened period, allowed to prosecute
pany's political hecame of more importance than their conquests in India without the interference
their commercial concerns. --The persevering of any other European power; and it was not till
efforts of the Portuguese to discover a route to a considerable period after the beginning of the
India, by sailing round Africa, were crowned war which the blind and brutal bigotry of Philip
with success in 1497. And it may appear sin- II. kindled in the Low Countries, that the Dutch
gular, that, notwithstanding the exaggerated navigators began to display their flag on the
accounts that had been prevalent in Europe, eastern ocean, and laid the foundations of their
from the remotest antiquity, with respect to the Indian empire.--The desire to comply with the
weaith of India, and the importance to which injunctions in the pope's bull. and to avoid corn-
the commerce with it had raised the Phcenicians ing into collision, ft,'st with the Portuguese, and
and Egyptians in antiquity, the Venetians in tile subsequently with the Spaniards, who had con-

middle ages, and which it was then seen to quered Portugal in 1580, seems to have been the
confer on the Portuguese, the latter should have principal cause that led the English to make

been allowed to nmnopolize it for nearly a cent- repeated attempts, in the reigns of Ilenry VIII.
ury after it had been turned into a channel and Edward VI., '_nd tlle ear])" part of the reign
accessible to every nation. But the prejudices of Elizabeth, to discover a route to India by a
by which the people of most European states northwest or northea_t passage_channels from
were actuated in the sixteenth century, and the which the Portuguese would have had no pr('-
peculiar circumstances under which they were tense for excluding them. But these attempts
placed, hindered them from embarking with the having proved unsuccessful, and the pope's bull
alacrity and ardor wlfich might have been having ceased to be of any effect in England. the
expected in this new commercial career. Soon English merchants and navigators resolved to be

_ffter the Portuguese began to prosecute their no longer deterred by the imaginary rights of the
(li._overies along the coast of Africa, they Portuguese from directly entering upon what
•_pphed to the pope for a bull, securing to them was then reckoned by far the most lucrative and
the exclusive right to and possession of all coun- advantageous branch of commerce. Captain
tries occupied by infidels which the Portuguese Stephens, who performed the voyage in 1582,

_'ither had discovered, or might discover, to the was the first Englishman who sailed to India by
._outh of Cape Non, on the west coast of Africa, the cape of Good Hope. The voyage of the
m 27 ° 54' north latitude; and the pontiff, des,r- famous Sir Francis Drake contributed greatly to
()us to display, and at the same time to extend, diffuse a spirit of naval enterprise, and to render

his power. Immediately issued a bull to this the English better acquainted with the newly
effect. Nor, preposterous as a proceeding of this opened route to India. But the voyage of the

54 VOL. n.-- I



2 EAST INDIA COMPKNY.

,celebrated Thomas Cavendish was, in tile latter except the first, tile same quantity of silver, gold
respect, the most important. Caveudish sailed and foreign coin that they had exported. The
from England in a little squadron, fitted out at duration of the charter was limited to a period of
his own expense, in July, 15s6: amt lmving fifteen years; but with and under the condition

•explored the greater part of the Indian ocean, as that, if it were trot found for the public advantage.
far as the Philippine islands, and carefuily it might be canceled at any time upon two )'ears'

observed the most important anti characteristic notice being given. Such. was the origin of the
features of the people anti countries which hc British East India company, the most celebrated
visited, returned to England, after a prosperous commercial association of ancient or modern
navigation, in Sei)tember , 1588. But perhaps ames, and which in course of time extended Hs
nothing contributed so much to inspire the sway over the whole of the Mogul cmpire.--It
F_nglish with a desire to embark in the Indian might have been expected that, after the charter

trade as the captures that were made about this was obtained, considerable eagerness would have
period from the Spaniards. A Portuguese East been manifested to engage in the trade. But such
lndia ship, or carraek, captured by Sir Francis was not the case. Notwithstanding the earnest
Drake during his expedition to the coast of calls and threats of the directors, many of the
Spain, infamcd the cupidity of the merchants by adventurers could not be induced to come forward
lhe richness of her cargo, at the same time that to pay their proportion of the charges incident to
the papers found on board gave specific informa- the fitting out of the first expedition. And as the
lion respecting tile traffic in which she had been directors seem either to have w'mtcd power to
engaged. A still more important capture of tim enforce their resolutions, or thought it better not
_lme sort was made in 1593. An armament, to exercise it, they fl)rmed a subordinate associa-
fitted out for the East hnlics by Sir Walter lion, consisting of such members of the company
Raleigh, and commanded by Sir John Bor- as were really willing to defray the cost of the
roughs, fell in, near the Azores, with the largest voyage, and to bearall the risks and hisses attend-
of all the Portuguese earracks, a ship of 1.600 ing it, on condition of their having the exclusive

:Ions burden, carrying 701) men and 3tl brass right to whatever profits might arise from it. It
,cannon; and, after an obstinate conflict, carried was by such subordinate associations that the
her into Dartmouth. She was the largest vessel trade was conducted (luring the first thirteen years

that had been seen in England; and her (:argo, of tim company's existence.--The first expedition
consisting of gold, spices, calicoes, silks, pe'_rls, to India, the cost of which amounted, ships and
drugs, porcel'fin, ivory, etc., excited tile ardor of cargoes included, to £69.091, consisted of five
the English to engage in so opulent a commerce, ship% the largest being 600, and tile smaller 130
--In consequence of the._e and other concurring tons burden. Thegoods put on board were prinei-
.causes, an association was formed in London in pally bullion, iron, tin, broadcloths, cutlery, glass,

1599 for prosecuting the trade Io India. The etc. The chief command was intrusted to Capt.
adventurers applied to the queen for a charter of James Lancaster, who had already been in India.

incorporation, and al.-o for power to exclude all They set sail from Torbay on Feb. 13, 1601,
_)thcr English subjects, who had not obtained a Being very imperfectly acquainted with the seas
licen_e from them, from carrying on any species and countries they were to visit, they (lid not
of (r-riffle beyond the cape of Good llope or tile arrive at their destination, Acheen in Sumatra,
straits of Magellan. .,ks exclusive companies till June 5, 1602. But though tedious, the roy-
were then very generally looked upon as the best age was, on the whole, uncommonly prosperous.
instruments for prosecuting most branches of Lancaster entered into commercial treaties with
commerce and industry, the adventurers seem to the kings of Acheen and Bantam; and having
have had little ditticulty in obtaining their char- taken on board a valuable cargo of pepper and

ter, which was d'lted Dec. 31. 1600. The cor- other produce, he was fortunate enough, on his
potation was entitled: "The G_vernor and Corn- way lmme, to fall in with and capture, in concert
pany of Merchants ()f London trading into tile with a Dutch yes,l, a Portuguese carrack of 900
East Indies." The first ¢overnor (Thomas Smythe, tons burden, richly laden Lancaster returned to
Esq.)andtwenty-fourdirectorswereno,ninatedin theDownson Sept. 11, 1603. (Moderr_ Unirersal
%he charter, but power was given to the company llisto_3l, vol. x, p. 16; Maepherson's Commerc¢ of
to elect a deputy governor, and in future to elect the European Powers with India, p. 81.)--But

their governor and director% and such other office notwithstanding tile favorable result of this voy-
'bearers as they might think fit to appoint. They age, the expeditions fitted out in the years frame-
were empowered to make by laws; to inflict diately following, though sometimes consisting of
t)unishments, either corporal or pecuniary, pro- larger ships, were not, at an average, materially
"vidcd such punishnmnts were in accordance with increased. In 1612 Capt. Best obtained from the
the laws of England; to export all sorts of goods court at Delhi several considerable privileges; and

free of duty lor four years; and to export foreign among others, that of establishing a factory at
eom or bullion to the amount of £30,000 a year, Surat, which city was henceforth looked upon as
£6,00(} of the same being previously coined at the the principal British station in the west of India,
mint; but they were obliged to import, within till the acquisition of Bombay.--In establishing

six months after the completion of every voyage factories in India, the English only followed, the
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example of the Portuguese and Dutch. It was not controvert tile reasoning of their opponents
_,nntcnded that they were necessary to serve as without openly impugning the ancient policy of
(ldpOts for the goods collected in the conntry for absolutely preventing the exportation of the
(,xportation to Europe, as well as for those ira- precious metals. They did not, however, xenturc
ported into India, in the event of their not meet- to contend, if the idea really occurred to them,
ing with a ready market on the arrival of the that the exportation of bullion to the ea.,.t was

._hil)_. Such establishments, it'was admitted, arc advantageous on the broad ground or' the com-
mit required in civilized countries; but the pecu- moditics purchased hy it being of greater value

liar :lad unsettled state of India was said to ren- in England; but they contended that tile cxport-
der them indispensable there. Whatever weight atiou of bullion to India was advantageous 1)e-
may lie attached to tills statement, it is ol)vious ('ause the commodities thence imported were
that factories formed for such purposes could (:hictly re-cxpurted to other countries from which
hardly fail of speedily dcgct_erating into a species a much greater quantity of hullion was obtained
()f forts. The security of the valuable properly thau had been required to l)'_y for them in India.
deposited in them furnished a specious pretext Mr. Thomas Mun, a director of the East India
for putting them in a condition to withstand an colnpany, and tile ablest of its early advocates,
attack; while the agents, clerks, warehousemen, ingeniously compares the operations of tim mer-
e,to., formed a sort of garrison. Possessing such chant in conducting a trade carri('d on I)3" the cx-
strongholds, the Europeans were early embold- portation of gold and silver, to the seed-lime and
cned to act in a manner quite inconsistentwith harvest of agriculture. "If wc only hehold,"
their clmracter as merchants, and but a very short says he. " the actions of the husbandman in the
lime (,lapsed before they began to form schemes seed-time, when he caslcth away mnch good corn

for monopolizing the commerce of particular into the gTound, we shall accou'_t him rather 8.
districts, and ac(tuiring territorial dominion -- madman than a husl)audman; but when we con-

Though the company met with several heavy sider his labors in the harvest, which i_ the end
h)sses during the earlier part of their traffic with of his endeavo_.'s, we find the worth and plentiful
India, from shipwrecks and other unforeseen acci- increase of his aclions " (75"ea,_ure by Foreign
dents, and still more from the hostility of the Trade, p 50, ed. 1664 )---We may here rcma,'k
l)utch, yet, on the whole, the trade was decidedly that what has been called the _'caldile sy.,tem of
profitable. There can, however, be little dmtbt political ecom)nly, or that systell _vhi(:h mcasure_

tlmt their gains at this early period have been the progress of a country in the c.lrcer of wealth
very much exaggerated. During the first thirteen by the supposed balance of payments in its favor,
years they are sa!d to have amounted to 132 per or by tile estimated excess of the value of its ex-
tent. But then it shouht be borne in mind, as 1)or_s over that of its imports, appears to have
Mr. Grant has justly stated, that the voyages were originat¢.d in thc cxeuses now set up for thc ex-
•_eldom accomplished in less than thirty months, portation of bullion. Before this epoch the

'rod sometimes extended to three or four years; policy of prohibiting the exportation of bullion
and it should further be remarked, tltat, on the had been universally admitted; but it now be-

arrival of the shq)s at home, the cargoes wcrc gan to be pretty generally allowed that it.., cxpor-
disposed of at long credits of eighteen months or ration might be productive of advat_t:_g'e, pro-
two yea:,'s; and that it was frequently even six or vided it occasioned the suliseqm,nt exportation of
seven years before tile concerns of a siugle coy- a greater amount of raw or manufactur, d ln'O-
a,..,e were finally adjusted. (Sketrh of the tli6"tocy ducts to countries whence I)uWo _ x_as obtained
of the C_Jmpany, p. 13.) When these circum- for them. This, when compared uith the pre-
stances are taken into view, it will immediately viously existing prejudice (for it hardly (lescrves
be seen that the company's profits were not, the name of syslem)which wholly interdicted the
really, by any means so great as has bccn repre- exportation of gold and silver, must be alh)wed
sented. Still it may not be uninstructive to re- to be a considerable step in the progress to
mark that the principal complaint that was then sounder opinions. The maxim ce n'e.,{ que le
made against the company did not proceed so premier pa_ qui eoute was strikingly verified on
much ou the circumstance of its charter exclud- this occasion. The advocates of the East India

ing the pubhc from any share in an advantageous company began gradually to assume a higher

traffic, as in its authorizing the company to ex- tone, and at length boldly contended that bullion
port gold and silver of the value of £30,000 a was nothing but a commodity, and that its ex-

year. It is true that the charter stipulated that portation should be rendered as free as that of
the company should import an equal quantity of anything else. :Nor were these opinions confined
gold and silver within six months of the termina- to the partners of the East India company, they
tion of every voyage; lint the enemies of the were gradually communicated to others; and
company contended that this condition was not many eminent merchants were taught to look

complied with, and that it was, besides, highly with suspicion on several of the previously re-
injurious to the public interest, and oontrary to ceived dogmas with respect to commerce, and
all p_'i_ciple, to allow gold and silver to be sent were, in consequence, led to acquire more correct
out of the kingdom. The merchants and others and comprehensive views. The new ideas ulti-

interested in the support of the company could mately made their way into the house of com
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moss; and in 1663 the statutes prohibiting the But the same quantities of the same commodi-
exportation of foreign coin and bullion were re- ties cost, when bought in the East Indies, accord-
pealed, and full liberty given to tile East India ing to Mr. Mun, as follows:
company and to private traders to export them in lbs ¢ ,. d
unlimited quantities.--But the objection to the 6,000,000pepper. at2½d, per lb ............... 62,500 0
East India company, or rather the East India 4_o,o(x}ctoves, at gd......................... 16,875 0 00150,000mace, at 8d ......................... 5,000 0 0
trade, on the .ground of its causing the exports- 40o.ooonutmegs, at 4d ...................... 6.661113 4
lion of gold and silver, atlmitted of a more direct &_o,oooindigo, at ls. 2d ..................... _0.4161'21,000,000raw silk, at 8s ....................... 400,000 0

and conclusive, if not a more ingenious reply 511,4_ 5
How compendious soever the ancient intercourse
with India by the Red sea and tile Mediterranean, Which being deducted from the former, leaves a

it was unavoidably attended with a good deal of balance of £953,542 13s. 4d. And supposing that
expense. The productions of the remote parts of the statements made by Mr. Mnn are correct, and
Asia, brought to Ceylon, or tile ports on the Mal- that allowance is made for the difference between
abarcoast, by the natives, were therc put on board the freight from Aleppo and India, the resuH.
the ships which arrived from tile Arabian gulf. would indicate the saving which the discovery of
At Berenice they were landed, and carried by tile route by tile cape of Good ttope occasi,,ned
camels 250 miles to the banks of the Nile. They in the purchase of the above-mentioned arliHes.
were there again embarked, and conveyed down (A ])iscourse of "l'/ade from England to the. E,_st
the river to Alex'mdria, whence they wcre dis- Indies, by T. M., original edition, p. 10 This
patched to different markets. The addition to tract which is very scarce, is reprinted in Pur
tile price of goods lff such a multiplicily of ()per- chas' Pilgrims.)--In tile same publication (p. 37)
ations must have been considerable. Phny says Mr. Mun informs us that, from the beginning of
that the cost of the Arabian and Indian l)roduets the company's trade to July, 1620, they had sent
brought to Romc (A. D. 70) was increased a hun seventynine ships to India; of which thirty four
dredfotd by the cxpensesof transit(llist. Nal, hb. had come home safely and ri(.hly laden, four
vi.. c. 23). but there can be little or no doubt that had been worn out by long service in India, two
this is to be regarded as a rhetorical exaggeration, had been lost in careening, six had been lost
There arc good grounds for thinking that tileless by the perils of the sea, and twelve had been
bulky sorts of eastern products, such as silk, captured by the Dutch. Mr. Mun further state_
spices, balsams, precious stones, etc., which were that the exports to India since the formation of

those principally made use of at Rome, might, the company had amounted to £840,376; that the
supposing there were no political obstacles in the produce brought from India had cost £356,288.
way, be conveyed from most partsof India to the and had produced in England the enormous
ports on tile Mediterraneaffl)y way of Egypt, at sum of £1,914,600; that the quarrels with the

a decidedly clleaper rate than they could lie con Dutch had occasioned a loss of £,84,088: amt
veyed to them by the cape of Good IIope.--But that the stock of the company, in ships, goods

at the period when the latter route to India began in India, etc., amounted to £A00,000.--The hos-
to be frequented, Syria, Egypt, etc., were occu- tility of the Dutch to which Mr. Mun has here
pied by Turks and Mamelukes--barbarians who alluded, was long a very formidable obstacle
despised commer('e and navigation, and were, at to the company's success. The Dutch early
the same time, extremely jealm|s of strangers, endeavored to obtain the exclusive pos.session of
especially of Christians or infidels. The price of the spice trade, and were not at all scrupulous as
the commodities obtained through tile interven- to the means by which they attempted to effect
tion of such persons was necessarily very much this their favorite object. The English, on their

enhanced; and the discovery of the route by the part, naturally exerted themselves to obtain a
cape of Good Hope w'ls, concequently, of the share of so valuablea commerce; and as neither

utmost importance; for, by putting an end to the party was disposed to abandon its views and pre.
monopoly enjoyed by the Turks and ]Mamelukes, tensions, the most violent animosities grew up-
it introduced, for the tirst time, something like between them. In this stale of things it would
competition into the Indian trade, and enabled the be ridiculous to suppose that unjustifiable acts

western parts of Europe to obtain SUl)plies of were not committed by the one party as well as
Indian products for about one-third of what they the other; though the worst act of the English
had previously cost. Mr. Mun, in a tract pub- appears venial when compared with the conduct
lished in 1621, estimates the quantity of Indian of the Dutch in the massacre at Amboyna in
commodities imported into Europe, and their cost 1622. While, however, the Dutch company was
when bought in Aleppo and India, as foUows: vigorously supported by the government at home,

ms. x s.a. the English company met with no efficient assist-
6,00o,00o pepper cost, with charges, etc, at ance from the feeble and vacillating policy of

Aleppo, 2_. per lb ................. 600,000 t00 00 James and Charles. The Dutch either despised450,000 cloves, at 4s. sd .................... 106,875
150,000 mace, at 4s. 9d ..................... 35,62fi 0
4ax),ooonutmegs, at _s. 4d.................. 4a.0¢_ 2 4o their remonstrances, or defeated them by an ap-
.¢jtso,oooindigo, at 4g. 4d ................... 75.8._'1_ 8 parent compliance; so that no real reparation was_

1,0@0,000Per_ian raw silk, at 12s............ 600,000 0 0 obtained for the outrages they had committed.
1,4_5,000 _9 0 During the civil war Indian affairs were neces-
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_trily lost sight of; and the Dutch continued, the commonwealth forced the Dutch to desist
_mtil the ascendency of the republican party had from their depredations, and to make reparation
been established, to reign triumphant in the east, for the injuries they had inflicted on the English
where the English commerce was nearly annihi- in India, than private adventurers engaged in
_ated.--But, notwithstanding their depressed con- great numbers in the Indian trade, and carried it
_lition, the company's servants in India laid the on with a zeal, economy and success that monop-
foundation, during tile period in question, of the ely can never expect to rival. It is stated in a
settlements at Madras .'rod in Bcn_ral. Permission little work, entitled Britannia Languens, pub-
to build Fort St. George was obt:lined from th_ lished in 1680, the author of which has evidently
,native authorities in 1640 In ]658 Madras was been a well-informed and intelligent person, that
raised to the station of presidency. In 1645 tlle during the years 1653, 16"54, 1655. and 1656. when

.company began to esOdflisb factories in Bengal, the trade to India was open. the private traders
the principal of which w,_s at [Iooghly. These imported East India commodities in such large
"were, for a lengthened period, subordinate to the quantities, and sold them at such reduced prices,
•presidency:it Madras.--No sooner, however, had that they not only fully supplied the British mar-

tile civil war terminated than the arms and coun kets, buthad cveucome intosuecessfu] competition
<.i]s of Cromwell retrieved the situation of English with the Dutch in the market of Amsterdam. "and
affairs in India. The war which broke out be- very much sunk the actions (shares) of the Dutch
twecn the long parliament and the Dutch in 1652 East India company." (P. 132,) Tlus circum-
was eminently injurious to the latter. In the stauce naturally excited tllegrcatest apprehensions
treaty of peace, conch_tled in 16,)4, it was stipu- on the part of the Dutch company; for, besides

luted that indemnification should be made by the the danger that they now ran of being deprived,
Dutch for the losses and injuries susttLined by the by the active competition of the English mer-
English merchants trod factorie_ in India. The chants, of a considerable part of the trade which
27th article hears, "that the lords, the stateagen- they had previously enjoyed, they could hardly
,eral of the Cnited Provin('es, shall take care that expect that, if the trade were thrown open in Eng-
justlce be done upon those who were partakers ]and. tile monopoly would be'fllowed to continue
,or accomplices in the massacre of the English at in Holhmd A striking proof of what is now
Amboyna, as the republic of Englaud is pleased stated is to be found in a letter in the third vol-
to term that fact, provided any of them be liv- ume of Thurlow's 8_ate Papers, dated at tim
ing." A commis,uion was at the same time ap- Hague, Jan. 15, 1654, where it is said that "'the

pointed, conformal)ly to another article of the merchants of Amsterdam have advice that the
treaty, to inquire into the reciprocal claims which lord protector intends to dissolve the East India
the subjects of the contracting parties had upon company at London, and to declare the naviga-
,each other for losses sustained in India, Brazil, tiou and commerce of the East Indies fl'ee and

.ctc.; _m(I, upon their decision, the Dutch paid the open; which doth cause great jealousy at Amster-
sum of £85,000 to tlm East India company, and dam, as a thil_g that wilt _ery m_lch prefl_dice the
£3.615 to the heirs or executo_of the suffc.rcr_ at Ea,*t bMia comtu_ny in Ilolho_d "--Feeling that
Amboyva. (Bruce's A_mls, vol. i., p. 489)--The it was impo_ible to contemt with the private ad*

('hurter under which the East India company venturel._ under a system of fair competition, the
prosecuted tl|cir exclusive trade In India, being moment the treaty with the Dutch had been con-

merely a grant from the crowu, and not nttified eluded the company began to solicit a renewal of
by any act of parliament, was understood by tlw their charter; but in this they were not only op.

merchants to be at an end when Charles I. was posed by the free traders, but by a part of them-
deposed. They were confirmed in this view of selves. To understand how this happened, It may
tl,e matter from the circumstance of Charles hay- be proper to mcntmn that Com'ten's association,the
ing himself granted, in 1635, a charter to Sir origin of which has been already noliced, had

William Courten and others, authorizing them to begun, in 1648, to found a colony in Assuda, au
Crude with those parts of India with which the island near M,ldagascar. The company, alarmed
('ompany bad not established any regular inter- at this project, applied to the council of state to
('nurse. The reasons all_ged in justification of prevent its being carried into effect: and the
thi, measure, by the cm,vu, were, that '" the East council, without entering on the question of
India company had neglected to establish fortified either party's rights, recommended them to form
factories, or scats of trade, to which the king's a union, which was accordingly effected in 1649.

subjects could resort with safety; that they had But the union was, for a considerable time, rather
consulted their own interests only, without an)' nominal than real; and when the Dutcl) war had
regard to the king's revenue; and in general that been put an end to, most of those holders of the
they had broken the condition on which their company's st_)ck who had belonged to Courten's
charter and exclusive privileges had been granted associatmn joined in petitioning the council of
to them." (Rym. F_dera, vol. xx, p. 146.)-- state that the trade might in future be carried on,
('ourten's as,_)ciation, for the foundation of which not by a joint stock, but by a regulated company;
such svtisfactory reasons had been assigned, con- so that each individual engaging in it might be

linued m trade with India during the remainder allowed to employ his own stock, servants and
of Ch'u'les' reign; and no soonerhad the arms of shipping in whatever way he might conceive
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most for his own advantage. (Petition of Advert- on condition of their not selling or alienating it to
turers, Nov. 17, 1656; Bruce's Annals, vol. i., p. any persons whatever, except such as were sub-
518.)---This proposal was obviously most reason- jects of tile British crown. They were allowed
able. The comp_my had ahvays founded their tolegislate for their new possession; but it was
claim to a monopoly of the trade on the alleged enjoined that their laws should be consonant to_

ground of its being necessary to maintain forts, reason, and "as near as might be" agreeable to
factories andships of war in India; and that as the practice of England. They were authorized
this was not done by government, it could only to maintain their dominion by force of arms; amt
be done by a company. But, by forming the the natives of Bombay wcre declared to have the
traders with India into a regulated company, they same liberties as natural-born subjects. The corn-
might have been subjected to whatever ruleswere pany's western presidency was soon after toms-
considered most advisable; and such special ferred fromSu,'atto Bombay.--In 1664 theFn'nch
duties might lmve been laid on the commodities East India company was formed, and ten year_
they exported and importedaswould have sufficed afterward they laid the foundation of th,.ir set-

to defray the public expenses required for carry- tlementsat Pondicherry.--Butthereign of Charles
ing on the trade, at the same time that the ines- II. is chiefly memorable in the company's annals
timable advantages of free competition wouht from its being the era of the commeneemcut of
have been secured; each individual trader being the tea trade. The first notice of tea in the corn-
left at liberty to conduct his enterprises, subject pany's records is found in a dispatch addressed tc_
only to a few general regulations, iu his o_n way their agent at Bantam, dated Jan. 24, 1667--8, in
and fur his own advantage.--But notwithstanding which he is desired to send home 100 Ibm,. of tea,

the efforts of the petitioners, and the succe_ that " the best he can get " (Bruce's A,_l_als, vol. li.,
was clearly proved to have attended the operations p. 210.) Such was the late aml feeble beginning
of the private traders, the company succeeded in of the tea tr'_dc--a branch of commerce tlmt has
obtaining a renewal of their charter from Crom- long been of vast importancetolheBritish nation,

•well in 1657. Charles 1I. confirmed tills charter and without which it is more than probable that
in 1661, and at the same time conferred on them the East India company would hmg since have

the power of making peace or war with any ceased to exist, at least as a mercantile body --In
power or people 7_ot of the Christian re'_kjb)a; of 1677 the comp'my obtained a fre.-h renewal of

establishing fortifications, garrisons and colonies; their charter; receiving at the same time an in-
of exporting ammunition and stores to their settle, dcmnity for all past misuse of their privilege,_, and
mcnts duty fret; of seizing and sen(ling to Eng- authorily to establish a mint at Bombay.--I)uring
land such British sul)jects as should be found the grc'_ter part of the reigns of Charles II. and
tradingto India without their leave; and of cxer- James II. the company's affairs at home were
cising civil and criminal jurisdiction in their principally mauaged by the celebrated Sir Josiah
settlements, according to the laws of Englaod. Child, thc ablest commercial writer of the time;
Still, however, as this clmrter was ant fully con- and in India by his brother, Sir John Child. In

firmed by any act of parliament, it did not pre- 1681 Sir Josiah published an apology for the corn-
vent traders, or interlopers as they were termed, puny, under the signature of _z_57r_rrpt._--"A.
from appearingwithiu thelimitsof the com_at,_"s Treatise whercin is demonstrated tlmt the East
tervitorms. The energy of private commerce, India Trade is the most lh'ational of all ForeigrL
which, h) use the words of )Ir. Orme, "sees its Trades;" in which, besides endeavoring to vindi-
drift with eagles' eyes," formed associations at care the company from the objections dmt had
tim ri_k of trying the consequence at law, being bccn nmdc against it, he gives an account of its
safe "Lt the outset and during the voyage, since _'atc at the time. From this account it al)peatu

the compauy were not authorized to stop or seizc that thecompany consisted of 556 partners; that
the ships of those who thus attemptcd to come they had from 35 to 36 ships of from 100 to 77'5.
into competition with them. Hence their too- tons, employed in the trade betweeu Englandand
nopoly was by no mcans complete; and it was not India, and from port to port iu India (p. 28); that
till after the revolutb,n, and when a free system the customs duties upon the trade amounted to
of government had been established at home, that about £60,000 a year; and that the value of the
by a singular contradictio.,1, the authority of parlia- exports, "in lead, tiu, cloth, and stuffs, and other
mcnt was interposed to enable the company wholly commoditics of the production and manufacture
to engross the trade with the e,'tst.--In addition to of England," amounted to about £A}0,0(X) or
the losses arising from this source, tim company's £70,000 a year. Sir Josiah seems to have been

trade sufferc.d severely, during the reign of struck, as he wcll might, by the inconsider;_ble
Charles II. from the hostilities that were then amount of the tradr; and he therefore dwells ot_
waged with the Dutch, aud from the confusion the advantages of which it was indirectly
and disorders caused by contests among the ha- productive iu enabling the English to obtain sup-
tire princes; but in ]668 the company obtained a plies of raw silk, l_ppcr, etc., at a much lower
very valuable acquisition m the island of Bombay. price than they would otherwise have fetched.

Charles II. acquired this island as a part of the But this, though true, proved nothing in favor of
marriage portion of his wife, Catherine of Portu- the company; it being an admitted fact that those
gal; and it was now made over to the company, articles were furnished at a still lower price by th_
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interlopers or private traders.--Sir Josiah Chihl laid open by a vote of the house of commons,
was one of the first who projected the formation " that all tl_e subjects of England had an equal
of a territorial empire in India. But the expe- right to t,'ade to the East Indies unless prohibited
dillon fitted out in 1686, in the view of accom- by act of parliament." ]IIatters continued on
p'lishing this purpose, proved unsuccessful; and this footing till 1698. The pecuniary difficulties
tlle company were glad to accept peace on in which government was then involved induced

the terms offered by the Mogul. Sir Jolln them to apply to the comp_my for a loan of
Child, having died during the coulee of these £2,000.000, for which they offered 8 per cent.
transactions, wassuceeedcd in the principal man- interest. The company offered to advance
agemcnt of the company's affairs in India by Mr. £700,000, at 4 per cent. ; but tlle credit of gov-
Vaux ()n the appointment of the latter, Sir ernment was at the time so low, that they pre.
Josiah Chiht, to whom he owedhis advancement, ferred acceptiug an offer from the associated
exhorted him to act with vigor, and to carry merchants, wire had previously opposed the corn-
whatever instructions he might receive from home pany, of the £2,000,000, at 8 per cent., on con-
into immediate effect. ,-Mr. Vaux retu,'n, d for dition of their being formed into a new and
al_swer, that he should endeavor to acquit him- exclusive company. While this project was i_
self with inlegrity and justice, and that hi, would agitation, the advocates of free trade were not
make tile laws of his country the rule of his(,on- idle, but exerted themselves to show thaL instea(|
duct. Sir Josiah Child's answer to this letter is of establishing a new company, the ohl one ought
curious. "Ile tohl Mr. Vaux roundly that he to be abolished. But however ctlnclusive, their

expected his orders were to he his rules, and not arguments, having no adventitious recommends-
tile laws of England, which were a he_Lp of non- lions in their favor, failed of making any impres-
sense, compiled by a few ignorant country gen- sion. The new company was cstablished IW au-
tlemcn, who hardly knew how to make l'tws for thority of the legislature; and a_ the charter of
the good g,_vernment of their own private faro- the old company was not yet expired, the novel
tiles, much less for the regulating of cnmpa- spectaclcwas exhibited of two legally con-tituted
nies and foreign commerce." (Itamilton's _Ve_r bodies, each claiming an exclusive' right to the
Ae_'optlstof the P)_tst India_, eel. i., p. 232 )--Dur trade of the same possessions !--Notwithstamting
ing the httterpart of the reign of CharlesII. and all the pretcnsions set up by tho,c who had

that of his succc_or, the number of privatc ad- oiltained the n_,w charter during their struggle
venturers, or interlopers, in the Indian trade, with the old company, it was immediately seen
increased in an unusual degree. The company that they were as anxious a._ the latter to sup-
vigorously exerted Ihernselves in defense of what prcss everything like free trade. They h'nt not,
they conceived to be their rights ; and the ques- it was obvious, been actuated by an) enb_rged
tion with respect to tile validity of Ill(, powers views, but merely bya wish to grasp at tile monop-
conferred on them by their charter was at length ely, which they believed would red(_und to their

hrought to issue by a prosecution carried on at own individual interest. Tile public, in consc-
their instance against Mr. Thomas Sandys, for quence, became equally disgustt, d with both par-
trading to the Ea._t Indies without their license, ties; or if there were any difference, it i_ protm-
Judgment was given in favor of the company in ble that the new comtlany was h*okcd upon with
1685. But this decision was ascribed to corrupt the greatest aversion, inasmuch as we ace natu,'-
influence ; and instead of allaying onlyserved to ally more exasperated by what we conceive to be

inereasc the clamor against them. The meeting duplicity and bad faith than by fair, undi.,guised
of the convention parliamentgave the company's hostility.--At first the mutual hatred tlf the rival
opponents hopes of a successful issue to their associations knew no bounds. But tltcy were not
efforts ; and had the), been united, they might long in perceiving that such conduct would infal-
probably have succeeded. Their opinions were, libly end in their ruin; and that while one waq
however, divided--part being for throwing the Inhering to destroy the other, the friends of free
trade open, and part for the formatted of a new trade might step in and procure the dissolution
company on tt more liberal footing. The latter of both. In consequence they became gradually
being formed into a body, and acting in unison, reconciled; and in 1702, ha_'ing adjusted their
the struggle against the company was chiefly differences, they resolved to form themselves into
carried on by them. The proceedings that took one company, entitled The _5_iled Compahy of
place on this occasion are among the most dis- Merehzt_ts of England tr:uling to the East I_dies.
graceful in the history of England. The most --The authority of parliament was soon after
open and unblushing corruption was practiced by interposed to give effect to this agreemcnt.--The
allparties. " It waa, in fact, a trial which sizte united companyeng'aged to advance £1,200,000

should bribe the highest; public au lwrity inclining to government without interest, which, as a pre-
to one or other as tC_eb'resistible f.rve ,,f gold eli- vious advance had been irmde of £2.000,000 at
_'ected." (Modern Uninersal tti_to_T, eel. x., p. 8 per cent., made the total sum due to them by
127.) Government appears, on the whole, to the public £8,200.000, bearing interest at 5 per

have been favorable to the company, and they cent., and government agreed to ratify the terms
obtained a fresh charter from the crown in 1698 of their agreement, and to extend the charter
But in file following year the trade was virtually to March 25, 1726, with three years' notice.--
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While these important matters were transacting at conspired to insure the success of the embassy.
home, tile company had acquired some additional The grants or patents solicited by the company
possessions in India. In 1692 tile Bengal agency were issued in 1717--thirty-four in all. The
was transferred from Hooghly to Calcutta. In substance of the privileges they conferred was,
1698 the company acquired a grant, from one of that F_nglish vessels wrecked on the coast of the
the g't_audsons of Aurengzebe, of Calcutt_a anti empire shouhl be exempt from plunder; that the
two adjoining villages: with leave to exercise ju- annual payment of a stipulated sum to the gov-
diciary powers over the inhabitants, and to erect ernment of Surat should free the ]_nglish trade at
fortifications. These were soon after constructed, that port from all duties and exactions, that those
and received, in compliment to William IiI., then villages contiguous to Madras, formerly granted
king of England, tile name of Fort William. and afterward refused by tile government of
3'he agency at Bengal, which had hitherto been Arcot, shouht be restored to the company; that
subsidiary only, was now raised to the rank of a lhc island of I)ieu, near the port of :Masulipatam,

presidency.--The vigorous competition that had i should belong to tile e,ompany, paying for it a

been carried on, for some )ears before the coali- i fixed rent; that in Bengal, all persons, whether
tion of the old and new companies, between European or native, imh, bted or accountable to

them and the private traders, h'td oct,asi(,m,d a the company, shouhl be delivered up to tile pre-
great additional importation of Indian silk,;, piece sidency on demand; that goods tff exp rt or
goods and other products, and a gr(.at r_,duction import, belonging to the English, might, under
of their price. These circumstances occasioned ] a d,tstt_ck or passport from the president of

the most velmment complaints among the home Calcutta. be conveyed duty free through the
manufacturers, who resorted t() the argmnents Bengal provinces: and that the English should
invariably m;ide use of on such oecasion_ by be at liberty to purchase the lordship of thirty-
tho_ who wish to exclude foreign competition; seven towns contiguous to Calcutta. and in
affirming that manufactured Indian goods ha(t fact commanding both banks of the river for
been largely substituted tbr those of England; ten milea st,uth ,ff that city. (Grant's Sketch
that the EnglNh m'mufacturers had heen reduced of t/_ tlist, Jry of tlw East [isdi_t Company,
to the cruel necessity either of sellingnotlJing, or p. 128 )--The important privileges thus granted
of selling their commodities at such a price as were long regarded as constituting the great chat'-
left them m) profit; that great nnmbem of their ter of the English in India Some of them.
workmen had been thrown out of employment; however, were not fully conceded, but were with-

and, last of all, that Indian goods wcre not held, or modified hy tile influence of the emper-
bought by British goods, but by gold and silver, or's lieutenants, or soubahdars.--In 1717 the corn-
the exfJortation of which had caused the genelal pany found themselves in danger from a new
impoverishment of the kingdom! The mer- competitor. In the course of that year some
chants and others interested in the Indian trade ships appeared in India, tittcd out by private
could not. as bad previously happened to them in adventurers from Osteud. Their successenconr-

the controversy with respect to the exportation of ag(,d others to engage in the same hne, and in

bullion, meet these statements witiiout attacking 1722 the adventurers were formed into a company
the principles on which they rested, and main- under a chartcr from his imperial maj_:sty. The
tainiag, in opposition to them, that it was for Dutch 'rod English companies, whn had so long
tile advantage of every people to buy the pro- l)ccn hostile to each other, at oncc laid aside their
ducts they wanted in the cheapest market. 'l'hi_ animosities, and joined heartily in an qttempt to
just and sound principle was. in consequence, crush their new competitors. Remonstrances
enforced in several petitions presented to parlia- being fnund ineffectual, force was resorted to;

ment by the intportcrsof Indian goods; and it and thc vessels of the Osten(t company were
was also enforced in several able public:,tions captured tinder the most frivolous pretenses, in
that appeared 'it the time. But these arguments, the open se.is and on the coasts of Brazil. The
how unanswerable -oevcr they may now appear. British and l)utchgovernmentsabettcd the selfish

had then but litth, inlluen(.c, and in 1701 "m act spirit of hostility displayed by their respective
was pessed, l)rohibitiug |he importutiou of Indian companies: and the emperor was, in the end, glad
manufactured goods for home contuntl)tit,n- to purchase the support of Great Britain and

For somc years after the re-cstablishmf,nr of the tIollaud to the pragnmtic sanction, by the sacri-

company, it continued tel prosecute its effort,; to flee of the company tit Ostend.--Though the
consolidate and extend its conmlerce. But tlw con_l*any's trade had increased, it was stillincon-

unsettled state of the Mogul empire. (.OUl)led _ ith sidcrable; and it is very difficult, indeed, when
the (Ictermination of the ('Oral)any to c';lablish on(, cxaminc_s tile accounts tlmt have from time to

factories in every conxenicnt situation, exl)_se(l tun(, been published of the company's mercantile
their affairs to l)crpetual vicissitudes In 1715 it affairs, to imagine how the idea ever came to be

was resolved to send an embassy to l)elhi, to entertained that their commerce was of any con-
solicit from Furucksur, an unworthy (le_cendant siderable, much less paramount, importance. At

of Aurcngzebe, an extension and confirmation of an average of the ten years ending with 1724. the
the company's territory and privileffes. Address. total value of the British manufactures and other

accident, and the proper application of pr_scJ_ts products annually exported to India amounted
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to Only £92,410 lgs. 6d. The average value of liar to the Indian trade, as tile grand exigency
the bullion annually exported during the same which, distinguishing the traffic with India from
periodanlountedto£518,10211s.;makingthctotal all other bl_mehes of trade, rendered monopoly
anhual average exports £617,513 3s. 10d.--a truly advantageous in that peculiar ea_c, how much
pitiful sum, when we consider the wealth, popu- soever it migl_t be injurious in others. While it
latlon and industry" of the countries between provided for tltis real or pretended want, it h,ft
whicli the company's commerce was carried on, the trade open to all the advantages of private
and affording by its smallne-s a strong presump- enterprise, private vigilance, private skill and
tire 1)r_n)f of tire effect of tile monol)oly in pre- private economy--the virtues by which individ-
venting thegrowth of the trade.--Io 1730, though uuls thrive and nations prosper ; and it gave the .
there were three years still unexpired of the com- proposed company an interest in the careful dis-
pauy's charter, a vigorous effort was made by the charge _,f its duty by making its profits increase
merchants of London, lh'istol and Liverpool to in exact proportion with the increase of the trade,
prevent its removal. It has been said that the and, of course, with the facilities and accommo-

gains of the company, had they been exactly dation by which the trade w'ts promoted.--Three
known, wouht not have excited any very envious petitions were presented to the house of commons
feelings on the part (if the merchant._; but, being in behalf of the proposed company, by the mer_
,concealed, they were exaggerated; _nd the boasts chants of London, Bristol and Liverpool. It was
_l the coral)any as to the importance of their urged that the prop(rsed company would, through
trade contributed to spr[,ad the holier that their the competition of which it would be productive,
profits were enormous, and consequently slimu- cause a great extension of the trade; that it
i._ted the exertions of their Ol)lm_nents. Suplxisin _, would produce a larger exportation of English
howevel, that the real state of the case had been produce and manufactures in India, and reduce
known, there was still (.hough to justify the the prme of all Indian commodities to the people
_ttmost ex[,rtions on the part of the merchants; at home ; that new channels of traffic would be
_'or the limited profits nm(lc by the company, opened in Asia and America as well as in Europe;
notwithstanding their monol)oly, were entirely lhat the duties of customs and excise would be
owing to the misconduct of their agents, which increased ; and that the waste and extravagance
they had vainly endeavored to restrain, and to caused by the monopoly would be entirely avoid-
the waste inseparable from such unwieldy estab- ed." (Mill's Iacffa. vol. iii., p. 37.)--But these
hshment_ --The merchants on this occasion fol- arguments did not prevail. The company rang-
]owed the examl)le that had been set lW the peti- nified the intportance of their trade, and con-

_mners for free trade in 1656. They offered, in tended thai it would be unwise to risk advantages
the first place, to advance the £3,200,000 lent by already realized for the ,sake of those that were
the company to the public, on nmrc favorable prospective and contingent. They alleged that,
terms; and, in the second place, they proposed if the trade to India were thrown open, the price
that the subscribers to this loan should be formed of goods in India would be so much enhanced by

into a reg*dated company, for opening the trade, the competition of different traders, and their
_mder the most favorable circumstances, to all price in England so much diminished, that the

(qassc__ of their countrymen.--It wasnot intended freedom of the trade wouht certainly end in the
tlmt the company should trade Ul)On a joint ruin of all who had I)cen foolish e.nough to advert-
stock, and iu their corporate capacity, but that lure in it. To enlarge on the fallacy of these
every individual who please(1 should trade in the statements would be worse than superfluous. It

way (ff private a(tvcnturc. The company were is obvious that nothing whatever could have been
to have the clrarge of erecting and maintaining risked, and that a great de_tl would ltave been
the forts and establishment._ ahroad; and for gained, by opening the trade in the way that was
this, and for' other expenses attending what proposed. And if it were really true that the

was called the enl,'lrgement and preservation of I trade to India ought to be subjected to a monop-
the trade, it was proposed that they should re- I oly, lest the traders by their competition should
(.eive a duty of 1 per cent. upon all exports to _1ruin each other, it would follow that the trade
ludia, and of 5 per cent. upon all imports from _. to America--and not that only, but every branch
_t For ensuring obedience to this and other i both of tire foreign and home trade of the empire
regulations, itwas to be enacted that no one shouhl I --should be surrendered to exclusive companies.

in trade to India without license from II But such as tim company's ar_maents were, theyengage
the company; and it was proposed that thirty- seemed satisfactmy to parlian_ent. They, how-
orie years, with three years' notice, should be ever, consented to re(luce the interest on the debt
_ranted as the duration of their peculiar privilege, duc to them by the public from 5 to 4 per cent.,

-- "lt appears from this," says Mr. Mill, " that and contributed a sum of £200,000 for the public
the end which was proposed to tie answered by service. On these conditions it was agreed to

incorporating such a company was the prcserva- extend their' exclusive privileges to Lady-day,
tion and erection of the forts, buildings and other 1766, with the customary ,addition of three years'

fixed establishments required for the trade of notice.--For about fifteen years from this period
In(ira. This company promised to supply that the company's affait_ went on without any very

_lemand which has always been held forth as pecu- prmninent changes. But notwithstanding the
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increased importation of tea, the consumption of their respective governments, similar to those

which now began rapidly to extend, their trade enjoyed by tbe Roman pr,'etors. So long as the
continued to be comparatively insignificant. At emperors retained any considerable portion of the
an average of the eight years ending with 1741. vigor and bravel T of their hardy ancestors, the
the value of the British goods and prodncts of different parts of the government were held in
all sorts, (,xported by the company to lndia and due suhordimttion, and the soubahdars yielded 9,
China, amounted to only £157,944 4s. 7(1. a year', ready obedience to the orders from Delhi. But

During the seven years ending with _!748 they the emperors were gradually debauched by the
amounted to only $188,176 16_. 4d: When it is apparently prosperous condition of their affairs.
borne in mind that these exports included the Instead of being educated in the council or the
military stores of all sorts forwarded to the corn- camp, the heirs of almost unbounded power were

pany's settlements in India and at St. IIelena, the brought up in the slothful luxury of the seraglio;
amount of which was at all times very consider- ignorant of public affairs; benumbed by indo-

able, it does appear exceedingly doubtful whetller lence ; depraved by the flattery of women, of
the company really exported, during the entire eunuchs and slaves; their minds contracted with
period from 1730to 1748, £150,000 worth of British their enjoyments; their inclinations were vilified

produce as a legitimate mercantile adventure I by their habits; and the+ir government grew as vi-
Their trade, such as it was, was entirely carried cious, as corrupt and as worthless as themselves.
on by shipments of bullion; and even its annual When the famous Kouli Khan, theusurper of the.
average export, during the seven years ending Persian throne, invaded India, the effeminate suc-

with 1748, only amounted to .£548,711 19s. 2d. cessor of Tamerhme and Aurengzebc was to(_
It would seem, indeed, that the company had unprepared to oppose, and too dastardly to think
derived no perceptible advantage from the impor- of avenging, the attack. This was the signal for
tant con('essions obt'tincd from the Mogul emper- the dismemberment of tile monarchy. _No_ooner
or in 1717. But the true concht.-ion is, nut that h'ld the invader withdrawn than the soubahdars

these concessions were of little value, lint that the cither openly threw off their allegiance to the
deadening influence of monopoly had so 1):mr- emperor, or paid only a species of nominal or
lyzed thc company that they were unable to turn mock deference to his orders. The independence
them to account; and that, though without com- of the soubahdars was very soon followed by wars
petitors, and with opulent kingdoms for their cus- among themselves; and, being well aw,_re of
tomers, then" commerce was hardly gre'lter th.m the superiority of European troops and tactics,

that carried on by some single merchant._.--In 1732 they anxiously courted tile alliance and support
the company were obliged to reduce their divi- of tim French and English East India coral)antes.

dend from ,_ to 7 per ccut, at which rate it con- These bodies, having espoused different sides,
tinued till 1744.--The opposition the company had according zLstheir interests or prejudices dictated,
experienced from tt_emerehantswhen thequ(,stion began very soon to turn the quarrels of the sou-
as to the renewal of their charter was agitated in bahdars to their own account, lnstcad of being
1730 made them very desirous to obtain the next contented, as hitherto, with the po_e,,sion of
renewal in as quiet a manner as p()ssihle. They factories and trading towns, th-y aspired to the
therefore proposed, ill 1743, when tw(,nty-threc dominion of provinces; anti the struggle soon
years of their clmrtcr were yct unexpired, to came to be, not which of the native princcsshould
lend £1,000,000 to government, at 3 per cent., prevail, but whether the English or the French
provided their exelu,ive privileges were extended should become the umpires of lndia.--But these
to 1780, with the usual notice; and, as n(me were tran_ctions arc altogether foreign to the subject
expecting such an application, or prepared to of this work ; nor could any intelligible a('count
oppose it, the consent of the government was of tllem begivcn without entering into lengthened
obtained without diffi('ultv.--But the period was statements. We shall only, therefore, observ_
now come when the mercantile character of the that the affairs of the French were ably con-
East India company--if, indeed, it could with ducted by La Bourdonnais, Dupleix and Lally,
propriety be at any time said to belong to them officers of distinguished merit, and not less cole-
-was to be eclipsed by their achievements as a brated for their great actions than for the base

military powcr, and the magnitude of their con- ingratitude of which they were the victims. But
quests. For about two centuries after tim Euro- though victory seemed at first to incline to the
peanpowcrsbcganthciriut,,rconrscwithh_dia, the French and their allies, the English affairs were
Mogul lwinees were regarded as among the most ' efIcctually retrieved by the extraordinary talents
opulent and powerful of monar(.hs. Tlmugh of and addressof asingleindividual. Colonel(after-
a foreign hncage--bcing descended from the ward Lord) Clive was equally brave, cautious and
famous Tamerlane, or Timur Beg, _xho overran ('nterpri.-ing ; not sertlpu]ous in the use of means;
India in 1400--and of a different rehgion from fertile in expedients ; endowed with wonderful

thc great body of their subjects, tlwir dominion !1sagacity and resolution ; and capable of turning

was firm]yestablished in every part of their cxten- ] even the most apparently adverse circumstances
sive empire. The admini_tranon of flu" different + Io advantage. Having su(,ceeded in humbhng
provinces was committed to officers, denominated :. the French power in the vicinity of Madras, Clive
soubahdars, or nabobs, intrusted with powers, in ', landed at Calcutta in 1757, in order to chastise.
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the soubdahdar, $urajah ul Dowlah, who had a servants. Abuses of every sort were multiplied-

short while before attacked the English factoryat to a frightful extent. The English, having ob-
that place, and inhumanly shut up 146English- rained, or rather enforced, an exemption from
men in a prison, where, owing to the excessive those heavy transit duties to which the native
heat and want of water, 128 perished in a single traders were subject, engrossed tile whole inter-
night. Clive had only 700 European troops and hal trade of tile country. They even went so far
1,400 Sepoys with him when hc landed ; but with as to decide what quantity of goads each mann-
these, and 570 sailors furnished by the fleet, he facturer should deliver, and what he shouhl re-
did not hesitate to attack the immense army com- ceive for thc_iJ. It is duc to the directors to say
manded by the soubahdar, and totally defeated that they exerted themselves to rel)re__s these
him in the famous battle of Plassey. This vic- abuses ; but their resolutions were neither carried
tory threw the whole provinces of Bengal, Bahar into effect by their servants in India, nor sanc-
and Orissa into the hands t)f the English, and they tioncd by the proprietors at home ; so lhat the
were finally confirmed to them bythe treatynego- abuses, instead of being repre_e(t, wct_t (m ac-
tinted in 1765.--Opinion has been long divided quiring fresh strength and virulence. The re-
as to the policy of English military operations in sources of the country were rapidly impaired ;
India; and it has been strenuously contended that and while many of the company's servants re-
England should never have extended its conquests turned to Europe. with immense fortunes, the
beyond the limits of Bengal. The legislature company itself was involved in debt and dilticul-
seems to have taken this view of the matter ; the tics ; and so far from being able to p'Jy the stipu-
house of commons having resolved, in 1782, "that latcd sum of £400.000 a year to government, was
to pursue schemes of conquest and extent of do- compelled to apply in :1772 to the trcasm T for t_
minion in India are measures repugnant to the loan!--In this crisis of their affairs g-vernment
wish, the honor and tile policy of tiffs nation." interposed, and a considerable change wa, mad('
But others have argued, and apparently on pretty in the constitution of the company. Tile dirt-
good grounds, that, having gone thus far, Eng- dead was restricted to 6 per cent. till the sum of'
land was compelled to advance. The native £1,400,000, advam'cdtothembythepublic, should
powers, trembling at the increase of British do- be l)aid. It was iurther enacted that the court
miniom endeavored, when too late, to make he.td of directors should be elected for fern" y_,ars, six
against the growing evil. In this view they en- memhers annually, but n(m(, to hold tlwir seats
tered into combinations and wars against the formorethanfouryearsatatime; tlmtnol)erson
English ; and the latter having been uniformly was to vote at the courts of proprietors who had
victorious, their empire necessarily went on in- not possessed his stock for twelve months; and
ores.sing, till all the native powers have been that the amount ()f stock required to qualify for
swallowed up in its w_st extent.--Thc magnitude a vote should be increase(1 from £500 to £1,000.
of the acquisitions made by Lord (.'live power- The jurisdiction of the mayor's court at C_ficutta

fully excited the attention of the British pul)lie, was in future conlincd to snmll men'antile cases;
Their value was prodigiously exaggerated ; and and, in lieu of it, a new court was appointe0, con-

it was generally admitted that the company bad sisting of achief justice and three principal judges
no legal claim to enjoy, during the whole period appointed by the crown. A superiority was also
of their charter, all the advantages resulting from given to Bengal over the olher presidencie._. )Ir.
conquests to which the fleets and armies of the Warren Hastings being named iu tim act a_ gov-
state had largely contributed. In 1767 the sub- ernor general of India. The governor general,
ject was taken up by the house of commons ; and councilors and judges were prohibited from hav-
a committee was appointed to investigate the ingany concern whatever in trade; and no per-
whole circumstances of the case, and to calculate son residing in the company's settlements wa._

the entire expenditure incurred by the public on allowed to take more tban 12 per cent. per annum
the company's account. During the agitation of for money. Though strenuously opposed, these
this matter the right of the company to the new measures were carried by a large majority.--At
conquests was totally denied by several members, this period (1773) the total number of proprietors
In the end, however, the question was compro- of East Indict stock, with their qualifications as

mised by the company agreeing to pay £400,000 a they stood in the company's hook, were as fol-
year for two years ; and in 1769 this agreement, lows :

including the yearly payment, was further ex-

tended for five years more. The company at the p_or'mEToas, i ._o, !1._...... ntofst_d¢.
same time increased their dividend, which had., i
been fixed by the former agreement at 10, to 12_ Engl.18hnmn, possessing £1,000 x
per cent.--But the company's anticipations of stock and upwards ............ ] 487i s d1,018,39819 ]1

Foreigners, p_ssesstng £1,000 Iin(;reased revenue proved entirely visionary. The stock and upwards ............ 325 890,940 17 0
rapidity of their conquests in India, the distance Englishmen, possessing £500

stock and upwards ............. [ I,.9-,-16I 634,464 1 8
of file controlling authority at home, and the For_lgners, poesessingkX@0stock

abuses in the government of the native princes, and upwards ............... I---95" i" 50.226 00to whom the company had succeeded, conspired _ _ .................... I ,2,153 2,594.0'2918 7"
to foster a strong spirit of peculation among their
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--l_otwithstanding the vast extension of tim and Mr. Fox having rendered the ministry exceed-
company's territories, their trade continued to be mgly unpopular, advantage was taken of the
appaxently insignificant. During tile three years cireumstauce to raise an extraordinary clamor
_ending with 1773 the value of the entire exports against the bill. The East India company slig.
.of British produce and m:mufaetures, including realized it as an invasion of their chartered rights;

military stores, sent out liy the (',,mpany to lad a though it is obvious that, from their inability to
and China, amounted to £1,469,411, being at the carry into effect thc stipulations under which
rate of £489,803 ayear; the annual ext)orts of bul- those rights were conceded to them, they neccs-
lion during the same period beiug only £84,933! sarily reverted to the public; and it was as open
During the same three years twenty-three ships to parliament to legi._latc Ul)On them ns upon aliv
sailed annually for India. The truth, indecd, other question. The polilical opponent, of the
seems to lie, that, but for the int-rea_ed consumt)- govtrnm._nt represented the proposal for vestin,.,,
lion of tea in Great Britain, the company would the n()mination of eommissionel.'s in the legi-la-
have entirely ceased to carry on any branch of lure as a daring invasion of the prerogallve ot tbe
lra(le with the east, and that the monopoly would crown, and an insidious attempt of the minister
have excluded the English as effectually fl'om to rcndcr himself all.powerful by adding the pat-
the markets of India and China as if the trade ronage of India to th.tt already ilJ his pnsscssion.
had reverted to its ancient chaunels, and the The bill was, however, carried through the house
route by the cape of Good llope been rclin- of commons; but, in consequence of the ferment
qu_.-he(i.--In 1781 the exclusive privileges of thc it had excited, and tim avowed opposition of his
c(unl);my were exiended to 1791, with three m:_jesty, it was thrown out in the house of lords.
years' notice; the dividend on the company's This cvcnt proved fatal to thecoalition ministry..
_tock was fixed at 8 per cent.; three-fourths of A new oue was formed, with Mr Pitt at its head;
their surplus revenues, after paying the dividcl_(1 and parliament being soon after dissolved, the new
and the sum of £400,000 payable to government, minister acquircd a decisive majority in both
was to be, applic(l to the lmblic service, and the houses. When thus secure of l)arlialnentary sup-
remaining fourth to the company's own use._In port, 5h'. Pitt brought forward his India bill,
1780 the value of British produce and manufac- which was successfully carried through all its
lures exliortcd by the company to India and stages. By this bill a board of control was
China amounted to only £386,152; the bullion erected, consisting of six mcmbcrs of tile privy
(.'Xl)orte(t during the same year was £15,014. council, who were "to check, superintend and
The total wtlue of the exports during the same control all acts, operations and concerns which in
year was £12,648.616; showing that the East anywise relate to the civil or military government
India trade formed only one thiJ'ty.seco_d part of or revenues of the territories and possessions of
the (,_ltite foreign trade of the empire.--The the East India company." All communications
administration of Mr. Hastings was one toll- to or from India, touching any of the above nmt-
t_nned scene of war, negotiation and intrigue, ters, were to be submitted to this board, the
The state of the cout_try, instl,ad of being ira- directors being ordcred to yiehl obedience to its
proved, became worse; so much so, tlutt ill a commands, and to alter or ameml all instru(:ti,ius
4-oun,.il minute by Marquis Cornwallis, dated scat to hnlia as directed by it. A secret commit-
,'-k;pt. 18, 1789, it is distinctly stated " tidal one- tee of three du'cctors was formed, with which the
tldrdp_trt qfthv coml_zny's territory is naw ajtlnqle board of control might transact any business it

_fen' wikl be¢t._!_." Some abuses in the conduct of did not choo_ to submit to thc court of (lircetors.

their servants were, indeed, rectified; but, not- Persons returning from India were to tie obliged,
withstanding, the net revenue of Bengal. Bahar under very severe penalties, to declare the
and Ori._sa, which in 177 ° had amounted to amount of their fortunes; and a tribunal was
£2,126,766. declined in 1785 to £2,072 963. This "q)pointed for the trial of all individuals accused

exhaustion of the countly, and the expenses of misconduct in India, con_iutiug of a judge
incurred ill the war with IIyder Ally and France, fl'_ml each of the courts of king's ",cneh, corn-

involved the coral)any in fresh difficulties; and mon pleas and exchequer: five mt'mbel_ o1"the
heing unable to meet them, they were obliged in house of lor(l_, and seven nn'mbcrs of the house
178:] to present a petition to liarliamcnt, selling of commons; the la,t being chosen by lot at the
forth their iualdlity t(i pay tlie stipulated sum ,if commencement of each session. The superiu-

£400,000 a year "¢. Ill(! pul)lic, and pr'_ying to be tcndt,nce of all commercial matters continued, as
cx,.uscd from that payment and to be supliortcd formerly, in the hands of the (lirectors.--During
by a loan ,)f £900. 000. --All parties seemed now the administration (if Marquis Cornwallis, who
to bc c(mvineed th'_t sonic further changes in the succeeded 3[r. ttastings, Tippoo Saib, the son of
constitution of the company had bccome indis- tiyder Ally, was stripped of nearly half of his
pen_tbh,. In this crisis Mr. Fox broughtforward dominions; the company's territorial revenue

his famous India bill, the grand object of which was, in consequence, greatly increased; at the
was to abolish the courts of directors and pro- same time that the permanent settlement was car-

prietors, and to vest the government of India in ricd into effect in Bengal, and other important
tbe hands of seven commissioners appointed by changes accomplished. Opinion has been long
parliament. The coalition between Lord North divided as to the influence of these changes. On
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the whole, however, we are inclined to think that riflce." Papers tmbl_hed by _ Iadia C_1_ny,
they have been decidedly advantageous. Lord 1813, p. 84.) It was, however, made use of to _t
Cornwallis was, beyond all question, a sincere considerable extent byprivate merchants in India,
friend to the people of India, and labored earn- and also by the company's servants returnhl g
estly, if not always successfully, to promote their from India, many of whom invested a part and
interests, which lie well knew wereidentified with _ome the whole of their fortune in pr(_tuce fit
those of the British nation.--During the tbree for the European markets.--Thefinaneial dJfii('uL
years ending with 1793 the value of the com- ties of the East India company led to the rct'olu-
party's exports of British produce and manufac, tion which took place in its gow,rnmen( in 1784.
tures fluctuated from £928,783 to £1,031,262. But notwithstanding the superintcndcn('e of the
But this increase is wholly to be ascribed to the board of control, its finances have continued
reduction of the duty on tea in 1784, and the vl_t nearly in the same unpro,_perous state as before.
increase that consequently took I)"me in its con- We have been favored from time to time with the
_umption. Had the consumption of tea (.on- most dazzling aceount_ of revenue that was to t)e
titmed stationary, there appear no grounds for immediately derived from India; and numberless
thinking that the company's exports in 1793 acts of parliament ba_'c been pa_e(l for the appro-
would have been greater than in 1780. unless an priation of surpluses that never had any existence
increase had taken place in the quantily st mill- except in the imaginati_)n of their framers. The
lary stores exl)orted._In 1793 the company s proceedings that took place at the renewal of ttlc
charter was prolonged till March 1. J814. In the charter in 1793 afford a strikin_ example of thi<.
act for this purpose a species of provision w_ls Lord Cornwallis had then ('()ncluded the war
made for opening the trade to India to private witll Tippoo Saib, whi(,h had stripped him of
imhviduals. All his majesty's subjects residing half of his domildons; the perl)etual setilemenL
ia al_y part of his European dominions were from which so m_lny bcnefit_ wc_e expected to be
aIJowcd to export to India any article of the pro- deriv(,d, had been adopted i_ Bengal: and the
duct or manufacture of the British dominions, company's receipts had been increased, in cease-

except militatry stores, ammunition, masts, spars, quenee of accessions to their territory, and subsi-
('ordagc, pitch, tar and copper; and the com- dies from native princes, ctc, to upwards of
1)any's civil servants in India, and the free mer- eight millions sterling a year, which it was calcu-
_'hants resident there, were allowed to ship, on luted would afford a future annual surplu% after
1heir own account and risk, all kinds of Indian every descriplion of charge had been deducte(t,

goods, e$cept calicoes, dimities, muslins, and of £1,240,000. Mr. Dundas (afterward Lord
oiher pmee goods. But neither the merchants in Melville). then president of the board of control,
England, nor the company's servants and incr. availed himself of these favorable appearances to
(.lmnts in India, were allowed to export or import give the most flattering representation of the

_.xeept in the company's ships. And in order to company's affairs. There could, he said, b(' no
insure such convvyance, it wa_ enacted that the question as to the permauent and reffular increa_
¢.ompany should annually al)pr(_priate 3.000 tons of the company's surplus revemle; he assul'cd tim
()f shipping for the use of private traders; it boule that the estimates had been framed with
b(,ing stipulated lhat they were to pay in time of the greatest care; that tile ('onq)any's possessi(_ns
peace £5 outwards, and £15 homewards, for wer(, in a state of pr()sl×'rily till 1ben Iznknown ia
every ton occupied by them in the company's India; that the abuses which had f_lrmel'ly illsil_-
•_hips; and that this Ireight might be raised in uated themselves isle some departments of the
time of war with the approbation of the bo_lrd of government had been rooted o_lL a_ld lira! the
('ontrol.--lt might have been, and indeed most period had at length arrived when India was to
probably was, foreseen that very few British mer- pour her golden treasures into the lap of Engl_lnd i
cha_lts or manufacturers would be inclined to Parliament participated in these brilliant antici-

avail themselves of the privilege of sending out pattens, and in tile act prolo_)ging the charter it
g(_ods in company'sships, orofengagingin a trade was enacted, 1. That £500,000 a year of the sur-
fettered on all sides by the jealousy of powerful plus revenue ._hould be set ,_._i(tc for reducing the
monopolists, and where consequently their supe- company's debt in India to £2,U00,0()0; 2 Tlmt
rior judgment and economy would have availed £500,000 a year should be paid into the exchequer,
almost nothing. As far. therefore, as they were to be appropriated for the public service as par-
concerned, the relaxati()n was more apparent liament should think fit to order; 3. When the
than real, and did not produce any useful results. India debt sbonld be r(,duced to £2.000,000, and
(In a letter to the East India company, dated the bond debt to £t,500,000, one4ixth part of the

March '21, 1812, Lord _elville says: "It will not surplus was to be applied to augment the diet-
be. denied that the facilities granted by that act dends, and the other five-sixtl_ were to be paid

[the act of 1793] have not been ,_atisfaetory, at into the bank, in the name of the commissioners
least tothe merchants either of this country or of of the national debt, to be accumulated as a
India. They have been the source of constant guarantee fl_nd, until it amounted to £12,000.000;
dispute, and they have even entailed a heavy and when it reachexl that sum, the dividends

expense upon the company, without affording to upon it were to he applied to make up the diet-
the public any adequate benefit from such a sac- dends on the capital stock of the company to 10
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"per cent., if at any time the funds appropriated been gaining ground among all classes that the
to that purpose should prove deficient, etc.-- trade to the east was capableof beingverygreatly
Not one of these anticipations was realized! In- extended; and that it was solely owing to the
stead of being diminished, the company's debts want of ente,-prise and competition, occasioned by
be._a_an immediately to increase. In 1795 they its being subjected to a monopoly, that it was
were authorized to "idd to the amount of their confined within such narrow limits. ¥cry gr_t

_loating debt. In 1796 a new device to obtahl efforts were, consequently, made by the manu-
moneywas fallen upon. Mr. Dundasr_presented facturing and commercial interests to have the
that as all competition had been destroyed in con- monopoly set aside, and the trade to the east

sequenceof the war, the eompany's commerce had thrown open. Tile company vigorously resisted
been greatly increased, and that their merctmtile these pretensions, and had interest enough to pro-
,capital had become insufficient for the extent of curca prolongation of the privilege of carrying
,their transactions. In consequence of this rep- on an exclusive trade to China to April 10, 1881,
wesentation, leave was given to the company to with three years' notice; the government of India
add two _dlli,nis to their capital stock by crest- heing continued in theirhands for the same period.

lag 20,000 new shares; but as these shares sold Fortunately, however, the trade to India was
•at the rate of £173 each, they produced opcned, under certain conditions, to the public.
£3,460,000. In 1797 the ('omI)any issued addi- The principal of these conditions were, that pri-
¢ional bonds to the extent of £1,417,000; and not- wttc individuals should trade, directly only, with
withstanding all this. Mr. Dundas stated in the thc presidencies of Calcutta, Madras amt Bom-
ltouse of commons, March 13,1799, that there had bay, and the port of Penang; that the vessels
been a deficit in the previous year of £1,319.000. fitted out by them should not be under 350 tons
--During the administration of the :Marquis burden; and that they should abstain, unle,_s per-

Wellesley, which began in 1797-8 and terminated mitted by the company or lhe board of control,
in 1805-6, the British empire ill India was aug from engaging in the carrying trade of India, or
mented by the conquest of Seringapatam and the in the trade between India and China. And yet,

whole territories of Tippoo Saih, the cession o.f dcspite these disadvantages, such is the energy of
largc tracts by the Mahratta (.hiefs, the capture of individual enterprise as compared with monop-
l)elhi, the ancient se:lt of the Mogul empire, and ely, that the private traders gained an almost
various other important acquisitions; so that the immediate ascendency over the East India corn-
revenue, which had amounted to £8,059.000 in pany. slut in a very short time marc than trebled

1797,wasincreased to £15,403,000iu 1805. But the English trade with India! In the report of the
expenses of government and thc interest of the committee of the house of lords on the foreign
debt increased in a still greater proportion than trade of the country, printed in May, 1821, it is
the revenue, having amounted in ]805 to stated tlmt the greatly increased consumption of
£17,672,000, leaving a deficit of £2,269,000. In British goods in the cast since the commence-
the following 3,car the revenue t(,ll off nearly ment of the free tr'lde can not bc accounted for

£1,000,000, while the expenses continued nearly by the demand of European residents, the number
the same; and there was, at 'm average, a con- of whom floes not m:xteriallyvary; and it appears
tinued excess of cxpenditure, including commcr- to have been much the greatest in articles calcu-
eial charges, and a contraction of frc._h debt, down lated for the gcneral use of the natives. That of
to 1811-12.--Notwithstanding the vast additions the cotton manufactures of England alone is
made to their territories, tim company's commerce stated, since the lirst opening of the trade, to
with them continued to be very inconsiderable, have been augmented from four retire-fold. The
During the five years ending with 1811 the ex- value of the merclmudise exported from Great
ports to India by the company, exclusivc of those Britain to India, which amounted in 1814 to

made on account of individuals in their ship.% were £870,177, amounted in 1819 to £3,052,741, [this is
as follows: 1807, £95o,416; 1808,£919.544; 1809, the amount of the company's exports only, and
£866,153; 1810, £1,010,815; 1811, £1,033,816. the sum is not quite accurate. Post]; and
The exports by the private trade, and the privi, although the market appears to have been so far
lege trade, that is, the (:ommanders and officers of overstocked as to occasion a diminution of nearly

the company's ships, (luring the above-mentioned one-half in the exporls of the following year, that
yearn, were about as large. During the fiveyears diminution appears to have taken place more in

ending with 1807-8 the ammal average imports tim articles intended for the consumption of
into India by British priv'lte traders, only Europeans than of natives; and the trade is now

amounted 1o £305.496. (P_pers, published by attired to the committee by the best informed per-
the East India company in 1813, 41o, p. 56.) The sons to be r_,viving. When the amount of popu-
company's exports included the value of the mil- lation, and the extent of the country over which
itary stores sent from Great Britain to India. the consumption of these al_ticles is spread, are
The ships employed in the trade to Ir_dia al_d considered, it is obvious that any facility which
Chil_a during the ,,came five years varied from can, cousisteutly with the political interests and
44 to 53, anti their burden from 36,671 to 45,342 security of the company's dominions, be given to
tons.--For some years before the termination of the private trader for the distribution of his

the company's charter in 1813, the conviction had, exports, by increasing the number of. ports at
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which he may have the option of touching in continuing the charter till 1854 terminated the eom.
pursuit of a market, can not fail to promote a pany's c.omrae_.ci_l character, by enacting that ttle
more ready and extensive demand."--Besides the company's trade to China was to cease on April
restraints imposed by the act of 1813 on the 22, 1834, and that the company was, as soon as
proceedings of the free traders (these restraints possible after that date, to dispose of their stocks
were a good deal modified by the act of 3 on hand and close their commercial business;
Gee. IV., c. 80, which was passed in pursuance of and the wonderful increase that has since taken
the recom.mendation of ttle committee quoted place in the trade with the east is the best proof
ab_ve), they frequently experienced very great of the sagacity and soundness of tile opinions of
loss and inconvenience from the commercial spec- those by whose efforts the incubus of monopoly

ulations of the East India company. The latter was removed.--From this period down to 1858,
had commercial residenk% with large establish- when the company was, as a governing body.
meats of servants, some of them intended for finally abolished, its functions were wholly polit.
coercive purposes, stationed in all the considerable teal, and the directors were, in truth, little more
towns; and the Marquis Wellesley has staled than a council to assist and advise tile president
"'that the intimation of a wish front the corn- of the board of control During the period now

pany's resident is alw:lys received as a command alluded to (from 1884 to 1858) some most impor
by the native manufacturers aad producers " The taut events have taken place in India. The
truth is, that it was not in the nature of things British empire has been increased by tile acqui_i-

that the company's purchases could be fairly tion in 1845 of the terTitory of SOnde, ,t 1he
made; the natives could not deal with their ser- mouths of the Indus; in 1849of the cxtens_vcand

rants as they would have dealt with private indi- fertile country of the Punjab (Five Riv_-_s). iJl
viduals: and it would bc absurd to suppose that northwest India,between the Sutlej and the IzJdu_;
agents authorized to buy on accou,lt of govern- and in 1852 of Pegu and Martabau in B_rmah.
meat, and to draw on the public treasury for the Being occupied by comparatively brave and hardy
means of payment, should generally evince the races, the subjugation of Seinde and the Punjab
prudence and discretion of individuals directly was not effected without much d[fficulry, and
responsib]e in their own private fortunes for their after the occurrence of several well-fought b_t-

transactions. The interference of such persons tles.--The period referred to is also distinguished
would, under any circumstances, have rendered by the ill-advised iuvasionof Afglnmistau m 18._9.
the East India trade peculiarly hazardous. But This unprovoked aggression led to the grcate._t
their influence in this respect was matelially reverse that has ever happened to the Engli.,h iu
aggravated by the irregulality of their appear- India But the disastrous retreat from Caubul
ances. No individual, not belonging to the court having been avenged, and the prestige of English
of directors, could foresee whether the company's arms restored, England finally w)thdrew from
agents would be in the market at all; or, if there, tile country in 1842. And it is to De hoped fhat
to what extent they would either purchase or she may never again, unless from the. most argent
sell. So capricious were their proceedings that necessity, attempt to extend her empire iu tlmt
in some years they laid out £700,000 on indigo, quarter beyond its present limits --A coax lotion
while in others they did not lay out a single shill- had been for a lengthened period gaini_Jz g_ound
lag; and so with other things. A fluctuating that the comp.lny's intervention in the govcrm
demand of this sort necessarily occasioned great mcnt of India had become inexpedient, and lhqt
and sudden variations of price, and was injurious it should be directly administered by the croa n
alike to the producers and the private merchants. In 1853 a step was taken in this direction by tile
--And besides being injurious to the private act 16 & 17 Vict., c. 95, which reduced fhe hum-
trader, and to tile public genclally, both in India ber of directom from twenty-lbur to eighteen,
and England. this trade was of no advantage to part of which were to be nominated by the
tile East India company. IIow, indeed, could crown, and made other changes It is not
it be otherwise? A company that maintained easy to say how long this modified syslcm
armies and retailed tea, tlmt carried a sword in might have gone on, had it not be,'n for the
one hand and a ledger in the other, was a contra- outbreak of the gigantic mutiny of 1857. It
diction; and, had she traded with success, would would be foreign to our object to introduce de-
have been a prodigy. It was impossible for her tails with respect to tile origin of this insurrec-

to pay that attention to details which is indispen- tion, its progress and suppression. These are
sable to the carrying on of commerce with advan- known to all otjr readers. Ilelx.' it is sufficient

tage. She may have gained something by the to mention that the incipient prejudice against
monopoly of the tea trade, though even that is the company having been strengthened, though

qt_estionahle; but it is admitted on all hands that without much reason, by the disasters in India,
_he lost heavily by her trade to India. When, advantage was taken of their occurrence, to intro-
therefore, the question as to the renewal of the duce a bill into parliament for transferring its
charler came to be discussed in 1882 and 1833, the government from the company to the (rown,
company had no reasonable objection to urge which soon after (Aug. 2, 1858) became the
against their being deprived of the privilege of act 91 and 22 Viet., c. 106. Its commercial
trading. And the act 3 & 4 Win. IV,, c. 85, for had long been sunk in its military and polit-
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icalcharacter. It had subjugated one of the The same opinionsaremaintainedby laierauthor-
most extensive empires in the world. And ities.Dr. Tennant says that"the whole Indian
though its policy has been in many respects community is divided into four great classes;
of a very questionabledescril)tion,itisentitled and each classisstationedbetween certainwalls
to the high praiseof having vigorouslyexerted of separation,which are impassableby the purm_t
itselfto restrainabuseson the part of itsser- vi,'lueand mostconspicuousmerit." (Quoted by
vants,to protectthe vast populationwithin its Mr Rickards,p 6.) This unalterabledestinyof
dominion,and providefortheirwcll-being.--This individualshas bc_n repeatedlyassumed in the
once great and powerful coq)otation,having dispatchesand officialpapers put forthby the
existed nearly275 years,was, afterthe transfer EastIndiacompany, and has been referredtoon
of its remaining functionsto the secretaryof all occasionsby them and theirservantsas a
stateforIndiaincouncil,finallydissolvedin 1873, proof thatthe depressedand miserablecondition

by the 36 and 37 Vict.,c. 17. of the nativesisnot owing to misgovernment, or
J. It. M'CULLOCII AND ItUGII G. REID. to the weight of the burdens laid upon them;

and that it is in vain to think of materially
EAST INDIES, a popular geographical term improving their condition, el' of making them

not very well defined, but generally understood acquainted with new arts, or giving them new
to signify the continents and islands to the east habits, so long as the institution of castes, and

and south of the rivet" Indus. as far as the bor- the prejudices to which it has given rise, pre-
ders of China, including Timur _md the Moluc- serve their ascendency unimpaired.- But not-

cas, but excluding the Philippine islands, New withstanding the universal (._',rrency which the
Guinea and New Holland. ('hitm and the Phil- opinions now referred to have obtained, and the

ippine islands _xcrc, however, included within high authority by which they are supported, they
tim limit of the East India company's l)ceuliar ;ire, in all the most essential resl)ects, entirely
privilegcs.--l. Disli_zc(i_ of C'asle._ z_ Indza. without foundation! The books anti codes of
Inaccuracy of llw Rel)resel_t_lttoT_._as to the I_zhab- the IIindoos themselves, and the minute and

itants being _tJudterablyattachedtoa_cie_t C_tstoms careful observations that have recently been
and Pt'actices. We lmvc takeu occasion in the made on Indian society, have shown that the

preceding sketch of the history of the East influence ascribed to the institution of castes I)y
India company, repeatedly to notice the small the ancients, and by the more early modern tray-
extent of the trade carried on by its agency. It eletz, has been pr_×ligiously exaggerated. In
was contended, however, that this was to be the first part of his work on India, Mr. Rickards

ascribed, not to the deadening iniluence of established, partly by references to the author-
monopoly, hut to the peculiar state of the people itative books of the tIindoos, and partly by hi,*
of India. A notion has long been prevalent that own observations, and those of Mr. Cotebrooke,

the Hindoos arc a race unsusceptible of change Dr. Ilebcr, and other high authorities, that the
or improvement of any sort; that every man is vast majority of the IIindoo population may.
brought up to the profession of his father, and 'rod in fact do, engage in all sorts of employ-
can engage in none else; and that, owing to the meats. It has been further M_own that there is

simplicity andunalterablencssnftheirhabits, thcy nothing in the structure of Indian society to
never can be consumers, at least t(J any consider- oppose any serious obst-tcle to the introdu(:tion of
_tttle extent, of foreign commodities. " What is new arts, or the spread of improvement; and
now in India has always been there, and is likely that the causes of the poverty and mi._cry of tbe
still to continue '" (Robertson's l)i,,q,ti,_itioa, people mu.,4 lie sought for in other circumstances
p. 202.) The Hiudoos of this day arc said to be than the institution of cashes and the nature of

the same _ the Hindoos of the age of Alexander lIindoo superstition --The early division of the
the Great. The description of them givcn by POl)ulation into the four great classes of priests
Arrian has been quoted as applying to their (Brahmans), s_ldiers (('shatryas), husbandmen
actual situation. It is affirmed t'hat they have and artificer._ (Vaisyas). and slaves (Sudras), was
neither imi)roved nor retrograded, and we arc maintained only for a ve_3" short period. The
referred to India as to a country in which the Hindoo traditions record that a partial intermixt-

institutions and manners that prevailed 3,000 ure of the._ classes took place at a very remote
years ago may still be found in their pristine epoch; and the mixed brood thence arising were
purity. The prcsidem de GI-o_qzet lays it down divided into a vast variety of new tribes, or
distinctly in his learned and invaluable work 0n castes, to wlmm, speaking generally, no employ-
the O_'igin of [_tw,, .-lrt,_ a_d _e_ces, that in mcnts are forbidden.--" The employments," says
India "every trade is confined to a particular Mr. Rickards, "allowed to these mixed and

caste, and can be exercised only by those who_ impure castes may be said to be ever), description
parents professed it." (Origi_ of La_s, etc., ,of handicraft and occupation for which the
English translation, vol. iii., p. 24.) Dr. Rolmrtson ! wants of human society have created a demand.
says that the "station of ever)" IIindoo is unal- Though man)" seem to take their names from
terab_- fixed; his destiny is irrevocable; and the their ordinary trade or profession, and some have
walk of life is marked out from which he must I duties assigned them too low and disgusting for
never deviate." (Disq_ti.,itioa on India, p. 199.) i any others to perform but from the direst neck-
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sity, yet no employment, generally speaking, Ilence it appears that ahnost every occupation,
is forbidden to the mixed and impure tribes, though regularly it be the profession of a pattie-
excepting three of the prescribed duties of tile uIar cla._s, is open to most otiler classes; and tha_
sacerdotal class, viz., teaching the Veda.s, officlat- the limitations, far from being rigorous, do in
ing at a sacrifice, and receiving 15resents from a fact reserve only tile peculiar profe_ion of the
pure-handed giver; which three are exclusively 13rahma,_, whi_.ll c_m_ists in tea(,hing tim [Sda,
Brahminical."--Mr. Colebrooke, who is aeknowl- and officiating at religious ceremonies." " We
edged on all hands to be one of the very highest have |hus," says Sir. Ri('kards, by whom this
authorities as to all that respects Indian affairs, passage has been quoted, "file highest existing
has a paper in the fifth volume of the Asiatic authority for rejecting the doctrine of the whole
Researches, on the subject of castes. In this tIindoo community 'being divided into four
palu..r Mr. Colebrooke states that the Jatimala, a castes,' and of tlwir pe('uliar lwerogatives being
tiindoo work, e||umerales fortg-t_cv mixed ela._ses guarded inviolate by ' impa.-s'tble walls of separa-
springing from the intercourse of a man of isle- tion.' It is also clear that the intermixture of
riot class with a woman of superior ela._q, or in castes had takeu phce, to an indefinite extent, at
the inre_:_e order of the classes. Now, if we add the time when the Dhtr_t Sastra was composed,
to timse the numl)er that must have sprung from which Sir William Jones coulputes to b(' about
intermixture in the dirc:t order of the (,lasses. 880 year,_ ]3. C.; for the mixed cla_sc_ are speci-
aud the hosts fm'ther arising from the continued fled in this work, and it a]._o refers in many
intermixture of the mixed tribes among them- places to pa,_t time_, and to events which a
selves, we shall not certainly be disposed to course of time only could have brought about.
(hssent from Mr. Colebrooke's conclusion " that The origin of the intern|ixture is therefore lost in
the subdivisions of these clasps have further the remotest and obscure_tantiquity; and having
multiplied (li_tiuctions to an endl_,_s _.,triety "-- been carried on through a long course of ages, a
Mr. Colebrooke has given the folh)wing di,_tinct heterogeneous mass is eve_'vwhere presented to
and accurate at.count of the l)rofe_sions and us, in tllese latter times, without a siugk- ('xam-
employments of the several clauses at the present pie, in any particular state, or kingdou|, or sepa-
day. It forms a curious commenta|'y on the rate portion of the Hindoo community, of that
" irrevocable destiny "' of Dr. Robertson, and the qtmdruple division of c'tstes which has been so
"impassable walls" of Dr. Tennaut.--"A Brah- contidently insisted upon. I have myself seen
man, unable to subsist by his duties, may live by carpenters of five or six different castes, and as
the duty of a soldier; if he can not get a subsist- many different bricklayers, employed on the

enee by either of these employments, he may same building. The same diversity of castes
apply to tillage and attendance on cattle, or gain may be observed among the craft_rffen in dock-
a competence by traffic, avoiding certain com- yards, and all ozher great works; and those who
modities. A C_hatrya in distress may subsist by have resided for any time in the principal corn-
all these means; but, he must not have recourse mercml cities of Iudia must be sensible that

to the highest functions. In seas.ons of distress every increasing demand for labor, in all its

a further latitude is given. The practice of different branches and w_rictics of old and new
medwine and other learned professions, painting arts, has been speedily and effectually sul_Plied,
:_zJ(lother arw, work for wages, menial service, in spit(; of the tremendouu institution of castes,
alms, and usurr, arc aumng the modes of sub- which we are taught _o.L_lieve form_ so irnpass-
,i,lencealh)wed both to the Brahman and C._hat- able an obstruction to the adv.m(.emen_ of

r//o. A Vaisya, unable to subsist by his own Indian industry."--2. Givwb_g Demand J;-' E,t-
dutie._, may descend to the servile acts of a gli._h Geuu./,_. It is difficult to SUl)pose that the
.s',tdr,_; and a S,td_'a, not finding employment by directors of the East In(tin company should not
_:,i_i_tg on men of tile higher classes, may subsist have been early nwt_rc of tl_e fallacy of the opin-
by handicrafts; principally following those me- ions as to the fixedness of Indian habits. So fa_,
('hanieal operations, as joinery and masonry, and however, as we know, they did not, in this
practica arts,.ts painting and writing by wlfichhe instance, cvin(.e any acquaintance with the (It,.
may serve men of superior classes, and although eoveries of their servants. On the contrary, iu
a |nan of a lower class is in general restricted all the discussions that took place with respect to

fi'_un tlw acts of a higher class, the 8udra i_ the opening of the trade in 1814, the company
,'\pre_>ly permilted to become a trader or a bus- invariably contended that no inerease of trade
I_amlman.- Besides the particular occupation to India could be expected. In a letter of the
:_,_ig_wd to each of the mixed classes, they have chairman and depuly chairman to the Right
_he alternative of following that profession Honorable Robert Dundas, dated Jan. 13, 1809,
which regularly belongs to the class fl'om which it is stated that the small demand for foreign
_hey derive their origin on the mother's side: commodities in India "results from ti_e nature of

fl_o_e at least have such an option who are born the Indian people, their climate and their usages.
in tl_e direct order of the classes, The mixed The articles of first necessity their own country
('la,ses are also permitted to subsist by any of the furnishes more abundantly and more eheaply
duties nf a Sudra; that is, by menial service, by than it is possible for Europe to supply them.
handicrafts, by commerce, and agriculture. The labor of the great, body of the common peo-
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ple only enables them to subsist on rice, and to to only £4_q8,60l, while the latter had increased
wear a slight covering of cotton cloth; they, to £_1,979,072, being more than double tile total
therefore, ca_ p_lrcha_e none .f tl_e .../_,rfl_lilie_ exports to India. as well by the company as by
the English off'er them. "rl,e (.omparatrvely few private traders, in 1814! Since then tire market
in better circumstances restricted, like the rest. has continued progressively to increase At an
by numerous religiou.- and ('ivd customs, of average of the six years ending with 1849. the
which all are remarkably temwious, find few of (leelared v:due or" the exl)()rts ()f British goods
English commodities to then" taste; and their amounted to no les,_ than £6,313.668 a year; the
climate, so dissimihlr to England, renders many deehn'ed value of thn-,e (,Xl)orte(l in 1849 being
,of them unsuitable to their use; so that a corn- £6,803,274. In 187)4. previously to the out-
meree between them and England can not break, the export,, to India lm(t reached tile sum
proceed far upon the principle of supplying of £10,025,969.--The (.ompany stated, and no
mutual wants, tIence, except woolens in a very doubt truly, that they lost a very large sum in

limited degree, for mantles in the cold season, attempting to extend the demand for British
:anti metal._, on a scale also very limited, to be woolens in India and China, which, notwith-
w()rked up by their own artisans for the few ' standing, continues very limited. But in their
(lten_ils they need, hardly any of Engli,h staple efforts to force the sale of woolens, they seem
,eormnoditie._ find a vent amon,.., the Indians; tile to have entirely forgotten that England had
other exports which Europe seml._ to India being attained to great excellency in the manufacture
_:hiefly consumed by the European population of cotton stuffs, the article principally made use
there, and some of the dcscendanm of tile early of a_ clothing in Iiindostan; and that, notwith-

Portuguese co(tiers; all of wlmm, taken collect- , standing the cheapness of labor in India, the
iv(.ly, form but a small body m view to any ques- adv'mtage derived from England's superior
tion of natmnal commerce." II'ape_',_ pubhi_hxd . machinery might enable her to offer ('otton stuffs
by authority fit" the E,t_t Indbt (.'ompa_,y, 1_13, to the n'_tives at a lower price than they could
p. 21.)---The volume from whi('h we have made afford to manufacture them fro'. No sooner,
"this extra(.(, contains a variety of p;tssage_ to the however, had the trade I)een opened to private
_ame effect So coufidcnt, indeed, were the com- adventurers than this channel of enterprise was
*pany tlmt the), lind carried the trade to India to explored; and the result has been, flint, instead
"the utmost extent of whielJ it wa_ capable, tha! it of bringing cottons from India to England, the
w'a_ expres,sly stated, in re_olution_ pa_se(l in a former Ires become o7_ ,f the &._¢talul most exten-
general cour! held at tile India hou,_e on J'm. 26, sire markets ]br the coiton_ of the latter. We ques-
1813. "that no large or sudd_,u mhlilion can be [ tion, indeed, whether, in the whole history of com-

made to the amount of Brrtish export,; to India i merce, another equally striking example can be
,or China," that the company had suff(,red a Ios'_ produced of the i)owerful influence of eompeti-
in attemptin_ to extend this branch of their lion iu opening new and almost boundless fields
'trade. (hal the warchou_s at lmme were glutted ' for tim su(,cessful prosecution of commercial

avith Indian commoditic,_ for which lhere was no I enterprise.--ln 1_14, tile first year of the free
.demand, and that to open the outport,_ to tim I trade to India, the exports of cotton amounted
_rade w-uld be no other than "a ruiuou,_ tr'msfer i to 817,000 yards, of which only about 170,000

()f it into new channels, to the de_truetion of [ yard_, valued at £17,778, were exported by the
immen,_e _n(I costly establishments, and the beg- [ company' Tile progress of the trade has since
ga D- of many thousand,-; of indu,,trious in(livid- '_been such, that in 1866 England exported to
uals "--Luckily. however, the,,e representations India 544,699,474 yards of cotton stuffs, and
were unabh, to prevent the opening of the trade, 19,849,460 Ibs. twist and yarn, ex. hosiery, lace
:and the resuh has sulfi('iently demonstrated their and small wares, the aggregate declared value of

fallacy The enterpri,,e and exertion of individ- [ the wlmle being £12,773,802 --The demand for
nals have vastly increased English exports to I several other articles of British manufactures has

India--to tlmt veaT country which tile company ! increased with great rapidity. Notwithstanding
had so confidently pronounced was, and would : all that has been said as to the immutability
necessarily continue to be, incapable of afford- of Ilindoo habits, tile fact is not to be denied

ing any ad(htional outlet for Engli,d_ peculiar that a taste for European products and customs
produets'.--The commercial .wcounts for 1812 is rapidly spreading itself over India; and the
and 1,_13 were unfortunately destroyed by the f:fir presumption is, that it will continue U)gain
Iire at tlw eu,_tom Imu,,e The trade to India grmmd according as education is more generally
was ol)ened on April 10. 1814; and in that year diffu,,ed, and aq tire natives become better ac-

the de(.lared or r(.al value of the products quainted with English language, arts andhab_ts.
exp_rt(,d fr_)m Great Britain h) the _'ountrie,_ Tim autheuticiry of Dr. Heber's statements can

eastward of the cape of G()od Hope, excepting not he called in question; and there are many
(_'hma. by the East India cOral)any, wa,_ £826,558, pas¢ages in different parts of his journal that
and by the priwtte traders, £1,048,132 In 1817 might be quoted corroborative of what has now
tile company's exports had (h,elined I_ £6:_,:182, been stated. Our limits, however, will only per-
while those of the private traders bad increa,_ed mit of our making a very few extracts.--" Nor
to £2,750,333, and ha 1828 the former had sunk have tile religious prejudices and the unehangea-
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bh.ness of the ttindoo llabits been less exagger- articles and for luxuries." pJ'ee:,l_at e,.'t_r)._,,hcr_ .
_tted. Some of the best informed of their nation, among tile natives. Of .l|_tl;,.'r,_,_:lle wril.c_s _ts
_ith whom I have conversed, itssure me that half follows: " But what surprised me still more, as
their most remarkable customs of civil and do- I penetrated fmther rots il. wen. the large, lofty
inc.-tic life are born'owed from their Mohammedan and handsome tlwellbJg house.s, thc beauty and

onquerors; and at preset_t there is a_ obl,io_Js a_d apparent richn(,ss of Ihe goc,d.,, vxpo.-,vd irl the
i, cl'e,_._n9 di,_posiliolt to imitate the Et_gl_h bt bazaars, and the evident hum of bu_-ine.,,s. Be-

, ,.,_'!¢thiJ_g, which has already led to ver b"remark- nares is in fact a very industrious anti wealthy _s-
_tbh. changes, arid will, probably, to still more well as a very hol)" city. It is the great mart
impoltant. The wcalth,y natives now all affect where tile shawls of the norlh, the diamonds of
t_ have their houses decolated with Corinthian the south, and the muslins of I)acea aml the east-

pillars, and filled with English furniture, they ern province, centre; and it has very comqdera-
-(h'ive the best horses and the nmst da.,;hin.g car. ble silk, cotton mid tim. woolen manufaclories of

tinges m Calcutta; many of them sl)eak English its own, while Eughsh ht_.rdware, swords, shields
fluently, and are tolerably read in English liters- and spears, from Lucknow and Monghyr, and
lure, and the chihh'en of otie of our friends I tlwse Ettr_q_eau luxurle._ al_d elega,,cb.s which are
.-.aw one day dressed in jackets and trousers, with daily becmning m.,re popular iJ, Ii_dil, (.iiculate
iouml hats, shoes and stockings. In the l_.ngalec from hence through Btmdelcund. Gorruekl)oor,
m._-l)aper_, of which there tire two or thrt.c,l)oli- Nepaul, and other t_'act, which are removed from
lit.- arc canvassed with a bias, as I am tf)ld, ill- tile main artery of the Ganger.." (Vol. i., p 289.)

_.li_ed to Whiggism; and one of their lending men --Proceeding still fartlwr into the interior of the
mtv(. a great dinner, not long since, in honor of country, and when at Nusserabad, (li_tant 1,0.51
lilt' Spanish revolution: among the lower orders miles from Calelllta. the bislmp ('ontinues his
llw .-..tree feeling shows itself more beneficially in journ'd in tile .'_lme str:dH, vlz. : " European arti-
al growing neglect of caste." (Vol. it., p. 306 )-- ties are, at Nu.,.scrabad [near Ajmeer, in the
"' To _ay that the ttindoos or Mussuhnans are de- heart of the Rajpoot c(_uutry], as might be ex-
li(._ent in any essential feature of a civilized peo- pected, ver)' dear; the shol)_ ttre kept by a Greek
IdC. _s an assertion which I can scarcely suppose and two Parsecs from Bombay; they had in their
to be made by any who have lived with them; list all the usual items of a Calcutta warehouse.
llwir manners are at least as pleasing and tour- English cotton cloths, both white and printed,
I_._,u_ as those in the corresponding stations of are to be met with comnmnly in _ear among the

hh. among ourselves; their houses are larger, people ()f the (.ountry, and may, I learned to my
aml, according to their wants and climate, to the surprise, be bought best and (.lwapest, as well as
full as convenient as ours; their architecture is at all kinds of hardware, crocker)', writing desks.
h.a,.t as elegant; nor is it true that in the me- etc., at Pallee, a large town and celebrated mart
chani(, arts they are inferior to the general run of in Marwar. on the edge of the desert, several
EUrOl)eau nations. Where they fall short of us days' journey west of Joudpoor, where, till very
(whi(.l_ is chiefly in agricultural implements, and lately, no European was known t,* have penc-
th(. mechanics of common life), they are not, trated." (Vol. it., p. 86.)----A,_ t() the character

-t_ far a,. I have understood of Italy and the south of the ltindoos, their capacity, and even miXlOUa
_f F_anee, surpassed in any degree by the l)eoph: desire, for imprt)vement, the bisht)t)'s testimony
_I _h_,,i. countries. Their goldsmitl_s and weav. is equally clear and decided; and as this is a
c_,. produce as beautiful fabrics as our own; and point of pre-eminent importance, the reader's at-
_t _, .,o far from true that they are obstinately tention is requested to tl_e following statements:
x_cthled to their old patterns, that they show an " In the schools which have been lately estab-
anxiety to imitate our models, and do imitate lished in this part of the empire, of which
them very successfully. The ships built by ha- there are at present nine established by the
tire artists at Bombay are notoriously as good as Church Missionary, and eleven l)y the Chrmtian
any which sail from London or Liverpool. The Knowledge societies, some very unexpected facts

tarriages and gigs which they supply at Calcutta have occurred. As all direct attempts to convert
a_(. as handsome, though not as durable, as those the children are disclaimed, the parents send

,,1 Long Acre. In the little town of Monghyr, them without scruple. But it is no less strange
:_(I miles from Calcutta, I had pistols, double than true, that there is no objection made to the
b:trrvh.d gunsand different pieces of cabinet-work use of the Old and New Testament as a class
I_r,_uffhl down to my boat for sale, which in out- hook; that so long a.s the teachers do not urge
ward form (for I know no further) nobody but them to eat what will make them lose their caste,
l,'thaps )Ir. - could detect to be of Hindoo or to be baptized, or to curse their country's gods.

,_r gin- and at Delhi, in the shop of a wealthy they readily consent to everything else; and not
a,_ive jeweler, I found brooches, ear-rings, snuff- only Mussulmans, but Brahmans, stand by with
b_)xcs, etc., of the latest models (so far as I am a perfect coolness, and listen sometimes with appar-
Judge), and ornamented with French devices and ent interest and pleasure, while the scholars, by
rm,tt_es." (Vol. _i., p. 382.)---As Bishop Heber the roadside, are reading the stories of the crea-
Iwat'trated into the interior of India, he found tion and of Jesus Christ." (Vol it., p. 290.)---
;1,. same taste as in Calcutta, for European " Hearing all l had heard of the prejudices of the
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'_i_o0",q'aS_:_It_tln_ans, I certainlydid not at all fertile soil, peopled by so many millions of
_xDeSf td'fln'd't'dat _h_ common people would, not tractable and industrious inhabitants, l:hndostan
only without objection, bnt with the greatest is capable of supplying the whole world with
thankfulness, send their children to schools oil any species of tropical merchandise; the produc-

Bell's system ; and they seem to be fully sensible tion, in fact, being only limited by the demand."--
of the advantages conferred by writing, arithme- 3. Colonization of India. Considerable obstacles
tic, and above all by a knowlcdge of English were long thrown in the way of Europeans estab-
There are now in Calcutta, and the surroumling lishing themselves in India, and partmularly of
villages, 20 boys' schools, containing 60 to 120 their acquiring or holding land. This polit.y was
each; and °3 girls', each of 2.5 or 30." (Vol. ii , dictated by varioL_s considerations; partly !)3" a
p. 800.)--" In the same holy city [Benares] 1 vi_ wish to prevent the extrusion of tile natives from
ited another college, founded lately by a wealthy the soil which it was supposed would be eagerly
Hindoo banker, and intrusted by him to the man- bought up by Europeans, and partly by the fear

agement of the Churcll Mi,siomlrv society, in lest the latter, when scattered over the country,
which, besides a gramnlati,:al kn,_x_ledge of the and released from any effectual control, should
Hindoostanee language, as well a< Persian .rod offend tlle prejudibes of lilt; natives anti get era-
Arabic, tilt, _enior boys couhl l)a_ a good exam- broiled with them. Now, however, itseem- to be
ination in En._li.,,h grammar, in Ilmne's IIistory the general opinion of tllosc best acquainted with

of England ,h)yce'_ St'it,nitric l)ialogues, the usc India, that but little dangrr is to be al)t)rchemled
of /he globes, and the 1)rincil)al fuel,: and mor_tl from these circum._tances; that the few Europeans
precepts of the gospel; moqt of them writin 7 established in it as indigo planters, etc., have con-
beautifully in the Persian, and very tolcr'fl)ly in tributcd very malerially to its iml_rovrment; alld
the Engli.,-h clmracter, and exc(.lling mo.,,t boys I that the iut'rease and diffusion of the English
have met with in the :_ccura('y and readiness of population, and their permanent sctdenlent in the
their'n'lthmetic." (Vol. it., p. 388 )--"The dif r,)untD', are at once tile most likely means of
fcrent nations which I llavc seen in India (for it spreading a knowledge of English arts and set-
is a great mistake to suppose that all India ix pco cnces, and of widening and strengthening the
pled by a single race, or that there is not as gre'lt foundations of English tmcendency It is obvi-
a di,_parity between the mh'lbitants of Guzerat. ous, indeed that tllc duration of the English

Bengal, the Dooah. and the Deccan, both in hm- power in India must depend on a very uncertain
guage, manners and physiognomy, as bet',vecn tenure unless they take root. as it were, in the
any four nations in Europe) have. of cour'w, in a soil and a consideralde i)ortion of the poputa-
greater or Ic..,s deg'rce, the vices which must 1)(, tion be attached to them by the ties of kindred,
expected to attcn(t on arbitrary government, a ::nd of common interests and symp_lthics. In
demoralizing and absurd religio;l, and (ill all the this respect they should imitate the Roman in
intlependent states, and in some of the distrit.t_ t)rcfcrcnee to the Laccthemonian or _.thenian poll-
which are l)'lrtially .',ubjc('t to the Briti..,h)a laxity cy. Wc formerly cxpre,,,scd the ol)inlon that look-
of law, aud an alnlost uaivclqal l)rcvalelwc of ilr ing at the d(.nsity of p,,pulatitm in India, the low
testinc fondu and habits of plunder. Tile general r,_te of wages, the. nature of tile climate, and
character, however, has ranch which ix extrcnle]y olhersinfilareircunlstalmes, it seemed verydoubt-
pleasing To me: tlwy arc brave, courteous, intelli, ful wlletll{.r it wouhl ever bec,nne the resort of
gent, and mo.-t eager after knowh,dgc "lad inn- all)' consith.rahlc number of Engli._h settlers, at
provemcn(, with a remarkable talent for tile least of such a nulnbcr as would lte sufficient.

sciences of geometry, a._trononly, etc.. as wcll as withinany reasonable lv.riod,to form anythinglikc
for the arts of painting and sculpture in all apowerful native English interest; and wc have
these points they ]lave had gr(.at difficulties to now to .,,tale that thcsc anticipations have been
struggle with. both from tllc waut of mo(lel.,,, more than realized, and that though the restraints
instruments and elementary instruction; the ill- on the settlelncnt of Englishmenill India have been
disposition, or rather tile horror cntert'finc(l, till practically at an end since 1834, very few have

lately, by many among their Eurol)ean master_, availe(l themselves of the privilege. There may
for giving them instruction of any kind; aml now no doubt, though we see little reason to anticipale
from the real difficulty which exi-,ts of transbd- such a rc.,,ult, be a greater emigration to India ill
ing works of "_cient e into ]auguagcs whici_ ]lave time to come; and to whatever extent it may bc

no corrcsl)onding terms " (Vol. it., p. 409.)-- carried, it promise._ to be highly advantageous.
Even if our space permitted, it wouht be uu- "We nccd not, 1 imagine," said Lord Willianl
necessary |o add to these ex!nlets Th(. facts Bcntinck,"use any labored argument to prove that
and rircumttanees now mcntiont.d, must, we it would be infinitely advantageous for India to

think, satisfy every one that there is nothing in horrow largely in arts and knowledge from iEng-
the nature of hldian .,,ociety, ill the institution ]and. The legishlture has expressly declared the :
of ('astes as at present existing, or in the habits truth; its acknowledgment has been implied in
and customs of the natives, to hinder them from the daily acts and professions of government and
advancing in the ('arerr of civilization, commerce in all the efforts of humane individuals and socie-

antl wealth. " It may safely be asserted," says ties for the education of the people. Nor will it,
Mr. Itamilton, " that with so vast an cxtent of I conceive, be doubted that the diffusion of use-
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ful knowledge, and its application to the arts and tion and well-being of 190 or 200 millions of
_msiness of life, must be comparatively tm_ly un- human beings; but she has yet to ]earn wimther
less we add to precept the example of Europeans, this be not an undertaking that is greatly beyond
mingling familiarly with tim natives in the course llcr means, and whether, iu attempting to elevate
of their profession, and practically demonstrating a debased and enervated race (supposing that she
by daily recurring evidence, tim nature and the really make such an attempt) 12,000 miles from
value of the principles we desire to inculcate, and her shores, she may not be sapping the founda-
of the.plans we seek to have adopted. It _ems tions of her own power and greatness.--Nothing
to be almost equally plain, that independently of during the outbre_tk of 1857 wa¢ more extract-
their influencing the native community in this dinary than the fact of its having failed to bring
way, various and important national advantages forward a single native chief of talent. In every
will result from there being a considerable body ' contest the inferiority even of the best drilled
_f our countrymen and their descendants settled sepoys, when brought face to face with Euro-

in-the country. To question it, is to deny the pcans, was most striking, lye superiority of
_,uperiorily which has gained us the dominion of numbers gave them a chance of success. They
]ndi'x; it i._ to doubt whether national character continue to be precisely what they were at Pins-
has any effect on national wealth, strength and sey and As._aye.

good government, it is to shut our eyes to all the J.R. M'CULLOCII AND Itu(_H G. REID.
])or(Is and difficulties of ()Ill"situation ; it is to hold

_t'_ nothing commuJ_ity of Iangu'tge. sentiment , --Constitution and Government of the East Indies.
and interest between the government and the The present form of government of the Imtian

governed; it i_ to disregard the evidence afforded . empire is establi.,,hed by the act 21 and 22
by every corner of the globe in which the British Vietori_e, cap 106, called "An act for the hetter

flag i_ i_oisted; it is to tell our merchants and government of India," sanctioned Aug. 2. 1858.
manufacturers that the habits of a people go for By the tcrms of this act, all the territories hereto-

nothing in ereatingamarket; and that enterprise, fore under the government of the East India
skill ;_nd capit:d, and the credit which creates ! company arc vested in her majesty, "rod all its
capitul. _we of no avail in the production of corn- _ powers are exercised in her name; all tcrritorial
modttie_ "--Ill order to facilitate the develop- and other revenues and all tributes and other

ment of a_riculture and the employment of Brit- payments are likewise received in her name, and
x,h capital in India, Lord Canning (being gover- disposed of for the purposes of the government

nor _ener_d} i_ued a series of ordinances in Oc- of India alone, subject to the provisious of this
re)bet, 1_61. for the sale of waste lands, and the act. One of her majesty's prineipal secretaries
r(,dcmpli(m of the land tax, the object being to of state, called the secretary of state for India,
effect " the sah. of waste lands in perpetuity, dis- is invested with all the powers hitherto exercised
('itar_ed from all prospective demamt on ac('ount by the company or by the board of control. By
(ff mud revenue,"and "permission to redeem the acts 39 and 40 Vict., cap. 10, proclaimed tit

xi..titJg hind revenue by the immediate payment of Delhi, before all the princes and high dignitaries
one sum equal in value to the revenue redeemed." of India, Jan 1, 1877, the quccu of Great Britain
--.ldt'rt_ll¢t{]_: of ]1_d?_l 10 fl_'ngl_d. Tile popular and Ireland assumed the additional title of India_
-piumn,_ in reg ,rd to the vast advantages derived Imperatrix. or Empress of India --'l'he executive
hv England from the govel'nmcnt of India are as authority in India is vested in a governor general,
f,dlaeu)uqa_canwell be imagined. It is doubtful, or viceroy, appointed by the crown, and acting
indeed, whether its advantages compensate for under the orders of the secretary of state for
it. di_advanta_zes India never has been, and India. By acts 24 and 25 Vivt., call. 67. amended
never can Ix,, a field for the resort of ordinary by act 28 Vict., cap. 17, and by acts 32 and 33
emigrant,_. It has, it is true, furnished an outlet Vict., cap. 98, the governor general in council
[[_r ('on,.iderable numbers of well-educated young has power to make laws fox' :ill persons, whether
m(,n ¢_f thc middle classes, but the fortunes of British or native, foreigners or others, within the
_h.._, _ho return to spend the evening of their Indian territories under the dominion of her
dz_v- m England are far short of compensating for majesty, and for all subjects nf the crown within
Ih,.._ttlay on themselves and on those who die in the dominions of Indian princes and .,,tates in
th, -t rvwe. And there _s but little ground to alliance with her majesty._The government of
t.,_tk that tile legitimate trade Enghmd carries on the Indian empire is entrusted, by acts 21 and 22
_lh I_ldia (we say le4p'tirnate., for a considerable Viet, cap. 97, to a secretary, of state for India,
l",tloa of Englisl_ trade with India is carried on aided by a council of fifteen members, of whom

tq',,_ a('count of the British troops serving in the at first seven were elected I)y the court o._ direc.
ll_'lllll"ll]a) is greater than it would have been h:_d tors from their own body. and eight were nomi-
it .,_mnued subject to its native rulers; neither is nated by the crown. In fllturc, vacancies in the
i_ b.v :my means improbable that the large public council will bc filled up by the sect'etary of state
dt.ht of India will, in theend, have to be partially for India. But the major part of the council
_,i wholly provided for by England.--England must be of persons who have served or resided ten.
n_ay Ill,tier her vanity by dwelling on the high years in India, and not have ;eft India more than

d(._tiuy ml 1glory 0f providing for the regcnera, teu years previous to Ihc (late of their appoint-
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'ment; and no person not so qualified can be --The following table shows the distribution of
appointed unless nine of the continuing meml)ers the revenue and the expenditure over the various
be so qualified. The office is held for a term of presidencies anti provinces in each of the tw(>
ten years; but "t member may be removed upon financial years, en.ding March 31, 1879 and 1880:
an address from l)oth houses of parliament and REVENUE.
the secretary of state for India may for special PreMdenctossmdProvinces 1879. 1880
reasons reapl)oint a member of the council for India, underthegovernorgeneral..£ 9,335,887 £'10,'27,5.311
a further term of five years. :No member can Bengal, with Assam ................ 18,987,131 19,282.693

Northwest provinces ............ I
sit in parliament.--The duties of tim council of Oudh ............................ I 8,770,497 8,69"2,594
state are, under tile direction of the secretary Pun.iab ............................. 3,fl';5,76_; 4.075776

Central _rovtuees .................. 1.`204,851 1,_, 130
of state, to conduct the business transacted British zsurmah .................... 2,0_9,`283 :_,'26'2.889
in tim United Kingdom in relation to the gov- Madras ............................ .t1,_,079 10 10,k2_.5
ernment of and the correspondence with India; Bombay, including Sind ............ 11.047,063 1¢,.164,-q,_.
but every ordt.r sent to India must be signed RevenueinIndta ................... 0¢._34,958517.0}8,1_0.8_
by tile secret'try, and all dispatches from the Revenue m Great Britain .......... '241,085 _L77_
governments and presidencies in India must be TotalRevenue ................. J_5_I99,(K}'2 £68,484,('_6.

addressed to the se(_etary. The secretary has XXX'_NDrrcRE.
to divide the council into committees, to direct

India, unde,'the governor general.. £17,589,063 £20,977,541
what departments shall be under such committees Bengal, with Assam ............... 7,21_2,735 7.814,U6'2
respectively, and to regulate the transaction of North_e,t provinces ...........Oudh ........................... I 4,097,82:2 3,892 143.
businc,,ss. Tlm secretary is to be president of the Pttnjah ............................ 2,547,2._8 .3.458,0_

Cenir_.l_rovhme8 .................. 815.4_) 800,89_.
council, and has to appoint from time to time a Brlti.-h 15urmah ................. 1,1'2_,364 I.L_L*3.7'20
vice-president. Tim meetings of the council are .-_adra._........................... 7,384,1_'_ 7,08L621
to be held when and as the secretary shall direct; Bomoay, including Sind ........... 8,491,745 9,919,86"/"

but at least one meeting must be hehl every week, Expenditure tn India .............. ,DI.q.314.06) £55,119,951
at which not less than five members sh'fll he Expenditure in Great Britain ..... 13.851.°:_6 14,547,664.

pre_nt.--Thc government in India i_ exercised by
the "council of the governor general," consisting Total Expenditure ............ £ti;?,,155,-356 £69,667,615,

of five ordinary members, and one extraordinary --In the budget estimates for the financial year
member, the latter the commander in-chief. The 1878-9, the revenue was asses._cd at £64,562,000,

ordinary members of the council preside over the and the ordinary expenditure at £115,917,000,
departments of foreign affairs, finances, the iute- leaving a deficit of £1,355,000. Besides the
tier, military adnnnistralion, and public works, ordinary expenditure, a sum of £3,500,000,
but do not forlu part, as such, of wlmt is desig- was set down as probable extr'mrdiuary ex-
nated in Eurol)can govcrmnents a "cabinet." pcnditurc for public works, raising the total
The appointment of the ordinary members of deficit to £4,855,000. The budget estinla'tes for
tim "council of the governor general," the gov- 1879-80 fixed the total revenue at £64,620,0_D,

el'hers of presidencies, and of the governors of and the tolal expenditure at £65,950,000, includ-
pr,winces, is made by the crown. The lieutenant ing £2.000,000 for the expenses of the Afghan
governors of the. various provinces are appointed war. The excess of ordinary exl)enditure over
l)3"thegovc.rnorgeneral,subjeettotheapprobation revenue in the year 1879-80 was estimated at
of the secretary of state for India.--Revenue and £1,395,000, and the capital expenditure on p)o,
A'xpe_*dit*.o'e. According to the act of 1858 tim ductive public works at £3,500,000.--The follow-
revenue and expenditure of the Indian empire ing table, compiled from official doeuments, ex-
are subjected Io lhe control of the secretary in hibit_ the growth of tim tlu'ee most important
council, and no grantorappropriation of any part sources of tile public revenue of India, namely,
of the revenue can be made without the concur- land, opium anti salt, in the ten financial 3"ears,
rence of a majority of the council.--The subjoined ending blarch 31, 1871-80 :
talfle glees the tolal gross amount of the actual

revenue and cxpenditnre of Iudia, distinguishing [
Indian and home exl)cnditure, in each of the ten YE.XaS I Land Opium. [ Salt.

fiscal years, ending Marsh 31, 1871-80: !
1871..................... £20.699,8'23 .._,045,459 ,£S,106.'2_0

Exp_'ndlture. [- 187'2.................... I 20520,337 9"_%B.8,59I 5,q_,ibl_Y_]AIL_. Revenue , Total Ex- 1873.................... 21,54_.669 8,f_4,b211] 6,11i5,630-- 1874.................... °l 087.912 8 39,4879 6.15 ,,66_

Brm_m 1876.................... I 21.508,742 8,471.4'25 6,244.415
' -- 1877.................... , 19 857.1.52 9.1'2'2460 6,804.6.58

1871..... i_.',1,413,6861_398_t.435 ',£10.031,2_1 *,.'49..q3_.6._ 1_8 .................... _ '_k0L)8(_ 9.1827'22 6_30,0_
' 1879................... ] '22,.'Y60,586 9,899,401

'224_3,54S ]0,319 tfl_18i'2....... 51),I1{I.'215 37,2_2,80_ 9 703,205 46,9:_i0_ 6 941,120
187'8....... .50.219,489 '_8,'21_5212 10.248,605 48,453.817 18/30.................. i 7 2_541.?,
1874...... I 4.q.51_82,5:-_ 42,094995 981o,9"~_ 51.405.9'21 ....
18,_ ....... 50,570,171 4O,760,583 9.490.391 _.",_50.9,4
187"6...... _ 51._10,06a 40.48_0h8 9 1._',,(_.,0 4.O841_18 --The following table shows the distribution of
1877....... 55,955,78.5 44.710,800 13.467,7tg:i 58,178.563
1878 ...... 5,%_;q,.,IoI 48,464.0_8 14.048.850 62.512,388 the lhree great sources of revenue over the differ-
1879....... 65 1.q9.t_)-2 49,314,06{) 13851,,296 6.q.195,356 eat presidencies and provinces in the financial
1_80 ...... 68.484666 55,119,951 14,5_7.664 69.687.615 year ending March 31, 1879:
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reduced to one-half of the yearly value.--In the

PRESIDENCiF_SAND ] Madras presidency there are three different reve-PROVINCES. Land Opium. _,lt
] nue systems. The zemindary tenure exists in

India, under the gov. _ some districts, principally in the northern cir-
ermJr gel_eral .... t" "_ 84,755

Rt-n,.rtd, with Assam ... 4,116,889 7,0_},145 2,473_995 cars; the proprietors, of whom some po._se,s ohl
Madraa ................ 4,949.488 .... ....... [ 1,57Z,:_ ancestral estates, and others were cre_tcd land-
Bombay ............... 8,924,.792 3,141,347 I 1,48%_a_ holders in 1802, hold the land direct from tim
l'ut_jab ................ 2,046,497 215 , .......... governlnetlt, on paynient of a fixed annual sum.

Northwest provances _ 5,765,763 37,206 i......... In the second, the village renting system, the viiOtldh ................
(:cntral provinces ...... 606,007 17,911

BritNh Burmah ....... 969,357 3.3.28_l.... _'_._'_.6 lages stand in tile positron of tim zemindar, and
hold the land jointly from the government, allot-

.... T`tal .............. ._,463 548 ;gi0,819,162 £6.9.11 1_2_) ting the different portions for cultivation among
themsclves. Under the third, the ryotwar sys-

--The most important source of public revenue tern, every registered hohler of land is recognized
to which rulers in India have, in all ages, looked as its proprietor, and pays direct to the govern-
for obtaining their income, is the land, the revc- ment. He can sublet, transfer, sell or mortgage
nue from which, ia the year before the mutiny, it; he can not be ejected by the government, and

aruisln.d more than one-half of the total receipts so long as he pays the fixed assessment lie has the
of the East In(tia company's treasury. Atpresent, option of annually increasing or diminishing the
whcn the necessities of the Indian exchequer re- cultivation on his holding, or he may entircly
(luire that government should resort more largely abandon it. In unfavorable sea-_ons remissions

to the aid of dutics levied on the continually in- of assessment are granted for loss of produce.
('reusing trade of the (ountry. the revenue from The assessment is fixed in tunney, aml doe_ not.
land produces not quite so much in proportmn, vary from year to year, except when water i, ob-
but it still forms two-fifths of the total re(,eipt_ of taincd from a government source of irrigation;
tile cml)ire.--The land revenue of India, as of all nor is any addition made to the rent for improve-
eastern countries, is generally regarded less as a ments effected lit the ryot's own expense. IIe
tax ou the landowners than as the result of a joint has, therefore, all the benefits of a p(,rpctual lease
proprietorship in the soil, under which the l)ro- without its re_pon..,ibilitics, as lie can at an_ lime
duce is divided, in unequal and generally uncer- throw up his lands, but c:m not be ejected s(, long
lain proportmns, between the ostensible propri- as he pays hisducs, and rcecivcs assistance in tlifll-
etors and the state. It would seem a matter of cult seasons. An annual s(,tlh,ment is made. not

justice, therefore, as well as of security for the to reassess the land, but to determine upon h_,w

lamlowners, that the respective shares should, at much of his hohting the ryot shall pay; when no
a _"ivcn period, or for specified terms, be strictly change occurs iu the hohting, the r3 ot is not af-
defined and limited. Nevertheless, the proportion feeted by the annual settlement, and is not re-
which the assessment bears to the full value of quired to attend it. The 13"otwar system nmy be
the laJ_(l varies greatly in the several provinces and said to essoitially prevail throughout the lu'es-
di,:tricts of India. Under the old native system idency of Madras, as thc zemindar and vill._g(,
afixedproportionofthegrossproducewa.staken; renter equally deal with their tenaut,_ on this
but the British system ordinarily deals with the principle.--In Bombay and the Berars the rev[,-
_url)lus or net produce which the land may yield nuc management is generally ryotwar; that is, a_
after deducting the expenses of cultivation.--In a rulc, the occupants of government lands stifle
Bengal a permanent settlement was made by Lord for their laud revenue, or rent, with the govcrn-
Cornwalli% by which measure the govermnent ment o.fficers direct, and not through the inter-
wasdeban.ed fromany furtherdircct participation vention of a middleman. Instances, however,

in the cultivation of the country. The division occasionally occur in which the government reve-
of Bemn'eswas also pcrmanentlysettled about the hues of entire villages are settled by individual

same time. In the northwestern provinces, a superior holders, under various denominations,
general settlement of the revenue was completed or bya copartnershi t) of superior holders. The
iu 1_40, fixing the amount to be paid by each survey and a_sessment of the Bombay prcsidency

filage for a period of thirty years ; and a sire- has bcen almost completed on a system introduced
ilar course was adopted in the Punjab. Some of and carefully elaborated about twenty years ago.

II_c districts of the Punjab were i-':adequately as- The whole country is surveyed and mapped, and
-c-se(l at former settlements, and these have the fiehls distinguished by pernmnent boundary

Cherefore been confirmed for a term of ten years marks, which it is penal to remove; the soil of
()1_ly. la many cases these expired in 1874 and each field is classed according to its intrinsic
1_75, and the revised settlements which were qualities and to the climate; and the rate of as-
'_lb-('queally made were generally for thirty years, sessmeut to be paid on fields of each class in each
It 1_ estimated that in most cases the a_sessment subdivision of a district is fixed on a careful con-

i_ about two-thirds of the yearly value--that is, sideration of the value of the crops thcy are
_he surplus after deducting expenses of cultiva- capable of producing, as affected by the proxim-
1 ,)a profits of stot.k, and wages of labor. In tile ity to market towns, roads, canals, railways, and
_'x_(:tl settlements mm'e recently made it was similar external incidents, but not by improve-
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ments made by the ryot himself. Tiffs rate was sank, for a short period, to less than £15,000,000.
probably about one-half of the yearly value of It was £16,793,306 in tile financial year 1865-6;
the land, when fixed; but, owing to the general £16,329,789 in 1869-70; £15,228,429 in 1878-4;
improvement of the country, it is not more than £15,308,460 in 1875-6; £16,639,761 in 1877-8;

from a fourth to an eighth in the districts which £17,092,488 ill the financial )'ear 1878-9, and
have not been settled quite recently. The meas- £21,712,862 in the financial year 1879_0. The
urement and classification of the soil are made amount of the public debt in India. including that
once for all; but the rate of assessment is opeu incurred in Great Britain. was £59,948,814 on
for revision at the end of every thirty years, in April 30. 1857. In the (.ourse of the next five
order that the ryot. on the one haml, m.ly l)ave years the debt was largely increased, and on
the certainty of the long period a._an inducement April 30, 1862, it had risen to £99,65%053. From

to lay out capital, and that the state, on the other, 1862 to 1868 the government was enal)lcd to p_ly
may secure that participation in the advantages off some portion, and at the end of the financial
accruing from the gencr,d progre._s of society to year1868 the total had been reduced to £95,054,858.
which its joint proprietorship of the land entitles In the course of the eleven years, 1868 - 78,
it. In the thirty years revision, moreover, only there was again an increase of nearly £39,000,000
public improvements and a general change of in the total debt.--The subjoined table shows the
prices, but not improvements effcctcd by the amount of tim public debt of British India, both
ITots themselves, are considered a_ grounds for the interest bearing and not interest bearing, and
enhancing the assessment. The ryot's tenure is distinguishing the debt in India and in Great
permanent, provided he pays the a¢se_¢ment- Britain, in each of the financial yearn ending
The important questions of the propriety of set- March 31, 1871-80:
fling in perpetuity the _m_ouut ot revenue to be .......

paid to tim government by landilolders, of per- [ __ In India. __In Great Britain
. Not Notmitt[rig this revenue to be redeemed for(,ver bv YE.kIL_ ] Bearlr_g Bearing Bearing Bearing

the payment of a capital sum of money, and of ] 1Jaterebt Interest IntcI'e_t. Interest

selling the fee simple of waste lands not under _!--£_,6,5,"&317 £ 12._.42! £._7.f_,700 £'20.u17
assessment, have been within [lie last few )'Cal'- 187"2.... . b6,4!_.).70_ 1,3._.981 :_,,_91 700 2a,.ql7

fully considered by the government of India 187;_.... I 66,1(i8,42_ _9.!_l 39,991,700 20,917
187t .... _ 68.273,249 114,041 41.0_5.7(_) "20.917

The expediency of allowing owners of land to 1_'5 .... I 69,757.679 _2,'._) 48.576,116 _),917
redeem the revenue bus long been advocated as 1876 .... ! 72,7(_.(141 67,340 49.776,116 _)917

likelv to promote the settle.iuent of European 1877.... ! 71,86.5.936 57,190 55,376,116 20.917
• 18_ .... _ 74..'_6.450 .18,1)70 59,6.56,11fi 20,917

colonists; but experience seems to show that ad- 1879 _._ 78.797.856 41,07,0 59,('_ _ 20,q17
vantage is very rarely taken of the power which 1880....i 82,729,1b_ 1t3,346 68,834,639 ',_J,918
ah'eady exists in certain cases to redeem the rent ....
byaquit payment; and it appear_ unlikely ttlat Tile total debt in India and Great Britain
such a permission would be acted up(m to any amounted to £96.194,642 on )larch 31. 18fl9, and
gre'tt extent, while the rate of interest afforded by had increased to £151,728,065 on March 31, 1880.
an investment in the purchase of the hind as,ess- _Not included in the latter total were "obliga-
nlent is as low as at present in Indiu.--Next in tions"--including treasury notes and bills, set-
importance to the land revenue is the income de- vice funds, and savings bank balances--to the
rived flora the ol)iunl monopoly. The cultiva- amount of £1.406,620, [)ringing the entire lia-
tiou of the poppy is prohibited in Bengal, except bilities up to £153.134.685. The total interest on
for the l)Url)o,_e of selling the juice to the officers debt and obligations amounted to £4,954,021 in
of the government at a (.ertain fixed price. It is the financial year 1879-80.-- The currency of
mauufaetm'ed inlo opimu at tlm government Indi't is chiefly silver, and the amount of money
factories at Patmt and Ghaziporc, and then sent coined annually is large. In the teu financial
to Calcutta, and sold byauction to merchants who years ending March 31, 1871-80, the value of
exl)ort it to ('hiua. In the Bombay presi(_lency, the new coin'lge was as follows:
the revenue is derived from the oldmu which is .......... ---- .......

manufactured in the native states of 3Ialwa aml Yg.xRs. I Gold S_lver i Copper. 2_1.
Guzerat, ou which p:,,_ses are given, at the price
of £60 per chest, weiuhiug 140 lbs. net, to met- lS,l ............ _ 4.143 £1.718,197 £ 6,1Ol *._2_,"m'm'm'm'm'm'm'm'_,(4_l

1872........... 1 15,413 1.690 3t15 _25049 1,_'_0_ '
chants who wish to st,nd ol)ium to the port of 1_73 ........... , 31,795 3,981,4._ti 10,5(10 '4,_,791

Bombay. The poppy is not (:ultivatcd in the 1874............ ] 15.498 2,370,013 14,461 _,_1_,_
" 1875 ........... 1 t,0254 4,81¢5,K_4 111,_1 _._-_,_

presidency of Ma(h':_s. The gross revenue derived 1_8 ........... ' 17,h50 2,550.218 150,g/5_ _TIS,0"A8
from opium av(,rnge(I, during the ten years, 1869 1877........... _....... 6,-27112'2 1"23,4_ _,R94,551

to 18,_, the sum of £8.500,(_0.--The largest 1879............ ] 8.3 7,210.7;0 _.B48 7.'277,503
bnmeh of expenditure is tim[ for Ihe army. equal 188o........... ] 14._."3o 10,',.._i,967 67,_00 10,_]_,9g'/
to the ag_'egate unnual revenue fronl salt and .............
opium The maintenance of the armed force to --On July 16. 1861, an act was passed by the
uphold British rule in India cost £12,000,(_)0 the government of India, providing for the issue of
year before the great mutiny, and subsequen|ly a paper currency through a government depart_

rose to above £25,000,000; but after the)ez_r 1861 ment of public issue, by means of promissory
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_otes. Circles of issue were established from = / son eo.,mt_'.

! stoned [ Totaltime to time, as found necessary, and the notes CORPS Officers. Officersand,
were made legal tender within tile circle in which Pr vate_
they were issued, and rendered payable at tile --I- --

place of issue, and also at the capital city of tile _,tr,v_ AaMY. [ , !19 i 8_ 90'2Artillery ..................
presidency within which that place was situated. Bod) guard ................ 1 8 I 194 '20"2" Cavalry. .................. ' _,8 ! 1_.043 1B._;'_
Under tile provisions of further laws, consoli- Sa[)peJ8 and mlner_ ....... '2,2_i' 3 019 8.24,5
(lated by a statute known as Act III. of 1871, tile hnantry .................... 1,(_18 101,215 10"2,'_4

issue _a.¢ regulated in seven descriptions of notes, Total Native Army ..... 1jr?_l ] I_<_,L_54 i 124"1"_8namely, for 10.000 rupees, or £1,000: for 1.000 -.,

 upoesor.100;for500r.pees,of£'0: 100 ......an. I t
rul)ee,- , or £107 for 50 rupees, or £5; for 20 ru- _.... _ .........
pees, or £2; for 10 rupees, oi" £I; and for 5
rupees, or 10s. There are ten currency circles, the --In the army estimates laid before parliament ill
headquarters of which are at Calcutta. Allaha- the session of 1880, the strength of the British

bad, Lahore, Nagporc, Madras. ('alicut. Cocanada, regular army ill India for the year 1881-2 was
Bombay. Kurr'whee and Akolab. (Official Com- given as follows:
tnuniealion )--Tile following were the total i ] ._,,n-: ]
zqlnounts of notes ill circu]ation--ealcuhtted at 2s. TROOI'S ' Officersioommt.,v_lonedlmadRankI,hle.] Total.

tile rupee_on March 31 in each year, since tile ill- i l Officers" :
troduetion of the state paper currency in 1861: -- ' ---. ....

Hoyal 1orae artillery ..... i S4 1fi6I 2,044 2,294
1,'462............. _ 6_)_000 1_72............. _13,167 917 Cavalry of the line ...... 1 216 4"23 3.672 4_311
ll'_q .......... 4._i,000 1873............. 12,864.037 Royalartillervandeng'rs[ 810 I 724 I 8.6"_i/ 10190
1_6t ............ 5.3500(_} 1874............. 11.1,15.191 Infantry of tl_eline ..... [ 1.4._) ', 3,,qlS ': 41,000 | 4,5.768

1_87,............. 7.4"27,3:._ 1875............. 10.fi70.t07 " [ ---4_'g-1] t.12.o6.]1_;6............. 6.8.q8,4_! 1876............. 11,:_',2fi62. Total ' 2,5.q_
1t467............. H,_I0t4fi8 1877............. 11.641,C/k54
1_8 ............ 9 069,569 1878............. 13.9_'50,_7
1_9............. 9 _59,_t6 1879............. 13.1tD,508
1870............ I0,47:_,f_3 1880............. 12,791"i80_ Returns of the 3ear 1879 reported the combined
1871............. 10,487,'291 arnfies ot the natiw _, (:hiefs of India to number

--Nearly two-thirds of the total note circulation 305.235 men, with an artillery of 5,252 large
are in the currency cix'(:les of Calcutta and Born- guns.--Area and Population. The tirst gcneral
bay. The eirculaliou in Calcutta was to the census of British India was taken during the
amount of £6,436,556, lind in Boml)ay to the years 1868 to 1876. According to the revises
anlount of £3,34,5.067, March 3l, 1880._Army. return, of this census, the tt)tai polmlation hum-

The act of parliament which transferled tile gov bered191,096.603, livingon nnareaof 899.341 Eng-
ernmcnt of India to the crown, in 1858, directed lish square miles, being an average of 212 inhabit-
tilttt tilt, military forces of the East India (.om- ants to the square mi]c. The following table
p,'my should be deemed to be Indian military shows the area and population of each of the
foree._ of her majesty, and should be "entitled divisions of Indi't under direct British adnfinis-
h) the like pay, pensions, allowances and privi- tration:
lc_(.s, and the like advantages as regards promo .... , - .......
tioa and otherwise, [IS if they ilad continued ill I'RI.L_IDENCIE.S&pEOV ] Area l'opulation I l'opulation
the service of tile _ai(l company." it was at, tile Undrrthe Adnnnat_trat'n_,1',F_t"MI_ 1_-76 , 18_1.

.,,anl(. lilac provided that tile secretary of state for The(.;o_ Gen. oflndia: I i
Indi;_ should have " all such or tile like powers Ajmere ................ "2.711 _J(i,8_.) 458,0'76
over the officers appointed or continued under Berar ................. 17,711 2,'_.._"7,t5">42,670,9_2

Mysore ................ I 29,325 5.0:C)419 , 4,186.,'Yrl9this a('t as might or could have been exercised or Coorg ............... _,(Xl0 168,312 [ 17'8,283
performed by the East India company."--Tlle ] An(smart and Nieo-¢ 3.28,5............. I -25.945bar Islands t181tO)_( ]

t-llowin_ table _ives the established streugth of I Goveruors: l

,lh¢ "r_ " _ Madras................ j 138856 31,fl7'2,613 ,qO,fi_9.181
' van'opean and native army in British India, Bombay (incl. Stud) .. 1"2_,142 16,849,_0_ 16..388_42_

r\rlusive of native ofl|cers and followers March Lieutenant Governors: I
;,l. I,_N()' ' Bengal .............. 156,200 60.50"2,897i 68,_2q,_~_0

.... _orthwe_t province_..[ 81,4_ .']0,781,20.1! 82,b90,4311
N_n-eommL,O purdah ............... [ 104,975 17,611,4._'__ 18,70,J,'2_0

i .... eel Total.' /
Chief Commismoners: I

CORPS Officers. iOflteers anti O0dh .................. t '_.q.t_). 11._'20.232 11.407,6..,°5
Prlvat_e_ 1 Cen_ralprovinCes ..... ; 84,208 8,_01,519[ 8,178.Pa24

................ I ----I - ' 2,747,148] 8,7(_.646
El ItOP_AN&RM_£. ] British Barnlah ....... ' t_,,_._3

}t()_al artillery. _........... fi0tl 11 623 12,2_2 ] At*sam ................ tl 4*5.302 4,1b_2,01!t]'1 4,815,1.57

4,_._ I Total British Adm',, i _.:_1 i 1'°1,09_,1;08I _':_,159.i5fi(av, h_ ................... _4_ 4,095I.) )_a]['ngmeer_............
h_fantr_ .................. 1,
In' ahtl'a ridveteran e_tabli,t_ _4501.... _1_3i2" 4,5,_._9
:,latf ct,rpa ................. 1,174_3 ...........10_ 1,146149--Besides tile provinces of India under direct
I;,'nera! hq, t'avalrv ........ I 178 British administration, there are, more or lessGem,ral hq, infa_{ry ...... 17S under tile control of tile Indian government, a
"t'natt_wh, [ot_cera ....... ' i) '............ 9

_;e_eral oflice_a,tmeinployed] 77 S.ZLL ..... J ';'7 number of feudatory or native. _,tates, eoveringan................. ,-- extent of 573.193 English square miles, with
m

"l'o)al Enro;enn Army..i 4,882 O0,l_ [ 61 n_0 49,6,4,82_ inhabitants.--Ac_ording to the last
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official rcport.q the native states exceed 450 in --Tile occupations of the British-born subjects
number. Various frontier countries, like Nepaul, in India were as follows, at the census of 1871,
merely acknowledge British superintendence; under the six classes adopted by the English reg-
while others pay tribute oz"provide military con- istrar general:
lingents. New states are gradually drawn within I. profession d clas_, including civil service .... 14,8_2.

the circle of British supremacy, either for the lI. Dome_,tmclass ............................. 12,706.Ill. Commercmle ass ............................ 7_99"5
consolidation or the protection of the existing IV. Agricultural class ............................ 614
boundaries. The latest movelnent in this direc- v. lndusmal class .............................. 2,595.

don. toward the northwest, was the invasion of Vl. Indettmte and non-productive class, includ-ing women and chddren ................... '...m,_l.

Afghanistan, a country of about the size of the Total .......................................... 64,061
United Kingdom, with an estimated l)opulation of
four m|lhons.--htch|tling the feudatory states, --At thc last enumerations there were in British
the total area and population of Brilish India, India forty-four towns with a population of over
according to the preliminary results of the census 50,000 inhabitants. The occupations of the adult
of 1881, are as follows: male pupulation of British India, calculated tc_

......... _.= ...... numbcr 57,508,150. were classificd as follows at the

Area. i last enumeratiolls:
PROVINCESANn STATE_, .Eng _q Mls.IPopulation

I Governmentservceandprofesslons...........2,404,855-
Domesticoccupations..........................4,137,429

Provinces nnder direct British _j I Agrtculture .................................... 37,462,'2_Commerce .................................... :-t,i40,951
adminmtratton .............. t I 902,.'_ ! cgd3,159,156 I' du_trlal occupations ......................... 8,741_.50_

Feudatory or native states ....... [ 575,263_i '19,674,827, Laborers ....................................... 8,174.600

Total, British Iudm .......... [ 1.t77.703 I 25:L83._,_ Independent and non-productive persons ....... '2.'._4,858
Tolal adult male population ............. 66,631,41_

--Enumerations to ascertain the religious creed --In the northwest provinces and Madras the
of tile inhabitantsof lndia were taken in the vari. foundation ha_ been laid of a national system
ous provim:es during the vcar_ 1868 to 1876; in of education; while public instruction through-
Berar and the PunJab, !,_68; in ()udh, 1869; in out the whole of india has made great progress
Ajmere and Co,)rg, 1871: and in the remaining in recent years. Three universities, at Calcutta,
provinces from 1872, to 1876. A verification of Madras and Bombay, were incorporated by acts
all these returns with the results of the general of tile government of India, in 1857. In the year
census of India furnished tile following classifi- ending 3larch, 1880, there IJas._d 787 candidates.
cation of the leading creeds in tile provinces for admission at Calcutta, 1.09t at Madras, and
under British administration: 436 at Bombay.--Tm_le an.d Commerce The
Ilmdoos ...................................... 139,_4[_._i8 total wdue of tile imports and exports of the
:Mohammedans .................................. 41t.19"}'2.537Indian empire, iuehnling bullion and specie, was
Buddhists ..................................... '2,8.'_2,851
t4ikh_ ......................................... 1,174.4_(i 'tsfollows in ench of the ten fiscal )'ears. ending
Christians ..................................... 897ftl6 3Iarch 31. 1871-80 :
Other creeds .................................. 5, I0"2,8"2:5
Reli_on not known ....................... 1.q77,41_) -

Total ................................. 192,l 15.831 YEARS. Tots1 Total..... lmlmrl's Exl)mts
--The British-born popul ttion in India, exclusive

of tile army. amounted, acrording to a census 1871.............................. 39,913.942 £.37_':_,_51

taken June 15, 1871. Io64,061 per.,ons Of these 1_ .............................. 43,665,f_i3 61,685.874.
• 1S37_............................... 36,431,210 _l.._0. O1'2

there were 38,946 of the nmle, and 25 115 of the 187a............................... _9,6_,_.5e_ _,u_0,07a
female sex. The largest nunlbcr, at the dare of 1_75............................... 44,._3,t_ r,7,us4,sa9

' 1876............................... 44,188,06'2 {!4),i_.tI,721
tile eenuu% was in the province of LowcrBengal, 1877............................... 48.876,751 _5,04,%789,
namely 16,402, coml)ri_ing 10,625 males and _878.............................. ._,m:_,e,44 _7,¢*,a,_4

1879.............................. 41.857,3_,'_ (M,919,741
5,777 female_; the next largest number in the lSS0............................. 52.821,898 69,2_7.511
provinces of Bombay, namely 10,921, comprising -=- --

6,786 males and4,135 females; and the next larg- The total impo"ls, if divided into merchandise '
cst number in the northwest provinces, namely and " treasure," the latter term meaning buliiou
6,910, comprising 3.843 males and 3,067 tcmales, and specie, were as follows in each of the ten
In lhe central provinces there were, at the date fiscal year_ ]871-80:

(,f the census, only °76 British-born subjects ............... __.:_::___

namely, 173 males aml 103 females. In tim three YEAILS. Merchandl._e Trea_,ure I Toral.('at)ital cities of India, the number of Briti.-h

subjects was as follows, at the censusof .lune 15, 18;_ ................ £as,:_8,e46 £ 5,444,8_3 '.£_,,-_a,o_
1871 : 187"2................. _ 810,77¢6 11,57:.1,,q8] 4.2,_4,Y89

._.= 1873 ................. ,"D,478,Ofi.q 4.556.5_3 J _,0_9,654
1974.................. 31,6..o8,497 5,7.9"2,5,':',4[ 37,421,(_1

CITIES i ._iales Femalc_ Total ;8.5 ................. :_.645,2_12 8,141,047 i 42,756,8(D
[ 1876.................. 37,112.668 5,300,';$2 ] 42_418_890"

18,"7.................. 3.5,367,1;7 11,436,118] 4t_,$_295
Calcutta ............................ I 5:536 .................Bombay ........ 2.!_._ l _,784 S,:_;20 187_ ,_9,.'-P26,0(Y.:_17,.'_55.459I 56,681,462................... . 1,${}0 4.7S6 1879.................. 36,566_1i1_ 7,05_,749 4_,_,9g'_
Madras ............................. i _ : 5z._ 1,:-R_; Is--°d)................. 41,166.008 11,655,395 58.1'_1,8_
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--The exports in the same ten years classified as _._portsfrom India Imports of British
merchandise and treasure, were _ follows: YEARS. to Great Britain Home Produce

! and Ireland into India.

yEARS. Mel_handise.] Treasure. Total.

1871 ...................i .-E30,737,385 ._ 18.053,478
, -- 1872 .................. 3'_,682,156 18,471,391

1873 ................... '29, t_t0, 80'2 21,354,2_
1571 ................... .4r_55.8_6,186 £2,2_0,7fi5 ._,57,556,.q51 1874 ................... 31.19S,446 24.0¢¢D,693
1872 .................. 68,209,'27t4"2 1,476,094 fi4_6_,876 1_75 ................... PAl,137,L2_5 99A,24fi, _(_

1878 .................. 5,5,250.763 1,298,079 56,548,842 18';'6 .................. ::Y.),0"25,024 _.2,4(k54'._P
1874 .................. 54,996,010 1,914,071 56.910,061 1877 ................... 81,_24,763 25 :_ 2"G
1875 .................. 5fi,3f_,*240 1,f'_5,PA)9 57,984,549 1578 ................... I 27,470.47B i_'t,',_/'o. 89 )

18771876.................................... .58,(191,4_561018,8914,099.8982'200'27Y6b5,043,7_960'291'7811879 .................. 24,6!W, 213 21,B74404
18TS .................. fi5.',_.2.h_8 °,210.99fi 67.433.3@A 1880 ................. 30,117,.qts0 :h_,451,.314
187"9 .................. 60,987,513 3,982,2'28 64.919,741 !
1850 ................ 67,212,363 2.03.5,148 69,247,511 .........

--The staple article of export fl'om India to the
UDited Kingdom is raw cotton; but the quanti-

--The amount of bullion and specie imported ties, and still more the value of the exports, have
annually into India is very large; but though it been greatly o11 the decrease within the decennial
has been greatly on the increase in recent years, period. The following talfle exhibits the quanti-
it is, on the whole, veD" fluctuating, especially as ties and value of the exports of raw cotton from
regards silver. The following table gives the India to Great Britain in each of lhe ten )'ears
inlports, distinguishing gold and silver, in each from 1871 to 1880, inchlsive:
of the ten fiscal years, ending March 31, from 1871

to 1880. inclusive: rein:. I Quanttttt,._ Value.

Cwt_

1871 ........................... 3,843,191 £ 1.711,849
lmportu of Import_ of Total Bullion IS_ 2 ............................... 3,.($_4.54 s 12,86,1300

YF.Aas Guid _ilver and Specte lS73 .............................. 3,27S,9_ 19.812,(X'_
1874 ............................... I 3,6fi8.9_ 825,600

1871 ............ I £2,7_,574 £'2,fi62,249 £ 5,444._2B 1875 ...............................{ 3,413.54ii 19,17.3,275

_~') I 1876 ...............................I 2,448.7._ 5 874.704
1 , ............. 3575,77S 8,(}00.(l:_ 11,5_3,813 18"/7 ............................... , 1.7'25.562 4,_30._117._

1873 ............ 2,622.ff71 I,!¢4_,'214 4,55fi,583 1_ ............................... I 1 433,104 3.513,5q5
1,61(ifi3`3

1_'74IS'5 ................. -" ] 2.089,2361,648.80_ 6,051,8114,143`726 8,141,6475"79"2'_'_ $ 1879 ............................... [ 3,914.301
lS7_ ...... _-_" 1,_6,:_1 8,4_,:_1 ._aoO,_ 18_0............................... _ 1,S41.057_ 4,_L_1
1877 ............ 1,443_712 9,992,4(_ 11,436,1_i
18,"8............ [ 1,578,. _'27 15, _'6,532 17.3,55,459
lS._....... I
l_",t)__ _[._. _ "-" 1,463.050 5,598,699 7,0 "/d,749

.... I 2,050.3_ 9,fi05,002 11,655,395 --_Next to cotton, the most important articles ofexport from India to the United Kingdom iu the

ycar 1880 were jute, 4,633,327 ewts., of the value of

--The following table shows the exports of bul- £4.014,699; rice, 6,563.849 cwts., of the vahle of
lion and specie, distinguishing gohl and silver, in £3,134,556; tea, 45,138,111 lbs. of tlle valne of
each of the ten fiscal years, ending March 31, from £3.072,922; and untanned hides, 463,764 cwts.,
1871 to 1880, inclusive: of tim value of £1,616,634.--Thc chief articles of

British produce imported into india are ('ottonr
goods and iron. The imports of cotton maim-

YEAR.S. Export_ of Exports of Tot4_l Bullion
oo_d s",er, a_a specie, factures, averaging twothirds of tim total British

imports into India.were of the value of .El 2,835,744

1871............ .¢ 500,453 £1,7_0,312 _t_._,_0,7_5 in 1870; of £13.101,645 in 187l; of £13,078,t/4M
1872............ 8,4.°,4 1,467t1_1 1,476,094 in 1872; of £15,020,646 in 18737 of £16,216,491

18741_73...................... 205.16979'('_31.647.9(191"219'°7°1,914L'2_'°79o71in 1874; of £15,699,731 in 1875; of £14,9.°,4,370 .
lt.'75.......... 2157o1 L4o9._ L_5,so9 in 18767 of £16,692,865 in 1877; of £15,078,497in
_6 .......... .': _,_,eo Lg0s,_ _.90o,_ 1878; of £14,415,456in 18797 andof£22,099,267in
1877 ............ 4,0"29,8_1,236,_6_ 2,793,536

tS_ 1,110.798 1,100,198 °,210.996 1880. Of ironthe imports anmuntedto£1,637,584
a_7._:........... _.&59._..z3 _,_,00_ s,_,298 in 1876, to £1,923,820 in 1877, to £1,767.526 in 1878,
_ss0_::::-_::::: _9,_ tj_,_9 _,o_,14s.... to £1,535,901 in 1879, and to £2,415,309 in 1880.-

Next to the United Kingdom, the countries having

--The imports of bullion and specie into India tile largest trade witll India are China, the straits
are mainly from the United Kingdom and from settlements, and Ccylon.--The internal commerce
China; while the exports are sllipped principally of India has been w_stly developed of ]ate years

t_ the United Kingdom, Ceylon, China and South bythe construction of several great lines of
Africa.--Theextentoftllecommercialintercoursc railways, made under the guarantee of the
between India and the United Kingdom is shown government. In the year 1845 two great pri.
in the subjoined table which gives the total value vate _ociations were formed for the purpose
of the exports from India to Great Britain and of constructing lines of railroad in India; but
ll'o and and of tim imports of British produce the projectors found it impo_ible to raise the
and lnanufactures into India in each of the ten necessary funds for their proposed schemes,
years. 1871-80: without the assistance of the state. It was,.
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lhetefore, determined by the Indian government phy of I_uli(t, London, 1863; Latllam, Ethaol_,g
to guarantee to tile railway companies for a ojIluti_e, London, 1859; LI., A. and R. Schlagin-
term of ninety-nine years, a rate of interest tweit, Result,_ of a Scientific Mi_bm t, ]ndb_ and
.of 5 per cent. upon the capHal subscribed IIighAMa, u_utertak n betwee, tlu. years1854 and
for their undertakings; and in order to guard 1858, etc., vols. 1--4, Leipzig, 1860-66, withAtlas:
against the evil effects of failure on tile part of Zur Ert'nueru_,g an die Itei_e de,_ Prinzen Wa_de -
the companies, the power was reserved l)y the mar,r_ga l_re_ts_n _wh Indiet_ i. de_ J., 1844-6,
government to surpervise and control their pro- 2 vols, Berlin, 1855; Von O_lieh, ladle. _t_td

.ceedings by means of an official director The sein_ R gieruny. Leipzig, 18,59-61, and lb.ise _,ach
land,_are given byttle government frceof expense, O., Leipzig, 1845: Andrassy, Re/se i,_ O, Cey-
and the stqnllated r'lte of iuter(,_t i._ gnaranteetl lo_, Jaca, etc., from thf, Hungari'l.n, P('sth, 1859;
to the sh;neholders in e.ver,,'ca_,, except tirol of Balbezen, Los A glm:_ de l'I_.le. Paris, 1875;
the traffic receipts of tile line bciLlg itt_ullicielJt to Duncan, Geogr_tph!/of [,_dia Ma(h':_. lS711; The
cover the working expenses, in which event the Gttide Books of Murray, Br'ld'.haw. ele. TIAe

•dclicicncy is chargeable against the guarantet-d best works on the earl 3 history of India are:
intere,_t. Should the net receipts be in excess of Lassen, 1_(l. Alterth.m,kunde, 4 x()l_, Bonn,
the sum requi,'ed to l)ay the guaranty, the surplus 1,'M4-62, 2d ed , 1 vol., Leipzig, 1_66, D _ncker,
.is divided int4_ equal parts between the govern- Ge,_chichte des Alterthum_, 3d ed., 2 vols.. Leipzig.
nmnt and the _harehohlers, until tlle charge to tile 1867; Wheeler, History of I_dict duri_g the 11in.
government for interest in previous years with d,,o l¥_'iod 2 vols.. London, 1867; Elliott, Tit*

siml)le interest thereon, has been repaid, after Ifist,n'yoflndia, eompt'i._ingtheMussulma_ Pe_'iod,
_vlueh time the whole of the receipts are dtstrib- 3 vols., London, 1867 ; Sullivan, The C,mque_'o_'s,
_uted amo ,g the shareholders The government l_trriors a_ul Statesme_ o.f'f_di(t, London. 1867;
has the power, at the expiration _)f twcnly-five or Wheeler, The H_tory of India fr,,m the Earl,est

fifty 3ears from the date of the contraels, of put- Age._, vols. 1-4, London, 1867-75 The history
cha_iuff lhc railways at the mean value of the of the Anglo-lndian cmpire is treated of in the
_hares for the three previousyears, or of paying a works of Malcolm, 1784-1823, 3 vols, London,

proporti(matc annuity until the end of the ninely- 1826; Mill, 5th ed., lff Wilson. London, 1855; El-
nine year_, when all of the lands and works phinstone, 5th ed., 2 vols., London, 1866, Thorn-
will revert from the COml)auie_ to the g,w_rnment, ton, 6 vols., London, 18t2-5; Neuu_ann, Ge.
In 1869 the government of India de('ided on carry- schichte des engl Reichs ia Asien, 2 rots , Leipzig,
ing out all the new railway exten.-ions by means 1857. and Ostasi_tt Ge.schichte, Leipzig, 1861 ;
ol direct state agency, that is, without the inter- Torrens, Empire _n Asia, Hotc we came by it,
venlion of guaranteed companies.--The progress London, 1872, etc. The histories devoted to the

o._ the ratlway system in India since 1854 i,_here earliest events are" Trotter, The ltislory _f the
shown Length of lines open for traffic Jan 1, Brttish Empire in Indi,t. 1844 to 1862, London,
1854, 21 ; 1860, 624, 1867. 3,567; 1872, 5,072, 1878, 1865; Arnold. The MuvquisofDal/,ousie'._ Admiu-

7,324, 1879, 7,994; 1880. 8,228.--The number of i._tratkm. 2 vols , London. 1862; Kayc, llist ,ry of
pa._svngers carried on the, railways of l_dia the ,%poy Wa," in India, 2d ed.,3 w)l_., London.
largel) increased in the cour.e of ten year_, 1866-76; Rennie, Bhot,n arvcttheStor#ofthr l_ooar
ri.-ing flora 15,99_.633 i_ 1869 to 43,14J.,608 in War. London, 1866; Markham, ,_tateme_¢t Exhib-

1879.--The gross receipts of all tile railways ili_tqtheMoralamlMaterialPr_.res._a_dCozutition
during lhe year 1879 amounted to £11.231,108. cflndia, vols. 1-6, London, 187:3.
while tile fft'o_ exl)en_es in the saint: year were FII.E,DEIIlCK _IAI{TIS.
£5,858,512, equal to 52.16 per cent of the earn-

ings.--The total atnount of guaranteed capital ECON0_Y, Political. (See POLITICAL,
raised for the construction of railway,., up to ECONOMY.)
March 31. 1_,79, amounted to £96,444,666, _hilc

the total outl'_y upon railwa 3 s, both stateand guar- ECUADOR. This state was formerly part of
anteed, amounted to £119,979,139 .it the same the immense colonial possessions of Spain, and
(late.--For the year ending March 31, 1879, the afterward, till 1831, constituted, together _ith
number of re,los of line of all the telcgraph._ in New Grenada and Venezuela, tim republic of

lndiaamount(,d to 18,589; tile total receit)t_ were Colombia. Ecuador lind to pass through many
£353.741, and tim working expenditure £3_)5,381 an ordeal of civil and foreign war before it
At that time there were 250 telegraph offices.-- was able to give itself a definile constitution.
BIIU.IOGR_.PIIY: Karl Ritter, E_'dkunde _,n A._iet_, It has frequently modified its constitution of
w)l-. 3-5, Leil)zig, 1834-7; Thornton, A Gazetteer 1885, without ceasing, however, to be a re-
fff the l'_r, ilories under the Goce_'nmemt (!f the East public. The attempts of Gen. Flor,_s to es-

lmli_ Company, 2d ed., London, 1857, Mont- tablish a monarchy proved abortive. The leg-
gomcry Martin, Briti,_h I_Mia, its 11istory, "l"ol_g- isl_tive power is in the hands of an elective

r, tphy, (lo_e_'mneat, etc., London, 1857; and The congress, and the executive power is in a pres-
.Progre*s and lb'esent 8tale of B_'itish lndh_. Lon. ident.--The president exercises his functions

dun, 1862; Bell, The Empire in bulls, London, through a cabinet of three ministers, who,
1864; Lott and Hughes, A Ma_,ual of the Geogra- together with himself and the vice-president, are
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responsible, individually and collectively, to the a parliament, it must depend pm'tly on the will of
congress. There is no power of veto with the the ruler and to a less degree upon the purpose
president, nor can he di_olve, shorten or pro- of the parliament. In a strietly parliamentary
roguethesittingsof congress. By the terms of the government, like that of Great Britain, and, with
ctmstitutiou no citizen can enjoy titular or other exceptions which need not here be noted, that of

distinctions, nor are hercditary rights or privileges France, it is rcgulatcd by the majority in the
of rank and race allowed within the territory of legislature, or in the controlling house of the leg-

the republic.--Ecuador forms atriangle, bounded islatm'e In a representative republican govern-
by the lesser chain of the Cordilleras, which sop- ment, like ttmt of the United States and of each
aratcs it from Colombia, by the Pacific ocean, and state, it depends on the provisions of the eonsti-.
by the river Amazon. The area of Ecuador is tution, and where these confer discretiomlry
estimated at 248,37"2 English square miles, and its authority, as is the case in meet of the mate eot_-

population in 1875 was 1,066,137.--The public stitutitms, upon the will of the legislature flora
revenue in the year 1876 was reported to lmve time to time. The broader question of the
•!mounted to $1,{}55,000; and the expcnditurc to proper limitations, arising from consideratmn of
$2.400.000. About one half of the revenue is the greatest good to the greatt.st number, or from
derived fronl customs duties on imports at the consideration of thc nature of tbe trust imposed
port of Guayaquil, which prudilced $838.615. At in governments, that should be ol,_.rvcd in tht"
the commencement of 1877 the liabilities of the e_tablishmcnt, regulation and scope of scho(}ls,
republic amounted, according to returns of that can only arise in an imperative manner, under
dale, to about $16.370,000, nmde up of a foreign the more liberal governments, such as those of
debt of $9,120,000, contracted in England in Great Britain, Franee and the United Slates, or
1855, and internal liabilities, $7,2.50,000. The thc individual members of the American Union.
standing army is estimated to munber 1,200 As a matter of fact it is chiefly under these that
men, while the navy consisted in 1879 of three thc question of the function of the state as to
sm.tll steamer_.--The country is one of the most education h_s been discussed with a direct view
beautiful. Although situated under the equator, to practical results. The prcscnt articlc will be
it has every variety of climate, the Cordilleras devoted mainly to the queslion as it presents
containing a large number of peaks covered with itmlf in the United States. Upon lbat qucstiou,
l)erpctual snow. :Nowhere is the vegetation so however, the principles and policy of foreign
luxuriant and so rich in vahmble products; the nations necessarily dlrow much light. The
country ln_s minerals of various kinds, but as yet avowed purl}ose of the German system is to
little attention has been paid to working them. extend education up to a certain point, which
--The foreign commerce of F,cuador is mainly would be a high ol_e if taken upon any standard
with the United Kingdom, and centres in Guay- applied in the Umted States, compulsorily to the
aquil. The total value of the exports of Ecuador youth of both sexes, and beyond tlmt point to
to Great Britain, and of the imports of British offer opportunity at very small cost for the high-
produce into Ecuador, was as follows in the five est possible education to all who choose to ._eek
3cars 187:)-9: it. All educ_ttion is assumed to be a state affau',

.............. and is either directed by the officers of the st,tte.
lmport_ of

Exports fro!l, Br_t,_h It,,,,,, or is immediately controllcd by them Entire
YEARS E(,uado_ to

Pr,xh,ee into singleness of purpose and practical uniformity ofGtx,at Brlt_tn. Ecuador

method are required. The stllte aa_umes t_t once

18,'..,..................... $L16.%990 $ _51,0-2._ the power and the obligation implied in this
1_7_..................... 1._z,.',85 1,1_,_.5 policy. Each of the smallest divisions--(:om-
1877 .................... 928,957) 1,9.59,375 "
1_78.................... 1.4t_,Pr20 1,000,5.'n5 mune or parish--has its local bo:_rd, above the._e
1_79...................... _615,8{}0 1,409,9-_5 is the regency, and above these the provi_oe: but

over _ll is the (.entral governmeut with it._ exten-
The chief articles of export from Ecuador to sire and minute system of inspection, its abso-
Great Britain in the year 1879 consisted of Peru- lute vet() over specific acts, aud its strict cnfolce-
vian bm'k of tile value of $1,008,045, antt cocoa, ment of subordination. The necc.,,sary funds
of the value of $1.271,365. Of the imports of are provided from a very low rate of tuition trom
British produce into Ecttador, cotton goods, to scholars able to pay, from civil appropriation._,

th(, value of $958,505, formed the principal article from endowments, or, in case of deficiency, from
in 1879. (See Statesman's Year Book, 1881.) local taxation. Every child from sevcn to fnur-

teen is obliged to attend school, and the neglect
EDUCATION AN][) THE STATE. The legal or refusal of parents to comply with this require-

right of tin). state to expend its revenues in the mcnt is 1)unished by an elaborate system of
education of the children of its subjects or citi- pemdties, sustained by public opinion and sanc-
zells mu_t be governed by the terms of its ]tioned by long usage. Beyond the age of

constitution. In an absolute governmeut it can I fourteen direct compulsion ceases, and powerful

have no limit. In a government, like that of inducement takes its place. The learned profes-
Germany, which may be defined as that of abso- sions are confined to the graduates of the univer-
_utism, criticized and to some extent checked by sities; certain civil positions are limited in like
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Inanner; all teachers are required to have taken a active and constant, was never peculiarly repress-
'university degree, and _he university can only be ive, and iutellcctua] enterprise, for its own sake,
"reached through the inlermediate schools. Up received a considerable degree of cordial recog-

tile age of fourteen tile instruction given may nition and encouragement. In France, the
_fairly be compared to that afforded in the beginnings of intellectual and political freedom

"grammar" schools of the larger American were made ill open revolt against political and
•¢,ities. Beyond that the range is practically ecclesiastical despotism, and the revolution was
unlimited. The universities, which are the followed by the restm'ation of both these reac-

•crowning stage of the general system, are kept tionary forces. The progress that has been con-
within the vigilant general direction of the ceu- quered since has been steadily and often violently
"tral government. Throughout the system the opposed by the party of absolute monarchy and
,complete separation of the church from any of the Roman Catholic church, and both have
authoritative share in education is now a fixed been constantly arrayed against the principle of

principle, though the comparatively recent date general education. It thus happens that at this
of its adoption--1870--and the conservative dis- time the advocates of general education are
position of the government in dealing with so forced to make secularization of the school sys-
delicate a matter still leave considerable actual tern their objective point, and this necessity
influence to the clergy.--In France a principle, introduces elements of confusion, of difficulty
in effect the sttme as that of GelTnany, is adopted and of passion into the problem which it would
_md is being gradually enforced: Compulsory be very desirable to avoid, and which must
prim'lry education under entire control by the retard and perhaps compromise the result. It
state, and thc direct plovision or the encourage- will be several generations, with every possible
•nent and suhvention as well as general regula- success for the movement toward universal
lion of higher instnlction. Tile theory of the instruction, before the French penple can furnish
_secularization of education has been ardently the intellectual material for a system as com-
advocated and widely favored, but is not com- plete, vigorous, well organized and highly devel-
pletely adopted or applied as yet. Whether it oped as the Gcr,nan system. In the meantime,
will finally be established is "t question too inti- the battle for education is, what it can never be in
mately involved in the changing phases of the United States, a battle with clericalism on the
French polities to admit of positive dctermina- one hand, andwith political reaction on the other.
tion. It is probable, however, lhat the cnrious --If now we turn to the American Union we find
tendency of French political leaders to follow conditions entirely different from those either in
almost literally the more striking features of the Germany or France, and much more nearly those
•conduct of their vonquerors in ill(, memorable existing in Great Britain. though differing from
struggle of 1870-71, will be as marked in educ,t these also, and, in all regards, presenting a prob-
tional as it has been in military affairs. The lem far more easily solved, and the solution of
.temperament and mental qualities of the two which promises more immediately vahmble re-
nations will enforce some radieal differences in sults. In the first place, the work of popular
methods and m results, but France is apparently education in the United States is not now and is

n_oving steadily, and, for the time, very rapidly not likely ever to be either directly in the hands
in the direction of universal, uniform, compul- of the general government or under its close con-

.sory primary instruction, and of higher educatio,1 trol. Were the popular sentiment of the country
more and more developed and maintained under less definitely formed or less firmly established
:tim narrow supervision of the central govern- for the promotion of education, this fact might be
ment.--One significant difference, however, is regmrdcd with regret. As it is, it is a hopeful

-already to be remarked between the systems of element in the future. If American education

the two nations and the manner in which they may lack something of the symmetry and preci-
are being unfolded. The German system is sion that might be obtained from the initiative of
.modeled on that of Prussia, where it originated a central government, it will have qualities far
"in the purpose of an enlightened and determined outweighing these in value. It will be more free.,
.ruler to bring a relatively backward people, sur- more varied, in closer harmony with the intel-
rounded by powerf,d and jealous rivals, to a lectual needs of different sections and different
condition of general intelligence and practical classes, and will draw its vigor from surer and

efficiency that would enable them to take a more enduring sources. The task of imposing
higher rank both in peace and in war. This peo- general instruction upon the citizens of the
ple, comparatively homogeneous, and holding, country is one which is not required in the United
though unquestionably in a narrow and rather States. By a happy combination of eircum-

bigoted fashion, the doctrines of the Protestant stances the necessity for such instruction was
religion, and submitted to its influence toward early recognized here, and not only h_ it never
independent judgment and self-control, were not been ignored, but the appreciation of it has
only permitted but encouraged to press their way steadily grown. The early settlers of _h'ew Eng-
in the world of thought, with marked freedom land were profoundly impressed by it. They
in whatever direction their leading minds should came to found here a state in which every citizen
-choose. The intervention of the clergy, though should bear his part, and should be fitted to bear
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it. The conditions of citizenship were nalTow become more narrow and obstinate in the isola-
and rigid. No heterogeneous community was tion caused by a surrounding population different
intended or expected. The state was to be in- and, to some extent, unfriemlly. The free pub-
timatcly bound up with the church, and the lic school was not only the best, but tlle only.
members of the one were to be the members of means of bringing the children of these parents
the other; but the church as well as the state was of various races together and of imbuing all with
.,ubstantially democratic, and authority rested the general ideas aml sentiments that would en-

]_trgely on the conscience and reason of those able them to act together, in mature life, as one
_)ver whom it was exercised, but who, also, dele- l)eople.. IIad there been no other raisol_ d'dt_'_
_:tted it. Both religious and civil duties required for the free public school this would have becn
a certain free exchange of opinion and the in- amply sufficient. Whatever defects or errors
structiou that is a condition of such exchange, may exist in the system in the United States, and
Schools were provided for at the start, and were they are certainly many, it is not too much to
carefully and devotedly sustained. The two say that the Union as it is to-day, with its vast
_n:_,t colleges of the Union at the present time, possibilities of development, its rich promise to
widely separated as they now are in methods and the hundred or more millions who arc to occupy
purpose, had their common origin m the convic- and possess the continent under its rule, would
tiou of the enlightened founders of New Eng- have been ilnl)o-_sible without it. To be con-
l_md commonwealths that education was, if not a vin(,ed of this fact one has only in consider
function, a proper object of care for the state, what were the conditions under which the armies

Iil other states the sentiment in support of public of the Union were recruited in the w'lr of the

.education was not so strong or so general and i rebellion, and what was the origin of that fen-

at.tire, but it existed, in various dcgrccs, and i era], steadfast, potent sentiment of fidelity to fin;
it steadily advanced. The self-government in . institution_ of free government whl(:h m'lde vaiu
which every colony largely engaged, and which the gallant and passionate struggle of the south
became complete after the revolution, brought to ern states; but beyond this must be considered
l)ublic life the mo,t keenly intelligent and best what it is that has so far rendered possible the
in.-trueted men of the comparatively small and adjustment of that momentous dispute, the r(,-
it[*mogeneous communitie% and these carly per- establishment of a peaceful and effective Union
(.civvd that thecmlditiou precedent of thesucecss- on the ruins of the southern confederacy, the
!ul maintenance of representative government enfranchisement of a servile race on an equality
x_as general instruction. Neither the then cur* with their former masters, the beginning througl:-
rct_t ideas, nor the resources then nvailahle, were out the south, of a c'treer of sotind industrial and
('(,nsistent with any elaborate system. The most commercial activity and of a rational political
that could be hoped for or had, ,_nd all that was existence. Bitter and violent as haxe been some
_t_ught, was the widest possible extension of elc- of the experiences of the Union since the war,
mentary knowledge. This placed those who re- the condition of affairs finally arrived at is a
ceived it on no very high intellectual plane, but marvel in the history of civil .stru_4"glc% and the
upon a common plane, on which all were fairly forces which have brought it ah(_ut could ne_'cr

equal, and conaparatively few were essentially have been called into play but for the free pub-
ignorant. The absence of any strong central lie school throughout the north an(1 its steady
govermnent and the necessity in each community progress in the south.--We have, then, i.,_ the
of l)roviding for its own needs, kept alive the in- United States, the pul)lic school firmly estab-
tercst of each community, and tended to creale lished, sustained by an intelligent and ardent
tlmt iueradicable and universal belief in the corn- public sentiment, destined to extend the field of
mon school which has become traditional in the its influence antt to become a constantly tn()re

United States. This tendency, already strong important element in the national life. It may
willie the population of the Union rein'tined, in be regarded as secure from even an)* serious di_-
sub_tance, native, was intensified when the vol- cu_sion of its right to exist. It has no enemies
ume of immigration became large. It was then worthy of attention. Religious prejudice, which
sc(,u not only that general education was more alone can be suspected of opposing any barrier to

than ever necessary to bring the mass of voters it, is sure, in the future, only to strengthen the
up to a tolerable standard of intelligence, but that popular sense of its value and necessity. The
fJ('c public schools were the only instrumentality most excessive factional feeling has never dared
which could be relied on to promote tim assimila- to assail it. The questions, thercfore, which re-
tion of tim enormous additions to the population, main to be discussed, are: in what way can the
The immigrants were of diverse nationalities, school be made most useful? withiu what limits

The two most important bodies were the Irish can it be properly mat(trained at the general
and the Germans, but there were considerable cost? and at what point should it turn its pupils

c_,nlingents from other sources. Left to them- over to the agencies provided by private educa-

selves, these people would naturally keep and tional enterprise? These questions must neces-

tr_msmit to their children theideas, the prejudices, sanly engage more and more tile attention of our
the mental and social habits of the races from publicists'rod of our educators. At present, aml
which they sprung, and these would ever tend to for some time to come, they must concern only
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the more populous cities and tile more advanced defined or clearly applied. It is, in that regard.
states. For a very large part of the country they like nearly all the general principles which guid_
can hardly be said to exist, because a very large the course of government, and which, neverthe-
proportion of the public schools are, and for a less, are of great value.- It is the business of
considerable period must remain, very crude and the publicist to make such use of them as can be
imperfect, far within the lowest limit which they made in the circumstances by which lie finds
should observe, and, from the condition of the himself surrounded. Hehas noright toabamton
population, the available, resources and the direc- them or to vlohtte them because they can not be
tiou of public sentiment, obligrd to fulfill only reduced to the precision of a mathematical form-
the lowest functions of wlfich they are capable ula, or be adjusted to legislation as readily as au
In districts, for instance, where for eight weeks engincer'd drawing to a piece of masonry. Be-
in the year a scanty attendam:e is secured for a twcen a measure which plainly accords with such
single sehool, taught by an inexperienced girl or a principle and onc which does not accord with
boy at a pay of $13 to $16 a month, it is quite all- it at all there are many stages, and from one io
surd to suggest the discussions to which reference the other of these the advance may well be
has been made. But in cities llke Chicago, New regarded as involving an excusable variation, but
York, Boston and Philadelphia, the system has it is the duty of the statesmah to draw the line
re'lched a point where these questions b[,(.ome firmly at that medium which, though albilrarily
iml)erative; in many otlm'rs they are iml)ortaut, fixed, nevertheless secures a practical coml)liance
while the rapid advance of every part of the with the principle, a sub,_tantial gain of it_ real
country in population "rod wealth constantly advantages, andthc aw)idanceof any serious evils
extends the area in which they will present them- arising from its violation. The principle whi('h
sclvcs for consideration. The tendency of has been stated clearly justifies the free public
opinion with reference to tl_em among those en- scllool in the several statcs of the Union, theexpeu-
gaged in the public schools fllemselves is un- diture of the puhlic revenue for its maintenance.
doubtcdly toward extending the scope of public and, under existing circumstances, the appropria-
gratuitous instruction, developing the "high lion of a reasonable sum from federal taxati()n for
school " and the " college," giving every appli- the encouragement and support of school_ in those
cant access to the highest available education, states which are either unable or, for the tnne.
The evidence of this tcnden('y is to be found in indisposed to maintain them. General publi(;

the journals devoted to education, in the dis- instruction is a recognized need of tlle republic.
(.u_ions of public school te.whers in their As has becn pointed out, it has been, so far _s it
"institutes." in the reports of city, county has been carried, fully approved by public opin-
and state superintendents, and especially in ion. The question now is. how far it can righlly
the papers and debates of the annual meet- be carried, and how, within the limits set fol' it.
ings of superintendents under the auspices it can be made most fruitful of the greatest good
of the bureau of education, in the depart- to the g,Teatcst number. The radicalobjcctiou to
ment of the interior at Washington. The what is called higher education by the state in

tendency is entirely natural. It is the effect tile United States is, that it is adil'cct violation of
of the desire which has given rise to the well- the principle which has been above laid down.
known maxim in law that every court will ex- The education afforded in the high schools and
tend its own juristhction as far as it can. But public (.olleges now in existence, and that pro-
thc time h:_s come when the question must bc po,ccd in the like schools which have from
treated frmn the standpoint of the statesman time to time been advocated, is certainly not a

rather than that of the teacher. The public work of general necessity, and its utility is very
school in the United States has passed beyoml far from hcingof so elevated and certain '_ ci,ar-
the comparatively narrow fiehl which it on(:e aeter as to al)proach very closely to nccessity.
occupied; its maintenance involves the expert- Just a.s certainly it is not a work which can l,ot
diture of a vast sum every year Its influence be done I)y private agencies, and done equally
upon the political as well am the social life well or very much better. It is not a work of
of the people must be more carefully regarded, necessity, bccausc it is not rcquisite for any of

and its regulation and development should pl"o- the ordinary and e_ential functions of the citi-
ceed on reasonably defined and comprehensive zen'slife, asis shown by the fact that the majority
principles --In a representative republican gov- of citizens in states where it is conferred at pub-
ernment, such as that of the United States aml tic expense have never enjoyed its advantages,
those of the several states, there is one simple and political life in these states is, nevertheless,
general rule in regard to the use of the money above the average in wholesome activity and
raised by taxation from tile community. It is intelligence. It is further incidentally shown by
that it should be employed for those purpo_sonly the fact that many of our most efficient public

which are of gener'_l necessity or of supreme men who have done service of no mean value,
utility, and which can be attained by the state have never had schoolingof thiseharacter. That
only, or by the state to a degree or in a way very it is desirable, no one, probably, will seriously
far superior to those of private effort. Obviously deny, but it is no more desirable than many other
this rule, simple in ik_elf, is not always easily things which the state is not, and should not be,
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called upon to supply. Moreover, however de- with, while in far the greater part of the Union
sirable it may be, it is not unattainable without neither of them is coral)lied with. The primary
._tale aid. In this country, and in almost every sec- instruction which is SUl)pli('d in the public selmols,

lion of it, any young man or young wnnmn, who (:veil the best equil)ped and the mo_t carefully
values higher education enouzh to be willing lo arranged, is essentially defective, while ev(,n in
s(*ck it with energy, patience ;m(l self-denial, and tho_c c,)mmunili(,- where the most (.:tr(, Ires been
who ht_ capacity enough t¢_in;tl;.e a good use of it taken, all(l lhc most lnoney ha,, been eXl)(.mled,
when obtained, can get it. Agai_, it i._ easily [here is still a v(,ry noticeable and rout.h-to be-re-
s(,_,n by any one who will examine any of tile gretle(l wailt of ac("()nln_.o(iali()n f()r the l)ti -
lr(.e s(.lmols for higher (.duealion now in (.xi-tence mary sclmlars. Ill the major p<)rtion of the
that a very large pr(q)ortion, probably much more country nr)t only is the prinmry instru_.ti_,lt very
than ,me-half, of tho,_' who attc.nd them are the lnu(.h beh,w what i.-. know]l n,)w t_) bt. tim l,e.,,t.
(.hil(h'en (ff parents who are entirely abh. to pro- but the schools arc wauting l_ t(, their numb(r,

idc ._uch education at their own proper cost; their sittings, the fore(:of teat.hers and t]ne nceded
(.ry many of these would undoubtedly do _o if scho()l equipment The fir.',( work, ti_creforc, t(,

llwy werc forced to If, then, it be cosec(led which the stale is bound to direct its attention
ill:it the state (,an, :ts a, rule, furnish high(,r cdu- and its energies is. not the err, at|on .f so-(.allcd
cation of a kind a_ valuable and as pelfectly "'high" school.-, but the mcrca._(, of the number
,,uiw,t to the needs of the sclmlars as would bc of prim.lryschool._ and the imt,rc)vcnient of the
(_btaincd frnm i)rivatc agencic,_--a concession instru(.tbJn which they afl'()rd.--In thisconnection

_l_i(.h is open to much question--it still remains the term " primary in._tru(.tion" is applied, as
truc that thin is not a proper object for the above, indicated, to that whi<.h may conveniently
expenditure of the conmlon fund derivecl from be given to the chihlrcn of tile age at which
taxation It benefits too small a ela.','; (ff the citi- in_tru(,tion may be made (,ompulsory. "What
zcns, and it benefits a (:lass who lea._t require that age shouhl be is an open question, but it may

pulflic: aid to secure it. It is argued that those roughly bc in(licatcd a,_ from six to f,,urteen
whose children reap the advantages of this sort years. These limits might, with profit, he(hanged
of public education pay taxes in proportion to in certain cases, according.to the cncumstauces

their means, which is roughly true, but they do of the various communities. Instruction might
not pay in l)roportion to what they get, while thc be begun at an age earlier than six. and it might
p_)orer (.lass, who getnothing whatever, pity what be desirable to release the chihl from school at an
to them i_ a very much higher and more burden- age earlier than fourtccn. It would bc quite
._ome lax. By the operation of the laws which practicable to commence with the age of f(_ur,
govern the incidence of taxation, and which the under a eomplct(.ly organized system, and to t(.ach
intimate intercommunication of modern lifc as much by the age of twelve as the chihl under
makes very certain and remnrseless, taxes Ul)On the ordinary methods has learned at fifteen, aml
r(.a] e_tate tend to fall more heavily on the poor very much more and of more worth. These

than f)n those, who are not poor; it even happens are details whwh would settle th(:mselves, if the
in no small number of cases that the taxes of tile correct and fruitful principle were adopted;

w(.a]thier_lrc thrown off uponthepoorer. There the important thing to observe is, that the
i.-, their, an _,bvious injustice in maiutainmg at duty of the slatc Is to cto all that can be done
public (.xpense schnols whi(,h those (.an rarely or for the ehiht at as early an age as possible,
never u_e who are compelled to makc tile gTcatest and that when this has been done, the child may
sa(:riiiccs in maintaining them.--lf it be con- and ought to be turned ov(,r to private agenci_.s.
,'(.(led thal l_]gh scho(,ls, and tho_ .-,cho(fls which which can tic the work of further education fully
;_rc not at'eels|bit to the children of persons of as well, and even better than those that the slat(,
nm(lcrate means, may properly be maintained in can provide. Nor |sit a question simply of what
c,)mmunitics where the tax payers shall have prefer(nee shall I)c given to one. of two kinds of
( lc_triy ('xpres,.cd _hcir desire for such use of tlle in,true(ion for either of whi(.h the mean', are
_('h(,_l fun(t._, it must still be required that before easily provided. It is rather a question of what
:_y-_wh use of the fund I)c made, the primary shall be clone with a sharl)ly limited sum. There

-t'h_)(ds shall bc of the best I)Os,dble kind, and are certain bounds bcy(lnd which the public can
,_,i_t. ample opportunity for instruction to all not bctaxed, even forth(support offrc(,s(.ho_)ls,

hildi'_.a of the age, s'_y from six to fourteen, highly as these are valued and cheerfully as they
:_t _hi¢.h instruction may fairly l)e made obli- 'ire usually supplied. The load of taxatmn is
-.tl,)_y It is so closely logical as hardly to already very heavy in all the older parts of the
_('(,(1 more than statement, that what the state Utlited States, and its tendency is togrow heavier
linty properly require the parents to submit to rather than lighter. Wc have no such struggle
_h,,u. ('hildren receiving at a direct loss of time for existence as many of the older parts of
_tmt _crvices, that, at least, the state should Europe experience, but the difficulty of keeping

I)_,vidc (1) of the highest practicable character, tip the standard of comfort to which the great,
,t_(l (2)in "t form entirely available. It ]s noto- mass of Americans have become habituated Is
r_,)u_ that ill no part of the United States is geeing to be greater and gn-eater in all of our
_!_. first of these conditions completely complied larger cities, and in very many of our town._ and

5_; voL. It.-- 3
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_ztliages. Tile almost unbroken rise in rents and in forecasting the future of our public scho()!
in the cost of nnmv of the ne('es_avies of daily system.--The notion is nut only mistaken but it is
life, together wilh t'he unf(_rtunatehutal)l)arcntly exceedingly mischievous. It te.ds direotly to
inevitable tendency to extravagant,e, especially the negleet of the child at a perio(I when, of all
among pers_)nq of only moderate in(,ome, make others, he can be most readily, most profitably

the larger average annual ear_ings or profits of and most coml)letely taught, and this neglcct can
tlre American worker or Ame_ic;m tradesman, never be wholly made upto him. The condition
go less far iu the provision of essentials than a of all valuable instlalction is curiosity on the part
much more modest sum in older countries. In of the learner, and curiosity is a natural, uni-
this curtailing of the real rcsonrces of the citizen, versal, persistent quality of the mind of tim
laxalion necessarily bears a very large part. young child. The pro(-es_ of sane and useful
_,Vith our pr(_ent very defective metho(Is of get- education consists in very larg(;part of the dire(,-
ling public business done, with the lack of ac- tion and satisfaction of this inherent curiosity,

('ountability and stability, of consistency and which, like every other quality, is developed and
permanence, in the local public service:, there is strengthened and rendered more active and efli.
but little hope that the burden of taxation will cicnt by legitimate exercise. If, at the age when
be materially lightened, and the share, of tile rcv- this quality is strong in every healthy child, the
enue which can be counted on for the public work of learning is made hard or tedious, if the
schools is by no me;ins indefinite. It, is, there- labor of acquisition is mad(; to() great for the
fore, absolutely required that it should be hus- obvious and apprcciated results acquired, the fac.
banded with great care, that it should be made to ulty of curiosity is weakened, tim instrument

yield the greatest practicable results, and that with which all future work must be done is
these results should be, as far as possible, to the blunted. The pupil may afterward rcac(luire it:
advantage of the greatest number. Already in his curiosity may be tardily awakened; he may be
some of the most advancecl stales, and in some of incited by other motives, such as fear, or emula-
lhe largest and most libvral cities, there is a not- lion. to do the necess'_ry labor of learning, but

-_lbh, demand for e(.on(inly in thisdirection, which lie will have h)st much that he can never regain ;
-is sure to grow stronger and more imperative, his n,_ture will have been crippled or stunted; he
The answer to that demand certainly should not will nevcr be so useful to himself or society as he

be a decrease in the salaries of teachers, or a gen- might have been ; he will do what he is capable
eral reduction in the cost of the schoolu, but a of doingat a disadvant_ge, with greater erfurt and
eoncentratmn of expenditure upon the more es- with less and less awdlable re.,,ult. _Iost of our pri-
sential kind of instruction and the greatest pos- mary schools ignore to a greater or less dcgn'ee this
sible development of that.--The argument for mo_t important fact. Children under tenor twelve
this policy is very far from heing a ncgativc one. years arc crowded together, in the charge of teach-
It is not merely that the state ought not to devote ers of immature age, little or no training, defect-

,the funds dcrived from common tax:_tion to a ire general education and undew_lopcd character.
,('la_s of schools which are of neees..,ity useful To each of these is given a number of scholars
,(rely to a nHnority of the tax payers; it is that greater than the most skillful, alert and expert-
tile fit,ld of primaL'Y education is quitc w()rthy of enccd teacher eouhi deal with in a manner at all
"/lie utmost that the state can do. It i_a common satisfaetoD.. 2_Iuch is done to benumb, almost
,error, that the teaching of children under the age nothing is done to awaken, direct or feed the de-
of twelve or fourteen is somcthing which can be sire of the chihl for learning. Arbitraryand con-
safely left to unskilled pc_ons; that it is a ventionalhasksareimposed. In the larger schools
comparatively simple work, that it is ne(,cssary the necessities of the system adopted require rigid
mainly to enable the pupil to take that which is and minute uniformity of management, Eaeh
afterward offered, but tlmt in itself it is drudgery cl,'lss is a part of a closely regulated and intercon-
at once Io the teacher and to tile taught, which netted machincry. Individuality is repressed.
may be got through with as best may be. This The incitements of direct and intimate personal
<.rror i>, happily, no longer current among those intercourse with the more highly developed mind
"who have given ally considerable study to the of tile teacher is nearly impossible, Classes fol

subject, or whoare entitled to be heard in regard low each other in rapid succession; a series of
to it ; but it exists to an extent which few writers hurried examinations or recitations leaves neither

(m education know, among those who have the time nor chance for anything but the must mo-
d,etermination of the character of our scho()ls, of notonous and mechanical action of the pupil's fac-

the sin(lies that shall be followed in them, and of ulties. The progress, such as it is, of each dirts-
the matuaer in which they shall be taught. A ion, is measured by a standard based on that

<.lose acquaintance with the school officers, and capacity for receiving instruction, thus faultily
_even with the school tcachers, of the various given, which exists not among the brightest, but
_tates, a direct stltdy of tile schools themselves, a among nearly the dulh st of the members of the
knowledge, though but partial, of lhe views of division. The moreintelhgent are held back; the
the average local legislator and the tax payers, weak(,st are driven forward; the progTe_ of all is
"would reveal a prevah.nce of this gravely mis- halting, unnatural and misdirected. That which

iaken nohon which is of the utmost consequence ' is taught is necessarily confined to what can be

\
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_raught under these conditionz. The system im- in copying, 74 02 (on a standard of 100); in numer-
po_es itself upon those who have tile admini_ra- ation and notation, only _6.24; in addition, cot

tion of it, whether they will or m) It i._ idle to rectness only and not rapi(hfy being re_-,urded, it
think of teaching much that require_ adaptation was but 72.05; in fraction._, the problems beingof

tff mcans and methods by the teacher to the wants, the simph,st character, it fell to 57.33; in gram-
1he desires, the suggestions of the pupils' varying mar, it was 69.16; in letter writing, it w'ls 65 66,
minds. The school is a mill which goes on day _tn(l wa_ (lecently high only in penmanship, where
after day, grinding out as nearly a uniform grist it was 80.91 Of the 731 competitors, 123 were

a._ it can, with very little reference to the grain appointed, with an average standing of 88.54. Of
that is provided ['or it, or the uses to which its pro- these, those hawng " common ¢chool educ:_tion, '
duets may be devoted, or of which they may be were only 51 per cent., though they were 6-i per
(.apable. This is the condition of things in many cent. of the applicants, and the average age of
of the larger schools in the larger cities. In tim appointees w'_s thirty-five years, which indi.
the smaller towns or villages and rural districts, cates that the more recent graduates of the com-

a like result is got by different means. Here the mon schools w[.rc at a marked disadvantage.
number of pupils is .-mailer, lint the capa('ity of These figures give a general idea unfavorable to
the teachers is even less. The supervision, which, the proficiency of the pupils in the public schools
lo _omc extent, prevents the worst coEscquenees in the simpler and most valuable branches. A

of the bad methods in the larger schools, is gen- careful inspection of a htrge part of the papers with
erallv wanting. The teachers, with little or no special reference to this question very- strongly
conception of the possibilities or requirements of confirms that impression. It reveals, among
their calling, imitate, as best they can, the model those definitely traced to the schools, a variety of
_t_t up for them in tim larger schools. The ms- ignorance, a degree of failure on the p'Lrt of the

hine iu snmller, but it is.still a machine, con- schools to fit them for tlm most common and nec-

_trueled on the same principle, run for the same e_sary use of the knowledge pretended to have
(.n(t% and accomplishing its limited purposes with been imparted, which would be ludicrous if it

a like hard, mechanical, but more defective regu- were not (tishcartening. As has already been
].arity The things taught are of substantially said. this evidence does not prove that the public
the _ame nature, but less in number, and usually schools, just as they are, do not do a great deal of
(,yen lcs.s adapted to what should be the object of good, or are not a great deal better than none. it
the primary school. That the result is of con- does not prove that they are not a proper agency

sidcrable worth, and even of great worth, no one for the state to employ to secure the d('gr¢,c of
x_ho knows the effect of the worst prinmry schools instruction which is absolutely needed by its citi
on tl_e population to which they are directed will zens; but it does prove, and conclusively, that
deny ; what is obvious is, that the result is not they do not do the work for which they are
n(,:_r]y "Is great or as good as it migllt be, at the specially intended, and for which they are special-
_-amc co_t of time, money and energy. This prop- ly fitted, as tlmt work ought to be done. The
_)-iti(_n is not easily proven by statistics, in the first c.mscs for this relative failure are not far to seek.
ldacc, because it is not easily susceptilflc of math- They may be fairly included in tim statement that
_,lnatical proof; in the next place because sueli the schools seek to do too much, and do not seek

-,tati_li(._ _ts wouht throw light upon it are m)t col- to do that thoroughly which is tim most import-
]ceted iu this country. But it is quite sus(:eptihle ant. And the remedy in plainly to confinc |heir
of dcmonstratiou that our public sclmols turn out work within narrower limits, and to improve them,
pupils very much le_ fitted for the common with reference to that work, to the greatest pos-
duti(.s of life than they might, even after they slolc extent. This involves the surrender of the
h_ve passed them through what are, with very higher and more costly schools, the increa_ in
d,a_btful accuracy, called the "upper" grades, number of the schools devoted to elementary
Thu_ every school is supposed to be able to teach instruction, the provision of a larger body of
the " three R's," that is to say, to enable its teachers, their better training and adequate super.
pupils to read intelligibly, and to understand vision. Of these requirements the first is essen.

_rdiaary matter, to write legibly and correctly, tial to the fulfillment of the others. The develop.
and to go through with the elementary proce_es ment of a complete system of eh,mentary instruc.
_,l"dealing with numbers. During the last three tion is practically impossible while the present
5(':_rs there have been competitive examinations miscalled "higher" schools are maintained.
14_r_q)pointment in the New York custom house, These latter not only absorb a very large share of
},a-_.d in part on questions in copying from dicta- [be money that is needed for the more e_ential
titan, in numeration and annotation, in addition° schools, but they create a thlse standard; they
_n fractions, in grammar, in letter writing and in turn tim efforts of the teaching force in a wrong

l'cnman_hip. An official report of the_ examina- direction; they stimulate thedesire I)oth of teach.
_iCa_sup to Feb. 21, 1881, gives the education of ers and pupils, not to the mastery of the substan.
_31 ('ompetitors, and that of 471, or 64per cent., is tial branches, but to "promotion " along the
'l_'s_'ribed as " common school." The mean stand arbitrary line leading to these "upper" grades or
mg (_f all the competitors; in the subjects named, schools. The whole energy of the system shonla

],_irly reflects the _tanding of these 471. It was, be confined to complete and effective education
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in the branches really n_essary, and progre_ state, in which any well-directed expenditure of
should be made, not in quantity but in quality, care and moncywill be entirely justifiablc. Thi._
It is true that abolition of the upper schools principle has been rather vaguely but very goner-
is called for now only in the system of the larger ally recognized tkroughout the United States and
cities and more advanced towns, but it is the is constantly gaining. Normals(.hool._a_'calrcady
more imperatively callcd for there, because tiffs in existence in all lint two or three of the states,
system is the model to which the schools in aud in some of them they are generously main-
the smaller towns and less important districts t'_incd and of high character. Durin c the dec-

are now adapted as much as possible. It is ade 1870-79 they increased in ,.umber and in
in the larger cities that the more serious evils of attendance fully fimrfold, ant, t,c tendency is
the present system are most clearly slmwn and fortunately still strong in the same direction.
tend most strongly to increase, and it is fr(_m these But there yet remain only too many sections of
that the mischievous influence pr_)eeeds which the country towhich the quaint comment of Roger

constantly tends to pro, dace these evils through- Ascham applies: "It is a pity, that commonly
out the countr)" and to prevent a needed aml more care is had, yea and that among very wise
fruitful reform. It in from these that a contrary men, to find out rather a cunning man for their
influence can be extended throughout the rest of i tIorse, than a cunning man for their Children.
the land, and the general system be brought nearer They say nay in word, but they do st) in (h'ed :
to that which must be created, if we are to get For'to the one they will gladly give a StipeLd of
from our sch(x)ls the full measure of utility that . two hundred Crowns by the year. and loth |o off(,r

we are entitled to expect. If the reform can be [ to the ether two hundred Shillings. God that.

begun in the larger cities amt towns by gradually [ sitteth in Iteavcn laughcth their Choice to scorn.
limiting instruction to that of an elementary and rewardeth their Liberality as it shou d: Fol"
character, that measure of itself will tend to ira- he suffereth them to have tame and well o_dered
prove the quality of the instruction given. The Itorse, but wild and unfortunate Children, and
false and mistaken goal being removed, the fl_crcfore in tl_e end they find more Pleasure in
natural effect will be to push toward the goal their horse, than Comfort in their children."--
which i_ set up with greater zeal and intelli- The value of the normal schools varies greatly in

gence. Tim intellectual and moral force of the the cities and states in which they are now estab-
teaching class, great as it unquestionably is, will lished. The best of them, however, are inade-
cease to be wasted in the vain pursuit of vague or quatc to the end which shouh| be kept in view.
arbitrary objects, and be turned with certain gain The average term of instruction is but one year.

in efficiency toward the objects at once more val- i This, wzth the necessary allowance for vacati()n_,
uable and more attaiuahle lying much nearer. ] is but little more than two-thirds of a year, or

The ah'eady considerable number of educators ] cight months of direct study. It must be con-who are weary of the unprofitable pursuit of tim ceded timt even in this time much is accomplished,
multiplied anti multiform purposes that they arc I and the graduates of the_ schools are anmng the
now required to keep in view, will be encouraged _ most useful of the teachers now engaged in active

to devote themselves to the simpler, worthier and I work. It must be added, also, that it is in these
more practical task presented to them, and they schools that the better notions of pedagogics have
will be steadily re-enforced by others who would taken root most readily and most firmly, and it is
gladly adopt a reformed system, but h'tve not the among their pupils that we find tl_e most effective
courage or the independence to propose it.--With and intelligent application of such notions It

the provision of a larger numbcr of element'trv is from these that ninny of the nmre thorough and
schools, must necessarily come an increase in the ingenious of the primary teachers have sprung,
number and a decided intprovcment in the char- who have at many widely separated points, estab-
actor of the teachers employed in them. The lishcd the 7ttlc_ei of correct and profitable instruc-
schools being more numerous, the classes shouhl tiou. But no onc familiar with the extent and

be very much smalh,r, and a teacher shouht l_e (lelicacy and difficulty of the art of really good
required to take charge of only so many children primary teaching, can for a moment suppose that
as could be brought directly, easily and with any complete training, or even any satisfactory

benefit under his or her personal direction and beginning of such training, can be ltad in the few
influence. This involves an immediate, and, niti- months allowed to the ordinary normal school
mutely, a very large increase in the means for train- course. If we assume, what is very far from
ing teachers, and the provision of such means is being the case, that the students admitted to the

oue of the mott obviou_ and prosper functions of normal school are already fairly grounded in the
the state. If it can not be m'tintained that the . elements of the studies which they are afterward

state should provide what is now regarded as totcach, thctimc isstill very mueh too short. As
higher education for all applicants, gratuitously, a matter of fact the students are in great part very

it can not be denied that it should do ali in its poorly prepared. At best they generally have
power to furnisll an adequate supply of carefully only such preparation as can be got in what are
chosen, highly trained teachers for tbe schools . called the grammar school grades, and can pas._
which it may establish and sustain. This is not only routine examinations confined to the well.

only a legitimate but a necessary function of the defined limits within which they have been drilled.
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If they could be subjected to searching examina- either establishing .normal schools, or in encour-

lions to t_t their facile and familiar use of what aging their establishment by the states. It could
• they are supposed to have learned in the "three properly and effectively work in both directions.

l_.'s," it is probable that they would, in the words It is hardly desirable, in the present condition of

_ff Mr. Charles Francis Adams, Jun., to the the civil service of the fetieral govetaament, that
Quincy scholars under like circumstances, '"go it should undertake the direct management of the
,to pieces." And it is the testimony of the man- educational system in any of the states, even
agers of noruml schools that it is often found though this couhl be done with the coIw_nt of the
necessary, not only to review, but to recommence latter. Nor is it desirable tlmt it shouhl assume

the grammar school course. The material on at once tl_e taskof furnishing(rained teachers for
which the normal sehools have to work, though all stale schools. But it is exceedingly desirable
very ill-prepared, is in mm_y respects otherwise I that a definite system shouhl be begun, which

The spirit of the students is [ should be capable of4:xeeedingly good. expansion. This system
.,zenerally earnest; they arc disposed and accus- might with advantage be based on the general

i

tomed to patient industry, to self-denial, to disci- principles that govern the military academy. The
4)line, and to the practic.al use of their opportu- federal government might undertake the training
nitics. Though often too young, they are intent of a uumher of pupils, moderate at first, in the
aq)on the end they have in view. and have, art of primal:v teaching. To render practicable
what is much more precious than mere mental tbe seh,etion of the most eapal)le and promising,
_)rightness, the capacity for work. With proper without reference to previous circumstances in
ancans of instruction, ._ufficient time, the freedom life, these students should be supported during the
from poverty which is their greatest drawback, term of study, which should bc sufficiently long
and the incentive of a reasonahle start in the pro- to admit of thc most thorough instruction. They

fes._i(m that they have chosen, they are capable of slmuhl, of course, be admitted trom any part of
be(,onfing nseful and admirable teaehers.--In this the Union. and considering the peculiar needs of
•(.onnvetionthere is an ample an(linviting field for the southern states, ample provision should be
the iuwrvention of the government, and particu- made for colored pupils. They should be held
larly ,)f _lie federal government. The latter has to the most careful and complete compliance

.already, in the military selmol at West Point and with all the conditions of successful study, and
zl_e mtval .,chool at Annapolis, given examples of shouhl be promptly dismis_d if tlmy failed in
the peculiar excellence of the instruction for this compliance or showed incapacity for a fixed
special purpo._s which it can command when degree of excellence in their profession. Upon
it ._eek_ it. There is n,) reason why it should not graduation, they should bc assured of cmploy-
_mdertake the establishment nf some likc system mcnt at a fair salary for a determined period. As
(or tl_e training of teachers. The military and tbe federal government has no schools of its own
_mval ,chonls take their pupils after careful ex- in which to employ them, an arrangement would
amination ; the pupils are supported during the have to be made with the states for thi_ purpose;

lime riley are engaged in their studies, and they but this wouhl offer no practical difficulty. The
are at once reqlfired to give to the government bcst aid that the federal government could afford
a fixed time of practical service in the branches to education in the states woul(l be in the shape
tin' which they have been trained, and are secured of trained teachers, whose salaries should be paid
a position for life, if they choose to retain it. either by the national, the state.or the local goe-
The justification for this system on the part of ernments according to conditions, which could
_he govermnent is that it is the b_t available for bc readily defined. Iu those statcs where appli-
pr(,vi(ling officers for the army and navy, which cation, based on the illiteracy of the population,
may at any time become absolutely indispensable should be made for a_sistance, the teachers might

to tile maintenance of the republic. It is not too very willy be paid wholly by the national gov-
nmch to say that (lie defense and supl)ort afforded ernment, and this would, of itself, be a field quite
to the government by an efficient and universal sufficient to furnish employment to all the federal
s.v._tem of public schools are as valuable aml even teachers that could at first be supplied. When

as indispensable as tho_, derived from the army the system had once been fairly established, there
_md navy. The utility of the latter is indeed only wouht bc no laek of demand for the graduates of
('xccptional and contingent, though entirely estab- the federal normal schools. It is now hardly
lishcd; but the utility of the former is certain, doubtful, that before manyyears the federal gov-
('on_tant, absolute, and will necessarily increase ernment will take some definite and comprehen-
with the growth of the country. The constitu- sive action for the aid of public education in the
ti,mal power of the federal government to estab- states. This purpose has already been shown in
h_h normal schools can be easilyand amply main- the propositions submitted in congress, to devote

_aine,l. It is but a specific branch of the power a considerable portion of the revenue from public

:dvea(ly used in the appropriation of public land_ lands to the support of state schools. These prop-
lol Ihe maintenance of technical schools, such as ositions have received the support of leading rep-
_tzrit'ultnral colleges, and fro" general purposes of l'eseutatives from all sections of the couutry, and
_'dn,.ati(m The federal government would be of all shades of political opinion. They have

,._,tirtq_ within its clearly established sphere in been brought forward by the representatives of
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:New England states,which would not atallshare nearlyworthless. Such superintendentsare not

in theirbenefits,and which have shown entire only rarelyemployed, but they are very rarelyto
willingnessand capacity to maintain freepublic be found, and when found the chances for then-

schools of- the highest existing order at their own engagement under conditions that would giv_
expense. They have been supported ardently by them all their usefulness is almost impracticable.

the representatives of southern states, whichlmve But if such officers could he furnished by the"
been as completely revolutionized by the war for federal government with little or no cost to the.
the Union in their ideas and purposes regarding state or local authorities, and if tbeir engagement
education as in their political and social organ- were made the condition of the aid furnished by
ization. And to these propositions have been the federal government, it can readily be seen_
added others, for the appropriation to the support that they wouhl soon become a force of _-ent and'
of free schools of considerable amounts from the increasing efliciency.--In this connection, lmw-
direct revenues of the treasury, 'rod particularly ever, it would be important that the principle
from those derived from the tax on brewed and already defined regarding tim legitimate limit of
distilled liquors. While these measures are in free public instruction slmuld be carefully oh-
themselves well-intended, aml would, in a gen- served. The normal schools of the federal gov-
eral way, further the advancement of education ernment .qmuld be dew)ted to thehighest possible

where it is most needed, they eouht not have as training of ti,achers of the elementary branches,
wide, as good or as permanent an influence as the and they shouht be confined to such training.
system of federal normal schools above suggested. The federal government, of all otbcr_, shouldt
This latter might at least with great benefit tie faithfully observe and firmly enforce the rulethat

added to the others should they be adopted. The fret, public schools should give the best instruc-
supply of teachers by the national government tion, in those things which are e,_¢ential to all,
would relieve the slates of an expense far greater future citizens, which are accessible to all. and.

than that incurred in training and paying the that there lhey should stop It can not only be
teacher% since a like number of equally good no part of the duty of the central government
teachel_ could not be obtained by the imlividual to furnish '" higher education" to a compara-
action of the state or local authorities at even a lively small proporlion of its citizens at the,

much greater cost Ou the other hand. the nor- expense of all, but it is clearly its duty to refrain
real schools would enable the federal government from so dtfing _tnd l¢_ exert all its influence to dis-
to raise the character of tim state schools, anti to couraging such a tendency on the part of the
exercise a very desirable influenceover them with- individual governments. Within the field thus

out tim slightest direct or improper interference limited it w,*uld find ample scope for its utmost
wxth them. Tim _ystem would inw_lveno depart- energies, and it would be one of its most honor

are from tlmt whoh;some principle of entire free- [ abh, functions to oCCUl_y tlmt field worthily If
dora ou the part of tim states which it is very I its influence were steadily and actively directed
important to preserve. For while the graduales ' to providin.,_, complete instruction in the elements

of tlwse schools would be trained under a gener- ! of education in those common, useful and neces-

ally uniform system, thatsystem could and slwuld ; _l T forms of knowledge and of mental activity
be otw which would rather develop their capac- for which chihtren within the age. say, of four
ity than closely and narrowly direct their specific teen are fitted, it would do as extensive _ork
methods They wouhl retain the same liberty of in shaping the future clmrscter of its p_,ol)le: and
personal activity which obtains among the grad- one mosl sorely needed. It can not be too oflelJ
uates _f West Point or Annapolis, who) are indeed repeated or too clearly held, that within that ace

taught how battles may be fought and armies and the child has at once the strongest claim upon the
ships managed, but who are also especially trained atd and guidance of the government, and the
to the apt and ingeaious application of all avail- greatest aptitude in using them, and that beyond

able resources to the various requirements of the that, if the elementary work be even fairly done,
situations in which they may be called upon to act. all possible advancement lies within the reach of
A peculiar advantage which would accrue from the great b_y of young Americans.--Obviously
this system _ ouhl be that it would enable the fed- the acceptance of this proposition bars tile way to

eral government to supply a sufficient body of the entrance of the federal government upon the
highly educated and carefully trained persons sehemesso freely proposed for the foundation of
specially fitted for the work of superintendence of a national university or for the establishmenl ol a

schools, and it iq precisely these for which there .series of colleges throughout tile Union. The
is now the greatest oc_d throughout tim Union. arguments by which the_ schemes are supported
The great body of schools, m fact. are at present rest upon a radically mistaken conception of the
practically without skilled _upervision. and much functions and constitutional powers as well as of
of the teaching force which they entploy is nearly the practicai capacity of the federal government.
wholly wasted on tiffs account. A careful, well- Such institutions could not themselves carry out

equipped and energetic superintendent can mul- any of the defined purposes for which the consti-
tiply the efficiency of even ordinary teachers ration clothes the national government witl_

many times, and his influence nmy readily make authority, nor are they in any strict sense means
exceedingly valuable what without it would be necessary or proper to the exercise of the powers
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conferred. They differ radically and widely from contrivance, and destined rather to decay or per.
schools intended and conducted to promote the version than to development and increase of use-
common education needed by all, and they can futness. Similar institutions abroad are hardly
only L,ive that form of instruction which, on models for the Uuited States, since tile)- exist nn-
the'eric hand, the citizen has no right to claim at der very different conditions. Tho._eilr Gcrmany,

public exl)ense, and which, on tile other hand, which arc most often cited, are maintained by a
The _overnment neither has the right to give nor government which, on tile one hand. is very
the means of giving in its best form. All the nearly despotic "tad p,'actieally permanent, and
(.(m_derations that have been urged against the which, on the oth¢,,'.._ccords to the universities,
mi<lireotion of public funds hy states or mu. within certain broad lines, tile greatest freedom.
n_(.ipalities in the support of high schools and In other words, the govcrnment provides secure
('o]leges. apply with even greater force to the and uninterrupted means for the universities, to
m_(lertaking of still more advanced instruction by be used largely at the discretion of a permanent
tire federal government. In addition to these are force of learned men, whose whole lives are given
,Ihers springing from the organization of the fcde- to the task. Such a schcmc in the United States
ral 7overnment. That organization aims uci{hcr is ahnost "umhinkable." In France, where there
_lt (,entralization nor permanence, and is opposed has been far greater permanence and indcpend-
to both. The executive is subn_itted to popular ence in its university than might have been ex-
elevtron every four years. The more numerous pectcd from its frequently changing forms of
and I)owerful b,'anch of the congress is so submit- governmenL the work of tile unive, rslty falls far
ted every two y[_'trs, and at like periods one-third short of that accomplished in Germany. while
of the _enate i_ passed upon by the state leglsla- the mostvaluable and distinguished achievements
tllrt,s, under influences which are well known to of scholars and students have been du(, to melt

be ineompatil)le withcousistcney, much more with wholly unsu!)ported and unaided lry the govern-
tinily in tire eharacterof thesenate, Under these ment. In this connection may pr.fital)ly be con-
(.ircullrstanees, tile difficulty of securing in tile sidered the history of England, which affords
tir_t in_tance an adequate phm for a natiouul nnl- brilliant example_ of the vigor and StlC(.(.s with
ver_ity would be very great, from the obvious which the highest labors o[" science rind _cholar-
lack of any considerable number of men engaged ship have been pursued with little other encourage-
in the government capable of even understand- meat than that supplied by the needs anti aspiva-
iHg the requirements of such a plan, anti from the tions of an intelligent people--It may lie ol)je(.t-
fa_.t that dlose who may at any one tulle happen ed, and with some plausibility, that tlw ollst;rcleq

to I)e so engaged are not secure of remaining long to the successful foundation and mainlenaJwe of
elmugh to enact the plan, or of exercising a con- a national university ill the L'nited States nri_rJ_g
trolling influence upon its character. Any uni- from the organization of thc govcrnmcut, would
vvr,ity which can be regarded as possible would equally oppose themselves to the successful estrll_-
from the start in_,crude, empirical and defective lishment of adequate normal schools. It is not to
in it_r.haracter, and would tend gradually or pet'- be hoped ttmt the elements of instability and
hal)_ rapidly to degenerate. Moreover a univer- of demoralization which inhere in file constitu-
.,ity i_ in its nature rather an organism than an lion and in ou.'l)resent political methods could be
organization. It is a thing of complicated pur- kept entirely from influencingsueh schools. Btrt
p--e,-, of delicate instrumentalities, of eon.qtantly two facts are to bc borne iu mind in this connec-
varying and developing needs. Its vital force tion: one is. that the establishme:lt of good nor-
mu,,t Ire within itself, antt it depends for its effl- real schools is by far a less difficult task than the
(,i(.nvy, its adaptation toits work, upon the charac- found,'ttion of a uuiversity: the other is, that it
ter .f those who devote the energies of their life is a task clearly within the constitutional author-

to il_ tervice. Such force could not be supplied ity and tile field of duty of the federal govern-
hv :,.t of eongre_, and if" in some measure it ment, an(t therefo,'e to be undertaken with tile
.,h,ulld chance to be provided at the outset, it best means that can be commanded. It is reason-
wotdd surely (lie out under the conditions that able to suppose tlmt the project of the supply by
u.uhl attach to the administration of a govern- the federal government of teachel_, thoroughly
meal institution. It would be as difficult for trained in the art of elemental T ilrstruction,

('._l','re_,_ to set up even the beginnings of a Har- would, if properly presented, commer)d itsel_
v:mt as for a chemist by uniting the elements dis- strongly to tile majority of those i,l congress wh(,
,1,,-ed to his analysis to reproduce the germ of a are now disposed to extend federal aid to the putl-

)_m_ l)]ant. And in considering this fact, it lic schools of the states Once fairly started, the
_ru,t hc hnrne in mind that Harvard is but an in- system wouht constantly strengthen itself in public

_'-t_q_l(,te growth, the greatest value of which, opinion, because it would constantly respond to
_.vt,,_ now, lies not so much in what it is as in that universal demand for free and universal pri-

uhat it h'l_ the power to be, Either as an instru- mary instrnction, and it would not offend the
m_'_,tality of higher education or. as a means of principles of justice and of constitutional law as
I_r,moling original investigation, on both of would a national university.--By the brief out-
whi0h _rounds the plan has been mivocated, a line, which the limits of this article permitted, of
_ it,real university would be a singularly faulty the systems of education existingin Germanyand
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in France, it will be seen that the problem pre- feet freedom of action in the states which is at
sented by the relations of the state to education once demanded by the theory of the Union and
ill tile United States is very different from that required for the best development of education
presented in the nations of which these nmy be throughout the various states. It hl_,_been sought
taken as examples. The fact might be further in this way to point out a line of development
illustrated by reference to the systems of the for the free public schools of the country which

Scandinavian states, of Belgium and Holland, will, if steadily lmrsued, enable them to fulfill
and of Italy. but this is nelther convenient nor the high purpose for which they are meant, and
necessary. The specific question offered for study by their succem iu attaining which they will ulti.
here. is how the chihtren of the reput)lic may be matcly be judged. Wlmt arc believed to be the
given, in the 1)e_t manner 'rod at the least cost errors and defects in the system now in vogue
either of the pul)lic revenue or of the time and have been pointed out in nospirit of depreciation,

energy of the pupils, the instruction which is much less of hostility to the schools, but with a
needed by all as a condition to tile reasonable strong desire to aid, as fitr as may be, in giving
performance of their duties as citizens. Tills is thein their greatest usefulness, and by directing
the problem, the solution of which Ires been us- them to what is thought the satisfaction of tim
dertaken by the states, by the municil)atities, and most imperative and permanent needs of the pen-
by the lesser political bodies, in a more or le_s ple to secure for them a lasting and oonstantly
earnest manner, by various means, and with wide- strengtheuing affection and respect. Tim faults
ly differing degrees of success. In the prosecu- of the l)re_ent are tlmse of abounding energy
lion of this effort, the schoolsin most of the larger misdirected and in danger of provoking unfortu-
commimities have extended, under complex influ- nate reaction. But a reform quite simple in its

euces and without consistent guidance, in direr- nature is capable nf turning this energy into the
lions quitewide of the mark to which theyshouhi most fruitful fields, where the harvest will be
have bern eonfinecl. The needs and rights uf tim secure, of the richest, and continually increasing.
majority have been neglected and much nnmey __,DW.C.RDCAR'I'.
and force have been expended in an attempt to
provide advantages by which only a minority, EDUCATION, Bureau of, The government
often very small, can profit. The result hq._ been of the United States, prior to 1867, had no con-
the general adoption of a false standard, the vi- cern with the education of the people, further
cious multiplication of studies, the enforcement of than was evinced ill several acts of c(mgress giv- •

arbitrary, conventional and barren methods of ing public lands to the statc_ for the promotion
instruction, ain| a lamentat)le f,dlure to turn out of selJool education. A summary of these land-

pupils fitted for those very duties wilich the grant provisions, with the amount of land
schools are founded to aid the pupil in dis- thus located in each state and teiTitory, will be

charging. It has been shown that the proper found elsewliere.--_Numcrous propositions to
and adequate pcrforumnce of tim function of the establish a national university by act of congre_
schools require_ the abandonment ot the elaborate, have been made, from the time of Washington
expensive and comparatively useless "upper to this day, but thus far without practical effect.
grades" an0 "iligh schools," and tile concen- A national burean of education, however, was
tratinn of energy and expenditure upon ample created in 1867, in pursuance of a bill reported
provision for the very best form of elementary by a select committee of the house through its
instruction, x_ith direct and close attention to ira- chairman, James A. Garfield, who took a leading

parting t)ractically useful knowledge, and to the part ill urging its passage. By act of March 2,
training of the child's capacity for the intelligent 1867 (14 Slat. at Large, p. 434), a del)artment of '
employment and extension of such knowledge, education, with a commissioner and three clerks,
It has been urged, tim( to this end the duty of was organized. "to collect statistics and facts
the st'lie--including in that term all the civil showing the condition and progress of education
authorities havin_ control of the common schools ill the several states and territories, and to diffuse
--is to provide a sufficient force of carefully such information respecting the organization and
trained teachers. ]n this iml)ortant work the management of schools and school systems, and
federal government is warranted by its constitu- methods of teaching, a._ shail aid the people of
tion anti l)ound by its general obligatiun as to the the United State_ in the establishment and main-
maintenance of free institution% to engage, and tenance of efficient school systems, and other-

it may with adv'mtage establish normal schools wise promote the cause of education throughout
for tile free training of primary teachers, to be ttle country." Tile following year the office of
supported while under instruction, and to be era- education was converted from an independent
ployed by tile federal government at fair salaries, department into a bureau, attached to the depart-
for a fixed term. It ha _, boen suggested that in ment of the interior (1,5 Stat. at Large, p. 92).
no other manner can the federal government do The commissioner of education is appointed by
such great and vahmt)le service in aid of general the president and senate, with a salary of $,_,000,
education in the states, or exercise so powerful and i_ required to make an annual report to con-
and salutary an influence over the state schools, gress of the results of his investigations and
without in any degree interfering with that per- labors. These annual reports (of which thirteen
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bulky volumes have been issued frma 1868 to EDUCATION, Compulsory, a term used to
18817 cover a wide field, and, with the "circu- .denote the policy of requit'ing the parents of a
lars of information" occasionally issued in state to furnish their children that degree anti
pamphlet form, embrace many subjects not kind of education assumed as necessary for the
_lirectly connected with education. The annual citizen. Such a policy involves the liability of
reports, which have more recently assumed a the state to provide opportunities for obtaining
_ystematic form, are in great part devoted to such an education, in case the parents are unable
abstracts of the official reports of school officers to do so. As a matter of fact, most civilized

of the various states anti territories. These arc nations of modern times have gone very far
followed by statistical tables in detail, summa- toward providing such opportunities for all the
rizing, by stales and territories, the uumbers, children of the state, cithcr frec of cost (in the
attcmtancc, instructors, expenditure, etc., in the free school system), or at a nearly nominal price
ln-imaIT schools, kindergitrten, normal and (in the rate-_chool system). The question then
higher sehools, commercial colleges, universities, becomes merely one of compulsory attendance
scht_ols of science, theology, law, medicine, etc., upon the schools so providcd in case parents do
lhroughout the United State_. To these are not choose othcr schools.--In its widest sense

added tabular statistics, also arranged by states, compulsory education is as old as civilization.
of institutions for the deaf, dumb aud blind, Long before a literary education was considered
charity schools, orphan asylums, industri'tl and necc,_ary, the nations of the e_u_t, Egypt, India,
reform schools, museun_s of art, natural history, etc., had been in the habit of requiring all pat'-
etc.. and (occasionally) of libraries. The corn- eats to tt_tin their children in the duties and
missioner of education also published in 1876 a rouline of their caste. Of the clas_ical nations,

v_tluable " Special Report on Public Libraries in Athens and Sparta were among the first to recog-
the Uniwd States of Amerifat, their.hi,tot T, con- nize in their legislation the right and duty of the
ditiou and management," a volume of ovcr statv tosuperintendtlmeducationof the children.
1,200 pages. The circulars of information of Sparta carried this principle to itsutmost extremes
the Ul_itcd States bureau of education have in the system of laws commonly attributed to
embodied much miscellaneous intelligence re- Lycurgus. The entire training of the male chil-
garding education in foreign countries, with dren, after they became seven years of age, was
many mono_'aphs upon special topics. -- The in the hands of the state. A most rigorous sys-
fun_.tions of tim burcau of education, though tern of discipline was enforced during the child-

mo.,t largely concerned with tile collection and hood, youth and early manhood of all male citi-
diffn_ion of knowledge respecting educational zeus. At Athens, Solon is said to have incorpo-
methods, and the statistics of institutions of rated the following provisions in his legislation:
learning, have become quite diversified, and its 1. The boys must be taught to swim and to read;

annual expenditure' has grown from the insignifi- those of the poorer classes must be furt]mr trained
_.ant sum of $9,400 in 1868, to $50,000 in 1882 to agricuhure, commerce or somehandicraft, tho_
(_,xelusive of printing). Its special reports, of of the richer classes, to music, skill iu handling
nmeh extent, relating to edut_ation in the District horses, hu,ting and philos_phy. 2. No son is

of Columbia (1871), aml to the pubhc libraries of bound to support his father in old age, if the
the United States (1876), have been highly val- latterhas failed to instruct him in some profitable
Iwd, and the bureau has become a recognized art. At Rome the state undertook no general
and widely useful medium for the diffusion of superintendence of education, bait left it almost

mtt'lligcnce respecting all the varied interests entirely to the f'tmily. The compulsory military
aud bu_inesq of education in this country, as service of the early republics had a certain edu-
we]l as in foreign lands. Among topics treated cating ft,rce init, though that, of course, was not
in its circulars of information have been rural its primal T object. It was not till long after the

school architecture, tile teaching of chemistry downfall of the Roman empire that any traces
:_d physics in the United States, instruction in arc found of attempts to provide for the cduca-
tl_; countriesof Europe, Asia and South America, tion of the masses. The candidates for the priest-
_',llege commencements, the legal rights of chil- hood, and the children of the nobles antt of the

dren. foreign u,iversities, compulsory education, well-to-do clasps of the laity, received a sort of
the spelling reform, proceedings of the national education in the various classes of schools, sup-
educational association, etc.--The commissioners ported or favored by the church, but the vast

of education since the creation of that office, majority of the population remained in ignorance
haw been Hem'y Barnard, March 16, 1867; Jolm which no govermncnt even tried to le_en.--With
E:tt,_n, March 16, 1870.--Tl_ere h'Ls been col- Charlemagne a new era Ix_gins. The idea of
l,,(.i(.d a valuable though not complete libral\v of securiug univcrs:ll education by a system of corn-

works on education, elementary text-books, cat,_ puls,)ry attcndance at school seems to have origi-
It)gut, s, etc., and an extensive series of illustra- natcd with him. At least tie was the first to try
ti_)u_ of school buildings, school apparatus, etc., it on a great scale. Not only did he found schools
forming an educational museumof great interest, everywhere, l,ut he expressly enjoined it upon

A. I_ _POFFORD. all the bishops that they were to insist on the
children of tlieir dioceses all attending the pri-
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mary schools,and thattheywere tobe instructed schoolas soon as they became six year_of age,

not only in religionbut also in _cience,i.e.,in and thatthe pastorwas to keep a registerof all'
reading,writing,arithmetic,grammar and sing- childrenfrom fiveto fourteenyearsof age. All
ing. Tile wreck of his great empire prevented parentswhowere so "debased,earthlyand negli-,
the ultimate successof his plans a.shc had hdd gent" as toprevent theirchildrenfrom going tc_
them But the impulse he gave to the causeof school,afterbeing warned by the pastorshould
universaleducation was grcataml lasting.--Thc be finedone groschen for every hour the child

revivalof learninqin the fifteenthand slxteenth was absent. The school should be kept the year
centuriesawakened a new interestin popular round six claysin the wcck except Wedne_,day
education. The spiritof Protestantism,which and Saturday afternoons.--Themovement in be-
had begun to make itselffeltiucverydcpartmcnt half of compulsory education now made steady
of life,was favorableto universaleducationtus though slow progress in allthe German states.

likelyto break forever the power of the priest. Pru._siaintroduceditin1732;Bavaria,which was
hood over the masses. Eminent thinkers and one of thelatest,in 1802. Compulsory education
educatorsbe_-anto insistupon compulsory cdu- has, sincethe beginningof the nineteenthcen-
cation as necessary to any great advance in tury, been the general rule in the German states;
national prosperity. Luther was an outspoken and it is a remarkable fact, that, in all the fierce
advocate of such a policy. The logical conclu- conflicts which have been caused by educational
sion of all his writings upon education is that it legislation, no party has made any serious oppo-
is the duty of the state to provide for the educa- sition to the principle, that the state government
tion of all its citizens, and then to compel them may and ought to demand that parents should
to take advantage of the npportnnitics offered, provide some kind of instruction for their chil-
As earl) as 1528 the school law of Saxony made it drcn. This kind of legislation in Austria began

the duty of clergymen t_)_dmonish their parishion- in the eiglttecnth century with laws providing
ers to send their children to school, "in order that that nmgistratcs should send to school teachers
persons might be educated so asto be competent twice a .year lists of all children entering tile
t.o teach m the ('hnr('h and to govern." Themost sixth year of a,,'e and that tile teachers should
interestin,, ._hoo] l_tw of the sixteenth century return monthly lists of absence. Although the

wan that l_,_ued by Duke Clnistophcr in 1559 for school attendance steadily increased, the number
the duchyot Wilrtembcrg. It provided notonly ofchihlrengrowingupwithouteducationwasstill
that the pastors should admonish their congrega- vet') large. After the disastrouswar with Prussm
lions twice each year of the necessity and duty in 18(i6 the Austrian government hastened to in-
of sending their children to school, but also that troducc a new educational law similar to that of

the schoolnmsters should keep a register of all Prussia, providing for the. rigorous enforcement
the boys in the district according to tile classes of the principle of compulsory attendance. In
to which they belonged, anti that aftcrevery rcci- some prnvinccs it was found extremely difficult
ration the roll should be called, and if thc absen- to provide for a sufficient number of teachers

• tees coul(l not give satisfactory excuses they were and s(:hool_ and to compel the attendance of chil-
to be fined aceordmg to desert. The enforcement dren. The statistics of school attendance, how-
of the law, however, was very negligent. Simi- ever, show a steady increase, and there is no,

lar provisions were adopted by iuany other Get- systematic opposition to the principle which is
nmn states. Compulsory attendance upon relig- now r:tpnlly being carried into effeet.--The can-

ious instruction was nearly universal, and tolcra- tons of Switzerland, with four exceptions, and
bly well enforced. In 1640 the general synod the Scandinavian kingdoms, have enacted laws
of Wtirtemberg recognized the nc.ces_ity of re- similar to those of Germany; and Denmark', m

quiring all children to go to school, and resolved particular, has had a stringentlaw on compulaory
that all parents should I)e fined who_ children education in operation since 1814, and has thus

failed to attend. It was found quite as difficult cffected a remarkably high average education of
toenforce thislaw, however, as(he former one, itscntirepopulatmn.--InFraucethepub!ic6chool
and new rescripts were issued in 1670. 1672 and system was for the first time regulated by the
1679, to remind parents of their duties. The educational law of 1833, which embodied the
first law defining the school age of children was ideas of Guizot and Cousin. Neither this law,

givcn by the duke of Brunswivk, who com- ' however, nor the subsequent regulaiions, recog-

manded all parents and guardians of children nized the priuciph, of compulsory education ; and
to send then_ to school from the sixth year of j the school attendance, especially in many of the
age.--The thirty years war came near destroying i rural districts, continued to be very small. Louis

_, the popular schools entirely, as it nearly put an ', Napoleon favored the principlcof compulsion and

::_., ' end to all civilization in many part._ of Germany. ! M Duroy, his minister of public instruction from
Duke Ernst, of Go(ha, was among the first to ' 1868 to 1869, wits one of its most zealous advo-

resuscitate the public schools. The _'hool law of cat(s: but the attempts made to introduce it into.
Gotha, at flint an object of ridicule, became later . the legislation of France had to be abandoned iu

the model of nearly all school laws is._ued. It i consequence of the powerful opposition it met
provided that all children, boys and girls, in tile i with After the proclamation of tim republic in
country as well as in the towns, should be sent to ' 1870, one of the most enthusiastic champions of
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compulsory education, Jules Simon, was appoint- Union have compulsory education laws on their
ed minister of public instruction; and the new statute books. T-he right of state authorities t,_
educational law proposed by him, embodied the require the attendance of all chihlrcn at school w_,..,,

principle; but the national assembly refused to asserted at an early date by some of the English
adopt file law, thirteen of the fifteen bureaus colonies. B.G. ,N'orthrop, secretal'y of the Con-
voting against it. The principle is generally necticut state board of education, in his annual

advocated in France by the liberals, and opposed report for 1871, says that Connecticut m'_y justly
by the Catholic party.--In England public opin- cl,dm to be one of the first states in the world
ion, until very recently, has always been strongly that established the principle of compulsory edu-
adverse ton participation of the state government cation. Its code of laws adopted in 1650 con-
in uchool matters. An important advancetoward rained stringent provisir)ns fur compulsory attend-
the principle of compulsory education was, how- auce; and the_ provi_sions, with unimport.mt
cver, made in 1870, by the adoption of a bill m(_dificati(ms, remained in force untilthe revision,

brought in by Edward Forster, according to of the code in 1810. With the changed condi-
which, within oneyear, provision was to be made tions of society resulting from immigration, it
for the education of every child in England and was found impos.sible to enforce the law _ithout
Wales. The question of compulsory attendance important additions, amounting in reality to a set
was very earnestly discu._ed in parliament and of factory laws forbidding the employment of
w_s finallyleft to the separate school boards,which children under fourteen yeal's of age who have
wcre to have a certain discretionary power of on- not attended school for at least three m()nths in
t"ol'cing attendance. The policy of compulsion the year, and although "tstate a_'ent was'tppointed

xva_ finally adopted in the elementary education to superintend the enfr)rcemcnt of tile law, yet
a(.t of 1876, which went into operation Jan. 1, the succe_ h'ts only been parti'd.--.__s early au
1._77. and which declares that it shall betheduty of 1642 Massachusetts cnjt_ined tile sele('tmcn of
the parent of evelT¢ child between the ages of five every town to s_e that all parents or .guardians _r
_t_(l fourteen, to cause such child to receive effi- masters taught their children, xvald,_ or apl)ren-
(.tent elementary instruction in tea(ling, writing rices so much learning as would enable them to

_t_l(tarithmetic; the duty to be enforced by the read the English tongucaud the t':lpitallaws, upon
orders and penalties specified in the act. The penalty of twenty shilling, fore:l(.h l_egle('l there-
cml)h)ymcnt of children undt'r the age of ten, or in. A factory law. similar to that of Connecti-
,*ver tlmt age without a certificate of proficiency cut, was passed in 18.34. The present law corn-
or (,f p_'cvious due attendance at a certified effi- pels parents and guardians to send children in
('i('l_t.-.t'hool, isprohibitcd, with certain cxeeptions, their charge I)ctween the ages of eight and four-
--The Italian parli'trncnt, in 1871, adopted a new teen. to school twenty weeks every ye:lr; and no
scl_ool law, according to whmh elementary in- person can be excluded from the l)ul)lie sehool_
st,'ut:tion is required to be given everywhere free on account of race, color or religion. Towns and
r,f cha_'ge, and atten(l_mce at school is obligatory, cities are required to provide for the educ,itit)n of

--In Belgium and the Netherlands every commune orphans and the childrcn of drnllkeu p_lrents.--
i, compelled by law to make provision for a pub- In Maine the school law of the state authorize_
lic s('lmol; anti in Belgium indigent children towns to make by-laws for the enforcement of
rc(.eive, on application of their parents, gratui, attendance of children between sixand seventeen
toes instruction; but neither of these two states years of age. anti to annex a. suitabh, pcmllty, not
has, asyet, recognized the principle of compulsory exceeding $20 for any bre'tch thereof. In New
t'du,.ati,)n--In Russia, Peter the Great desired Hampshire an act of thc legislature, approved in

to make education obligatory; but the obstinate July, 1871, provides that all parents, guardians
rt'¢istanee of his subjects who called education or masters of a child between the ages of eight
thcir destruction, prevented him from carrying and fourteen, residing within two milesof a public
()u_ his design; andthe consequence is that Russia school, shall send such child to school at least
i_ still among the least educated countries of twelve weeks each year. Similar acts were

Eu_'c)pe, there being, in 1875, one pupil for about passed the .name year by the legislature of Michi-
('_t.ry eighty.six inhabitants.--Turkey, in 1869, gan and Texas. :Nevada passed a compulsory
P',)mulgated a law providing for the establish- law in 1873, containing the ordinary provisions

_('_t of a school in every locality, and requi_'ing and providing a penalty of not less than $50 nor
_tll _'hildren, both boys and girls, to attend it. It more than $100 for the first offense, and not less

i,h_trdly necessary to say that it was not enforced, than $100 nor more than $200 for each subse-
-(4t'(.e(:c adopted the compulsory system nearly quent offense. The laws of the other staten and

tilty )'ears ago. It.s success may be judged bythe of the territories are very similar to those already
f_t't th:_t in 1870, after it had been in operation mentioned. The tendency seems to be very

f(,l lhi_'ty-six years, only 88 per cent. of the strongly in favor of compulsory school laws.
Z_,,w_Hlp men and only 7 per cent. of the grown- Many educators and statesmen go so far as to de-
ttl) _v()_en were able to read and write !-- mand a national system of compulsion adminis-
Sl):_i_ :tnd Portugal followed the example of tered directly l)y federal offteers.--The dL_cussion
l;t,_,ce, with about the same success.--In Ameri- as to the justification and expediency of compul-
e_t. twenty.two of the states and territories of the sory education has been long and interesting. It;
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is safe to say that it is easier to prove that the Such cases can easily be provided for, as they
6tare has the right to compel the attemlance of its are in all successful systems now in operation.
_ildren at school than to show that such a policy The community can much better afford to pay for

is generally successful, in the widest sense of the clothing and books than to let the ehihl grow up
term, and therefore expedient. It hlL_ been urged ill igm_ranee. Tile arguments against the justme
by American opponents that compulsory educa- and constitutionality of compulsory laws may be
tiou is monarchicalmits originand history. The fairly considL,red as answered by the foregoing.
short account given above is a complete answer .k strong plea may be made in favor of their jus-
to any such objection. " Before the peace of tice, as follows: Thc state assumes and exerci.-es
Westphalia, before Prussia existed as a kingdom, the right of taxing all classes fi)r the _upport of
and while Frederick William was only 'elector tile public schools whether thry lmvc children to
of Bnmdenburg,' Massachusetts and Connecticut send or not. The state owes it to these tux payers
atdopted coercive education." The Connecticut to sec that the taxes collected shall be u-ed f_*r

laws were so strin,_,,ent th'_t they went to the ex- the pLlrpo_e for which they are levied. Tlli_ is
treme of taking the child away from the parent not possible unless it compels the attend.race of

.altogether, if the latter couhl not be brought to all chihlrcu at school. The tax payer, then, has a
•comply with the laws by fines. The coummn right to iR3sist on a compulsory law, on theground
people of New England demanded a compulsory that it is necessary ill order to enable the state to
law. The laboring classes advocated and wel. perform itsduty toward him. Asa matter of fact

_eomed it, and tile trades unions were nearly in this discussion those who object to compulsory
_unanimous ill its favo!'. The republic of Switz. laws on the ground of justice and con.-titution-
erland has compulsory laws in all but four of its silty have been left in the minority everywhere,
.cantons. The present system of Prussia was --answered by the logic of events. But the ex-
made efficient by men who were aiming at a free pediency of such laws is by no means so clear.

govermnent for that kingdom, eThcliberal party That must be determined for each countl T by a
in nearly every European government is in favor careful study of the conditions there prevailin,..-.

•of compulsory education. S_lch a policy can Such laws may be good for one country under
hardly be called monarchical in its origin, then, one set of conditions, and of no advantage or
since it was first adopted by the coloniesof North even of harm to another country with different
Americ._; nor m its history, since it Ires increased circumstances. We add a few considerations on

in popularity and universality as liberty has ad- compulsory education in our own country.--Re-
vauced; nor in its influence, since it tends to cent compulsory school l:tws in America h'_ve
make monarchy less ne('essary by making repub- been chiefly remarkable for their utter failure to
tiranism pc)ssible.--A second argument has been accomplish any of the results expected of them

•advan(.cd against it, that it arrogates new power Of the twenty.two American states at_d territories,

for the government. This is of course clearly which have compulsory laws on their statute
untrue. 1650 is an early date in American his- books, not a single one has been able to report.

-tory, )el flora that time this power has been ex- "they arc a success." The same thing is true of
ercised by the various state governments And similar laws in many other countries. The filet

.even if the precedent could not be quoted, the seems to be that compulsory scbool laws on a
right to compel atlendanee atschool might be in a large scale have been succtssful only umler con-
republic subserved under the general head of self. ditions which would have made a w_luntary sys-
plotection, along with quarantine and hygienic tem of attendance a success. The _vhote history
• egulations. Nor does the ol)jection that it is un- of education in civilized countries justifies the
American have any greater force than the one chdm that wherever plenty of good free school_

just mentioned. Besides, it begs the whole ques- have been provided, and the parents prevented
tion. "American" everything must be. which from employing their children in factories and
the American people have adopted and retained mines, there the attendance under a purely volun-
as a permanent part of their institutions. It has tary system has been as good as the eompulsoly
also been urged that it interferes with the liberty system has been able to show anywhere, and tha_
of the parents. 2q() mole, it may be returned, wherever a compulsory system has existed wi_h-
than many other laws which commaud universal out these conditions it has been a failure. Pru,

assent, such as laws punishing the parent for sia, the classic land of compulsion, provides in iI,
abusiz]g the child, for depriving it of necessaries school laws for an abundance of school room.

which he is able to plovidc, etc. On the other well-equipped school houses, and a high grade of
band, it may be claimed that the child has a right teachers, and her compulsory system is a fair
to an education such as will fit it to play a proper success. Turkey, Greece, Portugal, etc., copy
part i_l society, and it is the duty of the parent to the compulsory features, omitting the essenti_Jl
turni.-h this. The state in compelling him to send conditions of succe_, and their laws are fadurc-.

the cbiht to school does nothing more than secure Aside from this, however, a glance at the necr--
the latter in its rig'hts. A very common objec- sary conditions of a succc._ful system of compul-
lion is, that such a system inflicts hardship upon sioa from an administra|ive point of view, will
n_any a pare_t who can neither spare the labor of reveal the secret of the failure of American corn-

his ehihl nor pay for decent clothing and books, pulsory laws. A. compulsory school law can l_c
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made effective only on one of two conditions, made to realize them anywhere. There is not a
There must either be such an overwhelming public single section of our country where the public
_(,ntinlent in its favor that any parent who tries to sentiment in favor of such a law is strong enough
(.vade it or officer who refuses to enforce it will to secure its enforcement by the local author!tie%

fall as it were. under public ban and be exposed and tllcre have been no measures taken, worth
t,) universal execration; or there must be a mentioning, looking toward vesti]_g its enforce-
lllorough system of administration which will meat in other hands. Local enforcement i< gen-
remove its enforcement from local authorities erally a dead lctter, and the mo,l utterly d(.ad cx
and put it in the hands of a power able and will- actly where it is meet needed, viz., in ill!!or'tie
tag to enforce it. regardless of local influences communities. For the more igno_';tut the pol)n
and prejudices. The latter condition has, indeed, Is!ion the h,f¢_it feels its need of e(lucati(m, and
ordinarily been the i)resupposition of the former, the feebler the effort_ it will put forth to <ecure
Both conditions are realized to a certain extent in c(lucational .ldv:mtages. Our only hope of su(.-
Pj.u_.sia. The man who attempts to escape corn- c(,._s by such a system, then, lies in adolitiDg a

plying with the law is looked upon in a certain system of administration in whi(.h the execution
._en_e as a criminal. He feels that tie is con- of the law shall be taken from the local authori-

demncd by public sentiment and opinion around ties and intrusted to a I)ody of officials depend-
him, and feels that he is rightly condemm.d too. ing immediately upon the state, if not Ul)Ol_ the
Compulsory education has done in Prussia its national government. There is no prol)ability
perfect work--it has converted invohmtary into that such a system will be '_dol)t(.d within any
volunta D" attendance. It has been asserted by very short period, if, indeed, it ever will be Di-
men of wide and accurate observation that if the rect compulsion, then, will in all likelihood con-
question were left to popular suffrage to-day, not tinue to bc a failure in the fu!ure as it has been in
one vote ila a thousand would be cast against the the past._A system of D_dD'ect compulsion might,
eoml)ulsory laws. And it is an interesting fact in however, be very effective. Let the state or
_hi._ connection that in all the popular party plat- general government appropriate a large sum of
form, adopted during the revolutions of 1848, and money, say one dolhtr per capita, to be distributed
nl all the socialistic platforms adopted since, uni- among the school districts according to popula-
versal compulsory education forms a prominent tion. Let thi_ money be paid over only on the
plank. Public sentiment, then, in Prussia favors following condition, viz., that every district shall
!he enforcement of the law. But it must be kept have presented proofs that i_ furnishes plenty of

Jt_ mind that this public sentiment was not of school room for all its school population, and
._pontaneous growth, but is the product of the plenty of good teachers and a fair amount of ap-
mo_! rigorous administrative system existing in pars!us, etc.., to bc prescribed by a general law;
_tuy ('ivilized nation. Frederick William I. of provided, that only such a 1)roper!ion of the sum
Prussia introduced the compulsory system. He due each district shall be paid over to it, as its
_as one of the most (lespotic monarchs that ever actual attendance is of it_ possilde attendance,
lived His will was law. and law enforced. The i.e., the attendance of all school childre,l during

people must go to school, he said, and to school the whole sol,eel year. Such a system will tend
they went. because lie introduced an administra- to beget that local sentiment in favor of enfor(.
!ivc machine which extended from the capital ing attendance which is an ab._)lutely necessary

to Ihe remotest village of the kingdom, and of eonditmn of su(.ce_s in our American society.
whmh hc was the aniumting soul. Frederick the For as the actual nears the perie(:t attc_dam:c it

G,'cat wa¢ too busy in the early years of his reign will become possible to lightcn the local school
_, devote much attention to school matters, taxcs. It will thus be to the pc(.uniary interest

tlib successor was of to() light a turn of mind to of ever)" tax p.iycr to insist on the attendan(.c of
;q)l,r(,eiate their importance. But the Nal)ole- all school children. The cssential elcmentsof the
,)uic war.-, the greatest blessing that ever came to 1)hm have been tried under a variety of eir(.um-
the. German people, turned Prussia's attention to _tauces _md always with marked su(:ce_,s. The
h(,r schools, and the system was inaugurated system of rew._rds is more powerful than the sys-
_hl(.l_ raised Prussia to the front rank of cent!- tern of l)unishments. And it ha-s been found true

tlez_t;tl powers. Compulsory attendance was en- of communities as of individuals that they will
l,r(.(,d, and has been ever since. It has blos- put furth far greater efforts to secure a rewar(l
-_n_(,d and fruited into universal vohmtary at- offered on condition of those efforls, than they
l('mlan(,e. But it must not be forgotten, that it. will to avoid the fines aud peualties (which after
_a_ -_dy the thorough enforcement of the law all may never be inflicted) for non-compliance
lhrough several generations that brought about with a law. The plan, then, is economical, and,
the pr¢'_ent state, and only the despotic measures politically, it is in complete harmony wifl_ our
,,f _he government that made the enforcement traditions and iustitutions--aclaim which can not

1,,-siblc.--If these considerations are just, we be substantiated for any recent system of success-
h;t_c not far to seek to find the reason for the ful di),oct compulsion.--LITERATt:RE: t_et_)rt_ of

l,dlu_e of all American compulsory school laws. U. S. Uoramissb_aer of Ed_tcation; Reports of State
lt_,th conditions necessary for an efficient law S_perintendenta of P_blic Iast_'actio_: Sl_cial
h:_ (. been everywhere lacking and no attempt Report or_ Computsory Educ_ttio_, by V. _i_. Rice,
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Albany, 1867; Report on Compulsory gdueatlon, determined only its religious destiny; the politi-
by D A. Hawkins, New York, 1874; Reports of cal sceptre of Egypt passed successively from the
Nationa2 Educational Asweiatio_; Ge,_chicMe tier caliphs of Bagdad (639), to the Thuhmide Emirs
.Paeda_jog/k, by Dr. Karl Sehmidt, 1873-7; Bar- (870), to the Ikehidites(934), to theFatimites (972),
nard'sAme_'ican,Yourl_aloft_lucalion; occasional then to the Ayouhites (1171), to the Turkomau

.articles in educational periodicals; Education M.Lmelukes (1250), to the Circassian 3Iamelukes
Abroad, by B. G. Northrop, 2qcw York, 1873; (1382), and finally to the Ottomans (1517), whose

.articles in the various encyclopaedias, particularly sultan, Selim I., subjected to his rule the region
.the one on " Compulsory Education " in Steiger's of the Nile, and by the renunciation of his claims
,#-_/elopa_lia of Eelue_ation, from which a portion of obtained from the last Abbassi caliph, united the
:the historical account in this article is taken, spiritual to the temporal power. Since then the

E. J. JAr_tEs. sultans of Constantinople have been the chiefs of
Islamism. Selim and his successors confided the

E(_YPT, a country, situated in the northeastern govermnent of Egypt to a pasha aud his boys.
part of Afric.t, celebrated alike for the fertility of This was an age of anarchy and oppres._ion,
its soil and its commercial importance through which lasted till the end of the eighteenth century,
the long lapse of ages --The primitive civiliza- when the expedition of Gem Bonaparte con-
tion of Egypt, the oldest known, was effected quered Egypt (1798-1801). The united efforts of
during aloug succession of centuries, under Enghmd and Turkey having taken Egypt from
kings called in history the Phar_ohs, who wereat the French, the porte re-established his sover.
the head of a soci'd organization, founded en- eighty there, which soon l)e('ame personified in a

:tirely upon thesystem of castes. The sacerdotal Macedonian soldier, chief of the Albanians,
_'aste, whose principal functions were performed afterward celebrated under the name of Me-
t)y princes of the royal family, was the educated hornet All. This able and audacious captain
part of the nation; its privileges comprised wor- founded his person'd 1)owel: less on the distant
ship, justice, the le_'ying and collection of taxes, and vacillating support of the porte, than upon
and the entire civil_tdminis_ration. The military the cxterminatinn of the Mamelukes, his rivals,

.caste was charged with the maintenance of order and upon his own military and administrative

.at home and with thedefenseof the country from genius, Iiis ambition increased with his power.
foreign enemies. The agricultural caste was lie thought he might be able to achieve his lade-
devoted to the cultivation of the soil whose pro- pendence, and after having spread terrorthrough-
ducts were subjected to taxes in kind, for the out Arabia, he attempted to add Syria to his
support of the king and of the upper castes domains. The victories of Konieh (1882), and
Artisans, workmen of all kinds and merchants of Nezib (1839), gained by his son Ibrahim, while

.constituted the fourth class of the nation, a class enhancing his own successes, seemed to fa_'or his
which by its lal)¢)r (.ontributed its share to the designs; but immediately after each triumph, the
wealth and the burdens of the state. In each will of :Europe arrested the advance of the rebel
caste, according to hi._tori.'ms, trades were herod- conqueror. The great powers, dew)ted to the

.itary in families, as was also the rank of the preserwttion of theOttoman empire, as necessary
family; this was a powerful cause of perfection to the equilibrium of Europe, refused to permit

.in the details of the arts, but at the same time it the detachment of Egypt, much less Syria, fl'om
produced the immutability of character which it. After prolonged negotiations, the sultan

has always distinguislled Egyptian society, and Abd-ul-l_ledjid, who had succeeded his father
which caused it to yield without resistance to the i_Iahmoud at a very early age, in 1839, yielding to

tyrannical rule of its masters and its invaders, the coun_ls of Europe, delivered to Mchemet
This social state, which, after such a lapse of All a firman, dated June 1, 1841, which settled

time, seems so extraordinary to us, does not per- the political constitution of Egypt. The chief
haps greatly differ from the present state of the provisions of this firman are as follows: The sul-
Arabian world, where we find, as in Egypt, a tan accorded to Mehcmet the hereditary govern-
military aristocracy (caste of warriors), a relig- ment of Egypt, with its old boundaries, as traced
ious aristocracy (caste of the Marabouts), and the on a map annexed. It was provided that theline
fe]lahs. Although there is no natural or legal of succession should be from eldest son to eldest
barrier between these different cla_ses, almost all son in the direct male line, the nomination (or

the members of the tribe live and die members of rather the investiture) to emanate invariably from
the caste into which they were born. India pro- the sublime porte. In case of the extinction of
souls the same spectacle, but in a more striking the male line, the sultan was to appoint a suc-
manner; and all the East is imbued, in different cessor, to the exclusion of the male children of
degrees, with that principle of fatal inequality the daughters, who had no legal right or title to

which yields only to the principles of liberty, of suc(:ession. Although the pashas of Egypt enjoy
progress and of justice.--Egypt tempted the the hereditary exercise of government, they are

ambition of the Persians (B. C. 526), then of ranked with the other viziers; they are treated as
the Greeks (]3. C. 332), and, later still (B. C. 29), such by the sublime porte, from whom they
,of the Romans. The latter, after six centuries of receive the same titles as those given to any other

xule, made way for the Arabs (638). The Koran governor of a province. (Since 1866 they bear
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the title of khedive.) The principles established and the postal service, upon condition that these

by the hatti-scheritf of Gulhane (1839), as well agreements do not ._ssmne tile form of interna-
as all the existing and future treatie_ between the fional or political treaties. In event of the con-
sublime porte and the friendly powers, are to trary, if these agreements should not conform to
have full force in the province of Egypt. It was ! the above conditions and to our fundamental
to bc the same with all laws made and to be made I rights of sovereignty, they shall be considered
by the sublime porte, due regard being shown to null and void. ]n case the Egyptian government
local circumstances and to equity. All taxes and should have any doubt concerning the conformity
all revenues levied in Egypt are to be raised in of a contract of this kind with the fundamental
the imperial name, and in conformity with the lawsofourcmpire, he mustrefcrthemattertoour
system pursued by the Turkish government, sublime porte before coming to any definite decis-
Every year, according to custom, corn and vege- ion. Whenever a special customs regulation in
tables are to be sent to the holy cities of Mecca proper form shall be made in E_OS"l)t.our govern
and Medina. The pasha, or rather the khedive, mcnt shall be advised thereof' in due course con-
is to have the right to coin money in Egypt, but cerning it; and in the same way, in order to protect
gold and silver pieces must bear the name of the the commercial interests of Egypt in 1he commer-
sultan, and have the form and value of the coins cial treaties which may be entered into hetwcen our

struck at the mint in Constantinople. Four hun- own and foreign governments, thc Egyptian
dred Egyptian soldiers were to be sent annually administration shall be consulted And fioally,
to Constantinople. The decorations, flags, in- that you may have full knowledge of our will a_
signia and standards of the navy were to 1)e the above expresscd, we have ordered our impcri:_l
same as in Turkey. The khedive was empowered divan to dr,'_w upand address to you tllc l)re¢cnt
to appoint the officers of the army and navy up to firman."--In point of fact, save the l)er_,)m_l
the grade of colonel. Above that rank he had homage, followed by investiture, and a tribute iu
to follow the orders of the sultan. The khedive money and the subsidy of troops in time of _V._l'.
could build no ves._l of war without the express the khedive, or viceroy of Egypt, gnvcrns accord-
and explicit authorization of the sublime porte, ing to hi_ pleasure. He h_s his minisiers, orgall.
.Finally it was made the duty of the khedive to izes his administration, collects and (lispens(,s his
follow orders of his suzerain upon all important revenues without the control of the divan.--The
questions which might be of interest to the coun- right ot succession in the family of the khedive,
try. Mchemet All, in his reply of June 25, 1841, from ehtest son to eldest son, was at fir, t intcr-
_ccepted these conditions, which united his states, preted in the sense of thc Mussuhnan lt_w. that i_
as a vassal fief, to the suzeraintyof Turkey. The to say, in favor of the elde._t of the survivin_
tribute, first fixed at a quarter of the gross re- descendants, but an imp_;rial decree of 1866 es-
ceipts (hatti-scheriff of Feb. 13, 1841), was after- tablishcd the succession in the order of primo-
u'trd reduced to 7,560,800 francs, but laler ou geniture, as in Christian Europe.
raised again lo over twice that amount.--It w_s JULES DURAL.
undoubtedly in consideration of the increase of
the tribute, that a firman of the sultan, in Set)- --The administration of Egypt i_ carried _)n at
tember, 1867, extended the powel.'S of the viceroy present [18_2] under the supervi-i,)u of the gov-
or khedive. The following are the words of the crnment_ of France and Great Britail_, r_,l)VCSCnt-
Iirman: "To my illustrious vizic9 Ismail-Pasha, ed each by a " Controller General " iuve_tcd u ilh
Kedervi-el-Masr(sovereignof Egypt), acting grand great powers, indicated as follows iu a deercc of
vizier, decorated with the orders of Osmania and the khedive in seven article¢, issued l_ov. 10.

Medjidia, in diamonds. May God continue your 1879. Art. 1. The controllers gencrtd have full

glory and augment your power and happinc_,_. On powers of investi,,cg'atioll into every public service
receipt of this imperial firman, learn our decision, of the state, including that of the public debt.
Our firman, which accorded the Kedcrvi-cl-Mcsr Ministers and all publico4:ficials of every r.mk are

the privilege of inheritance, ordered that Egypt hound to furnish the controllers, or tlmir age_lts.
should be governed, in conformity with the char- with all documents they may think fit to require.
acter of its people with right and with equity, The minister of finance is bound to furni._h them
according tothe fundamental laws in force in the weekly with a statement of receipts and expeu-
other parts of the empire, and based upon the diturcs. Other administrations must furnish tim
hatti-humayoum of Gulhanc. However, the m- same every month. Art. 2. The controllers gen-
ternal administration of Egypt, that is to say, all eral can only 1)c removed from their post_ by their
that concerns its financial and local inlerests, own governments. Art. 3. The governments of

being within the jurisdiction of the Egyptian England and France having aga'eed that, for the
government, we empower you, for the pre,_rva- moment, the controllers general will not take the
lion of its interest% to make special regulations actual direction of thc public scrvi('e, their duties
in regard to this internal administration only, are limited at present to inquiry, control and sur-

while continuing to ohserve in Egypt the treati_.s veillance. Art. 4. The controllers general take the
of our empire. You are authorized to enter into rank of ministers, and will always have the right
conventions in relation to customs duties, to to assist and speak at the meetings of lhe councilor

European subjects, to the transportation of goods ministers, but without the powct_ to vote. Art. _.
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When they deem it necessary the controllers may ducing £248,000 for the year ; customs, producing
unite with the commisMonersoflmblicdebt to take £623,000 ; the tobacco, salt and other direct reve-
such measuresas they m'_y deem fit. Art. 6. When- hues, calculated to more than cover the unified
ever they may deem it useful, and at least once a interest at 4 per cent.--In tile budget for 1880, the

year, the controllers will dr'_w up a report on all first adopted by tile "International Commission
questions for the khedive and his ministers. Art. of Liquidation," the main heads were as follows:
7. The controllers have the power of naming and Totalrevenue .................................... ._,561,_

dismissing all t)fficials whose assistan('e is of no EXPENDI'ruItE
use to them. The)- shall prepare a budget; and Privileged coupon, at 5percent .................. £ 863,599
monthly statements of all salarie_ and all resources Unified coup)n, at 4 l_'r cent., including thesmall loans ................................ 2,308,587
shall be rendered to them --The flint controllers Suez canal shares, interest ..................... 1'.13,858

general of France and Great Britain were M. de Daira Kha*t,a.................................... 84 900• (."anal Ismatlieh ................................. 14,0_
Blignibres and Major E. Baring, K. C M.G.; Floating debt ................................... _.5 ,e_
but changes were made subsequently.--By another Administration ................................. 4,173,0._
decree of the khedive, dated April 5, 1880, there Total expenditure ........................... £'7,911,6_

was appointed an " International Commia_ion of Surplus ................................................
Liquidation," composed of seven members. The "£8._1,_
functions of the commission wcre defined in the --The capital of the debt of E,.,"ypt was returned
decree as follows : After examining the whole as follows at the end of 1880:

financial situation of Egypt, and hearing the Unffled4 l_rce'nt, debt ......................... £58,043,240
Privileged'debt ................................ _,,,_,_observations of the parties interested, tile corn- Domainloam, at 5 percent .................... e_. ,

mittee will draft a law of liquidation regulating Daira Sanieh roans, at 4 to 5 per cent .......... 8,800,000
tile relations Ivetween Egypt and her creditors, and Total ........................................ £,'97,953,04O
also between the daira khassa and their creditors. Not secured by an 3" stipulations on tile part of
The conditions of the i_ue of tim domain loan are

the government is the floating (lebt of Egypt,
excluded from the deliberations of the committee. the exact amount of which is not known, but
The committee willwork upon thebasis furnished which is estimated to be over £5,000,000.--The
by the report of the committee of inquiry, and will

, sit for three months after the presentation of their army of Egypt is raised by conscription. It
own report, in order to watch, in concert with the cousists, nominally, of eighteen infantry regi-ments of three batatlioDs each, with four batal-

English and French controllers general, the execu- lions of rifle_¢, four regiments of cavalry, and 144
tion of the decisions arrived tit. The law of

guns. But tim number of men contained in the
liquidation will be binding upon all parties con- regiments and batteries varies contimmlly, with
cerned. Representatives of the international tri- the exigencies of the service and the state of the
bunals and a delegate from the Egyptian govern- finances. At the clo_ of the Russo-Turkish

ment will attend the sittings of the committee, war, in which Egypt participated, the army was
The preamble of the decree stated that England, reduced to 15,000 men. --The Egyptian navy
France, Germany, Austria and Italy had ah'eady
declared their acceptance of the law of liquida- comprised, at the end of June, 1880. two frig-
tion, and will collectively request tile adhesion of ates, two corvettes, three large yachts for tileuse of the khedive--one of them, the "'Mah-
the other powers represented on the internatiomtl ronssa," of 4,000 tollS, with 800 hor_e power--

tribunals.--The English and French controllers and four gunboats, the whole of a burden of
general pre.mnted their ilrst report, dated Jan. 16, 16,476 tons.--Tlw territories under the rule of

1880, and sanctioned by the khedive, containing the sow:reign of Egypt, including those on the
their definite scheme for settling the EgTptian Upper Nile and Central Africa, conquered in
financial situation. They fixed the interest on 1875, are vaguely estimated to embrace an area
the unified debt at 4 per cent Should the rev- of 1,406.250 Euglish square miles, and to be
enue from the provinces specially set apart for inhabited by a population of 16,952,000, of
the service of the debt be insufficient to pay whom about one-third are in Egypt proper.

4 per cent, the deficiency is to be made up The following tabular statement gives the native

out of the general revenue. If, on the other population, distinguishing male_ and females.
hand, tile taxes assigned yield more than 4 per and inhabitants of rural and town districts, of

cent., the surplus is to be paid to the holders Egypt proper, according to an official estimate of
of the uniiied debt up to a maximum of 5 per M. kmiei, chief of the statistical department ia
cent. Any further surplus beyond that, is to be
applied to half yearly purchases of stock in the the ministry of the interior, on Dec. 81, 1878:
open market. An)' surplus of general revenue _ / 1 Total

lPopulation.is to be divided as follows : One moiety to the DtVmtOSS. _t_ Females.
administration, and the other moiety to the service
of the debt.--The list of resources applied to the lower __ypt ........ _ 1#85,_x_ L438,7"d7I 2,823,_,Middle Egypt ....... | 329,672 389,44_] 653,119
service of the general debt was settled by the con- Upper _gypt ........ ] 7'_,_8, 732,80'0[ 1,471,395

trollers general as follows : Besides tile revemms To__ W/8,'/11 290,¢_4 [ 569,115of the provinces Garbiah, Menoufieh, B_h&'a and Total ............ [_ --_.7.q'2_888 5,517,t127,
Stout, there are the octroi duties, set down as pro-
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_The area of Egypt proper is estimated to com-

prise 175,130 English square miles, the annexed Y_._ARS. Quantities. Value.
and conquered districts, including l_'ubia, the m._.
former kingdom of Ethiopia, and Darfur, being 1870....................... 14:L710,448 .-P.,6.4fio,/4F6

1871 ....................... 176,166,480 6,416.7_
estimated at 1,_'31,120 English square miles, with 18;'2....................... 177,5815I'2 7.4:e.:,13
11,4_Q,4,373 inhabitants.--Egvpt proper is divided 187:,..................... _4,q77.13h _ 62_.,"_

" 1874 ...................... _ 172.317,4K8 7.269,312
from of old into three great districts, namely, 1875....................... 16:1,91-2,3:_fi 6.668,.'H0
"Masr-el-Bahri." or Lower Egypt; "El Wus- 187_;....................... 1_._,'t4n.31e _;,8_:_.e31

1877 ...................... 176,5._, 2.'¢6 [ 5. 587.'248
rant," or Middle Egypt; and "El Said," or 18,'8........................ 114,_}_,.'344I 3.612.10_
Upper Egypt--designations drawn from the 1879..................... 1_,'_3.,.03_ , 5,¢_8.1(,._
course of the river Nile. on which depends tim

existence of the country. These tlu'ee grcat --Next _o cotton the largest arliel(,_ ,)f exports
gcogral)hic.d districts are subdivided into eleven from Egypt to the United Kingdom in the years
administrative provinces, and had, as shown in 1870-79 _erc corn and flour. The total corn
the preceding table, a rural population of exports of 1879 were of the value of £1,730,137,
4,948,512. and an urban population of 569,115 comprising wllcat, valued at £995.986; beans,
at the end of 1878. There are only two consid- £694,988; barley, £34,407; and flour, £4,669.--
erable towns, namely, Cairo, with 349,883, and The staple arti(.le of import_ from the United
Alexandria, with 212,0M inhabitants.-- At tim Kingdom into Egyt)l (:on,i,t_ of cotton _oods of
enumeration of 1878 there were in Egypt propel' the value of £4.290,953 in 1872, of £'3,666.942 in
79,696 foreigners. Tim foreign population con- 1873, of £1,922,50;3 in 1874, of £1.558,x39 in
sisted of 34,000 Greeks; 17,000 Frenchmen: 1875. of £1,436.232 in 1876, of £1,474.660 in
13,906 Italian.q; 6,300 Austrians; 6,000 Engli._h- 1877. of £1,255.938 in 1878, and of £1.416.615
men; 1,100 Germans; and 1,390 natives of other iu 1879. A part of tlw.se imporls from the

countries.- The comnlercc of Egypt is very United Kingdom pass in transit through Egypt.
large, but consists to a great extent of goods car- --Ihi)LIOGRAPH'C. Descripfiou de' l'f,_.!/pte, Paris,
ried in transit. In the )'car 1879 the total value 1809-13, new edition. 26 vols., 1821-80, Lepsius,
of the imports amounted to500,216,341 piastres, Denkmaler aus A_gypkn _tnd Aethiopien naeh
or £5,156,869, and of tile exports to 1,343.905,858 Zeichnu_,gen, etc., Berlin, 1849-59, 9 vols ; Denk-

piastres, or £13,854,699. In the year 1880 the ma2er aus Aegypten urn1 Aethiopien in phot_/raph-
total value of the importsamounted to £6,752.500, f_*Jten Darste2lungeu ausgewdldt und _il k_rze_

and of the exports Io £13,390,000. To the entire EHduterungen versehen yon £_psius, Berlin. 1_74,
forcig'n trnde Great Britain contributed 53 per Brugsch, Monumeua_ de l'Egypte, Berlin. 1857,
cent., and tbe rest was divided between France, and P,eeueil des monume_ts dgyptfe.ns, 2 vols.,
Austria, Italy and Russia, in descending propor- Leipzig, 1862,-3; Mariette, Cho&' des monuments
tions.--The subjoined tabular statement shows et des deg_ins, Paris, 1856; Wilkinson, Han_lbook
tile total value of the exports from Egypt to Great for Travelers in Egypt, Lomlon, 1847; Lane, Au

Britain and Ireland, and of the imports of British Account of the Manners and Custo_r_, _f the M¢_d-
and Irish produce and manufactures into Egypt, ern Egyptians, 2 vok, London, 1836. 5th ed.. 2

in each of the fen years 1870-79: vols, 1871; Busch, Reisehal_dbuch fur A_.ypten,
Trieste, 1858; Clot-Bey, Aperfu ggngral de I'

...... Egypte, 2 vols., Paris, 1840; SchSlchcr, L'Egypte
Imports of

Exports from Brit|bh re,me en 1845, Paris, 1846; Pruner, Ae#ypte,s 5"at_t,ge-
YE,kRS. Egv t ta_

Great_ritain Pr(_lu(e schichte and A_dhropologie, Erlangen, 1817;
into Egypt

_----- Brugsch, Ile_eberwhte a,ts Aegypten, Leipzig,
1870..................... .'{Jl4,11tl,8",._ £8,7:._6,6t_2 1855; Von Kremer, Aegypt:n, For.*chunge_ idler
1871...................... 16.387.424 7,038,795 Land und Volk, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1863; Hart-
1872 ....................... 16.455,731 7,_13.063

1878 ...................... 14,155,913 1i,2".'2,013 mann, Naturyesehichte der _Tlh-tnder, Leipzig.
1874....................... 1(,,514,7.q8 3,585,106 1865; Billard, 1,a_ _9eurs et _ Gourer_zeme_d de
1875....................... m,8.,15,o43 _,:_,s4_i
_8;_....................... 11,481,5_9 e,¢_0,4o7 l'Egypte, Mihm, 1867-8; Fairhold, Up the Nih, and
18,"7....................... 11A01,,_:) 2,_.%31_ home again, Lomlou, 1868; Millie. Ah-.ra_drie de
1878 ............. ."......... li, 145.491 2,194,030
_87_....................... _,s_t,,o_ 2,14z,_81 l'Egypte et le. Cair_, Milan. 1869; Bernard. _'_;_t,ce

g_.raphique et histo_.ique sur l'Egypte. Paris,
1868; Rouehetti, L'Egypte et _ pr_.rO_ so_s

--Tim considerable amount of the exports from lsmail - Pascha, Marseilles, 1867: Rcffny, ,qtatis-
Egypt to the United Kingdom is owing, partly to tique de l'Egypge d_aprb.¢ des doo_meut.s o,_cieL_,
large shipments of raw cotton, and partly to the Alexandria, 1871; D_michen. Re.s_dtate der auf

transit trade flowing from India and other parts Befehl des KO_k/s Wil)_elm I. yon tb'eu,*_en in,
of Asia through Egypt, wllich latter, however, a_ommeq' 1868, _aeh Aegyptenentsendetenaceh&gog.-
has greatly declined in recent years, owing to the photogr. Expedition. 1 vol., Berlin, 1869; Rossi,
opening of the Suez canal. Tile exports of raw (_eografia medica delFEgit_o, Livorno, 1870; Sic-
cotton from Egypt to Great Britain were of the phan, Das heutige Aegypten, Leipzig, 1872;
following quantities and value in each of the ten L_ttke, Aegyptens neue 7_e/t, 2 volq, Leipzig,
years 1870-79: 1873; Edouard Dorr, L'instvuetio_ pub_iq,te e_
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Egypte, Paris, 18_; Prokeseh -Osten, 21"ilfahrt each llst, "certifying on each that a list of the
sSis zu den zueik.n Katarakten, Leil)ztg , 1874, votesof suchstate for president and vine-president

Brugsch, Ill, wire de I'_q.¥pte, Leipzig. 18,59, 2d is contained therein." 5. They are to add In
ed., 1875; Paten, A IIi_tm'g fff the tg,q,uptian Ilevo- each list of votes a list of the names of the elee-
lulion, from. tire l_,ri_l of tim Mamelukes to the tots of the state, made and certified by the

.death of Mehemed All, 2 vols, London, 1_63, 2d "executive authori[y" (the governor) of the state.

ed., 1869; Well, Gesehichte des Abbashlenkhalifate The name of the executive was left ambiguous, _:
in Aegypten, 2 vols., Mannheim, 1860-6o: Quat. Iwcause several of thestates in 1792 still retained
rem_re, tlistoire des sttltaJ_s mameloueks, from the the us(; of the title "pre_i(lent." of the state, in-

Arabian of Makrizi, 2 vols., Paris. 1837-41; Men- stead of governor. 6. They are to seal the eer-
gin, Histoire de l'E97/p_ sons Mehemed AIL 2 tificates, and certify upon each that it contains a
vols., Paris, 189_% Mouriez, Histoire de. Mel_med list of all the electoral votes of the state. 7.

All, Paris, 1823, 2 vols : Jolourez, Bibliotheca They are to appoint by writing under their hands,
aegyptiea. Leipzig, 1857, Supplement, 1861: De or under the hands of a majority of them, a per.
Leon, The Khedtre's Egypt, London, 1877; Duff- son to deliver one certificate to the president of
Gordon (Lady), l_tst Letters from Egypt, London, the senate at the seat of government. 8. They
1875; Ebers, Aegypten in Bild und It_rt, Stutt- are to forward another certificate by thepostoffice
gart, 1879; Edwards, A Tlwusa_d Mile._ up the to the president of the senate. 9. They are to
Nile, London, 1877; Smith, 1'lye .¥ile and its cause the third certifieate to be delivered to the
Banks, 2vols., London. 1868; Zincke, Egypt of the (federal) judge of the district in which they
Pharaohs at,d the Khedice, London. 1872; Loftie, ac,semble. The electoral college is then dead in
A Ride in Egypt, London, 1879; McCoan, Egypt as law, whether it adjourns temporarily or perma-

,it is, London, 1877. FREDERICK MARTIN. nently, or never adjourns --There is no penalty to
be inflicted upon the electors for an improper per-

ELECTIONS, Primary. (See Pm_t._YELEC- formanee of their duties, or even for a refuel to
•'rxo_s ) perform them atall. If a vacancy occurs among

the electors, by death, refusal to serve, or any
ELECTIVE JUDICIARY. (See Jcl)I- other reason, the state isempowered by the act of

,¢tttRY.) 1845 to pass laws for the filling of the vax:ancy.
by the other electors, for example. If no such

ELECTORAL COLLEGE (x_'U. S. HIs'ro_Y), state law has been passed, the vote or votes are
,the name commonly given to the electors (see lost to the state, as with Nevada in 1864. If a

lE.LEca'orts) ofa state, when met to vote for presi- .general refusal of the electors of the country to
dentand vice-president. The term itself is notused serve should cause noelectiou to result, tlmchoice

in the eonstitutiou, herin the act of March 1,1792, of president and vice-president would devolve
the "bill of 1S00," or the act of March 26, 1804 on the house of representatives and the senate
Its first appearance in law is in the act of Jan 23, respectively.--For authorities see those under
1845, which purpnrtt.d to empower each state to ELECTOIL_. ._LEXA_DER JOIL_,'gTON.
provide by law for the filling of vacancies in its
"' college of electors "; but it had been used in- ELECTORAL COMMISSION, The (irT U. S.

formally since about 1821. Under the constitu- IIIsTOR_'). The act which created this body,
tion and the laws the duties of the electors, or which had hitherto been unknown to the laws of

,of the "electoral college," if the term be pre- the United States, but whose idea seems to have
_erred, are as follows: 1. They are to meet on been borrowed from the extra-legislative commis-

,the day appointed by the act of 1845, at a place sinus of Great Britain, wag approved Jan. '29,
xlesignate(I by thelaw of their state. :No organi- 1877. It is only necessary here to give the first
.ration is required, though the electors do usually three paragraphs of section second, the rest being
,organize, and. elect a chairman. 2. The electors matter of detail. Section first provides for the

are then to vote by ballot for president and vice- joint meeting of the two houses, the opening of
president, the balh)ts for each office being sepa- the electoralvotes, the entrance upon the journals
xate. Until the adoption of the 12th amendment, of the votes towhich no objection should be made,
the electors were simply to vote for two persons, and the separate vote by each house on single re-
,one at least an inhabitant of some other state than turns from any state to which objection should
their own. without designating the otlice; and the he made, with the proviso that no such single
_candidate who obtained a majority of all the elec- return should be rejected except by concurrent
torsi votes of the country became president, the vote of both houses. For double or multiple
next highest becoming vice-president. 8. Tim returns the electoral commission was provided,
original ballots are the property of the state, and, as follows: "§ 2. That if more than one return,

.if its law has directed their preservation, they are or paper purporting to be a returu, from a state
to be so disposed of. The electors are (by the shall have been received by the president of the

_aw of 1792)to make three lists, of the persons senate, purporting to be the certificates of elec-
,voted for, the respective offices they are to fill, torsi votes given at the last preceding election for
and the number of votes cast for each. 4. They president and vice-president in such staoe (unless

are to make and sign three certificates, one for they shall be duplicates of the same return), all
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such returns and papers shall be opened by him and Stoughton, of New York, and Matthews and
in the presence of the two houses, when met as Shellabarger, of Ohio, on the republican side.
_lforesaid, and read by the tellers, and all such As the double returns from the foul" disputed
returns and papers shall thereupon be submitted states came to the commission, they were neces-
to the judgment and decision, as to which is s:_rily decided in alphabetical m'der: Florida,
the true and lawful electoral vote of such state, I,ouisiana. Oregon, and South Carolina: but tile
_)f a commission constituted as follows, namely" principle settled in the cast, of Florida practically
During the session of each house on the Tuesday decided all the cases, and longer space will be
nt_xt preceding the fil_t Thursday in February, given to it.--I. FLORIDA. (For the laws of the
1877, each house shall, by _,_va voce vote, appoint United States governing the voting of electoral

five of its members, who with the five associate colleges, amt the certification of the result by the
justices of the supreme court of the United States, state governor, see ELECTORS. IV.) Three returns
to be ascertained as t_ereinafter provided, shall from Florida were sent to the commission, Feb.
,constitute a commission for the decision of all 2, by the joint meeting of the two houses: 1,
questions upon or in respect of such double re- the return of the votes of the Hayes electors,
turns named in this section."--The section pro- with the certificate of the governor. Stearns, an-

ceeds to specify, though without directly naming hexed, under the decision of the state returning
them, four justices, tho_e assigned to the 1st, 361. board, which had cast out the vote of certain
8th and 9th circuits, and directs them to select a polling places: 2, the return of the Tilden elec

fifth justice to complete the commi_ion, which tors, wilh the certificate of the state attorney
.-should proceed to consider the returns "with the general, who was one of the returning board,
same powers, if any, now possessed for that pur- annexed, given according to the popular vote as

pose by the two houses acting separately or to cast and filed in the office _f the secretary of
nether." Itisconcludedelsewhere(seeELECTOrtS} state: 3, the same return as the second, fortified

that the houses had no such powers, separately or by the certificate of the new democratic govelmor,
together, and could delegate no such powers to a Drew, according tc a swate law of Jan. 17, 1877.
commission The question of the legality of the directing a recanva_,_ st the votes.--The line of

commission itself will therefore not be revived in attack of the democratic counsel upon the valid-
this article The commission was to decide by a ity of the first (republican) return was twofold.
majority of votes, and its decisions were only to 1. They offered Is prove that the state returning
be reversed by concurrent action of both houses, board, on its own confession, had cast out the
As the senators appointed on the commission were votes of rejected precincts without any pretense
three republicans to two democrats, the repre- of proof of fraud or intimidation: that it h_d
sentatives three democrats to two repubhcans.,and thus been itself guilty of conspiracy and fraud,
the justices were so selected as to be two demo- which fraud and conspiracy they had a right to
crats to two republicans, it is evident that the prove on the broad principle that fraud can
fifth justice was to be the decisive factor of the always be inquired into by any court, wilh the
commission. The radically evil feature of the act exception of two specified cases, netthe_ of a hi¢'b
was, therefore, thatit shifted upon the shoulders _lpplied here, and that the supreme court of

of one man a burden which the two houses to Florid_ had decided the action of lh_, returning
nether were confessedly incompetent to dispose of. board rG he ultra vires, illegal, and void. 2.
The fifth justice selected was Joseph P Bradley. They offered to p,'ove that Humphreys, one of
of the fifth circuit, and the commission, when tim Haves electors, was a United States officer

it met for the first time, Jan. 31, 1877, was con- wh_,n eiected, and therefore ineligible. The repub-
stituted as follows (republicans in Roman. demo- lican counsel argucd that the first return was in
orals in italics): JUSTICES, _Vathar_ Ub'fford, 1st due form according to the constitution and lawsof
¢ireuit. president; William Strong, 3dcircuit; Sam- theUnited Statesand thelawsof Florida, thatthe
uel F. Miller, 8th circuit; Stephen J. Field, 9th second return, having been certified only by the

circuit; Joseph P. Bradley, 5th circuit. SE_x- eleeto_ and by an officer unknown to the laws as
TORS, George F. Edmunds, Vt. ; Oliver P. Morton, a certifying officer, was a certificate of unauthor-
Ind., Fred. T. Frelinghuysen, :N. J.: Thos. F. ized and uneertified persons, which could not be
Bayard, Dd.; Allen G. Thurman, 0 REeRESE,_- recognized or considered ; and that the third
TATIVES, Hen771 B. Payne, 0.; Elrpa H, tnton. Va ; return was entirely ezpost facto, having been made
Josiah _. Abbott, Mass.; Jas. A Gar[ield, O ;Geo. and certified after the date on which the laws
F. Hoar, Mass. t6"aneia Kernan, A _. _:, was suh directed the votes of the electors to be cast, and "-
stituted, Feb. 26, for senator Thurman, who had when the electoral college wasfunettts offwio (see
become ill. The bar, besides the ablest lawyers of Er.,ECTOaaL COLLEGE). tIolding that, it the first
both parties in botl_ houses, who appeared as ob return was valid, it excluded the other two, they

jectors to various returns, was composed of confined their argument to the capacity of the
O'Conor, of New York, Black, of Pennsylvania; commission to invalidate it. This was denied on
Trumbull, of Illinois; Merrick, of the District the ground thatthe question was not whichset of
of Columbia; Green, of New Jersey; Carpenter, Florida electors received a majority of the votes
of Wisconsin; Hoadley, of Ohio; and Whitney, cast, for that was a matter which the state itself
of New York, on the democrat_ic side; and Evarts controlled, and its action could not be examined
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or reversed by any other state, or by all the other under the count of the vote as finally made by me
states together; but that the question was, which returning board. The second return was that of
set of electors, by the actual declaration of the the Tilden electors, with the certificate of Joh,_
final authority of the state charged with that McEuery, who claimed to be governor; they
duty, had become clothed by the forms of law claimed under the popular vote as cast. Tile
with actual posse._iou of the office: in short, that democratic counsel offered to prove that the aver-
the commission's only duty was to count the age popular majority for the Tilden electols was
electoral vote, not tile vote by which the electors 7.639; that the returning board had fraudulently,
had been chosen. To the general offer of evi- corruptly, and without evidence of intimidation,
dence they replied that lhe consideration of such cast out 13,236 democratic and 2,173 republican
evidence was, 1, physically impossible, since the votes, in ordcr to make an apparent majority for
commission '" could not stop at the first stage of the IIayes electors; that two of the Itayes electors
the deseent, but must go clean to the bottom," hehl United States offices, and three others stale
and investigate every charge of fraud and intim- offices, which disqualified them under state laws;
idation in all the disputed states, which would be that the returning board had violated the state
a labor of )'cars; "2,legally impossible, since the law by refusing to select one of its members
law (of 1792) itself prescribed the evidence (the from the democratic party, and by holding its
governor's certificate) which was competent, and, sessions in secret and not allowing the prcse_,cc of
when the commission had ascertained its correct- any democrat, or even of United States : Ul)er-
hess, its work was concluded; and 3, constitu- visors; that blcEncry, and not. Kellogg, was
tionatly impossible, since the commission was not legally governor; and they argued that the state
a court and could not exercise judicial powers, law creating the returning board was void. as it,
which by the constitution were vested in tile conflicted with the constitution by erectingagov-
supreme court and in inferior courts to be estab- eminent which was anti.republican and oli_,zarch-
lished; that the commission was not one of these teal, since the returning board was perpetual and
inferior courts, since an al)peal lay to congress, filled its own vacancies. Tile arguments of the
not to the supreme court; and that its functions rcpuhlican counsel were practically the ._me as
were ministerial, and confined to ascertaining the on the Florida case, and the commission, by 8 to
regularity of the certificates sent. Tothe special 7. upheld their view, Feb. 16. Nine successive
offer in Humphreys' case they asserted, as the motions by democratic commissioners to admit
general rule of American law, that votes for dis- various parts of the evidence had been first
qualified pers-ons were not void unlessthedisqual- rejected, each 1_,-a vote of 8 to 7.-- IlI. ORE-
ifleation were public and notorious, that voters _o-_. The facts in the case of this state were
wouhl never be presumed guilty of an intention as follows: Tlle three Hayes electors undoubtedly
to disfranchise themselves, and that the de facto had a popular majority; one of them (Watts)
acts of even a disqualified elector were valid, was. when elected, a postmaster, and the demo-
Feb. 7. the commis¢ion voted, 1, to reject the cratie governor (Grover)declaring Watts ineligi-
general offer of evidence aliunde the certificates, ble, gave his certificate of election to the two
and 2, to receive evidence in the case of llumph- eligible tIayes electors, and to Cronin, the high-
reys. Both votes were 8 to 7, Justice Bradley, eat Tilden elector. The two Hayes electors re-
the "odd man," voting on the firs't issue with the fused to recognize Cronin, accepted Watts' resig.
republicans, and on the second with the demo- nation, and at once appointed Watts to fill the
crats. Evidence was then submitted to provethat resulting vacancy. Cronin therefore appointed
Humphreys was a shipping commissioner, and two electors to fill the vacancies Clued by the
that he resigned in October, 1876, by letter to the refusals to serve with him: these cast Hayes bal-
judge who had appointed him, but who was then lots, aml Cronin a Tilden ballot. The result was
absent from Floridaon avisit to Ohio. Thedem- two certificates from Oregon, submitted to the
ocratie counsel argued that this was no resigna- commission Feb. 21. The filet return was thatof
tion, since the judge, while absent in Ohio, was the Hayes electors, with the tabulated vote of the
not a court capable of receiving a resignation in state, and a certificate from the secretary of state.
Florida. To this it was replied that tile resigna- The second return was that of the Cronin elec-
tion depended on the will of the incumbent, and total college, with the certificate of the governor,
took effect from it_ offer without regard to its and the attest of the secretary of state. The dem-
acceptance. Feb. 9, by the usual vote of 8 to 7, ocratic counsel held that the second return, with
the commission sustained the validity of tile tile governor's certificate, was legally the voice of
Hayes electoral ticket entire, on the grounds, 1, Oregon, as the commission had decided in the
that the commission was not competent to con- case of Louisiana, and more exactly in the ease of
sider evidence aliunde the certificates, and 2, that Florida; that it was strengthened by the attest of
Humphreys had properly resigned his office when the secretary of state, who was the canvassing
eleeted.--II. LovIstX_A. Feb. 12, three eertifi- officer by the laws of Oregon; and that it neees-
cares from Louisiana were submitted to the com- sarily excluded the first return. The reply of the
mission. The first and third returns were iden- republican counsel showed that, while they had
tieal, and were those of the Hayes electors, with avoided the Scylla of Florida, they had been
the certificate of Gov. W. P. Kellogg, claiming equally successful in steering clear of the Charyb-

Y
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dis of Oregon. They held that the Florida case have been published in a single volume. It con-
(lid not apply ; that there the basis of the decision rains the arguments of counsel in full, the opinions

was, that tim commission c_)uld only inquire of the commissioners, the journal of the commis-
whether the governor had correctly certified the sion, and all the certificates and objections.

:action of the canvassing board appointed by the ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.
state; that in Florida and Louisiana the governor I
alad so correctly certified, while in Oregon hehad ELECTORAL VOTES (IN U. S. }tlSTORY).

not so certified, but should have done so; and I. 1789. The electoral votes, as counted Mon-
&hat the commission was competent to make his' } day, April 6, 1789, for the first presidential term,
action conform to the laws of his state. Feb. 2;3, were as follows :
the commission, by votes of 8 to 7 in each

instance, rejected five successive, but various, res- I_ _ _ I _ ' )

<,iutionstorejectthevoteofWatts;hyavoteof - "
l)y a vote of 8 to 7, accepted tlm first return.-- [_ -_ I _ _" J_ _"I
IV. Sot:TtI CAnOLL_X. Feb. 26, two certificates -_ i - i _- [_ I _ ]
from South Carolina were laid before tile commis- i_ _ _ __ z_ _ __
_ion. The first return was that of the Hayes i--
electors, with the certificate of Gov. Chamber- New Hampshire.. 15

Massachusetts... 10 :i] ]]:1]:] ]:: ::: ]]:lain. The second return was a certificate of the Connecttcat ...... }7

+,+,,,°+ ,to+,,,v, ..........'°,0i::i::!:iiliiiiii_hosen by the popular vote, to have been counted Delaware ......... 13 ._ ]

orders of the state supreme court, and to have met ,e_ntl_Carolina ...', 7 I.--12]-I--.I ! 122-_. 6

_nd voted for Tihten aud Hendricks. Thedemo- Georgia .......... 1.5 ]........ !"'! .........,erotic counsel held that government by a returning -- --+ -)-

, ard,,asnot epuhlic+.andthatunderPres.,o,l..........I++', I+i°+I°-
Grant's proclmuation of Oct. 17, 1876, declaring ' ] I l . ,

part of the state to be in insurrection, military "Whereby," says the official record of the pro-
imcrference had made the election a nullity. :No ceedings, "it appeared that George Washington,
seriouscffort was made to establish the validity of Esq., was elected president, and John Adams.
_he second return. Feb. 27, the commission, by Esq., vice-president of the United States of
a vote of 8 to 7, rejected the offcr to prove mill- America." (See ELECTORS, IV., 1).--If. 1793.
_ary interference; by a vote of I5 1o 0, rejected The electoral votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb.

return No. 2; and, by a vote of 8 to 7, accepted 13, 1793, for the second presidential term, were as
return :No. 1. March2, 1877, the commission ad- follows :
journed sine die. (For tim successive actions

taken by the joint meeting on tile commission's _ i} ' _ I "

decisions, see DISPUTED ELECTIONS, III)-- It _ _ I _ I
wouht seem no more difficult to impeach the con- " "
stitutionality of the commission than that of the s'rAT_. _ _ _[ _]
" twenty-secondjoint rule," under which so man)" _ _ _ [ _- =o

" ^. 8 h
former counts were made (see ELECTORS); and in + _ ,_ } _, <
that case the legal title given to the new presi-
dent, through the mediation of the commission, New Ilampshire ..................... 6 6-!._.--'._--]!_-_-

Massachusetts ....................... 16 16 ........ I....
wouht seem to l)e on an exact equality with that Ri_ode Island ........................ 4 4 .... '........
<)f Lincoln, Johnson or Grant. The cruelly ('onnecticut ......................... 9 I 91 .... I.... I....

Vermont ............................. 3 I 3 ........ I....
vicious feature in the scheme was the fact that New York ........................... 12 .... I 12 ........
fourteen members of the commission were practi- New Jersey .......................... 7 7 .._ [........Pennsylvania ....................... 15 [ 14 1 l.... _....
tally irresponsible, while the fifteenth was srcure Delaware ............................ 3 ] 3 i.... ].... ]....
in advance of a monopoly of the anger of one Maryland ........................... 8 8 I ..........r "o -ixir_tota ............................ _ I .... i+I _-..t ....
part), or of the other. Iu the case of Mr. Justice Ke+tucky ............................ 4 I.... }.... ; 4 I....
Bradley the censure was totally undeserved. If North Carolina ...................... 12 I.... [ 12 [.... I....

South Carolina ...................... 8 ] 7 ].... ].... I 1

the constitutionality of the commission be grantcd, Georgia ............................. 4 {.... I"r_-1_4.... li__l....as it was by b6th parties, the weight of law, in -Tot__:_.f__ .--.___I1_ I,_--ispite of the brilliant arguments of Messrs. Merrick,
Carpenter, Green, and others of the democratic .....

_counsel, lay in the republican scale; and even in "Whereupon the vice-president declared George

Louisiana, where the proceedings of the returning Washington unmfimously elected president of
board were shamefully, or rather shamelessly, the United States for the period of four years, to
(lefenseless, the censure should fall not on the commence with the fourth day of March next,
_commission but on the laws of Louisiana.--The and John Adams elected, by a plurality of votes,

P_vvze_finqs of the Elecbrral Commission, being Part vice-president of the United States, for the same
IV., voL V., of the Congressional Reco_uf, 1877, period, to commencc with thc fourth day of
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March."--Ill. 1797. The electoral votes, as
counted Wednesday, Feb. 8, 1797, for the third Pr_aent. Vl_P_slaont.

=, -] _ o1_1o
I I I _ -._-I_"_-.- _ Ma_achu_ett_

N Hampshire 6 I I 16 [ _'_.. ....9_. 4 [ ......

Rhode Island ................

Mtmsaehusettail6 t'" ....-[13"[" ]_"] 1 _"2 ......... ["" [- @onn'_ticut .................... 6.. ._.._.. 9
Rhode I_land. 4 I............ 4 ....... /. "Vermont .................... I

Connecticut. 9 .... 4 ...... I ......... 5 . NewYork ................... 19 "-*_:-:_ I _

i!!!*.................
Vo_,,nt.....!_I---I4I..-I.......I-.-/---I--I 7::::: _0_e_Y,,r_.... Im_,..-lr2.... ,-.-,.-.,-.-,...,...,. Pet_sylvania ............... _;'.'._
New Jersey [ 7 I---[ 7 I-.-J---L--'-.-[ -l---J- Delaware .................... _ '28Pcunsylvafiia. 1 [14 [ 2 13 ...I .......... Maryhmd .................... "...... 9"" oDelaware .... 3 .. 3 ................ Virginm ..................... ' ._t ...... ."

maryland.... I 7 I 4 ] 4 ] 3 l---l---l---[---I---I- "2 NorthCaronna.............. _ I_:::::_ 1_ .......
Virginia ...... :1 I_0 [ 1 ] 1 115 [.. ]..]...[ ..[ 8outh Carolina ............. 10 i ....... 10 .......
Kentucky .... I---[ 4 i_..I 4 ........... Georgia ..................... 6 ] ..... 6 .......

Ill Tenncs- ee .................... ) ].............
N'rthCarohnal 1 J 1 16[.-.[ -I. -I 3 ]_..]. 1" r. 5

Tennes,ee .... I -t 3 I--. 3 ........... !-- I- Ketttuckv .............. 8 ....... 8 .......

$outhCarolina.. ,8 S ...J ............. ,--! Ohio...: .................... 3 ' ...... 3 .......G_o_a......i i41..,...... /-[ .... !........ _---:-i--
To_l...... i_I_!:,._:_[,_J. o _,._I =2 To_,.................. '_ i . ; _.2 14' I / _ t

Whereupon John Adams, of Massaehnsetts. and "The vice president said, 'Upon this report it
Thomas Jefferson, of Virginia, were declared be('ome_ my duty to declare, agreeably to the
elected presidcnt and vice-president--IV. 1_01. constitution, tha_ Thom_ Jeffe]_on is elected
]'he electoral votes, as counted Wednesday. Feb. president of the United States, for the term of

four years from the third day of March next, and11, 1801, for the fourth presidential term, were
as follows : that George Clinton is elected vice.president of

the United Stat_, for the term of four years from

: ." electoral votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb. 8,
1809, for the sixth presidential term, were as

sr_ms _ "_: " follows :

- _ President ! Vice-Pre_ldent.

Massachusetts ....................... .7 _ 4 i 3 1

Rhode Island ........................ ...... 9 9 I.... STATES =_ Ii _ -_ _

C_nnecticut ......................... _ I Y" ] "_ _ _"
Vernl,_nt .......................... I. . 4 i 4 .... -

NrwYork ........................... :2! i2 I.... i .... I--" ....._ _'' _ _} _ �•�e"

Nrw,Jer,ey ............................ _ ....5 57i 57 ........ ,_ _ _.,,_c " , v _ _

Penns_l ania ....................... ] 8' 8 7, 7 .__ _] _1
Delaware. .................. 3 3 .... -- _--- i---'F-- --I-- -- l----

Maryland ........................... I 5 New Ilampshlre ........... i .... , I.......... -]_] ) 7
Virginia ............................ J 91 21 .......... Mas+aehusett_ .................

Kentucky ............................. 4 "'4" ""1" _-'-'-" Connrctieut ........... i .... I.... --']: 9i

'ren,,_,,,,_........................... / 3 : "ii"_o_*h,;._,,t,na...................... /_ I_ ........ I.... _e._,,r_"**m°"*............................._,.._l_ _ -3 _ ....
Georgia ............................. 4 New deruey ............ 8 i ....

i I-; ,awa,o.................'....To,a_............................I_ i _'-!_
Virginia ............... 24 ....

North Carolina ........ ll ).... i 11 i
'"Thewh°]e number°f elect°rswh°hadv°ted SouthCarolina........ Z0J..... _0 :_" ........were one hundred and thirty-eight, of which Oeorgm............... 61 ..... 6

Kentucky ............. 7 t ..... 7

number Thomas Jefferson and Aaron Burr had a Tennessee.............. ._ .... ; _71_:majority ; but, the number of those voting for Oh|, ................. 3 1.... : " "_ -'them being equal no choice was made by the - --,--
people, and consequently the remaining duties Total .............. 1122 j 6 !113 ] -3-;3- 9 I 47

devolved on the house of representatives. On
which the house of representatives repaired to "By all which it appears that James Madison. of
their own chamber and the senate adjourned." Virginia, has been duly elected president, and
(See DISPUTED ELECTIONS, I.)--V. 1805. The George Clinton, of New York. has beeu duly
electoral votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb. 18, elected vice-president of the United States, ag-rec-
1805, for the fifth presidential term, were as fol- ably to the constitution."--VII. 1813. The oleo-
lows: total votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb. 10,.
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1813, for the seventh presidential term, were ,as with the fourth day of March next."--IX. 1821.

follows : The electoral votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb.
14, 1821, for the ninth presidential term, were as

Predsldent. Vice-President. follows :

" Premdent ] Vtce-I'resldent.

t-_,_- t -- -
{_= 2.

_ewIlampsbtre.............I....... _ 1 _ I_. _- ,_ ,
M,,s,a_h_oo,_..................... _ o _=--'---I_--i_--_i-'--2--I
Connecticut ......................... 9 I...... 4 New Iiamp_htre .........
Yermout .................... 8 ..... t 8 ...... Massavilu_t-tls ........... 15 ..... 7 i 8 ....

New Jersey ........................ S : ....... Connecticut .............. _-_ _ _.

Petm,_ylvanla ............. 8 ..... 8 ...............Debtware ........................ _...... _.. New York ................ "29Maryland .................... New Jersey ..............
Virginia .................... 25 ....... ; 25 / ..... Pennsylvania ............

_orth (_'arolina .............. 15 iiii!i! 15 Delaware ................ 4 .................... 4
South Carohna .............. 11 181 Maryland ................ II .... 10 .... 1 ........Gee _a ..................... B Vii ginia ................ 25 ..... _'i ................
Kentucky ................... 12 1_ North Carolina ........ 15 .... 15 ................
Ten ne's_ee ................... ,R _outh Carolina ....... III ..... 11 ........ ]........

Ohio........................ : ::::::[ _ Georgia.................. .. _ .... /

.......................... Oh,,,Ten°'s_°e.................................... _}'" " .......... I....
Total .................... 128 B9 I 181 Louisiana ..............

............::::::::::::::::::::::::::
" Whereupon the president of the senate declared Alabamal]lin°i_................................... 31 13 i'3 I.......... [ 3 t.............'............, .... I....
James Madison elected president of the United MMne .................... 9 ..... _: . .

States for four years, commencing with the 4th Missouri ............... 3 ..... J 3 ]':: :--'"':":'-:::.I
day of March next, and Elbridge Gerry vice- ' ......

president of the United Stales for four years, eom- .................................

mencing on the 4th day of March next."--VIII.
1817. The electoral voles, as counted Wednes- " The whole number of eh,ctor,_ appointed being

day, Feb. 1 °, 1817, for the eighth presidential 235, including those of Missouri, of whwh 118
term. were as follows: make a majority; or excluding the eleelor, of

Missouri, the _hole number would t.; 232. of

President i VP:'e-Pre_ldent. whicl_ 117 make a majority; but ill either event.

--:--- _ r- -- -_._. 5_ James Mouroe, of ¥trginia, is elected president.

]_ ] i_ '_ and Daniel D. Tompkins, of :New York, is

STATES. I -%; [ _ _ elected vice-president of tile United States._ _-I= _=- _-_ =_ Whereupon the president of the sen'de declared,
l_Ik. "_ . o .I..i _-

li l_z'iz,,,_. . m'_ _" /'_" James Monroe, of Virginia. duly electedpresi-_ ._ _° _° dent of the United States, commencing, with tlm-
4lh day of March next; and Daniel D 'l'omp-

New Hampshire ......... "--8 _ 8 _ ._'.'i kins, vice-president of tile United Slate_. com-
Massachu._ett_ ................ ] 22 I.... [ '2 --

Con I)eetlcut ............
..._. 9 .._ .... 5 "'4" :_: E1,F, CTO_tS, III., 2).--X. 1825 The electoraltVermont .................

N_wYork ............... _ _-_ _9 :: ::_ votes, as counted Wednesday. Feb. 9, 1825, for
New ,leruey .............. 8 ..... 8 ..... tile tenth presidential term, were as follows:
Pennsylvania ............ 25 ..... .._ ......

Delaw*are ..................... , 8[ .......... _.'.'_ ""3 l'_s_dcnt " ",'u.e Pre_]dvntMaryland .............. B .... 8 ......

North Carolina ........... 1,) [..... ] 15 ]....... • _,
•"outh Carolina .......... 11 ..... ll ...... _ _ -d ] ] _
Georgia .................. 8 ..... 8 ....... = : it ' _ , r.
Kemuekv ............... 1_ ..... 12 ..... STATES. c , _ I _ " >'] = _2

Ohlo ............ .'-:-:'.-.': 8 ..... 14 ...... I _. = t v! _-. :_ el "_ _,[a
Lonl.lana ................ 8 ..... 8 ...... I - I _ _ _ = I _ ' =
Indiana .................. 8 ..... 3 ...... "_ [ =i _" _ = _ a, ,*

Total ................ -_ 1_'- -_ "_o .Maine .......... /_- _ ._--_-.-i.._--
- -- New Hampshire] 8 I .... I.... I.... J 7

Masaaehusens../ 15 [.... I.... i.... I 15 ':_-- "'--_."

Ooooe_ti¢,,_..../ _I............/.... _/t/:::::i::::James Monroe elected president of the United Vermont ........ / '2_/"5"/"i'i",t / 7 -::: :_::!__States for four years, commencing with the fourtlt New York ......

................. !iiii?ii???iday of March next; and Daniel D. Tompkins Pennsylvania ........ :2 .... _.._ 1
. . _ 28

vice-president of the United States, commencing Delaware ....... 1 I
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(co_mvzv.) "The result of the election was then again read
Pr_sident. Vice-Fresident. by the vice-president, who thereupon said: ' I

elected president of the United States for four

STATm. _ _ years, from the fourth of March next, and John

_,11_ ,{ _...../ _ I = | _12]-_ same period.' "--XlI. 1833. The electoral votes,,/ _/, C. Calhoun is du,y elected vice-president ,'or the
/ _/ _1 _/ _/ _1 _ _ _:
/ =J _i ¢I _/ _J _ _ ._ as counted Wednesday, Feb. 13, 1888, for the
, <, =[ _, z < z/ =: :E-'Maryland ....... : 3 1/ "7" /f----/l-'l::-:-Yl--! twelfth presidential term, were as follows:

..../+/....+/....'....l......../- ++°°*8onth Carolma ..... 11 .............. --

o,.o_a ........ ... ii ' �"'OhtOLoulmana....................... 3. 16 "'_o......... 16 ...... STATI_

Mi,issippi ..... ::i: "'"."1_:_-8"_-t] S /':: _ _-:"l-J:t'"':!'_ "_I|linois........ :"-t" .... _ .................. _ 1_
Alabama ........... 5 .... 5 ..................

_|SBOurt ........ 2_2 ___ _ ....... ____ "_''" 222.7.2-" .'_alne

Total ........ 41 | _.p 37/18:?.! 24 13 I 30, 2 9 New Hampshire ..
Massachusetts ....
Rhode Island

"The president of the senate then rose, and de- Connecticut
clared that no person had received a majority of Vermont
the votes given for president of the United States; _ew York .....New Jersey .......
that Andrew Jackson, John Quincy Adams, and Pennsylvania .....

Dela
William H. Crawford, were the three persons Maryland
who hod received the highest number of votes, Virginia ..........
and that the remaining duties in the choice of a North Carolina...South Carolina .., 11
president now devolved on the house of repre- C,eorgta ..........
sentatives, lie further declared that John C. Kentucky .........Tennessee
Calhoun, of South Carolina, having received one Ohio ....

hundred and eighty-two votes, was duly elected bouisiansMississippi .......
vice-president of the United States, to serve for Indiana ...........
four years from the 4th day of March next." Illinois ....Alabama ..........
(For the election of John Quincy Adams by the Missouri ........
house see DISPUTED ELECTIONS, IL)---XI. 1829. -_t
The electoral votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb. Total ......... 189I 49 _0] 7 It
11. 1829, for the eleventh presidential term, were
as follows: "Whereupon the president of the senate pro-

claimed that Andrew Jackson, of Tennessee,

President I Vice-President. having a majority of the whole number of votes,
" _ was elected president of the United States for

l_._ I_= t_ _" four ,'ears. from the fourth day of March next,STATES _d <i o
_,= _,_ / --_ ,_ -_. anti that Martin Van Buren, of New York, having_,_

_£ _ a majority of votes therefor, was elected vice-

_ILI" _ _ _ president of tile United States for the same
Maine ............_ ........... _ 1 8 I-_- term."_ XIII. 1837. The electoral votes, as
New Hampshire ................... ] 8 ] 8 counted Wednesday, Feb. 8, 1837, for the thir-
Mtumaehusetts ................ 1_Rhode Island .................. -'-_1 I 15 teenth presidential term, were as follows:
Connecticut ....................... [ 8
Vermont ........................... I 71 _ President. I Vlce-Presldent.

New Jersey ...................... 8 ] _ * X 2 'Pennsylvauia ................. 28 I .... [ "'_ "-_t" = = "

_a_ylao_......................I ,_i __ s_,_ -="° _1 _ " ° -Virgmia ...................... '24[ ..... / -- a" "1 _ / a, ,..l _ '* t_
North Oarolina ................ ! 15 I..... _ 15 _ _ • "_
.,.t_Oarolin+..,................. " 1.....' ',_ _' _ - _ -_ _' _ =Oeo*sla....................... +/...../ _ _ _IP: :_ _ . _
Kentucky ..................... 14 ! ..... I 14 ...........,

Ohio ........................... 16 .. .New Hampshire ......Lonislan,....................... /...../ iIndiana ........................ 5 I..... / Massachusetts ............
.Mississippi .................... i 3 _ .... [ _ Rhode Island ..... 4 ......
nUnol_......................... _ / .... / Co.neeticnt...... I S .... _"7-i "
Alabam.t ....................... 5 { .... I '_ Vermont .......... [ ....... ,
;Missouri ................. 8 ] ..... ] 8 New York ........ 1 42 ... +_ __.New Jersey ..... I.......

Total ..... 178 I i,13I 1_ --_ Ponmylvanis ..... i 80 .._ _0 .3.................. Delaware ......................
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(eomnNvz,.) "The president of the senate then * * _ a

= President. .i Vice-President. declared that William Henry Harrison, of Ohio,having a majority of the whole number of elee-

' i ] _ United States, for four years, commencing with
sTa'r_ ,; _ _ the fourth day of March next, 1841: and that

i = _ John Tyler, of Virginia, having a majority of_! _ _ the whole number of electoral votes, is dulyelected vice-president of the United States, for
Maryland ............. four years, commencing with tile fourth day of
Virginia.......... 123_ " March next, 1841."--XV. 1845. The electoral

North Carolina .._ 15 | I.... I votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb. 12, 1845, forsout_carol_ .... _.... I ::E'ii" 151.... I'fi ....
Genres ............... / ........ ii ::::i::i:' it :::: the fifteenth presidential term, were as follows:
Kentucky. ............ ] 15 ...... ;, ..... [ 15 [.... I ....
"rcnne,-_e ........ [.... ] ....... lo .... :.... 15 ....
Ohio .................. ] 91 .......... '21 J .......

l.o_ala,_a........ L _| ............ _ [.... i.... I.... P_sident.

.Mississippi ....... 4 "'9-1 ........ I 5Indiana ............... li""_)......... Vice president.

....I: 1
llllnols ........... 5
Alabama .......... I 7 ] ' | -
Missouri .......... 4 [ =
Ar_asas ......... I 3 t _ STATES. ._
Michigan ........ [ 3_ !: :::: :::: ::::i:::: _- _ _ !

_' .... 73111 _[147[77'47 I 23 _:

"'It therefore appears that were the votes of _._e ........................ 9 ....... 9 I.......
Michigan to be counted, the result would be, for NewHampshire............. 6 ....... 6 .......

Martin Van Buren for president of the United Mat_sachu_tt_.................... 12 ..... 12
States, 170 votes; if the votes of Michigan be not RhodeIsland................ 4 4
counted, Martin Van Buren then has 167 votes, Oonneclicut................. 6 6
In either event, Martin Van Buren, of New York, Vermont........................ _- 6 ..._ 6New York ................................

is elected president of the United States." (See New Jersey .................. 7 7
DISPUTED ELECTIONS, Ill.)--XIV. 1841. The Pennsyl_anla ................ ""_" . ......
electoral votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb. 10, Delaware .................... 3 .... 3

1841, for the fourteenth presidential term, were Maryland................... 8 8
as follows: Virginia ..................... '" 17 ....... 17

North Carolina .............. 11 11
8outh Carolina ............... "'"9" - ...... ""-9

President I Vice-Preuident. Georgia ...................... 10 ....... 10
12
18*r

23 23
Tennessee ................... 13

8_ATE_. _ _ Ohio .........................
Louisiana................... _ 6 .......

o _':_, _/ .......N,l_i_ippi .................. _ ....... 6 .......

I._ Illinois ...................... 9 9 .......

It4aine ....................... 10 --[ Alabama ..................... 9 9 .......
:New Hampshire .............. Mi_ouri ..................... 7 7 .......
Maeaachueetts ............... "'i4" Arkansas .................... 3 3 .......

Rhode Island ................ 4 Michigan .................... 5 5 .......
(_onnecticnt ..................S , _]__Vermont ..................... 7

Hew York .... 4'2 Total ...................._ 170 1105, I 170 I 105New Jersey _. 8
t'ennaylv_mta 30

3

10 The president of the _nate then said: "I do,
therefore, declare that James K. Polk, of Ten-

flouth
Georgia ............... nessee, having a majority of the whole number
Kentucky of electoral votes, is duly elected president of the
Tenn_
Ohm United States for four years, commencing on the.
Loui 4th day of M'trch, 1845; and that George M.
Mississippi ................... Dallas, of Pennsylvania,having a majority ofIndiana

electoral votes, is duly elected vice-president of
Alabama
Mu_ourl the United States for four years, commencing on
Arkau,a_ .... the 4th day of March, 1845."--XVI. 1849. The
Mlc_l_n ........... electoral w)tes, as counted Wednesday, Feb. 14,,

Total .................... _4 80 _a ! 48 I_-_ 1849, for the sixteenth presidential term, were as---- ' follo_'s:
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(co_'er_r_o
President. Vise-President. ' ,

President. Vlc_Pre_ldent

_, i _- I _ _=
Maine ....................... [..... 9 ......
New Hampshire ............. L. -_- 6 :....... Ohio ........................ _]...__... --'7_-'-- .._.__:
Ma_achusetts ............. I 12 ..... 12 .. Louisiana .................... 6 I....... 6 .......
Rhode Island ................ I 4 ....... 4 _.. Mmslss|ppi .................. 7 ....... 7 .......

(>,)nnect icut .................. [ 6 ....... i 6 . .. Indiana ...................... 13 ....... 18 .......Vermont ................... [ 6 ....... l 6 .. Illinois ..................... II ....... II .......

New York ................... [ 36 _....... ! 36 .. Alabama ..................... ;j i............. 99 ..............New Jersey .................. [ 7 ]....... i 7 ... Mtssouct ....................
Pennsylvania................I 2_ ....... _ .., Arkansas ................... 4 ....... 4 .......

6Delaware ...................[ 3 [.......I 3 ....... Michigan .................... I ...... . .......
Maryland ....................i 8 ].......! 8 ....... Florida...................... 3 ....... 3 .......
Virginia...................I....._ 17 [...... 17 Texas........................4 ....... 4 .......
North Carolina..............I 11 [.......I II ....... Iowa ........................4 ....... 4 .......
South Carolina..............._......i 9 [...... 9 Wisconsin .................. 5 ....... 5 .......

CTeorgm......................I 101 .......I 10 ....... California.................... 4 ....... 4 .......
Kentucky ....................I 12 .......[ 12 .....

Tennessee ................... [ 13! ....... [ 13 ....... Total .................... 254 [ 42 254 42Ohio ........................ I ..... ' 23 ....... 23
Louisiana .................... I (i i....... i 6 .......
Mmsissippi .................. _....... i 6 [....... 6 Whereupon Franklin Pierce and William R.In " idmna ..................... [....... I 12 i....... P2
Illinois ...................... I....... ] 9 I ...... 9 King were declared elected president and vice-

Alabama ..................... I....... [ 9 [....... 9 presitlent.--XVII1. 1857. The electoral votes, asMissonri..................... [....... I 7 [....... 7
Ark, nasa .................[.......1 3 I ..... "I counted Wednesday, Feb 11, 1857, for the eight-

Mmbigau ....................[.......[ 5 i ......] S eenth presidential term, were as follows:

Florida.....................i 3 ..... 3 ....._ ................Texas ........................]....... 4 .... i President IVice-President
Iowa ' 4 : 4 '

=======================================4 i-: :-:::[ 4

Total................... ! u_ _ !_. _ ST_Tr.s. r_ _.
- _

"Thereupon the vice-president of the United ._z _,

States declared that Zachary Taylor, of the state
of Louisiana, is duly elected president of the

United States for the term of four years, to corn- marneNew Hampshire ..............
mence on the fourth dqy of March, 1_49; and Massachusetts .........
that Millard Fillmore, of the st,tie of New York, Rhode Island .........Connecticut..........
ISduly elected vice-president of the United ,Slates Vermont ........

for the term of four years, to commence ell the New Yo_k .................
" New Jersey

fourth day of March, 1849."--XVII. 1853. The Pennsylvania .........

electoral votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb. 9, Delaware ..................... ] 3
Maryland ..................... I---

1853, for the seventeenth presidential term, were Vlrg3nia.....................i_:,
as follows: Noah Carolina...............Ii0

South Carohna ...............[ t_
Georgia ......................!I0President Vice.President.

i Ohio

Louietana
_ _ M,ssiss,ppi ................... !7

STATES _" _ _ ] :: Indiana ........... '13".-=, _- Illinois........... :-':::::::::I u"_z _. - Alabama .....................i :_

._ "_ S _ l_i_sonrl ..................... :_

, _ _ _ Arkansas ..................... 4
M -- -- ] -- -- I--- FloridaMiChigan..............sine ....................... 8 i ..... [ 8 [....... Texas .........
New Hampshire ............. 5 I....... I 5 [....... Iowa
Massachusetts ...................... [ 13 ....... ] 13 Wisconsin ........
Rhode Island ................ 4 ........ ' 4 I....... Callforma

Connecticut.................. 6 ........ 6 i...... Total _-_: 8 1-_-#4I-_4 ---8Vermont ..................... , ......,, 5 .......I ""

New Jersey ............. 7 ] 7 I - _................ I _ -___---------
Penn_ylvama ............... g'/ [ ...... '2/ ,. ......
Delaware ................... .3 l....... a .. Whereupon James Buchanan and John C. Breek-

Maryland .................... [ 8 t....... 8 ]..::::: inr_dge were declared elected president and vice-
Virginia ..................... ] 15 [....... 15 I.......
North Carolina ............... , 10 [....... l0 ]....... president. (See ELECTORS, VII.)--XIX. 1861.
8onthCaroltna ............... 8 I....... i 8 _....... The electoral votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb.Georgia ..................... _ 10 /....... i 10 I.......
Kentucky ........................... ] _ I ....... I l_ 13. 1861, for lhe nineteenth presidential term.
Tennessee .......................... I 12 ....... 12 were as follows:
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Whereupon Abraham Lincoln and Andrew John-I>re_(lent. Vlc_e-president
son were declared elected president and vice-

president of the United States.--XXI. 1869. The

electoral votes, as counted Wednesday. Feb. 10,

vrAI_s. 1869, for the twenty-first presidential term, were
as follows:

President Vice-P| o._ldent_

_lasaachu_ett8 ......... STATES. _ ¢>x_ _ _:

Rhode l_land .......... ] __- c_. .i: "_ .7-Connecticut .....

,New York ............. _ ;_ =_ . _.

.New Jemey:. .......... Maine .... _ .......... -'_ ..-_-.- --7- [__'._...
Delaware. .New Hampshire ............. 5 ...... [ 5 .......
Maryland Vermont ..................... [ 5 I....... ] 5 [.......
Virginia._ Mamsaehasetts ......... t I'2 i I_
.North Carolina ........ RhodoIsland ............ "--::1 4 ]:::_:::] 4 :'_::::-_
South Carolina ........ Connecticut ................. _ _i | ....... _ 6 ......
Geor_da. New York ................... [....... [ 33 [ ...... _"
Kentucky New Jersey .................. ]....... 7 | ..... 7
Tennessee Pennsylvania ................ , "26 ....... 2fi .......
Ohl¢ w • ' '
la)utsiana ............... Dela are .......................... [ 3 i....... 3-Maryland .................... 1....... ] 7 i...... 7
Mi._si_ippi ........... I': North Carolina .............. I 9 [....... i 9 .......
Indiana ............. South Carolina ........... _ 6 _ _1 6 ....
llhuois ................ ---- Georgia ............................ i 9 . .. -9.
Alabama .................. ' " " ",Alabama .................... 8 1....... ' 8 _ ......
Missouri .................. Louisiana .................... ]...... l 7 i...... ] 7
Arkan_ .... Ohio ......................... 1 21 i....... '. '21 ].......
Michigan. Kentucky .................... [... i 11 J....... i II

Fh)rida.. I
Tenneusee .................. i 10 ....... _ I ) ,. ......

Texa_ _.. Indiana ...................... I 1'_ ....... ! 13 1 .....
Iowa .... Ilhnois ...................... 16 I....... ' 16 1.......
WisconQtn Missouri ..................... 11 '. ...... ll .......
California ..... Arkansa_ .................... 5 ...... _ 5 .......
Minnesota ............. Mmhigan .................... 8 ....
Oreg - - Florida ...................... } 3 I .... "--I 38 .......

Total ............... lIB0 _ I 12 I 39',1_0 i 72 [ Iowa ....................... 8 ....... ,
.......... Wi_eolaM .................... j B ] ...... ] 88 .......

California ................... ] 5 t ....... 5
Whereupon Abraham Lincoln and Hannibal Minnesota ................... 4 ..... [ 4
lhnnlin were declared elected president and vice- oregon ..2 ................... ' ....... 3 . ' ...... o,Kan_as ................. _ 3 ..... ' "-;]" _.......
president._XX. 1865. The electoral votes, as W_tVirginia ............... , 5 ! ...... [ 5 1.......

counted Wednesday, Feb. 8, 1865, for the twen- Nevada ...................... i 3 ...... i

tieth presidential term, were as follows: Nebraska .................... :_ ]....... ] 3 _
Total .................... `214 t_) 214 80

president [Vice-Pre._ident ........................

d i Whereupon U. S. Grant and S(,huyler Colfax

_ i_ were declared elected president and vice-presi-

= i dent of the United States.--XXII, 1873. The

_,_ _'_ electoral votes, as counted Wedncsday, Feb. 12,

8T_TEB

_ 1873,wereasf°rfollows:ttmtwenty-second presidential term,

Maine ....................... 7 [...... ] Pt_c_dent. '. "¢l('t_Pres_dent

,New Hampshire ............. 5 )....... ] ' _ _ .............-i _ I_l_!M_acbnset_ _1 ....... I I_._, ,
............... ,__, _' ,_ __i_,=Rhode Island ................ 4 {....... I

Vermont ..................... 5 I....... _ _ _._ =,_ _ E;_,-_. _]._. _.,_
Me*York ................... 33 I....... *t'_-''_Z' !_' "l_la'i_',_.l '-
New Jer-ey ......................... I 7 m _ ,<i: ._ i_ ,,a:],T,i;_[m[_.i_]a,

DelawarePennsylvania ................ _ {[.......3 _: ' ''_',-_v,:_l_, "--' ] :----Idl_i_-< -.!_,_:_........................... ...... I-I--* "Maryland 71 71 I-]
I.................... ...... ....... Mat o............. ....... ....... ....,

OhmMts,ouriKet'Uteky.......................... _1 t II ' II New tlampshire "" 5"A'"'"I .......'21 ' '"'""'" ' .[ //-'::-'"'}......":'::]:

......................... ....... ....... Vermont .......... 5 ].-I ..... [ :::l ::]:: :-I::1:-"Indiana ...................... 13 [....... 13 [....... Massachusetts ..... 13 ...... I
Illinois ...................... 16 I....... 16 I....... Rhode Island ..... 4 I...... _

..................... 11 [ ....... 11 I....... Connocticut ....... [6 ..... /--_ I]-_i-_

Wl,_consin ................... 8 ] ...... 8 1....... New Jersey ........ 9 i "'_'-l'-
]owu 8 [ ....... 8 {....... Pennsylvania ...... I "-_.}i--l--b-|--I
caurorhTd.'."_:'.".:-"'.'::-"",_ _....... _ I....... Delawa_,.......... I a ...... _.-
Minnesota ................... 4 t ....... 4 I....... Maryland ............. i-- 8'..[.-

 e,on......................' '....... '.......,'i. nla..........,',.... !!!i/il!!i)!!!iiKa_,_.as ...................... 3 I....... $ I....... North Carolina .... 101 ...... |--/ "-_ I

We,t V|rgtnta ............... 5 [ ....... 5 I....... South Carolina.... 7 i ...... |-. i- _)-,,--!-_ol--]-- [--I- - [-kNevada ...................... 2 I....... 2 I....... Georgia ........... [.... 6_._ 2]_.1

Tot_ s_ [ _ , _ , _ ^lazarus......... I_01 I-i-t--' ; _.......i{ I 1li:-:-.................. o,to............... ,.. ,:::,::,::,::-::',..,:.,.-
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(CONT_NtmV) Whereupon Rutherford B. Hayes and William
President. Vice-P_dent. A. Wheeler were declared elected president and

., .I ' " I .l_, - vice-president of the United States. (See ELECTO-
ox_ _:'{z =i0 ::=_': "_;",_='="_::']--, RAL COMMISSION; DISPUTED ELECTIONS, IV.)-- :

• £_-=1;'_ e,l_[- _ _'t_'_[{:#t-_ XXlV. 1881. The electoral voles, as counted

_[* _ = $ , _ -. o ._ _i_._ _ Wednesday, Feb. 9, 1881, for the twenty-fom'th
_*]"_' -=i ,_' _"> ._'_.t:: ..,='_. presidential term, were as follows:_l,._l _.I _ ! _ I_"/-- _t'-'l _ ,_ ]e-

---, ....... , [--1 -I-I,
Kentucky .......... 4.8_.l.., ... 8 --I'-'-- 3._ 1[. pre Ident. IVl(,ePrestdent.
Tennessee ........... ii_.- {..... il:_ --'-i I'" ....
Indiana ............ "_ __!._z..... 15 . --'.._, .
lllinoi ............. 21 .-l--_.-i--]')i [ i-] '--I--[ --!--I-- _ "
Mi_ourt ............. 8 6..11 .... tl; 51 . 31.. I 1'. .... _ _ ': "_
Mlasfssippl ........ "'8 ........ , 8 ._ t ....... STATES _ _ _
M_higan.......... Inl ...... '.--in!--t-I ..... I-I--i.... % _ =_
Florida .......... 4 ..... '.. ,i 1..i.. '_...... :'- "_ _
Texas ............ I.... 8 .I _8 I ' _ I ', _ _: E

__:: ::1:7 t- --
California ...... _, 6 6 I I I t
_inne-ota ..... -... 5 I.... , .......... I Main,. ....................... 7 ...... ; 7I.... [ = " ............... - ......

...... I.... New Hampshire ............. 5 [..... i 5

Oregon ............ ] 3 ' 3 .. ]_ ._J...... , .... Vermont ..................... J 5 J....... ' 5.Kansas ........... 5 !]"! ...... 1 5 .......... ] - - Maesachu_etts .............. I 13 ........ 13
West Virginia ..... 5 ',.q._..,.. .5 I---[- _.... I--I ..... !-- Rhode Island ................ ] 4 i....... [ 4
Nevada , 3 ; .... i--, 3 ...i..l_. ].......... Connecticut ................. 6 ....... O

Ne_,,,i_,;;................ {3{{....... :..!,_ 13_. :_":'!'- -" ::]±"-.{ NewYork ................... 35{ ....... { 35
Total ............ 1286 ,18',42 "2 1,296 I17 i :>i 51 3{ 3i 1 1{ 1 Newaer_ey ..................... 9 I .... 9

Pennsylvania ............... ] '29 i ....... I '29 ......

Delaware .................... [....... f 3 .... iWhereupon U. S. Grant and Henry Wilson were M_ryland .................... I....... { S [ ......

,declared elected president and vice-president of Vir,,.,inla ............................ [ 11 I ....... 1110
North Carohna ..................... I 10 [ .......

the United States.--XXlII. 1877. The electoral South Carolina ...................... 7 I ...... 7
Georgia ........................... : 11 i ..... 11

votes, as counted Wednesday, Feb. 14, 1877, for Alabama .......................... 10 ....... 10
the twenty-third presidential term, were as fol- Ohio......................... f_2 I ....... _ .......

Louisiana ......................... _ 8 .. -

iOWa: Kentucky ........................... ]12 ....... 18Tennessee .......................... 12 ...... 1"2
President 'Viee-Premdent. Indiana ...................... 15 ....... 15

Illinois ...................... _I .... 21 .....

.- " _ Missouri ..................... ]..... i 1.5 ....... ig' _ A rkan_as .......................... } 6 .......
ffrATES, g_ _ I _ _ Ml_issippi .................. I....... [ 8 ....... 8

-%" i a=_" _ Michigan .................... 11 [....... 11 i_0 _Z I _:_ Florida ............. I 4• Tex_.......... "7..... 7::-.'-:7Z::i s 7-::E
_ ' _ " "_ IOWa........................ 11 ]....... 11

a _ i _ ; c.-, Wfseonsln .................. 10 1...... 10

Maiue ....................... 7 ...... ! 7 [ California ................... 1 [ 5 1 ............. Minnesota ................... 5 I ....... 5
New Hampshire ............. 5 ' ...... Oregon ...................... g [ .... 3"Vermont ..................... I 5 i-- Kansas ...................... 5 ...... 5 .....

Mas._achu_etta ............... ] 13 i..... W, st Virginia ..................... ; 5 ....... i
Rhode IMand ................ I 4 , ..... Nevada ............................ 8 .......43onn_ct_cut ................. [....... , 6 _i Nebraska .................... 3 ...... 3
New York ................... [....... ! &5 35 Colorado .................... S I ....... 3
N ew Jereey 9 __
Pennsylvania ................
Delaware 3 Total .................... ; 214 lrd_ 214 155
Maryland ....
Virginia.
_orth Carolina
South Carohna .............. Whereupon James A. Garfield and Chester A.
#Noorg_ Arthur were declared elected president and vice-Alabama..
Ohio ......................... president of the United States.

Kentucky. ALEXANDER JO1_STON.

Indiana ELECTORS AND THE ELECTORAL 8¥S"
II]inois .......
Mi,sourl. i_ TEM (IN U. 8. HISTORY). I. ORIGIN OF THE

Arkansas .................... SYSTEM. On no subject was there such diversity
Missis_ipp"
Michigan of individual opinion and of action in the con-
Fl,,rida .... vention of 1787 as on timt of the mode of election

Texas of the president, for the office of vice-presidentIowa ................... [

Wisconsin .................. [ was never thought of until nearly the close of theCalifornia ...................
Mhmesota ................... 5 convention's labors. The two plans, the "Vir-
oregon ...................... _ 3 ginia plan" and the "Jersey plan," submitted by
Kansas ..................... ] 5
West Virginia ............... i...... the nationalizing and particularist elements of the
Nevada ..................... i 8 convention at the opening of its work, agreed in
Nebravka.................... I 3 ..... giving the choice of the president to congress;_"ol Grad o ............. _, 3
- and Chas.Pinckney's phm, which takes the me-

TotM ................... ', l_.S l_ [ lOS i _a_ dium between them, made no provisions as to the
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manner of the president's election. The debate election of president and vice-president, and
had hardly opened when the diversity of opin- all arguments from the aristocratic tendencies
ion became apparent. Wilson, of Pennsylvania, of thesystem are utterly irrelovant, so long as
wished to have a popular election by districts, the people do not see fit to alter essentially the
Sherman, of Gonnecticut, wished to retain the language of the constitution. The object was to
choice by congress. Gerry, of Massachusetts, ap- avoid the very "heats and ferments" which their

parently at first wished to have electors chosen by descendants t'o their sorrow experience every four
the states in proportion to population, with the ye'_rs; and to this cndthe electors were even to
unit rule; but lie afterward settled on a choice meet and vote in tl_eir respective states, and not
of the president by the governors of the states, in any central location --2. It is also pl'fin that
Hamilton wished In have the president chosen by absolute control of the " appointment " (if the
secondary electors, chosen by primary electors, electors, with the exceptions hereafter noted, was

chosen by thepeople. GouverneurMorris wished given tothe state legislatures. The people refused
to have the president clmsen by general popular to exercise it themselves, either in their national
vote en masse. The Virginia plan, as amended or in their state capacity. The word_ "m such
•rod agreed to in committee of the whole, June manner as the legislature tllercof may direct," are
19, retained the election by congress. July 17, as plenary as the Engli._h language could well
popular election and choiceby electors were voted make them. In whatever nmnner the legislature
down, and the choice by congress was again ap- may direct the appointment to be made, by ]t._
proved, this time unanimously. Two days after, own election, by a popular vote (if the whole
ward, July 19, the choice by congress was recoa- state, by a popular w)te in districts. I)y a popular
sidered, and a choice by electors chosen by the vote scrutinized by canva._¢ing officers or return-

state legislatures wa_ adopted. Five days after- ing boards, or evenby appointment of a r_,turning
ward. July 24, the choice by electors was rccon- board or a governor without any popular vote
_idered and lost, and the choice by congl_ess whatever, common sense shows that there is no
revived. In this form it went to the committee other power than an amendment of the constitu-

of detail, was reported favorably by them Aug. lion's express language which (.'an lawfully take
ql, and again referred to them unehangedAug. 31. away the control of the legislature over the man-
In their report of Sept. 4, less than two weeks her of appointment. Any interference with the
before the final adjournment of the convention, appointment by congress, in particular, either
this committee reported the electoral system directly or under the subterfuge of an "electoral
very nearly as it was finally adopted, Sept. 6. commission,"isevidentlyasheerimpertinenceand
In this report of Sept. 4 the office of vice-pros- usurpation, however it may be condoned by
ident was first introduced; indeed, the creation popular acquiescence in the inevitable. Even the
of this office was an integral part of the electoral state court of last resort can only interfere so far

system. Several amendments offered on the last as to compel obedience by state officers to the
two days of the convention were rejected, as will of the legislature.--3 One exception to the
too late, and the electoral system was a part of legislature's power, inserted to guard ag_ainst ex-
ilic consti|utiou as offered to the state conven ecutive influence, only makes the absoluteness of
lions and ratified bythem. It will appear from a the rest of the grant more emphatic. The lcgis-
reconsideration that a choice by congress was lature is not to appoint any " senator or represent-
flip steady determination of the convention for alive, or person hohling an office of trust or profit
all hut the last two weeks of its existence, except- under the United States." an elector. Whcrc the

ing the five days during which it inclined toward a legislature directs the "' "_ppointmcnt " t_ bc made
direct choi_.eof electors by state legislatures; but by popular vote, it must be evident that votes
that its final decision gave the choice of president cast for the appointment of a person whom the
and vice-president to electors, appointed "insuch constitution expressly bars from :q)pointment
manner as the legislatm'es of tim states might have no existence in law: and ll,c person for
direct." -- II. DEsr(_N OF T_E SYSTEM, In the whom they were cast can not. '" .tppoint" himself

inquiry as to what the system was designed to be anew by resigning his office aft_'r the election and
by its framers, no more is necessary than to take thus reviving invalid votes. How the vacancy, if
the plain sense of the words used in the constitu- any. is to be filled, must be rcgul,_ted by the lcg-
lion, as cited under the fourth head of this ar- islature, for the eh, ctors themselv(,s have no such

licle, supplemented in practice by the language powerhy virtue either of their of[ice or of the
of the __:exfera2/st, its authoritative exponent at the constitution.--4 In one respect congTess could
time, and by the action of the first two congresses, legitimately interfere for the purpose of prevent-
in which the framers of the constitution were ing "intrigue and corruption," by naming the

numerously represented, fifteen of the thirty- day on which the electors should meet and vote.
eight signers being members of the first con- Accordingly the 2d congress, by the actof March
grass, and fourteen of the second.--1. If any 1, 1792, fixed the day for their voting on the first
one thing is plain from the constitutional pro- Wednesday in December, and the day of their
visions on the subject, it is that the people, election " within thirty-four days "preceding it;
in adopting theconstitution, voluntarily debarred and the act of Jan. 2,3, 1845, hereafter given, fixed

themselves from the privilege of a popular the day for the appointment of electors. When
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congress had done this, it was flt_wt_ls ofwio, anti tions, and must be taken as expressing the con
had no more right than a private pelion to violate temporary intention to cover the real "easu#
tile constitution and its own laws, by forcing the omi,_us," viz , the neglect, refusal or inability of
admission of votes cast by electors on an unlaw- congress to pass a generallaw for tile finalauthen-
ful day.--5. Congress was further given, but for tication of certificates. The intention of the
more caution indirectly (in Art. IV, _ 1), the system was that the president of the senate
power to declare the manner in which tile action should canvass the votes: in accordance with a
of the state appointing power should be authenti- general attthentieating law, if congress would or
cated, and for further caution this was only to be could pass such a law: otherwise, according to
done "by general law." The act of 1792 pro- his own best judgment. Tile members of the
vided that the votes of the electors should be convention were not such bungling workmen as
authenticated by tile certificate of the governor the modern idea of the "electoral count" would
of the state. Evidently the courts of the state make them. They were not so foolish as to
are the final tribunal to decide who is the entrust the canvass to two independent agents,
governor of the state, and it would have been equal in rank, and without an arbiter in case of
competent to the power of congress to require dL_agrecmrnt. They had a legislative power in
from the state court, " by general law," an au- congress and the president, capable of making
thentication of the g,3vernor's certificate. This " general laws " to govern the canvass; they had a
has never been done• For congress to omit this single ministerial power, in the president of the
portion of its duty, and leave special cases to its senate, capable of carrying the general laws into
_)wn qpecial law and arbitrary, parti._n decision, is effect; and they gave to each power its appropri-
evidently in fiat violation of the supreme law.-- ate office. The system never contemplated the
_. The act of 1792 provides that the electors refusal of congress t,_pass a geueral law withthe
shall make three certificates of all their votes, two purpose of using its own laches to gain partisan
.of which,shall he sent to the president of the control over special cases as they aro_.--8. Had
senate• one by mail and one by special messenger, congress done its plain duty in the premises, and
and the third sh'dl be deposited with the [federal] carried out the system in its letter and spirit, as
judge of the district in which they vote; that if tile convention of 1787 did, it is evident that that
neither of the first two shall reach its destination honorable body wouhl have been reduced to its
by the first Wednesday in January, the secretary proper constitutional position as the official wit-
.of state shaU send a special messenger for the nessand register of the votes which have been
third to the district judge; and that, if lhere he declared by the president of the senate in accord-
no president of the senate at the seat of govern- anee with general law. The constitution says.
ment, tile secretarvof state shall receive and keep and need say, nothing of who shall count--only
the certificates for tile president of the senate. "and the votes shall then be counted"; for, if
The transmission of the votes is thus very well the orderly succession of steps has taken place
-provided for. -- 7. The president of the senate is according to the design of the system, the
.to open all the certificates in the presence of the "count," in its legitimate and plain meaning, can
senate and house of repre_ntatives, and the act be done by tellers appointed by the house, by
•of 1792 specifies the second Wednesday of Feb- individual members, by the newspaper reporters,
ruary succeeding the election as the clay for tile or by any one who is able to do simple addition,
performance of this duty• In pursuance of its though the journal of the official witnesses is the
power to provide for the authentication of authoritative and permanent record of it. It is
state acts and records, it would be perfectly corn- possible to imagine an unfair and illegal decision
pe_nt for congress to so distinctly specify the by the president of the senate, though no such
necessary authentication of the electors' action case occurred while that officer (until 1821) main-
and title that there could be no doubt in the mind rained his proper place; and it is easy to see how

.of the president of the senate as to which papers hard it would be to punish him for such an
were certificates, and which were not. In the offense. But it is absolutely impossible to punish
absence of any such general law, the president of congress for a partisan use of its usurped jurisdie-
the senate is evidently left without any guide lion; andyetthat body, since it has seized control
whatever, excepting that which must be the guide of the canvass of the votes, has hardly ever, even
of every officer in like circumstances, his own in appearance, made any other than a partisan
best judgment. It was for this reason, because use of the power, no matter what party was in the

.of the evident impossibility of the passage of a majority. The constitution, by concentrating
general law to meet tile case in 1789, that the con- responsibility, found tile safest place for tile can-
vention of 1787 passed the following resolu- vass of the votes, and it left the "count" unas-
lion: "That the senators and representatives signed and unguarded because there was no need

•shouhl convene at the time and place assigned of any other guard than the laws of arithmetic.
[New York, _,Iarch 4, 1789], and that the senators All the abstruse debate as to the meaning of the
should appoint a president of the senate for the simple word "count" has its origin in the deter-
sole purpose of receiving, opening and taunting ruination of congress to give it the meaning of
the votes for president." This resolution was "canvass" and then to seize control of it. For

• ratified with the constitution by the state convert- this purpose,the extra-constitutional term "elcc-
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(oral count" has been coiued.--In the endeavor formally petitioned to do so in 1809 (in the ca_ of
to ascertain the design of tlle system no attention Massachusetts), and refused. :No case of double
has been paid to later congressional precedents or or contested returns occurred, but 'L number of

to the opinions of political leaders in and out of informalities are noted in the record by the tellers,
(.ongre.._ in the past. These may be found in which the canvassing officer seems to have con-

gt'e_tt abundance in the volume called "Prcsiden- sidered unimportant. Even when (in 1809) he
_ial Counts," cited below. They are misleading, saw fit to coudonc so important a defect as the

for 1. congress has manufactured or been led absence of tim governor's certificate, the witne_c._
-into its own precedents for the purpose of had or took uo power to interfere. In 1797the

.,)re(throwing the position of the president of the legialaturt: of Vermont had failed to pass any law
senate, and 2, leadersof all parties have been inter- prescribing the " manner of election" of the

_,¢ted in giving an illegitimate control of the sys- electors, and the rejection of Vermont's vote
_om to congre_, which they couhl influence, would have elected Jefferson and defeated Adam_
rather than to the proper official. But the safe for the presidency. Nevertheless, Adams ac-

guides, the plain words of the (,restitution itself, cepted Vermont's votes, as equity demanded.
and the precedents of theconvention of 1787 and and thus committed the "enormity " of counting
the earlier congresses and presidents of the himself in, without any apparent thought of ob-
senate, are very easy of access, and no human jection from an), quarter, find this cask of Ver
.ingenuity can extract from any of them a ground mont happened under the modern system of con-
'for any "objections." "withdrawal to consider gressional control, only an "electoral commis-
,t)bjcctions," or final "voting upon disputed elee- sion" couht have decided it, for the sen:lte wa_
,feral votes" by the eongre_ of the United States. federalist, and the house republican (democratw)
The design of the ._ystem was to debar congress In 1801 ._(.ffers()ll. though in a ease not so vilal :is

.from ,'ill control over the electoral system, except- that of Vermont, imitated Adams" examph, An
ing its ix*wcrs to provide for uniformity of voting, amendment to the constitution was introduced in
•_ntt,_tlway,_ by "general law," for the authenti- congress in January and February, 1798, for th(.

.(.ation,of the state's appointment of electors for purpose, among others, ()f giving eonffrcs,, the
the guidance of the official canvasser; to place very 1x)wer of decision upon " c()utests" which
upon one man the responsil)i]ity which the con- it now exercises without such an amen(linen(, l)nl
yen(ion well knew would be dividcd up and dis- this was not adopted, nor was it inserted in the,
reg.irded by congress; and for further safeguard, 12th amcndment.--But although the form_ el th(,
to allow congress to witness officially the execu- exercise of canvassing power were kept up dur-
lion of its own general law by tim president of the ing this period, its spirit was growing w_,ak(.r a_
senate. It was unfortunate that the coustitution every count. Its first, last and persistent f,)e h'as
did not debar congress even from this last privi- been the congrcss of the United Statc_. which
b.ge, from which alone it has gained any footlmhl tl_e convention strove so hard to shut out fr, m_
in the canvass, and have the count conducted in any influence over the electors. The first prin
the l*resence of thesupremc court; for the history eipal inroad upon its essen(.e calm, fr()m the inno

_)f the system is only a hmg record of gradual cent and proper apl)ointment of "tellels" by the •
u_urpation of ungranted powers by congress, two houses "to examine the votes." Though
until at last the witnc_ has climbed into the these tellers had onlythe _lrithmetieal powcrscom-
judge's seat, suspended the executive officer, and men to any or "all examiners, their quadrennial

not only tries the law and the facts, but exe- appointment gradually brought into exlstellce the
cures judgment as well. -- IlL PERVERSION ideathat the "count" at leasL whatever its nature

OF TI:IE SYSTEM. (1, 1789-1821.) In this first might be, was an exclusive prerogative of con-
period there is no instance of a declaration of the gress ; and the claim of power to "canvaes '" was
electoral canvass by any other power than the only one step further. The second attack was
.president of the senate, andtheonly opens(tempt the organization of e_mgressmcn of both parties
to pervert the system was the federalist "bill of into nomilmting bodies, whose decisions bound
_800." referred to hereafter, lks the certificates in advancc the ax:tion of the electors, annulled

which the president of the senate, in thc absence tbeir right of private judgment, and reduced
of an authenticating law, decided to be valid were -them to ciphers. (See C.¢l:ct's, CO_OrtESSm,_A_,,)
opened, he pa_ed them to the tellers appointed When this had brought about, in 1801, its natural

by the two houses, who "counted " them, in the result of a tie between the two leading candidates
proper meaning of the word. The certificates of (see DISPUTED ELE-CTIONS. I.), the 12th amend-
election, which were made out by order of con- men( was adopted requiring the electors to vote
gress from 1797 until 1821, alice,stained the dis- separately for 1)resident and vice-president, but
tinct affirmation that "thepresident of the senate not she(tug the system otherwise. This constilu
did, in the presence of the said senate and house of (tonal recognition of the existence of parties fixed

representatives, open all the certificates and count the future nullity of the elector_, and their null-
all the v,_tes of the electors " Theidea had not yet ity gradually obscured the position of the prcsi

been taken up that congress, in its capacity as a dent of the senate. Before 1801 no one knew
witness, had the right to "object "to the reception positively what the vote of any elector was until

•of parti.cular certificates. Indeed congress was the certificate was opened ; after that year the
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votes of the electors were really known before that " the votes _a// then be counted. " Thevote_.
they were cast, and several months before they were not really counted. The houses ordered the
were formally counted by the president of the president of the senate to declare that "if the
senate. He, therefore, while he continued to fol- vote of Missouri were to be counted, the result
low preet_lents, did so in a careless and perfunc- would be for A.B. - votes ; if not counted, for
tory way. In 1805 Burr nwrely broke the seals A.B. -- vows ; hut in either event A. B. was

of the certificates, and handed then) to the tellers elected." This. with a fine irony, might be called
tobe read aloud by them. In 1809 the idea was '" counting ip_ tTw alterm_tive"; and this was the
first suggested openly, though not acted upon, name which was thenceforward given to the pro-
that the houses were met " for a special purpose, eess.--Congre_s forgets no precedents in its own
to eount out the votes." in_tead of "to witness favor. It had now discovered that the president
the canvass of the votes." In 1817 the first of the senate was entrusted with no higher .or

" objection" to an electoral vote was offered, more responsible duty than that of "opening '"
Indiana had been admitted as a state after the day the certificates ; that its own duty was to count
fixed for the voting of the electors. John W. the votes ; but that the canvass was under no
Taylor, of New York, objected to the counting one's constitutional care. At first congress con-
of Indiana's votes, and the houses separated to tented it,ll with calling attention to the " r_su_
diseu._ the objection, as they could not do while om/_m/s" which its own ingenuity lind conjured
sitting in the same room. In both houses reso]u- up. But during all the rest of this period, while
tions were offered, in the senate that Indiana considering tile various methods of providing for
" had a right to vote in December last," and in the c_,su_ ornis_us which are given hereafter, con-
the house that indiana's votes " ought to be count- gress took care to practically cover the case by
ed"; but neither house adopted them, and the asserting and enforcing its control over the can-
votes of Indiana were counted without any fur- vass.--In 1837 the vote of Michigan was an-

ther interference by con_'ess. But the precedent nounced "in the alternative." (See. MlcmO,_N.)
was remembered. The announcement of Indiana's Objections were also made to the votes of six

vote, following the debate upon it by congress, deputy postmasters who had been chosen electors,
was accepted as tn'opter lu)c, as well as post hoe; but congress agreed to receive them. In 1857 the
and from that time it was evident that the last vote of Wisconsin was objected to, (see Wmco.x-
vestige, even pro forms, of the constitutional sx_). but waq counted. It is often asserted that
function of the president of the senate was at the the president of the senate counted it of his own
mercy of the first keen-witted or ignorant politi, constitutional authority. This is a mistake; his
clan whoshould suggest that congress, havingsuc- own statement is that he " disclaimed having
cessfullyestablished its exclusivepowerto"count" assumed on himself any authority to determine
the votes, possessed thereby the power '" todecide whether that vote or any other vote was a good
what were votes." The progressive changes of or a bad vote." He simply cut off debate while

language in the messages from the two houses the two houses were together, as he was bound to
announcing their r_adiness to attend the count, do; the members of both houses lost their heads ;

• are worthy of notice. They arc as follows: no one moved for a separation of the houses; anti
(1793-1805) that they are ready tomeet oneanoth- the vote of Wisconsin was counted in'evocably
er "to attend at the opening and counting of the in the midst of great disorder.--At every election
votes"; (1809 and 1813) to attend it, the opening after 1821 the tellers a.asume more and more of
and counting of the votes " ; (1817) "to proceed in the functions of the president of the senate. In
opening the certificates and counting the votc_." 1829 he abandons to them the declaration of the
or " to proceed t,) open and count the votes," the result ; in 1845 he transfers to them the breaking
former being that of the senate, and the latter that of the seals; and the climax, for thi.- period, was

of the house. These changes are landmarks.--(2, reached in 1861, when the house actually ap-
1821-61.) In 1821 Missouri's votes were disputed pointed a committee to report a mode of "' can-
(see MIssol:_¢Q, and for the first time in our history vassing" the votes, inserting a new word instead
the power to canwlss the votes was claimed for of " examining," which had been used since
congress. Said Henry Clay in the house: "'The 1793. _ (3. 1861-81.) With the canvass of 1865
two houses were called on to enumerate the votes; begins the period when congress, without paus-

and of course they were called on to decide what ing to debate, began the exercise of an ab-
are votes"; and again: " Would this hou_allow solute control over the votes of the electors.

that officer [the president of the senate], singly It did so by refusing to pass the general law
and alone, to decide the question of the legality which it was empowered to pass, leaving in-
of the votes ?" John Randolph, indeed, denounced dividual cases to I)e dealt with as party needs

the new idea of congressional control, and pro- might demand. Feb. 6, 1865, the two houses,
claimed the electors to be "as independent of this both under republican control, passed tim twenty-
house as this hou_ was of them "; but his voice second joint rule, which provided that any vote
was unheeded. Congress had found its oppor- to which objection should be made should be re-
tunity, and seized it, to doubly violate the consti- jeered, unless accepted by concurrent vote of both
tution, first, by usurping the control of the can- houses. This did not require the president's
russ, and second, by refusing to fulfill the charge signature, and seems to lmve been put into this
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shape for that reason. No previous American disputed electeral votes, then claiming that there
congress has ever been guilty of a more open is no general law to cover the case, and finally
and unnecessary usurpation than this. The act usurping the power to decide.--IV. LEGAl, LIM-
of Feb. 8 mere fairly coveredthe case by provid- ITATIO._S. The constitutional provisions in regard

ing that the seceding states n'amcd were in such to tile electors will be found tsec CO,_STITUTION)
condition on Nov. 8, 1864, that no valid election under article It , ._1, _lrticle IV., ,_1, and amend-
was held therein, and that no votes from them meat XII. In l)ursuance of its powers to secure

should be received. Even here the vicious pro- uniformity of voting, and to provide for authenti

pensity of congress to special legislation was ap- cation of state records, congres_ ha._ enacted vari-
parent. Senator Collamer's substitute, giving no ous provisions to govern the action of the electors
names of states, but referring in proper and gen- The act of March 1. 179.°, provided, 1. thal the elec-

eral terms to '"any state declared to be in insur- tors shouht beat)l)ointed in each stnteiz_ 1792. and
rcction by virtue of the act of July 13, 1_61," was every four years thereafter, within thirty-four

rejt_ted.--Under the cominuing twenty-second days preceding the first Wednesday in December;
joint rule the votes of Louisiana were counted in 2, that they shouhl meet and vote -u the first
1869, and by a further concurrent resolution Wednesday in 1)eccmbcr, and transmit their votes
the votes of Georgia were counted " in the alter- as heretofore descrihed ; 3, that the " executive
native " In 1873. under the twenty-second rule, authority " of each state .,.ln)uhl certify thre(, lists
the w)tc of Louisiana was rejected by a concur- of the eleclors, tn be annexed by them to their cer-
rent vote, the vote of Arkansas and three votes tificates: 4, that the secretary of state should send
of Georgia for Horace Greeley (dead) were re- for the third list, if the first two were not received

jetted hy a non-concurrence, and tim votes of before the first Wedn¢.sday in January : 5. that
Texas and Mississippi were accepted. Jan. 20, conffress should be in session on the -econd
1876, the house having become democratic, the Wednesday in February, "that the certificates

senate repealed the twenty _cond joint rule. The shall then "be opened, tl_e vote- counted, and the
Two hours were tl3erefore left to meet the (,lee- [ persons who shall fill the offices ot president and
tion of 1876 (see DISPt.'rED ELECTIONS. IV.) with- [ vice-president ascertained and declared agreeably

out any law on the subject.--A very brief consid- I to the constitution ;" 6, that the certificates shalleration of the facts under which the dispute as to be delivered to the secretary of state in case there

the election of 1876 arose, will show that no such I is no president of the senate at the capital. 7,

dispute could have arisen if congress had ful- i that theclcctoral messengers shall receive twenty-filled its plain duty under the constitution, 1, by tive cents per mile hy the most usual road : _, that
passings "general law," for the full authentica- a fine of $1,000 shall he inflicted for neglect
lion of the electoral votes from the state to the to deliver the lists; the remaining sections (,q-12)

president ef the senate, and 2, by keeping its own relate to the succession to the presidency. The
hands off the canv,'ms. The "count," in its strict act of Jan. 23, 1845, fixed the day for the appoint-

and proper meaning, might then have been left ment of the electors as the Tuesday after the first
safely to the operations of tile first rule of arith- Monday of November, and empowered each state
tactic. But thiswas not the time for a great con- to provide for filling vacancies in its "college "
stitutional reform ; the fifty years' usurpation by of electors, and to appoint a subsequent da 3 for
congress of power to decide each c_e arbitrarily a choice of electors when the first eh,ction has not
a_ it arose, had left the country with no htw to resulted in a choicc.--V. SPECiaL E._.a('TME.XTS
rely upon ; the pa_agc of a general law by con- 1. The act of March 26, 1804, was passed because
gress w_tn then an iml)ossihility ; and it is matter of the doubt whether the proposed 12th amend.

for congratulation that the lottery which fltmlly de- ment would he ratified in tins. to control tiw ap-
eidedthe presidemiale'ection was at least decent- proaehing presidential election. It permitted
ly (:lothed in the forms of law. (See ELr:CTORAL electors who, at their time of meeting, htul not
COMMmSIO._.) Ol the utter illegality of the elec- been notified of the ratification of the amendment.
toral commission, of the Jack of power in con- to vote twice, once according to the original
gress to take tlle appointment of the electors mode of the constitution, and om,e according Io
away from the states, there can be no doubt ; but the amendment, with the proviso that only tho,_c
there can be no more doubt, on the other hand, certificates should he finally wdid which shouhl

that congress committed ne greater illegality in he in aecordancewith the constitution as it shouhl
passing the electoral commission act than in as- be in force on the day of voting. This, though it
suming to "canvass" the votes in 1865, 1869 and seems to have heen legitimate, as a "general
1873, under the twenty-second joint rule. Presi- law," was made ob_lete hy the ratification of the
dent Hayes was just as illegally "counted in" as amendment before the election.-- 2 It has always
presidents Lincoln and Grant, and no more so been difficult for the upholders of congressional

than they.--In 1880 congress again counted the control over the canvass to give a name to their
vote of Georgia "in the alternative." It had manner of action. They do not act as alegislative

not yet, nor has it yet in 1882, passed any general body, for the president's veto power is absent;
law to govern the president of the senate in his nor as a joint meeting, for the separate existence
canvass of the votes, and apparently intend_ still and organization of the two houses is carefully
to persist in its traditional policy of waiting for preserved; and yet, if their independence is main-
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tainc,,t, their control of the canvass is manifestly ago exploded; the experience of 1877 shows that
_md absolutely dependent on the single chance of extra-congressional agents are no better than coil-
the political agreement of ttle two houses, for if gress; and the lesson of experience would seem to
they are controlled by different parties they can be that the canvass should be restored to the only
not agree in the canvass of disputed votes. .No agent from whom a decision, and a prompt deci-
man can say, therefore, whether tim two houses sion, is always certain--the president of the sen-
are to "'agree" in accepting or iu rejecting a dis- ate. Nevertheless, all the remedies now (1882)

puted vote; and this one conside.ration is enough under consideration retain the vice of permitting
to stamp a congressional "canvass" as a hope- "objections" to electoral votes and decision, in
less absurdity. The strong probability (see RE- one form or other, by congress. (For the impor-
CONSTRUCTIOn, LOUISIANA, TEN.'ESSEE) that two tant features of the act see ELECTOItAL COM.WIS-

of the late seceding states wouhl attempt to re- stuN; for the action of congress ureter it, see Dis-
organize themselves without congre_ional con PUTED ELECTIONS, IV.)---VI. PROPOSED LEC,lS-
trol, caused tim introduction anti p_sage, Feb. 6, L._TION. 1. TI_ Bill of 1800. Jan. 23, 1800,
1865, of a "joint rule," the twenty-second, wldch while the federalists controlled both houses of
described the manner in which the t_vo houses congress, senator James Ross. of Pennsylvania,
intemted to canvass the votes. It provided, out introduced a bill to regulate the electoral count.
side of the directions for organization, that "no It provided, in brief, for the formation of a
vote objected to shall be counted except by the con- " grand committee" of six senators, six reprcsen-
current votes of the two houses," thus practically tatives, and the chief justice, with power to ex-

giving the power to reject a state's vote not even amine and decide fi_a//y, in secret session, all
to "' congress," but to either house--an absurdity disputes and objections as to electoral votes.
which is only one of the least in the idea of a Of the four members of tile convention which
congressional canvass. Under this twenty-second framed the cunstitution who were then senators,
joint rule the electoral w)tes were canvassed in the bill was voted for by only one, Jonathan
1869 and 1873, hut it was abolished in 1876, as Dayton, who had taken no real part in the de-
above stated, when the two houses had fallen to liberations of the conveution itself. The other

,,pposite parties.--3. The act of Feh. 8, 1865, three, Charles Pinckney, Langdon and Bald-
enacted that no electoral votes should be received win, denounced and opposed the bill to the end.
or counted from the states of Virginia, _N*orth Pinckney, in his very able speech of March 28,

Carolina, South ('arolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala- 1800, distinctly declared the design of the con-
bama, Mississippi, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas stitution to have been that "congress shall not
and Tennessee. The reason assigned in the pre- themselves, even when in convention, have the

amble was, that these states had rebelled against sumllest power to decide on a single vote." The
the government and were in such condition on bill passed the senate the same day, by a vote of
_'ov. 8, 1864, that no valid election was held 16 to 12. In the house, John Marshall, Bayard
therein. President Lincoln signed it "in defer- and other federalist,s united with the democrats m

ence to the views of congress," disclaiming " any emasculating the bill by giving the "grand com-
f)pinion on the recitals of the preamble."-- 4. mittee" power only to take testimony and report
The count of 1877 brought the touchstone which, it to the two houses without expressing any opin-
when applied, will always expose the inherent ion on it. the return was still to be accepted, un-
fallacy of a canvass by two indepemlent bodies, less both lmuses concm'red in rejecting it; anti
The senate was republican and the house was no provision was made for double returns. May
democratic. The difficulty was evaded in this 8, the senate amended by providing that a return
case hy the passage of the electoral commission objected to should be rejected unless both houses
act. It passed the selmtc, Jan. 25, 1877, by a concurred in admitting it. Both houses refused
vote of 47 (26 dem, 21 rep.) to 17 (1 dem, 16 to recede, and the bill was lost.--2. The Beato;_
rep.); the house, Jan. 26. by a vote of 191 (159 Amendment. Dec. 11, 1823, senator Thomas H.
dem., 32 rep.) to 86 (18 dem., 68 rep.); and was Benton introduced an amendment to the constitu-

approved Jan. 29. The germ of its idea will be tion providing that each legislature should divide
lound in the "bill of 1800," hereafter referred its state into electoral districts; that the voters of
to. Both laws are open to the same fatal objec, each district should vote "in their own proper

tion. They are not the "general laws" whicll persons" for president and vico-_re_dent; that
,congress is empowered to pass touct|ing the an- a majority in an electoral district should give a
thentication i)f state records, including electoral candidate the electoral vote of the district; that
appointments; they do not come. directly or in- the returning officers should decide in case of a
di_'cctly, under any power whicll congress is au- tie vote in any district; and that, if no candidate

tbc_rized to exercise: and the)' are simply refusals should have a majority of all the electoral votes,

by congress to give up permanently its usurpation the house should choose the president, and the
()f the powerto canvass, even under circumstances senate the vice-president, as at present. The
which show that the exercise of the power may amendment at this session was not acted upon.-
at any moment become impossible. The fiction Benton subsequently changed it by providing for
that congress was a more trustworthy canvassing a second popular election in case of a tie, and in
agent than the president of the senate was long case of a further tie, for the choice of the person
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_mving tile greatest number of votes in tile great- on the subject, reported an amendment. It cam-
,.,st number of states. It was introduced in thi_ bined the direct choice by the people, and the
form. June 15, 1844, but was not acted upon.-- seeoml popular election in case of a tie. of the
;_ The" Va_ Burea and Dickerso_ Amendments. Benton amendment, with a provismn that, in
Th,,se were introduced in tile senate, the latter case of the death of tile successful candidate

1)(,c 16, by Mahhm Dickerson, of New Jersey, and at the second popul'lr election, the viee-presi-
the former Dec 24, 1823. by Martin Van Buren, dent "then in office" should be president. In
_)f New York. Both aimed to change the 12th case of a tie at the second popular election the
am(,ndment mainly by requiring the ciectors to be president was to be chosen by the house and
chosen by districts, instead of by general ticket, the vice-president by the senate as at present.
In the ca_e of a tic vote the Dickerson amend- This amendment was not acted upon.--7 The
_uent left the choiceof president to the two houses Morton AmendmeT_t May 28. 1874. senator Oli-

in j,,ittt meeting, and of vice-president to the sen- vet P. Morton, of Indiana, chairman of the eom-
_t(,; the Van Buren amendment re(_uired the mittee on elections, reported an amendment in
electors to be immediately convened by procla- seven sections. II provided that the states should
1nation of the president, and to choose between be divide(] into electoral distri(.ts, and that a ran-

the candidates having an equal number of votes, jority of the popular vote of a district should give
the fim_l choice, in ca.se of another tie, being left a candidate one "presidential vote"; that the
_ at pre_nt. ,N'either amendment provided for highest number of presidential votes in a state

di(putedor doublcreturns; "rod neither wasacted shouhl give a candidate two votes at large: that
upon.--4 The McD%_ie .l_cndment. This was the highest number oi presidemial votes in the
introduced in the hou-e. Dec. 2'2, 18°_'_,hyGeorgc country should elect a candidate; that an equal
McDuffie, of South Caroliua, as chairnmn of a division of the popular vote in a district should
s_'lect committee on the subject. Itprovided that nullify the presidential vote of the (li._trict. an
_.l(,etors should be chosen by districts assigned equal divi._ion of the presidential votes in a state
by the legislatures, or by congress in default of should divide the two votes at large, or should
:wtion by any legislature; that the votes should nullify, them, if lhere was an equal division be-
be opened and counted as at present; that in case twecn three candidates; that the vice-president
(,f a tie the president of the senate by proelama- should he chosen in the same manner; that con-
(ion shouhl reeonvelae the electors, that the elec- gress should provide rules for the election, and
_,)rs should then choose between the tie candi- tribunals for the decision of contest,_; and that
dat(.s: that, in the event of another tie, the two districting should be d¢)ne by state legislatures,

houses of congress, voting individually and not but that congress might "make or alter the
hy states, should choose the president: that, if no same." In debate it wasundcrstood that e()ngress
('hoiee was made on the first ballot, the lowest could either adopt the existing courts as tribunals,
('andidateon the electorallist should be dropped at or create new ones for the purpose of deciding
_':wh ballot until but two remained: that, in case contests. The amendment was debated through
,,f :_final tic. the candidate who had the highest the winter of 1875, but was not finally acted upon.

_)w at the first, or, if not at the first, at the second --8. Tlte Mor_o_ Bill. Feb. 25, 1875. senat¢)r Mor-
]m.eting of the electors, should he chosen; that, ton intr,_duced a bill to govern the eh,ctoral count.
if neither of these provisions applied, the two It followed the twenty-second joint rule. except
houses shouht continue balloting until a president that it provided that, if objection were made to

was chosen; and that the vice-president shou]d be any return, that returl_ should bc co_11_I_ed,un,ess
('ho,_en by the senate, in case of a tie vote for that r(,jected by a concurrent vote of hoth houses, and
_)fiicc. This amendment was debated during the that, in case of adouble return, that return should
•',ession, but was not acted upon. April 1, 1826, be counted which the two houses, acting sepa-
in the hou_e, McDuffie obtained a vote on his reso- rarely, should decide to bc tim truc one. This
lutions. The first, that the constitution ought to was the fi_,-stprovision in our history for double
he soamended asto keep the election of president returns. In debate it was agreed that the vote
and vice-president from congress, was carried by of the state would be lost in case of a disagree-
a vote of 138 to 52; the second, in favor of the meat of the houses on a douhle return. The

"district system" was lost by a vote of 90 to 102; bill was passed hy the senate, and not acted upon
and the subject wan dropped.--5. The VanBuren by the house. At the next session il wa._ brought
Bill. April 19, 1824, the senate passed Van Bu- up again, Dec. 8, 1875, debated, until March 24,
ren's bill, providing that, if objection were made 1876, and then passed by a part s" vote of 32 to 26
to a _eturn, the return should I)e counted unless dcmocra(s in the negative. The same day a
the houses, voting separately, concurred in reject- motion to reconsider was entered by a dcmo-

in_ it. The bill was not acted on by the lmuse, cratic senator, and carried April 19. It was then
_6. The (7ilmer Amend,_nt. In each of his debated until Aug. 5, and dropped. IIad it
messages Pres. Jackson recommended to con- become a law it would have seated the demo-

gress the passage of an amendment giving the cratic candidates at the following election.--9.
choice of president and vice-president to the peG- The Buvka_ Ar_ndment. This, drawn up by
pie. Jan. 31, 1885, in the house, George R. Gil- ex-senator Charles R. Buckalew, of Pennsylvania,
mer, of Georgia, chairman of aseleeC.com_ittee was introduced in the house Feb. 7, lt_77, by
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Levi Maish, of the _me state. It provides for of the senate insisted upon having half the
direct popular vote by electoral districts, and electors, and no electoral law was passed. Elec-
assigns to each candidate a proportion of the tors were generally chosen by tile legislat,ares in
state's electoral vote corresponding to his proper- all the states tmtil about 1820-°.,4. In )Iary!and,
tion of the state's popular vote. It has never North Carolina and Virginia they were chosen
been acted upon. --10. 77w MrMdl_n System. by popular vote in electoral districts. In Massa-
This system contemplates the nomination of ehusetts the people of each congressional district
presidential candidates by state legislatures, each nominated three electors, of whom the legisla-
nomin'Ltion to specify whether it shall be classed ture chose one, and the two electors at large.
in "the first presidential canvass," or in "the Occasionally the district system was adopted for
second presidential canvass"; an election by a a time by other states, but was altered as party
majority of the general popular vote; and, in interest demanded, as in 1812, when the demo.
default of a popular majority, a second general cratic legislatures of Vermont and North Care-
election, to be confined to the highest candidllte tins and the federalist legislature of New Jer_'y
in each "presidential canvass." This last term i repe'lled the law for the choice of electors by
is another phrase for political party, and its _,POl)ular vote just before the day fixed for the
introductmn is intended to prevent the possible i election, and assumed the choice themselv_,s.
second election from being c_)nfined to two can- I The following legislature of North Cnr,,lina
didates of the same party. Ttle system has only I re established the district system, and r_.eom-
been unofficially proposed in _Ir. 31"e3Iiilan's I mended the adoption of the amendment subee-

work cited below.--ll. Tl_e Edmund,,¢ Bill. This quently known as the "Benton Amendment."--
• bill to regulate tile elector_fl count, introduced in In 1800 the democratic assembly of Pennsylvania

1878 by senator George F. Edmunds, of Ver- wished to choo_ electors by joint ballot, i,i order
moat, provided that the electors should be ap- to secure the whole number, while the federalist
pointed on the first Tuesday of October and _enate insisted on having seven of tile fifteen
.,,honld meet and vote on the second _,Ionday of electors. A bill to that effect was pa_-sed, D.,o.
the following January: that each state "may 1, 1800, just in time to en_tble the e]ectm_ to

provide" by law for the trial of contests, and the vote. Dec. 3. The "bill of 1800," heretofore
decision shall be conclusive of the lawful title of mentioned, was aimed at Pennsylvania's vt)te.

the electol.'s, that. if there is any dispute as to In South Carolina, in 1800, the legislature which
the lawfulness of the state tribunal, only that was to choose the electors was extremely doubt-
return shall be counted which the two houses, ful, even after its meeting. The democrats
acting _parately, shall concur in deciding to be t)ffered to compromise on ,lefferson and Plat'k-
supported by the lawful tribunal; that, if there uey, which would, as it proved, have made
are double returns from a state which has Pinckney vice-president; but the fc-deralists

not decided the title of the electors, only that i stood to their whole ticket and lost it, 83 to 68.
return shall be counted which the two houses. I. At the count of the votes in February, 1801,
acting separately, shall decide to be legal; and Jefferson, the president of the senate, counted'
that, if any objections :ll'e made t_) any single the votes of Georgia for himself and Burr, as
return, it shall not be rejected except by the equity demanded, although the tellers called his
affirmative vote of both houses. The bill was attention to the absence of any certificate tliat
nt)t passed. It was introduced again, Dec. 19, the electors had voted for them. The votes of
1881, by senator George F. Hoar, of Masmchu- Georgia, however, were not e_sential to the

setts, but has not yet (1882) been passed. The bill result. (For the tie vote and its resulls see Drs-
would be perfectly in accord with the design of Pt'TED ELECTmSS, l.)---In 1816 three electors in

the electoral system if its code of rules had been Maryhmd and one in Delaware, belonging to the
still more carefully drawn and made obligatory almost extinct federal party, neglected to vote,
upon the president of the senate alone; but, by and in 1820 Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Mis-
reserving to the two houses, even concurrently, sissippi each lost an elector by death. (See
the power at their own partita pleasure to ELECTORAL COLLEGE ) One elector in New
adjudicate special cases, and even over-ride their Ilampshire voted for John Quincy Adams for
own previous enactments, it retains the vicious president, so that Monroe did not have a unani-
principle which ha_ been the source of all our incus vote. Missouri, whose final admission
difficulties. The difficulty lies, not in the elec- only dated from Aug. 10, 1821 (see MissovRr),
total system, but in the determination of con- chose presidential electors in November, 1820,
gressmen of both houses, and of all parties, to and their votes were "counted in the alterna-
meddle with a duty which the constitution dis- rive," as before mentioned.--In 1824 the electors

tinctly intended to free from their control -- made no choice. (See DISPUTED ELF-_rtoNS, II.)
VII. I_CtDEN'r_L FF_TUnES. In 1789 no elec- The electors were now chosen by popular vote in
total votes were cast by New York, Rhode all the states excepting Delaware, Georgia, Louis-
Island or North Carolina. The two latter states tans, New York, South Carolina and Vermont,

had not yet ratified the constitution. In New where they were still chosen by the legislatures.
York the anti-federalists of the assembly wished In 1828 and subsequent years electors were-
to choose electors by joint ballot; the federalists chosen by popular vote in all the states excepting-
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South Carolina, where the legislature chose them Wilson's Law Lectures, 187 ; 1 Kent's Cornmeal-
until 1868.--Michigan, which was not admitted tar/es, 262; Plwcio_'s Letters (in 1824, copied in
_mtil Jan. 26, 1837, chose presidential electors in 24 51iles' //cq_ter, 373, 411); 5 Elliot's Debate_,
_N_ovember, 1836, and their votes were "counted 541; the arguments and precedents in favor of
in the alternative." No choice of a vice-president the power of congress to canvass tile votes will

was made by the electors. (See DISPUTED ELF,C- be found ill Appleton's Presideat,al Uounts, pp.
'rio_s, III) In 1856 the Wisconsin electors were xliv.-liv. (IIl.) See AJtnals of Congre_ for the
prevented by a violent snow storm from meeting year required; these are collectexl in a more easily
;,nd voting on the day fixcd by law (Dec. 3), and accessible form in Appleton's Pre_ide_ltial (Yodelers,
met and voted Dee. 4. In counting the votes, and the v,_lume entitled _Jurttir_g the Electoral
_Fcb. 11, 18,57, objection was made to Wisconsin's Vo_, (II. of R Misc. Dec., 1877, No. 13). (IV.)
vote. The president of the senate, seoa|or 1 Slat at l_ar!/(, 239(act of )larch 1. 1792_; 5 Slat.
Mason, of Virginia, decided debate to be out of at Large, 721 _act of Jan. 23, 1845); If. S. //er.
order; no motion to separate was made; and the ,_lat. §_ 131-142. (V.) 2 Slat. at La_:qe, 295 (act

vote of Wisconsin was counted. In 1865 tim _)f Mar(.h 26, 1804; CouT_ti_g the Elecb_ral Votes,
president of the senate. "in obedience to the law 224, 786 (the twenty-second joint rule); 13 _'_,at.
of the land" (the act of 1865). refused, when at Large, 490 (act of Feb. 8, 1865); 19 Slat. at

requested, to open the certificates sent by Louis- Large, 227 (electoral commission act). (VI.)
iana antt Tennessec. -- In 1869 the votes of C'o_L_eting the El_'cto_'al b_tes, 16 (bill of 1800);

)Ii.-sissippi, Texas and Virginia, which had not An;_als of Congre,s (6th Cong.), 126 IPinckncy's
been reconstruclcd, were not received, and the speech), Appleton's PresideMiat CouM_, 419

votes of Louisian._ were cotmtc(l. The votes of (ibid.); 7 Benton's Debat&_ of Co_g_'ess. 472, 473,
_N'cvada were objected to, but the president of 480 (the Benton, DickcI'son and Van Buren

_he. senate refused to elltel.tain the objection, on / anlcndments respectively), Cou_til_g the Electo_'al

the ground th:at it was made too late. Georgia, } IT_tes. 711 (the MeDuff_c amendment); 7 Beuton's
"which h,td been reconstructed, had proceeded to , 1)d_a_e,_,603, (purport._ to give the amendment, but
deny lhe eligibility of negroes to the Icgislaturc. i omits tim amendment proper, as to the election of

Her electors lind voted on the seco;,d Wednesday _:president, and gives only the provisions relating
in December, as required I)y state law passed ] to the election of vice-president); 12 Benlon's De-
under the confederacy, instead of the fir'st bates _" Congress, 659 (the Gilmer amendment);
Wednesday, as lequired by law, and on this Co_tnting the Electorr_t l))tcs, 422 (the Morton

ground _t was known that objections would be i amendment); Co_gressio¢_al l_cr_rd, Feb. 25, 1875
m_tlc to their votes. It. was therefore arranged (the ]_Iorton bill); ._rth American l'leciew, Jaml-

by joint resolution to "count them in the alter- ! ,'iry. 1877 (the Buekalew amendment); McMillan's
native." Nevertheless, objection w'_s made to i Electice F_.r_chise; Co_tgrtssional Reex)rd. Dec. 19,
(_corgm's vote. It was sustained by the house, I 1881 (the Edmunds-Hoar bill). (VII) ('o_t_di,,g
_tnd overruled by the senate, and the presidcnt of ¢l_e El(ctoral Vo/e,_. and Al)pleton',_ Pre,side_thd
the _enatc decided that they must be counted in 6b_t_ts; for Jefferson and the Georgia voles in
the alternative, decided debate out of order, anti 1801 see, on the one side, 2 Daws' Life ¢f B_trr,
_cfused to allow an appeal from his dceision. 71, and on the other, t Democ_.alic l_view, 236.
Tile vote was finally made up in the midst of ALEXAI'_DER JOltNSTON.
disgr'tceful disorder.- In 1873 d()uble rcturn._

_tppeared for the first t_me, from Louisiana and EMANCIPATION, Political and Relig-
Arkansas. The two llOUSCS concurred in count- ions. To emancipate a class of persons is to
log the votes of Texas (objected to for want of dclivcr them from the inferior condition in which

the governor's certificate), and of Mississippi they were held and give them the equal rights of
(objected to for want of a certificate that the citizens. Equality is a imtural right. Civil

electors had voted by ballot), and in rejecting the society was established fo_" tile purposc of acquir-
vote of Arkansas, for want of the governor's ing and preserving it. by putting an end to the
certificate. By disagreement of the two houses abuses of force, the cause of incquality. It is,
three votes of Georgia f_)_" Greeley (dead), and therefore, a violation of the principle on which
the entire vote of Louisiana were rejected.--In society is based to estal)lish or recognize in a
1877 the result of the electoral vote wa._ dis- state diffe_'ent orders of pci,_ons, seine of whom

l)utcd. The facts and mode of settlement are enjt)y the full rights of citizenship, while others
elsewhere given. (See ]_LECTOItAL COMMISSION; are reduced to a state of subjection So long as
DISPUTED EI_ECTIO/_8, IV.) In 1881 the electoral they bear tlle same l)urdcns, and perform the same
votes el Georgia, which were still east on the duties, all should enjoy tile _mcrights and polit-

wrong day, were "counted in the alternative."-- ical advantages.--This truth is not a new one in
Scc (I.) 1 Elliot's Debar, 182, 208, 211, 222, 228, tile world. Christianity laid down the principle

28;_, 290, 302; 5 Elliot's Debates, 128, 131, 141, that cvcry man, by the fact alone of his being a
192, ;422, 334, 363, 507, 520, 586. (II.) McKnight's man, had the same dignity and the same right to
Etect,_ral _/,_tem; The Federalist, lxviii. ; S_ory's justice and liberty. But how many ages were
Comme_d_t_.ies, ,_ 1449; 2 Bancroft's tI£_to_, o.I"the needed for the ideas introduced into the world by
_,vs¢t't_,tlon, 169; Rawle's Uom;nen(a_.ie_, ,)8, 2 Chrislianity to germinate and bear fruit_ For
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fully nineteen centuries, differences of religion, reserved. (Decree of Dec. 24, 1789.) So that i_
of class, color and nationality, continued to serve laying down the principle of absolute equality, it
as pretexts to oppress and deprive of legal pro- limited its action to freeing the non-Calholic_
teetion a more or less considerable part of the from perseeution.--This inconsistency is ex-
population of every country. Freedom of the in- plained easily enough. The chief obiect of the

dividual, of conscience and civil equality, are of philosophical controversies of the eighteenth een.
very recent date.--It is not a hundred years since tury had been freedom of conscience: but the
Rousseat_ could justly reproach Frenchmen with question had not yet been considered from the
assuming the title of citizens without even know- purely political point of view. There still existed

ing the meaning of the term, and remind them a state religion in France, and the majority of
that the name of subjects was far better suited to the constituent assembly wished to maintain it
most of them. In England the Catholics have But the existence of a dominant religion natur-
enjoyed civil equality only since 1829. The Jews ally excludes dissidents from offices and public
won the right to sit in parliament only in 18.59. employments.--The French revolution, which,
In France the traces of hate and prejudice of more than anything else, had the unity of the
which they were victims have disappeared only country in view, was not slow in comprehending-
since 1830, and the emancipation of Protestants that this unity, the source of national power,
in that country dates only from the revolu- could not be effectually acquired unless civil
tion. There were serfs in France in 1789, and it equality were granted to all; and by according
required a second or rather a third revolution full and cmnplcte equality lo dissidents it per-
(1848) to solve the question of slavery. In folmed not merely an act of justice, but to_,k a
another order much time was required to put the wise political measure.--Historians have told us
principles of ]iherty and social equality into prac. what the revocation of the edict of _Nantes cost
rice with regard to French colonies, for France France; but no one, so far as we know. has cal-
admitted them to the enjoyment of political culated the material and moral gain to regene,'-

rights only in 1870, aml she still imposes restric- ated France. from its proclaiming the equality of
tions on their commerce (though less than for- religions before the law.--English statesmen

merly), the results of which are injurious to them were not mistaken here. The duke of Welling.
as they are of doubtful utility to the mother ton and the tories associated with him in power

country.--The causes of civil inequality lie in the in 1829, were not inclined to yield exclu.,ively to,
ignorance or misunderstanding of the natural the influence of philosophical ideas. When, uot-
righls of man. It was when it might be said that withstanding their antecedents and their personal
the human race had found its true title deeds that dislikes, they decided to propose Catholic crash-
these causes lost their influence. The honor of cipation, it was because tiley felt that this was
this belongs to the philosophy of the eighteenth the price of the moral unity of Great Britain,

century. By preparing the triumph of philo- that the sentiment of common liberty and civil
sophie reason over religious fanaticism and the equality was the only one in which Ireland couhl
final destruction of tile feudal system, it bee,nine sympathize with England, and that agitation and
the most active agent of emancipation.--But, as continual strife would cease only through one
has been frequently remarked, the ideals of the of two means: the extermination or emanclpatior_
eighteenth century have been surpa&_ed in our of Catholics Subsequent events have _howu

time. A_ always happens, beyond the progress that they were right. England, freed from one
madf', there were still other kinds of progress cause of internal dissension, re_-,amed tl libertyof
whose possibility was not at first suspected. Thus action which contributed to insure her preponder-
Voltaire did not even dream of putting Protes- ante in Europe, during the years which followe4
rants in France, and still less the Jews, on the 1830.--From this experiment t/rid mauyothel_ we

same footing with Catholics. He admitted that may deduce the principle, th_lt a nation ga'ows ix_
public otfices and employments might be refused power, in activity, in fruitfulness, in proportion
them. He lound in this monstrous inequality as the same law is in force for all in the broadest
merely a necessa_ T fact, a condition inherent in and most liberal manner. In France natiomll

the social state. In France, in his time, non- power has increased indirect ratio to tlle progress

Catholics themselves did not dare to lay claim to of civil equality; the history of its .growth is
a share in political life. When the constituent identical with that of the emancipation of the
assembly declared, Aug. 21, 1789, that all citizens, third estate and the abolition of serfdom. Here,

being equal in its eyes, were equally eligible to again, humanity and policy were at one. Hu-
all pubhc places, employments and dignities, inanity demonstrated that serfdom--that istosay.

non-Catholics were implicitly excluded from the to have men atlached to the soil, identified witl_

equality thus proclaimed, so that it was necessary, it, looked upon as feudal property, unable to dis-
a few months later, to i_ue a special decree pro- pose of their goods, unable to leave to their own
riding that non-Catholics were eligible for all children the fl'uit of their labor--was unworthy
civil and military employments, as well as other of a generous nation; and policy showed "that
citizens. The preamble announced, in addition, such arrangements are only fitted to enfeebh_
that the assembly did not decide anything relative industry and deprive society of the effects of thai.
to the Jews, the consideration of whose case it energy in labor which the feeling of property _
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alone capable of inspiring."--These motives, by the restoration of Charles II. Under his reign.
which Turgot, in 1779, justified the abolition of and notwithstanding his sympathies for the
._t,rfdom in the domains of the king, are the same Catholics, the _st act was passed. It declared all
which were destined to lead to the emancipation persons incapacitated to fill any public office who
_f slaves. England had preceded France in this refu_ed to renounce the doctrine .of transubstan-

work of emancipation. After Aug. 1, 1838, tiation (1(_73).- In 1679 the Catholics, already
_here were no slaves in the English Antilles. when xcluded from the house of commons, were "dso

the provisional government in France decreed excluded from the house of lords. Finally,
immediate and complete emancipation. Every after the rcw_lution of 1688, though William of
one, beyond a doubt, was agreed on the princi- Orange was disposed to toleration, Anglican fa-
pie; but onthe eve of the revolution of February, naticism ruled without control. Priests wt, re
the idea of gradual abolition still prevailed, and forbidden, under pain of imprisonment for life,
unconditional abolitionists, who placed humanity to celebrate mass or exercise their functions ia
and justice before all things, were in a minority. England, unless in the house of an ambassador.
--EMANCIPATION OI" CATHOLICS. Ir_ Great Brit- A priest residing in countries subject to the

ain. The term Cathoh'c emanzipation was given crown of England was considered guilty of high
to the act by which the Catholics of the United treason unless he had taken the oaths of suprem-
Kingdom were freed from the polltical di_bili- acy and uniformity. All persons furnishing him
ties which excluded them from parliament aml an asylum were guilty of felony, without benefit

all high office._ of state; but this act it._lf was of clcrgy.--Laymen profes._ing the Catholic re-
only the completion and consequence of a series tiglon and refusing to assist at the services of the
of measures intended to restore to the Catholics established church, incurred, besides the pains
of England and h'cland the rights of property and penalties mentioned above, the loss of their
and individual liberty of which they had beende- right of exercising any employment, of po._.ss -
prived in consequence of the reformation in Great ing landed property after the a_e of eighteen
Britain, or rather of the struggles which followed years, and of having arms in their houses They
it. Henry VIII., when he separated from the were forbidden to come within eighteen mile_ of
Catholic church, retained its dogmas and disci- London, or to go f'_rther than five miles from
pline. It was only under his successor, Edward home without permission. Women might be

VI., that the Anglican church decided in favor detained in prison if their husband._ did not ran-
of the reformation, which finally triumphed dur- sore them; they lost a portio_l of their dowry.
ing the reign of Elizabeth after a bloody reaction A Catholic could not bring a cas_' at law; and a
under Queen Mary. From this period the perse- wife could neither be the heir nor the teslamen-
cation of Catholics became regular, and a_umed tary executor of her huslJand. Marriages, burials,

a legal form; the basis of all the penal laws baptisms, could be officiated at only by a clergy-
which followed, are found in the acts of un_fol'm, man of the official church --The situation of tLe
ity,_nd *'upremacy. The act of uniformity pro- Catholics in Ireland was still more frightful.
hibited the use of any liturgy but that of the There also the acts of uniformity and supremacy
official church, under pain of eonfiscatiou for the had linen forced on the people I_y the pri.¢on and
first offense, imprisonment for a year for the 'the scaffold. But four-fi[ths of the population
second, and imprisonment for life for the third, were and wished to remain Catholic. The._lrug-

A fine of one shilling was imposed for ._bsence ale was prolonged into a war of extermination.
from the state church on Sundaysand holidays. DefeatedatthebattleofthcBoyne(1690),theCath-

lly the act of supremacy every beneficed clergy- olics signed the treaty of Limerick. It was agreed
man and every layman in the employment of the that Roman Catholics should retain the exercise
crown was obliged to abjure the spiritual soy- of their religion as under the reign of CharleslI.,

ereignty of the pope and recognize that of the and the king agreed to ohtain the most ample
queen, under penalty of high treason for a third guarantees for them. Tlwse were refused by par-
offense.--These penal laws soon became more liament. The Anglican bishop of Meath justified

severe. In 1,_93the penaltyof imprisonment was this hreach of faith by proving, in a sermon
pronounced against all persona above the age of preached before thelordsj_stwe_, that Protestants
sixteen who should fail for one mouth to appear were not bound to observe the pc:ice concluded
at church, unless they made an open act of sllb- with the pap_sts.--A new parliament, convened
mission and a declaration of uniformity. Cath- in 1695, undertook as its first work to ascertain
olics filled the prisons. They were ruined by the condition of the penal laws. A committee
fines or left the country. There were huntel.'s of appointed for this purpose reported that the prin-
Catholics who tracked the fugitives. --Under cipal ones were: 1st, an act reqmring the oath of

James I. new statutes deprived the Catholics of supremacy for admission to all employment%
the control and eduoation of their chihiren; but 2d, an act imposing fines for absence from the

while parliament imposed these penalties, the services of the established church; 3d, an act
king. personally favorable to 0atholi_'s, procured authorizing the chancellor to appoint a guardian
them some tranquillity. This condition of re- to the child of every Catholic; 4th. an act prohlb-
latlve quiet continued tinder Charles I. and Crom- lting instruction to Catholics. This legislation
well, and the penal laws were not enforced till served as a point of departure for other acts
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whicll expelled Catholic priests and prelates, de- receive apprentices, to occupy positions in tile
prived parents of the right to instruct their own army as high as colonel inclusive, to have arms
children except through Protestant masters, or- on condition of possessing property of a certain
dered the general disarmament of Catholics. value, to be members of a grand ju_Tand justices
excluded them from public employments, aud of the peace, to hold subordinate civil positions,
repealed the laws which confirmed them in the and, which was of great value, to vote at elections.
enjoyment of their property. All this was done These acts did away with the obligation of attend.
at a time when England received the Protestants ing Protestant service, even autlmrized Catholic
driven from France, and conferred on them the priests, undercertain restrietions, tocelebratema.,_,
rights of citizenship. At this period there were and removed the remnant of tim restraints on ae-

three or four millions of Irish Catholics, but, as quiring and holding property. Thebeneflt of these
far as the law was concerned, they existed no laws wa._ acquired by taking an oath, renouncing

longer. It did not recognize that there were, in allegiance to the pretender, and disavowing the
Ireland, anyeitizens but Protestants. Thingsthus doctrine that contracts with heretics may be
continued during tile first two thirds of theeight- broken, and that princes excommunicated by the
eenth century, so that the earliest events which see of Rome may be deposed and put to death.-
were the incentive to emancipation were purely When the'pact of parliamentary union was estab-
political. These events were a consequence of lished in 1798 between Ireland and England, the
.the ideas of independence and national interests latter promised, _ a compensation, to _bolish all
.common to all the inhabitants of Ireland, props- remaining p_litieal disabilities. George III. re-

gated by the Protestant, Swift, lind before him fused to keep the promise of his minister, and
by Molyneux.--In 1773 the Catholics esteemed William Pitt resigned his office. Thus deceived,
as a great favor an act which, without ch'mging Ireland had the courage to employ only h,gal
(he penal laws in .my way, permitted them to means to assert her rights Under the direction
lake a new oath as a pledge of their loyalty, of John Keogh, and soon after of O'Connell, tile
This act implicitly reeoguized their existence. C'ltholic associalion was able to arouse and sul)port
About the same time a Catholic committee was one of those great movements of public opinion
formed.--The spirit of the time had changed, which, in enlightened and free countries, prepare
George III.. in his zeal for Anglicanism, upheld and nece_itate the regular change of institutions.
the penal laws, but parliament practiced tolera- A continually growing minority in parliament

tion in spite of the king, as at a former time it had were in favor of emancipation. It might have
been intolerant in spite of William |II. In 1778 been believed, in 1813, that the cause was about
it was provided, on motion of Sir George Savilh,, to triumph. The bigotry of George ]II. hall be-
1st, that Catholic priests discovered performing come a ehar_tcteristic f¢,lly, and his successoi"
their functions should no longer be subject sho_ed more generous tendencies--'File condi-
to the petmlties of high treason; 2d, that a son. tion of tile .Catholics of England was improved
by accepting the Protestant religion, should in the same degrec as that of their co-religion-

no longer be able to despoil his father; 3d, that ists in Ireland. Instead of following, in all its
the power of acquiling property by purchase, in- detail¢, the gradual abolition of the restrictions

heritance or gift should be restored to Catholics. ._lnl penalties imposed on them. wc, slmll describe
_evertheless, at tile end of theeighteenthcentury the condition of both on the eve of Catholic

these just measures e_cited among English Pr()t- emancip.ltion. A Catholic eoul(l sit neither in
cstants the most formidable insurrection ()n 1he house of lords nor in tile h¢)u_e of commons,

May 30, 1780. 60.000 men, under tile le'ldership he was excluded from (,very judicial office; the
of Lord George Gordon, a half-crazy fanatic, be- higher grades of service in the army and navy

sieged the housesof parliament; repulsed by the were opened to him hy law only since 1816: he
military they wrecked tile houses of the princi- had no w ice ill tile vestries, though these assem-
pal memb(.rs of parli:uuent, attacked and 1,urnt blies had the right of imposing heavy taxes; he
the prisons, assassinated Catholics, and were the could be neither governor nor director of a bank,
cause of a frightful conflagralioll in the city. nor occupy a number of other honorary or luera-
When order was re.established, parliament lira- tive offices. If a Cath(Aic in Ireland did not pos-

ited it._flf to furnishing some Cxl)lanations in- sess a fzvchold of a hundred pounds a year, or
tended to._atis/'y pubhc opinion on tile illtcrests of personal property to the amount of a thousand

the Protestant _(,ligion. Things renmined as they pom_ds, he had not the right to kee l) arms, he was
were before tlle insurrection.--The example given sub.j(,ct to domiciliary visits, and in certain eases
in England uas followed in Ireland. In 1778 a to imprisonment, to the pillory or to flogging; he
bill was passed which permitted Catholics to was excluded from certain occupations, such as

teach and exercise guardianship over lheir own that of gamekeeper and gunsmith. If a Catholic
children. The privilege of living in Lime, rick or (lied without having appointed a guardian to his
Galu'ty w:ls restored to them. The prohibition children, the chancellor had the right of setting

of owlJing a horse worth more than five pounds aside the nearest relatives and appointing a
sterling was done away with. From 1790 to Protestant stranger. If a Catholic corresponded

1793 several bills in succession permitted Cath- with the pope, he became guilty of high treason.
olios to engage, in the profession of the law, to Catholic cudowments, either charitable or benev-
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olent, were expressly forbidden. A Catholic posse_ personal property or real estate, nor for

priest who, even by mistake, should marry a their admission to the army or the navy. The
Catholic and Protestant, incurred capital punish- bill at the same time contained a clause directed
ment. A Catholic priest was liable to imprison- against O'Connell, elected from the county of
_nent if he refused to make known the secrets Clare. who generously sacrificed his interest to
(,f the confession_d before a court of justice, the success of the commoJl cause. The property
Finally, toretain their property, to practice their qualification for voters was raised, in Ireland,
religion, in one word, to profit by all the favor- from forty shillings to ten pounds, which did not,
ahle acts pa_ed since 1778, Cathohcs were obliged however, prevent the _'eat agitator from enter-
to take the oath of fidelity and renounce the tern- ing parliament.--The emancipation act w.ls justly
poral authority of the pope. This r6sum_ does considered a great boon. The London TiTtues
_lot include certain regulations more vexatious remarked that hitherto the union of the three na-

l:han important, such as tile prohibition of pilgrim- tions wa.-: merely nominal; there couhl be no liar.
ages, the duty impend on magistrates of destroy- mony l)ctwecn the serf and his master, between
ing Catholic crosses, paintings and inscriptions, the suspicious oppressor and his victim. Cath-
--Such was tile legal position of four or five olic emancipation was a victory whose consc-
millions of citizens. We have stated, in the intro- quences would be so many benefits for tim remot-
duction to this article, how the dlike of Wclhng- est generation, for it brought peace and happiness
ion's government was led to put an end to this to h'eland and was an element of strength and
state of affairs. On March 5, 1829, Robert Peel dignity for Great Britain. Experience has con-
laid before the house of commons the emancipa- firmed all this.--/n Other 5bu_,tr_,. We could

lion bill, entitled, Az_ aetfo_" the vel_fofhi, nutje._- not well think of reproaching the pope, when
t.q'._ Romal_ Catholic sttl_ject,_. Neither the rage of still ill 1)o._session of the temporal powcr, with
the Protestant party of L780, nor the enthusiasm depriving non-Catholics of all political and even
,of the French revolution, were witnessed at tile civil rights. Civil equality was not comp:ttible
time. the measure was proposed and voted as a with the nature of his govcrnmt, nt. But we are
political expedient. Tile danger of internal dis- astonishcd that in libcl'al Ilolland Catholic_ were
sension, the necessity of decreasing the influence ._) long ex(.luded systenritically from the employ
of the priests, as well ms of dissolving the Catho- of the governntent in spite of the law of 1798
lie as._ociation by granting what it asked for, and which emancipated them; that in Sweden, a
the impomibility of continuing the struggle country where Protestantism is dominant, that is
longer, were the motivesthat the ministry brougl_t to say. where thc right of each one to account

to bear. The bill passed the house of lords, by only to himself for his faith i_ rceoguized, dis-
212 votes against 112, in spite of the opposition sidents are still excluded from public offices, and
of certain bishops, and was finally adopted April citizens professing the state religion are forbidden
1;_, 18°9. The act or bill of emancipation (Act under penalty of perpetual banishment to em-

10, Ge_)rge IV.. chap. vii.) formally abolished brace another rcligion.--It is remarkable tlmt the
all preceding laws, not, however, without cer- pretext for the first invasion of Poland in 1768
lain reservations. Thus, every Catholic could be was the emancipation of the R_tthenian_ of the
a meml)er of tile house of lords or commons, on Greek rite whom thc C:ttholics held in an infc-

c_)ndilirm of his taking an oath of fidelity to the rior political condition. At present, Russia is
king ,tnd the ProtestaM dynasty, instead of the eudcavoring to impo-e on Polish Catholic._ the
`oath of supremacy and abjuration; of his declar- orthodox religion in order to attach them to the
ing that he did not consider it an article of throne of the czar and nxld_c them forget their

faith that princes excommunicated by the pope own nationality, btit we know that every step
might tie deposed and put to death by their sub- taken in such a dirccfion icads from tile desired
jeers; of his recognizing that the pope had neither end. After similar acts of violence committed ill
civil power nor jurisdiction in the kingdom, and France against the Protestants the only result
pr,_mising to maintain the established church in was to obtain apparent conversions and make the
ii. privileges and 1)roperty. By taking the same two nations almost iircconcilal)le.--ln Ru.mia

-,tth Catholics were allowed to vote at clections proper, atrocious persecutions were carried on
f,)r the house of commons, mad were eligible to from 1832 to 1855. to favor the progress of the

civiland milital Temployments, with the exception dominant religion. According to Dupretz (Rewlc
of the office of lord chancellor of England or of des 1)e_tx Mo,,de._, :[850, eel. i.) more than five
Ireland, lord lieutenant of h'cland or high com- millions of United Greeks, or Greek Catholics,

mi.-,ary to the general assembly of the church of were obliged to join thc Russian church. In giv-
_ootland. Roman Catholics might become mem- lug an account of the means employed to effect
bcr_ of lay corporations, on condition of taking this end we do not find measures tending to
the 'lbove oath and such other oaths as shouht be abolish civil equality between the dissidents and

required of the members of these corporations, the orthodox, and this is easily understo(nt in a
but without being able, while sitting ill the same country m which the whole nation was subject
('nrporations, to c,'mt a vote on questions of pro- to the machinery and the extcrn:d forms of :t
senting an ecclesiastical benefice. :No particular military government. Recourse was had, there-
oath x_'as required to enable Roman Catholics to fore, to other means: for instance, a ukase of
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Jan. 2, 1839, granted complete amnesty to per. given the first impulse to emancipation in Franco
sons condemned for robbery or murder, to the belongs to Voltaire. Immediately after a renewal
knout, to mines, or to the galleys, as a reward for of persecution in the city of Toulouse, noted
conversion. Another ukase of March 21, 1840, for the tortures of tile pastor Rochette, of the
decreed that every persotl who should leave the three brothers Grenier, accused of wishing tc_
orthodox religion would lose the administrfltiou liberate him, and of Jean Calas, Voltaire called
of hisownestates, that he could not hold orthodox attention to the condition of the Protestants of
serfs in his service, etc. The measures decreed France, by the success of his efforts, continued

under Nicholas I. had nothing of the generous during three yem_, to reverse the decision in the
ideas of emancipation which the Rupiah govern- case of Calas, and during nine years in that of
ment applied under Alexander II. to forty millions Sirven. With the aid of the Duke de Choiseul
of his subjects in the question of serfdom, lit.' endeavored to found at Versoix a manufaetur-
Neither did it in any way resemble the toleration ing town whose clock m_.king should rival that of
professed by Catherine II., which Voltaire, with Geneva, and where Protestant workmen should
a complaisance for which lie has been blamed, not only enjoy civil rights but even freedom of
praised too highly. The illustrious philosopher worship. Voltaire encouraged with all his power

was scarcely more in the right when, to satirize writers of his own school and certain tolerant
the morals of Europe, he delighted in laudi'ng the magistrates to publish mdmoires on the civil con-
followers of Confucius. Better informed in our (lition of the Protestants, and particularly on the
time he would, no doubt, have applauded article necessity of recognizing their marriages. Rippert

thirteen of the treaty of peace and alliance con- de Monclar, Tur_ot, Target, Condorcet, Gibert de
eluded at Pekin in 1860, which abolish(d all pen- Voisins, Robert de Saint.Vincent, and especially
alties and disqualifications affecting Christians in Malesherbes, pleaded the cause of tolerance.
China. But perhaps he would have been tess Several lawsuits added to tl_ effects of the
pleased with the clause binding the; Chinese gov- mdmoires. By tim law every marrmge celebrated
ernment to accord missionaries effectual protcc- according to the reformed rite was null and void.
tion, a protection which appeal_ to be of another The children born of such a marriage were ille-
kind than that guaranteed to travelers and mer- gitimate and incapable of inheriting, so that any

chants, tie wouhl at least have observed that tim collateral relation, no matter how distant, might
conditions of just reciprocity would impose on lay claim to the estate of a Protestant provided
the Frem:h government the obligation of exte,_d- the claimant was a Catholic or became one At;
ing a speviai and effectual protection to bnnzes theend of a century thisodious system had intro-
who should try to convert us to the most ancient duced inextricable confusion into the situation of

religion of Asia. It is well to eumncipate the 300,(D0 families, who were without any civil
members of Christian communities, but for them, status. The government thus found itself more
as for all others, equality ._houhl be the rule. and more embarr:_ssed from such a state of things.

CASIMIR FOURNIER. The advent to tim ministry of certain tolerant
men like Choiseul, and, later, Castries, Breteui],

--EMANCIPATION OF PROTESTA.NTS. In the gen- and es0eoially Turgot and Malesherbes, was cal-
eral reaction in France which followed the death eulated toimprove the condition of things. Loui.*
of Louis XIV., thc regent thought of recalling the XVI. desired to put an end to the disorder by
IlugueTwt*. This inaccurate expression, which a spirit of kindness and justice. Turgot states.
was frequently employed in the eighteenth cen- that at the moment of his consecration the new

tury, was employed to mean the recalling of king, instead of pronouncing the words obliging
Protestant refugees to France, and the giving of a him to exterminate the heretics, muttered some
civil status to those wllo had rcmained in France. confused words, which accords very well with
Saint-Simon boasted of having made the duke of the mixture of generous iuteutions and weakness-
Orleans abandon this project : lie admitted, how. which clmracterized this unfortunate prince.-
ever, tlmt the legislation of Louis XIV., so harsh The end of persccution was brought about 1)3"a
toward Protestants, was confused and contradict- more resolute man whose name marks the advent

ory, and caused the government frequent embar- of modern society in France. Lafayette, who-
rassments, especially in questions of marriage and had become intimately acquainted in America
wills. The traditions of the administration had with Protestantism and the practice of religious

more weight with the regent than the opinion of liberty, wrote to Washington on May 11, 178,5,
Saint-Simon. These traditions were reprcsented that he was resolved to take up the cause of his
and upheld especially by a family formerly Prot- Protestant countrymen, and his illustrious friend
estant, that of Phelyppcux, which during almost encouraged him in this design worthy of them
two whole centuries iurnished secretaries of state, both. Lafayette undertook to examine in persou
under the names of Pontchartrain, Saint-Fh)ren- the principal centres of the Protestant popula-
tin, Maurepas, La Vrilli_re. The count of Saint- tion. For this purpose lie went to Nimes and

Florentin, in particular, during a ministry of attended the Protestant worship in the open air,
fifty-two years devotcd himself witha rare degree conducted by Rabaut-Saint-Etienne. After the-
of bureaucratic stubbornnes_ to keeping the Prot- _rvicc Lafayette embraced the pastor and engaged
testants under the yokc.--The honor of having him to come to Paris to labor in obtaining civil
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liberty for his co-religionists. This was the begin- --Emancipation is not yet complete the world
ning of the political career of Rabaut-Saint- over. It may be considered complete in Eng-
Eti(,nne. Ills expenses were paid by a subscrip- land anti in all tile countries inhabited by the
tion, made by the Protestant churches of 1Nimes, Anglo-Saxon race or which arc connected with
Montpcllier, Marseilles and Bordeaux. He came Great Britain, as welt as in nearly all Protestant
to Paris under the pretext of 1)ublishing his Let- countries. Holland, P,'ussia, Denmark. Sweden
tres 5 Bailly sur l'hi,_toire primitive de la GrOce. and Norway are almost the only exceptions In
Introduced by Lafayette into Pari_ian society and these countries, the Lutheran being the state
to the ministers, the future president of the nation- church, those who are separated from it, whether

al assembly was received with curiosity and inter- Catholic or Protestant dissenters, are subject to
est. It wassomething to get aclose view of a man exceptional laws. do not enjoy all the rights of
whose profession, which he openlyacknowledged, other citizen_, and arc not admitted to public
condemned him to death, and who according to ()ffices. It is proper to acknowledge that the
the expression of the time was a candidate for efforts of government tend to pt,t an end to such

martyrdom. With MalesherbesRabaut prepared an abhorrent state of things, and that the laws
the way for emancipation. This minister suc- voted in 1860 by Sweden show a notable pro-
ceeded in gaining over public opinion through a gress. -- In Russia the Protestant population,
work which he had written by an academician, grouped in compactmassesin the Baltic provinces.
Rulhi_rcs, more celebrated then than he is now, appears to enjoy as many rights as the orthodox
two volumesofEclaircissements IdsWri_les sur les subjects of the czar: still a pressure is excr(.ised
c_luses de la vdvocatior_ de l'edil de iVantes, lirds des to induce, if not to constrain, them to a('cept the
archices du gauvernement.--The councilors Bretig- orthodox church.--In Switzerland, a mixed but a
ni5re and Robert de Saint-Vincent had already free country, the political emancip'_tion of Prot-
laid before the parliament of Paris propositions estants is complete even in the Catholic cantons.
favoring the Protestants. May 23, 1787, an assem- The cases of mixed marriage_, however, ._till pre-
bly of notables, of which Lafayette was a mere- sent difficulties of more than one kind. and have

be,', presid(_d over by Count d'Artois (afterward caused conflicts between the cantons--Four mil-
Charles X ), exl)ressed a uuanimous wish to restore lionsof Austri.m Protestants have long been in.
their civil status to the Protestants. A petition a difficult and precarious condition, which at one
w_ preseatcd toLouis XVI., by his brother. At time _emed on the point of becomin< more
length the edict of reinstatement appeared (Nov. serious on account of the concordat concluded in

1787). It was far flora restoring to the Protestants 1855 between the holy sec and the Vienna gov-
the rights accorded them by the edict of Nantes. ermnent. This act a_ured a complete prcpon-
and to France tim glory which she had had of derance to the Catholic church, with immunities
being the first to proclaim lil)crty of conscience, and extensive privileges, created a clerical censor-
The reformed religion continued to bc prohibited ; ship over publications of ever)" kind, and estab-
and, according to the terms of the preamble, the lished ecclesiastical tribumds, which in the case

law accorded lethe Protestants only "that which of mixed marriages were able to interfere in a
natural law forbids us to refuse them, the power way the most contrary to the rights of Protest-
to prove their births, their marriages and their ants. Happily this concordat was scarcely con-
deaths." The innovation consisted in this, that eluded when it fell into abeyance; if it has never
the officers of justice and their clerks were been positively abolished, neither has it ever been
ch'trged with registering the marriages, birthsand completely executed; at present it is ahnost a
deaths in the absence of Catholic priests. This dead letter. On the other hand, the imperial
concessionwasanimmensebenefit;andtheedict, patent of Sept. 1, 1859, relating to the Re-
incomplete as it was, does honor to the memory formed and Lutheran churches in Huugary and
of Lafayette, Malesherbes and Louis XVI. The its dcpendcnt lands, and that of April 10, 1861.

Protestants of France were no longer outside the concerning Protestants of the rest of the empire,
pale of society. They appeared in crowds to have completed both the civiland religiouseman-
legalize their condition, and in many places three cipation of the Austrian Protestants.--In Italy
generations of the same family were seen regis- the civil emancipation of Protestants is also of
tering their marriages at the same time. The recent date. Before 1848 only one of the states

national assembly completed the work of Louis of the peninsula contained a Ih'otestant popula-
XVI., Aug 23, 1789, by the following decree tion. About 20,000 Waldenses inhabited a few
"No one shall be disturbed on account of opin- wild valleys of the Alps of Piedmont above Pig-
ions even on religion, provided their manifes- nerol. Long persecuted, they were at once put
tarpon does not disturb the public order estab- in possession of all their civilrights by the French
li,_hed by law." This liberty was at once con- administration, when Napoleon I. united Pied-

fi,'med, regulated and restrained by the organic mont to his empire. Since 1814 the)" have en-
law of the fil_t consul (germinal, year X.), which dured an exceptional r6gime, which cloud every
was itself modified and amended by a decree of liberal career to them and access to public offices.
the president of the republic, dated March 26, They were finally emancipated in 1848, and given
1852. ATr[. COQUEREL, JR. the rights previously refused. At this epoch lib-

erty of conscience existed nowhere elsc in Italy..
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'The state recognized Protestants only far enough he finally decided that the time had come for
to bring them before tribumtls, and theJ'e could striking at slavery. Sept. 22, 18_.2, without any
be no question of civil rights fq_r them. But l)revious general intimation of his purpo_, lie
since the revolutions which have conferred issued a preliminary proclam_ltion, warning the
*on Italy unity under the goverm_lent of Victor iuhabitants of the revolted states that, unles_

Emmanuel, iu severalcities, Milalk, Florence,Pi_, they should return to their allegiance before the
_aples, and even in Rome, Prot(*stant communi- first day of January following, be wouhl rio-
ties have been organized, whose members enjoy clare their slaves free men anti maintain Th_.ir
all the civil and politic'd rights of citizens.--Thc freedom by means of the armed forces of the
situation In Spain is the same. There is a small United S ates. This proclamation bad no effect,
uumln, r of native Protestants in that country, in and indeed was hardly expected to Imve Imy
addition to the congregations (q_mpost,d of for- effect, ia bringing back individuals or state_ t(_
eigners The law has long condcL_ued their relig- the control of the fed_-ral government. A l_;_]i_l-
ious meetings and sentenced their members to tory proclanlation was issued by P,cs. I)dvi._,
the sevt,rcst penalties, but the last revolution put Dec. 23, 1862, or(teril_g the ]ranging of General

.an end to these slmmcfut practices. The consti- Benjamin F. Butler. if captured, alld 1he transfer
tution of June 1, 1869, which did away with the ¢)f negro federal soldiers and their while officers
state religion, (h.clare(t simply (article 21) that the to the authorities of the states for punishment.--
nation undertakes to maintain the church and the The emancipation proclamation prol)er wasissued
ministers of the Calh(dic religion, and this con- ,Tan. 1, 1863. It recited the subst_lnce of the pre-
stitutmn csttlblisln.s, tlmugh in indirect terms, the. liminary proclamation, in which he had promised

liberty and equality of churt,hes. _It guaranteed to "designate the states and parts of states, if any,
to str_ng(,rs (-'line "lr_iclc) the public or private in which the people thereof should be iu rebellion
exercise of their re;igion, without any limitation against the United States," and in which alone
but the universal rules of morality and legality, emancipation w,'_ to take effect; they inchlded
_lnd adds tlmt if a Spani_rd professes another re- all the states which had seceded (see SECESSION),

ligiou than the C_tholic the preceding rules sh:lll with the exception of the forty-eight counties of
apply to him --Tin'key is in advance of Spain. Virginia now known as West Virginia. seven other
It is known that in that country each religious counties of Virginia (including the cities of Nor-
community, each nation, Greeks, Armenians, folk and Portsmouth), and thirteen p,'_rishes of

Catholics, govern themselves and_tdmiuister their Louisiana (including the city of New Orleans).
_own affalrs. _k cousiderable numlmr of Armen- The excepted parts were, "for the present, left
iambs (3,00:)) having eml,t'aced Protestantism, precisely as if this proclamatio, were not issued";
f_md themselves in the most difficult position ms to the district still in rebellion, the proclam_-
._i_we 1_30. Their former co-rcligionists rejected tion ordered and declared " that all persons held
them, they w_,rc no longer connected with any as slaves within said designated states and parts
reli.'.t,i_n recognized by the state, and were thus of states are and henceforward shall bc flee; and

_ithout a legal existence, without any rights, that the executive government of the United
_it]mt_t that even of carrying on their occupa- States, including the military and naval autlmri-
lions. In lS50 an impcri'd firm;_u put an end to tics thereof, will recognize and maintain the free-
this state of things, and conferred on the ])rot- dora of sz_id persons." It enj_)in_,d upoa the
cstant chinch a h:gal existence. Since that time frccdmen thedutyof abstaining from:_)l violence.

the members enjoy all the right,¢ belonging to the except in self-defense, and declared that those of
.other Christian comnulnities of the empire. (See their number who were of suitable condition
ABOI,ITI()N, ]_]MANCII'ATIO._PROCLAMATION.) would be received into the military and nar_l

ETIENNE COQUEREL. service of the United States. It concluded a_
follows: " .rod upon this act, si_cerely believed

E_[INCIPATION PROCLAMATION, The l,) bc an act of justice, warranted by the co_stilu
(_N U. S. ]-hs'ronY) The war _lgainst the rebel- li()n Ul)On military necessity, I invoke the con-id
lion of 1861 wins for nearly eighteen mouths con- crate judgment of mankind, and the grnciot_

fined carefully to operations against the armed favor of AlnIighty God."--The validi)y of such a
f(>t'ccs in the field, not against slavery. (See proclamation is hardly to be seriously qucstionc(l,
-_BOL]TmN, III.; REnEI,LIOX.) During most and never would have been questioned but for
of this time Prcs. Lincoln hstencd apparently the natural rew]lsioa from so searching an apph-
u))meeed to imporlutmte demands from extreme cation of the 1,tws of war in a country which ha(t

al)()litionists in all parts of the north for adeclara- hitherto enjoyedan almost entire exemption from
tm)t against slavery, tie declared that his para- actualwarfare. Its authority is well expressed in
mount object w'_s the maintenance of the Union; its preamble; it was i._.¢ucd by Abraham Lincoh_,
that if lie could save the Union without freeing president of the United Slates; not by virtue of

any slave, he would do it; that if he could any powers directly entrusted by the constitution
save it 1)y freeing all the slaves, he would do to the presidential office, but "by virtue of the
it; and that if he could save it by freeing power in him vested as commander-in-chiefof the

_()me and leaving others alone, he would do army and navy of the United States in time of

that. It was not until the summer of 1862 that actual armed rebellion against the authority and
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goverument of the United States, and as a fit and each fresh conquest hy the federal armies would
necessary war measure for suppressing said re- at once become free soil. Thc question whetller
h(,llion." It mustbe remembered thatthepowers slavery was abolished by the proclamation or by
of the president as commander-in-chief, subject to the 13th amendment has never been directly be-
vl_e laws of war as recognized by all civilized ha- forcthe supreme court f(w dccismn,butinstructive
lions, are distinctly reco_fized by the constitution ; reference to it will be foumt in the ca_e_ in Wa

lhat these powers arc brought to life and actmn lace's Reports cited below. The only case- which
by the existence of defensive way or by the excr- hohl that slavery was abolished by the pr,_.lama-
(.ise of congress of its power to declare war, and tion, and instantly, are lh()_e in L_)ui-iana and
are controlled by congress through its action in Alabama cited b¢.low. (See Anol.vrmy. Ill :
furnishing or refusing troops and supplies to the SL.XVE]_Y.)--The political re_ult_ of the pr(wlama-
(.ommander-in-chief; and that the emancipation lion are almost heyond (.al(,ulati()n, and can only
proclamation and other war measures are there- be summed up brielly. 1. Foreign mcdiati()u l)y
lore as much tlte work of the representatives of armed force, which had been an important possi
_he people in congress assembled as of their exec- ble factor while the struggle was merely one be-
a_tive officer, the commander m-chief. (See WAIt twccn a federal union and its rebellious naembcr.,,
PowEltS.) Among the powers of a commamler- passed out of sight forever as soon as ultinmle
in-(.hief, when govermng conquered soil umler national success was authoritatively defined its
military occupation, is that of freeing the slaves ncccs.,.arily involving the dc_lruction of slavery:
of the inhabitants. It may even be excrciscd, front that tim(' any effort l)y the govcrnmcnt._ of

_ubject to the approval of the commander-in- Fr'u_cc and Great Britain to force the g,)vern-
t.hief, by subordinate commanders. (See Al_onl- anent (if the United States to recognize the confed-
'rms, III.) So long, thvn, as the constitution erate states as a separate slaveholding natron,
vests the president in time of war with the powers w_*uld have excited the horror and active oppo-
of a" commander-in-chief," and permits congress sition of a very 1,trge and influential portion of
to call those powers into life and activity by de- their own subjects. 2. In the north it alienated
claring war, it is hardly necessary to defend the all the weak or douhtful members of the repub-
validity of the emancipation proelamation.--The lican party, aml made itaeompact, homogeneous
effect of the proclamation, however, in the abso- organization, with well-defined ohjccts, and with

lute abolition of slavery, is a different and more sinews toughened to tnect the novel and important
doubtful question; it has been warmly as_rted questions which followed final success. (See
that it had no effect whatever, and theoretically I{.E(:ONfiTRI'('TION.) Thedefeats of tim admini_-
tile ense against it is very strong. The singular tration in the state eh.etie)ns of 1832-3 were the
f(.ature of the proclamation is that it purports to training school in which thc party attained the
free the slaves, not of the soil which was then extraordinary cohesiveness which carried it un-

un(h'r military occupation, but of that which was hroken through the struggle betwcen congre.-s
not under occupation, and wbich, therefore, did and Pres. Johnson. 3. In the south the fa('t
notcome under the jurisdiction of the president that such a proclamation was possible, without
as commander-in-chief. Those portions of Vir- exciting any greateroppo_ition in the north, seem_
_inia and Louismna which had been conquered by to have revealed to many thinking men tile enor-
the forces of the United States, and were under incus extent of the political l_hm(lcr of seees.-ion.
military occupation at the time, were expre._ly But three years hefore, John Brown had been

excepted from the operation of the l)roclamation; banged by the st_lte of Virginia, and the norlh
and in the states designated for tile operation of had looked on with general indillercnce or aplwo-

tile proclamation :Mr. Lincoln had no constitu- batten; now. the promulgation of th_s pro(.lanm-
tional power as president, and no physical power tion met eithcr with the vehement at)l)r_Jwd of
as commander-in-chief, to free a single slave. It the dominant party in the north, or _ lib such
seems to be apparent, then, that the proclama- feeble symptoms _)f opposition a_ the r('signations
lion had, eo in.stante, no effect whatever, if we of a few subordimlte army offi(.crs, or tile f.dling
follow its own terms, and that the slaves in the off of a sm.dl percentage in the republican vo|e.
d(,signated states and partsof states were no more From this time there was a ste'ldy incrca-¢e in the
free Jan. 2, 1863, than Dee 31, 1862--The ob- number of those in the south who fought wilh

.i_'c'tion,however, may be obviated if we consider the energy of despair, instead of the lfigh st_lf-
the proclamation as one whose accontplishment confidence with which lhcy had enlered the con-
was to be effected progre,,_sively, not instantane- flier, and who felt that the leaders, by prolonging
4)usly, taking effect in future as rapidly as the the struggle, were only fanning to a hotter flame
f('dcral lines advanced. It would then be, as its that most powerful, though sluggish, political
author doubtless designed it to be, a general rifle forec, tile wrath of a republic.--See 2 Greeley's
_)f conduct for the guidance of subordinate offl- Ame_'ica_ Conflict, 249; Appleton's Annua/6_¢clo-

eers in the armed forces of the "United States, a p_d_, 1863, 834 ; 2 A. H. Stephens' TVaJ"betweel_
conciliation of a large portion of the inhabitants the States, 550; Harris' Political Conflict in Anwr-
of tile hostile territory by interesting them in the iea, 833; Pollard's Life of Davis, 477; Schucker's
success of the federal arms, and an announcement Life _f S. P. Chase, 441, 453; :McPherson's H_s.
to the world that, without further formal notice, tory of tl_e Rebellion, 220, Worth Ame_x, an Review,
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February and August, 1880; authorities under upon Dutch vessels, 1_ov.7, 1882,which was raised
_'POLITIO_, WAR POWERS, and REBELLION. The after the capture of the citadel of Antwerp.--It
text of the two proclamations is in 12 _a_. at is customary to stipulate in modern treaties for
Lurge. 1267, 1268. See also 13 Wallace's Reports, certain conditions to assure the subjects of the
654; 16 Wallaee's lhT_)rt_, 68; 18 WaUaee's Re- contracting powers established in the country of
/)or/s, 546; 92 U. ,S.//epor_s, 542; 20 .La. Ann. l_e- the other power sufficient time to enable them to
/_'_, 199; 43 Ala.-Reports, 592. leave and to remove the goods which belong to

ALEXANDER JOHNSTON. them.--Angaria (_yyapela, service or labor
exacted against one's will,) is the making of a

ENBARGO, ANGARIA, ARR_T DE requisition, by a belligerent, of the foreign vessels
PRINCE. These three terms designate three in its ports or roads, and imposing on them,
different measures which the government of a payingthem a remuneration, which detracts in no
-country may take toward merchant vessels, wise from the arbitrary character of the measure,
whether they belong to its own subjects or to the certain services of war, such as transportation of

_subjects of foreign nations. These measures troops, arms and ammunition, in spite of their
have this in common, that they are impediments rights of neutrality. Angaria imposes an active
in the way of freedom of commerce. They pre- service upon the vessels on which it is laid; era-
sent certain differences, which the best authorities, bargo, on the contrary, imposes no active service.

_such as Vinnius ad Peckium, De ._av. non ar_us.; Angaria affects all ships which happen to be in
Stypmannus, AdJus v_aT_timum, part v, chap. i., a port or road; embargo ordinarily only those of
4. 32 : Loccenius, De J,_re mari_.; Targa, De.' asinglenation; itisotten in the natureof are-
Po_derazione maritimme; Galiani, De Dover/ de prisal. Very like angaria is the act by which the
PIgl_c/pi new,trail, have not sufficiently set forth -- Prussian govermnent, in the war of 1870-71,
Embargo is the act of the sovereign power in a scuttled six English mercbantmen, which were
country of detaining in its ports in time of war, stationed in the lower Seine. The Prussian gov-
,or even in peace in the anticipation of war, or as ermnent, however, soon took pains to acknowl-
a reprisal measure, the ships of subjects, of edge that an indemnity was due from it to the
friends or enemies, of natives or foreigners, proprietors of these vessels.--Some modern au-

together with their cargoes, and of preventing thors, in the first rank of which may be cited
their departure for a longer or shorter time, but Itautefeuille, Des l)roil._ eZ de8 Devoirs des .Sration_
without exacting any active service from them.-- 7wutre_, 2d cd., vol. iii., p. 415, etc., justly inveigh
The usual object of an embargo is to throw an against the doctrines of the publicists of the last

.obstacle in the way of the divulgation of facts century and the early part of the nineteenth, who
which it is to the interest of the power laying the wished to legitimatize embargo and angaria, by
embargo to keep secret, such as preparations for considering them as a law, or as a consequence of
an expedition, a revolt, or the death of a prince the law of legitimate defense, etc. Custom, itis
,or sovereign. Justice and the rights of nations, true, has for a long time authorized the practice;

in accordance with which each is completely in- but the illegality of such measures is too evident
_ependent of all others, can not approve such and too contrary to lhe ideas of justice and moral-
measures. Hence, a great number of treaties ityto survive. It isoneof the incontestable rights
<.ontain stipulations guaranteeing the ships of the of sovereignty either to permit or refuse entl T to
nations signing them from embargo. History a port, and the power of carrying on commerce
_hows that these stipulations have not always there; but the vessel once admitted to sojourn
:been respected. In the wars of the Crimea, of and trade there, it is an arbitrary act to impose
Italy, of 1866, and of 1870-71, European govern, any service upon it, such as is authorized by an-

_nents did not have recourse to the measure of garia. There does not exist a treaty, a single ir_-
embargo. Far from laying an embargo upo_ the ternational act, by which belligerents are author.
ships of the enemy, they allowed them all neces- ized to violate the neutrality of ships stationed
sary time to return to their own country. An in their ports. So far from that, in the case of
embargo is sometimes laid before the declaration angaria, as in that of embargo, many internation-
of war; it is a forerunner of the rupture be- al conventions stipulate that the ships belonging
tween two nations. If matters are amicably to the contracting powers shall not be seized.
arranged between the parties, the embargo is Angaria "is less the exercise of a right than the

raised.--Embargo does not occasion neutral par- abuse of power."_Is the neutral ship impressed
ties as much damage as does angaria ; it causes by angaria exempt from confiscation if it happens
detention, but does not force the ships on which to be taken by the enemy? Htibner, De/a ,_a/_
it is laid into active service and the dangers desBdt,mentsneutres, vol. i.,chap, vii.,_2, decides
which accompany it ; hence it is not the custom this question in the affirmative ; but his opinion

to indemnify their owners.--The two most recent can not be justified. Thecaptor could not be ex-
examples of embargo are that laid by England, peeted to seek out the causes which have changed
on Jan. 14, 1801, upon the Danish, Swedish and a neutral vessel into an enemy's vessel; and the
Russian ships which were in the ports of Great ship taken under these conditions is evidently a
Britain, and which was only ended by the marl- fair prize.--"Arr_,t de prin_" must no_ be con-
_ime convention of 1801 ; and that by France founded with either embargo or angaria, lit con-
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sifts, although peace may be in no danger, in siasm there, and thus compel the government to
seizing, on the plea of public necessity, a ship, engage in the war as an active or passive ally of
whether it is still at anchor in port or has set out France. May 9. 1793, in direct violation of the
Io sea, and in thelatter case interruptingavoyage treaty of 1778 between France and the United

:dready begun. It is a species of angaria in time States, the national convention authorized French
()f peace. An arp_t de pri_we may proceed from ships of war and privateers to stop and bring into
the government of the seized ships, or from a French ports a// neutral vessels loaded with "eat-
loreign government. In the case of arrgt de ables" or with enemy's goods, which latter were
],riace, the seized vessel is yielded up to its own- declared good prize. The representations of
(._s, or its value and that of its cargo is paid ; Morris, the American minister, only obtained a
whereas embargo terminates almost always in the temporary and delusive suspension of the order.
confiscation of the enemy's property. June 8, 1793, Great Britain, by orders in council

CIt. VERO_. to her navy, directed neutral vessels bound for

France with breadstuffs to be seized and brought
EMBARGO (_ U. S. HISTORY), a prohibition into British ports, where the cargoes were to be

of commerce by national authority, which was paid for by the govenament or bonded to be
]_,id in various forms and at various times from landed in countries at peace with Great Britain
1794 until 1815. In case of a general embargo --Another grievance, closely connected with the
American vessels were forbidden to leave port, general embargo system, was the vexatious right
*ort, ign vessels were required to sail in ballast, or of search and impressment claimed and exercised
xxith only such cargo as they had on board at by British national vessels. American vessel_

tim passage of the act, and coasting vessels were were hable at any moment to be stol_pc(1,
required to give bonds to land their cargoes in searched, and deprived of the services of an)"

Anwl'ican ports only. An embargo aimed at a seamen whom a British lieutemmt, backed by a
1)articular nation was a modific'ltion known as file of marines, might decide to be Englishmen.
a non-intercourse law.--The possibility of such a Great Britain had always persistently denied the
.-uspension of commerce was certainly consid- right of expatriation and change of allegiance by
(,red by the convention of 1787 in framing the natur-dization, and, now that she was engaged in
constitutiou. Madison, in discussing the power a life or death struggle with France, she claimed

to tax exports, Aug. 21, 1787, spoke as follows: the services on shipboard of all her maritime (:it-
"An embargo may beof absolute necessity, and izens, at home or abroad, no matter what

('an only be effectuated by thegcueral auflmrity." ' ceremonies of naturalization, unrecognized by
-- I. ORDERS IN COUNCIL. The opening of the English laws, they might lmve undergone in any
French revolution, the abolition of all feudal foreign country. O[ course, under color of nat-
taxes, honors and immunities, the emigration of ural resemblance [o Englishmen, many nattw_-
those nobles not in sympathy with the new born Americans were thus forced into the Br_tish
r,'_ime, and the praetictd dethronement of the navy. 'rhc right of expatriation was at thal time
king, were followed, in April, 1792, by a decla- acknowledged by hardly any nation exc¢.pt the

_ation of war hy the French republic ag_finst United States; but, even in the case ol natural-
Austria and Prussia, whose troops were drawing ized citizens, the right of search and itnpress-
mcnaciiJgly near the French boundaries, and menl, vexatious enough in itsclt, was aggravated
whose soil was permitted to be a basis of opera- by the rigorous and merciless manner ot its exer-
tions for hostile emig.r_s. Nov. 15, 1792, the cise by British officersof all grades, unrestrained
French national convention declared its hostil- by any probability of the disal)probation of their

ity to any people which should maintaiu a prince own government.--Many of the American poll
or a privileged order, and four days afterward ticians who had taken part in the war of the roy-
the same authority offered assistance to every olution retained a firm faith in the efficacy ot
people desirous of recovering liberty. Feb. 3, restrictions upon British commerce usa means of
1793, the French republic declared war against compelling justice from Great Britain (see R/_vo-
Great Britain and Holland, and before the end of LUTm,X), and Madison introduced into congress,
the year France "had but one enemy, and that Jan. 4, 1794, a series of resolutions for the impo-
was Europe." By land the French arms were sition of prohibitory duties upon imporlations

steadily successful; by sea, in spite of every from Great Britain. These resolutions, though
public and private exertion in France, Great not finally adopted, laid the foundations of the
Britain maintained her accustomed superiority. "restrictive system," whi('h was steadily fol-
The rule that "he who is not with us is against lowed out by tim republican party until it
n_" became the only international law thor- culminated in the war of 1812. The republican
oughly respected in Europe, and the steady leaders in 1794, Madison, Nicholas and Giles,

dvtermination of both the great belligerents to admitted that "our trade with Great Britain was
_'nforce the rule upon the western continent also one-half our whole commerce, while Great Brit-
is the key to most of the difficulties of the sin's trade wilh us was but one-sixth of hers,"

United Slates during the next twenty yenrs.--A hut they insisted that the exports from the
French agent (see GENZT, CI_tz_',)was at once United States were essentials, while the imports

_.nt to the United States to rouse popular enthu- were luxuries, and that an embargo, or tempo-
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vary stopp_,re of trade, would bear but lightly the Hanse towns and the United States were the
upon the United States, while it would promptly only neutral maritime powers, and were growing
bring Great Britain to hear reason. While the rich so rapidly by their almost complete absorp-
debates were in progrem news was received of a tion of the carrying trade that their prosperity
supplementary order in council, which was was a constant eye.sore to British lnet_ehants
dated Nov. 6, 1793, but had been kept so secret and a temptation to belligerent cruisers. Corn-
at first that the American minister wa._ unable to meree hetween France, Spain, Itollaud and their
obtain a copy until Dec. 25. By this order neu- respective colonies, was carried on in great vol-

tral ships trading with French colonies were to unit by American vessels, a landing having been
be seized and brought in for adjudication. The formally made in the United States, in order tc,
news of this order, which "mnihilated a profit- separate the voy;,ges from the colo,ly and to the
able commerce at ,_ blow. produced great mother country. The king'sadw_eategencrnl, in
excitement in the U_ited States, nnd an era- March, 1801, had "wknowledged to Rufns King,
bargo, the first of'its kind, was laid, March 26, the American milfister to Great Britain, that
1794, for thi,'ty days, and soon afterward ' "landing the got,ds and paying the duties in the

increased to sixty days. This had hardly been i neutral country breaks the continuity of the
done when news was received of a modifying l w_yage and legalizes the trade between the
order in council, dated Jan. 8, 1794, restr cti _gl mother country and the colony." This was a.

seizures to vessels bound directly for Fran¢:e ( relaxation of the "rule of 1756," so called from
from her colonies, or carrying goods belonging its official promulgation in tlmt year, thouffh it
to Frenchmen. This mo¢ fication could have lind been lmlctivally ettforeed f_r tweh, e years
had no possible connection with the embargo. ! previous. In its full vigor the rule of 1756 pro-

and yet the receipt of the new_ so soon after the 'Ihibited all trade bv ncutrals with the coloIlies of
,laying of the embargo seems to have unreason-! an enemy, and allowed British cruisers to cap.
ably strengthened the popular faith in the I tureall neutral vessels engaged in any suchtr:lde;

efficacy of this substitute for war with Great i the reasons for it were, in brief, tlmt no mother
Britain. The embargo act w_ls allowed to expire country allowed such trade with its colonies in
at the end of its limitation of sixty days, but, by peace, and that in time of war such a trade w_s
the act of June 4, the president was empowered ] really an interposition in the war by the neutntl,

generally to lay an embargo at any time during and the giving of aid to one of the belligerents --
the recess of congres.s until November--In the In M,,y, 1805, the British court of appeals, in the

meantime (see JAY's TaEATY) the president had case of the American vessel .Essex, suddenly
sent Chief Justice Jitv as minister to Great _ reversed the former line of decisions, and held
Britain to obtain redr_,_ of all the grievance_ i tlmt transhipment in a neutrM country, if evi-
alleged against that country, and, pending the ] dearly fraudulent, did not break the continuity
results of his mission, debate on neutral rights I of the voyage, but left the neutral vestal liable

was dropped during the next session of congress, I to capture and condemnation. This decision was
1794--5. .l_tv's tre:_lv of Nov. 19, 1794, however ! a signal for a general attack on neutral commerce
objectionable in other points, as in its yielding ] by British armed vessels, public and private, anti
the rights of search and impressmcl_t, at le_.-tt in the United States it at once brought the re-

secured some safeguards for neutral trade i strictive system to the surface again. April 18,
Claims for damages for illegal seizures by British [ 1_0_, aftf;r a debate of two months, a " non-
cruisers were to be passed upon by commission- I importation act " was pa-_scd, which prohibited,
ers of arbitration; the seizure of an enemy's I after the foih)wing _'ovember, the importation
goods in a neutral vessel was not to tbrfeit tile of certain specified articles, the productions of
whole catrgo; and provision-, when taken under Great Britain and her colouies. This measure

peculiar necessity, were to be paid for at their seems to have been designed to strengthen the
full value. These points in the treaty gave cam- hands of William Pinkney and James Monroe,
putative security to American commerce while it who were appointed in April joint mini_tel.'s 'to
remained in f_rce, and for the next ten years the Great Brit'dn to negotiate a new treaty to succeed
restrictive system was dropped. During the those parts of Jay's treaty which were to expire
troubles with France (see X. Y. Z. Mmsto.n), the J with this year. Dec. 19, 1806, the non.importation
act of June 12, 1798, prohibited commercial act was suspended until July 1, 1807.--Monroe

intercourse with France or her colonies. Tiff.,, ,rod Pinkney concluded a treaty Dee. 31, 1806,
however, was not an embargo, in the Jefferson- which confirmed the unexpired articles of Jay's

Jan sense of the term, but n preparation for war. treaty, secured the indirect neutral trade between
--The articles in Jay's treaty, which related to ! a belligerent and its colonies by a landing in the
neutral commerce, expired by limitation at the neutral country, and exempted provisions from

end of twelve years. The state of affairs at! the list of contraband. It again yielded the

their expiration was even more unfortunate for I rights of search and impressment, upon a, verlml
the United States than in 1794. In 1805 almost I assurance that they would be exerei_l only under

the whole civilized world had been drawn into I extraordinary circumstances; and for thia teasou
the whirlpool of the successive wars between President Jefferson declined to submit the treaty
:Napoleon and Great Britain. Sweden, Denmark, to the senate for confirmation, and ordered a con-
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tinuance of the negotiation. This decision, not any vessel which should submit to search by a
,_r)much in itself as in tile refusal to back it by the British vessel, or should touch at or set sail for
il_._tant and industrious preparation of a strong or from Great Britain or her colonies.--With
naval force, laid the foundation for most of tile this, for a time, both parties pau._ed, for neither
difficulties of the following eight years. It (,on- could well do or say more. To qu()te Jefferson's
firmed the l)ent of the dominant party in the subsequent exl)ressi_n. " E_gland._eemed tohave
United States against the formation of a navy become a den of pirates, anti France "Lden of
(see DEMOCRATIC PARTY, II., III.; GUNBOAT thieves." Both had helped to m_tke neutrality .
S'_'STE._I),an,] it furnished fresh reasons and ex- ridiculous. By sea, a British fleet had lately,
cn_es for the growing anti-neutral disposition of without declaring war, swooped on the Danish
the British government, which was not in the navy and carried it off to England, by l'md, a
habit of paying any great attention to the remon- French army had httely convelte,, a Portugal from

._trant.es or arguments of a defenseless nation.-- neutrality by driving the royal family to Brazil.
May 16, 1_._06,the British government, by procla- The United States and Sweden werc the only
marion, declared a blockade of the coast of Ger- civilized nations which were now permitted to
many, Holland and France. from Brest to the Elbe, enjoy a nominal neutrality; the latter was under
a distance of about 800 miles. Against warfare the open l)r(_tection of tim fleet_ of Great Britain.
_)f this kind Napoleon w_ powerless; the British and if thc late_t or(ler_ ill cout_oil were to be sub-
islands were entirely beyoml his reach, and there mitred to, it was diffit.ult to see, in the matter of
was no way to prevent the isolatit)n of his Euro- foreign commerce, any great differenct • between
pcan empire hy the British fleets unlem lie could the situation of the Unitcd Statesand that of any
furnish those fleets with active occupation in ottler British colony Evidently. if the United
some other quarter of the world. From this States were to maintain rank its an independent

time, therefore, his consistent design sea.ms to nation, some measures of protection to their for-
have been to irritate the British government into cign commerce were imperatively demanded.
fresh exliibitions of anti-neutral temper by extra- The dominant party, however, was still opposed
ordinary rcpris_tls of his own, in order thus to to a naval war, and Jefl'erst)n, who alone could

force the United States at last to assume the bur- have controllc_ his party, was silent; the result
den of a naval warfare against Great Britain, was a four years' effort to coerce Great Britain by
while lie should monopolize the glory and profit of tim restrictive system, ending in the war of 1812.
the campaigns on land. The game was entertain- --II. THE EMn._,RGO When congress met in
ing to the toreador, and probably to the bull also, October, 1807, (see CoN(¢rtEss, SESSlO._S OF). the

but the United States certainly paid the expenses exercisc of the right of impressment by Brilish
of the entertainment._ov. 21, 1806, after the officers had become ahnost intolerable. The
battle rif Jena, lqapoleon is._uetl his Berlin decree, number of Americans impro_sed was afterward
in which lie, who hardly possessed a vessel of officially reported by the state department a_
war in blue water, amumcd to bh)ckade the Brit- 4,579 for the period March 11, 1803 - Sept 30,

i_h i.-lands. The decree also ordered the seizure 1810, omitting the time from Sept. 1, 1804, until
(if all Euglish property, personsand letters found March 31, 1806, for which the rccm'ds did not
on the continent. The whole decree, which he- account. Of this number 1,361 were released.

gan the so-called " continentalsystem " of Napo- No estimate can be made of the number of im-
Ic(n_, was alleged to be in retaliation for the pressments never reported to a state department
]_inglish abuse of the right of blockade. During where no redress could be hoped fur; but tht,
the ensuing year, according to 3Ir. Baring and muster-books of H. B. M. ships Mo._elle and
the American minister to France. General Arm- S,al)pho , captured in the packet St_tllo¢o by Com.
slr_)ng, no condemnations took place under the modore Rodgers in 1813, showed that one-eighth

Berlin dt_cree It served its purpose better by of their crews were Americans; and in another"
dr'lwing out the British orders in council of Nov. ship, the Ceres, the pl'ol)ortion was one-third, if

11, 1807. This extraordim_ry document totally we may trust the at_id'tvits (if releast,d sailors.
prohibited any direct trade from tim United June 22, 1807, the British frigate 12Ol)tlrd had
St_tes to any port or country of Europe from taken four men out of the United States frigate
whi_.h the British flag was excluded; it allowed Cha_apea'lee, after a shamefully feeble rcsist;_nce.

direct trade, in !kmerican produce only, between Oct,. 19, 1807, the British government 1)y proela-
the United States and Sweden; it ordered all mation had called upon all its maritime snl)jccts
'ntieles of domestic or colonial production, ex- serving in foreign ships to return to the service
p(_rted by the United States to Europe, to be of their own country, andhad dirccted its cruisers
l;tnded in England, whence their re-expoVtation, to enforce their return.--The proclamation, and

()u paying duties, would be permitted and regu- the rctaliato_sz orders and decrees of the great
luted; and itdeclared any vessel and cargo good belligerents, as far as they had been received,
prize if it carried a French consular certificate of were communicated to congress by President

the origin of the cargo. Napoleon retorted bythe Jefferson in a special message of Dec. 16, as in-
2t_Uan decree, Dec. 7, 1807, in which he declared dicating the great and increasing dangers to
to be "denationalized" and good prize, whether American commerce, with the suggestion that an
found in continental ports or on the high seas, "inhibition of foreign commerce" wonhl be of
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adtantage. Tim act known as "The Embargo" by resolutions expressive of their emphatic Con-
was at once introduced. It was passed after mid- detonation of the embargo. Thus countenanced
night of Dec. 21, after a consideration of four and emboldened, state Judges took au _ttitude
hours in tile senate and three days in the house, con_sistentty hostile to the embargx), and the fede-
and became law Dec. 22. A SUl)plementary act ral courts in New England seldom succeeded in
of Jail. 9, 1808, provided that coasting vessels finding juries which would convict even for the

should not be allo_e[1 to go out wtthout bomls most flagrant violations of its provisions. Smug-
to reland the cargo in some other port of the glens crossed and recrossed the Canada border
L-nited States, and that foreign vessels should almost in orgmlized armies, and defied federal

take out nospecie or other cargo, except necessary marshals; aml. to encourage sea smuggling, an
sea stores. Another act, March 12, 1808, gave order in council of April 11, 1808, forbade in-
the executive authority to grant permission to terference by British cruisers with American vet-
send vessels to foreign ports to bring home Amer- sels bound to British colonies, though without

ican property, but this was repealed Jan. 9, 1809. clearances. .4. supplementary embargo act of
--For a time the traditional belief in the efficacy April 25, 1808, therefore, placed lake, river anti
,of an embargo induced a sullen suhmission to it bay commerce in the same category as sea-going
even by those Ul)On whom it bore hardest, and it vessels, and allowed the seizure of any merchan-
was formally approved by m_,st of the state legis- disc which should in any way excite the suspicion_
tatures of the republican states. Within six of the collectors.--Thesecond session of the 10th
months a grcat change had taken place. The congTess, which met Nov. 7, 1808, was at first
suspcnsion which tim infant commerce of the obstinate in its support of the restrictive system
United States had found tolerable for sixty days Resolutions to repeal the embargo were voted

in 1794 was intolerable in 1808 to a commerce down by heavier majorities than at the first se_
_vhich had for fifteen years been fattening upon a sion, and on Jan. 9, 1809, an enforcing act was
dangerous but profitable neutrality. The exports, pa_ed. By its terms any act done with intent to
domestic and foreign, from the United St._tes, evade the embargo in any way worked a forfeit-
which had risen from $20,753,098 in 1792 to ure of ship, boat orvehicle and cargo orcontent,.
:$110,084,207 in 1807, fell in 1808 to $22,430,960. besides a fine of four times the value of both:

"rhe change was too sudden; it injured not com- collectors were to seize all goods "apparently on
merce alone, but every interest except domestic their way" to a foreign couuto'; bonds were in-
manufactures, and in)lay and June, 1808, _Ieffer- creased to six times the value of vessel and cargo;
son was constrained to admit that, unless Gre_t and absolute authority to prohibit departure, even
Britain should speedily yield the principle of her when full bonds should be flied, was given to the
orders in council, tbe embargo must be exchanged collectors or the president. The act was pub-
for open war. It'w_s found that the embargo lishedinmourningcolumnsbythefederalistnews-
nvas quite satisfactory to both France anti Great papers in New England, with the motto "Liberty
Britain. _=apol(,on praised it warmly, and even is dead!" Many collectors resigned, and seizures

presumed to enforce it by the Bayomze decree, 1)y others were met by the owners of the goods
.April 17, 1808, which ordered the seiznreand sale with suits for damages in state courts. Even in
of American vessels wliieh should arrive in his the United States senate a federalist declaration

ports in violation of it. Its surrender of the car- was made that the people were not bound to sub-
tying trade to British merchants, and the tense- mit to tile embargo act and would not submit to
qucnt transfer of American capital to Canada nnd it, and that blood would flow in the attempt to
2qova Scotia, were equally pleasing to Great enforce it. In February, 1809, John Quincy
Britain.--In tlle 1Rew En#and states, in which Adams, who had resigned his seat in the senate
the remnants of the federal party were now because his support of the embargo was dis-
concentrated, the embargo was believed to be approved by his state legislature, gave Jefferson

unconstitutional, and was so decided by some of and the other republican leaders an alarming ac-
the state courts. The ground assigmed was, that count of the feeling in l_Iew England. He stated
the unlimited suspension of the embargo was an that the federalist leaders had now finally de-
annihilation of commerce; and was therefore a eided to break the embargo, that if the fexlcral

usurpation of power by congress, which was only government should attempt to use force the New
authorized by the constitution to regulate com- England stateswoutd timxporarilyor permanently
merce; the real reason was evidently the belief withdraw from the Union, and th_ unofft(.i_d

that the fundamental basis of the constitution had negotiations had already been opened for British ,
been violated by a factious and sectional com- assistance. A sudden panic, attri'hutable either
bination of agricultural representatives for the to the statements of Adams, to t_:me 'of Joseph

passage of the embargo, which, though it ruined Story, then a ,republican eongre_mtm from Mas-

; :federalist :New England, would save the rest of saehusetts, or to both, teized the majority in con-
the Union the expense of war. It was therefore gress, and a house resolution wM psased, Feb. 3.

_" increasingly difficult to enforce tile embargo in fixing March 4 for the termination eg the embar-
:New England. The state legislatures, taking the go. (See K_TucKY RimoLu_ox_v_,vl_sslox;

.. ground of the Kentucky and Virginia resolutions, STX'rE Sov'_m_Gm_r; EssEx Jtra'ro. HElium,"

_:.: . ""intervened " for the protection of their citizens Docu_tm_a,s; Co_wlm'rloN, HAttTlt'_i_.) -- Ill.
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_NoN-I,_'rz_o_ S_'_T_. During the month But the satisfaction soon disappeared on the re-

of February the majority recovered in some meas- ceipt of news that the British government had
ure from its pauic, and passed, March 1, 1809, the recalled E_skine in disgrace anti repudiated his
_o.ealled non-intercourse law, to take the place of agreement as made in contravention of h;s express
both the non-importation act and thf; embargo, instructions. By t)roelamation of Aug. 9, 1809,
It was to continue until the cud of the next _s- the president therefore re-established tim non-in-

.,ion. but was revived and continued by the acts tcrcomse law .as against Great Britain. The
,f June 28, 1809, May1, 1810, and March 2, 1811. whole difficulty was a_cribcd by the federalists
]t f(,rbade the entrance to American ix)rts of pub- to the president's trickine._ in taking advantage
lie or private British or French vessels, all corn- of the youth and inexperience of Er._kine, and the
mereial intercourse with France or Great Britain, same assertion was repeated iu substance by Ers-
•rod tlle importation, after May 2(_, of goods grown kine's successor, Jackson, until the secretary of
or manufactured in France, Great Britain, or their state refused to hold further communication with
e,)lonies. Its eleventh section was as follows: him.--During the whole period from 1800 until

"That the president of the United States be, and 1812 there is an unusual dearth of private cortes-
lie hereby is authorized, in case either France or pondcnce or other similar materials for forming a
(3teat Britain shall so revoke or modifyher edicts judgment of the motives of the democratic lead-
ers that they shall cease to violate the neutral com- ers. They have been ch'trged with subservience to
merce of theUnited States, to declare the same by French policy, but their course with Erskine
proclamation; after which the trade of the United seems to go far to acquit them of a design to sub-
States, suspended by this act, and by the act lay- serve any other intcr_'sts than tho_e of the United
ing an embargo on all ships and vessels in the States. It is cerlain that the Erskine arrange-

ports and harbors of the United States, and the see- meat would not have received from accomplices
,eral acts supplementary thereto, may be renewed of France the eager welcome which was given to
with the nation so doing." The coasting trade it by Ma(lisou and his cabinet. Napoleon was so
was thus set free, and thetrade to other countries far from considering the non-intercourse law,
than France and Great Britain was allowed, but even in its first form of apl)lication to both bel
any naval protection to it was still denied. --From ligercnts, as offensive to Great Britain or beneficial
the end of November, 1808, D. M. Erskine, the to France, that he made it the ground of his Ram-

British minister at Washington, had satisfied him- bo_zillet decree, March 23, 1810, by which 13,) 2truer-
self, by repeated interviews with Jefferson's cabi- icau vessels, valued at _,000,00O, which had
re,t. and particularly with )ladison, that they were entombed the ports of France or her allies, that is,
di.-posed to deal fairly with Great Britain. On nearly all the continent, since May 20, 1809, were
his report, the British foreign office instructed condemned and sold. The democratic leaders
him, Jan. 23, 1809, to withdraw the objectionable seem to have been the victims, principally, of
orders in council, on three conditions: 1, that all their own ignorance, and Napoleon's perception,
non-intercourse and non importation acts shouhl of the naval powers of the United States.--IV
be revoked as to Great Britain, and left in force FAILURE OF THE RESTRICTrVE SYSTEM. In Jan-

_s to France until France should revoke her edicts uary, 1810, Napoleon in formed the American ram-
2, tlmt the United States should abandon the tmdc ister that the repeal of his various decrees was de-
with French colonies, which was not lawful even pendent on the withdrawal by Great Britain of her
in peace, according to the rule of 1756; and, 3, "paper blockade" of the continent. Toward
that American vessels violating the last condition the end of this sexton of congress, May 1, 19,10,
should be liable to seizure by British vessels, congress passed a new bill to take the place
To the first point the American negotiatol_agrced; of the non-intercourse act, which was to expire
the second, they said, rested with congress, but with the session. This bill, while excluding both

wouht be completely covered by the non-inter- French and British ships of war from American
course law, as applied to France; and the third harbors, left commerce entirely unrestricted, but
was unnecessary, as no 2_.merican shipowner could with the proviso that, if at any time before March
complain of such a seizure without a confession 3, 1811, either belligerent should withdraw its

that he had violated the non-intercourse law. Ac- objectionable measures, and the other should fail
('('pting these explanations, :Erskine exchanged to do so within three months, the president by
three pairs of formal notes, April 17, 18 and 19, proclamation should restore the non-intercourse
withdrawing the orders in council; and President act as to the delinquent power. This act was the

Madison, who had been inaugurated March 4, is- first step to the war of 1812. In passing it con-
_ned a proclamation, April 19, permitting the full gress had set a trap for itself, which Napoleon
renewal of tradewith Great Britain after June 10. hastened to bait. Aug. 5, he informed the Amer

As this result placed the United States in just the ican minister that his decrees were revoked, and
same position as before the embargo, without any would cease to be in effect after ;Nov. 1, following,

recall of the fights of search and imprisonment, "it being understood that the English shall re-
'lnd with the "rule of 1756" as to colonial trade yoke their orders in council, or that the United

utill in force, the general satisfaction over the States shall cause their rights to be respected" by
"Erskine arrangement" was a decided evidence the English." The president, .Nov. 2, issued a
of the lack of success of the restrictive system, proclamation which accepted this as an absolute

I
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revocation, and Great Britain was summoned between tame submission, and resistance by all
to imitate it. But, as the French emperor re- the means which God had placed within our
rained all the property confiscated under the reach. Preparations for war were at once begun.
Rambouillet decree, as the French pri_,,e courts Between Dec. 24, 1811, and July 6, 181-°, nine-
refused to consider the decrees revoked, or to re- teen acts were passed, most of them for the
lease vessels seized by virtue of them, and as increase of the army by the enlistment of 20,000
Napoleon's continental system was enforced as additional regulars and of 50,000 volunteers, and
rigidly as ever against both England and the by drafting 100,000 militia into the United State_
United States, the British government refused to service. All this was for the invasion of Canada.

admit that any bol, a fide revocation had taken which was the prime object of the war. The*
place. March 2, 1811. the non-intercourseact was fact that the war was to be carried on by land
revived, by statute, against Great Britain --_N'ot- rather than by sea was marked by the appropria-
withstanding the long continuance of the restric- tions, which amounted to $12,000,000 for the
tire system, the merchant marine tinder American army, and $8,000,000 for the navy. April 4.
colors was still large. Licenses to enter conti- 181 °, an embargo was laid for ninety days. an :_ct

neural ports were freely sohl by French consuls announced by its supporters to be an act prep:ira-
at high prices. In Great Britain 53,277 licenses tory to war. The president was brou,.,d_t To
to trade with the enemy were granted from 1802 coincide with the majority (see Cnrct's. (:o._-
until 1811, according to a statement m the house (_}_E_O_'AL), and June 18, 181_, war was decl:_red
of commons, trod the fraudulent assumption of against Crest Britain. (See CONVENTION, ,[-IA1VF

American papers and colors was so commnu as FOND.) June 23, the British orders in council
to furnish one of the excuses for _*apolcon's gen- were revoked, but the revocation was as delusive
eral seizures of American ships. In parliament as the revocation of theFrenctl decrees had been,
Brougham read a circular from a Liverpool for it concluded with the proviso: "That noTh

manufactory of forged American papers, the ing in this present order contained shall be
price of which was almost entitled to mention in understood to preclude tI. R. H., the prince
the market reports. "'Simulated papers and regent, if circumstances sb,'lll so require, from
seals" were a matter of common newspaper restoring, after reasonable notice, the order._ of.
advertisement, and in the courts of admiralty it the seventh of January, 1807, and the twent 3-
was admitted that, "under present circumstances, sixth of April. 1809, or any part thereof, to their
it was necessary to wink at them."--V. WAR. full effect, or from taking such other measures ",f
While the United States government had been retaliation against the enemy, as may appear to his
endeavoring by diplomacy, by embargoes, by royal highness to be just and necessary." OJ_
non-importation laws, and by non-intercourse receipt of tlds news the British admiral, Warlen.
laws, to obtain liberty for its commerce to exist; proposed a suspension of hostilities, but, as he
while its mendicant ambassadors had been besieg- refused to suspend the right of imprt,ssment, aud_
ing the French and Briti._h courts with expostu- as the revocation did not appear to be complett',
lations and e.ntreaties; while its merchantmen, the United Stat_ rejected the offer, anti the w_r

unarmed and unprotected, had been seized with was prosecuted.to an end (see WARs, III.). though
impunity to the number of over 1,500 (917 by the final peace did not secure any formal ab_m
England, 558 by France. 70 by Denmark. 47 by donment by Great Britain of the rights of search
Naples, and an unreported number by Holland and impressment, of the "rule of 1756," or of
and Spain). the indignation of the people at large the principle of the orders in council. At first
had been slowly gathering force until it was now American commerce suffered little more from
past control. When tile new congress met, Nov. actual war than it had done from the decrees and
4, 1811, it was found that the federalists had but the ordel_ in council. But the commerce from

nix senators and thirty-six representatives; that the New England states, which was encourageti
among the democrats most of the "submission by the British fleets as a means of obtaining
men," who were anxious for peace at any price, fresh provisions, was irritating to the democratic
had been defeated; and that the congress wa._ leaders, who regarded it as an unpatriotic eontri-
emphatically a war congress. Its temper seems to bution to the support of the enemy. When it
have been equally a surprise to the democratic was found that the British blockade, as formally
administr'ition, which had grown gray in efforts declared, May 27 and Nov. 4, 181B, extended only

to shift off war, and to the federalist leaders, from Montauk point to the Mississippi, leaving
wits had declared that the government "could the New England coast free, the dominant party
not be kicked into a war," and "had no more at once introduced a new embargo, Dec. 17, 1818,
idea of declaring war titan my grandmother." to continue until Jan. 1, 1815. It not only abol-
The first report of the house committee on for- ished foreign commerce, but imposed restrictions

alga relations sounded a note unusual in recent upon the coasting trade, which had, by collusive
proceedings. It rehearsed the misdeeds of Great captures and ransoms, been made a means of
Britain in enslaving American seamen, and cap- commerce. April 14, 1814, this embargo wa_
taring every American vessel bound to or from repealed, because of the downfall of Napoleon's
._vay port at which her commerce was not favored; "continental system" together with his empire
_nd declared that the time had come for choosing --Tl_e restrictive system disappeared with ll_t-_
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r(,peal of this last embargo, ha a measure of 4.58, 498 ; authorities under JAY's TREATY ; ][
(_ffen_e the utility of an embargowas extremely Lyman's Diplom_tcy of the U_dteA States, 224;
d,_ubtful at all times. Most historians have de- Stel)hens' War i;_ Disguise, 57; 2 Tucker's Life of
nied to it any utility whatever; but Brougham's JeffersoJz, 223; Dwight's Hartford Convention, 83;
,_i_eeches in parliament in 1812, and the affidavits 4 Jefferson's Works (edit. 1829), 169. The act of

and memorials of English merch_mts, ascribe to March 26, 1794, is in 1 Star. at Large, 400; the
it, perhaps from motives of self-interest, a re- act of April 18, 1806, is in 2 Stat. at Large, 379.
lnarkable efficacy. Merchants and manufacturers (II.) See authorities cited above, in general; 8
of Manchester, Birmingham, Sheffield, Rochdalc, Benton's Debates of Cong_.ess, 640; 1 yon Ilolst's
_md Leeds, in their testimony before the house of Unital /:_ate_, 200; 6 Hihlreth's _5_ited States, 35;
(.,)mmons committee in 1812, painted a lively Carey's Olive Branch, 215; 1 Tucker's 55_i4ed
pi(.ture of the decrease of trade, the losses of State,_, 532, and 2 : 307; Massach,lsetts 2_[emqri_l
owners, and the suffering of workmen, and al_d.RemoustrancetoCo_gre_(1809); )[emorialof
charged the whole upon the American embargo. W.E. Gl_anuil,g; 2 Rives' Life of .t[¢ulisol,, 383.
Their complaints extorted from. an unwilling 410; 3 P_mdall's L_feof Jcffer._on, 282; Quincy's

ministry the revocation of the orders in council Life <f Quincy, 162; Clay's Prig:ate Corre.,pond-
I)efore mentioned. The pa_eut ol)j(.ct of these ence, 46; 3 Webster's Wor_, 327; Story's Life of
or(t(,rs was to force the trade of the civilized J. Story, 185; 4 Benton's Debates of Co;_gress, 9.
world into British ports, that the duties paid The acts of Dec. 22, 1_07, Jan. 9, Mar(.h 12, and
up()n them there might su_t;dn the government April 25, 1808, are in 2 _¢tat. at I/trg(, 451,453,
ill its long struggle wilh _Napoleou, and only a 473, 499 resl)ectively. (III.) See (as to " Erskiue
r(,al and general English distress could have arrangement") 6 l-lildrcth's ISdted Btate._, 168;
fore(,d a change in this policy --But, whatever Dwight's Ha_'t.ford Co,ve_ztiol_, 101; Wait's Amer-
may have been the success of the embargo in in- icau State P_q)er,_, (1808--9), 46!. The acts of

flieting injury upon Great Britain, the American March I and June 28, 1809, May 5, 5810, and
govcrnmcnt, in enforcing it, wasevidentlyholding M._reh 2, 1811, are in 2 S'at. at 1.mr.qe, 528, 550,
the bhnle of the sword and striking the en(,my 605, 651. (IV.. V.) Scc, of the works cited, uu-
with the hilt. It had its origin in the unwill- der 1I. and III., IIildreth, yon IIolst, Benton,

iugness of the democratic members of congr(,s_, Rives, Quincy and Carey; 1 Ingcrsoll's Second
aml their agricultural constituents of the south. War _tiih Great Britai;_; 2 Calhoun's Work,_, 2;
west and western middle states, to endure the authorities under FEDER._.L PANTY, II. ; CONVEN-

expense of a navy f,_r the protection of foreign TION, ]:ZIARTFORD; and CLINTON, DEWz'z_r. The
commerce. Its final abandonment was due to the declaration of war is in 2 Sial. at Large, 755; the
d_scovery that foreign commerce was as necessary last embargo act, Dec. 17, 1813, is in 3 Star. at
to agriculture as agriculture was to foreign tom- large, 88. ALEXA_NDEI¢ JOHNSTOn.
mcr(.e. One strong fleet would have been worth

a d(,zen embargoes, but only experience could E_IGRATION AND IMMIGRATION, con-
eouvin(;e the non-commercial sections of the verse expressions, denoting the act of remova|
L'niwd States of the truth of this. As the mar- from one country or state to another for the pur-
ket for breadstuffs, rice and cotton disappeared, pose of residence. The removal is called em(qra-
the value of an (.mlmrgo was less perceptible, tioa with reference to the country left, and immi-
But, even when it was repealed in 5809, the bt.licf grath_n with reference to the country entered.
that Great Britain would "Copcnhagenize" any Migr_ttion, a more general term than either, ira-
American navy which might be formed was plies siml)ly a change of residence without re-
suffi_.ient to deter the democratic leaders from gard to whence or whither. In this article, how-
auything bolder than non-intercourse laws, until ever, the term emigration will be used in its
the idea of invading Canada took root and blos- broadest sense as synonymous with eilher of the
somed into a declaration of war. The navy thcn last, unless the context shows clearly th'tt it is
approved its value at its first opportunity, and its to be distinguished from them--HxsTonv. Emi-
vi_'t_ries put an end to the possihility of any gration has been the means by which the world
future embargoes. (See UNITED STATES.)--See, has been populated and civilization extended.
iu general, 5 :Elliot's JDeba:,._, 455; 5, 6 IIildreth's "It is the practical response which mankind have

_5,itedStates(and index); Dwight's tlartford Co_- given in all ages to the command to 'nmltiply
_','_dion; American Register', 1806-10; 3-5 Benton's and replenish the earth and subdue it'; or, in
Ig_b,_tes of Congress; 1, 4-6 Wait's Amgrica_ Sta_ other w(_rds, it is a necessa_ T result of the increase
l'_¢pers; 1 Statesman's Manual; 1, $ 8tat. at Larqe. of population within a limited though eheri_-hed
It.) See 1 Fyffe's History of Moder_ Europe, 53; space, and of the manifest destiny of our race to
lIamilton's Letters of Pacificus, and other au- people and dcv(,lop theworld." The earliest and
th,)ri_iesunder G_rET, Crrzzg_; 2 Sparks' Lifeof in many respects the most interesting emigrations
G,,,_'er_gttr Morris, 319; 2 Pitkin's b_ited Stat_, were prehistoric. That iu a period long antece-

i:l!)_; Baring's Orders irt Council; W. B. Law- dent to all written records, fro:n some land in

r(,m,_,'s lS:*itation and Search, 4; Trescott's Diplo. central Asia, horde after horde of emigrants issued
's_,_ticlli._t,_ry of the Administration _)f Washington forth in all directions, north, south, east and west,

e_al A_b_s, 91; 1 Benton's Debates of Co_tgres._, is amply proven 1D" ethnological, archveological
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and linguistic evidence. And whether we regard not occur in straggling bands of adventurer_
Asia as the original home of all the members who settled at different places along the coast,
of the human family or nat, it is certain that tile only uniting after a long time into a city or
most important of those members, the Ao'an state. _Tor was it toward highly civilized coun-
stock, had its origin there. Issuing thence it had triesin whose population the Greeks disappeared,
extended from the Ganges to Iceland long before as the Germans in America. On the contrary,
we have any historic records. Its early history the Greek colonists formed from the bcginniag
was that of all progressive nomadic peoples, an organized political body. Their first care

Population soon outgrew the means of subsist- upon settling in their adopted country was to
ence. Their immense herds demanded immen_, found a city and to erect in it those public build-
pastures, and forth they went, by hundreds ings which were es._ential to the social and re-
and thousands and probably millions, to seek ligious life of a Greek. Their colonies were
their fortunes elsewhere. The Celts swept over established for the most part either in countries
Europe, penetrating into every part of it, fol- with a scanty population or whose inhabitant_

lowed by the Germans, and these by the Slaves, were in a decidedly lower state of civilization.
while other families went in other directions.-- The spot for the city was generally seized by
Of the Semitic nations the Jewsparticularly have force and the original inhabitants either driven
wandered long and far. Their history begins out, made slaves, or reduced to the eomtition of
with the command to Abram, "Get thee out of subjects, sometimes, indeed, admitted to a share in
thy country, and from thykindrcd, and from thy the political rights of the new slate. Civil dis-
father's house, unto a land that I will show thee." sensions and a redundant population were thc two
Abram took his nephew Lot with him, but even chief causes of the origin of most Greek colonies.
these two housetmtds were too large to dwell to- They were usually undertaken with the al)proba-

gether in unity, and they soon separated. "Thi._ tion of the cities from wldch they issued and un-
separation will always remain astrikingly natural (ler the direction of leaders appointed by them.
and suggestive picture of the outward movement Many of them became rich and powerful states
of society in its primitive elements. There was within a short time, some of them far exceeding
no want apparently of material resources. 'Is the mother states in wealth and power. The
not the whole land before thee?' were the success of such colonies offered a constant in-

words of Abram; and Lot, lifting up his eyes, d ucement to the ambitious and energetic at home
saw the plato of Jordan unoccupied and well to follow the example of their predecessors, and
watered. But there was strife among the servants, thus Grecian institutions and civilization were
quarrels a.,_ to pasturing's and waterings, with carried to every part of the Mediterranean. The
Canaatlites aml Perizzites dwelling in the land _),s Phoenicians also were a Colony-planting people.
an additional element of disorder. The kinsmen They even dared to venture beyond the pillars of
could not agree or adjust their rule; and separa- Hercules into the wide and open Atlantic, pene-
tion would be judicious if not necessary. The trating to Britain aml the Baltic on the north
narrative exhibits the influence of individualism and, it is supposed by some, around the cape ()f
on human aff.tir._--on the aft'dr of emigration as Good Hope on the south. Rome also planted
on o|bers. Ia early times it was found difficult colonies, bnt they were not colonies in the Gre-
or impossible to make "my important progress on clan sense of the term. The Grecian colonist
the basis of._ocial unity." From this time forward when he emigrated left home for good. He trans-
we have a connected aml trustworthy account of ferred his allegiance to the new state and made it.
the wanderings of the Jews. First to Egypt, the centre of his labor and hopes and aspirations.
then tluough the wilderness to Canaan, subse- The cohmists usually cherished a feeling of

qucntly in the various captivities to Babylon and reverential respect for the mother country, which
finally over the whole world, and through all they evidenced by sending deputations to the

time. For even now they are forced to emigrate principal festivals of Ibe latter, and assigning to
from Russi_t or perish at the bands of raging her ambassadors the places of honor on public

mobs.--The Greeks ascribed their civilization to occasions. They worshiped the same gods and
immigrants from Phoenicia and Egypt, and it is kept the sacred fire burning which they had
tolerably certain that several distinct migrations brought with them from the public hearth at
into Greece had occurred before the nationalities home. But the colony was politmally imlepen-

took the form they had at the opening of the (lent of the mother city and emancipated from its
historic period. The Greeks in their migratory control, and although a war between them was
instincts resembled the modern Germanic races, looked upon as a violation of sacred ties, yet d_f-
Long before the historic era they had colonized ficulties occasionally arose which r_ulted in
the western coast of Asia Minor. and the islands bitter feuds and bloody contests. Very different.
of the Grecian archipelago. Trapezas on the was it with Roman colonies. These were rather

farthest shores of the Black sea, Cyrene in military outposts, intended to strengthen Romau
Africa, and Massilia in Gaul, serve to show the power and influence in conquered communities.
vast extent of count_ y throughout which tbey than colonies in the ordinary sense. The colt)-

planted colonies. Greek emigration differed in nists retained generally their Roman citizellship,
many respects from modern emigration. It did although they were obliged to go to Rome t(,
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exercise their right to vote. Rome adopted the excited the cupidity of avaricious Spanish ad-

plan of colonization at various times for the venturel_,and prompted other nations to send
purpose of alleviating distress at home by remov- out expeditions to explore the unknown rcgio.,m
mg large numbers of the protetary at o,_ec from with the hope of finding similar t,'ensnre. Thi_
the bounds of the city. The policy did not emigration was at first ('onfincd to b.ld and
r,'sult in as permanent an improvement as was ambitious spirits, animated wilh a tlur_t for

,mtieipated. The prolctary increased in num- riches. They had no idea of making permanent
b_,rs more rapidly than the surplus could be ab- settlements, but hoped to ac(tulre we_dlh in a
.,,)_bed by the foundation of new colonies.--The short time and then return to enjoy it at home.
last great wave of emigration which swept over During the seventeenth ccntnry, however, a new
wc,lern Europe was the one which buried forever spirit beguine manifest. England, France, Hol-
the old Roman empire and its civilization. From land and Spain vied with each other in their
the time of the invasion of the Cimbri and Ten- eagerness for colonization. From Canada to
tons into Italy, Rome was constantly employed in Florida a series of colonies was planted, all the

keeping back the Germans who had begun to above mentioned nations taking part in zhem
p_e-s m from the north along the whole boundary Spain and Portugal planted colonies also in Mexico
of the empire. C_esar gives usa graphic descrip- and South America. We havenomcansof know-
_ion of tim character and migratory habits of the ing how ninny people emigrated In America
Ger,nans, which Tacitus repeats and enlarges in previous to theyear 1820. But themlmber wasby
his "Germania." These barbarians poured in no means small. As early as 1700 large numlx_rs
upon the Roman state from the north, sweep, of Germans emigrated from the Rhine districtu
lug all before them, and penetrated even into to America, particul'trly to Pennsylvania. One
Alrica, where they founded settlements. After of the officials of the last mentioned colony
the conquest of the ancient empire a new set of writes, in 1729, " It is cleat" that the crowds of
ttate._ grew up on its ruins, which were finally Gernmns will soon found a German state." In
united into the IIoly Roman empire of the Ger- 1755 another writes: "The Germans come pour-
nmn nation, out. of which sprang up the modern ing in in such lnmd)crs (over 5,000 during the last
n._tion.4 of continental Europe. The later inroads year) that I do not see why they will not sop,1 bc in
of the Slavonic natioau, of the Arabs, of the a condition tomakcourlaws for us and dcTcrmi,w

lhmgarians, and of the Turks, respectively, were our language." The outbreak of the r_,volu-

finally repulsed or checked and the last scc,m in tion interpoted a serious hindrance to all ira-
that gigantic drz_ma known as the " migration migration, of course, for years. The Enrc)l)(,a_
of natmns" closed, if not fro'ever at least for wars breaking out immedi.ltely after the clo_c of
ages to come.--The migration of modern nations the former and lasting almost conlinuouslv until
assumed an entirely different character, though 1815, almorbed nearly all the surplus populqtion
m)ne the less interesting and important. The in- fi)r nearly forty years. Var,nu_ estimates have
roads of the Slavonic nations had lasted down to been made as to the number coming to the United
a late period. They had penetrated to the Ger- States prior to 1820. Mr. Blodget thought that
man ocean on the north and to central Germany the arrivals from 1789-94 did not exceed 4,0_) a
on the south. The contest between the Slaves year. Dr. Scybcrt estimated the mHnber at 6.000
;tad the Germans latted for gencrations, and re- a year from 1790 to 1810. Prof Tucker estimat-
salted in favor of the Germans. They either ed that 2;M,000 came in from 1790 to lS20 Dr.
sat)clued or forced back the SI.wonic tribes up to Loring, of the United Slates stalistical lmrt,:ul.

the confines of Poland. Large numbel_s of Get- figured out about 250,000 immigrants from 1775
re,ms emigrated to the_ conqucred districts and to 1820. The following table of estimates has

settled there as permanent colonists. The north- been compiled from a similar one in the " En-
vrn provinces of the present kingdom of Prussia cyelopmdia Britannica," and indicates by decades
were at one time almost entirely in the hands of the numbers emibn'ating from Europe to America
the Slaves, and they became subsequently for and Australia:
_enerations the colonial lands of the German '_MW,aATmN _V DEeADr.,.

u,mon. The other emigrating movements on the

_'ontinent were rather sporadic and insignificant ', From an To [
European [To

a_ cmnpared with tim later ones toward the new DECADESc,)untme- ex-_ Canada. (-nitedSCate_iToAustrall_
' cept nuss2a

_orld. Russia, Hungary and Prussia offered i._ s_..... I I
special induccn.ents to immigrants, and conse I

18.,,_o9. _. [ 221,868 } _26,616 9),0:7 5,173
'luen_ly excited at times n considerable influx of _s_c_:_...[ 7_7.:)._7 [ 3"2,,;(56 343,517 ] 53,274
foreigners. The religious persecutions, like that 1840-49...] 1,716,77"7 ] 4:_,376 1,151,564 ] 126,1¢37

1K'_)-59...] 8,_H,85_i ] 25_,4_0 2.474,8,59 i

,)f the Huguenots in France, forced at times a 186°-69-'-1--2'J32'628[-- I] 169541 1,875,4.5.2 [ _4_'5_71,435

t,_rge emigration from one country or another.-- lTota_ I S.'_)._ I--,3o3,95--19But modern emigration on an important scale
5,9-_5,469 I 971,'2.58

dates from the time of the discovery of America,
tboughit was not till more than three centuries The figures in the above table are thought to
after that event that it became very large. The be far below the truth, but they give some idea
discovery of gold and silver in Mexico and Peru of the enormous proportions which emigration
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has assumed in recent times. The emigration ed for their efficacy upon the migratory instinct,
during the last decade, 1870-79, far exceeds that _ hich, existing in a more or less developed state
of any previous decade, and the indications are in all human kind, is peculiarly strong in tlle
that the number of emigrants will rather increase Aryan races, and especially marked in the Get
than diminish during the decade now passing, manic family--THE EFFECTS OF EMmRATIOX
Later d_lta as to the United States is given at the may be considered with reference to three parties,
endof this artiele.--M(rrx_s OF EMIGRATION. It the country left, the country entered, and the
willbe seen from the preceding sketch that a great migrating persons. As a rule, able-b_died men
variety of motives have been of influence in ex. possessing some capital emigrate. The lowest
citing and sustainin_ emigration. Perhaps the classes of the people do not have either the in-
most powerful motive of all is the love of move- elination to go abroad, or the money to pay their
ment and adventure which seems innate in the expenses. Only those can be of use in colonies
great migrating races. The pressure of popula- who would be useful at home. The country left.
tion upon the means of subsistence is undoubted- then, becomes poorer in productive classes and in
ly a prime occasion, _nd yet it has but little effect capital, the relation between the rich and the
on many nations. The population of India poor more unfavorable, and the contrast between
would_em topress veryc!osely upon the means of the classes sharper. (Roscher.) A person who
subsistence, for with every failure in the harvests emigrates just as he becomes of u productive age
thousands and hundreds of thousands of deaths represents the investment of so much fixed capi-
occur from starvation, and yet no emigration has tal which is transferred from one country to the
set in. It is true that an immense tide of emi- other. Besides, he generally takes with him
graUon flowed out of Ireland immediately after capital enough to get a fair start, which is also
the famineof 1847, but an almost equal number subtracted from the circulating c:_pital of the

of Germans emigrated to the United States about country. He leaves behind him a gap which can
the _me time. Nor can the immense emigration not immediately be filled by as able a laborer. It
from 1865 to 1873 be attrihuted to famine. Neither is said, for instance, that in Mecklenburg agricul-
religious persecution nor civil despotism can ex- tural labor has much deteriorated because the

plain the phenomenon. It is true, the failure of strong men emigrate and the old and children re-
the revolutions of 1848 was followed by an ira- main at home. As more men than women emi-

mense efllux of German emigrants from Europe grate a surplus of the latter is left behind, which
to America; but a similar emux took place in the may have a bad influence on the morals of the
period 1865-73 immediately upon the triumph of community. According to Rl_melin tile large

nationalism and liberalism in Germany, when the emigration from Wtirtemberg during the years
elective franchise had been made as free as in immediately following 1850 left such a prepon-
America, and much easier to acquire. Nor will derance of women that one-sixth of all the young
it do to attribute it to the grinding despotism of women who had reached a marriageable age in
the military system, for from tim very country in 1865. would remain unmarried, even if all the

which it has been most oppressive there has been matTiageable young men were to engage in mat-
absolutely and relatively the least emigration, rimony.--The above remarks have reference to
Prussia sent forlh only 100,000 emigrants to individual emigration. Tile dangers pointed out
America from 18'20 to J870, although it was one do not apply to what may be c_lled colonizing
of the first of European states to acknowledge emigration, i. e., the transporting ol families to
the right of unrestricted emigration. We have some distant part of the wor d to form colonies
seen thai the discover3" of gold in California and which are to remain economically connected with
Australia provoked a great emigration to those the mother country. In such cases emigration
localities. The spirit of speculation drives not not only provides room at home by removing the
only capital but labor also, to all places where the surplus population, but there arises at the same
prospect of profit is good. Special inducements time an increased demand for manufactured

held out Ie immigrants by various governments articles, an increased supply of raw material I)y
have been a great exciting cause ; such as the cx- means of which an absolute growth of popula-
eruption from taxation and the gifts of land and tion is made possible. By making provision for
money by Peter the Great of Russia, and Fred- the transportation of men, women and children
crick the Great of Prussia. The offers of free the equilibrium of the sexes at home and of the

transportation and gifts of land by the Canadian, productive to the unproductive population need
)_ustralian and other governments have undoubt- not be disturbed. The capital needed will
edly attracted some. The glowing pictures be better employed than if invested at home,
of emigration _gents and of successful friends for it will bring in greater returns. As a very
have been a spur to many. The rude pres- rare exception an emigration suddenly under-
sure of physicat want, then, as exhibited in faro- taken, well directed and on a very large scale,

ines, the love of conquest, religious persecution, may be made to constitute the etficient means pre-

civil w:_rs, political despotism, discovery of gold paratory to the abolition of pauperism. Where,
and silver mines, the envy of brighter skies and for instance, by reason of the snbdiviston of

a more fertile soil, have all acted as occasions of land into extremely small parcels, farming on
emigration, but nearly all of them have depend- a diminutive scale has come to preponderate;
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_-here the popular house.industries have been and whisky, have carried their disgusting habits
reduced to a miserable condition by the immod- of living ill cellars, and of congregating several
crate competition of great foreign manufactures famihes together into one room even with pigs
and machinery, the hopelessness of the situation as companions, over to England. (Th. Carlyle,
c_)nsists principally in this, that every improve- "On Clmrtism.") Even John Stuart Mill would
ment made mu_t be preceded by a concentration have no hesitation in prohibiting such an emigra-

of the forces of labor and their combination with tion to prevent the economic eontagiou spreading
_he powers of capital, which for the moment to English workmen. The Scottish census report

renders a great number of those who have been of 1871 coat.tins the most vigorous expressions as
laborers hitherto entirely superfluous. Tile su- to the blasting effects of Irish immigration to
perfluous laborers must starve in order to allow Scotland on the condition, character and habits of
this improvement. If a large enough quantity the native laborers. "With the year 1820," says
could be removed at once, the revolution in in- Ihe report, "' the invasion or immigration of the
dustry wouhi at once take place. The proletary Irish race began, which gradually increased until
would disappear for a short time at lea._t, and it reachcd enormous dimensions in 1840, wllen

allow an opportunity to take measures for its raih'oad buiiding began to assume, extensive pro
permanent abolition.--Thc country entered, if portions. This Irish invasion can easily have
already settled, is affected in all directions by any more ruinous effects upou tim Scotch population
large influx of foreigners. Economically, indus- than eveu the inroads of the Saxons, Danes and
try may be quickened, and the material resonrces Normans. Already the Irish-born immigrantsform
of the country rapidly developed by the new sup- from 5 to 15 per ccnt. of the population of many of
ply of cheap labor. Our own country affords au our cities, and, if we count their children born in
excellent instance of this. The immense immi- Scotland, from 10 to 30 per cent. The immigra-
gration from 1847 to 1860 made pos._ible the rail- tion of such a multitude of laborers of the lowest
road and mar.ufactm'ing extension of those years, class, with scarcely ally education whatever, can
Flora lS65 to 1873 the incoming tideof foreigners have only the most injurious influence. Up to
._wept toward our machine shops and factories, the present time the most of these Irish laborers
The Cllinese laborers made the Union Pacific have not improved in any respect, while it is eer-
railroad feasible. In a word, a large mass of tain that the Scotch connccted with them have
foreigners whose standard of life is permanently been degraded. It is painful to think wbat the

lower than that of the natives may have the ultimate consequences of this Irish immigration
same effect on industry that improved machines will be for the character and habits of our people
do, i.e., may quicken and stimulate production, and for the future prospects of the country."
But tlfis very advantage, if permanent, bringswith In another place it continues: "The large pro-
it a very serious danger, viz., a forcing down of portion of Irishmen in Scotland l:as undoubtedly
the standard of life of the whole laboring class had very unfavorable results, and wherever they
and a consequent deterioration in their character have settled they have debauched the lower
anti efficiency. This point has not been sufli- classes, and increased the necessity for forcible
clently regardedby economists. The question is police and sanitary supervision." While the fears

not merely one of p_'oduction, but also of distri- of the commissioners of the census may have
I)ution. and of the interests of the masses of the been exaggerated, no thoughtful economist can
laboring classes. The introduction of radioally deny that they had asubstantial basis. The same
different elements may destroy the whole race thing has been found to bc true in Russia, for in-
by mixture with the natives; may injure the stance, where the immigration of certain classes

national life and commerce by the introduction into certain districts has been forbidden on eco-
of new economicalcustoms, and deba._z the civili- nomical grounds. Australia has considered it
zation of the whole people along with its eco- necessary to protect herself against Chineseimmi.
nomical system. The immigration of a different g'ration, and the United States is prcparing to fol-
r_tce not ltkely to amalgamate readily is peculiarly low her example. These are instauces in which
dangerous. It, if at allinferior, will be restricted the conviction that unsuitable immigration may
z,_certain fields of labor which will be likely to be be dangerous to the public welfare has led to the
legarded with contempt as belonging exclusively practical measures of making it difficult or even

to _e inferior race. Labor acquires a stigma, prohibiting it. The settlement of the Mormons
and a great social injury is done. The agitation in the United States, and the trouble they have

against Chinese immigration into the Utfited States made, show clearly what may happen where the
]s based upon a blind feeling rather than upon settlers are at variance with the state entered
_'conomical and sociological considcrations. But on cardinal points of doctrine and policy, although
that it would bring grave evils with it if it should they may belong to the same race aud speak the
(.vcr assume serious proportions can hardly be same language. Andwhenimmigrantsintroduce
dented. (See CiIINKaE IMMIORATION.) Even the heath¢,n customs and observances which, though

emigration of Irish laborers to England and Scot- called religious anti claiming toleration, can only
land has been greatly deprecated by thoughtful be regarded as contrary to civil order, morality and
men of all classes. The Irish laborers, bare-footed .decency. the problem is still further complicated.
•'rod ragged, restricting themselves to potatoes In allsuch cases it is easier to prevent the immi-
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gratlon than _lve the difficulties it would create, dividual cases only ; the vast majority are able by
--Politically, the influence is also likely to make industry and economy greatly to better their con-
itself felt. A free government rests largely upon dition socially and economically. Another point
tradition. The unwritten constitution is quite as is worth consideration. Life in a new and grow-
powerful as the written. Such a government is ing country is an education of itself. "It has
safe only so long as tile population is homogene- been frequently observed that colonies arc favor.
ous and has been horn and brought up in tile able to the development of a democracy. An-
same political atmosphere. Let large foreign cient customs and u_ges can not be preserved
elenmnts be introduced, the homogeneousness in a colony as at home. Men are of necessity
disappears, a class grows up to which the old placed on a greater equality since they have to.
watchwords have no significance, with whom the share the same hardships, to overcome the same
ancient precedents have no weight. A new con- difficulties and to face the same dangers." What
stitution becomes necessary, if free institutions is true of colonies is equally true of agreat repub-
are to be preserved. But the character of the lie like the United States while it is in the has-
government has changed with the character of cent state with abundance of unoccupied land.
the people. Institutions which were successful The competition is keen in all departments, but
with the well-trained and thoughtful New Eng- somany opportunities present themselves at every
land community can not work with a mixed and turn that it can never become oppressive. A
ignorant population. A govermnent may lay it share in the government keeps alive political in-
down as a maxim that it will not interfere with terest, or excites it where before lacking, while
the exercise of any religiou_ faith. Theru]emay the independence of life and action affords the
be observed as long as there is no religious sect best training for citizenship. Hence we see a
which outrage_ public decency. Let Mormon- capacity for self-government developed even
ism appear and the rule must be ._acrificed and the within one. generation in emi_'rants whose antes-
religion stamped out, or at least its outward obser tors to the farthest remove never po_,_essed such
vance. Buttheprineipleof religious toleration, at a quality. Such an education must result in,
least in its broadest statement, has suffered there- making the emigrant worth more to himself and
by a rude shoek.--The effect oil the emigrant to the world.--_.7,MIGRATION LAWS. '" Every
himself ts generally good. There is little danger state which regards its members not as serfs but
that one who knows how to work and pray will :is freemen, who, tinder its protection, follow out
go to the bad in a young agricultural colony. In their own purposes, acknowledges of cour-e the

a wilderness which has not yet been cleared, the right of eufigration. Only hy such aeknowledg-
greaternumberof proletarian vices spontaneously ment can tbe rights of its subjects become true-
disappear. There is here no opportunity for rightsof freedom, while the prohibition or arbl-
jeahmsy or theft; little for intemperance, the trary limitation of removal prevents them possi-
gaming table, licentiousness or quarrelsomene_, bly from the only gTOUnd on which they can

Here labor i_ a necessity, and the rewards of in- flourish and bring forth fruit. If in spite of this,
dustry anti saving soon take a palpable shape, however, this or that particular state de(.lnres the
As the emigrant in such a situation can scarcely relation of subject to be indissoluble, it will hardly
help marrying, children far frcIn being a lmrden he able to offer any satisfactory justification tbr
soon become companions to their parents in their it." The preceding quotation fairly represents
solitude, and later helpmates in business. The the (_pimonof the authoritative writers on interna-
colonist belonging to the lowcr middle class is tional and political science of the last three gen-
most certain of improving his condition. It may, erations. And yet the practice has not been at

indeed, require many toilsome years before he all consistent with this theory. The question as.
can feel comfortable himself; hut his children, to whether a citizen can expatriate himself, al-
who would probably" have led a prolctarian life though not the same as to whether he may emi-
in the mother country, may calculate with cer- grate, is yet closely connected with it. Even in
taintv on future well-being. The father's small the United States (of all countries in the worhl
capital, which the outlay for education alone tile one where we should least expect it) tlmre was
would have exhausted at home, here becomes the formerly a great difference of opinion on this
seed of a number of prosperous households, point. And it was not until 1868 that congrea_
(Roscher, "On Population," ,_ 249.) If the emi- finally decided the question by an act declaring

grant goes to a country already tolerably well that expalrialion was an inherent right of all
populated, where a different language from his men. In the same year the United States secured.
own is spoken, lie may meet with many discour- a treaty from the North German confcderation

agements, which may have, in isolated cases, a acknowledging the right of its citizens to be na-
ruinous effect upon him. Having cut loose from turalized in America. (See _ATURALIZATION.)--"

all restraints at home. he has nothing except his Prohihition of emigration has always been a com-
own sturdy character to keep himin theright path, mon device of governments. The idea at the
and it too often proves to be too weak. It is a bottom of such prohibitions is different under

significant fact that of the suicides in our large different conditions. Csesar forbade all persons
cities hy far the largest proportion relatively oe- of senatorial rank to emigrate out of Italy. In
cur among the foreigners. But this is true of in- modern times nearly every European state has at
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one time or another prohibited emigration, source of advantage to the latter, as we have al-

Frederick WiUiam I. forbade the emigration of ready pointed out. The principalmodern govern-
prussian peasants under penalty of death. In mentshave so farfavored emigration _to provide
Spiers, in 1765, persons of good conduct, good for the proper accommodation of emigrant_, tak-
workmen, and of sufficient means, were for- ing care that they shall not be cheated or abumd
bidden to emigrme. The public opinion of by the transporting companies. English and Ger-
modern times is very generally opposed to this man legislation are instances in point. The legis-

compulsion, which would make the state a prison, lation of Bremen is a model in this respect, and
It might, indeed, be urged with much force that has contributed largely to make that port the
a man who had been educated and protected chief outlet of Gernlan emigration, The mini
until he had become of productive age ought not mum space to be allotted each passenger is fixed by
to be allowed to leave the country as soon as he law, as al._o the amount of provisions to lie taken_

became valuable. Russia andTurkey still keepa along on each passage. The transporting ecru-
prohibition of emigration without permission panics arc also liable for damages ari._ing from
from the czar andsultan. Most continental states accidents. To prevent any undue exciting of the-
do not permit emigratiou until the person wishing lower classes, emigration agents are not allowed to.
to go has performed all his obligations to the carry on their operations in the inland.--Immigra-
state and to his fellow citizens. To the former tion also has been prohibited by wirious govern-
belongs his military service; to the latter the set- meats. The most important instances in modern.
th,ment of all his debts. These last provisions times are those already mentioned, Australia. etc.
_eem just and proper. But the statesm'm who The general dislike of foreigners oharacteri._ticof'
undertakes to prevent persons leaving who are many nations in history has of course acted as a
discontented with the political, religious or tee- powerful check on emi.,_'ation, while the positive
heroical condition of things "should take care laws of such countries as China and Japan kept
le._t he act like the physician who prevents the them for centuriesclosed to all outside influences.
discharge of diseased matter from the sick body The difficulty of securing protection and ac-
and catlst,s it to t_tke its seat in some vital organ." knowledgment of political rights has been another
tleuee even where emigration is considered detri- powerful deterrent of immi_r_ltion, wllich has
mental to the country, no governmental condi- disappeared ew.n among civilized nations only
tics should be attached to it, except that the per- withiu very recent tilne_. The right of a stateto

son desiringto emigrate should give timely notice refuse admission to foreigners was vigorously
of his intention, and receive his passport only maintained by oriental nations until they were
after it has been shown that he has fulfilled all compelled by force to admit them, and recently
his ob!igations. The immense German cmigra- the same doctrine has I)e(,n advocated and prae-
titre, of the last thirty years, though perhaps ticed by the powerful nations ah'cady referred to,
injurious in some respects to Germany, has in all Australia and tile United States. The right,
probability prevented violent revolutions in that of a state to refuse to accept the criminals.
eountry.--Emigration has, on the other hand, paupers, etc., of another stale, must be granted
at various times and for various purposes, been by all right.thinking statesmen, and the right to
favored or compelled by the state. Theold Grc- prohibit all immigration, deemed dangerous or
clan citrus used to favor or compel emigration undesirable, can be ba.,cd on the .-ame principle,
whenever the population became too crowded, viz., self-protection.--Immigration ha_. however,
In modern times tile Russian czars have often been quite as ofte_ encouraged by artifici.dmeans
transported colonies from one portion to another as it has been prohibited. A,'cordi_rg to the
of their empire, so as to settle up some desolate legendary account of the founding of Rome,

portion. Theorists and practical statesmen both Romulus offered special indu(:ements to immi-
have favored state aid to emigrants. After such grants, and in consequence thereof the popula-
great calamities asthe famine of 1846 in Ireland, tion increased very rapidly. Ctesar tells us that
the cheapest form of assistance is often aid to the Gauls incited the first immigration of the
tho_e who are willing to depart for more favored Germans under Ariovistus by offering them one-
h)e'tlities. As a rule, however, positive provisions third of their lands in return for aid against
in favor of individual emigration have but little their enemies. We h)_ve numberless instan(-es
m their favor. Why should those who remain of immigration induced hy direct offers dur-

st home be compelled to pay tribute to those who lug the period of the decadence of tile Roman
turn their backs on the fatherland? Those who empire. In the strife of factions and partic_,
would have to pay the cost of such aid, viz., first one side and then the other appealed to
the wealthy, are just the ones who under the form the Germans for aid, offering them land for
of increased wages of the laborers must bear the settlement, if they would respond. The result
loss incident upon emigration. Colonizing cmi- of the response was the overthrow of the

gration may very properlybe favored by thestate, empire. The Britons summoned the Saxons to

It is not likely to be directly remunerative, other- their md against the Picts and Scots, prom-
wise it might be left to private corporations. But ising them land for settlement, and the Saxons
a colony well established and maintaining a con- ultimately became the rulers of the country. Int
):ecuon with the mother country is a continual the twelfth century large numbers of the natives.
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,of the Netherlands were induced to emigrate to STATES. Of ,_ll modern nations the United States
_ermany and become farmers, _tud iu tim four- lias received by far the largest number of immi-
teenth and sixteenth centuries to England, and gz'ants. The statistics of immigration have of
settled there as artisans. During the thirteenth late years been kept with tolcralile _lccuracy, and
.century a multitude of German cohmists estab- they afford a great number of interestil)g facts
fished them.selves in Poland on tire (hmmins of for comparison and discussion. We have select-

the crown and of the church. As a rule they ed the fifth)wing forspecial mcntiolu_ls thr,y serve
.obtained the land in consideration of moderate to illustrate the points previol_slypresented uu(ler
services and rents which, howevel', did not begin the "effects of emigration." The vast m:ljot'ity
to run until after eight years nor until after thirty of the immigrants are at the most productive age.
on uncleared lands. Large numbcl_ also emi- About 25 per cent. arc under fift('en ye:lrs of age,
grated to Hungary and Transyl_;_aia, whilc the and lt;us than 15 per cent. over forty, leavillg more
French IIitgue.nots, driveu from holuc, were in- than ('0 per cent in the p,'ime of hfe. 'Fire nLam-
vitcd to all the indcl)endent Protestant countt'ies, ber of re:ties is largely in cxee._s of that of fe-
_'early all the renmrkable Russian princes from males, the ratio varying with the nationality.

lwm Ill. have endeavored to imluee Gernmus to Among the Chinese only about 7 per ccnt. are
settle in Russia. Peter the Great refu_cd to givc fcmales, while their ratio among the l_'ish is over
up his Swcdi_h prisoners of war because he want- 45 per cent., and in the total number of the immi-
•ed them as colonist_. Catherine pl'mted colonies grants about 38 per cent. About 46 per cent. of
4)f foreigners on th(, Volga and insouthern Russia. tile whole numl)er, after deducting women and
About 1830 the number of colonists was esti- chihlren, were trained to v:lrious pursuits, nearly
mated at 130,(X)0, mostly Gennans. Thc great half beingskilledlaborersand workmen. Nearly
])russian rulers have cultivated the policy of ira- 10 per cent. consist of merchaot.s and traders.
migraltnn ou a most extensive sc;Lle, .tnd thus Thcextent of tim immigration duringgiven years
maintained the original character of their parent or periods depends upon the business prosperily,
provinces as the colonial land of the German political quiet and crops on l)oth sides of the
_)eople. It is estimated that Frederick William ocean. The growth of immigration from 1820
I. spent 5.000.000 thalcrsinc_tablishingcolonists, to 1837 was continuous and rapid. It declined
Up to 1728, 20,000 new families were received for two years following the crisis of 1837, and

into Prussia 'tlone. Frederick the Great endeav- leaped up again in 1840 to the highest point it
ored to retain in the country the strangers who had ever reached. The year 1854 marked the
came there periodically, tie is said to have culmination of a series of bad crops and political
settled 42.600 families in 539 villages and hamlets, troubles in Europe. which had given a powerful
The population of Prussia between 1823 and 1840 impetus to emigration, and the immigration fell
increased by 751,749 immigrants, without any off from 427,833 in 1854 to 200,877 in 1855. The

positive favors shown them, and the greater p'lrt crisis of 1857 led to anothergreat falling off, and
-of these were not very poor. In Russia, in 1803, the early years of the war were marked by a still

the Emperor Alexander promised the colonists a further decline. Beginning with the year 1863,
full relea-e from taxation for ten years, a red're, however, the immigration began to increase again

lion of taxation for ten more, and freedom and reached in I_72 the highest point it had. ever
from civil and military service for all time; be- attained. The crisis of 1873 wa._ followed by a
sides:_ixty ¢h,,_att_ws of land per family gratis, an steady decline in immigration until 1879, when it

.advan(,_; (if 3(}0 roubles for hous(: buihling, el(:., began to increa._ again, and in 1881 reached the
•u_d money to enable them to maintain thcmselves enormous figures of 743,777, with good prospcct.s
until the iirst harvest, tlungary, as long ago as for a large increase in 1882. The distribution of

17o3, accorded settlers freedom from taxation for the immigrants among the states and territo-
six years and artisans for ffteen years. Nearly rics is also interesting. The northern and

.all modern states which possess large amounts of western states and tcrritories have received by
unoccupied hmds have offered special induce- far the largest proportion of the_ immigrants.
ments to immigrant.s. Australia, Can'tda and the The southern states have also begnm to encourage
United States have been particula_'ly distinguished immigTation, but without any very marked rc-
I)y their lilxq"fl offers of land or money, or l)oth, suits so far.--The contribution made to the wealth

"The last named has given land only on condition and population of the United States by immigra-

that the persons taking it should actually occupy tion has been the subject of interesting and val-
it. The great railroad corporations have also uable discussions. Mr. Schade estimated that, of
made liberal offers and provided exceptiomfl ad- the 33,589,377 whites in the United States in 1870,

v,_ntages and rates to settlers, and t'lken special more than 24,000,000 were of foreign extraction.
pains to attract immigrants by advertising Dr. Jarvis has conclusively shown the error in
throughout the world, so far as possible, tim ad- Mr. Schade's computations and advanced good

vantages of the m,w countries. Special precau- grounds for assuming that the foreign population
tions lmve also been taken to prevent the abuse of in 1870 (including immigrants and their children
the immigr;_nts on their arrival in this count_ T. to the third generation) (lid not exceed 10,813,430,
"which remove_ of course one of the deterrents of while those of American descent amounted to
immi_ltion.--IM._tmRATION l.nTO THE UNITED 22,775,947. Their addition to the wealth of the
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countD" has also been variously estimated. The tion made to our wealth by immigration is in-
cstimate as to the amount of money each immi- creased by about $9,000,000,000. No allowance
grant brings with him varies from $80 to $150. has been made in this estimate for paupers, crim-
Assuming the lowest estimate as the correct one, inals, etc., who are a positive loss to the commu-
the money brought into the United States hy the nity. Our gain in this immigration is ('onsidcred
immigrants up to Jan. 1, 1882, amounted to over by some to have bcen the los`4 of fl)reign o)untrics,
$900,000,000. But the economic value of thc by others as so much added to the wealth of the
immigrant arising from the addition to the indus- world, owing to the transfer of labor and capita]
trial and intellectual resources of the country is from unproductive to productive fields. -- The
still greater. The estimates here vary also be- subjoined table indicates the totalnumberof alilu_
twcen wide extremes, viz., from $800 to $1,1°5. pascengers arriving in the United Stales in each
Taking the lowest estimate again, the contribu- year since 1820, aud tin: chief countries from
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1845 .... _e_ 1,710 4,R21 64,031 33.1,78 1,217 791 9-28 7,1;64 471 6,3 114,.Ti'l
181fi .... _ _ 2,8,54 ,1,7['.)2 "P&9"P2 57,010 5,51 979 1,961 10,583 6._ 88 1M,42fi

1817 .... _ 3.476 I ¢5,'_'l 1'28.838 73,444 _ 2,631 2,307 '20,040 1_2 160 "2:M,9(kg
18t8 .... _._" 4,455 I 2,.q_4 148_093 r_,014 _, 91S .t_)8 7,743 319 } " 219 '_,P-_,527

3.473 [
1,190 5,841 297.(_'242849 .... j_2 6,0_'i I ,9,398 214,._h9 60,0(i2 1,"3 13

1850 .... _ j 5,276 ! S,80_l 175,48,5 63,168 14 576 1,:_13 8,(K_t 146 , 4_ 320,0(O
IK'__.. 1,521 ' O.1 ,q_, 39,604 14,969 74,5 10_ '2L_i 1,37"2 17_.) 59,.q76
28.51 ...... 5,306 i "221.213 272.740 71,3'YY2 l,ltiO 3.52 2,4'3_, _).126 4"-)7, 379.44_;
1852 ...... "2002247 14,3,575 1,729 4,103

60)" 3..'_;-t "2fi7
30,(D7 ' 159.548 8 148 2,343 6,761 2,788 t._._7 ] 371.6_,

11"k53...... 28.867 16'2,649 6,O')[ _D,'_._5 140,6`5.3 l,',x_ 10,770 2,748 3_,645
18,51 ...... 48,901 105,9,31 4.605 160,2,'_1 '206,(kM 8.955 1,5.34 3,:_I 13.317 7.95.3 !M.t 4"27,,g33,
18,'_5...... 38.871 5_,882 5,27.._ i 97,2_J (_i,219 5,6!_J 2,5Fq3 8Ol 6,(LM 4 .,K_I 1,0"_4 _)0.[_'7
18.'_3...... °_5.fiOl [ 59.t)08 3 '297* (.,'9,01_ 6`3,807 7,'_21 1,:_..L5 l,lf'_ _,246 1,7(_) '_i ') 2(]0,1"Y5
18,57 ..... 70,211 4,282 I 112,840 _,7._ 7,9_.3 1,775 1,712 2,397 2,0_) (;32 2.51,_

28;'_ ...... ,°,4,410 1,9t6 55,8'21 42,292 3,019 18.5 2.430 3. I,T_ 1 .I_.')6 Ku,(3 ' 2_-L 1_;
18,59 ...... 43,7(_ 2.293 61,:Y79 39,315 2,469 '290' 1,091 2,579 8-'1.3 76-1 ' 122,282"

l_i0 ...... tI0.6_2 1,613 78,374 50,746 3.745 .°,.51 L_Aq 3,9G1 913 %0 ' 25.3,ed0

1861 33,'2'74 767 4,3,47"2 30,189 1,472 _ 616 2,3_i 1,007 7(_4 I 91,9_1_'I2 ...... 35,859 657 47,990 '2,-1.l?ek5 2,7d4 89-2 3,14'2 6g_ .541 91.987
1_i.':l 96,0('18 1,9t0 1._2,799 31,989 1.17.'3 426 1 ,f')27 1,_8 6.t_ ,N:I_ : 176,'28'_
1_31 ..... _ 89,442 3,476 126,9,ff ,M.379 "2,897 708 2.9).49 3.1"21_ 1._l_i 59; : 193,411;
1865 ...... _ 77,370 3, f'_7 112,237 80,797 2.627 ,,-79. 6,209 3.58.3 2.889 9_ i 249_061
18fi6 ...... _ 8,3,8.94 672 131,6"20 110,440 5.452 1,716 12.(_1 6,855 3.t_2.3 1.t._._ ' 318,494
867 _ 10(6.9`37 1'25,520 121,°,MO 2,186 2,2`23 7.055 5,',_7 4.168 1,612 '298,,'_58

] ' - .....
868 ...... _ 59,9,37 -"1_!)49" 107,582 lll,.rX'),3 1,.567 6,52 20.42(I 3 !_:_i 3_'z_Jl 1.4Ce2 L,'97,'215

1869__ _ 79.080 12,415 147,716 1_t.766 22 1,360 41,833 4,118 3,i88 2 182 II 395,9_2
1870__:_: _ 75,514 11.820 151,(_9 91,268 621 970 "2A,365 3 7_$ 2,174 2,(.;-14) , 378,796
187.1 ...... _ 61.463 12.1,% 143,fi_f7 1072201 ...... 1.1 :_-3 _2,90_ 5,780 2,8'24 2,927 346,1¢_
187'2 ...... 69,761 14 ,.r_5 157,1_5 15,5,595 '2,006 21,_ 13,782 4,031 7.2_._ 437,77_)
1873 ...... 75.848 13 0if8 159,,_5 133.141 4,640 '29,47_q I 10,813 3,'>-_ 7,473 4z_,545
1874 ...... 47,688 I 8 7fi,5 100 4_ 56.927 l,.r_3 10.917 8 741 2,4,_6 5.7u7 260.82-1
1875 ..... _),969 ] _',39 66,179 _6,,56.5 1,073 10,496 K,_ 1,641 3,315 192,2_1
287*6..... 16506 i 4_.'2A8 31,3_.'1 7_) 11.',_5 _ 6.7"_ 1,572 ol86'2 1.57,140
1_877...... 13,791 I 35,556 '27,429 [ ....... 572 9.107 5,1'27 1,61_ 3,610 130.5"26

1878 ...... 17.213 I 40,706 31,9.581 ....... 6,52 ll,:_r2 4.0,8 2.051 5.1f_ 15,%207
18"L9...... 27,6`51 , 78,4'2_ ,48,._]1 1,19926147 4.1:21 38.34 9,027 250,565_ ...... s_,7_, i tca,4._ 12.22Y3,,,'730 69,_%777I 4,9`39 8,4fi6 1_7_ 59`3,703

165_'2_0 _2,8_9 I 5,653 12,6"28 20,101 7,20,045

190,000 ' _ -
Total 1,(_8,702 [ 8,21_,991 5,012,246 48,3,54 1463,274 1820,766 2 104,257 11,338,631

._ I i

" Includes all of 18_ and laet quarter of 1831. q Includes only first nine months of 1343. $ Includes last quarter of 1_.
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which they emigrated. The "total " includes having been embraced and carried with the grant
_tlso tile immigrants from all other countries be- as originally made. Under republican forms of
_ides those mentioned. To obtain the netimmigra- government the right of eminent domain is found-
tion from the table, about 1} per cent. of the total ed on the welfare and prosperity of the people,
_liens should be deducted for those not iutending and the common benefit to be derived by the act.
to remain in the United States, except that from In our government this right is conferred by tile
1871 to 1881 the net immigration, instead of alien constitution, aud the security of the people con-
passengers, is indicated in the table--The pre- firmed by the fifth amendment to that instru-
_eding table is based on the special report on merit, towhich furdmr allusion will be made here-
immigration made by Dr. Loring, in 1871, with after. The constitutions of many of the states
_ubsequent additions from later reports. The likewise provide the right of exercise of this
_liscrepancies which may appear between this principle, and compensation in an adequate de-
table and others may be partly explained by the gree for all private property taken for the public
fact that in some tables the names of those who benefit and use. This condition is also implied
died on the passage are included in the enumera- in law, and the custom is universal to pay for
tion, while in others they are not.--LxTER._TU_,_, property taken from the individual, for the bene-
The literature of the subject is not very exten- fit of the public, although the constitution may
sire. The reports of the bureau of statistics for not expressly provide for the same. The priuci-
_the United States and of the corresponding de- ple of a just compensation is recognized by all
partments in Australia, Canada, and the various nations possessing a constitutional governmenh
•cominental powers, supply the facts of emigra- and by many arbitrary governments in their acts of
tion so far as they are known. The reports of rcstitution, relief, etc. Tile civil code of France,
the New York commissioners of emigration con- as well as tile constitution of the United States,
tain important discussions of theoretic.d points and the conslilutions of many, if not all, of tim
connected with the subject. "hnmigration," by ._tates of the federal Union, recognize the justice
Frederic Kapp, is replete with information, and of this principle. In tile absence of such consti-
full of interest. In an article in vol. xxix. of the tutional provisions the courts have determined
&ttantic Monthly, Dr. Jarvis criticises some of the principle to be so fundamental and imper-
tim positions taken by Mr. K'q)p. A summary ative, that laws not recognizhng, or those denying
_)f the di_ussion is to be found under the title lhis right to the individual, are deemed void.--
"Emigration " in theNew American Cyelopmdia. There are, however, distinctions to be drawn

Tile other standard Cyclopaedias contain interest- between the principle of eminent domain and th(,
ing and v'duable articles under the appropriate exercise of other proscriptive powers by the gov-
heads. Theprincipalworks on PoliticalEconomy eminent. The seizm'e t)3" a sovereign of private
all contain vahmble discussions of various phases property during a war on account of military
of the subject. Worthy of special mention in this necessity; damages to private property in time of
conne(:tt()n are Mill, Roscber and Rau-Wagner, war, either from occupation bytheenemy or from
all of which have been freely used in preparing wanton depredations by its own troops. (though in
this article. E.J. Jma_Es, this last case compensation is sometimes made by

special legislation); imposition upon the peol)le of

EMINENT DOMAIN, an original ownership contributions for carryingon the war successfully,
retained by the sovereign, or remaining in the in the form of taxation, unless the quota of asingle
state, whereby land or other private 1)roperty can individual be greater than his slmre; taxation of
be taken for the public benefit. This is the most private property for public use; sale of private
definite principle of fundamental power of the property for taxes; destruction of crops or sup-
government with regard to property, and the plies in time of war, to prevent the enemy from
most striking example of the sovereignty of the obtaining such resources; destruction of property
people as a corporate body to resume original to build dams against great floods; destruction of
possession of tile soil, where its use is essential to houses to. prevent tlie spreading of conflagrations:
their mutual advantage and the welfare of soci- the condemnation of a cemetery orburial ground
ety.--Whenever it becomes necessary for the pub- on the plea of an atmtement of a nuisance; the

lic benefit to open a street, constructacanal, char- demolishing of property to extirpate disease ;
tera railroad, lay out a park, or perform any other the confiscation and consumption by fire of in-
_imilar act in the interest of the public, and tile fected clothing or other personal property to aid
owners of the property refuse to sell, or ask an ex- in the extinction of infectious disease; the taking

_'- orbitaut price for their lands, by tim power of of land for the purpose of straightening a rivet',
eminent domain the state hasthe right to condemn and consequent injury to the owner by cutting
such property to that public use, and any court the banks and removing the trees; the seizure
having due authority, by issuing its process, and destruction of property forfeited by violation
may compel the surrender of the property.--In of law; the forfeiture to the state of the property
countries where by the theoryof the law all prop- of a corporation on account of the abuse of its
erty is held by tenure from the sovereign, the charter powers; the destruction of tools and ap-

act is regarded merely as the resumption of an pliances for criminal purposes; and all such acts
•original grant, this inherent right of the sovereign done and, performed for the public good, safety

? •
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_f the government and securityof the people as a authorities of a state, out of the funds of tile
(,ommunity, do not partake of the principle of public treasury. The courts have determined
eminent domain, and do not carry with them railroads to be public highways, and on this
the right of compensation--With regard to the ground have bonds been issued and taxation

question as to what constitutes a public use or imposed to aid in their construction, while the
the number of people that must be benefited to receipts collected are for tl_eir own use and sre
oonCtitute a use as public, it maybe stated that handled exclusively by themselves. In the same

it is not necessary or essential that the whole category are placed other means of transporta-
(,_(mmunity or any considerable portion of it tion for men and goods, such as canals, turn-
-hould directly participate in the benefit to be pikes, highways, public roads, bridges and
derived from an improvement, to make the use ferries, in aid of which the power of the state
public. The use to be public, however, must re- has been invoked through the right of eminent
late to the community, but not to cvcryindividual, domain.--Before the employment of steam, and
or to each oneequally. It has been laid down as when _lter power was exclusively used in ((per
a rule, that should the improvement enlarge the sting mills, it was the practice to encour'_ge the
resources, extend the industrial energy or pro- building of the same by delegaling to individuals
mote the productive power of a moderatelylarge the power of eminent domain by condemning
number of the community, the use is a public favorable sites for their (,onstruetion, when the
clue. The legislature granting the franchise usu- owners of such available locations refused obsti-
ally determines, by its act, the number of people ha(ely to sell for that purpose. But this doctrine
to be benefited that constitutes the use public, has undergone a great change, and many. of the
W_derworks for a particular town. prorate ways courts that formerly held tlw public charactt, t of

e-_ential to the public use, a public park es- mills and the justness of taking priwtte pwperty,
tablished in a county wl]ere it could prove bent- through the exercise of eminent dora;fin, for that
fieial only to an adjacent city, arc all public purpose, now doubt the constitutionalit) of _tat-
u_es in strict accordance with the principle of emi- ntes providing for such action, and _ ith gre,_t
neat (Iomain.--It is not essential that the prop- reluctance enforce the provisions of statut(._ that
erty thus taken should pass into the possession appe'tr to be the very extreme of legislative
of the public. The government, in nearly all power. As a mill may now be run by steam
matter_ pertaining to the improvement of the instead of water, tim question is no lon_:et' one of
(.ountry and the development of the nation's necessity but of the comparative cost between
resources, must perform its administrative and the two systems, and consequently is not in tit(,

_*xecutive work through its agents. Therefore, _ nature of a stt'ict public use. The supreme court
in strict accordance with this rule of law, the of the United States, in a case in error from the

property thus taken may become the prol)erty of state of Massachusett¢ (lIolyokc ('o v,_ Lyman,
a private individual, but mo_t generally falls 15 Wall, 500), re(.ognized to a limited extc it| the
into the possession of a corporation, such as rail- public use of mills, and the exercise of the ri,.'ht
road and canal companies Under no eircum- of eminent domain, where, by the m_tttr(, of the

stances can the private property of one in- country, mill sites sufficient in numl)(,r for' the
dividual be taken and granted to another; but public use could not otherwise be obtained.-
it is sumcient for the purposes of eminent Among other u.,,es considered pul)lic in c(muec-
.domain if the use is public, and the publi(' have tion with eminent domain is that of (h'aining
the privilege of using the same, whether the marshes and low lands, by means of wlHch the
property taken be in the possession of cue or public health is promoted, as well a_ w_luable
many individuals.--The most notable examplc land reclaimed. Also the removal of a dam,
of public use, and where the exercise of the which so obstructs a watercourse as to produce
power of eminent domain is most frequently an ovcrflow of adjaccnt wduablc land, may be
displayed, is in the establishment of means of accomplished 1)3"the same process. Land., for
public conveyance and quick communication public drains iu aid of agricultural enterprises;
between remote points of the state and country, lands for the construction of drainage sewers in
The rapid transportation of passengers and mer- towns, cities aml villages; lands for the erection
(.handise to different parts of the country forms of school houses and for school yards, for neces-
one of the most essential public uses that could sary buildings, etc.; lands for the est:tblishment
l_e devised. This is most effectually performed of public parks for the promotion of the public

by the construction of railroads, which are com- I health ; lands for the lmilding of public roads,
pelled by law to transport as common carriers, at ] for pleasure and recreation as well (is for bust-
:all reasonable times, pm_.¢engers and freight upon ' ne._ purposes ; lands for the construction of
all lines of road within the extent of their opera- lmblic reservnirs, and for the conducting of pure
lion. This labor, therefore, forms a great imblic water to the homes of 1)eople residing in towns
use, highly eCsential to the comfort, conveniencc _ and cities; lands for widening and improving
and prosperity of each community within its I public strects; lands for the establi-hment of

reach; and while its corporation is of a private i public buryin_ grounds and for the suitable
character, its work is as much for the public use enlargement of ti_e _me, m'_y all be condemned

•and benefit as if .it had been constructed by the [ and taken for such purposes through the exercise
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of the powers of eminent domain.--In thus statute may provide that improvements of a pub-
condemning private property for public uses lic character shall not take a dwelling house or
under the principle of eminent domain, the lcgis- other necessary buildings. The house, however,
lature can not so determine the question as to must be a &_na fide dwelling house, and may
make it absolutely conclusive upon the courts include a court yard, office, outhouse and garden,
Still the presumption is always in favor of the whether attached or not to the main Imilding.
use declarcd by the legislature to be public, aml An unfinished house in course of crcctinn would

if the use is surely a public one, the legislative come under tile rule of exemption. Some
authority can not be restrained by the courts, statutes exempt gardens, yards, orchards, ware-
]'his can only be doom when there is a well-de- housesanti manufactorics. Alumber yard would

fined atteinpt on the part of the legislature to not be exempt, and a garden must be annually
evade the law and procure the condemnation cultivated to hc exempt. A fiehl with a few fruit
of property to private uses. The rule stands trees therein wouhl not be clas._d with orchards,
that the legislature is the proper body to deter- and could be condemned. Land used by an iron

mine the nec_,ssity of the act, and likewise the and tin plate manufactory for depo.,iting rubbish
extent to which the act can be carried; and the would be exempt. Under the rule a workshop or

only restraint upon its power is that requiring manufactory would be exempt and a warehouse
compensation for the property taken by its man- used in connection with manufaeturies would be
datory.--There arc, hov:-ever, restrictions in many in(.ludcd, though separated hy a road.--In deter-
of the slates in granting special charters and mining the market value _f all su¢.h prope,ty
privileges to corporations, and tbe ('ondemnation taken by right of eminent domain and for which
of private property t[_ a public use is governed compensation must be made, the value is not to

almost exclusively by ge,_er, tl law. Under this be estimated at the sum the property might bring
system land having been granted to another pub- at a forced sale, but such a sum of money as the
hc use can not be taken l)y general law, should same character of property is worth in the mar-
the act tend to destroy a franchise. Abandoned ket to parties desirous of purchasing for business

property, though formerly owned and worked l)y purposes. The value mu_t also bc determined by
a corporation, can 1)e taken, but the taking of the the testimony and opinion of competent witnesses
land will not extinguish the former franchise. A who must possess special knowledge as to the
portion of a horse railroad, constituting its most value of such property, to constitute them corn-

valuable possession, can not l)e taken under ge_- petent witnesses. Nor is the value of the prop-
eral law. A right of way taken and occupied by erty to be confined to its pre_nt use, lint its value
one road can not be taken by another, when essen- is to be estimated by the uses to which it may be
tial to the vitality of a franchise used for the put, and l)ased on the uses t'o which men of or-
public benefit.--When property is taken from a dinary business foresight, caution and prudence
private individual for a public use by the exercise would usually a_sign it.--In those states whose
of the power of elninent domain, the assessment system of laws concedes the fee of public streets
of damages for all such property so taken must be and roads to be vested in the adjoining owners and
made by a fair appraisement of its wdue by an not in the public, or corporate towns and cities,
impartial t_ibune. An arbitrary scale of pri(,es the rule is, tlmt the use of all such streets and
can not be made the rule of apprais('ment. The highways by r, ih'oads is an additional burdenand

corporation condemning, or for whom the prop- subject to compensation. If no remedy is pro-
erty is condemned tobe converted to al)ublic use, vided by the act of a legislature authorizing th(_ .

can not establish the tcvnls of compencati()n The use of a street by _ railroad, the remedy at common
amount of compensation can not be fixed by the law still remains, and the payment of these dam-
sworn statement of the agcnt of the coml)any ages may be enforced in advance. With regard to
and two disinterested freeholders, as provided ill horse railroads it is bcld that the use of a street by

certain other property appraisements, because one a horse railroad, when laid without dibturbing the
of the p'_rties is interested in the result, and it grade of a street by cutting or filling, is a proper
would bean evasion of tim law. It nmst be done modification of an existing servitude as defined
by a jury or commissioners, or a court without a by common law, and that no new burden is en-

jury, but the commissioners can not be directly forced by reason of a change from a carriage or
appointed by the legislature without the consent other vehicle to a car, especially as the horse
of the owners, or due notice of their apl)ointment railroad does not attempt to debar other vehicles

having been sent to the owners and au oppor- from the use of its particular part of the road.
tunity given for the (_wners to be heard.--A Itowever, should it impairaccesstobuildings by
legislature can not declare a franchise forfeited changing the grades of streets, compensation
and authorize a re-entry, because these interests under the rule must be made to adjoining owners.
are property, and can not be takcn unless paid for --With regard to the power of the federal govern-
by an amount of compensation established by ment to exercise the Hght of eminent domain, it J.¢
judicial ascertainment.--Under the rule prescrib- held that the federal government, being an inde-

ing the character of property to be taken, a pendent sovereignty, possesses the power to con-
dwelling house would not be exempt from con- demn lands for public use, within the jurisdiction
detonation more than any other property, but a of states. This princdple was clearly defined in

i
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the ease of Kohel vs. the United States (91 U. S., was enjoined from opening the streets, and the

;_67) This decision declared the existence of "an supreme court of the United States sustained the

independent power in the federal government to injunction. (United States rs. Chicago, 7 IIow.,
(.ondcmn lands of private persons in the several 185.)--The right of way granted by congress over
states, for its own public use. That the right is publi(; lands hohls good as against pre-emptors

the offspring of public necessity and is insepara- _ ho have faih'd to perfect their title by fully
ble from sovereignty, unle_ denied to it by its coral)lying with the hind l:_ws of the United

fundamental law. "--It is also held that the fed- States, or against mere squatters. With regard to
vral government and the state governments are tile right of eminent domain relating to lands
each sovereign within their respective spheres, owned by states or municip,dities, the rule is, that
and neither compelled to obtain from the other statc,'s may be proprietors of l'tIl{ls, "nld when sueh

permission to exercise its lawful powers; and that lands are taken by the exerm_, of eminenl domain,
the right of emiucnt domain was one of the the state must he compensated like a pri_ate in-
means employed to obtain lands for public use, dividual. When an authority is conferred by
and so recognized by tl,e constitution. Judge legiqative act over lands belo_ging to lhe state,
('_mley, in the ease of Trimbley r*. Humphrey in the absence of a specific grant or the expres-
(22 Mich., 471), held that the state eouhl not sion of a design to aid a corportition by the gift
condvmn lands for the use of the United States of the hind, lhe rlllc is aenerally maintained that
_o as to bind tile United Stales ill tile pay- such authc)rity i_ merely a use of the lands on
ment of eoml)ensation. This of course ianl)lies payment of a compensation, and the state can
the right of the United States to make its own recover coml)cn._tion as an individual pr,q)rietor.
(.ondemnation in the states for public uses. --There are, however, exceptions to this rule in
In tile Maryhmd ease of Reddall v._. Bryan some of the states, and an authority Ily ]egisla-
(14 Md., 444). tile court held the use_ of the tivc enactment to ent(.r upon slate lands is pre-

general government to be co-ordinate with the sumed to be a devise by Ill(, state. In Indiana it
public u_es of tim state wherein the land was has been hehl thqt the right granted to make .t
condemned --The fifth amendment to the con- road l)etween two fixed points, carried wilh it the
stitution of the United States provides for the right to take the intervening lands behmging to
exercise of the power of eminent domain, by the state, without compensation. Such a privi-
providing for tile compensation of private hmds lege, however, couhl not be assumed over lands
taken by the United States. This provision already devoted to another public use by the
was also intcmlcd as a security to the states state, and tllc rule whmh might correctly apply
against tbe encroachments of federal power to vacant lands owned by the states, could not ap.

upon the rights of private citizens. Under ply to the taking ,ffa franchisc or "t park, oraroad
the genius of our institutions the federal guy- owned by a (:it)- and which had been paid for.--
ermnent can not interfere with the rights of Foreign corporations may bc authorized to con-
the states in the exercise of their powers of dcmn lamls in the state while the improvements

eminent domain within their respective juris- may be operated entirely out of tile state, but the
dictions, as the states are separate communities, power mu_t be conferred in express terms, as un-
The constitution restricts this encroachment, der a general act permitting condemnatinn for
The exercise of the right of eminent domain by raih'oad purposes, a foreign corporation couhl
the federal government to an unlimited degree not ctmdemn land. _N,)r(.ouhl the owner institute
was strongly objected to by the several states be- proceedings against such corporations to recover
fore the formation of the Union, and l)revented, as._s,sment of (lanmge_. in accordance with tile
in l)art, some ot tile states from ratifying tile statute, bttt su(.h a corporation oecupyin_ the

areat instrument for a considerable l)eriod of right of way over holne roads, eouhl bc enjoined
time, and a restraining safeguard was c'lrly from oIx;rating its road until the damages of
adol)ted in the fifth constitutional amendment, original right of way shouhl be paid. One state
Wilh regard to the condemnation of lands with- can not condemn property or franchises in an-
in a stale whose fee is vested in the United States, other state, but a bridge a(,mss a river may be.
the rule is, that all such lands when held by the condemned by one state up to the line of another.
United States as a mere proprietor and not de- ,l_;o. W. CLA.",IPIT'r.
voted to any special use, are liable to condemns-

lion for public uses, such au streets, highways, EMPEROR, The Sabine tribes gave the name
railroads, etc. Should the lands be occupied as of embralur to their leader in war or pilhlg(..
forts, arsenals, armories, navy yards or other pub- The Romans used the word imperahrr, and re-
lic purpo,_s, they (:an not be taken for any ordi- served the title for the victorious general, which
nary public use. This rule was established when was bestowed on him upon the field of battle,
the city of Chicago attempted to make streets just as the French at Friedlinger proclaimed
through the grounds on which Fort Dearborn Villars marshal of France. It is well known

wits located. Thestreets proposed by lhe munic- that it was not allowed to bear this title of com-
ipal authorities would cut through some of the mander in Rome, and that there couhl not be

public buildings and seriously impair the public more than one imperator there at the same time.
use to which the land was devoted. The city But after Cse_r had caused himself to be made

60 VOL. If.-- 7
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perpetual dictator by the senate, he had himself I tions of the empire with the north and east were

saluted as imperat,_r by the people, and permitted i increased, thenearer did theempire _pproach that

Cicero to be so saluted as well as himself. The i royalty whose name was so hateful to Rome.
military power of the imper_rtor wa_ distinct . Adrian established a system of etiquette at his
from the imperi*lm, with which all magisterial ] court; Diocletian imitated the eastern kingsmore,
-offices were invested by the senate. -- Oc.taviun ; and more, to the extent of requiring his feet To
also declared himself i_ap_'r_ltor, though he bad be kis.¢ed. He did away with public institutions,

no fondness for commanding in war. He united and thenceforward affairs were transacted secretly
the consular and proconsul'it power with the and in silence. The *Byzantine historians call
tribunitia] authority; he was pontiff, prince of the emperor indifferently a_to, rator and basiletls,
the senate, so that his was the leading voice, and and never call the kings of Asia anything but
he attributed to himself a censorship over the ba_ileus.--The establishment of Christianity, and
morals of others He and his suce(,s¢ors favored the addition of the Germanic nations to the group
the title of emperor but little; they preferred of Latin nations already under the discipline of
pri_w_: or Cce,_ar. It was in the following century the Catholic church, was the occasion, in the ninth
t_at the name of emperor prevailed This title, centuD,, of a restoration of the western empire

which in itself only suggested the command of that profoundly modified the features of the first
armies, called up as well the idea of all the judi- magistracy. The holy Roman empire was a very
cial functions which had accumulated in tim per- ingenious conception, of which Voltaire re-
son of the 1)rine__, but it did not tmtoken absolute marketl that it was neither l_)man nor holy.
power. In the time of Alexander Scverus the Whether it was holy or not is certainly open to
jurisconsults pretended that the prince was above controversy; but it was undoul)tedly Roman,
the law; but the senatus('on_ultum of investiture immmuch as the object of its institution v-as to
only exempted him fr(_m the l¢'.r P_¢p*_, the /ex unite, in one federal system, all nations of Latin
Polq;_e(t and the lex I_,r,)_,i¢,, onlegacies and inher- race, speech or educ_tion. The sovereiguty of
itance.,. Trihoni'm says that the people had the empire among such a diversity of state_,_ soon
conferred their 'mthority upon the prince by the 1)ecame merely nominal; the kings of France freed
&_c Re.qi¢_. But the people never made such a themselves from it from the tenth century, al-
law. If Tribonian had in mind th[, law which though the German government lx, rsisted,astate_l¢
named the kings of Rome, that law did not imply the seventeenth, in treating all the kingsof Europe
sovereign authority; and if the /ex Regis is the as provil_cial kbtgs. The empire was therefore

senatus consultum of investiture granted to the limited to Germany and Italy, and even in these
emperor, neither (loes it imply any such'mthority, two countries the idea of this institution differed
_The cenatus consultum which gave the investi- widely. While the ]talian._, attached to their
ture toVesl)a.,ian has fortunately been recovered, municipal autonomy, only regarded the emperor
It only enumeraled the magisterial functions of as the nominal head of the temporal power, and
the emperor. The convocation of assemblies, the as a mediator, without regal functions, between
propostd, sanction and exeeutio_ of l'_ws, the corn- their domestic governments, the Germans, on the
mand of armies, and inviolahility, are none of other hand, were disposed to endow the imperial

them beyond the prerogative of constitutional authority with the usual attributes of a natiomfl
sovereigns.--The despotism of the Roma,_ emper- royalty, in order to bring about unity of legis-
ors did not exactly result from the accumulation lation. The empire had become elective. More-
of power in their hands, for there existed in the over up to the sixteenth century the coronation
senate, in provincial repre_ntation and in the of the emperor at Rome was necessary for his
laws, enough controlling elements to guarantee complete investiture. But at the end of the
liberty, if power had been then, as in modern fourteenth centu_" the emperors were heredita-
times, a question of grant. But, thepowers being rily chosen in the reigning dynasties. Hence the
the same, the thoroughly mechanical notion that distinction to be met with in authors of the last

the aneient_ had of authority did not give as two centuries between the empire (the German
much play to personal initiative as do modern princes and the Free Cities) and the emperor (the
governments. The despotism of the emperors nation of which the emperor was hereditary
was further aggravated by the situation which king). The empire made war on the emperor; it
had made the empire a necessity, that is to say, was also supported by foreign nations, as France,
the heterogeneous character of the civilizations Sweden, etc. The holy Roman empireof the Get-
and races brought into juxtapositiou under the man nation, which came by degrees to be called
Roman rule, and of which the strongest in num- the German empire, was ,_bolished in 1806. On

bers were the least capable of self-government.-- Jan. 17, 1871, the delegates from the states of the
The e'_rlierRoman empire of the Flavian C_esars, two confederations of Germany, in assembly at
and even of the first Anlonines, was still a Versailles, re-established the "German empire"

Roman magistracy, a dictatorship. 1)utupholding without alluding to eitherRome or Italy, norcon-

theright of discussion. Otherwise it was military sequently to any suzerainty over the other states
and judicial, and differed essentially from the of Europe.--How shall we distinguish between an
aristocmtm and dynastic royalty that existed emperor and a king? It is possible to be both at
among the barbarians. But the more the rela- once. Napoleon was king of Italy; the emperor
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_)f Austria is king of Hungary; the emperor of bounties given by the public authorities They

Germany isking'of Prussia (or rather tile king of were even believed in many cases Io be a neces-
l)russia is emperor of Germany). At first sight, sity, it aught be to induce the commencement of
the choice of title seems a2bitrary; by following industries ",ltogetber new, it might be to give
the empire, however, through its v_).rions recta- olhers already existing greater development, it
morpho_s it will be understood that the adoption might fiually be to give labor iu genend a salu-
of the name of emperor or king is governed by tary activity. Thuqgovermnenls seldom hesitated

,ulticiently strict analogies. The conception of when the intere._ls of the country they guided
st)w'reignty in the two cases is not the same.--In were re'dly the object of their soli(.ilude, to lavish

principle, there shouhl o_1)" be one emperor, or bounties in different slml)es to the utmost exlent
two at most, one of the east and one of the west, of their financial ability. Colbert waq a strong
since, according to the imperial idea, the whole advocate of this (:oul._c, and would have been
,civilized world is considered as one republic, gov- stronger had he consulted only his love of the
,erned by the same laws. But as, since the rcn- public weal aud the advice given by some of the
ais.-al_ce and the treaty of Westphalia, states are first mindsof his age.--People at that time did not
regarded as independent, each nation can give sufficiently take inlo account the natural tenden-
to Its chief the title of emperor or of king, cies of industryand the potential energyof which

according as it approaches or withdraws from the it is possessed. It was thought necessary to en-
political ideal, represented in pagan times by courage it to produce useful things, whereas the
Ca'_arism, and uudcr Christianity by the holy era- l)ro(hlction of such is its natural tendency, its

pirc.--Is an empire more despotic than royalty? cnustant pre-oceupation, its daily care. It was
So' the parliamentary constitutions of contem- thought, at the very least, necessary to stimulate

p,)ral T empires and royalties are identical. But it in the paths it was following; and yet the stim-
an empire is gener'dly considered as a grant, and ulants it brings in itstrain arc incomparably more
royalty as a right; a king represents himself, powerful than those at the di,posal of any gov-
while an emperor reprcscntsthe l)eoplc; lie is the ernmcnt. Nor wcrc the resour('es which it pos-
(.mbodimcut of a quantity of collective power se_scs thought of either, nor the magnificent re-
which extends to everything. A king is a great compense it bestows itself on whoever assists it in
lord; an emperor is a functionary A king may its progress. It is but just to add that the potell-
govern through the disposition of subjects by tial energies of industryand its internal resources

making appeal to their good-will, for he is a priv- were not as great formerly as they have become
ileged person among other privileged persons, in our clays, and that it might sometimes be nec-
]or, Is or commons. But the emperor must govern essary to supplement them.--As indust_ 3' and its

,.trietly, because he is a responsible agent. In fact tendeucies have become better known, so has the
lhc distinction disappears, because a change of confidence once felt in the beneficialeffect of arti-
<.,institution carries away in its rapidity the char- ficial inducements singularly diminished. It still
_(cteri.-tics of supreme power; but it is plain why exists, it is true, in many minds, but no longer
such and such a nation impo_s upon its dynasly with the same life, as generally Ol' as absolutely

one of the two titles. & new dynasty, which asitdid once. This n'aay easily be seen by the con-
has no ancestry and derives all its force from the duct of most European governments. Although
law, is rather imperialthan royal. A new nation I lhese governments are in general much more oc-

which has no aristocracy, arrives at a more po_l- ] cupied with the ,interests of industry than were
tire conception of the law, and will demand a those which preceded them, because they much
king in preference to an emperor, better understand their importance, they show

JACQ(._Es Dig BOIS,JOLIN. I themselves much less prodigal of material encour-
agement. We do not speak here. let it be undcr-

ENCOL'RA(_E]IE,N'T OF I.NDUSTRY BY stood, of that sort of indirect encouragement

THE STATE--Bounties, etc., General Prin- which they give, or believe they give, at the ex-
eiples. The word encouragement as here used pease of consumers, by the increase of customs
includes the favors accorded by public administra- duties, but only of money bounties directly drawn
tions, in theshapeof bounties, money grants, loans from the public treasury. Bounties of this sort
or advances, freedom from taxation, etc., to foster are to-day much less frequent than they have been
any branch of industry, to facilitate any opera- at certain periods, regard being had to the rela-

tion or encourage any work that may be consid- tire interest displayed by governments in industry
ered particularly useful to a country. Bounties, and the comparative extent of their resources.
then, are means of incitement used by govern- 1_io govermnent could be seen now-a-days, unless
meat, or generally by public administrations, in in exceptional cases, doing for industry what Col-
xiew of certain definite results. It would be a bert did r_ith no little regularity: paying with
(liflicult matter to name them all, the more so that state funds for the importation of certain prod

the q_ape they take is very variable, according to ucts or certain industries; drawing by bounties
the object it is proposed to attain, the country foreign workmen to the country; subsidizing

:rod the times: but what we have to say will suf- growing establishments; advancing money tosilk
fi('c to give a general idea of the subject.--Great manufacturers at the rate of 2,000 francs for

_',)nli(tence was formerly fett in the efficacy of every loom working, etc. 1_o more could there be
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seen a government paying about 500,000 francs may sometimes have troublesome results. If the
annually of a gratuity for the exportatiou of grain help is extemled to an industD" the produce of

alone, with no other special object than that of which has already bccn tried and accepted by
eneoura_nga_'iculture, as for along time during consumers, it can only appear superfluou¢: but
the last century the English govermnent did _ besides the impropriety of uselessly exl)cmling
More credit is given at the present time to that public money, there is also the risk of stimulat-
spontaneous activity of industry, whose energy lug the industry beyond bounds, in sucll a ntanner
and resources are much better umlerstood than as to drive it sou|crimes to exceed, in its produc-

they were formerly. Except in certain special tion, the just limit of the demand. If, ou tim
eases whcre action is taken in view of some grcat contrary, the help be given to a failing industry,
public interest, the dir('et assist'race given toindu¢- the product of which seen_s to be abandoned by
try is limited to a ft,w lmnorarv rewards or in_ig- the public, it appvars in every way to be merely
niflcant pecuuiary hcll).--As for e(.onomists, it is sustaining, very unseasonably, a kind of lab,)r
scarcely necessary to s'ly that they are for the most which had better be given up; because it failu T,,
part but little in fav<)r of bountit,s, even when return either to the country or to tho<e who w¢)rk
they are not directly hostile to it. Knowing betl_'r at it what it costs them. In this case tim (bimi_g(.

than other men, l)ccausc it is the object of their done is twofold; an unl)r_)ductive indu,lry i_
special study, the mttural at,tivity of industry, b(,iug maiutained at the expense of the l),_blic
the soundness of its tcuden_'ies and the extent of treasury, the cxtin(:tic_n of which wouhl b(, :_
its own r_,sources, they belie're that it is always benefit.--We do not even admit that it would l/c
best to leave it to itself, that is to say, to its inborn an advi_hle anti got)d thing in the present san|t.
energy, limiting all help to securing for it free of industrial relatb_ns, I() faror, by mtmey sell-

dora, order and security; and that there is often a sidles, the introduction into a country of a kind
risk of hindering its advance by interposing in of work hither,o new to it.. The re._ources of
its operations with untimclysubsidies.--ttowcver, gencral industry are in our own times sufficiently
although this belief is in a certain measure uni- extensive, and the facilities for co|nmunicattt)t_
versal among economists, it must be confessed between peoples sufficiently great, for it to be
that they do not all pos_ss it in the sanm degree, left to the care of private persons to intro(hte_,
or at least that they are more or less absolute ill into their countryany foreign industry capable of
tile conclusions which the 3" draw from it. Some being acclimatized there. They are at least as
seem to condemn subsidies utterly, as being inva- interested in that as their government can ha,

riably injurious except when they are totally aml they are much better judges of tim sulfa-
ineffective and u_lcss; others admit them as an bility of transplanting the new industry as well
exception in certain cases, Without discussing as of the fittest means of accomplishitlg it. As
all the different opinions on this point, we shall to the necessary resources, if they are wantin_

try to sum up the i)rincil)lcs, as they seem to us to some they will not be wanting to other_
to result from economic works as a whole, and Their sum totfil is already a very sufficient ou(,,
from the very nature of thing-.--As a general and the tendency is still for it to increase from
rule it may be said, without hesitation, that the (lay to d.'_y.--Is it then to be said on that ac-
system of subsidies given by the state is a bad count tlmt official bounties ought to be pro-

one. When any sort of work is really useful, scribed in every case? Certainly not. Circum-
that is to say, demanded by the wants of society, stanc(,s could be named in which it is _axcely
general industry has no need of artificial stimulus permitted to doubt their necessity, and in which

to direct its attention to it, the natural stimulus tlmy have been productive of nothing but good
which arims trom the demand being sufficient. .No writer knowntous, forexample, haspretendcd
The encouragement to which it has a right springs, generally and absolutely to deny to the subsidi(.s
then, from itsvery source, that is to say, from the lavished by Colbert in France, all utility whatso

satisfaction of the demands to wllich it has come ever. All are agreed, on the contrary, tlrat Franc_'
in answer. It consists in the recompense which owes to them the birth or the development of
it requires and ohtains in return for the products some of the industries which have made it_
which it delivers or the services it renders. Tile wealth. Very few will deny that it has been, if

more valuable these services are, the more certain not absolutely necessary at least very useful, to
the reward. The more nece.<sary the industry subsidize the establishment and spread of savinT_
then, byso much the more effective is this natural l)anks.t Deprived of all assistance from external

encouragement. It is perfectly ucele._s for a gov- _ources at their commencement these banks wouhl
erumcnt to intervene to gmarantee it or strengthen with difficulty have been established, and yt.t
it.--On the other haml, government intervention every one is eager to recognize the immense scr

vices they have rendered.--The necessity or util
* By an act of the flrf,t year of the r,ign of William and

:Mar)' (1689)there was given a bounty or grutuity of three 4"The subsidies which savings banks received in France
shilhngs pt,r quarter of grain exported. The amount of on their commencement were given by wealthy private in-
bounty wae, as may be surmised, very variable according dividaals rather than by the guvermneut, which at flr-t
to the year. We are making a vet'), low e,_timata here in did little more than sanction them, although it afterward
giving it an average of only ._i_0,000. In 1748 and in 1749 took upon itself the task of directing them when they had
it exceeded £200,0(D, and in 1750 it reached no leas than no longer any need of its help. But this fact does not
,_g_,405. seam to us to altar the corractnetm of oar conclusions.
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ity of bounties must then be admitted in certain still to be tile imperfections of social order which
_,ases. But what are these cases? It would be are to blame. They would not have needed those

perfectly impossible to detail them all. All we artificial stimulants if the establishment of com-
_hall attempt to do is to reduce them to certain panics gencrally, and joint stock companies in

principal ones --It seems to us at first proper to particular, had been less interfelcd with by the
.consider in this matter tlle country and the times, l'lw; and if, on tile other hand, there had existed
Tim necessity for official bounties is greater in a in tbe countl T the vast net work of banking
(.ountry the less advanced it is in civilization and institutions which spring up so readily wherever
wealth, and the more impcrfcct is its social or men are free toestabli_h thcm. In hiking notice,

.political organization. It is, to begin with, ob- theu, of the majority of instanceg where official
vious that the greater the vigor and resources or external bounties have been necessary to in-
x_hich local industry posse_es tl_e less nccd it lms dustry, it will be seen that this nced arose from
for external assistance, becau._eit is ableto under- an analogous if not an identical cause. It was
lake more for itself. This consideration wouhl, perfectly just, to our tbinking, and perhaps
however, be insufficient if it w(,rcnot remembered necessary, that in tile times of Louis KIV. good

tbattllecountrieswhereiudustry is least advanced writers, those whose wnrks were an honor to
and ]e_Lstrich, arealso usually those in which it their counID', should have been rewarded or
,t,neounters the greatest obstacles from imperfect encouraged by pensions from the public treasury
laws or vices in social order --If a state could be or the privy purse, because the right of property
imagined in which freedom of industry was in their works held by those authors was then
establi._hed in its cntiJety, without restriction or very little recognized and still less guaranteed
reserve; where tile rights of al_werc, in addition, them. This was another imperfection in tile
perfectly and COml)letely guaranteed; we believe laws, different from those of which we have just
that it would be possible then without danger, spoken, but producing substantially the same
n_y. even with great advantage, to dispense effects. The exercise of their legitimate rights
altogetller with official bounties of every de- either could not be, or was not wished to be,
seription. Industry would alway,_ be equal to secured to tho_e authors, and it was more
the lask of supplying its own wants, it wouhi or less made good to tbeln by pensions. Strut-
launch without effort into every sort of useful larly it was but right during all the last cen-
lal)or, and would, besides, creale for itself all fury, as the rights of inventors were not secured
file kindred institutions of which it slood in to them by patcnts, aud as ill addition privileged

need. But this condition of perfect industrial c'orporations barred their advance at every step---
liberty is not, unfortunately, that of any people it was but right, we say. nay, even necessary,
,on e_rth; on the contrary, nations are still, for that government should either grant those inven-
the most part, far distant from it. Among al- tors some special privileges or subsidies, to assist

mo_t all, the development of industry is re- them. In this latter case, as in tile former, it
larded by trammels more or less strong; and was a sort of making good or indemnifying the
(_ften _tlso the estal)lishment of the at)pendant wrong done. We do not say, however, that the
in,titutions of which industry may stand in government of those days reasoned tiros, that it
need to second its efforts, is forbidden. If recognized the wrongs done and that its precise
attezJtion is paid to it, it will be seen that it is intention waste atone for them. _Not so, but it
_dmost invariably some imperfection in social realized that here had been scrviccs rcndered
_)rder which h_m rendered nece_ary, when it lms which had not been paid for, and it paid for
been really necessary, the active int,ervcntion of them in its own way when it was wcllinspired.--

public atlthority.--The bounties lavished by Col- It will be said that it wonhl have been more logi-
bert were, we believe, very useful in some cases, eal to reform the abuses which wel-c the obstacle
Several very interesting brauches of industry to the normal development of indust_3, or which
would not have been created without them, or, deprived certain priwtte persons of the exercise of
at 'dl events, not till a much later period. But their legitimate rights. Doubtless it would have
*_t the ._ame time the utility of these bounties was been more logical, but it would have been less
()nly relative. It originated at fil,'st in the exist- simple and often more difficult to carry oul. It is
('nce of privileged corpor_tions which put in the unhappily a matter of expericnce that in all

way of a general development of industry, and countries the reform of abuses is slow, wearisome,
particularly the starting of any new business, so and almost always bristling with the gravcst dif-

many obstacles that private individuals scarcely ficulties, even for those who hold the power in
dared face them, if dependent solelyon their own their hands. Was it necessary, while awaiting
resources, aud would in any ease have had the the disappearance of all these abuses, to abstain
greatest difficultyin overcoming them. It sprang from removing here and there, when it was possi-
"d.,o from the absence of any institution of credit ble, some of their most distressing consequences
t':q)able of aiding the efforts of the pioneem of by bounties or subsidies properly given? We
industry by placing at their disposal tile capital do not beheve so. We will only say that official
they laeked.--In more recent times, if the say- Ix)unties scarcely appcar to us to be useful ex-

ings t):mlcs could not be started in France with- cept in similar cilcmnstances, and that in all

()ut some special encouragement, it seems to us cases great circumspection sbould be used in their



distribution to avoid interfering with the progress equally unjustifiable except as a sort of makeshifl_
of the very industry which they are designed to to correct in certain cases the imperfections of
assist. In our own days the British government the laws. C_. COQUELIN.
has on several occasions made use of the system
of bounties on a grand scale, to repair, as far ENEMY. The ancient Romans had two
as lay within its power, the injury caused by words to express what we understand by the one
great errors formerly committed. -- When the word, enemy. They used the word h,_stis when
negroes were emancipated in the British colonies speaking of a stranger, of a man belonging to a
there immediately arose there a great scarcity of nation which formed no part of the Orbis

maunal labor. The freed nc_'oes eithcr refused lb_maT_ts. I_,ir_icus was applied only to private
to work, or turned to r)thcr employments than hatreds, to enmities between citizen and citizen.
those they had formerly been engaged in, to Every stranger to the Roman univel_e wa_ con-
such an extent that the workrooms of the cole- sidered an enemy, hostis; and, added the legisla-
nists were almost deserted. To supply the want tion of Rome, may the autholq2y of tlte la_es be

it became necessary to call in all haste free work- eterrutlly agail_st him. Wars, however, were pre-
meu from the countries nearest, and as the cole- ceded by solemn declarations, which sh(,w what
nists had not perhaps all the means necessary to persons became enemies in war These were all
accelerate to the needful extent this movement of individuals belonging to the nation against which

immigration, the British government undertook war was deehred, and ew,n all persons to be met
to help it on by powerful b_nmties. In a certain with on its territory._" Q_todq_te pap*dus I_oma.
measure it sm:eccded. But the bounties it scat- lz_ts c_lra p,,pu_o tlermundalo hominibtt.qqete ller-
feted broad(:ast did not fail to give ri._e to fright- ,m_tnd_tli,*bell_zm jussit ob earn rein ego popul_t_q_te
ful abuses, which obliged it soon afterward to re- l_oman_ls, etc." (Declaration of war from a lost
consider on short notice its former measures, work of Cincius, De Re Militari. Grotius.)-

to thc great illjury of all parties interested; so H(,reisanotherdeclaration of war: "Phdippo_wi ,
true is it that in following this path of official ._[ac_doMb_lsque qtti sub reg_o cj_t_ esseltt." Thus

s_lbsidies, even when the action is taken in view war was declared not only against the nation and
of a clear and pressing necessity, theevilisalways the king, but also against all the men of the

feared side byside with the good.--3Iore recenlly, nation and against all the subjects of the king-
Engli_hagriculture secmiug to be hard pressed iu (lore.--We find the same principles of inter-
its present interests, as it might be to a certain national law in Greece. Agesilaus spoke as
extent, on account of the sudden rcpeal of the follows, to a subject of the king of Persia:

corn laws, which had for so long as,surcd it an "While we were friends of your king, we acted
artificial price for its production, it wa_ resoiw:d also as friends in regard to all that belonged t_,
to le-sen the damage done, if damage there were, him. But now, O Pharnabazus, since wc have
by giviug bounties here and therc. This was become enemies, we act us enemies. Since then

d_me, notably, by voting a pretty considerable you wish to be considered as belonging to him.
sum destined for distribution in tim shape of we have the right to i_jttre hlm ia yo_tr perso_.'"
b,_unties to a_d draining operations.--Iu France Yet morality sometimes mqserted its rights. W(;
_ _e _,f the last trialsof the syst_.m which has been tnect with its happy influence in all ages and
made ou a large, scale, was the vote of the con- places. The w._ry nations of antiquity, who
st.i_ucnt a<sembl)', iu 1848, of a sum of three rail- admitted the right to k/z,/ all per._ons belonging
lion f_ancs to a_d the formation of workmen's as- to the natiola of the enemy, wherever f_)m_d,
socialions. There was no question then of redress- armed or not armed, able to dcfe_d themselves or
i_g an injury, the result of former legislative not, allo_ved no attempts on the honor of wives

blunders, but a sacrifice to a then dominant preju, and daughters--attempts wllich have thus been
dice, this sacrificc couhl not have and had not subjected, by way of an exception of which
any but trilhng results; therefore we merely re- humanily may be proud, to the reprobation of
min¢t the read(,r of it. More recently still, the the international law of all ages. "What bru-
s ate was at ._orne expense, which it undertook, tality! O gods of Greece," exclaimed Diodorus
howe_'er, more circumspectly than it h._d for- Siculus; "so far as I can remember, the barba-
merly do_e, in aiding the establishment of super- rians themselves did not approve such excesses!"
annuation funds for workmen.--To sum up: the --We find at Rome a Torquatus t_;ansportc(1 to

bounties given by government have rarely been Corsica for having committed, in time of war, at_
productive of the good effects hoped for by their attcml_t of this kind; and Chosroi!s, a king of
projectors; they have sometimes hindered the Persia, ordcrcd a soldier to be crucified for the
progre_ of industry and have sehlom stimulated same crime. Hostages were not spared; to take
it efficiently. Their usefulness and expediency their lives was considered right. Surrender w_ts
in certain exceptional cases may, however, be not sufficient los ave life. The Romans werc_rout

admitted. In equity they are only justifiable to put to death in lh(._ir triumphs the enemy's
when they are a species of reparation for an in- chiefs, even although they had heeome prisoners
jury formerly done; for otherwise they are a sac- by capitulation. The triumpher awaited at the
rifice unjustly impend on the tax payers for the capital the news of their executiou.--Were there

I

benefit of a few. In public economy they are no limits to the power of the vtctor over the
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person of the enemy? From the point of view of tIowever, ideas were prog'ressing. There was
the laws of war there seem to have been but few always over all, dominatiug and judgi,,g events
restrictions. We have just called attention to the and actmns, the evangelic.d law, the law of frater-
unanimous reprobation which was attached to cer- nity and humanity, which never permits tranquil.
t,dn acts, yet, in point of fact, women, though pro- lily in evil doing. -- Who, to-day, according to
lected against violence in the beginning, bccame international law, tire cot,sider(,d a_ enemies in
c;_ptivcs, that is to say, the absolute properly of casc of declaration of war, and to what treatment
a master. It was an admitted principle through- are they subjected? A primary distinction and a
out .dl antiquity that the prisoner of war became great advance is this, that there :Lre no cnemi(,_

a slave, and the vel T etymology of this word except those who lake an active part in war, "rod
iml)lics that the unhappy conquered being lind then only during the progress of tile slrugglc.
I)ecn saved, /n,e_ved, when the 1.'tws of war Hence tile ft_llowing (:la,.ses of l)crs_)ns should
authorized his destruction. This, according to be spared: 1, children, women, old men, and in

the publicists of antiquity, was the origin of gcnoral all those who have not taken up arms or
tile word.--To come down to Christian times, committe(1 acts of hostility ; 2, tho_e who follow
"If we keep before our eyes," says Montesquieu, in the train of the arm)', but who are not intcnd-
"on tile one hamt tile continual nmssacrcs of ed to take part in hostilities, such o._ chaplains,
Greek and Roman chiefs and kings, and on the doctors, surgcork% and vivandieres. To these
other the destruction of people and towns by custon_ lms added quartermasters, drummcrs and
Timur and Gengis Khan, who devastated Asia, fliers. As for officers and soldiers, " f_om tim

we shall see that we owe to Christianity a ccr- moment that they are _o severely wounded or st)
t_tm political law in government and a certain surroundeQ by tile cncmy tlmt they are no longer
international law in war, which humanity can in a state to resist; or when they hty down their
not sufficiently acknowledge. It is this inter- arms and ask quarter, the enemy" is, as a rule, in

national law which brought it about that duty bound to spare their lives. The only exccp-
among us victory leaves to the wmquished tions to lhis rule -Lrc : 1, in extrac_rdimtry cases
life, liberty, laws, property." (E,_prit dz_ lois, when reasons of war forbid th_qr being _l)ared:
hook xxiv., chap. iii ) This international law 2, if it is necessal T to use ret'diation or reprisals,

did not prevail in a day. Christianity had to 3, if tlle vanquished is pt,rsonally guil;yof a cap-
make many efforts during the centuries of strife ital crime, as, for cxample, of desertion, or if he
al_d sticial transformation which constitute the has violated the laws of war. In all other case.s

middle ages, before it succeeded. " The influence we must consider as prisonors of war the soldiers

of tile church, which was so powerful in the who fall into the lrunl,_ of the enemy ; and in
middle ages, was not sufficient to stop the bellig- wars bt, tween nation and nation it would b(, a
ercnts, and to t)revent the violence and the cru- violation of faith and of the Iuw of nature t_) 1)nt
city of the acts to which they were addicted." to death all prisoners of war." (Pr,; /-_,b_)ok vii ,

(Verg6, ,gur.lf, lrte_,s, book viii. ; Hcfftcr, Droit L_- chap. iv.) tIence there arc no enemies except the
t_rpmtiontd, 1_555, p. 127 )--In the eleventh centu- combatants on both side% at_ thc quality of
ry, in England, at the time of its conquest by tile enemy, in so far as it authorizcs to kill, vanishes
Normans, nothing w'ts respected, neither prol)cr- the moment strife or resistance is no longer pvs
ty nor person; men and women became the prey sible. Such is the positive, actual law of nation¢.
of thc conqueror. The daughters of the noblest It is for this remson tlmt persons who take part in
famili_ passed into the hands of valets, who the struggle without making known from a dl_.
had become feudal lords by right of violence and tance their quality of enemy by wearing auni.
rapine. The former lords wcre their serfs. Their form, are so severely trcated.--Are all mean._ of

property was almost entirely confiscated, and destruction against the person of the enemy per-
helped to establish those great aristocratic houses mittcd? 5Iartens states that " the (.ivilized pow-
which to-day own the greatcrportion of the land ers of Europc recognize it as ab.-olut(.ly contrary
in England. In ttle same century, in the wars to the laws of war to make use of poison and
between Philip Augustus and Richard Cceur de assnssinalio_b or cvcn to put a price upon the head
Lion, each blinded fifteen prisonem by way of of a legitimate enemy, the case of retaliation
reprisal, and sent them back in that state_ in alone excepted. Custom and many treaties con-
Palcstine, Richard massacred 2,500 captives.-- demn any kind of arms or open violence which
Chivalry, that flower of Christianity, realized in. would unnecessarily increase the number of suf-
an instant in practice the idea of generosity ferers, (explosive balls, for instancei.--Wh'lt are
toward an enemy and of loyaltyin combat. Ran. the taws of war in regard Io the prisoner? Can
stun was introduced, and is stilla lloon to human- a prisoner of war now bc made a serf, in con-

it)'. In 1179 Pope Alexander IlL, or rather the sequence of his being a prisoner? "Ju_t as
third council of Lateran, duppre_scd, by a decree, little," says Martens (book viii., chap. iv.), "as

the enslavement and sale of prisoners. Finally, natural law permits the killing of the legitimate
in 1315, appeared the maxim" "No slave in enemy when he has been wmquished, does it
France." (Edicts of 1815, 1318 and 1553.) -- In authorize the reducing him to slavery. But it is
tile sevent_nth century occurred the l_tvages of right to force him to lay down his arms, and to
the Palatinate and the sacking of Magdeburg. detain him as aprisoner ot war until the re-estab-
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iishment of peace, unless it has been agreed to vices he may demand from subjects, in their
allow him to depart, either immediately or at a quality of temporary subjects." (Mal_8.) Re-
fixed date. Officers are often released on their spect for private property has to be established
wm'd of honor not to serve until they have been now only in naval warfare. This was almost
exchanged, or during a fixed period, or till peace effeeted in 1856, upon the initiative of the United
is declared, and to repair to a given place when States, which, almost a century ago, in 1785,
summoned to (lo so "--Can the members of the sanctioned it in a treaty.--Since the institution of
natron at war, who are captured, be made prisoners regular armies war tends to become a simple duel
or be considered as such? Evidently not, because, between the armed belligerents. The consequence
ashas been stated, theyare not enemies. Martens will be ever-increasing fair dealing between ene-
sums up international law at present as regards mies This latter appellation will pertain only to
them in the following words: "It is contrary to tho¢_e who resist armed force; and it will not be
the usages of civilized nations to deprive of their apphcable to these when defeated. Any outrage
liberty the innocent ._ubjccts of the enemy, who upon the property of tile enemy, as well as an
have taken no part in hostilities, and to remove att_lck of ally kind upon an unarmed person.

them against their will, but it is admis._ible to women, ohildren or old men, will still be regarded
force them to give hostages, or to take such host- as a crime, will be subject to punishment, and
ages by force, to serve as guarantccs of an en- will be checked, whether directed toward van-
gagement or obligation." And again: "Those quished or victors. This will be the law of jus-
who are simply attached to the service of the lice and civilization, until the word enemy itself
army, and "u'e not among the number of the com- shall disappear. F.L_II,F.. JA_'.
batants, are not received _nd treated as prisoners

of war; on the contrary, it is the cusix;m to send ENGLAND. (See GREAT BRITAIN.)
them back to the enemy "--Tile taking by assault
of towns and fortresses makes no change in the ENGLISH, Win. H._ was born in Scott county,
law. Life is due to the garrison. "But if there Indiana, Aug. 27, 1822, was representative in

is no capitulation, and the place is taken by as- congTess (democrtltic) from Indiana, 1853-61, and
sault, the garrison has to surrender at discretion : was nominated for the vice-presidency in 1880 by
then nothing can be asked but ]ife."--What is the democratic part)-. (See DEMOCRATIC-ltd_PU_-
the treatment of prisoners of war? M. Verg6 LICa.N PARTY, VI.)

thus deals with this question in his notes on our
author: "Prisoners of war are deprived of their ENTREPRENEUR. In taking account of the

liberty in this sense, that they can not return to nature of the .agents which co-operate in produc-
their own country, or take up arms again in the lion, we distinguish, in any business enterprise,
war then raging, but timy are not subjected to the vJttrepre_eur and the workmen. The latter.
violence or bad treatment, as long as they do not according as they contribute to the induslrial and
trouble the peace of the state. It is customary to ornamental arts, or to scientific work, take tile
allow officem a greater liberty than non-commis- name of artisan, mechanic, artists, savauts, etc.

stoned officers and soldiers. They are, in general, Tile workmen execute the orders of the etm'epre-
set at liberty on parol within the limits of a city, neur, who conceives the enterprise or operation,
and provision is made for their maintenance, combines the scientific, moral and material ele-
Non-commissioned officers and sohliel_ are placed ments which it requires, and directs the creation
under more dH'ect surveillance, and their labor and sale of its products.--The entrepreneur must
may be made to diminish the expense they occa- then have. m a certain measure, the knowledge
sion, but they can not be compelled Io enter the of the artisan, the savant, tile inventor, etc., at
army of tile nation which made them prisoners." least so far as it is necessary for him to apply it :
"The effects of captivity upon prisoncrs of war lie must be familiar with the manual processes of

begin at the time of volunttn T sun'ender, whether the workman; must know how to procure the
conditional or unconditional, and from the me- means required for production, to discern the

ment this surrendcr has been accepted by the best industrial processes, Ix) choose the men who
promise of life being spared." "Captivity is ter- are to second him, and to procure, by way of
minored by a declaration of peace, by the volun- credit or of association, the needful capital; and
tory submission accepted by the government finally, he must direct all these elements of his
which took the prisoners, by conditional or un- enterprise with judgment, precision and energy.
conditional dismissal, or by 1,_usom." (Notes sur --" In the course of all these operations," says J.

Ms, tens )--What is the law as regards the prop- B. Say, "there are obstacles to surmount which
ertyof the enemy? " Civilized nations have sub- demand a certain energy; there are inquietudes
stituted for pillage 'tnd deva._tation the custom of to bear which demand firmness; there are misfor-
exacting war contributions, either in money or in trams to be repaired, for which a mind fertile in re-

kind under p'lin of military execution. The pay- ' s()urees is needed."--Dunoyer has well portrayed
ment of these contributionsshould assure the pre- I the numerotuJ and important qualities necessary
scrvation of l)roperty of all kinds, so that the co- _lfor an eat_j_m_'. "In the number of powers
emv slmuhl then buy and p'ly for whatever he ] whmh exist in man, the first which strikes me,"

x_i_hes delivered him thereafter, except tim ser. ] im says, "the one which naturally takes the I_ce

r i
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attheheadof alltileothers,theone most indis-By givingthem sounderviewson allmatters,and

pensableto successineverykindof enterprise,oftheirrSleinsociety,itwouldserveIostrength-
and tofreeactioninallthe arts,istileta_e1_tfor entheirjudgmentand intelligenceintheconduct
bu..ine._,a talentinwhicb arecombined severalofaffairs;amltoovercometheirprcjudices,wllich
verydistinctfaculties,such as a capacityfor contributetoalienatctheirworkmen, theirnatural
judgingofthestateof demand,orof knowing allies,who, befm'ethe law of demand and sup-
thewantsof society;that of judgingof tileply,areneithcrtheirsuperiorsnortheirinferiors,
(ovdition of supply, or of estim'tling tlle means but their equals--Carrying on business cater-
of satisfying those wants; that of managing with pri,es by association does not change the nature
ability enterprises wisely conceived; aml finally, and the rSle of theentrq_reT_eur, but it lessens thcm.
th'tt of verifying tile previsions of speculation by The various partners share in f'wt more or less
regular accounts intelligently kept. After this in tile conception, the direction, the honor and
list of faculties relating to rite conception and tile responsibility of the business. Nevertheless,
conduct of enterprises, of which the business whatever be the soeielarycombination, theremust
talent is co,nposed, come those facultiesneces,ar3" be, under penalty of failure, a director or man-
for execution, from which the a,'t talent arises, ager possessing most of the qualities we have rec-
Such are, practical knowledge of tile calling, ognized in tile entrepreneur. The value of the
theoretical ideas, talent for applying them, and business manager determines largely the v'due of
skill in handicraft. All these faculties are i,td,s- the assoeiation.--Lastly, we will say that every
trial; _ r, _ but I remark also a great number e_trepreneur who does not work exclusively with
(rf moral qualities. Among these may be men- his funds, is tile pivot of an association, and that
tioned a whole class of habits which govern the his workmen or those in his employ are partners,
conduct of persons with regard to themselves, who, being bound only by temporary engagements
and which in some sort concern only tile indi- and not being willing to participttte in the bad
vidual. There may also be distinguished habit_ chances, renounce the good ones and content
of anotber kind, which more particularly con- themselves with a compensation regulated by the
eern society• Power and free action in all kinds law of demand anti supply.
of occupations depend, as we shall see, on tlle E.J.L., Tr. JOSEPII GAtLNIEIt.

pcrfection of both these classes of moral quali-
ties."--The entrepreneur is, then, the principal E_I_'ITY, according to the definition given by
agent in production. He devotes to it his activ- Aristotle, is " the rectification of the law, when,
ity, he sacrifices to it his repose; in it he risks his by reason of its universality, it is deficient; for
i)osses_ions as well as the capital of others; he this is the reason that all things are not deter-
may compromise in it his reputation and his mined by law, because it is impossible that a law
honor; but, on the other hand, he may derive should be enacted concerning some things, so
from it, with a high salary for his labor and profit that there is need of a decree or decision; for of
on his capital, more or less important advantages the indefinite, the rulealsois indefinite: as among
which may augment his fortune, and which spring Lesbian builders the rule is leaden, for the rule is
from the qualities with which he may be endowed, altered to suit the figure of the stone, and is not
tile activity he may display, and the risks he has fixed, and so is a decree or decision result the cir-
to ineur.--It is because of a failure to take into cumstanccs." (Ethics, b. v., c. x., Oxford trnns.)
account all these circumstances, and to have a "Equity," says Blackstone, " in its true and gen-
definite idea of the laws of the variations of uinc meaning, is the soul and'spirit of all law;
profits and wages, and the :mportance and the positive law is construed and rational law ismade
reciprocal rights of capital, labor and talent in by it. In this respect, equity is sym)nymouswith
the distribution of profits, that the working classes justice; in that, to the true and sound interprets-
have often been led to look suspiciously on the lion of the rule." According to Grotius, equity
sucee_ of the entrepre_urs, and to consider tile is the con'ection of that wherein thelaw, by reason
profits and advantages of the latter as acquired at of its generality, is deficient.--It is probable that
the expense of the workmen. A more general tile department of law called equity in Englaml
:wquaintance with tile principles of politicalecon- once deserved the humorous description given by
otny would have tile effect of correcting this Selden in his "Table Talk .... Equity in law is
false and dangerous manner of looking at things, the same that spirit is in religion, what every one
•rod of showing those who live by their labor alone pleases to make it : sometimes they go according
that it is decidedly for their interest that entre- to conscience, sometimes according to law, some-
p_'e_otrs should be numerous and prosperous; times according to the rule of court. Equity is a
for in this case labor is mole in demand and w".ges roguish thing : for law we have a measure, know

•list'. We will not say that there is no prejudice what to trust to; equity i_ according to the-con-
,,n vhe part of the entrepreneurs, some of whom science of hiln that is chancellor; and as that is

d. indeed seem to think that it is they who I larger or narrower, so is equity. It is all one
maintain their workmen, and that tile latter owe _as if they should make the st._ndard for the
lh(qn something besides tile labor they sell to i measure we call a foot a chancellor's foot, what
tlwm. Thestudy of the laws of political econo- t an uncerttdn measure would this be! One chan-
zny would not be without use to these persons. I cellt)r has a long foot, another a short foot, a third
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an indifferent foot: it is the same thing in the perfflattent, ought to be annexed to the exercise
chancellor's conscienee."--This uncertainty has, of rights or the redress of injuries. To aceom-
however, long ceased in tlmt branch of our law plish such objects the courts of law have no
which is expressed by tile term equity, anti, from machinery whatever, according to their pres-
successive decisions, rules and principles almost ent constitution they can only adjudicate by a
as fixed have been framed and established in our simple judgment between the parties. Courts of
courts of equity as in our courts of law. _New equity, however, are not so restrained; they ad-
ca_es do indeed arise, but they are decided ac- judicate by decree pronounced upon a statement
cording to these rules anti principles, and not of his case by the plaintiff, which he makes by a
according to the notions of tile judge as to what writing called a bill, and the written answer of
may be reasonable or just in tile particular ease. the defendant, which is given in upon oath, and
_Iothing in fact is more common titan to hear tile evidence of witnesses, together, if necessary.
the chancellor say, that whatever natty be hisown with the evidence of all parties, also given in
opinion, he is bou,ul by the authorities, that is, writing and upon oath. These deeree_ are s_
by the decisions of his predecessors in office and adjusted as to meet all the exigencies of tile case,
those of tile other judges in equity; that he will and they vary, qualify, restrain and model tile
not shake any settled rule of equity, it being for remedy so as to suit it to mutual and adverse
tile common good that these should he certain and claims, and the real and substantial rights of all
known, however ill-fi,uuded tile fi,'st resolution the parties, so far as sueb rights are acknowledged
may have been.--In its enlarged sense, equity bythe rulesof equity--Tile eourtsOfequity bring
answers precisely to the definition of justice, or before them a// the parties interested in the sub-
natural law (as it is called), as given iu the ject matter of tile suit, and adjust the rights of
"Pandeets" (i., tit. 1, s. 10, 11); 'rod it. is remark- all, however numerous; whereas courts of law
able that subsequent writers on th,s so-c:dled are compelled by their constitution tolimit their
natural law, and also the authors of modern inquiry to the litigating parties, although other
treatisesonthedoetrineofequity, 'tsadministered persons may be interested; that is, they give a
in the English courts, have, with scarcely any complete rt,medy in damagesor otherwise for tile
exception, cited the above passage from Aristotle particular wrongin question as between the parties
as a detinition of equity in our peculi:_r sense of to tile action, tbough such remedy is in many
a separate jurisdiction. But according to this cases an incomplete adjudication upon the general
general defitfitiou every court is a court of equity, rights of the parties to the action, and fails alto-
of which a familiar inst'tnee occurs in the con- gether astoother permns, not parties to the action.
struetionof statutes, whiehthe judgesofthe courts who yet may be interested in the result or in tl,e
of common law may, if they please, interpret ac- subject matter in dispute.--The description of a
cording to tbe spirit, or, as it is calh,d, the equity, court of equity, as given by Mr Justice Story,
not the strict letter--It is hardly possible to is this. A court of equity has jurisdiction in
define equity as now administered, or to make cases where a plain, adequate and complete rein
it intelligible otherwise than by an enumer- edy can not be had in the common law courts
alton of the matters cognizable in tile courts Tile remedy must be plain, for if it be doubtful
m which it is administered in its restrained and obscure at taw, equity will assert a jurisdie
and qualified sense. -- The remedies for the tion. It must be adequate, for if at law it fall
redress of wrongs and for tlle enforcement of short of what the party isentitled to. that tound_
rights arc distinguished into two classes, those a jurisdiction in equity; and it must be complete.
which are administered in courts of law, and that is, it must attain the full end and justice of
those which are admini.,tered in cout_of equity, the ease; it must reach the whole mischief and
Accordingly, rights may be distributed into legal secure the whole right of the party present and
anti equitable. Equity juri_,dietion may, there- future, otherwise equity will interpose and give
fore, properly be defined as that department of relief. The jurisdiction of a court of equity is
lttw which is administered by a court of equity as sometimes concurrent with the jurisdiction of a
dtstinguished from a court of law, front which a court of law, sometimes assistant to _t, and some-
court of equity differs mainly in the subject times exclusive. It exercises concurrent jurisdic-
matters of which it takes cognizance and in its tion in cases where the rights are purely of a
mode of procedure and remedies.-- Courts of legal nature, but where other and more efficient
common law proceed by certain prescribed forms aid is required than a court of law can afford
of action alone, and give relief only according In some of these oases courts of law formerly
to the kinds of actions, by a general and uuqual- refused all redress, but now will grant it. For
tried judgment for tilt; plaintiff or tile defendant, strict law comprehending established rules, and
There are many cases, however, in which a the juri._liction of equity being called into action
simple judgement for either party, without quali- when the purposes of justice rendered an excep-
ficatior,s or conditions, will not do entire justice, tion to tho_ rules necessary, successive exceptions
Some modifications of tile rights of both parties ontlJe same grounds became tile foundation of ;_
may be required; some restraints on one side or general principle, and could no longer be consid-
theother, or perhal_S onboth; some qualifie'uions ered as a singular interposition. Titus law and
or conditions, present or future, temporary or eqmty are in continual prog'ression, and the
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former is constantly gaming ground upon the ! the administration of equity from that of the
latter. Every new and extraordinary interposi- I common law is wise and convenient. "Aim

tion is by length of time converted into an old i nations," says he, "have equity, but some haverule; a great part of what is now strict law was law and equity mixed in the same court, wlncb
formerly considered as equity, and the equitable isworse, and _ome have it distinguished in severa_
decisions of this age will unavnidably be ranked courts, which is better;" and again "In some
under the strict law of the next. (Prof. Millar, states, that jurisdiction which decrees according

V_ew _f the English Gor,er_Twe_t.) But the juris- to equity and moral right, anti that which decrees
diction having been ol_ce acquired at a time when according to strict right, is committed to the same

there was no such redress at law, it is still retained court; in othem, they arc conmlitted to different

by tim courts of equity.--Thc most common ex- courts, x,Ve entirely ol)ine for the separation of
erciseof the concurrent jurisdiction is in cases the courts; for the (iistinetion of the cases will
of account, accident, dower, fraud, mistake, not long bc attended to if the jurisdicti_)u¢ meet

partnership and partition. In many cases which in the _me person; and the will of the judge
fall under these heads, and especially in some will then master the law "_ Lord Hardwicke

c_ses of fraud, mistake and accident, courts of law held the same opinion. Lord Mansfield, it is to be
can not and do not afford any redress; in others presumed, thought otherwise, for lie endeavored

thcydo, butnot in so complete a manner as a to introduce equitabledoctrines into cc)urts of law
court of equity.--A court of equity is also as- Itis successor, Lord Kenyon, made use of these
si_tant to the jurisdiction of the courts of law expressions" "If it had fallen to my lot to form a
in cases where the courts of law have no like system of jurisprudence, whether or not I should
authority. It will remove legal impediments to have thought it advisable to establish different,
the fair decision of a question depending at law, courts, with different jurisdictions, and governed

Iis by restraining a party from improperly setting by different rules, it is not neces_ry to say; but
up, at a trial, sonm title or claim which would influenced as I am by certain prejudices that have
prevent the fair decision of the question in dis- become inveterate with those who comply with
pute; by compelling him to discover, upon his the systems they find estt_blished, I find that in
own oalh, facts which are material to the right of theue courts, proceedin_ by different rules, aeer.
the other party, but which a court of law can not rain combined system (ff jurisprudence ha._ been

compel him to disclose; by perl)etuating, that is, framed most beneficial to the people of this
by taking in writing and keeping in its custody, country, and which I hope I may be indulged in
the testimony of witnesses, which is in danger of supposing has never yet been equaled in any other
beinglost before the matter can be tried; and by country on earth. Our courts of law only con-
providing for the safety of property in dispute sider legal rights; our courts of equity have other
pending litigation. It will a so counteract and rules, by which they sometimes supersede strict
control fraudulent judgments, b_" restraining the legal rules, and in ._o doing they a,,t mo_t bcnefi-
l);_rties from insisting upon them.--The exclusive cially for the subject." In England the principle

jurisdiction of a court of equity is chiefly exer- of separating jurisdictions has been largely acte(i
cised in eases of merely equitable rights, that is, upon. She has her courts of equityand law. her
such rights as are not recognized in courts of law. bankrupt and insolvent courts, and ('ourts of ec-
)Iost cases of trust and confidence fall under this clesiastical and admiralty jurisdiction; indeed

head. This exclusive jurisdiction is exercised in until latelyher several courts of law had. in prin.
granting injunctions to prevent waste orirrepara- ciple, jurisdiction only over certain specified
hie injury; to secure a settled right, or to prevent cla_ses of suits. In countries governed by the

vex'ttious litigation; in appointing receivers of civil law, the practicehasin general been the other
propertywhich is in danger of being misapplied; way. But whether the one opinion or the other
in compelling the surrender of securities improp- be most correct in theory, the system adopted by
erly obtained; in preventing aparty from leaving every nation has been mainly influenced by the
the country in order to avoid a suit; in restrain- peculiarities of its own institutions, habits and
lag any undue exercise of a legal right; in en- circumstances, and the original forms of giving

forcing specific performance of contracts; in sup- redress for wrongs.--In some of thc Americau
plying the defective execution of instruments, states the administration of law and equity is

and reforming, that is, correcting and altering, distinct; in others the administration of equity is
them according to the real intention of theparties, only partially committed to distinct courts; in a
when such intention can be satisfactorily proved; third class the two jurisdictions are vested inone
and ill gra_ting relief in cases where deeds and and the same tribunal.--The English equity has
ser.urities have been lost.--Various opinions have some resemblance to the Roman edictal law, or
I)c_,n expressed upon the question whether it juspr_etorium or honorarium, asitis often called.

w,)uld or would not be best to administer justice All the higher Roman magistrates Onagistratus
"dlogether in one court or in one class of courts majorca) had the jus edicendi or authority to pro-
without any _paration or distinction of suits, t)r mulgate edicts. These magistratus majores were

of the forms or modes of procedm_e and relief, consuls, prmtors, curule _edilcs, and censors.
Lord Bacon, upon more than one occasion, has By virtue of this power a magistrate mnde edicts
expressed his decided opinion that a separation of or orders, either temporary _md for particular oc-
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¢.asions (edicts repent/ha); or upon entering on his prmtorium is defined by Papinian (Dig. i., fit. i., 7)
<)ffice he promulgated rules or orders, which lie as the law which the pl_eto:'s introduced forth(;
would observe in tile exercise of his office (ed_cla purpose of aiding, supplying or COITecting the
perpetua). These edicta were w3ittcn on a white law ()as civilc) with a view t_ the lmblic interest.
tablet (album) in black letters; tile lleadings or The edict is called by Marcianus " tile living
titles were in red: the alba were placed in the. voiceof the jus civile," tlmt is, of the Rt)m,_u law.
forum, in such a position that they could be rea_'l (D/g. i., tit. i., 8.) The praetorian law, as thus

by a stander-by. Those edicta which related to formed (j,s pragorium) was a body of law which

the administration of justice had aJl important was distinguished by this name from the jl_s
effect on the Roman ]aw; and c.specially the prte- civile, or the strict law; the opposition resembled
toria edicla and those of the curule aediles. That that of the English terms equity aud b_w. In its
branch of law which was founded _,n the praeto- complete and large sense jus civile Romanorum,
rian edicts was designated ju_ praetorium, or or the law of the R_)mans, of c_)ur._e coml-e
honor;Irium, because the praetor hehl one of these hended the jus praetorium; but in its narrou er
efiices to which the term honores was applied, sense jus civile was contrasted, as already ex-

The edicta were only in force during tim term of plained, with the jus praetorium.--The origin of
-office of the magistratus who promulgated them; the Roman edictal law is plainly to be traced
but lJis successor adopted many or all of his pre- to the impcrfections of the old jus civil(,,

-decessor's (,dicta, and hence arose the expression and to the necessity of gradually modifying law
.of ""transferred edicts" (tralaticia edicts); and and procedure according to the changingcircum
thus in the later repul)lic the edicta which had stances of thetimes. It was an easier method of

been long eslablishcd began to exercise a great doing this than by direct legislation. _umerous
influence on the law, and particularly the forms modern treatises contain a view of the origin and
_f procedure. About the time of Cicero many nature of the Roman jus prmtorium, though on

di._tinguishcd jurists began to write treatises on some points there is not complete uniformity ef
the edictum tlibri _ld edictum). Under the empe- opinion.--Biicking. I_stitutiol_eT_., vol. i. ; Puchta.

a'ors new edicts were rarer, and in the third cen- Cursu._ dee I_tslitutio_e,, vol. i.. p. 293; Savigny.
tury of our era they ceased. Under the empire Geschi_hte des ROm.. I_eJ_ts, vol. i ; Heffter, /)/e
we first find the edicta of the prmfectus urbi Oeconemsie des Ed_te,_, Rhein. Mus fat" Ju_qs., i.,
mentioned; but these must be considered as p. 51; E. Schrader, .D_ Prdtorische_ .Edicte dee
founded on the imperial authority (majestas prin- RSmer, 1815. Bo_.
rip/,), and to have resembled the imperial constitu-

lions. Under the reign of Hadrian, a compila- ERA OF GOOD FEELING (I._U. S. HIsToRY),
lion was made by his authorzty of the edictal a period (1817-28) when the contests of national
rules by the distinguishcd jurist, Salvius Julianus, parties were practically suspended, partly through
in conjunction with Servius Cornelius, which is the exhaustion of one party (the federal party),

-spoken of under the name of edit(urn perpetuum, and partly through the extinction of the surface
This edictum was arranged under various heads issues of the past. The termination of the war

.or titles, such at those relating to marriage, tu- of 1812 had put an end to every question which
lores, legata (legacies), and so on.--By the term had divided the partiessince 1800; it left the dem

praetorian edict the Romans meant the edicts of ocrats a triumphant majority, and the federalisls
prmtor urbanus, wllo was the chief personage a discredited minority; and the new policy of

•employed in the higher administration of justice internal improvements and a protective tariff lind

under the republic. The edicta which related to not yet been developed so far as to form a party
peregrini (aliens) were so named after the praetor issue. Neither of theselast projects was supporl-
Peregrinus, and oti_er edicts were called ccnsoria, ed generally or with any interest by the federal
,consularia, aedilicia, etc. Sometimes an edict ists, but both found their warmest supporters m
•of importance took its name from the praetor who the northern section of the democratic party.--

promulgated it, asrarbonianum edictum. Some- The inaugural addr_s of ]_Ionroe, in 1817, w_ls
times the honorari_e at(tones, those which the exceedingly well calculated to soothe the feelings

praetor by his edict permitted, were named in like of the hopeless minority of federalists. It spoke
manner from the praetor who introduced them. warmly of their peculiar interests, commerce and
Sometimes an edict had its name from the matter the fisheries; it congratulated the country on the
to which it referred. The Romans generally cited restoration of "harmony"; and it promised the
the edicta by parts, titles, chapters or clauses of diligent efforts of the president to increase the

the edietum perpetuum, by naming the initial harmony for the future. The inaugural was a
words, as unde legit imi, and so on; sometimes harbinger of a tour which he made through New
they arc cited by a reference to their contents. England during the year, and he was received
:Examples of these modes of citing the edictum with enthusiasm by a section which had not seen

occur in the titles of the forty-third book of the a president or heard such conciliatory language
"Digest." In our own law we refer to certain from a president, since Washington. Party feel.
forms of proceedings and to certain actions in ing was laid aside, and the leaders of both parties
a like way, as when we say quo warranto, quare joined in receiving the president and in announc

impedit, and speak.of qui tam actions.--The jus ing the arrival of an "era of good feeling." The
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"good feeling" lasted long enough to give Mon- ment from office, in 1801, President Adams was
rt)c an almost unanimous re-election in 1820, Plu- very steadily engaged, for about seven years, in
mer of New Hampshire being the only elector to newspaper warfare against the junto and its open
vote against him; but it did not induce Monroe to o,' secret allies in his t,wn _tatc --The beginning
take t,ny federalists into his cabinet, as Jackson ad- of the " restrictive s)'stcm.'" and of the New Eug

vi_ed and urged him to do.--Theera of good feel- land opl)ositlon to it (see E._tl_._It_;o), deprived
ing was terminated by thc clection of John Quincy th(_ name ahnost entirely of its local hmitation.
Adams to the presidency in 1824, tim opposition and made it a synonym for New Enzland feder
which was formed during his administration, and alism. Throughout the rest of the Union, whi(.h

the development of two opposing national par was ahnost entirely republican in politics, it be-
ties. (See DISI'UTEDEI,ECTIONS, II. ; DEMOCRAT- came eonveni(q_t t(; attribute all the d_ffi('ulties in
It'-REPUBLICAN PANTY, IV. ; WIII(_- PARTY, ] ) _('w England, the rt.,;ist:_nee to Ill(' emb'lrgeJ, the
l)uring its existence no characteristic is more alleg(:d intention tosecc(le in 1808, tim open coun-

etriking th'm the torpor which seemed to affect cils and suspected designs of the tlartford conven-
principle in politics, and the extent ttl which per- lion, andthestubborn opposition tothewar, tothe
s,)nal feeling seemed for the tim(: 1o have super- vague spirit of evilinherent in the "Es_x junto "
seded it. The several factions which supported (See CONVENTION, HARTFORD; SECESSION, EM-

Jackson, Adams, Crawford and Ch,y for tl,c pres- ]_ARC,O; FEDERAL PIETY.) See 4 tlihh'cth's
idency, in 1824, hardly pretended to assign t() their United States, 375. and 5 : 52, 81, 119:1 Schouler's
eandidates any distinctive political principles, attd United States, 469; Lodge's L(fe of Cabo[. 17:4
one of the candidates, Jackson, was most earnestly Jefferson's Work_(edit. 1829, ]ctteruof April 20,
sl, pported forhis supposed liking for internal Am- 1812, and Jan. 13. 1813), 172. 184:1 John Adams'
provements and a protective tariff, to which, as Works, 286, and 9 : 618.
president, he proved to be a consk_tent oppo- ALEXANDER JOH._STON.
nent.--The best medium for getting the spirit of

the "era of good feeling" is 10-24 Ni]es' Weekly ESTATES, CASTES. CLASSES, ORDERS.
Re.q£_ter; see also 6 Hildreth's Unital States, 623; Plato, in his " Ik'public," seeking, by the study of
3 Spencer's Urn'ted States, 309. man, to acquire a knowledge of and attain to jUS-

ALEXANDER JOHNSTON. lice, analyzed the manifestations of the soul, and
reduced them to three original faculties: intellect,

ESSEX JUNTO, The (IN U. S. HISTORY) sentiment and sensation. These three forces of
About 1781 this name was first applied by John our nature, though unequally developed in indi-
Hancock to a-'TOUp of leaders who were either viduals, are considered by him to be the strict
residents of Essex county, Massachusetts, or were and complete expression of our being, lie takes
closely connected with it by ties of business or re- them, therefore, as the bases of a more general
lationship. The great interests of the county study, and, rising from the individual to society,
xxere commercial, and the " Es,¢ex junto" was he reduces all mankind to these three types, and
the personification of the commercial interest's he divides men into three classe% according as one
desire for a stronger federal government. The or another of the three faculties predominates in

ability and the ultraism of tile junto made its the soul of tlleindividual. These thrcc classes he
members peculiarly objectionable to the COhere- calls phd,,s,_phers or vuqgistrates, w,trr..s or gym.
atives and anti-federalists of the state, but tile _;asts, laborers or (trtis,17_s. anti gives them the fol-

name temporarily died out after the successful lowing attributes. To the fil,'St, that of ttle iutellcct
establishment of the constitution.--Upon tile first which presides and governs; to the second, senti-
development of the federal party the Essex junto ment, syml)athetic and ardent, which obeys and
naturally fell into it, and ranked as the most ultra combats; to the third, tim commt)n instinct which

of the federalists. They counted among their subjects externalnaturctoourwants.--'rlwhisto-
number such state leaders as Cabot, the Lowells, ry of human society seems to confirm tile truth of
Piekering, Theophilus Parsons, Stephen Higgin- this metaphysical analysis. Everywhere tile cx-
son, andGoodhue; and Fisher Ames, a federalist istence has been shown of these three (,lasses, tile

of national reputation, was in warm sympathy necessity of which Plat,oundertook to prove: and
with them until his retirement from politics. So experience, in accord with theory, shows us the
long as the federal partywas controlled by Wash- human race instinctively accepting this natural
ington and tIamilton, the junto's influence in it law, from the remotest epoch in India down to
was very considerable; but when Adamssucceed- modern times, each nation dividing itself into
e(1 Washington, its memhers followed Hamilton three branches, we might say into three peoples,
rathe,, titan the president. (See FEDERALPARTY.) superimposed the one on tile other, and resetting

In his own state the president at once revived to each one of these branches a distinct part in the
the old name of "Essex junto." throw upon its general labor of mankind.--But this hierarchy in

members most of the responsibility for the at- the social body, enduring for centuries or recon-
tempt to force a war upon France in 1798-9, and structed after revolution, modifies its character
thus gave them a national notoriety as a "British with the progress of civilization, in the lapse of
faction," unworthy of recognition as an Ameri- time. The earliest nations looked on this hie-
can party. (See ADAMS, Jor_N.) After his retire- rarchy as a creation of the Deity, as something
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providential. At a later period pldlosophers and will. The Cshatrya, under the supx_me direc-
4egis!ators thought they detected in it a tendency tion of the Brahman, govern, dispense justice,
inherent in man, and they upheld it no longer in frame the laws, make war and peace, levy taxes,
"the name of an immutable God. but in the name maintain social order, and the division of caste_.
,of wisdom and justice to which the personal Under the term |_ti,_ya,_ are comprehended the
rights of the individual should yield. Still later, cultivators of the soil, and artisans charged with
when society had become more mature, this hie- the feeding of animals, the carrying on of com.

rarchy was accepted only as a system more or less merce, of acquiri_g and increasing wealth, etc.--
proper anduseful in preserving ordcrand directing Could Buddha, by his milder doctrine, have in
nations, till at last equality was proclaimed as :x the long run overcome the rigidity of the dogma
principle bythe French rcvolution.--Although in of castes? [tis system of morals which tended
ordinary language, the terms castes, cla_ses, eslates to equality would beyond doubt have been power-
and oT_lers are frequently used as synonyms, their less to do away with the Brahmanic hierarchy (see
meanings are different, and relate to the diffel'ent BI_._H._A._IS_ and B_:DDHrSM). since the Buddhist
origins of these hierarchies. Castes are unchange- considered that the unity and equality of men
able divisions fixed by religious belief, and which were to be realized only beyond the tomb and

have not l'eally existed except in India. Thegcn- through annihilation. However this may be, the
eral name of classes is given to all those pelitical followers of Buddha, ,comluered and driven
divisions founded on conquest or on civil legisla- from India, were able to gain over to their new

tion. Estates are merely a modern modification religiononly the pcopteof China, of the highlands
_of cla_ses, a more liberal and more l)hilosophical of Asia, Japan, and some other islands. Persia,

"way of calling and looking "It them.--The tI'ans- Judea and Eg.vpt had also their sacerdotal order;
_formations of which we have just spoken were but the Magi, the Levites and the priests of Mem.
,not successive, and the progress of nations and phis differed profoundly from the Brahmans.
.civilization has not I)een continuous. _N_ations They occupied the first rank in society, as inter-
.have advanced to the realization of what appears mediaries between man and God, but they were
.to us now to 1)e justice and truth through many not its predestined sovereigns. All power did
vicissitudes. Some succumbed to invasion and not emanate from them; the kings and warriors

•conquest, but no change was wrought in their enjoyed real independence; even laborers had
institutions; others grew weak in proportion rights which belonged to the_ personally. The

as equality overcame their ,_)cial hierarchy, an.d Levite gave coun(.il to the chiefs of Israel, but he
new races, founding new empires, restored the had no persomd aulhority over them; the prie.cts
classes, which had disappeared for a moment; of Egyl)t studied thelaws and guarded their per-
still others preserve their social organization as it petuity, but they could not encroach on the attri-
is described by the most ancient monuments of butes and the privileges of the two other classes.
their histo_'. Whatever science may say as to The historians of Greece admired this priestly
their historic origin, the castes of India have organization in which the present reproduced the
always had their roots in the supernatural order, past, and which was '1 guarantee of lasting peace.
Earthly life, in accortlance with the laws of Manu, --Greek society m_de gr_lter progress than the
was nothing to the IIindoo but theinevit'tblecou- theocracies of the east. On Iiellenic soil, as

sequence of a previous life, the recompense ac- later at Rome, the city was the origin and the
corded or the punishment inflicted by God--an basis of the republic, and within such narrow
unchangeable destiny, against which revolt was limits the subordination of cla.,_,_to class could

.either useless or impious. Brahma did not create not endure very long. The difference between
man: he created three different men, who ema- the conquering and the conquel'ed nation was not
nated respectively fi'om his head, his arms and very apparent. The Dorians and the Ionians be-

his feet- the _Br_g_maa, the 6'shatrya. and the longed to the same family, spoke the same lan-
_isya, who alone compose humanity. The guage, professed the same religion, but neither

.stranger, the primitive inhabitant of India, the was able to master the other. The first and most
Sudra or Chandala, was h)wer than a man, lower important result of this coexistence of independ
than certain animals, reverence for which was ent and hostile states, in the same region, was to

.enjoined by the law. The contact of this impure destroy all uniformity of legislation, and to ren
creature, the Sudra, his look, even his shadow, der the formation of a sacerdotal class impossible.
defile regenerated men (D_hljaz) who might put The Greek genius, so far removed from the con-
him to death with impunity, or use him as a life- templative mysticism of the east, far more oecu
tess thing. Only the races issued fi'om Brahma pied with the present condition of man, with
have a right to life here and hereafter, and the his relations to other men, than with his future
world is divided among them. To the Brahman destiny and his relations to the universe and God,

:belong science, wisdom and virtue; he is king of shnplified and humanized worship as well as
the earth; all its products belong t_ him of right religion. The sacerdotal order became useless in

and to the other classes only through his liber- Greece.--The sacrifices were simply one of the
ality: he prays, he contemplates, is the incarna- privileges of the aristocratic and warrior class, in
tion of Brahma; he is God himself, obeyed and whose hands sovereignty for a long time re-

honored as such, for his words express the divine mained, In Sparta and.some other Doric cities,
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where the influence of Crete and EgTpt were united by their federative tendencies and by in-

v,,_nsiderable, this doinination rested on charac- terest, found in the provinces of the empire only
teristm institutions. The Spartans alone consti- a sparse population, enfeebled antl impoverished,

tutcd the city, the goverument and tile army: devoted to continuous labnr, unaccustomed either
they owned a part of the lands and had a to independence or authority. This insured not
suzerainty over the rest. They guaranteed the only the domination of the conquering race, but
integral preservation in each family of its prop- the union of its chief_ in a body politic, into a

erty; they avoided all change in legislation and superior class, who owned the land, exercised
cmleavored to preserve intact the traditions of sovereignty over its inhabitants, and reduced to

c,,v_quest and of their establishment in the Pelo- the hbors of tillage or of dai]y industry the
p,mnesus. The conquered Laconians, scattered d_ellers in the country and in the towns.--One
around them, became the laboring class, who authority alone sto,*d erect amid the ruins of the
,.ullivated the lands which were ceded to them empire, that of the ecclesiastical order After

on condition of their paying tribute. Thus they the official recognition of (qlristianity by Con-

provided for the material wants of the Spar- stantine, the chiefs of the Christian church had
_:tn_. served as artisans, sailors and auxiliary been invested with a temporal jurisdiction which

trc)ops, but had no political existence, and were incrc'lsed continuously through the weakness of
._earcely recognized or protected by the law.--It the, imperial administration Entrusted at first
wa_ different at Athens: from the earlier centu- with the government of the failhful and the
rice the races of Attica mingled, revolutions ful- material interests of their churches, the bishop%
I,_wed, systems of laws sut.ceedcd each other; by slow deg'rces, had eh'mged this altogether
and a multiplicity of laws, says Vice, soon leads to special authority, and when the barbarians came,

:, democracy. In the seventh century Solon, in they were the prolcctors and masters of cities,
hi< effort to reconstruct satiety, was unable to the only municipal and provincial authority
take, as a basis and criterion of his division of capable of resisting the violence of invasion.--

_,las_es. origin or birth, hut simply wealth. Such The rapid conversion of the barbarians to Chris-
:m arbitrary hierarchy, and one so easy to rood- tianity, and the need they had of nmking use of
if)'. became illusory in a short time. Ever)- citizen agents to subject the conquered population to the
had equal rights, was a member of the popular new organization of society, further increased

a-¢embly, and could attain to official position in the politic'd influence of the clergy. Possessing.
the state. The form of the government never in the name of the church, consideral)le landed
all,_wed authority to continue in a given group of l;roperly which they lo_t but for a moment, the
families, nor pririleges to become general. The liishops entered easily into a hierarchy which had
,,ffices them,_elves belonged, without distinction, as a basis and measure properly in its different
t(, all, each one might become in turn a soldier, forms. "If it be true that feudalism was com-
a judge, a legislator, a magistrate; for labor, in- pletely establi.shed only in the tenth ecntuIT, it i_
,,_ead of heing a cause of inferiority, was imposed non(, the less true tirol the principal elements of
¢m all citizens. Thus was formed that Athenian the fco(tal r6gime existed in the west in the
d('mocracy who_ excesses were censured by the beginning nf the seventh and eighth centuries,

gr(,atest minds of the ages of Pericles and Alex- that the spirit of individualism of th(, Germam,'
ander, I)y Xenophon. Aristotle, Socrates. Arts- peoples made them look on prol)erty from lhe first
l¢,phanes, and which excited the irony of Plato. as the c._sential attribute of personality, a_ th(. first
--The hierarchy of the Roman classes, founded condition of sovereignty and indetx'v(h'nce; and
ou more ahsolute principles and sustained 1)y they graduated the rank, the duties an(t the privi-
more powerful institutions, resisted for four cen- leges of e'_ch person according to the origin and

furies the most persistent and energetic efforts of the more or less complete control of the properly
the people. Under the kings, and (luring the lie posse_e(I. The bishops and tbe abh()ts were
earlier period of the republic, the patricians, who admitted, therefore, inlo the feudal hi'_rarchy,

without doubt derived their origin from learned with the rank of "'leudcs" and barons, by re,_son
Etruria and warlike fSabina, were the active part of being great proprietors.--After the beginning
,if the republic. -- After the ancient world had of the fourth century, although the ]_)man law
become one, it crumbled to pieces. From the w_ls universal, the clergy ohtained the establish-

Euphrates to the river Tweed, the provinces, ment of special ecclesiastical tribunals, before
:LIlaehed to _he capital only by bonds which which alone theyappearcd. This privilege they
,_'rc.wweaker every day, and by an admiuistration preserved after the inwlsion. The clergy besides
:tl once oppressive and powerless, were is,lated demanded and enjoyed new privileges, such as

Item each other, and lost by degrees their eollcc- exemption from taxes on llwir own property, and
_l_e and national life. Abandoned at last to the establishment of tithes on all olher t)roperty,

theln,wlves, they opposed no effort to the inca- tithes imposed and c(dlectcd h)" lhemsclve_ and
_i¢)ns of the Germanic tribes --From this contact for their own exclusive bcuefit.--Lcgislation, tri-

;_f opposing peoples and civilizations a restora- hunals and resources of their own could not but
_ion of social classes necessarily resulted. The put the clergy in a situation independent of, and

barbarians, who were warriors i'mpatienl of dis- in runny respects superior to, the secular aristo-
cipline, with no occupation but thai of arms, cratic class. At a certain period of history,
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when the Germans, having entered orders, oceu- altogether opposite consequences, only served to
pied all the dignities of the church, when these cause the clergy to mingle more completely with
dignities ceased to be confelTed by election in tlle rest of society.--The profound difference ex

order to be given by the suzerain lords of terri- isting between the Christian clergy and tile sneer.
tory, just like secular emoluments, when bishop- dotal castesof antiquity, mparate modern aristo¢.
rics ._nd the papacy itself were transmitted in racies also from those of Rome and Sparta Even
certain families like a sort of hcredit'lry fief, it in countries where the hierarchy of classes was
was to be feared that a real sacerdotal comte might most deeply rooted, another civilization and dif-
arise in the bosom of Christianity as in the relig- fcrent beliefs directed societies. Amid social and

ions of the east. Certain popes in the twelfth political diversities there appeared a sincere faith
century, and, later, the French kings, raised an in the unity of the human race and an aspiration
obstaclc to such it movement. In his struggles t_)ward equality. Sometimes even. as in France
against the empire, Gregory VII. endeavored and a great part of Italy, the nobility scarcely
above all things to submit the clergy undcr the formed a body politic, a real aristocratic class
orders of the holy see to discipline, an(l prevent In Italy. in fact, commerce and maritime repub-
them from forming a ._ort of sovereign sacerdotal lies, the industry of Lombard and Tuscan com.
college in each nation. By the strict enforce- manes, obtained at an early day a considerable

meat of celibacy, by vindicating the supremacy superi_)rity of wealth for the bourgeoisie, and en
of the holy see an(l the sepllr'lti_,n _)f the two abled it to attain power, to exercise an extended
investitures, lie made the clergy a regular militi_l, civil and military jurisdiction, and to pllry a
distinct no doubt from the rest of society and great political r01e. There existed in France dur
invested with numerous privileges, but with ing centuries, several cl'_ses of nobility foreign to
access to it,u ranks for all. The creation of thc each other; the n_ibility of the _utl, quasi-Span-
mendicant orders continued this work and ren- ish, that of the east, dependent on the empire,
dered impossible a return to those saceldotal that of thc great vassals of Burgundy and Brit-
castes, to the theocratic oligarchies of A_ia, coin- tany, and that of the king: but it was only very
posed of a small numl)er of memhcrs equal late that there was a real French nobility. This

among each other, and sharing in perpetuity the want of union, this absence of collective for_:e.
government of the people.--The secular powers euabled the third e_,tate, the commercial and in-
on their part, and among them especially the dustrial class, to rise from material occupations
kings of France, when they observed the efforts and interests to the liberal professions and public
of tim papacy to form, not a caste, but a particu- functinns. While French chivalry was fighting
lar society within a general one, used all their on all the battle fields of Europe and Asia, care-
adroitness and all their care to put themselves in less of the place which it might have retained in
the place of the holy see, a_ume the direction of the government, the third estate had gradually
this great ecclesiastical body, and transform the taken po._semion of all power of municipal, finan-
representatives of the church into spiritual func- cial _ul(1 judicial offices, and held, so to speak,
tionaries of the state. While guaranteeing to the monol)oly of them Its ideal was that of' the
them the greater part of their privileges, the eml)ire--For different reasons the nobility of
sovereigns restrained and limited the authority Germany, Spain arid England preserved their
of the c_ergy, I)y the grauting only of special SUl)remacy longer than that of France. Tim led
functions to them, and by the interference and eral fotan (,f the German empire, thc division ¢)f
permanent supervision of lay authr_rity, so that it the territory into a great numl,er of principahties
may be said, if the mode of recruiting thc clergy and independent lordships, the organization of
and their position, privileged, as regards other diets .lnd the weakne_ of the central power, en
classes and subordinate as regards the state, he abled the German nobility not only to preserve

considered, that they forni in modern times a a large jurisdiction within the more or less nat-
simple corporation rather th'm a cla_.--Is it nec- row limits of their d(mlains, but to preserve al_)

essary to add that, among the nations in which a majority of thc attributes of sovereignty, and to
the reformation triumphed, the independence of leave existing'i deep dividing line between the ari._-
the clergy as a social and political body was en. tocratic and tire lower classes of the nation. The
feebled and disappeared rapidly? The reformers long continued national wars which the nobles ol
have often been accused of having merely with- Castile and Arragon waged against the Moors,
drawn their churches from the supremacy of gave them an esprit de co17_, a spirit of indepen-

Rome, u)subject them more completely to the dence and pride, which long made them the re_Jl
teml_)ral power of kings; but n¢) other result was sovereigns of the kingdom. It required nothing
possible in the sixteenth centuLv. Royally had less than the _tubborn genius of Ferdinand and of
then grown too strong, nationalities had become Charles V., aided by the resources of a vast era-
too matured, the civil power too firmly estab- pire and the power of the inquisition, to disor-
lished. Deprived of the external support of the ganize and bend to absolute power the haughty
papacy, the meml)ers of the Protestant clerical descendants of the Ooths.--The Norman barons

body became almost immediately magistrates in whom William the Conqueror led into and estab-

the spiritual order, and the abolition of celibacy, lished in England, had needof mutual assistance.
which at any other time would have produced of union and organization, in order to overcome
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the energetic resistance of the conquered popula. Asia precedes it in the annals of mankind, but
tion. Being almost equal among themselves, hay- the daughter has eclipsed the mother, not
tag no power above them but the royal power, because she is younger, but because slte has sin'-
in order to preserve their privileges, they were passed her in civilization Etn'ope ha._ raised man
obliged to act collectively, to obtain a part of the to his true dignity by (leveh)ping in hina a horror
pul)lic authority, to stipulate for general guaran- of dcst)oti._m , hot' pt.,*plc lmv(, spiritua]ized relig-
tees of permancnt and exclusive rights. The ion, purified molat._, aml 1)loken the bonds of

English aristocracy sought for and occupied all mankind, lIer sonshave freed the sciences from
the puhlic offices, from lieutenancics of counties the superstitions which loaded thcm down. anti
up to the great dignities of the state; it wrested they havc widened and decpcned them. It is

from royalty supervision and control, by the deft- they who have carried art to its sublimest heights.
nite (,_tablishmeut of palliament in the t,hirtccnth In fine, Europcan_eoneeived the idea of ultlimited,
century; it oblained the suppurt of the commons indefinite progress, which, cvvn if it h(, not an
by defending tim general lihcrties of the nation, illuston iH part, is th(' most solid hasis of the civili.

and in according to them rights inferior to its zation upon which wc so justly pridc ourselves.
pllvileges, it is true, lint real and practical. _'ei- Why is it that Europe has cnjoyed and still
ther the arbilral"y attempts of the Tudors and the enjoy_ such distinction? Let us pnt asi(l(' the

Stuarts, nor the two rcvolulions [)f tile seventeenth explanation of lhi_ question whit:l_traces every-
(.entury, could destroy a social condition founded thing to a Providence whose motive_ our intelli-
on the character and origin of the nation; but in gence can noteomprt,hend. Let us put aside also
EtJgland, as ou the conlinent, lhe increase of that which attributcs thc govermnent of all things
wealth, the importance r_f labor, and tile ltrogrcss here below to (.hancc as blind ,ts i! is caprici[)us, and
of public opinion, left nothing e]_c of value to the adhering to that plain melbod of rca-oning which
hierarchy of classes than wlmt is attached to the finds everywhere the relation of cauqe and effect,

_.'xternal forms of a respccled tradition --If we let us seek out the causes which have produced
wish to find an aristocracy iu modern times which the superiority of Europe over other parts of the
recalls the patricians of Rome, we (.an mention world.--We do not by auy means pretend to dis-
only the Swedish aristocracy. To the material cover all of thcsecauses, but there arc some which
privileges which the nobility of Europe enjoyed, we can not fail to recognize. The first of these is
the most absolute monopoly of all the dignities climate. We are not of the number of those who

and all the offices of the kingdom, the Swedish attribute to this agent a power so great that
nobility added extraordinary personal privileges; everything must yield to its action: but man is
_,very plebeian was prohibited from marrying a subjected to the influence of the climatc inwhich

noble woman, under pain of confiscation of lhc he lives, excessiw: beat enervates him; piercing
property of both parties; some ordinances went cold weather weakens him The. moderate tern-

so far as to decree capital punishment for inter l)erature of the greater part of Europe. and espe-
marriage of chmscs. (Fryxell, Ou_lae_ls Ad_fi- ciallyof that part which first received the benefits
p],ls.) But ._uch legislation existed only in theory, of civilization. Greece, Italy, Spain and the cen-

The kings of Sweden, aided from time to time tral portion of France, has helped lhe develop-
by peasants and citizens, struggled energetically ment of the intellectual and moral germs of its
a_ail_at the nobles. The last lwo centuries wit- inhabitants. At a later period the climatic differ-
m'_sed despoti.,,m .',ucceeding revolt, and political ences between the north and the south of Europe
equality was finally establi.,,hed ,)sly by the con- led to commercial iutereourseand to the exchange
.,titution of l_66.--Thus at all timc,_ and in all of the products of one country for tht- products

places, m Iudia, in Eg._ pt, in Greece, in Rome, of auotlwr--The configuratmn of the continent
and in modern Europe, society, obeying a univcr- of Europe has exerted an equally beneficent
_al instinct, has been composed of three classes, influence. /_o partof iI isvery farremoved from

to which it has attributed the rank and rSlc of the sea. The Baltic, by means of the gulf of
one of the human faculties mentioned at the he- Botlmia and the gulf of Finl_nct, penetrate_ fat'
ginning of this article. The mistake of the east- into the interior of the northern countries and

era world was in considering these three classes communicates Ihrough three strait._ and large
as three races of beings essentially different in canals with the North sea, which washes the lhlt-
(_rigin, nature and destiny; the error of the Pa- ish and many smaller ishmds. On the we._t

gan world was in sacrificing the most precious the Atlantic and the gulf of Gascony I)atlws a
rights of man to the general order of an hierar- long line of coast, from the strait of Gibralhw
('hical s,_ciety. The humanity of Clmstianity and to the extremity of Norway. On thc south the
the individualism of the Germanic races vindi- Mediterranean cuts up the land into numerous
('ate,I the dignityof man, and led the human con- fertile and picturesque islands, peninsulas and
_cience to proclaim the equality of the rights of bays, and through the canal of the Dardanelles
man. Such was and such will be the progress of puts forth the sea of Narmora and the Bosphorus
humanity. B. C_AuvY. a,uan arm that afterward enlarges into the Black

sea with the sea of Azov as an annex. , Numer-

EUROPE. Though the smallest of the conti- ous routes lead to these seas, rivers accompanied
nents. Europe now sways tJae sceptre of the world, by a cortege of streams which flow much more
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regularly than most watercourses of other eonti- adversaries of Austria are willing to concede.

nears. The two kinds of labor which have nmst Italy was divided into small states. Genoa,
_:ontributed to civilization are the cultivation of the Florence, Milan, Venice, Rome, :Naples, Parma,
soil and navigation.--Upon this land, so highly and some other places, were capital cities, and
favored, the best endowed races of mankind inter- were as proud of their independence as the
mingled. This intermingling ha._been one of the Swiss, tile EMgeTw,_en, their neighbors. :Neither
most potent causes of European progress. We Scandinavia nor Russia had played any impor
shall not here relate the historyof the populating taut part in the affairs of Europe, but Poland
tlf Europe, nor of the migrations of its inhabit- was flourishing, and the united provinces of the
ants; hut the consideration of thepolitical aspect Low Countries, which had _on their liberty at
t)f the continent of Europe during the different the cost of rivers of blood, were on the point of
epochs of its history is not without interest.-- astonishing the world by their prosperity.--Since
The earliest is that of the yellow race of men the end of the middle ages the physiognomy of
who were probably of the same ori#n as the Lap- modern Europe has been clearly enough defined
landers. All tlmt we know of this people has for us to recognize its principal features. When
been learned from the ruins of their habitations the French revolution broke out in 1789, Spain
discovered in the lakes of Switzerland aml else- had acquired Castile, Arragon and l_'avarre;

where. They did not know how to work in the France had enlarged its boundaries ; England
metals, and their age is called the stone age.--The and Scotland had become Great Britain; Prussia
years 440 to 450 before the Christian era are mere- Austria and Russia had acquired very extensive
orahle in the history of Europe. Pericles ruled territory. Poland had ah'eady been divided,

in Athens, which had just been subdued by Rome and was soon to disappear, like the holy empire
under the dictatorship of Cincinnatus. The Let us pass over the ephemeral changes which

Etruscans still existed, although more or less the wars of Europe wrought upon its geograph
_enslaved. TimGauls followed the religion of the teal I)oundaries; let us pass over the famous trea-
xh-uids, and their sacrifices were defiled with ties of 1815. so often assailed and now perhaps
human blood. Sl)ain worked her mines, and re.g,Tetted, and endeavor to present a view of the
began to feel the yoke of Carthage. Tile rest of continent (of Europe) as it is.--The European
:Europe was overrun by nomads where it was not republic is composed of a considerable number of
covered with forests and swamps.- Eight or large and small states. During about half a
nine centuries later, about the year 476, at the century, five of the number formed a sort of
time of the downfall of the last successor areopagus which ruled the destinies of the

of Romulus (Augnstulus), Oermaa races had continent by the law of might. This power
_taken possession of almost all the entire south and seems so natural that authoJ_ were found to
west of Europe. Odoacer had just founded a justify this oligarchical domination, to establish
new empire in Italy. The Visigofiis held Spain the right of the "five great powers." One of
and France as far as the Loire. The Ostrogoths their arguments, and, unfortunately, the best
were in possession of Dalmatia, Serviaand apart they had to offer, was that there would be
of what is now Turkey. The north of France no more wars, the pentarchy would be able to
was in the possession of the Franks. Germany prevent them.--It could not even prevent the

'was divided among several Teutomc tribes. The creation of a sixth "great power. :Nor do we
8laves dwelt to the east of the river Oder, and the at all regret this; we only ask that by de
Celts retained only the peninsula of Brittany and grees ever) state may have a seat in the are-
the British igles. All waschaos, fromwhich order opagus of Europe. Meantime we should not
was not to be drawn for several centuries. And attempt to deny this 'self-evident fact, that
what was the order it produced even then? Feud- France, England, Russia, Austria-Hungary, Ger-
alism.--We passover the centuries that witnessed many and Italy are preponderating powers in
the formation and development of tile middle Europe._France is undoubtedly one of the most

ages, to consider the picture presented to our powerful among them. Her 128,000,000 acres
view in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, afford ample accommodation for her 86,000,00t)
When medieval made place for modern times, inhabitants. Her nationality is firmly estab-
When Christopher Columbus, Guttenberg, Lu- lished, or, at least, it is strong enough to
ther, Calvin, Descartes and Bacon renewed the assimil'ate tim small number of foreigners to be

face of Europo and created our civilization. The found within her territory. Thus her unity is
Iberian peninsula was divided into Portugal, assured. Her geographical position is excellent.
'Castile, Arragon and :Nawlrre. France had not she has a long line of coast, and her fi'onticrs,
yet absorbed Burgundy and some other territo- washed by the sea. have scarcely any need of an
ries. England had conquered h'eland, but Scot- army to defend them. Finally, her people are
land still retained its political independence, warhke, although she nevertheless loves peace.
(_erraany constituted the "holy Roman em- and cultivates the arts of peace with sufficient

pire," whose powerful ruler then possessed but a success to secure her a prosperity which a di._s-

limited number of those "states of the crown" I trous war aided by a revolution and a formidable

which in our day form such an imposing whole, [ insurrection (1870-71) had not power enough toand one possessed of greater unity than the impair.--England is the richest country in Eu-
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a'ope, and asmoney is thesinew of x_ar (whatever solidated. Her opinion is constantly gaining
,)lachiavelli may say to the contrary), she is much weight in tile councils of Europe. Her geograph-
more powerful than the number of her inhabit- ical position between Austria and France might.
ants would seem to indicate. But little central- under certain cir('umstances, give h(:ra decisive

ized and having no htw of compulsory military influence, but there is reason to believe that she
s_,rvice, she is not adapted for aggressive war- will not intermeddle in what does not concern
fare, while her insular position, on the other her. Let Italy be content to remain mistres,_ of
hand, renders it quite easy for her to defend her Italy, and encourage her agriculture, industry
own. Moreover the ambition of Great Britain is and commerce, in order that she may safely ear, T
bcing more and more eh)sely restricted to the dont- the burden of her debt.--Let us now pass to
ination of the sea--even which she may some day those nations that have le_'_ pretensions to prel)on-
be deprived of. Since all power has completely deraut:e in Europe.--Slmin and Portugal are situ.
been absorbed by Parliament, England hits ah- ated at the very extremity of Europe, and
stained as much as possible from taking part in although Spain numbers sixteen million inhah-
_European wars. Her influence also has become itants anti is comparatively prosperous despite
merely one of opinion, for just as in private life a her so frequent revolutions, it is rather beyond
man is most frequently esteemed according to the the seas than beyond the Pyrenees that she seeks,

capital lie po_esses, or the generosity which tie and with reason too, to exercise her influence.
(It,plays, so also in polities, a state is reckoned How couhl she exert any influence over Prussia,
according to the nfilitary force It can command, for instance, where distance renders it impossible
--Ru_ia's power lies in her immense population, for her to enforce her demands.--Switzerland and
.avhieh is said to exceed eighty millions, but her Belgium arc nearer to the scene of whatever ira-
-strength has been greatly exaggerated by those portnnt events may happen in ],.2urope; but if
who forget that the lever, money, is needed to their relative weakness did not comp(,1 them to
move this mass. And Russia has not money abstain, the neutrality, which the public law of
(,hOugh to mobilize all the soldiers she could Europe iml)oses upon them, would forbid them
muster, and so a portion of tlfis mass of popula- to intermingle in the quarrels of other nations.
finn remains inert. It is fortunate that such is And they have no desire to do so. We have
the case, for if her power were greater, she coupled them together here, because they are, to
would the less easily resist the temptation to all appearances, the two freest states in EUrol)e,
:_buse it. Will this colossus of the north ever despite the difference of their forms of govern-
liet:ome strong enough to balance tim strength meat. By comparing the constitutional kingdom

_)f the rest of Europe?-- Austria-tlungary has of Belgium with the federal republic of Switzer-
nn)re than once seemed "on the very verge of land, we become convinced that lil)erty may reign
di.-solution," but fortunately this state is hard to in countries which are governed by constitutions
kill. It is to be hoped that the dualism intro- that have very few points of resemblance.--The
dueed in 1867 will consolidate thin empire, for it Low Countries also have a liberal government.
is a necessary member of the European repub- This state perhaps even preceded all others in

lit.. The Hungarians would have very little this respect, for it had already given civil equali-
p,)litical wisdom if they were not willing to ty to all its citizens without distinction, when
make every effort and every sacrifice necessary to England was still proscribing (_atholics, Fr'mce
preserve it, for it is they who profit most by the Protestants, and Germany the Jews. _o matter
_xislence of Austria. As to the Tchechs, who what certain publicists may say, Holland has
are a little too jealous of Itungary, they can only nothing to fear for her liberty, no one threatens
injure themselves unless they consider them- it, and in case of need she would have powerful
.-elves, above all things else, as Austrians.-- supporters. IIowever, we know that she has tot)

Germany, into which Prussia shows a tendency pacific a spirit to enter without rea_n into any
to be dissolved, has again tightened the bounds aggressive combinations whatever._The Scandi-
,of its states, and while it has, in certain respects, navian states, Sweden, l_lorway and Denmark,
undergone unification, it still remains a confeder- occupy the north of Europe. Scandinavianism
_ltion from a political point of view; that is, the makes a great noise, but is it not after all "much
right to declare war belongs to a committee in ado about nothing"? So long as Sweden anti

which all the German governments are represent- _Norway. united under the same king, remain scp-
('d. The new empire is not, therefore, organized arated bv laws, by customs barriers imposed, and
tor aggre_ion, but inasmuch as it exhibits a above aliby prejudices, we can not consider as se-
much closer union of its various parts than be- rious the advances they seek to make. to Denmark.
fore, it will be stronger for defense. Germany This little country would dowell to devote all its
has need of strength, for she has enemies both energies to the cultivation of the arts of peace,
_:xternal and internal; she requires great wisdom education and industry. Denntark would thus

indeed to avoid the onslaughts of the one and the acquire a moral influence far superior to her ma-

troubles caused by the other.--Italy is considered terial power.--From the northern peninsula we
the sixth great power. She numbers between pass to the peninsula at the southeast of Europe.
twenty-six and twenty-seven million inhabitants. Here Turkey and Greece look defiance at. ,ach
8he has Rome. Her organization has been con- other. Greece, however, no longer ha_ anything
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to fear from her old master. (See T_'rimz_.) -- exchanges, and others, in each of which only one

"We have now considered in their order the product or commodity is the subject of dealings;
various states which compo_ Europe. We and we have produce exchanges where nearly all
should like to submit to our readers some conjec- staple farm products are bought and sohl, and
tures, regarding the future, but we dare not at- stock exchanges wh_re government bonds, rail-
tempt it; time alone can solve themany questions way shares, and stocks of all kinds tlmt have
suggested by the present position of European secured recognition in market, are deal_ in.
nations. _[At'RICE BLOCK. Only such commodities as are of considerable

commercial importance are made the subject of
EYERETT, Edward, was born at Dorchester, dealings on 'change. The number of such corn-

Mass., April 11, 1794, and died at Boston, Jan. 15, moditics is continually increasing as commerce is
1865. He was graduated at tIarvard in 1811, be- extended, and the dealings throughout tim list
came pastor of a Unitarian church in Boston in come to be so numerous and large as to demaml
1814, served as representative in congress (whig) more exclusive attention, and give employment to
1825-35, was governor of Massachusetts 1835--40, an increased aggTegate of capital. Hence tlwre
minister to Great Britain 1841-5, secretary of state is a tendency here, as in other fields of hmnan

under Fillmore (see AD3[I.NISTRATIONS), and activity, to differentiate functions, What began
United States _cnator, 1853-4. In 1_60 he was as a produce exchange may become divided into
the constitutional union party's candidate for a breadstuffs exchange, a butt-hers' exchange,
vice-president.--,qee Bo._toJ_ 3[eJTwtqzd of Everett; and a number of other _parate organizations.
15 Atlantic ._or_tMy; lOONorthAmerica_ Review; And where tilere may be no formal dissolution
Everett's Works. A.J. of the original exchange, and no organization of

new ones occupying more restricted fi_'](1.%indi-
EX(_II/kNC_E, An, may be described briefly as viduals will confine themselves more antl more to

a localized merchants', traders' or dealers' market, selected branches, with the result that a mlmber

Those who do not make buying and selling their of really distinct markets will come to exist un-
occupation do not, for the most part, have direct der oue roof and one name, the dealers in ezwh
dealings in any exchange market. As a rule, being different from those in any other Al_d

producers of such articles as are bought and sold this may, in some fields, be prefel_able to thc lop
on the exchanges sell to dealers who have more ping off of branches from tim original organiza-

or less intimate relations with those markets; and tion and the establishment of separate exchanges.
consumers, on the other band, buy of dealers, and The most signal example of this multiplic,ntion
do not deal in person "on "change." Hence an of markets in a single exchange is afforded by
exchange i_.;almost wholly a traders' market, or a the London stock exchange. Here there are
market in which the buying and selling is done man)" groups, in each of which only a limited
by those who make trading their bus|hess. It is number of securities arc bought and sold. and
a great intermediary market, receiving products tim dealers in any group confine their attention
from producers, and advancing them on their to that one exclu-ively, as a rule, and when any

way to consumers. It is also a localized nmrket, one of them removes to another group, it is with
In every consi(terable commercial centre arc many the intention of making the removal permanent.
markets which arc not localized. All who make Where securities in such great numbers, repre-
a practice of buying any article that is from time senting credits, l)roperties _nd enterprises in all
to time offered for sale, and who arc acce_ible to parts of the world, are dealt in, this subdivision
the body of sellers, constitute the market for that of one great market intu many markets become.-

article, though their places of business umy be necessary. 1N'oman can become so familiar with
remote from one another, and though they may all securities as to be able to deal in all with the
never deal in that article among themselves. An requisite intelligence and promptilude. And

exchange differs from such a market as this in even if every man couhl do this, there would still
that it is localized. Tim body of dealers find it remain the necessity of localizing markets for the
convenient, not to say necessary, to have a place different kinds of securities, so that a person
where they may meet to transact business among wishing to buy or sell a particular stock could
themselves. It is tiffs localization which, as much know just where to find others wishing to deal in
as any otimr one tiring, goes to make an exchange tim same stock. Tim broker may, and generally

as near an approach as possible to a perfect mar. does, deal in a cofisiderablc number of securities,
ket. It afforda an opportunity to put the entire but he does not himself operate on the exchange.
trading body in possession of the latest intelli- When he wishes to buy or sell shares of any
gence from all kindred markets, and from all particular kind he goes at once to the group in
other sources, touching the conditions of supply which those shares are embraced, and concludes

and demand, and it affords the most free scope his bargain with a "jobber." or "dealer," in that
for the prompt action of all the forces of compe- group, who has no busine_¢s relations at all with
tition.--An exchange may be organized ?or the the public, but only with brokers and other deal-

purpose of facilitating dealings in any one com- ers. As a rule, the broker asks the price without
modity, or any number of commodities. We saying whether he wishes to buy or sell, Ac-
have cotton exchanges, sugar exchanges, coffee cordingly the Jobber states his buying price and
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his selling price, and about half the difference is markets, but also supply producers with timely
his margin for profit. So sharp is the competi- and trustworthy evidence of either general

(ion among jobbers that, if the shares concerned excess or deficiency iu the supply of any prod-
have a pretty firm footing in the market, tile uct, so that they may apply the needed correct-
_lifference named is small, affording a margin, ive in either direction. This function may be,
u_ually, of not more them one-sixteenth of 1 per and no doubt is, sometimes perverted. Specula-
(.cut. for profit. Thus the broker may enter any tors may produce artificial scarcity and force
group and, for a moderate compensation, secure prices above the level which would be reached

the services of'a jobber thoroughly familiar with under the influence of the ordinary forces of
_that gro'Jp, and always at the very heart of the . competition alone. But it does not follow

market, ready for action.--The economic advan- because this sometimes happens that exchanges
1;_ges of this differentiation of functions have, are, on the whole, economically injurious; that
])erhaps, been suffieicntly suggested already . they make prices to producers lower and to con-
Dealers or jobbers, on the one frond, can perfect sumers higher than they would othcrxxisc be:

lhem._lves in their several specialties, each lmv- that they afford special facilities for gambling in
ing a limited range. Brokers, on tlle other hand, I the necessaries of life, and for levying tribute
who_ dealings necessarily extend over a broader upon both producers an(l conslmmrs for which
range, have always at their command the services no just equivalent is rendered. It would be as

of trained specialists. What is even more ira- reasonable to infer that r'filroads are, on the
port.mr, perlmps, the formation and localization whole, economically injuri_)us 1)e('auee those who

of special groups enables an investor or vc*nder i conlrol them sometinms practice extortion. It
to reach, through his broker, the very he_lrt of ; wouhl probably be quite as easy to monopolize
the market, for any particular security he may or "corner" wheat, or corn, or pork, if there
w_sh to buy or sell. Demand and supply are were no such thing as a produce exchange. The
thus promptly focalized, and prices as promptly exchanges, so far from eucour_giug such opera-
adjusted. So great is the adv.ultage resulting tions, _lfford every po._ible opportunity to thwart
from this arrangement that a COml)aratively small them by giving them early publicity. "Corner-
number of brokers and jobbers transact with case ing," under the name of engrossing or forestall-
a husiuess which could not otherwise be trans- ling, was practiced long before there was a regu-
acted at all. Exchanges in general afford like larly organized produce exchange. The worst

economic advantages in their relations to the pro- that can be said of the exchanges in this regard
du('ing and consuming public. Trained dealers, is, that so long as they perform their legitimate
skilled in cstimatingsupplies and their relations to function of supplying the best facilities for buy-
demand, are brought into direct and sharp com- ing and selling, they must necessarily afford the
petition. Some of these dealers are either agen|s best facilities for monopolizing any commodity
for the producers of the commodities offered for for which they afford a market. But let that be

_ale on the exchange--agents compen_tcd by granted, and it does not follow that exchanges
c_)mmissions--or _peculators who have bought arc to he condemned as injurious. A sufficient
with a view to selling at an adwmce. These proof that they are useful institutions is to be
dealers seek to obt_dn the highest prices possible, found in the fact of their survival and multiplica-
and are known in the language of the market as lion. Old ones would not survive and new ones

"' bulls." Other dealers are agents for consum- would not be organizcd if they were economic-
ers, or speculators on the consumers' side of the ally more injurious than beneficial, any more
market, and therefore seek to buy at the lowest thazl steam engines would be used iu greater and
prices, and are known as "bears." These oppos- greater numbers if there was found to be an
ing forces are always present on every exchange, econo_nic balance against their use --Exchanges
They bring to the contests in which they engage, perform u_ful functions other than those already
SUl)crior and highly trained faculties, and the stated, such as grading commodities, certifying
advantage of the earliest intelligence, secured for to their quality upon inspection, etc., Ul)On which
the most part through the instrumentality of the it is nut necessary to dwcll.--Exchanges may
4:xc.hanges themselves, from all the leading mark- be incorporated bedies, sometimes under their
vts of the same kind in the world. The result is proper name, and sometimes under the name of

that prices are promptly adjusted to existing con- chamber of commerce, or board of trade. They
ditions of supply and demand, the wide fluctu- are not, however, incorporated for the purpose of
atmns which are especially injurious to original enabling them to discharge their chief functions.

producers and final consumers are in a great They do not deal in produce, stocks, etc.. in
measure prevented, and those differences in the their corporate capacity. Their individual mere-
price of a commodity at the same time and bers deal with one another, and for this purpose

.l the same ueighl_orhood, which indicate the no charter is necessary. The act of incorpora-
_'xistence of a very imperfect market, lug.come lion is serviceable to them only in that it enables

impossible. Their great function is to receive them in their collective capacity to own and buy
and diffuse with the g-reat(.,,_t celerity all those and sell the real and personal property required
complex influences affecting prices of staple com- by the members in the transaction of business,
anodities, and tht_s uot only maintain equable such as grounds and buildings, and to sue and
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be s_led, to the end that they may collect by law- production in the economy of society, to point to_
ful process the means requisite to the main- the errors committed by writers who, like Mr. II.
tenance of their organic character and the D. Macleod, treat bills of exchange, promissory

discharge of their limited organic functions, and notes, and other instruments of credit and ac-
that they may be liable at law for any obligations knowledg'ments of debt, as themselves cousti-
incurred by them.--There is reason to believe tuting wealth--adding pro tanlo to the sum of "L
that markets answering more or less completely nation's valuable posse_ions. There is in this
to the description of exchanges have existed doctrine a confusion between production amt
wherever any considerable commercial pro,o'rcss exchange. The argument in support of it is. that

has been made. The modern institution, how- such instruments have an exchangeable value :_nd
ever, involving the dcliberate appropriation of a must therefore be wealth. Tim answer is, that
locality or building to the use of an exchange, is when a man borrow_ say £100 on his promis_ol T
believed to have originated about the beginning note or bill for £105, all that takes place is an
of the sixteenth century, under the name of excbange between borrower and lender. There
"bourse." This name, which is still applied on is no production of new wealth; £100 in hand

the continent of Europe to bill and security is exchanged for £105 at a future time: and the
exchanges, originated, according to one tradi- note or bill is only evidence of the claim t[)the.
tion, in the belief that the first gathering of the £105. An instrument of credit resembles the
kind took place in tile house of a man named title deed to an estate. When a person buys a
Van dee Bourse at Bruges, Flanders. According landed estate, all that is visibly transferred in the
to another tradition it originated in the belief first instance, in exchange for the purch_Lse
that the first exchange assembled in a house in money, is the conveyance or title deed: but what
Amsterdam, which lind three purses hewn in it really bought is the estate, and nothing but an.

stone over the door. One of the ohlest exchange exchange is effected. Doubtless bills of exchange
buildings was erected in Antwerp, aml was and other instruments of credit may add indi
selected by Sir Thom,'k_ Gresham as the model of rectly to the wealth of a country in two way_:
the building in London which, on Jan. 3, 1570, 1. by enabling persons engaged in production to
was proclaimed by Queen Elizabeth "Tim Rc)yal borrow funds which wouhl otherwi_ have be(._n
Exchange." This latter exchange has been twice unemployed and unproductive; 2, by taking the
destroyed by fire and rebuilt. The present Royal place of coin as media of exchange, and saving
exchange was opened by Queen Victoria Oct. 29, the cost of metallic currency. But there arc un-
1844. It is the most important theatre of bill productive as wcll as productive borrowers, and

and security transactions in the world. The instruments of credit may transfer to prodigals
most celebrated of the exchanges of c¢)ntineutal sums that might have been productively cm-
Europe is the Paris bourse, which was estab- ployed.--Alarge and increasing number of writ
lished in 1824. There are now fine cxchange ers in England, Germany, France, Itals." and Bel
buihlings iu Amsterdam, St. Petersburg, and glum refuse to restrict the field even of distribu
other European cities. The Merchants' ex- tion to tile partition of wealth by ex(,hang_',
change in New York was founded in 1817. Its which, like J. S. Mill, they regard as only a par-
first building was dcstroyed in the great fire of ticular mode of distribution. Adam Smith. iu

1835. The second was sold to the government of the First Book of the Wealth of Nati,_ns. unth,r
the United States for a custom house. The third the head of "natural distribution," treated only,

is still iu u._c by the cxcbangc. At the present it is true, of the division of the ammal produ('e
time exchangc markets of different kinds exist in of a country effected by the exchanges conic

all the important commercial centres of tile qucnton the appropriation of land, the accumu-
world. HAVD_ S_rTrl. latium of capital, and the division of labor; but

in the Third Book he has referred to the dis-

EXCHANGE AND "FOREI(_N EX- tribution effected by laws of property and suc-

(_ltANGE_." Exchange is a term that makes a ceylon; and both in England aml on the conti
great figa|re in pnlitieal economy• In the viewof nent of Europe there is a growing tendency o_J
one school of economists, indeed, it covers the the part of economists to extend their investiga
whole (to, toxin of economic science; but at least tionsto the effects of positive laws and political

a severe str,dn is put on the word by including institutions upon both production and distribu
under it tile laws of production as well as of tion. _N'everthclcss the topics which have hither-
the distribution of wealth. No theory of popu- to covered the greatest part of the ground in

lation can well be brought within the limits of ahnost every systematic treatise on political coon
exchange; hence some authors who define politi- omy, fall under the head eft exchange, and in _lt_.v
caI economy as the science of exchanges, or 6f view of the limits of the science, the importance of
value, are disposed to relegate to another depart- the subject can hardly be overestimated. _ It i_

ment of sociology all inquiry into the laws of characterislic of the method of the purely (It,
population. Yet almost all text books of econom- ductive school of economists founded by I)avid

ics do, as a matter of fi_ct, include some theory Ricardo, that his theory of exchange and value
of population. It may throw some light on the was deduced from the assumption, in his own

part played by exchange, as distinguished from words, that in the early stages of society the
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exchangeable value of commodities depends ent countries of the world as to accommodate
almost exclusively upon tile comparative quan- themselves to the natural traffic which would

tit)" of labor expended on each. If, forexamplc, take place if no such metals existed and tim
he said, anmng u nation of hunters it usually trade between them were a trade of barter " An
[.[_ts twice the labm' to kill a beaver that it does example will show at once the f_kllacy of thi_
to kill a deer, one beaver should exchange for two doctrine. Were the I)re¢:i_)us metals not in cir.

(leer. And on this principle lie inferred that the culation in China, and thc barter of Engli-h
value of all things, except those which can not lie cottons, woolens and hardware for Chine_,. tea
increased by industry, depends. But the assump- the system of trade between the two coni_tric¢,
tmn is plainly an untenable one Labor is too the demand of China for the manufactures of
abstract a measure for the minds of uncivilized England might be so small that tea could only I)_
men to conceive; there is, indeed, no regular procured by the latter country on tbe most onel.
labor among them, and the produce of the chase ous terms of exchange. But let silver become
is in a great degree governed by chance. The current as mol_ey in China, and the dcman(1 of
earlier _tages of society are regarded by most the Chinese for that metal, both for circulation
medern investigators as having been more or less and hoarding, might become so intense that with

communistic, with little or no individual prop- a given quantity of manufacturc_ England might
crty; in which case few, if any, exchanges could buy in America enough silver 1o l)ay for t_enty
take place. And if any, they would prolmbly times as much tea as she got for thesame amount
follow the principle of the exchange between of goods by dircct barter. Mr. Mill forgot his
Esau and Jacob, of a birthright for a dish of own doctrine that money (lifters t'r_)m all other

pottagc; being dctermined by the relative urgen- things in the property that it is the object of a
ey of the needs of the parties. Even at a more demand to which there is no limit. His reason-
advanced social stage, at the beginning of scttlcd ingconfoundsalsotwovcrydifferent propositions.

•_gricultural life, each family would probably It is true, as he argues, that both under a money
provide for its own wants, and few exchanges system and a system of barter the e(tuation of in-
would take place within each little community, tel'national demand is the i'un(li_m¢'ntal principle
Regular exchange or traffic seems to havc begun, of international trade ]_ut it (l(_,s not f_llow
not within the community, whether of hunters, that the reciprocal demal_d Is the same under the
shepherds or farmers, but between different corn- two systems; the exchange may be ct)ndnctcd on

munities, exchanging the special produce of differ- very different terms, and very different equ_tious
cut localities. Such exchanges could not be gov- may exi._t under money and barter rc.,.pectivc_).--
erned by estimates of labor orcost of production; The tran._actions, however, which mercantile meu
they would partake of the nature of international generally have in view when they speak of the
cx(,lmn_es, and fall under the principle which exchange between different countries, are tho.ce
Mr Mill applies to international commerce and technically called the foreign exch_lnges, in
value_, namely, demand and supply. .Nor would which the balance of intern:ltional dealings, the
it be difficult to show that in a great modern and prices of foreign bills of exchange aud the move.
industrial society the relative cost of an in- mcnts of bullion arc the chief ol_je('ts of con_id-
finite multitude of comnmdities is incalculable, eration. The balance of international detdings

and that the hard and fast line drawn by Mr. and claims, it is now well kunwn, is nn mere b_ll-
Mill between international values and the ance of internatmnal tl_l(le. In _hc middle ages
values of things produced in the same coun- the balance of exports and iml)OrtS bctwt__.n Eng-

try, is untenable, The best general formula land and the contit_ent was gcne_'_dly in favor of
for the conditions determining values is, in short, El_glan(1, for whose wool the continental demand
demand and supply. Cost of production, even was intense. Yet the balance of international
within tke same country, can act on wdue only payments was often against F.ugland: and that

hy roughly adjusting the supply to the demand, country, though po_essing, down to the fifteenth
and its action is uncertain and irregular.--A grave century, mines of precious metal, with difficulty
error m both Ricardo's and J. S. Mill's exposition maintained a scanty stock of coin for circulation.

_)f the principles governing both internal and The reason was, that the exactions of the pope, the
international exchanges and values seems to have revcnucs drawn from Engli._h benefices by f_)reig_
e._caped detection. According to the two great incumbents, and the sums waste(1 by English
writer's referred to, the introduction of money kit_gs in continental wars, cau._ed a constant dra'n
makes no difference m the terms on which ex- on the Engli._h currency. On the olhcr haud. i_
changes are conducted, or in the values of the our own age :England has maintained a generally
(:_)n_modi_ies exchanged. Things, says Mr. Mill. favorable balan(:e of dealings with _he _orld,
(hat would have been equal in wllue if the mode although her demaud for forcigu commodities

of exchange had been barter, are worth equal has often exceeded that of her foreign customers

sums of money. And he quotes with emphatic for her manufactures, because many other items
approval the words of Ricardo, that "gold and besides purely commercial exports and imports
silver, being chosen for the general medium of I go to determine the claims of England on the rest

circulation, are by the competition of commerce of the globe. She receives vast sums in payment
distributed in sucl_ proportions among the differ- of interest on capital invested abroad; she has an
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immense carrying trade, and her earnin G for EXCHANGE OF PRISONERS. The con-
freight make a large figure in her imports; and ventions entered into sometimes between beL
she receives, in addition, large payments in corn- ligerent powers, to regulate the methods of
modities from India for the government of that carrying on war anti to determine the hostilities
great dependency. Were the United States o1' from which the respective armies are to abstain,
France by superior ship building and navigation are generally called cartel,. Thus certain parts
to deprive England of her carrying trade, the of territory are declared neutral ground, and
amount of her importswould full off, thecountry contributions to be levied, the repression of
cutting her out of the business wnuhl get the ira- marauders, the continuation Or the stoppage of
ports she now receives in payment of freight; the commerce and postal service, etc., are agreed
exchanges would turn heavily against her, and a upon.--Olle of the most intportant cartels is that
drain of the precious metals from her shores relating to prisoners of war. Engagements are
would infallibly follow. The ease of the United made ou both sides to treat prisoners according to
States is different. America is able, in spite of their rank and fortune; the bases of this treat-
the loss of no small part of her former share of ment and tile price of their maintenance are
the carrying trade, to luaintatn v. favorable bal- fixed; finally, arrat_gements are made for ex-
anee of exchange with foreign eoulttries because changing them In times long passed, not to
of their immense demand for her exports.--The speak of antiquity proper, it was the rule, with
chief rule laid down iu treatises on foreign ex- few exceptions, that the prisoner belonged to his
changes is. that tim premium Oll a bill of exchange captor. The latter gave him his liberty in con-
in a foreign country can not in ordin'n'y cases ex- sideration of a ransom, the amount of which was

ceed the cost, in freight, insurgence and brokers' agreed upon lietween the interested parties. At
charges, of sending the sum in actual bullion; that time the exchange of pri._ouers was very
and that the discount, in like manner, on a for- rare, for it could only happen by the merest

eign bill can not exceed the cost oi" tr,tnsmitting [ chance that the man who lind made a prisoner of
the required amount in gold or silver. Under , another m;m had a personal interest to redeem
peculiar circumstances, however, the premium or another prisoner, whose fate was at the disposi-
the discount, it is now well ascertained, may ex- tion of his prisoner. But by degrees sovereigns
ceed the expense of transmitting the precious or governments came to form regular armies, and

metals. Titus at the beginning of the American soldiers in their pay captured prisoners only on
civil war there was 'l great anxiety in the United the account of the state. It was the affair of the

States for gold, and at the same time a very large state, then, to pay the ransom to redeem its own
amount was due from Europe, for which Amer men, and treat with the enemy in order to fix the
leans hehl bills, tiad they been willing to wait price for which it would free those which it lind
until the money could be brought over, the dis- taken itself. Then, by the natnre of things, ex-
count on the bills could not have exceeded the changes became easy and frequent.--It must be
cost of its transmission. But in their eagerness observed that two belligerent armies arc intcrested

to realize at ()nee. and to get cash, the holders of in the mutual liberation of prisoners. Each army
the bills parted with them on much less favorable is glad to recover the trool)s which are useful to

terms. The cause of the great rise in England in it, and each glad to find itself freed from caring
the premium on bills on the continent, when the for hostih, prisoners and from conducting them to
news of ,Napoleon's escape from Elba arrived, their final destination. --The first cartels were

was of a different nature. The premium could chiefly cartels of r'lnsom. ()n both sides, lists of

not have exceeded the cost of sending bullion, officers of every grade were drawn up, and even
had the notes of the bank of England been con- of simple soldiers, and the amount of ransom for
vertible, for any one could have presented notes ' each gTade in the ranks was fixed. Thus in
at the batik, demanded cash, and sent it to the glancing over some of the most ancient cartels

continent. But at that time tile payment in cash mentioned in diplomatic collections, we find that
of bank of England notes was suspended, and at the end of the seventec_th century there was
the notes were dept'eeiated. Hence to the ex- an enormous disproportion between the prices of
pense of remitting bullion was _ttlded a charge men of different grades. A. marshal of France,

proportionatcto the depreciation of the notes with commander-in-chief, or vice.admiral, was gen-
which the bills were bought. Again, the discount el'ally valued at 50.000 lieres tourl,ois; a soldier
on foreign hills of exchange may descend below or .sailor at five or seven livres. The price of

"specie point," a.s it is called, from distrust, men being determined, thecxchange of prisoners
Uncertainty respecting the solvency of the parties was easily effected at their money value.--A ten-
bound to meet the bills at maturity, or respe(:ting tury later, the development of civilization and
the state of credit in the country on which they arc philosophic ideas had accustomc<l governments
drawn, may lower their price in a degree to which to consider men as having a personal value inde-
there is no assignable limit.--It will be seen from pendent of their social position. In a cartel of

what lta.s been said, that the topics coming under ] 1780 between France and England, a marshal of
the head of Exchange are wide enough without [ France, an admiral,etc.,were valued at 1,500 livres

treating it as co-extensive with the entire field of I simple soldiers and sailors at twenty five livres.
economic science. T.E. CLIFFE LESLIE. ! The idea of ransom was no longer uppermost,
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but that of exchange. Exchange was made as far of labor in the production of wealth were
as possible for men of equal or nearly equal grade, none the less performed separately. Does this

In 1690 a marshal of France would have been ex- mean that men hereby renounced society and so-
changed for 10,000sohliers; in 1780 noone would cial ties? Oil the contrary, man became in con-
have thought of offering sixty soldiel_s for a mar- sequence nmre than ever a social animal; but the
shal.--At the period of the great wars of the association of men changed in character; it as-
French republic, another step in qdvance was sumed a form at once freer, more varied, and

made. The principles of equality which ruled skillful. Insteadof working in common, a_ they
in Frauce caused the rejection of every estimate eouhl and should have done when the work of pro-
of a man at a money rate.--Cartels for the ex- duction was one and simple, they divided the dif-
change of prisoners are usually concluded directly ferent kinds of the labor of production which had
by the government, that is to say, by commission become more complex, among them. This was a
ers with the plenm T powers of the sovereign. Still, new and more extensive mode of associating and
commanders-in-chief being always authorized to combining their different kinds of labor: then
make military conventions in the name of the they ex('hanged the results of these different
state with hostile generals so far as their own kinds of labor, wldch served to complete one an-

command is concerned, it frequently happens that _)ther. To the rudimentary system of laboringin
eartels of exchange "u'e concluded between general _,ommon, and slmring the fruits of the common
and general. Even "m exchange of prisoners is labor, suet,ceded the superior system of separate
often made without a count, except of officers kinds of I:d)or, and of the excha_ge of the pro-
who have a greater importance on at.count of ductsc,f that labor.--Tlwadoption t)f this system,
their rank.--Fiually, it has become an invariable gradually supplanting that of the primitive' ecru-
custom, as soon as 1)eaee is concluded, for the munity, is the true source of man's greatness and
prisoners remaining lathe hands of their enemies, power. So long as man is obliged to labor in a
to be sent by both sides in complete liberty to community, like the bet,, the ant anti the bea_er,
their respective countries, without exchange or and to sh._re the fruit of this common labor, he
ransom. ROYER-COLLAItD. does not rise much above these animals, which

have, like him--and perhaps in a higher degree
EXCHANGE, Rate of. (See BILL OF Ex- than hc possegsed them in his state of primitive

('m_._(_g.) ignorance--tim gifts of order and foresight.

The savage tribes would perhaps be lower than
EXCHANGE OF WEALTH. Iluman soeie- the troops of beavers and swarms of bees, were it

ty was organized originally in accordance with not for the fact that they bore within them, even
the restricted principle of the community. The in the community, the germs of the higher or-
comnmnity whose essential characteristics are ganization which humanity was afterward to
labor in common and the division of its fruits, attain. From that thne onward we find men

is, in tact, the simplest and most elementm2v form nmnifesting a propensity for bartering/, trading,
of human society. It is a suilable form so long and exc/ta_ging one thing for another; a propen-

as the men who compose the same group are en- sit)" which, as Adam Smith justly remarks, is not
gaged exclusively in one and the same kind of observable in other animals, and which by degrees
labor. This is the case with the savage tribes produced the division of labor with all its eonse-
whose only labor is the chase. Animals which quences.--But the disappearance of the system of
work in common, such as the bee, the ant, the the community, anti the establishment of the sys-
beaver, etc., also adopt or conform to this form tern of divided labor which succeeded it, together
of society. But it ceases to be sufficient for man with the exchange of products, which is at once its
the moment he extends his sphere of action, and point of departure and its necessary complement,

employs his labor in different ways. Tiros it were not effected all at once. The change has been
gradually disappeared, as communities enlarged slow and gradual --We have just seen that the pro-
and civilization began; it reappeared afterward pensity of rnan for bartering and trading appears

(rely accidentally, and rein-clued always and nee- even among the sav:lge tribes. The communi-
(..,_xity confined to small groups of individuals ty subsists todivide among its members the much
engaged in some one kiml of labor. -- This first greater part of production and consumption, but
form of society was succeeded by another, in exchange takes place in the case of things which
which men divided among themselves the differ- are only accessory. The chase is engaged in in
ent kinds of labor, the result of the wants of a common, and is the great industry of the tribe;

• growing civilization. In this new system, the and the flesh, skin, horns, etc.. of the animals
germ of which was contained in the primitive killed are divided among the members of the
communities, production was not in common, tribe. War, which is at times another branch of

Each person chose for himself the kind of work industry, is waged in common, and the booty
which suited him, and devoted his energies to taken from the enemy is divided; but barter is
that alone. He may indeed have associated him- carried on, elsewhere, in the objects of whwh the
self with a few others when the work which hc separate members of the tribe have acquired ex-
proposed to undertake exceeded the pow- clusive possession. One warrior, who is skilled

era of a single man; but all the different kinds in making bows and arrows, exchanges the
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weapons he has made for the skin of a wild present need, and receive in return what he Is

beast, which another warrior offers him. zk third wantingin. This iswhat even the most untutored
gives his share of the booty for an ornament, savage can understand. Exchange ia earl.'," times
which lie intends for his wife. And owing to scarcely extended beyond the things which each
the_ exceptional cases of exchange,, which be- had in greater quantity than he _,ecded : it was not
come more and more fr_lUent in proportion as until la_er, that, after having produced the dirts-
the tribe becomes licher and its products more ion of labor, it embraced in most cases the sum
varied, there was some attempt at that division of total of l)roduction. The smallest intellect can
labor which in time became general.- Among understand the idea of exchange within these

nations which are simply barbarous, that is to narrow limits. Nor could we understand why
say, which are no hmger savage and yet not civil- the practice of exchange did not spread more
ized, the community of production and its fruits rapidly from the very first, did we not reflect
is not so absolute as among the primitive tribes, that in primitive society it met with many obsta-
but it is still very great. Whether it be apas- cles which impeded its course.--The practice of
torsi and nomadic people, or a people who have exchange, as Skarbek well says, in his "l']_orie de_
already begun to cultivate the soil, the chief ric]w._z social, is subject to three essential con-
wealth is always in cmmnon, aml their chief ditions: the appr_,priati_lt, the traabvni_ibilityand
labor collective labor. They possess a common the diversity of things. To these three conditions
herd, which furnishes wool and milk for all; we may add a fourttl, the liberty and security
they cultivate the soil in common, and divide the of trade transactions. But let us first consider
fruits it product_. And this must necessarily be the three given by Skarbek.--lf when exchange
so, for, in this stage of civili/.ation, man is so weak takes place, "there is always one thing given by

in the presence of the ob._tacles of all kinds one party as compensation for another thing or
which brute nature puts in his way, that divided equivalent value, these values must be previously
latmr is impossible.--" Wherever it has been pos- p_)_sessed by the t_o parties who enter into
sible," _ys Charles Comte, "to observe nations contract of exchange. This same principle of
when they began to emerge from barbarisnl, it equity, which is the basis of exchange, does not
has been notit.ed that they culti_.tted the soil in admit as legal the exchange of a thing which the
common ; that its products were placed in public party exchanging does not posse_ by virtue of the
storehouses, and that each family then received right ofpraperty : the existence of this right, therc-
a part of them proportionate to its wants. This fore, forms the first indispensable condition to tim

community of labor and of goods the Romans introduction and existence of exchange, for if all
found in practice among several of the German values _ere common to till men, if all had the
nations: it was likewise observed among the same right to enjoy them, and no person couhl
tribes of l_orth America by the first explorers who be excluded from their pos.session and their enjoy
visited them; the English who founded the state ment, there would tie no exchange, as a_l wouht
of Virginia were oblig_d to lmve recourse to the have the same right to the values capable of satis-
same means to bring the soil under cultivation, fying our wants. The existence of the exclusive

** _ _ a," a fact which Charles Comte rightly right to property i% therefore, indispensable to
explains by the powerlessness of man at such a the establishment of exchange among men."--
time to subdue the earth, except by the united The tra_smi_ibility of things is no ]e_ nece.,,sary
and energetic efforts of all.--But even in this than their appropriation, and this quality all
barbarous state the system of exchangc, which values do not possess. "A mau's talents, intel-
embraces all products oi" secondary importance, lectmd faculties, or his ability to perform some
is more extended than it was among the savage specialtask, are goods, are real values, which can

tribes, because production is more varied. It not be parted with to any one else, giving to the
afterward extends by degrees, according as civili- latter the right of ownership in them, for it is
zation progresses and the power of man increases, impossible for their possessor to divest himself of
itself contributing largely to the increase of that the_ goods in favor of another. The light and
power. The system of the community becomes heat diffused through the atmosphere are aIsoreal
restricted and contracted in the same proportion, goods and values indispensable to our existence.
without, however, disappearing entirely, even in but tlwy can not be approt)riated by any one be-
the most advanced state of civilization. Some cause theycan not become the exclu.,ive property

primary attempts at exchange are observed in the of any one. This line of reasoning and these
nascent societies which we see organized into examples lead us to the conviction that even the
close communities, and some remnant._ of the values most precious to man can not become
primitive c()lnmunity arc found even in the most objects of exchange if not transmissibJe, if they
civilized nations.--It is not, as Adam Smith re- can not be transferred by one man to another in

marks, a blind instinct that determines men to virtue of the right of ownership. The second
barter, trade and exchange, but a clear conception condition of exchange is the property iahere_t

of the actual advantages which result from it. in thillgs of passi_g from hand _o haT, d, and of
In fact, it is no very difficult matter to perceive being transmissible, with the l'ight of properQ/."--
that it is an advantage for each one to be able to Finally, there must be diversity of values, or

pa_'t with his surplus, or that of whichliehas no I of exchangeable objects, without which ex
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change itself would have no object. " If all market to the produce of every sort of labor,
the individuals who compose society were equal- and that they should always be much later in ex
ly provided with the things able to satisfy tendin_ themselves into the inland parts of tile
their wants, if all possessed the same values, country. The inland partsof the country can for
no one would desire to possess what belonged a long time have no other malket for the greater
to others, being sufficiently provided with all part of their goods but the country whirh lies
things necessary to his existence. There must, about them and separates them from the seacoast
thereforc, be a diversity of exchangeable things, and the great navigable rivers. The extent of this
and men must possess different values, in order market, therefore, must for a long lime be in
that exchange nmy be practiced among them. proportion to the riches and populousness of that
This d_ersily constitutes the third condition in- country, and consequently their impr¢*vement
dispensable to the existence of all exchange.-- must always be posterior to the improvement of
The idea of appropriation, cveu of individual _p- that country. In our North American colonies
propriation, is so natural to man that it is foumt the plantations have constantly followed either

in all stages of civilization, even among savage the seacoast or the banks of the navigable rivers,
tribes. But if private property exists in the earli- and have scarce anywhere extend(.<l themselves

est society, at least in the case of a certain num- to any considerable distance from both. The
ber of objects, it is, as a general thing, very little nations that, according to the best authenticated
respected. The stronger violates the private history, appear to have been tlrst civilized, were
property of the weaker, even in the same tribe; those that dwelt round the coast of the Mediter-
and d fortiori is it thus outside the limits of the raneau sea. That sea, by far the greatest inlet
tribe. Under such conditions it is evident that that is known in the worht, having no tides,
exchange can not easily extend very far. As to nor consequently any waves, except such as are
transmissibility, although, strictly speaking, it cau._ed by the wiml only, was, by the smoothne_

exists in the case of all material wdues, it is in of its surface, as well as by the multitude of its
fact limited, among savage nations, by the gen- ishmds and the proximity of its neighboring
eral insecurity of circulation and of transporta- shores, extremely favorable to the infant navlg_l-
lion. War being almost the permanent condi- _ion of the world, when, from their i__n()rancc of
tton of primitive nations, it is only within their the coral)ass, men wen: afraid to quit the _Jew of

re._peetive limits that the transmission of products tile coast, and from the imperfectiou of the art
can take place. What is true of savage tribes, is of ship buihling, to al)andon themselve_ to tim
also true, though in a less degree, of barbarous boisterous w'lves of tl,e ocean. * * * * "
nations. In this state of things, there may be a "Of all the countrie_ on tile coast (,f the )lediter-
virtual but there can hardly be an effective t_m_- ranean sea, Egypt seems to have been the first in
missibility of products, since transmission is ira- which either agriculture or manufactures were
possible except within a very small circle. For cultivated and improvrd to any ('onsiderable de-
the same rea._m, there is no great diversity. So gree. Upper Egypt extends itself nowhere above

far as natural products are concerned, diversity a few miles from tile Nih,, and in l_)wer Egypt
can be great only when the nation extends over a that great river hreaks itself into many different
large surface, for it is only then that the fruits of canals, which, with the assistanre of a little art,
the earth are varied; and in the case of the prod- seem to have afforded communication by water
nets of human industry great divcrsity supposes carriage not only between all the great towns, but
a rather extensive division of labor, which can between all the considerable villages, and even t(>
scarcely be realized within such narrow limits, many farm houses in tile counlry; nearly in tile
Thtls is exchange limited on all sides in this same manner as tile Rhine and the _][eu_.e do in
first stage of civilization. The spirit of violence, ltoltand at present. The extent and easiness of

hostility aud war reigns everywhere, and the this inland navigation was probably one of the
general insecurity that results from this hostile l)rincipal causes of the early iml)rovement of
spirit is the chief obstacle to the progress of Egypt."--These natural advantages lose, how-
exchange.- But as soon as security begins to be ever, something of their original value, now that
established among men, the practice of exchange human indust_ T has discovered so many m(,ans

spreads rapidly. It is generally understood, how- of supplying their place.--However this may be,
ever, that its development may be either favored with the progress of time and civilization ex-
or impeded by certain advantages or incon- change has grown to be almost universally prac

venienees of position. The particular circum- ticed among men. It has, in turn, introduc(._l the
._tances which favor it among certain peoples are division of labor, which is at once its consequence
well indicated by Adam Smith in the passage and complement, and which takes place more or
which follows. After having shown, by several less in all branches of industry. These two phe-

examples, the advantages of transportation by nomena, which are intimately connected, consti-
water over transportation by land, he thus contin- tute the fundamental basis of the industri'd order
u(,s: " Since such, therefore, are the advantages of existing in the world to-day. We shall not enlarge _
water carriage, it is natural that the first improve- upon tile advantages which result therefrom with

ments of art and industry should be made where regard to tile relative productivity of labor, fo_-
this conveniency opens the whole world for a these advantages have been sufficiently cxplaine(l
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already while treating of the division of labor; on dogs, on horses and carriages kept for private
but it remains for us heretoshow some general use, etc.,inthatthelatteraredirect.whiletheexcise
consequences that particularly behmg to this part duties arc indirect. (See TAXATION.)-- Tim excise
of the subject.--_Exchange, and the division of has been a very important clement ill all modern
labor which flows from it, cl'eatc between men systclns of finance. It has indeed l_,en by far the
relations as necessary, and ties a._ 'strong and as most fruitful source of revenue for many nalions.
numerous, to say nothing more, as those which It has also been employed as a means of restrain-
existed between them under the primitive system ing luxury or intemperance by being made so
of tim community. It is sometimes said that in exorbit.mtly high as 1o (1;mini_h the consumption
society as it now is, man isolates him_If--that he of the article taxed. The nalions of nutiquity do
._(.parates himself from his fellow-men, to with- not seem to have made very (,xltm._ive u-e of thi._
draw himself into his own individuality. But is method of taxation. Aug_l_lu,, it is true, intro
he not, ou the contrary, because of thi._ division due_'d a universal excise (tu_y oil wh_tever w_,s
of labor, and of the law of exchange which is con- sold in the maJkets or by public au('tiou. But it,
nected wiflt it, in a constant and very restricted did not amonut to more than 1 per cent., and
dependence upon everything that surrounds him? was but inefficiently collected. It. w_ls exceed-
tie works for his fellow-men, and they work for ingly unpopular, and even Augustus, in order to
him; when the work of prtxluction is terminated m'lintain it, was obliged to (lccl_lre by a puhlic

by each, they excliange its products among them- edict that the supportof the army depended in
selves. Is tl_ere any closer bnnd of del)cndcnce great measure on the produce of the excise. Tibe-
than this? The difference between thisnewbond rius reduced it one half and promised to abolish

and !he primitive one is, that the new one is more it altogether, although he did not kee l) his promise.
complex, and incomparably more faw>rable to the Some of the later emperors availed themselven
incrca>e of production. There is, however, still of the excise to a greater or less extent. But it
_mothcr difference in its favor: it is much more was reserved for modern times and for industri:fl

.susceptibleof extcnsion.--In society in its primi- states to discover how large a revenue could be
tive state l)roduction in common and the division derived from this method of taxation.--When the
of its fruils were necessarily confined within a payments in kind, which in the old agricultural
very restricted circle. By its very nature, which and feudal state had proved amply sufficient to

wasoppo._d to expansion, such a system could not defray all public expenses, wcrc no longer ade-
(,xt(.nd beyond the limits of one tribe. Thus all quate to the demand, the need of some standard
social relations of man with his fellows ended of taxation for movable property began to be

here. Everything outside this limit was foreign keenly felt. In the country, under the simple
to him, if not hostile. But from the moment, conditions there prevailing, it was not unfair to
that industry felt the influence of the division of distribute taxation according to the amount of
labor'md of exchange, the social bonds which it land held by each individual. But in the citie_q

•created among men were susceptible of indefi- it was evidently impracticable to concentrate all

nite in('rease. Provided peace reigns between taxation our_'d estate.. Consumable commodities
different nations, exchange may take place from _,cmed the most available subjects of taxation.
one to tile other, just as it takes place within By shifting the burden upon them tim cityauthor-
each one of them, and the division of labor may tries could gain two things. They could prevent
follow the same line of progress. Thus human the tax collector from interfering in the internal
sociability extend-, it do(.s not even stop now at administration of the city, and could also save
the conventional hmits of slates; it cro_s, if we themselves the trouble of fixinga definite amomlt
may say so, mountains and seas, and aims at for each individual citizen to pay. Thislast was

forming, little by little, upon the earth one considered agreatsaving, especially as these taxeq
immense _o(.iely, varied ill its forms, but always were everywhere regarded as temporary on their
one. embracing the whole human race. Ex- first introduction. Theybecamepermanent when
change could never have reached the point to _ars beg'm to be carried on largely by money,
which it hus come, without the fulfillment of and began to leave behind them national deht_

certain necessary conditions. (See CIRCULATION, which demanded aconstant source of income for
Drvm[o._" of LABOR, and MO,_EY; see also CoM- their liquidation. Thus the Netherlands axlopte(1
MERCE, and F}:EE TIt,_DE.) CH. COQUELLN. tile excise in their war for independence against

Spain; Saxony, after the thirD" years' war;

EXCISE, a term emltloyed to destitute a Brandenburg, under tlle great elector. Spain
great variety of taxes. In its more limited and had a similar tax in the Alcav_a at the time of
more correct sense it is applied only to taxes the Moorish wars. -- It is usual to assign 1643 as
impo¢cd on the _alc and i)roduction of commodities the date at which the excise was introduced

produced and eon._umcd within the country levy- into England. This is in so far correct as the
ingthc lax. Excise dmiesaredistinguished from term exc_ then appears for the first time, al_(t
-customs duties by the fact that the latter are im- as the imposts then levied remained a perma-
posed upon commodities when imported into or ncnt feature of the English revenue system.
,exported from acountry. They are furtherdistin- But excise duties had been in existence long
guiehcd from such taxes on consumption as a tax before. There ate evidences which prove tht;
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existence of an excise on meat as early as the rose t_> twenty-nine, and the average yield to
time of Richard I. In the time of John and of £2,600,000 per year. Tile increase in the yichi
]h,m i III. there was a tax on bread, which was is to lie attributed mainly to tile increase of pop-
nothing but an excise, in which theprice of bread ulation and prosperity. The people, h,_wever,
was regulated according to that of grain. Later, hated the tax bhterly; not merely because it,
in the time of Edward ¥I., a tax of eight pence in made the nc(:essaries of life dearer, but also bc-

_he pound was levied on all woolen goods manu- cause the administration washaleful and Ol)l)rc_s-
l;wtured in England for sale. But it became so ive. Aside from the restrictions Ul)on l,r_du_ .-
mlpopular that tile king was obliged to give it u l) tion and commerce which can not be selmrated
_ithin a year after it was first imposed. From from an)" tax on consumption, the ne(_dlcss (,om-
th._t time on no 'tttempt sc(,m_ to h'tve been made plexity of tile tax. the vast number of laws, tile
to introduce an excise until the time. of Jamesl , colle(.tmn I)y f'Lrming, and the decision of (li_-
when this monarch impos_:d a tax of one shilling putes by dependent officers, caused wide-._prcad
per chaldron on all coal shipped by water. This hatred. It can easily be seen how the_e various
was not a customs duty, for it w.ls levied on Eng- influences worked hand in hand to excite public

lish coal shipped -from one English town to bitterness against the excise: how tile ob._curity,
another. Soon after, (1626), Charles I. attempted which necessarily followc(l l'rom taxing the same
to introduce an excise on provisions, but was object at several different rates and from the

thwarted in his design by the obstinate resistance number of c(,mplieat(,d an(l ambiguous h_ws, led
of parliament.--In 1643 the revolutionary parlia- to constant violations; how tbc avarice or" the tax-

meat at Westminster established the first excise, farmers detected fliesc; how these farmer,- soughl
The taxwas laid (m the manufacture and sale of to overstep the necessary restraints and to use

ale, beer, cider and perry. The king and his them if possible to vex and oppress the public,
parliament at Oxford soon followed the Westmin- and what an impression condcnmation, mum pro-
._tcr example. Both parties pl'omised that the duee that were made on account of unintentional

excise should be abolished at the close of the war. or ignorant violations. The loud complaints
But when the time ¢.ame it had proved to he too made about thi_ time pl'oduced such an effect
truitful a source of revenue to be givcn tip, andit that the system of farming the taxes was given

has remained ever since a part of the financial up. The collection l)assed into the hands of gov.
system of Great Britain. In 1647 the excise was eminent officials.-- But the government was not
extended to meat, bread, salt, wine, sugar, tobacco, persuaded to limit the sphere of the excise at all;

and other le_ important articles. Some of these on the contrary, it was constantly cnlarged. It
articles (as wine and sugar) were shortly afterward was even allowed to encroa_'h upon the ficht of
relieved of taxation. In 1659 the excise yielded the customs; without any othereffeet, however,
about £L500,000. At the restoration, the produce than simply it) increase th(, labor of the (,olI[.ctol.'s
of the excise was granted to Charles II. No and the vexation_ to which the public were ex-

essential change was made in the excise during posed. In order to diminish smuggling which
the reigns of Charles II. and James II., although the high customs had greatly em'ouraged, cerhdu
the amount realized from it constantly increased, duties were lowered and an excise 'dso collected
When William III., however, ascended tile throm. _ upon tlle articles. The duties on tea w,,re low.

and tmdertook the costly wars against Franc(;. ered fourshillings, oncoff_,c two shillings, and an
not only was the excise on ale, beer, cider and exei_e equal in _mount to the_. items imposed.
perry increased, but malt, sugar and wine were The importation of chocolate and manufactured
added to the taxable articles. The sum realized cacao was at the same time forlmlden, and an

from it now exceeded £I,000,000, and in Queen excise laid on their domestic manufacture. This

Anne'_ reign reached tile sum of £1,600.000. separation of the imposts, after having been cx-
The development of these indirect taxes was ex- tended to tobacco and spirits, was finally given
•tctly similar to that of the customs duties. (See up in the year 1825.--Of far greater importance
('I.'STOMS DUTIES.) Every addition formed a than this event, so far a.- administration is con-

special tax for aspecial purpose, so that at A.nne's cerned, was a plan which the famou, Vfalpole
death there were twenty-seven branches. Among proposed in 1733. It was no less than such an

,)ther objects taxed during Anne's reign, the fol- extension of the excise system as to do away with
lowing may be mentioned: leather, candles, parch- the necessity (if all other taxes. The hope _ as

ment, hops, paper, pasteboard, soap, printed cot- expressed that by diminishing the number of
ton, linen and silk goods, starch, gold and silver taxes simplicity and economy could be obtained
wire --During the peaceful reign of George I. in the administration; that by abolishing the eus-
war, of course, could no longer paros as an exeu_ toms duties, particularly those on raw nmteriaN,
for increasing the taxes, but the government and and by introducing a r6gime of free tnlde, a new

the aristocracy had so fallen in love with these impetus could be given to commerce and industry,
indirect taxes which fell principally upon the the necessaries of life couh] be cheapened, Eng-
shoulders of the common people and were corn- land could be converted into a vast free port, mid
paratively easy to collect, that they advanced still finaily, smuggling could be destroyed and the pub-
farther along the course upon which the long lic revenues increased.--This plan was not laid
parliament had entered. The number of branches before parliament in its completeness at once, but
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_the minister merely attempted to extend the ex- peace in the early part of this century, was the
_ise to a new commodity; but the knowledge of time when the excise flourished most. But it
his intention had gotten abroad, and excited a was also tile time when the height of the excise

_torm of opposition throughout the whole king- began to be unbearable and in which menbegan to
dora. Tile most exciting scenes occurred in par- recognize its defects. Now also, as formerly, it
.liament, and the house itself was fairly besieged shared the lot of the customs. Both imposts are
by the people. The bitterness increased constant- indeed, aside from the ccm_omical effects of the

,ly. _Valpole himself was in danger of violence, customs, nothing lint two branches of tim same
After an exciting contest the minister declared, tree. At the same time with the reform of the
_hat, as tile law could not be executed without an customs, Canning began to reform the excise with
.army, even if parliament should pa_ it, he would the aim of producing lower prices for the neces-
rather give it up than insist on a tax which would saries of life, and thereby contentment among the
endanger England's peace. The joy at the with- laboring classes, and of establishing normal
drawal of the bill was boundless. The victory wages and thus cheapening production, and caus-
.of the people, as it was then considered, was ing a revival of industry and commerce.--The
celebrated throughoutthekingdomwith bonfires, first commodities upon which the taxes were
illuminations and excesses of all kinds._Thc diminished were malt and salt (1822, 1823 and

authorities are not even yet agreed as to the merit 1825), then followed glass (18'_'i), cider and peITy
of the scheme. One party praises thc grandeur and brandy (1826), beer from which the tax was
of the plan to accomplish free trade, alleviation entirely removed (1830), printed cloths (1831),
.of industry, and simplicity of administration; candles (1832), soap (1883), starch (1834), paper
the other party condemns theidea of shifting the (1836). It will be seen that after 1830 their zeal
burden of taxation enth-ely to the shoulders of in diminishing the taxes abated somewhat, and

the poor. We can not deny that the plan had an that it entirely ceased with the year 18136. In
element of grandeur in it. It could only have 1840, indeed, a general increase of 5 per cent.
been devised by an able man. But it is hard to was resolved upon to cover the deficit in the
see how the excise was to yield so much, if the budget. But the old system was no longer tens-
rates wore to be kept low and were not to bc im- ble, and with Sir Robert Peel the reform move-
posed on the necessaries of life. Nor is it clear ment began again. The excise was diminished
that anything would have been gained if tile upon glass (1844 and 1845), on auctions (1845),
smuggling had been simply transferred to the cx- bricks (1850), soap (1853). The war years 1854
_'ise, and if the cost of living had bcen increased by and 1855 occasioned an increase in lhe malt tax,
increasing the taxes on the neces_ries of life -- which wasagain reducedin 1857, and upon br.mdy
With the rejection of Walpole's plan the English which has never been reduced sincc, though the
people had shown its reluctance to follow out the tax on brandy has been retained from other than
excise system to its utmost consequences. But financial considerations.--The number of articles
the system was still retained and developed in subject to the excise decreased gradually, so that
such a way that it was certainly no better in its in tile year J850 only malt, hops, paper, soap,
results than Walpolc's plan would have been. brandy and sugar remained, of which the last is

For the advantages which his plan would un- hardly worth mentioning as it produced next to
<loubtedly have offered, namely, simplicity of nothing. Of these, soap, hops and paper haw_'
administration aml destruction of smuggling, been freed from the excise.--Iti._ natural that the
were given up entirely, while they allowed the produce of the excise should sink under the._c
disadvant;iges of indirect taxation to develop reductions, and especially on account of the ad-
themselves in their most objectionable forms, ministrative reforms of 1825. It sank in 1830 to
The great wars during the reigns of George I I. less than nineteen millions, and in 1840 to thirteen
and George III. compelled them to seek new millions. But the pr'lctical rule that reasonable

sources of income, and driven by necessity they reductions in high taxes on consumption increa_
picked out the most productive, which were in- the revenue, verified itself here also. The income
direct taxes on consumption. At the same time from the excise rose in 18.50 to over fifteen rail-
instead of developing the direct taxes simulta- lions, aml in 1866 to over twenty millions. Of

neously, they even abolished the most important late years a new excise has been introduced, viz.,

of all, the general land tax.--Among the addi- that on substitutes forcoffee. It was introduced,
tions to the excise under George III. the most however, to counterbalance a duty laid upon
important were a tax on auctions and one on coffee, so that thelatter might not act as a pro-
bricks. The rates were in the meantime con- tective duty. The taxes now classed under the

.¢tantly increased, so that the yield grew reg'ular- head of excise include those on chicory, coaches,
ly from decade to decade, in 1792 to ten millions, licenses, malt, race horses, railroads, brandy, and

in 1800 to fourteen millions, in 1810 to twenty-five sugar. Some of these, of course, ought not to be

millions, and even approached in subsequent classed under that head in a scientific classiflca-
years the sum of thirty millions sterling. The tlon, but the income from such articles isso small
excise had now become the most important that it may bepracticallydisregarded. The taxes
source of public revenue. This period, the last on brandy and mall; and the licenses to persons

years of war and the first of the succeeding dealing in those articles amounted in 1866 to
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nineteen-twentieths of the produce of the excise, imposed a general excise upon the consumption
--]I would be interesting to consider the part that of all foreign articles. But there was a great reluc-
file tax on caeh particular commodity made of tance to allowing tile national government to levy
_llc whole amount, but the investigation would such an impost.--Several states had joined in the
h.ad us too far. Worthy of note it is, however, first congress in recommending an amendment to
that the excise, after a devious course of two the constitution, prohibiting the federal govcrn-
imndred years, has at last become essentially ment from ever resorting to the excise. But in

what it was at first, viz., a tax on beer and brandy. 1790, in spite of the rcpugnance exhibited by
We. have given this somewhat lengthy sketch of congress to snch a measure, Secretary Uamilton,
the English excise, because it was the origin of in an elaborate report, insisted upon the necessity
our American excise. The statesmen of the time of an excise. He proposed that it be limiwd to
mlmediately following the revolution, when the)" spirits, and aside from financial considerations, he
mtrodnced our frst excise law, copied the English urged the great injury inflicted upon the country
cxciselaws almost word for word so far as they by such enormous consumption of intoxicating
dared, and English legislation and English history liquors, and the great advantage it would be to
have been tile sources from which all our legisla- diminish such consumption by high taxes After
lion has drawn its inspiration.--To show clearly a series of exciting debates the law was pa_ssed.
die relative importance of the excise as a financial A tax vaD-ing from nine to twenty-five cents per
device, the produce of the English excise has gallon, according to the proof, was imposed oil
been compared in the following table with that spirits distilled from articles grown or produced
of the customs duties for a series of years, be- in ltle Unitcd States, and a higlmr tax upon ira-
ginning with 1701: porled spirits. The law was modified in 1792 in
__. ttle direction of h)wer rates. In sullsequenl years

YEAR _, Exe_e. Customs. tile scope of the tax was enlarg(._d ullder |he direc-
_ lion of Hamilton until it included carriages, re-

1701................. i £ 9_8004 ,_ 1,539,000 fined sugars, snuff, auction sales, stamp (lutles on
1710.............. "_.... -:_::::l 1,(i09,7_0 (l_o_) 1.3._,4_ various instruments of exchange, and some other
17'20.......................... 2,5"26,441 2.749.855 objects. The (Ipposition to the law. whi(:h froml,:to .......................... %935,840 '2.'489517
1740.......................... 2,_6,0_ "2633.R-_ the first had been powerful enough to prevent ils
17:_0......................... 3._.%_ 3._.ts5 execution in manY l>ortions of thecountrv, finally1760.......................... 3,887,349 4,250,705
1770.......................... 4,613,217 4,776,14::1 broke out into open w,_r in the so-called whisky
178a ......................... 5,749.060 (178213.965,72_ insurrection in western Pennsylvani'_. After1790.......................... 9.054,r850_17s9)5,417,-_
17!_.......................... 10,8_5,170 _1796)6,381,.902 tiffs disturhance was quieted, the country seems
1_}0.......................... 14.342.7S! 1a.2-26.717 to haw_ acquiesced in the l)ayment of the tax.1805.......................... 22,470,31-2 ]1,214,,27i7
1810.......................... 25.163,893 16,886.6.-)5 When ,lefferson came to the t)resnlency, how-
l815.......................... L.'9,0_.,530 16,"623971 ever, he recommended that the whole _ stem be.1_3 .......................... '29,308,_7 15.504869
18rz,_.......................... _,0_,40_ _0,367,654 abolished, and as the revenue from the (:ustom._
1_'7.......................... 22,_,444 ............
1830.......................... 18,644,354 Ol,0$4,._25 was constantly and rapidly increasing, congress
18.13.......................... 14,593,676 2-2.8_0,619 willingly voted for it_ abolition.--When the war
1850.......................... 15,968512 "_'_'2,1'°'4.142of 1812 hroke out, it again bec'_mc nece._sarv to19/50.......................... 19,4::_5,000 24,376RiO
1_(_ ......................... 19,102.9_t 2"_(._J3_.54{iresort to the excise. In June, 1813, a bill uas
1_; .......................... 20,_187 '_._,9'_ passed imposing a tax on distilled spirits in the

shape of license money, an excise of four (.enls a
The )ears printed to the left of the figures and in pound on domestic refined sugar, twent) ccms on

parentheses in the customs column show the )'car each half-hundred weight of salt, $2 to $20 on
for which that item is given. The excise has carriages, 1 per cent. on auction sales, amt a
even yielded a larger proportion of the net in- stamp duty of 1 per cent. on all instruments of
come than the ahove table would seem to show; exchange. These duties were all repealed in
for the customs items of each year contain large December, 1817, and nu excise duty was levied
sums which were returned as rebates, paid out as by the United States government until the war of
premiums, etc., amounting, in some cases, to as the rebellion nccessitated a recourse to this mcas-
much as £2,500,000. It will he seen that the ure.--The present system of internal taxes was

l)roduce from the excise generally exceeded that inaugurated July 1, 1862. It hasembr:_ced, since

from the customs from 1780 down to 18°,%5,though its origin, taxation upon occupations and trades;
it will he remembered that for a hundred years ripen Kales, gross receipts and dividends; upon
preceding 1825 several items had been counted incomesof individuals, firms 'rod corl)orations;

nnder the head of excise which belonged properly upon specific articles not consmned in the use;
under the head of customs.--The history of the stamp duties, taxes upon various classes of man-
excise in the United States is brief. The cole- ufacture, upon legacies, distributive shares and

nists had inherited fromtheir English ancestors a successions. It will he seen that the internal
hatred of this tax in any form. Pennsylvania, revenue system hasinchnied many different kinds
)Iassachusetts and Connecticut, however, had of taxes. It furnished for a time the greater per-

bceu forced from financial considerations to adopt tion of the national revenue. In the article I_-
an excise on spirits, and the lalter state had even TERNAL I_V_.NUB will be found the rcccipts from
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1792 to 1880 from the sources included under the and lasting. Like all indirect taxes on commodi-
head of internal revenue in the finance report for ties, the excise will raise the price of the coin-
1879. In the report above mentioned returns are modity in the long run by at least the amount of
made for the years 1_04-13 and 1821-48. But in the tax. In most cases it will raise it by more
no one of these, years did the produce amount to than that amount. Adam Smith, and, subse-
as much as $100,000, and that was not raised I quently, John Stuart Mill, have described clearly

by means of an excise. Altlmugh the system ] the characteristics of an excise. Such a tax
adopted in 1813 was abolished as a system in makes it necessary to impose restrictive regu]a-
1817, yet somc of the taxes were retained for a tions on the manufacturers or dealers in order t,)

few years lon._er, but their yield was insignificant check evasions. These regulations are alway.>
after 1820. As we have already said, the return_ sources (if trouble and annoy_mcc and generally

given in the table in the article INTEILNAL I)_EV- of expense, for all (,f which, being peculiar dis-
ENUE include also the produce of taxes which advantages, the producers or dealers mu._t have
can not be classed under the bead of excise. At compensatiou in the price of their commodity.
present, however, nearly the whole of the inter- These restrictions also frequently interfer(-with

nal revenue is raised by an excise duty on spirits the proce_cs of manufacture, requiring the pro-
and tobacco. These two articles yielded in 1875, duccr to carry on his operations in the way most
for instance, over 89 per cent. of the toted prod- convenient to the revenue, though not ihe cbeap-
uce of the internal revenue system. -- It will be c._t or most efficient for l)urposes of production.
seen from the preceding sketch that the United Any regulation whatever enforced by law makes
States g(_vern|nent has bccu forced to adopt a it difficult for the producer to adopt new and
system of excise during or aft(.r each of the improved processes. Further, the necessity of

tllree great wars it has waged, and also that it advancing the tax obliges producers and dealers
gave up this system iu the first two instances as to carry on their business with larger capitals
soon as its fiJmncial ncce._sities wouhl perulit, than would oth,,rwise be necessary, on the whole
One reason for this i)olicy of giving up the of which they artist receive the ordina| T rate of
excise as soon as po._sible has been mentioned profit, though a p_lrt only is employed in defray-
already, viz., the prejudice against such a tax ing the real expenses of prc_duction. The con-
inherited from the colonial period. Another sumers, of coulee, must give an indemnity to the
strong reason lies iu tile fact that the protection- ,sellers equal to the profit they could have made
ists have always worked earnestly for the aboli- on the same capital if really employed in produc-
tion of every such tax, as they desire all national tion. In addition to this, it must be remembered

revenue to be raised by an impo.-t on imported that whatever renders a large capital nece,_ary
goods. It is perhaps too curly to predict the fate in a business really limits competition in that
of our prescott excise. ,ks now constituted it is br|mch, and by giving something like a mon(,p-
free from many of the objections which are oly to a few dealers may enable them to keep up
urged against .-uch taxcs, But our revenue is the price beyond what would afford the ordinary
now in excess of the legitimate demands of gov- rate of profit. Finally, whatever raises the price
ernment, and the wtrious parties oppo.-cd to the of a commodity, ceteri8 paribus che('ks the de-

excise are planning to demand its abolition. Po- mand for it; and since there are many improve.
litical tradition and l)rejudiee, combincd witl_ the meats in production, which, to make them prac-
active influence of protectionism, will probably ticable, require a certain extent of demand.._uch
ultimately effect its ()w.|'throw in the United improvements are obstructed and many of them
States.--The other prominent nations of modern prevented altogether. In all these different way._
times all derive a large income from the excise, indirect taxes on consumption cost the public
1Nor in any of them doe._ Ihcre scem to be any in- much more than the government realizes. Ex-
clination to give up tl|is fruitful source of revenue, cise duties are, however, in some respects less

The new Ge|'mau empire, wbich resembles our objectio_mble in this regard than customs duties.
own government in many respe(.ts, is tending Customs arc levied ordinarily on the elements of
more and more toward raising all its revenue by a commodity before it is manufactured, as well as
indirect taxation, and the greater part of it by on the finished product; the excise, generally,

the excise. The following table shows the rein- ! only on the commodity ready for market. Tlw
tion between the produce of the excise and the I latter, therefore, does not require such a long

total revenue of four Europcan nations: [ advance of capital as the former._The excise,
.... _ ....... ..... _......... = ..... _ ...... ,I levied on the necessaries of life, produces great

' In_'onle from I

NATIONS" t Yea,'.ITotal Income I Excise f and injurious effects on the whole national econ-__ _ !.......... _ _______L_
I , ._rk_ I M_k_. / omy. It may lead to a permanent deterioration1. Germany ............ 1878 536.4Wi.8[)0 14,3.77b,370 of the condition of the laboring classes or to a

Frazms. Franc_.
2. France .............. 1878 _2.79.3,177.804 1,056.628000 peculiar burdening of profits, which must be in-

_ G.alden. | (Julden. jurious to the increase of national wealth. Many
8, Austria .............11878 / _,795.163 L 190,063,0_0

| | Roubles. | Rouble. authorities attribute the difference in prices be-
4. RusBia .............. _ 1,877,] ,_7.784,5_ _ _0,105,tW twecn England and the continent to the high

prices of the necessaries of life, brought about
--The economical effects of the excise are great by the long-continued system of indirect taxation.
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And in spite of England's greatness there is little most valuable contributions to this subject by
doubt that its middle classes to-day would be Americans. The Germans have produced some

more numerous, and the chasm betwcen the rich valu.Lble monographs on the subject daring the
and tile poor less deep, if it h,'td not been for the l't._t ten or fifteen years. Consult tiles of Conrad's
peculiar form of the excise which for over a cen- ,f_rhrb_wSer fa_" _ttio_alceko_L,,mh, 1867-81.
tury shifted the burden of taxation to ihe shou]- E. ,1. ,]'A._LES
ders of the poorer classes.--Thc obj('c'tions to the
excise lose their force largely when it is iml)osed EXCISE LAW. (See WHISK'," I_'SURREC-
on only a few objects, and those articles of lax- TIO,_.)

nry. Of such a character is our present system
of excise. Its d_pponent_ greatly exaggerate its EXCOMMI_NICATION, ecclesiastical ccu-
def(,et_. The. hardship it inflicts, when (.onfined sure. by which a m('mbcr of a religious corn-
to luxuries, as at pre._c,nt, is reduced to a mini- munity is excluded thereirom uulil he ha> mend-

mum. It has been nlore economically enlle(.ted cd his ways. Excommunication, lu its e_ence,
than tile e _stoms, and its political and economi- therefore, is intended less as a I)uui_hment than

('al effccts ou the (.ounlry arc far less injurious as a means of improvement. It_ origin i_ lost itl
than those of the former. Our own cxpericnee the night of time; pagan and Jewish antiquity
_n(l that of other uation_ prove that a low ex('i_e were acquainted with it. a_(l wc luu_t adulit that
on articles of luxury which are widely collsumvd the practice has its foul_datioll in ju._lice Soci_,ty
is one of the most productive and one of the doe, notexeced its right wheu,._eeking" to protect
It,ant objccti,mable of all indirect taxes. The itself against those or" its members who fail to

history of Ameri(.a, 'us well as that of England, fulfill the obligations imposed on them, it ex-
proves also tbat low rates arc more productive eludes tho._e who show themselves, aft(,r adnlls-

than high rates, as the latter lead to cv;usiou and siou to it, unworthy of nmmbership.--Wc can
fJaud.--The excise has often been fixed at a high not, thercfore, reproach the Christiatl church for
rate from a desire to use it as asort of sumptu:try having boiTowed excommutlieation, as well as
device. Adam Smith says that taxes upon luxu- the greater part of its primitive organization,
ries act as sumptuary laws on the _ober and in- from the synagogue. The synagogue excluded
duslrious poor, and dispose them to moderate or from its meetings those whom. rightly or wrong-
to refrain altogether from the use of superfluities ly, it judged unworthy to take part in them : this
which they can no longer afford, tie mentmns, was called, be_'_g drit'e_ from tlu¢ syJ_g,_J_te, and
among other commodities, intoxicating liquors this disciplinary measure was al)plied more thatt

and tobacco as liable to be consumed in smaller once to the early prcaeiler, of the Gospe].--Whcn
quantities on account of high taxes This qucs- the first Christian cnngregations were organized
tion has been keenly debated in the United States. they a._umed tile same power: but at this time
Tile prohibitionists, i. e., tho,_e in favor of for- the conditions of admission to the church were

bidding tim sale and manufaeturc of intoxicating in great part moral. It wa'.s especially in cases of
beverages, have uuiformly thrown their influence notorious immorality, ea_sily proven in a small
in faw)r of high duties. One thing is indisputa- community, that exeommuni('ation was t)ro -

hie, that a low duly has been more productive nouuecd. Thus the Christians of Corinth, on the
than a high one. Otte ])arty claims that this is advice and at the c(_mmand of Paul, excluded
proof that consumption increased under tile low from an_ong them one guilty of it_ce-,t, who,
duty; the other, that fraud and evasion ran riot however, on repenting, _ubsequently obtailmd

under tile high duty. It amy still Ix, an undo- 1)ardon. It must be remarked tlmt tile first
('ided qucstio'l whether sumptnary law_are ever Christians lived almost in common, and celt-
of any value, but it wouhl seem less disl)utable brated the holy supt)er at their ft'equcnt brotherly
_hat financial schemes should stand or fall on feasts, h_ ease of excommunication this inti-

their own merit,s instead of on their" tetnleney to mate relation with tile guilty t)er._on eea_[ d The
;_ct _m sumptuary devices --('ompare INTERNAL faithful no longer received him. They avoided
I{EVENUE. --LITEICATURE. The st_ntlard work._ speaking to him or meeting him, and _ (_uld ]tot

on political economy and finance all furnish sit at the same t'tble with him. When. later, tim
more or less elaborate discu_ions of the excise. Christian church--its members having b_,('omt,

The general encyclopaedias offer some valuable very numerous--was persecuted; when, e,pccial-
t'¢)nsiderations upon the subject. W. Vocke's ly after the time of Constantine, violct_t dogmatic
Oeschichte der Steuer_t da, Brittle'hen t_ichs con- controversies arose, excommunit'atiou was res,,rt

rains a vast fund of information in reference to ed to, particularly in cascs of aposraey and heresy.
British taxation. The above sketch of the excise The clergy, whose power increased daily, reserved

in England is based largely upon Vockc. McCu]- to themselves the right to pronounce sentence of
lo(:h's Ta:x,_tioa and The Fandir_ 9 System, Ten- excommunication, a rightwhich in the beginning

nant's The Pe,ople's B[ue Book, and Baxter's Taxa- belonged to the assembly of tile faithflll, and it
t2o_ (f tt_e Unita_ Kiagdora, are all valuable for became a powerful weapnn in their hands. The
the study of this question. The reports of the belief that the church alone could grant pardon,

secretaries of the trt_ury, and, in late years, of that outside of it no salvation was possible, be-
the commissioners of internal revenue, are the came more and more prevalent, and led men to

62 VOL. _.--9
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regard the excommunicated personasone damned no longerobliged to obey him; he had no longer
foreverunlessrestoredto tllefold. Thus excom- tllerightof requiringtileobedienceof Christians.
munication, which in principlewas a censure in- for he was no longera member of Christianso-
_ende(lto warn the sinnerand favorhis reforms- ciety,and his power crumbled the moment the
lion,while protectingChristiansociety against church cut him off from her communion. The
corruption,became a punishment, am] the most conclusion that Christianswere not obliged to
severe of all i)unishments. Afterward different obey an excommunicated king,wllich the stub-
degrees uf excommunication were introduced, born geniusof Gregory VII carriedintopractice,
the fii'sttracesof which are found in the time of was reasonedout so logicallythaihisadversaries

St. Augustine, and which have been preserved were reduced to maintaining that a sovereign
and preciselydistinguishedfrom one another, could never be excommunicated', whileGallican-
A distinction is made between the major excom- ism, by a compromise difficult to reconcile with
munication which cuts one off absolutely from the canon taw, maintained tim! excommunication,

the eommt,nion of the Catholic church and car- a punishment purely spiritual, could not hay(,
ries damnalion with it as a consequence, and the civil consequences, and that thus the subjects of
mi_mr excommuuication whose only effect is to an excommunicated sovereign could not be ab-
deprive him of participation in the sacraments, solved from obeying him. -- The church had
It must be added ttmt the sentence of excommu- abused the powerful weapon which it held. and
nication may be fulminated against a person, saw it broken in its own hands. Philip the Fair.
naming him, or in a general manner against all supported by the states general, twice braved the
those who have taken part in any act reprchen- excommunication launched against him by Boni-
sible in the eyes of the clergy. It may even be face VIII., and in proportion as, in all Europe,
incurred it)sojiwlo; that is In say, a believer who civil society severed its connection with religious

commits an :let forbidden by the church, under society, it became more difficult to make men re-
pain of excommunication, shouhl consider him- spect the sentence of excommunication and its
serf excommunicated even when no gencr'd _n- consequences, which soon ceased to inspire terror.
tence of exeommunicati(m has been pronounced, The bulls of excommunication launched against
and he has not been excommunicated by name. the reformers did not sensibly hinder the spread
The canon law enumerates nmre than two hun- of their doctrines, and this weapon, once so tcr-
dred cases of excommunicatiou ip,o fi_cto, and rible, became less feared every day, and wa._
determines, by minute rules, what members of the therefore less and less employed. At present the

(.lerg)" hay,' the right to excommunicate or to frcc church seems to fear the use of it. especially in
f,'om excommunication.--The clergy made fre- grave cases relating to politics. When its tradi-
quent and formidal)le use of the sentence of ex- lions or the rules of its constitution force it to
(:ommunieation in the middle ages more than in have recourse to excommunication, it carefull 3
any other period of l!istory. The (.hurch, which omits the mention of names. After the decree
was united to the state in the time of Constantine, by which Napoleon I., May 17, 1809, suppressed
finally became confused with civil society, which the temporal power of the pope and united the
it not uufreqnently controlled. Wielding ira- states of the church to the French empire, Plus
meuse moral power, it made its censure feared, VII. confined himself to excommunicating, in a

even by the mightiest. The unfortunate man general manner, the authors of the deed, without
'whom it struck with the sentence of major cx- even naming the signer of the decree. ]_Iore re-
communication became an object of terror and cently Plus IX., when he saw his provinces taken
contempt to all. All intercourse with him was away one by one, imitated this example, and,
forbidden. Cut off from the society of his fcl- without naming any one, excommunicated all

lows, he met with neither aid nor pity. The hell who had contributed to bring about that result.
to which he was doomed began for him here on Thenceforth it was for each one to know how far
earth. He recoiled before no penance, no matter the decree concerned him. Count Cavour, and
how rigorous it might be, to obtain pardon and after him many others, were able to obtain priests
to be reconciled to Christian society. Thus in In minister to them in their last moments.--It
tho._ times of dissolute life, feudal tyranny and must not be supposed, however, that the Catholic
universal disorder, excommunication often served church has entirely given up excommunication.
:Lsa protection to the weak and a powerful curb Thus the Jansenist.s have organized a church in

(m the cruel and gross passions of the descend- Holland at the head of which is an arcbbishop
ants of the barbarians. Unfortunately the church who resides at Utrecht. Whenever the see is
employed this formidable weapon in defense of vacant the church nominates a bishop, and th('
its earthly interests, and the extension of its te,n- newly elected writes to Rome asking the pope to
poral power. From the right which belonged to approve his election and ble_ it. A little later

him of excommunicating all baptized believem, the pope answet_ him and all those who have
even p,'inces, Gregory VII. pretended to deduce contributed to his election by a sentence of ex

that of disposing of kingly crowns. Believers communication. If, however, excommunication
were bound to avoid all commerce with an excom- is a thing almost unknown to-day in some coun-
municated person, not to greet him, not to talk tries, it is not iu certain countries where Cathol-
$o nor eat with him. In ease of a king they were icism has retained more of its ascendency and is
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still able to execute, at least in part, such a sen- EXECUTIVE, Tile (l_- U. S. HISTORY), tile
tence. Thus in Austria, at tile end o[ the year officrr whose function it i_ to see to the execution

1862, a person was excommunicated by name of the laws which have been made by tim legis-
,on account of heresy.--This is a fact far from lative. Properly speaking, the wh,)lc body of
unique. In 1857 M. Braun. an ecclesiastic of officials, liigh or low. clmrged with tbi.- function,
the diocese of Passau, was subjected to the major make up the uxecutive department : but usually
cx(,ommunication for refusing to read from the the highest m rank is named a_ "the executive ;'

pulpit the bull relating it, the dogma of the immac- Thus, in a state, the governor is "the executive,"
ulate conception; in 1856 the pastor of Thonex, in common phrase, but every officer, whether
canton of Geneva, excommunicated several ot l)i., elected or ;,Pl)Omte(1, down to sheriff or constal)le,

parishionet.'s for having joined an aid socmty in whose otticc is tit(; execution of the laws, isa part
Geneva which admits as members Catholics and of th[. executive department. The presitlent for
Protestants without distinction. The following the tim,: being is "theexecutivc " of the federal
year 'l shoemaker of Budweis. afterward con- government. The power of all executive officers

fined as insane in consequenccof a medical exam- i_ limited and defined by law, generally by the
ination, was excommunicated by his bishop for organic law, the state or fe(lera! constitution, but
having maintained that lie and he only possessed in the case of some subordinate offices by statute
the powerof ca.sting out devils._More recently or commou law Thisarticlt iseonfined totheex-
the church has again used excommunication ecutivc of the United States.--I. T_E COLONIAL
against some of its rebellious chihlren. The EXECUTIW¢. In considering the executive power
(,ouncil of the Vatican having proclaimed the of the lhiti.-h colonies whicti afterward became
doctrine of the infallibility of the pope, attempts the United States, it is primarily nece_ary to
to resist the decree were made in different eoun- forget the present constitution altogether, and to
tries, notably in Germany, and sentence of ex- remember that the colonies, as they were a part
(:ommunication was passed in very many cases of the British empiJc, were under the unwritten
against the Old Catholics, but the sentence could British constitution, and thai their' common exec-
not stop the movement. On theothcr hand, sinee utive, the king, enjoyed far larger powers titan
the major excommunication may have, if not a any which are ever entrusted to an American ex-
civil, at least a social effect, governments have ecutivc. IIis prerogative really eomprised all that
thoughtofinterdicting it. (German lawof March, residuum of originally absolute power of which
1873.) fn the different Protestant churches the use the growing power of nobles and commons had

of excommunication, preserved in the beginning, not yet deprived him, or of whicll he had not
soon disappeared. The reformers maintained it, voluntarily divested himself by charters; and,
and the confessions of faith drawn up in the though it by no means equaled the powel_ of our
sixteenth century and the rules of the reformed entire federal government, it compared more
•church made mention of it, but it was main nearly with them than with those of the president
tained only with important restrictions. Thus alone. Titus, the powers tomake peace and war,
major excommunication and excommunication to contract treaties and alliances, to send and re-
ip._,Jy'_wto were rejected by the Protestants; they ceix e amba.gsadors, were all in the king alone, and

1)reserved only the minorexcommunication,which the king's American asscml)lics had no more claim
i_ r(.duced to zmn-participation in the sacraments, to a share in them than his British parliament.
_tnd which, as it never involved civil disabilities, The governors of the various colonies were not
vouhl hc pronounced only bythe body of believers, principal executive ofticer_, hut viceroys, repre-

A little later, it is true, m Germany and at Gene- scnting the kiug'_ person and the king's will,
v:i, the right of excluding unworthy members though in sonic of the colonies the governor's
from the Lord's supper was given to ti,c ecclesi- power was limited by the charter granted by the

alstical authorities, but soon fell into disuse. In king. In Connecticut and Rhodclslandthechoice
many places excommunication was replaced by of the governor was given to the people.-- The
public penance, which was abolished in Pomera- fundamental grievance which led to the American

nia in 1744, and in Prussia in 1746. Wtirtemberg revolution was the effort of this executive, the
preserved it, at least in its laws, tillla06. _Notwith- king, to ig'nore the legislative in America, the

standing some attempts made in various parts of colonial assemblies, as lie wouht not have ventured
Germany to establish a stricter discipline, it may to do in Great Britain. It is true that the effot't
I)e said that excommunication is unknown to came disguised as an assertion of the power of
Protestant church_ in our day.--It is not so in parliament to legislate in all cases for tbe colonies;

the Greek church, where it has always existed, but, as there was hardly any attempt to disguise
Nevt'rtheless, the orthodox clergy, who never at- the power of the king to control absohltely, by
rained the summit of power to which the Catholic patronage or direct purchase, the legislation of
cle,rgy formerly rose, have never, like the latter, parliament, the animus of the king'._ new.born
2nade a formidable use of excommunication, and zeal for the privileges and dignity of parliament

it _<ecarcely ever used at present by them. (See is easily apparent. It was not so apparent at
-\BOLITION, _EMAlgCLPATION PROCLAMATIOn', first to the mass of the colonists, who were

._'LAVEI{y, ETC.) ignorant of the con'uption of parliament, aeeu_
ET. CoQu_t_.L: tomed to reverence Its authority m Great Britain,
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,or not directly affected by the new legislation: tion. --In the report of the committee, Au_.

and for a long time they and their legislative 6, tile resolution was changed only in giving-
assemblies were nearly unanimous in acknowl- the executive "the style of the president" and
_lging tile general power of parliament over "the title of his excellency." Tile name of
foreign commerce, while denying" its power over president was f_,miliar to the deleg-ates. It had
the domestic affairs of individual colonies. Re- been proposed in 17;'rt (see ALr_AXrt" I'_:X_" OF
flection, however, necessarily showed that there U_-Io._'), and had already been given to the ex-
was no logical ga'ound for such a distinction, and ecutives (now called governors) of most of tin,
that it was impossible to locate and maintain itin states which had formed constitutions. It w:l_

practice; and, whilethe first continental congress ' therefore adopted without hesitation. The title;
acknowledged it explicitly, the second repudiated of "his excellency" was a different mattcr, and
it altogether. The earlier struggles of thc rev- ' Ihedelcgates struck out a provision so certain to
olution were against the power of parliament awaken the strongest prejudices of their constitu-
te legislate for the colonies, anti it was not until cnts. The term of office was also shortened to
July 4, 1776, that the continental congress, by fouryear%andthcdisqualificationforare-eleclion

renouncing allegiance to the king, put a formal was struck out. These latter changes, thou,_,h
end to his authority as the executive of the made by a vote of ten states to one, have b,.cn

united colonies. (See CONTI_'E._T._L CONGRESS. found t(,beof very doubtful utility. The manner
REVOLUTION, ])ECLARATION OF IN'DEPENDENCE.) ()f the elertion of the presi(lent gave ri_,, _o _t
--For the next thirteen )'ears the country was separate series of difficulties, which are trc_l(,(1
practically without _ executive. The eonti- elCewhere. (See CoNvE._Ttox of 1787; ELEC'roIc_,

neural congres_s, which, by the will of the whole I.)--III. POWEnS OF THE EXF.CUTr_E. Th,.
people, had already assumed most of tile king's powers of the execlltive are given iu lull in _,r-
prerogatives, soon passed under the dominion of ticle II. of the constitution (See. CO,_'STXTrTXO._)
the state legislatures. Theschemeof govermnent They may be divided into three classe,, tho_e

which it contrived for the country was subor- relating to foreign affairs, lho,e relating to home
dinated to the likings of the leaders of the legis affairs, and those relatinff to war. 1. 'l'ht.
latures, lowhom it was ultimately submitted for direction of the foreign policy of the L'nit_,d
ratification. (See COr_'TL_E_'_'rAL CO._GRESS, ) States is left very much to the discretion of

Under the articles of confederation there w'_s no the president, limited by the approval of t_r..
distinct executive (see ADMINISTRATIONS), and thirds of the senate, which is required for the

congress itself was only an inefficient substitute ratification of a treaty, tits appoinlmems of
for it. Its introduction into the new constitution aml)assadors, other public ministers and ('t)ll_ul_
was an evident necessity, and met very little oppo- must also 1)e approved by tile senale, a majority
sition from any quarter. -- II. OrUGIN OF ThE vote only being requisite. Foreign government,;
Pm,:Sn)ENTIaL OFFrCE. When t.he convention of can legitimately have no official knowledge of
1787 met. there was a general agreement among the intentions or proceedings of the government
the delegates that a distinct executive must be of the United States, except through the execu-

provided for, and the only difference of opinion tire; and tile executive. _._ in Jackson's case in
was in regard to its form. Many delegates sup- 1834, referred to below, has always refund to
posed the feelings of the people to be oppo._ed to allow foreign ministers or governmenls to c_iti-
even "the semblance of monarchy," and pre- else, or claim any official knowle(lg_, of, thcpres-
ferred a plural executive, to be composed of one dent'slanguage to congress iu his mcssage._, or the
a,aember from ea('h of two or more divisions of interior workings of the government. Thehou,_e
the Union. Accordingly, while the " Virginia of representatives has a._erted, but never yet es-
plan" and the "Jersey plan " ._greed in making tablished and enforced, its power to refuse aPI)ro-
provision for "an executive." the latter proposed priations for the execution of a treaty of which it

a plural executive, "to consist of -- persons," has disapproved. (See JAv's TREATY.) hhasalso
and the former carefullyusedlanguage applicable approved or disapproved, by resolution, of par-
toeither a singular or a plural executive, without ticularl)oiutsofthepresidenrsforeign l)olicy; but
undertaking to settleupon either. Charh,sPinck- such resolutions are always treated by the execu-
ney's plan proposes a singh: executive, to be called tire as mere expressions of the opinion of a tr._n-

"the president," but this was probably an emend- sieur majority of the members, aml without a,y
ation at a late day of the convention's existence, force of law. This trust of power to the exe('u-
Hamilton's plan, which v_as not considered, pro- tire can hardly be said to have been abused; tilt'
poses a single executive, to be chosen by electors, foreign policy of the successive presidenls ha.,

to serve'during good behavior, and to be called almost invariably been pacific. The general hn_'
"" the governor " June 4, by a vote of seven states of neutrality, marked out by Washington in 1793.
to three: the committee of the whole decided upon and followed by Adams in 1798-9, was finally
a single executive, to be elected by congress for a elaborated by Monroe in 18'_q into a form which

term of seven years, to be ineligible for a second all his successors have cl_ely followed. (See thc.w
term, and to have a qualified velo; and ia this names, and GreET, C_rrZF_,_; X. Y. Z. M_ssm._;
form the resolution went, with the others, July and Mo_ao_ DOCT_n¢_ ) In 1834 President
_, to the committee for reporting a constitu- Jackson's recommendation t o congress of reprisals
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oa the commerce of France, as a "pacific means" 1830 until 1860, when the country's war power
of obtaining redress of grievances from that had become very considerable, while its executive
country, nearly involved the two nations in war; was not fully occupied with domestic concerns;
but in this case the conduct of France gave abun- and it was just in the heart of this period that
dant excuse for the recommendation. (See also President Polk forced Mexico into an attitude of
ANNEXATIONS, and paragraph 3, below.)-- 2. In aggression which resulted in the Mexican war
domestic affairs the powers of the executive fall and the dismemberment of Mexico. (See AM-

into two great classes: the appointment, with the NEX.JtTIONS, IV. ; WaI_s, V.) In this instance the
_.oncurrenec of the senate, of officers whose result was eminently fortunate for the territory
appointments are not provided for in the consti- which was annexed --Enormous as is the war
ration (see CONFIRMATION BY THE SENATE); and power of the president, it is entirely the creature
the executit, u of the laws. In the appointing of law, even in its highest dev(.lopment. The
l,ower is included also the power of removal (but great limitation Ul)on it is the war power of con-

:-ee TENURE OF OFFICE); and ill case of vacancies gress, particularly the absolute power of congress
_luring the recess of the senate the president is to grant or refuse troops and money to the presi-
empowered to grant commissions which shall dent. There is no obligation upon congress to
expire at the end of tile next session. Supple- vote any supplies whatever beyond what it
mentary powers are those of gq'anting reprieves considers requisite for tile government of the
_lnd pardons for offenses against the United country, and in many instane(_s congress has
State_, exc_'pt in cases of impeachment; of re- coupled its appropriations for the arm 3, with lim-
cciving ambas_-_tdors; of conveuing both houses, itations upon tim use of tile army. (See RXDERS,
,or either ot them, on extraordiuary occasions; I{I;;CONSTRIrCTION.) In time of peace, when the
_tnd ,ff adjotlruing eollgress to such time as lie army is reduced to tile level of a police force,

shall flfink proper, when tim two houses can not this war power of congTess ceases to apply; in
,gree on a time of adjourmncnt. The last- war it is in full vigor, and mu-t of neceesity be
named power has never been exercised. --3. final and decisive upon the president. The con-
('losely ('onnected with the duty _)f seeing that stitution has not made, and could not make,
the htws are faithfully executed, is the war other provision than impeachnient for such an
power of the president. In peace the execution unimaginable contingency as the refusal of the

of the laws is usually a matter of routine and executive to make peace when a majority of
eleri('al work, and the great mass of tile people of both houses had pronounced against the war.
the United States live and die witllout any per- {,See WAR POWERS )-- IV. RELATmr;S OF "rim
_oual and practical contact with the workings of EXECUTIVE TO TIIE LEGISLATIVE A_;D ZUDI-
the executive. Behind this simplicity of execu- Clali:t'. 1. The con_.titution requires the presi-
lion. however, sleeps the power of the president dent, from time to time, to "give to the congre_
,i., commander-in-chief of ghe army and navy, a information of the state of the Union, and rceom-
power which is roused by the first sylnptom of mend to their consideration such measures as
organized resistance to the laws, and grows with lie shall judge necessary and expedient." This

the extent anti possibilities of the resistance (see clause has occasioned tim annual messages of the
INSURRECTmN, DO_tESTICh bounded, however, presidents at tile beginning of each session of
by the limitations hereafter specified.--Ia foreign ' congress, and their special messages on other
_tlf,tivs the first draft of the constitution, as pie- occasions. During the first three admmistrations
sentc(l Aug. 6. gave congress tile power "to the annual message was always delivered in per-
_n(d'e war,'" and this was afterward changed into son by tlle prc_idcnt, after tile manner of the
_t power "'to declare war." The distinction was king's "sl)eech from the throne'" to the British
_cll understood by the delegates, and is undoubt- parliament. Thus the main body of tile message
etll 3 well founded. A state of war does not nec- was addressed to the president's "fellow-citizens
essarily include a declaration of war, and where of the senate and of tile house of represent-

war is made upon tile United States with or atives," the part relatitig to revenue and appro-
without a declaration, it is evidently the duty of priations to the "gcntiemen of the house of

the executive, as commaT_der-in-chief, to repel representatives," and the conclusion to the "gen-
ii)roe by force, and to u._e all the means at his tlemen of the senate and of the house of repre-

('o_nmand for prompt and effectual resistance, sentatives.'" At its conclusion the president

Of course, an ambitious or unprincipled execu- , retired, and the two houses addressed themselves
li_'e would be able to gradually force a forei_m to the composition of an answer, an affair which
country into acts of aggression which would always gave rise to a long debate upon the intri-

citable him to commit congress to the support of cate shades of meaning in its v:u'i(ms sentences.
at war which the executive had really begun; Special messages were sen! in writing, though
l)ut the rapid increase of the population and Washington at first occasionally met the senate
domestic wealth and interests of the country in person to confer upon executive business. In
will probably give all future executives abun- 1801 Jefferson substituted a written ammal rues-
dant occupation at home, and compel the mainte- ._age, as more consonant with republican sim-

_ance of the traditional policy of peace abroad, plicity; but the reason assigned by his political
q'lm dangerous point in our history was from opponents was his consciousness of his inability
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_o speak in public with effect, In 1813 the to1T of state to compel the delivery of a corn-
senate endeavored to revive the earlypmctice by mission signed and sealed by the prect_ting
requesting the attendance of the president to administration; but the supreme court, while it.
consult upon foreign affairs, but Madison de- considered livery to be already complete, refu,ed
clined tlm inxitation.--In addressing the pres- to interfere. In 1807 the counsel for" Burr
ident, some of the federalists, in 1791, wished to endeavored to compel the president's personal
give him the "style" of "Hm highness, the attendance as a witness, but did not succeed. In

president of the United States, and protector of 1861 the chief justice ordered an attachment for
their liberties." A burlesque motion was offered contempt to i._suc against an army oflic(,r fol di._-
from the democratic side that tile "style" of the regarding the writ of habeas eorlms, which had
vice-president should be "IIis superfluous excel- been suspended; but when the attachment wa,_
lency"; and it was finally agreed that communi- returned unsatisfied, the chief justice ahan(lcmed
cations should be addressed simply to "The further proceedings. In October, 1865, aud until
president of (lie United States." In 1792 a clause martial law had ceased in the south, the suprcm¢;
in the bill passed by the senate for establishing a court refused to hohl sessions in that section. In
mint, to plaee upon the coins "arepre._entation 1867 the state of Mississippi applied to tl(e
of the head of the president of the United States supreme court for an injure'(ion forbidding the

for the time being," was defeated by a vote of president to execute the reconstruction acts, but
only 26 to 22 m the house. The act of Sept. 24, the injunction wa._ refused. (See BuI_R. Axlum;
1789. fixed the president's salary at $25,000 per HAREAS Com'l:S; RECONSTnUCTIO_.)--The gen
annum. This amount was increased to $50,000 eral principle in Ibis connection is well ._tated by

by the act of March 3, 1872. An attempt to Chief Justice Chase in the last case referred to:
repeal the act in the following session was "The congress is the legislative department of
vetoed, and failed to poss.--Direct intercourse the government; the president is the executiv(.
between congress and the heads of tim executive departme,_t; neithcrcanberestraincd in its action
departments has been the rule since Washing- by the judicial department, though the acts or"
ton's presidency, llis cabinet, except Ilamilton, both, when performed, are in proper case.', subject
we,'e of the opinion that congress couhl only to its cognizance." The "proper cases" the,'e
comnmnicate wilh the beads of departments referred to, are such as are not political in their
through the president, but the obvious tendency nature.--Prcsidcnt Jackson has been much cen-

of the opposite phm to facilitate the busines_ of sured for vetoing the bill to recharter the natitmal
the departments almost immediately compelled bank in 183"2, on the ground of its unconstitu-
the adoption of it. In practice, however, it ha_ (tonality, after the sup,-eme court had decided
been found open to the objection th'tt it leads to that such a bank was constitutional. His poet-
informal and uncontrolled intercourse between tion, as stated in his veto me_a,_e was thai

secretarie._ and individu.fl members or heads of "each public officer, who takes an oath to sup-
committees, for the purpose of influencing legis- port the constitution, sweat's that tie will support
lotion. To obviate this it has been proposed in it as lie understands it, and trot as it is understood

eong,'es_ to w_te _eats, without vote% in each by othe,'s." The high political cxcitem,_nt of the
house, it:_he hcad_ of departments, in order that i time dbviously carried both parties to extrtmc_.

tiJev ,m,y be m attendance on specified days and i The position of the bank advocates, in it, re_ult_,expbtin ol dctend publicly the legislati(m which would imply that, when tile supreme court hml
the 3 desire. A provision to this effect was once decided that the general idea of a natiomd
inserted iu the confederate constitution in 1861 bank was constitutional, the president would b(;
(see COr_Fm)EnATE STATES), and its chances for bound to approve any bank bill which congres._
adoption by eorrgTess seem fair. If adopted, its might see fit to frame; and the position of the
ultimate influences upon the practical constitu- president would equally imply a power in the

tion of both the executive and the legislative are executive, for instance, to persist in tim execution
a._ yet beyond c_,lculation.--For the results of tlm of a law which had been judicially, and finally,
necessity for obtaining a eonfirnmtion of the pronounced unconstitutional and void. In his
president's, (ruminations by the senate, see Cos- political acts tlm president is responsible only to
II'IRMATION nY 'rltE SE.NATE, TE._URE OF O?I,'ICE. his own conscience, to the people, and t() the rep-

For the veto power and its influences, see resentatives of the people under a trial of an
VETO.--2. After the appointment and confirma- impeachment, but his conscience, like that of

tion of the judiciary there are no direct official any other citizen, is bound by the final decision
relations between that branch of the government of the constitutional tribunal. The distinction
and the executive. Various efforts lmve been between ttle ofl]cial fi'ee will and necessity of the

made to bring _,l)out such relations, with the executive is extremely difficulttodefinein theory,
view of establishing some power in the judiciary but very simple in practice, since the judiciary
to revise or control the action of tire president: and executive have always studiously avoided

but tile courts have steadily refused to encourage any conflict. (See CoN(mEss, JrCDIClARY.)--V
anything tending to a collision between tim judi- SuccEsslor_ TO TIlE PRESIDENCY. In the regular
ciary and tim executive. Soon after Jefferson's course of events the president is succeeded art il.'
inauguration, suit was brought against the seem- end of hkq term of office by his successor ah'ca, ly
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chosen. The selection of March 4, 1789, by dinary circumstances, requiring the authority of

the congress of the confederacy, as the day for an executive lit once, there seems to be no oood
the inauguration of the new government, h_Ls reason why the cabinet should not summon au
fixed that day as the beginning of the four years' extra session of congress, for, though such "L
terms of succeeding presidents; in case of an SllmmOnSWou]d have uoautlu, rttyui)on congress,

entirely new election, as hereafter specified, the congress would undoubtedly respect it, and the
new president would serve for four years, and first exercise of the legislative l_owers would cmc

• 'inauguration day" would be changed. Iu case all defects of form --The greatest danger in th(,
of the " removal, death, resignation or inability" matter of the l)re_identia] succession lies in Ih_'

of tile president, his office devolves UliOn the possibility of a failure to elect, or to set(h, flit,
vice president, and when the disability extends to result of a disputed ch,ction, before the end of a
the vice-president also, congress is empowered to presidential term. The country has twice, in
regulate the succession, "declaring what officer 1801 and 1877, come to the verge of such a po-si-
._hall then act as president until the disability be bility. (See DISPUTED ELECTIONS, I , IV.) In
removed, or a president shall be elected." The 1801 it was proposed by the federalists that a bill
:let of March 1, 1792, has therefore declared the should be passed to designate some officer, as the

president pro tempore of the senate, or, if thcic chief justice or the secretary of state, to act as
is no president pro ten(pore, the speaker of the president and order a new election; and by the
house, to be the officer upon wh()m the succession democrats that the new congress should be con-
should devolve.--" Remov.ll " (,an only be effected vened by proclamation to be signed by Jefferson
by impeachment. The act last cited Ires provitted and Burr jointly, as one of them was president

that "resignation" must lie in writing, signed by eh,ct. Both programmes wer(, evidently unwar-
the party, and depusited in the office of the secrc- ranted by the constitution, but the latter was
tary of state. The question of "inability to dis- infinitely less objectionable than the former. It
(:harge the duties" of the office presents more would be no mis(lemeaiior fo_ even a private
po.-sil)le difficulties. The "inability *' of the person to summon congress to an extra se,_ion:
president may be patcH(. He may be made a and if an undisputed m_jority of both houses
prisoner by an enemy: President Madison was in chose to obey any summons, iiowevt,r irregular.
danger of capture at Wa.shington in 1814. and it is difficult to imagine a (loci.-i()n by th(. judi-
Ille capture of President Lincoln w_s Booth's ciary against the lcgitim_lcy of acts of such

original plan in 1865. IIe way visit or retire congress, bccau-e of defect, in the form of the
to a foreign country during his term of office, sunamon.-.--The 121h amendment to the (,on,(ilia-
But who is to decide when hmacy, paralysis or (ion, which w;ls soon _ffter llt_se(l, provided theft
illness of any kind has gone so fat' as to result in "the vice-president" sh('uld a(.t as pre._ident ia
"'inability " ? How long wouhl the subordinates case of a failure by the hour(' to exercise it,. rlaht
and party friends of the president be allowed to of choice between t_o or mor¢, equal candi(b_tcs
discharge the duties of the l_resident for him, as before _Iarch 4. In ca.-e of a failure to choose
the subordinates of Secretary Crawford did dur- both president al_d vi(.t,-president, the senate is
ing his paralysis in 1_23-4, before the vice- evidently to choose the vice.pre._idcnt at once,
president would be entitled to assume the place and that officer is to act as l)rcsidcnt in ca_e of

of the president? No rule can be given until a tile house's failure to cboo_c. If tim selmte also
precedent has actually been made, but as the fails to choose a vice-president in time, th(. _h,,Ic
provision of the constitution is mandatory and scheme of the executive is again _drift. In st_ch
addressed to the vice-president, the decision a case the act of March 1, 1792, has assumed the
would seem to rest mainly with that officer.--In doubtful power to order a new election, which
order that an officer may be in readiness to take would prol)ably be submitt('d to by tile country
the place of the vice-president, if necessary, it as the easiest escapc from the diffic_llty.--There

has been customary for the vice-president to are, however, other difficulties unguarded against.
retire from the senate a few clays before adjourn- In case of a failure to choose by the electors, the
ment, and a president pro tempore has then been house is to choose a president from the three
elected. In 1881 the vice-president declined to t_ighest on the list. Suppose that in some general
retire and permit the election of a president pro br_mk up of party lines, as in 18'24, the .four
temlwre, and as the new house had not yet met or highest on the list shouhl be a tic,, or, _l._ is
chosen a speaker, there was no lawful s_ccessor much more possible, that tile third and fourth

m case of the death of both president and vice. candidates on the list should be a tie: who is to
l)resident. The shooting of the president, July 2, decide which of the tie candidates is to resign
lX81, and his possible death, g_lve some promi- his pretensions in order to enable the house to
nence to considerations of the complications choose between the three highest? The ca_ of

which might be involved in the death of both closely contested presidential election, in which
president and vice-pc((talent under such circum- tile few decisive electoral votes arc claimed by
stances. The adminiutration of the government ' both parties, as in 1876-7, offers still greater damn-

would prohably go on, under direction of the gers. It was avoided, at that election, by tile
cabinet, until the meeting of congress and the . creation of an electoral commis._ion, but it is
election of a pre_sident pro tempore. In extraor- highly improbable that this rt_mc(ly will ever ba
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available-again. Apparently, the methods of thd and Brazil, it is a letter patent, signed by the
presidential election and succession are now the chief of the executive power, and countersigned
only points in the constitution which can seri- by the minister of foreign affairs. In other
nusly threaten the perpetuity of the Union; in countries, such as Denmark, for example, the
them, if anywhere, lie concealed the germs of consul simply receives notice tllat he has been
disintegration and destruction. They deserve recognized, and that the necessary orders have
prompt consideration, for, in a country whose been given to the authorities where he resides.
population d(mbles in each quarter of a century, In Austria only the word exequat,_r is written on

every year increwses the difficulty of making the original coln|nission.--Tlte government from
amendm_ nts to the constitution. (See _._LECTORB, which the exequatur is asked lms the right to re-
ELEC'I'OR._.L COMMISSIO.N.)--See IMPEACIIMENTB, fuse it: the r('fu_d may be based ou purely politi-
WAR POWER, RECONSTRUCTION, TENURE OF cal reasons or on persona[ motives. The govern-
OFV'ICE, EI,ECTOi'_AL VOTES, AD._tINISTIC.ATIONS. ment nmy also withdraw it if it thinks proper.
Fur popular votes for president, see UNITED Whatever be the motives which a government
STATEs.-- See, in gcneral, Story's CommeJ,tarie,, may have for depriving aconsul of his e,t,equatm,,
._ 1404; 2 Bancroft's lll,_tory ¢f the C'on,_tituti_l_, the consul can only conform exactly to the orders
165; dc Chatnbrun's Executice P_wer; 1 Kent's given him by the representative of his country.
Uomme_taries. 255; The Federalist, xlvii.-li., lxvii. According to circumstances, lie will have to retire
-lxxvii. ; Rawlc's (bmmcTdarie*, 147; 2 Wilson's with his records, or delegate his powers to another
Law Lecturt..,, 187; A. Conkhng's Poxers of the acting ad interim, so that his countrymen may
._xec_ltice D_partmctd. (I) 1 Black.-tone's Com- not lose the protection towhich they have a right.
_m'7_taries, 262, 408; Marshall's lIi.*to:y of" 1]_ Uolo- --The exequaturs of consuJs are generally deity-

hie,; Lodge's English Col(rotes it_ America; Froth- ered without charge; there are, however, some ex-
ingham's ltise of the ThTubbc, 419; 4 Franklin's ceptions.--A state of war, or a renewal of diplo-
B_'ks, 282. (II.) 5 Elliot's Debate.s, 127. 131, rustic relations, brings the withdrawal or may
205, 376, 380, and authorities under ELECTORS, brin E the renewal of tbeexequatursof the bellig-
1 Tueker's Blac_tone (Appendix), 349. (III.: 1. crest powers; some treaties specify the cases in
2) Hunt's Life of giringslotz, 395; 3 Parlor's .L_fe which the exequatur may be withdrawn.
ofJac'kso_, 569; and authorities under articles RITTIEZ.
referred to; (3) 1 Elliot's Debcu_, 226; The Fed-
eralist, lxxiv. ; Tiffany's C'ol_titt, tionalfJt_e, ._ 517; EXPORTS AND INPORTS. By imports is
Wl|iting's War Power, 82; 2 B. R. Curtis' Works, meant all the merchandise brought into a country
306; Story's C'ommerdarics. § 1485; 1 Kent's C'om- fromother countries; byexports, all the merehan-
mentames,264; andauthoritiesundel'V_'ARPoWER, disc which leaves a country for other countries.
(IV. : I, 2) 3 Jefferson's tVor],;_ (edit. 1829), 470; The imports and exports together constitute the

5 .-N'iles' I-:e4/ister, 243, 340; 1 Benton s .Debates of foreign trade, a statement of which is annually
Congre.ss, 14, 17, 117, 267, 37!; 1 ,_tat. at large, made out by those in charge of the customs.--

72, and 17:486 (acts of Sept. 24, 1789, and March Formerly, when commercial policy was still more
3, 1873); 4 Jefferson's Works (edit. 1829), 463; influenced bythe ideas of tile mercantile doctrine
Rawle's Cornmel_tariaL 171; 2 Pitkin's Uailed than it is to-day, tables of the exports and iutports
_qtate,,, 255; 1 Lloyd's Ddmte,, 511; (3) I Cranch's were drawn up for tile especial purpose of show-
lfeports, 137; T3"ter's L_fe of Ta_wy, 420; Schuck- ing the difference between these two branches
ers' ],fe (f Cha.,e, 535; and authorities under of foreigu commerce, a difference which was
articles referred to. (V) Story's Gm_mengari_s, called the balance of trade. To-day, these tallies,
._ 1476. The act of March 1, 1792, is in 1 Stat. at which are made public in most countries, and
Large, 239. ALEXANDER JotI._Sa'Ot_. notably in England, France, the United States,

and Belgium, where they have been brought to

EXE(_UATUR, a Latin word, which means a good degree of l)erfection, ate no longer con-
let this be d,me. It isadecree by which a sorer- sidered by the administrative authorities as any-
riga authorizes a lore_gn consul to exercise withm thing but statistical information on commerce,
his jurisdiction the functious of his oliicc; a de- navigation, the course of trade between ports,
crec which is generally attached to the consul's transit, etc.--Tim reader is referred to the article
commission, or written on the back of that docu- BAL.¢._CE OF T_ADE for anything which pertains

meet. In most countries thcre are two kinds of to the false theory which so long induced the
consuls: salaried agents, who are fort)iddcn to let,,islator to encourage exportation by artificial
engage in trade; sad others who are merchants, measures and to binder importation by innumer-
do not always belong to the country which they able political, diplomatic, administrative, rinsE-

represent, and wlto receive no pay. On this cial nnd commercial restrictions. We shall con-
account govcrnments generally have a double fine ourselves here to a few eonsiderations._One
formula for their exequaturs, the first for consuls who studies the nature of exchanges is not slow

who are oflicial¢, the second for consuls who in perceiving that itis only in exceptional cases,
are mcrelrmts. -- The form of the exequatur such as where there is trickery, fraud or igno-
varies with the country; most frequently, as in rance, that one of the contracting parties can be
France, England, Spain, Italy, the United States, injured. In general, in exchange transactions,
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interests counterbalance each other, the values ! or excess of exports, we must simply conclude,

exchanged are equal. It is consequently difficult [ ada_itting the acconnts to be free from any sys-¢o admit that a nation, which is a collection of a tematic error oz' any material error in the calcu-
great number of individuals, parts with the mass lations that they are not the complete expressionIS

of its products for products of inferior value ; I of what takes [)lace in the commerce of the ha-hence the official reports which acquaint us with . tion under consideration, whether bee:m_ the
the exports and imports of a country should "officials who prepare them must of necessity
present no noteworthy difference between the omit a notable part of the imports and exports,
exports of tlmt nation to all other countries and or becau._; their bases of valuation are incorrect,
the imports from all other countries to that ha- or because they do not inelu(le sufficiently long
tion. It would even seem that the difference, if pc.rinds in their totals. System and base of valu-
there is any, must of necessity be in favor of the ation have been mentioned under the arti(.lc Crcs-

imports, for the reason which leads to an ex- TO_tS Dt"rIEs. As to cxtent of the periods of
change is that one has greater need of the pro- observation, we must consider that the statistical
ducts lie receives than of those he parts with, t_tbles are ma(le out yearly for inspection, that

and consequently lie must attribute more vah|e the commercial tran_'tctions are neither completed
to the former than to the latter. In fact, the nor bahmeed in the course of these periods,

amount of the imports must necessarily exceed, which are artificial in this respect, and that it is
amozzg all nations, that of the exports. [An ap- necessary to extend the calculations to periods
parent exception to thin rule occurs in the case which would include the whole of the reciprocal
of a debtor nation, wl|ich, until its foreign debt movements of this commerce between two coun-
ts paid, sends abroad, besides its other exports, tries--movements which are influenced by various
merchandise to pay the interest and principal of cn'cumstam:es, clinmtic, political and economic.

its indebtedness to other countries. If, however. ,, (See BALANCE OF TRADI';, SMUGGI,I_(:_, CUSTOMS

we take into account the period from the time of Dr'TIES, COMMERCE, FREE TIRADE, VALUE.)
contracting the debt until its final discharge, this E.J.L., Tr. JOSEPH GARI',;IER.
case will be found to be no exception to the rule.
--E J.L.] J.B. Say admitted this proposition, EXPOSITIONS, Indastrial. These began
and an explanation of it is found in Necker's in a very humhle way. The first in Europe
work on the administration of the finances. "If was opened at the end of the last century, and
we estimate," said Necker, "the merchandise we continued not more than one weck. The world

take fi'om foreigners at the prices current within was far from anticipating, in that age, the conse-
our kingdom, we shall overrate the debt con- quences of these great industrial strifes between
traeted by the state ; for the price current is nations. All their ideas were turned toward war,
composed not only of the sum paid to the nation and m the thoughts even of the originators of the
which has sold the nmrchandise, but also of tile first exhibition, the character of this contest, ap-
profit and file interest on the advances of the patently peaceful, was warlike toti_e last degree.

merchants, and the expenses of transportation The French minister of the interior wrote to the
and freight which may have been earned by our departmental authorities: "The exhihition has
merchant marine; whence it results that the true not been very numerously attended, but it is a

l)alance always inclines in favor of tile people first campa_, and that campaign is disastrous to
under consideration." This has been completely "English industry. Our manufactures arc the
established in the article on BAI,_'_CE Or" TIt._.DE. arsenals destined to furnish the most deadly

--In the second place, it should be observed that weapons against the power of Britain." Who
the custom lmuse records only show those ex- could theu have told that minister that sixty

changes which are manifested by the payment of years later England _ould open to the industry
duties: that they say nothing of the contraband of the whole world in London itself the. forever
trade so considerable in all countries where there famous crystal palace, and that there, under tlle

_q_'oprohibitions and high tariffs; nothing of the auspices of universal peace, France wouhl obtain,
v,_rious securities and titles to property which without ruin to any one, the greatest of her vic-
_trc exchanged between citizens of different ha- tories?--What was at first but a simple contest
z|ons; nothing, or at least nothing accurate, con- betwt_en individuals engaged in industrial pur-
cerning the daily importation oz" exportation of suits, tends to become a general periodic asscm-

specie, especially between countries which border binge of all the productive forces of the entire
on each other. :Now this clande_stine movement world. It is proper, then, to render to the French

nf merchandise which escapes the eye of the nation, which was the first to give so many great
customs officials, this transmission of seem'tries ideas to Europe, the honor which is its duc for

of various kinds, and this constant filtration of the successive or_,muization and development of

specie, must be taken into account in any com- industrial exhibitions. These great occasions
parison of imports and exports; and it is another have contributed in no less de_'ee than the genius
('r_nr of the partisans of the doctrine of balane_ of that nation itseff, to the progress of all indus-

,!f trQde that they fail to do this._ If, then, we tries, and it is probable that they will exercise a
should find in the official statements a notable considerable influence on the solution of the most

difference arising either from excess of imports important economic questions of lheday, by fur-
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nishing new elements of comparison which have tal. Bertho]let, Cont,, Vauque|in, Thinned, d'Ar-
hitherto been wanting. -- Nevertheleas, the first cet, were all at work endeavoring to extract from
exhibition, that of 1798 in France, was not very science the secret of the new industries whicl_

successful. France had barely emerged from the burst upon theworhl ahnost simultaneously, whe_
intestine and foreign troubles of the first repub peace restored capital and security to labor; and,
lic; and Frenchmen during that fitful period had thus is to be explained the great movement which
fought more than they had worked. Ten or began with the restoration and which still con-
twelve exhibitors only obtained medals; and tinues. The first of the three French exhibitions
about twenty honorable mention. _Iost of the ot the restoration took place in 1819, the second

great manufacturing cities of France were not iu 1823, and the third .in 1827. That of 1819
even represented. However, some products aroused so much interest that the public demanded
worthy of note were exhibited, and the dawn of its prolongation for a month. It seemed as though
a better future was perceptible, for the govern- France divined her new destiny. Progress mani-
ment promised twenty silver medals and one gold fested itself in everything. The number of ex-
medal for the next exhibition. A feeling of war hibitors was more considerable than at previous
invariably pervaded their councils, this gold reed- exhibitions; machines, simple and original, bore
al was to be the reward of the manufacturer who witness to the genius of the French nation.

should gire the ._wst dlsazt_'ous blow _o En(/l_h D_- Collier's shearing machines, Ternaux's cashmere
dust_T.--The two French cxhibitious of 1801 and shawls, some beautiful looking.glasses and mag-
I80'2, following too close upon the first, were nificent samples of silk, marked tile advance of

not less remarkahlc as being the date of the ap- the national industry. In 1823 there were renewed
pearance of names celebrated in the annals of efforts; woolens were improved, silks multiplied
French industry. Then it was that Jacquard and gained in quality; muslins, both plain and
was crowned, for his weaving-loom; Cartel, the embroider_,d in the most tasteful way, appeared
ingenious inventor of thewcll-knownlamp; Ter- for the first time, hut woven of fine imported

n'mx, for his woolen _tuffs; 3IoNtgolfier d'Anno thread. Parisian manufactures, such as paper
nay, forhis p_Lper; Fauh,r, for his morot'coleather; hangings, bronzes, lamps, furniture, articles of
Utschneide|" of Sarreguemines, for his beautiful luxury and of taste, shone everywhere More

pottery. In 1502, owingto the peace of Amiens, than sixty-six departmenl_ contributed.--But, of
the exhibition assumed a less bellicose character, tile three exhibitions of tile restoration, the last,

and was visited by some eminent English states- that o[ 1827, greatly excelled the preceding
men. The mn-t remarkable feature of it was two, and it may be ,,aid that it was Ibis one
the appearance of tile first cashmere _hawls in which chiefly contributed to the maintenance
imitatmn of those of India, and copied from of the periodic character of exhibitions. It

sample:, I_rought houle by _ome officers of the greatly surpassed all the others. Shawls corn-
Egyptian expedition. Twenty-two gold medals menced to rank amo_tgthc most original products
were then giw:n to the most successful, and of French industry, the manufacture of cloth
from that moment it was easy to foresee lhat the catered upon that new career in which it was
impetus given wouhl not stop therc. That was destined later on to achieve such marvelous re-
proved by tile exhd)ition of 1806, which only suits; the prints of Mulhouse and of Rouen sur-
lasted ten dab's, but where tile number of exhibit- passed the most brilliant thathad ,syet been seen.
ors was ten times greater than in 1802.--Many The city of Lyons exhibited church ortmments
departmenks and industries of Franee which had and stuffs for tapestry of the rarest n|agnifieencc.
not contributed anything to former exhibitions, The cambrics of Cambrai, tile table linen of St.
figured creditably in this one. Lyons, Nimes, Quentin (Aisne), the nmnufactures of Roubaix.

Avignon and Tarare shoue there with a bril- , elicited universaladmiration. Flax spinningnow
liancy, which since indeed has been greatly sur- first appeared. Lithogral)hing, Parisian cabinet
passed, but which created at the time an immense making, and typography, introduced new and
sensation oa account of the prolonged absence original designs. Attention wa_ specially dire('ted
of the representatives of those cities (luring the to very beautiful steam engines, tile monopoly of
whole of the revolutionary period. Mamffacto- which it was supposed had up till then belonged
ries of cloth _uddenly rose aguiu from a lofig de- to England.--But it was rcser_,c(1 for the reign of

pression. Merino sheep began to 1be:_cclimatized Louis Philippe to present the most brilliant series
in France; Elbcuf, Louviers, Sedan, again _ared of exhibitions which have ever done crcdit to
upward. Mulbouse sent _me products. Tho- French industries, and to render those memorable

mire and l_avrio inaugt|rated bronze working, slmwspopular throughout Europe. That of 1834,
Cotton spinning was not yet represented, and it ' in grandeur and extent as much surpassed that

may be said that notwithstanding the encourage- of 1827, as did the latter all preceding ones.
ments of every kind lavished by _lle emperor on French industry evidently felt itself on a firmi

Freuch industry, it was as yet only a period of footing; new workshops were everywhere estab-
learning and of incubation. -- France was quietly lished; the spirit of emulation developed under a
preparing, in the laboratories of her savants, the system of legislation which government investi-

magnificent appliances which have since then I gations tended to render more liberal; new m'ts
raised her manufa_'tures to such a height, Chap- I sprang into existence, and manufacturing seemect

A,
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to proceed step by step toward reduction of we have just spoken, as may be seen from the

prices, as being the most assured stimulant to in- reports of the commissioners delegated by the
creased consumption. The official reports, which French government, it w_ possible to judge, with
were summaries by the president of the central a full knowledge of the matter, of the particular

jutT on each of those great occasions, must be character of the chief European industries.--Iu
read as an exact statementof ttle progress achieved, spite of the mystery everywhere accompanying
That of Baron Th6nard was particularly notice- the analysis of net cost, it was easy to discover in

able by reason.of the deep research displayed, by what the relative superiority of the great manu-
tim simplicity and sobriety of its style, and by the facturing centres consisted. Thus every country
impartiality of its judgments. The king and tile became better acquainted witt] itself and its
royal family were accustomed from that time to neighbors It wa_ everywhere a complete rev-
visit repeatedly, and with the most minute atten- elation, and it may Im boldly asserted that it
tlon, all the galleries of theexhibition, lavishing was this example of Europe which succeeded

encouragementon all exhibitors, and causingit to at last in arousing England, anti gave birth to
be well understood that the tendency of the new the idea of a worhl's fair. This exhibition, as

reign was pre-eminently pacific and industrial.-- is known, was to have taken place at Paris
It may be confidently affirmed that from this date in 1849. The French government took the ini-
industrial exhibitions had indisputably an eco- tiative, and even hoped, after the violent con-
nomieally useful character, due to the nowqty of vulsions of 1848, that France would worthily
the information and to the variety of tile facts resume the rank from which she had for the
which they furnished toscientists. These exhibi- time fallen. But anarchy then prevailed not
t_o:_s would have been mere tournaments without less in the highest than in the lowest ranks of

importance, if political economy had not in time society Scarcely was the government's project
educed from them instructive comparisons on tile made known than the proteetmnist e_owd affect-

prices of raw materials, on tile rates of wages, ed to seein it danger to French natmnal interests.
on the effects ol_machinery, ou the means of com- Thus was tile government thwarted, and. owing
mumcatio't, and tile customs laws of different to this hostile eh:ment, was obhged to abamh)u

countries. Ttle ploof of it soon came in 1839, the only productive idea which those tloublous
when delighted Europe was able to appreciate times had given I)irth to Tile French exhzbitiou
the mas_er piecesof industry in shawls, cloths, of 1849, titus restrmlcd, was nevertheless very
silks, crystal ware and printed goods; when the remarkable by reason of the manifest progress in

commissioners awarded prizes to the hydraulic all tim various branches of industry, and this
wheel of Fotn'neyron, to the printing eylindersof notwithstanding the calamities which had over-
OHmp6, to thesteels of Jackson, to tile pianos of taken them --Economists had a very difficult part
Erard, to the cashmeres of Hindcnlang, to Br_- to play in those critical times. They had to op-

guet's chronometers, etc. The number of exhib- pose, on the one hand, a herd of ignorant utopists
itors had increased from 110 in 1798 to 3,381 in whc had swooped down upon society and clam-

1839, and the number of medals awarded, from ored to make it the vile subject of their experi-
26 to 805. -- From this time forw'lrd industrial ments; and, on the other hamt, the great manu-
exhibitions counted whole armies of adherents, facturers who claimed to have _ right of taxation

The limited space allotted them in the court of the as laborers did to have a right to work. All the
Louvre, in the Invalides. in the Place ae laCon- laws of political economy seemed to 1)_, over-

corde, was no longer sufficient for their purposes, thrown: under the pretense of affording protee-
It became necessary, in 1844, to open to them the tion, each man laid his hand on his neighbor's
immense arena of the Champs Elys6es, and to goods, some todemand bounties, otl_ers increased
accord them a duration of three months. From wages, and it soon became impossiblc to estimate
this time on no one man could suffice to fill the the true value of things in the midst of this con-

office of judge; every commissioned judge became fusion of tongues and of these absurd pretensions
responsible for his own decisions, and these corn- of various interests. England did not miss the
blued constitute to.day tile annalsof French man- chance of realizing the great idea which the pro-
ufacture. It is in these valuable collections that hibitioaists had thus caused to miscarry in France.

some day we shall have to study the histo .ry of the --It is from this time, properly speaking, that tile
deveh)pment of the different industries of France. new and complete character of exhibitions d'ttes
-- From 1844 rivalry became general throughout and although that of London left some things to
Europe. Exhibitions were instituted in Belgium, be desired, it will not the less on that account
in Prussia, in Austria, and in Spain. Every continue to be one of tile most important events
nation in turn manifested a desire to muster its in the history of political e<,onomy. Till then

forces and to compute the resources at command each local exposition had been only a more or less
for representation in these contests now every- complete inventory of the productive powers of

where opened throughout the civilized world. It each nation. _ The English, in inviting the whole

is just this period between 1844 and tile unlucky * It I_ neither necessary nor desirable to _givehere a list
epoch of 1848 which presents the most varied of the local or _pecisl industrial e_hibitions not mentloneff
and the most captivating interest, ttowever im- m the text. Th,. world's fairs and international e.t"posi-
perfect the first attempts of tile nations of which tion6 followlt_g the flret in London in 1851,are: the exposI-
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world to this memorable gathering, afforded all tributed the awards with perfect imlmrtiality,
_tudious men an opportunity of s.tisfactorily ob- honestly recognizing any sui)eriority gained, and
serving the collected products of the worM, aml with steady hand hol(linff up the veil nf the future,
_af noting the conditions and necessities of pro- no longer regardinglabor from tim narrow view-
duction among the different nalion_. We shall l_fint of nalionalily, but from the height of tile
not speak here of the purely technical part of this ln'ineiple of freedom of trade.--It was hoped to
vast subject, 1101'of the wondet's of tile crystal obt:tin on ibis occ,sion these('ret so ntueh desired
palace, nor of tim immense concourse of sight- of the net cost iu all indu,tvics; but privateintcr-
_seers who flocked to it from all points, all these ests were aroused, notably those of tlw n_idtlicmen,

interesting details will be found in special works, and this precious element of i,_formalion wan not
'The capital fact of the universal exhibition uas, obtained. Perhaps this is the h,ss to Ire regretted
that it afforded a synoptical view of nil the prod- as net cost prices are essentially varialde; but it
acts of the globt., furnished for ti_c that time an wouhl have been interesting to lmve settled them

-opportunity of comt)ariug fabric._of such different officially for ()tie given time, if for uo oiher put-
.origins and natures, and of studying the product- pose than as data for future comparison. How-
ire genius of nations in their nio._t elaborate as in ever, the most incontestable re._ult of that
their least important works. It w:ts evident that memorable contest is the progressive tcnden('y

there wet'e no longer any industrial secrets in the to render prices uniform in all the markets of the
world; that meclmnical methods were about the world, and to their reduction when free trade
sameevcrywhere, and that everywhere also theten- shall prevail. The exhildtion establi_h,.,d this
den(:y wa, to substitute machine power for rnan- also, viz., the futility of dreading competition,
ual labor. It was shown that wages were higher that is to say, of ii)dustrial rivah'y. When in-

in the countries where machinery was elnployed dustry was contined within the family circle
than whet'e hand htbor prevailed, and that the there wasa dcat'th of almost evel3,tlting, and the

.surest nay of stintulating consumption was to result was poor manufactures, at a high cost. In
reduce prices by means of improved processes of proportitm as the field of labor enlarged and as
manufacture. --The London exhibition proved industry extended from the family to the town,
irrc.-i._tibly the advantage of low prices in raw division of labor took place and began to supply
materials, and consequently the disadvantage of more completely all wants. And when produc-
a customs system which loads them with taxes; it lion had sprcad from the town to the province,
proved at the same time beyondall question what and, after the collapse of all inten)al obstacles,

profit would accrue to nations from freedom to from the province to the whole state, an immense
exchange suclt a rich variety of products. Thus, advancewas again made. The only thitlg left to
little 19-little, died away the prejudices held by the be desired, but rite chiefest of all, is to extend to
adherenls of the prohibitory system, who would the whole world that contest too long confined
fain have drawn a line of demarcation between within the narrow limits of the home market.

nations never to be crossed. These last, repre- Each nation of to-day has so much the greater
seated by their most skilled manufacturers, di_ need of expansion as it has become more power-

ful and wealthier, and it would be simply pro-

lion held ia New York in 1853; that in Munich, in 1854; that tracting its infancy to confine it within the limits
in Paris. in 1855; the Pads international agricultural ex- of its boundaries, when the whole hnman race is
position iu 185ti; the second world's fair in London, and standing before it with outstretched /trills. --
the agricnltu-al exposinon at Battersea in 186"2;the inter- Tile universal exposition proved that the greatest
national expositmns in Dublid and Oporto in leftS; the
agricultural expositions at Stettin, Cologne and Crofurt; nations were the first called upon to take tl]e
the second wortd't, l'mr in .Paris; the international horticul- initiative in effecthlg that commercial l'eform
tarsi exl_)Mtion in Hamburg, It_9; the international expo- which took place in England, and of which the
sition in Graz, 1870; the international art exposition iu great gathering at the crystal palace was tileKensington Gardens, London, 1871; th# Moscow interna-
tional exposition in 1872; the world's fair iu Vienna in natural consequence. It is in fact the part of the
1873; the international agricultural exposition iu Bremen most advanced nations to overthrow tile barriers

m 1874; the American centennial exposition at Philadelphia which separate them from other nations, for they
tn 1876: tile Paris expo_ition of 187_.--"Expositions have have the most need to do so. What would Enff.
met _ith opponents who have pointed out wherein they are
wanting, but there can be no doubt that ttley have great lish industry be without the cotton of the United
advantages. From v,hatcher point, of view we look at States, file c0ppcr of Russia, or rite iron of

them, whether material or intellectual, politico-economical Sweden? Does not all Europe get its lead fromor merely commercial or industrial, they exert a decided
influence on the _,elfare of nations. They are the mile- _pain, its beatitiful wools from Saxony or Austra-
stones el progle._s, tile measure of the dimensions of the lia, and its silks from France or Italy? Wllat
productive activity of the human race. Nany new Oranettes country can to-day lay claim to producing every-
(ffprodnetionilaveeitherbeencaHedintoexistenceorgrt, at- thing? What heaven-favored land would try tolyextended bytheir agency They make people acquainted
with themarket. They cultivate taste. 'lhevaflbrdmaterial reproduce the wines of _'_rance or of Spain? If
1or valuai)!e comp:nison They bring nation.,.elo_sertoone fevers rage in _Enrope, quinine is brought from
another, anti thusproraote civilization. They awaken new America. India rllbber, gutta percha, to day

wau_, and lead to au inerea.e of demand in the markets of essential materials in so many industries, are notthe world. They have contributed to the spread of a t0.ate
"for art. and encoaraued the genius of artists." (See Brock- indigenons to all shores; the coffee, the cocoa,
haas. CoJtve_a.d_onslexlcon, art. Ausstellung.) the tea of our breakfast tables, and nearly all the
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medicines of all dispensaries, come from the oblivion and pardon. It is, however, the general

most distant climes. Even for sulphur and salt- rule that no law which mitigates the rigor of the
petre for making gunpowder France has to go to criminal law can be considered an ez p,,._t facto
search in India and Sicily. The peasantry of law within the 1)rohibition All b_ws v_bic, h arc to
most European countries scarcely ever eat meat operate before their making, or to save time from
and very seldom white bread, while the plains of the statute of limil'ltions, or to exempt unlau ful
BucnosAyresteem with cattle, and New Zealam], acts before their commission, arc retrospective.
the United States and Russia abound in corn.-- Still such acts may I_, just anti necessary. A
What do all these contrasts mean? That Provi- broad difference exists between making!in unlaw

denee has spread over the whole fact' of the earth ful act lawful and an innocent act criminal, and in-
with boundless liberality all that is necessary tt) flicting a puni_hnlent for it as a crime -- The con-
tilt, existence anti comfort of man. The Londo. _,lruction of the constilutio_al provisi()_s prolHbit-

exhibition has well shown that there is not a ing ex po,_t facto laws as recited in the foregoing
single corner of the world, however despised it comments, has been accepted and atloptcd by lhe
may be, that has not its useful tribul(_ to offer, e()urts as (,orrec_, from an early perio(I iu the hi.-
our task is to exchange from poh' tn l)()le the tory of the government. Of the law_ whi(.h ('()me
bounties of nature. The home of the Esquimanx within the prohibiti,_n, it ma x bc said tim! it i_ not
sends furs, the Sahara furnishes datcs aml o.trich essential to render them invalid that they should

feathers, some islets lo_t in the Pacifi(' t_ff tim coast CXl)ressly assume the a(,t t_ whi(,ll they rcl_ltc to be
of Peru are covered with guan(l, used as a f(,rti]- crbninal or provide for its punishlnent on that lne -
izer of the reluctant soil of our northern hcmi- text. If a person be subjected totl criminal penalty
sphere. The hanks of Newfoundland have their for tile commission of an act, which when eommi!
cod, tbe coasts of Japan their whales When ted involved no respon_ii)ilily, or if it deprived

olive oil and colza fail us, the East offers us one of any v'dn'd_lc right, such as the I)ur_uit ot a
sesame and Africa the earth-nut; the opium of lawful business, for the eommi._ioa of acts wtm,h

India pays for the tea of China, and _ on of the by law were not punishabh, when committed, tile
rest. -- This is tile moral of exhibitions: an inex- law which _o operates will be, in the constitutional

prc_il)le need of l)caee, reciprocal dependence of sense, c_t'poztf, ecto, although it does no! exprc_.sly
_mtions, abundance of all goods under the rule provide that the acts !o which the penal!y i_ ap
(_f hhcrty, and comparative dearih under the rule plied are (,rimin'lL To what extent, however, a
of restriction--what the great exhibition of Lon- law may alter the penalty for a criminal offcn_c
d()n, the glorious daughter of all preceding and and apply the altcralion to past offenses, is very
the moflwr of all subsequent ones, has revealed, difficult to determine i'rom the decisions of the
Wc believe that exhibitions have greatly aided courts which have been made concerning it As
the .cause of humanity. J.A. BL/_,QUI. tile l)rohibition was e.acted for tim proteelion of

the accused against albitrary and unjust legis!a.
EX POST FACTO LAWS. An e.r post facto tit)n, any alteration of tilt, law which tends towmd

law is one which operates by after-enactment, the mitigation of the pulli_hmeIJt does not c.ler
These words are usually applied to any law, civil within the objection IStrong _'s. State, I Blaekf.
or criminal, which is enacted with a retrospective 193; Keen cs. Stale, 3 Chandler. 1(_9 ) The ques-
effect, and with tile object in view of producing tion, however, to determine i<. what i_ it) 1)(._
that effect. In ils true application, however, as construed as in mitigation of pulfshment. Upon
enlploye(t in American law, it relates only to !his point Cooley on Cons! Lira. s;_ys. " If the
crimes, and signifies a law which retroacts by law m_lkes a fine less in arnoul_t or impri_c)mncnt
way of criminal punishment upon tlmt which shorter in point of duration, or rehex es it from
w,ts not a crime before its enactment; or which some oppressive incident, or if it (tispc_l.-es with
raises the grade of an offense or renders an act some severable l)ortion of the legal pemdty, no
punishable in a mot'e severe manner than it was embarrassment would be cxperie_eed in rea(.hing
when the crime was committed; or that alters the a conclusion that the law _as f'lvoral)le to tht •

legal rules of evidence and receives less or differ- accused, and thcrefore not t_r po._t f, tc/o. But
_'nt testimony than the law required at the time who slmll say, when the nature of the l_unNh -
of tim commission of the offense, in order to con- men! is altogether changed, and a fine is sub-
vi(,t the offender. Such laws are held to be con- stituled for the pillory, or in_l)ris(,nmen! for
trary to the fundamental princit)les of a free whipping, or imprisonment at hard labor f(w

government, and the restrictions of the cnnstitu- life for the death penalty, that tim puni_humnt
!ion that the legislatures of the several ..tares is diminished, or at best not in(.reased by tlm
shall not pa_ such laws, secures the person of the change made? In State vs. Arlin. the _espondcnt

subject from injury orpuDishment in consequence was charged with a rol)bery which under the
of such law, Every law that takes away or ira- law as it existed at the time it was committed
pairs vested rights agreeable to existing law, is was subject to be punished by solitary impris-
retrospective and in most cases oppressive. Still onment not exceeding six months, and confine-
there are laws which are just and for the com- ment for life at hard labor in the state prison.
mon benefit, relating to a period of time ante,- By the same law he was entitled to have counsel

dating their commencement, such as statutes of assigned him by the government, to process to
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.compel tile attendance of witnesses, to a copy of which was criminal, or increase the malignity of
his indictment and a list of jurors who were to a crime, or retrench the rules of evidence so as to
try him. Before he was brought to trial tile pun- make convictions more easy " (1 Blackf., 193.)---
ishment of tile offense had been reduced to six With respect to the character of punishment
months solitary imprisomnent, and confinement inflicted, in the case of Iierber v.Q.State, 7 Texas,
.at hard labor in the state pri.qon for not less than 69, the court held that " among all nations of
seven nor more than thirty years. Under the civilized man from the earliest ages the infliction
_rms of tlle new act, if tl_ c,,ur[_ tho_eght proper of stripes has been considered more degrading
they were to a_ign counsel and furnish him with than death itself." On the contrary, in South
'process to compel the attendance of witnesses i_, Carolina, (State vs. Williams, 2 Rich., 418), a case
his behalf. The court assigned the respondent of forgery, tile penalty being death, was changed
counsel, but declined to do more: tile respondent before final judgment to fine, whipping and
4nsisted that he was entitled to all tile privileges imprisonment, and the new law was applied to
which theold lawgranted before its change. The the case by the court in passing sentence. It
.court held the claim to be unfounded in law. * thus seems impossihle to establish a rule by

• That the position was wholly untenable, which the legal mind will abide in determining
.the privileges the respondent claimed having the question as to what truly constitutes mitiga-
been created solely as incidents of the severe tion of punishment where tile character of the
_)unishment to which his offense formerly sub- penalty is changed. And this arises from the
jetted him. and not as incidents of the offense., diversity of opinion as to the severity and dis
That _hen tlle punishment was abolished, its g,'ace of punishments as a class.--With respect to
ineidems fell with it, and that he might as well the decision of tile court in the ca_ of Itartling
•claim the right to he punished under the former vs. People, 22 New York, 105, Cooley (329 Const.
law as to be entitled to tl,e privileges connected Lira.) says: "The law providing for tile inflie-
nvith a trial underit." But in commenting on this tion of capital punishment had been so changed
.opinion, Cooley asks if it may not be suggested as to require the p'lrty liable to this penalty to be
whether this ease "does not overlook the ira. sentenced to confinement at hard labor in the
portant circumstance that tile new law by taking state prison until tlle punishment of death
from the accused that absolute r_ght to defense should be inficted; and it further provided that
by counsel, and to the other privileges by which such punishment should not be inflicted under
the oht law surrounded the trial--all of which one year, nor until the governor should issue his
were designed as securitiesag'_inst unjust convic- warrant for the purpose. The act was evidently
tion-- was directly c._lcu]ated to increase the designed for the beuefit of parties convicted, and
party's peril, and was in consequence brought among other things, to enable advantage to be
within the reason of the rule which holds a law taken, for their benefit, of any circumstances
_._ pa_t f, clo which changes the rules of evidence subsequently coming to light, which might sllow
after the faet, so as to make a less amount or the injustice of tile judgment or throw any more
degree sufficient. Could a law be void as ex post favorable light on the action of the accused.
f, tcto which made a party liable to conviction for h'evcrtheless the court held this act impelative a_
perjury in a previous oath on the testimony of a to offenses before committed. In deliw,ring the
single witness, and another law unobjectionable opinion the court said' 'It would be perfectly
on thi_ score which deprived a party when put competent for the legislature by a general law to
on trial for a previous act, of all the usual remit any separable portion of the prescribed
opportmfities of exhibiting the facts and estab- punishment. For instance, if the punishment
lishing his innocence? Undoubtedly if the party were fine and imprisonment, a law which shouhl
accused was always guilty, and certain to be con- dispense with either the fine or the imprisomnent
victed, the new law must be regarded as mitigat- might be lawfully applied to existing offenses;
ing the offense; but assuming ever), man to be and so the time of imprisonment might be re-
innocent until he is proved to be guilty, could dueed or tile number of stripes diminished m
such a law be looked upon as 'mollifying the cases punishable in that manner. Anything
rigor" of the prior law or as favorable to the which if applied to an individual sentence would
accused, when its mollifying circumstance is fairly fall within the idea of a remission of a
more than counterbalanced by others of a con- part of the sentence, would not be liable to
trary character?"-- In Strong vs. State, the plain- objection. And any change which should be
tiff in error was indicted and convicted of referable to prison discipline or penal administra-
perjury, which act at the time of its commission tion as its primary object, might also be made to
was punished I)y the infliction of not exceeding take effect upo_l past as well as future offenses,
one hundred stripes. Before tile trial the pun- as changes in the manner or kind of employment
isliment was changed to imprisonment in the of convicts sentenced to hard labor, the system
penitentiary not exceeding seven years. The of supervision, tile means of restraint, or tile
court held this amendment "not to lse in the like. Changes of this sort might operate to
nature of ex post facto law, as applied to the case, increase or mitigate the severity of the punish-
as it did not punish that which was innocent merit of the convict, but wouhl not raise any
when done, or add to the punishment of that question under the constitutional provision. The
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change wrought by the act in the punishment of changes, under the shield and protection of tile
existing offenses of murder, does not fall within national and state constitutions the personal
either of these exceptions. ]f the governor is rights, of the citizens remain secure, and noact can
vested with the diseretiou to determine whether become a law in fact which dispenses with any
_lfe criminal should be executed or remain a per- of the safeguards with which existing law sur-
petual prisoner at hard labor, this would only be rounds the person accused of crime.--Now with

equivalent to what he might do under the author- regard to ezpost facto laws, it may be remarked
ily to commute a sentence. The act in question that there have been statutes sustained giving the
places the convict at the mercy of the governor government additional challenges, (Warren r,_
m office at the expiration of one year from the Commonwealth, 37 Penn. St., 45), and others
time of the conviction, and of all his successors which empowered the ar]aendment of indictments
during the lifetime of the convict. The sword and applied them to pa._t transactions the same a_
i- indefinitely suspeuded over his head, ready to any similar statute intended merely to improw.
fall at any time. * * _ It is enough to bring the remedy, and working no injustice to the
tile law within the condemnation of the constitu- defendant, and depriving him of no substantial
lion, that it changes the punishment after the right. Other than these exceptions the deci-
,commission of the offense by substituting for the sions are uniform in uphohling the principh,
prescribed penalty a different one. * * * The that an ex l_)st f'_tclo law is imperative when
law, moreover, prescribes on(; year's imprisonment relating to a criminal prosecution.--With respect
at hard labor in the state prison in addition to the to the principle that a trial can not be had
punishment of death. As the convict under the under the law in force at the time it is charged
law i_sexposed tothe double infliction, it is, within that the crime was committed, when "Lch;tnoe

both the definitions which have been mentioned, ires been snb_quently made, the court, in State
an ex p,,_t facto law. It changes the punishment vs. Williams, 2 Rich., 418. held that the d(.-
and inflzctsa greater pumshment than that which fendant in any case must be proceeded against
the law annexed to the crime when committed.' and punished under the law in force when
This decision is now regarded as the settled law the proceeding is had. Commonwealth _:,_.Hall,
(,f the state of New York, that a law changing 97 Mass., 570, held that a law is l_()t u,con
the punishment for offenses committed before its stitutional which precludes a defendant in a
passage, is expostfaeto and void under the consti- criminal case from taking advantage of variance.-
tution, unless the change consists in the remission which do not prejudice him. In the case of

,)f some separable part of the punishment before Lasure vs. Slate. 19 Ohio _N. S., 43, it was hehl
prescribed, or is referable to prison discipline that a law was n()t unconstitutional which r_.-

,or penal admimstration as its primary object." duces the prisoner's 1)eremptory challenges. Gut
Cooley holds this rule to be sound "rod sensible, rs. State, 9 Wall.. 35, held the act eon.-titu-
with the single qualification, that the substitution lional which though 1)_sed after the COmlnis_i,,n
()f any other punishment for ttmt of death, must of the offense, authorizes a change of vel_ue lo

I)e regarded as a mitigation of the penalty.-- another county of the judicial district 8tare
With respect to mere modes of procedure, a _'s Lcamand, 47 Me., 406, heht the acl consti-

('riminal has no more right to insist that his tutional which merely modifies, simplifies ._nd
offense shall be disl)osed of under the law in reduces the essential allegations it_ crimi_ml in-
force at the time it is charged to have been corn- dietments, retaining the charze of a (listilJct
mitred, than a party in a civil action has the right offense. Blair r._. Ridgely, 41 blo., 6% hehl an
t() dcmand the application of the same rule in a act to be constitutional which requi_ed au oath
civil ease.--The constitution of at atate confers of past loyalty of volers.--F.d' pont f_zcto laws are
upon its legislature the control of legal remedies, not objectionable, as such, which take into

and the law-making power exerciaes that prerog- consideration a criminal's past conduct while
ative in adopting and changing legal remedies framing a punishment for future offenses, and
and penalties for the punishment of crime, ae- graduate the punishment accordingly. The law
cording to the demands which appear to arise in very frequently provides heavier punishment for
the wants and necegsities of tile public. These a second or third offense than for a first; and in
changescontimmuslyr_ccur, and therefore all legal providing such heavier penalties it has been
proceedings would be thrown in wide confusion determined as not unreasonable that the previous

if each case should imperatively be conducted in conviction 1o be taken into account may have

2tecordance with the rules of practice aml before taken pl:_ee before tile law was passed. In all
those courts which were in existence when its such cases it is not the first offense that is pun-

facts arise. By legislative enactments old courts ished, but the one subsequently eommitled.
are abolished and new ones spring into existence. The statute itself wouhl be void if the offense to

Judicial forms vanish; leg_d remedies dissolve, be punished had been committed before it had
while others appear in their stead; new rules of gone into effect, although it may have been corn-

evidence and practice are admitted, and older mitred "ffter its passage.--With respect to provid-
ones are blotted out; and penalties for crimes ing heavier penalties for subsequent offenses,
committed change frequently in the vast domain Bishop on Criminal Law says: "TILe rule, how-
of the Union. Nevertheless amid all these ever, which forbids an increase of tht_ penalty
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after the act is performed, does not render void a ent.--In France, before 1789, the prerogatives of
str tute providing a heavier punishment for the ambassadors and foreign ministers had not been

second commission of the offense than for the sanctioned by any written law, but were recog-
first, though the lirst took place before its pass- nized by custom. The constituent assembly in
age, ye_ when both had occurred before, the con- France, hy a decrec of Dec. ll, 1789, i_ucd'iu
sequence i_ otherwise." J-_o. W. CLA-MIaITT. consequence of a demand addressed by the diplo-

matic corps to the mimstcr of foreign affairs.

EXPULSION, (See P,tltLIX.ME._T._.R'," L.tw.) declared that it desired in no case to attack by its
decrees any immuni|y of amt)assadors and for-

EXTERRITORI_.ILITY. By this word i_ eign ministers. A decree of the convention dc
understood the right which rel)re,entatives of clared subsequently that all complaints which
foreign powers haveof living in the countries to might be made against foreign anfl_assadors
which they are accredited under the taws of the should be brought to the committee of 1)ublic
nation which they represent. Foreign sovereigns safety; at 1)re,ent, complaints of this kind in
in person, anfl)assadors, ministers plenipotcnti- France must be addressed to the minister of for-
ary, in short, all d_plomatic persons who rel)re- eign affairs--Certain foreign codes have express
sent thcir sovereign, or the state _hose envoys provisions on this matter. The code of civil
they are near a foreign government, enjoy the l)ro('edur(_ i,_ Bavaria provides that all who en-

privilege of exterritoriality, zk s<wercivn, though jf)y the right of ambassador arecxcmpt from ordi-
he be temporarily on the territory of another nary jurisdiction. The general code of Prussia
power, Is nevertheless consi(lered, by a fiction of contains also wtrious regulations on this _uhject.
the modern law of the nations of Europc. |o bc The civil code of Austria provides that ambassa-

always on his own tcrritoD', and he e_jov., all dots. charg_'s d'uffaires _md persons in their era-
the prerogatives inherent in sovereignty. This ploy, enjoy all the privileges cstablis.hed by the
privilege does not extend to the princes and law of nations and public trcatws. At'curding to
princesses of reigning houses.--Exterrit_riaIity _No. 2, chap. x., of the civil laws of Rus._ia, no
is extended to amba._adors, and certain (liplo judgment can be exccuted in the residences of
matte agents, because they represent, to a certain ambassadm's and dil)h_matic envoys unless by the
extent, the person of the sovereign who_e agents agency of these ministers Most of the co(lcs

they are: they are considered, during the whole or" the other countries of Europe contain strut-
time of their mission, as not having left the state lar provisions. -- BtnLIOGm_env. Bynkershoek.
whose envoys they arc, and as filling their offices De .fo_v legatorum, Lug(I. Batav. ]730; Miru,,-,
.')utside of the territory of the power to which Et_rop. Ge_andtsclu_ftsrecht, 1847; Berner. Wit-
they are accredited. This fiction extends also to k,_,gbkrei_ des Strafqes, 1853, pp. 206, etc.; yon
the familics of the ambassador and diplomatic Bar, Das intert_ati,,_ud; Prir. _tnd Str¢_ R.: "da,*

agent, to the members of their suite, and even to I Recld der _'xh, rrito_ia_'a"; )/Iarquardscn, see

their morrd_k, propcrty.--Onc of the most impor- I words E_rterrilori,_li//lt in Rotteck's ,qt,tat_,xik, J_
taut prelogatives of exterritoriality is inviolabil- I and Kalte_born in Bmntsch]i's ATaatstrorlerb_teh;
it)'. It commences the moment the minister puts i Oppenhcim, tlandbuch d Ko,sul, ate aller Lander,

his foot on the territory of the sovcrcign to whom 1&')4. chaps xiv. and xv., Jochmus. llmulbuck
he is sent. and makes known his olItcial elmrac- fur Kol_sub_, 1852, pp. 111, etc. lhTT_EZ.
ter. Inviolability brings wilh it exeml)tiou from !
the juris(li('t_on of thc country in which he re EXTRADITION, the delivering up to justice
sides, _md this exemption is founde(t, net _.imply of fugitive criminal._ by the authorities of one
on propriety or decorum, but on necessity. In- count_) or stute to tho..¢c of unother. The term
deed, if ambassadors and diplomatic agents were is modern, for Billot says that it was never used

not protected by the principle of inviolability, in France in a public act before the decree, of
their dignity, even their independence, might be Feb. 19, 1791; and Lawrence is unable to find it
compromised; wc must not, however, infer int- in tim English version of any British treaty or in

puni_;y from mvndability. " In the pra(:lice of any law before the extradilinn act of 1870. The
nations." says Martens, ' m c_u.e of (:rime corn- l)rinciples on which extradition is bused are also
mitted or attempted by a foreign minister, the of very recent origin. They arc not found intllc
government generally limits itself to asking his cicillaw, because they do not apply to the trans-
recall; if the danger is urgent, it allows itself to fer of an accu_d person from on(.' stateto another

seize the person of the minister till the danger is having a common supreme government, an(! un-
past; if not, it is satisfied with asking for his recall dcr the Roman empire there was but one supreme
or remowd." According to circumstances, when ruler, and the authority, whether at the place

there is violence, or conspiracy against the safely where the accused was found, or where the crime
of the state, the sovereign of the country threat- had been committed, was the same, namely, the

ened may take any measure required by the paramount authority of the emperor. Nor does
necessity of legitimate det'ense.--Duriug the ex- the surrender by a country of its citizens, or even
ereise of h_s functions abroad the ambassador or of foreigners who have sought a refuge in it.
minister does not cease to belong to his country; relying on the right of asylum, find a place in the
he preserves his domicile in it as if he were pres. common /aw. In the collection of treaties of
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Barbeyrac, which extends from 1496 B. C. to serious nature; while still a third view extendsits
Charlemagne, treaties of surrender are met with, operation so as to inelu(le any offense against the
but they relate to political matters as affecting laws of the state or territory making the demand;
tile safety of the state, and Involve high treason slid this last view is supported by lit(' weight of ju-
and sometimes other feh)nious crimes; but no dicial decisions (Se_. eitation_ m Spear. Law of
treaties for tile a(lministraTiou of o,'dlnary crimi- Extrad., I). 267 ) 'Fehmw_ and mis(h'm_.aaors,
hal jurisp,'udence are mentioned. Persons Wild offenses b_" slatute autl ,).t (.onlnlon taw, are alike
were obnoxious, or I_ani_hc(I, or outlawed, could within the eonstitutic_mfl in'deist(m, and the obli-
ll_, surreu(lered under these treaties, and even up gallon to surrender the fugitive for ,in act _ hi(.h
to _l very recent period offen_es of a politi(.al is mad(, crimin.d by the law of the demanding

nature formed the zroun(ls for dem'mding the state, but which is not criminal in the slate Ul)On
surr_,nder of fl_gitivc,,. Tr('aties for tile surren- which tilt, dem:md ix made, is tile s:lmc a', if tile
d_.r of tilt. regicides were entered into b_ Charle'_ alleged act was a crime by tile laws of I)oth."

II. with Detmmrk (1661) and the Stat('s General (People t'._ Brady. 56 N. Y. l_ep, 18:3. 187.)
(1662): and a_ late as 1849 tile refu_i,l on tile part _ome notable clts(._ al'o._e ovt.l' the inter'lU'etation
of Turkey to (It,liver u 1) to Russia a,Jd Austria, of thl_ sct'tmn while ...laver.',"_.as still ia cxi-ten(.(,.
Poles trod Hungazians who h:l(l ese, l)ed into the Mr. Seaward. uhel_ govel_,<)l of N(,w Yolk.._gain_t
sultan's territory, broke off' all dil)h)matic tilter- Ill(, prec(.(h.lJl.,, of tile slate, refw.[.d to ,qll'r(.nder

course between the peril, and th(,,e nations. At persons thai-ell v, ilh havre- t,lolcn slave..-, on the
the present day extradition is an in.,,trument of ground that the otIe,lse charged was not _,ne re-
justice, and not only renders punishnlent of crime eognized by common IIIW, by the common e(l_Jsent
more certain by depriving criminals of a right of of civilized nations, or by the laws of the state of

asylum in a foreign country and und('r a different New York. Nor has this difficult.)" passed away
government, but indirectly prevents the commi,_- with the abolition of slavery; for a large propor-
sion of crime. " The necessity for extraditiotl lion of the cases in which requisition for the sur-
grows out of the fact that, except ill cases spe render of fugitives is made. are cases of statutory
eially provided for by treaty, the pemd laws of offenses, and it is always possible that l)ublic
one country can not oper'lte within the juzjs(lic- opinion in one state may lead to statutes provid-
lion of another." and the advantage of such ing for crimes that would not he so regarded in
arrangements is tile greaterand closer are the rela- another state. -- Should any d(mbt arise on this
lions between two countries. Thus tile policy of matter the practice of the courts differ In some
extradition becomes more apparel,t when applied states it has been decided that it shouhl be left to
to contiguous terrilories, such as Canada and the courts of the state making the demand, and
tile United States, than when applied to tile a case is cited in Delaware ill whi('ll a fugitive
United States and Turkey.- As applied to tile was surrendered although the courts de_la,ed
United States. extradition may be examined, 1, as that tile offense was only a civil trespass. (State

between the different states of the Union, and 2, vs. Schlemm. 4 Ilarrington's Rep.. 577.) In New
as between the United States and foreign nations. York tile courts have passed upon the sufficiency
--EXtl'aditmn, a._ provided for in theconstitution, of demands made upon the exe(.utivc by ()tht'r
I- a transaction between separate aml independ- states, without regard to tim la_s ()f Illose states.
eat states, f,_ these ._tates are sovereign within But in either ease such proceeding_ are subject
their resl)e(.tiw, b(_tHldarie¢, save that portion ot to the fil]_l] .Iction of tilt, exc('ullve, by WllOnl

l)ower wllich they have ,..,ranted to the federal alone surrendel" (',in Ill, nlllde --Another m(_ot(,(t
govel'nment, and are foreign to each other tor all question is, whelher the ex('culive upon whom

but federal l)urpo,_es (I{hode Island _,.. Massa- demand is made m_y obey it or r(,fu_e to (,be 3 it.
(:husetts, 12 Pet., 657 ) TIle constitution says whether his power is (li_creti(mary or impe_ittiw,.
(Art. IV . § "2), "' A person ('harzed ill any state In Kentucky tile federal court.,, have dccidc(I that
witl, treason, felony, or other crime, who shall the governor has no (h,,erelion in the mallet, anti
ttee from justice, and be found ill another state, this wouht ,eem to be the _eneval h.gal opini_m.
shall, on demand of the executive authority of In elm ease. however, sn ex('el)tion is pr(._ented.
tile state from which he lied. be delivered up. to If the person demanded is in conthwn_ent or
be r[,move(l to thestatc havingjurisdieti(m of the under pro_cution f(u'a breach of the la_,-, of tile

('rime;" and _lstatute passed by congress in 1793 state to which he has gone, the -talc ln_ly' .-a;i,ly
iml)ose_ the duty of surrender upon the exeeu- tile demands of her own laws first. Slmuhl tim
t,ve of tile state ill which tile accused is found, executive, under an)" other conditions, refuse for
and prescribes tim form in which demand shall be an)" reason to issue a warrant f(,r tile arrest of ,t
made for such fugitive. Ill tile interpretation of fugitive, tiler(, is no power that can cOral)el him

the constitutional provision, question has arisen to do it. -- The neces_lry forms 1o secure tile st,r-

oa the exact meaning of the words '" treason, fel- render of fugitive criminals are prescril)cd in the
()ny, or other crime." Some jurists hold that act of 1793. The accused must be indicted iu
such acts only are meant as were criminal either tile state in which tile crime was committed, or a

:_t ('ommon law, or by the common consent of charge must be brought against him before a
"ivilized nations, at the time the constitution magistrate, who, if satisfied that the ('harze is
went into effect; others include only offenses of a true, issues a wa_Tant for the arrest of tile crimi-

63 vo_,. _L -- 10
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hal. A copy of the indictment or ._ffidavit is for- tl_e treaty the crimes for which extradition may
warded to tile exe_.utive of tim state, and he is- be demanded, and a_ such offenses must be recog.
suet to the executive of tile state to which tile nized as crimes I)y the laws of both contractin,.:,
fugitive lms gone, a requisition for his surrender, nations, the enumeration (lifters somewlntt in dif
If the executive upon whom requisition is made fereut treaties. In general it is malain _ and not
is satisfied that the papers are regular and merely malaprohiln'ta that are so included, and
the proof of crime suffieienl, he is required to extradition shouhl apply only to eve O" act whi(.h
is,.ue a warrant for tt_' arrest and deliver)., of the it is the interest of every nation to prevent or
accused to the agent _)f the state making the de- punish, and should not be extended to offenses of
mand. But this action of the executive is not a local or political character. And whilein prin.

final, for judicial proceedings may be instituted tice it is eustmnary to follow strictly such an
under a writ of habeas e_lT)_ts, for the purp,_se of enumeration of crimes as is contained in the,

obtaining the discharge of the accused. "The treaty, and to limit extradition only tosuch as are
judicial duly to release any person unlawfully named, it will be seen that some very importan!
arrested, on proper al)plication made for that par- questions have ari._en over the interpretation of
pose, is imperative, no matter by what direction such treaties. The following crimes are men-
or command tile arrest was made." Thcexpense tioned in the treaties between the United Stale_
attending the surrender of fugitives is borne by and other nations : arson, assassination, assault

the state making tile demand. --Inter'national with intent to commit murder, burglary, circuht
E.rt_'aditio_ If "_person has cmnmilted a crime tion or fabrication of counterfeit moneys, counter
and e,cal)t,d to anolher count_ T, wlmt is the felting public bonds, stamps, marks of state and
duty of that country? Should the pel,'son be administrative authority, etc., embezzlement of
tried l)y the law¢ of the country to which he has the public money, embezzlement by public of-
o_me. or should he be delivered up to the countl T fleers, embezzlement by persons hired or salari¢.d.
wllose laws he Ires broken? The quc_tiou of the utterances of forged paper, forgery, infanticide.
right to demand the surrender of a lugitive trim- kidnapt)ing, larceny of cattle or other good._ and

inal has new,r been definit_,ly determined. Gro- chattels of the wdue of twenty-five dollm.'s (fontal
tins considered that aslate is bound to make such only in tile treaty with Mexico), nmtiny, murder.
surrender; hut. on the olher hand. Lord Coke mutilation, parricide, piracy, l)oisoning, rape and
contended strongly against the exercise of such robbery. To this list the treaty with Peru adds big
power, tie shows tlmt the feeling both in Eng- amy, fraudulent bankruptcy, fraudulent barratr 3,
land and on the continent at the time he wrote and severe injuries intentionally eaased on rail
his Institutes, was that " all kingdoms were roads, to telegraph lines, or to persons by me're,
free to fugitives, and tlmt it was the duty of of explosionsof mines or steam boilers.--A second
king¢ If) defend every on(; of the libertie_ of their practical difficulty is, that tile extradiling pow(-r
own kingdoms, and tllerefore to prolecl them." is open to abuse, and an accused person may be
But the greater number of jurists do not consider wanted to answer, not for a real crime, which

it as a matter of _tht, but prefer to base it on tile might be made tile pretext for his surrender, bul
ground of comity or convenience, and theuniver- for another offense, such as one of a political
sal practice now i¢ to surrendcr fugitive criminals nature, which the laws of the country on which
only where there is some special treaty which demand is made may not recognize as a crime.

demands it between the two nations: and in tins It is a generally rec_gnized principle among civil
country power to make such a surrender is con- ized nations that there can be no extraditio_ for a

ferred upon the executive only where the United political crime, though very few treaties contain an
States are l)ouml l)y treaty, and have a reciprocal express prohibition of such a surrender. And a,
right to claim similar surrender from the other opinions differ in different countries on what con-
l)ower But one exception to this practice has stitutes a political crime, the surrendering nation i,

*)ceurred in tl_is country. In 1864, although there very properly made the jndge of this question, t)f
was no extraditi¢_n treaty with Spain, Arguelles, tile extradition treaties entered into by the United

a g()v(,ruor of Cuba, wa_ delivered up to the States, nineteen guard by express provision agaiu.-t
Spanish minister underauthority assumed by blr. their al)plieation to political crimes, five are silenl
Seward, then secretary of state. -- ]u practice ex- on tim matter, and one, thatwith the Two Sicilie_,

_radition treaties present two difficulties. Among provides that "it shall not apply to offetlses of a
,lifferent nations with different environment and political character, unless tim political offender

teml)eraments, there will 1)e found very different shall also have been guilty of one of the cam(
eonceptioneas to what eotlstitut(,s a crime; and enumerated in Art. 22; '' a very'remarkable pro

what is reg'trded as a crime under the laws of vision, and, says Mr. Lawrence, one the existence
one country may not be so regarded by the laws of which with such a state as the Two 8icilies wa_

of another. Thus, in Mohammedan countries, up at that time (1855), is a sufficient condemnati,m
to withiu recent times, to kill a Christian was no of the whole system of extradition, If, then.
crime; and iu Bpain to distribute the Bible was extradition may not be had for a political offel_¢c.
until recently a capital offense. Owing to this it would stand to reason that to prevent an)

difference in the morals and consequent le,dsla- abuse of the extraditing power, the accused l)Cr-
lion among nation% it is usual to enumerate in son can be tried only on the charge on which
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he was surrendered, and on no other. To under the treaties. It may be 'added that the
suppose that he can be tri(.d for any other crime principle that an extradited criminal tan be tried
than that for which he was extradited, is to render only for the crime for which hc i_ surrendered,
nugatory all the provisions which confine the has been geaerally recognized :m.)n_ the slates,
trctd,y, by naming them, to specified offenses; for and there have occurred ('ase,_ in which the exec-
nnder any other interpretation one gtwernment utive of a st-dr, has refused such _urrender, on
(,nuld claim a prisoner of another, foran extradi- _1the glound that the crime charaed was oi1]3, a
li,,n crime, and having once obtained po._session pretext to obtain l)O._-:es,don of the accused, who
of him. might try him for an offense of a political wouht really be held to answer for another offense
nature, for wlfi(h he could not have been in the not covered by the general rule_ governing the

firCt instance extradited. It has. been, clearly surrender of fugilive¢. The En_zlish act of extra-
recognized in France that any such procce(lings dillon (1870) has an article to the same effect.--
wouhl render extradition an instrument (,f injus- In case any compli('.ations arise under extradition
ti('e, and wouldmake it opcmtc against thegcn(,ral treaties there can I)e no qucslion as to what au-

law of nations, wlfich does not place political thority is to decide. The fed(,ral government
offenses in the category of crimes. And since alonei_ the judge of the validity of an extradition
1,_0, a Frenchman guilty of an ordinary crime and treaty, for no state has any treaty power, or any
_lso ,f a political offense, and surrendered by a authority tocnact or cxc(,ute laws for the delivery
foreign power, can bc tried only for tile ordinary of fugitive criminals to foreign governments.
(,rime. ]But if, after a reasonable length of thne Treaties are international arrangements, and are
:ffter acquittal, or the expiration of the penalty, subject to dilflonmlic or politic:fl and not judicial
he is found in the territory, he nmy tl)en be interpretation: and the provisions in the constitu-
brought to answer for the political offense. "As tion which de('htre that treaties have the force of

acts of extradition arc not only personal to the law, and which bling them willfin judicial cog-
individual who is surrendered, but state besides nizance, can only apply to their internal,)peration
the fact which gives occasion to the extradition, and can not affeet foreign powers. Congress is,
the individual who is surrendered can be tried howcver, competent to triake from lintc to time
only on this fact. If, whilc the examination for new provisions for the execution of a treaty,
the crime for which the surrender is asked is going (acts of June 30, 1860, March 3, 1869, and June
(m, proofs of a new crime for which extradition 19. 1876), and both the United States and Great
might equally be accorded al)pear, it is necessary Britaiu havc becn in the habit of pa.,sing laws to
that a new demand should be nmde." Billot, in carry international compacts into eff(.et; but no
his TraiZd de l'Extra_iitioa, the best work on the act of congress or of parliament could with ira-
subject, says of this principle: "Here is a rule punity alter the terms or conditions of a treaty

e--t'tblished as firmly as possible. It is incontest- that had bccn catered into in good faith by two
able lhat the tribunals can try the accuse(1 only sovereign states. Only so far as it operates as a
_m the facts for which the extradition has been municipal law can it be so altered, or even re-
ac('orded. This rule is an immediatc corollary pealed, as in 1798 our tre'_ties with France were
from tile principle, which imposes (in the ju- abrogated by congress. Still. lhe judicial func-
dietary power an obligation to apply the treatie._ lion in executing the conditions of an extradi-

(ff extradition--a principle which itself is adirect tion treaty are important, and act as a ('heck
('onsequence of the higher princil)le of the sepa- upon the executive del)artnmnt of the govern-
lalion of powers. The rule and the principle ment. The executive, can not make a deliver T
belong to the very organization of political soot- until the proper magistrate ha_s considered and
(,ties, and must have prccetlence over every internal acted upon the cast,, and over these judicial rune-
law. It is, besides, a necessary condition of the tions the president has no control. On the other

very principle of extradition. Moreover this rule hand, the judiciary can not surrender the accused,
and this principle have always been observed in for that lies within the power of thc president
France." (P. 308) In no &mcricau treaty, how- alone. .Nor can the judiciary bind the action of
ever, is it expressly provided that the extradited the president by its judgment. In the f'tmous
individual shall not be tried for any offense other Vogt c'tse, the president disrcgarded the decision
than that on which hewas extradited. Thisomis- of the courts, and refused to surrender the pris-

qon may be due to the fact that it was supposed to oner; and his refusal was based upon a construe-
h(, covered by the law of nations, or the dictates lion of the treaty showing that the extent to

_)f common sense; or, as Mr. Lawrence suggests, which extradition treaties aI)ply is a question to be
5e('ause a cession of one privilege does not carry settled by the political department of the govern-
with it universal jurisdiction, nor require that meat. (12 Blatchford's C. C. Rep., 516.) The

,u(.h jurisdiction b, expr_ly negatived as to judge acts only for individual 1)rotection, while
ex erything else. But in some treaties, as we have the executive pauses judgment on the internation-

.-c_.n, political crimes are excluded, while others al obligation.--Some other points of interest must
,ie,.lare that the accused shall not be held to be passed over. Such are the surrender tff a na-
an,wer for acts committed anterior to that for tion of its own citizens; what subsequent legisla-

x_hieh extradition has been granted, and these tion is required to make effective an extradition .
]novisions act as an indirect check to any abuse treaty that is not self-executing; the surrender of
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fugitives already convicted of crime, etc. The tion--had been engaged in smuggling silks on
means of executing extradition, as prescribed by large scale (tempted thereto, undoubtedly, by the
the act of 1848, require a brief notice. Applica- enormous duty imposed on the importation of
tion for arrest may be nmde before ally of tilt' such merchaudise); )rod al)preheuding detection
justices of the supreme court, judges of thc dis- and puni:hment, had fl(,d tim countt'v and taken

trict courts of the United Stales. the judges of refuge m Great Britain. A dee t) interest was
the several state courts, and the commi.-_ioners taken in this matter by certain rev(:nue officials
authorized to act by any of the courts of the of the government, who had previously and dis-
United States. Testimony is t_lken I)efore such reputah}y been connected with certain cases of
judge or commissioner, anti, if sufficient, acer- alleged violation of the revenue laws of tim coun-
tiffed copy is sent to the secretary of state, so that try, alad which, under certain provisions of (he so-
a warrant may issue or1 the requisition of the called "moiety laws " passed in 1863 and 1867,
proper authorities t)f the foreign government ac- had brougllt to them in the form of shares t)f

cording to the stipulalions of the treaty. But fines and forfeitures, very considerable profits.
this evidence, to t)e sufficient, mu.I be .such as, With appetites whetted, therefore, by what they
according to the laws of the place where the fugi- had ah'eady received, and with the expectalion
live is fouud, would lmvc jm-tiffcd his al)prehen that, as the case develt)ped, a sufficient numl)t,r ,)f
sion and eonlmitmcnt had the offense been corn- merchant imp')rlers worth plundering would be
mitted there. -- H£_to_'y. There are traces of ex- found implicated, extraordinary efforts were in-
tradition meaturcs among the colonial govern- stituled Io arrest and convict the alleged off(.nd-
ments (Winthrol)'_ Hist. of Mass., II . 121, 126), crs. The first steps in the furthcram,c of thc_e
and an extradition article was (,ml_odicd in tim objects were to arrest Lawrence as I)rincipal and
articles of ct)nfederation, but the law of 1798 toiudictthemcrehant,_supposedtobeiml)lica_[,d '
finally i)rovided for inter ,,late extradition, and The latter w'ls ea.,,y, and illdit.tments wcrc fontal
placed the responsibility of exeeutin_ it upon the _l_tinst some of the largest find mo_t rt,sp_,ct, hle
executives of thestates. In 179 ° 5It. Jefferson, in New York mcr(.hants; hut the nm'e,q of the prin-

drawing up a project to regulate the relations be- ('[pal, who had fled to England, was not so ea,_y:
tween the United States and the adjoining Eng- inasmuch as smuggling was not mentiont,d in tlw
lish and Spanish posse_ions, limited extradition to extradition treaty between Great Brit;lin and the
cases of murder only. This project was, how- United States asan extraditable offense: and fur-
ever, never carried out, and two years later, in thermore, as a violation of American law, it i,_

1794, by tim Jay treaty contracted between the not an offense at common law or by statute in any
United States and Great Britain, persons charged other or folcigu country. His extradition was
with murder or forger)', at that time capital tberefore (lemande(1 on the charge of forgely--
crimes, might be cxtradited. (Art. XX_'II.) But forgery of a custom house bond and ailldnvit--
this article, besitle_s being limited to twelve years, although, as was afterward i)roved in t:rulrt, there
so as to expire in 1806, was not sclf-executing, was no forgery, in the usual sense of th,. term,

and required im act of congress to bc effe('tivo-- actually committed, the names signed lu.ing the
which was never passed. But on(. case arose names of purely fi¢.titious l)CtSOnS Nevt, rlheh,._s

unde,' that tre;lty, tlmt of JomLth.m Robbins, irlia._ ti,e llrcten._e fully served the purpose, and Law
rash, who was ill 1799 delivered u I) to the Eng- rcnce was delivered tip by the British offl(,i;,l.-,
lish on a charge of umrder, on a requisition issued who clearly had not a suspicion tlmi an)-lhit_g
by the president while the judicial proceeding.a other than fc)rgery w_ts involved in the dcmal_d
were in progress (Wharton's State Trials. pl ). for extradition. The whole i)rocet,ding wa_,
I_t_2,-457) The justice of such a surrender has however, in the nature of a trick, and a,q such
never been conceded. But apart from sore(, was mean and dishonorabh,: for it was not ft)r-
treaties providing for the surrender of deserters gcry for which Lawrence _as wanted, or for

from foreign ves,_els in our ports, the United whit'h there, was originally any intent of punish-
lStates was a party to no extradition treaty pre- ing him, but for smuggling, for which he wouhl
s,ious to that with Great Britain in l__:q3. In this not have been extradited 1,y any country. Ae-
treaty the United States and Great Britain, for cordingly, the moment that Lawrence came into
the furtherance of justice and the repression of the custody of the United States authorities at
crime, agreed mutually to deliver up to each New York, the United States district attorney in

other, on [)roper demand and evidence, persons that city, dropping any further pretense about
charged with murder or attempt to murder, pi- forgery, proposed to put him at once on tritd tilt'
racy, arson, robbery, or forgery, committed with- smuggling; or, more correctly, to proceed againtt

in the jurisdiction of either, and who, having him in acivil action for the recovery of $1,386,41D.
_ought an asylum, may be found wilhin the terri- alleged to be unpaid duties on goods imported
tory of the other. From 1842 to 1875 theadmin- Up to this point, and for months subsequent, the
i_tration of this treaty between the two countries proceedings in reference to this extradited pcrm)n
worked smoothly. In 1_74-5 it was ascertained, do not seem to ltave been made the occasion of

however, that one Lawrence, by himself and arty diplomatic consideration; but on May 21,
other,---one of the others having been a United 1875, the president of the United States ordered a

l_ates official, occupying a most responsible post- reference of the case to the solicitor general for
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examination, and, pending his report, a stay of cd States demanded the extradition from Great,
adl proceedings "except upon the charges " (i. e., Britain of (me Ezra D. Winslow, a fugitive from
t'orgery) " upon which the said Lawrence was the United States, charged with extensive forgeries
,extradited," was ordered. On the 16th of June and the utterance of forged paper. In answer t¢,
follo_ving, the solicitor general submitted a re- this demand, Lord Derby, then the British foreign

1)ort to the effect tlmt there was nothing in the secretary, in turn asked of the United States a
.vxtradition treaty of 1842 which inhibited lhe simple guarantee, as a prerequisite to a surrender
Lrnited States from proceeding against Lawrence of the fugitive, that he should not, when surren-
ft)r offenses other than for what he had been de- dered, he tried for any off(,n,_e other than the one
mandcd and surrendered.-- The next step in these _lrecified in the extradition reque,_t, "rod for which

i)roceedings was the arraignment of Lawrence hy extradition was granted; at the same time t'tking
lhe Umted State,_ district attorney of New York, ,)ce;tsion to point out that hc was restrained
before the United States cir(,uit court, on charges from making the surrender except under such
_)f forgery, not specified in the. extradition papers, (,onditions, in virtue of an act of parliament
_nd also m effect for smuggling The counsel of t)a_sed August, 1870, of which the following is
Lawrence m,l(le answer for him substantially that the substance. ".,k fugitive criminal shall not
lie was not legally before lhe (.ourt for any such be surrendered to 't foreign state, unless provi-
offense, inasmuch as lie was not arraigned 1or the sion is made by the law of that s/at[,, or by ar-
_)ffens,' for whic.h he had been extradite,d, and rangemenl, that the fugitive criminal, until he
lhat an extradited offeml_,r could not be tried fro' has been restored, or had 'm opportunity of re-
an offense olher tlwn the one tor which he was turning tr} her majesty's dominions, shall not be
sl|rren(lerc(l The court (Benedi('l), however, detained or tried iu lhat foreign state for any of-
ruled, thai this question was n(_t before il: trod fen..,e commitled prior to his surrender, other
that it had ah'cady heen made the sul)j(,(.t of an than the extradition crime proved by the facts on
adverse decision; and that even if such a deeisi,)n which the surrender is groun(ted." To this an-
had not been ulade, the court was ll()t precluded swer of Lord Derby to the American demand
from tlsing Lawren('(, for any offenses preferred for the extradiliou of Wiuslow, the American
I)y proper offi('ers azainst him. " An olI'ender," secretary of state replied, that there was nothing
it said. "ean acquire no rights by defrauding in the origimd treaty whic.ll precluded the United
justice." ".No rights accrue to the offender States from trying a criminal once surrendered
by flight; he remains at all times and every- " for any offense other titan the particular offense
where liable to answer to the law, provided for which he was extradited;" but that, on the
lie comes within the reach of its arm."--There contrary, the right to du so under the treaty was
is also another incident worth noticing in this fully sustained " by judicial decisions, by the
(.onnection. In the account of the decision practice of both governments, and by the under-

transmitted hy cable to tim London press hy standing of persons most familiar with proceed-
the New York news agents, the court, refer- ings in such eases ;" and finally, lhat Great Brit-
ring to the question of its right tu try Lawrel_ce ain, by the act of 1870, had ehanged the spirit
for an offense other than that for which he was and terms of the original treaty of 1842, and with-

(.xtradite(I, is reported as saying: "The court out the assent of the Uniled _lale_ h.|d attached
can not regard the order of the president to th(. to it new conditions. The right to thus modify
('ontrar.v, or take notice of anyagreement 1)etween the treaty, he added, the president can not reeog-

the English and American governments to tlmt size.--Although much corresl)ondelmc on this
effect;" and thislanguage Lord Derby, in his dis- subject sut)sequcntlypassed between the two gov-

patch of April 11, 1876, quotes, as if he regarded ernments (_ce message of the pre._i(lent of the
it as authorilative. In the extradition papers United States, June 10, 1876, Ex. Doc. _No. 178,

pertaining to this matter, subsequently transmit- 1st session 44th congress), no further progress
ted by the exeeulive to the house of replesenta- was made; neither party receding from its posi-

tives, extracts only were given from the decision lion. Winslow was not delivered up by the Brit-
of Judge Benedict, and therefore the public had i_h government, and escaped t)roseeution, and

not the opportunity of judging whether the Lawrence, after having been released on bail, was
language above referred to and which the Brit- never again arraigned for prosecution. But as

ish government evidently accepted, was or was fugitives from justice from the United States
not used, as reported. The circumstance, how- have since heen delivered up to the latter by

ever, that the state department (lid not transmit Great Britain, sad as the British law of exlradi-
to ('ongre_ the entire document is somewhat aug- lion stipulales that a criminal su|'rcndered on de-

.u'esti_e, and naturally prompts to an inquiry mand of a foreign slate shall not lie tried for any
uhether the then secretary of state (blr. Fish) other than the extradition crime proved by the
did not regard the publicatiou of certain portions facts ou which the surrender is granted, the in-
_)f Judge Benedict's opinion as a matter of doubt- ference is that the claims made by the United
ful expediency, and not calculated to strengthen States in 1875-6 growing out of the Lawrence

_he position of the Washington cabinet either be- case, have been quietly abandoned as untenable.
lore the country or the British govcrnment.--The --The following are the extradition treaties and
case here rested for nearly a year, when the Unit- stipulations entered into lff the United States and
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in force in 1879: Great Britain,Aug. 9, 1842; England extraditionisregulatedby treatieswhich_
France, Nov 9,It_43,with asupplementary article are made by an orderin councilunder the extra-
Feb. 24,1845,and another article,Feb. I0,1858; ditionact of 1870. The chief provisionsof this
Hawaiian ishmds, Dec. 20,1849 ; Swiss confed- act are: I. That a fugitivecriminal shallnot be
eration,Nov. 95, 1850;Prus,siaand other states, surrenderedfor a politicaloffense,or if he prove
June 16, 1852; Bremen. Sept.6, 1853; Bavaria, thathissurrenderhas in fact been requiredwith
Sept. 12, 1853; "_Vurtembcrg,Oct. 13, 1853; a view of trying him f(Jra politicaloffen_c;
Mecklenburg-Schwcrin, Nov. 26, 1853; Meck- 2. P,_ovisionmust be made that a surrendered
lenbul\g-Strclitz,Dec. 2, 1853; Ohlenburg, Dec. criminalshallnot be triedforany but the extra
30, 1853 ; Schaumburg Lippe, June 7, 1854; ditioncrime, 3. Criminals accused or convicted
Hanover, Jan. 18, 1855; Two Sicilies,Oct. I, of offensesin England shallnot be surrendered

1855, Austria, July 3, 1856; Baden, Jan. 30, inextraditionuntiltheyaredischarged;4.There
1857; Sweden and Norway, )larch 21, 1860 ; must be an intervalof fiftecnclaysbetween the

Venezuela,Aug. 27,1860; Mexico, Dec. II,1861; colnmittalto prison and the surrender.-- Au-
Hayti, Nov. 3, 1864; D(_minican republic, Feb. TIIORITIES Spear. L,t_ of .Exlradlliol_, treat_
8, 1867; Italy, March 23. 1868, with an additional mainly of the American law ¢)n the subject;
article, Jan. 21, i869; Nicaragua, June 25, 1870; Clarke, Law of Extradition is English; Billet,
()range Free States, I)ec. 22. 1871 ; and Ecuador, Traitd de l'Ext,'aditi_J,_. F_re. L'ExtreldL.-io_,e. See
June 28, 1_72. In addition there are extradition Lawrence's Wheaten, and his letters in the AI-

stipulations with the republic of Salvador, May b'my Law Journal, 187_. A parliamentary com-
23, 1870; Peru, Sept. 1"2, 1870; Belgium, 3Iarch mittee made a report on extraditi,m in 1879.
19, 1874; Ottoman empire, Aug. 11, 1874 ; and DAVID A. WELLS, and
Spain, Jan. 5, 1877.- English Extradition. In WORTa-L_OVO_ C. FOI_D.

F

ACTION. This word has, unfortunately, coup de mai_. But they now highly disapprove
Ibrmed a part of the political vocabulary in of this substitnlion of force for rc'tson, of vie-

every period of history. Taken in its most rigor- lence for persuasion, even m extreme cases.--
ous sense it i, merely a synonym of pqrty, and Such, then, is a lhctiot| in its generally accepted

reminds us of the groups of competitors who. in sense; it is in politics what pirates are to sea-
the games of the Roman circus, arrayed them- faring men. It has I)ecn correctly enough defined
selve_ in different colors and contended with one grammatically as "' an opposing league nmd, • up of
another for the prize in running, or in trials of conspirators"; while of parties, on the contrary.
strength. But the word also calls to mind the we may say that they ,_r(; groups who_c mere
great parti_ whicli have agitatt'd political society bers seek, by the diffusion ot their ideas and
ever siuc'e tts fuundation. -- At Rome people the success of their doctrines, a triumph which
adop|ed the color of the victor in the circus; in factions demand through theil" l)erson.d audacity
tile combats of public hfc they soon adopt the or the terror of their victims. In a word. rc'd

passi,m,_ of the hardiest combat_mt. And just as statesmen are the leaders of parties; h,ctions arc
the games had their stre,,mers, so also personal made up only of conspirators. In our time this
amhitions have their standards. It was thus that word ought to be expunged, and together with it
the first facti,m was formed under the leadership the idea which it represents. No matter how
of C_esar, whi('h, overcoming its weaknc_ in point imperfect our political education may be, and no
of numbers l)y the I)oldnc_,_ of its enterprises, matter how divided society may appear to be,
soon became the i)owerful party which was one enduring suece_, now as in the past. can be

day to overrun 'rod rule the empire. -- In the achie_,ed only by men of thought. When by
present condition of society can factions, prop- reason of the character and temperament of the
erly so called, be formed? We would like to people of any country authority seems more or
believe they could not: something extremely less exposed to the attacks of impatient mino_i-
odious attaches Io-day |o the secret machinations ties, the victories obtained by factions are always
which disturb the common peace, and place in ephcmer:d. The reaction will be as sudden as
power a minority of energetic men whose bold- the tri_amph: and opinion, which has too often

ness surpa._ses their intelligence and knowledge, and too quickly honored these coups de main with
Public opinion may still perhaps excuse, in his- the name c,f "revolution," will inflict upon their
tory, the bold attempts of the duke de Guise and authors the penalty of general reprobatixm._A
of Cardinal de Retz; it can make allowance for word about "sovereign factions." Power itself
circumstances in the conflicts of the past, when may possess the allurements and weaknesses of

the leaders of the minority prepared the way for ambitious minorities. If it feel Its _,trength
the formation of their parties by a hazardous diminishing, it endeavors with ,all Its powers to,
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affect what by a license of speech has been act mentioned subjected all mills employing
c_lllcd a coup d¥tat -- But factious revolutions of three or m,)re apprentic_,s or twt'nty ottler per-
ell.her kind should be tolerated, approved or sons to its provisions. The walls were to be
:lllowed to bear fruit no longer, neither because whitewashed, windows enough were to be pr(_-

of tlle prestige which power gives, uor because vided, and the apprentices were always It) have
of tile popularity which courage and tale_t enjoy, two ,_uits of clothing, one to be m,w ea¢.h year.

ERNEST I)RI_[ILI, E Twelve hours were declared to be a (h_3'.,. work,
and work was alt:)gether l)rohibit('d fr,_m 9 p ._.

FACTORY LAWS. The doctrine so long cur- to 6 A. M. 'rhest' pr(_vi_ions apl)lied ,)nlv to
r(.nt in political economy and expressed in the apprentices, aml not to flu; work of chihh'cu
mott_, la£'_ez .fair(;, laixsez p_ser, has been tlmr- residing in the neighborhood of the. f;wt rit..-
ouuhly exploded by the logic of circum_tallces. In 1819 children before tile age of nine were
N(_ better proof (if this et)uld be desired than the excluded from the cotton mills, _md tho-e from
fat,tory laws of modern industrial nations, laws nine to sixteen were not to be eml)l<)ycd more
which have been of late warmly defended by than twelve hours a d'ly. In 1825 a hill was
_,(.onomists of every school. The reac,tion begun passed providing for a l)'trtial holiday on Satur-
by Adam Smith against tile paternal theol T and day. In 1831 night work in _he (.o:t_,n fac-
l_ra(,tice ()f conteml)oraryg<)vernmeutsresulted in tortes was prohibit(,d for pcr__ons betw(.eu nine
an illogical and untenahle the,)ry of the st_tc and and twenty-one y(,qrs of ag(,; the workillg day
its functions. "Free competition" was tlw Dan- for pcr,_ons under eighteen was to I)(, two.lye
zu,ea for all economical ills of society. Every hours, and on Saturd;ly nine In 1833 th_:_e pro-
one was to be free t() sell Ins o_vn labnr and th'lt visions were extended to variou_ other ki_l(ls of

()f hi_ family where he could obtain most f()r it, f'letories. These acts (]inlini_hed the mm_l,(.r of
and free to make such contracts as he would or children cml)loyed in fa('tories very maleria]ly
_'ould. As Engl_tnd was the first great indu-rrial In l_35 (])efore the factory a('t,_ went illt_ full
._t:tte of modern times, so in Engl_nd the results opel'._tion) th(,re w_:re 56,455 (,hil(h'(,n cmpi(,yed
()f such a policy fir._t showed themselves in all in 3,164 factories; ill ]838, 29.2_3 wet(' eml)loyed
their nakedn(.,s_. Tile most merciless explnit- in 4,217 factories, i. c., trom an _lvera2e oi over
•(ti()n of the weaker elements of society by the seventeen per fa(.t[)ry to less than _ev_,n. "rh(,

stronger became the rtlle. The manufacturers, in nloveulent did not .,.top here. A mil_ill_ :wt w:ts
their thirst for wealth, paid as little attention to passed which prohibited u_dcrgr_*uml w(,rk to
tile health of tb(.ir operativcs,_s they ch_,s(,. The children mldcr ten, and to women. In 1._4 a
l,tl)orers, in their necessity, were compelh,d to new act was passed, providing that ch_bh'(.n
ae(.ept what terms were offered The ]ahor of between eight _ln(l thirlevn sh,_ul([ n¢)t b(, enl-
the filther soon be('ame insufli(,ient to support the ployed in textile indu._tric.., for m<)re than _i.x :lnd
fami)y. The mother had to go into the coal mine a half hours per d:ly. In 1S47 t(,n hours wa- de-
or factory. It was not enough; the children clared aworkingdayforwoul('n:lnd "young l)(,l-
were sent into the mines and factories. They sons," i. e., persons between thirte(,n _lnd eiaht(,en,
were compelled to work ten orfifteen hoursaday and they were allow(,d to work o_ly bet_een 6

for seven days in the week, in narrow, lily venti- A.M. and 6 t' M., one hour al_(I a lmlf to be allow(,d
laled and dirty factory rooms or in still more un- for meal time. No prote('tccl p(,rs<)n wa_ to w(H k

healthful mines. Tile result of such work was, of on Saturday after 2 r..'_. Sull_equ(,ut h_ws ex-
course, the moral and physical deterioration of tended th_sc provisions, with some m(_dificati()n,,
the children _md a steady degeneration of the to nearly every branch of m,_uufat.tu_izl.g in(lu.,_
hborers from decade to decade. The conditions try. In 1874 the minimum age of (.hihh'en was
prcvailing ill Great Britain (luring the latter part raised to ten ycals.-- Ill 1878 a cons(,lid_lting _('t
of the last century and the early part of the was passed, which includ(,d in ()t_c bill the _b.
present century would be entirely incredible stance of all prevb)us laws. Wc can not ilhl_-
were they not well attested by the testimony of irate the present state of the subj_,ct in any l)ett(,r
uniml)eachable witnesses, So crying did the evil way than by giving this hill ill otltlinc. Part I.
become that in 1802 an act was passed "for the contains the general law relating to fat,torte, _lnd
preservation of the he'_lth and mor'ds of appren- workshops, under the following" hc:ld-: 1. Sani-
ti<,es and others employed iu cotton and other tary pr()_'isions; 2, Saf(,ty; 3, Eml)l,)ymcn_ and
mills, and cotton and other factories." This bill meal hours; 4, Itolida)s: 5, E(tuc:_ti,)tl; 6. ('er-

()wed its p_sa_e to the r_lvages of epidemic dis- tifieates of fitness for employment. 7, Aeeid_.nts.
('ases in the factory districts of Manchester. The 1. Under the first head, tin: buildings _ust be
i]Iy fed and over-worked children in tile factories kept in a cleaza st.ttc, and free from effluvia arts.
f(*rmed the very beat field fro" the development ing from any drain, privy or other nuisance.
_ll[l spread of epidemic and cout_lgious diseases. 2. The _cond contains provi¢iol_s for the fencing
l'aupcr children were sent in crowds from the of dangerous machinery, and restrictions on the
:_ricultural districts of the southern counties to emph)yment of children and young persons in

the manufacturing regions of the northern coun- cleaning, etc., machinery in m()tion. 3. A child,
ties. They were apprenticed to the mill owners young person or wom,qn shall not be empl<)yed
and mercilessly over-worked and under-fed. The except during the period of employment fixed as
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follows:Ist.In textilefactories.For young per- tainsspecialprovisionsfor particularclassesof
sonsand women the period shallbe from 6 x.M. factoriesand workshops, such as bake houses,
to 6 P. M or 7 A. M. to 7 P. M. : on Salurdays, printworks, bleachingand dyeing works. Tile
from 6 A..,d.till1 r ._.for mtumfacturing pr_- thirdscheduleto the act containsa listof special
cesses,and 1.30for nllcmploynaent,if one hour exceptionstoo numerous to be given in detail.-
is allowed for meals; otherwiseat 12.30 and I. Part Ill.provides for the admitlistrationof the
Or if the work begins at 7 x. M.. itsh'dlend on law. Two classesof officersarc to be appointed
Saturdays at ?l30 and 2 P.M. respectivcly.For by the secretaryof statc,viz.: I, inspectors.
meal times two hours at least on week days, and charged with tile duty _f inspecting and exam-

on Saturdays half an hour, must be allowed, thing factories and workshops at all reasonable
Contimmus eml)loyment without a meal time of times, and of exercising such other powers as
•'d least lialf an hour not to exceed four and a half may be necessary to the carrying out of the ac! :
hours. For (,hildren: eml)Ioyment to bc for half and 2, certifying surgeons, to grant certificates of
time only (in morning or afternoon sets, or alter- fitness m_der the act. Numerous other sections
hate days). The war k d_y is the same as above relate to penalties and legal proceedings.--Part
A child mu'_t not be eml)loycd for two success- 1V. defines the principal terms used ia the act.
ire pcriod_ of _evcn days in tile _'tmc set, whether "Chihl " means a I)crson under fourteen years of
morning or afternoon, nor oil two successive Sal- age, a "young l)crson" i_ between fourteen and
ur(lays, nor on Satur(iay in any week if he h,_s eighteen ; ,'t '' wonlan " nlea.ns a woman over
already on ORe day been employed more than five eighteen. Other scetint_s apply the act to Scot
and a half llours. _Nor shall a child be employed laud and Ireland, with a temporal T saving for
on two succes.'sive days, nor on the same (b_y in lhe employment of children under ten and chil-
two successive weeks. 2d. In non-textile facto- dren over thirleen (lawfully employed at the time
ries. For young persons and women: period of of the passage of the act). Previous enactments

employment same a,_ before, ending at 2 r. M. on are repealed --It will be seen that the government
Saturdays; meal times not less than an hour and has taken under its protection the whole class of

a heif, and on S'tturdays half an hour; cantina- women, children and youth employed in manu-
ous employment without a meal not to exceed facturing industries England has not progres._d
five hours. These regulationsalsoal)ply to )'_*ung very far in ln'otecting male laborers over twenty-
persons in workshops. For children: half-time one years of age, although the general provisions
arrangements generally the same a,,_before; con- relating to the situation, cleaning, ventilation,
tinuous Cml)loyment without a meal not to exceed et('., of factories, and tile legal definition of a day's
five hours. Women in workshops are subject to l'd)or, should be considered as the first steps
,he same regulations as young persons, if young in such a policy. The liberty of combination al-

l)Croons or children are employed; if not, the h)wcd thelaborers is also to be regarded as a ucg-
period of employment for a woman in a work- alive protection at least.--Other countries have
shop shall be fr_)m 6 A.._f. to 9 e. _. (()n Saturday, followed the example of England in protecting
4 P. M ). Absent time for meals, etc., must be the interests of wage htborers. Switzerland, Ger-

allowed to tile extent of four and a half hours man)', Austria-IIungary, Spain, Sweden, Norway,
(on Satmdays two and a half hours). The era- Denmark, and several states of the American
ployment of young persons or childrcn at home, Union, have more or less developed systems of
when the work is the ,,ame as in a factory or factory laws. The federal law of Switzerland

workshop, but no m:_.hine power is used, is also provides that children under fifteen yeal_ of age
regulated, the dlty h(.iJ_g fixed at 6 A..,a. to 9 shall not be eml)loyed in factories, and those
P.M.; for children, 6 A. ]*1. tO 1 P. M.; or 1 P.M. under seventeen shall not be so employed as to

to 8 P.M. Meal times in factories or workshops hinder their school aud religious instruction.
must be simultaue()us, and employment" during Sunday and night labor is forbidden to persons
such meal time,_ i,_ forbiddem The occupier of :_ under eighteen ),ears of age. Pennsylvania fixes
facto_ T or worksho t) mu_t issue _t notice of the the legal day's labor at eight hours in the absen('e
times of employment, etc. No chihiren under of a special contract, and prohibits the employ-
ten shall be cml)loyc(1. 4. The following holt- ment of children under thirteen years of age in

days shall tie allowed to all protected persons: factories. Minors between the ages of thirteen
Christmas day, Good Friday (or tile next public and sixteen shall not be employed in factories for
holiday), and eight lmlf-holid_lys, two of which more than nine months in any one year, nor shall
may be commuted for one entire holithLy. 5. Oc- any minors between said ages be employed who
captors must ohtain a weekly certificate of school have riot attended school for at least t,hrce con-
attendance for every child ill their employment secutive months within the same year, Opera-

6. Me(Ileal certificates of fitness for employment tives under twenty-one years of age shall not l)e
arc required in the case of ('hildrcn and young employed for more tlmn sixty hours irt any one
persons under sixteen. When a child becomes't week. I)etailed provisions are also co_dained in
young person a fresh certificate is necessary, the law as to the means of safety to be provided

7. Notice of accidents causing lo,s of life or in all branches of industry wherethey are needed.
bodily injury must be sent to the inspector and Massachusetts prohibits lhc employment of chil-
c¢,rtifying surgeon of the district.--Part II. con- dren under ten )'ears of age in manufacturing,
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mechanical or mercantile establishments. No for adult men. Protection against tile danger of
child under fourteen years of age shall be so excessive duration of labor developed into a
employed, except during the vacatinns of the detailed oversight directed not only to the limita-
public schools, unless during the year next pre- tion and thvision of the day, but also to thc kind
,ceding such employment lie ires for at least ofwagesamltol)rovisionsagain.ctmechanicaland
twenty weeks attended some public or private (.henlieal dangers of the factories. -- The discus-
(lay school under teachers approved according to sion as to the wi._dom of such legislation lm_ been
law, nor shall such cnaployment continue, uulcss Icing and excited Factory laws have been op-
such child in ea(.h and every year attends school l)o_'d at every stage as being an unwarranted case
_'or twenty weeks, which time may bc divided of interfer(,nec with the liberty of thc individual.
into tw_ terms of ten consecutive week_ each. Many pol tical economists lmvc protested that the
Nor shall 2n_y chiht undcr fourteen years of age l>rineiph,s of e('onomics forbid any such intcr-
Wilt) (';ill not read and write be employed in such fere,we with the freedom of contract. Manufac-
,establi.-hments while the public school,, of the turers objected tlmt the cost of manufactured
town are in session. Minors under eighteen and goo(ia would be so incre'Lscd that they could

"_-omen nmy not be eml)loycd in factories for not COml)cte in foreign nmrkets. The laboring
more than ten h()urs per day, nor sixty hours per classes themselves were opposed to the move-

week. A l.tw, approved April 12, 1882, provides ment, nmintaining that, so far from raising

"that every per.-,on or corpor'tlmn eml)]t_ying fe- their standard of life, it tended to lower it.
males in any manufacturing mechanical or mer- Nor can it be denied that each and all these
_antile e_tablishment slmll provide suitablc seats objeetions have a certain force. Laws which
for the use of the females so emph)yed, and shall prescribe the age at whit.h labor may be begun,
permit the u_;of such seats by thcm when they the duration of labor, the conditions undel

_lre not necessarily engaged in the active duties which labor may be carried on, and compulsory
for which they arc employed. The provisions in attendance at sclmo], need special justification.
xeference to ventilation, ch,aning, etc., of facto- They interfere with the lil)erty of the individual,
rieq are similar to tlmse in the :English law. It which seems to be contrar) to the course of
will be seen that Ma.,<sachusetts Into gone farther modern political development. In their endeavor
than any other commonw_,alth in tile classes of to protect him they limit his power over the very
protected persons. In addition to factories, mer- agency by whmh he becomes independent, viz.,
cantile arid mechanical establishments arc in- his own labor, and so they seem to come in con-
,eluded in the law. Other states allow also many flict with the principles of a sound economy In

more exceptions than Masmmhusetts does.-- It is tileir attentpt to raise the standard of comfort of
_,vident from the preceding sketch that the mean- the laboring classes they dcprive them of certain
mg of the term "factory legislation " can not be sources of income, anti so their first result is a
a_ertained by a me,'e trotting tozether of the lowering of the standard of comfort, and they
meanings of the two words which coml)ose it, are felt to be oppre_ive. They interfere, in a
but can l_, umterstood only by a stud)" of its word, immediately in the life of the laboring
history (Cohn.) Tile origin anti development of classes, and undertake to counteract by force

factory legislation point to a limited fiehl which their tcndcncy to degeneration. And yet they
is very f,r from bcmg (,oincidcnt with legislation do nothing more than simply apply this force,

.concerning factories. This limited field has iu lettiug the results take carcof themselves. How-
general as ils object the protection of wage ever weighty these arguments are allowed to be,
laborers fi'om those injurious influenecs whi(_h they are overcome by other considerations. In
they can nor, themselves ward off, and, in a liar- tim first place, so far as those provisions rclating
rower sense, from those agencies which most to the labor of children arc concerned, it may be
deeply affect the existence of the laborer, espe- maintained evcu by those who would limit the
cially tim protection'of those persons who stand functions of tile state to the siml)lc one of pro-
rot*st in need of protection, particularly of chil- tection, that such legislation is nothing more
.dren; aud finally, pa'otection in those branches of tha,l a much needed interference of the state in

it_dustry in which such influences have revealed behalf of the most helpless and opt)ressed portion
themselves in the most l)alpable way. It is char- of the com,nunitv. If fathers and mothers be-
acteristic of the empirical course of such legisla- come so deadene(l to every feeling of the obliga-
tion thal, where it was anything more than a tion of parents to their offspring, as to place
mere pretense, it b_rgan in the narrowest sense of their children under such conditions as make their
the term and approached its logical consequences normal development as lmman beings mq)ossible,

only after the lapse of generations. Out of the if they deprive thcm of all opportunities for men-
protection of apprentices in cotton factories grew tal, moral and t)hysical cducation; if they employ
the protection of all chihlren in those factories; them lmbitually in such branches of industry as

out of this grew their protection in other kinds lead to their mental, moral and physical deteriora-
(ff factories, and out of this last their protection tion aml ruin; surely no more sacred duty rests
iu all mercantile and mechanical establishments upou the state than to interfere to protect these

a_ well. (Mass.) The protection of children de- chihh'cn--to protect them not only against their
"_'elopcd into a protection for women and even employers, but against their parents as well. The
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state, then, may undertake to protect minors from gent citizens and to the welfare qf free states.
the abuse of their parents o1"guardians. But the Practical statesmen and philanthropists of two
principle which justifies interference to protect generations ago saw clearly that something must
one helples.s and exploited clas,_, justifies interfer- he done to counteract tile agencies which were
ence to protect all helpless and exploited clasps, sapping rapidly and surely tile foundations of

For a long time women w('rc minors in the eyes family life, reversing the relations of parent and
of the law, and arc in reality so yet in all the child, of husband and wife, and reducing whole
great nmnufacturing centres of the world. Their classes of tile population to a condition but little,
labor was and is exploited as nmrciles.-.ly by their if any, removed from barbarism. They began
husbands and lovers as ever that of children was the work, and it has made good progress. But
by their parents. Legislation has interfered to it is clear that much remains to be done. The
protect them from this "tbusc, fixing the maxi- next step to be taken is to prohibit the employ-
mum peri(xl ,)f labor within any onc day and any meat of mothers of young children in the facto-

one week. Such measures can be justified on ries. Exactly what legislation on this point is
essenti_llly the same principles as tho.,,c in behalf praetic'_ble does not appear as yet by any means
of children. The case of adult mcn is some- ch,ar, though thal somcthingmust be done in this
what different. To those, howevcr, who main- direction, and that right early, no one can doubt

tain that factory laws interfere to an unwarranta- who knows anything of the conditions prevail-
blc extent wltl_ the right of contract, and that ing in the great nmnufacturing centres of tile
adult men and women know wl_at is to tileir world. In such c,lses wc intel'fere with the lib-

interest better than any sct of lawgivers, it may erty of the laboring classes ahminst their will in
be rejoined that. it makes nodifferenec how clearly the interests of society as a whole. And their
a man knows what is for his inlcrest if circum- objection that their income is thus abridged and
stances el)repel him to close with any contract their stall(lard of comfort thus lowered, although
offered him, which i_ the case of the ordinary l_nd4_ubledly truc of the immediate results, will
laborer in our modern industry. A lab(,rer i_l prob,ll_ly lose its force in course of time, and
search of work, and needing it in order to earn even if it does not, it ought not to avail against
his next nwal, is il_ no position to require his the interest of the commonwealth a._ a whole --

_,mployer to _ce that _hc workshop is healthy or Ill answer to the manufacturers who urge that
._afe, or to dictate any other terms on which he such legislation, t)y raising tile price of lalgff,
will or will not work. The employer is eeonom- makes a country unable to compete in the world
ically the stronger, and he ('an exploit the laborer m:u'kct with nations which have no such laws,
at his will. Here isstill anolhcrca.-,e, then, whqre three points may be made: First. it can not be
tile ._imple theory of protection demands the in- shown, either ill theory or practice, that those
terference of the state. Tile conditions ()f rood- nations with the lowest wages are best able to
crn industry tcnd conctantly to nmkc the lal)oring compete in international industry. On the con-
class as a whole more dependellt and helpless, trary, 'is America has tlw highest rate of agri-

and ever)" added year of industrial deveh)pment (.ultural wages in the. worhl and is yet able to
makes prott.etion el" this (.la_s more necessary.-- underbid'_ll the world with her agricultural pro-

Factory legislation may be ju._tificd not on_" as (luctions, and as Englan(l has the highest rate of
a fair response to a dem;H_d for protection on wages of all the nations which manufacture
the part of helpless clasps of the community, largely for foreign countries and yet uudcrllids
but as an essential movcment in the interests of all her competitors with her manufa_'_ures, it
society ;ts a whole. L()okcd at from thin stand- wouhl seem that supremacy in the world',, market

point, we may formulatc the object of factory and the highest rate of wages are perfectly corn-
laws somewhat as follows: the establishment or l)atih]c. S(,(,ond, the endeavor of the laborers is
restoration of normal conditions of ]if(' for the now directed toward securing _m international
laboring classes, in opposition to tho_ destructive factor) lezislation which will place all nations on
influences by which modern il_dustry especially, the same footing ill this respect. The federal
although thai by no means alone, has destroyed the legislature of the Swi,_s republic took the first
unityof family, home and [,ducalion. (Colin.) It official step toward securing au international sys-

goes without the saying that in a slate of society in tom Jn 1881. Foreign governments wcre invited
which the children from the age of five or six to unite wilh Switzerland i,_ such an altempt.
years are sent into tile mines and factories from No decisive result has as yet been attained by
daylight till dark, in which tile mothers from the this step, but it is significant of the progres_ of
time of delivery work all (lay and h'df the night events, and marks a decided advance in this sub-
in the same places, in which the fathers either do ject. Third, a state has othcr and nobler ends to

the same or idh, away their time liviz_g on the follow than the accumulation of .tBerc material
proceeds of tile ]'lbor of their wives 'rod chil- wealth. Tile advance of its cit_ens in inlelli-
dren--itgoes without the saying, we repc'_t, that gence and lmppincss, in all that tlistinguishes
in such a society there can he no home life, no civilization fi'om barbarism, is of far more ira-

care and nurture of children, no education, no portance than supremacy in the world market.
morality, no health; in a word, none of tile con- Moderate wealth and happy homes are better
ditions necessary to the development of intelli- than a degraded proletary and ability to under-
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bid all competitors in the industrial world.-- commercially wise and proper collide for Great
Whatever one may think of the arguments on Britain to take, under such eircnmstam'e_ wa._ to
either side, it is certain that factory legislation institute and enforce " fair trade," by applying
will not rest where it is, but will advance to new to eacb foreign country a tariff of duties whicll

fields and new restrictions. The laborers them- would correspond as nearly ms po_iblc to tim
selves have taken the matter into their own tariff which such country enforced again._t it_
hands, and by their local, natiomd and interna- imports of Britisll products. The i)rogrammc of
tional combinations are excrcl¢ing, whether for the so-called "fair traders," so far as it, wa.- (h,fi-

weal or woe, a marked influence on tile legis- nitcly formulated, appears to have embodied the
lation of all civilized nations. -- LITERATURE. following as its principal features 1. Raw mate-

Among the sources of information on this tol)ic ri.fls of manufacture to be admitted free. 2. Food
wc may mention: Arti,._,_ ,end Machil_4_ry, by P. to be tax(,(l when coming from ,foreign countries:
Ga_kell, London, 1836: Die L_ge der c,,beilc_d_.l_ to be admitted frcc when coming froln Bl'itish
Kk,._,*e;_ in Engla_d, by Engel, Leipzig, 1848; colonies: this taxation to lx, maintained for a
.-17tsicht_'n der Volkswirthschaft aus dem ge_chicht, considerable term, in order to give the cohmies

,q/,zl_dp_tnkte, by Wilhehn l{o<cher; Moral arm time to develop their products. 3. Tea. coffee,
]'hysic_d U_J_ditiouof the W, rkit,g Classes, by Dr. fruit, tobacco, wines and spirits to t)c taxed
Kay, 1832; various Reports of ComrMssioners 'tp- 10 per cent. higher when coming from foreign
pointed to inquire into the working of the fac- countries than from British coh)nics. 4 I)uti(.s
tory act by the British l)arliamcnt: various Re- to be levied upon the import;mon into Grcat

port_ of E_lg/ish Fach;1.'y I_,,?pectors; various Re- Britain of the manufactures of such foreign
port_ of Children Employmvnt's Commia_io_. to countries as impose prolnbitory or protective
Parliament; yearly/_'ports _f Statist&al B_trea_s duties on British manufactures; such duties to-
of all civilized nations ; Ueber i_tern_tio_l_" I_b- be rcmow_'d or abated in the case of 'my na-

brlkge,_,tzge_but_./, by Gustav Colin, in Conrad's i tion which m_ght agree to remove or abate its
,Ld_rb(_cl_'r .f_r Nationalok/_nomi,', vol. xxxvii., restriction_ on British imports.--Nolbing, how-

l). 313, t_) which refi,renee is made in the body of i ever, resulted from the presentation of these
the above article; Le trar,il de,_ femm_ a,_ xix. ideas and proposi,ion% cXCCl)! discussion, and

_/_¥/e. by Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, Paris, 1873; La this in fa(.t wa_ 'dl that was needed: for di_-
b¼q_lalb_, sttr Ie. t_a_ail des e_f_tnts deters b._ _z_tttu- cu_iou soon sati-fied the British pc_)l)lc gcner-
]'actar_as, by Tallou-Maurice, Paris, 1875. alls' , that while commercial reciprocity on th(*

E. J. JAMES. part of foreign nations would un(loubtedly great-
ly augmenl their international excha_ge_, and

FAIR TRADE. During the remarkable peri- whih' aml)lc warrant and occ:(sion existed for the
od of industrial and commercial depression and enactment of such r(,taliatory t:_riff_ a._ the "fair

disturbance that prevailed in Europe and the traders" l)roi)osc(l, yet ._uch enactment_ would bc
United States from 1873 to 1878-9, the idea far from expedient, and n,)_ likcl) to result in

became somewhat popular in England that the any substantial benefit to British _ra(h,. industry
special economic troubles which Great Britain or commerce. It wa_ ._hown. m tl_c first l)]acc,

then experienced, i. e., a diminution of exllorts that a retalit_torv commer(.ial pohcy on the part
and a consequent depression of her manufactur- of Great Britai_'_ again,t foreign nations, would
lug industries, were due mainly to the u_air be more hkelyto induce further retaliation on the
('onditions which characterized British interim- part of the latter, rather than oreatcr commercial

tional exchanges; or to the lack of anytldng like liberality; as it was the genial warmih of lhe sun
reciprocal fairness and liberality, on the part of rather than the piercing bla_- of the wind that.
foreign nations, in respect to matters of trade and induced the traveler to take off hi_ coal. ,_cco_¢d.
('ommerce in dealing with Great Britain. Thus, That it would not bc easy to draw the line
it was affirmed, and without the possibility of between raw material and manufaeturc¢, trod
contradiction, that while Great Britain permitted that any, evcn indirect, enlmncemcnt of the raw

the free importation into her own ports of materials of British industries, wouhI work to
_early all the products of all foreign nations, their detriment. Third. That to enhance the
these same nations at the same time not only cost of food by iml)osing discriminating duties
imposed heavy and often prohibito,'y duties on on food imports, would tend to reduce tim size of
the importation into their territories of the prod- the loaf to the British workman, 'rod, by increa.--

ucts of British industry, but also, in some it ing the expenses of his living, pracIically reduce
stances--as in the case of the beet-root sugar of hi_ wages. Fm_rtI_. That thc so-called luxurics,

France--subsidized competition, and even made tea, coffee, tobacco, wines and spirits, were

the underselling of British products in their home already taxed for purposes of revenue in Great
market possible by the granting of bounties on Britain to as great a degree as was expedient
exports. It was, therefore, claimed that while F_fth. That government can not create trade,

the policy of commercial hberality in free trade and can :lot divert it without diminishing _t.
adopted by Great Britain had been magnam- "When people talk of its being the duty of the
me)us, it had proved disastrous, because it was government to find markets for their pcol)le, wtmt

one-sided, and not reciprocated, and that the they mean is, that the government shall deprive
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their people of the markets which they tint! for this subject, reference may be made to tile fol-
themselves." One argument put forth by the lowing. In favor of fair tradc: A Pleafin" ].ira-

"fair traders " in support of their policy, which iled Protectb:a or l&.ciproeicy, by Lord Baleman,
-at first sight appeared rather more plausible than pamphlet; all article hy Richard Wallace. in the
most of tile others advanced by them, wa_, that CoJttvml)o_ry ]L_kw, March, 1879; an article by
British manufacturers shouht be ill some way Farter Ecroyd, iu the Ni_,el_'Jdh Center!t, for
compensated for "restricted hour_ of lab, r and ()ch)ber, 1880. In opposition Io or in refutation
for exceptioual taxation" impo.-cd upon them of file theory of fair trade reciprocily" A l.#tter
by home legislation; and that if the legi._lature b# Sir 1.z_ui_ Mallet to .lit. TI,,_. lhtyb'!/ Pottc_', of
choose to l)lace (lisabiiities on particular indus- the Cobden CI/ib, 1879; F_ee Trade versus Feu'r
fries, the ('_untl T at large should bear the eust, Trade, by T H. Famer, 1882; aml The Recent
and not the particuhw industries. To this it wa_ Deprf,_Mem of Trade, it,_ cerises, to_d the. remedies
replied, that ally such (lisabilitics as c_tcd were that have be,:n sug[lesledfin ,/t, by Waller E Smifll,

not iuq)o-(.d intcntionally by the legislature: that Oxford, Cobden prize essay, 1879.
the ;is,;uml)ti(.ql llas alw,_ys been that (:heap labor DAVID _"k. WELLS.

is not necessarily efficient htbor; au(t that any
systtm whicll tends Io tim dcgradatiou of tile FAITS ACCOMPLIS. These words have be-
working cht_ses, and prevents them from attain- come a usual l)hrase in political language, anti
Jug a certain mn,'al, intellectu'd and physical require no explanation. By fitit* accomplis are
_tandarti, directly impait_ their physical energy, meant questi,ms decided by events, and which
l:tence legislation repressive of such systems w_J-_, are or nmy or should be considered as ended.

•(in tile whole, 1)cncficial. But if it couhl be There is nothing so indestructible, nothizJg so ira-
shown that any statute restriction_ on labor or mutable, as tile past. But when it is said that a

_my spectra disabilities really diminish the efll- thing is a fail accompli, it is ordinarily meant

_ciency of tile iudustries tlwy affect, it should be that it is of such a character as to be accepted or
the (_bjcct of reformers to address thcmsclves to submitted to, and that the idea is abandoned of
•the legitimate task of obtaining relief from un- doing away with itsimmcdiate results, or effacing
_vise or unjust laws, and not h) extend their its most direct consequences. It is believed that
operation.-- But tile most efficient of all argu- the expression began to have this precise sense in
men(s, preferred against the views of the "fair practice, after having been emplo3ed by Odilon
trader,-_," was the record of the progress of Great Barrot in a circumstance of considerable impor-
Brit.lin _ince it began to relax anti finally aban- tanee in the parliamentary history of the French
(hm the protective system. Thus in 1829, soon monarchy of 1830. In the session of March 24,
•filer the removals of restrictions on commerce 1836, the cabinet formed by Mol6, tile month be-
in.-tituted lff Mr. IIankinson and Poulctt r]'hom- fore, having announced a policy of conciliation,

_(in, the tleclarcd value of British and Irish Barrot said: "I was glad to make note of the

expcwts was $179,000,000 ; in 1839 it was words of tim new ministry, which invited us to
$266,000,000; ill 1849, just after tlw rel)cal of take thought only for tile future of the country
tile corn htw_, it was $:_17,000,000; in 1859, the without wrangling over the past. We lmve ac-

3"e_r before the Ft'cneh commercial treaty, it was cepted fails accomplis, that is to say, that, without
$652,000.000, in 1869, after nine years of tim renouncing our convictions, without abandoning
treaty and before Ihe Franco-German war, it _'ts our polilical religion, in the presence of a majo,'i-

.$949,000,000; and in 1880, $1,115,000,000. It ty whose honor and who_e dignity itself were

was al._o shown that during the periods when the pledged to the measures which have been adopt-
liberal commercial policy of Great Britain w:m ed, we consented not to renew in wdn, and at tile

.claimed to have. specially acted to her great (li_- grcat risk of endangering tile peace of the coun-
advantage, or from 1870 to 1880, tilt, per capita try, questions for which we couhl not expect, at

eonsuml)tmn of staple arti(.lcs of food--the best present, a solution in accordance with our con-
barometer of the condition of tile people--had victions." The_ words have bccomc the corn-

greatly increased : tea, from 3.18 lb. to 4.59; mentary which on almost any occasion may be
butter, from 4.15 to 7.52: bacon, from 1.98 to given on the doctrine offitits aecomplis. Since
]5.96; sugar, from 41.4 to 59; and tobacco, h'om that time the expression has pa_ed into use Io
1.30 to 1.49 Pauperism and convictions for describe facts the discussion of which is aban-
crime had also duriug the _mm period materially doned, at least tempor:_,rily, and concerning which
(lecreased. and the dcl)o_its in the savings banks it is considered sufficient to appeal to history or
matermlly increased. The theory and phms of the future. We see that the idea expressed by

tile fairtradersacconlingly mttde little permanent these two words is analogous in politics to what
impression on the British public; the government is known in law as prescription. Both suppose
gave no attention to them; and with tim revi,val that time, by its influence alone, legalizes cer-
of domestic industries and foreign Irade, the tain acts or certain results to such a degree that

wlmle subject has ceased to attract interest in it may become allowable, wise or prudent to
Great Britain, or be regarded as of any practical admit them as beyond question, whatever, in
importance.--Among tile mm'e important puhli- other regards, be the judgment which should
<.ations which have appeared in Great Britain on be passed on them. This is sometimes a con-
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cession demanded by necessity, and sometimes _ cum_tauccs under which tile state and the country

sacrifice made ill the interest of tile public good. can i']ot be sacrificed even to right. Thc last resort
--Is it possible to determine, in a general man- of a Brutus and a ('ate) iu no more permitted it>
nor, the cases and eonditious in which lhe tb)c- nations than to indivi.luals. But civilize(l na-

tri.e of fails avcomplis is legitimately applicable? tions, devoted to the enioyments of ._rt and in-
The solution of this question depends on the dustry, have to guard themselves ralher again_l.
(,ircumst'mees. This doctrine is indeed appealed the inclination to tolerate [ban the desire to rc-

t,), ,tcqording to circumstances, either to sanction press injustice. We see, therefore, tlmT (hc ques-
obedience to necessity, the surrcncler of one's tion of the possible _md the impo-sible is always

claims in the interest of all, or the vieldiu_ to involved in such aff,drs with the question of right,
force and coming to terms with tyraI:ny it m_y aiJd that before undertaking to act :_gain_t injus-
serve as an argument to reason or ,is a oretext to lice itself we must know certainly whether it can
weakness. Like prest.ription in law it n-l:Jyeither be repaired. And _till it m'kv be beautiful to
support a right or slliehl its violation It may ignore Hds. It is the glory of Poland never to
be the expression of a clever policy whi,,h O;s- have accepted fails arcomplis --Of principles of
tinguishes in time tile possible fronl the lUl|)OS- which certain t'act_ may be the violation, (,x-
sible, or a cowardly, e_otism, whie!: :::'(;,'.ra, *,o_,_'.drains(ion will unable us to decide whi(h "u'e
itself before fortune. Sometimc._ (lestlned to really sacred, since (hey are eternal, aml ulrich
1)ring peace to a divided nation, it may )_uthorize are not essentially inviolable, since they are con-
it to _'ant what Tact(us calls gra,de p, ttw_tite ventiona], and concerning which compromise
d_culTu'7_turn. It m:_y in turn be the _hame or the may be admitted. Thu_ the persons called legi[i-
salvation of a country.-- In times when the fre- mists in France consider that in a monarchy tile
quent recurrence of revolutions tests the energy right of the dynasty is of such al character that,
and faithfulness of men's characters too severely, it should bc exempt lrom the attack of event, and
(lie doctrine of fails aceomplisshou]d t)e held rath- rcmain unmoved in the midst of revolutions.
er ill distnlst than made an habitual rule ot con- _.Neverthclt,s.s if Tl_(, countess of Alban 3 had not
duct. At these times the power of events is suc|l died without posterity, wo(dd there still be a

that acquiescence is more common ann more _o 5acoi)i{e party? Without any doubt, the rights
be feared than resistance. Men are but to(: reaov ot tlre _tllarls would be I)uried in oblivion, and

to accept tlle irrevot,.tble, and this even when no one wouhl dream of reac.ting against the event
there art; no cah.ulations of personal interest; the of i688. "i'lm right of dynasties, therefore, is no!

indifference and scepticism, produce(l t)y the proof against time. Supposc, o_l the ()(her haml,
frequent destruction of hopes, opinions and sys- that the edict which revoked the cdict of Nantes
terns, induce us only too frequently to accept the was still in force in France wilh the legislation
despotism of facts, that is to say, the idolatry of consequent on it, no prescriplion would have
success. Therefore it is perhaps from the nature been sufiieicnt tel sldeld this attack on the liberty
of the sentiments which detel'mine us to bend of conscience, and it would be the duty of el(i-

before facts, rather than from the nature ol the zens to force ffOvelnnlents to dff(.ree the abolition
facts themselves, that we must judge ,_b-Q__,_r w_ of these ]aw_ condemucd by an eternal |rulh. lu
are right or wrong in submitting to tl_em. Con- such a case submission to thcf_t't._ acco_q_l,s would

sciencc is more capable of distinguishing whether be a continual complicity.--When Great Brit_dn,
we yield through weakness of heart or mind than under the influence of a cclebr.ttcd minist_ T,
is reason to pronounce whether the results of abolished (he corn laws in 1_45 and al the same
events are finally decisive or no! ; anc_ it is easier time effccted a great economic revolution, one of
to recognize what is worthier than x,,h_, ,,: ,y__,_rc lrsbest guaranlec., against all l*oliti('al revolutions,
ccrtain. It is nevertheless true that a Droner ap- tile cabinet whi(,h was the author of these impof

preciation of circumstances, no matter how olin- tan_ lneasures ",v_ts not able in st'rod long. lls
cult it nlay ])e, is necessary in order wisely In successors, who followed the s:lme cour¢c, soon

apply the doctrine of fails accomplie :__,_,'a,_tieo saw the end of their power; the parliamentary
It can not even be laid down as a principle that movement restored the enemies of reform to office
the mistakes of the past should hey ,_," _ sane- in 1852. 'i'he ministry formed by Lord Derby
tinned, and that all rights are forever :more_lrip_ - at_nounced, soon after, the dissolution of parlia-
ible. It is an absolule rule that no rams(ice men(. it had not ceased to oppose the recent

shoukl he committed, no right viola(eel, i_u_ c'nanges in all commercial legislation, and this

when the evil is really irreparable, the |mpossibie question continued to be agitated during the elec-
should not be attempted. There sllou'ld be no tlons But after the votes of the nation had
struggle against necessity, when one is intrusted decided it once more, tile reforms tieing thus
with public interests. The simplest and clearest definitely sanctioned 1)y public opinion, (tie rain-
example Is that of w:lr; if victory has pronounced istry and its p.lrty submitted ; they looked on the

against the rigl_t in a just war, it is heroic to resist reforms as fails accomph's, and said no more about
It) the dentil; but it is not criminal i-,, the con- them. And wldle they profited by _his, their ad-

quered to aekna_wledge his own helplessness, anu versarlcs had no idea t)f reproaching them for it.
conclude a peace with the conqueror which wilt It was reasoual)le and politic to abandon a cause

secure the triumph of iniquity. There are eir- lost beyond recovery, and which was not one of
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_hose which deserved an eternal protest.-- Of all connected with the human person, and which
fidt, m'complis, the mo_t important, and those, can not be withdrawn from his control by the
which give rise to the most difficult questions of state without the most odious of all confiscations?
.this century, are the changes of g_,vernmcnt. And now if the f:lmily is ncce_ary to tile pre_r.
.Setting aside the merits of a new government, vation and development of the individual, if it
the forms which it receives, anti tile principles takes career his earliest infancy, protects him and
which it professors, it appears that its existence, gives him moral nutriment, no less necessary than
"when the national consent is not refused to it, is the support of the hod)'; if it constitutes tt sacred

a fact forced on good citizens, and that they have whole formed by the wants, the sympathies, even
not the right to separate themselves from their the liberty of those whom it develops, how can

.country and deny what it recognizes. The more policy dream of abolishing the family or offering
frequent the changes of government are. the violence to it?-- It is astoni._hing that a man of
_nore the identity and perpetuity of the state and genius like Plato. exclusively preoccupied with
the country become the only objects of civic the unity of the state, could have believed tha_
,duty, and alone command an unchangingfidehty, the abolition of the family would increase the

But this doctrine of a government defa_'2o which love of country. But he confined to the cia.o_s of
,is very similar to that of fails acc,_mpl£,, although warriors the unnatural r6gime which abolished the
justified by the interests of public pc'me, is not family in his famous ideal republic aml replaced
re1T favorabh: to the dignity either of nations or it by a gross promiscuousness. By confining the

,of individuals. It aids and encourages too much country itself within very narrow limits both
that readiness to honor the conqueror, to serve as to population and territory, he may, misled by

the -tronger, who hides under the mask of patri- the example of Lacedemonia-- an exceptional
erie duty slavish e'deulations of cupidity or am- case and one which was moreover of short dura-

bitten, ttence ttm evident necessity for those tion--have thought, that all the affection of the
who wish to escape tile degrading effects of fro- citizens would be concentrated upon tim city.
,quent rew)lutions, to remind governments that But is this illusion possible for publicists who
they should bring into esteem the forms and the draw their plans of society in the midst of our
principles which behmg to them. Never have vast and powerful agglomerations of individuals.
these principles and forms had such need of being in the midst of modern nations, and for Christian

present to the mind of an honorable man, as in peoples? Tile more the country extends, the
times which called them in question every me- more tile love of humanity takes the place of a
meat. Whoever has formed fixed principles, and sensitive, and cruel spirit of nationality, the more
has identified them with certain constitutional must this broad sentiment, tllreatened with ex-

and legal forms, Ires fouad that immovahle point tinction or coolness on account of its very extent,
of ,support for politics, that iT,cone_lssum quid be rekindled at the hearth of family affection.
whicb Descartes looked fur for philosophy; hc Under the kindly action of maternal instruction,
will passjadgment onfaitaaccomplis, even when he under the influence of common joys and sorrows.
sh'dl feel bis powerlessness to modify or oppose of participation in happiness and misfortune, is
them, and in the coudemnation of that which he tbrmed the faculty of loving with the greatest
is for_,ed to endure he will save his independence tenderness, delicacy and strength; the habit of
of character and dignity of mind. The firmness devotion, inspired by mutual affection and by the
of individuals is never of higher value than power of example; and that idea of solidarity,
amidst tile instability of institutions. Happy arc which, commencing with an attaclunent to tile

the nations which are only composed of citizens honor of the family name, rises to an heroic
.capable of controlling facts by principles, pride in the honor of thecommon country, and is

CHAllLES Dig Rl_fusA'r. willing to sacrifice all for it The sentiment of
fraWrnlty, which some men have wished to turn

FAMILY. The state, at its inception, had to do against the family in order to extend it to all the
not with individuals only, as the baseless hypoth, members of the human race. acquires a precise
esisof certain philosophers would have us believe, meaning and has its origin only in the bosom of

but it found itself in presence of the family, a the family itself, Is not the quality of father.
primitive agglomeration of individuals with its husbatMd, orphan, mother or widow that which
own moral and material unity. Such are thc interests aml touches us in others, so that we fee:
('ntirely natural limits which are presented to the disposed to give them real affection and efficient
all-powerful action of politics. If the individual" aid? Are not tim most accessible avenues to our
exist_ of ldmself, if he has a destiny and duties to heart o_l that sidc?--Almost all communistic sects

fulfill, what social authority can without crime have sketched for us a picture charged with the
do away with that free and responsible person, evils which spring from the family. The family,
ality, hinder the pursuit of this end, or place they say, renders one egotistical, selfish, and ener-
obstacles in the way of the accomplishment of vales himwho yieidsto its influence. The family
these duties? How can it claim to be master of renders one egotistical ! It would be more just
the thoughts, the religion, the labor, the savings to recognize that it frees man from his isolated

of the individual? Are not these things which self, and his solitary brutality. Is it not true.
,belong to his own individual domain, which are that, even ia countries of the highest civilization,
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which offer the loftiest objects _or a_ection and society.-- By protecting tile family as well as tile q
the noblest employments for the activity of man, individual ill its essential rights against tile attacks
bachelors are considered, and too often justly, a_ of legislative omnipotence, we (lo not intend to
forming the moat egotistical part of the nation? claim that polities and legislation have no legiti-
The family renders one selfish ! There is some matepower over the family. Families have rela-
truth in this allegation, but let us take the trouble lions with the state, which it belongs to the state
qo see if it does not rather redound to the credit to regulate. Thus neither marriagc, nor the right
than to tile blame of tile family. Is it not better of bequeathing property, nor paternal authority
to work for one's own than for one's self or not to itself, is a thing entirely given up to the arbitrary
work at all? All socmtyderives profit from these will of individuals. The family has been succes-
tnereasc_ efforts and this foresight, ls not the sively modified and improved. Although this is
capital necessary for its support and development chiefly due to morals, the action of the law has ,lot
formed and accumulated ,n this way? Who, with been without it,s effect. Law, governed by a purer

the exception of a few dreamers, can believe that morality and the precepts of Christianity, has
there could be manifested by the individual, for abolished legal concubinage and punished adul-
the sake of his country and humanity shine, the tery Law haslimited the arbitrary and absolute
vit'tuc which consists i,1 depriving one's self of power of the father of the family, and t',ken
all enjoymexlts, in order to _ve. and tile courage under its proteetio,i the life of the child, as it
to devote one's self with zeal to thankless and defends its mind against the perver._e in¢tructio,1
obscure labor? The family enervates, it is said; whioh, under cloak of the family, might seek to
say, rather, that it softens hearts ,rod that it pol- lead it a_tray aml corrupt it. The action of law,
i.-hes manners. We arc thankful that with the purified hy religion and hy philosophy, has _mc-
sentiments it nourishes there is no danger of tiffed the rights of 1,voInall, herdignity, her equal-
seeing again either the first or the last of the it3"as a nlora] l)er_;Oll, and prote('ts heragainst the
Brutuses, or Peter the Great, sacrifi(:ing his son caprices, the bad tr(,atment or the desertion of her
to political necessity. Is it very certain that this husband. It is the law, finally, which, together
is so great a misfortune', p Doubtless there exist with the influence of morals, manners and cus-

weak men who are enervated by the pleasures of toms. relegated into tilt. depths of the past the
the family more titan they are strengthened by oriental family, with its debasing l)olygamy ;
its trials; but shou](t the. legitimate repose and and the Greek faniily, in which, it is true, the
happiness be condemned, which we, worn out head of the family no longer bought women.
in the struggles of life, seek under the beloved and had but one legitimate wife by her own
shelter of the domestic roof ?--The family is the ('olisent and that of her parents, but which
first germ of society, the first school of the senti- permitted a plurality of eoueuhines, and in certain
ments and of duty. The rare attempts at abel- ('a,_es authorized the marriage of brother and
ishing the family, which the world has witnessed, sister. The law substituted a superior form in
have strikingly prove(t that these attempts, al- I)]ace of the Roman family, which made the
ways ephemeral, destined in the mind of their husl)nnd at)solute master of the person and prop

originators to strengthcn the .social bond, turned (,r13"of his wife, gave him the right to condemn
against society itself. The absenceof the family, her todeath, axed did not raise the legitimate wifv,
pitilessly sacrificed, at Lacedemonia. plunged the after she had become a mother, ttbovc her own

citizens into the most shameful vices, destroyed children. The law also greatly modified tile fen-
arts and literature, and cllanged a free city into a dal family, with its hal._h trait_ and shocking me-
sort of military convent. A right no less sacred qualities.-- Politics have also had aa effect upon
than individu.d liberty is the property derived the constitution of the family, 'rod it would not
from it through the application of its labor, and be difficult to rcnder this truth even more obvious
as an extension of the faculties which constitute by the aid of hi_tory. Monarchic'tl power was

the person. No civilization without guaranteed pleased to borrow its most naturnl and touching
property. Granted ; but no property worthy of symbol from paternal power, and paternal power

that name without the family. What would the itself has played the r61e of absolute monarch.
family be, if it possessed nothing of its own ? Feudal society and the feudal family were made
Hence it is seldom that these two bases of society in tile image of each other. The more _ociety is
are not attacked at the same time. It is because subjected to the artifieial arrangements of violence
the family, with the institution of property which and conquest, the more the animating spirit of
it necessitates, involves a certain inequality of the family "rod the laws which govern it assume
comlitions, that it is blamed and its destruction a hard and pitiless ehara('ter. The 1)rohib_tion

wished for. It is for this very reason that we of marriages between plebeians and the patrician
pr'dsc itin the name of political science, and that race at Rome, the absolute subordination of
we wish to maintain it. Inequalities which are woman and the rights of males in the family of
founded upon monopoly and privilege are most the middle ages, and the ._hnost forced inheritance

frequently harmful. Those which arise from of professions. "lfford additional proof_ to those
tile respect given to the variety of aptitudes, of already given. The efforts of Chri,tianitv. and of
meritsaud the free development of the best senti, modern times seem to have been (hrected toward
merits of thc human heart, are the very life of replacing thc family upon its most natural bases.
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Tile less politics interferes with tile family and the day. Sully, the able minister of Henry IV.,
tile less it believes itself lwrmitted to interfere, seeing the dilapidation of the public rcvemm oc-
the moreill general both Ill(! nation and thefamily easioaed by this system, by which, out of cue
gain. The principal la_k of polities is torespeet hundred anti fifty millions paid by the people,
this material amt moral comlition of the existence only thirty millions reached the trea.-ury, opened
and improvement of individuals--the,family-- the contracts for farming the taxes to public
and to cause it to be respected. A free nation is auction, given them to the highest bidder, ac-
composed of free families, and the tyranny of cording to the lmcient Roman practice. By this
laws introduced into the family onlybears witness means he greatly increased the revenue of the
to the tyranny which reigns in society aml the state. But the practice of private eonlraets
state, lIExm BAUDIIILLltR'I. through favor or bribing was renewed under the

following reigns. Colbert, the minister of Louis
FAREWELL ADDRESSES (irr U. S. His- XIV, called the farmers of the revenue to a

TORY). (I.) In 1792, Madison, at W,'tshington's severe account, and by an act of power deprived
request, furnished him a draft of an address to the them of their enormous gains. In 1728. under
American people on his expected retireme.ut in the regency, the various individual lea_'s were
1799. Having been prevailed upon to accept a united into a ferme g6n6rale, which was let to a
second term of office, Washington again took company, the members of which were henceforth
up, in 1796, the idea of a farewell addre,_s to the called fermiers g6n6raux. In 1759, Silhot, ette,
Americau people. It was dated Sept. 17. 1796, mimster of Louis XV., quaslied the contracts of
m_d though containing portions of Ma(li_on's the farmers general, and levied tim taxes by his
former (ll'_tf[, wa.,, mainly the wol k of Hamilton own agents But the s3"sten) of contract,, revived :
and _V_tsliiiiglon. Its Ino.,t ilnportant pal:.t_ral)ii for tilt. court, the ministers anti favorites were al|
was its rectunmeml'ttion of abstention from aa_3" well disposed to them, at private bargailis weler
interference with European affairs, a principle nmde with the farmers general, by which they
whi¢h ha_. since generally ch'n'aeterized the pol- paid large sums as doueeurs. Ia the time of

ivy of all American statesmen and given mo,t of Necker, thecompanyconsisted of forty-four mere-
its succes_to American diplomacy. It was further hers, who paid a rent of one hundred aml eighty-
extended in 1823 to include abstention by Euro- six mdlions of livrcs, and Necker calculated their
pean powers from interferem.e in American profit at about two millions yearly--no very ex-
•affairs. (See MoxaoE I-)OCTm.'_E.)-- (II) At the traordinaJ T sum, if correct. But independent of
end of his second term of office, President Jack- this profit there were tim expenses of collection,
sou i._sued a farewell address to the American "rod a host of subalterns to support: the company
peoph,. ,laled 3lurch 3, 1837. It is a fair sum- had its officers and accountants, receivers, toilet-
mary of the princq)les ou which he had centered tots, etc., who, having the public force at their

the party of which he wa._ the leader. See dispo,al, ('ommitted numerous acts of injustice
DEMOCIC.ATI(;RCr'um,[('ax P._RTY. IV.) -- See(I.) toward the l)eol)le, e_pecially the ponrer chtss,
1 Statesman's Manual ted. 1858), 69; 4 Hildreth's hy distr:Hning their goods, selling their chattels,
United b'tute,_, 685; 1 Schouler's Utdted Stales, 331; etc. The " gabelle" or sale of sMt. among others,
12 Washington's Writings, 382; 2 Marshall's Life was a fruitful ._ource of ol)pression. I_ot satisfied
,f lVashiJ_gtem ted. 1831), 396; (II.) 2 Statesman's with obliging the people to pay for the sldt tit the
2)lranual ted. 1858), 1054; 3 Parton's Life el Jack- price fixed upon it in the name of the king, they
son, 627. A.J. actually obliged every individual above eight

years of age to buy a certain quantity of salt
FARMERS GENERAL. Fermierq ,..,_qa(:raux whether wanted or not. But the rule wits aot

was the name .ffiven in France under the old mon- alike all over France; in some provinces, which
arehyto acompany whi(.h t'armedeertain bran('hes enjoyed certain privilege% ._dt was nine livres
of the public revemle, that i_ to say, contraete(I the one hundred weight, while in others it cost
with the govermnen! to l)ay into the treasury a sixteen, and in some sixty.two livres. In some

fixed yearly -,tim, taking upon itself the collection provin(,cs the quantity required to bc purcha-_d
of certain taxes ,l,_ "tn equivalent. The system of per head was twenty-five pounds weight, in
farming the taxes was,mold custom of theFrench others it was nine pounds. And yet the prov-
monarchy. Under Francis I. the rew,nuc arising ioces, nay the individual families of each prov-
from the sale of s-dr was farmed by private indi- ince, were prohibited under the severest l)en
viduals in each town. This was, and is still in alties from accommodating each other's wants,

' France and other countries of Europe, a too- and buying the superfluous salt of their neig!l-
nopoly of the government. The government re- bors, but whoever wanted more salt than h_s

serves to itself the power of providing the people obligatory allowance was obliged to resort to
with salt, which it collects in its stores, and the government stores. Besides, every m'ticle
sells to the retailers at its own price. This too. of provisions that was exported from one prov-

nopoly wns first a_sumed by Philippede Valois in ince to another was subject to duties called
1350. Other sources of revenue were likewise traites. Every apprentice on being bound to
farmed by several individuals, most of whom a master was bound to pay to the king a certain
were favorites of the court or of the minister of sum according to the nature of the trade, and
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nfterward a much larger sum on his admission to I or a new combination of colors in dry goods, or
practice his trade as a master. These few ia- _ a new s[ylcoz Iurniture or of coat. aad who suc-

.,dances may serve to convey an idea of tar,'ation _ ceeds ill bringing his invention into fa.,hion, may
ia France previous to tile revolution. A _ively I derivc great advantage from it e-pecial y if his
but faithful picture of the whole .'.vstem is given _ right to it ise'uaranteed him. ()a 1he other hand

ia Breton's lI_toire FiJ_am'i¢.re _h" hi fl'ra,,c, _, 2 the individuals wllo po_-e_s a supply of articles
vols., 8vo, Paris, 1829. Tile farmers general, out of lh,hion, exl)eriellce ;).lo_, It is the s;_.me
as tile a_euts of /hat system, (:omilJg into ira- _itll themanufa(,turcr_aml _orkmell_hodvvol(,

Ine(liale contact with th(:l)eop]c, drew upon them- therrlseJv(.s to the production of lhe,e ar_i(.le_.
selves a ploporlionate share of 1)ol)ular h'ltr(,d. W]len the new f_)-shion varies St:llsibly front tilt.
But tile revolution swept away the farm('rsgen- old. " It is well known," said Mahhlz_, "ilow

ev.ll, and p_lt an end t,_ the s)',tt.m of farming -ubject P:lrli('u]arnlanutactules are. to lai]. front
the lev('nll(..-.,: it equalized the (hlties and t;Ixes ill(_,caprice., of ta,_te. The we;_versof Sl)italiie]ds

'Ill over 1,_ran(.(.; but tl_e lnonol)oly of the salt were ])lunzed illtO tile most severe distress by the
atJd trdla(.t.(t It;is remained, as w(.)l as the dnties fashion of Insulins instead of silk¢ ; and great
on provisions, cattle and wine bl'(mght illtO Paris numbers of wolknlen in ShetIie]d an(1 Birming-
and other large towa._, ¢'alled the octroi, an(I ]lHin were for a tiluc thlox_ n out of Vnll)lo)-nlent,
the right of s(._rchil_g by tile octl-o_ olti,.crs, if owilJg to the adolltion of shoestrin,:_ and ('overed
Ill(.)" think fit, tdl carriages nnd mdividnals en- Inlttons, instead of buckles and nwtal buttoll_"
terms the barriers or gales of the same.- The (Princil)lcsof Pop llation chap xiil) Thousauds
Roulan sy_lem of levying taxe% at least aft( i" the of aualo,..,ou,_ fa(:ls nli/ht be cited. -- M'('ullo_:h

rt'lmbiic had begun 1o acquire territ,)vy Otlt of finds in these disturbances o(.'¢'aslo_l(..d ])y f:t¢]lmn
ha]y, was by farnling theln OLII. In the later an argxuncnt for the poor-tax. ' It may be ob-
l)criod of tile rel)ub]ic the farmers _cre ft'onl the served," lie _a),% "' that o_ing to (.hall,r(.,, of

[)oily of tile e(luestrian ordel', individual_ used fashi[m, _ _ _- tltose engaged in xnalltl[ll('tiil'illg
tO form companies ora._sociations for tarming the elnl)lo)'lnents are necessarily exposed to many
taxesof aparticu]ardistrict: the taxes _ere let by vicissitudes And when their nulnber is .'.o very
the censors for a period of five years They were great as in this country [Englal_d]. it is quite in-
probat)ly let to those who bid highest. These disl)ensable that a resourceshouhl beprovith.d fur
farmers were called publicani, and by the Greek their snpport in periods of adversity." (PrbL of

writers tchmae (re,'trbvat), which is rendered Polit. Econ., part iii , chap. iv.) _Ve'donotwholl)
by publicans in the English version of the New share the ol)inion of Mr. M'Culloch on this sub-

Testament, where they are aPl)ropriately classed ject. tIow, in fact, does fashion operate ot_ ('er
with sinners, fox" they were occuscd of beiug often lain industries and ou certain classes of lab )rcrs':

guilt), of great extortion. These tax collectors in It acts as a r/,_k Now this risk, which may re-
the pl'ovincc were, however, only the agents. The sult in ]oss(,s to the manufactur_,rs and in stop-
lwincipals generally resided at Rome, where the page of _ol'k to the workmen, mu_t necc,,_aviiy
;_ff'drs of each associati(m (Sol'iotas) were man- be covered, so that the l)lOtits of the one (']a-s and

aged by a director called a magister. The indi- the wages of the other nlay be in ju._t l)Vopor-
vidual memllcrs hel(l shares (partes) ill the umlcr- lion to the average profits and wages ill oth_,r

taking. There was also a chief mamlger in the branches of production. If it were otherwise,
province or district of which the company farmed if the risk arising fronl the fluctuatnms of fashion
the tax, who was called promagister.-- There are were not completely covered, capital ' and labor

no nleans of kn,)wing what prol)ortions of the wouh] soon cease to resort to branches subje(.t to
taxes collected rcachc(I the Roman trca._ury (tera- this pllrticular risk. Then, competition dinlinish-
rium). Numerous complaints of the ral)acity of ing ill these bralwbcs, profitsaml _ageswouhl nut
the publicani or theiragentsoccur in the classical fail to increase nntil there wa_ucompc_lsation for
wrlte_,.s. These publicani were the moneyed men the risk This bt.ing granted, suppo.,e a law in-
of the late republic and the early empire, and their tervene to guarantee to the workman a niil_innml
aidwasoftenrequived by the statc for advances of of subsistence dul'ing the time hc is throwu

mouey when the treasury was emllty. Part of out of cnLployment in conseqncn(.c of the earls-
the real-administration probably came from the lions of fa.shion ; what will result ": The ri,k
Publicani sub-letting the taxe% which s('ems to arising from that cause beizlg partially c(_vt.vvd
have been done, sometimes at least. Bon.,_. or compensated, the result will be that the _ a,.,t.,

of the workman will be lo_el'cd by au amolmt

FAR}IIN_, Large and Small. (See A(mi precisely equal to the risk covered, that i._ t, _-ay,
C_LTURE.) by the amount of the tax. How theu can the

tax be of advantage to the Wol'kulau, s_n(.c it
PASIIIONS, Political Economy of. Fash- will not in reality have increase(] the amount

vm exercises considerable influence on a number of his resources? Doubtless tile worknlan might,
of industries, particularly on those pertaining to llave squandered his wages and have found ]tim-

!'h)ttdng and lodging. Every change in fashion self destitute when tile fashiou (:ante to change,
l, a _Ource of profit to some persons and of loss and tlle conseqnences of tile risk to f_ll tlpf)ll him.

to others. .& man who invents a tlew design The l)oor-tax is nothing but _lli obligator 3 ._avil_gs64 VOL. II.-- 11
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bank, whose fu.nds are levied from his wages, the development of industry, and the fine arts, one
and on which lie has the right tt_ draw when out becomes convinced that the vivifying impulse
of employment. But must not a bank of this which it gives to the spirit of invention anti inn-
kind, by freeing the workman from the necessity provement more than compensates for any injury
of foreseeing the critical period.,, and providing it causes. Besides, fashit_ns have their hmits of

for them, perpetuate his intellectual and moral longevity, whose average may be easily calculated,
inferiority? Is it not an iJ_s*tranee fbr which he and which the experience of'producers, in lack
pays too high :t premium?-- J. B. Say looked at of a table of lnort.dily prepared ad lw,', is apt in
the influence of fashion from a different point of estimating. Rarely does an intelligent manufac-

view. According to that eminent economist, tater produce more of any design or shade than
frequency of elnmges ia fashion occasions a ruin- the consumption can absorb before this design or

ous waste. "A nation and private individuals this shade is out of fashion; anti if, perchance.
will give evidence of wisdom." lie says, '" if they his prevision has proved incorrect, if the fashion
will seek chiefly articles of slow consumption pas._es by sooner than be had foreseen, he easily
but in general use. The fashions of such artich,s finds some way of getting rid of the excess of
will not be very changeable. Ftmhion ha.,, the his merchandise among the large class of con-
privilege of spoihng things before they have lost sumers who are hehind the times. A certain
their utility, often even before theyh:_velost their kind of dress goods or a certain hat which has
freshness : it increases consumption, and con- ] become antiquated at Paris, may yet, after tw_
demns what is still excellent, comfortable and or three years, delight thebelle, of' lower Brittany
pretty, to beit3g no longer good for anything, or of South America. -- We have just pointed out
Consequently. a rapid sueces._iun of fashions ira- the influence fashion has on 1)reduction. Let us
poverishes a stale by the consumption it ocea- now consider briefly its characteristics anti tit(,
sinns and that whwh it arrest_."--These words of causes which determine its wiriations. Fashion

5I. Say arc evidently most judicious but we need is not almle affected by the physical influence of
not because of them, or because of the above- the temperature of a country and the moral influ.
•lUOted observation of Malthu% condemn fa,llion enee of the taste and character of the population.

from an economic point of view; for if fashion it is also largely subject to the. influence of the
,t.auses a certain ll;nm and certain disturbances, social and economic organization. The institu-
especially when its fluctuations are too frequent, tions of a people are reflected in it as in a mirror.

in return, it is one of the 1)rime moversof artistic , Consequently, in countries where the abuses of
_nd industrial progrcss. This will be apparent privilcge and despotism permit a class considered.
from a single hypothetical case. Let us suppose as superior to maintain their idleness at the ex
that fashion shouhl cease to exercise her influence; pense of the rest of the nation, the fashions arc
that the same taste and the same style shouht con- ' commonly ostentatious and complicated. They
Tinue to prevail imlcfinitcly, in respect to cloth- ' are ostentations, because the privileged orders
iug, furtltture and dwelling._, will not thisl)erma- feel the nece_ity of dazzling the multitude by
_lenee of fashion give a mortal blow to artistic ' the splendor of their external appearance, and of
and industrial progress? Who, pray, will exer- I thus convincing them that they arc made of su-
ci.,e his ingenuity to invent anythitig new in perior clay--" from porcelain clay of earth," _lS
the line of clothing, furniture or dwellings, if the Dryden said. The fashions are also complicated.
(.onsumers have a dread of change, if every rood- because the privileged class have all the leisll]e
ification (if-the fashion is considered an offense, necessary to dcvotea long time to their toilet, the
or even interdicted bylaw? People, in that case, sumptuousness of which serves, as has been said,
will always do the same things, and, in all likeli- to inspire in the wdgar an exalted idea of those
hood, will always do them, b_sides, in the same who wear it. But let the condition of society be

manner. Let the taste of the consumers, on the changed; let the privileged ones disappear; let
other hand, be variable, and the spirit of inven- the superior classes, henceforth subject to the law
lion, of improvement, will be powerfully slimu- of compctition, be obliged to employ their facul

iated. Every new combination adapted to please ties in earning their subsistence; we at once see
the taste of consumers becoming then asource of fashions become more simple; and the embroid-
profit to the inventor, every one will exercise his ered coats, short clothes, dresses with trains or

ingenuity in devising s()mething new, and the with panicrs--in a word, all the magnificent
_tetivity liras given to the spirit of invention will aud complicated apparel of aristocratic fashion--
be must favorable to the development of industry are seen to disappear, to give place to attire easily
and the fine arts. It will sometimes happen, adjttstable aml comfortable to wear. In a pam-
doubtles_s, that ridiculous fashions will be substi- phlet entitled. "England. Ireland and America.

tared for elegant ones; but under the influcnce of by a Manchester Manufacturer," Richard Cobden
a desire for change, that butterfly passion, as a pointed out, in 1835, with much acuteness and
Fourierite would call it, which gives birth to humor, the necessities which had operated within

fashion, till'; invasion of bad taste wouhl be tran- a half century to bring about this economic
sient, and pe.oplc would continually advance by change of fashion. Mr. Cobden depicted the
improvement upon improvement.--On examin- old London merchant with his magnificent co_-

ing the ltdtueace which fashion exercises over tame and his formal manners, and showed how a
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merciless competition caused the disappeanmce, the windows, whieb were constructed of plate
of this model of the good old time_, to substilute glass, with elegant frames extending from the
for it a modern type, witll dress and habils infi- ground to the ceiling, were made to blaze with
nitely more economical. "Such of our readers," all the tempting finery of the day. Wc all know
he says, "as remember the London tradesman of the result that followed from this very uuequal
thirly )ears ago, will be able to call to mind the rivalry. One by one, the a,_(.ient and quiet fol-
p_wdered wig and the queue, flic prcci.-e shoes lowers of the habils of their atwe._tors 3 iclded
;m(1 buckles, and the unwrinkled silk hose and before the active competition of their more alert
fi::ht inexprcssibles that char;aetcrized the shop- neighbors. Some few of the less bigoted dis_i-
keeper of the old school. Whenever this stately l)les of the ohl _chool adopled the ncw-li,_,ht sy.--
personage walked abroad on matters of trade, tom; lint all who tried to stem the stream were
however pressing or iml)ortant, he never forgot overwhelmed; for with grief wc add. that the
for a moment the dignified step of his fo;efathers, very la.,t of these very interesting specimens of

_hile nothing gratified his self-complacency olden time that survived, (joining the two gener-
more than to take his gohl-head(.d cane in hand, ations of London trade_men who._e shops used

•rod, leaving his own sho l) all the wlfilc, to visit to gladden the soul of eve_3" tory pedestrian in
his poorer neighl)ors, and to show his authority Fleet street), with its uurcf_Jrnwd windows, has

by inquiring into their _ffairs, settling thcir dis- at lcngth di._appeared, having lately pas_ed into
putes, and coml)clhng them to be honest and to the Gazette, that schedule of anti reforming
manage their establishments according to his traders."--From this ir_genious 'rod clever skelch
plan. His business was conducted throughout we can clearly sec the ne(,essily which deter
upon the formal mode of his ancestors. His mined the simplifi(.;_fion of the fashions of the
_qerks, his shopmen _md porters, till had their the old rSgime. This necessity arose from the
appointed costumes; and their intercourse with suppression of the ancient privileges which l)er-
each other w'_s disciplined according to estab nfitted a member of the corl)orate body of trades-
iNhed laws of etiquette. Everyone had his espe- men, or a manufacturing mechanic who had
<,ial department of duty, and the line of demarca- attained the rank of master, to pa,_s his time at
lion at the counter was marked out and observed his toilet or to nwddle in the qunrrels of his

with all the punctilio of neighboring but rival neighbors, instead of giving his pttention t() his
-t.tt_,s. The shop of this trader of the old school own business: it arose from the extensive growth
velained all file peculiarities and inconveniences of competition, which obliged every merchant,
,,f former generations; its windows displayed no ev(,ry manufacturer, every heard of a business en
_audy wares to lure the wtlgar pas_r-by, and terprise, to take into acconnt the value of time,
_he panes of glass, inserted in ponderous wooden under 1)enalty of seeing his name finally inscribed
t'rames, were constructed exactly after the ances- under the fatal heading of ba,kruptcies. A r('-
tral pattern. _* a _ Tim present qge produced gimeofcon_i)ctitiondocslmtpcrnfitthesamefash-
a new school of traders, whose first innovatio_ ions as a r6gime of privilege; and fashion is a._
was to cast off the wig, and cashier the harber sensitive to modifications arising from the inte-
with his ix)mature-box, by which step an h(mr rim" ('cononly of society as it is to changes of tern
w;m gained in the daily toilet. Then' next change p(,rature. This being so, it is nbvmus that it is
was, Io discard the shoes and the tight uumcn- wrong for a govcrmnent to attempt to influence
tion:tbles, who_ ('omplicated details of buckles fashion by obliging, for examph,, its servanls to
and straps and whose elo_e adjustment occupied wear sumptuous and elaborate al)pare]. In fact.
another half hour, in favor of Wcllingtons and one of two results follow. :Either the state of
pantaloons, which were whipped on in a trice, society is such that the dominant cla__ses find it to
and gave freedom, though, perhaps, at the their advantage to'display a certaill ostentqtion
expense of dignity, to the personal movement.s in their dress; and in this case it i_ useless to
during the day. Thus accoutered, these supple impose it on them, or even to recommend it to
dealers whisked or flew, just as the momentary them. Or the state of society is such that people

calls of business became more or less urgent; in all ranks of society have something better to
while so absorbed were they in their own interests do than to spend a long time over their toilet: iu
that lhey scarcely knew the names of their nearest this case, what good can result from the interven-
nfqghbors, nor cared whether they lived peace- tion of government in matters of fimhion? If
ably or not, so long as they did not come to sumptuousness of qttire b_,(.omcs general, if men
b_eak their windows, blor did the spirit of inno- accustom themselves to accord to dress a p,)rtion
v:_tion end here; for the shops of this new race of the time demanded by their affairs, will not
of dealers underwent as great a metamorphosis society suffer harm? If, on the contrary, the

a_ Ihcir owners. While the internal economy of example given above is not followed, if the mag-
the_e was reformed with a view to give the nificence of the costumes of thc court _md the
nlmost facility to the labor of the establishment, 'rote-chamber is not imitated, will not this dis-

I,y dispensing with forms and tacitly agreeing l)lay form a shocking dissonance in a busy com-
('_en to suspend the ordinary deferences due to munity? Will it not produce an impression
-t, ion lest their observance might, however analogous to that one receives from ;I masquer-

,-Iighlly, impede the business in hand; externally, ade? A government should then carefully avoid
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interference in this matter. It should follow of glory, what a weakening of consciences, wh:_t
fashions, not direct them.- To recapitulate: scepticism, what a criminal disavowal of tim
Fashion, looked at from an economic point of principles in which the France of 1789 had put
view, exercises on thc improvement of produc- all its faith! When French soldiers were tainted

tion an influence who_ utility more thau com- with the folly of military triumphs, French cili-
penmttes for the damage which may result from zen_ h'td once more forgotten the old word paU@
its fluctuations On the other hand. it is natu- (.frtllle_'lal_d), or only pronounced it with a disdain-
rally established and modified by various caus,.'s, ful smile. It has not regained favor in France
among which economic causes hold an import:tat since. _o one says, it is,trn(,, as in the time of the
place. When people do not under_tand the abbe Coyer, that he serves the king. That way
necessities which determine its changes, they of speaking has grown antiquated even in France.
establish artificial fashion¢, which have the ),Ien no longer serve the king, but the slate. Thi._
double disadvantage of beta,.., 'roll-economic and is assuredly a morc noble service, since the noti<)n
ridiculous G DE MOI.IN.kRL of the state and that of the fatherland arc fr_,-

E. J. L., Tr quently confounded. Still the two terms are fi,r
from being synonymous. Insurrection would

FATHERLAND. Toward the middle of the never be "the most sacred of duties" as i_

last century a witty French abbe, who was at the taught by a c(,lebrated maxim, if the slat_, did

same time a humorist and a philosopher, the ,tbbc not sometimes command what the fatherland f_z
Coyer, exclaimed, ill one of his fits of petulance, bids.--The slate may be defined as a being of the
"Wlmt is there vulgal' or harsh ill the wold reason, whose matter and f_)t'm are equally v_gue

pattie (fathe_'!a_d) to drive it from tile I'm- _Hld undetermined. Properly sl)eakit_,_,, I kno_
guage? It is seldom or never heard either in the the stale only under the foz'm _)f the indivi(lu;d_
('ountry or in the cities, still less at the court who govern in its name. ] do not lhelefol'e owe
Old men have forgotten it, children have nevt.r it absolute submission under all Cil'CUlllstaIw('_.
le.arned it. I look for its use. in that crowd of Louis XIV. w_ts able to stly: " L'etat c'est _loi.""
writers who instruct us in what we know already, Eve_ T duty, moreover, supposes a moral sanctiot_.
and I find it only in a verb" small number of I love my God, my family, my country, and I
philosophers. A polishell man will not write il. ought to love them. But xxhat kind of worship

It would be much worse if he pronounced it. I or h)ve is to be offered to the state? The state i-
ask this citizen who always bears arms, What is not deal' to all noble hearts. This is enough to
your employment? I serve the king." he an- show that. in political science, as well as in evel'y
swers. Why not the fatherland? The king him- oti,er science, it is nccess,'lry to distrust mt.I;J-
self was made to serve il. I am outspoken, very physi(.s and tile mere creatures of the rca:t,tl.
much so." Our abl)c asks afterward when this What, on the contrary, is more real than the
word fcll into such discredit in Fr_tncc. "It fatherland; and what morc beautiful word is
was," he says. "under the ministry of Cardin'_l . there? The family, iu which the father corn-

Richelieu." "Colbert." lie add.,,, "was well fitt(,(I [ inands, is tile most elementary of societies In
to restore it, but he thought that ki_dom and other words, domestic life is the fi_'st degree of

J'allaerla_d meant tlle same thing." This willy and _o(.ial life. There, as Homer s%vs, "ea('h one
able attack wits characteristic of the abhe C()yer. separately governs his _ivc,_ ;lad sons, as does a
an avowed disciple of Montesqulcu, though a master." Thus, in the mo_t remole _tgcs whose
Jesuit; an ardent rcpubhcao, though preccplor history we can study, the dii ]_m'ii arc the l)e_,tt-
of Prince Turenne.--Whcn the French rew)lu- tes, the gods of the paternal hearth Later, file
lion. so long in preparation, was lit length fatherland becomes the cily. ")qatb);le Graiu._
effected, ttle word fatherbt_M (l)at_) r(.gained it_ _t_, barba_'tts," s;_ys Cicero, "patriot ,.Itheni_,m_i._
popularity. It was enough for a few men clothed a,_t L_tce(h,mo_tit_s " Common interest united dif-
with a questionable tx)wer to writ(, this word on fcrent families. Brought together by the neces-

a flag, and unfurl this flag before the eyes of the sity of mutual protection, they entered inlo a pact
multitude, to cause fourteen :lrmies to spring wi_ich made their interests common. From this
from the earth, so to speak; and these fourteen aro_ tlle imperious duty of e'_ch one to strugg]('
armies of improvised soldiers defeated the best and if neces_ry to dic for the fatherland of all
troops of Europe, the ablest, tilt, best exercised, In wlmt does virttm consist, if not in the scrupu-

the most worthy of the confidence of kings. It lous fulfilhneut of some duty? The virtue of tlH.
seemed a miracle. But it came to pass that lifter patriot of Athens or Rome was to make an entir(,
having so bravely purged the soil of tile father- ,_acrificc of himself to his own city, and to tre'il
hind from foreign h()sls, and justly punished as an enemy whoever lived in a neighboring c_ty.
some of the chiefs of the eonspi_'acy gotten up Later, cities inht_lliled by citizens of the same ra('t'
,tgainst French liberty, tile conscripts, after they [:()me together to rcpet au invader from distant
became veterans, forgol the fatherland in their regions, and, after a successful use of their allied
dreams of glory To brilliant successes lament- forces, they elect, or submit to a common chief,
able reverses succeeded. Should they alone be according to circumstances. Their agreement
blamed for these disa._ters? Before those enter- gives them strength; this strength assures them

prises were undertaken in search of the vainest peace. During peace a daily exchange of services
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takes place, and national unity is established, but as thereis an opposition, this opposition brings
Thenceforth the definition of Cicero is no longer about the passage of laws which subject officials
(_xact; fatheNaad and _at/oJ_ no longer designate to conditions of .admission and abolish sinecures.

lwo different thi_gs; they designate the same To save themselves from public censure, thc min-
lhing differently considered.--There is no intelli- isters avoid committing too cvidcnt injustice, or
t_ence so rustic that it does not comprehend per- dispensing unmerited favors. In politics, Justice
fectly the word fat]wj'la_wl. According to some, is the daughter of Responsibility. _'-. B.
my fatherland is the hind, the terl'itory which I
,Hdmbit. This is a definition which is revohing FEDERAL GOVERNMENT. (See CONGRESS,
"The G-racchi, the Scipios under the tyranny of . EXI,;CUTXVE.)
Caligula," exclaims the at)be Coyer, "could they
regard I_a.)mc as their fatherland?" The protest FEDERALIST, The. Immediately after the
_f Chevalier de Jaucourt is no less vigt_rous: ! publication of the constitution Hamilton issued
'" Those who live under an oriental desi)oti._m, I the first of a series of papcl's by htmself, Madison
where no other law is known than the will of the and ,lay. in the "Indcpcndcnt Journal" of New
sovcreign, no other principle of government than York city, in cxpiauation _tnd defense of the
"/error, where no fortune, no life is in safety, new system of federal government, Gouverneur
_hosc, I say, have no fatherland." In other }Iort'is was also invited t_) take par't, but was prc-

words, where political liberty does not exist, vented by private business. The joint signature
there is a herd of slaves, not a nation of citizens, was at first A Citize_ ()f .New Yonk, afterward

It is the privilege of citizens, of fret. men, to l'ublitl_, and over this signaturc eighty.five essays
have a fathel'land. --It is felt at once that this were published from October, 1787, until March,

language belongs to the eighteenth century; that 1788, when they were collected in book form
it announces a social tempest. It is true that tile under the title of The Federalist. Jay wrote five
_amc indifference in regard to the native soil is essays: sixty-three arc claimed for Hamilton by
found in this fragment of an old poet, ¢.itc_l by his son, leaving fourteen to Madison and three to
Cicero. Patrga est ubieumque e_t belw. ]lot this their joint effort; but Madison is crc(lited by the
i._ it mere witticism. I should like to hear from Philadelphia edition of 1819, corrected by him-

the month of an exile that he lived in a foreign self, with twenty-nine essays, leaving fifty-one to
]aml without any desire, without any regret! Hamilton. The Federalist was widely read, and

B.H.,,UR_AU. aided materially in securing the adoption of the
constitution. A. ,1.

FAVORITISM. If favor always rewarded
merit, the envious alone would complain; moral FEDERAL PARTY, The (_ U. S. HISTORY).
it 3" and the general interest would be satisfied. The origin of the party, in the political scgrcga-
We know that this is not the case, and it ts prc- tion of the commercial and business elements from

.('i_'ly because favor ns so oftcn b_towed on the the mass of the peol)le, is given elsewhere. (_c
,unworthy that it is generally looked upon with ANTI-FEDERAl, PARTY.) But though the mas_ of
such ill will.--In our time, favor plays but a tbc I)arty was thus commercial, It had many
small part in poll)lea] society, and exactly a,_ its lcadc2_ ttnd au important part of its own body
('xce.,_ses disappear efforts tu'c made, not without who hchl very different views. These were most
result, to reduceits influence still further. When affeet(,d by the reflection that the revolution, by

the reign of favor, or rather of favorites, was at taking the United States out of the British cre-
sts height, no one dreamed of struggling against pire, had practically taken them out of thc fatal-
it. This was during the good old time of un- ly of nations. They de._ired a place in the civil-
hmited power, when the caprice of an al)so- ized world, a recognized rank among nail(ms--

lute sovereign might raise on tile shield and nationality--not a league of seliaratc nations.
clothe with omnfipotcnce the first man who They therefore wished for order, prosperity and
k_ew how to please him. Need it be said that an energetic goverument, l_ot, like the rest of
th_s was to raise the evils of despotism to a higher their pal'ty, for the sake of commerce and busi-
_lcgree? The least enlightened despot knows that ness, I)ut for the sakc of the nation. This, the
he should not venture too far; but his favorite only valuable political element in the federal

u tll not always be so circumspect, for he does not party, and the precursor of two other anti greater
H,k hiscrown. It is true that he exposes his life, parties which were afterward to take part in the
:Lad more tl_au once populations which could not seventy-five ye.lrs' (1790-1865) work of national-
z'e,ch the sovereign have taken vengeance on his izing the government, was stronger in leaders
lavorite, who thus expiated the faults of his than in following Thc country, which had

_hort-sighte(l protector. --The influence of the fa- c¢)mparatively little r_,al national feeling a._ yet,
vorite is distinguished from that of the camarilla was not rcady for it, and thc commercial part)',
m being manifest, while that of the camarilla is which had at fimt supported it, proved in the

•-_('ret.--Parliamentary rule is incompatible with end a faithless ally. The history of the party
fa_'oritism. A constitutional sovereign has rain- falls naturally into two periods, one (1789-1801)

it)ere to whom talent is indispensable if they arc in which the alliance between its two elements,
_o m:dntain themselves. They dispense favors, and its own hold upon power, grew yearly
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weaker, and a second (1801-20) in which it grew by desire for a very energetic govermuent in it_
less and le_ influential until it disappeared, its place. 3. The opposition (see A._TI-FEDERAI.
nationalizing principle reviving again with PA_tTY) was utterly disorganized. Its natural
stronger power of assertion in the whig and leaders of the Madison class had gone over to the

republican parties. (See those parties; also N,,_- federalists, its only principle of cohesion, opp(,
TION° UNITI_:D STATES)--I. 1789-1801. The sition to the constitution, had disappeared with

process of the adoption tff the constitution was the translation of the government to a new form;
exceedingly complex. The underlying difficulty and those of its mcmbel_ who were chosen to tim

was in mo_ cases that of overcoming the 1st congress at first followed the prudent court,;
repulsive force not only of the two sections, of abstaining from open ol)positiou to federalist

nortil and south, each of which had many ele. measures. We are thercfore indebted almost ('n-
merits ready for separate nationality, but also of tirely to the federal party, in which, however, the
the thirteen distinct political units which com- Madis,)n clement was as yet included, for all the
posed those sections, But on the surface other work of the first session by which the adminis-
causes were more actively apparent. At first, trative machinery of the government was put
while the idea of the former congrcssionalstruct- into shape as it still remains. The excellent or-
ure governed tim delibcrati,)ns of the convention ,_anization of the cxecut, ivc departments, of the
of 1787, the " large states" pressed the national federal judiciary, and of the territories, is always

plan earnestly. After the ncw political factor, with us as amemori'd of _he admi_istralive abil-
the senate, was introduced, the large states be- ity of the dead and almost forgotten federal
came recalcitrant, and finally ratified the consti- l)arty. --The. parly had at firs_ been satisfied with
tution with great reluctance. When, however, the obtaining of order and guarantees for corn
the confusion of the conflict had cleared away, it merce, foreign and dorne_tic; but the rcmark'd)le
was found tlmt the advantages accruing to and immedialc contrast betwee_a the national re
large and small states were fairly balanced, anti sults of the first or extra se._sion of congress
that the sub,tantial fruits of victory had been (March 4- Sept. 29, 1789) and the preceding chao._
gathered by the commercial classes, including in of the c,mfederation had a natural and constant
that term all interests not agricultural, excepting tendency to convert it to nation.dizing views.
manufactures, which wt-re as yet of no great ira- The nationalization of tim government had for
portancc. It was to tlwir behoof that the control years been the ruling dt, sil'e of Alexander tIamil-
over in(lividual citizens, over the army, over the ton, Washinglon'_ sect'ctary ,)f the treasury, and
navy, over taxatinn for natiomtl purl)OS(,s, over he now proved his title Io the leadership of a
comlnercial regulations, w.ls to be exercised in party which was but approa('hing the standard

future by a federal government, not by a jarring which he had long fixed upon. At the second
congeries of state legislatures; and tllcir activity, session of this congress (Jan. 4-Aug. 12, 17,90) he
intelligence, influence, and hearty SUpl)ort of thc offered to the housc of representatives his " plan
constitution secured to them in 1789 a contl,)l of for the settlement of the public debt," which

the new fed,,raI government so complete that it contained scveral features certain to obtain the
would hc (lifficult to specify a federal omt.e not support of the party bolL), in its commercial aml
then hehl by a federalist, for even Jefferson anti in its newer nationalizing a-¢pect. It_ first recom-
Randolph wcrc profcssedly of that parts,.. This mendation, the p'lymcnt of the foreign debt
initial success of the commercial party was due in full, was adopted unanimously. The second
tr) a, forluitous combinati,)n of three a_isting cir- recommendation, the funding trod payment at pay

cumst:tnccs, nnnc of whi,.ll couhl fairly be relied of the d(_mestic or "continental" debt, wliich
upon a_ p(.rmancat. 1. ]Va_hington's expericncc had fallen far below par, was opposed by mem-
of the confederation during the revolution had bers from agricultural districts as a commercial. ,_
pre(hsl)Osed him to favor an energetic rcpub- measure which would only benefit speculators,
lican government, and he therefore becdme the who were busily buying the evidences of debt ./
central figure of the federal party, in spite of his from holders ignorant of their value, biadison

own efforts to stand outside of party. Through- here divergcd from the federalists, and urged
out the norlhcra and middle states the right paymcnt in full to original holdm_ and the mar
of suffrage w_Ls thcn very generally restricted to ket value to hohiers by purchase; but ]:Iamilton'-_
freehohl,,rs, the small farmers being the control- recommendation was finally adopted. The third
ling class. With these Washington's name was recommendation, the assumption of state debt-
all powerful, and throughits silentinfluence their incurred in the revolution, was opposed as ana

support was _secueed fo_ the ratific'_tion of the tionalizing mv.asure, designed to degrade the
constitntion, and afterward for the federal party, states, to represent them as delinquent debtors,
2. In the south, where Wa-shinglon's influence and to attract the permanent support of the capi
was by no means so potent, a weaker but still re- tal of the country to the federal government. It
spectabte elcment, very similar to the last, was wtm carried in committee of the whole, ]_fart'h 9,

brought to the support of the constitution and ' by a vote of 31 to 2{}; but an anti.federalist rein-
the f_teralists by the influence of _Madison and forcement of seven members from the new state

others, who were actuated far more by contempt of North Carolina tul-ned the scale, and assump-

for the extreme weakues_ of the confederation than tion, having been reconsidered, April 12, was lost
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by a majority of two. It was, however, again indeed, but a blind and vague force as yet, and
introduced and carried by a bargain. (See CAP- was destined soon to be rejected by the commer-
ITAL, NATIONAt,.) Hamilton's first false step, cial selfishness which was at first its only avail-

however triumphant at first view, was in thus able conservator: but the principle survived, all(!
springing upon his supporters in congress, with- American politics has ever since felt the growing
out securing the acquic_ence of their non-corn- impulse which was first directly given by Itamil-
inertial leaders, this sweeping plan of financial ton's measures. Before the end of the 1.,,t con-
reform, which he might easily have made. accept- gress, the federal party was fairly committed to a
able both to them and to their commercial allies, support of his policy, which was in general :_u
;rod a new bond of union between the two. Con- follows, though t)ortions of it were never _ut"

fideut in his own ability and in his own rectitude cessfully carried out: 1. With a reliance upt)n
of intention, he demanded from the Madisonian agrieuhure a_ "l basi._ for exportations anti foreign
element a blind support which it would not give, commerce, duties on imports were generally
and the result was suspmion and alienation. For m'ltle high, with the view of encouraging infant
the next two years Madison, while supporting American ntanufactures by protfibiting tile irr,-

many isolated points of tiamilton's policy, is no portation of articles which could be mamffae-
longer the great federal pillar of debate ilJ the tured here, and of drawing a larger revemw fron_
house.--At the third session of this congress articles whose i.nportation was beyond control.
(Dee. 6, 1790-March 3, 1791), t_ o further items in (See PROTECTIOX.) 2. The power of internal

Hamilton's policy were adopted. It is probable taxation was at once asserted and enforced. 3
that his proposition to assume state tlebt, had The superfluous revenue, after the payment of
been intended to force, by an increase of debt, tile debt which had originally compelled the
the prompt exercise of federal powers, and par- adoption of tile frst two nn.asures, was to be
tieularly of the power to lay cxcise,_, which had devt)ted to the formation of a strong navy which
hitherto been in the states and was unfamiliar as was to protect comnn'ree; and 4, to the increase
an appanage of the federal government, though of the army; and the first opportunily w._ to be

expressly granted by the constitution. (See IN- taken to c,_nvince ill-di.,,posed .,,tate._ or ill-dis-
TERNAI, REVENUE, WltlSKYINsuItRECTION.) OH posed individuals that bolh had at last found

his recommendation an excise law, layin._ taxes their master Such was the magnificent ,,.truc.ture
on distilled spirits, was passed, March 3, 1791, and which the federal party proposed to creel upoll.;t
"Tim Bank of the United St'_tes" was chartered _oil which had been, but _t few months beft_r(,,

by acts of Feb. 25 and March 2, 1791. This last the shifting quicksand of the confederation. It
measure met a strong opposition, led by Madison is not wonderful that the more "high flyil_g"
in tile house, and by Jefferson and Randolph in federalists often regretted that th(. nalional gov-
tim cabinet. (See BA._'X CO._TROVEaSmS, II.) ernment had not been nntde still Sll'Ot_g_r and the

The arguments in its favor show that Ames, states still weaker, and that they felt. consider-
Sedgwick and other federalist leaders had now able distrust of their ability to early out their
fully assimilated ttamilton's broad construction plans to the end as the government w_,s then cnn-
theory., which defended every attempt to increase stituted. It is certain that their incautious utter-
the national, as distinguished from the state, antes soon enabled their political eneu|ies tt)
power and influence, on tim gr und of tile power clmrge them with a design of converting the
gTanted U_ congress to pass all laws "nc'ce_sary government into a mom_rchy or an oligarchy,
and proper for carrying into execution" the under the guise of a "lfigher-toncd" govern-
enumerated powers. Who was to judge of tim ment.--Duriug the 2d congres._ (Oct. 24. 1791-
necessity and propriety of a doubtful law? Con- March 2, 1793) the fetleral party retained its ma-
gl'ess itself, said Hamilton and his supporters, jority in congress and continued its work of
governed in the exercise of its discretion by its organizing a national government The post-
direct responsibility to the people, and secured office system was completely organized; the army

from the evil effects of possible error by the con- anti the tariff were i||c|'eased ; bounties were
servative influence of the federal judiciary. (See granted for the eneouragcment of fist|cries; and
COr_STRUCTm_, II.)---Within the limitsot asingle the president was f(,rmally authorized to call out
congress, then, Hamilton had raised his party tile state militi_t as a national instrument for
from the narrow-basis of commercial interest to enforcing the laws. But before tl.'e cx_d of this

the broader foundations of nationalization, and he congress the reaction had begun under the lead
had done it ahnost unaided. He had taught the of Jefferson, tlm secretary of state, and hit first

commercial classes that their safi,,ty and prosper- auxiliaries were drawn from the )Iadison element
itv were best secured by close alliance with the which ttamilton lind so unhwkily estranged.

federal government, and the)- in their turn had When resolutions censuring Hamilton's official
so reacted on their congTesaional representatives conduct were brought up in the hou.,w, late in
as to make them Ham|Iron's eager followers. February, 1793, Madison took an open stamt in
Belbre 1790 we find many half-uttered hopes for their favor, anti was one of the small minority of
a more energetic central government than the seven who finally voted for them. He was now
confederation; Hamilton and Iris measures first in close and confidential alliance with J(,ffcrson.

made "the nation" a political force. It was, (See Dv, MOCm_Tm-REPCBLm_,,_ PArtTY. II.) His
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loss, which was really the beginning of the end, us," said Jefferson, in his Mazzei letter of April
wasunder-estimated orcontemptuously disregard- 27, 1796, TM are the executive, the judiciary, two
ed by Hamilton, who mistakenly relied upon the out of three branches of tile legislature, all the
still federalist states of South Carolina, Maryland officers of the government, and all who want to
and Delaware to counterbalance Virginia and be officers." But the party's tenure of power
prevent the forniatiou of a controlling southern was nevertheless weak. Jefferson had been but
party.--In the 3d congress (Dec. 2, 1793-March three electoral votes behind Adams, thus becom-
3, 1795) tile federalists controlled tile senate by a ing vice-president; and he alleges that the real
small majority. By a party vote (14 to 12) the vole was 70 to 69, instead of 71 to 68, one repub-
scat of Gatlatin, of Pennsylvania, wa.s vacated lican (,lector in Peru|sylvania having failed to

for ineligibility, and the new federalist legisla- vote, and a federalist h.'tving been received in his
ture chose James Ross in his ste',y.1, thus making idace. But a fin' Inore ominous circumstance

a reliable majority in the senate. In the house was the geographical character of the vote. The
the election of the speaker was contested for the federalists had lost S_mlh ('arolina, and only
first time, anti the federalists were beatenl)y a u|a- received two chance votes in the whole south,
jorily of ten. In ,uch a divided congress it was outside of Delaware and Maryland (sec those
sufficient success for the federalists to maintain states), while in the north they had lost all but
the ground they bad already won, but they suc- one of Pennsylvania's votes. Jeffers_ln's ability

ceeded further in supporting the president in his as a leader and organizer was fa.stdepriving them
proclamation of neutrality between ZEng]and and of the assistmme they had at first received fl'oln
France. in his management of the French an|has- the disorgan!zation of the oppo.-ition, and unless
sador (_ee GENE'r, CITIZEN), and in his SUl)- some new factor could bc found to replace the
pression of the wllisky insun'rection. -- In oue influence of Washiugton, his approaching retire-
important respect the prospect for the party was ment would enable the opposition every year to
unpropitious The long conflict l)etwecn Great make fresh inroads further north, and finally
Britain and France ha(I begun, in which it was to circumscribe the commercial interest within

inevitable that the formcr's most powerful its own geographical limits, -- Indications may
weapon, her navy, would be used to the ol)pres- be found in the debates that some of the federal-
sion of American coinmerce. (See EMB.',ROO, I.) ist leaders, particularly Fisher Ame_, saw their
Here. again, the assumption of the state debts lu'oper course in a conjunction of internal im-
worked for ill, for its increase of tile national provements and an energetic naval policy; but
debt and interest gave the opposition a fair the latter was barred by the nece_ity of provid-
excuse for opposing succc_fully the formation ing for the interest of the debt, and the f_)rmer
of a navy which couM compel respect, and even alone would have demanded a wisdom of self-
embarrassed the federalists very apparently in sacrifice to which the commercial party had not

their attempts to secure this corner stone of a attained. Instead of both, they grasped eagerly "?
true national policy. This failure to begin a at the possibility of war with France (.see X.Y.Z.
navy in 1794-5 was the real death warrant of the 3Irsstos) in 1798, and u_,d it as a make-sl|ift.
federalists _m a political party. Prevented from In the senate they had a cleat' majority, and in
protecting colnnncrce by force, they were con- tile house the flame of l)opular auger, round by
strained to resort to accommodation with Great the outrageous demands of the French directory,
Britain (see JAY's TREATY), and, though this l)Ol- either silenccd or converted most of the republi-

icy. of palliation was successful for the time, cans, and gave the control of that body also to
its ineritable and cumulative cffcct was to undo the federalists. If they had now reduced all
tlamilton's work of nationalization, and to de- other expenses to the lowest possible limits, and
grade tile party again to the position of a mere put every available resource into the increase of
commercial as.soeiution, dependent on the favor the navy, it was not yet too late to change the
of Great Britain not only for prosperity, but even course of history on two continents. Party
for existence. This effect was not imn|ediately passion, however, and the treasured bitterness of

apparent, however, and the power of the party 1)ast political struggles, hurried them further. A
never seemed greater, even in 1795, than at the regular army was at once formed under cover of
elo_e of the year 1798. It had then completely Washington's nominal command, ostensibly to
organized the government after its own ideas, had _mrd against a mythical French invasion; the
very considerably cstablished the broad construe- pass_lge of the alien and sedition laws was almost

tion of the constitution, h'ul compelled even the avowedly an attempt to suppress the few repub-
assurance of a French relmblican enroy of 1793 lican newspapers, whose scurrilous attacks had

to respect the neutrality of the United States, long been a thorn to the dignity of the federalist
had put down wilh the strong hand the first leaders; and thee needless exhibitions of party
symptom of revolt against the federal govern- zeal more than neutralized the increase of the

meat, had for('ed ml unwilling house of rcpresen- navy to twenty-four vessels. -- During the "6th
tatives to can T Jay's treaty with Great Britain eongre_ (Dec. 2, 1799-March 3, 1801), which had
into effect, and in the first contested election had been elected in the very crisis of the war fever of
seated it,,_ c'mdidate, John A(lam._, in the presi- 1798, the federalists had a majority in both

deacy. (See ELECTORAL VOTES, III.) "Against houses, and yet the symptoms of disintegration
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in the party became steadily more apparent. Its that political term (see BEER, AArto_¢), had been
two wings, the commercial and the nationalizing actively at work in the "' pivotal " state of New
elements, which had been clamped together only York, and the result of his labors was seen in the

by Hamilton's adroit useof Washington's author- spring elections, beginning Aprd 28. 1800, for
itative influence, were already falling apart, members of the legislature which was to choose
Hamilton was now a private citizen of New electors in the following autumn. A republican

York, and was governed more by his hatred for nmjurity wa_ elected, and the hardly smothered
President Adams than by political prudence, ill feeling in the fcder'd party at once broke out.

Adam_, who disliked Great B,'itain and showed Pickering and MrIIenry, who, whih; nominally
no officious subservience lo commercial in)ere.-).-, the president's advi._r._, had kept u 1) a close and
was the embodiment of that nationalizing feeliug confidential correspondence with ttamilton, were

zffterwnrd more strongly devclol)ed in the whig contumeliously dismissed from the cabinet, and
anti republican parties, lie had earned the dis- Adams threw himself openly upon the anti-IIam.
trust of the Ilamilton faction by his willingnes_ ilton element, taking Marshall into the cabinet.
to nmke peace with France, when lie found that Haruill(mcnde'tvored to defeat this movement !)3"
nation earne-tly anxious for peace (see AD._MS, printing, for circulation among southern federal-
Jo_), :u_d the party's emb'lrrassment at this loss i.-ts, a very savage pamphl(,t attack upon the pres.
of its only available stock in politics was made ident, which wtiul(l certainly have come within
evident by the anxiety of some of the party the terms of the sedition law, if that act had ever
leaders either to manoeuvre Pinckney into the been anything better than a party measure. Ham-

presidency in place of Adams, or to bring "Wash ilton'._ rhetoric was needless, and the president
ington back to the l)olitical arena aml thus com- himself was too late. The spark of natioualiza-
pel Adams to retire. "Believing the dearest lion, which had only hegun to buln in the south
interests of our country at stake," and "consid- after ten years t)f federalist government, was not,
cring Mr. Adams unfit for the office lie now (leslined to come tua flame. The presidential

holds," Gouvcrneur Morris had written to Wash election left the fcdcral party a wreck The mid-
ington, Dcc. 9, 1799, begging him to accept a dle states, except New Jersey and part of Penn-
third term; but Washington was dead before the sylvania's votes, joined the solid column of states
letter rcachctl him, and the only hol)e of union south of the Potomac and Ohm, and gat, e the
in the federal party died with him. IIis death at republican candidatcsa majority. -- It can not be
this time wits peculiarly unfortunate for the fed- said that the party, at least its larger commercial
eralists, for in this congress a strong federalist element, surrendered the federal government
repre_ntation from the south appeared for the with dignity. The whole session of congress fol-

first and last time, John :Marshall being its most lowing the election was spent in efforts to save
prominent member. They were rather of the by intrigue something of what had been lost at
Adams than of the Hamilton school, and if the the polls. The scheme to make Burr president,
trash couhl have been postl)oned for a few year_ in order to establish a claim upon the person who
might possibly have leecomc the southern wing was to dispense the offices, is elsewherc given.
of a real national party, very much like the (See DISPUTED ELECTIONS, I.) At a time when
whigs of after yeal_. But their appearance was the supreme court had not sufficient business to
to() late, and after 1801 they soon fell into the all fully employ it, twenty-three new judgeships

embracing republican party--This congress rep- were erected, each with its attendant_ suite of
resented mainly the war feeling of 1798, and felt clerks, marMlals and depulies, aud filled by .the
little sympathy with the popular discontent at the al)pointmcnt of federalists. (See JUDIClAaY.)
continued enforcement of the sedition law. The And, as if t() make the object of the law more
prosecutions under this act, were few, but, by a apparent, the party cndeavore(l, almost success-
perverse ingenuity, they were chiefly brought in fully, to renew the sedition law, which was to ex-
those doubtful mid(lie states which only Wash- pzre bylimitation at thc end of this session. With
ington's influence had ever made secure to feder- all these schemes the non.commercial element of

;,lism. It seems difficult to see anything better the party, the (:lass represented l)y Marshall, Bay-
than farce in proceeding's against a "criminal" ard and Adams, had very httle sympathy or con-
in :New York, charged with the circulation of nection, and Adams, while yielding to party de-
petitions against the sedition law, and against mands so far as to appoint federalists to office,
another in,New Jersey, charged with the expres- seems to have done so with some conteml)t.
sion of a wish that the wadding of a cannon After signing judicial apl)ointmcnts until after

just firing might strike the president behind, midnight of hi_ last day of office, whence the
But when it is remembered that only the whim angry epithet of "lnidnight judges," given to his
of two southern electors in 1796 had saved the appointees, the president left Washington early

federal party from defeat in that year, and that in the morning of March 4, 1801, anti the control
the loss of either :New York's or New Jersey's over thenatioi|al govermnent which it had found-
vote would ensure itsdefeat in 1800, the blindness ed passed from the federal party forever. It still
of the prosecutors seems almost willful.--All retained control of the judiciary, but the next
this time Burr, who was superior to Jefferson as congress, which was republican, repealed the new

.an organizer, in the modem American sense of judiciary law, in spite of the excited expostula-
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tions of the federalists, and in face of the fact absolute bar or a great hindrance to their ad-
that the constitution expressly gave all judges, vancement.--The political action of the party
when once appointed, a life tenure during good was no wiser than its neglect to put its theory
behavior. -- During this period the three leading before the people. The opposition of the feder-
minds of the party, after Madison's defection, alists to tile repeal of the judiciary law, above
were Hamilton, John Adams. and John Jay of referred to, was generally creditable, but it is
New York. tlamilton's natural place was in the almost the last point in their party history to
small nationalizing element, [lilt he had the en- which praise can be awarded. They might have
tire confidence of the commercial class also, and fairly claimed as their own almost every measure
was apt to incline toward it because of his tell- introduced by the new administration; they pre-
ance upon it. Jay and Adams were entirely ferred to follow a general courseof fa_'tious oppo-
nationalis_, and after 1801 ceased to act as party sition to every proposal to increase the strength of
leaders Other leaders of a lower rank were tile federal government, thus alienating the little
Samuel Livermore, and William Plumer, of New remnant of their nationalizing element, and in-
Hampshire; Fisher Ames, Theodore Sedgwick, tensifying the commercial character of the re-
and Caleb Strong, of M_L_sachusetts,(see also EssEx mainder of the party. In 1803 their opposition to
JUNTO); Roger Sherman, Oliver Wo]cott, Oliver the acquisition of Louisiana (see ANNEXATIONS,
Ellsworth, Uriah Tracy, and Jonathan Trnmbull, I.) was not concurred in by several of their own
of Connecticut: Rufus King and Gouverneur party, such as John Quincy Adams in the senate,
Morris, of New York; Thomas Fitz Simons, and Purviance, of North Carolina, in tile house,
James Ross, and William Bradford. of Pennsyl- who were elected as federalists, but who, perhaps
vania: Jonathan Dayton, and Elias Boudinot, of for that r(,a._on, prcfelTed to increase federal power
New J'ersey; James A. Bayard, of Delaw:_rc; even for the benefit of their opponents. But the
John Marshall, 'md Richard IIenry Lee, of Vir- leaders generally confined tim federalist side of
ginia; Robert G. Harper (afterward of Maryland), tile debates to a recapitulation of former repub-
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney, and William lican arguments, a cou,'se certain to estrange the
Smith, of South Carolina.-- II. 1801-20. During most valuable elements of their own party, aml
Jefferson'.- fil_t ter,n of office tile crusade against to convince the popular mind that their present
the federal party was carried on with vigor, professitms were no more based upon political
ability and success. No general eviction of office principle than their professions in 1798, by their
holders was resorted to : indeed, such astepwould own present admission, had been. Before the
have almost brought the operations of govern- cud of Jefferson's first term the fortunes of tim
men/to a stand, for the "_dministrative skill and fcderal party had ebbed to tile point at which
experience weremainly federalist. Appointments they really always aftera'ard remained, though
were made. however, as often as vacancies oc- the accession of tempormT elementsof opposition
curred, with scrupulous attention to republican to tile dominant party occasionally gave them a
party interests. Every effort was made to di_ factitious increase of strength. In the prcsiden-
parage the federalists in the eyes of tile people, tial election of 1804, federalist electors were
For this purpose the old charge of mtmarchical clmsen only by Connecticut and Delaware, with
tendencies was still brou.zht against them, bul it two from MaiTland. -- In February, 1806, tile
nowshowed naoreexactlytheanimuswllich really l)arty received an unexpected reinforcement iu
eontro'led it_tbe idea that federalists generally the person of John Randolph. hitherto tile repub.
had no sympathy with or respect for their (;on- lican leader in the house, tle now joined the
stituents; that they claimed elective office on the federalists in opposing the " restrictive system '"
score of their own innate ability, virtue, or as- (see EMJ_ARGO),which weighed heavily upon com-
sumed superior qualifications, rather than as mercc, but his quarrel was rather with "rbe pres-
representatives of those characteristics in their ident than with his former party, and he brouffht
constituents; and that, in short, they "(lid not with him but a few personal adherents and no
tnlst the people." Against this insidious method real party strength. From this time the general
of attack the older federalists, whose early training hislory of the parly is made u1)of opposition t_
had been colored by the staid and dignified official the embargo'md kindred measures, and of efforts,
life of cohmial times, were unprepared to make which were now made earnestly, but unfortu-
an adequate defense by fm'mulating a party creed nately too late, to obtain a strong navy. The
for popular examination, and the case against opposition to tile embargo became so violent _t,,
them really went by default. Athens does not to threaten a disruption of the Uniotl (see SEt'Es
stand alone ill her employment of ostracism: that , slnN, I.), but it never was a parly opposition;
penalty may be applied almost as rigorously witli it was a revolt of those end,urged in commerce, of
the ballot as with the oy_t(,r shell, and it was so their friends, and of their dependents, against tim
thoroughly used at this time that only h'ew Eng- altempts to shackle commerce and make the
land tenacity and commercial interest combined United States an agricultural country. In the
could have hindered its enlire success. The ohler presidential election of 1808 New Hampshire,
federalist politicians were slowly driven out of Massachu_tts and Rhode Island, with three
polities, and younger men were sternly taught electors from North Carolina, were added to tile
that any adoption of federalist ideas would be an federalist list of 1804. (See ZLECrO_L VOTES,
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VI.)-- During Madison's first term (1809-13) the cans. -- The federalist opposition to the war.
opposition .to the restrictive system eontillued, whichis commonly assigned as the reason for
and culminated in opposition to the war which the party's final collapse after 1816, was undoubt-
followed the abandonment of the restrictive sys- cdly of great weight; but a deeper influence had
tern. By this time tile federal party had lost even hmg been operating to give the c,mp de.qra_e to the

tile pretense of party principle. It had taken ref- dying p;irty, even in tile state elections wliich were
uge in the last resort of a minority, state right% now its only dependence. Until 1808 manufa(,-
(see STATE SOVEREIOXTY), and all its arguments lures were hardly of any importance in American
were amplifications and exaggerations of the strict politics, but the "restrictive system," by keeping
construction theory of tile republicans. Since British manufactures out of the country, at once
its principles were now taken at second-hand, it began the development of a great manufacturing
seemed well that its candidates shouhl beselected interest in the United Stales. For seven 3"ear_

in the same way, and accordingly, in !81-'2, this interest wus fostered 113,the embargo, by the
the federalists endeavored to take advantage of non-intercourse law, and at length by open war.
New York jealousy of Virginia by supporting until in 1815 it represented a very considerable
De Witt Clinton. of New York, for president, invested capital and a large influence in tile very
and flared Ingersoll, a Pennsylvania federalist, citadel of federalism, New England. F(.r a coil-
for vice-president. The basis of the alliance was tinuance of the restrictive systetn in the form of
opposition to the warwith Enghmd, though Clin- high tariffs this interest was dependent upon tile
ton cautiously abstained from committing hinLself favor of the rcpuhliean party, and it was there-
personally, and after the election took an oppor- fore directly antagonistic to the fe(h'ral party.
tunity to approve tile war; but in tile presidenti'd It is safe It) say that tile federal l)arly w_ls finally
election of 1812 tile alliance only failed of su(.- destroyed by an alliance of agriculture _ltld manu-

cess bee'ulsc of the growth of the agricultural or faetures. This alliance, indeed, was not ilerma-
backwoods population of the middle state% and nent. Agriculture was f;lithless to it_ new all)',

partie.uhu'ly of Pennsylvania. To the hitherto and the manufacturing interest, after thirteen
federalist list were now added the votes of New 3ears of unavailing effort to obtain a protective-
York and Sew Jersey, and three additional votes tariff, went over to its old anta,2'onist, and, in
from Delaware and _Iaryland; and, though )fad- conjunction with comnler('e, allot _ll a x_iser llolit-
ison was elected by 128 votes to 89, the 25 votes if'at basis, founded a new party. (St,e _VtlIO
of Penusylvania, if that state had followed the PA]ITY.) As a federalist, Daniel Webster op-
lead of /N*ew York, would have made Clinton posed a protective tariff in 1814 and 1824, and
president by a vole of 114 to 103. Even in that hol)ed that we would never have a Sheffield or a
event, it is difficult to see of what advantage the Birmingham in this country; as a whig. lie we.-.

result would have been to the fede,'al party, as earnest in the opposite direcliou. But, durin_
(For the party's further oppo¢ition to the war, see these thirteen 3,cm_, feder.di.-m tended more anti
CONVE_TION, H),nTFORD.) -- Tlm most prominent more to become a social r;ither than a political
of the federalist leaders during this period were cult in _Ncw England, Delaware, },Iaryluud and
C. C. Pinckney and RufusKing, the party's usual North Carolina, umil it filmlly disappeared with
candidates for president and vice-president. Of tile ohl age of its more persietent devotees.-- Au
those who were prominent in the first decade, the small nationalizii_g clement, which, alone had

Ames, Hamilton, Bradford and Tracy were, in cvcr given the federalists a claim to the title of a
1815, dead; Plumer, John Adams, John Quincy political party, remained in, but n(lt of, the deul-
Adams and Bayard were either semis'ally or ocratic-rcpublican party until about 1828-30, and
really in affiliation with the democratic (repub- then fell back again into the _,alb, md republican
lican) party; Marshall had retired to tile supreme (afterward called whig) party, it amy be said that
court; and the others began to confine their the principles of the federal party thus survived
ambition to the service of their respective states, it. But the irremediable fault of the original
Iu tile presidentialelection of 1816 _,[assachusetts, federalist leaders, a fault avoided by their whig
Connecticut and Delaware were the only states and republican successors, we.s, that they never
which cast federalist electoral votes; three feder- formulated their cardinal party priuciples into a

alist electors, chosen by the "district system" in creed comprehcnsihlc by the mass of voters. I/e
Mad'land, did not take the trouble to vote. In who searches the writings of federalists for such a

congress the few federalists did not attempt even formulation will search in vain; the party, which
recast a united vote any longer, and in national was made up of the finest elements of Anleri-

politics we may consider the party as dead after can society, lived upon an instinct, a kind of
1817. Iu 1820 it cast no electoral votes. In state spiritual recognition, rather than upon defined
politicsit survived, though in a hopeless minority, politic'd principles, lgor can the neglect be prop-
iu ]_Iaryland and }fforth Carolina; in Delaware erly ascribed to immaturity of political thought;
and Connecticut it usually controlled state elec- IIamilton was as capable of such a work as Jeffer-
tions until after 1820; in Massachusetts it con- son (see DEMO(HL_TIC-REI'UBLI('AN I)A.RTY, II.),
trolled state elections until its great defeat of 1823, if he had cared enough for popular conviction

when the state, and even the county of Essex to strive for it. After 1801 tlle ill effects of

(_e EssEx Jt'_rTo), were carried by the republi- this neglect were increasingly apparent, but the_
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,only drew from federalist leaders angry railings idly ill number and public influence, and when
a_t popular stupidity in not comprehending fed- the war between the north anti southbeg'an, quite
.eralist principles, though these had ncver been a large number of natur:dized Irishmen enlisted in
.comprehensibly placed before the people. In favor of tile Union. Dur;ng the war different
1814 a clearer insight seems to have come to some el(uses were at work to arouse the ohl animosity
federalists, though too late, and an extract from between the l'uited S;a:cs and ]_.l:;land to such a
Baron( Gard.'nier's "Examiner." of ]_Iarch 19, degree as to mal.e it not at a!l unlik(.!y that it
1814, might scrve as an epitaph for his p'n'l) : "See wouhl result in open hos(;li)y l)etweeu lhe two
•rod f(,el? Aye, multitudes of the peop!e can do countries. A more favorable st,le of (.il(:um-
much more. And if we would only talk to tlmm st:mt.t,s in fur(ht.iance of the schemes of the
more, anti scold at them less, than we do, the )ouDg Irish liat:iot_ eouhl ]mrdly b a iron:gin(d,

good cffects would vcrysoon be apparent " [The lind encouraged in view of tlm difficul!ies p(.ml-
references to colnnterce and tlhIZid:';dJttlre8 al'e ins batw{.eu the Bl'iti.ql alld ,Anlerie:lll g )yet'it.

historical only; for tile comparative economic ments, tile lVenian conspiracy w.ls, toward tile
advisability of PROTECTION and FREE TRADE, (:lose of 1861 and the beginning of the following
..,ee those articles.]- ['ice DEMOCRATIC-REI'I:BI.I- year, organized and hegan ils active operations.
CA..'N-PARTY ; :EMBAltGO; _ECESSION ; CONVENTION, -- The nalne Fcnian was taken from the ancient
HAI{.TFOItl); V_-/IIG PARTY; USVrED STATES; aml Celtic caste of warrio,'% the 1.'inn.t. The organi-

authoritie_ there cited. See also 4, 5, 6 Itihlreth's zalion of the Fenians wmq. therefore, a society of
_Sdted ,_talea; 1 van Hoist's _-n:led _gtates; Pit- men who trusted to the force of arms, attd the
kin's Uztited Slate.,; Gibbs' A&MMsh'atlot_s r,.f object of the conspiracy is sufficiently indicated
W_,hi gtop_ and Adams; J. C. lIamilton's H£_- l)y the name. The priimipal founder of the

&>ry (f tl_e Am,'ricaa R_Tublk'; AIJwrica,_ S6rte brotherhood in America w:ls John O')Iahoney,
P_pers; I-4 Benton's .Dcbatc._ rf Co_gre_._; Ham- while in hel-md James Stephens took the fore-
titan's Worlc,,; John Adams' lE/rk.,; Marshall's most lead in the movement. It was in Amcric:_

]-,,re of W, LJd,,ytoa ; Wa>hington's IiQ'itD_gs; that the organization was first eff(.cted, and lhe
Jay's Life aJ_d 1tS'iti*,gs of John J_ty ; Sparks' United States was from tile beginning recognized
L,fe aml Letters of Go_tcemueur JIorrL_; Fisher as the principal baseof operations; yet in Irelan(1
Ames' 1Vorlc._; quincy's .Life of J. Q)dncy ; secret meetings of Fcnians were held as early a-.
Adams' .DoeuJlvep ts relati*zg to _¥w Engbll, d Fed- tile begiimiug of 1862. In tim spring of 1803,

cralg, m; Garl.'lnd's Life of Randolph; Dwight's John Luby, one of the leaders of the brother
IIarlJord Convention; Story's Life a_ul I.*'th'rs of hood, came to America as a sort of emis._n'y,
Jo,_,,ph S:olT; 1 IVel)ster's Wor_; Pt'icate C.rres- where he, together with O'Mahoney, visited the
ir_nde_tc, of D,tniel Webster; IIammond's P_litie, d camp of Gen. Coreoran, the commander of the
Histo_:y ef ._Vcw Y'ork ; Hosack's Me_udr of .De h'ish legion in the army of the Pot,m'm, and
Wit ('_.into_; Campbell's Life and IlS'3i_,gs of where he met wifl_ the warmest exprcs_-imt,_t,f
Cliato_l; Gard:nicr's E.ra,zi_le,; Carey's .,Vow sympathy for the cause of Ireland. In the fall
Olire .B a_,ch; Van Buren's P,li:h'_d l'arties; of 1863 Fcnianism had made such progTCSS in

Seybert's _qtatiati a! A_nal, _f flu_ United Stat_, the northern and we..,tera states of the Union,
1783-1818; Suliivan's Zetter.,; Pick(ring's .Ltfe that O'Mahoney no longer hesitated to call _

.and C,_,'es]mndeac_ of Pi:_rir_g; 24 Niles' Reg/_- Feniau conventiou, which look plaee at Chicago.

./or, 97. ALF_X_'_DEI_, JOI_,_STOS. A few weeks later (November, 1863), the fir>t nmn-
bet of the paper "The Irish World," published by

FENIANS. Thus the American members of Luby and edited by O'Leary. was issued, as tl,c
the revolutionary party, which, during the years organ of thc Feniansin Irchmd. Practical men.--
1860-70, agitated the forcible separation of h'e- ures in hid of tile movement were not neglected.
land from England, by means of a wide-spread Emissaries "dsitcd all parts of the counlry iu

organization known as the Fenian brotherhood, order to enlist volunteers anti to perfect the mili-
,e'dl themselves. The conspiracy of the Fcnians tary organization of the brotherhood; armmie-
owed its imp:,rtant position in the long line of were established and the men instruct(d, thou-h

Irish conspiracies against the Engli:h government with the u|most secrecy, in the use t)f arm_.
principally to two cau(es: its distinctively revolu- The American brethren were likewise very active.
)ionary tend(nay and its origin in America. As In the spring of 1864, the first comributions,
a revolutionury effort it _as the work of a party from the proceeds of tile great fair held in Chi-
which had adopted the name "Young Ireland," (:ago, tow-_rd a military fund, were made; and

and which, in opposition to the conciliatory pal- in the fall of the same )'ear a second Fenian con-
iev of O'('onnell, had orgauized itself as a part s" vention was held iu Chicago, which was atleudc(l
of _ iok.n,e. Its American o_igin is accounted by delegates from all the stares from l_cw York
for lff the dreadful h'ish famine (1845-7), in con- to California. The sudden close of the civil war

sequence of which a large number of poor, dis- iu the United St'ztes in April, 1865, and tim dis-
contented h'ishmen, who bore a traditional bamling of the army, in consequence of which
halred toward Eng and. left their native country not only the commanders of the Irish legion, but
and came to Amerwa iu search of a new home. a large crowd of adventurers, were open to nc_r

In the course of time these emigrants grew rap- engagements, hastened the Feniaus to take soma
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decided action. But in proportion as the Fenians energetic measure--tile suspension of the writ of
became more demonstrative and active, the vigi habeas eorp_rs--was all that was needed to check

, lance of the British government was increased, the rew)lution in it_ inception. Suddenly the
and before the Fenians were ready to take a strangers, who were su_p(,cted 1)3, the autlmritie._.

decided step, their hopes of succeeding before had disappeared from Ireland. Tile few who
l.llg ia lheir revolutionary enterl)rim were sud- renmim,d were put uttd(.r arre.t without difli-
denly dashed to pieces. In the night of Sept. 15, culty, lhus the rebellion, the leaders gone, again
1865, the police look possession of the buihling (,ame to a sudden ooll:q)_e. The Fen)at) opera-

_)f "' The Irish People." took charge of the. prea¢, tions again-t C:mada sh.Lred no better fate. In
put Lul)y, O'Leary and O'Donovan Rossa, aml the beg)truing of June, lS66, the Fen)an foro(.-
odier Fen)an leaders who were Stol)ping at l)tlb- began to gather on the Canadian border.-, aml m
lin, under arrest, and at thc same time seized the secured week in June an army of about 4,0,'}0
upon the private documents of the Fenians. or 5,000 men invaded Canada along the ¢.(,:t-t
which at once gave the Britb.hgovernment a cluc of Lake Erie. TheFenian trt*,)l)S took po-.-e_.ion
to the secret movements of the con__pirators. In of a few border town., but were in the end (lc-
vonscquence of tim itfformation g()tt_.n by mean_ feared by the Canadian troop_ in see ,rM en_age-
.f these private d_)cument.,. 'tmlmher of arrestu m(,llts.--This uH_tlece...'_flll i_-ue l)tOv('d lt_)t only
were made in the southern and v.estt,rn dL_lri('[,',, tile fact th:tt the Fen)an for(.e_ wt,re n,,t equal t(_
,)f h'eland. Stephcns himself fell into the hand, (.arry out the great l)latt._ (,f their ]cader_, but th(.
of the l)ohce. Thus deprived of all it_ leaders, more important fact, that tim gov¢,rllment of th("
_ithout encouragement in the ,,.h:q)e nf tympa- United Staten wa__ not williltg to u.c tilt, ]ri_h
thetic demonstration on the part of the Irish di._contcnt in support of any h,)-tilc m(,vement
l)t,ople, tile Fen)an brotherhood iu Ireland foil to ag:tin.t Ellgland, aml all snl)sc(tuent attempts on
pieccs.--Yet, notwithstanding all this, the Fen)an the pert of the F(.nians only served to pro_ e tlm
<,,)ttspir'wy was by no means subdued; for th(, .,.nine facts. Iu Ireland, preparation_ to tim) end
defeat which the Fen)an movement had suffered having been nmde for some time. on March 5.
arou,;ed allthe l.ttent energyof the brothcrlmod iu 1867, the rebellion broke oat simultaneously ix) Q

America. InOct_)ber, 1865, a general convention the vicinity of Dublin, in Dro_heda and it)
,,f Fenians was held at New York, which was to Kerry. It was the most powetful effort the
in:iugurate the estalflishment of an independent Fenians made in (lefen_e of their cause; yet it
republic on ]-rish soil. .A. (.on_titution was sub- resulted, after a few day_' struggle, ia a comp]et(.
mitred and debated, and O'._tahoney wa.,_ elected defeat. The total number of the Fen)an in-ni-
l)resident of the new republic. He appointed a gents engaged in this struggle did not exceed
minister of war, of the navy, and of finance, and 3.0iX) men, and, a-)de from the de_tru('tion of
t, ,gcther with his ministers took uphis residenve railroad aml telegr:q)h lines, the taking of a

in "m elegant mansiou in New Yerk city, which quantity of arms, and tim firing of a f(,w police
had been ctlosc[I as the telnporary scat of govern- stations and guar(l ]lOll_es alollg tim coast, the
ment. The first executive measure was tile h:vy llt,;nrre(.tion wa:of no con-equ('n('e. There wt,rc
,)f an lucerne tax, by means of which a con_.ider- no battles fought. The Ell_lish troop% who foL
able anlouut of money came into the treastiry. ](f_','ed up the in,_ur_enl,-, nowhere found a con-
In accordance with the origitml l)lan,% and in ,-el)dated body of men opp,)_in,: them. All tlmt

view of the diffctu._nees still existing 1)etween the the Englisli troops lind to do was to capture the
United States aud England, which the Fen)an-, fugitives and take po._se.¢ion of the arms and

tried to use as a means whereby the breach be- ammumtion bcl(mging to tl,e Fen)nits. which
tweeu the two countries might I)e widened, anti were ._('attered ab,)ut in large qu_uidtics. Tbc
their governments stirred up to open host)lit)e-, only attempt which the l"cnians a_dn made to
a two-fold plan of action was agreed on, ou the establish an Irish republic, vamc to a_) eml whi(.h

1)asis of which O'Mahoncy wa_ to take charge of was even more disgraceful. In April. _I,_67.
the operations against Canada in the United about forty or fifty Fenians, who had s(,rved in

States, while Stephcns was to direct and manage the Union army, left New York, iu a steamer
the invasion and rcvolutionizingof h'eland.--The fitted out for the purpose, to con(tuer Irol:)nd

winter months were pained iu making arrange- Ia the beginning of June, after sailing al)out lht,
raents for final action. Towm-d the latterpart of Irish c,)ast for some time, they lamled n(,.i
February. 1866, the exeitemeut amnug the people _Vaterford. only to fall, a few h_urs later, into )h-
of Ireland again rose very high. The English bands of the p_)li(:e, without offerin_ any le_i_t
authorities discovered some tracesof the imports- ance. With this first aml only invasion of Ire
)ion of arm_ and ammunition and the eulistment land tlm Fen)an con_pir'wy was not of coursc

and drilling of vohmteers, During the fore part broken up, but all hopes of again putting the
of March the number of American emissaries Fen)an for('es on the offensive were g(inc. Corn

who had come to Ireland increased in alarming pletely routed in lrelaud attd America alike, the

1)roportions. Their hearing became daily more Fenians finally hit upon the plan of alarming
threatening, and the symptoms of an impending their traditiol_al enemy in his own camp, by
ombreak were unmistakable. But the English arousing the discontent of tim Irish ]aborin_
government was on its guard, and once more the classes who were employed in England, especially
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in the largecommercialandmanufacturing cities, able, at least on the death of the grantee. In
and rims to subjcct England herself to the horrors rcceiving it, therefore, he had received not all
of acivil war. The Fenian conspiracy had now absolute gift, but only a loan, or at moat an
come to its last and most desperate stage, in estate ibr his own life.--This being established
which it tot_dly lost its political character; its as the true character of a primitive feud or fief,
or._anization was reduced to a state of anarchy, mayperhaps tinow some light upon the muO_ dis-
_md the further doings, of the Feniau combatants puted etymology and true meaning of the word.
were simply the deeds of murdcrers and incendi- Feadura has been derived by some from a Latin,
•tries.--Two events, characteristic of the further by o_hcrs from a Teutonic root. The principal
movements of the Fenians, deserve special men- Latin origins proposed are fan/us (a tre.dy) and
lion: file forcible liberation, September, 1867, of tides (faith). The supposition of the trausforma-
several Fenian leaders who were under arrest iu tion of either of these into feudum seems unsup-

)Ianchester, and theattempt to release, December, ported by any proof. These derivations, in fact,
1867, two Fenians who had been arrested in Lon- are lmrdly better than another resolution of the

don, and were there kept in prison. In Man- puzzle that has been gravely offered, namely,
chester the prisoners succeeded in escaping, but that feudum is a word made up of the initial
a large number of those _ho had aided in their letters of tile words .fizlel_s ero ubique domino
/iberation were put under arrest, and three of the veto men. The chief Teutonie etymologies pro-

ringleaders were put to death. In London the )osed have been fl'om the old Germ'm fttida, lhe
Fenians caused an explosion, whereby tile outer Danish feide, or the modern German vehd, all

prison walls and sevcral neighl)oring houses were meaning battle-feud, or dissension; and from fe
bh)wn Ul), and, the)ugh the prisoner was not set or fi-c. which it is said signifies wages or pay for
free, about fifty persons, who hapl)ened to be on service, comtJined with od or odh, to which the
the spot, were either kilh,d or wound,.d. In this signification of possession or property is assigned.
_ase, t(_o, the head of the conspirators was caught ]Jut, _s Sir Francis Palgrave has well remarked,
and suff(,red the penalty ,_f death. --The-e events "upon all the Teutoaic etymologies it is suffi-

,mark the last public effort of tile Feni:t_Ls in fur- cleat to observe, that the theories are contra-
theram.e of their cause. Alqnmgh the Fenian dieted by the practice of the Teutonic tongues--a

(.OUSl)iracy, as • means of forcibly separating fc_l, or fief, is not called by such a name, or by
Irehmd from England, proved unsuccessful, its any name approaching thereto, in any Teutonic
effects undoubtedly were of g'reat importance in or Gothic hmguage what_wer." (Proofs aml II-
_his, that it hastened the adoption of needful lustrations to Rise and Progress of El_g. Com.,
refo_ns for the removal, in a peaceful way, of p. ccvii.) 1..ehn, or some cognate form, is the
the crying evils under which ireland was then only corre._pon(lingTeutonic term; /a2_ iuAnglo-
suffering. B. SL,xon, ha in Dani.-b, lees in Swedish, elc. All

these words properly signify the same thing that

FlgUI)h.L SYSTEIlI. In treating of this sub- is expressed by our modern English form of the
.}ect we slmll endeavor to present a concise "rod same elem_-nt, b_aa; a/nan is the only name for a
clear view of the principles of what is called feud or fief in all the Teutonic tongues. What
the feudal system, to indicate the great stages of then i._feud orfief? Palgrave doubts if the word
its history, especially in England, and to state fe_ld,t_ ever existed. The true word seems to be
I)rieflv the leading considerations that should be fcrduJa (not distintruishable from feudnm in old
taken'into ac(.ount in forming an estimate of its' writing), or f_ftu_. F/co or fief (Latinized into

influence on the civilization of mod(.rn Europe. fevodiam, which some contracted into ft¢_lum,
--The essential con_tilucat and disting'uishing and others, by omitting the v, into feodum) he
characteri._tic of the species of estate called a conceives to be flier, or pMtcf, and that again to
feud or fief was from the first, and always con- be a colloquial abl_reviation of emphyteusis, pro-
tinued to be, that it was not an estate of absolute nounced emphyt_fsis, a well-known term of the
and independent ownership. The property, or Roman imperial law for an estate granted to be
denni_tium directum, as it was called, remained in held not absolutely, but with the ownership still

the grantor of the estate. The person to whom in the grantor and the usufruct only in the hands
it was granted did not become its owner, but of the grantee. It is certain that emphyteusis
only its tenant or holder. There is no direct was used in the middle ages as synonymous with
proof that fiefs were ori_nally resumable at i)recaria (an estate held on a precarious or uncer-
pleasure, and 3Ir. Hallam, in his "State of tain tenure); that precari_e, and also pr_estit_ or
Europe during the }Iiddle Ages," has expressed pr_estari_e, (literally loans), were the same with
his doubts if this were ever the case; but the beneficia; and that beneficia under the emperors
position, as he admits, is laid down in almost were the same, or nearly the same, as fiefs. It

ever)" writer on the feudal system, and, if not to may be added that the word fen is still in famil-
be made out by any decisive instances, it is at mr use in Scotland for an estate held only for a

least strongly supported not only by general c(m- term of years. The possessor of such an estate
siderations of probability, but also by some indic- is called a feuar. 3Iany of these fcus are held
ative facts. This, however, is not material. It is for 99 years, some for 999 years. A rent, or feu-
not denied that the fief was at one time revoc- duty, as it is called, is always paid, as in the case
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of a lease in England; but, although never, we languages, to the Latin beneficium?" There is
believe, merely nominal, it is often extremely reason to believe, as we have seen, that this ver-
trifling in proportion to the value of the prop- nacular word must lmve been b-hJ_, or some cog-

erty. In Erskinc's "Princil)les of the Law of nate form, and that feud was merely a corrupted
Scotland," in the section "On the several kinds term of the Roman law which was latterly
,,f holding" (book it., tit. 4), we find the follow- applied to d('note the saint,, thing.--We know so
i,g l)a_age respecting feu-holding, which may little with certainty respecting the ori,..-inal i(_._ti-
be taken as curiously illustrating the derivation tutions of the Germanic nations, that it is iml)oS-

,,f fief that has just been quoted from anotht,r sible to say how m(,ch they may have brought
writer: ":It has a strong re_eml)lan(.e to the Ro- with them from their northern forests, or l:ow
mau eJJq_hyteu._i.% in the nature of the right, the much they may have l)olTowed from the imperial

yearly duty pa 3 able by the va._sal, the penalty in polity, of the oilier chief element which enters
:the case of not punctual payment, and the into the system of'feudal(sin, the commotion sub

re,train( flequently lair1 upon va.,_sals not to alien -(sting between the grantor and the grantee of
_ithout the sut)erior's (,onsent." As for the the lief, the person having the property and tht;
English term fec, _hieh is generally if not uni- person ha_iug th[' u_ufruet, or. as they were
vercally assumed to be the same word with fief respectively designated, the st_zerain sir lord, and
:_nd feud, (au(l of which it may be the abbrevi- the tenant or va_.,-_ll. Tenant may be (:onsitleretl
_(ted form, as we may infer from the words as the name given to the latter in rofer(,ne(, t(i the
"' feoffor, .... infeoff " and "feoffment"), it would particular nature of his right over the l:u_d; va--

tJe easy enough to show how, supposing that sal, th:_t denoting the particular nalure of hi_
llotiou to lie correct, it may have acquired the p(,rsonal conimction with his lnrd. The forin(.r

nletuling which it has in the cxpressi(lil fee sire- has b(.en already exph(inc(l; the eon¢i(lorati()z_ of
pie, fee tail, ett,.--Tlle origin of the system of the latter introdu(.(,s a n(,w view. By sonic _,_,l'i-
ft,uds has been a fertile sul)ject of sl)eculatiou ters the feu(lal v'l_¢als have been (leri_ed from

:tnd dispute. If we merely seek for the existence the am, ires, or ofli('cl_ of the l{olnlUl imlwrial
-f a kind of landed tenure resembling that of household ; by other_ from the o_mit, e, or com-

tief in its essential principle, it is probable that panions, mentioned by Tact(us (Germ(_,., 13, el(. )
_ueh may be discovered in various ages and parts as attending Ul)(m ea(.h of the Gerftmn chiefs ill
_,f the world. But feuds alone are not the feudal war. The ]'liter opinion is inge.niou,ly m:fil_-

_ystcm. They are only one of the elements out rained by _,Io_te(quieu (xxx., 3). One fact up-
of which that system grew. In its entireness it pears to be certaitl, aa_d is of some important(.
i_ ('ertain that the feudal system never subsisted namely, that the original vassal( or va-si were

anywhere before it arose in the middle ages, in merely noblenu.n who attached themselve_ to the
those parts of Eu(x)t)e in which the Germ*rot(' court and to attendance Ul)On the prince, _ithout
_mtions settled themselves after the subversion of n.-cess_lrlly holding any landod estate or b(.nefi-

the Boman empire.--Supposing f(,ud to be the cium by royal grant. In this s(,n_e the words
s'nneword with tim Roman emphyteusis, it does occur in the early part of the nitlth centu(y.
not follow that the Germanic nati(ms borrowed Va_s,d has b-en derived from the Celtic gtms a_nl

the n'otiou of this species of tenure from thc from the German ge_ll, whioh arc luob:tl)ly the
Romans. It is perhaps more probable that it sameword, and of l)oth of whi(.h the o_igiual
was the common form of tenure among them sigt_ification seems to be a ht,lper, or subor(iinatc
before their settlement in the irk)man provinces, associate, in labor of any kind.--:If the va--M _ as
It is to be observed that the emphyteusi_, the at first merc]y the assoc'iate of or attendant upon
precari.t, the beneficium, only subsisted under his lord, nothing could be more natur'_l than
the Roman scheme of polity in particular in- that, when the lord came to have land to give

_tances, but they present themselves as the very away, hc should most frequently bestow it upon
genius of the Germanic scheme. What was only his vassals, both as a reward for their 1)a.,t an(1 a

occa.sional under the one became general under 1)ond by which lie might s(,cure their future scr-
the other. In other words, if the Romans had vices. If the pcculiax form of tenure constituting

feuds, it was their Germanic conquerors who the fief or lcha did not exist before, here w.Is the
firqt established a system of feuds. They prob- very case which would suggcstit. At all events,

ably cstablisht_ such a system upon their first nothingcould lie more perfectly adapted to thecir-
-ettlcment in the conquered provinces. The cumstanees. The vassal was entitled to a re(.om-
word feudum indeed is not found in any writing pense; at the same time it was n,)t the int(,re,t of

of earlier date than the beginning of the eleventh the lord to sever their connection, and to allow
century, although, as Mr. l:Iallam has remarked, him to b(,come independent; l)robal_lv that was
the words feum and fer.um, which are evidently as little the dc,_ire of the v,xa_al himself; he was
the same with feudum, occur in several charters conveniently and appropriately rc_xar(ted, there-

of the preceding century. But, as we have fore, byaficf, thati_,by aloanof land, the profits
shown, f('udum or feud, in all probability, w:,s of which were left tohim as cntirely :_s if he had
not the Teutonic term. "Can it be doubted," obtained the ownership of the land, tim his pre-
asks Mr. ttallam, "that some word of barbarous carious and revocable tenure of which, at the

-original must have answered, ia the vernacular same time, kept him bound to his ](,rd in the
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same dependence as before. -- Here then we have ing to completion. After tile fief had come tc_
the union of the feud and wlssalage--two things be generally held for life, the next step would be
which remained intimately and inseparably com- for the eldest sou usually to succeed his father.
bined so long as the feudal system existed. Nev- tits right so to succeed would next be established

ertheless they would appear, as we have seen, to 1)y u_Lgc. At a later stage fiefs became desccn(lible
have been originally quite distinct, and merely to in the collateral as well _s in the direct line. At
have been thrown imo combination by eircum- a still later, they became inheritable by fern.des as
stances. At frst it is probable th'_t, as there were well as by males. There is mu(.h difference of
vassals who were not feudatories, so there were opinion, however, as to the dates at whiell the_e
feudatories who were not vatsals. But verysoon, several ehau._es took place. Some writers con-
when the advant:tge of the a_soeiation of the eeivc th.at fiefs first became, hereditary in France

two characters came to be perceived, it would 1)e under Charlcmagltc; others, however, with whom
established as e_senlial to the colnpleteness of Mr. I/all:ml agrees, maintain that there were he-
each. Every wls,al would receive a fief, and reditm T fofs under the fir,t race of French kings.
every per.,on to wh(,m a fief was granted would It is supposed not to have been till the time of
become a vassal. Thu_ a va_szd and the bolder the first ('apets in the end of the tenth century
of a tier would come to sig'_ify, as theyeventually that the light of the sun to suc(.ecd the father
did, one and the s2mxe thing. -- Fief,, as already was established by law iu France C(n_rad II.,
intimated, are gener_llly sUI)l_O-t,d to hare been at surnamed the S_llic, who l_(,eame emperor in
first entirely preeariolls, that is to s:2y. rt,_mnable 1024, is generally l)elieved tohave firste.qlal;li_he(I
at any time at the pleasure of the grantor. ]{t_t the heredit:u'v character of fiefs in Govutany.--

if this state of things ever exi-tetl, it prol):lldy 1.'hroughout the whole of this l)rogre.,sivc devel-
did not last long Eren from the ilL'st it is mo-t opment of tlm system, however, the original
l)rohablc th.tt many fiefs were granted for a cer nature of the fief was never forgotten. The u]ti-
rain term of ye_trs or for life. And in those of mate property w_ts still held to be in the lord;
all kinds a substitute f_)r the origilml pre(.ariou_- arid tlmt fact was very distinctly signifed, not
ncss of the tenure was,_oon fotmd, whioh, while only by the ext)rc_-ive lallguage of forms and

it equally secured the rights aud interests of the ._ymbols, but hy certain liabilities of the tvnnrte
lord, was lllueh, more htmorab]e and in every that gave still sharper intim.ttiou of its true char-
way more ndrantage[)us for the vassal. This was a(.ter. Even after fiefs became descendible to
the method of attaching him by certain oathsand heirs in the nto,t eoml)reheusivesense, anti by tit(.
solemn forms, whir:b, be.ddes their fo,'ee in a mo..,t fixed rule, e_cry new occupant of the estate
religious point of view, were so (,ontrivcd as to had still to make solemn acknowlcdgntent of his

appeal also to men's moral feelings, and which, v:_ssalage, and thus to ohtain, as it were, a re-
therefore, it was at:counted not only impmus but ncwal of the grant from the h)rd. lie bce_tnm
infamous to violate. The relation birt(lingthe vat- b,.)und to discharge all servi(.cs and other dues as
sal to hislortl was made to wear all the appearance fully ',s the first grantee had been Above all.
of a xnutual interchange of l)enefit_--of bounty i_ vertain circumst;tnt.e_, a_, for example, if the
and protection on the one band, of gratitude and tenant committed treason or felony, or if hc left
service due (m the other; and so strongly did this no heir. the e_tate w<m',d still return by forft iture
view of the matter take possession of men's or e._cheat t(,the h)rd, as to its original owner.--

minds, that in the fetnlal ages ewm the ties of Originally fiefs were granted o1113"by sovereign
natural rehlti(>n_hi I) were looked upon as of in- princes; but after estates of this description, by
fetter obligation to the artificial bond of vas- acquiring the hereditary quality, came to be eon-
salage.-- As soon as the position of the vassalhad sidered as property to all i)rat.tic_tl intents and
thll8 been made stable and se('ul'e, various imrpose% their holders procecd( d, on the strength
changes would gradually introduce themselves, of this completeness of pos.-t,s._l(m, themselves to
The w_ssal would begin to have his fixed rights assume the character and to exercise the rights
as well as his lord, the oath which he had taken of lords, by the practice of what was called sub-
measuring and deternfining both these rightsand infeud:_tion, that is, the alienation of pt, rtions of

his duties. The relation between the two parties their fiefs to other partie.s, who thereupon were
w(_uld cease to be one wholly of power and do- placed in the sante or a _imilar relation to them
minion on the one hand, and of mere obligation 'ts that in which they stood to tim prince. The
and dependence on the other. If the va.ssal per- vassal of the prince became the h)rd over other
formed that which he had sworn, nothing more vas_.d_; in this latter capacity he was ealh, d a
would be required of hint. Any attempt of hi_ mesne (that is, an iuteianctliate) lord; he was a
lord to force him to (lo more would be considered h)rd and a vassal at the same time. In the same

as nn injustice. ']'heir connection would now manner the vassal of a mesne lord might become

_msume the appeara_ce of a mutual compact, ira- al,_o the lord of other arrere vassals, as those va_als
posing corresponding obligations upon both, anti that held of a mesne lord were designated. This
making protection as much a duty in the lord, as process sometimes produced curious results; for a
gratitude and service in the vassal. -- Other im- lord might in this way actually become the vassal
portaut changes wou!d follow this fundamental of his own vassal, and a vassal a lord over his own
change, or would take place while it was advanc- lord.--From whatever cause it may have hap-
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pened (which is matter of dispute), ill all the con- stood as rc,_erved in the fealty which a vassal
tinental provinces of the Roman empire which swore to his lord; and the emperor Flederic
were conquered and occupied by the Germanic Barbaross't decreed that in every oath of fealty
n,'_tions, many lands were from the first held, not taken to an inferior h)rd there should be an
as fiefs, that is, with the owuership in one party express re._ervatiou of the vassal's duty to the

and the usufruct in another, hut as alh)dia, that emperor. But the double oath exacted by the
is, in full and entire ownership. The holder of :Norman conqueror did not go so far as this. It
such an estate, haying no lord, wa._ of course free only gave him, at the most, a concurrent power
from all the exactions and burdens which wcrc with the mcsne lord over the va_als of the latter,

incidental to the vassalage of the hohler of a fief. _ho in France were nearly re.moved altogethcr
lie w'ls also, however, without the powerful pro- froln the control of the royal authority. A more

teetion which the 1;tlter enjo.v(,d; and so impor- important difference between the English and
tant was this protection m the turl)ulcut state of French feudalism consisted in the greater extcn-

satiety which existed in Europe for some ages ,_ion given by the former to the rights of lords
after th_• diss_)lution of the empire of Charlc- generally over their wkssals by what wcrc called
magne, that in fact mo._t of the allodialists in thc incidena_ of ward._hi I) and marriage. The
course of tim(. exchanged their origi_mlly inde- w._rdship or guardianship of the tenant during
pendentcr)ndition f_r 1he secnrily and sul)jecti()n minority, which implied both the custody of his
of that of the feudatory. "During 1he tenth per.con and the appropriation of the profits of the

and elcv_,nth ceuturic_," _ys )It. IIallam, " it estate, appears to have bccn enjoyed hy the lord
appears that allodial lands in France had chiefly in some part_ of G(,rmany, hut no_herc else
become feudal; that is, they had I)ecn surrea- except in England and Nornmndy. "This." ob-
d(,red by their proprietors, and r(,ccived back serves Mr. Hallam, " was one of the most vexa-
again Ul)On the feudal conditions: or nn)re fro- tious parts of our feudal tenures, and was never
qucntly, perhaps, the owner had been COml)elled l)crhaps more sorely felt than in their last stage
to acknowledge himself the man or vassal of a under tile Tu(h)r and Stuart famihes." The right

suzerain, and thus to confess an original grant of marriage (maritagium) origimdly implied only
which had nevcr existed. Changes of the same the power possessed by the lord of tendering a
nature, though not perhaps so extensive or so husband to his fenmle ward while under age: if
distinctly to be traced, took place in Italy and she rejectcd the match, she forfeited the v'duc of
Germany. Tel it would be immcurate to assert the marriage; that is, as much as any one would
that the prevalence of the f_,u(lal system has hcen give to lhc lord for permi._sion to marry her. But
unlimited; in a great part of France alh)dial the right was aftcrward extended so as to include

tenures always suhsisted, and many estates in nmle as well as female heirs; and it also appeam
the empire were of the same description."-- that although the pract!ce might not be sanctioned
After the conquest of England by the Normans, by law, some of the Anglo-Norman kings were
the dondnium direct_n, or prop[;rty of all the .meu_tomed to exact penalties from their female
land in the kingdom, appears to have been con- vassals of all age.',, and even from widows, for
sidered as vested in the crown. '" All the lands either marrying withont their consent or refusing
and tenemeuts in England in the hands of sub- such marriages as they proposed. The seignoriaI
jccts," says Coke, "are holden mediately or ira- prerogative of marl'iage, like that of wardship,

mediately of the king; for in the law of England was peculiar to England and :Normandy, and to
wc have not properly allodium." This universal- some parts of Germany -- It has been very usual
ity r)f its application, thercforc, may be reg.lrded to represent milifary service as the e_ential peon-
as the filet respect in which the system of feud- liarity of a feudal tenure. But the con,_titucnt
ali_m established in England differed from that 'u_d di,,tinguishing element of that form of ten-
established in France and other continental coun- urc was its being a tenancy merely, an(l not an
tries. There were also various other differences. (_wner_hip; the enj_)ymcnt of land for certain
The Conqueror, for instance, introduced here the ._crviccs to be performed. In the state of society,

practice unknown on the continent of compelling however, in which the feudal system grew tip. it
the arrere va_ds, as _ell a.s the immediate ten- was impo_,ible that military service should not
ants of the crown, to take the oath of really to become the chief duty to which the wls._al was
hinmelf. In oilier countries a vass.al only swore bound. It was in such a state of society the
fealty l_) hi_ immediate lord; in England, if he most important servi(,e which he could render t_
held of a mesne lord, he took two oaths, one to his lord. It was the species of service which _hc
his lord and another to his lord's mrd. It may persons to whom fiefs were first granted sc(.m t(*
bc observed, however, that ia those times in have been previously accustomed to render, an4

which the feudal principle was in its greatest the coutinuance of which, accordingly, the 8,Taat
vigor the fealty of a vassal to his immediatc lord of the fief was chiefly intended to secure. Yet
was usually considered as the highcr obligation ; military service, or knight service as it was called
when that and his fealty to the crown came into in England, though it was the usual, was by no.
collision, the former was the oath to which he means the necessary or uniform condition on
adhered. Some feudists, indeed, held that his which fiefs were granted. Any other honorahte

allegiance to the crown was always to be under- condition might bc imposed which distinctly
65 VOL. r_. -- 12
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recognized the domini_m di_'ecttlm of tim lord. substitutes; and so were the clergy, certain pe_.
--Another common characteristic of fiefs, which sons holding public offices, and men past the age
in like manner arose incidentally out of the cir- of sixty, all of whom were exempted from per-

'cumstances of tile times in which they originated, sonal _rviee. The rule or custom, however, both
wa.u that they usually consisted of hind. Land as to the duration of the service, and its extent in
was in those times nearly the only species of other respects, varied .gTeatly in different ages
wealth that existed; certainly the only form of and countries--The other duties of the vassal
wealth that had any considerable security or per- were rather expressive of tile relation of honora-
manency. Yet there are not wanting instances ble subordination in which he stood to his lord,
of other things, such as pensions and offices, than services of any real or calculable value.
.being granted as fiefs. It was a great question They are thus summed up by Mr. Hallam: "It
_aevertheless, among the feudists, whether a fief was a breach of faith to diwdge the lol'd's coun-

<'ould consist of money, or of anything else than sel, to conceal from him the machinations of
land; and perhaps the most eminent authorities others, to injure his person or fortune, Ol' to
have maintained that it could not. The preference violate tile sanctity of his roof and the honor of
thus shown for laud by the spirit of the feudal his family. In battle he was bound to lend his
customs has perhaps left deeper traces both upon horse to his lord when dismounted; to adhere to
the law, the political constitution, and the social his side while fighting, and to go into captivity
habits and feelings of Enghmd and other feudal as a hostage for him when taken. His atlend-
countries than any other part of the system, anee was due to the lord's courts, sometimes to
Enghmd has thence derived not only the distinc- witness and sometimes to bear a part in tim ad-
lion (nearly altogether unknown to the Roman ministration of justice."--There were, however.
law) by which her law still discriminates certain various other substantial advantages derived by
amounts of intere_,t in lands and tenements under the lord. We have already mentioned the rights
•the name/)f real property from property of every of wardship and of marriage, which were nearly
_)ther kind, but also the ascendency retained by peculiar to the dominions of the English crown.

the former in nearly every respect in which such Besides these, there were the payment, called a
ascendency can be upheld either by institutions relief, made by every new entrant upon the pos-
or by opinioo.--The grant of hmd as a fief, espe- session of the fief, the escheat of the land to the
(.ially when it was a grant from the suzerain, or lord when the tenant left no heir, and its forfeit.
supreme lord, whether called king or duke, or ure to him when the tenant was found guilty
_my other name, was, sometimes at least, accom- either of a breach of his oath of fealty, or of
panied with an express grant of jurisdmtion, fchmy. There was, besides, a fine payable to the
"Thus ever)" great tenant exercised a jurisdiction, lord upon the alienation by the tenant of any part
civil and criminal, over his immediate tenants: of the estate, if tlmt was at all permitted. Final-

he held courts and administered the laws within ly, there were the various aids, as they were
his lordship like a ,sovereign prince. It appears called, payable by the tenant. --The principal
that the same jurisdiction was often granted ceremonies used in conferring a fief were horn-
by the crown to tim abbeys with their lands, age, fealty and investiture. The first two of
The folTnation of manors in England appears to these can not be more distinctly or more shortly
|lave been consequent upon the establishment of described than in the words of Littleton. "Horn-
feudalism. The existence of manor courts, and age," says the Treatise of Tenures, "is the most
so many small jurisdictions within |he kingdom, honoral)le service, and most humble service of

is one of the most permanent features of that reverence, that a frank tenant may do to his lord:
Ipolity which the Normans stamped upon the for when the tenant shall make homage to his
,eountry.--In the infancy of the feudal system it lord, he shall be ungirt and his head uncovered,
is probable that the vassal wa,_ considered bound and his lord shall sit and the tenant shall kneel

to attend his lor(l in war for any length of time before him on both his knees, and hold his hands
during which his services might be required, jointly together between the hands of his lord,
Afterward, when the situation of the vassal be and shall say thus: I become yourman, from this

,came more independent, the amount of this kind day forward, of life and limb, and of earthly
(_f service was fixed either by law or by usage, worship, and unto you shall be true and faithful,
In England the whole country was divided into and bear you faith for the tenements that I claim
:fl)out 60,000 knigllts' fees; and the tenant of each to hold of you, saving the faith tllat I owe to our
of these appears to have Ix._en obliged to keel) the sovereign lord the king; and then the lord, so sit-
field at his own cxpel_se for forty days on ever)" ting, shall kiss him." Religious persons and

occasion on which his lord chose to call upon women, instead of "I become your man," said,
him. For smaller quantities of land proportion- "I do homage unto you." Here, it is to be ob-
ately shorter terms of service were due; at least served, there was no oath taken; the doing of
such is the common statement; although it seems fealty consisted wholly in taking an oath, without
improbable that the individuals composing a any obeisance. "When a freeholder (frank ten-
feudal army could thus have the privilege of ant)," says Littleton, "doth fealty to his lord he

returning home some at one time, some at shall hold his right hand upon a book, and shall
another. Women were obliged to send their say thus: Know ye this, my lord, that I shall be
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faithful and true unto you, and faith to you shall events, conspired to bring about tlm same re._ult.

bear for the lands which I claim to hold of you. Tim very milital T spirit which was fostered by
and that I shall lawfully (1o to you the customs the feudal institutions, and the war,% defensive

and services which I ought to do at ttle terms and aggressive, which they were imcmled to sup-
assigned, so help me God and his saints; and he ply the incans of carrying on, lc,l in course of
shall kiss the book. But he shall not kneel whcn time to tile release of the w_ssal from the chief

he maketh the fealty, nor shMI make such (that and most di._tinguishing (ff hi_ original obliga
i_, any such, t/el), hmnble reverence as is afore_dd tions, and thereby, it may bc said, to tim rupture
in homage." The investiture or the conveyance of tim strongest bond that lind attached hml to his

of feudat land isreprcsented by the modern feoff- lord. The feml'd military army was at lcngth
merit. --Tile feudal system may bc regarded as found so inconvenient a force that soon after the

having reached its maturity and full development accession of IIenry lI the personal service of
when the Norman conquest of England took vassals w_s (hspen_ed with, and a pecuniary pay-

place. It appears accordingly to have been estab- ment, under the name of cscuage, accepted in its
lished there immediately or very soon after that ste_d. From this time the vassal was no longer
went in as pure, strict and comprehensive a really the defender of Iris lord; he was no longer
form as it ever attained in any other country, what he professed to bc in his homage antl Ilia
The whole land of the kingdom, as we have oath of fealty; and one effect of The elrmge must

.already mentioned, was, without any exception, have been still fnrther to wear down what re-

,either in the hands of the crown, or held in fl(;f rosined of the old imprc_sivene._s of the_e solemni.
by the vassals of the crown, or of them by sub- ties, and to reduce them nearer to mere dead
infeudation. Those lands which the king kept forms. The acquisition by the. crown of an army
were called his demesne (the terrm regis of the of subservient mercenaries, in exchan,.4e for its
domesday survey), and thus the crown had a former inefficient and withal turbulent al_d un-
number of immediate tenants, like any other lord, manage'_bh, army of va._d.-_', wa_ in fact the dis-
in the various lands rest'reed in nearly every part eoveryof a substitute for the mai_l purpose of the
of the kingdom. Nowhere else, also, before the feudal polity. Whatever imurislwd a new power
restrictions established by the charters, were the in the commonwcahh, also took sustenance and
rights of the lord over the vassal stretched in strength from this ancient power. Such must in

practice nearer to their extreme theoretical ]imit.¢. espe('ial degree have been the effect of the t,,Towth
()u the other hand, the vassal had arrived at of towns, and of the new species of wealth, and,
what we may call his ultimate position in the it may be added, the new manners and modes of
natural progress of the system; the hereditary thinking, created by trade and commerce. -- The
_tuality of the feuds was fully established; his ' progress of subinfeudation has sometimes been

ancient absolute dependence and subjection had r_,presented as having upon the whole tended to
passed away; under wllatever disadvantages his weaken and loosen the fabric of feudalism. It
inferiority of station might place him, he met t,is "demolished," observes Blackst¢)nc (it., 4), "' the
lord ou the common ground of their mutual[ancient simplicity of feuds; and an inroad I)eing
rights and obligations; there might be c[)nsi(h,r- once made upon theb" constitution, it subjected
able contention about what these right.s and obli- them ill a course of time to great v._ri(,tie_ and
gallons on either side were, but it was admitted innovations. Feuds began to belJought and sohl,

that on both _ides they had the same character of -rod deviations were made from the ohl funda-
real, legally binding obligations, and legally main- mental rules of tenure and succession, which
lainable rights.--This settlement of the system, were held no longer sacred when the feuds them-
however, was anything rather than an assurance selves no lm_ger c_)ntinued to be purely mili-
*ff its stability and permanency. It was now hehl tary." But the practice of subinfeudation would
together by a principle altogether of a different rather seem to have beeu calculated to carry out
kind from that which had originally created and the feudal principle, and to place the whole sys-
vemented it. That which had been in the begin- tern on a broader and firmer basis. It wouhl be
ning the very life of the relation between the lord more correct to ascribe the effects here spokeu of

and the vassal, had now in great part perished, to the prohibition against subinfeudation. The
The feeling of gratitude could no more survive effect of this pl_,ctice, it is true, w'ls to deprive
than the feeling of dependence on the part of the lord of his forfeitures and es(:hcats and the
the latter after feuds became hereditary. A other advantages of his seiguiory, and various
.-pecies of superstition, indeed, and a sense of attempts, therefore, were at length made to check

ILl,nor, which in some degree supplied the place or altogether prevent it, in which the crown and
of what was lost, were preserved by oaths and the tenants in chief, whose intercst¢ were most
,zeremonie% and the influence of habit and old affected, may be supposed to have joined. One

opinion; but these were at the best only extrane- of the clauses of the great charter of IIenry III.
ous props; the self-sustaining strength of the (the thirty-second) appears to be intended to
edifice was gone. Thus it was the tendency of restrict subinfeudation (although the meaning is
feudalism to decay and fall to pieces under the not quite clear), and is expressly forbidden by the
n(.cessary development of its own principle.-- statute of Quia Emptores (the 18 Edw. I., c. 1).

Otl_er causes, called into action by the progress of 8ubinfeudation was originally the only way in
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"which the holder of a fief could alienate any part 13 Edw. I., c. 1, entitled "De Denis Condition-
of his estate without the consent of hislord; and alibus," which had for its object to enable any
it therefore now became necessary to provide owner of an estate, by his own disposition, to
some other mode of effeeting that object, for it secure its descent in perpetuity in a particular
seems to have been felt tbat after alienation had line. So far as the statute went, it was an effort

been allowed so long to go on under the guise of to strengthen the declinin_ power of feudalism
subinfeudation, to restrain it altogether would The effect was to create what were called estate¢
be no longer possible. The consequence was, tail, and to free the renan! in tail from ma_v
that as a compensation for the prohibition of sub- liabilities of his ancestor to which he would 1,,
infeudation, the old prohibition against alienation subject if he were seized of the same lands it_ fl.e
was removed; hinds were allowed to be alienated, simple. The power which was thus conferred
but the purchaser or grantee did not hold them upon landholders of preventing the alienatinn of
of the vendor or grantor, but held them ex'mtly their lands remained in full force for nearly two
as the grantor did: and such is still the legal centuries, till at last, in the reig'n of Edw:_r(t

effect in England when a man parts with his en- IV., by the decision of the courts (A. D ]472..
tire interest in his lands. This clmage was effect the practice of barring estates tail by a comm_r_
ed by the slatute of Quia Emptores with regard recovery was completely established.-- The pr:_e-

to all persons except immediate tenants of the tire of conveying estates by fine, which u_L- of
crown, who were permitted to alienate on paying great antiquity in England, and the orig,_, ,_f
a fine to the king by the statute 1 Edw. III., c. 12. which is by some referred to the time of Stcphf,,
Thus at the same time that a practice strictly ac- or lIenry II . was regulated by various stalnte,_
cordant to the spirit of feudalism, and eminently (among others, particularly by the 4 HenL'y VII ).
favorable to its conservation and extension, was and contributed materially lo facilitate Ill(. Ir,_n--
stopped, another practice, altogether adverse to fer of hm.ds in general, hu! more particularly (,_s
its fundamental principles, was introduced and regulated by the statute just mentioned) to bar
established, that of allowing vobtntary alienation estates tail. By a statute passed in the 32 Henry
by persons during their lifetime.-- It was a con- VIII., c. 28, tenants in tail were enabled to make

sequence of feudal principles, that a man's lands leases for three lives or twenty-one years, which
could not be subjected to the claims of his cred- should bind their issue. The 26 Hen VIII,. c.
itors. This restraint upon what may be called 1'_, also had declared all estates of inheritance. _
invol, ntary alienation has been in a great degree use or possession, to be forfeited to the king upon
removed by the successive enactmentswhichhave conviction of high treason, and thus destro) ed
had for their object to make a man's lands liable one of the strongest inducements to the t.vin_"
for his debts; although, after a lapse of near six up of estates in tail, which hitherto had only bec_)
hundred yeal,'ssince the statute of Acton Burnell, forfeitable for treason during the life of the ten-
the lands of a debtor are not yet completely sub- ant in tail --Another mode by which the feudal

jected to tbe just demands of his ercdilors. Tiffs restraints upon voluntaryalienation came at length
statute of Acton Burnell, passed 11 Edw. I. (1283), to be extensively evaded, was the practice intro
made the devisable burgages, or burgh tenements, dared, probably al)out tile end of the reign of
of a debtor salable in discharge of his debt_. By Edward III.. of gr:_nting lands to persons to u,en.
the statute of Merchant, pa_ced 13 Edw. I. (1285). as it was termed; that is the new owner of the
called statute 8, adebitor's lands might 1)c deliv- land received it n_bt for his own use, but on the
eredto his merchantcreditortill hisdebtwaswhol- understanding and conflden(.c, that he would hoht

ly paid out of the profits. By the 18th chal)ter of the land for such prisons and for such purpose._
the statute of Westminster the second, passed the as tile grantor then named or might at any time
same year, a moiety of a debtor's land (not copy- afterward name. Thus an estate in land became

bold) was subjected to execution for debts or divided into two parts, one of which was the legal
damages recovered by judgment. But /he lands ownership, and the other the right to the profits
are not sohl: the moiety of them is delivered by or the use/ and this u_ could bc transferred by a
the sheriff to him who has recovered by judg- man's last will at a time when the ]and itself, be-
ment, to occupy them till his debt or damages ing still bound in the fetters of feudal restraint,

are satisfied. Finally, by tbe several modern could not be transferred by will, except where it
statutes of bankruptcy, the whole of a bankrupt was devisable, as in Kent and some other parts of
debtor's lands have ber'ome absolutely salable for England, by special custom. The person who
the payment of his debt_. Further, by a recent thus obtained the use or profits of the estate---the

act (3 and 4 Wm. IV., c. 104), all a deceased per- cestut que use. as he is called in law--was finally
son's estate in land. of whatever kind, not charged converted into the actual owner of the land to tim
byhis will with tile payment of hisdebts.whether same amount of interest as he bad in the use

he was a trader within the bankrupt laws or not. (A. D. 1535) by the statute of Uses (the 27 Hen.

constitutes a.,_ets, to be administered in equity, VIII., c. 10), and thus the power of devising land
for the payment of debts, botb those on specialty which had been enjoyed by the mode of uses was
and those on simple contract. -- An attempt had taken away. But this important element in the

early been made to restore in part the old re- feudal system, the restraint on the disposition of
straints upon voluntalT/alienation by the statute lands by will, could no longer be maintained con-
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sistently with the habits and opinions tllen estab- upon the integrity of the feudal system, considered
lished, and accordingly, by st_tt. 23 Hen. VIII. in reference to the power which the tenant of land

_which was afterward explained by the stat. ,34 can now exercise over it, and the right which
Hen. VIII.), all persons were allowed to dispose of otilers can enforce against him ill respect of his
_heir freehold lands held in fee simple by a will property in it. But the system of tenures still
in writing, subject to certain restricttons as to exists. Tile statute of Charles If. only abolished
lands held by knight service ctther of the king or militalT tenures and such parts of the feudal
any other, which restrtetious were removed by the system as had become generally intolerable; but
,,tat. 12 Chas. II.. c. 24, which abolished military all lands iu the kingdom are still hehl either by
tenures. -- Notwilhstanding these successive as- soccage tenure, iuto which military tenures were
saults upon certain partsof the ancient feudalism, changed, or else by the respective tenures of
the main body of the edifice still remained almost frankahnoigne, grand serjeanty and copyhold.
entire. It is _aid that the subjectof the abolition which were not affected by the statute. -- Some
of military tenures was brought belore the parlia- of tile consequences of tenures, as they at present
ment in the lath of James I., on the king's return- subsist, can not be more simply exemplified than
mendation, but at that time nothin_ was done by the rules as I_J the forfeiture and e._cheat of
in the matter When ,lie civil war broke out m lands, both of which, however, have undergone
1641, the profits of marrmge, wardship, and of modifications since the statute of Charies If.-
most of the other old feudal prero_zatives of the To attain ._comprehensive and exact view of the
<'rowu, were for .-ome time still collected by the present tenures of landed property in England
parliament, as they had formerly been by the and their incidents and consequences, it would be
kin_. The fabric of the feudal system in Eng- necessary for the reader to enter upon a course of
hind, however, was eventually shattered by the study more laborious and extensive than is con-
storm of the great rebellion. The court of wards sisteut with pursuits not strictly leg'd. -- Tile
was in t.ffeet discontinued from 1645. The res- notions of loyalty, of lmnor, of nobility, and of
loration of the king couhl not restore what had the importance, socially and politically, of landed
thus been in practice swept awlty. By the above over other property, are the most striking of the
mentioned statute, 12 Car. II., c. 24. it was ac- feelings which may be considered Io ]lave taken
cordmgly enacted that from the year 1645 the their birth from the feudal system. These notions
court of wards and liveries, and all wardships, are opposed to the tendency of the commercial
liveries, primer-_izins, values, fo_'fcitures of mar- and manufacturing _pirit, which has been the

riage, elc., by rea.-on of any teuure of the king's great moving powel of the world since the decline
maje,ty, or of any other by knights' tenures, of strict feudalism; but that power has not yet

,hould be taken away and discharged, together been able to destroy, or perhaps even very mate-
with all fines for alienations, tenure hy homage, rially toweaken, tile opinions above mentioned in
,eseuage, aids par filz marricr and put fair ritz the minds of the mass.--We are not, however, to
_ehevalier, etc. ; and all tenures of any honol_, pass judgment upon feudalism, as the originating
manors, lands, tenements or hereditaments, or aml shaping principle of a particular form into
any estate of inherflanee at tile common law, which human society has run. simply accordmg
held either by the king or of ally other person or to our estimate of the wdue of these its relies at
persons, bodies politic or corporate, were turned the present day. The true question is. if this
into free and common soccage, to all intents and particular organization had not been given to
purposes. By the same statute every father was European society after the dissolution of the an-
empowered by deed or will, executed in the cient civilization, what other order of things
presence of two witnesses, to appoint persons to would in all likelihood have arisen, a better or a
have the guardianship of his infant and uumar- worse than that which did rcsult? -- As for the
tied children, a,_d to have tile custody and man- state of society during the actual prevalence of
agement of their property, It was not. till after the feudal system, it was, without doubt, in many
the lapse of nearly another century that the respects exceedingly defective and barbarous.
tenures and other institutions of feudalism were But the system, with all its imperfections, still
put an end to in Scoth_nd by the statutes, passed combined the two essential qualities of being both
ateer the rebellion, of the 20 Gco. II., e. 4.3, en- a system of stabilityand a system of progression.
titled "An act for abolishing heritable jurisdic- It did not fall to pieces, neither did it stand still.
tmt_s.," and the 20 Geo. II., e. 50, entitled "An Notwithstanding all its rudeness, it was, what

:Let for taking away the tenure of ward-holding every right system of polity is, at once conserva-
in Scotland, for giving to heirs and successors a tire and productive. And perhaps it is to be most
summary process against superiors, and for aster- fairly appreciated by being considered, not in
tainingthe servicesof all tenants, etc." Norhave what it actually was. but in what it pre_rved
estates tail in Scotland yet been relieved from the from destruction, and in what it has produced.

strictest fetters of a destination in perpetuity, --The earliest published compilation of feudal
either by the invention of common recoveries, or law was a collection of rules and opinions sup-
by levying a fine, or by any legislative enactment, posed to have been made by two lawyers of Lore-
-We have enumerated the principal statutes bardy, Obertus of Otto and Gerardus Niger, by
which may be considered as having broken in order of the emperor Frederic Barbarossa. It,
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appeared at Milan about the _ar 1170, and ira- passed into slavery, or fell victims to the maladies
mediately became the great text-book of this wldeb ravaged the human race in its infancy.
branch of the law in all the schools and univer. Households were thus left without their natural

sities, and even a sort of authority in the courts, protectors, and, what was deemed a graver evil,
It is divided in some editions into three, in others without successors to perform the rites of ances.
into five books, and is commonly entitled the fry worship, and to leave male heil_ in their turn

"Libri Fcudorum"; the old writers, however, to perpetuate it. The fiction of adoption, where-
are wont to quote it simply as the Textus, or by a stranger was admitted to the place of a son,
Text. But the great sources of the feudal law with all his rights anti obligations, gave the faro-
are the ancient codes of the several Germanic ily a defender and head, and preserved its name
nations; the capitularies or collections of edicts and honor among the living. As society ad-
of Charlemagne and his succes.qors; and the vari- vanccd, the forms of adoption were applied to
ous coutumicrs or collections of the old customs other ends, as, for inslance, to effect the alienation
of the different provinces of France. The laws of land by gift and sale. The ancient testament
of the Visigoths, of the Burgundians, the Salic was at first a species of adoption, or of the nomi-

law, the laws of the Alemanni, of the Baiuvarii, nation of a succf.ssor to the headship of the
of the Ripuarii, of the Saxons, of the Anglii, of family and the administration of its patrimony;
the Werini, of the Frisians, of the Lombards, and at length was made use o[ to effccl the dis-
etc., have been published by Lindenbro_us in his inheritance of thc natural heir. The civil law of

('¢M_x Legato Antiquarum, fol. Franeof., 1613. Rome, and the common law of England, were
The best,editions of the capilularies are that by for cc.nturics developed m'linly by means of the
Bahlze, in 2 vols. fol, P+_ris, 1677, and that by fiction of a religious adherence to the letter and
Chiniac, of which, however, we believe only the form of the law, while in substance it was radi-
first two vo'umes have appeared, Paris. fol., 1780. cally changed I)y novel interpretations. The
Richebourg's Nouveau Couturaier G_dral, 4 vols. state of thought which this mode of law reform
fol., Paris, 1724, is a complete collection of the indicates is especially remarkable. There is the
coutumiers, all of which, however, have also been most scrupulous adherence to the outward forms
published separately. All these old laws and and literal text of thc law, while there is no

codes, as well as the Milan text-book, have been scruple in subverting it in spirit. There can be
made the subject of voluminous commentaries. ' little doubt tlmt the explanation is to be looked

Bon_'. for in the original connection of law wilh reli-
gion, and the consequent sacredness of legal cere-

FICTIONS, in Law and in Political Econ- monies and formulas as religious rltesand observ-
omy. The part which fictions have played in aoces. Herbert Spem'cr says that government

the history of human society and of politi- and law, were originally, nothing but ceremony.
eal _cience and thougl_t, is one of the most A third term is hnwever necessary to explain their
instructive 1)henomcna that socioh)gy can investi- connection. Law wa_ originally religiou: religion
gate. They have had a large sharc in determiu- consisted in forms, obeisances and ceremonies;

ing not only the political ideas, but the political and law, accordingly, was in the main a mas_ of
and h.gal rights of mankind. It is needless to ceremonial observances. The idea of the sa(.rcd
say we do not refer to fictions in the common and inviolate character of the form and letter sur

meaning of the word as denoting mere fabrica- vived afteritsorigin in religion had been forgotten.
tions in the sense of falsehoods, nor yet to the +No change in tim anci¢,nt order of procedure sx-as
fictiti_)us creations of the novelist's imagination, pernlitted, but whatever it could be interpreled
The ficlions we have in view may be classed as to cover was lawful and right. There is no rea-
legal, political and philosophical; some of them, son to suppose that exther the Roman juriscon-
in different aspects, comiug under all three heads, sults or the English judges were exempt from a
Sir Henry .Maine. in his work on Ancient Law. reverential regard for the regular procedure and

has drawn attention to the vast influence which literal terms of the old law, when superseding it
fictions have exercised over the development of in substance, and even when triumphing in the
society, as aff<)rding a means of introducing ingenuity by which the change was effected.-
change and reform into law, without breaking No more curious instance of the length to which
with the past and its traditions and solemn forms, legal fictions have been pushed can be cited, than
But for one of these fictions, one older than p+,si- that of the collusive action, called a common
tive law in the strict sense of the word, but recovery, whereby in tile reign of Edward IV.
which fills a conspicuous place in the most the owner for life of an entailed estate was ena-
famous of all legal systems, few early communi- bled to set aside the statute De .Don/a, and to

ties could have survived. The disasters and alicnate the land from the heir. Many reasons
perils surrounding them--war, pillage, famine, concurred to make the barring of entails appear
fire, disease--were such that families were often expedient at that epoch. The crown and its

left without male heirs, clans without chiefs of lawyers were desirous of making the inheritance,
the true blood. The sons were slainin battle, or and not the life estate only, forfeitable for trea+

perished early from the hardships to which child- son. The ancient principles of the common law,

hood was exposed, or were taken captive and derived by the early judges in a great me,_sure
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from the Roman jurists, inclined the courts to two houses of the English parliament put it fro._
favor the free disposition of landed property, ward as the ground of the deposition of James lI.

The courts of law, moreover, were engaged in a TIEe commons resolved that King James, having
fierce struggle with the court of chancery for endeavoEe(l to subvert the constitution by bre:_k-
jurisdiction, and were seeking to extend their ing the oliginal compact between king and
powers and remedies, and to attract suitors by people, and having witlEdrawu himself out of
fictions, such as the actions of cjcetment and the kiugdom, had alEdicated the government, and
(,ommon recovery. The expenses attending tile that tlle throne wa,_ thereby vacant. The. house
war of tile roses, and their own extravagant of lords, for their part, al._o framed a re.-olutiou
habits, lead emharrassed manylanded l)roprietors, that there w:u_ an orizinal contract between the
amt made them anxious to sell; wlfile a nfiddle king and the people. It may wcllseem to modern
class in both town and country had become ideas that no such fiction was necessary to justify

wealthy and were anxious to buy. The judges the deposition of such a sovereign, yet Iiallam's
and gre'_t lawyers were themselves _m'eat buyers comment on the resolution is, that it inw)lved "a
of land. and liked to see it brought into the mar- proposition necessary at that time as denying the
ket. !hit along with all these reasons for sane- divine origin of monarchy, from which its claim
tinning the fictitious process whcrel)y lands weEc to absolute m(lcfeasil)le authority had been lflau -
disentailed, there was a survival in the breasts of sibly derived."--A still more famnu,_ fiction, and

the judgeu of a feeling of the efficiency of the one that may claim to be termed at once, legal,
ancient form and letter of the law. For while political and philo¢ophie'd, is that of a law of ha-
the transaction would have been hehl invalid, ture, from which flow a number of bolh politic:d
had a single ceremnny or formula been omitted and legal rights. This fiction, the origin of which
or changed, a clo_ adherenec to ancient prece- has I)een traced by Sir llenry Maine to a mixed
dent in outward procedure was allowed to suh- Greek and Uonlan SOUl'C(,, contributed much to
vert a fundamental enactm(.nt respecting tuber- bring about the French revolution, and the ideas
ita.ce. But a time was sure to c_)me, when a of natural lib'.'rly and equality whi(.h thctE spread
fiction such as that of the comnlon recovery through the world. It is (:uriou_ that it has lent
would be intolerable both to public opinion and its supt)ort to (_ppositc concel)lion_ of rights in
to that of the legal profession, even for the most different countrms. In Fiance chihh'en ale sup-
expedient and henefici,'d reform. The, intellc('t posed to have a natural right to equal slmres in
of 'm advanced _tge revolts against a solemn judi- their parents' prol)crly. Ill Elagland an unrestrict
(,ial juggle, as an indecent abuse and u_urpatinn cd testamentary power, whcr(,lly tim su(.cessi<m
of legislative power. --Among legal fictions, of any or all of the children m:ly be. defeated, is
though of a difl'erent kind from the foregoing, supposed to be a natural right, and has I)een ,o

may be classed the forged compilations of law of denominated by learnc_l writers on jurisprudence.
which the middle ages wvre so fertile. A re- The whole class of so-called natural ri,_,hts for
markable instance is that of Andrew Ilorn's example, tolife, liberty, property, reputation, exi,.t
.Pli_i;" des Ju_twes, which was lauded by Lord only by the sanction of tiE(; state aml positive law;
Coke. and is still not unfrequently cited by Eng- and they are set aside by the state wilhout ,_crnl)le
lish legal writers, as a valuable and trustworthy when public policy demands it, ns, for inst'm('t.,
repertory of Anglo-Saxon law. Horn was no when it becomes necessary, to make citizens fight

lawyer, being a fishmonger hy occupation, and a for their country. As democracy 'l(lvance¢. h,s_
chamberlain to the city of London, who lived and less regard i._now paid to individual "ri_ht-"
in the reigns of the three Edwards, and whose of this sort. It is to an aristocratic legi,qalmc •
comt)ilation is a crude mixture of tradition, fable, that rights of property and independence scent
and the laws of his own time. Halhml's just most sacred aml founded in natural justi('c.
sentence on the Mirror for its fictions and forger- instead of in simple expediency. Yet the con-
ies has not deprived it, down to the pre.ent day, ('eption that they have a foundation in a law of
of authority in the estimation of authors of some nature, ficlitious as such a basi_ is, will probahly

reputation even in Germany.--Amongbothpolit- long continue to give effective _li(l to the Ol)-
ical and legal fictions we must cla._ tile x_enera- ponents of socialism.--Political ccmmmy un-

I)le British constitution, which is still in ninny douhtedly owed not only its first -uceesses hut
respects, in outward form, a pure monarchy, much of ils form in a great measure to tile pop-
while in fact it is a republic, and rapidly becom- ularity of the doctrine of :t code ot natural law.
ing a very democratic one. The royal sanction Adam Smith drew from it the doctrines in tile
is still given to a statute in terms which sound Wc'dth of _Nations of the "natural system of lih- ,

like the maxim of imperial law, Qetodprintipi erty" by which the province of the state was

]gac_til legishabet vigorem, though the British soy- bounded, of the beneficent tendency of the "' nat-
ereign has really a less voice in legislation than ural effort of every man to better his condition,"
the humblest elector. -- Of the mixed philosoph- of "thE: natural order of opulence," :rod of "nat-
ical and political fiction, the doctrine of the m'al wages, profit, prices and rent."--It would
social compact, as the foundation of the authority not be too much to ,say that the domain of fiction
of government and law, affords au example, in human philosophy once far exceeded that of

which was made especially memorable when the truth, leased on inductive investigation and post-
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tire evidence. At tlle same time it would be rash [ against them, and they were released. Early in

to assert that fiction has not played in several de- ] August, 1851, with 500 men, Lopez sailed frompartments of thought a beneficent part. The New Orleans and landed in Cuba; but the Span-
doctrine of natural rights has without 40ubt done ish authorities routed his forces, executed the

much for the prosl)erily and happiness of man- leaders Aug. 16, and imprisoned the rest. It was
kind. -- But the sphere of fiction must steadily ! evident tllat Spain was too strongly entrenched in
_liminish as that of inductive and positive science [ Cuba to be disturbed by private effort, and sub-
_dvances and as man's mind itself becoluesstrong. ] sequent movements in its direction were mainly
¢r, ele_u'cr trod more discerning. Dr. Whewe_l, [ confined to governmental action. (See ()ST}:ND
in tracing the slow plogress of former ages in the M_'_'IFESTO.) Neverthele_ private preparations
physical sciences to tile indistinctness and inal)- did not wholly cease, though they never agntin
propriateness of human ideas on such subjects, came strougly to the surface; lint President Pierce

laid himself open to the retort that this imperfec- 1)robably ended them by his proclamation of M_ly
lion of human thought in matlel.'s of science was 31, I'854, warning all go_)d citizens against taking
the very lhing to be accounted for. Yet there is any part in them.-- Mexico and Cuba being too
a sense in whicll tile disciple of Herbert Spencer strong, and other West Indian islands c,f Ioo
may accept Dr. Whewell's proposition. In the small value, to make filibustering profitable, there
infancy of the lmman race the brain of man is remained _mly the states of Central Ameri(.a.
small and soft and feeble. It grows larger and May 4, 1855, Gen. William Walker (the "gray-
more vigorous by exercise, and ils incre_lsed eyed man of destiny"), with a Californi'm compll-
powers art; transmitted to each successive genera- ny, sailed on a filibustering expedition to Central
tion to rcceive further enlargement. Truth ad- America. In thelatter part of August heeffected
vances, and the chmds of fiction recede, not a landing at San Juan del Sur. on tile Pacific
merely because discoveries are made and errors coast of Ni(:aragua. He defeated the government
refuted, but bec'tuse man's cerebral vigor and troops, (.aptured Granada, the capital, in October,
activity gr_w, and the facultie_ by means of and tried by court martial and condemned to
which science a,d philosol)hymake progre.qs gain death his principal oplmNents. He was elected

strength, in a manner which will become clear to president, but withdrew in favor of Rivas, a native
any one who compares the brain of a savage with _Niearaguan; and the new government was recog.
that of a civilized and educ2tted man. nized by the American minister. It l)roceeded

T. E. CLIFFE LESLIE. to re-establish slavery and invite immigratiou
from the southern st.ttcs, but Walker quarrelc(l

FILIBUSTERS (IN U. S. IIIsTOR'r), a name with his native associates, the other Central

borrowed from the West Indian freebooters of the American states combined against him, and in

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, the "bucea- April, 1857, he surrendered to an American nawtl
neers," or "filibusters." In its modern sense it officer, and was conveyed to the United States.
was applied to associations originating in the IIe immediate}y organized another expedition at
United States for the ostensible purpose of free- New Orleans, landed at Punta Arenas, Nov. 25,
ing Cuba and other West Indian or Central and was seized and brought to New York by
American dist_ict-_ from European control or Corn. Paulding, of the United States navy. Hc
from milita .ry dictatorship, but with the ultimate was released, and fitted out a new expedition from

object of annexing them to the United States. New Orleans, Oct. 7, 1858, but was stopped by
Such unauthorized private interventions in the the federal authorities. Again released, he organ-
affairs of a foreign state have been common in ized his fourth and h_t expedition, and landed at

the history of other nations, and have frequently Truxillo, in Honduras, June 27, 1860. The presi-
been followed by the public force of the state, dent of Honduras, with an overwhelming force,
when the private intervention had truly repre- routed and captured him, Sept. 3, tried him by
seated public se.tirnent: i,lstances may bc found court martial and shot him. His death, and still
in abundanceiu the dealings of Great Britain with more the civil war in the United States which

Spain, the South American relmblics, Greece. and hegan soon afterward, ended filibustering.-- See

Italy, of France with the revolted British colo- 5 Str3'ker's Ame_qcnl_ Register, 179; 14 Wh_/ l_e-
nies in Nurth America, and of Russia with Tur- vL_v, 353; 2 Wilson's Rise. al_d Fall of the Sla_e

key. The peculiar stigma upon the American Power. 608; 1 Greeley's Ameriealt ConJ,'el, 270.
filibustering expeditions was, that they were un- 276; 3 Spencer's /Tn/ted State.s, 516; Presidenls
dertaken not for the public welfare, or from Message, Jan. 7, 1858; Atlaldic Monthly, 1859-60

• generous motives, but for the extension of the (Art. " With Walker iN Nicaragua")
area of slavery.--Tlle acquisition of Texas (see ALEX.klqDER JOHIgSTON.
A_/_EXATmNS, IIl.)was really a great and mos!
successful fihbustcring expedition. It_ suc(:e_q FILIBUSTERING. (See PxaLiA_'rx_"
stimulated similar efforts in other directions. In Law.)
Decembcr, 1_50, Lopez, a Cuban, with a number

of a._)ciates, including Gov. Quitman, of Missis- lgILLM01tE, Millard, president of the United
_sippi, was arrested for a violation of the neutral- States 1850--3, was born in Cayuga county, lg. Y.,

it)' law of 1818; but nothing could be proved Jan. 7, 1800. and died at Buffalo, N. Y., _Iarch
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8. 1874. He was admitted to the bar in 1823, was other articles were taken. In fl_e southern, most of

a whig representative from New York 1833-5 these were also accept(_'l, besides tobacco, rice,
and 1837--43, was elected vice-president in 1848, beeswax and tallow. Storehouses were maintained

and became president oil the death of Taylor. in which the tax g'atilercrs deposited tile public
In 1856 he was nominated for the presidency by property until it should be wanted or could be

the American party ("know nothings"), but was sohl or exchanged. Taxes were paid its this
defeated. (See AXTI-MAsoNItY, I.; WVtIoPARTY; mode until the igsue of paper money; and in
AMERICA._ PARTY.)--See Barre's Life,f Filbrmre; some irish!noes afterward, when the supply of
Savage's Ifepre_e_datire Men, 260; Abbott's Lire_ paper money became scarce. -- The prices of the
_f the PJ:esidents. A.J. articles thus taken were fixed from time to time

by the courts or colonial assemblies; and were

I_INANC1E._ Alller|calh The history of usually rated much higherthau they were worth.
American finance is not less unique titan the By thus fixing the prices of the selected commod-
other sides of American history. The subject isles above their true value, flmy became, so far

may be divided into four l:,eriods: the colonial; as this could be done by gnvermuental actmn, the
the revolutionary ; the first seventy years of peace exelu,ive currency, and threw out of use the little
under the present constitution, extendil_g from coin there was in tbe country. In other words,
1789 to 1860; and the period of the civil war, they destroyed the market for it, and drove it to

ending with the refunding operations of 1881. -- other lands. Badly as the colonists neededspeeie,
THE COLO,_AL PEmOD. The financial history they adopted the worst policy possible to get it;

of this period is very instructive, for it is replete or to retain even what they had. -- The systems
with financial experiments. Each of the thirteen of taxation varied greatly in the colonies. In
colonies directed its own affairs; though often South Carolina, for example, all the revenue that
one colony followed the methods of another, was needed for a considerabh, period was raised
Massachusetts took the lead in paper-money ex- by a tax on imports, in most of the colonies,
periments and banking, and her example in the however, real and personal estate was taxed,
former regard was followed by all the others. -- and a poll tax also w.ts levied. In Maryland, in
Trade or exchange was needful in the very be- 1639, a tax was levied wholly on "personal es-

_inning of colonial existence, and this was tates," which was applied in defraying the expense
accomplished by barter. In New England the of an expedition against the Indians. InVirgini'_

aborigines used a money made of shells, called at one time the colonial resources consisted first of
wampum, peag. or wampumpeag, which the col- parish levies, " commonly managed by sly cheat-
onists adopted and employed among themselves ing fellows, that combine to cheat the public."
and with the Indians. After a time it became _._condly, pulflie levies raised by act of the as-

over-abundant, depreciated, and was abolished sembly, both derived from tithables or working
about 11150. Silver was also used, though usu- bands. The cost of collecting this part of the

• ally it was very scarce, and for a long time ex- revenue was estimated at not less than 20 per
changes were most frequently made in peltry, cent. Tlfinlly, a tax on exported tobacco, to-
especially the beaver, in the northern colonies, gcther with tonnage duties. Maryland, too, levied
and tobacco and rice in the southern. It must a tax on the expolt of tobacco, pork, pitch ahd

be noted, however, that exchanges were often flax, which the colonists Irldto pay. The system

made in other products, while the wampum, of taxation adopted by that colony was perhapa
though more generally employed in the New the least politic and wise of any of the colonml
England colonles than elsewhere, was not wholly systems. Immigration was taxed when no need
confined to them. The specie in the colonies w'ls greater than that of settlers. English rum
came from Europe along with the immigrants, was admitted free, but tlmt from Pennsylvania
and from trade with the West Indies. To the was taxed nine pence per g.lllou. -- Like older

latter ports the colonists first shipped peltry, fish nations, the colonies could notescape contracting
and lumber, and afterward pipe-staves, hoops, debts beyond their immediate ability to pay.
beef, pork, peas, fat cattle, horses, etc., and These were created in consequence of the wars

brought back, besides silver and billsof exchange, with the Frencb and Indians. To meet the
manufactured goods, sugar, lriolasses, cotton wool expenses thus incurred, paper money was issued.
and rum. At a later period the specie thus flow- Massachu.,,etts invented the system in 1690. She
ing into the country was sent to England to pay had just crone out of war with Canada, wlLich had
for importations from that quarter. -- In each proved as disastrou_ !o her arms as toher treasury.
,colony taxation was necessary to support the gov- The troops returned unexpectedly to Boston, and

eminent therein existing. These were laid and the colony had no money to pay them. There_j

rollected in various ways. For many years after was no time to collect it by tax, and it couht not I
the colonial governments were foumled, there be borrowed. The colony had made no provision
wa_ not enough gold orsilver to be found iu them for pa 3ing them, expecting that the enterprise:
to pay the taxes. It was necessary, therefore, to wouhl be successful, and that the soldiers would
use other things. Inthe northern eoloniesbeaver get their reward by lflundcr. In this emergency
skins, wheat, rye, oats, Indian corn, peas, flax, tile general court, '" desinms," as they say, " to

wool. beef, pork, live stock, bullets, codfish and prove themselves just at:d honest," and consid-
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ering the "scarcity of moneyand the want of an of interest. "_otwithstanding this change, the-
adequate measure of commerce," authorized a hills remained at par, until the subsequent issue
committee to issue, forthwith, in the name of the of very large amounts caused their depreciation."
colony, £7,000, in hills of credit, from two shillings -- Nine years later, ill 1712, South Carolina tried
to five pounds each. The following is a copy of another experiment in issuing paper money.
one of tile hills: This was tile establishment of a public bank,

which issued £48,000, called hank hills, to meel

No. (916) 20e tile requirements of commerce and of the gov
This indented Bill of Twenty Shillings due from the ernment. This was lent on landed or persmm!

Ma_achtt._cTt._ Colony to the Po_sessor shall t_ in value

equal to money, and shall be accordingly accepted by the security for a year, the colony promising to p_,._
Treasurer and Receivers subordinate to him to all Public gradually (£4.000 annually) until the entire
payts, and In- auy stock at any time in the Treasury. amount was redeemed. By this met]led the gov
Boston, in NPw England, February the third, 1690. By e_aament gained the interest, and the communityorder of the General Court.

ELIS_^ HtrrOHINSON, I the benefit of the circulation. The plan was

[L. S.] JOHN"WALLET, IV°re'toltec" very successfully executed in Pennsylvania, but
Tl_ THORSTON, not equally so in any other colony. -- In Oeor_a

The bills were, in truth, treasury notes, payable tile trustees who managed the colony sent over
by a tax, and receiwible for treasury dues. At considerable sums of silver and minor coins to
the outset they were not f_tvorably received, aml form a currency. Yet the dearth of money was
would command nezlher money nor goods at so great, notwithstanding the inflow of the paper
mom'y prices. The soldiers lost heavily, fo,'they circulatiou of South Carolina, that the trustees
were not able to sell the_c notes for more than sent "sola hills." or bills of exchange, which

twelve or fourteen silillings in the pound But were promptly paid when they fell due, and timir
two yeal_ afterward an order was issued declar- credit wa, maintained to the end. -- The mode of
ing that they should pa_ current within the prey- redeeming paper money was the same in all the

ince in all payments equivalent to money, aml in colonies, namely, by taxation. In some of them
all public payments at 5 per cent. advance. Thus it was redeemed more punctmflly titan in others;
they were made a lawful tender, for their face, in leo often they were very slow in laying taxes for
private transactions, aml were received by tile that purpose. In South Carolina especially, the
trea_surer, in whatever payment, at 5 per cent. debtor class, having discovered the advant_lg(_s
premium They were to be redeemed in a year. of debasing the elrculation and swelling priee_,
The object of this actbm was to prevent their loudly clamored for further i_sues of paper money
depreciation; aml for twenty years it had this a_ lhe easiest meth(nt of discharging theil debt_.
effect. The demand for thc hills, wheu the t'lx Sooner m' later it depreciated everywhere, and

became due, made them wm'th more than hard heavy losses were sustai,_ed. The following dis

money, because a 5 per cent. bonus was attached rich. though not remarkable for poetic excellence,
to tilem. An order was passed tlmt no more tells a true tale of the time:
than £40,000 sh_mld be emitted, but, like mo_t " Ihe coomry maids wltiJ sauce to market come,
limitations of tim kind since established, tim And carry loads of t_ttered money home."

order was disregarded. The "scarcity of men- Whenever it was not issued in such amounts as
ey" w'as a constant cry, and every additiomll to create a disinclination to pay it, or belief that
iasue whetted the appetite for more. The whole it would not be paid, paper money retained its
amount emitted during the first twelve years, in- face wtlue, although there was £o specie in the
eluding the re.emissions, exceeded £110,000. At treasury fro" redeeming it. It is also true ihat
the end of that time Hutchinson says tlmt they when the colonies issued so nmch that distrusl of
were as good as silver, and not until 1710 did the public obligation to pay it sprung up. it de-
they much depreciate. --Of all the colonies preciated. --Measures were taken hy the English
South Carolina tested the magical power of paper government to prevent the issuing of so much
money the most thoroughly. It was first issued paper money, because it, was haITnful to the c_,l,,-
there after the unsuccessful expedition against nies and to trade with Great Britain. But tbe_c

St. Augustine iu 1703, " following the example measures were often suspended, or winked at, awl
of many great and rich countries, who have helpt so nearly all the colonies continued to elnploy iT
themselves in their exigencies with funds of until they eea_d to be such, and indeed f_r
credit, which have fully answered the ends of several years afterward.--With so much papel

money." The amount put forth was £6,000, money afloat, of varying kinds and values; with
which bore 12 per cent. interest. To offer them the limitation of prices hy law which were rarely
in payment was a legal tender, and if the creditor correct; with the payment of taxes in kind, and
refused to receive them he lost his dci)t. "But with the use of tobacco, rice, skins and other

such refusal never occurred, for the paper was things as money, besides silver imported from
hoarded for the .,_tke of the interest." Several England. the West .Indies and other places, one

thousand pounds more were subsequently will cagily perceive in what uncertainty and con-
stamped, not bearing interest, and were exchanged fusion was this entire subject of money, how dif-
fer the "old currency," in order to get the hills flcult was trade, how great the risk of makin_con-

into circulation and to remove the heavy burden tracts payable at a future day both for the debtor
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,Lad the creditor. To remedy the evil some- paper money. All the colonies, as we have seen,
what, a proclamation was issued by Queen Anne in at some time or other of their existence had i_ued
1704, fixing the value of the various kinds of sil- it, and were well acquainted with its virtues and
ver coins then circulating in tlle colonies. This its defects. It has been maintained that this was
furnished some relief, but could Lot remove all a very poor way for the continental congress t(_
the evils attending the use of such a heterogeneous raise money; but it may be asked, what other ex-

currency, so singularly ill regulated bylawand cus- pedient could have been adopted? In the first
tom. -- In respect to the banking institutions of place, the congress which had declared the ind[,-
this period these have been considered elsewhere, pendence of the colonies was composed of dell.
and therefore but little need be said here. (See gates having no clearly defined authority. Each,

BANKING*IN TUE UNITED STATES.) It may be colony had sent two or more delegates with in-
added, however, that nearly thirty years before struetions which they lind no right to exceed or
the establishment of Colman's bank, "our fa- disregard. Congress, therefore, had no inheren_
thers," so says a rare tract published in 1714, authority, and the powers of the delegates were
•'entered into a partnership to circulate their not uniform. It is singular that abody posses.s-
notes, founded on land security, stamped on a ingso little power, an(l deriving that little in such
paper, as our Province bills,which gave no offense a peculiar way, should have achieved so much. It
to the government then and at that time, when is true that the action of (;ongre_swas often weak
the prerogative of the Crown was extended fur- and vacillating; but no chart existed, the mem-
ther than ever has been since."-- Only one other bers were obliged to feel their way, and to take

topic remains to complete our account of the co- good care never to run too strongly a_ainst the
lonial finances--that of the coinage. Two mints will of the people. The lack of inherent power
were established, one in Massachusetts in 1651, prevented that body from legislating more wisely

:tad the other in Maryland nine years afterward, than they did on more lhan on(; occasion They
The Virginia colonists, finding that glass beads ' dared not tax the people in _he bcginning to raise
were a better article of tralfic with the natives means for-xaging war, fearing th,'_t they would

titan either dollal_ or guineas, in 1621 had erected denounce the act as a usurpation of power.
a manufactory for them, "as a mint for the coin- Moreover such a step would lmvc cooled the war

age of a current medium of commerce with the fever. _Nothing ever chills Ihe (l(.-_e t() ._pend
Indians." The Massachu_tts "mint house" was money, especially for the benefit of _he public, so
establi._hed in Boston, and though illegal, it exist- I quickly as an immediate demand for it. Taxa-

ed for m_)re than thirty years. To conceal it_ tiou, therefore, was highly inexpedient. As for
bu._inc_s, all the coins were dated 1652. The horrowing, who would loan money to a dozen

mint master, John Hull, coined by contract, and rebellious colonies? If they failed to achieve
grew very rich from the business! The charge their independence, surely the Ix)rrower would
for coining was 5 per cent. The coins reached get nothing; if they succecd(,d, they would prob-
Connecticut and theother New England colonies, ably be too exhausted to pay. In eitller event.
but did not circulate beyond them as money. -- p:tymcnt to lenders ._cemed hopeless. The issue
lu hlaryland the silver money was struck nine of paper money, whether a wise expedient or

pence to a shilling, and the year after the mint not, wa._ the only one which our fathers thought
began operations, in 1662, "the people were theycould adopt. They saw no other rt_source. -

ordered to buy ten shillings per poll of this so- Yet it must bc admitted that the people and
phisticated coin and pay for it in good casked congress to(), quite gcuerallv, were in f_lvor of
tobacco, at two shillings per pound." This w_ issuing l)apcr money. Said a delegate during
a hard measure truly, and was repealed in 1676; one of the debates on this subj(,et : " Do you
but it was only the first of a long series of arbi- thiuk, gentlemen, that I will ('onsent to load my
trary acts relating to the monetary circul_ltion, constituents with taxes, when we can send to our
"one of the most fruitful sources," says Mary- printer, and get a wagon-load of money, one quire
land'slatest historian, "in every people, of discon- of which will pay for the whole?" Other mem-

tent, extravagance and crime."-- THE REVOLU- bets slmred in this view. They all knew that a
TIO._ARY PERrOD. When the colonies determined certain amount of paper money had been issued

to become their own masters, the step seemed and circulated by every colony without causing a

bolder from the lack of pecuniary means than depreciation in its value; and they believed that
from the want of soldiers and munitions of congre_ could do the same thing. They had no

war. At the time this daring determination intention, at first, of going beyond the safety
was reached, perhaps there were not more than linc.--The first issue was for $2,000,000, and
$6.000,000 in hard money in all the colonies. Of shortly afterward there was another issue of one-
course no estimate can be exact, but this is the half that amount. Without long delay a third
belief of those who have studied the matter well. issue appeared, of $3,000,000 more. In about a

The colonies had just concluded an exhaustive year front the time the first issue was authorized,
war ou the northern frontier, and were poorly the bills began to depreciate. Some who had
prel)ared for the conflict with Great Britain.- favored these issues were opposed to further

The first, and indeed only, source of revenue to ones, and urged congress to try the experiment
can'y on the war for a considerable period was of borrowing the money which was now afloat.
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But the need of funds was so great and no other merit engaged ill this ignoble husiness in order to
way of getting them immediateJy seeming to be destroy the wdue of the money. At one time a
open, congress issued more.-- The war was now ship load of counterfeit paper money was sent over
raging with _'eat earnestness. Independence bad from Enghmd, but the vessel waslost on the way.
been declared, and all hope or desire of making A great many counterfeits were made in New
an accommodation with Great Britain had faded York aml other placesiu possession of the enemy,
away. Congress having become accustomed t,) and pushed into the frightfully swollen s_ream
issuing paper re,racy, though se,,ing the evils, or of circulation. The severest laws were enaett.d
some of them at least, which accompanied tlw :tg;un_t counterfeiting, but these proved ineffect-
issue of it, pr,_cee(led to increase the quantity, ual. The Briti,_h mini.-try never imagined tlmt,

Congress could now do whatever was possible in if by counterfeiting and other vile arts they
the _xay of taxing the colonic.-, but again ap- should succeed in desuoying paper money, the

l)eared ll_, fatal weakness of that body. Con government would lle b(qter off, yet this was the
tress had not, the slightest shadow of power to case. When it sank out of sight, tim govern-
tax anything. All that the mcmbers could do nlent was relieved from re(lcemmg it.--Anotlwv
was to apportion taxes anlong the states, and cause contributing to tim same end was the issue
l'ecomnlen(l their paynlent. If the states had of paper money by the states. That put forth t)3"
_respondcd to this re(:onmlen(hation, the history of congress wouhl have fallen quickly enough ha(l
lhe igsue of (.ontincntal paper nn)ney wouhl have the states not issued any. but their action aecel
been very different from _hat it wa.:. But the erated the downfall of the cnlire mas_. Gun-
truth is, the states had resisted British taxation gress saw this and bcsoughL the states to stop i_-
-so successfully that they were not much more suing it, but tiffs recommendation was not heeded

reclined to pay taxes to congress than to the king. mueh better ihan those for the payment of taxcs.
Paying t.,,_es has never been done very cheer- --One of the expedients recommended by con-
fully, and tim r'¢ihmists could not altoffether tress for maintaining the value of paper money,
understand wh3 ..... l,- object of the war wa,-, to was the enactment of laws by the state_, limiting
-escape the payment of them to Great Bl : _.in, OFfixing the prices of commoditic.-. This was an
they should be imposed by a different power, tJid expedient which had been attempted in the
This view may seem to betoken ignorance, but it early lustory of the colonies. The price of labor
was entertained by not a few persons in those was one of the first things which felt under legal

(lays. The states throughout the war responded regulation in the history of the Plymouth eel-
very feebly to the call of congress for nmney, ony. This idea was now seized by congress and
Some of tlmm paid more than others, but rarely recommended to the states for thetr adoptmn. ]t

did any state pay the full amount requc,;ted, was one of the many recommemlatmns of that
4)ne excuse was, becausethe quotas assigned were body with which the states cheerfully and
unequal. The quotas were based on population, promptly complied. The New Englatid states
and not on preq)erty, "rod the numbering of the met several times and fixed the prices of corn-
people had been nothing more than a crude esti- rood)ties, and passed the severest laws again_-t
mate. New II, mpshire complain(_l that she had those who should violate the limitations pre-
.only 82,000 i,diabitams instead of the higher scribed; but thisattelnpt toregulate prices utterly
estinmtc made by congress, and accordingly failed; indeed, there was manya pure-nfindcdbut

asked that the quota assigned to her be reduced, intelligent patriot who declared that the move-
But the reply of congress was as unexpected as ment would prove uscle_ before any legal action
it was unanswerable. It was declared that the was taken.-- The continental money was a legal
_population nf )be other states might lie as much tender, and the miseries suffered by the people in
smaller in l)rol),_l:ion as that of ,New Hampsliire, consequence of endowing it with this attribute
consequently it (lid uot appear that any injustice form one of the saddest dud most touching chap-
lind been done to her. Congrcss promised, too, ters in the history of this period. Thousands
that in the end the exact population of the states were reduced from affluence to poverty b) rece_v-

should be ascertained, and that justice should be lag payment in deprcciated or worthless paper
rendered to all. Unhappily this promise was not What was still wor_, the national and individual
very faithfully kf'pt. Congress continued to push conscience hardcued; and the moral loss was fit,'
out paper money until more than $200,000,000 greater than that which could be reckoned by a
wer,, afloat, and then, having completely exhaust- money standard.-- Nothing, however, is more
ed the fountain, other measures were devised, certain than that if a paper money be i_ued and
The exact amount issued has never been ascer- forced on the people they must pay the full l)riec
tained. Congress told the pcople thattheamount for it; depreciation is a loss which somebody

should not ,.xceed $200,000,000, but a much larger must bear, from which there is no possible escape.
sum was forced out--With such an enormous The people of the revolution found this out in
quantity afloat, nothing could keep it l)uoyant, due time. Depreciation was a tax, and an enor-

But there weie several causes which weighed mous one, which they were obliged to pay.
it down. One of these was counterfeiting. The Every cla_ of creditors was compelled to receive

bills were cx_,euted in such a rough way, that the bills; ever)" person who took them lost while

_countcrfcitiug was easy. The British govern- they were in his hands; however much the met-
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chant might charge for his goods to cover pros- must pay. Several loans were granted from time
pective depreciation, he w_s often caught in tak- to time; France also guaranteed the payment of
ing money which he could not pay out except at another to lenders in Holland. Other loan._ were

a heavier discount than he had expected to pay; obtained in the latter country chit.fly through the
and thus everywhere, and among all classes, depre- influence of John Adams. Those in France were
ciation was a heavy and uncertain tax which all negotiated principally by Franklin. Spain was
were compelled to bear. It was one of the most the best promiser and poorest performer _ff any of
pernicious taxes to trade and morals that could the European countries that furnished u_ .t_i-t-
have been devised.--When the continental issues ancc. "The Diplomatic Corresp_)nden_._, _f th,.
became worthless, congress tried one otherexperi- l_vo]ution," published by Jared Spark_, con
ment with it deserving of brief mention A new talus a large number of letters givin_ a hi._tory of
i_ue was put forth b&sed on the. credit of the states these foreign negotiations, and the tria]_ of tho._e
at a discount of forty dollnl,_ of tile old emission i who were se,nt to Spain to get funds from that
for one of the new. In this way c_mgres_ hoped ;o ] country were very great. After all the abundant

r_tire the former issues. ()nly a srn'lll amount of ': promises made by the Spanish government, but
these new bills were put afloat. Tbe people had I little more than $150.000 were borrowed -- 1Tav-
grown tired of this kind of money and wanted no ! ing now described how the means were rai_ed to
more in any form --When the printing press-,v_.s I carry the country through the revolution, wc

_topped, congress resorted to demands for specific ]1must describe the financial machinery i_w,nWd
supplies from the states. They were a.,,ked to ' for administering tile finance_. Soon after the

contribute food, clothing, munitions ¢_f war, etc , a_sembling of congrt,s_ a " board of treasury"
and to bring these supplies to certain places, was formed, composed of five delegates, but
The states were to be credited at prices fixed by afterward increascd to fifteen, to whom was en-
persons appointed for that purpose. When this trusted the transaction of thefinancial business of

i)hm failed, the system of seizure was beam. congress. A treasurer was appointed, who was
Certificates were given to those from whom things not a delegate, and Michael Hillegas of Philadel-

were taken, specifying what they were. Thus phia served for several years in that capacity.
eon_'ess and the officers of the government who An auditor and comptroller were appointed.

1 _da Afterward two chambers of accounts were creat-werc _ careful about exercising power in "_"
had gone almost as far as it was possible to go in ed, each chamber consisting of three commi_sion-
1780.--Some funds we,re obtained by loans both ers besides the necessary clerks. The board was
at home and abroad, and these will now be de- reconstructed several times. Two features were

,cribcd. Tile money borrowed at home consisted adopted in 1779; one of them was the abolitlo_
of the bills issued by congTe._ and the states, of the comptroller's office, and the other was the
At an early period of the war, loan offices were addition of three commissioners who were not,

_'_tal)lished in all the states, and funds were members of congress.--At every period of its
_oli(.ited. But at the very outset congress madc history the board proved to be very inefficient.
the great mistake of offering only 4 per cent. Letters received requiring pronlpt attention x_cre
mlerest. The interest was to be paid on one often neglected, whcreby the pul)lic interests suf-
kind of loans in specie, obtained from France; fered. The accounts generally were very poorly
and ou the other kind in p,'tper money. The kept. There was no head to the body; the ma-
former loans were the most popular, and for a jority of members were dclcgatc¢ to congress, and
Time the interest was duly paid in hard money, having duties to perft*rm in that capacity, too
N_'vertheles,_ the tt_tal amount obtained in th'is often neglected the weightier matters relating to

way was .not very large, anti (lid not afford the financial administration of the country.--
_dl the relief that congress desired. -- The loans Finally, the work of the board was so poorly
(,brained from foreign countries, however, were done that congress determined to cntru,_t the ad
(*f the greatest value. At first, France sent ministration of the finances to Robert Morris.

money and munitions of war secretly, not wish- IIe insisted, however, that full power should be
mg to arouse the anger of Great Britain. The given to him to remove all whom he thought un-
negotiations were conducted with Beaumarchais, fit for their positions in the treasury office. Some

who pretended to be a lover of our country dclcgatcs objected to clothing him with st)nmch
and interested in furnishing us aid. Tobacco power. But the times were (lark, and thcyfinally
was to be sent in payment of the supplies fur- yielded. Morris knew tlmt the tl'casury ofli(.e._
nished. Spain also advanced money secretly at were filled with incompetent servants. Ite knew
the same time. When tbe alliance was formed that a reorganization must be made and without
with France in 1778, sbe no longer concealed her delay. Congrets. however well inclined, would

designs. Tur_ot stoutly opposed the policy of perform the task too slowly. Morris desired
exciting the British lion, but ¥ergennes, the min- power not for the mere sake of having it, but in
ister of state, disagreed with him, and the'king ol_ter to administer the finances with greater suc-
was inclined tolisten t_ the latter. Both the cess.--While Morris remained superintendent of

king and Vergeunes were desirous of humiliating finance, a period of little more than three )'ears,
Great Britain, but Turgot was not willing to do he accomplished great things, tie was success-
lhis. especially at the heavy price which France ful in borrowing considerable funds from abroac_;
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and in abolishing the plan of getting supplies by of the treasury, was directed to consider the
seizure and specific requests. He founded a bank subject and make a report thereon at the second
which contributed no slight aid to the govern- session of that body.--The d_,bt was of two

ment. (See B._'_K_rSo IN TII_ U. S.) He was kinds, foreign and domestic. The foreign debt
uuceasing in his calls on the states for the taxes was due to three nations: Holhmd, France and
due by them. The books of the treasm T were Spain. The amount due to each of these coun-
faithfully kept, and he displayed all the attention tries was well klmwn, and also the terms of pay-

possiblc to every detail of his office. Ite was mcnt, and there was no difficuhy concerning its
severely pressed for funds throughout his period liquidation, for no one thought of repudiating it.
_)f office, and when every other source failed, he The action of the government, therefore, with
._lid not hesitate to use his own individual credit, regard to it was free from embarrassment. --

_vhioh always stood higher than that of the Unhappily, the fact was otherwise with respect to
_qovernment.--After the war closed, congress the domestic debt. This was divided into three
grew more lethargic than ever, and the states branches. One branch covered the expenditures
were less inclined to support the government, incurred directly by the government. The evi-
"rhe articles of confederation were ratified March dences of it in the posse_ion of creditors consisted

1, 1781, but these did not go far toward cement- principally of certificates of various kinds. In
ing the states together. Several attempts were many cases the creditors had parted with tl_em at
made to induce them to yield their power of tax- varying sums much ]es_ than their face value.
ing imports to the confederation, but one or more In providing for their payment two questions

slates always objected, and no state was willing were raised. The first question was, ought the
_o part with the power unless all were. Rhode government to pay any more titan the present
Island was tlm most strenuous objector. Morris holders had paid for them? and secondly, if the

.exerted his utmost to induce the states to yield, government ought to pay the full face value,
,but f.dled.--It was while Morris was at the should not the difference between that value and

,head of the finances that congress first considered the sum paid by the assignee be paid to the

,the subject of coinage. He sent an _-]sborate a_sigaor? tI'tmiltou contended that the govern-
,communication to congress, showing what unit ment ought to pay to the present holders the face

.ought to be adopted, and tracing all the details value of the certificates without regard to the
relating to this delicate matter. Jefferson and fact that some of them had been transferred from
Gouverneur Morris also contributed some wdu- the original lmlders. Jefferson and Madison dif-
able ideas.- After Morris resigned, the board fered from him The contention grew sharp,
.of treasury was re-established, for there was but, in the end, the view taken by Hamilton and

no other man to whom congress would confide recommended in his report prevailed.--A second
so much power. But the new board was not l)ranch of the expenditures concerned the expen-
more efficient than the former one. They had ditures incurred di)ectlyl W the states. Hamilton

.less to do, for the war was ended, yet there maintained that throughout the revolution con-
was a vast debt hanging over the confederation, grcss had repeatedly prmnised to equalize the
both foreign and domestic, and a multitude of burdens of the states and to do justice to them,
nnsettled claims, the delay to settle which was and that when the)- relinquished the right to

.embarrassing to many of the owners. But the impose taxes on imports, their richest source of
less that congress aml the board did in adjust- revenue, it was with the expectation that the
ing these matters, tim more imperative became federal government would relieve them from th(.
the need of a stronger federal bond which should burdens they had borne in prosecuting the war
have the effect of uniting and awakening the for independence. The contcstover th.isquestioH
energies of the people• Morris resigned eaIly in was prolonged and bitter. The votes on variou._
1784, and for the next five years cbaos reigned in propositions relating to it were exceedingly close.
the treasury office. It became at length apparent and for a long time the final action of congress
to all that the work which the continental con- was regarded with grove doubt. The amount

gress had begun, that body was utterly unable to of these debts was supposed tu be $25,000,000.
finish. If creditors were to receive their dues, a Finally, congress agreed to assume an arbitrary
new constitution must be formed giving greatly amount, $21,500,000, apportioning this sum among
enlarged powers to the general government, es- the severtd states. Northern members generally
pecially in the way of providing a revenue to were in favor of assumption; but those from the
discharge past and future pecuniary obligations, south were opposed to it, Hamilton succeeded

TIlE SEVENTY YEARS O1_" _EACE, from 1789 in getting enough votes from the southern section

to 1860. With the adoption of the federal con- to pass the measure by persuading northern mem-
stitution a new chapter begins in the history of hers to consent to tim location of the capital on
American finance. The first question that con- the Potomac, instead of allowing it to remain at

fronted congress related to the funding and pay- Philadelphia where the country very generally
mcnt of the revolutionary debt. The leaders of supposed it wouhl be permanently located. Thus
the republic felt that its destiny turned on the the national honor was saved and the capital
solution of that question. Soon after the first located at Washington. _ The third branch of

•assembling of congress, Hamilton, the secretary expenditures consisted of sums advanced to
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the states by the continental congress, and by This was not a purely arbitrary sum, but was the
the states to that body. It was very difficult amodnt needed for paying the interest and prim
to determine the exact amount of these sums, and cipal that might bc discharged during the next
(:ommissionm_ were appointed to consider what twoyears. In 1803 Louisiana was purchased, anti
was due on the one side and the other "accord- $700,000 more were added to the sinking fund.

ing to the principles of general equity."--Thc --During the first ten years of the government
first branch of the domestii; debt was funded in the debt was not diminished. Several unusual
Tlle following nmnner: Interest at the rate of 6 events h:q)pened. Tile war with the Indians on
,i)_,r cent. was to be paid on two-thirds of the prin- the frontier, the insurrection in Pennsylvania
,_.ipal after 1790, and on tile balance aflcr 1800; where the collection of the internal revenue tax

:and 3 per cent. interest was to be paid on the in- on whisky was resisted, the difficulty with the
',lerest which had accumulated on this portion of Barbary l)owcrs, the unprovoked aggressions of
_he debt. The government was permitted to re- France and England--these events necessitated
deem 2 per cent. annually of the princil)al if it the expenditure of large amounts of money, and
desired, and that portion bearing :}"per cent. prevented a reduction of the debt. With tlw
whenever it desired. --The state debts a.c,sumed opening of thecentury the last cloud tilt.appeared.
were thus funded" Four-ninths bore 6 per cent. and without increasing the revenues, thouch th(.
interest beginning with the year 1792. three- mode of collcctingtlwm wasconsiderably changed.
,ninths 3 per cent. interest beginning at tile same rapid progress w,_ made in paying the debt. It
:time. and the remainder, two-ninths, bore inter- rose in value, so that the commi_ioner_ eou d n.t
e.-t at 6 per cent. after the year 1800. --In respect buy any except at a premium, which they had uo
t,_ the third branch, the debts between the states right to offer. The _inking fund was lar_cr lh;m
and the fedel_,l government were so adjusted could always be applied toward (li_ehargilJ_ the
tlmt when the final account was made up it stood public indebtedness. Gallatin, in or(icr t_* l)lm'e
_t- follows: the debt more perfectly under the eont_.l el tiP-

c]R_niTon STATES. DgnTOIl CRATES. government in respect to it_ 1)ayment, prol;o.-cd

"New Hampahlre..$ 75,055 New York ........ $2,07_,846 that a certain por[ion of the debt on which annu-
Mn_._achusetCa.... l,_lS._l Pennsylvania ..... "_6(_¢J tries had been paid should be chan_cd, it' lh(.It.bode *alaad ..... 299.611 Delaware ......... 612.4'28
C¢mm'cticut ...... 619.1"/I Maryland ........ 15164() holders consented, into llaid-up stock for _he bal-
X_.w.h.r_ey....... 49.680 xirginia ......... ltX_.S79 anec due, payable at a fixed time, instead (ff di--
-t,uth Care|ins .... 1,205,._r78 North Carohna__. 501,08_ charging a portion of the principal annuall__,eorgia.......... 19,.q88

Total ........... S.%517,,r_4 Total .......... Sa,S17,._4 Congress heeded tile recommendatiou, an,1 a
considerable portion of the debt was elmngcd

The balances due to the creditor states were fund- into a new form --The reduction of the dcbl
('(t in the same manner as tile second branch of the continued until the second war with G,eal Brit-

domestic debL These are tile main features of aiu, when there was a pause. Dnrinu the tir.-t
the funding system, but there were several others eleven ye.trs of the century $46,022 810 lm(l
,which require too much space to be described. -- been paid, and $4_5,154,189 slill remained. Had
IIaving funded the debt tim next step was to pro- lhe w.u" not o('curred, Ill(, remainder _ enid have

vide for its payment. Of course the tootle of been paid in twelve years, but in eonse(tucm'e of
paying interest wassettled in the funding schcme, that event it wa.q not extinguished until 1,<34 --
I)ut not that of paying the debt itself. Prior to Gallatin's plan of finance at the opeuin,,: of flw
1800 the provisions pertaining _othe subject were war was very simple, lie proposed that snffi-
_omewhat complex and inadequate, tIamilton, cient taxes should be laid to defray the c.xt)en_e_
whose financial genius has never been surpassed, of the peace establishment. _l_(; inlere_t on _h(.
had not discovered the fallacy of tile sinking old debt and tile new one that sbouhl be con-
fund theory, for Robert Hamilton had not yet tracted, and tlmt the extraordin.lry exl)ense_ of
pricked the bubble which Walpole and some of the war should be paid from loans. The follow-

his succe_ors had so induslriously blown, Com- ing loans were authorized by congres.- at the
missio_,ers had been appointed for receiving fllat dates given: March 14. 1_12, $11,000.000, Feb.
portion of the public income obtained from taxes 8, 1813, $16.000.000: Aug. 2, 1813, $7.500.000;
.nd loans which were set apart and delivered to March 24, 1814, $25,000,000; b;ov. 15, 1814,
them for discharging the interest and principal $3,000,000; March 3, 1815. $18,452,800. Six per
,,f the debt, But there was no fixed amount for cent. interest was paid on e_.ch loan.--Gallatiu
discharging tile principal. Another feature of lhnught that, as our commerce for a time at least
_his legislation was, that all thedebt purchased or would be idle, banks and individuals would read-

redeemed was considered asdrawing interest just ily loan their me,my to the government, and so
flw same, which was paid to the commissione_ they did in the southern and middh, states, bu_ not
t<_be applied by them in discharging more debt. in New England, for in that section ll_c war wan
--When Jefferson became president he chose not popular. At firsl, individuals were inclined
Gallatin for secretary of the treasury. Another to loan their money (tuite freely. :tnd when the
law was then passed determining the mode of re- subseriplions to the first loan were opened, ,Galla-
dating the debt. This provided that $7,300,000 tin said that the amount was the largest ever

should be set aside annually for that purpose, offered to the government at 6 per cenl. interest
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by individuals since the formation of the govern- issue of treasury notes to defray the expenses of
ment. But after a few months the inclination of the government. The secretary of the treasury,
the people to subscribe weakened, and finally, in Woodbury, urged congress to recall the deposits

order to get funds, the government asked lenders from the states, but the plea was not regarded
on what terms they would make loans. They with favor. It t_as never been repaid. Congress,
prescribed terms: and having thus prostrated however, repealed the law authorizing the pay-
itself before the feet of the money lenders, the meat of the fourth installment. -- The worsl el
government was obliged tt) stay there until the the crisis soon passed away, but every ye_tr tit<.
close of the w'lr. -- The reason why the credit government authorized the issue of new treasury
of the government sank '_o low was, because con- notes with which the old ones were redeemc(i.
gress was unwilling to lay adequate t_lxes, such But the amom]t outstanding kt,pt growing. A
as the occasion imperatively demanded. The very uncomTortable feeling arose, that in a time
best fountain of revenue iia(l dried away, yet of profound peace the government should not he

congress hesitated tt) introduce a system of inter- able to l)ay its expenses. After the public debt
hal taxation, which should have been adopted at was discharged, the cxpen,_s were greatly in-
the outbreak of the war. Gallalin rccommemlcd creased. New enterprises of great variety and

its adoption in the beginning, but congress would . requiring heavy outlays were undertalken. These
not heed his advice, tIad congress introduced a were continued just the same after the govern-
thorough system of taxation at the opening of ment was overtaken with rcvcmes. Congress
the contest, instead of waiting until near the did not seem inclined to retrench. Hence troths-'
close, tim sad story never would have been told ury notes were put forth in ever-increasing quan-
which the committee of ways and means in 1830 titles until 184 °, when the amount not redeemed
did tell, that for the loans of $80,000,000 ob- was funded. The same thing was done two years

tained by the government during this period they later, when there was another accumulation of
yielded only $34,000.000 after deducting dis- them.-- In 1847 war was declared with Mexico,
counts and depreciatit:n. --._-nother expedient to and there were more issues of treasury notes and

which congress resorted during the war of 1812 stock. Tile cost of the war was $63,605,621.
was the i_ue of trct_ury notes. They wel_ re- Arter its clo_ debt-paying began and continued
ceivable for all dues to the government, but no until 1857, when the amount unpaid was reduce(l
individual was obliged to receive them. They to a low figure. In that year the tariff was rr
were issued for a y(,ar, and bore interest, and vised and the duties were cut down, but hardl_
were really a loan in anticil)ation of the taxes, had this been done when another financial tot-
The amount swelled until the close of the war. nude swept over the land, the revenues were in-

The amount then outstanding equaled the amount sufficient to pay the expenses of the government.
of the last loan autlmrized, the object of which and consequently more treasury notes were issued
was to get the means for discharging them. A to fill the gap. The revenues did ,not recow, r
portion was funded and others were paid for rapidly, though it was quite generally expected
taxes and canceled.--The total debt contracted that they would, and the treasury continued t<)
from the beginning of the war was $80.500,073.50. put forth treasury notes. In 1860 the debt bad
The sinking fund was increased to $10,000,000, grown to about $60.000,000.-- The influence of
and once more debt-paying began. Portions of the secretary of the treasury in directing the
it were extended from time to time at lower rates national finances at times has been very g_eat; at

of interest, and olle h)an for $5,000,000. to pay ! others, very slight. The treasury department
awards under the Florida trcaty, was obtained _,t I was one of the earliest departments organized,
4½ per cent. The government was not able to ] and its province wtrs pretty clearly defined at an
pay $i0,000,000 into the sinking fund every year, I early day. When Hamilton was ready to make
but, aggregating the amount paid, there was a his first report to the honse, he iuqllired whether
cmnpliancc with the law. ]n 18,34 the debt was he should make it orally or in writing. That
extinguished. -- Shortly afterw_H'd there was a body determined to receive it in writing, and the

surplus of more than $40,000,000 in the treasury, mode then observed has always been followed.
arising from tile sale of public ]amid. Congress But there are many reasons why, besides thus
decided to deposit _lll except $5,000.000 with making it in writing, he should appear before
the staten. The amount to be deposited was either branch of congress whenever asked, and
$37,468.8!9.97. One-quarter of the amt)unt was explain it. Such a requirement would necessitate
to be paid every three months. When the first putting men at the head of the treasury depart-
three-quarters had been paid, a financial tornado mcnt possessing a familiar knowledge of the

swept over the land, the banks keeping the gov- finances.--When the question of organizing tile
crnment delx_sils failed, and the government sud- tretusury department wa.q before the house, some
denly found itself on the edge of bankruptcy, members favored the establishment of a board of
The merchants were unable to l)tly their bonds, treasury similar to that which existed during the
and the treasury was reduced from a plethoric revolutionary war. Gerry, of Massachusetts,
state to,utter emptiness. Congress was convened was one of the stoutest defenders of the old sys-
and the members voted to extend the time for tern. Yet no one knewbetter than he its defects,

merchants to pay their dues, and authorized the for at one time he was a member of it, and con-
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demned it in plainest terms for its inefficiency, desirous of appointing llim long before he did,
(See TREASURY DEI"ARTMENT.) -- Alexander but a section in the senate wa_ unwilling, espe.
IIamilton was ilrst chosen to administer the cially the two senators t¥om Penn.,,)lvania, and so
affairs of the treasury (lepartm_,nt. Ilow he ful- Ma(li_,,n was obliged to w'fit nmil the finances
filled lllc duties of his position was never more reached such a deIflorable stalethat they conscntcd
felieilously dc,_cribed thtm by Webst_,r. "The to witlnh',Lw their oppo,dlion. Halui]ton, Gallatiu
whole country lwrecived with delight, and the and Dalla,,--agloriou._ Iriumvh'ale of fimmcicrs--
world saw wilh admiration, tie smote the rock were all born on foreign s_il.-- When 3lom'oe
of the n,_tional resources, and almndant strcam_ was elected preq(lent in 1816 hc .-.(,le('l(,d Win. It.

gushed forth, tie touched the(h,ad corpse of thc. Cr:lwford, of (_-eol'gia, for secr(4:u'y of the trcas-
public credit, and it sprung upon ita feet. The ury, though he would have gladly kept Dallashad
fd)Icd birth of Mim.rwt from the 1)rain of Jove, he bc_,n wi]liuglo s(,rvc. Crawford did (,xecllent
was hardly more sudden or mo,'c perfect than the service during tile eight years that he r_,mained
filmncial system of the United State,; as it burst at the lwad of the treasury (lCl):lrtmcnt. His mo¢t
forth from the conception of Alexander H:mlil- noted report is one on (he"Bank of the United
ton."-- tie remained iu office during Washing- St'm's and oth(.r Bank-, and the ('urrenc3 ," made
I¢)n's first term and a part of his second, lie w:ls in Fcbru'try. 1820. 11_' ua_ su(.c(,eded by ]tich.n'd
._uc('_'edcd 1)y ()liv[ r Wolcott, of Connccti(.ut, Rush, of Philadelphia, the appointee of John
who was an admirer of llamilton and trod (,lo_c Quincy Adams. lie served (lming a golden day

Iy in his fo()tstcp_. Ih, rcsigncd shortly before in our financial histol T, when expcu(litures were
tile ('lose of Adams' administration, and Samuel light, the rcvcnues large, and debt-paying was
Dexter, the secretary of war, acted "_s the head of r;,pill. -- We now approach a stormy time. When
tile treasury del)artment during the remaimler of Jackson was clected prcsi(h,nt. Samuel D. Inghhm,
Adams' term.--Jefferson appointed Albert Gall'l- of Pennsylvania, was first selected for sccrctary
tin, who was one of the able-t financiers that of tile treasury. After s(,rving two _ears he re-

ever occupied the post. He was a worthy suc- sigllcd, and L,)uis McLaue, of 1)cia_arc, suc-
cessor of tIamilton, and for sevcral years was as cccdcd him. Ingham's resignation grew out of
influential with Iris party on all questions touch- differences with respect to the management of the
ing the administration of the national finances as public deposits, 'rod the Eaton scandal. _IcLaue
Ilamilton had bc(,n with tim party hc represented, remaincd long cnough to makc one annual report
But after a time discord arose in his part)', and and then hc too resigned, and Win. J. Duanc of
the influence of Gallatin was weakened. To his Phih_dcll)hia, was appointed. A controversy soon
honor be it said, opposition to him was cau._cd sprung up between him and the prc.qdcnt con-

by his exposure of the mi_(leeds o[ the secretary cerning tlm removal of thc deposits, and, refusing
of the ilavy, who was the brother of Senator to resign, he was dismissed. Then came Roger
Smith, of Maryland. one of the most influential B. Taney, of Maryland, who held the office for
mcmbcrs in that body. Not long after the w,_r a short time, whcn he was appointed chief justice
broke out with Great Britain, he wm_ sent abroad of the supreme court of tile United States. Yct
with two other commissioners to negotiate a he held the office long enough to _teconlplisll the
tr*'aty of peace. But he did not resign, and chief work for which he was selected, namely,
Wilham Jones, the secrelary of the navy, was to remove the deposits from the United SlaWs
t(,mporarily placed in charge of the |rcasury. bank. (See I)ErOSITS. RE.'_OV.',L OF ) The pl'we

th' was ultcrly unfitted for the post, especially at was next lilh.d by Levi Woo(lbury, of New
such a critical time when the highest order of tIaml)shirc, who continued during thc remainder
financial ability and constant attention to the of Jackson's prcsidcntml term :lull through th,_t

(hines of the ot_ice were required. After Gailatin of Iris successor, Van Burl.n. Woodbury was an
_e_igned, GeorgcW. Campl)cll, of Tennessee, was honest and induslnous mare but corruption grew
:q_pointed. But he had neither thc health nor rankly at flus period. It _as at this tim(', lot),

the requisite ability, and soon broke down and re- that the policy of the government wifll resl)eC_ I_)
ured. While t,c was in office tim business of ne- banking and moncy wa_ radwally changed. (S_'c

gOllating loans, which was of the highest impor- INDEPENDFNT TREAS1;llY.)-- There was a change,
lllllC(', was very largely confided to Mr. Shchlon, of parties in 1840, aml Itarri._on _ch,eted Thoma-,
lhe chie.f clerk, who was opposed to war, and re- Ewing, of Ohio, for chief of lhc treasury depart-
j,m.ed over the failure of any plan for get(tug the merit. But Harrison dicd shortly after his in:m-
_in(.ws of war. No wonder, with such officials gut:alton, and with the accession of Tyler t() the
ill the tre'tsury department at thi_ time, that incom- presidency cabinet reconstruelion began. Walter
I,et('n(:v shou d have shown itself iu very glaring Forward, of Philadelphia, succeeded Ewiug, al*d

,'_dor_(_ When Campbe_ retired, A. J. Dallas. hc remained two years and then resigned. The
(,f Philadelphia, was appointed, and in a short president uas vcry_desirous of lmving Caleb Cu_h-
period he r(,stored the natiomd credit. He infused ing, and sent in his narnc three times to thc _cnate,
m,w vigor into his department. He increasedlhc but that body refused to confirm him. Johu C.
laxcs.. He took slrong and sure steps to restore Spencer, of New York. wa._ then appoimed, bin,

Sl_C('lepayments. He zealously urged thee(cation unwilling to execute the wishes of the presi(lcr't
,.a another United States bank. Madison was ] concerning the putting of some money tam tl_e
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hands of certain persons in :New York--an act government was so low that the loan, amounting
which he regarded as illegal--he resigned, and to $18,415,000, bearing 6 per cent. interest, and
George )I. Bibb, of Kentucky, filled out the re- running twenty years, could be negotiated only
mainder of Tylc,"s troubled lcrm -- Polk chose at a discount of $2,019,776.10, or at an average
Robert J. Walker, of Mississippi, who served rate of $89 03 per $100. -- Another loan was

-during the ne.xt follr years. He is generally re- authorizedillthesummerof 1861for $°_'_0.000,000.

garded as a very able auti successful administra- Thc banks agreed to furnish $150,000.000 at par,
tor of the affairs of that department. In 1848, receiving 7_- a per cent. interest, but as the secre-
when Tayh)r was eh, eted president, William M('r- tary of the treasury rcquire(l payment to bc made
edith, of Philadelphia, became secretary, but he in gold. it was very difficult for them to corn-
.did not remain in office long, al_d was succeeded ply, e-pecially to pay the last in._talhnent of

by Thomas Corwin, of Ohio. He served through $50,000,000. Indeed, the operation c(_ml*ellcd
leillmore's term, and was followed by Jamc_ the banks to suspend specie l)ayments; at the

•Guthrie, of Kentucky, who tilled the post while same time the independent treasury suspended
Pierce was presidcnt. Buchanan appoitlted How- also. This event t,)ok place Dec. 28, 1861. It
•ell Cobb, of Georgia. lie remained there until has been affirmed that its existence at this time
a short time before the close of that administra- was very lmrmful to the government, lweause its

[ion, when he resigned, and was suecee,l_.d fir,t operations were opposed to those of the banks.
by Philip F. Thomas, of Maryland, at_d afterward Tile occasion required that if possible both shouhl

by John A. Dix, of .New York.-- The revemn,s work together. But, in paying goht. the banks,
,of the government during this period of seventy through the desire of aiding the government
vears were derived m;linly from loan¢, (luti_,s on _o the utmost extent, undern|ined themselves.
imports, internal revenue, and public hinds. The tIad the law been otherwise, and the treasury
hi_-torv of thr, loans obtai1_ed by the government 1)c('n permitted to take other nmney than specie
-we have already con_idere,t; the other sq_ur(.es of from the b'lnk_, the suspension of si)ecie pay-
.a'evenue will be more appropriately considered lnents with its long train of evils might haw; been
under other heads. (See TARIFF; II_TEBNAI, delayed for a considerable period at_d possibly
]_EVENUE; LA._DS, PUBLIC.) Iu re.-pect to coin- never have occurred. -- There were other loans

,_ge, that topic, though forming an important issued during the war, the mo._t noteworthy of
chapter in the history of American finances, is which were the nine hundred million loan,
considered elsewhere, and nothing further need known as the ten-forty loan; a_ld the loan for

be said here. (See Col._.x¢_:.) The only feature $500,000,000, payable after five years and running
|'emainin._ for us to notice relates to the re- no longer than twenty.--& large amount of
¢cipts and expenditures, in regard to which a bonds was sold to the banks when file national
_cw words must suffice. -- The estimates of cxpen- banking system was created. This indeed was
,diture arc fit'st made by the various departments one of the objects of Secretary Chase in found-

•of tile government and presented bythe secretary ing the systctn--to make a market for the gov-
,of the treasury to the house. They are then ermncntbonds. Its essentialfeatureswerecopied
examined by the proper committee, and appro- from lhe systcm existing in the state of New
priatious are granted. The,e expenditures h_tve York, the rLal author of which was the Rev. Dr.
varied greatly during the different periods of the McVicl_ar, professor of political economy in Co-
govermnent. Sometimes they have beta m:tde lumbia college. In his pamphletentJtled "Hints
with gre_t wisdom and economy, but too often on Banking," addressed to the legislature of New
in an unwise and wasteful manner. We have York in 1838, the system is clearly wrought out,

not space to analyze the expenditures, indeed though there are earlier publications from which
lhis wouht require a vohlmc. Something further, doubtless lie drew some of hisideas. These were
however, will be found under azlother title. -- the literary product of the derangement of the
•rite CIVIL WAIt PERIOD. We havc now reached currency in the war of 1812. (See BA_KIso IN

_he last period in the history of our n'ltiomtl TIlE UNITED _TATE8 )_The demand treasmT
2hmnces. These were admiL_istered oa a gra_der notes, more commonly known as legal tenders,
scale than ever before, but they were less dillieult were dcc,..-ed to be a legal tender for all debts,
:to administer than during the revolutionary public and private, and were issued as a tempo-

_eriod, or the war of 1812. All the nmehiaery raryrelicf to the g_vernment. The holders had a
lot tr:m._acting the financial business had been right to exchange them for bonds bearing in,rest.
perfected, a system of revenue existed, and and it was not supposed when the first issue ap-
rthough the credit of the govermnent at the out- pcared that the amount would be very consider-
break of the war was suffering, there was a vast ably increased, or that they would remain long

,tmount of weahh in the country, and the people in existence. Their constitutionality was ques-
responded heartily to evct'y call of the govern- tioned in the beginning, and their issue was de-
nient for support. The funds to carry on the fended solely on the ground that it was a war
war were derived from loans, demand treasury measure. But as the government was pre_etl
tmtes, duties on imports, and intermfl revenues, from time to time for funds, the issues were in-
-The first war loan was negotiated under an act creased until $450,000,000 bad been put forth.
approved in February, 18{_i. The credit of the Secretary (3hase was opposed to issuing them for
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_ome time, but the need of funds became so great the govermnent would immediately return to
_hat he consented. Afterward, the supremet:ourt specie p,lyments. They had conducted their busi-
_)f the United States declared that tlle law author- hess with this end iu view. So did the merehauts

izingtheir issue was uaeonstitutional(IIepburn vs. in the war of 1512. l_Ir. McCull_)eh, who was
,Griswold, 8 Wall., 603), and subsequently that now secrelm T of the treasut T, b,qievcd that the

,tribunal reversed the former decision. (Knox vs. true policy was to ('(mtra(:t tim legal tender notes
Lee, 10.,Wall., 453.) The state courts have ren- until their value sbouhl be restored to par. This

.,h,red several decisions on the question, and policy was put into execution; but after contrac-

usually they have sustained the validity of the tion had proeeed(,d a short time, a loud (.re aro.-,e
,enactmcnt. (See TREASURY _OTES.)-- The va- against it, congress stOpl)cd it, and not until Jan.
.rious descriptions of bonds and other forms of 1, 1879, did the desired event take place. An-
.indebtedness issued from the opening of the war other mistake was committed by congress --
.to June 30, 1865, alnountcd to $3,888,686,575. -- "greater," says a competent authority, "than all
The duties on imports were incre:tscd in 1861 and other mistakes in the management of the war"--
again in 1863. (See TARIFF.) An internal revc- and tlmt was the abrogation by congress of the
nue system was devised, from which large sums right to fund the legal tender notes in gold l)onds.
poured into the treasm3". (See ISTERN._.L REVE,- The taking away of this right from the holders
r;VE.) It embraced a wide scope, liquors, tobac- was manifestly unjust to them; and by this act

-co, manufactures, stamp duties on a great variety was prolonged .tim existence of a depreciated

•of legal instruments, succession taxes, personal monetary circulation and the many ills which
.income, and other things. These measures, inevitably follow iu its train. -- A]though the gov-
tlmugh of great importance, were hurriedly pre- crmnent delayed to take the step, the policy of
:pared and enacted, for there was not enough time returning to Sl)ccie lmyments was not definitively
to do the work thoroughly, and the difficulties .dmndoned. At almost every session of ('ongrcss
aml hardships growing out of the execution of bills were introduc_'d and di__cus_d relating to
them were numerous and trying. Yet the people the subject and then hid aside. No plau was
bore much uncompl'finingly, the spirit of patriot- matured. Fm.dly, a bill w_ apl)roved Jan. 14,
ism ran high, and by slow degrees many of the 1875, llroviding for the resumption of specie pay-
mo_t serious imperfections of this hasty Icgisla- ments ou Jan. 1, 1879. The act provided, among

:ti,)n were removed. -- When the war was over, it other thing% for the accumulation of gold in the
aPl)eared that on Aug. 81,1865, the totalindchted- treasury. Be,Sdes the -miount thus obtained
ne_sof the government, excluding the "old fund- through the sale of bonds, the gold current,
cd and unfunded debt of the revolution," and the which had itowed _lway from us during the war

cash in the treasury, was $2,844,649,626.56. This and for several years afterward, challgcd and
was the highest point it ever reached. The begau to run hither. The balance of trade in
amount of legal tenders then in circulation our favor during the immcdlateyears preceding
was $433.160,569. The figures first fell below the resumpti(m of specie payments was em)rmous,

$400.000,000 in September, 1866, nor have they and when the time. for resumption arlivcd, the
ever exceeded that amount since. The followin,_ premium on gold had run do_n to zero, a large

table will show the amount outstanding at the .tmount had been accumulated in the treasury,
clo,e of each fiscal year, which cuds the 30th of and the event occurred without the slighlest dis-
June. It must be remembered, however, that no turbance to any trade or interest.--Although
account is here taken of the cash in the treasury, the government has not possessed the means to

1866........ $ 2,773 _ 173 69 1874........ $2,251.69o,218.4.3 pay all the bonds at maturity, there has been no
1867........ '26_r_'10a 87, 1s75........ 2,_._,._._i .:_5 difficulty" in refunding those which could not be
1868........ ')'611b'87t_51.19 1876........ 2,180.39-1,81715
1869........ 2588'452"218.91 1877 ........ 2,.20X,301.142I0 paid. .Most of the loans specified two dates,
_sT0........ _[48o_6_2,_'4_.Sl 1s-is........ _2.,,6,._5,8o_.'2o after the first of which the governnwnt might
1871........ 2,1_8.'211,_2.82 1879........ 2,84%567.',_2.04
187"2........ 2,_5::1.251,07878 tt_S0........ _t_,415,1_ _ pay if it desired, and by the second of which it
1873........ 2,_,,41t9,74,_.20 1_1 ........ _,069,013319.58 must. The government has always cousuucd

_Tlle debt was very much increased by the sus- these obligations to mean that it will pay when
pension of specie payments, which unsettled lhe first period arrives, and it has been desirable
prices and contributed to the speculation which for the government to avail itself of this right,
grew rankly in almost every business. The issue because new loans could be obtained bearing

of legal tender notes enormously aggravated the h)wer rates of interest. _ The btqt bonds re-
evil. Fluctuationfi in prices were rapid. When funded bear 8½ per cent. interest. The operation

sueh .t state of things exists an additional price is consisted in continuing Ironds, which originally
often asked, as a kind of premium to cover the bore 5 and 6 per cent. interest, at a lower rate

lo,s from depreciation. This extra charge is an during the pleasure of the government. -- Jan. 1,
enormous _ which the people paid during the :I,q82, the principal items of the public debt were
sixteen years that they were using paper 1honey. the following:

While the war lasted, speculation centered on Bonds conlinuedatS_ per cent. interest .... $530,982,800
gold. Congress attempted to prevent it by legis- Bonds bearing 4_ per cent. interest ............ ")-5o(100_000Bonds bearin_ 4 per cent. interest .............. 738,788,7_
lation, but their action aggravated the movement. Legal tender notes .............................. 34_1,740,.q06

AS soon as the war ended, many expected that (_old and salver certificates ..................... 74,1b"7,790
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--There is a law requiring the payment of 1 per which limits its activity as much as po._s_Jle to
cent. of the debt annually, but it ilas not always simple protection of the citizen. In such a slate
been observed. The whole amount paid to the neitlmr the income nor expenditure exercises any
present time satisfies tile sinking fund, tilough great influence on the economic condition of the
until within the present fiscal year timre was a countly. But the problems become more corn-
deficiency. -- We have now gone over the ficld plcx as society develops, as the functions of the
except to state the action of the government with state increase, as the system of domains disap-
reference to the coinage. Its action in dcmonc- pears and the system of taxation takes its place:
tizing and remonetizing silver forms an interest- as (lie income and expenditure grow lar,..,er, and
ing chaptcr of the period we are considering, the government by its system of raising and
but the articles on COINAGE, and PARIS MoN- applying revenue begins to exercise an ever

ETARY CONFERENCE cover the ground so well increasing influence upon tim economic develop-
that nothing further need be added here.- Au- ment of the state and upon tim distribution of
'rHORITIES: The Colonial Period: Douglass' S_,m. the national income. As a consequence tim set-
mary. Ylistorival and Political. of the First Phtl_t- ence of finance must develop, must take up the
i1_g, etc., of the B_ti,,h Settlements in _orth consideration of an ever increasing number of
.A,ne_a, 2 vols., 1760; Di.wourse Co_ccrning the problems, and will not be completed until so(.iely
Curre_wies r.f the British PlaMatio_s i_ Ameffca has reached its ultimate economical development.

_ith l_gard to Petter Mm_ey, by t!m same author, As the term is ordinarily used it includes, a- our
1740; A Model for Ereetil_g a Bank of Uredff, definition indicates, merely tile treatment of the

_¢ith a Disc_ntrse in E_Tla_w_ion thereof, re- economy which llm state conducts, as tim highest
printed at Boston, 1714; Yelt's Histrn'ical Accoul_t form of compulsory associative economies, i e.
of Mas.*rwhu_tts 6"urrel_cy; Bronson's IIi._to_ua_l the science of finance treats only of natiol_at.
Account of Con_eetivut Currel_ey; besides which finance as opposed to local finance. But the
may be mentioned the various histories of tile course of its development will soon force it to
states. Ill respect to coinage in the colonies, takeup the latter subject also. And rightly too;
and subsequently, a good account may be found since each state, for example, in our American
in tim Banker's Magazine, for October ann No- Union, each county in the state, and each city in

vember, 1861, prepared by John H. tiickcox, the county, has or may have its own system of
The Revolutionary Period: The auti_or's _'nan- finance independent of all the others, the consld-
cial ttt_to_y of the Uniged States from 1774 to 1789, oration of which ought not to be omitted in any
and the authorities there cited: and Lewis' H_s- tolerably complete presentation of the subject of
tory of the Ba_zk of _¥orth Ame_ic_t. The Third finance. The same thing is true of the local

Period: The author's _7nancial Hi_tory of the organizations of other countries. The wlmle
United 8_ates from 1789 to 1860, and authorities subject of local and particularly of municipal
there cited. The Fourth Period: .N'o work Ires finance forms one of tim most important subjects
appeared giving a full history of the financial in the whole range of political science, and in no
events covered by it. Monographs have been other connection can it be so conveniently and
written on ninny financial events of this period, thoroughly treated as in connec|i,)n with tire set-
and therc arc ahnost numberless government euce of national finance.--The science of finance

publications relating to the subject. Spauhling's is a product of modern thought. Tim scientific
I[i_to_T/of t/_ l_qal Ten,dec Mo_tey may be men- investigation of financial subjects seems to have
tioned, and Riehardson's Practical I_,formation been entirely unknown to antiquity or even to
Concerning the Public Debt of the Unilvd States. the middle ages. Tim work of Xenophon on the

._LBERT S. BOLLES. revennes of Athens was simply a discussion as to
how the city might derive sufficient revenue

FINANCE, Science of, the science of the from its own territory without having to depen(1
economy which the state must conduct in ,)rder on foreign sourccs. His recr)mmendation of a
to obtain and apply the commodities or services state monopoly of silvcr mining, and his opinion
necessary to the proper performance of its rune- that the increase of the amount of silvcr would

tions. It depends immediately upon two other not diminish its price, are worthy of notice. But
sciences whose conclusions form its starting Xenophon was not a practical statesman, nor
point; upon politi_,al science in the narrower were the otberwriters whose occasional remarks
sense of the term, i. e., the scien(,e wl_icll deter- are met with in classical literature, and so we
mines the functions of the state, and upon have no means of ascertaining the theoretical

political economy, which develops the general opinions of ancient financiers except by inferring
principles nndcrlying all social economies. As them from their financial institutions and con-

the prevailing theory or practice in reference to trivances. We must be careful in drawing such
the functions of the state changes, tim financial inferences, however, as the devices adopted dc-
system and consequently the science of finance pended often upon accident rather than upon a
must change. The science of finance will be thoughtful consideration of what was best. The

comparativcly simple in a state which derives all large income which the principal ancient states
its income, like private individuals, from the derived from the conquest and continued plun-
profits of its own property, such as _iomains, and dec of foreign nations raised them above the
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taeeessity of systematically taxing their own citi- political conditions, and showed little insight into
:_ens on a large scale, and so they were never the real c()ndition and wants of their times. Nor
forced to a thoughtful consideration of the most did the practical men, who began to treat the
economical system of providing public revenue subject during the sixteenth century, show any

by taxation. Both at Athens and at Rome, it greater tendency toward scientific exactness.
is true, some kinds of taxes and other sources From the seventeenth century mercantilistic
_of public income were carefully managed; but views began to exercise a more and more marked
their financiers never thought it worth while influence upon tinaucial literature. And even

to elaborate rules on the subject or to seek in this early period a marked diffcrencc appears
out general principles. The few writings upon between the English and German treatment of
financial subjects, therefore, which have come the subject, which has remained characteristic

.down to us from antiquity, while possessing (:on- even down to the present time, Enghsb writers
siderable value to the historian of finance, are have preferred to devote their attention to the

.of but little ilnportan_'e to tile theory of our investigation of particular subjects closely coll-

.ciene(.'.--The scielme of finance is not only the netted with the questions which were front time
produet of modern thuuglit, btlt it is (:hiefly the to time of great public interest, neither knowing
product of the thought of two nations, Germany much nor earing to knuw much (,f their relations
.and England. To German economists x_e owe to ()tiler subjects. German writer_, on tile con-
it_ systematic form, to Euglish economists the trary, have made a special effort to syste,natizc
most _aluable 1)ortion ot its (.ontents. A short the results of their investigations, and by a proper
*ketch of the rise ;rod development of the science subordination of paris t,, make their knowledge

is necessary to a full understanding of its pre.-ent a science. The very dissimilar political relations
,co,nlition and prost)ects. Its history, like that of of Engl:md atJd Germany led their econnmists to
I)olitical economy in general of which it for a . emphasize very different points, The early Ger-
tlnnc formed a part, falls naturally into two matt .luthorsdiscuss finaaceprincipally inconnee-
periods, that before and that after Adam Smith. Intics with the system of domains and monopolies
-- In the transition period from the middle ages then in vogue, and g,'adually make the science of
to modern times, when the revival of learning finance t_ part of camerali_-tics. This latter
took place, and when, among ()tile," bl'anehes, science included all the information considered
_)olitieal science was resuscitated, political necessary to an officer of the internal administnt-
Wrllers took up finance a]_-o. The wide-spread rich, and the science of tin'race came to occupy a
p,litical and economical changes of the time prominent I)lacc in it. The system of domains
directed attention to the investigation of finan- was uuiversally accepted by these writers a._ the

(.ial questions. Among these changes we may principal element iu every financial economy.
mcntio,, as promotive of our science, on the But the development of nations soon compelled
_)ne hand, the growing dissatisfaction with the I_ great change in these views. 'File growing
patrimonial conception of the state, the rise of needs of the state d(,mande(l a constantly incl'eas-
princely absolutism, l)y which for the first time a ing rcvcuue; the domains became inorc au,I more
really po]itical life was made possible, the revo- unable t_) meet this demand The system of
lutiou in warfare, the introduction of Roman htw, direct taxation was still in a very ('rude condition
])al'ticul_u'ly of Roman financial law, and the grow- and generally unpopular with the rulers, because
ing ueed of the state for an increa_sed revenue; on it depended on obtainiug the con_ent of the

the other' hand, the transition from a barter to a estates. As a consequence, attentitm w:_s directed
money economy, the depreciation of money i, con- more strongly to tile development of monol)olies
sequence of the exploitation of American mines, and of indirect taxes, like the exci._e, etc. These
the general tendency toward paternalism in the subjects are accordingly extensively discussed in
economical potiey, as is shown by tlle rise of the the literature of the time. But little elnmge
mercantile system and the predilection for me- occurs in this development until afte," the m,(ldle
nopolies, and finally, the secularization of the of the eighteenth ccntury. Essentially upon

church property in Protestant lands, which among the basis of the previ,us views, although under
other changes rendered necessary different poor the influence of the new political and l)hilosoph-
laws._As a matter of course the first literary ical tendencies, the theory of finance was gradu.
attempts, both of the more pretentious works on ally systematized and worked out in its details.
political science and of the monographs devoted Tile better writings of this period arc therefore_f
exclusively to fitmnce, were, and long remained, value even now, because they present the prinei-

very defective. The authors naturally enough plesof administration which wc,'e then accepted
began with the concrete institutions of thei,' own and which in part still prcvail. -- The strictly scl-

countries, and with proposals for reforming par- cutific era of the science of finance did not be_iu

ticular abuses. But their works testify rather to until after the middle of the last centu,'y. Three
their zeal in compilation than to their thorough influences affected its dev.elopment. First, the
knowledge of the subject. They often Gave very development of the modern science of political
good but very trite directions an to economy, economy, of the tht_c,.y of free e,)mpetition,

justice, etc., but they took their illustrations claborated in the writings of the physiocrat_s,
without discrimination from the most opposite (Quesnay, Turgot), and more fully in the epoch-
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making work ofAdam Smith. Second, thethee- vices,and consequentlyof the state,favored this
reticalrevolutionin juraland politicalphilosophy fataltendency. In spiteof all,however, the
and in politicseffectedby Montesquieu, Rousseau scienceof financegaineda firmersystematicform,
and Kant. Finally,the practicalrevolutionin and in conscquence of this perfe_'tingof the
political,socialand economical lifeproduced by sciencea revolutionin praxis was begun which
the French revolutionand the events connected isslowly but irresistiblyprogressing.-- In recent

with it.-- The physiocratsexerciseda stlmulating timesthe Germans have taken the leadin the de-
and fruitful influenceupon the theory, if not velopment of the science. English writers,fol-

upon the practice,of finance by theirone-sided lowing Adam Smith, discussfinanceas a compar-
plan of taxation,theprincipleof an imp_t un/que, ativelyunimportant part of politicaleconomy,
of a singleuniversaltax on land,which was to usingitprincipallyto affordan applicationand',

take the place of all othertaxes. Adam Smith, explanation of economical principles And al-
then,threw a new lightupon thesubjectoffinance though they have done invaluablework in elab-
by developingthe economical basisof the same orating details,such as the economic'lleffects
in the " Wealth of Nations." Public revenues, of taxesand the incidenceof various kinds of

from the isolationin which they had been dis- taxes,the theory of public dcbts,paper money,
cussed before,were now brought togetherand coinage,banking, etc.,yet they revealnowhere
treatedas a whole, which had the most intimate even down to the presentan adequate conception
connection with the greater whole of politicalof the importance of financetopoliticaleconomy.

economy. Instead of indefiniteand variable On the contrary,tlle(}ermans, although their
rules,men were now enabled to l_ydown definite treatment of the detailshas been an4 stillis,

principlesfor thepreservationof nationalwealth in many respects,unsatisfactory,have vet dab-
and nationalindustry. They saw that measures orated a complete and systematicscience of
and contrivanceswere defective,which they had financewhich isfullof promise forthe future.
long accepted as perfect. But even Smith, al- The scienceof finance fallsnaturallyinto three
though he bad a tolerablycomplete system of divisions.The firstdiscussesthe organizationof
politicaleconomy, did not produce a complete thefinancialeconomy, and investigatesthegeneral
scienceoffinance,becausehe had no fundamental principleswhich nhlstunderlieallfinancialsys-
principleupon which to base his theory. This terns. The second treatsof public expenditure,

was the natural consequence of his defective and the purposes for which it may be made.
theory of the state,particularlyof his complete The thirdtreatsof public income, and the ways
misconception of the univer._d importance of the and means of obt_dning i_ -- I. The Organizatior#
state for national life and the limitations of the of the Fil_aacial Eco_tomy. 1. In constructing a

national economy by the state. But iLsi(tc from financial system we must first have regard to the
this defect--a very serious one, it is true--Adam amount to be expended. This will depcml upon

8mith made an epoch in this subject by the fifth the number and character of the functions which
book of his famous work on the "Wcalth of the state assumes. This last will vary with the

Nations," and cxerciscd a moulding influence, political development of the state. We see, then,
lasting even down to the present day, upon tile how idle the attempt is, wlfich many theorists
theoretical conception and treatment of finance, have made, to fix once for all the sum tot_ll of

and at least outlined a tolerably complete system expenditure. One state may be justified in mak
of N_eoretical science. Even the externally close ing an expenditure many times greater than thai
connection into which he brought finance with which another state of equal area or even el
political economy remains to-day characteristic of equal population may make. Eugland may with
all writers except the Germans. And evenGerman impunity devote a sum to public purposes which
thinkers, independent in some respects, are still wouh[ bankrupt many statcsof greater population

greatly influenced by Smith.-- The progress of and area. Although we may not lay down a cast.
philosophy and the French political revolution iron rule for proper expenditure, we may sum up

led to new investigations in political science as the purposes fnr which the modern state devotes
to the functions of the stale aml the limits of its money, and such a summary will be found at the
activity, by which new principles as to the rights close of this section. The science of finance, as
of the state were won and preparation was made such, has nothing to do with determining the
from anoflmr directmn for the science of finance, functions of the state--a problem which belongs
The evil of this movement was the excessive to the science of politics, in the narrower sense

-reaction of Kant's school against the eudemonistic of the term. But, iuasmuch as no important

tendencies of Wolf and his followers, and against function of the state can .he performed without
the practice of the state of "good despotism." the expenditure of resources in some form, it
This reaction led to an unfortunate limitation of follows that determining the functions of the

the idea of Ihc state which is entirely inconsistent state and providing for their proper performance
with actualities, and which corresponds with the include the determining of a certain expenditure
one-sided and unhistorical opposition of Smith- and of the income necessary to cover it. This
ianism to allinterference of the state in ccenom- last is esscntially a problem of finance; and
ical matters. The false theory of Smith and his financial science, then, requires that in every rove-

school in reference to the unproduetivity of ser- nue system there shall be, first, a de ailed and
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efficient supervision and control of expenditure: be had, in the second place, not merely to tile
second, a rigid observance of the principle of amount to be raised at any given time, but also
economy; and third, a careful regard for tile re- to the indubitable fact ttmt tile total expenditure
lation between expemliture and natiomd wealth, of a modern civilized state tends constantly to
Most modern nations have attempted to secure a increase. A gl.'mce at tile bu(lgets of modern
careful supervision by adopting the system of states for the last fifrv years will afford statistical

budgets. The administration lays before the 1)Joof of this so-callt:d'law of the ever int,reasing
le_slature a careful estimate of the sums which function_ of the state. The government- of
ia its opinion are nccess_iry to the proper per- nc,_l.ly all existing states have taken upon th(_m -
fornmnce of the functions of the state. Tile selves within recent times the managtuneHt of

latter, m voting or refusing to vote the sums the postal system, of education, etc', iu many
proposed, confirms or rejects the views of the cases of the telegraph and the railroad. This
former as to the limits of state interference. In tendency must be taken into account. A gelid
this settlement the "tdministration and the lcgis- revenue system, therefore, must be elastic. It
latm'e represent the two sides of a bu.,dness trans- nmst be able to adapt itself to the growing
action. The former represents the supply of demands of the state, and, hence, we must con-
govermnental interference which in its view dcmn all those plans which involve the limiting
would be advantageous: thelatter, the d,_,m¢_nd of of the state to one or two som'ees of rtvenue.
the people for such interferem.c. Their views are Another point should be considered in this con-

likely to be very different. The administration is nection, viz., the adjustment bctweeu the na-
prone to over-estimate the advantages of the ser- tional and h)cal systems of finance. This varies
vices eft the state for the people, and to un(lcr- greatly in our modern states according to the
estimate tile ('()st (in taxatie)n, etc) which they historical development and peculiar conditions of
m_pose upon the people. Th(, legislature slmws the various nations. In some countries each in-
opposite tendencies. ]Iistory bas _howu that l)y dividual city and county and province has or
such a device a fair contrail of the financial sys- nmy have it_ own system of revenue to provide

tern is secured. By the princ!ple of economy is for its own wants. In others the local or,_,aniza-
not meant that the state must limit its activily to tions are permitted to r,dsc money only by a sys-
the narrowest possible bounds; but simply th.lt in tern of additions to the national taxes In our
the proper performance of any given function own country no state may raise revcnuc by emit-
(which ithas been decided thestateshould as-ume) ling bills of'credit or by laying duticson imports
the least possible expenditure should be made. or exports. Pr._cticaliy under our pr(,scnt l:_ws
The third point is a very important one. No the states are also prevenwd from eslabh,hing
mathematical ratio between the expenditure and state banks as sources of revenue. The muniei-
national wealth can be found. All attempts to palities "ire rcstri('ted, in many parts of tlle Union,
do this have failed, as ttn.y rest upon a false, as to the kinds of taxes they may levy and as
mechanical view of the relation of the state to the to the amount they nmy raise by taxation. It will

national economy--s relation which is essentially be found by expc'rien(.e in the various countrms
or_mic. We may lay down the following as a what particular sources of revenuc can be best
principle: the greater the economical valueof the exploited by the national government and wlmt
pulllic service, the more it l)romotcs the productive are best adapted for local org'anizations, although

power of all, the greater the net income of the the science of finance ires hardly taken the first
nation, the larger the ln'oportionof public revenue step toward a satisfactory solution of this ques-
derived from industrial undertakings, the larger lion---one of the most important within its whole
may the public expenditurc become both abso- field. 3. In the third placc, provision must be

lutely and relatively. The question might be made in every revenue system for securing an
formulated as follows: May the expenditure in- equilibrium between income and outgo. This
crease to such au extent that the sacrifices it can be secured permanently only by providing a

demands of tile people become very oppressive? proper system of income. We must endeavor to
The answer would be affirmative, if it has refer- ascertain some principles, then, which nmy .guide
ence to a temporary outgo, and the expenditure us in selecting proper sources of income. But
promises to besuccc_,fful, and the particular form these can be found only bv investigating what
of state deserves preservation. But if the con- sources of income are best adapted to the variou_
dillon is to be permanent, if no saving can be kinds of expenditure. Wc must cla.-sify expcn-
effccted, if the functions of the state can not I)e diture, therefore, with a view of deciding upon

diminished, then the impossibility of rai._ing suf- the sources of income appropriate to each class.
flelent revenue proves the impossibility of the This classification leads to the distinction be-
continued existence of such a state. Even the tween extraordinary and ordinary income, in the
assistance derived from repudiation, i.e., violation various senses of the word. The sources of

of h'gal obligations, will not always afford a per- income in our modern states are principally taxes
manent relief. In such cases public production and public loans. Our investigation will be lira-
must, like private prdduction, cease, because the lied, therefore, chiefly to these two sources of
undertaking no longer pays expenses. 2. But in income, and to deciding which is the appropriate

the construction of a financial system regard must one for any given kind of expenditure. The
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fundamental principle of this portion of our the building of free public roads, the improve-
science is, that i)_come must eq_lal ou?9o--a princi- ment of the means of defense, etc., etc, require
ple, the very opposite of that which must prevail such investments. The money expended in an

in a private or individual economy, in which a unavoidable war has very different results from
man, To remain solvent, must regulate his outgo that expended in the last two cases. It invoh,cs
by his income. The government decides what a real ]o._ of men and capital. Nor does even a
functions lhe state will a_ume, what expenditure really successful war give us any guarantee of
i_ nece_al_- to perform them propelly, and then no repetition; on the contrary, it i._ often merely
aims to raise the required revenue; while the the prelude to longer and more cos0y wars. 11_.
mdividu.d must first find out his revenue before the third and h'qal sense, ordinary expenditure is
he fixes his outgo. A disreg'nd of this principle that which i_ granted, once for all, for certain
results in a deficiency, which, if long continued, l)urposes, and need not be incorporated in the
becomes chronic, and easily leads to national budget. Extraordinary expenditure is that which

hankrul)tey. The best means of avoiding such a must regularly receive the eon,_ent of tile legisla-
deficiency is to in¢ist upon c'trcfully prepared tire body. Thus, in England the amount sup-
budgets for short periods of time--one, two or posed to be actually necessary Io the exislenee of
three years. If the e(timates for one period are the government, is furnished by a permanent in-
wrong, they can easily be eorlected for the next. enme which, although it may be changed by every
In deciding upon the sources of income to be parli'unent, is practically changed very seldom.
used, we must have reference to the kind .of All other expenditure must bevoted regularly by
expenditure. Expenditure may be classed as parliament. Now, as has been said, in construct-
ordinary and extraordinary exl:_'nditure. These ing a financial system, reg'ard must be had to the
terms are applied in three different senses. In kind of expenditure which is to be provided for
the ,fi;-_¢ se_,_c, ordin'll T expendiIure is such a.s by any given source of income. We may lay it
occurs reguiazly in the ordinary course of the (lowu a_ a principle, ttmt the ordinaryexpend_ture
government, anti can be estimated almost exactly in the secomt sense of the term must be met in all
beforehand. Extraordinary expenditure is such cases by ordinary income (i.e., in general, income

as must be made in consequence of some special from taxes); while extraordinary expendiu_re may
and unexpected necessity, such as war or a great be met by extraordinaryincomc (i. e., by the use of
public calamity. The first kind must be met, of public credit). Ordinary expenditure in the third
course, by an income of equal regularity and sense must of course be met by ordinary income,
quantity. The second may be met by extraordi- while extraordinary may be met by temporary
nary mc.tsures, such as treasury notes or the use devices of a character suited to the particular
of pnblic credit in some other form; though in object in view.--II. Public l_xpe_diture, al_d
many cases it is better to keep a permanent sur- the P_rp. ses for wh_h it may be made. 1. The

plus fund in tim treasury to use on such occasions, financial needs of the stale may be divided into
la the secoTwl sense, we have reference to the per- two classes: first, its need of things in kind; sec-
manenee of the results achieved by the expendi- ond, its need of money. In the early periods of

ture. We apply in our financial system tim idea l)nlitical development the need of things in kind
of fixed and circulating capital. Ordinary ex- predominates. Tile government needs men to
penditure is such as is regularly applied in the fight, and it simply demands their services with-

pr_)cess of public production within a financial out paying them anything in return. It CXl)eels
l)eriod, which real)Pears in the value of its prod- the soldiers to arm themselves at their own ex-
ucts (public service_), and must therefore occur l)en._e and to provide their own rations while in

periodically to the same amount. It includes all the field. As the state deveh)ps, there is a con-
expenditure for the rmming expenses of the gov- stant tendency to satisfy its necessities by way of
ernment. Extraordinary expenditure is such as purchase, and in consequence of this its need of
is made at irregular limes, and whose effects money becomes more important than its need of
extend beyond the current financial period. The things in kind. But even in our modern money
outlay may form the basis of a permanent ad- economy there are some cases in which the state

vantage, or it may be nc('essilated by some great can better afford to take things in kind than
obstacle in the way of t)olilical prngTess, such as money. In time of war, for instance, it may be-
an uuavoid:fl)le war. Iu the first case it becomes come necessa_ T to have more horses, oF supplies,
an invcstnwnt of fixed capila], so that in the sub- and'it will often be better to take the things
sequent financial pcriods a less expenditure is wanted than to lake money and attempt to pur-
sufficient and au inerea.sed productivene_ results, chase th('m. All instances of the use of t,heright
Such an investment may he made for two pur- of eminent domain come under this head. It is

poses. It may be a simple commercial under- often more advisable to take a piece of ground,
taking like that of any l)rivate in(livldual, for for instance, and pay what seems to be a fldr
the sake of the profit (.onne(,ted with it, such valuation, than to attempt to raise money enough

as investment in domains, rai]road._, e(c ; or it to s.ttisfy the demands of the owner, which, as
may be for the pm'l)ose of improving or estab- is well known, become exorbitant as soon as
lishing the means of performing the fm)ctions of the government attemp(s to buy. 2. From
the stale. All great reforms in administration, another point, of view, the financial needs of
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the state may be classified as its need of per for the state, or if special experiments are neces-
sonal services and its need of commodities. The sary which private parties wouhl not make, or if
science of finance must investigate the various the competition among private firms is not very
mefllods of expenditure necessary to satisfy these great, and inspection of the commodities difficult,
tmeds. Several different systems of securing per- tben the state c;m #'enerally better produce them
sons to perform the services have been in vogue itself. Mililary supl)lies afft)rd a good example
at different times and in different countries, The of this; although private p:trtics can oflen furnish
following are the most important: 1st, the Ger cv(.n these (in lx, tter terms than the government
man systcm, according to which all public offices could produce them. Krupl,, in Germany, and
arc fill('d from the ranks of persons who have our own rifle factozics in.this country, arc good
shown their fitness for the places by prescribed instan(:es. In all other (gmes the stale in pro-
tests, and the appointment gives (after a certain viding ils supplies must simply folh)w the ordi-
period of probation)'l right to the office, and there nary rules of private business--buying by con-
,fore its salary, so h)ng as its duties are properly tract and ea g_os. Financial considerations must

performed, 2(1, tile French system, in which the further (letcrmine whether the government shall
salaried officer, altLough professionally educated, crcct buildings for its 1,usiness or hire them from
may be removed at pleasure; 3d. the American plivate parties. 3. Public expenditure may t/c

system, in which the salaried officers are appoint- divided, from a third point of view, into gro_
ed and removed at ph,a.,_urc, without any neees- a,d net expenditure. Gross cxpen(liture includes

sary regnrd to their fitne,_s; 4th, the vohmtary not only what is consumed in performing tile
system, iu which the offices are filled from among functions of the state, but also what is expt, nded
those able and willing to perform their dutic.- in toilet.ring the sums so consumed. Net ex-

without ealaries. The first system, involving, ;is l)enditure includes only the former of these two
it does, educated officials and pensions, seems :_t items. They should both be carefully indicated
first thought tt) be the most expensive. For the iu the budgets, a_ tin, c_)st, of collection reveal
salaries must bc large cnt)ugh to attract and retain the (,ctmomy of Ihc financial system and of the
men of ability and education. They involve, ,ldministration. It goes without the saying tlmt
therefore, a restitution of the costs of education, these co_ts of collection shouhl bc as low as pos-
"rhe officers may not be dismissed, so that they siblc, and yet they can never become a dctermin-
must continue to draw their salaries, even if the ing factor in a financial system. They depend
('ircumstances should allow a material reduction upon a great variety of circumstances, some

of lhe force. If they give out while performing of which we sumnmrize. Those public econo-
their duties, they must be supported, and they mies which derive a large portion of their income
mu_t finally be pensioned after they become too from industrial sources, such as domains, forests,
,old for the active service. But there are several nfines, factories, railroads, etc., etc., will always

points in its favor to be considered. In the first have a relatively larger gross expenditure than
place, we must have regard to the value of the those which depend on taxes. (Compare English

service as well as its nominal cost. A profession- with German finance.) Even of two economies
adly educated civil service will furnish better re- which have the sam(' system the budgets will be
sults by f'_r than an uneducatcd one. An officcr very different, according to the systems of admin-
who feels sure of his position as ]o,g as hc does istration. The relations of time and place and

his duty, and reasonably sure of increased salary circumstancc have very much to do with deter-
or of promotion m,_a result of marked faithful- mi_fing the ratio of gro_.s and net expenditure.
hess, will do his wm'k far better than one who In addition to the nominal costs of collection

may be removed at the pleasure of an irresponsi- there are to bc counted all those sacrifices which
ble superior The German system will secure a the public must nmke beyond their taxes, and
more hero, st set of public servants than any of which do notrcsult even in a larger gross income
the others mentioned, and so less will be lost l)y to the state; all costs growing out of illegalities,
pct'ulation and fraud than under the olhersystems, bribery, bad systems of administration, incom-
It is better than the plan of voluntary offices, for pletc control, hindrances to I)roduction, etc., etc.,

m_der the latter only the wealthy can enter the some of which are char'mteristic of statcs in a
public service, and the government wouhl receive hackward condition of political development,
a too aristocratic coloring. Thus, although the others arising from the kind of taxes (custonls
German system seems to be the most costly, yet duffs, excise, indirect taxes in general). The
it is after all tile cheapest and consequently finan- nominal costs of collection depend : 1st, upon the
ci;dly the best one. We pass ow, r the further condition of the whole financial, and particularly
di._eus_iou of this point at this place. (See C_vIL of the tax, system, the system of collection,
SEltVlCE.)--As a nile the state can better afford whether by farming, by officers, by local aulhor

in our modern industrial economy to satisfy its tries, etc., excrci._s the greatest influence in tlns
nt,ed of commodities by purchase in the open respect; 2d, upon the kind of taxes most

market than bymanufacturingthemitself. There employed, whether direct or indwect; 3d, upon
art:.s_,me exeel)tions to this, however. If tile Stale local and temporal circumstanccs, even wifl_ tile
needs l>e.culiar commodities which the commercial same kind of tax. The mor_d (lcvelnpment of a

industry of the country would not produce except people, its geographical situation, its conmaum-
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cations, its economical condition, the prevalence to the third.-- III. Public P_e_ue, and t_ fJou_
of great industries, etc., are all of great influence from _hieh it may be de_.ived. The ordinary rev-
in this respect. The more favorable all these enuetff modern governments is derived from three
items arc, the less may the costs of collection sources: 1, from agricultural, industrial or com-
become. -- Thc purposes for which expenditure mercial enterprises; 2, from fees; 3, from taxes.

is made in the modcrnstate may be classed under These three sources must be carefully distin-
three beads: 1, for the executive and legislative guishcd, and their relative and historical impor-
departments; 2, for justice and defense; 3, for lance emphasized. When a state manages a pub-
the general welfare. The executive head must lic farm, conducts a grcat commercial institution,

receive an allowance which will not only allow like a bank, upon the same principles and for
him to live, but to maintain an establishment in the same purpose as private individuals, viz.. to
some degree of elegance if not of splendor. It is secure a pure income which it may apply to
net'es_ry to connect a _lal'y with the office of other purposes, it derives revenue from the first
chief executive in a rel)ublic, or it wouldlimit the source. When it undertakes the exclusive per.
choice of the people to wealthy men able and formance of certain functions for its citizens,
willing to undertake the expense. It is also and charges the persons especially benefited 8.
usual in free stales to pay a salary to the mem- certain sum, which it fixes without reference, pos-
hers of the legislature, for the same reason. In sibly, to tim value of the service to the person
monarchies theincome of the sovereign is largely served, or its cost to the government, it derives

derived from private property, though in many revenue from the second source. The postoflice
modern states the legislature, considering that is an excellent example of this source. The post-
royal estates bchmged to the government, has age is the fee. The government charges three
taken l)ossession of them and allowed the king a cents for forwarding a letter to the address. It
salaD" , so to speak, instead. Under the head of may not cost the government one-tenth of that
justice fall all expenses for the courts, for prisons, sum, or it may cost ten times that sum. The per-
and penitentiaries; under defense, all outlay for son served migilt be willing to pay one hundred
police, detective force, workhouse, foreiitn repre- times the postage charged, or he might prefer to

sentatives, and, mtrst important of all, for the hire somebody else to forward it becau._ it would
army. In most modern states the army is a ne- be cheaper. But the government fixes its own
cessity, and the best way to provide it is one of price and insists upon being allowed to perform
the most difficult questions of finance. "In the service, and accomplishes its aim by refusing
peace prepare for war," is a direction which Eu- to allow any one to perform it more cheaply.
ropeau stateshave been following so thoroughly When the state exacts a sacrifice of a citizen
f()r the last gencration that some of them arc without performing any service for him other

already on the verge of bankruptcy, and nearly than affording the general protection and oppor-
all are seriously impeded in their material prog- tunities which come from his enjoying the privi-
ress by the enormous (.ost of their armies. The leges of citizenship, it derives revenue from the
militia system is exccedingly costly, because ex- third source. The fundamental distinction be-
ceedingly inefflcicnt, and can be adopted only by tween a fee and a tax lies in the n'tture of the
those, nations that are rea_onably free from war. return made by the government to the individual
The American rcl)cllion was the most costly war paying it. Both are contributions to the govern-
of modern times, largely because a vast army had ment, but for the former the payer receives in
to be raised and an enormous fleet built within a return a special service, which is not perfoITned

short time by a nation practically unacquainted for anybody except those who pay for it; while
with either. But it may well be doubted whether for the latter he receives only a general retmTa
any great saving would have been effected by which every'body living in the state enjoys,
having spent large sums for fifty years preceding whether he pays for it or not. The revenue
the conflict, in order to be ready for it, to say from fees is intended to cover the exl)enses of
nothing of the fact that one party would have performing the service. In case the government
had as much advantage from the preparation as charges more than private parties would charge,

the other. But a European nation, such as Ger- the surplus becomes a tax levied only on the per-
many, may well find it cheaper to keep a large sons availing themselves of these services. In
standing army and a still larger reserve (of all case the revenue is insufficient to pay the cost of
able-bodied men) than to rely upon a standing the service the deficit must be made up by gen-
army and conscription, or upon a militia system, eral taxation, and is in so far a gift from lhe state
The amount of expenditure a nation can apply as a whole to the portion of the community

to its army is measured solely by the value it sets profiting by these services. The same thing is
on its national existence. --Expenditure for the true of the individuals in these classes. Under

general welfare includ_ expenditure for inner free competition a man in :New York might get
administration, for economical administration, his letter carried to Boston for one cent, a man in

and for education. Statistics, public health and Texas might have to pay twenty-five cents for
poor laws belong to the first; coinage, the post- the _lne service; under the present system the
office, telegraph, state railways, public high- former is t,_xed two cents, which are given to the

ways, etc., to the second; schools, art and religion latter to apply on his postage. A fee, therefore,
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may contain a tax for the individual, whenever asylums, etc., etc. At first all such institutions
it is higher than what he would have to pay for are generally supported by the fees of those most
the same service under free competition, and we concerned; in course of time, however, a ten-
must carefully distinguish in ever)" contributiou dency shows itself toward Icsscning the fee mnre
to the government between ttle fee and the and more, until, a deficit occurring, the state
tax.--1, lh_ve_uefr_nn buMness ente_Tris_. In an must support tile institution by taxation. The

early stage of civilization or of industrial devel- following principle may be laid down in reference
opment the public revenue must be largely de- to what functions should be supported by fees.
rived from the profits of public property. Land and what by general taxation. The more clearly
is the most common form at first. Mines are also the performance of a certain function redounds

a common form in early as well as in later times, to the benefit _f particular individuals who can,
A period soon comes in a progressive state when be easily ascertai_m(t, the greater the proportion,
the income from such sources is no longer suffi- of expense which said individuals should defray
cient, and the main dependence must be placed bv their fees; the less clearlyit accrues to the ben-
upon taxation. But even under such conditions e{tt of one individual more than another, and the'
the state may retain its domains and even develop greater the difficulty of ascertaining the parties
similar sources of revenue, such as smelting benefited, the greater the proportion of expense
wnrks, factories, banks, canals, railroads, etc. which the state should bear by general taxation.
Down to a late date the domains furnished the As has been said above, the fee must not amount

greater portion of the national revenue in many to more than the charge private parties would
of the European states, and even at the present make for performing the service; otherwise it

time they form an importantelement in the finan- becomes a tax. Many taxes are levied under the
cial systems of most continental states. The form of fees. In all cases where the government
general tendency has been toward selling thc requires the performance of a certain act merely
farm domains and ret_lining the forest domains, for the sake of taxing it, as, for instance, the
Of late years the questions of state banks and staml)iug of deeds, contracts, etc., the so-called
state railways and canals and telegraphs have fee is really a tax, and should I)e considered such.
been growing more and more important. There -- 3. I@ce_le from t_t_s. Taxation is the mo-t
has been a marked and growing tendency toward important and most difficult department of meal-
government ownership of all such agenei_. The ern finance, and the theory of t_xatio_ the most
purely financial element, however, has rarely led important and the most difficult portion of the
to government ownership in these cases, although science of fimmcc. The latter fails naturally
such enterprises generally nmke good returns on into two divisions--a general a_d a special: the
the investment. Theiucomeof sevcralEuropean former treating of the general principle_ of tax:

countries from such sources is steadily growing, ation; the latter, of particular taxes and their
and it is likely to become more and more impor- special characteristics. The remainder of this
tant with every advance in industrial devcl- article will be devoted to the general division;
opment. (See RAILROADS, Ff)nESTRY, PUBLIC the special division will be treated in the article
LA_'DS.) -- 2. Revenue from fees. The modern entitled TAXATION. We shall discuss the gcn-
state derivcsalarge income from fees, which, as eral principles of taxation under two heads:
already defined, are contributions made to the 1st, the basis, nature and develol)ment of taxation
skate in return for a special service rendered the in general ; 2(t, the fundamental principles of

individual. The theoretical justification of fees taxation. 1st. The right of taxation, i.e., the
lie.s in the nature and in the results of various right of collecting from subjecls compulsory
functions of the state; their actual existence and contributions for public ends and purposes, finds

historical development are closely connected with its theoretical justification in the al)solutc neces-
the prevailing views of law, of thestate, of sect- sity for the state, and therefore in its right to
ely and of the national economy, and with the existence. From which it follows, that the jus-
conditions of the same, and change, therefore, tification of this right does not belong to the
with tlmse viewsand conditions. The principles service of finance, but in its economical aspects
laid down, therefore, with reference to fees are and connection with the organization of property

not absolute, but temporal, local, and historically and industry to political economy, in its political
relative. What functions the state ought to and legal aspects to the science of the state, and
assume is not a financial question, nor has the in its philosophical aspects to jural phih)sophy.
science of finance to decide which of its func- This point will be further considered, howcvcr,

tions it should discharge at the general expense at the end of our second division. The nature of
of the whole state and which at the expense of a tax has been fully explained in a preceding

the individual most benefited. Historically, in portion of this article. The development of tax-
the economically progressive state, agrowing ten- ation has kept pace with tim industrial develop-
dency has shown itself toward the public assump- mcnt of society. In a primitive and undeveloped
tion of functions performed hitherto by private state taxes are not to be fnund. The only thing

par_ies. Such, for example, are the paving and corresponding to them is the voluntary contribu-
!ighting of streets, the furnishing of means of tion or gift to the hcad of the state (prince, chief,
Instruction, the establishment of water works, of etc.), on special occasions. "The government is.
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,expected to pay expenses." The conquest of tlmse principles, and as far as possible that one
,other nations, the proceeds of the pul)lic tiomains, cho_n which wilt best satisfy tbeir demands. Oa
,etc., are ordinarily full)- adequate to meet all accoul(t_ftl_egreatdiffereJweiJ_the_demaud,_lndo_
financial necessities. On the otln,r hand, _.oelety _tccou_t _f the practical difli.ulty of _e,coJtc ling theJ_
makes but few deman(is upon the gover|mlent, zr_th oJ_e another, zt is very evkleM that _o one tax
Its membersdepend more upon _hemst-lves, rarely shoJthl be adopted as the sole ._ouree ,f p_tb'ic rere_e.

,expecting more li'om the government than protee- On the ex)ntraJ:¥, a j_tdicio_ts combi,atio_ of serer_tl
tion of life and property. As the industrial different kit_d,* of fitxes, i. e , a re,d tar system, serous

,order of society is developed, _reater dem-tuds be,st actapted t, realize o,tr ich'al, viz., the qretttest
UlX)U gove.rnment aid and interference are made. practicable tt.qro, mettl of az'ttotl t,.rat_o_ with o_tr

The functions of the governme_t are rapidly J_t_,lamu_talpriac_plc._. These 1)ri_wil)tes art. nine
multiplied. At first those who expect this aid in number, divided into t'(mr groups as follows:

mu-t i)_)y for it themselves, _. e, the expenses of I. Politico final_cial p_inciplcs: 1. A(lequ;_t_m(,<s
the additiolml functions are defrayed by fees. of taxation; 2. Ela_ttciLv of taxation. II. Ere-

But in eour.-e of time the number benefited I)y nomicalprineil)le_: 3. Choice of p|opvrsourees of
"these a(tvautagc_ incre_ses, until tile want has taxation, i. e., particularly, tliseu_ion of Ilw ques-
4)creme "'lmblie," i. e., can be satisfied at the cx- lion whether taxation is to draw only f_om indi-
pcnse of the st_tte as a wlmle. But the more such vidual and national i_co_w, or'also from mdivi(lual
wants are muh_plied, the more impo_ible it be- 'rod natiomd captt_tl; 4 Regard for the incidence

-comes for the domain._ to furttish the requisite of taxation, l)articularly of the various kinds of
funds. Taxe._ become necessary, and the greater taxes, upon the tax payer, attd a general investi-
the amount of money needed, the more extensive gallon of the "shifting of taxation." 1II. Prin-
-and complex does the tax system become. 20. ciples of justiceor of the just distribution of taxa-
q'he fundamental maxin|.- of taxation hdd down (inn: 5. Univer._nlity: 6. Equality of t_xation. IV.
by Adam Smith have I_e('ome classical We Administrative principles: 7. Deliniteness as to
'produce them hc_e for the sake of convenie_nt time, place, manner and quality; v. Convenience

reference in our discussion of the subject. They of the state; 9. Econon|y in collection. It is not
are as follo_s : 1. Tile subjects of every state usual to in(.lude the first two princil)les in such _
ought to contribute toward tile supl)ort of tim summary; but they shouhl be placed first of all,
,_,overnment as nearly as pos.¢ible in proportion to as they are most important of all. They follow
their re.-pective abihties, that i_, in proportion to from the very nature of the financial econonay,
the revenue which they respectively enjoy under and from the principle upon which that is bltsed.
the protection of the state 2. The tax which viz., that income is determined by expenditttre,
ea¢.h individual is bound to pay ought to be err- and must be sufficient to meet it For not, as the
taiu anti not arbitrary. The time of payment, Smithian school of political economy from then'

the manner of payment, the quantity to be paid, partmularistic standpoint teach, not "justice
•ouuht all to be clear and plain to the contributor toward the individual," not the maxim of univer-

_lttd to ew:ry other per_a. 3. Every tax ought sality and equality of taxation, but the fulfilhng
to be levied at the time and in the mantter in of the conditiou_ of social life and unto|t, is our

whi(-h it i._meet cmtvenient to the conlributor to fundamental t)rinciple--the sccuringof the mean_
l-my it. 4. Ew, ry tax ought to be so contrived as for the preservation of tim state and for the per-
both to take out nt_d ke_p out of the pockets of fo|m:tnee of its funetious.--1. By "adeqttate_e,_,_
tim people a_ htth: as possible, over and above of tax_ttiotl" we mean that the inco'_e from taxes

what it bring_ into tile treasury of the state. The must be sufficient to cover the expen.,,es of a titan(-
last three are simply principles of proper "_dmin cial period, so far as other means are lackm_ or

istration and will be di¢cussed later. The first are impermissible. Taxation must be resorted to
maxim contains implieitly three distinct princi- after the income from industrial uudertaking._ anti
pies. It _nd¢ tile justification of taxation in the the surplus from the fee system have been ex-
protection accorded I)y tile state. It lays dowu a hausted, attd it must meet the rest of the cxpemli-
principle of just distribution of taxation, viz., ture.--2. By "ek_sticity" is meant that a tax
upon ev(.ry one according to his ability It pro- system must contain such component parts (i. _..

poses a method of taxation by which this equal kinds of taxes) as can adapt themselves to change,
distribution is t_ lie reached, viz., tile incogne tax. in expenditure or can supplement possible deficien-
It may be safely said of these last that the second ties of other tax_ or other sources of income

is a contradiction of the first, and that the third In consequence of the law of the ever-widening
is I)y no means au axionL and is not easily demon- functions of the state, we must demand of the tax
strable. The maxim is really a begging of thc system that it shall be able to furnish a constantly
q|testi_)n, and yet it has been copied and recopied increasing revenue.--3. The "source of taxation"

and paral)hrased by m'arly three generations of is that economical quantity from which the tax is
,_uecessors. -- The fundamental principles of tax- really paid, and is to be carefully distinguished
ation are to serve as a guide in the practical from tile basis tfa,_es,,rue_t. The latter term de-
levying of taxes, especially in the choice of tile notes that on which the tax is nominally laid and
•var_ott_ taxes :rod in the organization of tile tax according to which it is a.ssessed. Thus the so-

._3StCln as a whole. Every tax is to be tried by called property tax, levied on and according to
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property, is ordinarily in reality an income tax, But what particular priv'lte income or property
i e, it is paid by the property owner out of his shall ultimately become the real source of mxa-
income. Where the properly is actually dimin- tion, or what particular person shall become the
ished from year to year in order to pay the tax, real tax bearer, is determined by the ec<)n,)mic
the latter becomes a real as well as a nominal prricess which we call the "shifting of taxation."

property tax. There are three possible sources of The latter is the result of a reaction of taxation
taxation: income or profits; capital, L e., property upon the tax payer, lie attempts to _e! rid of
used as a means of production; and finally, prop- the hurdeu of taxation, either by in,.wa,mg hi.-

erty in use It is possible for a tax to be collected income ('rod theref,,re regularly by incrca-mg hi-
from the commodities helonging to each of the._ activity of I)rotluction) ()r by colh.t,.tin,_' from
three classes of property, or from the money another the tax which he ha_ advanced. Thi_
which represents them in the market, m such a endeavor ,'q)pcars in industry as the shiftinz of

way that the sum total of these commo<litic_ shall taxation, and expresses itself ultimately in certain
be diminished by the tax.--The normal source of changes in production and digtrihution in the
taxation is nation'd income By national income whole natiomd econ(,my. Taxation often dis-
we mean the total amount of commodities which tributes itself ultimately, therefore, "unong the

come newly into the possession of :t nation within source_ of taxation and tax I_earer,_, in "t w,ry
'l year. and which might have heen consumed different way from that in which it was origi-
withont lessening the total amount of national nally levied on the object'- of taxation aml the
wealth at the beginning of the year. In the Ion7 tax payers. This ultimate distribution is the
run this is the only source from which taxation important point. It shouhl he consi.,tent with

maydraw. A coristant or evenfrequent encroach- economical principles and with princil)les of jus-
ment on national wealth or capital wouhl soon be (ice. The important problem, therefore, of the

stopped by the diminution of the latter. A taxa- theory and praxis of taxation consists in finding
tion of national capital, i. e., of the supply of out, as accurately as possible, what effects a given
nmterial means of production--or capital in the tax system or particular kinds of taxes have upon

Imrely economic sense as opposed to capital in the ultimate distribution of taxation which re-
the historico-legal sense--leads necessarily to a suits from this shifting process.--_c'cry many
limitation of production and to a keenly felt re- theorists, and nearly all practical men, in this
due(ion in the standard of comfort. The "spar- sphere of our science have hitherto attribute<l an

ing of property and capital," the verdict against undue importance to this proce._. They see in it
real taxes on property and capital (i. e., taxes a universal panacea for all im,qmdity of t*Lxa-
which really diminish property and capital) is, tion, and maintain tlmt every tax, n,) matter how
therefore, a universal and highly important prin- unjust when first impo<ed, if it be retained, will
cipte of the modern theoryof taxation. We must m course of time be equalized by this process of
keep in mind, however, that a taxation of private adjustment, and hence (.ease to be unju,t. We
,)r individual capital is not always a taxation of may call this the optimistic theory. It is well
national capital, and that the same objections, summed up in the motto, ":Every ohl tax is

therefore, do not apply to a tax on individual a good one; every new tax. a bad one." How-
which apply to taxes on national capital. Thus a ever, neither reason nor observation suglains this
tax on inlmritance, while it really dimini,_bcs view. While in many ca.-es such an adjustment

private may not diminish national capital a par- as furthers equality does undoubtedly take place,
ncle. as it may result in a mere difference of yet in ninny others it meets very great diflicultie._.
distribution among the citizens. A temporary and in some, insul)crahle obstacles. It nmy also
tax even on national capital or property may I)e urged against this view th'_t the adjustment
I)c justifiable, in order to support great rindcr- often occurs in such a w_ly as to mcrea_e inequal-
takings on which the existence or continued pros- ity. Tlae economically weaker ch,ment_ of soot-
pertly (,f the nation may depend; as, for instance, ety, being oftentimes unable to shill any p(wti(m
to prosccrite a necessary war or to introduce of their taxation, are further bur(lcned by what-
much nee(led reforms in national politics or econ- ever portion the stronger elements are able to

-my. just as in private business the sacrifice shift from tlmir own shoulders. In any e_e it is
,)f a portmn or" the capital or property may bc exceedingly difficult to determine what the effc(.t
ncce,-sary to save the rest.--4, l_qard for the i_. of this shifting process has been, and _c ha_c
c_,]e_eeeof tax_ation. The government may deter- therefore no security that a hnrmful and unequal
mine the basis of assessment or the object upon system of taxation will dislribute itself ju'_tly t)y
which the tax is laid, and thereby the person any process of shifting or rcshifting. It i_ nece_-
who _s to advance this tax in the first place, i e., sary, therefore, to m;_ke our system of taxation,

the tax payer; but under a system of free compe- from the first, consistent with the principles of
tition it has no power to determine the source of economy and justice.-- 5 and 6. _Sffrerscd_ty al*d
taxation or the person who must ultimately bear equalily of &txatiom Tl_e idea of ju_tiue in taxa-
the tax, i. e., the tax bearer. In reference to the tion is a purely relative one. A system may be

last it may have wishes and intentions, and by e,_sentially just at one period and under one set

it, choice of taxes and objects for taxation may of conditions, which under different circum-
do much to realize its wishes and intentions, stances would lack every element of justice. In
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"the following we shallspeak of just taxation duty of a member toward the fulfillmentof the
with reference to the conditions of modern conditionsof the existenceand prosperityof the
industrialhfe. Our idea of just taxation will whole to which he belongs. This theory con-
.depend very largelyon our ideaas to the present sidersthe tax as a sacrifice,and equalityof taxa-
distributionof wealth which has taken place tionisto be establishedby so adjustingthe taxes
under the r_gime of so-calledflee competition, that they willrequire an equal sacrificeof all.

Whoever regards our present system as abso- This is to be accomplished by a system of pro-
lutelyright and the only just one,must regard gressivetaxation,i.e..one in which the ratein-
the pre_nt distributionof property and income creaseswith the income. For it isevident that

which has taken placeunder it,as theonlyproper the day laborer who barely earns enough to
one. His theory of justtaxationwill be a sys- sustainhis family,we will say $400 a year,must
ternwhich interferesas littleas possiblewith the make a greatersacrificeto pay a 3 per cent.tax,
actual distributionof wealth in our society, than a capitalistwhose income is$10,000 a year,
Universalitymeans to him that every citizen, i.'e.,that $12 is more for the former than $300
whether hisincome be largeor small,whether it for the latter. The firstof theseprinciplesis
be derived from funds or daily labor,shallbe naturallythe predominating one in allprimitive
_taxed. He must refuse all proposals to remit conditions,the second becomes more and more

taxes. Equality of taxation means that every important the more highly the industrial econ-
,one shall pay an equal numerical proportion of stay is developed.-- 7, 8 and 9. Definitene_, con-
his income as tax, and implies, therefore, a rcjec- venience, _onomy These may he called admin-

-tion of progressive taxation. But the claim that istrative axioms. From our conception of a tax
the existing distribution effected under free corn- as a sacrifice, it follows, as a matter of course,

-pelition is the only just one, is, on the one hand, that ever)" device ought to be adopted to diminish
a begging of the question, and, on the other, it ig- the burden as much as possible c_)nsistent with
nores the influence of the existi_g laws of private accomplishing our purposes. Definiteness and

property which have been inherited from entirely convenience are really of value only so far as
different conditions. The conclusion, therefore, they contribute to economy. Economy in this
that the present distribution of wealth is a n_' connection means economy in costs of collection,
me tangere, is unfounded. A second principle using that term ia its widest sense. We refer
has been making its way into theo_ T and pt_ac- to wlmt was said on this point at the close of
tree, which we may call the politico-social princi, division II. of this article. -- LITERATURE. At

ple, according to which taxation is not merely the head of systematic works upon the subject
a means of providing revenue for the govern- we rank the Finanzwi_enschaft, by Adolph Wag-
ment, but, in addition, a means of correcting the net, Leipzig, 1877--82, which was taken as the

existing distribution of property. According to basis of the foregoing article and largely used in
this, the rule of univer_lity admits of some its preparation. It is a revision and rewriting,
exceptions, such as leaving a certain minimum with large additions, of the Finanmoi_r#sel_aft of
income untaxed. Equality means equal sacrifice; Rau. It contains admirable summaries of the

not attempting to realize that, however, by de- literature upon special pointz, as well as upon the
manding a numerically equal proportional part of subject as a whole. Stein's Lehrbuch der I_$r,aTtz.
all incomes, but by taking a numerically larger w_en_chaft, Leipzig, 1860; Bergius' G;_ur*d_atze
proportion with every increase in income, at least dee Fi_anzwi_senschaft, Berlin, 1865; yon Mal-

within certain limits._ Two principles have been chns' Handbuch der I_naTlzw_cl_afl, Stuttgart,
proposed by which taxation is to be justified and 1880; _ _on Jakob. die ,qtaat_fl, Halle,
according to which it is to be levied. The first 18_1_ may be mentioned among German works.
we may call the industrial principle, which De Parien, Treziti des impo_, Paris, 1862-5; J
would adjust taxation according to "interest," or Gamier, F_/_rnents des fin_znces, Paris, 1858; L.
"service and counter-service." This views the Cossa, F_lem. di scienza dellafln., Milan, 1876; are

]'elation of the tax-paying subject to the state as all worthy of notice, and contain summaries of

a purely business one. The state performs cer- all valuable literature on finance. The English
rain functions, and the individual pays it for such works bearing on this subject will be mentioned
performance. This, of course, is a mere gener- at close of article on TAXATm_.

alization of the fee principle, and is entirely E.J. JAMES.
untenable as a general basis for taxation. The

second, which we may call the organic principle, FINE ARTS, The, The taste for the beau-
would regulate taxation according to the ability tiful, that is to say, the want felt for a certain

of the taxed to sustain it The degree of taxa- order and a certain harmony in things which
tion is determined by the relation between the affect the senses and the intellect, either in sound,

• economic condition of the taxed and the amount color, form or movement, gave birth to the

of the tax. The justification of taxation lies, fine arts. To arrange sounds, forms, colors or
accordingly, in the nature of the state and in the movements in a manner which shall produce an
relation of the taxed to the state, from which agreeable impression upon the senses or the intel-
tax,ion results not as a special counter-service lect, is the object of the musician, the painter, tlm

,for._lvantages from.the body politic, but as a architect, the sculptor, thepoet, or, to use a general
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term, of the artist. The domain of the fine arts the Gregorian chant and the grave and majestic
is commonly restricted to painting, sculpture, ar- tones of the organ, in awakening the sentiment
chiteeture and music. Some even give the name of veneration. The motley style of the renais-
of art only to the imitation by mechanical means sance is better calculated to excitc mundane and

of all forms in their highest degree of natural or worldly thoughts. IIence it is the one chosen
ideal beauty. This is what is called plastic art. for thcatrcsand ball rooms. Thel)cculiarpropen-
This word embraces only such arts as drawing, stiles of nations have naturally exercised a great
painting, scu]pture and architecture, together with influence upon the deveh)pment of the fine arts.
engraving and mosaic work. But this definition A religious and melancholy people alone couht
i¢ evidently too narrow. When a musician or a have invcntcd Gothic architecture. In Grecian
dancer awakens in the mind a sense of the beau- architecture is found that exquisite elegance

tiful, the one by harmonious cadences, the other which marked all the cuqtoms as well as all the
by graceful and expressive movements, they are works of the privileged IIcllenic race. The af-
artiCts in the same sense that the painter,-thc fccted and biza_'e customs of the Chinese are
sculptor or tim architect is. It is of little impor- also found reflected in their architecture as well
lance what may be the material or the instrument as in their dress. -- The necessities of climate and
which the artist employs to operate upon the the configm'atiou of the ground haw, exereist,d a
senses and the intelligence, provided lie succeeds great influence upon the development of archz-
in lilea,ing them. The fine arts might, therefore, tecturc, and they have often determined the chin'
lie defined in a general manner as the application acter of it. l_+ecessitie¢ of another orde,' have
of human labor to the production of the beau- also operated upon the development of architcc-

tifu].--The fine arts are found among all nations, ture and other arts. Throughout ;ill anti(luitv i_
even the most barbarous, but they are more or seen thcinfluence which the fiuc arts excr(.iscd
less perfect, more or less developed, according to over the mind.-- For a long time they were c<m-
the _tate of civilization and the peculiar aptitudes sidcrcd as an in,_tru_umtum regz_i, as a mea_s ot

of the people. The Greeks seem to have pos- al)pcaling to and mastering the im'leiuati[)n by
•_+sCe(l in the highest degree the taste for the terror or respect. The gi_antic constructions of
b(,:mtiful, and the faculties necessary to satisfy the Assyrians and Egyptians--constructiot_s, the
this elevated want of the senses and the intellect, utility of which we vaiuly endeavor to di_cov(,r
llcnce Greece was for a long time a wonderful to-day--had perhaps no other object. The_e
studio, in which painters, sculptors, architects, exterior signs of power were then neccs_ry to

muuicians and poets vied with each other in rain- make a simple-minded people accept th(+ abso-
i-tering to the ruling passion of an artistic people, lute dominion of a r'tce or caste. Those who
Other nations, like the ancient Mexicans, seem to claimed to be the representatives of divinity Ul)OJ+

have been entirely destitute of the feeling of the earth were obliged to show themselves superior
beautiful. The forms of the Greeian statues and to other men, in all that was consider_'d :_s a

monuments are as bcautiful as those of the Mex- manifestation of strength or nmjcsty. The ¢'t_-
lean statues and monuments arc hideous. -- Man Olx_ratiou of the fine arts was indi_l)eu_tl_lc lo
could make no great advance in the fine arts the display of their power. They ncr, dcd them Io
until after his more pressing wants were satisfied, construct their temples and palaces, to o_n:tment
Music an(1 danciug probably were the first. Al- therewith magnificent decoratiot+s, and to fashion
though the art of the architect and the sculptor their garments and their arms. Architects. p'fint-
c(mld not be developed before the trade of the ers, sculptors, musicians and poets were not le._s
ma+,on or the stone-worker, man needed only the necessary to them than soldiers and priests in sJt._-
graceful play of the limbs to invent dancing, and taining the imperfect and vicious structure of
the free nm of his voice or a reed to invent music, their dominion. Hence the particular care which
It was possible to develop painting, sculpture, governments in allages have given to the devclol)-
and, above till, architecture, only by the aid of the ment of the flue arts, and the ostentatiou._ prot(.c-
industrial arts. The trade of building must ne- tion which they have accorded them,very frcquent-
eessarily have preceded architecture. It was the ly to the great detriment of other l)z'auches of pro-

latter's mission to give to each individual edifice duction. Although, in the past, the fine arts wen:
the kind of beauty appropriate to its purpose powerful auxiliaries of politics and religion, as
:_nd to local exigencies. In architecture, as in nations have developed intcllectu_dly and morally,
lit(,rature, the same style would not apply equally as th<,ir intelligence and scntiments have broad-
well to all kinds of work. Tbe architect is bound ened and become purified, this display ha_ cxcr-
t<_give, for example, a religious character to a ciscd less influence over the minds of the people,
churclL a secular character to a theatre or ball and the fine arts have lost their political and

_(,t)m. The Gothic style up to the present time religious importance. The taste for the be'_utiful
<t.em_ to be that which is most appropriate to the has ceased little by little to bc uCed as .m instru-
_nanifestation of religious sentiment. In the lnent of domination. --Economist_ lmvv put two

G<)thic cathedral, the ethereal height of the leading questions on the subject of the fit_c arts.
arches, the vast depth of the nave, and the They have inquir(<l, first, whether the fine arts
rny._terious subdued light fl'om the windows, form a species of national wealth, and second,
join with the profound and solemn accents of whether the intervention of the government to
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p_otevt them is necessary. -- Do the produc_ of wealth, even if these artists were replaced by an
the fine arts constitute a species of wealth? As equal number of laborers, carpenters and black-
regards all th.'tt concerns architecture, painting smiths? Italy profits by the work of her must.
and sculpture, therc cau be no doubt as to the clans and her singers as absolutely as she does
answer. A building, a statue and a picture are fl'om the products of agriculture or of tnanufac-

material riches, the accumulation of which cvi- taring industry. In the firs! place she con_utnes
dently augnnents the capital of a nation. But a part of it herself, and this consumption serves
can as much be said of the products of music to educate the Italian peol)le by developing their
and dancing? Can the talent of the musician intelligence, by rt,fining ail(l polishing their man-
and the (lancer be regardetl as 1)roductive? ,_.dam tiers. Then, another part of thc products of the
Smith says, no; J. B. Say al_(l I)uuoycr say, ycs. fine arts, of whioh Italy is the nursery, is export-
According to Smith's doctrine, the name of prod- ed each year. It'dy supplies a _q'eat number of
nets can not be given to things whi(:h are endcd foreign theatres with its composers, its muMcians
at the very moment of their formatioi_. To and its singers. In cxchange for their immaterial
which J. B. Say answers, and rightly, as we products, thescart-workers receive other products
think: " If wc (lesc(,nd to things of pure enjoy- purely m:ltcria], a part of whi(:h they commonly
ment, we can not deny that the repre_entatio_l of bring back to their own country. What ]al)orer,
a go(xt comedy gives as mut.h pleasure as a box for instance, would have added so lnUCh as Rossini
of bonbons or an exhil)ition of fire-works. I do to the wealth of Italy? What se'unstres_ or dre._s-
not consider it reasonable to claim that the paint- maker, however capable or industrious, would
er's talent is productive, and that the musician's have been worth as much as Catalani or Pasta from

is not so."--But although J. B. Say recognizes the same point of view? The production of the
the musician's talent as productive, he does not flue arts can not then be considered barren for
admit that its products can contribute to the in- Italy. --The fine arts, then, ('an contribute directly
creaseof a nation's capital, tic states his reasons to augment the capital of a nation, whether ma-
for this opinion as follows: " It results from the terial capital or immaterial capital, which re,sides
very Imture of immaterial products that there is in the physical, moral and intellectuM faculties
no way to accumulate them, and that they can of the population. They are in consequence pro-

not serve to augment the national capital. A ductive in the same degree and in the same
nation which contains a great number of must- sense that all the other branches of human work
clans, of priests and of clerks, might be a nation are.-- Artistic production also, like all others, is
well endowed as to amusements and doctrines, effected by previous accumulation, the co-opera-
and admirably well administered, but its capital tion of capital and labor. In this respect artistic
would not rec_dve from all the work of these men pro(luction offers no particular point of interest,
any increase, because their products would be except that it .gives birth more frequently than
consumed as fast as they were created." (J. B. any other kind of production, agricultural indus-
Say, Traitd de _e;c_Tum_iepolitiq_e, hook i., chap. try excepted, to natural monopolies. Great

xiii.)--But docs it follow, because a product, artists possess a natural monopoly, in this sense,
material or immaterial, is consumed immediately that the competition among thcm is not sufficient
after having bcen cre_tcd, that it does not aug- to limit the prit'e of their work to the level of
merit the capital of a nation? May it not aug- what is strictly ne(.e._sary f_n" them to exectite it.
ment, if not its extel_ud cal)ital, at least its h_ter_tal Jenny Lind possessed a natural monopoly, for
capital, or, to make use of Storch's expression, the remuneration which she obtained oil account
the cal)ital of its physical, intellectual and moral of the rarity of her voice, was very dispropor-
faculties': Would a population deprived of the tionate to what wa_- strictly necessary for her to
sen-ices of clergymen, administrators, musicians exercise hel" profc-,,._ion of a singer. The differ-
and poets, a population, consequently, to which encc forms a species of rent, in the politico-eco-
religious, political and artistic education was nomical s(,nse of the word, of the samenature ex-

wanting, be worth as much as one sufficiently actly as rent derived from land• If nature and
provided with thoce different services? Would art had produced a thousand Jenny Linda, instead
not man, considered at once as capital and as an of produ(.ing but one, it is evident that the me-
agent of production, be worth less under the nopoly which she enjoyed would not have existed,
former circumstances than under the latter?-- or that it would have been infinitely less produc-
In his work, De h, libertd tit, travail, 3(I. Charles tire. Painters, sculptors and architects possess in
Duuoyer has completely demonstrated that the their reputation a still more extended monopoly,
consumption of the material or immaterial prod- for it exists and is principally developed after

ucts of the fine arts develops in man valuable their death. The value of this monopoly depends
faculties; whence it results that artistic produc- upon the merit of the artistand upofi thequantity
tion, material or immaterial, can not be consid- of hisworks. According as thenumber of works
ercd barren. -- Let us complete this demonstra- produced by a painter or sculptor is more or less
tion of the productiveness of the fine arts by considerable, the price of each one is more or less
means of a simple hypothesis. Suppose her high. Where the merit is equal, the pictures or
musicians and singers were taken away from statues of the masters who produced the least
Ital); would she not be dep'rived of a species of have a greater pecuniary value than those of
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the masters whose productions are numerous, a gift from the Athenians. These statues were
Thus, for example, an ordinary picture by the tile result of't tenth part of the spoils taken by the
Dutch painter, Hobbema, commonly sells for Afl_enians upon the plains of Ma,'athon. A great
more than an ordinary picture by Rubens, al- number of other objects of art conlmemorated the
tEough Hobbema (loc_ not rank so high in art as victories of the different peoples of Greece in their
Rubens. But the former produced only a small intesfillc wars.--Apall of the revenue of the Grc-
number of pictures, while the latter left an enor- clan temples was appli['d to the support of the
mous number of works. Supl)osing, also, that the priests, and another part to the support an(i
pictures of ingres and Horace Vernet were equal- embellishment of tim editices. The priests made
ly prized by amateurs, the former would always the greatest sacrifices to ornament the dwelling
have a superior pecuniary value to the latter, sire- place of the gods, and tllese sacrifices were rarelr
ply because they are r._rcr. The differences in ] unproductive, for in Greece, as elsewhere, th'e
the price of objects of art, and the variations i best lodgcd gods wcre always those which

which their wdue in exchange undergoes, notably [ brought in the most. Tile fine arts were also
when fashion takes up again a style which it had _ nurtured by the rivah'ics of the small statcs, into
abandoned, arc curious to stu(ly ; some valuable i_which Grecian territory was divided, as lo which

ideas are found here in regard to the influence I should have the finest temples, statu(,_ and pict-
whichthefluetuationsofdemandandsupplyexer [urcs This emula[ion, pushed to excess, gave
cise upon prices, atso some interesting information I rise to more than one abuse. Tiros it was agreed,
as to the origin, progress and end of natural too- I after the invasion of the Persians, that hence-
nopolies.--Aftcrhavingexaminedtl_equeslionof] furth a contribution should be levied upon
the productiveness of the fine arts, we must now Greece to defray the eominon expcDses, and that
see if this kind of production should be specially the Athenians should be made the depositaries of

directed and encouraged by the government, or it. Pericles did not hesitate to divcrt these funds
should be abandoned to the free action of indi- from their proper destination, al_d employ them
viduals, like all other kinds of production.-- The for the embellishment of Athens. Such an odi-

Egyptians and all the nations of antiquity con- ous abuse of confidence around lhe indignation
demned to slavery their prisoners of war, and of all Greece against the Athenians, and was one
sometimes entire nations whom they had subju- of the principal causes of the Peloponnesian war.
gated. They employed these slaves to construct --The Romans, less hapl)il _ endowed than the
their monuments. We know that the Israelites Greeks, from an artistic point of view, did not
helped to build the pyramids. But the Egypti.m make such considerable sacrifices for the encour-
monuments are rather remarkable for their gigan- agement of the fine arts. At Rome, as in Egypt,
tic proportions than for their beauty. It is plain the arts were chiefly emph)yed to display to thc

that the object of the people, or rather of the eyes of conquered nations the power and majesty
caste which instructed them, was to inspire the of the sovereign people. The construction of
mind with awe rather than to charm it. In monuments of the arts was still among the Ro-

Greece tim products of the fine arts have quite a roans a means of keeping their troops in habits of
different character. They bear above all the ira- work and of occupying their slaves. The taste
print of liherty. Grecian artwas not enfeoffed to for the beautiful did not enter mn(.h into these
a government or a caste. The grea[est number enteq_rises, and art natm'ally felt the effects of
of Grecian monuments were built by means of this. Still, under Augustus, there was at Rome
voluntary contributions. The famous temple of a great artistic movement, a nmvcmcnt winch was
Diana at Ephesus, for instance, was erected by due in great part to the deveh)pment ot c_)mmu-

the aid of contributions from the republics and nit:alton between I_x)mc and Greece. Augustus
king_ of Asia, as later was St. Peter's at Rome in caused to be built the portico of Octavia, the

part lW the money of Christendom. When Eros. temple of Mars Ult_)r, the temple of At)olh). the
tratus reduced it to ashes, a new subscription was new Forum. and many other monuments of lees
made to rebuild it. All the citizens of Ephesus importance. His friends, L. Corniflciu_, A._iuius
considered it an honor to contribute. Thewomen Polli(m, 31areius Philippus, Cornelius Balbus,

even s_lcrificcd their jewels. At Delphos, also, and his son-in-law Agrippa, erected at their own
the temple was rebuilt, after a fire, at the public expense a great numher ¢_f monument¢. AI-
expense. The architect, Spantharus of Corinth. tributing to himself, as is common amon._ _ov-
was engaged to complcte it, for the sum of 300 ereigns, all the merit of the advance which the
talents. Three-fourths of this sum were furnished arts had made under his reign, Augustus said,
I)y the different cities of Greece, and the other some time hcforc his death: "I found Rome

f(,urth by the inhabitants of Dclpbos, who collect- of clay, and left it of marble." At Rome, as
ed nnmey even in the most distant countries to in Greece, the statues were innunwmblc. The

_i(1 in completing their quota. A certain Athe- greater part of the chief citizens erected statues
lfian added a sum of money for embellishments, to themselves at their own expense. The censors
_hich were not included in the original plan. endeavored to deprive them of tl_is trifling satis-
The greater part of the ornaments of the temple faction, by forbidding the erection of statues at
w[:re offerings from the cities of Greece or from Rome without their permission. But as this pro*

private citizens. Thirteen statues by Phidias were hibition did not extend to the statues which orna
67 vol,. n.- 14
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mented countl'y hou-es, the rich citizens evaded inhabitants of Rouen and of other dioceses of
the ordinance of Ihe censors, by multiplying ,Normandy, provided with tile ble_ing of their
their effigies iu their splendid villa.s.--At the archbishop or their hisllop, joined the workmen.
time of the dowrffall of the Roman empire, the The troop of pilgrims chose a chief, who appor-
barbarians destroyed with stupid rag_e the finest tioned to each his work.--At Strasburg, great

masterpieces of ancient art. The fine arts then indulgences were prorated to the faithful who
disappeared with the temporary eclil)_ of civili, should contribute to the building ol the cathe-
zation. But they ._oou sprang up again, thanks to dral. Gifts flowed in from all parts. Still the
the expansion of the religious sentiment sup- construction of that magnificent cathedl_l lasted
ported by municipal liberties. Gothic art owes for nearly four centuries. Commenced in the
its birth aml progress to the Christian sentiment twelfth century, it was not finished till the fif-
developed in the emancipated communes of the teenth. Tile construction of the cathedral gave
middle age. A fact which is generally ignored a great reputation to the stone-workers of Stras-
is, that the expense of constructing the greater burg. These workmen, who furni._hed the great-

number of the magnificent cathedrals which est architects of tim lime, formed in the German
adorn European cities, was in great part defrayed empire, as well as in France, a body distinct from
by voluntary contributions of residents of the that of ordinary, masons. Up to the time of the
city, nobles, bourgeois, or simple journeymen. French revolution, they continued to have charge
Nothing is more interesting, ew, n from the sire- of the repair and preservation of the Strasburg
ple economic p, dnt of view, than the history of cathedral.-- The cathedrals of Europe, therefore,
these wonder_ of Gothic art. At a time wben the most magnificent aml most original monu-

poverty was mdvel,.al, nothing but religious ments which it possesses, are due, in a great part,
cntlmsiasm could have decided people to impose to the zeal and the faith of individuals. Some-
upon themselves the necessary sacrifices for their times, doubtless, this faith and zeal were excited
erection. And nothing was neglected to rouse by pious frauds; sometimes also tile l)ride of the
and excite this enthusiasm. The bishop and the bourgeois and the workmen were appealed to, to
priests furnished an (,xample by sacrificing a part induce them to construct a more spacious and
of their revenues to "lid in constructing the cathc- more beautiful cathedral than that of a neigh-

dral: indulgences without end were promised boring and rival city; but in general no recourse
those who eon|ributed to tlle holy work, either was had to coercive measures; there was no levy-

by their tim(, or their money. When there was ing of taxes to be specially devoted to the con-
need of it, miracles happened to animate the lan- struction of ctmrehes, the sacrifices which the

guishing zeal of the faithful. By casting a clergy generously imposed upon tbemselves and
glance over lhe history of the principal cathe- the voluntary gifts of the faithful were sufficient,
drals, one will be convinced that diplomatic skill and assured the multiplication of masterpieces
was no lc_ needed than artistic genius satisfacto, of the Gothic art in an age of universal misery

rily to accompli._h those great religious enter- and barlmrL-m--In Italy the constitution of a
prises. At Orlc:ms, for instance, Saint Euverte multitude of small municipal republics was sin-
having undertaken tile construction of tile first gularly favorable to the development of tile fine
catlmdral in the. fourth century, an angel re- arts. Riwds in commerce, the Italian republics
vealed to this pious bishop the very place where were also rivals in the arts. The rich merchants
it should bc built. In digging the foundations of of Gem)a, of Pisa, of Florence and of Venice

the edifice the workmen found a considerable made it a point of honor to protect the arts and
amount of treasure; and the very day of tile con- to endow their cities with magnificent monu-
secration of the churcll, at the moment when ments. This spirit of emulation seized the popes,
Saint Euvcrte was celebrating mass, a resplen- and Rome disputed with Florence for the great

dent cloud appeared above his head, and from artists of Italy. The basilica of St. Peter's was
this cloud issued forth a hand, which ble._ed commenced; but as the ordinary resources of the
three times the temple, the clergy and the asse'm- papacy were insufficient to complete this immense
bled people! This miracle converted more than enterprise, recourse was had to a special issue nf
seven thousand pagans, and gave a great reputa- indulgences; unfortunately this particular kind
tion to tile church of Orleans._At Chartres, of paper, havingbeen made too common, del)re-
Bishop Fulbert devoted in the first place three elated in value, and ended by being refused iJ_

years' income and the income from the abbey, to a great number of Christian countries• So tht,
the construction of the cathedral (1220); after- gigantic basilica was newer completely finished
ward he collected a considerable sum to con- With the political and eommercml decline of tlw
tinue the work. The pious Matilda, wife of republics, which spread like a network ow, r

William tile Conqueror, was associated with him Italian soil, commenced that of the fine arts in

in his work, and gave the greater part of the lead Italy. The encouragement of despotism has
roofingof the cathedral. A physician of Henry I. never availed to restore them to tile splendor
built at his own expense one of the lateral por- which they had in the time of the municipal

tals. Those who had no money gave their work. republics of the middle age and of the renais-
Workmen of every description voluntarily took sance.--In France, Louis XIV. thought that in
part in this enterprise. .h. great number of the his own interests it was his duty to protect the
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arts. Prompted thereto by the great king, Col- perial epoch was anything but artistic. -- It i.- a
bcrt founded the academy of fine arts. Untortu- common opinioll that modern civilization is not

nately, the gTeat king and his minister did not favorable to the progr(,._s of the fine arts. As
adhere to this creation. Louis XIV. spent enor- proof in supl_>rt of this opinion, are cited the
indus sums upon his royal dwellings. Under his English and Americans, who, at the head of

reign tim fine arts became the auxiliaries of war industrial civilization, are in a state of inferiority
in crushing nations.--Ill his learned llish_ire de from an arti¢tic point of view. But it is fo_.
la tie et d_ l_admi_ffstration de Col_)ert, M. Pierre gotten that all nations are not endowed with all
Ch',ment estimated at 165,000,000 livres, money of aptitudes, any more than all soils are provided

the period, the sums which Louis XIV. expended with fertihty of all kin(Is. While certain north-
in buildings, and iu the encouragement of the ern nations obtained as their heritage industrial
fine arts and manufactures. The details are as genius, artistic aptitudes fell to the lot of the
follows: southern n.ltions. Cert'tin nations have been for

Ll,res. centuries the studios of tile fine arts, as others haveTotal expense of Versailles: Churches, Trianon,
Clagn._,St. Cyr; the Marly machine; the river been the workshops of manufacturing industry.
Eure; Noisy and Molineaux .................. 81,151,414 .A_Sinternatiomd exchange becomes more devel-Pictures. etuff_%silverware, antique_ ............ 5.:_86.674

Furniture and oth,.r exp_.nse*,................... 13,0eo,ooo oped, this division of labor will be more marked,
Chapel _construeted 16t_9-1710).................. 3.'_'_),°_11 "rod it will facilitate more and more tile progress
()ther expenses of all kinds ..................... 13dEO.000

of the fine arts as well as that of the industrial

Total for Versailles and surroundings ....... 11fi,,'_6,4.'2'9arts. The progress of the arts will be accelerated
,¢,amtC,ermain .................................. 6,455,561 also by tile spread of comfort, which will aug-
_Iarly Omt including the machine which figures

in the Versailles item.) ........................ 4..501,279 ment their market, and by the progre_ of indus-
Fontaiuebteaa .................................. 2,77:_,746 try, which will place new materials and newChambord ................................... 1._.._%7111
LouvreandTtlileries ............................ 10,60¢_969 instruments at lheir disposal. Fewer palaces,
Arch of Triumph of St. Antoine (demolished in perhaps, will be built, f_.wer bat0e pieces painted

1716) ...................................... 5_3,7_5 than in the past, but railway stations and palacesObservatory of Paris (eonstruct_l 1667-'P2)..... 725,17.1
Royal flotel and Church of the lmalldes ....... 1,710.3:_ for industrial expositions will be constructed;
Place Royal of the Hotel VendSme ............ 2,062.5<.t9
The Val-de-Gr_ce............................... 3,t_JO.000 tim splendid and grand landscapes of the new
Annunetades of Meulan ........................ 88,412 world, which steamships render more and nlore
('anal of the two seas {not inehldtngwhat was accessible to European artists, will be painted;furnished by the estates oT Lan;_:uedoe)....... 7,736.555
Manufactories of Gobelins and 8avonnerie ..... 3,ti,15.:_:l .rod slalnes will be erected to useful men instead of
Manufactories established in many cities ....... 1,70L._)
Pensmns and gratuities to men of letters ....... 1.'#Tt.).Wil)to conquerors. On tile other hand, tile use of light

materials, of iron and glass for example, renders
Grand total ................................. 11i5,5.34,515 possible to-day artistic combinations unknown

By taking as a base, adds M. ClSment, the mean to tile ancients. The employment of new instru
a'alue of the mark of silver in Louis XIV.'s time ments, invented or perfected by industry, will give

and in 1846, we shall find that the approximate birth to prog-ress in other w'tys. Has not the
value of the above is about 3,30,000,000 marks, muhitllicatiou of musical instruments ah'eady
But when we remember the wondel_ of Versailles given an immense impetusto instrumental music?

alone, it is probable that all the buildingsof Louis In an artistic sense, as ill all others, modern civil-
XIV., if executed in our day, wouhl cost not. f'_r ization is probably destined to surpass ancient
from a bilhola. -- Still these ostentatious expendi- civilization. But if libelty was the essential con-

ture_ contributed in no way to the progress of dition of the progress of the arts ill the past, it
the fine arts. Under Louis XIV. art was only a will be no less so in the future. Like all other
reminiscence of antiquity or of the renaissance, broaches of production, and more still because
In the eighteenth century, taste in art, fettered by of the character of spontaneity which is peculiar
1he immutable rules of the subventioned acade- to them, and which has given to them the name

mes, became more and more corrupt. The reed- of liberal arts, the fine art-_ will progress the nmre
lution d_troyed official protection, but it was rapidly the sooner they are freed from all pro-

wrong in not stopping there; the vandals of that tection and all shackles. G. DE _IOLI-NM_,I.
lime placed their sacrilegious hands upon the
masterpieces of the past, as if they were sus- FIRE INSURANCE. (See I_SLm._CE.,
pe_'te(l of royalism. On tile other hand, tile
ridiculous imitations of Greek and Roman insti- FISHERIES. Definition of the term Fishe_7].
lutions, which at that time had bewitched all To the term fishery must necessarily be granted a

repul)liean imaginations, were reproduced n(lle_ wider significance than its derivation seems lo
ridiculously in the arts. To the corrupt taste of permit. By universal conscnt an(l usage the in-

Watteau, Boucher and Vanloo, succeeded the dustries connected with the caplure of whales.

false taste of the school of David. Napoleon turtles, corals and sponges are called fisheries, as
did not fail to re-establish official protection. "I well as those which arc connected solely with ani-
xxi,h," he wrote, to his minister of the interior, reals grouped by zoSlogists with the class of
Count Cretet, "I wish the fine arts to flourish in fishes. The exploitation of the products of sea,
my empire." :But the fine arts did not hasten to lake and river constitutes an industry (:h_mct

obey the injunction of the despot, and the ira- from all others, with methods pecuhar t(/lL-elf,
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carried on by a class of operatives, appropriately sea, yielding about 130,000. Tile total anmrJ
enough called "fishermen," and which can not capture of common seals can not fall far below

well be described otherwi_ than as " the fisher- 1,000,000 individuals, yielding oil to the vahm of
ies," or, better, "the fishery industry." Inappro- $1,250,000, besides tile skins. An immense aui-

priate as, at first thoughl, it may appear to desig- mal of this group is the seaelephant, (Macrorhinus
nate as fisheries the pursuit of seals upon dry lemdmls), now found chiefly in the Atlantic ocean,
land, with clubs and guns, or the dredging of though formerly abundant on the west coast of
oysters and corals from thc decks of steamers, tbc American con|inent from California south-

the seeming incongruity disappears when we take ward. Thescanimals reach the length of ci_bteen
into consideration the similarity of method be- or twenty feet, and one of them yield_ from 159
twcen these industries and others, such as the to 200 gallons of oil. For more than a hundred
swordfish fishery and thc trawl-net fishery of the years several vessels from New London, Con-

German ocean. The most comprehensive inter- _lecticut--formerly also from Sag Harbor and
pretation of the term is s'mctioned by the usages Stonington--havc yearly penetrated the ice of
of the Berlin and London fislwry exhibitions, and the Antarctic ocean to capture these animals "it
by that of tile tenth census of the United States. IIeard's island and elsewhere. There was for-
- THE OBJECTS OF THE FISHEItY INDr'STRY. In merly an extensive capture of sea elephants on the
discussing the various kinds of animals, plants Cahforni:,n coast. For a full account of the pin.
and other objects, which are the objects toward nipcds, and their capture, see J. A. Allen's 3lo_-
which the activity of the fishery industries is ographofNorthAmericanPb_aipeds, Washin_ton.
directed, it seems most convenient to follow the 1880, and H. W. Elliott's Monograph of the _e_l

order of scientific classificalion.-- Sea/s, or Pin. Islands, a part of the Fishery Census Repolt,
nipeds. The pinnipcds are divided into three luinted in advance.--Cetaceans. There arc two
families : tile walruses, the eared seals (Otariid_z), principal groups of cetaceans: those with teelh
and the common seals. The wah'u_s are found and with a single blow-hole, the sperm whale,
only in Arctic seas, and the Atlantic species, for- porpoises, etc., and those with two blow-holes.
merly ranging down our coast as far as Cape which have the teeth replaced by a sieve-likem._ss
Sable, N. 8., is now restricted in American waters of flexible laminae--the whalebone of comme,ce--

to Hudson bay, Davis straits and Greenland. The the right whales, bowheads, finbacks, sulphur-
Pacific walrus still occurs in great numbers in bottoms, etc. Tile sperm whale, pottfisch, or
Alaska and northern Siberia, where it is hunte(l cachalot. (Physeter macrocephalus), occurs in

by American whalemen. In 1877 it was estimat- every ocean, and though preferring warm watem,
ed tlmt in the preceding ten yearsat least 120,000 sometimes approaches close 1() the Arctic circle.
of the_ animals had becn killed by white men in It is one of the most important of cetaceans, yield-

the Arctic ocean and Behring sea, producing ing large quantities of common oil and a spe-
about ,_J0,000 barrels of oil anti 400,000 to 500,000 cially fine quality of oil called sperm oil, which,
pounds of ivory. A considerable number are together with spermaceti, is found in the cavities
killed by European whalemcu in the North Atlan of the ponderous bead. Ambergris is a product
tic, and the Esquimaux of the entire Arctic zone of the intestines of diseased cachalots. Porpoises,
depend largely upon this aninml for food, and dolphins and blackfish, which are pigmy sperm
leather and ivory for manufacturing purposes, whales, occur the world ovcr in lhe open ocean
The eared seals are of two kinds: the sea lions and near tim shore. Fifteen kinds have already

and the fur seals. The former are u._d chiefly by been discovere(1 in the waters of the United States,
the Esquimaux and Indians for food and leather, the most common of which are the "snuffing
The latter are the nmst important of fur-bearing pigs," or harbor porpoises. (Phoe_na brachycion
animals. Their skins, when plucked and dyed, on the east coast, P wme_l_a on the wesl), the
command a price of $50 to $80. The most iml)or- skunk--or bay--porpoises, (Lagezw_'hyl_chu_ per-
tant fur-seal industry is on tile Prybilov islands of ,_pieillatus, east, L. obliq_Hdens, west), and the black-
Alaska, where 100,000 pelts are annually taken by fish, the "caing whale," of Scotland, (Globicepha-
the Alaska commercial company, in accordance lus inte_'medius, east, G. ,carnmo_ti, west). These
with tile terms of lease from tim United States. are valuable for flmir oil, particularly that of the

Large quantities are also obtained from the Sibe- lmads, which is tim porpoise-jaw oil, used in prcf-
rian coast, from the islands around Cape Itorn, erence to all others by watchmakers and macbin
and in the Antarctic ocean. The common seals, isls. These animals, particularly the lumbering
of which there "ire scvcral sl)ecies on our coast, blackfisb, often run ash_)re in schools of hun-
are valuable chiefly for their skins and oil. The dreds on certain portions of our coast, a valuable

United States does not en_age in their capture, windfall for the inhabitants. The white whale,
There are extensive seahng groumls in West (Delphinapterus caledon), occurs botll in Alaska

Greenland, whereabout90,000 are annuallytakcn and on the blorth Atlantic coast, and is prized
by the natives; about _ewfoundland, yielding in both for its fine oil and for its skin which makes
1873, 526,000; by Englishmen, and other Euro- the valuable porpoiseleather used for mail bu_,
penn seal bunters in tile Jan Mayen or Greenland military accoutrements, etc. Tim right, or whale-
seas, yielding in 1868, at least 250,000; in the bone whales, are represented in our waters by a
White sea, yielding about 100,000; in the Caspian number of species. The humpbacks, scrags, snl
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lahur-bottoms and flnbacks are large, shy species, kept for a long time, and on this account is an
much trouble to kill, but yielding fair quantities important article of commerce, supplying aehea I)
_of common or body oil, though their whalebone and nutritious article of food. The oil of the
is so short as to be of little commercial value, liver is abundant, and useful in the arts as well

The right whale, and the bowhead, (Balama rays- as in medicinc; the roes, salted, form an impol'.
licelus), are sought chiefly in Arcticscas, the latter rant article of bait, used in the European sardine
among the icebergs of tile extreme north. The fisheries; the swim-bladders form tile basis for _l

longest slabs of whalehone from an adult bowhead . fine grsde of isinglass, and the skins and fins are
measure from fourteen to seventeen feet. (For made into most useful glues and ecmenls. The
details see C. M. Seammon's Ma_ne MaTnmal_ of other species of the family are useful in similar
lhe .Vorthwxst Coa._t a,_d American Whalefishery/ w'l)'s, though the cod is superior to all except in
San Francisco, 1874.)-- Tenqoises. The most im- the matter of furnishing material for isinglass

portant of this grou l) to tile United States is the and glue, in which it i._ excelled by the hakes.
(liamond back terrapin, (Malaroclemmys p_dustris), The toes of the pollock are large, and arc by some
which occurs in our seaside marshes from Cape preferred for h'dt. The haddocl¢, (MelaJwgram-

Cod tothegulf of Mexico. It is hi3hlyestcemcd mu.q _glr.finu_), is folmd in company with the cod
by epicm_es, and is an ilnportant al'ticic of corn- in the North Atlantic, tllough not so widely dis-
merce. The green turtle. (Chelo_ia mydas), is a tributed either totllc north orsoutlL It is highly
standard article of food. and many hundreds are prized for consumption ill a fresh state, though

taken annually at Key West, and iu the inlets of rarely dried. It is a favorite fish for boiling m
Florida and the Carolinas. It _ffords turtle soup, Europe and in New England, where also it is
a standard article of food in the cities of Europe recognized to be. without a rival as a foundation
and America. Theeggs of this and othcr sea tur- for chowder. The pol}ock, (PollacM_s carbons-
tles yield a fine oil,which is an article of commerce ¢_'_ls), occurs only in the Norlh Atlantic, its range
in South America. The " tlzrtlc oil soap" of our corresponding (: osely to that of the haddock,
nml'ket_ is, however, made fromothcr substances, though somewhat more northerly. On account

The hawksbill turfllc, (Eretuwclaelys imbricata), is a of its darker flesh it is not so highly esteemed as
marine species which yields the tortoise shell of the cod, either fresh or iu a dried condition,

.commerce. The largest quantitie_ are obtained though many experts believe it to surpass thecod
from the east, the European and Chinese markets in sweetness and sapi(li_y. The pollock is repre-

beingsupplied chiefly from Singapore, Manila and sented on the west coast of North America by a
Batavia at 1he ralc of 26,000 to 30,000 poun_ closely allied species (Pollachfus clutlcogrammus),
;mnllally. In 1870 it was imported into Great which posse_es all the economic qualifications
Britain tothe wdue of $150,000, and from thefol- of its Atlantic relative. Tile hakes, (Phycis, el-

lowing countries: Holland, Philippine islands, rious specie), occur in the Atlantic, over much
British India, Straits Settlement, Australia, New the same area as the two last-mentioned species,

_]_ranada, Honduras, West Indies. France, in 1876, and are captured in large quantities. Next to
imported tortoise shell to the value of $418,000. the cod they are most in demand for salting

Certain pond and river turtles are eaten in the and drying, their flesh being nearly as Willie
United States, and the land turtle, or gopher, as that of the cod, tllou._h of solnewhat in-
(Xer,,bat_s earatinus), is one of the chief resources fcrior flavor. Whcn their long ventral fins or
for meat of the negroes of Florida -- FIs_tss. The "beards" are removed, the uuildtiated are una

Cz_dFam_ly. The most importantfamily of fishes, ble to distinguish them from cod, and since the
from an economical pointof view, is undoubtedly introduction of the practice of putting Ul)

that of the codfishes, which occurs everywhere "boneless fish," cut in strips and packed iu boxes,
in the Arctic and temperate waters of the northern two of the greatest obstacles to the sale of lmke
hemisphere. Thecodfish,(Oadusmorr'hua; Swed- under tile uame of codfish have disat)t)earcd. It
ish. torsk; l_orwegian, skrei; German, dorach, and is but fail' to say that conscientious dealers brand

k_zbl/a_l,. Dutch, k_lbeljau; French, morue, etc.), is their packages with the words '" boneless fish,'
found in the North Atlantic and Arctic oceans, not "boneless codfish," but to the m_jority of

from Greenland and Spilt.bergen on the north to buyers the words have the same significance. The
Virginia and the bay of Biscay. In the Pacific it air-bladders of the hakes arc large, anll immcn._e
r:m_es south to the straits of Fuca on the east, quantities are used in the manufacture of _sm-
while its limits on the Asiatic coast are not yet glass. The cusk, (Brosmius &'o,v_), found on
k_own. Everywhere it is the object of extensive ledges and under rocks in localities ia the North
fisheries along tile shore, aml there are important Atlantic where hake occur, and particularly m
bank fisheries on the banks of Newfoundland, and Europe, is highly prized as a fish for llofling. The

the other banks along the coa._t of North America, ling, (Mol_a vulgans), occurs only along the shores
oft ll_e Lofoden islands of Norway, on the shoals of northern Europe, where it is caught with cod
ia the German ocean, and off the coasts of Irellmd and applied (o similar uses. There are also see-
and Iceland; in the Pacific, on the banks near eral other members of this family, such as the

the Chumagin islands, and on the Asiatic side. whiting, (Gadus n_erlangus), of nol'thcrl_ Europe.
The tie._h of the cod is hard, of excellent flavor, the coal fish,(Pollachius rite,s), of northern Eu-

i- (bled with little trouble, so that it may be rope, and the tomcods, or frost fish, of :North
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America, (Oadu8 ttnneodu8 of the _ktlantie, and "whitebait" of England, which has of late years
Gadusprtr_mu8 of the Pacific), which have much been introduced to notice in Ibis country by

local importance. The burbot or eel pout, (Iota Blackford, the great fish factor of Fulton market,
vu/_ar/_), distributed through the fresh waters of New York. Within five years numerous estab

northern America, Europe and Asia, is highly lishments for canning youngherrin_ have sprung
esteemed as a food fish ou the other side of the At- up in Maine, and "American sardines" are now
lantic.-- The llerring _lmily. The herring faro- put up to the amount of nearly $2,000.000 every
ily is perhaps of wider importance to mankind year. The true sardine of Europe (Cbtpea I/I-
than that of the cods, since itsrepresentatives are c?_arclu_) has for half a century been the basls of
found in every portion of the globe, within tile an extensive canning industry in southwestern
tropics as well a._ under the Arctic circle, and Europe, and has recently been prepared in can-

everywhere constitute aa important food resource, ncries on the south co_t of England. The young
They usually congregate in schools, not far from herrings, so immensely abundant, will doubtless
the surface, and are easily caught, particularly at soon be utilized in the establishment of a sardine
the period of spawning when they assemble in industry in Norway and Sweden, where they are
shallow water in closely crowded masses. Two fabulously abundant. On our west coast occur the
groups, with distinct habits, arefound within the California herring,(Clupea mirabili._),and the Call
family, man_" species remaining constantlyat sea, fornia sardine, (C,lupea _agaz), which are similar
and spawning on the shallows near the shore, fishes, whose value will doubtless be greater in tbe
others ascending the rivers in the spring and early future. One of the most important fishes of the
summer to deposit their eggs upon the flats--but United Stttte_ is tile menhaden, or mos_bunker,
slightly covered with water--near the sources of (Bre_rti_t tyranltu_), about 900,000,000 of which

tile streams in their tributaries. The latter, or are taken anmmlly, to he made il_to oil and guano.
anadromous class, give occasion for extensive The menhaden fishery, which is one of the most
river fisheries in many parts of the earth, for extensive and remarkable in tlle world, is carried
there are few large riversin temperate or subtrop- ou chiefly by steamers. Menhaden occur on the
ieal regions which have not an abundance of one west coast of Africa, where, very possibly, an,
or more species of the herring family. A well- extensive fishery will, in the future, be inaug'u-
known ex'tmple of the latter class is our shad, rated. (For details see Ooode's IIi_torg of tl_e
(Clupea 8apidi_si_ul), abundant in the rivers of Arnm.iean MeTd_tden, in Report of U. S. Fisl_,
eastern North America, from tile St. Johns in Commission, Part V.) The oil sardine, (Clupetr
Florida to the St. Lawrence, aml of late years 8combrina), of tile eastern coast of tile Indian,
introduced by artificial proces_s into the Missis- i_eniasula, aml the trubu of the Malays, (Clupec_
aippi and itstributaries. Aecumpanying the shad toli), are valuable Asiatic species. The latter
arc three related species, the spring or branch is extensively captured on the coast of Sumatra
herring; the alewife of NewEngland rivers,(Clu- for the sake of its roes, which are salted and
peavernali_,theglutherring,orbluebaek,(CLul_'ea exported to China. There are many valuable
ct_tivali_), and the tailor herring or mattawocca, species of this family in the warmer regions
(Chtpea _nediocri_), all of which are of large eco. of the earth, where, on account of the ease _f
nomic wdue. Europeh_gs no river fish compara- c,tpture they are important articles of lot:at
ble to the shad, although there are two somewhat consumption. Certain tropical species are be-

similar species in the rivers; one of which, the lieved with good reason to be poisonous, cau_-
alliceshad, ormaifischofOermany,(Clupeaalo_a), ing a dangerous sickness (called by the Span-
is sometimes held up as its rival. This fish and lards of Cuba "ciguatera,") to those who eat
thetwaiteshad, orfinte, (Uhtpea finta), arefarinfe, them.--T/_e Mackerel Farnil!/. Tlm eommon
rior insize and flavor to their counterparts on the mackerel, (6_omber sannbru_), is one of the most.
opposite side of the Atlantic, and are not suffi- important food fishes of the northern Atlantic,

ciently abundant to possess commercial impor- being extensively taken for consumption in a
tahoe, Several attempts have been made to fresh state, by the fishermen of northern Europe,

introduce our shad into Europe, and it can not and, in New England and Canada, giving ocea-
be doubted that by the ingenuity of our fish- sign for one of the most important commercial
culturists this difficult task will yet be aceom- fisheries in the world; pickled mackerel takin:
plished. A fish similar to the shad is said to give the place, in North America, of the pickled he_-
occasion for important fisheries in the Yang-tse- ring which have been alluded to as of sl|t'h
kiang and other rivers in China. Of the group importance in the food supply of Europe. The'
confined to the sea, the herring,(Clupea harengu_), mackerel, like the herring, congregate togethc|"
is the most prominent example, and gives rise to in great schools, and are taken, a hundred barrels
extensive fisheries from Norway, Sweden, Den- or more at a time, in the American purse seine.

mark, Great Britain, Germany, and Holland• The methods of capture now employed in Europe
This fish, like the others of the tribe, but pre- correspond to those abandoned on this side t_f

eminently among them, is well suited for pick- the Atlantic half a century ago. Species closely
ling and smoking, and, thus prepared, is one of related to the common mackerel are abundant ()n

the chief food resources of northern Europe. the coast of California, ill Japan, about :New Ze_-
The young of this species is the celebrated land and Australia, and at the cape of Good-
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Hope. everywhere giving rise to fisheries. There France and Portugal, and ill those of the United
are not many other widely important fishes in this States to the Connecticut, and probably even to
family, though all temperate and tropical seas the IIousatonic and Hudson, now near]yextermi-

]lave three or four or more representatives of the noted except in the few streams where stringent
family of considerable local importance; particu- protective laws have been enforced. (For details
larly is this the case on the east coast of the of this and other game fi_hes see Goode's Ga_e
United States, where occur in greater or less Fishes of" _5_'th A r_erb'a; New York, Scribner's,
abundance at least twenty-five members of this 18t50--SI.) The most important from an econom

and the closely related group cff Cara_gida,, which ical standpoint, as the California, or quinn'lt
are marketable, some of which are recognized to sahnon, (Otworhynchtt._ clu_M,'ha). _hich is canned

be among the choicest food fishes in the world, in California, Oregon and Washington, and
The pompanoes, (Traehynotusca_vli_t_ts and allied shipped to all quarters of the globe. Cal-
species), are very highly esteemed, rolling at retail ifornia has several other very important spe-
in the markets of the large coast cities for fifty cies of sea and river salmon, notably the dog
cents to $1.50 per pound; these epicurean treas- salmon, (0. keta); the humpback, (0. gorb_,seha);
ures are taken chiefly south of New York. q'he the coho (0. kL_ateh), and the nerka (0. _ierka).
Spanish mackerel, (5_ybium maculatum), is ahnost Japan and Siberia have also extensive and
as valuable as the pompano, amt is captured in valuable salmon fisheries. The chars and lake
much larger quantities, from (:ape Cod south- trouts, though not ordinarily captured by the
ward, especially in the Chesapeake bay, and on wholesale, are of much importance, affording
the coast of New Jersey. This fish has been food in large quantities, and sport of the most

successfully propagated by thc United States fish attractive kind. The American lake trout, or
commission, and extensive ¢)perations in its eul- Mackinaw trout, (,_z,lreli_ls na_iayct_sh), is the

ture are in contemplation. Tile tunny, or horse- largest perhaps of this group. The brook trout
mackerel, (Orcyuta, thyl,7,us), is the subject of an of eastern _North America, (Scelrelin_t,*fi,r, til,rd£*).
extensive fishery in the straits of Messina. and is a prime favorite (,f angiers. Northern Europe

elsewhere in the Mediterranean. Though the possesses several specie, of chars, rel:lted to our
number of individuals taken is small, their ira- brook trout, promillt,nt among which arc the
meuse bulk--for tiieir average weight is from s_zelbling, (S. stdt_.lip,_s). "lnd the "ombre el,eva-
500 to 1,200 pounds--rendem the aggregate re- lier" of the Swiss lakes. The ()quassa. or blue-
suit of the fishery quite important. This fish is backed trout, (,_. oquass_ O. of the lakes (,f Maine,
abundant on the coast of New England, but is a noteworthy Amerie'm form. The Danube
is not at all valued. Large numbers of them salmon, or hucl, e_, (S. h,tcho), is also a membt,r of
are killed annually in the nets and pounds, this group. The smelt, (O_meru.* mordetx), comes
where they inflict much damage upon the prop- in winter from the _a to spawn ui the stre'_ms
crty of the fishermen, but their carcasses are from New Jersey to Labrad¢)r, and immense

allowed to fall to pieces on the beaches. The quantities of them are shipped to market, p_leked
various species of alimc_)re and bonito, harpooned in ice and snow. It i_ e.-.tccme(t a _rcat d[.licaey.
so frequently at sea, belong to this family, The allied species of Europe, the smelt, o_ ._tinte,
and many valuable food fishes, such as our ere- (0. e/_r/anu_), has a flavor C(lually fine, but is
wdld and amber fish, which are collectively of little prized, chiefly because thc fish dcalcr¢ of
considerable importance to man. Closely allied Europe do not ordinarily take paine to keep their
to the mackerels are the 8trornatei_h_, the harvest fish fresh and hard. The surf smelt, (Itypom_st_s

fishes and butter fishes, whichare of considerable olidus), is an important fi._h upon the northwest
importance on the Atlantic coast of the United coast of America, as is also tile oula('han, or can-

States. The butter fish, (Poronotus triavanthus), (lie fish, (Thaleichthys pa,'(ficus), which aff(_rds a
the starfish of Norfolk and vicinity, is a favorite large quantity of sweet, limpid oil, now being
m the many seaport towns, and the h._rvest fish, introduced as a substitute for cod liver oil. The
(Peprilus par,t), is in large demand at Norfolk capelin (Mallot_ts villos_ts), the 15ddc of Norway,

and other southern markets.--TheSalmon Family. occurs in immense quantities in the _'orth At-
Tim salmons, trouts, chars, graylings and white- lantic and North Pacific. where it is a favorite
fishes are of great importance to the inhabitants food of the codfish. Coming near the shore to
of the northern hemisphere, one or more repre- spawn in the spring, they give occasion for the
sentatives of the group being found in ahnost extensive spring codfisheries of Labrador..New-
every lake, brook or river. These fishes are sed- foundland and Finmark. As a bail fish for cod

entary in inland waters, except the true salmons, they are, at this season, of great importance.
many of which spend a considerable porlion of Whitefish of various species, one of the best

the time between birth and maturity in the estua- known being the COmlUon lake whitefish, (6'ore-

ries of the rivers in which they were hatched, or gonu.s albtt,), occur m the great lakes of _North
at sea, tim adults invariably ascending to the America, where they give rise to important corn-

• headwaters of their rivers when the season of mereial fisheries, and in other lakes of the new

reproduction approaches. The best known of and old world. The gwyniad, the vendace and
the tribe is the Atlantic galmon, (Sa/mo so/art, the pollan of Great Britain, and the ma_lue mar(r-
_ance abundant in the rivers of Europe south to ha, _d_ndpel and felche_ of Germany, are well
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known. The whitefish arc delicious in flavor, that this will be accomplished as soon as a really
and are well adapted for transportation in a positive effort is made in that direction. The
fresh state as well as for pickling and smoking. Greenland turbot, so called, (P_somat/cht_8
They are propagated artificially with much hippog/_s_o/de_), is brought from Newfoundland by
success both in this country and in Europe. the winter herring fleet, and is often seen in tile
Tile grayling, (Thymallus, various species), are markets of the eastern cities. It is one of the
very beautiful and graceful, and therefore cele- most delicious of flatfishes, and deserves to he
brated in angling literature. The grayling of better known. The pole flounder, (Glyploeeph,dus
the United States, inhabiting Michigan, Wiscon- eyaog/ossu*), inhabits deep holes off the New
sin and Montana, was discovered frst about 1867, England coast, where it was discovered in 1877
and has of late years been much discussed. The l)y the United States fsh commission. By many
tour families which are of the greatest importance its flesh i._highly relished. California has many
to man, namely the gadoids, clul)eoids, scom- species of flatfishes in its markets, about all of
broids, and salmonoids, having been discussed which pass by the name "sole"; none of them
somewhat at length, it remains to notice briefly have as yet acquired special renown as a food

the other groups wluch arc of considerable com- fish. Tim turbot of the Black sea, (Rlwmbus
mereiat importance. _Iany families, well worthy ma_olic_ls), is a species of some importance. The

of notice, must necessarily be omitted in an essay plaice, (Plate_,_ vulgari_), the sclwlle, of Germany,
so much abridged as the plesent.--The Flatfish is also valued in Eurol)e.-- The Red Perch F, zmily.

and Sole Farnilies. The fishcs of this group are of The rose fish, red l)erch, or Norway haddock,
world-wide distribution, and in temperate seas ('e&tsles zruzrin_ts), is of special importance to the
are everywhere of importance as sources of food. natives of Greenland, and considerable quantities
The largest of the group is the halibut, (Ilippo- arc taken in the British provinces and northern

gloss_ls vul#aris), distributed throughout the North New England by shore fishermen, as well as in
Atlantic, North Pacific aud Arctic oceans, rang- northern Europe. This family attains its highest

ing on the North American coast south to Long commercial importance, however, on our Pacific
Island on the east, and the Farallone isl'mds on coast, where under various names, many of them

the west; while on that of Europe its range is variations of the word roel_h, no less than
limited hy the parallel of 50 ° north latitude. Its twenty-eight clo_ly related species occur, all of
capture in the eastern Atlantic is somewhat them higl_ly esteemed for food. A closely re-
casual, but the fishermen of l_ew England carry lated family, ((Jh_;r/da_), is also present in _'eat
on extensive halibut fisheries on tile offshore force in that region, six or more spe,,ies being
banks and in Davis straits; in the stormiest included in the list of Calif(Jrnta food fishes.

months of winter, as well as in summer, they set Among these is the cultus cod, or buffalo co(I,
their lines hundreds of miles from shore, and the (Op]dodon elongatu,), aml several forms of "rock

halibut fishery is unquestiouably the most perilous trout."-- The Wraasea and Parrot Fishes. Fishesof
pursuit in which seafaring men habitually en- the families Lab_qd_e and Scaridm abound in trop-
gage. Halibut are especially well suited for mar- ical waters', especially among coral reefs, amt with
keting in a fresh condition, since the hardness of their graceful forms and bright colors are among
their flesh renders it possible to preserve them the showiest and most beautiful of their class.
packed in ice for weeks, without suffering detri- These showy tropical forms are usually dry and
ment to an extent which would be observed by flavorless when cooked. There are, however,
the ordinary buyer in an inland town. Smoked many less conspicuous species inlmbiting temper-

halibut are highly esteemed throughout the north- ate waters, and a few, as well, in tim tropics,
crn United States, while tile pickled fins and which are highly prized for fo(_. In out" New
heads are put up to supply a limited zN'ew :Eng- :Engl'md and middle statesare the tautog or blue-
land market. The turbot, (Rhomlrus maximua), fish, (Tautogs amerivana), and the cunner, chog-
and the brill, (Rl_ombtts Ice_,), are favorite food set, or blue-perch, (Cteaolabr_ adapersus), both
fishes in Great Britain and the adjoimng parts of captured by hook aml line in considerable quanti-
the continent, and with the sole, (S,,/ea vulgaris), ties, and entering largely into local consumption.

give rise to an extensive fishery with tr'_wl nets. The scare or scarus of the ]_Iediterranean, (Scarers
Though attaining a larger size than any of the creten,is), is still highly priz_, aml in the days of
flounders of our North Atlantic coast, they are ancient Rome was considered the choicest of
yet superior in flavor to several of our related fishes, and was introduced from the Troad into
species, such as tile common flounder, (Para- the sea between Ostium and Campagna, at great
lichthys dentatus), or the flatfish, ( Pse_tdopleuro- expense, by Elipentius. C,n'idodax pul£us, the
nectes asnericanus), which are to a great extent butter fish, or kelp fish of New Zealand, is an

neglected lff our people. We have no substitute important food fish; and Laehnalawzusfaleatus, of
in the eastern United States for thesole, which, in the West Indian fauna, the hog.fish of Ber-
flavor and texture, far surpasses any of our fiat- muda, is in many places greatly depended upon
fishes, although we have some magnificent species in _he fish market. The sale of the latter species

to which it is zoSlogically closely similar, tents- is forbidden by law in Cuba, on account of sup-
tire experiments have been tried with a view to posed poisonous properties of its flesh. It is
its aeclimatio_ Ill.re, and there can be little doubt nevertheless sold in large quantities Many spe-
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ties of this group are looked upon with su_.picion mackerel, and sheepshead, are the most highly
in the tropics, aml doubtless at times acquire prized by epicur_Js and m_st costly in the market.
ln_isonous properties from their food.-- 17_e S_rd- The queen-fish, the bagre and the roncador are

fish Famitg, etc. Tile members of this family, membel_ of this group, well known in California.
swordfishes, sail-fishes, and spear-fishes, are eaten Tlle _u_iyre, (_%_e_a aquilla), and the ombre, or
in all parts of the world. The only commercial corvo, (Umbri14a ci;'rho,_o), are European food
fisheries, however, are along the shores of Sicily fishes, and others of commercial importance
and Calabria, and of _Ne_v England, where the occur at the cape of Good I-Iope and in the East
common swordfish, (Xiphiasgladtu,), ispursued Indies.-- The Sheepshtaxl Family. The sheeps-

with harpoon and line similar to those employed heads, or sea breams, are, like the drums, of
by whalcmen. The flesh of this enormous fish importance everywhere, but though caught ia
is cxccIl(.at, either fresh or pickled. (For de'tails quantities in the aggregate, with hook and line,
see Goo(le's lf£_tory of the Swordf_h Family, in Re- among the rocks where they feed, they can not

port of U. S. Fish Commission, Part VIII.) The ordinarily 1)(, t_d¢cn by wholesale method. An ex-
silvery hair-tail, or scabbard fish, (Triehnrusleptu- ception t,) this general stalemeut may be made in
_'us), a near rcta|ive of the swordfish, is an impor the ctLse of the soup, or porgy, (Steaotomus argy-
taut speci(_ at Jamaica.--The SuTffi._h Family. tops), which is the subject of an extensive trap
The surf-fishes of the Pacitic coast, conslituting fshery in _Tarra_ansctt bay. during the spawn-
the family J_mbiotocidce, are best known from tbcir ing season in the spring. (See Baird in Pwport
remarkable habit of bringing forth their young of [7. _. Fish Commission, Part I., pp. 228-235.)

alive. They are among the most i:nportant food The sheepshead, (Arctwsargus probatocephalus), oc-
fishes of the Californian coast, and twelve dis- curs from Cape Cod southward to the gulf of

tinct species are known from the San Francisco _Icxico, and is a favorite of anglers anti epicures,
marl_ets.--The Drum t_)_mily, (_%keMd_). The 1)e_ides being a 1)rominent feature in many mar-
drnm family occurs in all the warmer parts of kets. The sailors' choice, or pin-tish, (Lagodou
the Atlantic and Indian oct, aus, and is well rep- rhomb,,idcs), is a small species of wdue. The
resented on the Pacific coast. The species arc surge of the Mcditcrrancau is well known, and

nearly all large, and are of such excellent quality there are in the cast numerous important fishes of
for food that the family would seem to de,crve this gloup, among them the snapper, (P, fgrus uni-

mention among the few which are of the greatest co/or), one of the chief fishes of southern Australia
imlx)rtance to man. The drums, however, with and _'ew Zcalan(1, Pagellus lilhoguathus of the cape

a few exceptions, (lo not congregate together in of Good Hope, and Uhr.uoph_71s lutsta of the East
schoc_ls, andcaaoulybccaught by the slow pro- Iadies and China.-- The /_rtapper Family. Several
c¢._ses of hook and line fishing from the shore, members of this family, (Pristipomatidtr), occur in

and are therefore rarely, if ever, the objects of the markets from _New York southward under the
special fisheries castled on upon a commercial name of grunt, and numerous similar forms occur
basis. Our eastern coast is particularly well elsewhere in warm seas. The red snapper, (Lut.
stocked with edible fishes of this family, such as jan,is blackforda'i), is the most important of its
the well-known squetc.lgue, or weakfish (Cg_s- rel)rescntativcs in the United States, giving rise
_b,n _._ali_), and its southern representative, the to a large and consumtly increasing reef fishe W
spotted trout or sea trout, of the South Atlantic in the gulf of Mexi(o, from which Pensacola

states, (C. caro_.inus), which are valued not only and _N'ew Orleans derive a large income. The

for their flesh but for their sounds, which yield gray snapper, (Luljanus cax_*), and the red snap-
a particularly fine quality of isinglass, and are per, (L. autolycus), are among the most impor-
caught m large numbers in weirs and seines. The taut food fishes of the Bermudas. -- The Perch
drum, (PogoMas cl*romi._), is well known as one of Tribe. The sea basses proper, (_%rranidae), like
the most destructive enemies of the oyster beds, the fishes of the three families last mentioned,
and, when young, is a desirable food fish. The while not captured by wholesale means, are of
fresh-water drum, (Haploidonotu_ grunnicr_), dis- much importance to the local fishermen of many

t_ibuted widely throughout the great lakes and regions. The sea bass of .,New Enghmd and the
the ]_Iississippi basin, is known by numerous local middle states, (Centrop_q,_tis arraigns), the black-
titles, such as gaspergou, jewel head, sheepshead, fish of Charleston and tile south, isone of the best
and maleshagenay. ']'he lafayette, spot or goody representatives of thegroup. NewYork, _Toank,
(Liostomus abliquus), and the croaker, (Mieropogor, Philadelphia and Charleston all have small fleets
_tndalatus), are well known types of the smaller of fishing vessels chiefly engaged in their capture.
members of this family, all c_sumed in large The grouper, (Epinephelus r_wrio), gives rise to
quantities from New York southward. The drum eonsider_ble smack fishery in the gulf, carried on

of the Chesapeake, the redflsh or channel bass of by _'ew England and Florida fishermen for the

southern waters, (Scimnaps oeellatus), often attains ] supply of the Ilavana m.n'ket. Numerous other

the weight of forty tosixty pounds, and is captured [ species of local repute might be mentiom.d. The
in large quantities in nets and with the book. I family Labracidce, closely "dlied to that just men-
The kingfish, (Jtentich'rusnebulasus), and the whit- i tioned, includes our striped bass, or rocl¢fish,
ing of Charleston, (M. allmr,v.s), are also impor- i (Morone lineola), one of the noblest of game fishes,
taut species, and next to the pompano, Spanish i and of great commercial value withal, which, is
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found from the gulf of St. Lawrence to Florida, Washington considerable quantifies are anuually
and is taken both by hook and 5y net in all the marketed.--T/w Ca_ and 8uc_rs. Suckers, dace,
rivers and estuaries. The bass of England, and other brook fishes belonging to the families
(Moror_ labr_r), is a very similar fish. Our white C_rinut_ rind Catostom_,are of local importance
perch. (Morose americana), is sold in immense in Europe and North America. The common

quantities in markets south of Cape Cod, and is carp, (Cyprians carpb,), for two centuries a highly
one of the most useful of our smaller fishes, prized domestic animal of Europe, has. since
The white bass, and the short striped bass and 1877, been introduced intoall partsof the United
similar forms, inhabit the great lakes and the States by the United States fish commission, and
Missis._ippi basin. The common perch, (Perca is undoubtedly a most valuable accession to the

flnviatilis), occurs in lakes and streams throughout food resources of the country. The buffalo carps.
eastern North America, Europe, lind northwestern (Bu&diehthya uTw,s), anti other species of tile Mis-
Asia, and is everywhere of great local importance, sissippi valley, are of immense size for fresh-water

The pike perches, represented in the United species, sometimes weighing fifty or sixty pounds.
States by at least two species of tile genus stizos- It is quite possible that if domesticated they
tedium, known in the interior states by such names would be of more value than even the German

as wall-eyed pike, sauger, and frequently also er- carp.--Variou._ Minor Families. The eel, (dnguiUa
roneously by such names as salmon and salmon- vulgarin), is also of local importance in Em_opc
trout, are important, as is also the zandzr, (Lucio- and eastern North America. Hatched from the

perca za,Ldra), of continental Europe. A family, eggs at sea, the little female eels, when not larger
allied to the perches, which attains its highest than a common darning needle, ascend the rivm_

development in North America, is that of the to their sources. After three or four years they
breams, (Centrarchida_). In addition Io the two descend to the sea, where they encounter the
species of Microphwus, the large-mouthed black males, propagate their kind, and die. On their
bass, (M.._alrnoid_), and tile small-mouthed black downward descent they are caught in " eel sets,"
ba.¢s, (M. ch)b_nieu)..¢o well known throughout the or weirs, placed across the river at rigln angles
United States, we have in the streamsand rivers-- to its current. (For details see Goode, article in

varticularly those east of the Rocky mountains--- Bulb.tin of U. S. lff_h Commi._sion, Vol. I.) The
numerous smaller form_ known bysuch names as marays, various species of Murcenidx, and related
breams, bass, sun-fish, pond-fish, etc. The blue- famili('s, are of importance in tropical countries.
fish, (Pomatomus saltatrix), is the only noteworthy The sturgeons, (Acipense_idee), are of most impor-
species in a very small family. (See Baird in tanccin Russia, wherethe stcrlet,(Aeipenzer _uthe-
Report of U. S. Fish C_m_mis,_ion, Part I., pp. nus), and some of the larger species afford material
23.5-252.) It is of great importance on our coast for the much prized caviare. An extensive stur-
from New England to Cape Hatteras, but though aeon fishery is growing up in the rivers of the cast-

found in almost all warm seas is elsewhere of little eru Atlantic states, and large quantities of the lake
economic value. The moon-fish, (Chce'e_lipterus sturgeon, (Acipen._errubicundw_), arc caught in our

faber), called porgy in the Chesapeake bay. is great lakes. Quantities of caviare and smoked
another important isolated species. This fish-- sturgeon are now put up in the United States to '
which as atable fish issimdar to, and equals, if not supply the demands of the large foreign-born
surpasses, the sheepshead--is taken abundantly in population. Sharks are much dreaded, the world
the Chesapeake, and is rapidly coming into notice over, on account of their size and voracity, though

in the markets of New York, Baltimore and Wash- in temperate regions they arc rarely dangerous to
ington.-- The Mullet Family. The mullet family, men. In the United States we have bnt tw_

(Mugilid_,), sometimes called "tile gray mullets," species of commercial value, though many are
occurs everywhere in the brackish waters of tern- pernicious on account of the annoyance they cause
perate and tropical regions. Over seventy species to the fishermen. Tim dog-fish, (Sclualu_ ameri-
are already known. They swim in schools, and canus), is caught in quantitieson the New England
being easily caught in simple nets, form an ira- coast for the sake of its liver, rich in oil. In Cal-

portant article of food for the poor whercverthey ifornia the oil shark, (Galeorhinus galeus), is the
occur. In Italy, mullet roes are esteemed a dell- subject of a considerable fishery. Oil is casually

cacy, and, when salted and smoked, constitute the obtained from many other of our common shark_,
renowned "botargo." The mullets of the south- particularly the basking shark, (Selache maxima),
ern Atlantic, (Mugil lineatus and M. brasilien_), the liver of one of which will yield several bar-
give occasion for a considerable shore fishery. -- rels of valuable oil. Throughout the East Indies
Tlre An_hory Family. The family of anchovies, there are in various localities, particularly at Kur-
(Engraulid_),is of comparatively small importance rachee, extensive shark fisheries carried on for the

save in southern Europe, where considerable purpose of obtaining the fins for drying and ex-
quantities of the_ tender little fish are preserved port to China. SmaU sharks are eaten in ninny

in oil, or put up in lhe form of a relish under the countries. Skates are eaten in Europe, and a
n,lme of anchovy sauce. -- Thee Catfish Family, small quantity of their fins is now consumed in
The catfishes are alw_ffs of somelocal importance, New York. From the skins of skates and sharks

but nowhere give rise to commercial fisheries of the ornamental leather called slu_greea, (also used
considerable extent. In Philadelphia and in for polishing purposes by metal and wood-work-
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era,) is obtained. Lampreys, (Petromyza_tidx), from all eastern seas. The squid is gathered in
though esteemed as food in Europe, are not used large quantities on our eastern coast for baiting
in the United States, save at Hartford, Connecti- in the cod fisheries, and affords employment to a

cut. In the eodflshery of the Germah ocean they number of schooners. The minor uses of reel-
are of the highest importance for bait.--Mol- lusks are multifarious.-- G_ust(weara_. The Iob-
l_lsks. The oyster, (Ostrea, various species), is the ster is the most important of crustaceans, and is
most important of all mollusks, and is more still very abundant on the comst of our middle
abundant and valuable in our southern Atlantic and :New England states as well as that of Now
states than elsewhere, its production amounting Scotia. In addition to the large quantities
to $13,000,000 annually. The oysters of Europe consumed in a fresh state, there is a product
are, like those of California, less abundant, of canned lobsters worth $238,280. :New Eng-
smaUer, and to the American taste of inferior land capita] supports seventeen lobster canneries
quality. Oyster cullure is extensively prosecuted, in Canada, the entire product of which is ex-
and with considerable success, on the coasts of ported to England, and is not recorded Ul)On tim
France, and to a less degree in Holland. With- export records of our custom houses. :Norway has

out some special effort our oyster fisheries bid extensive lobster fisheries and the neighboring
fair tO become extinct within a quarter of acen- countries of northern Europe obtain smaller har-
tury. (For details see Ernest Ingersoll's The vests. Crawfish, (Asfacus and Camba_u._, numer-
Oyster Industry of fhe United Stales, a part of the ous species), are very abutldant in the United

Fishery Census Report, printed in 1881.)--The States, but are not yet appreciated; in Eurol)e
eastern United States is well provided with other they are highly esteemed, and command liberal
delicious shellfish, the clam, (Mya arenaria), the prices. Shrimps, to(), so largely consumed in
quohog, (Venus mercenar/a), and the scollop, Europe, arc rarely caught in this country; there
(Peclen irradian_). Little attention is paid in this are one or two shrimp canneries on the co_lst of
country to the mussels and snails, so much eaten the gulf of Mexico, and in California large quan-
by the lower classes in Europe, and of which we titles are dried for export to China. Crabs are
haw;an abundant supply. --The most important eaten in all parts of the world. On our eastern
source of mother-of-pearl which we have is the coast the blue crab (Callinecfes ha_lat_s) is exten-
abalone or ear-shell, (ttaliotis, various species), sivcly captured, and, especially whenin the "soft-
found on our Pacific coasts. In 1880 $703,250 shell" condition, is a favorite arlicle of food
worth of their shells and dried flesh were Canneries have reccntly sprnng up on the shores
gathered, the latter exported to China. There is of the Chesapeake.-- l[_,r_s. The palo]o (Palolo
a vast undeveloped resource in the fresh water viridis) isan important article of food at the iN'av-
mussels (Unionidve) so abundant in the Missis- igators' islands, and many Tribes of American In-

sippi valley. The greatest part of the mother- diansfeastperiodical]y upon worms and insect lar-
of-pearl of commerce comes from the pearl fish- vm. The only worms of importance to civilized
eric's of the east, in the gulf of Manaar, in man are the medicinal leeches, (Hir_do _7_edici_al_,
Ceylon and southern India, in the Persian gulf, of Europe, and allied forms). Most of the leeches
on the coast of Australia and in the bay of Pan- used in this countl T are importc(l, though certain
area. Statistics of these fisheries can not well be American leeches, as .Macl_bdella decors, are !)3"

given. Simmonds estimates that between 1796 many authorities consideredvahmble for surgmal.
and 1877 Ceylon produced over $5,000,000, Tute- pmooses. --Radiates. The precious red coral.
coriu in 1861 about g,50,000, the Persian gulf (Coralliuranobile), comes chiefly from the l_lediter-

about $200,000, and the bay of Panama about ranean, though a small quantity isobtained at the
$125,000. In 1870 pearls to the value of about Cape Verde islandsandccrtainlessvaluablekinds
$125,000 were imported to France and Great from India, the3Ialay archipelago and 'Japan. A
Britain. Cameos are made from the helmet rough estimate placesthe valueof theannual pro-
shells, (Cas_, various species), and from the duction of coral at $2.500,000, in an unmanufac-
conch, (Strombusgigas), large quantities of which tured state. The trepang, or beche de mer, be-
are gathered annually in warm seas. From the longs to the gToup of holothurians, closely related_

latter is made the pink shell jewelry, of late to the star fishes. They are obtained in quantity
coming into favor. The thank shell (Turbinella in all eastern seas, and are dried forexportation to
pyrum) is the sacred shell of India, and is used in China, where they constitute a favorite article of
their temples as well as in various manufactures, food. The value of the Chinese import mtly bc

The fisheries of the Indian ocean yield from four ,anywhere from $500,000 to $1,000,000. About
to five millions of these shells annually, worth 1870 an establishment for drying trepangs was in,

from $50,000 to $75,000. The cowry shell, (C_yp- operation at Key West, but it wassoon abandoned.
r_a, various species), is the only coin in use in Abundant as these animals are on our own south-
parts of Africa and India, and immense quanti- era coasts and in the West Indies, no use can be

ties, of uncertain value, are yearly sent Io those made of them until "Chinese cheap labor" is in-
countries. The "cuttle-fish bone" of commerce troduced into those regions. --Spo_.qes. Sponges
is obtained fi'om a species of squid abundant in are obtained in the Mediterranean to the value of
the Mediterranean, and vast supplies of dried at least $2,000,000 annually, and the greater part
cuttle fish are imported into China, for food, of the sponges used in theUnited States are still im_
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ported. Florida has a large and growing sponge ] on the principle of a toggle, tile head turning upon
industry, and, except in tile finest qualities, experts f a pivot after it has entered the fit'sll of the mlimal
•consider the product of the Gulf etlnal to that of struck. Tile "lily iron" or "Indian dart," used
Europe.--APPARATUS OF THE FISHERIES. A1- in the sword fishery, is the form of the toggle-
though it is impossible illthis esst_y todescribe all lmrpoon. Toggle-harpoon-heads are now fre-
the forms of fishery apparatus, it seems appropri- qucntly shot into whales by me-ms of l:lrgc _gums,
ate to call attention to their gcncr:fl chantcter and and the u.,,c of expl_sive bullets is becoming gen-
to caution the reader iJgainst cerlain popular er- eral in the whale fishery of the Unitcd States.--
ro_, into which, owinz tosimitarityofnames, per- FISIIERIES OF THE T,._NITED STATES. Owing tO

sons unfamiliar with the fisheries 1ire likrly to fall. the fact that at the time of the 1)repandion or' tins
The hook and line is the eommouest instrument article the statistical results of tim itlvt.stig;llioa
of capture, and, varied in hlrm and m_lterial, is of the fbherics nmde in connection wilh the tenth

u_ed in much the same manner in all parts of tbe census are not fully eompih d, it ia o _ly pn¢._ihYe
world. The trawl lille, set line, spilliard, trot to present a partial statement of the condition of
line or bull-tow, used in North America and the fisheries. The figures presented al'e, in the

northern Europe, consists of numerous short main, to be regarded as final, though eerl;lin eor-
lines, each with hook attached, fastened at inter- rectious will necessarily be made hereafter in the

vals slong a hravier main line. A :New England statistics of the gulf slates, and of othrr localities.
trawling schooner often lays out tell tO fourteen -- The total value (to the producer.,) of the prod-

miles of trawl line. Drailing. trailiugor trolling uctsof the fisheries, is $44,870,252. The prices
should be distinguished from trawlil_g. In fish- upon which this estimate is based are very low,
ing by this method a spoon bait, squid or baited and if the value of the product were estimated on
hook is rapidly pulled across tbe surface of the the basis of plices paid by retail merchants to job-
water, either from a boat in motion or from a bc_ and whoh,sale dealers, the amount would be

slation on the shore. The trawl net of Eluope atleast $90,000,000, and probably much more. In
should be carefully distinguished from file travel addition Io the sum above stated, which has ref-
line, with which it is often confused by the inex- erence solely to the sea and gn'eat river and lake
perienced. Tbis is an immense bag net, dragged fisheries, the smaller rivers and lakes of the con-

slowly over the bottom, for the capture of soles, tinent yield products, the value of _bich, at the
hlrbots and other ground-loving species, its lowest estimate, is $1,500,000. More than half

mouth being kept open by a framework of iron of the value stated is in the product of the chL_s
and wood (beam-trawl) or by two broad boards of fisheries which has been designated by the
or otters, spread apart by the pressure of the term "general food fisheries," which includes a;l
water (otter-trawl). The dledge, used in the of our great food fisheries along shore and at sea,
oyster fisheries and in _ientific exploration, is a most prominent among these being the cod, hall-
net similar to a trawl net, but much smaller, its but, salmon, hen'ing, mackerel, haddock and lob-
mouth being formed of a framework of iron ster fisheries, allof which, though sometimes car-
flora two to foul' feet wide. The oyster dredge ried on as special fisheries, are so intertwined in
is often made entirely of iron. Seines are of all matters of capital, vessels and fishermen, 1hat it is
sizes, from that of ten feet (used by t_xo persons, impossible to discuss them separately except at

wading) to those a mile or more in length, used great length. The yiehl of the so-cal}ed gelmnLI
in the shad fisheries of tile Potomac and the fisheries isva]ued at $25,128,717. Next inimpor-

North Carolina sounds, set and hauled by the use tance is the oyster fisheD', valued at $13,403,852.
•of steam. The purse-seine, used with such tre- the whale fishe_ T at $'2,323,943, the menhaden
mendous effect in the menhaden and mackerel fishery at $2,116,787, and the seal fisiiery at
fisheries of tile United States, is ml immensely $1,390,313, followed by the sponge fishery st
deep and long net, which, after it has been made $200,750, and the marine salt industry at $305.890.
t_, encircle a school of fish, is drawn together iu -- In these several fisheries are directly employed
the form of a purse or pocket, from which the 132,081 persons, of who_n 102,758 are flsbermcn,
fish are bailed out with shovel or scoop nets. and 29.323are "shoresmen,"beingmeu employrd

The gill net Is a net with large openings into on the wharves in packing and curing fish, or in
which fish thrust their heads and are retained by the numerous canning esh'lblishments. The
the pre_ure of the twine. The pound net, trap number of vessels over five tons in burden is
net, weir, bar net, _'ke, eel b_ket, lobster pot, 6,605, valued at $9,358,282; of boats 44,800,

mudrague, and numerolm other devices, are al_ valued at $2,460,000. The total amouut of
forms of the labyrinth trap, the fish gaining access capital invested in the fisheri_, including the
to the interior tbrough a tortuous or narrow pass- value of vessels, boats, apparatus and shore

age, through which, from tack of intelligence, property, is put at $38,336,000. _ The :New
they are unable to return to freedom. Fish England states stand first iu importance, since
spears, grains, gigs. etc., are all many-pronged from the ports of this district most of the deep-
forks with harbed tips, which are used, tile world sea or off-shore fisheries are prosecuted. The
over, in striking large fish, turtles and porpoises, total number of persons employed is 37,043, of
The harpoon, originally a one-tined spear, with whom 28,838 are actual fishermen. The c_lp-
single or double prong, is now usually constructed ital invested amounts to $19,937,607, there being
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2,196 vessels,valued at _4,569,131,and 14,787 group thirdin importance,stand the statesand
boats,valued at $739,970,besides outfit,appa- territoriesof thePacificcoast. In Oregon, Wash-
rufusand shorepropertyin proportion.Thevalue Jngton and Californiathereare 5,555 fl,hermen
of the product isplacedat $14,270,393,of which aud 5,060 shoresmen and factory hauds. Tlle

about $I0,000,000is distributedto the general totalnumber of fishcrn]enin Alaska isestimated
fisheries; $2,211,385 to the whale fishery; at 6,000, though pra(:tically nearly the entire
$1,478,900 to the oyster fisher)'; $539,729 to the population of the territory, men, women and
menhaden fishery; $111,851 to the Antarctic seal children, are actively engaged in the ti.qw,'ies
and sea elephant fishery; and $3,890 to the re:l- Oa our Pacific coast there arc 5,547 boat% valued
rine salt industry._Next in importance stand at $404,695; aml 53 vessel.% worfll $178,450. The
the southern states, which eml)loy 58,204 per- total amount of capital invested is placed at
sons, 44,230 of whom are actual fishermen ; 18,283 $2,748.383. The total value of file product,
boats, valued at $685,476; 3,211 vessels, valued at including $2,345.547 for enhancement of vah,c
$2,683,521, together with outfll, gear and shore upon 4_3,389. 442 l)ounds of sahnou in c'mning.
property sufficient to bring the total anw mt of amounts to$9,548,277. $3,715.668(or $6,061,215,
capital invested up to $9,496,991. _* The total if the enhancemcnt on sahnon I)e included,) of
value of products for this division is estimated at this amount is credited to general fisheries;
$11.025.027, the general fisheries being rated at $703,250 to the oyster and mu._,;el fisheries; and
$3,126,137; the oyster fishery at $7,38'),052; and $225,300 to tile whale fishery (a small quantity of
lhe sponge fishery at $200,750.--The fisheries of seal and salmon, imd shark oil, being included)

the southern states are naturally divided into two --The middle states constitute a group fourlh
sections: those of the gulf of Mexico andthoseof in importance. With thc great-lake fislmries of
tile Atlantic coast. Messrs. Earll and McDonald New York and PennsxlraIfia included, the sta-

present the following summary of statistics for tisties of these four stales are as follows: Persons
the latter, including sea and river fisheries of employed, 16,017, of whom 13,482 are actually
Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, Georgia and employed in fishing. Number of vessels, 1,211,
East Florida: (with tonnage of 2,3,576.40), wdued at $1,385,600;

No. of _:)eraonsemployed ....................... 59,814 of boats 8,501, valued at $560,347, together with
No. ol fishtngvegsels ........................... 3014 otber proI)erty sufficient in value to increaseTonnage of same ............................... 60,886.15
.No.of fishing boats ............................. 13,331 amount of capital invested to $4,509.828. Value
Capital dependent on the fl_hery lndnatries ..... $8951,7'2"2 of products, $8,874,899; of which $3,111,040 isPounds of fish _old fresh for food ............... 4_571,340
Pounds of fl_h salted for food ................... 80.579,500 classed under general fisheries, $4.532,900 under
Pounds of prodncta other than fish for food ..... 129,719.5_ oyster fishery, and $1,261,385 under menhadenPound_ of miscellaneous prodncto for fertilizers

and other purposes .......................... 95,6_8,800 fishery. The value of the river anti lake fisheries
Value st product8 to the fishermen ............. $9,_0_7'57 of the middle states is placed by Earll and

"The only persons included in the tables are McDonald at $654,921, a portion of which,
those who fish extensively, or devote a consid- $208.320, is to be deducted if tlle value of the
erable portion of their time to preparing and river fisheries of the Atlantic coast is to be sepa-
marketing fishery products. Parties fishing for rately considered. The fisheries of the great
pleasure or home supply are wholly neglected, lakes are, perhaps, most convenieutly discu_ed
though an estimate of the fish taken by them in a separate group. The value of the coast fi_h-
l_ included. A large m,jority of the fishermen eries of the middle states is $8,666,579.--The
are married, having families depending upon fsheries of the great lakes, as tabulated by Mr.
Ihem. A_uming that 30.000 families are rep- F.W. True, in census bulletin No. 261, employ
re,(.med, the total number of people dependent 5,050 fishermen; 49 steam tugs; 1,656 vessels and
ul}on the fisheries of this district will scarcely boats; and capital in the aggregate Io the _m_ount
_all below 200,000. Fully five-eighths of the of $1,345,975. The total number of I)ou,lds of
entire number are Americans, nine-tenths of fish taken is 68,742,000, valued at $1.652.(,)00 in
1lie remainder are negroes, and the rest are fresh condition, and $1,784,050 when finally put
loreigners, chiefly of Spanish descent." "The upon the market by producers. The fi._heries of
$9,602,737 represents the sum realized by the Lake Michigan are most important, employing
fishermen as the result of their labor, and not the 1,578 men, and $551,135 capital; 612 vessels and

market value of tim catch. Owing to the cost of 1)oats (30 of which are tugs), valucd at $125,895;

transportalion, the expense of icing and packing, 476 pound nets; 24,599 gill nets; 19 seines, and
_md the profits of the various middlemen, the 1,455 smaller nets; and producing 23,141._75

values of many of the products are greatly in- pounds of fish, (12,030,400 whitefish, 2.659,450
,'rea,ed before they finally reach the consumer, trout, 3,050,400 lake herring, 3,839,600 sturgeon,
]f tlle market value of the products be desired, 110,925 "hard fish,"40%S00 "soft fish," 508.600
fully $7,000,000 must be added to the above fig- "coarse fish," and 533,700 "mixed fish"), valued

ures."--F_llowing the soutlteL_ states, forming a at $668,400. Those of Lake Erie are ahnost as
important, employing 1,470 men; 538 vessels and

"Thestatisticaforthisdl_.isionurepro_ntedherewfth boats; 758 pound nets; 6,755 gill nets. and 8,145
the _tatement that they are merely apprOxima£e, the final
_e_i.-ionof ftgnrea for the gulf stat_ not httving_t been smaller nets; with aggregate Cal)ilal inve_.te(1 of
Completed, (June l5,1_]_). $508,500; and producing 26,607,300 pounds of
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fish, (2,185,800whitefish, 26, 200 trout, 11,874,400 quantities were plowed into the soil of tile
lake herring, 1,590,000 sturgeon, 4,214,800 "hard farms along the shores, stimulating the crops for
fish," 5,994,900 "soft fish," 43,000 "coarse fish," a time, but in the end filling the soil with oil,
and 1,178,200 "mixed fish"), valued at $412,880. parching it and making it unfit for tillage. Since
Lake Superior has 414 fishermen; 155 boats; that time manifold uses have been found. As a
$81,380 invested capital; 43 pound nets; 4,630 bait fish this excels all others; for many years
gill nets; 3$seines; 200small nets; and produces much the greatest share of our mackerel was
3,816,625 pounds of fish, (2,257,000 of which are caught by its aid, while the cod and halibut fleet
whitefish), valued at $118,370. Lake Huron, use it rather than any other fish when it can be
(witb Lake St. Clair), has971} men; $155,910 cap- procured. The total consumption of menhaden
ital: and produces 11,586.200 pounds of fish, for bait, 1877, did not fall below 80,000 barrels, or
worth $293,550. Lake Ontario has 612 men; 26,000,000of fish, valued at $300,000. Ten years

$54,050 capital ; and produces 8,640,000 pounds before, when the entire mackerel fleet was fishing
of fish, worth $159,700.--Inaddition to the fisher- with books, the consumption was much greater.
men mentioned above, there are Canadian fisher- As a food resource it is found to have great possi-
ies of considerable extent, the product of which bilities. 1_Iany hundreds of barrelsaresold in the

.is largely sold in the United States.-- As has West Indies, while thousands of barrelsare salted

already been indicated, New England possesses down for domestic use by families living near
the most importaut fisheries in the United States, the shore. In many sections they are sold fresh
and they arealso, without doubt, the most profit- in the market. About 1872 there sprung up an
able and extensive in the world. Norway, With important industry, which consists in packing
56.000 fishermen, produces not over $12,000,000 these fish in oil, after the manner of sardines, for
value of fishery products annually, while New home and foreign consumplion. In 1874 the
England, with 29,000 fishermen, or with 87,000 production of canned fish did not fall below

.if all shoresmen arecounted, produces $14,000,000. 500,000 boxes. This industry has now been dis-
The close rivalry of the southern states with continued, the herring proving to be better suited
.New England is due to the extent of the oyster for canning. As a source of oil, the menhaden

"fisher).'. Remove this, and the value of the fisher- is of more importance than any other marine
ies of the south remainsouly $3,400,000. Elimi- animal. Its annual yield usually exceeds that of
nating the salmon industry, the general fisheries the whale (from the American fisheries) by about

.of the Pacific slope are worth only $2,800,000. 200,000 gallons, and, in 1874, did not fall far
The general fisheries of New England alone are short of the aggregate of all the whale, seal and
worth about $10,000.000.--With a coast line of cod oil made in America. In 1878 the menhaden
5,013 miles* extending from the Arctic circle oil and guano industry employed capital to the
almost to the tropics, and with fishing fleets in amount of $2,350,000; 8,337 men, 64 steamers.
Arctic, Amarctic and Equatorial seas, the United 279 sailing vessels; and consumed 777,000.000 of

"States participates in almost every kind of fish- fish. There were 56 factories, which produced
ing known to mankind, except the corm fishery. 1,392,644 gallons of oil, valued at $450,000. and
The extent and variety of its fishery interests 85,154 tons of crude guano, valued at $600 000:

"were especially evident on the occasion of the thiswas a poor year. In 1874 the number of gal-
late international fishery exhibition in Berlin, in lons produced wan 8,878,000; in 1875. 2. 681, 004),
_vhich the United States wan brought into com- in 1876, 2,992,000; in 1877, 2,427,000. In 1878

_parison with allthe countrieso_ the world which the total value of manufactured products was
possess commercial fisheries, except France.-- $1,050,000; in 1874 this was$1,809,000; in 1875,

"The coast fisheries, or those carried on from the $1,582,000 ; in 1876, $1,671,000 ; and in 1877.
-shore with small boats, are similar in character $1,608,000. :It should be stated that in these

.and extent to those of other countries. There reports only four.fifths of the whole number of
are, in addition to these, certain special fisheries, factories are included. The refuse of the oil

.in large part peculiar to this country, to which factory supplies a material of much value for
reference must be made, though this article is too manures. As a base for nitrogen it enterslargely
limited to permit their satisfactory discussion.-- into the composition of most of the manufactured

The menhaden fishery is different from any other fertilizers. The amount of nitrogen derived
in the world. The commercial importance of from.this source, in 1875, was estimated to be

the menhaden has but lately come into appreci- equivalent to that contained in 60,000,000pounds
ation. Twenty-five years ago, and before, it was of Peruvian guano, the gold value of which
thought to be of very small value. A few mill. would not have been far from $1,920,000 The

ions were taken every year in Massaclmsetts bay, yield of the menhaden fishery in pound_ is prob-.
Long Island sound, and the inlets of New Jersey. ably triple that of any other carried on by the
A small portion of these were used for bait; a fishermen of the United States. In the valueof

few barrels occasionally salted in Massachusetts its products it is surpassed by three only: the
to be exported into the West Indies. Large cod fishery, which in 1876 was estimated to be

* This does not include the Alaska coast, nor the bays worth $4,826,000; the whale fisher)-, $2,850.000;
and sounds of the general coast line, except Long I_tana and the mackerel fishery, $2,275.000; the value
.sound. Of the menhaden fishery for this year being
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$1,638,000. In 1880, with an increased value of strait. In 1880 its product was valued at

products,themenhadenfisheryyielded$2,116,787. $2,323,394, and it employed 171 vessels, with
In estimating the importance of the menhaden to tonnage of 38,633.38, and 4,198 men. There is
the United States, it should be borne in mind still a considerable shore fishery about Cape Cod.
that its absence from our waters would probably About cighly humpback whales were killed at
reduce all our other sea fisheries to at least one- Provincetown in the winter of 1879, and large
fourth their present extent.--The salmon fishery schools of blackfish and porpoises often run

of the Pacific is another industry peculiar in its ashore on thc sandy beaches.--The seal fishery
methods and extent. The salmon which throng has been fully discussed in Mr. Elliott's mono-

tile rivers of this region as they ascend to their graph recently published by the census office.
spawning beds are taken in gill nets, to the hum- 100,000 skins of the fur seal arc annually t'lken
her of 2,755,000 (in 1880), weighing 51,862,000 by the Alaska commercial company fl'om thc

pounds. 3,370fishermen, with 1,715 boats, worth, Prybilov islands of Alaska, in accordance with
together with nets and otbcr apparatus, $142,900, the terms of a_lease which they have received
are engaged in their capture. A hmitcd quantity from the government of the United btates. The
(1,585,500 pounds of fish, 1,°,M-6,000 prepared,) is same company obtained 47,000 skins in addition
,_lted, and a still smaltcr quantity smoked. By from the C(_mmander islands, leased them hy
far the larger portion of the catch is put up in Russia. There are also 10,000 skins obtained I)y
tterruetically sealed cans. In the canning indus- the shore fishermen of California and 56,000
try hire 45 establishments, employing 4,940 hands by American fi.thermen in Puget sound. The
_for the most part Chinamen--and with capital total value of fur-seal skins obtained by Amcr-
to the amount of $1,239,000. These factorics leans on tl,is coast is placed at $1,540,912.*
consumed, in 1880, 43.379,542 pounds of salmon, The fur-seal skins undergo an immense enhance-
worth $909.818, and produced 31,453,152 pound ment of value before leaving the hands of the

(:ans of _hnon, worth $3,°55,365. The total Alaskan comxncrcial company, which lms estab-
value of the product of the Pacific sahnon fishery lishments in London where they arc plu(,k(.d and
was $3,389,934. This industry is of veryreccnt dyed. Connecticut has a seal fishery in the

_)rigin, having sprung into existence, for the most Antarctic ocean, employing 9 vc_els, and yield-
part, within the last decade.--The sardine indus- ing, in 1880, $111,851. Accurding to Mr. Petroff,
try of Maine is similar to the P._cific salmon the yield of sea-otter skins from Alaska, in 1880,
iu(lu._try, and of still more recent origin. Up to amounted to 6,000,worfll $600,000. In addition
1880, according to R. E. Earll, it was confined to to these, 75, valued at $3.750, were taken in Cali-
.Eastport, and though experiments were made in fornia. -- The oyster fishery of the United Slates
_lte preparation of herring as sardines as curly as is the largest single fishery in the world. It cm-
1866, the business did not pt'actically begin till ploys 52.805 persons, and yielded, in 1880,
1875, since which time it has grown with a re- _2,195,370 bushels, worth, Io the producer.

markable rapidity. In 1880 it furnished employ- $9,034,861. There is to be considered an cn-
ment to over 1,500 fishermen and factor), hands, lmncement of 13.047,922 bushels, in pus,lug from
in addition to 376 fishermen belonging to New producet_ to market. This euh.mcement, whi(-h
Brunswick. The capital dependent upon the amounts to $4,368,991, results either fl()m re-
industry during the same season, including l)lanting or from packing in tiu, attd inerca._:s
$80,000 belonging to the New Brunswick fisher- the value of the products to $13,438,852. This
men, was over $480,000, and the value of the flsheryemploys4,155 vessels, valued at$3,528,700,
products amounted to nearly $825,000.--The lob- and 11,930 boal_. Thc actual fishermen numl)er

ster canning industry isalso comparatively rccent. 38,249, the shorcsmen 14,556. About 80 per cem.
It is located chiefly in Maine and the British of the total yield is obtained from the waters of

provinces, and is carried on largely by means of Chesapeake bay. A speedy extermination of 1Ills
Portland capital. The value of thc Maine lobster most valuable mollusk will doubtless result unle_
fishery alone, as its products entered into con- some effective means of protection and artificial
sumptiou in 1880, was $412,076, $0.238,280 of culture are soon employed. (See Ingersoll's The

which was in canned lobsters. The products of Oyster Iltdust_71, recently published by the census.)
the 17 Canadian canneries, operated by capital -- The sponge fishery of the gulf of Mexicoyiehls
from the United States, are exported directly to sponges of tin excellent quality to the valuc of
Europe, to the amount, I.am informed by Mr. $200,780. This is located at Key West, Cedar

Earll, of about $'250,000 annually. This amount Key andkppalachicola --Thereare several special
does not appear upon our custom house records, fisheries of great interest carricd on from certain

but should be recognized as a by-product of the parts of New England. The winter halibut fish-

activity of the United States in the fishery indus- ery is peculiar to Gloucester. It. employs a fleet
try.-- The whale fishery has of late yearn greatly of 39 of the staunchest and swiftest schooner_, of
decreased in value, owing to the introduction of 80 to 100 tons, manncd by crews of men whose sea-
mineral oils and the greatdiminufion in the num- manship and daring can not be surpassed. The
bcr of whales, due to over-fishing. It is now fishery is extremely perilous, being prosecuted on
located, for the most part, in the _North Pacific thc outer banks in water from 1,200 to 1,800 feet
and the Arctic seas in the vicinity of Behring • This estimate is subject to revision.
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in depth. Voyages continue two to six weeks, by the following statement from 1875 to 1881 :
--The winter haddock fishery of Gloucester is al- 1875. $38,661; 1876, $99,012; 1877, 9118,634; 1878,

most equally perilous. In it are employed 77 of $252,999; 1879, $304,473; 1880, $363,799: 1881,
the best vessels engaged in summer in the cod 9403,629. Dried and smoked fish went chiefly to
and mackerel fisheries. --The Grand bank cod- the British West Indies ($20,656), French Guiana
fisheryis participated iu by vessels from numerous (9_4,757), French West Indies ($45,685), Dutch
New England ports. Formerly one of the most Guiana (943,169), Cuba ($138,369), and Hayli
important fisheries, its relative prominence is ($369,124). Pickled fish went in the main to tim
much less than it was :_ century or half a century Hawaiian islamls($16,747).San Domingo(918,513 }
ago. The codfishel T on Georges bank is carried the British West Indies (922,734), and Huyti
on chiefly from Gloucester, and, being a winter ($168,435). Fresh fishwent chiefly tn Quebecand
fishery, is both profitable and pcrilous. -- The Ontario(940,758), and to Cuba(S82,847). Miscel-

mackerel fishery employs 468 ve_els, and 5,043 hmeouscured fish.chieflythosehermeticallysealed
men. In 1880 its yield amounted to 343,808 in cans, went to Quebec and Ontario ($20,608),
barrels of salted mackerel and 28,796,855 pounds British West Indies (921,671); IIayti (926,952),
sold fresh and canned, the total number of pounds France(929 083), Cuba (97-)4,624), tIawaiian islands
caught being 131.939,255. This fishery is of ($57,641), Germany(S68,799), British possessions
special interest from its connection with the late in Australasia ($157,751), HongKong ($261,931),
fishery treaties with Great Britain. (_%_'eReport of and England ($1,496,365). The exportations of
Halif_av Fi.,/w_7/ ('omm/_sS,i,) -- The swordfish tlds class of goods to Europe increased from
fishery is carried on from New Bedford, New Lon- $184,783, in 1869, to $2.039,204, in 1878, and
(ion, and several _maller ports of southern New there is no reason why in another decade the

England. About !7 small vessels are employed quantity may not increa_ in almost equal degree.
in summer, and the yield of their harpoons, to- Sperm oil went almost entirely to Great Britain;
gether with that from the nmckerel yes, is, whale and fish oil to Great Britain and France;
amounts to about 1,000.000 pounds. Among the spermaceti to Germany and England; and whale-
minor fisheries are the pound-net or weir fishery bone to France, Germany and ]England. --In the

of southern New England; the nmllet fishc_ of same year imports were received to the value of
the south; the sea-ba_ fishery of New London, 92,412,803, distributed as follows:

Philadelphia and Charleston; the grouper fishery Shell fish. turtle_, etc ............................... $ 15 860
of the gulf of Mexico- devoted to the supply of Dried and smoked fish ............................ 480,8q8

(salmon, $4,_'/_; herring, $69,986.)
Cuban markets; the red.snapper fishery of Pen- Pickled fish .................................... 1,152,494
sacola; the abalone fishery of California; the (herring. $445.6_0; mackerel. $49-_9_; salmon,
clam, scallop, crab, terrapin and Irish moss fish- $18_,_9; other fish, $95,676.15.)Miscellaneous cured fish .......................... _.88.'i
erie.s, all of which might be discussed at consid- Sundries .......................................... 1,115.6a3
erable len_h. --The shad and herring fisheries of Oils ............................................... 2_.,5,444

our great rivers are of much importance to the Of this amount, 91,715,245.25 was imported,
commercial centres of the fish trade and to the free of duty, from Canada and Newfoundland.
extensive inland districts which they supply with in accordance with the pernicious provisions of
cheap food. It is not practicable to present full the existing fishery treaty.-- FmHERLES O_ BRrr-
statistics in this article. It may be stated, how- isH Norrrn A._tERICA. The fisheries of British

ever, that the river aud lake fisheries of the Mid- North Americ_ b exclusive of Newfoundland, in
dle and South Atlantic states are stated by Col. 1880, employed 46,218 men, 1,168 vessels, 24,30'k

McDonald to engage 13,017 persons: 78 vessels, boats and netting to the value of $1,770,275.
and 4,815 men ; and to yield 69,193,974 pounds of The total value of the product is placed by official
lish,worth $2,037,948. The river fisheries of New authority at 919._26,528--a value which is much
England and the Gulf states will easily increase over-estimated if the estimates of the valueof the
this amount to 92,500,000 --F_xporls az_lIrnport._, mackerel taken serve ,ts a criterion. In the so-

In the year ending June 30, 1880, the total exports (,ailed gulf division, including the flsherle_ of the
of fishery products from the United States St. Lawrence river, the north slmre of the gulf
amounted to 95,744,580, distributed as follows: of St. Lawrence, the Magdalen islands and the

Oysters .......................................... $ 54._.s_ i¢]and of Anticosti. there are employed 11,535
Dried and smoked fish ........................... 75'9,2"_1 fishermen and shorcsmen, 166 vessels, 5,888 boats
P_ckledfish ...................................... 284.293 and rials, and nets ar_t seines to the value of
Fresh fl-h ...................................... 1_4,9f12
Mtaeellaneou_euredfish .......................... "2,,°_6,444 $688,184. The tolal value of the product was
Sperm oil ....................................... _,o04 $2,357,220, of which $1,6°28,188 was in cod. In
Whale and other fish oil .......................... 349,109
_hrmseett ....................................... 45,018 the districts _lboveQuebec were employed 1,836

alelmne ....................................... _'_5,847 fishermen, and 1,15_ boats, tim product being ap-
lllaum_ (chiefly fish scrap) ....................... 588,777 praised at $92,966, all in fresh-water fish. In
-- The chief exports of oysters were to Germany the leased rivers of Quebec and New Brunswick

($22,709), Quebec, Ontario, Manitoba, etc., weretaken 1,717 salmon, weighing 23,20'2pounds,
(9114.321), and Great Britain ($?,66,403). The worth, perhaps. $28,000. Nova ]_eotia employed
exportation of oysters to Great Britain has in- 29,276 men, 731 vessels, 11,210 boats, and nets
creased remarkably within a few years, as is shown and weirs to the value of $661,000. The product
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was $6,291,061, of which $2.507,898 was in cod, [ shore fis) cry, in which about 12 per cent. of tile

$1,270,868 in mackerel, $612,321 in lobsters, I entire m de population of the country is directly$561,177 in herring, and $357,094 in haddock, engaged At least 30 or 40 per cent., probably a
New Brunswick employed 8,566 men, 220 vessels, ', still greater proportion of tlle population, are
4,219 boats, nets aml weirs, worth $262,371. The ;direet]? and indirectly dependent on the fisheries

product wa._ valued at $°,744A46, $710,149 being : for a :ivelihood. A_ will be evident from the
in lobsters, $621,543 in herring, aml $°97,887 in statislles prescnt(,d below, tile total yield of the
cod. Prince Edward island employed 992 men, Norwegian fisheries, when it i_ remembered that
19 vessels, 392 boats and nets, worth $3.496. the population of the country i_ only 1.800,000,
The product was $1,675,0_9, of which $710,210 i_ proportionally far greater than (bat for any
was in canned lobsters, $661.156 in mackerel, other country. The yield of the _orwe_ian fish-
and $112,180 in cod. British ('nlumbiaemployed cries, as based upon an estimate of Mr. Herrman
1,833 fishermen, 14 vessels, 426 boats and nets. Baars, from the average export statistics of the
worth $40,735, and produced $713,335, chiefly years 1868-79. is as follows:

in salmon ($434,000) and fur-seal skins ($163,000). I .... --
In addition to this, the Indian l)opulation con- Klxt) I ,_,,ant,t_ _ V,,lue
sumed fish to the value of $4.885.000. On-

tario, with its numerous lakes and rivers, ero- lterr ng ........... bbN 1_0,3.000 i $ 3,07_,000
ployed 2,130 men, 18 vessels, 865 boats, and Cod Ip_epareda,_f.tockfi_h)__ lb-i 44,121}(100 1,_16.0_0

Cod (prepared as klipfl_h) .... lt_ i 77.210.000 I 2.5"_0,0(i0

netting, to the value of $114,539. Ils product Ptckled lisla................. bbl_. I 80,_)0 I '2,88,000
was $444,491, $225,00:) in fishes of tile whitefi.ql Fish roes .................... bbl_, 40000 _ '2_0,000

family, ((:oregonid_e), and $104,430 in trout.-- It is Od"and blubber. ............ bbl_.N_ 100,000 ] "1,'21)0.000
' Lob_ter_ ...................... * 1,000,000 I 81,000

impo_ible to ascertain exactly the wdue of the Fr_.shnnli preserved fl_h; skila- _.1
fisheries of Newfoundland. In 1880 the exports of _-eal, walrus and polar near_ _ ............. ; 480,000

amounted to $7,131.095.40, more than two-thirds Fitch guano .................... lb._) ll,l_'_,01).J I "2A0,O00-I

of which was dried codfish. The local consump- Tel(it ...................... ' ............ : 9j1'20,000
tion prohably does not exceed $500,000.--Esti Estimate lot"loca consumption .............. $ _.580,000
mating upon this basis, the total value of the ..........

fisheries of British North America would be Grand _] ................... _ ........... ] $12.000,000
$_,857,623, and of North America as a whole,
$71,727,875. _ WEST It_DIr:s, A._D CrZNTnaL The_e estimates are somewhat below those for
A_"ERIC_. Throughout the West Indies are 1879 in certain kinds of products, the exports for
exeellent local fisheries, which are, however, that year in lobsters lwing placed at 1,019,404,
quite insufficient to supply the demands of the instead of 1,000,000; in ' kill)fish," 44,684,160
large Catholic population. To the political econ. kilos, instead of 35,000,000; in "stockfish, '"

omist this region is most interesting as affording 20,665,4°0 kilos, instead of 20,000,000; in fish
a market for exported fishery produce. In 1877 guano, 5,972,680 kilos, instead of 5,000,000: in
Canada alone sent to the British West Indies fish fish roes. 50,588 barrels, instead of 40,000. The

to the value of $1,527,000, and to the Spanish yield of herring in 1879, however, was less than
West Indies $899.000. Cuba also consumes the that given in the table of estimates: while in
entire product of the grouper fishery of the gulf 1881 and 1882 this has increased immensely,
of Mexico, carried on by ve._ls from Key West owing to the return of the herring schools so
and Pensacola, and large quantities of Florida long in great part absent from these (,o'_sts Iu

mullet. The Bahamas have important sponge addition to the above figures prepared by Mr
fisheries, lhecxport in 1877 amounting to $90,000, Baars for the Berlin fishery exhibition of 1880,
while tortoise shelJ, worth $15,000, was sent out we have a series of returns prepared by the cen-
lhe same year. The local industries of the va- tral bureau of statistics of Norway, wilich phwe
rious islands can not be discus_d in an article of the value of the fishery yiel(l much lower, and
this character. The pearl fishery of the Mexican which are probably not so nearly eo]re(._ A(.-

coast is 'estimated to yield yearly from $250,000 to cording to these figures, tile fisheries yicl(h,d pro-
S500,000.- SOUTH AME_t_CX. Chili had, in 1865, ducts valued as follows: 1869, $5.034.000, 1871).

1,912 persons employed in fishing. No statistics $5,620,320; 1871, $6,859.200, 1_72, $6,090,240,
of production are available. There are no fish- 1873, $6,724.080; 1874, $6,296,4(N): 1875, $6..ll5-

cries of commercial importance. The Argentine 040; 1876, $5,987.520; 1877, $7,919,0t0. 1_78.
republic has local fisheries of which no record $5,684,646; giving an average, for the ten ye:_rs,

can be obtained. Uruguay imported, in 1878, of $6,266,880.--As is indicated in th(, foregoing

1,296,000pounds of dried fish, besides preserved table, about 79 per cent. of the entire product, as
and pickled fish. Brazil consumes imported salt estimated by Mr. Baars, is exported. It is prob-
fish iu great quantities, but statistics can not be able that the estimate for home consumption is
obtained. Canada, in 1878, sent products worth much too small, nevertheless it is true that Nor.
$_5.000 to South America, clfiefly, no doubt, to way exports a large prol)ortion of it_ fishery
Brazil. Here is a fine opening for the products products, and performs an important fun(.tion in
of the United States, -- No_.wxY. The whole supplying the remainder of Europe wilh fish,
coast of this country is the seat of an extensive distributing at least 300,000,000 pounds of eat-

68 vet.. _.- 15
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able fish in marketable condition, the value of r in the following tables, derived from the official

which, when finally sold to tile consumer, may i statistics of Norway. The first table gives ex-
be estimated at full)- $20,000.000. The distribu- ports by cities whence exported; the second,
tion of file Nm'wegian fishery e,_ports is explained exports by countries whither exported:

EXPORTS OF THE MOST IM_)ORTANT FI!tHERY PRODUCTS OF NORWAY, 1879, BY CITIES.

, i , IJ IO,h rfBrl.ii...,I
salted lnl North- Comm.niHerring r^h.,_

Herring and .......CITIES I Elsh F_h [(Stockfish) I (Kllpflsh) holds of _ O11from which products{ Guaz3o. bbls. or ern Her

axe exported. I Kilo. Kilo Kilo ves._els

........ 215 ......... _......."...... 15,8557'_05
Vard5 ............. 649,800 ........ 1.523.720 28,870Hammerfest ........................ 2_374.9_0 ........... 26,127 [_.'."_ ......... i II,119
'Proms5 ............ 1,100 ........ 3,126.460 [ 63.100 3,731 [................ 3.80_ ................. 7,883

Vrontheim ........ I 35,700 9'2,630 70.400 I 253,310 12 /................ 10,fi_0 ]................. 2,061Christiausund ..... 1,884,400 16,380 361.590 ,'24.,'_5,tI0 ........ ! _,352 t 1,'2_0 5,fi_4 4,948

Molde ............. I 197600 .............. [ 640,530 .... _5.1 84 _ 7,_)0 [........ 718 631

73,_985,870

Bergen ............ i 19,400 45,590 [1,866,710810! 8,764,300100 1 20,440 [ 283.656 109,733
Hougesund ........ l.......... 178,760 _2,'2_0 l 68,291 410 ................
Skudesnfishavn .... [ .......... 12,3"70 8,680 / 1.4_10! ."/),4.T3 7 ........

Stavanger ......... , .......... 28,_'ff/0 .... "2j_)" ..... 1,_50 [ 7,384 58,369 _ 167,219 ........ 93
Egersund ......... [ .......... 336,300 .......... i........ 5 t........ 82 '230 ; 41,398 ................
Flekkef_ord ........ ] ......... 63,390 70 ......... :: ........................ 166 83,192 ........

Farsuno .................... 781._0 .::::::-::ll .... "_,_i_ ........ _i as,_ .... i_zl_andal ..................... 1.._O ...... _1.=:.::: ............... _. 6o,._ ................Christiausand ..... I.......... 4_'/_8,860 1,170 1.620 ........ 14.) _ 202570

Other Cities ....... i -,._,_ 47S,630 546,010 9,240 17 ,50 1,568[ 47,924[ 287,611 ........ j 6,008
' I i

EXPORTS OF TIIR MOST IMPORTANT FISHERY PRODUCTS OF NORWAY, 1879, BY COUNTRLES.

[ Flr-h I )I - ( /her {kl d m North-COU,NTRIES Fish Fresh Cod Cod. _o _. ] Fish_ uo, Comm n[ Herring Lobsters Oil

whlt, h.... p_rted. G..... F_sh {(Stockfish)[ (Klipflsh) ho_l_s_f c'_n_ _'- H.... g B &_idn_ Hoes.•._olsI I i "
Kilo [ Kilo. Kilo [ Kilo Barrels Barrels. Barrels Barrels No Barrels. Barrels

Sweden ............ 200 51,090 I 2,',_'_3.3_0 2,870 40 ]04 32,401126.935 [ "24,131 ........ 8.?,I
Denmark .......... 497,250 15_450 83,070 11,110 25 i........ 3.356 6180'2 173,b-'90 ........ 810
Russia inc].Finland .................... 1,415,21'h) .......... 84,882 . ....... 21,5,50 84,607 ................. 1.268
German BalticProv. I'20,0(D .......... I 46.480 I,(E.,0 1 ........ 2,136218,699 ]......... I........ 14,6o4
Hamburgan IA torts 4 ._Y37.'_JO 56 930 I 655,210 3 107,750 104 ........ 2,481 49,632 180 120 61 42,64_.]
Bremen and neigh- I ' I ' I [

boring Germaz_ '. .................. i.................... _........ _........ _........ _........ ]......... [........ _........

Ports............_ 4460_

Belgium ........... I .................... [ 1_'7.280 81"201 3361 ........ [........ I 31109,409 7 2.5_
Great Britain ...... I 816,.q00 2,.°_.360[ 36006O, 1,9_5,5_ I 678[ ........ [ 6 12.810] 53_054 I........ I 10.0"-)9
France ............. [ ....... : 7,750[ 100.300[ It2160[ 61 ........ I 251 10,'2_41 ......... [ 46,538 1 3_'rl
8pain .............. I 1 1001 .......... I 381,410 132.197'2q0 ........................ I................. 3,870 589
Portugal ................. ' "" :.......... I 5,400 5.270.350 ........................ 918 ......... 112 ........
Austrm and Italy.. I.......... i......... Ill,000 19[) 877,4_0 ................................................. 1,92q
North America .... l.................... 41,210 1 800 1........ I........ [................ I........ [........ I 50
Cuba .............. I.......... I.......... [ 25520 1,152,8701 ........ I........ J ................ J......... I........ I........
South Amerlea ................ ' ............................................. I........

Other Countries._.[ ....... :. :'-S-::ZZ?I-..SS---L :::-ZZ..VI .'--._:.1........ I................ I ........ [........ 8I i __

Total .......... : 5.972,6802.513,580120, "6.7gf,420_4,684.160 86,120 213 62,616567,_8 [I,019,404 50,588 ! 123.41_

_For statistical purposes the coasts of Norway the fourth. According to the estimates of tile
are divided into four districts, as follows: 1, the central bureau of statistics, the value of tbe Not"
coast of tlle Skagcrack, from the Swedish boun- wegian fishery product is divided among the foul"
dary to Cape Lindesnaes; 2, the coast of tile districts as follows : (1) 2.6 per cent., or about
North sea, from Cape Lindcsnaes to Cape Stadt; $750 to the mile; (2) 10.4 per cent., or about
3. the coast of the Norwegian sea, from Cape $1,989 to the mile; (3) 72.4 per cent., or about
Stadt to tbe islaBd of S6rSn Oat. 70 ° 40' N.); $4,488 to the mile ; (4) 14.6 per cent., or
and 4, the coast of the Polar sea from SSrSn to about $2,553 to the mile. The cod fisheries arc
the Russian boundary on the east. The total prosecuted almost exclusively in the third anti
length of the coast line. exclusive of islands, is fourth districts, four-fifths of all the cod being
1,926 miles, of which 229 lie in tbe first district, landed in the third, while the herring fisheries
R27 in the second, 1,022 in the third, and 348 in are for the most part in the second and third._
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"rim _'orwegian coast fisheries are officially cla._i- far the most extensive and profilable of the fi._h-
tied as follows---the figures following the name of cries of Sweden. In 1878, 577 persons, with 3,883
_ach fisbery are the percentages of the value of nets, were engaged in tile eel fisbery of Blekingcn
its yield to the average total value of the fisheries and Schonen; in 1875 the mackerel fishery of
of the country, for the years 1869-78: Bohusl_ln employed 313 vessels aml 1,°80 men, and

Per cent ill tim same year the winter fishery in tile Katlegat

1. The winter cod fishery .......................... 49 3 and vicinity was carried on by 179 decked boats,_: The sprin_ cod fishery in Finmark ............... 10.8

_I" The fat herring flsheJy ............................ 16 _o with a tonnage of 5,600, and crews of 1,509 m(,n.
Fishery for "brisling" and other small herring.. 1.4 The total product of the fisheries of Sweden, in
The spring ,and winter herri_agfi-hcry ............ 4.4Th_ great herring fisheries about Nordland and so far as it is possible to judge from tile scattered

Troms5 ....................................... 5.6 statistics which are _ccessible. does not exceed in
7. The summer fishery for poll(ink, cod, ]ingt etc .... 6 6
8. The mackerel fishery ............................ 3 1 value $1,500,000. Of this amount, $845,000 is

9 The lobster flshery ................................ 1.'2 the value of tile herring fishery, $73,000 of the10. The salmon and trout fisheries ................... 1.4

11. Thd oyster fishery ................................ --- salmon fishery, $40,000 of the eel fishery, and

Grouped in more comprehensive divisions: $28,000 of the lobster fishery, the remainder be-ing distributed among the general coast fisheries
"1,2. The winter and spring cod fishery .............. 60 1 for cod, flounders, lan(.c, etc., and the various
_3-6. The herring fisheries ........................... 27.6 fresh-water fisheries. The fi_-heries of Sweden
7-11. Tile other fisheries ............................ 12 3

are apparently about equivalent in value to those
:Norway has also certain fisheries in the entrance of Connecticut, though employing regularly at
to the Baltic and a small cod fishery along the least twice as many men, and in tbe herring sea-

._hores of Spitzbergen, The wah'us and seal fish- son a large additiomd force.-- DENMARK. The
,cry in the vicinity of Spitzbergen and Novaya fisheries of Dennmrk re._emblc those of Sweden,
Zemlya employed, in 1878, 51 vessels, of 1,881 in that they are carried on chiefly by a peasant
tons, and 306 persons, yielding products valued population, el_ga.,..,cd part of the year in other
:at about $40,000. The whale fishery in Varan- pursuits. The fishes taken are cod, haddock,
gel fiord resulted in the same year in the cap- whiting and ling, the halibut, sole and other
_ure of 130 whales, valued at about $70,000.- kinds of flatfish, mackerel, gat'fish, herring, dog-

" According to the census of 1875 there were in fish, skate, salmon and eels, besides seals, por-

:Norway 33,255 grown men who derived their poises, lobsters, shrimps, black mussels and
_ntire support from the fisheries, and 23,381 men oysters. The most important fishing places are
who, in addition to fishing during tile season, the Lim fiord, where the product in 1878-9 was
carry on other work part of the year. The total, wtlued at about $107.000, and 2,021 fishermen,

56,636, is about 10 per cent. of the total adult 569 being professhmal fishermen, were employed;
male population, 559,565. The estimated annual and Bornholm, where, ill 1874, 759 men, in 348

yield to men engaged in the several branches of boats, large and small, captured fish to the value of
the fisheries is as follows: winter cod fishery, $165.000. Tin; only general official estimate at
about $60; spring cod fishery, $45; fat herring present accessible is one for 1865, which puts tile
_sherv, $40 to $55; mackerel fishery, $60. value of tile product at $988,000, or slightly more

12,°.q.43boats were engaged in the winter cod fish- than that of Rhode Island. Rhode l_hmd, how-
cry in 1878, and this total re[_resents very nearly ever, employs only 2,300 fishermen, while Den-
the actual number of fishing boats in Norway, mark is estimated to lmve lt),000. Like Sweden,

They are for the most part open boats, with Denmark largely consumes imported fish. In
<'rews of four or five men, Thereare hardly any the year 1877, according to Arlhur Feddersen,
seagoing vessels in the Norwegian fisheries, the oyster export heing left out of account, the
though many of their clumsy "jaegten " are imports of fish of all sorts exceeded the exports
engaged in transporting fish from the fishing by 5,42,0,000 pounds--since, although the exports
grounds to the markets.- SWEDEN. The fish- of fresh fish exceeded imports of the same by

cries of Sweden are but small compared with about five and one-half million pounds, there
tho_ of Norway, and are for a considerable part were seven and one-half million pounds of pickled

ca]'ried on by men engaged in farming the major fish and four million pounds dried fish imported
portion of theyear. Sweden exports almost none in exce_ of those exported. In 1878 the entire
of its fishery products, but consumes much ira- exports of fish amounted to 6,722,460 pounds,
ported fish obtained chiefly from Norway. There and of oysters to 1,005,023 pounds. -- RUSSIA.
i_ no official estimate of the number of fishermen Russia has an important fishery on the Baltic

and fishing boats, but Dr, $idenbladh, a recent coast of Finland. The best statistics available

writer, in his work entitled "Le Royaume de are those quoted by Limleman, who states that
Suede," gives figures which indicate that at least fish constitute the greater portion of the food of

6,0_)0 boats and 24,000 men participate in the the inhahit'mts, and that the exports to Russia

herring fishery. Probably not more than 6,000 and Sweden in 1875 amounted 1o $457,000. The
to 8,000 of these are professional fishermen. It most important branch of the industry is the

is .,ale to assume that a very large proportion of strSmling or herring fishery, though the capture
the entire professional and non-professional fish- of sprats, salmon and.,_eals employs a considerable
crraen engage in the herring fishery, which is by number of men. The total yield of the Finnish
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fisheries can not fall below $700,000, and is about tance. The annual importation of edible fishery
equal to that of Michigan, Louisiana or Rhode products is valued at about $1,410,000, while the
Island. Russia has also fisheries of some extent export is only $77,000. In 1872, 17,195 person.,_
in tlle Polar sea, an account of which may be. were employed in the coast fisheries, of whon_
found in the Report of United States Fish Com- 6,969 wen, professional fishermen, 5,011 assistants.
mission, Part Ill.. pp. 3'5--96. Statistics for these and 5,915 occasional or semi-prnfessional fisher-

fisheries are not to be had. Numerous herring men. There were 732 fishing stations and 8,140
are taken in autumn and earl), winter, most of boats. The most important single fishery is that
which are packed in barrels and sere to Areh- carried on by the 11d_ng.fl_lu_rei Gesell_haft, of
angel. Salmon are caught abundantly at the Emden, which employed 11 "loggers" or fi_hing
mouths of the Petschora, Mesen, Dwina, Onega, boats of a peculiar model, and in 1879 captured
Warsuka and other river_, while a large cod and herring to the value of about $42,000. Other flslx-
halibut fishery ia carried on in the numerous bays eries in tile North sea are the shore-net fisberie.q.
of the Murmanian coast. An extensive scal- valued at about $16,000, the haddock fisher)" of
hunt continues from the beginning of February Norderney, which employs about 400 men in 7¢}
to the end of Mareh on tile cast coast of the open boats, and in 1872 yielded from 1,000,000
White sea and in neighboring regions, while to 1,200,000 pounds of lmddock, worth, perhaps,
the beluga or white whale, the walrus and the $30,000. The fisheries of Heligoland. employing
polar bear are objects of pursuit for men and 400fishermen and 32 "schaluppes" or open boat.%
vessels in summer. There is also a considerable yield annually some_0,000 haddock, worth about
seal and walrus hunt on the southern coaqt of $2,5,000, and the fisheries at the mouth of the Elb_

Novaya Zemlya. Russia h_ts control of tt_e ira- amount to perhaps $5,000 more. The Baltic fi_h-
portant fur-seal fishery of the Kurile islands and eries of Germany aJe chiefly for flounders, cod,
other localities on the Pacific coast of Asia. The herring and salmon. The most important stations
Alaska commercial company of San Francisco are EckernfSrde, in Schleswig-Holstein,and Trave-
and St. Petersburg leases the Commander islands, mtlnde. The value of the Baltic fisheries is prob-
whence, in 1880, 47,000 fur-seal skins were taken, ably less than $200,000. There is also a small

There are also important cod-fishing privileges in oyster fishery on tl_ Schleswig-Holstein coast, .
file Okhotsk sea, in which several California the value of which can not exceed $I0,000. It Is
vessels have participated until 1882, when by the to be regn'etted that the value of the German fish-

removal of the Russian custom house from Pe- eries has not been appraised by any recent author-
tropolovsk to Vladivostock riley have been prac- ity. An estimate based upon the mosL liberal in-
tic.ally debarred from this privilege Tile inland terpretation of the data now before me _-ould
fisheries of Russia are of great extent and im- put their entire worth at le_ than $350,000. in-

portance, and are discussed in an extensive and land fisheries beihg, of course, excepted. This is
finely illustrated folio work published by the slightly more than the worth of the fisheries of
government. Statistics are not to be had. The California, and much less than that of Connecti-
following estimate of the Russian fisheries was cut., New Jersey and Virginia.--HOLLAND. Ac-
derived from the Russian commissioner to the cording to statements furnished to Dr. Lindeman

Berlin fisher)" exhibition. The total proceeds of by Prof Buys, of Leyden, the herring fishery of
the fisheries, those of Siberm and of small fresh- Holland employs f27 seagoing vessels and "2_,_

water streams and ponds excepted, is estimated smaller craft, with crews in all numbering about
to amount to _2,059,000. About $2,950,000 2,700. The total product amounted, in 1878,

of this is distributed to the Caspian, $735,000 to to 150,000,t_0 herrings, valued at $1,164,240.
the Baltic, $735,000 to the White sea antl those Many vessels of the herring fleet are engaged in
portions of the Arctic sea which border the prov. winter in the capture of cod on the Dogger bank
ince of Archangel, $735,000 To the Black sea, and in the North sea. They fish with trawl lines,
about $3,685,000 to the great lakes and rivers, and a considerable portion of the catch is salted
The total imports amount to about 3,000,000 down in the holds of the vessels, as is done by
pounds, chiefly herring and canned fish, while the our own Grand bank cod schooners. The value

exports, consisting only of caviar and isinglass, of this fishery in 1878 was $892,876. There i_
amount to about $1,470,000. The value of seal also a coast fishery for the captuce of fish to
skins and oil taken by Russians amounts to about be sold fresh in the markets, shrimps, ancho-

$250,000 annual])'. --GsR_A_Y. The fisheries vies, etc. The consumption of fresh fish in two
of Germany are of small statistical importance, important centres, mentioned by Prof. Buys,
owing to the limited extent of seaeoa._l, and to amounts to $28'2,177; more audacious than he,

the fact that the product of river, lake and brook we venture to estimate the total local consump-

can not be easily estimated, and is necessarily for tion at _62,000. The export of fresh fish.
the most part ignored. The streams have been shrimps and anchovies amounts to 18,000,000
depleted by over-fishing, and strenuous efforts are pounds, which, if the statements of Buys are
being made by the D_ut_ehe_r Fi_h_ Ve_a, a correctly understood, is over and above the

powerful society, under governmental patronage, amount of local consumption. There is also _n
to restock them for the benefit of the inland pop- oyster fishery on natural beds along file eo_sts
ulation, to whom fish are of great dietetic impor- of 8eeland and the island ot Texal. This yiehi-
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ed, in 1876, 86,580,000 oysters; in 1877, 9,769,200; I 26,317 smaller boats in 1877.--The herring fishery
iu 1878, 7,193,200. The value of the product in ! is prosecuted in Scotland, England and Ireland,
the last year is placed at $198.757. In the same I That of Yarmouth, the most important in Eng-
.region are mussel beds; from which, in 1878, I_land, employed, in 1877, 493 first class vessels and
about 2,900,000 pounds of mussel_were obtained. _ 509 of a smaller size, and yielded 132,000 lasts
The total numher of vessels and fishermen in _ of fish, or249,480,000 individual herring. There
Holland is given by Prof. Buys as follows: Great i is a smaller herring fishery at Lowestoft. When

/ishery (herring and cod) 127 ves_ls, with 1,886 '. England has learned the art from the Maine fish-
men; coast fsheries (for herring, cod, etc.), 453 . ermen there will doubtless spring tip an extensive
vessels, 3,309 men; fisheries of tim Zuiderzee I sardine-canning industry, based upon the herring
(herring, anchovy, scholle), 1,P,,82 boats, 3,269 fishery. The herring fishery is by far the most
men; fisheries of Groningen anti Friesland, 183 important fishery of Scotland. In 1878, 905,768
:boats, 524 men; fisheries of Seeland, 472 boats, balTels, or perhaps 272,000,000 pounds, were salt-
1,026 men. Total, vesselsand boats, 2.517; men, ed, and the total catch may be estimated at fully
10,014. The value of the fisheries is not summed 350,000.000 pounds. Ireland cures few herrings,
alp, and as usual it is necessary for the writer of exporting its fish in fresh condition to England or
_his article to make a provisional total. It consuming them locally, and importing cured
seems probable that this shouhl not be less than herring from Scotland. In 1876, 227,990,000
$2,350,000. The exports of IIollandto Germany pounds were sent from Ireland to England, and

.amounted, in J878, to 8,874,090 smoked herrings the total product was doubtless much more than
_md 55,000 barrels of pickled herrings, 578,600 350,000,003. Tim aggregate product of the her-

pounds of dried ctnifish, 1,326,000 pounds of ring fisherit_ is probably not far from 800,000,000
fresh fish, about 792,000 pounds (in 1877) of to 900,000,000 pounds of fresh fish, The export of

_Luchovies, and 1,170,500oysters. To Belgium, in herring in 1876 amounted in value to $3,546,439.
tile same year, were sent 24,435,000 smoked her- --The cod tishelT of England is located in the
rings, 741,400 pounds of dried codfish, 10,276,(_0 :North sea, upon tile Dogger bank attd neighbor-
pounds of fresh fish, and an indefinite quantity ing shoals, tim principal port interested being
of pickled herring, anchovies and oysters. Eng- Grimsby. Few cod are salted, and the greater
land received, among other products, 1,294.000 portion of the catch is kept alive in well smacks,

p_mnds of shrimps and 2,859,200 oysters.--B_t.- and a reserve of living fish for market supply
t.xc._t. Belgium, though on account of the fish- kept in live-cars at Grimsby, tlarwich and else-
_.aliug proclivities of its population importing where. From 15,090 to 20,o00 cod are kept alive
f,reign fishery products in considerable quantity, at one time at tile former port in the height
had, in 1879, sea fisheries to the value of about of the cod season. The cod fishery thus consti-
$4_5,000, or nearly as important as tile commer- tutes a part of the great fresh-mar'ket fishery of
vial fisheries of tile state of :New York. About Great Britain, another most important branch of
•one-fifth of this amount is credited to the cod which is the trawl-net fishery for turbot, soles
fishery, in which were engaged 109 ve_els. The and other bottom-loving species. In 1879 there

_remainder of tile product results from the coast were from 1,700 to 1,800 trawling smacks working
/isheries, for turbot, herring, skate, cod, shrimp, on the coasts of England, (1,300 of them in the

.etc. Tim oyster fishery at Ostende yielded, in .North sea), with crews aggregatitag 9,000men and
1876, about 10,030 bushels, of which nearly half boys. In 1877, 505 of these hailed from Grimsby,

were sent to Germany. About $73,000 worth of while a still larger number came from the four
,oysters were exported from England in 1878, channelfishing portsof Brixham, Plymouth, Hull
.and about $15,000 worth of lobsters, of which and Ramsgate. In 1877. 88,752,000 pounds of
252,000 pounds came from France, and 210,000 fresh fish were sent from Grimsby by rail. The
from Norway._GR_.._v BRrrAIN AND IRELAND. catch of the other large fishing ports would prob-
In 1877 England had 3,425 fishing vessels of over ably bring the total tip to at least 400,000,000,
15 tons, with a tonnage of 137,768, and 9,869 small- worth, perhaps, $16,000,000. The export of cod
.er sail boats and fishing boats of the second and in 1877 was valued at $214,813.-- There is an
third classes. Scotland h:ld 2,940 first class, with important drift-net fishel T for mackerel on the

tonnage of 51,039, and 10,629 smaller; Ireland southern coast, and, according to Hohtsworth,
405, and the Isle of Man 254, first class vessels, many thousands of tons of mackerel are yearly

with ,5,819 and 134 respectively of smaller craft, sent by rail from Plymouth and Penzance to Low
In 1876 the number of men and boys in the Scotch don and elsewhere. This pl'oduet is included in
fisheries was estimated at 4,5,890, the value of the total given above for the fresh fish business.
I)oats and gear at $5,703,514, while the Irish fish- --Pilchards, too, are caught in drift nets and
_'vies had 23,698 fishermen (15,340 being occasion- seines in immense quantities, on the coast of
al fishermen). I can find no estimate of the num- Cornwall, and of late years these have been

bcr _)f men in the English fisheries, but it is to be packed in oil and sold as "sardines." the sardines
izfferred that the number can not be far from of the bay of Biscay being the same fish prepared

5(J.000. Tiffs estimate gives anaggreg'ate of fish- in the same manner. 9.477 hogsheads of pickled
_'l'm(m f,_r Great Britain and Ireland, of 120,000 pilchards were exported to Italy in 1877, and the
Jncn and boys; with 6,770 first class vessels and total value of the pilchard export in that year was
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$93,034.- Scotland, in addition to the "cod, headquartel_ of this fishery is at the French
]ing, hake. sarthe (pollock) and tusk (cusk)," local- islands of St. Pierre and Miquelon on the south
ly consumed in fresh condition, in 1877 produced coast of Newfoundland. In 1876 the yield of
18,720,000 pounds cured dry, and 861,900 cured this fishery was estimated at 35,200,000 pounds of
in pickle, representing, perhaps, in all, 58,000,000 codfish, worth about $1,750,000.* Another cod

fresh fish, and worth, perhaps, $1,160,000. --Ire- fisheryis upon the coasts of Iceland. The vessels

land has a fresh-market fishery of much impor- are smaller but more numerous, there having
tance, as may be judged from the fact that she been in 1877, 244, with 4,314 men. Part of these
sent to England, in 1876, 243,742,800 pounds of vessels hail from the northern ports of I)un-
fresh fish, valued at $2,441,601, including, in kerque and F(;camp; others from Granville and

addition to the herring already mentioned, La Rochelle. The value of the Iceland fishery
15,980,000 pounds of mackerel and 11,013,800 in 1876 was about $I,368,000. The coast fish-
pounds of cod.--The export of salmon from eries of France in 1876 were valued a_ about

Great Britain and Ireland amounted, in 1877, to $14,061,000, and employed over 68,_D0 persons.
$189,162. From 400,000 to 600,000 lobsters are The most important fishery is perhaps that for
annually imported from :Norway, and about sardines on the coast of Brittany. Timre is als(r
200,000 more from France. In addition, large an extensive shrimp fishery along the eastern ex.
quantities are obtained from the south coast, tent of the coast, a tunny or " horse-macke|-el"
while the value of the lobster fisheries of Scot- fishery both on the Mediterranean and the Arian-
land is estimated at $1,452;000.-- That the oyster tic, a mackerel fi_heryin the gulf of Gascony, an4
fishery is failing is clear from the fact that Xhc shad, salmon, lamprey, mullet and eel fisheries at

imports of oysters are yearly growing larger. In the mouths of the larger rivers. In France, oys-
1870, according to Lindeman, tile value of oysters ter culture is more successfully prose('uted than
sold in London was $19,360,000. This estimate in any other country. From Sept. 1, 1875. to
was doubtless based nn retail prices. Exports April 30, 1876, 237,000,000 of oysters were takett
in 1877 amounted to $121,227. -- In addition to from tile oyster parks Their value is included.
the fisheries already mentioned thereare extensive in the figures already quoted.-- SPAIN. The

industries in the collection of mussels, whilks, Spanish sea fisheries are much less productive
periwinkles, prawns,whitebait, and v:_rious minor than formerly. The marine department of Fer-
products of the sea. No English authority has rol yielded, in 1870, about 75,000,000 pounds of
been so rash as to estimate the total value (_f the sea fish, valued at about $1,281,000. The num-
fisheries of Great Britain and Ireland. I hope I ber of fishing vessels was estimated at 6,153, the
shall not be too severely criticized if I venture to numbe|' of men, 20,150. Tiw most extensive fish-
express my belief that their total wortI|, whalc eries were those of Vigo and Villaga Reia.--PoJt-
and seal fisheries excluded, and local consump- TUGA1,. From statements made by Prof. Boc_gc,

tion counted in, will not fall below $40,000,000. it appears that the most i|nportant fisheries of
--FRANCE. Lindeman qnoles the value of the Portugal are the sardine and lunny fisheries, and
fisheries of France in 1877 at $17,031,636, the that the total value of the sea fisheries is from

number of men employed being 81,230, and the three to four million dollars. The export of fish-
number of boats and vessels, 21,565. The fish- cry products, in 1_76, amount(,d to 19,000.600
eries of France, if this estimate be reliable, are pounds, worth $252,000, about 490,000 pounds of
fairly comparable to those located on the coast which, worth about $57.500, was prepared tunny,
of the United States between Long Ishmd and and 9,000,000 sardines, worth about $153,000.

Cape Florida--the middle and southern Atlantic Portugal iml)orted, in 1876, about 34,000,000 of
states, the product of that district being worth dried codfish, valued at $1,454,000. It these sta-
$18,269,506, the number of men employed exceed- tistics of production are reliable, the fisheries of
ir,g 55,000, of vessels, 4,000, and of boats, 26,000. Portugal arc fairly compar_tble in value witlt
Another comparison, which it is proper to make, those of the state of Maine. It is, however, more
is between the fisheries of France and those of than probable that a careful census of the fisheries
:New England, together with those of New Jersey, has never been taken, and that the fisheries of

The product of this group of six states amounts this country are far less important than the state-
to $17,446,982, employing 34,497 fishermen, 2,716 ment of Prof. Bocage would warrant us in belier-

vessels, and 18,852 boats. France engages in dis- ing.-- ITALY. In 1870 Italy had 80,848 fishermen,
tant sett fisheries to a greater extent than any and ]1,566 boats. As nearly as it is possible to
other European nation. Since the sixteenth cen- estimate from tbe partial statistics available, the
tury thcrc ha.q been an important French cod product is valued at about $1,216,000, and the

fishery on the banks of :Newfoundland, suppm't- fisheries are comparable in value to those of Del-
ed by a liberal bounty from the government, aware, or of Rhodc Ishtndand Pennsylvania corn-
which has always reg_trded this as its best school bined. The chief fisheries of Italy arc: sardines,
for mariners. The yearly expenditure for boun- tunnies, swordfish, precious coral and sponges.
ties amounts to $600,000 or $800,930. In 1877 There are extensive fisheries for eels and other

this fishery employed 179 vessels, from the ports * See article hy M. Ed,de Luze on "Les pe(.hes Marl-
of St. Malo, Granville, St. Brieuc, FScamp and times de Terre Neuve et d'Islande," in the Ba leliJ_ de la

Dieppe, with crews numbering 7,731 men. The So¢_ de Gdographte Commerciale de _ParD, Jm_(',187(J
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fresh-water fish in the great lagoons along the 3,525 tons, and yielded products worth about
_oast. The total exportation, in 1878, amounted to $200,000, -- EAST L_DIES. British India has im-
88,000 pounds, valued at $629,000, and the impor- portant local fisheries, and has an export trade of
tation to 97,000,000 pounds, valued at $4,147,000. some extent in fish oil anti shells. The pearl
-- AUSTRL_. The Austrian fisheries in tile Adri- mussel fishery of Ceylon produced, in 1877,
atic. from April 23 to October 22, 1878, yielded 6,849,720 pearl oysters, valued at 189,011 rupees.

$550,000. 2,796 boats were cmeloyed , and 10,973 There is also a valuahlc pearl oyster fishery in the
mere The most important fisheries are for the Persian gulf. The I)ulcli East Indies have m_-
sardetle, mackerel and anchovy. Many species mense local fi,heries. In 1872. 49.469 fisherme_
of crustaceans are prized, as well as various snails, were recorded in Jaw( and Madura alone. There
mussels and oysters. The coral fishery on the are cxtensive capluresof turtoisc shell thronghont
D_dmatian coast yields about $4,500. Thesponge the entire region. There is a eel T extensive amt
fishery, in 1874, employed about 200- men and profitable fisheryon the north coast of Java for the
100 boats, and its product was valued at $9,0(g). trepang or beche.dc-mcr, which is dried and ex-

--GREECE and TURKEe. The only commercial ported to China. The Philippines have also im
fishery of Greece and Turkey appeam to be that meuse local fishery interests. Themost important
for sponges. There are no satisfactory data avail- exports are trepangs, pcal'l shells and sharks' fins,
able for estimating its extent. Lindeman states sent to China. --J.,_PA_ has a fine salmon fishery,
that in 1876 two ports, Patras and Lyra, exported particularly in the north, and its markets are
sponges to the value of at least $110,000 -- abundantly supplicd with fresh and dried fish of
MALTA. According to Lindeman, Malta has 200 local production._ C_Irs._. has a large coast pop-

boats and 800 men employed in the fisheries, ulation of fishermeu. The immense inland pop-
Their product is locally consumed. -- AL6[EaS. i ulation cousume fishing products in greater quan-
Algiers, in 1877, had 4,330 fishermen, with 974 i tity than c'm be supplied by the home industry,
boats. The product was estimated to wcigh! though the cuttlefish fisher)" of Ningpo alone em

15.000,000 pounds, worth $512,'000. The prodnc- I ploys 1,200 boats The inll)ort._ ill 1578 amountcdtion of coral on the coast of Tunis and Algicm to at least $2,300,000. The pearl oyster fishcry
has been placed at $'500,000. The export of fish, / of the P'lk-hoi archil)elagoyiclded , in 1875, about

pickled or preserved in oil, from Algiers, in 1876, i $45,000.-- POLYSI_SIA. The islands elf the Pacific -

amounted to 11,638,000 pounds. The _ll'dine produccc,)nsidcrablcqmmtitiesof l)carN, trepang,
industry alone had, in 1877, 50 curing establish- and tortoise shell, tl_e value of which ('_m us(
ments, employing 386 men.-- Turin. The value well be estimated. -- GENEI_.AL (,,_ONSIDERATIONS.

of the fisheries is estimated at about $58,000, the Usual "estimate._ '" l)lac(, the vahw of the ti-hcries
principal exportable products being tunnies, of thcworhl at $120,000,000; bul my "'eslmaalc"
cuttlefish and mullet roes In addition to the would bc $225,000,000. upon the bast, of the la._t

regular fisheries there is coral fishing, and a fishery census of thc United Slates--The nation
sponge fishery which yields yearly from 2°,,0,000 most extensively interested in the fishcrics is the
to 295,000 pounds of sponges, valued at $110,000 United States, with a l)roduct (,f $44,870,252;
to $130,000. The yield of cuttlefish amounts to next, Great Britain, with $40.000,000 or n)orc;
about 130,000 pounds, worth, perhaps, $20,000. -- then Blitish North America, with $27,000.000;
TRIPOLI. Tripoli has about 40 boats, with 150 Russiawith$22,000,000: France with $17.0(t0,000;
fishermen, and the value of its product, as reported and Norway with $12,000,000.-- The number of

to Lindeman by the British consul, Mr. Drum active fishermen in North America may be esti.
mond Ha),, amounts to about $17,000, iu addition mated at 160,000; in Europe, at 520,000. It Is
to $150,000, the yield of the sponge fishery.- needless to draw lengthy deductions. In the
AUSTnAL_A. Queensland hasan "oyster fishery " United Slates thc yield to each mall is about $435,

at Morelin bay, yielding, in 1878, about $6,000, in Canada, $413; in Great Belt.fin, perhaps $330;
and in the same year exported pearl mussels and Holland, $240; Norway, $210; Denmark, Spain
trepangs to the value of about $340,000. Victoria and Portugal, perhaps $100; and in Italy and Ger-

exported, in 1876, products worth about $125,000, many very much less, the fisherie_ being carried

and imported almost an equal amount. The city on with no capital, and little reguh_rity. For
of Melbourne consumes yearly about $125,000 morecxten(led information upon the subjects dis-
worth of fresh fish. In 1879 flmre were estimated cussed in this article, _e Moritz Lindcman's /)/e

to be 898 fishermen, and 261 boats. New South Se.efi_cfiereie)_ iz_del_Jahren, 1869-78, in whole No.
Wales imports great quantilies of fish, chiefly 60of "PetermaJ_n's Mittheila_ge_"; lloldswor_tfs
from the United State_ : in 1876 the imports article, I,'_;_heries. in thc, Encgc_bq_edi_t Brita_ffca;
amounted to $800,000. The local fisheries are Bertram's Harvest e]" tlw Sea; the Reports of the
unimportant. SouthAustraliaoffcrsnostatistics. ]nternalbmale Fi,_cherei-Attsstell_ng, Berlin, 1880;

In the decade ending 1878, 50,000 bags ()f oysters and reports of U. S. F/sh Commi._,_b,_t, Parts I.-VI.
were taken at Coffin bay. West Auslralia has a An extended report on the fisheries of thc United
pearl fishery of some importance. T;_smania has States, prcpared by the Fish Commission and the
a small local fishery, and a whale fishery, valued Ccnsus Bureau. is now in prc._s. For a discussion
at about $t50,000. _N'ew Zealand also has a whale of Ihe political aspect of the fl._ho'ies, see T_.EA-

fishery, which employe(1, in 1877, 13 ships, of T_ES, FIsrlER_'. G. B_owN GOOD_.



_2 FITZPATRICK. FLAG.

FITZPATRICK, Benjamin, was born in either cut into thirteen pieces, each marked with
Greene county, Georgia, June 30, 1802, and the initial of a colony, and the legend Jo/_, or d/e,
died in Alabama, Nov. 21, 1869. He was admit- below, or complete and coiled, with the legend
ted to tile bar in Alabama in 1821, was governor Don't tread ot_ me ; another variety, later than
of his state 1841-5, and United States senator the former, had a grmmd of thirteen stripes,
184,'_-9 and 1853-61, and iu 1860 received and red and white, with the rattlesnake extended
declined tile democratic nomination for the vice- across the feld. A less common flag consisted
pl_esidency, of a white .ground on whiclz was depicted a

mailed hand grasping thirteen arrows. -- II.
FLAG, The(rNU. S. HIsTORY). I. COLONI._L. NATIONAL. Toward the end of 1775 the

_Nhile the colonies were a part of the British urgent need of a distinct national flag became
empire, their recognized staudard was naturally very evident. Tile stripes seem first to have
that of Great Britain, and, though minor modifl- been used by a Philadelphia light horse troop
cations were sometimes made, the retention of in 1774-5, but only as a "union." Their use
the "'union," with its two crosses of St. Andrew . as the ground of a flag, originally suggested by
and St. George, marked all of them as essentially tile recognized flags of the East India company
British. The "confederacy of 1643" (see N_.w or of Holland, had been familiarized by one
ENOLANDUNio.'_)hadadistinctiveflag, butnottill variety of the rattlcsmlke ensign; and congress
1686. It consisted of a large upright red crosson adopted it, in December, 1775, on the recommen-
a white ground, with the royal crown and cipher dation of a committee consisting of Franklin,
in the centre in gold. The sea flagwas red, with Lynch and Harrison. Tile "grand union" flag
a white "union," bearing an upright red cross, now consisted of thirteen stripes, as at present,
and in the upper left hand corner of the union but with the British "union " of two cross_, to
a green pine tree. But, all through the colonial mark eonlimled allegiance to theking. This flag
period, the real looseness of dependence on Great was first hoisted over tile American headquarters
Britain was marked by a growing disposition to at Cambridge, Ma_achusetts, Jan. 1 or 2, 1776.
the use of individual colonial flags. Uufortu- Paul Jones claims to have first raised it over his
nately there are but scant contempoml T refer- ship, tile Alfred, some days previously; but his

ences to them, but such as exist will be found flag seems to have been the stripe.uand rattlesnake.
collected, with illustrations, in Preble's histoiT, Preble, in his history, has given a copy of a
as cited among the authorities. It is certain that water-color drawing of the "grand union flag"
the Connecticut troops in 1775 had their own in July, 1776, found by Dr B. J. Lossing among
standard, with tile colony's motto, Qui tra_rstulit the papers of Gen. Philip Schuyler, which is lilt:
s-_st/net. The standard of New York was markt_i most satisfactory contemporary representation.
by a black beaver; but probably all had tile Brit- It is noteworthy, however, that when the naval
ish union in some form, since tile colonists at first committee of congress presented a national flag
claimed to be loyal stlbjects of the king, resisting to that body Feb. 8, 1776, they cho_ one of the
the usurpations of parliament and the ministry, rattlesnake variety.-- In June, 1776, when inde-
It is very doubtful whether there was any flag in pendence had become a recognized probability.
the American lines at Bunker Hill; certainly Washington and a committee of congress made
none was captm_d by tile British. One tradition informal [_rrangements for the substitution of a
is that there was a red flag, with the legend, Corse five-pointed star in tile union. It was not until
_f y_u riare; another that the legend was An Ap- June 14, 1777, that congress formally ordered the
peal to lteare_; and another that the flag was blue royal union to be displaced by thirteen stars, as
with a white union, containing the upright red at present, symbolical of "a new constellation."
cross and the pine tree.-- After tile breaking out The new flag was probably first used at the battlt-
of hostilities, congress made no effort to fix upon of tile Brandywine, Sept. 11, 1777; and its intro-
a national standard; indeed the growth and devel- duction in Leutze's picture is an auachronism._
ol)ment of a national standard was its natural as No change took place in the national flag until.
that of tile nation itself, At first captains of by tile act of Jan. 13, 1794, two new stripes, as
privateers and military commanders generally well as two new stars, were added for Vermont
followed their own fancy ill the adoption of a and Kentucky. No further change took place

flag, or u_d the state standard. Tile varying for twenty-four years, even after the admissions
results may be divided into two classes, "pine- of Ohio and Louisiana; and the war of 1812 was
tree flags" and "rattlesnake flags." the former fougllt under a flag of fifteen stripes and stars.
being rather of anew England nature, while the The impropriety of considering Kentucky and
latter had some approach to nationality. Tile Vermont a part of tile "old thirteen," and the
former was gener_llly white, with a green pine tree cumbrouzness of a flag with a new stripe for each

in the centre, and the legend An Appeal to tt_aren; new state, occasioned the passage of the act of
this was f_)rmally adopted by the Mas_lchusetts April 4, 1818, by which the stripes were to be
]egislature in April, 1776, but tile London news. limited to thirteen in future, in memory'of the
papers, three months befol'e that time, mention thirteen sh_tes which had first secured for the flag
the cap|ure _)f a similar flag on a privateer. The a place among national emblems, while the num-
rattlesnake flag was also white, with a rattlesnake, ber of stars should show tl_e number of states ia
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the Union on the 4th of July, the day on which known by the name of East and West Florida,"
changes were to be made. Unfortunately the and this vagueness of description gave rise to dis-
act neglected to fix the arrangement of the stars putes with Georgia and Alabama as to the bound-
in the union, which has been very capricious, ary line, which were not settled for some years.
sometimes in straight lines, sometimes in a star, -- The constitution was in the usual form. The

sometimes in concentric circles, and sometimes governor was to hold office for four years, and to
scattered at random.--The features of the national be ineligible for four years thereafter. The cap-
flag may he thus summarized- 1777-94, thirteen ital was to be Tallahassee. The legislature was
stripes and thirteen stars (generally in a circle); forbidden to emancipate slaves, or to prevent im-
1794-1818, fifteen stripes and fifteen stars (gencr- migrants into the state from bringing slaves with
ally in tbree straight linch); 1818--82, thirteen them. Under this constitution the state was ad-
stripesand from twentyto thirty-eight stars, (see mitred by act of March 3, 1845, Iowa being ad-
CONSTrTUTION, I.)--The revenue flag, by act of mitted by the same act. -- In politics, national
March 2, 1799, and the circular of the secretary and state, Florida was whig by a small majority
of the treasury, Aug. 1, consisted of sixteen per- until 1852, when the democrats elected the gov-

pendieular red and white stripes, with the arms ernor and congressman by a close vote, 4.628 to
of the United States in blue on a white field 4,336 for governor. The remnant of the whig
as a union. This was changed in 1871 by sub- minority in 1856 took the name of the American
stituting thirteen blue stars on a white ground party, but in 1858 this also disappeared, and but
as a union.--In addition to the national flag each one party, the democratic, existed in the state.
state has its own flag, which is hoisted on its pub- Jan. 10, 1861, a state convention passed an ordi-

]ic building, or carried into battle or on parade nance of secession by a vote of 62 to 7, and Feb. 4
by its volunteers, or militia, alongside of the the delegates from Florida took p_trt in the first
national standard. The,_e flags are to() numerous meeting of the congress of the confederate states.
for special mention.--III. CO_FEDERATE. Dur- After 1863 Florid:l was left to its own defense by
lug the war of the rebellion the confederate the confederate government; at the close of the
states' forces carried the so-called "stars and bars," rebellion it came early under control of the federal

a flag consisting of three red and white stripes, attthorities. July 13. 1865, President Johnson
the white in the middle, and a blue union with appninted a provisional governor, who called a

as many white stal_s as there were states in the state convention for Oct. 25. This body "an-
coufederacy. The more familiar battle flag was nulled" the ordinance of secession, Oct. '28, and
(if red, traversed from the cornersby a bluecross adopted a new constitution, Nov. 7, which de-
with white stars. Toward the end of the rebel- clared the abolition of slave)T "by the gov-

lion the three stripes were dropped for a flag half ernment of the United Stat(,s," limi_-d the right
red and lmlf white, the white nearest the staff; of suffrage and the right to sit on juries to white
_md some ineffectual efforts were made to further persons, and defined the stale boundaries as fol-

change it to a flag wholly or partially black. In- lows: "Beginning at the mouth of the river Per-
dividual states had also their own fla.gs.--See 8 dido; thence up the middle of that rivet' to the
Bancroft's Uui2edState_, 239; 3 Hildreth's L-rn/_ed boundary of Alabama, in latitude 31 ° north;

.S/ata_,177; 1 Jo_lrnalsof Uor_gress, 165(resolution thenced_leeasttotheChattalloocheeriver; thence
()f June 14, 1777); 1 Star. al Large (Bioren and down the middle of that river to the Flint river;
Duane's edit.), 678; 1 _at. at Large, 341, 699, and thence straight to the head of the St. Mary's riv-
3 : 4]5 (acts of Jan, 13, 1794, March 2, 1799, and er; thence down the middle of that river to the
April 4, 1818; Hamilton's tI/#to)y of t/_ Amcri- Atlantic ocean; thence _uthwardly to the gulf

ca)_ Fhvj(18,52); Preble's I/istoryoft/w A_rwr/caa of Florida and gulf of Mexico; thence north-
F/ag (187'2). ALE:C-C._D_:R JOH_;STON. wardly and westwardly, including all islands

within five leagues of the shore, to the begin-

FLORIDA, a state of the American Union, ning.'" The convention, by ordinance, repudi-
f_)rmed from the Florida purchase. (See A__- ated the state debt incurred during the rebellion.
r,]'.XATIONS, II.) East and West Florida were Ul_der this constitution an election for szate
iinited into the territory of Florida by act of officers and con,o'ressmen was held Nov. 29, a

March 30, 182'2. Several efforts were made by legislature was organized Dec. 18, anti Jan. 16,
the people of the territory to induce congress to 1866, the president relieved the provisional gov-

separate it again into East and West Florida, but ernor. The state remained under its own author-
without success. No enabling act was passed, tries until the I)as._age of the reconstruction act of
but a convention of delegates, Jan. 11, 1839. 5Iarch 2, 1867, when it became part of the third
"having and claiming the right of admission to military district commanded by Maj. Gen. Pope,

the Union," formed "a free and independent Col. Sprsgue having command of the sub-district
state, by the name of the state of Florida." No of Florida. Under this rd_me a state conven-

boundaries were assigned by the state constilu- lion adopted a constitution Feb. 2,5, 1868, which
Tion, or by the act of admission, both referring was ratified by popular vote, May 4-6, state of-
for particulars to the treaty of Feb. 22, 1819; but ricers l)eing chosen at the same time to hold until
that treaty merely described the ceded district Janual'y, 1873. As the new constitution con-
gas "the territories eaetward of the M_ississippi, formed in all respects to the act of congress (seo
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REC_ONSTRUCTION).and as the new legislature, in limiting land sales, and of argument and denial
June, 1868, ratified the 14th amendment, Florida by eastern senators. Southern senators were
was recognized as a state by act of June 25, 1868. strongly inclined to espouse the cause of the
From this time the state remained under republi- west, and some of them suggested that the pub-
can control until 1876, when the state govern- lic lands ought to be given away instead of sold.
ment became democratic. This election was Jan. 19, 1831, Robert Y. Hayne, of South Caro-
claimed "on the face of the returns" by both lina, assigned, as an additional reason for the
parties, and the truth will probably never be adoption of this policy, the necessity of prevent.
known. Outside of Baker county the returns ing the growth of a permanent government reve-
made both parties almost exactly equal. From nue and the "centralization" of the goverl_ment.
Baker county two returns were received, one be- The debate then took a new turn, centering upon,
ing 143 rep., 238 dem. (95 dem. maj.), and the Hayne and Daniel Webster, of Massachusetts.
other, in which some p,'ccincts were cast out, 130 IIayae is commonly supposed to have been sup-
rep., 89 dem.(41rep, maj.). The returning board plied with the substance of his brilliant argu-
finally took the latter, making 42 rep. maj. in the ments by Calhoun, who, as vice-president, could
state. (For the electoral vote of thesame year see takc no part in the debate; Webster's share has
ELECTORAL ('O.'_MISSION, I.) The state has since never been attributed to any one but himself.
been denmcratic; though the majority is small and Webster's first reply to Hayne, Jan. 20, claimed
isliable to be reversed by immigTation.-- Consider- the growth of the western states as the legitimate
able desire has always been shown in West Flor- fruit of the New England system of land sale
ida for annexation to Alabama, and in 1869 Ala- and surveying, there adopted, and of the ordi-
bama offered Florida $1,000,000 as the price of nance of 1787, drawn and introduced by Dane,
her consent to the proposed annexation. A pop- of Massaclmsetts, Jan. 21 and 25. Hayne re-
ular vote upon the question was ordered in West plied, and in his reply seized upon the circum-

Florida by the governor iu that year, and showed stance that Dane was a member of the Hartford
a majority in favor of such annexation, but no convention as a basis for a general attack upon
further steps were taken in tim nmtter. --The New England and upon the loose construction or
name of the state was first given to tile entire ter- "centralizing" theory of government. Jan. 26,
ritory by its discoverer, Ponce de Leon, in 1572, Webster delivered his second speech, known by
from the Spanish name of the day on which it eminence as The Reply to Hayne. In the second
was discovered, Pa,wua Fbn'ida, (Easter Sunday). part of this speech he stated fully his views upon
--GovEnNORS. Win. D. Moseley (1845-9), Thos. the nature of the government, and a]._o what hc
Brown (1849-53). Jas E. Broome (1853-7), _Iadi- understood to be Hayne's views. (See NULLIFI-
son S. Perry (1857-61_, John Milton (1861-5), ChitoN.) AS his statement of Hayne's views
Wm. Marvin {provisional) 186_. David S. Walk- amouz_ted to a mere right of revolution against
er (1866-8), Harrison Reed (1868-73), Ossian B. insufferable oppression, Hayne interrupted hin_

Hart (1873-7b, Marcellus B. Stearns (acting-gov- with the first public declaration by a responsible
ernor) 1876, George F. Drew (1877--81), Win. D. authority that the asserted right of "nullifica-
BIoxham (1881-,5).- See French's IIis;o_ol tion" of objectionable acts of congress by state
Memoirs of Louisiana aT_d Florida; Fairbaaks' 'mthority was not a mere "right of revolution,
History of Florida ; Adams' Florida ; Lanier's but a right of constitutional resistance." Web-
Florida; Poore's Fedzral a_l State Car, stit_ltion_; ster having thus obtained a foothold, proceeded,
Appleton's AT_lal Cycl_pwd/a, 1861-80; Tr/b_lzw with extraordinary eloquence and force, to the
Almanac, 1838---81. The act of March 8, 1845, ad- demolition of the new doctrine. This portion of

mitting Florida, is in 5 Star. at Large, 742. his reply, with his final answer on the following
ALEXANDER JOHNSTOIg. day to Hayne's reply, make up the strongest prc-

sen|ation of the "national" theory of the cou-
FOOT'S RESOLUTION (i_" U. S. HISTORY). stitution which had then been made. It is,

Dec. 29, 1829, in the senate, S. A. Foot, of Con- however, faulty, in modern view, in one point:
necticut, introduced a resolution instructing tile he defined the constitution as, "not a compact,
committee on public lands to inquire into the but an instrument resting on compact": and his
expediency of limiting the sales of the public great antagonist, Calhoun, in all his subsequent
lands, for a certaiu period, to those which had speeches struck persistently at this one vulnera-
already been offered for sale. This apparently ble point. The power of Webstc-r's speech was
innocent resolution was taken up, discussed at so striking that Calhoun was forced, in Decem-
irregnlar intervals, and gave rise to an intermit- ber, 1832, to take Hayne's place in the arena, and
tent debate, which lasted until May 21, 1830, and accepted the senatorship from South Carolina,

which, from lhe pre-eminent ability of tile debat- resigning the vice-presidency to do so. After
ers and the wide range of the discussion, is Jan. 27, tim other senators, who had stood aside,
usually known as "the great debate in the with the exception of Benton, of Missouri, for
senate." At first the debate consisted of allega- the battle between Hayne and Webster, resumed
tions by western senators that the policy of the the del_ate, which drifted off upon questions of
eastern states, Foot's resolution being an exam- slavery, the tarif, and the judiciary, until it died

pie, had always been to check western growth by away without action of any kind. Its real ira.

?
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portance lay in the speeches of Hayne and Web- essential oils, dyes, medicinal qualities, fibres and
ster. (See ORmNA_CE OF 1787, NULLIFmATION, fruits, but are generally too solid and heavy f_r
CONSTRUCTION. ) -- See 10 Benton's Debates of carpentry, although often prized for cabinet work.

Congress, 418; 1 Benton's Thirty Years' _Lew, As we pass into the ten,perate zones the decid-
180; 3 Webster's Work, s, 248, 270; 1 Calhoun's uous species become prevalent; the palms, which
Works/ 1 A. H. Stephens' War Between the Sta_, form characteristic trees in the tropics, dis-

347; 1 Von Holst's _"r_/ted S_a_,.s, 470. appeal', the broad-leaved perennials gradually
ALEXA.IgDER JOK_STON. dwindle out, but the coniferous evergreens, rela

tively few within the tropics, become commo_l,
FOBCE BILL. (See NULLIFICATION, RECON- and often the prevailing and almost exclusive kind

STRUCTZON,Ku-KLUx KLA._.) These various species become fewer in number

and smaller in sizeas we pass into the arctic zone,
I_ORESTR¥. Under this general term is in- where the poplars and the willows dwindle t(_.

cluded whatever relates to woodlands, their preser- shrubs, and finally disappear. In ascending front
vation, maintenance, cutting off and renewal. In sea level to great altitudes we may pass through all

the English legal sense, a forest is a tract of land, these ranges of climate in a few hours, until we.
whether wooded or not, that is held by the reach an elevation at which trees disappear
sovereign for the maintenance of game, and sub- altogether. This is called the timSer li_. It is
ject to peculiar laws differing from the common some 14,000 or 15,000 feet abnve sea level in the
law of England. A chase differs from a forest in tropics, about 11,800 in the Himalayas, 6.400 in

being capable of being held by a subject, and in the Alps, from 9,000 to 12,000 in the Rocky
being under the common and not the forest law. mountains, in Colorado, and becomes lower as we
As applied in the American sense, a forest is go north, till it comes down to the plains. There
synonymous with wood/and. Small woodlands is often a heavy forest growth a few hundred feet
are sometimes called groves, and their care and before reaching this line, when the trees begin to.
management is termed 8ylviculture. The term appear short, spread out wide, leaning with the
arboffcul4ure is applied to the cultivation of trees, prevailing winds, and fiually disappear entirely
whether singly, in avenues or groups, and is Above this it becomes bahl and barren to the-
sometimes, although improperly, restricted to summit, or to the perpetual snow. -- In compar-
fruit trees. We find that forests left to nature tug the forest growth of tile northern llemlsphere

are very unequally distributed, some regions be- we find a remarkable resemblance between the
tug densely wooded, while others are wholly des- native species on the eastern borders of Asia and
titute of trees. This distribution is influenced by North America. In some instan('es the forest
latitude, elevation above sea level, and especially trees of )Iantchooria, northern China and J'lpan.
by the amount of rainfall in a given locality; arc of the same species as those found in our

and the latter is largely determined by the prevail- northern stales; in others, they are of the same
ing winds, and by the character of the surface genera but of different s!#ccie._, and in tile _q'eat

over which they pass.-- As a general rule, ocean majority of cases they may be readily transferred.
winds are humid, and as they pass over the land from one continent to the other; presenting op-
they tend to become cool, and to deposit the ex- portunities for obtaining a great wtricty for orna-
tess of moisture as rain, or in winter as snow. mental planting, and 1)erhap._ for i)rofitable fm'est

This is especially true where they pass over moun- growth. On the other hand, the eastern and west-
tain ranges, where they must necessarily become crn borders of 1North America present a strong

cooled down to a low degree, and cause copious contrast in their foresLs; the former including a.
showers of rain. Afterpassingover and descend- great number of deciduous species, and tile latter
ing into the lowlands beyond, the air being dry chiefly the coniferous evergreens. Although the
can no longer produce showers, and the region latter in very many cases grow to immense size,
may be arid, on the leeward side, while it is they do not prosper in the Atlantic states, probably
heavily wooded on the opposite. We see such from the absence of distinctly wet and dry seasons,
contrasts along the Andes, in Peru, where there and because the wood ripens but imperfectly be-
is a belt of rainless and treeless country between fore winter. -- It has been found by experience in
these mountains and the Pacific, while eastward Europe that the supply of timber and wood in

the" trade winds bring heavy rains, that fall upon varimls forms, for meeting the innumerable uses of
dense forests. On our Pacific coast we find even civilized life, can only be maintained by cultiva-

stronger contrasts in the densely timbered region tion. In most Europesn countries upon the coati-
along the coast, which first receives the prevailing neat, large tracts of land belong to the government,
westerly winds from the Pacific, and the dry and not in continuous blocks, but in parcels more or
in some places utterly arid region to the eastward le_ interrupted by other tracts that belong to local

of the mountains. -- In rainy regions within the communities or municipalities, to public estab-
tropics we invariably find forests, very generally lishments, or to private owners. Over all of these
with perennial foliage, and dense and highly lands, excepting those belonging to individuals.
colored wood. In exogenous species the rings of the state extends its protection, and so far as these-
growth are indistinct and uncertain ; they often lands are covered with woodlands, it assumes the
afford choice products from their juices, gums, control. Over private property it never attempts
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to interfere, unless a public interes_ is endan- naval service. In fact, these gt_les have generally
gered. Tile owner is tLllowed to plant or to their equivalent rank in the army ; in many cases
`clear off his lands, as a general rule, whenever it military instruction is given in schools of forestry,
suitshis interests to do so. But where the forests at_d in case of war the forest officers may becalled

are needed for protection, as fo," examl)le, on a into active military service. Finally, lifter afixed
shore liable to drifting sands, or ou a mountain perio.1 of _tctive duties, these agents may retire on
liable to erosion from torrents, or on a frontier, a pension. -- Besides these schools uf forestry of a

he is restrained from a general cle'trmg, and must high grade there are ;t great number of schools nf
not use his limher excepting as allowed.-- F_r forest gu.lrds, and forest sclmols of lower grade

the ma_mgement of these interests, forest admin- and of very practical character, where the ele-
istratious have been established, _encrally in con- meats of forestl T are taughL with so much of
nection with the ministry of fimmces, or that in literary instructmu as is needed for these subordi

`charge of agricultural and industrial interests; natc duties. Occasionally [he, agents are assem-

_nd for the lraining of skilled agents fur the bled, at a leisure season, for the revision of their
service, scT_M,/soffore_stj T have been established, studies, and 1he examination of practicalsubjects.
In these, there is usually required a preparatory -- The principal schools of forestry in Europe are
.cour_ of study equivalent to that implied in as follows: In F_-anve, at Nancy; a school of
graduati_m fi'om a g)'mmtsium orreal-_hool, and fbrest guards at Barres; a course in sylviculture
the special _tud_es of the course extend through at three agricultural colleges, and a special course
two or three years. In._truction is generally ira- at the " In_titut Agra_wmique" ia Paris. In
pa_'ted by lectures, reviews, oral recitations, Denma k, at Copenlmgen t (in connection with
practical exercises and excursions under the agriculture). In Sweden, at Stockholm; and ele-

guidance of the professors. The studies include mental T forest schools at seven other places. In
mathematics, physics, meteorology, climatology, Finland, at Evois. In Rus*/a, at St. Petersburg,
natural sciences, (especially botany, zoology, at Lissiao, and with agriculture at Moscow; _
_geolo_o-y, and mineralogy), chemistry, drawing, andatNovaAlexandria _ inPoland. In Germany,
the practical use of instruments for surveying atEberswalde atldMfmden in Prussia; at Giessen 't
aml all kindsof measurements, the application of in Hesse; at Tharand in Saxony; at Aschaffen-
_dl of these studies to the wants of the forest burg and Munich in Bavaria; at Tt_bingen * in
agent, and so much of the common law and po- Wurtemburg ; at Eisnach in Saxe-Weimar; at

]itical economy, history and general literature as Carlsrube * in Baden. In .Austria, at Vienna, _
appears directly applicable to thc profession. The Eulenburg, Weisswasser, Lembcrg, Graz, _ Aggs-

formalities of legal prosecutions, of transactions bach, Sclmmnitz, a and other places. In ./'ta/_, at
with superior and subordinate officers, the con- Vallombrosa. In Switzerland, at Zurich. _ In
struction of roads, and of various mechanical ,¢_pa&, at Escorial. In Poriuga_, at Lisbon. * In

structures employed in the cutting, extraction, some of the above places, (those marked with
transportation and manufacture of forest prod- a star) forestry follns a part of some larger in-
ucts, form a particular class of these studies, stitution, such as a university or a polyteclmic

Besides these there are rules of management, school.--.,ks a general thing students not aspiring
methods of planting imd of restocking the land to the state service are allowed to attend these
with trees after clearing, and a wide range of schools, and may receive diplomas. In many
practical details to be learned, both theoretically cases state students receive aid, and in some they
in the class-room, and practically bylabors and are held to service for a certain period afler
in subordinate grades of supervision, before the graduating. No school of forestry has hitherto
candid:Lte is thought to be worthy of a separate been established in Great Britain, but those seek-
-charge.- As hunting is deemed in Europe an ing forest service in India and Australia obtain
-object of especial in,rest, in connection with their professional training inFrance or Germany.
forestry, it is taught as a science and an ar_ in It will undoubtedly be found to the interest of our
schools of forestry. Of late years fish culture agricultural colleges and our universities to pro-
has also been introduced as a subject of practical vide means for instruction in the practical duties
instruction in the Pru._sian schools. The terms of forestry in the United States, although from

"Jbrst und jagd," are constantly associated in the tenure of our lands in private owners, we can
German literature, and "eau._ e_ fore_t_ '' in not offer certain appointments ia any way oom-
France; indicatin.g the conncctioabctween forests parable with those in European countries The

and hunting in the former, and the supervision of instruction should chiefly relate to the details of

inland waters by the forest administration in the planting and management, and a knowledge of
latter country at a former period. The term is the conditions best calculated to secure success.

still in common u_, although no longer applica- It would include mathematics, as applied in
ble.-- After passing examinations, and a certain surveys, measurements and various calculations;
probationary term of service, the graduate of a chemistry, both organic and inorganic, especially

school of forest_ T may be appointed in charge as applied to soils; geology and mineralogy, the
of a reeler or district, in one of the lower grades natural sciences, physics, meteorology; in short,
• *f the service, and may rise by successive promo- whatever enables the careful observer to antiei-
_ions, somewhat like those of the military and pate success from a knowledge of requirements,
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or to avoid failures by knowing their causes. As for example, in places where it would be unsafe
an essential means of instruction, schools of to clear off all the timber at once, on account
forestry, besides the apparatus for scientific illus- of loose drifting sand or steep declivities that
tration, must have collections of tools and ira- might suffer from erosion of torrents. If done
plements, models of machines and structures, at stated periods it is also tlle best practice in
cabinets of woods for showing their structure, spruce and cedar woodlands, wht, re trees below

qualities and uses, geological, mineralogical and a certain size are h.ft for future cutting.-- 2. Cop-
botanical series, and especially gardens and plan- pice growth. By this method, all the trees worth
tations, including labeled specimens of living cutting are taken off at once, and a new growth
trees, of as many species as the soil and climate springs up from the stumps and roots. It is
will allow. As a first requisite in tree planting allowed to grow to the period fixed for cutting,
we should understand the capacity of soils and which depends upon the kind of tree, the good-
the requirements of different trees with respect ness of soil, the climate, and the uses to which
to -them. But as the roots of trees penetrate the wood is to be applied. It can be used only ia
mu_ch deeper than those of agricultural crops, deciduous woodlands, for the conifers do not
the nature of the subsoil is often an important generally thus reproduce, and is especially useful
matter; and as both of these are principally in the management of woodlands kept for sup-
derived from the disintegration of rocks, tile plying charcoal to furnaces. Although trees in

study of geology finds a direct practical applies- such cases will generally grow if let alone, there
tion. It is not unusual to find certain rocky are certain measures that should receive attention

strata distinguished by some particular kind of in order to secure the greatest yield. They must
forest growth.' The chestnut, for example, can be carefully guarded against fires, and fenced
not be made to thrive on a calcareous soil, but against cattle, and especially a_tinst sheep, at all
prefers the silicious, and especially that from times. Their injury from browsing, and breaking
decomposed granite. The pines prefer a sandy down of young sprouts, will do a great deal mm,e
soil, if the subsoil is suitable; and the oaks gener- harm titan tile profit that could he realized from
ally require a moderately compact and strong pasturage. The trees should be cut as close to
clay soil. Neither a purely silicious, calcareous the ground as possible, a,,d always it, winter, trr
or aluminous soil is entirely suitable for trees, but before the sap starts iu spring. Care nmst be taken

a mixture, and especially a portion of vegetable not to injure the bark on the stump, as the
mould is generally preferred.--It is a peculiar sprouts come out along the line of jun(.tinn
advantage in forest tree growth thatit may often between the bark and wood, and the stump_
be secured very successfully upon broken and should be rounded off with an adze, so that the

rocky surfaces altogether too rough for cultiva- rain will not settle upon them. The sprouts may
lion, as the roots insinuate themselves into crev- sometimes be bent down and partly buried, a
ices, wherever there is soil and moisture, and act notch being cut where they are covered, and thus
_Ls1)owerful agents in promoting the decomposi- a tree with an independent root may be started,
lion of rocks, and their conversion into soil. and when rooted, these sprouts may be cut al)art
Although the presence of moisture in the soil is from the native tree. Coppices should some-
generally necessary to vegetation, its excess is times be thinned out, where the growth is too

injurious; hence drainage becomes necessary for deuse, and may be ('ut off at intervals of from
successful planting. The roots of plants absorb ten to forty years. The kinds of trees that grow"
moisture from the soil, and give it out by evapo- best in coppices are the oaks, chestnut, l)Ol)]at.x,
ration fi'om the leaves. By this means the plant- cottonwoods, locust, ailanthus, willows, catalpa,
ing of certain trees, such as poplars and willows, soft maples, linden, chris, ash, birch, hickory,
on the borders of swamps, has the effect of dr3,- alder, etc. The beech, hard maple and some
ing them. Trees are also found to intercept or others do not grow successfully in this manner,
absorb malarious emanations from marslies, and and, as a general rule, tile reproduction is more
hence their cultivation may become an act of successful in a deep rich soil, with a moderate
public utility, as a sanitary measm_e, for the pro- degree of moisture, and in a humid climate. It
teetion of cities and towns against insalubrious becomes more uncertain as thesoil become._ hard.
exposures.-- There are several different modes of and the climate dry. In cutting off a cnppi(.e

management of woodlands, each of which has its growth, it is a profitable practice to reserve some
advantages in certain localities. 1. Selection; or of the more thrifty of the young trees, to grow on

the taking of trees here and there, leaving the to a sccoml or even third or fourth period of (:tit.
younger to take the place of those removed. This ting, when tlmy will have acquired much greater
is the common practice in reserved wood-lots, value for timber than they would be worth for
and is generally a wasteful and ruinous one, firewood. This is especially the case with the

because in such forests the trees t_re of all ages oak, ash, hickory, black walnut aml other kinds
and sizes, the amount of timber is less than valuable for manufactures. Such trees, when left

by mine other methods, and vacant places are exposed to the air and light, are apt to become

very apt to form, that tend continually to become covered with branches along the sides, that would
larger. Still in some places it is the best and become large, to the injury of the timber if left.
indeed the only one that can be practiced, as, They should be cut off late in summer or early in
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_utumn, at which season they will not be likely crowded forest few seeds will grow on the trees.
to sprout again. For hoop poles, the cuttings As the period for cutting approaches, a part of
may be made once in five or six years; for fenc- tile trees are taken out, leaving fifteen or twenty
ing, the trees may be suitable in ten or twelve to an acre, more or less, about equally distribut-
years; for posts, in fifteen or twenty years; and ed over tile surface, and of the kinds desired for
for railroad ties, in from twenty to thirty years, the new growth. These, now freely exposed to
Where oak is raised for supplying bark for tan- the air and light, will probably tile next year bear
ning purposes and for dyeing, it is usually cut an abundance of fruit, which, falling upon the
off when from twenty to twenty-five years old. litter, and covered by tlle leaves of the same sea-
As this cutting must be done when the bark will son, will soon spring up, covering the whole sur-
peel, it is delayed till vegetation has started in tile face with a carpet of young trees. These require
spring and early summer, somewhat to the pre- some shading, and would all perish in an open
judice of the future growth, which becomes field. This shade they get from the parent trees,
feebler as the season advances, and is lost alto- and with the sun shining on them a part of the
gether when the wood has ceased to form for the time, and a part of tile time shaded off, they grow
season, and the buds for the next year are set.-- rapidly in the soil that has been forming for a long
3. Full forest growth. By this form of cultiva- period from tile annual fall of leaves. As the
tion the forest is started by planting or sowing, young trees get larger, they need more air and
and so dense that it wilt shade the ground while light, and a part of the old treesare taken out, and
still young, and until which time it may be eulti- finally the remainder, leaving a new forest fully
rated, sometimes with some farm crop, partly to started, togrowon perhaps for one or two hundred
keep the ground mellow, and partly to kill the years.--The profits of planting in this manner
grass and weeds. As the trees become toodense, are very large, but the long period required for re-
so that their branches interlock, they should be turns renders it not very inviting for investment.
thinned out; and this thinning process should Most proprietors can not afford to wait so long fo_
be continued from time to time, usually at inter- their money, and hence it is generally employed
vals of five or six years, but mole seldom as the by governments, to secure the heavy timber need-
trees become large, until forty or fifty years old. ed for their navies and other uses. In such a
In countries where timber is valuable, lhe profit forest, after a few years, cattle may be pastured
from these thinnings will more than pay the without injury, and in beech and oak woodlands
whole cost of cultivation. The first will furnish they become vahlable for the fattening of swine.

tloop poles, vine props and stakes; the next, poles; The privilege of pasturage and feeding is some-
and the later ones. slnall tilnbcr for a great variety times sold at auction, and in others it is a right
of uses. In all of them the top wood is cut into enjoyed by communes and villages. Whenever
firewood, and the twigs are bound into faggots allowed, the herds of cattle or swine are generally
and sold for oven-wood. In such a forest, prop- in care of keepers--not their owners, but persons
erly managed, the trees being a little crowded appointed for the purpose, who have no motive

grow tall and straight, they are all of about the for preference, and who will allow all the animals
same size and age, and undcr the best manage- in their care an equal chance. It is sometimes
ment they will yield at full maturity from three claimed as a right, to gather litter from wood-
to five times as much in volume and in value as lands, for fertilizing lands, or for bedding cattle
_rees growing naturally and without care inour in stables. The practice is always bad, and

forests.-- As trees gain in size they become rela- should be prevented where possible. It tends to
tively more valuable per cubic foot, because the impoverish the soil, and eventually to check the
wood is harder, stronger, and adapted to more growth of the trees. This method of cultivation
uses than small wood. In all trees the wood is is the only one applicable to coniferous trees, as
of greatest worth at full maturity, and although they can be grown only from seed. As they re-
they may still keep alive and continue to form quire particular care when young, they should
new wood on the outside many years after they always be started in seed-beds, and be trans-
have begun to decline, they are apt to become planted in nursery rows three or four years be-
_hollow and unsound within, and may finally be fore being finally set where the trees are to grow.

almost good for nothing before they fall of old In extensive operations, nurseries should always
age. It is best, therefore, to cut them when fully be established as near as may be to the intended

ripe, and before any part has decayed. The for- plantations. For small planting it is advisable
e.-ter has not performed his whole duty in bring- to purchase the young plants from nurserymen,
_ing tim woodland to maturity; it is not finished who can generally sell them cheaper than an un-
until this timber has been cut off, and a new crop skilled planter could grow them. When wild
has been started in its place. In this, modern coniferous trees are used, they should be taken

forestry has achieved great success, at almost up in a damp time in the spring, the roots dipped
nominal cost, by so managing the cuttings that in a puddle of rich soil, and they should be placed
nature does this work of restoration of itself, in boxes, not too closely packed nor covered so as
In a dense forest the surface of the earth is deeply to exclude the air, and they should be set in nut
shaded, and nothing will grow on the ground, series and cultivated two or three years before
The few seeds that sprout _oon perish, and in a final planting. In deciding between sowing and
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planting, we must "be governed by circumstances, preferable to planting in spring, but in this no
In the case of oak, and the nut trees generally, rule of general application can be laid down.
as also in "that of pines on a very light sandy In doubtful cases aml untried conditions no ex-

soil, the young roots strike deep, and can not be tensive operations should be undertaken without
extracted without great injury. They should first experimenting, not only as to the season

therefore generally be planted or sown where and manner of planting, but also with respect to
they are to grow. There is an advantage from the kinds most likelyto succeed in agiven locality.
planting in rows, because they can then be culti- --In planting tree seeds, whether in the large
vated while young. If there is a little uncer- way, where they are to remain, or in seed beds,
tainty as to what trees are best suited to the the soil should be thoroughly mellowed, by plow-
situation, they may lie plantedalternately, of dif- ing and harrowing; and if in new prairie land, it
ferent kinds, as in Scotland the Pinus sylvestr_ is idle to expect success unless the sod be filet
(Scotch pine) and the larch. At the period of thoroughly broken and rotted, and afterward the

thinning, one or the other may then be removed, ground plowed as deeply as may be before planl.
leaving all the trees of ooc kind, as found most ing. It isgenerally advi._lblelo cultivate the land
promising, or some of each may be left as thought with some field crop a year or two after bieaking
best. .'ks a general rule, a mixture of species The breaking can only lie done early in smnmer,
produces more quantity h_nd greater value than when the vegetation is most active. The grolmd
_Lllof one kind. -- As to the density of growth, becomes too hard, later in the se'lson, and the

much depends upon the soil, slope, aspect, elcva- sod will not decompose. Forearly springt)lahhti_lg
lion, climate and other causes. It may be more the ground may be plowed the fall previous --
dense on a hillside than on a plain, and at greater In prairie planting it will generally the best to
elevations than at those of less height. In planting plant the seeds at equal intervals in rows, so as to
trees ou a hillside, the rows should run horizon- admit of after cultivation by horse power. T_)
tall)', at the same elcwttion, following the contour secure accuracy in this, the ground, after plow-
()f surface, without regard to allignment in any ing and harrowing, may be marked off into rows
4)ther direction. The reason of this is, that the It is absolutely necessary in the more arid eli-
soil is not so liable to wash when worked in this mate westward from the Missouri river, and a

manner. On very steep slopes it is injudicious good rule almost anywhere, to plant rather

_o disturb the soil more than can possibly he closely together, so that the trees will shade the
avoided, and upon a northern slope it is some- ground early, and afterward to thih_ out t_s they
limes best to sow seeds upon the snow. They become dense. This torces tim trees to run up
would be more likely to perish, if sown on a straight, and secures a fine body to the trunk.
southerly slope; in fact, trees are in such places Almost all trees, when planted with a free expo--
much more difficult to start than in any other, ure on all sides, tend to grow low and wide
and, under equal conditions otherwise, a southern The distance most frequently adopted is four
exposure is more often treeless and arid than one feet between rows anti two or three feet al);_rt

fronting to the nortli.--In collecting seeds of trees between rows.-- On level ground the trees sl:ouhl
for planting, it should he remembered that they generally be planted in rows running east and
are liable to heat and mould if placed in heaps west, because they sooner shade the gr,,und
,,_hile still fresh. They should therefore be in this direction. Upon hillsides they should
spread evenly, and stirred from time to time until be in horizontal lines, for reasons already men-
somewhat dry. Those that are thin and chaffy, tioned. Seeds may be planted and cultivated the

hke the birch, may be kept in papem or sacks till first year like corn. The ground must be kept
the next spring. Those with a hard shell, like mellow, aud it is a good practice to run a cultiva-
the locust, acacias, coffee-tree, etc., should be tor between the rows from time to time, in the
scalded slightly and soaked in warm water until early part of summer, whether there are weeds
they swell, and then should be immediately or not, and this practice is especially useful in a
planted. Those that ripen ]ate inspring, oh'early dry season.--In some trees, such _s the oak,
in summer, should be planted at once. The wil- when set from nurseries, the stem becomes hard,
lows, poplars, cottonwoods, elms and soft maples and the growth slow and imperfect. :It is some-

are of this kind. The hard shelled nuts may be times best _.ftcr the first year, when the roots

planted in the fall of the same year in which they have become well started, to cut down this stem
weregrown, or early the next spring. They may close to the ground. A new and strong one will
be kept over winter by spreading on the ground in then spring up, and very prol)ably outgrow, in a
a dry place, covered loosely with straw and boards, year or two, those that have 1Jot bccn cut back.
bill exposed to the weather, or they may be placed A fire running through a young plantation will

m alternate layers with sand in boxes or barrels, sometimes apparently ruin it altogether, by kill-
and thus left in the open air till spring. :It may ing all the young trees. The roots will however
be sahd of nearly all forest-tree seeds, that they be often found full of life, and by cutting off the
lose their vitality in a relatively short time, as dead stem, others will spring up from them. In
compared with the grains. Sonic can scarcely such cases only one should generally be alh)wed
bc kept over winter, and must be planted at once. to grow. Such an accident in a phmtation of
Indeed in some soils and climates, fall planting is coniferous woods would be fatal, _ince they never
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sprout from the root, nor can they survive the for sheltering them from the sun and tile drying
loss of their leaves. In some regions where winds, until they get welt started and able to
from annual fires tile trees have been killed off, protect them_lves. Among the kinds worth
and at the time of first settlement the surface cultivating for profit in these regions may be
shows nothing but herb_lge, the ground is found mentioned the black walnut, ash, oaks, locust,

full of the roots of trees, which overs"where mulberry, western catalpa, honey locust, allan-
spring up when these fir_ are p,'cvented. These thus, osage orange, box elder, hackberry, elms,
"grub prairies" become, with no other care than soft maple, and native red cedar. As a general
a little protection, g,'oves of trees that in twenty rule the conifers do not succeed, and it ha_
years or more afford an abundance of fucl, and been found impossible to raise the beech, chest-

wood for various other uses. In the southwest- nut or sugar maple, except in particular local-
era states these roots continue to grow as the ities, and by a combination of circum.ctanees that

opportunity of foliage permits, until they become is rare.--The osage orange is used as a hedge
of large size, affording much material for fire- plant about as far north as Chicago, but along its
wood, and even for charcoal, in places where northern limit it becomes liable to winter-kill.
there was apparently no timber.--Bcsides rear- Further north the white willow forms an excel-

ing forest trees from seeds, they may be in some lent hedge when closely planted. Both this wil-
cases propagated with great success from cut- low and the cottonwood_ grow wilh great rapidi
tings taken from the young wood, or from the ty, and at the age of eight or ten years they may
roots, and placed in ground previously well pre- have a diameter of as many inches at two feet
pared as already described for phmting. This from the ground. When cut in summer and
may be done to great advantage with the wil- peeled they dry very easily, and furnish poles for
lows, the poplars and the cottonwoods; and with fencing and other uses that will last many years
some of these that do not readily produce fertile when not in contact with the ground. At twen-
seeds, it is the only means by which they can be ty or thirty years the cottonwood may be sawn
made to grow. It is generally best to cut these into boards suitable for inside joiner3-, and planks
sprouts late in the fall, or during the winter, but for bridges and other uses. -- In a prairie region
never while they are in leaf. They may be kept trees become of great utility to agriculture, when
till wanted for use, by burying them in trenches, planted in belts, from four to ten rods or more in
where they are not exposed to standing water, or width. They protect grain and fruits from dry-
to frost, or by keeping them in cellars, tied in ing winds, and tend to mitigate the severity of
bundles, and with the ends covered with damp drouth. In winter they afford shelter from the
,sand or moss. They should not be exposed to fierce north winds that have at times proved so
the dry air more than is absolutely necessary, destructive to propertyand to human life. There
and when cut. the incision should be made can be no doubt but that if a fifth or a fourth

obliquely across the lower end, without loosening part of the prairies were covered with such belts
tim bark. When kept in a damp place, a callus of timber, the amount of grain that could be
will form along the edge of the wood under the raised upon the remainder would lie as much as
bark, and from this the roots will spring. For would be realized from the whole, without them.
willows these cuttings may be one or two inches As the puhlic land surveys are run with the car-
thick and two feet hmg. They are usually much dmal points, these necessarily become the direc-
lt_ when taken from the poplars, being ten to tion of farm hnes, and very naturally of timber
twelve inches hmg, and from the last year's belts. They perhaps afford the greatest protec-
growth. They should be pressed obhquely into tion when planted in east and west lines, but it
the ground, with the ends to the north, as being would be still better to have them around every

in this position less liable to dry up at the end, prairie faith, and at intervals of a quarter of a
and more exposed to the sun. They should not mile or so throughout the prairie country. If
project much above the ground. Although cut- neighbors could agree to each plant on two sides
tings are usually set early in spring, in ground of their farms, these belts would afford shelte," to
prepared the fall before, they may sometimes be both, and the wholewould be mutually benefited.
_t in autumn, or, if the weather permits, in win- The fimt benefit from shelter belts would be, pre-

ter. They will need cultivating and thinning, as tection against hot and dry snmmer winds so
already described for planted trees.-- In the prai- liable to prevail in the western states. The eulti-
tie regions of the west, where from an arid vation of fruits maybe said to depend for success
climate the cultivation of trees becomes difficult, upon their presence; and even in the older states,
the native cottonwoods that spring up by mill- where fruits were formerly raised with more ccr-
ions on the sand bars of rivers, may be plowed taint.:}" than at present, it would be found that the
up, or pulled up in moist places without plow- want of shelter from adjacent woodlands is a
rag, in great abundance, and are preferable to principal cause of modern failures. Another

cuttings. They may be plowed in, by laying benefit is derived from the prevention of drifting
obliquely down in a furrow and covering with snows in winter, especially along public highways
the plow. In these dry prairies the cottonwoods and railroad cuts. This has been so completely
or the willows may be planted with great advan- proved upon the hne of the Northern Pacific rail-

tage alternately with the more valuable kinds, ,'oad, that the company has undertaken to plaa_
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with belts of trees, the exposed places along the generally available, by any existing mode of
whole line. For plantations of this kind, from transportation, and at present priees.--The states
six to eight rows, four to six feet apart, should be own some hinds that have been given for educa-
planted on the side most exposed to the wind, tional and other i)urposes, but theyare, being sold
and one of fewer number on the other side, some as fast a.s opportunities offer, and systems of for-
seventy-five feet from the track. The ground est management can scarcely be organized under
must be thoroughly prepared by breaking the _tate laws with any p_ospect of success. It must
sod, back-setting and deep cultivation before- be admitted that these conditi_m._ present great
hand. About onemonth can bedevoted to plant- difficulties, and the most pr(flmble result will be,

ing in spring and one month in autmnn. The that growing prices will sooner or later force"
trees must be carefully cultivated three or four upon our people the realization of the fact, that
)'ears. and will need to be protected from cattle, there is profit in .qr_nr_in7 ¢i,d._r. Wl,enevcr this
and from prairie fires. The best means for guard- comes to bc bclicved anti fell, the owners of land
ing against the_ tzres is to plow several furrows will vet T probably plant for this profit, just as they
on each side of a strip of land outside of the belt. now raise grain. The kind_ 1)_,st suited for given
one or two hundred feet apart, and carefully localities will be carefully sought out. and the best
burn off the g'rass between tile furrows as soon methods of m:magcment will be studied and prac-
after the first autumnal frosts as the fire can be (iced. The sooner we begin this work theless we

made to burn. A similar precaution taken .dong shall feel the inconveniences of scarcity and high
the sides of the track, between the timber belts, prices. There can be no (louht but that if one-

would render accidents from fires almost impos- quarter of the whole arcs of the United St'ttcs
sible, and the danger becomes every year less as were planted in timber, the shelter and protec
the country becomes w(,ll settled. By preventing lion which these woodlands wouhl afford to the
the snows from drifting, they protect tim ground rcmaimler, would enable us to raise the same
against frost, and when they melt, the watermttles amount of grain that could be got from the whole
into the soil, and keeps it moist for a longer surface without woodlands There are waste
time. This is one of the reasons why the north grounds and exhausted lands in ahnost every
sides of ravines and of mountains are usually part of the country, that might be used for phmt-
better wooded than those which have a south- ing with the g'reatest advantage, and nothing will
ern exposure. In regions where the conifers, so restore fertility to an ohl worn out flehl as a
such as cedars and spruces, can be cultivated crop of timber.- The government can aid in
with ease, they might save infinite trouble from this measure in various ways. It can also, while
the drifting of snows along the highways, and some considerable tracts of timber land remain in
screens in these places become almost as impor- its possession, adopt me,'_qurcs tending to econo-

taut an object of public expense as bridges, mize present resources and provide for future
Such evergreen belts should be in double rows, wants. These may bc briefly stated as follows:
the trees in each being opposite the spaces in the 1. It may reserve from future sales, selected
other. Their density "rod distance between rows bodies of timber land, and put them under man-
depend upon the local circumstances, and can agement tending to use the timber already grown
only be determined by knowing the conditions, to best advantage, and to reserve and protect the
Great success has been obtained in Russia from young growth for future supplies. This is being
planting along railways; and with deep cultiva- clone successfully aml with profit in British Indbl,
tion beforehand, and careful attention afterward, Australia and other colonies. The system of leas

they have succeeded in places that appeared tit- ing timber-rights upon ground rents, premiums
terly beyond hope of improvement froin aridity at aucti(m sale of rights, and a rate m tariff on
of the soil and dryness of the climate. -- The the timber taken, as long practiced in Canada,
importance of timber as a material of indis deserves our most careful study. 2. It maycause

pensable want, and the rapid exhaustion of our to be planted young forests, upon hmtls still
native forest supplies, being admitted as facts, it owned by the government, and in situations that
becomes an important question as to what can bc have been found best adapted for timber growth.

clone by governments toward maintaining, regu- 3. It may establishexperi_w_talstations, for deter
]ating and restoring these supplies. -- Out" settled mining questions in forest culture that can nevt.r
lands all belong to private owners. There can be be done by individuals. These stations should
no planting done upon them at public cost, and it have reference to the acclimatization of specie-,
is not in the least probable that the title will ever the adaptation of particular kinds to given Ioca]i
be recovere(1 by government, for the purl)ose of ties, tlm best methods of cultivation, anti all scion-

planting. The public lands belonging to the no.- tific questions involved in the general subject of
tional government are remote from the great body forestry. These stations should be judiciously

of our population, and we scarcely find it possible chosen, widely distributed, and carefully man-
lo protect the timber upon them from being cut aged, all the results of practical value being pub.
to supply the wantsof adjacent settlements. The lished for the information of the people. 4. It
law, in fact, now gives them this right in certain may cause to be prepared and published the l-_test
('uses, and moreover thc_se supplies are so remote and best of the resulks of researches in other cram-
from the great maa'kets that they cam not be made triea, that afford results of practical va]tw in our
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own country, and it should do its share in the ad- FORIOSA. (Tat-wan), a fertile island 90 miles
vancementof our knowledge upon these questions, distant from the coast of China, which iS abont

hy aiding in carefully con(tucted researches. 5 240 miles long and 70 miles wide, intersected by
In respect to the existing timber-culture acts, a chain of mountains along its length. The
riley should be so amended that when an entry is eastern half of this Nland was from the fifteenth
_)nce made under tlwm. the l'md should never century claimed by the Japanese; the Chinese, as

_fter be li.tble to entry under any olher form, at their maps made by the Jesuits show, claiming
least not unle_ its unfitness for tree culture only the western half. The Dutch were, in 1662,
h_us been proved by proper evidence. It is avery driven from their settlements at Zeclandia on
common practice for persons to make these en- Formosa by the Japanese half-breed Koku sen-ya
tries, hoping to sell out the privilege of home- (" Coxinga"), and Dutch and Japanese Christian-
stead entry or pre-emption by abandoning them. ity on theisland was extirpated. In)larch, 1867,
ft. It has the power to couple a condition of the American brig Rover was wrecked off the

planting, or of maintenance of a certain amount southern shore, and the crew put to death by the
of woodland (if now timbered), in all future con- natives. In June, 1867, Commodore Bell with

veyances of public lands. -- As to the power of the United States steamships Itartford and Wyom-
states to encourage tree phmting, it might I)e ex- i_g, by orders of our.government, landed a force
ercised in the following manner: 1. By laws en- to cha_tise the savages (Botans), but was repulsed.
couraging and protecting trees along highways, Unable to obtain redress from thePeking govern-
and by rewarding such planting in exemptions ment, which disclaimed responsibility overeastern
from highway taxes. They might authorize local Formosa, our consul at Amoy, Gem Charles Le

highway authorities to phmt screens and timber Geadre, visited the chief of the eighteen tribes,
belts where neoded for a public benefit. 2. obtaining from him a promise to protect the lives
By exempting lands planted in timber from tax- of shipwrecked Europeans and Americans. On
ation, or from the increased value thus given June 8, 1874, a Jal)anese force of 1.300 men, under
them, for a term of years. 3. By premiums given Gen. Saigo, occupied for six months a point at

Chrough the agency of agricultural or other s_w.ie- Liang Kiao bay, with the object of punishing the
ties, to be awarded for best success ia plant- Botan savages who three )'cam before had ma_a-
ing or greatest areas planted. 4. Reports of cred the crew, numbering fifty-four men, of a
facts worth knowing shouht be published, and ve_el from the Riu Kiu(Loo Choo) islands. The
prize_ for approved essays should be offered, and Chinese government demanded the withdrawal
_he best publishod for distribution to those who of the troops, and war was imminent. Okubo,
would be most benefited by them. 5. An inter, the mikado's representative in Peking, firmly
eat should be awakened in educational institu- demanded that proper indemnity should be paid,
lions and (;specially in our agricultural colleges, and China agreed to assume responsibility over
Experimental plantations, lectures and other eastern Formosa. The Chinese paid the indem-
means of instruction shouhl be provided. 6. n_ty of 700,000 taels, and the Japanese on the 3d,
The distribution of seeds and plants at cost is having lost 700 men and spent $5,000,000, disem-

provided in some countries, with great success, barked, having accomplished something for the
and without burden to the public. It might be benefit of the world. The fertility and position
done in some localities witl great advantage in of Formosa make it a desirable island for Euro-
our own country. 7. A. state board of forestry penn powers ambitious of influence in the East,
or a commissioner of forestry might be created but as yet China has not shown any evidences of
by law, for the collection and diffusion of infor- a willingness to part with it. W, E. G.

marion upon all matters relating to the subject.
8. Efficient laws might be pa._qed for preventing FORTUNE BAY OUTRAGES. (See Tm_x-
forest fires, by adequate penalties against the TzJzs, FISJftERY.)

careless use of fires, and strict regulations tend-
log to their prevention and control when started. . FORTUNES, Private. The private fortune
_. Model plantations, on the plan of model of every penson consists of the possessions whose
farms, or in connection with them, might be management and enjoyment are attributed to

_stab]ished. 10. When waste lands unfit for agri- him by the laws. At all periods the formation,
vulture are sold for taxes, the title should be growth and destruction of private fortunes have
vested in the state, and the lands, if possible, been intimatelyconnectcd with the economic and
reserved for timber culture under such regula- political prosperity or decline of empires.-
lions as should tend to heat results. In cities and Among the peoples of antiquity of whom we
villages the local govermnents might promote a have record, private fortunes, consisted, especially
taste for sylviculture, and illustrate some of its at the beginning, of flocks and herds, and of

principles by ornamental plantations and the land. The inequality of fortunes is noted in the
planting of parks. To give these most value, col- book of Job. The partial inventory of Job's
iections of living trees, properly labeled, should estate declares that he had 7,000 sheep, 3,000
be established at points where they would be of camels, 500 yoke of oxen, ,500 she-asses, and nu-
most interest, and especially near schools and merous slaves. At that remote period great for-
public invitations. FRANKLL_ B. HOUGH. tunes were acquired by usurpation. Job speak_
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of people "Who remove landmarks," rob the of the censors, who took nole of any one whose
flocks of others, "take away the ass of the father- lands were neglected or badly cultiw_ted. Under
less and the ox of the widow"; and says that such this strict regimen the ]_x)man republic attained
people will reap the field of another and gather the highest degree of prosperity, and found itself
,the vint_eof those whom they oppress; and will able to maintain wars against the La_ins, the
take away thegarmentsof the poor man and leave Gauls, and Carthage. At that time, as Horace
him naked and exposed to the rigorous cold and says, private fortunes were mn(lerate, and the
Ihe mountain rains. Hence, some great fortunes republic was opulent.--The aim of the ages-
were acquired by economy and labor, othem by rian Jaws and of all the laws designed to restrict
robbery and violence.-- The evil consequences of the inequality of f,)rtunes, is evident. In all
extreme inequality of fortunes had already be- the states of antiquity the very defective organi-
come very great among the Jews, when they were zation of the judicmry made it unable to pre-
relncdied by the institution of the Sabbatical vent confiscations, especially when war and pil-
year and the jubilee. (See Leviticus, chap. xxv) ]age were the means most employed for the
:Every seven years, debts were remitted; ever)- acquisition of property. Now, the inevitable

lifty years, lands, whatever may have been the and immediate effect of the conceulration of
previous stipulations, reverted to their former property was to destroy the greater part of the
_wners. Houses in walled towns were the only free population, to dry up the sources from
exceptions to this law.- All the legislators of which the armies were recruited, and thus to

antiquity prescribed regulations intended to pre- prepare the way for the downfall of the state.
vent incquality of fortunes or to diminish it. In the interior the multq)lica_ion of indigent cit-
According to the Mosaic law (so called), the lands izens, a result of the concentration of fortunes,
divided among the tribes and families became was a perl)ctual danger t_ the constitution; these
inalienable. Minos in Crete, and Lycurgus in men, who considered all industrial labor as see-
Sparta, had established similar laws. "In the vile, had no other means of existence than the
time of Lycurgus," says Plutarch, " there existed gratuities of the public lrem_ury, and they inces-
,_()great an inequality between citizens, that most santly conspired to elevate a tyrant over the
,of them, being debarred from any settled occu- heads of the rich. These motives acted with
patton, and reduced to poverty, were a burden greater force among exclusively military people,
Io the city; while all the wealth was in thehands such as the Spartans and Romans. Elsewhere.
,of the smaller number * *. Lycurgus divided at Athens, for example, commerce, manufaelures
the lands of Laconia into 30,000 parts, which he and free colonization diminished the extreme
distributed among the inhabitants of the rural inequality of fortunes and its disadvantages.--
_ti_triets; and he made 9,000 partsof the territory Wlmtcvcr nmy hnw_' been the reason, the laws
,of Sparta, for as many citizens." At Athens designed to maintain equality were everywhere
,Solon proceeded by the abolition of debts: he did powerless. Among the Ilebrews. in the times of
not touch the lands, because among a commercial the kings, the difference in forlunes was notable.

people Jan(led property is only an accessory.- The l)rophets couhl not utter maledictions
At Rome we find that there was originally a enough against the confiscations of thc rich and
partition of land which assigned to each citizen against the luxurious habits introduced by for-
about one and one-fourth acres. Later, as con- eigncrs, after the conquests of I)avid and S,')lo-
,quest extended the national territory, the portion men. At Sparta the treasures imported after the
allotted was increased to three and a half times taking of Athens, and the right to make a will.
this amount. Confiscation of the lands followed which was introduced in spite of the laws of

,closely every division. Thencamelaws fixing the Lycurgus, led to the concentration of fortunes.

rate of interest on debts, and agrarian laws limit- In the time of Agis III." there were," says Pin-
ing _he qna_tity of land a citizen could pos_ss, larch, "not more than 700 native Spartans, of
The laws of Licinius Stole, which were operative whom scarcely 100 had preserved their inher-
it Rome for from two to three centuries, provided itancc; all the rest were only an indigent multi-
that no citizen, under any pretext whatever, tude, who, languishing at Sparta in opprobrium,
should in future possess more than about 315 and weakly defending themselves against ene- ,

_leres, and that the surplus should be gratuitously mies from without, were constantly spying for
(hstributed or secured for a low price to the poor an opportunity for a change which should relieve
(:itizens; that in this division at least four acres them from a condition so despicable" Agis,

_piece should beassigned to thecitizens; that only when he attempted the restoration of the old
_ dt,signated number of slaves should be allowed laws, had immen_ patrimonial estates, In which

on theselands, to cultivate them; that thenumber he joined a sum of money cstimatcd at about
of flocks and herds should be also limited and $600,000. The failure of his enterprise is well

ln'oportioned to the quantity of land a person known.--At Rome the Licinian laws also be-
occupied; that the richest peahens should not came obsolete, under lhe influence of the same
send to the commons 01'public pastures morcthan causes that had overthrown the agrarian laws
lid cattle and 500 sheep. At the same time that ascribed to Moses and to Lycurgus. "' Macedonia
these laws were rigorously enforced, every agri- havin_ been subjugated," says Polybius. "people
culturistwasl)laced under the direet surveillance thoug_ht they should be able to live in entire
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security and enjoy tranquilly universal empire, lishing in the new world landed estates like
The greater part lived at Rome in a strange those of ancient Rome, reduced the influence of
bewilderment." The pillage of Africa and Greece the ancient territorial fortunes. Later, the in-
profited only a small number; they employed the vention of machines and commerce created new
wealth acquired by war in destroying the con- fortunes, while the financial and political revolu-
stitution of their country. The tragic end of lions tended to level the old ones. If it be true
the Gracchi, who attempted to restorethe Licinian that, since the time of C_esar, there have been nc_
laws, as Agis had attempted to restore the laws more agrarian laws in tile west, it is certain tlmt
of Lycurgus, is well known. After their death the revolutions and confiscations, and the civil
tile usurpations of the great had no longer ally and foreign wars, have taken tlle place of them.
restraint. "The rich," says Appian, "caused --To-day, in France, there are not many fro'tunes
the greater part of the undistributed lands to which much exceed the average, though there
adjudged to be themselves, flattering themselves are many of moderate size. In England, Spain,
that long possession would prove an unassailable Italy and Russia exceptional fortunes are more
property right; they purchased or took by force numerous, and the middling class le_ important.
the small inheritances of their poor neighbm_, In England, in spite of the maintenance of
and thus made their fields vast domains. Mill- feudal laws, arid despite the concentration of
tar)' service drawing the free men away from landed estates brought about by Pitt, the middle
agriculture, they employed slaves to take care of cl_ss of society has acquired immense influence.
tile flocks. These very slaves were most profit. It is this class, which, in our time, has cre'lted
able property to them, because of their rapid and possesses the largest fortunes, and these
multiplication, favored by exemption from mill- fortunes are enormous. In the United States
tary service. What happened in consequence? there is a marked difference in the condition of
Powerful men em_iched themselves beyond mess- society in the northern, the western and the
are, and the fields were filled with slaves; the southel_ states. In the northern and western
Italian race, worn out and impoverished, per- states large fortunes have been created by trade
ished under the weight of poverty, imposts and and by mining industries; but there is in them
war. If, perchance, the free man escaped these nothing exclusive or oppressive; they are only

evils, he became ruined by idleness, because he the last step of a ladder of which all the inlet-
possessed nothing of his own in a territory mediate rungs are filled.--The most superficial
wholly invaded by the rich; and because there examination suffices to make one perceive the
was no work for him on the land of another, in fundamental difference between the private fro..
tim midst of so great a number (yf slaves."-- tunes of ancient times and those of to-day. In
Then arose at Rome the colossal fortunes of such the former times the wealth produced by manu-
men as Lucullus and Crassus, and in their train facturing and trading people was a prey for
followed the civil wars and the establishment of warlike nations, and the latter, exposed to the

the despotism. At the timewhen C_esar took pos- brutalities of the military spirit, saw the confis-
session of the dictatorship, 2,000 rich men alone cations of the great prepare the way, by the
possessed almost everything, and 320,000indigent spoliation and corruption of the weak, for revo-
heads of families participated in the gratuitous lutions and civil wars. All the efforts of legisla-
distributions made by the public treasury. The tors proved powerless against that fatal conse-
maintenance of such a condition of things was quence of the ideas which controlled ancient
impossible. The imperial r6gime lived by the communities, ideas which were immoral, and
confl_ation of these great fortunes, and it created radically contrary to the very foundation of
others, those of the freedmen, the publicans and property, labor.-- Among moderns, on the con-
the courtesans. It encouraged, besides, manual trary, the theory of private property is founded
labor, and enrolled everybody into a sort of on labor, and the security of property is an
administrative community: this r_gimc, com- uncontested fundamental principle. Ownership
pleted by the confiscations, was tim agrarian law being made more secure, colossal and rapid
of the time, when the imperial domain absorbed fortunes have become more rare: it has been
most private fortunes.-- The middle ages had easier for the poor person to defend his property

their great feudal fortunes founded on conquest against fraudulent and violent confiseation_
and pillage, and their great ecclesiastical fortunes Finally, France has in the civil code an agrarian
obtained by donations and testaments. In the law of sure effect in the institution of equal
twelfth century, in France and in England, the inheritance. In England and tile United States
nobility and the clergy shared the soil in nearly the greater security of property, and a more
equal portions. They likewise shared, in nearly complete freedom of capital and labor, have
equal portions, the serfs of the ancient imperial produced more advantageous economic results
domain, which constituted the total laboring with a very different proportion in the distribu-

population.--ltaly and Germany had states where tion of fortunes. Among the ancients small
great fortunes arose from commerce and manu- farming, iDsecurity, and the imperfection of
factures. Everywhere wealth consisting of per- industrial processes rendered accumulations slow
sonal property tended to break up the territorial and difficult. Among moderns, on tile contrary.,
monopolies: the conquest of America, by estab- the invention of machines and the improvements
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in industriai processes, a social organization less notably at Rouen and Lyons. He traveled in that
infected with a military spirit, a more secure con- capacity in Germany, Holland, and inland. In
• |ition of property, and especially better moral 1793 he came into possession of his patrimonial
.aims, have r_ndered legitimate accumulations fortune; and, wishing to do business on his own
_nore easy and morerapid. Fro'the rest, political account, he invested nearly all of it in colonial
,economy has singularly simplified tide problems goods, which were dispatched from Marseilles t(,

relative to the proportions of private fortunes. Lyonsabout the time of the siege of thelatter city.
It is little concerned to know whether it is advan- Fourier lost his fortune there, and incurred also

;tageous for fortunes to be equal or unequal, large the risk of life and liberty. About the same time
,or small: it is sufficient for it that they be ere- he found himself included in the great requisi-
ated, as far as possible, by tide labor of the one tion, and passed some time in the army. Having
who possesses them. The greatest fortune tl_t procured a discharge on account of illness, he ob-
can be imagined, if it is the product of labor, tained employment in "t mercantile house, and was

without fraud or violence, is an increase of charged, in 1799, to throw into the sea a cargo of
wealth and a benefit to society. Far from being rice, which his house had allowed to spoil in con-
injurious to the poor man, it furnishes him ira- sequence of not having been willing to sell it
]plements of labor, the means of building up, in during a time of scarcity. In 1800 he became an
his turn, a private fortune. The smallest fortune unlicensed broker at Lyons. -- It was during this
which is the result of fraud or violence, is a public period of his life that he conceived his project of

•.scandal. -- One single point is important. It is, social reform, of which he gave the first formal
that laws, customs and tribunals should resist the statement in his"Thcory of the Four Movements,"

,establishment of private fortunes by other means published at Lyons, under the imprint of Leipzig,
than by htbof'. All the efforts of civilization in 1808. A man of the eighteenth century, he
should tend to this end: this would be real prog- had adopted its method and general scientific
re_. As to the fro'tunes acquired and held, they coneeptmns. He put aside all autlmrity, tradi-

:are few in comparison with those which the tional, moral, religious or political, and under.
movement of affail_ constantly ruises up, and took to solve the problem of social destiny by a

they can henceforth neverconstitute a monopoly, sort of scientific revolution, tic treated society
-- Let capital and hthor be free _ad secure: then by the method of induction appropriate to the
there will arise few sudden fortunes, but there physical sciences, and maintained that theactions
will arise a great number of fortunes. The num- of men are controlled by one single, constant and
I)er of great fortunes will increase, but the num- universal law, to which he gave the name of pas-
ber of small and middling fortunes will increase siolwd attraction. In the "Theory of the Four

still more rapidly. This rising moveme__t of Movements" this doctrine was not yet very clearly
"wealth will be slow and general; but itsvery slow- formulated, but its genn was there. Tilts work
_e_ will prevent it from corrupting morals, and contained a lively, spirited and sensible critique
its generality will preserve the poor frmn oppres- on the vices, defects and antagonisms which exist
sion by the rich. -- Economic freedom is the only in our social state. From the time of the concep.
:agrarian law adapted to modern society. It tion of this work Fourier had no other real occu-
favors at tim same time the increase of wealth, patton than to complete, publish and propagate
and a real equality, viz., that which makes for- his doctrine. Although lw still kept in view, and,
tunes proportional to industrial aptitudes. It later, resumed, commercial occupations, all the
will also do away with the attraction which gTeat live forees of his intellect were absorbed bythis
,capital, and fro'tunes too large for the person who fixed idea. It was his constant companion in his
possesses them to administer well, now exercise, various sojourns, in the bosom of his family,
.Let us never fear that human works will last too among his friends, in the country, at Besanvon
long. especially when the matter concerned is and at Paris, and when among his disciples.--
_private fortunes. COIYaCELLE S_,NEUXL. In 1822 he published at Paris his "Treatise on

]L J. b., Tr. Domestic and Agricultural Association." Until
that time Fourier had had scarcely more than the

FOURIERISM. Frangois-Marie-Charles Fou- one disciple, M. Just Muiron; about 1825 he found
tier, the socialist, and founder of the phalanste- himself at the head of a small school, In 1826 he

rian school, was born at Besan(_.on, France, April took up his permanent residence at Paris, and
7, 1772, and died at Paris, Oct. 10, 1837.--The there wrote his "New Industrial World," which
f;imily of Fourier was one of the oldest and most nppeared in 1829. From this time to his death
honorable commercial families of Besangon. tits Fourier was employed in the propagation of
father, who died in 1781. left a fortune invento- his ideas by speaking and writing, and in a con-
ried at 200,00J livres (over $38,200), after deduct- tinual struggle against the silence or the railleries
ing liabilities and doubtful credits. He had, by of contemporary criticism. He directed a violent
will, made his son Charles heir of two-fifths, and polemic against Owen and the Saint-Simonians, in

,each of his three daughters of one-fifth of his a pamphlet entitled: "Snares and Quackeries of
propcrty._ Fourier was brought up for commerce, the two sects of St. Simon and Owen, which
-After having received the usual school education, promise Association and Progress," (1831); and in
Jhe worked as a clerk in several cities of France, a weekly publication, "The Phalanstery or In-
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dustrial Reform," (1832). An attempt at a phalau- pleasure in cultivating them and having therr_
sterian colony was undertaken at ConeM-sur-Vegjre cooked. These passions are then the mainsprings
under his direction, but was soon abandoned, of pleasure and of labor. But if they acted

Finally, in 1835 and 1836, he published two sol- without connection with other passions, labor
umes entitled: "False Industry."-- Fourier not and pleasure also would have few attractions.

only undertook to formulate an economic doc- The quantity of attraction will be much more
trine; he aspired also to make over morals; in a considerable if the passion of taste is at the same
wo_d, to change all the relations of men, and to time accompanied by the satisfaction of the affcc-
determine in advance, in detail, the material with tional passions. The passions will then combine
which society must operate. We borrow from a men into groups, bound together by friendship,
work by M. AugusU_" Ott a summary of Fou- love, the spirit of association, and family feeling;
rierite doctrine, especially in matters of political and new energy will be given to hunmn activity.
economy.--" Fourier laid down as a fundamental But it is not everything to satisfy these passions.
principle that the end of man is happiness." In They are partbtlly satisfied in the present state or*
what consists this happiness? "True happiness civilization--very incompletely, it is true-- and
consists only in satisfying one's passions. _* _ _ yet man is not happy. It is because the three
The happiness about which people have reasoned, essential passions have been misunderstood, dis-
or rather failed to reason, so much, consists in graced and condemned; and these very passions
having many passions and many means of saris- are the fundamental springs of the social mechan-
fying them." Man should then follow only the ism; they are the composite, the buttelfiy and
natural attractions he finds in himself. "All the cabalistic. The composite tends to unite the
those philosophic caprices, called duties, have no sm_dlgroups into numerous associations, in which
relation to nature; duty comes from men, attrae- the action of all may be combined, and where
tion comes from God. We should study the irresistible entlmsiasm arises from the multitud_
attraction, nature alone, without any regard to of efforts. To give satisfaction to this passion, it.
duty. Consequently, if in present society, when is then necessary that the groups be organized by
men ahandon themselves to their passions, there _erb,s, each compo._ed of a certain number of
follow results which are disastrous (sub_er_ive, in groups of the same kind,which devote themselves.
the language of Fourier), this fact only proves to similar work; and that the series be co-ordi-
that society is badly org_mized, that hitherto man hated amoI_g themselves. The cabalistic pa._sion,
has not taken accouut of the laws which govern the passion for intrigue, rivalry, emulation, ought
him, with the lav,'s of the material order."-- likewise to be satisfied. It i_consequently neces-

"The problem being to find a social form in sary that the series and groups be brought into,
which all the attractions, all the passions of man, competition, that is, that they be so arranged that

should be entirely and fully satisfied, the first there may be rivalry, emuhuion, between th_ _
thing to do is to analyze these attractions. This various groups of the same series, and between
analysis demonstrates to Fourier that the passions the various parts of the same group. The se-
or mankind may be reduced to twelve funda ries of the pear-cultivators, for example, will be
mentals: 1. Five appetites of the senses, which compo_d of a certain number of groups, each
tend to the pleasure of the senses, tointernal and cultiw_ting a different variety of pear. Rival-
external luxury: the passions of taste, touch, ry will spring up b_.tween these groups; eacl_
sight, hearing and smell. 2. Four passions of will determine to give tile best products, and
tile affections, which bind mankind together and labor will acquire an activity of which civilized
tend to form groups. These are friendship, people have no idea. Finally, the butterfly pas-
ambition (tending to form corporations, commu- sion demands that one often vary his labor, and
nities}, love and familism (the paternal feeling), that he be subjected only to short sittings. It is
3. Three distributive or mechanizing passions, then necessary that the _'TOUpS and series be st>
whose functions we will give, namely: the cabal- fitted together that every individual may belong
/_th', a passion which leads to intrigue, and makes at the same time to several series and several
one take pleasure in rivalries and cabals; the but- groups; that he may be able, when any particular
t_'fly, a passion which incites to change, and to labor fatigues him, to leave this labor and the
variation of pleasures; and the composite, a blind group devoted to it, and go to another kind of

transport, an irresistible influence which carries work in another" group or series. Thus the too-

away the senses and the soul. This arises from a notony of labor is madc to disappear: the series,
combination of many pleasures--From the com- being continually renewed, manifest always the
bined satisfaction of all these passions, arises same ardor, and the individual, passing constant-
unitism, the sentiment of universal affection, as ly from one kind of labor to another, is ever

white is the result of the combination of all the experiencing a new charm. --All these condi-
prismatic colors, The passions of the senseslead tions would be realized by the following organi-
to enjoyments from the senses and to labors which zation: The workers should he combined in
tend to satisfy them. Thus the sense of taste is associations (phalanxes) of about 1,800 members,
a coach with four wheels, which are, agriculture, men, women, and children of all age_. Each
t.onservation, cooking, and gastronomy. He who phalanx, organized by groups and series, should
likes to eat cabbages, for example, will also find work in common a square league of land. Th_
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living should also be in comnmn. Each plm- it is also one of the fundamental laws of social
hmx should inhabit an immense building called organization, and all the groul)s and series of
a phaht_stery, arranged in tile most agreeable _hich we have spoken must be synunetrtcally
and most convenient manner, where, at the disposed. 'l'hi_ disposition consistsin the forma-

same time, the special branches of manufacturing lion of a centre and two extremities, t_o wings.
industry would be brought together. Fourier Thus, in a grt,up of seven persons, (the snndlest
estimates that tim energy given to labor by the number which can form a group), three persons

proposed o,'ganizatioo, added to tim economy form the centre, and two, each of the extremities.
resulting from the consumplion in common, The centre will repre._ent the general ebq.raPt(-r
would immediately triple the present production, of the group, the passion or the labor which corn
Great comfort and luxm T will then lie at once stitutes it, (the domi_,ant or the tome) ; the ex-
brougl,t within reach of all. The total product tremities will represent the opl)osltions or contrasls
will tie distributed as follows: one-third will form which this general character will present. Be-
the dividend on the capital, and will belong to tween the extremities there will be rivalry,

the proprietors of the phalaasterian establish, emulation; the centre will maintain the balance,
ment; five-twelfths will be assigned to labor; and unity will be thus established between the
one-fourth to talent. (Fourier varied sometimes differences. This arrangement may be applied
from these proportions.) The same individual will in all the groups, whatever be the numtier of in-
tie able to share in the product, under these three dividuals of which they are composed, and like-
heads, as capitalist, laborer and capacity. But wise in the series of groups. Only, in the most
a minimunl of consumption will be guaranteed numerous groups, new divisions and subdivisions

to simple laborers. This distribution will not are established, but always according to the same
reqmre any exchange transaelions. Each indi- principle. Thus, each wing forms it_lf into a
vidual will particip._te in the consumption in pro- new centre and two new wings; the transitoIy
portion to the dividend to which he is entitled, characteristics hold bet_een th_• centres and tim
rl'here will be various classes of tables, lodging, wings, etc. Symmetry has an intinmte connec-

and enjoyments of every kin(l: each one will tiou with what Fourier calls ser_es. It sometimes
consume according to his income, and a simple takesits name; for the word seriesiu his theory has
balance of account will be sufficient to determine an altogether different sense from what it ht_s in
his condition each year. Each l)halanstery will ordinaryscience. Theidca of serie% newly arisen
cultivate the products best adapted to its soil and in science, immediately pl:_y,d a gJcat part there.
climate, and the phalansterics of the different It wtts in fact identical with growtb, l)rogr('-,s. In
parts of the world will interchange their prod- this sense it was the principle of progrea_i_'e classi-
ucts. There will, besides, be established indus- fications in geology, botany and zoSlogy. At the
trial armies, which will travel over the globe and same time that it caused ral)id ath antes to bc made
execute all the great labors of gcneral utility, in these sciences, it demonstrated the progIcssivc
Thus will universal harmony be established, creation of the universe. In Fourier, wholly dif-

The mechanizing passions will harmonize the five ferent series were treated of. Besides the progrcs-
springs of the senses with the four affcctional sive series, nature prescntcd still others, like the
springs, and man will be able to give free course serms of musical tones, the series of colors In
to all his passions without there being any danger general, all things which presented rest mblances
of conflict. On the contrary, everything which, and differences could be ranged in series. But.
in civilized life, is reproved as vicious inclination hitherto, these relations, so tar as pertained to

and condemned by moralists, becomes a means series, had given rise to no important scicntifiedis-
of emulation and a source of activity. The pus- covery, and there resulted from them only wholly
sions, brought into competition by the cabalistic secnndary classifications, lh)wever, Fourier at-
passion, exalted by the composite, made to sup- tributes to this principle of classifit_ltion a wide
plement each other by the butterfly, will inspire significance, and by combining it _ith the princi-
the individual to incessant labors and pleasures, pie of accm'd which musical sounds and the white

so that people will be eager to rouse from their light arising from the combination of lhc coIorsof
sleep to receive the increased enjoyment which the spectrum furnish him, lie make_ it the basis

every phalansterian day holds forth.-- Such is an of his whole plan of organization.-- Aceordi,_g to
outline of Fourier's system; and, it must be said, Fourier, then, every passion, 'ts, in general, every
this system always remained in an outline condi- object in nature, is presented under a series of
tion, at least as to its whole, l'qevertheless, as manifestations, of modes, which, contrary to the
Fourier elabol_ated some parts of it, and as he real series of botany, geolo_', etc., goes on in-
attached g3'eat importance to the details of its creasing at first, arrives at a maximum, and theu
execution, we should give our _eadcrs a nearer decreases. The increase is marked by the increas-

view of the details of the organiz_tlion lie pro- ing number of springs or motives which act in
posed. He was chiefly possessed by two ideas: each mode. Several springs, in fact, may act in
the first, for which we find no special term in this each passion; friendship, for example, depends
author, we call the idea of _,mmetiT; the sccond, either on tim spiritual motive of atlinities of char-
the idea of ser/es. Symmetry, according to Fou- actor or on the material motive of affinities of
a'ier, constitutes one of the greatest laws of nature; industrial inelimLtions ; love, On Sexual attraction,
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or ot_ spiritual affinity, the bond of the heart, also the idea of Fourier. The organization must
which Fourier calls ee/adony. When one spring be integral; all the wheels of the mechanism
alone is in action, tile manifestation is incom- should be put into operation simultaneously;
plete, mean and bare, good at most in civilization, otherwise there could be no progress. Moreover,
Every passion, every enjoyment, every pleasure, lie becomes indignant at the moralists, who, by
ought to be composite, that is to say, tile result of condemning this or that human passion are
tl]e play of several springs. Thus, tile pleasures breaking the mainsprings of his machine. He

of the table are only complete when to the enjoy- stands strongly against the ideas of equality
meats of taste are added agreeable conversation which the revolutionists preach. The inequali-
and the charms of friendship; labor becomes a ties of every kind constitute one of the principal
pleasure only when it is enhanced by the simul- mainsprings of human activity: tile differences
taneous satisfaction of other passions. The in- of rank, power, influence and fortune, are indis-
crease then in each series is determined by the pen.sable stimuli to the phalansterian mechanism.
increasing number of simultaneous enjoyments 'The societary system is as incompatible with
of which each passion is susceptible. Taking the equality of fortunes as wilh uniformity of char-

musical scale for a type, Fourier consequently aster.' This shows why Fourier expressly main-
divides these series into eight principal mode._, tains that capital should have its due share in
The first three (from 0 to 2) express tile simplest the distribution of the products ; and those of
satisfactions, those which civilization furnishes; his pupils who aimed to diminish or cut off that
the four following (3 to 6) offer complete enjoy- share compl_._tely failed to understand the funda-
meats, harmonized, as the l)halanstery will pre- mental idea of their master. The gratification of
sent them; the last ones do not exactly express a the passion of love, which Fourier, in his first

decrease; but they arc rare and exceptional work, represented e.sabaitwhich must infallibly
manifestations, endowed, moreover, with a high seduce civilized people; which he preaches with
power in harmony. The eighth mode is the less holdness in his second work, and of which

omnim6dol harmoJ_/: it results from the organiza- he postpones the organization for 100 years in
lion and simultaneous play of the seven inferior his later writings, -- this passion of love, to

modes. It corresponds with white in the scale which, nevertheless, he cml not help continually
of colors, or with the octave in the musical scale, reverting, and which his disciples wished to
It is the pi_ot which is in harmony with all the cover with a veil, forms one of the indispensable
terms of the series. It is of itself divided into mainsprings of his system. 'The passions,' says
two : the direct harmony (COlTesponding to he in his "Treatise on Domestic and Agricultural
white)° and the inver_ harmony (corresponding Association," 'are not a mechanism of which
to black). The three inferior modes are only one can weigh separately any particular part,
secondary springs in harmony; the four subse- according to the caprices of each reader and
quent modes will be the mainsprings, properly so the restrictions of each sophist. Their equilib-
called, of the organization of the phalanstery, rium must be integral and _nitarg; each of the
The superior modes, the high, most puissant parts there has a con'esponden<_ with the whole;
nwduli, the infinitum'real mod_tli, will have for and if one falsifies the balance in love, it will be
their function to establish a bond between the indirectly ftd,ifled more or less in tile other
different phalansteries, and to bring about unity branches of the societary meclmnism.' -- Fourier
_md universal harmony.-- Taking these hypoth- has then propounded a problem whose s,,iution is
eses for a starting point, what was the problem not easy ; but it must be said that its solution is
Fourier propounded to himself ? In virtue of not to be found in his writings. A mechanism
his general principle, the social organization can so admirable w.'m worth the trouble of being
not be perfect save on condition of not leaving described in its snmllest details: Fourier has not
one single human desire without satisfaction, or done it. His works are composed only of frag-
one single sentiment without complete develop- ments, of detachc_l notices. Particular parts are
meat; and, moreover, the desires and passions developed with a certain care, but the whole plan

are the necessary mainsprings of social organiza- is nowhere found. We are told that the domestic
lion; sothat, if a single one of these springs were characters are 810, neither more nor less, and
neglected, the organization itself eouhl not arrive that a phalaastery should be composed of 1,620
at its perfection. The problem laid down is then persons. We are given thedivision of the phalan-

this: to create satisfaction of every kind in all stery into sixteen tribes, classified according to
the series at once, by the satisfaction given to age. We are informed that the industrial func-
each passion in all its modes without exception, tions are of seven kinds: domestic, agricultural,
and by the effect of a mechanism which embraces mnnufacturing, and commercial labor; teaching,

at the same time all these passions and all these study and the employment of the sciences; and
modes. A meclmnism which permits all the the fine arts. But the enumeration and deter-
passions to be satisfied, and the necessity of giv- mination of the characters, the subdivision of
ing free play to all the passions in order for this the seven general functions and the detennina-

mechanism to be able to perform it_ functions: lion of the series are completely lacking. The
such are, then. the fundamental conceptions of agreeable and comfortable arrangements of the
the phalansterian organization. Such is, clearly, pbalanstery are carefully described. We are
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shown, by many exsm_es, how indispensable the historic testimony, and to divine the future and
multiplicity of passions and of enjoyments is to ]_veal the wilole of a cosmogony, without rely-
the action of the mechanism. Thus, tile refined inguponany constant fact? And yet this is what
tastes of the gourmnl_d, by the variety of prod- Fourier did. "The world," according to him.
.acts they call for, are in exact accord with the says M. Reybaud, " will have a duration of 80,000
necessity of introducil_g a great variety into the years; 40,000 of rise. and 40,000 of decline. In
_,,TOUpSand series. Thus, vanity and pride are this number are included 8,000 of apogee. The
the most powerful stimulants to activity amt world is scarcely adult; it is 7,000 years old; it
emulation. It is known how Fourier turned lms hitherto had only the irregular, feeble, un-
To advantage the dirty habits of some chihlren, to reasoning existence of childhood; it is going to
secure the accomplishment of certain disgusting l)a_ into the period of youth, thcn into maturity,
labors; and the delicacy and conceit of certain the cuhnination of happiness, afterward to decline
_)flmrs, to utilize them in ornamer_tation and into decrepitude. Thus saith the law of analogy:
m'ticles of luxm T. The phahmsterian education theworhl, like man, like the animal, like the plant,
is carefully described. Fourier shows how, by must be born, develop and perish. The only dif-
letting children walk around in the workshops, ference is in the duration. In rcgard to the fact
by, giving them practice in small labors, twenty of creatinn, God made sixteen species of men,
industrial talents will be developed among them: nil]e in the old worhl, seven in America, but all
how also the railleries of their comrades aml their subject to the univer_l law of unity and analogy.
self-respect will impress them with an ardent Nevertheless, in creating the worhl, God reserved
love of work. Fourier quite often refcrs to what other successive creations to change its face: the
he calls ra//yil_g, that is to say, the means of creations will extend to eighteen. Every crca-
harmonizing the natural antagomsms, such as tion is brought about hy the conjunction of the
Chose which exist between the rich and the poor, austral and the borcal fluid."-- In what pertains
between youth a_J(i old age, between princes and to economic matters, the affirmations of Fourier
subjects, tie shows how the population wilt be are not only barren of proof, but they are contra-
reduced to 600 inhabitants asquare league, bythc dieted by the observation of every day. Labor
,cxtension of phar_rogamow* morals (hal'mmly of is, to be sure, necessary to the contentment of
the sixth), and of the enrollment of two-thirds of man, and absolute idleness is suffering as well
the women in the corporation of bacchanals, as a vice; but it does not follow from this that
I,etyadOres, etx:. In a word, all the supposed re- labor is attractive, that its attractiveness is suflt-
•_ults of phalansterian organization are described cient to give rise Io industrial activity. As M.
with much spirit and intelligence, and with a faith Ott observed, Fourier, who so carefully analyzed
as real as blind, but nowhere have they been the vicious inclinations and assigned to them a
demonstrated." (Trait_ d'Ecanomie Sociale, by place in his phalanstery, forgot in his nomcncla-

Aug. Ott; Paris, 1854; Guillaumin, publisher.)-- ture the worst of vices, the most attractive and
It is evident that the doctrine of Fourier has a the most dangerous to his system, indolence. It
faulty basis. If, in fact, human society is sub- has been said, it is true, that in a harmonious
ject, like inert matter, to constant and immutable worhl indolence would not exist; but it is only a
laws, it is impossible for humanity to escape the gratuitous affirmation, contrary to the experience
(.'ontrol of these laws, and we can not say, with of all human society up to this time. The same
the phalansterian school, that "men have hith- experience must inspire great mistrust of the
erto gone in the wrong path, and that the laws glorification promised to the sensual appetites.
which they have made should be condemned and Hitherto, the easy satisfaction of these appetites,
cast aside." The tl'uths in the physical sciences, far from being a stimulant to labor, has im-
attraetio_ among the rest, are truths only becau_ pelled men to idleness. :Nothing less than a sub-
facts constantly and invariably confirm them. If version of the ordinary laws of human nature
(ine single fact afforded an exception to the laws would be necessary for the same cause to pro-
r,.cognized by the physical sciences as general, duce the opposite effects. These objections are
Iheselaws would be at once considered as untrue, taken from the standpoint of the Fourierites
and relegated among the more or leas ingenious themselves. From a moral point of view, doc-
hypotheses which have often been hazarded on the trines which are the negation of morality itself
phenomena of nature. For the rest, although can be neither approved nor excused.--Sinec

Fourier constantly declared that he adopted the Fourier's death, important modifications have
method of the natural sciences, that hcenunciated been made in tile ideas of his school. Without
the l:tws written by nature herself, he never era- condemning the doctrines of the master, his dis-
ployed the lanb, uage and method appropriate to ciples neglected the better part of them, and
the sciences. In tim place of proving and de- dcvoted themselves to various financial and
_lucing, he affirmed, drawing his demoustrations economic problems. Thus, his school has some-
from vague and remote analogies, the importance times, by the talent or pemonal consideration of

_)f which was over-estimated by his mind, over- some of its members, taken the appearance of an
excited as it was by continued labor. What could organized and powerful body. But, in reality,
be more opposed to a scientific habit of mind than the Fourierites have produced nothing useful, in
Io pretend to know the past without regard to the economic line or in any other, except by de-
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parting from the school, and abandoning the fun- in public affaim. -- The revolution of February,
damental ideas and the hypotheses of the master. 1848, now suddenly broke out. A domestic
For a long time the utopia of Fourier has been, quarrel between the " citizen king" and the
to those acquainted with it, and to impartial liberal friends of reform of the third estate
men, only a rallying word, one number more in was the occasion of it. But as soon as the

the long catalogue of human aberrations.-- BiB- revolution commenced, it extended beyond the
LIOOItAPHY. Thdorie da_ quaZre _wuvement,_ et third estate. The fourth estate made itself for

des destil_de_ g_dralcs, Leipzig (Lyons), 1808, 8vo, the moment the ruling power. It desired to rc-
425 pages; Trai_. de. ra,_q_ciatiol_ damestie_le et store the republic and the democracy, which was
agr/cole, Besan_ou and Paris, 1822, 2 vols., 8vo; the first to guarantee it political rights. But it
Sommaire de la the'orie d'a_sociaZion agrico_, era was at variance with itself. Its lowest strata were

attraction iJalust_4zlle, Bcsan_on, 1828, 8vo; tile most violent; the communistically dispose(L
Le nouveau module iudus_iel, ou inve_dior, du proletarians even sought a social transformation,
procddd d'i_d_serie attr, tyantv et c,_mSil_de, dis- inasmuch as they desired employment and wages.
tribude en s_l"ies passiol_n_es, Paris, 1829, 4 vols., guaranteed by the state. All property, all credit,
8vo; P/e'ges et charlatanisrne des deux sectes de all civilization, seemed now to be threatened by
Saint-Simon et d'Owen, qui prometteat _association the wild passions of the crowd. In defense .of
et le program, Paris, 1831, 8vo, 80 pages; La property Gen. Cavaignacventured abloody strug-

fa_sse i_dustrie more_el,_;e,"rep_lg_ante, meu_l_g_re, gle. tie conquered in the three days fight of
et l'antidote, _industrie t,aturelle comb_nde, attray- June in the streets of Paris, because he cleverly
ante, vd_idiTte, &mnant quadruple prrMuit, Paris, caused his .qarde mobile to be recruited from tile

1835-6, 2 vols., 12too. A second edition of the fourth estate itself. In tile legislative assembly,
Thdorie de,q qztatre mouven, eMs appeared in 1841 which was newly elected, the greater numl)er of
(lst vol. of the Complete Works); the Tra/td seats fell to the lot of the third estate, which,
d'association domestiq_e et agricole, in 1841, under indeed alone had the capacity and leisure to_
_he title of Th_orie de _,_nitd unirerselle, in 4 rot- manage the _tffairs of the state. The fourth cs-
umes, forming II., III, IV., and V. of the rate, which had to devote all its time and energy
Complete Work_< The 5ouve4_u _w_de i_M_st_iel to daily labor and the earning of bread, saw, that
appeared ia 1846 (wll. VI. of the Complete representative dcmoeracy, at least in France,

Worl_). The two volumes of Fa_,w. irulustrie necessarily exalted the third estate, which it
were not republished. A part of the manuscripts viewed not without mistrust. Prince ,Napoleon,
left by Fourier were printed in the Phalange, a who had l)cen elected to the presidency chiefly by
montlfiy review which appeared from 1845 to the fourth estate, aided by the belief of the
1849, 10 vols., gr. 8vo. Some volumes of these ma._ses in the Napoleonic genius and traditions,
manuscril)tS were published in 18too, under the now undertook a campaign against the third
title, Publication des _ar_cscrit._ de Fourier. Fou- estate, which at the same time was a campaign
rier wrote, besides, a great number of articles in against representative democracy. Greeted and
the Pludanst_re, ou la R_forme I_utustrielle, a supported by the acclamation of the great masses
weekly, and, later, a monthly p:_per, whmh of thepeoplc, the peasantsand the workmen, he
appeared from June, 1832, to February, 1834. ascended the restored imperial throne. But uni-

.E.J.L., Tr. COUItCELLE SENEUIL versal suffrage, whici_ put the deciding powcr
in the hands of the masses, was and remained

FOURTH ESTATE. The expression "Fourth the b&sis of the imperial power, and the third
Estate" (vierler 5taad} was first usedin Germany, estate was unable to resist it. -- In Germany
and in contradistinction to the " Third Estate." also similar differences existed, and led Io the
The contrast bctwcea these two estates was ap- idea of a fourth estate, distinct from the third

parent even in the time of the French revolution in its social t_lsition and its political character.
of 1789, when the Girondists, who represented the The name is certainly badly chosen, for even
third estate, proceeded against the "Mountain," German constitutional law of the present day no,
which was supported principally by the lower longer rests on estates, but rather upon classes

classes of the people. Nevertheless, the difference In Germany the great classes of the people are
was not then entirely clear, as political rather indeed better educated than in France. Th%v

than social causes seemed to separate tile masses are also, on the whole, more disposed to follow
into parties. The restoration placed the great with confidence the guidance of the more eul-
elates of the people entirely in the background, tured middle class. But, at the same time. the
and only the old estates appeared again to have authority of the government, of the civil oflicer_
any political importance The revolution of andof the church exercises a fat'strongerinfluencc
July, 1830, was principally the work of the third over them than over the independent and criti-
estate. The new king, Louis Philippe, appeared, cally inclined third estate. -- In fact, on lhc
so to speak, as the personilication of the third contrast between the wm'k of the head and the

estate, with which he shared the government work of the hand, that is, between intellectual
of France. The entire fourth estate, during and physical activity, is based the difference,
the period of the charter of 1814, was deprived which is of great importance in the organization
of all right of suffrage and of all participation of states and in their political life. Indeed, tlw
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distinction itself is not absolute; the shoemaker chiefly from the fourth estate that the state draws
and the woodcutter work badly, if they work with its financialand military power. From its ebb'arc
no head, and the thinker can not dispense with ranks start up constantly a multitude of indivitb
his hand, which transcribes his thoughts. But, uals, who acquire for themselves education, a
in general, callings are distinguished from one name, and a rank in sogiety. It is the source
another according as mental or physical activity from which all tile other classes are renewed and
predominates in them. For the liberal pursuits fed. _ long as the fourth estate of a nation i_

of the third estate a higher education is an healthy and strong, the life of the nation is safe;
indispensable requisite, and for this reason geuer- it can recover from the worst maladies and Iosse_.
ally these persons only have the capacity and But if the fourth estate is seized with decay.
leisure to use their intellect in the service of the there is no salvation for the nation. -- The fourtl_

state, The great classes, employed more with estate needs the care of the state more than all
the material cultivation of the soil, with iland the other classes, which are in a better condition
work, with retail trade and with manufactures, to hel l) themselves. In individual cases, certainly,
are wanting in the necessary education and leisure the persons of the fourth estate must provide for

to devote themselves to affairs of state. It is of themselves bytheirown labor and economy. But
much more importance to them, then, that the it is surely the state's care, that the fundamental
administration should be a good one, than that conditions of common life and common welfare
they themselves should be called to take any _hall be well established. :For this end particu-

part in the administration. --The fourth estate, larly the country itas need of good laws anti in-
therefore, embraces also all the great classes of stitutions, and a capable administration. This
the people, which have not the characteristic the fourth estate can not obtain of itself. The

marks of the third estate. Its strength lies in better educated classes must work for it. -- Tile
the mass of the lower middle class in the cities, fourth estate has neither the capacity nor the
of workmen, shopkeepers, petty tradesmen, scr- inclination to govern or Io take part in the higher
vants anti peasants in the country.-- The prole- branches of civil administralion. But it has the
tariat i_ chiefly only the refuse of the fourth desirc and the need to be well ruled and governed.

estate, but it may also be of the olher estates, That done, it is contented, and entirely free from,
and must not be confoun(_ed with the former, any desire of innovation or revolution. There
There is a proletariat of the nobility and of tim is no greater error than Ihat of Stalll, who think_
higher middle cla._% as well as of the fourth that the fourth estate is desirous by nature It>
estate, The proletariat is an unavoidable evil, overthrow the ruling power. Quite the contrary.
which is connected with all classes "rod ranks The aristocracy is naturally inclined to share
of society. It forms no estate by itself. The power with the monarchy: tile third estate is
expression proletariat is borrowed from the old fromthe beginning inclined to exercise criticism.
Roman census-constitution. .The undomiciled and control, and prefers representative democratic
and poor Romans, those who had less than 1,500 forms. Tile fourth estate has in Europe. on
ases of taxable property, were not included in the the other hand, a natural bias, not toward the

five classes, and were therefore not liable to taxa- aristocracy,which has too long oppressed, despised.
tion nor bound to doduty in war, like the dotal- and lived on it, nor toward tht. representative
eiled citizens(a_sidui),although they were required democracy, in whose principal work it can not
to perform subordinate duties for the army. participate, and whose views are for the greater

Their property consisted chiefly of their children part not intelligible tu it; but toward the mon-
(pro/es), and hence they obtained the name. archy.- The fourth estate is in no way in-
Modern proletarians are also people without sensible to the ideal goods of humanity, and it is
property, no matter what estate or what class of readier than any other estate to do and dare for
the people they may belong to through birth, these goods. But only high ideas, not medium,
education or profession. But the absence of ones, attract it, and it comprehends only the great

property is not in itself decisive, and nothing outlines of the case, not its detail. The history
would be more dangerous than to divide the of the world has i_Tefutably shown, that these

entire population into property owners and non- great classes of the people, which think generally
property owners, and incite them to hostility only of their daily earnings, and appear cxclu-
against each other. The sons of well-to-doparents, sively engaged in material pursuits, have defended
when they establish a household of their own, with self-_crilicing determination, religious in-

may be entirely without property, but they are by terests, and, in more modern times, political ideas
no means proletarians. People without property, and ends, and have often turned the scale by their
then, are only proletarians, if, through isolation impetuous onslaught. BLU_TSCaLL
and a precarious means of existence, they are in a
dangerous position, and when their entire exist- FRANCE is the most westerly portion of cen-

ence in society appears unsafe. The task of poll- tral Europe, and is bounded on the northeast by
tics is to work for this end, that there may be Belgium and the grand duchy of Luxemburg; on
as few proletarians as possible in the land. _The the east by Alsacc.Lon'aine, Switzerland and
fourth estate is the foundation of the modern Italy; on the south by the :Mediterranean and,
state, and likewise the chief object of its care. It is Spain; on the west by the Atlantic ocean; and,
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,0n the northwest by the English channel and the Carlovingian dynasly descended from the throne,

straits of Dover. The islands in the immedhtte the kingdom of France covered from no_h to

neighborhood of the coast of l_h_nce measure south an area at least equal to ttmt of the present

<rely 419 square kilometres, but adding to them territory of Franc, e, but all the land lying to the
the more distant is}and of Corsica, with its east of the Meusc, the Saone anti the Rhine wns

8,747.41 square kilometres, the m-ea of the Earn- dependent on the German empire. The duke of.
pean portion of tile French republic is increased

to 5°-8,573.04 _uare kilometres. Excluding Col'- feudal system had been esteblisbed in France. The larg, r

siea _nd the smaller neighboring islands, conti- feudal lords acknowledged no otht r authoJity than thai of
nental France is situated between 42 ° 2' and the king These immediate vassal_ of the c_own had them-

selves a large number of lesser _a_als, and these )n turn
51 ° 5' north latitude and 7 ° 7' west long:rude lordedito_er thesti l les_ertcnantry. Amongthe frame-
and 5: 51' east longitude, reckoning, of course, dlate _assals were the dukes of Aquitaine. Bur,gund.v and

from the meridian of Paris. The geometlieal Normandy, thec_unts of Tonhmse. Flan,lers. Vermandois

form of the boundaries resembles a hexagon, of and Champagne. the lords (_Jre_, _,f Cuney and B_auj_u.etc. ln. the course of lime all these territories became
which the westetm and eastern sides are some- poeseesions of the crown, partly by d,,nation and by mar.
what indented, and the outlines of which arc ridge and inheritance, and partly by the right oi conquesL

-clearly indicated by the following measurements and were embodltd into the duchy of Francicn. Out of
the union of these crown lands and the terr reties acquired

Bresi to Antibes, 1,098 kilometres; Bayonne to byconquest from neighboring states, grew the political
"Cirey. 868 kilometres: Brest to Cirey, 940 kilo- division of France which was maintained from the time
metres: Dunkirk to C:ret, 965 kilometres: La of Louis XIV. untilthcyear1790.-TheflrstkingofFrance

Rochelle to Geneva, 542 kilometres. The 5,280 who successfully attempted territorial expansion was
Philippe I. who in 1094 beu_ht the province of Bert] from

kilometres perimeter of the boundaries, inclusive the counte of Bourges and united it with the crown lands.
•of sinuosities, are subdivided in the following The next large territorial acquisition was made under King

proportion 1,333 kilometres on the channel, 862 Philippe Au_uste, who in 1204, after a sueeessiu] war
against Richard Ceeur de Lion and John of England recov-

kilometres on the Atlantic, 570 kilometres on the erednot only the counties of Anjoil. Maine, Tourr_ine and
Pyrenees. 625 kilometres on the Mediterranean, Poitou, but al_o the duchy of Normandy from these
7,00 kilometres on the Alps, 290 kilometres on hio most powerful vaseals Although these provinces
the Jura, and 790 kilometres on the northeastern were reconquered by England in the following war_ for the

succession between that.po_er and France (which covered
boumlaries; the continental boundaries, there- a period of over 100yeir_l, and were for sonle time taken
fore, comprise 2,520 kilometres, and the mart- possesaion of by the former, theywere, under Charles VlI.,
time coast line 2,710 kilometres. The centre of again and permanently reunited with France. Pbihppe

the. country is at St. Around, south of Bourges, Auguste acquired, besides, the county of Artois, which hereceived in 1199 as dowry of his wife. also the counties of
_t a distance of 450-520 kilometres from the most Vermandots, Alen$on. Auvergne, Evreux and Valois In
extreme points of the boundaries. Of the entire 1208 he enfeoffed his cousin Philippe de Dreux with Brit-

-,5,230 kilometres perimeter only 790 kilometres sit tany. thereby establishing a branch of the dynasty in this

tile northeast are unprotected by natural bounds- province. Further i_ro,or_s in territorial acquisition wasmade under Louis sltrnamed the Saint. who in 1229 corn-
rms. Altogether the natural circumstances of pelled the counts of Toulouse not only to recognize the
location are very favorable for the defense of the authority of the king, but also to eerie a considerable por-
,botmdaries and for the self-sustenance of the tion of their estates, _tipulating that the whole of this

conntry was to fall to the crown in case of their family be-
state. Notwithstanding all this, France is not coming extinct. Louis" son and successor. Philippe Ill.,
insulated; it is in close contact with the German after the demise of the last of the i_ouse of Toulouse in

.centre of Europe; it commands the mountain 1272, took posses_lonof this beautiful eountry,butnt,l un-
til 1361 wasit solemnly joined to the crown. Philippe I_'.

passes which lead to Italy and Spain ; it keeps a also made SOme new acquisitions. Besides the viacount._
vigilant eye on the fortified coast of England; its Soule in 1806, he acqoired in 1807 the county of Lyonnais,

-western coast line is open to free communication which Peter of 8aw_y lost, refusing to take the oath of

with all parts of the globe, while the south allegiaace) _ and by hi_ marriage with Jeanne of Navarre
shares in the domination of the Mediterranean. gave rise to the hereditary claims of France to the prov-

inces of Champague and of Brie, both of which were in
France has her continental and her maritime t_l forever united with the crown. Although with the ac-
phase_, and the union of both elements gives her cession of the hou.,e of Valois to the throne the duchy of

a commanding position among the powers of ille valois was returned to the crown in 13_8, and Philippe in

earth.-- Formalion ef French 17ni_y.* When the i_o received Dauphtny as a gift from Humbert It. uponcondition that every lineal successor to the throne _houtd
be called dauphin, the long and bloody war tb,t ensued

• The development of France to its present dimensions in consequence of this change of dynasty between England
was very slow. and extended over many centuries. At the and France for the possession of the latter country, pu_ a
endot the ninth century France was divided, like Germany, s_op for over 100 years to territorial auqilisition by the
among a l_rge number of independent princes and lords. French kin_, and even resulted in considerable retroce_-
But the terrltm'lal development of the French empire took alert; for Jean, made prisoner in the battle of Poitiers in
an altogether di_erent c_mree from that of Germany, for, 13:6, could only purchase his liberty with the treaty of Brit
while in Germany tile princely po_ er gradually superseded tany in 1860, by which the king of England wee aeknowb
the empire, until nothing _as left of the latter but the edged in the possession of Guyeuue and Llmoustn and r_'-
mere name, _n France ro_-alty gradually absorbed the ceived besides Potion, Aunts, Saintong, e a_d Angonuai-.
power of the princes. Under the last of the Cariovinglan The French kings, with theexputsion of the Enghsh under
rulers t he possessions of Ihe crown extended no farther Charles VII., red,dined their old possession Under Lores
than the districts of flossionala. Laonais, Beauvoisis and XI, son and socces_or of Charles VII, the already vower-
Amtdnsts. Hngues Capet added to them the duchy of fill state added considerably to its territory. _l'hte ruler
Frsncien _ ith the tities of Paris and Orleans, making the succeeded In 147'7, after the death of Charlen the Bold, in
former thec'_pitat ol the new kingdom. At that time the uniting the duchy of Burgundy with the French cro_ n.
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France bore the title of king, but he had no about his duchy so many independent realms.

authority, so to speak, over other lands than his owing nothing to the crown except homage.

own. Six great fiefs, the duchy of _Normandy, Within each of thc_ states the great feudary

the duchy of Burgundy, the earldom of Finn- held by feudal tenure a number of fiefs o[" the

ders, the earldom of Champagne, the duchy of second order, the possessol's of which in their

Aquitaine and the earldom of Toulouse, formed turn were suzerain lords of rere-ficfs, divided

By bequest of Charles, the last count of Anjou, Louis XI. tton of the French republic (1792 to 1804) France acquired:
in 1481 inherited the district of the Provence; he con- Belgium (in 179'2), Savoy and Nice (in 1793). the Batavian
quered In the same year Boulonnats and united Picardy territory on the left bank of the river Schehlt and t he ter-
with France. With his son and successor Charles VIII. ritory on both sides of the Meuse rlw_r south and inclusive
ended, in 11488,the direct male succession st the dukes of of Ven]oo (m 179s,), the Spanish part of Sau Dommgo (in
Brittany. The last duchess of Brittany, Ann_ became the 1794), the Ionian islands (in 1797), (he entire left hank of
wife of Charles VIIL, and afterward of Louis XII ; and the Rhine, Elba, Guiana to the mouti_ of the Amazon (m
her daughter Claudia married Francis I., thereby securing 1801), Louisiana (in 1800, but in 11803 sold to the United
that powerful state to France. Under Francis I. the States), and Piedmont (in 1S02). The conquests of Naps-
French founded their first non-European colony, in Canada. leon I. as emperor in 181"2had increased the area of the
--The subsequent pause in territorial expansion was immediate French territory to 770,000 square k_lometres,
caused by the religio-polittcal agitation of the sixteenth with 4_500,000 inhabitants, and with the med,s_e depend-
century. The next important acquisition comprised the enc]es of Italy, the Rhemsh confederatiol), Swilzerland,
vhree bishoprics of Metz, Toul and Verdnn under Henry Nuplea, Warsaw and Dantz)g, the supremacy of tbe French
II. With the accession of Henry IV. the rest of the king- emperor extended o_er 1,6'24,000 square kilometres, _itlt
dora of Navarre _ituated on the Frenctl side of the Pyre- more than seventy three milhon inhabitsnr_. The first
aces, par_ of which had been taken in 1512 by the Spamsh. treaty of Paris in 11814reduced the bout dsries of _ rance to
came, tugether with Bdarn and Foix_ into the pusses,ran of their ]hnit_ ou Jan. 1. 117.vr2,_ith the addition, however, of
France; Henry IV. al_o acquired the territories of Brcase Quidvraiu, Philippeville, Mar(coburg, Saarloui_ and Saar-
and Bugey, which the dukeof Savoy was compelled to cede bruck, Landau, 1he district of Gex and a part of Savoy,
m 1601. Under Louis XIII. the islands of St. Christopher, confirming the annexation of Avigron, _'enai_sin, Month;z-
Martinique and Guadeloupe, al_o Cayenne in Guiana, were liard and the former German dlstric_ and with _he reduc-
colonized, the conquest of ArraS in 1640 secured Artois Ibr tion of ti_e colonial possessions to the hmit of Jan. I, 1179'2,
the crown (confirmed in ][718 by the treaty of Utrecht), and by the session of Tabsgo, St. Lucie and Isle-de-France to
m 1641 the territories of Cerdagne and Runs(lion were England. In the second Ircaty of Paris 08115). France
conquered. Louis XIV. secured the possession of these lost her claims to the aforeuamed concessions. In conse-
latter dominions as well a_ the cession of Charolals by his quenceof the Italian war of 1[_59 and in accordance with
marriage with Iufanta Maria Theresa. By the Westphalian the treuty of March21, 1860, the kingof Sardinia ceded to
peace treaty he acquired the whole of Alsace with the ex- France the whole of the duchy of Savoy and the _e_t_rn
ception of a few towns, and was confirmed in the posses- part of the county of Nioe. While Savoy was divided inn)
stun of his former acquisitions, the bishoprics of Metz, two depot)meres, Savoie and Savoie Hauls. Nice, togetl_e_
Toul and Verdun. He united Dombes and Niveroais w_th with t_ o parishes of the principality of Monaco (Mentonc
the crown, took in 1667 so-called French Flauders from andRoquebrune),wasaddedtothedepsrtmentoftheAlpce
the Spanish, conquered in 1668 and 1674 the Franche- Mar(times. The aresof these new acquisitions amounted
Comtd, in the possession of which be was conlirmed by to 15,142 square kilometres, with 669,000 inhabitants. In
the treaty of Nimegucn in 16_'_8; he took Strasburg in accordance with the preliminary, treaty at Versailles, of"
|681, and estabhshcd ce]on|es on the islands of Marie- February, 187L the definitive treaty at Franklort, of Mat
Galante, St. Bacthdlemy, Bourbon and Grenade. He ob- 10,1871, aud the supplementary convention o_ OcL 12, 1871,
tdued a footing in the western part of Domtngo sod on France ceded to the German empire: lhe entire deparl-
the Senegal, increased the transatlantic colonies by the meat of the lower Rhine, must of the departmeet of the
_ettlement at Fort Dauphin in Madagascar, by the island upper Rhine (only Belfort with _tt- ramrod(ate _urroundlng_
st St. Martin, by New Orleans and Louisiana, a territory of remained with France), parts of the departments of
about three million square kilomet_s; he declared the vast Moselle and Meurthc, and of the department of the Vosges
plains co_tiguoas to Lake Michigan a French possession, the two cantons of Schirmeck and Saa)es, altogether 14
and acquired the _sisnd of Cape Breton. He established arrondis._emcnt.% 97 cantons, 1,689 pariahs% 14.4.9"2square
the first setI)ementat Mauritius; laldthe foundatmn forths kilometres, with 1,597,'_:28 inhabitants (_ccordi_ to the
East Indian colonies by his acquisition of Pondichdry and census of 1886). -- The acquisitions of France durm_ the
the establishment of the factories at Chandernagor, and nineteenth century, outside of Europe, comprised' in 118,_0,
left to his grandson a realm of 5_.830 square kilometres in the gradually extended territory' of Alger]a; in 11842,the pro-
Europe and almost 4,400.000 square kilometres outside of tectorate over the MarquesaS islands m OeeanJca, of which,
Europe While daring the more than fifty years of his however, ac(_rdmgto the treatyof June 19, 1847, ti)e islands
reign the European possessions of France were increased of Huahine, Ralatea and Barabora were excel)led, in I_,5-3,
by Lorraine, in accordance with the preliminary treaty of New Caledonia and the Lnyahy islands: in 1859, Ad)_lis on
Vienna : by the island of Corsica from Genoa iu 1768) aud the Red sea; in 1882, Obok on the straits of Bab-cl-Msndel.
several border districts of the duchy of Savoy, altogether also in 1862, lowerCochin China, and the (alan0 of ('under6,
about 27,500 square kdometres, almost all the American and, in 1864, the protectorate over Cambodia. 'rh_' colonial
p()sse_s]ons, as well as the possessions ou the Senegal, possessions of France therefore ex_ended, in 187{_,oxe, the
were, in accordance with the first treaty of Versailles in followingterritories: 1 In Asia: Pondich6ry, Kar_kal,Mal_t;,
11763,ceded to England. After the subsequent cession of Yanaon and Chanderuagor tu Hindustan; with .509square
Louisiana aud New Orleans to Spain in 1769 the colonies kilometres and '260,300inhabitants, and lnwerCoehin China
outside of Europe were reduced to 10"2.748square kllome- with the island of Condord, with .56,244 square kilometre_
ires, while tl_e European territory was increased to 549.570 and 1,292,_0 inhabitants. 2. In Africa: Senegal, Gor6e and
square kilometres, with twenty-five miHlon inhabitants, dependencies, establishments on the Gold coast (Assinie)
By the second treaty of Versailles in 1783 France recovered and Gabon in South Guinea, with a total population of
the possessions on the Senegal, the free fisheries at New- 213 34/) inhabitants; the island of Reumon, with 2.51_:
foundland, sad the islands of 8t. Pierre and Miquelon: it square kilometres and 211,_',_.5inhabitants: near Madsgas-
acqmred the island of 'Pab_go. but sold _t Bsrthdlemy to car, the _slands of St. Marie, bIsyo_te and .Nose_bt t, with 679
Sweden, increaSing the colonial area to 1_').910 square kilo- squ_re kilometres snd 26,000 mhab_tan_ s. 3. In America :
rnetre_. In 1789 the nattonai assembly p_}clatmed C,or_ca French Guiana, with 1_1,413 square kilometres and "28,800
an _ntegrel part of the French empire, as I_kewise in 1791 inhabitants; Guadeloupe, Marie-Galante, Ddsider_de, Le,
lhe distriets oi" Avignon a_d of Veuatsein, till then under Sa_ute_ oue4hird of St. Martin and Martinique among the
the authority of the pope. -- During the twelve years dur_- Ant._llos m the West Indies, with 2,833 square kilometre. _
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into baronies, castellanies, and the fiefs of vis- Augustus dismembered its domain, after his
counts of cities. Under these latter lords were policy had divided it. But the English kings, in
all tile cities and villages. Tile system of mill- order to defend themselves, commenced to excite
tary clientage descended thus step by step from coalitions of its former vassals against French
tile king of France to tile lowest baron. No royalty. Philip Augustus triumphed at tile vic-
other tie bound these fiefs together, and for more. tory of Bouvines over the barons of the north,
than a century a state of warfare was the life and this wa._ the first great battle gained in France
itself of the nation, divided into some thousands in favor of national unity.-- The great feudaries
of gross tyrannies. All that the first kings could soon tried to break this nascent unity, but St.
pretend to do was to remain kings, and to trans- Louis, whose minority was the cause of such
mit the crown to their heirs. While they had great perils to the state, regained in 1242, upon
themselves crowned in the hereditary order each tlle battle field of Taillebourg, the power and
during tile lifetime of the other, a sort of order prestige of his grandfather, Philip Augustus.
was established within the great fiefs, and the Advantageous treaties and temporary conces-
,dukes and counts of the first rank established for sions gave the sanction of right to the violent
themselves a real authority over their vassals, conquests, the heritage of which tile pious king

Finally, under Louis the Fat, royalty began the accepted; but the appanage system again dis-
same work of organization for itself, by making membered this kingdom, which each day was
war against tim lords and barons, who lived by becoming more solidified; no longer, it is true,
brigandage upon the territory of its ducal fief. without hope of reversion to the crown, and
Feudal obedience once establisbed in the duchy perhaps even for the good of France; for be-
of France, the king set to work to regulate the fore restoring it to royalty, made permanent by

hierarchy and the laws of the feudalism of the disappearance of transient races, each of
"which lie was the chief, and by vigorous meas- the appanaged dynasties -increased its domain
_ares he caused his great vassals to respect his and made power more thoroughtyrespected there
authority as military commander and sovereign lhan it would have been possible for the central
_lispenser of justice. As soon as there was some chief to attempt. They were branches of the

order and tranquillity in the different duchies and same trunk, which grew larger every day. -- At
earldoms of France, agriculture and commerce the same time St. Louis reformed the laws, and
received a slight impetus, and communes were prepared the early union of the three classes
formed, some through successful insurrection, of the nation into the states general. He made
others through the purchase of municipal liberty, himself, by his pragmatic sanction, temporal head
The king encouraged, wherever he could, the of the French clergy; he connected, by means of
organization of the city bouJ:qeo/s/e, and at the the right of appeal, the seignioral courts with his
.end of the twelfth century, by thus weakening own tribunals, and placed the municipalities of
the power of his vassals, he had everywhere the south as well as the communes of the north
established and caused to be respected his light under the judicial and military authority of his
_)f actual suzerainty. Having then at his com- officers. He did more: by suppressing the fe!udal

mand the forces of the nascent state, he was able right of hostility in the political order, and judi-
to fix its boundaries by conquest. :Marriages, cial combat in the civil order, he desired justice
treaties, confiscations, battles, equally protnoted to lie the only rule, the only sanction of social

(his new policy. It. was necessary first to weaken relations; and thc new judges, in becoming the
_he Norman monarchy, which, being a part of arbiters of society, formed a body which, for the

France, had taken possession of England, but purpose of instructing itself, sought out and
which, by its right of proprietorship and by its awakened the memories of antiquity, and gave
family alliances, had remained or become mis- to all the science of the universities an impulse
Cress of all the French coast on tile ocean. Philip unknown till that time.-- A new division of tim

kingdom was begun while these reforms were
and 327,500 inhabitants; in St. Pierre and Miquelon, near going on. The institutions of royal justice, by
New Foundland, with 2'10 square kilometres and 4,383 establishing a hierarchy among the tribunals.
inhabitants; altogether, 124,456 square kilometres, with gave rise to four great bailiwicks, upon which all_0,680 inhabitants. 4 In Oceanic.a: New Caledonia and
the neighboring Loyalty islands, with 19,720 square kit- the seignioral courts depended, and which them-
ometresand59,200mhabitants; and the Marquesas islands, selves, as well as the courts of the great fiefs.

with 1,239square kilometres and 10,000inhabitants; a total were subject to tile royal court, which after,ivard
of 20,959equare kilometres, with 69,200 inhabitants The became the French parliament. This court, com-total colonial possessions of France in 1876, ti_erefore,
amounted to 205,400 square kilometres, with 2,186,000 in- posed only of great vassals and officers of the
habitants. Adding to this the proviuce of Algeria, with crown, had followed royalty eve_-where and had
_69,000 square kilometres and 2,414,000 inhabitants, the notyet had a fixed seat; but when procedure by
immediate possessmnsof France outstdeof Europe amount writing and the multiplication of laws renderedto 8_,4,400square kilometres, with 4,600,000 inhabitants.-
The territories under French protectorate are: in Asia, it necessary to admit therein clerks or educated
Cambodia, with &%860 square kilometres and 1,0(D,000 laymen, it changed its character, and soon jurists
tnhabitanta; in Oceaniea, the archipelagos of Tahiti, Tubalt alone composed it.--From justice, as St. LouisTuamotu and Gambler (Society islands), with 8,0_3square
kilometres au¢l23,500 inhabitants; altogether, 91,943aquare established it with so much authority, sprang all
kilometre._, with l,@23,SiDiuhabitants, the political structure of the state, The func-
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lions of the seneschals, bailiffs, provosts, repre- establish feudalism, encouraged by the depressed
sentatives of the royal hw, and bearers of the state of the whole count_T, broke out shortly
royal sword, were made lnore definite; their after his death, and a great number of nobles
power was increased, arid, dcpendeut .on the were again reinstated by royal chartersin the priv-
crown which no longer invested them with hered- lieges and prerogatives of their fathc]'s; but the
itary offices as the Carlovingian monarchy had judiciary of St. Louis was too well established,
(lone. they worked zealously to destroy every- and too ,nuch in accordance with the spirit of the
where the authorities of feudalism, from this times, not to resist these attacks, and hy resisting,
time divided and incapable of successful revolt, it assured the existence of the political and/]nan-
- Royalty then at last represented thenation and cial system which has since been established
disposed of its forces. Up to that time it could upon its foundations. --A supreme crisis even
,0nly alternately conquer or administer; hence- now threatened royalty and the kingdom; the
forth it advanced more confidently, and increased hundred yearn war began, and in this duel to the
,or regulated the kingdom, as favorable occasions death, which must either destroy the future of
for action offered themselves. Philip the Fair France to the profit of English monarchy, or
_ttemptcd to drive the English from Guyeune and drive away forever Enghsh monarchy from con-
to seize Flanders, aml he deprived the empire of tinental soil, a tlmusand startling events, a thou-
Lyons, thus penetrating into the valley of the sand misfortunes occurred, but also miracles,
]_hone, which was not yet French territory. At which cast thc whole French nation, king and
the same time hc applied to the whole of the people into a sea of blood and tears, but which
kingdom his grandfather's (Louis 1X.'s) system of fi,mlly saved it; ami the destiny of France ill-
bailiffs; that is to say, he made tile lords every umphed. -- Already the single question of the

where subject to tile king, and he fixed the se;lt ,ff inheritance of fiefs had nearly COmlu'omi._ed tile
_.he itinerant parliament, which was divided from state. Philip the Fair. in oJ'der to keep the ap-

this reign, into a chamber of ,recounts, chamber p'mages within reach of the crown, had decided
of inquiry and grand chamber. During a cell- that males ahme could inherit them; but as to the

tury and a half, this parliament was the only crown itself, it was uncertain if, the case occur-
supreme court of the kingdom ; some of its metn- ring, the daughtem couhl not lay claim to tile
bers were then delegated to decide appeals in the seignioral manor and title of their father. The

,countries where customary law was prewdcnt; legists dechu'ed that France should exclude
those of Champagne iu the Grands Jours at women from the throne, and supported their
Troyes; those of Normandy in the Excl_yuers argument I)y the cus|om of the Salic Franks,
at Rouen, and those of countries where statute which, in fact, under the first race, had been
law was prevalent in the Chambre de I, angue d'oc applied to the inheritance of the royal power,

established at Paris itself.-- The bourgeoisie, by "rod which, under the name of Salic law, has
this enlargement of the functions of justice, oh- been famous in French hi._tory. But if males
tained positions which they alone were capable alone thus had the right to reign over Fraln:e.
.of filling. _hey still more quickly became of it was because one of the English kings once
importance in the state, when it was necessary to found himself nea,'er the throne o! Fr_,nce
ask them to open their purses to provide for pub- titan the legal heir, that the hundred ye'lrs _ar
lic expenditure. Royalty of the house of Capet, had brokeu out and the massacre of the t_o
so long a_ it was simply feudal, found in its own nations had begun. --New taxes, new confisca-
treasury, that is, in the revenue of its domains, tions were the firs! rc_urces of tile kings of

the money necessa_ T for its seigaioral duties; but France; but, since England furnished more regu-
when it reigned, governed, made laws, embraced lar support to tmr forces and had better disci-

.a policy, it needed an army, it needed subsidies, plined troops, the French at first appeared on the
Philip the Fair neglected no means of becoming field of battle only to be vanquished. When
rich, not even tile most iniqnitous and most John the Good was made p,'isoner at Poitiers

dangerous. He suspended the right which the and dragged as a captive to London, a general
.feudaries had of coining money, and speculated insurrection assailed on all sides the estahlish-

upon the melting and recoinage of the royal ment o! the monarchy. In those times of mis-
moneys. Whether they were guilty of usury or fortune and ignorance the light of patriotism did
uot, he made tile Jewish and Lombard bankers, not illumine the minds of men, and the bour-

who were enriching themselves by developing geoisic, which later showed more expcrience and
national commerce, periodically disgorge ; he wisdom in its devotion, was at that time the most
seized tile property of templars condemned to terrible enemy of the tutelary authority, which
death; he sold their freedom to serfs and slaves; was shaping the kingdom for the battles of the
he established tile first custom houses known in future. In 1_356, the republican spirit of the
France; he imposed a tax on salt; and, growing municipalities of Italy and Flandcrs inspired the

ever more eager to amass gold, which he needed states general, in which tile deputies of tile cities
for the promotion of his plans, he finally assem- wanted to grasp tile power, and not only to fix
bled in a common session the three classes, the tile taxes, but to collect and dist,'ibutc them, and
tln'ee ordo_ of the kingdom: the clergy, the in financial matters to entirely reform the ad-
nobility and the third estate.-- An attempt to re- ministration. The attempt was premature, and
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Etienne Mabel, who was the promoter of it, second parliament was granted to Languedoc,
soon found himself compelled,in orderto main- and a thirdpromised to Guyenne. The crown
tainit,to undertake to change the dynasty aJld inheritedDauphiny, in the person of the eldest
to have recourse to foreign assistance. Then, sonsof futurekings; thisnew provincehad also
abandoned by some of his own party, he suc- its p_trliament,and at the end of the century

cumbed, while the revolutionaryagitation,hay- there were parliamcntsat Dijon, at Rouen and
ing spread intothe ruraldistricts,took the form at Aix, when Burgundy and Provence became
of a war of extermination,directedby the peas- integralpartsof French territory.Brittany did
antsagainstthe seignioralnobility.These very notobtainherstill1553.--One afteranother,taxes
excessesproved tht_cause of the safety of roy- had been levied,at firstprovisional,afterward
alty,which, sustainedby the threatenednobility, regular: the customs of Philip the Fair, the
and representedby the dauphin, who afterward _,abellasof Philipof Valois,and the taxeslevied
became Charlesthe Wise, littleb) littlegathered upon liquorsand variousarticlesof consumption

together the scatterc_lelements of national by the republicanstatesgeneralof 1356. Abol-
unity.-- The revolutionhad given to the king- isbedfor a time on the accessionof CharlesVI.,
dora a financialorganization,by charging the these taxcswere re-established,and theircollec-
delegatesand general commissaries with the lionsubjected to fixed laws. From the estab-
levying of money for the "aid" voted by it. lishmcnt of two courts of taxation dates the
From thattime datesthe commencement of _l_,c-separationof ordinary justicefrom the adminis-
I/oru_and g_ndralit_;s(French districts),which, trationof justicein matters of fnance. The
later,became the civildivisiousof France. This oldestof the taxcs,the tail,grew in importance
was not the only trace of its passage which in proportionas the objectforwhich ithad been
the revolutionwas destinedto leave behind it. established,the support of the army, became
The principalcharacterof itsactswas the attesta- more considerable.-- For a century,the division
tionof the alrea_lyinchoate homogeneity of the of old France into,q_n_ralit2sand financial_c-
nation; ifitexposed the cause of French unity tlbn,s,had been an accomplished fact; but asold
todangers,itserveditby revealingit.-- Charles France extended itsfrontiers,the countrieswhich
V. establishedthe administrationupon itsbases, were added to itclaimed the rightof retaining,

and, profitingby the lessonsof the revolution as regarded taxes,the privilegeof consent and
itself,he above allperfectedthe management of distributionwhich they possessed. They did re-
the finances. More successfulthan his fatherin tainthisright,and as itwas in the severalstates
the war with England, he repairedsome of the general that this privilegewas exercised,the
disastersthe state"had undergone during his name of pailsd'_tat,was given to them in admin-
regency, and, by the creationof companies of istrativelanguage.--By obtainingfrom the states
ordnance, he formed the firstnucleus of a per- general of 1439 the establishmentof a personal

manent army, which up to thattime had been tad'I/e,the king everywhere suppressedthe feudal
unknown in France.--The minorityand thenthe tail_. The royaltezT_was voted for the levyof
folly of his successorendangered the progress a permanent army of 2,500men atarms and 4,000
alreadyaccomplished,and again plunged France archers. Up to thistimeroyaltyhad _othad atits
intoan abyssof misfortune. The foreignenemy servicea standingarmy, and had carriedon wars
thistime found ttnew auxiliaryinthe appanagist only by appealingto itsva_als and the people
princes,descended from King John, who did not of the communes. But now itwas atthehead of
wish todestroyroyalty,in abeyance through the the firstof modern troops,and although cavalry

imbecilityof the monarch, but to exploititthem- occupied the chief position,artillerysoon ap-
selves. Never did France see worse days ; her peared ; itmade war a science,and the infantry
capital,the heartof the country,had falleninto increasedin number as the nationbecame more
the hands of the kin_ of England, and the securelyorganized. The ban and arr_re-ba_be-
legitimateheir to the throne was wandering came from thistime onlylanguishingremains of
beyond the Loire, almost without an army. the militarycustoms of feudalism,which did not
Finally,the patriotismof some of the nobility disappeartillthe timeof Louis XIV., asthe exer-
and the sublime dew,lion of Joan of Arc dcliv- ciseofseiguioraljusticeexisted,continuallylosing
ered the country from itsincomparable misery, strength,tillthe statesgeneralof 1789.--Thus we

Strengthenedby the struggle,which had almost come to the light. Through justicecommenced
destroyed it,royalty roseabove so many perils the formation and regular divisionof France,
never to sink again. The soilof the fatherland the castellaniesand provostshipsof the king
was freefor the firsttime in fivecenturies,and were the seatsfor justiceand the policein the

on thislaud which had drunk so much generous firstinstance; the bailiwicksin the northand the
blood before becoming independent,the institu- seneschals'courts in the south,ruled the castel-
tionsof the statecould be organized as partsof laniesand provostships,and were at once seats
one great whole.- Charles VII. had created a of justiceand militaryoffices.Supreme juris-

parliament at Poitiers,when hc was livingin dictionwas v_stcdin the parliaments. Through
exileat Chinon. Victorious,hc wanted the judi- the organization of the finances the kingdom
cialorganizationof his predecessorsto answer was enabled to increaseinstrength. Financially,
the needs of France, libcrated and enlarged. A France was divided into _z_/s d'_tats, which voted
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and dtstributed their taxes, and pays d'eTections, in have men of integrity in power, he made the
which were established receivers general, dole- practices of economy popular, and elevated the
gates, receivers of domains, collectors of gabclles, whole nation hy proclaiming the excellence of
and soon a whole a_'my of collectors, treasurers agriculture. Colbert completed hisworkby giving
and comptrollers, who_e hierarchy and functions new life to industry and commerce. -- Till the
foreshadowed the administratmu and regulation middle of the sixteenth century the crown had
of accounts of the coming centuries. Finally, its councilors, when it was pleased to take them.
Francehad an army, and formilitary purposes the an abh 5, Suger; a soldier, Joinville; a legi._t,
country was divided into twelve great govern- Juvt:na] des Ur_-in_; a harb_'r, Ohvicr le Daim --
ments given to officers of the crown. -- We lmve With secretaries of state came the creation of
only just mentioned the rdlc and tim situation of ministries. The action of the govcrnment:ll ma-
the church under the monarchy of _hc hou._e of chincry was thus continually rectifi(,(], hut sud
Capet. St. Louis began thclooseningof the bonds dcnly, powerful shock._ s_oppcd and disorg_nizcd
which attached the church in matters temporal it. Every minority of u king was the signal for
to Rome, and supported it in it_ right of election, the old feudal and communal rSgime to raise its
Rome soon regained all its empire; but Charles head, and make an effort at revolt. The iron
VII., following in the footsteps of St. Louis, hand of Ri(.helieu was necessary to lower the
ordered the French clergy to pay no more tribut[.s most powerful reh(,l heads, and the glittering
to the holy sec, and to preserve its republican sceptre of Louis XIV. to make them all bow
constitution. It is true that, in the following (iowa before him.- Still, the balance of power
century, Fl_ancis I. put an end to the existence of in Europe was fixed by France in the treaties of
a democratic clergy, and by a concordat concluded Westph.'_:ia, and she herself, under her kinc. the
with the holy see, constituted himself the only lastof her conqueror kings, extemled her frontiers
elector of the members of the royal clergy. -- The on all sides. The literature and art of the century
time had come when France must be entirely made France tiJe arbiter of Europe, even at the
united under the sceptre of her kings. Louls XI. time of her misfortunes; and although th(_' only
completed the workof the feudal monarchy. It adorned general and often servile ideas, they pre-
only remained to do a_vay with the appanagists, pared the way for the unexpected reign of phllos-

with the very blood of the dynasty itself. It is ophy in the next century. Louis )[IV himself
known with what skill, what decision, what con- unwittingly contributed toward giving to the
stancy, his cruel genius wasapplied to this work, bourgeo/_ an importance which writers of the
and how he contributed more than any other eighteenth century carried to the highest point.
king, except Philip Augustus, to the material When he humiliated the remnants of the nobility
formation of the kingdom.-- The construction in his pompous antechambers, and would employ
of the new national edifice occupied five centuries; in important matters only the common people, he
but what centuries of violence; the imagination was the first, by the caprice of despotism, to

can hardly light up with a ray of chivalric poetry instil into hzs people that idea of equality which
those sombre years of ignorance, of famine, of the revolution employed in the name of justme.
pestilence and of intestine strife. -- The sixteenth But we now come to the time when old France

century inaugurated a new policy. France was ceased to exist, and ncwFrance appeared. _ The
prepared for it, when the west of Europe was author of this article will be perhaps permitted
refreshed by the breath of the Greek and Latin to recall that, in a work entitled "Et, rt de la

renaissance. Antique art mingled its brilliancy F_'arwv en 1789," he drew up, for that memorable
and elegance with the uaivetS, rudeness and gay- date, the inventory of the system which the states

ely of the Gallic spirit, and French genius be&_an general overthrew and transformed. Even the
its glorious career. But it was not until the seven- slightest sketch of this can not bc given iu a few
teenth century that its supremacy dethroned the lines. The extent of territory was ahout the
old fame of the German empire and the holy see. same as at present, the populatmn" numbered
Francis I. was the fi_t to commence the founds- shout 26,500,000, of winch about 6,000,000 were

tion of this future fortune, and it was by hm iu the cities aud towns, and about 680,000 in the
struggle with the house of Austria that he forced capital. The average length of life was estimsted
the nations to think of the balance of power, at twenty-eight ycal_ and nine months. -- The in
IIis son increased the national inheritance; his stitutionsof feudalism had fallen one by one under
grandsons came near losing it; but tl_rough the the blows of monarchy; but it was only their
struggles of religious reform, the human mind vigor and their vital!ty which halt dlsapl)earcd,
kept its onward progress The civil laws were their forms, their names, theirconnectionsexi.-.tcd.

purified through the injunctions of the reprcsen- Till 1789, all France was only an assemblage of
tatives of France, and under the inspiration of fiefs, arri(.'re fiefs and plebeian estates, placed un-
her nmgistrates and in the political debaucheries der the tenure_of the king, who, according to the

of the league, the instincts of liberty rose up con- law of the middle ages, was the supreme lord of
stantly, and hid tim shortcomings of patriotism, the land, as well as the irresponsible head of the
-- Under Henry IV an order of things was in- state. Without doubt, it had for a long time
augurated which approaches that of the present been impossible to realize rigorously such a prin-
day. Sully accustomed the nation to desire to eiple in actual transactions; but the princi_)le
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•_xisted none the less. It was the corner stone of of the emperor (Aug. 10). The new cabinet, pre-
the old r_gime. Tile revolution was needed to sided over by Palikao, made every effort to in-
,uproot it from the soil, in order that France crease the means of defense and to supply Paris
_hould be really free.-- It is doubtful if there with provisions. Mcanwhiie the French army
were many more than 80,000 nobles in 1789 ; but had been annihilated in a succession of great
_how few were actually descended from the corn- battles; tile whole of Alsace and Lorraine was
paaious at arms of Clovis, or even from the occupied by German troops, and only Strasburg
offÉcers who, under the Carlovingians, became and Metz still held out. Napoleon IlL himself
hereditary proprietors of their offices. The .great surrendered at Sedan and went into captivity in
raajority were only recently of noble rank, ob- Gel_aany; the prince imperial, who had aceom-
tained in the offices of the magistracy. The panied his father, had previously gone to Eng-
clergy embraced about 200,000 individuals, and land. On receipt of the news of this catastrophe,
enjoyed a considerable revenue, the amount of Paris rose in rebellion; during the night of Sept.
which has been variously estimated. Together 3, Jules Favre proposed in the legislature to
with the king, who still enjoyed a large domain, depose the imperial dynasty. Palikao did not
_hese 80,000 nobles and 200,000 members of the dare to vigorously resist this agitation, as the
clergy possessed three-fourths of the soil. One- army and national guards could not be depended
fourth remained fur o26,000,000 of men, but at on. On the afternoon of Sept. 4 a mob stormed
_he most there were but 450,000 landhohters in the hall of the legislature, the senate dissolved,
France. -- As the desire to manage its own affairs and while Gambetta proclaimed a republic amid

had become the ruling passion of France, the tumultuous excitement, the empress, together
_xperiment was tried of giving to the pays d'('lee with the heads of the imperial party, were fugi-
tions provincial assembli_, which _ith some lib- rives on their way to find shelter in England.
_rty, should play the same part which the states On the very evening of Sept. 4. 1870, a "pro-
general were supposed to play in tim pays d'_tat, visional government of national defense" consti-
the list of which is as follows Artois. Cambr_sis, tuted itself in the HStel de Ville, composed of
_rittany, Walloon Flanders, Burgundy, Langue- deputies 'of the left only (Arago, Cr_mieux,
doc, earldom of Foix, Marsan, N_bouzan, Quatre Favre, Ferry, Gambetta, Gamier-Pages, Olais-
Yalldes, Bigorre, BSarn, Soule, Lower :Navarre, Bizoin, Pelletan, Picard, Rochefort, Simon).

Labourd, Dauphiny. These institutions only Under their auspices all Germans were expelled
made the nation more impatient to effect the from France. Gen. Trochu presided, and was

union of the provinces and the regulation of the entrusted with the office of commander-in-chief
laws, and this impatience was legitimate, for of Paris. Jules Favre became vice-president and

royalty, after having materially established the minister of foreign affairs; lie entered upon his
kingdom, was capable only of tyrannizing over functions with a diplomatic circular of Sept. 6,
it, and, of a feudal nature after all, it was not will- in which he declm'ed that the government desired
ing to melt down the iron system of feudalism peace, but would not cede one inch of the na-

to forge the body of a new nation. --Parliaments tional territory, nor a stone of a French fortress.
had in the course of time arrogated the right of He made the same claim in a personal conversa-
remonstrance, because they enjoyed the privilege tion with Bismarck at Ferri_res on Sept. 19-20;
of the registration of the ordinances and edicts, lie thought of contenting victorious Germany
This right, which, substantially, always yielded with money only. Thiers undertook a diplo-
to force, appeared to them to be the fundamental matie mission to London, Vienna, St. Peters-

law of the country, and to be worth a constitu- burg and Florence to ask the intercession of the
tion by itself; but after the thinkers and politi- neutral powers, but without success. His nego-
clans of the eighteenth century had spoken, it tiations with Bismarck on :Nov. 1, at Versailles,
was impossible for these chimeras to exist. The resulted in nothing. When the German army
revolution effected what kings could not, what advanced toward Paris, the French government
the parliaments would have wished to prevent resolved to share the fate of the capital, but
them from doing. Tho_ declarations of the appointed a delegation for the administration of
eoustitutious of 1791 and 1793 were not vain the provinces at Tours, where Oambetta as minis-

words • "The k!ngdom is one and indivisible." ter of war and of the interior virtually assumed
"The French republic is one and indivisible." the dictatorslfip. On Sept. 19 the surrounding of
:Even the misfortunes of France have not been Paris had been completed, and the Prussian king,

able to destroy this unity and this indivisibility, William I, had taken up his headquarters at
which nations admire and euvy. Versailles, the old residence of the French kings.

P,xUT. BOITEAU. Strasburg and Metz capitulated. In vain Oam-
betta continued to levy new troops to relieve

--The Third Republic. The Franco-German war Paris; the French recruits and the militia (gard_
of 1870-71 early revealed the weakness of the nwbile) were unable to offer successful resistance

second empire. Immediately after the first de- to the experienced German soldiers, and in the
feats and in consequence of a vote of distrust of beginning of December the government delega-
the legislature, the Olivicr ministry resigned ; one tions even had to remove further south to Bor-

of the deputieseven demandingthe abdication deaux. The governmentat Paris,too, was in a
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_Jifficult position. All efforts of (_en. Trochu resentatives had, on March 28, convened at Brus-
to break through the iron belt of tile besieging sels in order to deliberate over tlle details of tile
army were unsuccessful, and want soon made treaty: the negotiations, however, progressed
itself felt. In addition to this, an extreme party slowly, as no agreement could be arrived at con-
existed in the city itself, which had its con- cerning tlle financial questions. This created dis-
nection with the international society of work- trust in Germany as to whether the governmei|t
ingmen and relied upon the armed population of at Versailles would and could honestly carry out
_hc workingmen's quarters, Belleville, Montmar- the provisions of the preliminary treaty. In con-
(re, etc. Aside from minor revolts, this party at- sequence, Bismarck used his personal influence;
|erupted, on Oct. 31, 1870, and Jan. 22, 1871, and in a meeting with Favre, the F|'encl| minis-
(unsuccessfully, however,) to usurp the govern- tel', at Frankfort on the Main (May 6-10) all con-
ment and to establish the so-called commune.-- flicting points were speedily decided. The treaty
Under these circumstances the " provisional gov- of Frankfort, of May 10, 1871, generally confirmed
¢rnment of defense" was compelled to sue for tile preliminaries, hut contained amendments reg-

peace. On Jan. 28, 1871, Favre and Bismarck ulating the future bordermore in accordance with
_igned an agreement for a three weeks armistice the nationality of the inhabitants, and containing
on land and water, in accordance with which the an additional article in relation to the possession
(_erman troops occupied, the following day, all of the French railways of the east in Alsace.Lot-
forts around Paris. During this armistice, which raine.--The elections of Feb. 8 had, under clerical
was afterward extended to March 3, a national influences and under the pressure of the situation,

assembly was to be chosen by general election in resulted in a preponderating majority of the "legi-
order to negotiate peace. When Gambetta at- timist-Orleanist'" party, so that ever)' one looked
tempted to limit the freedom of election to those with either fear or hope for an early restoration of
of pronounced republican tendencies, his decree the monarchy. ']'he princes of the house of Orleans
was not recognized by either Bismarck or the returned to take up their residence in France;
Paris government; this, with the general desire of Count Chaml>ord (Itcnry V.) appeared for a long
the French people for peace, compelled him to visit at his count_ 5' seat. Chambord and the fol-
resign. On Feb. 8 the elections took place, and lowers of both sides entered into negotiations in
on Feb. 12 the national assembly held its first order to effect a fusion. This, however, was
session at Bordeaux. The following day the made impossible by Chambord's manifesto of July
government of national defense resigned the 5, wherein he declared that he could not sacrifice
powers confided to it to the national assembly, the white flag of IIenry IV. Thiers tried first to
and the latter appointed Thiers, on Feb. 17, chief secure for himself the good will of the monarchist
executive officer; retaining Favre as minister of majority by appointing an increasing number of
foreign affairs. On Feb. 26 the preliminaries of Orleanists as members of hiscahinet. The repub-
peace were decided upon at Versailles, between lican Jules Favrere_gned, and on Aug. 3 Charles
Thiers and Favre on one side and the chancellor, Remusat entered the foreign office; later, Casi-
Bismarck, and the representatives of Bavaria, mir P6rier(the son) was appointed minister of the
Wtlrtemberg and Baden on the other side, in ac- interior. Ou Aug. 12 the left centre of the na-
cordance with which France ceded the provinces tional assembly brought in a bill proposing tim
of Alsace, except Belfort, and German Lorraine, prolongation of the power of Thiers for three

including Metz, to the German empire, and hound years, under the title of president of the republic,
herself to pay a war indemnity of 5,000,000,000 and the establishment of a responsible mi,listry.
francs; part of the French territory to remain After a hot debate, Aug. 30 and 81, the bill was
occupied by German troops until the indemnity passed by a vote of 491 ag'ainst 93. Thc bill pro-

should be paid. These preliminaries were rati- vided that Thiers should exercise the executive
fled on March 1 by the national assembly at Bor- power as president of the republic under the
deaux and March 2 by Emperor William I. The authority of the national assembly, until the work
German troops, who had occupied several quar- of the latter was ended; he shouhi reside at the

ters of Paris, withdrew from the city March 3. seat of the assembly and be heard by the latter at
Shortly afterward the Germans also left Ver- any time at his request. The president aswell as

sallies, and the national assembly, together with the ministers (who are appointed and dismissed
the executive, removed from Bordeaux to the for- by the former), should be under responsibility to
mer place March 20. On March 18 a fresh and the na_iocai assembly. Soon after the passage of
successful insurrection broke out in Paris, and this l)flI the assembly adjourned frmu Sept. 17 to
the so-called commune usurped control of the Dec. 4, after appointing a permaucnt commission
government. This outbreak, however, was con- of forty-five members to act during the interval of
fined to the city of Paris; the French army re- the adjottrnment.--The next object of the French

mained true to the government, and after great governvaentand national assemblywas the earliest
bloodshed the insurrection was quelled, and by possible liberation of the cmmtry from the occu-
May 28 order was restored in Paris. Previous to pation of the German troops, and the improve-

this, the treaty of peace with Germany bad meat of the armyafter the Prussian model. For
ah'eady been definitively ratified. In accordance the paying of the first two milliards of war indem-

with the preliminaries, French and German rep- nity, Thier_ ccmtracted, in June, 1871, a loan of
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2,500,000,000 francs, and for file liquidation of The proceedings instituted by the military corn-
the balance a second loan of over three milliard mission against Marshal Bazaine were intended
francs in July, 1872. That for the latter loan a to relieve the "Grande Nation" from all re-
sum of more than forty-four milliards was sub- sponsibility for tile disgrace of tile last war, and
scribed, was evidence of the very favorable coil- to lay all tile blame therefor to insul)ordiuation
dillon of French credit. Thus France was en- and treason. Bazaine was, by court martial, on

abled by more speedy payments to bring about Dec. 10, 1873, condemned to death, but tim sen-
tile end of the occupation at an earlier permd tcnce was commuted to twenty years' imprison-
than had been expected at the time of the treaty, merit. Removed to the fortress on the island of
In the last convention of March 15, 1873, it was St.)farguerite, he escaped on Aug. 10, 1874.-
decided that the last quarter milliard should be Less llarmony existed between tile parties in

paid off on Sept. 5, thereby securing the corn- question concerning the framing of the constitu-
plete evacuation of the French territory. The tion. The monarchists divided into legitimists.
reorganization of the army was also vigorously Orleanists and Bonapartists, and each of the three
pressed. The national assembly granted for that parties had its own pretendant; the republicans.
purpose any sum requested, and even offered to too, formed three groups: moderate, decided and
the government more money than the latter radical republicans, l_ot only the monarchists
required. The law of July 28, 1872, concerning and republicans opposed each other, but evet_ the
military service, established universal liability to several factions in the parties tlmmselves often.
arms. in such a manner thatone part of the troops disagreed. Tiros it happened that the "corn-

should be under obligation of five years active mission of thirty" which was to frame tile con-
service, "rod the other part of six months exercise atitutional laws, found much difficulty in arriv-

only. Besides this, a term of four years service ing at a conclusion, and could not gaiua ma-
in the reserve and eleven years in the territorial jority in the assembly for its decrees On account

army was decided upon. This law was made of these difficulties several ministers were polit-
complete by the organization law of July 24, ically wrecked, and the constitution made no,
1873, and the cadres law of March 13, 1875. The progress toward completion. It took four ye_trs
former determined the number of regiments (144 before the republic be_came a fact and constitu-

of infantry, 70 of cavalryand 28 of artillery), and tional. Meritorious as had been the course of
assigned them to eighteen colts d'armde for which Thiers as president of the republic, he had gained
the commanding generals were at once appointed; the ill will of the monarchists because he would
a nineteenth colT_s d'armde was established in A1- not support their plans and because of his prefer-
geria and placed under the command of Chanzy, ence for the republic. And as the supplement-
the governor gene.ral of Algeria. By the cadre_ ary elections mostly resulted in favor of the
law, the cadres of the battalions were increased republicans, it could be foreseen with mathe-

in such a way that while formerly a regiment matical certainty that the monarchists would
consisted of three battalions with a maximum eventually lose the majority in the assembly.

of 3,000 men, a regiment of four battalions As Thiers, in forming hisnew cabineton May 18,
could now be formed, increasing the strength of 1873, chose its members from the ranks of the re-
the regiment to 4,000 men. This bill passed, the publicans only, without regard to the majority of
French infantry comprised 641 battalions. Such a the monarchists, the latter proposed a resolution
law appeared of so much importance and so favor- of censure against him. This was accepted on
able for the early outbreak of the meditated war May 24, by a vote of 360 against 344. Thereupon

of vengeance, that in April, 1875, the que_stiou was Thiers and his ministry tendered their resignation
raised at Berlin, whether "war was in view." and Marshal blacMahon was at the same session

All parties in France labored for the war of yen- elected president of the republic. The latter

geance; even the plans of the Jesuits tended in formed a new ministry composed of legitimists,
the same direction. Under the guidance of the Orleaniuts and Bonapartists, presided over by the
latter, humbled France should be raised upagain, duke de Broglie as minister of foreign affairs.
and the people stirred up for the national-clerical The new presidency promised to be of but short
crusade against Germany. Miraculous fountains duration; for thelegitimists labored more strenu-
and apparitions, numerous processions, chanting ously than ever to bring about a fusion; they had
of religious songs with refrain of vengeance, were already secured the good will of many Orleanist_.
intended to kee l) up the fanaticism of the popu- and proposed to recall Count Chambord and
lace. The clericals most favored by the govern- offer him the throne. The count de Paris, as
merit increased their demands more and more head of the house of Orleans, visited Count

until the law of July 12, 1875. concerning public Chambord on Aug. 5, 1873, at Frohadorf, anti
inslructlon, awarded them the privilege of estab- recognized him as the chief of the united houses

lishing "free universities" and the participation of Bourbon and Orleans, and as the chief repro-
in conferring academical degrees, wbereby they sentative of the monarchical principle in France.
hoped to secure a controlling influence in the But since Count Chambord, in his letter of Oct
higher grades of instruction, in addition to the 27, demanded an unconditional recall, and r('-
management of the institutions for female instruc- fused to make any binding declaration in regard
lion and education which they already conducted, to the flag (whether tricolor or white), or as t_
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the constitution, the Orleanists withdrew, and cils of the arrondissements and the communes.
the sttempt at fusion again proved a failure. In consequence of these decisions tlle ministry
MaeMahon, however, demanded then the estab- under Cissey resigned, and on March 11, Buffet.
lishment of a strong executive power, and the who, since April 4, 1873. had been president of
assembly accordingly decided to fix the term of the national assembly, formed a new cabinet,
office of the president at seven years (septennate). which, however, did not fully agree with the
Under the ministry of Broglie ultramontanism majority which had passed these laws. These
and Bonapartism made rapid progress. The changes were followed, on July 16, by the adop-
pastorals of the French bishops outdid each other tion of the laws determining the relations of the
in their attacks upon tile German emperor and public authorities to each other, and regulating
his government, so that tlle minister of public the electiou of the 225 senators; onNov. 30bytbe
worship, in a circular of Dee. 26, 1873, cautmned adoption of the law concerning the election of
the bishops, and Bismarck called the French guy- deputies by voting ill the arrondissements; and on

-crnment to account. Tile Bonapartists gained Dec. 29 by the adoption of a stricter press law,
_everal favorable results at the later elections, and of alaw concerning tile state of siege, (which
_and found themselves in pos_ssion of most of should only remain in force in Paris, Lyons,
the higher offices. Since ]egitimists and Orlcan- Marseilles and Versailles). The election of the
ists had lost all ground with the people, the only seventy-five senators by the national assembly
question remained whether the third eml)ire or was accomplished in eleven ballots, and resulted

the republic would come out victorious from the in th6 complete defeat of the Buffet ministry. At
struggle of parties. After the death of the ex- last the assembly determined that the elections for
emperor, Napoleon, on Jan. 9, 1873, the Bona- the senate should bc held on Jan. 30, 1876, those
partists gathered arom)d his son, who. on March for tile chamber of deputies on Feb. 20, and that
16, 1874, became of age. This latter event was the opening of both chambers should take place
.celebrated at Chisclhurst, many followers of the oil March 8; then the national assembly dissolved,
empire doing llomage to the prince imperial, to return no more, as originally constituted.
Since the Bouapartists could halxlly count upon In spite of all efforts of the government which
aid from any of the other parties, they carried on controlled the press law, the state of siege, the
their agitation all the more vigo:'ously among the votingin thearrondissements, the prefects and the

lower classes and awaited a favm'.tble opportunity mayors, and tried to use them in its own favor,
for a coup d'dtat. But this was what legitimists the elections for senate and chamber of deputies
and Orlcanists feared most, and as the agitation resulted very generally in favor of the new
of the Bonapartists became toostrong, the former constitutional law. Of tile 300 senators, about
declared in 1875 for the establishment of the one-third were said to be republicans (mostly
republic.-- After Broglie had succeeded in pass- moderate) and 40 Bonapartists; of the 532 depu-
ing the law of Jtm. 20, 1874, by which the ties, about 360 were said to be republicans and
appointing of the mayors was given entirely into 80 Bonapartists. These elections proved a corn-
the hands of the government, he proposed still all- plete defeat of the reactionists, and especially
_other most reactionary law, limiting the general of the clericals, who had made such rapid
right of voting at elections for deputies. When the progress under tile formt.r government. Buffet
question was put whether the electoral law should himself was not elected for either chaanber (later,
have an immediate hearing, theas,_embly decided on June 16, he was elected as senator for life);
against Brogtie. In consequence, he resigned on he resigned on Feb. 21, 1876, and on March 9
May 16, 1874, and the minister of war, Cissey, ancw ministry was formed from members of the

,on May 22, formed a new cabinet, whose mere- left centre, presided over by Dufaure. On
hers were also chosen from the monarchical par- March 7 the new session was opened; the sen-
ties. Clericals and Bonapartists continued "to be ate and the chamber of deputies proceeded to
preferred. At the consideration in the assembly elect their temporary officers. On March 8 the
_)f the laws concerning the transfer of power, the functions of the former national assembly were
ejections and the authority of the senate, a transferred by its president, Andiffret-Pasquiea',
decision was reached. The right and left centre and the permanent committee to the newly con-
utfited in their positionin reference to the amend- stituted chambers, and on March 13 both chain-

meat to the first law proposed by Wallon, a dep- bers elected their permanent presiding officers,
uly, tmd also to the new senate law drafted by the Andiffret-Pasquier in the senate and Grdvy in
same, and in this way both laws were passed on the chamber of deputies. The repuhlicans now
Feb. 23 and 24 by the national assembly. One demanded from the government the immediate
of the laws determined the position of the prcsi- dismissal of all legitimist or Bonapartist prefects
dent of the republic in relation to the senate and and the abolition of the mire law and state
chamber of deputies ; the other one fixed the of siege. The fulfillment of the two first-named
number of senators at 300, of which 75 were to points was delayed; the state of siege, however,

be elected by the national assembly tbr life, while together with some restrictions of the press law
22,5 were to be elected for a term of nine years which Buffet had arbitrarily introduced, were
bythe departments and colonies, or therepresenta- abolished, in consequence of a motion made
lives of the latter, members of the general coun- and accepted in both chambers. A motion,
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offered on March 21 in the senate by Victor by the bat|sun| assembly on Feb. 28, 1875, and_
Hugo, and in the chamber of deputies by Raspail,' several amendments. The president of the repub-
to decree a general amnesty for political offenses lic is the chief officer, and is assisted in the gov-
and press transgressions, (consequently also for ernment by the ministry, the senate and the
communists), was lost by a large majority, the chamber of deputies. He is under responsibility
government, however, promising to exercise all to the French people, with tile privilege of appeal
possible indulgence aud consideration. The law to the same. His power is executive. According
proposed by Waddington, minister of public to decree of tile national assembly, of Nov. 11,
instruction, to alter the law concerning higher 1875, the members of the chamber of deputies
instruction adopted in 1875, to make the state are elected by universal suffrage. Each arron-
alone competent to grant academical degrees, dissement elects one deputy for every 100,04)0 in-
was, on June 7, confirmed by the chamber of habitants or fraction thereof. A voter must be.
deputies ; in the senate, however, on Aug. 11, a citizen and twenty-one years of age; a deputy,
it was rejected by u vote of 144 against 139. a eitizen and twenty-flve years of age. Thecham-
The reactionary mai_'e law, created by Broglie her of deputies consists of 532 members, and the-
in 1874, was abrogated on July 11 by the senate of 300 members, of whom 225 are electedi
chamber of deputies, and on July 12 a new bill bythe departments and colonies, and 75 by th_
was passed, whereby the election of mair_ was national assembly. Tile senators for the depart-
left with the municipalities, with tile exception of ments are elected by electoral boards for a term
the principal towns of the arrondissements and of nine years, (one-third of their number going
cantons in which the election was decided by tbe out of office every third year), while the senators
government. At the same time abill was passed nominated by the assembly remain during their
making it obligatory to elect a new common lifetime. A senator must be a Frenchman by
council before the election of a new maire.-- birth and forty years of age. The senate and.
On Aug. 11 the senate passed the maire law chamber assemble annually on the second Tues-
proposed by the chamber of deputies, but day in J'muary, provided the president of the
rejected the amendment; to which decision tile republic does not convoke them sooner; their
latter finally agreed. The new election for sessions must last at least five months. Both open
maires took place on Oct. 8 in 83,000 municipali- and close their sessions at the same time. The
ties, and resulted mostly in favor of the repub- president proclaims the close of the session, and,
licans; in 3,000 municipalities the election de- has the privilege of convoking the chambers at
pended on the government. By refusing in any time; it becomes his duty to doso if one-half
several instances the customary military honors _f the members of both chambers desire it. The
at funerals of knights of the legion of l_onor, president can adjourn the chsmbel_, but for n(r
the government came into conflict not only with longer than a month and not oftener than twice
the chamber of deputies but also with tile entire during the same session. The senate, in eonjunc-
non-clerical public opinion. To disembarrass tion with the chamber of deputies, has the right.
itself in this dilemma, tile government, ou Nov. of proposing and making new laws. Bills for tile
23, ploposed a law providing that in future mill- levying of taxes, or relating to the revenue, how-
tary honors should be conferred on active ever, must first be presented to and accepted by
soldiers only, and not on any other members of the chamber of deputies. The president of the
the legion of honor. This evident inclination republic is elected by a majority of votes of the
of tile government to clerical tendencies created national assembly consisting of both chamhers.
such a storm that the cahinet under Dufaure His term of offtceis seven years, at the expiration
could not maintain itself. The government was of which he is again eligible. He, as well as tile
compelled to withdraw its motion on Dec. 2, and senate, has the initiative in legislation. He pro-
to consent to an order of the day providing that mulgates all laws adopted by both chambers, and,
in the future application of the funeral regula- insures their proper execution. He has the right
tion the two principles of liberty of conscience of pardon, commands the forces, and appoints
and equality of citizens before tile law should all civil and military officers, including the heads
be maintained. Since the cabinet had no major- of the ministerial departments. The envoys and
it)' either in the senate (for which it was too lib- ambassadors of foreign powers are accredited to
eral) or in the chamber of deputies (for which it him. Every decree of the president must be
was too clerical), it tendered its resignation. After countersigned byone of the ministers. The pre._-
long deliberation a new ministry was formed on ident may, with the consent of thesenate, dissolve
Dec. 12, in which Jules Simon, member of the the chamber of deputies, butmustin that casecon-
moderate left, assumed the presidency and the yoke the electoral boards fornew elections within
department of the interior, and Martel the depart- three months. The ministry is responsible to the
mentsofjusticeandworship, whileailotherofflees national assembly for the general policy of the
remainedin the possession of their former holders, government, and each minister is personally re-
After the overthrow of MacMahon, Jules Gravy sponsible for hisindividual acts. The president is
(Jan. 80, 1879) became president of the republic. -- responsible only in ease of high treason. In case
C,onstituti_ra. The form of government m France of his death the united chambers must at once pro
is republican, based upon the constitution adopted eeed to elect a new president. The seat of the ex-
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ecutive and of both chambers _s at Versailles.-- The commune being at the same time a part of
Adrni_dstration. The administration, as the ema- the state and an independent corporation, the
nation of the executive power in France, is rigor- mayor has, in the same manner as the prefect,
ously separated from the legislative authority and the double character of a governmental agent and
from the administration of justice. It constitutes municipal representative. As agent of the gov
a system of the strictest centralization. Since eminent his functions are to promulgate and
June, 1875, nine ministries have been established: secure the p]'opt_r execution of all laws and ordi-
1, the ministry of the interior; 2, the ministry of nances, and to maintain the general and munici-
foreign affairs; 3, the ministry of finance; 4, the pal police (except in towns of over 40,000 inhab
ministry of justice (keeper of the great seal); 5, itants). His decrees must in part be sanctioned
the ministry of commerce anti agriculture; 6, the by the prefect or sub-prefect. He has no judicial
ministry of worship and public instruction; 7, the power, which rests alone with the police courts.
ministry of public works; 8, the ministry of war; As representative of the municipality lie manages
9, the ministry of the navy. The chamber of the parish property, regulates the receipts anti
accounts is independent. There is a council of expenditures, prepares the budget, represents the

state, presided over by the minister of justice, the community in the courts, etc. He is also civil
functions of which are the giving of advice on magistrate, keeps the civil list, officiates at civil
bills and decrees as well as on all administrative marriages, though under the control of the courts
and other affairs presented by the president of the of justice (prt_cureur d'gtat). The mayor (maire)
republic and by the ministry, and the decidit]g of appoints most of the municipal officers. His
appeals in conflicting administrative affairs and assistant and substitute is the "adjunct," of
annulments on account of errors on tbe part of which there are several in communes of over
the various administrative departments. Its or- 2,500 inhabitants. The maire, as well as his
dinary members are elected by the national assem- assistant (whose functions are not specified), has
bly for a term of three years; the extraordinary no salary. The former is assisted by the mu-
ones are appointed by the president of the repub- nicipal council elected by the parishioners. All
lic. A special t,'ibunal decides iu cases of concur- Frenchmen twenty-one years of age. residing at

rence of jurisdiction between the courtsof admin- least six months in a parish, are eligible. Tl_e
istration and of justice. In close connection with municipal council consists of at least ten mere-

the central administration of the ministry is the bets; their number increases, according to the
departmental or provincialadministration. Each population, to the limit of thirty six. The ran-
department is presided over by a prefect, who nicipal council passes ordinances concerning the
executes all decrees, decisions, directions, etc., administration of the co,nmon p,'operty, which

issued by the ministry to the lower courts. Aside must bc submitted to the citizens as well as to the
from his position as a government officer, he is authorities, and which the prefect may veto. but
also the representative of the interests of the de- which he can not alter. It delibcr'ttes on tim
partment, which is at the same time a part of the budget, the purchase and sale of public property,
state and an individual sovereignty, with power the erection of buildings and repairs, the accept-
to buy and sell. The prefect is assisted by the ance of donations, and matters of disl_ute, though
general council. The latter has as many mere. its decrees must be submitted to the prefect or
hers as the department has cantons, who are the minister of the interior for sanctmn; it fur.
elected in the same manner as the members of thermore gives its advice in all matters submitted

the general assembly. The members of the gen- to it, as church taxation, matters of public benev-
eral council, whose term is six years, must be olcnce, etc. The sessions of the municipal coum
residents of the department. Every three years cil are not public. Tim ordinary annual session

one-third of the members retire, but may be re- lasts ten days; extraordinary sessions may be con-
elected. The general council levies the taxes in yoked at the request of one-third of the memlwrs,
the districts, directs the financial affairs of the de- with the consent of the prefccl. -- PoliticaL1 D_-

partment, though its decrees are partly subject to v_'s_7_. European France is divided into eighty-
confirmation by the higher authorities, and gives six departments and one territory (Belfort), corn-
its opinion in all matters wherein its advice is re- prising 363 arrondissements, 2,865 cantons, and

quired. Each general council appoints annually 35,989 communes. This division wa_ made by
a departmental commission to assist the prefect, decree of the national assembly, of Jan. 15, 1790,
The subdivisions of the department, the arron- and proved very beneficial, as the difference ia

dissements, arepresidedove,'byasub-prefect,who size of the historically defined provinces, with
is, in fact, merely the agent of the prefect. He is their freque,_tiy adverse interests, rendered their
assisted by an elected council (_o_se//d'arrondis,_e- administration very difficult, l_otwithstauding
merit) whose annual _ssions are limited to fifteen this. the old division into provinces has remained
days. The cantons of which an a,'rondissement is a favorite historical remembrance of the popula-

composed are administratively insignificant; they tion, the more so as it corresponds more nearly to
merely serve as a basis for the electinns and for their physical, industrial and social relations.

the levy of recruits. Every canton is the seat of The correspondence of the provincial division
a justice of the peace. Next to the administra, with the present division into departments may
tion of the police comes that of the commune, best be shown, with a few exceptions, by the fol-
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lowing sommary : In the north--1. Lorraine (De- from twenty-four to thirty or forty members,
partments--Vosges, Meurthe-Moselle, Meuse); 2. which constitute three chambers; for civil pro-
Champagne (Departments--Haute-Marne, Aube, ceedings, for appeals in error, and for indict-
Marne, Ardennes); 3. Isle de France(Departments meats. The assizes have only jurisdiction in
--Seine-et-Marne, Seine, Seine-et-Oisc, Aisue, Oise); matters submitted to them by the court of
4. Flanders, Artois and Picardy (Departments-- appeals. The appellate <ourt is generally of
Nord, Pas-de-Calais, Somme). In the northwest second resort. Tile commercial jurisdiction is
--5. Normandy (Departments---Seine-Inferieure, exercised: 1, by tribunals of commerce, whose
Eurc, Orne, Calvados, La Manche); 6. Brittany members are elected from among merchants and
(Departments--Ile-et-Vilaine, C6tes-du-_Nord, Fin- manufacturers for a term of two years, and are
nist_re Modfihan, Loire-Inferieure) ; 7. Maine, confirmed by the government; 2, by the prod'-
Anjou and Touraine (Departments--Mayemm, hommes, (experienced men) arbitrators composed
Sarthe, Indre-et-Loire, Mayenne-et-Loire). In the of manufacturers, master workmen, journeymen
west--8. Poiton Aunis, Saintonge and Angoumais and workmen who settle disputes by arbitration.
(Departments -- Vend6c, Deux-S_vres, Vienne, The commercial jurisdiction requires no attorneys
Charente Inferieure, Charente). In the south-- nor lawyers. The French judicial code distin-
9. Guyenne, Gascogne, B_arn and Navarre (De- guishes three degrees of infractions of the law:
partments---Dordogne, Gironde, Lot-et-Garoune, offenses against the police regulations, transgres-
Landes, PyreuOes-Basses, Pyren_es-ttautes, Gets, sions and crimes. The first come under the
Tarn-etGaronne, Lot, Auvergne); 10. Langamdoc. jurisdiction of the police courts, with fines lim-
Foix and Rouissillon (Departments--Pyrendes ited to fifteen francs, or five days' imprisonment.
Orientales, Aude, Ari_ge, Garonne-Haute, Tam, If judgment amounts to more than a fine of five
H_rault, Garde, Loz_re, Ardyche, Loire-Haute); francs, the case may be appealed to the tribunal

11. Provence and Nice (Dcpartments--Vauclu_, of appeals in ca'or or to the court of cassation.
Bouches-du-Rhone, Var, Alpes-Basses, Alpes- The latter consists of three judges who pass sen-
Maritimes); 12. Dauphind (Departments--Alpes- tence in the case of all transgressions that are not
Hautes, Dr6me, Is_re). In the east--13. Savoy crimes, but which are :.ubject to higher penalty

(Departments--Savoie, Savoie-Haute); 14. Lyon- than can be inflicted by the police court._. Appeal
nais (Departments--Loire, RhSne); 15. Franche- from its judgment may be taken to another
Comt_(Departments--Sa6ne-Haute, Doubs,Jm,'a); tribunal of cassation or to any of the twenty-six
16. Burgundy(Departments--Ain, Sa6ne-et-Loire, courts of appeal. Crimes come under the juris-
C6te-d'or, Yonne); 17. Alsace (District Belfort). diction of the assizes, which are held every three
In the centre-- 18. Orl6annais (Departments-- months in theprincipal town of each department,
Eure-et-Loire, Loiret, Loirc-et-Cher); 19. ]]our- and consist of judgesanda jury. Besides crimes,
bonnais, Nivernais and Berri (Departments-- offcuses of all kinds against the press laws, as
_Ni_vre, Cher, Iadre, Allier); 20. Auvergne, Li- well as political offenses(with the exception of

mousin • and Marche (Departments -- Puy-de- high treason), aresubmitted to the court of assizes.
D6me, Creuse, Vienne-tIaute, Corr6ze, Cantal). In each of the 363 arrondissements is establisht.d
Isolated in the south, Corsica constitutes the a court of first resort, and in each of the 2,865

86th department. The lar.,_st department is Gi- cantons a justice of the peace. Tbe judges
ronde (9,740.32 square kilometres), the smallest merely pronounce the legal punishment for a
Seine (475.50 square kilometres), and the next crime after an absolute m_ljority of a jury of
smallest Rh6ne (2,790.39 square kilometres.)-- twelve men has reradered a verdict. A supreme

Admi_istratiou of Justbce. The administration of court (haute eo_tr de justice), the jury of which is
justice is presided over by a special minister of composed of members of the general councils
state; it is divided into civil and criminal juris- and whose judges are taken frmn the courts of
diction. The former is exercised by justice cassation, decides in cases of high treason and
courts, circuit courts and courts of appeal. The crimes of the ministers, high dignitaries, senators
justice court consists of a judge who need not be and members of the council of state. Although
a jurist, and two substitutes who have no pay. special courLs are against the constitution, there
The justice of tile peace is really judge as well as arc several special tribunals provided by law, as

mediator. No lawsuit can be commenced in tile probate courts, military courts, marine courts,
circuit court that has not first been tried before a di_iplinary chamhers of notaries and attorneys,

justice of the peace, in order, if possible, to effect and disciplinary magistrates, for matters concern-
an agreement between the contending parties, ing public instruction. The court of cassatiou
The circuit courts (tT'ibunal d'arrol_dissement) never decides matters in dispute, but merely the
consist, according to the size of the arrondisse- proper application of the laws and proceedings.

ment, of seven to ten or twelve salaried judges, It has forty-nine members, and is divided into
and several substitutes without pay who are so- three chambers: civil chambers, criminal cham-

lected from among the lawyers. They take / bets and the chamln'es de requlte. In some cases
cognizanc'e of all cases which can not be brought i judgment is passed by the three chambers jointly.
before any other court, and have summary juris- The judges of the circuit courts courts of appeal
diction in cases involving amounts not exceeding and courts of cassation can not be'deposed, but must
1,500 francs. The appellate court consists of be retired at a certain age (since 1852). In fact,
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there are but two _rts in the French adminis- the diffusion of education. The proportion of
tr_on of justice. Wlth the exception o! the the educated is highest in the northea._t, and
justice and commercial courts, councils of pre- lowest in Brittany a,_d on the western and north-

fevture and l_'ud'ltammes, all courts have the ern terraces of Auvergne, Limousin, Berri, Ni-
services of the miniature public, which in the vernais and Bourbonnais. Of the schools for

circuit and superior courts is represented by the instruction in special branches of knowledge, the
state's attorney (1_'ocureur de b_ r_publique), followiug deserve special mention: the school of

The state's attorney conducts prosecutions in fine arts at Paris, founded in ]648 by Louis
criminal cases, gives advice in civil suits, or (in XIV., with free tuition and three grand annual
matters concerning tile state or minor._)appears prizes, the academy of design at Paris, found-
lumself as _ party to the suit. With the excep- ed in 1766 by Louis XV., also with free tui-
tion of the probate courts, all legal proceedings tion; the conservatory of music and declares-
in France are public and verbal. --Education. tory art at Paris, established 1794, a celebrated
The progress of science, art and public iastruc- preparatory school for the opera and the drama;

tion has corresponded with the high state of the academy for instruction in oriental languages;
_culture in the nation, although the middle schools the schools of Rome and of Athens; and the
llave not attained a very high degree of excel- E_x_e d_ Ckar_es The polytechnic school at Paris
lence, and the public schools, properly speaking, was established in 1794. It is maintained under
are essentially affected by political and clerical the supervision of the minister of war and the

influences. Public instruction, with the excep- special mamtgement of a general of the axany,
tion of a few special professional schools, is lind serves as a preparatory school for the artil.
presided over by a special ministry assisted by a lery and engineer corps, as also for the schools of

high board of education and eighteen inspectors navigation, civil engineering, mining, etc. The
general. The whole state is divided into sixteen schuols for instruction of engineers of public
government groups, or so-called academms, works anti the schools for miners at Paris, there-
Each of these is presided over by a rector, who is fore, presuppose a course in the polytechnic
responsible for all branches of instruction, school. A conservatory for the application of
though the primal T schools in the single depart- science to the arts and trades, a central school for

meats arc under the superintendence of the arts and trades, and a superior commercial col-
prefect. The prefect appoints and dismisses the lege, are established at Paris, and schools for arts
teachers and exercises immediate authority. The and trades at Chalons-sur-Marne, Angers and
instruction m the higher schools comprises the A.ix. Nancy has a school of forestry. Besides
five thculties of theology, law, medmine, science three superior agricultural schools at Grignou
and literature, the latter two corresponding with near Versailles, at Granjouan (lower Loire) and
the philosophical faculty of the German univer- at Montpellier (1871), there are forty-seven estates
sities. Only in Paris are all five departments with 995 pupils servingas minor farming schools.
united in full universities, while in eighteen other Of the military colleges the most important are:
places but single departments are represented, the school for the training of officers of the staff

For instance: theology at Aix, Bordeaux, Caen, at Paris (Fxo/e d'gtat major), that of St. Cyr for
Lyons, Montauban, Paris and Toulouse; law at the education of officers of the infantry, the cav-
Aix, Bordeaux, Caen, Dijon, Douai, Nancy, ah'y school at Saumur, the pryton& mih'tai_v de
Pttris, Poitiers, Rennes and Toulouse; medicine /a fl_che for sons of officers, the artillery and
at _iontpellier, Na.acy, Paris; science at Besan- engineer school (at Fontainebleau), and a school
_on, Bordeaux, Caen, Clermont, Dijon, Grenoble, for the practice of firearms at Vincennes. While

Lille, Lyons, Marseilles, Montpellier, Nancy, there are hydrographical schools in nearly all of
Paris, Poitiers, Renaes and Toulouse; literature the larger seaports, the naval academy at Brest is
at Aix, Besan_on, Bordeaux, Caen, Clermont, of special importance for the navy. --Population.
Dijon, Grenoble, Douai, Lyons, Montpellier, The population of France after the cessions to
Nancy, Paris, Poitiers, Rennes and Toulouse. Germanyin virtue of the treaty of l_'l'ankfort, .May
Besides these there are high schools for pharmacy 10, 1871, according to the census of 1866, was
_lt Lyons, Montpellier and Paris. Lately the 86,469,886; according to thecensus of 1872 it was
government has given more particular attention only 36,102,921; showing, aside from the territo-

to the higher grades of instruction in the rial losses, a decrease of 366,915 souls, or 1.2 per
lyceums (formerly ¢ollJgds rtnjau.v) and in the cent. This decline of pop_flation was partly due

communal colleges, and also to public instruction to losses in the war, but principally to the ravages
in the elementary schools, (for which male of small-poxduring 1870--71, tim decrease in mar.
teachers are trained in eighty-one and female riages and the increase of the death rate over the
teachers in eleven normal schools). In 1872 but birth rate, It affected almost the entire country.
,51.75 per cent. of the total population was able Only fourteen departments showed an increase of

to read and write, and but 10.4,5 per cent. was population. Chief among these were the depart.
able to read only, leaving, therefore, 37.80 per meats of Allier, Loire, Nord, Pas-de-Calais, Seine
cent. altogether illiterate. This percentage is of and Seiue-et-Oise, none of which belong to south-
course subject to many local variations, as the ern France. France hasat present ninecities with
different departments share very unequally in more than100,000 inhabitants. Their population,
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with the exception of Lyons, Bordeaux and Tou- cording to religious faith, of 35,387,703, or 98 per
louse, increased in the six years between the cen- cent. Catholics; 580,757, or 1.6 per cent. Protes-
sus of 1866 and that of 1872, although not in the tants; 49,44_9, or 0.14 per cent. Israelites; and
same proportion as tile larger cities of the German 85,022, or 0.26 per cent of anti-Christian or un-
empire. The largest cities of France are, accord- known creed. From 1872 to 1876 there was an in-

ing to the census of 1876: Paris, 1,988,806 inhab- creaseof 802,867 in the population of France, the.
itants (in 1866, 1,825,274), Lyons, 342,815 inhab- total population at the latter date being 36,905.788.
itants (in 1866, 323,954): Marseilles, 318,868 in- --Ar,lty. The army of thesecond French empire.
habitants (in 1866, 300,431); Bordeaux° 215,146 had almost completely gone to wreck during the
inhabitants (in 1866, 194,241); Lille, 162,775 in- campaign of 1870; a predominant part of it was,
babitants (in 1866, 154.749); Toulouse, 131,642 after the surrender of Sedan, Strasburg, Metz
inhabitants (in 1866, 126,936); Nantes, 122,247 and the other fortresses on war territory, in
inhabitants (in 1866, 111,956); Rouen, 104,902 in- German captivity. With numerous new organ-
habitants (in 1866, 100,671); St. Etienne, 126,019 izations France had offered resistance to the

inhabitants (in 1866, 96,620). Of the rest of thc enemy during the last period of the war, so that
larger cities, some, especially affected by the after the victory over the "commune" at Paris,
Franco-German war and the consequent occupa- anew French army had to be created. This has
tion, show a considerable increase, principally been done by a course of legislation, which has
F,Jaelms, 81,328 inhabitants (in 1866, 60,734); Vet- abandoned the previously prevailing principles,
sallies, 49,847 inhabitants (in 1866, 44,021); Nan- and which colTesponds in almost event respect

cy, 66,303 inhabitants (in 1866, 49,993). The with the Prussian system. This has made it
average population is 70.6 to the square kilome- possible to create an army, whose strength, not-
tre. But the great narrations in numerical distri- withstanding the loss of Alsace and Lorraine,
button will best be shown from the following : materially exceeds that of the army of the era-
To one square kilometre the department of the pire By the conscription law of 1872 the prin
Seine had, in 1872, 4,667 inhabitants, RhSne 240, ciple of universal liability to arms is laid down,

Nord 255, Lowcr Seine 131, Loire 116, Pas-de-Ca- in accordance with which every Frenchman is
lais 115, elc., while the department of the Lower liable to milit_iry service; substitution or enlist-
Alps had 20, the Upper Alps 21, Lozbrc 26, Landes ment for money are prohibited, and every French
32, Savoy 47, Corsica 30. etc. Leaving out of man, who has not been declared entirely unfit for
consideration the city of Paris, the most densely service, must, from his twentieth to his fortieth

populaled are the departments of the north and year, be in the active army and its reserve; and
of the coast, and tile most sparsely populated only Frenchmen are admitted to the French
those of the mountains and of the iuterior, with army. This law further stipulates that members

the exception of the larger cities and manufactur- of the active forces shall not take part in political
ing districts, as Lyons and St. Etienne. The num- elections, and that every armed active troop is
bet of populous citiesin France is small. The city subject to the military laws, belongs to the army.
element of the whole population is about 25 per andissubordinatetotheministryofwarormarine.

cent._----Although historical researches into the Thereby political agitation in the army is pre-
descent of the population point to a diversity of vented, and the national guard abolished. The
races, there is not another country in Europe in time of service in the active army is five years, in
which the different nationalities are so harmoni- the rescrvc of the same four ycars, in the territorial
ously blended as in France. It is only on the Bel- army five years and six years in the reserve of the
gian frontier, toward the Pyrenees and in the in- latter; making, inall, twenty years. Besides this,

terior of B]ittany, that a marked difference is per- the system of volunteer service for one year only
ceptible, and this rather in the idiom than in na- (volonta_res eondili_nels d'un an) has been estab-

tional customs. The proportion of foreign ele- lished. By the law of July 24, 1878, regulating
ment_iscstimated as follows: thcWalloonsin the the army organizati(m, the permanent divisi_J_
north, 5perccnt.; the Bretons, 3pcrcent.; theItal- of the army into corps d'armge, divisions, etc.,
tans in the southeast, 1.1 per cent. ; the Basques has been decreed, corresponding to the Prussian
and Cataloniansin the Pyrenees, 0.5 per cent. ; the provincial system, by which France, with respect
Israelites, 0.14 per cent. ; the Gypsies and Cagots, to organization of the active army and its reserve.
0 05 per cent. This leaves 90.21 p r cent. to the as well as that of the territorial army and re-
French race, i. e., the mixture of subjugated serve, is divided into eighteen districts, which
Gauls, colonized Romans and Gallic tribes. Ac- again are subdivided according to the productive-

cording to nationality the population consisted, in hess of conscription and the demands of mobih-
1872, of 35,362,253. or 97.97per cent. Frenchmen, zation. In each of the eighteen districts a carp_

and 730,844, or 2.03 per cent. foreigners; and ac- d'arm_e is garrisoned; a nineteenth corps is main

* ThepopulationofFrance.accordingtothecensusreport rained in Algeria. Each coTTs d'arm_e consists
just issued, is 37,672,048,an increase of 766,'260in five year0, of tWO divisions of infantry with two brigades
The population of the four largest cities is as follows: each, a cavalry brigade, an artillery brigade, a
Parts, 2,269,0_; Lyons, 376,613; Marseilles, 860 099; Bor- battalion of engineers, a squadron of the train,deaux, 291,305. 53 deparlments, chiefly manufacturing and
commercial, show an increase; ,°4 departmems, mostJy together with the staff and the necessary com.
agricultural, show a decrease. (" TimcB," _epl. 8, 1882.) missary department. Unlike the German system
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the active army does not recruit itself from the squadrons of _clairettrs volontaires (one for eaclJ
respective districts, but from the whole territory corps d'ar'm_e) are to be formed. Besides the fore-
of France; but in case of mobilization the differ- going there are eight companies of re_lw_te riders,
eat troops are re-enforced by reserves from their with 2,892 men. The artillery consisted, exclusive
own districts. One ordinance is peculiar: that of the staff, of nineteen regiments of division,
in times of peace no commanding general of a with three foot, eight field and two d_p6t batteries.
corps d'arm_e shall occupy that office for more each; nineteen regiments corps of artillery, with.
than three years, unless he has been expressly eight field, three mounted and two d_pSt batteries
confirmed in it at the expiration of that time by each, comprising altogether fifty-seven foot, rifty-
decree of the president of the republic. The seven mounted and seventy-six depSt batteries.
territorial army, similar to the German "land- with 55,242 men and 29,944 horses. Instead of
wehr" (militia) is formed of persons living in the the 984 guns with which Napoleon IIl. should,
district and not belonging to the active army; the have nominally entered the campaign, France-
reserve of the territorial armyis only called upon will in future go to war with 2,166 gun_. Besides
if the present forces are not sufficient. The law the above there belong to the artillery two regi-
of March 13, 1875, completes the reorganization ments of pontonicrs, of fourteen companies each,
of the French army, determines the number and ten companies of artisans, three companies of
formation of all classes of troops, regulates the pyrotechaists, and fifty-_ven companies of the
grades of the military departments in peace and train, making a total of 10,000 men and 2,70@
in war, and fixes the annual average peace footing horses. The engineer corps comprises, besides the

of privates for every part of the army. Accord- staff, four regiments of sappers and miners, of
to this, the strength of tile French army is as five battalions each, composed of foul'companies;
follows: Infantry, 144 regiments of the line, to this must be added one d;p6t company for
each consisting of four battalions of four com- each regiment, one company of railroad workers
panics each, and two d_pdt companies for each and one company of drivers, making a total
regiment, altogether 571} battalions with 2,304 of 10,960 men and 733 horses, in ninety-two
field and 288 dgp6t companies (236,301 men), companies. Tbe tram is compo_d of twenty

thirty battalions of chasseurs, of four active and squadrons of carriage train, with three corn-
one ddpSt company each, altogether thirty bat- panies each, and twelve companies in Algeria,
tahons with 120 field and thirty d2p6t companies making altogether 9,392 men and 7,380 holses,
(18,240men); four regiments of zouaves, with four in seventy-two companies. Adding to this the
battalions of four companies each, and one dgpSt eommissary department and branches, with
company for each regiment, altogether sixteen 20,833 men and 1,664 horses, and the gens
battalions, with sixty-four field and four d_/_t d'armes with 27,014 men and 13,567 horses, we
companies (10,320 men), three regiments of Algc- arrive at a total peace footing of the army of
rian sharpshootel_s(tzrailleur,_) with four battalions 490,322 men and 120,894 horses. -- The strength
of four companies each, and one d2pat company of the army on a war footing would amount to.
for each regiment, altogether twelve battalions, nineteen cor/_ d'al_lde and six independent divis-

forty-eight field and three d_p6t companies ions of cavalry, with 880,000 men, leaving about
(8,505 men); one foreign legion of four battalions, 50,000 men still disposable for Algeria, etc. Tile
having each four companies, altogether four d/p6t troops of tile field army would number
battahous, sixteen active companies (2,529 men); 220,000 men, making a total war footing of the-

three battalions of African light infantry, of six active army, inclusive of its dEteSts, of 1,150,000
companies each, altogether three battalions, men. The territorial army wouhl consist of 145.
eighteen field companies (4,143 men); four corn- regiments of infantry, with three battalions each,
paniesof fusileers, andone pioneer penalcompany eighteen regiments of artillery, eighteen battal-
(1,560 men). This makes the total footing of the ions of engineers, and eighteen squadrons of
infantry: 641battalions, with 2,575 field and 325 train; also a number of squadrons of cavalry.
d_pSt companies (281,601 men). Napoleon's army which are estimated at 560,000 men. The war
of 1870 had only 372 field battahous. The cav- footing of the French army will therefore
airy consisted of twelve regiments of cuirassiers, amount to 1,710,000 men, and when the con-
twenty-six regiments of dragoons, twenty regi- scription law of 1872 has been in operation for

ments of chasseurs, and twelve regiments of bus- twenty years, France will have 3,400,000 trained
sars, each composed of four field and one d_p6t soldiers at her command. Besides the numerical

squadron, making a total, therefore, of seventy strength, the tendency is to increase the moral
regiments, with 280 field and seventy de_pSt squad value of the army; the new regulations give a
rons (58, I00 men and 51,800 horses). To this must degree of independence and responsibility to the
be added the African cavalry, with four regiments subaltern officers, formerly unknown in France;
of chasseurs d'Afrique and three regimentsof Spa- the camp at Chalons, where formerly sham bat-
his, with four field and two ddpSt squadrons each. tles were fought, has lost its importance, for at

Thismakesthe totalsumof French cavalry seven- present the French corps d'arm/e manceuvre-
ty-seven regiments, with 808 field and eighty-four after the Prussian manner, at various locations
d_ip6t squadrons (65,725 men and 58,948 horses), in their districts, and call m part of their
In case of war and for the manoeuvres mneteen reserves for the exercises --The system of for-
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tification also has been materially changed, this sqtmdron are also the maritime slations at
Before 1870 the fortresses of France comprised Newfoundland with one cruiser and two gun-
twenty-three of the first class, thirty-six of the boats, at Martinique with one cruiser, at Guada-
-second, twenty-nine of the third and forty-seven loupe witll one aviso, at Guiana with two avisos
<)f tile fourth class. A numbl, r of unimpor- and two schooners, and at Icehmd with one aviso
portant places have been aban(hmed, while tile and one transport. TheSouth Atlantic squadron
more important places have been enlarged and is composed of six vessels, of which two are
strengthened in accordance with the exigencies of cruisers, flJree avisos and one transport ; this
the day, and a large number of fortifications squadron occupies the station o[ the Senegal with
have been built. The latter are to establish an three avisos. The squadron in the Pacific ocean

•entirely new system of defenses against an -lava- is composed of three cruisers, one aviso and one
sion from the east, while Paris is to be protected transport. In the ,eastern Asiatic waters, oneiron-
.against bombardment, and, if po_iblc, against clad, two cruisers, one aviso au(t t)ne gunbo_t arc
blockade, by a second line of detamhed forts built permanently stationed. The Indo-Chiuese _quad-

in a wider circle around the city. A law of ron comprises one ironclad, seven gunboats, two
March, 1875, appropriated 60,000,000 fraacs for cruisers, two avisos and one transport. In New
the fortification of the capital, and another law Caledonia are one aviso, two transport.% two gun-
of July 17, 1874, made a fm'ther appropriation boats, one schooner. Thirteen vessels are designed

-of 88,500,000 francs for the rebuihling of the for port service in the five maritime arrondisse-
defenses on the eastern border. The works menks, and about the same number for foreign set-
around Paris have been pushed forward actively ; vice. One vessel is engaged in hydrographical
the rest, however, ate not so far advanced. Tim work along the coasts, ten are on experimental

-ordinary budget of the war department for 1876 trips, eight are kept as reserves for extraordinary
amounted to 500,038,115 francs ; it was a tempo- emergencies aud to replace losses, and five are used
rary budget, calculated for a/l extraordinary as training ships. In the summer of 1876 there

.emergency. It was intended to facilitate the ac- were seventy-eight vessels in reserve, of which
complishment of the organization law of 1873and seventeen were armor-plated vessels of the filet
the cadres law of 1875, and to limit expenses and one of the second class, six ironclads, eight
as much as possible, in view of the financial transports, six floating batteries, two gunboats,

situ.'ltion.- _hra._ry. The French fleet consisted, eighteen cruisers and eleven avisos. The admin-
m 1876, of nineteen armor-plated frigates and istration of the whole navy and coast defense of
nine armor-plated corvettes for battle on the high France is divided into five maritime arrondisse-
_eas; six ironclads of the second class, seven ments, corresponding with the five principal ports
floating batteries, ten gunboats of the first class of war, Cherbourg, Brest, Lorient, Rochefort
and nine gunboats of the second class for coast aad Toulon. They are presided over by five sea

.defense; al_) eight screw steam frigates, twelve prefects (vice-admirals). The marine budget for
screw steam corvettes, nineteen first class aviso 1875 amounted to 136,387,481 francs. The war
ships, eighteen second class avisos, (all princi- navy of France was composed, at the cad of 1881,
pally for cruising service), twenty.seven trans- of 59 ironclads, 264 unarmored screw steamers, 62

ports, twenty-five third class avisos, thirty-nine paddle steamers and 113 sailing vessels.--Pta_ways
gunboats, twenty sailing vessels, three school- and Teleg_'aphs. The first atP.mpts in the direc-
ships, eleven sailing schooners, and one floating tionof railway building promised little in France.

"workshop. To these 243 vessels must be added Though railways had been opened very early,
thirty-nine in course of construction. Deduct- the line from St. Etienneto Andr_zieux as early
ing from the total sum of 282 vos_els those as 1828, the line St. Etienne to Lyons in 1832,

not available for active service, and supposing Andr_zieux to Roanne in 1833, Montrond to
those in course of construction (in 1877) com- Montbrison in 1836, and the Paris to St. Germain

pleted and equipped, a French fleet of twenty- line in 1835, there were in 1841 no more titan
two ironclads of the first and eleven of the 200 kilometres of railroad in operation. They

second class, nine armor-plated sailing vessels, were then an object of speculation, and their
seveu alauor-plated floating batteries, twenty-one management was not the best; they were not
gunb()ats, forty-four cruisers and twenty.three remunerative, and while a few profited bythem.
awsos, therefore a total of 137 vessels, with 1,040 many met with heavy losses by investing in
gun._, would be ready for action. Besides this them. Not until the state itself took hold of

mobile fleet the republic would still have eighty- them and placed them under its superintendence,
six cruisers, avisos, transports for port service, did public distrust of them cease; thereafter tht:

for administrative, exercise and training put- French railway system began to improve, and
poses, at her disposal. The fleet is generally soon surpassed that of many other countries. On
divided as follows : The squadron in tile Med- Feb. 7, 1842, De Teste, then secretary for public
itelTanean comprises six ironclads, one cruiser, works, brought a bill before the assembly, based
one aviso or dispatch boat, which also occupy on the co-operation of the state, the communities
the maritime stations at Algeria and Constanti- and private enterprise, and proposing the build-

nople. The artillet T squadron numbers two ing of several railroads from Paris to important
.cruisers and one aviso; under the commander of points on the border. Although this was not.
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carried out as proposed, it nevertheless remained Lyons and St. Etienne, Livron and Prives,
the foundation for the future network of railways, Tarascon and Nimes, and further via Alais to
of which 2,220 kilometres were in operation as Portes or via Montpcllier to Cettc. 4. The
early a_ 1848. The financial crisis of 1847 and Orldans railways (4,186 kilometres) with the old
the political crisis of 1848 again impeded the trunk hue: the Paris, Orl(ans, Tours, Poitiers,

pt'ogress of tile railway system, and it was 1852 AngouV2me and Bordeaux railway, and the
before its full development was secured through "eastern opposition and partly parallel line from
the fusion of single companies into six larger OrlSans via Vierzon, Ch_tcauroux, Limo'_,_,¢ and

groups which made it their object to harmonize P6rigueux to Coutras and t_ Agcn. ].'_,,t_.n_
the interests of the state with those of the comps- lines arc: from Vierzon via Bourges t_ Le Gu(,tm
hies and of the general public. At the end of I (near" Nevcrs) and from Bourges to Montln(;on.
1875 the railway lines of France had increased to from La LauriSre vi;l Gut_rct and Montlur;on Io
21,587 kilometres (19,784 kilometres main lines Moulins, and a main branch from P('rigueux via
and 1,803 kilometres local lines). It comprised Figeac to Rodcz. From this run in a northerly
the following principal lines 1 Railways of the direction the line Brives, and Tulle and Figeac,
north (1,762 kilometres) direct connection of and Aurillac, connecting" with a "Canta]" line to
Paris with Creil and Beauvais, with Amiens and the Allier near Brionde, and southwardly the line
Boulogne. and by way of Amiens, and Arras with Capdcnac and Lexo_. forking into Mont'auban,
Calais, Dunkirk, Lille or Valenciennes; also with Toulouse or Albi. Western hranche_ _,re. Paris,

)Iaubeuge and Valenciennes via Camhray with Sceanx, Orsay and Limours, Tour_ and Lv)Ians,
Loon and directly with Soissons. Courtray, the Tours, Angers, Nantes, Re(Ion, Vannes, Lori-
Mons and Charlcroi are the principal points of ent, Quimperan(I Ch_teaulin, with the branch line,
connection with the Belgian railway system, and Savenay and St. Nazaire, and in addition Poitiers,
between Valenciennes, Lille, Hazebrouck and Niort and La Rochelle, forking into Aigrefeuille
Dunkirk run branch lines along the northern and Rochefort. 5. The railways of the south
border. 2. Railways of the east (2,255 kilome- (2,031 kilometres), with the trunk line from
tres): Trunk line Paris and Belfort, with north- Bordeaux via Montauban and Toulouse to Cette,

ern branches Epernay and Rheims to Soissons, thence connecting with the Orl(:ans and Mediter-
Laon or M_zi_res and Giver; intermediate lines ranean railwaysrespectively. Northern I)ranches:
from Blesme (Vitry) to Chaumont, from Blain- Vias and Lod_ve, and B_ziers and Graisses_c.
ville (Luneville) via Epinal to Port d'Atelier (near Southern branches: Bordeaux via Bayonne to the

Vesoul); southern branches from Chalmaison Spanish frontier at Irun, with side branches h'om
(Provins) to Montereau, Buch_res (Troyes), to La Mothe to La Teste de Buch, from Ba)onne
Bar-sur-Seine, Chalindrey (Langres) and also and Dax to Pan, and from Morceus to Tarbes and

Vesoul to Gray. This system connects at Soissons B_,gni_res de Bigorre ; also fl'om Toulouse to "
and Loon with the railways of the north and at Montrejean and Foix, and from iNarbonne to
Givet and Longwy with theGerman-Belgian fron- Perspignan. This chain of railways from B()r-
tier. ,3. The Paris, Lyons and Mediterranean deaux via Toulouse, _arbonne, Cctte, Nimes,
railway (5,102 kilometres); its main line is the Marseilles and Toulon to Nice, is in itself of
railroad from Paris via Dijon, Lyons and great value, but has gained much greater impor
Avignon to Marseilles. The most important lance since the completion of the Italian coast
branches run in an easterly direction: from _Nuits line railway. 6. Iktilways of the west (2,549,
(near Ancy)to ChAtillon-sur-Seine, from Dijon kilometres), radiating in three main lines from
via Auxoune to Gray, from Dijon via Auxonne Paris to Brest, Cherbourg and Le Havre. Front
and D6te to Besan($on and Belfort or DSle to the longest of these liues, that of Paris to Brest,
Pontarlier (Neuch_,tel), front Macon via Bourg branch off Le Mans and Angers, Rcnnes and
and from Lyons to Ambdrieux and jointly to Redon, and Rennes and St. blain, in a southerly
Geneva, three branches---from Lyons, St. Ram- direction; and northward- St Cyr and Dreux,
bert or Valence to Grenoble, from Rognnc to Aix Le Maus and Alen(_.on-Mezidon, Laval and Caen,
and from Marseilles via Toulon to Fr(:jus and and Renncs and St. M_do. From the second
Nice. Connections with the eastern railways are line branch_Paris and Versailles, and Paris and
at Montereau, Gray and Belfort. An important Germain, Lisicuxand Honflcur, forking into Pont
connecting link is the Juraline, Besan_on and l'EvC:que and Trouville, and Airel and St. L5
Bnurg railw'_y running parallel with the border. From the third line br_nch--Tourville a_(I S(.r-

At Culoz-sur-Rh6ne this road connects with the quigny, Malaunay and Dieppe, and Beuzevilh, and
Savoy railway over Chambt_ry to Modane and F6camp. Between the second and third of the_e

tile Mont-Cenis tunnel. The most important lines, the Argentan and Granville railway has
I)raneh lines run from Villeneuve, St. Oeorges been projected as the future link of a direct line
via Corbeil to Alais on the Essonne, from Moret frmn Paris to the gulf of St. Math. The rest is
([)n the mouth of the Loire) via _Yevers and subdivided into twenty-four smaller companies.
Moulins to St. Oermain-des-Fossds, thence via The Paris belt line, of 20 kilometres length, een-

Clermont to Brionde sur-Ailier, and again via trolly connects all the principal railways. In the
th_anne and St. Etienne to Le Puy; thence via aggregate France has to every 100 square kilome-
La Roche and/kuxerre, Chagny and Montceau, tres of area 4.09 kilometres of railways and 5.98
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kilometres to every 10,000 inhabitants.--The iiet- the expenses at 2,5_0,505,513 fran6§, _nd tile tee'-
work of telegraphic wires which spreads over enues at 2,575,028,582 francs. The surplus, there-
France comprised, in 1875, 51,700 kilometres of fore, amounted to 4,523,069 francs.--The nation-
line and 143,234 kilometres of wire, with 2,817 al debt of France is divided into the consolidated
government offices, and 1,198 raih'oad and pri- and the floating debts, which were also consider-
vats offices. The number of telegTaphic rues- ably increased during the second empire. The
sages sent in 1873 was6,550,623, of which877,264 consolidated debt amounted, for 1876, in rentes,
were international; the receipts were 13,850,048 at 5, 4½, 4 and 3 per cent., together with the sink-
francs, the expenditure 12,990,000 francs.-- The ing fund, to 747,998,866 francs, representing a
total length of all the railways open for traffic Jan. national capital of twenty millards. The capital
1, 1881, was 23,584 kilometres (exclusive of 2,190 "of the sinking fund amounted to 277,599,838
kilometres of local lines), and the total gross francs, and for the anmml payment of interest to
receipts in 1880 amounted to 1,048,672,957 francs. 124,776,346 francs; in all, therefore, 1,150,875,050
By a law which passed the chamber of deputies, francs, equal ahnost to a capital of twenty-three
in the session of 1878, there will be added 16,000 and one-half milliards. The public revenues of

kilometres of railways before the end of the France are principally derived from indirect
year 1888. To provide for the cost of the new taxation. Among these, the budget for 1876
network of railways, the chamber granted a estimated the following: on liquor, a tax of
credit of 3,000,000,000 francs.--Jan. 1,1881, there 364,190.000 francs; result of the tobacco monop-
were 65,949kilometres of lines of telegraphs and oly, 299,570,000 francs; the revenues from the
196,533 kilometres of wire. The number of tel- customs andthesalt monopoly, 236,933,250francs;
egraphic despatches sent during the year 1880 the tax on sugars, 110,972,000 francs. The direct
was 16,49°,,897, of which 1,578,957 were inter- taxation for the year 1876 amounted in the voted
_aational messages. The total revenue from tele- budget to 384,339,700 francs. Not only the state
graphs in the year 1879 amounted to 28.029,835 itself, but also the departments and communities
francs.-- Finances. By the war of 1870-71 extra- have been during the second empire loaded with
ordinary drafts have been made upon the finan- debts.-- The principal sources of revenue and
cial resources of France, and the taxes have been branches of expenditure were set down as follows
largely increased, but at the same time the pro- in the budget estimates for the year 1881.
.ductiveness of the nation and the national wealth SOURCESOF R_VErrtm IN ran. Fr,m_
have been augmented. The taxes in France are Direct taxes .................................... 40"2,_,970
promptly paid, and the government loan of "'Enregmtrement" stamps anddomaine ........ 678,.t_,700Produce of forests ............................... _,I(_,_,SO0
1854-9, amounting to 2,050 million francs, was customs and salt monopoly ..................... 305,348,000
subscribed for in the country itself without Indirect taxes ................................... _o8.644,_dl0PostS and telegraphs ............................ 137,500,000
•difficulty. The taxes amount, on an average, Burplus of the )ears 1877-9...................... 80,609400
tO tifty-six francs per head. The increase in Mlseella.eous receipts .......................... 179,570,519
France of public expenses may be illustrated by Total ordinary receipts .................... 2 763,208,,'l_9
the following statement: The extraordinary re- Resources extraordmaire, ..................... 451,3_6,000

.quirements of the government at the outbreak of Total revenue ............................. 3,214,534,789
the revolution in 1789 amounted to 600 million nmtNcfms OF EXPE.N'DITUILELN1881. Frane.s.
livres. The national assembly of 1791 fixed the Public debt and dotatmns ..................... 11448,838,721
budget at 582_ million" livres. Under the first Minlstry of justice ............................. 34,547,442Ministry of foreign affairs ..................... 13,7"26,800

•empire the requiremerits amounted to 70(0-800 Ministry of the interior and worship .......... 144,205,571
million francs per year. In 1818 the greatest exer- Ministry of posts and telegraphs ............... 118,814,509Ministry of war ................................ 570,287fi_5
tions were necessary, the budget being estimated Ministry of marine and colonies ............... 196,236,101
at 1,150 millions, of which 752 millions were for Ministry of public Instruction and fine art_... 71,997,'276Ministry of agriculture and commerce ........ 35,275,709
the army and navy. During the restoration Ministry of pubhc works ..................... 579,884,6(13
(1816-19) the public expenses amounted to 960 Total expondltare ......................... 8,_18,806,817
million francs. The first decade (1830-39) of the

"July king"'s reign required annually 1,170 In the preliminary budget for the year1881, drawn
million francs, the last nine years (184048) an up by the minister of finance, the revenue for

.average of 1,432 million francs. The republic of the year was estimated at 2,752,794,830 francs,

1848--9 required for the year 1,708 million francs and the expenditure at 2,754,482,600 francs, leav-
.{according to.actual account). With the restora- ing a deficit of 1,637,770 francs.--The following
tion of the Napoleonic dynasty a course of lavish is a statement of the deficits of former periods,
expenditure was inaugurated, which could only from 1814 till the last completed year of the reign
be gradually equalized by the increased revenues, of Napoleon IiI.: Franca
The actual budget of 1875 showed a total ex- Bourbon monarchy, April 1, 1814, to July 31,
penditure of 2,587,670,813 francs. The revenues 18ao.......................................... _0,,zrd,0ooReign of Louis Philtppe_ Aug. 1, 1880,to Feb.
amounted to the sum of 2,568,460,624 francs, leav- m, 1848................................. 997.8_,000

Lug a deficit of 19,210,189 francs. The expenses Second repul)lle, Marcia'l, 1848,to D_. 31, 1851, 859,374,000Second empire, Jan, l, 1852,to Dec. 31, 1869...2,188,539.500
of the war of 1870-71 amounted to 4 820,643,000 Total ...................................... $,510,049,_00
francs, not including .the five milliards indemnity

,to Germany. The ",vcted" budget of 1876 fixed The average annual revenue and annual expcnd_
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_ure during each of the four periods here given --P,_umrces : Agricultural, industrial and Corn
were as follows: mercial. At all times wealth has been an essential

clement of power, In international relations

Avera4zeAn- As. Annual influence is generally measured by the number ofPERIODg. nual Revenue. Expenditure. Deficit.
-- bayonets, and bayonets are supported only with

First" 1814-30..... 994,445,000 995,713,000 1,268,0_0 gohl. Victor)" then belongs to heavy money bags
_ecoud: 1830-48... 1'_1.376,000 1.276,813,000 55,437.000 rather than to large battalions. Hence each
Third : 1848-51 .... 1,497.964,000 1,587.i_0t_,_._) 89,t_4.OfD
Fourth: 1852-69... 1,962,6_,'250 2,081,501,000 118,807,_750 nation tends to increase its budget resources and

to ask of the tax payer increasing sacrifices. It is
fortunate that the revenue of the citizens increases

The total public debt of France amounted, on inan equal proportion, and (witha few exceptionsl
Jan. 1, 1879, to a nominal capital of 19,862,035,983 it would not be right absolutely to affirm that
fraucs, the interest on which, or "rente," was taxes have increased more rapidly than produc-
748,404,952 francs. The number of "'inscrip- tion. At bottom, it is impossible to have any

tions" of "rente," that is, of individual holders, certain knowledge of the relation which exists
was 4,880,393. The following table shows the between what the public treasury dema_d,_ and
nominal capital of each of the four descriptions what the tax payer can gice ; this information.
of " rente," the interest, or amount of "rente," however, would be of the liighest importance. A
and the number of holders on Jan. 1, 1879: few attempts have been made, more or less skill

fully, to obtain this inforniation, but alway_
DESCRIPTIONOF Nominal Interest or !No.Hold- without success. There, without doubt, exists no

RENTE. Capital. hint Rente..era Rente I_eans of obtaining the exact amount of the ni-

Francs. Frane_. come of each individual, but we can reach an

3 per cent ........... 12,101.35;.167 363.040,565 1,788,_ approximate valuation of the whole of thel, oducls4 per cent .......... 11,152.400 44_i096
4_ per cent ......... 832,061,176 37.442,779 1:',945.4 of a cotmtry. For want of a complete inventory,
5 per cent ........... 6,917,470,_0 3:t5.873.512 :_,432 574 we must content ourselves with indications which

will give a genernl idea near enough to the actual
Total............ 19,862,035,963 748,404,952 4,380,933 state of facts. Before measuring the altitude of

Mont Blanc, it was known that its impressive
magnitude surpassed the other peaks of the Alps;

At the commencement of 1879 the total burden of in the same way, if we can set down only a few
the capital of the public debt of France was 515 precise figures, it will be none the lesseasy for us
francs per head of population; while the burden to show that the resources of France are immense,

of the interest or rente was nineteen francs per although perhaps not inexllaustible --Agri_t_l-
head of population. The interest and other ex- tare. One often hears it said tliat Fra_l('e is

penses connected with the public debt of France eminently an agricultur'll country We think
were distributed as follows for 1882 : Consoli- that the significance of this declaration has not
dated debt, 743,026,239 francs; redeemable alw:lys been well considered. It is generally
capital, 340,432,278 francs ; annuities and life used as an argument to ask favors for _griculture,
interests, 151,881,060 francs; total charges, to place it above manufacturing inihistry and
1,235,339,577 francs.- All the departments of commerce. It seems to us that those who lie so

France, as well as many of the large towns, have are mistaken friends of France; they have forgot-
their own budgets and debts, wllich latter were ten the fable of the stomach and the other mere-

largely increased by the war. The budget esti- bcrs of the body, which made so great an impres-
mates of the city of Paris for each of the years sion upon the Roman people encamped on bit.
1879 and 1880 were as follows • Aventine. All the branches of national labor,

mgwsux, whether they produce the raw material, or manu.
taw _aso. facture it into goods, or transport it and d_striliute

Francs. Francs.

rdinary receipts ............... _28,724,548 228,635,125 it among consumers--all these branches, we say,
traordinary receipts ......... 4,7ti0,786 4,9_7,00d arc equally necessary, that the tree of national

Total revenue .............. 2_8,485,334 _._3,622,125 labor may extend its benefits over all the country.
The more steady is the equilibrium between

EXPENDITURE.

agriculture, industry and commerce, the more
Ordinary expenditure .......... 2:23,724,M8 _i_t,GSh,125 fruitful is labor, the more also does wealth
Extraordinary expenditure ..... 4.760,786 11 ,_¢1",_0

Total expenditure .......... 2_,485,334 233_622,t'z5 increase, and the more comfortable are the
masses. The exclusive preponderance of corn-

The principal source of revenue in the budget of merce would be a house built upon the sands ;
the city of Paris is from tolls upon articles of the preponderance of manufactures would expose
general consumption, called droits d'octr_, esti- the country to sudden commotious, perhaps
mated to produce 125,398,041 francs in 1879 and catastrophes; the preponderance of agriculture
128,713,600 francs in 1880. The principal branch would retard the progress of well-being. Every-
of expenditure is for interest and sinking fund of body k_mws that capital employed in an agricul.
the municipal debt, which, at tile end of Septem- tural business generally brings in lc_ profit than
bar, 1880, amounted to 2,295,000,000 francs. B. when used in commerce or manufacturing indus-
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try. Consequently to say that France is eminently If we examine the records of the custom houses,
an agricultural country is to say that she is a poor we shall find between the years 1832 and 187¢3
country. Let us affirm rather that she is a country about as many harvests which have furnished a
perfectly well balanced, where agriculture in an surplus for exportation as insufficient harvests.
advanced state goes hand in band with a power- But when the balance of quantity is stlaack,
ful manufacturing industry, both nourishing a there results a deliuite deficit of more thml 35 mill-
flourishing commerce. And we do not cxag- ions of hcctnlitres, about a million a year, that

gerate. The agriculture of France is in an ad- is, enough to furnish l)read for all Fram'e f_r
educed state. Everywhere tile hest methods are |hree or four days.--This deficit would not be

known, and there i._ hardly a canton where they very alarming. But what can we think of the
are not u.,,ed, or where some one cou!d not be constant increase in prices ? A hectolitre of
found worthy of the agricallural prize of honor, wheat cost from 1820 to 1829, 18 francs, 6 ten-
and if all cultivatm.'s have not adopted these times; from 1830 to 1889, 19 francs, 9 centimes;

methods, it is because progress itself is subject from 1840 to 1849, 20 francs, 49 centimes; from
to conditions of time. A. man must first have 1850 to 1859, 21 franc._, 72 centimes; from 1860

saved money by econlm_y before thinking of era- lo 1869, 21 franc_, 41 centimes. (During thi._ last
ploying it in improvcmcuts, klre-_dy th(,re are mentioned period there were several years of ex-
large, thickly sown tracts of lands in French c_.ptionally good lmrvests.) Has not thi., ascend-
Flaudcrs, Limagne, Languedoc, La Beauce and ing tendency of prices lasted too long to attrib-
Lorraine, whose inhabitants are second both in ute it alone to the influx st gold? Is it not
knowledge and success to no other country in rather, and in a ninth gX'Clltl'l nlt'asure, tile result
Europe. Wc will cite lmrc a few statistics.--We of the rapid increase in consuml)tion? If this
begin with cereals. It is not with the product of conjecture is well founded, we may conclude from
these that the cultivator i... the best satisfied; at it that prices will become more and more remu-

least, if it is wrong to claim that there is always nerative, and that agriculture, realizing inereas-
a loss attendant on their cultivation, the profits ing profits, will consent more willingly to the ex-
are moderate. Nevertheless we will begin with pen.-,e of necessary improvements. That would
cereals, because they are the chief foo(t of France, be very fortunate, for wealth would multil)ly in

and because their total wdue is ('onsiderable. geometrical progression. On the other hand, one
Now, what have statistics to ._ay of the cultiva- would think that the insufficiency of llarvesls in
tionofcereals? That at the beginning of this een- France would make her, in a certain measure,
tury about four and a half million hectares were dependent on other countries; but that wouhi he
devoted to wheat, while its cultivation in 1872 a mistake, for, d_pite the scarcity. France made
was spread over six and a half millions; tiffs in- war on Russia in 1855 and 1856. and came very

crease of two millions was gained partially from near bombarding Odessa, one of its granaries.-
lands formerly devoted to rye and partially from Wheat is the principal cereal, but to complete
waste lands. The same area which formerly ller supply France has 606,000 hectares, which
yielded ten hectolitres now yields more than six- produce at least nine million hectolitres of rues-

teen, and this too is only the amount acknowl- lin; 2,100,000hectares of rye, giving twenty-three
edged by the cultivator, who is on his guard to twenty-four million hectolitres; 1,100,000 hec-
against taxes and landlords. Hence, when the tares of barh.y, with a production of more than
official tables show a total production of 55 mill- twenty million hectolitres; three million hec-

ions of hectolitres about 1820, of 75 millions tares of oats, with seventy million hectolitres;
about 1840, of _5 millions in 1851, of 110 millions besides ten million hectolitres of maize, eight
in 1861, of 107 millions in 1869 (in 1862, 116 mill- million hectolitres of buckwheat, and more than

ions, the maximum reached), we have a right to onehundred million hectolitres of potatoes.- To
suspect that at each of these times the real amount sum up, there remains much still to be done in
produced far surpassed these fig'ures. Wc beliew, order that the cultivation of agricultural corn-
indeed, that we may consider these figures as the modifies may meet the wants of the people; and

net product destined for consumption, and as not what is disagreeable, but inevitable, is that the
including the quantity reserved for seed.--Has exports are effected at, a much lower price than
production kept pace with the population? The the imports; it has been calculated that the dif-
,mswer is difficult, for we must not wish to solve ference, in forty years, has amounted to about
so delicate a question solely according to the 850millions of franca.--The cultivation of the
results of certain mathematical operations. It vine furnishes, however, a certain compensation.
seems, doubtless, that sixty years ago the soil of It is one of the most valuable of the agricultural
France produced only two hectolitres of wheat products of France; the vincyards cover about

for each of the inhabitants, while in 1872 it pro- 2,200,000 hectares. The quantity of wine pro-
duced almost three; but what was the quantity of duced varies considerably from year to year; but
inferior cereals, which, one generation and above when the vine mildew, which, however, may be

all two generations ago, was mixed with the destroyed with sulphur, causes no ravages, it may
wheat? Accustomed as the French of to.day are be estimated at60,000,000 hectolitres. From 1827
to better flour, can they depend on reaping, the to 1886, the exports amounted to an average of
average year, enough to satisfy their actual needs? 1,181,000 hectolitres, valued at 42,500,000 francs;
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from1837 to1846,1,848.000 hectolitres at S0,000,000 inhabited by the rivals of France, once her
francs; from 1847 to 1856, 1,731,000 hectolitres at models. If the south of France is poor enough
109,000,000 francs; from 1857 to 1866, 2,159,000 in live stock, to its accouint must be carried its
hectolitres at ;_18,000, 000 francs.-- The raising of wines and oils, its silks, its oranges, its madder
live stock is doubtless a great industry in Frauce. and various other products, which taken together

We think that tile relative slowness of multipli- may he considered a full compensation. -- While
cation is the fault more of the climate than of endeavoring to do justice to all, wc must ae-
man. When it is inecessat_ to produce fodder at knowledge that there is still room for progress.
great expense, the raising of live stock is no as much in the improvement of the methods used
longer profitable. Have we not read, under the as in the clearing of laud. The territory of
signature of very distinguished agriculturists, France is thus divided: arable hind, 48.3 per
that live stock i, a _wcessary ecil? They have cent.; vineyards, 3.7; natural meadows, 9 7; corn-
abandoned this unfavorable judgment, by a chain moils and waste lands, 17.8; forests, 16.8; high-
of circumstances which it is not our province to ways, rivers, etc., 3.7 per cent. Brat all the corn-
recount; however, it is certain that the raising of mona are not suitable for cultivation ; xm utopia
live stock on a large scale is only advantageous must be built upon this foundation. The largest
in countries where there are many and fcrtile amount of capital could accomplish nothing.
natural me_tdows. Live stock may be fattened There remain still many useful things for the
also in the neighborhood of sugar refineries and institutions of credit to aecompli,qJ; for example,
of certain distilleries, and in fact, advantage is to liquidatca mortgage debt of 6,000 millions of
taken of this source of fodder. Now, France is francs (with apparent debts, 11½ thousand mill-
inot distinguished by the extent of her meadow ions), a sum which only conslitutcs a small
land: in 1_42 there were only 4,200,000 hectares; fraction of the market wt]ue of tbe real estate
since then, a million of hectares has been added; (lands, houses, mainufaetorie._) fixed officially, in
the official documents do not say how, probably 1851 at 8;3,744 millions tin 1_21 at 39,514 mill-
by improving the commons (unmowable mead- ions), and tax payers are never guilty of exagger-
ows). It does not seem to us that lnueh of the alton in their statements. The actmd value of
arable land has been changed into meadows: property is not less thain 150,000 millions.--

besides, it would have been of more advantage Landed property is very much divided; there
to have multiplied the lucern fields, the fields of were estimated to be about 10 mnillioins of distinct
sainfoin and clover, which, one and a half pieces of land in 1815, 11 millions in 1840, more

million hectares in 1842, reached only two and than 12 millions in 1856, 13 millions m 1858, 14
a half million hectares in 1872. We think that millions in 1865, so that the division of the land
all these figures are under the truth. It is not shows a tendency to increase. However, as one

ineeessary to add that besides the product of the person often possesses lands in more thau one
meadows, oats, a part of the barley, roots, commune, many pieces of property ligure at the
vetches, cabbages, the refuse of sugar refineries, same time upon tile registers of several tax col-

etc., ale also used for feeding live stock. With lectors. Tile exact number of proprietors is uin-
all these resources, there are fed but (returns of known, but a st:dement, commenced in 1812,
18(')6) 3,B12,637 horses (in 1812, 2,122,617; in stated that there were 5.257.073 farms, of which
1850. 2.983,966); 518,000 asses; 350,000 mules; 3,799,759 were cultivated by their owners. An-
12,733,00;) horned cattle (in 1866), of which other statement showed that among 10.000 agrJ-
6,700,000 were cows (6,682,000 horned cattle in culturists, there were 3,518 proprietors, 1.272

1812; 9,131,000 in 1829; 9,937,000 in 1839); fi_rmers, 694 metayers, the rest being day laborers
30,386,000 wool-bearing animals (32,000,000 in or servants. The soil is very unequally divided.
1829; 29,000,000 in 1839; 35,000,000 in 1852); It is near enough the uuth to estimate at 5 per
finally, 59,000,000 hogs and 1,680.000 goats Tile cent the part comprising large properlies, at 19}
above numbers, and which are probably under per cent. that comprising medium prt)l)erlie._, and
the truth, indicate only a part of tile progress at 74½ per cent. that comprising small properties.
realized, for almost everywhere greater care, --Iadu._tlT/. After England, France is the most
intelligent croa_-breeding and improvement in the industrial country. Site has, upon tile contincl_t,

feeding have sensibly increased the size and the rivals only in Switzerland, Belgium, and some
weight of the animals.-- To appreciate the ex- l)arts of Germainy. Iu many important prc_(lu(.ts
tent tu which each country rai_s live stock, the her superiority is beyond question; but her mit,c._

number of animals is generally estimated at so are not so numerous nor so abundant as tho._e of
many for every 100 hectares and every 1,000 some of her neighbors. Still the extraction of

inhabitants. Is there not some iujustice in com. coal goes on iincreasiing; iu 1787, the production
paring such averages taken over the whole of the from mines situated in France was only 2,150,000

territory of France, with those of England or of metric quintals; fifteen years later it amounted to
Holland ? To make these comparisons more 8,441,000 qtffnuds, which was scarcely increased
instructive, we should limit ourselves, it seems to till 1815. In 1825 it reached 14,913,000 quintals;
us, to the departments situated to the north of in 1835, 25,064,000 quintals; in 1844, 37,827,00D

the Loire, a territory whose conditions of climate quintals; in 1847, 51,532,000 quintals. From
more nearly approach those of the countries 1848 to 1859 the production, which the revolu-
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tion had redu ed to 40 millions, rose to 40 nlill- number was even then below the truth, or at
ions; it took then a rapid upward movement, least an inexact idea wasgiven, in this sense, that
and attained, in 18,57, 79 millions of quintals; it there was not included in textile industry a hum-
fell back, in 1858, to 66 millions, to rise to 80 ber of secondary callings, which depend on and
miilions of quintals in 1860, and to exceed 90 complement it.* As for instance, when the cen-

millions in 1862, and even 132 millions in 186_. sus officer inscribed among m_ca_ia'en,_ (workers
The importation is 77 million quintals, and the in metals)the workman wlmran the steam engine
consumption more than200 millions(209 in 1868.) of a cotton mill, he followed tbe letter rather
_LS,000 workmen are employed in the coal mines, than the spirit of his instructions, anti the letter
-- Although the domestic use of coal is spread- here destroyed exactness, for if a cotton crisis
ing, it is above all in industry that it is employed, should happen, this mdcanicien would be deprived
For a long time past the forests have proved of his wages as well as the spinner.--What are
insufficient to supply the factories of France, and the quantities produced? Thcre are in France
it has been necessary to use increasing quantities only incomplete data on this point; but we can,
of coal in the manufacture of iron. In 1789 the by using a certain number of indications, estimate
202 blast furnaces produced 655,495 quintals of the value of the products of the manufacture of

pig iron and 75,292 quintals of cast iron, without flax at 250 million francs, of cotton at 650 mill-
any other combustible than charcoal. It was ions, of wool at 950 millions, of silk at 1,000
about 1819 that the use of coal commenced millions, of mixed texturesat 330 millions, when,
(°A),000 for 1,125.000 quintals of castings); but it of course, the manufactories arc running at full

wa:_ .nly in 1852 that thc two methodsof produc- power. The raw materials then employed are
tion were about equally used; 2,683,400 quintals from 70 to 75 million kilogrammes of hemp, 60
of wood, 2,59_q,000 quintals of coal or coke. Of millions of flax, 80 millions of cotton,{- 90 millions
the total production of the foundries at present, of wool (of which 60 millions come from French
12,353.0_D quintals (in 1868), about one and a animals); finally, from five to six million kilo-
half millions of quintals are cast, and the rest grammes of raw silk, of which two and one-half
'refined or transformed into iron. More than to three millions arc produced in France. The
:four-fifths of these operations are now effeeted textures are too varied for it to be possible

by means of coal. The French factories subject to make a complete enumeration, and, above
iron to all the elaborations necessary for con- all, to indicate the quantities produced.--It

sumption; they draw it out into bars (6,885,000 would not be just to pass over in silence the
quintals) and into wire; they flatten it into sheet manufacture of jewelry and articles of gold and
iron, of which a part istinned; they manufacture silver (32 to 35 millions of francs), gilt jewelry
all the instruments, tools and machinery which a (12,000,000 francs), knick-knacks, millinery, flow-
great country uses; they deliver to tl_e railroads ers, and so many other branches of industry,
<,onsiderable quantities of rails (1,882,000 quintals) which if they work only to satisfy luxury, main-

_hut not enough; they produce different kinds tain the traditions of taste, whose purity is ac-
uf steel (991,721 quintals in 186_); but they have knowledged by all civilized nations. -- We have

not yet 'trrived at .satisfying all the wants of the just specified the distinctive characteristic of
home market, since large quantities of castings, French industry, taste. It would be a mistake,
of iron and of rails are still imported. It is no however, to think that French manufactures have

exaggeration to estimate the number of workmen in view only luxury; their products must be di-
employed in the manufacture of iron at 180,000. vided into two parts; the one, which is destined
-- The other metals play only a secondary part for home consumption, must satisfy the wantsof
among French productions. There is produced the poor as well as the rich; the other, which is
224,000 quintals of copper, 42,500 kilogrammes destined for exportation, has in view more partic-
of pure silver, 274,000 quintals of lead and of ularly, but not exclusively, the well-to-do classes.
other less important minerals, almost insignificant The result of this is, that the foreign commerce
quantities of zinc ('29,000 quintals), and of tin. of France is very easily affected by international
But the manufacture of chemical products is crises, which are only felt in domestic transac-
flourishing and continues to increase. This ap- tions, if they occur at the same time with a bad

plies both to chemical products properly so called, harvest.-- Commerce. In most countries when
to _lts and acids of every description, and to the statistics of commerce are spoken of, only
merchandise in more general use, such as sugar, foreign commerce is meant. It is the only one
the products of distilleries, soap, and some others, on which we possess definite figures. Still domes-

The dye works and even the paper mills, the tic commerce is much more important and con-
tanneries and other factories profit by this.- siderable. It is by its numberless channels that
But among the great industries, that is to say, commodities and products reach the consumer,

among those which employ numerous workmen * The city of Paris and some others (like _Ibeal0 were
and turn into the market large quantities of mer- omitted.
chandise, the manufacture of textile fabrics holds _ 1'2million kilogrammes in 1816; 18 millions In 1817;

in France the first rank. In 1851 it was officially 20 milltous inlS_O; '29millions In 1830; 58millions la1840;59 mnllong 2a 1_0 ; 84 millions i_ 1856; 7amUlionR in 1857;
stated that there were 64,420 proprietors, 431,380 79 millions in 1_; l_a mtllioma Lu 1060,and the same in
workmen and 477,068 working women, and this 1861; 80 _ la 1852 (ctieim); lU mints rmin 1_9.
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lind the total amount of the transactions which With the exception of the years 1861 and 1863
make up this movcment reaches thousands of mill- the imports of precious metals have alw_ys sur-
ions of francs. But no one has yet been able to passed the exports. The total sum of the imports
givetheexactfigalres. Pcrhaps, for want of a bet- for the fifteen years 1855 to 1869 w:ls 10,141
ter way, the movement of bank funds may give millions, the exports amounted to 6,872 millions,
an idea of them. We should not know what so that there remained in the country 3,269
foreign commerce amounted to, if there were no millions in the above mentioned period alone.

t.ustoms duties. Meanwhile, here are what the While only considering these figures as approxi-
Official documents tell us of French commerce.* mate, they are remarkable enough to cause re-

After having oscillated for more than twenty flection; they exphdn in part how France was
years between six and seven millions of francs, able to pay an indemnity of 5,000 millions of
the value of the exports and imports together francs. The imports of France consist chiefly of
amounted, in 1827, to 921 millions, the figures of raw materials; if we take up, indeed, a table of

1787. It (lid not reach a thousand millions till tim foreign commerce, in 1872, we shall find that
183_. In 1841 it was more than 1,560 millions; out of the sixty-three kinds of merchandise
in 185l it exceeded 2,000 millions; in 1856 it enumerated, only a dozen were manufactured
wa_ 3.148 millions; in 1860 it was more than products, and their total value was only _ per
4,000 millions; in 1869, the year hefore the war cent. of the whole of the imports --Among ira-
with Germany, it reached 6,228 millions. With ported materials or commodities we mention the
the exception of the ye,_rs 1828, 1830, 1837, 1840 following, using the annual average taken from
to 1848, 1861, 1862, 1867, 1868 and 1869, tim the period 1857 to 1866: cereals, 91 millionsof
exports have always exceeded the imports (up to francs; raw cotton, 238 millions; raw silk, 255
1869). But if it is true that nothing is more millions; uncombed wool, 178 millions; sugar,
brutal than figures, which seem to declare that 118 millions; common wood, 125 millions; oil
when they speak, all the world must listen, we seeds, 44 millions; coal, 107 millions; raw hides,
may say also that nothing is less clear; we must 88 millions; copper, 89 millions; dlist and refuse
know how to interpret figures to understand of gold and silversmiths, 29 millions; coffee, 64
them; and it is precisely the difference of the millions; cattle, 65 millions, and horses, 10 mill-
interpretations which allows arguments for or ions; indigo, 21 millions; flax, 46 millions;

against all opinions to be found in statistics: hemp, 8 millions; besides metals and various
Now, the fluctuations of the relations between other materials. --Let us now look at the table of

imports and exports give occasion to different exports. We can not count here the number of
interpretations; let it be sufficient for us to say articles indicating raw materials, because the list

that the French tables include cereals, merchan- of re-exports, often in small quantities, is long,
disc of an extremely irregular movement, and and we see at the first glance that, for instance,
that, on the other hand, they do not include indigo, cochineal, cotton, etc., are articles of re-
precious metals nor money, which are indicated export. It would be easy, nevertheless, to show
separately and not at all in totality; that they that manufactured products predominate nrnong
do not indicate the circulation of letters of ex- the exports. Out of a total value of 2,430 mill-
change, nor the operations of the clearings of ions, may be distinguished five or six kinds of
accounts; finally, that the values are not exactly manufactured merchandise, with a value of 1,090
conformable with the reality of things, but still millions; they will be found among the follow-
near enough so._If now we join together the ing: silk textures, 414 millions; woolen textures,
statements concerning merchandise with those 241 millions; toys, 138 millions; cotton textures,
relative to precious metals, we obtain the follow- 75 millions; linen textures, 19 millions; clothing,

ing table for periods of five years (we give the 95 millions; tanned and dressed hides, 128 mill-
annual average in millions of francs) : ions; refined sugar, 58 millions; pottery, glass

sezeua, eoJtmsacrz, rePORTS, and crystal, 35 millions; paper, 36 millions; arti-
cles of metal, 42 millions; perfumery, 14 mill-

YEa__. I_er_la,axat_ l_eiott9 / 'rot_m. ions; gold and silver work, 18 millions. Brandy

_eua_. I is likewise a manufactured product, 62 millions.

18,5.5-1_9__._.. ........ ]]_J 681 ' 2,413.1 Finally, we must mention millinery and artificial
}_60-t864............. J 2298.6 1 565 2.8_.6
_-1e_9 ............. I _,_a.7 [ ,'Sl a.re4.7 flowers, 14millions, and the soaps of ]_Iarseilles,
187,0.................. [ 2,867.4 [ 416 3,_83.4 whiehhave only anaounted to six or seven mill-

ions. We say nothing of a host of different]_XPORTS.
kinds of merchandise, many of which are quite

_55-185a ............. 1,_4.1 471 ] _,aaS.l important. Still, France exl)orts more agricul-
1860-1864 ............. _402.6 529 2,931.6

]865-1869............. _991.9 374 [ _,aas.9 tural commoditiesthan she imports manufactured1870.................. 2,80'2 t _1 s,oea.1 products, tier principal exports in this category_.-.:--._..
were, in 1857 to 1866: wines, 219 millions; raw

• We glee the special commerce, that which Indicates silks, 69 millions; cereals, 89 millions; wool, 27
French consumption and production. Omun'a/¢om_rce millions; butter and cheese, 88 millions (in 1866,
he_lde_ includes the flguree for the transportation and
Warehousecharge_. Theamouutofmerchandisewhtehen- 72 millions); eggs, 12 millions; madder, 19 mill-
_erafree is the aame for g,meralandforspecAalcommerce_ ions;, olive oil, 7 millions, etc. Still, many of
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these products have been subjected to an elabora- view, to be able to measure at least the material
tion, like oil, cereals, (exported in part in the progrea_ realized during a series of years Re-
form of flour), silks, (raw or thrown). -- We will searches of this nature would allow us to state in
now mention the countries with which France has what measure the increase of wealth has compen-

the most active commerce (annual average of the sated, as regards the power of France, for the

period 1857 to 1866, special commerce). They more rapid increase in population in many other
are the following: Great Britain, 1,153 millions; countries; they would allow us also to risk cer-
Belgium, 406 millions; Italy, 390 millions; Ger- rain conjectures in regard to the revenue of the
many, Zollverein (and Hanseatic cities), 361 mill- nation, information which would be of the utmost
ions; United States (time of the civil war), 332 importance, if it were possible to detetTaine it
millions; Switzerland, 202 millions; Spain, 194 exactly.--We will commence with landed prop-
millions; Russia, ]04 millions; Turkey, 171 mill- erty. It has been the object of two returns, in

ions; Brazil, 138 millions; East Indies, 85 mill- 1821 and in 1851, and these are the results: The
ions; Argentine confederation, 111 millions: market value of the land, including houses and.

Egypt, 70miltions; Netherlands, 56 millions. We factories, was, in 1821, 89,514,000,000 francs.
must mentiou also Cuba and Porto Rico, 60 mill- anti, in 1851, 83,744,000.000 francs. This would

ions; Peru. 50 millions; Chili, 3;3 millions; Mex- show an increase of 112 per cent. in thirty
leo, 30 millions; Norway, 37 millions; Portugal, years. But in reality the progress has been
22 millions: Austria, 28 millions; Sweden, 0.4 greater, we are not ignorant of the depreciation
millions; Greece, 13 millions; Denmark, 3 mill- which property was subjected to after the rev-

ions. In the foregoing numbers the exports and olution of 1848, and if the value of real prop-
imports are united. A whole series of tables erty had heen estimated at 100,000 millions in.
would be necessary, if we wished to indicate for 1847, it would have heen below the truth. ]u
each country its relations separately as regards 1873 the figures were much higher. After 18,5°,
imports and exports, which necessarily vary more when the fe_lr of the revolution had been dispelled,
or le_ from year to year.--lt only remains now the price of real estate began to approach its
to remark, and we thus arrive at the charae- former figures, so that in placing the amount at
ter of French commerce, that out of the 6,280 120.000 millions in 1873, we are below the truth,

millions, the amount of the general * commerce for many persons estimated it at ]50,000 millious.
of France, 4,429 belong to maritime commerce, --Why has the value of real estate increa._ed?
and 1,851 to land commerce. And if we dis- Throwing aside the argument based on the influx

tinguish the exports from the imports, we find of gold, there remains to us still to point out two
among theimports 1,984 millions by sea and 1,003 prineipal causes. They are these: The first is,

millions by land. anti among theexports 2,445 by the increase in the revenue from tim soil atJ(i
sea and 848 by land--figures which indicate that the advance in rents. The revenues from the
more raw materials are imported than are export- soil have increased through the simultaneous
ed. It is this character of French commerce, it effect of the increase in products anti prices.

is, in a word, the nature of the productions of Thu_, to cite but one example, from 1820 to 1829
France, which explains the relative inferiority of the average product oscillated hetween 11 and 12
her merehant marine. If slm had the coal and heetolitres of wheat per hectareand the priccwas

iron of England, the cotton of the United States, 18 francs, 6 centimes; from 1850 to 1859 the pro-

the coffee and sugar of Brazil, she would have a duct was 15 to 16 heetolitres and the price 21
much more powerful incentive to navigation than francs, 71 centimes. Whether it is because the
all the premiums and customs favors. This is population ha_ advanced more rapidly than pro-
the true cause why her maritime tilde was in duction, or because ea('h individual has increased
1872 repre_nted by only 4,500,000 tonsentry and the amount he consumes, or hecause other cir-
3,100,000 tons departure, of which 2,700,000 cumstances have exercised their influence, it is
entry and 1,650,000 departure were under foreign certainly the case that in the first period each
flags. -- Let us add, before concluding, that the hectare yielded agross productof 11]x18.06, or
coasting trade of France in 1872 was represented 207 francs, 69 centimes, and in the second period

by three millions of tons, and that the effective 15½x21.71, or 336 francs, 50 centimes. The
force of the fleet was composed of more than second cause of the increase in the value of the
15,000 sailing vessels and steamers, with a ton- soil is the multiplication of personal property.
nage of more than a million. --Program. If we Many persons, who have acquired a fortune in
should simply propose to show that France has business, like to enjoy the security which placing
made progress, we should fear to be interrupted by it in real property offers, so that the demand

the cry, the case k_ dee/ded. That civilization has increases in a rapid progression. Now, the corn-
advanced during the last fifty or sixty years, and petition of buye_,s influences much more strongly
above all, that well-being has become widespread, the price of property than the stow but certain
comfort more general, and co_equently manners advance in the increase of production. _TlJe

more polished, are things that no one denies, demand is increasing or has increased up to the
But it would bc useful, from a political point of present time, in a rapid progression. It would

• 2_nereare no sttchstatements as the following for spe- almost seem that the private fortunes of a nation
¢.tal commerce, taken all together follow another law than each
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qane of these fortunes taken by itself. A small a_mw, Ts, Francs.
manufacturer draws from his capital of 1,000 S,aa0,000shares, Average product, 40 ll'ancs...134,000,000
francs, 200 or 300* per cent. and more, while the 19,_40,_0 bonds. Average product, 15 fr., 25¢...flf_58,fi00,000
great capitalist is content with 3 or 4 per cent. vAmot.s coxP_mzs (sz_z).
But if the individual is subjected to the cease- 5,639,0ooshares. Average product, 20 francs...lt2.780,000
,ttuencea of supply and demand, and sees the rate 5,401,0(x)bonds. Average product, 18 fr., 90c...10_,629,000CITYOF P_kRI3.
,of interest diminish iu proportion as his capital is 8,167,060titres. Average product, 13 tr. _c ..... 4t,000,000
multiplied, a nation has an industrial power so coaPAsms or Taz vsrAaa-xzN_.
much the stronger in proportion _m the rate of s12 ors shares,@ 16 ft., 60e.................... 8,192,01_)
interest is lower. This fact is enough in itself to 1,370.138shares, 1_ 3'2franc.8.................... 4S,_60.0(_)386 700bonds, ..qblS fr., 50c................... 10.154,000

justify the proposition, that the industrial power 1;.¢5,700bonds, (td_.'22fr., 70¢.................... 8.060,(x_)

,of a nation increa.-es more quickly than its cap- _9,201,1114titres. ]Revenue..... 744,L295.000
ital, but it may be added that leaving the rate of

interest out of consideration, the amount of cap- To these figures we might add the number of
ital has a virtueallits own. Hence, if in a man steam eugines(11,620 in 1855, and 31,094 in 1868),
ufacture employing 500,000 francs, a profit, with- the tonnage of the ships, the progress realized by

,out machinery, of 50,000 francs is realized, if the the coasting trade despite the competition of the
,capital is doubled, instead of a double profit, a railroads, and a certain number of other things
_luadruple profitis often obtained. The profits of which we have no space to mention. From the
_a nation increase by sure steps iu more rapid pro- combination of all this information that we have

gression than the amount of its capital -- Now, compared, it seems to us that the following esti-
what has been the amount of personal property mate may be made. The value of personalprop-
at different times? This is a question which it erty was, in 1820, 15,500,000,000 francs ; in 1840,
shou d be possible to solve. It is more compli- 40,700,000,000 francs ; in 1850. 45,400,000,000
`cared than one thinks. For example, according francs ; in 1860, 113,776,000,000 francs ; and in
to what principle must the capital of au estab- 1869, 150,000,000,000 francs. We must remark
lishment be detemnined? 1st, according to the that it is not without hesitation or without veri-
_ums employed in starting it, or, 9.,d, according to fication that we have written down the last
its actual value, based upon its products. Some amount, which has no othervalue than that it has

very imperfect attempts have b('en made to esti- been calculated after the same principles as the
mate the amount of existing capital; the official preceding ones, and with which it may then be
statements published on this point, up to the pres- compared. We must only remark that in the
,eat time, have no value, because it is necessary to seventeen and a half thousand millions, at which
multiply the amount by five, perhaps even by the built property has been estimated, are included
ten. We can not supply this defect, because it many hundreds of millions, the value of mills,
is not possible for one man alone to draw up in factories and other structures, which we have

an exact manner such an inventor)'; all that we not been able to separate from the figures above.
<'an do, is to venture certain estimates, based on a Finally, the entire value of the railways has been
('crtain number of indications, which are only included among the personal properly. Wehave
the slnuiow of the truth, but which show well al._o taken into account the foreign properly
,enough its outlines. The following are some of owned by Frcnchmen. --Ii(dicidu(d 2?.esourees
the indications which have served us as a guide, aJ_d I/(com_. If it is very difficult to determine
and which are interesting in themselves. (The the value of the national capital, it would be
fiTures are given in millions of francs.) ahnost impossible, at least for one man alone, to

arrive at a sufficiently approximate estimate of

I zs_. t_o. zas0. zsrs. the For re_tl which consists
revenue. property,

4JommeJce (imports ¢_9 .... of objects exposed to the full light of dab', and
and exporttq ....... t'[ 1,442 4,174 7,126 whose prices vary little fl'ozn 3'cat' to year, a saris-

_c,_..etc ccapital).[ S.O00 3,50o 9,gO0 19,_ factory valuation may be obtained. It is theg el registration ........ 191 800 same case with a great part of personal property,Railroads..............I...... 1,200 6,000 _,4._2

_k.,, discounts......( ',m I,_ 5,t_0 ........which consistsof effectswhose value isknown.
k._, movement oftl The same is not the case with income. A bad

fund-. ........... { _ 6,655 11,8,2 _,19_
I_-tztuttoas of credit.. I 2[E 400 9,)0t harvest, vacant apartments, houses built and not

Industrialenterprlses (I ( _5,580 let, an industrial crisis, and a thousand other(large) ............. i [ 80_ 600 1,5(}0
Saving, basks, (total ([ circumslances influence considerably the income

of deposits) ........ )'[ 1 171 876 of individuals. The rate of interest does not
:--- .... ---------- " -- increase with the amount of capital ; it follows

* We know that In the 2,000 or 3,000 francs which the often, but not always, an opposite course. If the
smallmanufacturergains,wages,profitand interestare productiveforcesalways preservedtilesame co-zncluded; but we do not kDow at what interest he borrows
often his little capital, and there remains to him something, efficient, or the same degree of power, if the profits
moreover, after he has satiefied the usurer, were always maintained at the same rate, if the

_rThis amount is based tn part upon the,table which prices of merchandise did not change, the interest
l'ollt_ws,and _hieh is taken from the fig_zresof the budget
_f I873. This table indicates the bnsis of thetaxof 3per would invariably decrease in proportion to the
_ccnt. upon _he revenue from personal proper_y, increase of capital. But things are not thus
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situated. New machines are continually invented, H/sto/re des _raafa/s, 81 vols., Paris, 1821-44 ;
and new processes, which re-enforce productive Thierry, I_res sur l'histoire de France, Paris,
power ; the extension of markets and multiplica- 1827, new ed., 1859; Thierry, Dix ans d'gtudes his-
tion of tile population serve to increase the prices, toriqu_s, 9th ed., Paris, 1857; Guizot, .Essai sur
and render possible new enterprises; and the l'histoire de France, Paris, 1834, 9th ed., 1857;
manufacturer, who foresees a higher proft, can Miehelet, Histoire de Franrz, 2d ed., 17 vols.,
offer a greater interest. All these considerations Paris, 1845-67 ; Martin, ttistoire de France, 4th
prevent us from making any calculations; their ed., 17 vols., Paris, 1856-60; Genoude, Ilistoire de
foundation would be too unstable.-- Some eeono- _'ance, 30 vols., 1844; Gouei, tIistoire nationale de

mists have thought they could overcome this dif- l_.ance, 6 vo]s, Paris, 1864--8 ; Guizol, L'histoire
flculty, by taking one of the existing valuations de France racontJe d rues petite.curators, 5 vols.,
of the products of agriculture, five, six or seven Paris, 1870-75; Guizot, ttistoire de h_ civili_ation
thousands of millions, and adding to it three or
four thousands of millions for the products of merce-exclusive of coin and bullion--In each of the
manufacturing industry, and have contented them- year_ 1871-80:
selves with this total. It is in this way that the

Import_ for Exports ofconclusion has been arrived at, that the average YEARS. Home rto_,e
income of a Frenchman was seventy.five cen- Consumption Products.
times a day. By this proceeding, only the pro-
duction of a part of the French population is 1871..................... .%_,e49,000 _ s,35,61s.ooo

1872..................... 3,447,465,tD0 _b_d 07,0(}o
found, aud yet it is divided by the total number t_8 ..................... 8,_4,7_000 3,787,806,i1_0
of inhabitauts. It is clearly seen that the quo- 1874..................... 3,718.0n.000 a,_tT.7_,ooo
tient must be false. But, besides, in these ealeula- 1875..................... ,'t,_'2 286.000 4.0"22,162,0G01876..................... 3,968,36,_,000 2,.575,5_4000-
tions there has been omitted a considerable quan- 1877..................... s,75_ ._ 0o0 3,484,,_3,_)
tity of products, and the pric_._ of the'gross sales 18,"8..................... 4.4e0,974.000 8,3_9,807,000_879.....................4,5_.88r,o_) 8j_,ego,ooo
realized by the producer have been used. It is 18_0..................... 4fi07.547,000 3,400,61_9,00)
the price of bread and not the value of wheat, tile
price of the stew or the chop, and not the value --The following statement shows the value of each of the
of the live cattle or sheep, which must flintily be four _groupsof imports and of the three groups of exports,according to classification adopted by the French bouane,
considered. We believe that the average of one or custom house, in each of the year_ 1879and 1880:
franc fifty centimes would be nearer the truth, L_PoaTs.
and in this case the aggregate income of all !

Frenchmen would amount to 30, 000, 000, 000. _ ARTICLES, 1879. / 1880.

To sum up, despite the high price of bread, of !
!

meat and wine, and some other products, lhe re- Articles of food ............ 1823,W,9000 . 1..qs.%_2A,000

muneration of labor having been raised, tile low- Raw materials ............ _.126,ti01,000 .2,224.010.000
ering of the price of manufactured products has Manufactures .............. 420,918,000 448,347,0_)Other articles ............... V-._,Tb9,000 251,_,000
been so gi_eat, that to-day, with a given income a
greater amount of comfort can be obtained than Total ................... 4,594,837,0D0' 4 .q07..547,_J0....

could be enjoyed a generation ago. It is true that axeon_.
men are more exacting to-day, and that the prog-
ress att:fined only acts as a stimulant toward still ARTICLES. 1879. 1880.

greater progress._--B_BLmGR_PHY. Sismondi,
/

* If this estimate is well founded, and certaincalculations Manufactures .............. I 1,735,491,000 1,850,66L000Articles of food and raw _[
have given us a higher figure, the budget of 2.000,000,000 materials .............. I _ 1,',_4,11_,000 1,366,793,009
would form a fifteenth part, or 6t per cent. of the revenue Other articles .............. | 1,'3406.000 _83,18_2,0_0

of the nation, and a hudget of 2,500,000,000would be the Total ................... [_- 3_J_99_00" 3,400,639,0(Dtwelfth part, or 8} per cent.
"_According to the latc_t official returns the distribution

of the soil of France was as follows: The imports of coin and bullion--not included here--were
Hectares. of the value of 295,759,000francs, and the export_ of the

Arnhle land ...................................... "26,300.T'/7 value of 475,078,f_0 franc_ in the year 1880. The annual
Vineyards ........................................ 2,58"2,776 production of raw silk in France was as follows during
Woodlands ....................................... 8,:t57.0_'i the years 1874-8:
:Meadows ........................................ 4,224,103
Commons and waste lands ....................... 8,181.243
Uncultivated land ................................ 4.425.703 YEARS. Weight, Value
Buildings, roads, rivers, canals, etc .............. 8,_,366

Kltog'ramm_. Francs.
Total ........................................ 5"2,9_5_0341874...................... 9,021,410 41,588,70o

18_5 ...................... 10,773,945 47.297.61,_
The cultivated land of France is divided Into 5,550,0_0dis- 1876 ...................... 2,_87,_9 II,10L "_55
tinct properties. Of thi_ total lhe properties averaging 600 1877 ...................... 11,703,e64 57.11S,880
acres numbered 50.000,and those averaging 60 acres bO0,O00, 1878 ...................... 7,794,705 8_,906____
while there were five millions of properties under six acres.
---The general commerce of France In 1880was valued in Ira- The total production of coal amounted to 16.804,,"_0tons m
ports at 4.860,000,000francs, and in exports at 4,800,000_000 1877,and 18,857,827tons in 1880. It has more than donb_ed
francs. The following table gives the value In francs of since 18_. Of iron (fontcs), France produced 1.7_,1ff_
the total imports and total exports of the special eom- tons in 1880.
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en France, 13th ed., 5 vols., Paris, 1874; Heinrich, /e 18 brumab'e, 1799, 6 vols.. Paris, 1827, contin-
GeseMeht_ yon FrankreOJt,3vols.,Leipzig,1802-04; ued to 1812, 4 vole., Paris, 1838; Thiers, Histoire
8chmidt, Geschiehte yon Frankreieh, 4 vols., Ham- du col_ulat et de l'empire, 5 vols., Paris, 1865--8;
burg and Ootha, 1839-48; Gfr_)rer, Gesehiehte der Michelet, Itistoire du 19e sidde, 8 vols., Paris,
ostmnd _st. frank. Karolinger, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1875; Lacretelle, lIistoire de Fram_e depuu restau.
1848; ThielaT, Rdeits des temps M;roringiens, 10th ration, 4 vols., Paris, 1829-35: Lamartine, Itis-
ed., Paris, 1875; Warnkilnig and G6rard, llisWire toire de la restaurc_lon, 8 vols. Paris, 1852; Viel-
des Uarolingie_s, 2 vols., Brussels, 1862; Thierry, Castel, lti_loire de la restauration, 18 vols., Paris,
llistoire de la vOlUlu_te de l'Ang, leterre par les Nor- 1860-76; Duvergier d'Hauranne, II_toire du gou-
mande, Paris, 18°_5, new e(l, 2 vols., Paris, vernemeat parlvmentaire en Frano', 1814-48, 10
185_; Michaud, Itist,ire des erusa_tes, 7 vols., vols., Paris. 186°_-72; Louis Blanc, R,:r,,httiol_
Paris, 1812--17, 9th ed., 4 vols., Paris, 1856. fra_wzaise, Histob.e de dix am, 1830-40, 5th ed.,

Buelmn, lttstoire des conqugtes et de lYtabli_emeut 5 wfls., Paris, 1846; Regnault, Ilistoire de h,it
de3 P_'an_is darts l'ancienne Ork.ce ,ous les Villehar- ans, 1840-48, 2d ed., 8 vols., Paris, 1860: Nou-
d,uin, Paris, 1846; Barante, Hgstoire des dues de vion, Histoire du rkgne de Louis Philippe, 4 vols,

Itourgrqne de la maison de Valois. 1364-1477, 8ill Paris, 1858-61; Lamartine, ltisloire de la ri_da.
ed., 8 vols., Paris, 1858; I-Iavemann, Gesvhichte tion de 1848, 4th ed., 2 vols., Paris, 1859; Stern,

dee ital.-f rnnz. Kpiege yon, 1494-1515, 2 vols., G6t- Histoire de la rd_olutioa de fdvrier, 1848, _ ed.,
tiagen, 1834-5; Herrmann, Frankfe.ichs Religion._- 2 vols., Paris, 1862; Rcgnault, Histoire du .qouver.
und BftT_Tevkrieg.e in* 16 Jahrh., Leipzig, 1828; l_meat pr,,visoire, Paris, 1850; Delvau, II_toire de
Lacretelle, Histoire de France pendant le.,guerre.s la rdvolutlon de fdm'ier, 2 vols., Paris. 1850; Guizot,
derdigion, 4vols., Paris, 1814-16; Sainte-Aulaire, M'dlrmires pour serr_ir d l'histotre de mort temps, 8
Hisloire de/a FrotMt, 3 vols., Paris, 1827, 4ill ed., vols., Paris, 1858--67, Leipzig, 1858-65; Gamier-
2 vols., Paris, 1860; l_mk(,, Franz_'mische O_- Pages, 1-Iistoire de I_t rgvolution de 1848, 4th ed.,
eMchte, vtn_ftglich im 16 und 17 Jahrh., 5 vols., 2 vols.,-Paris, 1871; Delord, H_toire du second
Stuttgart, 1852-61; Miguet, ttistoire de be Ligue Empire, 6 vols, Paris. 1864-75; Tenot, Paris ea
et du rbjne de tlenri IV., 5 vols., Paris, lt_29; decembre, 1851, Paris, 1868; Cavalier, Ilgstoire de

Bazin, Hi,,Ioire de _'a_w_e sous Louis XIIT., 4 France depuis Louis X1E,jusqu'd no._ jo,tr.,. 1
vols., Paris, 1837; Bazin, Histoire de France sov_ rot., Paris, 1869; Sybcl, N_qmleon III., Bonn,
le ministate du cardinal de Mazarin, 2 vols., Paris, 1873; Gottschall, Paris unter dem z_ceitea K, dser-

1842; I.,acretelle, Itistorie de lqS'anve pendant le 1Be retch, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1871: Collection de doru-
sib_e, 5th ed.. 6 vols., Paris, 1830; Lemont, ey, ments inddita #ur l'histotre de France, Paris, 1874;
lli_toire de la Rgge_e, 2 vols, Paris, 1832; Droz, Enque_ parlen_entaire sur les acle_ du go,rerne-

tlistoire de r_#ae de Louis Xir[., 3 vols., Paris, meat de la dgfense u,ttionale, 2 vols., Paris, 1874;
1838--42, new ed., 8 vols., Paris, 1858; Tocque- Mhller, Politiscltc Oe._chiehte der neuesten Zeit,

ville, ltistoire phib_sophiquedu r_gne de Louis XV., 1816-75, 3(t ed., Stuttgart, 1875; Girault (le SI.
6 vols, _aris, 1864-73; Roux aud Buchez, His- Fargeau, Diction,,aire g/ographiq_u,, h_qorique,
toire parlemen{aire de la r_tv_lution franf, aise, 40 industriel et commercial de routes les co_nmnnes de la
vols., 1833-8; Berville and Barri_re, Collection des iD'ance, Paris, 1851; Aigard, PatNa ou la _)'ance
_t_dmob'es relatifs d la rdwlutionfrar, c_aise, 56 vols., aneienne et nu_derne, Paris, 1847; Mal_e-Brun, La

Paris, 18'20--56; Mignet, llisttrire de la r_colution France illustr_e, 8 vols, Paris, 1855--61; Lavall6e.
fratw, aise, 10th ed., 2 vols., Paris, 1870; Thiers, Gdographge physiqne, historique et mdiZaire de la
Hisloire de la rd_ .lution fragrance, 18th ed., l0 France, 6th ed., Paris. 1863; Joaane, Dictwnnaire

vols., Paris, 1873; Louis Blanc, II_,toire de la .qd_raphique de. bt l_'anee, Pans, 1864. 2(1 ed,
rdwlutio_ francise, 18 vols., Paris, 1847-64; 1869; Joanne, Gde_raphie, histoi_v, stati_tique et
bfichelet, tlislolre de la r_eolution fra,,_qise, 7 arcl_ologie des d@n_tentcn_ de It PS'ance, Paris,
vols., Paris, 1847---58; Wachsmuth, OeschiJ, tc 1869; Bourboulon, Geograp]de physique et statis-
$)'ankreichs irn Revolutions zeltal_r, 4 vols., Ham- tique de la France, Paris, 1867; Oyer, GdograpMe
burg, 1833-4.5; Dahhnann, Gesehichte der Franz5- physique, militaire, etc., de ht France, Paris, 18;'3;

sischen Re_lutbm. Leipzig. 1845; Sybel, Oes- Cortambert, Gdographie physique et pol,tique de ht
eMchte der Revolutionszeit, 2d ed., 8 vols., Dilssel- France, Paris, 1875; Levasseur, La Fra_we ar.ec ,_
doff, 1861; Mortimer-Feraaux, Histoire de later- colonies, Paris, 1875: J_thns, Das .fra_zbsisches
reur, 7 vols., Paris, 1862---9; Cassagnac, ttistoire HeervondergrossenRevolulionbiszur Gegenwart,
descauaesdelardvolutionfranfaise, 4vols.. Paris, Leipzig, 1878; Hillel)rand, Frankreieh und die

1850; Viiliaum_, I-Iistoirede la rdvolution f_aneaise, tS"anzosen tn der zweilen ttd;fte des 19 Jahrh. Ber-
6th ed., Svols.,1868; Arnd, Ge.se.hie/,te der FranzS- lin, 1873; Schni_zler, Statistique gdndrale de la
sisehea .Revolution yon, 1789--99. 6 vols., Bruns- France, 4 vols., Paris, 1846; Block, Statistique de
wick, 1851-2; Carlyle, The I6"erwh Rexolution, 8 la France compar_e, 2d ed., 2 vols., Paris, 1875;
vols., London, 1870; Lamartine, flrist_ire des Oi- Audiffret, Etat de la finqune nationale et du c_'ddit
romli_, 6 vols., Paris, 1870; Bamnte, Ilistoire de publique de 1789 d 1873, Paris, 1875; Colic, l,a
la C_m_ntion nation,tie, 6 vols., Paris, 1851-3; Frarwe et ses colonies art. 19me since, Paris, 1878;

Barante, ttistoire dn Directoire, 8 vols., Paris, Crisenoy, Mdmoire de l'insc_qption maritime, Paris,
1955; Cassagnac, Histoire dtt .Divectoire, 8 vols., 1872; David, Le erJdit nationale, Paris, 1872;
Paris, 18,51-68; Bignon, Hisloire de France depui_ Dufour, Traite gdndral du droit administratif, 8
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vols., Paris, 1872: Germain. Dielionnaire du Parton's Lffeofl_anldin; 1 Brougham's_t:etchts
budge/, Paris, 1878; H_lie, ]_ constitutions de la of Eminent A_ttesmen (edit. 1854), 251; Parker's
France, Paris, 1878; Ingouf, L'avenir de la ms- Historic Americans, 13; 12, 27 Atlantic MomMy;
vine et du comnwrce ext_rieur de let France, Paris, Shurtleff's lna_ujuration of tl_e JT_.aaldln Blaine.
1877; Kleine, Les riclaesses de la Fennel, Paris, ALEXANDER JOHNffrON.
1872; Langel, La France politiq,ze et sociale, Paris,
1878; Lavergne, Eeonomie rurale de la France, FRANKLIN, State of. (See TF2_ESSrm.)
4tit ed, Paris, 1878; L'ou, De FaccroiasemeJst de la

p,_uh_tbm en Fr.a_.ce et de _a doctrine de Malthus, FREEI)MEN'S BUREAU, The. During the
Paris, 1866: Mousy. T_tbieau des finances de la years 1_61-2 the numbers of the fugitive slaves
France, Paris. 1879; Prat, Anuuaive protestant : within the federal lines increased with the growth
Statistique g;ltdvale des diverse* branches du Protes. of tire anti-slavcry feeling in the federal govern-
tantismefraneais, Paris, 1880; Rechls, [xt __a:we, ment anti army Many of the able-bodied males
vol. ii . of Nouvetle Geogravh_ _Sdverselle, Paris, were finally provided for by the organization of
1877; Roussan, L'arm;c tem4toriale et la ,.d_erve de colored troops (see ABOLITION, III.); the aged, the
_armde, Paris. 1874; Vrayc, Le budget de l'dtat, young, the women and the sick were the occasion
Paris, 1875; Vuitry, Etude sur _ vggime fir_ancier of more difficulty. Wherever the federal troops
de la France, Paris, 1879; 8tatistique ce_ttral_ des heldpostthefreedmen pourcdin, withoul money,
e)ternil_ de fer, Paris, 1879: Annuaire de Fdcorw- resources, or any provision for the future further
m/e soc/a/e. Paris, 1881; Aunuaire des dtablisse- than an implicit confidence in the benevolence
merits franeais dm_ l'[ade, Pondieh(_ry, 1881 ; and beneficence of lhe federal govermnent. Be-
Block, Annuaire de l'6conomie lu,litique et de la fore the end of the y_mr 1864 the advance of the
statistiT.e, 1881, Paris, 1881 ; Delal'bre. Larna- armies had freed 3,000,000 persons, of whom at
_ql_e mi'itaire tle bt _'ance, Paris, 1881 ; Dupont, least a million had thrown themselves helplessly
Annuaire de la marine pour 1881, Paris, 1881. upon the federal government for support. At-

MAURICE BLOCK. tempts to employ some of them upon confiscated
or abandoned plantations failed through the ra-

FRANCHISE, Elective. (See SVFFRAC, E.) l)acity and inhumanity of the agents employed;
and in 1863 great camps of freedmen were formed

FRANKLIN, BenJamin, was born at Bos- at different points, where the negroes were supplied
ton, Mass., Jan. 17, 1706, and died at ]_hiladet- with rations, compelled to work, and kept under
phia, April 17, 1790. He learned the printer's some degree of oversight. The next year, 1864,
trade, removed to Philadelpliia, and gradually this great responsibility was transfela'ed from tlm
became prominent in the service of Pennsyl- war to the treasury department, but was still a
ranis. He then became postmaster general lor mere incident of the military or war power of
the crown in North America, and afterward the president, as commander-in-chief, and was

agent at London for Pennsylvania. In 177,)-6 lie without any regulalion of law. A bill to estab-
was a delegate to the continental congr_ess, and in lish a bm'eau of emancipation had been intro-
1778 became its most distinguishedreprcsentative duccd, Jan 12, 1863, but had failed to pass.
abroad, as minister to France. He returned in Another bill pa._sed the house, March 1, 1864, but

1785, after the conclusion of the treaty of peace, failed in the senate. March 3, 1865, the first
mainly due to hrs own diplomatic skill, became "freedmen's bureau bill" became law. It estab-
president (governor) of Pennsylvania, and took lished a " bureau of refugees, freedmen, and aban-
part in the convention of 1787. In his later doncd lands" in the war department, to con-
years he took an active part in the anti-slavery tinue for one year after the close of the rebellion.

society of Pennsylvania. (See ALBANY PLAN OF under control of a chief commissioner; it gave
UmoN. REVOLi:TtO._.)--Apart from Franklin's the president authority to set apart confiscated
skill as a scientific investigator and as a practical or abandoned lands in the south to the use of the
diplomatist, his work is interesting for tire clear bureau; it authorized the assignment of not more
perception which it showed of the questions at than forty acres to each refugee or freedman; it
i_ue between the mother couut_ T 'rod her North guaranteed the possc_ion of such lands to the

American colonies. While he maintained, as assignees for three years; and in general it gave
fully as any other public nmn, the ti_eoretical to the bureau "the control of all subjects relat-
rights of the co'nnists, he recognized, to the ing to refugees and freedmen from rebel states "
exact moment of its disappearance, every restrie- The bureau was organized almost entirely by

lion upon the[wy arising from the aversion of the officers of the regular army, under Gen. O. O.
colonists to independenoe, and never endeavored* Howard, chief commissioner, and their adminis-

to hurrythe revoh!tion unhealthily. The fourth trative ability and fidelity made the bureau's
volume of his cnlh'cted win'ks contains, scattered early years very economical and satisfactory.

through its pages, a wonderfully clear andsimple Feb. 6, 1866, a supplemental T bill was passed,
outline of the ri.,2hts of the colonists, as they which continued the bureau until otherwise pro-
understood them-- See Franklin's A,,tobioqraphy vided by law, authorized the issue of provisions,
(particularly Bigelow's edition): Sparks' Ltfe and clothing, fuel and other supplies to destitute tern-
Work, of Frat, klin ; Holley's Life of Fra_tk2in; gees and freedmen, made any attempt to deny or
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hinder the civil rights or immunities of freed- not free, shows some faint advances toward free.

men a penal offense, and required the president dom, when, following the instinct of self-pres-
to take military jurisdiction of all such cases, creation, it pushes its roots where nourishment
This bill was vetoed, Feb. 19, by President John- most readily comes to it, and fastens its tendrils
son for the reasons, 1, that it abolished trial by where it may best receive protection and insure
jury in the south, and substituted trial by court its growth. The beast is freer, that moves its
martial, 2, that this abolition was apparently body about according to its instincts, and moves
permanent, not temporary; 3, that the bureau its limbs according to changing necessity. It
was n costly and demoralizing system of poor re- chooses its place of rest and arranges it; it seeks
lief, a_ld 4, that congress had no power to apply its nourishlnent with discrimination; it practices
tile public money to any such purpose ia time of the tricks of the hunter; it courts sexual union
peace. The bill failed to pass over the veto.- and cares for its young. The word instinct,
The quarrel between the president and the repub- which means tile endowment of the race and the

_ican majority in con_'ess becameopen and bitter moving necessity of present impulse, is not ade-
in the spring of 1866, and about the same time quate to explain these phenomena. The freedom
the legislation of soutllern legislatures as to of the beast is also manifest in this, that it does
freedmen, during their winter sessions of 1865-6, not move with mathematical or mechanical
was made public. (See P_ECONSTRUCTION.) The necessity, but according to its feelings, desires
result was the passage o[ the second freedmen's or apprehensions. Bodily, physical freedom
bureau bill, in July, 1866. It corresponded in is plainly met with even here; indeed, here the
general intention to the February hill. except first advances toward a higher, moral freedom
that it continued the bureau for two years only. appear, and we can, without doing violence to
It was vetoed, July 16, on the same general language, speak of the fidelityof the dog, of the
grounds as above given, and was passed the same spirit of the horse, of the majesty of the hon, and
_iay over the veto. The powers of the bureau of the industry of the bee. But first with man
were thus very much enlarged. Its chief com- as a pennon _1o moral freedom and intellectual
missioner was autllorized to use its funds at dis- freedom attain their full development. In the
cretion, to apply the property of the confederate beast the instinctive nature predominates still,
states to the education of freedmen, to co-operate but man rises to self-conscious action. The dis-
with private freedmen's aid societies, and to take tinction between good and evil, truth and error,
military jurisdiction of offenses against the civil here, for the filet time, gets its definite meaning.
rights or immunities of freedmen. In June, In cons0qucnce of this higher will and freedom
1868, the bureau was continued by law for one of the mind, man can struggle against the power

year longer in unreconstructed states. Aug. 3, of natural impulse. -- Tocqueville (Ancien R_-
1868, a bill was passed over the veto providing gime, p. 278) asks thequestion, in what is the love
that Gen. Howard should not be displaced from of the nations for freedom, wlJieh inspires to the
the commissionership, and that he should with- greatest deeds, grounded ? and am_wers, that it
draw the bureau from the various states, Jan. 1, was not alone in the hatred of oppression, for the
1869. except as to its educational work, wldch' freest people willingly submit to a dictator ap-
did not stop uzztil July 1, 1870. The collection pointed for a time ; neither in their material
of pay and hounties for colored soldiers and interests, for sometimes people alrandon every-
sailors was continued until 1872 by the bureau, thing to defend freedom. He replies : "Free.
when its functions were assumed by the usual dora 'has in herself her own charm Hc whoseeks
chazmels of the war department. Total expen- in freedom anything else than freedom herself,
ditures of the freedmen's bureau, March, 1865- is bowed in bondage." I think the deepest
Aug. 30, 1870, were reported at $15,359,092.27. ground lies in the fact that freednm is the most
(See ._BOLITION, SLAVERY, RECONSTRUCTIOI_,'.)-- godlike quality of man, that it is voluntary and
See McPherson's tIiatory of the t_con_truct/on; self-conscious life of a higher order. The high-
_and other authorities under RECONSTRUCTION. est degree of freedom is revealed in a creative
"rhe first freedmen's bureau bill is in 13 Star. a_ act, in self-culture and in the improvement of the
Large (38th Cong), 507; the second freedmen's bu- world. -- Necessity and freedom are antithetical

_'cau bill is in 13 ,.qtat. at Lq_rge (39th Cong.), 173. but not contz'adictory. They are joined in unity
ALEXa_'DER JOm_STON. in a person, for to the person both belong. The

necessity of being is the condition precedent of
FREEDOM, AND RIGHTS OF FREEDOM. his freedom. When Raphael painted a Madonna,

I. _V,_l_treof Freedom. When we examiuc into he was bound to the necessity of his esthetic
th_ essence of freedom, and seek to undel_tand nature, while he painted with the true freedom

that sacred blessing which man prizes higher of the artist. So Shakespeare, when he wrote
than all besides, we must pass beyond tile bounds his plays, It is the same in politics. In the acts
of hlw and of the state, and seek its roots in of Julius C_esar or Frederick II. of Prussia, we
nature and in God. In the microcosmic world recognize the nature of C_esar or Frederick as
of organic beings, the freedom of these beings necessary, but we likewise plainly discern tile
rises, by degrees, to a fuller meaning. Even the marks of individual freedom. Freedom, on its
plant which is fixed to its place, and is essentially positive side, implies c1_oice, but it does not on that
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account become caprice or arbitrariness. Free freedom, i. e., to prevent an undue dependence:
moral choice must haveregard to its own nature, the positive side of freedom, also, f. e., a per-
and its connection with the laws of the system son's self-determined mode of living, his move-
of the world and with the destiny of mankind. -- ments and actions, need the protection of law.
It is tile province of politics both to promote The transition from tile one to the" other is
freedom, and to bring to development what still formed by the measures of security against ar-
lies dormant in the intellectual cudowmcnt of bitrary arrest, developed especially in Anglo-
man. It has to do with the collective life of thc American law. Here belong the following pro-

people.- II. I_ulivid_lal Right,_ of Freedom. 1. visions : 1st. No one shall be arrested except
The first of the_ is the acknowledgment of free upon the written warrant of competent authority,
personality. Jlnd, as a logical consequence, the whereto tl!e ground for the arrest and the person

negation of all slavery. Since man is by nature of the party arrested andof the partywho makes
a person, lie can not and must not be considered the arrest shall be designated, except in cases of
as simply a thing; and never must property, the seizure of a criminal in an overt act. A
i. e., the dominion of the person over things, be general warrant, i. e., a warrant to arrest all per-
assigned to man over man, to person over person, sons suspected, without specifying individuals,
Slavery is always an unjust subordination. In is illegal according to Anglo-American law. 2£1.
many respects the authority of the Roman father The habeas corpus act, passed in the reign of
over the child was similar to the authority of the Charles II., A. D. 1679, secures to the prisoner
master over the slave. But thcrc existed a car- the right to procure from the judge a writ of
dinal difference. The child was esteemed as a habeas corpus, by which all inferior officers, iafi-
pe_on, and hence as free (litmr) ; the slave as a ers, etc., are rcttuired to bring lfim without delay
thing, and hence under dr)minion. Slavery even before the judge, so that hc may test the legality
as a penalty, is not admimible, for the culprit does of his imprisonment, and if that be not confirmed,

not cease to be a man, and hence a person. 2. release him. 3d. Releasement upon furnishing
The gle&r, ad,eriptioof the. middle ages was in con- bail, (c'tlled in the old German law tra_t_tng). It
tr'ldiction with the natural right of freedom. It was a maxim of the middle ages that "' He who_
is true it did not entirely deny the personality gives bail (t_vsttlng) must not be imprisoned,'"

of the feudal dependents; their marriages were except in particularly serious cases. 4th Impris-
recogniz(,d as legal, and certain rights of posses- onment and detention from police considerations,
sion of goods and movables were guaranteed in contrast to arrest for judicial examination and
them. But the system nevertheless brought man punishment, is only allowed, by way of exception,
into the false relation of the dependence of tim in rare cases, as especially the confinement of
person upon the thing. 3. Not every dependence lunatics, or measuresin the interest of quarantine
of one person upon another is in opposition to regulations or for checkingdangerous epidemics;
freedom. Tim child, through its helplessness and or for the purpose of caring for the dissolute poor,

its wants, is, by nature, dependcnt upon the guid- and to protect the public from being annoyed by
ante and care of its parents. The authority of them. 5th. The abolition of imprisonment for
guardians over children and minors is well debt, i. e., the imprisonment of the debtor with the
founded, just as is the guardianshi l) over weak- intent, by depriving him of his freedom, of fore-
minded and insane persons of full age. or over inghim to pay. This advancein modern freedom
spendthrifts. But the continuation of the Ronmn was only effectcd in comparatively recent years.

patria poteztaz over sons of manly years, wa_ 6th. The guarantee of an action for indemnity
certainly a mistaken notion and a violation of against officers and employ(_s who had effected.

natural freedom, upon which the young man has an illegal arrest; and 7th. The acknowledgment
a just claim. In the same way, the servant is in of the right to resist, with force, an illegalarrest.
many things personally dependent upon his lord, 5. Freedom of movement is further limited, by
the workman upon the manufacturer, and the restricting a person to the limits of acertain l)lace
journeyman upon the master workman; but this or district, or even by commanding one to leave
del)endcnce , also, is quite compatible with per- a city, village or district, or by banishment front
sonal freedom. Frcc men themselves regulate the country. Such restrictions, again, nccording

the relation of work and wages, according to to the rule, arc only admissible when they are
their needs. But labor contracts for service and judicially decreed as punishments, or when. as a
wages may overstep the bounds of self-determi- legal exception, they are necessary as a pohce cx-
nation and damage the rightful freedom of all, pedient. 6. The protection of freedom of travel

when it makes arrangements, which, under the in opposition to prohibition of travel is, in more
appearance of a free eontract, lay the foun- recent times, even internationally guaranteed;
dation of a virtual lasting slavel T. But th'_t while but a generation ago p_sports for travelers
very thing is done, and for a lifetime, by those were frequently required. 7. The highest form
labor contracts which concedc to the serving of this freedom of movement from place to place

pal_ty no power to step out of the relation ,ff is the freedom of emigration. The free man is as
servant, if his personal interests should demand little bound to the state as to the soil, It is not

it. 4. Protection against false imprisonment, worthy of the state to hold him as if he were a
It is not enough to protect the negative side of serf, if lm wishes to leave his home end hope_
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t_) find in another state better conditions for his damaged by the too great control and guardianshi F
advancement. But it was a long time before of the police. Especially has this freedom been

freedom of emigration was acknowledged. It is preserved in Anglo-American law. The saying,
not acknowledged everywhere even to-day. But "My house is my castle," in vogue everywher_
the state certainly has a right in this matter, viz., in the middle ages, has gradually come to have a
that the emigrant shall beforehand fulfill his in- specifically English ring. Under this head falls
dispensable duties toward his native country, and the protection against tile illegal quartering of sol-
shall not, apparently to evade or mock the law of diets, which is clearly set forth in the E,nglish bill
the land, simply step out of his previous allegiance of rights of 1689, and in the constitution of the
to one government into allegiance to another. 8. United States. Freedom of property, may, how.
Freedom of marriage. Matrimony is the most ever, be carried too far. Property is so called
complete life in common of man and wife. because it belongs exclusively to a particular in-
Hence it is a question of life for the individual, dividual, andmeans, in short, unlimited dominion
whether he is to be allowed to follow his own of the same over his own things, liable, of course,
inclination and choice, or is to be compelled to to the danger of a merely selfish use, which dis-
submit to the will of another, or is to be pre- regards and neglects the duties toward the com-
vented from concluding an intended marriage, munity(of the family, of the municipality and of
Actual coercion to marriage is to-day generally the state). But since all law is a regulation of

given up, in so far at least as the law demands, the public life, and is made to insure the peace-
under all circumstances, the free personal expres- able dwelling together of men, it has also the
sion of the will of the parties betrothed, which task to restrain and moderate the selfish freedom
can not be supplanted by any lYarental or other of property, in so far as the interest of the
authority. No one, according to the prevailing community demands it. 10. Economic freedom.
law, is compelled to marry when he does not desire The whole modern system of economy is to be
it, or to marry any one whom he does not desire distinguished from the economy of the last cen-
to marry. On the other hand, there existed till the tury, chiefly from the fact that it has been ira-
most recent times, and do still in some countries pregnated with the spirit of individual liberty,
exist, manifold hindn_nces to marriage, which and its activity has been freed from a thousand
make the consummation thereof difficult, oreveu restraints, which formerly made its devel_)pment

entirely prevent it, notwithstanding the affianced difficult. Here belong: 1st. The remov_Ll of the
parties wish to marry. The legislation of recent restraint of guilds and t'raternities, and the intro-
times has shown itself in this matter favorable to duetion of the free choice of his trade by eve_T
freedom, in this, that it has removed a multitude man. Ever T one may exercise that trade in which
of such hindrances or has modified them, as, for he hopes soonest to conquer in the battle of life,

example, the prohibition of marriage between or that to which his inclination Iv.ads him. Every
distant relatives, the demanding of a property one may extend the bounds of his industrial put-
certificate from tile parties betrothed, the per- suits, and may combine one industrial pursuit with
mission of the community, etc. For Germany another, as he finds it to his purpose. 2d. Free
a series of this sort of restrictions was cleared trade, in opposition to the so-c_llied protective

away, especially by the North German law of tariff system. As the fulldevelopment of strength
May 4, 1868. 9. Freedom of property. In the and the highest contentment for the individual
possession of property, i. e., the dominion of the comes with this economic freedom, so it is only
person over things, free personality is preserved, through freedom that mankind can reach a max-
There are a number of legal defenses whose oh- imum of economic achievement. But we must
ject is to give the best possible protection to this not overlook the fact that freedom draws after it
freedom. Among them belong: 1st. Thefreedom an intensity of competition between men, and
to acquire landed property, which during the has likewise the right to take care that the dan-
middle ages was permitted frequently only to gers of this be//urn omniu_ contra amlws shall not
certain classes of the inhabitants, was prohibited damage or ruin the proper and insured existence
to foreigners, and was brought into continual of many. Tbe advance of the human race is
jeopardy through sundry natural rights of neigh- marked by an increase of the legal rights of free-
bors, of relatives, of heirs, of fellow-citizens and dora; but only the union of freedom with growing'
natives. 2d. The freedom of the soil from stand- humanity preserves the former from degeneration

ing burdens, burdens in/dr, d, as, especially, socage, and abuse. 11. Intellectual freedom. IIigher
tithes, tributes, which so sorely oppressed landed than all other personal freedom is the intellectual
property, and burdened the free use of the soil. freedom of the individual; we notice, 1st. Relig-
3d. Free transferability and divisibility of goods, ious freedom, especially freedom to profess one's
in opposition to the fixedness and indivisibility of belief and in tile choice of one's mode of worship,
the property of fief, family, and much of that of a freedom which mankind, after longand grievous
manor and peasant, in the middle ages. 4th. The aberrations, has at last, with difficulty, made the
protection of freedom at home, domestic peace portion of all. In his relations to God, man must
or security, was afforded in full measure in the dare to be true and upright: for God is truth and
laws of many of the German cities of the middle loves the truth. Nothing is more abominable in

ages. But in the last century it has been seriously holy things than hypocrisy, and all intolerance
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_nd oppression of conscience lcad_ to hypocrisy, sion of opinion, and be depressed and darkened
The reformation broke the power of ecclesiastical in its intellectual life. A more rapid dissemiua-
authority, and freed the eonscieuecof the church, tion of a truth may, under some circumstances,
But the people of tile United Stales first bro_ght be secured by the help of the authority of the
the legal security of tiffs freedom to the world in government. But force is always a false means
its fullest compass. The crime of heresy had in the conflict between elTol' and truth, and its
.earlier been done away with, but now, for tile employment in most cases works destructively.
first time, the principle that one's faith should 8d. Freedom of speech, and especially the so-
Imvc no legal effects, and should not bca coudi- called freedom of the press, are in part applica-
tion of his rights, came to prevail. This religious tious of the religious freedom of creed and the
freedom certainly destroys the false unity of scientific freedom of research, and in part a
,religiou_ belief. It doubtless p_'otn(_tes the mul- further development of intellectual freedom in

_iplicity of religious creedsand mode_of wor_llip; general. This freedom was ill'st acknowledged
btlt all nature and the essence or' the soul prove for all classes, not in the English revolution,
4hat this multiplicity, in winch there is truth and although Milton's brilliant defense of it made a
_ifc, is more pleasing to God and more fruitful to deep imp_'ession, but in 1694, when the censor-
a_ankind than that unity, which at last sinks ship of the press was given up. As late as the
_nto a stupid absence of thought and empty for- year 1780 in France, where there was no freedom
_nalily. 2d. Tim scientific freedom of investigation of tim press for political discussion, the plan was
and research. For centuries this free activity of seriously considered to make the entire book
thought and of intellectual labor was hemmed in trade a state affair, and thus make the whole
_and bound by church authority. Science w'ould literature and every public expre._ion of opinion
,examine into everything, even religion itself, and dependent upon the state. The French revolu-
it can not allow itself to bc ruled, except by the tion fil,t proclaimed the freedom of the press in
laws of lo#cal thought, which arc of quite a dif- France in 1791, a freedom which, it is tl_ue, was
£erent character from the power of faith in the later restrained. 12. Among the individual
heart. The frequently repeated objection is en- rights of freedom, we must mention the freedom
tirely untenal)le that (only objeeti_'c) truth lugs a wlfich manifests itself m the peculiar manner of
natural claim upon protection and to dlssemina- living of a person. John Stuart Mill obselwes
lion, but not error. The state has neither the with reason that this freedom i_ less restrained

means of distinguishing with any certainty an in our time by law than by custom and even
•objective truth from an error, nor the power suc- fashion. So long as the rights of others are not
(.e_,sfully to impede error, and to defend truth violated nor public decency disregarded, every

.against doubt. History proves that governments one should be allowed to live, dress and out-
amve often sought to crush with violence sup- wardly behave according to his inclination.--
.posed errors, which afterward turned out to be III. Political I%eedam. We distinguish political
_ruths. and, on the other hand, undertook by freedom from individual freedom. 1. Municipal

means of puuishment to defend against evelLv at- fl'cedom, i. e., the independent administration of
_tack supposed truths, which were only supersti- municipal affairsand the autonomy of the munic-
_ions. bt)th withot_t l.lsting success, and to the ipal organization within the bounds of the state's
.(hunage of the people. Abnost every discovery of constitution and legislation, in contrast to the
a new truth has bt,en suspected and antagonized guardianship of the community by the govern-
in the beginning as a gl'eat error, and seldom has merit. 2. Col_porate freedom, which is akin to

_a thinker fout_d a tl-uth without a previous battle municipal freedom, and protects the independent
with tra(liti_)n;tl, and often even with his own conduct of legal persons and corporate bodies.
.errors, which had the al)pearanceof truth. When 3. Freedom of the state in its proper sense.

the state grants freedom, it opens up, likewise, to Here the negative side of freedom of the state
truth, new ways. If ol)inions are erroneous, signifies the casting off of all unjust domination,
they call out truth, and thus (,rror serves, though whether it be that of a foreign power or of the
_tgainst its will, the same end as truth. The ex- cxccssive and hence despotic authority of thz.
ternal (.ocrcion of the government, violcn(-e, is state itself. The positive side shows itself in self-
never the right means t[) obtain the victory of determined participation in the life of the com-
truth over error'; for truth, which is spirit, can munity. Ancient nations, especially tlmGrecks,

,only gt'ound and maintain itself upon its owu were inclined to call only those states free st(_e,_

spiritual power. A just observation of nature in which the majority of the citizens, i. e., the
has a stronger power, as evidence in the domain delrws, governed themselves. Free states, in the

.of truth, than a hundred thousand bayonets, and acceptation of the ancients, are hence, particu-
the logical power of a just conclusion can not be larly, non-monarchical states--republ_, as they
overcome by the physical power of a hundred are called in modern times. The modern view,

.cannon. It is ve D" certain that sometimes among on the other hand, cares less whether the majority

nations might has triumphed over tl'uth. A rules, and more whether it is politically entitled
nation n_ay be hindered for centuries in the per- to rule and co-operates in legislation and has the

.ception of truth, bya mechanical pressure of control of the government. The opposite, then,
:state authority upon civilization and the expres- of free states are absolute or despotic states.
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England is a free state, notwithstanding she has freedom, it assuredly is for a very large part.
an hereditary dynasty ; and the constitutional and there are few kinds of freedom that are not.

monarchy of to-day may claim the honorable embraced by it. But in economic language, a
name of a free form of government, the same as more restricted signification, thougl_ one still
may representative democracy, while direct de- very broad, is given to this phrase, " freedom
mocracy, if it becomes absolute and oppresses of labor," whicli expresses an opporlunity given
the minority, ceases to be a free form of govern- to every citizen to pursue whatever calhng lie
meat. 4. Among the political rights of freedom wishes, be it one or several; to regulate the price_
which deserve special attention are the political of his products and of his services ace,_rdin_ u,

rights of assembly and freedom of assemblies his understanding of their wduc; to exchange tlw
from interference. These were first acknowl- results of his labor at home or abroad, as m_,y
edged and developed in the Anglo-Saxon constitu- seem for his best interests: whence it app_,ars that
tional law of the English and Americans. Only freedom of labor includes competition and free
m the most recent times have they also attained exchange or free trade. (See these two articles.)
legal value in the free states of Europe. _ Under the word Co._fPE:rITmN wc have shown

J. C. BLUNTSCHLI. the social benefits, and, so to speak, the regu-
lating and providential part that compelition

FREEDOM OF LABOR. If we ask the takes iu the general economy of society: the
author of an able work entitled, "Freedom of La- nature of the inconveniences it may accident-
bor,"(}I. Dunoyer, Member of the Institute, vol. i., ally present in consequel3ce of the unfavom-
p. PA), what freedom is, he tells us: " What I call ble circumstances in the midst of which certain

freedom, is the ability which man acquires of era- countries, and, we may s_y, certain industries,
playing his powers more easily in proportiou as he are placed; and the blind presumption of those
becomes free from the obstacles which originally who have sought ways to suppress competition,
interfered with their exercise. I say that heis the to class avocations, and to distribute the public
more free, the more he is de/dverezf from the causes offices--in short, to orga_dze &bor. to use their

which prevented him from making use of them, own expression, or, iq oilier terms, according tc,
the moire he has removed these causes, the more the hmguage of econo,ni_t_, completely to sup-
lie has extended the sphere of his action and press the initiative of the citizens and freedom of

cleared it from obstructions."_Endeavoring to labor• We need not then recur to that l_cre
ascertain, on the other hand, from past experi- We will likewise omit all considerations, which.
ence, by the aid of history, by what laws and while entering into the gene,'al subject, relate
under the influence of what causes men succeed more particularly to commercial freedom. --
iuemploying more effectually the natural forces Among persons unacquainted with economic
whose operation constitutes industry or human studies, many imagine that f,'eedom of labor
labor, the same economist has found that it is by exists in all branches o[ human activity. To be
having greater fl'eedom in the use of these forces, convinced of their error these have only to take
so that freedom is at the same time the cause and into account the condilions to which mo_t avoca-

the result of itself, the cause and the result of I tions are subject. In France, for ex_mq_le, they
power, and that these two terms, freedom and , will find that a great number of those c:_lh.d

power, are correlative. -- M. Dunoyer does not I libercd can not be entered withoul the degrees of
then consider freedom as a dogma, but he shows l)achelor, licentiate, doctor, etc., which are .,,imply

•it in its causes, and he presents it as a result. He that compulsory apprentieeshi 1) of which Colhert

does not make it an attribute of man, or the re- spoke in his advice to Louis XIV., an apprentice-
suit of a special form of government, but a prod- ship very long and very costly. Several liberal
uct of the combined elements of civilization, professions in France are, moreover, positively or-
lie shows tlmt it is primarily dependent on race, ganized into guilds, with limitations as to number
that is to say, on the nature itself of men, and and the conditions of admission: they are tho,_c of
the more or less favorable organization of their notary, stockbroker, banker, merchandise broker,
l)hysical, intellectual and moral faculties: sec- vendue master, etc. Several are a little less

oedly, on the places on the globe where they are trammeled, and are not restricted by being lira-
located, and the advantages afforded for agricul- ited as to number, though they are as to con-

lure, manufactures and commerce in the part of ditions of admission: they are those of bt_rrister,
the earth they occupy; finally, on the greater or physician, druggist, veterinary surgeon, teacher,
less advantage they have succeeded in gaining etc. Others are madepublic functions, ss Ill;trot
from their powers or their position. -- We will professor and engineer. Among the industries
not treat hereof thegreatand numerous questions we find, in France, butchering and baking con-
which arise as soon as one attempts to define this stituted as veritable guilds in many towns; and

formidable word, freedom, but only glance at printing, bookselling, registry offices, theatrical
them, before returning to the kind of freedom enterprises, public conveyances, etc., subject to
which is the subject of this article. _ Whoever a system of certificates granted by public author-
speaks of labor, is, in many respects, speaking ity. But these direct impediments are not per-

,ff the whole of society; so that if the phrase haps those whose action is most effective against
"' freedom of labor" is not an expression for all the principle of freedom. There are indirect ones
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which exercise their influence upon all branches deed disappearing every day. It was not until
of labor; such as the loaning of capital, the lever 1847 that the Swedish government succeeded in
of commerce and the industries, encounters in the suppressing the masterships, wardenships and
laws upon usury which fix a maximum rate of trade corporations; theclassof thebourgaoisie be--
interest, those which prohibit loaning upon lug at length united with the three others, and
pledge, and those which oppose the free forma- having ceased to appeal to its privileges .with the
aion of institutions of credit. Such are the re- same tenacity. Hitherto there had been a com-
strictions which the commercial code and the pulsory apprenticeship, of seven years in some
entire legislation present to the formation of the trades, of eleven years in others. It was not un-
industrial and commercial associations found in til July 1st of that year that domestic labor was

three types which no longer satisfy the demands completely emancipated, and that each one could,
of industri_tl developmcnt; such are the numerous in his home, devote himself to making any articles
prohibitions and hundreds of lengthy lawswhich he chose, and that every licensed dealer could sell
hinder the supply inn great number of industries, all his products. But to start a manufactory it
_nd the sale of products in very many others; is still necessary to be provided with a certificate
such are the octrois, whose _ction is. in many re- of capacity, issued by men officially selected for
spects, analogous; such are the systems to which the purpose. The spirit which produces regula-
_he merchant marine andthe colonies are subject; tions and special privileges has not been willing
such are the r'ooo_rictions of every nature, imposed to yield everything at once; it has clung to the
by special laws, upon the working of mines, the dlploma.--In North America, which may be taken
duration of labor combinations, and prison and as the opposite type, a citizen engaged in any in-
_ther labor, it may be by local usages, by po- dust_ T enjoys, in tile employment of his faculties
lice regulations, or by thousands of decrees and and the pursuit of wealth, a freedom relatively
•ordinances called thekr _'ule,_of punic ad_nini_- very considerable.--Wc should have much to do,
tratiol_, the nomenclature of which would occupy were we to take up. one by one, all the avocations

many pages of our columns--_ures, decrees in which freedom of labor is not entire, and to
and ordinances which are fax £r_m having been show how it would be both possible and profit-
all inspired by sound notivus,o_ administration, able to introduce freedom inlo them, at once in
prudence and justice.--Narhave we yet enumer- some, by degrees in the others. We wish only
ated all. Many industries are #.listurbed because to prove that the march of civilization is regulat-
governments have thought .they should reserve ing socialism, which is slaver)', by freedom, and
to themselves the right of ,carrying on certain that freedom is the polar star upon which states-
branches of business and estatdishing for them men must ever have an open eye, if they are am-
national workshops. Thus it is with the hot rain- bitious to show themselves intelligent and skillful
eral springs, the establishments for breeding fine pilots. -- M. Dunoyer, in responding in 1845 to
horses, cows and sheep, the Indret establishment the socialistic schools which charged freedom of
for articles necessary in the navy, the manufac- labor with bringing about the gradual elevation
tories of fire arms, the product.ion of S_vres china, of the opulent classes and an accelerated degrada-
.of Gobelin dyes and tapestry, tile government lion of the laboring classes, was then rightin say-

printing office, the Mont .de Pi_td (loan bank, ing: " I beg to consider how strange it must seem
where articles are pawned); and others besides: to see the misfortune of the laboring classes attrib-
tobacco and snuff, saltpetre, powder and gain- uted to greatly increased competition, in the
ing cards, the production of which is in France notorious state of imperfection in which free-
made a monopoly for the collection of the taxes, dora of labor and that of transactions still are.
To those who are surprised that we put these People talk of universal, unlimited competition!
government enterprises and the administration of Where doesany such really exist ? In fact, there
.these taxes in the number of hindrances to the is no such thing as any truly universal competi-
industries, it would be eaah, ,to show how a subsi- tiou. Do people forget that there is no civilized
dized establishment, the government printing country where the entire mass of producers does
office, for example, produces in a way that is a not defend itself by double and triple lines of
burden to the pubhc treasury, and discourages custom houses against the competition of foreign
private industries by engrossing certain kinds of producers? Do they not know how far from be-
labor, and lowering the price of many products ing complete is competition, even in the interior
obtained. --If any one would make out for all of each country, and by how many causes it is
countries such an abstract as we have just given everywhere more or less limited ? In France, for

for France, he would find analogous restrictions example, where it is more developed than in some
in each of them : much fewer, however, in Eng- other places, it still encounters a multitude of
]and, and above all, in the United States, and obstacles; there are, we know, outside of services
very probably more in many other countries, and really public, a certain number of kinds of busi-
in proportion to their degree of civilization, for hess, the carrying on of which the public authori-
the degree of freedom is a pretty good measure ties have thought should be reserved exclusively
_)f the progress realized. There are still many to the government; there is a still more eonstder-
vestiges of the guilds in Germany and in the able number the monopoly of wh:ch legislation
.northerncountries,although thesetracesare in. has given to a limited number, of indlviduals.
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_rhose which have been abandoned to dSmpetition conscientious free-soilers. -- I. The political free-
are subjected to formalities, to restrictions, and soilers were confined to the state of New York, "
to numberless trammels which prevent many per- and were mainly the voters of that state political
sons from engaging in them; and consequently organization, or "machine," of which ex-Presi-

in these even, competition is far from being un- dent Van Buren had long been tile recognized
limited. Finally, there is scarcely one which is head. (See ALBXNY RE(_EI_CY.) Van Buren's de-
_mt subject to various taxes, necessary, without feat in the democratic convention of 1844, and
doubt, but sufficiently onerous for many people the political revolution in the party which was
_o be unable to pay them, and hence these kinds of a consequence of it, were results of southern

,business are virtually prohibited to such persons: votes and of a distinct southern question; and the
whence it follows that competition, already first effort of the Polk administration, like every
_hnited for so many causes, is still so to a high de- other administration of any party in a similar
grce by taxes. I do not state these facts here to situation, was to encourage the buildingup of a
blame any one: but in the face of such a condi- new organization of its own, for the purpose of
tion of things, is it not singular to hear any one ousting the old organization from the control of
_peak of universal, unlimited competition, and the great state of New York. (SeeDEMoCnATIC-

to witness the more or le._ real evils which the REPUBLICAN PARTY, IV. ; VAN BUREN, MARTIN ;
lower classes of society suffer attributed to excess NEw YORK.) The old organization, however, ul
of freedom and of competition?"--It is not pos- the present case, was too strongly entrenched to
sible to treat thoroughly this great question in a surrender power easily, and the four years of
single article; for freedom of labor is the corol- Polk's administration were marked by a progre_-
lary of all tile propositions which science demon- sive split in the democratic party of New Yolk.
strates; and this subject is one of those whose resulting, toward 1847, in the formation of t_xo dis-
development might well take an entire course, tinct factions, the barnburners and the hunker_
Indeed, M. Dunoyer was led to make ahnost a (See those names.} Tile, former was tile Van
complete course of study on the economy of Buren organization, and its opposition to tim ad-
society in attempting to fathom the vast ques- ministration which had supplanted it naturally
tions connected with it. We will then stop here, took the form of opposition to the extension of
and conclude by quoting two passages which ex- slavery to the ter,'itori_. It therefore fell natu-

press our thoughts better than we could do it: rally into the free-soil party on its org*mizatiou.
"" Political economy holds most strongly to the The division in the New York democratic party,
idea of freedom of labor, for freedom is the es- though apparently healed in 1852, lasted in reali-
,,ence of human industry. What, in fact, is indus- ty for many years further, the former "' barll-
try? It is not simply a muscular effort and area- burners " and " hunkers " taking the names of
terial operation. Industry is, above all, the action "softs" and "hards," respectively. -- 2 Tim
of the human mind on the physical world. 1h'ow conscientious free-soilers were not confined to
the mind is essentially free: the mind in all its New York, but were found in every norlhern

operations needs freedom, exactly as there is need state, and in Maryland, Delaware, Vi,_inia. and
of air under the wings of a bird, that it may be Kentucky, in the south. They were mainly tile
sustained and advance inits course. _' (M. Michel members of the "' liberty party," (see ABOLITION,
Clmvalier, JD&_ours a_, Colldge de Fraltce; Jour- II.), re-enforced, after 1844, by a part of the auti-
n_d des E_lwmistes, Jan., 1848.)-- "The natural slavery element which had been common, tip to
order of human society consists in enthroning in that year, throughout the agricultural member-
it the law which is in correspondence with the ship of the northern democratic party. In the
nature of the being's of which that society is fall of 1847 they held a national convention at
formed. These beings being free,their most natu- Buffalo, still under the name of the hherty party,
ral law is the maintenance of their freedom: this and nominated John P. Hale, of /qew [Iaml)-
is what we call justice. There are in the heart of shire, and Leicester King, of Ohio, as presiden-
man, and these can therefore and ought to enter tial candidates; but toward the spring of 1848
into the alliance, other laws still, but none which the evident division in the New York democratic

are contratT to that. Before all else, the state party, which it was hoped would extend to other
is organized justice; and its first function, its states, encouraged them to drop their nominations
most stern duty, is to insure freedom; and what and take part in the formation of the "free soil
freedom is there in society where labor is not party."--The democratic convention at Balti-
free 't " JOSEPH GARNIER. more in 1848 was attended by delegations from

E. J. L., :Pr. 1)oth the barnburner and hunker factions, each

claiming to represcnt the state. 1_Iay 25, by a
FREE.801L PARTY, The (m U. S. Hi.o- vote of 133 to 118, the convention admitted both

RV). The history of this party, the first one delegations, .,..riving half the state vote to each.

xhieh aimed specially at the restriction of slave- Both delegations rejected the decision, and with-
ry to its state limits, covers a period of but about drew from the convention. The hunkers, satis-
five years, 1848-52, and may best be understood fled with having kept their opponents out, and
by first considering the two elements which secure of the support of the administration, did
composed it, the political free-soilers and the nothing further. The barnburners met in state
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convention at Utica, June 22, and nominated Mas_usetts. Inthe32dcongrees(1851-8)th_
Martin Van Buren and Henry Dodge, of Wiacon- had 3 ifi the senate, Charles Sumner having taken
sin, as presidential candidates, apparently for the his seat there, and 17 in the house. In the 38d con-
purpose of maintaining their state organization, gress (1853-5) the free-soiler_ in the senate numo
of showing their ability to control the state elee- bered from 3 to 5; in the house they had about the
total vote, and thus of forcing some compromise same number. After that time they were swal-
wliieh would secure for them recognition as an lowed up in the sudden rise of the anti-Nebraska
essential part of tile NewYork democracy. Gcn. tide. (See RF_,PUBLICAN PARTY.)--Negotiations
Dodge refused to accept the nomination.--In between the political free-soilers and tim other

the meantime a call had been issued for a general democratic faction in New York began again (if
free-soil convention at Buffalo, Aug. 9. It was they had ever really ceased) in 1849. Both fac-

attended by 465 delegates from nearlyall the free tions attended the state convention of tlmt year,
states, and from Delaware, Maryland and Vir- and united in the nomination of state candidates

ginia, eighteen states in all. For president, Mar- and in the adoption of a vague and indefinite
tin Van Buren received 244 votes to 181 for John resolution on the slavery question. In 1850 the
P. Hale, and was nominated ; Charles Francis state convention went further, and passed a reso-
Adams was nominated for vice-president. The lution that it was "proud to avow its fraternity
platform was very long, in three preambles and with and devotion to" the principles of the dem-
sixteen resolutions. The preambles declared the ocratic national convention of 1848. Against thin
delegates' independence of the slave power, their resolution the political free-soilers, headed by

secession from the democracy; their inability to John Van Buren, could now muster but twenty
join the whigs, who, in nominating Taylor, had votes. The result was the absorption of the
"abandoned their distinctive principles for mere Van Buren faction into the state democratic
availability"; and their determination to secure party, and the reduction of the free-soil vote of
"free soil to a free people." The resolutions de- New York in 1852 to its real limits. The breach
clared in general tlmt slavery in tim states was in the state democracy was thus closed, but never
valid by state laws, for which the federal govern- really healed.--In 1852 the national convention of
meat was not responsible; but that congress had both thewhig and the democratic partiesaceepted
"no more power to make a slave than to make a tim compromise of 1850(see CO_ROmSES, V.) in
king," and hence was bound to restrict slaver)- to all its parts. The free-soilers therefore held a
the slave states, and to refuse it admission to the convention at Pittsburg, &ug U, 1852, with dcl-
territories. In the election of 1848 for president egates from all the free states, and from Dela-
the new party east 291,263 votes, a great but de- ware, MaD-land, Virginia and Kentucky. Their
ceptive advance on the liberty party's vote in recent ISi'ew York allies were not represented.
1844. It was entirely a free state vote, except 9 Henry Wilson, of Massachusetts, presided; the

in Virginia, 80 in Delaware, and 125 in Maryland. platform of 1848 was enlarged to twenty-two res-
Outside of New York the free-soilers outnum- olutions, and John P Hale, of New tIampshire,
bered the democrats in Massaclmsetts aml Vet and George W. Julian, of Indiana, were nomin-

moat, and'gave the votes of Illinois, Indiana, ated as presidential candidates. The platform of
Iowa, Maine. Michigan, Ohio and Wisconsin to the "free democratic party" denounced slavery
the democratic candidates by small plurahties, m as "a sin against God and a crime against man;"
New York they polled 120,510 votes to 114,318 it denounced "both the whig and the democratic
votes for C_ms and Butler, and gave the electoral wings of the great slave compromise party of the
votes of the state to the whig candidates. Both nation;" and it repudiated the compromise of
elements o[ the fi'ee-soil party weI'e thus satis- 1850, and demanded the repeal of the fugitive
fled; the conscientious free-soilers, frequently slaw. _law. In thcpresidenttalelection of 1852 the
called "abolitionists," had punished and demoral- free-soilers cast but 156,149 votes, all in northern

ized the whig party, and the political free-soilers, states excepting 62 in Delaware, 54 in Maryland,
commonly called "night soilers " by their hunker 265 in Kentucky, and 59 in North Carolina. In
opponents, had punished and demoralized the all the northern states, except Iowa, the free.soil
democratic party. The principal result of the vote. was slightly decreased, owing mainly to the
congressional elections of the same year was party's rejection of the compromise of 1850; in
that the New York delegation was changed from New York it had fallen to 25,329, the real free-
I0 democrats and 24 whigs (in 1847-9) to 1 demo- soil vote, apart fi'om its political 'allies in that
crat, 1 free-soiler, and 32 whigs (in 1849-51). -- In state.-- After the election of 1852 the free.soilers

congress the free-soil representatives at once took shared in the general suspension of political ani-
separate ground, apart from both whigs and marion which followed. In 1854 they opposed
democrats. In the 31st congre_ tbey numbered the Kansas-Nebraska bill, and in 185_0 were

2 in the senate, (Hale and S. P. Chase), and in absorbed by the newly formed republican party.
the lower house 14, including Preston King, of The 34th congress, when it met in De, tuber,

:New York, J. R. Giddings, Lewis D. Campbell 1855, contained democrats, whigs, anti-_i'ebraska
and Joseph M. Root, of Ohio, Geo. W. Julian, men, free-soilers, and Americans Or know-noth-

of Indiana, David Wilmot, of Pennsylvania ings; before February, 1856, thece were only re-
(see W_Z_OT PROVISO), and Horace Mann, of publicans, democrats and Americans, and the

.,_A4.
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whig and free-soil parties had dis_.ppeared from .. narrowest limits consistent with the establishment

congress.--The principles of the free-soil party as ! and maintenance of liberty and order, tile pro-
to slavery restriction were identical with those of _, tection of life and property, the dispensation of
tile great and successful republican party which ;justice, and tile providing for the common
followed it, and yet the former, from 1_46 until defense and the general welfare of the people
1854, probably never really gained 10,000w)tes in ' g_verned. Free trade, accordingly, embraces
the entire country. Its tack of success was due i within the sphere of its opposition and con-
in part to its insistence Ul)On strict construction detonation a great variety of forms of eeono-

in other matters than slavery, wlflle the republican ] mic interferences on the part of the slate other
party was generally broad coustruction; but the , than those pertaining to international exchanges,
principal reason was, that the country was not I and of which the following--some happily now
yet ready for it. Some such measure as the . almost obsolete, but others still existing--may be

Kansam-Nebraska bill was an essential prerequisite ,, mentioned as illustrations, to wit : the arbitrary
to the formation of asuccessful anti-slavery party, t regulation by statute (usm'y htws) of the price
and oppositiou to that particular measure required , and loan of money, or conjointly and consistent-
broad construction views of the powers of con- , ly (as in old times), the price of contmodities. _
gress. (See NATION; DEMOCRATIC PARTY, IV. ; ' or (as formerly 1)y guilds and statutes and ]at-

REPUBLICAN PARTY, I. ; WILbIOT PROVISO; AAL_- terly hy trade association,) of the price of labor.
OLITION II.; SLAVEItY.)--Sce 16 Benton's De-Ii orwages; all interfercnce (as in England) with
_tes of Co_gre_; 1 Greeley's Amerb.a_ Co_fli_t, j the free transfer and _le of land; and with tile

191, 223; 2 Wilson's Rise and Fall _f the Slice i business of tnmking and dealing in credits, inde-

Power, 1'29, 140, 150; In(er_u_tion_ti R_view, Au- I pendentof the inakillg und issue of currency; the
gust, 1881, (G. W. Julian's Remi_iwenc, e_ of the proscril)timl from ()ffice. business or pursuit by
31st Co_lgress); Giddings' Ilistvq,y of tlw Rebellion, reason of sect or religious belief (as the present
283, 357; 2 Benton's Thirty Years' View, 723; proscription of the Jews in Russia from agricul-
Sehuckers' L_fe of S. P. Chase; Gardincr's .///s- ture); the co_tinued payment by the state, from
torival Sketch of the Free-Soil Qua_tion (to 1848); the proceeds of general t'txation, of bounties, for

27 Danocrativ P, eview, 531; Tribune Almanac, the promotion of,,special domestic industries (as
1849-55; D. S. Dickinson's ,.gpeec_he_; authorities in the case of the beet root sugar manufacture in
under articles referred to; the platforms of the Europe and the French system of bounties on
party in full are in Greeley's Politiv, al Text. Book of shipping); the inhibition (as in the United States)
1860, 17, 21. ALEXAXDF_t JOH,'_STON. on foreigners from tile investment of capital ia

American shipping; and the mainten.mc(, of rely-

FREE TRADE, in the sense in which the igation laws for the purpose of industrial and

term is generally used, may be regarded as the commercial restriction. These, and many other
expression of a principle in political economy, exampl_ which might be cited, are all violations
which holds that the prosperity of a state or nation of the spirit if not of the correct thcory of free
can best be protnoted and maintained by freeing trade; but as in tt,c popular mind, and especially
the exchange of all commodities and selwice_ in the sphere of politics, the idea of frec tra(lc is
between its own people and the people of other associated almost exclusively with the freedom of
nations and countries, to tile greatest extent pos- internation.ll exchanges, any discu,_sion of the

sible, from all interferences and obstructions of subject for the pro'pose of affirmatmn or exphum.
an arbitrary, artificial character, the resultsof leg- tion from ally other than this stalldpoiut, is
islation in deference to either prejudice or the neither customary not" expedient, ami will n,)t
deInands of special or private interests. In its here be attempted. --The l_ebrtion._(ff" Fret Trade
broadest sense, free trade, as the expression of an and Protectiot,. Free Im_(le as an economic l)rm*
economic principle, is, however, susceptible of a ciplc, or politico-commercial system, is the dir ct

nluch wider and more ('omplex definition. It was , One of the most curious illustrations under _his head
concretely and somewhat sentimentally, but at is to be found in the recent experience of the United
tile same time truthfully, defined l)y Chevalier, stales, which, in 1878,made obligatory by statute the pur-
tile eminent Flench eoonomist, lo be "the free chase and coinage of silver bullion to the extent of not les_

exercise of human power and faculties in all than two millions of dollars per montti. The o_ten_ible
reason for such an enactment, was to aff()rdto the p ople

commercial and professional life"; and as "the and businese of the country a larger measure of cob cur
liberty of labor in its grandest proportions." AS rency. The real reason was to create for the silver mtl_-
represented by its leading advocates, it does not, ing interests of Colorado and other section_, an artiflcml

and larger market for their product The result was,
furthermore, content itself with merely antago- that the additional coinage being both unnecessary and
nizing the arbitrary restriction of the commercial inconvenient it remained to a great extenLdormant in the

Iutcrcour_c 0f a particular country with foreign public treasury: a large amount of what would otherwise
countries for the purposcof stimulating or direct- ha_e been useful merchandise, available for exchanges,

was withdrawn from the channels of industry and com-
ing the domestic industries of ttle former; but merce; and an unnecessary tax of two miilionsof dollare
regarding in the light of an economic axiom, the per month, amounting in the aggregate at present writing
proposition " that that government is best which (l_), to more than one hundred millions of dollars, has

been imposed on the people and other industries of the
governs least," it also favors the restriction of country for a comparatively mnall measnre of benefit to
lhe functions of goverument or the state to the certain sectional and private interests.
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.oppositeto the so-calledprincipleor system of annoyance in collectlo_which are most pro-
protection,whichmaintains,on the contrary,that ductiveof revenue, and rmterlpomthe minimum
a stateor nationcan most surelyand rapidlyattain of interferenceand restrictionon commercial in-
n high degreeof materialprosperityby "protect- tercourse. Free tradeas an economic principle
iug" or shieldingits domestic industriesfrom isnot,therefore,asisoftenassumed and supposed,
thecompetitivesaleor exchange of the products necessarilyantagonistictotheimpositionof duties
of allsimilarforeign imlustries;the same to bc on imports,providedtheend soughttobe attained
effe_ctedeitherby directlcgislativeprohibitionof issimply revenue,and the circumstancesof tile
foreigncommerce, or by the impositionof such staterender such form of taxation expedient.
discriminatingtaxes (dutics)on imports as shall, Protection,on the otherhand. on the grouud of

through a consequent enhancement of prices, advantagesaccruing directlyor incidentally,ad-
interfereto agreateror lessextent with theirin- vocatesand defends the imposition of taxes on

troduction,freeexchange and consumption. An importsforpurposes otherthan thoseof revenue.
explanation of eitherof the termsfree tradeor Protection,therefore,to the exact extent to

Trotectio_tinvolves,therefore,a presentationof which itattainsitsobject,isobviouslyantagonis-
the arg'uments,based on theory or experience, tieto revenue,inasmuch as revcnue is received

• whicl_ may be adduced in support of the respect- only on those commodities which come in, while
ire economic systems of which they are the ex- protection is secured only when the importation
pressions, and a review of the premises of theone of commodities is restricted or made difficult. --
almost necessarily requires a conjoint statement of A Tari.ff far Revenue wilh ITwiderdal Protection.
the claims of the other.-- Relation of' Free 1)'ads The adjustment of a tariff for revenue in such a
as an Economi_ SysteTn to Taxation alul Revenue. way as to afford what is termed "incidental pro-

It is also desirable to clearly appreciate at the out- tecdon"--an idea much favored by American
set of any explanation of the subject under con- politicians----is based on the supposition that by

siderution, the relation which "free trade" and arranging a scaleof duties so moderate as only to
"protection," regarded as economic systems, sus- restrict and not prevent importations, it is possible
rain to taxation and revenue; a point about which to secure a sufficiency of revenue for the state,
(at least in the United States) there is no little of and at the same time stimulate domestic man-

popular misapprehension, wlfich in turn has ufactures by increasing the price of competi-
doubtless been often intentionally encouraged by tive foreign products. That the double object
a common assertion of the advocates of protection, thus aimed at is capable of attainment can not
that "the adoption of free trade as a national be doubted, but that the project is also one of
fi_al polic.y necessarily involves a resort on the the most costly of all methods of raising revenue
part of the state to direct taxation as a means of will become evident, if it is remembered, that
obtaining revenue." The truth in respect to tlfis while revenue to the state accrues only from the
matter is, however, as follows: The command of a tax levied on what is imported, another tax, arts-

constant and adequate revenue being absolutely ing from the increase of price consequent upo,
e_ential to the existence of org'anized government, the tariff on imports, will also be paid by the
the power to coml)elcontributions from the people nation upon all domestic products that are soht
governed, or, as we term it, "to tax," is inherent and consumed in competition with such imports;
in every sovereignty, and rests upon necessity, and this latter tax, which will not pass into the
The question of the obtaining of such revenue public treasury, may, and probably will, be much
obviously, therefore, is the question of first ira- greater than the former. A tariff for revenue so
portance in the economy of a state, the one in adjusted as to afford incidental protection is
compari._m _ith which all others are subordinate; therefore a system which requires the consumers,

for without revenue no governmental machinery who arethe people, to pay much in order that the
for the protection of life and property, the dis- state may receive little. So little accustomed,

pensing of justice and the providing for the however, are the people of the United States (in
common defense could long be efficiently main- common with those of other countries) to reason
rained. The soldier and policeman guard, while on this subject, and so intentionally have they
the laborer performs his labor in safety. So far, been misinformed, that indirect taxation of the
the advocates of free trade and protection fully character indicated,with its two-fold and unnece_,-

agree. The former, however, maintain that in sary burdens, one seen and the other unseen, i_
the exercise of this power the object of the tax almost universally regarded as far preferable to
should be rigidly restricted to the defraying of any more direct, simple and less onerous system.
legitimate public expenditures, or, in otherwor&s, In thisrespect, therefore, the ideas of the people of
that taxes should be levied for _x_venue purposes the nineteenth century arc analogous to those of

exclusively, and that, subject to such limitations, the fourteenth, who regarded filth as undesirable
the question as to what forms taxation lind best mainly by reason of and in proportion to its sen-
assume--whether direct or indirect, tariff or ex- sible offensiveness, and who by ignoring its un-
else, on incomes or property--becomes one of seen and subtle influences, and resorting to pea-
mere experience and expediency in every instance; fumery rather than to sanitary measures as reme

preference being always given to those forms dies, made sure of the coming and continuance
which involve the least waste, cost and personal of pestilence. On the other hand, whoa taxes
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under a tariff are imposed on imports which do change, or, what is the same thing, commercial
not compete for sale and consumption with any intercourse, to that same degree we Ol)l)O_ the
similar products of the importing country, then development of civilization.- To Re,/riot Ex-
in such cases the entire proceeds of the tax, less cha_ge_ r_a_rms the PTqnciple of _glarelT/. Any
the expense of collecting, accrue to the benefit system of law which denies to an individual
of the state, and no further unseen or urmec- the right freely to exchange the products of his
(¢sary burden of taxation is made contingent, labor, by declaring that A. may trade on equal
But very curiously, under the existing (1882) terms with B, but shall not under cqually favora-
ti_cal and economic policy of the United States, ble circumstances trade with C, reaffirms in effect
such articles--as for example, tea and coffee-- the principle of slavery and violatesliberty. For
have been especially selected by statute, for ex- certainly no man can be free who, by arbitrary
emption from taxation on importation. -- What enactment, is not allowed, in trying to exchange
i_ a Tariff for Revenue Only ? A tariff for reve- his product for another, to obtain all that the
_ue only is a tax on commodities brought from laws of value acting freely would give him; or
foreign countries, in order to secure revenue. It who has some part of the product of his labor
is based on the assumptions, that some indirect arbitrarily taken from him for the use and enjoy-
form of taxation is advisable, that the form in mcnt of some other man who has not earned it.
_question is expedient, if not the best, and that But this is exactly what slavery and a protective
the government should receive all the taxes paid tariff alike do; only the one works openly, and
by the people. It is levied in such a way as to the other covertly and indirectly. Them'gument
_:arefully avoid all protection, and to bring into that is generally put forth by the advocates of the

the public treasury all that accrues from the pay- policy of protection, iu justification of )egisia-
ment of the tax. The existing tariff of Great tion restricting freedom of exchange, or in de-
Britain is a revenue tariff, answering to this deft- fense of the pithily expressed prop.osition that
nition. Under this tariff, ordinary import duties "it is better to compel an individual to buy a hat

are levied upon only six articles or classes of arti- for five dollars, rather than to allow him to pur-
ties, none of which, it is assumed, are thc product chase it for three," is, that any present loss or in-

of the United Kingdom, viz., cocoa, tea, chicory, jury resulting from such restriction to the indi-
dried fruits, tobacco and winc. The other duties vidual will be more than compensated to him, or
are levied to countervail excise or other inland to society, through some future and indirect ac-

taxes, which are imposed for purposes of rev- cruing benefit. But it should be borne in mind
cnue upon corresponding British productions; as that this is the same argument that has always
for example, distilled spirits in various forms, been made use of in past times as a warrant for
malt liquors, gold and silver plate, playing cards, every crime against libert'_y;; more especially in
etc. Full details of the nature and amount of defense of slaver)', in vindication of persecution

these "countervailing" tariff taxes may be found by state or church for heresy or unbelief, for
in the "Statistical Abstract" of the United King- the establishment of state religions and enforced

dom, published annually by authority. Under conformity thereto, and for all arbitrary rcstric-
the operation of this tariff is constituted what tions on speech orthe press. ]t ought not there-
is called "British free trade." It is not, how- fore to be a matter of surprise, that thc intellectual-
ever, absolute free trade in the sense that free ity of this latter third of the nineteenth century,
trade exists in the United States between the dif- recognizing the antagonism of any other position

fercnt states and sections of the federal Union. to the great cause of human progress, should have

With these preliminary statements, the essential ranged itself by an overwhehning majority on
points of the argument in favor of free trade, as the side of industrial and commercial freedom,
_contradistinguished from protection, may be equally and for like reasons and motives as it
stated as follows.-- The _ighest Right of Property. has on the side of intellectual, religious and

The highest right of property is the right to ex- political freedom; that no man intellectually gq_eat
change it for other property. That this must be by general acknowledgment, who has given any
so will at once appear, if it is remembered that, if special attention to this subject, and who is not
all exchange of property were forbidden, or by avowedly working in the interests of despotism,
circumstances rendered impossible, each individ- or private gain, can be pointed out in either
ual would be assimilated in condition to Robinson hemisphere, that is not unqualifiedly in favor of
Crusoe on his uninhabited island ; that is, he removing speedily and to the greatest extent corn-
would be restricted to subsisting on what hein- patible with the requirements of governments
dividually produced or collected, be deprived of for revenue, all restrictions on the commercial
all benefits of co-operation with his fellow-men, intercourse of both nations and individuals; and

and of all advantages of production derived that there is not to-day a first-class college or
from diversity of skill or diversity of natural cir- institution of learning in the whole world which
,'.umstanees. In the absence of all freedom of would admit or invite to its chair of political

exchange between man and man, civilization economy a person who theoretically believed in

would obviously be impossible ; and it would the theory or expediency of restrictingcxchanges
_lso seem to stand to reason that to the degree in as a means of increasing popular welfare and
"which we impede or obstruct the freedom of ex- abundance. -- Uneouaitutional_y of Protection as
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4 .t_rc_naZ Polly in the Un_t_ Stat_. In coun-, opinion attention is asked to the following ex-
_riea having a despotic government., there is no tracts, reference being made, for the benefit of
restraint on the adoption of any fiscalor economic those who desire a more complete statement, to
policy on the part of the state. But iu countries the report in full, 20 Wallace, pp. 655-668: '" It

where the government is free, or b'tsed on the must be conceded that there are righls in every
tenant of the governed, and where the powers free government beyond the control of the state.

of the state are limited by a written constitution, A government which recognized no such rights_
or by the principles which are naturally inherent which held the lives, the liberty and the property
in, and essential to this form of government, it of its citizens subject at all times to the absolute
becomes an interesting question as to the right of disposition and unbounded control of even the
such a government to levy discriminating taxes most democratic depository of power, is after all

for the purposes of protection, or for purposes but a despotism. It is true it is a despotism of
other than for defraying public expenditures, even the many, of the majority, if you choose to call it
though any injustice thereby done to the individ- so, but it is none the less a despotism." t _ _-
hal is more titan compensated by some indirect "The theory of our governments, state and na-
benefit to the entire com|nunity. In short, is tional, is opposed to tim deposit of unlimited.
not this one of those acts of procedure on the power anywhere. The executive, the legislative
part of the state which is antagonistic to the and the judicial branches of these governments
principles of a free government, and which, fully are all of limited and defined powers. There arc
recognized and broadly carried out, will of neces- limitations of such powers wbich grow out of
sity be utterly destructive of it? and in respect the essential nature of all free governments--ira-

to which, as in the case of.a tax to support an plied reservations of individual rights, without
established church, or of a l_tw compelling eve D" which the social compact could not exist, whicl_

man to help catch a fugitive slave, the di_ent are respected hy all governments entitled to the
and resistance of even one citizen makes unj_lst name." _ _ *_ "Of all the powers conferred
any enactment authorizing such procedure? In upon the government that of taxation is most
£he case of the United States this question lms lialflc to abuse. Given a purpose or object for
recently been considered and passed upon by its which taxation may be lawfully used, and the
highest judicial tribunal, uuder the following cir- extent of its exercise is in its very lmtnre unlim-
cumstances : In 1872 the legislature of K'tnsas ited. This power can as readily be eu_ployed
passed a law authorizing (.ounties and towns against one class of individuals and in favor of
of that state " to encourage tim establishment of another, so as to ruin the one class and give un-
manufactories and such other enterprises as may limited wealth and prosperity to the other, if
tend to develop" such county or city, by tim there are no implied limitations of the uses for

direct appropriation of money, or by the issue of which the power may b_ exercised. To lay with
bonds to any amount that the local authorities oue hand the power of the government on the
might consider expedient; aml und_,r thi_ act the property of the citizen, and with the other bestow
city of Topeka created and issued its bonds to the it upon favored individnals to aid private enter-
extent of $100,000 and gave the same "as a dean- prises and build up private fortunes, is none the
tion," a majority of voters approving, to an iron less robbery because it is done under the forms of
bridge company, as a consideration for establish the law and is called taxation. This is not legis-
ing and operating their shops within the limits of lation; it is a decree under legislative forms.

the city. The interest coupons first due on these Nor is it taxation. Beyond a cavil there can be
bonds were promptly paid by the city out of a no lawful tax which is not laid for a public
fundraised by taxation for that purpose, but sub- purpose." _ * _ "It maynot beeasy to draw
sequently, when the second coupons became due the line in all cases so as to decide what is a pub-

and the bonds had passed out of the possession of lic purpose in this sense and what is not. But io
the bridge company by b,J_afide sale to a loan as- the case before us, in which towns are authorized
_ociation, tbe city refused to meet its obligation% to contribute aid by way of taxation to any cla._s
on the ground that the legislature of Kansas had of manufacturers, there is no difficulty in holdb_g
no authority under the constitution of the state to tlmt this is not such a public purpose as we lmve

authorize the issuc of bond_, the interest and prin- been considering. If it be said tlmt a benefit
_cipal of which were to be paid from the proc¢,eds results to the local public of a town by establish-
of taxes, for any such purpose ms the encourage- ing manufactures, the same may be said of any
meat of manufacturh|g enterprises. Legal pro- other business or pursuit which employs eapiml or
¢eedi_gs to enforce payment were thereupon corn- labor. The merchant, themechanic, theinukeeper,
menced by tlm bondholders in the United States the banker, the builder, the steamboat owner, are

©ircuit court, and judgment having been there equally promoters of thcpublic good andeqlmlly
given for the city, the case was appealed to the deserving the aid of the citizens by forced con-
United States supreme court, where with onlyone tributions. No line can be drawn in favor of the
dissenting voice (Judge Clifford) the judgment of manufacturer which would not open the public
the lower court was affirmed, the opinion of the treasury to the importunities of two-tbirds of the

court and the principles upon which it was based business men of the city or town."_ Here rhea
_behag given by Mr. Justice _Iiller. From this we have, from the supreme court of the United
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States, a decision as recent as 1874, defining tile Hanson _. Vernon, 27 Iowa, 28, "which asserts
limitation of the power of taxation "growing that there can he any legitimate taxation, when
out," asit was expressed, "of the essential nature the money to be raised does not go into tile pub.
of a free government"; and which would seem lic tre_ury, or is not destined for the use of the
_o admit of no other construction titan that tax- government or some of tile governmental divisions
ation for "protection," or for the aid of private of tile state." "If there is ally proposition about
interests engaged in manufacturing or other bull- which there is an entire and uniform weight of
ve_, is beyond the province of the legislative judicial authority, it is that taxes are to be ira-
power of either the national or state governments posed for the use of the people of the state in the
_,f tile federal Union; aml when imposed, to use varied and manifold purposes of government,
tile exact language of the court, "'is none tile and not for private objects or the special benefit
less robbery because it is done under the forms of individuals. Taxation originates from and is
of law, and is called taxation." Other judicial imposed by and for the state." "Our govern-
authorities in the Unittd States to whom weight ment is based on equality of right. The state
is accorded, have al._o concurred in this opinion, can not discriminate among occupations, for tt
Thus, Thomas M. Cooley, one of the justices discrimination in favor of one is a discrimination
of the supreme court of Michigan, and pro- adverse to all others. While tile state is bound
lessor of law ill tile university of thl,t state, to protect all, it ceases to give that just protection
in his work. "Principles of Constitutional Law," when it affords undue advantages, or gives spe-
(p 57), thus defines the limits'of taxation under cial and exclusive preferences to particular indi-
the con._titution of the United States: "Consti- viduals and particular and special industries at
tutionally a tax can have no other basis than the cost and charge of the rest of tile community."
tile raising of a revenue for public purposes, --Free Traxle _-alufal; I"roteetion Artificial. The
and whatever governrnental exaction has not this general result for which all men labor, is to in-
basis is tyrannical and unlawful. A tax on irn- crease the abumlance or diminish tile scarcity of
ports, therefore, the purpose of which is not to those things which are essential to their subsist-
raise a revenue, but to discourage and indirectly cute, comfort anti happiness. Diferent individ-
prohibit some particular import for the benefit of ualsare endowed with different natural capacities
• nine home manufacture, may well he questioned for making the various forces of nature and vari-
as being merely colorable, and, therefore, not eties of matter available for production. One
warranted by constitutional principles." Tile man is naturally fitted to excel as a farmer, an-
.ql,estion at issue has also formed tile subject of other as a mechanic, a third as a navigator, a
review by tile supreme court of the state of fourth as a miner, engineer, builder, or organizer
?,Iaine. and tile following are extracts from the and director of society, and the like. Tile differ-
¢pinions given by tile members of this tribunal cnt countries of tile earth likewise exhibit great
rt,specting the limitatimis on tile powers of a free diversity as respects soil, climate, natural products
government to impo_ taxes: "_No public exigen- and opportunity. It wouhl seem clear, therefore,
ey can require private spoliation for the private in order that there may be the greatest material
benefit of favored individuals. If the citizen is abundance, that each individual must follow that
protected in his property by the constitution line of production for which he is best fitted by
_tgainst the public, much more is he against pri- natural capacity or circumsumees; anti that, for
vale rapacity." "If it were proposed to pass an the determination of what that lille shall be, tile
_actenabling the inhabitants of the several towns promptings of individual self-interest anti experi-
by vote to transfer tile farms, or tile horses, or ence arc a far better guide than any enactments
_xen. or a part thereof, fi'om the rightful owner of legislatures and rulers possibly can be; and,
or owntq_ to some manufacturer whom the rna- finally, that the greatest possible facility should
jority m_gbt select, tile monstrousness of such be afforded to producers for tile interchange of
proposed legislation would be transparent. But their sevend products and services. So true, in-
themode by which property would be taken from deed, are these propositions, tbat mankind ill
one or many and given to another or others, can their progress fi'orn the rudest and most incipient
make no difference in the underlying principle, social organizations to higher degrees of civiliza-
It 1_ the taking that constitutes the wrong, no lion, invariably actin accordance with them, and.
n,atter how taken." "Taxation," said the.chief as it were, instinctively. Robinson Crusoe upon
justice (in giving an opinion adverse to tile right bis uninhabited island and the solitary settler in
of a town to grant aid, under a permissible slat- tile remote wilderness follow, of necessity, a great
ute of the state legislature, to a manufacturing varietyofoccupations, as those of the farmer, hun-
enterprise), " by tile very meaning of the term, ter, builder, blacksmith, fisherman, tailor, and the
implies the raising of money for public uses, anti like, But as rapidly as tile association of others
excludes the raising if for private objects and in the same neighborhood admits, tile solitary
purposes. 'I concede,' says Black, C. J., in man abandons his former diversity of employ-
Sharpless vs. Mayor, 21 Penn., 167, 'that a law meat, and devotes himself, more or less exclusive-
autlmriziug taxation for any other titan public ly, to a single department of industry, supplying
l'urposes Is void.' .... No authority or even dic- his want of those things which be does not hirn-
_um can be found," observes Dillon, C. J., in self produce, by exchanging the surplus product.
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of his own labor for the surplus product of others' agencies for effecting and facmtating the intet_
labor, who follow different industries. It is to change of ideas and commodities; and it amounts
be further observed that settlements in all new to precisely the same general result, whether w_
countric-s commence, if possible, in close proxim- make the interchange of commodities costly and
ity to navigable waters, so as to take advantage of difficult by interposing deserts, swamps, un-

natural facilities for intercommunication between bridged streams, bad roads or bands of robbers
man and man for the purpose of exchanging ser- between producers and consumers, or whether,
vices or commodities; and that if commenced for the benefit of some private interest that has
inland, one of the first efforts of the new society done nothing to merit it, we impose a toll on the
is the construction of a path or road, which will commodities transported, and call it a tariff. A
enable its members to hold communication with 20 per cent. duty may fairly be considered as tile
some other settlements or societies, iN'ext, as representative equivalent of a bad road; a 50 per
population and production increase, tile rude cent., of a broad, deep and rapid river, without
path or trail gives way to a well-defined road, the any proper facilities for crossing; a 75 per cent., a
ford to a bridge, the swamp to a causeway, the sw;xmp flanking such a river on both sides; while
pack carried upon the backs of men and animals a 100 per cent. duty and upward, such as levied
to tile wagon drawn by borses, the wagon to the on some articles under the existing (1882) tariff of
railway car, the boat propelled by oars and sails the United States, may be compared in effect t(_
to the Ix)at propelled by steam, and finally the the present condition of affairs in Central Africa,
telegraph, annihilating space anti time; all efforts where the lack of facilities for movement, corn-
and achievements having the single object of bined with insecurity for life and property, ca-
facilitating intercommunication between man and hance the cost or price of transported commodi-
man, and removing obstructions in tile way of ties to the highest degree consistent with their
interchanging lmmaa services and commodities, entering into consumption, ol' act as a complete
Free exchange between man and man, or, what restriction. In all such instances, whether the
is the same thing, free trade, is therefore action obstructions be natural or artificial, the general
in accordance with the teachings of nature, result is tile same, namely, there is a greater effort
Protection, on the other hand, is an attempt to and an incre:lsed cost required to produce a given
make things other than nature designed. Free result, anda diminution of the abundance of the
trade, or the interchange of commodities and things which minister to evelg'body's necessities,
services with the minimum of obstruction, by comfol_and happiness. -- Examples derived from
rendering commodities cheap, tends to promote tbe actual experience of the United States, will
abundance. Protection, by interference or plat- further serve to illustrate and enforce this argu-
ing obstructions in the way of exchanges, tends to meat. Upon the coast of Nova Scotia. within
increase the cost of commodities to the consum- a short distance of the United States, there are
er, and theretly promotes scarcity. _ So instinct- coal mines of great value, which unlike any
ively and so universally, moreover, does human others in the whole world, are located so advan-
nature, when left free to follow its own instincts, tageously in respect to ocean navigation that,
repudiate every idea that there can be anything almost by the action of gravity alone, the coa}
in the nature of a principle in the doctrine of may be delivered fromthe mouth of the pit upon
protection growing out of the natural order of thedeck of tile vessel. :Now, foryears the gov-
things, that it would probably be impossible to ernmentof tim United States imposed a tax on the
find a single sane person who did not consider it landing of t!_.is coal within its territotT, of $1.2.5
a privilege to satisfy his legitimate and rational per ton. But if we assume that coal upon a _ell-
wants at the smallest price, or the minimum of managed railroad can be transported for one cent
effort, and make baste to embrace the opportu- per ton per mile, the effect of this tax upon the
nity. Again, if a person says "he is not in people of New England and New York, who
favor of l'ree trade," (by which is to be under- under natural circumstances would find it to
stood, in accordance with the definitions before their profit to use tills coal, is precisely equivalent
given, the removal of all restrictions on the ex- to the removal of these mines from a point on the
change of commodities and services, except such coast of Nova Scotia, to a location 125 miles in-
as governments after careful ifiquiry may deemit land. And it would also seem to stand to rea-
expedient to institute for tim sake of revenue, or son that if the removal of these mines 125 miles

for sanitary or moral considerations) then it stands into the interior was a benefit to the people of tile
to reason, unh,ss he utte_s words and cant phrases United States, a further aug'rnentation of their
wlthout any idea of their meaning, that he must distance from the seaboard to 500 or 1,0O0 miles
be in favor of trade that is not free, that is, of would be a still greater blessing, and that their
restricted trade, or no trade at all; for there are absolute annihilation would be the superlative

no other alternatives. But does anybody know of goodof all. 8omeyears ago an Engtish engineer,
any one who is not in favor of good roads and Mr. Bessemer, devised a new process for the man-
bridges, of swift and safe lines of railroads and ufaeture of steel. He did notclaim tomakeany-

steamships, of telegraphs and newspapers? But thing new; he did not claim to make steelof a
roads and bridges, and steamships and railroads, quality superior to what was made before; but he

and telegraphs and newspapers, are merely did succeed in showing mankind how to make an
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article indispensable in the work of production the protective policy it commits itself to the in-
cheap, which was before dear. Immediately on dorsement of the principle that the crcation and
the assured success of the invention, the advo- maintenance of obstacles is equivalent to, or the
cates of protection in the United States asked surest method of creating material abundance,

congress to impose such a duty on the import of and the development of natural wealth. But if
this steel as would, through aconsequent increase this policy be correct, then the country "which
of its price to American consumers in a great is the hardest to get at has the most advantageous

degree neutralize the only benefit accruing from situation; pirates and shipwrecks contribute to
the discovery and use of the new process, namely, national prosperity by reason of tim increased
itq clu,apness, and theysucceededin obtaining, and price of freights and insurance; and improve-

still (1882) retain, a duty that in a great degree ments in navigation and railroads are injuri-
accomplishes such a result. In the spring of 1880 ous." Such conclusions would seem to be too

the northwestern states of the federal Union absurd to require serious refutstion; but that
experienced snow storms of unusual severity, people of reputed intelligence and prominent
which greatly impeded all means of intercom- station practically indorse them, is proved by
munication. From a protectionist point of view the utterances and teachings of men prominently
these storms could not legitimately have been identified with the protectionist policy in the
regarded in the light of a calamity; for they United States, where protection has been made
afforded, in the first instance, occupation to a for many years a prominent feature in the na-
very large number of laborers in digging out the tional fiscal system, and, as it is claimed, with
railroad tracks, who otherwise would have had success. Thus, for example, the late Henry C.
to seek other ealployments, or perhaps have had Carey, who stands in relation to the modern dec-
none whatever. A. large number of locomotives trine of "protection" very much the same as the
and cars were also injured; and somebody had to prol)het Mohammed does to the religion of Islam.

be paid for putting them again in order, which expre_e(l the opinion, over and over again, that
may be set down as benefit No. 2. And finally, the interests of the United States--material and
for lack of ability to transport the commodities moral--would be greatly benefited if tim Atlantic

necessary for subsistence, the dealers in coal, pro- could be converted into an impa_sable o(.ean of
visions and other merchandise were enabled to dis- fire, and also that a prolonged war between Great
pose of their stocks at high prices, and so realized Britain and the United States would be _l the
unusual profits. Or, in other words, they had greatest possible benefit to the latter country.
created for them. by act of nature, an exceed- Horace Greeley favored the imposition of _l (tuly
ingly profitable home market of precisely the of $100 per ton 61hove 500 per cent.) on the
same character as that which a high tariff importation of l)ig-ilou into tile United States,
creates. Of court, with such beneficial re- and referred to the statement as illustrating his
suits, everybody ought to have been conte_ted, idea of the kind of a tariff tlmt this eounlrv need-
But so far from this being the case, every- ed; or, in other words, he favored the practical

body regarded the condition of affairs in the prohibition of exchanges with foreign ct_untries.
light of a national calamity. The complaints With consistency, also, he was opposed to in-
were loudest in those sections where, by the terual exchanges of the products _f labor, when
unexpected restrictions on intercommunication, tile transactions involved any extensive transpor-
the discomfort and even suffering fi'om the tationof the thmgs exchanged. " When a rail-
scarcity of useful things---food and fuel--was road," he said, "brings artisans to the door of
greatest; and the conductors of the newspapers the farmer, it is a blessing. When it lakes the
of the country, following tueir instincts, and for- wheat, the flesh, the corn and the cotton to a dis-
getting for a time their economic views, were taut manufacturing centre, a locomolive is an ex-

unanimous in hopingthat theserious obstructions hauster; its smoke is a black l'lag, .rod its whistle
to business occasioned by the snow (tariff) would is the scream of an evil genius." The university
not long continue. If, however, the people who of Pennsylvania. which claims to rank among
had found profitable employment in shoveling the first educational institutions of the I;'nited
snow, repairing broken machinery, and in selling States, teaches, through its approved text books
the necessaries of life at famine prices, could (in 1882), that "commerce between distant
have been consulted, they might possibly have points is an undesirable thing"; that it is n_,t (.x-

been found in favor of frequent and long con- pedient that the United States should have any
tiaued snow-blockades, and ready to denounc_ as foreign commerce; and that "if there were no
unpractical theorists, unpatriotic, and even cor- other reasons for the policy which seeks to reduce
rupt, all those entertaining a contrary opi_dou. -- foreign commerce to a minimum, a sufficient one
From the above propositions and examples it would be found in the effect on the human ms-

would seem evident that tbe direct effect of a terial it employs." Again, in a debate in the
protective duty, when it is really operatic, e, is to United States house of representatives, in 1882,
compel, on the part of the community employing on a proposition to revise the consular sys-
such an agency, a resort to more difficult and tern with a view of making its provisions less
costly conditions of production for the protected onerous to American shipping, one Itiscock, a

article; and also that when a community adopts representative from the great commercial state of
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l_ew York, after admitting that the existing sys- rily a system of its own; that all talk about the
tern was "complex and to some extent cumber- independence of nations and the brotherhood of

some," and "an obstruction to the importation man is mere sentiment, and that historical expert-
of foreign commodities," declared himself in ences and reasoning from general principles
favor of its continuance, and solely for the latter amount to nothing. In short, it is proclaimed
reason. These incidents are here introduced, that every nation must have an economic system
because they afford to one seeking information of its own, the result of its own wants and expe-
respecting tile opposing theories of free trade riences, and that in the United States, as well as
and protection, a clear insight into the real ant- in all other countries, it is only necessary for the
mus of the sincere advocates of protection in the nation to determine what are its peculiar interests
United States in the latter third of tile nineteenth and pursue them, to do exactly right. It is not

century; and further because unless they are put necessary to here discuss these assumptions and
on record at a time nearly contemporaneous with propositions further than to remark that nothing
their occt_rrence, they may, in the not very remote can be more absurd and unfounded than the asser-
future, be regarded as incredible and fictitious, lion which to a certain extent has become popu-

-- The 15'ac[ical as eontradistingui_hed from the ]ar (in the United States) that a thing may 1)e true
Theoretical R_de of Free Trax_e. Such then, is a in theory and yet false in application or prac-
summary of the facts and arguments which can tice. /k theory is simply an exposition of the
be adduced in support of " free trade," consid- general principles of any art or process; and if the
ercd from the standpoint of them3", or abstract exposition or theory is really true, then it must
principle. These facts and arguments are in of necessity be true in its application or practice;
themselves so clear and cogent, and su thoroughly and any one who asserts to the contrary simply
in accordance with common sense and natural uses words without any conception of their mean-
human instincts, that it does not seem possible ing. And as for the proposition timt there is no
for a person of fair intellectual ability, who is not such thing as general principles in economic

predisposed to despotism as a form of government, science, but that every nation has a system of
or whose mind at the outset is not warped by its own and determines its own economic laws,

prejudice, to study and understand the subject the legitimate inference and the one which pro-
thoroughly without giving his hearty allegiance tectionists accept, and of necessity must accept,
to at least tile theory of free trade. And it is the is, that the drawing of an artificial arbitraryline
testimony of nearly all instructors in colleges and on the surface of the globe and calling one aide
other institutions of learning where tile subject Canada and tile other side Ohio, or one portion
is taugllt thoroughly, and personal inquiry and of telTitory tile United States and the other Eng-
discussion is permitted and stimulated, that such land, of itself is sufficient to invalidate couclu-

is theexpericncc of nine-tenths of their students; sions based on sound reasoning and careful expo-
und that tbe other one-tenth would be also in the rienc'e, and make a course of action which is

same way of thinking if they cared to think at univermlly acluaowledged to be a blessing in one
all, or were not influenced by personal consider- case, a cur_ and a calamily in another. But
ations. Furtlmrmore, the advocates of the pro- for the purpose of facilitating this investigation
tective theory rarely attempt to meet the facts and and helping to speedily and clearly get at the
arguments as here presented; neither are they truth, it is expedient to meet the advocates of
willing to even discuss the subject from the the protective theory on their own ground; and

purely theoretic or abstract standpoint. But thcy to assume with them, that in any discussion
evadeand shift the question at issue, by a_erting of this subject of free trade, with a view of de-
that the industries of a country ought not to be retraining its correctness as an economic princi-
defined or regulated by merely economic reasons; ple, and its value as a basis of any national
that other interests--political or social--which are policy, it is the deductions and results of actual

peculiar to each country or nation ought aml nec- experience and not of abstract reasoning, that
essarily do come in, to materially modify the uni- alone need to be considered. To deductions and

versal and undeviating application of the free results of this character, accordingly, it is pro-
trade principle. Or, as tile chairman of a con. posed to next ask attention.- The Res_d, ts of

vention of protectionists which assembled in New Spedfic Experiment. The largest and most corn-
York in November, 1881, popularly expressed it in plete experiment in free trade that the world has
his opening address, "We plant ourselves on pro- ever seen, has been made in the United States,

tection as a matter of fact. The professors tell and the results may be claimed to constitute an
us that free trade is perfect in theory, but it can't absolute demonstration of the wisdom of this
be applied to us. It would not correspond with policy and of the benefits that would accrue to

the facts." The same idea, but expressed some- the whole world from its adoption. We have
what differently, is also embodied in the asser- here, at the present time of writing (1882), a
lions that are frequeully made by protectionists in nation of more than 53,000,0iD of people, repl_e-
the United States, tllat there is no such thing as senting races most diverse in their origin, natu-
a definite system or science of political economy; ral capacity and intellectual culture; inhabiting
that every nalion, owing to differences in natural a country continental in its area, embracing al-

conditions and habits and customs, has nccessa- most every variety of climate, and affording the
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greatest opportunity for (as it indeed has) the quietly adjust themselves to any new conditions,
most varied occupations and industries. The tllat the productions, tile exchanges and general
different states and territories into which this business interests of all the countries concerned
great country is divided differ among themselves would be speedily and greatly augmented, and
in respect to wages of labor, t prices of com- that no objections to the proposed enlargementof
tonalities, climate, soil, and other industrial con- their territory would be raised by the people of
ditions, as widely as the United States as awhole the United States for any other than political
differs from any foreign country with wllich it reasons- Exper_nce of Ore:it Britain,. Between
is engaged in extensive commercial intercourse; 1841 and 1846, Great Britain, under the leader-
and no case can be cited, or even imagined, ship of Sir Robert Peel, definitely abandoned the
which requires _)rotection, on the protectionist theory and p_'actice of protection, which for cent-
theory, so mucll as the cultivation of the uries had characterized her foreign commercial

comparatively poor soils of the eastern states policy, and adopted the opposite policy of free
against the cultivator of the rich soils of the val- trade with all the world. This result was not
ley of the Mississippi, with the products of the due to any change in popular sentiment proceed-
two sections competing freely in the same mar- ing from a better acquaintance with general
kets. And yet the law which governs the ex- economic principles, but from a realization, on
change of ali products and services in the. the part of all classes of the British people, of
United States is that of absolute free trade, and tile disastrous results which the recognition and
throughout the entire territory no internal taxes practice of the policy of protection, during a
are levied by either the federal, stateor local gov- period of many years, had entailed upon the
ernments with a view of favoring any private country. These results Mr. l_oble, in his work,
interests or industries, or for any other than gen- " Fiscal Legislation of Great Britain," thus

eral public uses or revenue. Under such a state describes: "It is utterly impo_ible," he says, "to
of affairs, the centres of great industries, the dis- ) convey by mere statistics of our exports any ade-
tribution of population and the conditions of quate picture of the couditiou of thenation when

domestic production and competition are con- Sir Robert Peel look office in 1841. Every inter-
(inually changing, but, under the influence of eat in the country was alike depressed; in the
natural laws working freely, no pe_'mane_,t social manufacturing districts mills and workshops were
and economic disturbances, or interruptions to closed and property depreciated in value; in the
national growth and prosperity ever occur, while seaports shipping was laid up useless in the hat-
the people adjust themselves to any temporary bor; agricultural laborers were eking out a mis.
vicissitudes with no more thought of complaining stable existence upon starvation wages and paro-
than against the vicissitudes of the weather. No chial relief; the revenue was insufficient to meet
protectionist, moreover, in the United States has thenationalexpenditure; the country was brought
ever thought it expedient to propose, in order to to the verge of national and universal bankrupt-

develop ntthe earliest period the growthof manu- ey." Great Britain, therefore, it may be said,
faclures in the newer and poorer states, that these really adopted free trade under compulsion, and
latter should be allowed to impose restrictions on in face of the active opposition of some of her

the introduction into their territory of the manu- leading slatesmen and the very grave doubts
factures of the older and richer states.; or has of not a few of her ablest financiers and econo-

ever ventured to publicly express a doubt, that mists. The repeal of the "corn laws" (duties on
within the geographical limits of the country, the imports of cereals), the test question, was de-
tim greatest fi'eedom of innocent production and nounced as being "inexpedient and full of hazard,
trade should be accorded. And while the exten- injurious to all and ruinousto some, especially to
sion of these conditions of industrial and com- the laborer and the artisan, ruinous to the best

mercial freedom in any degree beyond the geo- interests of the country, the most pernicious
graphical boundaries of the United States is measure ever presented to a British parliament,

<)l)posed by the protectionists as fi'aught with and aserious breach of the constitution." It was
J),ttional disaster, there can not be a doubt, should confidently predicted that it would "shake the
('anada, Mexico and Cuba at any time peacefully social relatious of the country to their foundation,
become incorporated into the federal Union, that subvert the whole system of society, throw great
the industries of the United States would at once quautities of land out of cultivation, render it ira.

, possible for the government to raise taxes, would

• The difference in wages in the same tndustriesin dif- lower wages and reduce the laborer to a lowerf(,rent _ectmns of the United States, is well Illustrated in
the ]ollowlng returns of wages in the iron industries of scale of life." Mr. Disraeh, in the house of corn-
different states, made under the census of 1880: UnskiLled mona, gravely asserted that the tendency of free
labor in blast furnaces, in Virginia, 82 cents per day; iu trade "was to sap the elements and springs of our

Alabama. 9_ cents; in Pennsylvania, $1.09; and in Mis- manufacturing prosperity "; and, Ln the house of).ouri, $] 29. Ski)led labor in iron rolling mills, in Ala-
barns, $2:25per day; tn Massachusetts, $2.70; in Penusyl- lords, Lord Stanley (afterward the earl of Derby)
",ania,$3.08; in Ohio, $.2.87; and in Kentucky, $4.62. The boldly predicted that "before many years elapsed,
yearly average wages in the aggregate iron industries of they would have the manufacturing interests of
the differeut sections of the United States are reported as
follows. Eastern states, $417; Western, $898; Pacific, the country earnestly requesting the legislature to
_,-_4; Southern, 1_D4. give them that protection that they have been so
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desirous you should withdraw from us." Never, and Wales; in 1880, notwithstanding the growth
however, in all history has any change in state of population, there were but 808,000. In 18_

policy been so magnificently vindicated by all therewere51,000convictionsforcrimeinEngland
subsequent experience; and of this the following and Wales; in 1880 there were but 11,214. But
is a summaJy of some of the more important re- the most striking demonstration of the increased
suits. Under the most stringent system of pro- happiness and comfort that have accrued to
tection ever known in Great Britain the growth Great Britain under free trade, is derived from
of British exports, commencing with 1805, was the following table, which shows the average/_r
as follows: 1805, $190,000.000; 1825, $194,000,000; capita consumption of theleading articles of food
net increase in twenty years, $4,000,0(}0, or at the by her people in 1840 (under protection), and in
rate of $200,000 per annum. Under a somewhat 1880 (under freedom), respectively:
reduced protection as to manufactures, but with
duties ranging from 20 to 30 per cent., British Under Under
exports increased from $194,000,000 in 18°.2,5to ARTICLES. Protection. Par_lalTrade.Fret)

$237,000,000 in 1887, a net increase in seventeen _ x_.
3"ears of $43,000,000, or at the rate of $2,400,000 Bacon and ham* ............. lbs. 0.01 15.%
per aunum. During the next seven years, or be- Butter ....................... '* 1.05 7.42Cheese ...................... " 0.92 5.66
tween 1837 and 1842, there was no increase what- Cocoa ....................... '" o.o8 o.sl
ever. After protection to manufactures had Cofi_ee...................... " 1.0H 0.9'2_,*,heat and flour............. " 42.47 210.42
been substantially abandoned in 1842, but while Currants and raisins ........ '" 1.48 3.9t

protection to agriculture and shipping contin- Egg_ ........................ No a.68 21.68• Potatoes ..................... lb,s 0 01 31 63
ued, exports increased rapidly, namely, from Rice ......................... " 0.90 14.14
$t237,000,000 in 1842 to $289,000.000 in 1846, or bugar, raw ................... " 15.20 54._" reline.I ............... " 0.00 9.46
to tile extent of $52,000,000; a greater gain in Tea .......................... " 1.22 4 59
four years of partial free trade, th'm had been Tobactt) ................... " 0 86 1.48
achieved in thirty-seven previous yc:,rs of protec
tion. With further removals of restrictions on --Experience of .Belgium. The experience of
British cxchanges--on food products in 1846, and Belgium is even more instructive. During the
on shipping in 1849--the incretrse in the value of French occupation of this country under the
British exports was rapid and continuous, rising First Napoleon, the protective system was carried

from $2'89,000,000 in 1846 to the enormous figure out, practically and under military rule, to a de-
of $1,432,000,000 in 1880. The total increase of grce rarely if ever equaled. Not only was the

British imports and exports, during the last thirty introduction of all forei_m goods into the country
yearsof the fullprotectivesystcm,was, as nearly as strictly forbiddcll, but all goods of foreign pro-
real values canbe ascertained, about$340,000,000, duction found within the state were seized and
The like increase in the first thirty ycars of British burned, and the persons concerned in their im-
free trade was $2.400,000,000, or ten times as lalge portation summarily and severely punished. The

as under protection. -- The repeal of the naviga- result of such a system was that when the Dutch
tion laws of Great Britain in 1849 wa_ as strenu- reassumed tile sovereignty, in 1814, the whole
ously resisted as was lht: previous abolition of country had become desolated, and to a cou-

duties on tile importation of food products and siderable extent depopulated. The Dutch, how-
manufactures. Free trade in shipping, it was ever, brought in a new fiscal and commercial
confdently asserted, would ruin British ship policy, one cardinal feature of which was a limit.
owners, destroy domestic ship buihling, and drive ation of duties on imports to 3 per cent. on raw
British sailors into foreign marine service. Not materials and 0 per Cent. on manufactured ar-
one of these predictions was in any degree real- titles. Under this liberal legislation the princi-
ized. Between 1816 and 1840, under the restrict- pal manufactures of Belgium again sprang into

ire system, a period of twenty-four yeal_, the existence. But a deep-rooted antagonism between
total increase in British tonnage was only _0,000 the Dutch and the Belgians led to a separation of
tons. In 1848, the last year of the British navi- the two countries in 1880, when, mainly through
gation laws, tile aggregate tonnage belonging to a hatred of the old government and its policy,

the Unitcd Kingdom was 3,400,000. In 1858 the previous free trade legislation was repealed,
the aggregate was 4,657,000, an increase of and from 1880 to 1855 high protective and dis-
1,257,000 in ten years. In 1878 it was 5,780,000; criminating duties were imposed on imports.
and in 1880, 6,574,000. Previous to the repeal But in 1851 the finance minister in his place in
of the British corn btws, the wealtii of Great parliament declared that if this policy was con-
Britain incrcasedat a slowerrate than population, tiuued it would prove the ruin of the whole

Since 1849 thelncrease of the population of the system of domestic industry; and in 1855the

United Kingdom has been in the ratio of about parliament and the people so fully acquiesced in
33 per cent., while the national wealth, as tested his opinion that protection in Belgium was swept
bythe income tax, has increased at the rate of 130 away at once and forever, and the duties on im-

percent. In 1841 the capital of British saying's ports were mTanged purely with a view to
banks was $120,000,000; in 1880, $888.000,000. revenue. The general result has been to give to

In 1880 there were 920,000 paupers in England - Importation in 1840 prohibited.
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Belgium, voraparatively, the position of the first with the use of foreign products as they are wilh
industrial and commercial state of the world, those of domestic industry, and use them even as
With an area of territory of about 11,000 square freely as the country of their origin does. The
miles, (that of the two states of Massachusetts public opinion of Greece was profoundly shocke(l
and Connecticut), only one-half arable land, when, as a measure of political animosity, Alhen_
with a standing army on a peace basis--a excluded a Greekcity, Megara, from its market. '_
necessity by reason of political relations--ncarly Prof. Thorold Rogers thinks that the origin of
double that of the United States, with a popula- protection as an economic system is to be found,
lion (in 1876) of 5,336,000, and, apart from a few in the so-called "mercantile system" of the mid-
coal and iron mines, hardly any natural resources, die ages, which was based upon the doctrine that
Belgium maintains the most dense population in wealth consisted solely in specie (money) or the
Europe; enjoyed arevcnuein 1880, of $57,000,000 precious metals, and therefore it was of the

(of which only $3,600,000 was derived from cus- greatest importance that a government shouhl.
toms); has the greatest diversity of textile manu- secure as far as possible the greatest amount of

factures, and consumes more silks than any other specie within the country whose affairs it admin-
country; has the best managed and cheapest rail- istered. International t_ade was the process by

way system in Europe; and a domestic export which the precious metals were distributed; and
and import commerce that quadrupled between if such trade were allowed to freely exist, the
1861 and 1870, and for the year 1878 aggregated attempts of government to restrain the exporta-
$498,000,000 exclusive of $°054,000,000 of transit tion of money would be fruitless, and that nat-

exports and imports to and from other countries, ural impoverishment would thereby certainly
If the foreign commerceof theUnited Stateswere follow. In the middle ages the principle that
equal to that of Belgium in the ratio of population, trade and commerce are mutually advantageous,
itsannualvalue(inplaceofbeing$1,613,000,000in and that after evervfair mercantile lransaction
1880) would have been over $4,500,000,000. The both parties are ricl_cr than before, was also not
secret of these great results is due mainly, if not understood in Europe. On the contrary, the
exclusively, to the circumstance that the custom generally accepted theory among both nations.
house in Belgium is but a mere appendage to the and individuals in respect to trade was pithily
excise department; and only about one-fifteenth embodied by an old proverb, "What is one man's
part of the revenues is derived from duties on gain must be another man's loss." Commerce,

imports. "Those who allege that the industry therefore, it was assumed, could benefit one
and commerce of a state will not prosper if made country only as it injured some other. In accord-
free, must take upon themselves the burden of ance, therefore, with this principle, every state

proving the following proposition: that the in Christendom, in place of rendering trade and
illiterate population of Belgium, occupying a commerce free, exerted itself to impose the most
limited area of half sterile soil, is less in need of harassing restrictions on commercial intercourse,
protection and can work to better advantage in not only as between different countries, but also
supplying the world with the most useful pro- as between districts of the same country, and
ducts of the so-called manufacturing industries, even as between man and man. "Country was
than the well.instructed population of the United accordingly separated from country and town
States, possessing a boundless area of fertile soil." from town as if seas ran between them. If a
It may, therefore, be fairly claimed that practicc man of Liege came to Ghent with his wares, he
and experience, more especially in the case of the was obliged first to pay toll at tile city's gate;.
United States, have established the practicability then when within the city he was embarrassed at

and desirability of free trade as an economic every step with what were termed ' the privileges
system or theory, by evidence which, for weight, of companies'; and if the citizen of Ghent desired
uniformity, concentration and positiveness, is to trade at Liege, he experienced the same difll-
immeasurably greater than the evidence which culties, which were effectual to prevent either
can be brought for any other theory whatever.-- from trading to the best advantage. The reve-
ResulZ_ of the Policy of Protection. On the other nues of most cities were also in great part derived
band, it is not possible to adduce any correspond- from the fines and forfeitures of trades, almost

ing evidence, drawn from history or experience, all of which were established on the principle
in support of the wisdom of protection; and for that if one trade became too industrious or too
the best of reasons, that there is none. Wherever clever, it would be the ruin of another trade.

protection has existed, economic history has been Evel T trade was accordingly fenced round with
full of convulsions, contradictions asd absurdi- secrets, and the eommouest trade was termed, in

ties. No single clear and positive result has been the language of the indentures of apprentices,
produced. The moderndoctrine of protection is 'an art or mystery.'" If one nation saw profit
an inheritance from the middle ages. "The re- in any one manufacture, all her efforts were at
straint of production and trade was a policy once directed to frustrate the attempts of other
which ancient civilization never adopted. The nations to engage in the same imlustry. She
great statesman of Athens congratulates his audi- must encourage the importation of all the raw
once on tile fact that, thanks to the extended materials that entered into its production, and
commerce of their country, they are as familiar adopt an opposite rule as respected the finished_
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article. At the close of the sixteenth century they have at the same time, and more especially
England undertook the woolen manufacture. By since 1861-2, applied and main, tained the princi-
the 8th of Elizabeth the exporter of sheep was plcs of protection to their foreign exchanges,

for the first offense to forfeit his goods forever, to with a degree of rigidity and on a scale of rang-
suffer a year's imprisonment, and then have his nitude which has hardly ally parallel in recent
left hand cut off in a market town ,)n market commercial hi_tory. This policy has now (1882)

(lay, there to be nailed up to the pillory. For been in uninterrupted operation for over twenty
the second offense he should be adjudged a felon, years; and as the experiment has been made on a
and suffer death. At a later peri,MI, in the reign grand scale and under most favoring circum-

-of Charles II., it was enacted that no l)crson st_mces, it may, it would seem, be legitimately
within fifteen miles of the sea should buy wool regarded as a test. The prime object, it will not
without tile permi_ion of the ki,,._: lu)r couhl it be questioned, for which protection has been in-

l)e loaded m any vehicle, or carlicd, ex(.ept ._tituted and maintained ill tlle United St_ttcs. he_q
between slmrising and sunsetting, within five been tile dew;lopment of the so-called manufact-
miles of the sea, on pain of forfeiture. An act uring industries of the country, and the render-

,of parliament in 1678, for the encouragement of ing of thenation industrially independent. That
woolen manufactures, ordered that every corpse this result has not been effected under the protect-
should bc buried in a woolen shroud. In 1672 ive policy, but that the economic movement in
the lord chancellor of England announced the the above respects has been retrograde, admits of
necessity of going to war with the Dutch and proof from data which are accessible to every.

•destroying their commerce, because it was stir- body who has access to the official records, and

passing that of Great Britain; and even as late as which do_ s not involve tlle least resort to hypolh-
1743one of England's greatest statesmen declared csis. Thus, for all practical purposes, the exports
in the house of lords that "if our wealth is of tile United States may be regarded as_'nade

.diminishing, it is time to ruin the commerce of up of agricultural products and manufacturt_.
that tuition which has driven u_ from the markets She exports products of the se't, the mine and tile
(if the continent, by sweeping tile seas of their forest; butthe shipments of these are comparative-

ship_ and blockading their ports." By the treaty ly small in amount; and some of them are in man-
.of U_recht, which concluded the great war of ufacturcd form, so that in the comparisons it is
England and Spain against Louis XIV. and his prop(_sed toinstitutc, allnon-agricultural products
_dlies, England being able to dictate the terms, willbe treatedas manufactures; and making these
secured the adoption of a section by which the inclusions, tim following facts are revealed: 1st.
_itizens of Antwerp were forbidden to use the that for the year 1879--80, 87½ per cent. of thi_
deep water that flowed close by their walls; and total exports of the United States consisted of
it was further expressly stipulated that tile ca- unprotected unmanufactured products--all agri-
pacious harl)or of Dunkirk, in the north of cultural exceptpctroleum; and 2d, that the value
France, _hould be filled up and forever ruined, of the manufactured products exported consti-

:so that French commerce might not become too tutc_ _ a smaller proportion of the total exports in
.suc('e_ful.--Wilh tim progrcssof civilization, and 1879-80 than they did in 186(,I-70, and that the
the consequent diffusion of information, the arbi- proportion was also smaller in 1869-70 than it wa.q

trary restrictions oa trade above noticed, which in 1859-60. Or, to put the case differently, in
were formerly so common in Europe, have ahnost 1859--60 the value of the manufactured exports

•entirely disappeared, and men now wonder that of the United States constituted 17.5 per cent. of
any benefit couhl ever have been supposed to the value of the total exports. In 1869-70, after

accrue from such absurd and monstrous rcgula- tun years of a high tariff policy, they had ruu
tions. But the change to a more liberal state of down to 13.4 per cent.; and in 1879"-80, after

lhinga, though constant, has been slow, and the another ten years of like experience, 1hey were
harsh policy of the middle ages, in the process further reduced to 12 5 per cent. During the

of modification and exlinction, has given rise to same period the export of unmanufactured un-
and is lineally represented by the modern policy protected articles increased fr(lm a proportion of
•of " protection," which, while clearly recogniz- 82.3 per cent. of the total exports in 1859-60 Io
ing tile inexpediency of interfering with domestic 87.5 of the total in 1879-80. On the other hand.

exchanges, regards foreign trade as something the value of the imports of foreign merchandise,
different from other trade, which it is for thc which was at the rate of about $10.80per capita
interest of the state to interfere with and regu- m 1860, increased to $11.21 in 1870 and to $18.36
late. As in the case of free trade, there is no in 1880. The increa_sing inability of American

better way of testing and explaining this opposite manufacturers under protection to command for-
policy than by cottsidering the results of its spe- eign markets is therefore demonstrated. It is not

.cific and practical application; and to some of to be denied that the foreign commerce of the
these it i._ proposed to next ask attention. -- Tl_e United States greatly increased in the thirty
Expel.imel_t of .ProtecthJ_ i_ the _5_it'ed Statics. years included between 1850 and 1880; but a fair

While, as already pointed out, the United States analysis of this trade will bring nothing of con-
have adopted absolute free trade, in the law solation to the believer in the efficacy of the pro-
governing their internal or domestic exchanges, tectionist policy as a mea_s of national develop-
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ment. During the ten years from 18,50 to 1860 mate, but striking result of the inability thus

under a tariff of low duties, the United States demonstrated of the so-called manufacturing in-

increased her exportsof manufactured articles in dustries of the United Slates, to export their

the ratio of 171 per cent.; bu_ during tile next products to ally considerable extent, has been to

twenty years, or from 1860 to 1880, under a tariff practically limit the market, or demand for them,

called protective, the corresponding increase was to the domestic consumption of the country, and

in the ratio of only 89 per cent/*--A legiti- this, in turn, has prevented any enlargement of

these industries corresponding to the increasing

* The following tables, compiled from the offh'lal reports ability and desire of other nations to exchange
of the United Statv_, treasury, show the total value of all or consume, and the increased facilities for effect-
the domestic merchandise exported from the United States
during the three decades, 1859-60, 1869-70, and 1879-80; and ing international exchanges. But with the great
also what proportion of such exports was made up ofagri- natural resources of the country, its rapidly

cultural products and petroleum. All other articles not increasing population, the increased use and
included in this list are regarded as manufactured prod- power of machinery, and the energy of the pco-acts.
.................... ple, the power of production in tile United

_X.PORTS. _s_-s0. ls_-ro _ _s_-e,o. States tends to continually exceed tile ix_w(,r of
domestic consumption, and out of thi._ singular

Animals Itvin_" ...... $15,7(_,000 ; 1,015,000) $ 8e:Lfxlo condition of affairs there is a continual portent
Ashes and barb:...... 3_,0(D 38,5,(100 1,118,000 and frequent realization of stagnation of bust-

Breadstuffs .......... _88.,t157,000 7"2,'2_,000} _.7,'..5"5,000 /less, diminished wages and employment forFr uit_ ............... ,%096,000 542,_ I 31fi.o00
Furs ................ o.4oa.ooo 1,941,000 1 1,5.34,000 labor, increasing pauperis_n and social disturb-
Hay ................. _tm.txxJ 117,000 ............ Two other practical and specific illustra-
Bemp ................ vm tn_ 45 000 9,000 antes.
Hides ............... _,artdl_l 365,000_ 1,0:_7,0_0 lions of tile evil influence of tile policy of protec-
Hops ................ .2.._,m.tl)o 2.516,0o0} ,'_,00o tion in tile United St.ttes are worthy of special no-
Naval stores ......... g.lb_.t_o 1,9"20,0001 1,969,000
Petroleum, etc ....... _._u.ovo _,fi66,000 ............ ties. With a view of fostering the construction
Cotton ............. 210.5.S5.000 _7,t_27,000 1 191,806,000 and use of ships, tile protection of those branches
Provisions .......... _gT_s:_.tu} _9,)84,000 ] lb,217,000
Seeda ................ , 4.,amut_l _,00fl I 601,000 of industry in the United States has been made
Tallow ............... 7,689,000 3,814,000 ] 1,598,000

Tabasco, leaf ........ ! 16.880,900 _ll,100,000] 15,906,_00 for many years as absolute and complete asit was possible for the law to make it. No vessel

Tt)tal unmanufac-; $721,700,00Q 1_95,q.15,00015260,2_,C00 of foreign construction can be imported, or par-tared product_ ..

Reduced to gold valu 32t),428,000 / ............ ticipate in the coasting trade. :No citizen of the

I

Total exports of do- _i_,$:n_,610,OOO}$S16,"2,O00 United States can buy or acquire an Ame,'ieaumettle merch'd_e register, license or title to any foreign-built ves-

sel. No foreigner is allowed to directly partici-

These figures represent, approximately, the value of the pate ia the ownership or command ef any Amer-
exports of unmanufactured products; and the difference
between their total and the aggregate amount of exports lean vessel. Materials used in tile consIructio_l
(exclusive of specie) will very closely approach the value of of ships intended for foreign trade may be
the sh]pment_ of manufactures. The total value of the imported free of duly. Under such a system

exports of merchandise for the fiscal year 1879-80 was tile foreign commercial marine of the United
,_9.3,946,000. Of this amount, $721.700,000 consisted of
unmanufactured products, chiefly agricultural, leaving States has been almost annihilated, as is shown
$1_,'246.03o as the value of the exports of manufacture_, by the circumstaac_ that while in 1865, 75 per

How theseflgures compare with these of ten and twenty cent. of the total foreign trade of the United
yea_s previous _ill appear from the following stat/ement: States was carried iu American bottom% ia 1881

the proportion was only 16.2 per cent. The coast-

EXPORTS. i lsT,-80 i IS_-70- I tS_,-_, ingtrade, in respect to which no foreign eonl-
petition whatever is permitted, has also declined.

Unmannfaztured /": ..... ]...... i ....... Ou tile other hand, tile shipping interests of oth-

!i_!aC!!rea- r°d:['/ ..... *"..... _.,,o,_z,,_, er countries which have repealed the restrictions..P 10e,_,00o 5o, ls_,00o _,o.2o,0oo which navigation laws similar to those existing

in the United States formerly imposed, have

Total exports .... j_'_3,946,000 $476,610,000[$Sla,_2,000 experienced a developmeat during the corres-

ponding period, greater titan any other branch

Comparedwlth1969-70,theexportsofunmanufacturedprod- of industry, save that of railway constructi(m

uct_ show an increase of 121½per cent., whllelnmanufact- and transportation.-- Another most remarkabh.
ured articles the increase is only 103} per cent. The ten
yearscoveredbythlseomparisonwa_aperioddurlngwhich illustration of tile evil effect of commercial
the present high tariff wan in full operatton ; and yet it will
be seen that the ratio of tncrea_o In the exports of manu- respectively, to the total exports was as follows, at each of
laetures falls below thai; on manufactured, or chiefly agti- these decennml periods:
cultural p_oducta, by 17_ per Cent. Comparing 1881) with _
1859-_1, when the United States had a low revenue tariff, I 1879 go [ 1869-70 i 1559 $0
the increase in the exports of agriculturalproducts appears EXPORTS. [Per cent .Per cent Per cent

] ot tenn. I or total, i o_ tou_.
to have been 177} per cent. and in manufactures only 82_; ; __
or t_e ratio of increase in the protected articles was less _ | .... t
than one-half of that which occurred in the unprotected _ umanufacturedproducts--[ 87, 5 86.6 [ 82.3
articles. Or, to put the comparison in another form, the Manulactared products ..... ] 1'2.5 I 13..1 / 1.77
ratio el exports of agricultural and manntactared products,
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restrictions in limiting trade and industry, and But the United States, with a view of promoting
•consequently national development, is to be found national industry and development, has for a long
in the history- of the commercial relations between time established all manner of arbitrary and bur-

United States and the British North Ameri- densome restrictions on trade and commercial

.can provinces. Thus, in 1852-3, in the absence intercoul_e along the artificial line separating tim
,ef anything like commercial freedom, the aggre- two countries; or, in other words, it has estab-
gateexchangesbetweenthetwocountriesamount- lished a ridge right across the boundary line,
ed to only $20,691,000. The subsequent year a difficult to overcome and with very few gaps in
treaty of reciprocity went into effect, whereby it. And the people of Canada, after remonstrat-

_the people of the two countries were enabled ing against this policy for a long time, and after
_to trade and exchange their products with little repeatedly asking the United States to unite with
•or no obstruction in the form of import duties, them and demolish the ridge, and level down all
"The result was, that the aggregate of exchanges the obstructions, have finally become disgusted
Tose th_ very first year of the operation of the with their treatment, and have concluded to
treaty from $20,691,000 to $33,494,000, which experiment in the way of trade restrictions them-

:subsequently increased, year by year, until it selves. And the result has been that, in place of
reached the figure of $55,000,000 in 1862--3, and exchanging commoditics annually to the value of

$84,000,000 in 1865--6. In this latter _,ear the a thousand millions of dollars, the total aggre-
treaty of reciprocity was repealed, and restrictive gate of all the exchanges--exports and imports--
dutilsagain became operative. The result was, between the four millions of people in the
that the annual aggregate of exchanges immediate- dominion of Canada and the entire population of
ly fell to $57,000,000, and in 1873, seven full years the United States was but seventy-seven millions
after the expiration of the treaty, when both in 1874; and since Canada has concluded to imi-
nations had largely increased in wealthand popu- tate the policy of the United States and have a

lation, the decrease of trade consequent on the commercial barrier or ridge of her own, this corn-
abrogation of the treaty had not been made good. paratively small aggregate has been further re-
Again, the p_pulation of the United States con- duced, and amounted in 1879 to only fifty-six mill-

.sists, in round numbers, of 50,000,000; and these ions, or less than the exchanges of which the
_fifty millions annually make exchanges among clearing houses could take cognizance in such
themselves, through the agencies of railroads cities of the United States, as Cleveland, Ohio';
alone, and exclusive of all other instrumentalities )|emphis, Tcnn.; or New Haven, Conn., during
of trade, such as ships, wagons, boats and ani- the same period. Here, then, is an annualloss of
reals, to the extent of over twelve thousand millions business, measured by the results of 1879, of some
of dollars; or, in other words, every four millions $940,000,000 between the two conti&mous court-
of the population exchange commodities among tries, one-half of which at least falls upon the
themselves, each and every year, to the extent of United States, in consequence of the commercial

_onsiderably more than a thousand millions. It policy adopted. Could the barriers be removed,
.is true that much of this exchange represents the how many wheels, engines, cars, spindles, looms,

movement of the same commodity, backward hammers and strong human arms would be put
and forward, over the same route, under different in motion, and how much greater would be the
fforms or conditions--as raw material or manu- sphere of employment, enjoynaent and abundance
factm'ed product--and that it is not all a direct for the people of the two countries.-- In response
movement between producers and ultimate con- to the arguments in favor of free trade derived

sumers. But it is safe to assume that not one ton from either abstract reasoning or specific exam-

. or one dollar's worth is transported a single mile pies, the advocates of the theory of protection (es-
• except for the real or supposed advantage of the pecially in the United States) submit certain eoun-

owner. On the other hand, the British North ter arguments.--The Arguraeat of Extend_ Op-
American provinces contain at present a popula- portunilies fo_. Domestic Industry. It is claimed,
tion of about four millions, and as the geographi with much speciousness and apparent fall_ess,
cal line which separates them from us is so arti- that by prohibiting the importation and use of the
ficial, that except where a river or lake has been products of foreign (manufacturing) industries, a

named as the boundary, it is not easy to tell demand will be created for a corresponding addi-
where one country begins and the other ends; tional quantity of American products, and that

and as they have the same wants and material this, in turn, will create additional opportunities
interests that we have, speak essentially the same for the employment of A.mcrican laborers; and,

language and are not lacking in resources, energy the results of their labor and expenditure remain-
or courtesy, it would be but natural to suppose ing in the country, the national wealth will be
that the methods and amount of trade over thereby augmented; whereas if the same amount

the whole territory subject to the two govern- of labor and expenditure is diverted to, and takes
ments would be subject to the same influences, place in, a foreign country, the result will be
and that men and commodities would pass as exactly opposite.- In answer, now, to this, it
freely between the two countries as they do may be said, 1st, That the amount of consump-

between different sections of the provinces, or tion in the two instances, and consequently the
between the different states of the federal Union. results of consumption, will not be the same; for
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_vllatever tncreaa_ the price of a useful commod- wheat for the same period in Chicago, that a
ity diminishes its consumption, and, ._ versa, farmer of the west, desirous of buying salt in that

"whatever diminishes the price increases consump- market, would have been obliged to give two
:tion. 2d, To admit the desirability of creating bushels of wheat for a barrel of salt, w:hich

an opportunity of employing labor, through the without the tariff, he would have readily obtained
•agency of a tax on all consumers of certain arti- for one bushel• If, now, the tax had been imposed
•cles, to do work that would yield to the same solely with a view to obtaining revenue, and the
consumers a greater product of the same articles farmer had bought imported salt, the extrabushel
if performed elsewhere, or an equal product at given by him would have accrued to the benefit
less cost, is to admit that the natural resources of the state; and if the circumstances of thegov-
of a country are so f_r exhausted that there is no ernment required the tax, and its imposition was
oliportunity for the truly productive employment expedient and equitable, the act was not one to
of labor--an argument which, however effective which any advocate of free trade could object.
in over.populated countries, can have no possible But in the case in question the tax was not imposed
application in a new country like the United primarily for revenue, as was shown by the cir.
States, whose natural resources, so far from being cumstance that imports and revenue greatly de-

.exhausted, areyet, as it were, unappropriated and creased underitsinfluence; and thesalt purchased
_unexplored. Again, a tax levied in pursuance of by the farmer in Chicago was domestic salt, which
,legislative enactment for the maintenance of such had paid no direct or corresponding tax to tl,e
labor is clearly in the nature of a forced charity, government. The extra bushel of wheat, thcre-

"while the petitioners for its enactment answer in fore, which the farmer was compelled to give for
,every particular to 1he definition of the term his salt, accrued wholly to the benefit of the
" pauper "--namely, one who publicly confesses American salt boiler, and the act was justified ,,Jl

_that.he can not earn a living by his own exertions, the ground that American industry, us exempli-
and therefore asks the community to tax them- fled in salt making', w&_ protected. And yet it
selvesordiminish theirabundanceforhis support• must be cle;ir to every mind that if the farmer
3d, The only true test of the increase of nation_d had not given the extra bushel of wheat to the
wealth is the possession of useful things in the salt boiler, he would have had it to use for some
aggregate, and not in the amount of labor per- other purpose advantageous to himself--to give to
formed or the number of laborers employed, the shoemaker, forexamp!e, in exchange for a pair
irrespective of results. A tariff, from its very of brogans. Byso much, thorefore, as the indus-
nature, can not create anything; it only affects try of the salt boiler was encouraged, that or" the
the distribution of what already exists. If the farmer and shoemaker was discouraged ; and, put-

imposition of restrictions by means of taxes on ting the whole matter in the form of a comrner
imports enables a producer to employ a larger cial statement, we have the following result : un-

.number of workmen and to give them better der the so-called "protectivesystem" a barrelof
wages than before, it can be accomplished only. salt a_d two bushel_ of wheat were passed to the

.at the expense of the domestic consumers, who credit of what is called "home indu_tIT," while
pay increased prict_. Capital thus transferred is under a free system there were a b_rrel of saY, two

_no more incrcased than is money by transference buslwls of wheat, and a pair of sho_ Protection,
from one pocket to another, but on the contrary therefore, seeks to promote industry at the ex-

it isdiminished to just theextentthat it isdiverted penseof theprodu_ts of industry; and its law)rite
from employing labor that is naturally proflta- proposition, that though under a system of re-
ble to that which is naturally unprofitable.-- strictionahigherpricemaybegivenf,_r'_uarticle,
Protection in reality does 1_ot Protect. Herein, yet all that is paid by one is given to some other
then, is exposed the fallacy of the averment that person in increased employment and wages, has
duties levied on the importation of foreign com- this fallacy, namely, that it conceals the fact that

.modifies protect home industry. It may be con- the entire amount paid by the consumer would
ceded that certain industries may be temporarily "in the long run" have been equally expended
stimulated, as the result of such duties, and that upon something and somebody if the consum-
the producers may obtain large profits by a conse- er had been allowed to buy the cheap article in-
quent increase in the price of their products; but stead of the dear one; and consequently the loss
then, it is at the expense of those who pay the to the consumer is balanced by no advantage
increased price, who are always the domestic in the aggregate to any one. "When a highway-
consumers. To further make clear this position, man takes a purse from a traveler, he expends it,
the following illustration, drawn from actual it may be, at a drinking saloon, and the traveler
American experience, is submitted: For anumber would have expended it somewhere else. But in
of years subsequent to 1860, congress, with a this there is no loss in the aggregate; the vice of
view of protecting the American producer, Ira- the transaction is that the enjoyment goes to the
posed such a duty on foreign salt as to restrict wrong man. But if tile same money is taken
the import and at least double the price of this from tile traveler by forcing him to pay for a

.commodity, whether of foreign or domestic pro- dear article instead of a cheap one, he is not only
•duction, to the American consumer. The result despoiled of his just enjoyment as before, but

_was, taking the average price of No. 1 spring there is a destructive process besides, in the same
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manneras if the loss had been caused, by making ne_; but in a few months the increased cost of
him work with a blunt ax instead of a sharp production and the advance in the price of labor
one. Whenever, therefore, anything is taken and the products of labor were greater than the
from one man and given to another under the pre- increase of tim tariff, so that the business of pro-
tense of protection to trade, an equal amount is duetion was no better, even if in so good a con-
virtually thrown rote the sea, in addition to tile dition, as it was previous to the advance of the

robbery of theindividual"--laflaer_ce_f l_vtec- tariff referred to."--Will Free Trade t_vul to
tion not Permanent, but Temporary. A further dimil,_h arm Protection te_ut to inerea_ the Wa_lea
conclusion, alike deducible from theory and ,f Domestic Itidust_j? Upon no one argument
proved by all experience, is that not only does have the advocates of protection relied more, in
protection to :t special industry not result in any support of their system, than the assumption that,
benefit to the general industry of a country, but if there were no restrictions on trade, the oppor-
also that its beneficial influence on any special tunity to labor created by protection and the re-
industry is not permanent, but temporary, sults of the expenditure of the earnings of such
Thus, the price of no article can be permanently labor would be diverted to other countries to

advanced by artificial agencies, without an effort their benefit, and to the corresponding detriment
ou the part of every person directly or indirectly of that country which, needing protection hy rea-

concerned in its consumption to protect and son of a necessity for paying higher wages or
compensate himself by advancing tim price of other industrial inequalities, abandons it, or, to
the labor or products lie gives in exchange. If speak more specifically, it is assumed that if the

sufficient time is afforded, and local exchanges are United States were to adopt a policy of free trade,
not unduly restricted, this effort of compensation England would supply us with cotton and metal
is always successful. Hence, from the very fabrications, Germany with woolen goods. Nova
necessity of the case, no protective duty can be Scotia with coal, the West Indies exclusively
permanently effective. Hence, also, it is that with sugar, Russia with hemp and tallow, Canada
protected manufacturers always proclaim, and no with lumber, and Australiawith wool; that there-

. doubt honestly feel, that the abandonment of by opportunity to our own people to labor would
protee.tion, or even its abatement, would be ruin- be greatly restricted, and the wages of labor be
pus; and in all history not one case can be cited reduced to a level with tim wages of foreigners:

where the representatives of an industry once Specious as is this argument, there could not be
protected have ever come forward and asked for a greater error of fact or a worse sophism of ren-
an abatement of taxation on the ground that pro- son. In the first place, only a very small proper:
tection had clone its work. Under this head the lion of the United States are engaged in pc-
experience of the United States affords a most cupations that admit of being protected against
curious and convincing illustration. Thus, in the influence of foreign competition. According
1862--8, in order to meet the expenses of a great to the returns of the ceusus of 1870--and the
war, the government imposed internal taxes on condition of things is without doubt compara-
every variety of domestic manufactures, and in tiw,ly the same now as then--12,500,000 persons
accordance with the principles of equity imposed were engaged in all occupations. These twelve
what were claimed to be corresponding taxes on and one-half millions were the "working and

the imports of all competing foreign products, business men" and women of the country. Each
Soon after the close of the war, however, when of these "laborers" had to support, on an aver-

the cessation of hostilities diminished the necessity age, three aud one-fifth persons. 47 per cent. of
for such large revenues, the internal taxes were the_ were engaged in agriculture. 22 per cent.
repealed, but in no one instance was there a pro- of them were engaged in "profcssional and per-
teeted manufactm'er found who took any other sonal services," which class includes unskilled
po6ition than that a repeal of the corresponding laborers and professional men. 9 per cent. were
tariff would be most disastrous to his business, in trade and transportation. 22 per cent. were
The tariff, as originally raised to compensate for in "manufactures, mechanical and mining in-
the new internal taxes, was therefore left in a dustries." Out of all the productive laborers of

great degree unchanged. That the principle here the country, therefore, there wel:e nearly four
laid down, of want of permanency in protective in other industries for every one in "manufact-
agencies, is fm'thermore admitted by the protec- ures." Taking the whole country over, there-
ed (American) manufacturers fllemselves as a re- fore, four "' working and business" men were
sult of their own experience, is also proved by affected injuriously by thetaxes imposedon them
the following striking testimony, forced out under in consequence of the national policy of protec-
oath before a government commission from one lion, for every one who could possibly gain by
of the foremost of their number in 1868--the late them. It is also curious to note how few of the

Oakes Ames,of Massachusetts: Ques. " What, ac- many products of domestic manufacturiug indus-
cording to your experience, was the effect of the try can be directly benefited by a protective
increase of the tariff in 1864 on the industries with tariff. Anything that can be exported regularly,

whi'ah you are specially acquainted ?" .An,. and sold in competition in foreign countries with
"' The first effect was to stimulate nearly every similar fi)reign products, evidently can not be
branch, to give an impulse and activity to btmi- directly benefited by any tariff legislation, and in
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this category, and apart from. our great agricul- of the means and opportunity of gratifying human
rural staples, must be included our petroleum, desires. If the wages of a day's labor would
turpentine and rosin; nearly all building ms- purchase in the market one hundred times as
terials and constructions of wood, including ves- mucll as at present, can any one doubt that the
sels;our products ofgold,silverand copper; our demand for the necesan'iesand luxuriesof life

stoves,tinware, shovels,axes,nearly allagricu]- would be increased a hundred-fold ? If the
ruralmachines and implements,and most articles people of the United States could obtain the
of commo_ hardware; boots and shoes,and sole products of the labor of other countries for
leather;coarse cotton fabrics,starch, refined nothing,could tilelaborof the whole world sup-
sugar,distilledspiritsandalcohol,most fermented ply the quantityof things we should want? In
liquors,wagons, carts,most carriages,harnesses, short,the demand for the resultsof labor can

railroadcars,sewing machines,allordinary con- never be satisfied,and isnever limitedexcept by
fectionery,and the cheaper papers and paper itsabilitytobuy; and thecheaper thingsare,the
hangings, pilotographs,picture frames, pianos, more things will bc purchased and consumed.
india-rubbergoods, toys,watches, guns, fixed _Nothing,therefore,can be more irrationalthan
ammunition, newspapers, buttons,brooms, gas, the suppositionthat increasedcheapness,or in.
clocks,and a great varietyof other articles,not creased abilityto buy and consume, diminishes
one of which, if the tariffwas entirelyabolished, or restrictsthe opportunity to labor. If by the
would be imported to any considerableextent, invention of machinery, or the dis_.overyof
and most of whlch, under freetrade,would be cheaper sourcesof supply,the laborof a certain
manufactured and exported in vastlylargerquan- number of individualsin a department of in-

titiesthanat present. But supposingthe reverse dustrybecomes superfluousor unnecessary,such
was true;and that in consequence of the aban- labormust takea new direction,and itisnot to

donment of the protectivepolicy,largequantities be denied that in the proce_ of r_djustment
of the commodities above mentioned should be temporary individualinconvenience,and perhaps

imported from foreigncountries,none of them suffering,may result. But any tcmpor'_ryloss
will be given away to American consumers for thus sustained by individuals is more than made
nothing. Product for prod_w;t is the invariable law up to society, regarded from tim standpoint of
of exchange, and we can not buy a single article either producers or consumers, by the increased
abroad, save through the medium of something demand consequent on increased cheapness
that must be produced at home. Hence the utter through greater material abundance, and there-
absurdity of that assertion which to protectionists fore greater comfort and happiness. -- Wages m
seems pregnant with such dreadful meaning, the United States are, asageneral thing, unques-
namely, "that under free trade we should be tionably higher than in Europe. The difference
deluged with foreign goods"; for if more should in rates between the United States and Great
be really impel'ted under a free trade than under Britain, taking the purcqmsing power of money

a protective policy, then one of two things wouhl into consideration, is not at present very eonsid-
take place: either we must produce moreathome erable, and not near a.s great as is commonly
in order to pay for the new excess of imports, in represented. From 1875 to 1878 wages in many
which case domesticindustry wouhi be stimulated departments of industry were higher in Great

and not diminished; or, not producing more, we Britain than in the United States, and the tide of
must obtain more in return, or, what is the same immigration, especially of skilled labor, notably
thing, a higher price for what we already pro- rolled back. On the continent wages are much
duce--a result manifestly conducive to national lower than in Great Bri 'rain; but British industry
prosperity. It would alsoseem to bein thcnature does not ask to be protected on accom_t of this

of a self-evident prop_sition, that nothing under difference, but defies continental competition.
any circumstance can or will be imported unless On the other hand, the continental states that
that in which it is paid for can be produced at have recently adopted the protective policy have

home with greater final advantage. -- Again, the pleaded, as a reason, the necessity of guarding
favorite argument of the advocates of protection against the competition of the United States;
that, if trade is unrestricted and the people of a while, very curiously, the comparatively hizh
country, under the inducement of greater cheap- wagesof Great Britain are put forward as lhe main
hess, are allowed to supply themselves with for- reason for the maintenance of protection in the
eign commodities, tim opportunities for the era- United States. The lfigh wages paid for lahor in

ployment of domestic labor will l)e correspond- the United States are due to two causes. 1. t)w-
ingly diminished, is an argument identical in ing to great natural advantages, a given amount
character with that which has in past times often of labor, intelligently applied, will here yield a
led individuals and whole communities to oppose greater or better result than in ahnost any other
the invention av, d introduction of labor-saving country. It has always been so, eversincetbefirst

or "labor-dispensing" machinery. But, to sift settlements within our territory, and has been the
thoroughly this sophism, it is sufficient to remem- main cause of the tide of immigration tlmt for
ber that labor is not exerted for the sake of labor, the last 200 years has flowed hitherward. Ham
but for mi_t labor brings, and that human wants ilton, in his celebrated report on manufactures,

expand _st in proportion to the multiplication made before any tariff on the imports of foreign
73 VOL. IL -- 20
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merchandise into the United States was enacted, country, it is direct evidence of a low cost of pro-
notices the fact that wages for similar employ, duction; and in place of being an argument in
meats were as a rule higher in this country than favor of the necessity of protection, it is a demon.
in Europe; but he considered lhis as no rcal ob- stration that none is needed. Industrial products
stacle in tile way of our successful establishment of of every kind are made at the lowest cost by those
domestic manufactures; for he says "the under- who earn the highest wages, wherever modern

takers"--meaning thereby tile manufacturers-- machinery is brought in to aid in the work of
" c;m afford to pay them. " Andthatthisasserlion their production; aml this " bringing in '" has
embodied a general truth will appear evident from been done to a greater degree in the United
the following considerations. Wages are labor's States than in any other country. 9. Wages are
share of product, and in ever)" healthy business are exceptionally high in the United States for another
ultimately paid out of product. No employer of reason. The existing tariff imposes an average

labor can continue for any great length of time tax of about 40 per cent. on the whole value of
to pay wages, unless his product islarge. If it is imported commodities; and as these rmmber some
not, and he attempts it, it is only a question of 2,000 articles and include almost everything that
time when his affairs will be wound up by the is necessary or useful to life, the cost of all such
sheriff. Or, on tile other hand, if a high rate of commodities, whether imported or produced at
wages continues to be permanently paid in any home, is always enhanced; sometimes greatly and

industry and in any country, it is in itself proof to the full extent of the duty, and sometimes to a
positive that the product of labor is large, that lesser extent, as when the domestic product is

the laborer is entitled to a generous share of it, equal to the home demand, and domestic compe-
and that the employer can afford to give it tohim, tition is severe. But if the ,__merican laborer is
And if to-morrow the tariff of the United States compellod thereby to pay more for his comforts
was swept out of existence, this natural advan- _nd luxuries than his foreign competitor, he must
tage, which, supposing the same skill and intclli- have higher wages, or he will be at a disadvan-
gencc, is the sole advantage which the American tage with him. If his wages are advanced to
laborer has over his foreign competitor, would not such an extent as will exactly compensate him for
be diminished to tile extent of a fraction of an his comparative increased expenses, he is no bet-
iota. Consider, for example, the American agri- ter off relatively, having gained nothing on the

culturist. He payshigher wagesthan his foreign one hand, nor lost anything on the other. But
eompctitor. In fact, the differences between the there being no fixed rule or standard for making
wages paid in agriculture in the United States and such adjustments, the American laborer is almost
Europe are greater than in any other form of in- always placedata disadvantage. The tariff taxes
dustry. The tariff can not help him, but, by are constant; their influence in increasing prices

increasing the cost of all his instrumentalities of varies as a rule within narrow limits; they fall
production, greatly injures him. With a surplus exclusively on consumption and are as certain as
product in cxcess of any home deumnd to be dis- death. On the other hand, the prices of labor
posed of, no amount of other dome,,tic industry vary with tile supply and demand in the domestic
can determine hisprices. How then can heunder- market. Whoever heard of a protected manu-
sell all the other nations, and at the same time facturer making up his schedule of wages in
greatly prosper individual]}" ? Simply because of advance, or varying it afterward, except on corn-
his natural advantages of sun, soil and climate, pulsion, according to the varying expenses of his
aided by cheap transportation and the use of employ6s ? Let any one examine the census

ingenious machinery, which combined give him reports of the United States, and he will find
a greater product in return for his ltlbor than can that in her great textile and metal industries the
be obtained by the laborers in similar competitive amount paid for wages represents only about 20
industries in any other country. What has he to per cent. of the value of the finished product.
ask of government other than that it will interfere If, now, the American laborer uniformly received
with him to the least possible extent ? Take two dollars in wages where his foreign competi-
another case in point. Wages in England, in tor received but one, and the value of the prod-

every ir_dustry, are much higher than in the con- ucts of their labor was always the same, a tariff
tinental states of Europe. In the cotton manu- of 20 per cent. on the value of all competitive
facturing industries they are from 30 to 50 per foreign imports would obviously fully compen-
cent. higher than in France, Belgium and Ger- sate for any advantages tile foreign manufacturer
many; and an English cotton operative receives would have on the score of wages. But the
more wages in a week than an operative similarly wages of the American laborer in the industries

employed in Russia can earn in a month. /flow specified are not 100 per cent. higher than are
which of these countries has the cheapest labor ? paid to the British laborer, who is his only for-
The question may be answered by asking another: midable competitor, nor 50 percent. Thedomes-
Does England seek protection against the competi- tic manufacturer, however, says 20 per cent. pro-
tion of the continental states, or is it the continental tection is not enough, and demands and receives
states that demand protection against England ? 40, 60, 70, and even 100 per cent. and upward.

In short, instead of high industrial remuneration .-N'ow what does this excess represent? It ccr-
being evidence of high cost of production in this tainly is not needed to compensate for any differ-
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,ence in wages, and the American laborer does not 1)ivcreity of Indust17].9 The averment that pro-

profit by it. Neither is it to be claimed that the hibition or restriction of foreign imports encour-
domestic manufacturer does to the full extent; ages diversity of domestic industry is an._wered
but it represents duplications and reduplications by saying that wlmn any trade can bc intr(_duced

•of taxes, an increased cost of raw materials and or undertaken for fiscal or public advantage, pri-
the instrumentalities of production, a misapplica- rate enterprise is comic, tent to its accomplish-
lion and waste of labor; in short, a loss that ment. "To ask fur more is only to ask to havca

really benefits no one. AI| tariff rates, both finger iu the public purse." It m_y be possible
direct and indirect, fall on consumption and must to conceive of specific cases in which it might be
be paid by the consumer in the increased price of politic for a go_'erament to give an advantage for

the things he consumes; and the heavier these a limited time and for a defi_i_eobject. But pro-
taxes are made by any sort of legislation or avoid- tection, as an economic system, can not rightfully
.able expenditures, the heavier will be the burden claim any support from such an admission, inns-
,on the man who, from necessity, expends all or much as its denmnd is that the public shall be
nearly all his wages m living, as compared with obliged to support all manufacturing enterprises

.one who only needs to expend a part of his upon no other ground than that they can not
income for similar purposes and lays up a surplus support themselves. -- Does Protection tend to
for increasing his income, tteuce, in place of cheapen Manufavtured PJ'oducts? Protection, it
there being anywarrant for the assertion which is is alleged, has a tendency to make what are
_ontinually made that the American laborer termed manufactured products clmaper. A very
Is greatly benefited by the advance of wages fit and cogent answer which has been made to
which accrues to him under the protective policy, this assertion of the opponents of free tr'lde is,
which imposes a double burden of taxation--one that if protection is to be recommended because
direct and visible, and the other indirect and not it leads ultimately to cheal)ness, it were best to
readily seen--no more efficient or cruel device begin with cheapness. Another answer is to be

was ever instituted for making the rich richer, and found in the circumstance tlmt not a single in-
the poor poorer; and every dollar raised by the stance can be adduced to show that any reduction
government by taxation for any other purpose has ever taken place m the cost of production
than to provide revenue for its most economical under a system of protection, through the agen-
administration, constitutes a heavier burden on cies of new inventions, discoveries and economies

the recipients" of small incomes or wages than which would not have taken place equally soon
upon any other class of the community.-- From under a system of free trade; while, on the con-
these premises, therefore, the following deduc- trary, many instances can be referred to which
lions may be regarded as in the nature of eco- prove that protection, by removing the dread of
nomic axioms: 1. A nation or community can foreign competition, has retarded not only inven.
attain the greatest prosperity, and secure to its tion, but also the application and use of improve-
people the greatest degree of materialabundance, mcnts and inventions elsewhere devised and in-
only when it utilizes its natural resources and troduced. Thus, referring to the experience of
labor to the best advantage and with the least the United States, where the system of protection
waste and loss, whatever may be the nominalrate has in general prevailed for many years, it is a
_)f wages paid to its laborers, The realization of well-known fact that the department of industry
such a result is hastened or retarded by whatever which has been distinguished more than any
removes or creates obstructions or interferences other by the invention and application of labor-

in the way of production and exchanges. 2. The saving machinery is that of agriculture, which
exports, on the whole, of any country must and has never been protected to any extent; and for
always do balance its imports; which is equiv.a- the reason that in a country which raises a sur-
lent to saying that if we do not buy we can not plus of nearly all its agricultural products for
sell, while neither buying nor selling will take sale in foreign countries, it never can be. On the
place unless there is a real or supposed advantage other hand, in that department of industry engaged
to both parties to the transaction. 8. As a nation in the primary manufacture of iron, which has al-

,exports only those things for which it possesses ways been especially shielded by high restricti_ze
decided advantages relatively to other nations in duties, not only from foreign competition, but
producing, it follows that what a nation pur- also from the necessity of the exerciseof economy
chases by its exports it purchases by its most eft- and skill, the progress in tim direction of im-
cient labor, and consequently at the cheapest pos- provement has been so slow, that according to the
sible rate to itself. Hence, the price paid for reportof the geological survey oi Ohio forlS72,--3,
every foreign manufactured article, instead of there was hardly a furnace at that time in that

being so much given for the encouragement of great iron-producing state that could be corn-
foreign labor to the prejudice of our own, is as pared with the best English furnaces in respect
truly the product of our own labor as though either to construction, management or product;

we had directly manufactured it ourselves, many Ohio furnaces unnecessarily wasting one-
Free trade, therefol_e, can by no possibility fourth of the metal in the ore in the process of
discourage home labor or diminish the real smelting.--Is it profitable to effect a r, ductionof

wages of laborers. -- l)oes Prote_ion encourage 1trices by artif_'ally stimulaZing production? It is
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here pertinent to notice an idea adopted by a What the people have gained at one time from
school of American economists or politicians, low prices as consumers, they have more than

that it is for the advantage of a country to ell- , 'lost at another by the recurrence of extra rates, ,
deavor to effect a reduction of prices by the crea- I and they have al_o lost, as producers, by permd- '
lion, through legislation or otherwise, of an teal suspensions of industry, spasmodic reductiorb

excessive or artificial stimulus to production, of wages, and depression of business. Meantime,
That the creation of an artificial stimulus to do- tile loss to tile country from tile destruction of
mestic production--such as is almost always capitaland thewaste and misapplication of labor,
temporarily afforded by an increase of the tariff has been something which no man can estimate;

or by war, which necessitates extraordinary sup- but to which, more than to any other one agency,
plies---doeshave the effect in the first instance to the present remarkable industrial depression of

quicken certain branches of production, and sub- the country must be attributed. The illustrations
sequently to reduce prices through the compcti- under this head afforded by the recent industria|
tion engendered, can not be doubted; but expcrl- experience of the United States are very numer-
ence shows that in almost every such instance ous, and are not surpassed in curious interest by
the reduction of prices is effeetcd at the expense anythit_g on record in the whole range of economic
or waste of capital, and that the general result, in history. The following will serve as examples:

place of being a gain, is one of the worst events In 1864-5 it was found that the supply of paper
that c'_n happen to a community. Thus, the first of domestic manufacture was insufficient to meet
effect of creating an extraordinary domestic de- the consumption of the country, and that the sup-
maud is to increase prices, which, ill turn, affords ply from abroad was greatly impeded by an an-
large profits to those in possession of stock on usually heavy duty imposed in time of war on its
hand or of the nmchinery of production ready import. The price of paper ia the country ac-
for immediate service. The prospect of the real- cordingly rose with great rapidity, and the profits
ization of large profits next immediately tempts of the paper manufacturers, who were then in
others to engage in the same branch of produc- possession of the machinery of production, be-

tioa--in many cases with insufficient capital, and came something extraordinary. The usual effect
without that practical knowledge of the details of followed. A host of new men rushed into the bust-

the undertaking essential to secure success. As ness and old manufactories were enlarged, so that
pr,riuetion goes on, supply gradually becomes during the years 1864-6 it was estimated that
equal to, and finally in excess of, demand. The more paper mills were huilt in the. United States

producers working on insufficient capital or with than during the whole of the twelve years previ-
insufficient skill are soon obliged, in order to ous. As a matter of course, the market became

meet impending obligations or dispose of inferior overstocked with paper, prices fell with great

products, to force sales through a reduction of I rapidity, many abandoned the business through
prices, and the others, in order to retain their i inclination or neces.sily, and many mills and
markets and customers, are soon eomp_lled to much machinery were sold for less than the cost
follow their example. This in turn is followed of construction; while in the spring of 1869 the
by new concessions alternately by both parties, paper makers met in convention to consider the

whicb are accompanied by tile usual resort of desirability of decreasing the pa'oduction of paper
turning out articles or products of inferior qual- --or, what is the same thing, of allowing their
ity, but with an external good appearance. And capital and their hbor to remain unemployed--
so the work of production goes on, until gradu- onaccount of the unprofilableness of the business.
ally the whole imiustry becomes depressed and In October of the same year a storm of great
demoralized, and the weaker producers succumb, violence swept over the northern portion of the
wi'th a greater or less destruction of capital and country, and in the flood which followed, many
waste of product. Affairs having now reached mills engaged in the m'mufacture of paper were
their minimum of depression, recovery slowly so injured as to be temporarily incapable of work-
commences. The increase of the country causes ing. A leading journal in one of the paper.man-
consumption gradually to gain on production, ufacturing districts, devoted to the advocacy of

and finally the community suddenly becomes protection, in commenting on the effects of
aware of the fact that supply has all at once be- Ihe storm, used this language: "There seems tel
come unequal to the demand. Then those of the have been unusual fatality among paper mill.-,
producers who have been able to maintain their but this disaster ,sill work to the advantage of
existem.e, enter upon another period of Imsiness those who escaped the flood, and we doubt not
prosperity; others again rush into the business, that those that did stand will do a better business

and the old experience is again and again re- in consequence of the lessened supply"; or, in
peated. Such has been the history of the itlthlst_T other words, the condition of this particular in-

_)f the United States under the attempt to restrict dustry had become so bad- through the influence
the freedom of tr:lde hy high duties on imports, of a fiscal policy based on the theory of protec-
frequently modified. To use a familiar expres- tion that the occurrence of a great public calam-
talon, it has always been either "high water" or ity, with a vast attendant destruction of prop_'ty,
"' low water" in the manufacturing industry of had come to be regarded in the light of a public

$he couutry--nb middle course, no stability, blessing. _ Again, at Kanawha, Virginm, them
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are remarkable salt springs, some of which fur- result in protecting nothing. Any system of
nish conjointly with the brine an inflammable laws founded on injustice and inequality can not,
gas, which flows with such force and quantity furthermore, be permanent. The possibility that
that it has been used not only to lift the salt it may be further changed to meet the increased
water into tanks at a considerable elevation above demande of special interests, and the instinctive
tile evaporating pans, but also to subsequently revolt of human nature against legal wrong and
(,vaporate the brine by ignition under the fro'- partiality, continually threaten its stability.
naces; thus obviating the expense both of pump- Hence, a system of industl T built upon laws es-
ing and of fuel. During the war, in order to tablishing protection tllrough discriminating taxes
deprive tile army and the people of the southern can never have stability of condition; and with-
('onfedelalcy of a supply of salt, the springs in out such stability there can be no continued in-
qtlestion, at Kanawba, were rendered useless by dustrial prosperity. On the other hand, one of
_he federal forces; which fact, couph,d also with the strongest arguments in behalf of freedom of
the imposition of ex('essively high duties (over trade is. that it makes every branch of industry
100 per cent.) on the import of foreign salt, gave independent of legislation, and emancipates it
to tile manufacturers of salt on the Ohio river from all conthtions affecting its stability other

_uch a market, that although tlle cost of manu- than what are natural and which can in a great
facturing was nearly doubled, their prolits for a degree be anticipated and provided against.-
time were enormous; salt that cost in 1868, at 1)o fen'e'wners pay. in all or part. the tax_ vpo_
1)oints on the Ohio river, twel_ty-three cents per ' imports? It is often asserted, by the advocates of
bushel, in barrel, selling readily in Cincinnati for protcction, that a tariff on imports "obliges a
forty eight cents per bushel. The result was ] foreigner to pay a part of our taxes.'" To this it
such an increase in the number of salt wells i_nay be replied that if there were any plan or
anti furnaces on the Ohio river, and such an device by which one nation could thus throw off
increase in the power of production, that tlle its burden of taxation inany degree upon another

:available market, deprived of tile stimulus of nation, it would long ago have been universally
the war, was soon unable to take but little found out and recognized, and would have been
more than one-half of the salt that could be pro- adopted by all nations to at least the extent of
duced. As was natural, the price of salt under making the burden of taxation thus transferred
._uch circumstances rapidly declined; and a strug- in all cases reciprocal. If the principle involved
gle for existence among the manufacturers corn- in the proposition in question, therefore, could
menced. The furnaces built at war prices and possibly be true, no advantage whatever could
based on insufficient capital were soon crushed accrue from its application. But the point itself
_)ut of existence; while life was pr_ervcd to the involves an absurdity. Taxes on iml)orts are

remainder only by the formation of a manufact- paid by the persons who consume them; and
urers' as_ciation for permanently limiting pro- these are not foreignem, but residents of the
4duction; and in order that such limitation of pro- country into which the commodities are im-
duction and consequent breaking down of prices ported. A duty on imports may injure foreigners
aright not be interfered with, the Kanawha wells by depriving them of an opportunity of exchang-
(the proprietors of which were not in the associa- ing their products for the products of the coma-
tion), with all their advantages, were leased for a try imposing the duty, but no import taxes will
term of years at a large annual rental, called for any length of time compel foreigners to sell
"dead rent," and all utilization of them sus- their products at a loss, or to accept less than the

pended and forbidden. "Now had the duty on average rate of profit on tbcir transactions; for
satt,"writes one of tim leading members of the no business can permanently maintain izself
association, under date of December, 1874, "never under such conditions. Where a nation pos-
been raised above the present rate, I have no "sesses a complete monopoly of an article, as is
doubt that the capital invested in the business the case of Peru in respect to guano, and to a
would have been more profitable, and that the great extent with China in the case of tea, the

w'tsle of the large amount that has been uselessly monopoly always obtains the highest practicable
inve._ted would have heen prevented."--Zaws price for its commodity, and the persons who
e.*t_zbl£_hiJ_gProration _eceavarily unstable.. One find its use indispensable are obliged to pay the
of the essential attributes of a just law is that it prescribed prices. The imposition of a tax on
bears equally upon all subjected to its influence; the importation of such a commodity into a
aud it would also seem clear that the general country may compel the monopoly, for the sake

effect of an unjust law must be injurious, lgow of retaining a market, to reduce its prices pro-
a system of law imposing protective duties mast, portionally; and in such cases the nation imposing

in order to be effective, be partial and discrim- the impost may to a degree share the profit of
mating, and therefore unequal and unjust; for if the monopoly. But the price to the consumers
a law could be devised which would afford equal is not diminished by reason of the iml)ort duty,
protection to all the industrial interests of a and tlle cases in which any interest has such a

nation, it would benefit in fact no interest by lear. complete control over the supply of a product as
ing everything relatively as before; or, in other to enable it arbitrarily to dictate prices, are so

words, tile atlempt to protect everything would rare as hardly to render them worthy of serious
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consideration in an economic argument. -- The war which can incur and sustain the greatest and
Pea_ and War Argument. Another powerful longest-continued expenditure, or which, in other
argument in favor of free trade between nations words, is possessed of the greatest national wealth.
is, that of all agencies it is the one most con- But national wealth increases in a ratio propor-
ducive to tile maintenance of international peace tit_md to the removal of obstacles in tile way of
and to the prevention of wars. The restriction the development of trade, commerce, and all pro-
of commercial intercourse among nations tends duetive industries, whether such ohstacle._ 1)e in
to make men strangers to each other, and pre- the nature of an imperfect education of the
vents the formation of that union of material people, or in the nature of bad roads, bigh moun-

interests which creates and encourages in men a tains, impenetrable forests, trackless deserts, pop-
disposition to adjust their differences by peaceful ular prejudices, or legal commercial restrictions.
methods rather than by physical force. On the which impede a free interchange of commodi-
other hand, it requires no argument to prove ties and services. In support of these positions
that free trade in its fullest develoluncnt tends to two historical illustrations may be cited as evi-
make men friends rather than strangers, for the dence. During the late civil war, the confederate
more they exchange commodities and services states, although deficient in almost all the so-
the more they become acquainted with and assim- called manufacturing industries, with a popula-
ilated to each other; whereby a feeling of inter- tion trained almost exclusively to agriculture, arid
dependence and mutuality of interest springs up, with all their main lines of intercommunication_
which, it may be safely assumed, does more to with the external world blockaded, nevertheless
maintain amicable relations between them than managed to obtain at all times adequate military
all the ships of war thatever were built or all the supplies for conducting great campaigns so long
armies that ever were organized.-- Of the truth as they were able to pay for 1hem, and finally
of this the experience of Enghmd and the United succumbed to the financial rather than to the
States in respect to the Alabama claims is a strik- physical power of their antagonists. Upon this.
ing example. The moraland religious sentiments same point the example of Holland is also most
of the people of the two countries undoubtedly instructive. From the commencement of their
eontributcd much to restrain the belligerent feel- existence as a nation, the Dutch riot only made
ings that existed previous to the reference of the their country an asylum for the oppressed of all
claims to arbitration; but a stronger restraining nations, but they took esl)ecial care that their
elemcnt than all, attd one underlying and sup- trade, industries, and all commercial exchanges
porting the moral arid religious influences, was a ._hould be "unfettered, unimpeded, and unlcgis-
feeling among the great lx)dy of the people of the lawd upon," and this too whdc all thc rest of the
two nations that war, as a mere busin(_ss transac- civilized world adopted a diametrically opposite

tion," wouhl not pay"; and that the commerce policy. The result was that, though possessing
and trade of thc United States and Great Britain a most restricted territory (about four hundred
are so interlinked and interwoven that a resort to thousand acres of arahlc hind) and a limited pop-
arms would result in permanent and i_waleuh_ble ulation (less thari two millions), they not only
impovcriMHncnt to both countries.- One argu- maintained their independence against the com-
ment, however, in favor of protcctiori, which is bincd hosts of Spain, France and Germany. but
said to take stronger hohl on the popular mind for a time became the dominant naval power of

thau almost any other, is the asserted necessity of the world. Tlmugh not raising a bu-.hel of
artificially stimulating by lcgislation all manner wheat, Holland became the best place for Europe
of domestic industries, mn order that the country to buy grain; though she did not possess an acre
may not bedepemlent oa other nations for ri|artial of forests, there was always more and better
requisites in case of possible forcign war. Thc timber to be obtained in her ports than elsewhere;
first answer to Chis averment is, that whatever and though she smelted no iron, and did not
may have been our condition heretofore, the raise a "sheaf of hemp," her fleets became the
power of production at prescnt in the United best that sailed the seas; and all because, to use
States is so great, so varied, antl so permanently the words of one of her statesmcri (Cornelius De
established, that it is hardly possible to conceive Witt, 174_5), "she had the wealth to pay for these
of a contingericy in which the nation could be in- commodities," and possessed this wealth because
corivenienced by a deficiency of any material trade and all exchanges were left unimpeded.--
requisite for the carrying on of war, with the ex- Why IYS.ceT_._ute is _wt immediagely and uniaersa21y
ception of the two commodities, gold and salt- accepted and adopted. But the question here nat-
petre; and it will not be pretended by any one urally arises, if the above propositions in favor
that the domestic supply of either of these of free trade are correct, and if the doctrine of

articles can be advantageously increased by protection is as false and injurious as it is rep-
restricting their importation. Second, with a resented to be, how happens it that fre_ trade
vigorous, patriotic population, especially if the does not at once meet with univel_al acceptance?
same be supplemented, as in the case of England and how is the adherence of many men of clear
and the United States, with favorable natural intellect and practical experience to the opposite
conditions for defense, that nation, under our doctrine to be accounted for? One of the best

present civilization, will be most invulnerable in answers to these questions was given by the cele-
/
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brated French economist, Bastiat, in an article from the influence of furious and disappointed

writtcn many years ago, entitled "That which , monopolists." It is happily true that Adam
is Seen and That which is not Seen," in which he Smith's anticipations were not realized, and 1liar
showed that protection is maintained mainly by a his teachings largely contributed to a different
view of what the producer gains and a conceal- result. But it is equally true that this result
mcnt of what the consumer loses; and _hat if would haw;been greatly delayed in Great Britain
the Io_es of the million were as patent and pal- had not reform been necc_ssary to prevent revo-
pahle as the profits of the few, no nation would lution on the part of a starviug, discontented
tolerate the system for a single day. Protection people, made hungry and discontented by re
accumulates upon a single point the good which strictions on trade, which in turn made food dear
it effects,while the evil which it inflicts is infused and employment scarce. _ In the United States

throughout the community as a whole. The first the greatest obstacle to the adoption of free
resuh strikes the eye at once; the latter requires trade, in common with many other economic
some investigation to become clearly perceptihle, reforms--such as pertain to currency, banking,
Mankind also divide themselves into two classes bankrupt laws, local taxation, and the like--has
--producers and consumers, buyers and sellers, been the continued and remarkable prosperity
Tite interest of producersand sellers is that prices of the country, consequent, not upon legislation,
shall be high, or that there shall be scarcity; the but upon the utilization by the people of their

interest of consumers and buyers is that prices great natural resources, their energy, their skill
shall be low, or that there shaU be abundance, in the invention and use of labor-saving ms-

Every person will at onc__,admit that it is for the chinery, and the continued influx of the capital
general interest that there shall be abundance, and population of other countries. The_ con-
rather than scarcity. But in the case of ind,vid- difions have in times past made the people of the
uals controlling large agencies for produetmn, United States so indifferent to influences and
their interest as producers and sellers of large results which in ahnost any other country would
quantities of commodities may be made greater have l)een pregnant with national disaster, that
than their interest as consumers, if by the aid the nation at large may he said t(i have actually
of legislation the price of what they produce preferred to endure many economic evils ralhcr
ean be raised, by discriminating laws, dispropor- than devote time to their consideration, and meet
tionatelyover what they consume, or to thecost of the political issties contingent upon attempted
production. Men of this class are generally rich change or reformation. One striking itlu._tratiou
beyond the Average of the community, and there- of this state of affairs is to bc found in the
fm'e influential in controlling legislation and in matter of the losses through the dc,.truction of
determining fiscal policies; _,nd it is but natural property by fire, in the United States. The._e
that in so doing they should consult their own losses exceed, comparatively and absolutely, those
interests rather than the interests of the masses, experienced in any other country, and at pre._ent
--It is not generally known that Adam Smith, exceed on an average $100,000,000 per annum.
after writing his unanswerable argument in If products of the various industries of the
favor of free trade in his " Wealth of Nations," different states could bc galhercd in quantifies
closed the discussion with an expression o f opinion sufficient to represent this valuation--for example,
that to expect that freedom of trade wouhl ever in the form of cloths, furniture, bootsaml shoes,
prevailin Great Britain would be as absurd as to cotton, corn, wheat, tobAcCO, and the like--and
expect that Utopia would ever be there estab- the same be publicly and arbitrarily burned, the

lished; And lie assigns as the main reason for his universal sentiment would be one of horror, and
opinion " the private interests of many individ- that the nation could not annually endure such
uals who irresistibly oppose it," and whose influ- a calamity of loss. But as it is, the masses of
ence he declared could not be overcome.. And the people are absolutely indifferent to the sub.

lie draws this picturc of the danger which threat- ject, and do not (:arc to be informed.-- For further
ened any individual who attempts to oppose the information on the subjcct of frcc trade, reference
claims of the manufacturers, which all must may be made to the following pul)lic:ttions. Bas-
recognize as equally applicable to the present ti'Ws Sophisms of the Prot_cti_mist_; Grosvenor.

]b'otect ? Prof.W.G. Sumner, Lec-Does Protectio_
s_ "The member of parliament," he says,

-_wno supporta every proposal for strengtheniag turea on the Hi_to_T of Protection _n the Um'te,d

j monopoly, is sure to acquire great reputation for States ; Fawcett, Free Trade aJ_d Prot+,,,tbm ;
• $_L, understanding trade, but also great popularity Thompson, A Caterhi_m of the Corn Law_ London

'" _ -and influence with an order of men who_e mem- (scarce); tIorace White, The TaJ_ff Questio_; Re-

bcrs and wealth render them of great importance, ports of the Specbd Commissio_er ef the Revel_ ue of
If lie opposes them, on the contrary, and, still the 17uitedStataq. 1865-70; J. S. Moore, The Parsee
more, if lie have authority enough to be able to Letters, and Friendly Serrfw_ to t]w P_vtecli_,d._t
thwart them, neither the most acknowledged Manufactu¢'ers of the t5_ited States; Lieber, JVotes
probity, nor the highest rank, nor 1he greatest on the Falh_cies Peculiar to Americ_t_t Protectiom:_ts;

public services, can protect him fi'om the most and the wlrious treatises on political economy by
infamous abuse and detraction, from personal Perry, WAlker, J. S. Mill, Macleod, Cairnes, etc.

insults, nor sometimes from real danger arising [Compar, • tim article PitOTECTm_ in this Cyclo-
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pa_dia, vol. iii., in which the argument for 'the sentiments of justice and the need of peace, have
protective system will be found. ED.] laid down as a principle the inviolability of

DA_'ID A. WELLS. frontiers, adding that to secure it in every way
frontiers should not be too greatly extended.

FRELINGHUYSEN, Theodore, was born at An excellent maxim for the recognition of this
Milltown, iN_. J., blarch '28, 1787, and died at New inviolability is in reality respect for the property
Brunswick, N. J., April 12, 1862. He wasgradu- of others. Inviolability of conscience, inviolabil-
ated at Princeton in 1804,was admitted to the bar it), of domicile, invtolability of frontiers: these
in 1808, served as United States senator 1829-3:_, three principles flow _uecessively fromeach other,
was chancellor of New York university 1839--50, and are the first sign and tile greatest character-
and president of Rutgers college 1850-62. lie istic of civilization.--A definitely marked and
was the candidate of the whig party for vice-pres, respected frontier is, with independence, the first
ident in 1844. -- See Chambers' Memoirs of Fre- condition of existence for a state. Grotius who
l*nghuysen. A.J. has laid down ttle best principles on this subject,

• and Vattel who has developed Grotius at length,
FREMONT, John Charles, was born at have both sought thc surest rules for determining

Savannah, Ga., Jan. 21, 1813, was graduated at the fl'onticrs of countries. Botl! these writers
Charleston college in 1830, and entered the are most occupied with defensive frontiers, such
army as second lieutenant in lb38. He distin- as mountains, lakes, rivers, streams and the
guishcd himself in the Mexican war (see ANNEXA- sea, which Grotius calls natural and sufficient

TIO._S, IV.), and in the exploratit)n of the Rocky boundaries. But these limits which seem to pre-
mountains le148--.53, was United States senator sent most security still offer many subjects of
from California (free-soil) 1_51-3; and was the quarrel between bor(lering states. The following
republican candidate for president in 1856. In are the principal rules laid down in this regard
1864 he was nominated for president l)y the by the authors whom we have just named: If
"radical men" of the republican party at Cleve- therc is a river or a stream between two'states,

land, but declined in favor of Lincoln. He was the boundary is in the middle of this river or
a major general of volunteers 1861-3. and is now stream, unless the first occupant had obtained
(1881) governor of the territory of Arizona. _ 1)o._sessiot_ ot theentire watercourse and had made
See Bigelow's Life of_rd_lwl_t; Savage's Repre- his exclusive right recognized by the people sub-
sentatiee Melt. 273; Upham's Life of Frd_wnt; 9 sequently established on the opposite bank.
AllaT_ttc Monthly. A.J. Otherwise it is acknowledged that the two states

bordering on the river meant to take the middle

FRONTIERS. The European system of bal- of the stream as frontier. In whatever way
ance of power places among the first elements of a navigable rivet' is owned, navi_?'ation should
peace an equalization as perfect as possible of be free for states on both banks; each has rile
the territ-ries and forces of the different states, right to erect defensive works, but is not al-
thus con(_emning invasion of frontiers and con- lowed to construct any industrial establishments
quest. Grotius (in book iii., chap. xv.)advises which may throw the current of the water
tim state ag'tinst too great an extension of terri- toward the other side. If the stream makes ai-

tory. Vattel (book ii., chap. vii.) says that the luwal deposits on one of its banks, this in-
frontiers of states should be carefully settled, crease is to theprofit of the favored side, without

since the least usurpation of foreign territory is the middle of thc river ceasingto serve as frontier.
unjust. )Iontesquieu (bo_)k ix., chap. vi.) writes But in case of avulsion, that is to say, if an ira-
of the defensive force of states as follows: portant portion of territory be torn away by
"To have proper power a state must be of such the river which then flows over a certain extent

size that there shall be due proportion between of this invaded tcrritory, the first proprietor
the rapidity with which an enterprise undertaken retains his right to this piece of his property
against it may be executed and the promptitude always recognizable, the river belongs to him
with which the state cttn baffle this attack." altogether, in so far as it occupies the place of
Among the laws of Nnma is free which prohibits the detached piece of land, and the middle of the
all shedding of blood at the sacrifices to the god old bed continues to serve as frontier. The same
Terminus; thus showing, says Plutarch, that there rules art, applicable to lakes; the alluvial deposits
is nothing more efficacious in securing quiet and are to tlw profit of the neighbor to whom the
undisturbed peace than to remain within one's movcmentofthewaterbringsthem;butifthelake

own boundaries, not to be obeyed, which amounts slmuld enter into some valley and form a gulf
to saying that Numa directed men not to struggle there, the frontier line drawn through the lake in
for bouudaries--a command just enough, perhaps, its old bed is not thereby displaced, and the gulf
from the point of view of attack, but of little val- belongs altogether to the country where itis found.
ue when there is question of defense, and singular Tile course of a stream or river flowing from a take
enough Io lind in the beginning of Roman society, mlty not be obstructed at its issue by the proprietor
--Thus legislators and publicisL_, for different rea- of the territory whcre the lake ends. Thiswould
sons, but rea.-ons drawn from the indel)endcnce be to expose the inhabitants along the higher
of nations at|d the preservation of states, from banks of the lake to suffer from high water thrown
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t_mk on their shores by too high a dam. On the FRONTIERS, Natural Natural frontiers is
other hand, the proprietor of the lower counU T an expression which geography has lent to pol-
might be exposed to serious damage by too abuw itics, and which should have its place in the
dant and rapid a flow of water. It is for the states history of tile polilical ideas of our century.-
menaced by these various dangers to agree to Forty or fifty years ago the system of natural
guard against them. The sea belongs to all na- frontiers was very warmly debated. It was pre-
tions, and a frontier line could not be determined tended that geography itself had determined the
anywhere as in lakes and rivers. Still, Bodin, limits of states, that mountains and rivers were
in his " Republic," tried to establish as a principle limits established by nature to determine the ques-
that the ownership of each coast power extends tion of property between nations. The natural
over tbe open sea to a distance of thirty leagues boundaries of France, for example, were the Pyre-
from land. But to give this right a real existence nees, the Alps and tim Rhine; site had then aright
it would be neeessat T for nations to recognize to take possession of Belgium, andof the left bank
and enforce it. But their coasts, with tim bays, of the Rhine as far as its mouth. This was not
roadsteads, ports and all the rights of fishing, usurpation on her part; it was the application of
salt works and establishments for commerce, in- a principle of natural right. That is the manner
dustry and defense, belong naturally and indis- in which under the empire and again also under
putably to maritime countries. Straits whmh the restm'ation it was the duty of every good
serve to connect two seas are considered free by Frenchman to understand geography. It is true
right. They are declared common property like that on the other side of the Rhine geography
the open sea, and arc not to be closed not' inter- was not understood in the same way. The Rhine,
fered with; in one word, they arc not to belong instead of being a river forming the boundary
in any way to any particular people. In 1667, between France and Germany, was a river en-
when the United Provinces recognized implicitly tirely German, and its valley itself, from its
in England, in accordance with her claims in the source to its mouth, was also entirely German.
treaty of Breda, the sovereignty of the seas which Alsace by this claim should belong to Germany;
surrounded her, by recognizing as of right partic- France should stop at the _'osges. Lorraine
ular honors to the English flag, Louis XIV. was itself, according to some geographical line or
formally opposed to naming the straits the Eng- other, less visib'e upon the map than the Vosgea
fish channel. _Such are the most important are, should also belong to Germany. Its two
principles established by publicists of authority principal rivel_, the Moselle and the Meuse, run
concerning defensive frontiers. As to other toward the Rhine.--It is a curious thing, but I
boundaries we must appeal to the general prin. have never seen a single nation which, by virtue
ciple recommended by Vattel, that too much care of the system of natural frontiers, has dreamt of

can not be shown in fixing boundaries. In fact, restricting its possessions and its limits. It is al-
whenever this precaution has not been taken ways for the purpose of extending its empire that
there have remained between neighboring states each nation studies in geography its natural
secret causes of misunderstanding which sooner boundaries. It places them ahvays beyond its

or later produce their fatal effects. Vattel re- territory, never within it.- IIence the doubts
marked that in consequence of not having fol- which I have had for a long time concerning the

lowed this principle scrupulously in the treaty of excellence of the system of natural frontiers; not
Utrecht, France and England entered afterward that I pretcnd absolutely that thereare no natural

into a disastrous war on the question of the limits. I willingly recognize that the MeditelTa-
boundaries of their respective possessions in nean on the south and the ocean on the west are
America. In the nineteenth century a certain the natural limits of France. Do these natural
number of disputed boundaries have been settled frontiem prevent her f_om posscming, by a very
_ordecided by arbitration, a_, for example, in 1872, good title, Algeria? Did not England, during
the ownership of the isle of San Juan near Van- the hundred years war, possess, despite her nat-
couver's island, which had been in dispute since ural frontiers, a gTeat portion of France? And
l._'_t6.-- After having secured the safety of the how many different countries does she stiUpos-

m,tion, frontiers sttouhl not become a barrier sess beyond the seas! Where arc then the nat-
•_cparating it from the rest of the world and pre- ural frontiers of England? Try to confine her

venting its development. From this point of within them. What does this expression mean
view they are becoming more and more effaced which admits of such different applications?
every day. Treatiesof commerce and navigation, Must this system be regarded as an old discredited

the need which each people feels of things htck- theory, aml worthy of the discredit into which it
ing in its own country and abounding in others, has fallen? Must it be believed that there are

tile communication of ideas, and the diffusion of only political frontiers, determined by the vary-
knowledge, all impel men to go out of their own ing law of treaties, and dependent upon the
country; and railways, steam navigation and tcle- chancesof war? Have only the workings of force
graphs constrain them to open their frontiers and of hazard a share in the destiny of nations?
at a thousand points in order to obtain free access H,_s not geography _lso its influence? -- I grant
to each other, that the|'e are upon the surface of the earth places

O. CHAmTSF-JX. more or less great in extent, which seem separated
i
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from each other by seas, mountains and rivers, [ could while asleep cross five or six states. Aro
and which form, thanks to these boundaries, dis- / there then no longer frontiers in Europe? As-

tinct domains. Nations willingly occupy these / suredly there are, but frontiers which one runs
distinct domains, calling them their countries. _ the risk of not noticing unless he pays great
But we must not believe that these countries are attention, or unless tile customs officer comes to
territories always having the same extent and the warn him that he has passed into another court.
same configuration. There are ordinarily upon try. Custom houses tend each day to become
the confines of these domains, more or less sepa- more and more the only natural and visible
rated from each other, more or less clearly as- frontiers which exist in Europe. I do not advo-
signed to such or such a people, uncertain tracts cate the unity of Europe. Far from it. Europe

which seem to belong to both the neighboring is already rather monotonous. She has the
nations, and which through chance fall some- monotony of civilization; make her a unit, and
times to the lot of one nation and sometimes to she will have the monotony of servitude. What
that of the other, It is.toward these doubtful she preserves of liberty is by reason of her want

countries that ambition and the spirit of conquest of unity. -- Natural frontiers to-day are the need_
are directed. -- The states which are the best and and the wishes of tile people. Place the Alps

most naturally bnumled have sides open and upon the Vosges and all that height of mount-
wanting in natural defenses. As for instance, ains will not prevent Alsace from being French,
France, on the north. It must be said that these because such is her interest, such is her deter.
natural defenses--seas, mountains, rivers--have, mined wish. Place the Rhine on the northern

according to the times and the spirit of the peo- frontier of France; if the inhabitants of the
ple, very differeut uses. There are times when Rhenish provinces do not wish to be French; if
tile sea separates nations, and there are times the ideas, the laws, the administration of Prance
when it unites them. IIoraec called the ocean do not ple._se them, it will be difficult to affirm
the great divider of nations; we c:tll it, on the that tile Rhine is the natural frontier of France;
contrary, the bond of the world. There are times aaturc will yield to the will of man; for such is
when mountains are crossed only with infinite the destiny of our century, that the will of the
txouble. It was necessary to be a Hercules or a people is stronger than all fortresses, than all
.*lannibal to cross the Alps; in these days of dis- mountains, than all rivers, than all lines of de-
union and division, one side of a mountain is marcation, natural or not. --Do you think that if
aJtogether different from the other. The sides Belgium is some (lay united to France, it will be
differ in Janguag( _, in manners and in ideas. A_ because the Rhine and the Meuse are the natural
nations have the bad habit of hating all Ihe more frontiers of France? No, tile Meuse is no more
that which they undcrstand the least, the pcol)]c a natural fl'onticr of France than tile Oise or
of the two opposite sides emulate each other in the Somme. Belgium will be united to France
mutual hatred,and they do not bear the fatigue of because she has the same interests of commerce,
crossing the mountain except to go and fight tlmir of industry aud of libe,'ty. A. frontier to.day ia
neig_lbors on the other side. I)o not let us speak the opposition and tile contrast of two peoples.
too ill of war; it is war ordinarily that com- It is not tile Pyrenees which separate France
mences to open mountains; but once opcned by from Spain, it is the difference in manners and
war, the mountains are open also to commerce; customs. ]_Iountains could, during a long time,
merchants pass where soldiers have passed; en- serve as frontiers, when the nations were divided
gineers follow; they mark out paths over tlmse and hostile: mountains were titan ramparts: but
steep mountains. We are astonished, in descend- these ramparts, like those of St. Queutin, of
ing from the Jura into the valley of the lake of Leipzig and of Frankfort, the hand of civilization
Geneva, by a succession of magnificent views has battered down, as a very long time ago it
varying at each turn of the road. So much for battered down the old feudal castles, where vol-
those inaccessible peaks which must separate ha- uutary captivity alone could guarantee safety.
tions! A calTiage drive is all that is necessary to Mihtary dungeons, city ramparts, natural front-
cross them; where are the natural frontiers?-- It iers, are all obsolete expressions, which I)elong to
is the same story for rivers as for mountains, the past and have nothing to do with the future.
How far we are trom the time when A,'axes was --The wi.-h to fix the hmmdaries of France by
indignant at the bridge which united the two the Jura, the Vosges and the Ardennes, or to ex

banks, tn_l_tem indigT_t_s A_'axe,s. The rivers tend it to the Rhine, is a pretension equally out of
running under bridges no longer separate eoun- date; it is a forgetfulness of the spirit of our

tries; they unite them; they are bonds instead of century, in which frontiers are made by the will
being obstacles; where then, once more, are the of nations, and no longer by nature. Man n(>
natural frontiers?--To these abolitions of o[, longer obeys nature, nature obeys man. A na-
stacles, that is, frontiers, add tlmt last and great- tinn's destiny is no longer determined by its

est abolition of space, the speed of the railways, geography; it imposes upon geography the laws
and what do you say now of the scl)aration of of its own will. -- Nations make their frontiers;

states? If governments would only practice more nations themselves sometimes raise up barriers
and more the good habit of not awakening tray- between themselves and their neighbors, and

elers, to ask their passports at the fronticz, we sometimes destroy the barrios which separate_
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them from a friendly nation; nations themselves congress ever undertaken to pass any genera}
close or open their territory to one another, and interstate extradition law. The only real argu-
recede from or approach one another ready to ment in favor of the power and duty of con-
take up arms to repulse whoever would wish to gress to pass a general fugitive slave law, was
prevent these unions or these divorces, equally the absence of any such common self-interest, to
peaceable, equally legitimate, provided their wills induce the northern states to execute faithfully
have strength and .perseverance. Such is the the fugitive slave provision of the constitution,
new state of the world, as that which was usually certain to induce all

SAINT-MARc GIRARDII_I. tlle states to smTender fugitive criminals --I.
The first fugitive slave law, entitled "An acl

FUGITIVE SLAVE LAWS (12_ U. S. His- respecting fugitives from justice, and persons

TORY). Before the American revolution the escaping from the service of their masters," orig-
black race in the colonies had generally been inated in the senate, passed the ]louse without

impressed with the artificial character, in the eye debate by a vote of 48 to 7, and was approved by
of the law, of property. (See SLAVERY.) Within President Washington, Feb. 12, 1793. It was in

his own colony an owner bad the same right to four sections. The first two, applying to fugitive
reclaim his slave as to reclaim any other stolen, criminals, merely specified the manner in which
lost or estray property; but tim reclamation of a the demand was to be made upon the governor,
slave who had escaped to another colony depend- and made no attempt to enforce a surrender of
ed upon the intercolonial comity which permitted the criminal, if it should be refused. An ab-
it. Nor was there any legal authority to reclaim stract of the last two sections, respecting fugi-
fugitive sin,yes under the articles of confedera- tives from labor, is as follows: 3, the owner,
tion, except that which was, perhaps, implied in his agent or attorney, was empowered to seize his
confining to " tile free inhabitants of these fugitive slave, take him before a circuit or district
states" the enjoyment of "the privileges and court of the United States, or before any nmgis-
immunities of free citizens in theseveral states." trate of the county, city or town corporate,
Reclamations of fugdtive slaves, though rare, wherein the arrest should be made, and make
sometimes occurred, but were still dependent on proof by oral testimony or affidavit of his owner-

interstate comity. In the formation of the con- ship, and the certificate_tlmreof l)y the judge or
stitution by the convention of 1787, it seems to magistrate was to be sufficient warrant for the
have been an implied part of one of the compro- remowfl of the fugitive to the state or territory
raises (see COYrPROMISES, III) that a provision from which lie had fled; 4, rcscue, coneeahnent

should be inserted tbr the reclamation of fugitive or obstructing the arrest of a fugitive slave were
slaves. "By this settlement" [compromise], said made offenses liable to a fine of $500 --Before
C. C. Pinckney, in the South Carolina conven- 1815 the increase of the domestic slave trade
lion, "we have obtained a right to recover our from the border states to the extreme south had

slaves in whatever part of America they nmy brought out complaints of the kidnapping of free
take refuge, which is a right we had not before, blacks in the borde? free states, nnder pretense
In short, considering all circumstance% we have that they were fugitive slaves. In 1817,a senate
made the best terms for ttle security of this spe- committee reported a bill to modify the law, but

cies of property it was in our power to make. it was never considered. The following year the
We would have made better if we could; but, on Baltimore Quakers renewed the question by a
the whole, I do not think them bad." Tile result petition to congress for some security to free

was the fugitive slave provision. (See CONSTITIJ- blacks against kidnapping. Oil t.he other band,
TION, Art. IV.. § 2, ¶ 3.) In this, slaves were the border slave states complained of the in-
indirectly called "persons held to service or creased insecurity of slave property, andamember
labor in one state, under the law,J thereof." The of the house from Virginia introduced a bill to

provision was mandatory, but upon no particular increase the efficiency of tile fugitive slave law.
officer or branch of the government; it simply It was intended to enable tile claimant to prove
directed that the fugitive "shall be delivered up, his title before a judge of his own state, and thus
on claim of the party to whom such service or to become entitled to an executive demand upon
labor may bedue." If this was only a direction the governor of the state in which the fugitive
to the states, it is evident that the only recourse had taken refuge; and to any writ of lud_ea, cot-

for relief under it was to state courts; and that, pus it was to be a sufficient return-_t the pris-
if a state should refuse or neglect to execute and oner was held under the provisions of_this act.
obey this provision of the constitution, there was Efforts to amend the bill by securing the full ben-
no remedy. Such has steadily been held as the efit of the writ of habeas corpMs to the fugitive,

construction of the kindred provision, as to extra- and by making the state courts of the state in
dition of criminals, immediately preceding the which the arrest was made the arbiter of title.
fugitive slave provision, and couched in much were voted down, and the bill was carried, Jan.
the same language. Though the surrender of 30, 1818, by a vote of 84 to 69. In the senate i_
criminals has sometimes been refused, as by Mas- was passed, March 12_ with amendments requir-
sachusetta in the Kimpton case in August, 1878, ing other proofs than the claimant's affidavit, and
no further remedy has been sought for, nor has limiting the existence of the act to four years.
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April I0 the house refused to consider the bill to aid and assistwhen required;8, on ai_avit
_urther. The greatobjectionto the act of 1793 beforeany officerauthorized to administer an
was its attempt to impose service, under the act, oath, United States courtsor commissioners were

,upon magistrates who were officials of the states, to give the claimant a certificate anti authority to
not of the federal government, ,.nd who could remove his fugitivc slave whence liehad eat.aped;
not therefore properly be called upon to execute in no case was the testimony of the fugitive to
federal laws. The question was brought before be admitted in evidence; and the certiflcal¢, with
the supreme court (in the case of Prigg vs. the seal of the court, was to lie conclusive evi-
Pennsylvania, cited below), as follows. The dence of the claimant's title, thus cutting off any
state of Pennsylvania had passed an act provid- real benefit of the writ of ]t_tbeas co_Tm_ from the

ing a mode for the rendition of fugitive slaves fugitive; 7, imprisomnent .for six months, a fine
to their owners by state authorilicq, and making of $1,000, and civil damages of $'t,000 to the
the seizure of furtive slaves in any other way claimant, were to be the punishmc._t for obstruct-
a felony. One P,'igg, as agent of a Maryland lug an arrest, attempting a rescue, or harboring a
slave owner, found a fugdtive slave in Pcnnsyl- fugiUve after notice; 8, commismoners were tobe
ranis, and, when the h)eal magistrate refused to paid fees of $10 when a certificate was granted,
_award her to him. can'ied her off to Maryland and of $5 when their decision was in favor of

vi et armi,. For this he _as indicted in Pennsyl- the alleged fugitive; foes of other officers were
vania, and the two states amicably agreed that to follow the rules of the court; 9, on affidavit

judgment should be entered against him, in order by tim claimant that he apprehended a rescue,
_,hat an appeal might be taken to the supreme the marshal was not to surrender the fugitive to
,court. Tim supreme court, as its opinion was the claimant at once. but was first to take him to

given by Story, held that the Pennsylvania statute the state whence he bad fled, employing any as-
was unconstitutional; that the power to legislate sistancenecessary to overcome the rescuing force;

-on this subject was exclusively in congress; but 10, any claimant, by affidavit before any court of
that the duty of executing federal laws could not record in his own state or territory, might obtalin
be imposed upon state magistrates or officers, a record with a general description of the fugitive,

'Taney, dissenting in part, held that tile constitu- and an authenticated cop)" of such record was to
_ion was a part of the supreme law of every state, be conclusive evidence, on proof of the identity
which the state could enforce, but could not ab- of the fugitive, for issuing a certificate in any
rogatc or alter; and that the right of a master to state or territory to which the slave had fled.--
_ize his fugitive slave wa_ thus a part of the An examination of this long and horribly minute
organic law of each state, which the state could act will show the futility of the most taking and
enforce, but could not abrogate or alter. The popular criticism upon it, that it employed all the
doubts expressed by the court as to the duty of force of the United States in "slave catching."
state magistrates caused the passage by various This was just what the act was bound to do, if
northern legislatures of acts guarding or prohibit, it attempted to enforce the fugitive slave provision
,ing the execution of the fugitive slave law by state of the constitution, and yet avoid the m_po-
magistrates. (See PERSON,kL LIBERTY LAws.)-- sition of the duty upon state officials. _or is
II. The passage of a more effective fugitive slave there any more force in the objection to the

.law was one of the essential teatures of the com- difference in the commissioner's fee for detain

proaiise of 1850 (see CO_IPROMtSES, V.), and ing and for releasing a fugitive: the difference
tonned a p,lrt of the original "omnibusbill." ,ks in fees was the price of the evident differ-
approved by President Fillmore, Sept. 18, 1850, It cnce in the labor involved in the two cases;
consisted of ten sections, an abstract of which is and no accusation was ever brought against a
as follows" 1, the powersof judges under theact commissioner of having sold his honor for the

•of 1793 were now given to United States commis- additional $5.--But the refusal of a juicy trial
stoners ; 2, the territorial courts were also to have to the alleged fugitive, for the ascertainment of
the power of appointing such commissioners; 3, his identity, was a defect so tatal as to make the

all United States courts were so to enlarge the law seem not only unconstitutional, but absolutely
number of commissioners as to give facilities for inhuman. If the alleged fugitive wcre a slave

the arrest of fugitive slaves; 4, commissioners (t. e., property), his value was more than $20,
were to have concurrent jurisdiction with United above wlfich limit the constitution (amendment
States judges in giving certificates to claimants VII.) guarantees a jury trial for title; if lie were
and ordering the removal of fugitive slaves; 5, a free man, his right to a jury trim in a case

United States marshals and deputies were required affecting his lift: or liberty dates from magna char.
to execute writs under the act, the penalty for ta, and is among the rights reserved, by amend-
refusal being a fine of $1,000, the marshM being ment X., from the power of both the United States

further liable on his bond for the full value of and the states "to the people"; and in deny-

.any slave escaping from his custody "with or ing a jury trial in either case congress seems
without the assent" of the marshal or his deputies; to have been an inexcusable trespasser. Webster
the commissioners, or officcrsappointcd by them, proposed, and Dayton, of New Jersey, offered, an
were empowered to (:all the bystanders to help I amendment providing for a jury trial; but this

.execute writs; and all good citizens _ere requircd i was voted down, on the ground that a fttgitive
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slave was property, aud yet that the owner's title Memoir of Rardoul, 729; authorities under articles
was not disputed or in question, so as to require above referred to; the fugitive slave law is in 9
a jury trial. But this was evidently begging the Star. at Large, 462; the act of June 28, 1864, is in
question, for 1, an alleged fugitive, if a free man, 13 8tat. at Large (38th Cong.), 410.
evidently had the right to a jury trial to decide ALEXANDER JOIL'_'STON.
whether he was property or a person; and 2, no
federal law could make the affidavit of a citizen of FUNCTIONARIES• "Public function'lrie_,"

one state so "conclusive" as to exclude entirely says M. Vivien, (Etudes admi_£_trati_.,, p. 43),
the affidavit of a citizen of another state, as any "are the dispensers or instruments of tile power
alleged fugitive might possibly be. Against this of society: through their agency justice is done.
evil feature of the act many northern legislatures knowledge is diffused, order is preserved, taxes
promptly galardcd by passing new or stronger collected, public 1)ropcrty administered, national
"persomd liberty laws." and thus practically wealth increased, and the _ecurity, dignity and
" nullifying" it. (See NULLII*ICATION, PElt- greatness of a country are maintained and guar-
SONAL LIBERTY LAws. ) --The passage of the act anteed.-- Adam Smith, while recognizing the
gave a sudden and great impetus to the se,lr(.h necessity of tile service of functionaries, classed
for fugitive slaves in the north, wifich was ac- them with those laborers lie called _,nprodllclive.
eompanied by various revolting circumstances, Because he did not discern tile product of their
brutality in the captors, bloodshed by the captors labor in any material object, he supposed that no
or captured, or both, and attempted suicide to accumulation of wealth could result from it.
avoid a]Test. From many localities in the uorth, The erroneousness of this opinion has since been
persons who had long been residents were sud- often demonstrated. Iudustri.tl production con-
denly seized and taken south as fugitive slaves; sists in modifying, transporting from one place
and these latter arrests were more efficacious than to another, or transforming, the materials fur
the former in rousing northern opposition to the nished by nature, so as to adapt them to our
law, for they seemed to show that not merely the needs. What it has thus created is not matter,
execution but the principle of the law was uu- a thing wholly beyond lmman power to create,
just and illegal. Margaret Garner's attempted but utility; and to that end it must overcome nb-
murder of her children, in Ohio, to save them stacles of various kinds, among which those which
from slavery, and Anthony Burns' arrest in Bos- arise from the passions of men, and which would
ton, were the cases which made most noise at the arrest production by taking away security, are
time. --The politicalconsequences of the passage among the more considerable and the most diffi-
of the fugitive slavelaw of 1850 were notonly the cult to vanquish. Now the especial mission of
revival at_d enforcement of the personal liberty governments is to institute and apply the guaran-

laws, but the demand, first by the free-soil party, tees indispensable to that security. The function-
and then by the republican party, for the repeal aries they employ for this purpose co-operate
of the fugitive slave law, which the south con- then most certainly in production, whilelaboring
sidered irrepealable, as part of a compromise, to overcome one of thelbrmcipal difficulties which
The success of the republican party, in 1860, llinder its dcvelolnnent, and succeeding to a
by the vote of the north, was therefore construed greater or less d¢'gree in the effort. When this

by secessionists at the south as a final refusal by mission is properly fulfilled, the utility resulting
the north to enforce the compromise of 1850, and from it attaches to man himself, whom it renders
was the principal excuse for secession. _The more restrained in his evil inclin:ltions, more ca-
fugitive slave law was not finally repealed until lightened in regard to his dutie_ and his rigtlts,
June 28, 1864. (See COm'BOMrSES, V., VI.: better disposed to observe the former and defend
SLAVERY; REPUBLICAN PARTY; .ABOLITION, III.; the latter; better fitted, in short, for all tile use-
S_c.ssslor_.)_(I.) See 4 Elliot's /)ehatr.s, 286; 1 ful functions of social life. One can nol, then,
Benton's Deba_* of Conyress, 384, 417; 1 you failtorecognizethatfunctionariesdev¢)tedtosucll

Holst's United States, 310; Prigg vs. Pennsyl- a mission take a considerable part in the produe-
vania, lfl Pet., 539; 6 Benton's Debates of CoT_gres#, tion and accumulation of the utilities of human
43, 107, 177; the act of Feb. 12, 1793, is in 1 St.at. creation which constitute wealth; but it would

at l.,arye, 302. (II.) See 16 Benton's Debate,, of not lie necessary hence to conclude that their co-
(.bngress, 593; 2 Benton's Thirty _'ears' View, 773; operation is the more efficacious as they are more
5 8tryker's America1_ l_#iaer, 547, 550; B_t- numerous aud their fietd of action more extendcd,
chanaa'sAdmi_tzstratioa, 16;Tyler'sLifeofTaney, for this conclusion would be contrary to the
282, 392; Ableman vs. Booth, 21 How., 506; 2 truth; and here a distinction, which appears to us

Wiison's Ease and 17hll of the 81ave P_,we_', 291- important, should be made between functionaries
387, 4,35; Schuckers' Life of Ghase, 123, 171; 2 and other workers.- All labors governed by
Webster's Works, 558. and 5:854; Moses Stuart's liberty, that is to say, originating in individual
Conacim_ and [he Co_titutior_; Still's Under- activity and its voluntary combinations, are sub-
ground 2?,aitroad., 348; Stevens' History of An- jeer, in their development and their results, to
tlw_ly Burns; 1 Greeley's American Conflict, 210; natural laws which observation has caused to be
2 A. El. Stephens' War Between the States, 674 (in recognized; but the Inborn of functionaries, gov.
the Declaration of Sooth Carolina); Hamilton's erned by authority, that is, by men invested with
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the power of constraining the will, ao not ten- not then remunerated with reference to their real
,erally fall under the operation of these laws. A value, for this value is not discussed and deter-
_ew indications will suffice to give an idea of the mined by agreement between the one who fur-
difference and even of tile frcquentopposition of nishes it and tile one who pays for it., and tlle
the conditions which govern these two classes of determination of its amount is the result of esti-
labor. -- Free labor has as it._determining cause mates almost inevitably erroneous or partial.
xbe various needs every one experiences and saris- Finally, the principal causes of the continued ira.
ties at his will, according to the extent of his re- provements in free labor are not operative in the
source_: it can not, in its various applications, case of the labor of functionaries, for tile latter
.take any .greater development than comports with lack the stimulus of self-interest, which, in public
the extent of the various classes of wants to which functions, is better satisfied by cauvassing and by
it responds, for no workman has the power to intrigue than by improvement in the service.
make others accept products or services which Besides, they lack the stimulus of competition
.do not suit them, nor to oblige them to pay for and tile certainty of a recompense exactly propor-
more than they require. In the absence of all tioned to the services rendered. It is evident that
•constraint or hindrance, every service, whether it the labors of functionaries are not assimilable, in
be of labor or of exchange, is necessarily remu- scarcely any respect, to free labors, and that the
nerated by reason of its real value, that is to say, one class could not, in political economy, be con-
the value generally recognized. If a class of founded with the other; nor could they be con-
serviecs increases faster titan the condition of the sidered as subject to tile same general laws with-
.corresponding wants requires, the value of such out opening the way to many errors. _ Another
services falls, and laborers tend to withdraw from conclusion from the preceding indications is, that
this class. If, on the contrary, a class of services the labors of functionaries are subject to condi-
is not sufficiently extensive relatively to the lions incomparably less favorable to their im-
.demand for them, their value rises and the ten- provement titan those which govern free labor;
dency is for new workmen to immediately devote and experience fully confirms, on this point, the
themselves to them. Thus freedom insures to indications of theory, for improvements in organ-
every one a part of the general product equal to ization or methods of procedure are as rare in
the recognized value of his co operation, and it the public service as they are frequent in free
maintains, better than could otherwise be main- labors. The latter are constantly transformed or
rained, a constant proportion between each branch modified under the impetus of discoveries in set-
of labor and the wants it is d_signed to satisfy, cnce or of a constantly stimulated spirit of invert-
Under this rfigime every worker has a lively inter- lion, and there is scarcely an innovation adopted
est, in his special sphere of activity, in multiplying the effect of which is not to increase their pro-
-and perfecting his services, because the recom- duetiveness. The former, on the contrary, are
pease from them incre_es with his success in distinguished by a sort of immutability, which is
increasing their importance, and because, on the rarely disturbed except at revolutionary epochs,
,other hand, they would _on fall in value and be and the innovations which are made at such times
.neglected if they became inferior to those of his are far from always constituting true progress.
•competitors. Hence arises, among all laborers, an As to the results of labors, such is the inferiority
-energetic and persevering emulation, the assured of those directed by public authority that we
result of which is a constant improvement in the may affirm, without the least fear of exaggerating,

-quality of work, and tlle progressive increase, as that if free production employed as many facul-
well in quantity as in importance, of all the see. ties and resources to obtain, on the whole, so
-vices we mutually render and Whose pro_tucts few useful results, it would not succeed in
.constitute our wealth.--Such are the most gcn- satisfying a tenth part of the wants for which
,eral conditions which govern free labor. But the it provides. This consideration alone would
ease is quite otherwise with the labors of func- authorize us to conclude that nations which un-
tionaries. The determining cause of these is the derstand their own interests should endeavor to
needs freely manifested by each of the individu- reduce as much as po_ible the number of public
.als by which society is composed ; it is in the employments, or, in other terms, the functions of
.will, that is to say, in the opinions, the views, their governments; because all the branches of
'the passions of the men invested with authority, activity which they allow, without absolute ne-
and in the real or pretended needs which they eessity, to be taken away from the domain of
su/ypose, with more or less reason and disinterest- individual initiative and liberty, and made an
•edness, to exist among the population. These apanage of authority, lose, by that very fact, the
labors are not then necessarily proportioned to greater part of their usefulness. But the neces-
the extent of the corresponding needs, for this sity of restricting, as far as possible, the number
,extent is determined only by arbitrary estimates of public employments and functionaries appears
which are more or less independent of the assent much greater still, if one observes all the evil
of those interested, and also more or less well results of the contrary system. Among the latter
grounded. Again, those for whom tile services results may be counted the tendency of the sys-
are destined, have not the option of refusing them tem to make people lose the habit of personal
_r of hmiting the quantity. These servioesare effort and the feeling of responsibility, and to
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withdraw as much as possible from all indi- not so applied in the United States.--" The fund-
vidua, initiative and expect everything of the ing of a debt," according to Mr. J. S. Gibbons,

government. At the same time this system leads "consists in dividing it into parts, or shares, which
_o the creation of an immense number of offices are represented by certificates, and on whmh in-
lr pubiic employments, and multiplies to a dan- terest is paid to the holder. These certificates are

serous degree that portion of the population known as stock, or bonds, indifferently." The
which, aspiring to live on governmental favors or term "funding," as it is used in the laws of the
the income from taxation, employs all means United States, signifies the conversion of floating
to that end----corruption, intrigue, solicitation, or temporary indebtedness into indebtedness hav-

mendicity, _mcutes, revolutions, counter-revolu- ing a longer time to run before maturity. (See
tions, etc. It thus substitutes, on a vast scale, a act of Feb. o_, 1862.) Funding in this sense may
harmful activity for a useful activity, and renders consist in converting floating debt, or evidences
infinitely more difficult, more precarious and more of public debt bearing no interest (such as United
onerous the maintenance of security. Finally, it States notes), into interest-bearing bonds, or it may
contributes greatly to increase public expenses, consist in convertingone form of interest-bearing

E. J. L.. Tr. A. CLI_MENT. bonds or notes into another form having a longer
time to run. -- "Refunding," as the term is used

FUND, FUNDING, ]REFUNDING. In fi- in lawsof the United States, signifies the renewal,
nance, "fund" signifies a sum of money set apart or continuance in a new form, of debt that has
for some specific purpose, or a source whence once been funded anti has matured or i_ about to
money maybe obtained. In England the national mature. (See title of act of July 14, 1870.)
debt is called "the funds," The term "funds" is HA£D._ S_ITH.

G

AG LAWS. (See P_"rrrm_¢.) It is rather proposed to here consider under theterm "Gambettism" that phase of the develop-

GALLATIN, Albert, was born at Geneva, ment of republicanism, and especially of the

_witzerland, Jan. 29, 17__61,and died at Astoria, political organization by which republicanism is
N. Y., Aug. 12, 18_9._. He was .graduated at the sustained in France, with which M. Gambctl;,
university of Geneva in 1779, emigrated to Amer- has been conspicuously identified.--It is not to be
ica, was instructor in Harvard in t782, and set- denied that the French republic of to-day i_ very
tied in western Pennsylvania in 1785. He took different from either of those which l)receded it.
part in the whisky insurrection, was elected Although the government of nalional defense,
United States senator but was unseated by' the organized by insurrection on the morrow of the

federalist majority, and served in the house as a capture of Napoleon III. at Sedan, p['oclaimed
democrat 179,5-1801. He was secretary of the the republic in name, the republic as it now
treasury 1802-14 (see ADMINISTRATIONS), negoti- exists may with reason be said to have proceeded
ated the treaty of Ghent in 1814, and remained not from revolution but from evolution. It has
abroad until 1827, as minister to France (1815), come into existence because of a general a_Jd

and Great Britain (1826). He then became a growing sense on the part of the French people
bank president in New York City. (See WhisKY that it was the only practicable form of govern-
INSURRECTION; DEMOCRATIC PARTY; FEDERAL ment for their much-tried country. It has grad-

PARTY, I.)--See 6 MaiT_ Hist. Cog.; II. Adams' ually won the respect and to a certain degree the
Life of Gallatiu, and Writings of Gallati_ affections of a steadily increasing number of the

people of France, and has come to be regarded
GAMBETTISII[. The term "Gambetlism," as the surest and most stable guaranty of order,

frequently met with in current political discus- prosperity, progress and general freedom. Based
siGn in France, has a meaning not very well de- upon universal suffrage, it is sustained by a large

fined, nor generally very flattering to the man numerical majority of the voters; it counts its firm
from whose name it is derived. It is more fre- supporters among all classes; it has enlisted in its
quently on the lips and the pens of the enemies service the best talent, the ripest experience, the
than of the friends or admirers of :M. Gambetta. most ardent patriotism of the nation; it has estab-

Usually it suggests the pursuit of an extreme am- lished itself as the recognized form of govern.
bition by methods of doubtful character and ment, the valid and sufficient representative of

tinged in some de_'ree with pretension verging the national life, and it has apparently practically
_on hypocrisy. It is not in this sense that the I extinguished the factions which, during the first

term is used in this article, nor, so used, could it i yeai_ of its existence, labored, struggled and'_dford a proper sabject of discussion in this work. plotted to overthrow it, and on its rmns to erect
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a royal or impelial throne. Judged by any tests first strain of pure French blood being introduced
which can be fairly applied, the French republic in it with his mother, a woman of marked inteI-
bids as fair to hold its own as any government on ligence and unusually interested in political

the continent of Europe. That it is secure from affairs. His education was that commonly given
overthrow by revolution orby usurpation it would to French youth of his generation, first in a
be rash to predict. That it may not be able to Jesuit preparatory school, then in a provincial
withstand the peculiar influences that have so lycJe. At eighteen, with his mother's aid, he
often swept away the governments of France with- deserted the commercial life to which his father
in she last hundred years: that tile French people had destined him, and went to Paris to study law

may tire of it ; that it may involve itself in danger- at the Sarbonnc, whence he was graduated with
ous foreign complications, and be ruined by at- honor. He made rapid progress inhis profession,
tempts to satisfy the passions rather than tile real entering fil_t the office of the noted criminal law-
needsof the countlT--allthis is possible, anti there yer, Maitre Lachaud, and later that of Maitre
is even evidence that it is probable. But that the Cr_mieux, the Ia_3"er who had the most exten-
republic is more firmly grounded than any preced- sine Jewish clierdJle in Paris. Gambetta attlacled
ing government; that it is in the direct line of the attention by his defense of Greppo, a deputy
march of events for tim last eentuD,; that, if it arbitrarily banished by. Napoleon III; by his
fall, the requirements of the French nation and defense of Delescluze, the editor of the Re;veil,
of the age will tend to its re-establishment as they an extreme radical, and by his ardent activity in
now tend to its maintenance; these are conclu- the small but very earnest circle of the political
siona which can be fairly maintained.--Tile most opponents of the empire. In 1869, being then
striking peculiarxty of the position of the French but thirty-one, he was elected to the c_n'l_ ldgis-
repohlie of to-day is, that it is snstained by a very lagtf from the department of l_n IJouelus d_t Rhdne,
p6werful political organiz_,tion, which has grown including the city of M'trseilles; at his election
gradually but steadily since the close of the Franco- he received 2,000 more votes than M. de Lesseps,
German war. That organization differs widely the official candidate, and 5,000 more than M.
fromany heretofore knownin France. Ill the first Thiers, the candidate of the Orl(.anists. The
place, it is practically free from a class basis. It period was a trying one, but full of promise for
rests neither on the pe_santry aor thc working peo- those who believed _ts Gambetta did. Theem-
pie, nor tile middle or trading cl.lss, nor the nc_- peror, and, still more, the imperial party, were
bility, nor on any factitious alliance or combina- alarmed at the signs of disaffection throughout
tion of these, but has its supp_rters among.all, and the country and particularly in the army, and
is opposed by a majority of none, except the no- were struggling desperately, through the Olivier
bility, and that only passively. In the next place, ministry, to discover some gq'ound on which they
this organization is under the control of no one could safely stand. The particular device adopt-
leader or group of leaders, aml though it is natu- ed was the so-call_l liberal constitution which,

rally guided from time to time by prominent however, left the initiative of all importafit legis-
statesmen, and has found iu M. Gambetta a pc- lation Io the ministry, and left the ministers re-
culiarlydistinguished and efficient representative, sponsible, not to the corps ldcjisl_lt;f, but to the
it has been shown that its allegiance was not emperor. It was during the debate on this con-
blind nor absolute, and that its fortune was hound stitution that Gambetta, amid the jeering inter-
up with the fortune of no oneperson. Ill the next ruptions of the right and centre, and cries of

place (and this is, perhal)s, the most significant "treason" from tile imperialists, made tile deft-
fact of all), the repuhlican organization ilJ Fram.e ant announcement to the premier: " We accept
has definitely set for itself aims which, if fairly you and your constitutionalism as a bridge to the
carried out, will tend strongly Io its future per- republic, but that i_ all !" This declaration, half
man,_nce, viz, the spread of free secular instrue- l)redictioa, half challenge, was characteristic of
tion and the perfectmn of the system of popular the man as he then wa_, at the age of thirty-one.
representation in such form as to promote a con- At this period tlle young orator was often de-
tinually increasing participation hy the people in scribed by unfriendly critics as a "Boanerges of
the mauagement of their public affai]._. Tile de- the caf6s." He had indeed much of the style
velopment of this organization has been largely and habit of the car6 of the time. His voice,
the work of M. Gambetta, and it is his personal souorousand strong, "voizdeporte-wiz,'" Alphonse
contribution to it. tile method_ which he has in- Daudet calls it, was used with vehemence and
traduced ill perfecting it, and the direction which with no effort at modulation. He spoke often

he has sought to give it, that it will be the and at length, in the c_yrps l_gislatifand in Belle-
purpose of the following article to trace. In ville, at Paris and in Marseilles. His speeches

doing so, a brief reference to tile career of were fullof metaphor. His periods were long and

the republican leader previous to the period heavy, varied at rare intervals by sharp, clear-cut
within which the republic as it now exists in sentences, lie had but little irony though much

France has been developed, will be requisite -- sarcasm, bitter to the verge of brutality. In per-
L6on Gambetta was born Oct. 30, 1838, in the son he was heavy, and the verdict of the vat-
town of Cahors, on the Lot, in the old province of nished politicians of the empire, which they sup-
Guienne. His family was of Italian origin, the posed to be final, was. " It manque absotument
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de tenue; ce n'est- pas un lwrnrne sdrieux." But if tile rights and powers of government without a
Gambetta bore the marks of tile caf_ in his mandate from the people, and ,vlth no acknowl-

speech or manner, it must be remembered that edged accountability to any representative body.
the caf_ of the Latin quarter were at that time, Gambetta, with thc functions of minister of the

as Daudet recalls, "not merely beer shops for interior and of war, not only directed, almost
smoking and drinking; but in the midst of Paris without consultation, these tremendous instru-
muzzled, without publiclife and without journals, mcnts of the national energy, but he di_olved
these reunions of studious and generous youth, the coa_eil_ g_:_zdraux, the local rel)rcsentative
real seh_)ols of legal resistance, were ahnost the bodies of the departments, and replac_.d them by
only places where a free utterance might still administrative commissions chosen by himself,
make itself felt." And the same writer, an inti- and, whether or not chosen as well as could be at

mate friend of Gambctta, adds: "On more than the time, unquestionablyembracmg a great many
one side this furious son of Cahors betrayed his irresponsible and unfit men, mostly advocates and
nearness to the Italian race; the strain of Genoese journalists of Paris. And he steadily refused to
blood made the Gascon ahnost a shrewd and keen call together, or to order the election of. any
Proven(_al. Often, nay always, talking, liedid not national legislature. When the sut)reme etlort
allow himself to be carried away by the torrent had failed, and the governulent of nalional de-
of his utterance; strongly enthusiastic, he knew fense had negotiated a treaty of peace, of which

in advance the point at which his enthusiasm the terms required its ratification by a national
should stop." Gambetta was moreover an ardent l_eml,ly, Gambctta issued a proclamation for-
and close student. He entered journalism, not bidding the election of any member of the trope-
as a political writer, but as a critic of art, and his rmI or royal families, or of any candidate who
position in his own profession was already assured had been, under the empirc, a senator or con-
before lm appeared in the political cases which _illvr d'dla_, or had accepted an "'oflicml candi-
gave him notoriety, at which period, in(leed, he dacy." This certainly w_s a criminal blunder, as
had already been given charge of the office work well as an outrageous usurpation. It brought

of Maitre Cr6mieux, the distinguislled Israelitish France to the verge of civil war. It revived, at a
lawyer already alluded to. It was not his el()- moment when unitywas vitally necessalT, all pos.
quence alone, but his penetration, judgment, his sible party hatreds and personaland local jealous-
untiring industry and energy, and his grasp of ies. If it had been carried out, this decrcx _,wouhl
the underlying principles as well as of the de- have deprived France of the services of some of
tails of the law, which distinguished him. It her best and strongest men, with whom Gambetta
is not to be doubted that if lie lind not era- has since been closely allied. It hetrayed a stalt-
braced the career of a politician, in the higher ling and inexplicable distrust of the people,
sense of that word, he would have taken ad- which was bitterly relmked by the dispatch
vanced rank in either journalism or the law, two of the Paris members of the governmeJat. "' M.
callings which in France arc singularly exacting, de .Bismarck," wrote Jules Faw'e and Jules
tic arrived at the first stage of the maturity of Simon, veal q_ze _)us ,_ayo_ ltbre_ dm_" n/_s dlec-
his powers, however, at a moment when public lions." It is but just to Gambetta to nole that
life was, for a nature like his, irresistibly charm, his tremendous but ill-fated effort to r(,tricve the
i_lg. Hc was, as we have noted, a republican de fortunes of war was indirectly of incalculable
la ¢,eille; the republic was the goal to which all value to the French people aud to the final tri-

his eonv4ctions, sentiments and ambitions alike umph of the cause of the republic. IIad France
urged him. But the republic, as he at first con- surrendered when the Germans appeared before

ccived it, or, at least, as lie first had opportunity Paris, the French people would always have laid
to shape ils form and 1)olicy, was a very different their defeat to the vices of the emperor anti the
thing from that which he ultimately made file empire and the treachery of Bazame. They
object of his labors. The republic of which lie learned in the five months of what a high German

became the leading spirit when the dynasty of authority calls Gambetta's "pro(hgy of adminis-
Napoleon III. fell a_ Sedan, was to the last degree trative energy and _lbility," that their final defeat
arbitrary, violent, and, in tim French phrase, was duc to the superior military training, the
(tatoritaire. It was, in fact, a republic only in political sagacity, the patient, invincible semi-
name, being, so far as concerned its legal sane- merit of unity in the German people, and the
lion, a usurpation and a modified dictatorship, lesson was indispensable in persuading fllem to
A self-chosen group of theoretical republicans, submit to the tedious process _Jf acquiring like
whose ntle to power consisted in a proclamation virtues. Gambetta's campaign (} (J_Ltral_a, made

thrown to the national _mards and the populace of the republic of to-day possible. There is evide,mc,
Paris from the windows of the H6tel de Ville. also, that after the fever of futile exertion and

and afterward read by Gambetta's stentorian voice the bitterness of immediate failure had pa._se(l
from a halcony of the same building, seized the away, the experience of that terrible half year
n'ea.sury and the executive force of the nation, largely tempered and guided tim mind of Gum-
directed armies, ordered a ldvde en ma_se, laid betta himself. But his com'sc at that time, with
taxes, used the credit of the nation for enormous reference to the popular suffrage and popular

loans in foreign markets--in a word, assumed all representation, was a very great obstacle in his
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future cm_er, and that he was able 1o overcome it one hand, lie had to hold the friends he _ and
is evidence that he has won his way, not by mere to gather about him the men who believed in a
personal energy or by the arts of the demagogue, republic but not in the then republicans, and
but by intimately allying himself with deep and especially not in him ; on the olhcr hand, he had
progressive forces in French politics.--In the sum- to convince the great body of the French people
mer of 1871 lie was elected to the national assem- that a repubhc would be safe, orderly, efficient
bly, and in the autumn of that year he founded and powerful in itself, and that it could be made
the R(-'publiClae I_¥anfaise. In referring to this reasonably stable. In this work, the nature and
journal, in whmh stone of his most importaut and magnitude of which he now appears to have
effective work has been done, Gambetta says: understood from the start, his filet and most
" Its true origin dates f_om the national defense, potent instrumentality was the journal that he
It was in those tragic experiences that we learncd had founded, and which he made in many regards
to judge character, and from them that we drew novel, unique and characteristic. Although it
the profound feeling of the formidable responsi- was necessarily known as his organ, he adopted
bilitics of public life. We had a firm desire that the policy of unsigned writing, a policy pre-
the government should come to the hands of the viously followed but in part by any of the great
democracy through liberty, for the whole coun- political journals of Paris, and principally asso.
try. We never separated in our thoughts the ciated only with the smaller and more violen_
introduction, one after another, of the various radical and socialist sheets of the second republic.
strata of the French people to the practice of Tiffs policy not only gave greater freedom to the
public affairs from the supreme interest of our writers, while admitting of all necessary disei-

re-establishment among the nations. We began pline among them, but it tended to give promi-
our work at a griew_us period. France, reduced hence rather to the ideas of the paper than to the
materially, was morally excluded from what it personality of its contributors. It helped greatly
had been the custom, before her reverses, to call to make it. in the best sense, the political organ
the European concert. The miseries of civil war not of Gaml)etta but of the party of the repub-
had been added to those of invasion. For our- lic. In other regards its editor followed the

selves, we were disavowed, thrust to one side. models furnished by the English and American
Far-seeing statesmen recognized that their eoun- press. He addressed himself not to any one class
try could be saved only by a republic, but they but to the country, not to Paris alone but to the
wished one without republicans. The aptitude of provinces as well, and even chiefly. He organ-
the republican party for governmentwas strongly ized a system, up to that time nearly unknown in
doubted. It was a minority in an assembly French journalism, for obtaining accurate in-
named under peculiar circumstances, and which, formation in regard to political opinion, its
almost immediately put upon its guard by the shades, its progress and its tendencies. "Our
manifestations of universal suffrage, claimed un- duty to the public," the PMpublique remarked,
limited authority. Thisassembly ardcutly wished "is to tell what is going on and to gather as well
a monarchy; it ended by making a republic." as we can what the public thinks." The style of
This picture of the state of affairs when Gam- the writing in the R6publique was as original and
betta resmued an active part in public life, is sub- characteristic as its organization and methods.
stantially just, and for him the most painful When, after seven years, its editor was chosen
feature of it, to which he has alluded, was the president of the chamber, it congratulated itself
isolation, by no means unnatural or unmerited, that "it had in some measure contributed to
in which he and his immediate friends lound create and to sustain that confidence in its own
themselves. If "flir-seeing men," such as M. powers which has doubtless counted for much in
Thiers, wi:,daed for a "republic without repub- the final triumph of the democracy." And this
licans," it _as largely due to the fact that the was, from the beginning, one of the most signal
then known republicans had shown no just con and valuable services rendered by the paper. Its

ception of a republic, and had grossly offended articles were always marked by a tone of singu-
the principles on which alone it can be main- larly sustained self-reliance. It met the many
rained. Gambetta had, then, a double task: to enemies of the republic and the republicans with
persuade the avowed republicans of tim time to a constant manifestation of confidence in assm-ed
so conduct themselves that they could be trusted, success. _io calumny, no taunt, no sarcasm, no
and then to persuade the country to trust them. denunciation, disturbed its aggressive cheerful-
Thiers had declared that the republic must be ness. The empire had enlisted in its cause much
conservative, or it could not be at all. _lothing of the brightest talent of Parisian journalism.
in Gambetta's career justified the opinion that a The royalists never lacked for champions among
republic under his guidance, or that of his im- the dl/te of the cultured, experienced and gifted
mediate party, wouhl be conservative, nor could thinkers and writers. The Iormer were afro-

any sudden conversion or any violent protests- gant, caustic, supple and unscrupulous. The lat-
tions in that sense win the confidence of the peo- ter were generally polished, sincere, weighty, and
pte. As Gambetta himself observed, the govern- invariably a little disdainful of the new critics of
ing aptitude of the republican party was to be the " e/asses dirigeantes." But the writers of the
proven. He set himself to prove it. On tim .RJ_ were masters of logical statement;
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they _:erv ehoroughly Informed; they were ag of royalty and perhaps disastrously for France.
much at home in the history and the literature of That refusal, however, practically released the
politics as their opponents, and, above all, they Orl_anists from any further obligation to oppose
were working to prepare the future, not to revive file republic, and, since their own immediate can-

the past. Their articles bore the unmistakable didate for the throne was an impossible one, it
impress of &_uranee of triumph, not in boastful- left them free to join the republicans. It wa_ to
nes-, but in cool raillery, in stinging sarcasm, in promote this essential re-enfm'eement that Gain-

easy irony. Nothing like the attitude and bear- betta labored, and the bridge which he built for
ing of the new jourual had been before known the Orldanists was the "Opportunism" which
in the republican or even the liberal press of was so closely united with his name that it is
France. It reassured the timid, it attracted the nearly identical with "Gambettism." It con-

doubting, it convinced the sincere; it particu- sisted in limiting, as far as possible, the demands
larly annoyed, confused and baffled the oppo- of the republicans to thc removal or prevention
nents, who were more used to aiming than re- of 0_ose restraints upon the free exercise of the

¢eiving the shafts of ridicule. The value of this suffrage and of political activily which the reac-
peculiar style in the leading organ of the republi- tionists iml)o_d or suught to impose. The
can party can hardly be exaggerated. It was ex- scheme of government which the latter had suc-
actly adapted to the work ia hand. Among the ceeded in framiug, embraced a president with
readers of journals in France the class who were very great power over the action of the legisla-

te be won over to the republic had learned to ture; a senate so chosen as to iuclude nearly, if
regard that form of government and the men not quite, all the lcadcrs of the reaction; the
with whom it was associated with distrust, indif- revival in its most arbitrary and' abused form of
ference and contempt, and it is hardly too much the "official candidacy" of the empire, aml the

to say that they were quite as much afraid of the persistent, unsparing, i_genious suppression of
ridicule directed at republicans as of the grave all efficient agencies for influencing public opin-

dangers which the republic appeared to involve, ion. The vast, complex and potent machinery of
The Rc'pub/_u¢ dissipated their fears on the latter patronage centralized at Paris was placed in
score by patient argument and demonstration, the hands of Marshal Mac)Iahon, "to whom a
aml it taught them that there was no safety from special mission of resistance _as confided from
ridicule in clinging to those who had previously the first," and who was secured iu power for
had almost a monopoly of its use. Victor Hugo seven years. All the restrictive laws of the em-
ha_ said that the most formidable weapon used pire were maintained in force and stretched to
_gainst the anci_a rdginw was "/e sourb'e de Vol- their utmost to frighten, embarrass or suppress
¢aire." It was a weapon which the l?dpubliqve re- republican journals. Political meetings were
seined. For the past ten years there has been no subjected to the greatest possible restraints, aud
force more active in undermining the anti-r(,pulr republican speakers and canvassers were cvery-
tican forces in France than the persistent, bitler, where exposed to the persecution or annoyance
keen and confident wit of M. Gambetta's journal, of the officials. 0,_ the other hand, evclythiug
-- The ldstory of the first seven years of this was done to goad the republicans to an infraction
decade is happily described in the phrase which of public order, to the manifestation of ,_ome
has already been cited from the pen of M. Gain- revolutionary purpose. And with this policy at
betta: "The assembly ardently wished a men- home, every effort was made to create the im-

archy; it ended by making a republic." There is prcssiou that the peace so necessary to France was
no doubt that a strong majority of the assembly only to be had through the reactionary govern-
elected at the close of the war desired some form ment. That this policy, bold, energetic, adroit

of monarchy, aud, couldthe majorityhaveagreed and unscrupulous as it was, wholly failed was
among themselves, they could have carried out largely due to thewisdom and skill of Gambetta's

their desire. Their difficulty was, as M. Thiers resistance to it, so largely that, without his ,_e-
bitingly described it, "they wished to seat three sistance, it must have succeeded, He alone was
men ou one throne," and not only did the throne able to hold in check the fiery impulses of the

remain vacaut, but it was ultimately abandoned, extreme men of his party. He alone could con-
If it was not destroyed, it was at least put away vince them that time was their ally, with whom
as a piece of furniture quite out of date, of which victory was inevitable, if they had but thepatience
the futureutility was very uncertain. Itis usually to await it. It was his conservatism which per-
inferred that the twice repeated refusal of tl_e suaded the country that the republic would be

Comte de Chambord to give up the white flag of conservative. It was his determined adherence
the Bourbons for the tricolor, which had waved to the law, when the law was being abused ex-

on all the victorious battle fields of France for pressly to provoke its violation, that thwarted
nearly a century, was the only obstacle to the the rcactionists and reassured those who were
union of the two royalist houses and the re- ala_Tned lest violence should beget violeuce. In
establishment of the monarchy. But this refusal this work he developed rare powers as a politi-
was only the manifestation of a spirit which made cal leader, and particularly as a political speaker.
monarchy impossible, and which would have Direct appeal to the judgment and feelings of
made itscff felt in any event, f_tally for the cause the voters, such as is so common and so valuable
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an element in the working of representative gov- as the absolute condition of parliamentary gov-
ernment in Great Britain and the United States, ernment. In tiffs canva._s Gambetta was untir-
was relatively little practiced in France before ing. IIe defined the issue in a pbrase at once
Gambetta's day. There had not, indeed, before compact and comprellensive. The president
existed the supreme condition to the growth of must se sournetlre ou se d/mettre, "submit or re-
this practice--the regular and substantially free sign." Tile ministry seized the words as the
exercise of the right of universal suffrage. The pretex! for his arrest and trial under a taw by
suffrage under the restoration and the Orl(anist which it hoped to deprive him of his political
monarchy was narrowly limited; under tile era- rights and banish him from the chamber. But
pire it was practically valueless except at the in- Galnbetta bore himself with the calnmess of one
tervals of the pl_;bi_cite, when tile whole power of who was as sure of iris legal position as he was of
the government was used to pervert it. Political his political power, and at the last moment the
discussion of any effective sort was confined to ministry abandoned the purpose which, if carried
Paris and two or three large cities. Gamhetta out, might have brought on popular resistance
carried it directly to the remotest corners of the that it was not ready to meet. The triumph of
country and to ever), cla_s of tile population, the republicans was complete, and the more sig-
This was a marked service to the cause of free nal that it was won against an administrative
government, since it provided for free govern- pres._ure which exceeded anything known under
ment the solid basis of an active, interested pub- the empire, and organized, indeed, by 5[. de
lic sentiment, wlfich grew in strength and intelli- Fourton, who had been tile inventor and manager
gencc with every renewed strnggle.--As a politi- of the imperial system, and now made it even
cal speaker hi. Gambetta lms rare personal gifts, more rigid and arbitrary. The great army of
His voice is sonorous and far-reaching. His pro- employ6s and officials were formally notified
lessor, M. Valette, at the Sorbonne, had urged that their utmost influence must be used for the
Gambetm's father to devote his son to the law be- government candidates; republican journals, ad-
cause it was a pity that the bar of France should dresses, manifestoes, meetings and even private
lose such a "remarkable organ." tiis manner, consultations were everywhere suppressed or
though emphatic and sometimes even violent, has interfered with; republican candidates were
an essential simplicity and directness which puts repeatedly harassed by the pr(:fets or the courts;
him on good terms with his audience. IIc has and extreme measures were taken to excite, if
much tact. beneath his vehemence, and is rarely possible, some overt act of resistance. Iu main-
provoked beyond self-control. His natural and ac- mining the orderly and peaceful and law-abiding
quircd sympathy with his countrymen is a sonrce temperof his party, while asserting its rights and
of influence for him, and his sarcasm and irony, clearly defining its unaltered determination tc_
by no means too refined for the average hearer, are exercise them, M. Ganlbetta greatly strengthened

formidable weapons both of attack and defense, his hold on popular confidence, and upon the
During the period commencing with the definite respect of the great body of conservative and
agitation of the constitution finally adopted in cautious people to whom the reactionists sought
1875 and tile famous coup de t_te of Marshal Mac- to present themselves as the only hope of France
Mahon in 1877, M. Gambetta's addresses in vari- for order at home and peace and dignity abroad.
ous parts of France contributed very largely to --In the chamber which resulted from the clec-

the stead), increasc of republican strength in the tions of 1877, M. Gambetta was chosen chailTaan
chamber, which determined tile desperate act of of the budget commi_sinn and ultimately presi-
the president in dissolving the chambers and or- dent of the chamber. His influence constantly
dering a new election forOctober of thatyear. In grew, and, as it extended, the party of which
the brief and brilliant canvass which followed, lie im was the immediate leader underwent a
was the acknowledged leader of the republican change which he had foreseen and wllieh was a
party, and his lille to the position was confirmed renewed evidence of tile brea.dth of his views and

by the result. The marshal-president had made the elevation of Ills purposes. It attracted to it-
asingularly adroit attempt at the renewal of the self more and more of the membet_ of the

system of personal control in the government, moderate groups in the chamber and lost cortes-
He had in effect dismissed the Simon ministry poadingly from the extreme left. The body of
on the grolmd that it could not command a radicals whom he had for five years restrained
majority is the ch:lmber without an alliance with with increasing difficulty, entered upon open
the extreme left, to _hmh he could not consent, opposition to him. Under the significant title
He had chosen a ministry of obscure persons, of "intr,tnsig/auts," led by Dr. Cldmenceau in
with tile avowed mission of administering tile the chamber and the Comte de Rochefort in the

governmental affail_ without reference to the press, they spared no effort to undermine his in-
chamber, and tile chamber had promptly declined fluence with the people and to thwart his policy.
to enter into rclations with it. He had then In November, 1881, Gambetta assumed the task

formed a confessedly rcactionist ministry and up- of forming a ministry, which was overthrown in
pealed to tile country. The republicansconducted . January, 1882, by a chamber freshly elected. This
tim canvass on the distinct issue of ministerial event has been freely commented on as marking
responsibility to the majority in the legislature, the close of his cm'eer. The conclusion is a forced
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one. M. Gambetta took office in obedience to principle of the scrutin de lisle should be embod-
what he justly conceived to be the essential prin- ted. His opponents chose to affirm that he sought
¢iple of parliamentary government, that the ac- a dissolution of the chamber and a new election,
knowledged leader of the majority should be the in which his name would be returned from so
.official head of tile ministry. He took office as many departments that the election would be in
Mr. Gladstone lately did in Great Britain, much some sense a plebiscite, on which he would ba_
against his own desires. He failed, where Mr. the establishment of personal power, of some sort
Gladstone succeeded, because his party was, as he of undefined dictatorship. The passage in which
,teared it would be, unequal to the task of sub- M. Gambetta alluded to this vague and malicious
_mitting to the responsibilities of the situation, accusation, in hm address to the chamber, was
The sentiment which lie entertained may be eloquent, logical and effective. Triple salvos of
gathered from the following passagein the ]f_'Fub- applause from all the benches of tile chamber
lique Fran¢aise of tlle llth of January, 1882 (he greeted it. There is no doubt that the charge was
resumed tlle direction of tile journal on the 30th a mere device and subterfuge. M. Gambetta, at
December, 1881): " When the chamber imposed the head of the ministry, and able to remain there
office upon M. Gambetta, it did not know him. a long time, had he chosen to accept the scrutin
Few have surmised that the formatiou of his d'arroruli,_,ement, wouhl havehad in his hands the

cabinet rested on an equivocal basis. The most potent instrumentality for establishing per-
deputies wished M. Gambetta in power, because sonal power, for it is in the nature of the two
they did not wish him elsewhere; but they in- methods, and it is shown by tile history of France,
tended that once at the head of the ministry, lie that the influence of the central government is
zilould be contented with the title, without gov- far more powerful in elections by districts than
erning, without applying his political ideas. He in electlons by departments. "Every time," said
alone understood this equivoque, and it may well M Gambetta, " that France has really belonge(t
be tlmt among the reasons which decided him to to herself, every time that she has had really
accept those high functions, there was a desire great legaslatures, every time that personal power
to put an end to it. Henceforth it can not exist, has been neutrMlzed aml foiled, it has had to
When, hereafter, .M. Gamb(,tta is called upon, it face an assembly issuing from the scrutin de lisle.
zvill be known that he must be taken as lie is, with On tile other hand, the first act of personal power,
his programme of thorough refnrms, of which the moment it took possession of the country,
tile scrutin de lime is the essential condition." was to suppress tile sc_ntlil_ de li, te, and to make
This view is sustained by the course of M. Gam- of the scrutin d'arro_tdisseme.nt the very basis of
bt,tta in power. When lie sought to form his its authority anti of its electoral influence." The
,cabinet, tile very men who had forced him to re'tl motives of M. Gambetta were clearly and
undertake the task refused their aid in performing boldly explained in the Rdpublique Franw£*e a
it. He selected the best men he could get--not a fortnight before the test vote was taken: " For
_trong cabinet politically, but men of energy and ten years past M. Gambetta has obeyed but one
experience, and devoted to the republican cause, thought, to make of the French democracy a
When lie met the newly elected chamber, ilo government. When one thinks of the origin of

announced a series of important measures, most our rcl)ublican part)', of it,,, habits of vehement
-of them those which the party had sustained: an oppositim_, its struggtcs m which heroism verged
extension of non-sectarian education, a change on the chimerical, the task undertaken by M.
in the judicial organization, a reform of the Gambetta seems an impossible one What he
tmlitary law, a moderate and limited revision of has done, with many others certainly, to bring

the constitution for the purpose of placing the that end nearer, by introducing among us a true
senate upon a broader popular basis, and, finally, political spirit, all his eompanion_ in arms in tile
the, adoption of the principle of theserutit_d_, li, te. Versailles assembly and for the last six months of
*rile latter is the substitution of the election of 1877 (wlwn the coalition was overthrown and the

all the deputies of each department on one ticket election of M. GrSvy was assured) may perhaps

for their election severally by a?'rondissemen_, or i remember. At this moment tile republican party
distt'icts. The depulies who had "wished him can compare itself fearlessly with all the parties

in l)ower, because they did not wish him else- that have held power within the nineteenth cen-
where," seized on the latter point to overthrow, tury. Yes, but all these parties have ended with
lind, as they hoped, to crush him. The new failure. In order that the democracy may be
cilamber ha,d been elected by arrondisseme_rs, more fortunate, i,l order that itmay guide France
Its members owed much of their prominence and toward a future of prosperity, of stability and at
influence to the zeal or skill with which they had the same time of progress hitherto unknown, it
advanced the interests of the small districts from must (to betteryet, tt must become a government

which they came, or those of the active politicians more powerful, much more intelligent, much
.of their districts. They were committed to a more fruitful, and fat' more expansive than the

"pol*tiqtte de elocher," orin the homely New Eng- governments of the past. It does not satisfy M.
laud phrase, to a policy of "the town pump." Gambetta to be simply minister; lie wuuld be the
_I. Gambetta asked only that in the revision of the minister of a democracy possessing the full con-
constitution, which the majority favored, the sciousness of its forces." And after defining tho
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reforms at which :M. Gambetta aimed, the RJpub- judgment and character, has not been claimed;
iique continues: "If the democracy were in pos- but that the creation and development of thia
session of the most highly perfected administrative force is the aim with which his career has been,
machinery, that would not be enough. It would when fairly interpreted, most consistent, is a
still be requisite that the shaft which transmits reasonable inference, and one which is full of

motive power to each of the wheels of state hope for the future of free representative govern-
should work with vigor and regulal_ity--the shaft, meat in France. EDWARD CARY.
or rather the motor itself, thcdemocracy in its di-

rect representatives. Tile more profound is the GARFIELD, James Abram, president of tire
connection of the legislative assemblies with the United States 1881,was born at Orange, Cuyahoga
nation, not so much with its passions of the hour county, Ohio, Nov. 19, 1831, and died at Elheron,
as with its permanent purposes, impressing them N.J., Sept. 19, 1881. He was graduated at Wil-
in a manner clear, precise and practical, the more liams college in 1856; became a professor in, and
the democracy will feel itself strong and capable aftel_'ard president of, Hiram college, Ohio: was
of progress. The system which our adversaries admitted to the bar, and served in the army
of the Versailles chamber imposed upon us, un- 1861--3, reaching the grade of major general. He
questionably clogs the expression of the national was a republican representative in congress 1868-
will. Tllat is why it is necessary to revise that 81, was elected U. S. senator for the term 1881-7.

system and to enlarge the electoral basis of the but before he took his seat was elected president.
chamber and the senate. Until that bc done the July 2, 1881, he was shot by a disappointed office
republic can not get out of the ruts traced by seeker, and tile injury resultediu his death.--Gar-
previous govcrmnents." There is nothing in the field's rise from the position of a driver of mules
recent career of M. Oambetta to throw any serious upon the tow-path to the presidency was great, but
doubt on the sincerity of this statement of his others before him have coml)assed as great an in-
views and purposes. On the contrary, lie staked terval. IIis exceptional success, among the crowd
his possession of l)ower, wlfich he might easily of self-made presidents, Jackson,Van Burcn, Fill-

have retained, upon the acceptance by the cham- tam'e, Lincoln and Johnson, lay in Iris attainment
ber af reforms broadly conceived to secure the of a breadth of culture which none of the others

stability, the efficiency, the dignity and useful- approach, d. and which, though it lay outside of
hess of his party. Thin was not the act of a rest- politics, had a very strong influence upon his
less or selfish ambitieux; it was the act of apa- political career. His life and letters show his
triot and a statesman. He was overthrown by a constant anxiety to develop his mental powers ira
coalition of the extreme democrats aml the rent- every department of thought, so that before his
tionists, and"with him fell," in the words of M. untimely death lie had become an intellectual
John Lcmoinne, "the republican majority, for the athlete. It is unfortunately useless to speculate
coalition was made up of tlmse who would sup- on the breadth of development to whicll twenty
press the senate and the presidential office, and of years further life and activity would have carried
those who would suppress the republic itself." him. -- In (:ongress Garfield was one of the mass
The same distinguished writer, the most gifted of republican memhers during Thaddeus Stevens'
and acute of the many able men whom the Or- leadership, and after Stevens' death lie was by no
16anists have contributed to the ret)uhlican party means the most prominent republi(:an leader
of France, says : "They mistake who imagine until 1876--8, when he met and was a prime factor

M. Gambetta i_ annihilated lff his fall. IIe has in defeating the spread of the greenhack or
fallen in defen.-e of the opinions aml tim cause of "soft money" idea in his party. (See GREEN-
conservative republicans. He is stronger now BACK-LABoRPARTY, REPUBLICAN PARTY.) Ttm
than ever before, tie has had noocca.-ion and not extra session of the 46th congress, March 18,

even the time to undergo tim trials of power. He 1879 (see VETO), gave him almost the first rank
has expended nothing from the large reserve of as aparty leader. By common consent the work
strength that he has accumulated in the course of of the debate was left to him. Ills charge that
his pul)hc life, lie fell amid the plaudits of those the southern democrats, having failed to defeat

who overthrew him, and he has fallen erect upon the government in the fieht, were now endeavor-
his feet. Those who must now govern will soon ing to "starve it to death," wasa very takingand
perceive that there is a force outside them with comprehensible point, and did good service for
which they must nmke their account." This some time afterwm'd. When, in the republican

"force outside" the ministry is what in this national convention of 1880, it was found that
article has been termed " Gambeltism." It is the majority of delegates were divided between

the force whiclr more than any other now tends Blaine and Sherman, that a strong minority(about
to make of the repnblicau party of France a 806 in number) were determined upon Grant, and
party capable of government, inspiring and [)bey- that changes were hopeless, a sudden movement
ing responsible leadel_hip, and using the delicate of all the factions nominated Garfield, June 8,

but powerful forces of parliamentary institutions on the thirty-sixth ballot, against his own pro-
vigorously, steadily and sagaciously. That M. test. In November lie was elected. (See ELEC-

Oambetta completely embodies it, or that it isfree To_ VOTES.)-- Only two points of Garfleld'._
from embarrassment from faults and errors in his career have seemed vulnerable to his political
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opponents: his reception of a fee of $5,000 for were the best known faction, had learned tlle vir-
arguing the De Golyer claim before a congres- tues of terror as a political force and was gaining
sional committee, and his alleged complicity in upon the more moderate Girondins. Hilherto
the credit mobilier fraud. (See CREDIT MOBIL- the revolution had been confined to France; the
IER.) As to the former case it need only be said fighting of tile first campaign of the war declared
that the arguing of cases, or giving opinions in against Austria and Prussia, April 20, 1792, had
cases, before courts or committees, by lawyers been done on French soil; anti American interest
who are also congressmen, has never been con- in the events in France was entirely spccnlatire.
demned hy public opinion and has been unhesi- The opening of the year changed all tills. The
tatingly followed by men of all parties; and that execution of the king was given, and taken, as a
in this case the opinion seems tohave been worth defiance to every neighboring monarcby; the
the fee paid for it. In the latter case the only declaratiou of war against England and tIol]and,
evidence against Garfield is the naked assertion Feb. 3, 1793, was the first movement of the ex-
of Oakes Ames; in his favor are the facts that pansion which was soon to make all Europe the
Garfiehl was notoriously poor ; that be might theatre of tile revolution; and it was inevitable
have used his committee positions to em'ich him- tbat this outward movement of tbe revolution
taelf with far lc.,<_ danger of eXl)Osure than by ae- should involve st_mewhere a call for activt, sym-
cepting credit mobilier stock; and, above all, pathy and assistance upon France's only ally, the
that thestock, which Ames claimed tohave given United States. To obtain this assistance Genet
Garfield, remained in Ames' possession for all the was sent in January in the Ambuscade frigate,
five years from 1868 until the explosion in 1873, and arrived at Charleston, Ap,'il 8. bringing with
that its enormous dividends were unhesitating- him 300 blank commissions for privateers.

ly appropriated by Ames, and that he showed Genet was only in his twenty-eighth year, but a
no notion, until the explosion came, that tile master of that half-purposed anti half-delirious
stock had ever been the property of any other declamation, which seems absurd now, butwhich
person than himself. All this would seem abso- was then tile surest weapon of a French revolu-

lutely conclusive in the case of any one but a tmnary envoy: he came to a counlr.vwhosc people
presidentialcandidate. _The twoNew York sen- were already ve]T strongly disposed to war
ators, Conkliug and T. C. Platt, were republi- against Great Britain ou their own a,.count, and
cansof the Grant faction. Immediately after his equally disposed l'o con,sider tile French revolu-

inauguration in March. 1881, President Garfield lion as having every claim upon their active sup-
attempted to recognize all the factionsof his party port; and, for the moment, he swept the Amer-
in the matter of appointments; but, as the most ican people off tl_cir feet and ahnost into the war.
important New York appointment was given to That he was not entirely successful was altogether
their opponent, the New York senators, after vain- due to tile overmastering influence which Wash-

ly struggling against its confirmation until May, ington possessed, and which lie did not hesitate
suddenly resigned, left their party in a minority to use for the maintenance of neutrality. (See
in the senate, and brought about a great politi- EMBARGO, I. ; JAY'S TREATY ; EXE('UTIX'E.)_

cal uproar. A disappointed office seeker, think- The whole web of difficulties of which Genct
ing that the Conkling faction wouhl justify any became the centre turned Ul)On the treaties with
methtM, of attack upon the president, cho_e this Franceof Feb. 6, 1778. There were two treaties
time to gratify his resentment for the refusal to of this date, the first of alliance and the second
appoint him to a consulship, and shot the presi- of amity and commerce, and the general meaning
dent, announcinghimselfasConkling'schampion, of the former and the special applicql)ility of
The horrible calamity of the president's assassins- two articles of the latter wcrt. the que.stmns at
tion served at least one useful purpose: it threw a issue in 1793. --The treaty of alliance (see HEy-
vivid light upon the evils of the American system OLUTIO.X)ls by its tcrms a treaty " eventual and
of appointments to and removals from office. -- defensive"; the " essential and direct end of this
See Hinsdale's Republican Text Book of 1880; defensive alliance" is stated in tile second article
Brisbin'sLifeofGarfield;Bundy'sLifeofGarfield; as the maintenance of tile liberty, sovereignty

Gilmore's Life of Garfw2d; Balch's Life of Garfield; and independence of the United States; and to
Smalley's Itista17¢of the Republican P, trty. every intent and purpose its provisions are con-

ALEXANDER JOIL'_'STON. fined to the then existing war between tile United
States and Great Britain, and the Fren,.h inter-

GENET,Citizen (_NU. S. ltIsTORY),the name vention therein, with the exception, perhaps, of
usually given to Edmond Charles Genet, the am- the mutual guaranty of possessions in the last
bassador of the French republic to the United two articles. Genet cl'_imed, and many Ameri-
States in 1793. -- In the early months of 1793 the cans were inclined to agree with him, that the
government of the French republic was still nom- treaty of alliance was still in existence and bind-
inally under the control of the Girondins, but the ing on both parties, and that it had not been tee-
massacre of the royal guards, Aug. 10, 1792, the minated by the peace of 1783. It was not diffi-
general massacre, Sept 2-7, 1792, and the exc- cult to disprove the claim, in itself considered,
cution of the king, Jan. 21, 1793, showed that but it was re-enforced by another consideration,
the tlestructive element, of which the Jacobins invulnerable to l_eason, which weighed still more
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heavily with the mass of the American people, and giving notice that violators of neutrality
The selfish reason of the French court for making would not be protected by tile United States, but
the treaty, its desire to dismember tile British would be prosecuted, whenever possible, by fed-
empire, was then a state secret to all but a few, eral officers. --TIDe cabinet was also unanimous
and the sentimental obli_atlons to alliance seemed in advising in favor of the reception of the French
far more binding upon the United States in 1793 minister, and against an extra session of con-
than they had been upon France in 1778. Tile gress. As to the treaties tide cabinet was divided:
burden of the argument for maintaining the atli- Hamilton and Knox thought that France, while
anee wa_ therefore the idea that theUnited States so acting as to provoke war against her, had no
was under obligations to requite the assistance right to hold the United States to treaty stipula-
which France had rendered during the revolution, tions made for entirely different circumstances;
--The treaty of commerce offered more difficul- Jefferson and Randolph considered the treaties as
ties. In its terms it was to be permanent, not lira- made with the French nation, not with the king
ited to a single object; by its seventeenth section alone, and as unaffected by the change of govern-
free entrance was to be allowed to prizes made ment and policy. No reasoning, however, can
1)y eithcr party into the ports of each nation, and reconcile the treaty of alliance anti tile declara-
enemy cruisers against one party were not to be tion of neutrality; in so far, then, the whole cab-
allowed to remain in the ports of tile other; by inet sccm to have considered the treaty of alli-
its twenty-second _ction privateers of a third ance rcally at an end, i,wluding i_s guaranty.
power at enmity with either nation were not to be Among the conflicting arguments and statements
permitted to fit out or sell prizes in the ports of as to the treaty of commerce, it is only clear that
the other; and, by the twenty-ninth section, each Washington decided not yet to hold it abrogated :
nation wasallowed to have consuls in tile ports of in plain words, to say nothing about it, but to
the other. In themselves considered, it is plain follow it until forced to abrogate it. -- Genet soon
that the first two of these provisions, however gave Ilammond, the British representative, good
beneficial to the United States in 1778, were very cause for complaint. Immediately after his land-
embarra__sing in 1793, but Gcnet succeeded in ing, he had fitted out two privateers which made
rendering them even more embarrassing. Ile captures of British vessels along tide coast. His
insisted on turning tile prohibition of the arming, own frigate, the Ambuscade, arrived at Philadel-
in this instance, of British privateers into a per- phia May 2, I)ringing with her a British merchant-
mission to arm French privateers and enlist men man, the Grange, which she had captured within
on tile soil of the United States; and he also in- the capes of the Delaware. Genet had not yet
aisted that the powers of French consuls should been recognized or received by the federal gov-
include tlmt of complete admiralty jurisdiction, ernmcnt. Ills progress northward had been

in condemning and selling prizes. These were marked by expressions of popular enthusiasm as
the two main questions at issue in 1793; the other warm as those which had first met him, and mis-
exasperating pretcnsionsand the unbounded inso- led him, at Charlcston. He arrived at Philadel-
lencc of language of Genet were only subsidiary phia May 16 ; banquets were arranged in hia
to his main design, the exercise of such powers honor, at which Genet himself sang the Marseil-
of sovereignty as would really convert the United laisc, antl the guests, wearing the red cap of lib-
States into French soil.--Fivedays before Genet's erty, took turns in phmging a knife into the
arrival at Charleston, a British packet had brought severed head of a pig, whicll represented the late

to New York city the news of the French declar- king; British and French sailors engaged in armed
ation of war against Great Britain. April 18, conflicts in the streets of Philadelphia, the latter

Washington sent to his cabinet thirteen questions, being generally suplmrted by the populace; and
probably drawn up by Hamilton. The most ira- all the initial steps of the process by which French
portant of these were: 1, should a proclamation agents of tile time were in the habit of " revolu-
issue to prcvent American interference in the tionizing" other peoples were successfully taken.
war. and should it contain a declaration of ncu- -- The fir_,t damper upon this process in America

trality; 2, should the French minister be received, was the calm and entirely business-like lone of
3, absolutely or with qualifications; 4, should the president's answcr to Genet at the latter's Gilt-
the Umted States consider the treatms abrogated eial reception, May 18. The next was a refusal
or suspended during the present state of govern- of his request, )Iay 23, that the United States
ment in France; 8, whether the war was often- should pay $2,300,000 of their French debt, not
sire, defensive, or mixed and equivucal on the yet due, though Genet offered, _ an inducement,
part of Franc(,; ll, whether the twenty-second to expend the amount in the United States. These
section of the treaty of commerce applied to rebuffs were followed by a notification from

privatt.ors only. or to ships of war also; and 13, Jefferson to Genct, June 5, that "the arming and
wlmther congress ought to be called together, equipping vessels in the ports of theUnited States,
By the un'mlm¢)us advice of the cabinet a procla to cruise against nations with whom they are at
malign of neutrality was issued, April 22, de- peace, was incompatible with the territorial_sov-
claring theneutralityof the United States between ereignty of the United *States," and must be
the parties to the war. exhorting citizens of the stopped; and this notification was emphasized by
United States to avoid infractious of neutrality, the arrest of two of Genet's American recruits,
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Henfield and Singletary, and their indictment for facts that the only definite, active sympathy of
breach of neutrality, for a crime, Oenet wrote, the country was with France, that the mass of

with almost frantic indignation, "' which my mind tile people was indifferent to, or strongly inclined
cannotconceive,andwhichmypenalmostrefuses to approve, any course of action which would
to state, the serving of France and the defending make against Great Brilain; and that the only
with her children the common and glorious cause opposing influence was negative, rather an ineip-
of liberty." This la.st step, indeed, was the most lent dislike to the violence of the French revolu-

serious of all to Gcnet's plans, aml, if submitted tion than any active sympathy with Great Bri-
to, cut the ground from under his feet: and in tain. In the eabine.t Jefferson represented the
protesting against it, he first began to show first class, Itandolph anti Knox the second, and
that insolent ill temper, which for the next four Hamilton the third. IIamilton undertook the
months was the most prominent feature of his defense of tile administration in a series of seven
intercourse with the state department. Ile was letters, signed "Pacificus," in which, with great
now convinced that the neutrality proclamation ability, lie defended the proclamation on the
of April 22 was no legal fiction, designed to de- very evident ground that, while a declaration
lude Great Britain, but was to he literally fulfilled of war lay in the power of congress, it was the
by the executive.- Had Genet been fortunate president's duty to see that the peace was kept

enough to find congress in _ession, he wouhl ccr until war was declared Madison, at Jefferson's
taialy have now precipitated matters by endear request, replied in five letters, signed "Hel-
oring to open direct communication with that vidius."--From Genet's first arrival tie had en-
branch of the government, and would probably couraged the formation of the French faction
have been supported by some of the more reck into associations to further "the principles of the
less Galhcans among the representatives. It can rew)lution" (see I)E.XIOCI¢ATICCLI:BS), anti these,
hardly be supposed that the attempt would have and their newspaper organs, Bache's Advertiser
succeeded. Congress can not officially know of "lad Freneau's Gazette., attacked the president
the existence of a foreign mimster except through freely. One of them, in a pasquinade called
the president (see EXECt:TIVE, III.); and the exer- "the funeral of Washington," went so far as to
else even of consular functions is dependent on re- represent him upon the guillotine. The president
vocable permissions, known asexequat_rs, fromthe seems to have kept his equanimity until, at a
president. Congress, however, was not regularly cabinet meeting, Aug. 2, when Genet's race had
lo meet for six months. June 14, ina letter relat- been almost run, lie got, says Jefferson, "into
ingtothepaymentofthedebtduetoFrance, Genet one of those passions when lie can not command
very directly intimated tlmt the federal govern- himself," and declared "that lie had never re-
meat had "taken it on it,ll" to decide the pented but once tile having slipped the moment
question "'without consulting congress upon so of resigning his office, and that was every too-

important a matter." Ile then repeated without ment since; that by God he had rather be in his
success official and unofficial demandsfor an extra grave than in his present situation: that he had
_ession of congress until, Sept. 18, in a final burst rather lie on his farm than to be made emperor
of passion, lie declared that lie was "persuaded of the world: and yet that they were charging
that the sovereignty of the United States resides IHm with wanting to he a kiDg."--About July 1,
essentially in the people, and its representation Genet seems to have become satisfied that the

in the congress; that the executive power is the government of the United States was not corn-
only one which has been confided to the presi- posed of easily infl'tmmablc nmterial, and that
<lent; that this magistrate has not the right to congress was not to be called together at his bid-
decide questions, the discu_hm of which the con- ding, and to have decided upon the next step in
stitutioa reserves particularly to the congress; such c.ises, an appeal to thc people He had
and that he lias not the power to bend existing hitherto (hsregarded the prohibition of the equip-
treaties to circumstances and to change their meat of privateers; and had cquil)ped and seat
•cease." In this connection it is worthy of note to sea eight priwttecrs, which, with two French
that Genet's instructions of tile previous Janual T frigates, had captured about fifty British mer-
had designated him as °' minister l_leuipotentiary ehantmen, some of them, like the Grange, within
to the congress of the United States," a phrase tile jurisdiction of the United States. When he
which, if construed by the knowledge of the proceeded to equip another privateer, the Little
Americas constitution elsewhere shown in the Democrat (formerly the Little Sarah), in Phila-

instructions, could only argue a possible view to delphia itself, then the national capital, lie seems
this very phase of affairs. -- In this general man to have sought to force an i_ue with the govern-
her, by passing over the executive and mt_,rfering mcnt Orders were sent to del_dn her, July 6;

with domestic concerns, the revolutionary envoys Genet, after threatening an appeal to tile people,
had usually succeeded in making the friendship evasively dec].u'c_l that the vessel was not ready,
of France almost as dangerous as her enmity to and was not yet going to sea: and, July 8, x_lien
_my govermnent with which they camein contact, the. guards had been removed, the vessel sailed.
al_d m this ca_ it must be acknowledged that the The acquittal of Henfield by a jury, in sp_te of
tlial _aas a severe one for a form of government as evidence, led Genet furlher in tile course lie had
set hardly four yeat.'s old. It was increased bythe marked out. Pa_ing to :New York city, he had
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begun to expedite tile cause there, when he found uary. Before the middle of September, 1793, he
himself impeded, rather than helped, by a rumor had been compelled to perceive that he would
of his threat to appeal from the government to only be recognized through his official intercourse
the people. So,ne of his parti_ns denied the with the executive; that the executive was de-
story, whereupon Chief Justice John Jay and Sen- termincd to maintain neutrality, not active alli-
ator Rufus King, of New York, issued a card in ance with France; and that he had nothing to
the newspapers, Aug. 12, vouching for the t,'uth hope fro,n an appeal to the people, further than
of it. This practically closed Genet's career, barren editorials in a few newspapers. His mis-
Hitherto lie had been a danger; henceforth he sion, therefore, as far as its essential object was
was only a nuisance. The drift of the public concerned, was already a failure; but he still had
meetings began to run continually more strongly some power, personally or by his subordinates, to
against him personally, not against France or in annoy the administration, and this power he
favor of Great Britain. He took the liberty of exercised throughout the remainder of the year.

. demanding a contradiction of the story from the Some of the French consuls persisted in attempt-
president himself, who refused to hold communi- il,g to exercise admiralty jurisdiction in prize
cation with him except through the state deptlrt - cases; and the ad,ninistration, Sept. 7, threatened
ment; he then demanded a prosecution of Jay to revoke the exequ_tturof any consul whoshould
and King for !ibcl; and when this was refused, so offend. The penalty was enforced in the case
he published the whole correspondence and began of the French vice-consul at Boston, A. C. Du-
n prosecution on his own account in Novem- plaine, who had rescued a libeled French prize
ber, but soon abandoned it. The " appeal to the from tlm United States marshal, Aug. 21, with

people," which Genet had threatened and Ham- the help of a body of marines from a French
ilion had urged upon the president in July, had frigate in the harbor. Genet's agents had. two

thus been finally made, to Gcnct's complete dis- expedition_ under way, one from Georgia against
comfiture and astonishment. The whole episode Florida and the olher from Ke.ntucky against
is interesting as ahnost the only case in which a New Orleans, France being now at war with
French revolutionary enw_y, h'lvinga f'fir oppor- Spain also. For the support of his soldiers

tunity and freedom of speech ia a neutral or and sailors, whose number he stated, Nov. 14,
friendly country, failed to overthrow or convert to be about 2,000, he again urged the United
the constituled authorities to the "principles of States to pay in advance a portion of the debt
the revolution."--k request for Gcnet's recallhad to France. This was refused, for the assigned
already been determined upon at three ct_binct reasons that payments had already been made
meetings, Aug. 1-3, and it was made in a long in advance to cover, the year 1794, and that

and able letter of Aug. 16, to hlorris, the kmeri- there was no fuml from which to legally draw the
can minister in Paris, written by Jefferson. It money for any more payments; a still more
rehearsed Genet's persistent misconstructions of cogent reason was the natural unwillingness of a
the treaties, his disregard of American neutrali- neutral administration to furnish Genet with
ty, and his various in_olcnces of language to the funds whose expenditure could .only involve
president in his state papers, declared the con- fresh bre'_ches of neutrality. -- Before the month
tinued friendship of the UniWd States forFrance, of November the administration felt strong
and asked the recall of Genct. _,k copy of the enough to take a higher tone toward Genet; but
letter was sent to Genet. lIammond had pre- a fair opportunity did not come until Nov. 14.
viously heen informed, Aug. 5, tlmt the United In a letter of that date, in reply to one from
States would make compensation for British yes- Jefferson objecting to certain French consular
sels captured by French privateers equipped in commissions which had not been addressed di-
American ports after June 5, the date on which rectly to tbe president, Genet assumed to state the
Genet had been informed that such equipments con_titutmnal functions of the president, relative
must cease; but that, after Aug. 5, the British to the reception of foreign ministers, as "only
government must be satisfied with the active ex- those which are fulfilled in courts by the first
ertions of the federal government to maintain ministers for thei,'precended sovereigns, to verify
neutrality. Aug. 7, Gcnct had been itfformed purely aud simply the powers of foreign agents
that his illegal captures must be restored; other- "tccredited to their masters and irrevocable by
wise the federal government would make rcsti- them when once they have been admitted." In
tution for them and look to France for iudcm- his answer, Nov. 22, Jcfferson emphatically
nity. The French government, Oct. 20, disa. st.lted that the president was the only channel of
vowed all responsibility fo,' thc "punishable con- communication between this country and foreign
duct" and "criminal m_m_t, uvres" of their agent nations; that foreign agents could only learn
in the United States, and promised his prompt from him what was or had been the will of the

recall; but at the same time they requested, in nation ; and that no foreign agent could be
return, the recall of the American minister at allowed to question what he communicated as the
Paris, Gouverneur Morris, whose active antipa- will of the nation, to interpose between him and
thy to the dominant party of France had ope,'at- any other branch of the government, under pre-
ed to lessen his usefulness in that country. Geu- text that either had transgressed its functions, or"
et's recall was not known until the following Jan- to make himself the arbiter between them. ' I
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am therefore, sir, not authorized to enter into got little notice from congress, whose attention.
any discussions with you on the meaning of our in the winter of 1793-4, was entirely taken Ul_
constitution, or to prove to you that it has by tile first proposition to attack the commercial
ascribed to him alone the admission or interdic- intercourse of Great Britain and the United

tion of foreign agents. I inform you of the fact States. (See EMBARGO, JAY'S TREATY.) Both
by authority from the president. In your letter the Gcnet episode, and that of Jay's treaty which

you persona]ly question the authority of the immediately followed it, are instructive instant,ca
president, making a point of this formality on of tile almost invariable influence which _uece.c-
your part; it becomes necessary to make a point sire presidents have exerted in favor of peac, e
of it on ours also; and I am therefore charged to abroad. Washington's example was closely fol-

return you these commissions and. to inform lowed by Adams in 1798, by Jefferson during his
you that the president will issue no exequatur to terms of ofiice, and by Madison until lie yielded
any consul or vice-consul whose commission is to the force of the war feeling in t812. (See
not directed to him in the usual form." To DEMO(:RATIc-REPvnI,ICA,W P._RTY. III.;MomtoE

restrict Genet to legitimate diplomatic functions DOCTRINE; EXECI,_Tt_E. III.)-- See 4 liildreth's
was to deprive him of most of his capacity for United ,.qtates, 413; 1 yon lIolst's Ulzited 8tales,
mischief; accordingly his career in tile United 113; 2 Pitkin's UMted States, 357; 1 Schouler's
States may be considered finally ended. A rues- United States, 246; 1 Tucker's _5_ited ,%_te._, 504;
sage from tim president, Jan, 20, 1794, announced 2 Spencer's Ul_ited State.q, 31_; 2 Marshall's
that the request for the recall of Ocnet had been Washi_gton (ed. 1831), 260. :ln(t note ix.; 31
agreed to by the French government; but the Athlntir Monthly, 885; Spark._' Life of Wash-
utter destruction which had already overtaken i_.qto_, 452, 'rod 10 Washington's il'riti_g._, 534;
his party, the Girondins, at the hands of the Trescott's Diplomatic IIi.qtory. 91; 2 Sparks' Life
Jacobins, was a plaiu warning to Genct not to re- _.fGo,_wrneur MottLe, 288; 1 Jay's LiJ'eoJ'J,_y,
turn to France. lie therefore remained in New 298; J. Q. Adams' Life ,f MadL_o_, 5;J: 2 Rives'

York, where he married a daughter of Governor Life of Madison,, 322, ] Wait's Amerb'an ,_tate
Clinton. He attracte(l no further public attention Papers, (2d edit.), 157, 198. 4 Hamilton's Ii'brk,,
until his death in 1835. -- The most ambiguous 360; 4 Jefferson's Iibrks(ed. 1829). 490; I)e Witt'a
position in regard to the whole affair of Genet Je.fer,_on, 221 : 2 Randall's Je_'c_.._ol_, _57; 1
and his mission is that of Jefferson. Primafacie, Tuckcr's Je.ffersolz, 432. The proclam:_tiou of

the whole case is strongly in his favor: his state April 22, 1798, is in I Statesm,tl_'s Mat_t**d, 46.
papers are all exceedingly creditable, being _LEXANDERJoILNSTON.
fr'tnk, explicit, and yet very temperatc, even in-

cluding the last crushing letter of Nov. 22. ltis GENEVA ARBITRATION. The commis-
private correspondence, however, anti, still more, siouel's who ncg'otiated the treaty of Washing-
two dispatches of Oenct to the French govern- ton, recorded in a prot()col so much of the his-
ment, July 25 and Oct. 7, 1793, have thrown tory of the negotiations which preceded it a.¢
some doubts on Jefferson's earnestness : Genet they desired to preserve. They s_y tlmt in the

says, in terms, that Jefferson had at first frater- conference of March 8, 1872. the Americans
nized with him, had cautioned him against the in- made tbe following statement of the deman(l
fluence whict_ Hamilton and Gouverneur Morris then and since known as the ""Alabam_ claim_ ".

were exerting on the president's mind in favor of "That the history of the Alabama and other
Great Britain, and had aided him in organizing cruisers which had been fitted out, or armed, or
his expedition against New Orleans. In an equipped, or which had received au_m_entation
official letter of Sept. 18 to Jefferson, Genet did of force in Great Britain or in hcr cohlnics, anti
not hesitate to charge him with having made of the operations of those vessels, showed ex-
himself the "generous instrument" of t][m re- tensive and direr,t losses in the capture and de-
quest for Genet's recall, "after having made me struction of a large number of vessels with their
believe that you were my friend, after having cargoes, and in the heavy national expenditures

initiated me into mysteries which have inflamed in tim pursuit of the cruisers, and indirect injury
my hatred against all those who aspire to an ab- in the transfer of a large part of the American
solute power," and significantly remarked, that commercial marine to the British flag, in the
"it is not in my character to speak, as many enhanced payments of insurance, in the proh)n-
people do, in one way and act in another, to have gation of the war, and in the addition of a large
an official language and a language confidenti'll." sum to the cost of the war and the suppression of
The last covert charge is utterly unwarranted: the rebellion," and added "that in the hope of

so far as all the evidence goes, Jefferson's lan- an amicable settlement no estimate was made of
gauge, both official and confidential, was at first the indirect losses, without prejudice, however.

cordially in Ocnet's favor, and as cordially to the right to indemnification on their account
against him when his phm of action had be- in the event of no such settlement being made."
come evident. In the authorities cited below, The British commissioners replied, "that the

tim reader will find the ease fairly given in von British government could not admit that Great,
Hoist, unfavorably to Jefferson in Hildreth, and Britairrhad failcd to discharge toward the United
favorably to him in Randall. --Theease of Oenet States the duties imposed on her by the rules of
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international law, or that she was justly liable to their respective governments, and while them
anake good to the United States the losses oc- discussed the mode of settling the difficulty in
_asioned by the acts of the cruiseJ_ to which the case it could not be settled diplomatically. Soon
.A.merican commissioners had relerred." Then after the reassembling of the tribunal ill June (no
"the American commissioners expressed their diplomatic adjustment being reached) the plan

regret at this decision of tile Brilish commission- discussed by the agcnts" in April was practically
ers." Tile parties then negotiated for the sub- carried out. The tribunal, of its own accord,
mis_ion of the claims to arbitratmn, and con- declared that without expressing an opinion nn

eluded the treaty of Washington in part for that the political question which had arisen, they weJe
purpose. Tim first article of the treaty, after re- individually and collectively of opinion that the
eitin/ that claims against Great Britain "exist, "indirect claims" did not "constitute, upon the

growing out of the acts committ_-d by the several principles of international law applicable to such
vessels which have given rise to the claims gener- cases, good fotmdation for an award of coml)en-

ically known as thc Alabama claims," provides sutton or computation of damages." This de-
that "all the said claims growing out of the acls cision was accepted by both governments as a

,committed by the aforesaid vessels" shall be re- satisfactory disposition of the disputed matter --
ferred to a tribunal of arbitration. This trihunal With tim scope of the arbitration thus settled,

.assembled Dec. 15, 1871, in Gcnewl, in Switzer- the tribunal made the following disposition of
land. It consisted of the following arbitrators: the matters before it.. The treaty laid down three

Count Federigo Sclol)lS, of Salcrano, named by rules for the guidance of the arbitrators, viz.:
the king of Italy; Baron Itajuba, named by the "That a neutral government is bound, 1, to use
,emperor of Brazil; ]_lr Jaques Staempfli, named due diligence to prevent the fitting out, arm
by the president of Switzerland; Charles Francis ing or equipping, within its jurisdiction, of
Adams. Esq., appointed by the president of thc any vessel which it has reasomtblc ground to
United States, and lord chief justice Sir Alex- believe is intended to cruise or carry on war
anderCoekburn, appointed bythc queen of Great against a power with which it is at peace; and
Britain. J.C. Bancroft Davis, Esq., represented also to use like diligence to prevent the de-

the United States _s.their agent; Lord Tcntcrden parture from its jurisdiction of any vessel in-
represented Her Britannic Majesty in the same tended to cruise or carry on war as above, such

.capacity. On motion of Mr. Adams, seconded vessel having been specially adapted, in whole or
by S_r Alexander Cockburn, Count Sclopis was in part, within such jurisdiction, to warlike use;
made pre.-ident, and bit. Alexander Favrot, of 2, not to permit or suffer either belligerent to
S_itze_land, was elected to be the secretary of make use of its ports or waters as the base of
the tribunal. In accordance with the terms of naval operations against the other, or for the put-
the treaty the agent of each government then pre- pose of the renewal or augmentation of military
sented printed volumes containing the "case" of supplies or arms, or the recruitment of men, 3,

hie government, with accompanying proofs.- to exercise due diligence in its own ports or
The American agent laid claim for damages waters, and, gs to all persons within its jurisdic-
for injuries committed by thirteen vessels, viz.: tion, to prevent any violation of the foregoing
the Sumter: the Florida, and her tenders, the obligations and duties." -- The United States rest-
Clarence. the Tac[)ny and the Archer; the Ala- ed their demand on these propositions: that the
bama and tier tender; the Tuscatoosa; the Retri- British government, by the indiscreet baste with
button; the Georgia, the Tallaha-see; the Chica- which the proclamation of neutrality (see ALA-

man_; an,l tim Shc.nandoah. The Briqsh agent BAMA CLAL_IS) was issued, by the preconcerted
denied that the arbitration covered more than the action with France respecting the declarations of

ac_s of the Alabama, the Ge(*rgia, the Florida, the congress of Paris, by refusing to amend the
and tim Shenand,)ah. The tribunal took juris- defective neutrality laws, by the delay in seizing
diction CJf all the vessels submitted by the Amer- a vessel which was evidently being iitted out at
ican agenl, and exculpated Great Britain from Liverpool and intended to carry on war with the

liability for the acts of any except the Florida United States, a country with which Great Britain
and her tenders, the Aiabama and her tenders, was then at peace, and other unfriendly acts,
and the Shenandoah after leaving Melbourne. and individual members of the govcrmncnt by
The Amertcan dcmands for damage were laid in open expressions of sympathy with the insurgents,
the exact language of the protocol cited above, in had exhibited an unfriendly feeling which might
which they wcrc cla._sificd as "direct " and "in- lfffect their own course, and must have affected
(lireet." On Feb. 3, 1872, Lord Granville in- the action of their subordinates; that these facts
formed the American minister in London, that proved an animus in the government and imbued
"the British government hehl that it was not with a character of culpable negligence many

_'ithin the province of the tribunal of arbitration of the acts of its subordinates complained of for
at Geneva to decide upon the claims for indirect which a government might not otherwise be held
losses and injuries put forward in the ease of the responsible; and that Great Britain had always
United States."-- Pending the diplomatic di._cus- maintained a right to l)ermit vessels like the Ala-
sion which followed, the two agents ,met at bamat°bec°nstructedandequippedinlmrp°rts'
•Geneva, April 15, to put ia the counter cases of so that ia point of law she held that therewas no
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obligation to exercise due diligence to prevent purpose of enabling the government to fulfill its
their departure.--On these points the tribunal international duties. The tribunal held that

decided that " the due dihgence referred to in the "the goverument of Her Britannic _Iajesly can
first and third of tile said rules ought to be exer- not justify itself for a failure in due diligence on
cised by neutral governments in exact proportion the insufficiency of tile legal means of acliorL
to the risks to which either of the belligerents which it possessed."--The American pleadings
may be exposed from a failure to fulfill neutrality urged tlle imllortance of awarding a sum ill gro_s,
on their part." "The circumstances out of which and thus (;losing the political queslion : and con
the facts constituting the subject matter of ttle tended that interest sllouht form a part of tile
present controversy arose were of a nature to call sum ,_o awarded, th.tt tile United Slates should Ii¢:

for the exercise on the part of IIer Britannic repaid for its outlays in pursuit of the cruisers,
Majesty's government of all possible solicitude for and that th(' sufferers should be compensated for
lhe observance of the righls and duties inv(_lved the Io_ of prospective earnings. The tables of
in the proclamation of neutrality." -- The Ameri- damages presented by the United States also pre-
i(.au case also contended that tim treaty required sented claims for gross freights The tribunal
that when a vessel which had been esl_ecially decided that no comt)ensation shouhl be nmde for
adapted for war within a neutral p[)rt for the the pursuit of the cruisers; that non(, should be

use of a belligerent in war comes again wilhin made for prospective earniu,_,s, "as they depend
the neutraI's jurisdiction, the neutral _hotlhl seize in their nature on future and fincertain c(>ntingen-
and detain it. TheBritish papers contended that ties", that net freights only should bc allowed;
the obligations created by the treaty refer only and that "it is just and reasonable to allow in-
to the duty of preventing the original departure terest at a reasonable rate"; and " by a majority
of tile vessel, and that the fact that it was, afh,r of four voiecs to one awnrded to the Unitcd
the original departure from a neutral port, com- a sum of $15,500,000 in gold as the indemnity t(>
missioned as a ship of war, protects it against be p_,i(1 by Great Britain to the United States as
detention. On this point the tribunal decided as the satisfaction of all the (.laims referred to the
follows: "The effects of a violation of neutrality, consideration of tile tribunal." This award was

committed by means of the construction, equip- signed by Count Sclopis, Viscount d'Itajulla,
merit and armament of a vessel, are not done Mr. Staempfli and Mr. Adams, Sept. 14, 1872. Sir
away with by any commission which the govern- Alexander Cockburn refused to sign it, and filed
merit of the belligerent power benefited by the a long dissenting opinion. Tile president then
violation of neutrality may afterward have granted declared the tribunal to be dissolved.
to that vessel; and the ultimate step by which J.C. BANCROFT DAVIS.
the offense is completed can not be admissible

as a ground for tile absolution of the offender, GEORGIA, one of the thirteen original United
nor can the consummation of his fraud become States. Its territory was originally included in
the means of establishing his innocence. The the charter of 1662-3 to the lords 1)rol)rictors of
privilege of exterritoriality, accorded to vessels of the Carolinas, but wa._ set apart I)y a royal chartcr
war, has been admitted into the law of nations, of June 9, 17;32, to a (.ompany orgamzed 1)y
not as an absolute right, but solely as a proceed- James Ogh,thorl)e to provide homes ill America.
ing founded on the principles of courtesy and for indigent persons. The boundarie- of the
mutual defereuce between different nations, an(1 new colony were laid down in the chart(_r as fol-
0mrefore can never be appealed to for the pro- lows: "All those lands, countrys and territories
tcction of acts clone in violation of neutrality." situate, lyiKJg and llcing i_l that part of Soulh
-- It was further contended in the American case Carolina, in America, which hcs from the most

lhat tile insurgent cruisers had such adwmtages northern part of a stream or river there, conamon-
in British ports over the vessels of the United ly called the Savannah, all along the sea coast, t_r
States in tile storing and receiving of coal as ma(le tile southward, unt() the most southern str_,am of
the ports b_es of hostile operations against the a certain other great water(,r river c'dlc(l the Ala-
United States. On this point the tribunal said: tamaha, and westerly from the heads of the said

" In order to impart to any supplies of coalaclmr- rivers respectivcly in direct lines to the south
•toter inconsistent with the secoud rule, prohibit- seas." Tifi_ boundm Twas more precisely defined
ing the use of neutral ports or watel,'s as a base of Ily tile state constitution of 1798 as beginning at
naval operations for a belligerent, it is necessary the mouth of thcSavannah, running up that river
that the said supplies shouhl be connected with and the Tugalo to the headwatel_ of tile latter,

special circumstances of time, of person(, or of thence straight west to the ._[ississit)Pi, down that
place, which may combine to give them such a river to parallel 31 _ north latitude, thence (,ant on

character;" but Viscount d'hajuba, while signing that parallel to the Appalachicola or Chatta-
the award, recorded in the protocol his opinion hoochee, along that river to the Flint, thence
that "every government is free to furnish to the straight to the head of the St. Mary's river, along
belligerents more or less of that article."-- The that river to the Atlantic, and thence along the
American case also contended that Great Britain coast to the place of beginning. June 20, 1752,

couhl not escape liability by reason of alleged thc charter was surrendered, and the colony be
deficiencies in internal legislation enacted for the came a royal province. -- The first state constitu-
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:tion was adopted by a state convention, Feb. 5, the congressmen were regularly democratic. The _-
1777. It changed the name of parish to that of federal party made little opposition to the dotal-

.county, gave the choice of the governor to the nant party in the state, but soon after 1830 a
legislature, fixed the governor's term at one year, strong whig vote appeared and endured until
and forbade the election of any person as gov- 1855, its best known members being Johu M.
•ernor for more than one year in three. A new Berrien, Alexander H. Stephens, Thomas Butler
.constitution was formed by a state convention King, and Robert Toombs. In 1888 the whigs,
which met at Augusta, Nov. 4, 1788, and was by a coalition with the "state rights" faction,
ratified by another convention at the same place, elected all the nine congressmen, though four of
May 6, 1789. Among other changes, it prolonged them afterward declared for Van Buren; and in

the governor's term to two years, and directed the other years the legislature occasionally chose a
senate to elect the governor from three names to whig United States senator. After the adoption
be selected by the house. By an amendment of the district system in 1844, the eight districts
adopted by a new state convention at Louisville, of the state were at first evenly divided between

May 16, 1795, Louisville was maxle the perma, the two parties. In 1848 the whigs permanently
,nent seat of government. Another constitution lost one of their districts and in 1850 another;
_vas adopted in state convention at Louisville, but the seventh and eighth districts, composed
•Iay 30, 1798. It abolished the African slave of the central counties of the state eastward to

_rade, but forbade the legislature to emancipate the Savannah river, and represented by Stephens
slaves without the consent of their owners, or to and Toombs, remained whig until the final over-
prcvent immigrants from other states from bring- throw of the party. The majorities in the dem-

.ing their slaves with them. Various amendments ocratic districts, though steady, were always
to this constitution were made up to and includ- very small. After the death of the whig party,
ing the secession convention of 1861, the only one an American party appeared in the slate. (See
_lece_ary to specify here bcmg that of Nov. 17, WHIO PARTY, AMERICAN PARTY.) Until 1861 it
18o4, which transferred the election of governor held two of the congressional districts of the
to the people. The changes produced by the state, and maintained a strong vote in the others.
rebellion will be given hereafter.--The ten'itory To sum up, Georgia was, from 1830 until 1861,

originally claimed by Georgia, extending from one of the most evenly divided of the southern
the Atlantic coast to the Mississippi, was dimin- states, and yet one of the steadiest in general vote
ished in 1798 by the formation of Mississippi ter- and in proportional party strength. -- The state
ritory, from which the states of Mississippi and elections until 1830 wereundisputedly democratic,
.klabuma were afterward formed. (See those and all political struggles were entirely personal
states.) All this territory was claimed by Geor- between different members of the same party.
gin under her charter, the king's proclamation of From 1796 until 1810 the claim of land com-

1763, and a cession by South Carolina, in April, panics to the Mississippi lands claimed by Geor-
1787, of her claims under the original charter, gia was the controlling issue in state politics, as
The United States claimed it on the ground that was the case from 1825 until 1835 with the remov-
it had been annexed to tile British province of al of the Creek and Cherokee Indians from the
West Florida before the revolution, and had been state. (See YAzoo FnAUDS, CHEROKEE CASE.)

ceded by Great Britain to the United States by thc The "state rights party" of Gov. Troup retained

peace of 1783. The controversy was settled by its organization after its victory in the Cherokee
the convention of April 24, 1802, between the case. It was still often known as the " Troup
United States aud Georgia, by which the latter party" until about 1837; but in 1832 Thos. B.
ceded her claims to the territory in dispute, in King and others of its leaders so committed it
consideration of $1,250,000, and a stipulatiouthat against Jackson that it gradually becanle the
the United States wouht extinguish the Indian title Georgia whig part)'. -- After 1830 the state elec-
to lands within the state of Georgia, for the use tions resulted almost as steadily i_, democratic
of Georgia, "as soon as the same can be peaceably success, but with much greater difficulty. Al-
obtaineduponreasonableterms." (SecCm_ROKEE though but one governor, Crawford, was an
CASE.)--In presidcntial elections the electoral avowed whig, the whig party in the state dis-

votes of Georgia have always been cast for dem- puted every election vigorously, aided in elect-
o('ratic candidates, except in 1840 and 1848, ing at least one governor, Gilmer, in opposition
when they were cast for Harrison and Taylor to the national or regular democratic candidate,

respectively, the whig candidates. In 1789 and and frequently controlled the legislature, gener-
1792 the Georgia electors voted for Washington ally in years not affected by a presidential elec-

for the presidency and for various democrats for tion. As a general rule the whig vote in the
the vice.presidency. (See ELECTORAL VOT_.S.) State may be reckoned at from 47 to 49 per cent.
In 1824 the Georgia electors voted for Crawford, of the total, occasionally rising to a majority.--
and in 1836 for White (see those names), both of The formation of the so-called American party
these being democrats. Until 1844 the congres- in the state reduced the opposition vote to about
sional elections were by general ticket, a major- 40 per cent., and this proportion represents
it), of the electors of the state choosing all the the opposition in 1860-61 both to the election

congressmen of the state. Under thi_ system of Breckinridge and to secession. The oppo-
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_ition -to the latter measure, as elsewhereomen- constitution, which was ratified, April 20, 1868,
_ioned, was to the advisability, not to the prin- by a popular vote of 89,007 to 71,309. It de-
ciple, of secession, and ceased when the ma- clared the paramount allegiance of the citizen
jority had pronounced the decision. Indeed, the to be due to the constitution and government of
leader of the so-called union party of the state, the United States, voided all state laws "in con-
A. H. Stephens, was almost immediately elect- travention or subversion thereof," declared all
ed vice-president of the new southern confed- persons born or naturalized in the United States,
eracy. (See ALLEGIAIqCE, SECESSION, CO_NFED- and residents in the state, to be citizens of the
ERATE STxTES.)--In :Novemtmr, 1860, an act state, forbade the legislature to abridge the
of the legislature provided for a special elec- privileges or immunities of citizens, abolished
tion for delegates to a state convention, which slavery and tile limitation of suffrage to white
met at Milledgeville, Jan. 16, 1861. Jan. 19, by a males, prolonged the governor's term to four
vote of 208 to 89, an ordinance of secession was years, and voided all contracts for the encourage-

passed. It repealed the ordinance ratifying the ment of rel)ellion, made and not executed. Some
con¢titution, and the acts ratifyit_g the amend- changes, not affecting any of the above points,
menls to the constitution, dissolved the union were made in congress, and the state was reaxl-
between Georgia and the other state._, 'rod de- mitred by act of June '25, 1868. --The election at
clared "' that the state of Georgia is in the full which the constitution trod been ratified had re-
possession and exercise of all those rights of soy- sulted in the choice of republican state officers, a

ereignty which belong and appertain to a free and republican senate, and a democr_ttic house of
independent state." The minority, however, representatives. In July the new state officers
signed the ordinance, as a pledge that they would entered on their duties and the legislature ratified
sustain their state, with the exception of six; the congressional changesin tlmeonstitufion, but

and these yielded so far as to place on the mul- (luring fins and the next month Ill(; legislature
utes a pledge of " their lives, fortunes and proceed(.d to declare negroes ineligible to mere
honor" to the defense of the state. Ten dole- bership in it, and to admit to membership several

gates were chosen by the convention to represent persons who, it was alleged, were disqualified
tile state at the organization of the provisional to hold office by the 14th amendment. During
government in Montgomery, and Georgia thus the )'ear the state supreme court decided in favor
became one of the confederate states. The prog- of the eligibility of negroes to office, but the
tess of the war developed a considerable oppo- action of tim legislature provoked an unfavor-
_ltion in Georgia to the confederate govermnent, able feeling to Georgia in congress, and was eon-
In the leaders it took the form of a sublimated state strued as an effort to avoid the terms of reeon¢truc-

sovereignty, in opposition to the despotic acts of tion. In December, therefore, the Georgia sena-
the executive; but in the mass of voters there tors were not admitted, and did not obtain their
seems to have been a strong undereurrent in favor seats until January and February, 1871; the
of reconstruction in its first form, that is, re.en- representatives had been adnfitted July 25 186_.
trance to the Union on terms. April 30, 1865, The Georgia electors, in obedience to a state law
the Sherman-Johnston agreement ended the r(,- passed under the eonfi,deracy and not repealed m
bellion in Georgia. (See CONI_'EDERATESTATES, 1880, voted I)ec. 9, 1868, the secoml Wednc.-day
REnELLION, RECONSTRr.CTION.)--June 17, 1865, of December, instead of the first, as required by
James Johnson was appointed l)rovisionalgovern - the federal statute. On this nominal ground
or of the state Under his directions a conven- a vigorou.s effort was made in February, 1869,

lion met at Milledgeville, Oct. 25, repealed tile to reject the vote of Georgia, but it was count-
ordinance of secession, voided the war debt, and ed "in the alternative." (See ELECTORS, VII.)--

adopted a new state constitution, :Nov. 7, which Nothing, however, could save Georgia from re-
was ratified by popular vote. It recognized the reconstruction. The act of Dec. 23, 1869, au-
abolition of slavery by the federal government as thorized tile governor to reeonvene the legisla-

a war measure, but reserved the right of its citi- lure, with only such members as the reconstruc-
zeus to appeal to "the justice and magnanimity of tion acts allowed, prohibited tile exclusion of
that government" for compensation for slaves; it qualified members, authorized the use of the
made the governor ineligible for re-election; it army and navy to support the governor, and

confined the right of suffrage to free white male imposed upun the legislature the ratification of
citizens; and it enjoined upon the legislature the the proposed 15th amendment as a condition
duty of providing by law for "the government precedent to the admi.,sion of senators and rep-
of free persons of color." State officers were resentatives from Georgia. The seats of the
elected :Nov. 15, 1865, the legislature met in representatives also were thus vacated until Jan-
December, and the state remained under the new uary and February, 1871. The organization of

form of government until March, 1867. (Sec Ihe legislature in January and February, 1870,
RECONSTRTJCTION.) The state then became a part was only effected with great difficulty by tile gov-
of the third military district, under Maj. Gen. ernor, and his irregular course of action wascon-
John Pope. Under the direction of Maj. Gen. demned by the senate investigating committee;
_leade, who succeeded him, a state convention but the organization was finally accomplished,
met at Atlanta, Dec. 8, 1867, and formed a new the conditions fulfilled by the legislature, and the
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state admitted by act of July 15, 1870. The first John Milledge (180o_--6); Jared Irwin (18(_-9);
election under the new r_gime took place Dec. 20- David B..)iitchell(1809-18); Peter Early (1813-15);
22, 1870, and resulted in the choiceof democratic David B. Mitchell (1815-17) ; William Rabun

state officers, and of five democratic and two (1817-19); Jolm Clark (1819-23); George M.
republican representatives in congress. At the Troup (1823-7); John Forsyth (1827-9); George
next election for congressmen, 1872, the state R. Gilmer (1829-31); Wilson Lumpkin (1881-5);
having been re-districted, the republicans lost one William Schley (1835-7); George R. Gilmer
congressman and gained one At the next elec- (1_37-9); CharlcsJ. McDouald (1839-43); George
tion, 1874, the democrats ele(:l_-(l all the nine con- W. Crawford (1843-7); G. W. B. To_ns (1847-
gressmen: in two districts the republican vote 51); Howell Cobb (1851-3); tIerschel V. Johnson
entirely disappeared, and in all the others it was (1853-7); Joseph E. Brown (1857-65); James

much reduced. Since that time the state has Johnson (provisional, 1865); Charles J. Jenkins
been democratic in all elections, state and na- (1865-7); John Pope and G. G. Meade (military
tional, and the political contest has been confined governors. March, 1867-June, 1868); Rulus B.
to factions of the dominant party. The peculiar Bullock (June, 1868-October, 1871); Benjamit_
state law, requiring electors to vote on the secol_d Conley (acting, October, 1871- January, 1872);
Wednesday of l)ecember, excited some comment James _I. Smith (chosen by special election,
in 1881, but the uudisputed republican majority January, 1872-January, 1877); All'red tI. Col-
in the presidential election of 1880 allowed the quirt (1877-83).--See 1 Poore's _'ederal a_td 81aSv

state's electoral votes to be admitted without Co_stitutbJns; 3 Itildrcth's LS_ile_l Slates, 532;
objection.--A new constitution was formed by a 1 Star. at Large (Bioren and Duane's edition),

convention which met at Atlanta, July 11. 1877, 448, 488; Whitc's Hist. Coll. of G_r.qbe; Hew-
and was ratified by popular vote, Dec. 5. Its itt's Hintorical Accosting of Georgia (to 1779);

only noteworthy changcs were its ]o('atinu of the Ge_o_:qia,Hi_t. S_c. Collectk_n_ ; Stevens' lli,_tq_T
state capital at Atlanta, and its limitation of the of Georght (to 1798); McCall's lti_tor# of Geor-
right of suffrage by prohibiting any oae convicted g_a (to 1816); W. t:I. Carpenter's H/,_loTT of
of a penitentiary offense, and not pardoned, from Gez)rgbt (to 1852); Muller's I3eT_ch a_,d Bar of
regL_tering, voting or holding office.--The most Georgia; 2 A. H. Stephens' War Between the
prominent citizens of the state in national poll- ,_'tate_, 297. 312 ; 1, 4 Force's Tract_ ; "l'_u_v

tics have been William H. Crawford, Herschel Almanac, 1838-81; Appleton's Annual 6'yclopa_lia,
V. Johnson, and Alexander H. Stephens. (See 1861-80.
those names.) Reference should also be made AT.EX.h.NDERJOI_'STON.
(see also list of governors) to John M. Berrien,

democratic United States senator 1825-9, attorney (_ERMAN EMPIRE. I. Area and Popula-
general under Jackson (see ADMI.NISTItATIONS), t/,o_t. The geographical position of Germany is
and whig Unitcd States senator, 1841-52; Joseph ahnost iu the centre of Europe, it being situated
E. Brown, democratic United States senator between the Slavonic lands of the East, and the

1879-85; Howell Cobb, democratic representative Romanic countrms of the West and South, and
1843-51 and 1855-7, speaker of the house 1849- bordering in the north on Denmark, the home of
51, and secret.try of the treasury m_der Buchanan a p(,oplc who are the kinsfolk of the Germans.
(see AD),IINIS'rRATIONS); Jolln Forsyth, democrat- At one time the whole country from the l_aone
ic represcntative 181;_-18, United States s_,nator to the cas_crn banks of tim Vistula was tributary
1818-19 and 1829-34, minister to Spain 1819-23, to the German king, when he, as emperor of

and secretary of state under JacL_on anti Van Rome, extended his supremacy even over Italy.
Buren (see x_.DMrI_ISTRATION8); Joseph IIaber- Of Pol'md, which was also tributary to h_m,
sham, postmaster general 1795-1801 ; Bcnj. LI. the German rulers retained Silesiaand Posen, and

Hill, democratic United Statcs senator 1877-82; of Denmark they hcld Schleswig-Holstein; but
Thos. Butler King, whig representative 1839-43 all the land in tlm west, Lotharingia (Lorraine}
and 1845-9; Wilson Lumpkin, democratic rcpre- and Arles, was in the course of time incorl)orated
_ntative 1815-17 aud 18o7-31, and United States into France, which succceded in securing even
senator 1837-41; J()ha blilledge, democraticrepre- provinces whose population was chiefly of the
scntative 179o-3, 1795-9, and 1801-2, and United Teutonic stock -- Elsass (Alsace) and German

States senator 1806-9; and Robert Toombs, whig Lotharingi_t (Lorraine), which, however, through
representative 1845-53, democratic United States the war of 1871, again came under Gcrm_tn rule.
senator 1S53-61, aud secretary of state of the Others, such as Switzerland and the Netherlands,

confcderate state_. --The name of Georgia was were, through the peace of Westphalia, completely

given to the colony in 17:12 in honor of King cut off from the empire. The only province
George II. The l)rospcri_y of the state and its which, until the wars of the French revolution,

vast possibilities of future growth have eneour- still formed part of the imperial dominioa--Bel-
aged its citizens to givc it the popular name of the glum--was, hy the congress of Vienna, ceded _o-
empire state of the south. -- GovER._o_s. George the :Netherlands. For her losses in the west,

Walton (1789-90); Edward Telfair (1790-3); Geo. Germany was partly compensated by an acquisi,
blatthews (1793-6); Jared Irwin (1796-8); James tion of territory in the east, where it made some

Jackson (1793-1801); Josiah TatnaU (1801-2); inroads upon the Slavonic population.- The-
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present territory of the German empire, by the
I Population [ Populatton

terms of the treaties between the North German extras. ] Dec 1, 1875: [Dec 1. l_.'confederation and the South German states (De-

cember, 1870), and through the acquisition of Prussia-
Elsass (Alsace) and German Lotharingia (Lor- Berhn ........................ 9_1,87'2 1,I2.2,',E,O

Breslau ...................... 2:_9, _050 '272,.'_J0
mine), embraces all the territory of the German KSln (t'ologne) ............... 18,5,371 144,751
league (Deutsche Bund), excepting Anstria, Lux- Kfnig'*berg .................. I:_,636 140,896

Magdeburg .................. 122.789 137,109
emburg and Liechtenstein, and includes tile Frankfort-on-Maine ......... 103d36 137,_q0
Prussian provinces--Prussia, Posen and Silesia-- nanove_ ...................... 106,677 1'&2_86()

Danzig ...................... 97,93! 108,549
and the imperial province or territory of EIsass- Bavarm--
Lothringen (Alsace-Lorraine). It is bounded on Milnchen (Munich) .......... 193,0"24 :,._0,l_

Wflrtemberg--
the north by the :North sea, Denmark anti the Stuttgart ................................ 117,303
Baltic; on the east by Bussia, Poland and Ga- Saxony-
lieia; on the south by Austria from the Vistula Dresden .................................. 220,818

149_801Leipzig ....................... I............

to the lake of Constance, and Switzerland; on Eh,&'_s-Lothringen--
City of Hamburg, with suburbs ..] 345,801 410,127

tile west by France, Luxemburg, Belgium and Strasburg ................................. 104,501the Netherlands. The present area and the pop-
ulation of the different states and principali
ties of the empire, including Elsass-Lothringen, --Emigration, which lind been on the decline for a

according to the census of Dee. 1, 1880, are shown short time, mainly owing to the unsettled condition
in the following table: during the civil war, of the United States, which

received the largest aw_rage number of emigrants,
, ! Iris again been on the increase, especially since

Area. ,
STATES l_aghsh[ Population 1879. The number of German emigrants during

OF THE EMPIRE _,quare Dee 11875.mue., I the period 1870-80 was 625,425. Out of every
; 10,000 emigrants 9,345 went to the United States,

.... i..........

1. Pmlssia .............. 187,1"_6i _5,749,404 '27.278,911 22 to Canada, 4 to Central America and Mexico,
2. Bavaria ............. 29.29"2, 5,(r_au0 5z_,1,77$ I 13 to the West Indies, 351 ttl Brazil, 73 to other
3 Wfrtemberg ........ 7,675 [ 1,881,505 1,971,118
4 Saxony .............. fi._7 I 2,760,_ 'Z._'Z,S05 states of South America, 21 to Africa, 5 to Asia,
5. Baden ............... 5.651 1,5ffi',179 1,570,196 and 166 to Australia. Taking the census of 1875
6 :Mecklenberg- t 4,&_4 _7_ 577#55 as a basis. 13.9 out of every 1,000, emigrated fromSehwerln ...... (
7 Hes_,c ............... 2.S_ 88a,218 ._,340 the German empire. Emigration was at its lfigh-
8. Oldenburg ........... 2,417 319,314 _37,478 I
9. Brauuscb_eig.......1.5',_i ;_,'7,498 849.867 I (;st in-1854,when over a quarterof a million i)er

10. Saxe-Weimar ....... 1.42'1 '29"2,!rj3 309,577, sons left Germany: after which it gradually de-
ll. Meeklenburg-Stre/ltz
12. Saxe-Meiningen ..... _ 95,67"3 100.2691.',14,49t 207,0"/5 i clined till 1862, in which year the number was as
13. Anhalt ............... 861J 213,565 232,592 i lOW as 27,529; it rose again slowly, with fluetua.
14. Saxe-Coburg ......... 81_ 182,599 194,716
15. Saxe-Alteuburg .... rd3fi 145,8,14 155,086 i tious, till 1872, when there were 155,595 persons
16. Waldeck .............

17. Li pe ............... _ "o4,743 56,548 i who left for the United States alone. In 1873 tim
112,452 120,'2Mbi total number was 130,937; in 1874 it was 75,502;

18. Sle_warzbnrg'RU'dolstadt..... |( 340 76,676 80296 [ in 1875 it declined to 56,289; in 1876, to 37,803;
19. Sehwarzburg-Son-

dershausen ..... ( 818 67,480 71_107 ] ill 1877, to 21,964. In 1878 itagain rose to24,217;
_J. Reu,.s-Seblelz ....... 297 92,875 101,8.'_0 ill 1879, to 33,327; and in 1880. to 106,190. Of

2"2.21 Keuss-GretzSChaumburg'Llppe'"......... 21fl148 46,_i&*J'l"a'8 50,7823,5'374the latter there were 63.778 men and 42,412
23 Ilamburg ............ 148 838,618 453869 women, and about 103,115 emigrated to the

25.24' Bremenl'fibeek........................... 10612"/ 142,,$t)056'919 15.5.7286;:_'571United States of America. and 2,]19 persons to
"_ Elsas..,-Lothrlngen.._ 5,580 1,531,_gi 1,5ro6,670 Brazil. lu 1881 emigration materially increased

, again. Daring thc. period 1846-80 tile total num-

Total .................. "212,036 42,7'27,360 45,'2,q8,1!_..}bc'r of emigrants to the United States was over
3,000,000.- II. Trade and Industry. As a

branch of tile industries whose province it is
As may be seen from the above table, the free to develop the natural resources of a country,

towns, Hamburg. Bremen and Li_beck, take the agriculture has attained a high state of perfection
lead as regards tbe increase of population dur- iu Germany. Almost two-thirds of the entire

ing the census period. 1875-80; next comes Say population are engaged in it. The largest crnps
ony, while Prussia comes last. As far as the are returned by the low lands in the province
decrease of the population is concerned, it was of Prussia, the districts at the foot of the Alps
largest in the imperial province of Elsass-Loth- in Bavaria, those at the foot of the mountain

ringen. ()f the total number of.the population range from tile upper Odei' to the M_ms river,
given, there were in the empire 22,185,48,?, the fertile marshes along the North sea, tile
males and 23,048,628 females; 275,856 were strips along the Baltic, and those along the
foreigners. The population of the principal cities rivers and in the valleys.-- On the basis of the
having over 100,000 inhabitants, was, according statistics taken in 1878, showing the state of
to the census of 1875 and 1880, respectively, as agriculture in the empire, the following figures
follows : are obtained:
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i ..... J Ira-] E=.I i [Left,o,-
Per vent. rg_ _ar_est. ]ports, port_, I Total. [ Seed lConsump-

Hectare of the t_L_. , A_,X_L. lab'0-L _1880-1. i ] rich.

total Are& -- %on.--_-- _-T_ons- _" _[

I .... 4_0"28 Rye.._] 5,5_2,495{758,00_ 18,'239 5,712,288] 88¢,897] 4,879,463
Arable and garden land ............. i "28.059.108

¥i.eyard .......................... I 13 1 848 _/t_eat I _278,69614T'/,965[14"5':_64_, 2,707,879] 818,27,1[ 2,391,608
_e.adow land ....................... ' 5 917,7.']!) 11 0 Barley 2,067,_.i)8_62,00:1[106,fi02] 2,399,018{ 235,5471 2,16_,471

Pasture ............................ , 4,fil|,8ftt 8.5 Oats --I 4,'264,'_:'I'Z02,6_ 8'8771 4,3_2,055[ 595,588[ 3,796,517
ForL_t and woodland ............... I 18,87`2,7.8 ,2.5 7 Pots- _ "lS._N 5951 '25,971 2_.,477:19 209,7_5,523,5_8[13,687,2_
Lands neither used foregricultural _ I toes _' -- ' ' _ , ' , |

purposes norfor fore_try ........ ([ 3,400,548 6.8 _ . ,

Total area ...................... 1 53,995,767' l(X).0 --The development of the mines is a very an-
cient branch of Gcrnlan industry, which at pre-
sent employs a large number of men, and gives

An approximate estimate of the cultivable and a powerful impetus to kindred branches of in-
uncLiltivable area is given t)y the official returns, dustry. Though the precious metals, such as gold
of the same year, from the states and districts and silver, are not very abundant, the produc-
named in the following tables: tion of silver is probably the largest of any coun-

try in Europe. The quality of zinc obtained is

i Cultivable. Uneultivable only second to thatof English zinc; lead isfoundi in abundance; copper is also found in large quart-

' I Per tities. Iron is found in quantities greatly exceed-
STATES AND DISTRICTS. t S_l_'_- e [etPeorf I _e et of ing those of an 3" other mineral product; especial-

I [T,)tai ]Total ly in W_tphalia and the Rhenish provinces. The

I 400l-[ --- 12'130I quantitY of hard coal obtained is increasing fromPrusMa,mcludingthe minor I
states of_orth Germany. { 134 97.7 8 a year to year, while the yield of salt is also very

_Thiiringm .................. 4'450]_a.V ._. 6.S large. The production of metals and minerals in

 =ony....................., "t i,0Bavaria.......................27,500958 6.S 1880showsan increaseoverthatof theyearpre-

"Wfirtembcrg...............[ 5',_095.S 4.4 Pious,asappeat_sfrom thefollowingtable:Ba4en ....................... 89.4 6Y.) i 10 6
Elsass-Lothrlngen ........... 5,'21)0 90.9 520 9.1

Hesse ........................ 2,850 96.0 1"20 1 4 0 Quantity Produced, in Value of Produc-
-----i---- tons of 1,000Kg. Lion.in mark.

vote1....................il_,sT0._._16,o_o',v7
t880. 1879. 1880. 1879.

Hard coal ........ 46,973,566 4_,0'25,687 _Ak5,665 205"7(_

The followimz_ table shows the principal products L_gniteKohle)(Braun-....... ((- 12,144,a_9n 11,44.5,0"29 86,710 85,.°27din'lug the year 1880: Rock salt ........ 2,'2,70 238,160 1,805 _,591

Cainite and _. 665,849 661 673 6,78_ 6,114
other salts... J

PRODUCTS. Are._. ! Quantity. Percent- Iron ore ......... 7 238,640 5,859,440 34,453 _,69'2. 589,546 11,9_0 8,_0
17,8,g319,1'2"2

_ zincore........._,_ _'___ .__ Lead ore ......... 159,7'26

n_ctare. 'I Tons. Copper ore ...... 480,854 11,996 10,073

Gold and all-( _),578 "22,814 3,812 3,9_8
Wheat ................... L,815 _0 [ 2 3.t5,'278 1.29 ver ore ...... I
_pelt .................... 386 417 489,840 1 26 Salt ............. 450,187 4'29 051 11,8ff7 11,828

One-grained wheat ....... 6,919 I 6,z'2.1 0.8_ Pig iron ......... 2,729,005 2,2"26,588 16_890 l12,,q.L2
Rye ..................... Lg_0, 6'8 i ,1,_2,59.5 0 8.3 Zinc ............. 99,646 96.757 _3.871 27,825
Barley ................... 1,6'23 999 [ 2 145,617 1 ._2 Lead ............ 85,928 821362 35,415 _2,877
Oat_ ..................... _,79"3,252 4,228,128 I 1_ Copper .......... 18 839 9,8.59 18 447 I1,_0

Buckwheat ............... "2A4,644 [ 133,679 0 _5 Silver ........... 186,010 1K7,506 28,608 26,560Maize ................... 8,71 I I 10,fi83 1.25 88 K . 81
Pease ................... 467,592 I 376, _ff 0._ Gold ............ 162.9figKg. 4_,(18_g. 1,2_9"2 1,302
Lentils ................... ,'_,88"_ I 2_,093 0 8_ Cast iron ........ 514.847 448,016 94,716 81,232

Beans ................... 151,591 [ 209,459 1.31 Forgedironand I I,_58,470 1,215,679 2_(I,514 169,524\retches .................. 173,448 154,14,5 0 _ steel ......... '

Lupines ................. 410,1"25 / 174,ff56 0 4£ Smelted iron_.. 660,591 500.901 136.413 112,811
858,915 [ 399,220 1.l_

Maslin ................... P_767,.q34 / 19,4_6,242 7 0_Potatoes ................

Beet-root ................. 507,192/ IL4aS,S_S SS.'_I The growth of the iron industry is shown by the
,' (Seeds) ......... 4,1 c_ _ 6,888 1 fi_

Rape..................... 1_,054/ x57,4_4 0._ following figures :
Flax ..................... 1'29,810 76,4._t2 0.5_

Hemp .................... 17,944 ] 10,800 0.6(i

Tobacco ................. _0,415 ] :'14.955 1.71 I IS'IS. I 187_. lS_0.

Hops ..................... 89_049 / 2,%4.50 OAK 2,125'_20 2,190,956

Chicory ................. I0,398l _01,4_8 19._ --
Clover ................... 1,900,616 I 6,930,996 3.6!
Lucern .................. 227,559 1,083 5._ 4.7( Manufactured , 2,570,783

Timothy ................. 13,626 35,*=.q8 2 61 iron_ in tons...
Hecto. wine. Value, in mark .... 3_,269,641 3ff7,171,641 437,457,614

Vine products ............ 115,640 523,560 4 5( Laborers ....... No. 9'2 0zfi [ 96,956 106,968

The number of laborers employed in the manu-
Comparing the crops of 1880 with the products facture of iron was, in 1878, 135,97"3; in 1879,
imported and exported, our table shows the fot- 144,534; and in 1880, 168,899. --The eengus taken
lowing results regarding the quantities of the in 1875 regarding the different trades gives the
priucipal products: following figures:
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I I Lothrizl
Wurtem- E h-_ The other

PERSONS F_GAGED. i Oerman I Bavaria. Saxony. berg,
E_lpire. Prusma Baden Stat_.

gen. II
t

1. Horticulture ...................... i 25, 46-1 11,911 4,Sl0 2`%4 8,55 83:3 _ 3,523
2. Fisheries ......................... 19,626 15,28,5 1,235 139 161 .554 359 1,8.93
8 .Mines ............................ 433, 2136 ,'t61,406 10,:g.)9 82,008 o,_07 742 14,,%(4 12,1'26

4. Ma_nn work and potteries ....... I '2fi5,5,_5 142,747 _i,4"27 21,7"20 8,575 ) 8,_.t_ 11,945 85,348
5 Metal ............................. [ 419,752 2,16,953 48,511 28,881 _-2 '282. 19,898 12,_2 41j55

• ) 29 17',305 14,680 37,4226. Machinery ....................... I .'_2,_ 174,.5_.q 32`612 32,1.¢)8 13,273
7, CtJenncal industries .............. I 51,698 20,4"28 8,&58 3.5,95 1,.512 2)170 L841 7_B.59
8. Eleating and Illuminating material 42,507 25,755 3,806 2,.q55 2) 153 1,,¢'_4 1,430 5,044
9. Textile fabrics ................... 9'26,717 44L9c8 75,599 2(_._'_0 39,470 27_686 75,481 62,774

10. Paper and leather ................ _ 187,.285 98,060 18,(i60 21,,_55 10,467 7,!_}2 5,180 25,401

11. Lumber and fancy woods ........ I 464,048 '2,42,582 61,977 [ 35,873 2tl,t_ '20,764 15,905 00,941

12. Provision business ................ [ 692,600 _,4,876 87?359 [ 49J63 35,843 33,463 14,600 87,396
13. Garments ......................... [ 1,053,142 605,667 128,435 [ 73,544 50.1,50 89,4,55 '2_,8.50 126,041
14. Building ........................ 4_17,309 244,589 67,387 [ 30.6_I 26,._:_2 21,608 1'2,5,'-_5 63,964
15 Polygraphic artg ................. .5.5,719 28,7._) 5,157 [ 8,3._) 2,7'21 1,7_,¢:4 1,8.q,i
16 Artists ............................ 13,400 5._._ 1,23_ I 467 Sg0 2,649

17. Commercial business ............ 6_,149 370..4_ 68,(X)4 _,348 _ ._2,149 21,.139 g5,366
18. Transportation .................... ] VM,._30 78,76~ 9,705 3,119 3,'_t3 '2 6'26 ",_,(996

19. Inns, boarding and lodging ...... ] 2_14,697 113,378 , 38,273 I ' 15,543 ll,4,M 91.9.22 I _8_1'2'9

...... / I--

I

Total- ............................. | 6,470,630 3,'625,948 707,451 6.'_,34-1 287,_._8,5 238,409 245,790 I 7_,_

Percentage ........................... I00. 58 04 10.93 9.77 4.45 3 68 8 80 11.33

One to number of inhabttants ........ 6 60 , 7.10 7.10 4 37, 6._ 6 32 6 23 5.48

In _holesale trades .................. "2,311,_99 1)367,565 159,526 262,885 70,565 80,163 119,313 _51,382

Percentage ........................... 100. 59 16 6 90 11 37 3 05 3 47 5.12 10.93

--The growth of German commerce was gTeatly

aided by the customs union (ZoIlverein) organized 1,,ports [ E_po_.
in 1833, under the lead of Prussia, and which

gradually took in all the states of Germany. Ar[_clesqf Consumption. I YLark. ] Mark.
1 Grain .......................... ) _,704 I 194,228

_Fhrough it and the formation, under theconstitu- 2. Fermented lnquor_.............. t 39,9 4 ', 54,804
lion, in 1871, of the territory subject to the uni 8. Cohmlal wares .............. [ 172,324] 144.000

4. Tobacro and cigars .............. I °3"905 3,746l"orm operation of the customs and excise laws of 5. Seeds and tru,t ................. ll0 670 52,063
317,5_) I 19t),373the empire (Zoll-u.Handel_gebiet), Germany was 6 Auimalsandfodder ............. ]

at last enabled to secure the position it now holds Total ........................... [ 98.5.146 645.214
among the commercial nations of the world; a 1
position it could not imve achieved without it, di- Ran, Materials.

7. Fuel ............................ ] :_).5.19 57,139

"vided as it had been from a political and cconom- s. vein material, ores and stone .... [ 62,91fi 63,811
ical point of view. The present union embraces .q MetaN .......................... / 45,5__ _S,()9_
_11 the states of the empire, with the exception of 10 lta)r, hides and leather .......... ! "198,1(_6 144,12fi

11. Spinners' material .............. j 474.214 I 118,'297the free towns of Hamburgand Bremen,and local- 12. Bttiloing m_dother lumber ..... [ 99,'._)9 49.B57
tries which, owing to their geographical position,
(:an not properly be incorporated into it. Tim free Total .......................... -_I0/-_-7 1

5t) I,9_8

towns are to remain outside the union until they ManufaetumdA_tteles.
13 Potteryand glassware .......... 18,912 67,488

themselves demand admittance. Under tile con- 14. Metals(manufactured) .......... 7,460 74,'._1

stitution, the powers and the duties of the former 15. Metal wares ..................... 17,2¢6 138.577

Zollverein parliament were vested in the imperial 16. Machines, boats, etc ............. 3.3 015 9;,15_17. Leather and peltries ............ 9,898 71,09_
diet, while those of the council _#ere transferred 18 Yarn ............................ 269,444 149301

19. Cordage and weavcr_' goods .... 95,289 6_6,58_
to the Bundesrath, which has three standing corn- • _0 Rubber good_ andoll cloths ..... 5,698 15,8t4
mittees, namely, on finance, on taxes and customs, _1. Paper, etc ...................... 5,745 45
and on trade and commerce. All the receipts of 2_. Woodenware and carvers' ware. 12.042 42,088

9-.3. Ornaments_ jewelry, etc ........ 17,214 75,7(}8

the union are paid into a common treasury, and '24 Manuscripts and printed matter. 7,912 18,912

distributed among the several states of the empire 494,870 -
in proportion to their respective population. The Total ........................... 1,¢36,fi87
chief sources of revenue are customs duties, prin- Miscellaneous Goods.

(:ipally on imports, and taxes on spirits, wine, _. Fertilizers ................... 65,02fi J 21,9_
manufactured from beet root, and tobacco. _': Drugsand chemicals ............ 190,152 854,-'_A}fisugar

Tar, grease and oils ............. 189,831 85,995The population of the territory included in the _" M_scellancous items ............ 39

customs union is estimated at 42,337,974, accord- Total ............................ 4-15,0o9 46.2,317

ing to the census of 1875._The following state- ,10,S:)l.I t_.a_lment gives the estimated value of the imports Coins and precions metals .............

and exports in 1880 (figures are given in thou- Grand total ..................... 2,876,413I 3,099,467
_ands): ..... .
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raThe following is a statement of the gross re- I during the fiscal year :1880-81 (figures given i_,
ceipts on import and excise duties of the empire [ thousands):

Import Tax on D_l_on Tobacoo Tax On Bond- I

DISTRICTS. Dlltles. Beet Sugar Tax. ed Spirit. I Malt Tax.
i

l_trk [ Mark Mark Mark. Mark. Mark
I

]Eastern Prussia ............................... 5,986 [............ 49 43 2,016 7_I
Western Prussia ............................... 4,812 ] 473 '273 151 3,.585 433
Brandenburg .................................. 15.715 ] 2,5_ 1,063 706 9,611 2.56_
Pomerama ..................................... : 9,295 r 960 1,2,-2 _28 4 868 413
Posen .......................................... 1,818 1,242 2,02-2 27 8,189 '270
Bilesia ......................................... ] 11,686 I 1"2,265 2,418 152 8,408 1,3'>)

Saxony ........................................ i 6 889 [ 46 191 t 4,615 140 5,744 1 610
8chleswlg-Holstein ............................ ; 5',694 I '449 ' 898 ............ 690 '56_

Hahn er ....................................... 10,071 / 9,_24 8,604 286 2,952 ('A,_
Westphalia .................................... 4 8.99 "_-.17 [ 2,579 ........... 1 901 I.(_
Hesseu-Na_sau ............................... 6,540 [ 191 l 936 66 585 1,1'22

Rhenish Province ............................. : _7,9_1 3,754 2,838 1"26 1,780 2,1t_

I Prussia ............................... i 111,355 , 79211 2"2068 2011 50:964 I%9(_

,na dit,oo: I i I IVolkenroda '

Birkenfeld.:::'.-'.:::::::-'::::-".'_-_-_.'_--_-_ ================================================================::-'-:::::-:-
Hohenzollern ................................... 1 ............l It'5 !............l I0 I0
Liitmck ....................................... 2,1{_6 ............ 97 ......... [ 33 40
Bremen ... [ 2 672 ..... I 5 [ ......... I 1 7

============================================= 5:99 _.... -'- - -"-"-".................... :.:-! .......................

Bavaria 11 417 385 4 730 1,590 J

4. Wflrtem berg ............................... 3 "270 1,384 1,42'2 40 ........................

5. Baden .................................... 8,017 395 I 1_ _3_ I........................
6. Hesse ...................................... 3 614 ............ 859 290 44'2 717
7. Mecklenburg .............................. ] 1,098 510 _ 361 57 I 519 '225

8. Thuringian_tates ......................... 1,349 ',397 2,192 55 i 9,48 1,._
9. Oldenburg ................................ l 863 ............ ] I_ ............ [ 200 7b

I0. Braunschwelg ............................. ! 1,157 9.o45 ] 479 19 545 2_16
II. A nhalt ..................................... _ 199"2 8,620 8 54 I ,'._15 154
12. Elsass-Lothringen ......................... i 10.596 .......... ] 1,164 791 I 348 ............

18. Luxemburg ................................ 1,4_,6 __193 [ 662 ............ i ............ I............
l

Total 1880-81 .............................. , ll,12_ I 101 140 [ 37,,239 7,247 57.388 18,611

Total 1879-80 .............. i 141,883 [................ , [ 76,935 , 36,587 1,167 53,535 17,832

--The merchant nl'_rine of Germany numbered, ] steamers, of 196,343 tons. The following is a

on Jan. 1, 1880, 4,777 vessels, of an aggregate I tabulated statement of the shippingasdistributcdtonnage of 1,171,286. Of these there were 374 among the different states:

STATES Ss.iling Vessels and Sfea-mers. Steamers.

INumber Tonnage. No. Crew. Numlmr Tonnage. Power.

Prussia ............................ 3,193 480_3.q0 19,537 158 86._I_ 1,710
Hamburg ......................... 481 '_39, 862 7,_18 111 88.9/50 3,_67
Bremen ........................... 320 261,3.57 6,666 67 59,460 2,67"2
Mecklenburg ...................... 3ql 113_36_ 3,956 11 4,489 146
Oldenburg ......................... 349 66,649 2,106 ...........................................
Lilbeck ............................ 43 9,6ra6 456 27 6,641 336

or

North Sea ......................... 2,788 723,730 23,._30 195 150,915 6,0fi8
Baltic ............................ 1,989 447,'_o56 16,759 179 45,4_ 2,043

Total 1880 ...................... 4, ,777 1,171,285 40,2@9 374 196,343 8,131

Total 1879 ...................... 4,804 1,129,1L29 39,978 3,51 179,662 b2,318

Total 1878 ...................... 4,805 1,117,935 40,832 336 185,879 50,6_

Total 1877 ...................... 4,809 1,103,650 41,844 318 180,946 49,875

Total 1876 ...................... 4,745 1,084,_32 42,,_2 819 16_,569 b9,756

-- The number of sailtng vessels and steamers [ the empire in 1880, with tonnage, is shown by th_
coming to and going from the different ports of ] following table:
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Total With Cargo. B_eamers

German ....................... 86,435 3,1_95,019 29,60_ 2,967,474 6,790 1,710,'240
Foreign ........................ 15,40'2 4,066,704 13,478 3,685,9A0 6,306 2,960,473

Total ........................ 51,837 7,361,7'23 43,081 6,642,714 13,096 " " 4,670,,'i_

Cleared--

German ....................... 36,:I_ 3,338,113 26,1 :_,b 3,479_004 6,822 1,717,'200
Foreign ........................ 15,.504 4,003,112 9,573 2,486,70"2 6_"2_9'2 . 2,964_466

Total ........................ 51,791 7,401,225 35,7118 4,958,706 13,114 "" 4,681,666

--The railways of the empire as far as completed by the ecclesiastical council. The synodic system
_n July 1, 1881, and open for traffic, had a total may be found in a more perfect form in Bavaria,
length of 33,872 kilometres, or 21,000 English Saxony, WtIrtemberg, Baden, Hesse, Saxe-Wei-
miles. The I_)liey of tim imperial government is mar, Oldenburg, Brunswick and Waldeck. In
to acquire, as soon as practicable, the right of all these states, and in Elsass-Lothringen and the
prolx_rly in all these lines, and place them under Hanse Towns, the organization and constitution
its exclusive control and management.--As re- of ttw church is presbyterial; in most of the
gards the telegraph service, we find that the total other states the consistorial system prevails. The
number of dispatchcs in the )'ear 1880 was higher clergy are the general superintendents, the
14,412,598, of which 9,448,128 were inland, and superintendents (deacons). and in Elsass-Lothrin-

4.964,470 foreign. The telegraph lincs had, at gen the ecclesiastical inspectom. The total hum-
"the end of 1880, a length of 59,961 kilometres, bcr of ministers of the Protcstant church in the

--Tile imperial postoffice carried 575,309,050 let- empire is 16,000. The Catholic church has five
ters, 140,9_1,960 postal cards, 8,463,070 patterns, archbishoprics: KSln and Guesen-Poscnin Prus-
104,100,720 stamped wrappers, ;rod 348,973.287 sin; Mtinchen-Freisiug and Bamberg in Bava-
newspapcl_, in the year 1880. The total receipts ria, Freiburg in Baden, Wtirtemberg, Hohen-
of the postoYfice (including telegraphic service) zollern, Hes.sen-Nassau--twenty bishoprics: Erm-
in 1880-81, amounted to 136,647,195 mark, and land, Kulm, Breslau, Hildcsheim, Osnabrtick,

the total expenditure to 120,237,476 mark. The Mtinster, Paderborn, Fulda, Limburg and Trier,
postoffices were 7,540 in number, with 5,659 tele- in Prussia; Augsburg, Passau, Regensburg, Eich-
graphic stations, at the end of 1880, and 63,413 stttdt, Wth'zburg and Speyer, in Bavaria; R6tten-
persons were employed in the service.--III, burg in Wth'temberg, Mainz in lIesse, Strasburg
Religion a_M Educatg,rn. In regard to the consti- and Metz in glsass-Lothringen, and three apos-
tution and organization of the leading churches tolic vicariates. In theseveral statesof the empire
iu the empire, it must be noticed, that of these there are, in all, about 20,000 priests and more than
churches the Protestant, or Evangelical, are not 800 monastic institutions. The Jesuits and a
all alike in the several states. Though Prussia has number of similar orders were, by the act of July
,circuit and provincial synods, it still is in want of 4, 1872, cxcluded from the territory of the empire.
_ageneral representative body of the entire church, The Old Catholics have one bishop, who has his
in which ecclesiastical authority might be com- seat at Bonn. _According to the census of 1875,
pletely vested. The supreme executive and admin- the different churches and denominations were, as
istrative authority of the church is represented regardsthc number of their adherents, as follows:

lh_rnam and [('hristianSectsof[ _embersofotherDenorninatlons

STATES. Protest_lts. Cathohcs Old _:arlou_natlon_.Den°ml" Israelites. andbelonga__uchdotoPers°naxlotany.

Prussia ................................ 16,712,700 8,_5,840 59,400 :_39,790 4,674
Bavaria ................................ 1 392,1"20 3,573,142 4, 8,89 51 ,,q..'_5 904
Saxony ............................... 2 074,905 73,349 6,541 5,3_0 43].

W_rtemberg ........................... 1,296,650 567,57_ 12,881 5,167 P29
_Baden .................................. 517,861 956,916 8,842 26,492 68
EI_ asa-/.x)thringen ...................... 28.5,,'_9 1"20,408 8,198 39,00'2 194
Hesse .................................. 6(72,850 251,17'2 3,889 _5,652 _5
Mecklenburg-Schwerin ................. 548,741 2,258 ................ 2,786 ................
_Oldenbarg ............................. "24.5,054 71,743 909 7,578 80
Anhalt ................................. 208,2_ 3.473 91 1,763 ...............
Other States ............................ 2,234,375 39,675 4,968 _.2,650 8,942

Total ............................. 26,718,8"Z3 15,371,_7 100,608 5"20,575 16,127,
Per c_nt. ........................... 62.5 36 0 0.2 1 2 0 1
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--Popular education in Germany is of the highest between those of the lower grade and the high-
order, and in regard to the number of people en- er, are the intermediate schools. Those of the-
joying an average education, Germany is among higher grade are divided into ,_ called real schuler_
the first. Since 1854, until the establishment of and gymnasia. The realschulcl_, which are again
the empire, the secular authoritiesin tile Protestant divided into those of the first and of tile second

states even indulged in the opinion that the rev- grade, and into the so-called higher citizens'
olutionary and liberal spirit resicting in the masses schools.--b_rqe_'.schulen--furnish the rudiments of
might be kcptdown by handing the schools over the technical arts and sciences. In 1874 there
tothe at)solute control of the clergy. But those were 106 realsch_den, 42 of the second grade, and
who fathered this surrender of the secular char- 107bf_lyer-schulvn, with 82,000pupils. The course
acter of the people's schools, could not prevent of the gymnasia embraces the sciences and arts,
the ultramontanes from taking advantage of the and prepares the pupils for public service, and

discontent that was aroused among the people, for admission to the universities. In 1874 they
and securing for themselves whatever benefits were 333 in number (183 Evangelical, 57 Catholic,
there were in the reaction of the church against and 93 mixed), besides 170 progymnasia and Latin
thespirit of liberalism aroused among the masses, schools, having, in all, 108,000 pupils. For the
as an incident to the revolutionary movement education of primary schoolteachers thereare 1_6_
that swept over Germany in 1848. Since the es- seminaries, of which 110 are Evangelical and 41
tablishment of the German empire under the Catholic. Then there arequite a number of thco-

headship of a state whose population is largely logical seminaries, both Protestant and Catholic.
Protestant, the dangers which lay in handing over The universities lmve principally four faculties:
an institution--which, as the common schools, thc theological, thc law,the medical, and the philo-
exerci_s such a powerful influence on the char- sophical. The oldest university in the German
acter of the people--to the exclusive control of empire is the umversity of Heidelberg (1386); the
the clergy, became even more apparent, and a youngest, that of Strasburg (1872). There are in
movement is slowly setting in, which is in favor of all, including the academy of Miinster, twenty-
placing the educational institutions of the pcople one universities, of which ten are in Prussia,
on a more liberal basis and making them more three in Bavaria, one in Saxony, one in Wtirtem.
independent of the authority of the church. The berg, two in Baden, one in Elsass-Lothringen, one
census taken in Prussia in 1871 also paid some in Itessc, one ill Thfirmgia, and one in Mecklen-
attention to education. There were, in Prussia, burg. The number of students averages 20.000;
16,008,417 persons over ten yearsof age whocould the number of professors, 1,800. In addition
read and write; of 296,084 persons over ten ycars, to all these schools there are a number of poly-
the educatioual condition was not ._tatcd; while technic, commercial, military and agricultural
2,258,490 persons, or 1° per cent., over ten years, schools, colleges of music, and naval academies.
were reported as without any education. The Education in the primary schools is made general
proportiou in tile several provinces is somewhat and compulsory throughout the empire, which is

different, as the following table shows: certainly the most effectivc means of securing
an average educatiou to the largest number of
people. -- IV. A_y and _Navy. As one of the

Educat(_l Persons who veinNeither results of tile war of 1866, tile military organi.
STATES. Persons. Read nor Wrote. zation of Prussia was introduced into the armies

of all the North German state,s; after the estab-

Frussm ............. I 1,568,789 709,6.9"2,or3_6 per cent ]ishment of the German empire in 1871, it wa_,Brandel,burg ....... [ 2,_7,t.O.,3 1_],188, " adopted byall thestates in South Germany. The
Pomcranta ......... ] 9'2_,'288 12_,478, 11 "Posen .............. , 696,741 4"20,090, 36 leading provisions were either incorporated in the
Silesia .............. I 2,3{;9,045 398,4_, 14 *' constitution and in the act of May 2, 1874, con-
Saxony ............. I 1,514.780 58,2_), 4 "
8chies'_ig-Hol_tein-I 72:-1,4_t5 30,7.q0, 4 " cerning the organization of tile military, or they
Hanover ............ ] 1,.'_7,689 8.q,2_7, 6 were adopted as p,irt of the laws of tile empire.
Westphaha ....... [ 1,_8q5 67,77"_ 5 "
Heaaen-Nas_au ..... I 1'0()3"(ff7 40;263, 4 *' Added to these are the acts passed in 1874 con-

Rhenish Province "1 2,463,689 196,741, 7 " cerning the control of the troops not on active
duty and relating to the organization of the land.
sturm; also the act of May 6, 1880, increasing

In the other states the same fluctuations were the imperial army on the peace footing. The
noticeable, though in some the period of reaction military forces of the empire are composed of
was of shorter duration than in Prussia, in eonse- the army, the navy and the landsturrn; the army
quence of which the schoolsin states like Saxony, is divided into regular troops and the militia, the
Baden, Brunswick and Wtirtemberg outstripped navy into the fleet of war and the marines, tn
the rest. The number of the common or primary the regular army and the fleet, all those who are
schools in the empireis estimated at about 60,000, liable to military selTice are disciplined and pre-
inwhichaboutsixmillionsofpupilsareinstructed, pared for active duty. These bodies are always
To every thousand inhabitants therc are l50 pupils, ready for service, while the militia and th_
The total number of teachers, male and female, marines are only called out in case of actual war,
is calculated at 75,000. As connecting schools and the /andsturm is employed only on the de_-
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fensive, in case the safety of the country should Thc strength and organization of the imperial
require it. By article 57 of the constitution tile army on the war footing is as follows:
obligation to serve in the army is made general;
it provides that "every German shall be liable to ........
service, and no substitution is allowed." Under iRank J

BRANCHESOF Ofllcers. Uorse,_.'LGunsarticle 59 of the constitution, every German SEaVICE. and F_le.
capable of bearing arms has, as a rule, to be in
the standing army for seven years, from his twen ........ ;-_Infantry, includ- t
tieth till the commencement of his twenty-eighth mg guard_ .... ( 19,4"26 88,5.388 :_0.t}_8,- .....
year. Of the seven years three must be spent in J._gvr, or riflemen. ,8{} 41.184 1ol_ !......Cavalry ............ :L487 108,276 112,L_t}4i ......
active ._el'vice, and the remaining four in reserve Field artillery.... 2,'213 88,319 78,066I 2,124
duty; be is obliged to join the lal_dwehr or militia Fortresses and (coast artillery. I" 1,370 5_i.800 8,200, 576
for another five years. The service of the laud. Engineers ........ 837 33,669 8,2.511......
alarm takes in all those capable of bearing arms, Train and admin- (

from seventeen to forty-two years of age, who Rail_ayaud telc-I
are not otherwise on military duty. The German graph division_ ( 2.50 t_,700 1,_
armv, as at present organized, numbers about Stag division ..... 2,10t_ %000 6,600 .......• !
1,800,000 men. The 63d article of the constitu-
tion provides that the whole of the ]and forces of Total .......... 31,195 1,273,346 ,281,54o i 2,700

the empire shall form a consolidated army, which i
in war and peace shall be under the cnmmaml of
the emperor The sovereigns of the principal In the above statement are not included the
states have the }'ight to select the lower grad(,s of troops of the field reserve, organized in 1876,
officers; and by the stipulation of Nov. 23, 1871, numbering about 250,000 men, and those of the
the king of Bavaria has re,reed the privilege of lal_dstuiw_. The calculation is that, with the
superintending the general administration of that addition of the /al_t_lrm, Germany may place
portion of the consolidated army raised within in the field at any time two and a half mil]i,)ns of
his dominions. Yet the emperor must approve armed men wilbout drawing upon the last re-

of all appointments made, and nothing which serves. For military purl)oses, tim empire is
may affect the superior direction of the troops of divided into seventeen districts, each represented
any state of the empire can be done without his by one army corps. The guards, taken from
consent. By article 64 all German troops are Prussia and Elsass Lothriugen (Alsa(,e-Lorraine)
bound to obey unconditionally the orders of the do not belong to any spe(:ial division.- The
emperor, and must take the oath of fidelity. Ar- fortress system of GermmJy has, since the Fr;m,:o.
title 65 invests the emperor with power to order German war, been remodeled; a number of old

the erection of fortresses in any part of the cm- fortified places, which were considered useless,
pire, and by article 68 he has the power, in case have been abolished; many ncw ones have been
the public order and safety are threatcned, to constructed, and others enlarged. The empire is
declarcany country oz' district in astate of siege, divided into nine forlress districts, which are,
--The army of the German empire, as constitut- together with the fortified places contained in
ed in October, 1879, consists of 150 regiments of them, as follows:
infantry, including the guards, 20 battalions of
jttger, or riflemen; 93 regiments of cavalry; 49 Districts. Fortresses.
regiments of artillery; 20 battalions of engineers, 1. KSnig_berg ...... KSnigsberg, Maricnburg, Dirschau,

:Memo], Pillau.
including a railway rejzimeni, and 18batlalions of 2. Danzig .......... Danzig, Thorn, Kolbcrg, Stral_und,
military train. The following shows the strength Swtnemflnde.
and organization of the imperial army on a peace 3. Posen .......... Posen, Glogav, Nei._se, Glatz.
footing: 4. Berlin ........... K_strin, Magdeburg. Spandau, Kon-igstem, Torgau

5. Mainz ........... Mainz_ RastatL Strasburg, Ulm, Neu-
Breisach.

6. Metz ............. Metz, 1)iedenhofeo, Saarloois, Bitscil.

7. KSln ............. KS]n, Koblenz, Ehrenbrelt_tctn,
BRANCHESOF SERVICE. Officers.LndFlle,RankHorses. Guns. Dfi_seldorf, Wesel.

8. Altona ........... Sondcrburg, I)Sppel, Travemouth,
.... Frledricn_ort_ _rNbnlt_nt h, Klel,

Elhemouth, Wesera, oath_ Wil-

Infantry, lr_)regiments .... 8,4_2 ,58,652 4,'._8 helm_haven.J_ger, _0 battahons ........ 11,247 144} 9. Mfmchen ........ IngolstadL Germershelm.
Cavalry, 93 regiments ..... 2.902 66.512 68,515
Fiehl artillery, 36 regime t_ :[,800I 80,637 17,100 "'1_:2_
F_rtreas ar_llery, 29 butt.. 640 i 14 .q_5
Engineer_, 20 battahons... 400 l0 lS0 _) -- So far as the navy is concerned, rapid progress
Tram, 18 battalions ....... 300 5,049 3,600 has been made for the last ten )-ears. The fleet
Dgpots of Landwebr, 274,

battalions ............. t 600 4,703 3 /----'- of war at the command of tim empire consisted at

staff division .............. 2,961 8,_9 ......./. _ the close of 1881, of twenty4wo ironclads, in-

-- eluding three not comt)leted, fifty-nine other
Tots1 .................. 18,079 I _0,0_5 _,389 steamers, and four saihng vessels. The following

gives a dehdled list of them:
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• cised theirmighty sway. At the beginning of
J,-_ and during the eighteenth century, when the

e_ political division of Germany was greatest, thereARMOR-CLADSHIPS. __ _' _ _ =
-_ . _ were no less than 1,762 rulers, who, though by

!_ _ ]_-_ no means equal in influence, dignity and power,
x I "Weigh1 occupied each an independent dominion, and who

--[Friqates- ] 1' were only loosely kept together in some sort of
S 99ton 7800 I political union by tim imperial power, whose

K_.er ............... ] o a _Ston 7, o i7,_°S "_ton dignity and influence, however, were fast declin-
Deutschland ......... 0 3 18 ton ' i 7,56O ing. AS a consequence of the revolutionary wars

84 5 i 18 ton 7,800' of France, the frail fabric of the IIoly RomanKCinigWilhelm .....] 9 60'2

Friedrich der Grosse 8t} 4 26 ton 5,1_b7 6,5502 21 ton empire of the German nation fell to pieces, and

Preussen ............ 8t i 24 21_tont°n5,827 6,748 finatly led, Aug. 6, 1806, to the abdication of
Friedrmh Karl ....... 5 8 12 ton ._,¢50: 5,Sl:_ Francis II. as the head of the empire, and the
Kronprinz ........... 5 8 12 ton 4,735, s,aoa relinquishment by him of its office and dignity.Corvettes--
Hansa ............... 6 0 1"2ton °960 [ 3,_'_ The fall of _Napoleon I. brought about, with some
Sachsen ............. 8 _2 ton 5,600I 3,497 slight exceptions the same territorial and politicalBayeru............ 8 22 ton 5,61J0i 7,115

r',600'. divisionswhich Germany enjoyed in 1792;whenWiirtemberg ........ 8 "22ton 7,18.5
Baden ............... S "2:_ton 5,000 7,135 finally the proceedings at the congress of Vienna(lunboals--
Armimus ........... 4_ I 7 mn I,Z00 1,588 resulted in a confederation, DeutscheBuml, which

Wespe ............. 4 3{)ton _ 1,0(D
Viper ................ 4 30 ton 1,000 was as little capable of uniting tile nation politi-
Biene ................ 4 _ton L000 calty, as the empire which had preceded it. It
Skorpion ............ 4 .'30ton 0(_, L000 was not till afterthe suece_ful wal_of 1866 and ofMflc_e .............. 4 ,u2)ton (_)0[ 1,0(}0

Basilisk ............. 4 .30U,n ._ 1,000 1870-71 that Germany realized tim sense of polit-Camaeleon ........ 4 s0 ton _ 1,0es) ical unity and the powers which none but a closeH .................... 4 30 ton 1,000
I..................... 4 _ton _ 1,000 political compact could give. The first of these

wars, which resulted in shutting out Austria, and
leaving the South German states to themselves,

-- According to a plan proposed by the imperial had the effect of uniting the other states under the
government in 1873, and adopted by the diet, the leadership of Prussia, in what became known as
German navy is to be largely increased. By the North German confederation, (Nord.Deutsche
March 31, 1883. the date set for the completion of Bund.) The successful isstie of the Franco-Ger-
the reforms in tile navy, Germany will in all man war finally led to the establishment of the
probability have a floatiug armament of eight German empire, which, under the headship of

Ironclad frigates, six ironclad corvettes, one mon- Prussia, includes besides the members of the
itor, thirteen .gunboats also ironclad, twenty :North German confederation, the South German

wooden corvettes, six dispatch boats, nine other states and Elsass-Lothringen (Alsace-Lorraine).
large and nine small gunboats, two artillery ships, --The organic laws of the new empire consist of
three sailing brigs and twenty torpedo boats. At the constitution, which the German governments
the close of 1880 the German navy was manned by agreed on, anti which is but a slight modification
5,189 seamen an(t officered by one admiral, one of the constitution of the North German confed-
vice-admiral, three rear admirals, fifteen captains eration, the treaties concluded with the South
and 401 lieutenants. There were, besides, 1,297 German states for its ratification, and by which

marines; artillery, numbering 458 men; in all to some of these states certain reserved rights
7,365 officers and men. The sailors of the fleet were guarauteed, and the military stipulations

and marines are raised by conscription from the made with the several states comprising the new
seafaring population, which ou this account is cont'cderation. The imperial constitution is dated
exempt from other military service. The sea- April 16, 1871. A few amendments were made
faring population of Germany is estimated at in 1873. It is composed of seventeen chapters and
80,000, of whom 48,000 are employed in the in- seventy-eight articles. Chapter one defines the
land merchant navy, and about 6.000 in foreign territorial extent or dominion of the new govern-

navies. There are three ports of war, at Kicl ment. The government of the empire, in its
and Danzig ou the Baltic, anti at Wilhehnshaven broadest sense, is composed of the emperor, (as
m the l)ay of Jade on the North sea.-- V. presiding or executive officer), the imperial chan-
Co_ditu/wn a_d Government. The political unity cellor, and the various subordinate executive and
of Germany being an accomplished fact, it is a administrative officers, the Bnndesrath (which
matter of more than curious interest to know see) and the imperial diet or Reichstag, as con-
that it required not only the slow process of his- stituting the legislative and representative powers
tory, but all the consolidating influences of great of the nation. There is no strict division or lim-
ew, uts, the combined powers of a successful war itation of powers, as in the constitution of the
and of a diplomacy of the first order, to unite a United States, exercised by the different branch_
(.ountry which was divided into so many princi- of the government, as will be seen by a reference
palitios, great an(I small, as the land over which to the organization and the functions of each of
the Carlovinglans and their successors once exer- these branches. The Bundesrathis the chief exec-
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utive and administrative lmdyof the empire; yet, be elected to the Reichstag, require no leave of
exceeding the ordhlary functions of such a body. absence in order to attend its sessions: yet if a
it has the power of originating, submitting and member of the diet be appointed to a public office,
approving legislative measures, and thus acts as or promoted, he must submit to a new election.

a sort of upper house to the imperial diet. (Con- The members of the Reichstag are, when in ses-
stitution, chap. iv.) For a further enume:'ation sion, privileged from arrest, except when seized in
of its powers and its organization, see article the commission of some public offense; any pre-
BUNDESRATH. The imperial diet or Reichstag is vious proceeding pending against a member may,
composed of representatives elected by universal should the diet so demand it, be stayed during
suffrage and ballot. The Rcichstag constitutes, the sessions. Each member may exercise the
together with the Bundesrath, the legislative right of free speech on the floor of the legislative

branch of the government. Bills or legislative assembly, aud can not be held responsible outside
measures originating with the latter, require the the diet for his acts or speeches relating to the
approval of the former, in order to become a proceedings of, or touching anymeasure pending
law. Before the laws thus passed can take effect, before that body. The proceedings of the Reich-
they must be assented to by the emperor, and stag are public; each vote requires an absolute
countersigned by the chancellor of the empire, majority, a majority of the members duly elect-
The Reichstag has the power to originate, and, ed being present. The diet elects its presiding
with the advice and consent of the Bundesrath, officers and appoints its clerks and committees.
to enact laws. Petitions sent into the Reichstag (Constitution, chap. v.) Both the imperial diet
nmy be referred to the Bundesrath for further andthe Bundesrath are convoked once a year for

action. The members of tile imperial diet, who the purpose of fixing the public budget.- The
receive no compensation for their services, are third branch of the government is represented by
_qected for three years in the ratio of one repre- the executive or presiding officer, the emperor,
sentative for every 10,000 inhabitants, according Though forming the head of a federation corn-
to the last census. A state having less than posed of independent states or sovereigns, the im-
100,000 inhabitants is entitled to one represents- perial office and dignity is essentially the era-

rive. Every German, being twenty-five years of bodiment of monarchical traditions. Though, by
age, has the right to vote in the state in which lie law, made hereditary in the crown of Prussia, the
may _eside. Every Gn, rman is eligible as a rep- imperial dignity is, in the opinion of him who
resentative to the Reichstag, who is twenty-five exercises it, as much a gift of divine grace as any
years old, and has resided in one of the states of kingly crown since the days when Charles the
the empire at least one year previous to the elee- Great styled himself Carolu_ sereni_im_u_ A_gus.
rich. except he be rendered ineligible for the same tus, a Dec coroncaus qui per _M._eric/ordiam Dei rex.
reasons that disqualify him as an elector, such as And the exercise of the imperial office aml its

his being under guardianship or because of some prerogatives is looked upon by the rulers of the
legal disability, that lie is in bankruptcy, a public empire as of divine right, as much as tl_c royal pre-

pauper, or deprived of the rights of citizenship rogatives they individually enjoy as rulers of their
by the judgment of a court of competent juris- several dominions. The emperor has the pow-
-diction. According to the last census the several er of appointing and receiving amba.ssadors, of
_tates are entitled to the following number of representing the German empire in its relations
representatives: Prussia, 236; Bavaria, 48; Wl_r- with foreign governments and in 'ill internation-
teml;erg, 17; Saxony, 23; Baden, 14; Mecklen- al affairs, of declaring war, (though without the

burg-Schwerin, 6; Hesse, 9; Oldenburg, Saxe- consent of the Bundesrath only in case of a for-
Weimar, Brunswick, and the free town of :Ham- eign invasion), and of concluding treaties of
burg..3 each; Saxe-Meiningeu, Anhalt, Saxe-Co- peace, of forming alliances and of entering into
burg-Gotha, 2 each; Mecklenburg-Strelitz, Saxc- diplomatic and other treaties with foreign govern-
A.ltenburg, tile principalities of Waldeck, Lippe, ments--Under chapter two of the constitution,
Sehwa_-zburg-Rudolstadt, Schwarzburg-Sonder- the legislative powers of the govcrmnent are

shausen, Reuss-Schleiz, Schaumburg-Lippe and vested in the Reichstag and the Bundesrath.
Reuss-Greiz, and the free towns, Ltlbeck and Bre- They have power to pass laws defining the right

men, 1 each; Elsass-Lothringen, 15; making, in and regulating the change of domicile (excepting
all, 397representatives. A dissolutionoftheimpe- as to Bavaria), regulating the rights of citizen-

rial diet short of the term of three years for which sldp, passports, the police surveillance of resi-
the members are elected, can only be cffected by dent foreigners, and the trades, as also iusur-
a resolution of the Bundesrath, and with the ance, colonization and immigration; to raise

advice and consent of the emperor; in which revenue and regulate commerce, the coinage of
case a new election must take place within sixty money, the issue of currency; to fix the standard
days, and the new diet must convene within of weights ami measures, and regulate the bank-
ninety days, from the dissolution of the old diet. ing system; to prescribe the rules for issuing and
The diet can not. without the consent of its for the protection of patents and copyrights; to
nlembers, be prorogued for alonger period than pass laws for the encouragement and protection
thirty d_ys. and not oftener than once during of Germt,n commerce and navigation and for the

_ny one session. Government officials, who may establishment of a proper consular system, for
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the control of the railway system, and for the ceipts and expenditures of the empire to the Bun.
improvement of streams, and the construction of dcsrath and the Reichstag. In ease the revenues

highw.tys and canals in tile interest of trade and raised by the several states are not suffiment to
commerce, and tile regulation of internal naviga- meet tlle expenses of the government, and as long
tion; to establish and prescribe rules for the pot- as the empire does not raise its own revenue,

tal audtelegraph service (exceptingas to Bavaria); the chancellor has the power to call upon the
to provide for tile manner of enforcing in one several states for spec.ial contributions in propor-
state judgments and decrees rendered in another lion to their population, in order to meet tile deft-
state, aml for the authentication of public doeu- cieney. In case of necessity the imperial govern-
meats: to pass civil and criminal laws of uniform meat may also make loans, and pledge the public
application throughout the empire, and to estab- credit. Chapter thirteen relates to legal remedies
lish courts of competent jurisdiction for the and penalties; it confers on the court of aPl_als of
enforcement and administration of these laws; Lfbeek exclusive jurisdiction in cases of treason;
to organize and prescribe rules governing the allother offenses against the imperialgovernment
military and naval service; to pass sanitary rules or any of its public officers are tried by the courts
and regulations; and to control and regulate the having competent jurisdiction under tile laws of
public pre_ and the organizatiou of private soci- tile state where the offense may be committed.
eties. Article three of the same chapter provides Controversies between two or more of the states
that the citizens or subjects of each state shall composing the empire, and whose organic laws
enjoy the rights and immunities of citizens in the do not provide for some mode of redress, are to
several states composing the elnpire, and shall be be referred to the Bundesrath for adjudication;
in all respects equal before the law throughout tile in case tile Bundesrath is unable to reach a decis-
federal dominion. This is a provision somewhat ion, the controversies are to be settled by the
similar to the one contained in the constitution of legislative powers of the empire. In case a suitor
the United States. Chapter six relates to the shouht be without a remedy under the laws of
tariff and commerce. Under it, the operation of the state iu whose courts lie may apply for legal
tile tariff laws anti such as regulate public com- redre.'_% he may invoke tile aid of the Bundes-
merce extends throughout the dominion of the rath, whose duty it is to compel the government
empire, which, to that end, forms a close union: of the particular state to furnish the proper
excluded from this union are such districts as are remedy. Chapter fourteen provides that amend-
not, on account of their geographical po._ition, ments to the constitution may be proposed by
fit to be incorporated, while the free cities of either of the legislative bodies; and are declared
IIamburg and Bremen are also cxeluded, un- rejected, if fourteen votes of the Bunde_srath are
til they move to be incorporated in the umon. against their adoption. Chapter fifteen contains
The revenues provided for by the imperial gov- some general provisions declaring certain laws
eminent are raised and administered by tile gov- passed by the North German diet part of thelaws
ermnents of the individual states; the emperor, of the new empire.--At the head of the adminis-
through proper officers, sees to it that the provis- trative department of the empire is the chancel-
ions of the hiw in the raising of the revenues are lor's office, with the several departments, such as
properly observed and carried out by the revenue form the office of the postmaster-genelal, those
officers of the different states. Chapter seven presided over by the general director of the tele-
gives the control of the railways, except those of ga'aph service, and those having charge of the

Bavaria anti Wtlrtemberg, to the imperial gov- affairs of Elsass-Lothringen (Alsace-Lorraine).
ernment. By virtue of chapter eight rite postal Connected with tile chancellor's office are also
and telegraph service is also placed under the the st_ttistical bureau, the bureau regulating the
control and management of the imperial govern- right of domicile, and the board of railway man-
ment. Chapter nine relates to the navy and navi- agers. The chancellorship and the ministry of
gation, giving the chief command of the navy foreign affairs are at present held by one and the
and the appointment of its officers to the king of same person, Prince Bismarck; the ambassadors
Prussia. Chapter ten provides that the consular and consuls of the empire are subject to his order
service shall be under the control of the emperor, and control. Added to the imperial administra-
who, with the advice of the committeeof the ti0narecommitteesorboardsoncustomsand ex-
Bundesrath on trade and commerce, shall ap- cise duties, on emigration, on education, and a
point the several consuls. Under chal)ter eleven board of auditoI_; there was, also, until the ca-
the milital'y forces of the empire form one con- tablishment, in 1877, of the imperial court of la_st
solidated army, whose commander-in-chief shall resort, a court of commerce, located at Leipzig,
be the emperor, and which is to be governed having original jurisdiction touching matters of
by the rules and regulations established for the trade and commerce.--The German empire has
organization and discipline of the army of Prus- as yet no so.called federal judiciary., except the
sia. Chapter twelve relates to the finances of tile imperial court of last resort, established at Leip-
empire, and provides that all receipts and ex- zig by an imperial act passed March 24, 1877.
penses shall be fixed by law before the commence- The civil and criminal jurisdiction of the country
ment of the next fiscal year. The chancellor is is vested in the several state courts. Yet a series

required to submit annually an account of the re- of laws passed by the imperial diet in 1_77 gave
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these courts a uniform organization, and uni- defrayed from the revenues arising from (.ns-
fortuity in both their civil and criminal proced- toms, certain branches of excise, and tile profits
ure. Tlle first is the law on the organization of of the postal and telegraph service. In case the
the judiciary passed Jan. 27, the second is the receipts from these various sources of income
code of civil procedure passed Jan. 30, and the should not be sufficient to cover the expenditures,
third is the code of criminal procedure passed the individu,tl statesmay be assessed to nmke up
Feb. 1; added to these is the bankruptcy act the deficit, each state being rcquired to contribute
pa_ed Feb. 10, 1877. All these laws took effect in proportion to its population. Theordinary ex-
ert and from Oct. 1, 1879. A very important penditure is, as a rule, to be voted only for one
step toward consolidating the government and year, but, in special cases, may be voted for a
strengthening the feeling of nationality through- longer term. The fiscal year, formerly coin-
out the empire was the passage of tile act, Dec. cident with the calendar year, was made to run
20, 1873, whereby the whole range of civil and from April 1 to March 31, in 1877 --In the puh-
criminal law was placed within the sphere of the lic budget for the fiscal year 1881-2, the total
legislative powers of the empire. Aside from amount of the revenue of the empire was fixed at,
their procedure and organization, the state courts 592,956,554 mark; the ameuat of expenditure
constitute the judiciary of the several states was tile same. By an act dated June 27, 1_81,
whose governments appoint the judges, though an additional appropriation was made, amount-
their qualifications are fixed by the law of the ing to 395,846 mark, 365,000 mark of which
empire; the government of each state also estab- were set down for extraordinary (eil_malige) ex-
lishes and defines the judicial districts within penditure, which are to bc either taken from sur-
its territory, and fixes the rules of practice gee- l)lus funds, or raised by special contributions on
crning its courts. The imperial court has both the part of each state. The revenues consist of:
ori_dnal and final jurisdiction in all c,'_cs of Mark
high treason and treasonable offenses against the CustomR and excise duties ..................... 33.3,4._).V_0"- Stamps on cards ............................... li.100.000
government or its head, the emperor, tile same Stamp._on negotiable instruments ............ 6,10_,._O
jurisdiction, whmh, by the original draft of the Statistical f_es................................. ,_Xt.0(_oProfits of pos_Qand telegraphs ................. ]P_,(}I.G,I15
constitution, had been conferred on the supreme ProfiTsof railways ............................. ll,0:_t.4(D
court of appeals iu Ltlbeck. Its appellate juris- Profits of government prtntmg office........... L_)_;1.5"_tImperial oank ................................ I 505.4._}
diclion extends to all cases of appeal properly so various rrce_pts vftheadmmi_tration ......... 5,'_lS,:-fiJl
called, whereby a new trial and decision, touch- From the invalid fund el the empire ........... 31,071,3J,-ISurplua of former years ....................... 6.5_J.730
Ing both the facts and the law of such cases as are Interests of lmperlat lunds .................... 3._2,6_5
tri(,d by tile _clweffengeTichte--courts of inferior Extraordinary supply .......................... 67,11}_.._)6State contributions ............................ II_:_,'._k'_,5'2¢:/,
criminal jurisdiction, composed of judges learned
in the law and two or more laymen--may be ob- Total ..................................... 5_2,956,5_4
rained, and such cases may be remanded to tile
supreme court of the particular state where the The customs and excise duties exceed those of
case originally arose. As a court of last resort the previous 5"ear by twenty-eight million mark.
it also acts as a court of error; as such it has tl)e Contrihutions from such provinces as are not in-
power to review the proceedings of the courts iu eluded in the tariff union, amount to 6,790,540
bane (laJzdsgerichte) and of such courts as have mark, exceeding those of the previous year by
trial by jury (schwurgerichte). Either the deci_ 389,940 mark. The receipt_ of the po_tal and
ions rendered in such cases are reviewed, or the telegraph service are estinlated at 13 ._.1,_60

cases are remanded for further proceedings, mark (four million mere thau those of the prcvi-
Cases arising under the laws of an individual ous',ear), and the ordinary or continualexpenses
state are remanded toacourtof review, composed at 119,024,605 mark. The receipts of the rail-
of five judges of the supreme court of such state, ways are fixed at 37,835,000 mark (one and u
If, however, the cases arise under the laws of the fom_,h million more than those of the year be-

empire, the imperial court does net remand such fore), and the expenses at 26,595,600 mark. --
cases on appeal, but exercises exclusive and final The extraordinary contributions, besides tim spe-
jurisdiction as a court of error, -- The German cial contributions of the states, serve to halance

empire is now composed of twenty-five states or the accounts of the budget. As will be seen

principalities, including the free towns of Ham. from the table on next page, the extraordinary
burg, Ltlbeek and Bremen, having governments or special expenditures are estimated at about
of their own, and the imperial province of Elsass- 81b million mark ; of these. 14_ million arc raised
Lothringen (Alsace-Lorraine), which, as such, is by state contributions, while the balance is to
phlced under the direct control of the govern- come partly from the imperial funds, partly from
ment of the empire. Under its constitution, the loans. --The slate contributions as estimated ex-

empire forms a perpetual union of the states for ceed by 21½ million mark those of the previous
the protection of the realm and the care of the year. They are levied upon the several states

w;,lfare of the German people. _ VI. _,_ir*anez_. as follows: l_lark
As will be seen by a reference to what we have Prussia ......................................... 52,501,4(_
said in speaking of the constitution of the era- Bavaria ....................................... WO,l_,9,Stk'¢5,624,998,Saxony ........................................
pire, the ordinary expenditure of the empire is W'fir,emberg................................... 7,'Z81,4.'_
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mark. and May 24_1881. The whole debt bears interest
Baden.......................................... 5j_5,4"_ at 4 per cent. Besides the funded debt, there isHesse.......................................... 1.SOS,b_
Mecldenburg-Schwertn ......................... 1,1'29,430an unfunded debt represented by reichs-ka_en.
,$axe-We_mar.................................. 597,4'4 sclwin_, or imperial treasury notes, to the amountMecklenburg-Strelit$........................... 195.1'25
Otdenbnrg..................................... b51,238 of 155,785,540 mark, outstanding on April 1, 1_81.
Braunschweig................................. 667,304 As offsetting this debt, there are a number of in-Saxe-Memingen................................ 396,66.9
%_axe-Altenburg................................ '297,448 vested funds, amounting in all to 865,487,928
Saxe-Coburg-Ootlm ........................... 372,4_9 mark. Among these funds are the invalid fundAnhalt........................................ 435.5_
Sehwarzburg-Sonkershausen................... 137,695 of 546,418,885 mark, the fund for the erection of
Schwarzburg-Rudolstadt ..................... 136,3,'9 fortresses, amounting to 64,913,470 mark, and aWaldeck....................................... 11t,648
Reu_s-Grelz................................... .qs,82d war fund of 120,000,000 mark. -- In regard to the
i_,u_s-Schh._z................................. 1_82,'5 nmnctary system of the empire, ou Jan. 1. 18;2, aSchaumburg-Lippe........................... fi7.575
Lippe.......................................... _9,._43 law for the uniformity of coinage throughout lhe
Lilbeck........................................ 1_6,07IJ empire, passed by the imperial diet, was pub-Bremen........................................ 2_),01S
Hamburg...................................... 792,_ lished, under which law, tile standard of value
.ElJass-Lottmngen.............................. 3,810,854 is gold. Tim same law provided for the substitu-
These are, however, to be somewhat revised by tiou of the mark, of 100 pfennig, as the general
the government in thecourse of the year on the coin, to commence on Jan. 10, 1875. There are
'basis of the census of 1880. -- The expenditures gohl five-mark, ten-mark and twenty-mark pieces,
are distributed as follows, tile first called halbe.krolw (half-crown), the second

krone, and the third doppel-krone (double crown).

Ivg._m o_am_y or E_t_or_m- --VII. HistoT:y. Ou July 19, 1870, Francearyor followed up its threatening anti daring attitude
continual, special, toward Prussia by a declaration of war. Con-

Merk Maxk trary to the expectations of the French monarch
Imperial diet ..................... 403770 ............ and his ndvisers, not only the South German
ChancellorandchaLcellor'sofllcc 1"25,770
Forel#.,'ndepartmrnt.............. fi,564,SgO.....18"I_4(Dstatestookup thecauseofPrussia,butthepeople
2Oepartment of the interior....... 2.84.?,_S92 894,606 throughout the land were willing to flock to the
Imperial army ................... :4_.1_o._5 51.1:_),733 banner of the Prussian monarch, in order to re-Imperialnavy ................... "z7..51t_._ 11,'_73,558
lmpermljudmature .............. L;_d._z llO0,000 sent the insult which in their opinion he had
Imperial treasury ............... S9,461,:136 3.fi80,766
Boardof railway affairs.......... 303,115 3,.'_8,064 received; and to settle the old issue, which, since
Board of auditors................ 46.,,453 8,000 tile days of Andernach, divided the French and
_'nblicdebt ...................... 10 602,500 110,(100the Germans, and which, later on, had been for-Generalpension fund............ 18,399998 ............Invalid lund .................. 31,071,:_44 ............ mulated m the literature of the two nations as the
Postal and telegraph servme................. 9,159,1'2_
lmperml l)nnting office .......... 30,000 contest between the spirit of the Germanic races
_,xpensesllt consequenceof the

war agamstFranee .......... _" ............ 1,69_,245 on the one hand, and that of the Latin races onthe other.-- In spite of a small body of opponents
-- in southern German),, who were either jealous of

Total......................... 511.fi52,0"2681'304'4'°3 the supremacy of the tlohenzollern, or, for some
other reason, opposed to the unity of the German

Bah'mug the surplus of previous years and the states, the large body of the people was unani
state contributions, the resources of the empire mousin encouraging the government to insist ou
have been increased about twenty-eight million the observance of the terms, which called for an
mark, owing to the increase in tile amount of alliance between theSouth O(,rnmn slates and the
-customs and excise duties. The draft of the pub- North German confederation; and in hastening
lic budget for 1882-8 estimates the receipts and the general uprising of the nation against its tra-
expenditures at 607,234,771 mark. Of the ex ditional foe. The unity of the German people,
penditures, those that arc extraordinary or special on which, for generations, the aspirations of it_
are fixed at 72,093,979, and 534,140,792 mark is patriots and poets had been centered, seemed to
the amotmt of tlmse which are ordinary or con- have become at once an accomplished fact. With
tinual. The fiscal year 1880-81 resulted in a de- themasses of the German people that unity soot_
ficiency of twelve million mark, which must be became theleading idea of that short but memora
made up. In order to balaucc the receipts and blc war, which taxed all the material and intel-
expenditures, the state contributions are calcu- lectual resources of the two nations.-- With the
luted at 115,712,740 mark, an increase, therefore, fall of tlle French capital the warcamc to aclosr,
of more than twelve million mark. The fiscal resulting in the acceptance by the French of all
year 1881-2 is expected to yield a surplus of the conditions impo_d upon them, of which
fifteen million mark.--At the time of the estab- conditions the smTender of Elsass-Lothringcu
lishment of the German empire, it had, as such. (A"lsace-Lorraine) was hailed by the conquer ng
no public debt. The public debt has been created nation as the only rational means of settling the
in recent years. On Feb. 1,.1881, the total fund- traditional disputes flowing from the territorial
¢d debt amounted to o_31,000,000mark; added to division of the kingdom of Ludwig (Louis) the
which is a new debt of 102.540,088 mark, con- Pious.-- The enthusiasm in which the German
tracted in virtue of certain act._ passed March 28 people indulged over their glorious achievemenl_
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• in the field, soon deepened into the feeling that after it had secured some special privileges. Ba-
theywere again a nation, not only bound together varia retained its right to be represented at for-
by the ties of blood, but also, a nation worthy of eign governments by its own ambassadors; the,

• a common government, in which the traditions of control and regulation of its military, its postal
tile empire might be perpetuated, and the liber- and telegraph service, and its raih'oads: and the
tics of the people safely lodged. The call of the right to pass certain revenue laws and laws defin-

people for such a government, one which might ing and regulating the right of domicile. Ba-
realize their aspirations toward unity, became so varia secured, in addition, a permanent scat in
imperative that the South German states couhl the committee of tile Bundesrath on the army aml
no longer resist it. It lind become quite evident fortifications. The Bundesrath wa_ to have ,_
that their safety, no less than that of the rest of committee ou foreign affairs, consisting of rcprc-
Germany, depended upon the consolidation of the scntatives of the kingdoms of Bavaria, Saxony
different German branches, into which the nation and Wiirtemberg, the chairmanship of which was
w'ls divided, and that, in the defeat of its tradi- conceded to Bavaria. In this committee any
tional foe on the other side of the Rhine, a most amendment of the constitution might be. defeated

powerful enemy to all attempts at uniting tile by a veto of the fourteen members of which the
Gf,rmans politically had been defeated. Tile committee was to be composed. Though the
principal difficulties lay in the way of deciding national party was of the opinion that the terms
upon some form of government, which, wlute of this compact recognized the independence of
_ati._fyiug the desireof the people for unity, was the several states to a greater extent than was
c_dculated to infringe as little as possible upon just, itmet, on grounds quitc opposite to thi._, with
the relative independence of the individual states, a powerful oppositiou in the Bavarian (,hamber of
(,_pccially those of South Germany, and nl)on the deputies, and was not ratified until Jan. 21, 1871 ;
sovereignty which they had hitherto enjoyed in whereas the federal council had ratified it on Dec.
the regulation of their internal affairs. Baden 30 of the year previous. --The treaty with Wtir-
was tile first state which raised the question, on temberg was concluded on Nnv. 25, 1870. Its
Sept. 2. 1870, of consolidating the German states provisions were in the main similar to those con-
into a more perfect and permanent political union, tained in the treaty with Baden, with the excep-
Bavaria followed, by proposing a conference in tion that Wlirtemberg retained the right to regu-

which this question should be discussed. On late its postal and telegraph service within its
Sept. 21, Delbriick, the chancellor of the North own territory and as far as it extended into the
German confederation, went, at tile request of territory of adjoining statcs. At tile same times
Count Bismarck, from Fcrri_res, where the Prus- stipulation was entered into by Pruss.uia and Wfir-
sians had their headquarters, to Munich, to receive tcmberg, according to which the military forces
the propositions of the South German states in of Wflrtemberg were to be united into one corps,
regard to the matter. In these conferences, how- and form, a_s such, an integral part of the con-

ever, in which the head of the judicial department solidated army. The newly elected chamhcr of
of Wtirtemberg, Minister Mittnacht, took part, the deputies finally ratified the treaty on Dec. 23,
claims of Bavaria were of such a nature that no while the upper chamber sanctioned it on Dec. 29.
agreement was arrived at. Bismarck then invited Official notice of the ratification of the treaties

the South German governments, except Bavaria, with Baden, Hesse and Wi_rtemherg was giv(_n
to send plenipotentiaries to Versailles, with a view in Berhn on Dec. 30, 1870, and that of the treaty .
|o a conference to be held there, the attendance with Bavaria on Jan. 29, 1871, after the diet of
on whmh was left optional with Bavaria. In the the :North Gcrnnm confederation, which had con-

sc,vcral conferences held at that place during the vened in Berlin, Nov 24, had saneti¢_ned it on
month of October, and at which the South Ger- Dec. 9, 1870. In the meantime the king of Ba-

man states were represented by two plenipoten- varia suggested that the title of Gcrm.m emperor
tiaries each, and the North German confederation should be given to the head of the new confed-
by ministers Delbri_ck, Roon and Friessen, the eration, and thus the splendor and dignity of the

negotiations resulted, on Nov. 15, in an agree- imperialoffice be revived. The federal diet i._sued

ment with Hesse and Baden, by which they ac- an address to the king of Prussia, expressing a
cepted the constitution of the North German con- similar desire.which was presented to him at Ver-

federation, after some slight changes had been sailles by President Snmson, heading a delegation
made in it concerning the administrationandcon- of thirty members of the North German die|,
trol of the postal department and the railroads, on Dec. 18, 1870. Whereupon, on Jan. 18, 1871,

and the regulation of the revenue. In regard to the king of Pru_ia,Wilhelm I., was, on motion of
the military condition of Hesse a special stipu- the princes and representatives of the free cities
lation was made; a conference held on Nov. of Germany, assembled at Versailles, invested

25 regulated those of Baden, whose military with the hereditary dignity and accepted tile
quota became part of the German, that is, PL'us- office of German emperor. Thus, after Ger-

sian, army. The treaty was finally ratified on many's traditional foe, who was bent upon de-
Dec. 16 and 19 respectively by the two chambers stroying the integrity of the German nation, had
of Baden and on Dec. 20 and 29 by those of Hesse. been defeated, and the people of Germany were

On Nov. 23 the treaty was signed by Bavaria, once more united, it wasnatural that they should
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•connect in thought their present great achieve- pointed at the great achievements which had °
anent with the glories of the past, and indulge hitherto been the object of the people's aspira-
,in the illusion that the imperial office of Charles tions: the unity of Gelmaany, permanent protee-
•the Great and the empire of Otto I. had been re- tion against foreign invasion, a unifolm system

Tired. Intense as tile enthusiasm of the people of laws, and an equal administration of justice
was over the results of the war, they hailed with throughout the land. Simson was.elected presi-

.equal delight the assurance of a peaceful policy, dent of the diet. The address to tile crown, pre-
which the first proclamation of the new emperor pared by Lasker, was approved by a large major-
.of the Germans gave to his people. After refer- ity, despite the objections of the clerical party.
ring to tile constitution of the North German A proposition, submitted on April 1 by Reichens-

.(.onfederation, in which provision had been made perger, in the interest of this party, which.
for a revival of the imperial dignity, the emperor among other things, advocated the freedom of
said that he considered it his duty to accept that tile 'press, the right of establishing private asso.

.dignity: that, in doing so, he was mindful of the elations, and the independence of tile church,

.duty to protect with that fidelity which was a was rejected on April 4 by a vote of 223 against
,national characteristic of the German people, the 54. The assembly also decided that its members
.prerogatives of thcGcrman empire and the coun- should receive no compensation for their attend-
tries composing it; to maintain the peace, and to ance and services. On April 14 the constitution
defend, with the aid of the combined powers of of the German empire was adopted, only seven
the nation, the independence of Germany. In voting against it.--Of more than ordinary in.
conclusion, the emperor trusted that he and those terest were the debates touching the state of El-
to whom tile imperial crown would be handed sass-Lothringen. The government submitted a

down, might forever add to thepower and dignity bill which provided for a permanent incorpora-
of its dominion, not by military conquests, but by tion of this province with the German empire;
increasing the blessing's of peace, thus promoting but that the constitution of the empire was not to
the general welfare, freedom and civilization of take effect in tile province before Jan. 1, 1874;
the nation. -- The proclamation was issued from until then its affairs were to be administered by
the headquarters at Versailles on Jan. 17, 1871. the emperor, with the advice of the Bundcsrath.
The acceptance of the imperial office had the ef- From different quarters the desire was expressed

,feet of changing the name by which the union of that the province should he united with Prussia:
the German states was henceforth to be known; yet on June 3 tbe bill, with some amendments
tile designation De_zt._che*Bu'ad was now changed changing the date on which it was to take effect
into Deutsche* ReizA. Thus the German league, from Jan. 1, 1874, t_)Jan. 1, 1873, was passed by

,or. more strictly speaking, the North German a large majority. On June 15 the session was
confederation, ceased, and the German empire closed, and on the day following the German
took its place. The great gain made by the Get- troops entered and marched through the streets

.roans, through the successful conclusion of the of Berlin in commemoration of the recent events
war, was in a great measure due to the fact that which resulted in the establishment of national

they had carricd on the war without foreign aid, unity and a central government as a fit rep-
.and had persistently rejected all foreign inter- resentative of the common bond which again
vcntion in securing the terms of peace finally united the German people.--The next session

, _grced Ul)On. There had been no want of a dis- of the imperial diet commenced Oct. 16. The
position on the part of some of the European principal business of this session was the passage
powers to interfere. Among the European on Nov. 6 of a bill providing for the establish-
powers the czar of Rns._ia was the only one who merit of a war fund to the amount of 40,000.000

was decidedly in favor of the Germans. Italy thalers; the adoption of a military budget, for
and Austria sympathized with France. Den- which the gross sum of 90,373.275 thalers wa._
mark likewise hoped for the success of the French voted; the granting of a subsidy to the St. Goth-
arms. England, at first, showed some indigna- ard railway, amounting to 10,000,000 francs; then
tion at the policy of the French government the enactment of the law regulating the coinage
which aimed at a disturbance of the peace of of the empire, which established the mark as the
_Europe. Subsequently, however, the French general coin. Lasker's bill, which proposed to
were furnished with arms and ammunition from extend the legislative and political powers of

British soil, an active aid, which was not inter- the empire both in criminal and civil matters,
fered with by the English government until Bis- was not finally acted upon by the diet, partly
marck remonstrated against it.--On March 17, owing to the opposition it received from certain
.1871, William I., now emperor of Germany, re- political factions and from the majority of the

turned to Berlin. On March 21 the first imperial Bundesrath. The bitter struggle between church

diet convened. The elections had returned a and state, to which the dogma concerning tile
majority decidedly in favor of the new order of infallibility of the pope gave rise, was forcshad-
things, and in support of a national policy; yet owed in this session of the diet, when yon Lutz,

among the 382 members of that body, there were the Bavarian minister, submitted the bill, which
60 ultramontancs, who formed a persistent oppo- had been approved by the Bundesrath, providing
sition to this policy. The address of the emperor that any minister or other member of the clergy,
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who while officiating in that capacity, either in a the embassy at Rome; at the suggestion of Bis-
,church or elsewhere, should discuss the affairs of marck it was retained. The struggle, however,
state in a manner calculated to disturb the public between the different parties, to which church
peace, should be punished by imprisonment for issues had given prominence, began when the two
two years. The leaders of the clerical party, bills against the Jesuits came up for discussion
Windthorst, Reichensperger, Mallinckrodt and ou May 15 and 16. One was introduced by
others, rose with great indignatnon, and protested Gncist, the other by Wagner-]_larquardsen, both
against a bill which they deemed so hostile to aiming at limiting the powers and checking the
the best interests of the empire and the rights of spread of this order. After an excited discussion,
the Catlmlic church. In spite of this protest the the bill introduced by Wagner-Marquardsen.
bill was passed on Nov. 28. The diet finally which was more stringent in its provisions, was
:Ldjourncd on Dec. 1, 1871. A further step to- pa_sed by a vote of 205 against 84. The action
ward political unity anda centralized government of the Bundesrath, whereby some of the most
was taken by the total or partial abolition, on the stringent provisions were modified, so as to make
part of the smaller st'ttes, of their embassies or the supervision by the police not mandatory but
foreign legations. In 1872 the clerical contest directory, led to further discussions, which re
_ssumed a mort threatening character. It was suited in the bringing m of a new bill, providiz_$
prbwipally in Prussia that, in consequence of the that the orderof'Jesuits and sindlar orders as w_,ll
indulgence shown by the government, tile Catho- as congregations should be excluded from the Gee'-
he clergy became aggressive. The co_lduct of man empire, and their future se.ttlement withb_
the clergy, which received a new impulse by the it prohibited; that those existing were to dlsb_Lml
treated discussions concerning the dogma of iafal- within six months; that such members as were
libility, gave sore offen_ to the government, and foreigners were to be banished the realm, while
m'oused its latent energy to resist the aggressive tbe n'_tives might be confined to certain district.-..
policy of the church. Ou Dec. 14, 1871, a bill This bill pa._ed the diet by a w)te of 181 against
was submitted in the Prussian chamber of depu- 93 oa June 19, and was unanimously approved

ties, which provided that the control and super- by the Bundesrath on June 25; it went into opera-
intendence of all publ!c and private schools lion on July 4. In some of theGcrmaa stales--
should be banded over to the government. This Bavaria, Saxony, Wt_rtemberg and Baden--the
bill was passed by both chambers on Feb. 13, Jesuits were not pe_'nlitted to reshle. In Prussia,
and March 8, 1872. But it was not only in Prus- however, their numbers had increased considcra-
sia that this doctrine, which insisted upon a bly during the last fifly years, especially in the
revival of the idea that the religious behests Rhenish province, ill Wcstplm|ia and in Posen,
issued from the see of Rome should be received in Elsa_-Lothringen, too, they formed no insigaifi-

by the Christian world as a finality, disturbed cant body. On the taking effect of the law in
thepublic peace and divided the people; in Bava- question, the monasteries were closed in the
ria, too, the religious contest assumed a threaten- courseof the summer, though not without causin_g"
lag aspect. There tim advocates of this dogma disturbance, which required the interfer_,ncc o|
were arrayed not only against the liberals, but the military. Amoag the nobility, tho,_e of tile
also against those of their own church, who, like Rheni._h province and of Westphalia _howed a
Docllinger and his followers, calling themselves good dcal of sympathy for the Roman pontiff
Old Catholic-s, opposed the dogma of infallibility In consequence of a resolution adopted by the
as an innovation, which was neither warranted Bundcsrath on May 13, 1873, orders, _uch as that

by the faith of the primitive Christians nor of the Redempiotists, the Lazarists, etc., came
supported by the ancient traditions of the within the operation of thelaw. The Catholic
church. As the contest seemed to sprcadall ow.'r bishops were greatly agitated by this action of
Germany, it soon became evident that, if its tim Bundesrath; theyheld a conference at Fulda,
baneful influence were checked by governmental which lasted from Sept. 18 to Sept. 20, and re-
interference, it could successfully be done only sulted in the issuing by the assembled prelates of

by some action taken by the imperial diet. The a memorial wherein they discussed the state of
imperial government still tried to observe a con- the Catholic church in the German empire, anti
ciliatory policy toward the pontiff at Rome; in declared open war against the imperial govern-
M'Lrch, 1872, Bismarck submitted the proposition meat. They announced a set of prmciplestouch-
to the pope, according to the terms of which the ing the freedom of the church and the independ-
latter was to accredit Cardinal Hohen|ohe, a ence of the clergy, which could hardly fall seri

zealous Catholic, though unfriendly to the Jesuits, ously to affect the sovereignty and independence
as ambassador of the imperial government to the of the government. The contest between the
see of Rome. The decided manner in which this clergy and the government had now assumed

proposition was rejected by Plus IX. indicated alarming proportions. The gain of the Old
that no agreement between the papacy and the Catholic party in thc number of its adherents,
empire could bearrived at. In the session which while it added to the opposition against the ag-

commenced on April 8, the attention of the ira- gressive policy of the Catholic church, intensified
perial diet was first called to the question whether the struggle, and did much to give the contest the
the budget should provide for the retention of character of a war of principles, rather than that
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of a struggle for power. Tile government now As the latter could not find the proper men willing
earnestly commenced to assert its authority, and to enter the new cabinet in support of bis views,
the conflicts between the refractory bishops--- the uneasiness which had taken hold of those in
Krementz in Frauenburg, Ledochowski in Posen, favor of a national policy and who were friends

and others--and the public authority, showed that of the empire, was removed, when vou Pfritzsch-
each of the contending parties was determined to her, the minister of finance, was appointed
can T the struggle to ttle bitter end. The pope president of the cabinet, and as such took clmrge
expressed great indignation at the coercive mess- of the foreign affairs of the government. This
ures employed by ttle imperial government attempt on the part of the Bavarian government
against the bishops. The language employed by to yield to a policy unfriendly to the empire was
the pope when delivering his address on June 25, all the more astonishing, as the meeting of the
showed that the demands of the church and the in- three emperors, William of Germany, Alexander

terestsof thestate, as a system of public and pri- II. of Russia and Francis Joseph of Austria,
vate forces governed by law, were absolutely at which took place about the same time at Berlin,
war with each other. In his allocution of Dee. 23, although it did not result in a formal alliance,

the pope showed bimself even more implaca- indicated that the three emperors meant to pursue
blc, in consequence of which the Prussian legate a uniform policy, that Russia and Austria were
at Rome (ook leave. Thus the (Tul_urkarapf, willing to recognize the establislunent of the
the struggle for civilization, as the foemen who German empire as a fact not in conflict with their
were arrayed against Rome were pleased to term own interests, and that they approved of the
it, was inaugurated, and formed one of the most national policy of the German government ; all of

important factors in the development of the new which did much to check the renewed warhke
empire. As against this formidable contest, spirit on the part of France. -- The fourth session
which engrossed not only the attention of the of the imperial diet commenced March 12, 1873.
government, but of the people at large, the other The address of the crown suggested various
proceedings of the imperial diet, though impor- measures touching the protection of the German
tant m themselves, gave no cause of serious empire, the extension of its powers, and the re-
disagreement. The more important measures quirements of trade and commerce and other
discussed were the appropriations for the navy, interstate relations; and with a tone of assurance

the distribution of the French war contribution, referred to the friendly relations of the empire
the duties on salt and brewers' materials, the pro- with neighboring governments as a circumstance
]ongation of the "dictatorship" in Elsass-Loth- which would certainly give Germany rite support
ringen to Jan. 1. 1874, the exclusive control of of these powers, should France ever avail herself
the Luxemburg railroads by the imperial govern- of the first opportunity to gratify her desire for
ment, the revision of the military code, and revenge. The comparativestreugth of the differ-
Lasker's bill providing for the establishment by ent parties represented in the imperial diet was as
the imperi.d government of courts of original follows: the national liberal party had 115, the
jurisdiction, which was again approved by the German imperial party 34, the liberal imperial
diet but still awaited the action of the Bundes- party 30, the conservatives 50, the pr .ogra_s/sts45,
rath.--The position of the South German states the centre 66 and the Poles 13 representatives;
toward the empire .,,till gave proof that they were 23 members belonged to no party. Simsnn was
not equally willing to assist the government in chosen presidcnt. The bill introduced t)y Las-
the promotion of its national policy. Baden had ker, providing for the extension of the legislative

made the greatest concessions. In making and judicial powers of the empire so as to cover
civil marriage obligatory it had done even more all civil and criminal matters, was adopted on
than was expected. Hesse also had early changed April ,'_by a decided majority, and its approval by
its policy in favorof nationalunity. In Wtlrtem- the Buadesrath was I)romised by Minister Del-
berg, the proposition submitted by the democratic brfick ; the diet was also advisc(t that the Bundes-
faction to the assembly, touching the " reserved rath contemplated a civil codeof uniform opera-
rights"--that each particular change in thc tion throughout the empire. The bill for the
treaty of :Nov. 25, 1870, shouht require the con- establishment of a general office superintending
sent of the Landing-- was, in February, 1872, and regulating the railroad system of the empire
owing to the strenuous opposition of Minister was likewise passed. The same disposition was
Mittnacht, defeated by a vote of 60 against 29. made of the bill granting the members of the im-
A similar proposition introduced al)out the same perial parliament compensation. The bill by
time in the chamber of deputies in Bavaria met which civil marriage was to be made obligatory
with the same fate. Some doubt, however, as on persons engaging in matrimony, as well as the
to the policy of the Bavarian government was different measures introduced for the surveillance
caused, when, in 1872, Count Hegnenberg-Dux, of the public press, were not finally acted upon
the prime minister, who_e attitude toward the The postal treaty with Italy was approved May
empire was of a friendly nature, having died, the 28 ; an amendment to the postal treaty with
king commissioned one of the most uncompromis- Sweden, June 6; and the commercial treaty with
lag opponents of the empire and a friend of the Persia, June 21 An amendment to the revenue

ultramontanes, yon Oa,_cr, to form a new cabinet, law was passed June 25, whereby the duty oa
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iron, steel, etc., was in some instances wholly burg, at tile head of a committee whose object
abolished, in some reduced, Jan. 1, 1877, being was to offer decided opposition to the new rule,
lixed as the date of its total abolition. The coin- was, on March 17, banished from the provinces;

age bill, passed June 24, definitely fixed tile I,auth, tile mayor of Strasburg, who had otIi-
mark as tile unit, and provided, among other oilily declared himself ia favor of the restoratiou
thing% for the withdrawal of all paper motley of French rule, was deposed April 7; and the
heretofore issued by Jan. 1. 1876, and the issue board of councilmen, who had protested against
of paper money by the imperial gow.rlmacnt, in this action of the German government, was sus-
regard to which a special bill, regulatiug tim Ilendcd for two years; the superiutendentof po-
details of tile matter, was to be submitted by lice was inve._ted with tile powers until then ex-
(lie gov(.rnment to tile diet 'it its next session, crcised by the mayc_r and the numicipal council.
The special _tipulationsagreed upon with France, In regard to the management of the schools, the
on June 29, 1872, and ,_,larch 15, 1873, respect- government provided tlmt it should be in the
ively, were _dso approved by the diet, which in ha1_ds of its own olticer_; tlmt the cxaminatiou
doing so acknowledged the skill and wisdom dis- and _lppointment of teachers, the organization of
played by Bismarck in obtaining from France the scln)ols and the cour,_e of study should be

tim concessions embodied in these stipulations. [ determined by the govermuent; that such _chools
The last stipulation provi(h.d that France should as did not c_,nform to the reffulati(ms laid down
pay the entire war indemnity by Sept. 5, 1873, by the governnlent were to be clo,ed; and that
and that, in consequence, the Gcrm'm troops from and after Oct. 1, in those districts whose
should commence (in July 1 to evacuate the four population was German, no language but the Gcr-
departments, still held by them, and the fortress mau slmuld be taught. At the election of mere-
Belfort: that until the 1laymen( of tim last in- bets to the distrietand circuit councils, the cleri-
stalhnent Verdun shouhl remain under tim con- calsand all those governed by French symp_lthies,
trol of the German troops; the last inslallment desired that either none but such as favored the

being paid, Verduu was to be evacuated anti opposition to and "protcst(,d" against German
the German troops withdrawn from French soil rule should be chosen, or that no clection should
within fourteen days. The bill whereby the take place. Yct the elections, especially inLower
German constitution became operative in Elsass- Alsace, turned out more in favor of the govern.
Lothringen, and which was passed June 18, pro- ment tlmn was anticipated. Gradually a third
vidcd that tim military rule to which it had been party was organizing against those parties whi(.h
subjected should cease on Jan. 1, 1874; and, fur- were opposed to Germany, andadopted th(, natal,
therulore, that these imperial provinces were to of the .__lsa(.ian party, whose spokesman was the
lie represented in the diet by fifteen delegates. Alsacian Jou_'l_d. Tim members of this party,
"fct this bill, as well as the discussion of the though recognizing the existing conditi_)n of
report concerningthe legislation and administra- things, were dclermincd to remain Alsatians;
lion in Elsass-Lothrmgen, was not allowed to they were not willi_g to cut loose from the tradi.

pass without giving the ultramontanes anti dcmo- tions which had madc them for centuries inde-
crats a chance to coral)lain of the tendency they pendent of their kinsfolk on the other .qdc of tile
sUt)l)osed in these proceedings to curtail the civil Rhine; their aim was to promote the itolitlcal de-
and religious freedom of tile citizens in these prnv- velopmcnt and the industrial in_ercsts of their own
inces. The furlher discussions of this subject country.--On Sept. 5 the last installment of the
came to a close in the dict at last, when it ad- war in(lemnlty was paid by France; on Sept. 8 Ihe
journed June °-.5. -- In Elsass Lothringen, whose Germans commenced to evacuate Vezdun, t_n(l ou

administration was in chal'gc of the chancellor of Sept. 16 the Germ:in troops cros._cd the borders
the empire, the sentiment of the inhabitants, of France.--The hue of policy obsclvcd by the
which was not at all friendly to the new rule, was Prussian governm['nt in its struggle _ ith the hi-
constantly kept alive by the encouragement it tran_nntancs, which was in the nlaiu de[_ll(.d by
received from the ultramont_mes and the French. the four laws introduced by the Prussian die_ anti

Against all the influences which were brought to I passed in May, 1873, regulating the conduct of the

bear upon the inhabitants of these proviuces to i churcll, was a very important f_,ctur and exer-resist the German rule, and to set up the tradi cised the greatest influence upon the pohtl(.al
lions of a few centuries, which had made them and religious condition of the German empirt..

subjects of the government of France, against There arose a general opposition in all parts ,f
the fact theft the stock and body of tile people the empire to the chums of the Roman pontiff,
shared with thcir new rulers the same national claims which were calculated not only to offend

origin, the goverltment of the German empire, the dignity of the temporal government, but also
with singular firmness and energy, followed np to seriously disturb its relations _ith its sui)jeels,

its policy of drawing the political union betwecn _ho might set their fidelity to the church abcwe
these estr.mged provinces and the rest of Get'- their allegiance to their government. The orders
many closer, and of coercing the inhabitants of of the Rcdemptorists, of the Lazari'_ts, of (.he

Eisass-Lotln,ingen into a patrmtic sentiment in Priests of the Holy Ghost and of the Society of
faw)r of their German kinsfolk on the other side the Holy Iieart of Jesus, associations simli_lr to

ol the Rhitm, Rapp, the vicar general of Stras- the order of the Jesuits, were, by virtue of a
76 voL. H. -- 23
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resolution passed by the Buudesrath, dissolved by the Buudesrath; and that in the lower house of
the Imperial chancellor on May 20. Pins IX., in deputies in Hesse certain bills were introduced,
larder to secure mole favorable terms to the Cath- which placed the management of the schools and
_olie clergy, appealed, in a letter dated Aug. 7, to the organization of the clmrch on a more liberal
the emperor hmrself. The answer of the emperor, basis, and which were more particularly intended

dated Sept. 3, charged the Catholic clergy with to free in a great measure the former from the
being the cause of all the difficulties and disturb- control of tim latter. The principle also, which
ances, and of refusing to yield, as tile constitu- seems to have been tacitly agreed to and acted

lion and the laws required, obedience to the pub- upon by most of the German governments, that a
tie authorities. The pubhcation of the_ corn- change or amendment of the imperial constitu-
munications had the effect of makingtlm emperor tion did not require the expre_ approval of the
the recipient of a large number of addresses diets or representative bodies of the several states
from all parts of Germany and from abroad, comprising the German empire, but might take

warmly approving the position he had taken, and effect after having been passed by the imperial
encouraging the government to persist in the diet and having received the approval of the
course it had "_dopted in opposition to the re- representatives of the several governments in the
bellious tendencies of the Catholic clergy. The Bundesrath, was now insisted upon as a uniform
meeting which took place about this time between rule, when, contrary to the established practice,
the emperor and the czar of Russia at Eros, and the repre_ntatives of Saxony in the Bundesrath,

the one between the former and the emperor of pending the adoption of Lasker's bill, hesitated to
Austria, was followed by a visit, which Victor cast their vote before being expressly authorized
Emanuel, king of Italy, paid to the eml)eror at by the Landtag of that principality to do so.--
Berliu; the king had come in company with two The elections to the next imperial diet, which took
of his ministers, and rcm:uncd two days. All place on Jan. 10, 1874, except in Elsass-Lothrin-
these events _eemcd to indicate that the temporal gen,where they were held Feb. 1,were held under
powers were agreed, if not openly to oppose, at great popular excitement, to which the issues
least to discourage the overreaching policy of the pending between the different political factions

clergy. The fact that Lasker's bill, which had had given rise. The clericals were ve_ T hopeful
been passed by the imperial diet, and which of success, and the result of the elections showed
extended the authority and powers of the gov- that they had gained in strength, especially as
ernmcnt of the empire so as to give it complete against the conservatives in Bavaria and some
jurisdiction in civil and criminal matters, and Prussian districts; the social democrats carried
enable it directly to coutrol the conduct of its their candidates in nine electoraldistricts. Yet, as
citizens tl_roughout its territory--the fact that the diet was finally made up, the clericals, who
this bill was, on Dec. 12, approved by the Bun- numbered 101, were opl)osed by 155 members of

desrath by a vote of 54 against 4, did much to the national liberal party, while the 135 members,
strengthen the position of the general govern- who were opposed to the policy and government
meat in the difficulties and disturbances the clergy of the empire, had to make a stand against the
had caused, and to lend the opposition to clerical imposing array of 240 representatives, including
pretensions the strong aid of the government the pro.qressists, who supported that policy; the
throughout the empire. The movement inaugu- conservative part:)', which had been reduced to
rated by the advocates of Old Catlmlicism gained twenty members, stood entirely outside of the
in strength. In the convocation hehl by them at working forces of the diet, and carried no appre-
KSln on June 4, Reinkens was elected bishop, ciablc influence. In Elsass-Lothringen, the elec-

IIaving been ordained in his new dignity by tion resulted in the return of ten clericals, includ-
Bishop Ileykamp at Rotterdam, Aug. 11, Rein- ing the bishops of Strasburg and of Metz, and of
kens took tim required oath before Minister five members from the faction whose policy con-
]_'alk, and was at once confirmed in his office as sisted in protesting against the administration of
Catholic hi,hop by the Prussian government. A Elsass-Lothringen by the imperial government.
few nmnths later, on _qov. 9, Prince Bismarck The diet was now iu session. At its opening on
was re-appointed prime minister, and again set Feb. 5 the address of the crown mentioned sev-
aoout to shape the home policy of tile Prussian eral measures, which the government proposed

._,_w.rnmeut. At the election of delegates to the to submit to that body, such as a bill concerning
l'rus,-.ian Landtag, which took place on :Nov. 4, the press and a bill for the regulation of trade.

the conservative party lost fifty-nine members, On Feb. lfi the fifteen deputies from Elsass-Loth-
whereas the clericals and the national liberals ringen appeared in the halls of the assembly, and

gamed in strength, in this connection we may at once surprised the members of the diet by the
mention the fact, as one of more than ordinary propositions they submitted. One of these prop-
significance, that within a few months a bill was ositions was, that the population of Elsass-Loth-

submitted in the Prussian L_mdtag, by which civil ringen should, at that late dab', have the right of
marriage w_ made obligatory on persons engag- passing upon the question, whether they were
lng in matrimony; that the chamber of deputies willing to give their assent to the incorporation
inBavaria and in Wiirtemberg approved Laskcr's of that province into the German empire. This

bill, which had passed both the imperial die_ and measure, however, was voted down by a decided
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Inajority, without even being mndc the subject niiy and independence of the several German
.of discu_ion. The next proposition asked for states, e<pccially of the Soutli German states, but
tile repeal of the law which invested tile head of all members with democratic pl'o(.livities of tile
the administration of that piovince with certain ln'e_ressi_t party and 1he left willg of the naiional

.dictatorial powers, including the right to call liberal_, headed by Lasker, were united. Among
upon the military in case the public peace and tlmsc who thus made a staml again.,,t the law

safety required it. This proposition wa._ taken were also the social demo(.rats and the nltramon-
,up and discussed :March 3, but was finally re- tane¢, who seemed, queerly cnougll, always rcady
jceted by a vote of 196 against 138. On Feb. 14 to join hands in the effort to obstruct the policy
the postal treaty between the government of the of the imperial government. When the bill was
empire and Brazil w'ts ratified, and on the 16th at its first reading, Feb. 16, win Moltke insisted
of the same month the extradition treaty with t_pon its passage, and defended its provisions as
Switzerland. The bill by which wmcination was esscntial to the safety and peaceof the empire.
made comlmlsory was passed on March 16, but It was finally referred to a committee; it was

not wilhout giving both the social democrats and two months beforc they wcrc ready to refer it
the ultramontanes an opportunity to protest back. In spite of the great opposition the army
against and oppose it as a measure infringing bill had met with in this diet, public opinion
upon the personal rights and liberties of the seemed to agree with the views of yon _,|oltke,
citizen. A bill providing for the establishment that the safcty and integrity of the empire
.of a board of health was also passed on the same required the adoption of some measure calculated

day. On April °4 a law was enacted, providing to secure a ready and efficient military service in
for the issuing of treasury notes to the amount of case of need, and in the end prevailed upon the
120,000.000 mark, which were to take the place Committee to report in favor of the bill in a some-
of the pal)er money issued by the several states, what nmdified form. It passed to a second read-
all of which was to be retired by Jan. 1, 1878. ing, April 1,'3-17, despite the fight made on it by
Several amendments to the law regulating the tim social (lcmocrals, tlle ultramontanes and a
different trades, especially the one which made a certain faction of the progre._ist party, by a vote
bre'wh of confract punishable as a criminal of 224 against148, and it at last became a law,
,_ffcnse, were, Feb. 19, on the first hearing, most A'pril 20, by a vote of 214 agai_lst 1°3. On April

vigorouslyopposed by the members of the social 26, 1874, thc diet closed its first session of timt
democratic party; being referred to a committee, )'car.--The spirit of opposition aud hatred against
it did not reach a second reading during this the imperial government shown by the ultramon-
_(.ssion. The act regulating the press, which had tanes in and out of the legislative assemblics was
been amended in many respects by the committee c(,rtainly the occa¢ion, if not the direct cause,
to which it had been referred on the first reading, -which prompted, July 18, Kulhnann, of Magde-
was again taken up. After meeting with thc burg, in the attempt to assassinate Prince Bis-
united opposition of the social democrats and marck at Ki_siagcn. The culprit was speedily
lhe clericals, which was principally directed seized, tried at Wiil'zburg by a jury, and on Oct.

against the right of seizure and the _esponsibility 30 sentenced to imprisonment for a term of four-
of the press, it was finally passed by a decided teen years, and to lossof citizcllship for ten years,
majorityon April 19, although a motion to cxlcmt besides being put under police surveillance. A
its operation also to Els;iss-Lothringen was lost. prosecution of more political importance than
Another source of discomfiture for the clcl'icals this, was that against Count yon Arnim, who had

was the bill making civil marriage obligatoly, been recalled fromthe embassy at Paris owing to
which was finally adopted on March 28. Yet some political differences between himaud Prince
thi_ did not deter them fi-om making a vigorous Bismarck. The count w'ls tried and convicted
fight against the passage of the act prohibiting on the charge of having taken from the archives
the unlawful or unauthorized exercise of clerical of the embassy certain political documenls of

offices, and which provided that a violation of g1_eat importance, wlJich lie refused to give up;
its provisions should be punishable by imprison- he was, Dec. 19, sentenced to imprisonment for
ing the offender by loss of citizenship, and by three months, from whi(,h sentence the accused
banishment from the territory of the empire, took an appeal. The action of the chancellor in
This act, which was in the first place directed bringing the refractory diplomate to what he
against those Prussian clergymen who still re- conceived to be speedy justice, aml the readingin
fused obedience to the existing laws, was finally the course of the tri'fl of cc_'tain docum(.nts which,
passed on April 25 by a vote of 214 against 108. among other things, bore witness to the skillful
Yet the measure which met with the most gen- diplomacy displayed by the chancellor in his rela-
eral opposition from different factions of the tions with the French government, could not fail

diet, was tim army bill. It fixed, in the first to add to the distinction he had already won as
place, the numerical strength of the army in Germat_y's foremost statesman. The last sexton
times of peace at 401,659 men. In the opposi- of the diet of that year, which convened Oct. _A),
lion to this provision, not only the factions whose 1874, was principally occupied in fixing the vari-

policy was directed against the government of ous items of the gcncral budget for 1he year
the empire as inconsistent with the ancient dig- 1875, which, after being fully discussed and con-
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sidered, was adopted in the shape submitted, for regulating the copyright of works of a:l;
Dec. 18. The postal treaties with Chili and Peru and, finally, the adoption of a new crin_iual'
"were approved Nov. 4, that with Berne, _N'ov. 30, code. The low condition of trade and corn-

and, on Dec. 9, a resolution was adopted, which mcrce, noticeable throughout the country about
declared ill favor of popular representation in all this time, was pointed out, but not without be-
the states composing the empire. A proposition ing characterized as only temporary in its na-
for the establishment of a legislative assembly lure. The addre_ finally called attention to

for Elsass-Lothringcn, supported by the ultramon- the fact that the public peace was no longer
lanes and opposed by Bismarck, was submittcd by threatened, but firmly established throughout tim
the deputies of that province, but no final action c.ountry. In the dcbates on the public btnlgel;
was taken. The diet again met in the folb_wing tile principal question was concerning the mean_
year, in a short session, _ hich extended from Jan. of raising the eighteen millions required to meel;
7, 1875, to Jan. 30. P'lrtsof the principal business the expenditures of the government. The gov-
of this session werc the cxtr'ldition tre'lty with crnm,.nt was in fax or of meeting the deficit by _tt
Belgium, which was apprt)ved on J'_nuary 22; increase of the tax on malt, a stamp tax on nego-
the act regul'tting the pul)lishing and taking effect tiable instruments, etc. ; while the maj_)rity of the
of tile general laws of the empire, whieh was diet were iu favor of meeting the present want by
passed January 14; and the banking act, which curtailing the appropriations for the army a_d re-
made the imt)erial bank the leading institution in during them to a more economical basis. Though
the b.mking system of the empire, which was Bismarck advocatrd the impositi(_u of an in-
passed January 30. Tile most important feature creased indirect tax on certain article_, such as
in the proceedings of this session, and which beer. coffee, tobacco, brandy, sugar and porto-

aroused the most general interest, was the final leum, the bills taxing hrrwing material and impos-
passage of the law making civil marriage obliga- ing a stamp duty on negotiable instrumcnt¢, etc.,
tory throughout the territory of the empire; it were rejected Dec. 16, and the budget was finally
also contained a provision whereby any member agreed upon, in a shape whi('h met the views of
of the Catholic clergy or order might contract a the majority of the diet and in opposition to those

lawful marriage. The law was passed, after held by the government, on De(:. 16, after whiclt
meeting with the most stubborn opposition, frown the diet adjourned without taking any action ol_
the ultnlmontanes, on January 25.--'Fhe event the bill providing for the adot)tion of a criminal
which most engaged public attention during the code. The principal features of this bill were-
interval which marked the close of this session of the provisions of more than ordinary stringency
the imperial dirt and the opcning of lhe next, directed against the unruly element of the. popu-
was thc publishing of the papal encyelica on lation, whose actions were likely to be turned to

Feb. 5, 1875, in which the laws passed by the political account; the provisions iml)o_ing certain
Prussian diet against thc Catholic ch,rgy were penalties for the official misconduct of members
declared invalid and of no bindil3g force on the of foreign legations, for eucouraging offenses
church. The excitement produced by this fur- against foreign governments, for abusing the
ther evidence of papal deft'race, again ran very privileges of the pull)it by the clergy in their war
high, and called out the full strength of the lib- against the secular authorities, for inciting the
eral element in support of the government in populace to actions in violation of the public
its contest against the uncompromising and deft- laws, for public attacks on the institution of
ant attitude of the church. The efforts of the marriage, the family or propcrty, and for resist-

' ultramontanes were directed not only toward ingpublic officersin the discharge of their duties.
defeating the policy of the government in the The diet mceting again on Jan. 19, 1876, this bill,

legislative assemblies, but also toward enlisting with the exception of the sections making crim-
thc co-operation of the Catholic powers of Europe inal any act which tended to encourage the popu-
in the formation of a great and powerful alliance lace to (.ommit a violation of the public laws, or
against Germany. But Bismarck was not weary, which tended to encourage the different classes
and the bold stand he took against the cncmics of society to commit acts of depredation or vio-

of his government showed that he was ready to lence against onc another, was finally passed in
accept the issue of war, if war his opponents a somewhat modified form, whereupon the diet

meaut. This had the eitect of quieting, for the was closed Feb. 10, 1876.--Though uuwillin_
time, the aggressive tcn(lencics of the ullramon- to make public acknowledgment of the fact tlmt
tancs, and of causing England ami Ru_i'_ to there was a breach between him and the ruling
raise a w)ice in thc intere,_t of European peace, majority of the diet, which threatened to become
--When Ihe diet met again, on Oct. 27, 1875, the wider as the diffcrences became more apparent

address of the crown invited the consideration of between the policy of the imperial chancellor and
the assembly to the following measurL.s: the new that of the majority of the august assembly, who
money standard of the empire, which was to be were, in theory at least, the representatives of
in force on and from Jan. 1, 1876; an increase of the people at large, Bismarck was secretly cha-
the tax on brewing material; an act providing grincd at the defeat of his legislative measures,
for a stamp tax on negotiable instruments and touching the raising of new taxes and the pun-

other evidences of morn T transactions; au act ishment of what he considered offenses endan--
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_gering the peace and safety of society and of the adherence to the position taken in regard to
government. Added 1o this, were the difficulties them by either side, a compromise was agreed
he had to contend with in the Bundesrath, The upon, by which trial by jury in the cases referred
majority of this body were el)posed to the prop- to was not allowed except in those states ill
,_sition submitted to them, whereby the raih'oad which, as in southern Germany, that form of pro-
system of Gerinany was to be consolidated and cedm'e existed as a matter of right, and by which,
placed under the control of the imperial gov- ful'thermore, the co_tnpulsory attendance of such
ernment. Bismarck's native instinct saw in this witnesses as we have mentioned could still be

,,_pposition an indirect but firm protest against resorted to; the (late when these laws were to
1he policy of building up a strong central govern- take effect was fixed for Oct. 1, 1879. The bills
.mcnt, and of placing the consolidated interests were finally passed after their third reading, Dec.
_f the country under the control of one power, 21, whereupon the diet was closed on the lollow-
wherein all the functions of governmetlt were ing day. This compromise had the effect of pro-
firmly united. -- The last session of tile diet, ducing /,.,Teat dis_ttisfaction in the ranks of the
wlfich was the resultof the elections of Jan. 16, progre_i._t party with the action of tim majority
1874, was opened on Oct. 30, 1876. The address of the diet, which in the main was composed of
_)f the crown recommended the passage of a bill the members of the national liberal party, and
regulating the judiciary, a code of civil and was not without its influence on tile forthcoming
criminal procedure, an act regulating proceed- elections for the return of members to the next
tugs in bankruptcy, and called the attention of diet. The elections took place Jan. 10, 1877.

the assembly to tim struggles in the east, tim dif- The national liberal party lost twenty members,
ferenee_ between Russia and Turkey, aud an- secut'ing but 128, theprogressist._ lost three, reduc-
nounced it as the intention of the government t(, ing their number to thH'ty-four, while the con-
maintain friendly relations wilh all foreigu gov- servatives made considerable gains, and the centre
ernments (especially those which were moreclose- managed to retain its previous strength. The
]y united with it by h_storical tra(litions, such as social democrats gained five members, two of
Austria and Russia), and to use its effort in se- whom were from Berlin. Thus the national

_curing l)cace and good-will among those govern- liberals failed to furnish thc majority for the next
meats whose friendly relations with one anoth, diet; the only united majority vote lay with the
er might be endangered or dis:urbed. Puhlic factions, whose common policy, in support of the
(_pininn seemed to be somewhat divided as to the imperial government, had given them the name by
relative merits of the (;astern question, tim people, which they became known as '" friends of the em-
(,st)eci_tl]y in South Germany, being mostly el)- pire"; they might command a vote of about 253,
pt)sed to Russia, while the beads of the trope- while their opponents could countupon 139 votes.

xial goverument could not conceal their leaning Out of 2,500,000 votes cast, the vote of the social-
_oward the pretended champion of Christcudo'u ist candidates reached 485,000, an alarming evi'
against the professors of Islam, and were willing dence of the strength of their party. Though
to aid the former power, by a confcrcncc, to exact the relative position and influence of the different
fl'om the government of Turkey. the adoption of parties appeared to be materially changed, when
soznc measures looking to the protection of the tbe new diet opcned, Feb. 22 , 1877, nothing
(3hristians within its territory. Beyond this, the occurred in its filst session which was calculated
government of Germany observed a strict neutral- to create serious disturbances in its business, m" t,)
it3. The principal business before the diet was pit the different parties agaiiJst each other in a
the passing of the judiciary laws. The several contest over the balance of power in the new
bills concerning this matter had been referred to a assembly. On _larch 23 tbe dict p.tssed tbe act

4:ommittee chosen by the diet in 1875 for the pur- giving to Elsas:,-Lothringcn a legislative assembly
pose,ff revising and reporting them back. The of its own, with power to pass h,ws for the
(:ommittce concluded its labors ,)n July 3, 1876, regulation of the internal affairs of thd province,
and ._ubmitted its report to the diet Nov. 3. Upon which, however, were to take effect (inl,y after
the re:lding of the report, the Bundesrath submit- obtaining the approval of the Bundcsrath, and, ill
ted l,o le_s than eighty-six objections, the princi- ca.m of di._agreement, of the imperial dict. On

pat ,)f which were tho_e against the trial by jury April 26 the various appropriations of the public
()f all offenses in the nature of abuses of the priv- budget were agreed on, which estimated the re-

lieges of the press, and the compulsory attendance sources and expenditures at '540,536,415 mark
of publishers and editors, of printers and compos- respectively. The further legislative measures
itors, as witnesses in such cases. In spite of these which passe(l, were the act fixing Leipzig as the
(_bjectmns the bills passed the first and second mat of the imperial court of last resort, and an act
readings, whereupon the Bundesrath withdrew all regulating tile granting and issuing of patents,

objections except eighteen, which that body firm- and establishing apatent office. The comparative
ly insisted on, giving notice to the members of quiet of this session was somewhat brnkcn by the
the diet. that, if the bills in question were passed startling announcement of the intended resigna-
(tespite them, the Bundesrath would refuse its tion of Bismarck,wh_) at htst. however, yieldingto
_tl)l)roval. Fearing that these important legisla- tim solicitations of the emperor, refrained from
live measures might be defeated by an obstinate pressing it any further, and simply took leave of
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absence for an indefinite period. His resignation acts, the enforcement of which was to be entruSt-.
was tendered by the imperial chancellor on the ed to the Bundesrath and the diet. Thenlajority
alleged ground ot faihng health, but was in fact of the diet, however, was of the opinion, that a_
prompted by the opposition he met with in his long as the government had not exhausted all the
attitude toward the eastern question, as well as to powers ah'eady at its command for the repression
his home policy, which, especially as touching all of all public disturbances, it would not be advis-

questions of public economy, had become highly able at that late day to hurl T through a legislative
distasteful to his former allies in and out of the measure of so great importance. The bill was

legislative assembly of the nation.-- Passing the therefore rejected, May 24, by a large majority.
summer without any notablc event, the fall of --The session of the diet from l_ebrmlry to bIay,

that year found Bismarck at Varziu, engaged in 1878, though of no special importance as far as
devising a system of revenue, calculated to make the passage of legislative measures was concerned,
the empire really independent in all financial indicated that the time was fast approaching,
matters; he was also no stranger to the thought, which called for a redistribution of the political

in order to secure a working majority in the diet in power in that body. The national liberals, who
aid of his plans, of making some advances toward had hitherto enjoyed the ascendency, and who
his former allies, the national liberals, and, if had shown a ready disposition to act in concert

possible, to win them over to some sort of con- with the imperial chancellor in carrying out his
certcd action with himself. The several confer- I)olicy, were now, for the sake of the political
enceswhich took place at Varzin, in the winter of principles they had expressed, compellcd to

1877, between the chancellor and Bennigscn, change their attitude toward Bismarck, when
thoughtlmyresultedinanunderstandingbywhich Bismarck. with measures such as the tax on
ccrtain leaders of the national liberal party were tobacco, (which, though they avowedly favored
to have a scat in the cabiuet, came to a terrains- a monopoly, the chancellor warmly defended
lion without any definite undcrstanding or agree- before the diet,) the proposed substitution of a
m(,nt, as the chancellor was unwilling to give the system of indirect for direct taxation, and the

proper constitutional guarantees that the indirect law against the socialists, surprised the liberal
taxes, which were to be levied by the imperial majority of the dict by a line of policy, which, in
government, would be applied in such a manner more respects than one, was distasteful to that
as to reduce the heavy burden of the direct tax. majority. The national liberals wcrc in favor of
The only reform in the revenue system, which a free trade policy, and in point of principle were

the government proposed ,luring the session of arrayed against _Lllmonopolies; the traditions of
the diet, which commenced Feb. 6, 1878, W_LSto their p_lrty history had nnlde them the advocates
confer upon the imperial government the power not only of political freedom in its larger sense,
of levying a stamp tax in certain ca_es, and of but al_o of the personal liberties of the citizen,
raising the tax ou tobacco. On this occasion, and they were now invited to further aid theotm
Bisnmrck made the statement in the assembly, statesman, who hitherto had been in the fuq pos.
that it was not so much a tax on tobacco as a session and control of all the political powe_ of
monopoly of tobacco, which suited his policy--a the new empire, in the execution of a poli'.y s,_
stat[:ment which was not at all calculated to close much opposed to the very principles which htlped
the breach between him and the national liberals, to make them a political party. 'l hey hence de-
who, In point of principle, were opposed to clincd to act on the measures submitted to them,
nothing so much as such a policy. The dict and this session of the diet, though of more than

finally referred the chancellor's bill to a corn- ordinary length, came to an end without wlt-
mittee, with which it remained without any fur- nessing the adoption of a single measure affecting

ther actmn being taken on it during that session, thegreat interests of the country.--Yet, following
After passing ou the public budget, which esti- this came the second more successful attempt on
mated the resources and the expenditures at the life of the aged emperor on June 2, by Carl
536,476,800 mark, and passing an act author- 1q'obiling, a professed socialist. The emperor

izing the imperial chancellor to act by substi- received serious though not fatal injuries, from
tution, the diet was about to adjourn, when the which he slowly recovered. This new attempt.
uncertain state of public feeling touching the to right real or supposed grievances of the masses
future relation of the government to that body, by cuttiug off the head of the government, threw
the imperial diet, which came ncarest represent- the government and the people alike into th_
ing the wishes of tim people, was still further wildest state of excitement, amidst which Bis-
increased by the attempt, fortunately unsucee_s- marck succeeded in disbanding, on June 12, the
ful, made by Max LIocdcl upon the life of the era- imperial diet, and ordering a new election to take
peror, onMay 11. Thegovermnent readilyselzed place on the 30th of the same month, by means
on this event as a reason for adopting stringent of which the chancellor hoped to secure a con-

measures against the socialists, who were all along servative majority, in support of the government
treated by the government as the most unruly and its measures. Though the excitement pre-
element in the country; a bill was, on May 21, ceding the election ran high and the contest

submitted to the diet, directed against Ihe social- carried on was most bitter, th[ result of the elec-
ists, and providing lbr the passage of some special lion was by no means of tt very _atiafaetory nature,
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and of no decided advantage to any one of the confined his efforts to Germany and thus becaum
parties who had entered the contest. The con- the leader of a distinctively national movement.
servatives had gained no decided majority, while It assumed a definite shape in the org_mization at
the party who called themselves the " friends of Leipzig on May 23, 1863, of the "General Work-
the empire" had lost ill strength The centre ingmen's Union." Lasalle, as the moving._pirit,
was the only faction which maintained its former denounced tile present means of production and
quota, while the social democrats, who were in the accumulation and distribution of wealth as
the thickest of the battle, lost but three repre- being contrary to the sound principles of public
seutativcs. As far as the working force of the economy and as aiding capitalists in robbing tht,
new diet was concerned, it was represented by workingmen of the avails of their ]al)or, and HI
those parties of about equal strength, the national monopolizing the industries of the country for

liberals, the conservatives and the centre. On the benefit of the few. As against individual
Sept. 9 the diet met. The bill against the social- enterprise encouraged and regulated by competi-
i._ts was the only business before the assembly, tion anti private capital, the advocates of this
It was referred to a committee on Sept. 17, and in movement favored the consolidation of capital in
its amended form reported back by the cmnmit- the interests of labor, the formation of productive
tee, passcd on Oct. 19, by a vote of 221 against associations on the basis of a community of in.
149, the centre, the Irrogressists and the socialists terests of those forming them, and, whenever
voting in the negative, while the national liberals required, the aid of the government in the shape
voted in the affirmative, after an effective appeal of furnishing tl_e appropriate guarantee for the
to them by Bismarck, in which he not only de- raising of capital and funds for the encourage-
nounced the dangers of socialism, but also assured ment and management of the numerous enter-
his former allies that he harbored no thought of prises thus carried on, and insisted that the gov-
favoring or employing reactionary or any oflmr ern|nent was bound to protect the interests of the
measures which were against the true interests laboring classe_ by appropriate legislation. As a
of tile country. The act gave extensive powers means of bringing tim claims of the uorkingmen
to the public authorities in enforcing its pn'ovis- to the notice ot the gove|'tm|ent and of cntorciag
ions; it was, by its terms, directed against all so- them, La_fllc early advocated uniw:rsal suffrage,
clerics, organizations, meetings and publicn_tions and insisted ul)on it as the most effective means
with socialistic tendencies, against any and all xxhereby the laboring classes might make them-
movements attempting to "upset" the present or- selves felt as a political power, and of promoling
der of society, and endangering Ihc public peace and defending ttleir cause ag'ainst the combint.d
and safety of the country. Its enforcement was efforts of their opponents. L_salle entered inlo
entrusted to a special committee of the Bund- the cause with all the ardor which youth and a
esrath, some of whose members, however, were brilliant ilnagination couhl give, and with a mind
taken from the judicial3'; and the time during well equipped and disciplined for tl_e work bc
which it was to be in force was fixed at two undertook. He was then a man who, though

years and a half, making it expire on March young, bad won distinction as a scholar and a
31, 1881. The law I|aving been passed, the war brilliant advocate at the bar. Being elected p|es-
upon the socialists began. The further meetings ident of the union, he began in all earne._t,_e_
and transactions of all the different socialistic his work of securing tohis followers the requi.,qte
organizations, 158 in number, were prohibited political power I)y thorough organization and
throughout the country, and the further publica- discipline, tle was at tim height of his influence,
lion of forty periodicals advocating tile cause of though greatly harassed by the personal atla(.ks
socialism was forbidden; and on Nov. 28 the he met with on the part of the oppom.nts of his
functions of the civil authorities for the preserva- cause, when his labors came to a sudden end on
lion of the public peace were suspended in Berlin Aug 31, 1864; he fell in a duel lie had provoked.
and tim city declared in a "state of siege," while It was not lo_ngafter the death of their illustrious
a large number of socialists were expelled. -- leader that dissensions broke out in tile ranks of
,Socialism in Oermany, or, more strictly speaking, his followers. The more radical membel_ of his
the party of the socialist democrats, had grown party, favoring the wide-spread orgamzation of
to its present proportions under the influence of the internationals and tlmir more revolutionary
the teachin_ of Karl Marxand Ferdinand La- tendencies, finally cut loose from thei|" form_'
salle, and had developed into a political power organization, anti in August, 1869, at Eisen_wh,
throughout Oermany even before the establish- formed a new association which they called "The
ment of the empire under tile active leadership Socialist Democratic Workingmen'_ Party." Tim
of the latter. The movement inaugurated by platform adopted by them dechu'ed in favor of a

Marx, resulting ia the organization at London of democratic form of government, equality before
the "International Workiugmen's As, oeiation," the law and the abolition of privileges and class
September, 1864, was, in its theoretical tendencies, distinctions, the abolition of tbe wages system
more comprehensive than tim one which owed its and the establishment of productive associations
arigin to the efforts of Lasalle; M_rx aimed at on the basis of a commumty of interests of all
an organization m the interests of the working concerned, politiofl liberty as forming the very
classes throughout the world, while the latter basis of the economical liberation of tile working
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classes. The party further insisted on the direct revenue policy, and advocated a general system
exercise of universal suffrage, separation of of taxation and protection to native industry.
church and state, compulsory educ_ttion and the Another important measure proposed was a bill
strictly secular management of thepublic schools, which extended the disciplinary powers of the
the abolition of all indirect tax(_ and the substi- diet, wlmreby even speeches delivered in the diet
tution of an income tax, and, finally, the aid of could be made the subject of criminal prosecution.
the government for the encouragement of pro- The new session of the diet was opened on Feb.
ductive associations and the pledge of the public 12, 1879, by the emperor in person. His address
credit in support of their various enterprises, chiefly pointed out a thorough reform andchange
Though the two factions by which the cause of so- in the economical policy of the empire. The bill
cialism was repr_ented in Germany, the followers extending the di_iplinary powex_ was rejected
of Lasalle and the interna|ionals or social demo- on March 7. The bill was to confer on the diet

crals, were as far as tile details of their work were the power of punishing in a summai T way those
concerned and in many things opposed to each of its members whose speeches might be calcu-
other, it soon became apparent that the cause of lated to disturb tile public peace and good order
socialism could not gain in the end by a division of society, or who were guilty of injuring the
of its forces, and this finally led to attempts at reputation, honesty and integrity of citizens, not
again uniting the two factions. It was in Gotha members of tile diet, etc., by excluding the mere-
in May, 1875, that a reunion of the two factions bers so offending from the diet, by revoking
was effected. The congress of Ootha, by which their eonmlissions, or by turning them over to
name the large gathering of representatives of the ordinary tribunals for further prosecution.
socialism is known, resulted in the organization Tile government thus intending to carry the
of what henceforth became known as "The war against the socialists into the halls of the

Socialist Workingmen's Party of Germany." Its legislative assembly, and to stop all discussion of
platform was in tile main the same as tile one tile merits of their cause carried on under the
adopted by the party at Eisenach, and its organ- covet' of its privileges, the majority of the diet,
ization rapidly spread throughout' Germany. having passed the highly proscriptive act against
This is the brief outline of the origin and growth the socialists throughout the country, was not
of a party which, after the passageof a law aiding willing to aid the government any further by
tile government inits warfare upon its adherents, adopting a measure which not only called in
not only taxed all the energies of the public au- question tile dignity" of the supreme legislative
thorities ill its suppression, but also gave rise to the and representative body of thepeop]e, but which
sad spectacle of the government turning its entire was calculated seriously to affect the independence
machinery against a whole body of people, who, of its members, and the right of free discussion
however mistaken in principle, foiTned the bone which they might justly claim on all questions
and sinew of the nation, and who were justified in agitating tile public mind, or involving the inter
their adherence to their cau_ by real grievances, csts and general welfare of the country. The
--Turning from this by no means glorious inci- most important question before the diet now, was
dent, the government's war against the socialists, that concerning the raising of a revenue to meet
in the history of the German empire, we can m_tke the public expenses, estimated by the budget sub-
more honorable mention of ttle congress of Bet- mitted at 540 million mark. The government
hn, which met oil June 13. 1878, to settle the east- intended to meet the estimates of the budget by
ern question, and over which Prince Bismm'ck means of a tariff, which had the advantage of
presided. Tile fact. that the chairmanship was ac- being supported by the plea that it helped to
corded to the German chancellor showed the pre- protect home industries, and thus impart a new

dominant position Germany had secured among energy to the various branches of trade and in-
the European powers, and that each was willing dustry, which were then suffering from the reac-
to submit to tile discreet influence and the will- lion that had set in, in consequence of wild
ning diplomacy which the imperial chancellor so speculations, into which agreat many had plunged

well knew how to employ. The congress was soon after the close of tile Franco-German war,
in session until July 13, when the treaty was and in which fortunes were wrecked as soon as
concluded, which, amon_ other things, tonsil- they were built. After the diet lind taken a short
tilted Bulgaria an autonomic principality, though l'eecss, ill order to give its members an opportu-
tributary to the porte, made Montenegro inde- nity to examine in detail the bill to be submitt_d
pendent, engaged the porte to introduce legal by the government and awaiting the action of the
reforms and to grant rcligiou_ freedom, and Bundesrath, the bill was finally presented to the
which maint_Jined the treaty of Paris (March 80, diet on its meeting, April 28. The diet was com-
1856) and of London (March 13, 1871) where not posed of three parties: tile conservatives(German
modified by the presetlt treaty. The treaty of conservatives or the imperial party), with 114
Berlin was ratified the following month, August votes; the liberals (national liberals andprogre, ss-

3. 1878 -- On Dec. 5, 1878. the emperor returned i_ts), with 125 votes ; the centre (including the
to Berlin. and again assumed tile duties of his Polesand part of tile representatives from Elsass
otii(.e. ()n Dec. 15 Bismarck sent a communion- Lothringen), with 125 votes. By uniting on any
tion to the But_desratl_, in which lie defined the measure, two of the parties constituted a majority.
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The pragre_@ts were as a unit opposed to the of fifty-eight members. The bill as passed be-
tariff bill as a means of protection, while the con- came a law and went into effect on and after Oct.
servatives were without exception in favor of the 1, 1879. Its business being finished with the
bill, if for no other reason than that it was a l)assage of the tariff act, the diet adjourned on
measure fathered by the government, and dis- July 1°. --Bism'_rck, iu effecting, for the purpose
tasteful to their political opponents, who were of securing a majority for his financial measures,
arrayed against them on all questions of public a coalition between tile conservatives, the party

policy. The centre was also in favor of protcc- most loyal to the government, and the centre,
_ion. A serious mistake was made by the nation- the party whicl, in the struggle between church
al liberals in hesitating to make the tariff or the and state had espoused the cause of the clergy in
question of protection a party issue, and in not their war against thc government, again showed
requiring fl'om its members strict adherence to his consunlmate skill in the management of op-
ils traditional policy, and thus losingall concerted posing political factions. Yet aside from the fact
action in the struggle on hand. Strict discipline that the liberals had now become thoroughly
being neither required nor enforced in the ranks estranged from him, for the reason that by his
of this part)', its difficulties were increased by a(lroit management he had pushed them to the
the fact that it soon broke up into three factions: wall and thus made their ol)position harmless for
the positive and unqualified rice traders, the pro- the time, it was certainly no comfort to him to
tectionists, and those who were in favor of a tirol among his supporlers in and out of parlia-
tariff for revenue only. The national liberals ment those _ho were--the Cullurk_lmt_ raging
therefore exercised no appreciable influence in --his bittcrest enemies; to see, on a moment's
deciding the question at issue, as the opposition reflection, that his new allies could not and
coming from their ranks was neither feared, nor would not stand by him, unle_ he was willing to
the divided support they could give much sought change or at least modify his position toward the
for. Bismarck, in thus effecting a coalition of papacy and thechurch. He had, for the time at
all the conservative elements in the diet, and wit- least, lost the support of the liberal element; and

nessiog the utter h(.lplessneas and divided condi subsequent events proved that he could not undo
tion of those who had been his former allies, hut the fatal consequcn(:es flowing front this new
who of h(te had become dissatisfied with his alliance, and was bound to make concessions and
policy, and who were not united in either resist- sacrifice of principle, in order to retain his hold
ing or supporting the measures he proposed in on the legislative majority represented by this
order to alleviate the financial and economical coalition.- The excitement p,'oduced by the

conditi(m of the empire, was not long in carrying heated discussions over the new tariff law having
his measure through the diet. The entire tariff subsided, the following year was one of compar-
bill, after all its features had been discu_ed, was ative quiet in the public and political life of the

finally passed on July 12, by a vote of 217 to 117, nation. The close of the year 1879 was marked
a large number of natioual liberals, the progress- by the introduction of the new judiciary system,

_ts and the social democrats voting in the nega- p,'ovided for by the imperial diet, throughout the
tire. The act provided, aside from an outspoken seveJal states, and the opening and fir._t s_sion of
protective tariff in favo:" of certain industries, for the imperml court of last resort at Leipzig, under

a duty on tobacco, iron. corn, lumber, petroleum, the presidency of Edward Simson, whose name
_alt, coffee, tea and other grocels' commodities, was already honorably connected with all the
a species of legislation whicn'fell heavily on the leading events of tlm empire. The foreign policy
large class of consumers who were to be indi- [ of the imperial government, of maintaining the
l'ectly benefited by the imposition of a protect- independence and dignity of the empire, remained
ire tariff, which for the tirst time was put on unchanged. The only efforts Bismarck madeto
trial in the new empire. The act furthe," pro- aid in the settlcmcnt of the eastern difficulties,
vided tlmt the duties on commodities i,npo,'ted was to prevail upon the Turkish government to
from such countries as by their tariff laws dis- consent, in the interest of public peace, to the
,',iminatcd against commodities exported by incorpon_tion of Dulcigno with Montenegro. In
Germany, and in favor of other states, might be all else the imperial chancellor observed a strict
illereased double the fiscal l'ate; it also authorized neutrality, his only care being to impress the

an embargo in certain eases. Before the passage Eul'opeau powers with the fact tlmt while he was
of this law, the attention of the diet was occupied rcady to meet any attempt to disturb the peace

by a bill providing for a local government of and safety of the empire, it was not the policy of
Elsa_s.Lothringen (Alsace-Lorraine) independent the Gernmn government to interfere with the
of the direct control and interference of tim i ncighboring_overnmentsbcyondthemaintenance

imperial government. The bill passed without [ of lmblic peace, or to add to tbe power and dig-much opposition on Julyd. It providesforagov- nity of the empire by territorial anncxatious or

ernor(s_adihalt¢r), to be appointed by the emperor, I foreign co,lquests.- On Feb. 12, 18S0, the diet
_md whose seat was to be at Strasburg; for a I. again couvene(l. ]n the choice of its president,
ministry, at tlm bead of which was a secretary of ] Count Arnim Boitzenlmrg, the coalition between

state; for a council of state presided over Ily the i tim conservativc¢ ant1 the centl'e or ultramon-governor; and a legislative assembly, compoBed tanes made itself still felt. The relative strcngth
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of the different factions remained unchanged: events giving some hope of future co-operation
the con_rvatives had 58 members, the imperial between the more moderate faction of the liberal

party 48, the nalional liberals 85, the progre_vists party and the conservative elements of the gov-
26, the centre 101, the socialists 10, and thercst crnment. -- The events and incidents connected

made up a small faction, who occupied an in- with the 16roceedings during the session of the
dependent position. A bill providing, among diet which had just come to an end, had the

other things, for an increase in the numerical ('fleet of bringing about the final separation of
strength of the army in times of peace, which the more uncompromising or left wing of the
was submitted by the government ostensibly on national liberal party from the more con_rvative
the ground that the attitude of France toward element. The split between the two factions had
Russia gave rise to a reasomtble suspicion that an been noticeable for some time, but the traditions

alliance was forming, was, after some discussion, of the party had, until now, been stronger than
passed on April 16, by a vote of 186 (of the con- the individual differences of its leaders, and this
servatives aml national liberals) against 128 (of had hitherto prevented an open breach. But the
the ultramontanes, progra_ints, Poles, lil_;rals and hopes, in which the leaders of the more radical

Atsacians). An important feature in the pro- faction indulged, of forming the nucleus of a
ceedings of the diet was the bill providing fro' new liberal party moire powerful and more influ-

an extension of the time for and during which ential than the old, were not realized. The plat-
the law against the socialists must be in force, form which they published on Aug. 28 declared
which fi_rmed the subject of debate on April 18 their determined opposition to all reactionary
and 19, on which occasion the socialists, in con- measures, and also that the economical welfare

eert with the progres_i,sts, denounced the evil of the peoplc was closely connected with their

features of the law, aml opposed the present political freedom, and depended upon the princi-
bill, while the national liberals submitted to ple of frcc compctitiou in the various depart-
it and the conservatives defended it, as a nec- mcnts of trade and industry. It was this last
e._ary measure for the preservation of the lml)- prnposition which (lid not meet wilh favor from

lic peace. The bill was finally passed, extend- the conservative elements, and which finally gave
lug the opcralio,_ of the law to September, rise to the disunion.--Tile progressizts, on the

1884. The alliance between the conservatives other hand, were not willing to give up their in-
and ultramontancs, of which, beyond the elec- dependent position and simply fall into the ranks
tion of the president of tbe diet, no further of the seceders; they rather claimed tlmt those
evidence was given during the present session, who cut loose from their former party organiza-
except in the l)ass_ge of the law on usury tion should come over to them. The liberals not

and of the act regulating the different trades, being willing to do this, there was no prospect of
seemed Iobc but temporary afler all, and did establishing some common ground on which the
not prevent the centre or ultramonlanes from liberal elements in the different factions might
opposing two measures submitted by the govern- meet, and, for._elting minor and past differences,
meat, one of which was for the protection and in carry out a policy which was in favor of both the

the interest of the German trade and commerce economical and political liberation of the people
with the South Sea islands, the other providing --The third and last session of the present diet
for the incorl)oration of Altona and St. Pauli, a commenced on Feb. 15, 1881. 'File government
suburb of the city of Hamburg, with the domin- announced as the main features of its financial

iou subject to the operation of the German tariff policy the development of the resources of the

law. The former measure was defeated, while empire in such a manner as to make it generally
the latter was, after some discussion, referred to independent of the aid furnished by its coastitu-
the Bundesrath for further action which was to cnt governments, and thus enable the hitter to
remove the objection to the measure, that Ham- lighten the burden of their own taxation, which
burg could not be deprived, for no other rea._on still fell heavily upon their respective I_¢,ples. --
than to further the tariff system of the empire, Among the bills submitted was the accident in-
of one of its most important districts without surance bill, one providing for the re-establish-

and against its express consent. Bismarck, con- mcnt of the guilds, another against drunkenness,
sidering these two measures as necessary and in and finally the bill providing for an amendment

the interest of the government, was greatly dis- of tile constitution, whereby the public budget
pleased with the opposition he met with from the was to be fixed every two years, and on which,
centre; and in view of the fact tlmt this faction though introduced, no action was taken in the

still held the balance of power, he counseled the previous session. Since the relative strength and
liberal elements Io forget their differences, not composition of the different parties, owing to the
on]y among themselves, but also with the govern- split in the liberal ranks, had materially changed,
ment, in order to prevent any fro'thor alliance it was with some difficulty that the diet succeed-
between the conservative and ultramontane ele- ed in choosing its presidingofftcers. TileGerman
ments, and in order to unite upon some policy in imperialists and the national liberals resisted the

support Of the unily and integrity of the empire re-election by acclamation of the former presid-
as against its most bitter and persistent opponents, ing officers, Count Arnim yon Frankenstein and
On May 11 the diet adjourned, these closing Ackermama, which the cenSre and 17rogresni_ts.
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had proposed. After Arnim had been elected while the clause providing for a govermnent con-
by 147 votes, but declined, the choice finally fell tributioa was not allowed to pass without being
upon yon Gossler, one of the secretaries of the criticized as a sort of monopoly It was refcrred
Prussian ministry, an ultra-conservative, though to a committee which took about two weeks iu

without political record; yon Frankenstein and considering the bill. Ia the committee the mem-
Ackermann were re-elected, and accepted. The bers representing the conservative party united
diet being thus constituted, the public budget with those representing the centre, thus securing
was the first thing taken up. It estimated the a majority, against which the liberal member,
expenses at 588,077,972 mark, and was, after were powerless, and agreed on the following r_.-
some slight modifications, passed on the third port: that all private insurance companies bc
reading, March 24. The bill providing for bien- prohibited from issuing the same kind of policies

nial sessions and a quadrennial constitution of as provided for by the bill, and that, instead of
the imperial parliament came to its first reading onc imperial board of underwriters, there was to
on March 8. The government advocated its pass- be a board in each of the states compo-ing the
age on the ground of relieving the overburdened empire. Tile bill, as reported back, reached its
legislature, while the liberals opposed it for the second reading May 31. The proejre.v,i_ts op-
re&con that it was aimed at tile dignity, efficiency posed the bill, while the socialists desired to have
and privileges of the people's as_mbly The its provisions extended to the farm laborer. The
only support it received in the diet came from national liberals were in favor of a board of
the conservative side; the centre was keeping umterwriters for the whole empire, and of 'allot'-

back, a_aiting the close of the Culturknm]f, ing private companies to issue similar policies.
which was promised bycertain advances that Bi_- But the conservatives, in connection _ith the
marck, as the representative of the Prnssian gov- centre and the imperialist% defeat_,d the propo-
ernmcnt, had made in favor of the clergy toward silion of the liberals. Bismarck insisted on the
a final setllemeat of lhc strusgle between church p_L_age of the clause requiring the government to
aml state. The bill was rcferrcd to a committee, contribute toward the payment of tlm premiums.
which, after a brief consultation, reported unani- Though the bill seemed Io h, ve, in view of these
mously against its passage. It was finally rejected different opimons, little chance of being adopted,
on its third rcadi_g, May 16, by an ow, rwhelm- it passed its final reading by a w_te of 1-10 against
ing majority. The same fate was shared by the 108, substantially in the shape it w'ls tel)oiled by
bill subalitted by the government in favor of an the c_mm_ittee. The bill coming back to the
increa._e in the brewel_s' tax and in the stamp Bundesrath for its approw_l, it was, on Juuc 2,5,
duties, and of a tax to be levied on such as were rejected by this body on the ground that it was
liable to militm T duty, but were not in actual unju.¢t to tax tile disabled laborer without earn-
service. Another defeat Bismarck suffered was ings by tile compul...ory payment of premiums,
the rejection of his measure, which proposed aml that the establishment of insurance boards
to promote the economical council, which aided in the different states was, in its opinion, an ira-
and advised the Prussian government in its practicable measure. And tiros the first attempt
financial and economical measures, to the dig- of the government failed toward enacting a law,
nity of a council of the empire. The strong which, in its opimon, was a most salutary meas-
objection urged against it was, that, as hereto- ure of social reform. Having parted w._ys with
fore constituted, this board was not entirely free the national liberals, and not being sure h_ all
from the influence of the government, and that it instances of the centre or ultramo,ltanes, who

furnished no guarantee that its future constitution were not willing to support the government with-
would be materially changed, and its usefulness out some assurance of the government's changing
much improved by simply being attached to the its position toward the Catholic clergy, Bi._marck
imperialgovernment. An important measure be- seemed to have lost his hold upon the factions
fore the diet was the accident insurance bill, which which, united, might give him a legislative ma-
had passed the Bundesrath, and was submitted the jority in the diet in support of his measures.

latter part of :March. It provided for the cstab- Among tile bills which were passed before the
lishment of an imperial board of underwriters, who close of the present session, was the bill regu-
were bound to issue policies to all workmen, and luting the different trades after the pattern of
who were to indemnify laborers who became dis- the guilds, defining the relation of master and
abled by accident, out of an insurance fund partly _rvant, and regulating the matter of apprentice-
made up of premiums to be paid by those insured, ship, the law against drunkenness, that a_ain._t
and partly by government contributions. This the adulteration of wines, and the act recogniz-
was the first step taken by the government toward ing the German as the oilicial language in the
the fulfillment of the promise to a]lcviate the legislative assemblies of Eisass-Lothringen, The
suffering working people, made at the time the prcsent session suddenly closed on the evening of
bill against the socialists was submitted to the June 15, 1881, and with it the fourth legislative

dict. The bill passed its first reading without term of the imperial diet came to an end. _o
nltlch trouble. Its main feature, the insurance of special reference was made in the diet to the
workingmen against accidents, was approved by foreign policy of the government, since all par-
all, with tile single exception of the ?ragre_/sts, ties trusted to the chancellor's Mngular ability
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and success in maintaining tile public peace, and securing the vote of the centre, though this party
the undisturbed relations between the empn'c and declared its unwillingness to support the measures
_he leading European powers. Yet the assassina- and policy of the government wliile the obnoxious
lion of tile Russian czar, Alexander II., on )larch blay laws, passed by the Prussian diet against the

_1, 1881, gave rise to expre._ions of sympathy clergy, were still in force, and while the imperial
on account of the sad fate of the aged monarch, chancellor threatened the diet with measures such
and the diet passed, on April 4, a resolution, in asthe tobacco monopotyand his socialist schemes,
which the German chancellor _as requested to so distasteful to the party. The elections were
use his effc_rts in effccting an agreement with to take place on Oct. 27. This gave the liberals
the leading governments of Europe, whereby time to recover from their apathy, and renewed
the killing of any of the rulers entering into this courage to enter upon an active campaign. Thc
compact, or the attempt to commit this offense, socialist schemes of the chancellor, the news con-
was to be m:_dc punishable, and Lhc penalty i_- cermng a settlement of the clerical difficulties on
till,ted, not only on such offenders as were citi- tim basis of concessions to the pope, which were
zens or subjects, but also on strangers who hal)- at war with the interests of the state, the daring
pened to bc found within their respective do attitude of the orthodox Lutherans, and, finally,
lnmi,ms; and whereby, further, the offender, if the agitation against and persecution of the Jews,
found elsewhere, might, on proper request, be gave rise to a reasonable apprehension among the
surrendered to the government against whose middle classes, especially in Prussia, that a reac-
_'uler the crime was conumttcd.- Pending the tiouary movement in politics not only, but also
,liseus._i,)n of the proposition submitted by the in matters concerning religion and the church,
Prussian government to the Bundesrath, May 18. was fast _tting in. All this had the effect of
that the revenue ()ffice of tIamburg, with its dif- stirring up the body of the people, and setting
i'erent b_'anches, should bc abolished, and, as the tide of the election against the frmnds of the
.clain_e(l"t)y thnse opposing this measure, Ham- government. Owing to the efforts made by all
burg thus be coerced into joining thc tariff parties, the election on Oct. 27 left about a hun-
_mion, the whole agitation of this matter came dredcontcsts undecided, and which as to all such
to a sudden close I)y the publication, on May 27. cases made special elections necessary, which took

of the treaty between the imperial government place at different points during the month of
and that city, whereby Hamburg was to enter November. Tim final result was as follows: the
the union Jan. 1, 1889. -- The priucipal event on- ultramontanes secured 98 members, the conserva-
._rnssing the attention of the nation, was the tivcs 57, the progressi_ls 56, the national liberals
forthcoming election of representatives to thc ira- 47, the radical wing of the liberals or the seced-
perial dmt entering upon its fifth legislative term. crs 45, the imperialists 25, the independent lib-
The impcrial government exerted its influence to erals 6, the South German democrals or people's
_he utmost, in ()rder to secure the election of rcp- party 8, the social democrats 13, the Poles 16,
-resents(ires who migat furnish thc required ms- the Alsacians 15, and the Danes 2. The great-
i[,rity for tim passage of the various measures est losses were suffcred by the national liberal,
which Bismarck was anxious to put through the and the German imperialists, the latter h)sing all
41ict. The government press attacked the lib- its leaders. The greatest gains were made by thc
•erals most wolently, and branded those who were progra_sist_ (twenty-eight members) and the radi-
not willing to vote in favor of Bismarck's candi- cal wing of the liberals or the scceders (twenty-
dates and to extend an unqualified support to the three members). At tim first election the social-
imperial government as enemies of the empire and ists had carried none of their candidates; those
lhe crown. Though tile government employed afterward elcctcd owed their success to tile fa(.t
all manner of means to carry the clcction, it that thcrc was a large number among the rank._

failed to submit a distinct programm( _ as to its of the othcr parties, who, being in many ways
future financial and economical policy; the to- disappointed at the result of the first electi()n,

bacco m_nol)oly was the only issue, which was either abstained from voting at the special elc(-
used by the friends of the government in order tions, or, as was the case in Breslau with the co,J-

to secure the vote of the people, on the plea that serwttives, votcd for the socialist candidates iL_
the revenue resulting from it would be sufficient order to counteract the strong run made by the
to furnish the means of securing to the working progressists. The new diet, in consequence, w_
classes a proper indemnity against accidents dis- composed politically of three large divisions: the
abling, them for work, and the means for the sup- centre, together with the Guelfs, Poles and Al._a-
port of the aged paupers--the "patrimonium of clans, having 138 members; the conservatives and
the disinh('rited," as it was called. The installa- German imperialists with 82, and the liberals with

t ion of a bishop at Trier, who was exempted from 1'54 members. Among those who were most sur-
taking the reqmred govcrmnent oath, the renewed prised and disappointed at the result of the cite-

negotiations with the see of Rome, concerning a tions was Prince Bismarck, who had reckoned on
peaceable settlement of the issues arising out of an increase in the list of conservative member.-.
the C,llturkrlmpf, were the means employed to and now, in view of the present compositi(_n of
"win over the ultramontane vote. The principal the imperial diet, lost all faith in being able to
.efforts of the government were directed toward secure a fair working majority in support of his
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policy.- The diet convened on Nov. 17, 1881. imperial government with an outlay of forty
In the absence of the emperor, who, on account million mark, the chancellor defended his pol-
rff his health, was unable to attend in person, icy which resulted in the treaty, and finally gaw. _
Bismarck read the imperial me_age. After re- vent to his views on the statu_ of the leading
letting to the growing resources of the realm, the political pa1'lics. He deprecated the breaking
favorable results coining from the economical up of the nation into numerous political faclion_, "

policy of the government as far as sanctioned by none of whi(,h, while threatening the integrity
the diet, the treaty with the city of lIamburg, of the nation by their petty dissensions, ct*uhl
and another bill extending the terms for fixing command the majority needful to carry out _,
the pul)lic budget, anti also extending tile legisla- policy in the interest of a united country and il,-
tire terms of the natir)nal assembly, which the government, lie denied the charge of having

governmc.nt was about to submit, the message been tile first to bring about the breach between
dwelt at some length on the reforms proposed by the liberal element and the government, claiming
the cl'owu for the relief of the working classes, that it was the lead('rs ot that p.irty who had
:_nd the social evils from which they were suffer- proposed that bre'leh. On Nov. 29, the public

ing. The measures pointed out were the bill budget being on its second reading, Bismarck
providing for accident insurance and the u_i- charged the pr¢_g_'e&_i._t__ilh being a de_dlock t(>
form establislnnent of sick relief futl(ls. As the all salutary legislation, and with harboril,grcpub-
best means of lightening the burdens of taxation, lican ideas and tendencies: he deplored the f_ct

and yet incrca_ing the revenue of lhc government, that the more moderate parties, the nationa|
the message advocated the tobacco monopoly, liberals and the free conserwltives, had lo_t i_l
In conclusion, reference was made to the cff,)rts strength, and finally, on Nov 30. declt_red, that if

of the government for the maintenance of the the alternative were given him to choo.-e bctwcez_
pe'_ce and dignity of the empire, and for per- either uniting uith the centre or tlm pr,:q_'essi,_t._,
petnating its blessings in the distant future. The he would at all times prefer, on grounds of .pub-
elec!ion of the presiding officers on Nov. 19 fur- lic policy and following tlleinstinel.q of true states-
nished somewhat of a test of the rclativestrength manship, an alliance with the centre. Yet, iu

and probable coalition of the different parties, spite of this hi.,.,,h opinion expresse.d by the than-
The centre was willing to unitewith the conserv- ccllor, the centre was not a party to be trusted.
atives in the choice of a president to be named No sooner wa_ this declaration made, than the

by the latter, if the first vice-presidency was con- centre united with the liberals in defeating, by a
ceded to them. All the conservative elements vote of 160 against 131. one of his l)et measures,

uniting, they elected, with the aid of the centre, the appropriation of 85,000 mark required for
their candidate, yon Levetzow, president, by a the establishment of a German board of finance
vote of 193, against the candidate of the liberals, and public economy. Complaints, which were
Stauffcnberg, who received 146 votes. Thus the made oil the libcr'll side of the hou._e al)out the
coalition between the conservative and ultramon- manner m which the ]a.-t elections had been

tune elements again promised tobecome a work- managed by the Prussian government, gave rise
ing power during tile present sexton of the to a heated dehate lice. 15, during the course
na(ional.lssembly. On Nov. 24 the public budget of which yon Puttkammer, tile Prussian mizli._ter,
was taken up on its first reading It estimuted took occasion to remark, |hat the publi(" oVdcials
the expenses and the receipts at 607,234,771 mark, who supported the government at the lair. oleo-
respectively. It was not until the second lvad- lions were entitled not only to the tlmnk- of the
ing of the budget that the imperial chancellor, government, bnt also of their imperial lord and
relIresenting the government, had an opportunity master. This put the liberals on their feet, and

of defining his position toward the leading parties they strongly protested against abusing the powers
in tt_e diet, and the support he expected from of the government in order to irlfluen('e the vote
them in aid of his policy. Richter, the spokes- of the electors: and this protest could not fail to
man of the 7n,ogr_si_t,_, had already, on tile first widen the breach between the liberals and those

reading of the budget, criticized the financi_tl and r _,presenting the imperial government. Au if to
eceJnomical policy of the crown, reminding those prove this fact and give further cause of distrust,
who represented the government that those who the emperor published his famou_ resclipt, ad-
in a broad sense were termedthe liberals, also had dressed to the, Prussian ministry, in which hc

a d_'finiteand positive programme on all social said: "On such of the public officers as al'¢.
and economical questions of the day, and that it entrusted with the execution of lhe different acts
was they who had fathered the legislative aml of my government, mnl hence arc liable to bc di_-

other measures which proved to be of real ben- charged under the law regulating public d_sci-
etit to the working classes, and that those repre- pline, devolves the duty under their official oath
senting the government were not alone in their to represent the policy of my government even
sympathy for the laboring population, and their at the elections. I shall thankfully acknowledge

willingness to do something in order to allevi, the faithful discharge of this duty, and see to it
ate their condition. Pending the debate on the that all public officers, in view of their oath.,, and
treaty with the city of Hamburg, the incorpor- their allcgi'mce, will abstain at the elections as
atiou of which into the tariff union taxed the well from all opposition against my government."
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The further proceedings of the diet were, after mind. we may understand to some extent why it
a short intermission during the holidays, again is that we fail to see in the empire any traces of a
taken up on Jan. 9, 1882. The accident insur- real parliamentary government, such as we find
ance bill again came up on Jan. 17 and 18, in in England; such as is deemed by some to be the
the shape agreed upon by the liberal party; it only true government which, like the modern
was referred to a committee who were to re- governments of Europe, is based upon both the
port in the matter the next session. On Jan. traditions of history and the demand for greater
10, Windhorst, the leader of the centre or ul- popular freedom. If we keep this fact in mind,
tramontancs, moved the abolition of the act we may understand why it is that the legislative
passed by the imperial diet May 4, 1874, which work of the nation, save those great measures
punished the refractory clergymen by interning which aimed at consolidating the people, had,
•_r banishing them from the realm. After a de- especially after 1878, done so little to advance the
bate which lasted two days, the motion was, interests of the people, to improve their econom-
on Jan. 4, carried by a large majority. Only ical condition, and to satisfy their rational desire
about one-half of the conservatives and liberals for political and religious freedom by embodying
voted against it ; this was due to the fact that the its leading principles in some organic law, and
gonservatives thought that in view of their thus putting iton a securer basis than mere tradi-
alliance with the centre they were in a certain tionor royal self-restraint could give. Some think
senge obliged to yield to them in this instance, tbat this backwardness in the parliamentary life
and that the liberals were tired of being charged of the nation is principally due to the process of
with an undue zeal to prolong the ecclesiastical disintegration noticeable since 1879 in the leading
,conflict, after the govermnent had ceased to en- political parties of the empire; that this disinte-
force the war against the clergy. The bill re- gration hindered the building up of a real work-
/ating to tlm incorporation of Hamburg into the ing majority in any one party which, while for.
tariff union and providingfor an appropriation of gctting minor differences, would unite in carrying
forty million mark was also passed on Jan. 21, such public measures as were demanded, notonly
by a vote of 171 against 102, the pro qressista and by the requirements of a consolidated government
a part of the radical liberals or seceders voting and the traditions of the crown, but also by the
against it. After the public budget had passed interests of the people, and of a great common-
the third reading, the diet adjourned, Jan. 28, weqlth. The old liberal-conservative majority,
1882. -- In the special session called, and which whose strength seems to have exhausted itself in
convened on June 6, though the respective corn- supporting the nationalgovernmentagainst the op-
mittees had been in session since June 1, the position of all those factions which were opposed
tobacco monopoly bill was, on June 14, one day to the establishment of the empire under Prus-
before the adjournment of the session to Nov. 30, sian headship, was broken up in 1879, when the
badly defeated by a vote of 276 to 43. The bills imperial government sought the aid of the clerical
on accident insurance and on the establishment centre party for the support of those economic
of sick relief funds, on which the committee was measures which were opposed to the principlcs of
to report linally, were not acted upon, but laid that majority. Yet the. attempts at securing a
over for the next session. In the course of the majority formed by the ultramontane and con-
.debate on the monopoly bill, Prince Bismarck servative elements proved fruitless. Inthe mean-
declared, with much emphasis, that the imperial time the breach in the ranks of the national lib-
g()vernmcnt would still adhere, even as against a eral party widened. The progressists, before and
growing majority in the national assembly oppos- since the establishment of the empire, until 1877,
ing it, to a policy of protection, as tim best had repeatedly withdrawn their support and con-
means of both promoting native industry and de- scquently weakened the liberal ranks, while the
veloping the independent resources of the empire, centre and the old conservatives could not but
-- The Gcxman empire is now entering upon its gain by this defection. Since 1879, owing to the
second decade. Although a federation of sorer- peculiar policy that the imperial government had
cign states, although it recognizes the principle adopted, and dissatisfied with those of their po-

• of popular representation in the law-making litic-al allies who were unwilling to protest by
power of the government, it has proven, in the active means against this policy, a large number
hands of a man like Bismarck, who has directed of such as until then had been faithful to their
its affairs and shaped its policy, a monarchy in party, likewise withdrew from the liberal con-
the strictest sense; not a monarchy bordering on servative ranks, and went over to the more lade-
absolutism, like the monarchies of the east of pendent and vigorous party of the progressists.
Europe, but a monarchy nevertheless in the sense Tiffs was done, in the hope that the new coalition
that the government is practically centered in one might permanently unite both wings of the old
person, who, under the forms of law, is constant- liberal party--tbe national liberals and the pro-
ly at work asserting his own will as the ruling gress/sts---and thus form the basis of a new and
power in the state, and wbose influence is felt, powerful party in the interests of political liberal-
not only it] the imperial cabinet, but also in the ism and reform. But this great object, which, if
halls of legislation, and in all the practical work- carried out, would in all probability add greatly

,lags of the government. :If we keep this fact in to the poafibility of parliamentary government in
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the empire, is a thing that has not been accom- fected and such glories were not won, except
plished as yet, although many forces are at work by tile concerted action of a superior chief, and
to establish some common ground on which all of a valiant people willing to follow him in
tile liberal elements of the nation might meet, the execution of great enterprises. Yet, that
and effect a strong political organization whicil the empire is the best fatlric that could be de-
would carry its influence directly into all the de- vised for tile government of a people, like the
partmentsof government. Ever since 1879, when Germans, whose individualism is so strong, and
Bismarck began to turn against his old allies, and, whose neighbors are their natural rivals, if not
tr_rgetting that the men had not changed against their natural enemies, will be denied only by those
_hose interests he had waged a merciless war who forget what a powerful consolidating influ-
while fighting the Catholic clergy, attempted to euee the idea of tile old empire, up 1o the estab-
secure the alliance of those very men--the Ger- lishment of the new, exercised over the people;
man people have been, as a ]eading statesman, or by those who strongly dislike to hear that the
yon Bcnnigsen, has well expressed it, in a state Germans are once more, politically speaking, a
of political chaos; a state in which a r.mn of such united people.-- BIBLIOGRAFIIY. l_eumann, .Des
extraordinary power and influence as the imperial Deutsche Reicl_ is_ geof/raIgff, cher, statisti.*rher _ ,d
,ehancellor(whoeventothisdayis, wemaysay, at topogr,,phl:_cher Beziehung; Brachelli, Stettist£wlw
the head of European politics, and still occupies Skizze cl6_ De_ttschen 1_eich8; _qtatistik des Deut_cher_
a commanding position)has not succeeded in any- Reieta,, herau,_#egebe_ _om tfa_erli, hel_ 8tatis-
thing he has since undertaken, while politically tt:s.ehen Aml; S{ati, ffsche Monatseh_ftr; Almm, acl_
he has suffered defeats such as only a statesman de Gotha; M_trtin, _S'tatezman's }¥a,boolc; Free-
of his power and influence couhi hope to outlive, man, llisto_'ic_al Geo#ra]Jh# of _'uro!,e; yon R6nm.,
All these facts, and tile fact that the German f)as Staatsrccht de._ Deutsehen lb.iehs ; Held, .D/e
people have not, for centuries, been an active Ve_fa._._tnq des Deut._chen 1tenths, etc ," Hirth,
political nation, and thus are as yet devoid of that Annalel_ des Deut.whc_ l_eichs; E. Bczold, Mate-
true political instinct which seizes upon every q*btlien zttr .l)e_t._chen t?z,ich_n'elfass_{_tq; yon
opportunity to transform tile majority into a polil- R6nne, .Die Deutsche ReicAsreTfaasung (t¢,xt wilh
ic/tl power in the state, go far to explain why commenlalT) ; yon 3Iohl, 1)as .Deutsche .l_ichs.
parliamentary govermnent (which is tile only staatsreeht ; yon Holtzendorff, Jahrbncl_ far
government, in a monarchical state, that gives the Oe.,etz.qebung, I'emralJvng and .Recht._7_.fleqe des
people some share in tile administration and con- Deutsche_lteichs; Kliqffel, G_,chicMed_r Deutsche_
duet of the affairs which concern them as a Emheib_be._trebut_qea bis zu ihrer _'_f_dlu_g; Linel,
nat_on; which makes them in fact citizens and not ])at De_dsche h'ai._erreich; yon Tre_tschke, ._/,n
._imply subjects of tile crown,) has not as yet be- Jalere deut_her 1(ample ; Weber. Der Deut.,the
come established in tile empire; and it explains, Z, llverein, _.ine Em_tehung u_td Geschichte; yon
too, why the Germans, as has been said, are not, Gie._ebrecht, Geschichte tier Deutschen A'a£_e_eeit;
politically, acouten_ed people. Butacause more Bryce,, TheHoly Roma_ _'mpire; Baring-Gouht,
potent than all the facts mentioned is certainly to Germany, Past and Prese,t; Cohen, Etudes sur l'
be found in this, that tile traditional theory, still Empi_'e d'A_magne; Legoyt, /,brces m_,t,:r_elles
prevalent in Europe, according to which it is the de. l'Empire d':lllemagne; l'_ieol_on, A Sketch _f
monarch who governs, and not the people, is the Germa_ 6'ot_titut_vn; Mendelssohn, J)a_ ger.
maintained by astatesman to whom tile Germans, n,an. Europa; M,'inderlieh, Deutsehla,d; Kulzen,
as they themselves are willing to admit, owe Das deua_che Land; Daniel, -Deut, chhmd _ach sei-
much, and who, in the position he occupies, not ne_ phys_cl_en _ndpolit£_chen Verh(dtni, sen.

only wields immense power, but has the personal MAx. EBErtHXaDT, Chicago, Ill.
influence and indomitable will neces-_ary for the
accomplishment of great ends. Added to his GERRY, Elbridge, vice-president of the
way of looking at the functions of the monarch United States 1813-14, was born at Marblehead,
is the doctrine announced by him, and which Mass., July 17, 1744, and died in office at Wash-
seems so much opposed to all constitutional ington City, 51or. 23, 1814. He was graduatedat
government, that he, as chancellor of the empire Harvard in 1762. _,'as a member of the con_inen-

and minister to the crown, is responsible to no tal congress 1776--80 and 1783-5, was a delegate
one except to his lord paramount, the emperor, to the convention of 1787 (see list of members
Doctrines and theories, such as these, are far under COr_S'rXTUT_Or0, was in congress as a sup-
from being mere abstractions in the mind of a porter of the constitution 1789-93, and was one
man like Prince Bismarck; they are a real power of the X. Y. Z. mission to France in 1797--8. In
in tile state, and make themselves keenly felt in 1812 he was elected vice-president. (See DE,O-
the settlement of all questions touching the rela- e_._r_c-RErtmL_CXs PX]_TY, I.-llI; X. Y. Z.

tiou of the people to the government. Principles Mras_oN; M._Oa_CHUSETTS; GERn_MAr_DV4¢; CON-
such as these not unfrequently make tim ruh,_ _rt_as_o_AL Cxvcus )-- See Austin's Life of

forget, that whatever great achievements have Oe_'y. A.J.
been effeeted in the life of a nation, and what-
ever glories have been won by the governments GERRYMkNI_R (12g U. S. HisTortv). In
,of this world, such achievemeuta were not ef- 181.4. the demoe_at_ic legislature of _,lassachusetta
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proceeded to lay out tile senatorial districts of Thus a minority of 2,320 have twice as many
the state with the single purpose of securing senators as the majority of 3,680--their candi-

as many democratic senators as possible from the dates having been successful in tile first two dis-
democratic vote. One result was, the extraordi- tricts. This pohtical arithmetic, like every other
nary distortion of some of the districts, instead science, has its arcana. The gnmd and unerring
of the compact shape taken by a district fairly rule is to make your own majorities as small and.

formed from contiguousterritory. In one instance those of your adversaries as large as possible: in
tile district assumed a shape so distorted as of other words, to throw away as few votes on your

itself to suggest unfairness. The Boston Centinel own side, and as many on the other, as is in your
published a colored map of the district, and the power "'-- The process has since been varied lit
hand of Gilbert Stuart, the artist, completed the its application to legislative and congressmnal

resemblance to stone fabulous monster, to which districts, but without forsaking the general rule
was given the name of "tile gerrymander," corn- above given. All parties, and in all states, have
bluing the names of the salamander and of been guilty of the practice; and where a party
Gerry, the democratic governor of the state, has succeeded in carrying an election by demon-
(See Gl_RltY, ELBRIDGE.) The name, like the strafing an outrageous gerrymander by it* oppo-
evil which gave ri_ to it, has survived to our nents, it has usually proceeded to offset it by an
own day. It is used either asa verb or as a noun; equally outrageous gerrymanderof its own. The
but it is more commcm to say that a party has political history of the states of New Jersey,
"gerrymandered" a state than to _ly that it has New York, Ohio and Indiana would give abun-
been guilty of a "gerrymander" in a statc.--The dant but unnecessary illustration. A leadingpol-
followit_g hypothetical description of the process itician of the last named state is said to have re-
of gerrymandering, though written in 1815, is marked with satisfaction that he had so fixed his
still perfectly accurate: "I suppose a case. Six state that his opponents could not carry the legis-
counties, each containing 1,000 voters, are to be lature without at least 15,000 popuhtr majority.
formed into three senatorml districts, each toelect The most flagrant instance of gerrymandering iu
four senators. These districts may be so con- congressional districts is probably the sixth dis-
trived that the party predominant in the legisla- trict of Mississippi. This remarkable district
ture at the time of arranging them, whether fed- consists of all the counties of the state which

eral or democratic, with 2,3020 voters, shall have touch the Mississippi river. Its length is about
eight senators, and tile other, with 3,680 voters, 300 miles and its average breadth about °A); and
shall have but four. and nevertheless every elect- 1Is peculiar slmpe has given it its popular name
or of the whole 6.000 shall exercise the r_ght of of "the shoe-string district."--See APPOR'lqON-
suffrage I state the munbcr of voters of each MENT: 6 Hildreth's United Stales, 487; Parton's
of the six countws to which I give names: Uar_ature and otho" Comic Art. 316: Carey's Olive

Bra_ch, 409. _:_.LEXA_NDER JOHNSTON.

COUNTIES }Fedcralist_ Democrat_.

] GIBRALTAR. A piece of incredible negli-

Jack_on ......................... i ,_ 880 gence on the part of the Spanish governmentErie ............................. i 720 gave this po._t to Ex3gland during tile war of the
Champlain .................... _,-_) 660Mcl)onough ..................... ] 320 succession. At Madrid, the war office was so con-

Perry ............................ t _ _'_ vinced that the place was impregnable, owingPorter ........................... ] 250.... to the fortifications of Daniel Speckel, that it
To'.al .......................... i 2,300 3,680 was left ahnost without a garrison. In 1704

Sir George Rooke, the commander of the Medi-

I might have styled the parties big-endian, and terranean fleet, being informed that the garrison
liltle-endians; the name is of no importance, was composed of one hundred and fifty men at
Now for a display of political legerdemain--in most, ma(le a sudden attack on it with 1,800 men.
order to enable the minority to rule the majorily: it was soon obliged to surrender. The place has

remained in England's hands since that time, in
• spite of the rel)eated efforts of Spain to take it.

i"FateranstR L_mocrats. The last siege, which continued three years, seven
1. Erie ........................ : 280 months and twelve days, immortalized the name

Porter ....................... ' 750 _ of Elliot.--The great sacrifices which England

--- has submitted to to retain thkq fortress, have caused
Total ...................... 1030 970 it to be said and written that the importance of

II. Champlain .................. I _10 {i00 tim position is exaggerated, and that it is not

MeDonough ................. [ 680 _0 worth the money which it costs. England has

Total ...................... 1_ _0 paid and pays no attention to this. In the courscof an inquiry into the state of colonial fortifica-
Ill. Jackson ...................... J 1"20 880 tions in 1861, English statesmen, administrators.

Perry ....................... l 15(} 850 military men, Ghulstone, Lord Herbert de Lea

¥_ .....................",1 _0 LT_ (Sidney Herbert), and Sir John Burgoyne, were
all agreed on one point, that Malta and Gibraltar
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were not colonies, but purely military posts, in chief and vice-admiral, though he belongs almost
which full garrisons should be kept up in times of always to the army ; a colonial secretary; a court
peace as well as in war. The late Lord Iterbert, of admiralty; and a police court, the first magis-
then minister of war, did not hesitate to say that irate of which is an o_ficer. The court of admi-
in case of war the colonies should expect to see ralty takes cognizance of commercial cases. For

their garrisons rvmovcd. "We slmll retain pos the remaining part of the civil and municipal
session of our colonies, if we remain masters of government the ancient Spanish laws and eus-
the sea. If we do, why leave garrisons in the toms are iu force. L. GOTTARD.
colonies ? and if we cease to be masters of the
sea, what is the use of keeping isolated battalions (_0LD, a dense, ductile, malleable metal, of a
there ? Would not this be to expose them to be brilliant yellow color, uqed in ornamentation and
taken as in a trap ?" In conformity with this for money. Its especial adaptation for thesepur-

policy ]England has always kept a strong garrison poses arises from its power to resist oxidation or
in Gilu':dtar. The number, wlfich was 8,618 men corro,qon upon exposure to air or moisture, and
in 1851, has been incrt,as9d continually. In 1861 its insoluhility in ordinary acids. In the form of
it was 6,001. of whom 4,896 were infantry'. The coin it is readily distinguished from base, metals
state of the fortifications is found to be almost by its characteriqie lustre, its great specific

satisfactory. In the course of the inquiry to gravity and its metallic ring. Alloyed x_ith other
which we have ,just referred, _ir John Burgoyne met'fls its color change,: the yellow tint is sue-

presented an exl,ibit of the exl)cnses to 1)e nmde ccssively lowered by i_wreased additions of snmll
in putting the colonies in a state of reasonable quantities of silver, and, on the contrary, height-
defense: Gibraltar appeared in this fro' £25,000 ened by copper. In the ordinary state its hard-

only. In 1860 the expenses of this military post ness is about that of tin but not quite as soft as
were increased for the single item of wnr to h,ad, varying, however, with the. eompositi,m.-
£420,685. -- According to the census of 1868, the Pm'e gold is the lnOSt malleable of till metal_, and

population of Gibraltar, excluding the garrison, has been beaten into leaves of -_-ga_--_ of an inch
was 15382. The tables publishe(t on the move- in thickness, and is then capable (if transmitting
ment of population show that the births exceed light, the yellow huc being changed to green. --
the deaths, in a considerable proportion. In 1859 Gold is cxcectlin_ly ductile, and can bc finely
the births were 636 aud the deaths 441; in the divided without heating. The specific gravity of

same.)'ear there were 212 marriages. 'The num- gold varies with its previous treatment, being,
ber of children attending school was also very when cast in bars, from lJ0_ and is0_0 to -t1_(; and
considerable for the population. In 1856 it was 1-a_@,and raised by prt_ssure or heatil_g to _1_0-
2,413: of these, 1,527 belonged to Catholic schools; and _(_. lts atomic weight has been given by
the remainder were divided among s('hools of the modern chemist,_ at from 196. to 196.67. -- Pure

church of England, Wesleyans anti Israelites. ]n gold can not be volatilized at an 3"ordinary temper-
the same year the revenue of the local govern- ature when melted anti kept in a state of fusion,
ment amounted to £82,500, which was increased hut when alloyed with volatile metals and heated

to £36,897 in 1870. arising, in greatpart, from the in contact with air, will rise in fumes. It is also
duties on wines, spirits and other articles of con- dispersed by the electric, battel 3 , the concentrated
sumption. The expenses reached £28.369, which heat of the sun's ra3s, or by the oxyhydrogen

were increased exceptionally to £41,921 in 1870. bh)w-ldpe. --Gold is dissolved 1)3' bromine, chlo.
In 1869 the exl)eu_es were £29,72t, and £36,788 riue and selc.ic acid, and, when heated, in a
in 1868. Gibraltar advances also in commercial solution of strong sulphuric with a little nitric
importance The imports and exports, which in aci(l.- Gold is flmnd diffused in many of the
1837 were 1,756,384 tons, were nmrc than 2,000,000 solid rocks, sometimes in a metallic state 'is natl_ e

tons in 1862, and 8,084,000 in 1868. Three-fifths gold, and often in combination with silver, lead,
of this was on :English ships; France only coming tellurium and sulplmles. Yaluable and working
after Spain for imports and exports; and after deposits of gohi arc found m stratified ro('k_ and
the United States for exports. Foreign commerce in veins containing quartz traversing rocks of
shows also satisfactory results. Exports, which othergcologiealpcriods: _dso in metallic su]phides
in 1857 amounted to £48,139, increased in 1860 to and bitter spar, in which it is dis,_eminatcd in

£150,638. During the same period the import grains, crystalliue threads or massvs, amt in in-
of foreign products rose from £720,415 to visible particles --Besides these pla<.es of oriz.
£1,244,283. The greater part consisted, of course, inal deposit, gold is excavated in so-called (by
in British products. Besides the political reasons diggings at the bottoms of n_w buried rivers, or
for retaining this post, it is thougtit, rightly or not, ncarer the surface in alluvial depo-its adjacent

that the immense profits which English merchants to dry water crevices, and in wet diggings in the
make in illicit trading have their share--In the beds of streams by whose currents it has been
various political convulsions which have so often brought down from higher altitudes, separated

caused bloodshcd in Spain, Gibraltar has often from the lighter earthy matter and deposited in
served as an asylum for the defeated of every auriferous gravels and sands, in mas_es called

party._Engl_nd is represented at Gibraltar by a lumps and nuggets, or in smaller partiel(s m the
governor, who bears the title of commander-in- form of grains, dust or thin scales. -- Native gold
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i_ never found absolutely pure, but always con- height, through nozzles skillfully arranged and
.tains a small quantity of silver _md frequently directed, strike with tremendous force against the
,copper or iron, the proportion of gold in the banks and beds of earth containing gold. Hills
alloy being 60.49 in Transylvania to 99.25 in are undermined and washed away, their material
Australia. Gold is also found alloyed with bis- being inoved by the current into sluices where the

.muth, palladium, rhodium, and a.-sociated with gold is separated and collected. The earthy mat+
_alinerals and ores containing arsenic, antimony, ter is carried to the lower levels and valleys or
tellurium and metalhc sulphides of lead, iron, held in solution until it settles in the bays and
copper, zinc, etc.--The methods of obtaining more sluggish currents of the large rivers near
and extracting gold vary with the character of the coast. The operations in miuinggold-bearing
the deposit in which it is found, but may be quartz or other vein material are conducted iu
classificd either as placcr or vein mining. In the the manner usually employed in mining other
first, the gold is separated from an alluvial de- metals or minerals. At a convenient point, either
posit by a purely mechanical process. After re+ a tunnel, where practicable, is run horizontally
moving the overlying gravel or earthy material, from the surface to the vein, or a shaft is sunk
the ground in contact with the bed rock is sub- perpcndicularly to a sufficient depth, and from it

jetted to the action of water, where that is aeces+ a drift or level run until the vein is reached.
sible, which, whilc rcmoving the waste material, Gold in quartz or free milling ores is usually dis-
permits tile gold to sink and be collected at the seminated in small particles, to obtain which,
bottom. The separatnm of the gold in placer before undergoing the usual treatment, the gold-
mining is effected in various ways: in some cases bearing rock must be finely pulverized. Various
with a pan--a circular dish of sheet iron with methods and devices are employed, among the

sloping sides, a foot or more in diameter, heldin simplest of which is the arrastra, which has a
stream or hole filled with water. By skillful circular bed of stone of front eight to twenty feet

shaking and twisting the lighter materials are in diameter with a post in the middle, through
washed out, the heavier gold settling to the bot- which extends a horizontal bar reaching to the cir-
.tom For treating larger quantities sometimes an cunfference on either side. From each arm rennin-
appliance (,alled a cradle, from its resemblance to ing around the post hangs a heavy stone weigh.
that household article, is used. It is a box from ing from three to five hundredpounds, the former

three to six feet in length resting upon rockers end slightly raised above'and the hindcr resting
and having an opening at one end and pieces of upon the bed of rock to be crushed. Somewhat
wood about an inch square, callcd riffle bars, similar to this is the Chilian mill, with the same
nailed across its bottom. The dirt, upon wbich central upright and revolving arms, but having
water from time to time is poured, is shaken the grinding stones with a beveled face and roll,

by the rocking motion through a perforated rid- instead of being dragged upon the floor.--These
dle-box, into which it is shoveled by an assist- earlier and ruder methods have been succeeded

ant, and drops upon an apron sloping toward in large mining operations by rock crushers and
the upper end of the cradle, from which it stamp mills. By the former the rock is broken
fails to the bottom, running out at the lower end. atld cnzshed between powerful iron jaws, and by
The gold, mixed with the heaviersand and gravel, the latter pulverized by successive blows of heavy
isdetained by the riffle bars. A modified form of iron stamps or hammers upon the rock or ore
the cradle, called a tom, with an extended inclined resting upon a hardened iron bed. The pulver-
sluice, is sometimes constructed. Currents of ized rock is washed away, and the gold, set free,
water are also made to run through long sluices is collected by mercury, as in placer mining, but.
,or shallow troughs, upon the bottom of which with greater care, as the particles of gold being
riffles mad(; of strips of wood are placed. What- smaller are more liable to be carried away by the

_ever the mechanical contrivance employed, from current.--To separate the gold front the mercury,
rhe simple washing on the prospector's shovel to the amalgam, after first pressing out all the fluid
the largest hydraulic operations, the principle mercury, is placed in an iron retort aud heated toa
involved is the same, namely, the greater specific low red heat, when the mercury volatilizes, passes

gravity of the gold carries it to the bottom of the over into a condenser connected with the retort,
pan, rocker or sluice, while the lighter and worth- and is thus recovered tbr use in future operations.
less portions are washed away. Where the gold The gold is obtained nearly free from mercury (it
_s very finely divided, being in small grains or being difficult to drive off the last portionof that
thin scales, it is liable to float away with the dirt, metal) in a porous, sponge-like form, which can
_tnd is secured by using blankets of wool or cop- readily be melted and cast into bars.--Ores in
oer plates covered with quicksilver to form an which the matrix is an oxide of the metals arc
amalgam, which is removed by working and generally free milling'. Those other than free

scraping the pIates.--In California a large amount milling are chiefly the sulphides of iron and cop-
,of gold is obtained by hydraulic mining, water per, and to some extent lead, antimony and zinc,

being brought in many cases from great distances though in the latter silver is usually the more val-
:n ditches, flumes and iron pipes, from higher uable constituent. -- Ores in which gold is corn-
altitudes. Jets of water issuing under the pres- blued with the sulphides of the base metals are
sure of a column, sometimes hundreds of feet in refractory m proportion to the extent of the base
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metal, and tile treatment is as varied as are tim lizing point and recovered as commercial blue
proportions in which the combinations exisf, vitriol, and the silver is washed, d_ied, etc., and
With some ores a siml)le roasting to eliminate the cast into bars. -- The finen(',_s of bullion and coin

._ulphur is found to be sufficient, and the most is estimated in thousandths, pure metal being
e(,r)nomical treatment which the value of the ore considered 1000 fine. The process of ascertain-
will permit, preparatory to crushing and amalga- ing the fineness of gold, or ass:lying, may be briefly
hinting. Other ores of irou are better treated by described as follows: One thousan(l parts of the
lhe clflorinating process, whih, tln)se in which alloy is aceurately weighed; the weight used, for
.coI)per or lead are wfiual)le constituents are best convcniem.c' sake, is the French gramme divided
_reated by a smelting proeesu which results in into 1000 parts or millegrammes. Pure silver, to

"forming base bars of le'td containing the precious the amount of twice the weight of pure gold es-
_n'tals or copper matte. The gold is removed timated to be contained in the alloy, is added,

"from lead in a reverberating furnace, and copper and the whole, enveloped in a piece of lead foil,
_natte is usually soht to "copper works.--Gold as is placed in a cupel in a muffle furnace heated to

received at the mints, unless it is from a refinery, a high teml)erature. The cupel is made of corn-
invariably contains silver. The methods of sep- pressed bone ash, and possesses the property of
arating these two metals are known as the nitric absorbing the oxides of I),_e metals. The lead
acid process and the sulphuric acid process, in foil is oxidized, anti as it is absorl)ed by the cupel
both of which the same principle is involved, cara'ies with it the oxides of the base metal_

that of dissolving the silver, decanting it from which may be contained in the alloy. This part
the gohl, and subsequently recovering it by pre- of the process elimilfiltes the base metal from the

eipitation.--In the nitric acid process, to accom- 1000 parts of alloy being operated Ul)On. The
plish the solution of thc silver, the gold is melted button of gold and silver taken flora the cupel is
with twice its weight of silver, and while in a laminated by hammer and rolls into a thin slip
_'used condition poured in a thin stream front a anti digested in nitric acid. which dissolves the
height of two or three fcct into a tank of cold silver and leaves the pure g'old, which, after
water for the purpose of subdividing it into gran- washing, drying and annealing, is returned to the
ulations and giving a large surface for the action balance and weighed. Its weight in milleo'am-
of the acid. The granulations tare transferred to mcs expresses in thousandths the fineness of the
porcelain pots and treated with nitric acid; the alloy.- Gold is out; of the metals earliest men-

pots are placed in a water bath to accelerate chem- tioned in history, and has been found in all parts
ical action, the nitrous fumesof which are abnn- of the worhl. Almost every conntry comains
.dantly emitted, being carried away by a high flue. workable mines or deposits of gold, but nearly
After the silver has been dissolved, the solution is all tim fiehls in which supplies prior to the Chris-
drawn off into wooden vats containing a solution tian era were obtained arc at present abandoned.
of sodium chloride, which precipitates the silver The most productive appear to have been situated
from a nitrate into a chloride. The gold is placed east of Persia, probably in Tartary or southern
on a filter, washed, dried, pressed into cakes and Siberia, from whicll large stores were derived;
melted. The precipitated chloride Is removed to also in India, Egypt, Nubia, Ethiopia and other
lead-lined vats, anti zinc in a granulated coudi- regions on the east coast of Africa; and in Asia
lion is introduced, when a reaction attended by Minor, Thrace, Grccce, and stone of the neigh-
evolution of heat sets in, a soluble chloride of boring ishmds, Italy, Spain and Gaul.--From
zinc is formed, and the silver liberated in a the historical accounts of the large quantities of

metallic state. It is subsequently washed, dried, gold used in the ornamentation of ancient temples
pressed and melted into bars as in the ease of the anti public buildings, held in tile treasuries and

gold. -- In the sulphuric acid process the sam(; owned by monarchs and private citizens, in the
preliminary steps are observed in gramflating the form of plate, or money, and of the sums col-
bullion. The granulations arc treated in iron lected at various times for tribute, it is supposed
pots, with concentrated sulphuric acid, which in that ancient mining was prosecuted with its
part breaks up, giving oxygen to the silver, while greatest success during the first few centuries
the undecomposed acid combines with the oxide preceding the Christian era, but, clther because

of silver thus formed and forms sulphate of sil- mining for gold became less profitable or the
ver. The fumes from the operation are carried urines were gradually exhausted, the production
into a lead-lined chamber and reconvertcd into of gold after the reign of Augustus C_esar rapidly
sulphuric acid by tile aid of air and hyponitric diminished, and in the fifth century of our era
acid. The gold is taken from the pots after the had almost ceased. Many of the countries con-
silver has been dissolved and drawn off, and qnercd by the Romans contained mines of gohl

treated as the residual gold from the nitric acid which continued to furnish supphes during the
process. The sulphate of silvcr is decomposed continuance of the empire. But the Roman

in lead-lined vats by metallic copper, which in method of leasing and operating the mines soon
the process is converted into sulphate of copper, ruined the mining industry. The operations were
anti the silver is precipitated in a metallic form. carried on by the labor of unwilling slaves, and
The solution of sulphate of copper, after being being leased to favorites, whose only care was to
.'.leo_nted, is concentrated by heat to the crystal- secure the greatest profit during the term for
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which they were to have possession, the richest --The production of the precious metals in tile
deposits were worked out and no care taken to early centuries prior to and immediately succeed-
keep open the drifts and tunnels for the use of ing the commencement of the Christian era, is
future occupants. -- Tile principal deposits of somewhat conjectural. No reports are extant of
gold worked during the present century are in tile amount yearly obtained from tlle mines. As
the United States, ill Austr'dia, and in portions of far as any authentic information has been re-
Africa. Gold is mined to a limited extent in ceivcd, the deposits of gold knowntothe ancients
some of the mountainous regions of central and were little worked after the fall of tile Roman
southwestern ]_urnpc in which the large rivers empire, and from that date to the close of tim
take their rise--notably the Rhine, the Dauubc fifteenth century, although in some regions goht
and the Rhone. Small quantities have been an- wa_ still obtained, the totalamount was not large.
nually produced in Italy. tlungary, Germany, If Mr. Jacob's conclusions are reliable, the total
Spain, and, in former years, in Turkey, Japan. production of gold in Europe and western Asia
China, in manyother regions of Asiaand Africa, from A. D. 800 to A. D. 1500 could not have
and even in Great Britain. The largest gold pro- exceeded $35,000,000, for he states that during
duction of the eastern hemisphere is found in that period the production of the precious metals
Siberiaon theeastern slope of the Urat mountaim-, was one-seventh or one-eighth of what it was
and still further east on tlle headwaters of the Yeu- from 1700 to 1800 in Europe _n(1 east of the. UrM
essei and Amoor rivers. These mines have been mountains, which for tile last twenty yem-. the
worked for ma_y years with an increasing annual most productive period, he reports to have been
yield, amounting in 1880 to $28.000.000. A still $1,000,000 gold and $3,000,000 silver. Accord-

larger quantity has been annually furnished to ing to his estinmtes, the mines of America sent
the world, since 1852. from Australia, embracing to the old world, between A. D. 1492 ,nd 1600,

Victoria, New South Wales, Quccn.-land and gold and silver of the v.due of $6_.10000.000. and
1New Zealand, which together, ia 1880, added from A. D. 16(10to1700, $1,687000.000; themit_es
$30,000,000 to the world's stock of the precious of Europe and America furnL-hed from A. 1).
metals. A less productive but still important 1700 to 1810, $4,000,000,000, and from A. D. 1810

gold field is found in South America, principal- to 1830, $500,000,000. The official statements-
ly in Coh)mbia, Venezuela, Bolivia and Brazil, published by him show that from the Russian

which promises to increase its present yield of mines, which commence(I to produce in 1704, up
$6,000,000 per annum. Gold is also found in to 1810, gold had been extracted to the value of
North America ou the Atlantic slope, in Nova 1,726 puds ($1,500,000) of which $500,000 was
Scotia, also nearQuebc(:_md on the easiernwater- obtained within the last twenty years of tlle
shed of the Alleghany mountains, in the Carolinas period. The average annual production of Asia
and Georgia, and in the western mountain regions, and Africa he made $6.000,000. -- Dr. Adolph
in various localitics, from Alaskato Central Amer- Soctbecr's summary of the production in all the

ica. But the richest and most extensive deposits gold.producing countries of the world, from the
thus far discovered have been found iu the states discovery of America, to 18_0, gives the follow-
on the Pacific slope or in the basins or t)arallel ing amounts and wflues:
ranges west of the Rocky mountains. -- The gold

mines of tim United States, according to the Y'ear._ngdOgrarna ! Value.

mint reports, produced, in the fiscal )-ear 1881, _4.c_3to1850............... i '3581i

$36,500,000, and for thirty-four years, from 1848 1851to 1_) ............... x0 I 4,6:¢,n005,c_o,4oo]_$8"rzL(_°'°°°3,T26,0o0,06_)to 1881 iuclusive, $1,557,000,000. The yield of
the several states and territories for 1880-81 was 'roud I I I0.303,40(}i SS,S47,000,000

reported by the director of the mint as follows:
.............. The countries from which supplies of gold were

STATESANI)TERF,ITOmES. ZSS0. SSSL obtained and the yield nf each in 18,_0 has been
estimated by the director of the mint as follows.

Alaska ........................ $ 6,000 $ 7,000
/trtzona ...................... 400,000 770,000 COUNTRIES. Amount and Value
California .................... 17,,r_O0,000 19,000,000
colorado ..................... 3.200,000 3,400,O)0 KamOTant..
Dakota ....................... 8,600,000 4,500,000 Umted States .................... 54.n,8 _ 36,000,00c
(teorgia ...................... 1"20.000 150,000 Russia ............................ 42.960 28,551,_
Idaho ......................... 1.9C40,|100 1,9:_0,_]0 Australia ......................... 45.251 _._,073,815
lttontana ...................... 2,400,000 "2..500.000 Mexico ........................... 1,488 9b'.%161

_;_3:t,blO

Nevada ..................... 4,800.000 ")-,700,000 Germany ......................... 1,5_ 1,06_,[_'31
New Mexico .................. 130,{KI() rJ0AXIO Austria ..........................
1_or_hCarolina ............... .q5,(g)O 75,000 Sweden .......................... 1,_4
Oregon ....................... 1,1_0000 1,000,000 Italy .............................. 109 7"2,375
0oath Carohm_ ............... 15,000 18,000 Argentine Republic .............. 118 _8,_6
Tennessee.................................. _000 Colombia......................... 6_019 4_000,00_

Utah .......................... _10,060 _00,000 Bolivia, Chili, Brazil and Peam . .. 569 878,157
Virginia ...................... 10_000 11,000 Japan ............................ 70"2 466,M8
_a*hl ngton .................. 410,000 100,000 Africa ........................... 3,000 L9it8,800
Wyoming .................... '20,000 7,000 Venezuela ........................ _,4_ 2,_74,6!_
Other ........................ 14_000 10,000 Canada ........................... 1,_6 815,0_9

yogi..................... t.a_,0o0,o0o_,_,o00 ro_ ......................... _ _
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-- That tile gold obtained from the mines for in the United States and at least seventy five mill-
snany centuries before the discovery of America ions in the world. The character of thegold was
was insignificant compared with their present reported to him as follows:

production, is to some extent evidenced by con- United Statescotns ............................. $ $,815,882
trasting the yearly coinages of the periods. The Free bar_u_ed .................................. 6,171,31;
mint records of Gvcat Britain show that gold coin- Foreign coin, jewelry, plate, etc ................. 599.5'2,4

age from the eighteenth year of Edward III. Total ....................................... $10,086,723
to the death of Henry VII., was only £464,908,
from the accession of James I. to George I., --)I1". William Jacob, in 1831, made a very ex-
£18,244,868; from that dttte to 1829. £132.056,241; haustive iiiquiry as to the amount of money in
and from 1830 to 1880, £201,897,275. The aver- the worldat various periods up to that (late. IIe

_lge annual gold coinage was-- placed tile accumulated stock of gold and silver,
in the year A. D. 14, at 1,790 millions of dollars,

I.M5to :15v9,:[65 years ........................... $ 13,640
]603to 171o, 108 y_ars ........................... 844,_70 which lie estimated, however, to have been re-
1711to 1,ta29.119years ........................... 5,m8 :,St dueed by the year 482 to 435 millions of dollars,
1830to 1880, 51 years ........................... 19,793_00(I and in A. D. 806 to 168 nlillions, and that it re-

- The gold coinage of the United States has in mained at about 170 millions up to the discovery
like manner increased. From A. D. 179.3 tip to of America in 1492. By the year 1600, accessions

and including the year 1848, when gohl began to from the mines of America had increased the
arrive at the mint from California, a period of amount of gold and silver to 1,650millionsof dol-

fifty-six years, $76,341,440 of gold was coined-- ]ars, by 1700 to 1,180 millions, by 1809 to 1,900
an annual average of $1,863,400. But in the sue- millions, and twenty years later, 1829, to 1,566
,ceeding thirty-three years, 1849--81, the gold coin- millions. -- Some authorities have questioned the
age increased to $1,135,495,746, and averaged allowance made by Jacob for abrasion and ap-
)'early $34,408.962, and for the last eight years propriation in the arts. and place the stock in the
nearly $50,000.000. The same fact is seen in worhl upon the discovery of America at a higher
looking at the total gold coinage, etc., of a num- rate. Seyd's estimate makes it 900 milhons of
her of countries for the preceding five year_, as dollars. He estimates the amount of money in
stated in the reports of the director of the mint as thc world in 1848 to be, of gold, 2.000 millions;
tollows: in 1872, 3,650 millions; anti in 1878, 4,150 mill-

ion_.--Soetbcer, assuming that the amount of
i_7._............... _0couwrlea ................. $195,987,428 gohl available for coinage incivihzed countries in1_76............... 16 cuuntrie_ ................. 213,119#78
"_b77............... lSeountrlea ................. 201,_i16,466 1830 was 800,000 kilograms ($531,216,000), esti-
I_,_............... 1_'countries ................. 188,386,tiII mated that, after deducting for consnnlption in18;9............... 13 countries ................ 90,714,403

the arts and export to the Orient, there remained

The total yearly coinage at the mints of the 4,690,000 kilograms($3,116,t)74,000). Thisnearly
various countries of the world, however, always coincides with the estimate of the dircctm" of the
far exceeds the production, as those institutious mint for 1880, who makes the gold circulatiou of

are employedin manufacturingintocoins of their the uorld $3,221,223,971. -- Duling the three
own country, the coins imported from foreign centuries preceding our own, general prices
,countries as well as the bullion received from the seem to have advanced in Europe, as tim same

mines.-- Ul)OU a carelul review of the metallic nominal sum of money would buy much less in
circulation in all the commercial countries of the the eighteenth than in the fifteenth century. This
world, both Dr. Soetbeer and the director of the is accounted for in some measure by the debase-
United States mint find that the total amount of ment of the coins then frequently practiced in
the gold coin in those countries is less than half eve1T country, but it is more generally attributed

the amount of gold received from the mines sitice to the effect of the large amount of gold and
the discovery of America, and not even half of silver received during that period from the western
their yield during the twenty-nine yem_ from world. It might therefore have been expected,
1851 to 1879. It is evident, therefore, that the and has been asserted, that the increased produc-

greater portion of the annual production is ap- tion of gold in the world after 1848, and the
prol)riated for other purposes than coinage into large addition to the stock of money in commer-
money. _Efforts have been made by several cial countries, would depress its l)Urchasing
_tatist'icians, notably by Jacob and by Soetbeer, power, or, what is the same thing, inflate prices.
to ascertain theamount of gold and silver lost by A comparison, however, of the market prices of
_Ibrasion and used in ornamentation and the arts. staple articles in several commercial countries,
In the years 1879, 1880 and 1881 the director of does not show any large advance in the average

the mint caused circular inquiries to be issued, prices of tim years 1878 to 1881, over the prices of
the replies to which reported as used in manufac- 1850. In some instances they appear to be lower.
(mes and the artsin the United States in 1881, of According to statistical tables in the " London

_coia and bullion other than old jewelry, plate. Economist," the pric_% in 1878, of alarge number
etc., over ten millions of gold and over three mill- of selected articles, being the principal cornmeal-
ions of ._ilver, and the director estimated in 1881, tries entering into consumption in England,
_hat over eleven millions of gold was thus used were 101 per cent. of the mean of their priee_ for
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the years 1845--50, and their mean prices for file the nature of man, concealed from them the

years 1878-81 were 114 per cent., and in 1881 origin and the essence of this sovereignty. In
were about 116 per cent. A comparative table of their eyes sovereignty had its origin in force alone.
the prices of French imports and exports at differ- It belonged altogether to the state, that is to say,
ent pcriods shows that in 1878 the prices of French to those who being masters in the state alone bad
imports were 96 per cent. and of French exports the government of it. Outside their ranks were
74 per cent--a mean of 85 per cent. of their none but subordinates, subjects, held to ol_,ylaws

prices in 1850. A like comparison of the prices framed without their co-operation. Under the
of leading commodities in the l_ew York market empire of such ideas it was natural that distinc-
for the same )'ears shows in 1878 no advance, tions between formsof government shouldall rest
although prices were somewhat higher in 1880. upon a single fact, the numerical proportion exist-
It may therefore be said that tt_e enormous ingbetween governments and the governed. -- h_
addition to the metallic circulation witnessed in modern times, owing to more exact ideas of law
the last thirty years appears to have been re- and sovereignty, the truth has been mfwe nearly
quired by theincreased wealth, greater commercial approached, and the definition given by Montes-
enterprise and enlarged production of the present quieu of the nature of the three kinds of govern-
period, and to have been received and absorbed ment, if it does not embrace the whole truth,
without thus far materially affecting general emhraces a gre,_t part of it. "There arc," says
prices. Hoi_T1o C. BURCH_RD. Montesquieu, "three kinds of government: the

republican, the monarchic and the despotic. Tlm
fl0¥ERNMENT. This word is used to desig- republican is that in which the people in a body.

natc the aggregate of the powers to which the or only a part of the people, exercise sovereign
exercise of effective sovereignty belongs in each power; the monarchic is that in which a single
state. The union under one central autlml'ity of man governs, but according to fixed and estab-
all the component elements of nations is what lished laws; while in the despotic one man, with-
alonc constitutes and makes them political bodies, out law or rule, controls everything by his will
that is to say, bodies capable of life, of volition and caprice." Since the time of l_lontesquieu
and collective action; and there is not a single many other ch_siflcations lmve been made and.
nation which would not fall into dissolution if new names used, but the work has advanced but
thegovernmentcalledtodirectitshoulddisappear little, and doubt _lnd confusion exist in men's
or cease to obtain the submission whichitrequires minds, which can not but react harmfully upon
in order to be obeyed.-- Though all governments the correctness of political ideas. -- The forms of
have in reality the same tasks to perform, they are government are so numerous and variable tlmt it
far fromexisting under the same form. There are i_ very difficult indeed to consider all the differ-
as many political institutions, ha many commu- ences which exist between them; in tiffs matter,

nities in which the sovereign authority lives and we must content ourselves xxith discovering the
acts under conditions markedly divcr_, as there rcal source of the forms of government and as-

are s_ates. Hence governments are divided into certaining what is fundamental in them. The
different species or kinds; but, as a modern writer observation of facts gives the following result
(Dufau, la Rdpubl/que el la Monarchic/ mtroduc- In principle, sovereignty resides and can reside
tion, p. 18) justly remarks, "we have still to find only in the aggrcgatc of the individuals united
a correct classification of the forms of govern- into one same political body; but as it is impos-
mcl_t and d_scuss the name proper to each."-- sibleforthepopulationtoexercisethissovereignty
We "_re indebted to the Greeks for the most ancient by themselves and continually, they are forced t(>
classification of governments. According to their establish governments to which all that part of

publicists there were three forms of the state sovereignty is given which they can not reserve
and of government: monarchy, or the reign to themselves. On the other lmnd, under what-
of a single man; aristocracy, or the reign of the ever title and to whatever extent governments are
great and wealthy; democracy, or the reign of invested with sovereign power they never possess

the aggregate of free men: forms, the corruption it completely. Among evelT people, in the ab-
of which produced, respectively, tyranny, oligar- serme of recognized political rights, feelings and
chy, and demagogy or ochlocracy (mob rule), will aremet with, whose supremacy ismaintained,
Since each of these forms, whenever it prcvaiis and which impose on the action of the govern-
alone, is not slow in bringing on abuses and evils ment impassable limits. Thus, there exists be-
of an increasing gravity, some writers have ad- tween peoples and governments at all places and
vised a combination of them, but without being times a division of the exercise of sovereignty,
able t_ indicate definitely the means of effecting which, however unequal it may be, and whatever
this combination nor the means of preserving the provisions of the law concerning it, can not
it from all destructive change. _ The ancients result in leaving either peoples or governments
were led to adopt the classification which they without some part of this exercise. _ There are

did, by the idea which they formed of rover- manystatcs in which the division of the exercise
eighty. Slaver)'. which weighed upon a part of of sovereignty between the people anti the gov-
the population by preventing them from rising to ernment is a constitutional and legal reality.
an understanding of the rights which flow from Such states are those in which there exist only the
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public powers which are subject to election, or action they are not representative, and then" gov-
powers whoso decisions in order to become execu erament exists of itself. In such a govcrt_ment
to_y artist have the formal consent of the governed therc _ a per_)nal power elevated above all, and
Ol' some portion of the governed. In other states not emanating from the suff_'agcs of those whom
the division of sovereignty is less perceptible, hut it governs. BH'th invests succc._ive titularies
._uch division, however, exists, and there never with tllis power accordil_g to an order established
w;is a government which had not to take into by the laws and dt+,clared immutable--Such are
c,,t_sidcration the will of the people, "tnd n('ver a the two great constitutive iorms under the one or

g(lvernment which could not, assert its own.-- other of which are ranged all possible gov_.rl+-
Take the most completely autocratic states: there meats. In fact, there is no government whi('h
al'e s(mm in which the monarch has apparently is not a repubhc or a monarchy, that is to say,
all puwer over men and things. Rcligiousbeliefs, which dues not emanate altogether from _u clec-
writtcnlaws, tl_ditions of the past, nothing which lion or which does not admit of hereditary
subjects tile intelligence, has been omitted in order royalty.--After the fundamental disti_nction whiclt
to consecrate his person, sanctify his autlmr- divides g_)vernments into two clearly distinct

ity and ft'cc it from all restraint. What is the categories, come all the distinctions which arise
rcstill? In such states the omnipotence of the from the difference of the sums of effective
m_tster is in reality hut a deceptive fiction. Be- power the exercise of which they p¢)sscss. These
fore and around him are living forces which (i]istinctions are numerous and not less marked in
impose more or less narrow limits to his will. republics than in monarchies. ]n fact, the differ-
Neither the powerful nobles, nor the mimstcrs of eat kinds of retnlbhcan governments have noth-
religion, nor the soldiery, nor the people, are dis- ing in common except the principle upon which
posed toendure everything from him. There are they arc based. But in everything relating to the
beliefs, interests, rules, customs, which they do clmnge of persons coml)osing the g+)vernment,
not allow him to offend, and when he forgets this, "u_d the degree of indepeadenee which the<e per-
insurrections, which frequently dethronc or put sons enjoy in the administration of the state, no
bin] to death, teach such rulers that their s+)ver- two have ever been exactly alike. There have
eighty has limits and that above it tllere is another becn some forml.d of simple councils, ch_mged
sovereignty which occasionally awake._, refttsing several times in a year and obliged to consult
to be annihilated. And so there is the case of their conslitucnts before rendering tile least new
republics, in which the magistrates, simple cx- decision. Ou tile other" hand, we have seen ca_es
ecutors of the will of those who chose theln, seem where a chief cl(.cted for life disposed f_._+ely of
devoid of all personal initiative. The govern- eml)ioyments and was able to impress ou pubhe
meat here preserves by the iorce of things the affairs a character depending in a great degree oa
real exercise of a certain part of effective sorer- his personal will. And between these two ex+

eighty. There are m'ttters o_ which citizens as a trcme forms there is a large number of interme-
body could not deliberate without compromising diate ones.- In like m:_nncr, notwithstanding the
secrecy; there are others wl_ich come unexpect- hereditary character of tile king, tlle motlarchic
edly and require immediate decision, and it is form lends itself to nuulberless modiiic,'_tions.
necessary that the government should act, even if While there are states in which the p_in(.e pos-
its action should involve the future. The time, scsscs absolute power, there arc others i_l which,

of course, will come when account must be given subject to th[ +law, hc dot.ides nothi_g of lulnself,
of the motives which impel.led it, but the fact and in wlfich he perfotans no act of authority
will nevertheless remain that a sovereign act w_s without the dit'cct concurrence and control of
performed which in a good number of cases the nation, represented by legislative as<cmblies

will infallibly react on the destiny of the state, whose members it has chosen. -- Onc point to be
Such is the corse in all political comluunities, remarked is tile absence of tcrm_ f_,r (:la._ifying

There are no states in which the exercisuof sorer- the diffel'cnt republican govcvmul+nts. Oil the
eign power is not divided in different proportions contrary, numerous terms make it pos._ible to
betweenthe people andtheirgovcrnment, and from classify different monarchic governmenls, and,
the inequality of these proportions arise the dif- though they have not all'the desir_lblc pr(,cisioa,

ferences which separate tim forms of government these terms have tim merit of being ill llarm<)_y
most profoundly.--The first and most consider- with the reality of fslcts. Thus, _lmn it is sa_d
al)le distinction arising from the difference of the of these governments that they al'e aulo(+rati( +,
proportions of sovereign actions which tim gov- "tbsolutc, despotic, limited, constitutional, _cpre-
crnment holds, is that which makes the govern- se_Jtalive, parliamentary, words arc used to which
meats republican or monarchic. Wherever ha- a real sense is attached, words which denote dif-

tions retain sovereign action i_ tl_e largest mess- ferences of form between thcs_govermnents, due
ure, they remain representative, they choose the to the unequal apportionment of the parts of
depositories of public authority themselves, and s(_vereignty, the exercise of which l)elongs to
there is not a single person who does not hold the hereditary chiefs of the state. -- Ce_'tain writers,
mission which he performs from the will itself (_t following in this the example of antiquity, divide
the whoteor a part of the people. On the eontra- gover_ments into aristocratic and democratic.
r.),, where nations do not retain _o much sovereign The greatness or smallness of thc number of per-
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sons in possession of the right to share in man- istration; and to governments have fallen all that
aging the affaim of the state is never an insignifi- portion which they could not manage without
cant fact. Nothing has a more active influence damage to the maintenance of internal pe_ee.
than this on tile decisions of the ruling l)owers, This is a necessity imposed on every state under
and especially on the distribution of offices aud pain of anarchy and dcstruction.--As to the cir-

on the advantages attached to pubSc life. But if cumstanccs which react on the form of govern.
it is well to note the fact, it should not be forgot- meats by rendering populations more or less
tel, that governments, so far as they are aristo- social, they _trc all Ihose which have the sad priv-
erotic or democratic, merely reflect tile nations to ilege of _owing dissension and hatred in the
which they bch)ng; and this in reality does not bosom of states, l)ifferences of origin, of Inn-
affect thelr form in their really characteristic gauge, and nationality, quarrels between e_stab-
part, the degree of independence and the discre- lished religions, rivah'ies between social classes,

tionrcserved to the powers of which they are the jealousies and struggles between local interests:
assemblage.--Bcsidcs governments which direct these circumstanct.s and many others less impor-
the different states, there are others whose author- taut, mingle and combine, stren_.qhen or weaken
ity extends over a number of states, distinct, but each other; and their tolal action, by determin-
connected by pacts of alliance or feder:d union, ing to what point the wishes of the governed
These have no other prer(Jgatives than those are or a_c not reconcilable, determines in tlle last
which the governments of the severed states have resort the mode of existence and the amount of

yielded in their favor, and there may be very sovereignty which each government requires to
considerable differences between tile amounts of preserve tile state it governs from dissolution and
directing authority which they wield -- Whence ruin. --Among the circumstances which contrib-
comes the diversity of forms of goverllment ? To ute to vary governmental constitutions there is one
answer tills question has been and is the object wbich Ires alw,.,ys attracted more attentmn than
of the labors of sciencc. The study of facts jus- others: territorial extension. This circumstance
titles the following statement: The differentiating Montesquieu declares to be altogether of decisive
cause of the forms of government is the differ- importancc. "The natural peculiarity of small
cute in tile situations of the states themselves, states is to l)e governed as republics, that of
Extent, configuration, gec)gr;iphical position of medium size to be shbjectcd to a monarch, that
st_tcs, the number, origin, traditions, industrial of great eml)ires to be governed by a despot."

and commercial interests of the populations What is true in this regard is, that the power of
which they include, all vary--thcre is nothing the causc-s of discord and ruin which they con-

smlilar among them, and if there are some that tain is ahnost always in proportion to the size of
eonra_in but few ger,ns of decomposition, there the states. Ordinarily the greatest enclose not
are others, on the contrary, which conceal many only states which are foreign to each other, but
of encrgc¢ic and pel_istent vitality. This does nations between which exist enmities, the deeper
not permit the governments to accomplish their because there are among them some which arms
tasks under the ._ame conditions of existence and alone have been able to force illto an association

action. The less homogeneous the elements col- which deprived them of their former indepcnd-
looted in the same social body, the more the pow- cute. Generally also it is in the largest states
era called to maintain union demand indepcnd- that tile al_tagonism of different religious beliefs,
ence and stabiht._', and the greater the share of and the differences of climate and geographical
these tile)' obtain. -- It would be impossible for a situations maint'dn in the bosom of populations
state to extst unless tim populations which it hatrcds and rivalries of the most intense charac-
includes retained less influence on its destiny in tel'; and such is frequently the unsociability of
proportion as they themselves are incal)able of the elements entering into their composition that
agreement, in every state there is a metlsure of they would separate if tlle power intrusted with
particip;_tion, either m creating the public powers maintabling polilical unity were not fixed in the
or administering colleczive affairs which for hands'of an absolute sovereign. There are na-
these populations limit the power of the elements tions which do not possess so much sovereign
of discord to whose i_lflucnce they are subject; action us they might exercise without peril to
and wh(,n this m(,asurc is exceeded, co_Jflicts more public peace; there are none which could retain

and more productive of violence and irritation it beyond the measure fixed by the energy of the
break ()lit and lead to intestine strife. Such has lnotives of dissension, to whose influence they

been the course of al_all'S at all times and in all are subject, because in such a case tile anarchy
places. The degree of political sociability of pop- which originates on account of inefficient central
ulations ranged under the same central authority authority extends its ravages gTadually, and ends

has decided the amount of sovereignty of which by bringing the state to ruin. -- Anarchy is death
the popularion._ have retained the rcgul:,r and con- to all political associations. By destroying in the
tinuous exerctsc. Great where tile populations bosom of a state the power destined to unite all
owing to n_l_ural affimties fortn a very compact its forces under a single management, it diasolves
whole, this _mmunt has always beeu small or nolh- and deprives it of the means of resisting the
ing where the p_qlulations did not accommodate attacks of its neighbors. Hence the necessity of
themselves to the same laws or the same l_dmin- escaping the destructive effects of anarchy has at
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all epochs decided in every state in the world the within what limits the task devolved on them
organization of the government. Wherever a should be restricted. --The true rule is, that gov-
change in the personnel of the government by ernments should do only what members of the
,election lets loose storms of passlon destrucnve in community, either singly or collectively, are
their violence, the political community has been unable to do of themselves, or unable to do suf-
_tble to preserve itself only on condition that it ficicntly well. without the co-operation of pul)lie
seek repose under the monarchic form; on the authority. But where shall we find the line of

contrary, where the same change in the personnel demarcalion between things pertaining directly
of the government merely caused a_itation with- and specifically to governments and things which
out disolganization, tile community retaining a pertain to them only partially or not at all? After
nmre complete exercise of sovereignty, _,ontinucd a close examination the question will not be found
to live under a republican form. -- The necd of so simple _s it might appear, _md in practice it
union and internal security has influenced not has received a variety of solutions. It is easy,

only the division of states into monarchics and nevcrtheh,ss, to designate the functions which in
republics, but also the modifications which more all states belong of strict necessity to govern.
or h,ss "tffect political constitutions of the same meats. They arc tho._e functions whose fulfill-
sort al_d hearing the same name. In republics as meat _s essential at all times to the maintenance
wellas in monarchies, tile nulnbcr and real force of of independence and national unity. Execution
the elements of trouble and division, whose force of thc laws, ncgotiations or treaties with foreign
tnu_t be restrained, have influenced the partition cmmtrics, the levy and employment of military
of sovereign action between the governing and forces, collcction and application of the product

the governed; and in fat:t there have never been of taxcs intended to provide for expenses of pub-
:_wo statc_ in which this l)artilion was regulated lic utility, all these acls belong to the special do-

in precisely sinfilar proportions. It Ibllows from main of lhc governmental power; and whcn mere-
this that political liberly can not flourish every- bets of the eominunity unite in regulating them.
where in the same degree, anti that, as )Iontes- it Is in proportion ,ts they participate iu the cxer-
_qaieu thought, there are states condemned to cise of eiIcetive sovereignty, and form an integr.fl
exist oz_ly on condition of accepting the evils and working part of the govermnent. -- There
protluced by an entire absence of liberty. This are other parts of sovereign action, which, with-
i_ certainly a real misfm'tune for thesc states; but, out heing conccntr'_tcd in the hands of govern-
it i_ proper to remark that this misfortune is, for ment, demand its continual co-operation. Such
those who suffer it, but one fruit of the iniquities is the administration of justice. There are states
an uhich one party among them has shared, in which the people themselves designate the
]h'ute forc(; created and maintains the empires judges who administer justice far them, anti, by
ucighed down by the despotism of the prince, means of juries selected from their own ranks,
(hie of the_ eml)ires extended its conquests over take part directly in the exercise of the judicial
lerritories belonging to neighboring anti(ms; it power. In this respect, combinations may be
has subdued and retains under its rule people very different, and the best are always those

who regret their former autonomy, and instead which free the judges most from external de-
of fellow-citizens it finds in the wmquished ene- pendence; lint whatever be their spirit or char
talcs, ahnost always disposed to rend the ties of aeter, there still rem:dns a task which tile central
an association which they detest. This i_ what authtlrily alone is fitted to aceoml)lish with the
chicfly makes states--whose gTeatness rests only requisite success, that of assuring the execution
on a union, under the same government, of races of the ktws ill accordance wilh the will of the

distinct hy origin, language and historical antece- legislator. If the accomplishment of this task is
•lents--thc seat of absolutism. War exists within imperfect, laws abandoncd to various interpreta-

them, aml nothing less than a continual state of lions would at length cease to be understood alike
siege i_ requisite to prevent it from breaking out. at all points of the national territory, and society
Their unity is too artificial not to succumb, if the would suffer from the uncertainly of the rules on
amhority which forms its only bond is not free the strict observance of which the security of
Imm all control and restraint. This autltority person amt property depend.--Of social wants
has struggles and combats to endure, and, like there are some the satisfaction of which de-
military commaod, it can admit neither limit nor mand, imperativcly, the co-operation and action

division. In this waynations arc punished which of the state. These are provided for by scrvices
_tbuse their powcr; they oppress and are op- and labors of public utility, and consequently
pre,scd ; the servitude which they impose on ._t the common expense of all portions of the
olhcr_ turns against lhcm_ and they can not cs- telTit0ry, There are many ways of executing

cape it without a decrease of the territorial great- these labors, and many ways also of meeting
hess which they acquired unjustly.--Wc have the expenses which they necessitate, and of
seen on what foundations governments rest, in obtaining lepayment; but the care of declaring
what ttle differences consist which appear in their the utihty of these works and of seeing that they
structure, and from what sources these differ- accomplish their purpose, is incumbent on the

ences really come. It remains now 1o show what state. Thus, m the organization of postal com-
_the natural attributes of governments are, and munication, the digging of canals, making of
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long roads, its intervention is necessary, and the vision of the political community, it remains to
government intervenes because it is the organ of show within what limits their action should be
what is most general in the interests to be con- confined, and what the domain is which they

ciliated and satisfied. There is no state of any can not enter without becoming more injuriou_
extent without communities endowed with life than useful. -- There are liberties in every society

peculiar to themselw_s and having special wants which it is important to leave in all their natural
and interests. Communes, parishes, districts, extent. It is au indefeasible right of individuals

departments, counties, provinces, under what- to use their faculties and powers as they see
ever denomination they may be known, these fit, to improve their condition, to amass wealth
fractions of the political association have to bcar and rise to the posse_ion of all the advantages
the localexpenses, and manage the property which attached to the social state. This right has for
belongs to them, perform all the acts required each one no other limit than the respect due to
by an existence distinct from the general exist- the same r_ght of other men, and in everything
once, and all have maudatories and administra, which concerns this right, the task of public
tions, which deliberate anti act in their name; power consists solely in preserving its exercise
everything differs, nevertheless, according to the from any offensive or restrictive attack. --Unfor-
country in the measure of the liberty which they tunately governments have not judged in this way.
enjoy, iu all things concerning the conduct of Instead of contenting themselves with secur-
their affairs. While certain governments make ing to each person the highest po_ible degree of
it a point to keep them in leading strings, and safety in the employment of his means of w_l-
allow them to nmve only withthc permi_iou and heing and in the enjoyment of the goods which
under the control of government functionaries have come to his share, they have considered it
whom they themselves have chosen, others do e,_ their office to direct the activity of individuals
not interfere at all in their decisions, and let them according to their own pleasure, and to interfere

act in all questions at their own risk and peril. -- in the di.-tr_bution of wealth. Ranks and condi-
If we examine the question on one side only, it tions, ownership and distribution of lamls, ap-
seemsthat in their re]ationseilherwithcommunes, l)hcatiun of capital and labor, production and
or territorial fractions, having an existence of exchange of I)roducts, labor, manufactures and
their own, governments shouldconfinethemselves commercial transactions- there is not one of

to enforcing obedmuce to the laws of the state, these which has not been subjected to distinct
and to preserving from all injurious attacks the repressive rules, and their acts have only suc-
interests placed under their care, but, on a closer ceeded in creating obstacl_ to the beneficent
inspection, wc discover that affairs are not every- energy of arts and civilization.-- It is impo_ible
where and always arranged in the same fashlon, to invade the common right without spreading
Populations are not equally advanced iu all conn. in the midst of societies injustice and serfdom,
tries, or equally fitted to administer the affairs the weight of which will inevitably arres_ or
within their jurisdiction. The reason i_, tlmt retard their progress. Such has been and such

the past has not been the ._me for all. Even always will bc the effect of laws intended to
in Europe there are still some nations whose create a civil and cconomic order different from

escape fi'om serfdom is too recent, aud who, bent that which should be l)loduced by the free de-
under the weight of ignorance, unless govern- velopment of individual forces and faculties.
ment acted, would m_ke none of the sacrifices These laws operate only on condition of taking
which the improvement of their intellectual and from some to give to others, and their results are
economic position most imperatively, demands, continually in opposition to the general welfare.
Still, even with these populations, compulsion If they tie up the land in whole or in part for the
should be reduced to minimum proportions. The benefit of one pop, ion of the community, they re-

power of producing the qualities l'cqmred in civil duce among the remainder the possibility of
life is found only in the practice of that life. In obtaining the advantages of ownership in real
order to know what are the collective interests, property, narrow the field of their action, and
and what intimate tics exist between them and weaken the mainspring of their efforts. ].h'oth-
private interests, it is necessary to be occupied ing acts so efficaciously _)n the energy of men
with them. Men who take l_o part in the decis- the desire to acquire land; above all, nothing in-
ions made with reference to the public good, clines them so much to be careful, industrious, to
never discover to what point this good is con- accumulate savings, the use of which is required
nected wi_l_ their own, and remain indifferent to on land ; but where this desire, for want of meet-

everything which pashas otltsidc of the sphere in lug all the facilities for satisfying itself, to which
which their domestic activity is concentrated. If it has the right, remains feeble and languluhing,
you take away local liberty, political liberty will populations lack the qualities most essential to
have but ill-secured foundations, and, not findi,_g their prosperity. Among the causes which pre-
among the masses feelings and ideas to render it vent the nations of Europe from advancing with

dear to them, will be exposed to tim hazards of firmer and quicker step toward civilization, one
revolutionary crises -- After having indicated of the first places must be assigned to the institu-
what governments have to do, either alone and tions whicii give to privilcged classes the ex-
unaided, or in concert with one or another subdi- elusive po_ession of vast portions of the soil;
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and if the Slavonic nations have remained behind superintending the execution of engagements, to
others, it is principally because among them secure for persons as well as property of every
landed property was reserved entirely to those kind of which they are in legitimate possessioi_
families of which the nobility was composed.- the highest measure of safety possible. This.
In industrial affairs the interference of authority task accomplished, they have only to follow ]tie
is no less injurious. At every epoch the kinds of course taken by events. To regulate this course
1)roduction which are stimulated by the circum- there are natural laws which require no assistance
stances of the moment obtain the most ample re- from nmn; laws, whose work is always tlle better
muneration, and on this account attract more and completer the more itis accomplished in free-
labor and capital than others. This is the nat- dora. To endeavor to substitute a different order
ural course of things which governments oppose, for the order which is tile object of these laws,
whenever, by distinguishing between tile differ- is nothing less than to try to substitute for the.
ent branches of commerce and industry, they results of supreme wisdom the results of human
provoke the special development of some. In wisdom, which are necessarily iml)crfcct; and
this case, by calling productive forces into less such fool-hardiness meets inevitable punishment

fruitful fields than tho_ which they leave or in the sufferings which it inflicts, or in those
would choose, they diminish their general fruit- whose abolition it prevents.
fulness, and nations do not gain from their labor IIIP*'OLY'rE P.*,ssY.
all the results which they desire. To this draw-

back are added others of no less gravity. First, (_0_'ERNMENT, Provisional, Eve]')- po-
it is only by imposing on the community more or litical society needs a head; this need must lie
lc_s onerous burdens, that industries arc sustained deeply engraved in human nature, for, .-incc the
which are want]n,, in some of the conditions of creation, political societies have never been able
success, which they wouhl need in order to dis- to dispense with a head. Thus, the first act of _.
pcnse with assistance, and such combin'ttions are revolution is to replace the head swept away by

changed into obstacics to the increase of wealth, the political tempest. And i_ is this great and
In tile second place, the action of power enfeebles indispensable need of having a government that

among producers the qualities most necessary to renders I)eople indulgent as to the methods era-
the propcremployment of theirresources. IK_stcad ployed at the time of choosing leaders, to _ horn

of counting only on profits dtle to the energy and they give power, or whom they _dlow to take it;
dexterity of their own efforts, they leave to the this causes them to close their eyes to the usurpa-
state the care of securing for their work suffieient tions which these representatives permit them-
recompense, and generally they care little for selves to make, while proclaiming aloud the soy-
profiting by innovations which delnand advances ere]gnty of the people which they traml)le upon,
of money and sacrifice. --Let an examination bc while making laws hy tlleir own authority which
made of the results produced in practice by legi_ their limited and pl'ovislon'_l mandate would not
lative arrangements, intended either to modify permit them to make, so net]rues while perform-

the distribution of property and wealth or to ing definitely acts beyond their mission and corn-
assign artificial and forced directions to tile appli- petence. But the people abhor anar('hy beyond
cation of labor, and we shall find ,tot one which all things. -- Still, '" it iv an etenlai experience."

is not an attack on hberty, whose productive act]v- says Montcsquieu, "tlmt ever)" man who has
ity needs to be developed in all its power, and power is inclined to abuse it." Now the m_ljority
which does not deprive members of the social of revolutions have had, as cause al_d excuse or

body of some of the means and elements of pros- pretext, the necessity of restraining the abuses of
pcrity, the use of which they have the right to power. :Nevertheless powers constituted with a

retain. At present, owing to the advance of en- precarious' title and following revolutions fall
lightenmcnt, governments, better informed than into the same errors. Thus, the provisional gov-
in former periods, have commenced to see that eminent in France of 1814 hastened to create a
there is a large ndmber of facts of the economic king, and Talleyrand, while showing his salon of
and civil order which must be left to themselves, the ruc St. Florentin, said, " There is where the

In the most advanced state_ of Europe lawswhich restoration was made." The provisional goverll-
formerly reserved to particular classes the posses- ment of 1830 in France acted in the same manner,
siou of the soil, or treated unequally the different and tile government of July was established ill
methods of labor and prodflction, have ah'eady the Hotel de Laffitte, The provisional govcru-
given way to less restrictive enactment.s; and it is ment of 1848 in France repeated these mistakes,
very clear that the time is approaching when the and after dcliberating a few hours gave birth to a

laws of justice will at last receive the respect due republic. TIJe dictator of 1851 used and abused
them. -- It is to be desired, nevertheless, that gov- his usurped power; and as to the government of
eraments should no longer extend their action "national defense," of Sept. 4, 1870, it kept long
beyond the circle in which the interests of society enough within just limits with the exception of

require them to be confined. In everything relat- the delegation of Tours. "But," we repeat,
ing to the distribution of wealth, to the applica- "every man in possession of power is inclined to.
tion of industrial forces, and the conquests of abuse it." Wcsee, besides, by lllescexamples, that,
individual activity_ their task consists solely in it is the tendency of chiefs of states to usurprights;:
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this tendency m not peculiar to monarchies; all the influence now exerted by the government
powers, whether oligarchies, monarchies or repuh- should be greatly curtailed. There are, conse-
lit.s, tend by their nature to absorb the people as quently, two distinct phases of thought, each most
_contradistinguished from the gow.rniug party, no ably all(l powerfully rep,'esentcd. The first party

matter by what name he is called, tn the same way may generally be said to be composed of some
2.s they would if he reigued.--Whcrc, then, is the of the most enterprising, intelligent and politi-
remedy for this aggression? It i_ not found in cally active of the working classes. It also era-
the continuation of the quotatmn of Monies- braces most of those who have strong philan-
quieu: "To prevent the abuse of power it is uec- thropic tendencies, but who have not directed
e.-sary to dispose things so that one power should systematic thought to the consideration of the
check another, olhcrwise every power advances true causes that produce the suffering which ex-
till it findslimits." Montesquieo'._remark applies cites in them such generous sympathy. Among
Ju fact only to normal conditions, anti the exibt- those who desire to see government intervention
tuce of a provisional govermnent characterizes a greatly curtailed, there are to be found a compar-
political situatlon which is pre-eminently abnnr- atively small numberof exceptionably thoughtful
real; power iu this instance is held by men who working men. The most consistent and thorough-
_tre _elf-elected, that is to say, by men without going upholdel_ of these doctrines, however, be-
-election, but flu' this veJT reason provisionalgov- long to a certain philosophic school, the distin-
_crnments shouhl abstain fl-om dispo._ing of the guisiled leader of which is Mr. Herbert Spencer.
future. Their power._ do not reach beyond the Ills writings contain probably by far the most
4erm of their office; they are legitimate only for powerful and exhaustive statement of the argu-
the maintenance of order, and not to issue laws, meats against over-legislation, and against the
which the regular authorities will have tmmto do. growing tendency to rely upon slate assistance.

They should absolutely take but urgent measures These opinions generally receive the designation
and noother, and they should always hasten to ask of htis,_ezfaire. In a very circuitous way it has,

-a bill of indenmity from the first parhament for as it were, accidentally happened that laia_ezfaire
_'.ach particular measure, and not for all taken is popularly supposed to derive authority and
together. -- There is a detail upon which we must sanction from the principles of political economy.

-dwell in closing. In France, as in most other The advocates of free trade in England had to

states, a distinction is made between an act which attack one kind of government interference; and,
is passed by the legislative power, a/aw, andthat in abolishing protection, they undoubtedly re-
which emanates from the executive power, an leased commerce from numberless fetters which

_order, ordinance, a decree. Now the provisional had been imposed by the state in that country.
government being dictatorial in its character it The sympathy which the free traders were thus
combines the two powers. On this account it is naturally led to feel for laissezfaire soon became
frequently difficult to distinguish the act which increased by another circumstance. The Engl|sh
i._ a law lrom the act which is a decree, and eer- factory acts, when first proposed, were vehe-
lain per.-ous are disposed to consider all the acts mently resisted by the manufacturers as an un-
a._ laws, an interpretation which may have serious wan'antable interference with iudustrial freedom.

inconve,dence._. It is impo,'tant, then, to bear The majority of these manufacturers were lead-
well in mind tlmt the nature of the act is not lag free traders, andwere alsopromiuent members

-changed by the effect of the signature of a revo- of what is known as the Manchester school. As,
lutionaty dictator, thatis to say, a decree remains however, the abolition of protection and opposi-
a decree -- It is needless to add, th_lt If the gov- tion to the factory acts were both defe,ldcd on the

e,'nment _hich was overthrown, orrather, whose ground of hoslility to state interference, there
overthrow was sought, remains in power, it will soon ltrose a connection between the Manch_ter

respect ab.-olutcly nothing of what was done by school and lah_zfaire. During the anti-corn-law
the i_ttrgeut government (the word provisional agitation, the advocates of free trade so repe_at-
applies only to successful insurrections). The cdly appealed to the principles of political ccon

French government recognized nothing done omy that there was a_umed to be a pccuhar
under the commune, not even the record of connection between this science and the Man-

births, deaths mul marriages, and the govern- chester school. As, however, this school had
meat at W&shington did not recognize for a ,no- identified itself with the doctrine of laissezJ'aire,

meat the acts of the secession government, it was soon popularly supposed that laissezfaire
although it lasted three years, and political economy were intimately aSSO-

MAURICE BLOCK. elated with each other. It has been thought
advisable to explain the origin of this associa-

GOYERNMENT INTERVENTION, Pollt- lion of idexts, because when its accidentalcharac-
ical Economy of. Upon tills question political ter is clearly perceived it is more easy to undcr-

ecxmomists, and others who take an interest in stand that political economy gives no sanction
social subjects, are divided into two great parties, whatever to the doctrine of kd_sezfaire. In fact,
On the one side, there are those who wish that there is nothing whatever iu the principles of
the state should do very much more for the people: economic science to lead to the establishment of

_nn the other side, there are those who think that any general conclusion with regard to the advan-
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rages or disadvantages of state interference.- justify it, it ought, in the first instance, to be
Error and confusion are sure to result if we seek proved that every one who is born in a civilized
to lay down some rule as applicable to every country is entitled to claim from his parents s.
pt'oposcd case of government intervention. A1- certain amount of mental tr_tining, and that, if

though the main object I have in view is to point this claim is ignored by the parent._, it is the duty
out the evils resulting from an undue reliance of the state to enforce it. No one would be pre-

upon the state, yet it seems to me that those paredto say that interference between the parent
who exhibit this tendency scarcely adopt a more and the child, in reference to education, is :_ood
vrroneouseourse than thosc whoare such extreme in itself; it would not be needed if the social
advocates of lai_sezfaire, that under all cireum- condition of the country were more sati_fi_ctory;

stances they condemn government interference and those who are among the forelno_t to r(.cog-
without inquiring into the nature of the partic- nize the importance of compulsory education

ular instance to which it is to-be applied. As an confidentlyhope that it will gradually be rendered
(,xample of this it may be mentioned that those unnece_ary as nations advaucc in social improvE-

who are most thoroughly indoctrinated with l,t£_._ez mont. Here then is a c'_se in which tlm right or
.faire apparently consider that they are bonud to wrong of government interference can not be
oppose compulsory education bc('anse it iuvc_lv(,_ determined by a pr/ori consldcratiou._; a tru,t-
state interference. Such opposition affords an worthy decision can only bc arrived at on the

instructive warningagainst the danger of offering point by ascertaining to what extent p_trents neg-
too implicit obedience to any general prineit)lc ]ect the duty which they owe to their (,hildren of
A moment's consideration will suffice to show providing them with a certain amount of m(,ntal
that interference on behalf of children and inter- instrut:tion.-- Another illustration of the impor-

fcrence on behalf of grown-up persons rest on tance of deciding each prol)osed ca_e of govern.
entirely different grounds. The latter kiml of mcnt interference upon its merits, is afforded by
interference may be objected to because it ira- considering the circumstattces under which it is
pedes the fi'eedom or men's actions, is antago- desirable that the state should attempt to regulate

nistic to individual liberty, and, in the words of the hours of labor. Such interference is oi'dina-
Wilhehn yon Humboldt, "prevents the harmo- rily condemned on some such ground as the fol-
nious development of the human character." lowing: It is said to be contrary to individual
The child, however, independently of all govern- freedom; it is urged that if it is legitimate that
ment interference, must be under the control of a the state should say how many hours a man should
parent or a guardian. It is therefore idle to talk work with his hands, it would be equ,dly legiti-
(ff his individual liberty and of his freedom of mate to decree the amount of mental labor that
action; thesemust be moreor less completelysur- should be permitted. A government orificial

rendered to his parent or guardian. It is thel'c- would consequently have to visit every study; _.
fore evident that the question of state intervention mau would have to be watched in Ins daily _lvoca-
must be regarded from an entirely different point tions; the time when tie retit'cd to rest and when
_)f view when it is apl)lied on behalf of children, lie rose from sluml)er might have to be noted.
It most generally happens that they require the Life with all this worry and watching would
aid of the state when those who are constituted scarcely be worth having. Then again, it i_ said
tileir natural protectors neglEet their duty or that a legal limitation of the hour._ of labor
;tb_l_e their power. The extent to which the_'e i_ might so cripple productive industly as to render
._uch an abuse of power or such a neglect of duty successl'ul competition with foreign (,ountd(,s im-
nmst be the chief element in deteL'mining the possible. The trade of a countz'y might titus be
lmlits to whichit is desirable that the statesbould lost, and the people be depz'ive(l of the chief

extend itsprotection to children. A chihi having source of their m._intenance. Full)" admitting the
no power to lirovide itself withfood and clothing, force of these and other considerations, I view

it will be generally admitted that the state ought with as much disfavor as nny one can, the cJy
to take some action if a parent either can not or which is raised in favor of a law fixi_g a legal limit
will not supp)y his children with the necessaries of so many hours for the day's work. But those
(if life. Although this is a case in which the who are strongly opposed to such legislation
necessity of some interference will at once be should be careful to avoid the not unfreque_t error
;_cknowledged, yet the conditions under which of hastily concluding that the state can never be

•_uch interference should t_ke place suggest con- justified under a_y circumstances in regulating
._i(lerations of the utmost importance. The his- the hours of labor. It certainly app,,urn to me
toJ.y of the English poor law abundantly shows that it is quite as desirable to pass a law limiti_g
that if the state renders aid to neglected chihtren the number of hours which a child is permitled
with too great liberality, and if at the same time to work, as it would be undesirable t(_ impose
parents, who are responsible for these neglected similar restrictions upon men and women. If

children, are treated with undue leniency, a most grown-up persons over-work themselves they do
disastrous encouragement is given to improvi- it of their own free will. They can not be
dcnce and immorality. Then again, it would compelled to labor more horn's than they please
probably be admitted by the most enthusiastic unless they are either held in subjection as slaves,
friends of compulsory education that, in order to or unless they are in some other way deprived of
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personal liberty. A chihl, however, is not per. we may revert to the instance of the state inter-
mitted to exercise freedom of judgment ; he does fering in reference to the employment of children.
.not himself decide at what age he shall begin As previously stated, children are sent to work
work, and the number of hours he shall each day too soon, or are worked too many hours a day,
.labor. All this is determined for him by others, chiefly in consequence of the cupidity and mis-
If, therefore, it can be shown, as it has undoubt- taken economy of employers, or in consequence

.edly been shown in England, that, through the of the selfishness, avarice or poverty of parents.

.cupidity and mistaken economy of _mployers, With the decline in the force of these agencies
and through the selfishness, avarice and poverty there would be a correspondingdiminution in the

.of parents, large numbers of children are worked necessity for this particular kind of government
too young and are also greatly over-worked, then interference. But could therebe more conclusive
'it seems to me that one of the clearest cases that evidence of a marked improvement in the general
.can be imagined is made out in favor of state condition of a country than would be supplied by
intervention Under the circumstance._ just de- the fact that the agencies to which allusion has
scribed it is only by state intervention that the just been made were exerting less influence? A

.chihl can be protected against what may prove to moral and intellectual advance would be indi-
be an incalculable and irreparable injury. The catcd by the circumstance that cupidity and

._only argument of weight which has been sug- mistaken economy were much more rare among
gested "Lgainst such interference ha._ been urged employers. Again, still more striking evidence

by those who say that to deprive a parent of a would be afforded of general advancement, if
portion of his children's earnings, is certainly parents were so little avaricious or selfish, and if
unjust upon those parents who are extremely so little poverty existed among them, that they
poor. We here simply say that, after making due were rarely or never tempted to permit their
allowance for the difficulties associated with the children to be over-worked. -- It is, however, not

poverty of parents, we believe it can be proved necesssry to say more with a view of showingthat
that the balance of argument strongly preponder- government interference is not good in itself, but
ales in favor of the state interfering on behalf of that it must be regarded rather as a disagreeable

over-wnrked children. -- It is not necessary to remedy which has to be applied in order to cure
quote other instances to show that state interfer- or counteract various defects in the social con-

.ence nu behalf of children is usually to be de- dition of a country. The remedy is not only a
fended on grounds entirely different from those disagreeable one, but it may be compared to some
which would be brought forward to justify simi- of thosestrong medicines which not unfrequently
lar interference on behalf of grown-up persons, leave behind after consequencesof a serious kind;
I will, therefore, proceed to state someof thecon- these medicines can not be given to a patient
sidcrations which have to be taken into account without some risk; they should always 1)e used
when governmentinterventionis'_ppliedtoadults• with the utmost caution and discrimination.
It will be useful, in the first instance, to mention Statesmen, therefore, when theyare pressed to ex-

•certain principles, to the truth of which scarcely tend the area of government intervention, should
•any will refuse assent• It will, for instance, be consider that they occupy a po,_ition not unlike

generally admitted that governmeut intervention that of a physician who has to decide whether he
is not a good thing in itself; the more it can be will give to a patient some extremely dangerous

•avoided the better. Probably the best measure drug• The physician, if he isat allwortby of his
which can be obtained of the welfare of a com- profession, will endeavor to ascertain the exact

munity is to ascertain to what extent each mere- state of his patient, and will carefully note all his
bet of it can, with advantage to all the rest, be symptoms• If he does not do this, but if, on the
permitted to have freedom of action. It is contrary, he adopts whatever course he believes
obvious that this freedom will be curtailed in will give most immediate satisfaction to tbe
proportion to the extent to which the authority patient and his friends, mischief is almost sure to
of the state has to be introduced into private life. ensue, and he forfeits all claim to confidence and
The following considerations will probably suffice respect. In a similar way, statesmen, when they
to show that the well-being of a community may are asked to use state intervention, should not
be estimated in the manner just suggested, forget that it is a perilous experiment, and should
Nothing, for example, brings such manifold evils do all iu their power to ascertain the exact cir-
upon a nation as wide-spread ignorance among its cumstances under which it is applied, in order to
people. :No one would think ofadvocatingcom- estimate, with as much correctness as possible,
pulsory education if children generally received what will be its future consequences. If states-
an adequate amount of instruction. Consequently men do not do this, but if, on the contrary, they
the extent to which the necessity exists of the adopt that course which they believe will most
state interfering with education may be regarded promote the interests of party, and give them the
as a measure of popular ignorance; and the most immediate popularity, then the gravest mis-
amotmt of this ignorance indicates the difference fortunes may be brought upon their country. --
between the present condition of a country and It is impossible to dwell with too great e_rnest-
the welfare it might enjoy. If another example hess upon the demoralization and mischief which

.is required to cor_'oborate what has been stated, would ensue if some of the demands which are
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now so constantly urged for state assistance should England, without abolishing her poor law, may
,be conceded. Of all these demands none are so in the future avoid much of the harm which

insidious, none so dangerous, as those which it has done in the past if the granting of out-
would call in the aid of a central authority to en- door relief were to be either altogether forbid-
able one section of the community to levy con- den, or only pcrmitted in very exceptional cases.
tributious for its own advantage from the rest of Again, with regard to emigration, although rea-
the nation. Thishas already been done to a most sons will afterward be stated which lead to the
alarming extent, and a powerful influence would conclusion that it would be most unwise for
bc exerted in the same direction by many of the England to undertake to pay the passage-money
social movements which now receive popular of all who might wish to settle in foreign coun.
favor. As a proof of what has just been stated, trics, yet in the case of some great emergency
it will be sufficient to remark, without discussing it might be advisable for her, as an exception-
the subject with furthcr detail here, that about al measure, to resort to state emigration. In a

£'9,000,000 are annually levied in England and similar way, although I believe that a general
Wales for the relief of the poor. This great sum system of free education ought to be resisted
represents a heavy tax imposed on industry, and because it would weaken the sense of parental
no small portion of the amount is taken from the obligation, yet, in my opinion, no child ought to
industrious and provident to be distributedamong be l)ermitted to grow up in ignorance because his
those who have brought poverty upon themselves school fees are not forthcoming. It would be
by indolence and improvidence. As if the harm scarcely less unjust for a parent to make mhers
already done by thus encouraging recklessness pay for the education of his children than it
and discouraging thrift had not been sufficiently would be to make others pay for their food _,nd
great, au appeal has often been influentially put clothing. The state very properly orders local
lorward to administer the poor law with greater authorities to undertake the maintenance of chd-
liberality. This simply means that tlle indus- dren if tlJey are unprovided with tile necessaries
trious should be still more heavily fined, in order of life; but if a l)_lrcnt willfully refuses to feed
that '1 more liberal reward might be givca to ira- and clothe his chihlren, then he is criminally pun-
providence. Some of the best-intentioned people ished. If, however, it is not a voluntary act, then

_'lre thus unconsciously advocating schemes which he is treated as a pauper. In a simihu" way, 1
wouhl bring a similar baneful influence into think, a p'lrent ought to be punishrd if he makes
oper'_tion. Proposed chimerical measures of re- other people pay for the educ'_tion of his chil-
l ief have numerous and powerful advocates, dren, inorder that he may have something more to

Like the English poor law, however, theymay all spend in his own enjoyment. If, however, he is
bc regarded as developments of the principle that too poor to pay the school fees, then there is just
it is not simply by the sweat of the brow or by as much reason why he should be treated as a

the labor of the brain that men must support pauper as if hc were unable to feed and clothe
themselves, but that they have a right not only to his children.--Enough has now probably been
look to others to providc themwith maintenance, said to show with what extreme caution any
but, as far as possil)]c, to protect them against the scheme shouhl be vicwed which proposes to hen-
(_onsequenees of their own voluntary acts. But efit a class by the expenditure of money obl.dned
although the principle, just referred to. can not, by taxation. As previously rcm_lrk(,d, the objcc-
in my opinion, be too strongly condemned, yet it tions to be urged against such proposals assume
must not be supposed that we should be justified greatly increased force when, as is not unfre-
in at once rushing hastily to the conclusion that quently the case, the c]_Lss among whom the
there should be no poor laws whatever, that money is clfiefly to be distributed are not to con-
under no circumstances should free education be tribute toward the extra taxation which t l_e addi-

given, that the state should never assist emigra- tional expenditure will ncce_itate. Thus, the
tion, and that neglected children should not be carrying out of the social and economic changes
cared for. The important question which has to advocated by the international society would

be considered is this: If any of these things ought involve a heavy outlay of public money. At the
to be done, under what circumstances, and in same time it is to be observed that it is one of the

what particular manner should they be done? In cardinal principles of this association to raise all
attempting to come to a decision on this point, it taxation by a graduated property tax.--There are,
is above all things essential to keep in view that however, other instances of government interven-

the utmost discouragementshould be given to ira- tion which do not directly involve cxpenditure of
providence. For instance, it has been proved public money. If an attempt is made to ascer-
that out door relief is often simply regarded as a taiu the effects of such interference, it will be
gift, the acceptance of which entails no disagree, found that considerations of a very complicated
able consequences. Residence in a workhouse character are often involved. At tile out_t of
in England is, on the contrary, generally looked such an investigatton, certain principles can be

upon as a somewhat serious punishment. It ]aid down which will greatly assist us in arriving
is. therefore, obvious that in-door relief discour, at a right decision in any particular case, although

ages voluntary pauperism, whereas it is great- they wiTl not furnish any general conclusions of
iy stimulated by out-door relief. Consequently universal applicability. Sanitary legislation af-
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fords an instance in which the interference of the houses were artificially limited in the manner pro-
state will most generally be admitted to be both posed, a great industx T would manifestly h_e to
just and desirable. A man who neglects drain- be tattled on as a monopoly. It isdifftcult toim-
age and other matters upon which the preserva- agine any trade conducted as a strict monopoly
lion of h_,alth depends, not only injures himself without causing abuse and unfairness. It would
and those who are dep(,ndent upon him, but may be almost impossib]e to find any authority who
become the centre and source of wide-spread dis- might with safety be entrusted to select the persons

case. Because it is thus comparatively easy to who should enjoy the privilege of exercising this
decide in f_tw)r of a compulsory system of drain, monopoly. Competition in the trade would also

age of houses and compulsor,_, purification of be to a .great extent destroyed, and competition
rivers from sewage, it is not unfrequently sup- is the bc._t security for fair prices and a good
posed that, for similar reasons, the state ought article. It has, however, been suggested that the
to interpo_ in such a matter as restricting, if not monopoly should be put up to auction; but if this_

prohibiting, the sale of intoxicating liquors, were done, the large brewers would be able tO
Thus, it. is said that intemperance is not less in- outbid less wealthy competitors, and the trade
jurious to health than defective sanitary arrange- would bc thrown more completely than it is now
mcnts, and it is argued that if it is within the ap- into the haiids of a limited cla_ Again, it is
propriate functions of the state to secure good obvious that those who pay a large price for the
(lr,xinagc, it must be quite as much within its privilege of exercising monopoly would recoup
legitimate f_uuctions to impede or forbid the sale tlw.mselves with handsome interest for their out-
of intoxicating liquors. But in order to justify lay; they would do this by charging anttdditional
such a conclusion it would be nece.,,sary to prove price for all the articles sold. It thus appears
that as imperfect drainage is bad in itself, so all that one of the results of carrying ()tit such a
consumption of alcohol must bc deleterious; the policy of restriction would be to subject tern-
extent to which it is deleterious merely varying perate people to great inconvenience. They
with the amount of consumption. The analogy, might have to walk a considerable distance for
however, at once breaks down if it is admitted, every glass of beer they wished to purchase, and
as it generally will be, that beer, wine and other they would be obliged to pay an additional price
alcoholic beverages, if taken in due moderation, for it. There certainly seems to be good reason
need not be pernicious, but, on the contrary, may for condemning government intervention when it

be beneficial. It is, however, argued by the ad- subjects all who can exercise self-restraint to loss
vocatcs of a prohibitory liquor law, that the mis- and inconvenience, in order that the force of
chief resulting from drunkenness is not confined temptation may be somewhat reduced to the self-
tothe drunkard himself; lie often su much injures indulgent. -- It will, perhaps, however, be urged
his family as to reduce them and himself to that if these suggested legislative restrictions

pauperism; sometimes he is led into crime; in should cause annoyance to temperate people,
this way, consequcntly, intemperance greatly in- they would be abundantly compcnsated both for
creases pauperism and crime. It thus inflicts a their additional trouble and for the additional
serious Io_s upon the community, and adds much price they might have to pay for beer, by the
to the taxation of the country. Su(.h cousidera- stimulus which would be given to the prosperity "
lions as these induce many people to think that of the country, and by the reduction which might
as the whole community is injured by drunken- be cffectcd in its taxation if drunkenness were di-
ness, the state should give the majority the right minished. But before the individual liberty of a
to restrict or prohibit the sale of intoxicating whole community is intcrfered with, becausc some
liquors. The demand for the exercise of such a abuse freedom of action, justice and policy alike

power obviously suggests considerations different demand that everything should be done to see
from those which are associated with enforcing a whether such abuse could not be checked by pun-
certain sanitary scheme, such, for instance, as ishing those who do not exercise self-restraint.
the can'ying out of a uniform system of drain- Thus, before any legislation is sanctioned which
age. No one can bc benefited by having a place wuuld impose upon temperate people many vex-
imperfectly drained, whereas all who, fur exam- atious restrictions, a far more decided effort
ple, drink beer and wine in judicious modera- should be made than has ever yet been attempted

_ion may be subjected to great inconvenience, to punish intemperance, and make the drunkard
and may even he injured if the sale of these arti- more directly bear the consequence of hi., a_.ts.
cles is forbidden or greatly impeded. Thus, if it At the present time an exactly opposite course l_
were enacted, as has been so often proposed in adopted. It seems it) be a recognized principle
England, that there should be only one public of the law of England that crimes committed by
house for each 1,000 or 2,000 people, many men, persons while they are drunk should be treated

if they wanted to purchase a glass of beer, would with exceptional leniency. It is hardly possible
have perhaps to walk a couple of miles. They to take up a paper without seeing cases in which
would have to submit to this trouble and incon- magistrates either altogethcr excuse the perpetra-
venience not through any fault of their own, but tor of some dastardly assault, or greatly mitigate
solely because certain people do not practice self- the usual punishment, on the ground that the
restraint. Then again, if the number of public accused was drunk at the time the offense was
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committed. -- The subject of the liquor traffic has character of royalty was changed. The king be-
been alluded to here, chiefly for the purpose of came tim anointed of the Lord; an indelible sanc-

showing that the probh,m of governmen't inter- tion which came from heaven was given to his
ference involves somany complicated and di_cult power. The person of the king was tlwnceforth
consider_ttions that each demand for it should be as inviolable and sacred as that of the priest, and
separately investigated, in order that the special the l)_bn'e had soon to accustom himself to place
circumstances involved in each particular case the oJigia of his right in the will of God. Be-
shouldbe carcfullyweighcd. Itwould havebeen ginning with Theodosiu_ thcYounger, thceml,er-
foreign to the immediate purpose of this article to ors of the cast were anointcd, their examph.' w,a
attempt anything like a complete discussion of frfllowed by the Visigoth and Frankish kiz_g..
tim questions involve_t in greatly restricting or But the theory of divine right whi(.h waste fl_Jw
prohibiting the sale of intoxicating liquors. If fromthis w_)_sformulaled muchl:_ter.-- Under the

it had been my intention to enter upon such a reign of Charles II. in ]':nghmd Fihner became its
discussion, it would h._vc been necessary, among interpreter. The following '_re tim principal
other things, to have referred to the experience, features of the system he invented, and which
which is afforded by America of the working of was reproduced afterward with more or less mod-
a prohibitory liquor law in that country. The ifications by writers of the theoeratif'p_lrty. He-
evidence of Iho_e must lmve been examined who reditary monarchy iz_ the order of primogeniture
'insert that the demoralization which ensnes from is alone confornmble to the will of God; it is of

the gross and systematic evasion of this law, far divine institution; no opposing right can be in.
more than counterbalances any good which may yoked agaiHst the p_inec who posse_-ses it by t]_e
result from the slight effect produced in somewhat :qcace of God ; no human power can be alrayed
diminishing intemperance.-- I have, however, against it. From this it follows that the tnonareh
already entered into what may probably appear uho holds his rights from Iteaven alone, is abso-
to be a too detailed consideratmn of the general lute,, and can not be bound to his subjects 1,y any
sul)ject of state intervention. I haw. _been chiefly engagement, and that the promise which he _ives
induced to do so because one of the most char- simply expresses hi_ present intention without
acteristic features of modern socialism is the biuding him by _ny obligation. Th_.._e ab_flutist
growing tendency which it displays to denmnd doctrines were placed under the authority of the

state assistance, especially in the form of grants Holy Scriptures, which, howcve.r, al)pe_lr to be
of public money to CaITvOUt social and economic rather opposed to them. Thus, in the Sc.lil)ture
reforms. These general remarks on government God punishes the clmsen people forhavin_(Ic-ircd
intervention will moreover render a not uuim- a king; and in the history of the Itebrews the
portant assistance in discussing various social order of primogeniture is far from being rigor-
questions. HENItY FAWCETT. OUSIy observed; we Iiz_d that the youngest broth-

ers are by prefcrence the object of divine protec-

GRACE OF G-0D. The majorityof thckings tion. Isaac was not the eldest son of Abraham,
of modern Europe, in public acts and on their nor Jacob of Isaac, nor Judah of Jacob, nor Da-

medals or coins, have given themselves the titlc vid of Jes.,e, nor Solomon of David. In lml)ga-
of kings by the grace e_" G_M, Dei gralia rex. This mous countries little account is generally taken of
is the exact and complete formula of h,gitimacy the ri_ilts of primogeniture. Asto the New'l'cs-
and divine right. Formerly coins bore this tament, Fihncrcould have found there noexam-

device, Sit nomea Domi_i bc_wdictum. In thc._e pie favoral)le to his thesis. Neither Tiberius to
four words the Dei gratia rex already existed in whom Christ enjoined men to pay tribute, nor
germ. Indeed, what other motive could Clmrle- Nero whom St. Paul commanded men to obey,

magne or Philip Augustus have for blessing the were m(marchs by divine right. (See Macaulay's
Lord except for Imving made them kings? The " lli-tory of England.")--Filmer's theory was
Roman emperors, before Christianity, although not an i>olated fact. Bossuet in Francelent it the
their power was absolute, did not pretend to hold ._upport of his cl(,quence and genius. This th(,-
it by the grime of God. The principle on which or)" is found entice in these eloquent words. "T,)
it rested was not divine right, it was delegation God alone belong glory, majesty, independence;

by the people to which the>" appealed. In the he alone establishes thi'ones and destroys them;
twelfth century the legists of Bologna did not he gives his power to princes or withdr:_ws it "
yet profess a theol T different from that of the The king, according to Bos._uet, reig_,ing by th,.•
Institutes: "By the law l_:g:aaccording to which grace of God, could not recognize ,,n authority
the empire was constituted, the people yielded _,ut)erior to his own. except the divine power
all their power to the prince." From this the itself, whose representative he is upon earth. --
jurist Theopl,ilus concluded that "the prince is These words, by the gr_tcz of God, taken in them.
not only nmster of our property but even of our selves, would seem to express merely an idea of
lives," which proves that even the most senseless submission and _cspect, a pious invocation of the

despotism has always found defenders. -- With divine power. In truth, everything takes place
Christianity appeared new ideas on the origin of by the will of God, but it is not ia this sense and
oower and the s,ourceofsovereignty. When Pepiu with this humility that the device app,',_rs in
was consecrated king by St. Boniface in 752, the history; it has a more ambitious and haugi_ty

78 yon. _t. -- 25
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meaning. It is the negation of the sovereignty in other r_pects has taught the farmersof many
of tile people, it is the formula of a power "from of the northwestern states the virtues of organi-
which thepc(_ple shouhiendurccverything, which zation and has caused the temporary fol_aation
can not itself be forfeited, no matter how sense- of " farmers' parties," particularly during the
less _md incapable it may be, of a right which stagnant period of national politics, 1872-5. --See
pretends to be superior to all rights, indefeasible, Appleton's Annual Cyclopcedia, 1873, 622; Kelley's
and which wouhl be inviolable if all other rights Or(qi_ a_d Progress _' tT_e Patro_s of llusbandry
were violated." (Guizot.) _MILE 0IIJ_DIEU. (1875); Martin's IIisto7 T ,f the O'_'ange Movement

(1875); Smedley's Manual of Juristmudence of the

GRAHAM, Wilham Alexander, was born in Patrons of llusband_T (1875); Carr's Patron_ of
Lincoln counts', 1_. C., Sept. 5. 1804, aud died at ttasband_71 on the Pacific Cower (1875).
Saratoga Springs, 1_. Y., Aug. 11, 1875. lie was ALEXANDER JO_STON.
graduated at the university of North Carolina, in
1824, studied law, was a whig United States sen- GRANT, Ulysses S., president of the United
ator 1840-3, governor 1845-9, secretary of the States 1869-77, was born in Point Pleasant, Cler-
navy under Fillmore 1850--53, and was the whig mont county, Ohio, April 27, 1822, was graduated
candidate for vice-president in 1852. (See WtHG at West Point in 1843, served with credit in the
PABTY.) lle was in the confederate states sen- Mexican war, and in the war of the rebellion
ate 1864-5. A.J. rose to the chief command of the armies of the

United States. Aug. 12. 1867, he was appointed

C_RA._'flER,Francis, was born at Suflield, secretary of war ad interim by President John-
Conn.. Dec. 1, 1792, and died at Car_.andai_,ua, son, and Jan. 14 following he gave the position
.N.Y., Aug. 28, 1868. lle was graduated at Yale up to Stanton, when the senate di_pproved the
in 1_11, removed to New York, and entered state latter's removal. (See IMPEACIIMENTS, VI.) In

polities there as one of thc anti-m'_sonic leaders, the following June he was nominated for the presi-
]tc was the anti-masonic candidate for governor dcncy,waselected in November, and was re-elected
in 1830 and 1832, and was the whig candidatc for in 1872. (See REBELLION; REPUBLICAN PARTY;
vice-president in 1836. (See ANTI-MAsoNRY, I.; ELECTORAl, VOTES; I'_ECOI_,'STRUCTiON; INSUR-

Wm(_ PAa'rY.) Ile was a whig representative BECTION, II.) He was a candidate for renomina-
from Ncw York 1835-7 and 1839-43, and post- tion in the republican convention of 1880, but
ma_tcr general under Harrison. A.J. was not nominated. (See GARFIELD, J. A.)--

When Grant was first nominated and elected he

GRANGERS (r_ U. S. IIISTOBY), the popular had no known political opinions and no experience
name for "The Patrons of tIusbandry,"a secret in civil administration. :Neither of the lacking
_ssoeiation devoted to the promotion of the inter- qualifications, however, was demanded in 1868;
ests of agriculture. Its formation dates from the country only desired a president who could

Dec. 4, 1867, but for several years its organization hold taut the length of rope that had been gained,
spread very .-lowly from Washington, its birth- keep the peace between the lately warring sections
place. Its general development lairly began in until politics should settle back to their ordinary
1872, and before the end of the year 1875 it num- level, and take care that in this process the results
bered about 1,500,000 members in every section of of the war, tim abolition of slavery in ever)"
the Union. --The sccret machinery of the order fornl, negro suffrage, and the equality of races
correspondsw_ry closely to that of tile freemasons, before the law, should not be lost. For thesc

The lodges are called "granges," i. e., farms, purposes Grant represented very exactly both lhe
whence the popular name of the order; but both needs and the desires of a majority of the qualified
men and women are admitted to membership, voters of the countlBr. On the one hand, his
There is a st'tte grange for each state, and ana- kindly and considerate treatment of Lee and his
tional grange for the whole Union. There are surrendered soldiers, and his report to the presi-
four degTees in subordinate granges, one in the dent in 1865 on tlmcondition of the insurrectionary
state bn'ange, and two in the national grange, the states, showed that he had no vindictive feelings
last three being named, respectively, Pomona, toward the conquered; and on the other hand, his

:Flora and Ceres. -- " :No grange, if true to its calm and unswerving obstinacy, as it had often
obligation, can discuss political or religious ques- been tested in the field, marked him as a man

tions, or call political conventions, or nominate who would not be likely to vacillate before any
candidates, or even discuss their merits in its show of opposition to the laws. On the whole,

meetings." Though the order is thus funds- the result justified the wisdom of the popular
mentally non-political, it has been extrcmelydifll- selection; indeed, a wiser president would prob-
cult to keep it free from political influences. Its ably not have succeeded so well.-- Since 1874-5

extent is a standing temptation to designing poll. the case has been very different. The very char-
tici,ms, and its aim to cheapen transportation has acteristics which in 1868-70 made Grant a very
a constant tendency to carry it into a quasi politi, useful president, have since then ma_l_ him an
cal warfare against railroad corporations. Its anachronism in polities, l_ever'&oless, a strong
leaders have, indeed, been very successful in keep- faction of the republican party has always been
ing its organization out of politics, but its success desirous to raise him again to the presidency, in
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spite of the blunders and scandals of his second western districts--into Cumberland and Lanca-
tel'm of office. For these latter and notorious shire, Wales and Cornwall, and into Britt:my,
evils, however, his civil inexperience, not his per- tile northwestern peninsula of G.ml. The various
._on'd charaetcr, is to be blamed, and his last tribes of _.North German invaders, under leaders

annual message, Dec. 5, 1876, very fairly states bearing now the title of kings, now simply that of
Ihe case, thus: "Mistakes have been made, as all ealdJ)rrnen or earls, founded many petty kingdoms
can see and I admit, but it seems to me oftener in in Britain, some of which corresponded near])' in
II_e selections made of the assistants appointed to outline to modern shircs or counties. But the

•rid )u carrying out the various duties of admin- title "king" in those days did not mean the ruler
ist_:ring the government--in nearly every ease of a specified territory; it meant the principal
selected without a personal acquaintance with the chief of a particular tribe of men. At various

•q)pointee, but upon recommendations of the times thercwerekingdomsoftlleblorthumbrians,
representaVives chosen directly by the people."-- or "people north of the Humbcr"; of the Mer-
See Badeau's Mitdtary tti, to_. ot" Grant; Coppee's clans, or people on thc March or western berdcr

Life of Grant; Dana and Wilson's Life of Grant; against the Welshmen ; of the East Angles, of the
Chesncy's Essays in Military Bio_'aphy; Youug's East, Middle, South and West Saxons, and of the
Aroul_d the Wo_'ld with Grant; and authorities Kcntish men or Jutes Modern authors used to
under articles referred to. speak of a l_eptarchg, or system of seven Tcu-

ALEXA.NDER JOIINSTON. tonic kingdoms in Britain; but the cxpression i_
inaccurate, as there were never at any one time

GREAT BRITAIN. The official designation seven regularly org:lnized states, and at some
is "The United Kingdom of Great Britain and times the numberofflucruali))gdivisions anaount-
Ireland." The greater island was known in ed to ten or eleven. The relations of thesc states
C_es,_r's time as Britain, a name of p)'ellistoric were those ot chronic warf_u'e. Sometimes one

(i)robably Iberian) origin and uncertain meaning: king gaiucd a tempor-lry supremacy over all
The inhabitants wcrc called Britons by their his riwds, and then (:ailed himself Brctwalda, or

Roman conquerors, but called themselves Kymr):; "wielder of Britain," lint this did not mean that

their English conquerors afterward called them he was king over the whole country, in the
Welsh, or "strangers." Anotherancient namcof modern sense; it only meant that the oth[,r kings
Britain is Albion, a word of Celtic origin, mean- owed him, for the time being, an indefinite

ir)g "hilly," and kindred with the names of the homage. Ira the first half of the seventh century
Alt)s, Albania on tile eastern shore of the Adri- Northumbria took the lead among these little
atie, and Albany, an ancient epithet of Senti.rod. kingdoms; in the folh_wing half century the lead
Thc island is supposed to have taken its name pa_st, d to Mercia; at the beginning of thc ninth
Albion from the cliffs of Dover visible from tile centmy the first place was decisively taken by

opposite Ganlishcoast. The northern part of the Egbert, king of the West Sax(_ns, but England
i_land was known to the Romans as Caledonia, a can hardly be regartied as constituting a single

Celtic name of disputed meaning; but it acquired kingdom unti- _:he reign of Edgar, 959-75. Since
its name of Scotland from the Scots, an Irish the time of Edgar, E)_gland has always been

tribe which early in the Christian era()btaincd pos- under a single government--an instance of 1)oliti-
s(,a_ion of the western highlands. Ireland itself, cal stability to which the history of the rest of
lerne, or Hibernia, is simply "the western land." the wm'ld has hitherto afforded no paln_llel--but
From the fourth century to the tenth, Britain was its boundaries have in one instance been enlarged,
overrun and occupied by successive swarms of namely, by the cot)quest of Wales under the great
invaders from the nortlmrn coast of Germany, kingEdward I., in 1283. Scotland was also con-
from Denmark, and'fromNorway. The German quered by Edward I. in 1296-8, but regained its

tribes were known chiefly as Angles, Saxons, indel)endcnce in the following reign, the work
Jiites, and Frisiaus. The Angles, coming from beingcompIeted by Robert Bruceat Bannockburn

a little district called Angeln, on the Baltic coast in 1314. At the dc._th of Elizabeth in 1603, the
of Sleswick, were much the most numerous, and crown of England passed to the king of Scotland

at last gave their name to the new home, Angle- as next of kin, and for another century the two

land, or England, although it was first under a kingdoms remained distinct and independent,
Saxon king that the various parts of the country with one king, but with two parliaments, one at
were united into a great kingdom. Of these Westminister and one at Edinbm_h. In 1706-7
tribes the Jutes and Frisians settled mainly in Scothmd was united to England, and began to be

Kent and the Isle of Wight; the Saxons settled in represented in tbe parliament at Westminster in
thesouth and centre of the English territory, and such manner as will bc shown below. At this
tile Angles in the east and north, as far as thesite time, therefore, the "United Kingdom of Great

of Edinburgh. The Danes and Norwegians, Britaifi" began its formal existence. The con-
coming later, effected settlements on the east quest of Ireland was attempted as early as 1170,
coasts of England and of Ireland, and on the in the reign of Henry II., by Richard, earl of
n_rthern coasts of Scotland. In the course of Pembroke, surnttmed "Strongbow"; and lreland

thc_(, centuries of invasion, the ancient British indeed continued tbereafter nominally subject to
population of Britain was largely forced into the the king of England. Yet the conquest of lreland
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can hardly be said to have been accomplLched It wilt be seen that the population of England
earlier than the reign of Elizabeth, and it was has nearly trebled since the beginning of the
first really carried to completion by Oliver Crom- present century, and that the population of Scot-
well Though subject to the English crown, hind has more than doubled; while, on the other
Ireland retained its independent legislature until band, the population of Irehmd remains the same
1801. when it was formally united with Great as at the beginning of the century, the natural
Britain, and began to be represented in the parlia- increase having been drawn off by emigration.

ment at Westminster. So the formal existence Tile rate of increase in Great Britain, though
of the " United Kingdom of Great Britain and very small compared to that of the United Stat_,
Ireland," strictly speaking, begins with the be- h_ been greater than that of any other European
ginning of the nineteen|h century.- The total 'country. England is more densely populated
geographical area of the United Kingdom isabout than any other counuT in the world excepting
12:3,161 square miles, divided'tsfollows: England, Belgium. The population of England is 437 to
with Wales, 58,311; Scotland, 31,326; Ireland. the square mile, whereas that of blassachusetts,
32,524; total, 12°,161. In other words, thearea of the most densely peopled state in the American

Enghmd with Wales isalmost exactly equal to that Unk)n, is 225 to the square mile, and that of
of the New England States, omitting Vermont; China proper is about 300 to the square mile. At
orto that of the st_tte of New York with Vermont the beginning of the reign of Edward IlI., in
added; ortothat of thestatcof Georgia. Thearea 1327. the population of England is estinulled Ic_
of either Scotland or Ireland alone is a little less have reached 4,000,000; but in 1348 and the fol-

than tlmt of the state of Indiana. Tile area of lowit_g yea_ the terrible plague known as tim
Great Britain without Ireland is equal to that of Black Death, destroyed half the t)opulation,
the six 1New England state_ with half of New York reducing it to about 2,000.000. Towurd the end
added. The area of the United Kingdom is equal of Elizabeth's reign the population had reached
to that of the four states of Vermont, New York, about 5,000,000. In 1700 it was 6,045.008; in

Pennsylvania and New Jersey. The greatest 1750 it wt_s 6,517,035. _England is divided into
length of Great Britain, from its southwest corner 40 counties or shires, and Wales into 12; Scotland
atLand's End to Duncansby Head, where John o" into 32 counties and 1 stewarlry (Kirkeudbright,
Groat in the reign of James IV. built his celt- formerly administered by a royal steward wi_h

heated ferry-house on the beach of the Pentland powel_ more extensive than those of a sheriff);
Firth, is about 600 miles. Its greatest width, Ireland into 32 counties, forming 4 provine.e¢.

along thesouth coast, is 3°_0 miles; its least width Some of the English counties--as Kent, Surrey,
--say from Kineardine on the Forth to Dumbar- E_ex, etc.--correspund to old kingdoms; olhers
ton on the Clyde--is less than 30 miles. The being regarded as parts of old kingdoms, _xcre
greatest length of h'eland is 300 miles, and cross- known as shire_ or divisions; some, such as Dur-
wise from Carn_ore Point to Erris Head it meas- ham, were ancient bishoprics. Asthcse counties

urcs about 200 mile.q. The higher mountains of have all grown up historically, aml not as the
Great Britain rise in the west of the island, so result of any arbitrary subdivision of the king-
that most of the rivers belong to the North sea dom, they are extremely irregular in extent and in
drainage. Thelargest of these, theThames, drain- population. Yorkshire, thelargest of the EngliCh
lag an area about equal to that of tile state of countivs, is forty dmcs the size of Rutland, the
Connecticut, and possessing a tidal upflow for smallest. In Ireland the four provinces--Ulster.
60 miles from its mouth, makes I_mdon practi- Leinster, Mu,_ster, and Connaught--retain the
cally a seaport. The climate of Great Britain names of ancient Celtic kingdoms, but the di-
displays to a remarkable extent the effects of vk_ion into counties was made for administrative
maritime situation. While the parallel of London purposes after the English conquest. Three of

runs through Labrador, the summersare not only the English counties--Durham, Lancaster amt
much cooler, butthe wintersare much less severe, Chester--are called counties palatine, and it_

than in any part of the northern United States. mediteval times their earls possessed peculiar
In January the thermometer in London seldom prerogatives. --I. CONSTITUTION. In order to
goes lmlow 32 ° Fahrenheit, while in July it speak intelligently of the government of Great
seldom goes above 80 ¢. --The population of the Britain, it is necessary to distinguish carefully
United Kinffdom du_iug the following decennial between ils two aspects, formal and practiced
periods i_ shown in the table belo_ : In form, the English government is a monarchy,

in practice, it is a republic. That is to say, while

yF,,_.ttS. England ,_.nd Scotland._lr_land. I Total the ._upreme governing power nominally reside_

18_ .......... _ wa_._ ..... I in the hereditary sovereign, subject to speeilic1_17"2,66t "2,091.521 I 6,801,827[ "2101i_,012 constitutional limitation% in reality it does noth-
1880 ............ 14.,_I,_J86 ? 864,386 17,767,401 :tA_18_,77'5
1840............ _6,¢r_.',,tg_e._'zoj_4 8,_75j_41 ',_,8:_0,.5_ ing of the sort; in reality the supreme governing
_8,_0............ t_,0_4.170 "._8,7_'_ 6,55,z,_27,4._,_,frr power resides in the house of commons. It has
1860 ............ ] "30,'2"_,'_.746 3,061,'251 5.764,543 :.-'9,049,540

ITS70............ [ '2"-',70,I,I083,360_018 5,4@_,"/5981,4_885 been customary to speak of "king, lords and
l_. _......... I _5,4_,000 3._1,000 5,_,000 34,505.000 as three estates of the realm, among
]t_l ". .......... I _5,'_9.9"2_ 3.695,456 5,294,4P,6 ] _'_9,814 commons"which the powers or functions of government are

* Appr_mmate. subdivided; but this is a mistake. The powers
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snd functions of government in England are not seriously disapproved hy thepeople. And it there
_ubdivided between three estates of the realm, be room for any doubt as to whether the conduct
but they are concentrated in the house of corn- andpolicyofthechiefexecutivemagistratearesat-
mons. The house of lords may protest against a isfactory or not, the question can be settled at any
given decision of the c()mmons, but has no power time by a direct appeal to the people. --It is tom-

to reverse it; and the sovereign has in reality mota in the United States to speak of the secretary
no veto power whatever, not even such power of state as our "prime minister" or "premier,"
,,_f protest as is possessed by the lords. As but nothing could well be more absurd. The
._Ir. Bagehot forcibly observes, the queen "must American secretary of state answers to the British
._i_n her own death-warrant if the two houses secretary of state for foreign .lffnirs; thereis noth-
unanimously send it up to her " Yet in the view. lug in his position or iu his functions which is in
of the law, and in common parlance, the sneer- any way analogous to the position or the functions
eign is the source of all government in England. of _he British premier. But in many respects the
Though not possessed of legislative power, the American president answ_'rs to the prime minister.
sovereign is often spoken of as thc executive; lie is unlike tile prime minister in that he acts in
yet it is only by a palpable legal fiction that the his own name, in th.lt he is not a member of the.
sovereign of Great Bl'itain can be regarded a.s lcgishtive body, and in that his term of office is
the executive. The executive power really resides arbitrarily limited by the constituti,_n. But he is
in a body unknown to English law, in a com- ]ikc the prime minister as beiug the chief exccutive
mittee of parliament _4cn('rally called the cab- magistl'a_e for the time l)eiug.--It was said above

inet; and principally ill the chairman of that that the house of lords has no power to reverse a
committee, generally known asthc prime minister decision of the house of commons. There is no
or premier, though his official designation is possibility of a real deadlock between the two
usually "' First Lord of the Tre_lsury." --Viewed houses. In point of fact, a bill which has pasmd
in tills way, stripped of the leo_._tl fictions which the commons may be defeated in the lords, but
result from its peculiar historic development, whether the commons accepls such a veto or not
nothin,._ can be simpler than the actual working depends entirely upon the stiength of its deter-
of theEnglish govcrmnent. A house of commons ruination and of its interest in the bill. When

is clmsen by the people. Tile recognized leader tile commons has finally made up its mind, the
of _he party which wins the election is appointed lord:; must sooner or later submit. In case the
(nomimtlly by tile crown, but this is a mere form) lords were to pez_ist in opposing the will of the
toconduct the government and to form a cabinet, commons, the lord chancellor would be author-
So l()ug as this government is supported by the ized to commission a sufficient number of new

votes of a majority of the house, it continues in pec_.'s to "swamp" the upper house. This pre-
_ofllce. When it ceases to be supported by the rogntive is something to be used only with rcluc-
votes of a majority of tile house, twocourses are tahoe and as a last resort, and it has not actually
open _o it. On the one hand, the prime minister been used since the reign of Anne, but the knowl-
and his ('abinet may resign, and thus make room edge that it can be used constitutes a suttlcient
ft)r a cabinet of the opposite party; or, on the check upon the house of lords. In 183 ° the gov-
otin,r hand, the prime minister may dissolve tile crnment was prepared, if necessary, to secure the
house of commons and order a new election, ia adoption of the reform bill by the creation of
which case, if his part)" returns a majol'ity of eighty hberal peers; and the knowledge of this
members he continues in office, but if it fails to fact at last caused the lords to withdraw their

do so, he resigns at once. In thisway, anything opposition to the bill. In the reign of George I.

like a deadlock between thelegislativeand execu, an attcmpt was made to take away this preroga-
tive powers is rendered impossible. In this way tire of creating new peers (technically suppo_d
tile final authority in every disputed question to be a prerogative of the sovereign), but it was
rests with tile house of commons. For though the evidently fortunate for the peers "ts a legislative
prime minister may refuse to recognize as final body that the attempt was unsucccssful. The
the decision of aparticular parli_maent, he can only continuance of the independent existence of the
do so through dissoiving th.tt parliameut and or- house of lords is favored by its manifest inability
tlcrizlg theelcctiou of a new one, and tothe verdict to obstruct seriously the course of legislation,

,,t Ihi_ election he must submit. But, although willie a.s a revising and criticising body it has
thc_'c must be a new electionof parliament at least often bcen found of great service. In like man-
o_(.e in seven years, so long as the pal"ty of a given ner the continuance of the English monarchy is
prime minister continues to return a majot'ity of favored by the fact that the sovereign has come
members so long may he continue in office, be it to be merely an ornamental part of the governing
h)r hall_ a century. In its practical wol'king, organization, without the power of doing serious
therefore, thcEnglish constitution has this pecui- mischief. In many instances, indeed, the sneer-

Jar excellence, that the supreme executive power eign is useful as the thcoretical sour(:c of "pre-
is entrusted to a minister who may be kept in rogatives" that derive their practical value only
¢gflieeaslongasheissatisfactory to the people, l)ut from being exercised by a responsible ministry
('an iuslantly be removed, without disturbance of with the approval of the majority of the house of
_lny sort, the moment any feature of his policy is commons. -- This unquestioned supremacy of the
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commons in the English government is of modern ganized against Henry HI. by tile barons under
growth. We can hardly refer it to a period back Simon de Montfort. It was in the course of this
of the revolution of 1688, at which time, as we shall struggle that the house of commons, as an lode-
see, cabinet government, in the strict sense of tile pendent legislative body, originated. Tile oldest
term, had its beginnings. Yet back of that time, English sovereigns--the kinglets over sueh little
and far back in the middle ages, it is not so much realms as Kent or Essex--used to bold eonsulta-

true that tile ultimate governing power did not tions with their "elders" or nobh.s, after the
reside in the commons as ttiat it was more or less fashion of tIomeric kings, while the crowd of

uncertain where it resided. In PIantagenet times "churls" or common people stood about and
it was to some extent true---as it is not at all true listened, and signified approval or disapproval by
to-day--that the sovereignty was shared between cheers or groans, or by clashing their we, pens.
"king, lords and commons." To determine pre- But after there had come to be one king over a!I
cisely where the ultimate authority resided, and England, the common pet_ple could not all come

in what ways it might constitutionally exert itself, to hear his consultations with the nobles, and
required several generations of discussion aml rattle their spears or quarter-staves; and so the
more or less of hard fighting. England has never parlht_ents or meetings for " talking" public
at any time, save for five years under Cromwell. bnsine._s came gradually to consist only of the king
been governed despotically; at no time has the aml such great nobles as he thought it worth
sovereign been able to override the laws, saw,. now while or felt obliged to invite to come and discuss
and then through the sul_ervieney of the judici- 1)ublic affairs with him. In the days of the
ary, which was one great curse of the Tudor and united monarclJy before the :Norman conquest,
still more of the Stuart times. Thegraduat dis- such meetings of king and nobles were called
solution of the feudal system, which resulted in "wileaagemote" or "meetings of wise men." But

the lemporary establishment of despotic govern- though the common people--the yeomen and
ment all over the continent of Europe, resulted in burghers--had given up the praetit.e ot attcndi_g
the firm establishment of a free popular govern- such royal meetings, they never quitegave uptlm
ment in England. Many circumstances conspired p_actice of attending county mccfin_s. When
to bring about such a rcsult, but one of the most it lind become m_nifestly hnpracticablc for all the
important was the conquest of the kingdom by the freemen in a county to attemi in a body, they hit

Normans. The accession of William the Con- upon thedevieeofsendingrepresentatives. Each
queror was marked by a tendency toward cen- township sent to thccounty assembly its "' reeve'"
tralization sut:h as at that time characterized no or principal magistrate, accompanicd by " four
other kingdom iu Europe, but this ccmralizatitm discreet men." This had become a time-honored
was achieved at the expense of the nobles, not at custom long before the thirteenth century, m,d
the expense of the common people. The old sc when Simon de. Montfort wished to i_Jcrease
English nobility, through manifold acts of confis- the strength of the popular party e._pous_,d by the
cation, was pushed down into a subordinate po.-i- b._rons, he had a precedent for a representative
ties in the social and political scale; while the assembly all ready to hand. In 1265 Earl Sinu)a
new Norman nobility, through the very circum- called together a parliament iu which the peers
btallCC'_ of' its creation, was unable to assert such sat in person as heretofore, while each towt_
an independence of the crown as was a._qcrted sent two elected citizens and each eotmty set_t,
umil nearly the end of the middle ages by the two elected "kaighlsof the shire." And the._e
nobility of France and other continental coun- elected citizens or burghers, and knights of the

tries. The king's authority, through his sheriffs shire, sitting and voting separately from the body
at_d lord lieutenants, penetrated, witll more or less of peers, formed the first real house of common.-.

e!I]cielmy, into every county. Instead of tyran- --The tcndencyto an alliance of it_tere,t betwee_
nizing ,_ver the common people, and making war the nobles and the commons, which early brought
on the king, each in his own interest, the nobles forth such sound practical results, was further
were obliged to court the aid of the yeomanry increased by a circumstance of which the impor-
and burghers, and, when they opposed the clown, tahoe in English history can hardly be overrated.
to do so ia aa organized body and for the acquire- In the countries on the continent of Europe th¢:
ment of certain permanent legal rights which un- children of nobles were always regarded as them-
tier the circumstances they must needs share with selves noble; nobility came to them as a birthright,

the yeomanry and burglwrs who were their allies, and in the absence of any common legislative dc:_l
Such was, in rough outline, the general charac- ings between the nobles and the common penpl.'.
ter of the relations between "killg, lords and tlds circumstance went far toward bringingabon_
commons" during the great formative period of an entire separation of feelings and interests bt•
English constitutional history between the Nor- tween the two cla_es. It tended toward thecre_,
man conquest and the accession of Edward I. tionof a caste of nobility, destitute of sympathy
Its most important feature was the alliance be- with thccommon people. Such a caste, in Franc_ _
tween the nobles and the common people, which for example, could go so far as to compel the non-
resulted from the weakness of the nobles rela- noble caste to pay all its taxes for it. But in Eng-

tively to the crown, and which was consmnmated ]and there has never been a noble ¢Ia_¢. as such.
during the thirteenth century in the rebellion or- I After the _'orman conquest only tho,.c persnns
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came to be regarded as peers whom the king sum- in tile house of commons; in many c_,_e_ they
tanned toattend hisgreat councilor witenagemot, can begained even withou! a vote of cen,._re, by
Other people might possess great wealth or impor- tile simple throwing out of a measm-c b3 _ hich
lance, but until summoned to the witenagemot a ministry lms given out that it will stand or fall.'"
they wcre not politically distinguishable from the --The politie.,,.l events of the fifleez_th century
mass of commoners, they were not regal ded as tended to increase/he power of the crown at tho

l)ecrs. By degrees the right to be summoned to expense of parliament; but in such a way that
_he great council came to be regarded as hereditary the influence of the lords suffered much morn
in certain families through long usage; but _m the diminutiou relatively than that of the commons.
thing which was inherited was simply the right to From the earliest times it has been one of the

,)ecupy a legislative ()ffice, it could not belong to most fundamental principles of the English con.
more than one member of a family at a time, at stitution that the king can levy no tax save witll
least as a matter of mere inheritance. IIence the consent and by the authorily of parliament.
the chihlrcn of a peer have always been corn- And this principle has at all times prevented the
mom,r':, and only one chihl at a time has been crown from becommgindependcnt of parliament.
able to reach the peerage merely through iuher- At all times, indeed, the crown has po&sessed cer-
trance. This state of things has from the outset tain sources of revenue, cstablishcd by immemo-
thrown an active anti influential set of people rialcustom, and not liable to be intcrfered _ i01 by
into the house of commons, giving to that body parliament. In Blackstone's Commentaries, book

u weight and importance whmh in mediteval i.,chap, viii., these sources of rcvenue arc fully de-
times at least it could not pos._ibly have acquired scribed under the head of tim king's "ordinary roy-
in any other way. And through the legislative cnue" Amongthesesourccswcredivcrsfinesand
co-oper'ttion thus ensured between plain coul]try aids connected with the bestowalof ecclesiastical

gentlemen and city merchants on the one baud, preferments, eschcats and t'onfisc_,tions of prop-
and the heirs of noble families on tile other baud, erty, and such minor matters'is deodand, treasure

it has prevented anything llke a determined hos- trove, flotsam and jets,'lm, etc. But in ordinary
tiiity between the two houses of parliament, and times a]] these sources of revenue were insufficient

greatly increased their abilily to limit and define to maintain th(; crown in indel)endenec , or to
the prerogatives of the crown. One of the most enable it to carry on the work of administration
conspicuous facts in English history is the har- without c'dling upon parliament for aid,_and sub-
monious way in which the two house_ have sidles. And the granlin,ff such aids and snbsidws,
worked together; and it is a fact to which else- which had to be rai_e(l by taxahon, n'_turaily fell
where in European history we find no parallel, into tile hands of the ct)mmt)l_s a'¢ ret)rescntatives
At lirst, as might have been expected, it was the of the nation at large. During the great wars of
commons that generally followed the lead of the :Edward III. and llem'y V. the crown would
lords; but it was inevitable that in course of time have been powerless for want of pecuniary re-
this relationship should be reversed. As the so- sources but for the aid of the ('omnmns. If a

called lower house represented not only the inhab- public policy proposed by the t'rox_ n were disap-
itants of the chartered towns, but also the great proved by the nation at large, it couhl be frus-
majority of landed gcntry and yeomanry--the trated by a refusal on thc part of the common.- to
whole nation, in short, with the exception of the grant Sul)plies; and it is no doubt ultimately
personal holders of hereditary or official scats in through this control of the public pur.-e that the
tile upper house--it was inevitable that such an house of common., has come to be the supreme
assembly should gradually draw into itself all the powcr in tile government. --But during the tif-
real governing power of the state. -- In the thir- tecnth ccntury the power of parlmtncnt in both
tecnth and fourteenth centuries the power of par- its houses received a shock through that terrible
liament was perhaps almost as great as at the series of struggles knownas the wa_s of the roses.
present day when fairly brought to afimd test, but These wars during a period of thirty years
it was far more liable to encounter resistance on (1455-85) were carried on with an obstinacy and
the part of the crown As Mr. Freeman observes, barbarity unequaled elsewhere in English history.
"tire ancient parliaments demanded the dismissal The battles were (hstingtdshed for their enormous

of the king's ministers; they regulated his per- slaughter, tliat of Towton, Malch 29, ]461, hav-
sonal household; they put his authority into corn il_g been probably the bloodic.-t battle (,_ cr fought
mission; if need be, they put forth their last and on English soil. After each victory of either

greatest power and deposed him from his kingly party followed a series of wholesale executions;
office. In those days a change of govcrniuent, a sucil of the nobles as escaped death on the fieht
change of policy, the getting rid of a bad minister were usually beheaded without mercy. St) great
and the putting a betterin his place, were things was tiffs slaughter that the first parliament of
which could never be done without an open IIcnry VII. contained only twenty-ninelaypeer,.
struggle between king and parliament, often they The ohl nobility, in short, was almost annihilated,
could uot be doue without the bondage, the both ill person and inproperty; for alongwiththe
imprisonment, or the death, perhaps onl), of the slaughter there went wholesale confiscations, and
minister, perhaps even of thc king himself, q'he these c(infiscations added greatly to the disl)osable
same cads can now begained by a vote of censure wealth of the crown. These events contributed
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in various ways to enhance the royal power at called into existence in the Tudor period by the
the expense of parliament. In the first place, government sending writs of election to petty
the peers newly created by the Tudor kings places likely to return members who would be
were for a time inclined to be subservient to found subservient to the court. That the crown

the crown; and this tendet_cy was aided under could not get along without the house of corn-
Henry VIII. by the dissolution of the monas- mons is shown by nothing more forcibly than by
teries, which at once withdrew thirty-six abbots the very pains which it thus took to pack that
_nd priors from tlle hou_ of lords, and thus elim- legislative body. Nevertheless all such proeeed-
lusted another source of opposition to the royal lugs tended to impair the quality of the legisla-
aathority. In the second place, tile availahle ture and to weaken its authority; and it wasclear
wealth of the crown was so far increased by that if :English freedom was to be maintained, a
e_-cheats and confiscations that it became for a constitutional struggle must arise, in which the
time to some extent independent of the house of independence of parliament must be asserted and
commons; it became unneces._ary to summon the arhitrary tendencies of the crown checked.
parhaments quite so frequently as before. In the I Such a struggle would no doubt have come before
third place, the effect of thirty years of anarchy tile end of the sixteenth century hut for reasons
was to arouse in the people a feeling of intense _ which it is easy to point out During tile first
loyalty to the Tudor sovereigns as the guar- half of Elizabeth's reign the dread of a disputed
antors of order and peace. And this feeling was succession, which had been so effective ever since
strengthened by the curious uncertainty as to the tile accession of her grandfather, was greatly
succe_ion which prevailed through the Tudor I enhanced by the fact that in case of her death
period. Throughout the sixteenth century the i without issue her probable successor would be
terrible memories of the civil war of the fifteenth the Catholic queen of Scotland, whose cause was
made people unusually sensitive to tlle evils of a supported by Philip II. of Spain, the most for-
disputed succes,ion. It was this feeling which midable enemy to popular liberty in all :Europe.
cansed some of the most atrocious acts of Henry Until the overthrow of the Invi_leible Armada in
VIII. and his d_ughter Mary to be condoned. 1588 the king of Spain was an enemy whose
This feeling went far toward making the Tudor power of mischief it would not do to underrate.
parli_nnents more subservient to the crown than This state of things so thornughly identified the
any others which have ever assembled in :Eng- interests of the people with the interests of the
land. "Very different indeed," says Mr. Free- great queen, both before and after her magnificent
man, "flora the parliaments which overthrew triumph over Spain, that anything like a serious
Ri(hard II. and Charles I. were the the parlia- constitutional struggle between herself and her
ments which, almost without a question, passed parli.mlentwasquiteoutof the question. Besides
bills of attainder against any man against whom all this, :Elizabeth was a woman of too much good
Henry's caprice had turned, the parliaments sense aml tact to get hel_elf drawn into a quarrel
which, in the great age of religious controversy, about qucstions of authority and prerogative.
were ever ready to enforce by every penalty that After her death all was changed. It was clear
particular shade of doctrine which for the too- that no future sovereign could afford to take
mcnt commended itself to the defender of the such liberties with the constitution as the Tu-

faith, to his son or to his danghtcrs."--_evert;he - dors had done, unless endowed either with un-
less, even during thereign of tIenry VIII., when usu_ shrewdness or with unbounded personal
the :English government made perhaps its nearest popularity, or both. But Elizabeth's succes-
approach to despotism, the importance of the sors had little shrewdness and little personal
house of commons _as acknowledged by theper, popularity. In foreign relations, while the
bistence of the efforts made to corrupt it. The cause of :Elizabeth had been identical with
Tudor tyranny was scrupulously leg.'tl in form, that of :England, on the other hand the Stuarts
and it has been truly said that "every deed always contrived to favor just that line of foreign
of wron.,2 done by Henry with the assent of par- policy most calculated to alarm and disgust the
]lament was in truth a witness to the abi0ing ira- English people. While the memory of the Ar-

portance of pa_lfitment." One feature of the mada was still fresh in tile land, James I. osten-
Tudor period was the continual and energetic tationsly cherished a perverse friendship for
intcrfereuce of the government in parliamentary Spain ; and in the latter part of the century,
elections, and this alone shows that the assent of when Spain had ceased to be dangerous, and
the commons was even in these times hcld indis- France under Louis XIV. had become the chief
pensable. Still stronger illustration of this is enemy to freedom in :Europe, then James' grand-
shown by the creation of rotten boroughs, more sons showed even greater perversity in their crim-
especially in Cornwall, which we must be careful inal subservience to the French court. Thus, as
not to confound with such other rotten boroughs the causes which kept the nation loyal to the
as Old Sarum. Many of the boroughs disfran- Tudors no longer exi._ted, it was natural that the
chised by the great reform bill of 1832had become . great struggle which was to teach the sovereign
•' rotten" in a natural way, simply by being out- hereafter to "know his place" should begin with
stripped m rate of growth by adjacent towns, the accession of the House of Stuart. By this
But bcsidcs the_e, many rotten boroughs were time, too, the spirit of the old nobility had
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grown up again in the new, and the umted of the l_ght of parliament to make and unmake
strength of lords and commons was as great, ill kings; but the turning out of James, coming' as
relation to that of the crown, as it had been in it did within forty years from the overthrow and
tile days of Richard II. The occasion for coil- execution of his fadmr, showed that henceforth
flict, moreover, was precipitated by the Lmp':cuni- tlw king of England could keep his place on the
osity of the Stuart kings. James ]. and Charles throne only on condition of "govcrniag by act
I., without anything like the pecuniary resources of p,r]iament "--This final and unmistakable
of IIcnry "VII., were much more anxious than a_scrtion of the supremacy of parliamcnt has
Henry VII. to get along independently of parlia- been further illustrated by the growth of modern
mcnt, and the larger part of the history of their cabinet govermnent, which took its rise in the
r(-igns is the history of their attempts to raise revolution of 1688. Before William III., the
money iu unconstitutional ways. " Tonnage and kings of England had had ministers, but up to
poundage," " ship money," and other similar his time each minister had been regarded as the
illegal exactions, combined with the persecution per.-onal servant of the crown so far as concerned
of the Puritans to bring about the rebellion which the discharge of the dutie_ of his own office.
for s few 5"ears resulted in overturning thethrone. Each minister was separately responsible before
The so-called commonwealth, which ensued, far the law, but that kind of collective responsibility
fi'om vindicating for the popular legi._laturc its whereby the whole group of ministers assume or
title to the supreme authority in the guvcrnment, resign office together lind not yet been established.
proceeded to overturn the legislature as well as It was not even necessary that the various minis-
the throne. The brief period of the common- tcrs should belong to the same political party, or
wealth wa_ in reality a season of anarchy, save should hold similar views on great questions of
during the briefer included period of Cromwell's public policy. Under William III. began the
supreme authority. The attempts of Cromwell pr'wtice of insuring practical co-olmration be-
to rule in connection with a house of commons twcen tile crown and pmliament by means of
were tol'tlly unsuccessful, because tile constitu- total changes in the ministry; aml from this be-
lion supplied no precedents adequate for deter- ginning it has gradually come to pa.'-,s that the

mining ti_e character of the relations between tile change of ministry is determined entirely in ae-
two. In case of a conflict of policy the ultimate cordance with the will of parliament, and not

authority inust rest with tile party strongest for at all with reference to the will of the sover-
the time being, which in this instance was the eign; and titus it has further come to pass
lord protector as head of an invincible army. that the real executive power in England no
The bllvf rule of (Jrolnwel], though deservedly longer ix'sides in the crown but in tim cabinet.
glorious in English lfistory, was a pure despotism A conflict between crown and parliament, such
with nothing constitutional about it. it was a as occurred in the seventeenth century, could
despotism w]licil did not deserve to last, which not occur at the plesent time, since all the

endured some five yeaI_s only by reason of the ' active powerof the crown haspassed into its rep-
transcendent ability and weighty character of rcsentativc, the cabinet--s representative agent

Cromwell himself, but to which even Crom- [ which changes in personality as often as the par-
well's greatness could hardly have sufficed to liament_lry majority changes. The crown, as
insure a much longer duration. The restora- such, isin England a mere "survival"; an(l such
tiou of the monarchy, with all the constitu- reachable prospect of permanence as it has is
tional precedents grouped about it, was really mainly due to the very fact that it has become a
the only condition upon which the good work mere survival. Yet from a practicM point of
begun by the long parliament could be suc- view it can hardly bedoubtedthat theabolition of
ce_sfully carried on. The essential triumph of the monarchy to-day need not modify in any es-
the Puritan rebellion was illustrated in the reform- sential respect the already wcll-established opera-
story measures of the first parliament of Charh's lion of cabinet government hi Enahtnd. --This
]I., and it would have been even more complete complete absorption of the executive power by
but for the temporary reaction of feeling which the cabinet, with the concomitant coml)lete d_-
the anarchical character of the commonwealth pendence of each cabinet upou its parliamentary

had brought about. For a moment the crown majority, ha.sbeen brought about only by degrees.
was once more associated in men's minds with The change has been, so to speak, stealthy in its
peace and quietness, a feeling of which Charles progress. It would be hard tosay precisely when
and his brother proceeded to take advantage to it was consummated. George I1L--thelastEng-
defy publi(, opinion. -- The second revolution, in lish sow,reign whose will has really counted for
1688, finally settled the question as to wiicre the anything in polilics--had considerable influence

ultimate authority in the English government in deciding who should be his ministers. His
resided. It settled it in much the same way that antipathy to the elder Pitt was effective in keep-
it had been settled in 1399 by the deposition of ing Pitt out of the cabinet. George III. al_o
Riclmrd 1I., but this time the questions at issue took part in cabinet aff.tirs himself. He wtm
had been much more definitely propounded, and opposed to his own prime minister, Lord lh'orth,
the solution was much more unmistakable. The as to the desirab]enc_ of prolonging the war

turning out of Richard had been a plain assertion against the American colonies; and his obstinacy
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was to some extent successful in prolonging the taxation in Great Britain is that the governmen_
war. Nothing of the sort would be possible to- can neither raise any tax, nor expend a penny of
day. The opinions and wishes of the queen can the public revenues, except through a vote of
not make tlle slightest difference as tp thc selec- parliament. This principle, which has always
tion of Mr. Gladstonc for prime minister or as to lain at the bottom of the English constitution aa
the passage of the irish land bill. -- But although the ultimate practical guaranty of English liber-
we can not say precisely when this change ass ties, was distinctly and formally acknowledged

consummated,wemaysaythatthemostinq)ortant by the crown in the reign of Edward I.; and
date in English constitutional history since 1688 although English sovez_eigas---notably the first
is unquestionably 1832, the year of the great re- two Stuarts--have since then sought to evade it,
form bill. In thatyear was inaugurated achange their attempts have been unsuccessful. On the
whereby the house of commons has come to rep- other hand, the initiative in levying taxes or in
resent, lnuch more truly than before, the whole disposing of public moneys is never taken by
English people. Whilethe old "rotten boroughs" parliament, but always by the cabinet, or nomi-
and "pocket boroughs" existed, although the nally and in former times really by the crown.
vote of the commons determined what was to be So strictly is this rule adhered to that the house
the supreme law of the land, it was nevertheless of commons refuses to receive petitions soliciting
possible and eustoulary for the crown and the any particular disposition of the public funds
peerage, through corrupt influence upon the elee- for any purpose whatever. If lobbying of this
tions, It determine to some extent the composi- sort is to go on at all, it must go on with thv
lion of the house of commons. The year 1832 ministry, not with the legislature.--Thetreasury
may be assigned as the epoch at which the su- department of the British government was in
premacy of the commons became finally complete former times administered by the lord high tress-
throughout all departments of the government, urer an otfieer who ranked immediately after the
-- For the composition of tim so called lower two archbishops and the lord chancellor, as the
house, and the changes wrought in it l)y the fourth personag'e in the kingdom outside of the
reform bills of 1832 and 1867, see Hot'sg or' royal family. But this office became obsolete in
COMSIONS. -- II. F_l_A._cgs. For a certain num- the reign of Anne, and the treasury is now nd-

bel'ofpublicpurpo._e_, taxes are raised cxclusively ministered by a bureau or committee of five.
by local authorities without any action on the The chairman of this committee, known as the
pa]'t of the general government. Among the "first lord of tile treasmT," is usually the prime
more important of the_e objects of local taxation minister, who has the general business of tile
may be mentioned the maintenance of paupers, government to superintend; no that, ill point of
the rcpair of roads and bridges, the erection and fact, tile especial charge of the business of the
care of prisons, insane asylums, anti other public treasury is lodged with the second officer of the
buihling.q, including parish churches, and tile sup- commitlee, who is known as the "chancellor of
port _)f the police. All such expenses as these "tre the exchequer." The other three members of the
provided in Great Britain, precisely _ls ill thc Unit- committee are of no especial account. _Now and

ed States, l:y the various local governments. The then it Ires happened that the same person has
amount of these expcnses will be stated below occupied the offices of first lord of the t,'casury
under the head of local administration.- The and chancellor of tile exchequer at the same time.
finances of India and of the colonies are kept en- This was the case with Sir Robert Peel in 1834

tirely separate from thoseof the United Kingdom. and with Mr. Glad_lone in 1874; and both offices
l_'ot a penny from tile revenues of these countries are held by Mr. Gladstone at the present time
finds its way into the coffers of the imperial (1881); but in the nature of things such a union
exchequer, nor is the British treasury in any way of two such onerou_offices must be exceptional.

responsible for any of theirexpenses, exceptin cer- All the five membersof the treasury committee,
lain special cases, as for example, where the ilupe- as well a_ their two secretaries, must be men_ber_
rial government guarantees a loan contracted Ily of parliament, aml all go into or out of office to-
one of thecolollial governmentswith the approval gether when there is a change of administration.
of parliament. TheBritish treasury pays tile sala- It is the business of the chancellor of tlle ex-

ries of thc governors and other iml)ortallt officers chequer to present each year to the house of
in a few of the colonies; but in all the principal commons his financial statement for the ye_tr just
colol_ies these expenses are provided f,lr by colt- expired, and also his "budget" or estimate of
nial taxation. From the beginning it has l)ccn a receipts and expcnses for the current yc::r. The
fundamental principle of British colonization financial year in Gt-eat Britain endsonthelastday
that it should lie self-supporting; and to this cir- of 5Iarch, and the budget is usually presented to

cumstance, no doubt, a considerable part of the the house a fcw weeks later. In presenting the
extraordinary success of British colonization is budget, tile chancellor indicates what modiflca-
due. At the same time, where military defense titus, if any, the government proposes to make
is coltcerned, the imperial government charges in the system of taxation for the ensuing year;
itsclf to a celtain extel_t with the protection of and he usually makes out his estimate in such a
the colonies, as well as with the maintenance of way as to allow a margin of from two to three
its dominion in India, -- The first principle of million dollars for incidental or unforeseenaddi-
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tions to the reckoned expenses.- 1. Rer_enue. race horses, License taxes are levied on ran-
The total revenue of the United Kingdom for keepers, brewers, wine merchants and w,nders

the year ending March 31, 1880, amounted to of beer and spirits, tobacconists, and groccr_
£70,747,079, equal to $339,585,979. The chief selling tea, coffee or pepper. A revenue is also
sources of this revenue were. 1st, Custom house derived from licenses for killing or selling game.
duties,£19,326,000; 2(1, Excise tax, £25,300,000; Dm'ing the past forty years a great many cx-
3d, Income and property tax, £9,230,000; 4th, cise duties have been abolished, such as the ex-
Stamp duty, £10,316,103; 5th, Land and as- cise upon salt, leather, candles, beer, vinegar,

sessed tax, £2,670,000; 6th, Postoffice receipts, glass, soap and paper; yet the revenue deriw.d
£3,330,000 ; 7th, Crown lands, £390,000 ; 8th, from the excise has been increased, instead of
Miscellaneous, £184,976. These sources of rev- being diminished, by these exemptions._3d.
enue may be considered in detail.--ist. Custom Income Tax. The income tax is levied upon
IIouse Duties. Since 1845 customs duties have incomes of £100 per annum and upward. The

been levied only on imported goods, and the net yield of this tax is estimated a_ averag-
number of articles subject to duty has been ing £1,100,000 per penny; so that a tax of nine
greatly reduced. In 1841 the tariff list contained pctJce on the pbund will yield a revenue of
something like 1,200 articles; in 1881 it contained £9.900,000. The income tax is levied upon
only eight, of which only five are of any ira- incomes derived from rent of hind or h,)uses or
portance, towit: tea, yielding£4,016,319; coffee, other real estate, from commerce or profes¢ional
yielding £216,925; wines, yielding £1,378,508; services, or from salaries. The income tax was
spirits, yielding £4.941,871 ; tobacco, yielding first established by the younger Pitt in 1798. At
£8,596,757. The only other dutiable articles are the end of tim :Napoleonic wars, in 1815, when

chicory, cocoa and dried fruits. Customs duties its annual yield was about £14.000,0U0, it was
are levied indiscriminately upon gonds produced abolished; and was not again imposed until 1842,
in British colonies and goods produced in foreign when a deficit of £10,tD0.000 having rolled up in

eountr;es, a_d no distinctions are made with , the course of five year_, Sir Robelt Peel laid a
reference to the nationality of the ships from [ tax of scw;n pcncc ia lhe pound on incomes of

which goods are landed. The articles made £150 and upward, for three years. Incomes in
dutiable arc in the main arlic]cs which can not ] h'cland were exempted from this tax. In 1845,

be produced in the United Kingdom. Where a [ in order to assist Sir Robert Peel in his projeet,_
dutiable article is produced in Great Britain, a¢ ! of commercial reform, the tax was continued; and
in the ei_se of spirituous liquors, it is subjected to since then it has from time to time been continued
an excise tax as nearly as possible equivalent to by spccial legishttion, for various specific put-
the duty. It will be seen, therefore, that the poses. In 1853Mr. Gladstone extended the tax to
British tariff is devised simply for the purpose of iucomesof £100and upw.trd, besides extcndingits
raising revenue, and not at all for tim purpose of operation to Ircl-md. This arrangement was in-

what is called "encouraging native industry" tendcdtola.stonlyuntil1860; buttheCrimeanwar
by taxing consumers for the benefit of producers, intervening in 1854, it was found necessary not
The most important changes made ill the tariff only to prolong tile period of the tax, but to in-
during the present century have been made by crease its rate even to.-ixteen pence in the pound.
Sir Robert Peel in 1842 and 184,5, and by Mr. Sincc 1860, although the rate has he_.n reduced to
Gladstone in 1853 and 1860. The rcsultsof these four pence, and although a tax of this kind is

changes, as affecting tim revenue derived from alw:tys and dc_rvcdly unpopular, the proper oe-
the tariff, may be seen in the following brief state- casinn for abolishing it altogcllwr (lots not seem
ment: In 1842 the total revenue from 1,200 arti- to lmve arrived.--4th. Stare t) Duty. Stamps are

cles was £22,523,000; in 1880 the total revenue required upon all wills, bills of exclmnge, rc-
from eight articles was £19,326,000. Thecustom ccil)tS , title deeds and policies of marine insur-
house department is administered by a board of ance.--Sth. Land Tax. Thisisa tax of four shil-
six commissioners holdingol_ice for life or during lings m the pound, or 20 per cent. on tile annual
good behavior; this board is under the general income of all landed property. These figures
direction of the treasury, and, more specifically, seem enormous, but are really moderate enough.

of the chancellor of the exchequer. Customs du- since the valuation upon which the tax i_ a_essed
ties have in all ages been part of the revenues of is the valuation of the year 1692, whmh is a
the British government. In former times they merely nominal figure when compared with the
were known by the epithet "tonnage aml pound- present valuc of estates. Besides tins, in the same
age," the tonnage duties beingapplicable 1o wines group of taxes, come the taxes npon dwelling

• or spirits, and the poundage duties being amdo- houses, upon domestic servants, private carriages.

gous to what are now commonly known as ad and horses, and various articles of luxury. 1h'one
valorem duties. -- 2d. Excise. The principal ar- of these taxes are levied in Ireland. -- 6th. Post-
titles subject to excise at the present day are office Receipts. The postal service, in counectiotx
spirituous liquors, beer, hops, chicory, and the w_th the public revenue, was established by
sugar used in hreweries. Besides this, tim excise Cromwell in 1657, but its revenue-yielding func-

department receives a very considerable revenue tion has always been regarded as entirely second-
from licenses, hackney carriages and cabs, and axT to its function as a public convenience. In,
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t868 the telegraph _iues throughout Great Britain time before the annual meeting of parliament, the
_'ere purchased by tlle government, and have heads of tlledifferent departments, after consulta-
since that time been operated by tile postoffiee de- tion with tile lords of tlle treasury, prepare esti-
partment, greatly to tim benefit of the public, mates of the probable expenses of tile administra-
Throughout Great Britain and lrel_nd every p(rst- tion of their departments for the ensuing yeal'.

office has a telegrapil office eonne,.t(.d with it, and Four e._pecial budgets are hande.d in: one for the
messages are sent to any disf_uwe at a uniform navy, o_e for tim army, one for the revenue de.

rate of one sbiliing for twenty _ ords. Tim rev- partment, and one for the civil service. The civil
cnue derived from this source amounts to about service is subdivided into departments, such as

one-tenth of that derived from tim carriage of th_Ltof public works, law and justice, education,
letter._; but this ratio constantly tends to increa_e, colonial and consular service, aud charitable in-
from which it may perhaps be i_tferred that the stitutions; and besides all this, there is a section

tariff will ultimately bediminished. -- 7th. Crown devoted to various temporary i)_rposes. Down
Lands. These are landed estates forming, so to to the year 1863, moreover, a small sum was put
speak, the residuum of the ancient hereditary at the disposal of the ministel_ for unforeseen ex-
domain of the crown, They are now ceded to penses. But since 1863 this item has been pro-
the state by every s,)vereian, at the moment of vided for by a regular and permanent &_sigament
his ae_.rssir)n, in consideration of an annual allow- of £120,000. The estimates al-e subdivided into
anee granted him for life by parliament, and articles, each article having reference to a special
kn,)wn as the " civil list.' The crown lands are branch of expense. The amount a_igned bypar-
administered by a speciM department, the com- liament for the civil service of the preceding year
lltl.,..,_uct.-- t)t '._oOtl_ ttlltl |ol'e_.Ls. But these lands is set down in a column by itself; and by the side
(In _ot im'lude the duchy of Cornwall, which is of it are set down the corresponding estimates for
._eparately admimstered, and lhe revenue from the en._uing year; and these estimates are accom-
which i_ as,igned to the Prince of Wales, nor panied by very elaborate explanations concerning
the duchy of Lanea._ter, whose revenues are evcry detailofexl)(:n_c , however minute. Printed
paid to the queen.--atb. The revenues from the copies of these estnnates axe distributed to each

.sale of antiquated or worthless accoutrements of member of the hou_ of commons. After a while
the army and navy, unclaimed arrearages of the they a_'e submitted to the committee of supply for

national debt, contributions from the viceroyalty examination, and the articles are then discussed
,)f India in partial reimbursement of expenses and put to vote, one after another. After a cer-
incurred by the imperial government on ac('ount tain number of articles have been adopted, an act

,)f tl_e military armament of India, dues oralTcars is passed authorizing the lords of the trcasm'y to
pal(1 in by foreign governments, cow,science money apply a certain proportion of the public revenue
(i. e., anonymous remittances of uncollected to the purposes assigned by vote of the h¢)use of
taxes), and various other occasional, unimportant _:ommons. This act is called the "' ways and
or unclas-ifiable receipts. -- 2. IY.,'xper_se_. The means act." The gross amount specified in this

national expenses of the United Kingdom may be act can never exceed the amount of the sums
c,msidered un(ler three heads: 1st, the consoli- already appropriated by the committee of supply.
dated funds; 2d. the public expenses of admin- Several acts of ways and means are ordinarily
istration; and .3(1, the national d_,bt. The annual passed in the course of each session, in accord-
Cxl)en_es of admini_tratiou are provided for from ance with an old constitutional tradition whereby
yea; to 5ear by special votes of the house of corn- enough money is to be granted during the sitting
mons. Expenses rcl:tting to the consolidated of parliament to prevent anydelayin public lmsi-
fund, or to the liquidation of the national debt, hess, without putting into the lmnds of the crown
axe regulat(.d by acts of parliament extending enough funds to enable it to dis!)ense with par-

over an izJdelinite period, and remaining in force liament. Thus are the financial proceediu._s of
so long as they are not formally abrogated. --1st. the house of commons still ._ffeeted by rcminis-
The Consolidated Funds. The yearly revenue, cences of that family of Stuart kings whomit was
after hawng been paid in to the exchequer, is not safe to trust with money[ At the closcof llJc
placed to the credit of the consolidated funds, session a general act of ways and means is passed,
Against this credit there are charged certain rcc:_pitulating all these minor acts, and auth()r
debits as follows, first, the regular interest of the izing the lords of the treasury to appropriate tim
nation:d debt; then, the. ('ivil list, or annual en- revenue in general as therein assigned. Thi._
dowment assigned to the sovereign; then, the general act is called the act of appropriation. In
expenses of the courts of justice, along with the timesofwar, whenitisimpossibletoforeseeexaetiy
salaries of certain permanent officers, such as the the characters and amounts of all the expenses
comptroller of the excl,equer, and other m'_tte_ ] that may be found neces_ary, it is customary to"
winch are not regarded as worth wlnle to be l'e- I passa "vote of confidence," allowing the govern-

ment several millions sterling in order to provide
arranged at every parliament. All these charges I for extraordinary war expenses. Funds grantedare summed up as the regular annual charges

against the consolidated fund. The surplus is ap- i in this way can not be appropriated for any put-
plied to the public expenses of administration. -- pose that is not immediately connected with the
2d. Public Expenses of Administration. Some ] wax going on at the time. If the governmenl;
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turn out to have need of any further funds, par- trusted to him. Before each responsible 1)crsoa
liament must be summoned and demand madc for a is set a statement of all the advances which have
further credit. -- A few words concerning the prae- been made to him, and hc is required to render

tical operations of tile exchequer will here be in an account of the manner in which he has ex-
place. Allthe revenuescollected are paid into the pended these sums. This account is carefully
exchcqucr, from which no funds can be with- examined item by item, and the commi_._ioaers
drawn except 1)3"order of the comptroller of the require a full explanation of every oh<cure or

exchequer, an officerofhigh rank and indepcndent doubtful point. If the exl)lanations are m]sali_-
position, who can be renmved from his post only ftlctol'y, the eommissiozmrs "disallow" the itcm_
after an address presented to the crown (that is, to which they relate, and at la¢t, after ('_mcludmu
to the prime minister) by both houses of parlia- their examination, they make their tel)OCt t,) the

ment. Whenever an ordcr for lnoncy is pro- treasury; and the treasury (tecidcs for it,¢elf iu
sented to the exchequer, it is the business of the the case of disallow.races _'hcflwr it will accel)t
comptroller to see that the object for _hieh the or cancel them. The " derailed audit," however,
nloney is drawn is one of the objects which have only ccrtifics that the accounts to which it refers
heen authorized by parliament, and that the arcduty balanced, that thcrearewm(.hcrs foreach
amount demamled falls within the limits of the payment, and that every l)aylnent has been duty
credit allowed by the house of commons for tills authorized. The "'q)propli'_tion eheok " goes
,_pecifie purpose. The comptroller can not him- farflmr than this, and by means of it the commis-
self draw any money whatever from the ex- stoners of audit in(heale to l)arliament the exact
ehcquer; he can only order the bazll_ to charge sums that have been expcnded in every parti('uhu"
moncys to the credit of a third party whom he for which approprr_ti(ms have been made, show-
designates. Most of the demands on the public ing, moreover, whether the sums appropriated
funds of the interior are made by the payma._ter have been entirely expended. This second kiz_4
general, who advises the treasury daily of the of audit is applied only to a few very important
sums which he is intending to draw on the fol- departmcms, _ueh as the army and navy. and tim
lowing day, and of the several accounts to which pul)lic works.-- The following tables show the
they are to be charged. The treasury then an- total amounts of revenue and expenditure for the
thorizes the comptroller of the exchequer to give sixteen financial years 1866-81 :

the payma.stcr the necessary credit, and the pay. i
master can then transfer this credit to his draw- Revenue : Propor-

__ ,tlozl st Re-

ins account and proceed to make payment. IIis VEAr_S c,w_._ v_r(,IldlIlg
payments are made in various ways; small Slllns March 31. E_t_mated ' A('tual Re- blore +) Ih-ad ofIn the (.eipt_ at tit(* or Less t--) t'olmla

arc paid in ready money at the paymaster's win. Budgets. Exchequer ,than Budget. tion.I

dow, and larger sums by checks on the bank. _ • z • b _.
1866 ........ 66.39"2_(_0 67,S12,:_.2 i : 1._2,3,'292 2 5 1

P'_yments abroad are usually effectcd by means 1867 ........ t,9 .t?,4,:_8 _-:- :z,421,5_ '2 5 ).tb7,0 l'J.o(x)

of orders on the treasury drawn by government lse,8...... 69,970,0(a) 5.q,t_]0,218 369,7f¢8 2 5 6
officers resident abroad, and accepted on presenta- 1869 ........ 78,,150,000 7"2.591,!i!.tl i_ 558,01_3 2 6 81870 ........ T3,515,000 75.4'34,'252,. 1,919,252 2 8 4
tion by the paymaster general. Officers endtled 1871 ........ 67,634,0e0 6.9,945,_.20 -! '2,._H,'220 2 4 5

to draw such orders are usually officers of the 1_ ........ 7"2,._15,0(_)74"7(g4'314i ! 2.?,ir,_,314 '2 7 81873 ........ 71,8-16,000 76,608,770 4.762,77o 2 8 2
3,51;L(_57 ~" 8 `2commissary department, az_d the orders are drawn 1874 ........ 73,702J_ 77,:_5,_157 I_

on account of what is known as the treasnry chcst 1875 ........ 74,425,(300 74,921fl7"] '.i' 49_i,873 2 6 3

1876 ........ 76,b2.SJ_}0 77,131,fi93 I_ r'506,_8 2 7 1fund. This fund consists of about £13,000,000 18_ ........ I_,4_2,000 _,.,_5,0:¢_,'- ]:_._._:_ 2 7 s

coming from the accumulation of disposable _878........ 79,14ti,0(}0 _},7_.'2',._9 I=- _d7,299 2 7 8,1879 ......... 83,2_)J}_K} _'3,115972- ll,t(r2_ "2 9 '2
balances of various sorts, and it furnishes a very 1_0 ........ 8:_.0rc',(X_) S_,¢6:',_) '. -- 1,7900' 0 "2 7 7

convenient me.ms for making disbursements in 1881 ....... 8%b!_5,0(X) 84,(ltL2'd8 -_-1,345.'2N'_ 2 8 if

d_fferent parts of the world. The final check

rclating to the expenditure of the public revenues
is furnished by the audit office. The bureau of I Exp(_.nd_ture Propor.... tl(,n st J,_:t

_E _ILS '_ ........ I _vn(h tl_ro
audit consists of four commissioners who are re- ¢.,,d,n- , , IA,.,,,,_ P,_-. ,

Mart'h _1 E-t nn_ ted ent- v"tf bl°re (+) °r I_ ernead

mowtbie only |u the same way as the comptroller [ ,e I the _!x_ Le_s(--, thaT_of 1'(,,urn-
of the exchequer. Most of the public aecounts i Budgets i ch,_q_.cr. I Budget. tmn.

are sent in to theaudit office for examination, but _ ...... 1.a_t,ena
the detailed ae('ounts of the army and navy arc 1.,7 ...... 167,249,0P0{,5(.¢_4,.'_',7
revised by especial military comptrollcrs. The _e_ ........ 7L'.'8:._oi 71,2'36,242 I_ ,_:_*,7.,,10)9 ........ 2 8 677,8.)8,(D0 7_,971,81_ -- _,_.18t
attdit office does not approve an account unless it 1870....... e_,4:_$,_0 68,,[.w_4,752_- 36_i,752 _ 4 0
can be shown that the credits have been appro- lST1 ........ 69,486,000 6.9,-_48.5.-Lq - 62,._9 2 4 8

1872 ........ 7'2,,hB3,000 71.4,(_),020 -- 942,98- `2 5 0

printed in strict accordance with the acts of ways 187:_........ 71,{i63,_00 70,714,4.t8 918,5,_ `2 4 5
and means. There are two different kinds of 1874........ 75,511,s15 7_,46fi,510 954j,95 2 7 7

1875 ........ 74.sL_7,0eo 74,3.22,04_) 198.!lb0 2 5 10
audit, one called the "detailed audit," the other 1_6 ........ 76,741,t_)0 7_,621,773 -- ]1.%_27 2 _ 10

knowa as the "appropriation check." So far as 1877........ 78.9_}1.0(_J 714,125,_27 775,773 2 7 21878 ........ 85,6119,(}(}0 _¢2,403,495--8_2_5,*_5 2 9 3
tim first is concerned, the duties of the audit office 1879........ 88,.241,110 85,407,,789- &_3,_.21 2 10 6
eoLsist in ascertaining whether each responsible lsso ........ a%,_,sTt _,1,5,75_ - 1,s94,117 _ 9 81881 ........ _1,Y_10,0"25 83,1(U.W24 7'32,101 2 8 a
person hem expended legitimately the funds cn ___=_ ...... , _.
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The expenditure for the financial years 1868 of most of them the government can notexei'cise
and 1869 included supplemental appropriations its right of redemption without giving at least a

for the Abyssinian expedition, amounting to year's notice. The unredeemed principal of tile
£5,600,000, and the expendLture for 1874 in(;tud- perpetual funded debt amounted in 1871 to about
ed the sum of E3.200,000 paid for the Alabama £731,000,000. Of the terminable annuities, some
claims under the treaty of Washington. -- During are the outstanding balances of annuities of which

the whole period of sixteen years there has been the term was originally fixed, while others are
an almost uninterrupted reduction of taxation, as brief annuities created by the government in

may be seen from the following statement' In exchange for loans of money applied to the
1864 the taxes were _'educed by £4,615,508; in redemption of the perpetual funded debt; so that
1885 by £.3,235,384; in 1866 by £5,348,405; and the creation of a terminahle annuity in this way
in 1867 by £601,462. In 1868 they were increased is a step toward the payment of the debt. --An
by £1,285.000 and in 1869 by £1,450,()()0. In attempt was made by Mr. Gladstone in 1858 to
1870 they were reducedby £2,735,670; and in 1871 reduce the interest of a considerable portion of
by £4,497,343. In 1872 they were increased by the dcbt to 21 per cent.; but the attempt was
£3.050,066. In i873 they were reduced by unsuccessful. The principal feature of this plan
£3,895,105; in 1874 by £3,327,380; in 1875 by was the issue of excliequer bonds bearing 2_ per
£4,554,903; and in 1876 by £66,000. In 1877 cent. interest until 1864, and 24j per cent. until

they were increased by £1,549,050. In 1878 they 1894, after which the bonds should be redeemable
were reduced by £6,000. In 1879 they were at the pleasure of the government. These bonds
inc;'ea*ed by £4,340,000. The increase in 1868 were offered in exchange for bills of exchequer
and 1869 was connected with the expenses of the or for shares in the consolidated fund, but they

.A.byssinian expedition;that of 1877 was con- were only taken up to the amount of about
netted with extraordinary disbursements on ac- £400,000, and this was almost solely in exchange

count of the war between Russia and Turkey; for bills of the exchequer. The arrears of the
and that of 1879 was connected with the war in ] national debt are paid through the agency of the

South Africa.--The annual revenue derived i bank of England, which receives a commissionfrom the income tax, the most important of the upon the payments that it mal_es. Formerly so

direct taxes, during each of the financial years [ much importance was attached to the mainte-
1870--81, was as follows. _ nance of a sinking fund for redeeming a certain

amount of the debt each year, that loans were

ITax I i

"_'E.xI_s 19 ,, A,nua_ Lunitauon_. ] often made for the purpose of keeping it up.
ending March_1 Receipt. But the obvious futility of borrowing in order

.L i t to pay the debt caused this sinking fund to be
1870............ i u5 I I0,044,000 ,_ On incomes of and I abolished. But by tile provisions of an act of
1871.......... 4] 6350000 !above £10o. with an I.... I( abatement ot£talonha- parliament of 1875, the national debt is now
1872 ............ 6 9,08,1,000 I ; comes under £z_00, to be gradually reduced by means of a new per-
1872 ............ 7,500,000 ! On Incomes of and :manent sinking fund, maintained by annual votes
1874 ............ 4 5.691,000 i above £1_0. with an

1875............ 02 4,306,0_ abatement of£.SDonin- of the legislature. The charge of the sinking
1876............. 4,109,000, comes under _00. fund for the financial year ending _Iarch 31,
1877 ............ r, ,_,'28o.0co 1876, was fixed at £27,400,000; for the followin_
18'78 ............ _ r, _, 000 On incomes of and

_'7_0'_ above £150, with an year at £27,700,000; and for every subsequent
1879 ............ 5 o,_,v,_._ abatement of £1"20 on

10_0 ......... 5 1_16_0',_ incomes under £400. year at £28,000,000. It was also provided that
188i............ 6 the charges under this head should be entered

under the consolidated fund.--The unfunded or

--3d. _National Debt. The largest branch of ha- floating debt comprises bills of the exchequer and
(tonal expenditure is that for the interest and bonds of the exchequer. Thereare various kinds

management of the national debt. The origin of exchequer bills, distinguished as "supply
of the national debt goes back to 1694, when bills," "deficiency bills," and "ways and means

the bank of England loaned the government bills." Between the two latter kinds of bills
£1,200.000 at 8 per cent. interest, in consideration there is a close analogy. The bills of ways and
of certain chartered privileges which were secured means serve as a guaranty for loans made at the
to it at about that time. During the past hun- bank in order to cover some deficit in the quar-

dred years the expenditure on account of the terly revenues designed for supplying the public
debt has increased more than fivefold. Tile debt service; and in just the same way the deficicncy

is partly funded, partly unfunded. The holders bills provide against slight deficits in the eonsoli-
of the funded debt can not demand the payment dated funds. These two classes of bills may be
,of the principal, but only the annual interest, issued without special recourse to parliament, in
while the holders of the unfunded debt can call virtue of the general authority given to the gov-
for payment of principal as wcllasintcrest. The ernment for financial management. The supply

funded debt has been funded partlyin perpetuity, bills of the exchequer are issued in virtue of a
partly in terminttble annuities. The perpetual direct authorization by parliament. They are a
annidtics are redeemable on payment of the kind of promissory notes, bearing an interest
principal which they represent; but in the case fixed from time to time lff the treasury, and pay-
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able at assigned dates. These notes are usually Ii,t_,_t.
issued in March and June of each year, and the)" PERIODS Prln(.q_al of 'and co_t of

usually run for one year from the date of issue. Debt. _,n_-

They have most of the characters of bank bills, _ ---_---

and are receivable ill payment of the revenues for Debt17.q_at.............................beginning of French war, 2_9,_0,148 9,208,495tile year in anticipation of which they are issued. Debt contracted during French 601,.500,343 ,_2 829,696
But formerly the sum of these bills in circulation war until overthrow of Napoleon !
would occasionally become too large to be re- Total funded and unfunded debt

deemed under these conditions; and in such cases OllllFiclb;h1, 1817, when Engli._h ]exchequers were con- 840,850,491 32,038,191
,t was customary to authorize a new issue each aolidated ....................... [5-ear for the purpose of paying off the bills of the

Debt paid from Feb. ;_ 1817, to Jan.

preceding year arrived at maturity. The incon 5, 1835 .......................... i" 53'°11'675 2,_94,674
venience of this is obvious, and in 1861 a new

system was introduced. Bills of the exchequer Debt on Jan. 5, 1836 ................. .....787,6_.816 k_*_,14'!,_51_7

are now charged to the account of the consoli- Dubt on .March 31, 1880.............. 77.t,044.235!27.488.18",

dated fund. They are thus payable at the close Debt, including terminable annul-, I

of one 3'ear from tile date of issue, but are only ties and charge thereon on biareh 768,70.%6_2 i 2 ,448,598
paid in case payment is demanded by the holders, aL t_l .........................

If they are not presented for payment at. the end -- During the fifteen years 1867-81, the capital of
of the year, they arc payable at the end of the the national debt v'tried as follows:
following year, and so on. The treasux T is author-

ized to issue new bills in amount sufficient to re- _E.xRS !_ D_.m'.
place those which have been paid on presentation, e_amg I .............
The holders of bills of the exchequer which have _a,_ . Fundt<l. Terminable II Annmtles. I Unfunded Total.

not nmre than six months to rut, may offer them 1_7 .... 17m.-_.s'z--_o _ _ i_5.6o7 076 7 9_;.801J 8('_:_,';52 50t
in payment of taxes. The trca_m'y has the right 18¢_ .... I 741,b44,qSl 5;'L_t58 874 7.911.1a O 8_I;L01L955

to fix the rate of interest on these bills, which ]_9 ..... !741,112,640 51,913,68_ 9,8.¢_6.1(xJ802.9"_.._2,;_ti3
• can not, however, exceed 5] per cent. per annum. 18_0..... '741,514,681 4(.O;_17,479 J 6,7bl,500 7q7.9t3._;_P

1871 ..... .,732,043,_0 54.413 310 [ 6.091,(i00 _.of2,547.580
The sum total of exchequer bills in circulation 18_2..... u731,75o,.q{,2 52,-'2_;,775I 5,155.10(} 7ta3.198,837

does not exceed £6,000,000, though formerly it 187_..... 17"27.374,082 ._:¢.)201.768I 4.8._}.100 7t_2,404,_.k-_)1874 ' 72,3.514,005 48,(r2|,17'd i 4.479.6(D 775.017.7_3
at tained a much higher fi_re.--Exchequer bonds 1875........... 1714,797,715 52,311.487 5 230,o00 77'2.348_o2
are notes bearing interest and payable at specified 1876.. ' 713,t157,517 49,0787.9-2 11,4111,8('0 774.138,1(_._1877 ...... 712.621,355 46.549.819 1:_..qda,80(i 773,114 974

dates. They are issued for periods of five or six l_rr_..... i 710.843,007 4:_j_4.1,057 203;0-3jD0 7750900,04
vears. The sum total of bonds in circulation 1879..... 1709.430.593 40.345.454 _5.._70.100; 775.bdq,117
" 1880 ._ ' 710.47_5,359 _i,2"22..976 '27 _t4,900 774,1k14.2._

twenty yearn ago was nearly £4,000,000, but has l!S81..... ,7(YJ,078.5'26 37,,547,_.,6 ")2,077.:-,00 7()_,;(g3,¢_92

dwindled until it is now less than £1, 000, 000. --

The following table exhibits the condition of the -- The bahmecs in the exchequer for the sixh'en

national debt from its origin down to the year years 1866-81, are. shown in the following v_ble:
1881, at various periods:

B,i]_tnc|. Ill

--%_ AI.lSendhlg_l.'_r ch Sl I Exehe_lucr. ]l. endlngYI':Al,SM,t,ell St. i_:x,.h,'lLt'........qut'r

Interest, 1866 ............. 5.8.51,_14 [ 1874 ........... I 17,442.8")4Principal of and cost of

............. ...........Imerit. 1868 ............. I 4,781,1M6 ' ' 5.1I.q.587

_87o............. I 8.6o6647 1_8 ........... I _,_3 :_8._
Debt at its beginning in 1694 ........ 664,263 89,855 1871 ............. [ 7,0'23,435 1879 ........... [ 6,915,7._
Exc_s of debt contracted during 1872 ............. 9,342,652 1880 ........... 3,273,4"._

reign of William Ill. over debt 15.7_,439 1,2TI,087 187_ ............. 1,992,705 1881 ........... 5,9:-'3,662
pa_d off .........................

Debt at accession of Anne, 17_ .... 16 _94,7_ --_ -- Parliament has at various times phtced at the

Debt contraetedduringAune'sr_lgn 87,750,_I 2,040,416 disposal of the government large sums to be
Debt at-accession of George I, 1714 54,145,--3_--_ loaned to private individuals or companies upon
Debt pand off during George l.'s

reign over debt COntracted...... 2,053,1_5 1,133,807 personal security, in order to facilitate the progre_

Debt at accession of George II., 17f 5_,09"2,'2_8_ of works of national importance. Advances ofthis sort are known as "exchequer loans." They

DebtpeaceCO,tractedofParis, 176_r°m...........1727 till: 86,77_192 _,_4,500 are made upon proper security, at a reasonable

Debt in l71t3........................ 188,8_5,43t) 4,852,051 rate of interest, and are payable at specified
Paid during peace, 1763-75 .......... 10,281 795 880,480 periods. -- "Ill. LOCAL ADMI.NISTIL_.TION. The

Debt at beginning of American ------ principal administrative division of the kingdom
war, 1775 ....................... 1_8,58_6..%5 4,471,571 is the c_ranty, of which, as above stated, there are 52

Debt eontracled during American 121,267,993 4,980,201 in England and Wales, 33 in Scotland (includingwar ...........................

-- the "stewartry" of Kirkeud')riglit), and 32 in
Debt at cloee of American war .... _ 9,451,T72
Paiddur_glm_e, 17844}3....... '... 24_i277 Ireland. The county of York is thvided into

-Debt at beginning of French wax ( 10,501,380 three parts or distrmts known as ridings, a word
_7_a ........................... .'_1 _,aso,14e 9208,4_ which is probably a corruption of trithing or
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"third." The principal county magistrates are "clerk of the peace" who is appointed by
the lord lieutenant, the sheriff, the justices of tile lord lieutenant, attends the sessions as secretary_
peace, and the coroners._L_rd Lieutenant. This and is charged with the execution of their de-
officer is appointed by the crown (i. e., by the eisions. The justices of the peace appoint a
prime minister), and is chosen from among the treasurer In order to facilitate the transaction
principal noblemen residing in the county. He of business, each county is divided into districts,
is a_istcd by one or more deputies whom he and the justices resident in each district hold

appoints himself, and who compose _ith him the petty sessions, from whi('h an appeal lies to the
lieutenancy_f th(.county. He isthekecper of the quarter sessions. The justices of the peace in
rolls, and in this capacity takes part in the sittings quarter se_ions also assc_ the county taxes in
of the justices of the peace. Down to 1871 hc accordance with a uniform valuation of thc taxa-
was comnmndcr of the militia, and appointcd its ble property in thecounty. Theconnty cxpen._ea
officers, as well as those of the yeomam T and the are chiefly incurred in the building and repair of
voluntccrs; but in 1871 these prerogatives were bridges and highwnys, and of county court
transferred to the crown. -- Sher_'.ff. In ancient houses. Thesearc all provided outof the general
times the _heriff waselccted by the fl'eeholders of tax levied at the quarter sessions. A sp_,cial tax
thecount)'; but since the reign of Edward I. tie is is devoted to the maintenance of prisons and

appointed annually by the crown. It is not per- lunatic as_ lures. The local police is al¢o sup-
missible to refuse the position of sheriff, althougll ported in the main by the county, though a
no salary is attached to it and the oflicc brings certain proportion, not exceeding one-fourth of
with it considerable cxpcnse; but the social con. thcexpense, isusually contributed by the national

sideratiuu connected with the office is such that treasury. The various committees charged with
the principal laLJdhoidcrs of the county are usually the separate items of county affairs, such as the

very desirous of obtaiub)g it. The penalty, in committee on prisons, the committee on buildings,
case of refusal, is a fine of £600. An interval of etc., prepare an account of thcexpenses incurred
three years must elapse between any t_o succes- in their several departments; and these accounts,
sire incumbencies of the same sheriff. The together with the report of the treasurer, are sub-

sheriff is charged with the maintenance of the mitted to the appJoval of a committee of finance
public peace and the execution of the laws. tie appointed by thcjustices of thepeace.- C¢_r(nwrs.
presides over elections, he is superintendent of The duties of the coroner are the same in Great
jaiis, he .lrrcsts persons accused of crime or mis- Britain as in the United States. Though, as his
demeanor, he summons juries, and sees that judg- title imports, he is par excellence the "crown
merit is cxecuted. To assist him in the discharge officer" or representative of the crown, he is
of his duties he appoints a deputy sheriff, at usually elected by the freeholdel_ of the county.
well as bailiffs anti jailors. The sheriff is not a In some instanccs, however, hc is appointed by
justice of the peace, and can not take part ill the the crown, or by the chief magistrates of certain
sitlillgs of tilese magistrates. The sheriff of the cities. Each county has from three to six coro-
county of )Iiddle._cx is not appointed by the ners.- Cities amt JBqroughs. These names are
crown, but isclected by the citizens of London.-- applied particularly to municipal corporations

Justices of the Petite. The administrative func- independent of the county, which retain, by
lions of the ancient county courts have been virtue of a charter or of a special act of parlia-
passed down to the justices of the peace. These ment, the power of sclf-government intact.

magistrate_are nominated by the lord lieutenant Legislation regarding these corporations was
in his cap_city of kc_,per of the rolls, and are summed up and epitomized in an act of 1835.

appointed by the lord chancellor. They must A municipal corporation consists of a mayor, a
necessarily be residents in the county. Their board of ahlermen, a common council, and citi-
numerous dutics are performed in assemblies zeus or lmrges._s. Tim citizens are all-individ-
known as quarter se_ions, petty sessions, and uals having attained their legal majority who
special sessions. The business transacted in have occupied dining three consecu¢ive ),ears a
quarter sessions is both judicial and administra- house, sltop or office within the city, or who have
tive. As civil judges they decide appeals from 1heir true residence w_thin the city or within a
decisions of the petty county court_; they decide r',ulius of seven miles of it, and who have besides
ul)on questions rel'ttingtolocal tax'ttiou, licenses, been enrolled as liable to the poor tax. The
and the practical administration of the poor laws. citizen list, or roll of burgesses, is publicly revised
As criminal judges they have cugnizanceof petty ever)" year. The citizens clect the councilors,
crimes and misdemeanor._, and may arrest persons auditors and assessors. Councilors are chosen
or bind them over to keep the peace. Their subject to a property qualification of not less
principal administrative duties relate to thesuper- than £500. No ecclesiastic can be elected coun-

vismn of bridgcs and highways, prisons and cilor, nor can any one who is in receipt of a
_sylums, and loc_d police. They appoint the salary from the city. Councilors are elected for
chief of the police, subject to the approval of a term of three years. Aldermen are appointed
the home secretary, and the chief appoints his by the common co.uncil, and hold office for a
subordinate officers, subject to the approval of term of six years, and no one is eligible as alder-
the justices of the peace. An officer known as man who is not eligible as councilor. The alder-
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tm_ide at city elections, sad one of them both are disguised by a peculiar nomenclature.
_k_ the place of the mayor in the case of his The change from the old t_w_Mp to the modern
absence or death. The mayor is elected annually parch is in most instances merely a change of
by the common council, and is taken indiffer- name; nnd the old town meetil_g survives in the
ently from among the aldermen or from among w_t_7/ me_ti_g of the parish. The vestry clects
the councilors. The mayor is .ex o,qleio justice of officers for the administration of parochial af-
the peace during hisyear of office aml the follow- fairs, such as church wardcns, commissioners of

ing year. In the municipal council his sole cemeteries, constables, overseers of the poor, and
privilege is to preside at the meetings. The highway surveyors. The church wardens, of

municipal council holds its meetings quarterly, whom thcre are two in each parish, have charge
and besides this, extraordinary meetings can be of the repair of the parish church and of what-
summoned by the mayor or by any five council- ever secular business belongs directly to the
ors. Two.thirds of the members of the council church. They a,'e paid from the revenues of the

are required for a quorum. The council may church; and before 1868, when their wages from
make regulations for the city and ensure their ob- this source were inadequate, a special tax was
servance by affixing fines not exceeding £5. levied, known as the church rate, which could

Such regulations become effective only after not exceed 5 per cent. of the annual revenue
having been posted for forty days at the entrance from the properties on which it could be laid.
to the city hall, and after having been communi- Since 1868 the payment of church rates has been
cared to the home secretary. The council admin- made optional. Whercvcr there is a parochial
isters the municipal estates and revenues, and it cemetery, its administration is entrusted Io a
has supervision over the local administration of special committee, which provides for its exl)enses

justice, over prisons and houses of correction, by a tax on burials. Whcnever it is necessary to
and other local matters. Besides the council establish a ncw cemetery, or enlarge an old one,
there arc in every city certain officers which are the committee may negotiate a loan, with the
either appointed by the council or elected by the consent of the vestry. All country roads except
citizens. The a_scssors and auditors are elected turnpikes are kept up by the parishes, by means

by the citizens, while the other officers a,'e ap- of a highway rate which is assessed in precisely
pointed by the council and hold office for life or the same manner as the poor rate. Petitions

during good behavior. Among these are the for the abatement of thcse classes of taxes may
town clerk (who has charge of the charters and be heard by the justices of the peace in special
archives of the city, and prepares the electoral or quarter sessions. Besides these obligatory
lists), the towntreasurer, etc., etc. In most cities charges, the vestry can undertake, at its own
and boroughs there are county courts for the trial option, the service of the. police and that of
of civil actions, the extent of their circuit being lighting the streets, the taxes for these purposes

prescribed by the lord chancellor. These courts being assessed after the manner of the poor rates,
have cognizance of all civil actions not exceeding except that properties consisting in buildings pay
£50 in value. At the request of any city, its three times as much as lands. Besides these
magistrates may undertake the administration of local services, there are others--such as public
criminal justice in petty cases, the expense being carriages, water supply, fire department, repair
defrayed by the city. The principal expenses of of town clocks, public baths, markets, etc.--
cities and boroughs are expenses for lighting, which are sometimes discharged by the vestry,
water, repair of streets, and police.--Parishes, but perhaps more generally by local committees
At the base of local administr'ttive organization whose sphere of activity may extend over several
in Great Britain is found the parish. The ancient parishes. The extent of the circuit of suchlocal
division of the county was into hundreds and committees is determined by the home secretary,
townships, but these divisions at the present day but the committees are responsible not to tim na-

have had their prinmpal functions merged in or ob- tional government, but to the pttrishes with which
8cured by those of the county and the parish. At their work is concerned.-- City of l_)rulo_ The
the head of each hundred there is an officer called huge metropolis, with it._ population (in 1879) of
the high constable, who was formerly elected by 4,714,000, is technically known as the "_letro-
the freeholders of the hundred, but who is now politan District," and its current n'mae isLondon.
appointed by the justices of the peace in quarter Properly speaking, however, the city of London
sessions. The dutiesof this officer have lost their contains hardly 100,000 of this vast popul._tiou.

ancient importance, and are now limited to the The city contains 108 parishes, and is divided into
collection of taxes and the serving of writs. 26 quarters or wards. The munieit)al government
The word "town" has to a considerable extent is vested in the council, consisting of the lord

departed from its ancient meamng. Townswhich mayor, 26 ahlermen, and 206 councilors. The
are not especially chartered as cities or boroughs lord mayor is elected annually by the council of
have no distinct government as such, but for aldermen and the assembly of guild masters,
all administrative purposes make a part of the among the aldermen who have held the office of
county in which theyare situated. _*evertheless, sheriff. Within the city the lord mayor takes
neither the old townships nor the old free as- precedence over the members of the royal family

sembly of the township have disappeared, though with the exception of the sovereign. He has the
79 VOL. n.--26
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prerogatives of a lord lieutenant, and besides his with some of the more important metropMitaa
administrative functions he is the first justice of parishes. The administration of the entire me-
the peace for the city, and sits in several local tropolis is ureter the supreme direction of a me-
courts. Tile aldermen are elected by the free- tropolitan commission composed of forty-three
holders occupying houses of more than £I0 rental, members, appointed by tile district commissions
The common council can not contain more than and by those vestries which perform the same
eight members following the same trade. To be work as the district commissions. Tile mere-
eligible as councilor it is necessary to possess, in bets hold office for three years, one-third of the
one's own ward, a house of at least £10 rental, number being replaced each year. The metro-
The common council is at once a legislative and politan commission elects its own president
an executive body. It regulates and alters the and other officers. This metropolitan commis-
constitution of the city, without appeal to any sion has charge of the sewers, decides upon
other authority in the kingdom. It disposes of the opening of new streets or the widening
all the funds of the municipal corporation; aml or altering of old ones, and also controls the

it appoints all the municipal officers whose ap- naming of the streets and the numbering of
pointment has not been reserved to the aldermen, houses. The purification of the Thames is one

Among the municipal officers the most important of the most important works which the commis-
is that of the recorder, who is elected for life by sion has in hand; and to defray the cost of it
the board of aldermen. He is the consulting parliament has authorized a tax of three pence

lawyer of the corporation, and represents thelord in the pound on the rental of all the real estate
mayor in his judicial functions. In all cases in the metropolis for forty years. The general
where the lord mayor and the aldermen sit as expenses of the commission are met by a tax

judges, the recorder sums up the arguments and graded equitably with reference to the wealth of
pronounces the decisions. He also attends the the various districts and the advantage which
central criminal court as representative of the they relatively receive from a given set of ira-
lord mayor, and at the close of each session of provements. The members of the district commis-
this court lie makes report to the crown concerning sions are chosen in each parish from among those
capital sentences. He presides over the quarter people who pay poor rates assessed on an annual
sessions at the Guildhall and at Southwark; and income of not less than £40; and they are chosen

he is also the advocate of the city, charged bya vestry consisting of not less than 18 nor more
with the defense of its interests, if necessary, than 120 members. Parishes containing more
before parliament. The commor_ sergea_t, elect- than 2,000 electors are divided into sections. In
eel by the common council, is the assistant of districts formed of a single parish the vestry
the recorder. He attends the meetings of the itself acts as a district commission. These local
aldermen and common council, as well as those commissions and vestries superintend the local
of the different municipal committees, to give lighting, sewerage, paving, and street cleaning.

legal advice when required. The town clerk, They also employ physicians to inspect the sani-
chosen also by the common council, has charge tary condition of their districts. Each vestry or
of the archives and is keeper of the municipal district commission defrays its expenses by means
seal. The reraembrancer is an officer who attends of two taxes: the general rate and the sewer rate.
the houses of parliament in order to watch the Separate accounts are kept for each of_ these
interests of the city there, and to make a report taxes, as well as for street lighting when that is
of whatever is said or done that may affect its provided for by a general tax. The vestry or

privileges. The cha_berlain, besides filhng the district commission is authorized to abate taxes,
office of city treasurer, receives the oath from in whole or in part, in the case of localities which
persons who have estabhshed their right to the derive little or no advantage from them. These

freedom of the city, and decides disputes between taxes are collected by the inspectors of the poor
masters and apprentices. After these officers rate, unless the vestries or district commissions
come the comptroller, the auditors, the secretary appoint special collectors. The accounts of all
of municipal works, the coroner, and the two theselocalboards are approved byauditorselected
sheriffs. --Metropolitan District. The various de- at the same time as the vestrymen. A special
partments of public service entrusted to local auditor, appointed by the government, approves
committees, of which mention was made above, the accounts of the metropolitan commission.--
constitute in London a special administrative The total amount annually raised by local t/txa-
department, which deals principally with public tion was as follows, in the three divisions of the
works. The metropolitan circuit, for this pur. United Kingdom, in the year ending March 31,

pose, comprises the city of London and county 1874, this being the latest official return:

of Middlesex, with certain parts of the counties -- t t VoVl_e_l
........... I l_,e p s .Rai_ed by Revenue

of Essex, Surrey and Kent, the whole making up vL_,L_,,_,. Taxesrr°mJ _oana.r froma
I • I Source*.

the enormous aggregate known to modern geog- ---- ---/-----_ ,¢ -
raphy as London. This metropolitan circuit is England and Wales ....... [ 28,897 029 8,201,499 37,781,193

Scotland(partly e6ttmat'd)] 2.:_7_55'7 I 149,494 ] _,20'2.714

divided into thirty-eight districts, each of which Ireland ................... / "2'9_'0091 1_'4_/ 4,_,908has its board of commissioners. The city by -............
itself forms one district, and the same is the case Total for United Kingdom/ 29,265,59518,480,486_45,538,815
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--The following table exhibits the amountsof the which was deeTared by Henry VIII., was con-
various branches of localexpenditure in theyear summated at the beginning of the reign of
e_lding March 81, 1874: Elizabeth. The crown was declared by parlia-

ment to be the supreme head of the realm in,_mu,a_) ANDWALES.
In the Metropolis: matters spiritual as well as in matters temporal

Poor relief, including workhouse loans repaid ,'g 1,636,541 The thirty-nine articles, together with the book of
All other parochial expenditure payable out

of poor rates .............................. 136,507, common prayer, were adopted as containing an
autlloritative statement of the cardinal tenets of

_g 1,773,048
Locl_ management by vestries (exclusive of the church. The dogma of transubstantiation

metropoll.tan board of works) mmntvnance was rejected, and with it were rejected works ofof roads, w_ng, lighting, sewerage, etc. 1,516,964
Metropohtau board of works : local pubhc supererogation, purgatory, indulgences, the wor-

works, sewerage, etc ....................... 1,385,015 ship of images and relics, the worship of the
Corporation and com'rs of se_ers of London:

local public works, sewerage, et_ ......... 1,136,,'Y71 virgin and the saints, am'icular confession, and
Ydetropohtan police........................ 1,041,601 the celibacy of the clergy; and communionin bothScbool boards ............................... 743,448
Burial boards, et_........................... 56,710 kinds was allowed to the laity as well as to the

Total local expenditure In metropolis ...... £ 7,6,_,157 clergy. An oath was required of all the clergy, as
well as of all members of parliament and all pub-

qCounty Districts:
Po4,rrelief, includ'g workhouse loans repaid. £ S,(_8,9_ I]c officials, recognizing the sovereign as the head
All other parochial expenditure payable oat of the church. At first there was no recognition of

of poor rates .............................. .'_JM liberty of conscience; boll] Catholics on the one
.,_ 6,17,47,152 lmnd, and Calvinistic Puritans on the other, were

County purposes: police, prisons, asylums, subject to persecution. But the spirit of pcrsec.ucte ........................................ 9,780,165
_unicipalboroughs,for public works, police, tion is not congenial with the spirit of civil

ew. ........................................ 3,57"._,4_'3 liberty which has always been .so powerful inUrban sanitary auth_ri_iea ................. 7,95%'20_
Rarai sanitaryauthocities ................... 1.59,t19 England; and by the eighteenth century corn-
For maintenance of pubhc roads, by high- plete toleration had hegun to prevail. At theway boards ................................ 1,575,60_
Turnpike trusts ............................. 671,099 present day all sects arc fully tolerated in Eng-
F,chool boards ............................... 1,214,617
Burial boards for public eeraetertas .......... 341,971 land, and civil disal)ilities do not attach to any
Other purposes .............................. 422,465 class of citizens for religious reasons. -- The st)v-

Total local expenditure In country districts £25,384,137 ereign, as temporal head of the church, possesses

_3oast District,s: the right to nominate to all vacant archbishoprics
For erection and maintenance of eommer- and bishoprics; but this, like most of the rights

cial harbors ................................ £ 3.0_2.571 of the crown, is l)raetically exercised by the

Llghthouass, pilotage, and saving life at sea 680,689 l)rime minister. Thc premier appoints to dean-

Total localexpenditure in coast districts... £ :3,764260 erics and such prebeudaries and canonries as are
Metropolis ....................... .t_7,653,157 in the gift of the crown. There are 2 provinces

Summary : ._Comatry.......................... _5,8_4.13"/ and 31" dioceses in England. The provinces are
{Coasts ......................... .%7e_%'_60those of Canterbury and York, each under i_s

Total England and Wales .................. £36350,554 archbishop. The former contains 23 dio(,cse-,
the latter contains 8. The archbishop of Canter-

seOa'L_,Sv, bury is the primate; as spiritual head of the
Parochial boards for relief of the poor ......... £ 851,865 church lie presides at the coronation of th(, sover-"-Pown authoritms .............................. 1,176.0(J0
Countyassessments: police, prisons, roads,etc. 258,000 cign and admitfisters the oath. The archbishops
Turnpike natsts ................................ 180.158 are the chiefs of the clergy in their provinces,School boards ................................ _27,847
Other purposes ................................ 36_,172 and they confirm and consecrate all the bishops.

Total Scotland ............................ £ 3,157,542 They have also each his own diocese, wherein
they exercise episcopal, 'as throughout their

m_LAx_n, provinces they exercise archiepiscopal jurisdic-
Poor relief ................................... £ 1,000,SS0 diction. Thus there is the diocese of Canterbury,

'Town authorities ............................. f,63_776
Grand jury eess: roads, bridges, prisons, etc.. 1,189,._ as well as the province of Canterbury, comprising
Police .......................................... 1,2/4_1fl3 the dioceses of Canterbury, Winchester, Salisbury,Harbors and lights ............................ 477,1161
Other purposes ................................ 119,341 Exeter, London, etc. For the management of

Total Ireland .............................. £ 4,615,624 ecclesiastical affairs, the provinces have each a
council, called the convocation, consisting of the

England audWales .............. £36,750,554 bishops, archdeacons and deans, in person, while
Summary : -_Scotland ......................... 5,157.542

(Ireland .......................... 4,615,624 the inferior e]ergy are represented by proctors.

Total United Kingdom ..................... £44,523,720 These councils are summoned by the archbishops
in the queen's name. In the province of Canter-

IV. CHVRCH. The established church of bu_ T the convocation is divided into two houses,

_England is the Protestant Episcopal, the funds- like parliament, the archbishop and bishops sit-
mental doctrines of which are regarded as era- ting in the upper house, while the deans and the
bodied in the thirty-nine articles, agreed upon in representatives of the inferior clergy sit in the
convocation in 1562, and finally settled in 1571. lower house. In the province of York all sit to-
The separation of the EngLish church from Rome, gether in one house. The archbishop of Canter-
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bury takes precedence of alluther subjects, after well as from surplice fees forbaptlsms, marrlag_
the members of the royal family. The archbishops and burials. The sum total has been estimated
and bishops sit, by virtue of their office, in the at £_, 480, 000. The archbishop of Canterbury
house of lords; and this circumstance in English receives about £15,000; the archbishop of York,
history has, very fortunately, prevented the £10,000; the bishop of London, £I0,000; the
development of the convocation into a separate bishop of Durham, £8,000; the bishop of Win-
estate of the realm, co-ordinate with the peers chester, £7,000; and tile other bishops from_
and the commons. The houses of convocation £3,000 to _.5.000. The deans receive £1,000 an_
have their sessions during the same season as the upward.-- Of the entire population of Euglan4

sessions of parliament, but their powers have be- and Wales, about 14,000.000 belong to the estab-
colne with time very much restricted, and at the lished church, leaving about 11,500,000 to all
present day none of their decrees are in any way other sects. Among the Protestant dissen'_ers,
binding on the laity unless confirmed by act of the most numerous and influential are the Inde-
parliament. It has become one of tho_ happy pendents or Congregationists, the Weslcyans,
devices, of which English history is so full, of and the Baptists. The Wesleyans have more
allowing certain clasps of people to play at than 9,000 places of worship, the Congregation-
sovereignty, and even to exercise here and there alists about 3,500. and the Baptists about 2.000.
a little harmless jurisdiction, while the real Other dissenting sects of more or less soci_d ira-

sovereignty remains all the time with the chosen portauee, are the Unitarians, Quakers and
representatives of the people in thehouse of com- Moraviaus. There are about 1,000,000 Rom:_n
mona. The ecclesiastical courts take cognizance Catholics in England; and the Roman church has
of questions of heresy and schism, of public wor- 14 dioceses there, all united in the so.called

ship, and of the revenues of the clergy. In each " province of Westminster," and presided over
diocese the archdeacon's court is the court of by one archbishop and thirteen bishops. Ia
primary jurisdiction. Above this comesthe con- Scotland the Roman church has three vicars.

sisto:'ial court of the bishop. Appeals lie from In 1877 there were 1,039 Catholic chapels in
this to the provincial court of Canterbury, known England, and 233 in Scotland.--The established
as the court of arches, and from this there is church in Scotland is Presbyterian in govern-
a final appeal to the judicial committee of the mcnt and Calvinistic in doctrine. There is il)

privy council.--There are about 12,000 parishes each parish a parochial tri,bunal, called a "kirk
in England, besides something like 200 places session," consisting of the minister as president,
ranked as extra-parochial. Every parish Ires a together with several other persons prominent in
parish church, presided over by the rector, who the neighborhood, of whom two are selected as
is called the "parson." IIe hohls duringlife the "elders." A certain number of 1)ari_hes con-
freehold of the parsonage, with its manse and stituting a district send each its minister and one

glebe-lands, and receives the tithes and other of its elders to an assembly called a "presby-
dues. But in some cases the benefice is annexed tery," which has the power of ordaining minis-
in perpetuity to some spiritual corporation, which ters, of authorizing candidates to preach before

thus appropriates the dues and becomes the ordination of investigating complaints against
patron of the living. A v/car is a person ap- members of the church, of admitting new mere-
pointed by such a corporation, to hold the living bers, and of pronouncing sentences of excom-

as its lieutenant; in other respects the vicar does munieation. Minor matters of church discipline
not differ from arector The patronage, or right are dealt with in the kirk session, from which,

of nomination to a benefice, is called the advow- however, an appeal always lies to the presby-
son, and is legally classified under the head of tery, and ultimately to the general assembly, the
real property. Of the 11,728 benefices now highest body in the Scotch church. The
existing in England and Wales. 1,144 are in the general assembly is composed partly of ministers
gift of the crown, 1,853 are presented bybishops, and partly of lay members, elected annually by
938 by chapters, 931 by officers of metropolitan the different presbyteries, boroughs and univer-
churches, 770 by the universities of Oxford and sities. It consists of 386 members, and meets in
Cambridge, the colleges of Eton, Winchester May every year. The nomination of ministers
and others, and 6,092 by lords, gentlemen and belongs either to the crown or to private individ-

ladies in the enjoyment of private patronage, uals. In 1830 some of the Scotch people pro-
Rectors receive the whole revenue of their bene- tested against this use of patronage, and in 1843
rices; hut vicars, as simple agents or delegates of the result was the division of the church. Along-
the holders of the benefices, receive only a por- side of the national church of Scotlaud there
tion. By an act of 1871, when a parson who has grew up the free church of Scotland. The latter

held a living for seven years or more ia incapaci- clmrch, supported entirely by voluntary contril)u-
tatcd by physical infirmity from discharging his tions,has built 900 chu-rcbes and 600 school houses,

duties, lie may be retired on a pension not cx- besides establishing several foreign missions.
ceedingone-third the revenue of the living.--The Including the free church, considerably more

church revenues are derivedvery largely from than half the populationof Scotland may be
rcal estate, and also from tithes (which in 1836 ranked as dissenters from the established church
wcrc commuted for a fixed charge in money), as of Scotland. There are numerous bodies of Con-
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gregationalists, Wesleya.s, Baptists and Umta- the poor and ill-managed pariS, as paupers
rians. The national church of Scotland has three were inclined to nligrate from the latter to the
pl_sbyteries in England. -- In 1876 it was esti- former. This evil gave riSe to what was known
mated that there were 51,250 Jews in Great as the doctrine of settlement, in accordance with
Britain, of whom 39,883 t,_sided in London. -- In which it was provided in 1662 that, on com-
1871 the census of Ireland showed the following plaint of the churchwardens or overseers, an
_]istribution of sects : Roman Catholics, 4,141,933; indigent person coming into a parish might be
Episcopalians, 683,29.3; Presbyterians, 558,238; compelled to return to the parish where he was
Wesleyans, 41,815; Baptists, 4,643; Congrega- born, or at least where he was last settled. Such
lionalists, 4,485; Quakers; 3,834; Jews, 258; biis- abuses prevailed in the administration of this
cellaneous, 19,035. --The Roman Catltolic church system of poor relief that in 1834 a new act was
in Ireland has 4 archbishoprics (Armagh, Cashe], passed, placing the administration of the poor
Dublin and Tuam) and 23 bishoprics. The law under the control of a board of commission-
church is supported by fees on the celebration of ers to be appointed by the crown. The powers
_irths, maITiages and masses; by Christmas and lodged in this board passed through various vicis-
Easter dues; and by voluntary suhscriptions and situdes into the hands of the local government
free-will offerings. The Catholic college of May- board in 1871. By the act of 1834, and later acts,
nooth was disendowed Jan. 1, 1871. The Prot- the board was authorized to insist upon the eree-
estant Episcopal church was esL_blished by law tion of workhouses in which able-bodied paupers
in Ireland, from the time of Elizabeth until 1869, should be compelled to reside; and, wimrever
when Mr Gladstone's government disestablished necessary, to consolidate several adjacent parishes
it. It is henceforth on the same footing practi- into a union, with a workhouse in common.
<'ally as any other free or dissenting sect.- V. Masters of workhouses and other wage-receiving

POOR LAw. Down to the time of Iteury VIII. officers of unions or parishes were made remov-
the only institutions for public charity were the able by the bo_rd, which was also empowered to
monasteries, which by distributing alms alleviated provide for a thorough inspection of workhouses,
distress in a fitful and irregular manner. Upon and for a proper audit of the accounts of over-
the dissolution of the monasteries it was soon seers. Each parish was to remain separately

found desirable to establish some civil machinery chargeable for the maintenance of its own poor.
for the relief of the poor, and various more or The effects of this act of 1834 were such that with-
less ineffectual measures were passed during the in three years from its passage the total annual
sixteenth century, witll this object in view, until expenditure for the relief of the poor was reduced
at last in 1601 the famous statute 43 Eliz., c. 2, from£,6,317,253to£4,044,741. Thc expenditure at

became the foundation of the modern English the present time is over £8,000,000 annually for
poor law. This statute provided that every par- England and Wales; but in view of the enormous
ish should have a board of overseem of the poor, increase in wealth and population, this burden is
_eonsisting of the churchwardens, together with much lighter than in 1834.--VI. Pt'BLIC I_'-
from two to four householders to be appointed s-ravcTio_. Public education has made great
annually by the justices of the peace new,rest at progress in Great Britain during the past half cen.
hand. It was the duty of these overseers to levy tury, but has nowhere attai_led so high a level as
a "poor rate" upon the landed property in the has been reached in the northern United Slates.
parish, and to apply the proceeds of this tax, The difference in respect of illiteracy, moreover,
first, in setting to work indigent children and betweendifferentcountiesofGrcatBritainisquite
able-bodied persons without means of subsistence; as marked as the difference between Massachu-
and secondly, in relieving the aged or infirm or setts and )Ii_issippi. The test usually applied is
_othcr poor people who were unable to work, and only an approximate one, consisting in ascertain-

who had no parents, grandparents or children ing the proportion of men or women who are
able to support them. Should any parish prove able to sign the marriage register, Judged by
uusbte to furnish sufficient money for these put this test, the percentage of illiterate men iz, Eng-
poses, the justices might makegood the deficiency land in 1841 was 83, and the percentage of illiter-
out of any other parish x_ithin the hundred; and ate women was 49; but in 1876 the percentage of
if the resources of the hundred also were found men was reduced to 16 and that of women to 22;

in:tdequate to bear the burden, the deficiency and in 1877 Ihe percentage of men was 15 and
might be made good out of some other part of of women 20. In Scotland the percentage of
the county. An appeal a_aiust the rates might illiteracy is much smaller, being 9 in the case of
be carried to the justices in quat%er sessions. The men and 18 in the case of women. In Irehmd
overseers were further authorized to apprentice it is much greater, being 31 in the case of men
pauper children, and, with the consent of the and 37 in the case of women. Among the dif.

lord of the manor, to build poor houses on the ferent parts of England the smallest percentage
waste land of the parish. J.n citiesand boroughs of illileraey is found in Westmoreland, and next

the mayor might exercise the powers herein in Middlesex, while next in honorable mention

granted to the justices of the peace, OrJe evil come _urrey and Rutland. The highest per.
result of this arrangement was that thewell-regn- centage of illiteracy is found in Wales. As com-
lated parishes had to carry a heavier burden than pared with the zest of Great Britain in respect to
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public education, Scotland has ever since the institutes in Scotland; and schools of design have
reformation been far in advance. The Presbyte- been established in many cities, of which that i_
rian reformers ordered every parish to establish a Edinburgh is attended by 1,800 pupils. In Eng-
primary school under the supervision of the min- land there are a great many higher schoo]_ estab-
ister, and these schools have been of immense lished by private liberality and more or less

benefit to the country. In 1871, out of 629.235 richly endowed. In the first rank come the
children in Scotland between the ages ef flveand great schools of Eton with 800 pupils, Han'ow

thirteen years, 494,860 were enrolled as attend- with 520, and Rugby. with 500, which were
ing the public schools. An important measure founded in the sixteenth century and are situ-
toward the advancement of primary education ated in the country; others, somewhat less eel-
in England was carried through parliament by ebrated, are situated at Winchester, London and
Mr. Gladstone's government in 1870. In this act Shrewsbury. The expense of living at these

it is ordered that "there shall be provided for schools often reaches £200 per year, but there are
every school district a sufficient amount of ac- systems of pecuniary aid analogous to those
commodation in public elementary schools avail- adopted in American colleges. More modern in
able for all the children resident in such district, character are the college of the city of London,
for whose elementary education efficient and founded in 1841, giving instruction in ancient and
suitable provision is not otherwise made." These moderu languages, mathematics and vocal music;
schools are in each district placed under school theOwens college at Manchcster, giving scientific
boards invested with great powers, among others and literary instruction; and the collegiate insti-
that of enforcing attendance at school upon all tution at Liverpool, which is at once a scientific
children between the ages of five and thirteen, school and a preparatory school for the univer-
The expenses of these schools are charged upon sities. Among the institutions especial]ydevoted
the local rate_. Under the operation of this act to industrial training, a most conspicuous place
we find that whereas in 1871 there were 9,521 is held by the public institution established i_
schools, attcnded by 1,845,80'2 children, in 1879 1859 at South Kensington under the name of the
there were 17,166 schools, attcnded by 2,594,995 "Science and Art Department." This establish-
children. The members of the school boards are ment comprises a normal school of design,

elected for three years by the burgesses in boroughs central school of design, and an industrial museum.
or by the rate payers in parishes. The number Pupils in the normal school of design, after
of members varies from five to fifteen. They having passed six semi-annual examinations, are
serve gratuitously, but arc allowed indemnity for placed in charge of art schools established in
expens_ or damages resulting from their service different towns and cities of the United Kingdom.
on the board. The board appoints the instruct- In 1871 there were 212,500 pupils studying i_
ors and any other necessary officials, it fixes their these art schools. In scientific instruction the de-
salaries, and can dismiss them when requisite, partmcnt has made use of various "mechanics'
Instruction is not absolutely gratuitous, as in the institutes" and other popular courses of instrue-
United States, but there is a small charge for tion which were already in existence. Deserving
tuition, the rate being fixed by the board. If the' pupils obtain pl_zes and endowments for the pur-

parents of a child are too poor to pay the tuition pose of pursuing their studies in the royal school
fee, the board pays it fro" them; if it appears, on of mi,cs, the royal college of chemistry, tile

due inspection, that a district is too poor to bear London laboratory of metallurgy, or the royal
the expense of tuition fees, the department of scientific college atDublin. The courses of study
education authorizes tile board to establish a comprise all the seiences, as well as architecture

school there which shall be entirely gratuitous, and the designing of machinery. -- As regards
In 1879 the average amount of school fees paid the higher instruction, the two great universities
byeach scholar w_ 10s. 5ah:l., equivalent to $2.50_}. at Oxford and Cambridge are subjects far too
Scholars who distinguish themselves may continue extensive and complicated to be treated, even in
their education in nola'nal schools, where £23 are a cursory way, in a brief, sketchy article like the
allowed for expenses in thecase of a hoyand£17 present. The university of London, founded in
in the case of a girl.- In secondary as well as 1837, differs from these in giving no direct instruc-
primary education Scotland takes the lead. In- tion; it simply examines candidates for a degree,

struction is given in the "borough schools," and and its examinations are very severe. Women
m special industrial schools or mercantile col- are admitted as candidates. To this university,

leges. The Andersonian university, founded in however, are attached two colleges, both situated

1708 atGlasgow for scientific studies, is now an in London The one, known as University col-
evening school where some 800 pupils receive lege, prepares pupils for the examinations, and is
instruction in penmanship, modern languages, entirely unsectarianinitsmanagement; theother,
book keeping, and elementary mathematics and called King's college, is Episcopalian in complex-
physics. At Edinburgh the Watt institution, ion. I_ Scotland there are four excellent univer-

founded in 1821, teaches chemistry, physic.s, sities, at Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen and St.
mathematics, modern languages, drawing and Andrews.-- VII. ADMINIST_TIOI( OF JcerIcv..
modeling; more than lmlf the pupils are laboring The simplest form of the administration of justice
men. There are something like twenty mechanics' in England has already been described under th_
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head of "Local Administration." In every all over England, taking direct cognizance of all
county there are magistrates called justices of tlle cases, whether civil or criminal, which lie lJcyond
pc_cc, selccte(l from among the most respected the jurisdiction of the county courts or oi the
hmdholders of the county. They serve without justices of the peace. -- The supreme court of
pay, and when once appointed usually hold their chaucery at Westminster is held by the lord than-
offices for life. Their general administrative ccllor, but as the rclatioHs of equity to common
duties have already been described. At assizes law are k'ery much the same in England a_sin
the jllstices usually sit as a grand jury, though the United States, the peculiar functions of this
the members of a grand jury do not need to be court require no special explanation here. A
justices. As judges in quarter sessions, or even final appeal, in many cases, lies to the house of
silting singly, the justices of the peace may try lords; but there is nothing in England which an-
petty cases, either civil or criminal ; but au appeal swcrs to thc supreme court of the United States, as
alw_ys lies from the decision of a single justice the circumstances pertaining to a federal govern-
to the quarter sessions. There are about 18,300 meat are non-existent in Great Britain. Within

justices of tlle peace in England, but in some the limits of the crude outline sketch here given,

c_tses the title does not necessarily imply an active however, the administration of justice in Eng-
discharge of the duties of the office. There are land does not materially differ from the adminis-
siL_c('ures in this, as in all olhcr institutions. -- tration of justice in the United States. But the
Besides the justices of the peacc, there are the English understand the value of a good judge
sixty co_lnty courts in England and Wales, which better than the Americans; for the inferior judges
deal with petty matters. These courts are held receive salaries equivalent to $6,000, while the
by 't single salaried judge, _lppointcd for lift,, and judges of the highest courts are paid at the rate
they can try cases involving not more than £50. of from $30,000 t() $40,000 per ycar.-- VIII.

They have also the powersof a court of chancc_'y An._Y. Thc maintenance of a standing army in
in cases involving not more than £500. By an time of peace, without the consent of parliament,
act of 1863, in towns with a population of 25.000 was prohibited in 1690 by the bill of rights. It
or more, there may be appointed, at the re(luest requires an annual vote of the house of commons
of thclocal authorities, a salaried magistrate who, to keep the army in existence from ycar to year.

either by himself or with the aid of the justices A cabinet meeting is held shortly before the
of the peace, may do the work of these county sitting of parliament, which receives communi-
courts. In London and some other cities there cations from the commander-in-chief respecting
are special police courts, held also by a single the number of officem "rod men, iu each branch
salaried judge, which take cognizance of petty of the service, whmh are needed for the ensuing
crimesand misdemeanors. In thecity of London year On the basis thus fm'nishc(l, the cabinet
the lord mayor also holds a police court at the authorizes the sccretary of stale for war to draw
5Iansion IIouse, and one is held by an alderman up his "army es_Hnat_,s" to be submitted to the
at the Guildhall.-- The higher courts of common approval of the lmuse of commons. A further
law (modified by acts of 1873 and 1875) are: the efficient means ofcontrollingthe army is furnished
court of king's bench, the court of exchequer, by the muliny act. In thc ahseoce of the mutiny
and the court of common plea.s. They are held act, the soldier on English soil is subject only to
at Westminster, where the court of chancery also the common law, and could be punished, even
sits. Each of these common law courts 1_ hehl for desertion, only by a civil acth)n of contract.

by a presidentand four assislants. Thepresiding That martial law, without which an army can
judge, in the queen's bench and in the common not maintain its orderly existence, exists itself
pleas, is called lord chief justice; in the ex- only through the mutiny act which is limited in

chequer he is called ]ol'd chief baron. Formerly duration to a single year, and consequently has
the provinces of these three courts differed con- to be renewed at the: beginningof every session of

siderabiy, but with the progress of business they parliament. To such precautions wtre the Eng-
have come to overlap each other in many direc- lish people led by the attempts of the Stuarts to
lions; but the court of exchequer, as its name set up a tyranny ; and they werc obviously so thor-

!mplies, ispurely a fiscal court; the common pleas ough as to make henceforth the merest beginning
as slmply a civil court; while the queen's bench of a military despotism well nigh impossible.-
has cognizance of both civil and criminal cases, The force of the regular army at decennial pc-
and appeals lie to it from all the inferiorcourts.-- riods since the beginning of the present century,

For judiciary purposes, England is divided into and cost of maintaining it, have been as follows:

eight circuits, and the judges of these three lt_o, _0.505mcn ............................ .-_17,3,_,(}_)
supreme courts are obliged twice a year to hold 1810, 35').9s'_ ,' . ............................ 5_,_o,0_
assizes in these circmts. Th(_ j_xdges allot these 18_o, _20.7_ ,, . ............................ 10,._,00o1830, 11o,481 ,, . ............................ 8,84o,0_o
c_rcuits among themselves, and go about, holding _84o, 1_1,1]u " . ............................ a,_0,000

their assizes in person. Each in(hvidual judse, __sso, _,a_) ,, . ............................ 8,9e_,0001860, '2'27,733 " ............................. 14.840,0[D
in holding a court on his circuit, sits as a delegate _STO, _07,,_3_ " ............................. _4,0_.,a)
of the supreme court to which he belongs. By _sao, _07,too " ............................. i_,_4La_)
means of these circuits, the ju_'isdiction of /lie Theregular army of the United Kingdom in 1882,
common law courts at Westminster is extended exclusive of India, consisted of 7,222 commia-
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siGned officers, 17,555 non-commissioned officers, 5. V_om mar_.
trumpeters and drummers, and 108,217 rank and Nl_'tary education .............................. £ 1$4,100Miscellaneous services .......................... 40t100
file; a total of 132,994 men of all ranks. The fol Administration of the army .................... f_'_.,_'_0

lowing table shows the composition of this force: Total effective services .................... £13,089_800

De- NO_, NON -]grWIgGTI v'a 8E RVXC_8.

BRANCHESOFTHE KERI,_ICE. Off,carscont. Of- Rewards for military service ................... 84,000
fleers Pay of general offic ra ........................199,700

-- - Pay of reduced and retired officers ......... _.._ 1,054,700
Officers on the General and Widows' pensions and compassionate allow-

partmental btaff: antes ........................................ 124,200
General staff ................... ! _ 146 Pensions for wounds .......................... 170f_0
Army accountants ............. ! 254 ........ In-pensions .................................... 83_Y00
Chaplain's department ......... 87 ........ Oat-pensions .................................. 1,886,500
Medical and veterlnarydepart- _. Sups.rannuavion allowances .................... 2_,200

meat .......................$ 676 Militiaandvolunteercorps....................87,400
Commissariat department, etc. 357 ........

Total Staff ................... 1,610 146 Total non-effective service_ ................ Y._,019,_O

Regiments: .... Summary: I Effective service_ ................ _I_0_00R.yal horse artillery, Includ- Non-effectlve services ........... 3.019,600
in ridln establishment f 115 '218g --- _

Cavalry, including life and f Total ...................................... £16_I09_4G0
horse guards ............... ( 581 1,381

Royal artillery ................. 665 1.540 One or two items of the foregoing table require a
Royal engineers ................ 8(¢2 _ word of explanation. Beside the regular forces,Army servme corps.............._ _ I
lnfantrs", including foot guards 3,2_3 7,0_8 the army estimates include appropriations for
Army hospital corps ........... 52 310 four classes of auxiliary and reserve forces, theWest India regtments .......... 100 1,56I
Colonial corps, including gunl titles of wbicll appear in the table under that

lascars ..................... ( 20 57 i__ heading. In the year 1880-81 the total numberI

_Total Regiments ............. :-_,1,_ 12,0:_2 of militia was 139,111; that of yeomanry, 14,511;
Staff of Mihtla: i -- : that of volunteers. 245,648; and that of enrolled

Artillery and engineers ........ 52 856 pensioners, _tc., 47.000; making the total auxiliary
4,078

Infantry. ........................ 253_ force, 446,270. This, added to the regular army,
Total Militia Staff ............ I 3_5 4,934 1880-81, makes a total of 5,53,370 men available for

Miscellaneous Establishments: I : " the military defense of Great Britain. _ The total
In_traction in gunnery and _I force of the British army in India usually standsengineering ................i' 22 63
lqoyaJ mlhmry academy, (, at about 60,000; since 1877 ithas been kept at the

Woolwich ................. il 23 20 i figure of 62,653.-- About 40 per cent. of the
Royal mln,ary collegc_ (

_andharst ................. S" 35 21 i British rcg_flar army is stationed in England and
stuff college ................... : 6 2 _ Wales, 2 per cent. in Scotland, 12 per cent in
Reglmenta'[ schools ............ ! 16 174: Ireland, and 46 per cent. abroad.- There is noMauufactartng establishments.! 19 89 i

Various ditto ................... 46 194 conscription, or enforced military service, in
Total Miscellaneous .......... [" 16_--_a- Great Britain; the force of the army is main-

tained entirely by voluntary recruiting. The
Summary: [ ! greatest abuse which had characterized the armyTotal general and depart-_: 1,610 146[

mental staff ................ ) , administration, munely, the purcllase of commis-
Total regiments ............... 5,140 1203'2 siGns, was abolished by Mr. Gladstone in 1871.-Total militia staff .............. _ 4,934

Total miscellaneous establish-[ 167 443 IX. NAVY Down to the time of Henry VII.,
meats ..................... whenever it was ne_ry to have an armed fleet
Total Regular Army......... 7.'222 17,_55I for the defense of the British or the assault of the

French coasts, it was customary to press merchant
_The following table shows the cost of maintain- vessels into the service, very much as the United
ing the army for the ),ear ending March 31, 1882: States government in 1861 appt_opriated :New Ym'k

m, rsc-rzv_ S_RWCV.S. ferry-boats to be used as gmuboats. It was under
1. l_egular Forces. Henry VIII. that the English navy first assumed

Generalstaffand regimental pay, allowances, etc. £4,436.000 a distinct existence, although nearly two centu-
Divine _erwce ................................... 52.400 ries before, under Edward III., the English hadAdministration of martml law .................. 39,8_0
Medical estabhshment and services ............. 3(}0,500 won at Sluys a naval victory of the first mug-

2. Auxiliary and Re_ervs Forces. nitude, destroying the antagonist French fleet
Militia pay and allowance_ ...................... 476,1_00 almost as thoroughly as at the Nile or at Traf-

Yeomanry cavalry ..............................73,!_00 algar. Tim superiority of the English navyVolunteer corps ................................. 540,500

][_arolledpensmners, and army reserve force .... 218,800 became pronounced in the reign of Elizabeth,
3. Uommissary Department. and by the end of the seventeenth century was

Commissariat establishments and wages ........ 404,800 generally acknowledged, though the French and
Provisions, transport, and other services ....... 3,411,000 Dutch still held their position as formidableriva]s.Clothing establishments and supplies ........... 780,000
_antffacture and repair of war stores ........... 1,170,000 Since the middle of the eighteenth century the

4. Worls and Buildings. supremacy of the English navy over the waters
Soperiniendtng establishment and expendi-_ of the earth has been undisputed. Until the

lure for works_ buildings and. repalrs_ at _- 758,900
home and abroad .......................... ) reign of Anne the government of the navy was
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vested in the lord high admiral; but since then Seamen ...................................... 3_7(D
it has been administered by the board of admi- Boys, including 2,900 for traintng ............ 4,9(}0
ralty, or "Lords Commissioners for executing Marines, afloat .............................. 6,_0
the office of Lord High Admiral." Tile board " ashore ............................ 6,800 13,000
consists of five members who are always changed Coast guard, officersand men ..................... 4 00O
with every change of the government. The finan- Indian service ..................................... 1,200
cial secretary of the board is also changed. The Total .......................................... 58,800
fixed administration, independent of the state of

political parties, consists of two permanent secre- --The number of ships in the British navy has
tarics, the controller of the navy, the accountant undergone great variations, not simply with the
general, the directors of engineering and archi- growth of the navy in actual strength, but also
Cectural works, of transports, of contracts, of with the progress of the art of naval warfare.
naval construction, of naval ordnance, and of the In 1588 the fleet which defeated the Spanish
medical department, and the SUl)vrintendents of Armada consisted of 176 ships and 14,992 men;
victualing and stores. The first lord of the ad- but of this great force only 34 ships and 6,225
miralty, corresponding to our secretary of the men belonged to the royal navy; the rest were
navy, is always a member of the cabinet; he has volunteers serving in merchantmen pressed into
Sul)remeauthority over the navy, and allquestions the service. In 1679 there were 76 ships-of-the-
of importance are left to his decision. The other line in commission. In 1750, shortly before the
members of the board are the senior naval lord, beginning of the war which made :England the
who is responsible for the discipline of the fleet, mistress of the seas, the navy consisted of 135

and directs its general movements; the third lord, ships-of-the.line, 112 frigates, and 130 sloops and
who superintends the management of the dock smaller vessels. During the great war between
yards and the building of ships; the junior naval England and France at the beginning of this cen-
lord, who superintends the transport and corn- tury, the British navy was increased to enormous
missariat; and the civil lord, who is responsible dimensions. In 1800 it comprised 850 ships of all
forthe accounts. Unlike the army, the existence classes. In 1810 it comprised 1,o239 vessels actu-
of which has to be renewed every year by act of ally ready for service, of which nearly 300 were
parliament, the British navy is a permanent estab- ships-of the-line, about 600 were frigates, and the
]ishment, and the statutes in accordance with remainder were sloops and corvettes. In 1820
which its discipline is maintained run in perpe- the navy comprised 745 vessels, of which 140
tully, or until revoked or amended by the house were ships-of-the-line. In 1822 the introduction of
of commons.--The following table gives the navy steam brought about an entire revolution in naval
estimates for the year ending March 31, 1882: warfare. The grand old line-of-battle ships soon

zTz,,zo,rzvzalavmzs, began to become obsolete. Down to 1835, how-

Wages to seamen and marines .................. £2 ro4.sSe ever, the 625 vessels of which the British navy
"Victuals and clothing ........................... 1,014.481 consisted comprised 110 ships-of-the-line, 150frig-
Admzralty office................................180_
Coastguardser_4ce, nav,qcoutvolunteers, and_. 1o_4_1 ates, and 350 smalJer craft, with only 15 steam

royal naval reserve .. i _" ships. In 1842 the invention of the screw pro-
scl_httn_ branch... ".. ".... "_-...... ".---'----_ l_o,_ae
Dock yards and naval'ya_ls'at home-and a'broad 1,446,346 pe]ler by Ericsson, and its substitution for the
Victualing y,rda and transport establishments.. '/1,917 paddle wheel, introduced fresh changes of greatMedical establishments ......................... (_6.969
Marine divisions .............................. :P.2_188importance intothe art of naval construction; six
Naval stores .................................... 1,172,700 years after, the British navy contained 49 screw
_hips, ere, built by contract .................. tl8_2_9
,New works, building, machinery, and repairs.. 550,141 steamers, of which 1 was classed as a ship-of-the
:Medicines and medical stores .................. 70,4ff1 line and 10 as frigates. At the close of the Cri-
-Martial l_w and charges ........................ 10,069
:Miscellaneous services .......................... 11_7,421 mean war in 1856, the navy comprised 964 vessels,

Total effective cervices ..................... £8,434_553 among which were 45 screw smamers classed as
ships-of-the-line, 30 classed as frigates, and 300of

_oN-_,_sertvn exRwcxe, inferior power; besides all this, there were 14 pad-

Half-pay,(dtlcersofreservedthenavyhalf*paY'androyalandmarinesrettred......pay to 1£ 877,SS0 dle wheel frigates, and 100 paddle wheel corvettes;
_,lllttary pension8 and allowances .............. 847,(_5 Of sailing vessels, thcre were 50 ships-of-the-line,
Civil pensions and allowances .................. 837,991 125 frigates, and 300 sloops and brigs. In 1860 the

Total non-effective servlcea ................. £'2,0_,916 introduction of plated armor, followed in 1862 by
sznvzcxs _,on ovmsR x)xeAwea,emrs. Ericsson's invention of the turret ship, taken in

Army department for conveyance of troops .... £ Sg_8,450 connection wilh the simultaneous progress in the

t Effective services ......... £ 8,4_,_ art of gunnery, entirely revolutionizcd the art of
Summary:._ Nomeifective ....... .'" ".:_"::'... P.,0_,SlO navalconstruction. The appearance of the "Mon-

[Other departmente.._."_: .... _._:... 228,450 itor" in Hampton Roads, March 9, 1862, marks

Total ....................................... £1o,725,919 perhaps the greatest single step that has ever been

These estimates not being found quite sufficient, taken in the history of naval w:_rfare. Its imme-

_t supplementary grant for the navy, of £83,000, diate effect was to render antiquated all the most
was made toward the close of the session of recently built ships then existh_g in all the navies
1880.--The number of seamen and marines at of the world. Important innovations have been

present serving in the navy is as follows: made since the invention of the "Momtor"; but
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the present British navy dates from the year In this table the ships marked with an asterisk

1862. and for the purposes of naval warfare at were not yet launched at the beginning of 1881,
the present day the great navy of the Crimean but were expected to be finished in the course of
war would be of no more use than a squadron of the year. The Inflexible, built at Portsmouth
964 pleasure boats. _The most important portion and launched in 1878, is the most formidable war
of the present British navy at the beginning of vessel that has ever existed. She is 3'22)feet in
1881. consisted of 68 ironclad ships, afloat aml length and 75 feet in extreme breadth. In her
building, of which number 48 were described as central part a citadel 12 feet high, one-half above
efficient, while 17 had become antiquated or and one-half below the water, contains the en-

otherwise inefficient, and 3 had been built solely gines and boilers, the hydraulic loading gear, the.
for colonial use and were not reckoned as strictly magazines, and the base of the rotating turrets.
British. The following table gives a general idea The walls of this citadel, 41 inches thick, consist
of the character of tim 48 effective ironclads : of armor plates varying from 16 to 24 inches in

• thickness, with a strong teak backing. Within
I DJa- this armored citadel are the two turrets, 12 feel:NAMESOF IRON- --.-- Horse place-

CLADS Power. meat or high and 28 feet in diameter. The turrets do notTonnage

_'irg C'_ass- I-- stand in line fore-and-aft, but are placed en dchelm_,

Inflextble 8,000 ]!! SO as to command a fore-and-aft fire from all the

Dreadnought ...... 8,000 guns. Each turret holds two 81-ton guns, capa-
Devastation ....... 6,652 ble of firing a ball weighing 1,650 lbs., with a
Thunderer 6,270 charge of 800 lbs. of powder. The vessels of theCol _Fs_a, ......... 5 500
Ma_estic°- ......... 6,.00 second class are designed for ocean warfare, but

,_coml Cla_s-- are inferior in power to those of the first class.
Neptune 6,000 %000 The Polyplltmus, now building at Chatham, de-A_amemnon" ..... 6,000 8,49_

Ajax". .... 6._X}0 9,49"2 serves especial mention as representing an entirelySuperb ........ 7 4:_0 8,760
Belleisle ......... 110 _ 3.200 4.7"20 new style of war ship. She may be described as
Orma ............ i I0" 2_ 3,900 4,720 simply a steel tube, deeply immersed, her conve_
Glanon .2._ 2,868 4,912 deck rising but 4_ feet above the water line. SheRnpert ........ 1_ 4.'2_) 5,358
Itots_ 2_ a,497 4,0m carries no heavy guns, her whole power being
Conqueror'. ....... 2fi 4.500 62OO concentrated in a tremendous ram 12 feet in,Polyplmmus* ...... .. 5,500 2,640

Third (:lass-- length. Besides the ram, the Polyphemus hasMonarch '25
......... 6_ 7,842 8,,_ three torlredo ports. The third class comprises a18

Hercules ........ 12 7,200 8,677 group of very swift and powerful cruisers. The
6t ships of the fourth class are at present regarde4

Sultan 18
rz 8,e_ as fit only for coast defense. Those of the fifth

Alexandra 25 class were built for the most part between 186118 0,49"2
T_mdraire _5 and 1863, and are now atttiquated, except for the-

18 7.7_(i protection or deslruction of mercantile fleets.

Collingwood* ..... _5 7 000 NOt a single vessel built prior to 1861 now remains,Nelson ............ IS
1.2 6,640 in use in the British mtvy.--X. R_so_;RC_S:

Northampton ..... 1812 6,070 AGRICULTURAL, INDUSTIIIAL AND COMMERCIAL.

t8 8,37o Agriculture. According to the official reports, of
Shannon ......... t2 the 77,000,t)00 acres constituting thc superficialBellerophon ....... 12
Audacious I_ 6,5.21 area of the United Kingdom, about 47,000,000 are
Invincible ......... L2 4,021 devoted to agriculture, including both graz-L2 4,8h_

12 4,_d8 ins and the growth of cereals, etc. Of this,

Triumph .......... 1"2 4.913 11,833,000 acres aredevoted to cereals; 5,271,000
Penelope ...... :$ 4 8.9'2

Fourth 6'la.s- L2 4,703 to kitchen vegetables; 565,000 are left fallow;
Cyclops :8 1,c_ 6,236,000 are laid out in gardens, orchards, etc.;
Gor_on ............ :8 1,670 and 22,525,000 are utilized as pasture lands. The
Hecate :8 1,755 area devoted to cereals is subdivided as follcws.
Hydra ............. :8 1,47"2

2_ifth Class- wheat, 3,831,000 acres; barley, 2,617,000 acres;
Warrior ........... 5,469 oats, 4,362,000 acres; rye, 81,222 acres; beans,
Black Prin 5,77,2 550,613 acres; and pease, 391,250 acres. The

Minotaur 6,70_ average yield of wheat in the United Kingdom is
estimated at 27 bushels per acre, of barley from

Achilles ........ 5,722 35 to 40 bushels, and of oats about 45 bushels;

Agincourt ...... 6,867 tllUS giving a total average yield of wheat,

103,437,000 bushels; of barley, 98,137,500 bush-
Northumberland 6,558 els ; and of oats, 196,290,090 bushels. The prin-Lord Warden .... [4_to 51 6,706
Hector ............ [ 4_ 3,256 cipal fruit raised in Great Britain is the apple, the
Valiant ............ [ 4} 3_ yield of which is estimated at four tons to theDefence ........... 4}
Resrstance ........ 4_ 2'5"_i7_,587 acre. -- The average number of domestic anim_d_

in the annual census taker OR the 25th of June.
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is about three millionhorses,ten million oxen To.,.
Yorkshire.....................................15,.%0,t_W

and cows,thirty-threemillionsheep,and fivemill- StaffordshireandWorcestershire...............13,990,000
ion hogs._ The censusof 1871showed in Great Derbyshire...................................6,975,000
Britain 549,784 farms of all sizes. Of this num- All other districts ............................. 9;268,012
her 51.3 per cent. were farms of 20 acres and Total ....................................... 132,S0_,01S

less, and 48.7 per cent. were larger farms. It is The production of pig iron in 1879 was distrib.
difficult to make a very precise estimate of the uted as follows:
wages paid for agricultural labor, since the usages, Englspd --
the rates and the mode of payment differ consid- Yorkshire ............................ 1,4_5,000

Elsewhere ............................. %851,000 Tons
erably in different partsof the country. In some ---- 4276,0oo

Scotland ......................................... 982,300
districts wages are paid in kind; in some places Wales and Monmouthshire ...................... T37,037

a certain amount of labor is given in exchange Total ......................................... 5,995.:_1"
for rent. Wages paid in money range ordinarily
from 12 to 15 shillings (i. e., from $2.88 to $3.60) The exports of coal to forcign countries lmve-

per week. -- Minera/ Products. British agricul- increased more than fivcfold since 1850. In 1879,
ture, though conducted with great care and skill, the quantity of coal exported was 15,740,082 tons,
is too limited in extent either to obtain a control- valued at £6,793,932, of which 3,317,370 tons

ling position in the markets of the world, or to went to France, 2,055,080 tons to Germany, and
furnish a sphere for the activity and satisfaction the remainder, distributed in quantities not ex-

for the material wants of the dense and rapidly ceeding 100,000 tons, to some forty different
increasing population of the United Kingdom. countries. -- Textile ]rgtustries. Iml)ortant as are
The industrial and commercial development of the working of metals, and the mining of coal,
Great Britain has been primarily due (next to thc as elements in the national wealth of Great Brit-
free constitution of the government) to the ira- ain. these industries still derive their chief im-
mense mineral resources of the country. The portance from the facilities which they have af-
most important mineral and metal products are forded for the development of the enormous rex-
coal and pig iron, the annual yield of which, in tile industries for which Great Britain is so fa-
the years 1868-79, is shown in the following mous. The various inventions designed to re-
table : place by machinery the slow processes of manual

labor have been promptly put into operation in
England, thanks to the abundance of all the raw

Coal. ]hg Iron. materials needed for tile construction of machine-

YEARS. Quantities. Value. ry, as well as of cheap coal, placing at the dispo-
Quantities Value sition of manufacturers all the mechanical power

Tons. _ Tons-------_---l--_--'- required for their various purposes. The intro-
18_8...... _,141,1_ _,785,289 4,970,_06 [ t2,_l,_0 duction of machines for spinning and weaving
1869 ...... 107,497,557 2_856,882 5,445,757 13 614,397 has had such an influence upon manual labor as
1_170..... Hu t_:_i._wz 2q,6_,79_ 5,963_515 { 14_908,7'd7
1871 ..... atT__'L'_ 35.121 347 6,6'27,179 I 16_667,947 to reduce very considerably the number of hands
187'2...... 1:_L497.310 46,S11:216 6,741,9'29_ 18,M0,a04 requisite for producing a given quantity of thread
18_18...... ] 27_i]| ¢i 747 47,631 fiB0 6_.566_451 18,057,739
1874...... 125.O4tL2.57 46,849,194 4,985,(T84 14,844,_ or of cloth. But, fat" from lessening the general
18_ ..... laLt_arA[m 46,163.486 6,365,420 15,64_774 demand for labor in textile industries, it h'_s en-
1876 ..... 18_._44.7fl6 46,b"70,668 6,555,997 16,062,192
1877..... 134.¢llU_Tfi_47,118,767 6,608,664 16.191.'2_ larged the field of labor to such an extent that
1878 .... 132.654,887 4_429,210 6,3_1,051 16,154,99'2 lhe population for which these hranches of pr0-
1879..... 1_,012 4_,8_2,012 5,9_,_37 14,71_t2 duction now furnish the means of subsistence, in

the United Kingdom alone, may be counted by

The total amount of iron ore produced in 1879 millions. It is to the work of Arkwright, Watt,
was 18,692,802 tons, valued at £6,746,668. As and their fellows, more than to all olher causes
to other mineral products, the yield for 1879 is combined, that the enormous increase of Great
shown in the following table: Britain in wealth and population during the pres-

ent century is due. _ The recent condition of the
textile industries of Great Britain may best be|

PRODVC'rS. I q_._uu_. Wlue. represented in a series of tables. In 1815 the
]--_ total imports of cotton were 99,000,000 lhs.; in

I_ad ......................... to_] 80,850[ £1,1_"_,_ 1820, 152,000,000 lbs. ; in 1830, 264,000,000 lb_.,
_2n .......................... ' _ _4,14__ a7_,7_
_op.per ....................... ,,[ 7a,141[ _.,_'t in 1840, 592,000,000 Ibs. ; in 1850, 663,576,861
_l _t........................... "] _,'t'_,_ol [ 1,0o4,_o Ibs.; in 1860, 1,390,938,752 Ibs.; and in 1863,

uver...................... ouncesl 888,4_ t 70,__8_
Cold ...................... " _ _7[ 1,7_v 669,583,264 lbs. The falling off between 1860

and 1863, due to the blockade of the southern
states in the rebeltlon, is very noticeable; anti it

The production of coal in 1879 was distributed is worthy of remark that a supply of cotton moreas follows.
_on_. than adequate for the industries of England in

Durham s_d Northumberland .................. 31,$10,0_0 18.50, had become, through the mere expansion of
Wales and Monmouthshh.e .................... 19,464,000 industry, so inadequate, only thirteen years later,.Scotland ............................. 1S._2O O00

Lancashire ........................... .---:'_'.-_ 17,621,000 as to produce a period of distress almost compar-



able to _ famine. Subsequent fluctuations are in the three divisions of the United Kingdom,

4exhibitecl in the £ollowing (s/ale: on Oct. 81, 1874"

OralImportsTotalExports Retained"[or _r of

---'-'_" of Cotton, ] of Cot on.TM Home Con- Facto-
t suraption, ties. MaAes FemAles I Tots.]I

• / lbs. I lbs. ttm.

1867 ............ I 1,2825_6,912 I &50,Ok6,416 911,910,496 COttOn Fac or_s: _,154141_180,607 _.)9,729 440,3"_1868 ............ I 1¢'P,28,084,016[ _22,6.Y).480 1,005,4f_588 England and Wales ....
1869 ........... 1.,2_0,809,856 _ff2,928,544 947,881,812 Scotla_Jd .............. 5,880 80274 _,104
1870 ............l1,8G8,3{_.584 _ 23b,(_0_575 1,101,675,008 Irelaad ................ 8 1,18_ 1,89"2 3,07_
1871 ............ [ 1, ,"/8,139,776 362,_._4.160 1,41_,90_.616
187`2 _. .......... [ 1,408,887,472 _r/_,005,040 1,1B588_4_`2 Total ................ 2,855 187,,8_0 _J1,895 479,512
1_73 ............ [ 1,5Y_7.596._2.4 _0, fYO0,'_---o61,307,595,9_8
1874 ............ / 1,fi_h,g64,4_ '258._7 6.32 1,307,896.800
1875 ........... [ 1,492,851,168 262 8,_,8o5 1,'_,_497,360 Woo_en .Factories:
1876 ............ 1,4b_/,_.848 _.805.8"P2 1,£84,55_975 Kngland and Wales .... 1,488 54,119 51,'£%2 105,871
1877 ............ [ 1,_2i_81,`200 169,896.804 1,185 884,8_i Scotland .............. "257 11,816 15,912 27.,'_
1878 ............ ] 1,840,880 048 147.257 986 1,193,1_>,112 Ireland ................ 60 782 7'24 1,50_
1879 ............ 1,469,_464 188,201.888 1,fi_1.156,5_6 ''
1880 ............ 1,_8_664,576 2").4,577,_60 1.404 087,:_lti 'total ................ 1,800 6_,71'1' b'7,8_8 154,_

, , ..

Shoddy $'a_lari_s:

The first shipment of cotton from the United England and Wales ... 1_2 1,568 1,856 3,424Scotland .............. 3 4
States to Great Britain was in 1791, and consisted Ireland ...............................................

of 182,000 lbs. During the pastflfly years other

_countl'ies have begun to rival the United States as Total ................ 125 1,571 1,860 3,431

,cotton growers. The imports of raw cotton, fl_)m Worsted Factortss:

various parts of the world, in 1837 and in 1879, England and Wale_ .... _ 5_,995 77,835 181,83(have been as follows: ._cotlana .............. 3,05"2 7,2_ 10,25[
Ireland ................ 1 _ 9 1_

COLrh'TRIE.S. 183'l. 1879. Total ................. _J'Z DT,fk_0 _047 ,[ 14_0_
-- "l_----'T_Z_. I _ F/ax Facto,ies:

From the United Slates ........... 800,000,000 _850,000000 England and Wales .... 141 6.856 15,471 o9._
From India ....................... [ _0,000,000 ] 850 000,000 Scotland .............. 159 12,752 3_064 45.81(
]_om Brazil ......................_5,000,(E0 [ ]00,000 000 Irehmd ................ 149 18,8'28 41,993 60,31_

From Egypt ...................... [ 10,000,000 [ 200,000,000

I ."_ i"_'_~''_'l:_'5'c'_O00il_ Total ................ 449 8";',981 90,528 128,45tTotal

e_'_p I:actOrt_: I,_11 1,574 3,_,
ngland and Wales .... 45

Scotland .............. 12 1,250 1,831
--Until the nineteenth century the manufacture Ireland ................ 4 £21 1"20 341

of woolen cloths was tile principal industry of
4)rent Britain. In 1801 the total manufactures of Total ................ , 61 2,S67 2,944 5,211

the country were valued at £60,000,000, of which ro_ Factorl_: ]
woolensrepresented more than one-fourth. Since England and Wal_ .... 15 1,510 3,423 4._i

then the production has quadrupled. England Scotland .............. 84 9,543 21, 50 30,89!Ireland ................ 11 4"/9 1,615 `2,094
and Scotland now consume in their mills one-

foul'th of the total wool clip of the world; the Total ................ I10 11,5_2: 2_,_ 87,92(

mills count more than 5,000,000 spindles and

Hair _.,'torte_ .. _1 464 8_ ,'_279.000 operatives. The fluctuations in the wool England and Wales ....
trade from 186_ to 1880, inclusive, were as fol- Scotland .............. 6' 48 b"/7 4"2._
lows: Ireland................,......,........,...... ,..........

..a..... e , . Total ................ 27 512 : fl_J 1.211

TotalIra- TotalEx- !Retainedfor
YEARS ortsof ports of I Home Con- _i_ Fo_ori_ :

P_'_ool Wool I sUmptlon England and Wales .... 8142 12,72 31647 44,41.(_eotlnnd ............ 631 74,
_b_ lb_ ! lba. Ireland ................ 2 Z_90 110 40(

1867 .................. 2:_3,70_184 90,8_,584 1_lf_'0,_0
1868 ................. 252_744,155 105,070311 14,.673,844 ---
18_9 ................W-o8,461,6._ 116,608,305 141,8_,884 Total................818 18,171 _,888 45,55f
1870 .................. 268,250,49_ 92,54_,884 170,708,115 ....

18,1 .................. 823,036,'_9fi 185,0_9,794 187,94_,505 Hosiery d_ot_er Factor'# 5488 15,158 11,419 _6,57_
1872 ..................806,379,6_4 18%511,247 168,8ff_41." England and Wales .
1878 ................. 818,ff._,W9 128.246,172 IW;,7_0,607 Scotia, d .............. _ 585 1,1'2(
1874 .................. 344,470,89_ 144,284, 6_ `200,176.284 Ireland ..................................
1875 .................. _k5,0_5,57_ 1,'_2,07.%4_ 197,_0,181_ ................ ____ _--
1876 .................. 390,055,7_ 17_,(_0,37_ 21_"O_ 887 .....
1877 ................. 409,94%198 lb'7,418,6"27 2_,530.571 Total ................ _ 15,695 12,004 27.69_
18"/8..................399,449,485 199A_8_.5_4 _00,16'2,t,'91 ...........
1879 .................. 417,110,09_ 24_.88a,008 178,724,091 Summary :

18_0 ..................46_5_963 "237,4_,589 226,100,374 England and Wales ...._g'_ 8_8,491 454,._8 783,0"z_Scotland tmu 44,269 110,650 154 91_
Ireland ................2_5 t11:281 4_,_8 67.741

-- The following table shows the numbe of rex- Total ................ 7,294 8t_t,044 611,641 1,0_,68_
tile factories, and of operatives employed in them,
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Of this total number of persons employed I

(1,005,685) there were 61,209 boys and 64,677 girls _,_e. Tot,1 Im-
po_ and

under thirteen years of age. The average wages covm,ax_._. , E_po_t_,_s70.
of the cotton operatives in Lancashire were esti-
mated in 1860 at 18s, 6d. per week for men, 10s. United States ........ 112,161.211
2d. for women, 7s. for boys, 5s. for girls. In the France ............... 53,447,_53
linen factories at Belfast wages vary from 5s. 61t. to British India ......... 46 0_'2,617Germany ............ 40,196,435

£2 per week, according to the skill of the work- Australasia ........... 38,2'13,559
man. The average wages paid in England and Netherlands .......... 31.812,5_5Russia ............. '23,521,0_)
Scotland for work in the woolen factories were at British North America 15,_,90.819
the same time from 6s. to 7s. per week for spin- Belgium ............. 15.S_',elSChina ................ 15A011,913
nine, and OS. for weaving; these operations being Spain ................ II,_8531__ _,zy'pt............... 11,0-_:L7_1.3
mainly carried on with the assistance of women Turkey ............ 10,681,701
:rod young girls; the wages of men in the same British South Africa 10,463068• Brazil ............... 10,434.g70
factories averaged from 16s. to 26s. per week. -- British We,t Indies. 10,057,072
Hardware. The manufacture of hardware, cut- Italy ............... 8,217..270

lery and machinery employs 530,000 workmen. DenmarkSWeden.......................... 6._28._577"862"895
The mw material is valued at £20,000,009, and Portugal ......... 5.250,917

the manufactured goods amount in value to over Spamsil We,t Indies_ 4._01fl54Chili ................. 4_6_8,444
£100.000,000 annually, of which about two- Stfait_ Settlements... 4,59-i,3794,:'M9,883
thirds are used in Great Britaiu and one-third ceylon ...............Hung Kong .......... 4,2';5.069
exported. Until quite recently the hardware Peru ................. 4.t:_%_59
industry of Great Britain surpassed in magnitude Java ................. _,427,/.x56Japan .............. 3,088 947
that of all the rest of the world put together; Norway .............. 3,003f523

and, though no longer without competitors, it is Argentine Confed- _,891,619eration ..........
still advancing as rapidly as ever. Through the Greece ............... _,805,53_
increase of the maufacture of cutlery, pins, and Austria ........ -...... 2,484,687Roumania ............ 2,370_:t_O
tither hardware, such towns as Sheffield and Bir- Foreign West Africa. '2,309,940

mingham have quadrupled their population with. central America ..... 2,106.5_Philippine Islands.._ 2,079.845
iu seventy years. Colombia ............ 1,808.'295

1811. I_I. ChannelIslands..... 1,336,628Brttlsh West Africa_. 1,324310
Sheffield.............................. 58 ¢X_ 284,000 Uruguay ............. 1_',_4,fi15
Birmingham .......................... 86.000 880,000 Mexico ............. 1,'275,_2

Mauritius ............ _,09_

The annual product of the total, manuf_'tures of Malt_ ................ 0_A4._Ecnador.......... _'] 1T2 805.157
tlle kingdom is about £665,000,000, and the num- Gibraltar ........ :::: 35.969 713.656
her of workmen employed is 2,930,000.- Corn- Ea_tAlmca ........... 162,537 696,911Algeria .............. [ 4,54.24t; 679.818.
merce, In the first decade of the nineteenth con- venezuela ........... [ 114,804 576,841
fury, when the grandfathers of the present gen- Aden ................ 206,911 _ 4_'_Tunis and Tripoli .... [ 40_,_ 46¢,,2_.
eratmn of Englishmen were spending £624,000,000 Dutch West Indies._.l 215,458 4"27.115
to overthrow Bonaparte, the commerce of the Morocco ............. [ 154,270 39%B0ffBolivia ........... | 306, '2.3 _59,_0
British empire did not exceed £60,000,000. At FrenehNorthAmerica[ .... 354,168

the present day it reaches about £931,000,000, of P,ci_e Islands ....... [ -1_.'_; 305.754Hay¢i ............ / 104,_39 9"15"239
which about £320,000,000 represents the trade of Danish Wes_ Indies..| 35..'4"21 _6.169
the colonies. This is about one-third of the entire Persia .............. 71,._1French VCes! Indies:: 11,854 1.q8,765
trade of the world. The following table gives _Northern Whale ( go aqi 89,644
the declared value of the imports and exports Fisheries ........ ( _"'-"Falkland Islands ..... 63,4'20 lg (_'i 75,455
during the eighth decade of the century: Bermudas ........... 8,648 47.5:-_7 56,175

Siam................. '29666 15_47_,1 45,425
Bourbon (Rdunion) .. 2,315 '27,538 29,85,3

_;,;-o-/i ........ F_e_¢_i.dia _,s4_ _,7_o _._,, • "........ I 24787 4697 £_,484
..... [ TotalIra-[Exl__rts of [Foreignand[TotalIra- CochinChina......... •x_nx_ or_[.amnrr_-I CoIoniel I ports and St. Helena ........... 8,596 18._9 27,4_5

port_ duce. [Produce.[ Exports Madagascar ........ t0,3_0 15,427 25,747Patagonia " ...-'_ 19,191_........... 19,191
-- ! L '£ "' £ "- AI"&DIa............... , 2_ _ "

_sTl...... t._LOl_ aso i _,o_ _ [ _o a,'s,,_s [ _ -- "....... ,o_ B,o _,_os614,590.050 Ascension ............ [ 14 9,5(Y5 2.519
1872...... l :-54,6_'fiP_4[256.257'347[ .58331,487[ 669,'_2,458 Indian Sea Islands ............. 1,313 1,373
18_ ...... {371,287,37"2[ '2.55,164_ 55,840,1fi2/ fi82._9_187 Portug_mseIndia ............... I , 3 9_3

1874...... [8Z008'_7011239,558J21 ,58,09"2.343_667,733,165 He| !...........] _ fi0IS75.....I3_930,577[ _b23.46._96,3 58 146,8606.55.5,51.900Igo_and.......... __
1_6 ...... j875.1M_70_[ 200,fia9,204 56,137,3fi8 6,'II,9SI,3_5 Total ............. i.o,62991,875! 191,531,W-.8 _584.5__%_,1877...... [,394,419.6/_t 19881_.065 53452,955 i 646,765,702
18"(8..... [ .%8,770,742| 10_848,914 52.634,944 614,254,600
I_9 .... _2,,991,875[ 191,5.$1,758 57,_ii,606 611,775,1_9

_880...... 41L'_-,565 [ _2a,0_0440 _,_5,ff20 C_r/,_k_,i,0_1And the following shows tl_e dealings of the
United Kingdom with the different countries in

--The following table exhibits the dealings of 1880 (This table, like the former, is taken
the United Kingdom with the remainder of the from the "Statesman's Manual," by Frederick
world during the year 1879: Martin.)
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Tot_. and the trade between Great Britain and the
BmushPro_ portsand United States is move than twice as great as thatco_aauz_ X_o._' E_r_ ordu_,
! tsso. _r.ts, between Great Britain and France, the second

,' _ x country on the list in the table of 1879. In other
United States ........ 107,081,950 $9.855,871 137.987,13:
British India ......... ;R),I17,900 30.451,314 60,569,_9, .words, the commercial ties between Great Britain
France............... 41,070,_ 15,,_94,4._ 57,_;4,_ and tbe United States are more than twice as
australasia........... 25,663.3,34 16,980,fie15 42,594¢%! strong as the ties between any other two countriesGermany ............ '24,855,419 16,94_700 41#99.111

Netherlands ......... _,909,373 9,t_46.682 85,156,0_ in the world; and their strength is rapidly grow-
Ro_la ............... ls,029,s_ 7,_ _ _,_,_2: ing year by year.--The six chief articles of importBritish NorthAmeriea 13,388,9e8 7,708,870 2].09785_
Betgium ............. 11,253,664 5,7_,0'J4 17,049,(_ into Great Britain for the year 1880 are as follows:
China ................ II,884 T27 5"064,3_ 16,899._,'
_pain ............... 11,128,256 3_480,777 14,b59,03: 1. Wheat and floor ........................... _PA12,857,269
British South Africa.. 5,688.522 6,629,J'_0 12,2_,8_ 2. Cotton, raw ................................ 42,7"/_,tJ68
Egypt ................ 9,I_0,589 3,060,640 I_i,_. 3. Wool ...................................... _,_75.407

Brazil ............... 5"2_0,fi70 6,681,_6 11,942 89( 4. Sugar ...................................... _2,894,885
Turkey ............... 8,874,280 6,765,956 10,640,'2_ ,. Wood and timber .......................... 16,7_,809
_weden ............. 8.264.956 1.94_069 10_207,0¢2t 6. Tea ........................................ 11,613,_8

British West Indies... 6,761,801 _,_1,975 9,723,'27_
Italy ................. 3,385,109 5,482,906 8,818,01_ The six chief articles of export for 1880 are ex-
Denmark............. 5,285"7fi7 1.899,659 7,1854'_ hibited in the following table.
Portugal ............. 8,990,099 2,_27,856 6,217,4N
Straits Settlements... 3,697,6"24 '&`268,697 5.9e_,_ 1. Cotton manufactures:
Chili ................. 3,456,633 1,919,454 5,87S _ Piece goods, white or plain ............... £34,755,147

• Hong Kong .......... 1,_,541 3 778,',_1 5"_1,74' " " printed or dyed .............. _,377,370
Ceylon ............... 8.386,369 '.q_7,'2_ 4,373,591 " " of other kinds ................ 6,529,916
ffa_'a ................. 2,236,585 1,747,431 3,984,01( Cotton yarn ............................... 11,901,62_

.Norway .............. _7_4,044 I,_._?,555 3,977.69_ Total ................................ .._ 75,564,066
Japan ................ 531,621 3_0,906 8,82"2,,52"_,
Argentine Confed-

eration ........... _ 886,_8 2,450,5_6 3,387fl0_ _. Woolen manulhctures:Cloths, coatings, e_ ....................... 6,7_,721
Spani_l_ West Indies.. 1,752,63,5 1,469,489 3.22_12_ Flannels, blankets and baizes ............ 897,088
Philippine Islands .... 1fi_8.663 1,._)0,040 '2._,70_ Worsted 8toffs ............................. 7,241.156
Peru ................. 2,652.6"23 312.808 2,965,43] Carpets and druggets ..................... 1,1:_,545
Foreign West Africa.. 1,910.641 9t_,737 2.904,3_ All other sorts ............................. 1.`25fi,067
Roumania ............ 1,461,836 1,112,761 2,574.59; Woolen and worsted yarn ................ 3,844,740
Greece ............... 1,483,462 8_.508 2,30_.q'1(
Urugnay ............. 694,59_ 1,381,338 9.,075,981 Total ................................. £ _0,_09,917
Austria .............. 1,480,949 593,561 2,0'24,51( 3. Iron and steel:

Uentral America ...... 1,3;]8._ 658.476 t,997,40_ Iron, pig and puddled..................... 5.218,660
Ne_ Granada ........ 838.439 1,0_9,806 I,SW_gA2 ' bar, angle, bolt and rod .............. 2,376,379
Mexico ............... 6fl8,071 1,2_5,56"/ 1,8._ 6_ " railroad_ ............................ 5,0"P22.53
British West Africa .. 779,'2_S 789,9_ 1,569,_ " wire ................................ 1_/,915
_'hannel Islands ...... 810,435 583.668 1,894,1(g " tinned plates ......................... 4,457,887
Algeria ............... 741,453 '292(Y87 1,033,54( " hoops and plates .................... 8,388,120
Malta ................ 201,010 825,819 1,(_t26.8_ " wrought, of all sorts ................. 3.799,1"28
Ecuador .............. 647,331 352,313 999,644 " old, for re-manufacture .............. 1,165,0t;9
_;tbraltar ............. 41,'275 771 86'2 813,13_ Steel, wrought and unwrought ............. 2,096,805
Ha_i ................ 187_`212 504,42.5 I 691,63_
Mauritius ............ I_84,485 858,160 642,64t Total ................................ _ 28,_0,316
Venezuela ............ 19t_,_4 4'28 14'2 626,44_
Morocco .............. _50,564 246,584 597,14_ 4. Coal, ¢.lnder_ and fuel ....................... 8,37'2fl_3
:ranis and Tripoli .... 500,108 88.443 588,5.51
Aden ................. .._0.399 ]01. ,"_0 49"2,1_ 5. Machinery .................................. 9,268,516
East Africa ........... "235,:_ _f_.q58 464/261 ft. Lt_en manufactures:
Dutch West Indies... 118,575 '296.,_ 415,13_ White or plain ........................... 4,818,841
Bolivia ............... 829,071 i 78.929 408,(_(_ Printed, checked or dyed .................. 150,182
Siam ................. 840,786 I I_,285 864,0'/1 Other sorts ................................ B86,_6
Persia ............... 81,614 226,4_ 308,01_ Linen yarn ................................ 11201,542
Danish West Indies .. 70,295 : 201,956 '272,'251
Islands in tho Faeiflc. 121,'_'2 84.180 '205,1_ Total ................................. ._ 7,057,_i1
French _est indies .. 137 161,_2 1_05_
Falkland l_,lands ..... 97,152 24,81`2 121,964 -- ,.qhipping. The number of vessels carrying the
_?ochinChina......... 119,348 1,375 _s0,7'z_ British flag was at the beginning of the presentNorthern Whale

Fisheries ......... f 119,_8 ............ 119,[}_ century greater than that of any other nation of
Bermudas............ 5,6_t3 59.486 65,175 ancient or modern times, and during the present
_lad_,,_car .......... 7,557 49,610 51_6'
[_rench North America ............ 84,8_ _,.,_ century it has quadrupled. The following table
Bourbon(Rdunion).............. 27,364 27,86 exhibits the total shipping of the United Kingdom,_t. Helena ............ 1,449 19,276 20,7_
_rench India .................... I0,042 10,0£ both sailing and steam, and for both home and
Patsgon a ............ 8,064 8,05, foreign trade, for years 1867--80:Cndian,SeaIslands__.I _,7i_ ...... _ 5"_4
_.scension _,347 2,847
_.rabia ............................ 1,867 1,_ YEARS. Numl_r
Portuguese India ................. 879 _,(_ of Vessels. Tons. Men
--" 1867 .................. 21,7"/7 _ 196,_t0

Total ............. 411,229,565 223,060,446 684,290,011 1868 .................. _2,250 5,516,_ 197,502
1_9 .................. I _,881 5,557 _ 1_5,490
1870 .................. [ £_,_80 5"559,11{ 1_6,96`2

These tables show that while the commerce of the 1871 .................. , g_,207 5_683,561 199,_2
187"2.................. _.554 5,761,0_ _7'20

United Kingdom extends all over the world, its 1st8 .................. _1,_8_ 5,748,o_, sos,_o
principal dealings are with few countries. More 1874.................. 20,872 5,864,58_ _6061675 .................. _0,191 5.891,_ 199'_67
than one-half of all its commercial dealings are 187_.................. l_,_l_ 5'996,1m 198:fi38

with six countries: the United States, France, IS_ .................. _o,s19 _,h_,fat I9_,_l_ff8 .................. _0,0_4 6,'2_6,1_ __5,585
India, Germany, Australasia, and the Nether- 1879 .................. 20,0'29 6,9A9,8_ 193,M8

lands. Our own country ranks first in the list; _m0 ................ I9,_ 6,s44._; tg_
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The following table shows the distribution of [ years 1866 and 1879, omitting the intervening

"the _otal amount of _A:ippi_g i_to sail and steam, I years:and also into home and foreign trade, for the

SsAling Vessels. Steam Vessels.
Y'F,_SS.

Number.. Toms. [ Men. Number. Tons. Men.

_omeT_...ti 1_ ..................................... 11,m 813,_ 37,44o 81_ u_,194 9,0_1879 ..................................... 10,709 708_082 86,782 1,844 240,070 14,27_.
!

Partly Home / 18_5 ..................................... 1,546 278,157 10,055 I 110 47,194 I 2,05_

and 4,743 ] 209Partly Foreign _ 1879 ..................................... 909 128,0'27 84,496 _ 15_

• i.__

FereignTrade.. 1_ ..................................... 7,454 3,612_973 109,073 784 553,425 I 28.741
1879 ..................................... 4,831 3,0E_,567 73,652 _,027 _,006,591[ 60,93!

It will be seen from this that the proportion of Kingdom, 55.120,000 tons, or 88 per cent. ; United
steamers is growing so rapidly that before very States, 7,434,000 tons, or 59 per cent. ; Canada,

long the sailing vessels will be in the minority. 5,673,000tons, or 80 percent•; France, 5,254,000
The tendency of the merchant vessels is to in- tons, or 36 per cent.; Australasia, 4,492.000 tons,
crease in size and tonnage. The average tonnage or 93 per cent. ; Netherlands, 3,790,000 tons, o," 51
has more than doubled since ]840, and in this way per cent. ; Germany, 2,298,000 tons, or 36 per
the nation has effected a saving of 123,000 seamen, cent. ; Italy, 1,887,009 tons, or 23 per cent. ; South
as compared with the former number of hands America, 1,200,000 tons, or 50 per cent.; West
to tonnage, as we may see from the following Indies, 1,180,000 tons, or 60 per cent.; Russia,
table: 1,006.000 tons, or 34 per cent.; South Africa,

1,004,000 tons, or 86 per cent. The total currying

Ton_ trade of Great Britain is therefore ahout 90.000,000
YEARS. TotalToaaa_,. SLUora Pcr_ tons, which, at an average of 10s. ($2.40) per Ion,

-- yields an income of £45,000,000 per annum.
1849................ 8,096,000 [ 153,000 The sum paid by British underwriters averages

l_il ................ 4.360.0006,116,000[ 1,'72,0(J0 ] _._" £1,500,000 yearly, being about £6 per ton ou ves-18;7 ................ I 197,000 I sels and £8 per ton on cargoes. The total amount
of marine insurance usually exceeds £450,000
Raib_ays. From the opening of the fi|'.,t raihvay,

According to the scale of 1849 it is obvious that in 1825, down to the end of 18,50, the number of
;_20,000 seamen, instead of 197,000, would be re- miles of railway constructed in the United King-
_tuircd to man the British merchant fleet at the dom was 6,621; this was at the rate of 265 miles
present day. The saving thus effected in gross annually. In 1860 the length of lines was 10.433,
amounts to 38 per cent., thus allowing a great tile average rate of construction being 381 miles

reduction of freight charges, and enabling food annually. At the end of 1879 the length of litres
and raw materials to be imported, and manufact- was 17,696, the annual average on the total length

ures to be exported, with less expense and greater having increased to 40'2 miles. The principal
profit. _ The proportion of trade done all over recent railway statistics of Great Britain are corn-

the world in British vessels is as follows: United prised in the following table:

Number of passel_geru Con-
Length of Total Capital veyed (exclusive ot _eaaon Traffic Receipts

y-EAI_. Lines open Paid Up (shares ticket holders).xt the end ot Lnd loans) at She
each Year ndof each Yeax.

Total. --'Per_ae-, : Per Mile.

Miles. £ No. NO. £ £

1871 ................................ 15,756 "5_,680,107 875/220,754 _,814 48,_780 8,(W_

1872 ................................ 15_814 "_i9,047,._18 422,874,822 _740 51,304,114 3,244
18,"3 ................................ 16,0_2 588_20,808 455,320,'2_ _8,312 55,675,421 3,462
1874 ................................ 16,449 609,895,919 4,'8,816,701 _9,0_8 56,901 281 31459
1875................................ 16,658 6_0,_..)fl,942 507.532,187 30,468 58,.q82,7_ 3,541
1818.................... 16,87_ 658,214,776 538,681,7_ 31,9'28 59,917,868 8,551
1877.....':.'.'_'..".."..'." .... - ..... 17,077 674,059048 561593,654 32,301 82,978328 3,687
18T_............................... 3,4_
1879............ ".................. 17,335 698,545,15t_ 565,@24.4,55 _.2,594 60,4_6,12'2
1880........................ _ ...... _ 17,6_ 717,063,469 562,T_2,890 81 800 59,395,282 8,35617,945 72_621,657 603,884,752 33_65_ 61,95.",751 3_453
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At the end of 1878 the total length in roues of o_m_., 9 vols., London, 1874---5 _ Cressy, R/s_
rmlways in th_ British empire was as follows: and _%'_reu of the _li_ Go_ti_ution, 9th ed.,
UnitedKlngdom .................................... 17,335 London, 1866; Agnes Strickland, Lives of the
India...........................................8,215 _'ueensof Eng_,,d, 12 vols.,London, 1840--48,6

C_ylon......................................9_ vols., London, 1864-5; Ranke, Eng_che Ge_c/dchteDominionofCanada...........................5,574
Jamaica ....................................... _ vorndonlich tn_ 16 und 17 Jahrh., 9 vols., Berlin
British Guiana.................................21 and Leipzig, 1862-72; Buckle, History of Civiliz-

[ New South Wales ...........650Victoria ..................... 931 atior_ in England, 2 vols., London, 1874; Green, A

Australasia !lQueenslandS°UthAut_rana............................. 298_'2 S/a_rt ttistory of the English l_eople, London, 1874,
! Tasmania ................... 175 and lti_tory of the English People, 4 vols., Lon-
I New Zealand ............... 718 don; Kemble, Code.v diplam_ticua _,v¢ Saxonici, 6a,064

Cape Colony and Natal ....................... 154 vols., London, 1845-8, and TlwA_,a'on_inF_ngland,

Mauritius ...................................... __66 l'C2n 2 vols., London, 1849; Palgrave, Rise and Prog,re_*
of the Enflld, Cbmrrwnwealth, Anglo-Sa._r_ .Period,

Total ............................................ 84,5,1S 2 vols., London, 1832; James,/:_tory of Engla_uf
At tim end of 1879 between 5,000 and 6,000 miles iu the Time of the Romans, Saxons, Danes aral 2¢'of
of new lines were in process of construction in roans, London, 1851; Haigh, Conq_uv,_t of Brilain
the different parts of the emph'e. The railways by the ,_tzons, London. 1861 ; Pauli, KSnig Aelfrat
in the United Kingdom employ a force of 276,000 und seine Stelle in der Ge_chichte England,*, Berlin,
men. :No less than 176 members of parliament 1857, and Bihler yon Altengland, 2d ed., Gotha,
are railway directors. From 1847 to 1873 the 1876; Vaughan, Rewlutions in English History, 3d
number of passengers killed per million steadily ed., 3 vols., London, 1867; Thidrry, Itistoire de la
decreased; since 1873 it has risen, as is shown in eor_?ugt_ d'A*_lleterre par /es .Norma_ds, Paris,

the following table: 1825, new ed., 1867; Turner, ///story of Et,gland

In 1847-9 the ratio of deaths was 1 fn 4,78_,000 from the xYorman Conquest to l5OO, 6thed.,3vols.,
1K56-9 ...... 8,708,0o0 London, 1852, Modern History of England, part
_ 9 ...... _,_4_,oo0 I., Ihn'gn of Henry VIII., London, 1826, new ed.,1871-3 *, ,* " _),0_.(_0
_74-_ ...... tl,6SS,000 $ vols., London, 1835, and Modern Hi_ory of
1879 ...... _,_0,000 England, part 1L, Reigns of Edward VI , Mary

--BnaLio_aP_r_. Beda, Historia eccgesioaCica a_,d E, lizabeth, London, 1829, new cd., $ vols..

gentis Anglorum, and the Anglo.,_xon Ch_nic.le, London, 1854; Froude, History of England f, o,,
published by Thorpe, _ vols., London, 1861; the Fcug of Wolsey to the JDefeat of the _S_pam._h
Malmesbury, Hi_toria novella and .Degestis pon- Ar_u_da, new ed., 12 vols., London, 1870; Claren-
tifwum ; Savile, l_eru_n A_glicarum *c_gptor_s don, llistory of the Rebellim_ and Civil Wars it_
post Bedam prerdpui, London, 1596; Camden, S_tp- England, 7 vols, Oxford, 1849; Gardiner, IIisto_.
plemeMa, Frankfort, 1608; Gale, Historia_ tlriticcr, of England u_uler the Duke of Bucktngham and
&_xonic_,AnglodanivwscriptoresXV., Oxford, 1691 ; Charles the First, 1624-8, London, 1875; Brodie,
Dugdale aud Dodsworth, Monazti_um Anglicarum, Constit,_tioncd History of tire British _mlffre from
3 vols., London, 1655-73; Stevens, HistoryofAn- theAcce_ionof CharlesL totheRestoration, 4vols.,
dent Abbeys, 3 vols., London, 1722-8 ; Wilkins, Edinburgh, 1827, new ed., 3 vols., London, 1865;
Conc_ia Magn_ .BHtanni_ et Hibernia, 5 vols., Mackintosh, H_to_T of the Revolution in England
London, 1737; Thorpe, Ancient Laws and fnati, in 1688, London, 1834; Guizot, Histolre de la rdv-
tute._ of the Anglo-Saxon _Kings, London, 1_40, and olutian d'A_glete_'re, 4th ed., 2 vols., Paris, 1850,
1)iplornatarium Anglicanum _vi Saxonici, London, and Pourqtwi la q'dvolution d'Anglete_'re a-t-rile

1865; De ThoyTas, Histoire d'Angleterre, 9 vols, rguss/2, Paris, 1850; Younge, IIi_tory of the Eng-
Hague, 1733; Hume, History of Eng/and, 6 vols., li_h Re_vlutio_ of 1688, London, 1874; Birchall,
London, 1754-61; Jones, History of England E_,gh_ut u_M_r the Revolution and the .tlouse of
during the R, ign of Oa)rge III., 8 vols., London, llanorer, 1688-1820, Mancimster, 1876 ; Merle
1825; Henry, H_st(n_l of Great Britain, 6 vols., d'Aubign6, £e Protecteur, ou l_ r@ublique d'.A_-
Edinburgh, 1771-93 ; Heinrich, Geschichte yon glete_7"e auxjours de Cromwdl, Paris, 1848; Mac-
England, 4 vols., Leipzig, 1806-10; DcMolleville, pherson, tIistory of Great Britain from the Iie_to-
Histoire d'Angleterre, 6 vols., Paris, 1815 ; Lin- ration of Charh.s fl. to the Accession of the Itou._r
gard, ltistory of E_agland, 13 vols., London, 1854; of Hanoveq', London, 1775; _acaulay, ItL*tory of
Lappenburg, Geschichte yon .Eng/and, 2 vols., England from the AceessionofJaau's/I., 5 vol_..
Hamburg, 1834-7 ; Macgregor, History of the London, 1848--61, new ed., London, 1875; :Earl
t_'itinh Ernptre, 2 vols., London, 1852; Keightley, Stanhope, ttistory of England from tlre Peace of
Historgoflz;ngland, 3 vols., London, 1839,2w)ls, Utrecht tv the Peace of Versailles, 1713-83, 5th ed.,
1859; Hal]am, Cot_,titutiqnal Hist,71 of l_ngland, 7 vols., London, 1858; Massey, History of Eng-

London, 1827, 3 vols., London, 1871; May, Con. land du_ng the Reigr, of George IH., 4 vols.,

stitutio_utl ItistoqT/ of England since the Ace.essiou of London, 1861-5, 2d ed., 1866; Martineau, Histerg
George liT., 3(1 cd., 3 vols., London, 1871, and of Englarut during the Thirty Years' Peace, 2vo_.,
6'onstitutionalHistory of England from1760 to1860, London, 1848-50; Roebuck, History of ttua Whig
3d ed., 2 vols., London, 1871 ; Stubbs, The Consti. Ministry of 1830, 2 vols., London, 18,50-51 ; Pauli,
tutional _tistory of l_.'ngland in its Origin and Devel Oe,_hicMe Englands _it den t_reiden,_ddO_wn vo_
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1814 und 1815, $ vole., Leipzig, 1864-75; Moles- of Oeorgios I. But the constitutive national
worth, Hfiffory of g'_gland from 1880-74, to the assembly established, in 1864. a new constitution
Re_:gnatian of She Gladstone Ministry, new ed., 3 of tile monarchy, a constitution which King
vols., London, 1874; Bagehot, The _ngli_h Con. George swore to support, Nov. 26, 1864. Ac-
s_itutfon, London, 1867, 2d ed., 1872 ; Gneist, cording to the provisions of this constitution, the

Das englische'a Verwattungsr_cht _nit Ein_chluss de_ crown shall be bereditat 5- in tile male line of the
Ite_rs, d_rGerlchteundderJKirche, 2ded.,2vols., king's posterity; it lms.ses eventlmlly to the young-

1866-7, and Sdfgovernm_d, Communalre_fa_.u_g er brother of the latter; but in no case can thc
_ll_d Ve waltungsgeri_Me in El_gland, 3d ed., Ber- crowns of Greece and Denmark belong to the

lin, 1? 71; :Baxter, The TaxaHon of the bSdted same mon_lrch. The executive power is in the
.King4om, London, 1869; Burrows. Col_tituti_,nal king, and in the legislature. The national as-
P_vg, ess, London, 1869; Clode, History of the scmbly consists i)f a single chamber of 187 depu-
Adl_,M_tration and Govern_l_ent (f the British ties. This chamber has taken the place of the
Ar,',yfrom the Revoluti4m of 1688, 2 vols., London, former estates assembly, witll two chambers.
1869-70 ; Freeman, The G_,owth of t]_ E_gh'd* The members of the national assembly are elect-

£_jl_slltutionfivmtlwEarliestTimes, Londou, 1873; ed at general elections, and by direct election.
Haarn, T/,eGovernment of England, London, 1870; Elections for members of tile assembly take place
IIoln_% The British Armyil_ 1875, London, 1876; ever)" four years. The suprcmc executive board

Nohle, 2*'atio_al Fimuwe, London, 1875; PaL consists of the council with the ministers of
grllVC, The local Taxath, n of Great Britai_ amt f(n'eign affai_ s, of justice, of the finances, of wor-
Irela_*d, London. 1871; Reed, Our Ironclad Sldp_, ship, public instruction, war, tile navy, and of
London, 1869; Scott, Tl_e British Arm_ 2 vols., the intcrior. For the purposes of administration
London, 1868; Stephens, New Commentaries o_ tile country is divided into thirteen _wmar_'hies
the Laws ef F,r_hend, 4 vols., London, 1868; (government districts), at the head of wllich
Todd, On Parliamentary Gove_nme_,t in 2;,gland, stands a _mmarch (president): Attiea and Bentia;
2 vols, London. 1867-9; Young, Imperial Federa- Euboea; Phthiotis and Phocis; Acarnia and zEto-
tio_ of Great B_tain and Her Colonies, London, lia; A(,haia and Ells; Arcadia; Laconia; Messe-
1876. -- (See IREL._='_D, SCO'rL_,'D.) nia; Argolis and Corinth; Cyclades: Corfu;

Jo_ FIS_E. Cephaloni.'_; Zante. The subdivisions of tim no-
marchies are the _rchi_, governed by an ela*rch.

GREECE, a kingdom in the southeast of There are fifty-nine eparchi_s. The capital i_ un-
Europe, consisting of old Middle Greece (Hell_), (let"a special prefect of police. In the ,_dmiuistra-
the Peloponnesus (Morea) and the islands Euboea, tion of justi(,e the areopagms is the highe._t court.
the Cyclades, the Northern Sporades, and, since There are, besides a court of cassation at Athens,
:Nov. 14, 1863, of the Ionian islands, which up to courts of appeal at Athens, Nauplia, Patras and
that time had been an independent state under Corfu. Subordinate to these are the sixteen
the protcction of England. The kingdom of courts, and courts of as._ize, besides which there
Greece has an area of 19,941 English square are 175 "justices of the peace" for lesser civil
miles, and a population (1879) of 1,679,775, of cases and lesser criminal offenses. The metro-
_hich number 37Ji98 are Albanians, 1,217 Wa]la- politan of the Greek Catholic church resides at
chians, a total of 29,126 foreigners, i. e., Germans, Athens. There are fourteen archbishops and six-
French, Englisi_, Italians, and comers from the teen bishops. Ronmn Catholic archbishops are
ionian islands. The rest of the population located at Romas and Corfu. There arc four
are modern Greeks; that is, descendants of tile bishops undcr their jurisdiction.-- By a statute of
ancient Hellcnes, with a mixture of Slave blood. J_ul. 15, 1867, a law of military duty. applicable Io

They speak the Greek language. The majority all, was introduced into Greece. The time of scr-
of the population belongs to the orflmdox Greek vice, according to thi_ law, begins with a person's
Catholic Church. In 1870 there were 12,585 twentieth year. IIe mu_t remain six year, in the
Roman Catholics and 2,582 Jews in the kingdom, reserve corps and ten in the land_rehr.-- Accord-

The capital is Athens, with a population of 68,677. ing to the budget of 1880, the receipts of the
Greece won her independence, after a long Grecian state were estimated at 46,716,857
struggle, from Tm'kish rule, and was dcelm_cd a drachmas. The state debt amounted, in 1880, _o

sovereign kingdom by the London proto(,ol of 315,209,011 drachmas.--BIBLm_RXPHv. B_ock-
Feb. 3, 1830, A treat)" between England, France, haus, GriecheMand, ,qa_graphi_c]_, .qesch,cMlich w_d
Russia and Bavaria procured for Prince Otto the ctdt_er-ld,,iorisch wm den"dlta*te_ zcit his a_f die Geg-
Grecian kingly crown ; and lie continued to reign emr_ar_, 8 vols, Leipzig, 1870; Gervimls, Ga_cldch_e
until Oct. 22, 1862, when a provisional govern- desl9Jal, rh.,4vols ,Leipzig, 1859-60; Schmeidler,

nlent constituted at &thens declared him deposed. Gc_'hirhtede,_A_Mgre_hs Greichenlamls,tteidel-
On Dec. 22, 1862, the constitutive national conven- berg, 1876; Be_ardakis, Lepr(:se_etl'acenirdela

lion assembled at Athens, on the motion of the Gr&e, Paris, 1870; Camphell, Tur/a_ a_,d Greeks,
protecting powers, chose Prince William (Oeorge), London. 1877: Carnarvon, l_emini_ce:,ce,,_fAtheas

soeond son of the present king, Christian IX. andtl_M_,r_'a, London, 1870; Cusani, Mdmoriesto-
of Denmark, (Schtcswig-Holstein-Sonderburg- , rico-stati._ehe ,_tlla Dabmtzia, s_dlc i._ob' lome e s_tlla
Gliicksburg,)king of the lIcllenes, under the title G_'ccia, Milan, 1862; Digenis, (d_clq,tes _._tes dati_-

80 VOL. n.--27
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tiques sur la Gr_e, Marseilles, 1878; Dora d'Istria, territories. Grain, after the payment of trans-
lSxeursions en Roumdlie et en Morde, $ vols., Paris, portation to a market, seldom paid any great
1865: Kirkwall, Four Yearn ia the IoMaa Islands, profit, and the use of corn for fuel was quite
2 vols., London, 1864; Leconte. Etude dco_wmique common. During the war the government be-
d_ la Grace, Paris, 1849; bfansolas, Rapport s_tr came a heavy customer of easy access, the mort-
_'dtat de. la statislique eu Grace pr/sentd au Col_gr_s gages on farms, originally due in gold, were paid
Intem_ational de ,Statistique de St. IJetersbourg en in paper at from 50 to 60 per cent. discount, and
1872, Athens, 1872, and La GrOte d l'Exposition in 1865 agriculture was at its flood tide of pros-
¢tnicer,_lle de Pa_q., er_ 1878, Paris, 1878; Maul'er, perity. All was commonly attributed, however,
Dos gl@chisehe Volk it, OJ]kntlicher and In_vai. to the inflation of the currency by the introduc-
rechtlieher Bezid, ung, Heidelberg, 1835; Schmidt, tion of "greenbacks," and since 186,5 there has
JBeitrdge zur physicalisehen Geographie yon Orieeh- been a constant disposition among many men of
enland, 3 vols., Leipzig, 1864-70; Sergeant, New all parties in the agricultural states to recur to
Greece, London, 1878; Strickland, Gre.e_e, *ts Con. the inflation of the currency as a remedy for evils
ditlon and Resources, London, 1868; Tuckerman, of all sol_s, for the loss of the government as a
The Greeks of To-Day, London, 1873; Wyse, customer, for loss upon crops, or for general
Impressions of Greece, London, 1871. financial distress.- Another influence, closely

K. BAt'_.dtB.C.CH. kindred to the foregoing, is the feeling of many
farmers that the bankers, particularly in the east-

GREELEY, Horace, was born at Amherst, ern states, whom they suppose to hold most of
N. H., Feb. 3, 1811, and died near :New York city, the bonds of the United States, made a hard bar-
:Nov. 29, 1872. I:t.c became a printer and a whig gain with the government in the time of its
_editor, founded the ":New York Tribune" April greatest need, and have been trying to make their
t0, 1841, was a whig representative in Congress bargain harder ever since; that, having paid for
1848-9, and was defeated in 1872 as liberal repub- their bonds in greenbacks worth from 38 to 75
]ican and democratic candidate for the presidency, cents on the dollar, they would have been well
q'he excitement of the campaign, the alienation paid in greenbacks at or near par; that they had
of his personal and party friends because of his influenced congress to give them, in the act of

acceptance of the democratic nomination, and the March 18, 1869, more than their due by making
sudden death of his wife, to whom he was ten- all bondspayablc "in coin," even when the face of
derly attached, overwhelmed him, and lie died the bond did not specifythemedium of payment,
of softening of the brain soon after the election and that, when silver began to decrease in value
-- Until 1872 Greeley's personality was usually as compared with gold, the)' had again influenced
merged in his newspaper, tie made it the most congress in 1873 to demonetize silver and thus
prominent of abolition newspapers, but by no make their bonds payable in gold alone. These
meansconfincd it to abolition. In it lie especially two influences, aided by discontent at the ex-
advocated a high protective tariff and the expen- eruption of United States bonds from taxation,
diture of surplus revenue upon public improve- have been the foundation of the greenback party
ments; but he opened it also Io the discussion of proper; subsidiary influences only began to affect
Fourierism, dress reforms, the marriage relation, it after 1876.-- So early as 1868 the proposition to
x'egetarianism, and every other theory which pay in greenbacks that part of the national debt
seemed to him to offer a possibility of good. not specifically payable in coin, particularly the
These discussions and his personal eccentricities 5-20 bonds, had become known as the "Ohio idea."

of dress and manner, impeded any general pop- It controlled the democratic convention of that
_alar recognition of his real solidity of sense; and )'car see (DEMOCR_,TIC P.*_tTY, VI.), and its lead-
his nomination, solely on the score of availability, ing advocate, Pendleton, was strongly pressed for
by his life-long political opponents, the demo- the democratic nomination for the presidency.
crats, was a sheer absurdity. :Nevertheless it For some years afterward democratic state cou-

opened the way for post-bcllum politics, and in ventions throughout the western states reiterated
this way Greeley's death was a sacrifice which the Ohio idea in their platforms, but this had
was not made in vain. (See DE)_OCRATIC PXaTV, generally ceased except in Ohio, before 1871, and
VI.; REPUBLICAN PARTY, III.)--Sce Greeley's disappeared in the coalition of the democratic

,_'truggtefor Slavery Extension, Ame7 ivan C,_nfli_, and liberal republican parties in the following
Reeollections_,faBusy Life, and Essays on Politieal year. --II. GPOEE/_BA_KPARTY. The passage of
Eco_wmy; Parton's L/fe of Greeley (1868); Reavis' the resumption act of Jan. 14, 1875, committing
Life of (Tree_ey; Whitelaw Reid's Memm_d of the government and people to thepaymentof the

Grce/_ ; Hudson's Jcurnalivm in the United debt in specie in 1879, revived the greenback feel-
States; Galaxy, March, 1878; Stowe's M'e'a of our ing. The proposal of the nheasure had brought

Times. ALEXanDER Joints'tON. about a greenback convention at Indianapolis,
:Nov. 25: 1874, which adjourned after indorsing

GREENBACK - LABOR, or NATIONAL by resolution the three propositions which have
]PARTY, The (_N U. S. IhSTORY). ' I. Before been the foundation of all greenback platforn_s
the war of the rebellion agriculture was under since that time: 1, that the currency of all na.
many disadvantages in the western states and tional and state banks and corporations ahou]d be
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withdrawn; 2, that the only currency should be democrats and nationalg; in the south they were
a paper one, issued by the government, "based of republicans and nationals; while m the closely
on the faith and resources of the nation," ex- contested and doubtful states the national vote
changeable on demand for bonds bearing interest amounted to nothingexcept as a means of drawing
at 3,65 per cent. ; and 3, that coin should only be off a small per centage of votes from the demo-
paid for interest on the present national debt, cratic or republican party. (See :MAI_E, DELA-
and for that portion of the principal for which WARE, MASSACHUSETTS.) Thus, of the fourteen
coin had been specifically promised. The devel- congressmen above mentioned, five were "rcpub-

opment of the new party was checked for a time lican-nationals," seven "'democratic-nationals,"
by the continued adoption by democratic state and but two "nationals" pure and simple.-- The
conventions of the three propositions just men- party's national convention was held at Chicago,
tioned; but it was revived again toward 1876 by June 9, 10, 1880, and nominated Jas. B. Weaver,

the growing likelihood tha_ the democratic nomi- of Iowa, and B. J. Chambers, of Texas, as its
nation for the presidency would fall to Oov. presidential candidates. The latter is said to
Tilden, of New York, who was not an advocate have declined the nomination, but no substitute

of the Ohio idea. A national convention of the was appointed. The platform renewed the for-
"independent" party, the formal name of the mer greenback platform, and added various reso-
party at this time, was held at Indianapolis, May Iutions in favor of the eight-hour law and the
17. 1876, and nominated Peter Cooper, of New sanitary regulation of mamffactories, and against
York, for president, and Newton Booth, of Call Chinese immigration, land grants to railroads, and
fornia, for vice-president. The latter declined, grants of special privileges to corporations and
and Samuel F. Cary, of Ohio, was substituted, bondholders. The party's popular vote in the
The platform indorsed the three propositions presidential election was 306,867, being about 3
above mentioned, and demanded the repeal of the )er cent. of the total vote. The number of green-
resumption act. In the presidential election the back.labor congressmen was l'e[]uce(l to eight,
greenback candidates received 81,737 popular four from Missouri, two from Maine and one
votes, over half of them in the five states of each from New York and Texas. -- The leaders
Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas and Michigan.-- of the party have been Gilbert De La Matyr, of
In the state elections of 1877 the vote of the Indiana; Weaver, and Edward lI. Gillette, of

party rose to 187,095. Greenback state tickets Iowa; Ilendrick B. Wight, of Pennsylvania; and
were nominated in most of the northern states, Solon Chase, Geo. W. Ladd, and Thompson H.

though they had little popu]ax strength outside of Murch, of Maine. Of these, Chase has never
the western states -- III. GREr_.'_BACK-LABoR been in congress; and all the others, except Ladd
PART£, or NATmNAL PARTY. Wol'kingmen's and Murch, failed to be re-elected in 1880. Wit-
parties have always been occasional features in liam D. Kelley, of Pennsylvania, a republican,
state and local politics. About 1877 they began was usually considered a greenback-labor member
to be more general, and the grievances which led until 1880. -- The political principles of tim party
to the railroad riots of that year gave them a arc. peculiar in many respects. Its proposition to
nationalimportance. In some state elections, as pay thc debt in that which is not money, but a
in Massachusetts and Pennsylvania, the "labor promise to pay money, was a noveltyin American

reform" and "greenback" parties united, and politics before 1868, but will probably be renewed
the union was made national by the conven- at intervalsuntit the fi_ml extinction of the debt.

tioa of Feb. 22, 1878. at Toledo, Ohio. This con- Its opposition to banks is in tim general line of
vention recognized the name "national" for the the strict construction or democratic party's his-
party, which seems to have been first used in Ohio tory (see Loco-Foco; DE_OCm_TIC PARTY, IV.),
in1877, but the usual name for the party continued and has given it most of its democratic allies.

to be " the greenback-laborparty." The platform Its proposition Ihat congress should assume the
added to the former greenback platform some res- power to reduce workingmen's hours of labor, to
olutions in favor of legislative reduction of work- regulate their sanitary condition, to reduce rail-
iagmen's houl'8 of labor and against the contract road freights in regulating interstate commerce,
system of employing inmates of prisons. -- In and to impose a graduated income tax, is entirely
the state and congressional elections of 1878 the loose-construction in its nature. It is impossible
greenback-labor vote suddenly rose to over therefore to specify any distinctive constitutional
1,000,000, and fourteen congressmen were elected basis for the party's future. (See CONSTRUCTION,

I)y it. The increase, however, was almost entirely III.) AlmX_NVER JO_r_STON.
due to the fact that the party had become a union
of all the discontented elements. Its g_eatest GREENBACKS. (See U. S. NOTES.)
development was in states like Iowa, Maine and

Massachusetts in the north, or WestVirginia, GUARANTEE, International. The neees-
Georgia and Missouri in the south, where the dora- sity of securing to one's self the right of property
inant party's majority_ fixed and large, and in one's part of a common conquest or inherit-
where the minority id'gvspair adopted the green- ance, and haore recently the necessity of protect-
back-labor organization as the only possible mcans ing small states against the ambition of large
of success. In the north the fusions were of ones, has given birth to international guarantees.
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The European balance of power can continue glum and Holland, and in which their neutrality"
only by means of these guarantees : for how is stipulated, is placed under the .guarantee of the
could Belgium and Switzerland on one side, and five great powers. In 1867, after Switzerland and
tile Roumanian principalities and Selwia on the Belgium, a third neutral state was constituted in
other, maintain their independence without effi- Europe, the grand duchy of Luxemburg. The
cient protection, the one against France or Ger- treaty concluded at London, May 11, 1867, be-
many, the other against Russia or the Ottoman tween Holland, England, Belgium, Austria,
porte? The system of alliances between the weak France, Italy, Prussia and Russia, declares that
and the strong would often attain the same object, the grand duchy is a _'_tral state in _7_etu_ty,
but in the system of alliances small nations con- and th_ thi_ neutrality is pbzced under the _Jl_ecti_e
tractcompromisingobligations,andmayata given guarantee of all the cont_'actirujp_wers, except Bel-
moment find themselves dragged into a European ffium, whiJ_ is itself a neutral state.-- The stilmla-
war, and they would be subject to its chances ; tions of the final act of Vienna which we have
while with the system of guarantees, whether the cited above, show clearly what difference there _
guaranteed states remain neutral, or even inde- is between an international convention and an
pendent, their safety may be absolutely assured, international guarantee. The convention does
they may escape the alternatives of the rivalry of not oblige the contracting party, against which
great European states and pass the most danger- the treaty is violated, to take up arms in detense
ous crises as simple spectators. In this respect of the treaty; this is a right, but not a duty.
international guarantees present a considerable Thus the possession of Lombardy byAustria was
advantage to weak states. Hence, international stipulated in the final act of Vienna by the eight,
guarantees are an improvement and a progress in signatory powers; aml nevertheless Austria was-
the formation of the European equilibrium, which deprived of Lombardy by the arms of France in
is such a difficult and laborious work. For sen- 1859, and Austria did not think of claiming the
eral centuries all politicians capable of extending aid of any of the signatory powers. IT is alto-
their views beyond the egotistical interests of gether different with the guarantee: the guaran-
their own countl T to the general good of man- teeing power has, to begin with, the right of in-
kind, have endeavored to establish a system of tervening, if the treaty is violated, just as if a
states, constituted with sufficient strength and simple convention were in question; but in addi.
durability to prevent Europe from becoming the tion it is obliged to take up arms in defense of
prey of one of those large nations which are the thing guaranteed; it is obliged to do this on
struggling for primacy--an event with which it the demand of the guaranteed state or the co-
has been several times threatened. Can interns- guaranteeing states, whether the treaty has been
tional guarantees obtain this object partially ? violated by one of these or some other power.
We think so. We shall cite several examples of Such is the essence of the guar_mtee, without
these guax,'antees in order to show what they are. which it would not differ from the convention.

It is known that the powers assembled at the It ohliges the guarantor to take up arms at the
congress of Vienna joined in a final act dated moment required. A recent example shows that
June 9, 1815, and that all signed the various stip- the guarantee should be understood in this sense.
ulations, relative to the territorial redistribution In 1870. when the war broke out between Prussia
of Europe, which had become the object of sen- and France, it was feared that the neutrality of Bel-
eral separate treaties. This act sets forth in its glum would be violated by one of the belliger-

articles 84 and 94 that the neutrality of Switzer- ents. England, according to the treaty of 1839,
land is reeogT_izezl and guaranteed, tn a subse- was one of the five great powers guaranteeing this

quent special act, exchanged at Paris, Nov. 20, neutrality; without appealing to the accompany-
1815, under the name of " Declaration between ing guarantee of Austria and Russia, she stipu-
Austria, England, France, Prussia and Russia," latcd by two separate treaties of August 11, 1870,
the contracting powers declare, that they ree,og- on one side with France, and on the other with

nizeforrnally a_d autheTdically the perpetual new Prussia, for the execution of the guarantee of
trality of ,_witzerla_ul, and guarantee the iuteg,rity 1839, and, in case this guarantee should be
and inviolability of it_ territo_7/. After the events violated by one of the belligerent powers, she
which brought about the independence of Bcl- engaged to co-operate with arms in favor of this
glum, Holland made peace with the new state by neutrality with that one of the two adversaries
the treaty of April 19, 1839, of which article who should wish to defend it against the one
seven declares that Belgium forms an ilulepend- violating it. Enghmd interpreted her duties
eat al_d pe_petually neutral state, arul that it will be soundly in thus declaring her readiness to take up

held to observe this same neTttrality with reference to arms even against one of the co-guaranteeing
allother sta_'. Now, the same clay several acts powers.- In the three examples of contempo-
were exchanged, one between the five great rary guarantees which we have just cited, the
powers anti Belgiunl, another between the five states guaranteed are neutral. This neutrality
great powers and Holland, the third between the was constituted in the interest of peace and the
five great powers and Belgium, IIolland and the ] equilibrium of Europe, in order to hinder the

Germanic confederation; and in these treaties the ] great neighboring states from disputing over the
convention concluded separately between Bel- posbession of these small terHtories. Theeffect
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of the -guarantee was to cause the neutral state when applied to neutral states, from what they
to be respected, which without this would have are when applied to independent states. -- The
been powerless for self-defense; and, on the same treaty of March 80, 1856, constituted a
other hand, the guarantee is subordinated to the guarantee of a third kind in favor of tile two

observance of neutrality by the neutral state Roumanian principalities and the principality of
itself. If thi_ state violated its neutrality, it Servia with respect to Turkey. Article 22 states
would lose tile benefit of tile guarantee; every that the principalities of Wall,aehia and Moldavia
duty on the part of the guaranteeing states would s}udl continue to enjog, under tim mlzerainty of the
disappear with rel_l'ence to it; but the duty of porte and the guarantee of the contraeting powers,

making the neutrality respected would remain to the pririleges aJwl in, reentries which they possess.
the guarantors with respect to each other. For .No exclusive protection sha21 be ezereissd over them

example, if Belgium had allied herself to France Inj one of the guaranteeing powers. There shalJ be
in 1870, we believe that Prussia would have had _w partfvular right of interfere_we in their internal

the right to require England, Austria and Russia affairs. Article 2,8 states that tlw priTwipalitlt of
to cause the treaty of 1839 to be respected by Se_'a sha/2 continue to depeTzd or_ the porte in con-

France and Belgium. But there is little prob- fortuity with the imperial hatti which fixes and
ability that a neutral state would ahandon a post- determines i's _'ights and immunities, placed hence.

tion _ advantageous to itself, and put the guar- forth under the colk_ctive _nLarautee of the conlravt-
anteeing powers in movement by its own ambi- ing powers. Thus they became two vassal states
lion. These run the danger of having to protect guaranteed against their suzerain iu the posses-
it either from the attacks of one of themselves, sion of their rights; this is a special and definite
or those of another nation. Tile case is different guarantee; it is limited to the case in which the
when the guarantee applies to a state not tied by suzerain should attempt to abuse his superior

internationallaw, and which prcserves the fulness power. It is given to the vassal ak_ainst the
of its liberty. Turkey since 1,_.'56ia the subject of suzerain; it doc_ not extend to the case in which

a guarantce of this nature. By article seven of a stranger state should attack the vassal. -- It
the treaty of Paris of March 30, 1856, which put will be observed that in all the conventions which

an end to the Crimean war, Austria, England. establisll international guarantees, no term of
France, Prussia, Russia, and Sardinia which duration is assigned to the guarantee. The obli-

subsequently became ]taly, engaged each ou its gation contracted is therefore perpetual, unless
,j_r_ bcluzlf to respect the ilu-lepeTMence and te_v_ the contract is canceled according to the forms
torhtl integrity of the Ottoman empire/they guarani- admitted by all other international contracts. We
le_d collectively thv strict observance of this e,,gage- have a quite recent example of the modification
went, and d_&red tl_t they would consequeJ_tly of a treaty by the common consent of the con-
consider every act hostile to this as a quantise of tracting parties. The treaty of March 30, 1856,

#eT_eral interest. A separate treaty, concluded was revised by the treaty of London, March 13,
April 15, 1856, between England, Austria and 1871, in its provisions relative to the neutralization
France, confirmed with reference to these three of the Black sea. In the same way tile guaran-

states the obligations resulting from the preceding tees may come io an end by the consent of the
treaty. Tilts treaty declared that the three sfgna- co-guarantors; but is it right that in default of
_ory states guaranteed collectively the indepe_dence this common agreem(.nt a nation should remain

_d integ_q_y of the Ottoman empire consecrated by bound forever by agreement full of danger to
the treaty of March 30, al_d that event infraction it_If ? We think not. Contracts of an inter-
of this treaty would be considered by these signatory national guarantee, like contracts of a similar
•tates of the treaty of A_'il 1.5 as a ca_ts beUi. The nature concluded by private persons, should have
guarantee thus given to Turkey differs from only a limited duration. It is not right that
those touching Switzerland, Belgium and the either nations or individuals should find them-
grand duchy of Luxemburg in this, that thesitua, selves so situated that they can not free them-
lion which it undertakes to maintain may be selves from an engagement which has become
imperiled, not only by an act of the co-guaran- impossible, except they do so through a dishonest
teeing powers or olher stales which might attack act, or by making an heroic sacrifice. The utility
Turkey, but also by au act of Turkey itself, of international guarantees for the peace and
which, not being held to neutrality, may, by reposcof Europeis very great. They should not,
making war on another nation, lose its integrity therefore, be too risksome for the co-guarantors.
_lnd independence. What in the last case wbuld The responsibilities which they impose may be
be the duties of tim guaranteeing powers ? We very onerous as was shown by the double con-

believe that the guarantee could not be invoked vention wlfich England w_s oblized to conclude
by Turkey, which would have compromised its in 1870 to preserve the neutrality of Belgium.
position by its own fault, but we believe that one The danger revealed by this event aroused in

._f the guaranteeing powe_, in whose interest the England a general uneasiness with regard to
integrity of Turkey was stipulated, might either various international guarantees in which it
interfere individually or appeal to the co-guaran- was involved, an uneasiness which had mani-
torsto interfere collectively. Thus in our opinion fested itself as early as 1867 after the treaty
_he obligations of the guarantee are different relative to the grand duchy of Luxembm'g. Lord
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Stanley, in the houscof commonsin 1867, calmed We can generally calculate with sufficient
this feeling by the argument that each one of the accuracy the probable chances for ten or twenty
guaranteeing powers, in a treaty which stipulates years; these are very short periods for a non-
a collective guarantee, is not held individually, revolutionary nation.- On the other hand, a
but only collectively with all fhe co-guaranteeing serious and efficacious guarantee of ten or twenty
powers. At the same time the earl of Derhy years duration, (and not one in name, which is
enunciated the same doctrine in tile house of no guarantee at all), would generally suffice either
lords, and cited the treaty of March 30, 1856, as to consolidate a new state (established and main-
an example of the collective guarantee which tained by its own population), or to allow the
obliges all together, and none separately, and the danger to pass which comes of the claims or the
treaty of April 15, 1856, as an example of the selfishness of a man, or from passion of any kind.
individual guarantee which obliges each guarau- If, on the contrary, the object of the guarantee is
tot whatever the conduct of the co.guaraators, to assure permanence to any state of things, what
The question was again discussed in the house of is there to himler a periodical renewal of the
lords, March 6, 1871, between Lord Malmesbury treaty of guarantee ? Consequently our advice
and Lord Granville, and April 12, 1872, in the is to guarantee rarely, to guarantee only for a
house of commons, where Mr. Gladstone, in definite period and in specific cases, and to.
language very carefully worded, made an expla- guarantee only with serious intent.
nation from which it results that the engagements M_URtCE BLOCK_
of international guarantees are not binding in an
absolute manner on the contracting powers, and GUATEMALA. Historical. During the Span-
that their execution may be subordinated to cir- ish rule the kingdom of Guatemala included the
cumstances. This doctrine is not admissible; it five provinces of Guatemala, tIonduras, San Sal-
is as contrary to the text of the treaties as to vador, Nicaragua and Costa Rica. After their

morals, and there is no need of refuting it. But declaration of independence in 1821 they joined
we find the distinction established by Lord Stun- Mexico for a short period, but, two y_rs later,

Icy and the earl of Derby partially Co_Tect, formed themselves into a federal republic, under
according to which England was not bound by the presidency of Morazan. This state of things
the guarantees regarding the grand duchy of was not long-lived. In 1832 the confederacy had
Luxemburg and Turkey except in so far as the merely a nominal existence. In fact, the five
co-guarantors decided to fulfill their obligations, states had already separate governments. Morn-
This interpretation is too absolute, for if the zan's two defeats, in 1839 and 1842, and his death

co-operation of all the co-guarantors is necessary in the latter year, destroyed the last traces of fed-
to render the obligation binding, the bad faith of cralism and left the field free to the champion of
one of tim parties may annul the whole guarantee, separatism, a creole, Don Rafael Carr_ra. Gen.
What may be admitted is this, that if the Carr_ra's rule was not established without diffi-
majority of the guaranteeing powers refuse to culty. He gave himself out as the armed repre-
co-ol)erate, the minority are freed from their scntative of democracy. He had to meet, there-
obligations and retain merely the right of inter- fore, the opposition of the wealthy classes. But
feriug if they think proper. The difference noted when his power was once well established he
by the earl of Derby between the treaties of made vcrylargeconcessionsto the social intercst_
March 30, 1856, and April 15, 1856, is a real one; of these classes, and the constitution of October,
the first mcntions a collective guarantee and the 1851, voted by an assembly whose members owed
second a guarantee of all and each. The latter, their election to him, was far from being d(,ma-
according to the principles of private law, binds gogic. According to the teiTaS of this constitu-
each power individually even if the others should tion, which was revised in 1859 without any very
not act. The interests of European peace important modifications, it is necessary to have a

require that international guarantees should be profession, property, or some trade furnishiug
serious, and in order that they should be so we the means of living independently, in order to be a
think their duration should be limited to adefinite citizen of Guatemala. Public functions can only

period, amt u'eaties should explain more precisely be exercised by persons enjoying the rights of
the obligations they impose. F.A. HEL_. citizenshil). The appointment of a foreigner to

the performance of these functions confers ou

We wish to insist, above all, on the necessity him the quality of citizen. --The government
of limiting tim guarantee to a certain number of consists of the president, council of state and the
years. It is impossible to foresee events long house of representatives. The president is elect-
in advance; it is imprudent, therefore, to bind ed for four years, by an assembly composed of
one's self for an indefinite period. It is doubtless the house of representatives, the metropolitan,

impossible to foresee circumstances even for a archbishop, members of the court of justice, and
relatively short period, ten or twelve years, for the council of state. Heisre-eligibteindefinitely.
example. But as in political and social life it is The president directs foreign affairs, makes treat-

impossible to go so far as to refuse every engage- ies of alliance and commerce, is the custodian of
ment concerning the future, the risk islessened public order, and, in conjunction with the coun
by limiting the engagement to a fixed period, cd of state, has the pardoning power; propos c_-'
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and sanctions laws, and in case of urgency issues ing army of 2,180 men, and a militia of 33,229
decrees which have the force of law; presents to men --P_¢blie t_struction. The higher and lmd.
ecclesiasticaldignities; andmay, in an urgentcasc, die schools are in the hands of the Jesuits. By
contract a loan when the legislature is not in ses- the provisions of the c_mcordat the supervisio_
sign, provided he calls an extraordinary session of all departments of education belongs re) the
immediately after. Thechoice of ministers l)leni- clergy.-- Church amlSlate. Ecclesiastical affair_
polentiary and the principal financial officers are regulated by the concordat of April 17,
must be confirmed by the council of state. The 1852, which contains very nearly the same pro-
council is composed of the secretary of state, visions as the concordats concluded between the

eight councilors appointed by the house of repre- holy see and the other states of Spanish America.
sentafives, and as many members as it pleases the Nevertheless, in civil and criminal matters, eccle-

p,'c_ident to appoint from among the former siastical jurisdiction is maintained in allquestlons
chiefs of the executive power, the former prcsi- which arise exclusively between the clergy.--
dent_ of the representative bodies, the former rain- Admimi_traCioa of Justin. The administration c4
icter_ ot state, and the presidents and regents of civil and criminal law is nearly the same as i"t

the court of justice. The council is elected for was under Spanish dominion. Above the lower
four ycars. The house of representatives, whose tribunals is a supreme court whose members can

term of office is the same, consists of fifty-two be removed only in cases specially provided for
deputies. It votes the budget, examines and cor- by the constitution.--Itesources. Guatemala
recta accounts, and has the right to impeach abounds in dye and cabinet woods, gum and bal-
the president, the ministers, councilors of state sam trees, and sugar cane; palm trees grow there
and ministers plenipotentiary; its ordinary ses- in abundance. The principal exports are coffee,
sign commences Nov. 25 and ends Jan. 31. It cochineal, skins, indigo and cotton. The total

has the-power to revise the constitution, wilh the exports in 1880 were estimated at $4,425.000,
concurrence and sanction of the governmcnt -- and the total imt)orts at $3.647.000. The foreign
In 1855 President Carr6ra, in accordance with t_ule is almost entirely with tim Umted States

\ wishes which were more or less spontaneously and Great Britain --The position occupied by
and sincerely expressed in several large cities, Central America between the two oceans, with
was constrained to accept the presidency for life its numerous watercourses, some of which flow
and the power of appointing his successor. Till into the Atlantic and others into the Pacific, is of
1862 the government met no serious obstacles at a nature to greally facilitate communication
home. But at that epoch Carrdra had to defcnd between the two oceans. In 1861 the five states
his authority aud his life against insurrections of Central Amcrica accepted the proposition

and conspiracy, with which the army was not made by the state of Costa Rica to establish in
unacquainted. Carrdra died in 1865. -- Area and the city of Leon (Nicaragua) a general council to
Population. The area of the state is estimated at be entrusted witll the management of foreign

41,830 square miles. Accordingto a census taken affairs, the commaud of the army, and the collec-
in 1880 the population is 1,215,310, of whom a tion of customs which xxere to he levied thence-
third are of European descent an(l two-thirds forth according to a common tariff. The same

"aborigines." Diversity of race is one of the committee was to estabhsh a uniform system o|
great causes of the troubles which agitate the weights, measures and coinage. This was in
Central American countries.--The capital of reality a return to federalism, the system fm
Guatemala, Santiago de Guatemala, has 57,7'28 which Momzan struggled during twenty years.--
inhabitants, one-tenth of whom are of European BIm,IOORArHY. Bully, Central A_wrica, London,
origin.--FD, ances. In the year 1879 the sources 1850; Bernouilli, Briefs atls Guatemala, in Peter-
of revenue and branches of expenditure of the mann's Miltheil_tnge;,, Gotha, 1808-9, and /te/se
state of Guatemala were as follows : i_ der Ib_publik G_tatemala, in Petermann's Mit.

r..tvs_uE, theilungen, Gotha, 1873, Friibel, .lus Ame_qca,
Import duties........ :_........................ $1,144,158 2 vols., Leipzig, 1857-8; Lafe_Ti_re. De Paris d,
_Xport duties .................................. '267,{,'68 Guatemala, _;_t_ de _v_age au C, atre d'Ame:riq_le,Spirit licenses .................................. 9(}0,,q_
Tax on sugar-cane plantatiol_ .................41,305 Paris, 1877; Marr, Ib_e rulch CeMral America, 9
Rxlraordlnaryand miscellaneous receipts ...... 2,159,021 vols., Hamburg, 1873; Moreh)t, V_.age danaSurplus of 1878.................................. 21,617 - -

l'AmdNque Cel_trah., 2 vols., Paris, 1859; Scher-
Total revenue ............................... $4,584,757

zcr, Wa_Meru_gen durd_ (tie mittelmnerikaMs,'l_e_
,_xr_r_,rtw_. Freistaatea, Brunswick. 1857; Squier, The Slates ,f

Interest of public debt .......................... $t,000,882
Army ........................................... 1,27_,._1 Cervical America, London, 1868; Whetham, Across
Pcnslons ........................................ $.4,671 Ce_tral America, London, 1877. A.D.H.
Mm_,try of toretffn affairs ...................... 10"_,31!
Ministry of interior and finance ................ 784,852
Ministry of public works ....................... 81',0_ GUILDS. Several causes have of late years
Publicinstr_zction.............................:_,45,695
M_scellaueous expeusc_ ........................ _,7¢50 awakened interest in the mediwval guilds. The

rise and growing importance of trades.unionsTotal ex'pen4tture........................... $4,534,757
and the differences between labor and capital,

On Jan. 1, 1880, the debtof Guatemala amounted have led economists, especially in Germany, to

to $7,384,858.--A_.ml/. Guatemala has a stand- investigate the points of analogy between thes_
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ancient and modern associations. The enormous subordination of the individual to the community.
wealth of some of the surviving London trade corn- The village s_embly controlled the rotation of
Ironies has led to inquiries into their origin and fallow and crop, the use of the forest or waste,
history. I)r. Luigi Brentano's works have contrib- the processes of trade, the pltyment for labor, and
uted much to attract attention to the whole subject, the prices of such commodities as were sold within
This eminent writer, however, has allowed certain the township. It was not a mere agricultural
views respecting the modern trades-union to bias community. The townsmen had co-ownership
and color his account of the medizeval guild, the of their territory not only for the purpose of
importance of which he has exaggerated ; while husbandry, but in relation to every means of sub-
he has also been led to misconceive in some de- sistence and profit to be derived from it, whether
gree its constitution and its position as a factor by means of hnnting, fishing, pasture or the prac-
in mediaeval economy, by overlooking two other rice of handicrafts or trade. Where local condi-
factors of greater power and yet higher antiquity, tions favored the growth of commerce, a medieval
the town or civic commune anti the state. With- guild might spring up for its protection and reg-
out a clear apprehension of the parts filled by ulalion, but the powers which such a body exer-
these two factors and of the relation in which cised, unless conferred in later times by the
they stood to the guild, it is impossible to under- crown, must be regarded as originally derived
stand the true place and functions of the last in- from, if not expressly granted by, the town com-
stitution, or the real course of its development muuity or its governing body. In likemanner
and history.-- The guild, according to Dr. Bren- when industrial progress and the extension of
tano, was the germ of the constitution of the the market led to the formation of special craft
mediaeval town. The organization and polity of guilds or trade fraternities, these must beconsid-
the town had in fact a more archaic source, ered as owing their p6wers, jurisdiction and
(kmld a full history of the early English towns exclusive rights to the town, and as exercising
be recovered, it would exhibit many varieti_ of them subject to its control. The stateor national
development under diverse conditions of origin, government, or the king as its head, might over-
situation, physical geography, tenure and local ride local authority and confer special privileges
surroundings. But however different their career on a particular trade fraternity or body of crafts-
and fortunes, their growth and structure had in men, but otherwise the guild drew its rights
ordinary and typical cases some broad features in and privileges from the civic body, and was re-
common. Their rise and growth were not in ac- garded as possessing them not for its own sub-
cordance with what seemed to the econnlnie phi- sistence or profit only, but for the good of the
losophy of the last century the natural order of whole town and its burghers. Hence, too, the
things. The original germ was not a concourse civic anthorities, following the usage of the prim-
of individuals attracted together by the pursuit itive township, regulated wages and prices.-
of .gain, but an organized community bound But, as already said, to understand the economy
together by tics of kinship. Broad a_qthe contrast of the medieval town and the position of the
is to moderu thought between the city and the guild, we must take account of another factor in
rural village, the fact which throws most light the constitution of early Teutonic society, the
on the essential features of mediaeval urban state or central government, acting as the repre-
economy, is the evolution of the city in no,Trial sentative of the whole nation. Beyond assigning
cases from the old village community, vicu, or to the clan or body of kinsmen settling down in a
township, or an aggregation of such communi- vieus or township their mark or common terri-
ties; the members of which were kinsmen or tory, the central government originally did not
fellow-clansmen, with exclusive rights over the intervene in the affairs of the local community,
village territory and all advantages to be derived uuless to compel its members to perform military
from it, equal lots in the arable land and common or public duties, but the right to control them in

enjoyment of the p'mture and forest. _'ostranger all matters, if not involved in the fundament'd
could settle within the mark without the permis- relation between the two bodies from the first,

sion of the community, or share in their rights was at least subsequently evolved from it. And
without formal adoption. Every member of the in proportion as the st ate grew stronger and better
little body must farm as the village assembly organized on the one hand and industrial develop-
thought fit, or according to common usage. If ment advanced on the other, the intervention of
any special crafts or trades had grown up, or had the state began to extend to trade internal and
been admitted from without, they were subject foreign. This function of the stale or the king

to control and regulation, and the craftsmen were was not regarded as essentially different from that
bound to accept customary remuneration, or such of the administration of justice. As to enforce
as seemed reasonable to the community and its just weights, measures and money was not con-
governing body. Every one within its borders sidered fundamentally distinct from the mainte-
was either a kinsman by blood or adoption and a nance of just dealing between man and man in
copartner, and therefore bound by fellowship and relation to property and the observance of con-
unity to confotTn to its customs anti rules, or a tracts, so to secure good and genuine commodities
servant or stranger on sufferance, and, as such, at reasonable, moderate and equitable prices, as
bound to obedience. In all 'eases there was a opposed to exorbitant and extortionate charges,
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partook of the nature of the maintenance of many towns on the continent of Europe during
justice; though in later times the growth of the the middle ages, there were organizations of bonds-
maim e_mpt_rrremoved this branch of juris- men in crafts, But the original and typieal trade
¢liction from the tribunals. The king's court not guild, there is strong reason to believe, grew out
only intervened, on complaint before it, to compel of a joint family of hcemen pursuing an hered-
the strict observance of royal charters to guilds, itary employment. We find, then, three great
but enforced on the trades generally both special original factors in mediaeval urban economy, tile
ordinances of the king and principles of the town commune, the state and the guild; and with-
common law relating to the quantity, quality and out reference to all three it is impossible to under-
price of wares. The guild system never reached stand the position and founding of the third.
so great a development in England as in Germany The constitutions anti regulations of the guild
_ar even in France; the earlier centralization of did not flow simply from its character as a brother-
government and establishment of royal authority hood or joint family. It stood within and sub-
_iiminishing the power of both town-governing ordinate to the town-governing body on the one
bodies and guildsin England, as the inferiority of iland, and the state on the other hand. The
its civic architecture still indicates. No such industrial and commercial organization of the
splendid town halls and guild halls rose in the towns in relation to prices, profits and wages, the
English cities as were to be seen on the continent processes of manufacture, the quality of com-
_f Europe. As the governing body of the medi- modities, the regulation of commerce internal
_eval town represented the civic community and foreign, resulted from the action of the three
evolved from the township or aggregation of factors---the legislature or the king, acting oaten-
townships, so the state represented the larger sibly on behalf of the public at large or the
eommuaity of the nation evolved from the tribe nation; the town authorities, representing the
or aggregation of tribes. And ancient ideas of civic community; and the guild, looking to the
the relationship of the members of the tribe and interests of the particular tr_ute and the fraternity
the duties they owed to one another, underlay in which practiced it Dr. Ochenkowski has justly
altered forms the whole industrial and commercial criticised Dr. Brentano's description of the organ-
._tructure of medieval society. The trader was ization, di_ipline and regulations of the guilds,
regarded as trading for the advantage of the as overlooking their subordination to the state,
public, not for his own gain, in respect of which the king, the law and the tribunals; and as
he wu._ held entitled only to a fair livelihood and ascribing to the parental character of the guild
to such profit as secured it._No records of the in respect of its own members on the one

beginnings of the earliest trade guilds exist, but hand, and its regard for the public good on the
when they first come before us in history, they other° much that was the result simply of corn-
bear all the marks of having been modeled and pulsory obedience to the supreme government
(_rgamzed on the type of the archaic joint family, and the law of the land. The fundamental prin-
The principle _atura no_facit salt_z_6 is as appli- ciples of the ordinances of the guilds, Dr. von
cable to the social as to the physical world. In Ochenkowski urges, rested on the common laws
Dr. Johnson's time, as we know from Boswell's of the realm; where a guild organization was

ae.counts of his tour in the Hebrides, various granted it was with the proviso, implied if not
crafts were still hereditary in the highlands of expressed, that the rules must be in accordance
_Scotland, as they are still in the east, and as there with law; and the rights and duties of the guild
is reason to believe they once were in English members attached to them as citizens and subjects,
town_hips and manors. And when the village so much so that in many eases where the crafts-
community grew into atown in which thedemaml men of a particular place bad no organization,
was sufficient to employ a number of persons, they were required to prepare tile proper regula-
several branches of the same family might follow tions. Dr. yon Ochenkow._ki himself, however,
the same craft, dwelling _ide by side, and organ- overlooks the relation in which the town com-
ized like a joint family. There is no foundation mune stood to all trades practiced and all bodies
Jor Dr. Brentano's supposition that England was practicing them within its jurisdiction. Allrights
"the birthplace of guilds." Trade guilds, doubt- of trade within the town territory had originally
less of higher antiquity thau any purely English belonged to tile communal body. Just as the
institution, existed in India in the middle ages; township had originally regulated the modes of
and the Indian e_lsteis in oneof its aspects simply husbandry, the rotation of crops, the times of
a wider development than the guild of a joint sowing, plowing and reaping, the size of each
family following hereditarily a particular occupa- man's lot in tbe amble land, the rights of common

_ion. 3_ few of the mediaeval trade corporations over the waste, and the number of animals that
in France may have descended from the Roman could be put on the common pasture, so it had
Co_eqia. Some certainly are traceable to tbe original jurisdiction over all crafts and commerce

_u'ganization, by the Frank conquerors, of their within its boundaries. The ordinances of the
serfs rote industrial bodies. The laws of the bar- London guilds were by consequence made under
barians show that the German lords maintained supervision and subject to tile approval of the
great establishments of serfs skilled in various town council or the court of mayor and aldel_en.
industrial arts; and it is well established that in The articles of the bowyers and fletchers ap-
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proved in the 45th year of Edward III., afford a special royal charter, the powers conferred by'
an ilhlstration. As Mr Riley, in his "Memorials which it was ultimately convicted before tile
of London and London Life," cites them from king's judges of exceeding.--Tile three great
the records of the city, a petition to the court of factors in mediaeval urban economy, the town
mayor and ahlermen of "the good folks of the government, the state and the guild, were some-
trades of bowyers and fletchers," showed that it times in unison, sometimes at variance. But all
was "finally ordained and agreed between the three were essentially adverse to the idea that the
said pr,rsons of the elm trade and of the other, gain of the individual trader was to be his para-
four men only excepted, for the profit and advan- mount object. The welfare of its citizens was
rage of all the community, that nomanof the one tim object of the town; the state aimed pr,)-
trade should meddle with tlle other. And coun- fessedly at the general good of the public, though
_1 baying been held between the mayor and alder- often really consulting chiefly the interest of the
men upon the matter, it was agreed and granted governing classes; and the guild, while ostensibly
by them that tlle articles in the said petition seeking the benefit of the community at large of
should in future be observed for the conunon consumers, made the advantage and credit of the
profit of all the p_ople. Aftel_vard, at a hustings trade and the fraternity practicing it its dominant
of common plcasof law, the aforesaid four pcr_ns object. Tile notion that every man had a right
came before tlle mayor and aldermen and said to settle where he liked, to carry on any occupa-
that they had divers things of each of those tionhe thought fit and m whatever manner he
trades which they were working upon and not chose, to demand the highest price he could get,
completed, and that some of them had apprentices or, on the contrary, to offer lower terms than any
in both trades and many bows and nrrows fin- one else, to make the largest profit possible and
ished for sale; and they wished for some respite, to compete with other traders without restraint,
and for leave to complete the things aforesaid was absolutely contrary to the whole structure
that were not completed, and that they might and spirit (Jf mediaeval economy.-- Much miscon-
expose the same for sale, etc., so that they mi_llt ception exists with respect to the policy and effec_
be able ill tlle meantime to decide which of the of the enaetment_ of _Edward III.'s 37th parlia-
said traders they should elect to adopt and follow ment, which ordained that every craftsman should
fr_)m heneef()rth. And tile _trne was granted, choose his occupation, and abide by it thencc-
ul_to them."-- Rules limiting the number of forth without following any other, and that mer-
apl)rentiecs a craftsman might keep, or the hours chantsshoulddcalinonlyonekindofmerclmudise.

which he might work, might be secretly designed Some have regarded these statutes as creating a
by the members of a craft guild to limit competi- division of labor. The first of the tsso in fact

tion and production and to keep up prices, but only rccogoizedaseparation of occupations which
they were submitted to the town autlmritieSand had naturally taken place, as in the r_lse of

sanctioned by them as tending to sceurc efficient the bowyers and flelchers already referred to.
work and good ar-ticles; and as, for that end, pro- Though the legislature couhl not have sought to
hibiting craftsmen from taking more apprentices initiate the separation of trade, of making bows
than they couhl efficiently teach, or from working from that of making arrows, and wnuld never
at night by insufficient light and at the risk of have conceived the idea of such a separatiou
fires in the city. The theory of the organization, had it not spontaneously arisen. IN'or could it

discipline and regulations of the guilds was that have entered into the minds of legislators to sub-
the good of the community, not the gain of the divide tlle business of making kHives into three

membcl_ of the craft, was the paramount obje('1, distinct trades of bladesmiths, sl,eathers and cut-
and that the craftsmen owed obedience to the ters. The division of labor was no discovery of

town authorities who had granted to them their Adam Smith's, neither was it a discovery of
privileges and powers. Thcre is no trace in the Edward IIL and his parliament, whosimply _cted
history of tlle English towns of any general strug- on a well-understood principle that it tended ta

gle, such at Dr. Brentano has assume, I, betwcen secure good and cheap articles for consumers;
patrician members of a great mediseval guild and while at the same time it prevented qu_rrels be,
plebeian members of craft guilds. But the gov- twecn trades people about what they might sell,
erning body of the town, as exercising the ancient such as often occum'cd. The act of the 37th of
rights of jurisdi(.tiou of the civic comnmnity, Edward III. c. 6, did indeed attempt to intro
regarded with natural jealousy attempts on the duct a novcldivision of labor bycompellingevery
part of a particular craft to set aside its control merchant to deal in only one kind of merchandise.

and to exercise unauthorized jurisdiction over its It was speedily found that the enactment tended
own members and those of cognate trades, as the to defeat its real object, which was by no means
London weavers attempted to do. The'contest what Dr. Brentano has supposed. Tills eminent
betwecn the weavers and tl,e city in London writer speaks of the act as "a legal recognition
(where it is uncertain if there was any primitive of the principle of the trade policy of the craft
merchant guild) was not one between patricians guilds, namely, that provision should be made t(_
and plebeians, but between the legitimate govern- enable every one with asmall capital and his labor

ment of the citizens and a trade fraternity which to earn his daily bread in his trade freely and
aimed at complete independence on the ground of independently, in opposition to the principle of
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therich, freedom of trade." The real policy of the sition of Louisiana gave further time for experi-
measure was to keep down prices in the interest ment. The message of Nov. 8, 1804, announced
of the governing classes. The idea of the legis, the expenditure of the appropriation, and expa-
latnre at the moment was, as the petition on tiated with considerable enthusiasm on the utility
which the act was grounded expresses it, "that and economy of a gunboat system instead of a
great mischiefs had newly arisen, as well to the navy. Tills part of the message was referred
king as to the great men and commons, from the to a house committee of which Nieholson was
merchants called grossers, who engrossed all chairman, and to this gentleman the president, in
manner of merchandise vendible, and who sud- a letter of Jan. 29, 1805, fully elaborated hi._ pet
denly raised the prices of such merchandise scheme. He argued that coast and harbor de-
within the realm." It was immediately faund fenses wouht cost at least $50,000,000, and could
that so absurd an interference with commerce never prevent the entrance of a hostileves_l. A
would not tend to the advantage of rich con. more advisable measure was to provide for the

sumers, and the enactment was repealed in the defense of the fifteen principal harbor_ by 240'
next parliament. But its policy was the same as gunboats, to cost from $2,000 to $4,000 each.
thatofthestatutesoflaborofthesameperiod: the The seamen and militia of the various towns

regnflation of prices ostensibly for the good of the were to he trained to man them, and the vessels
public, but really of the governing orders. --The were ordinarily to be drawn up under sheds, in
middle ages were profoundly hypocritical, and which situation thcy would cost nothing but an
the state, the town and the guild alike frequently inclosure or a sentinel to see that no mi._chief was

professed to study the welfare of the public, when done them. A few were to be kept constantly
the real object was the advantage or gain of a afloat as revenue cutters, and in ca_c of war the
particular class, or local community, or b_,dy of emergency would determine the number neces-
traders. There was a principle of exclusiveness, r_ry to be equipped. The gunboats were to be

monopoly and selLseeking at the root of every built in ten years, at the rate of twenty-five
early association, whether the tribe, the village annually. Their effective force was to be in-
community, or the family. All these--and me- creased by another feature of the plan. This
dimval economy was based on these original prin- co,usisted in loaning to the seaports heavy can-
ciples of organization--were exclusive bodies and non, to be mounted on traveling carriages and
occupied a position of antagonism toward strangers dragged along the beach by the mihtia to l,_ints
and the world without. They combined, itistrue, from which a hostile vessel or fleet might be
with the principle of exclusion that also of annoyed or dislodged.--All this now seems a
adoption; putting the one or the other into prac- very extraordinary plan to be the sole reliance of
tice accordingas their own interests at the moment a ncutral nation against the unbridled license of
suggested. The mediaeval guilds became ulti- the great European belligerents; but congress
mately such grasping and extortionate bodies as appropriated $60,000 to tly the system, and at.
well to'merit Bacon's condemnation of them as the following session, in 1806, full)" adopted it,
"fraternities of evil." Yet their later career was refused further appropriations for a navy, author-
not simply degeneracy as Dr. Brentano describes ized the president to sell such frigates as required
it ; it was a development of the principle of exclu- repairs, ordered the other vessels to be laid up in.
siveness inherent in the spirit and constitution of ordinalT, and appropriated $250,000 for gmnboats.
ever), early form of human association. The fact that Ncw England federali,ts favored,

' T. E. C_FFE I,_.aLm. and President Jefferson opposed, the creation of

a strong navy was sufficient for the southern and
GUNBOAT SYSTEN, The (i_ U. S. Htswo- western members of congress, and adherence t¢_

_Y). President Jefferson succeeded an administra- the gunboat system became, for nearly six years,
tioa which had begun the formation of a navy, a test of orthodox republicanism. Thus was in-

and for the first year of his first term he made no augurated a system, founded in a confessed, and
open effort at a change in this particular. In his even avowed, ignorance of nautical affairs, which
message of Dec. 15, 1802, he proposed the addi- temporarily demoralized the n'lvy, cramped its
tion to the navy yard of a dry dock in which the energies, proved utterly and hopelessly useles_
vessels of the navy could be laid up undercover, either for offense or defense, and never realized
This proposition was much ridiculed as a fresh evenJefferson'slcadingidealofeconomy, sincetlJe

instance of Jefferson's ruling passion for public gunboats were found to cost about $10,000 each

economy. About the year 1803 the president's (instead of $2,000). Nevertheless the system was
attention seems to have been attracted to the continued, in spite of the incessant ridicule of

figure made in naval action by the armed galleys the federalists, and 103 gunboats were built iu
of the Barbary and otiJer Mediterranean powers, Jefferson's last year of office.-- bluch of the har-
and it seems to have struck him that here was a hor defense during the war of 1812 was left of

species of vessel which, in American hands, necessity to the gunboats, as the only important
would prove a very effective and, above all, eco- naval provision which had been made for war;.
nomieal naval force. Feb. 28, 1808, an act was but the gunboat system was no longer a test of

passed appropriating $80,000 to build gunboats, party faith. Rodgers, of the navy, receiving

mainly for use on the ]K_ss_iasippl; but the acqui- early news of the declaration of war, and escap-
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lug from _ York harbor before orders to coast, and toward the close of the war the cap-
remain in port ccmid teach him, vindicated the ture or blockade of most of the national vessels
"fair fame of his branch of the service by the cap- compelled an unwilling dependence upon the
lure of the Guerri_re. Subsequent successful gunboats on the seaboard. On the great lakes,
-sea fights increased the popular entlmsiasm for the naval operations during the war advanced
tim navy, in which the democratic president and from the origimd employment of gunboats by both
congress joined as heartily as if naval equipment sides to the building of ships of over 100 guns.--
had always been the main article in the party See Cooper's Naval History of tlw United 8tater;
creed. Tim appropriations for the support of the American Register, 1806-10; 5 Hildreth's U_dted
navy rose fcom $1,870,274 in 1811 to $7,989,910 States, 538, 579, and 6: 29; 1 _S_atearaan's Manual

in 1814. The last appropriation for gunboats (Jefferson's me.ss_es); 4 Jefferson's Works (ed.
was made in 1818; after that lime no attempt 1829), 28; 2 Tucker's L_fe of Jefferson, 175; 1
was made to build any other than sea-going yes- Garland's Life of l:an&,lph, 271 ; Carey's Oliv_
sels. But the initial successes of the little Amer- Branch, 51 ; 3 Benton's Debates of Con#re.u, 516
ican navy had already drawn a _trong detachment (see also index); 2 _tat. at Large, 206, 616, and 8:
,of the tieaviest British vessels to the American 105-144. A1,]UX^]NDERJOHNSTON.

H
ABEAS CORPUS is a writ ordered by a to which Hallam alludes, in the great charter of

court of law or equity, to produce before it English freedom granted by King John to the
•"the body of a prisoner, that the court may inquire barons of England, in June. 1215. at Runnymede.
into the cause of imprisonment or detention with -- Again, in 1 Const. History, 16, Hallam also
u view to protect the,right of personal liberty, states in reference to this writ: "From earliest
Properly speaking, this writ is known in law as records of English law no freeman could be de-
]_abeas corpus ad subjiciendum. The term habeas rained in prison except upon a criminal charge or
c_rpu_ is, however, used as the formal commence- conviction, or for a civil debt. In the former
ment of several other legal writs known to Eng- case it was always in his power to demand of the

lish and American law, and of a character closely court of king's bench a writ of habeas cowms ad
identified with the writ of habeas corpus ad sub- subjiviendum directed to the person detaining hint

.jicierMum, to wit: The writ of habeas coT:pus ad in custody, by which he was enjoined to bring up
re_spondendum is a writ issued by a common law the body, with the wan'ant of commitment, that
court to bring up a prisoner to be served with a the comet might judge of its sufficiency., and re-
writ in :motber action. Tim writ of habeas corpus mand the party, admit him to bail, or discharge

.ad sa¢i._faciead_m is a similar writ to take the him according to the nature of the charge."-- Sit"
prisoner in execution for another cause of action. William Blackstone, that great expositor of Eng-
The writ of habeaz cz_rpus ad testificandem is the lish law, in one of those Commentaries (1 Bl.
writ by which a prisoner is brought up by the Com. 135) which form the groundwork of all
jailor to testify in a court of justice. --This writ inodern legal acquirements, thus presents the so,
of habeas coitus a,l subjici_ndum is the writ, how- cial and political influence of that particula_
eveL which holds its exalted place in histol T as clause of the writ which declares that evei T Eng-
one of the greatest barriers ever erected by a peo- lish freeman shall be entitled to a trial by a jury
pie against the encroachment of executive author- of his peers: "Of great importance to the public is
ity and the oppression of a tyrannical sovereign, the preservation of this right of personal liberty.
and is universally acknowledged as the chief for if once it were left in the power of any of the
safeguard of English liberty. It is of ancient highest magistrates to imprison arbitrarily whom-
origin, and came into existence amid the early soever he or his officers thought proper, there
strug_oles of our English ancestry for personal would soon be an end of all other rights and ira-

freedom. It is one of those great unrepealable munities. Somehave thought that unjust attac'k_
laws which witimut the aid of legislation became even upon life or property at the arbitrary will of

a part of tim common law of England and is of the magistrate are less dangerous to the common-
greater age than magna charts itself. -- In his wealth than such as are made upon the personal
" History of tim Middle Ages," that great histo- liberty of the subject. To bereave a man of life,
rian, Hallam, referring to its ancient origin, says, or by violence to confiscate his estate without ac-
" Whether courts of justice framed the writ of cusation or trial, would be so gross and notoriou_

habeas eo_Tu_ in conformity to the spirit of this an act or' despotism as must at once convey th("
clause, nr four_d it already in tl_eir re@islet, it be- alarm of tyranny throughout the kingdom; but
,came from that era (magn_a charts) the right of confinement of the person by secretly hurrying
every subject to demand it." The origin of this him to jail where his sufferings are unknown _)r
-writ is, however, commonly referred to the chmse forgotten, is a less public, a less striking, and
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therefore a more dangerous, engine of arbitrary, to any prisoner a writ of 7ud_as c_7_us, and that
government. And yet sometimes when the state application for the writ might be made to either
is in real danger, even this may be a necessary the court of chancery or to the court of queen's
measure. But the happiness of our constitution bench, common pleas or exchequer, and that tile
is, that it is not left to the executive power to de- writ might be applied for by persons imprisoned
termine when the danger of the state is so great in any part of England, Guernsey or Jersey. -- It
as to render this measure expedient, for it is the has been held by some of the English courts that
parliament only or legislative power that, when- this power extended over all of England's cole-
ever it sees proper, can authorize the crown, by nies, and the judges of the queen's bench once
_uspending the habeas corpus act for a short and held that this prerogative power had always been
limited time, to imprison suspected persons with- inherent in English courts in favor of British sub-
mit giving any reasons for so doing."-- The origin jeers wherever imprisoned, s_lve of course in a
of this writ for the protection of personal liberty foreign country. A statute (Vict. 25) is vow in
is frequently, although erroneously, stated to be force takingaway from English courts this juris-
in the passage of the English statute called the diction over the colonies of England, whenever
habeas corpus act. This act was passed during such courts exist as can exercise such a jurisdic.
tile reign of Charles II._ over 450 years from the tion.- The act of habeas corpus passed during
time of magna charta (31 Car. II, c. 2), and nei- the reign of Charles II. related alone to persons
ther added to nor detracted from the fundament'd imprisoned on criminal charges; all other cases
principles of that efficacious writ, but was passed demanding relief were left to tile operations of
ill order to define with clear precision the appro- the common law. These operations were ascer-
priate remedies attendant upon the invasion of rained to be entirely inadequate to the required
personal rights. This passage of the act appears relief; and to institute the proper remedy the
to have been induced by certain rulings and friv- statute 56 Geo. III., c. 100, was enacted by par-
olous objections made by judges of English liament, extending theaction of thewrit of habea_

courts during the preceding reign when relief was corpus to other than criminal cases. Under
applied for under the provisions of the writ.- the provisions of this statute any person re-
Tile great charter had laid the foundation of this strained of his liberty, (those in custody for afire-

part of English liberty; the petition of rights had inal matters and persons imprisoned under a
renewed it; and the bill of rights had extended judgment for debt excepted, as coming under
it. There were, hog, ever, certain provisions still the act of Charles II. for relief), could apply
wanting in the manner and form of its execu- to any judge of the common law courts for a

tion to render it complete and prevent all eva- writ of habeas corpus provided that by atihlnvit
._iozl or delay on the part of judges who were dis- a reasonable and probable ground of complaint
posed to interfere with the personal rights of was shown.--Thus by the enactment of this
tile subject.--This act provided that, when any statute the chain of defenses erected and estab-
person was committed charged with crime, the fished by law for the protection of the person-
lord chancellor or any of the judges should, al rights of the subject, lind to guard against
upon proper application, issue the writ and order their infringement by the crown, was rendered
the prisoner to be brought up and discharged, perfect and complete. And to-day, whenever
either with or without bail. That the writ within the physical boundaries of England a sub-

.qmuld be more or less promptly obeyed accord- ject of either sex or _my age is unlawfully lin-
ing to the distance. Should the jail lie within prisoned, tie or she, or, if a minor, by his or her
twenty miles of the judge, the writ must be next friend or guardian, mayapply for rclief under
-beyed in three days, and proportionably so for the operations of the writ of ltabeas carpus, and if
greater distances; but on no account whatever a irrima facie case can be shown, a writ will be

must the delay exceed twenty days. That any immediately issued by the judge before whom
officer or jailor who should neglect to deliver a the information is filed, directed to the person or
c<,py of the warrant of commitment, or who jailor who unlawfully hohls in custody such per-
should convey the prisoner to another jail or son, and if he fail to make prompt and proper
place of custody without cause, should forfeit return by showing good and sufficient cause on
£100. and for the second offense £200, and be legal grounds for detainer in his custody as a
for(,ver debarred fromagain holdingofffice. That prisoner such person, lie will be committed by
no person once liberated by the operation of the the court for contempt. If it be ascertained tlnlt
writ of halma_ corpue should be rccommitted for the party is confined under legal authority, the

the same ofl'eusc, uuder a penalty of £.50(). That court will compel the production of the warrant
every person committed for treason or felony of commitment, and the warrant of commitment
should be tried at the next assizes following, or must plainly set forth thc cau_ of detainer and
admitted to bail, unless the attendance of the the jurisdiction of the judge or justice commit-
witnesses for the crown could be enforced at ting the accused, upon which the reviewing
that session of the court; and if not tried at the court shall pass, in determining the leg.dity of
next suc'ceeding session of the assizes, he should the imprisonment. -- Tim act of parliament
he discharged from further imprisonment. That known as the habeas corpus act (31 Car. If., c. 2.)

no justice, under a penalty of £,500, should refuse does not extend in jurisdiction to Scotland. but
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,in that country the subject is protected in his granted the writ. That when the writ is returned,
.pemonal rights and liberty, by the provisions of a day shall be set for the hearing of the cause,
an act passed in 1701, c. 6 (q. r.), known as the not exceeding five days thereafter, unless the
"'W'rongons Imprisonment Act," and which by party petitioning requests a longer time. That

many is called the "Scotch Habeas Corpus Act." the petition of tile party imprisoned or restrained
Under the power conferred by the constitution may deny any of the facts set forth in the return,

•of the United States, establishing within its or may allege any other facts that may be
physical boundaries the privilege of the writ material in the case. Said denials or alleg_tions
of habeas cmT_us , congress at various times shall be under oath. That the return and all sug-
has enacted such wholesome laws as have proven gestions made against it may be amended by

.ei_icacious in promoting the operations of this leave of the court or justice or judge, before or
writ for the defense of the personal rights of after the same are filed, so that thereby the
the citizen. It has ordained, That the supreme material facts may be ascertained. That the

•court and the circuit and the district courts shall court or justice or judge shall proceed in a sum-
.have power to issue writs of habeas co_pu_, and mary way to determine the facts of the case, by
that the several justices and judges of the said hearing the testimony and the arguments, and

.courts, within their respective jurisdictions, shall thereupon to dk_pose of the party as law and jus-
have power to grant writs of hab_s cor_pus for lice require. That when a writ of habeas corpus

.the purpose of an inquiry into the cause of is issued in the case of any prisoner who, being a

restraint of liberty, provided that the prisoner is subject or citizen of a foreign state and domiciled
in custody under or by color of the authority of therein, is committed or confined or in custody,
the United States, or is committed for trial before by or under the authority or law of any one of
some court thereof, or held for an act done or the United States, or process founded thereon, on

.omitted in pursuance of a law of the United account of any act done or omitted under an
States, or of an order, process or decree of a court ,'alleged right, title, authority, privilege, protec-

-or judge thereof, or is in custody in violation of tion or exemption, claimed under the commission
the constitution, or of a law or treaty of the or order or sanction of any foreign state, or under
United States; or, being a subject or citizen of a color thereof, the validity and effect whereof
foreign state and domiciled therein, is in custody depend upon the law of nations, notice of the
for an act done or omitted under any alleged &'_idproccedings, to be prescribed by the court or
right, title, authority, privilege, protection or justice or judge at the time of granting said writ,
exemption claimed under the commission or shall be served on the attorney general or other

-order or sanction of any foreign state, or tinder officer prosecuting the pleas of said state, and due
color thereof, the validity and effect whereof proof of such service shall be made to the court

depend upon the law of nations; or unless it is or justice or judge before the hearing. That
necessary to bring the prisoner into court to tes from the final decision of any court, justice or

'tify. That application for the writ of ]_ube_zscorpus judge inferior to'the circuit court, upon an appli-
-shall be made to the court or justice or judge cation for a writ of habeas corTus , or upon such
authorized to issue the same, by complaint in writ when issued, an appeal may be taken to the
writing, signed by the person for whose relief it circuit court for the district in which the cause

is intended, setting forth the facts concerning the is heard. 1, In the case of any person alleged to
.detention of the party restrained, in whose cus- be restrained of his liberty in violation of the con-
tody he is detained, and by virtue of what claim stitution, or of any law or treaty of the United

-or authority, if known. That the facts set forth States; and 2, In the case of any prisoner who,
5n the complaint shall be verified by the oath of being a subject or citizen of a foreign state, and
the person making the application. That the domiciled therein, is committed or confined or

-court or justice or judge to %horn such applica- in custody by or under the authority or law of
tion is made shall forthwith award a writ of the United States, or of any state, under an

]wy)eas corpus unless it appears from the petition alleged right, title, authority, privilege, pro-
itself that the party is not entitled to it. That tection or exemption, set up or claimed under
the writ shall be directed to the person in whose the commission, order or sanction of any foreign
custody the party is detained. That any person state or sovereignty, the validity and effect where-
to whom such writ is directed shall make due of depend upon the law of nations, or under
return thereof in three days thereafter, unless the color thereof. That from the final decision of
party be detained beyond the distance of twenty such circuit court an appeal may be tauten to the

miles; and if beyond that distance and not that supreme court in the cases just described, and
of a hundred miles, within ten days; and if that these appeals shall be taken on such terms.
beyond the distance of a hundred miles, within and under such regulations and orders, as well
twenty days. That the person to whom the writ for the custody and appearance of the person
is directed shall certify to the court, justice or alleged to be in prison or restrained of his liberty,
judge before whom it is returnable, the true cause as for sending up to the appellatetribunal a trans-
of the detention of such person, and that the cript of the petition, writ of habea_ c_Tm_, return
person making the return shall at the same time thereto, and other proceedings, as may be pre-

ht_ng the body.of theparty before the judge who scribed by the supreme court, or, in default
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thereof, by the court, justice or Judge hearing authorities, the judge ordered the writ to issue,
the case, That pending the proceedings or and placed it in the hands of the U. S. Marshal,

_lppeal in the cases enumerated and until final who served it upon Gen. Hancock, the command-
judgment therein, and after final judgment of ant of the said military district. The president,
discharge, any proceedings against the person so however, believing that Gem Hancock would

imprisoned or restrained of his liberty, in any obey the writ, and having determined upon
state court, or by or under the authority of any the execution of the woman, directed the attor-

state for anymatter soheard and determined, or in hey general of the United States to appear with
pmce_ of being heard and determiued, undersuch Gen. Hancock in obedience to the summons,
writ of haJeas e/,rpus, shall be deemed null and before Judge Wylie, and as the representative of
wild JThe constitutions of the various states the president, present to the court the following

composing the federal Union, in their bills of return, which was an executive order suspending
right or otherwise, have likewise provided for the the writ of babes, corpses, to wit:
privilege of the writ of habeas _orlrus for all mat-
ters that might arise under state laws and re_fla- Ex,cctrrxw Orl_CZ, July 7, 1865,10 A. It.
lions, within their several boundaries, requiring To Major General W. S. tIancock, commanding, etc.
lhe privilege of this writ for the protection of the I, Andrew Jolmson, President of the United States, do

hereby declare that the writ of habeas corpus has been
personal liberty of the citizen. The courts em- heretofore suspended in such cases as this, and I do here-
powered to grant the writ have also been desig- by especially suspend this writ, and direct that you pro-
anted by the state constitutions, and a majority ceed to execute the order heretofore given upon the judg-

ment of the Military Commission, and you will give this
have conferred upon their supreme courts orig- order in return to this writ.

inal jurisdiction in all cases arising under habeas (Signed) ANDRgWJOHNSON,PresidenL
,'_)rpus. They have likewise in most cases adopt-
ed the exact language of that part of section Notwithstanding the affirmation in the foregoing
nine of the constitution of the United States order of the president, it does not appear that the
which declares that "The privilege of the writ writ was ever. before, and certainly not since,
of habeaz corpus shall not be suspended unless suspended in any case of similar purport, and

when in cases of rebellion or invasion the public consequently stands alone, in the executive and
safety may require it." Thus the people of the judicial history of the country, as an example to
United States have enacted the same barriers be lamented and execrated by all men who love

against the encroachment of executive authority liberty.--With regard to the application of
a_ did the people of England against the oppres- habeas corpus in exterritorial cases, it has been
sion of sovereignty, upon the personal rights of held that a writ of habeas COITUSmay beawarded

the citizen and the subject. Notable instances of to bring up an American subject unlawfully
its suspension, however, have occmTed, in time of detained on board of a foreign ship-of-war; the

war, and one at least in time of peace, when the commander being fully within the reach of, and
national life was not endangered by armed inva- amenable to, the usual jurisdiction of the stale
sinn or rebellion. It was, indeed, after the close where lie lmppens to be. (Case of an Amerioan
_f a long and disastrous war between Qle govern, citizen on British ship, 10p., 47, Bradford, 1794 )
ment and the seceding states of the south, and _It has been again held, that a prisoner of war
those whose legal judgment was shrouded by on board a foreign man-of-war, or of her prize,
strict partisan feeling have claimed for it the can not be released by habeas c/_.rp_lsissuing from
color of right. Nevertheless the suspension of courts either of the United States or of a partic-
this writ was ordered by the president of the ular state. But if such prisoner of war be taken
United States at a time when peace had been on shore, lie becomes subject to the local jurisdic-
declared, after all the armed forces of the so. tion or not, accor_ding as it may be agreed be-
called confederate government had surrendered tween the political authorities of the belligerent

to the authority of the government of the United and neutral power. (Case of the President and

States, and its safety was no longer endangered, Prize, 70p., 122, Cushing, 1855 )-- These cases
and after a period of several months had inter- appear to establish the principle that an American
vened between the day on whieh peaee had been de. citizen is entitled to the privileges of babes*cot.
clared, and that on which the writ was suspended, pus, when unlawfully detained on board of a for-
On the morning succeeding the promulgation by eigxi man-of-war, while lying within the jurisdic-
the president of the order of execution of Mary tion of the United States, not having committed
E. Surratt, charged with conspiring with others an offense amenable to the law of nations. But
in the murder of the president, in accordance if held as a prisoner of war, on board such for-

with the judgment of tim military commission eign vemel--tliat is, having committed a crime
before which they were tried, upon application amenable to the law of nations--the ship-of-war

by tbe counsel of Mary E. Surratt to Judge Wylie, possesses in the ports of the United States the
of the District of Columbia, for a writ of habeas rights of exterritoriality, and is not subject to the

coTTus, ordering the commandant of the military l(_cal jurisdiction, and the party held in custody,
district iu which she was confined to produce her although an American citizen, can not be released

body before his court to determine by what by habe_,s coTTus. Once removed, however, from
authority it was held in custody of the military _e ship-of-war, within the land jurisdiction of
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the United States, his sta_as is immediately conflict where courts are impotent; and _o power
changed, and he becomes, like all others, subject in the United States can lawfully take away the
to the local jurisdiction, and can not lawfully v/et privilege of the writ from private citizens in ter-
arm_ be reconveyed to the exterritorial jurisdic- ritory not rebellious or invaded, and where the
tion of the ship-of-war. JNo. W. CLAMPXTT. federal courts are in regular operation. (See" Mil-

ligan case" below.) Nevertheless, the suspension
HABEAS CORPUS (IN U. S. HISTORY). The of the writ isin so far a suspension of the personal

nature and classification of this writ are elsewhere liberty of the citizen. In such an extraordinary
treated (see preceding article). I. It is grantable emergency as that of April, 1861, when congress
as a matter of right, on a proper foundation being is not in session to pass a suspending act, the
made out by proof, and was familiar in England president may suspend the privilege of the writ
undercommonlawfrom very early times; but the within the theatre of actual warfare, by virtue
judges, who were dependent on the king's pleasure of his powers as commander-in-chief; if he chooses
'for their tenure of office, evaded giving it when- to risk any more general suspension he must trust
ever the king's pleasure was involved. The per- for validation o_ his action to asubsequent act of

sonal liberty of the subject was therefore at the congress. (See R.EBELLION.)--II. The writ is
king's mercy whenever the words "per 8pee/ale granted by state courts as a general rule, and by
ruandaturu reqis" (by special command of the federal courts only when the imprisonment is
king) were inserted in the warrant. After a long under color of federal authority, or when some
struggle the famous _b_ corpus act of 31 Car. federal right is involved in tile case. The net of
II, c. 2, was carried through parliament in 1679, 1789 gave federal courts the power to issue the
and gave a sanction to that which before had writ when neces_ry for the exerci.se of their
none, by imposing heavy penalties on the refusal respective jurisdictions, except that l)risonca_ iu

of a judge to grant, or of any person to obey jail under sentence or execution of a state court;
promptly, the writ of/uther, eorTn_. The hill had could only be brought to the federal court under
several times passed thc house of commons, but lut,_easco77_usaswitnesses. The troubles in1831-2
failed in the upper house ; and its final passsge (see NVLLIFICATIO._) caused the passage of another
by the lords was by a trick, if we are to believe act giving the power to federal courts to issue
Burnet's story. "It was carried by an odd arti- the writ where a prisoner was committed by a
flee in the house of lords. Lord Grey and Lord state court for an act done in obedience to a fed-
Norris were named to be tim tellers. Lm'd N'orris eral law (such as a tariff act). In 1842 McLeod's

being a man subject to vapors, was not at all case caused the passage of an act which gave
times attentive to what he was doing; so, a very federal courts the power Ix) issue the writ where

fat lord coming in, Lord Grey counted him for a prisoner was committed by a state court for an
ten, as a jest at first ; but, seeing Lord Norris bad act done in obedience to a foreign state or sover-
not observed it, he went on with his misreckoning eignty and acknowledged by international law.
of ten. So it was reported to the house, and (See McLEOD CASE.) In 1867, in order to carry

declared that they who were for tlle bill were the out the amendment abolishing slavery, an act was
majority, though it indeed went on the other sidc." passed which gave federal courts the power to
---This act, in substance, has heen made a part of issue the writ where a person was rt_trained of
the law of every state in the Union, and the cousti- his liberty in violation of the constitution or of
tution of the United States has provided that the any law or treaty. But the supreme court has
privilege of the writ shall not be suspended unless determined that in no case can a state omrt on
wh(m, in cases of rebellion or invasion, the public habeas corpus release a prisoner comm|tted by a
safety may require it. It has been judicially de- federal court, and that in case of such awrit being
cided (see CO_61_ESS, POWFRS OF, X.) that the issued the officer is not to obey it further than to
right to suspend the privilege of the writ rests in make return of the authority by which he holds
congress, but that congress may by act give the tim prisoner. :Nevertheless such writs are issued
power to the president. Such an act bears some and obeyed, but only by acquiescence of federal
resemhlance to the decree of the Roman senate, officers.-- III. In the United States the privilege

in civil dissensions or dangerous tumults, that the of the writ was never suspended before 1861 by
consuls "shoul(ltake care that the republic should the federal government, though state govern-
receivcnoharm"(_ttcoasulesdarentoperamnequ_d ments, as in the case of the Doer rebellion, had
detrimenti r_publica caperet). The resemblance, done so, and fcder:d officers, "as in the Burr con-

however, must not be carried very far: the Roman spiracy, and in J_ckson's case at :New Orleans,
decree gave the consuls absolute power over the had refu.-ed to obey the writ. Jan. 23, 1807, the
life of any citizen, and power to levy and support senate, moved by a message detailing Burr's

armies; but a suspension of the privilege of the progress, passed a bill suspending the writ for
writ of h_lbeas cortms by congress only allows the three months in case of arrests for treason, and
(.xecutive to detain in custody without inter- requested the speedy concurrence of the house.
fevence by civil courts, or to try by military law, Jan. 26, the house, by a vote of 123 ix) 3, decided
prisoners who are taken in battle, or are residents not to keep the bill secret as the senate had done,
of hostile territory, or are in the military or naval and, by 113 to 19,voted that the bill "' be rejected,"

sclwiee, or are within the actual circle of armed a contemptuous and unusual mode of procedure.
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(See B_mg, AARO_.)----AmzrrRARYARRESTs. On against the militaryor naval service. The arrests
tile breaking out of the rebellion President Lin- were thereafter continued with little interference
coin, after calling out 75,000 men and proclaiming by any authority until August, 1864, when the
the blockade, authorized the commandinggeneral, arrest of a congre_man was made in Missouri.
April 27, 1861, to suspend tile wlit of habeas The house of representatives then ordered an in-
col_p_ between Philadelphia and Washington, vestigation, which exposed and helped to remedy
and, May 10, extended tile order to Florida. many of tile abuses which were inevitable, per-
May 2,5,on the application of John Merryman, lisps, under asuspension of the writ. Its military
Ch. J. Taney issued a writ of habeas carpus to committee found in the Old Capitol prison officers
Gen. Geo. Cadwallader, and, on his refusal to of rank, some of them wounded in service, who
obey, attempted to have him arrested. When had been in close confinement for months with-
the attempt failed, tile chief justice transferred out charges and without the trial which tile act
the whole case to tile president. July ,5, Atty. of congress of March 3, 1863, had ordered to be
Gen. Bates gave an opinion in favor of tile presi- _ecured to the accu_d. The exposure was sufn-
dent's power to declare martial law and then to cient to prevent a recurrence of the evil for the
suspend the writ, and the special session of con- future, lint could do nothing for the past. --Oct.
gress, to avoid all question, subsequently ap- 21, 1864, a general court martial was held in
proved and validated the president's act_ in all Indiana and p_Lssed_ntence of death upon sen-
respects as if they had been dose by express eral citizens of tile state for treasonable designs;
:lnthorlty of congress. Thereafter "arbitrary at- and the case became known as the "Milligan ca._,'"
rests " proceeded with great vigor throughout the from the name of the principal prisoner, Lamdin
north, by orders from the state department alone P. Milligan. The fedc.ral circuit court in Indian-
at first, and then concurrently with thewar depart- apolis granted a writ of habea_ corpus for them
ment until Feb. 14, 1862. when the latter depart- May 10, 1865; was divided in opinion as to re-
ment, under Secretary E. M. Stanton, assumed leasing them; and certified the whole case to tile
the entire Ix)wer of arrest. From July to October, supreme court. Its decision, given in the Decem-
1861, 175 per_ns were summarily imprisoned in Ix.r term of 1866, overthrew the whole doctrine of
Fort Lafayette alone, and the arrests were kept military arrest anti trial of private citizens in
up through 1861and 1862, includingstate judges, peaceful states. It held that congress could not
mayors of cities, members of the Maryland legis- give power to military commissions to try, con-
lature, persons engaged in "peace meetings," vict or _ntence in a state not invaded or engaged
editors of newspapers, and persons accused of in rebellion and where federal courls were unob-
being spies or deserters, or of resistance to the structed, a citizen who was not a resident of a
draft. Sept. 24, 1862, tile suspension was made rebellious state, nor a prisoner of war, nor in the
general by tile president so flit as it might affect military or naval service; that such a citizen was
persons arrested by military authority for disloyal exempt from the laws of war, and could only be
practices. Thesesummaryarrestaprovokedmuch subject to indictment and tri.,d by jury, that the
opposition throughout the north, and influenced suspension of the pririloge of the writ of habeas
the state elections of 1862 very materially; and eo_'pus did not suspend the writ itself; that the
an order of the war department., Nov. 22, 1862, writ was to is._ue as usual, and on its return the
released all prisoners not taken in arms or arrested court was to decide whether the applicant was in
for resisting the draft._As yet the suspension the military service, or a prisoner of war, and
had been only by executiveauthority, and thewrits thus debarred from the privilege of the writ ; and
which were. still persistently issued bystate courts that, in short, neither the president, nor congress,
were founded on a long line of express decisions nor the judicial T couhl lawfully di.¢turb _my one
that the power to suspend the privilege of the of the safeguards of civil liberty in the eon_titu-
writ lay in congress, not in the president. By act tion, except so far as tile right is given ill certain
approved March 3, 1863, congress authorized tile t:ases to suspend the privilege of tile writ of babel,s
president whenever, in his judgment, the public corpus. All the justicesag'reed that 5Iilligan was
safety might require it, to suspend the writ any- not lawfully detained, and should be discharged.
where throughout the United States; but tile Four of them, Ch. J. Chase being spokesman.
power to issue the writ was reserved to federal di._nted so t_.r as to hold that congress might
judges wherever--the federal grand jury being have provided for trial by military commission in
in undisturbed exercise of its functions---a pris- cases like that of Milligan, without violating the
oner was detained without indictment at the grand constitution, but had not done so. -- De('. !, 1_5.
jury's next session. The arrest, }lay 4, 1863, President Johnson, by proclamation, restored ttJe
of C. L. Vallandigham, ex-member of congress privilege of tile writ, except in the late insnrrec-
from Ohio, his conviction and banishment to tile tiollary states, and in tile District of Columbia,
rebel lines, and the aITest of other persons, re- New ,_lexieo and Arizomt. April 2. 1866, a proc-
newed tile excitement in the north. _pt. 15. lamation restored the writ everywhere, except, in
1868, tile president by proclamation suspended Texas; and another proclamation, Aug 20. 1866,
tile writ throughout the United States in the restored it in Texas also.--The records of the
_'ases of prisoners of war, deserters, those resist- provost marshal's office in Wa¢hington show
tag the draft, and any persons accused of offenses 38,000 military prisoncr_ reported there during tllo
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rebellion. Among these tl_ere were undoubtedly II. 4 Cra_¢h, 75; 15 Wheat., 19;.l'Stat. atZ_rg_, 78
many cases of extreme hardship, the relief of (the act of Sept. 24, 1789); 4 ib., 684 (the act of
which was always grateful to President Lincoln, March 2, 1833); 5 /b., 539 (the act of Aug. 29,
when hisattention could bedirected tothem. But, 1842): 12 ib., 758 (the act of }Iaxch 8, 1863); 17
under cover of the necessity of guarding against /b., 13(the actof April 20, 1871). III. 2 Parton's
extensive couspil'acies in the north, political and Life of Jack#on, 306; 5 Hildreth's United 8tater,
private hatreds were frequently gratified by in'e- 626; 3 Benton's Debate_ of Corujres_, 490, 504; 21

sponsiblesubordinates in a shocking manner, and ]/ow., 506; Tyler's Life of Taney, 420, 461, 640;
the trial provision of the act of March 3, 1863, Tan,y, 246; Burnham's Memoi?'s of the ,_cret Set-

was too often disobeyed; and it is to be feared v_ce; Baker's History of the Secret 8_ice; Mar-
that the number of cases of this kind which could sltall's Americas Baslile; Sangster's Bastiles of the
never be brought to the president's notice was North; Howard's Fourte_r#Months in an Americaa
very considerable. Nevertheless, the suspension Basf//_; Mahoney's Prisoner of 8tats; Thavin's
of the privilege of the writ, in the border states Arbitrary Arrests i_ the [_#uth; Lester and Brow-
atleast, seems to have been unavoidablc ; andthe nell's Confev_erate 8tarns Military Laws (1864);
consequent abuses were but the effects of the Reports of the Provost Marshal Oe_eral; Pollard's
wild and blind blows struck at internal treason Life_fDavia, 327; Pittman's/nd/anapo//s Tre_z_a

by a republic unused to war. (See, in general, Trials (1865); e:_ parle Milligan, 4 WaY.ac_, 107
EXECUTZVE, W.(R POWERS, INSURREC'TmN, R_.- (majority opinion); 132 (dissenting opinion); Cir-
BELHON.)--Iu the confederate states the suspen- culars of the Provost Marsha_ General, May 15,
sion of the writ by the federal government was 1863-March 27, 1865.
made the theme of._evere criticism; but when it was ALEY_A_DER JOKNSTON.
found that in a single year 1,800 cases had been
tried in l_ichmomt alone, b,'Lsed on writs of habeas HALE, John Parker, was born at Rochester.

corpl_s tor relief from conscription, the confederate N.H., )larch 31, 1806, and died at Dover, N. H.,
congress, late in 1863, suspended the writ until Nov. 18, 1873. He was graduated at Bowdoinin

ninety days after the meeting of the next session. 1827, studied law, was a democratic congressman
At the next session the suspcnsion was made per- 184,.%5, was "read out of the party" for oppos-
manent, May 20, 1864.--IV. After the close of ing Texas annexation, became speaker of the
the rebellion the ku-khLx difficulties in the south state house of representatives, and free-soil U. S.
caused the passage of the act of April 20, 1871, senator 1847-53. In 1852 he was the free-soil can-
whose fourth section authorized the president, didate for president. (See _-SorL PARTY.)
when unlawful combinations in any state should He was a republican U. S. senator 1855-65, and
assume the character of rebellion, to suspend the minister to Spain 1865-9. A.J.

writ of habeas corpus in the disturbed district; but
the trial provision of the act of March 3, 1863, HALIFAX FISHERY C0_'ISSION. (See
was retained, and the whole section was to remain TReATiES, FISHERY.)
in force no longer than the end of the following
session. May 17, 1872, a bill to continue this sec- HANILTON, Alexander, was born in the
tion for another session was passed by the senatc by island of Nevis, W. I., Jan. 11, 1757, and died at
a vote of 28 to 15. In the house, May 28, amotiou New "York, July 12, 1804. He left King's (now
to suspend the rules and pass the bill was lost, 94 Columbia) college in 1776 to enter the continental
to 108. The bill was then dropped and has not army, was Washingten's aide, until he returned
since been revived. (See also RECONSTRUCTION, to New York city to prepare to practice law, was

JUDICIARY.)--See 3 Blackstone's C'_mrn_n/_;_/es, in the continental congress 1782-3, and also in
128 (original paging); Bacon's AbrMgrrumt (" Ha- the convention of 1787. He was secretary of the
bea.s Co_-pus "); 1 Howell's _N/atvTr/a/#, pref. xxvi; treasury 1789-95, when he returned to _ew York
20/b., addenda, 1374; 6/b., 1189; 2 Kent's Com- city to resume the practice of law. He retained
menta_s (4th edit.), 25; Story's Commenlaries(edit. his liking for the army, and accepted the real
1833), _ 1332; Burnet's History of tli_ Ow_ Ti_ command of the army in 1798, Washington being

(edit. 1838), 321; Hurd Ou Habeas Corpus; a nominally commander-in-chief. (For his death
copious bibliography of the writ, its history and at the hands of Burr in a duel, in 1804, see
practice, up to 1842, is in 3 Hill's P_eports, 647; the BURR, AARON.)--Few public men have been so
most interesting precedents are collected in Oar- bitterly attacked or so warmly defended as Ham-
field's argument in the Milligan case, 4 Wailacc's ilton, and it seems difficult at first sight to esti-
/_ports, 44; 2 B. R. Curtis' Worlas, 317; Whiting's mate correctly his character and services. There

War Powers (10th edit.). 161; E. Ingersoll's His- are not, however, many points of either really
#_cy and Law of the Writ of Ilabea_ Corpus, and open to doubt. His amiability in private life _s

1)_raonal Liberty and Ma_'t:al Law; Breck's Habeas witnessed by all the testimony of the times; his
Corpus and Marti¢_lLaw; NorlhAmericaz_]_ev_w, wonderful ability as a political and financial

October, 1861: Habeas (:o_'pus Pamphlet_ of 1862 writer is evidenced not only by" his writings
(particularly H. Binney's Privilege of the Writ of themselves, but by the unanimous testimony of
Habeas (_'pus, and G. M. Wharton's ]_emarks his political enemies; and his exact rectitude of

thereon); Cooley's Cor_ti_utioncd Limitation, 344. ot_cial life, despite some errors of private life,

(:
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has never been mzq_essfully impeached. On these permanent. Even in his lifetime it was his privi-
laoints there is a singular concurrence of all trust- lege to see his opponents, when they had sue-
worthy contemporary testimony. There remains ceeded to the govermnent which he had estab-
but one point inwhich his political enemies con- lished, administer it in perfect accordance with
sidered him vulnerable, his alleged tendency to his practice. (See JEFFERSON, THOMAS; DEMO-
anti-republican thought and action. -- There can CRATrc PARTY, III.) -- tIamilton's Worlds have
be no doubt that Hamilton accepted the republi- been collected in seven volumes. They will also
<.an ideal of his time as a fact, but that he ac- be found in the ///sloT7/ of ttw Republic of tlw

_ypted it of nece_ity, not of choice. He repre- U'_itvd States, by his son, J. C. Hamilton; but
sented the force of national law as Jefferson this work'is unfortunate in claiming too much

represented that of individual freedom, and for him. A fairer rSsumd of his work will be
neither of the correlative forces understood the found in 1 Curtis' History of the Constitution, 406.
other. To Hamilton, Jefferson's idea of liberty See also J. A. Hamilton's Reminiscences; J. C.

was only "that of a bear broke loose from his Hamilton's Iafe of tlamiltoa (1840); Rcnwick's
chains"; and to Jefferson, Hamilton's idea of law Life of ttamiltou (1841); Schmucker's Life and
was only that of British law, then administered Times of Hamilton(1857); Rlethmfiller's tlamiltoa

by the few and for the few, with little reg'ard for amt his Contemporaries (1864); Morse's Life of
the happiness or rights of the many. One thing Hamilton (1876); Shea's Life a1_ Epoch of tIamil-
is certain as to Hamilton: there is not in any of ton (1879); Colcman's Facts and Doc,__raeuts rdatire

his letters or other writings a trace of desire to to the Death of Ilamilton (1804); 10 1Yew York
introduce monarchy or aristocracy into the Histor_d Magazi_. ,5; North Ame_g_an Review,

American political system. The charge of anti- July, 1841, 70. April. 1858, 368. January, 1876,
J:epublicanism is, to that extent, unfounded, but 60, and July, 1876, 113; Atla_t_ ._[outhly, Novcm-
it had, in reality, a different basis, which can her, 1865, 625; °_4 .A-ati_JTL,283 The favorable
best be seen by considering Hamilton's political view of Hamilton and his work will generally be
work -- When the American revolution was suc- found in authorities cited under FEDERAJ, PARTY,

,cessfully accomplished there was but one field in I.; the unfavorable view in authorities under
which Americans had ever enjoyed republican DEMOCRATIC PARTY, l.-IlI., and in 9 John

government, the governments of their states, or Adams' Works, 272. Many of the alnmst forgot-
"republics," as they were then often, and are ten contemporary attacks upon him, such as Cal-
still sometimes, called. In the government of lender's /_'ters to Alexander" Itamillon, Ix_i_g of

the British empire they had never shared, and the Feds, have been republished by the ltamflton
the government of the confederation was a club. A history of one of the worst of them will
_adow only of republican government. From be found in 5 Hildreth's UJdted States, 108.
1781 until 1789 Hamilton was actively engaged AI_EX.A/gDER JOH_NSTOZq.
in opening to them a new field for republican
government, and from 1789 until 1800 he was as HAMLIN, Hannibal, vice-president of the
busily engaged in extending that field by estab- United States 1861--5, was born at Paris, Me.,
lisbing a broad construction of the powers of the Aug. 27, 1809, was admitted to the bar in 1833;
new federal government. But in both of these was a democraticoongressman 1843-7, and United
endeavors he was really, so faras the experience States senator 1848-57, and, as a republican,
_f his opponents taught them, anti-republican in 1857-61. He was again elected senator by the
diminishing the powers of the first exponents of republicans 1869-81, and was appointed minister
republican government; and here lies the real to Spain in 1881. A.J.
basis of the charge against him. In this respect
there is great significance in the change of senti- HANCOCK, Winfield Scott, was born Feb.
naent toward Hamilton shown by those of his 24, 1824, in Montgomery count)', Pennsylvania,
opponents who remained longest in public life was graduated at West Point in 1844, and rose in
and in sympathy with the expansion of the coun- the regular army to the rank of major general.
try. Madison, Monroe, Giles and Gallatin grew His best known fighting was at Gettysburg.

in respect for him as they grew in experience; After the war he was placed in command of the
Jefferson alone, who remained aloof from public 5th military district, with headquarters at New
life after 1809, retained his opinion of him Orleans. (See R]_CONSTltUCTZON,) :Nov. 29, 1867,
unchanged to the end. -- The methods and extent he issued a general order declaring that the rebel-
,of ltamilton's political work are considered else- lion was ended, that trial by jury, habe._ corpus,
where. (See CONWZ_ON o_ 1787; FEDF,RA_- the liberty of the press and of speech, and the
zsz; CO_STRVCTm_, IIL ; l_vma,_ PART'Z, I. ) natural rights of person and property would be

He was unfortunate, personally, in having a maintained, and that crimes would bc tried by the
clearer view of the possibilities of the federal civil tribunals in his district. To republicans this
government than most of his contemporaries, seemed to be an unnecessary and officious inter-
and many of his theories were built on a scale ference with the congressional plan of rcconstruc-

more suited to the year 1882 than to the year tion, and this feeling was not decreased by a rues-
1791 ; but his influence upon the development of sage of President Johnson, Dee. 18, in which he
the theory of Kmette_ nationality him been suggested that congress should vote its thanks
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to Gen. Hancock for his action. Gen. Hancock's the towns of Stralsund, Rostock, Wismar, etc.
order made him very popular with democrats, Pru_ia and Poland were afterward subjugated
north and south, and he was mentioned at suc- by the Christian princes and the knights of the
ceasive national conventions until 1880, when he Teutonie order. So that, in a comparatively
was nominated June 24. In the pr_identialelec- short period, the foundations of civilization and
tion he was defeated by Gen. Garfield. (See _be arts were laid in countries whose barbarism

iEIar_'rOR_,LVOTEa.)--SeeJunki.n'sL/feofHa_- )had ever remained impervious to the Roman
_ock; Freed's Life of Hancock. _power. _ The cities that were established along

ALEXANDER JOI_aTON. the coast of the Baltic, and even in the interior of
the countries bordering upon it, eagerly joined the

HANSEATIC LEAGUE, an association of the !Hanseatic confederation. They were indebted to
principal cities in the north of Germany, Prussia, the merchants of Lllbeek for supplies of the corn-
etc., for the better carrying on of commerce, and modities produced in more civilized countries,
for their mutual safety and defense. This con- and they looked up to them for protection against
federacy, so celebrated in the early history of the barbarians by whom they were surrounded.
moderns :Europe, contributed in no ordinary de- The progress of the league was in consequence
gree to intr(niuce the blessings of civilization and singularly rapid. Previously to the end of the
good govermnent into the north. The extension thirteenth century it embraced every considerable
and protection of commerce was, however, its city in all those vast countries extending from
main object; and hence a short account of it may Livonia to Holland, and was a match for th(, most
not be deemed misplaced in a work of this de- powe_Tul monarchs. _ The Hanseatic confeder-
scription. -- Origi_ and Progress of the Hanseatic acy was at its higbest degree of power and splen-
/._jue. Hamburg, founded by Charlemagne in dor during thc fourteenth and fifteenfll centuries.
the ninth, and Ltlbeck, founded about the middle It then comprised from sixty to eighfy cilies,
of the twelfth century, were the earliest members which were distributed into four classes or circles.
of the league. The distance between them not L_lbeck was at the head of the fl_t circle, and
being eel T considerable, and being alike interest- had under it Hamburg, Bremen, Restock, Wis-
ed in tim repression of those disorders to which mar, etc. Cologne was at the head of the aec-
most parts of Europe, and particularly the coast end circle, with twenty-nine towns under it.
of the Baltic, werea prey in the twelfth, thirteenth Brunswick was at the head of the third circle,

and fourteenth centuries, they early formed an consisting of thirteen towns. Dantzic was '_t the
intimate political union, partly in the view of head of the fourth circle, having under it eight
maintaining a safe intercourse by ]and with each towns in its vicinity, besides several that were
other, and partly for the protecti(m of navigation more remote. The supreme authority of the
from the attacks of the pirates, with which evel T '_ague was vested in the deputies of the different
sea was at that time infested. There is no ve,'y _towas assembled in congress. In it they dis-
distinct evidence as to the period when this a]li- rcussed all their measures; decided upon the sum

ance was consummated: some ascribe its origin _hat each city should contribute to the common
to the year 1169. others to the year 1200. and _fund, and upon the questions that arose between

, others to the 3'ear 1241. But tim most probable, the confederacy and other powers, a.q well as
opinion seems to be that it would grow up by those that frequently arose between the different
slow degrees, and be perfected according as the members of the confederacy. The place for the
advantage derivable from it became more obvi- meeting of congress was not fixed, but it was
ous. Such was the origin of the ltanseatic most frequently held at Lilbeck, which was con-

league, so called from the old Tcutonie word sidcred a._ the cal)ital of the league, and there its
hangs, signifying an association or confederacy, archives were kept. Sometimes, however, con-
--Adam of Bremen, who flourished in the elev- gresses were held at Hamburg, Cologne, and oth-
enth century, is the earliest writer who has given er towns. Tl_ey met once every three years, or
any information with respect to the commerce of oftener if occasion required. The letters of con-

the countries lying round the Baltic; and from vocation specified the principal subjects which

the errors into whicl_ he has fallen in describing would most probably be brought under discus-
the norflmrn and eastern shores of that sea, it is sion. Any one might be chosen for a deputy:
evident they had been ve o" little frequented, and and the congl_ess consisted not of merchants only,

not at all known, in his time. But from the be- but also of clergymen, lawyers, artists, etc.
ginning of the twelfth century the progress of When tlm deliberations were concluded, the de-
commerce and navig'_tion in the north was ex- crees were formally communicated to the magis-

c,vzedingly rapid. The countries which stretch _rates of tim cities at the head of _ch circle, by

along the bottom of the Baltic, from HoEstein to (_'hom they were subsequently oammunieate_l to
I_ussia, and which had been occupied by barbs- ,'those below them, and the/nest "¢'igorous meas-

rous tribes of Slavonic origin, were then subju- 'ures were adopted for caxry_ug them into effect.
gated by the kings of Denmark, the dukes of One of the bnrg_'_of 1,t_beck presided at
Saxony, and other princes. The greater part of the meeting_ of eo_g_re_; mad during the recess

the inhabit'tats being exterminated, their place the magistrates of that eiVy had the sole, _r at all
was filled by German colonists, who founded events the principal, direction of the _ of
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the league. _ Besides the towns already men- familiarize them in the principles of civilization.
tioned, there were others that were denominated These great principles were hid by the confedel_t.
confederated cities, or allies. The latter neither tion, and at the close of the fifteenth century the
contributed to the common fund of the league, Baltic and tile neighboring seas had, by its means,
nor sent deputies to congTess; even the members become frequented routes of communication be-
were not all on the same footing in respect to tween the north and the south. The peolde of
privileges: and the internal comulotions by which the former were enabled to follow the progress of
it was frequently agitated, partly originating in thetatter inknowtedgeandindustl T The forests
tiffs cause and partly in the discordant interests of Sweden, Poland, etc., gave placc to corn,
-andconflicting pretensions of the different cities, hemp and flax; the mines were wrought, and, in
materially impaired the power of the eonfeder- return, the produce and manufactures of the south
aey. But in despite of these disadvantages, the were imported. Towns and villages were erected
league succeeded for a lengthened period, not in Scandinavia, where huts only were before seen ;
only in controlling its own refractory members, tile skins of the bear and the wolf were exchanged
but in making itself respected and dreaded by for woolens, linens and silks; learning was iatro-
others. It produced able generals and admirals, duced; and printing was hardly invented before
skillful politicians, and some of the most enter- it was practiced in Denmark, Sweden, etc." (Cat-
plising, successful and wealthy merchants of teau, Tableau de la Met Ba/,ttque, tom. ii., p. 175.)
modern times. --As the power of the confcder- --The kings of Denmark, Sweden and Norway
ated cities was increased and consolidated, they were frequently engaged in hostilities with the
became more ambitious. Instead of limiting Hanse towns. They regarded, and, it must be
their efforts to the mere advancement of corn- admitted, not without pretty good reason, the
merce and their own pro_etion, they endeavored privileges acquired by the league, in their king-
to acquire the monopoly of the t_tde of the north, doms, as so many usurpations. But their effo,'ts
and to exercise the same sort of dominion over to abolish these privileges served, for more titan
the Baltic that the Venetians exerci.ed over the two centuries, only to augment and extend them.
Adriatic. For this purpose they succeeded in oh- -- "On the part of the league there were union,
raining, partly in return for loans of money and suhordination and money; wllereas the half-say.
partly by force, various privileges and immuni- age Scandinavian monarchies were full of divis-
ties from the northern sovereigns, which secured ions, factions and troubles; revolution was ira-
to them almost the whole foreign commerce of mediately followed by revolution, and feudal
Scandinavia, Denmark, Prussia, Poland, Russia, anarchy was at its height. There was another
4_tc. They exclusively carried on the hen'ing circumstance, not less important, in favor of tb_
tishery of the Sound, at the same time that they Hanseatic cities. The popular goyernments e_-
endeavored to obstruct and hinder the navigation tablished among them possessed the respect aml
of foreign vessels in the Baltic. It should, how. confidence of the itflmbitants, and were able to
ever, be observed that the immunities they en- direct tim public energies for the good of the
joyed were mostly indispensable to the security state. The astonishing prosperity of the con-
.of their commerce, in consequence of the barba- federated cities was not wholly the effect of
rism that then prevailed; and notwithstanding commerce. To the undisciplined armies of the
their attempts at monopoly, there can not be the princes of. the north--armies composed of vassals
shadow of a doubt that the progress of civiliza- without attachment to their lords--the cities op-
tion in the north was prodigiously accelerated by posed, besides the inferior nobles, whose services
the influence and a_veadency of the Hanseatic they liberally rewarded, citizens accustomed to
.cities. They rept)mm_ piracy by sea and robbery danger, and resolved to defend their liberties and
by land, which mm_ have broken out again had property. Their military operations were corn-
their power been overthrown before civilization bin_l and directed by a council composed of men
was fully esta_ished; they accustomed the inhab- of tried talents and experience, devoted to their
itants to the principles, and set before them the country, responsible to their fellow-citizens, and
example, of good government and subordination enjoying their confidence. It was chiefly, how-
they introduced among them conveniences and ever, on their marine forces that the citiesdepend-
enjoyments unknown by their ancestors or de- ed. They employed their ships indifferently in
spised by them, and inspired them with a taste war or commeree, so that their naval armaments
for literature and science; they did for the peo- were fitted out at comparatively small expense.
pie round the Baltic what the Phoenicians had Exclusive. too, of these favorable circumstances,
done in remoter ages for those round the Med. the fortifications of the principal cities were
iterranean, and deserve, equally with them, to looked upon as impregnable; and as their com-
be placed in the first rank among the bene- merce supplied them abundantly wi/hall sorts of
factors of mankind.--"In order," as has been provisions, it need not excite our astonishment
justly ob_cved, "to accomplish their purpose that gabeck alone was able to carry on wars with
of rendering the Baltic a large field for the the surrounding monarchs, and to terminate them
prosecution of comraercia| and industrial pur- with honor and advantage; and still less that the
auits, it was nece_ary to instruct men, sttll league _ould long have enjoyed a decided pro-
barbarous, in the rudiments of industry, and to ponderance in the north." (L'ztrt de _r/fier /¢s

._r-_, , . ~ .
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.Da/es, 3me pattie, tom. viii., p. 204.. ) _ As already ei_o'n commerce, and who furnished itq market_
explained, tlle extirpation of piracy was one of with the manufactures and products of distant
the objects which had originally led tothe forma- countries. Novogorod is said to have contained,
tion of tile league, and which it never ceased to during its most flourishing period, toward the
prosecute. Owing, however, to the barbarism middle of the fifteenth century, upward of
then so universally prevalent, and the counte- 400,000 souls. This, however, is most probably
nance openly given by many princes andnobles to an exaggeration. But its dominions were the_
those engaged in this infamous profession, it was very extensive; and its wealth and power seemed
not po_ible wholly to root it out. But the rig- sogrcatand wellestablished, and theci|y itself so
orous effo|_s of the league to abate the nuisance, impregnable, as to give rise to a proverb, Who
though not entirely successful, served to render can resistthe gods and great Novogorod? "Quis
the navigation of the North sea and the Baltic contra deos et magnam Nsvogordiam?" (Coxe'a
comparatively secure, and were of signal advan- "Travelsin the North of Emx_pe," eel. it., p. 80._
tage to commerce. Nor was thisthe only mode --But its power and prosperitywerefarfrombeing
in which the power of the confederacy was di- so firmly established as its eulogists, and those
rectly employed to promote the common interests who had only visited its fairs, appear to have sup-
of mankind. Their exertions to protect ship- posed. In thelatter part of theflftt_nth century,
"a'recked mariners from the atrocities to which Ivan Vassilievitch, czar of Russia, having se.
they had been suhject, and to procure the restitu- cured his dominions against the inroads of the
tion of shipwrecked property to its legitimate Tartars, and extended his empire by the conquest
owners, though most probably, like their exer- of some of the neighboring principalities, assert-
tions to repress piracy, a consequence of selfish ed his right lethe principality of Novogorod, and
considerations, were in no ordinary degree meri- supported his pretensions by a formidable al_my.
torious, and contributed not less to the advance- Had the inhabitants been animated by the spirit
ment of civilization than to the security of navi- of unanimity and patriotism, they might have
gation. --A series of resolutions were umlni- defied tits efforts; but their dissensions facilitated

mously agreed to by the merchants frequenting their conquest, and rendered them an easy prey.
tlle port of Wi._by, one of the principal crape- Having entered the city at the head of his troops,
riums of the league, in 1287, providing for the Ivan received from the citizens the charter of
restoration of shipwrecked property to its origi- their liberties, which they either wanted courage
hal owners, and threatening to eject from the con- or inclination to defend, and carried off an enor-
8odalitate rnerca[o:'um any city that did not act mous bell toMoscow, that has been long regarded .
conformably to the regulations laid down. -- Fac- with a sort of superstitious veneration as the pal-
to_ea belonging to tlw League. In order to faeilitate ladium of the city. But notwithstanding the
and extend their commercial transactions, the despotism to which :Novogorod was subject dur-

leag'ue established various factories in foreign ing the reigns of Ivan and his successors, it con-
countries, the principal of which were at Novogo- tinued for a considerable period to be the largest
rod in Russia, London, Bruges in the Netherlands, as well as most commercial city in the Russian
and Be,'gen in ±Norway.--_Novogorod, situated at empire. The famous Richard Chancellour, who>
the confluence of the Volkof with the Imler lake, passed through Now)gored, in 1554, in his way
_w_s, for a lengthened period, the most renowned from the court of the czar, says, that "next unto.
emporium iu the northeastern parts of Europe. Moscow, the city of Novogorod is reputed the
In the beginning of the eleventh century the in- chiefest of Russia; for although it be in majestic
habit:lnts obtained considerable privileges, which inferior to it, yet in greatness it goeth beyond
laid (1|= found.ttion of their liberty and prosperity, it. It is the chiefest and .greatest mart town of
Their sovereigns were at first subordinate to the all Muscovy; and albeit the emperor's seat is
grand dukes or czars of Russia; but as the city not there, hut at Moscow, yet the commodious-
and the contiguous territory increased in popula- ness of the river falling into the gulf of Finland,
lion and wealth, they gradually usurped an al- whereby it is well frequented by merchants,
most absolute imlependeney. The power of thcse makes it more famous than Moscow itself." _ But

sovereigns over their subjects seems at the same the scourge of the destroyer soon after fell on.
time to have been exceedingly limited; and, in this celebrated city. Ivan IV., having diseov-
effect, h'ovugorod ought rather to be considered ered, in 1570, a co_zespondence between some of
as a republic under the jurisdiction of an elective the principal citizens and the king of Pohmd
magistrate, than as a state subject to a regular relative to a surrender of the city into his hands,
line of heredita_T monarchs possessed of exten- punished them in the most inhuman manner.
sire prerogatives. During the twelfth, thirteenth The slaughter by which the bloodthirsty barba-
and fourteenth centuries, Novogorod formed the rian sought to satisfy his revenge was alikeexten-
grand entrepSt between the countries to the east sire and indiscri,vinating. The crime of a few
of Poland and the Hanseatic cities. Its fairs citizens was made a pretext for the mas¢acre of
were frequented by an immense concourse of 25,000 or 80,000. Novogorod never recovered
people from all the surrounding eounwies, aswell from this dreadfulblow. It still, however, con-
as by numbers of merchants from the Hanse tinued to be a place of considerable trade, until
towns, who engrossed the greater part of its for- the foundation of Petersburg, which immediately
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became the seat of that commerce which formerly freely tradingin the Baltic, and especial]y in the
had centered at Novogorod. The degradation of tort of Dantzic and in Prussia. In 1498, nil di-
thisill.fated city is now complete. It is at present rect commerce with the Netherlands beitJg sus-
an inconsiderable place, with a popu!atioa of )endcd, the trade fell into the hands of the lIause
about 8,000 or 9,000, and is remarkable only for its merchants, whose commerce was in consequence

history and antiquities.--The merchants of thc very greatly extemled. But, according as the
Hanse towns, or Hansards, as they were then spirit of commercial enterpdse awakened in the
commonly termed, were establishe(l in London at nation, and as the benefits resulting from the
a very early period, and their factory there was of prosecution of foreign trade came to be better
considerable magnitude and importance. They known, the privileges of the Hanse merchants be-

e,_joyed various privileges and immunities; they came more and more obnoxious. They were in
were permitted to g6vern themselves Iry their own eon_quence considerably modified in the reigns
laws and reg_dations; the custody of one of the of tienry VII. and Henry VIII., and were at
gates of the city (Bishopsgate) was committed to length whully abolished in 1597. (Anderson's
their care; and tile duties on various sorts of Hist. Corn., anno 1474, ere.t--The different indi-

imported commodities were considerably reduced viduals beh)nging to the factory in London, as
m their favor. These privileges necessarily cx- well as those belonging to the other factories of

cited the ill will and animosity of the English the league, lived together at a common table, and
merchants. The Hansards were every now and were enjoine4 to observe the strictest celibacy.

then accused of acting with bad faith, of in- The direction of the factory in London was in-
troducing commodities as their own that were trusted to an alderman, two assessors, and nine
rt,ally tlJe produce of others, in order to enable councilors. The latter were sent by the cities
them to evade tile duties with which they ought forming the different classes into which the league
to have been charged; of capriciously extend- was divided. The business of these function-
ing the list of towns belonging to the associ- aries was to devise means for extending and se-

alton; and obstructing the commerce of the Eng- curing the privileges and commerce of the associ-
hsh iu the Baltic. Efforts were continually ation; to watch over the operations of the mer-

making to bring these disputes to a terrains- chants; and to adjust any disputes that might
tnon; but a._ they really grew out of the priv- arise among the members of the confederacy, or
lieges granted to and chdmed by the l_Iansards, between them antl the Et_glish. The league en
this was found to be impossible. The latter deavored at all times to promote, as much as pos-
were exposed to many indigtfitics; and their fac- sible, the employment of their own ships. In
tory,which was situated in Thames street, was not pursuance of this object, they went so far in 1447

unfrequentlyattacked. The league exerted them- as to forbid the importation of English merchan-
selves vigorously m defense of their privileges; disc into the confederated cities except by their
and having declared war against England, they own vessels. But aregmlatiou of this sortcould not
succeeded in excluding her vessels from the Bal- becarriedinto fulleffect, and was enforced ormod-
tie, and acted with such energy that Edward IV. tried according as circumstances were favorable or
was glad to come to an accommodation with adverse to the pretensions of the league. Its very
them, on tellns which were anything but honor- existence was, however, an result to the English
able to the English. In the treaty for this put- nation; and the irritation produced by the occa-

pose, negotiated in 1474, tile privileges of the sional attempts to act upon it contributed mate-
merchant.s of the Hanse towns were renewed, daily to the subversicn of the privileges the Hun-

and the king assigned to them, in absolute prop- scatic merchants had acquired in England. -- By
erty, a large space of ground, with the buildings means of their factory at Bergen, and of the priv-
upon it, in Thames street, denominated the steel ileges which had been either granted to or usurped
yard, whence the Hanse merchants have been by them, the league enjoyed for alengthened pert-
commonly denominated the association of the (hi the monopoly of the commerce of _Norway.--

steel yard; the property of their establishments But the principal factory of the leagme was at
at Boston and Lynn was also secured to them; Bruges in the _ctherlands. Bruges became, at a
the king engaged to allow no stranger to partici- very early period, one of the first c()mmercial
pate in their privileges; one of the articles bore cities of Europe, and the centre of the most ex-

that the Hanse merchants should be no longer tensive trade carried on to the north of Italy.
subject to the judges of the English admiralty The art of navigation in the thirteenth and four-
court, but that a particular tribumd should be teenth centuries was so imperfect that a voyage
formed for the easy and speedy settlement of all from Italy to the Baltic and back again could not

dislmtcs that might arise between them and the be performed in a single season, an(l hence, for
English; and it was further agreed that the par- the sake of their mutual convenience, the Italian
titular privileges awarded to the Hanse met- and Hause.'ttic merchants determined on establish-

chants should be published, as often as the latter mga magmzine or storehouse of their respective
judged proper, in all the seaport towns of Eng- productsin some intermediate situation. Bruges
land, and such Englishmen aa infring_l upon was fixed upon for this purpose; a distinction
them should be punished. In return for these which it seems to have owed as much to the free-

concessions, the English acquired the liberty of dora enjoyed by the inhabitants, and the liberal-
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ityof the government of the Low Countries,as to entertaina just_ of the advantagesderiv-
to the convenience of its situation. In conse- ablefrom commerce and navigation,could not

quence of thispreference,Bruges speedily rose brook the superiorityof the association,or bear
to the very lnghest rank among commercial cities, to see its members, in possession of immunities of
and became a place of vast wealth. It was at which they were deprived; and in addition to
once a staple for English wool, for the woolen these circumstances, which must speedily have
and linen manufactures of the Netherlands, for occasioned the dissolution of the league, the in-
the timber, hemp and flax, pitch and tar, tallow, terests of the different cities of which it consisted
corn, fish, ashes, etc., of the north; and for the became daily more and more opposed to each
spices and Indian commodities, as well as their other. L_beck, Hamburg, Bremen, and the
domestic manufactures imported by the Italian towns in their vicinity, were latterly the only
merchants. The fairs of Bruges were the best ones that had any interest in its maintenance.
frequented of any in Europe. Ludovico Guicci- The cities in Zealand and Holland joined it, chief-
ardmi mentions, in his "' Description of the Low ly because they would otherwise have been ex-
Countries," that in the year 1318 no fewer than eluded from the commerce of the Baltic; and
five Venetian galh,ases, vessels of very consider- those of Prussia, Poland and Russia did the same
able burden, arrived at Bruges in order todispose because, had they not belonged to it, they
of their cargoes at the fair. The Hanseatic mer- would have been shut out from all intcrcourse

chants were the principal purchasers of Indian with strangers. When, however, the Zealanders
commodities: they disposed of them in the ports and Hollanders became sufficiently powerful at
of the Baltic, or carried them up the great rivers sea to be able to vindicate their right to the free
into the heartof Germany. Thevivifyingeffects navigation of the Baltm by force of arms, they
of this commerce were everywhere felt; the reg- immediately seceded from the league; and no
ular intercou_e opened between the nations in sooner had the ships of the Dutch, the English,

the north aml south of Europe made them sen- etc., begun to trade directly with the Polish and
sible of their mutual wants, and gave a wondert'ul Prussian Hanse towns than these nations also era-

stimulus to the spirit of industry. This was par- braced the first opportunity of withdl_wing from
ticularly the case with regard to the Netherlands. it. The fall of this great confederacy was really.
Manufactures of wool and flax had been estab- therefore, a consequence of the improved state of
lished in that country as early as the age of Char- society, and of the development of the eommer-
lemague; and tile resort of foreigners to their cial spirit in the different nations of Europe. It
markets, and the great additional vent that was was most servicable so longas those for whom its
thus opened for their manufactures, made them merchants acted as factors and carriers were too
be carried on with a vigor and success that had barbarous, too much occupied with other matters,

been hitherto unknown. These circumstances, or destitute of the necessary capital and skill, to
combined with the free spirit of their institutions act in t[_ese capacities for themselves. When
and the moderation of the government, so great- they were in a situation to do this, the functions
ly promoted every elegant and useful art, tha_ the of the Hanseatic merchants ceased as a matter of
Netherlands early became the most civilized, best course; their confederacy fell to pieces; and at
cultivated, richest and most populous country of the middle of tile seventeenth century the cities

Eurolye.--Dechl_eofthetIan_eatieLeag,w. From of L6bcck, Hamburg and Bremen were all that
the middle of the fifteenth century the power of continued to acknowledge the authority of the
the confederacy, though still very formidable, be- leugue. To this day they preserve the shadow of
gun to decline. This was not owing to any mis- its power; having been acknowledged in the act
conduct on the part of its leaders, but to the proM- for the establishment of the Germanic confeder-

tess of the improvement which it had done so ation, signed at Vienna June 8, 1815, as freeHan-
much to promote. The superiority enjoyed by seaticeities. But their enforced embodiment since
the league resulted as much from the anarcby, 1866 in the North German confederation, and
confusion and barbarism that prevailed through- association with the other Germanic states in the

out tlle kingdoms of the north, as from the good Zollverein, will cause even this shadow to lessen
government and order that distinguished the very rapidly. -- See Mallet, La Ligu_ tta_(_iq_e;
towns. But a distinction of this sort could not Schl6zer's Verfol_ und Unte_'ga_gd.cr Hanm; Lap-
be permanent. Tim civilization which had been penberg's Urku_dlidte Geachichte des tIansiselur_
at first confined to the cities, gradually spl_ad 8tahltu,fes zu Londog; and P_opo_'t for 1867 of Mr
from them, as from so many centres, over the Consul General Ward of Hamburg.
contiguous country Feudal anarchy was every- J.R. M'CuLLOCH and H. G. REID.
where superseded by a system of subordination ;
arts and industry were diffused and cultivated; HARPER'S FERRY. (See BRowxL Jom_.)
and the authority of government was at length
firmly established. This change not only ten- HARRISON, William Henry, president of
dered tile princes over whom the league had so the United States in 1841, was born in Charles
frequently triumphed superior to it in power, but county, Va_, Feb. 9, 1773, and died in office at
the inhabitants of the countries among which the Washington, D. C., April 4. 1841. He was an

confederated cities were scattered, having learned officer in the regular arm)' 1791-7, was appointed
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secretary of the northwest territory in 1797, and ful refunding of the public debt, for the euor-
remained identified with its history thereafter, mous reductions in the rate and amount of the
He was governor of Indiana territory 1801-13, annual interest paid upon it, almost the entire

during which time he fought a successful battle credit is due to this administration; and the gen-
against the British and Indian§ at Tippecanoe, eral want of exciting ineident, which is some-
Nov. 7, 1811; was representative from Ohio times adduced as a proof of its incompetency, is
1816-19, senator from Ohio 182"_, and minister really the strongest proof of its competency and
to Colombia 1828-9. He represented mainly the success. Even in the lower aspect of party sue-
anti-masonic element of the whig party, but his cess the result is the same. During this adminis-
general popularity made him the whig party's tration the party held its own for four years, for
most available candidate for the presidency, the first time since the close of the rebellion.

(See Wmo PARTY, II.)-- See Dawson's Se,r_ices From 1868 until 1876, in particular, it had been
of _: H. Ha,rt:_on (1824); HaWs Life ,f IfarrG slowly but surely losing its hold on various states,
son (1836); Hildreth's People's Preddential Candi- and the h)ss was only hastened by the increased
date (1839); Jackson's Life of ]tarrisor_ 0840); vigorof the measures taken to stop it. Iftheelee-
Burr's Life and Times of II_rmqson (1840); Mont- tion of 1872 had not been darkened by democratic
gomery's Life of ltarri_on (1860). A.J. refusals to vote for Greeley, it would be evident

that the republican party had entered every elee-
HARTFORD CONVENTION. (See CO.'_,EN- tion since 1868 in worse condition than at the pre-

"rloN, HARTFORD.) ceding election. In 1880, for the first time since
1868, the steady line of loss ]lad been checked,

HAWAII. (See SA2_DWlCI_ ISLANDS.) and there was even a.slight gain. -- See Howell's
Life of Maye,; Howard's Life of Hayes. A. J.

HAYES, Rutherford Birehard, president of

the United Statc_ 1877-81, was born at Delaware, HAYTI. This island, one of the four great
Ohio, Oct. 4, 1822. tie was ._tduated at Kenyon Antilles, is situated between 17' 43' and 19 ° 58' of

college, in 1842, and was admitted to the bar in northlatitude, and70°45 ' and76 ° 55' ofwestlongi-
1846. In June, 1861, he entered the army, and tude. Its length is 600 kilometres from east to west,
there reached the grade of brevet major general, and its width varies from 27 to 238 kilometres from
lie was a republican congressman 1865-7, and north to south. Haytiwas discovered by Christo-
governor of Ohio 1868-70. In 1875 he was again pher Columbus, Dec. 6, 1492, two months after
chosen governor, having thus ovcrthown the the little island of Guanahani(now San Salvador)
"Ohio idea" of paying in paper money that had first realized the dream of iris gehius. The

1)art of the national debt not specifically payable name Hayti, in the language of the aborigines,
in coin (see OVllO), and the general attention signifies mountainous country. Columbus called
which was attracted by tim importance of the it Hispaniola; the French and English called it
contest, and his hardly expected success, gave San Domingo, from the name of the city founded
him the republican nomination for the presidency in 1495 by Bartholomew Columbus, and which
in 1876. (See DISPUTED ELECTIONS, IV. ; ELEC- hecame the capital of the first Spanish settlement.
"ro11AL Co._Mtssm_.)-- The peculiar circum- Four gTeat chains of mountains extend from east
stances attending his election, and his immediate to west, and numerous rivers flow down from
withdrawal of military support from the recon- them. The peak of Clbas rises 2.400 metres

stru,:ted governments of South C'trolina and above the sea, it is iu the centre of the gold
Louisiana (see INSURItECTION, II.), left his ad- region which first of all excited the cupidity of
ministration without any very cordial support in the Spaniards. Copper, lead, silver, mercury, rock
congress; and his embarassment was increased salt, sulphur and marble are also found. The
by the sudden rise to the surface of financial existence of coal is indicated in several places.
questions, on which neither party was ready to But it is not the working of these different min-
finally commit itself. Many administration mess- erals which at present constitutes the resources
_tres were lost, or carried by democratic votes; of Hayti. Its real wealth is dye and cabinet

the veto of the Bland silver bill, making the woods, and its tropical productions, coffee, sugar,
depreciated silver dollar a legal tender and direct- cocoa and cotton, to which must be added cattle,

ing its continued coinage, was overridden by hogs and sheep. To these advantages are added
heavy majorities, Feb. 28, 1878; and it was not those of climate. Thuugh very warm its climate is

until the extra session of 1879 (see RIDERS) that tempered by the trade winds, abundant rains and
President Hayes found himself fairly supported the almost equal length of day and night. If the
by his own party's representatives in congress, climate in the valleys is a]ittle unhealthy owing to
Nevertheless, his administration was of incalcu- the moisture, that of the plateaus is, on the con-
lable advantage to the country, not only as a ti_ary, very salubrious. Hurricanes and earth-
breathing spell from the almost intolerable rio- quakes sometimes produce ravages; but they are
lence of party contest, but also in its economic the only scourges to be feared, for there are no
_successes. For the final subsidence of the popu- dangerous animals, the importunity of the mus-

iar wave which for a moment seemed to threaten quitos being the only inconvenience to be met, or
Jrepudiation m its meaner forms, for the success- rather to be avoided.-- The painful phases of the
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history of San Domingo are known. In the six- who had perished in the expedition, was forced to
teenth centul'y the Spaniards worked the mines evacuate the French part of San Domingo at the
so actively that they sacrificed the Indians of the end of the year 1803. The French maintained
five states into which the country was divided at themselves only in the part ceded by Spain. The
the arrival of Columbus, and according to one victorious insurgents then proclaimed their lade-
historian not 150 individuals were left at the end pendence, and, as if recognizing themselves a_
of that same century. The conquerors, themselves avengers of the former population, they restored
decimated by maladies and their own struggles, the tmcient name of the island, Hayti. But these
zeplaced them. In 1586 Drake ravaged the still slaves who desired liberty, knew it not, and
feeble colony; later appeared the buccaneers, rangedthemselvesunder the sceptre of Dessalines,
who from their little island /a Tortue, attacked proclaimed emperor under the name of James I.
Hayti from time to time and established them- while Petion, in the south, founded a republican
selves in the west. This gave occasion to the state. -- After the death of Dessalines and that of

occupation, in 1664, by France, who came to a second slave, a kingalso, Christopher, otherwis_
regulate the colony founded by the forlorn hope Henry I., Boyer, successor of Petion, united the
of her civilization, and who, in 1697, at the peace two states, and added, in 1822, the eastern part
of Ryswick, had her right of possession sane- from which the French had been finally expelled.
tioned. This new colony prospered, but though Three years later, in 182.5, the French recognizedl
less cruel than the Spaniards, the French, too, the independence of Hayti, at the same time stip-

managed the country lmrshly by means of slavery, u]ating for the former colonists an indemnity of
An insurrection of negroes, which took place in 150,000,000 francs, which the debtors themselves
1722, was soon repressed. At last the French were the first to recognize as just, in principle at
national assembly, March 28, 1790, decreed that lea_t. At the same time Hayti contracted itt
in the colonies mulattoes and free blacks were France a loan of 30,000,000 francs, at 6 per cent.
called to tile rank of citizens and to equality with But the amount of the indemnity was found exor-

the whites. San Domingo was then deeply dis- bitant by the Haytians; they declared themselve_
turbed; the colonies wished to be freed from unable ever to pay this sum, and lengthy dis-
colonial dependence, and to win their adminis- cu_ions arose on this subject which were finally
trative freedom, but they did not wish to share terminated in 1838 by a treaty of commerce and
their advantages with men of mixed blood any friendship between France and the republic of
more than they wished to free the blacks. The IIayti, (Feb. 12 in Hayti, and promulgated in
former revolted, the slaves joined their enterprise France May 30). A consequence of this treaty
and the island was soon in a flame.-- In 1793 the was a financial arrangement by which the debt,

agents of France abolished slaver)-, and the fol- reduced to 60,000,000 francs, and released h'om in-
lowing year(1794) the convention ratified this act. terest, was to be paid from 1838 to 1867 inclusive.
The colonists then called the English and Spanish This term of thirty years was divided into six pert-

to their aid, and took pos_ssion of a part of the ods of five years each, with the obligation of pay-
territory. But Toussaint-Louverture, a negro ing each year of the fil.'st period, 1,500,000 francs;
chieftain, the most energetic, perhaps, but not the of the second, 1,600,000; of the third, 1,700,000;

most intelligent, in the war of independence, of the fourth, 1,800,000; of the fifth, 2.400,000_
repulsed the foreign troops and ended by making and of the sixth, 3,000,000. Said sums to be paid
himself master of the part of tile island which in French money during the first half of each year
Spain had possessed up to that time and which in Paris, into the Cuisse da_ d_pdts et eonsignalions.
she had just ceded to France by the treaty of The 1,500,000 francs for the filet year 0838) were

Basle (April 2, 179;5). He easily acquired the brought on the ship in which the French corn-
life title of governor generalof the colony of San missioners, Baron Lascases and Capt. Baudin_
Domingo, as it was termed by the constitution of arrived, as well as the two Haytian commissioners,
May 9, 1801, elaborated by a central assembly, Messrs. SOguy-Villevaleix and B. Ardouin, after-
that he himself had formed, of ten members, three ward minister resident of Hayti in France, both,

mulattoes and seven whites, which constitution intrusted with making this first payment. Be-
he submitted to the vote of deputies of the de- sides, the interest on the loan was reduced from
partments; but the consular government would 6 to 3 per cent." Thus President Boyer had the
not sanction the act. Therefore the first consul honor of sealing the independence of his country
in 1801-2 senthis brother-in-law, Gen.I,eclerc, with by closing an affair which was the last mark of

20,000 mcn, to reconquer l:layti and re-establish * Theflrst flveannuitie_werepald; butafter Boyer, Prea-
affairs on a former footing. Leclerc seized Tons- iden: Herard was only able to pay the first annutD el the
aaint-Louverture by surprise and sent him to _t_.contlserms, and the payment of the debt wan interrupted
France, where he died April 27. 1803. The from1844 to1848inelasive. Theaeftwyearowereaddedto
arrest and captivity of their chief exasperated the arrears by a conventmn of May 15, 1840,between 8ou-louque and the French consul, Lovaaaeur. The payments
the native population and they rose up under the have aiac ; been regularly made, and in October, 1861,Hayti
command of two other ]e_),ders, Potion anti Des- olved no more than ._tS,909,000fl.ancs. Thatye_rtheminioter
salines. The French thdn lost the advantages resident of ]_ayti, in paying the stipulated annnlty, paid

be,idea 800,000more as interest on the loan and for the re-
previously gained, and were driven back to the demption of 850 bonds of 1,000 francs, by drawing, aa i_
Cape. Rochambeau, the successor of Leclerc done every year in the month of June.
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the former enslavement of Hayti to the foreigner, thirty-five years of age, a Haytian, and a property
Unfortunately for him, accused of having halted owner; hc received a salary of 130,000 francs, and
in Ilia course, and of being incapable of all inilia- his powers, as well as those of the representatives

tive, lie was excluded from power and replaced and senators, are nearly tlle same as those grant-
in 1843 by Gem Herard-Rivi6re, who was ex- cd by the democratic constitutions of modern
cluded in turn the following year by Guerier. Europe. His prerogatives arc the right of par-
In 1845 Pi61Tot, in 1846 Rich6, and in 1847 Sou- don and amnesty of sovereigns; a body guard,
louque, succeeded to power.-- Under Herard the governed, however, by the military laws in force;
eastern part of the island separated again and and a species of veto for cases in which his cx-
formed the Dominican republic, with Santanna plaincd opposition to a law is not regarded by
as president, when the latter triumphed over the the house of representatives. The members of
negro general, Soulouque, and a Dominican pre- the house were fifty-six in number, with as many
tender, Ximenes. This newstate was recognized substitutes. The age required was twenly-five
m 1848 by France and England. But it did not years. The other conditions, for them as well as
last under the republican form; in 186 ° it yielded the senators, were the same as for the president.
to Spain,after profound misunderstandings among Elections were to take place every five years from
the citizens. This partof the country is themost Feb. 1 to 10; the annual session was for three
extensive, comprising alone two-thirds of the months beginning on the first Monday of April.
former San Domingo; but it is the worst culti- Members received a salary of 400 francs a month
wtted, though the soil is fertile, and the least in- during the session, and one piastre or five francs
habited since it does not contain 100,000 inhab- thirty.three centimes for each league from their
itants. (See, for further details, Etudes aur l'his- domicile to lhe capital. The electoral colleges
loire d'tta:_i of M. B Ardouin, minister resident were fol'med, according to a rather complicated
of Hayti, Paris, Dezobry, 1856, 11 vols. in 8no.) system, of citizens twenty five years old, and
--Tile republic of Hayti has in its turn suf- electors chosen by citizens from twenty-one to
fered gTeat vicissitudes. In 1849 its president, twenty-five years, constituted in a primary assem-
Soulouque, changed it into an empire, and bly. The senate was composed of thirty-six
was anointed April 18, 1852, under the name of members elected for ninc )'ears by the house of
Faustin I. His reign was not lasting, but still representatives, from a list drawn up by thepresi-
long enough to inflict mucll harm. He was dcnt of Hayti, and containing three candidates
obliged to leave Hayti Jan. 15, 1859, and Gem for each scnatorial scat. Senators were to be
Fabre Geffrard proclaimed tile republic, and was thirty years old, and to receive a ),early salary of
chosen president. The republic has existed under 5,000 francs. They werc the guardians of the
nine constitutions, froln that of May 28, 1790, to constitution, in session all the year, or, if they
that which has bcen in force since1867. Thcyal'e adjourned, they were obliged to delegate to a
not all absolutely different from each other, nor committee the power of watching in their stead,
equally adapted to democratic government: the and summoning them if necessary. To the
first two, those of 1790 and 1801, bear the marks senate belonged the nomination of the president

of the colonial system; the last one, voted in of the republic, made in secret by a majority of
1863, was the same as that of 1806, developed in two-thirds of the mclnbers present.-- The consti-
1816, revised in 1846, and re-established by Geff- tution of 1867 gave the house of representatives
rard, in 1859, with some essential modifications, the title of house of commons. Tim represents-
The constitution of June 14, 1867, introduced tives arc elected for three )ears directly by the

into it more profound changes. -- The territory is primary asselnblies. The senate is al*pointed by
divided into four departments, called departments the house of commons from a list of candidates
of the south, of the west, of Artil)onite, and of furnished by the electoral colleges. The senate
the north. These are subdivided into districts, is renewed every two years. The meeting of
which in their turn are partitioned into communes, both houses constitutes the national assembly.
The capital is Port-au-Prince, in the north. The This assembly alone has the right to declare war,
extent of the republic is from 25,000 to 26,000 of which the president has merely the direction.

s(tuare kilometres. The population of Hayti is It adopts or rejects treaties of peace, of corn-
estimated at 850,000, but it appears not to ex- merce, etc., drawn up by the president. It m_ly
ceed 570,000. More than four-fifths of the popu- impeach the president and depose him. The
lation are negroes; the rest are mulattoes. Port- president is elected for four years. There m'c

an-Prince has 27,000 inhabitants.- All Haytians five secretaries of state, one for each of the fol-
are equal before the law, and enjoy all civil and lowing departments: finance and commerce; for-
pohtical rights. All Africans and Indians or eign affairs; war and tim navy; tile interior and
their descendants may become Haytians; but the agriculture; public instruction, justice and wor-
constitution provides that no white man, of what- ship. They are appointed by the president, and

ever nationality, can acquire this character or arercsponsiblclikc all other functionaries. There
own real estate in the republic. The constitu- is an incompatibility between the functions of the
t.ion of 1863 re-established a house of representa- legislature and those of the state. Before 1867

lives, president and senate. The president was the tribunals were at once civil, correctional and
appointed for life by the senate, and had to be criminal. There was no tribunal of appeal. The:
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<rely resort was to the court of cassation estab- Hayti consists of the commission business, whole-
lished for the whole republic. The coastit, ution sale and retail. According to article seven of the

_of 1867 created courts of appeal. Every extra- constitution foreigner_ can only carry on a corn-
ordinary commission and court martial is pro- mission business with permission of the chief of
hibited. The French codes, with some necessary the state. The collection of customs on exports
modifications of time, place and persons, ' form and imports produces the largest net and the
the Haytian codes, and tile maglsu'acy of the ha'gear g'ross revenue of the country, the other
island bears the impress of French judicial organi- taxes being few and small. The best hopes of
7_ttioa. Justices of the peace may be removed, i_mome are founded especially on the cxportalion
but other judges can not. Both are appoinled by of coffee, and as the production of this article, as
the president.--The municipalor_mnization began well as that of sugar and cotton, increases, and
to share in the general system of liberty in Hayti finally, as the movement of exports and imports
<rely since the new constitution. The common tends visibly to incretu¢c, every;hing premiss a
councils appointed by the chief of the state had satisfactory financial future for Hayti. _till it is
-very restricted powers. The magistrate sane- not yet out of difficulty, for, besides its debt and
tioned marriages and had a general supervision of loan in France, it has to provide for the issue of
registry; but the management of the greater part paper money, amounting, in 1859, to only 50 mill-
of affairs was taken from him, he lind no initia- ion gourdes (13 gourdes equal 1 pi_tre), but in
¢ive, and it might be said that the Haytian corn- 1870 to 600 million gourdes, with no other guaran-
munes were in _ certain sense under the guardi- tee than this same exportation of coffee, and the
unship of the president. Since 1867 the common redemption of which must be continued without
councils are elective and iu possession of their fail. Itis very difficult to reduce these figures to
natural attributes.-- The army was increased to European standards. The value of the piastre
40,000 men; but since the time of Buyer, who (.5 fr. 33 cent ) varied during the single year 1871,

•commenced its reduction, it is considerably di- from 350 to 1,0 gourdes. In 1859 the receipts
minished. It contains scarcely 7,000 men at were 9,291,460 and the expenditures 5.180,760
present. Formerly men were taken fl'om eight- francs, which leaves asurpiusof 4,110,700 fran¢_.
een to forty approximately. At present, when a The budget presented in 1864 by the miuister of
regiment has to be filled, the commander of the finance was composed as follows, estimaled
district summons theyoung men who have least to receipts of customs, 33,843,000 g. ; various ira-
do, those without profession or occupation neces- posts, 1,488.500 g.; total, 35,326,500 g.; or, in
sary to the country, and finally those whose faro- francs, 14,483,864 fr. 59 c. The expenditures were
ilies can most easily dis_pensc with them. He estirmtted at 37,331,811 g. 28 c. ; or, in fl_ncs,
thus forms the required contingent. The term 15,206,042 fr. 20 c. The minister proposed an
of service is twelve years. The national guard additional tax of 10 per cent. on the customs,
is formed of the remaining citizens. There are and insisted on the necessity of redeeming a mitl-
a few epaulettes too many in Hayti.-- The navy ion of paper annually until more could be done,
is composed of two steamers and a number of The expenditures are classed as follows: finances

-small vessels. A line of commercial steamers and commerce, 4,066,583 g. 06c.; foreign affairs,
was establi._hed iu June, 1863, along the 350 10,309.699 g.; army and navy, 8,301,664 g. 60 e.;
leagues el' Haytian coast; it touches at fourteen minister of interior and agriculture, 10.301,504g.
ports, from Port-au.Prince to Cayes amt back, 44c. ; public instruction, 2,689,542g. 06c.; justice

_nd from Port-au-Prince to Cape IIaytien and and worship, 1,662,818 g. 12 c.--The ctmdition
back. -- President Geffrard turned his attention of the public debt, indemnity and loans to April

-especially to agriculture and public instruction. 1, 1870, was 24,393,264 piastres, divided as fol-
As property is much divided there is alarge num- lows: arrears, capital, 9,615,445 p.; interest,
bet of agriculturists to whom a little more cn- 3,865,405 p. ; payments to date, 4,899,770 p. ; loan,
lightenmcnt would be of great service. Negro payable in 1883, 4,712,790 p.; current year,
immigrants, profiting by grantsof land voted in 1,799,852 p.--The commercial operations of
1860, came from the United States in seareb of Hayti during the year 1859 are classed as follows:
liberty and well-being, and in payment brought

good methods of cultivating valuable grains, _pe- cou._T_. Imports. zxpor_. Toad
cially better kinds of cotton. The law on pub_
lic instruction provides punishment for parents Fmaes. _'ranc*. _c*
who neglect the instruction of their children. 7hired States of America 1'2,,';'20,0009,4_,0002_,170,00

trance ..................... 3,391,000 7.196,000 10,587,00_
There are 235 schools, attended by 15,000 chil- h_gland and her colonies.. 4,9",,_.0005,315,00010_87.00_

l,_
_,0_a,0C0

-dren. Higher instruction, given in several col- tanseaUc cities ............ _:_
leges, principally in that of Port-au-Prince, is very $elginm)enmark...................and herpo_sesshn_ 94,{_0 8_P_000121'000476,00
flourishing. But it is wisely inlended to form )therc, ountrlos ............ 395,000 585,000 _0,00
institutiol_s on the model of the college Chaptal

.m Paris, in order to edncate men who by avoid- Total ................... _8,0'2_0(D_.0@_',00046,115.0(}1_
ing Greek and Latin will be the earlier and bet-
_ter prepared for various duties, for commerce, During 1860, 60,000,000 poundsof coffee wereex-

,industry and industrial arts._ The commerce of ported. It was an exceptional year for this prod-
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uct, it is true, but the exportation is maintained the state of affairs and political feeling in tim
near this considerable amount, for 1862 furnished New England states. (See E_BARQO, I[ ) tie

54,529,059 pounds. In 1859 the figures were remained until June, and, in order to magnify
41,712,106 pounds. Cocoa appears for 1,743,853 his office, painted ttle New England disaffection

pounds, in 1862; cotton, for 1,473,853 pounds; log- to the Union in _ery high colors throughout his
wood, 167,005,650 pounds; mahogany, 2,441,887 reports to his principal. Disappointed of the
feet. Indigo will soon be added to the list of reward he had expected, he returned to the.
exports. According to tim ttandelsarchir, the United States, and, in February, 1812, sold tlw
vMue of imports in 1866 was 8,423,585 thalers, letters and documents to President Madison fo,

and thatof exports 11,813,782 thalers. The prin- $50,000. March 9, the prcsidentsentcopicsof|hc

cipal articles of export ate always coffee, of which letters to congre_% accompanied by a special me_-
55,090,000 pounds were exported in 1866, and _ge, in which lie declared that they proved an
43,360,000 pounds in 1871; logwood, which fur- attempt tff Great Britain to destroy the Union
nished commerce in 1870 with 124,000.000 arid annex the eastern part of it to British

pounds; and cocoa, 1,820,000 pounds.--Naviga- America. HcnD"s letters contained no evidence
finn is concentrated in three ports : Port-au-Prince, whatever of any design at sects.ion in bTew Eag-

les Cayes, and Cape Haytien. The movement land; _hey were merely very unplearant reading
at these ports was, in 1864, 879 incoming sbips, for the federalists of that section. (SecFEDE'aAL
carrying 185,488 tons, and 875 outgoing ships, PARTY, II.)- See 6 IIildreth's UMted State._, 284:
with 145,454 tons.*--BInMO6RAP_Y. Ardouin, Carcy's Olive Branch. 156; 1 ,qtate_lan's Manua_

Etudes sur l'histoire de Haiti, 10 vols., Part% (ed. 1849), 291; Dwight's Ilartford Con_ntwn,
1853-61. Bonn6au, Haiti, sea program, son avenir, 195; 2 .N//e,_' R_g£_ter, 19; 4 Jefferson's Work_
Paris, 1862; Jordan, Gesc_hichtv tier Insel Haiti. (ed. 1829), 171; 1 yon Holst's UMted ,¢larg_, 221.
Leipzig, 1846; Handelmann, Geschichtevon Ita_ti, ALEX),_DER JOHNSTON.
Kiel, 1856; Madiou, Histoire de Haiti, 8 vols.,

Port-au-Prince, 1847; Nau, Hi_toire des Cazique_ HESSE, Grand Duchy of, a state forming
della_ti. Port an-Prince, 1855; Hazard, Santo Do. part of the German empire, traversed by tile
,hinge, Pa_*t and Pre_rd, with a Glance a_ Hayti, Rhine and the Maine, having as capital Darm-
London, 1878; La Selve, Histaire de la littdrature stadt and as principal city the federal fortress of
h,_tienw8 depui.* sea origines ju_qu' dnos jours, Mayence. It has an area of 7,676squarekilome-
Versailles, 1876. O. CH_'SELX. tres, with a population of 852,842 at the end of

1871; of these, 69 per cent. arc Protestants, °,28per

HENDRICK$, Thomas Anderson, was born cent. Catholics, and 8 per cent. Israelites. The
m Muskingum county, Ohio, Sept. 17, 1819, population numbered: in 1840, 811,503; in

removed to Shelby county, Indiana, in 1822, was 1852, 854,314; in 1861, 836,808. --The consti-
_raduated at Hanover college in 1841, and was tution of Hesse dates from Dec. 7, 1820, but it
admitted to thc bar in 1843. He was a member has been modified more or h,ss since then.

of the state house of representatives in 1848, and According to this constitution the g_md duke
of the _nate in 1850; was a democratic congre_- attains his majority at the aue of eighteen. His
man 1851-5, commissioner of the land office civil list is 5SI,000 (or, at.cording to another
1&55-9, and United States senator 1867,-9. In authority, 576.000) florins, and he governs with
1859 and 1868 he was defeated as the democratic the assist;race of e._tate,q whi('ll are divided int_

caadidhte for governor of Indiana; in 1872 hc two chambers. The first (law of Nov. 8, 1872y
was elected (see INDIAN*); and in 1876 he was includes princes of the blood, nobles formerly
the democratic candidate for the vice-presidency, sovereigns, Baron Riedesel, the bishop of M_ycnee
(_de DEMOCRATIC PARTY, VI.) A, J. (or his represcntalive), and a Pr_testant ecctcsiaslic

appointed for life by the grand fluke aml bear-
HENRY DOCL'NENTS, (vs U. S. HISTORY), ing the title ofpre/ate, the chancellor of the uni-

a correspondence, containing about twenty-six versity of Giessen, two members of the territorial
letters, between Sir James It. Craig, governor of nobility elected forsix yearsby their peers; finally,
British :North America, H. W. Ryland, his sec- members, of which the maximum number shall
relary, and Lord Liverpool, of one part, and be twelve, chosen by the grand duke among the
John Henry of the other. Henry had been sent most distinguished citizens. The second chain-
by Craig's order, in January, 1809, to report upon ber, according to the law of 1862, amended by

the law of .Nov. 8, 1872, is composed of ten
* The revenue and expenditure of Hsyti are known only

by e-t_mat,as. The total public revenue is calculated to deputies of tile eight largest (.ilies and forty
have amounted in recent ycars to about $4f..4)0,000.hnd deputies of the other commune_. The law(ff 1872
the expenditure to $7,000,000. There is a large floatinl suppresses the six repre,_ent_tivcs of the nobility.
debt, and also a forexgn debt of $6,409,97,0. No interest The members of this chamber are (.ho_en indi-
has been paid for years on this debt. But still the govern-
ment in 1875i_ued with partial success a new foreign loan rectly, but the deputies to the German Reichstag
of $16,69.),_00,lu order to extinguish the old debt_ home by direct election. --Members of the chambers
and foreign, and to employ the r_matnder in building two must be twenty-five ye'lrs of ave at least. Depu-
hues of railways. The total annual imports of Hayti lies are elected for six years, one-half being
averaged, in the years 1875 to 1877, $5,900,000, and the
exports, yS,500,000. "t elected every three years. No definite property
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.qualification is prescribed either for primary elect- 4,000,000 florins, not including the 9,000,000 of
ors or for those eligible to office; it is only railway debt. There ale besides 4,000,000 florins
necessary to be enrolled on the list of tax payers, in paper money. -- The army forms part of the
but secondary electors must pay forty florins German army, 11th corps, 2,Sth division, and is
($16.40).--The country is divided administra- subject to the same laws.--The agriculture of
tively into three provinces, but the chief division this little country is far advanced. The soil,

is that made by the Rhine. The part of the coun- 3,365,671 morgens in extent, is divided into
try situated on the left bank of this river retains 1,656,385 morgens of arable land, 446,5"_ morgens
the civil legislation of France, the Code Napoleon of meadow and pasture land, 38,693 morgens of
is still in force there, and until 1848 the jury vineyards, and 1,0.59,628 morgensof forests; thus
system was not in existence on the right bank. we see that but a small part of the soil is unfavor-

By degrees, however, the legislation of both parts able to cultivation. There are about 40,000
,of the territory is becoming similar, and with the horses, 295,000 horned cattle, 197,000 sheep,
aid of legislation common to Germany uniformity 128,000 hogs, and 59,000 goats. The value of
will soon be established. A council of state is cultivated lands is 226,000,000florins; their prod-
intrusted with the usual powers of bodies bearing ucts, 45,000,000. The circulating capital is
this title. The communal organization resembles 38,500,000 florins; the value of animals nearly
float of France; the government chooses the mayor 26,000,000. Industry and commerce are hnpor-
from among the members of the municipal taut. TheRhineandtherailroadsfavorthegrand
,council, and administrative tutelage is not very duchy in regard to commerce; the Zollverein has
rigorous. Town councilors are elected for nine been useful to industry, which in 1849 had 4,470
years by all the inhabitants in the enjoyment of manufacturing establishments, and, iu 1857, 113
their rights; one.third are elected every three steam engines. Hesse is a prosperous country,
years. -- Liberty of conscience is sanctioned by and its intmbitants are considered among the most
law. The ecclesiastical affairs of the Protestants liberal in Germany.--The population of Hesse at
are administered by the upper consistory of the last ceusus was 882.349. The revenue for
Darmstadt, having under its orders three superin- the financial period 1879-82 was estimated at
tendents, one for each province; under these 20,235,247 marks per annumn, and the expendi-

superintendents are thirty-eight deacons chosen tare at 17,142,497 marks. At the end of 1879 the
for five years from among 428 pastors. The con- public debt amounted to 25,382,000 marks, mainly
cordat of 1830 regulates the Catholic worship, the incurred for the construction of state railways.-
interests of which am managed by the bishop of BIBLZOGRAPr_V. Landau, Be_hreibung de# Tles-

Mayence. There are 154 Oatholicparishes, and _ngaues, Kassel, 1856; Teuthorn, AusfO_hrliche
seventeen clergymen bear the title of deacon. GeschichtederR_ssen, 11 vols, Frankfort, 1777--80;
The Jewish religion has seven rabbis. -- There I_mmel, Geschichte yon l_lessen, 10 vols., Gotha,
are about 1,800 l)rimary schools in the grand 18'20-58; Ttlrckheim, ]listoire gdn_atof./ique d_ la
duchy. Instruction is obligatory (from six to Mai4¢o7_de Ite_e, 3 vols., Strasburg, 1819-°0; Dies-
fourteen years of age); there are two normal senbach, Geschichte yon lte_sen, Darmstadt, 1831;
primary schools, six gymnasia, several special Heber, Geschichte des (_lvsslwrzog_hum8 Hessen,
schools, and the university of Giessen.- In the Offenburg, 1837; Wippermann, J_urhassenseitdem
financial period 1860-62 (three years), the receipts Freiheitsk_"iege, Kassel, 1850. M.B.
and expenditures were 9,000,000 florins
($3,780.000) annually, figures, which were not HISTORICAL SOCIETIES. (See ACADE-

much exceededin the budget of 1872, (if no account _u_s.)
be taken of the balances of preceding years or
the revenues ceded to the empire). The revenues HISTORICAL SUNS, Valuation of, It is
come chiefly from the domains and forests, nearly often a matter of great interest, as much from an
3,000,000 florins; direct taxes, 3,800,000; indirect historical point of view as for the solution of
taxes, 1,500,000; the rest from various sources, certain economic questions, to obtain an approxi-
In 1821, when the constitution was proclaimed, mately correct idea of the relative values of things
the receipts were _t,996,510 florins, and the at different epochs, and to ascertain as nearly as

expenditures 5,995,73,5; direct taxes furnished may be the importance of certain amounts given
2,603,107 florins, and indirect taxes (liquors, salt, by historians in the money of their times. It is on
timber, and rigllt of navigation), 1,299,908. In this account that some of the best known econo-
1872 tbe expenditures of the grand duchy itself mists have devoted several pages of their works
amounted to more than 9,500,000 florins, includ- to what they term the "valuation of historical
ing the contingent paid into the treasury of the sums,': while at the same time the subject is itself
empire (a little more than one million). This possessed of sufficient interest to furnish matter
treasury receives certain revenues in the grand for several special treatises. What examination
duchy which belong to the German empire. On seems necessary will be given here, without, how-
the other hand, there is notbing to pay for the ever, intrenching on the subject of money, which
army, which is maintained at the cost of the will be treated of in its own place.--There are two
empire. The interest of the debt is less than points to be looked at in considering the subject
700,000 florins. The capital of the debt is about .of historical sums. It must first be determined
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what they represent ill gold or fine silver, that resolution of this last problem, so far as it has
they may be reduced to moneys of the present been resolved, has been set about. But we must
date, metal for metal and weight for weight, first state, following the statistics of the most trust-
This reduction made, there remains to obtain the worthy authors, the relation borne by money of
Irest idea possible of the relative values of the the present date to the most interesting and best
precious metals at the dates in question. With known coinages of ancient times.--In ancient
regard to the first point we possess at the present Greece tile money best known to us is that of the
time tolerably exact data, at least with regard Athenians. It is also the most interesting, both
to certain countries and certain periods. The on account of the importance of the republic to
medals which remain to us in great numbers from which it belonged, and because, according to
the Greeks, the Romans, and European peoples Xenophon, it was sought after by the merchants
of the middle ages, medals which for the most of all countries, and was used as a common me-
part are simply the moneys of those dates, have dium of exchange in the international relations
gdven us the opportunity, although they were of that time. Beginning with the last century,
often greatly altered by rust, of measuring with minute and profound research has been made into
fair precision the actual weight of those coins and the subject of Athenian money, and its value has
_he proportion of fine metal which they contained, been successfully determined with almost absolute
Tills material testimony has in addition been cor- accuracy. Mention must be made in particular
roborated by the researches of antiquarians and of the works of the Abb_ Barth_lemy, who, in
savants. It is, however, only fair to admit that his Voya4le du jeu_,e Anatolia,,sis, leaves little to
on this very subject grave differences of opinion lie desired with regard to this. We prefer, how.
exist. A savant whose name is well known to ever, to rely on the nmre recent works of Boeckh,
_,vcry economist, Count Germain Garnier, has who, in his "Political Economy of tile AtiJen-
advocated a new system, plausible enough even ians," a large work and one of high reputation,
if it be not correct, which would wonderfully hasmade ahappysclection from the inve.,tigations
modify the deductions claiming to be derived of his predeces._ors, to which he ha_ added the
from the inspection of ancient medals. Accord- results of his own. Besides, the data given and
ing to his theory all or nearly all tile sums the values arrived at by Boeckh w_ry but little
mentioned in ancient history were given in an from those of the Abb5 Barthelemy, whose point
imaginary or counting currency, entirely different of departure he adopts.--Tbe monetary unit of
from the actual currency as it appears in the Athens was the drachma, a silver piece of slightly
medals. Hence it would follow that the estimatcs inferior value to the French franc. The multiples
made formerly would be misleading. We will of this monetary unit were the mina, which was
recur presently to this assertion, if not for the worth 100 drachmas, and the talent, which was
purpose of determining its value, at least to show worth 6,000. The mina and talent were, however,
what would result from it. Meanwhile we may only nominal money, for rio coins of tl_ose values
assume that the calculations based on the study were struck. The circulating medium was then
of ancient medals are justified, and starting with the dracl_ma, althougil any calculation of large
this hypothesis we may affirm that the reduction amount was made in minas and talents. In ad-
of some ancient moneys to modern coinages pre- dition to this, the Athenians occasionally coined
sents at the present time no serious difficulties.-- four-drachma pieces, named, consequently, tetra-
The same can not altogether be said with respect drachmas; but this circumsumce did not alter the
to the relative values of those moneys at the dates system. Of lesser value than the drachma, there
when they were current. Like everything else were used in _kthens, as small change and for the
that is bought and sold, the precious metals are necessities of everyday life, the chalchus and the
liable to fluctuations in value from time to time, obolus, which were fractions of tl,c unit. It
in accordance with their greater or lesser abun- would appear that this simple and fairly well or-
(lance in circulation. These variations, although ganized monetary system ui_derwent but slight
but slight at any given time, may, however, variation during the time of "Greece; and as the
become very consi_terable after the lapse of sev- Athenian money ht_l then, as we have said, an
eral centuries. We know as a fact that between almost world-wlde circulation, it is possible with
the times of the ancients and our own times, nay, a little attention to make use of it in most of the
even since the middle ages, the values of gold and valuations which relate to those times. According
silver have fallen considerably, so much so that to the Abb_ Barth(_lemy, whose valuation is adopt-
the sums of money mentioned in the history of ed by Boeckh, the weight of the ancient drachma
those times are invariably of an importance great- ought to be, after making allowance for what it
ly superior to what might be attributed to them, may have lost in the passage of centuries, 82
were regard to be had merely to the actual grains, which he reduced, however, on several
quantity of the precious metals they represent, considerations, to 79. Its standard of fineness
It wouhl be of the greatgst importance to know was very high, seeing that _t only contained _
the exact extent of this depreciation, but unfor- of alloy. On this basis it is easy to compare this
tunately it can only be estimated by valuations money with Frencli money. 79 grains, ancient
at best somewhat vague and constantly subject to weight, correspond to 4.197 grammes, or, in round
-revision.--We will inquire presently into how the numbers, 4.20 grammes; deduct -_ for alloy, .06
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gt_ammes, and there remains, in fine sliver, 4.14 With respect to ]7oms=umoney ere very abundant,
grammes. Supposing the franc to contain 4.5 they are far from being in accord on this primary
grammes of fine silver, the Attic drachma is then question.-- Although the sestercc was the numer-
to the franc as 414 to 450; giving as the value of ieal term generally employed in calculations, iC
the drachma. 92 centimes, or, to be exact, 91.66 was not, for all that, the unit employed in the
centimes--Without entering further into the de- Roman monetary system. The monetary unit
tails of the comparison we will give in a short was the denarius, of the value of four sesterces,
table the relation borne by the Attic money to and which was besides more frequently a sum in
French. computation than an actual coin. It is certain,

aT,era ,,o_z_ CO_V_RWDrs_o raxsc, xo_Y. and on this point all the savants are pretty nearly
Francs. Centimes. agreed, that the Roman denarius approximated

Chalchas .............................. 0 _ closely to the Attic drachma. According to M.
Obolus ................................. 0 15
Drachma ............................... 0 9"2 Oermain Garnier, these two monetary values were
]_ina ................................. 91 66 absolutely identical, the object of the Romans in
Talent ................................. 5,500 00 reforming their money system during the sixth
The practice of computing amounts by talents, century being to bring it into unison with that of
says Boeckh, was not confined to Attica; it spread Greece. According to other writers, who in this
over almost the whole of Greece and even beyond respect seem to us more accurate, although the
it. The talent was worth 60 minas; the mina, 100 Roman denarius and the Attic drachma were so
drachmas; and the drachma, 6 oboli. In Athens closely allied that ancient historians when not

the obolus was divided into 8 chalchi; and the speaking with rigid exactitude used the terms in-
chalchus into 7 lepta. It may be said in passing differently, there was, nevertheless, a distinct
that this last mentioned coin has no equivalent in difference, the denarius being to the drachma.
French money, as it is of greatly inferior value to nearly in the ratio of 8 to 9. But it is with
the centime.--With the assistance of the preceding respect to the actual intriltsic value of the two
comparative tables it is generally easy enough to monetary units that there is a wide divergence. --
convert into French money the sums mentioned in It has just been said that Boeckh, agreeing in this
the historyof ancient Greece. Attention must be with the Ahbd Barth61emy and almost all other
paid to the fact that if the use of the talent was savants, gives the weight of the Attic drachma
almost universal it was not everywhere of the as 79 grains of fine silver. Admitting the pro-
_me value. The talent of Euboea, which was portion given for the two coins as correct, namely.
also greatly used in Greece, differed from the as 8 to 9, the Roman denarius ought then to con-
Attic talent, although not toagreat extent. There tain about 70 grains weight of fine silver. Thi_
was a wider difference between the Attic talent closely approaches the value as given by several
and the talents of Babylon and Alexandria, al- savants. M. Germain Garuier, however, values

though the exact amount has not been accurately the denarius at only 31½ grains of fine silver,
established. The last named, although mentioned which, according to his system, would also be the
sometimes in history, figure there less than the exact weight of the Attic drachma. This is a
first two, about which more precise knowledge is wide departure from the former estimate. The
fortunately possessed. Attic money, refo_md in difference would bc more than half, and is suRi-

Solon's time, has scarcely varied since, and the ciently great to render hopeless all efforts at ad-
talent of Euboea is referable to a still more distant justment which it might be proposed to effect on
date.--The Roman monetary system was reformed such a basis. It is not for us to choo_ a side in
or modified several times. This was first done in the controversy. Political economy has to take
the year490after the foundation of Rome. Silver note of the _;esults only when they seem to b(;
money coming into use about that time, it was sufficiently established, and draw from them their
judged expedient to reform, in consequence, the proper sequences. We may, however, mention
copper coinage with which the Romans had till briefly how Ibis extraordinary divergence of opin-
then been content. ' At a later period two other ion which we Imve just mentioned is caused.

reforms were m,'rde succt_._ively in the course of According to M. Germain Oarnicr, savants until
the sixth century, but these latter were mainly in his time went astray throu_,zh confounding the
regard to sih, er coin. As some differences of nominal money of the ancieJ_ts with the current
opinion exist among savants as to the nature and money which was of mucl_ high_'_" value. _'ith
extent of these reforms the money current in Rome the Romans. the denarius, which was during their
previous to those dates will not be six)ken of, nor first centuries a cutTent coin, became after the.
has it any particular interest.-- "After the estab- reforms mentioned above almost entirely a nomi-
lishment of silver money," correctly says M. Ger- nal sum whose value remained invariable. The
main Gamier, "the sestercc was the chief coin of silver coin in actual circulation was the argenteus,

the Romans, and it was in sesterces that they ex- which was worth 24 denarii, "The silver coin
pressed all sums snmll or great, from two or three actually current was the argenteus, which some
even to the highest numb('rs; tens, hundreds, Latin authors have called the silver sesterce,
thousands or millions." It then remains to settle argenb:_estertia, hecause it consisted of two and a
what the sestcrce represented in fine sih'er. Un. half denarii and formed literally the sesterce of
fortunately, although the sources of information the denarius as the first sesterce was of the as."
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_gw it is this argenteus, worth 2_ denarii or 10 --The information possessed in respect to the
sesterces, which autlquariaus have constantly mis- condition of tim coinages during the tenth, elev-
taken for the denarius mentioned by the ancient enth and twelfth centuries is very incomplete, but
historians. A similar error, on the same authority, more m known of it at the end of the eighth ten-
that of M. Germain Garnier, was made with re- tury in the time of Charlemagne. The Carlo-
spect to Attic money, antiquariuns having taken vingian hvre wa.% acc or(ling |o historians, of 13_
for a tetradrachma or piece of 4 drachmas, a coin flue silver, and was subdivided into 20 sous. It
which really represented 10 drachnms. In each remained pretty nearly the same during the ninth
case, therefore, the savants were in error in a ratio century, then the traces of this Carlovingian
of 2_ to L By multiplying by 2½ the value given livre disappear, and the livre is recovered at the
by M. Germain Gamier, i.e., 31½ grains, a result of end of the thirteenth century considerably dimin-
78_ grains is obtained, which is almost identical ished, and it continues to lessen from century to
with that previously given as the wdue of the century till 1789.--The preceding ob¢crvationu
Attic drachma. -- The middle ages next claim our give an idea of the comparison possible between
attention. Here, although there is still great ancient and niod(,l'n money. But to follow tlld
cause for uncertainty, we are treading on firmer par.filel more closely, recourse must be had to
ground, for the history of modern coinages is. special works of which we have here only given
;tfler all, better known than that of ancient times 't glimpse. Let us Sul)pose now that it is desired
Weonly intend tu (leal with French moneys, refer to know what a sum of money mentioned by
ring the reader for those of other countries to the the historians (in drachnms if Greek, in dcnarii
works whicll treat of them m particular, and or sesterces if Roman, in ]lyres, souq and deniers

with respect to French money our purl)ose is if French) of the middle ages represents as a corn-
merely to l/oint out the princil)al changes it has rnercial value The first step, a_ we said at the
undergone, lcawng all details to works specially beginning of the article, is to dcternfine the value
written on the subject. -- In France, from the end of the siam in current specie, weight for wcighL
of the eleventh century until the revolution of only fine metal, of course, being taken into ac-
1789, which completely altered the old monetary count. It has been shown by the foregoing re-
system, 'silver was always weighed and uttered by marks wlmt means are at hand for the solution of
tile mark There were marksof different weights; this first problem, and what reasons for uncertain
but that of Paris, to which ancient prices are re- ty and doubt present themselves in certain cases.
ferred, was of eight ounces or 4,608 grains. The Let us suppose it solved. We should tllen know
mark since the same period has also always been sufticicntly accurately with what weight of fine
divided into livres and the livrcs into sous and metal we had to deal. But all would not then be
deniers. But on account of the successivedeteri- said on the matter. There would rem'ain still to

orations of the coinage, often reduced in weight be considered what this weight of metal repro-
by the kin_'s, the number of hvrcs contained in sented in commercial value at the date in ques-
the mark has gradually increased; at tile end of tion. Here then is another side of the problem,
the thirteenth century, for example, it but slightly and it is certainly not the least difficult of solu-
exceeded 2 (2 ]lyres 18 sous), and it was more than tion. -- Whatever the wfluc adopted, in fine sil-
54 at the end of the eighteenth; a fact which vet, for the Attic drachma and the Roman denar-
gives a general idea of the alterationwhichmoney ius; whether adherence is given to the views of

underwent during that period. To know what Boeckh, the Abb_ Barth61cmy, and ahnost all the
the livre represented at each intermediate epoch savants who have given the subject their atten-
it is necessary to determine into how many livres tion, or the preference is shown to those of M.
the mark was then divided. Tables have been Germain Garnicr, the fact remains that that de-

compiled on this subject, for the most part fairly narius and that dracluna represented in ancient
complete attd satisfactory, although here and there times a greater comnmrcial wflue than the same
are met with, if not positive errors, at least gaps weigltt of silver wouhl have at the present time.
and omissions. We will only give here the prin- But wherein lies the difference? That is what
cipal results, beghming at the end of the thir- we have to determiuc. -- To make at least an ap-
teenth cenhwy: proximately correct estimate it has been usual to

take as a standard of comparison certain market-

DATE. Livresto the Mark. able articles in coinrnon and regular use, _vllose
__ commercial value during the course of centuries

._ d is supposed to be less subject to chan_e than thatThirteenth century, end .............. [ Livres2 18 0
J first half

Fourteenth century --":' ..... 0 0$_eeonu ualr..... _ 0 0 of any other commercial articles, whether be-
first half 0 0 cause they always represent a constant force ex.

Fifteenth century "ttmeond half ..... I I? 0 0 penditure or because the need of them is the same
[first quarter .... ] 12 4 6

Sixteenth e_ntnr_ -_-_C°rid quarter.] 14 lS 6 at all times. Thus, tile daily pay of a common
--_ _ thira quarter..[ 16 0 0 malt, a da,¢ laborer, has sometimes been taken as

I fourth quarter..I 0 0

Seventeenth century _ middle ......... [ t4
0 the measure. It has been supposed that at all

ena ............
Ei_hteeu,h _-_,) before 1718..... [ _ 0 times the pay of an ordinary laborer, that is, o¢
.......... )artert,_....... I _ 1° o0 one with no sp_ial qualification, wouht be me_.

: - ured by what was necessary for a man's support;
82 _'OL. u.-- 29
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a value subject, it is true, to variations, but not too from great distances, through many diffictzl.
to any of great moment. At other times a sol- ties and perils; obliged at times even to resor_
dicr's p._y has been taken, when it could beascer- force to obtain the necessary quantity,--that
tamed, the theory being that his pay was more Athens in this situation would have to pay great-
regular _Lnd better gauged to the ordinary needs ly in excess of the average cost of wheat. Those
_ff life than even workmen's wages. Others considerations have doubtless some weight, yet
again have taken as their test the price of wheat, who could, after the lapse of so many centuries,
which although occasionally very variable at n estimate correctly the influence of these local cir.
given time yet seemed to them more than anything cumstances? Could any one determine precisely
e}se apt to return constantly to a given level.-- the average cost of wheat at any given time or
:Let us examine shortly the merits of each of these place, a tiring very unlikely to happen, it wouhl
data. It need scarcely be said that no one has be but a very untrustworthy, very irregular test of

thought of giving these standard_ as absolute, the relative values of the precious metals at the
There is no possibility of attaining by their means same time. --The average rate of wages does not
a rigorously exact estimate of the relative values seem to us a much safer standard. Whatever
of the precious metals in ancient times; all that may have been said abr_ut it, it is not the case
can be hoped for iq a satisfactory approximation, that the wages of ordinary laboring men are
and it is to this end s(flely that the data must bc measured everywhere by their bare needs, and

considered. Even with this limitation it seems to therefore are based with fair accuracy on the
us tbat each of these standards taken by itself is actual cost of the means of subsistence. All that
far f_om bein_ adequate to the purpose in view, can be admitted with respect to this is, that the
and the ecr_nomists who have taken as the sole cost of the absolute necessaries of life forms, so
basis of their calculation one or other of these to speak, the extreme limit below which wa._es

values seem to us to be liabh; to grave errors in can not fall, at ]east for long. But nothing pre-
1heir work. -- J. B. Say adopts as his basis of val- vents them rising far above it. Do we not see in
uation, wheat, which he supposc_ to have changed our own times, that the average pay in the United
its real value very little during the course of cen- States (and it has been so for a long time) is at
turies, except temporarily, becau_ it is a neccs- least double what it is throughout the most of
sary food substance whose scarcity or abundance Germany, and yet the cost of subsistence in the
has a powerful effect on population. But wheat, former is not grca._er than it is in the latter? If
whatever may be said to the contrary, is liable to we refer to the figures of M. Moreau de Jonnbs,
very marked oscillations and those not merely even in France the pay of farm laborers, which
teurporary but of considerable duration, in proof would seem to be less subject than any other to
of which it is not necessary to have recourse to be acted upon and altered by external influences,
ancient times. Is wheat, for example, at the is shown to be at present, due regard being had
same pricc in Russia or America as it is in France to the difference in the cost of living, at least

or England? Far from it; the difference is great, double what it was in the reigns of Louis XIV.
going from once to twice as much, and even be- and Louis XV. And why should these differ'-
yond that. But there is no need to leave France, cnccs that we see so distinctly in modern times
in different paris of which will be found notable not have existed in ancient times? It is besides
variations. Thus the price of the hectolitre of very difficult to find the real rate of wages among
wheat is usually from 24 to 26 francs _t Marseilles, the ancients, as the work then was generally done

while it is only from 13 to 15 francs in other by slaves. We know, it is true, on the a_thority
parts of France, for example, in the Haute Marne. of certain ancient writers, what a slave brought
In old times, when communication was far from in certain cases to his master when the latter hired

being as easy or as safe as it now is, the wlria- out his services to strangers. But what a slave
tions in price between one locality and another brought back to his master formed only a part
must have been even more marked than now. It of the real remuneration of his work. It was still

may perhaps be said that Marseilles is a great necessary that this slave shouhl be lodged and
centre of consumption, and that these centres of fed, and however trifling may have been the

consumpticm ought to be compared with each expense of so doing, it certainly consumed no in-
other. Paris is a much -greater centre of con- considerable part of the valueof hislabor. What
sumption than Marseilles, and yet wheat is usual- he brought his master was in reality only the
ly cheaper there than in the last named place, surplus, l_ow who can say what proportion this
Why so? Simply because the position of Paris, surplus bore to the total pay? In every respect.
which has in its immediate neighborhood on one then, the rate of wages, as a criterion of the rein-
side the vast plains of Picardy and on the other tire valueof money, is at least as uncertain as the

the plains of La Beaucc, is with regard to a wheat price of whcat.--As to placing any reliance ou
supply much more favorable than that of Mar- the pay of a soldier, as is done notably by ]_I.
seilles. -- It ismanifest that in the study of ancient Germain Garnicr, we regard it as simply folly.
affairs account may to a certain extent be taken It is perhaps true, as this author says, that as the
of similar circumstances. It will be said, for cx. pay of its soldiery constituted one of the principal
ample, that Athens, obliged as it was to draw expenses of every state, especially when the army

part of its wheat supply from abroad, and that was numerous, it has always been necessary
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*zhrough mere stress of circumstances to reduce it not, however, seem to us impossible of accom-
to no more than was absolutely necessary, giving plishment. "The knowledge of antiquity," says
the soldier only what was imperatively demanded Boeckh, at the commencement of h_s great work,
by his pressing needs. But, apart from the fact "is still in its cradle." We willinglybclieve it.
that these needs themselves vary, it is not easy And yet in Boeckh's own work there is already
always to establish the exact figure to which the abundance of precious material for the execution
actual pay of the soldier amounted. There ofthework of which wcspeak. One first question
almost always enter into the calculation, several would remain, it is true, to be solved, the actual
different elements. It is a very unusual thing weight of the currcut money of the ancients.
for a government to leave its soldiers to provide Did the Attic drachma and the Roman denarius
out of the pay given them, for all the expenses contain 79 grains of fine silver, as is held by
<ff their keep. It almost invariably charges it- Boeckh, the Abb_ Barthdlemy aml the majority
.,elf directly with a part of the expense, and that of scholars, or only 31½ grains, as M. Germain
part one that vari_ greatly according to the Garnier maintaius'._ Without first having solved
times. Sometimes it is contented with furnishing this main question it is easily seen that all other
them their arms; at other times it adds to that, research is futile. But once suppose it solved and
_ll or part of their clothing; at ethel,s it goes it seems to us that it w<_uhl not be impossible, with
_o far as to furnish them, in addition, with lodg- the assistance of carefully compiled price tables,
ing, food and fuel. How, m such a case. is their to arrive at a fairly satisfactory determination of
real pay to be computed, as it is evident that what the power of the precious metals in ancient thnes.
is then distributed to them in hard cash can be Then also, ia a general w_ly, the importance of
but a small portion of it?--The nmre closely this the majority of the sums of which mention is
subject is examined, the more we are forced to made in history would, by means of a most sim-
_dmit that if it be desired to obtain an approxi- ple calculation, be arrived at.
mutely correct estimate of the relative value of CH. COQUELIN.

the precious metals in ancient times it will not
suffice to take as the standard of comparison any HISTORY is the great school of politics, and
,one object, be it what it may. Neither the priceof no man can be a statesman unless he is not only

wheat nor the rate of wages can lead to any sat- acquainted witli the accounts and testiluony of
isfactory conclusion. Still less can it be derived history, but with the history of history itself, and
from the pay of a soldier. What then remains to knows how, in the course and progress of ages,
be done that we may obtain as nearly as possible history began by bcing merely an art and at length
the desired result? What seems to us to be nec- became a science, the most philosophic, the most
essary is to find out, with reference to the time elevatcd and the most instructive of all sciences.

raider consideration, the prices of a great number ltiswrla veto, says Cicero in his De Or,_orc (book
_f the commonest articles and those subject to it., chap. ix.), testis temporum, luz veritatis, zit_
great variations in value, wheat or bread, meat, _lze_wrice, ma.qgstra vii_p: history is not only the

tish. c,)mmon wine, the daily pay of a laborer witness of ages, the judge of buried men and
when it can be ascertained, etc. However, it is nations, the charm of the living spirit; it is the

not to economists, in theircapacityaseconomists, nur.-e and preceptress of generations entering
that it belongs to makc researches of this sort. the field of action. In proportion as humanity
Their part is limited to pointing out the necessity nears its appointed goal, history becomes more
for them and the direction in which they should useful to it. We know not whether poetry in its
be made, that they may be profitable when made. present form will in the most distant future
They must rely for the execution of the work on accompany the human race, which was and still
._cholars.- Such work has been done anti well is indebted to it for so many hours of rest and

done for the France of the middle ages. Dupr_ pleasure, but we are sure that lnstory will guide
de Saint Manr went far on the way in 1746, and it to the end ; and, however beautiful the models

he has been followed in it by a great number of left us by antiquity, we may hope that at no epoch
deeply-read men, who have made their inquiries will beautiful historical works be _anting. It

more precise andmore searching. Among works may even be contended that antiquity did not
of this sort we may mention specially that of M. know real history, or at least did not know "dl
C. Leber, published in 1847. He gives in it very the wealth, all the resources, all Ihc lessons of
extensive tables, showing satisfactorily the prices history, because it was then too early for men to
of agreat many of the articlesin common use at measure their future destiny by the past. And

different timesin French history since the thir- does history of a lofty character exist in fact
,leenth century, with comparisons showing what where the eternal chmacter of man is not repre-
M. Leber happily terms the power of money at sented, where the feeling of solidarity (oneness)
th_se times, that is to say, the relative value of "tmong generations and centuries is lacking ?
the precious metals.- Unfortunately nothing The ancients, then, were rather accomplished
similar exists in regard to ancient times. :No one artists than lfistorians. Herodotus told his story
has yet had, so far as we know, the happy idea of to rest the mind and charm the ear; Thucydides
giving, in connected tables, the prices of common mingled more thought with his art, but he only
things among the Greeks and Ilonmn.a: It does touched an cpi_:le in the life of a people, and
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almost the same may be said of Polybius. C_sar Alexander and his earliest successors to protect
merely collected materials ; Sallust gave little them; Antiochus the Great and his successors to
thought to past and still less to coming ages. The exercise them; the Romans to maintain their lib-
"field wi,iens bcforeLivy, buthe had not the mind erties against the Syrian kings, who thought
of a philosopher, and he sees only Rome in the only of their destruction. The Jews continued
universe. Tacitus himself, the great Tacitus, under the power of the Romans till the time of

was tile avenger of the outraged customs and Christ. When they disowned and crucified Iiim,
liberty of one epoch, but he did not write a book these same Romans lent their hands unhesitat-
in which the soul of humanity breathes The ingly to divine vengeance, and e_terminated the
great Christian revolution was needed to razsc on ungrateful nation. God, who had resolved to
the ruins of ancient religions and empires a faith collect a new people, from every nation, fi_t
in the destinies of nations yet unborn. The name united the lands and the seas under one empire.
of this reason or this faith is the philosol)hy of The intercourse of so many nations, formerly
history; we (Io not find it in htcrature till the strangers to each other, and then united under
St. Augustincs and ti_e Sale, lens, in prc_ence of Roman dominion, was one of the most powerful
transient events, preached the eternal law of God, means employed by Providence to spread tim
Creator of the umverse. In 410 Rome was at Gospel. If during three tenturies the Roman
l_t violated by the barbari'ms of Alaric; Sym- empire persecuted this new people wbi¢ tz in-
machus, in his pag'an grief, exclaimed that Rolne creased on every side within its territory, this
had succumbed because Rome ha(1 become Chris- persecution strengthened the Christian church

tian. St. Augustine, to couvict him of ignorance, and illustrated itsglory with its faith and l)atiencc.
then began his "City of God," which he finished Finally the Roman empire yielded; and havil_g
in 426, and in which, for the first time, universal met something more invincible than itself, it,
history was presented entire in the same picture, received quietly into its l)osom the church against
prostrate, it i._ true, at the feet of the God of the which it waged so long and so cruel a warfare.
Bible tlud the Gospels. Under the same inspira- The emperors employed their power to enforce
tion S_dvien wrotehis beautiful treatise De g_ber- obedience to the church; and Rome became the

natione Dei, and Orosius. his "History." litre at head of the spiritual empire which Jesus Chl'ist
last is divulged the thougilt which connects all wished toextend over the whole earth."-- Perh_lpa
the acts of men each with the other True, Lu so, as Voltaire _i(l, but the greatm,ss of the
cretius had announced it, but to<) briefly, in the Greeks and Romans have still other causes; anc_
beautiful verse : Et qea.,i c_lrsores _tw lamp(_da Bossuet did not omit them in speaking of th(,
traduat. In the middle'lges everything was sub- spirit of nations. Indeed the majesty of the the-
merged; no enlightenment, no philosophy, no ocratic politics of Bossuet a.stonishcs us, but it n,>
history An attempt has been madc to find in the longer satisfies our intelligence, and is more divine
dawn of the renaissance the first sign of the rcs- than human; we feel th_lt the times have passed
urrection of real history; the prolegomena, in in which its teachings suffice to rouse public vir-
which Francis Baudoin recommends histori_Lns rue. Henceforth we need citizens, and another

to study law, which is the bond of nations, are philosophy of histox'y is alone able to produce
pointed to; John Bodin is cited, whose Methode them. The finger of G¢)d in all the pages of our
facile pou_, la col_na_:_aTtce de Chistoi_'e in which past, is a kind of f'_talism, which does not give
he desires to add to the study of laws that of energy to our souls in times when man should no
constitutions and customs; Bace)n, in his In- longer doubt his liberty, and when he can no
stauratio mag_z scie.ntial'um, declared that there longer doubt his power. What miracles has
was no history, unless the historian had made not science called up around us from all the
a profound study of the sciences and litcra- elements of which matter is composed, since,

ture of the people whose life he narrated, enlightened by tile Bacons, the De._cartes and
Here are marks, doubtless, of that awakening all the luminous minds of the eighteenth cen-

,)f thought, which in the fifth century seized tury, it has regenerated physics and created
upon St. Augustine; but where is the work chemistry! By dominating bodies and inherent
succeeding his ? It appeared when Bossuet pub- powem we know that God has left us masters
iished his "Discourse on Universal Histos'y," un- to act, and to modify even his work. Evel_
folding the ann:ds of empires, from the creation before Bossuet, a tongue as eloquent as his, a b_'
to the time of Charlemagne, to bear witness that ]lever more ardent, a mind more severely tern-
since tbe calling of a,bralmm, tile word of God pered in the struggles of faith and reason, agreat
was intrusted _o a singlepeol)Ie , and that around scholar, Pascal, said: "By a special prerogative,

the destiny of this single people, ignored by not only each man advances day by day in tim
antiquity, were groul)ed the destinies of the ' sciences, but all men together make continual
ancient and modern world. Roman, barbarian, progress in proportion as the universe, grows ohl.
once more Roman. but whose sacred edifice is because the same thing happensin the succeeding
the basilica of St. Peter's, and no ]<)nger the cap- gencratiou_ of men as in the different periods of
it,)]!-- Let us hear the last father of the church : individual life. So that all the succession of men,

"'God n._ed the Assyrians and Babylonians to during the course of so many centuries, should be

chastise _his people; the Persians to restore them; considered as one man, always living and ever
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learning, from which we see how incorrectly we ciple that man is sociable, and, while seeking for
respect antiquity in its philosophers; for, as old age the laws of universal morality, to have removed
is tlle period most remote from infancy, who does from the field of experience the epicureans as well
not see that the old age of this universal man must as the stoics, and with them all the disciples of
,not be sought in times nearest his birth, but in extreme sects, to rely solely on the platonists, who
those which are most remote from it? Those recognize Providence, believe in the immortality
whom we call the ancients were really new men of the soul, and hold tothe necessity of being vir-
tu all things, and constituted the infancy of man- tuous with hunmn passions.--Nevertheless, Papal
kind, properly speaking; and as we have added to had cast a more commanding and a broader gbmce
,heir knowledge the experience of the centuries over the earth and the paths upon which people
which followed them, in us is found the antiquity toil so painfully, and it was not without re.on that
_e revere in others. "-- The age of gold is before Goethe appeared at the end of tlmt same great
,us then and not behind, with mysteries and fables, eighteenth century to change Vico's isolated cir-
with ignorance and miser)-. This is a common- cles into a single spiral, ever ascending and ever
])lace truth to-day, or at least should be, if beside widening. Do wc not touch at last upon the
the theory of St. Augustine and Bossuet is to shim; threslmld of the universal human age, or at least
(me which puts not more hope but more pride do we not foresee it? "ttumanity, begin thy
into our hearts. Pascal, however, wasnottalking reign, thy age has come, denied in vain by the
politics in thi¢ case; he simply cast into ci|'cula- voice of ancient echoes," said the great poet Be-
finn one of thosegreat ideasof wlnch his mind was ranger. This is henceforth tim cry of every one
full.-- ] n 1725 Vico published his "Principles of weary of the hecatombs m_(l funerals of the divine
a New Science relative to the Common Nature of and heroic agc. But though Vico did not raise
:Nations." The state has at last a place therein at his view above the horizons of particular nations,
the side of religion, and all history is divided into lie expressed, nevertheless, the gcne|'al law of the
three ages' tlle divine age, in whicii the priest development of all human society. --]_Iontes-
reigns, tim heroic age, in which the brute force of quicu's "Spirit of Laws" (1748) ad(lcd something
.the soldier triumphs; and finally, the human age, to the elements which already composcd the sub-
(he age of instructed and di_rmed men, the age stance of history. Those were not vain ideas with
of morals and laws, the age of civilization. But which ]VIontesquieu decorated the vestibule of his
Vie() confined each people within the circle of an edifice. "Man," he says, "as a physical being is
individual life, and whenever the)" rose atu)ve it, governed, in common with other bodies, by inva-
im condemned nations to fall once more into the riable laws; as an intelligent being he violates
shade and to recommence their painful ascent unceasingly the laws established by God, and
toward the light.--If history will dl_lw inspira- changes the laws established by himself. He
ti(ln b,,th from philology and philosophy, it will must guide himself, and yet he is a weak creature,
see that in the development of their languages, as he is subject to ignorance and et'ror like every
in all the series of their social and civil acts, na- finiteintelligence; havinggainedsomefeeblclights
tioas have followed a singleand general law, that he loses them again. As a sentient creature he
lhcy lulve reached the same end, and that every- becomes subject to a thousand passions. Such a
where the same revolutions reappear, whencrum- being might forget his Creator at any moment:
bled nations rise from tlmir _'uins. This atleast is God reminds him of this Creator by the laws of
the doctrine of Vico. The conclusion of the "New religion. Such a being mieht forget him_lf:
Science" is, that the social world is the work of l)hilosophers have warned him by the laws of
the free development of human faculties, but that morality. Made to live in society, he might for-
this world lias neve,'theless issued from an intelli- getothers : legislators have bound him to his duties
genee whichis often opposed, and alwayssuperior by political and civil laws." And further, when
to the particular designs which men propo_ to tracing the programme of knowledge and studies
themselves. (See an article by Michelet in h_ B/o- necessary to the philosopher and the historian, lie
graphie, Michaud, 1827, in which is the first sketch adds: "Law, iu general, is human re,'u_on in so far
(ff his great work on Vico.) Providence does not as it governs all the peoples of the earth; and the

force u_ by positive laws. but employs, ingovcrn- political and civil laws of each nation should be
lug u_, customs which we follow freely.--This merely the particular eases in which this human
doctrine d_)es not seem to be sufficiently clear to reason is applied. They should be so appropriate
show man the object of the liberty which is granted to tile people for whom they are framed that it is
him and almost immeCliately taken away. And only by a rare chance that the laws of one nation
besides, by confining us allin circles, from which are fitted for another. They must relate to the
we can not escape, from which we rise and to the nature and principle of tile government established

bottom of which we always fall again, Vico has or sought to be estalflished, whether they form it
not lighted above our heads the beacon of a future as do political laws, or mainta,n it as do civil laws.

worthy of the great intellectual and material works They should have reference to the physical nature
which humanity had then accomplished, and of the country, acold, totTid or tempt, rate climate.

above all was about to accomplish. But it was the qualityof its soil, situation, size, and the occu-
_nuch to have proclaimed the uniformity or the pation of the inhabitants, whether laborers, hunt-

_nity of peoples, to have accepted as first prin- ers or shepherds; they should consider the degree
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of liberty which the constitution may allow ; times, and which is repeated among all peoples,
the rehgion of the inhabitants, their inclinations, without recalling any of them specially. What
their wealth, their numbers, their commerce, their appears to us as the succession o'f nations, their
habits, their manners. Finally, laws have rela- birth, development,'greatness and fall, is merely
tions with each other, with their origin, with the the expression of the relation of the world to that
object of the legislator, with the order of things one indestructible city, which bends downward,
over which they are established. They must be and marks the world with its stamp; hence, an
considered from all these points of view."--We indefinite sequence of ruins, nascent empires,
are now far from the pure theocratic doctrine, broken thro[ms, changes and fragments, all of
and tile modern spirit has at last become its own which have their representations in the absolute.
master. Montesquieu direct_ the historian to Imagine a method opposed in everything to that
study the harmonies which connect man with the followed by Vico, and you will have tIerder's
earth ; Voltaire in his Essai _zr /es moeurs (1757) method. If the first gives, as point of suppol_ to
gave the first sketch of universal history under- the series of human actions, thought in its most
taken on the plan traced by the author of rEsprit sublime essence, the second rises from the grossest
des /ois, and if the execution is too hasty, at least manifestations of material being. He binds in a
the intelligence is everywhere felt of a man who, single idea, everywhere present and everywhere.
in default of evident truth, admits into history modified, tile space which incloses the powers of
only probability, and who, in a country still creation, and time which perfects them, by
monarchic, and himself the author of/e SiJc/e de development. From the plant that grows, and.
Tf_uis XIV., understands that events in the life the bird that builds its nest, to the loftiest
of a nation are not merely to be named and dated phenomenon of the social body, hc beholds every-
with the reigns of kin_,s. He says himself, "In thing advancing to tl_e blooming of the flower of
modeling our work upon that of the great mas- humanity, which is still in the bud, but which
tcrs, w_; have to-day a more weighty burden sometime must bloom."--lterder begins his
to bear than they had. More details are required llistolT of philosophy by a description of the
of modern historians, better authenticated facts, earth. He first sets the stage upou which the
precise dates, authorities, more attention to lmman drama is to be played. If Carl Ritter

usages, laws, customs, commerce, finance, agri- wrote his admirable geography, if even Humboldt
culture, and to the population. It is with history composed his scientific poem, the " Cosmos," it is
as with mathematics and physics, the field has because Herder published his "Ideas on the Phil-
increased prodigiously. It is as difficult to write osophy of Humanity." No book has exerci_d
history to day as it i_ easy to make a selection more influence. "It is," says Gcrvinus, "the

from newspapers. Daniel thought himself an ferment of a century." And Goethe, still young,
historian because lletranscribed datesand descrip- while reading in Italy these pages so full of
tion.q of battles of which we can understand thought, found in his heal_ the lyric enthusiasm
nothing. He should teach me the rights of the of ancient times, to expre_ the joy which he felt.
nation, the rights of the principal bodies of the All these great ideas have since made their way.

tuition, its laws, customs and manncrs, and how and have become almost common property; but
they. have changed... The nation has the right to Iterder's work is the source from which tln, v

say to him: I ask you for my own history rather have flowed, and if for the philosopher, the
tha_ that of Lollis the Fat and Louis Hutin."-- historian, the statesman, the diplomat, there is
Tow:_rd the end of the century of Voltaire and one and the same humanity, still young, but of
Montesquicu ,_ppeared the book which, by taking age to-morrow, and soon to be mistress of the
advanlage of all accomplished progress, and terrestrial globe, we owe it to Herdcn', the suc-
uniting all discovered truths, was destined to cessor and the heir of so many geniuses.
become, correctly speaking, the final programme Almost immediately came the French revolution
of history, tterdcr's "Ideas on the Philosophy of 1789, which itself may claim the honor of
of Humanity," was in fact tim rSsum5 of what St. having enlightened history and elevated the
Augustine, Bacon, Pascal, Bossuet, Vico and the thought of man. Thus historical labors rise, as
great French thinkers of the eighteenth century it were, on all sides, at the time in which we live.
taught in succession. All their theories meet What admirable works were produced in the
here, are completed here, and are fused into one beginning of this century., and how consoling it
same whole. --Vico first laid down the universal is when the poetic lyre seems broken, when
laws of humanity. As Edward Quinet, the eloquence has been forced into silence, to _e,
eloquent translator of IIerder, says, "From the still seated at their tasks men who are to contimw

representation he rose to the idea of phcnom- the glory of their predecessors, and make them-
ena, to their essence. Struck with the principle selves illustrious in turn by masterpieces which
of the identical nature of all nations, he assem- will enrich the inheritance of humanity. Tacitu¢

bled all the phenomena which are common to has left in his writings a sentence the sadness and
them all in the different periods of their exist- bitterness of which we still feel: liars t_rnporum
ence; and, taking from them their color and felicitazz ubi sentire qu_ velis et quss _ntias dicere
their individuality, he composed of their total an l/_, But at least we feel also that history will

abstract history, an ideal form applicable to all soon be entirely froe, and that it will not need tc_
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wait till a century has passed before daring to tion, giving rise, for example, to division of labor
paiut it.-- This is a famous maxim: "We owe and exchange, to wages, profit and rent, and to
consideration, to the living; we owe nothing to cbanges in their relative proportions. But they
the (lead but truth." This is a maxim of the past. have conceived it as a special movement, iml)elled
True, we owe consideration Io tile living, and the and directed by special economic forces. The
private life of those should not be tr,_ublc(I, who natural laws by which it is governed, are, accord-
lmve nothing to settle with tile justice of con- ins to their exposition, deducible from certain
temporary history; but a democratic age will general principles, such as love of wealth and
authorize the historian to exercise at all times his aversion from toil and sacrifice; or, as expre._,d
office of accuser and public judge. Whoever in a single phrase, the personal interest prompting
rises to power, becomes that moment a man of every man to acquire as much riches with as little
history; anti henceforth history, the avenger of trouble as possible. Historical inquiry which in-
the rights of all, commences its r61e, even during volves an induction ranging over the widest possi
the lifetime of the chosen ones of destiny, of ble field, teaches us, on tile contrary, to regard the
those favnrites of nature who can not claim the economic developmentofanatiou,notasadistinct
honor and advantages of public life, if at tile movement carried on by special forces, but simply
same time they reject its duties and its charges, as a particular phase of their whole social evolu-

It would be rather to the dead that we owe con- tion, inseparably related to its other phases, legal,
sideration, for they are no longer present to moral, intellectual and political. Each nation,
defend themselves.--To claim these rights for from this point of view, has cvnlved its existing
tile history of living men, is not to desire the economy as the outcome of its history, character,
_,vival of ancient satire; it is, as we think, to give environment, institutions and general progress.
an account of the mind of our generation winch, What tile economist has to investigate in the case
after we have finished with tlLe theocracy of of amndern nation, is not a mere assemblage of
tile earliest age, and when we seek to finish _ith individuals actuated by person,d interest in a
tile heroic age of Vico, dtres not wish in the civil commercial _nse, but au organized society which
age to create a new fetiehism and protect new has had a long historical career, and of which
heroes, and no longer understands that chiefs corpnrate bodies, orders and castes -- fami!ies,
and statesmen are to be judged only according to townships, boroughs, churches, traders, fratcrni-
the portraits and the inscriptions on medals, ties, priestly, nol_lc, flee and servile classes--
Saint-Simon, beginning even with the time of tile rather than individuals, long formed the main
monarchy, disaceustomed history from servile constituent units. To asce,'lain the genesis of tile
respect. It is to be desired that no epoch will economy of tile people of England, for example.
lack a Saint Simon. Let us trust to reason to or even of the people of the United States, an old
discern and honor truth. -- History sees, there- people in a new country, we must carry our re-
fore, Its ta.sk grow greater every day and tile searches far behind mo,lern times, and into regions
difficulties of its work multiply. In proportion beyond the province of commerce and individual
espeendly as material interests develop, the pecuniary interest. Thcconstitulion, usages anti
variety of studies to be undertaken thr(_tens to clmracter of early Teutonic so(.icty, the ideasand
discourage timid minds; but it is in the destiny traditions of ancient civilization, Oriental, Greek
of man that these faculties increase with the and Roman; the institutions of the mediteval

obstacles which they have to overcome, and we world with its monarchy, feudal aristocracy and

can hold it as certain, that historians will not be Catholic clergy, its chartered cities aud guilds;
wanting to history, and that history will not be contributed so to the evolution bolh of Enghsh
wanting to future societies, who will expect such and of American economy, that what either might
great services from it. PAUL BOITF.LkU. have been, had any of these elements been absent,

is beyond conjecture. Iu the earlier st'lges of
HISTORY, ]Economic and Legal, and the social growth the economy of each nation was a

Historical .Method of lnvestlgatiotL The matter wholly of common life, um_ge, institution
object of this article is to trace the connection and thought; of custom, law, religion, morality,
between the economic movement of society and tradition, social opinion and observance. Even
the development of its positive law; and to indi- at the present advanced stage of development iu
catesomeof the relations betweeu both aud other civilized countries, where individuality has at'-
phases of social evolution. Few persons con- quired a considerable sphere, the nation c_Alcet-

versaut witb the fundamental ideas of modern ively, with its polity, laws, character, opinions
science would hesihde to admit that the present and enviroumenL is the chief factor to bc kept

economy of every civilized country--in respect of in view in the study of national economy. Two
the directious given to natiomd energies, the oc- distinct conceptions are commonly confounded
cupationsof different classesand sexes, the modes by writers for whom individual interest is the
of production, the constituents and forms of source and mainspring of economic movement
wealth and its amount and distribution--is the and organization. The bulk of their system is
result of a long evolution. Writers on political based on the assumption that the conduct of indi-

economy have indeed always had in view a ! viduals may be inferred from propensities of

development which might be termed an evolu- ] htmmn nature supposed to be universal. Some-
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times, however, they have in view rather the law of society as it moves forward in its economic
individual diligence, enterprise, energy and origi- career, attracted the attention of Montesquieu.
nality, and the variety of effort and resource de- A nation, he observed, which carries on trade or
veloped by liberty, as opposed to state regulation navigation, must have a much larger code or body
or other forms of social control. But what tile of law than one which h_ not proceeded beyond
study of history teaches is, that individual inter- agriculture, and the latter again must have a
est and individuality themselves, owe their devel- larger body of law than one which has not reached
opments to antecedent and surrounding social the agricultural stage. The economist, we may
conditions and national culture, attaining their add, who studies the law of an advanced nation
ends, moreover, not only by the efforts on the respecting property, tenure, conveyance, contract,
part of individuals to which they prompt, but inheritance, testamentary disposition, sale, loan.
through tile laws and institutions to which partnership, agency, pledge, inland trade, marl-
they lead; that individual liberty, so far as it time commerce, banking, mining, railways, navi-
exists, is the product of a long evolution, and gation and other departments of modern business,
is everywhere subject to much hmitation, direct will find ample proof not only that the economic
or indirect, on the part of the community; and and tile legal phases of social progress are closely
that the various species of wealth which in differ- related, but that one of the chief modes by which
eat countries and ages have been the objects of tile economic structure of a community is con-
desire and lmrsuit, have derived their attraction ditioned, and its progrea_ in wealth determined,
not from the propensities either of human nature is by the development which its positive law re-
in general or of personal idiosyneracy, but from ceives.--The course of society, it must be borne
national history and the atmosphere of thougl_t in mind, is not always or in all directions for the
and hahit inwhich each individual lives.-- One of better, whether in its legal or in its economic
the principal modes by which the community aspect; although on account of the poverty of
collectively develops its economy is through its language, the terms progress and advancement
positive law. Much that economists have been may sometimes be employed to denote merely the
wont to regardas the result of individualexertion, revet_e of a stationary condition, or, in other
has been a product of national institutions and words, an onward movement of a community in
laws. The mere existence of personal wants or a career which is not necessarily one of improve-
desires, having wealth of some sort for their meat. Feudalism, for instance, was a phase
object, could not have created it or maintained through which society in western Europe passed,
it. They would have prompted rather to strife, and from both an econmnie and a legal point of
plunder and destruction than to labor, production view, one which, if not whony retrograde, repro-
and accumulation. The inferior animals covet dueed some elements of barbarism. In the long
certain possessions and use whatever weapon they struggle that has gone on ever since in England
are armed with to seize them. Human wealth between interests, principles and ideas, commonly
is tile result not of the disposition of each man contradistinguished as feudal anti commercial,
to appropriate what he likes, but of the fact tlmt sometimes the feudal, sometimes the commercial
other men, with similar wants and desires, have have prevailed. Yet in both cases society has
combined to secure to him the enjoyment of cer- moved on in its natural course, that is to say, in
rain things under certain conditions, l_'or without one determined not by the ideal law of nature in
social combination anti organization could powers which the economists of the last century believed,
of disposing of or exchanging articles of wealth but by the actual lawsof social evolution. Legal
exist. Society collectively must insure their history has two great generallessons for the econ-
ownership to purchasers, donees, mortgagees, omist of our own day, namely, that, on the one
heirs, devisees, as well as to their original pos- hand, the economic progress of society is effected
sessors. The evolution of these powers through largely by law in the juristic sense, and that, on
the legal progress of society forms one of the the other hand, law in the juristic sense is subject
main subjects of economic i,|quiry in its proper to law in the scientific sense of natural sequence
extension. So intimately connected are th_ h.gal and development. The greater part of the civil
and the econotnic movements of society that each law of a civilized nation relates to property, in-
stands in the relation of both cause and effect to dustiy, the commercial business of life, and the
the other. Thus, the only mode by which some production, accumulation and distribution of
of the main motives to industry and thrift, which wealth; and its provisions respecting them are
have their root in the family sentiments and no more arbitrary or accidental than the opera-
affections, can become effectual, is through a law tions of the physical world. --The oversight, by
of succession; and it may be said both that these so many eminent English writers on economic
motives have generated ttle law, and that the law science, of the cardinal truths that some of the
has given impulse to the motives. So again ever)" chief natural laws of economic progress must be
stepin tile industrial and commercialprogressof a sought in tile history of positive law, is trace-
community gives rise tonewlegal rights and obli- able to certain dominant ideas. Adam Smith,
gationsandnewbranchesofcivillaw, whicharein in tile first place, like his French contempora-
tm'n the indispensable conditions of advancement ries, following the theol T of the age respecting
in wealth. The growth of the dimensions of the the system of nature and natmal law, restricts
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the sphere of positive law within the narrowest tions of family, tenure, status, succession and
limits. The "natural order of things," or, to use contract--which had an existence anterior to
another of Adam Smith's phrases, "the natural their formal recognition, and which would never

progress of opulence," was not in their view the have formed the subject of judicial decision,
actual economic movement of society under tile legislation or judicial exposition had not so-
real conditions of national history and life, but ciety ill its career naturally evolved them. For

an imaginary course of things deduced from even feudal relations, rights and duties grew
principles which at best took account of only a naturally out of the history and condition of
part of human nature. Bentham and iris follow- society, and did not start up at the command of
er Austin, on the other hand, revolting against law-givers or rulers, whose power of shaping and
the nebulous conceptions of natural law pervad- regulating them was limited, and so far as it ex-
ing jurisprudence as well as political economy, isted wasitself of natural growth. The so-called

sought to expel the term altogether from the analytical English jurists, Hobbcs, Bentham and
nomenclature of political philosophy. With them Austin, may be said to have given a modern dress
law was simply the command, direct or indirect, to the maxim of imperial jurisprudence, Quod
_)f tile supreme government of tile state; and p_aeipi placuit legis l_abet vigorem. They speak
they concerned themselves with no ulterior of positive law as though they had got tothe root
source.--Both economists and jurists were thus and cud of ttle m'ttter when they have traced
estranged h'om the conception of natural law, in positive law to the visible proximate source of its
the proper sense of the term, governing the sanction and compulsory obligation. Thehistori-
development of positive law, and carrying on in cal school, on the other hand, following Sir Henry
a great measure through it the movement of so- Maine, regard law as embodying rights, duties
(:icty. The opening passage of bfontesquieu's :rod rules of contract evolved primarily by social
"Spirit of Laws" Ires I)een censoriously criticized life and intercourse. The law of a nation with

in nearly identical terms by Bentham and Austin respect to property, mowible and immovable, to
for describing law as embodying relations nec- the family, to intestate and testamentary succes-

e_al'ily flowing from the nature of things, sion, to landlords and tenants, vendors and pur-
Montesquieu's language was infelicitous, yet he chasers, creditors and debtors, lenders and bor-
brought out and illustrated with historical and rowers, owner and carrier, principal and agent,
phih)sopliical genius the truth that human nature master and servant, trustee and cestui que trust,
_lml the circumstances in which human cnmmu- has grown up naturally like ttle family union
nities are placed, tile stage of culture which they itself, the tillage of the ground, the rise of handi-
lmve reached, cspecially in the economic si)herc , crafts, the development of commerce, internal
lhe affairs and business of life, give birth to rcla- and foreign, and the various departments of
tmns between man and man and between man human affairs comprehended in the division of

and woman, which not only form the staple sub- labor. In its natural state, positive law is, it is
jeets of civil law, but mainly detelznine its char- true, the result of two distinct movements, each
actor and course. The most fundamental doc- combining the flow of several tributary streams;
trine of the science of law is, that society, as it a movement, first of all, of society, developing
advances, continually evolves new deahngs and modes of life and conduct, rights and obligations,
frc._h rights and obligations for legal definition, acquisitions and chdms; and a movement of legis-
generalization, classification, sanction and rc_-mla- lation and jurisprudence, giving strict legal form

lion. A community can not develop the pl'oprie, to these products of social evolution and activity.
tar)" and other relations respecting land before the In the earlier stages of national life the first of
nomad stage has been passed, nor the personal these two movements is tim only one. The cus-
relations involved in the family before marriage toms of tile community, the usages and conduct
has been instituted, nor relations of contract held to be olfligatory on its members, embody

between individuals while all things are tribal both the substance of its institutions, and the
property and in common, or while no definite unojrgauized authority l)y which they are main-
nadividual rights are recognized. When the agri tained. As the organiz,'ttiou of society proceeds,
_'Ldtural stage is reached, settled life and the par- a legislature and a judicature are developed, and
tmon and cultivation of the soil gives rise to new at length law reaches a stage, through acombina-
social c(mditions and usages; and in proportion tion of the two movements, at which it answers
as manufactures and commeree are developed, to the definition of the analytical jurist. Much
there is a ful:ther growth of transactions, rights barren verbal disputation might have been dis-
and obhgations which it is the office of the law- pcnsed with, anti a more scientific conception of

giver, the judge and the jurist to define, declare, the nature of positive law would have been

_,nd subject to arrangement arid general rule. gained, had it been perceived that it has stages
Glanvill, Bracton, Fleta and other early legal of growth, and can not display in its infancy
:mthorities, though some of them were influenced all the characteris|ics that distinguish it in its
by Roman doctrines, observed, classified and maturity. Tile English constitution under the
formulated relations between husband and wife, _Norman kings was not so fully and distinctly
parent and child, guardian and ward, landowner developed and organized that the seat of legisla-

and tenant, lord and serf, buyer and seller--rcla- tire power could be certainly ascertained; and it
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was and is matter of controversy how far the history finds, for example, on many sides evi-
barons shared it with the king, in other words, dence of a primitive co-ownership of land by
where the sovereign power resided; yet it will groups of kinsmen, and the evolution every-
hardly be maintained that during that long period where by similar steps of separate property. He
England _v_lswithout a polity and without law, finds land at first inalienable from the agnatic
though neither the political constitution nor the line, and by degrees becoming salable, devisable
law possessed the definiteness and distinctness of and liable for debt. In the countries of medieval

form given l)y perfect development. Not only Europe lie sees the forms of individual land-
lo the substantial elements of law--the relations ownership, called feuds, developed with striking

and dealings of men and the consequent rights uniformity, and giving place in turn, however
and obligatmns of which law is the authoritative slowly, to other forms which may be distin-
expression--shrink, as it were, and by degrees guished as commercial. As society advances,
di_ppcar, as we retrace thc steps of a community, individual contract more and more supersedes
and unfold and multiply as we follow its onward inherited states as the sources of legal rights and
movement, but the organization which at length obligations. Slave|y softens into serfdom, and
exhibits itself in a determinate legislature and serfdom is at ]ellgth superseded by free labor.
regular tribunals, is of such gradual growth that Sons cea_ to be for life under paternal power.
the functions of legislator antl judge may long Women acqmre proprietary rights equal to those
be indistinguishably blended, and at a yet earlier of men. Procedure, civil and criminal, pa_es
stage the national assembly, in which the supreme through some nearly similar stages of evolution.

legislative power conies at length to reside, may The laws even of two countries could not follow
be indistinguishable from the host in arms on the the same course of development by accident; and
one hand, and the meeting tff the people for the uniformity, were it not the result of imitation

religious and festive solemnities on the other. --as, acc_rding to legendary fictitm, the Twelve
A. conflict may sometimes arise and even long T_bles were st the Laws of Solon--must have pro-
continue between the two movements which have ceeded from natural causation and sequence. 21.
been described as concurring to develop mature philosoph|cal Scotch lawyer of the last century,

positive law. The movement of society may in a work deserving greater fame than it acquired
generate transactious, usages, relations and rights, (Dah'ymple on "History of Feudal Property in
which law makers representing class interests or Great Btitam") has traced the resemblance be-
ancient ideas may bc reluctant to recognize. The tween the course followed by the laws of Et_glaud
individual needs both of the owners of land and and Scotland in relation to tim tenure of land, its

other classes may cull for the free disposal of it voluntary alienation inter t'/_s and invohintary
both by convcyanccand will, which an uristoerat|c alienation for debt, its devolution by intestate
legislature may refuse. Powers of mortgage may and testamentary succession, the forms of its
be urgently wanted, yet landed property, being, ac- (.onveyance, and the constitution of the tribunals
cording to feudal ideas, inalienable from thehclrs, exercising territorial jurisdiction. The reader of
may be slow in bccomiug legal security for debt. tbc work will find that the author amply makes
Commercial exigencies may create borrowing and good the proposition laid down in the preface
lending at interest, while the law makers, follow- that " the prog|'ess of these laws is in both coun-
lng early religious or moral conception, may tries uniform and regular, advances by the same
prohibit it us usury. Women may be tardily steps, goes almost in the same directi_m; and

emancipated from disabilities at variance with the where the laws separate from each other there
opinion of a highly civilized age. Yet if any one isa degree of similarity in their very sevtration."
on this accouut doubts that the currents of life, The similarity of the movement in the two coun-

business, social arrangements and wants, and ideas tries proves, it is true, only the fact of natural
of expediency anti justice, govern the movements sequence, if imitation be excluded, without dis-
of h|w, and that it follows a course determined closing its reason and cause, or putting us in pos-

not by the will of governments or legislatures, but se_ion of the laws of social progress at work.

by natural laws of society, lie may be referred to When, however, the author proceeds to show
its ultimate forms. Law, as Sit' Henry Maine tlmt commercial and other exigencies and inter-

observes, often lags bettiud morality, or repre- ests were on the side of the changes that took
sents the morality _)f an callier age. It often, too, place i,_ the positive law of the two countries,
lags behind the dictates of experience, and tile how these forces gained strength as opposed to
needs of industry, commerce and progress. Yet those on the side of feudal inst.itutions, we not
in the end these, natural foxces prevail. The only obtain proof of regular or(ler and natural

history alike of English and of Roman law is a growth, but get hold of the laws of nature gov-
record of their slow but sure victor)'.-- One of the crning the evolution. Even in the case of a

main sources of light with respect to the natural single country, were it shown that positive law
cause of economic progress is that to be found in bad followed a path which the events of a grow-
the movement of positive law. The uniformity ing society, and of advancing industry, corn-
of some of the main features of its development merce and civilization demanded, we should be
over a great part of the world could not have justified in concluding that the movement had
taken place accidentally. The student of its been determined by natural laws of social prog
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ress. The history of Roman law, for example, testamentary power. Meantime, however, an-
ahke under the republic and under the empire, other source of law was at work. The political
cannot be studied without a clear conviction that and civil organization of society took, under
it followed a path of development directed by peculiar conditions, what is called the feudal

natural causes. -- It belongs thus to the province form; land becoming the basis of a subordi-
of the economist as well as of the jurist toinves- nation of classes, and of a body of law to
tigate the history of positive law. The move- maintain it, essentially obstructive in many
_nent which the latter examines on its legal side, respect._ to social progress. As industrial and
or in reference to the legal rights and obligations, commercial improvement nevertheless advanc(,d.
capacities and incapacities, which it evolves, has at least in the towns, interests steadily multiplied
also its economic side in reference to the develop- demandinglegal rules respecting property, tenure.
ment of industry, commerce, and tile amount transfers and succession fundamentally opposed
and distribution of wealth. The movementwhicb to those of feudalism. Thus a conflict took

Dalrymple showed tbat the laws of Great Britain place between two sources of law, attended with
had undergone in relation to the tenure, inherit- different results under different conditions in dif-
ante and transfer of ]and, is the same movement ferent countries. The statute of wills in the

which the third book of the "Wealth of Na- reign of tIenry VIII., partially restoring the tes-
tions" has traced, though somewhat superficially, tamentaD* power over land which feudalism had

on its economic side, showinghow thetowns con- extinguished, and assigning as a reascm that
tributed to the improvement of the country. The without it parents could neither provide for
movement " from status to contract" portrayed yonnger children nor meet their obligations to
by Sir II. Maine in its legal aspects, has been con- their creditors, furnishes one of many illustra-
s]dercd by a subsequent writer in its economic tions that might be given of the nature of
phases. Every law, as tim latter observes, relat- the conflict. There are doubtless diw._rsities a._
ing to property, occupation and trade, evolved well as similarities in the developments of law
by this movement, is alike an economic and a in different countries, as in the laws of succes-
legal phenomenon. Changes in the law of suc- sion in England and France, but even the diver-

cession, the growth _ff the testamentary power, sities attest the subordination of civil l'_w to,
the liability of property for debt, are economic law in the sense of causation and sequence, since
as well as jural facts, both causes and effects of they can be clearly traced to differences of his-
changes in the economic structure of society.-- tory and surrounding conditions. In the same
Some general outlines of the course pf develop- country there may indeed be different sys-
mentwhich positive law has followed in western terns of law emanating from different sources,
Europe, and ¢,f the causes directing it, may be representing different Ideas, interests and politi-
briefly indicated. The economic movement of cal or social forces, and consequently embodying
society has been similar in some essential lea- different legal principle% as the common law, the
tures in several countries, and there has been a statute law and equity did in England in the fif-
corresponding similarity in the development of teenth century, where tile statute..l)e Dolzi.% which
their civil laws. The stages of progress, com- the barons would not repeal, forbade the aliena-
mnnly distinguished as pastoral, agricultural and tion of entailed esTatcs, while the common law,
commercial, have been stages of legal as well as following the interests of tile public as well as
of economic development. There could be no the policy of the barons, eludcd the statute De

law of either property or contract so long as ]')on/s by a fiction; and when the common law, on
communism prevailed; such generalrules of con- the other lmnd, adhcring to feudal doctrine,
duct as existed at that stage related chiefly to deprived landowners of the power of devisin K
offenses against the person. Even when separate their estates, while equity met an urgent social
property had come into existence, so long as want by enforcing trusts in favor of devisees.
cattle formed almost the only possessions of in- The statutes of fines, uses and wills represent
dividuals, there could be few subjects of civil the finally dominant forces.--The connection
regulation. But with agriculture, rights of prop- between the legal and the economic phases of the
erty, both in land and in new movable wealth, social evolution, it is to be observed, does not
were evolved, and a multitude of new relations consist only in the fact that the economic move-
and dealings between individuals called forth a ment of society is effectcd in a great measure by
considerable body of law, though in a rude and the movement of positive law. The same forces
embryo form, and with but an imperfect or- that produce changes in law are also in active and

ganization to enforce it. The subsequent devel constant operation in daily life. The wants and
opment of trade, the growth of towns, the mul- interests, for example, which create legal rights of
tiplication of handicrafts, exchanges and con- individual property, foster agriculture, manufac-

tracts, gave birth to a fresh bodyof generalrules, tures and commerce. The causes that lead toalaw
wlmther resting on local authority or on that of of transfer, multiply the wealth which forms the
the central government. Family relations, too, interest of transfer. The conditions that lead to,
with the motives to production and accumulation the development of laws of tenure, partnership,

which they supplied, gave risetonew institutions agency, sale. mortgage, insurance, etc., cre;_te
respecting the succession to property, and to the innumerable dealings to which such laws apply.
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The sentiments that clothe themselves tn laws enalfle them to generalize concerning the affairs
relating to family relations and tile succession to and relations of life, and to comprehend the up-
property, are at work within the family, intiuenc- plieation of general principles to particular cases.

.ing parental and conjugal conduct and promot- Political organization must have so far advanced
ing the accumulation of wealth as well as affect- as to supply some sort of judicature and regular
ing its distribution. The action of the comnm- legal process. The moral state of society again
nity throu,_,h its institutions and l_ws, on the one must be such that a majority are willing to refrain
hand, and individual action, on the other hand, from violence and strife when differences arise,

are insepar'tbly connected; and it is by the ira- and to submit them to judicial arbitl',li,_n. On
1)ulse and direction which they give both to the the other hand, the litigious spirit _hi(.h invests
collective action of the community and to per- law aml legal proceedings with much of their
•_oual effort, that the motives comprehended iu popularity at periods of social history, such as the
the phrase ' individual interest' n,akc themselves last four centuries of the nil(idle ages, involves a

-effectual Positive law is, however, only one of survival in an outwardly peaceable form of much
the modes by which society collectively develops of the combativeness, vindictiveness and cunning

its economic career. Both the legal and the eco- which at an earlier stage, when passions _-ere
nomic phases of social progress are closely con- fiercer and more ungovernable, led to bloody
nected with its intellcctual, moral and political fends and cruel stratagems and ambuscades. In
phases. The prosperity of a community depends some of the conditions that make law, in the ju-
mueh loore on its intellectual and moral condition ristic sense, the main intellectual occupation at
thanonthcintensityofthedesireforwealth, often one period of national progress, _fr. Herbert
_t cause of loss to nations as well as individuals. Spencer might find an unexpected illustration of
The nudn foundation of the superiority of modern the general proposilion which his philosophic
_over medimval and ancient society in productive genius has brought to light, that the discovery of
power lies in the direction given by the course of law, in the scientific sense, itself conforms to
socialdevelopment to the modern intelle('t toward scientific law. ]t has already been painted out
•mientific discovery and practical invention; and that positive law embodies a generalization of

could we obtain a key to the laws determining natural relations and u_Jiformities, and i_itmlfsub-
the employment of the intellect of nations, we ject accordingly to regtflar evolution and growth.
.-hould vastly augment our knowledge of the The early legists, judges and legislators who
laws of industrial progress. A. light is thrown clarified and formulated uniformities m the
both otl this problem, and on the relations be- usages and affaim of society were unconsciously
tweeu the legal and the other phases of social making scientific inductions and discovering se-

-(lew_lol)n_ent, by the fact that the positive law quences and co-existencies resulting from natural
.has been the principal subject engrossing the laws of society. The relations and uniformities
mind of all great historical nations during an which engrossed them had all the characteristics
important part of their career. The structure of which, according to _r. Spencer's doctrine, en-
ttte Ati_cni,m courts of law prevented the growth able them to command early attention--urgent

-of a reguhtr jurisprudence, but legal pl'oceedings importance as affecting pel_'sonal interests, con-
c(_n,titut_.d the main occupation of the Alhen- spicuousncss, frequency of occurrence, and
htn citizen's mind from the days of Hesiod to comparative simplicity and concreteness. There
those of Demosthenes. The chief product of is, however, a poinl_ in which, as applied to pos-
the Roman intellect, from the Twelve Tables itive law, :Mr. Spencer's theory of the order in
to the age of the Antonines, was law. In the which relations aregeneralizedand laws of nature

middle ages. Roger Bacon complained that discovered is incomplete; namely, that, as already
the main obstacle to tile progress of I)hysical pointed out, moral and political conditions must
science as of other studies, _as, that law en- be taken into account. This observation extends
grossed all tlle encrgies of the educated class, to a wider problem, of which the direction of the
"In no other country in the world," said Edmund highest intellectual faculties forms a branch, with

Burke, of America, in 1775, "is the law so gem respect to the natural laws determining generally
oral a study. All who read (and most do read) the occupations of national cncrgies and powcrs;
endeavor to obtain a smatte.ring iu that science." a problem which most eminent writers on eco-
It is manifest from this general predominance of nomic science have overlooked. Adam Smith
law during a great stage of social evolution that might at first sight indeed appear to have had
the path of the lmman intellect is determincd not this inquiry in view when in the introduction to
by logical sequence, or the filiation of truths, but the "Wealth of :Nations" he says that one of two
by a combination of conditions, economic, moral main circumstances on which the amount of ha-
and political. There must, first of all, be a sufli- tional wealth depends, is the proportion of the

cleat development of individual property and of population engaged in useful or productive labor;
transactions relating to it, to give importance to the causes governing -ahich he promises to ex-
general rules respecting its ownership and the pound in his sccond book. But his exposition
procedure by which disputes relating to it are de- touches only the surface of the question. The
_ermined. The mental dcvclopment again of at quautity of productive labor, he states, depends

.least a part of the community must be such as to on the amount of capital, and the modes of its
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Cml_loyment. Deeper and more instructive in- lean society is explicable only as the outcome ,If
quiries, such as that into the causes that make a a long evolution in which there has been coati-
.st:tie of society military or industrial, find no nutty as well as change, and over which religion

place in the philosopher's discussion. Whether has throughout exercised a powerful influence.--
a society is mainly industrial or military and Were we to look only at modern production and
therefore mainly productive or unproductive, exchange, industry and commerce, in the narrow-
does not depend on the amount of capital; the est sente, we could clearly trace tile dev,,lopment
amount of capital, on the other hand, largely of modern from mediaeval English econo,ny, even

depends on whether military or commercial ten- where the two systems differ most. The lno¢t
denotes are predominant, and this depends prin- essentially different features may be _dd to be

eipally on moral and political conditions. And the direction of modern trade by individual in-
as the combative spirit of the middle ages helped terest and enterprise, as contrasted with the
Io make law the most engrossing study, so, on the mediaeval reguhttion of law, custom, town corpo-

olher hand, the general predominance of indus- rations and guilds; production on a great scale by
l aial interests and pacific tendencies gives to the large capitals in place of the medimval s 3stem of
modern intellect its ln'evailiiig hent toward phys- small capitals; the predomiml]_ce of towns, man-
ical discovery and invention, the most productive ufaeturcs imd commerce over the country; th(r

departments of national lal)or.--Examl)les of the dissolution of joint hushandry, and the nearly
connection between the economic and legal, and complete disappearance of peasant properties and

the moral anti oilier phases of social development, i farms. The germs of the modern s3'stcm in re-
might be multiplied. It may suffice to add that I. spect of all thcse features are discoverable in the
although the legal enforcement of contracts is one ] later stages of the mcdimval. The growth of the

of the principal requisites of industrial and corn- I spirit of civil and religious liberty discernible it_
mercial progress, it is not until a comparative and : the agc of Wycliffe, led tt) the idea of individual
advanced moral development has been attained liberty in the cconomic sphere also. The bent of
that a true law of contracts is evolved, or could political philosophy was in the same directiol)

lie tolerated. In early society it was not deemed under the influence of the theory of natural law
immoral to break a contract, unless such contract which came down from the middle ages frith the

had been solemnized by religious ceremonies, laws of Rome. Inequalit 3 of capital had begun
IIarold was held bound by a promise to William in the medimval guihls, as a necessary conse-

of Normandy, though given under duress, be(_mse quenee of division of labor, some trades being
he was said to have touched a coffer containing necessarily more lucrative than others, having a
sacred relic_. To have violated an engagement en- wider market, and being carried on upon a greater

tered into with no such solemnity would hardly scale. Even within each guild restrictive regula-
have heen deemed anoffense. It was again because tions could not entirely repress superior indus-
the observance of contracts and the fulfillment of tr3 _, enterprise and thrift, or prevent some of the
trusts were regarded as matters of religious rather membel_ from accumulating greater wealth than
than of either moral or legal obligation, that the others. In foreign commerce especially capztal,
ecclesiastical court alone concerned itself with grew with the grt)wth of navigation, and the size

them generally in tile twelfth century. The and tonnage of ships. The regulations of Eliza-
king's court in Glanvill's time took cognizance of beth's statute of aPl)rcnticeship welt confined,
few contracts, not only because its interposition like those of the medimval guilds and corpora-
in such cases would rarely have been rcmuncra- tions, to boroughs and market towns, anti t¢_
tire, but also because the crown would have old industries, and h,ft free ground elsewhere on

gainod little prestige or popularity by it. The which production could assumelargerdimensions,
economic aspect of a state of society in which so that even before the mechanic:,l invcntmns of
so much depended on religion, and so little on the eighte(,nth century--themselves the nff,pring
morality or law, is illustrated by the statement of a of the direction given hy a long social evolution to
chronicler that the number of monasteries built in mental energy--capital was gaining the ascend-

England during the reign of Henry I. was so great ant, and the small system of production declining.
that ahnost all the laborers in the country became Again, before the sixteenth century, the superior
masons or carpenters. Exaggerated as the state- profit of wool and corn and the unpr(xluctiven(.,,.,;
meat is, it covers the substantial truth that an of joint husbandry had led to extensive ia('lo_ure
immense part of the wealth of England belonged and ttle consolidation of farms. Amlland haws of
to monks, and that abbeys and churches were the medieeval origin complctcd the evolution (tor ev-
main products of the national capital and labor, olution takes at times the shalIe of revolution}

Nor can the economy of our own day be ex- which drove the El_glish rural population to the
plained without reference to mediaeval religion, towns, and made the country the pleasttre ground
Whoever reflects on the number and cost of ecclc- of the rich instead of the hi)me of the pca_uit.
siastical buildings, the great aggregate revenue Such is, in brief, the genesis of modern English
of the clergy, the prodigious sale of rcligious pub- rural, industrial and commercial ceonomy. -- But
lications, and the observance of Sunday and other the student of economic science must bani-h from
sacred holidays, must perceive that the present his mind the idea that it relates only to production

economic structure of both European and Amer- or exchange in the narrow sense, or to the farm,
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the factory and the market, to capitalists, laborers country in question, the national economy is,
and landlords. It is concerned with all the era- throughout, the result of a long history, though
ployments of national faculties and energies, and its later stages have been developed in a new
"with all the conditions, moral, religious, intellec- country. The township, for example, which has
tual and political, affecting the nature, amount played and still plays no insignificant part in the
and partition of national wealth. The political economic structure, is the old Germanic vicus.
constitution, for example--with the bent it gives Had the leading colonies been fmmded by French-
,to the energies both of society at large and of men instead of by Englishmen, or by cavaliers
particular classes, the field of civil and military and high churchmen instead of by republicans

.occupation it creates, the laws of proper|y and and puritans, American economy would to-day
the territorial system it maintains, the expenditure be materially different from what it is. Let it not

_)f public revenueand the fiscal systemit entails-- be forgotten, too, that the discovery of America
forms as essential a part of national economy as was the achievement of mediaeval society, and
the system of husbandry and trade. And the de- that powers of navigation, tim maritime enterprise
ueent of every modern polity from a mediaeval and the process of thought that led to it, were of

,'parentage will not be questioned.- Were further medieval development.*
.evidence needed that modern economy owes its T.E. CLIFFE LESLIE.
-structure to natural history and a long ew)lution,
and that individual interest itself, of which alone HOLLAND. (See NETmSRLA_VS.)
the deductive economist takes account, is mould-
_ed and fashioned by social antecedents and sue- HOLY ALLIANCE. (See ALLrA_CE, Tm_.

roundings, political, legal, moral, religions and HOL_'.)
.intellectual as well as industrial, the economic

position of women must complete the chain of HOMESTEAD AND EXEMPTION LAWS.
proof. A pas_ge in the "Wealth of Nations" The homestead may be defined as thc house and

indeed makes it plain that Adam Si_ith did not land connected therewith, which forms the im-
_attempt to apply to women the fundamental prin- mediate residence of a family. The provisions of
.ciple of his system, that "the natural effort of law by which homesteads are secured beyond
every individual to better his own condition, when reach of creditors or legal liabilities on the part
suffered to exert itself with freedom and secur- of their owners, are wholly of modern growth.
ity" is the source of national wealth and pros- Fifty years ago no such exemption existed in any
perity. In the only passage in which the phi- state. By the common law of England, fre-
losopher alludes to women, he says: "They are quently held judicially to govern this country,
taught what their parents or guardians judge it not only could all the property, real and personal,
may be necessary or useful for them to learn, and of a debtor be seized to satisfy creditors, but the
they are taught nothing else. Every part of their legal monstrosity which merged the wife in the
education tends evidently either to improve the husband, seized the homestead belonging to the

natural attractions of their person, or to form wife, though bought by her own money, and sold
their minds to modesty, to chastity and to econ the roof frum over her head to satisfy claims

_omy, to render them likely to become the mis- caused by the folly or improvidence of her hus-
tre._ses of a family and to behave properly when band. The distress and hardship widely conse-

they have become such." It has been justly said quent upon this stripping of families of all their
that when Adam Smith spoke of "the desire of possessions for debt, and reducing to penury

•every individual to better his own condition," wives innocent of any wrong, together with the
he had only the half of society denoted by the steady growth of principles of legal reform, led
masculine pronoun in view, lie meant only what to the enactment of the first homestead laws.
he elsewhere says, "the natural effort of every These laws enacted by some states antedated by
man." Yet he has in the single passage in which more than twenty years the homestead law of the
women are alluded to, pointed to a class of inter- United States (May 20, 1862), securing to actual

eats on which both the form and the stability of settlers on the public lands 160 acres each. -- This
the economic structure of every society chiefly free homestead law of the United States has
rest, the family affections and motives. It is proved one of the most beneficent as well as suc-
these interests, not those which have personal gain cessful measures ever adopted in any country. It
for their object, that have everywhere done most to has opened to immediate settlement millions of
foster accumulation and to create durable wealth, acres of the public domain which would other-
The corner stone of the market itself is ihe old his- wise have remained a wilderness for years. It
torical institution, the family. In the very court- has drawn to America millions of wealth-pro-
try in which lJecuniary interest is supposed to be dueing citizens, who without the attraction of free
strongest, and commercial principles to actuate land would never have emigrated, and it has

human conduct most commerce would shrink greatly enhanced the value of the remaining pub-
into insignificant proportions were every man--to
say nothing of woman--to seek only to better his * This wM, we believe, the laBt literary production of itsrarely gifted, highly distinguished and widely lamented
_wn condition, and not to concern himself about author. It was received about three or four weeks before
_hat of his family. In the United States, the hie too early death. J.J.L., ED.
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lic lands, thus directly enriching the treamry of fixed to the value of the homestead, which may
the government. The free hom_tead law, though embracc 40 to 200 acres in the country (the former
long agitated and several times passed by the house in Michigan, the latter in Texas), or from one-
of representatives, was not finally enacted till the fourth of an acre to one acre, with improvements
._econd year of the civil war. tRey. Stat., sees. thereon, in a city or village. --In the thirty-three
2289-2317.) By its provisions any citizen, or ap- states which protect the homestead from forced

plieant for citizenship, over twenty-one years of sale for payment of debts, there L_usually a pro-
,_e, may enter upon 160 acres of any unappro- viso excepting contracts made for the purchase
.,_Ltedpublielandsgraded at $1.25 peracre, or of the homestead, or mechanics' liens there-

:_L)acres of such lands vahmd at $2. 50 per acre by on, or taxes, or debts due for the personal
_he government, on payment of the nominal fee property itself which is the subject of exemp-
_f $5 to $10. After five years' actual residence on lion. These minor exemptions of personal prop-
the land, a patent therefor is issued to the settler crty from sale or execution for debt are found
hy the general land office at Washington. This in the statute book of every state and territory in
patent is a valid title from the United States. If the Union. They also vary greatly in the amount
the settler wishes to complete his title before the and value of property exempted, from $100 to
five years, with a view to sell or remove, he can $1,000 money value, while some states protect the
do so only by payment to the United States of tbe means of living of the debtor's family by exempt-
valuation price of the land. No individual is ing from seizure not only clothing and necessary
permitted to acquire more than 160 acres under furniture, lint tools, farming uteusils, sewin_g
the homestead act, but there is no limit to the machines, domestic animals, professional libraries
quantity which may be purchased by individuals, and instruments, provisions, and even stock in
There is a proviso in thc law (modeled upon the trade. -- The beneficent object of home_tcad cx-
exemption laws of the states), that no lands ac- emption laws, like that of many other hberal
quired under the provisi<)ns of the homestead act social or legal provisions, has been much perverted
shall be liable for any debts of the settler con- in some states by loose legislation and by still
traeted before the issuing of the patent for his looser judicial construction. It results that in
homestead --The principle upon which home- some cases not only the needful shelter and imme-

stead exemption laws rest, is claimed to be the diate provision for family w.ults have been ex.
,[ieulte of enlightened public policy. Their intent eml)tcd , but nearly all the property of the debtm"
us to secure to every householder the possession of has been sequestered from liahility for his debts.
a permanent home. Although in most of the In Ir)wa or _,'isconsin a rich debtor might legally
_tates their immunities are limited to the heads of reserve a l)rivatc palace worth hundrcdu of thou-
families, there is no uniform provision to that sands of dollars, if located in a city, claiming it

effect. The spirit of most of the laws aims at to be exempt from forced sale as his homestead.
guarding the home from alienation through the Some state laws go the length even of prohibiting
improvidence or misfortune of the head of tim the alienation or mortgage of the homestead l)y tile
family, and it is held to be the interest of the state, head of the family, unless the wife joins in the
as a nmtter of public policy, to secure to each deed. These restraints upon alienation have pro-
citizen so much of independence as is involved duced a plentiful crop of frauds, and have led to
in the possession of a homestead. Said Senator much litigation. In Illinois the legislature enact-
Be_ton: "The freeholder is the natural supporter ed that no release of the homestead should be valid
of a free government. Tenantry is unfavorable to unle_ subscribed by the householder and his wife,
freedom. The tenant lmsin fact no country, no if he had one. After this much nloney w_s
hearth, no domestic altar, no household god. It loaned on homesteads upon mortgages, iu the or-
should be the policy of republics to multiply their dinary form, signed by husband and wife, with
freeholders." The republic of Texas," in 1839, the usual full covenant of warranty. But the
enacted the first American homestead law. In supreme court of Illinois decided that these mort-
1849 Vermont passed a homestead act, and there- gages were invalid, because the right of home-

after this provision rapidly became the policy of stead had not been express]y mentioned in them,
nearly all the states. In fifteen states homestead although conveying in terms every claim, interest
exemption L_a part of the constitution; in others and estate, whether at law or in equity. Thus
it is provided for by legal enactment. The only the fraudulent debtor was allowed to keep both
states which have no exemption of the homestead the money and tbe homestead upon which it was
from execution for debt, are Connecticut, Dela- borrowed; and the same doctrine has been judi-

ware, Maryland, Oregon, and Rhode Island. In cially declaredin Massachusetts and in Tennc._ee..

Pennsylvania, however, the only exemption from In several stales the courts have hcld that a widow
liability is of property, either real or personal, to takes a homestead in addition to her d_)wer. The
the value of $300, In states which have home- supreme court of Louisiana has held that a mort-
stead exemptions, the variations are very great as gage upon a homestead can not be enforced be-
to the value of the real estate, exempted, runnin: i cause tile law declares it exempt from seizure and

from a minimum of $,500 in Maine, l_Tew Hamp- [ sale. It results that the owner of such property
shil_e and Vermont up to $5,000 in California and may sell it free from the mortgage he has imposed

Nevada. In ether states, again, there is no limit ] upon it. This judicial construction goes on the
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principle which has led some coui-ts to hold that with property interests can not be too careful in

the engagement of a debtor, in contracting a debt, guarding against contingencies which may arise
not to avail himself of the benefit of the exemp- to affect their rights. The table below summar-

tion laws, is void as against public policy, upon izes the legal or constitutional provisions in force

the same principle which avoids a usurious con- in 1882, exempting real and personal property

• ract. _ Among the many discordant decisions of from liability for debt, in all the states and terri-

judicial tribunals, it is evident that those dealing tortes. A.R. SPOFFOZtD.

HOMESTEAD AND OTHER PROPERTY EXEMPTIONS.

(Compiled from the Revised Statutes and Session Laws of the several States and Territoriea.)

STATES. Real Estate Exemption• Personal Property Exemption.

Alabanm ......................... 160 acres with house in country, or lot and To amount of _t,000.
dw,lling to value of $2,0_0 in ezty.

Arkansas ........................ 160 acres m countr,', or city lot with lm To amount of $200 and clothing, ff unmar-
provements to value of $2,500. rled; or $5t_) and clothing, to heads of

families.
California ........................ Homestead to value of $5,0_0, to heads of $200 worth of fun)iture, and a multitude

families, or $1,0_0 to single person_, of special articles.
Colorado ......................... Homestt.ad not over $2,000 m value. Furniture $10v, stock in trade to amount

of $200, and various articles.
Connecticut ...................... _o real estate exemption. Furniture and clothing to amount of $200;

llhrary _500,and many apse,tic arlmles.
Delaware ......................... No real estate exemption. Household good_ $'200 in Newca_,tle (2).;

$150 m Kent Co ; ,_earing apparel,
tools, and library in whole state worti_

to $75.
Florida ........................... 160 acres of land in country, o_ 51 acre and To amount of $I.000.

remdence in town.
Georgia .......................... Real e_tate or personalty to the value of Real estate or personalty to the value of

$L_O. Sl,_.
Illinois .......................... Residence worth $1,000 to a householder Clothtug, and $I00 worth of other property:

with family. _)00 more when debtor is headot a
family.

Indiana .......................... To each householder $600 real or personal, Property real or personal to the amount of
or both. $600.

Iowa ............................. ! 40acres in country, or _ acre with house $_00 furniture, also clothing, tooD, farm
in town: value no: limited, ammala, etc. $1,200 printing t)rc_a

I and type for printer.
Kansas ........................... i 160 acres in country, or I acre w_th im $.5{)0 furmtnre, library,, clothing, too}_.

prnvement, in town: value not lira- farm animals, _ farming uteusils.
lied. $400 stock in trade.

Kentucky ........................ Land _tth dwelling to value of $1,000, to $100 furniture, clothing and domestic am
a householder, male.

Louisiana ........................ ltomeatead and personal property limited Homestead and personal property limited
to $2,0(D. to _,000.

Maine ........................... I Land and dwelling, value of _500, to a f_O furniture. $I50 library. $300 farm am-
householder, male, clothing, tools, etc.

Maryland ....................... No real estate exempted. Ne¢.e_sary t(mls, apparel, book_, etc., and
, StO0 other properly.

Ma._,achusetts ................... ' Homestead to value of $800 to huusehold $100 furniture, Sr_} library, clothing, farm
era having faradise, animals, stock and materials. $100.

Michigan ......................... 40 acres m country, or city lot and rest- $250 furniture, $254} stock m trade, $150
dance to value st $1,54)0. books, farm animals and minor ar

titles.

Minnesota ........................ ]80 acres and dwelling m country, or Jot $500 furnitnre, $400 tools or stock in trade,
and house m town. " $300 farming utensils, library, cloth-

lug.
Mississippi ....................... 80 acres m country or $2 000town proper- Furniture $100; to residents of c]tic_s and

ty, mc uding home_tead, tov*ns $250.
Missouri ......................... 160 acres, worth $1.560 in country, or Furniture SJ00. provisions $100, domestm

buildings in city to valne of $1,5{}0 to animal_ $150; or. in lien of all specl
$3 000. fled, $300 net exemptions.

Nebraska ........................ Homestead not exceed ng $2,000in value $500 exc_npted when no real c_tatc 1_
owned.

Nevada .......................... A homestead not exceeding $5,000 m Farmture $100; farmers" utensi}_ "r_aN:value, mining outfit $g.CJ; domestic anmla _.
etc.

New Hampshire .................. Homestead worth $,500, or so much thereof $100 furniture, $ff)0 m librarv, $100 in tools,
as does not exceed in value $5_D. $50 fuel and provisions', clothin_, (l,)-

mestic animals.
New Jersey ...................... Homestead to amount of $1,600 to house- To amount of $200, and clothing.

holder.
New York ....................... Homestead to value of $1,000 to house- $_50 m furmture, mechanic_' tools, instru

holders, merits, hbrary, etc.
North Carolina ................... Homestead to value of $1,0_0 to occupant To value of $500.

of an estate.
Ohio .............................. To amount of $1,0_0 to heads of families Clothing. furntture_ tools, etc., and $500

only. additional exemption if no real e_tate
is owned.

Oregon .......................... No real estate exemption. $800 furniture, $100 clothing, or $50 for

each member of family, _0 tools, etc.,
farm animals.

Pennsylvania ..................... Property, either real or personal, to the $300 value of property, either real or pcr-
] xalue of $300. sonal, besides wearing apparel .

Rhode Island .................... _No real estate exemption. Clothing $300, furniture $_0, tools, etc.
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- _I'ATF*S. Real Estate Exemption. Ii_ Per_ona] Property Exemptlon
South Carolina .................. Homestead worth $1,000. '(Furniture tic value of $.5(X)
'l'_,nne_see ....................... I Homestead worth $1,000. }Clotlliug, 'fa_'niture, and a Ifmg catalogue

I ,)1 miscellaneo us ar t icics.ITexas ............................ 200 acres with h( use In nmlyltry, or .or _ farnllnre, clothing, tools domestic
worth $5,000. and residence in town. to # animals, and one year's pro_ talons.
a family

Vermont ......................... Homestead worth _500, to any houqe- Clothing, furmture, farm ammals, and
keeper. I _undry stx_res. _50 in teams, $200 pro-

! ft.-._renal hbrary.
Vir,dnia .......................... $2,000 in real or personal property to head ' Clothing, furniture, I brarv, d )mt._t c ant-

of a family. ] reals be.-ide8 $2 000 re_l or peruonal.
V,'t_t Virginia .................... Homestead worth $I,000 to head of a ram- Permmal t_tate not exceeding $200 in

ily. I _1 lue
Wisconsin ....................... 40 acres with house in country, or house i $_q0 furniture, farm animals. $.50 farm

and _ acre in town. tools, $200 mechanics' tools $200 pro-
[ I fe_sional library

TERRITORIES. I "Arizona .......................... Homestead to value of $5,000 $600 furniture, and many specific sl tiele8.
Dakota ........................... Homestead n country, 160 acres; in town, ' Any good_ or money Is amount of $1,500.

I acre; no limit as to vah|e.
District of Columbia ............. No realestate exemption. [ Clothing, furniture, etc., to value of $300;

tnerchant_.' stock or mechanic't, tools
_,L_)0. family ltbrary $4(X), and other
urtich'Q.

Idaho ............................ Homestead not exceeding $.500 it| value. Furmture $200, farm utensll_ $300: nle-
ebanic_' toob, 2_), and mat]3 _peciflC
articles.

3lontaua ......................... In country, 150 acres; in town, _" acre, Clothing furmture$lOO, dome_ttc animals,
value hmited to $'_,.500. farm ut.en_ils $OK_, et_.

Sew Mexico ..................... Real t_tate ix) ",aiue of $1,000. Clothing, tools, anti a few neecs_try ar-
[ ticles.

Utah ............................. IIomestead to value of $1,000 to head of Furniture $100. clothing, tools, domestic
ihmih', with $2,50 additional ior each I animals, etc.
lnem])er.

Washin_on ...................... ttomestead to value of $1,000 to head of $150 furniture, clothing domestic animal*,
family. ! $500 t_)ls and materials etc

Wyomiug ........................ l=/ome_,tesd to value of $1,500 to each head ! CIothm,..,. _1() furniture, _300 tools or pro-
of family, fes_,ional hbrary.

HON]I)URAS is one of the five republics of cntte, or more than eight timestt_e estimated total
Central America. Its area is calculated to em- receipts of the government. The state of per-
brace 39,600 English square miles, with a popula- petual agitation in which these little relmbitcs
tion of 250,000 souls, consisting principally of exist is due to the imperfect condition of their
Indi'_ns and half-breeds, Both area and popula- military force. Public instruction is entirely in
lion are only estimated. The state of Honduras, the hands of the clergy. The h)wer classes are
which, after its separation from Spain, at once ahnost utterly devoid of edueation. The total
became part of the confederation of Central value of the exports of Honduras. which consist
America, h)gether with Guatemala, San Salvador, chiefly of mahogany, hides, tobacco, cattle and
Niea,agua and Costa Rica, is bounded on the in(ligt), is e_timated at al)out $1,000.000. The
noah and east hy the Caribbean sea, on the west imports comprise cotton goods, silk and hardware.
and south by Guatemala and San Salvador, and The resources of the country are at present
on the southwest by San Salvador. Its political wholly undeveloped. Comayagtm, the capital of
organization is the same as that of most of the the state, has a popuhuitm of 10,000, but most
American rel)ublics. The executive power is of the import trade is carried on in the sea-
vested in a president, elected for four years (con- port towas of Omoa and Trujilh) on tl_c Allan-
siltation of 1865), aided by acouneil of state com- tic coast, and Am'q)ala on the Pacific. Here, as
posed of two ministers, appointed by the presi- in the other parts of Central Amerw+t, the corn-
dent, one senator, elected by both houses of meres is almost entirely in the hand,_ of the Eng-
cougq'css, and the judge of the supreme court. I lish.--British Honduras has an area of 13.,500
Thelegi_htive powerisdivided betweenachamber English square miles. Its population, according
of deputies composed of fourteen meml)ers, and a to the latest census rcturns, is 24,710. In 1869
senate eon_istingof seven members. -- The public the public revenue was $1_3,150, and the ex
revenue of Honduras in recent years is valued at penditures amotmled Is $152,020. In the same
about $388,000, about one.third derived from year its imports were wdued at $755,945, and its
customs duties, and another third from the gov- exports at $_75,165. These tigress are lower
eminent monopoly of the sale of aguardiente, or than those of the fifteen years previous. The
nativerum. Attheendof1876theforeigndebtof value of the eolony's commerce seems to be
llondur_t,_amounted tea total of $29,950,540. It steadily diminishing, although the tonnage of the
consists of three loans. The interest in arrear in ves,+els entering and leaving its ports remains
!875was$6,150,8_). Ifpaid, theinterestandsink-_ almost the same. In 1869 the iot:d c:tpataty of
mg fund of the three loans would amount to an all the vessels entering anti (let)artinz from its
annual charge of $;'1,478,500 on the public rev- ports amounted to 58,116 tons.- B_niaoc,_._P_.
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Fr6be}, 8even Years' Trarel in Central America, cause of labor, and they were told that the em-
LondoI,, 1853; Marr, Rei_e 7_ch (/e_tral America, ployed would be always vanquished unless tile
Hamburg, 1863; Pelle!ier, lloJ_durc_ et _s ports, laborers of different countries were not only ready
Documents o_ciels sur le therein de fer interoc6- to unite, but were also prepared to make some
,a_/que, Paris, 1869; Reichardt, Centro-Americ_c, sacrifices for the common cause. In spite, how-
Brunswick, 1851; Scherzer, WaT_derunge_ dutch ever, of all these efforts the manufacturers ob-
<lie mittel_merikaMsclwn Freistaaten 2Vicaragua, rained a considerable number of continental

l[o_,duras t_Tul ,_1, Salvador, Brunswick, 1857; workmen. After their arrival, however, not a
Squier, IIo_lduras, descg'iptive, historical al_d statis- single moment was lost in bringing every pos-
4teal, London, 1870. A.D.H. sible kind of pressure to bear upon them to

induce them to return. Occasionally the pres-
HOSTAGE. We consider the practice of sure assumed the form of threats of violence to

taking or offering hostages as barbarous, unwor- any who might continue to work. Such threats,

thy of civilized nations. This practice is estab- however, were exceptional; it was generally
4ished only because little faith can be placed in found that after the exact position of affairs had

the promises of rude men, who do not think been explained to these foreign workmen, there
themselves bound to conquer their passions, in was little difficulty in inducing them to return to
.order to keep their promises. Therefore the their own countries if they were provided with

necessity of legitimate defense may excuse, in a the requisite funds. The funds required for this
,certain degree, the demand for hostages in savage purpose were promptly procured by subscriptions
.countries, especially if the hostage is chief of a raised among the artisans in every importantcen-
tribe, or one of his relatives, and even in this tre of English industry. Inconsequence of these
.case the hostage will be rather an incumbrance exertions the manufaeturersgraduallybecamecon-
'than a guaranty. It is nevertheless to be feared vinced that it washopelcss for them toexpect to
,that this practice will not be easily suppressed in keep their works open by substituting foreign for
time of war, and that it will be the more fre- English labor. The alternative, therefore, which
,quently applied, the more enraged the combatants, was presented to them was, either to suspend busi-
_Passion is the counselor of bad faith on one side, ness or to grant the demt,nds of those whom
<muses the demand for hostages on the other, and they employed. The adoption of the former
_mfortunately nmkes the innocent frequently suf- course involved many formidable difficulties. It
fer for the guilty. (See Vattel, book ii., chap. has been often remarked, that workmen, in the
xvi., § 245.) M.B. disputes which they have had with their em

ployers, have very generally shown themselves to
HOURS OF LABOR, Regulation of, by be extremely bad tacticians. They have gen-

the State. Early in August, 1871, the engineers erally struck work in order to resist a decline in

of Newcastle, England, formally put forward the wages consequent upon dull trade. But when
demand tim! a day's work should consist of nine trade is dull the victory of the employer is almost
lmurs. Timmasters refused toyield. The work- insured, for at such a period it costs him little--
men thereupon carried out their threat to desist in fact, it is often a positive advantage to him
from work; and a general strike ensued. A1- --temporarily to suspend his business. But,
though efforts at conciliation were repeatedly whether from accident or design, the Newcastle
made, the dispute continued to rage fiercely for workmen commenced the nine hours movement
many weeks. Various persons offered them. at tim ve_T time above all others when they were
1selves as mediators, in the hope of suggesting most likely to obtain success. The engineering
some compromise. But compromise after com- trade was in a state of unprecedented activity

promise was unceremoniously rejected by the and prosperity; unusually large profits were being
masters. Many circumstances combined to a.rouse realized, and the order book of every manufac-
strongand angry feelings. At the outset a bitter turer was filled with lucrative contracts. Vie-

personal enmity had been excited by the work- tolT, therefore, was virtually insured to the era-
men being told that the masters would not hold ployed when they deprivexl the employer of an

interviews with them, but that they must have adequate supply of labor; for he had the strongest
their views represented by some legal adviser, possible inducement not to curtail, much less to
Still more angry passions were aroused when the suspend, his business at a time when it was e.x-

snanufacturers attempted to replace the labor ceptionally profitable, and when the non-fulfill
of which they had been deprived, by the impor- merit of extensive contracts would render him

ration of foreign workmen. Agents were dis- liable to extremely onerous fines. After astrug-
patched to Belgium, Germany and other places to gle, which was prolonged for fourteen weSks, the
engage at remunerative wages artisans who had masters were compelled to succumb; and the de-

been accustomed to engineelingwork. The Eng- mands pnt forward by the workmen were fully
lish workmen, on their shle, put forth equally conceded to them. Nosoonerwvastheninehoms

strenuous efforts to check this importation of movement successful in the engineering trade at
labor. Strong appeals, based on interna¢ional Newcastle, than similar demands were immedi-

principles, were addressed to the continental ately put forward by workmen engagedin agreat

workmen; the)" were entreated to be loyal to the variety of trades in different parts of the country.
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The battle having been'once fairly fought out, different circumstances of various employments;
employers very generally adopted the wise and and that it is not proposed to fix an absolute limit
prudent conclusion that it was far better not to of nine hours to the day's work, but simply to
renew the contest. It therefore came to pas_ enact that all work done beyond this shall count
that in a few weeks, throughout no inconsidcr- as over-time, and be liberally paid for accord-
able portion of the industry of England; the prin- ingly. With regard to the first of these pleas it
ciple obtained practical recognition that nine is sufficient to remark that it would be necessary
hours wasto be considered a day's work.-- I have for legislatur_ to acquire an amount of admin-
thought it important to give this description of istrative skill which they have never before shown
the nine hours movement in order to show that any signsof possessing, in order to frame a meas-
in the course of a few weeks the workmen, on- ure which, while making proper allowance for
tirely relying on their own efforts, and without the varying circumstances of different trades,
any resort to state intervention, secured a valu- would fix an appropriate limit to the day's work
able concession for themselves, and introduceda in each particular branch of industry. The sec-
most important social and economic reform, ond plea, however, is that upon which the advo.
Having thus seen what was done without resort- cares of a law for shortening the hours of labor
ing to the state, let us proceed to inquire whether chiefly rest their case. During the ngimtion that
the workmen would have secured that which then took place throughout the country in favor
they desired more promptly and more efficiently of the nine hours movement, it was made per-
if, instead of relying on their own efforts, and fectly clear that those who advocatedtbeshorten-
theirown powers of organization, they had rested ing of the day's work did not contemplate the
their hopes on state intervention. If the latter passing of any enactment to forbid a m,m work-
,course had been adopted, I think there would be ing beyond a specified time. It was evident that
no difficulty in showing that the shortening of the such a hlw would have bccn strongly resisted by
hours of labor might have been either indefinitely the workmen who favored the niIle hours move°
postponed or might have been so prematurely meat. At Newcastle and other places they al-

and inconsiderately introduced that confusion ways showed great anxiety to secure a recogni-
would have been created, and more evil than lion of the principle theft over-time was to bepaid
good resulted. If the workmen throughout the for upon a liberal scale. It certainly, however,

collntry should have united they would at once seems to me theft in thus sanctioning over-time,
have secured a predominance of power in the every argumentwhich might b_.'adwLnccd in favor
le._slature. Let it be supposed that having of regulating the hours of labor by state inter-
gained this predominance they at once passed a yen!ion falls to the ground. The law might be so

law applying the nine hours principle to every easily evaded and ignored, that it would soon be
_mployment throughout England. Such legis- regarded as a useless and ridiculous farce. Sup-
lative interference constituted a part of the pose, for instance, the legislature should say that
programme of the international; and as there in a certain trade, such a._ building, a day's work

is r'cason to believe that many who are gen- should consist of only nine hours. :Ealploycrs
erally opposed to the doctrines of socialism and operatives who desired tocontinue work for a
would support such a demand, the subject is longer time would not have the slightest difficulty
evidently one of great practical importance.-- in doing so. They would simply have to con-

It w_ll scarcely be denied by any one who sidereachhourbeyond thespecified periodasover-
has practical knowledge of trade, that various time, and the law would conseque_lt]y be as com-
employmentsdiffersogrcatlyin the circumstances pletely inoperative as if it had never been pas_ed.
and conditions upon which they are carried on, --It may, however, be said, that the argument
that the general application of a rigid rule as to just advanced restson the assumption that the cm-
the length of a day's work would produce the ploycd are willing to wm'k over-time, whereas it
most inconvenient and incongruous results. Some may be maintained that a law is needed for the
kinds of labor are, for iustanee, far more exhaust- protection of those who are coerced to work for
ins and injurious to health than others. Six an excessive number of hours. In the first place,

hours spent in an imperfectly ventilated mine there are many reasons which may make us feel

probably involve a greater amount of fatigue, incredulous about such coercion being resorted tG;
a_M cause a greater strain upon the constitution, in the second place, it may be maintained that if
tlnLn ten hours passed in some out-door occupa, workmen are thus coerced it is their own fanl:,
!ion, or in some delicate and skilled handicraft, because it has been frequently shown that they

Then again, in an industry such as agriculture, a are perfectly well able to offer successful resist-
day's work can not exceed a certain number of ance if they choose to do so. It is impossible to

hours during the winter, whereas du_ng a few have a more striking illustration of the power
.weeks in the summer or autumn, when the harvest possessed by the workmen than is afforded by the
ts gathered in, a considerable portion of the crop completeness of the triumph which they obtained
would often be lost if men were legally prohibited at l_*ewcastle. Sometimes, however, it is urged
from Working more than nine hours a day. In that Mthough workmen can not be forced to tabor
answer to these objections, it will probably be for an excessive number of hours, if they are
urged that the legislature might provide for the resolutely resolved not to do so, yet it is main-
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rained that there are some workmen who do not to do as he has done. It never seems to _ril, c

know what is good for themselves and their class; him that there can be any tyranny in resorting to
and that there are others who, if they do know state intervention; he, on the contrary, would
it, have not the courage to act in a manner which think it was the most exalted kind of benevolence
is right. Consequently, state intervention is to force people to do that which he believes i_
needed for those who are thus weak aml erring, certain to.prove beneficial tothem. Ideas exactly
This is the old story; this is, in fact, what state analogous to the_ prompted the most cruel relig-
interference generally comes to. Certain persons ious persecutions of the middle ages. Those wlm
arrogate to themselves infallibility of judgment-- persecuted were very confident that they km,w
assume that they know the precise eom_se which which was the road that led to heaven. If tiwy
ought to be adopted, and the exact thing which observed people persisLently straying away, it
ought to bedoue by every hnmanbeing; they con- seemed that it was justifiable to resort to any
sequently appetil to the stale to give them the means to force them back into the right path
power to make each individual conform his life Bodily tormcmts were not worth considering when
to the pattern which has been chosen by their it was a question between eternal happinem and
faultless judgment. If these doctrines are sane- eternal perdition. Such sentiments as the_-e are
tioned, and if these demands arc conceded, indi- not extinct; they have, in fact, lost little of their
vidual liberty anti freedom of action will cease to former vitality; they are constantly coming into
exist, and we shall have to submit to a thralldom activity in other forms and other aspects. .ks it

more galling and more degrading than the worst has been in the past, so will it probably be in the
form of political despotism. It will be impossible future. Individual liberty will be constantly
to foresee from day to day what we shall each one subject to attacks from various phases of fanati-
of us in prlwtte life be permitted to do and what cGm. We have not only to be on our guard
we shall not be permitted to do. The state is not against extreme socialists, bnt similar danger,_mav
unfrequently spoken of as if it were a receptacle any day be brought upon us by well-intentioned
of the most perfect justice, the noblest betJevo- philanthropists and mistaken enthusiasts. If it
lence, the most far-seeing sagacity, anti the highest is urged that a man who is willing to work for
wisdom. The state, however, even in a country ten or eleven hours a day should be permztted to

whicli possesses representative institutions, instead do so, it wilt be thought sufficient to say in reply
of being endowed with all these qualities of super- that it is evident such a man does not kl|ow wh;tt
human excellence, embodies nothing more than is good for himself, and that others who do knt_w
the fluctuating and shifting opini,)ns which are are performing an act of kindne_ if they debar
heht by the majority of a majority of the con- him from pursuing a course which will prove
stituencies. The legislature can not have an)" injurious to him. If private life is to be thus
claim to the possession of an amount of collective interfered with, where is such interference to
wisdom which enables it to form an unerring cad? Analogous reasoning would lead to the
judgment as to the mode of life which ought to conclusion that tile state should decree the
be followed by each individual. It can. in f, mt, quantity of food and drink which a man shouhl
scarcely be denied that law-making is carried on consume, the number of hours that he should be
by persons who have not a greater amount of vir- permitted to study, and the amount of exercise
tue, sagacity and wisdom than ordinarily falls to he should lie allowed to take. Other forms of
the lot of the average of their fellow-enuntrymen, excess may be as injurious as over-work, and if it

Those. therefore, who are constantly appealing to is right for the stale to protect people against an
tbe state to meddle in the affai2_ of private life, undue anmunt of labor, might it not be legitimate
seem to forget that the carrying out of this policy to protect them against the evils resulting from
virtually obliges people to surrender their free- undue eating and drinking, from over-fatigue and
dora of action to a predominant, majority, which over study.--It is, however, probable that motives
can not be expected to possess higher qualities very different from these actuate many wbo most
than the units of which it is made up.-- It is nec- earnestly appeal to the state to impose a legal limit
essary toconsider tile subject from this point of upon the day's work. This particular movement

view, in order adequately to appreciate the injus- may be, to a great extent, regarded as a revival of
lice which would be sanctioned if a htw were the old fallacy that the wages of labor can be
passed fixing the length of the day's work, and if regulated by law. Signs are not wanting to show
many other demands for state interference were that the c_pinion widely prevails, although it i_
conceded which are now heing pressed with such rarelydistinctly avowed, that if a law were pa_s[.,l
frequency and urgency. Those who thus propose reducing the day's work from ten homz to nine
to enlarge the scope of state intervention are no hours, asmuch wouldultimatelybepaidforni_e:_"

doubt very confident in the belief that they know for ten hours'labor. If, however, thisshould pro_,'
what is right, and they wish to call in the power to be the case, then it would appear that the ._tatc
of the law to coerce people into right doing. A has the tn)wer to regulate the remuneration of
teetotaller finds that he has derived great advan, laber; it would consequently follow that wag('s
rage from abslaining from all alcoholic drinks; depend upon legal enactments, and are not regw
and in older that others may partfcipate in the lated by the recognized principles of economic
udvantage, he would like to see every one forced science. I nlmll not attempt to argue the case by
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referring to such well known facts as that the trade are too long to secure the maximum of in-
English parliament for centuries tried to control dustrial eflictency. But tile point on which I
the wages of labor, and that all the numberless particularly desire to insist is this: Are not file
statutes that were passed to effect this object sig- circumstances peculiar to each trade best known
nally failed. :Neither shall I refer to the gen- to th_e who are engaged in it, and are they not.
_.ral principles of p_litical economy to estahlish consequently, in a far better position to judge of
tile conclusion that the wages of labor can not be the number of hours of labor appropriate to it !hun
,oz_trolled bythestate. Such reasoning would not, the heterogeneous assembly called tile state?--It
m al_y way, affect the opinions of those who are must be also borne in mind that a grave risk is
m_Jst strong]yin favor of the hours of labor being always associated with legislative interference
Lcgulatcd by the state. According to their views with trade; it is simply aquestion of taking some-
the interposition of the state in this matter in- thing from thepockets of the employer and adding
volves very different consequences, and is to be it to the wages of the employed; unwise and mis.
defended by very different arguments from any directed meddling on the part of the state may so
attempt which m_ty be made to fix the rate of much impede industrial development as to bring

wages by act of parli_Lment. The following may ruin upon a trade, and thus masters and men will
be considered ,t correct description of the opinions be inw>lvcd in a common disaster. Formerly
which are widely held on this subject. It is _ch country was, in its industrial position, far
maintained that in many employments the day's more isolated from its neighbors than at the

work is a great deal too long, the strain upon the present lime. Inferior means of communication
constitution is too severe, and physical s_rength and prohibitory tariffs powerfully i,npcded corn-
is so much exhausted that a man is unable to mereial intercourse. As commercial relations be.

labor lmrd dm'ing the whole time he is at work. twecn different countries h'Lve extended, a keen
It is therefore urged, that if tim day's labor were and closely contested competition has arisen be-
._l,orleJJed, as much or even more work wou)d be twecn them in various branches of industry. The
_lonc in the shorter as in the longer period; era- competition is, iu fact, frequently so close that _

ployers would, consequently, be able to pay at country may often lose a trade if it is hampered
least as much for a day's work after its length had with legislative restrictions which are not imposed
been thus shortened. Many facts can, no doubt, upon it in other countries. At the present time
be adduced in support of this opinion. It can it is difficult in many branchesof industry for the
s<.arccly be denied that in some employments the English manufacturer to compete with the for-
tmm.s of labor are habitually too long. Some ciguer even in English markets. England can

cry striking examples can be quoted to show now scarcely hold her own in some tradesin which
that the shortening of the hours of labor confers she once had ahnost undisputed supremacy.
_t most important advantage both upon employers When railways were first introduced, nearly eve-
and employed. More work is done in less time, ry locomotive engine throughout Europe was of
mid thegreater productiveness which is thus given English manufacture. Not only do many con-

to labor enables not only the wages of the work- tinental countries now make their own engines,
man but also the profits "of the employer to be butit occasionally happens that foreign engines
incre:_sed. -- Among many remarkable examples are to he found on English railways. There are,
of the truth of this sU_tement, it will be suffi- no doubt, many trades in the position just de-
cleat to refer to one case which is mentioned scribed; but when this is the case, it is obvious

by Mr. Macdonnel], in his "Survey of Political that a country may notonly be driven from a for-
Economy." He states, on the authority of M. cign market, but may also find it impossible to
Chevalier, that a manufacturer employing 4,000 retain a satisfactory position in the home market
hands reduced his spinners' time half au hour per if restrictions are imposed upon her which either
_lay, and that this reduction, contrary to all ex- interfere with industrial efficiency, or artificially
pc.ctation, was accompanied by an increase in iucrease thecost of production. It must be pcr-
prr_duetion of one-twenty.fourth. An admission fectly obvious that the length of the day's work

that this fact is typical of what would generally may be unduly reduced; in fact, the reduction
take place if the hours of labor were shortened, may be carried so far as most _eriously to impede
wt_uhl undoubtedly afford a powerfulinducement industry. Encouraged by the success of the nine
a_Jd strong justification to the workmen to extend hours movement, it was said in certain quarte,'s

lhroughout the country the movement which was that there should be an agit_ltion in favor of tim
commenced at Newcastle. Such an admission, day's work consisting of only eight hours. This

however, does not, to my mind, supply anyargu- was, in fact, one part of the programme of the
meat in favor of a resort being had to state inter- international. If succc_ful in an eight hours agi.
vention. It has been proved that the workmen tation, an agitation might commence in faw)r of

can succeed when they have as good a case to fixing the day's work at seven or even at six hours.
urge as they had at Newcastle; and the masters If, however, such resU'ictions were imposed in

would, in every instance, be compelled to yield, England, it can scarcely be doubted that industry
even were it not their interest to do so, when would be placed in so unfavorable a position that
facts can be adduced to warrant the conclusion it would be hopeless for England to attempt to
that the hours of labor prevalent in auyparticular compcle with foreign countries. It might thus
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happen that not only her foreign trade would be various kinds of recreation; a hope was ever)
sacrificed, but she would be undersold in her own expressed that the day might come when they
markets (and so of other countries). It isnot too and their families would be able to enjoy an an-
much to say that her commercial prosperity would nual holiday, gaining health and vigor either from
cease, and that a fatal blight would be thrown the san breeze or the mountain air. It is, how-
upon her industry. Employers would not con- ever, particularly to be remarked, that those whc_
tinue business under such unfavorable conditions, shadowed forth these blight anticipations showed
If men were only permitted to work six or seven no tendency whatever to seek state intervention)

hours a day, machinery would be lying idle for The leaders of the nine hours movement at Nexx-
so long a period that the returns yielded to its castle, having won a great triumph, have just
owner would be ga-eatly reduced. The diminu- confidence in their own powers; they tt'uly f¢*lt
lion in profits might t)e so serious that employers that what they had done might also be do,_e 1)y

might think it to their interest to take their c:_pi- others, and they therefore objected to the do-
tal out of business, and either invest it in some rounds for state interference, which we.re c_)n-

other security or apply it 1o the carrying on of stantly put forward by the members of the inter-
some industrial undertaking in a country which national, and by many other wol'kmcn. The
was not sui)jected to such legislative interference, speeches, to which I have just referred, were (le-
The workmen might thus find that an undue lira- livered at amceting of the members of a co-oper-
itatioa in the number of hours of labor had ative engincering company. This society had

ruined many branches of industl_-, aml had thus grown out of the nine hours dispute. The lead-
brought upon them the greatest disasters.- In ors of the movement having once learned the
making these remarks I should much regret if it invaluable lesson of self-help, had the practical
were thought that I did not most entirely syrups- wisdom to see that the best way to emancipate
thize with those who desire to see a great diminu- themselw's from what the international called the
lion in the excessive toil of so many workmen, tyranny of capital, is not to indulge in idle decl't-
There is nothing perhaps more to be regretted mutton, nor to embarkin schemes which are cither
than thc fact that extmordinsry commercial pros- impracticable or mischievous. They, on the con-

pcrity and an unprecedented accumulation of trary, came to the conclusion that if they wished
wealth have hitherto done so little to shorten the to l'ender themselves independent of capilali.-ta
workmen's hours of labor. As previously re- they might do so by supplying the capital which

marked, the undue length of time which men their owu industl T reqmres. They had little dif-
have been accustomed to work represents, so far ficulty in g_tthel'ing t,)gether a sufficient amount
as many branches of industry are con('erned, a of money Io commence business on their own ac-
thr)roughly mistaken policy. In many instances count. There is no reason why an establishment
it is uudcniable that men would not only get thus founded should not gain as great a commer-
through more work, but would do it more effi- cial success as that which has been achieved by
cien_ly, if they had more opportunity for mcnlal any private firm. Even if it should fail, there
cultivation and for healthfulr('creation. No small would be no grounds to feel discern'aged. The
p.*rt of the intemperance which is laid to the experience which is obtained from failure oft(,n
charge of laborers is direcIly to be traced to ex- enables the road to be discovered which leads to
cessive toil. When strength becomes exhausted, future success. HF_,_I_Y FAWCETT
and the body is over-fatigued, there often arises
an almost uncontrollable desire to resort to stimu- HOUSE OF COMMONS, the supreme govern-

lants. Ag:dn, it is um'easonable to expect that ing body in the British empire; otherwise, and
the moral qualities in man's nature can be duly nominally, the "lower house" in the British par-
developed if life is passed in one unvarTinground liament. The house of commons was founded ill
of monotonous work. We are constantly being 1268 by Simon de Montfort, earl of Leicester,
reminded of the ennobling and elevatinginfluence after his glorious victory over the royal forces at
produccd by contemplating the beauties of nature, Lewes. Down to this time, the king had sum-
by reflecting on the marvels which science un- moned only tl,c great barons toattend his council,
folds, and by studying the triumphs of art and and it had become customary to continue sum-
literature. Yet no inconsiderable portion of the moning every baron who had once been sum-

toiling masses are reared ia such ignorancc, and moned, so that there grew up a "right of sum-
surrounded from early childhood to old age by so mons," which became hereditary. Persons _xh,,
much squalor and misery, that life could be to p(msessed a right of summons to the king's gl(.:Ll.
them scarcely moredr_try or depressing if there council were regarded as peers or lords; ,_nd
were no literature, no scicnce and no art, and if thus the English peerage was established. Thai-.
nature had no be'reties to unfold. At a meeting down to 1265, the only parliament was the kiu_'_
held at Newcastle by some of the prominent ad great council, which was simply the house of
vocates of the nine hours movement, artisans lords. But in 1265, when the barons had c_)z_-
were encoursged to look forward to a time when dueled, against Henry III., a struggle somewh_lt
the condition of laborers generally throughout similar to that which the parbament conducted

:England woul_ be so much improved that they four centuries afterward against Charles I.. Ihe
would have time for mental cultivation and barons, in order henceforth to guard more effect-
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ually against the encroachments of the crown, ence until 1661. In 1694 the duration of parlia-
sought the aid of the commons, that is, of the meat was again limited to three years; m 1715
wealthy landed gentryand powerful citizens who tile period was extended to seven years by tile
did not belong to the peerage. In accordance septennial act, aad thisarrangementhascontinued
wifll this policy, Simon de blontforL one of tile in force ever sim.e. Since the l'evolufion of 1688
mo_t glorious names ia the history of English _o year has elapsed without at least one session of
liberty, summoned to the parliament of 1265 parliament. This annual session has been secured
two landholders from each county, known as partly through the necessity of pa._sing the.
"knights of the shire," two citizens from each city, annual mutiny act, whereby alone it is 1)o.',_ibh;
and two burgesses from each borough. These to maintain the legal existetmc of the army. It
were to be representative members, elected by is partly due also to the great iacrease in public
fl_eir eol_stitueats in town or county; and this expenditure, making an ant,ual appropriation of
was tl,e beginning of a national represenltttive momT an absolute nece_ity. Within the limits
government in England. And from the fortunate imposed by these necessities and by the septennial
union of rural and urban representatives, includ- act, the crown can summon, prorogue and dissolve
ing even the children and younger brothers of parliament at its pleasure; but the practical em-
peers, in a single legislative body, the house of ployment of this, asof nearly all the prerogatives
commons became at once the representation of tim of the sovereign, has now passed entirely into tbe
entire nation, and not of any separate class or bands of the prime minister.-- At tile accession of
order iu tile nation. The work of creatiltg the Itenry VIII. the whole number of constitueacies
house of commons, which was begun by Simon in England and Wales was 147; but in this new
de Montfort, was fully completed thirty years reign several new seats were added for Wales;
later by Edward I. From 1295 onward it was a and considerable additions tu the borough fran-
thoroughly recognized principle that every parlia- chises were made in all the following reigns, down
ment should consist of a house of commons in to the restoration. A large proportioa of these
addition to a house of lords, and tltat the n,em- newly added boroughs were "rotten boroughs,"
bcrs of the lower house should be elected by the and the purpose of granting them the franchise
people. As it had always been recognized, with was to increase surreptitiously tile royal influence
more or less clearness, that the fuadameut_d ele- of the house of commons. :Frota Edward IV. to
meat in an Englishman's liberty was that no one Charles I. the new additions consisted almost cx-
could take away his money without his consent, elusively of borough members. In the later
the right of the house of commons to vote all Stuart reigns the house of commons contained
taxes became ahnost immcdiately established about 500 members. The union with Scotland in
and this point bavisg been once gained, tile grad- 1707 added 45 new members; and the union with
ual acquirement of supreme legislative power by Ireland ia 1801 added 100 more. Since that time
tile lower house was only a question of time. the number of tile house has remained at about
Three times during the reigns of Edward II. and 650, with a slight tendency to increase through
Edward III. it was enacted that a parliament the extension of the suffrage. "rod the formation
should beheld at least once a year, aml thatinsome of new _.onstiluencw¢. chiefly among the univer-
convenient place, for the redress of grievances sities. The number of membersat present is658.
and the maintea'mce of the statutes. The ncces- These 658 members are returned as follows by
sity of repeating this enactment shows that the the three divisioas of the United Kingdom:
unwillingness to assemble a parliament, whicl_
had become so flagrant in Stuart times, had begun Englandand Wales:52counties and Isle of Wight................ 167
to show itself ah'eady on the part of the Planing- 20ocities and boroughs....................... '295
enets. The old English sovereigns always pre- a universities............................... 5 487
ferred to reign without the assistance of parlia- $coi'land:
meat, so far as possible; but sooner or later the aa counties................................. :_2"2citrusandburghdistrict2................. "25
need of money compelled them to summon it. 4 umversities............................... 2 60
Until the middle of the seventeenth century there Ireland:
was no legal limit to the duration of a parliament, v,_counties.................................. 64
except that it was always regarded as dissolved by _a eitie_andboroughs....................... 39
the death of the sovereign. But after Charles I. 1 university................................. "2 105
had suffered twelve years (1629-40) to pass by Seat_vacantby disfranchisement.................... 6
without assembling a parliament, one of the first Total ............................................ ti,56
measures passed by the long parliament in 1641
was the triennial act, whereby every parliament In a parliamentary paper of 1876 it was stated that
was to expire at the end of three years from the if the distribution of representation were deter-
first day of its session (or, if then sitling, at its mined solely by population, tim number of mem-
first subsequent adjournment), and a acw par]ia- bet's would be 476 for England, 70 for Scotland,
ment must be elected within three years from the and 112 for Ireland; if determined solely by con-
expiration of the precc_,ling one. This act, how- tributions to revenue, the numbers would be 614
ever, was disregarded by the very parliament for England. 79 for Scotland, and 65 for Ireland;
which passed it. which did not terminate its exist- if deteralined by these two circumstances taken
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together, the result would be the mean between Tile only qualification necessary for a member of

these two sets of numbers, that is, 494 for England, parliament is to have attained the age of twenty-
75 for [_cotland, 89 for Ireland; in all, 658. So one. Naturalized foreigners were formerly ineli-

that at present, while'the proportional representa- gible, but were made eligible in 1870 by an act
tion of England is strictly e_luitable , it appears which abolished all distinctions whatever, polit.
that Scotland has a much smaller and Ireland ical and civil, between British-born subjects and
a much larger share than that to which these naturalized aliens. But all clergymen of the
countries are equitably entitled. --By the reform established church are ineligible; and all gov-
bill of 18,32 the county constituencies in England ernment contractors, as well as all sheriffs and
were increased from 52 to 82, by dividing several other " returning" offi:'ers, are disqualified, not
counties into electoral districts, and the number only from sitting iu parliament, but even from

of county membe_ was raised from 94 to 159. voting at elections. Iri,_h peers may be elected
,No change was made in tilecounty representation to the house of commons, as was the ease, for
of Scotland and Irelaud. Ia England, 56 bor- example, with the late Lord Palmerston; but Eng-
oughs, containing a population of less than 2,000 lish aml Scotch peers ,l'e ineligible. No member
each, and returning altogether 111 members, were of the house of commons is allowed to accept any
disfranchised; 30 other boroughs, with a popula- office of profit from the crown. It was enacted
lion of less than 4,000 each, were deprived each in 1872 that all parliamentary elections must be
of one of its representatives. On the other hand, conducted by bai_ot, except in the universities;
22 new boroughs, each containing 25,000 inhabit- one of the chief reasons adduced for this measure
ants and upward, were endowed with the full was the existence of bribery and intimidation.
franchise of returning two members; and 21 new By an act of 1812 bankruptcy was made a dis-
boroughs each with a population of more than qualification for sittiug in the houseof commons.
12,000 and less than 25,000, were empowered to Members of the house are. during the sessions,
return one member'. This wholesale disfranchise- exempt from liubitity to arrest or imprisonment,
ment and enfranchisement marks the extent to but civil actious may be brought against them at
which--partly through the corrupt creation of any time.--The reform bill of 1867, among its
rotten boroughs already noticed, partly through other provisions, completed the formal independ-
the natural growth of great industrial centres and enee or' the house of commons by decreeing that
relative decline of other place._---the house of the parliament "in being at any future demise of
commons had, previous to 1832, fallen short of the crown shall not be determined by such demise,
truly and accurately representing the country, but shall continue as long as it would otherwise
This change also increased the independence of have continued unless dissolved l)y the crown."
the house of commons, as a very large proportion If at tire time of the sovereign's death, parli'lment

of the disfranchised boroughs were virtually at be adjourned or prorogued, it must immediately
the diuposal of mcmbers of the house of lords, be assembled; and in ease the death of the sever-
In Scotland the reform bill increased the town eign should occur after the dissolution of a par-
members from 15 to23, andthis number has since liament, but before the day appointed for the
been increased to 26. -- After 1832 no change meeting of anew one, the old parliament must be
*vorthy ot_ mention was made in the constituency assembled again, but in such case its duration is
of the house of commons until the reform bills limited tosix months.--For information regarding

of 1867 and 1868, which considerably extended the supreme legislative authority of the house of
the electoral franchise. By th@c acts the borough commons, and its relations to the house of lords
franchise was given in England and _"k'otland to and to the crown, see the article Ol_.E._T BRITAL_',
every adult male, after a residence of one year section "Constitution." Practically the house of
within the borough, either as a householder pay- commons is omnipotent throughout the whole
ing the poor-rate, or as a lodger ia lodgings that extent of the British empire; its authority extends
would let unfurnished for' at lea._t £I0 per year. to all matters whatever, ecclesiastical or temporal,
In Ireland, instead of tlle household franchise, civil or military. JO_N FIaKE.
votes wore given to persons occupying houses or
land with_,n the borough of not lea_ than £4 net HOUSE 0F LORDS. The house of lords is
annual value. In England and Scotland the the lineal descendant of the witenagemot, or

county franchi_ was extended to all persons pos- "meeting of wise men," of the times precediz_g
ses,sing land within the county of the clear yearly the Norman conquest. Its prototype was the
value of £5 or more, and to all tenants paying county assembly of early Saxon timcs. Tlw

poor-rates, and ocrupy;ng land within the county difference between a tungemot or "town meeting"
of the ratable value of ,_ least £12 in England and a witena.qernot or "meeting of wise men,'"
and £14in Scotland. No changewas made in tile answered exactly to the difference between _
county franchise of Irelana, as it stood ,'tlready primary and a representative assembly as now
at about these same figures. At the same time understood. Thelittle town meeting's were, a_ :_
several changes were made in England in the dis- rule, attended by all freemen of the township.
tribution of members amoug theboroughs, and the but in the case of the shire assemblies distance
numher of members was fixed at 493 for- England and difficulty of travel made such univers:ll
and Wales, 60 for Scotland, and 105 for Ireland.-- attendance impracticable, and so each township
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sent a delegation of "wise or discreet men" to fact it is seldom necessary to resort to this some-
represent it. Hence the county assembly came what violent remedy, since the mere knowledge
to be known as a meeting of the wise men of the that sut'h a power exists is ordinarily sufficient to
_hire. And as the shires gradually became con- prevent the lords from too o.bstinately withstand-
solidated into the little kingdoms formerly known ing a policy which is clearly favored by public
as the "heptarchy," and at last into the single opinion. In the reign of George I. an attempt
gre'tt kingdom of England, a gre'lt assembly of was made to restrict the royal prerogative of
wise men grew up after the model of the little creating peers; but this attempt, which if suc-

county assemblies, and was known as the cessful wouhl have gone far toward converting
witenagemot of the kingdonL It was attended lbe English t)eerage into a l_igid and obstructive
by the heads of the principal families of the aristocracy, most fortunately failed. In the case
kingdom, including such local sovereigns as the of Scottish and Irish peerages, however, the

great earls. When it was desirable to discuss royal prerogative is restricted by statute. The
some question of public l_)licy, the king sum- sovereign can not create a new Scottish peerage,
moned by writ his most powerful subjects to except in the c;_se of younger branches of the
talk it over with him. Such was the origin of royal family, though he m._y revive an extinct
the Eu,.'lish parliament; the house of commons or forfeited peerage. A new Irish peerage can
being a later addition, as I have explained under be created only when three existing peerages

that head. In early times the summons of the have become extinct; and this rule is to be main-
great nobles or landholders to attend parliament tained until the number of Irish peers is reduced
seems to have depended in great measure on the to one hundred, after which a new peerage may
royal will. But by the time of Edward I. it had be created as often as an old one becomes extinct.
become customary to summon the same persons But these restrictions in the ease of the Scottish
again anti again until through prescription there and Irish peerages do not affe.et the constitutional
grew up the "right of summons," which, like character of the house of lords, so long as the
most rights and franchises in that feudal age, prerogative of creating peers of Great Britain is
forthwith became hereditary. The modern left free.--The house of lords at present con-
peerage of England consists, therefore, simply of sists of 502 mombers, of whom there arc 6 peers
those persons wire have inherited a right of sum of lhe blood royal, 2 archbishops, 21 dukes, 19
nmns to attend parliament; and in this respect it marquises, 118 earls, 26 viscounts, 24 hishops, 253
differs essentially from the nol)ility of at_y other barons, 16 Scottish representative peers, and
country in Europe, or indeed, in the world. For 28 Irish representative peers. Of the hereditary
as this'right of summons is aright to alegislative peerages, 3 date from the thirteenth century,
and judicial office which can be filled hy only 4 from the fourteenth, 7 from the fifteenth,
one person at a time, it is only the head of a 12 from the sixteenth, 35 from the seventeenth,
noble family who is a peer, and this dignity can and 95 from the eighteenth, while 341, or
be inherited only by that one of the children more than two-thirds of the whole number,
who becomes in turn the head of the family, have been created during the nineteenth ten-
The rest of the noble family are all commoners, tury. -- The only British subject who is born a
This, as elsewhere pointed out, has prevented peer is the prince of Wales, the other children of
anything like a severance between the interests the sovereign being commoners unless raised to
of the higher and of the lower classes in England, the peerage by letters patent like any other com-
and has had a great deal to do with the peaceful nmncrs. The highest lank in the peerage is that

aml healthy political development by which that of duke, the title of "prince" being merely a
('ountrv has been above all others distinguished, courtesy-title apl)lied indiserinfinately to members

--As at present organized, the house of lords of the royal family without regard to their rank.
consists of peers who occupy their seats: t. By The eldest sons of dukes take, by courtesy, their
htredit_ry prescription; 2. By direct creation of father's second title; the younger sons and the
i i_e sovereign; 3. By virtue of office, as the Eng- d'mghtcrs are styled Lord Arthur, Lady Alice,

h.-h bishops; 4. By election for life, as the h'ish etc. Thus William Cavendish, duke of Devon-
peers; 5. By election for duration of parliament, shire, is also nmrquis of Hartington; his eldest
as the Scottish peers. As regards the second son. John Cavendish, though a commoner, is
(:lass, it may be said that the crown has an called marquis of IIartington by courtesy; his

unrestricted power of creating English peers, younger sons are called Lord Frederick, Lord
This power, which, like most of the royal pre- Edward, etc. Americans often erroneously omit
rogatives, has come in modern limes to be the Christian name in speaking of such persons,

wiehted by the prime minister, is in the last resort saying simply "Lord Cavendish," but this is a

an effectual safeguard against a deadlock be- gross hlundcr. The second rank in the peerage
tween _he two houses of parliament. If the house is that of warquis. The eldest sons of nmrquises

of lords is obdurate in its antagonism to a strong t,tke their father's secoml title, while the younger
majority in the house of commons, the prime sons and the daughters are called Lord Arthur,
minister has it in his power to create enough new Lady Alice, etc. The third rank is that of earl.
peers, from his own political party, to reverse Tl,e ehlest sons of earls take their father's se(.ond
the majority in the house of lords. In point of fl0e; theyounger sons are styled the tIon Charles,
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etc.; the daughters, however, are styled Lady formally discontinued in 1868 by a resolution of
Mm-y, etc.. like the daughters of dukes and mar- the house. -- The crown has the prerogative of
quises. Tile fourth rank is that of visco_tnt, and creating peerages for life, but it was decided in
tile fifth is that of baron. Tile eldest sons of vis- 1855 that a life-peerage does not confer upon its
counts and barons have no distinctive title; the possessor the right to a seat in the house of lords.
sons and daughters are styled indiscriminately --The house of lords, in its judicial capacity, is
the Hen. Charles, the Hou. Mary, etc. The arch- tile highest court in the kingdom, though it has.
bishops of Cauterburyand York take rank imme- no original jurisdiction, except in cases of polit-
diatcly after the royal family and above dukes, ieal impeachment. It receives appcals from the
Bishops rank between viscounts and barons. An common law courts and also from the court of
archbi._hop is addressed as "My Lord Arch- clmncery. But as regards courts in which civil,
bishop," or "Your Grace." A duke is addressed law is administered, such as the ecclesiastical and
as "My Lord Duke." or "Your Grace." A mar- admiralty courts, it was decided in 1678 that an,
quis is addressed as "My Lord Marquis." Earls, appeal shoukl lie, not to the lords, but to a special
viscounts, bishops and barons are addressed as court of delegates appointed by the crown. Ii_
"My Lord."--The lord chancelk)r is the speak- the trial of cases brought on appeal from lower
er of the house of lords. IIe may speak and courts, only those peers take part who have held
vote like the other peers, and he has no casting or are holding at the time judicial offices -- The
vote. By the custom of the house a tie vote is house of lords approves or rejects bills sent up
equivalent to a negative. Since the middle of from tile commons, exercising a veto power that
the sixteenth century peers have been allowed to I is sometimes very useful, though sometimes ob-
record, in the journals of the house, their dissent structive; and it can originate hills, which can
from measures which they may have uusuccess- not become law, however, without the concur-
fully opposed; and about a century later it was rence of the commons. The house of lords has
further provided that they might put on record no control whatever over taxation, but simply ac-
tile grounds of their dissent. Peers formerly cept_ the bills as pa_ed in the commons. --The
possemed the privilege of voting by proxy, but, following table showstlle composition of the house
as this practice was found to diminish the per- of lords at different times, from 1295 to the pres-
sonal attendance of peers in parliament, it was ant day. Jom'_ FISKE.

I. "7....... t_7__
-- 4_!...... I......

.....................

1st )'ear of Edward II ............... 9 .._ 71 ............ r_5 i '2. 156
•_ ......... 23 , 1 131Ed_ard II[ ........... 6 80 !......

81st )'ear of IIenry VI .............. 12 36 *..........

1.t ,'eat of /_)Jward IV .............. 4 31' ............ '_6 ] 44_ 85" Henry VII ............... 9 "."_-_: _ 21 77
" Ilenry _,qIl .............. 8 ...... 21 t 84

,, Edw.r_vl.............. _ _ I:::2::...... _ ..... _ _
" James l .................... 25 2 54 ]................ 107,

" Charles I ................ 37 11 4M7.......... _ ..... _ 123Long Parhament .................... 59 5 ........... 14.5

]Restoration Parliament ............. _ 8 68 _ _ 166
1st year of Jame, LI................ [ 66 fq 67 I:::::: :'::: 18_,

' Wilham II1 ............. I: 71 9 69 1........... _o_ ..... _ l'tr'2" Anne ................... 65 9 66 t................ 188

" George I ................. 74 11 67 16 +..... _2_ ..... '2_ 219" George II ............. 71 15 62 l(i .......... _2"2

" George 1II .............. 81 12 63 I 16 ...... _ ..... 0_ '224Geortte IV .............. 10D 22 13_, ,_,
" William IV ............. 22 lb0 16 26 ..... 400

" Victoria ................ 19 192 _ 16 28 _ ..... 4:]_'_1881, August ........................ 117 '2,5 2,'r| ! 16 28 .... 26 511

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES (n_"U. S the house o¢ representatives, in which member-
HISTORY), the name of tile lower house of many ship was as,signed to the states in proportion to
of the state legislatures (see ASSEMBLY);but their population, was directly due to the di,_atis-
more specifically applied to tile lower house of faction of the large states. Massachusetts, Penn-
congress. (See Co_om_ss.)--The formation of sylvania, and _-irgima, with the equal vote.
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enjoyed by all the states, large or small, in the ate and very material concessions by the house.
congress of the confederation. (See CONVE_TIO._ There is no other warrant for the term "lower
OF 1787; CO,'_ORESS, CONTLNENTAI. ; SE_ATE ) hOUSe."--MEMBERS_II'. The constitution pro-
The small states insisted on a single house of con- rides that members of the house must be twenty

gress, with an equal state vote, as under the con- five years of age, citizens of the United States
federation; the large states on two houses, with for seven years, and inhabitants of the states in

a proportionate vote in each. As a compromise, which they are chosen. There is nothing, there-
the large state plan was followed so far as to erect fore, in the constitution to prevent the choice by
two houses, but with a proportionate vote in the a district of an inhabitant of some other district
lower only; and the smaller states were placated in the same state: and any further restriction by
by an equality of representation in the senate, a state legislature in this direction would seem
bntwith permission to the senators to vote sep- plainly illegal and extra-constitutional. It has,
stately, not by slates. (See CO._rROMISES, I.)-- therefore, often been suggested that able men
The structure of the American congress is, upon outside of the district should be chosen as repre-

the surface, so strikingly similar to that of the sentatives, somewhat as in Great Britain; but
British parliament, that there is a strong tempta- the only approach to this has been the system of
tioa to force a parallel between the house of rep- electing all the congressmen of a state by "gen-
resentatives and the house of commons, by call- eral ticket," voted on throughout the state. The

ing the former the "popular house," or the apportionment act of June 25, 1842, whose sec-
"lower bouse"; terms which, though convenient ond section for the first time directed that repro-
in practice, are false and misleading if used in sentatives shouhl be chosen by districts " formed
their full import. I. Thehouseof representatives of contiguous territory, no one district electing

is certainly a popular house, but not the t)opuhr more than one representative," broke up this
house in contradistinction to the senate, as the general ticket system.-- The admission of dele-
house of commons is in contradistinction to the gates from the territories, with the power to de-
house of lords. Both the hou_ of represcnta- bate (but not to vote), to make motio,_s (except

tives and the senate represent thepeople, each ina to reconsider), and to act on committees, was
different aspect. The former represents the peo- begun in the case of the northwest territory by
ple in their numerical aspect; the latter in their the congre_ of tbe confederalion (see OnDt-
a._pectof commonwealths; what Brownson would _XNCE OF 1787), and has been continued by law
call the "territorial democracy": both together in the case of other territories since. It has no
make up the 7_a_io_al legislature. :Nevertheless constitutional sanction, and rests only on the
a superior sanctity for the house, as the "pop- control by the house of its own floor. Jan. 7,
ular branch of the legislative," has always been 1802, the first rule to admit to the floor others
asselted by the party in control of the house, but than members was a(lopted; it admitted " sena-
has as regularly been forgotten when the control tots, officers of the generaland state governments,
which produced it has been lost. 2. On the other foreign ministers, and such persons as members
trend, it is not true that the house of representatives might introduce." It was gradually enlarged until
is a "lower house," as the house of commons once it was fixed in its present form, March 19, 1860;.
was. In some respects, asia the powers to origi- it now includes the president and vice-president,
natc bills for raising revenue, to impeach delia- their private secretaries, supreme court judges,
quent officers, and to elect a president in default m(,mbers of congress and members elect, con-
of a choice by the electors, the house is superior testants, the secretary and sergeant-at-arms of the
to the senate ; in others,the senate is superior to the senate, heads of departments, foreign ministers,
house; but neither is really the "upper" or the governors of states, the architect of the capitol,
"lower " house in power or dignity: the two are the librarian of congress and his a_istant, per-
co-ordinate parts of the governmental machinery, sons who have received the thanks of congress,
Nevertheless, the greater number of members in ex-members, and clerks of committees. -- The
the house, their comparative brevity of service number of members is fixed by law after each
(two years, as compared with six in the senate), census. (See APPORTIOI_MF_T.) A quorum is
and the consequent consciousness of inexpert- a majority of the members chosen, and not of
encein many of the members, has always put the those apportioned. Their pay is $5,000 per an-
house at somewhat of a disadvantage when it num, with twenty cents per mile going and re-
has undertaken to run counter to the senate. The turning. That of the speaker is fixed at $8,000.
house, in short, has considerable deference for --OaGA-_IZATION. The list of members of a

the parliamentary training of the senate--a feel- new house is, by law, madc up by the clerk of
ing fairly indicated, in counting the electoral the last house, who calls the members elect to.
votes in 1878, by a remark of Mr. Garfield on a order at noon of the day on which they are to,
proposition to modify a house resolution: "I meet. If a quorum answers the roll, the house
hope that will be done. The senate resolutions proceeds to elect a spcaker as the clerk calls
are short and crisp." For much the same reason, his roll. The speaker is then sworn in, usually
the committees of conference, which follow a by the oldest member of the house; he admin-
disagreement between the house and the senate, isters the oath to the members and delegates;.

generally result iu verbal concessions by.the sen- and the house is organized. From a box con-
y
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raining marble balls, consecutively numbered, a of tke House, and its P_rliamentary Practice, have
page then draws one at a time, and as each is been digested and published by H. H. Smith. the
drawn, and its number called, the member whose journal clerk, under the act of March 3, 1877
name is opposite the number chooses his seat. Further authorities will be found under al"ticles
There are vel T many changes, however, by mu- referred to; tile act of June 25. 1842, is in 5 8tat.
tual agreement.--OFFiCERS. The principalofficers at Large, 491. ALEXANDER Jon_yro._'.
.of the house are the speaker, the clerk, the ser-
geant-at-arms, tile doorkeeper, The postmaster, HOUSTON, Samuel, was l)orn near Lcxing-
and the chaplain. The speaker's power is enor- ton, Vs.. March 2, 1793, and died at Huntersville,
mous. tie is usually a skilled parli;_mcntal'ian, Texas, July 25, 1863. He removed to Tenne._
and, backed by skill, prestige, and the party see in 1807, was adopted into the Cherokee tribe
majority which elected him, his decision is gener, of Indians, but left them and studied law at

ally final, lie appoints the committees, except Nashville. He was a democratic eonffressm:m
when otherwise ordered by the house, andalmost 1823-7 and governor 1827-9, but rejoined the
_tll the work of the l_ouse depends on the commit- Cherokees in Arkansas before his term was end
tees. By law he is next to the president of the ed. He emigrated to "I_xas in 1833, and as corn-
senate in the succession on the decease or dis- mander-in-cl|ief defeated Santa Anna at San

ability of the president and vice-president; but in Jacinto, April 2. 1886. He was president of the
practice hc is, next to the president, the most ira- republic of Texas 1836-8 and 1842-4, Uuited
_portant ottlcer of the government. The clerk is States senator 1846-59. and governor 1859--61.
4he secrct.lry of the house, the doorkeeper its jan (See TEXAS.) A.J.
itor, and the sergeant-at-arms its treasurer and
keeper of tim peace; but their functions are much HUNGARY, (See AUSTRIA-HuNoARY.)
more complicated and difficult than these general
_erms would indicate. In any UilUsual disorder HUNKERS (IN U S. t]ISTORY), a name taken
the sergeant-at-arms carries his "mace" among originally by conservative democrats in :New
the members to rec:tll them to order. This sym- York state, but used occasionally also in other
I)ol of his office w,'m first ordered bv a house reso- states. -- Although the name was not used until
,lution, April 14, 1789. It consistc_'l of the fasces, about 1844, the faction to which it was applied
in ebony, bound with silver bands in the middle may be traced through New York hislory from
and at the ends, each rod ending in a spear head: 1835 until 1860, in opposition successively to the
_t the end a globe of silver, and on the globe a "loco-foco " faction, the radicals and the barn-
_ilvcr eagle, ready for flight. The whole mace burners; and finally divided into the " bards"
was three feet in length. It was destroyed in the and the "softs." In all the_ divisions the hunk-
fire of Aug. 24, 1814 (see CAI"_TAL, NATIONAL), ers represented merely the inertia of the state
.and a substitute of common pine, painted, took democratic party, and Its dislike to the introduc-
its place until 1842. The present mace, after the tion of new questions. From 1885 until 1840 the

original design, was then procured. --RuI,_S. hunkers, though not yet named, were opposed to
.(_c PARI.L_..MENTARY LAW.) The house is gov- the loco-f[)eo war on bank charters (see Loco-
crned by the rules of parliamentary practice corn- Foco), but yielded so far as to psss'_t satisfactory
prised in Jeff_.rsou's Manual, as modified by the state banking law in 1838. From 1849 untd 1846
standing rules and orders of the lmuse and joint they opposed, with the same final want of succc._%
rules of the senate and house. The rules of the the demand of the radicals for a revision of the

house are so contrived as to be one factor in state constitution, an elective judiciary, and a
_throwing the control of the house into the bands cessation of unprofitable canalenterprises. From
•of a few so-called "leaders," whose chief title to 1846 until 1852 they were finally successful,
that position is their knowledge of these " house though at first defeated, in opposing the mature-
rules." The other factors are. the power of the nance of the state branch of the democratic party
committees, and the general practice of writing in antagonism to the national party. (See BAR.X-
during sessions by the members. The power of BURNERS, FREE-SOIL PARTY.) After 1852 the
the committees comes very largely from the fact Marcy portion of the hunkers, commonly called
that so much of the business which the house "softs," supported the Pierce administration,

tolerates is not properly public busine_ at all, but while the Dickins_)n wing, the "hards," c)pposcd
private business, which interferes with and throws it. During the civil war the latter were gener-
b'mk the legitimate business of the house, and ally "war democrats." During the last eight
makes the activity and favor of the committee vearsof the period 1835-60, the division line was
more important to a claimant than the hurried fainter, but in general the hunker leaders were

vote of the house itself. Many efforts have been Daniel S. Dickin_)n, Edwin Croswell. Wm. C.
made to exclude writing desks from the hall, and Bouek, Win. L. Marcy, Horatio Seymour, and
provide writing accommodations for the members Samuel Beardsley; and their leading opponents
near at hand. This was actually ordered by the were Martin Van Burcn, Silas Wright, A. C.
]louse at the end of the session of 1858--9, but at the Flagg, John A. Dix, Reuben E. Fenton, Samuel
aaext session the haul*, returned to the old arrange- Young, and Michael Hoffman. (See also ALBA-n_"
anent. (See COl_(;ItESS, SESSIO._S 01_.)-- The Rules REOE,NCY.) AL_XA_DKR JOIINSTON.

,P
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I
DAHO, a territory of the United States, part of the state or th_ bringing of slaves into the state

the Louisiana cession. (See A_NZXATmNS, to be emancipaWd. The present constitution was
I) It was originally a part of the territory of adopted in convention at Springfield, M'ly 13,
Oregon, was then transferred to the territory of 1870. and ratifi_.d by popular vote, July 2, 1870
Washington, and was organized as a separate ter- Its leading objcct_ w,re to limit tile powers of tlw
ritory, March 3, 1863. As first orgalfized it coy- legislature and to establish the powers of thest_l_¢.
crcd 326,373 square miles; but, since then, the over railroads and other corporations. It forb_tlt.
whole territory of Montana, and nearly the whole special legislation by 1he legislature in a numb(,r
territory of Wyoming', have been taken from it. of specified cases, tl_e ('ontracfioa of indebtcdnc._s
It now comprises 86,294 square miles, lying be- by municipal corporation_ to al * amount in excess

twcen Washington territory aa_ Oregon on the of 5 per cent. of their taxable w-luation, munic-
west, Montana and Wyoming on the cast. British ipal subscripti,ms or loan_ of cre:iit to private
Columbia on the north, and Utah and Nevada on corporations. _he bringing of sui_s against the
the south. Its population in 1880 was 39,610. state in its ow_ courts, or the coaso]i0ation of

The capital is Boise City, and the governor John parallel or competing railroad_; and _t declared
B. Neil.--The act of _Iarch 3, 1863. is in 12 ,','tat. all raih'o._ds he,'caftcr constructed to he public

at Large, 808. ALEXA_NDER Jon_sTo_,,'. highways, 'mtho_ ized the p_L-s'_gcof laws limiting
' railroad rates, and plac(.d warehouses under s/_te

ILL|N01S, a state of the American Union, control. Italso wovided f_)r minority rcprc.,,ez_ta-
formvd mainly from territory ceded by Virginia, finn as follows: "]u all elections of reprcs(,nta-
March 1, 1784. The extreme northern part of fives, each qualifie,4 voter may east as many votes
the state formed part of the territory ceded to the for one candidate ,ts there arc representatives
United S_ates by Massachusetts and Connecticut [three in each senatorial di_trictJ Io be elected, or
in 178.5-6. From Indiana territory, comprising may distribute the s;,me or equal parts thcrcof,
all of these cessions outside of the I]lodel'll state among the candidates, vs he shall see fit ; and the
,)f Ohio. the territory of Illinois was crccted by candidates highest iv _'otes shall bc declared
act of Feb. 8, 1809, comprising the modern states elected " (See CO.NSTiTUT101NS, STATE.)-- Thc
of Illinois, Wisconsin and part of upper Michigan. political history of Illinois was for a l(mg time
(See TERRITORIES, ORDLNA-NCEOF 1787, INDIANA ) very much influenced by i_-nsouthern w)tc. So
-- April 18, 1818, an enabling act was passed by late as 1850, 16 per c(.nt, of the population of the
congress authorizing the formation of a state gov- state wa_ born in southern state.-, and ov_.r half
ernmcnt by the inhabitants of that part of Illinois of this fraction was from Kentucky and Ten-
tcrritoryincludedwithinthcfollowmgboundarics: ne_ee. Geographical names still show the in-
"Beginning at the mouth of the Wabash river, flucnce of this immigratm_h l)articl_larly in the
thence up the same, and with the line of Indian% southern part of the state, (.ommouly called
to the northwest corner of said state, thence east. " Egypt": but soon after 1_50 the current of
with the line of the same state, to the middle of immigr_ttion bcg;m to come more rapidly flora
Lake,Michigan; thence north, along the nfiddlc of the east. In 1870 tiffs proportion had doorcascd
sa_dlake, to north latitudeforty-twodegTcesthirty to 9 per ccnt. The general rule, however, has
minutes; thence west to the middle of the Missis- bccn that the southern part of the state has becJt

•_ppi river, _md thence down, along the middlc of democratic, and the northern part anti-democr;_tic.
flint river, to the confluence with the Ohio river; --In national politics the electoral w)tes of Illinois
and thence up the latter river, along its north- were inv;triably democratic until 1860, trod have
westeru shore, tothebeginning.'--Inaccordance bccn as invttrialfly republican iacludiu¢ and since
_ith the enabling act. a convention was held at that year. (See DE_OC_ATm I)AR'rY, V.) In
Kaskaskia, Aug. 26, 1818, and adopted the first 1848 and 1856 the democratic clcctoral twk(.t
cous!itution of tho state of Illinois. It gave the was successful only by a plurality; in all olh(,r
right or" suffrage to allwhite males over twenty- years the successful ticket has had a cl(.;u"
one years old on six months residence; fixed the majority. --The c,)ngre_sional election., h,'t_c t,d
governor's term of office at four years, but pro- lowed the course of the presidential electrons quiI_:
hibited his immediate re-election; prohibited sla- closely. Until 1834 they were regularly dcm,,-
very; and fixed the seat of government at Kas- cratic. After that year two of the three distri(.ts
kaskia (since changed to Spring'field by the legis- were usually democratic, aml one (the northern
]ature). Under this constitution the state was district) whig by a small majority. The ccnsu_
a,'mfitted by joint resolution, Dec. 3, 1818. A of 1840 gave the state seven representatives; until
more symmetrical constitution was adopted in con- 1852, s_x of these were democratic and ouc whig.
vention at Springfield, Aug. 31, 1848, and ratified The whig di.,trict lay aloug the Sangamoa river.
by popular vote March 5, 1849. It prolonged the It was reprcsentrd in 1847-9 by Abraham Lincoln,
residence necessary for electors to one year, and in ]849-51 by E. D. Baker, and in 1851-5by Richard
prohibited the immigration of free negroes into Yatcs. l)ouglas' district lay west and southwest
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_f it. In 1852, under the new apportionment, sentation in the lower house of the legislature,
_he first bleak was made in the democratic dis- above referred to, went into operation in 1_72 z
_rmts by the ioerease of the free-soU vote. Of the and worked so exactly as to give each party with-
_nne representatives, four were so-called northern in four-tenths of one per cent. of its legitimate
whigs, afterward anti-Nebraska men and repub- representation, according to its vote for governor.
licaas. Their districts embraced the old San- Since 1872 the only mportant movement in strict-

_amoa distlict and thence all the northern and ly state politics has related to the attemptsto con-
|mrtheastern part of the state, except the Chicago trol and limit the rates of the railroads of the
district, which was narrowly carried by John state, in accordance with the provision of thecow
_Ventworth, then ademocrat. In 1854the repub- stitution of 1870 under that head. Several state
lieans really gained a district farther south bythe judges gave decisions unfavorable to the consti-
election of Lyman Trumbull, an anti-Nebraska tutiona|ity of the railroad laws, and efforts were
democrat. The legislature, which was anti. successfully made to prevent the re-election of the
l_ebraska, sent Trumbull, who was now a repub- offending judges. The ease of Chief Justice C.
lican, to the senate, the first anti-democratic sen- B. Lawrence was the most notable.-- Three of the
ntor from Illinois. The southern partof the state most distin_mished leaders in American politics,
still remained democratic, and until 1864 con- Abraham Lincoln, StepheaA.DouglasandUlysscs
gressional elections regularly resulted in heavy S. Grant, have been citizens of Illinois. (See those
democratic majorities in the south, heavy repub- names•) The names of others, prominent in state
lican majorities in the north, and very small and national politics, will be found in the list of
_temocratic majorities in the centre of the state, governors of the state. In addition to these, brief
In 1858 the election of the state legislature, which reference should be made to Edward D. Baker,
was to choose a senator to succeed Douglas, as- whig representative in 184,5-6, and 1849--51, sen.
sumed a national importance. Douglas and Lin- ator from Oregon 1860-61, killed at Ball's Bluff;

,coin spoke throughout the state m joint dehate, Sidney Breese, democratic senator, 184,%-9, state
and, though Lincoln was beaten, the ability, circmt judge 1&35, and chief justice 1873; Orville

.clearness and simplicity of his speeches gave him H. Browning, republican United States senator

.a national prominence and the republican nora- 1861-3, afterward secretary of the interior (see
ination for the presidency in 1860. In that year ADMINISTRATIONS); John F. Farnsworth, repub-
Illinois was called upon to choose between two of licaa representative 1857-61 and 1863-73; Ebon C.
her own citizens, Lincoln and Douglas, for the Ingersoll, republican representative1864--71; Rob-
presidency; her electoral vote, after a close con- crt J. Ingersoll, noted as a republican orator;
test, was given to Lincoln, but the congressional John A. Logan, democratic representative 1859-

,districts remained as before. The census of 1860 61, republican congressman at large 1867-71, and

_gave the state fourteen representatives; of these United _States senator 1871-7 and 1879-85; John
.the republicans elected those from the five north- A. McC]ernand, democratic representative 184;_
ern districts in 1862, and the democrats the rest, 51 and 1859-61; James Shields, democratic United
including the congressman at large. In 1864 the Stateasenator :[849-55; Lyman Trumbull, repub-

republicans carried ten districts and elected the licau United States senator 1855-7"3; E]ihu B.
congressman at large. Thisresult waslargely due Washburae, whig and republican representative
to the accession of war democrats, several of 1853-69, and minister to France 1869--77; and
whom carried southern districts hitherto demo- John Wentworth, democratic representative1843-

.eratic. The congressional proportions then re- 51 and 18,_, and republican repr¢,sentative
mained almost unchanged until 1874, when eight 1865-7. --The name of the state was given from

.of the nineteen districts became democratic, seven that of its principal river, the Illinois, which is
republican and four independent, two of the said to have been named from the Illini, an In-

democratic districts being in the north. In 1878 dian tribe formerly living near it. The popular
the congressional proportion became thirteen name for the state is the "prairie state," and for
republican representatives to six democratic, as it the people "sucke_." The latter term, of doubt-
has since remained (to 1883), the democratic dis- ful derivation, is accepted without demur by the
triers being still in the southern part of the state, people of Illinois. -- Gov_mnORS: Shadmch Bond
--In state politics every governor until 1857 was (1818-22), E<lward Coles (18'22-6), Ninian:Edwards
a democrat, and every governor since that year (182C_30), John Reynolds (1830-_), Joseph Dun-
has been a republican. Until 1854, when an anti- can (1834--8), Thomas Carlin (1838--42), Thomas
Nebraska legislature was chosen, the legislatures Ford (1849-6), Augustus C. French (1846--58), Joel
were democratic; since that year they have been A. Mattcson (_[853-7), William H, Bissell (1857-
quite steadily republican, and have elected repub- 61), Richard Yates (1861-5), Richard J. Oglesby
lican United States senators with three exceptions. (1865--9), John M. Palmer (1869-73), Richard J.

In 1858, as.above stated, Douglas was elected to Oglesby (1873, resigned), John L. Beveridge
the senate. In 1863 Win. A. Richardson, a dem- (1873-7), Shelby M. Cullom (1877-85). -- See

, ocrat, was chosen to serve out Douglas' unexpired Poore's Federal and State Conetitution_, and Politi-
term. In 1877 David Davis, an independent, was ca/ .Reg/ster," Reynolds' P/onee_- tl_tary ofllli_w_
sent to the senate by a combination of democrats (to 1818); Birkbeck's Zetters from Illinois (1818);

•and independents. The system of minority repre- Ford's History of Putnam [and other] Countie_
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(1860); Beck's Gazetteer of/'TAno/s(182.3); Edwards' and which consequently is consumed as soon

l_k_tory of Illinoi_ (to 1833); _litchell's Illinois i7_ as produced. Certain immaterial products, al-
1837; Brown's ]//sten:y of Illinois (to 1844); Ford's though consumed as soon as produced, are su.,--
.History of Illinois (to 1847); Carpenter's tl_sto_.y of ceptible of accumulation, and consequently of
1_'l_ois (to 1854); Gerhard's Illinois as it is (1857); forming capital when their consumed wllue is

_Eddy's PaZ_otism of IlliTwis; Wright's C]_icago met with and fixed on a durable basis (founds). It
*(1870); Davidson and Stuvd's Histo_T of Illinois is thus that the oral lesson of a teacher of the art

,(to 1873); Matson's Fre;_ch and Indian_ of the of healing is repn)duced in the industrial faculties
Illinois Rive_" (1875); the act of Feb. 3, 1809, is in of those of his pupils who have profited by it.
2 Slat. at Large, 514; the act of April 18, and the This value is theu attached to a durable subject,
1resolution of Dec. 3, 1818, are in8 S/a2. at Large, the pupil." M. Dunoyer seems to us to have
,428, 536; Porter's West in 1880, 157. considerably elucidated and perfected the idea of

ALEX._.:NDER JOHNSTO.N. immaterial products; he does not admit that they
are consumed as soon &sproduced, and he thinks

I,W.WATERIAL PRODUCTS. To "produce," that this statement has only been made on account
in the economic sense of the word, is not to cre- of a want of distinction between work and its re-

ate matter, which is beyond human power, but a sults. )I. Dunoyer has himself recalled in his
_'alid utility, that is to say, one that may be cx- article headed "Production," the theory evolved
,changed for other utilities. Now utility in itself hy him on this subject in his great work nn
has nothing material in it; it is a quality, a prop- "Frecdom of Labor." His observations seem to

.el'ty which only exists by its relation to our wants, us completely justified; but great care mu_t be
From this point of view all products without cx- taken, in considerations relative to the cla._s of
.ception are immaterial; but it has been thought products whmh we are dealing with, nrver to
desirable to distinguish, among the utilities pro- forget the distinction between labor and its rc-

.duced, those directly connected with ma_, and suits, a point on which in some respects, per.
.these have been called "immaterial products." hal)s, )I. Dunoycr has not sufficiently insisted.
--Adam Smith, ]_Ialthus, and other economists, It is (,(,rtam that all useful labor is productive,

.did not admit this last class of products. Smith, and that everything which can satisfy our various
while recognizing the utility and even the ne- wants or _tssist in perfecting our intellectual or

,cessity of the services of functionaries, magis- moral naturc is uscful; but. the labor pcrformed
tratcs, the army, etc., did not admit that these on man or his faculties, which, to use M. Du-
services were productive. "Their service," he noyer's expression, has man for its subject, is
says, "how honorable, how useful or how neccs- far from being always useful and productive.
sary soever, produces nothing for which an equal Too often, on the contrary, this labor is not only
quantity of service can afterward be procured, useless and unproductive, but to the last degree
The protection, security and defense of the com- hurtful and destructive. It is then absolutely
'nn)nwealth, the effect of their labor this year, will necessary, before deciding if labor having man

not purchase its protection, security and defense for its subject is or is not productive, to cxamine
_or the year to come. In the same class must be its object and its results.--,_kn armed force, used
ranked, some both of the gravest and most exclusively, accordiug to the need there may be
,impoztant, and some of themost frivolous profcs- of it, in preserving national independence, in
.sions: churchmen, lawyers, physicians, men of assuring internal trauquillity and respect of pet'-
lettem of all kinds; players, buffoons, musicians, sons and property, performs an unquestionably
opera singers, opera dancers, etc. The labor of productive labor; for, on the one hand, it repl'esses
the meanest of the_ has a certain value, regulated collective or iudividual violence with all its accom-
by the very same principles which regulate that panying evils; while, on the other hand, it gives
,of every other sort of labor; and the labor of the to all that feeling of sccurity which is indispen-
noblest and most useful of these professions pro- sable to activity and productiveness in labor. But

duces nothing which could afterward purchaseor an army which should become the tool of the
cause an equal quantity of labor to be performed, ambition, pride or vanity of certain personages;
Like the declamation of the actor, the harangue which should serve to maintain at home an oppres-
of the orator, or the tune of the musician, the sive and grasping rule, and to carry abroad war
work of all of them perishes at the very in- and its devastations, wouldno longer boa produe-
stunt of its production.'_ Malthus thought live force, but a scourge.--_Iagistrates who con-
that "from the moment the line of demarca- scicntiously fulfill their duty, who administer with
tiou between material and immaterial objects rigid impartiality the laws of justice as thegeneral
is taken away, the explanation of the causes condition of enlighteumeut has established them,
which determine the wealth of nations and every are eminently producers; for they contribute to
means of appraising it become extremely ditfi- insure to the nation security and at the same
cult, if not impossible." -- J. B. Say thus sums time to perfect the morality of the people. But

up the characteristics which seem to him to dis- . a magistracy which should make itself the accom-
tinguish the products in question: "An imma- plice of a destructive and tyranmcal power,
terial product," he says, "is any sort of utility would by so doing only conlnbutc to produce
which is unconnected with any material body, evils of every description.--A civil administra-
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tion which applied itself to attending to, by el- eient to assure their power and serve their tem-
ficacious means, but as simple and as little costly poral interests--could a clergy, we ask, who

as possible, col}ective interests of such a nature employed such means for such an object, be fitly
that they could not be left with advantage to the classed among producers?-- The same may be
care of individual activity; to collecting tile taxes said about the labor of the teacher, the 15rofessor,
which the public service might render indispen_- the man of letters, or the artist. We might ask
ble; to protecting without harassing the regular if secondary education, as it exists in France for
growth of gcneral activity; U) preventing dangers examl)lc , is in accordance with the needs or the
or hurtful acts in the. few cases where the evil real interests of the population; if the study and
resulting from preventive measures would not praise bestowed on the manners, the institu-

equal or exceed that which the action is takeu to I tions, the opinions and the actions of the ancicnt
prevent, would fulfill a mission whose nsefulncss , peoples of Greece and Rome, are well fitted to
and consequently whose productiw,ness could 2 make honorable and useful citizens; if the ideas
not be contested. But an administration, which, i drawn from such teaching are rcally utilities; if
instead of confining its efforts to protccting, in ! there might not be sometbing better to teach, etc.
the best way possible, the free and legitimate i We might ask if all authors, poets and artists
application of gencral activity, should pretend to have a good effect in improving the mind,
direct and regulate it on all points; which sup- elevating the soul, or rcfining the t'_ste; but the
posed itself authorized in many caqes _o take readcr can easily supply for himself what is hcre
from some to give to others; which, in order to i omitted. What has been said seems to us suffi-

extend its action everywhere, should complicate Ii cient to. establish our statement that all labor
more and more the public service, and should . which has man as its object is not productive.
without stay or limit increase the personncl of And that to distinguish such as is from such as is
the administration, would only succeed by such not, it is necessary to examine its results.-- It is
a course in trammeling all useful works, in pro- of importance, however, to explain that utility
ducing a forced and unjust distribution of part j "can not be estimated in political economy as it
of the values produced, a more and more ener- I is in ethics, and that we must recognize hcrc as
getic and general desire for public employment, i useful everything which has an exchangeabh,
a progressive increase in the parasite population, I value. There must in consequence he admitted
the weakening anti discouragement of productive as veritable products, all the results of tile labors
activity,in proportion to the development given of the author, the artist, the doctor, etc., to which

to destructive activity, and finally, the insecurity J the public attaches a price freely ag,Teed upon.
and disorders inseparable from all these causes of i cven when to the eyes of reason some of these

disturbance. Such an administration, taken as a [ results are worth nothing or less than nothing,
whole, would little merit to be considered pro- but it is quite otherwise with the labor whose
ductive of utility.-- Ministers of a religion, who, wages are not freely determined, and the rcsulls
to propagate their faith or their beliefs, used no of which men are forced to accept, whatever
other arm than persuasion, tit(; only one for that I they may be. such as thosc regulated by author-
matter of any avail; who nm(lc themselves the I it)'; the effects of this labor h.tve no price current

teachers of ethics and the cons(tiers of their i which the economist is obliged to accept, whether
adherents; who, by the hclp of religious senti- reasonable or not, and their appraisement is
ments, strove to elevate and purify more and entirely a matter for the decision of enlightened
more their intelligence and their hal)its, to de- reason. A. CLEME.NT.
velop and enlighten their better feelings, to re-
sist and diminish their evil and mischievous IM_IGRATION. (See EMIGRATION.)
propensities--in a word, to direct their desires.
their tendencies and their activity into the path IMPEACH]IENTS (I_; U. S. lhsToRY). Tlm

most beneficial for all, would undoubtedly be the constitution only provides that tile house of rcp-
most valuable of all producers, the most worthy rescntatives shall have the sole power of impeach-
of respect and veneration; for they would con- ment of the president, vice-pre_ident, and "'dl
tribute more than all others to the perfecting of civil officers of the United States "; that the senate
human life, to raising men to the highest level it shall have the sole power to try impeachments;
is given them to attain. But a clcrgy who, to tlmt jud_nuent, to be given by two-thirds of the
establish their influence, counted less on 1)ersua- senators pre_nt, shall only involve removal from,
sion than on authority; who lacked the necessary and disqualification to hold, office under the
enlightenment to enable them to act on the United States; that a person convicted shall not
affective faculties of their followers in such a be pardoned by the president, and shall still be
way as to improve them and wisely guide their li.lble to indictment and punishment at law.
natural tendencies; who, besides, ignored the When the president of the United States is tnetl,

importance of this part of their minion and the chief justice presides over the senate.--The
devoted themselves mainly to obtaining a submis- constitution has not attempted to ascertain ant!
sion, a passive obedience, voluntary or forced, to classify the offenses which are impeachable. It
all the tenets or forms prescribed by them, and has only stated (Art. I., ,_ 3, ¶ 7) that "the party
should be contented with such a result as suffi- convicted shall, nevertheless, be liable and sub-
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ject to indictment, trial, judgment, and punish- bets of congress and "civil officers" in distinct
ment according to law;" and (Art. II., _ 4) that categories. Against it is the decision by the
"tile president, vice-president, and all civil scnat_,, in JanualT, 1864, that an oath prescribed

officers of the United States shall be removed for "civil officers," by the actof July 2, 1862, mlmt
front office on impeachment for and conviction of be taken by sen._tors also. 3. The power of the
treason, bribery, or other high crimes and m_s. senate to arrest the accused, or "sequester'" or
demeanors." From this omission of specilication sail)end him from office, pending judgment on
two antagonistic opinions have arisen. 1. It the inapea(.hment, is very doubtful, and isdcfend.
is held that the power of impeachnlent extends cd mainlyl)y t)arallel will) th(. practice in English
only to such offenders t_s m'_y afterward be in- impeachments. The language of some of the
dieted and punislmd according to law; that is, framers of tim constitution and their _,cmtempo-
that tbe house can only impeach, and lhe senate raries, however, goe_ to slmw that tlwy _onsidered
remove, for indictable offenses. This would the power of suspension to be in the '_cnate; and

make the power of impeachment defined and Senator Sunmer, on Jolmson's trial, argued that
circumscribed. 2. On the contrary, it is hchl the selection of the chief justice to preside over

that the phrase "high crimes and misdemeanors" lhe tri;d of a pr_'sitlent wa_ not becau-e the vi(_-
was intentionally left undefined in order that the presi(h,nt was supposed to be an in,creeled party,

power of imp_,achnmut might embrace not only but because he was l/r(.._um(,(l to be engaged in
indwtablc, offenses, hut also that wider and vaguer performing the (hatif.s of the pre._ident durin-'Z the
cl:Ls_of political offenses wl)ich the ordinary courts n(,ce_-sary suspension of tim latter flora office.
of law can not reach. This would make the llower ']'he llO_ cr of arrest w'ls exerci,ed by lhc senate,
of impeachnmnt under tim Americau constitution though under l)eculiar cilcnlnstail(,es, ill Blount's
closely ,-imilar Io that which has been exercised ('ase. It N, however, usually a l)ower llot neces-
under the British constitution. It wouhl then sa_T to secule attendance, since tin' only ju(lg-
include all misdemeanors which might seem to a ment in (:;tse of conviction is the stigma of in-
majority of the house, and to two-tlfirds of tlw ability to hold office, and puni-hment does not
senate, so heinous or so disgraceful as to make extend to death or deprivation of property; nor,
tile offender's exclusion from ()ffice necessary to in any event, is the attendance ot the accused

the well-being of tile country; and the punitive necessary; since he may be tried and (,_,ndc.mned
effect of tim l_)pular vote would be relied upon in his absence, as in Blount's, Pickei'ing',_ and
todetera dominant party from abusing the power llumphreys' cases. (Set' I., II , V.) 4 Can an
for selfish ends. The best results have probably unjust conviction on impeachment ever be re-
been reached by leaving tile question open to versed by a sub_equent('ongress ? Thi, is a qtn,s-

individual judgment.-- Many minor questions art, lion which has never been raised, and tim now
still unsettled, and will probably long remain acknowledgedcquity of thewholelincofsen:ttorial
so. 1. It can m_t bc considered settled that an decisions in impeachment cases gives strong rea-

office-hohlcr may escape impeachment for acts son for hol)e that it will never be nccescary to
(tone while in office, by resignation, expulsion, or raise it. -- The impeachn_ent cases in oul national
the close of his term of office. The point was hi,;tory are given below. It Ires not been cou-
made. but not decided, in Blount's case (see I.), sidercd necessary to go into impe:tchmeutsbystale

and although it prevented a two-thirds major- h,gislatures, but reference ts made among the
ity in Belknap's ease (see "VII.), the power of authorities to sever'd important ease_ of this kind.
impeachment was there maintained by a very -- I. WH.LIA._i BLOI:r;T. July 3, 1797, the i)re._-
decided majority of the senators, including nearly idcnt sent to congress a nunlber of pal)ors on the

all the ablest h_wyers of the senate. On tim one reialions of the Uniled Shltc-'lnd Spain. Among
hand is the provision that only "civil officers" them was a hqtcr from United States Senator
are liable to impeachment; and tim conjunction Blount, of Tennc._ee, to an Indian agent am(,ng
of "re.moral from offÉce and disqualification'" the Cherokees, from whiell it appeared that
would seem to imply that the removal was tim Blount was engaged in a conspn'at'y to transf(,r
first essential to punishment, and that disqualifi- _New Orleans and the neighboring lerritors from
cation could not be inflicted where removal had Spain to Great Britain, by means of a Brili.-h

f(tr ;lay rexsoa become impossible. On the other fleet and a land force to be furnished by Bhlun_.
band is the obvious objection, on the score of On r(,ceipt of notice that tim house intended to
pubhc policy, to allowing a suddenly discovered impca(-h him, the senate at first put him under
crimin,tl in office to escape impeachment by an $50,000 bonds to allpcar for trial, but afterward
aptly timed resignation. 2. Blount's case has expelled hint, July 9. His sureties then surrcn-
apparently settled that senators and represents dercd him to the senate, but hewaq again released
tires are not impeachable; but the decision in on decreased bail. The wlmle of the next scs-

that case was made against strong opposition at sion, :Nov. 13, 1797-July 16, 1798, baldly sufficed
the time, and has been repeatedly objected to forlhe preparation of the five articlesof imlx'ach-
since. In favorof the decision is the language of ment, which were finally brought to trial, Dec.
the constitution; it limits the power of impeach- 24, 1798. Bh)unt, who had in the meantime been
ment to " the president, vice-president, and all elected to the senate of his state, did not allPe'tr,
civil officers," but in other placesmeations mere- but his counsel plead, 1, that, as senator, hc wa,,
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not a "civil officer" liable to impeachment, and, nounced guilty by a small majority, the largest,
:2, that, since his expulsion he was no longer _ 19 to 15, on the 8th; on the other articles a major-
senator. The senate sustained lhc first ph_a, and ity found him not guilty; and as a two-thirds
Blount was acquitted for want of jurisdiction.-- majority was not givcn for any article, he was
II. JOHN PICK_:RI_;G. March 3, 1803, the house pronounced not guilty on all, March 1, 1805. The
impeached Judge Pickering, of the federal dis- result of the trial led to some efforts on the part
trier court for the district of New Itampshire. of the democratic leaders to change the tenure of
_rhe four articles against him charged him with federal judges. (See JI.'DICI_.R¥, VII.) Judge
_lecisions contrary to law, and with drunkenness Chase held his seat on the bench until his death,
and profanity on the bench, and were tried bythe June 19, 1811. -- IV. JAMES H. PECK. Dec. 13,
senate at once. Judge Piekering did not appear, 1830, Judge Peck, of the federal district court
but his sou attempted to prove his father's insan- for the district of Mi_ouri, was tried on an
ity. The managers on the part of thc house, in impeachment passed by the house at the pre-

reply, maintained that the insanity was aconse- vious session. The article against him alleged
quence of his habitual drunkenness. He was arbitrary conduct, in 1827, in punishing for con-
convicted March 12, by a party vote, the federal- tempt of court an attorney who had published a
ists voting in the negative, and removed; the fur- criticism of Judge Pcck's opinion in a land case.
ther disqualification to hold office was not inflict- In this case the vote of the senate was 21 guilty,
ed. -- Ill. SA_VEI. CHASE. One of the ablest of 24 not guilty, and Judge Peck was acquitted.-
the federal justices of the supreme court was V. WEST H. HUmeHR_.YS. At thc outbreak of
Chase, of Maryland, appointed Jan. 27, 1796. the rebellion the district judges of the federal
The practice of adding disquisitions on current courts in the seceding states, and one of the jus-
politics to charges to grand juries was then com- tices of the supreme court (James A. Campbell,
mon with American judges, as it had long been of Alabama), resi_med. Justices Catron, of Ten-
in Great Britain; and after the downfall of the nessec, and Wayne, of Georgia, notwithstanding
_federalparty in 1801 Chase kept up the practice the secession of their states, retained their pnsi-
_with _t bitterness and ability equally displeasing tions as justices of the supreme court, and their
to the dominant party. In the house, Jan. 5, loyattywas never questioned. On the other hand,
1804, Randolph obtained a committee to investi- Judge Humphreys, of the federal district court of
Iigate Chase's official conduct; and on their report Tennessee, while actively engaged in the rebel-
Chase was lmpcached, :Nov. 30, 1804, and Ran- lion, had not resigned, and impeachment became
dolph was appointed chief managel. The articles necessary in order to vacate his position, l{e-
of Impeachment were presented to the senate, course was had to a secession speech made by
Dec. 7, 1804, and the trial was begun Jan. '2, lum in :Nashville. Dec. 29, 1860, and this, and his
1805 There were eight articles. 1, for arbitrary acceptance of the office of confederate judge,
and unjust conduct in the trial of John Fries for were made the basis of seven articles of impeach
lugh treason, in April, 1800, in refusing to allow meat by the house, on which he was convicted
the prisoner's counsel to argue various law points, by a unanimous vote of the senate, June 26, 186°_
and in announcing his opinion as already formed, --VI. ANDREW JOHNSON. Jan. 7, 1867, J_. _f.
so that the prisoner's counsel threw up thc ease; Ashley, of Ohio, submitted a resolution in the
2. for refusing to excuse a juror who had pre- house directing the judiciary committee to laves-
judged the guilt of J. T. Calleuder, in a trial tigate his charge that President Johnson had cot-
under the sedition law, in May, 1800, at Rich- ruptly used the appointing power, the pardoning
mond; 3, for refusing to allow one of Callender's power, the veto power, and the public property,
witnessesto testify; _,, forinterruptingandannoy- and had corruptly interfered in elections. The

ing Callender's counsel, so that they abandoned house adopted the resolution, and five of the nine
his case; 5, for arresting, instead of summoning, members of the committee reported, :Nov. 25,
Callender in a case not capital; 6, for refusing to 1867, in favorof impeachment. Their resolution
allow CaUender a postponement of his trial; 7, to that effect was lost, Dec. 7, by a vote of 56 to
for urging an unwilling Delaware grand jury to 109.--In March, 1867, congress had enacted (see
find indictments under the sedition law; and 8, T_:ltE ov OFFICE)that civil officers " holding

for "highly indecent and extra-judicbtl" reflec- or hereafter to be appointed" to anyofftce by con-
tions upon the government of the United States firmation of the senate, should retain office until
before a Maryland grand jury. The eigtlth article a successor should be confirmed by the senate, ex-
_overed his real offense; the others were the ceptthatcabinctofflcers,unlessremovedbyconseat
fruits of the committee's zealous research into of the senate, should "hold their offÉces for and

his past official life. -- The defense disproved during the term of the president by whom they
very much of the matter alleged, amt as to the may have been appointed, and for one month
remainder Chase's coun_l argued successfully thereafter." At the samelime congress hadprae-
that his conduct had been "ratl_er a violation of tically taken the command of the army from the
the principles of politeness than of the principles president (see RECONSTItUCT_ON), and had made
of law; rather the want of decorum than the the secretary of war really independent of, aswell
commission of a high crime and misdemeanor." as irremovable by, the executive._All the cab-
On the 3d, 4th and 8th articles Chase was pro- inet, except the secretary of war, F_.M. Stanton,
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_ecm to have been in sympathy with the president Stauton, with intent to violate the tenure of office
in March, but lhe estrangement between Stanton act, after the senate had refused to concur in his
_n(1 Johnson increased so rapidly that the presi- suspension ; 2, the issuance of an ordcr to Tliomas
dent suspended the secretary of war, Aug. 12, to act as secretary of war ad _te_m while tim
1867. as he was allowcd to do, by the tenure of senatewa._iusession, no "vacaneycxisting"mthe
(_flice act, while the senate was not in session, and war department, with intent to violate the tenure
;,i)pointed the general of the army, U. S. Grant, of office act and the constitution, and 3, without

secrctary ad interim. Within twenty days after authority of law; 4, conspiracy with Thomas and
t l_e senate should meet, the president was required other persons with intent, by intimidation and
by the tenure of office act to lay before the senate threats, to prevent Stanton from acting as se(.re-
his reasons for any suspension during its inter- tals"; 5, to prevent the exeeuti,)n of the tenure of

mission; in Stanton's case he did so, and the sen- office act; 6, to seize the war department's prop-
ate, Jan. 13, 1868, by a party vote of 35 to 6, non- crty by force, and, 7, to violate the tenure of

concurred in Stanton's suspension. Gen. Grant office act; 8, the appointment of Thomas with
at once notified the president that his functions intent to control unlawfully the disbursement of

_as secretary ad inter5_ had ceased. Secretary the war department's moneys; 9, au attempt to
_tanton immediately resumed his place, and kept induce Gen. Emory, commanding the depart-
it throughout the subsequent proceedings until mcnt of Washington, to disobey the act above
)fay 26.when he finally relinquished it.--The sus- referred to, regulating the issuance of orders to
pension of Stanton was a mistake, in so far as it the army; 10, the use, in regard to cougress, of
recognized the mode of procedure laid down in the "utterances, declarations, threats and harangues,
_enure of office act, since the vital point in John- highly censurable in any, and peculiarly indecent
s,)n's c_lse was the applicability of that acL to Sec- and unbecoming in the chief magistrate of the
retary Stanton. The president, indeed, asserted United States, by means whercof said Andrew
_that Gen. Grant had 1)romised to hold the office Johnson ha.s brought the high office of president
in spite of the senate's non-concurrence, and thus into contempt, ridicule and disgrace, to the great
foreeSecretaryStanton, by an appeal to the courts, scandal of all good citizens"; and 11, his public
to lest the constitutionality of the act; and the declaration that the 39th congress was no con-
at_sertion was sustained by all the cabinet officers stitutional congress, but a eon.g_ress of l)art of the

except Stanton, but was denied by Gen. Grant. states. "thereby denying and intending to deny
The plan, which had been baulked by Grant's that its legislation was obligatory up(m him, and
surrender of the office to Stautonin January, was that it had any p(_wer to propose amendments
l'c_umed in February with a more reliable instru- to tim constitution," and designing t(, prevent the
lncnt, and apparently with better legal advice, execution of the tenure of office a_t, the act for
J"eb. 13, the president desired Gen. Grant to ap- the government of the army, and the recoustruc-
point Geu. L. Thomas adjutant general, and the lion acts. The last two articles were additions to
_ppointment was made. Feb. 21, the president the original nine articles, based upon certain
• emoved Stanton, as if the temlre of office act did speeches made by the president during a tour to
not apply to his case, and appointed Thomas St. Louis in August and September, 1866. --The
secretary of war ad interim, under the law of answerof the president, through his counsel, may
Feb. 13, 1795, which allowed the appointment of be reduced to four heads. 1. As to articles 1-3,
.such officers, in emergencies, for not more than lie averred that Stant(m, having been appointed
six months, without confirmation by the senate, by President Lincoln, Jan. 15, 1862, liavingserved
8tanton refused to vacate the office, and notified out "the term of the president by whom he had
the speaker of the house of his attempted removal, been appointed," and never having been reap-
J_'cb. 24, the house adopted a resolution of pointed, was not embraced in the terms or the
impeachment by a vote of 126 to 42, and on the intention of the tenure of office act, of March 2,
following day a ,committee impeached the presi- 1867; that Stanton had taken ()ffice and kept it
dent at the bar of the senate. By tacit consent, "during thepleasurc of the president," according
all attempts to obtain possession of the war to the terms of the act of Aug. 7, 1789, organ-
department were dropped to abide the result of izing the war department, and according to the
the impeachment. -- The house managel_ of tim practice of all presidents and congresses down to
impeachment were John A. Biagham of Ohio, March, 1867; that Stanton's removal was not in
Gco. S. Boutwell and Benj. F. Butler of Massa- violation of the tenure of office act; and that the
chusetts, Jas. F. Wilson of Iowa, Thomas Wil- appointment of Thomas was to fill an existing
liams and Thaddeua Stevens of Pennsylvania, vacancy. 2. As to articles 4-7, lie denied any

and John A. Logan of Illinois. -- The president's conspiracy, any intimidation, or any authority to
_.ounsel were Henry I_,_aabery and W. S. Groes- use force given by him to Thomas, and tu_.scrted
beck of Ohio, Win. M. Evar_ of New York, that the only connection between him and Thom_s
Thos. A. R. Nelson of Tennessee, and Benj. R. was an order from him as superior and obedience

Curtis of _assaehusetts. :March 4, the managers to it by Thomas. 3. tie denied the truth of
presented eleven articles, impeaching the presi- article 8. 4. As to articles 9-11, he claimed the

(tent of the following high crimes and mis- right of freedom of opinion and of freedom of
demeanors: 1. The issuance of an or4erxemoving speech; he .asserted that his declarations to Emory
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and to public meetings were identical with his at/ interim appointments, except in cases of sus_
messages to congress; and called attention to the pension, would seem to hit the case of Thomas"
fact that the allegations in these articles did not appointment exactly, though even then there
"touch or relate to any official act or doing" of would have been a fair que_ion whether the

the president.-- The trial, beginning with the or- appoiritment were a high crime and misdemeanor.
ganization of the senate as a court to try the ira. Those of the seven acquitting republican senators
peachment, March 5, ended March 26. Excluding who filed opinions seem to have voted not guilty
the twenty senators from southern states not yet on these articles because of the "no vacancy"
admitted, the total number of senaters was rifts,- clause, and because, a vote for coavictmn would
four; the two-thirds vote, needed for conviction, have stultified their opinions on the first aud
would, therefore, have been 36 to 18. Therewere eighth articles (Stanton's removal); bnt, ew.n

twelve democratic senators, all cf whom were without the objectionable clause, it is extremely
quite certain to vote not guilty, so that it was probable that the)" would still have voted not
necessary that at least seven republican senators guilty on the general ground of want of t,vil
should vote against conviction on all the articles intent in the president's action. The only con-
in order to secure an acquittal. Before a vote clusion to be drawn from the conduct of the*
was reache.d it wtL_ very apparent that there were whole case is that the house was too lmsty in
but three articles (2, 3 and 11) on wluch a convic- impeaching; if it had waited patiently for ,_olnc
lion was possible. Ou the '" conspiracy " articles over! act to complete the eleventh article, th;:t _trli-
(4-7), and the ""Emnry" article (9), the proof lind clc would have been impregnable, and it i_ difli
failed to convince many republican senators. The cult to see how c,,nviction could have been avoid-

" Butler" article (10) consisted of unofficial utter- ed honestly. -- VII. _tVILI,IAM _V. BELK._AP. In
antes of the p|e_ideut. On the "Stanton"m'- February and March, ]876, thehousecom|nitlecnu
titles (1, 8) several republican senators asse|'ted expenditures in.tim war department, discovered
that the tenure of office act was admitted at the that Secretary Belknap, of that department, had
lime of its passage not to apply to President Lin- for six years been receiving money for the appoint
eolu's secretaries, Sherman, of Ohio, one of the meat and relentiou in office of the post-tr_,der at
senate conferees on the act, says in his opinion, Fort Sill, Indian Territory. The total amount re-
"Can I, who still believe it to be the true and legal ceived was about $24,450. The house voted unau-

interpretation of those words, can I pronounce imously to impeach him, March 2, 1876, but :t
the president guilty of crmm, and by that vote few hours before the irnpeachnlent resolution was
•rid to remove him from his high office, for passed, Belknap resigned, and his resignation was
doing what I declared and still bcliew, hc had a accepted by President Grant. April 4, the marl
legal right to (lo? God forbid." 3fay 16, by agersof the impcachmenton the part of the house
order of the senate, the vote was taken on the allpeared at the bar of the senate, and exhfllitcd
eleventh article first, and was found to bc 85 five articles of iml)eachmcnt, covering thevarious
for conviction and 19 for acquittal, seven repub receipts of money charged against Belknap. In his
hcan senator_ voting m the minority. The senate reply thcdcfendant claimed to bc a private citiz(.n
adjourned at once until 3lay 26, when a vote of Iowa, and denicd the power of the house to
was taken on the second and third articles, impeachany one who, by resignationoroflwrwise,
with ex.lctly the same result as on the eleventh, had ceased to be a "civil office_' of tile United
The senate then adjourned sine die, without voting States." )Iay 4-29, the question whether Belknap
upon the other artich,s, and the chief justice di was. under all the circumstances, amenable to
retted a verdict of acquittal to be entered upon trial by impeachment was argued and decided in
the record. -- The strength of the eleventh article the affirmative by a vote of 37 to 09; but the
lay in its charge that the president had not faith- vote proved the hopclcssne_ of conviction, since

fully executed the tenure of office act or the recon- the minority was too large to allow a two-thirds
atruction acts, his declarations that congress was vote of guilty. The evidence and argument on

'" not a congress" being apparently intended to both sides continued from July 6 until Augu._t
show his mala fitlg*. Its weakness lay in its vague- 1, when tim _ote stood 36 guihy to 25 not guilt)'
hess, and in the fact that it charged the presi- on the second, third and fourth articles, 35 to 25
dent with "designing and contriving" means on the first, aud 37 to 25 on the fifth article. The
to avoid the execution of the law, rather than majority for conviction not being two-thir(ls.
with any overt acts. As to this article, then, the a verdict of acquittal was entered. The vote of
difference of opinion went mainly to themeaning the minority was given on the ground of want
of the language. The second and third articles, of jurisdiction. (See TE,_UItE OF OFFrCE, RE-
particularly the former, seem to have been lost CONSTRUCTION)_-- See, in general, 2 Woodeson's
because of their complication with Stantun's re- Lectures, 602; 2 Bancroft's Iti*tory of the 5'o_.t_
mowd, and their statement tha_ "no vacancy tutfou, 193; Tucker's Black, lone, App. 335, The
existed" when Thomas was appointed. If Stan- Federali*t, lxv. ; Story's Commentaries, §§ 686, 740,

ion's removal were legal, the tenure of office act I_lwle's Commentaries, 200; 2 Wilson's Law Lec.
would then seem to apply to his office for the first ture,, 16.5, 2 Curtis' H_to_-q of the C,ons_uti_m,
time after he had been removed; and the absolute 171, 397; A_neric_l_ Law tL_gi*ter, March, 1867,
prohibition, in the second section of the act, of I (Dwiglit's Trial by Impeadtra_t); Wharton's
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Trials; T,'_lofA_a_uf, er Addison,; 1 Da_., is that, if justly assessed, it would not act upon
329; Pickering and Gardner's Trial of Judge Pre.s- prices, likcatax upon a commodity; nm' would
¢_t; 5 Webster's Works, 50_. (I.) 5 Hildrcth's it affect the normal distrihuthm and employment
United _ta_es, 88, 201 : 9 Cobbett's Works; Tz'_l of capital, or interfere with the free action of

of W_iam Bloultt; Wharton's ,State TriaLs, 200; labor; nor finally, would it favor any parlicular
3 ,_. Leg. Jour...App. (II.) 5 Hildreth's Untied class or classes of the community at the cxpense
_'qates, 510; 3Spencer's Uaited_tat_, 53; 3 ,.%_. of any other class, or of the great bodyofthe
Leg. Jour., App.; Annals of Congress, 8th Cong., people, the consumers--effects which are apt to

1,_t ,_%,_s., 815--368. (III.) 5 Hildreth's _rnited be produced by indirect taxation. All this
.utates, 543 : 3 Spenccr's UMted _btates, 53 ; 1 supposes that the tax is equitably levied, and
G-arland's Life of Randolph, 196 ; Evans' Trgal were this condi!iem possible no tax would be more
_,f Judge Chuse; Smith and Lloyd's l)'ial of in accordance with correct economic priucq)les.
,hMge Ghase; 8Sen. JLeg. Jour., App.; 3Benton's Itis moreover an e]a._tictax, for as the wcaithof
1)eb,tta_ of 6bngress, 88, 173. (IV.) Stnnsbury's a people increa_s, the proceeds of the tax must
I;.ial of Judge Peck ; 10 Benton's Debates of increase, and at the present time (1882) there is

Congra_s, 546, 556; 11 lb., 24, 124. (V.) 47-49 no surer index of England's advance in material
(_lu/ressianal Globe; 44 Rep. t_[,,u_ Gomm, 37th prosperity than the slow increa_ in the returns
Cong., 2d Se._. (VI.) lmpeachme_d oaf"Pre._ideltt of the income tax. No objection, based upon
John._on, publi,lu_d b!/orde_,oftl_e S:nate; Sehuck- general principles, cmdd bc raised against the
c,.g L_fe ors P. Chase, 547. (VII) Lnpeachment assessment and collection of a moderate tax on

• ,f 8ec_'eta_7/ ]_elk_utp, publ£_lw_t by order of the incomes above what is necessary to existence, if
•91utt_.; Appleton's Annmg Cffclope_lia, 1876, 686. itcould be assessed cquitablyand without causing
For the acts of M_ff 8, 1792, Feb 13, 1795, Feb injustice to any one, and if it could bc collected
20, 1863, and March 2, 1867, see TE.nl;Itt: OF with facilitY;.- But such a tax can exist only
OFFICE. ALEXANDER JOHNSTON. ill theory, and when an attempt is made to put

it in practice it be(,omes one of the most unequal
IMPRESSMENT. (Sec E._B_It¢_o, in U. S. laxes that can bc impo,ed, the difficullies being

II_sto_3".) ahnost wholly in lhe assessment. Such a tax
can not, under any of the methods that have been

IMPRISONMENT FOR DEBT. (See DENT) suggested, be made an equal tax without raising
up such a complex system of assessment and

INCOME TAX. A tax upon income has collection as to create in._uperable obsta('les to its
Tunuy qualities which recommend it to the ccono- collection. We can only approximate to an
m_-t. It accords perfectly with the fi_t maxim equal as_ssment. The first diliiculty lies in the
_)f taxation as laid down by Adam Smith: "The determining of what is the incomc to be _axed.
,',ul)jeOs of every state ought to contribute toward E_ther the pcrsonal slatemeut of the _ax payer of
the supp¢)rt of government as ncarly as po_iblc in the income hc enjoys must be depended on, or
prol)orlion to their respective abilities; that is, in there must be a body of tr,tined officials for
proportion to the revenue which they rcspeetively determining the income of each conlribut(w; or
enjoy under the protection of the state." It the two methods must be combined. The weak-

wouhl fail upon that portion of the community hess of depending upon the statement of the
which is best able to contribute to the expenses tax payeris at once apparent, and uHle_ there i_
of government, for it presupposes an income, and an open and honest declaration on the part of th(:
justice demands that it shall be levied only upon imlividual, the tax either become_ nugatory, or
income that is not essential to the existence of arbitrary and oppr(,s_ivc. The interest of the
the payer. Moreover as a direct tax it falls more tax payer will induce him to cv'_de his share of
upon the richer classes than upon the poorer, for the burden by concealing a part of or underrating
this is the general tendem:y of direct taxes, and his true income, and the higher the rate of the
this tendency is further increased by an exemp- tax the greater is the inducement offered to
lion flora taxation of incomes below a certain evasion, l_Ioreover, while the conscientious tax

amount. An income ta_ may then be regarded payer makes a full anti honcst return of his
as a compensatory tax, a._ a tax which is com- income, the. dishonest one will seek to eqcape his
plcmentary to a system of indirect taxes; because burden, and in this way the tax will be an
n_direct taxes, falling upon consumption, require unequal tax. For this reason the tax has been
a relatively greater sacrifice from the poorer called "a tax upon honesty and a bounty on
(:lasses, and as the expenditure of people upon perjury and fraud." This is illustrated by the
taxed commodities beam no regular proportion to manner of collecting this tax as now practiced in
their wealth, these indirect taxes touch but England. The bankof England whenit paysthe
slightly the rich..While an indirect tax upon dividends on the funds deducts the income tax
'consumption will reach every class in the com- and ct'edits it to the government; the salaries of
munity, an income tax will, as has already been those employed in the government offices and in

_oted, fall upon that class which is in the enjoy- the army and navy are definitely known to the
_neut of an income over and above u certain sum. officials, and not one of these fund holders and

J_ut the crowning merit of a tax upon income government employ6s, can escape the payment Of
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his full tax. The income of farmers is roughly £150000 as his assessable income, but the amoun_
estimated to be one-llalf the rental of the farm, was raised by the commissioners to £20,000,
and the tax is levied on that basis. But for the whmh he paid. The following year he made no
incomesof alleng_tged in manufacturing or other return, and the assessment of the commission
industrial enterprises, ,_nd of those engaged in ers was again £20,000, but the surveyor charged
professions, the statement of the interested par- him on £45,000, the duty on which was paid
ties must be depended upon, and undoubtedly without appeal. Again, the next year he made

evasion of taxation is practiced to a great extent no rcturn, and again lhe charge was raised by
among these clas.¢es. So that there are certain the surveyor, who raised him to £60,000. with
classes of the community taxed either upon their the same result as in the former instance."-- Yet
full incomes or upon a portion of them fixed on a official a.,_sessment is an arbitrary asscs.,mcnt.
well-defined principle, from which there can be All income is not derived from the same source,
no escape, side by side with others who may but from many; and some of these arc of an
wholly escape taxation. The result is, that such intangible nature, and wilt escape the ch)sest ofli-
a system is a di_riminating and therefore unjust cial scrutiny, while others are not easily apprc-
system, and the difiicu]ty thus raised has never elated. So that such assessment is at best guess-
been successfully overcome. So long as the work. iN'or is the situation improved by intro-
income tax rests mainly upon voluntary assess- ducing any artificial measure of income, such "is
ment it will be an unjust tax, and on that ground the size of the house, the number of horn, s, or of
stands condemned. Yet thereis one very curious scrwmts, the rental paid for a farm, etc., etc.
instance in which this principle of voluntm.'y Expenditure is no t,'ue gauge of income, for a

assessment was carried to its fullest extent. "At man may bc induced to spend mole tlmn he can
• Hamburg every inhabitant is obliged to pay to reasonably afford, to maintain appearances. But,

the state ¼ per cent. of all that lie possesses, and the greatest obje('tion to official assessment¢is that
as the wealth of the people of Hamburg consists they require inquisitorial proceedings which are
principally in stock, this tax may be considered more suited to a despotic than to a liberal anti
as a tax upon stock. Ew.'ry man a.use.,,seshimself, enlightened government ; they require a constant.
and, in the presence of the magistrate, puts an- interference with the affttirs of individuals, and
nually into the public coffer a certain sum of while they often fail to discover what it is their

money, which he dcclares upon oath to be ¼ per object to learn, they serve to keep up a feeling of
cent. of all that lie possemcs, but without declar- irritation and discontent. The tax is regarded as
ing what it amounts to, or being liable to any obnr)xious chiefly on the ground that it is inqui_-
ex:lmination upon that subject. This tax is gcn- itorial. --An objection that is urged against the
erally suppnsed to be paid with great fidelity." English income tax, by which all incomcs above a
And, Adam Smith adds, it is not peculiar to the certain limit are taxed at the same rate withnut
people of Hamburg. To attempt to put into regard to the sources from which they are derived,
pr.lctice any such tax at the present day would is, that no distinction is made betwecn transieI)t
be abeurd, ,tn(1 it couhl never be said of it that it and l)ermanent incomes. It is urged that pr()fe_
was p_dd with grc:lt fidelity. -- k system of gov sional incomes, which are in their nature precari-
emma,at officials to decidc ou a 1)erson's abi]ityto ous, depending upon the continuance of the life,
pi_y, has beconm a necessary appendage to an health, or other physical or mental quality of th(_
in,.,)mc tax, and unless the rate of taxation is receiver, shouhi be taxed at a lower rate than per-
very low there: should be some means of estal_- maneut incomes, such as are derived from hnnl nr
lishing'the correctness of the individual return, from investments in the public funds. This oh-
and of makingsuch corrections as may be deemed jection is a just one, but in order to remedy it
necessary. But if voluutary assessment causes such a complex and cumbrous scaleof duties and
inequality of taxation, an official assessment only exemptions must be introduced as to create ob
increases this inequality, though at the same time stacles as grc:,t, if not greater, than those now
it m,_y sc_ve to reme(ly some evils incident to existing. A unifotan rate is easily collected, anti
such a system. Thu_, in their report for 1861-2, this question of administration is an important
the inland rcvenuc commissioners gave some one, The inequality caused by taxingboth cl:_s_-
instances where official interference had remedied es of income alike would be somewhat diminished

some g]aring abuses of voluntary assessments, were the income tax made petInanent. Thu,, to
"We have already reported to your lordships one take the example of Mr. Fawcett, the sum of
remarkable c:tse of recent occurrence, where a £10,000 will purchase a life annuity of £600

trading firm having returned ' nil ' as their profits or an annuity of £300 forever, supposing the
for the yezlr 1861-2, the surveyor induced the rate of interest to be 3 per cent. "'But if the
district commissioners to assess them at £12,000, income tax were permanently fixed at the urn-
and upon appeal oi_tained a (.lo_e confirmation of form rate of 5 per cent., A's £10,000 wouhl have
his estimate by proof from their own books that to pay an income tax of £15 a year forever'.
the correct charge was rather more than £12,000 because he is supposed to invest it in the form

as the average of the three preceding yearn. To of a permanent annuity. B's £10,000, how.
take another example from a different part of ever, would only have to pay £30 a 3'eat' during

the kingdom: A. B. some years ago returned his lifetime, because his annuity of £¢d)0 will
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cease at his death. If A and B wished to ninety-nine-hundredths of the property owners
redeem the income tax on the £10,000 they re- from the tax. The results proved that the limit

spectively possess, they would each have to pay was absurdly high. -- In England not only arc all
exactly the same sum to the government; for the incomes below £150 exempt, but a deduction of
pre._ent value of an annuity of £2,0 to be con- £120 is made on all incomes between £150 and
tmued during B's lifetime must bc equivalent £400, sothat an income of £400 is taxed only on
in value to a permanent annmty of £15, be- £280. But if some inequalities are abolished by
cause it has been assumed that the present value this gel_erous allowance, others asglaringand un-
of these annuities is equal." And he goes on to just are created. Thus, an income of £150 will

show that if the tax was not permanent an injus- pay the lull tax, but an income of a few shillings
lice would be done to A were temporary incomes less will bc exempt. Again, an income of £400
taxed at a lower rate than permanent incomes, is taxcd on £280 only, but one of £401 is taxed at,
Bu| the_ conditions arc not fulfilled. Thc Eng- its full value. To correct this manifest injustice
hsh income tax is not a permanent one, but is re- Mr. Mill proposed to determine the limit of ex-
trowed from time to time, ahhough it might, for emption, fixing it at as low an amount us possible,
all pl'actical purposes, be regarded asapermanent to be delermined as nearly _q may be by the bare
tax; because while it has ever been considered a cost of subsistcnce, and to deduct this su_n from

temporary tax, to be maintained only _o long,is it all incomes whatever, only taxing the remainder.
is necessary, yet the state of the British revcnues Thus, if £100 was selected as the lindt, then an
is sucil as to preclude the possibility of its sup- income of £350 would be taxed on £250; one of
pression for _)me time yet to come.--Tim justice £500 on £400, etc., etc. This plan, which was
of e._cmpting small incomes from the income tax actually in operation in this country, does away
can not be questioned, for, as has been said, this with whatever injustice is incident to the system

tax is in modern systems of finance intended to of allowing a dcdtiction from certain incomes as
supplement indirect taxation, which falls most just de._cribcd. -- An income tax can be levied
heavily on small incomes, and this object would _ith profit only in a country where capital is
be defeated were additional bm'dens imposed "lhnndant, nmnufactures and commerce well de-
through its agency on the incomes of the lower veh)ped and progressive, amt where there is a
classes. But at what point tolimit the exemption marked tendency for the national wealth to in-
is a difficult and important question to decide, be- crease. Tile (li,tributi(_n of wealth in a country
cause on the correct solution of this question de- affects the rat(; of the tax lind the limit of exemp-
pend the incidence of the tax and its productivc- tion, both being lower iu countries where wealth
ne._s. A sum sufficient to obtain the nccessaries is evenly distributed and the average income is
of life should be exempted, for otherwise tlle small. But the h)wer a nation stands in material
condition of tile people would deteriorate, a re- wealth and conmlercial aLd industrial activity,
courseto a lower stamlard of living being cn- the less is it fitted for an income tax. Thu,_, m
forced. But any further excluption must be de- India there is an immense population, but very
cided by the amount of taxes to be levied, the little wealth, and an attempt to introduce an in-

state of pul)lic opinion respecting taxation, and, come tax in that country signally failed. In the
above all, the economical condition of the people. Chittagong district of Bengal, _hich may be
T'hus, in England the limit of taxable income may taken to illustrate the olieration of this tax, the
be fixed higher than in France; for in the former population numbered 1,127,402 souls. Yet in the
country the wealth is massed chiefly in a com- whole district only876 incomes were ILssessed ill
paratively few hands, and the incomes of a large 1870-71, as exceeding £,50 per annum. The Iotal
portion of the people average much higher than amount of these 876incomes was about £100,000,
in France, wherewealthismoreevenly distributed and the amount of income tax realized was
among the population and the average income is £3,161. In the following year the rate was rc.
comparatively small. The exemption of all in- duced from aa average of 3_ per cent. to 1_2J_4
comes below £150 is estimated to exempt from per cent., and the mitlimum of income liable to
taxation one-half of the taxable income in Eng- assessment was raised to £75 per ,'mnum; tlm
land; under a like exemption three-fourths of the amount of the tax thcn realizcd for 1871-2 was

taxable income of France would escape taxation, only £8(YJ, which probably (lid not cover the cost of
On the other hand, when the limit is fixed too administration. Tim impressibility of continuing

high tile tax becomes a farce. Thus, in the United such a tax was soon recognized, and it w,xu abel-
States in 1868 when incomes below $1,000 were ished. --Toreturn again to the maxim of Adam

exempt, the number of persons who pal(l the tax Smith: " Tim sul:jects of ever)- staxe ought to
was 259,385; but when the amount of exemption contribute toward the support of the government
was raised to $2,000, the number of taxable per- as nearly _.s possible in proportion to thcir_espec-
sons was reduced to 116,000, and subsequently tire abilities; that is, in proportion to thc revenue
fell to 71,000 out of a total population of ahout which they respectively enjoy under the protcc-
40,000,000. Experience, therefore, demonstrates tinn of the state." Many economists and finan-
that an exemption in the United States of $2,000 tiers have belicved that to carry out this maxim it
of income will exempt more than nine.tenths of is ncce._ry to tax income in proportion to its

the entire property of the country, and morc than amount; to fi'ame a scale of rates increasing with
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the amount of the income, so that the higher the on a like method in other cantons in which a
income the greater in proportion is the tax paid. progressive tax is imposed. (See T_.a/td de /a
If, they say, a man with $1,000 income pays a _Nc,'ence des Finances, Leroy Beaulieu, vol. i., p.
tax of $50, one with $10,000 income should pay, 151.)-- HISTORY. Ill the United States but one
not $50(0-not at the same rate--but at a higher, tax upon income has been imposed by the federal
say $1,000. But this, apart fi'om the difficulty of government, and it arose from the necessities of
framing a scale of rates, would be an extremely the government incident to the rebellion. An
vicious method of imposing a tax. For no two act of c_)ngress of Aug. 5, 1861. authorized an in-

pemons are circumstanced alike, although both come tax of 3 per cent. on all incomes over $800
may receive the same income as measured in per annum, but this law was in the following
dollars; for the one may be able to spend all in year superseded by that of July, 1862. Under
his personal enjoyments, while the income of the this act incomes under $5,000 were taxed 5 per
other may be already burdened by necessary cent., with an exemption of _t00and house rent
charges, which consume a large part of it. To actually paid. Incomes in excess of $5,000 and
tax these incomes at the same rate would cause not in excess of $10,000 were taxed 2½ per cent.
hardship and gross injustice; for what is to in addition, and incomes over $10,000 5 per cent.
one a comparatively small contribution, to th6 additional, without any exemptions whatever.
other amounts to confiscation. Suppose the Further taxes of 5 per cent. on incomes accruing
amount of tax is tripled every time the income to Americans residing abroad, and 1,} per cent. on
is doubled--a progression that does not appear incomes from interest on securities of the United
to be rapid--a point is soon reached where the States were imposed, but these expired after1865
whole income is absorbed by the tax. Thus: In estimating the income, all other taxes, national,

state and local, were first deducted, as well as the

INCOMF. Tax. ltgte _,cr_,t $600 exempted as above. In 1864 a special tax
of 5 per cent. was imposed on all incomes above

$ 50o...............$ _ I 0 $600,as well from hanks, railroadsand salaries.
Looo.............. 15 l.r,o as from othersources,and produced to the treas-
s._o............... 4_ s '25 ury $28,929,312.02.In the same yeartheincome4.000............... 135 8.375
S,0V0............... 'lOS _ _ tax was readjusted, and all incomes between $600

1_._0 ............... 1._15 7 6 and $5,000 were taxed at the rate of 5 per cent. ;
_'2,P_I0............... 3,t_5 II4
e4,00)............... I0._5 17.0 and incomes above $5,000 at I0 per cent. The
_ss2oo............... 82.sa_ _5_ revenue obtained from this source reached its
_.00_ ............... _.415 38 4
512.000............... '295,_45 57.6 highest point in 1866 under these rates, Mr. Fes-

1.c_4,0_0............... 8s5,7._5 _ 5 senden, at that time secretary of the treasm'y, in
s,048,000............... 2,_LS05 1_ 7 his annual report for 1864, suggested that " the

income tax should be collected upon all, without

Such a tax would discourage all saving and end exemption. As the law is, it opens the door to
by driving from the country those with large for- innumerable frauds, and in a young and growing
tunes unless by fraud they could escape the tax. country the vast majority of incomes are small,
It is moreover a communistic tax, because it seeks while all participate alike in the blessings of good
to equalize fortunes by discrediting saving, and in government. The adoplion of a scale, augment-
so doing aims at a more general distribution of ing the rate of taxation upon incomes as they rise
the wealth of a country. In a country with in amount, though unequal in one sense, can not
democratic institutions there is danger that the be considered oppressive or unjust, inasmuch as
income tax even when levied as in England at the the ability to pay increases in much more than
present time, may be used by the poorer classes arithmetical proportion _mthe amount of income
as a means of oppressing the richer class_ on exceeds the limit of reasonable necessity." For-
whom the tax falls, and this tendency has been tunately fur the country, at that time burdened
noted in England by Prof. Fawcett, and in this with one of the most oppressive systems of taxa-
country by Mr. David A Wells. A graduated tion ever imposed, neither of the secretary's rcc-
or progressive income tax is butah)gical s(,quence ommendations were acted upon, and the nation
of the tbeory that the state may properly inter- escaped adding to the already long list of its
fete with the distribution of wealth, a theory that financial and commercial bhlnders, those of _t
rests on purely sentimental grounds, and has no universal 'rod a graduated m' progressive income

basis in fact or reason. In many of the cantons tax. Although when incomes below $5,000 were
of Switzerland the tax upon income is made a laxed at one rate, 5 per coal., those between
progressive tax, only a certain portion of the in- $5,000 and $I0,000 at a somewhat higher rate, 7,}
come being taxed, or a graduated scale of rates is per cent., and finally incomes above $10.000 "_t10

framed. Thus, in Zurich incomes of 20,000 per cent., lhere was a moderate progression, itwas
francs pay on only one-half of this amount, or not such as is recommended by Say, or like the
on 10,000 francs; incomes of 30,000 francs pay tax we have described in a previous paragraph.-
on six-tenths; of 50,000 franes on seven-tenths; In 1865 the limit of exemption was raised from
of 100,000 francs on eight-tenths, and of 200,000 $600 to $1,000, being rendered necessary by the
francs on niue-tenlhs. But the tax is not levied great rise in prices consequent upon the onerous
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internal and customs duties on commodities and Together with the arrears collected since 1872
the great depreciation of the currency, and the the tohd amount raised from income was

differential taxes on incomes in excess of $5,000 $346,911,760 48. -- We have purposely omitted to
were repealed. --In 1866 the wlmle number of speak of the question of the constitutionality of
persons assessed on the _mnual list was 460,170. all income tax as levied under the act of 1864,
In the following year the full effect of the because the quc._tion never came before the su-

(,iianges in the amount of exemption and in the prcmc court for adju(lication, and it would be
rate of tile tax began to l)e felt; and as showing useless to revive, the question now, and the main
these changes and at the same time as giving a reasoniug on eifl_er si(le will alone be noticed.
rou,,h_ indication of the distribution of the wealth The supreme court had already decided that ac-
in this country, the following table will be in- cording to tim constitution direct taxes are only

structivc: Sllch as fall upon land or upon polls, and the
economic definition of a direct tax was tiros thrust

Numberof per,_onaa_essed for aside. But It is urged that a tax upon income isincome in

CL._SS_S. in reality a lax upon tile property from which the

! ] ] incomeisderived,andundersuchatheoryatax
"tax $_ or les_....... 101,'219[ m0,,"_S 107,_)!r,i n'_,874 upon

income derived from 1,tnd would fall under

Tax from _ tQ _ _t8,¢580] .5.5,919 69,181 ' 6S,:_ the constitutional dcfimtion of a direct tax as
41,1_ ' 40,&_ exl)lained by the courts, and should therefore be

Tax $_[_0Io $900 40,899 ] 38.[._57

_rom $.50 to rh_)_

"l_x'raxfrover..... . ....... 9"_ i "t'"_-I __,4_-1; 9,am apportioned among the states according to their- - - population. Moreoverintcrnal revenuelaw seems
Total .............. 266.135 I _54,617[ 'ZY,Z,Sd,S! _6,_t to rccognize the principle that a tax upon income

is a tax upon thc property from which the income
And further as showing the unequal incidence of accrues. Thus by section 127 of the act of 1864
the tax it may be noted that in 1869 the states of a tax was laid on succe._sion to real e_tate, and
3hL_sa(:husetts, New York, !N_ew Jersey, Pennsyl- such succession was deft ned to be every such dis-
ranis, Ohio, Illinois and California, paid three- position of real estate whcrebyany pers_m should
fourths of _lle entire income tax collected in that become entitled to any real estate or the income

year, allhough they possessed but 40 per cent. of thereof. Furthermore it is established by statute
the a._sessed property and 40 per cent. of the total law in this country that a grant or devise of the
l)opulation of the country. -- The tax was to ex income of real es_atc in perpetuity is a grant or
pirc in 1870, but it w'_s renewed, the rate of tax dcvi_e of the fee itself In Dobbins vs. the Corn-
being reduced to 2_}per cent. and the sum alh)wed missioners of Erie County (16 Pelcrs, 435), it was
lo be deducted from each person's gro_ income held that a tax upon income or profits of real
was raised to $2,000. Whatever reasons there were estate is a direct tax, upon the principle that a tax
for raising the limit of exemption from $600 to upon the income of a thing is thc same as a tax
$1,000. they did not exist for still timber raising oa the thing itself. And many more cases in
it to $2,000, and as if to make the tax a still which the same principle wasrccognizedcould be
greater absurdity all state or local taxes paid in cited. The tax washowever levied and collected,
the preceding year, and all losses "actually sus- and, although a most unpopular tax and regarded
tained during the year from fires, floods, ship- as a fit subject of evasion, was enduredso long as
wreck, or that occurred in trade; the amount of congress deemed it necessary to continue it. It is
inter_.st paid during the year; the amount paid a curious fact that the dissatisfaction against the
for rent, or labor to cultivate land; the amouul income tax was most loudly expressed while the
paid for rent of premises actuallyoccupicd; and $2,000 exemption was ill force, or, in other
the sums expended for the usual and ordinal 5 words, while it fcli upon the rich alone. --The
repairs of suci_ premises." could be deducted be- history of income taxes as practiced by other
fore the tax was assessed. The result of such nations has been often told, and we have space

sweeping exemptions and deductions could easily only for a statement of the general principles of
have been foretold. The number of persons as- these taxes. In England the income taxis rather
•"e._sed for income fell in 1871 to 74,775, and in a collection of different taxes, and, as)h'. Glad-

lY72 to 72,949; while tlm proceeds of the tax prae- stone said in 1853, is more of a code or system of
tically hardly afforded revenue sufficient to pay taxation than a single tax. To the bulk of the

the cost of collection. The tax expired in 1872, people, however, it is known in its most obnox-
not being renewed. It was but a war measure, ious form as a tax upon ordinary incomcs--sala-
and it is doubtful if another such tax will be again ries, professmnal earnings, profits of trading, etc.
imposed in this country unless a like necessity A_(,s_mcnts on these are now made under sched-
arises. The amounts collected from income, in- ule '" D," which is the most imporlant of all the
chiding salaries, for each year from 1863 to 1872 five sehedulc_ into whicl_ this system of t'txation
are g;ven in the following table: is subdivided; for it comprises, in addition to in-

_,.,8_.............. ,l_2,7i1.858.25 i 18118.......... _11,4555_,_il comes of this private character, the profits of
1_ ............ _J.'29_,78174 I 18fi9.......... _191_855 si public companies, such as gas and water works,
,_o_,? ........... 82,050.017. 44 I 1870 .......... 37,775.8;3.{t-,'
_a_._ ............ 7'2,_,1,59.03 1871 .......... 19,16P_(150.75 or railways, dividends ou foreign and colonial in-
a_ ............ 66,014,4'29.84 1872 .......... 14,4_a, B61.TS vestmcnts, as well as the profits on working mines
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and quarries, the rents of fishings and shootings, a country has been occupied, while the rest has
etc. The next in importance is schedule "A," not seen the enemy, the question of compensa.
which comprises incomes from the rent of land tion, of a general sharing in the whole amount of
and houses, proceeds of tithes, royalties, etc. damages, naturally arises, and the provinces vis-
With this may be classed s(.hedule "B," which ited by the scourge present their claims. Claim_
embraces the tax payable by occupiers of land, are made even in districts where all theinhabitat_ts
except nursery gardens, the profits on which are have not suffered equally..Are these claims w[,ll
assessed, like those of trades and professions, fnunded? Is there cause for compensation, for
under schedule "D." Schedule "C " regulates indemnity, for equalization of damages? We
the assessment ou incomes from the public funds, shall examine this briefly. -- The question of in
an(1 schedule "E" that on incomes derived from demnity in case of war is much more complicated
official appointments, whether in the public sere- than might be suppo_d, lu the first place, dam-
i(.e, or in the service of corporate bodies. These ages inflicted by the national army must be dis-
duties yiehled in the year cnding 1_I.lrch 31, 1881, tingui.,hed from those caused by the enemy. The
the sum of £10,776,000. They are the most elastic acts attributed to the military authority of the
of the English taxes. -- In Prussia are found two country may bave taken place during peace; in
taxes, the cla._,wnsteuer and the eingcommeT_steuer, that case there is reason for an indemnity, regulat-
the former reaching only incomes of less than ed in France, for instance, according to the law of
1,000 thalers. The eink¢m_men_teuer is assessed eminent domain (May 8, 1841). In time of war,
in forty classes, and varies from 2½ to 3 per cent. when the enemy is still at a certain distance and
In Austria the tax is divided into four parts, and preparations are made to meet him, the decree of
varies front 1 to 10 per cent. Its product is but Aug. 10, 1853, article 38, admits rather a limited

snmll. In Italy a tax is imposed ou all incomes right to indemnity. But in article 39 of the same
other than that derived fr()m land, and is even decree we read the following: "No occupation,

more complex than th.tt first levied by the United no deprivation of use, no demolition or other
Slates. _Ioreover it is a tax of a very burden- (tam_ge resulting from an act of war, and from

some nature, amounting to no less than 13_ measure of defense takcn either by a military
per cent on the ilmomcs taxed, although certain authority, during the state of siege, or by an
allowances and exemptions reduce its bm'den on army corps or detachment, in presence of the
incomes of an uncert'dn nature. Thus, all in- enemy, gives a right to indemnity." This pro-
comes below 400 lire areexempt, and the tax falls vision does not exist in the decree of July _.
upon only three-eighths of incomes derived from 1791, (as to which see articles 85 to 38.)-- Wlmt
labor alone, and upon one-half of incomes derived is to be understood by al_ act of war ? Th(, law
from public offices or pensions. The clabor:lte does not define it, but jurisprudelme has deter-
attempt_ made to render the ilwidencc of this tax mined certain cases, the most prominent of which
equal have signally f_Liled. Of the 184.000.000 we shall cite. The following have bccn declared
lirc collected in 1877, 85,000,0001ire were obtaine(1 acts of war giving no right to indemnity: the
from incomes derived from state pensions and sal- cutting of timber at the order of the comnmnder
aries, interest on the public debt, gains of lotteries, in-chief to cover the retreat of troops manceuver
and other forms of income which can not posMbly ins in presence of the enemy (council of state,
eseal)e the cognizance of the government. The March 26, 1823, ]3cllamy); the removal of timber
remaining 99.000.000 lire represent what was col- by ho.ctile troops, for the u_e of these troop_, by
letted on incenses d(,rived from all s_urees apart order of the mayors, to setisfy the requisiti,*ns of
from land, and sh,,uhl represent a very lal'ge the enemy (Nov. 16, 1825, Schoengrun); tim de-
share of all the privatc income of the Italian peo- stniction of a house caused by the explosion of _

ple, and these figures prove to what an extent the powder magazine by order of French aulhority
tax is evaded. (Set L'Impot stir le Re_enu Mobi- in presence of the enemy (March 15, 1826. Da-sy).
l&r en italie, by I_I. Vessdlovsky, St. Petersburg, This has always been the rule in France, and iD
1879.)-- BIBLIO(_RAPlt_. First a_d Second Reports this regard the chief of the executive power w,_
of the Select Committee on the l_wome and t_roperty right in appending to it when lie maintained in
Tax, London, 1852; Leroy Beauheu's Trait_ de la the discussion of the law, Sept. 6, 1871, th;Lt la
£ciencz des FiT, ahces; M'Culloch, Tazatiot_ and principle no indemnity was (legally) due French
the truruling System; Levi, O_ Taxatior_; l_epor_s citizens who had suffered from d;Images inflwt-

of the G*omrnissioner of Inter_al Revenue. ed by the invasion, and that at most only as:ist-
WORTItI_N'GTON C. _'_OILD. ante was due them. --In the same diseu_ion (_es-

siou of Aug. fi;, 1871, Jour_ag O.qiciel of :tug. 6, I
INI)E_NIT¥ IN CASE OF WAR. When Thiers maintained a different doctriue in relatiou

a war has desolated a country, leaving dest_c- to damage caused the mlmbitauts of Paris by
tion and ruinbehind it, is therereason reran equal- the bombardment of Nay, 1871, during the i_l-
ization of the burden of material damage (more or surrectiou of the commune. "And as to those

less approximate)? This question would be rare- quarters of Paris," said lie, "of which you lmvc
ly presented if a country were invaded through- just spoken, and concerning which j ou have sa_0.
out its entire territory, and all its provinces suf- that we wish to do nothing for the cottage.-,
fered almost equally; but when only one part of while we are about to rebuild the mansion_ el:
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the wealthy, ia the part of the city which we article 1, which we here quote: "Compensa-
have attacked. Gentlemen, you have not seen tion will be accorded to all who have been sub-
those quarters whmh you describe so strangely, jected during the invasion to contributions of

Whereis the mansion of the wealth)' ? Look for war, rcqui.qtions, either m money or kimt, fines
it in those quarters ruined by thc bombs and and material damages." The wordcompensatioa
bullets, not of the enemy, but of our own army, of is the result of a compromise. The government
France, of the national right, which strove at all wished to grant only aid, " relief," without re-

cost to re-establish order, indispensable to the cognizing a right; the deputies demanded an.
very life of the nation. And do you know what indcmuity: the term chosen seemed vague enough
principle created the right in this case? The Io satisfy both parties, but in reality the word
principle that when a government commits an compensation is a synonym of indemnity, and
act intentiomdly, with a definite will, not by lifts nolhmg in c¢)mmon with aid The French
chance, lint after reflection, it owes a complete law of April 7, 1873, is to the same effect, and

indemnity for the damage whichit eanses. Read lhe principle of national sohdarily may be con-
our laws, study the principles of public justice, sidered established.. + The following, among oth-
and you will see this is the distinction always ere, are the terms employed by (?asimir P(_rier:
made. " Tile state never indemnifies for the "I admit also, and 1 go further, I maintain that
chanceq of war, it only indemnifies for voluntary, it is out of the question t,) impose the special
inlcntional, foreseen damages of which it is the lmrdcn of military contributions and military
author "*-- Wc do not know whether jurispru- requisitions in money levied by the enemy, on
deuce is always in accord with the secondhalf of the invaded departments, on the d(.partments
the proposition which we bare just cited, but we which bore them in addition to all the other
find it (this second half) excellent; it is not for us misery which they suffered." And further, "I
It) disc()verwhether any one can hold a contrary maintain tlmt the.,e are facts affecting the whole
opinion. Therefore we consider it as established, nation, and it is impossible to avoid distributing
that acts originating with a national army, dam- tim burden of lhem over fill the national tcrri-
a_es caused by the order, and m the interests of a tory " Let us ad(l tha! Bonffet, rejecting the
eountlT, should be repaired by that country. 1t word aid, said, "The rel)alati,in whi,.h the in-
We may mention here for a similar reason the vaded departments demand i_ the r(q_arati,)n of _,-
law of l0 Vend6miaire, y_,ar IV. (Oct. 2, 1795). damage of which the whole state is thc cause
which makes the French communes rcsponsiblc and for which the whole st.ire is rcsponsible."--
in cause of riots, etc., and obliges them to in- There is scarcely any other counlry except Ger-
demnify sufferers. -- We come now to the cases many in which the question is iml)ortant. It
in which damage was caused by tim enemy. In can have no iml)ortan(:e in England, which is-
the deci._ions of tile council of state citcd above, protected ._gainst inclusion by tin. waters which
and the complete sketch of which is before us, no wash its shor,:s, and when necessary by its
law w0,s quoted; the dccision was founded on "wooden walls" Gcrnmny, on the contrary,

simple reasoning, or rather on the simple asser- lm.s long been the batlle ground of European
tion, nothing is due for acts of war. Still there is pa_ions, therefore the doctrine of indemnifica-
a law of Aug. 11, 1792, (see JouTmal 02frciel, 1871, tion prevailed there at tin curly periled. Wc have
pages 2457 and 2459), and another of 1'793 (Aug. before us a work published in 1798, at Wurzburg,
14 and 16), which declare "in the name of the with the title: Weber (councilor. [q¢..), _¥ber d_
nation that it will indemn_y all citizens for all Repartition der Kriega_'chadeTt. (On the distribu-
losses which they have sustained, or may sustain tion of the burden--of damages caused by war--

in consequence of the invasion of the enemy." on the entire nation.) This work cites and dis-
Later, in 1816, a sum of one hundred millions cusses a great number of earlier publications,

was in like manner granted to the invaded depart- and, like the majority of previous authors, con-
ments. But whatever the previous jurisprudence, cludes in favor of indemnity, resting on the argu-
and even legislation, since the law of Sept. 6, ment of national solidarity. We regret that we
1871, the principle of indemnity is--if not com- can not make numerous extracts from this very
plctely, at least partially--adopted, in France, by interesting work, in which questions are discussed

from a legal point of view, and texts or l)rcce-
*Vattel, book iii., chap. xv., _232, asks no more than dents are freely used in their support. Among

this. ttei_sattsfled with ald_lnceitseemsimposslb]eto the different opinions examined is that also
him to indemnify every one for the damages caused by the which considers acts of war as acts of chance,chancee of war. Grotius, book iil., chap. xx., § 8, recog-
nized the solidarity of the nation, casc.s of hazard or superior force, ca_ which

CThe "'Timee," of Aug. 9,187I, tn gtvlngan aeco_mtof among others the French code declared as not
the above dascueatoa, inaleader, treats the doctrinc of na. justifying indemnity. (See Civil Code, article
tmnal eolidarlty wlth reference to acts of war (flrat part of 1148, and many others.) But Weber does notproposition) as extravaqan, t theories, and recalls the fact
that. m a atmllar case, Cavour held analogous language, admit this argument. Chance, if there is any,
in 1859,which was approved by the parhament of Turin. consists in this, that one district was visited.
]For our own part, we can not admit recruiting by lot, rather than another, or that such a house or suck
and many other institutions which impc_e sacrifices on I
some clttzens for the advantage of all, unless wc rest on [ _.Passy's report win be. found in the Journal O.y_cieloC
the prlncipl_of eolidartty. I the fir._tday_ of Aprd, 1873.
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field was damaged rather than nuother, but the INDEPENDENCE. "Every nation, as well as
fact itself of damage has n_thing fortuitou_ in every individual, has the right not to allow agy
it. The state desired or allowed tae win', and as other nation to assail its salcty or its inte_'ity,"
the damage is the natural or im.vitable result says Vattel in his "Treatise on the Law of Na-
thereof, there is nothing unfore_,t.u in it. Tim tions," in tl_e beginning of the chapter entitled,
states are at war, and it is for them to bear the "On the law of s_fety, and the effects of the
consequences, and not individuals who are unable sovereignty and independence of nations." These
to do so. We shall add that if the conflagration few words contain the whole secret of the devel
cau_d by lightning, the destruct,on produced by opment and thelife of nations. Self-preservation
an earthquake, the rawtges occasioned by a flood, and improvement form the two-fold aim of true
are examples of superior force, gJvil]g no chance activity; independence to att,,in this end is a nec-
_)f indemnity, it is lgecause the lightning, the e_ir_h- essary right. -- A nation is a collective being, arl<l

.quake and the flood are not pcrsou_.liLmS thatmay all the ldcv._ which we form of its riffht_, its
be called to account. But leta cannon ball throw duties, its action, its end, are derived from our

down my garden wall, let a locomotive in running knowledge of the human individual. Like the
-off the track cause mc damage, and I shall find individual, it nmst apply itself to the preservation
some person to summon before the tribunals. -- of its own existence, to the care of its interests,
Weber next discusses the law Aquilia (Roman and to the development of its faculties. Hence.
law), according to which a damage which I cause independence is, for the nation as for the individ-
in the interests of my own legitimate defense does ua], the primary law of its existence, and tile first
not make me responsible. Thus, if I destroy my condition of development. If a nation desires to

neighb¢_r's house during a fire to keep my own mlprove its institutions, it must have full liberty
from burning, I am within my rights. In like to change, if necessary, the basis of its constitu.
manner the state may demolish your house, fell tioa and its form of govermnent. It must be sole
your forest, cut up your fieht, if this is necessary and suprenie judge upon this point. No power
for state defense. But, says Weber (omitting the can be allowed to argue ag'ainst it that tim cbatJges
objections which the principle raises in itself), the which it makes within itself arc dangerous exam-
lawAquilia.whichisprivatelaw, does not al>l_ly to ples for its neighbors. :Nor can any fault be
tim case in in>int: it is not a question of law among found with it because it seeks to establish what-
bJdividuals, but a burden imposed by the state in ever is favorable to its progress. It possesses the
the interest of all._There is also the law Rhodia right to develop in every sense of the word, and
This I._w is fdund in the French Code of Corn- it can be stopped only when it encroaches upon
merce, article 400, and elsewhere; it declares as a the development of some other natio[i, and lays
common duty the reparation of all damage hap- itself liable to the charge of hindering it la its
l_ening Ioa vessel, and more especially the indem- natural development. -- Together with the right
nity Io be paid to the owner of the merchandise to improve its condition, a nation possesses the
tbrowll overl_>ard to lighten the ship in danger, right to defend itself. A people has.an absolute
The owner of the merchandise be:_rs his part, but right to create wha_ establishmenls it l)]e;_ses, to
the others bear thebs also. The principle is be- develop and organize its forces, to mult,pIy a_)d
yond attack, but its formula is perhaps not happy improve all the means of action at its disposal,
when applied to _ar. Btit we are not obliged to army, navy, fortresses, ia order to provide for its
stop Irate, since we have clearer and more applica- safety. So long as it does not become aggressive,
ble modern formulae. It only remains, in sum- it is f_'ee to act, and if it does not feel itself in-
ruing up, to cite some of the most recent cases of violably guaranteed by the strict enforccme_t of
indemnities, granted to invaded provinces. -- In international legislation, it has a rigiit to provide
1866, immediately after the com_iusion of peace, for its own defense as it sees proper. Th_s right
the Austrb_n ministry named (Aug. 3) a commi_- results from the right of self-preservation, and is
sion entru._ted with investigating the damages in insclnu'able from the idea of independence. -- A
order to discover their total amount. The word nation may make treaties of peace, friendship,
employed is Schadv_-Er_aiz, compensation or in- commerce and navigation, _s also any alliances it
demnity. Still a complete indemnity w_s not may judge favorable to its interests. But a.natiov
granted. Saxony, by vote of Jan. 17, 1867, seems in enriching itself or in fortifying itself by alh-
to have been more generous. In 1871, the Gcr- ances or otherwise, maygive umbrage to neighbor-

man law of June 14 indemmficd completely the ing nations; wherefore Martens, one of the fore-
inhabitants of Alsace-Lorraine. (See the law in most amoug modern publicists, has established

the French journals of the last days of June, 1871.) certain rules of courtesy. According to him,
At the same date, June 14, 1871, a commission every nation is bound to give satisfactory exp]_
was appointed at Berlin to fix the indemnity due nations of all preparations made and all enterprises
German shipowners, iu consequence of war. In undertaken with a view to its aggrandizement or
fine, modern law is in favor of indemnity, with- security. Its conduct will be still more praise-

out, however, imposing on the nation the payment worthy, if in certain cases it reply iu anticipation
.of the whole damage: for the pe_on injured to the questions which might be asked of it. It
must also bear his share, since he too is a part of certainly would be well to observe these considera-

,the nation. MAURICE BLOCK. tions, it being distinctly unde_tood, however, that
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they must never constitute either a right of su- made to suffer for the changes it may .see proper to
periority or interference on the one hand, or a make in its own state, provided it does not cause
duty of condescension or feeling of inferiority detriment to any other nation.- It is custom-
on the other. But is it quite certain that these ary for a sovereign or his representative when
exphmations will always constitute a perfect traveling ou_si(le hi_ own territory to receive cer-
,.marantee, or will it not frequently be neces- rain honors; but these can not be exacted of a

sary to await that reprobation with which public people, who, without any feeling of contempt
opinion more and more severely regards con- whatever, do ne,t eon_ider themselves bound t,)
quest, and which will one day secure to every give such tokens of attention; nor of a nation
,nan tile free possession of his home? -- The idea whose m:mnerq and constitution forbid too g,'(,at
of independence excludes the idea of the inter- a(tefcrcnre to (:_o_ned heads. Au illustration of
ference of one nation in theaffairs of another; but this latter case might be found in a republic. In
when this interference is consented to by thee(her Switzerland, for example, hom)rs, particularly
nation which is to profit by it, it is perfectly ju,t military Ironers, are never accorded to any men-
and legitimate. In a word, independence guar- arch tlaversing the territory or sojourning therc-
antees to all nations that none of them shall be in. ]t may, however, lrq_lwn that tbeso_(,reign in
impeded in its development, to the end that en('h question will receive a vi-it of high com te,y from
one ,nay lend its aid to progress in every dirc('tiou. _(ime member_ of a cantolml governmen! o1"from
This assistance, however, must not exceed wlmt the president of the federal council. The United
i_ nece¢sal T to procure the relief needed by the , State_ follow about the same rule, though they
t'.atiou that is in distress. Vattel thinks that this seem to find no diffi(.ulty in departing fronl tlds
interferen(:e should not go beyond the clear ant1 cu_t()m according to cir('umstance_. -- Tlle right
prceite terms of a treaty entered iuto beforehand, of precedence has sometime_ caused ruptur(,s be-
lt must never by any means become a source of tween governments and produced w'm,, llc(.ause
pro/it or aggrandizement for the nation which pride, presumption and vanity have often taken
(,ontritmtcs the assistance required. A nation, in the place of a sentiment of equality. When car
fact. has not only rights lint also dulies; and, to ried to such an extreme, the exactions of rank are
re_ume the parallel which we established in tile at once puerile and cruel. But men are more
beginning of this article between a nation and an frequently prompte(l teat(ion tff tlreir rig'hts than
individual, we believe that when it does not they arc actuated by a sens(, of th(,ir duty, _md
observe these duties and commits faults or crimes, hence it is ne(,e%ary to e_tablish rules and (:us-
it _hould be subjected to the inflictions of the toms in (irderto preventeontests. Formellyth,.s(,
decrees of tile same justice in so far as this justice rules were numerous and often whimsical; but
can be exercised when passing from an individu:d most of them have now fallen into di¢credit.
to a collective being. But a distinction must be There are in our time leo serious interests Io dis-
made between the faults anation commits outside cus_, for nations to insist upon details dictated by
itsotvn boundaries and those committed at home. vanity. G. CItAMI'SEIX.
In the latter ease its independence must be re-
Sl)('cted like tile conscience of an individual. But INDEPENDENT IN POLITICS. (See PRI-

when it is guilty of offensive acts against other MARY ELECTm._S.)
collective beings living around it, then it is neces-
sarily open to their vengeance and their repres- INDEPENDENT TREASURY (L_" U. S.
sion. -- All nations are equal among themselves, HrsTonv). -- I. Utllil 1840 the United Slates gov-
for they all possess the same rights and the ernment never vel_tured to a_ume entire control
same.tlulies. Grotius is of opinion that all states of its own funds. These were left with the. two
have equal right% m) matter how unequal their corporations known as ballks of tile United States,
strength. Baron de Wolf laid it down as a funda- 1791-1811 and 1816-36 (see B.,,r;K CO.'_TnOVr;ItSrES,
mcnt.al maxim that all nations are with respect II., III.), and in other years with variou_ state
I() one another in a slate of independence and banks selected by the secrelary of the treasury.
nalural equality. G. :F. de Martens says that Ire. The agreements with the stale banks nsu.dly !n'b-
lweeu nalions as between individuals there is a vided, 1, that they should receive all monc 3 s col-

perfect equtdity of natural and absolute rights, letted by federal receivers; 2, that they should
Equal rights necessarily imply equal duties. In payat sight all drafts from the treasm3"; 3, th',t
virtue of their equality all national are entitled to the treasury should maintain in ca('h bank a sum.
tile s'xme regard and respect, and no nation should fixed by agreement in each ease, as a pernruwnt
be exposexl to anything which might wound its deposit, the use of which without interest should
personality. The independence of each must rel):ly the bank for its trouble and responsibility.
harmonize with the equality of all, and, in like Su(,h agreements were al_o made with state b'mks
manner, the independenceof all with the equality during the existence of a United States bank, but
of each.-- Every nation has(he right to recognize with the additional proviso that the state bank
or to refuse to recognize the .government which should, on request, transfer to the United States
another nation has adopted, the sovereign whom bank, or one of its branchcs, any money received
it has chosen, or the title which this sovereign as- in excess of the amount of the permanent depn.qlt.
sUmes. But eoJlallty exacts that no nation be The,_ _. agreements were legal even (luring the
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existence of the second bank of tile United States posi_ in the pet banks, was included among the
under that clause which dirceted deposits to be creditors to whom payment was refused, Presi.
made in the bank or its branches, "unless tile dent Van Buren, soon after his inauguration,
_ecretary of the treasury shall at any time other- found himself at a loss to defray the government's
wise order and direct." (See DEPOSITS, RE_OW, L running expenses, and was compelled to call an
_F.) The permanent deposits amounted, in 1824, extra session of congress for Sept. 4, 1837. Hi_
to about $900.000 in twelve banks of the western message at the opening of the session declared

and southwestern states. They were made for that the national bank and the state bank systems
the convenience of the government in localities had both had a fair trial and both had failed, and
where there was no branch of the national bank; that the people were now anxious to entirely
and Jaeksou's" removal of the deposits" was an separate the fiscal concerns of the govel_ament
_xpansion of this temporary provision into a from all banking corporations. To this end he
lnedium for the overthrow of the national bank suggested that the revenues of the government
itself.- The first annual message of President should be left in the hands of the collecting

_Iackson, in which the first vague menace to the officers, or assistant treasurers, throughout the
xeehartel' of the bank of the United States was country, to be disbursed, transferred, and as-
given, suggested the creation of a national bank counted for to the secretary of the treasury, the
whose functions and employ_s should be under fidelity of the agents to be secured by bonds.
_he direct control of the treasury department; but This was the independent treasury or sub-treasury
_his project, under the new system of dismissals plan, which had been introduced into the house
.from oiflce for political _'easons (see DEMOCRATIC in 1834, by Gordon, of Virginia, and had ._then

PARTY, IV.), would have only needlessly intensi- received but 33 votes, only one q[_theso-[_ciug
fled the opposition to the adndnistratiou, and it given by ademocrat. President Van Buren, now
was abandoned. Just before the removal of the adoptedit, against the wish of the great majol'ity of
_leposits in 1833, the president had suggested the his party, and ahnost the whole of his single term
_employment of state banks as depositaries of rove of office was devoted to the establishment of it.

41us, and his idea was carried into effect by the act --Congress was nominally democratic _ both
_)f June 23, 1886. Itauthorized the secretary of the branches. In the senate there were 33 democrats

ereasury to select at least one bank in each state to 19whigs (Calhoun being included in the latter),
_md territory, and to order the revenue to be and in the house 125 democrats to 116 whigs.
deposited therein. The deposit banks, or "pet But a part of the democrats (4in thesenate and 14
banks," as they were commonly called, were to in the house) called tbemselvesconservatives, and

discharge all the duties heretofore performed by opposed the adoption of the sub-treasury system
the bank of the United States, were to pay in as an attempt to ruin the state banks by deploying
specie, and were not to issue small notes. The them of the funds of thegovernmeut; and in the
surplus revenue was to be " deposited" with the house these conservatives held the balal_ce of
states, nominally as a loan. (See INTERNAL IM- power. In the senate Silas Wright, of New York,
-eROVRm_TS, II.)- During the whole of Jack- chairman of the finance committee, reported a
son's second term economic changes were taking sub-treasm T bill which, as amended after its re-
place, which were hurried by some of the results ception, prohibited the government agents from
_f his political warfare into a rapid and unhealthy receiving anything but gold and silver. This
development. The first 1,200 miles of the Amer- was the realization of the long cherished wish of

.., ican railway system had been built, and the steam Benton and other leading demOCrats, to base the
_avigation of western waters had been begun; party policy absolutely on "hard money," leaving
the number of immigrants reached 275,099 in the paper entirely to the credit of state corporations

years 1831-7, as against 79,741 for the seven years and private citizens. In the stem, furthermore,

previous; the sales of public lands lind increased the advanced democrats (.s_ _o.Foco) wished
lrom $2,329,356.14, in 1830, to $24,877,179.86, in to prohibit charters for a_._h-purpose, and to
1886; the payments for public lands gave employ- leave paper entirely to-_uaI credit. The
merit to the notes of countless new banks, with whigs hoped to gain g _attomtl-h_k out of
and without capital; and the deposit of this sud- the confusion; the _O_VeB merely desired
den and enormous increase of federal revenue in the continuance of g6o_erament support for the
the pet banks stimulated them also to operations state banks.- The Wright bill passed the sen-
far beyond the limits of their legitimate capital, ate by a vo/m of 26 to 90, and was tabled in
July 11, 1836, the secretary of the troa_ry issued the house by a vote of 119 to 10'7; evidently,
lds" specie circular," ordering government agents excludiJag "pairs," which were just beginning
to receive only gold and silver in payment for to be recognized in congress, the conservative
public lands. This checked the stream of paper vote had been decisive in the house. In tl_e
in its movement to the west, and turned it back first regular session, beginning Dec. 4, 1837, and
upon the east; and the banks which had issued in the second regular session, beginning Dec. 3,
their notes so lavishly, unable to redeem them, 1838, the same pi_ess was repeated, the Wright
suspended specie payments in :May, 1837. The bill being passed by the senate, and voted down

: result was the panic of 1837. -- IT. As the federal by the house. The only attempts at remedial
government, whose entire resources were on de- legislation by this congress were the act_ of Oct.
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16, 1837, ordering the public moneys to be with- quences of suspension of specie payments by the
,drawn from the deposit banks, and mulcting banks, and the country from the difficulties and
delinquent bankR in interest and damages, and of dangers incident to the control of a national bank
Oct. 12, 1837, authorizing the issue of $10,000,000 by a representative body. Its passage opened a
in transferable treasury notes, payable in one hitherto unthought-of door of escape from a

veal" with 6 per cent. interest. The specie circu- national bank so inviting that it would have been
Jar still controlled the agents of the government, foolish for the dominant party not to have availed
and a two-thirds majority was not available in itself of it, and so convenient, when tried, that
(.ongre_ to over-ride the veto which it was it would have been impossible on a fair test to
known would be laid upon any paper money leg- induce the country to retrace its steps. Only tbe
islation. AJl parties were waiting for the court- momentum of the whig party proper, acquired
try'sdecisioninthecongressionalelectionsof1838, by years of struggle for a national bank, com-
_vhich proved to be the most closely contested in pelled its leaders to keep up for a time a contest
our history (see BROAD SEAL WA_); but, while whose futility they were quick to perceive. The
waiting, tim government, which had deposited first successful execution of the independent
$37,000,000 with the states, and had claims for treasury act made a national bank an impossi
$15,000,000 against banks and individuals, came bility with general popular consent, and corn-
so near insolvency that congress was forced, May pletcd the "(tiw)rce of bank and state," for
21, 1838, to authorize the issue of fresh treasury which the president had for three years been
notes in place of those canceled. -- In the 26th exerting all his energy and influence. The result
congress, which met Dec. 2, 1839, the nominal must be accredited mainly to Van Buren; usually
control of. the house depended on the admission regarded as a shuffler and intriguer, he had iu the
of the :New Jerse T members, and was given to the midst of the most wide-spread panic yet known
democrats by the admission of their contestants, in America. unshrinkingly and openly committed
The balance of power, however, was now hehl by his political future to the then unpopul:_r doctrine
the few sub-treasury whigs, who-_e importance of non-interference by government, had forced
was recognized by the election of one of their his party to c¢)ncur with him, and had finally,
number speaker, supported by the democrats, after three failures in as many sea, ions of con-

The conservafives had almost entirely disappcared ; _n'ess, been successful in establishing the inde-
only four of them had been re-elected to the new pendencc of the treasury. -- III. The election

congress, and these had nearly ceased their oppo- of Harrison in 1840 was accomplished by a
sitiou to the sub-treasury. The Wright bill was union of all the heterogeneous elements of
again introduced, was debated through the ses- opposition, and by that double-faced promul_-
sion, passed both houses by votes of 24 to 18 in titan of different policies for different sections
the senate, and 124 to 107 in the he)use, and be- which the democrats imitated with equal success
came a law, July 4, 1840, by the signature of the in 1844. (See DEMOCI_ATm PARTy, IV. ; WHm
president. It directed rooms, vaults and safes to PARTY, II ) New_'rthcless it brought into the
be provided for the treasury, in which the public house a majority of whigs whose party training
money was to be kept; it provided for four re- had predetermined them to one purpose, the
ceivers general, at _ew York, Boston, Charleston renewal of the bank of the United States. (See
and St. Louis. and made the United States mint BA.,,-K COI_TROVERSrr_S, IV.) To tiffs end the

and the branch mint at New Orleans places of repeal of the independent treasury act was essen.
deposit; it dttected the treasurers of the United tial, and the repealing act was passed by votes of

States and of the mints, the receivers general, 29 to 18 in the senate and 134 to 87 in the house,
and all other _ charged with the custody and became law, Aug. 13, 1841. The next con-
of public money, to gl_ proper bonds for its caxe gress, 1848-5, although it had a democratic ma.
anti for its tran_er when ordered by the secretary jority in the house, had a sufficient whig majoriff
of the tresmxry ol'-_itlaster general; and enact- in the senate to defeat any effort to renew the
ed that after Jtme _K),1_4_, all payments to or by sub-treasury system. For five years after its
the United States sa_,ould be in gold and s_ver repeal, therefore, the treasury was managed prac-
exclusively. -- The gesul_ of the first brief t_. tically at the discretion of its secretary, and with

of the sub-treasury _y_tvm, July 4, 1540-_.ug. no adequate regulation by law. Where deposi-
18, 1841, totally fait_ _o verify the prophecies of taries were absolutely necessary the banks of the
the whigs and conservatives. It il_ticted no dam- different states were used, and the secretary of

age upon the state banks, or upon business at the treasury obtained collateral security for the
large; it did not increase the number of offices deposits from such banks a_ were willing to give
at the disposal'of the president and his party, or it. Polk's election brought in a congress demo-
the power of the president over the commer- cratic in both branches. The sub-treasury system
cial interests of the _:matry; it laid no "corner- was again introduced, passed both houses and
stone of de_poti_md'(4h_l_,a_cal operation was became law, Aug. 6, 1846. This act was essen-
much more ss_ix_t_ _ _ceAmsful than might tially the same as that of July 4, 1840, and has "
have .bees _ in'a_._vil service already so remained in force almost unchanged. The act
far de.baaedi_[nd it lalai_|y relieved the govern- of Feb. 95, 1863, creating a system of national
-meat _.le_y,_eXcept iaidhC_'aad t_mo4e ¢aa_ "lnmks, a_thorized the secretary of _he treasury to
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make any of these associationsdepositariesof the boundariesestablishedin the actof congress,
publicmoney, except rec'eiptsfrom customs; the and formed the firstconstitutionof the stateof
originalsub-treasuryact had provided but seven Indiana. Itfixedthegovernor'sterm of officeat
placesof deposit"New York, Bostqn,Charleston, three years,but prohibitedthe holding of the
St. Louis, the mints at Philadelphia and St. officeby one personlongerthan six years in any
Louis,and the treasuryat Washington, the first term of nine years;provided for a popular v(4e
four beingunder thccontrolofassistanttreasurers,every twelfthyear on the question of eallb_ga
(See,in general,BANK CO_'TROVERSIES; DEPOS- convention to revisethe constitution;gave Ihc
1TS, REMOVAL OF; DEMOCRATIC PARTY, IV. ; right of suffrage to "white male citizens of the
Wrllo P.SRTY, II.)-- (1.) See 26 Niles' I2egiste_., United States, of the age of twenty one ycar._ and
291; 3 Parton's LifeoJ'J_tek,_o_,, 272, 515; Sumner's upward," nn one year's residence; prohibited
An_rica_t Curv'e_tcy, 114; 2 yon Holst's United slavery, and provided that no alteration of the

States, 174; Bromwell's Imm_qrathpn, 174; 1 Col- constitution should ever introduce slavery into
ton's Life and Times ofClay, 456; 1 Benton's thestatc, "since the holding of any part of the
Thirty Years' View, 676; the act of June '2,3, human creation in slaver)' or involuntary scrvi-
1836, is in 5 S/at. at Large, 52. (II.) See 2 Stales- tudc can only originate in usurpation and lyran-
_lm,a's Mat, acd (Van Buren's Messages); 12 Ben- ny;" prohibited the chartering of any banks in
ton's Debat_ of Congre,_s, 506, and 13:403; 4 the state, except a state hank and branches; and
Webster's Work.*, 402, 4.')),4;3 Wh O l_eview, 465; made Corydou the seat of government until 1825.
the acts of Oct. 12 and 17, 1837, and the sub- and until removed by law (as it has since bceu
treasury act of July 4, 1840, are in 5 ,Slat.. at removed tu Indianapolis). The state was adndt-
Large, 201, 206, and 385. (III.) See Gillet'_ ted by joint resolution, De('.. 11, 1816. _k new
Dem_c;'acy in _he _ited 8tales, 195; SclIuckcr_' and more complete con._titution was formed by a

Life of Cha,_e, 300; J. H. Walker's .'l/oa_ey, Trade convention at Indianapolis, Feb. 10, 1851. It
and B_lnki_g, 81; the act of Aug. 13, 1841, is in provided that no negro or mulatto should have
5 Slat. at Large, 439, that of Aug 6, 1846, in 9 tile right of suffrage; changed the governor's
Slat. at l,a_:qe, 59, and that of .Feb. 25, 1863, in term to four years; prohibited h)cal or special
12 _'at. at Large, 696. legislation in seventeen specified cases; lir(Jvidcd

ALEX.A_NDER JO]_gSTON. for a general banking law; prohibited the en-
trance of any negro or mulatto to the _talc; and

INDIA, (See EAST INDIES.) made the employment of such negroes or mulat-
toes, or the encouragement of their immigration.

I_DIAh'A, a state of the American Union, a punishable offense. The last named provi._iou
formed mainly from the Virginia cession, and in was decided by the supreme court of the state, in
the north from small strips of the Massachusetts November, 1866, to be repugnant to the coustitu-
and Connecticut cessions. (See OI_DINA_Ct_ OF tion of the United Statcs, and invalid. ']'h[-
1787, TERRITORIES, ILLINOIS.) _lay 7, 1800, the constitution was ratified by popular vote, 'tad

northwest territory was d_vided, Ohio being made went into effect Nov. 1, 185!. An amendment
a separate ten'itory, and the remainder erected has since been made ,_o it, repudiating any
into the territory of Indiana. In 1805 and 1809 liability for certain certificates of stock, and pro-
the territories of Illinois and l_Iiehigan were set hibitino, the state officers fronl paying them. (See
off from Indiana, thus re(hieing the latter terri- CONSTITUTIONS, STATE.)- Indiana originally
tory to its present limits.--April 19, 1816, an h._d a largcr southern population than Illi_oi._
enabling act was pas._cd by congress for the for- In 1850 this part of the population amounted to
mation of a state government by the people of ncar 20 per cent. of the whole, mainly from

Indiana territory, the following boundaries being Virginia, Norflt Carolina and Kentucky. In 1870
assigned by the act to the new state: "Bounded the proportion had decreased to iess than 10 per
on the east by the meridian line which fornIs the cent. This clement has apparently had a consid-
western boundary of the state of Ohio; on the erable influence upon the state's political lu_tory.
south by the river Ohio, from the mouth of the A straight line drawn across the middle or" the
Great bliami rwer to the mouth of the river Wa- state would separate the sou0_ern counties, which
hash; pn the west by a line drawn along the mid- have been quite steadily democratic since 1850,
,lie of the Wabash, from its mouth to a point from the northern counties, which have been as
,_'here a due north line drawn from the town of steadily anti-democratic. -- In presidential ele('-
Vinccnnes would last touch the northwestern tions the vote of Indiana until 1860 was c,_t t_*r

shore of the said river; and from thence by a democratic candidates, except in 1886 and 1840,
due north line until the same shall intersect an wtmn it was cast for Harrison, the whig ca_,(li
east and west line drawn through a point ten date. In 1860 the state voted for Lincoln, and its
miles north of the southern extreme of Lake vote has always since been given to republican
Michigan ; on the north by the said east and west candidates, except in 1876, when it was given to
line, until the same shall in_e_et the first men- the democratic candidates by a plurality. The
tioned meridian line which forms the western result in 1876 was probably due to the popularity
boundary of the state of Ohio." The state con- of Hendricks, the democratic candidate for the

_ vention met at Corydon, June 10, 1816, ratified vice-presidency, in hisown state, Indiaua.--Until
i
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18"2_° the one representative to which Indiana was hess, because the result is supposed elsewhere to
e,_titled was a democrat (William Hendricks), but be a foreshadowing of tlm result in l_l'ovember,
until 1825 the representatives and United States and money is ]a2Lgely sent into tlle state from other
senators were chosen more for personal than for states to affc('t the election. The resulting de-
political reasons. Upon the re-formation of parties nnlralizatiou induccd the legislature, in 1877-8, to
in 182'5-8 (see DEMOCRATIC PAI{TY, IV.) the state llreparc an amendment to the constiiution trans-
became democratic and remained so until 1836, fcrring the date of the election to November.

with tl,e exception of the congressional dist.ct This, with six other amendments (the plincipal
formed fromWayne and the fcwsurroundingcoun ones being to prescribe a registration of voters,
tics of the east-central part of the statc. This di_- to strike thcwnrd " white" from the con..titntion,
tr,ct has been steadily whig, anti Nebraska or and to allow negroes and mulattoes to vole) was
rel)ubIican since 1830. From 1836 until 1842 the submitted to the people at a special (,lection,
_cnator_ and nearly all the representatives were April 5, 18t_0, and all received a heavy majority
_vhi,_s, the democrats, however, carrying three of the votes c_.<. A majority of the suite su-
southern and two northern districts in 1840. In prcme court, however, decided that the amend-
1_42, eight of the tcu representatives were demo- mcnts wclc not adopted, l|s they had not received
(,rats, and two whigs, but from this time the central tlic votes of a majority of all _lie cl(,ctor_ of the
lille of d(;marcation between the democratic and state, a_ shown by other election_ --.k peculiar
anti-democratic districts becomes more plainl) provision of the (,on<itution of 1851, wqui_ilJg
marked. It was obscured from 184_ until 185,t, two thild_ of each house of tim legislature as a
during the upheaval of tile national i)artie_, there (luorunl to do busitn,._% has often he('u utilized in
being only one whig district in the state, and. oil state politics. In 1856 the state senate had two
thc other hand, i. 1854, all but two of the eleven republican majority, aud the house twenty-eight
districts gave anti-Nebraska majorities (see RE- democratic majority. The repul)lican _cnate,
P[:BHCA.'_ PARTY); but in 1856 tim districts settled therefore, refused In go into joint ballot to cleet
to the proportions of six democratic to five re- United States senators, a_ the democratic senale
i)ublican, the former tile southern half and the had (tone in a similar case two years before, and
latter tim northern half of the state. In 1858-60, claimed that neither house ¢.ould take part with-
the democrats lost two of their districts, and in out a quorum. The housc aud a minority of the

1S62 regained them and added two northern dis- senate met in joint convention and elected sena-
triers. In 1864 the republicans regained their tors, who were scaled by the United States senate
two districts and gained four of the southern dis- after a long contest. In 1863 the rcpublican
tricts. These were succcss|vely regained by the minority withdrew, and virtnally (hssolvc(I the
democrats until, in 1870, thc parties stood about legislature, in order to prevent _l_e passage of a
as they had done in 1856. Sincc 1870 the curre.t bill which deprived the gover,mr of the t)_wcr to
has been slightly in favor of the republicans, until .tppomt militia ofticers. Ill Mareh, 1869, the deta-
in 1881 the proportion is eight republican to five ocratic minority resigned in .t bo_ly in order to
democratic representatives. In the election of prevent the ratification of the 15th amendment.
1878 the republicans carried the extreme south- A special eh, ction having been ordered, a.d a
west, or Pokey county, district, whici| had chosen special session of the legislatur(, called in April,
dcmocratic representatives since 1846. -- The the dcmocra|ic nfinority, after passing tim neces-
state elections have always been closely and sary apl)ropriatioa bids, again resigned, lint the
stubbornly conte_ted. The governors wel'c dem- speaker of the house ruled that a quormn was
oeratic until 1857, with the exception of gov- present, and the amendment was ratified. The
ernors Wallace and Bigger, who were whigs, st'ttc supreme court afterward indirectly upheld
Since 1857 the governors have been ret)ublicans , the validity of the ratificati(m. The next legisb_-
with the exception of governors ltemlricks ture_'ts democratic in both branchc._, and in Feb-
and Williams, who were democrats. The elec- rual3', 1871, the republican minority in the lower
lion of 1872, at which the former was chosen, house resigned in a body i. order to prevent the
was probably the most closely contested in the re(listrictingof thcstatcand the passage of a reso-
history.of the state, and Hendricks' election was lution dcelaringthc ratification of the 15th amend
mainly due to his personal popularity. Out of ment null and void.--Thc most distingui,qmd
over 875,000 votes he had but 1,148 majority; the citizens of Indiana in national politics have l)ecn

two republican candidates for congressmanatlarge Thos. A. tiendricks, Oliver P. 3lorton. Schu 3 k,r
had but 126 and 538 majority respectively. --The Collax and Win. II English. (See those names )

politicalcomplexion of thelegislatures hasgener- Among the leading na,nes in state polities are
ally followed that of the congressional represen- those of Jesse D. Bright, democr_tic United
tation. The manner of districting the state for States senator 184;'_62, expelled for treason ;
representation in the le4_i_lature has always been John W. Davis, democratic representative 183F_7,
a theme _or political declamation, each party 1839-41, 1843-7, and speakerof the house 1845-7;
accusing the other of gross unfairness. (See Edward X. IIannegan, democratic rcpresentative
GERRV_._'D_R.) In the years of presidential 1833-7, senator 184,%9, and nfinister to Pru_si_
elections the Indiana state elections, which occur 1849--50; Benjamin Harrison, rclmbliean Uni_(t
in October, are contested with still mote bitter. States senator-1881-7, William S. IIohnan, d(,m-

85 voL. _.-- 82
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_cratic representative 1859-65 and 1867-77, "a was to trade or settle in the Indian country with-
better critic of appropriation bills than any oppo- out his permission or that of one of his agents.
_ition party ever had before or since"; George W. The Indian country, or Indian territory, has since
Julian, one of the founders of the free-soil and been diminished by the erection of variousorgau.
republican parties, free-soil candidate for the vice- ized tel:ritories, until it now compri_s the 68,891
presidency in 1852, and republican representative square miles, bounded on the north by Kansas,

1849-51 and 1861-71; Michael C. Ken'. demo- east by Missouri and Alkansas, south by Texas,
eratic representative 1865-73 and 1875-6, and and west by the 100th meridian. The narrow

speaker of the house; J. E. _IcDonald, demo- strip of territory north of Tex-ls. west of the 1001h
,cratic senator 1875-81; Caleb B. Smith, whig meridian, and east of New Mexico, has never
representative 1843-9, and secretary of the into- been placed in any organized or unorganized tel-
tier 1861-2 (see ADMI:_ISTILC.TIONS); Richard W. litory by law.--The capital of the Indian terri-
Thompson,whigrepresentative1841-3aml1847-9, to1T is Tahlequah, and the population is about
and secretary of the navy 1877--81 (see AI)Mi-_IS- 75,000. The leading tribes are the Cherokees
"r_oITrONS); James,. Tyner, republican represent- (19,000), theChoctaws(16,000), theCreeks(14,000),
ative 1869-75, and postmaster general 1877-81 and the Chickasaws (5,000), but there are a large
(see ADYIII_,'ISTRATIO_S); and D. W. Vnorhees, number of smaller tribes. At the outbreak of the
democratic representative 1861-6 and 1869-73, and rebellion most of the trilles were divided in sym-
senator 1877-85.--The name of Indiana was pathy, and many of them formed treaties with
,coined for the territory and st,_te as a memorial of the confederate states, but these were readmitted
its original inlmbi{ants, the American Indians; to their former privileges in 1865-6, slavery bei,Jg
the derivation of the popular name of its people, abolished among them. In 1870 a convention at

" tIoo_iers," is unknown.--GOVERNOnS: Jona- Ocmulgce formed a state government, with a
than Jennings (1816-22), William Hendricks governor: a senate eompo._ed of one member
_18'22-5), James B. l_ly (1825--31), Noah Noble from each nation, or group of nations, lmviug
(1831-7), David Wallace (1_37--40), Sanmel Big- over 2,000 population; and a house of rcpresenta-
ger (1840-43), James Whitcomb (1843-9), Joseph tires, elected in the ratio of one representative to
A. Wright (t849-57), Ashbd P. Wfllard(1857-61), 1.000 population. This was rejected through the
I-Iem T S. Lane (1861, resigned), Oliver P. Morton objections of the smaller tribes to the composition
(1861-7), Conrad Baker (1867-73), Thomas A. of the senate. Efforts have since been made to
Hendricks (1873-7), JamesD. Williams(1877-81), organize the Indian country as the territory ef
Albert T. Porter (1881-5).--See Poore'sFederal Ski.drama, but the Indians object to this step
and Stale Corvslitulions and Political Register; 2 strongly, and congress has not yet taken it. In
Seat. atLar.qe, 58, and 3 : 289 (for the acts of ]_Iay 1881-2 an organized expedition from southern
7, 1800, and April 19, 1816); Dillon's llistory of Kansas, styling itself "the Oklahoma colony,"
Ind/ana (to 1816); Chamberlain's indiana Gazettevr m.tde persistent efforts to settle in the Indian coun-
(1849) ; Sutherland's JBlographical Sketcl_es of _]lem- try, in defiance of the ancient prohibitions against
'_ers of the State Govern_tent(1861); Drapicr's Bre- scttling there without the consent of the govern-
tier Zegi_lative Reports of Indiana; Scribner's I_- ment; but they have as yet been intercepted and
diel_za Roll of ttano'r (1866); Wilson's 1)i.q_st (1867); turned back by the army. The final breaking up
Barber and Howe's Ilistory of the W_tem_ States of the Indian imperiura in in_perio will probably
(1867); Brown's History of 1Tndianapolis (to 1868); come through the agency of the treaties made by
Ball's IIistory of Lake C_ranty, 1834-73; Brown's the Indians in 1866, by which they agreed to
,State Goverl_ment (1875); Goodrich and Tuttle's grant the right of way through their country to
lt£,tory of Indiana (to 1875); Portcr's ]_t in railroads. Interests were thus developed which
1880, 132. ALEXA_Dm_ Jom_ISTO_¢. almost immediately led congress to extend the

revenue laws and taxation to all territory "within
INDIAN TERRITORY, The, a portion of the the bounds of the United States," although the

public lauds of the United States, not organized treaties with the Indians guaranteed to them free-
in preparation for becoming a state, but set aside dora from taxation. Thesupremeeourthasuphehl
as a residence for various Indian tribes. -- That the power of congress to thus change the treaties,
consistent friend of the Indian, Jefferson, seems and their final abrogation is evidently only a
to have been the first to form the idea of transfer- question of time. -- The act of June 30, 1834, is
ring the Indian tribesacross the Mississippi to the in 4 Star. at Large, 729; in 2 Star. at Large, 139,
new acquisition of Louisiana. (See his proposed 146, will be found a summary of previous Indian
Louisiana amendment, CO_STrrVT_O_, III.) This acts, and supreme court decisions thereon.
policy was carried out by various Indian treaties A LEXA!_DER JOm_STON.
thereafter (see C_EROKF, E CASE), and by the act
of June 30, 1834; all theterritory of the United INDIVIDUAL Ah'D THE RACE, The. How
States west of the Mississippi, and not included to account for the contrast between the aggregate
within M_s.,;ouri, Louisiana or Arkansas, was to will (the will of the state) and the single will of
be "taken and deemed to be the Indian country." individuals, is confessedly one of the most difii-
By another act of the same date a superintendent cult problems of political science. The caprice
of Indian affairs was to be appointed, and nq one of iadividual_ i_ as manifold a_ their peculiarities,
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•while the aggregate will can and must indeed be double nature of man, from the contrast which
_only one. How is it possible to base the aggre- we as individuals and as belonging to a race fimi
gate will, which rules in the state, on the multi- associated in ourselves, can this two-fold char-
formityofdivergentindividualwil]s?--Rousseau, acter of the will be explained, but it is corn-
who explains the state as the agreement of pletely explained by that. The credit of first
individuals who come together as if 1)y contract, recognizing this, and proving the very decisive
had indeed some idea that the general will was significance of this contrast for all psychological
_,ther than the will of all. But he endeavored to questions, belongs to Fricdrich Rohmer.--We

ew_de a problem, which lie could not solve, by a are conscious of our individual will with the
fiction, which stands no test. As it is very same(,ertainty asof our individual thoughts. By

seldom that all agree, he says, the average will of wishing solnethiug exclusively for myself, some-
the majority must pass for the will of all. This thing whic_h others (to not wish or will not allow

_s jumping from the frying pan into the fire. Iu me, I am conscious of the opposition between my
¢hc state we are forced to respect the aggregate will and the will of others. Because Csesar willed

will as authority, that is, to respect it in all things to rule Rome, Brutus willed to kill him. It is

as just; and who warrants us that the will of the possible that both wills were only individual, but
majority is more just than that of the minority? if one of them was likewise the Roman aggregate
Almost all great improvements, both in the state will, it is impossible that the other could be so
_tnd in law, were in the beginning advocated only too. --The difference of the two wills is clear

by siugle individuals, as were the blessed revela- enough. But how (b) we become consci[_us of
lions of religion and the nmst fruitful dmcoverms the ag_,q'cgate will? lIow, except by the opposi-
_)f science, and were understood'rod accepted by lion which arises in ourselves when we wish

a few enlightened adherents. O_fiy after long something for ourst.lves, which injures the corn-
and severe struggles with the prejudices, igno- mort nature, of which we, with others, f_)rm a
vance and crudcne_ of the multitude did they part? When a son raises his hand against his
gradually ot)tain recognition. If the majority father, when a 1)tother wishes to make a slave of
be eventually rational and _ust, certain it is that his brother, when tl_c thief takes another's prop-
it is not so at all times. Therefore to assert that erty, a voice is audible within him which opposes

the aggregate will anti the will of the majority his individual will. When the indolent m'm
arc the same thing, is to set coarseness above cul- sinks into laziness, and the inactive man buries
lure, and ignorance above wisdom.--But the his talents, he is sensible of an admonition which
unity of the will of the state can be explained in urges him to activity. In the first case the indi-
thi_ way still less than the wisdom and justice vidual will is checked; in the second it rcceives
of the will of the state. The mere counting _ll impulse to action. In both case_ the inner
_ogethcr and bringing together of many or even voice announces the cxistencc of a will, which
all separate wills can never produce one aggregate strives to contend with the will of the individual.
will. Millions of Grains of sand thrown together Some call this voicc the conscience, through
will make a sand bank, but no whole. Ahundrcd which God speaks to man; others call it the
thousand dollars piled one on anothcr is a hand- conscience, which is immanent in human nature,
some sum of money, but not a fortune. The and which bears testimony to the molal order
vessel, which is baked from the grains of sand, is dwellin G in it. At bottom, both mean the same
a whole, and so is a property or an cstablishmcnt thing; but the former admit that this voice is
of a hundred thousand dollars a fortune, lint heard in human feelings, ideas aml words; and

only I)ecause upon a summing up of the different the latter do not deny that the inner harmony of
parts an idea of unity has been added, which has human nature was Given with the creation of
formed them into a whole. In the case of life- man, and is hence in the divine order. A moral

less things this union may come from without, spirit lives in the conscience, which is different
But if the living wills of thousands are to become from our individual spirit. Our individual will
one will, the unity must be found in themselves, is often unjust and irrational; the human will of
-- Hegel had remarked the want of coherence the conscience is always just and rational. The
and the contradiction existing between all these many individual wills enntradict one another;

separate wills, and perceived that from this con- the common will of the conscience is in itself
fusion no unity of law could be ;formed. He, harmonious. The individual will belongs to me
unlike Rousseau and Kant, understood the will, alone; the aggregate will, which stirs as con-
which formed the state and the law, to be, not science, is common to me with my family, my

individual caprice, but the general will, grown people, and the human race. We can call it
conscious of itself, really true and rational. But the will of the species, or the will of the race,
this only tells us how the will of all should be for the species and the race are common to all,
constituted in order to be recognized as the ' and make a unit of all.-- In thcindividual willis
universal wilt; it does not explain why this a clearer self-consciousness andahigher freedom.
universal will is right, l_ational, or one.--Scarcely In the will of the species the order of nature and
a philosopher or jurist has recalled that we have instinctive necessity chiefly work. Separate wills
within ourselves the contrast between the aggre- give rise to multiformity; the will of the species

gate will and the individual will. Only by the preserves unity and insures equality. Individual
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will lives only in the individual; the will of the dewed with the same physi- Thereites, Caesar and Lacul-

species works through the whole species. -- In eal organa in the same order, lus, wereinflnttelydifferent,
and the same psychic pew. altaoagh as belonging to the

each man tile contrast of the race and ttle indi- ers; and all are subject to same nice of people and hv-
vidual is found ill one person. To tile extent that the same development with ing in the same period they
we distinguish and more closely examine both age. were classed together

these sides of our being, we obtain great light 8. Race unites its men- 8. The individual is flrs_
upon numerous questions. Let us endeavor to bars in a necessary corn- of all mterested in hmiself

nmnity. Whoever tries to and has his own life, distinct
establish a few chief principles, although their withdraw himself from this fromotherindividuala. Wllb
exhaustive demonstration may not fall within the community revolts against tree choice he seeks hN u_n
province of a work like the present one. nature and breaks the faith companions, and extend_lu,

which he owes his kind. hand of his own free _ ill to
PACE. INDIVIDUAL. them for common work.

1. The race at first glance 1. One's stmcial individu- 9. The human race means 9. Individuals are mulh-
is visible in the sameness of ditty ih as a peculiartaculty the unity of the human kind. fonnity. Tae tasks of in.
the human frame, of the mind, COncealed in The los dry of the world is dividual life prone'e, hut

the body. the record of the fulfillment sometimes impede, th,. prog-
of its destiny, ress of human society.

2. The race is, however, 2. The hidden nature of 10. The ag.gregatc will 10. The individual will is
not mere corporeal matter; the mi2_d of the individual has its natural founuation in the cxpreesion of the indi-
the orguns of the hody are at stri_es to hecome visible, thecummumty and unityof vldualmind.
the same time psychic or- _lld becomes l_ostelearlysu the race.
gads. There are al_o uui- in words and deeds, lu ex-
xcl_tl in_t*m'ts of the race, a_ted and excited moment_ 11. _'hen the agg'regate 11. When individual will
a_ for instance, the instinct it is radiated visibly from will rules one-sidi.dly, tile asserts itself, without re-
tar nourishment, the sexual the body, and its finer or freedom of the indivldualis gard to the aggregate will,

in_tiuct, the universal moral coarser lines impress lasting lo.-t, and the de._potism of then we have anarchy.
faculties.conscience, the uni- traces on the body. the x_holc prevails: the re-
versal intellectual faculties, ciprocal action between the
human intellect; therefore, freedum of the individual
in a word, in the race there and the de._potiam of the
isalsoa oommon spirit, whole is unavoidable.

3. The human race is 3. The individual mlndis In the repose of man the In the work of man the
ori,..dnaliy the _ork of the not the contmuatmn of the lifeof therecepredominates, life of the individual is
creation, but since then has parents'. Its production is heightened.
been transmitted from pa- a new act of crcatmn. Tal-

rents to children. The hu- ants and the particularsplrit -- There can be no doubt what relation hulll:tlt
m_n race rests, therefore, are not tranbl_lltted, and all
upon propagation through individual may hale an on- law bears to this contrast, liacc is visible; :rod
human beings. It preserves tin,ly different d_sposittun only exteriorly perceptible relations are taken

its coherence through an- from his parents or his ram- cognizance of, and tletermined, by the law. Illcenters and de_:cndants, un- lly. Individuals create the
der the generatmus, _hich new in the world, race, psycilic and pllysical elements are com.
tolluw one another. Natural bined into unity, and all law is made up of an

right of inheritance is an intellectual-nmral and a physico-formal element

effect of race. Race is earthly-human, and s_l also is law. ]{ace

4. Race ia necessarily 4. The individual mind ia is transmitted from generation to generation, and
bound to the surface of the not bound to the earth. The law also outlasts the life of individuals. Rae_ _

earth, wbmh nourishes and whole terrestrial aloha is a I has all organic growth, and experiences regularsupports it. It is essentially plaything for it, and _t trans-

earthly, lutes iteelf w)thout trouble ] transibrmations; and so the history of law is the

to the must distant stars. [ organic ._rowth and the regulated transformation
5. Race undergoes neees- 5. ']'he individual mind of the laws. The life of the rat's is chiefly a ne-

sarilyaseries of transforms- remains esscntluliythesame cessitv of nature, and the ftlndamental character
lions. In regular order the from childhood to old a,-e. A '
different steps of age suc- youthful indwidual mmdre- i of law is the moral necessity of huInall relations.

cecd each other. After youth maine young, although the Race is similarity, community and unit)-; and
follows old age as death hair may be _hite; while an these are also the qualities of law. Race is thefollows birth. No one, who oldish miud is old. even in
h_es long, can axoid this chihihood. The individual repose, and the perfection, so to speak, of law

evolutiun, x_hich is Jude- develops himself by his and order.--It was, therefore, a great and a
pendent of him as apowcr wurk. lIis works are like fatal error of the philosophy of law to have de-
of nature, himself, duced law and the state from the life of the indi-

6. Iu the external nature 6 Individual minds are vidual and the will of the individual. Law and

of man, xu tile human r_ce, endowed, lor tile mobt part, tile state refer indirectly to individuals, inasulucha complete s.wtem of facul- only dettcieutly anti intern-
tics in perfect order is vial- pletely They are geuerally aS they g:uarantee them protection in their acthm.

ble. Man is created in reid- only incomplete thoughts of exactly as does the corporeal race serve the lqdnd

tire perfection, a microcos- God; amain living words, of the individualasadwellingp_aceamtaninstrusic picture of the perfection not a complete language.
of God. But, with the help of the meat. But the htw and the state have no mea_

race, they work themselves ure for wilat is most individual in the life of the

up to perfection, heart and the mind, nor do they exercise any

7. Race is similarity. In 7. Difference Is the char- power over that life. :Not only is the order of the
all es.,ential relations the aete.ristlc quality of the in- state based upon the race, and in the first p]sct.thousands of millions of dividual. Talents and all
men, who have already lived special gifts are distributed llpon tbe race to wilich the people belong, but the

or shall yet live, are en- unequally. Achilles and lile of the state, politics, is the development of
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,community and unity; thereforeof the race. the Englishman and the Frenchman, the Italian

But the lifeof the individualhas alsoan impor- and the German, although the European culture
_antsharein politics;itis not merely the devel- of to day, at leastin the educated classes,has
opulent of the race There are also certain men effaced and destroyed a multitude of tile old dif-
who in their capacity of individuals are made ferences. More important than the difference in
for the state, and who give their individual life national traits, the shades of which can hardly
to ttle state. All real statesmen are such individ- be depicted in language, is the race contr,_st in
uals. Such men are a living embodiment on a national character and spirit, which chiefly deter-
htrge scale of the rcciproc:d action of the two na- mines political life. The manly pride of the Eng
turcs. The state is not exclusivc'ly the formation lishmau is a characteristic of race, like the love
<)f the comlnon nature of the people or the na- of fame of tim Frenchman, tile calculation of the
tional race; it is indebted for a part of its exist- ])utehnmn, the philosophical nature of the Ger-
,t,ncc and its importance to the individual labor of man, the craftiness of the Slave, and the deceit of

its leaders.-- This leads to a fuIthcr distinction the Italian. The peculiarity of nail(ms is their
within the lace. There is an inborn race and an r'lee. 3. Within the nati(m, the race of single
in¢.tdcated race. Whoever wishes to obtain a tribes of people is modified, as annmg the people
<.h,ar idea of tile power of educ:ttion not only on that of estates and classes is. 4. The family
individual men, lint in the f[)rmation of whole forms the narrowest cn'cle of race. Whoever

races or entire clas_cs, lms only to consider the eomp:lrcs the family portraits of the ttapslmrgs
iz_fluence of Moses on the Jews, of Lyem'gus on or the Bourbons for hundreds of years, will be
_hc Sp_rtaus, of the government of Rome on all surprised at the. energy al_d tenacity with which
lioman I)eople_, or of the clerical education on the nature so long held fast a fixed family character.

_ hole dcl)ortment of the Catholic clergy. Race, The very same thing is repeated in families of the
whi('h is iu the first place a natural idea, is thus middle class. With family trails are also trans-
.chal]gcd to an i(h.a of culture. The state grad- mittcd a definite family character al_d family
ualiy and by piecemeal transforms the nation, spirit. The mental side of tim rnccof families is
which is educated by it, through its ever active therefore no le_ worthy of attention than the
institutions. The necessity of common m_ture physical. -- All the_c races together, of the fami-
lhus experiences tile l)ower of individual freedom, ly, of the nation, and of mankind, form the ant-
- The most important of the n:,rrower circles of mated instrument, which the individual living
the ra(.e, into which the one human race is di- therein uses during his earthly lift;. The race
vnl(,d, are: 1. What we, in a psyclJological mean- serves him; lint it demands in return also from
ing of the expression, c"all the different races of the ruling individual, respect for the conditions
anankind, those great differences which constitute of its life, and due regard for its limited faculties.
the natural varicties of mankind. How these con- IIappy, the intellectually powerful individual,
Tlasts, which are apparent in the complexion, the who Ires at the same time received a strong and
structureof thehair, theformoftheskul], and,still enduring race as an inheritance. Unlmppy, the
more, iu the difference in the sensuous and intcl- man in whom race and individual struggle with
teetu'd faculties, and which for thousands of years each other in continual dissension. [So, happy is
have remained substantially tile same, originated the state, whose race of people is guided by
inthefirst place,whether bydifferentcrcativeacts, statesmen, whose individual nature is the loftiest
,or by later workings of nature, has not yet been expression of their race; and miserable is the
deci(tcd by science. But two things we know. state, whose rulers are not worthy of the better
Ill the first place, we know that this difference in race. BLU,NTSCIILI.
the races of mankind is not a work of human A.D. UALL,Tr.

culture, but essentially a product of macrocosmic
nature, and it therefore must be accepted as a ne- INDIVIDUALITY. This word suggests a

cessity. In the second place, we know that this problem which our age is compelled to propound
very thing is of the highest significance in politics, if not to solve, namely, the respective parts which
O,ly the white race is, in tile highest sense of the should be assigned to the individual, te the state
word, given to tile form.,tion of the state; of the and to society. This problem has undoubtedly
white race, again, the Aryan subdivision is here existed from the very bcginniug of civilization,
in advance of the Semitic. The black Ethiopian but o_dy in a latent state. The three interests,
race is evidently assigned to the tutelary training when confronted with one another, have not been
_and sway of the Aryan and Semitic races. Only slow to conflict, each of them exhibiting consid-
the yellow Mongolian race and perhaps also in crable strength and correcponding with some one
.other times the red (Indian) race have brought of the human passions: egoism in the individual,
themselves to a real civilization of their own, and affection in society, ambition in the _tatc. -- For
by themselves have developed a state, relatively the harmonious development of humanity it is

speaking. 2. Races which fo_an nationsand peo- necessary that no one of these forces should
pies are essentially aproduct of human history; destroy the others. This necessity has at all
and human history itself is the result of the co- times been instinctively felt, but it is oiJly in our
operation of human freedom, a natural necessily day that men have become conscious of it. So
_md fate. /k mere glance can distinguish between also is it only in our day that the problem has
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been formally propounded, and the attempt been When we build air-castles, do we not begin our-
made to bring direct influence to bear upon its dreams with the most modest desires, and behold
solution. -- As Lapalisse would say, it is better to them increase before our eyes until they surpa_
understand the problem clearly than to guess at the bounds of the marvellous?-- Such is maJ_
it blindly. However, we are tempted to believe And we should congratulate ourselves that he i_
that a clear understanding of the problem will ten- such. Without this stinmlant how would our
der its solution all the more difficult. In fact, an will overcome the inertia which characterizes the

interest which is conscious of its own legitimate- purely material part of our being, the clay of
ness is much less disposed to make concessions which we are made? how would we overcome the
than a mere tendency whose action we feet per- pain which labor causes? But, without labor,
haps while disproving it. _ But it is rare to find there can be no progress. Hence it follows, that
men such perfect masters of thcir incliJaations the individual, in order to prosper, nmst have
that their reason is not affected by them. And the fullest possibleliberty to work, materially and
was reason ever found wanting in arguments to intellectually. It would not be at all difficult for
serve human passions? Hence it follows that a us to deduce from this proposition the necessity
passionate man is apt to become a more exclusive of enjoying all the political, religious, ciwl aml
individualist, socialist or adherent of the govern- other liberties which this age so energetically
ment than one of a different disposition.--What we claims. But the developments would ol)lige us to
have just given expression to, is merely an apprc- repeat what has already been said elsewhere. --
heusion; but by consulting certain famous works Society should therefore restrain the individual
from the "Leviathan" of Itobbcs to the "Icarie" as little as possible, and ask of him only such sac-
of Cabet, it will be found that this apprehension is rifices as are indispensably necessary. Ti_is i._,
not entirely without foundation. However this at bottom, really to the interest of society. Ia
may be, let us endeavor, if not to define the part restraining man's inclination to injure his neigh-
of the individual, in relation to society and the bor or to appropriate the fruit of his labor, soot-
state, at least to collect the pl'incil)al elements of ety protects the weak, without re.dly giving the
a definition. -- The individual can, strictly speak- strong any reason to complain. It teaches him
ing, exist withoutsocicty, but he eouhl not ira- so to direct his efforts that humanity will
prove without it. It is society that makes of man profit by them, either against his evil passions, or
"a two-legged animal without feathers." 1N_a- against the brute forces of nature. Tim objcc_

tare likewise has endowed man not only with all of sociely is par excellehce the moral and intel
the selfishinclinationswhich constitutchi_instinct lectual culture of man. To it we owe the de-

of self-preservation, but also with the affection velol)mcnt of our sentiments of affection, as
which attractshim toward hislike. But affection well as all our scientific discoveries. Without

is often weaker than egoism; m other words, in. society there can be no morality, and wilhout
terest often prevails over morality; this is unfor- morality man would become the most relentless

tunate, butexpericuce proves that it istrue. The and formidable enemy of his fellow-man._From
_:lite of men emlcavor first of all to strengthen these propositions one might be led to infer that
socJet)', am'l the more brutal and ignorant nations sociely shouhl take precedence of the individual,
are. the morcingcniouslythe eminent mindsof the just as the mind rules the body. We willing]b"
peliod try to increase social tendenciesand forces, admit this formula, for the very reason that it is
--Among the manifestations of this tendency, vague. In these matters it is impossible to bt:
we will mention, in the economic order, art and very precise. But we must be on our guard
trade organizations and castes, andin the spiritual against the abuse which may be nmde of it t_
order the rule of the elmrch. But at a given too- oppress the individual. It must ever be borne i_
ment a ])art of society becomes too large, the vari- mind that the individual is the raw material of so-

ous institutions _ hich were intended to protect it ciety, and that whatever is injuribus to one is in
separ_tte from it and form themselves into indi- jurious to the other. In lik'emanner, the thought
vidual e.stablishments which possess a collective is a_uredly infinitely more precious than the brail_
egoism; and a reaction becoming both necessary in which it is elaborated, no one knows how; lint
and inevitable, the part of the individual increases, be careful not to injure the brain, if you would pre
The force of this reaction spent, we are now no serve the thought. -- Th_ individualistic and social
longer over passionate, and it will be possible for temlencies of men, when left to themselves, art,
us toexamine the question coolly.--Mens sans often the first to prevail. Wehavealreadysaidth_,t
ill c,n'pore saTw. In like manner society is souml egoism is stronger than affection. It was m,('es-
when the individual is not corrupt. Man, like sary that some institution slmuld come to the aid
water, becomes corrupt by stagnation. Advance- of society, and this institution was fouml in th(.
merit and progress are what the body needs as well state. In fact, many states are formed by mcan_
as the mind. Man, if his faculties have not been of which morality does not approve, but time
compromised by domestic education, or by social purifies almost as much as fire; and in a wo_(l,
and political influences, is naturally progressive: the state has become the frame-work of society,
an invincible curiosity urges him to acquire and to a certain extent the body in which it b;_¢

knowledge; an insatiable avidity prompts him to become incarnate. --The state was not slow t(,
appropriate to himself all that he possibly can. constitute itself the arm'_af_._ociety. If it had
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stopped with the fulfillment of this task, all would Any decision arrived at is the result of confer.
have been well. But the more societybecame enees,and isof the natureof an agreement. As
incarnate in tile state, the more the state became in arbitration, there arc, a hearing and di._eussion
incarnateinmen, and these mcn, saywhatwewill, of tile questions at i._sue, but usually very in-
have not always been the 61ite of our sl)eeies. If formal. 'rile resuh, of arbitration partakes of the
not their pez_,onal interests, at leltst their views and nature of a l)inding jutlgmezlt ; of conciliation, of

opinions always exerted more or less influence a mutual agreement. -- la their origin and modes
over their public acts, and as they had the power, of working, '_rbitrati,)n and conciliation areeither.

they circumscribed the liberty of the individual, 1, Legal, th,tt is, eslablishcd and operated under
fit_t for the greater good of society, then for that statute law with its sanctions :rod power for en-
of the state, and finally for his oxxn benefit: some forcing awar,ls; or, 2, VoIu_*ta_T, that i% estab-
of them v,ould willingly have made man a mere lished and operated by nmtual agreement. The
_tutomaton. Did they not oblige him to believe submission of dl,putes under legal arbitralion
what the authorities believed, to work accord,ng and conciliation is either, 1, Comp_tlsory, that is,
to methods prescribed by law, to ad:lpt his the questmn must be submitted for decision upon
c],.)tlting and diet to rules, to retire at sound of the applic-dion of either party; or, 2, I_Jhtnta_7/,
the curfew bell, and not to take a step except iu that is, it can I)e submitted by mutual agreement.
oftieial leading strings?-- It is against these ex- In either ease, while there ma 3 be '_choice as to the
_lgger;tted pretensions that we contend. Let us submission of the dispute, )ct wheu so submitted
give to society and to the state what belong to the decision is binding upon both parties, and can,
them. but let us maintain the rights of the indi- so far as its character permits, belcgally eufozccd.
vidua]. We are ready to make every possible Of course, the submission of questions to volun-
sacrifice fro' society and for the state: we will tary arbitration and conciliation is always volun-
open our purses, we will shed our blood, we will tary, and the awards are only morally binding
restrain our passions for them; but in retur_t, and can not be legally enforced.--The method
leave us the right to use and abuse our indivi,lu- of eOml)ul._ot T arbitration and conciliation, under
ality. We wish to belong to ourselves; p_otect theforms and sanctions t,f t:_w, _ hieh has existed
us against others; it is each one's own duty to in F_'ance and Bclgimn since early in the plesent

protect himself against himself. Are we not re- century, and which in the former country suc-
sponsible agents? _ We will not insist any cccdcd to some of the powers of determining
further; but will merely propound our theory, trade and labor disputes possessed by the a_(.ient
and demonstrate how it can bc applied iu a very trade guilds until they were abolished in 1791, is
few words. Whatever belongs exclusively to the treated of under the title COSSEILS DES Pr:_;l)'-
domain of individual interest, should be h'ft en- FIOMMES,whicll see. ']'he only other e_mutty iu
tirely free. Society shouhl use only moral force; which arbitration and conciliation has been era-
public opinion and human respect are, besides, ployed to any con,iderable extent is England,
powers of the first order. The duty of the state though the forms and methods used differ mate-

is to watch over the general interests of the ha- rially from tim French "rod Belgian. In treating
tion, political, legal and moral; and as to the of English arhitratioti and c_nciliation it will be
province of economy, it should occupy itself only most convenient to (.onsi,lcr its hi_toty .rod mctb-
with things that are beyond the power of the in- otis under two llea(ls, Leg:tl aml ¥ohmtary.--
dividual, or which the individual could not reach I. Legal Arbitrat#m at, d Cop_,'iliatiou f_, _'_,ghtud.
without its assistance; this does not clash with its Umler the Elizabetlmn statutes concerning labor

duty to maintain order and respect for morality, which codified mat_y of the ruh,s and regulations
and to protect the weak. )lAvmcr BLOCK. existing for centuries among the Engli.,h craft-

guilds, the assessment of wages and settlement of
INDUSTRIAL ARBITRATION AND CON- dislmtesbetween mastersand apl)ret,lmcs,a_ x_ell

CILIATION isthename giventocertaiomethods as the protectionof the latter,were l)laceden-
ofpreventinglal)ordisputesor settlingthem whcn tirelyin the hands of mngi._tratcs.Under tlm
theyarise,by theirsubmissionto the decisionof deci,-ionst)fthe (.ourtstheseslalutcswere only

nml)ircsor judges,or by conferencesbetween the applicableto the tradesexistingat the time of
partiesto the disputeor theirauthorizedrepre- theirpassage,and to theseonlyin certainlocal-
sentatives.--Thoughthe terms arbitrationand ities.During succeeding reigns these statutes

conciliationare jointlyused toname thissystem, were modified and enlarged. New industries
and though in many instances,in recentyears, were included in theirscopeand additionalpro-
thebestresultscame from theirjointoperation, visionsand statutesenacted providingvarious
yet theyareby no means thesame, though having means fnrthe settlementof labordisputes,grad-
the same object in view. Arbitration implies a ually taking from tile magistrates their arbitrat-
more or less formal hearing of the matter in dis- ing power and developing the i,.lcu of arbitration
pule before an umpire or umpires, with a formal by chosen or appointed referees. In 1824 all
decision or award which the parties are legally or these acts were consolidated "rod replaced by that
morally bound to accept. Under conciliation of the 5 Gco. IV., cap. 96, entitled "An act to
there is no umpire, nor any power lodged with consolidate and amend the laws relative to tim
any one or more persons to make a binding award, arbitration of disputes between mastersaud work-
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men." This act, which was one of the outcomes appointed by the council, and consisting of one
of the investigation of the operation of thelabor master and one workman, shall endeavor to rec-
laws by a committee of the house of commons, oncile all differences in tile first instance. The
was evidently modeled after the French law es- chairman is to be unconnected with trade, antt
tablishing conseils des prud'hommes, but adapt- has a casting voice. No counsel, solicitors or
ed to the different character of English industry attorneys are to be, heard before the council or

and institutions. In it provision is made for the committee without the consent of both parties --
compulsory submission to arbitration, upon tile In both of these acts especi_,l care is taken to
request <,f either party to the same, of disputes provide against the fixing of future rates of
arising between employer and employed in cer- wages--one of the most prolific sources of dis-
tain specified trades and upon certain subjects, pute. This was a serious defect. Accordingly,
which are also specified in the act. The justice in 1872 an act was pa_ed, the uses of which,
of the peace, before whom the case is broughL briefly stated, are three, viz.: 1. To provide the
or arbitr'ttors elected by a board, composed most simple machinery for a binding submission

equally of employers and employed, nominated to arbitration, and for the proceedings therein.
by the justice, hear and determine the dispute; 2. To extend facilities of arbitration to questions
or any other method that m-ty bemutually agreed of wages, hour_, and other conditions of labor,
upon by the disputants can be adopted; but it is and also to all the numerous and important mat-
carefully provided that "nothing in this act con- ters wbich may otherwise have to be determined
tained shall authorize any justice or jd._tices act- by justices umler the provisions of the master and
ing as hercin,_fter mentioued to establish a rate of servant act, 1867. 3. To provide for submission
wages or prices of labor or wo|'kmanship at which to arbitration of future disputes by anticipation.
the workman shall in future be p,tid, unless with without waiting until the time when a dispute
the mutual consent of both masters and work- has actually arisen, and the parties are too much
men." The awards under this act could be en- excited to agree upon arbitrators. These acts

forced by legal processes. Though this act is have been of but little practical value. In their
still in full force in England, it has rarely, if best features the recent ones have followed, not
ever, been used.--Shortlyafter the passage of this 1)receded, the voluntary practice of arbitration
act voluntary boards of arbitration and conciEa- and conciliation, and they have only sought to
tion were introduced into some of the industries give the forms and sanctinns of law to a practice

of E,_gland. In addition to the formal arbitra- that was successfully in force without such fol_ns
tion of existing disputes contemplated in the act and sanctions. If the same (if not better) results
of 18"24. these boards considered and fixed future can be attained without an appeal to law, the En.
rates of wages, and also provided for conciliation glish character is such that it will always prefer
committees, whose province was to adjust differ- the non-legal to the legal. -- II. Vol_tnla4_j Arb/-
encesbetweenemployersandemployedbymutual tratio_ and Coru_iliatio_ in F,_gb_nd. Prior to
good offices without a formal hearing and award. 1860 there had been in England frequent scttle_
In 1867 these boards had become so numerous meats of labor disputes by their voluntary sub-
and successful that an attempt was made to give mission to boards of arbitration and conciliatitm.
them a leg_d hasis, if they so chose, by the passage These had attracted but little attention, however,
of the 30 and 31 Vie|, cap 105, commonly called and the system was making little or no progress.
Lord St. Leonards'Act. This act is entitled "An In this year, through the efforts of Mr. A. J.
act to establi._h equitable councils of conciliation l_Iundella, the first" permanent or continuous

to adjust differences between masters and work- board of arbirra|ion and conciliation in England
men." It provides for the formation of a council was established in the hosiery and glove trade at
of conciliation under authority of the homesecre- l_ottingham. This _as soon followed, though

tary, upon the joint petition of the masters and without any knowledge of the existence of tht:
workmen of any particular trade working in the Nottingham board, by the establishment of a
same locality. It_d_o specitlesthe method of elec- board in the Wolvelliampton building trade._,
lion of this council, thequalifieations of electors, through the efforts of Mr. Rupert Kettle, who has
and other matters necessary to its proceedings, since been knighted for his services in behalf _f
The council is to hear all differences between this system. Boards were soon formed in the

masters and workmen, as set forth in the act of manufactured iron trade, and in the coal and

1824, that may be submitted to them by both par- other trades, and for nearly twenty yeal_ many
ties. The award is to be final and conclusive, and labor disputes and the rates of wages for many

may be enforced by proceedings of distress, sale thousands of workmen have been settled by
or imprisonment, as provided in the recited acts. these boards without strikes or lockouts. The -_-_

It is, however, specially provided that "nothin._ boards are purely voluntary. They have no sanc-
ta this act contained shall authorize the said lion of law--no legal existence. There is no

council to establish a rate of wages, or price of forced submission of disputes, nor is there any
labor, or workmanship, at which the workman power except a man's sense of honor, public
shall in future be paid." The quorum of the opinion, and the aggregate honor of the tradc_
council is to consist of three members, but a unions or the employers' associations to enforce
committee called the committee of conciliation, the acceptance of the awards; and to the honor
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of the parties involved be it said, that except in a of strikes and lockouts substituted ; but in those

very few isolated and unimportant eases, these trades in whicl, it has been most thorougilly
have been found suffieient. -- The boards are and systemalically used during the time it pre-
made up of an equal number of employers and vailed, strikes and lockouts were almost unkuo_ n.

employed, each class electing its own represents- One great advantage of these boards is, that they
tines. In some boards each establishment has a form a market where labor and capiud can conm
representative of each class, as in the north of together aml in a friendly spirit fix what is "a fair
England iron trade. In other cases groups of price for a f',ir d:,y's work." Judge Kettle
establishments elect the members, as in the hce admirably expresses this when he says, "I verily
trade of :Nottingham. The officers of the boards believe thal, without limiting the influence of
arc generally a president and a vice-president, one fair competition, boards of arbitration, prop-
anemployerandtheotheranemploy6, andtwoscc- erly worked, afford the best means of fixing
retavics, one for each class. The twoclasscs have the market pricc of a fair day's work." They
equal influence and an equal vote on all qucs- al._o lmve served to bring employer and era-
finns. Meetings are held monthly, quarterly or ph_y6 into closer relations. Under their action
less frequently, at which all subjccls at issue are a most friendly feeling has taken the place of
discussed and settled, if possible. In all of these hostilily, and c(_nfid('ncc and mutual respect have
boards there is a provision for settling minor dis- bccn inspired wherc formcrl) all was suspicion and
putes by conciliation without convening tile en- hatred. The changed relations of employer and
tire board. Failing a settlement in tl,is _ny, employed hay(, been recognized. They have met
howcve.,', the dispute is referred to the board, around the same table as equals, and out of all
when it is generally adjusted, unless it is a sub- this have come ju-tcr and truer views of their
jc(:t of some moment. Broader qucsfions, thos(' mutual _ights and duties.--For furtherandmore
_hat affect the trade of an entire d,strict, or of detailed infornmtion on this subject consult Ia-

-t cla_-:, are in tile first instance generally refer,'ed du._lri_d (;o_cilh_tio_, by lIenry Crompton, Lon-
I() the b,)ard, and, in case the board (an n(,l don, 1876; Strikes a,d Arbitration, by Rupert
agree, tel an umpire. In the :Nottingham board I Kettle, London, 18(17; Ma.*ters and ,lfe_, by
there is no umpire, tim board deciding all ques- Rupert Kctlle, London, 1871; Report of the
tions. This referce or umpire is in some cases a Trades /_'_,l_ Com_.ittee of the Briti._h _¢,ocial,Sci-
regul:,,rly elected officer of tile board--a standing ence Association, London, 1860; tleport on the
umpire or referee, as he is often termed--or he Practical Operatior_s of Arbitratior_ a_d Coneilia-

may be chosen for the decision of a particular lion _n the Settle_cnt of Diflicultiav between Employ-
question. His decision is final. Tim members of ers and Employds in En,qlaluL by Jos. D. Weeks,

the board are clothed by their constituents with ltarrisburg, Pa., 1879; 11zdustrtalArbltratim_ and
t_lenary l)owers. The expenses are met equally C_mciliatiol_ in _e_ }'ork, Ohio tuld Pennsylvania,
by etmh class. The course of proceedings before by Jos. D. Weeks, Boston, 1881.
the bo'_rd is very simple, lu case of a claim for Jos. D. WEEKS.

all advance in wages, for example, the employ6s'
representatives submit, thro.ugh their sec,'etary, a INDUSTRIAL EXPOSITIONS. (See Ex_o-
formal statement setting forth the reasons for the SITIONS )

demand, such as an increase in the demand for

the goods manufactured and in the selling price INi)L'STR¥. I. DEFrN_Tm.X" Or Tar: WOAD;
for the same, increased demand for labor, or EXI'I,A/_ATION OF T_tE SUBJECT. The meaning
higher prices paid in other districts manufacturing of this word, at first quite restricted, has gradual-
similar goods. The representatives of the era- ly extended, in proportion as the importance of
ployers submits formal slatement in reply, stating the phenomena to which it relates and the con-
their reasons for rcfu_sing the demand. With ncctinu of the various labors of man were better
these statements before them the justice anti understood. It may be rccoguized, howcvcr, as
:tdvisability of the demand are discussed by the having at present three distinct acceptations.-
members. Tile proceedings oa'e without cerc- la common language, the word i_dustry most
_nony. No valuable tirae is wasted dmcus_ing , frequentlymcans nothing more than manufactur-
parliamentary rules. St'ttcments are made, and ing industD', whose special objcct it is to trans-
•lUcstioned or impeached. Proofs are demanded form, in the working, tile raw materials furnished

and furnished. The circumstances surrounding by agriculture or mining. Wc usually say, for
the market and the trade are canvassed, estimates example, c_)mmerce "rod ir_dustry, when we wish
compared, statistics set forth, and the strength of Io distinguish the shop from tile workshop, the
competition measured. Astheoutcomeof all this, store fr(un the factory. We also say agriculture
a result is generally reached that, if not entircly sat- aml i_du_try when we wish t(i compare farming

isfactory to one or the other party, is accepted t_ with the activil_" of cities. This popular accept-
preferable to a strike or lockout. -- Arbitration ation is moreover the one which long prevailed,

and conciliation has not been generally adopted in and which still prevails quite frequently in official

England asameansof settlinglabor disputes. In langu'lge and law. -- Nevertheless, a broader
many trades it has prevailed through a series of meaning _s sometimes given, iu ordinary speech,
years and then been abandoned and the method to the word _du_07/. It is used in a general way
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to describe all material labors, agricultural as term industry the employment of these same
well as manufacturing or commercial, in distinc- forces, these same faculties, with all the social
tion from those which appear to have a more combinations which increase their power, anti
elevated character, such as tile labors of seJaolars, the concurrence of all tile physical agents which
artists, public functionaries, etc. In this case, favor their action. It is, in one word, labor:

industry forms in a certain way an antithesis to but labor raised, if it be permitted to say so,
all that is embraced under the term liberal pro- to a higher power, both by the agency and
fessions. We say, for instance, that a man combination of individual forces, and the aid
begins an industry when he becomes an agricul- of auxiliary agents which man has been able to.
turist, a manufacturer or a merchant, and that gather around himself. -- Considered from this
lie abandons industry, when lie exchanges one of broad and general point of view, industry is, as
these occupations for that of an artist, an aden- we shall see in the article POLITICA;[, ]_COI_OMY,
cate, a physician or a public functionary. This the real object of the investigations of economic

interpretation, like the first, has gone into official science, which studies its organization and ex-
language and law, in which the restricted mean- plains its laws. By taking it up in this way we
ing wliich we have just mentioned, or the broader are evidently relieved from exalting its impor-
one to which we call attention, is given to the lance. We have no need of dwelling on those
word i_tdu._t_y according as it is desired to express commonplace considerations which are usually
one sense or the other. -- Though neither of these brought forward to extol its advant_lges and
acceptations (if the word belongs really to eco- merit._; considerations which to our thinking are
nomic lang-uage, for the reason that each one of always of meagre fitness, since they lower what
them seems to create an absolute separation be- they pretend to exalt, and which would be par-
tween labors wllich are only distinguished by dif- ticularly out of place here. IudustD', as we h)ok
%renccs of kind or species, still they are both upon it, is not a secondary fact seeking its place;
found in the works of the principal economists, it is the active life of man; it is, in some respect._,
Adam Smifll uses no other, and they appear fre- the man altogether. When addressing men there _
queutly enough in the writings of his sue('c_sors, is no need of wasting eloquence to heighten the
It is difficult, moreover, to reject cither of them importance of such a fact. --But if we are freed

abqolntely, since they are sanctioned by use, and from insisting on this point, we have another task
there is perhaps no inconvenience in adoptingthem to fulfill, that of sllowing at a rough estimatc how
sometimes, provided that care be taken clearly to industry is organized as a whole; to present a
define their application. But we mnst hasten to miniaturepictureofthisorganization, and indicate
say that, in proportion as the field of economic at least its principal features. This is tlle place
scieneeextended, while being cleared from obqeur- to group and colh, ct thc general phenomena pre-
tty, in proportion as the resemblances between hu- sented to us in the field of industry, and which
man labors as well as the force of the ties _ h_ch form the ordinary text of economic studies. It is
connect them were more clearly explained, the ne- necessary to show, as far as is possible in a sum-
ccssity was felt of g_ving a broader meaning to the mary analysis, how these phenomena are arranged
wo,'d. The distinction so frcquently established and connected, in order to point out the place
between the industrial arts and the professions which each one of them occupies in the industrial
called liber-d, seems false or empty, at least when order; this is the In:st way of showing, at the
takcu in an absolute sense. It was understood same time, theextentof the field which economic
that these labors, no matter how different they science must cover.--To attain this object suc-
may be in their processes and in their relations to ce_fully, it is well understood that what we ]lave
their immediate object, are conncctcd, bound to- to consider is industry as it exists, sucll a_ civ-
gether, lend each other a mutual support; that itization has made it, that is to say, with all
they are governed by the s_lme laws, and lead in the organic elements developed in it by time.
reality In the same ends; that there iq, consequent- Still, as industry, considered with reference to tim
]y. a reason to include them under a common organizatmn of the labors which it embl_aces, is
dt_signation. In this way, by the natural move- an essentially progressive phenomenon, which,
meat of economic studies, men came, gradually, though subject to certain invariable laws de.rived
to include under the general name of industry, from the nature of man itself, is built up in t_
all labors, of whatever nature, which contribute gradual and progressive manner; since it begins
directly or indirectly to satisfy the wants of man. in a rude state and rises gradually to the miracles
-- So that, in genuine economic language, indus- of organization, which we witness to day, hke
try is human labor, without distinction of kind; the tree which, contained at fir.-t in tim germ,
labor considered in the infinite variety of its ap- develops only with time, and throws out its
plications. The word industry would even be branches successively, it seems to us useful to

the exact synonym of labor, were it not necessary consider it iu its rudimentary and primitive slate.
to recognize for it a higher meaning in some re- This is the more important since it is not devel
spects. ]But, while we can scarcely understand oped regularly, in the sense that its organizatiort

by the term labor, only the exercise pure and is equally advanced everywhere; it is, on the con-
simple of the physical forces, or the intellectual trary, very unequally developed according to.
faculties of man, we must include under the locality, and we find here and there, ia places-
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even far advanced in civilization, remnants of its patriarchs, it is true, knew the use of money,
primitive organization. --II. PRIMITIVE A_D which shows that exchange was practiced amou K
RUDI_ENT._]EtY CO:NDITION OI_" INDUSTRY. The them to a ('ertain extent; but it is evident that
condition of industry which we call rudimentary they had lccourse tO exchange only at long inter-
consists essentially in this, that the most varied vals, in cxcel)tional cases, and that in general they
functions are united in the same hands; that ex- themselves supplied everything which was needed
change is almost unknown, and consequently the to satisl)" their daily wants. In their activity, as
division of labor also, which is induced by cx- in that of the farmers of the American border,
change. All those occupations, so numerous and all industrial labors were united, all social func-
(livel_ified, which are carried on separately in tions brought together, with this additiol:al cir-
society as it now exists, openings field to so many cumstancc, that as the patriarchs recognized no
professions or different careers, were then in a superior authority to which they owed obedience,
certain way mingled and confounded, in the sense they held besides the functions of the government
that they were exercised in turn by the same in- in their hands. -- On considering industry in this
dividuals, though in a very iml)erfect and rude primary stage we perceive clearly the intimate con-
manner. Another distiucuve trait of this primi- nection of all its branches. On close examination
tive organization is, that a sort of intimate corn- all the functions of social life arc found thel'e unit-
munity existed in it among men, at least among ed, though many of them appeared only in germ.
those forming the same society, in such a manner Around agricultural industry, which in a certain
that they performed the greater part of thcir way formed the basis of the commonlabors, were
labors in common, and made a direct division of gradually grouped manufacturing industry, com.
the fruits of these labors. -- We have tried to give mercial industry, the fin(: arts, which were not
an idea of this state of things in several articles in unknown th(,rc, a_ well as the labors which to-
this Cyclopmdia, especially under the word Ex- day form the appanage of the professions called
('IIANGE; but we think it our duty, in order to liberal, including even the functions pertaining
preserve the connection of ideas, to recall it in to public authority. Land was cultivated and
a few words here. In order to fi_d its traces it floeks _ere raised; this was the chief occupation
is not absolutely necessaTy to go back, aswe have of the tribe, an occul)atiou altogether agricultu-
done previously, to the infancy of society, or to ral. But the fruits of the earth once gathered, it,
follow nmn in the savage statc; we can find a was nec('ssary to 1)repare them for common use.
more or lc_ faithful picture of it, even today, It was necessary alto to collect the wool of the
wherever a small group of men live separate from flock% to spin and weave it, to make garments
the restofsocicty, orwithouto_'dinarycommunica- for e'_ch one. This was manufacturing industry
tion wi_h it. If, for example, we go to tim remote with all the distinguishing characteristics which
frontier of theUnited Statcs, wcshall findherc and belong to it, but ch)sely connected with agricul-
there isolated farms, on which a small number of tural industry, of which it was merely tth, acces-

men, belonging in most cases to the same family, sory, so to speak. :Next, it was necessary to dis-
live together, and satisfy all theirown wants them- tribute all these products among the different
selves without contact with the rest of the human members of the tribe; and _ hat is this but the

racc. This picture of primitive society is not foundation itself of those occul_tion_which con-
complete, it is true, but it is near enough to the stitutc commercial industry? The fine arts were,
type which it represents. :No matter how re- cultivated, even if only in the song and (lance at
mote these men may be from the great society leisure moments. Man observed the stars, wifile
of mankind, they do not cease to horrow from it cultivating the earth, or watching his flocks; this

largely: first, they obtain their arms from it, as was the beginning of science, which was con-
well as most of the implements which they use in nected with the advancement of tim most common
their labor. Besides, having issued from that labors. At intervals, also, the properties of ccr-
society themselves, they took from it at their tainmedicinalplantswerestudied, plants suited to
departure a portion of the enlightenment and the cure of certaiu diseases; medicine took its
acquired knowledge which it had accumulated place side by side with the plow of the laborer.
for the use of all. This gives them a decided ad- Arms were sometimes taken up in self-defense,
vantage over their savage neighbors. With this either against wild animal% or against other en-
exception, they embody the type of primitive emies morc dangerous, and the art of war was
industry, in the sense that all labors necessary practiced by the same hands which were de-
to their support are carried on by themselves, voted to the arts of peace. Those who had corn-
and all the functions of social life are united mittcd crimes were judged and punished; and

and concentrated in the little group which thus, in the midst of so many other labors the
they form.--A truer picturc of this primitive solemn functions of justice wcreperformed. Fi-
constitution of industry can be found, perhaps, nally, there was a govermncnt, a chief to direct,
in the lives of the patriarchs, as presented to and agents to serve it, and a police of some kind.
us in the Scriptures. Abraham and his earlier It is true, therefore, that in this small group, corn
successors lived alone with their families and posed of so few men, all the essential functions
their servants by isolated agTiculture, and without of the social order were united. It was a small
ordinary contact with the rest of the world. These picture of the worhl, as it exists in its pres-
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_nt condition; with _his sole di_erenec that, in lend a new importance lo that other branch of

the world of the tribe, all these functions were general labor, whose object it is to facilitate ex-
mingled, confounded, exercised by the same changes, and which is known as _r_rameree. At
agents, while in the world of to-day they aresep- the same time several other labors, previously
-arated and intrusted to different agents, without without distinct character _nd confounded in the
ceasing on that account to bemfited vnd depend- general mass, are detached from tim common
ent on each other, as much as tht-y could possibly trunk: labors of art, of science, those relating it)
be the first day. We shall now see how, in con- government, the police, and in general all those
sequence of the progress of ex(:lmnge, all these which form the object of what is called ._t prescott
elements, mingled at first, became detached from the liberal professions. Thus, everytldng which
each other, and what the new order was which was formerly united now tends to separation, sl)('-
n_as (.stablished.--III. ORO_-_IZ.'_TJON OF IN- cialty is introduced everywhere, and exchange..
DUSTILY. Eavha_ge; diwsio_ _J" lal, Jr; _uboJdi!_a- originally the exception, becomes the univer-_d
_io_ofl(lbor,*; raoney. In proportion as thenumber law.- Exchange and the division of labor _Lrc
of exchanges increases, under the influence of therefore the fundamental bases of the new or-

.causes which we have enumerated elsewhere (sce ganization of industry; to speak more corrc(.tly,
EXCHAN(;E), a division of labor takes place, in the they arc the points of departure for every genuine
sense that each individual chooses a distinet occu- organization. In truth, it can not be said that this
"p'_tion lo which he devotes himself exclusively, primitive condition which we have endeavored t_
leaving to others the task of carrying on those describe had really an organized industry. All

which he has abandoned. In this way the func- these isolated groul)s of men appearing on differ-
tions of industry, at first closely connected, al,d ent parts of a territory, each one working indif-

.exeeute(t by the same hand, separate; the mingled ferently the tract of territory which fell to its lot,
•elements become detached from each other, and a were to() unconnected to exhibit any general order
new organization is establishedwilh exchange and in their relations. Thcy formed, perhaps, indu_-
divi._ion of labor as essential bases.-- The first trial wor'kshops, but workshops without conne('-
general effect of this movement of division is to tion, without tie, among which, therefore, no trance
set free mamufacturing industry, which settles into of gcneral organization could be noted ; and as to
a distinct branch of labor, through separation the particular organization of each one of them.
f,'om _grieultural industry, with which it was at it was the ruder and more imperfect since the most
fir.-t confounded and of which it formed, so to varied functions of labor were mingled and coil-
speak, mercly an appendage. We have seen that, founded, and no assistance from without cntdd I)e

in {l,e primitive organization, agriculturists thcm- expected to favor its action; it was, besides, un-
selves prepared the wool of their flocks, or the stable, depending essentially on the changing
flax which they had harvested, in order to turn views of those who directed it. It was only v/hen
tlmm into clothing; just as they also produced exchange became more frequent, that regular re-
every change required by the other products of lations were established between theseworkshop%
the earth. This part of labor, which consisted in and it was then also that general organizatiou
fashioning and _orking up all the raw products began to appear. This was completed hy the

•of the soil, in order to ad:lpt them more com- division of labor, which freed each one of these
pletcty to our wants, was at that time only a kind workshops from the parasitic functions with

'* 4)f Itecessor)" of the first; in appearance, as well which it was overlmrdened, confined it to it_
as in reality, there was at that period but one own specialty, and madecveryseparatework_hol)

industry: agriculture, with its dependencies, an integralpart of a great whole -- An imperf_,ct
But gradually, in proportion as exchanges idea would, however, be formed of the gcnc,';_l
became more frequent, these accessory labors order of industry unless to these two essential
separated sharply from agricultur_d industry, conditions, exchange and a division of ]abor, a
whe,'e they were always out of place and imper- third and no less important one be joined, which
fectly executed. They acquired a greater ira- completes them, namely, the conneclion, the
portance by the separation it._lf, and tended to mutual dependence in which the various func-
(_onstitute. under the name of manufacturing arts, tions separated by the division of labor are plac_.d

or manufacturing industry, a perfectly distinct with rega,'d to each other. Tosay, asiaofteusaid,
branch of industry which, feeble at first and in that labor is divided in the progress of industry.

the infancy of society, now occupies a high post- is not enough; this is to omit another important
titan among civilized nations. We are indebted phenomenon, which beyond a doubt has an inti-

to it in general for the creation of cities; for it is mate connection with that of the division of
the nature of the manufacturing arts, which are labor, but which in many respects is d_stinct from
not, tikc agriculture, fastened to the soil, to asso- it, and would on this account deserve a separate
ciate in gr_)ups, to concentrate and form by their title. We wish to speak precisely of this prim'_-
union those masses of population which are called ple by virtue of which the various labors of in
cities. Once established, they become still more dustry, though separated from each other and

_special, through separation into a great number executed independently, continue nevertheless in
•of distinct branches. :Exchanges conscmluently such a reciprocal dependence and subordination
amultiply more than ever, and by their inm,,ase that they at1 seem to form the different links of an
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endless chain. Economists in general do not, per- tile article POLITICAL EcO._OMY, is to become

baps, dwell sufficiently on this phenomenon, to universal. This is hum'm society, very different
_hieh, as appears to us, they do not attach due from political society, with which it is sometimes
i,nportance. But what other phenomenon shows improperly confounded, and which is never
more clearlythe elevated character, the eminently greater than a nlore or less considerah]e fr_tction
s(,cial character of industry, so different from that of it. -- .Now what are the bonds of this s.eiety?
which so many unjust detract_)rs attribute to it? Precisely those which we have jtlst enumerated:
In virtue of the division of labor, different kinds exchange, division of labor, sul)ordination of the
of labor arc separated in view of more convcn- different kinds of labor, and money. By ex-
tent and better execution; it might be believed change, men supply ca('h other with the fruit¢ of
that they continue thus without relations; no)h- their labor% ln()du( t_ for products, services for
mg of the kind; once separated, they coo_e to- services. By the division of lal_ol', they shar(-, tilt"
gether again, and are reconnected; without being different parts of a common ta_-k. This is enough
(.oufounded, however, as they were before, they to create 1)ctween them a social tie so intimate
are subordinated to each other, but soh'ly for that no human power cau break it, and fro,u

l)urposes of mutual support. There )shot, there- which no individual can free him_(,lf. The ._ub-
fo,'e, a single one of the great functions of in- ordination of the different kinds of labor strength-
(lug.try which is not connected with a thousand ens this bond, which the use of money cements.
others, from which it obtains the materials which by making it general. The cxi_tcuve of this great
it works up, the instruments which it uses, the human so(,iety lugs often been denied or ignored.
buildings which it occupies, or the technical pro- Some look on it merely as ._ promi,e of the fu-
ceases which it employs. This is what wc shall ture. They are ,ni._taken; it is a reality of the
permit, ourselves to call the subordir_a/ion of labor._; present. This society exists to day, though it has
the necessary crow,_ing of the division of labor, not yet arrived at the last stage of its dcveh)pmcnt,
h'om which, howevcr, it is distinct; an interest- and continuc_ to extend and multiply its bonds

lllg phenomenon which characterizes, better than daily. Its existcn('e is shown clearly cnough,
:myothcr, thisorganizationatonccsimplcandcom- it appems, l)3"that Jut)mate solidality (,f inte,'csts
plcx, to which human iudustry lends itself. An- wtnch b,,comes more aml more cvidelJt, which
,thor noless interesting phenomenon, which corn- is established cspecndly l)ctween all parts of the
plctcs the foregoing, is the use of money, without civilized world, and whit.h makes them all sensi-
_hichanyactivesystemofexchangeswouldbcim- tive to the same aecide,_ts, to the same catastro-

practicable. -- Exchange, the division of labor or phes. ]t is shown by the simple fact, that any in-
the separation of tasks, the subordination of the divi(lual hidden away in a corner (if this civilized
diffvrent kinds of labor, and the use of money: worht may dclivt'r the fruits of his labors to his
thege arc the four essential elements which con- neighbors, and, prowd(.d that he has them acc(.pt-
_titute the industrial order as it exists; they are ed, may receive theircquivalent in any other part
the tundamental bases onwhich the whole edifice of this habitable world, tic has worked for the

rests. It will be understood that this is not the French, the Ge,'man,_ er the Ru.,sians; he can he

place to dwell on these elements, which will be paid the price of his labor by Americans, Indians
more pr_)pet'ly explained elsewhere. It is sufti- or Chinese. It_ existcn('e is shown further by
viva) fer us to call brief attention to them, to a_s- this other no h,ss signiti(.ant fact, that: natious

sign them their proper place in the in(lustrial most different from each other, not only agree to
sy._tcm. Let us merely repeat that together riley effect an exchange of p,'o(lucts, but, in _tdditi(m,
iorm the wiJole industrial order, and it is not ucc- aid each other in a certain way in completing the
e-_ary to g,) outside this ch'cle to include the total successive pr.eesscs which certain products re
nf economic phenomena. It remains, however, quire, and bearing them l)y a series of uninter-
to see what results from the action of these ruptcd labor._ to their finul termination. Thus
elementary phenomena, and how in the move- the cotton fabrics _ hich wc wca,' arc the com-
ment of affairs originated by exchange, order is bined result of the labor of North Americans
i,_Iroduced among all these industrial elements and Europeans; leaving out the fact that ._cve,'al
separated by the division of labor. -- IV. Co_'- other nations have contributed _o their m_Inuf, c-
SEQUE.NCEBOF THE PRECEDING. _'1_industrial ture, some by furnishing dye-stuff_ _hi(.h coh)r

*:ortd con_tilules agreat society. In the primitive them, others by furnishing the instruments whicl_
state of things, a feeble sketch of which we have were used in their m.),mfacture. The w.(,l of

tried to present, there was, properly speaking, no flocks raised by Austr:dian_ is brought to Europe
human society; the world was divided into a ccr- by English scamcn; it is di._trilmtcd by English
tain number of isolated groups of close eommu- merchants over the European continent; x_here it

nities, little disposed, as a general thing, to come is converted into thread and cloth by German, Bel-
together, and between which a state of war often gian or l_'rench laborers, dyed with stuffs fur-
created a gulf. :But when exchanges increased nished by Central America; againit is transported,
and the division of labor began, all these isolated in the form of manufactured cloth, by the sailors
groups dissolved, they became merged into each of every country, into eye,b" part of thc world,
other, and finished by forming together a great including that in which itgrcw. Is it possible to
society, whose tendency, as we slm.ll point out in fail to recognize in such movements the intimate
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_community of interests which is established be- and a culpable disregard of the service of the
twcen the inhabitants of countries most different community, unless continually reproved, directed

_from each other, and the existence of a social and restrained by the all-powerful and despotic
.bond which connects the whole world?--Our will of a director. But this is not tbe case in the

dntention, however, was not so much to prove this industrial system founded on exchange, in which
:great fact In, re as to mention it. We shall say order springs from the very principle in virtue of
._imply, in passing, that it is just this human which society movos. As soon as exchange has
.._ociety, thus formed and constructed of the ele- become in practice the universal law, as each
ments which wehave just examined, whose laws individual is forced to count on others for the
_tre studied by political economists. It remains satisfaction of his wants, and as he has no right
now to see what the principles and general facts to their services except in so far as he brings them
are from which these same laws are derived. _ to accept his, he is led by his own interest to
V. MoTI_:s AND REOL_LATOnS OF INDUSTRY. labor for his fellow-men, to study their waists,
Personali_terest; s_Fplya_ddemand; competition, their tastes, and to make the satisfaction of these

The great motive of industry is personal interest, wants the sole object of his activity. Thus, ia
which is besides the essential motive of all human this system, personal interest, without losing any
actions. When God created animated beings he of its native energy, tends unceasingly toward
endowed them with a profound and indestructible order, while subordinating itself in each of its
sentiment: love of self, as necessary to their pre- manifestations to the interests of all.--In the

•servation. It is his will, however, that this senti- midst of this extreme complication of phenom-
anent, too exclusive, shouhl be tempered in each ena, which exchange and the division of labor
._ndividual by a more or less pronounced senti- produce, there remain nevertheless certain grave
merit of sympathy for his fellow-men. This questions to besolved, which touch upon the very

same sentiment, personal interest, love of self, im- existence of the industrial order; that of knowing,
,parts movement to the whole industrial machine; for instance, on what basis products and services
.but it finds here an additional moderator, the areto be exchanged, and how equal vahies arc to
.balance of opposing interests, which confine each be established. This is the great problem of value.
.individual interest within its limits, and from This problem is solved by the beautiful law of
this, final harmony results. -- The pretense has supply and demand, which has been explained be-
sometimes been made of substituting another fore (see DEMAI_'D AI_D S'UPI'LY), and by competi-
motive for this natural one: devotion to others, tion which is its complement. Let each man be

This was a desire to interfere in the work of the obliged to offer his services to his neighbors, and
Creator, who assigned its place to each sentiment, have them accepted by those who demand them
when he admitted sympathy or devotion merely before being able to claim a part of the fruit of
as a corrective. Suppose this project to have their labors in his turn; this alTangement suffices
.been successful (an impossible thing), its success to make the personal interest of each individual
would have merely enervated man, by depriving tend to satisfy the wants of all the others; but it is
_im of his most active principle. For what inadequate to effect a balance and equilibrium be-
.other sentiment can rival self-interest in ener- tween all the individual interests which are put

gy nml perseverance ? What other, inherent in in movement, and give to each one in a just meas-
man from the cradle to the grave, could apply ure the satisfaction due it. What would happen.
the same spur to his activity? Happily these for instance, if each imtividual, when h:J offered
absurd projects have never had a chance of his products and his services to others, were able
success. Personal interest may sometimes be per- to fix his price arbitrarily according to his will?
verted or corla_pted, by turningit from its path, Another rule is needed. Where does it come
but it can never be destroyed. -- The great too- from? The decrease of the demand suffices, in a
tire of industry is, therefore, the same which certain measure, to moderate the claims of those
has determined human activity in all directions who offer the supply; it is the commencement of
and at all times: personal interest. But it would a rule. But it would still be insufficient, if com-
be a mistake to suppose that from the movement petition which grows up naturally between the
and conflict of diverging individual interests latter did not impose on thera a more rigorous

anarchy or disorder must necessarily result. This law, by forcing them to be satisfied with the low-
would have doubtless been true in those systems est price which the exigencies of production can
of an absolute community of labor and wealth admit. It is competition then, finally, which de-
which existed at the beginning of human society, termines the relative price of things. It renders

which certain misguided minds have some- many other services, and in the last analysis it
_imes been bold enough to propose to us as an may be considered as the supreme regulator of
improvement on our present condition. With tlm industrial world. But having already ex-

such an arrangement personal interest, without plained this truth, _n some of its developments,
ceasing to be as active as in our present society, under the word COMPETITION, we shall not return
would be absolutely deprived of a rule of action: to it here. It otdy remains for us to do what we
therefore it would become lawless at every too- have omitted elsewhere: to determine the condi-
ment through brutal violence, passionate disputes tions of competition and the limitations to which
over places, by a rivalry of slothfulness in labor, it is naturally subject. _VL ¢Jo_DxTxotcs x,'_P
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LI.'_ITS oF CO_a_Ph"I'I_ON. InteTy'erence of political each one of them respected, and to keep them
.autIwriZ.y; necessity and danger of this inte'rfe_enc_; within the limits of their respective rights, with-
_atural monqtx_s. Such is the power of the out speaking of the corrm_ponding mission whi('ll

principles of order which we have just mentioned, is intrusted to it, of defending the population of
and especially of competition, that sovereign reg- the country which it governs against foreign
ulator of industrial affairs, that if the action of attacks--a negative rSle, when properly consid-
these principles were never opposed or limited, if ercd, since it consists ahnost entirely in repressing
it were not submitted to conditions which fre- violence and preventing evil, but which is never-
,quently distort its effect, all the functions of the thelcss of considerable importance. It is owing
_mtustrial world would be carried on without to the continual interference of this power, an
(rouble, and with perfect regularity. We have interference altogether salutary and beneficial
stated elsewhere that; if competition had always when it does not exceed proper limits, that free-
ruled without obstacle, if it could have fully de- dora reigns in private transactions, and it is in
ycleped in the midst of human societies, such is this case alone that competition becomes possible.
the power, the inexhaustible fruitfulness of this If the political power is not the creator of the

principle, that humanity would have advanced, industrial order, whose principle lies elsewhere,
and with an incessantly increasing rapidity, it is at least its guarantee, and the necessary
toward a future of prosperity, of wealth and of guarantee. Under its wing, so to speak, individ-
general well-being, of which it lms perhapsyct uo ual intcrest_ are secured, and competition gains
idea. More than this: the industrial mechanism, its vigor. We can therefore consider the different
so admirable already, would be free from all the political powers which divide the w,lrld between
disorders which impede its action. -- The action them as so many indispensable wheels in the great

of competition supposes the reign of justice and industrialmechanism. -- But these political pew-
right; it supposes that, in every operation of ex- ers are exercised also by men who arc no more
change, the contracting parties will be frce to exempt than others from the evil l)a_.sion_ which
refuse or accept the conditions proposed them. it is their duty to restrain; this is tile weak side of
and even to apply elsewhere if such is their good human society; it is the gate tl_rough which eve-
pleasure; it supposes, in a word, the absence of ry evil enters. In addition to the tact that those
¢onstraint, of fraud, of violence in human tr'ms- who wield power in each country (we mean here
actions; for if one of the parties may, in any governments in general) do not always show
manner, impose his conditions on the other with- themselves sufficiently active in repressing ex-
_)ut the latter being free to weigh, to measure and cesses, and thus fail in their exalted mission,

reject these conditions, thereis no longer any com- they too frequently permit themselves to commit
petition, and equilibrium between the respective like excesses. Subject to all the imi)ul._es of
interests of the parties ceases to exist. Under the human nature, they often yield, like other men,
_¢mpire of the law of exchange, personal interests to their evil inclinations, and the unjust acts
continually tend toward order, since no one can which they commit at such times have consc-
pretend to obtain values which he seeks, unless quences all the graver since they h'_ve a loftier
at the cost of furnishing equivalent values to his origin. To find a government which makcs jus-
fellow-men, and of subordinating his labors to tice respected and which respects it scrupulously
their wants. But it is always under thisesscntial itself, is the political pl'oblem, but a problem
('ondition, that no one of these interests in ques- which still awaits solution. This is why the
lion should prevail over the others through vie- industrial system, in spite of its admirable struc-
lence and injustice; that, on.the contrary, each ture and the regulating l)riuciples which it pos-
man should be bound to respect in all other men scsses, forced as it is to lean on the political order,
the frec manifestation of their wants. Otherwise, which does not enjoy the same adwmtages, still
the tendency of individual interests toward order finds itself tainted with a great number of parlial

immediately changes into a contrary tendency, disorders from which perlml)S it will never be
:Now, it is precisely this essential condition, this entirely exempt.-- Thus in tile industrial order,
necessary condition of "order, which is almost everything is good in so far as we consider it

never completely reahzed. --In view of the evil governed by the economic law; but this law,
passions of men, which but too easily incline to more general in its application than the political

violence and injustice, when urged by personal law, is nevertheless sui)ject to it, in certain
interests, and when they have force on their side, respects, within the territory embraced by the
justice and right can prevail in human transac- latter, since it is everywhere incomplete without
tions only so far as there is a superior power its co-operation. From this arises disorder
above individuals, which holds the balance be- wherever disorder reigns; from this come the
tween them, and which has both the force and vexatious impcrtections to which the industrial

the will to prevent all their deviations from jus- system is still subject. The mass of men have no
tice; this is the political power, whose interfer- reason to complain, since the primary cause of

ence, understood in this way, is always necessary, the evil is in the violence of their own evil pas-
The task of this power is a great and admirable sions. It must be said, however, that independ.
one. Jt consists essentially in holding the bal- cntly of this severe condition to which competi-
ance b_tweea individuals, to make the liberty of tion is subject, of being unable to act except
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under the protection and guarantee of the politi- their affairs, dictates and imposes its conditions.

c'd powers, it meets also here and there necessary This is what has been seen in all times and which
limits, which the nature of things imposes on it. will always be seen, since the nature of thiag_
-- It is evident, to. begin with, that competition has thus ordained it. -- But if this monopoly of
can not act in all its completeness except when political powers is inevitable, it nevertheless

the numberof men occupiedin the field of indus- produces very annoying results. Since they
try is so large that each one of those who offer never feel the spur of competition, which alone i_
in bulk services of a certain kind should meet able to enforce activity, economy and order oil
competitors or rivals. It is evident that where men of whatever condition, all the govermnenl._
population is sparse, or the groupsof men are few of the world grow slack. Consider what really
and far between, this beneficent principle is happens iu every state, and you will see that nf
searcel_ felt. It is almost entirely absent in that "all industrial enterprises undertaken, the enter
primitive condition of society which we men- prise of government--and we can call it that--
tioned above; aml this is one of tile causes which is, beyond comparison, the worst administered.
explain why progress is generally so slow in Ti_ere are doubtless differences between states,

nascent societies. It only begins to exhibit all but they are merely differences of degree. Bt.-
its effects when men collect on narrow spaces, or sides, these same government,s always sell thL,ir

when among ,_parse populations means have been services too dearly. The price ot'these servie_,,_,
found to establish numerous and easy eommuni- not being determined by the general laws which
cations, which bring producers into contact with determine the relative value of things, is arbl-
consumers.-- But even where the polmlatiou is trarily raised, with no other certain limit than
dense, competition always meels certain limiI._, the resources of the people. We are not eriti-
if nowhere t,lse. in the existence of certain cising one particular government or another,
absolute monopolies which arrest its activity, since, on the contrary, we are establishing a
We do not speak here of artificial monopolies, of genend law. We simply say it results from the
those which the negligence of governments has very nature of things that the functions peculi_u-
allowed Io spring up, or which they have by to governments are always badly executed and
design unjustly established. We speak of natu- paid for at too high a price. It is another cold,o-
ral mom)polies, of those which are necessary, quenee of this same fact, that the remunerati,m
unavoidable, and which the most careful vigi- of services rendered by governments alway_
lance of the political power could not remove, assumes a particular form, that of a tax or

There is in every country a certain number of impost--an annoying form, for more than ollt.
this kind of monopolies; and though inevitable reason, though it is, in some respects, int,vlt
and necessary, they do not in general fail to pro- able. Taxes are nothing else in p,inciple than
duce certain disorders followed by pernicious the remuneration for services rendered by tho_e
effects. Tile Iirst and most considerable of all who govern; but they are a remuneration
these monopolies, the most unfortunate perhaps, which, instead of being voluntarily and fre_'ly
but surely the most inevitable, is precisely th_tt paid like all others, is exacted mid collect_,d
which is enjoyed by these same political power._ with authority by those who receive the remu-

just mentioned. In every country, the established neration. From this there results both "m under-
govermnent, whatever it be, acts alone in its hand resistance on the part of those wb,) pay. _lntl
sphere, and suffers no competition of any kind in who endeavor by various lneans to escape fwm
the exercise of the functions intrusted to it. This the burden imposed on them, and a wantof equi-
is inevitable, we say, and results from the truthq librium in the assessment of taxes, which scarcely
which we have just explained. Since in fact ever are proportioned to the importance of Ihe
competition even between one individual and services received by each individual, slid besides
another is only possible on condition of equal a considerable increase in the cost of collection.
freedom for the contracting parties; since it sup- aggravated by the resistance of tax payers; with-
poses, consequently, the existence of a superior out considering that the precautions taken to in-
power, which holds the balance of justice between sure this collection ahnust always become seriou_
the contracting parties, and forces each to respect hindrances to industry, and nearly as oppressive
the rights of the other, how eouhl it be practiced as the taxes themselves. --Thus from file natmal
with reference to a government which knows no monopoly which governments enjoy, it result,
_uperior, aml which could accept one only by that the functions belonging tothese govertmlel_t_
abdicating? Contracts are made between indi. are badly executed, that their services are always
viduals under tile guarantee of public authorily too highly remunerated, though there are great
which prevents violence; this is what produces differences of degree between them. Besides the
freedom of agreements and makes competition natural monopoly of political powers, there are
possible. But under what guarantee can a con- others, which always involve consequences more

tract be made between a govermnent and an or lesslamentable. But it is not our intention to
individual? There can be none. In this ease the enumerate them here, still less to analyze alltheir

strongest carries the day and imposes the law. effects, this subject being specially treated, like
The strongest is the government, which, instead all others, in its own place. It is sufficient hereto

of bargaining, of discussing as individuals do in point out the principle, in order to compare i_
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with the other principles which govern tlle indus- paratively barren. This is a great r_u(l general
t_ial world and indicate in what sen_ it modifies fact,whl(.h could not be omitted, and whose place
tl,e action of th_s world.--VII. ]NSTRtTMEN'rs il wa_ net:essary at least to indicate.--There is
OF -LXD'.'s'rRY. In the preceding pages, we have really no particular law to be estahlished in regard
:lapsed in rapid rewew the series of great indus- to the lnStl'UmelllS of labor. Considered ill their
trial phenomena, stopping only at the chief general [)earings, the principles which wc have

points. We showed first thatindustry, in its gen- ah'eady laid down apply t_) ever 3 thing, to the
eral expression, embraces all hllnlaEt lal)ors, of .imple a,,elds of labor as well as to then. _Ien
whatever nature they may be. We then stated lind capital are subject to the great law of com-
lhat when scarcely out of itscradle, tills industry petiti(m, which arranges and elasqifics all things,
ten(led toward ordering itself by exchange, diets- xxhich fixes ever 3 where the value of servi('t's ren-
ion of labor and subordination of the (tiffercz_t dered, Everything is sat)jeer in likc manner

kinds of labor, by the aid of money which favoled to the influence of m,)nopolie_, which are con-
their action ; that thus organized it con,_titutes a neclcd with thing_ as well .l_ with mc_, and every-

great socicty, the tendency of which is to be('ome where pro(lace the same effects. The only differ-
universal; that its prillr'ip'd motive is personal enee is in the alq)lit,atxons, which still offer, it is
inter(st, the same tim( dircct._ all hunlan actions, true, a va.-t Iiehl of study, but into whmh we can
hut subordinate in th_s case, in virtue of the law not cnte.r at l)rC_ellt. But if the_e i_ no particular

of exchange, to One general interest; tlmt Ihe law to _,stablc-h here eohc(,rni_g itlstl'tlment ¢, of
great principh, governing it, and from which all lab,)r, there ave at le:,.t a few oh-vrw_tb)Jis to
its laws spring, is competition, a prixlciplc both of make -- To hegin with, it is not nninleresiilJg io
progrc_ an(l order, which directs it incessantly .-ce what kind _*fassistance is furni,-lJe(1 to man hy
tox_tn'd an organization more and more sati_fae- t(,ols aml machines In general, how far they arc
tory and perfect. Wc a(hlcd that if this princillh, ne/'e.sary to the development of hi_ productive
reigned in the il_du_trial wm']d alone and without laculties, and how their increasing multildication
division, all would be for the best. and that the raise_ the level of humanit) every day. So far as
wealth or general well-being would be as grca| v.lrious kinds of (::q_ital are parti('_ularly con-
asthe degree of civilization at which nations have corned, the ac(,unmlate(l fluits of the labor of
'trlived would permit; but that competition has man, it is of intcrcst to see how they are formed
its condition_ anti its limits, which arrest its action a_ld accumulat('d by savilJg; in what cot_(litions
and neutralize in a certain measure its beneficial this accunmlation is quick(st, and what arc the

effect-; that it is subordinated, for example, to circumstances which favor it most--an impmtant
the action of governments, which not being sub- subject in itself, with which really others arc con-
ject tlJemselves to its infltlence, do not subordi- netted, which are not devoid of in_porl:m('e
note themselves to tile general order; that it is, f,ither, There is less to bc s.d(t, itappcars, at)out
besides, limited by a certain number of artificml appr.priated natured agenls. As they art, given
or natural monopolies; that this is the weak or by nature, they d,)not increase by saving: tlmugh
vuhlerable sidc of human socicty; that by this, saving almost always adds something t,) them hy
that is to say, the irregular action of governments, means of the c:q)ital which it connects with tb(,m
•rod hy the disastrous influence of monopolies, They are purely and siml)ly conquests of man
all.order is introduced into the worhl; and that ,leer nature. (:onquest_ wlfichare htq)pily exlendcd
Ihis ('xplains why tim organization of industry, so froln day to day. The,'c is. however, an iml)ol
heauliful and marvelous as a whole, still eontin- tan! obscrv',tion to be m:_de on this ._ul)jecl. it is

ut's to be tainted with numerous imperfections.-- that al)proprmtcd natural in_truvn('llt._ arc more

We h'lve in a certain fashion smnmed up all the subject to monopoly titan c_q)ital, and to monop-
economic t_uthsin this miniature pictx:- e. It must ()lies frequently coral)Ileal(d, who_e effects are
be understood, of course, that each o:_e of these not always ea.-Aly anal 3ze(1. A_ to agcHts not ap-

truths would require lengthy explanations, n,,c propriated, however v,duablc he their ai(I. we
e-sa_y to illustrate and bring out all its applica- may omit them entirety, _iuce. their .,,ervices
lions, but which we refrain from making because being always gratuitous, they do not enter int_)
they will be found elsewhere. There would be a the current of ex(,hanges, and thus e-cape all the

lack, hnwcver, in this general picture, if we should effects of economic law. -- 3Iorc,_ver in all wc
pass over. without mentioning thcnL the instru- have ju._t stated, though here and there a glimp(e
meats of industry, that is to say, the agents of lnay be had of a vast series of inter(sting studtes,
(lifter(at kinds "a'hich are of a.,_sistance to man in no new I)rinciple appears; at least non(, of those

his lahor. --_Ian does not labor alone; he calls to primordial principles, those gz:_erativeprineiples.
his rod, ,as far as possible, all the forces of nature, so to sI)eak, like tho_' which we laid dowxl earlier
all tim powers of the physical world. Amon_ in this article, and tothc cxpl,mation ¢)f whi(.h we
the instruments which he uses, some, created b_" desired to confine om_lves. In fact, since the

his own hands, were slowly accumulated by say- instruments of labor, those at lea_t which at'(, ap-
ing; others, given by nature, were merely con- propriated, follow, as we m_y _ay, thc fortunes of
quered and subjected by him. But all lend him the human race, and are suhject, saving a few
a powerful aid, without which the most energetic d_fferences and restrictions, to the _mac general
development of his activity would remain com- laws, what principh' could be appealed to con.
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verning them which would not be simply derived outside of this classnication, even tt we gi',c ]t
from these same lawsY--VIII. CLASSlFIC._TIOX every possible extension. We find here, for
_F ]_DI:S'rRxES. Industry is one in this sense, example, no place for the labors o,' scholars,
that all its parts are cr_nnected, and that it would physicians, advocates, artists, professors, public
_ot be po.,_sible to suppress a single one of them functionaries, nor for those of the men devoted
without leaving an evident breach in the whole, to the professions called liberal; for all these men,

:Nothing, however, prevents our dividing it into each one of whom exereiscs an industry, and
several branches, for the convenience and facility often a very active one, couhl not be cow,sidereal
vf the studies of which it is the subject; there is as merchants, manufacturers or agriculturists.-
no difficulty in doing this, provided the necessary Struck with these considerations and some others
connection of all the branches with each other is in addition which lie has developed with mu_.h

never lost sight of. --" There is but a single in- force, Ch. Dunoyer has endeavored to establi.h
dustry," says J. B. Say (C,_11s, part i., chap. vii.), new classification, more scientific and complete,
"if wecousider its objectand general results; and in his excellent work, Sur la Libertd du Tra_'ad.
there are a thousand, if we consider the vm_ietyof He begins by dividing industry into two catego-
their methods and the materials on which they act. ries or two orders; embracing in the first category
In other words, there is but a single industry and those which act on things, and in the sceoml
a multitude of different arts." Though J. B. Say those which act on men. The industries which
takes the word industry here in a more restricted act on things, are: 1, extractive industry, that ]_
_-.ense than that which we have_given it, since he to say, that which wrests from nature spont:um
applies it only to that kind of labor which acts on ous productions, and in which must be eomprist,d
matter, his observation is correct. It has even a fisheries, the chase, and the working of mines; 2,

tligher significance than lie gives it, and we can the industry of transportation, that is to say, that
apply it to universal industry witb the same au- industry which transports objects by land or b_
thority. " Nevertheless," adds the same author, water; 3, manufacturing industry; 4, and last,
" it has been found convenient, in studying in- agricultural industry. The last two, the autht,t'
'dustrial action, to classify its operations, to unite defines very nearly as they are dcfilmd every-
in the same group all those which have a certain where. In the category of industries or art_
analogy amo_Jg them. Thus, we say that the in- which arc excrc;sed on men, Ch. Dunoyer in.
duslry which brings products from the hands of eludes: 1, those occupied in the perfecting of our
nature, whether it has promoted thcirproduction, physical nature; 2, those which have for special
or whether that production has been spontaneous, object the cultivation of our imagination an¢t
would be called agrlvzlllural ind_L.slry or agricul- sentiments; 3, those whose office it is to educate
tare; that the industry which takes products from our intelligence; and 4, those which contribute to
the hand of their first producer, and subjects them the perfecting of our moral habits. This classifi-
to any change whatever, by chemical or mechani- cation, more regular than the other, more sati_-
cal processes, should be called ¢nanufavturi_g in- f:_ctory, perhaps, and surely more complete, has
d_/sgry; and that the industry which takes prod- nevertheless the great drawback of not being
acts from one place to transport them to another, usual, and not premnting, in the terms used, _,
where they are nearer the consumer, should be meaning understood with sufficient eas,_; a seri
called co_nmercial indu*t_7/, or simply commzrce." ous drawback, especially in a publication like th,'
This classific_ttion is, in fact, that which is most present, which should, by the simplicity of its

generally followed. It has pa_d from everyday nomenclature, make itself easily understood at
language into books, and nothing prevents its or.2e by every, one. Is Dunoyer's classificati_n
adoption, since after all, as the writer we have itself complete? Is it satisfactory, speaking it_
just quoted very aptly says, evcl T classification is the language of science, in the sense that it corn
arbitrary, having no other object than to direct prises without distinction, while ranging them ia
study or simplify ope],'ations of the mind. Still, their real order, all kinds of labor? We need
it is necessary to remark how insufficient and in- not examine this question here; we shall merely
complete this classification is in certain respects, say that, satisfactory or not, it may be cunsiderc_t
It comprises under the same denomination, that at least, as a new elaboration of a subject xvhicl,
of agricultural industry, several kinds of labor, still leaves much to be desired--a ratiom, l,
which have without doubt an analogy to each judicious elaboration, always very useful t,*
other, as all human labors have, but which sure- consult. _ :Notwithstanding the relative merit
ly differ for many reasons; far instance, the of this classification, we a/'c forced by the dt,ci
venturesome labo s of the man who is engaged sire consideration which we have just mentioned
in whale fishinp aml the uneventful occupa- to return to the other. We adopt, then, the dis-
tion of the lab, rer who cultivates his field in tinetion established between the agricultur:ll,

peace. The man engagc<l in the whale fisher- manufacturing and commercial industries; but
ies in the southern seas, would surely be as- we would remark that this classification, which
tonishcd to learn that he exercises an industry only applies to the great divisions of industry,
similar to that of the gardener who furnishes does not comprise everything. In the first phwt'
the market of Paris with fruits or vegetables, we can not permit ourselves to confound under
On the other hand, how many industries remain a common denomination agriculture, flshcrie.,,
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,corking of _}:_, or even the chase, which we they are closely connected in the beginning, and
¢(_nsider rather as special industries, and ve D, form an industry apart, they must have acquired
important onez. It 8_enz._ to us necessary, besides, a certain importance and made some progress.
to make another reservation in favor of the in. For this purpo._e it is necessary that the agricul-
dustries connected with the professions called turist should have grown wealthier and consc-

hbcral, which we have already enumerated, quently nmre exacting, so that, no longer satisfied
C1a. COqL'ELI_. with the rude garments which he can makc himself

in his leisure moments, or the rough instrmnents
INI}UST]_Y9 Agricultural. (See AG_JCVL- which he used at first, he prefers to obtain

T_I_E.) both from specialists whose only occupation is to
make them. It is also necessary that the num-

IND[TSTR¥, Manufacturing. I. Next to ber of wolkers of the soil scattered through the
the chase, which alone supplicd the wants of man country, 'rod using manufactured products, should
ia a savage state, agricultural industry, which in- be great enough to furni.-h these specialists with

eludes the raising of flocks as well as the cultiva- continuous labor throughout the year. This sup-
¢ion of the snil, is the first to which man devotes poses a more numerous population, more exten-
himself; it is the original, the mother industry, sive wants, a more advanced civilization. Such

which long continues to be the only industry of progress is not made in a day; ueithcr isit always
nascent peoples. Manufacturing industry appears made regularly nor in exactly the same manner
only later, with the arts which complete and at- everywhere; but it is nece._sarily the first step to-
lend it. As its particular object is to prepare the ward m'umfacturiug industry propcr. -- When
raw materials furnished by agriculture, in order to manufacturing arts are sep_Jrated from agricul-

make them more suitable to satisfy our wants, it tural labors, they are in the nature of things
naturally succeeds agriculture in the order of united and hn'ouped. Since men occupied with
time, as it does in the logical order of, facts; this these arts arc not obliged, like tillers of the soil,
industry, therefore, does not generally appear to live scaltered over the (xnmtry, so as to be
until the first advances have been made in civili- near the lands they cullivate, they can move
zation, and when there begins to be a surplus of their shops almost wherever they please; and as
field labor, in an already well-_ttled region. Not they havc frequent necd of each other, it is nat-

that we fail to find the first rudiments of manu- ural for them to unite, and associate in groups at
facture in the vet3r infancy of society, and even certain given points. This is the origin of those
-unong savage tribes devoted entirely to the chase, collections of houses, which form at first villages,
It is not entirely unknown in any stage of civili- later towns, and finally cities. It is in cities that
zatioa; the savage fashions wood and some other the manufacturing arts concentrate. Wc still
materials into a bow and arrows; he turns, in tind, it is true, even in our time, and in countries

_me fashion, the skins of beasts which he has most advanced, certain great workshol)s scattered
killed, into clothing for his person; he pounds here and there in the coun|ry where there are
.'rod rubs different dye-stuffs to color his face and special local advantages, either on account of
his body; he makesan ornament or a distinguish- water po_er, or some olher cause, but il is none
ing mark of the feathers of certain birds; and thelessin thc nature of things for them to be
these are so many attempts at manufacturing in- brought together in the cities. ]_Ianufacturing
duslry--an industry still very rude, it is true, but arts are best dcvclol)e(l in cities through thc aid
which has already the distinguishing character- which they lend each other, and the growth of

istics which it afterward maintains. In passing public enlightenment; we see, therefore, that
from this first stage, in which the chase is their they tend continually to confine themselves to
only occupation, to the raising of flocks and the cities, or draw near them. This at least is the
cultivation of the soil, men make a further ad- gener'd rule; the contrary is, in every country,
vance: they use for clothing the wool of their the mere exception. -- If the separation of manu-
flocks, which they learn to spin, weave and dye; facturing labors from those of agriculturc marks
they sometimes also employ for this purpose the the earliest steps of civilization, it is far from
fibre of certain plants, such as flax and hemp, of being complete at first. Far from taking place
which they also make cloth. This is, it would suddenly, at a given moment, it is effected slow-
appear, the result of an established industry. But ly, gradually, in a progressive manner, and often
in this condition of society, labors of this kind almost imperceptibly. It is, so to speak, the
are not separated froha agricultural labors, to work of ccntm'ics. Thus, there is not yet a coun-

which they are, so to speak, only accessory; they try in the world, even in the Europe of to-day,
are carric_ on together with field labor, by the where it is complete. -- Reduced to its most
hands of those who cultivate the soil, and in the simple exprcssion, agiieulture consists in culti-
intervals of leisure which the), have in these la- rating the earth in order to obtain, in a raw
bor_, it is less, therefore, a branch of distinct in- condition, the carlotta products which it is capa-

dustry than an appendage.of this primitive indus- ble of giwng. Strictly speaking, agricultural
try whose object is the cultivation of the soil.--ln labor proper stops here. All subsequent modifi-
order that manufacturing labors should become cations given to these products, all changes to
detached from those of agriculture with which which they are submitted, may be considered
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as belonging,or capableof belonging some day, country should be easy,so that the ag_ieult-.::.d.
to one of the branches of the manufacturing may always transportto the city,withou_ tc::
arts. Now agricultureisfar from being brought much trouble,the raw products which hisindu:
to thisstateof finalsimplicityinany country; on try gives,and obtainthe finishedproducts wh._.
the contrary,it stillretainspossessionof some he consumes. If numerous ways of communie_.
of these processesor modificationswhich fol- tioncontributetothisfacilityofexchanges,whi_ll
low cultivationproper and the harvest; it is isnot doubtful,thissamc faci]ityalsodemands, we
stillonlya question of degree according to the can see,a dense population,which increasescn_._,

stage of adwtncement in each couutry. There numberof towns and cities,so thattheyare nee__.
are severalof theseprocesse_,itistrue,which it toodistantfrom every partof the country.--Of
would seem should always belong to agriculture, allthe countriesof Europe, and probably of the
because they can be conveniently carried out whole world, England (we always speak of EI,£.
only on the spot; such as threshingwheat in land proper)isthat in which the separationbe.
the bundle to get.the grain.-- In some coun- tween the manufacturing artsand agricultureh-Ls
triesof Europe, the greaterpartof the spinning made most progTe_; itowes thisadvantageto its

and weaving of flaxand hemp isstillcarriedon wealth,itsenlightenment,the number and per-
in the country, on farms,and thuscontinues to fectionof itsroadsand canals,but,above all.t_
form a sort of appendage to agriculture.Not the densityof itspopulation. W'ith an amount
longsincethiswas the casein allFrance, and is of wealth almost the same comparatively,u ]th:t_
stillso to a greateror lessdegreein a largeuum- much enlightenment in the masses of the peopi_:
her of French provinces. Nevertbelessthesetwo and a veryconsiderabledevelopment of roadsa_d
operationstend more and more, especiallysince canalsalso,North America isin thisrespectmu( h
the inventionof machinery, to leavethecountry, lessadvanced, because itspopulation issc_ttc],.d
to abandon the farms for the industrialcentres, over a great extent of territory.In Ez_gland,
In England especially(we steak of England where the agriculturistis exclusivelyan _igrieul-
proper, leaving out Ireland),thisseparationis turisLagricultureis reduced,or nearlyso,to ils
almost complete. But thisisnot trueof retting most slmple expression;and this explain_ _t_
and hackling,which continue to belong almost interestingphenomenon which ]ms oftenoccupied
everywhere to ruralindustry. It iseasyto fore- men's minds, without theirreferringit,s(_fara_
see:however, that they willbe detached from it we know, toitsrcalcause,which isthennmeric:d
sometime. Even now in some partsof Belgium, inferiorityof the a_'iculturalpopulationof E_g

where flaxculturehas reached thehighestdegTee land,compared with thatof all othercountrie._
of perfection,itisnothingraretoseea farmersell Englishagr'culture,itissaid,iseno1_nousl.vpr_)-
hiscrop of flaxstanding,or afteritis pulled,to ductivc,much more, in proportion,than theftof
persons who make rettingand hackling a spe- any othercountry,especiallyFrance, and stillit
cialty. Itistruethat thesepe1_onsstillwork in employs fewer men, which is true:whence itis
the country,forthe most.part,because thepresent concluded thatEngland has acquiredan immens_
conditionsof rettingdemand it;but suppose that superiorityinagriculturalprocesses. The supcrl-
the questionof rettingby chemical means, which orityof English agricultureisreal,no doubt,but
has been so much studied and the solutionof not to the degree which seems to resultfr_,n.

which isso desirable,should be finallyscttled,we thesecomi_arisons. English agricultureemploy._

may believethat thisoper_tion,as well ashack- fewer men in a greater production,becausethe.
ling,would be soon separaledfrom ruralindustry, work issimpler,thatisto say,freerfrom fore_gt_
to extcnd,with so many others,the domain of elements ; because the men it employs are oc-

cityindustry.--If. Thus itisthat,inthesucces- cupied only in performing special funetion_,
sionof ages,in proportionas progressiseffecte_l,the improvement and cultivationof the soil,whi}(
manufacturing industry increases and extends by elsewhere the same number of men is d_vidc(t
detachingcachdaysomeoneofthel)ranchesofth/s among a great number of different kinds (,f
mother industry from which it sprang. Agricul- labor.--It is sometimes asked whether the re-
ture, which was complicated in its origin by a moral into the cities, of the manufacluring a_t:
great nmnber of operations, foreign to its nature, which previously formed an append:_gd to agr_.
frees itself gradually from these parasitic func- cultural labor, is in i_self a good or an e_l.
tions; it leaves them to tbe workshops of cities, If this question be considered in a _eneral w:_)
to which they belong, to confine itself more there (;an be neither hesitation nor doubt on lh,

strictly to its special functions, the improvement subject. The separation of manufa(turing lab_,_-
and cultivation of the soil. The causes which from those of agriculture is the beginning _u_,]
favor this movement are the same which deler- the point of departure of that di<ision of lab,_"
mined it in the beginning: the progress of arts, which forms the wealth of civilized nations, _,,
tim increase of wealth, and, above all, the increase which has so greatly increased the power of m:t_.

of population in a state of civilization somewhat it is the first condition of pro.,oTess; we migh[ s:_r
advanced. In order that the separation between it is progress itself. To ask wh_her this sepia

the manufacturing arts and agriculture should tion is a good one, is in other terms to ask wl_ctl,

continue to grow more definite, it is necessary, er civilization is superior to barbarism. But th:_:
ah<,vc all, that exchanges between the city and the it should be really favorable, it must be product,i
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_uder narmal conditions, that is to say, slowly, mutual assistance which the arts lend each other

l)rogressively, and under the influence of those and which becomes for them, especially in certain
_atural causes which determine it everywhere: branches, a daily necessity; but we have said

(_thcrwise it may become really the occasion of enough to make it clear that their concentration in
(:reel suffering and fatal confusion. The rea- cities is for them the principle of progress. --All

son for asking if this removal is not an evil was, this does not mean, and we have ah'eady said so,
no doubt, because in our day it has sometimes that in certain givtm circumstances manufactur-

taken place suddenly, and violently, under the in- ing establishments may not be situated here and
flucnce of artificial inducements and restrictive there in the couutry, to make use of particular

laws. _III. In proportion as agricullural in- advantages, sueb, for inst:mce, as a water power,
dustry is freed from the foreign elements which a coal pit. a mine. etc., without giving up, on
(omplicatc it, it acquires more energy and power, this ac('ount, the benefit of progress. Properly
The cultivator of tile soil, whose attention was at speaking, when establisllments of this kind are

first divided among a gre'lt number of different indeed special, that is to _y, devoted to a single
l_bors, turns it entirely to those which belong to manufacture, even if they are scattered through
him; he dcvotcs himself solely to the cultivation the country, they belong rather to city than rural
of the earth, and invests in this all the capital industry. Thcy share, likc all the others, in the
_hich lie can command. Thus the soil, being gencr_d movement. Still it is necess'try, even in

better and more diligently cultivated, yields much this case, that they shonhl maintain constant rcla-
more on a given space, though a smaller number tions with the cities. -- The more manufactnring

.of laborers may be employed on it. But manu- industry, considered in all its branches, is freed
facturing industry gains umst from this separa- from thc restraints of agricultural industry, the
tion. Solong asi_isscattered, .so to speak, among more active and powerful it becomes. Those
i'uraloccupations, it is necessarily impcrfect, rude, luminous centres which it creates in cities are the
and besides incapable of any connected progress, brighter for being composed of a grcater number
ltow in fact could field laborers, whose first calc of rays. When a particular manufacturc is de-

is cultivation, and who become manufacturers tached from rural industry, in orde.r to join the
-only in moments of leisure, producing for a lira- groups already formed in the cities, it not only ac-
it(_d consumption, sometimes one object, some- quires a new forcc fi'om itscontactwith thc others,
times another, give to evcrything they touch the but it brings a new contingent to the common
time _u_d attention necessary to bring it to per- centre. A sort of fermentation takes place among

lection? Should they become skillful, which is these industries thus united and grouped. They
not possible, they would be stopped in tile way of continue to be classed, and divided, becoming
improvement by the single fact that they could more specialized every day, not only by reason of
use only imperfect materials in each one of these the absolute number of various operations which
divided manufactures. In these conditions, there- they embrace, but in a much greater proportion.
fore, the manufacturing arts are forced to remain Taken together, they gradually reach an incom-

st_Ltionary. It is only when freeing themselves parable degree of power, owing to their increasing
from the restraints oi agricultural industl)-, and subdivision, and the mutual assi.-tance which they
taking up their abode in cities, they commence give each other.--IV. The country pre-emincntly
their up_ard and progressive movement. Scarce- manufacturing is, therefore, naturally that in
I)" have they settled in thecities when theyassume which manufacturing arts are most completely
a new character. The men who carry them on scparatcd from agricultural industry. In such a

being now in a position to see each other daily, country thc industrial system develops in its great-
begin au exchange of ideas, and each profits by est fullness and exhibits the faculty of progress in

the advance of general enlightenment. These arts the highest possible degree. Amt as, on the other
thus brought together and grouped, are soon ar- hand, of all the causes which favor this move-
ranged into classes. Labor is divided. Each one ment of separation, density of population is be-
chouscs a specialty to which he devotes himself, yond contradiction the most powerful, it seems
IIe becomes more experieuced in it, more skillful in we may conclude a prio;'i that, all other things
ever)thing relating to the execution of his daily l)eing equal, the sceptre of manufacturing in-

labor, and especially more apt to perfect hislabor dustry should of right belong to the most pop-
[)) the application of new processes. For the ulous country.--Moreover, this conclusion ob-
_me reason he is no longer obliged to scatter his rained from theoretical data alone is not disproved
capital; lie applies it all to this single object, with by experience; on the contrary, facts are gen-
the greatest success, since he supplies a great crally at hand to confirm it. Of all European
number of consumers; and therefore devotes more countries, England is surely greatest in manufac-

comple.te material and a greater quantity of it to tures, and it is al_o, in prol)ortion to the extent of
its special manufacture. These are not the only its territory, nearly the mos_ populous. With re-
advantages which the manufacturing arts gain by gard to the contincnt of Europe, it may be said
going to cities. To them should be added the de- that it is more or le_ devoted to manufactures in

velopmeat of credit, greater where population is proportion as it contains on a given _pace a popu-

lnassed, the relative ease of the cimulation of prod- lafion more or less numerous. 0n lhe other hand,
ilets, and, above all the instruments of labor, the the United States--:he rival of England ia so
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many regards, almost equaling it in wealth, and ences will be observed in the same country in
surpassing it in some respects in prosperity and going from one province to another, according as
well-being--presents the most striking contrast to the population is more or less dense. Lancashire,
it on the particular point with which we are con- for example, so rich and, above all, so populou._,
cerned. Its manufacturing system is compara- will be found far superiorin manufacturing devcl-
lively as undeveloped as England's is advanced, opment to all the other counties of England. ]n
Anti why? Because its population is scattered France, the departments of the north, aud of the
over large spaces, especially in the regions of the lower Seine, without mentioning tile departmel_t
west. This sparseness of population has not al- of the Seine, will be found superior, for the
lowed the manufacturing arts to separate from same reason, to all the other departments of
agricultural industry so completely as elsewhere, France. Finally, in the United States, the eastern
and this is the reason why these arts have not states which have boen longest settled, and for thi_
kept pace in their development with the general reason are the most populous, will be found tile
progress of wealth. To this consideration is only ones in which the manufacturing arts ha_ e ac-
added another no less decisive. So long as popu- quired any power, while the western states, which
lations, scattered over a considerable extent of are younger, are almost entirely strangers to
territory, find themselves at ease in the territories them. It may be said, it is true, that if the density
which they occupy, and land is not wanting to of population acts on the development of mural-
their labor, they have a natural tendency to devote facturing industxT, the growth of this industry, fa-
themselves by preference to agriculture, and they vored by certain local circumstances, influences in
do so almost exclusively, merely adding, as we its turn the increase of population. Thus tile ef-
have just said, certain rather rude manufacturing feet would react on tile cause and become a cause
labors to agriculture. This is especially true when in its turn. Who knows even, it will be said, if we
they can dispose of the surplus products of their shall not invert tim rules here? Is it by reason of
lands abroad and obtain in return the manu- the relative density of its population that Lanca-
factured articles which they do not make them- shire is soperior to all the other provinces of Eug-
selves. But when these populations once begin land in the manufacturing arts? or is it not rather
to press upon each other, and grow dense on a to its manufacturing superiority, itself dueto orb-
limited territory, and agriculture no longer suffices er causes, that we must attribute the rebltive den-
to occupy them all, they naturally seek a new sityof its population? Does it not owe this supe-

object for their activity elsewhere. This they riority to tile cxccptional advantages which it has
commonly find in the practice of the mann- enjoyed for so long a time; to tile wealth of its
facturing arts. These arts then develop with an cotd mines, and the ease of working them: to the
irresistible power; they increase and improve in great number and convenience of the watcr-way_
proportion to the amount of activity, and as in which furrow it; to the neighborhood of the port

such a case they do not delay in finding a market of Liverpool, so convenient for supplying raw
for a good part of their products abroad, they dis- materials and for the exportation of manufactured
cover in this extension of the markets which they products; finally, to the relative freedom whi(.h a
oi)(,u , and in the growing division of labor which number of its industrial cities have enjoyed, hay-
is tim natural consequence of this, a new means ing been freed from the brutal tyranuy of trade
of improvement and progre.'_. --These observa- corporations earlier than others? These (h)ubts
lions so simple, and yet so fruitful in consequences, are well founded, and we are far from dcn)il_g all
(h._:roy many systems. They relieve us from their force. Appliedtocertainrestrictedlocalitics,
searchit_g so far away, as is sometimes done, for the observation may even be found strictly correct.
the reason of the manufacturing superiority of But it is none the less true that density of popu

otto country over another. Wealth being equal, lation, to whatever cause it be due, and it m:ty
this superiority is essentially connected, we find, come from tile age of tile nation alone, is ore; of
with the relative density of population. Other the necessary conditions, we may even say the
circumstances may no doubt concur in this result, first and essential condition, of the manufactt,_il_g

but it is none the less tile first and ruling cause, superiority of a country. The advant.tges of _it-
Tbis does not mean, as is sometimes supposed, uation which Lancashire enjoys are not so I)('('ttl-
that the most populous country should secure the Jar that other places do not share them. They
monopoly of manufacturing industry, for such a may bo found, for example, in the United State:,
monopoly belongs to none; but it does mean that a region where the coal mines a:¢ not le*_ lich

it should occupy the first rank, according to the nor less easily worked; where naviga)le higi:v,t3 s
natural order of things. For the same reason, are not less numerous; where industrial fr(.(,d,,m

all other countries will have a rank in the devel- is as great; ",vhere credit, another source of a('-
opment of their manufacturing industry answer- tivity and power, is as great; where this oth('l+
ing to the relative density of their population, advantage is found which /ameasbirc ha_ t_,,t,

Next to England, for instance, will come France of having the raw material near at hand, wit/lout
and Belgium; then, certain German states and the manufacturing arts having as yet att_ti_c+d
Switzerland; and, at last, on a decreasing scale, the same activity. It is because the U_i:td
the almost uninhabited regions of Russia and States, a new country, has not had the tim_', it_
_'_guth America. On this point notable differ- spite of the real advantages which it enjoys, t_
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be covered with a population equal to'that which the question, we might make bold to maintain,
is crowded into the regions of western Europe we say, that by these means their progress has

occupied since ancient times. It will have this been retarded rather than hastened; and if _ny-
population some day, perhaps, and then. but only thing might have hurried the course of time, it is
then, will it be able to rival Europe in the perfec- much less the artificial activity forced on them,
lion of its manufactures. In contrast to the than the enjoyment of a perfect freedom. Be-
United States, China enjoys almost none of the yond a doubt, certain manufactures may be raised
;_dvantagcs which Lancashire possesses, save, per- up here and there before their time hy excel)tion-
haps, the number and extent of its canals. It has al favors, prohibition or subsidies, but to make
no coal mines, or it does not know how to use them prosper is anoflmr thing. And at what a
them. The resources of the mechanical arts, cost have these sick]y estal)lishments been maiu-
which contribute so much to incre'Lse the indus- tained! At the price of heavy sacrifices by the
tli,d power of Europe, are almost unknown, country; at the price of a harmful misdirection
China has no idea, it appears to us, of the mar- of capital, which was withdrawn from more
velous power of credit; and a deplo,'able policy, fruitful investments in which it was emph)yed;

f_llowed for a long time, of refusing all regular finally, at the price of a relative decrease of agri-
communication with other nations, deprived its culture. In reality there was no success, there-

industry altogether of the active stimulus given fore, in this method except a success in lessening
by foreign competition, and of that increase of tim uatural resources of the country, in checking
vigor received from the increase of m:_,'kets, the increase of population, and in retarding, after
_'_)twitlJstanding this, the Chinese people are su- all effo,'ts, the natural advent, the final and really

pcrior to the Americans in nearly evc,'y b,'anch of fruitful advent of this same manufacturing sys-
the manuf,'mturing industry, except the mcchaa- tern so much desired. --V. We ha_e no desire,
teal. They are even SUl)erior, in many respects, however, to belittle wh._t the development of the

to the English people, whom they surpass at least manufacturing arts adds to the b,'illi;mcy, the
in the ingenious subtleness of their processes greatness and the power of the civilization of a
and the perfection of their workmanship. And to great country. The manufacturing arts contrib-
what circumstance is. this superiority, otherwise ute more than any other l)()wer to attract and fix

difficult of explanation, to be attributed unless in industrial ccntrcs the hberal arts and positive
to the extraordinary density of the Chinc_ popu- sciences who_c pr_)nmwrs they are, and wh(,_e

lation, which has increased and multiplied upon co-opcration they require at eve1T step. By the
the same territory during a long succession of uninterrupted comnnmication which they estab-
centuries? So true is it that this is a ruling cir- lish among men, they favor the progrcss of en-
eumstance, and that it triuml)hs even over ob- lightemnent in evel'y direction, and l)y this great-
stacles of various kinds which a nation may ly contribute even to the advancement of agricu]-
meet.- What has not been tried to invert this ture to which they seem fmeign. To thcm, and
natural order of things? What systcms have to commerce which a_sists them, we owe most of

not been imagined and put in practice? All the the works of puhlie utility, roads, c_,mals, rail-
governments of Europe, struck with the prestige roads, harbors, ami great momunents of architec-
which manufacturing industry gives countries ture. A German writer, whose namc h'ts gained
where it is exercised, and even attaching an a certain celehrity on the otiwr sid( _of the Rhine,
exaggerated importance to the possession of this has dcvelol)ed, in a wm'k. otherwise of no great
imtustlT, have tried to anticipate its appear- real value, this thesis successfully, though hclms

ance, by enforcing an artificial activity upon it ahnost everywhere exaggerated tim truth and
within the limits of their respective states. They drowned just conclusions in the floods of an
first acted by means of tariffs, drawn up in such exuberant imagination. However this may be.
fashion as to favor the importaiion of raw mate- we can agree with Fr. List, that the devehq_mcnt

rials, and to hinder that of manufactured prod- of the manufacturing arts is one of the mo<t pow-
ncts, in order to assure for their own manufac- erful motor_ of progress, nothing pcrlmps contrib.

tures on the one hand the exclusive advantage of uting so greatly to the growth of civilization in
the home m_a'ket, and on the other, a greater or all its a._pects. But should wc con(,lude, with this

le_ advantage over foreign markets. They did writer, that wc ought to force this development
more; they encouraged and excited the manufac- and endeaw)r to produce it premalurely by arli-

tm_ers of their countries by exceptional favors, by ficial means? Certainly not; for in addition
advances of money or prizes. Vain effortsI The to the fact that such an attempt would certainly

superiority in the manufacturing arts remained fail, it would, we repeat, postpone thc realization
where the nature of things put it, that is to of its object.--On the whole, a dense population
_y, in the midst of dense populations, whose ac- is in some respects a great (tisadvant;_ge for a
tivity could not find sufficient employment in the country ; the raw products of the soil are generally
cultivation of the soil. Was there at least suc- more costly there thanelsewherc, and living more
cess, by all these artificial means employed, in difficult. As a compensation for this disadvan-

hastening the advent of industry one step? On tape, it seems to be the will of Providence that
the contrary, we might venture to maintain, densely populated countries should haveanatuml

though we do not intend to insist on this side of superiority in enlightenment, civilization and in-
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dustry, which serves as an offset to tile relative the nation's interests. Consequently it arrested
drawbacks of their situation. Is the compensation the attention of the sovereign but rarely. Several
sufficient? We shall not examine this question countries of continental Europe were more ad-
here; but we can not deny its existence. To us. vaneed in this direction, especially Italy, the
dertake tile reversal of this law of Providence, by Netherlands and some provinces of France, where
guaranteeing to a new and thinly settled country from that time forth a certain number of cities
all advantages at once, is a chimerical and foolish were found which' gave a rather striking activity
projcct.--VI. It will be understood, after a to manufacturing industry; but even in those
proper consideration of what wc have just stated, countries the agricultural interest had a visible
that it is the nature of the manufacturing arts to preponderance --It is generally said in all the
extend tlmir domain incessantly and to acquirein legislative assemblies of Europe, in speaking of
_ime a rclatively greater importance. Though ag- each country separately, that agriculture is the

ricultural industry is not absolutely stationary, great business of each country, in particular that
though, like all other branches of human labor, agriculture is its predominant interest. This
susceptible of progress, still it has its limits, statement is often repeated in France; it is made

marked both by the extent of territory under cul- even in England, and, for stronger reasons, in
tivation, and the number of its productions; the other countries. It may be there is right on both
field of mauufacturing industry, on the contrary, sides. But it is a remarkablc sign of the times
is limitless, and the number of its productions in- that it shouhl be necessary to put forth and de-
finite. " That part of agriculturalindnstry,"says fend t)ropositious of this kind, which formerly

J. B. Say, "which is devoted to thc cultivation of were so strikingly self-evident that the contrary
the soil, is neces._arily limiled by extent of terri- could not even be conceived. These propositions
tory. Neither individuals nor nations can make alone prove that a certain change of front isgrad-
their territory greater than it is, nor more fruitful ually going on, and that the time draws near
than nature wished it to be, but they can increase when manufacturing industry will occupy decid-
their capital continually, and consequcntly extend edly the first rank in the most advanced countries.
almost indefinitely their manufacturingand com- There is no reason to complain of Ibis. Tile reia-
mercial industry, and in this way multiply prod- tively higher position which manufacturing in-

ucts which are also wcalth." (Cours, part i, chap. dustry occupies, is the most evident sign of a
rilL) In every courts T marshes can be drained, growing civilization. In the earlier ages of the
wild lands brought under cultivation, greater world, when men were satisfied with the roasted
fertility imparted through cultivation to lands al- flesh of animals as their only food, and their
ready tilled, but the number of thee improve- rough skins as their only clothing, with a hole in
ments isnot infinite; an impassable limit isalways the ground or a hut made of rand and reeds or
met in the extent of the territory occupied. In sticks as their only dwelling, it is quite clear that
like manner, the number of the products of tile manufacturing industry had little to do and occu-
soil may be increased with time; ill addition to the pied but a small place. It is quite as clear that

fact that this increase is itself limited, it is to be manufacturing industry occupied a greater place
remarked that the cultivation of one of these pro- in proportion as the human race required better
ductions of the soil necessarily encroaches on that food, lodging and clothing, and raw products of
of the other. In manufacturing industry, on the the earth needed, in consequence, a more compli-
contrary, in which immense values can be pro- cated and skillful manipulation.-- VII. To obtain
duced on a very small space, by the aid of a large a correct idea of the importance which manufac-

amount of capital, there are really no limits to turing industry has acquired, in civilized socie-
production except the amount of capital and the ties, we must not examine it merely in great
number of wants. The variety of its products also establishments which are commonly called manu*

is unlimited. It is therefore, we repeat, it_ the na- factories. It is far from being in these placesin its
ture of thing_ that manufacturing industry should totality. On the contrary, it is rather to be found
iucrease in importance, in pr<_portion as eiviliza- in the infinite numher of shops of tile second or
tion progresses: while agriculture, without losing third order; in thoseof smallmanufacturers, arti-
its rank of mother industry and feeder of nations, sans, of the men of all trades. Shops that arc in-
tends nevertheless to descend to the level of those considerable, when each is taken alone, are so su-

which it ruled so long.--This change of positi_m, pcl_ior to the others in number that when taken
evident in history cverywh(Te, becomes especially together they exhibit an amount of labor far be-
striking when we compare the old condition of yond that which is executed in the great manu-
the nations of Europe withtheir present state, fax.tories. "All labor," says J. B. [lay, "ex-

Consider, for example, what England was in the pended on purchased material, even when it
time of the ]N'orman conquest and what she is to- is fashioned for one's own consumption or
day. She was then an almost exclusively agri- that of one's family, may be classed with manu-

cultnral country. The agricultural interest, the [ 5_cturing industry. The mottier of a familywho

agricultural movement, dominated everything. A ] spins flax or knits stockings for herself or her

simple appen(iage of agriculture, manufacturing chihlrcu, carrieson a manufacturing industry. A
industry occnpied a very humble position at its tailor is a manufacturer, since the same quantity
side, aud was scarcely counted in the balance of of cloth has a somewhat greater value when it is
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cut and sewed into clothing than it had before, ter remunerated than labor in tile country, it is
A locksmith, a bookbinder, are manufacturers; a more precarious, and the manufacturing industry
baker, apastry-cook, the keeper of a restaurant, is not seldom seen to abandon in distress and
are also manufacturers, since they purchase pro- give over to despair the mass of those it has sup-

visions and by a certain process render them fit )orted. -- Those who re_tson in this way forget,
for our use, anti thereby increase their value. In first of all, that there is no choice to be made in
cities manufacturing labors are carried on in this question" the relatively greater concentration
ew_ry story of every house. In one place, but- of population in cities is the inevitable conse-
tons are made; in anotln, r, snuff-boxes; in a third, quence of its increase. We have already stated
the links of a watch chain are made and put to- that the field of agriculture has its limits; it has
gelher; in a fourth, gloves are made or shoes its natural limit in the extent of territory, in the
bound. The perfumer plucks rose leaves; the possible extension of culti_,ation. :N'ow, when
apothecary pulverizes drugs; the optician pol- population, by increase, has exceeded its limits,
ishes cye-gla_es. All these labors are of the what is to become of it? Would it be convenient
.<amc kind, whether performed ou a grand scale, and profitable, would it moreover be possible to
in vast workshops where two or three hundred detain men in the country when they could no
men are at work, or on a small scale, by the longer find employment there? True, it is some-
_.himncy corner." Much more subject to the di- times said that masses of uuemployed laborers are
vision of labor than agriculture, manufacturing crowded together in the cities, while the country
industry is usually divided into an infinite num- lacks laborers; but this is a mistake; these words
bcr of branches, so that it is nearly impossible to are generally in the mouths of those who use
follow it in all its subdivisions.--VIII. Like ready-made phrases, and repeat them blindly,
agriculture and commerce, manufacturing indus- without examination. This state of things is
try has had serious difficulties to overcome at impossible in prin(,iple, and does not exist in
various times, without speaking of the natural fact. The influx to the cities is the surplusof the
difficnlties connected with its own task. It has country, nothing more; sometimes even the reflux
met the resistance of man and of things, espe- is not so rapid as is necessary to maintain the just
tinily in the imperfections of civil and political equilibrium of functions and forces, because the
]aws. If commerce has often been trammeled domestic hearth has its charms and the native

with artificial barriers, such as tolls, home and village its attractions, and neither is abandoned
foreign tariffs, etc.; if agriculture, on "its part, without effort. This is proved hythe single fact,
exercised all through the country, undefended, that in ordinary times the wages of labor areless
was more exposed than any other branch of hu- in proportion in the country than in the cities.
man labor to exactions, violence and brigandage There is a mistake, therefore, on this point; it is
_f every sort; manufacturing industry had to suf- forgotten also that men multiply chiefly in the
fer also from many kinds of oppression. .De- country; therefore, whatever may be said and
spised and abased in antiquity, left almost en- done, is not the influx of the country population
tirely to the hands of slaves, it was generally to tlmciliesanecessary and inevitable movement?
trampled upon by govermnents and citizens. In It is nccess.try also that this population should
the middle ages, though preserved in a certain move toward the cities in greater numbers in
measure, by the walls of the cities where it took proportion as it increases, because there at least
refuge, from the exactions, the robbery and the manufacturing industry opens up to it an indefi-
despotism of the lords, it had to endure the almost nits field of labor. -- Is it true, on the other hand,
equally brutalizing yoke of trades corporations, that this labor is more hazardous, more subject to

Later, it had still to struggle, particularly in chance, than field labor? It is true, in fact, that
France, against manufacturing regulations, It m many branches of maimfacturing industry,
was in spite of these obstacles that it grew, and production has it._ iutelanissions, its moments
rose to the point at which it has re'rived. _IX. of activity and languor; most economists have
Some are alarmed at the increasing predominance made this remark. Manufactured products which

of mannfacturing industry, to which they ascribe mainly answer to change in taste and fancies, are
the greater part of the evils which afflict modern more subject to lhe flnctuations of demand than
society. They are especially alarmed at seeing agricultural products which answer more to con-
populations concentrate as they do iu cities, and stunt wants. When, however, it is merely a
gather in great masses, whose existence seems question in thetastes or tim fancies of consumers,
often precarious, and who even sometimes be- the evil isgenerally not so serious, because capital
come dangerous to the public peace. It would and labor are transferred without much trouble,
be better, they say, for this multitude to remain whatever may be said to the contrary, from one
scattered through the country, devoted to the kind of production to another, and the damage
labors of the field, which would procure them a resulting from displacement is generally compen-

more assm'ed existence and a better morality, sated for in advance, by the relative increase of
Crowded together as they are in cities, they gz'ow wages and profits. What is more serious is this,
('orrupt by eonta._ion. ]*/[oreover, there is noth- th'tt there is sometimes a general stagnation of

• ing less certain than the refined labor which the production in manufacturing industry. " There

ananufactories in cities offer them; generally bet- are," as J. B. Say justly remarks, "periods in _,
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country where mahufacturing industry is highly is not a new one. It was made by Adam Smith,
developed, in which there is no movement of who himself borrowed it from Hume. "Corn-
labor, and when the wlmle laboring class suffers." merce and manufactures," says he, "gradually
(C_urs, part i., chap. xviii.) In practice, nothing introduced order and good government, and with
is truer than this. But we believe there is a them the liberty and security of individuals
mistake as to the ordinary causes of these stagna- among the inhabitants of the country, who had
tions of labor, when they are attributed to the before lived in an almost continual state of war
uncertainties peculiar to manufacturing produc- with their neighbors, and of servile dependency
tion and industry itself. However variable the upon their superiors. This, though it has been
tastes and wants may be to which this industry the least observed, is by far the most important
answers, the)- may be quite constant enough when of all their effects. Mr. Hume is the only writer
taken together, unless other causes foreign to who, so far as l k lmw, has hitherto taken notice of
industry suddenly di._turb production and labor, it." ("Wealth of Nations," book iii, chap. iv.)
We have pointed out sonm of these causes under An important result indeed, and which would

the heading COmmERCIAL CrusEs (which see): suffice to destroy all the critical observations
there are also other causes in the uncertainty of which the development of manufacturing industry
political movements. Manufacturing industry, has occasioned, by c¢*mpensating richly for the
therefore, is unju_*.ly blamed for those fatalcris[_s real or supposed evils which this development
which descend upon itwithout provocation on its may produce. Even if we consider the marvel-
part, and of Wllich it is merely the earliest victim, ous activity of manufacturing industry in modern

We will admit, however, that when these times, we need notask if the extension of industry

calamities come they affect field labor less than has not been attended by some evils. We need
the laborof cities, because the first answers more not trouble ourselves to learn if in the present

to wants whicl_ can not be put off. B_Jt if man. state of things manufacturing industryis as sure
ufacturing industry and commerce find causes of and as profitable as agricultural labor. We must
suffering in the irregular movements of political ask, first, if this increase of manufacturing in-
bodies, and the defective constitutitm of credit dustry was not inevitable; then, if, in spite of

which affect them more directly, agriculture has partial suffering which it engenders, or which we
its caqscs of suffering also, and perhaps more wish to attribute to it, it has not produced a
incurable ones, m the uncertainty of harvests and greater general benefit. In other terms, if the
unfavorable sea.cons. A faihn'e in the vhitage general condition ofthehuman race is not to-day,
threatens the existence of rural populations in owing to this same increase of manufacturing
the south of France, and a failure in the grain industry, greatly superior to what it was formerly.
crop has more general and not less disastrouq Thus stated, the question will be quickly solved.
effects. If tile s_fferings of these l)cople are less (See FREE TRADE.) CII. (_OQUELI_.

noticed it is perhaps only because being scattered

over great spaces their complaints are less INDUSTRY, Progress of. In political econ-
audible. -- X. There is, besides, a general consid- omy this expre.,_ion ought to be undel_tood as the
eration which dominates this wlmle subject. It improvement of all the conditions on which the
is this, that the concentration of a great manu- power and productiveness of labor depend. To
facturing s_stem in ci_ies is the best guarantee, appreciate correctly the magnitude of the i_esults
we might even say tlle only guarantee, of the which we owe to industrial progress, as well asto
tranquillity, the security and the liberty of the distiz_guish with certainty the general characteris-
country. It- has often been s'fid, with justice, tics which mark it, thought must go back to
that manufactures nourish and vivify agricultural man's primitive condition, and the attention be

labor, because they ab_)rb its products. Nothing given for a little to tim principal industrial
could he truer. But it might be added, with no achievements whicb, in the course of centuries,

less truth, that the manufacturing population have gr_Jdually brought about the present condi-
_o"llecte(l in cities are, with regard to the inhab- tion of things. -- The immense multitude of dif-
Rants of the country, vigilant sentinels who watch ferent kinds of matter and force, of organized and
for them, adv,qnced corps who defend them. Is living creatures which compose the terrestrial

it believed that the inhabitants of the country in creation, was not, from the beginning, more par-
Europe have always enjoyed the comparative lib- ticularly appropriate to our existence than to that
erty which is assured them to-day? Hastheir labor of most other animate beings, but we received,
ah_'aysbeenasreguhir, andtheirexistenceaspeace, more than they, the faculty of altering extcn-
able? :No matter how little any man lms studied sively, of completing in some sort to suit our own
history, he knows that they have not. Now needs, the primitive creation, and thus only is it

these populations have not risen to this superior that this world has really become man's domain.
position which they occupy without effort and _ It is to the successive developments of this
trouble. Let us add that they have not won this faculty, too little thought of, that we owe all the
position by themselves, and that they owe it above means of existence and of well-being accumulated
all to the manufacturing and city populations, by our race--means which have permitted it [()
which opened up to them in so many directions multiply to a thousand times greater extent than
the way of dvilizatiou and progTess. This remark it could have done had it been compelled to subsist
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on the spontaneous productions of nature. To of industry, and it is commonly labor of this sort
this faculty do we owe our success in changing which paves the way to the greatest industrial ad-
completely, to our own advantage, the original vances; the labor of the statesman or the magis-
proportions of the different species of living crea- trate has as its legitimate object to fit us for social.
tures; in substituting for the forests and plants life, to protect our life, liberty and property
which covered a great part of the earth irrespec- against violence or any attack that might be made
tive of their suitability to our wants, those that on them, thus giving to all the security, lacking
might prove most useful to us; in arresting the in- which, industry would soon ce .a.a.ascto be product-
crease of numerous species of noxious creatures; ire; the la])or of the clergyman or the moralist
and in subduing and then multiplying at will all may, if it be we!l directed, tend to the same re-
such as were of a nature to be useful to us. It is suit by adding to the force of authority used by

also by the more and more extensive employment the legislator or the magistrate, the force of per-
of this powerful faculty that we have succeeded in I suasion; they may, in addition, impart to life
fertilizing large tracts of desert, in drying up consolation and hope, which are utilities of no.
large tracts of marshy land, and in making the mean order, and they may also influence our
watercourses nourish our crops, move our ms- passions and our habits by enlightening us as
chines, and transport us and ourproducts; that we to their consequences in the mann[.r most favor-
are enabled to extract from the bosom of the earth able to the productive power of our industrial
the shapeless metals destined to become the in- faculties; finally, the labor of the artist and the
struments of our labor and of our exchanges, the author may also tend to the same result by

coal which we use in our homes and our manu- cultivating and purifying our imaginations, our
factories, and from which we distil the inflamma- affectional faculties, by inspiring us with a taste

blc gas which gives light to us in the night ; that for the beautiful and the good. True it is that the
we can quarry from the mountain side and the different kinds of labor have not alwaysthe tend-
crag those myriad buildings, palaces, temples, eney we have just attributed to them, and that
cities, roads, canals, etc., which are the boast of instead of contributing to tim amelioration of our
civilization; that we have diseovercd in com- intellectual and moral faculties they have often

pressed steam one of our mo_t powerful natural for effect, if it bc not their aim, to deteriorate
helpers; that we have madeof the sea_ and winds and degrade them; but if such be the c_e they
one of the great means of communication be- are no longer u_ful wet'ks, and, far from as-
tween the peoples distributed over the earth; sisting industrial advance, they are powerful
that wc have found in magnctism the guide to obstacles to it.--The first want of all-animate
show us the way across the vast expanse of the being,s is food. As long as men look to hunting,
ocean; and lastly, that we have made of that fishing, or the few vegetable foods which the
other mysterious force which we name electric- earth produces spontaneously, for their liveli-
ity, the marvelous messenger which instantane- hood, their cxisten('e is a wretched one and little
ously transmits our thoughts to distances of above that of the beasts; their wants, like their
thousands of miles. The faculty which h'ts industries, are limited, and yet to live thus even
already been successful in obtaining such admi- in the sorriest way each individmll must occupy
table results from the wonderful world which it a square league or more of fruitful soil. The
has to explore, and which is possibly destined to first step in adwmce is taken when, abandoning
obtain others stillmore astonishing, isthat known the pursuit of their prey in the forest or the
to political economy as iudu, try. We must then waters, men learn to assure themselves of their
admit as industrial progress everything which daily food by capturing the creatures most easily
tends to increase the power and productiveness of tamed and forming them into flocks which they
this faculty, all that contributes to swell the mass feed, wandering with them from pasturage to
or the importance of the utilities of every sort pasturage which the untilled soil affords. But
which are the ultimate end of its action, the sat- this means of providing food dcmaads alsothe

isfaction of our wants and the necessary basis of occupation of immense tracts of country'by a
the amelioration and diffusion of human life. small population, and in that case wants and

Hence it follows that industrial progress can be industry continue extremely limited. The most
shown in all useful works, without exception; important step in in'tustrial progress is taken
in those of the savant, the statesman, the magis- when populations, recognizing that they can by
trate, the clergyman, the artist or t_he author, as cultivation substitute alimentary vegetation for
well as in those of the agriculturist, the manu- that which has not that quality, determine to.
factnrer or the merchant. The first named exchange a savage or a pastoral existence for an

labor, or at least may labor, to develop and ira- agricultural one. -- When it reaches this la._t
prove our intellectual and moral faculties, which degree of development, industry is in possession
are so closely bound up with our industrial facul- of the most powetqul means which have been
ties that the latter are necessarily elevated or de- given it for the improvement and spread of
based with the former. Thus the labors of the human life; agriculture soon succeeds in produc-
savant, by extendingour acquaintance with nature ing a quantity of substanc_ fat" in excess of that
and with the properties of the objects submitted needed for the sustenance of the ctlltivators of
to our action, manifestly increase tim real power the soil, population increases, and some are able
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to turn their attention to other labor; hencefor- sions they would becov_% by destroying all secur-
ward wants increase progressively, and food, ity. an obstacle to industry and to all idea of

slmlter, furniture, clothing, fuel, the want of accumulation, and would thus drag down all
utensils and machines of all sor,s, of communi- classes of society to tile level of hopeless destitu-

cation, of transport, etc., put to work whole ti_m to which they have themselves fallen. (See
masses of laborers, divided into series correspond- M'Culloch's "Principles.") It is certain then that,
lug to eacll particular class of wants, then sub- all else being equal, industrial progre_ will be
divided into a multitude of differ'eat professions, most rapid and most extensive where proper_y is
which form the special occupatic_u of those who best guaranteed, not only against illegal atlacks.
practice them. Since this specialization of labor but against those made on it in the name of the
lapidlyincrease._theforceofindu_try, wealthaccu- law itself or of public authority. -- Adam Smith,
mulates, and as its sum increases, poptllations find in his endeavor to determine bow it is that di-
it easier to create new wealth; it is _hen that hum- vision or rather specialization of labor devel_,p_

erous classes can be exempted from material labor gTeatly the power of industry, assign_ three prm-
_md nmy app]y their energies tothe cultivation and cipal reasons as its cause. The first, is the in-
perfccti]]g of human f_ulties. This last named crease in aptness and dexterity which workmen
variety of labor is no less necessary than any of gain by the constant repetition of one operation;
the others to tile continuation of industrial prog- the second, is the saving of the time which is
tess, for the obstacles to this progress appear as unavoidably lost, in labor not sufficiently special-

much in thc imperfection of our moral faculties, ized, by passing from one operation to another;
in the evil bent of our passions, in the wrongs we the third, is the facility given by specialization of
are too pr_ne to do each other, as ill the things on labor, to the discovery of machines or of natural
which we act. -- In the present state of civilized motors which may save human labor, It is es-
communities the main conditions most necessary pccially by the last named of the three causes
.or most favorable to industrial progress seem tlmt division of lahor contributes powerfully to
to consist: ]st. In security, which includes the industrial progress; by concentrating the atten-
maintenance of peace and the guarantee, as com- tion of each workeron operations reduced to their
plete as possible, of property; 2d, In specializa- simplest elements, it has paved the way for a
tion of employments; 3d, In abundance of capi- multitude of inventions and discoveries. It
tal; and 4th, In freedom of labor and contract, would be an error to suppose, as has often been
--It will be needless to dwell at length on the inti- done, that division of labor does not sharpen and
mate relations between industrial progress and improve the inventive faculties, among workmen
security. In times of agitation, of trouble or and artisans. As society advances, the study of

_of war, multitudes of men who might contrib- the different branches of science and of pbiloso-
ute to this progress, are occupied, on the con- phy becomes the principal or the exclusive occu-
_rary, only with what injures and arrests it, and patton of the most intelligent men, and each of

those who are not directly engaged in hurtful acts, them, by concentrating his re,arch and his
weakened in general by anxiety and by the um.er- thought on one special branch of knowledge, ar-
taint)' of the future, lose nmeb of their energy, rives at a degree of perfection or experience nee-
Tile experience of all ages pet)yes that the most er, or at most very rarely, attained by those who
fruitful permds in industrial progress have al- busy themselves with all the sciences. (bI'Cul-

ways been th_se in which security and peace )och's "Principles.")--Thel)ossibility of special.
seemed best assured. It has only been through izing labor depends evidently on the power of

chance or by the efforts of men of genius that exchange; without this power each one of us
important discoveries destined to increase greatly would be obliged to produce by himself all the
the power of industry, have been made in a time objects of his different wants; it may therefore

-of violence or disorder, but it is evident that it be affirmed that all wlaich serves to extend the

was not this condition of affairs which gave birth power of exchange, permits the increased special-
to them, and it was only after the restoration of ization of labor, and in consequence coutributes
peace and security that all the benefits derivable to the industrial progress which depends on th'lt
from them were obtained. -- The security, of specialization. --It is easy to understand how tiffs
property is the indispensable condition of indus- progress is furthered by abundance of capital;
trial progress; for this progress is generally without too's or machines, without materials,
the result of a succes.qion of efforts which without supplies resulting i'rom previous labor,
no one would make unless certain of reaping the most highly perfected industry could effect
the fruit of them. Without this guarantee, in- but little; it was only by the continued accumu-
dustry, far from making progress, would rapidly lation of capital that industry became powerful;
slip back to its original starting point. Where and its power necessarily increases as capital in-
property is not secure, men must necessarily creases. Suppose, for example, that it be desired

look upon one another as enemies rather than to bring under cultivation adistant anduninhabit-
_s friends. The idle and improvident constant- ed land; if those who undertook such a scheme

)y seek to take possession of what has been began it with their hands only to help them, it
earned by steady and industrious men; and if the would not be long before they would perish of
.strong arm of the law did not hinder their aggres- want, however industrious they might be; but if
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they arrived at the place well supplied with all done away with or greatly diminished hie ,egisla-
the implements needed for cultivation, for clear- tire obstacles in the way of intermttionai traue,they
il_g land and for transport; with provisions, cat- will have opened the way to immense industrial
tic, seeds, etc., their enterprise might succeed, progress; for these obstacles obligeeach nation to
and their success would be the more assured devote pal'tof its energy to tho._c kinds of labor
tile greater the capital they could devote to it, which with it "tre less favored by natural circum-
the better the)- were in a position to renew _t stances than they are elsewhere, and oblige it to
need their supplies, until the newly broken land restrain within the limit of wllal it can consume
couhl furnish them itself. That a people may the exploitation of the ._pecial adwmtages of the
establlsh canals, railways, steam engines, electric country it occupies, which is simply squandering
telegraphs, etc., they must previously possess _ tho-gifts of Providenee.- Industrial p_'ogre.ss is
multitude of workshops and of instruments nec- rarely made without entailing some part i:d suffcr-
essary to the preparation of all the materials used ing, for it almost always consists in a new and
in producing these things, uuleas they receive more perfect mode of satisfyil_gcertain classes of
tlJem ready made from some other people, in wants which were formerly met by other mean.-.
which case they must give in exchange other cap- The industrial faculties eng;tged i_l tile abandoned
ital of the same value; theymust also be provid- processes can not alx_ays be tin'ned immediately
_'d with provisiozJs of every description ia suflJ- to other occupations; there i_, therefore, more or
clout quantity to support the workmen, while less intense and more or less extended suffering
they are being established. Without those con- undergone by all those whos_, special industry is
ditionn, and as long as they can not fulfill them, thus rendered, at least temporarily, useless, and
they must resign themselves to remain deprived who arc consequently obliged to change their
of these powerful means of progress and civiliza- calling. This is unfortnn.ltely "_n inevitable in
lion.--We have enumerated, among the main convenience connected with the gradual progress
_.onditions needful in industrial progress, freedom of industry. A. CLkS_;_T.
of labor and of contract. By this freedom all
men are occupied with the career in which it is INGERSOLL, Jared, was born in Connecti-
likely that they will contribute most to the pro- cut, June 14, 1749, and died in Philadell)hia, Oct.
thlction of wealth, because each man has been 21, 1822. He was graduated at Yale iu 17t_6, was
able to choose for himself the career which seemed a delegate to the continental congress from Penn
Io him best suited to his position and to his pecul, sylvania, 1780_1, and to tile convention of 17_7
tar talents; on thex)ther hand,each is urged by all (see Co_svX'rt'WIO_'), took the "federalist side in
the force of personal interest to multiply and im- politics, and was supported by the federal parly
prove the services which he can render others in for the vice-presidency in 1812. (See FEDERAL
the career which he has chosen, for with entire PARTY, II.) A.J.
freedom in transactions, the rewards which he

can obtain will necessarily be proportioned to the INHERITANCE. The right of inheritance is
quantity or the value of his services, a value de- the right by virtue of which goods t)f every kind
termincd by the free judgment of the interested are tran._mitted, after the d_.ath of those who
parties. IIence, it follows that the more exten- possessed them, tt, their heirs or descendants.
sire this liberty of thc individual is, the more uni- The person who succeeds to another's goods is

versal, perseveriug and fruitful will be the _,fforts called his heir; heritage is either the fact of
which urge men to industrial progress. Expert- transmission, or the thing tl'ansmitted, the rigllt

_*nce also amply beat's this out, for the history of of inheritance is the principle by viituc of whi_:h
industl_al development shows that it ismore pow- the transmission is made. We slmll here treat,
_,rful in proportioll as each person is fi'ee to choose only of the right of inheritance. -- The right of
his own profession, to practice it as he under- inheritance flows naturally from the right of
._tands it, (trader the sole condition of respecting property itself. "The right to dispose t,f what

the liberty and property of others), and to dispose one owns," Charles Comte justly remarks, "is
,_t will of the products he obtains. In our times one of the essential elements of l_roperty." I_
the indflstrial power of any nation may be judged fact, the owner's right over what he possesses is
of by the extent of the liberty assured toits labor, absolute, so that no one else can have any prcleu-
The most progre_ivc are those which have best sion thereto, either in the l_rescnl or i_ _bt.
known how to guarantee to every man tile free future, so long as he has not transferred it by hi_
disposition of his useful faculties and of what own act. This is a consequence of the ve,y
they produce; tbe least so, those -_here that free- nature of property, and of the original causes of
dora is most restricted, where work and commerce the institution of property. Hence the owner

are most subject to regulation by the state. --We has the right to dispose of his goods in favor of
have ah'eady alluded to the fact that the division whomsoever he pleases in the present, and, for

of labor is closely allied to the exchange of the same reason, to dispose of tbem also after his
wealth, andthat in restricting the latter, obstacles death. This is a natural and simple conclusion,
are thrown in the way of the industrial progress so simple and so natural that it has been sane-
depending on the former. We may here remark, tioned by the unanimous consent of all nations.

that on thoday industrial potiulations shall have _l_everthele_ this conclusion has been con-
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.tested at different times by certain adventurous talent. "-- This plan, which is not quite so absurd
aml frivolous spirits, who have pretended to as the former one, has found supporters. It has
-oppose the rigllts of nature, such as they under- been adopted, with some modifications, by acer.
stood them, to what they have been pleased to tain number of modern sectarians, who believed
style a mere social convention. "Can a man they were making a discovery in bringing it to
who is dead," asks Raynal, "have any rights? light, and were astonished at the fertility of their
By ceasing to exist has he not lost all his powers? own brains. Although it has become utterly ira-

Did not the great .Being, in depriving him of possible of application to landed property in
.life, deprive him also of everything that was modern society in its present state of civilization,
,dependent on his last wishes? Can these wishes this was not always tile case, nor is it equally the
,have any influence over succeeding generations? case in all nations even at tile present day. In fact,
'They can not. As long as he lived, he enjoyed, we find an instztution somewhat similar to this
.and rightly, ttm l,t1,d he cultivated. Upon his in many barbarous nations, among whom the
,death it belongs to the first person who takes possession of the land is only for life, and this
possession of it and chooses to cultivate it. Such land, after the death of the titular owner, reverts
.is nature."-- It will be noticed, and is evident to the public domain. This was the case in
,from the words which we have underscored, that France, at least for certain landed estates, under
lL'_ynal here refers only to landed property, the first French dynasty; and it is the case to-day
apparently not suspecting that there is any other in some very remote countries of the east. Ap-
kind of property. It is scarcely necessary to say plied to landed property, therefore, this system is
that we give to the word property a much larger not impossible of realization. The only strange
scope, applying it to goods of any kind that men feature about it is, that any one should dare to

,can possess. If Raynal had taken it in this sense, propose to us as progress, this practice, borrowed
which is the only one in which it should be from barbarous countries and times, beyond
.taken, he would perhaps have realized, from the which we have, most happily, so far advanced.
.first, the inju,_tice of his proposition. But what As to personal property, which is by far the most
,must we tldnk of the singular plan which this important in our times, this s)stem has been
writer proposes, even considering it from hisown found impracticable in all countries and at all
standpoint? After the death of a landowner, the times. It would be, in the first place, a revolting

first comer takes up his land, and cultivates it in injustice. Pel_sonal property, which constitutes
his place; but he probably would not do this, what is called capital in political economy, is
without taking at tile same time his plow, his essentially the fruit of the po_,_sessors' labor. It
oxen, his barn, his farm house, the unharvested has in some sort been created by them. .By what

.crops, and those already gathered; for men do right, therefore, can it be disposed of_ even after
.not labor with their hands alone, nor do they sow their death, without their approval? To whom

-without seed, nor live upon air from seed-time to would the right of thus disposing of it belong?
harvest. It is plain from the inconsistency and Do not our natural feelings tell us that property
frivolousness of his proposition that P_)'nal did of this kind can legitimately go only to the

.not even ask himself, if a landowner or farmer natural heirs of those who produced it, or to
would take much pains to gather together all those whom they themselves designated? .Be-
these things upon his place, when he knew that side, even if we should refuse to recognize the

they would become, after his death, the booty of force of these considerations, the system must
the first comer. Would he not, in this case, inevitably fail, through the obstinate resistance of
rather consume in his lifetime all he possessed, those interested, who would easily find means of
and leave after him but tile bare land? Our saving their pemonal property from the hands of
author did not stop to inquire whether there the usurpers. We may remark, moreover, that
would not always be, on his hypothesis, a num- the most violent enemies of the right of inherit-
bet of new comers ever ready to quarrel over the anee have been themselves st) strongly impressed
dead man's spoils; he did not think of informing by the evidence of this right, when considering
us how their rival pretensions could be reconciled, the question, that they have rarely attacked the
It is truly astonishing to find so much incon- right of inheritance to personal property. They
sistency in a man who, in the last century en- almost always limit the application of their system

joyed considerable reputatmn as a philosopher to landed property. -- But within these limits, it
and writer.-- The plan which he afterward pro- is evident that the system is applicable only as
posed seems not quite so thoughtless. He says: long as the land remains unimproved, that is to
"Among the different possible mcthods of triller, say, as long as the owner has not collected and
trance to citizens after their death, there is one placed there the capital necessary to improve it:
which might perhaps find some supporters: it is barns, stables, cattle, farming implements, etc.,

that the possessions of the dead man should form not to speak of the innumerable works of im-

part of the mass of public goods, to be employed provement which all lands require. This capital
first in relieving the indigent; next in continually once collected and these improvements made, as
restoring an approximate equality in private for- both are almost always inseparably connected
tunes; and, these two important points accom- with the land itself, the same difficulties of fact
.plished, in rewarding virtue and encouraging and right arise as m the case of capital. The
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'_ruthis,therefore,that thissystem isapplicable because itistheprinciplealonethatwe have here
only in the infancy of nations, when men content undertaken to lay down. CH. COQUELIN.

themselves with performing on their land the
transitory work of to-day, without establishing INSTRUCTIONS. This word, in politics, re-

anything permanent thereon. The country which fers to the right in a government or in any per.
would undertake to perpetuate such a system lion of the people to direct or control theconduct

would remain forever in that infant state in of its or their agents, delegates or representatives.
which alone it is possible.-- "If I wished," The existence of the right is determined by the

says Charles Comte, " to relate the errors, her- nature of the agency or trust, and no more gen-
rowed from the Abb_ Raynal, concerning the eral rule call be laid down than this, that in all
right of children to enjoy the goods left by cases where the relations hetween the parties are
their parents when dying, I could not help call- essentially those of principal and agent a right to
i_g attention to the fact that the family spirit prescribe what the agent may or may not do is
is one of the principal causes of the production unquestioned, and that in the case of other rela-

and preservation of wealth; that a man, to insure lions, such as those arising from a trust, the right
his children a living, performs labor and under- is uncertain. A distinction may be made between
goes privations, to which no other consideration cases in which instructions are given to a person
would induce him to submit. I would point out who is merely delegated to express in any assem-
to u_y readers that families conform their manner bly, such as a nominating convention, the prede-
of living to their means, while, if the wealth of a termined wishes of his principals, in which case
man were not to pass to his descendants, he the instructions when given by the actual princi-
should accustom his children to the severest pri- pals are properly controlling, and other cases in
vations, and himself set them the example; that, which the right of instruction is asserted over per-
consequently, he could derive scarcely any real sons sent to a deliberative body, as a legislature.
advantage from his property, even during hislifc- in which case they are not, since a legislator is not
time. I would show to them, finally, that a ha- an agent, but a representative. But no invert-
lion in which children were excluded from sue- able rule can be laid down in any case. In the
ceeding to their parents, would, in a vel T few diplomatic service instructions are specific and
years, fall a great deal lower than the inhabitants obligatory, but our diplomatic officers arc strictly
of Egypt under the domination of the mamelukes, agents. The United States Ires nevcr sent out a
or tile Greeks under the domination of the dil)lomaticoffi(,er with tim repl'esentalive charac-
Turks."_We will not here insist too strongly ter of an ambassador; our highest olficers have
upon these considerations, which will naturally been envoys, with full power fro" particular pur-
recur under theword PROPERTY, where they mol_ poses, and their instructions httve become mol'e
properly belong. But we must add a few words specific as the means of communication between
upon another phase of the question.--Although states have been facilitated, and as lhc necessity
the right of inheritance, like the right of property of depending upon their discretion ha._ thereby
itself, is .lbsolute, it can and ought to be equally heen lessened. In the last cen|urv a much wider
regulated by law. The provisions of the taw are latitude was allowed to all dil)lomati(, officers
not, l_owcver, more arbitrary in this matter than than now, and their instructions wcrc then more
tlley are on many other points. Their general general, although definingthcir limitsnntl manner
object should be, in the first place, in some sort to of negotiations. The first of our own diplomatic
force the dying man to fulfill the formal or moral otticcrs, Commissioners Adams, Jay, Laurens and
obligations contracted in his lifetime; next, to Franklin, accompanied the prelimina_T¢ artielcsof

avoid possible embarassmcnts and litigation.- peace transmitted to congress in 178_, some of
Since every man can dispose of his own goods, it which they had signed, without, as tile)' had been
is an undoubted principle that a dying man has directed todo, communicating them to the French
the power to determine by will what division he government through Count Ver_ennes, with ex-
will make of the foVtune which he leaves after cuses for having "so far deviated from the spirit

him. But if this man leaves children, shall he of our instructions"; and their disobedience seems
have the right to dispose of this fortune to the to have been very kindly acquiesced in. At a
exclusion of his children? This does not appear much later day, however, the deviation from is-

to us as a logical consequence of the right which structions was the reason alleged by the admini_
lm enjoys. By bringing into the world beings tration at Washington for the l_call of Mr. Mot-
wile depend upon him, he has contracted toward ley from his post as minister to England, although
these beings and toward society itself, the obli- so far as can be ascertained from the publications
gatmn to support them, to educate them, and to relating to this particular case, Mr. blotlcy'sdevi-

leave them, after his death, as far as his means ations from the instructions of the state depart-

will allow, in a position corresponding to that ment were scarcely perceptiblc. -- Thc instruction
which he assured them in hislifetime. Hisright, of members of constitutional conventions has
therefore, here finds a natural limit in the oblige, been claimed as a right, but principally through
lions which he may have contracted. There are the limitations of the powers of the convention
others of a different nature, equally deserving of by the legislature which called the convention.
notice, but which we shall not enumerate here, Thus, it seems to be decided that a legislature
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may cat:a conventiontoamend certainarticlesof Fisher Ames and Roger Sherman, thelattersay-
the constitution,and the conventionso calledcan ing: " Itappeam tome thatthewords arecalculat-
not prop(_seamendments to other partsof the ed to misleadthepeopleby conveyingan ideathat
constitutionnot specified.{_lass.Sup Ct.,6 theyhave a rightto controlthe debates of the

Cushing. 573; _. C. Convention, ]835.) In the legislature.This can not be admitted to be just,
Ohio eonstltu_iona]conventionof 1850 therewas becauseitwould destroythe objectof theirmeet-

also some ,_ttemptto instructdelegatesby the ing. I thinkwhen the people have chosen arep-
constituencies,and one delegate,who had been resentativeitis hisduty to meet othersfrom dif
calledupon to adhere to the instructionsgiven ferentpartsof the Union, and consultand a,_ree
him "strictly,or to resign,"chose the latter with them tosueh actsas are forthe generalhen-

course, without, however, expressly admitting efitof the whole community. If they arc to bc
the validityof such instructions.A conspicuous guided by instructionstherewould be no use Jn
instanceof the disobedienceo_ allsuch instructions deliberation; all that a man would have to do

is afforded hy the federal c(Jnvcntio,_ of 1787. would be 1o p_oducehisinstructionsand lay them

All of the delegates to that convention, excepting on the table and let them speak for him." The
those from New Jer._cy, were by their credentiLds amcndmcnt was htst by a vote of 10 to 41. The
restricled to the t:Lsk of revising aud amending feeling, however, was still very general that the
the articles of confederation, and all of them dis- pe_)ph, had some power of instructing their repre-

regarded that 1,mitation Oil the plea of necessity, sen_ativcs, and of course that disobedience t_,
--The :'i,..,ht to give instructions is of importance such instructions entailed some pclmlty, thollgh

in connection wi_h legislative bodies, and with no attempt was ever made to specify whai, it was.
nominating conventions. B]ackstone says, that John Adams, for instance, says ("Works," vol x.,
in the British l)arliamcnt "every member, though p. 605), "The right of the people to instruct their
chosen hy one particular district, when elected representatives isvcry dear to them and will never
and returned, serves fro" the whole realm, for the be disputed lty me." Judge Tucker, speaking of
cud of his c(ImiLlg thither is not particular, but the embodiment of a constituency in its repre-
general, * * and the,'eforelie is not bound, sent'_tive, and its consequent right to instruct
like a deputy iu the United Provinces, to consult him, says (1 BIack, 193 n ), "However inadmis_i-

with or take the advice of his con._tituents ble this doctrine may bein Great Britain, itscems
upon an,," particular point, unlc_ lie himself perfectly adapted to the principle of our govern-
thinks it proper or prudent to do so." This ment." This feeling found expressioninthe con
principle was first a._serted in parliament as stitutions of several of the states, in provision_
ea, ly us 1571. It is a(hnirably emph._sized by that the people have the right to petition, elc.,
Burke in defining the true relations of a legislator and " to instruct their representatives." This is
to his constituents, in the speech made by him found in the constitutions of thc following states:
to the Brislol eleclors after he had voted to ex- Arkansas, 1868, Art. I., Sec. 4; Californi_, Art.

tend the privileges of the Irish trade in op- I.; Florida, Art. I., See. 2; Indiana. Art. 1., See.
position tl) their express instructions. In the 31; Kansas Bill of Rights, Sec. 3; 3[nine, Art. I.,

United St_ttcs the same theory of the general Scc. 15; Massachusetts, Art. XIX.; )Iichigan,
char_lcter of the duties of the members in hoth Art. X¥1II., Sec. 10; .Nevada. Art. I , Sec 10;

the upper aml tile lower clmmbcrs of a legisla- _Ncw Ilampshire, Part I -XXXII.; North Caro-
turc Ires finally prevailed, although the history of ]ina Dec., Art. 1., Sec. '25; Ohio, Art. I., Sec. 3;
the subject shows s<)me wavering and a distinct Oregon, Art. I., Sec. 27; Pennsylvania I)ec.
tendency in one party Inward the narrower view. Righls, Temiessee, Art. I., Sec. 23; Vermont,

During th(¢ debate on the first proposed amend- Chap I.-XX ; West Virginia, Art. iII., Sec. 16.
n_nt to/lie coilstituti(_n ia the house of represent. The words at'(', substantially the same in the con-
ativcs, in Augalst. 1879, it was moved by Mr. stituti[)us (if each of these staie,_, but they have
Tucker, ¢)f South Carolina, to add to the clause been omitted in the late_t constitutions of Arkan-

which prohibits congress from making laws sis amt of Pennsylvania, and the clause was al.
_bridging various specified righls, these words, tered in tbe last constilution of Illinois _ as t_

" to instra_ct their representatives." The proposi- read that the people shall be secure in their right
/ion was vigorously supporWd by Elbridge Gerry, to " make known their opinions to their ,'epre-
who said: "I preeume Ihat the gentlemen of this sent_t,vcs "' The same phraseology is also used
house do not mean to arrogate to [hemselves more in tile c,nstitu_ion of Iowa, Art. I., Sec. P.,0, and
perfection than human nature has as yet been in that of New Jersey, Art. I., Sec. 19. It is dif
foundcapable of; if they do not, they will admit ficult to discover the object of such provisions

an additional check against abuses, which this, The latter is obviously absurd, and ff the lan-
like ever)" o_ber govcr_lment, is subject to. In- gm,ge used in the greater number of the constitu-
struction from the people will furnish this in a lions is to be construed as protecting the right of
considerable degree. * * * /Now although I the people to give their representatives advice or

do not believe the amendment would bind the rep- information, it seems usele_ and equally absurd•
resentatives to obey the instructions, yet I think If it is 1o be construed as meaning anything more
the people have a right both to instruct and bind than that, it not only does violence to the true
them." The motion was opposed by 5iadison, and established conception of the function of
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representa*.,ives, that they are to deliberate and to tempt to provide means for enforcing them, the
legislate for tlle.qeneT.algood, but it is also futile. "lcquiescence of senators in the view that states

So such provisions could give the instructions had tile right so to instruct, has sometimes given
any coercive effect unless some penalty was at- them a binding force. Thus in tlle case or' Mr.
tached to the disobedience of them, and no pen- White, who had been instructed to reverse his
ally in suci_ eases has ever been imposed or aug- course of w)til_g on cert.tin measures and to sup-
gcsted. --These provisions can be considered only port _Ir. Van Buren's admh_istration, Benton
a_ an expression of a feeling prew_lent at .the continues: "tie consulted his self-respect, a*
trine of their adoption, of a vague distrust of well as obeyed a democratic prin¢,il)le, and sent
an)' central government, and of the necessity for in his resignation." A more conspicuous instance
the fullest protection of individuals "lgainst it. occurred in 1840. Messr-. Brown and Strange,
Stwh provisions have, however, in conjunction both democrats, were at that time senators from

wilh the earlier democratic the_ry of the sr,ver- _'orth Car,}lina, and the whigs cq)ntrolled the
eigmy of the states, servecl to give coh)r of au state legislature. The wing party had disavowed
tho_ity to tile frequent assertion of the right of a the doctrine of state instluc_ion, but nevertheh,s,_

state legislature to instruct its senators in con- in 1838 this particular whig legislature pa*scd a
cress. Ul)on th_s topic Rawlc says: "Some of set of re._olutions denouncing the pas.-ave of tile
the state legislatures apt)car t_) have viewed tln' expunging resolutions by the senate, and al._c) the

relative duties of the senators whom tlmy haw; cour._e of the administration generall3, and fur-
:_ppointe(1 in a more restricled light titan it is up- tiler resolved "that sol' senators in congress will
prchended the constitution implies. It seems to represent the wishcs of a m_jority of the people
have Ix_._usupposed that the senators were bound of the state by voting to carry out the ft)regoing
ttl obey the direetimls of the state legislatures, r_:soluti()ns." To this thctwo seDatolsrcsponded
and the language of some resolutions has been, in a letter, dated Dec. 81.18"_8, as f(Jllows: "The
that the senators be 'instructed' and the mere- reqt)luti,ms (Is not exple._sly instruct us to ('arty
bets of tile house of representatives from the par- into effect the opinions expressed _hert,in, n_r are
tmular states 'requested' to make and support we able to perceive in them impliedly any au-
certain resolutions. But surely the opinion is er- tl:oritative coamland, su('h as instructions con-
roueous; a senator is l_o more bound to obey the vey. We are therefore left to infer tlmt it was

instructions of tile state legislatures in opposition the intention of the general assembly not to a_sert
to his own judgment than a representative of the or to exercise the right of instrut.tion. We have
people in the other house is bound by the occasion- therefore publicly (leelarcd that whenever in_truc-
al iltstructions of his constituents. They are both tionsarc given us by the legislature we will either
elected for the purpose of freely and honcstlycx- ol)cythcmorre_-igu. Welhereforercspccttullyask
ereising their own judgment according to the best y,_ur honorable bodies if we err in our con,_trite-
of their capacities." (Rawle on the Constitution, lion of the resolutions, that we may be set light."

p. 38.) The history of many states furnishes in- The legislature, in reply, resolved that " the res,_-
sta_Jees of the assertion of the right. John ]utions are sufiqciently plain an(1 intelligible to
Adams bewailed it in Ma.qsachusetts m 18"20, anti be coml)rehended by any one desirous of under-
in the same )ear the .New Yo_k legislature standing them;" and it was insisted by Sir. Clay
pa_sed a resolution "instructing the senators and in ttle sen'tte, and by whig newspapers, that the
requesting the ropresentatives" from New York resolutions in question were really instructions,
t() vote against tl_e admission of a shire state to and that Messrs. Brown and Strange were, there-

the Union. The legislature of the same state fore, on thewown theoty, bound to re¢ign. They
_t]_oinstructed it._ senators to vote for the tariff of presented the resolutions to the senate, but (lid
1828, and Van Buren, then a senator, obeyed not at once resign, presumably l)(,cau_e tlmt
lhc_e in._tructions _n opposition to his persr)nal course would have destroyed tile demt_cratic ma
x_i_hcs, ahhough Webster insinuates that he 1)ro- jority in the semite. Rul their failure _o t_ do

cured them to be paused in order tlmt he might, subjected lhem to so much criticism at home that,
oil the ground of a state's right to instruct its in 1840, they tendered their resignations iu such
senators, excuse his tariff vote to the state's-rights manner as to make the propriety of their c_)urse

and free-trade wing of his party in the southern an issue at the ensuing state election, in x_hich, as
_tates --It would be difficult and unremunera- it resulted, the _higs w_m a decided victory.
live Is l_scertain how often this right to instruct The case of the censure of Charles Sumlicr by
_el_at,ws has been asserted. Benton, speaking of the Massachusetts legislature, in 1879., may I)e re-
the rcMguation of senator Hugh L. White of ferred to in this connection as an illustration of
T_'nnessee, says that it took place "under cir- an entirely different and more m_)dern view of a

('u_ustanees not frequent, but sometimes occurring senator's duty under such circuinstances. -- The
m the senate--that of receiving instructions from passage of resolutions in state legislatures requcsl-
tlle general assembly of his state, which either ing the representatives and senators from each
operate a8 a censure upon a senator or which re- state to pursue a particular c(mrse in congress, is
(lui_'e him to do something which either his con- still not infrequent, as, for -instance, tile reso]u-
•"t'n:nee or l,is honor forbids." While in tim case tions passed by the _ew York legislature in 1881,

st such instructions there has never been any at- urging the confirmation of President Gal_eld's
87 vo_. r_.-- 34
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nominee for collector of the port of _ew York, munities have ever been united. IJaazard notaing
which had been vehemently opposed by the New in saying that there is not an instance in our po-
York senators, and thefree-traderesolutionspassed litical history, from the meeting of the first revo-
by the Iowa legislature in 1882. --The doctrine lutionary congress to the present day, of the dele-

of instructions has been applied more frequently gates of any state voting by majority and counting
aud more variously to delegates to nominating per capita." (Calhoun, "Works," vol. vi.)--In
conventions than to members of legislatures, and the democratic convention of 1848 delegates from
pcrhaps properly, on the theory of the mere North and South Carolina stated that the)" voted
_lgency of such delegates. Without reference to in accordance with their instructions. In 1852
local conventions it will be sufficient to trace the the democratic convention resolved that each state

usage in this regard in the nathmal conventions, should be entitled to the same number of votes to
From that usage it appears that the doctrine of which it would be entitled in the next electoral
instructions has been applied, first, to the instruc- college, without reference to the number of dele-
tion of district delegates by their actual constitu- gates in attendance, and "that the manner in
cuts, through the caucus or convention selecting which the said vote is to be cast shall be decided
them ; _cond, to the instructions by a state con- by the delegation of each state itself." The whig
ventio-n of all the delegates from that state, how- convention of this year adopted the same resolu-
ever chosen--but in such cases the instructions tion excepting the last clause, and the whole of
have in htcr years rarely extended to a direction the resolution was readopted by the democratic
to vote for a particular person, aL_d have not convention of 1856. In 1860, at the Charleston
gone further than to instruct the delegation to democratic convention, the Georgia delegation
vote 'ts a unit in accordance with the decision of was "requested" to vote as a unit, and Mr.
the majority, thus constituting the well.knowu Caleb Cushing, the chairman, decided that this
"unitt_ale"; third, the adoptionof the unit rule amounted to an instruction which must be
by the delcg'atioa itself, and its own instruction obeyed. The New Jersey delegates were "re-
to its chairman to cast all the votes of the dele- commended" to vote as a unit, and this Mr.

gation in one way or for one person. The dem- Cushing decided was likewise a binding instruc-
ocmtic party has leaned toward the validity of tion ; but on this point his decision was re-
,he instructions in each of these cases, while the versed by the convention, which also decided
whig anti republican parties have favored the that in the absence of instructions to a delega-
opposite view, and it seems to be now settled in tion to vote as a unit its members might cast
the latter party that delegates are not in anysense individual votes. There was in this conventien
agents and bound by their instructions, but that much intelligent discussion by the chair and
each may vote his own sentiments. TILe princi- others, of the whole subject upon instruction, anti
pal instances in which the right of instruction while the right to instruct seemed to be unques-
has been asserted in national conventions are as tioned, it was not clear what amounted to an in-
follows: In the democratic convention of 1840 struction. --In 1860, also, the republican conven-

the delegates from most of the states were instruct- tion granted the right to two delegates from Mary-
ed to vote for Van Buren. In the democratic con- land, after the vote of that state had been cast as
vention of 1844 the delegates from Massaehu- a unit, to vote as individuals, and at this conven-
setts, Pcnusylwmia, Ohio, Michigan, _blaine, _'ew tion the unit rule was imposed upon the _New

/rlampshire, Vermont, Connecticut, RhodeIsland, York delegation by a vote of the delegates in
Louisiana, Alabama, Mississippi, Arkansas, Illi- caucus, under circumstances which are worthyof
nots and New York, were instructed to vote for mention. It was fem'ed that the delegation, wlfich
Van Buren by tim conventions which selected had been expected to vote unanimously for Mr.

them. or else Van Buren had been actually nomi- Seward, might break, and to avoid that contin-
hated by those oonventions. In this convention gency a caucus was called, fromwhich all persons
of 1844, also, the unit rule seems to have been not delegates excepting+Mr. Thurlow Weed were
a.sserted for the first time by Virginia. The del. excluded, and through his instrumentality a rcso-

eg-ates from that state were appointed en masse, lution was adopted by a large majority instruct-
and it was resolved that the votes of her dele- ing Mr. Evarts, the chairman of the delegation, to
gates should be settled by the majority and count, cast the solid vote of New York for Gov. Seward,
cd per capita. In ref_.retme to this, Mr. Calhoun, and although this resolution was bitterly opposed

in an address to his political friends and support- as a gag law by several delegates, it was acqtll-
ers, dated February, 1844, after animadverting eseed in by all, and the vote of l_ew York w,ts
severely upon the manner in which the convention cast as dtrected. -- In 1868, in the republican cot_-

was being packed, and refusingto allow his name vention, the PennsTlvanla delegation presented a
to go before it, says: "I object not less strongly candidate for the vice-presidency under instruc-
to the mode in which "Virginia has rcsolved tions, but when one member of that delegation
her delegates shall vote. With all dud respect refused to be bound by those instructions, and

I must say I can imagine nothing more directly in pleaded "the great principle of individual rigitt
conflict with the principle of our federal system to be represented in that convention," he w;ts
of govcrnment, or, to use a broader expression, overwhelmingly sustained by the convention.--
the principles upon which all confederate com- In 1876 a caucus of the New York delegation tt)
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"the republican .convention attempted to instruct is connected with loss of property, not only to the
its chairman to cast the solid vote of the state for laborer himself, but also to those dependent upon

Mr. Conkling, as had been done in 1860 for bit. him. Of course many of these dangers can be
Seward; one delegate, however, :_Ir. George warded off by the owner himself. His powcr to
William Curtis, asserted the right of every dcle- do so increases with increasing education, which

gate "to vote his own sentiments," and declined teaches him caution, makes him acquainted with
to be bound either by the unit rule or the instruc- the causes of the dangers, and enables him to pro-
lions of his colleagues; and the convention, by a tcct llimsclf against the inimical forces of nature.
vote of 395 to 353, sustained his position. In the Education has, of course, the same effect upon
same convention the Pennsylvania delegation was the diminution of those willful and careless actions
_.tated to have been instructed by the state con- by which the rights of others arc inv'tded.
vcntion to vote for Gov. Hartranft, and tovoteas Against other dangers of the same sort, whose
a unit under the direction of the majority. Four removal exceeds the strength of the individual,
members of the delegation declined to obey these the state protects by its courts and police. But it

instructions, on the ground that they held crcden- is impossible for the individual or the state to
tials from their own districts and owed no allegi- protect against all dangers to property, even with
ante to thestateconvention, and after debatethey the best intentions. In spite of education, in
were allowed, by a w)te of 395 to 354, to vote as spite of the best ruled state, serious accidents
imlividuals for Mr. Blaine. -- The occurrences in will happen, such as sickness, which disturbs or
the republican convcntion of 1880 are too recent ends human lahor; premature death of fathers,

to need more than a bare reference. The dclega- which exposes the widows and orphans to want;
lions from New York, Pennsylvania and Illinois conflagrations, hail storms, floods, earthquakes,
were "instructed," and the convention, by a de- bad harvests, cattle plagues, shipwrecks, accidents
cisive vote, refused to consider them bound by in travel, bankruptcies, panics, crises, etc., etc.
their instructions.- In democratic conventions Losses of property by suc.h occurrences are un-
the validity of instructions and even their ncces- avoidable. It goes without the saying that such
sity is still recognized. The convention of 1876, losses may easily become ruinous to those upon
for example, resolved "that thestates be requested whom they fall, and may prevent them from

_o instruct their delegates to the democratic na- again taking up any remuncrative employment.
tional convention which is to be held in 1880, Since the loss is unavoidable, there is only one
whether it is desirable to continue the two-thirds course to meet it--restitution. But who shall

rule longer in conventions," and in democratic make this? In the case of nmlicious or careless
conventions the unit rule based on instructions is actions of others, there is a legal claim to damage
still in vogue, but it is to be presumed, only be- from that person. But what if the offender is

cause of the lack of desire on the part of the dele- unable to mcct the obligation, or can not be ascer-
gates to break or violate it. Consideredaltogcther, tained? What of those losses caused by natural

instructions for legislatol_ or delegates appeal', forces or by accident? The loser must bear all
therefore, to be passing away with the ultra-demo- the loss himself in such cases unless he is as._isted
cratic theory of the rights of states and of con- by charity. But it will not do to rely upon this
stituencies upon which they were founded; and source, since, as it is purely voluntary, no claim
happily, for the doctrine of instructions seems in- can be made to it, either upon the state or the

consistent with the theory of an intelligent and individual. _Nor would it be desirable to do so,
free representative system, and in practice it had since individual independence would thus be ira-
become a mere instrument in the hands of ma- paired. Fortunately there is another way to
chine politicians for the accomplishment of selfish replace these losses. Human society suggests it
ends and the perversion or the defeat of the by affording a kind of help which is perfectly
wishes of the actual constituents, consistent with the self-respect of the receiver,

FP._DERICK W. WnTrm:DOE. viz., self-help. A loss which is distributed among

many is scarcely felt by the individual. When,
INSURANCE is a contract by whichone party therefore, a large numl)er of persons who are

undertakes to protect the other, to a greater or threatened by the same danger unite and declare
less extent, against the pecuniary consequences the loss which may happen to any individual in
of certain accidents to which men arc liable, such the union from this danger to be a common one,

as tl:e loss of property by fire or shipwreck, or the i.e., to be a burden resting equally on all, a means
1,)_s (jf future earnings by sickness or death. I. of securing full restitution has been found. This
T]_e ._reed and Basis of In_uranve. The material will be made up by the shares of all members in
possessions which constitute the property of man the lo_ which by the terms of the society is to be
are, aside from the destruction of value which a common one. By accepting the share which

o('curs in consequence of their use, constantly ex- falls to him, every member secures the right of
posed to all kinds of injuries and losses, which claiming full restitution in case a similar loss

are occasioned partly by human actions and partly should occur to him. This is generally a small
by the hostile forces of nature. Even human sacrifice in comparison with the advantage so-
labor is not exempt from this destiny, and, as it cured by it, which often consists in the averting

creates property, its temporary or permanent loss of complete ruin. The injured party owes his
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_curity against loss, therefore, not to any act of Otherwise, there would be no basis for a'deeisiou
another's liberality, but to his own resources real- as to the practicability of insurance, and as to
ized by union with others. The help afforded whether and how far it would be advantageous;
has tlle nature of an economical undertaking, and thus the sine qua nol_ of a sound insur-

and rests, therefore, on reciprocity of servicc, ante would be lacking. The science of statistics
The individual member helps the others make is, therefore, of great importance to il,suranee.

restitution and receives in return restitution fl'om With its development not only will the existilJg
thcm. This reciprocal aid is afforded by the con- branches of insurance gain a firmer foundation
trivance of in_lralwe, which has acquired in and a wider extension, but it will rcmlcr possible
modern times such great importance and exten- the establishment of new branches hitherto uu
sion. The matter is so simple and the principle known. Thus it is possible that with the further
underlying it so plain that it is astonishing that evolution of the statistics of crime, insurance
such an institution did not exist in ancient times, against theft, robbery, deceit, etc., _ill have a
that it was not born until the middle ages and future, while, on the other hand, the failme of
did not acquire a really great importance un- insurance _gainst hail and the cattle plague to be-
til within a comparatively recent period. -- H. come as wide spread and firmly established as fire
Object _f Ins,l_wlwe. We have described this or life insurance is to be ascribed mainly to our
in general already, but it needs a more c'lre- present defective knowledge of their st:vistie_.
ful definition. Not every direct or indirect Finally, the injury to be insured against mu.-1 b_.
loss is adapted for insurance. A loss intention- capable of easy investigation, both as to tim man-
ally inflicted by a person on himself jean not net of its occurrence and its amount. The exzwt
be an object of insurance: the loss nmst be more invcstigalion of its origin is especially neces-ary
or h,ss accidental. It i_ not necessary, however, when it cmfld have been easily caused by th(, in
that the injury done shall he absolutely acci- sured 1)arty lfimself. -- III. The In,_urance t'rc
dental. It is enough that it be accidental so far minim aJ_d its Standard. It has already hcen rt,-
as the injured party is concerned, i. e., not in- marked that insurance is no one-sided transa(tio_
tended by him but caused hy the actions of other in which only ouc party gives and the nlh(,r Jr-
parties whicll he could not hinder. It makes no ceives--it is not an act of charity. It resls ul).n
differen(.e whether the action of others which service and counter-service, it is a contract. The

I caused the injury was donc on purpose, or care- service of the insured by which he acquires fin._
les_ly or in ignorance of the consequences. :Even right to indemnification for loss we call tim b_.ur.
Io_ which occm.'s through one's own negligence, auce premium. It is the share of the total los._cs
if it is not too gross, does not exclude from in- of all insured parties which the individu:d as-
surance. Itowever, in the present stage of the sumcs when he joins the association. The premi-
development of insurance, accident plays the urns mu_t also furnish the mcans of covering th(:

principal l)art, and. in in..uring, regard i._h:nl first rumfing cxi)eascs, of a(,cumulating the nccessary
and chiefly to it. But the ol)ject of insurance is reserves, of paying the interest on any bm'row¢ d
still more limited. The i.jury must not I)e. of c'lpital which may be neces_ry, and, in ca._e th,,
such a kind tlmt it can hapl)en at the same time to insurance is undertaken as a bu.ine.-s venture, (.'
aver s' large number of the owners of tho_e objects yielding a fair return on capital aml labor to th,.
threatened by it, or tirLt it threatens a sm'fil class undertakers. As a matter of course the am,m._
of perk)us very often aud most others very seldom of the premium can not be the same for cv( _x (,.e
or not at all. If the first were the case, the insured, but must be regulated according to lh,,

amounts devolving upon the individuals to pay in eventual adwmtage which the insured parly x_ill
order to indemnify the rest would reach such a get from the insm'.tnec. The value of the (;bj_,(t
height that it would be better for each one to bear insured is, of course, the most iml)orlant ch,mrl_
his own loss. If the second should be true, there The greater the valuc, the greater the inju,/
would be, in addition, the fact that the number of which the loss of the same inflicts upon the i)o._-r-

participants would be so small that no considerable sor, and the: greater the advantage which the lat _ r
advantage could accrue from a distribution of the derives from insurance. But there is also a s(',
loses. This is the reason that lo_ses from floods, ond consideration. The insured objects are mJt
earthquakes, volcanieeruptions, awdanches, h)cust all equally exposed to the danger, but some of

plagues and war are not proper objects for insur- them more and some less. In the former (.a-,'
anec, and why even insurance against the damage the insured party will sooner and oftener be ia :t
by hail storms has never become universal. The condition to make demands on the insurer Ih,._

loss to be insured against must be, further, cal)a- in the lattcr, from which it follows that _h.

ble of e_timation by statistics; it must occur with premium should be different in the two c:_-, -
a certain regularity; the causes and occasions of The basis of the premium, therefore, _s ado.:,],'
_ts now frequent, now rare occurrence must be one, and consists in the value of the insured (,,,m
known. And even if these can not be traced modity and the degree of danger to which _t i_
back to certain natural laws, yet the "law of exposed. And it is only when the premium _-_
large numbers " must be applicable, and the long- fixed with reference to these two points that :rr
continued and comprehensive observations neces- vice and counter-service become equal. Wi_b :_
aary to ascertain this must not be neglected, uniform rate-of premium the possessors of :he
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more valuable aud more exposed property would vidual or a political organization may adopt the
llave a great advantage over the others. The industrial system, i. e., the system in which the
value of the insured object is generally easily business of insurance is conducted for tile same
ascertained and its determination can generally purpose as any other business, viz., to make
be left to the owner. For, as the premium varies profits for tlle undertakers, and since in both

with the value and is expressed in per cent. of the kinds the premium appears. :Nor does the term
Jatter, and as the increase of the premium con- "' mutual" seem to be a good one, since all insm'-
scquently tends to prevent over-valuation, there is ance is mutual and could not exist on any other
no great danger in so leaving it, provided that no basis. The only difference between the so-called
restitution shall be made in case of intentional mutual and the industrial systems consists in the
dcslruclion on the part of the owner, and that peculiar w_y in which the principle of reciprocity
_lJe sum paid shall in no case exce_,d the actual expresses itself. While in the former case every
loss sustained. On the other hand, it is difficult participant is at once insured and insurer, and thus

to estimate properly the danger. This dcpemls the elemcnt of mutuality appears directly, in the
_lpon various circumstances and relations which industrial system this takes lfla(.e through a third
can not always be foreseen. And even if these party, tile insurance undertaker, who assumes
should be known, their effec_ is oftentime_ very the rSleof insurer toward all in._ured and receives
various. The degree of danger can be most easily from them the premiums. In this system insurer
determined in the case of life insurance, since it and insured are distinctly opposed to each other
depends in this case upon thc rates of mortality, in consequence of a division of labor. Instead
with which we are tolerably well acquainted, of the owners of property performing for one
owing to the statistics which have been carefully another the service of insurance, tbey have this
kept for several generations. In other cases we done by a third party who makes a business of it,
must rely altogether oil the law of general ave.r- and whom they pay for his services. The real
age, which needs longer continued observations distinction between the two systems lies in the
to establish it thoroughly, than 2my we have yet speculative character which the industrial system
•btaJn_d. According as thc insurance is tern- possesses, and must possess, but which the mutual

porary, L e., relating to a single definite accident, system lacks. Tile better terms, then, would be,
or permanent, i. e., relating to such accidents in the speculative and non-speculative systems.--
gez_cral for an indefinite period, the rate of The mutual insurance system needs no capital
premium will be different. In temporary or stock. The means of repaying losses comes ex-
occasional insurances the rate varies merely as elusively from the contributions, or premiums, of
the sum of the actual or probable losses in one tile members. If the lo_ses increase, the premi-
(tetinite instance; in permanent insurances, on the um must be raised in order to make full resti-

contrary, as the number and extent of the losses rut]on, as it may be diminished with every de-
during a giving period, generally ayear. In per- crease in tbe losses. The premium is, therefore,
maueut insurance the premium is, therefore, variable, and is determined by the losses to be
l*eriodical and generally annual, and is paid regu- made good. As no profit is intemled, these two
];Lrly every year as long as the insurance con- items correspond almost exactly, the premium
tlaues. The premium, of course, like the pay- including a small per cent., m addition, to defray
ment of every other service, is subject to the law expenses of "l(lministration. The simple._t way
of competition, which begins to make itself felt to manage ttle mutual system is to reckon tip,
when competing insm'ance companies meet each after the lapse of a certain h,ngth of time, the
_thcr in the same field. Economyin administra- losses which have occurred within that period,
lion, great extent of business, which effects an and to distribute the amount necessary to make
cve_cr distribution of losses, exactness and cau- them good among the individual members in
th_n in insuring and estimating losses, careful proportion to the value of their insured property
regard to the degree of danger, a,d rejection of and the danger to which it is expo._ed. The pre-
all hazardous risks, permit a reduc,.:aa of the miums are then paid in. Of course, there is no
p_emium without depriving the h_stitution of its reference herc to any estimation of probabilities
_dlility to meet its obligations.--IV. Synternz of in reference to the happening of any accident;
1,_,¢r_tJwe. The various systems of insurance the premium varies exactly with the actual losses

may be classed, in the first place, as public and incurred. On the other hand, annual premiums
l)ri_'ate, according as the insuring party is the may be fixed which the insured parties must pay
.'.l:tte (or municipality) or an individual, either in advance, these to l)e determined with reference
alo_e or in union with other individuals. The to the aver'tge of losses likely to occur withill the

rc-pective merits of the public and private sys- space of a year. If tlle amount of the premiums
'"ms of insurance will be examined when we cxcecds the demand of any year, thesurplus may
,ome to discuss the relation of the state to insur- be added to the reserve, or treated as a profit and
_nce. There is another division of insur_mce written to the credit of lhe various members on

systems into the industa'ial and mutual systems, their next premium. If the losses exceed the
']'lJc fermer has been sometimes called tht "(;tat premiums, the deficit may be made up from the
sio¢.k o1" premium syster, L These terms do not reservo, or, in case _here is no reserve, must be
_eem very h_p_)y, i_mueh as a private indi- made good by subsequent payments.--In the
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industrial or speculative system the premium is a rate of the mutual system. For in this way they"
fixed sum, by the payment of which the insured have one less variable item in their expense.list,
party secures the right of complete restitution and escape the unpleasant after-payments whose
under all circumstances, and nothing more. Tlie anmunt can never be determined beforehand.
insured can not be called upon to make good any Further, and what is more important, the specula.
deficit nor can he lay claim to any share in tivc companies, in spite of their profits and of
the profits of the undertaking. If the pre- their capital stock, often succeed in keeping their
miums amount to more than the losses and fixed premiums at the same height as the average
running expenses, the surplus belongs to the rate of themutual companies and sometime_ev(.n
insurer as undertaker. It is his profit--the reduce them lower. They make this possible
only consideration which can move him to carry when they organize their administration simply,

on insurance usa business. On the other hand, judiciously and economically; when they pro-
if the premiums do not cover losses and ex- cced with great caution in the acceptance of iu-

peases, the insurer must bear the loss himself; surances, exclude objects of great risk altogether,
he has no further claim upon the insured. It accept very valuable ones only at a part of their
makes no difference to the insured whether value, andlimit themselvesto a certain amount in
there are many or few accidents, whether the any one place; when they invest their premium_
damage done is great or small. The responsibil- profitably and reinsure in other companies, and
ity of the insurer in this system necessitates a thus make them liable also. Of coursc, specula-
capital stock, which is usually collected by the tire insurance has the advantage over small mu-
sale of shares. The nominal sums are not gener- tual companies, since in the latter the distrihution

ally paid up in full, but only from 10 to 20 per is not extensive enough to make the premiums
cent. of the same. It is seldom th'_t further pay- reasonable. In short, here, as in other nmtters,
meats are necessary; for the premiums must the service which another renders us as a matter

equal the lo_es and running expenses. The of business in return for pay, is frequently cheap-
amount paid up is used in getting a fair start, er than that which we perform for ourselves.
and if anything remains it constitutes a guaran- Some other advantages are claimed for tile ran-

tee fund. ']'he losses would have to be cnor- tual system, but they aremore apparent than real,
mous if this fund could not cover them, or if and in no case important enough to give it tim
it could not be easily replaced if it were necessary preference over the speculative system. A ghmcc
to take a portion of it. Masius makes the state- at the previous course of development lea_es no
ment that in the course of forty years there was room to doubt that the speculative system, even
only one case in fire insurance and ten in hail in- where it has as yet gained no foothold, is de,lined
surance where further payments toward tile cap- to take the lead. But it is desirable that mutual

itai stock were necessary. In order to be sure companies shall continue to exist side by side
of punctual payment, however, in case of need, with the speculative coml)auies , since their corn-
the shares are generally in the names of the petition can not fail to have a good effect upon.
shareholder% and these must bind themselves the latter, and they will find a wider fit, ld opelJ
to make further payments, if called upon. The ing up to them whenever the speculative corn-
paid-up c_lpital must, of course, pay ordinary panies in their pursuit of gain lay tllem.,clw._
i,,ter_.st, at_d the premium must be arranged with open to the charge of abusing the interests of the
rcferen(.e to that also.--Since tile speculative insured.--V. Branches of lnsurance. Insunmc(;
system auns at a profit and can not exist without is divided into several different branches, accord

it, and since it needs, further, a capital stock on ing to the kind of accident insured again.q or
which it must pay interest, it does not seemprob- according to the object insured. The bran¢'h('_

able that it c-m furnish insurance at the same rate which have won a firm footing are fire insur;mcc,
at which the purely mutual system could do it, hail insurance, animal insurance, transportati0a
which d_)cs not care for profit and needs no capi- insurance, life insurance, mortgage insurance,
tal. It would not seem, thcn, that the former glass insurance, and re-insunmce. The limit_ of
could compete with the latter. For why should the present article forbid more than abrief notice.

a man l)ay a higher sum than nccessary for a of the two or three more important branch('-. --
given service? And yet we see that as a matter Fire InsuraT_ce covel_s those losses of prop(.lly
of fact the speculative system is not only able to which occur through the destructive agcn(.it's ot
compete with the mutual system, but is continu- fire. 1_o_ every conflagration gives to the in-u_'_,I
ally gaining ground upon it. Why is this? In a claim against the insurer. If the fire :,_,,-"

the first place, the premium in the formeris fixed; from earthquakes or other unusual natural oc_ :::'"
in the latter it is variable. Most men, if they fences, or if it was occasioned by war or rt_,I, lJ,,
have to make periodically rccmTing expenditures restitution is made, and of course none is na._(:_'

for any purpose, prefer a definite to an indefinite to him who caused the fire on purpose or thr()_J-h
sum, as they know then what amount they must very gross carelessness. On the other h_d,
save and have at hand. And most men prefer to not only are damages paid which are oct,t-
have the sacrifice which insurance demands mess- stoned by the fire, but those also inflicwd _a
ured in advance by a fixed sum, which they glad- attempts to save the property. Fire insura,,cc
ly pay even though it be higher than the average may be subdivided into insurance on l)ui!Siugs
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and on movable prorJert.v of various kinds, in- same object deprives the owner of all eblim ou

eluding not only tile furniture in a house but also either of the companies. /ks to the period of
iusLruments° machinery, supplies of agricultural insurance, the mutual companies generally i.,sue

commodities, etc. Some companies take both no policies for leas than six months, and many of
kinds of insurance, some only one kind. Certain them not for lc-s than one year. The speculative
objects are generally excluded from insurance, companies insure for one month or even less, but

partly on account of their great risk, and partly charge a higher premium fordoing so, while they
on account of the difficulty of protecting the make, also. important reductions in premiums ou
company from being cheated, such as powder policies whicll run forseveral )'ears. After every
mills, smelting works, glass factories, theatres, fire which has destroyed insured property the
cash, bonds, stocks, etc. As in other insurance company makes a careful investigatit)n of the
the premium varies with the value of the object accident, n(lt merely to asccrlain the amount of
,nd the degree of the danger. In _he valuation damage done, but also to find out the cause of the

of buildings the cost of rebuilding in case of fire, as iu certain cases ah'eady mentioned, the
to_al destruction is tile standard. In tile case of ohl company is under no obligation to pay the policy.
buildings a deduction is generally m'ldc to allow --MaTine f_._uralwe is the most important form
for diminutiou in value from age. In the wdu- of transportation insurance. Its object is the
ation of movable property tile average price fob'ms partial or entire cargo of the ship and the ship
:he extreme limit. Several circumstances affcct itself. It insuresa_,ufinst the accidents whlchmay
the firc risk in buildings, such as the style of build- happen to a ship during the sea voyage. The
iHg, whether more or less fire proof; the bu-iness danger of such accidents depends upon the.length
u hich is pursued init; tile commodities stored ia of the voyage and the time nece_-.'ary to make
it; the condition of the buildingaad the pu_'poses it, upon the character of the route, the season,
for which the neighboring buihlings are used; the the c(_ndition of the ship. the crew, and the de-
position of the building in refcrem:e to its distance gree of secnrity from piracy. An experience of
from other buildings; finally, the condition of the several hundred years has establi._hcd pretty ac-
fire companies and the means of extinguNhiug curatcly the average number of sucll accidents,
fires. Buihlings are divided by the insurers into and their causes in the v'lriousseas, and the influ-
several different classes accordingto these circum- enee of the sc'_s(m on th_ ir frequency. As to the
htauces, and the premium is graded accordingly, condition of the ship, there are companies of un-
So faras movable propert)" is concerne(l, the degree derwritcrs in tim chief commercial cities, particu-
of risk is determined both by the kind of commod- hrly in London and Palls, which keep exports in
ityaudthe character of the building in which iris most seaboard citi(,s of any imt)ortance through-
stored. Full information on these points is abso- out the worht, whose business it is to investigate
lutely necessary to a proper determination of the every ship coming in as to quality, condition and
amount of the premium, and the applications seaworthiness, and scud them the info_mati_ln.
fi)r insurance to be filled out by the insured party On the basis of this iafo,'matiou they cla._,ify all
should contain corresponding questions. The the ships ye_lrly. The le.,.,istcrs they kt_cp are
application forms are consequently of consider- open to all marine in-curancc co,npanies for a small
able importance, and the careful investigation of consideration, and as they all make use of them
all statements made therein is a life-and-death they are acquainted with the facts iu rc._lrd to
question with the companies. TArts investigation any ship applying for insurance. Tlwy thus have
is the business of the local agents who effect in- little difficulty in fixing the premium according
,.uraace in the names of tile companies by which to the risk. Tiic p,'emium varle_, of course, in
they are appointed. Very much depends, there- the first place as the amoullt of the polio.y, and
fore, on the proper choice of such agents. The tim latter as the value of the insured commodi-
companies can be more secure if they require an ties. In iixing the amount of the iusuralmo, so
official attestation to the truth of the statementsin far as tim ship is eon('erncd, not only is its value
tlm _q)plication. :Especial care must be taken to but also that of its equipments and the costs of
prevent the company from being exposed to loss fitting for sea taken into considcratiou. The
by a too high valuation, or by insurance of the amount of insurance on the cargo is measured by

sameobject in several different companies. Over- the invoi('e wllue of the comnmdities, plus the
insurance may be prevented, if the company costs of transportation to the place of dc_haati(m,
never pays more than the loss actually suffered, plus the insurancel)rcmiumand someotheritem_,

and if the nominal sum is paid only in case it is among which is often fotmd an imaginary profit
("q_lal to or ]e_s than the loss. Many institutions of 10 per (:cut. The amount of insurance must
attempt to protect thcmselvesbyrefusing to insure not exceed the valuation; if it should do so in
f-r mnrc than a part of the value. This precau- any case tile company is not liable for the excess.
tionary measure has the wholesome effect of The li._hility of the insurer exten(ls to " advcn-

leading the insured party to leave nothing un- tures mid perils of the sea, men-of-war, fire, cue.
done on his part which may serve to prevent or roles, pir:_tcs, rovers, thieves, jettisons, letters of
diminish tim injury; while, on the other hand, it mart aml counter-mart, surpri_ls, takings at sea,
has the great disadvantage that it does not fulfill arrests, restraints, and detainments of all kings,

the aim of insm_,ae, e. A double insurance ot the prince-, and people of what nation, condition or
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qualitysoever,barratryof the masters or marl- insuredparty,growing out of businessor relation.
ners,and all other perils,lossesand misfortunes ship. Lifeinsuranceassumes other forms also.
thathave or shallcome to the hurt,detriment or The insuredpart),may investa certainamount of
d_mage of said goods, merchandise and ship or capitalat the timeof payinghis firstpremium, or
any partthereof." But the insureris not liable his servicemay be limitedtoa singleinvestment
forlossesoccasioned by unseaworthincss,insufli,of capilal,lie may contr_ictth_itthesum insured
cleatequipment, ordinary wear and teal',age,rot- him shallbe paid to him during his lifeafter
tenness,or worm-eatenness of the ship,by thc reaching a certainage, or when some accident
conditloo,decay or carelesspacking of thecargo, may happen to him by which llebecomes unable
or by the faultof captainifllebe owner of ship to work. Insurancecan be effectedfor another
and cargo. TlJe insureris liablealsoto the in- partyin such a way thata certainsum of money
sured for bis share of the general aver_ige,by shallbe paid tohim on reaching a certainage.
which isunderstood allinjuriesintentionallyin- Such insurancesare effected by the children's

flictcdby tbeship m_ter on the shipor cargo or providence associationsand thedowry associa-
both, in order to save them from a common tions. The children'sprovidenceassociations_tc-

danger,and also allexpenses incurred for the cepteithersingleinvestmentsof capitalor yearly
same purpose,forwhich shipand cargo are liable contributionsfrom parents,which they make, as
in common. Ifthe shipshould be bdd under era- a rule,in the earlyyearsof theirchildren'slivc._,
bargo by a belligerentnation,theowner has the and insureto thechildrena certainsum when they

privilege,afteracer_ainlengthof time,tocedehis have attained their majority. The payments
rightsin the same to the insurerand receivethe made for childrenwho die beforetheybecome of

insurance in full.-- Life Ir_u'ar_zeis a misno- age areforfeitedtotheassociations,and the latter
mer, since it isnot the lifethatisinsure(l,but a arethusableto increasethe amounts insuredto

certainsum of money which the insurermust pay the survivors. In a similarway arcmanaged the
to the heirsof the insuredafterthe latter'sdeath, dowry a_sociations,except that in the latterease
There isa marked differencebetween lifeinsur, the money ispaid on the marriage of the insured
ance and other kinds of insurance. The insur- party. Many otherforms of lifeinsurancemight
ance of houses and goods againstfireisa con- be enumerated--over fortydifferentkinds have
tractof indemnityagainstloss,and in likemanner gained a more or le_ solidfoothold-- but our
an insurance on human lifemay be re_arded as limitedspaceforbidspursuing thesubjectfarther.
indemnifying a man's family or creditorsor oth- -- Without the assistanceof an insuranceoffice
erainterestedag_dnstthe lossof futureincome by the ordinaryindividualwould not be abletocol-
premature death. But itdoes not necessarilytake lect as large an amount of capitalas he can
tl_evalueof such income intoaccount,nor does by its aid. Even savings banks and olher
itrelateto any intrinsicvalue of the subjectof creditinstitutions,by means of which even small
iusu_ance,which isthe lifeof the insuredparty, savings become profitableinvestments,can not
•Again, infireor marine insurance the lossm_y supply the place of insurancecompanies. As a
be eithertotalor p;Irtial.In lifeinsurancethe man does not know how longhe willlive,b(.can

event insured against can not take placein any not tellhow much hemust saveeach yearino_de_"
limiteddegree,and thereisthus no partialloss. toleavehisheirsa certainamount of capital But
And again(intheordiua_ykind oflifeinsnrances), even ifhe could safelyreckon on a long leaseof
the event iscertainto occur,and the timeof its lifeand should at an earlyperiodbegin to save.

happening is the only contingent element. In itisquestionablewhether he would have strength
otherkindsof insuraucethe eventsare wholly of of characterenough tocontinuehissavingsinthe
a contingent character. The ordinary case of way he began, and to resistthe temptatinnto
lifeinsuranceisthat in which the serviceof the abridgeor ceasemaking them altogetherand [o
itlsurcdconsistsillan annual premium, and the consume what he had already saved. A man i_
payment of thesum followsupon hisdeath. The too easilyled todo one or theotherwhen he ha_
i_surancemay be effectedupon a singlelifeor complete controloverhisown s_tvings.One con"
upon two umted. The insuranceupon a single solesone'ssell'with the hopeof soon beingabletn
tilemay be permanent, if it existsfor itswhole make up forlosLtime. Thus, aftereven a long
period,or tempor'try,ifitiseffectcdonly forone ,lifethefruitof savingisrelativelyverysmall. 8o

or more yeans or againstsome particulardanger much the more insui_cientforthe needs of the
(such as would occur illa journey) without any f_milymust be the savingsof him who is cutoff

referencetotime.Theins_iranceupontwolivesearlyinlife.Lifeinsurancehelpsoverallthese
{survivorshipinsurance)iseffectedin such a way difiieulties.It securesto the individuala substi-
thatthe insuranceispaid onlyon conditionthat tutefor the guaranteeof lifewhich hc can never
the firstmentioned outlivesthe other. Other have,by puttinghim in a conditionin which the

forms of survivorshipinsurancesoccur in which advantages connected with an averagelengthof
the amount ispaidto thesurvivorsof a seriesaf- lifeare assuredhim, and by flxinghisscrvicewi_h

terthe d,,.athof any member. A person is per- referencethereto;itkeepshim from touchingthe
mitred to insure not only his own lifebut also savingsaccumulated, by deprivinghim of control
thatof another,although itistaken for granted over them; itprevents him from growing negli-
thathe has some specialinterestin the lifeof the gent in hiscconomy by making trimloseallhe has
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.saved if he fails to pay one premium; it offers him, all these points into consideration in passing upon
finally, in the insured amount a return for the individual applicants. Weak and sickly persons,
sacrifices he has made, which is on the wh(_le far particularly th()se suffering from chronic diseases,

beyond the average which any other plan would as well as those engaged in dangerous oceupa-
offer him. The pecuniary meansof meeting their tion._, are very properly excluded from insurance.
obligations are derived by lhe insurance ofliccs As a ('onsequcnce, n_>t only the agerlts of the
from several sources. They c_lme, in the first ('oral)any but l_hy_icians al_o must be consulted
place, from the premiums which those pay in c_l(:h ca_e, and tht,ir decision considered. In

yearly who mail_tain their pelicics, then from recent times some companion have been formed
the money coming to them from temporary in- to insure the lives of such as are ordinarily
surances, when the person has cscape(l the aeei- rejected, but it g()es without the saying that such
(lent against which he w.xs insured; from survi- institntio_Js rest on a very insecure basis and can
vorship insurances, etc.; from the premiums of n_,t probably in('rease to any great extent. The
lapsed policies, and of those which they do not minimum and maximum of insurance effeetcd

haw; to pay on account of violation of contract c_n cue hfe by one company is often fixed by their
•on the part of the insured (such as suicide, death rules, so a_ to prevent, (m the one hand, the
iz_ duel..-, execution, etc.); finally, from th(' in('om(, a('cumu]atiou of small policies attended with a
()f premiums, etc, which they invest as soon as relalivc]y great expense of administration, and

they ard collected, so far as they exceed running on the other, the payment of many large sums at
expenses. _ The service of the insured party, the once whicil might endanger their solidity. -- The
premium, varies with the amount of the insur- .re,_'rrv is an object of great importance to life
:race, and the earlier or later occurrence of tile insurance companies. Those who tal¢e out poli-
c¢)ntingcnt event. As this event is generally the cies for life or for several years continue to pay
.death of the insured, it becomes of the highest the same annual premium wiiich was fixed ",_ith
importance to ascertain how manyyears are likely reference ttl th(,ir ages on entering. Ttley ought
to elapse between the time of taking the insurance really to pay a lower premium at first, and as they
lind the dearth of the party. The most important grow older a higher one. The establishment of
(.lement in this calculation is the age of the par- a uniform prcmium for the period of insurance

_) insured, as on an average a young person has whmh is cah.ulated as the average of their ),early
a longer life before him than an older one. The service, means, thcrcftlre, that in the early years
insurance offices must, therefore, obtain exact they pay more, and in the later less, than the
int'orm,ttion as to the expectation of life at differ- average rate of mt)rtality would demand. It is
.ent ages. This knowledge, without which its neces._ary, therefore, for the company to save up
whole work would be unsound, i's furnished to a the surplus rcc(,ived in the early years to cover
satisfactory degree by statistics which can boast the deficit of the later ones, when the risk
()f greater success in this field than in any other, increases. This accunmlatioa is called the pre-
and has given life insurance a firmer foundation mium reserve. 1_o solid institution with an eye
than any 9thcr form of insurance. Statistical to the fUtUL'e can affnrd to neglect it; it is ot_c of
()l)serw_tions on the rate of mortality at the the conditions of continued cxistenee.--Sincc
various ages, and on the average duration of life, the great dcvcl(,pment of railroads the Accident
arc 'tabulated in the mortality tables, which. Ii_,_ura_¢ce, C<,m/_(_Me,_have grown rapidly. A
b('ginning with a fixed number of persons of the comp_tny _as established in London, in 1849, for"
._amc age, show for each year tire proportion of insuring against the consequences of railway acci-
deaths in that number and'the expectation of life dents. In 1856 the business was extended to all
of the survivors. The firsg mortality table was sorts of accidents, and there came into use a sys.

constructed by Halley in 1693. Many others tern of premiHms graded according to the risk
have since been published. The later ones, of supposed to attach to w(rious conditions and
('_)urse, are more wduable, since theyare based on occupations of life. Many other similar com-
,'_ larger number of case% and because there has panies have been established in nearly all civ-
t,t cu a marked change for the better both in the ilized countri(:s, and their business is g_'owing
_.tces of mortality and in the expectation of life rapidly.--.l_uity I,,sura_ce is opposed to life

_iillin the present century. Many companies insurance in two respects. While the latter in-
now use the seventeen offices' experience table, sures the possession of new capit'd, the former

('nnstruetcd in 18i0, and based upon the expc- converts capital on hand into yearly payments.
l'ienee of seventeen offices from 1762 to 1840, And _>, in life insurance the service of the
(._l_/)racing 83,905 policies. With the aid of such insurer is not performed until after the death

",&h's the premium can be determined, so far as of the insmcd, while in annuity insurance it
th(,l_r(_bable time of the death of the insured is ceases at death. The e:trly death of the insured

('<)n('erned, with almost exact mathematical is, therefore, as desirable to the office in the latter

:_ccuraey. for all the different ages. The gener'd case as it is undcsil':_b]e in the former. There are
r'ate of mortality is, however, affected by all sorts many different kinds of annuity insurance. The
('f modifications, st, ch as the condition of health, simplest form is that i_ which the payment of an
th(. mode of life and the occupation of the (lifter- annuity is a,_urecl until death to a person in return

• 'nt persons. It is necessary, of course, to take for tlre deposit t)f a fixed amount of capital. The
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insured begins to receive the annuity at once or at I heavy risks, since any one will take it.- VI. The
some later period, usually after reaching a certain _ Economical _9niJicancz of Ir_suranee. It would
_lge. An annuity payable in the future is called / be a chimerical idea to expect from insurance-
a deferred annuity. Tile claim to an annuity of / companies that they would undo the work of
tile latter kind can be acquired by )'early pay- _ destruction, restore tile destroyed values, an_
ments. The amount of the annuity depends upon ] thus make good immediately the loss to the
the amount of capital invested, and the yearly national wealth. No power on earth can do that.
payments (if any), upon the rate of interest, upon What has been destroyed remains destroyed_
the time to elapse between the contract and the what has been done can not be undone. The
beginning of the annuity (in the case of deferred only thing that we can get from insurance is a
annuities), and, finally, upon the probable dura- substitute for what has been lost. This substi-
lion of the annuity, which, since it ends with the tutc can come only from the stock of existing

death of the insured party, is determined from capital, and must therefore produce gaps else-
the nmrtality tables. An annuity can be insured where. The one loss can be made good only by
to a company of persons as well as to individuals, other losses. The great significance of insurance,
If it be given in such a way tlmt the annuity of its inestimable service, consists in this, that it ena-
each member after hisdeath isdivided among the bles us to furnish a substitute without diminish-
survivors until the last survivor receives the an- ing the capital employed in production. The
nuities of all, it is called a tontine. This system premiums furnish the means of indemnity, and
of annuities has been adopted by several corn- they are so smMl in proportion that they can be

panics. Annuity insurance enables the insured saved from the running expenses. Destroyed cap-
to receive a higher return on his capital, either ital is, therefore, by the aid of insurance offices,
immediately or in his later years, than the olzlinary replaced by small surpluses of income, by small
rate of interest would give him, or to s_ure to savings from personal expenses And thus those
his family after death a considerably larger income far-reaching disturbances are avoided which the
than be could usually accumulate and leave them. loss of so much capital would have caused in the
tie couhl not do this from his own resources, but national economy, since the individual injured

the ammity office offers him this opportunity--at would scarcely be able of himself to cover his
the cost, it. is true, of the loss of his capital, which loss without the use of his own or auolher's cap-

becomes the property of the office. The resources ital, and would, therefore, if not assisted, be
of annuity officcs are in general the sameas those compelled to limit his production. Of eotJr.-e,
of life insurance companies. -- The other forms of the accumulation of new capital is delayed by
insurance, although in some plaees well developed, this method of indemnification, since the savings
are, compared with the preceding, unimportant, employed in paying premiums would often be
The guarantee of employers against the fraud or invested. But a greatpoint isgained if the exiet-
insolvency of their serv'mts, has become of late ing capital is preserved unimpaired. The loss
years of considerable importance, (.arried on by the need not in that ca-_ affect the rate of interest t)n
fidelity guarantee offices. Companies have been capital. Production suffers no limitation on its
formed to insure against loss by bail, loss by cattle account, and there is, therefore, no diminutiou in
plagueor horse di.,,eases; to insure traders against the demand for labor--an unnfistakable advan
loss from bad debts, money-h)aners against loss tage for the laboring classes. And as the l(_s of
from mortgages, etc., tradesmen against loss from invested capital may be prevented by a small out-
breakage of plate-glass in shop windows, etc., etc. lay, insurance effects a material reduction of the
The practice of re-insurance has developed of late industrial risk and consequently of the undcrtak-
years into great importance. No one company, er's profits, contributes thereby to an increase in
however large its resources, deems it prudent to the number of competingundertakin&m, and leads
undertake a risk to an unlimited amount in con- ultimately to lower prices of products. This 1¢
nection with any one locality or one kind of goods, particularly true of commercial wares brcught
An office might restrict ils liabilities by refusing to from a distance which could never be furnished
insure to a larger amount than what it pleased to so cheaply were it not for insurance. And thu_
ran the risk of, anti although some offices have production and consumption derive incalculable
done so, )'el the convenience of the insured and advanlage from the way in wltich insm_nce corn-

the interest of its own agents, to say nothing of panies procure the substitutes for the destroyed
other considerations, make it difficult for any values. Without going any further into detail
ofllceso tolimit its responsibilities. It, therefore, we may say that insurance has conferred the

issues a policy for the amount proposed to it. but greatest immediate benefits on commerce, naviga-
reinsures a part with some other office or office_, tion and agriculture. Commerce and navigation

Business to a very large amount is cxclmnged in could never have attained to their present wonder-
this way, and there are some offices which pro- ful development (a development of which _mtiq-
fessedly, and others which practically, live by the uity and the middle ages never even dreamed) if
premiums paid over to tbem by other offices, transportation insurance had not stood by ;H_d
Such a plan has many plain advantages for the taken upon itself the liability even into the mo-t
public. It saves a man, among other things, all distant seas, for the danger which hourly thr('_,-
the trouble oi hunting after offices willing to take ened ship and cargo. As to agriculture, th_,_
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are two brancnes of insurance which exist for to work. By comparatively small annual pay-
its sake alone--animal and hail insurance. The mcnts which he can save from his income, or by
formerprotects a very considerable and valuable a small investment of capital in such an institu-

portion of agricultural capital, the latter protects tion, he can secure a round sum of moncy or at,
the agricultm_d product through all the stages of annuity which will raise those dependent upon him

its growth until its matmity and its harvest, upon above the fear of poverty or will procure for him-
which fire insurance continues this service until self a pension in his old age. This prospect in-
its consumption or its sale, while it secures, at the creases his self-confidence, .encourages industry.
same time, the dwelling and working buildin_ of and saving, keeps llim from useless expenditure,
the farmer. _ut the advantage of insurance does and favors the growth of au economical sense.
not cease witu what has been said, it reaches Life and anmlityinsurances, therefore, contribute
much farther. By replacing the lost capital and ecsentially toward establi,_hing happiness and
thus preserving production in its usual course, it content in the family, and to strengthen the-
contributes to _he extension of credit which sets family spirit--that pillar of all social and political
in motion the power of capital, makes it accessi- order. This moral mfluenccinheres indeed in all
ble to unprope:'tied brains, and increases produc- branches of insurance, since all insurance restson
tion to the full extent of existing capital. By the basis of self-help, which has an undeniably.
insurance the insured gains more credit, and the moral value, not on]), on account of the above-
danger of giving credit is less to the creditor, mentioned personaland materialconditions which.
This effect is _islbleenough in the case of owners cvery one who wi_hes to take advantage of it
of buildings which are insured. It isstill plainer must realize in and about himself, but also ill view
when credit itself becomes the object of insurance, of the effects it has upon him. It raises him above
&_ill mortgage insurance, which enables alandlord thesad necessity of relying in mi.-fartune upon th_
to exploit his crc.dit to its extreme limit. Insur- pit)" and charity of his fellow-men, and ._aves him
ance does not Jimit itself, however, to the mere from the humiliating feeling connected with it.

work of replacing lost capital; it appearsin one of V_hoever receives alms from othcls has lost his
its chief branches--life insurance--as the accumu- independence and can no longer consider himself

lation of ne.w (nuptial. Of course, we might feel their equal. In theconsciousncss of equality and
teml)lcd to oppose to life insurance as the aecum- independence lies the richest s()nr¢'e of mc,r_ll im-
ulator of capital, annuity insurance as tlle de- provement Insurance, by opening t_p the way
strayer _f c_lpital. And yet in spiteof the fact theft to an effectual self-help in a wide sphere, becomes,
the latter has s¢)me dark sides, and sometimes ill therefore, a moral educator, and a p[)litica) one as

theeaseoftontinesdegeneratesintoameregameof well, since a free state in order to continue must
chat_ce, it has its unmistakable advantages, which have self-responsible, sclf-helpin_ citizens. But
make it in more than one respect a necessity, quite as strikingas the mor_d side of this sclf-hcl l)
There will always be a great number of persons is tile economical side. ]t reve_ls to us insurance
who will be much better provided for, much as a contrivance which counteracts pauperism
more cffectuallysecuredagainst poverty bymeans with a marked suceess. Iu numbcl'less cases
of an annuity than by a fixed sum of money. Of pauperism springs f_om su(,h misfortunes as are
what advantage to a person unable to work, or to the objects of insurance, aud whose consequences
one economically untrustworthy, is the posse_uion can be avoided by taking advantage of it. If
of a certain amount of capital if it is not large thcrcwere a universal participation in tllevarious.
enough for him to live on the interest of it. He branches of insurance the sacrifice which the sup-
can not employ, it himself, and is consequently port of the poor demands of society would be very"
much better off in possession of an annuity. If, much less, and the public stq)port of the poor,
moreover, the interest on thecapital which a man which is of very questionable advantage, and,
possesses is not sufficient to support him, and, ill therefore, condemned by many economists and
lack of anyother source of income, he is compelled statesmen, would be. largely unnecessary. Th(_
to encroach on his capital, a systematic consump- presence of insurance offices in such numt)ers
tion of the same, such as is secured to him by an as to make them accessible to all, would jns-
annuiff, is certainly much more advantageous to tify the state in refusing public aid in all rots-

him, because it secures him a higher rate of inter- fortunes against which the)' insure, for the sur-
est until his death, while without its assistance ferer who has neglected to insure is responsible

in the uncertainty of the length of human life for his own loss. When we consider, furlher,
he is exposed to the danger of consuming his that we owe to fire insurance a better condition of
capital prematurely and coming to want in his our buildings, all sorts of precautions against

old age. Life and annuity insurance exercise, fires particularly]n manufacturing di,tricts, and
moreover, beneficent influences which extend essential improvements in the fire extinguishing

beyond the sphere of economical life, and arc systems (which are in some places in the handsof
yet indirectly of great importance to it. The the insurance offices); that transportation insur-
father is thereby freed from the tormenting ance has improved the construction of ships and
fear of leaving poverty and distress as a legacy other means of transportation; as well as can-
to his family, or of seeing them suffer when trivances for saving livcs and goods in shipwrecks;.
he, on account uf age, has become unable and that animal insurance has led to a better
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treatment and a more careful mana._ment of ani- as possible to such an extent that private enter-
reals, to greater attention to all km(ls of animal prise would take file business off its hands. --it
,diseases, and more frequent recourse to veterinary is interesting to notice the very different attitudes
help; we can hardly doubt that ilJsuranee should of various governments toward insurance. Con-
be classed among the most beneficent and public- tincntal states began, as a rule, with the closest

spirited devices which the mind st man ever con- and most detailed supervisiou of the insurance
ceived. --VII. The ,qtatc, aml its Iblations to In.- business. To examine their laws on the subjet.t.
*urance. The first question arising in this con- their limitations, prohibitions, precautions, ere
nection is, naturally enough, Should insurmJce be one would think that they were intended to make
a public enterprise undertaken by the state or a dangerous enemylmrmless, instead of being it-
municipality? Insurance was first introduced tended to control one of the most benefiet,nt o _

into many of the continental nail(ms by the gov- human institutions. Continental progress l_a_
.ernment, ,'rod for a long time nea_ly all ilJsulmlce coustantly been toward a broader liberty, towaJd
was effeeted by the state. Even now many cities less interference. England, on the contrary, and
and states carry on some particular branches of particularly the countries of the new world, began
insurance. The history of insurance justifies us with the utnmst liberty and have been moving
in laying it down as a rule, with few exeep- toward a limitation and supervision of the insur-
¢ious, that the state should not attempt to pelform anee business. _'either party will ever reach th,;
the office of insurer. Wherever private institu- point from which the other started, nor can it be

.tions have been allowed to compete with puhlic said that any state has yet reached the true policy
ones they h_Lve slowly but surely driven them in reference to puhlic control of insurance. Our
from the field in spite of many obstacles placed American st_ltes have tried numberless plans.
in their w'ly. Nor is this surprising. The state all()f which have proved to be complete or partial

is not suited to prosecute speculative insurance, failures. :Norhasany scheme been devised ofpre.
because it ha:ks all those qualities which are nec- veuting huge frauds from being perpetrated oa

-essary to the profitable pursuit of an iudustrial the public in the name of insurance. Govern-
undertaking. The zeal animating a private un- ments have not even been successful in securing

.dertaker t[) attain the greatest possible results full publicity. Government inspection is open to
with the least possible expenditure, and to appro- the serious objection that, while it is notoriously
]'_riate to his own use without delay for this put- unsuccessful and inefficient, it yet lulls the public
pose every technical improvement, is foreign to into a false security as to the stability and sound-
the state, nor has the latter the same watchful hess of inspected companies. The attempts of
_eye for the wants of the public as the former, our state governments to control the insurance
Since the industry must be cm'ried on by hired business have often had the effect of embal'a_sing
servants whose slack zeal needs constant super- and endangering perfectly sound companies a_(1
vision, ever)thing which the st'tte undertakes in knocking the foundation of a solid business from
the commercial or industrial field acquires a char- under them. The legislation has been uniformly
.acter of painful smallness and clumsiness; every- in the supposed interest of the policy hohler.
thing bears the stamp of bureaucracy instead of But, as often happens in legislation for a particu-
_commerce. The state _pends more and aecom- lar class, the matter is carried too far and results
plishes less, and consequently it is at a disad- in injury where benefit was intended. Thu_, a_Jy

mtage as compared even with those private as- control which seriously increases the cost of in-
sociations whi('h seek to satisfy their need of in- surance must redound, in the long rul_,to the (li--

_urance by mutual institutions. For a private advantage of the insured, Laws to prevent the
association has more freedom and less expense of forfeiture of insurances by tile faihlre to l):_y1)_c-

administration. From which it is clear that miums, and rebmlating the payment of surrtu_dcr
ghose are seriuusly mistaken who expect a cheaper values and the grant of paid-up policies, arc t[_o
and better service from the state in such matters favorable to withdrawing members and tend t,)
than from private companies. There are cireum- weaken the companies by encouraging the lclirc-

_tances. however, we must admit, which not only mcntof the most healthy and profitable lives. I_
justify but demand public insurauce. If public a word, the tendency of state supcrvisioll is " I,)
spirit and a tendency to association are lackingin interfere injuriously with honest and x_ell-t'o_v
a people; if the desire for far-reaching under- ducted companies and to afford but a feeble pro.

takings has not shown itself, and at the same tection against those of a different class; to ill-
time an appreciation of the advantages of in- volve the state in tim odium of failures whi('h it
surance has not yct grown up; in a word, if all is supposed to be its duty to prevent; to lc_-c_
the presuppositions of tile establishment of in- the sense of responsibility among those who eo_-
surance offices by private parties arc wanting, trol the offices and the spirit of prudence a_Jd

then the state may wisely take the initiative and watchfulness among the public; and to pla(:c i_J
proceed with the institution of public offices, the hands of public officialsapowcr and influcl_e
Otherwise, the nation might have to wait much which are apt to be abused and are alw:Lx_ oI )ca
longer for the introduction of these beneficent to suspicion."--VIII. I, il,erature. The lit_,_tture
institutions. And yet, even in such cases, the of the subject is large and constantly increasing

_tate should aim at educating the people as soon The articles on insurance m the various gentrap"
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cyclopaedias cont_.)n brief and interesting sllm- fully studied, in order that the responc_ibility for
mattes of information on special points. Tile the results may always rest upon the authori-
article on Versicherttngsauztalten in B]untschli ty which provokc_ them, and not upon the men

and Brater's StaatswSrterbt_ch formed the. 1)_sis of whom they let loose upon a society already
the present article, portions of it being simply an threatened. We here anticipate a sort of dis-
abridgment of the former. A very full sum- 1)l_cement (if rights. (ir inversi,)n of their order,

mary of the literature on the subject in Ger- that is, the case in which the government. Iicing
man is appended to the article just mcntioned. .iss_dled, itself sets the examt)lc of rebellion, by
All the standard works on political economy ill the _lllitr.iry suppression of C()nstitutmnal right_,
German contain sections on insurance, treating it "rod tile promoters of an insurreeti(,n find them-
among the promoter_ of production. Thespecial sel_,c_ the natural defenders of the laws and in-

cyclol)eedias, ill German, French, Italian and ._titution.- --It i_ true, perhap._, that by this d()c-
English, treat the subject with more or le,s corn trine we still leave a wide (Io()l Ol)en to l)_q)ular
plcteness. Amongthe works in English the fol- excesses. What party will not I)e cvcr ready to
lowing deserve especial mention: the ll_tl_'_lt_ce invoke, for the benefit of its l)assi(ll_, the ex-
Cych_p_dia by Cornelius Walford, a "a-ol'k n_w c('ptional eireumst_tnces which place on it_ side
ill progre_'_ and covering the whole subject of ill- the merit of a grand initi'ttive? What facilities
.-izrance; the British Blae J_ooks, containing full do not bold agitators posses¢ to lure the excited

information as to all British companies; the tie- crf)wd on t,) their pat[_, and rag(, them to a rvslst-
l_rt_ (f Arne.riatT_ Cz_rnmissioners in tile various "ttl(.e so mu(_'h lhe nl(ll'e e_('r'getic and violent tts
,,,tall,u; /tt_ut'(/_/,¢,( Handbook, by Cornelius Wal- th(_ means used col_._ist entirely in working npon
ford: the Law of Fire Znsu_'aJ_ce. l)y ('. J. Bun- p_>pul:lr credulity and ign,)ranee? It is m_tnral
)()n; Obse_'v4_t_o_, on the Rate of _[m'tality fff A._- for low mindg to ,,eck the realizati_)n of their
.,areal Live,*, by James Meikle; the publications of h¢)l)es in the nmst brutal cxcr(.i.-e of lheir right_.
lhe institute of actuaries in England: and the --But these fears will gradl_ally disttppear, for
various periodicals published in the interests of the favor_ble _)pl)(_rttmitie_ f_rnn.rly left to tur-
insurance in Great Britain, Germany, Fr'mce 1)ulent or "_udacious minorities ale made fewer
and America. E.J. JAMES. every day by the c_lneession.., made t_)deun_cracy,

and (,specially by the introduction it_|o all politi-
INSIJRRECTION, Of all the trials to which cal constitulionsof guarant_'es f()r th[: free oxpres-

political societies arc unfortunately submitted be- sion of the popular will _lnd _)f re_i)ect ft_r ti_c
fore attaining their final et_nstitution, tile armed same. One might s_3 that tile nlasse'¢ call hen,;e-
revolts attempted by minorities, either to obtaitl forth, in tile struzgles whi('h nmy arise between
concessions from the ruling power, or to deprive themselves and the auth_)_'itie_, seek shelter undel'
it of its very authm'ity, are not the least. When a m_)re w()rthy rampart than the barri(,_des of
parties engage in strife with one another, iusur- the highways, we mean tlle rights, every day
rection is, so to speak, the last resource of the nmre extended, whose peaceful and steady use
w_nquished, and by its means force amt audacity has made of them an arm ever raised _gainst
frequently triumph over right and reason. But arbitrary p()wer and (les[)(>li,_in. Whe_ en_bod-
if, on the one hand, history recalls instances of led in collstitutions, _hes(' right- par_Iyze re_'o-
di.-a_trous disorder, caused by popular revolt, it lntio_lary efforls and de_troy b(,forch_nd th(. am-
tells us also that, at periods of social transforms- biti_m_ cal(:nlations of those who f(lmCl_t insur-
ti_u, the most c.ertainclementsof political i)rog - rcctinns.--F_':mee i_ p[.rhaps lhe <'ountry in

ross have bce_l produced many a tittle by insnr- which popular il_.nr_ections i_av¢ occurred most
reetio_s. When despotism, thanks tothe reaction frequently. After France (:nines Sp_dt_ But in
_hich _dways ()ccurs in a single (lay of the_e rio- Spain,, as _]I kn()w, thc_(, lqu'i._ings Imv(. gener-
le_ltsho(.ks, has not been able to strengthen itself, all) been of a military character, stirred up by
Ill(, h_ld atlempts of minorities, who are forced to pretenders (ir hy chiefs of partie_, Ill(, prime

act :_gainst the laws, have the happy effect of rob- movers being officers of the army, _ll)POsing flag
bi_g al)s_lutism of all its prestige, and of hasten- to flag, or waving the nati(_n:ll fl_g :_t th(; very
lug the realiz_ttion of the conquests which public foot of the throne. Italy _dso lm_ had h_'_'l_h_otly
_)piuion lind demam|ed in vain._Wc repeat, it is pages, the s_(htest (if which is ()he which (lares

_)nly in transformation periods that these phc- from the epoch of her political rcc_)nst_'ueti_)n,
ll(llnella ('all prove lmneficial. As much as we and l)ears inscribed upon it the n'llnc (if one of

apl_laud them then, just so much must we mis- the most popular heroes ()f Italian indel)emh.nce.

trust or resist them when progress, g_laranteed lly Insurrections are not unkn¢)wn in Oerlnany, nor
lh_, institutions themselves, can follow its normal even ill Switzerland; Belgium is itself th(; frost

('¢)(lrse. Nothing, therefore, can justify insurrec- of a l)opular uprising. In Spanish Ameri('a, ex-
_orl in principle, neither recol]cctionsof the past, staples are even _)f m<)re frequent occurrence
n¢)r any laws the parties may invoke. Robes- than in Europe. TheSouth Amt, rican republics,
l)i('rre has pompously styled it "the holiest of n()t firmly established or badly governed, lbund

duties"; it is in reality neither a right nor a duty. from the begimling that they had borrowed from
I)u_ 'tt most, under given circumstances, a sad he- European (.iviliza_fi_n the most lamentable ex.
_'('ssity. And these circumstances must bc care- cesses of political agglomcratio_ls. -- So much for
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what we call internal insurrections. There arc nations can be really educated only under a
.others of which we will speak here. The reader system which facilitates the combined action o;
will readily divine that we refer to those insur- all minds and forces. ER_'_ST DR_,OLLE.
rections that are fomented by a whole people,
.and have for their object either to break a fe(leral INSURRECTION (rN U. S. HISTORY.) I. The
.compact, or to abolish treaties which weigh down constitution (Art. I., § 8, ¶¶ 11-16,) has given
a vanquished nation. These occupy in history power to congress to declare and maintain war,
.a place apart. They very frequently involve all and to provide for organizing, arming and calling
political and social equilibrium, by calling into forth the militia to execute the laws, suppress
_luestion again an organization which had been insurrections and repel invasions. The power
_stablished at the cost of great labor and care. h_ been exercised, 1, by the passage of the sev
On the continent of Europe they have often led eral general acts hereafter specified, and 2, by th(.
to the alteration of ideas of diplomacy and given suppression, through the president and the federal
rise to important questions of principle. The forces under his command, of two insurrections.
first of these questions is that of the enfranchise- (See WHISKY INSURRECTION, RE]_ELLION.)_ The
merit of nationalities, which immediately pro- act of May 2, 1792, authorized the employment
yokes inquiry as to the right of intervention or non- of militia by the president to suppress insurree-
interventio1_. -- The principle of nationality can tions, upon notification by a federal associate jus-
not be made the subjectof particular observations tice or district judge that the execution of the
in this article. (See NATIONALITY.) Let us laws was impeded by combinations too powerful
merely state that it iS in this principle that these to be suppressed by the ordinary course of judi-
national insurrections, which are to internal in- cial proceedings. The act of Feb. 28, 1795,
surrections what riots are to revolutions, find amplified the foregoing act by authorizing the
_heir source. In like manner, we shall not dwell president, on application of the legislature of a
_pon the principle of iutervention, whose appli state, or of the governor wheu the legislature
_ation may exercise a direct influence upon the could not be convened, to call forth the militi_t
:results of an insurrectional movement. (See of other states to suppress an insurrection _tgainst

]NTERVF-.NTION.) In general, we think that all the government of the state. The act of March 3,
interference on the part of foreign governments 1807, provides that, "in all cases of insurrection
,in the affairs of a country where questions of or obstruction of the laws, either of the Unit_'d
.partial enfranchisement or of restoration are States or of any individual state or territory,
,being agitated, is blameworthy. If there be where it is lawful for the president of the United
.diplomatic action in favor of any cause, it is States to call forth the militia for the pur[)osc of
oroper in certain cases, and the law of nations suppressing such insurrection, or of causing the
.enjoins it whenever the rights of humanity and laws to be duly executed, it shall be lawful for
.civilization are involved in the political interests him to employ, for the same purposes, such I)a]'t
•of the debate. But, beyond this moral interven- of the land or naval force of the United States as
.tion, it is apt to lead to a breach of international shall be judged necessary, having first observed
,pledges, respect for which forms the basis of all the prerequisites of the law in that respect."
political societies. --To sum up, the insurrection- It is important, therefore, to remember that the
ary movements that have occurred in the past "prerequisites" under this ac_ were, 1, the notl_i-
seem to have been, not unfrequently, explosions cation of an associate justice or district judge
which a careful authority would have easily that the execution of the laws is obstructed, or 2,
prevented, by making honorable concessions, or the application of a legislature or governor. _No
by allowing greater liberty to political life. further provisions against insurreetionwere m_dc
When nations have been compared to the imps- until 1861.--The breaking out of the rebellion
tient and restive children of a family, over whom brought out a state of affairs unprovided for by
paternal severity is called upon to exert itself, it law. None of the governors or legislatures ¢_f
should have been added that none of these r_gimes seceding states were at all likely to call for fed-
in which no account is taken either of age or ersl interposition; the district judges in those
temperament, should have been applied to either states, as well as one of the associate justices, had

one or the other. Nature which has its wants, resigned; and no associate justice appears to
has also its revolts. Thus it was that insurrections have notified the president that the laws we]'e
were nearly always the consequence of restrictions obstructed--at least there is no assertion of a_y
too long imposed upon the satisfaction of the such notification in the president's proclamation
wants of nations, and thus it is also that we see of April 1_, 1861, calling for 75,000 militia. It i_
them nearly always preceded by the same phe- apparent, then, that the "prerequisites" for eall-
nomena Let us hope, therefore, that the pro- ing forth the militia, or employing the reg_]h_r
gre_sive extension of public liberties will entirely forces to suppress insurrection, had not be¢'n

prevent the return of those catastrophes, formerly observed ; and that the proclamation, though tt_e
of periodical occurrence in certain countries; for war department's notification to the state govern
liberty is ever the best preservative against ex- ors based it on the act of Feb. 28, 1795, could
cessea of every kind. The evils attendant upon not be defended by referring it to that or any _f
liberty, carry with them their own remedy, and the other acts above referred to.- The procla-
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malign, t3'owever, and the other steps to suppress States," were more objectionable on the question
the insurrection which were taken before the of expediency than on that of constitutionality;
meeting of congress in July, have a different the strongest argalments against them were

ground of justification in those clauses of the con- drawn from the bad character and untrustwor-
stitution which make the president commander- thiness of many of the executive agents in the
in-chief, and direct him to "take care that the south, on whose report the provisions of the act
laws be taithfully executed." His powers and were to be put into operation. (See generally,
duties under these clauses can hardly be more EXECUTIVE, CONGRESS, WAR POWERS, nECON-

clearly stated than in the opiuion of the supreme SWm'CWm_', CIVII, Rmnws BILL.)-- :[I. DOM_:STIC
court in the case of The Brilliant cited below. INS(:ItRECTmN. The constitution (Art. IV., § 4)
"If a war be made by invasion of a foreign makes it the duty of " the Unitcd States " to guar-
nation, the president is not only authorized but antee a republican form of government to evez T
bound te resist force by force. He do_ not ini- state, and to protect each state against invasion
tiate the war, but is bound to accept the challenge and against domestic violence. :No evidence of
without waiting for any special legislative autlmr- invasion is required; the application of the state
ily. AuG whether the hostile party be a foreign legislature, or of the governor when the legisla-
invader, or states organized in rebellion, it is lure can not be convened, is to be taken as eel-
none the less a war, although the declaration denee of domestic violence. As the duty is ira.
of it be unilateral. * _* _ The president posed upon "the United States,"it isimposed not
was boun_l to meet it in the shape in which upon any one department alone, but upon all--

it presente(1 itself, without waiting for con- upon the federal courts in their decisions, hi)on
gress to oaptize it with a name. _ a _ congress in its legislation, and ui)on the president
Whether tne president, in fulfilling his duties as in his execution of tile laws. -- It wouhl be easy
commander-in-chief, in suppressing an insurrec- to name many forms and features of government
lion, has met with such armed hostile resist- which are not republi('an; it is not at all easy to
ance, ann a civil war of such alarming propor- define a republican form of government as in-

tions, as will compel him to accord to them the tended by the constitution. The essence of it
('haracter of belligerents, is a question to be decid- seems to be in the untrammeled existence of a
ed by him." (SeeW_tll PowE_s.)--Theunusual lcgislativcdepartmcnt choscn bypopular vote. So
circumstances of the case, and the criticisms of long as this feature is present, the United States

some of tile president's measures (see H._d3EAS do not interfere to correct abuses, or what seem
Co_'us), induced the passage of the act of Aug. to beabuscs, which the people of the state do not
6, 1861, whose third section approved, legalized care to correct. To do so would bc to keep the
and made valid all the acts, proclamations and people of the state in a condition of pupilage far
orders of the president after March 4, 1861, "to more emasculatingand inconsistent with the idea
the same intent and with the same effect as if they of a republican govermnent than the abuses from
had been issued and done under the previous ex- which they had been rescued. If the peol)t(- of a
press authority and direction of the congress of state, as represented in their legislative assemtilies
tile Unite(1 States." This validation seems hardly or con._titutional conventions, chops(' I(_limit tim
more necessary in this case than in that of a neu- suffrage unreasonably, or to disfranchise for petty
lrality proclamation; it was given moreeffeetually offenses, or to entrust the count of their votes to
and more properly by the act of July 13, 1861, irresponsible boards, tilese arc evil, which involve
reslrlcting intercourse with the insurrectionary their own punishment and ultimale correction.
states, the act of July 29, 1861, authorizing the (See SUFFRAGE, RETURNING BO.tnDS.) So long
employment of the militia and land and naval as a state remains peacefully in the Union, andits

forces to suppressinsurrectiou whezcver it should state constitution or legislature does not a_ume
become impracticable, in the judgment of the to exercise powers prohibited by the constitution
president, to enforce the laws by ordinary process, of the United States, to establish a state churclb
and the various actsappropriating men and money or to grant hereditary tenures of office, it is difft-

for the support of the president in suppressing the cult to eonceivc of any alteration in their present
rebellion. (See REB_J_,(ON.) The dividing line forms of govei'nmcnt which would be considered
between tae functions of the various departments unrepublican or demand the active interference of

of the government in llaaking war and in SUl)- the federal governmcnt. -- When a state, by the
t)res.sing an ilmurrectiola is not a bold one, and yet action or acquiescence of a majority of its people,
it is not difficult to trace it, except where it is ob undertakes to sever its relations to the Union, the
.'cured by Dart_, passion. -- The power given to the case is very different. As the controlling theory
president by the enforcement act of April 20, of Ihe American system of government is that a

1871, to suspend the privilege of the writ of state has no exi>tence apart from the Union, the
t_:tbeas cor/)zas, and to employ the militia in sup- action of the people of the state is taken az a
pressing an)" combinations which, in the judg vohmtary abrogation of their state government;
lnent of the president, should prevent tile execu- it then becomes the duty of the federal govern-
lion of the taws, and the provision of the sameact ment, in it,_ various departments, to fulfill the
timt such combinations should " be deemed a guarantee of tbe constitution, and in reconstruct.

:rebellion against me governmenJ_ of the tinited ing the state governments the law-making power
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may rightfully reject any features which seem to propriety of federal interference. Throughout,
it unrepublican. If there is any hardship in this, the war the legislatures and governors o_' statL-_
the blame must fall upon those who made the re- in sympathy with the federal government hatl no

construction necessary. (See RECONSTRUCTIOn.) occasion, and those opposed to the federal gov-
--It is still more difficult to define "domestic rio- ernment had no desire to call for federal inWl'-
lence." It is easy to'see that such outbreaks as ference. Throughout the period of reconstrtlc-

Shays' rebellion, which occasioned the insertion tion, 1867-70, there were no recognized sta_e
of this section (_ec CONFEDERATION, 2_kRTICLES ]egislaturcs or governors in the unreconstruct,.,d
oF), or the railroad riot_ of 1877, are cases of (to- disturbed states; but military assistance was fro.

mestic violence, and that such a struggle between nished from Washington to federal mar._lm,_.
two opposing parties for the po_ession of tim whenever necessary, undertheprovisionsoftherc
suite government as that which occurred in ]_Iaine, constructinnacts, the civil rights act, and the freeu.

, in 1879-80, is not; but it is difficult always to men's bureau act. (See titles of acts na,ned.)--

draw the line exactly between the two classes of From the completion of reconstruction until igT,
c,'_es. The general rule may be laid down that federal interference to sustain the reconstructed

the federal gove,'nment will n(_t recognize the governments w&_ in constant demand. Iu ahnoet
subversion of af+,rm of state government, which all the states a regular sequence of eveuts too_

it has once recognized as republican, until the place: 1, the formation of a slate gove_mneut
subversion is accomplished according to the rules under which negro suffrnge was permitted auu

of the e+-tabli_hed form, and that it will support former rebels were, in some of the states, disfr_a-
the estal_lished form of govcrument against all chised (see Sl:PF1taOE); 2, theelectiou of a rcpuz_-
irregular attacks upon its existence. But when lican governor aml legislature; 8, disorders in the
the validity of the fo,'m of gove,'nment is undis- election of the legislature for the purpo_ of secu,'-
puted, and the conflict is Imtwecn opposing partics ing a majority in that body for the impcachmcn,
for the control of it, the federal govermnent will and removal of the governor; and, 4, an al)pca._
not interfere unless actual vio]ence occurs, and by the governor or legislature for federal tr_ol), t,)
then only to prevent anarchy and maintain the keep the peac_. In Florida and Georgiathe fim_t
status quo until the people of the state can speak step was not taken, as the repuhlican administra-
and decide. The rule is open to the obvious ob+ tion was ousted peaceably. In many of the sl._l(+.-
jection that evil men, in control of the machinery there were variations in the process, usually from
of a state govel'nment, might easily provoke rio+ the utilization of the state courts in the polilicaJ
tence by efforts to relain it after a defeat at the struggle; but the general course of events wa., ,.-
polls, or, when out of possession, might similarl F above given. -- Tim process began in the first st;lie
provoke violence by illegal efforts to obtain it: reconstructed, Tennessee. From July, 1866. untiJ
but this is the commo_ and umlerlying peril to December, 1867, frequent appli_.ationswcre m.,It.
all republican governments, and, when a state is to Gen. Thomas I)y the governor for trool)_ t,_
unable to surmount it, it is unfit for a republican keep order at elections and elsewhere, but the-t.
government. It would be unfair to quote prec- were refused, except a._l_+'_s in aid of tlw eiwl
edents for or against the rule from the revoIu- authorities, since no insurrection was alleged. 1"
tionary perind, he,'eafter referred to, which ira- 1869 the legislature passed under control of tb(.
mcdiatclysuccceded rec,mstruction; it is sufficient democrats, and in February, 1870. the gow.rtlor
to say that no state now appears to l)e thus unlit ;tpplied to the president for troops, on the .,.,r<nm(n
for republican government, and that the future that the legislature was unwilling to suppr(.-s
prospects are for improvement, not for deteriora- violence. This, however, was designed rather t(,
tion in this respect. -- The "domestm violence " influence congress to again undertake the r(+c,,_-
clause was practically a dead letter until after the struction of the state, and when congress rcfu.-([l

suppression of the rebellion, and is only lightly to interfere, the application for troops was not r_'-
touched upon in the treaties upon constitutional newed. -- In July, 1870, Gov. Itolden. t_f N+_rt_
law published before 1870. The disturbances in Carolina asked for and received troops to s_tt,-

Pennsylvania in 1794 were not aimed at the state press insurrection in two counties of hi_ stat,.
government but at the government of the Uuited and in _Novembcr of the same year Oov. Smith. oi
States; they were therefore suppressed by the pres- Alabama, informally obtai_md a platoon of fe(len'._'
ident's direct action, on the certificate of the fed- soldiers to aid him in resisting the inauguratio_ o_
eral judge, and without any call from the state the opposing candidate. In January, 1874, G_.
,_uthorities. (See Wms_Y I_St'I_ECTm_.) In Davis, of Texas, applied for troops to aid him '"
1838-42 two appeals were made by governors, preventing the meeting of a legislature which. _,'
one from Pennsylvania, a,Ht one from Rhode Isl- asserted, had been illeg'allyelected, but thcreou_'-
and. (See BI;CKSItOT WAR, DORIt REI3ELLIOK.) was refused. April 19, 20, 1874, application l_;"
In the former case federal interference was re- federal troops was made by both the rival clam_

fused; in the latter case it was held in readiness, ants of the office of governor of Arkansas, b,_'
though it proved unumcessary, and the power to this was refused until the legislature met and (h.-
grant it was maintained by all the departments cided in favor of Baxter. (See Amo_s._s.) l,:
of the government. The two cases deserve November, 1874, V. V. Smith, lieutenant Zo_crn,_r
_study as fa'r examples of the propriety and ira- of A._'ka_sas, cl_imlug _o be governor oe_ause ,_
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Gov. Baxter's submission to his supersedure by I counties until disturbances should cea._e. In
the new constitution, called upon the president t October, 1876, Gov. Chaalberlaia renewed the

for troops, but as he fled from the state immedi- It apt)lication for federal troops, which thereafter
ately afterward, his request w'ts ignored. Sept. maintained hi,state government unit[April. 1877.
8, 1875, Gov. Amcs, of 3Iisaissippi, called for The resulti)f the,'lcc_ion for governor in Novem-
troops, but was advised to call the legMature be(, 1576, was disputed, and in the lower house

logether and defend his state and constituents. -- of tim ]cgi,laturc the parties were so evenly
The two states from which federal interposition divided ttmt the control of the body dcpendcd
was oftcnest called for during this period were upon the resuh in two counties. In the.-e coun-
Louisiana and South Carolina. The disturbances ti(.s the dem,,cratie memb(,rs claimed to be eh, eted,

_(,cm to have been caused mainly, in the former but the returning I_oard refused to g_vc them ccr-
_tate, by the extraordinary, rigid and inquisitorial tifieates on the ground of violence and fraud in
_,._trictions upon thc right of suffrage in theorigi- the election. The gow,rnor surrounded the state
hal rcconstructcd constitution of 1868, and, in the house with federal troops., who prevented the ad-

latter state, by the p,'eponderanee of the negroes mission of the democratic members whose elec-
m the numerical w)|e and of the whites m the tirol was disputed. Thcr(.upon the whole body

tax paying (:hms. (See tim states named ) Louis[- of denmcn'ali(: members refusi,d _o enter, anll two
ann really led in direct :_pt)lieations to the presi- state gov('rtlu]cnl-_ appeared. One, the rt.l)ulJli-
dent, the first having been made in July, 1868, can, had all undlsl)u_cd _(.,mtc and _, di-puted

:rod the step was then so unusual alld so little g(_vernor and house of reprebentalives, and was
ua(lerstood that the legislature at first mi._takenly ._ul)ported entirely by federal troop_, the other,
mldrcssed the application to the gencral of the the democratic, had a min(,riry in the st*uate and
army at Washington, iguuring the pre._ident; and adispute,l governor and hous(, of rel),es(*ulatives ,
G(,n. Grant, in si,nding iu._tructlm,s to thc com- mid w:,s suppl,rted b3 the judiciary and ta\-pay-
rounding officer of the Loui.,ialm department, felt ing ('lasses of tile state. The withdrawal of the
obliged to detail at length the constitutional pro- federal troop,, as in the c,_se of Louisiana above,
_isions and acts of co,)_ress covcring the case. r(,vulted in a sinfilardownfal] of the Chamberlain
In 1872 the republican party of the state split, (republican) government, April 11, 1877.--I,L all

and the Packard.Kellogg faction, securing the the states, except in the southcr_l statcq during
support of the most influential federal office- the abnormal period above referred to, there has
holders in the state, secured with it the support always been a great and jcalou_ unwillingn(.ss to

of the federal government. From that time ap- call for federal as.-Nmnt:e ex(.et)t iu a (,a_(. of ex-
peals for federal interposition became throat(., treme neees,ity. Even in Ihe (hsorder fo]lmving
aim until its final downfall the Kellogg govern- Ill(; gre_t Chic:lgl) fire of Pert,her. 1571, the gov-
men( never claimed to be able to control the ernor of the state ((,ok _trong cxct,l)tion to the
state without the support of fcdexal troops. In hasty action of the mayor of the city in calling iu

September, 1874, it wa_s suddenly aod entirely the aid of federal troops to maintain ol'dcr in.-tead
ov(,rthrowu by an armed force of its opponents, of apl)lSing fro" state militia. Thk, systematic
and the ,'ival M[(,/Snery government took its policy has had the gee(1 re.-ult of maintaining the
plat,e, but on the 15th of tlmt month, by or- eltieiency and importau('e of the mililia as the

tiers from Washington, the latter was expelled u-ual slate poli('c, and of giving exln,o,'diuary
I)y federal troops and the Kellogg govermnent effect to the occasiolml _q)pcaranees of fe(h'ral
was re.-tored. Jan. 4, 1875, after the dcmocrals troops in aid of the state. The di.,ordcrs attend-

had got, control of the legislature, apparently by ant Ul)OXlthe great raih'oad strikes of 1877 were
shmp practice, Gcn. de Trobriaud entered the suppressed mainly l)y mmidc(l state powc'; but
hall with a force of federal troops, rcmovc_ eer- when, as in Pennsylvania, July 18, federal (loops

tam members whom the democratic majority hail were b_ought into l)]ay, the strongeM and Inobt
.'.('aIed. and restored c(mtrol of the body to th(, triumlJhant mobs refused to attack them, and
Kclh_gg party. Both houses of congress, byl)arty quietly retired before their advance. In a single
xc_l(.,, apl)roved the president's action in the case. iuslance, at Baltimore, some stones wer(, lllrowu,

Finally, )[arch .3, 1877, the reliring president no- in other casc_ thc mere apt)(,ar.mce of fi,d(z_M

_iticd the Kellogg governor, Packard, that "pub- troops was suit]c:ient to restore at least lCml),)rary
li,: opinion would no longer support him in the order. Since that time the "dome._tic violence"
maintenance of the state government in Louisiana clause has been a_ inoperative 'is I)efm'e 1660
1)y )he use of the military," and, as tile incom- 1. See ,mtho,'ities under arlu.les referred to:
lag administration concun'ed in this belief, the .lla,.tb_ v,. Molt. 13 tl'l_(at, 19; MdrOl_olit_a Bank

Kellogg Packard government disappeared from vs T_t_ ])yck, 27 3[ l', 40(I; P_.ize C_t._..,.2 B_tck..

Lotu.,iana politics. _In February, 1871, the leg[s- 633; The Tropic ll'h_d. 2t lxtte It<p, 144, th(. acts
httm.e of South Carolina called for and received of 3I:q" 2, 1792, and Feb. 28, 1795, are in 1 Star.

h'deral troops to suppress insurrection in two at, L4trqe. 264. 424; the a(:t of 3h_r('h 3, 1807. in 2
i'd>unties of that state, and in October and Novem- Ntat. at L,zrqe, 443; those of July 13, July 29, aud

1,t r, under the enforcement act of April 20, 1871, Aug. 6, 1861, in 12 _'_lat. (g Large, 255. 281, 326.
_hc. [)resident by proclamation suspended the II. See Story's Comme_tari_:_, § 1807, Duer's 6bn-
privilege of the writ of habea_ e__ in nine stitatio_al Jttrist)ru&'_we, .340; Tiffany's Gmstitu-
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lio_(d Law, _ 568; Cooley's Constit_ttional Limita. archical passions. -- The (so-called) laws of _Io.-es

t/o1_, 169; authorities under Ih_co_'sT_uc'rm_, recognized the legitimacy of loaning at interest,
and states referred to. for it was only prohibited the Jews in their rela-

._.LEXA..N"DER JOhnSTON. tions with their own countrymen, who were con-
sidercd as members of the same family ; and credit

INTEREST is the product, the increase O'ncre. transactions with foreigners, as well as commer-
_nentum), the return (reditus) from capital. When cial ones, were wholly free. Tile laws of Solon,
interest represents the sum paid at fixed periods made for an essentially commercial people, placed

by the borrower to the loaner of capital, it re- no restriction or limit on the employment of
talus its generic name, or takes the more special money. At Rome, the severity of tile legisla-
designation of rent or income. The price charged tion on this subject only provoked disobedience.
by the proprietor for the use of land leased by Capital, which was persecuted, became exacting
him, is rent. The term income is more particu- in proportion to the risks to which it was ex-
larly applied to the product of capital employed posed. Nowhere was theory more strangely in
in commerce, agriculture or manufactures. In contradiction with practice. Cato, who corn-
brief, interest signifies equally the profit the capi- pared usury (i. e., interest) to assassination, was
talist derives from the direct employment of his himself an avaricious and pitiless usurer; and
capital, and the return he receives for granting its the stern Brutus loaned at 48 per cent. per an-
use to others for a certain length of time. -- No num.--In the middle ages the civil and religious
difficulty can arise with respect to the profits of a authorities were in accord in prohibiting loans at
capitalist who cml)loys his own capit.d : the inter- interest. This interdiction, already written in the
eat on capital is in this case blended with the prod- capitularies of Aix la Chapclle, in 789, was per.
uct of his labor. If a field be cuhivated, or a pctuated in French law until the revolution of
workshop used by its owner, he has to render no 1789. But, during this long millenium, the oh-

account to any one. The operation is in a certtdn servance of the legal precept was purely nominal.
sense a domestic one, giving rise to nothing re- To evade it, recourse was had to subtleties with-
quiring regulation. Whether tile capital era- out number. First the bill of exchange, and af-
ployed by its possessor returlJs 5 per cent. or 20 terward the establishment of annuities, furnished
percent.,whethcr it is productive or unproductive, the most simple and usual means. Later, people

concerns only the producer--pertains only to the came to tolerate loans by note, discount, and every
proprietor. Nothing in relation to it conies with- species of money negotiation between tradesmen.
in the province of legislation, which only extends Sovereigns themselves needed to borrow, and
to matters which affect relations among men. were obliged to submit to the conditions of moo-
But the moment the owner of capital so far re- ey-lenders. Everywhere the force of circum-
liuquishes its use as to lease it, if it be immov- stances overcame the obstacle of antiquated and
able l)roperty, or to loan it at interest, if it be anti-social lcgislation.--Tlle prejudice against
movable property, a contract is formed between loans at interest may be traced back to the time
the one who delivers and the one who receives, of Aristotle, and has its source in his writings.
From this contract arise rights and obligations The following are the termsin whicii the Greek

• for each of the contracting parties, which it philosopher teaches the too-well-known doctrine
is for lhe law to (letermine for tim advantage of the sterility of money: "The acquisition of
of both parties; and consequences also arise wealth being double, that is to say, at once corn-
from it which it is the mission of political mercial and domestic, the latter necessary and

economy to observe, in order to deduce from rightfully esteemed, the former not less justly de-
them, as much for the benefit of individuals as spised as not being natural and not resulting from
of society, the lessons of experience.-- I. Lo_'cs the sale of commodities, it is quite right to exe-
AT INTEREST. IS it permi_ible to loan at interest? crate usury, because it is a mode of acquisition

Can one legitimately derive a product from his born of money it_lf and not giving it the desti-
capital, a revenue from his money? On this nation for which it was created. Money should

question, "a-hich no longer seems to be one, the serve only for exchange, and the interest of it in-
world, until toward the latter part of the last cen- creases it, as its Greek name sufficiently indicates.
tury, was divided. Loans at interest had in their Here the fathers are absolutely like the children:

favor the constant practice of peoples, especially interest is money which is the issue of money,
of those noted for their progress in wealth, corn- and of all acquisitions, it is that most contrary to
merce and industry; on the other side were the nature." The anathema pronounced by Aristotle
oracles of religion and tile doctors of the law. against trade in money, extends, as may be seen,
:Now that theology has become more humane on to every kind of commercial operation. He did
this point, and jurisprudence has relaxed its rigor, not comprehend, though living in the midst of
socialism has taken up the thesis of the abolition people pre-eminently commercial, the utility of
of interest. The sophism has only changed de- the r61e commerce plays in society. He did not

fenders. Instead of justifying this interference see that to bring nations into contact with each
with capital on the gTound of charity or in conse- other, to open the ways to markets, to place prod-
quence of unenlightened views in regard to raG- ucts within the reach of consumers, was to give
rality, appeal is now made to envy and the an- them value, was, in a certain sense, to produce
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them. -- In a treatise aimed against loans at inter. I Gcrson, the autlmr of "Imitation of Chlist,'" says:
eat, another Greek moralist, Plutarch, exclaims: , "It is better that there be some light usmies which

'" What! you are men, you have feet, hands, and a _ procure help for the indigent, than to see them
voice, anal you say you do not know how to get a reduced by poverty to thcfl, waste of property,
living! The ants neither borrow nor lend; yet and sclling their furniture and immovable pl'op-

they have not hands, or arts, or reason; but they erty at a very h_w price."--The church also con-
live by their labor, because they are content with demned sales on time, as a. stipulation was made
things necessary. If people were willing to be in them in regard to interest on deferred pay-
content with things neccssalT, there would I)e no ments. This was, according to the schoolmen,
more usurers than there are centaurs." Plutarch "to sell time, which can not be sold, since God
here alludes to the rich who expended money has made it common to all." Strange to say,
in excess of their income, and who ruined them- this maxim of the canon law was first proclaimed

selves byloans contracted to give free indulgence by the council of Covent_ T, in England, the
to passing fancies; but, even in those times, the very country where the popular adage, "Time is
debauchees and prodigals were not the only ones money," was afterward invented. --But no one
who borrowed. There were already industries carried the prejudice against loans at interest

which needed capital, and traders who had re- (which, since the ninth century, had been stigma-
course to interest loans, or loans for a share in Iized by tile name of usury) farther than Luther,

{he profits to bring their operations to an endor to the originator of thc _eligious reformation. His
(.xtcnd them. The treasures accumulated by say- view of the subject is Ihus given in his "Table

ing acquired by commerce, or obttdned by vic- Talk": "The civil laws themselves prohibit usury
_ory, were not always dissipated in luxury and in To exchange anything with any one and gain by
pleasures; they sometimes served to s_imulate the exch.mge is not a dccd of charity; it is rob-
production and to develop wealth. _Ioney _as b(.ry. Ever)" usurer is a rol)ber worthy of the
3t that time an instrument of lab()r. The (:apital- gibbet. I call those u._ul'(.rs who loan at five or
ists who loaned it for that use, rendered service to six per cent. To-(l_y. at Leipzig. he who loans

borrowers and to society. They had consequent- .t hundred florins, asks forty for them at the cml
]y a right to receive pay for this service. Plu- of the yc'lr as interest on his money. Do you
tarch, on account of his preoccupation with the think God will tolerate such a thing? There is
abuses of loans at interest, failed to perceive their nothing under thc sun I lmte so much as that city

good results.-- The fathers of the church who of Leipzig; th(,re is so much usury, avarice, in-
treatcd this question, only copied Aristotle and solencc, trickery and rapacity there."-- M,lre pas-
Plutarch. "The lenders," said St. Basil, "cn- sion than knowledge entered into the judgment
rich themselves by the poverty of others; they given by Luther. The Roman church bad at
derive advantage from the hunger and nakedness that time relaxed its severity in regard to loans at
of tile poor. To take interest, is to gatherwhcrc interest. Its allies, the Florentincs, had become
one has not sown." St. Chrysostom, insisting on rich by trading in money throughout Europe.

this argument, exclaims, in a style loaded with In inveighing against bankers, Luther thought
metaphors: "What is there more unreasonable he was also inveighing against pope's. C:_lvin
than to sow without land, without rain, without a chowed better judgment, in not allowing himself

plowshare? All those who devote themselves to to be turned f_om lhe examination of doctrines
that damnable agriculture, harvest only tares, by considerations of party or of persons. He
* _ _ Let us, then, cut off those monstrous vigorously attacked the economic theory of Aria-

children begotten of gold and silver, let us stifle totle on the sterility of money. "Money, it is
this execrable fecundity ** a *_" St. Ambrose, said, does not beget money. And doesthe sea pro-
St. Augustine and St. Jerome held the same lan- duce it? Is it the fruit of a house, for the use of
guage. The :following is a dilemma of the lat- which, nevertheless, I receive a rent? Is money
let, which, if it is inspired by charity, is hard- begotten, to speak properly, from the roof and
iy so by logic: "Have you loaned to him who walls? :No, but the earth produces it; the sea
had, or to him who had not? If he had, why bears ships which serve in a productive corn-
loan to him? If he had not, why do you ask merce, and with a sum of moneya comfortal_le
of him more, as if he had?"--It is easy to dwelling m'ly be l)rocured. If, then', more profit
reply that if one loans to those who have, it can be derived from money negotiations than

is because they do not always hold all their from the cultivation of a field, why should not
resources at their full disposal, and a timely loan the possessor of a sum of money be permitted to
of money permits them to await the receipt of derive from it any sum whatever, since the pro-
their revenues. As to those who possess noth- prietor of a sterile field is permitted to lease it

ing, by loaning them capital one gives them for a farm rent? And when land is acquired by
the means of making their labor productive; one the payment of money, does not this capital pro-
places in their hand the lever of wealth. If they duce an annual r(,venue? What, pray, is the
had no credit, they would be still poorer; and source of the profits of the merchant? His in-
they should at least, in consideration of the unex- dustry, you will say, and his diligence. Who

pected good, pay for the use of the money they doubts that money unemployed is useless wealth?
have borrowed. _A.nother doctor in the church, He who demands capital, apparently wishes to
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use it as an instrument of production. It is not no longer contests it. If any are still doubtfui oz_
then from the money itself that the profit comes, this point, we would refer them to the fi_m dls-
but from the use that is made of it." (Cal- ser_tions of the CardinalofLuzerneandCardinal
"vin's letters.)-- Doctrines have as mue.h in- Gousset. And as to the jurists who still rely one
fluence as laws on the development of public the argumcntsof Pothier, they have only to read

prosperity. Protestant nations certainly owe the learned and often eloquent refutation of them
to Calvin their superiority to Catholic nations, given by _f. Troplong, in his "Treatise on Loans."
since tbe sixteenth century, in commerce and But the thesis which jurisprudence and theology
manufactures. Freedom to loan for inierest have abandoned, has become arevolutionary corn-

gave rise in them to credit: and credit has monplaee. Loans atinterestcouhl find no favor
doubled their power.- Not until two centuries with the socialistic school, which has declared
later did Moutcqquieu dare, for the first time in war on capital, and on whose banner is inscribed:
France, to profess the same principles. " Money," "Property is robbcDC' The theological school,

says the author of the "Spirit of Laws," " is the in tt__ arguments against interest loans, showed
sign of values. It is clear that he who needs this itself ineonsistent. While it forhadethe capitalist
sign should hire it, as he doe_ other things he to collect a monthly or an annual due for the
needs. _ _ _ It is indeed a very kind act to money borrowed of him, it permitted the lurid-
loan money to a person without interest; but we owner to lease his land in eonsidemlion of
perceive t|ntt this can only be a religiou_ precept farm rent, and to grant the use of his hou_ to
and not acivd law. III order that commerce be a tenant for a stipulated sum. The prohibition
successful, nmney must have a value. If money eonsequently applied to the form of the invest-
has no value, lm one will loan it, and tile merchant ment and not to the investment itself. The capi-

can no longer undertakeanything. I err in saying talist was prohibited, not from investing ids c_q)-
that no one will loau it. The bu.-ines_ of society ital, but fl'om investing it iu a certain manner.
must always go on: usury becomes estalflished, For lack of having analyzed the nature and
but with the disadvantages always experienced having followed in its course the ei_'culation of
from it. The law of Mohammed confounds usury wealth, and, in consequence, of taking the sign

with interest. Usury increases, in Mohammed.m for the thing signified, and the precious metals
countries, in proportion to tile severity of the p,.o. for value, a sort of emhargo was put on money.
hibition. The h,nder indemnifies himself for the In virtue of a preconceived theol T which repre-
peril of the contrawmtion "--Montesqmeu here, sented money as a sterile metal, they really irn-
under cover of his criticism of the laws of Mo- pressed it with sterility.--It is clear, however,

hammed, bringsaehargeagainsl Christian society, lhat if the possessor of a sum of money has not,
Loazdng at interest was still under condem_mtion the right to make it productive and to derive a.
in France, both by the canons of the church and revenue from it, tile possessor of land could not,
the laws of the state, at lhe time when the "Spirit wilh an), better right, lease it to a farmer to eul-
of Laws" appeared. ..( m.w_.'i,tratc could ]e_ tivate, in consideration of an income or rent from

openly brave that double authority than any other it. The earth, in fact, does not spontaneously
cihzcn. IIence the artifice of the author. Ile up- engender a revenue any more than does money.

plies his criticism to the past, ,_r transfers it to Under both forms, capital isouly the instnmlent
the Orient. It is for Fren(:h society to recognize of labor. He who receives it, must pay the price

itself in the picture, if it desires. The folhnvmg to him who leases it. Tile borrower owes the
reign relieved writers from that somewhat hypo- price in both cases, or he owes it in neither
critical reserve; and political economy, in the There is no w_,y of getting out of this dilemma.
writings of Turgot, set forth principles with en- --"Coined motley," says M. Troplong very
tire freedom. -- The constituent assembly sane- justly, "the creation of man and not of nature.
tioned these principles. The law of Oct. 12, 1789, is in turu utilized as a commodity, or as a sign

by proclaiming the legitimacy of loans at interest, of values, without there heing any reason to cry
put an end to a controversy which had been pro- out against this two-fold employment of it. It
longed fortwentyceoturies: " All privatecitizcns, must submit to the condition of matter, which is
bodies, communities and mortmain people"(i, e., to be a slave of mau, "rod must serve all the
those holding propert_v which they could not usesand necessities that it can reasonably satisf.y.
alienate) "shall be able henceforth to h)an for a So far, then, from disparaging the means of acqui-
fixed time, for interest stipulttted according to the sition invented by the geu.ius of man: in imitation

rates determined by la_." The new h.,w was of thenatural and primitive meansof a_,quisition,
written, in terms no less explicit, in article 1905 wc should, on the contrary, recognize that this is
of the civil code, thus: " It is permitted to stipu- the masterpiece of civilization, which opens to
late interest for a simple loan, whclher of money stwial activity hew careers, new sources of labor.

or provisions or other movable property."-- new and admirable means of promoting eomfort
Since that time loans at interest have been in ac- among the classes who have inherited no wealth.

cordanee with civil law in Fr'mce. Is this like- Plutarch thought he was overwhelming theloan-
wise natural law ? Can reason, based upon the ers by an irresistible argument, when he told them

principles of morality and public utility, approve that they made something out of nothing. But,
what Ihe law declares? The Catbolic church itself without knowing it, he gave the finest eulogy on
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¢redit whichderiveswealthfromsterility. Money accepted by everybody, azld in opposition to
is no more impfessed with infecundity than every- the_ facts. Let us go directly to tile root of the
thing around us; for there is nothing productive sophism. S_cialism claims that the loan should
for man save what is fertilized by laboror utilized not bear interest while tile one who loans does
by necessities which pay for their satisfaction, not deprive himself, and that the lend[,r suffers no
What would the e_u'th produce, e_ve tares and privation while the capital loaned would remain
lhistles, without the plowshare? Wllat revenue sterile in his hands. This is an absolutely gra-

would a house give its owner, if the necessity of tuitous allegation. First, if the capital borrowed
a dwelling did not oblige a neighbor to leas(' must not produce interest, I can not see _hy the
it? _* _ Money becomes productive by the need capitalist should part with it in favor of the bor-
lhe borrower has of it, the same as a building rower. People keep money only to derive an
becomes productive by the need the tenant ex- income from it; and if money must remain uupro-

_pericnces of occupying it. Money is sterile only duc(ive, people will cease to loan it. This will

when it remains unemployed. Ilence wc see the be the end of credit.--But nothing ;lppears to have
"confusion into which tbe canoni.-ts fall, when, a weaker foundation than this thesis of the ncces-

granting that money may be made productivc by s_lry unproductiveness of capital in the hands of
industry, they insist on saying that in interest the capit_dist. In one form or another, a (.;|pital-
lc_ans, it is the industry of the borrower, which, ist always employs his money, tie loans it at in-
keeping tbe money active, renders it produc- tercst only _hen othcr forms of investment offer
live, and that, since the lender has no part in either a less return or one more uncert'tin; but in
(hat industry, he should have no part in the hick of a profitable loan. what prevents him from

benefits it procures. But wlmt matters it to the employing his money in agriculture, manufact.
lender what use the borrow(,r m'_kcs of the loan? ures or commerce? It is surely lawful for him

_* It is about as if the lc-sor of property to buy land or a manufactory; and if hc does not
._houhl have s('ruples about the legitimacy of his wish to put his own hand to the work, lie can
_.ontract because the tenant( who rented his house always take an agriculturist or a manufacturer as
(lid not occupy it. _ a The price the lender a partner, invest his funds in a joint stock asso-
receives is not a part of the profit the borrower elation, or obtain shares in some marine enter-
will make by his industry; it is the price of the prise or in railroads. In interdicting loans at
transfer _hich the lender makes to him, for a interest, the socialis_ havc forgotten to interdict
(.er|ain time, of the ownership of a sum that he association or to close the ways to human activ-
has declared will be useful to him: a price .the ity. -- The socialists, however, more consistent in
legitimacy of which rests on the deprivatini_ this than the canoni._ts, proliibit rent of land as
the leader imposes upon himself, and on the ad- well as interest on money. For them, the pro-
vantage alleged by the borrower, usura protJ_cr duct iveness of capital, as Proudhon do(,s not hew
_lvum."--What M. Troplong here affirms, with irate to say, is a pure fiction. What i.- there, if
general assent, is exactly what socialism denies one re_sons in this way_ real in the worhl? Will
"lie who lends," says Proudhon, "in tlle ordi- the socialists always llave eyes only no| to sec?
nary conditions of tile trade of the lender, d(x_s The earth, from one cad to the olher of the coun-

_ot deprive himself of the capital which lie lends; tries which civilization h'ls tout.heal with its wand,
lie lends it, because he htls nothing to do with it recounts the marvels of capital. C.apital is cvery-
l'or himself, being sufficiently provided with where present. It is the universal motor, the

.capital; he loans it, in short, beeau_ it is neither soul of industry; it is the tra('e of the sojourn or
his desire, nor within his power, to give it the passt_ge of man on the earth, that which dis-
valu.e himself; because in keeping it in his tinguishes culturc from barbarism. The power

hands, this capital, sterile by nature, would of a people is measm'ed by the extent of its
remain sterih,; while, by the loan and the accumulation of labor. A farm in Beaucc, in
interest resulting fi'om it, he produces a profit France, of the same extent of land as couhl be
"which enables the capitalist to live without bought in Canada or :New Zc:dand for $800,
lalior." (Frnm tifird letter to M. Basliat.)-- would cost $80,000; and in tin uninhabited coffn-

That eminent economist, M. Bastiat, whose try it can be had for nothing. When(re the dif-
early loss to economic science we deplore, has ference in v_lue? From the fact tlmt the land
remarked that this argument attacks sales as which the colonists buy in New Zealand, for in-
well as loans. If it can be allegeA that the pos- stance, is land )et to he tilled, land without capi-
sensor of a sum of money does not deprive him- tal; while he who acquires a domain in Beauce
self of it. by loaning it, why could we not sa.y pays for the capital incorporated in it. The pro-
the same of the one who sells commodities which ductivcness of soil enriched by fertilizers,improved

lie possesses in too great abundance? Thesystem by cultivation, provided with cattle and iustru-
of Proudhon would render every commercial ments of tillage, furnished with farm buildings

trance(ion impossible, because there is not a anti dwellings, and near to great markets---all
single one which m not based on interest on the these make the difference. --And should the

,capital i nvested.--But we do not.need to appeal to owner of this wealth, which often represents the

analogies nortoenter upon comparisons, to refute accumulated labor of many centu!'ies, rent it
•_ theo_" .based on a position outside of facts for nothing, like land covered with bushes and
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brambles, such as met the eyes of the first oc- islation, it is easy to show that it defeats its pt_r-

cupant ? Not only would this be contrary to pose. What is proposed to be accomplished by
equity, but it would be physically impossible, excepting money from the common rule of val-

A state of society in which proprietors who ues, the level of which is determined by competi-
did not cultivate the soil with their own hands tion in the market? It is desired to prevent the
should be condemned to give it over, without price of that commodity from rising beyond
coml)en_tion, to farmers who would derive measure, or, in other words, to oppose a barrier to
the benefits of the labor previously expended the rise in interest. _Now, observation teaches us
on it, in addition to the profits from their own that the more restrictions the laws have placed

labor, would not be long in coming to an end. upon trade in money, in the past, the higher Ires
The abolition of rent would speedily entail the become the rent of capital. The penalties against;
abolition of property. -- The socialisti(, theory of usury give rise to it or develop it ; they are an add-
exchange belongs to a purely imaginary world, ed risk to those naturally connected with invest-
At no period of history has it even begun to ments of capital. In compensation for thisaddi-
be applied. Suppose men reduced to their own tional peril, the lendercan not fail to deman(l tL

powers in a newly forming society. As certain premium. The laws which augment the risk als(_
individuals prove to be more richly endowed by discourage eompelition. The number of lender._
nature or make a better use of their faculties, and the amount of the disposable capital then
there will necessarily be workmen' who will pro- diminishes, the number and e.tgerness of the bor-
duce more than others, whose products will not rowers remaining the same; and people arc then
find their equivalents in exchange, and will form astonished at the high price of the commodity,
au excess, a reselwe, a capital; hence inequality when they have done all they could to pre*duce
of conditions and of fortunes. This inequality, this condition of the market! _ In ancient times,
when it exists, is transmitted or may be transmit- the peol)les who allowed the greatest liberty in
ted. Property implies inheritance. When we the investment of capital were also tlmse whir
recognize in man the right to dispose of the re- saw commerce and the industries flourish in
sults of his labor, we are inevitably l(.d to admit their midst, and among whom borrnwers obtained
that he may dispose, by the s_lme right, of the l't_- the most moderate terms from h,ndcrs. The ha-
suits of labor which have been accunmlated by tions, on the contrary, who gave no latitude t(>
him or his ancestors--in a word, of capital. To credit transaetiouq, or security for credits, were

arrest this natural dir[.ctiou of human activity, obliged to submit to pay more de.u'ly than others
the Bal_que du P,:up!e is a p_)or invention. [An for money. The history of Athens aud th'lt of
alh|sion to a "People's Bank" instituted by Rome present conspicuous and instructive types
Proudhon for the suppression of capita]. E.J. of this contrast. At Rome a debtor who did not

L.] It would not, in fact, b(.' sufficient toabolish meet his engagements when due became the slave
rent of money aml rent of hind; it would be nec- of the creditor. At Athens the right of the ere(l-

essaJ3,, by a more radical and more logical pro- itor to the person of the debtor was abolished by
cess, to go so far as to abolish property. Com- the laws of Solon. Solon did not attr,mpt to reg-
muuism is the last term ,)f that theory, in which ulate the interest on money, and no traeeof usury
a _ubtle mind has imperfectly succeeded in dis- laws is found in the annals of that commerei:d
guisiug the al)uurdily and violence of the ideas by republic. The rate of interest at Athens varied
the novelty and charm of the form.--II. RaTE according to the circumstances and with the
OF ]INTEREST. The legitimateness of loans at in- security offered by borrowers. The lowest rat(."
terest i_ to-day recognized in the principal states appears to have been 10 percent.: this was in fact

of Emol)e. But while abandoning the ground of a very moderate charge for movable capital, at _.
absr)lute 1)rohibition, governments have not had time when the income from land was 12 per cent.
the courage openly to avow the doctrines of lil)- to those who did nr)t work their lands themselves,
crty. Just as it is s_ught to protect agriculture and when maritime commerce, which attracted

and manufitcturt,'s against foreign competition, it moneyasw(:ll:zsmen, borrowedatfrom20percent.
is claimed tlmt the cause of the borrower may be to 36 per cent., and when the industries, employ-
defcn(led against the lender, and of the poor ing slaves as workmen, returned fabulous profl's.
against the ri('h, by fixing the l'ate of interest or The interest on money was in proportion to "bt:
limiting it by the establishment of a maximum, profitson labor; and here wesee why the quesli(_n
Whoever, in loaning, exceeds this legal rate, ex- of debts, that permanent cause of troubles in the
poses himself to a penalty. Usury no longer aig- Roman empire, never excited either commotions
nifies the interest on money. This word, modified or political agitations in Greece. -- In the early
from its primitive st'use, takes an opprobrious days of the Roman republic the rate of intcre.-t
recanting, a_d becomes a mark of infamy. To was not regulated by law. M. Troplongconsidcr_

invest one's money at a rate the law discounte- this latitude in regard to transactions as the cause
nanees, is called practicing usury, and is to corn- of the oppression the people suffered from the
mit a crime. -- The laws which interdicted loans patricians. But did thelaw of theTwelve Tables,
at interest have had their day; the laws which which fixed the interest at 10 percent, per annum,
regulate the rate of interest will pass away in diminish the ravages of usury at Rome, and bring

like manner. By examining the effects of this leg- about a fall in interest? M. Troplong himself
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cites from Titus Livy and Plutarch numerous )'ear of George III. (1819) was the first attack
instances which superabundantly prove the con- made on the principle. It was enacted that a bill
trary. Montesquieu was not in error on this of exchange or a bill payable to order, uhich
point. "As the Roman people," he says, "were might be declared void beeausc of usury, should
daily becoming more powerful, the magistrates be valid iu the bands of one who had taken it in
_ught to flatter them by having such htws en- good faith. Then came tlm act of the fourth
acted as were most pleasing to them: capital was year of William IV. (1833), which, in renewing
restricted; interest diminished and finally prohib- tim privilege of the b'mk of England, abrogated
ited; lmdily constraint was taken away; andat the usury laws in the kingdom, so faras bills of ex.
last the abolition of debts was proposed, when- eh'mge and notes payable to order on three monfl_s
ever a tribune wished to render himself popular, orlesswereconeerncd. Theactof thcfir.-t)'carof
These continual changes, either by laws or by Victoria's reign extended tlm exemption to billsof

plebiscits, naturalized usury at Rome; for the exchange and notes payable to order, the term of
creditors, seeing the people their debtors, their which did not extend beyond a year; and the act
legi¢lators and their judges, had no longer any of the third yc'tr of the samereign comprehended
confidencein contracts. The people, like discred- also all loan contracts made for sums which ex.
ited debtors, couhl borrow only at high rates; and cceded £10, provided the loan was not secured by a
this was the more so, because, though the laws mortgage on rcal estate. --In con_quence of tlm
only occasionally interfered, the complaints of latter provision, landed property had now to pay
the people were continuous, and always intimi- higher than the current market rates for money,
dated the creditol_. Thus were all honorable and was, therefore, at a disadvantage in com.
means of loaning and borrowing abolished at parisonwith manufactures and commerce. Such
Rome, and a fri.ghtful usury became cstabli_hcd." an inequality before the law could not pcrma-
--The results in modern times have been the nent]y continue. In 1854 a law was enacled
same. The only nations or stales in which the (17 and 18 Vict.. oh. 90) repealing all existing
trade in money has been most regular and con- statutes against usury, though uc_t touching the
fined to reasonable limits, are the very ones where statutes in reference to pawnbrokers. These were
the greatest freedom in money transactions has modilicd later (35 and 36 Vict., ch. 93).--The
been tolerated or authorized. It is sufficient to abovc-mentinued changes in the laws made to
mention Genoa, Venice, Florence, Holland and regulate the rate of interest appear to have been a
England. Holland, in the seventeenth ccntury, result of the celebrated resolutions which were

although its credit was wcakencd by war, bor- reported to thc house of commons in 1818, in the
rowed at 4 per cent.; in England, the current following language. "1st, Resolced, that it i, the
interest was 3 per cent. toward the middle of the opinion of thiscommittee that the laws regulating

eighteenth century. Owing to thcir ability to or restraining the rateof interest lmve been extcn-
give value to their capital, the Florentincs and sively evaded, and havc failed of the effect of
Milanese, in the sixteenth century, under the imposing a maximum on such rate; and of late
name of Lombards, took the place of the Jews, years, from the constant execssof the market rate
in a large way, and became the bankers of of intcrcst above the rate limited by 1;_w, they
Europe. Freedom in the matter of interest have added to the expense incurred by borrowers
favored the establishment of credit institutions, on real security, and that such borrowers have
The foundation of the bank of England and that becn compcllcd to resort to thc mode of granting
of Amsterdam were nearly a century earlier than annuities on lives, a mode which lms been nmde
that of the bank of France. -- Moreover, the fall a cover for obtaining higher interest than the rate
in interest and the development of commerce, limited by law, and has further subjected the
in the states where there was the greatest tol- borrowers to enormous charges or forced them Io

('ration for credit transactions, appear to have make very disadvantageous _des of their estates.
followed step by step the progress of this lib- 2d, t_sob:ed, that it is the opinion of lh_s com.
erty. Thus. in England, I-Icnry VIII. had fixed mittec that tlmconstruction of such laws, as appli-
the rate of interest at 10 per cent. Edward VI. cable to the transactions of commerce as 'It pres-
absolutely interdicted loaning at interest. Eliz- ent carried on, have been altcndcd wilh much

abeth gave an impulse to trade by abrogat- uncertainty as to the legalityof many tnmsactions
ing the statute of Edward and re-established of frequent occmTcncc, and consequently been

10 per cent. as a maximum rate, tiros indirect- productiveof mu(:h embarrassment and litigation.
Iv giving much latitude to traffic in money. -- 3d, Resob,ed. that it is the opinion of this c(nnmit-
"i'he statute of Queen Anne fixed the rate of inter- tee that the present period, when the market rate
est at 5 per cent. per annum, and pronounced of interest is below the]egal rate, affordsan oppor-
every contract void in which the interest should tunity peculiarly proper for tbe repeal of said
exceed this rate. In accordance with the usual laws. "--As to the effcct of the repeal of thcsclaws,

practice of the English, who rarely act from gen- unexecptionablc official documents permit us to
oral principles, this statute was long nominally in judge. In the year 1841 the bank of England
force after being allowed to beconm practically took the initiative in tlmt regard, and, in a country
obsolete. Then it was abrogated by succes,¢ive where it is customary to follow public opinion

degrees, a part at a time. Theactof thefifty-ninth rather than to lead it, did not hesitate to give au
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impetus to public thought. On May 13, its court to suffer much in consequence of the re_trictions
of directors met and embodied the results of which fettered busine_. Mr. Ourney entered
eight years' experience in the following dcclara- into detailed calculations which brought into re-
tion: "t_tved, That the modification of the tief the consequences of the two systems of re-
usury laws at present existing has contributed striction and freedom in tile matter of interest.
greatly to facilitate the operations of the bank, "The advantages of the relaxation in the law to
and is essential for the proper management of its the trading community," he said, "are that um

circulation." Parliament, on its side, determined der every circumstance they are able to procure
to obtain evidence of the good or bad results of supplies of money and to carry on their business
the partial repeal of the usury laws. The house with facihty. In the two or three last pressures
of lords, in the year 1841, investigated the sub- which we have had, we have had very few fail-

ject, and the testimony brought before it (pub- ares. I will now take the otber side. What is
lish(;d in 1845), casts much light on the question, the disadvantage? It is that they have to pay this
--A di._tinguished economist. Mr. :Norman, after high interest for a limited time; the calculation

having called attention to tim fact that the bank of that disadv.,mtage brings it to a very small
of England, thanks to freedom of interest, had sum. A. firm of large extent m_ly have under
successively fixed tlle rate of discount, following discount to the extent of £50,000, and havetopay
tile variations of the market, from 4 to 4t_._ per 6 per cent. interest for that £50,000 instead of 5

cent. on July 21, 1836; at 5 per cent. on SepT. I per ct.nt, for six months; this is the extent of
of tim same year; at 5t_ per cent. on June 20, loss, which comes t(i only £250. For that loss he
1839; and at 6 per cent. on Aug. 1 of the same gets the advantage of general facility, a less risk,

year; terminated his deposition in these terms: as credit is much bettcr preserved--advantages
" i have always regarded with surprise and ad- greatly beyond the hiss. One other great ad-
miration the way in which the mercantile pres- vantage is the ability to borrow money upon the
sure of 18_ wa_ borne. It was vcr b" severe, anti security of his goods, or sell them. If he borrow
the number of failures of consequence was cer- money upon his goods, it resolves itself into a
tainly small; and I can not help attributing in calculation of a similar character; if he thus
some degree the manner in which that pressure borrow £100,000, there will lm a loss of £300 or
was sustained, comparing it with what had oc- £400; but if he is compelled to sell his goods, he
(,urred on similar occasions previously, such as in can not, under such circumstances, at a less loss
1826, to the state of the law which enabled capi- than from 10 per cent. to 20 per cent.; and thcre-
tal and loanable accommodation to flow into fore, on the one h'md, lie may have to lose some
those channels where it was most wanted and £300 or £400; but, on the other, if compelled to

could bc best paid for--in fact, into its natural sell his merchandise, which hc must do were he
channcls."--One of the most eminent practical unable to pay more than the legal rate of interest
bankers, Saml. J. Loyd (afterward Lord Over- upon a loan, the loss would be, under forced
stone), confizTned this opinion by the following sales, of from £10,000 to £20,000." We might

explanatmn: "Had the law which fixed the extend these quotations. The witnesses sum-
maximum rate of discount at 5 per cent. been moned, in the course of the inquiry, were, with

maintained in (,peration, it would have produced scarcely an exception, unanimous. -- Some per-
inconveniences of two kinds: in some cases, par- sons have observed that, if merchants in high

ties requiring the command of money would have position gained by the repeal of the usury laws,
been unable to obtain it, and would consequently the same was not true of those whose credit was

have been subjected to many very serious evils, less firmly established, and that usurious rates
such as forced sales of their goods at ruinous were demanded of this class. But what does

prices, injury to their general credit, and, in that prove? That there was, apparently, a cer-
many cases, aclual suspension of their payments; tain risk in lending. If the usury laws had been
in other cases, parties would probably have ob- operative, the embarras_d merchants would not

tained the money by resorting to circuitous con- have found money, or they would have had to
trivanccs for tile purpo,c of evading tile law, pay still more to procure it. In either c_tse, fail-

which would necessarily have entailed upon them ure was imminent. Thus much for tl:e example

great additional trouble, discredit and expense." of Enghmd: let us now pass to France. --Inter-
Mr. Loyd hence concluded that the act of 1838 est on money was certainly much higher at the
had saved British commerce, in the pressure of time when legislation interdicted interest loans
1889. --This was also the conclusion to which and burned Jews, th'm under the far more mild

Mr. Samuel Gurney, one of the most able bapk- r6gimc which authorized loans under the form of
ers and mo_t revered men in London, finally annuities, and fixed by law the rate at which
arrived, who called attention to the fact that in loans could he made by alienating capital in this
1818, when tim state loans were the only ones cx- manner: it had become still lower, and commerce

empt from tile operation of tile usury laws, and had become extensive at the time when Turgot
when considerable loans had been issued by the wrote these remarkable lines: "It is a well-known

govermnent, capital deserted the commercial fact that there is not a commercial place on the

market, which was subject Is the legal limit, for earth where the greater part of thecommeree does
the market of public funds; and commerce had not depend on money borrowed without alienation
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_f capit_l, and where interest is not regulated when the risks connected with every negotiation
by a simple agreement, according to the greater or or credit travsaction were so great, and when con-
less amount of loanable money in the place, and fldence was so weak?- The legislators of 1804,
the degree of solvency of the borrower. The more favorable to liberty than those of 1807, had
rigor of the laws has yielded to the force of left tile way open. Article 1707 of the civil code
things; jurisprudence has been obliged to modify provided that the interest agreed upon might
in practice its speculative principles, and people exceed tlle rate fixed by law, whenever the law
have long since come to openly tolerate loaning contained no prohibition to the contrary. This
by note, discount, and ever), species of money was directly to recognize that the value of money,
negotiation between parties. It will always be like all other values, results from the state of the
tlms whenever the law prohibits what the nature market and the terms arranged between parries.
of things render._ necessary."--The constituent Tim legislators of 1807 ,hut this half-open door,

a_embly only half adopted the ideas of Turgot. by putting a_reed-on rates of interest in the same
The law of 1789 permitted loans at interest under line as legal interest. It may be well to quote
any form, but it reserved to the legislator the here the language of a law which can serve as a
right to fix, or at least tolimit, the rate of interest, starting point iu the discussion. "Art. 1. The
"The civil code, promulgated in 1804, stipulated interes! agreed upon shall not exceed 5 per cent.
a similar reservation; these were mere prclimin- in civil matters [i. c., those coming under the cog-
ary and tentative changes, which prepared the nizance of what are known as civil courts, in
way for the law of Sept. 3, 1807.--We say noth- France, in d_stinction fi'om mercantile courts.
ingof the intermediary r6gime. Some(latin that E.J. L ], m)r 6 per cent. in mercantile matters,
the convention declared money merchandise, and without retention. Art. 2. The legal interest
thatinconsequenceofthatunlimitedfrccdom, usu- shall be, in civi|matters, 5 per cent., and in mer
ry for some years invaded and ravaged the country, cantile matters 6 l)cr cent., also without retention.
The laws of the convention were contradictory. Art. 3. Wheu it shall bc proven that a loan has
At one time, to raise the price of the assignats, been madc at a rate exceeding that fixed by Art.
it interdicted trade in the preciousmctals: again, 1, the. lender shall be condemned by the court
it removed the prohibition and left every one free before _ hich the ca_ is brought, to restore this

to buy and sell gold and silver at their actual excess, if hc has received it, or to suffer a reduc-
value. Interest, therent of capital, ontyl,esumed tion of thc l)rincipal of the debt, and he may

it_ liberty as a consequence, a This liberty was even be remanded, if cause appear, to thc court
the result of the toleration of the govermnent, of correction, and, in case of conviction, con-

and not of a clear pereeptionof a principlewhich demncd t,) a fine not exceeding half the capital
it firmly proclaimed. But what matter is it he has lent on usury. If the result of the law
whether the convention, in removing the barriers process show_ that the lender has practiced fraud,
it had itself raised, removed also othcrs or not, he shall be condcmned, besides the above fine, to

and rendered homage to political economy with- imprisonment for a term not exceeding twoyears."
out willing it or knowing it? The events which --The economy of the law of 1807 consists en-
occurred in the commercial world, (luring that tirely in a smaU number of rules. It lays down
period of anarchy and the disturbed timeswhich as a principle that freedom of agTeement in re-
succeeded it, prove nothing either for or against gard to rate of intercst must be cxercised only
any system.- We are, however, inclined to be- within the limit of the legal maximum. Pro.
licve that, notwithstanding the calamities which visionally, this maximum is fixed at 5 per cent.
were the inevitable result of the civil disorders in civil matters, and at 6 per cent. in mercantile

and of war, and [although commerce, manufac- ones.--The law of 1807 makes usury a crime.
tures and credit were neaaly paralyzed in France But what is usury? Bentham said truly that it
from 1793 to 1797, the toleration accorded mean- was not susceptible of definition. And in fact, if

while to pecuniary transactions bore more good usury consists in lo:ming at a rate higher than
fruit than bad. People have quoted the protests that fixed hy the legislature, one may be a usurer
of some chambers of commerce, which com- in England while loaning at a rate which would
plained at that time of the dullness of trade, the be permissible in France, and zice versa. In
great numbers of failures and the cupidity of France the offense depends, not on the nature of
loaners. In reply we will say, without having the act, but on the quality of the lcnder. One is
regard to these particular cases, that the speech a usurer if he loans at 6 per cent. in civil mat-
of Joubert, who proposed the law of 1807, itself ters, but ceases to be so if he loans at the same

shows that interest on moneyhad generally fallen, rate to one cngaged in commercc. These incon-
But, were it otherwise, can any one really sup- sistencics in legislation prove that an attempt has
pose that laws more restrictive would have pro- been made to regulate that which, from its na-
tured money for trade at a low price, at a time ture, evades legal rules. The authors of the law

of 1807 perceived this; for, after having made
• "Not that the laws of the convention ever meant to the act of loaning at an interest in excess of the

proclaim the principle of abeolate liberty in the matter of legal rate a crime, they did not affix any penalty.
interest. It would be an eat'or to suppOSethis: they only
intended to remove the prohibitions on payments in The court, in this case, can only sentence the
:money." (Troptong.) lender .to restore the excess. The sentence can



only extend to a fine in the case of habitual usu- ism of the central and eastern departments of
ry, that is to say, when the offense becomes France in 1849 and 1850.--A representative of
changed; when, instead of having to deal with the upper Rhine, M. Cassal, cited in the tribune
parties whose bargains depend upon the varia- curious-examples of frauds practiced in Alsace to
tions of the market, the court finds before it a evade the provisions of the law of 1807. " The
speculator who makes a business of seeking the usurer," he said, "no longer proceeds in this
most risky investments, those which serve as an fashion: ' I lend you one hundred francs in con-
excuse orpretext for unlimited profits. -- The]aT sideration of ten francs.' Nothing like that is
of 1_7 has only one kind of merit. In a country written. A note of a hundred francs is made, but
where there is too little general information on only ninety of it are given. Care is taken that it
matters of political economy, and where anti- be done with no witnesses present, and then yotr
comm_:rcial prejudices have still much influence, have the provision of article 1322 of the eivd
it bears a certain relation to the average level of code, which establishes a legal presumption in.
intelligence and the state of morals. In 1836 a favor of the creditor who has a writing. In this
motion was made by M. Lherbette aimed at the case itself it is very difficult to prove usury.
repeal of this law and the restoration of freedom More frequently sales with power of redemption
in the mav ter of interest; but it failed because of occur: property is bought for the consideration
the unenlightened opposition of the elective of one hundred francs, and only ninety are paid:
chamber. In 1850 the proposition of _bl. Saint- and when the debtor wishes t_obtain his property
Priest to modify the law had no better success: again,he is obliged to pay back the sum stipulated
the law which was enacted Dec. 15, instead of in the contract as price, and happy is he, too, if
punishing the simple contravention of the law the purchaser will consent to restore him his prop-
prescribing the legal interest, is only aimed erty. In this case, also, the stipulations of article
against the habit of disregarding it, and confines 1325 of the French civil c_te are exactly fulfilled:
itself to increasing the penalties.-- The law of youhaveno witnesses, and itisimpossibletoprove
1807 goverals the trade in money in all the coun- usm T. When one of these men loans at 5 per
tries of Europe which have adopted or imit._ted cent. on a simple note, there is much reason for
tile French civil laws. To examine into the ef- mistmlst; the lender has evil designs. When the

fects it has l)roduced in France, is then to obtain note falls due, the debter can pay; but the creditor
the elements which may serve to give the most promises to wait. When the time comes that the

general view of the question. The law of 1807 latter knows the former has no money, he becomes
did not, as we know, bringabout a fall in the rate pressing, prosecutes, hounds the debtor, forces
of interest, which is, not withstanding the solidity him to make an assignment, lays down order.c,
of the operations, much higher in France, in ever)" and. finally, compels the unfortumtte to pay what
scale of credit, than in England, Holland and is called the interest oft_tienee. Then he takes
Belgium. The absolute prohibition it contains everything the former can give: fifty franc,, a.
has not prevented the loaner, wherever there were pair of sabots, a batch of bread, per week. But
risks to be incurred, from stipulating for execs- all this is the A B C of usury. The usurer but

steely high interest which was legally usurious, rarely makes his bargain in his own name. The
That has been accomplished in a contraband way borrower sometimes does not even know him; the
instead of openly. But the troubles from it have business is done through an intermediary, a sort
been only the greater; for the interest must in- of broker, who, ordinarily, has nothing to lose,

elude, besides the premium for the risk arising not even honor, who also takes brokerage, aml
from the small degree of solvency in the bor- thus increases still more theintcreston the money.
rower, that of the riskarising from contravention When loans are made, the first step is to ask for
of the law.--The _whatra, so much branded by security. This security is the person who signs
Pascal, has reappeared, and the usurious loanhas the noteandcarriesittotheborrower, orri_e_:ersa;
been disgui_d under the form of a sale. In other the intermediary likewise, signs the note. and it is
cases the fraud has been accoml)lished under the sometimes covered by three, four or five signs-
form of a donation; besides the legalinterest, the tures before reaching the re.d lender. The usurer
lender has required a supplementary interest, um is then in the position which, in the iangraage of

der the title of gift. Sales with privilege of re- the law, is called 'a third carrier in good faith.'
demption have also served to conceal usury, Tile aim of the business is to make some kind of
which has, besides, taken place under coverof an a bargain: in primitive times, a trade in flocks or
exchange. But the most usual as well as the most herds; later, in real estate. This is how it is
simple form has consisted in statingin the loan con- effected. Sometimes one lends a sum, always by
tract, or on the notes given to the loaner, a sum an intermediary, on a simple note oran obligation
higher than that which the l)orrower had received, acknowledged before a notary, and on the oth('r
--The defenders of the system sanctioned by tile hand, he has a field or other real estate sold to him

law of 1807 themselves _eco_ize thttt this law, far atan cxt,'emelv low price. Care is taken, however.
from uprooting usmT, has perhaps aggTavated it. that lhe matter be so arranged that the lesion of
Usury, it hasbeen said, is devtLstatingFrench rural the seven-twelftl_s may not be reached. These
districts; and it is certain that the debts of small men, who thus exploit French rural districts, have

property-hohlers had much to do with the social- divided the territory: each one has his chosen
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portion to exploit, and it is rare for another to variable relation between supply and demand.
permit himself to go there to do business. You There is but one way to abolish usury, and that
comprehend then that they are perfectly well is to extend to property the benefits of credit in-
acquainted with the value of the estates, better stitutions, and accustom proprietors punctually
than the peasants themselves. Consequently to fulfill their obligations. For the rest, the rein-

there may be usury of 100 per cent. or 200 per tion of demand to supply so bears upon the con-
cent. without the cognizance of the law. At tracting parties, that governments, when they
other times, and this is far more serious and more wish to borrow, are themselves subject to it.
common, they force the borrower, giving him Whenever it was necessary to contract public
meantime the funds for the purpose, to buy a loans, the French government took good care not
piece of land or some other commodity at a very to appeal to the law of 1807. In difficult circum-
high price. Here they do not take the trouble to stances it has borrowed at 7 per cent. anti even at
put as large a sum as possible into the contract : 8 per cent. ; and instead of then considering the-
they put the property at double or tripleitsvalue, capitalists who undertook the lo_,n at lhe._e high
Let them succeed in making a m'm contract a rates as usurers subject to the penalty of the law,
debt, and nothing can save him; he is soon dis- it sought to attract them by all means in its
po._essed of his property. I know entire vil- power. Not to speak of the profits they have-
lages which do not contain two solvent private made by loaning to embarr,tssed governments,
citizens."-- Looking at this social condition, one have not bankers obtained all the marks of dis-

would think he was living in the middle ages. tinction which could flatter their wmily? Have
Is it necessary, in order to remedy this, to they not been covered with cordon._ anti admitted
make the penalties greater and to increase the to the ranks of the aristocracy?--Thus the state
legal restrictions? M. Cassal, who is not, how- itself sets the cxarnple of vitdation of the law.
ever, an economist, but who has had a near It seems that the legal rate of interest is obliga-
view of the evil, does not think so. "I know tory on every one except itself. To loan at 6 per
the country usurer well enough." he said, " to cent. _o private individuals, is to expose one's
apprehend that our law (that of 1850) instead self to the severity of the courts; to loan at 6 per
of producing the extinction of usury, may per- cent. to the state, to cities, to departments, is to>
haps t)roducc the contrary effect, by closing the merit public gratitude. Who can henc(.for!h take

purse strings and shutting out all credit. Usury seriously this pretended crime of usury, which is
is the only means, the single source of credit to not such for states, but is such in private transac-
the countr3"men; and if that source dries up, I tions?--This is not all. In testimony of the power-

fear they may lie more miserable than before."-- lessness of the legislator ,a hen lie attempts to do
The defenders of restrictive laws in the matter of violence to the nature of things, the French law of

interest would do well to reflect upon this re- l_07was obliged, in fixing a maximum rate of in-
nmrkable avowal. They think they have replied tcrest, to admit of exceptions and establish catego-
to allobjections when they say: "If the borrower ries. Thus, loans on property security, on pledge,
is not sufficiently solvent for loans to be granted on provisions, anti discount, escape its rules. The
him at the legal rate; if an additional premium is same observation applies to commissions charged
neccssal T to cover the risk--well, people will not by banks, and to the premium given to brokers
lend to him at all." Shall credit be thus ot)liged who answer for the pemons to whom they sell
to stop rather than exceed the level of interest merchandise; unwell as to those commercial prac-

which the legislator has supposed legitimate? tices which are so many additions anti supple-
But credit can no more be arrested in society than ments to the interest stipulated in the money

the circulation of blood in the truman body. For h)ans.--III. LoA._s winch EXCEED THE LEC,AL
the one as for the other, motion is'life. You say RATr:. The loan on pledge (or pawn), which
that loaning at high interest will in the long run entails at dace numerous risks and considerable
ruin the borrower. This is possible; but he will expenses of administration, is oile of those which
be mined without usury, if he does not find a way can be made only at a relatively high interest. All
to borrow what he needs to meet his obligations the pawnbrokers in Europe wouhl be ruined in a
when they fall duel --The capitalist who specu- few months, if they were compelled to loan at a
latesupon the temporary distress of the borrower rate corresponding to the price current of money
is a wletch. Science has no intention of shelter- in the market. The exception which has been

mg such under her mantle. If usury extends to made in their favor, or rather, the freedom in
direct or indirect fraud, there are laws to punish regard to interest which is allowed to be the rule
it. Butletnooneattackthefl_edomofmercantile in their case, has been favorable to those who

transactions, under pretext of preventing usury, patronize these institutions. To speak only of
Provided the loaner and borrower are free to the moat depidt¢; at Paris, the interestaskedof bet-

make a bargain, the contract should be valid, rowers has constantly diminished since the last
It mattel_s little at what rate the investment be century: it was 5 per cent. per month in the year

made: the interest of money is naturally subject ]lI. (1795-6), 2½ per cent. per month in the year
to one law alone, that which detetTnines that the VIII. (1800-1), and 1¼ per cent. in 1831. As the

price of things, instead of being fixed arbitrarily rent of money becomes lower in the general ma,'-
by the civil power, results from the essentially ket of capital, the pawnbroker will lend at a
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_owc; interest to neces_itons families. -- As to step more should be taken: the principle should
the loan of provisions, which the law of 1807 be separated from the example, and one should
does not govern, and in which one may Mways, say that the premium on the risk, which is one of
by the terms of article 1907 of the civil code, the elements of interest, inc .teases naturally in
exceed tile legal interest, jurists have found a proportion as the certainty of reimbursement di-
reason to justify that exception, which, if they minishes. In hmns at interest, the premium on
were disposed, might be made to apply equally the risk acts as a sort of insurance on capital;
weil to loans of money. " How can we think," this is why there are no reasons for refusing to
says 3I. Troplong in his "Commentary on Lotms." allow it in the loan of money, when it is allowed
"that the legislator could have intended toimpose in the loan of provisions. Credit is naturally per-
the same rate of interest on loans of provisions sonal. There exists no such filing as one rate of
as on mot,ev? Ilow can we suppose that he interest belonging to provisions and a different
would have t_.ken no account of the risks, which interest belonging to the precious metals. It is

are much greater in the loa,l of provisions than because those who bor,'ow provisions generally
in the loan of money; in the loan of provisions, place themselves in a more hazardous situation,
we say, where an abundant harvest at the time of that high interest is demanded of them. But a

payment may take away so much of the value of good number of borrowers to whom money is
the thing lent in time of dearth? Would he have loaned personally merit still less confidence; why
.condemned the system folh)wed in all ancient should it not be permitted to stipulate with them
nations by legislators and economists, of fixing a premium for iusurance, commensurate with the
the interest on provisions higher than the interest perilous chances they cause one to incur? The

.of money? We think, then, that there would be principle is admitted in wholesale contracts. Do

nothing illicit in an agreement whmh _hould obli- . you suppose that there is not, as M. Sainte-Beu_'c
_Tate the l)orrower of a hundred measures of oil, has so well ._id. any such debtor whose solvency
grape-, or apples, to repay a hundred and ten or makes the loaner run as much risk as he would
a hundred and fifteen at the following harvest."-- incur from tempests? To sum up, either the ex-
When one borrows money, it is not the metal ception made in the case of the loaner of provis-
exactly which one wishes to posse_, but the ions has no ,aisoa d'etre, or the considerations
value it represents. Under the form of money or which have determined it tend invincibly to lib-
under the form of provisions, the lender delivers erty in the r.tte of interest, under a general law.

c.q)ital: capital is the object of the contract. I --On the question of discount the subtleties of
F, otn the essential point of view, which is thatof : jurisprudence are freely exercised. Certain in-

value, there is no difference. In vain has it been i rims rank it in the category of sales; others, in
objected that the value of grain was variabm; for that of loans. " The banker who discounts,"
the same objection would apply to the value of says M. Troplong, "only makes a loan. Accus-

money. Who d()es not know that the power of , tomed to trade in money and notes, he only pur-
the precious metals was much gr_lter in the time i chase_ a credit; and as 10,000 francs, payable in
-of Charlemagne than in the reign of St. Louis; one year, are not worth 10.000 francs payable
_n the time of St. Louis than in the reign of Louis now, he gives a less price than the nominal one.
XIV. ; and iu the reign of Louis XlV. than in Thisprice is calculated on the time to run, on the
•our day? _No doubt money presents a more solidity repre_nted by the signature of the olin
fixed and certain measure of value from one year who signs it, the value of that signature, the place.
to another than wheat; but from one century to etc. Discount is only the diffenmce between tim.
another the adwmtage of fixity and constaImy nominal and the real value. I have said that the
passes to the wheat. The price of cereals is, in banker buys a credit; I add that, on his side, tim
fact, the light by the aid of which we find our way borrower buys a present sum for a sum not due.
in studying the economy of society in the past. In all cases, the borrower who sells his credit does

-- Under ouc form as well as another, the rent not contract the obligation of returning the sam(;
.of capital depeuds on its abund'mce or rarity coin- thing, characteristic of the loan; his obligation i.-.
pared with the urgeucy of the demand. It is not to deliver the chose and guarantee its payment.
the nature of the loan which can raise the pre- On the other hand, the banker becomes pro-

mium; it i_ the situation of the borrower. Why prictor of the effect, with the same title as if he
did the legislator of 1_¢09 allow the rate of 6 per had bought any other article; lie uses it ns hc
cent. in mercantile bargains, while he imposed the pleases, a,ld has nothing more to do with the one
minimumlimitofSpercent, in civil matters? Ap- who assigaed it to him cxcept so far as pertains to
parcntly, that difference of interest signifies that the security."--Wc see that if the rate of discounL
the risks are greater in one case than in the other, escapes in France the rules laid down by the law
and that the trader who invests his funds in un- of 1807, it is not through respect to a theory wh,ch

terrain operations does not give the same security . takes its point of support outside of realities.
for payment. Why does M. Troplong recognize The legislator has yielded to the force of things,

in the lender of provisions the right to demand either by formally accepting or by toleratizJg
from 10 to 15 per cent. interest, if not because usages which he could no more modify than de-
the certainty of payment is h:ss in transactions of stroy. -- M. d'Esterno has cited, in the JourJialde*
that nature? Starting there, to be consistent, one gconom/azs, curious examples of lomm at a high
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rz_te, which are negotiated, to the mutualsatisfac- i cent. Some people wished to enter complaint in
lion of borrower and lender, in the department the name of the law; but the ma_str.des of the
of SaSne-et-Loire. "There are," he says, "small bar of Paris were obliged to recoil before the
farmers who buy, in May, cattle for labor, and sell numerous and incessant cries of tim opposition ;
them again in November. If they buy them for this resistance deriw,d its strength frr)m the good
cash, they pay 600 francs for them, for instance, sense of the people and the 1)en_,fits of liberty "-
hut, a,_ they only pay 300 francs at the time of It would seem that an ir_ve_tmcnr hywhich money
getting them, and promise the other 300 at the brings 1800per cent. would call in the (.(_mpetition
time when they count on having sold them, they of capitalists, and tlmt this COml)etlti,m w_mld
consent to give 50 francs more for that accom- lower the rent of cal)ital. "Yet the loans xxhit.h

modation. This transaction is usual, and it is have taken in the Frt:nch language the l_ame of
repeated in tile case of other animals, bogs, for ex- "loans by the little wt,ek" remain at a r.tw that

ample." Thus, farmers who would probably not varies little. The reciprocal :kdvautages of the
consent to borrow at the rate of 7 per cent. upon borrower and lender wout(l n_)t Sll_lf'V tO explain
mortgage, wi!lingly borrow under that form at 3'_ the permanenoy of so high an infere_t in these in-
per cent. The tran_ction has no relation to the vestments. To underst:md it we mu_t COl_sider
current rate of interest; but it is within the al)il- the risks t()whi(.h capital is CXl).sed. The ambu-
ity "rod convenience of the parties who contraot, latinz tradesmen '_re an essenti:dly nom:_di(, per-
That is sufficient to explain it. Credit institu- lion of the population: it is thc busincs_ to which
tious, by furnishing circulating capital at lower those have recourse, who, for the time I)eing, c'm
rates to property owners and farmers, will alone do no other, or whose in(loh,ncc makes them shun
1)__able to supplant this custom. --Contraventions labor. From suf'h ct|stomer_ one can not expect
of the law of 1807 are especially frequent, and oc- great scrupulo,isness in the fulfillment of th[,ir
cur with impunityin civil matters. One has only oblig:ttions. Five-franc-piece bankers are tho_e
to consult the notaries to be convinced that, if who most frequently lwcomc l_a_dcrup, The
mortgage loans were confined to the strict limits petty dealer, who often spends in (hink the day's
of the legal rate, there would be to-day, outside earnings, consumes b¢)th capital and profit.s.
of Paris and the. range of the capital, few seriau_ To escape the surveillance "rod pursuit of the
and effective loans. By means of accessory creditor, the dvl)l_w has only to migrate from one
agreements, immediate deductions, and various occupatiou to "tnother, in the infitfitc circle of
compensation._, people succeed, while inscril)ing petly trades which spring up and multiply in the
only the legal rate in loan contracts, in winning streets of Paris. The capitalist lend¢ to._trallgcrs,
and retaining capital in liens on real estate. --As to people who have ncithe,' :1¢ou nor a t_unk, an(I
a general statement, it may be said that the only without other guarantee tlmn their interest to
loans which the restrictive laws affect, are the meet punctually their obligations st) as to create
large trmmaetions in which an habitually low forttlemselvesasl)t,ciesof cr_,dit, an interest which
price for money renders that intervention at least _dl do not comprehend. If the del)tors _cre
useless. Those, on the contrary, which escape punctual and scrul)ulous, the creditors, renewing

theaction of thelegislative enactments, and of the their capital eighteen times a year, would very
law t)f 1807 as well as the others, consist of trans- quickly make their fo|'lnne. Ma_)y, however,
•wtions of slight importance and in which a high be(.ome ruined; a,_(1 the sphere of thes,, traus-

rate of interest is invariably found to be stip_llated action_ does n,_t appear to enlarge, which 1)roves
This is true, especially of loans in retail tradc and that there is in them a commingling of good and
f_r a short term of credit. Those who loan by had chances. -- And now, I ask, are not the laws
the week figure largely in that category. Those which reslrict liherty of int(,rt,,t judged, when we
who loan by the day are a class of capitalists that see that, for (me transaction at 6 per cent. which
should not be forgotten, and who, notwitl|stand- they prevent in the average sph(.v(, of (.re(lit. they
lug the high interest they obtain, render real toh,rate or do not. prevel_t a litth: lower (Iowa the
service. -- "In the Paris provision market," said scale of loans, numberless puhlie operation_ every
M. Aubr6y in his speech against tile proposition day, in which the usury ('xtcnd_ to 1800 per cent.
of M. Saint-Priest, "a well-knowntradein money per year?--I¥. BAsra OF I._TFttEST. It is lin|e
isc'u'ried on: one keeps a shol) of five-francpieces, to abandon tile historic'd controver.y to _,xaminc

qmt is to say, a certain variety of a b'mker keeps tile foundation of interest. Throe princip,d cle-
an officein the marketanddeliversto merchants of ments co-operate to determine it: the rent of cap-

the four seasons and to vegetable gardeners a five- ital ; the premium on the insurance to cover the
franc piece. With this five-franc piece the small risk, and. in "t great number of case% the charge
trader buys provisions and food which he goes and for commission ; and the salary of the intermedi-
sell_ ahout the city. At the end of his day's work ary who puts the borrower in communication with
he returns; hc has often earned two or three francs the lender. The rent of capital, th(, instrument

with the aid of that five-franc piece. Do you of labor, the motor which sets commerce, agri-
suppose it is hard for hint to pay the banker who culture and manufactures in motion, is the prin-
furnished him the instrument of labor the sum of cipal clement in interest. How is its rate deter-
25 centimes from his day's profits? a _, In mined? and what is its measure? IIas tills ele-

this case the interest of the money is 1800per meat anythin_ fixed, which depends not on places,
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time or persons? or must it vary with circum- rower who gives only his guarantee, and the len-

stances and according to individuals? There is, der raises the premium for the risk in proportion
we know, no such thing as unchangeable value; to the lack of solidity in the guarantee. This
the notion even of value, arising as it does from weakness of the guarantee may be diminished
the idea of relation, implies change. The rent of by the confidence of the lender or increased by
capital, like the price of all things, must vary his mistrust. This is an element to be taken
under the action of demand and supply; and the into account, which, because it is personal on
law of demand and supply is itself subordinated both sides, touches closely upon the arbitrary.
to all the vicissitudes of production as well as of "He who loans his capital," says M. Aubr_y,
consumption, not to speak of the influence which "with risk of losing it in whole or in part, ran-
progress or decline in means of transportation ders a greater and consequently better remuner-
may exercise. One may not, then, prejudge what ated service than he who loans his capital with-
the rent of capital should be; but should confine out risking anything; this is what constitutes the
him_el f to stating what it is. The observation difference between the lessor of real estate and of
_)f facts must rule in this matter. No doubt it is personal property; because the capital of the one
• ecogmzed in studying the economic history of always preserves its identity easy to establish,
peoples, that the rent of capital diminishes as and is often secured by privileges and mort-
wealth increases. But it should also be remarked gages, while, on the contrary, the capital of the
that, through that incontestable tcndencyto a fall, otber is capable of being consumed by use and

the oscillations of interest become more frequent absorbed without return, as interest and princi-
in proportion as commercial relations, developed pal; this is also the difference between the civil
by increased comfort and intelligence, come to and the commercial loan, as well as the loan on
multiply. The rent of capital varies, perhaps, pledge (pawn-loan), between obligations on short
less, in that descending progression, from one time and on long time, between maritime con-
century tothefollowiugone; but from oneyearto tracts and ]aml contracts." The extent of the
another, itchanges more. Credit, which formerly service is not measured by the extent of the risk;
s_med to have nerves of steel and a hardened but he who consents to loan his capital, without
epidermis, has contracted the impressionable na- the certainty of recovering it when duc, is right
lure and delicate temperament of the sensitive, in demanding of the debtor a premium for insur-

One can then dete]unine the rent of capital only ance against this danger: this is not a remunera-
approximately, under given circumstances and tion, it is simply a compensation, a guarantee.
while these circumstances continue. The system But whether remuneration or guarantee, in
which would make the government regulate the doubtful cases a prudent creditor would not dis-
rate of interest, to remain true-and not deviate pense with this sttpplement to the rent of capital;
from the facts, would require the rate to be re- yet it is not always sufficient to preserve him

vised each month, each week; and, in some cases, from ruin. When M. Proudhon said that the in-

.each day; but a rule that required incessant al- lerest of money represented the risk, the chance
teration would not be a rule. This system is then that might befall, a/ca, he then exagSerated the

_condemned either to unchangeability of interest truth, he took the part for the whole, he left out
which is contrary to justice, or to an incessant of account the very ba.uis of interest, which is
_change which wouhl be the negation of law. As the rent capital gives. But even this shows that
to the theories whose pet chimera is a fixed and he took account of one element which all legisla-

_n some sort normal interest, we will speak of tion has disregarded._ The socialist school, in
_hem only to recall a few facts. The bank of the theory of gratuitous credit, substitutes fol'
%'rance attempted to put them in practice, by the premium on the risk, a sort of mutual insur-
maintaining the rate of discount at 4 per cent., in ance which unites all those making exchanges in
¢*imes of pressure as in periods of prosperity; but the bonds of universal solidarity, and which
its resistance was finally overcome: in 1847 it was makes every member of society bear his part ill

.obliged to raise its rate of discount to 5 per cent. the consequences of the bad speculations or bad
in order to arrest the export of specie; "and in chances of all. This is not distributive justice:

1852, not to remain outside of the business world, for the people who offer securities are put in the
it reduced it to 3 per cent. -- The second element same category as those who offer none. The so-
in interest is the tax for insurance or risk. This cialists make the moral being which they call

may be considered as still more variable than the society intervene in human affairs in exactly the
preceding, and is certainly more difficult to esti- same way as the ancients haxl their gods engage in
mate. The rent of capital is, as it were, the tea/ them. Society, as they picture it in their ro-

part of interest, the part which is regulated by mances, distributes subsistence and even wealth
the value of things, the state of the market; and to all individuals; all the difference consists in

in.,mrance is the perso_a/part. The risk changes having the manna come from the bank of the peo-
not only with the circumstances, but also with ple, or the phalanstery, instead of descending fl-om
the situation and character of the borrowers: it is heaven. The people's bank having failed, and the

almost nothing in loans made on bills of exchange phalanstery having aborted, we have to examine

or notes payable to orderwhich have several good if it is possible, in the ordinary course of transac-
indorsers; it is considerable in the case ,of a bor- tions, to establish any test or measure whatever of
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the risk. This element of interest obeys no rules, is a fixed, invariable basis for interest, why do
even for a day, even for a given case ; itisanaffair you make it vary according to circumstances?
of opinion, a question of individual chances, and if you believe, on the contrary, that its
There is nothing in it which one can generalize basis is variable, why do you fix upon a rate
sufficiently to establish an economic principle, or from which the contracting parties shall not be

legal regulation. The element of risk interposes allowed to vary according to the particular cir-
still greater obstacles than does the element of cumstances in which they find themselves and

rent, to any attempt to fix or limit the interest on which they will understand better than you? In
money. -- The third element of interest is thus any case, if you determine to fix it, it will have
defined by M. Aabr_y, who. as a banker, could to be continually modified; for circumstances con-

speak from acquaintance with the subject: "The st_mtly change; it would be necessary to establish
instruments of labor only reach the laborers mercurials for money as for bread." [The _nercu-
through intermediaries; this is the consequence of rials were rcgistem of the price of grain and some
progress. Capital in the form of money, being an other neces_ry provisions, and were formerly
instrument of labor, is as much under the law of required to bc kept in a public place in the market
_livision of labor as capital in any other form. towns of France. E.J.L.] Even that would
As every one knows, capital is put in motion and not be possible. The tax on bread embraces two

_irculatea by the aid of motive agents called or three qualities, of which it fixes the price by
banks; labor improves and prospers by reason of consulting the price of grain of corresponding
_he activity and abundance with which capital quality; but the tax of interest does not depend
_.irculates in these great reservoirs; but every one on such simple calculations: in its case the rate

should also know how much accumulated wealth, in the mercurial wouhl have to include as many
moral powerand dignityof character isneccssary, qualities as there are p'lrticular situations, or
properly to direct these credit institutions Now individuals having recourse to credit. Ia the
just these rare and valuable qualities, and this domain of credit, the list of cla_scs is infinite:

difficult and necessary labor in credit institutions, and this will infallibly baffle any pretensiua loa
are remunerated by a charge for commission, rule. Freedom in the matter of interest results

which increases the interest on the capital fur- not less from the powerlessness of the rcstriclive
nishcd. M. Proudhon, in his people's bank, does system than from the right which belongs to the
not contest the legitimacy of this charge; for, contracting parties to dispose of their property as
when he decreed gratuitous crcdit, he reserved they think best. The experience of the past is
a discount of from 1 per cent. to 2 per cent. for twre the most direct auxili_lry of principles. --It
expenses of administration. Is it possible to de- is henceforth a recogniz_'d fact, thanks to the in-
termine the measure of this third element? Ev- telligence of our time, that inlerest on money is a
idently not. There are credit establishmenls legitimate value; why, then, should other condi-
of different kinds. The banker whose opera- tions be imp_scd on it than on other valaes?
tions extend to millions in a day, takes only a When merchandise is in thcwarehouse or brought
very small commission and yet makes much into nmrket, its price is freely discu_ed between

money, while the petty dealer, who operates the buyer and seller; both find this mclhod to
only with some thousands of francs, or with five- their advantage; and the seller wouhl carry away
franc pieces, may charge a very high commis- his goods as well as the buyer his money, if any
sion and yet earn but little; though he may one prctcnded to dictate to them the conditions of
give the same measure of his time and labor as sale and purchase. In the matter of guarantees.
the banker."--The above definition is neithcr both spurn the intervention of the state, a_d
complete nor altogether correct. Although it no think themselves better off with free competition.
more belongs to the government to regulate this Is there the least reason at all serious why trade

part of interest than other parts, we must recog- in money should be excepted from the generallaw
nize that this contains an element more easy to of trade? Sometimes society enjoys a tranquil-
estimate and less fluctuating. The institution of lity favorable to business, while again it passes
banks of circulation and discoun_t has reduced the through periods of monetary prcssure in which
commission charge to small proportions, wherever every enterprise becomes difficult, and the activity
their influence extends; yet even the state has a of labor seems paralyzed. Money is sometimes
share in it, under the form of the stamp duty it scarce and sometimes abundant; the rent of capi-
puts on their notes. The commission charge of tal must then vary, like any other value, accord-

the intermediary bankers is often blended with lag to circumstances. As to borrowers, they are
the premium for risk: it is thus, for example, at not all equally solw._nt: on the contrary, they oc-

Paris, where a discounter, for giving the third cupy, according to their morality, their reputa-
signature, and rendering a commercial bill ac- tion, and the competence they enjoy, various

ceptable at the bank of France, takes a premium degrees in the scale of securities. Shall one say
or duty of 1 per cent., _ per cent. or _ per cent. to a lender: " Whatew:r be the statc of society,
-- In analyzing the elements of which int_rest is tranquil or disturbed; whatever be the abundance
composed, we have seen that there is not one or scarcity of money; whether capital moves in

which gives asurebasis for estimating it. Thi_ _ull security or under the pre,_ure of great
has led M. Lherbet_ to say: "If youthink there f anjety; you shall loan your money on the same
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conditions and to all "? That would be unjust culation, was the capital itself of each country..
and absurd ; one of two things would inevitably This is why they subjected money negotiations to
happen: either the prohibition would not be re- special rules. It was with this feeling that M.
garded, or capital would be refused, and society Jaubert, who reported the law of 1807, said: "If
would have to manage as it could, to live without commerce gives itself up to speculations in inter-
credit. Let us change the hypothesis. If alimit est, it goes out of its way, and will ill the end ar-
may be imposed on the profits of money capital rest the progress of industry." As if capilal, or
by establi_hillg a maximum rate of interest for rather accumulated labor, was intended for any
money, why may not a maximum be fixed for thing else than toserve as amotor, and to procure
every species of revenues, all kinds of transac- profits for those who possess it. Communities
tions, and every sort of merchandise ? If it is live by tradilion as much a._ by progress. Wein-
forbidden to lend above a certain rate of interest, crease in stature because we rise on the shoulders

why shouhl it not be prohibited to sell above a of our fathers. C_lpital prepares the way for
certain price? The people have a much greater labor, The regulation of interest, as we know

interest in not paying a high price for wh(:at in flom the experience of our predecessors, is of no
time of scarcity, than in finding loans at a low more service to labor than it is to capit-d. If it
rate of interest. If money capital must not bring makes the ].,_tcr unproductive, it prevents the
its possessor more than a ccrt_du per cent. yearly, former from development. But this system ha.,_
why shouht the profit from capit_d in nmchines, consequences still more fatal to society than to the
land or ma_ufactures be unlimited? Suppose I individual. It was decreed in France, bythelaw

lend my neighbor $20,000, with which he pur- of 1850, that themaximum interest shouhl remain
chases a spimdng mill which givc_ him an amund fixed at 5 per cent. incivllmatters. Butthatdidnot
return of 50 per cent. ; why should not I bc per- satisfy either M. Pellelier, who demanded money
mitted to obtain what interest I can for my capi- at 3 pcv cent., nor M. Proudhon, who aimed to rc-
ta], when the borrower who rcce.ives this capital duce it to zero. The moment the people get the;
from mc is free to derive any profit he can there- idea that it belongs to the law-making powcr to
from?-- It is claime(l that the int('rcst of moncoy dctermine the rate of interest or to fix a limit to
is an ex(el)lion to the gcncral rules ¢,f tradc. M. it, we are exposed to all the demands of anarchy.
P'dllet said that property rights must yield, the When the people, complaining rightly or wrongly
same as other_-, to public utility; and he compared of the hard times, come to demand a re(lucliol_ in

the prohibition to loan above a certain rate, with the annual interest, by what right can opposition
the interdiction to build within the line of for- be made? Will it be said, "We can not"? The

tresses, with expropri'Ltion for the puhlic good, legislators would thcn falsify their own action
with the prohibition to clear land, with all mess- Will they respond, "We will not"? That wonhi
ures, in short, which society takes to protect the be opening the way to revolution. The people
weak against thc strong. Political economy does would withdraw to the Aventinc Hill, claiming ah-
notcont[,st the right of society; but it denies its olitionofdcbts; or, perhaps, toavoid psyingflmm,

applicability in this case. What public interest or to pay them in paper money, they will semi h_
requires the state to regulate the rent of money? the legislature, as certain departments did in 1849.
We find none. In a theocratic government,where socialistic revolutionists. Regulating interest by
the state is everything and does everything, that h.gistation i_ the first step of socicly toward
would perhaps be conceivable. The priests in bankruptcy; for it is the substitution of arbitrary
that c_e fix the pri(-e sT provisions, the form law for the right to make agreements freely.-
of garments and the number of ablutions. People Freedom in the matter of interest is proper for all
are not astonished to _e them interfere in the l)eopleswhohavc attained their majority and wh()
system of industries, when they beheld their are governed by laws of their own making: butit

authority reaching even to the domestic hearth, is especially appropriate in republics. Wherc the
But since the industries have come forth from right of a cilizen to take part in governmenlal

their swaddling bands, and citizens of the same affairs is recognized, becan not, without injustice
state can freely trade with each other, it is the and contradiction, bc denied the powertoregu]ate
interest eft each and all that trade in money shouhl as lie pleases his own affairs; to buy, sell, lend or
be as free as in other commodities. What would borrow on such comlitions as the market offers.

the ability to buy and sell products signify, with- The component parts of th,. _ sovereign po_er
out any other rule titan the price resulting from can not be held in tutelage. It is ridiculous that
the relation between demand and supply, if cap- the law should stipulate for them as for alie_ls or

ita], which begets the product._, were subject to prodigals put under an interdict. Let them not
different cooditions on the market? Competi- be called upon to deliberate on the nature and
tion determin(,s the rent of capital as well as the direction of the government, if they are judged
price of merchandise; and that alone can bring incapable of comprehending and defending their
about and surely will bring about a fall in the rate true interests; or if that honor is accorded to their

of interest, Only chimerical orviolently-disposed independence ahd intelligence, let the horizon of
persons demaml other methods. _ The adherents sovereignty be at least extended to private transac-
,_f thc doctrine of thebalance of trade thought that tions and the domestic hearth.--The United States
money, instead of representing the capital in cir- probably owe some measure of their prosperity to
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the comparative freedom in the matter of interest, o_ Mo_uzy current O_ Trade, by J. ]3. Gastumeau,

In New York diacouht has sometimes been taken Hague, 1750, 12mo; AI_ Essay an th_ Go_,lTd_uj
as high as 18 pdr cent. per annum. At San Fran- Cau._e, oJ" the l_ale of Interest, by Joseph Ma._sie,
cisco money has been worth 4 per cent. or 5 per London, 1750. 8co; 1)i_eour_e for a_ut again,_t the
cent. a month. What matters it, after all, if Rc_l.uetio_ of I_tere,_t (m. Money, by Abbd J. P. de
those who borrow "it this rate employ it so _l._to Gun (lc Mulcts, 1757, Dialogue bet_ceen ]tail and
make still greater profits?-- The rate of interest Po_da_--a theological dissertation on usury ; Theo-
is generally in proportion to that of profits, b_gi_:al D_ssert_tti,m on the P,'actice of Cbmmerebtl
Where industrial investments bring 12 per cent. [,_mn,q¢t_d olb the three Contraels, u.qaiu_t the author
to 15 per cent., it would be foolish to claim that ,f the DiabJ,qae betwee_ [_all ._d Pol_tas, with a
one ought to horrow money at 4 per cent. to 5 critical examination of the' Letler of _ Merchant

per cent. The trade in money would, in fact, on Lo'ms, hy Pierre L(.o)q. Rouen, 1767. 12too;
cease, if it couhl not take place under conditions lb,cent Letters to a Frb:ml o1_ U,_urw,¢._ bbmmer.

similar to those prevailing in other industries, cial Loa_*, l)y Ahb5 de la Porte, Amsterdam and
When, on the con|rary, capital cml)loyed in agri- ParN, 1769, 12too; The{l,gb'<d Ec, momu'al a_d
culture and manufacturesbring._ a return of 5 per Cicil Priuciple,_ in re qurd to _'_ury, by Abb¢ de la
cent. to 6 per cent., a moderate interest, say from Pro'to, t)a_i,_, 176,9-72, 4 vols.. 12m(); "l'_eati,_e on
3½ per cent. to 4 per cent. is generally sullicient [:_,_r.q, _ervin_asa reply tna lelter on thi_subject,
for the capitalist. Wlmrc the profits from agri- published in 1771_ under the name of Prosl de

culture arc considerable, as in many of the wesl- ]_ser, _md to the anonymous tre_ise on fl.,e
ern state_, the remuneration of lahor and of Cal)- -ame subjecl, by _ticnm, Souchct, Cologne. 1769,
ital is high. Inlerest is high as well _s wages. Paris and Bcrliu, 1776, 12mo. Legitimacy ,:f Le-
In Grcat Britain, on the contrary, where man- gal L_,.ury, in which R._ulil,_t!/i,_provo_, b_ J Fai-

ufacturers, in order to becomc rich, must guct de Vilh.ncuve, Amsterdam. 177(). 12nm;
_)perate on immense quantities, the profil bcmg Remarks o_ the Treati,_e o_ Usu_'y aml ]_te_'evt
very small on each fraction, capital olmdns only (by Abb6 de La Foresl. 1769). tr_th on Analysi._ of
a moderate interest. The abundance produced the Re ltcctio_,_ o_. Commercial Dm_._(1771), toserve

by the treasures accumulated by industry makes a_ a suppl_,ment to thc theoh_gical dissertati()n on
capital less iu demand there than labor. --Har- i_sury, by Pierre Lccoq, Amsterdam. 1775, 12too;
mony of these diverse functions in society can M, an._ ¢y" e.rtirpoZi_,g L_,,ury, or a Pr.jec_ f,_r the
only result from liberty. It is liberty which establishment q/ a Public Bank for l(.anit,g upm*

has caused the growth of manufactures and has all kt_(L_ of Property, by a lawyct in the pal'li:tnient
given wings to commerce. Liberty can alone (H Pr6vos| tic Saim Lueien), 1776-_, 12too--
regulate the interest of money, to the satisf,_(,- (the establi.dimcnt of the moat d_ pbt( was anrih-
lion of everybody. Capital can have no other uted to the effect lWOduccd by this book): The
master than itself; aml its tyranny will be best Theory ,f h_trre,_t o_ :timely derived f_vm ptinca-
avoided by not seeking to reduce it Io slavery. .k pies of __)tlural L,*w, Theol,,gy aml Politic,s, a qai_mt
just balance will here arise from tim relations the atmse _f the imt,uiat_v_ fff _',_ury, by J. L.
naturally established between men and not from Gouttes, Paris, 1780. 12mo; The D,f_luh'r (f Usu_7]
the laws they may be tempted to enact. --BI_LI- ('o_foumlcd, or a lhfutati,m of the Th¢or!/,,j" I_t-
OGRAPFIY. A l'r_taya_nat the lligh ltate of Lh_try, t,'rest o_ Mo_,ey, hy Abb(' de la P,)rte (with a col-
etc. by Sir Thom:m Colepeper, London, 16_% 4to; lectmn of thc ¢)rdiuau('cs against usury, by Maul-
I_*tcrc_t *f Money Mi.taker_--or, a treati,-e proving trot), Parl._. 1782, 12too: Ob,_eret,tum,_ on l_derest
that a fall in interest is the offer! and not the [_mn_ in (,_mmer('c, by the Abb6 Prigenl, Paris,
cauw of the wealth of nations, London, 1668, 1783, 12mo; The D,fi_.ler of LL_Ury Cot*f_,UntI*d
4to--(this treatise was written against the work ,mcc more by the Author,,f Princip_,s of Usurq, ,_

by Child, who had maintained the opposileopin- R_futatiot, ¢f the Theory oJ hdere, st o_ Mohey,
ion); Bri.f Observations concerni_q Trade a_al the [)y the AI)bd (h: la Porte, ParN, 1786, 12too: Usnr,q
h,t_ra_tof Money, by Josiah Chihl, Lm_dou, 1668, Law._--_,r, an exl)osition of the impolicy of legal
4m: Usury Ez:pb_i+_ed and C_mdem_wd hy the ltoly restraints on the terms of 1)ccuniary b'n'gain._, by
_crip'ure_ +_l by Traditiote, by Father Thoreulier, Jcremy Benlham, 1787; The +_etrPatron,, _tl"I',_ury
P,_ris, 1673, 12too; Treatise on the Practice among Ib:futed, inrlqding the la,,t defender of L'alci+t (m
Me.rebaits _f dealing in I3_ a_d J/o_y Loa_s, by the, same .subjeet--._ work dedicated to the sl;|tcs
a doctor or' theology, 1684; 15'eattL_e on Money general, by the Ahb(_ Rouganc, Paris. 1789, 12 nm;
Neqotiations and _)u_7/, by Father Thomassin, Memoir on I_ani,_g at I_dere,t, by J Turgot. 17_9;
Pans, 1697, 8co; Usury, [atere,_t and the Profit de- Consideratio_u¢ on Ix,a_i_gat Iater_t, by M. _ _ _*
'rived from Lqans, or the ancient doctrine oppo._d (Baron Ambroise Rends,r), Jurist, Paris, 1806,
to the new opinions, by J. Arthur de la Gibonays, 8vo; ._em.o_r hotwred with a Prize by thg Academic
Part% 1710, 12too ; Treati_ on Commercial Loans, du Gard, on this q_zeslb,n : To determi_e the p_nei.

by a doctor of the theological faculty at Paris, ple of Interest o_ Money, and its re]atbm to Morals,
1736: Treatise on _ommervial loans, or on legiti- byJ D. Meyer. Amsterdam, 1808, 8co; Elueida.
mate and illegitimate interest on m(mey, by Abbr. tion of Loans, L2_u_T a_M Trade i_ Mo_u,y, by Abb6
:_tienne Mignot, Paris, 1788, 1759, 1767, 4vols., Remi Pothier, Rheims, 1809; (,bnM_ler_ti,ms ca

!2mo; Di_crtation on the Legitimacy of huterezt the Rate of I_terest, by E. B. Sugden, London,
89 col n.-- 36
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1817, 8vo; £hTort by and E_idence taken befol_e the Pothier, Zoans, Contracts of Sa/e ; M. Fr_mery,
S,elect Committee of the House of Ccm_mons on the _tudies in Commercial 1_,aw; Thieriet, DissertaMoT_
_u_71 Law, London. 1818, folio; 1)_s_rtation an on 1..oans at Interest. To the above should be
Com,,zercial l_)aws, by Card. C. G. de la Luzerne, added: /Some Considerations of the 6bnsequences of
Dijon, 1823, 3 vols., 8vo; Di._sert_ltioa on, Cbntra_ts the JLowerit_j of futerest and .Raising the Value of

/;Jr An;**dtie.,, followed by some observations on Monaj, by John Locke, 18mo, London, 1692; An
two decisions on the matter of usury paid at 1¢2,_ayon the Law of Usury, by Mark Ord, Hart-
Paris, by Cardinal Caprara, (Pages. 1816), Lyons. ford, 1809, 8vo; Interest _mde _Eq_tity, by J. R.
1823; Reflections on the Speech, _J" the Chairman of M'Culloch, N..Y., 1826; A Summary of the Ills-
t/u: Commlssion for the R&luctio;,,f Interest, by P. to_T a_ul 1.aw of Usury, with an examination of
Pelegrin, Paris, 1824, 8vo; Ot_ the Rate of Ihtcr- tim Policy of the existing System, by J. B. Kelly,
at o_ Mob*eu, and its Red,lotion, by A. J. E, Ba- 8vo, Philadelphia, 1853; The History of Usury
conni_re-Salverte, Paris, 1824, 8vo; Explanation from the Earliest PeTiod to the Present Time, to-
of a nhnpl_ Means of reducb_g the l_ate of Interest gether with a brief statement of general principles
o1_ the Public Funds in France, by Andr6 D. Laf- concerning the conflict of laws in different states
fon de Lad_bat, Paris, 1825, 8vo; Dissertation on and countries, and an examination into the policy
Loans at Interest--an explanation of the circum- of Laws on Usury, and their effect upon Corn-
stances whmh justify taking interest, by Abb6 E. merce, by J. B. C. Murray, Philadelphia, 1866,

Pages, Paris aml Lyons, 1826, 8vo; Treatise on 8vo; LaborandI_oansatlnterest, by Ch. leLi_.vre,
Usury i_ Civil and C_mnwrcial Tral_eactiona, by Paris (?); /_bor and Us_try i_ Ancient Times, by

F.-X. P. Gamier, Paris, 1826, 12mo; Usu_ T ConaM. Ch. le Li_vre; Loansatlnterest, by L. F. Vignon;
_red in its Relatitms to Politic_d Eco_wmy, Pubic A Treatise on the Law of Us_ury, t)aw_s or

Morals and Leg£_lation--or, the necessity of repeal- Pledges, and Maritime .Dana, by R. H. Tyler, AI-
ing the Law of Sept. 3, 1807, and modifying Art. bany, 1873, 8vo; Free TreMe in Money the Great
1907 of the Civil Code, by Ch. Lueas, Paris, 1829, a_ut Principal Ca,tse ef Fraud, Percerty and Rui_:
8too, pamphlet; DL_cussion oa Usury, where it is Strinqent Usury Laws the best defense of the People
demonstrated tlmt moderate usury is neither con- against Itard Tin_,s, etc., by J. Whipple, Boston,
trarytothcIIolyScripturc, nortonaturallaw, ctc., 1878, 8vo, paper; Encyclopedia of Commerce, arti-
1)y Abl)_ Mastrolini, (translated into French from cle Interest, by Smith Homans; Appleton's _'r_cy-
the 4th Italian edition, by the Canon of Annccy, ek_pmdia, Johnson's _'ncyclopc_dia, J_'nvyelopmdia
a_d supplemented by a collection of the decisions Britannica, article Interest. See alsoPoole's Imh'x
(,f the Holy See on u_ury), Lyons, 1834,8vo; Iavesti- to Periodical Literature, under Usury and 5_,z_7/
gat bn,s made by the E_/lish Parliament in 1838 _tnd .Laws; also Saml.JonesLoyd's Testinwny on Banta_
1841 o_ tl_eeffcctsproducedbythe Lawsinregard to of lssue before the l3eleet Committeeof the Houseof
Ih.u_*y; Mont_ de Ph;td (pawnbrokers' shops) and Commons in 1840, queries 2841 and 2842; J. S.
IBan_ which loan on 1"ledges, by M. A. Blaise, Mill's Political Economy, book iii., chap. xxiii. ;
Paris, 1813, 1 vol., 8vo; Observations on the bsury lI. D. Macleod's Principles of _'conomics, vol. i.,

Laws, by J. B. Byle, Serjeant at Law, (London?) pp. 215--219; _°_enceof Wealth, by Amass Walker,
1845; Gratu_ms Credit--a discussion between book iv., chap. vi.; Roseher's Political Eco_wmy,
Ba.stiat and Proudhon, Paris, 1850, 1 vol., 16too; book iii., chap. iv.; b'sury Laws : their _h)tture,

Obstacles to Credit--considerations submitted to EzTediency and I_flue,,_--opinions of Jeremy
the commission of the legislative a_embly, who Bentham and John Calvin, with review of the
examine the proposition of M. (Iv Saint-Priest on existing situation and recent experience of the

usury, by J. Beauwtis, Merchant, Paris, 1850, United States, by Richard H. Dana, Jr., David
8vo, pamphlet; Manual for De.bates on Usury, A. Wells, and others, (Econ. Tracts, :No. IV.,
CrgditFoncier (i e., loans secured by mortgage of series of 1880-81, iN. Y., Society for Political

real estate), Fi_,ance, etc.--a sumnmry of the la- Education); Essay on the History and Zegidatio_
bors of the greatest thinkers, applied to France on Usury, by Li6geois, Paris, 18_3; In_'est o_
by a system immediately practicable, by Albert Money and Usury, by M. Sabrau, Paris, 1865;
Polonius, Paris, 1850, 1 vol., 8vo; The Question of Freedom of Money---official investigation into the
Usury, by Saint-Priest; Report of the Commission project of repealing the laws which prohibit

appointed to examirue the lb'opoaition of M. Felix de usury, by _. Dulae, Paris, 1865; Usury audFi-
,_aint-P_._t on the Crime of Usury, by M. Paillet, nanee in relation to the Law of 1807, by M. Gorse,
The ,t[o_dteur of those times contains the speeches Paris, 1865. IAmN Fxvc_t_a.
of MM. AubrOy (of the Vosges), Sainte-Beuve, _. J. L., Tr
Lherbette at:d L6on Faucher; ia favor of the

proposition by ]_IM. Paillet, Saint-Priest and INTEREST, after the Historical _ethod.
Corsan. Other writers have treated the sub- Several distinct yet fundamentally related inqui-
ject of usury incidentally, among whom may be rics arise with respect to interest. What are the
named Plutarch, Ag_N;,st Borrowing for Interest; causes that determine in a given age and country
_aumaise, _Emr Treat/ses on Usury, in Latin ; its general or average rate? What are the canses

Dumoulin, On b%]ries; Voodt, 1)e Pa, nore; Scac- that determine its tendency to rise, to fall, or to

cia, Questions,; _Montesquieu, Spirit of Laws; D. remain stationary in the progress of society?
Hume, Essay ou the Interest of Mo_ey (1752); Whatarethecausesthatdetermineitstemporary
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fluctuations ?--The causes determining its average with immense landed estates found it hard to pro-
rate have differed essentially in different ages and cure. From the reign of Edward I. to the acces-
even in different parts of the same count1T in the sion of HemT VIII. the entire amount of silw_.r
same age. At a primitive social stage interest loaned in Enghmd was below £1,200.000, anti tile

was unknown, and when the practice of exacting drain of money to the continent, especially by the
it emerged, it was considered immoral and gen- papal court, during that period, was relatively
erally prohibited by law. Archbishop Whately enormous. Hence there was little mouey to lend
iucorrectlydefiaed man as an exchanging animal; in the country. Land, houses, cattle, sheep, and
exchanges did not take place in the earlier corn- such kinds of property, movable or immovable,,
munistic stages of human progress. For a simi- did not constitute loanable wealth. Loans, too,
lar reason man can not be defined as an animal could not be effected by means of credit; the

that pays interest on loans. The owner of super- actual intervention of coin was necessary, and few
fluous wealth was in primitive times considered t)ersons had sums by them to put out at interest.
bound to lend it or give it gratuitously to any one The risk of the penalties on usury, and the rigor
in need; a distinct conception of individual pro- of the terms extorted by lenders under various
prietary right not having been developed. It was covert devices, contributed to lhc difficulty of pro-
not until late in the reign of ttenry VIII. thatthe curing loans, but the scarcity of money was a
payment of interest was legalized in England; a principal cause of the exorbitant rates of interest
maximum rate of 10 per cent. being at the same prevailing throughout Europe in the middle ages.
lime fixed. Before this act the receipt of iutercst Payments even to mercantile pe_)ple in Lon-
was branded as usury, and contrary to both the don itself were sometimes made partly in skins
<.ommon law and the canon law; although social for lack of coin. ltad 1)anking anti instru-
.exigencies, stronger than law, had in the later ments of credit m'_dc it possible to effect h_ans
middle ages firmly established the practiceof pay- without money, much lower rates of interest
ing it, subject, however, to very different con- might have prevailed in spite of the penalties nn
ditioas throughout the country generally on the usury. Hence the fall in the rate of interest in
one hand and among mercantile people in the England, in the latter part of the sixteenth cen-
principal towns on the other. -- Throughout the tury, w._s undoubtedly caused in a great measure

<'ountry generally, there was but little accumula- by the iucre'lse in the accuumlation of money
tion in tile middle ages. If we take the produce anti the greater quantity enwring the loan m'lrket
_Jf taxes as evidence, the pecuni'_ry value of the after tlle influx of the precious metals from the

whole movable property of England during mines of Pc)to.el and the m.w coinage of .Eliza-
tile thirteenth and fourteenth centuries never beth's reign. In latt.r times the growth of a sys-
amounted to a million. So late as 1523, it was cs- tern of credit has added so vastly iu effect to the

timated in parliament that all the movable wealth amount of loanable capital, that, unle.-s in critt-
er the kingdom, money included, was under the cal times when credit collapses, the quantity of
value of three millions, A case, indeed, is re- luanablc coin has no appreciable influence on the

ported in one of the year books of tlle reign of rate of interest, and wouht hardly be mi-sed fr(un
Edward III. from which it would appear that a the h)an market. -- It should bc added, with
deceased person had left goods and clmttcls to the r_,spcct to mediteval iuteresl, that the cu-,toms
value of 200,000 marks (£133,333), of which his of trade at length established in tbe commercial

widow claimed a moiety; but the amount is in- towns a rate with which the ordinary tribunals
credible, and is probably ascribable to some mis- did not interfere. In England, in the reign of
take of a copyist in the numerals. But if there Edward III., the cuslomaly ratc iu London was
wa¢ little accumulation, there w_ still less loan- 10 per cent., or half the customary rate of profit.

able capital. The great medi_eval landowner was We find here the emergence of the coudition
commonly needy, and his accumulations, if any, whicll in modern times has become the dominant
took the form not of loanable capital but of cas- one determining ordinary interest, but which in
ties or manor houses, cattle, sheep, horses, arms, the middle ages operated only among the sm'dl
,clothing, together with some plate and jewelry, number of trading people in towns, namely, the
Oneof the most instructive inquiries in economic rate of commcrcial profit. The ordinary bor-
history relates to the forms of accumulation in rower in old times did not borrow to make profit,
different states of society and different countries, but because he was in immediate need of money
and their causes; and it is an inquiry closely con- to pay his debts. In modern |imcs the fluctuations
n(.cted with variations in the rate of interest, of interest are often caused by borrowing, i_Te-

One can without difficulty understand that the spective of prt)fit, on the part of persons or gov-
feudal lord built strong and imposing dwellings ernments in immediate want of advances; but
Ior power, eon_'quenee and security; and his u_fless in critical states of trade, or on other ex-
possessions in cattle may also be easily explained, traordinary occasions, modern borrowing is chiefly
"l'hcy were the natural produce of his land, and on the part of people in business seeking to nmke
_,hey fed a host of dependents in his hall. But if profit on the capital thus obtained, and the inter-

hc rarely amassed money, it was not that the love est they can pay is accordingly limited by the

<_f money was not strong in his breast, but be- profit they can make. Thus, one of the funda-
,'ause it was so scar._ that even a thrifty noble mental differences between the causes detcrmin-
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ing medimval and modern interest is, that the eastern states became one only of degree, not of
greater part of the capital lent in our age is lent kind. --It is objected, however, to this simple
to producers, and the main source of interest is explanation of the phenomena of the coexistence

the profit they make on production. There are of extraordinary high interest and extraordinal T
still some unproductive private borrowers, aud high wagt.s ill new and naturally prolific regions,
governments may pay interest out of taxes, but and of the decline of both as such regions aro
the general rate is determined by a commercial or peopled, brought under cultivation and developed
industrial standard. -- There is no other country by capital, so as to begin to display the features

in the civilized world in which the modern move- of long settled and advanced states, that the pro,-
meats of interest, and the conditions affecting duetiveness of labor and capital, that is to say,
them, can be so advantageously studied as in the their wealth-producing power, is not le.,.s but
United States. titre the causes governing the greater in ohl than in new countries. ]n ohl

rates in both old and new countries, and the countries, it is argued, the subdivision of labor is
com_e they follow as social and economic prog- carri(,d to a much farther point and directed witlt
ress advances, can be investigated together. For, much greater skdl, and their wealth is such that

relatively speaking° the eastern statcs form an ohl they not only support a large mq)roductivc popu-
country', the western states a new one; and again latioa, but have a numerous and rich idle ells%

in the latter we can observe new regions at differ- whereas in new countries in their earliest _tage
ent stages of early devcl,_pment. The salient every one is a producer. The richest stales of
facts as regards interest "m., in the first place, in America,, it is pointed out, are not the western but
tile eastern slates an average r.tte of interest not tile ea._tern, and the richest st'_le in the worhl is
much above that prevailing in the chief eountrieq Great Britain, with natural resources far infcri(_r

of Europe; secondly, in the newest regions of to tho.,e of Mcxwo or Brazil But the single fact
tile we_t an extraordinarily high rate, which has that lahor and capitaldesert GleatBrilaill f.r new
sometmaes reached 25 per (:enl. ; thirdly, a fall of countries affords cf)nclusivc proof that th_.y ale
interest iu the_e new regions after cultivation and more productive, and ther('forc find mole re-
izldustrialdevelol)ment have gaine(1 consalerable munerativc cmployment, in the latter, q'h(.
g,',,und. To understand the significance of tile._e wealth of England is no doubt greater than tha_
economic phenomena wc must take in conaectic_n of any new country, but a great 1)art of its we;_llh
with tlmm some others no less remarkabl(., is made not in _ngland but in the very new c,)m,
_Vagos, too, are fc)uml at their highest point ill lricsin question. Aad the total wealth of Eu,.,-
the new r('gions of the we._t at tile beginning of land would be much less than it is, were the rc-

thcir industrial career; they are lowest in the turtJs to English capital no greater ill any other
l ,rig settled eastern states; and they begin to de- region than in England i/self. :England is r_ch
cline in the western states when the first .stage of bec;lu_e, on tile One hand, it reaps harvests all
thcirdcvelopmcnth't.-becnpasse(t. Tlmexplaaa- over the worhl, sad gathers the produce t_-
tion of the ('oneurr(.nt l)hen(mlena thus exhibit_.d gcthcr iato its granaries, and because, oath(.
in the movemcnts_)f interest and wages is simple, other haml. the aggregate capital it eml)l_)3-
With the aid of the scantiest .,,upply of capital ill l)rodu(.tion transcends calculation, although
the first Califorai,tn gohl diggcls might count part of it yields but scanty returns from pook
on winning, on an average, au ounce of the pre- soils and infcrJor mines. A million might rc-
cious metal, equal to sixteen dollars, a day. The turn 25 per cent. to the Calif,>rnian corn groxx et
first farmers could raise enormous cereal crops and only 5 per cent. to the farmer in Middlc-cx,
by merely plowing and sowing; and horses and yet if for every milhon in California, there b_' "_
herds, which tlwy had ouly to take possession of, humlred millions in Middlesex, with London ill

covered rich natural grass lands. Out of such its midst, ]_Iiddlescx may have a revenue equal t,_
returns both high wages and high interest could that of twenty Californias ; ao inconsiderabh"
easily be afforded, and the scarcity of capital fraction of it being, perhaps, actually drawn from
enabled lenders to exact a considerable proportion California.-- In these facts we find also a refuta-

of the whole produce. But when the cream, as tion of the theory that the appropriations of land
it were, had been skimmed by the first comers, and the growth of rent are the cau_-cs of the
I)oth capital and labor had to content themselves decline of interest in new countries in prol)orti(m

with a poorer and harder earned ymld. Gold w:ts as cultivation, industrial progress and populati(,_
no longer to be won by mere digging, andaeeded advauce. When the farmer and the miner at,.

deep and costly mining. The soil was fouml to compelled to resort to much more laborious and
require irrigation after a few crops had hecn costly methods than those by which they gathcr['d
raised, and even manure (:am[. into rcqilcst. _ot the first fruits that Nature laid at their feet, wage.,,
a herd was to be scca on the plains that was not profit and interest must decline, whether land bc
nmrked with an owner's name. Capital was no appropriated, or not, and whether there be or n_>t

longer scarce, but the returns were comparatively some fortunate owners of virgin soil and rich
scanty. Nature did less and less to assist the deposits of gold, from which a large rent can be

_(tvance of each successive wave of immigrants, drawn. There might be no rent, were all the
until the difference between theproductivenessof more fertile soils and mines so exhausted that
capital and labor in the new state and the old capital and labor were driven altogether to parts
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,of the new state which the earlier immigrants had without the intervention of money in the proper

passed by with contempt, but the absence of rent sense of the term, but when credit collapses,
would not prevent a fall of both wages all,1 profit, nothing but cash is an available medium. The

and of the interest which the lender of capital need of Ir)ans on the p_rt of traders in difficulty
derives from tile gro_ profit it yields. To call the I becomes at the sal_c time more and more urgent

rise of rent tile cause of the fall of interest, i._ to I in proportion as credit contracts, so that at such
mistake the effect for the cause. As population periods the interest cvcn pt.(,ple in business are
:,dwmces, land with inferior natural powe,'s or ready to offer may be:,r no relation to the rate of

advantages is resorted to, and supcrior fields for profit in commerce. There are occasions, too, on
the employment of labor and capital can thus ' which an urgent demand on the part, not of
afford a rent. Whether this rent is appropri'ltcd _ people in tr:_de but of government% is the chief

l,y the central government, or belongs to the first condition ol)erating on the loan market, and trade
settlers, wages and intcrcst must fall. It is true profit here again supphes no standard by which
that were tile government to become the sole to estimate the terms on which loans are effccted.
landowner, its revenue iu rent might enable it to Many other causes produce sudden divergences

dispense with tax;_tion, thereby setting trade f,'ec of intere._t from the rate which tile standard of
from fiscal burdens and fetters, and so raising commercial profit would fix. The sul)ply of

indirectly the return to labor and capital. But money at call, for instance, may be abundant, and
this wouhl be the result of the at_sence of taxes loans for a few days be obtained at little above

_lnd restraints on p,'t)duction and commerce, not 1 percent., while the rate of discounton advances
(_f the ,bsenec ()f rent.--The general rate and for th,'ee months may exceed 3 per cent.- It
movement of interest thus depend mainly on the must not be forgotten that the profit which trade

prt_fit which the capital employed in production offcrs is, after all, speculative only; it holds out,
holds out. and the mnvement will bc downward not a cert:dnty, but a probability or expectation.
:_ r(.sort to less productive natural resources be- The inter_,._t, therefore, which lenders of capital

comes requisite, unless science and art supl)ly the can look for is likewise specul_ttive or pr_,bable
deficit cre:,.ted by the failure of the bounty of only. h_cverthcless this speculative interest is

nature Ill the infancy of tl,eir develolmlent new the principal condition govcrning the rate on the
_.ountries afford a rate of interest whiel_ will never safest investments, such as the g,)vermncnt stocks

_ag_dn be attained in later stages of their career, of countries like thc United States, Great B,'itain
b,Lt whether illterest must contluue to decline and France, and d_4ermining thcir price in the

throughout every stage of social tidvan('ement, is market. If _tman has dla_ n a ticket in alottery
;t question that can not be decisively answered, which gives hi,n an even chazl(.e of uinning$100,
because the resources of science and art and tile tile ticket is worlh $50, and he is not likely to
futmc powers of production of the human mind part with it for $40. In like manner, if he has a
are l)eyond prediction. The human mind is a probability of making 20 per cent. on an invest-
source to which capital may look for profit after ment in trade, he will give only half thc price for
_ome of the chief material sources at present government stock that he might have given were

known shall have begun to fail. _ Although, 10 per cent only the expectation, on equal prob-
however, the rate of profit determines the limit or ability, held out by trade.
maximum of inte,'cst, because the managers orcm T.E. CLIFFE LESLIE.
pln_ers of borrowed capital can not pay mole

than they make by its use and must reserve part INTERESTS, Moral and Material. )[au
for their own remuneration, it does not determine can not do without bread, and the expression of

eitht.r the proportinn of gro_s profit that intercst this daily need forms part of the short l)ta3cr
-tb._orl)_, or the temporary fluctuations of the which Jesus himself taught his first followex,_;
latter, which often bear no relation to profit, but it is equally true that man doe_ not live by

']'he pr¢_portions of profit falling to the share of bread _done. Hc is composed of two elemenls,
lenders as interest depends on theamount of loan- soul and body, i]ltellect and matter; and this du-
ahle capital, on the one hand, and the demand .tlitv of his naturc inwllves a duality of desires
for it on the part of both productive and unpro- and appetites, one belonging to his s_)u], the other
dn(zttve b()rrowers, on the other hand. A high to his body; hence al_o that duality of interests
r_tte of interest tends to diminish the number which are qualified as morn/ and material, the

(,f persons engaged in business and employing former tending to the more a_d more complete
their own capital, and therefore increases the satisfaction of certain spi,'ituul wants, and the

_upply of ]oanable capital; while a low rate latter to the acquisition of the greatest possible
f_)rces a greater number of capitalists to employ amount of physical well-being. --]%[oral interests
it themselves and to add the remuneration of are to-day understood to mcan the practical ad-

management to interest, and thereby dimiu- vantages which result from the progress of sound

ishes the supply feeding the loan market.- public education and advancement in the philo-
Temporary fluctuations of the rate of interest sophical and moral sciences; and by material in-

result from a variety of causes, of which the terests are meant the developments made by hu-
_:hief is the state of credit. In ordinary times man industryandtheconquestswhich thel)rogress
considerable loans are for the most part cffected of the natural and physical sciences necessarily
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secures for it. Th_e two kinds of interests are of their happiness? In the second place, ought
then, in their final analysis, tile two terms of the not material progress, far from being an obstacle
great synthesis expressed by the word dv_t/_n, to the moral development of the human species,
Hence, it is in this same sense that it has been contribute, on the contrary, to hasten it? Should
said that "the two great means of advancing it not, by rendering labor more fruitful, diminish
civilization are to propagate morality and indus- the intensity and the frequency of the tempts-
try, in order to render customs more benevolent tions which urge him to violate the laws of
and competency more general;" and moral civili- morality in order to satisfy his material appetites?
zation has been defined "the sum of tile faith, Besides, these inductions, drawn from the obser

laws, manners and virtues of a people, that is to ration of our nature, are confirmed by experi-
say. the very end of the existence of nations;" ence. The records of crime prove tllat the poor,
and material civilization "the progressive devel- other things being equal, are guilty of a greater
opment of trades and arts purely manual, or of number of crimes than the rich; they prove also
industry."--Bossuet says, in speaking of the that base criminality and crimes diminish iu pro-
Egyptians, whom we may style civilization's first- portion as comfortable circumstances become
born, "they knew from the first tl_e true end of more general in the lower walks of life The
politics, which is to render life comfortable, and the objection of a pretended demoralization of tile
people happy."-- No one says to-day, with J.J. nation occasioned by the development of material
Rousseau, that "everything is good when it leaves well-being, is therefore at variance with observa
the hands of theCrcator, but everything dcgener- ti_,n and experience."--In fact, we can not see
ates in the hands of man;" no one any longer how the improvement of the conditions of our
maintains, with him, that man necessarily re- terrestrial existence, the invention of gunpowder,
cedes, in :l moral l)oiut of view, every time that lhe discovery of printing, the innumerable appli-

he makes a step forward in the way of material cations of steam aml electricity--we are at a loss
civilization. No one m)w refers us back to sav- to imagine how'dl these nmrvels of nmteri'd prog-

age life as an ideal of happiness, from which we ress, which have renewed the face of tim earth,
are to be every (lay farther anti farther removed; can bc of themselves and virtually causes of cor-
and the golden age which the poets showed us in ruptmn and moral decline. Is it not rather what-
the past, at the beginning of the existence of ever binds man to the earth, whatever renders
our race, is henceforth to be seen only in the him dependent.upon man, that is to say, slavery,
future, as tile end and recompense of man's that renders him brutal aml degraded'? I_ it not
efforts through the ages. Indeed, moral and ma- whatever frees him from the fetters of matter.
tcrial interests are not contrary one to the other, whatever emancipates him, that is to say, liberty,
nor even essentially distinct. It is not true that that elevates him and renders him capable of 1)e_

the easy life, as Bossuet says, or the prosperity fection? Does not the philosophy of hi_tory show
and morality of a people, arc exclusive of one that every revolution accomplishe(1 in the domain
another, and that material well-being is devel- of industry is followed sooner or later by a corre_-

opcd only at the expense of public morality. It ponding moral progress? We say sooner or later.
can not be truthfully said that men become and it is ia these words we must seek an explana
morally corrupt in proportion as their condition tion of the apl)arent contradictions which l/w
improves materially, and that their civilization, gradual development of material and moral ill
so brilliant on the surface, is at bottom nothing tercsts sometimes pre_nts. This developm('ut i_
but rottenness. This has been already absolutely not always simultaneous and immediate ou l)oth
demonstrated by tim distinguished economist, de sides. Moral progress, rendered possible by m,t-
Molinari. -- " In the first place," says this illus terial progress, does not always go hand in hand

trious writer, " the history of civilization proves with it; it delays sometimes, and it has its periods
that tho_c branches of human knowledge which of interruption, but it infallibly follows material
contribute to the moral improvement of man- progress. To cite only one example, does any

kind, develop no less rapidly than those which one believe that railroads, those powerful agent_
tend to increase his material prosperity. Re- of equality and sociability among men, have
iigion, for ex'm_ple, has, through the course of already borne all the fruit that their establi -_h
ages, improved and refined itself, and thereby ment and actual extent render it possible f_r
exerted a more efficacious influence over man's them to bear? Certainly not; but these a_c
morals. In this respect how far superior is merely temporary inequalities, which will, whe_*
Christianity to paganism! And can we not the time comes, be changed into brilliant bar

easily perceive a progress even in Christianity? monies. -- If we but cast a glance at the compara-
Is not the Christian religion of to-day a more tive state of nations during the different pha._e_
perfect instrument of moral development than it through which they pass during even a single c(,u-

was at the time of St. Dominic and Torquemada? fury, we shall readily appreciate, as in a table_u,
Do not the philosophical sciences, and especially this unequal but parallel and sure march of th,:
political economy, succeed every day more effect- progress of the human mind, this gener_d equil

ually in rendering men more moral by showing ibrium, which never fails to show itself, soom'l"
them more and more clearly that the observance or later, between the material and _he mo_a]

of the laws of morality is an essential condition interests of each country and of different aa
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lions considered in their entirety. We often } much the better, for wealtla increases education,
imar our age reproached with its "worship of ' and education strengthens morality. Our op-
material interests," as if material interests were ponents think they have closed the di_(.usslon
not worshiped in all ages, or as if our times alone when they have spoken of stock-speculath)n_ and
were guilty of selfishness, thirst for gain and luxury; but did not our forefathe,'s dabble iu
love of pleasure, We find these repro_lches even stock-speculations? It is true that they did not
in writers who, some pages further on, undertake speculate in rail,'oad stock in the time of Cicero.
to demonstrate that man is everywhere and always As to luxury, you will find it in the stone age, fro.
the same, that his surroundings change, but not what else but lnxury are those rude (le_igns that

hi_ passions; and they support their doctl'inc by embellish lhe ancient relics of this period? Lux-
othe.r analogous truths, which are the beat refu- urv and art go hand in hand, and just as poetry
tartan of our pretended exceptional perversity, preceded prose, so also has art preceded science.
For, as every one knows, the "worship" of mate- Who knows but that our moqt important inven-
rial intcrests necessarily goes hand in hand with tions are due to the need we feel of embellishing

corruption. Now, we ask any one that has ever what surrounds us. -- To sum up, if vice unfo,'-
opened a volume of history, whether material tunately abounds in our day. it is cerlainly less
interests and cnrruption are more prevalent wide-spread (ban formerly. No matter what may
in the nineteenth century titan they were dn be said to the contrary, our age is more disposed
the time of Louis X'V., or of the regent, or of to sacrifice material to moral interests than any

Louis XIV., or of the league, or of Lores XI., that has preceded it, for formerly the very nares
or when priests did not know how to read, or. of virtue waq unknown tothe uneducawd mas._es;
finally, than among the Romans and Grt,eks. iu the middle ages, the idea of f._therland was
While writing these lines, facts crowd into _mr but very little diffused; the political passions
memory which demonstrate that men's passions that play so iml)ortant a l)art m our time were
have remained the ,same, that their exp,'ession scarcely known; in fine, the very idea of moral
alo,m is modified, and, thanks to the progre_ of interests is modern. An epoch ,_hould not be
education, improved. -- In fact, the only (lifter- judged by cert'dn prominent and exceptional
once there is between the past and the present is, facts; we nmst examine it in its enurel), de]iber-
that we have sue additional means of restraining ately and impartially. We allow (mrselvcs to be

men's passions, or of moderating them, or of too much impressed by certain kinds of opposi
forcing them to conceal themselves. An(1 it tion. and take ccrtai,l sayings too literally; it is
must be remarked that, in defa_dl of a higher _lw- not possible that we are worse than our f;_ther_;
ti_e, it is better that men should conceal their sound reason and facts concur in refuting such

vices out of human respect, or for any similar assertions; l)utcvcrjlhing imposes upon u_ the
reason, than flaunt them boldly before the eyes of duty of using ever)" effol t to make our childreu
all. The community is thus spared corruption better than we arc ourselves.
by bad example at least; and hesides, restraint M.tI:RICE BLOCK.
is thus put upon one's self, and the number of
one's defects le_ened. This means is public opin- INTERIOR, Department of the. While
ion. There has existed a public opinion at all every Europcan goverlmm,t has long bad ils
times, but its action was very restricted. There ministry of the interior, ordepartment of internal
were at first very few educated men, and between affairs, it was not until 1849 that the Unit(,d

the opinions of the learned and the ignorant States established what is ez,llcd in the title of
there was an abyss. The invention of printing, the act 0hough nowhere else), the home depart-
the creation of a daily press, the diffusion of ed- ment. Up tu tlmt time the important functions
ucation, have increased a hundred-fold the force now exercised by the secretary of the interior

of public opinion. Public opinion has become were distributed among four other departments
a check upon evil, a stimulant to good, _md as thc of the govermnent: the secretary of state had
average of education has been raised, which charge of patents, copyrights, the census, and
means that education is enjoyed by millions of in- public document.s; the sccrcta,'y of _he treasury

dividuals who were formerly left gropingin super- had the busine.ss of the public hinds, mines and
stilton, and in the fanaticism which springs there- mining, and judicial accounts; Indian affairs
from; as the aven_ge of education has been in- were i-n charge of the war department, and th(_
creased, we say, men know better how to distm- business of pensions was divided between the
gmsh good from evil, and this knowledge is fre- secretory of war and the secretary of the navy.
quently all that is needed to determine their choice. All these wtried deparlments of the public l)usi-

--This century is reproached with the womhip of ncs_/except copyrlgllts), to which were adde(l by
mat(,,'ial interestsI But this woa-_hip has never subsequent laws the bureau of educati_m, tlm
existed in ale_ degree than now. Mat(.rial inter- Pacific ,';dlways. the public survey% the lerri-
ests can never be suppressed. So long as we have tortes, and the. charge of certain charitable insti-
material wants, we shall lmve material interests, tutions in the District of Columl)i'L were ;_ssigned
and if the progress of the sciences rende,'s it pos- to the secretary of the interior by aot of March 3,
sible to more than satisfy these interests; if phys- , 1849. (9 Star. at Large. 395).-- Tim secretary of

ics, chemistry and mechanics multiply wealth, so I the interior is appointed by the president and
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senate, salary $8,000, and is by custom, though employ_s to be c,)loniz_d in other localities. The
not by law, one of the seven members of the cab- bureau of education has its oflqces opposite; the
inet. He is required to make an anhual report geological survey is established at the National
as to the public documents received and dis- Museum; tile pension bureau odcupies a large
tributed under general laws, sod he makes fro- buildingonPennsylvamaavenue;andthevarious
quent special reports to congress, on call of either divisions of tile census office are distributed m
house or otherwise, concerning the business of rented buildings elsewhere.--The following is a
any of the half dozen bureaus subject to his su- list of the secretaries of the interior from the first,
Imrvision. All communications to the president with the time of their respective appointments:
or to congress from the heads of these bureaus are

1. Thomas Ewing ......................... March 8, 1849
required to pass through his hands._ There are e. Alex. It. H. Stuart ..................... Sept. 12, 1850
in the interior department, besides the clerical 3. ]robert McCtelland ..................... March 7, 185'_,

,_. Jacob Thomvsoa ....................... March 6, 1857force attached to each bureau, an assistant see- ,. Caleb B. Smith ......................... _farch 5, 1861
retary of the iutct'ior, salary, $3,500; a chief 6. John P. Usher*. ....................... Jan., 8,1t,W)3

" •.......................... March 4, 18_5
clerk, salary, $2,750; and 103 clerks, laborers " . ......................... April 15, 186,5
and watchmen, drawing, in aggregate salaries, 7. James Harlan .......................... May ],5,1865

• 8. Orville It. Browning ................... July 27, 1_66
$115,190 per annum. There is also an assistant 9. Jacob D Cox .......................... March 5, 1869
attorney general for the ime|'ior department, with lO. C_dumhus Delano •..................... Nov. 1, 1870
five clerks, whose _laries ao,_e_ tie ..................... March 4. 187,3,,,r • ,c,t $9,450 per It. Zacha_ieth ('handler .................... Oct. Lu,1875
annun|. The secretary's office has seven divis- 1'2. Cz_rl Schorz ............................ March 12. 1877,

I:L _amuel J. garkwood ................... March 5, lt'81
ions, each with a chief and clerks attached, these 14. Henry. M. Teller....................... April 6, 1882
are known as those of al)pointments , of dis- • Reappointed. A.R. _POFFORD.
bursements, lands and railroads, Indian affairs,

pensions and miscellaneous, public documents, INTERNAL IIPROVEIENTS (II_ U. S.

and stationery and plinting. The vast extent tIIsTORY), a party question in the United States
and variety of the public business which passes from 1820 tmtil 1860. Therehas been very little
through the office of the secretary of the interior objection to internal improvements wllere the
demands executive abilities of the highest order jurisdiction of the improved property ptmses to
in the head of that office. The rapid territorial the United States, as in case of lighthouses, forts,
development of the country, the public geologi- etc. The opposition has been to improvements
cal and mineralogical surveys, the sales, settle- where the jurisdiction has remained in the states.
ment and surveys of the public lands, the legal as in case of canals, rivers, harbors, etc.-- I. 1789-
relations of the transcontinental railroads to the 1820. Under the articles of confederation each

government, the care of the great Indian popula- state exercised the rigllt to control commerce, to
tion with the purchase of their supplies, the exe- levy duties, and to expend the proceeds at its
cution of treaties with the tribes ate:l, the con- discretion, with the proviso that the imposts or
stantly recurring removals of the aborigines, the duties should not be levied upon the property
enormous business of pensions for army and "of the United States or either of them," shouhi

navy ._:rviee, the great and rapidly increasing not conflict with treaties of the United States al-
business of patents for inventions, the census of- ready concluded or provided for, and shouhl not
flee with its periodically recurring and compli- prevent the transfer to other states of gt_ods ira-
cared labors, the cust(wlyanddistributiou of the ported.--ln the convention of 1787, Sept 15,
vast series of public documents, the charge of after the control of commerce had been given to
hospitals and asylums at the f,eat of government; the federal government, a provision was offered
these and other weighty public interests demand that "no state shah be restrained from laying

a comprehensive skill, wide legal and general duties of tonnage for the purpose of clearing
knowledge, and prompt capacity for business harbors and erecting lighthouses." It was at
scarcely paralleled by any other department of once suggested that there were other purposes
the governmel_t service. While the lleadsof the for which tonnage duties might conveniently be
various bureaus in tho interior department have levied by the states; and the provision was altered
entire charge in detail of the business belonging to the more general form, "no state shall, with-
to their offices, the secretary of the interior has out the consent of congress, lay any duty of ton-
the ultimate decision of all questions involving nage." It was then incorporated intoarticle one.
government action, with few exceptions. The section ten, paragraph three, of the constitution
vecretarv has also the power of appointing thc asit now stands. (See CONSTITUTION.) The in-
clerks and sub_,rdinate officers in most of the bu- tention of this provision is very evident, if we

reaus, thus constituting a large patronage. All consider its original form, as above given, tim
patents issued in the name of the United Statts geographical p6sition of the states which then
must be signed by the secretary of the interior.-- composed the Union, and the practice under it,
The multifarious business of the department of for thirty years. Every state, at the time, had

the interior, originally concentrated into one ex- seacoast, a seaport or seaports, and ocean com-
tensive building near the centre of Washington merce, more or les_ important. It was not until
city. has expanded so prodigiously us to require 1791 that Vermont, thc first entirely inland state,
manyof its bureaus and run, than half its ofltcial was admitted. The original intetrt2on .of the
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constitution, then, was that each state should balanced by a bill for opening a road through
control entirely tile impi'ovement of its own sea- Georgia on the route to New Orleans. From
ports, levying for that purpose duties upon the this time Tot thirty years bills for the construe-
commerce which should enter them; but that the tion of roads through the various territories were

consent of congress should first bc obtained, in passed in great abundance. In congress it was
order to guard against abuses -- This was for first suggested by Henry Clay in the senate, Jan.
many years the iuvariable practice. Whenever 12, 1807, that a quantity of public land should be
a state wished to improve any of its seaports or appropriated for the construction of a canal
navigable rivers, its legislature passed an act to around the falls of the Ohio; and a bill for that
levy tonnage duties upon the comm(-ree of the purpose passed the senate, Feb. 28, but wa._ not
place to be improved; an act of congress ap- con_idere4 ia the house. March 2, a senate reso-
proved the levy, for a limited time, and gave it lution called on the secretary of the treasury for
validity; _nd the proceeds were expended under a plau for opening roads, canals, etc., a_ national
the direction of the state. One act of this ha- expen._c. April 4, 1808, Gallatin submitted a

lure, passe(1 by Maryland in 1790, was continued voluminous report rec,_mmcnding a system of
in force until 1850, by successive "assents" of roads to cost $16,000,000. It was not acted upon.

congress. There is no instance duringthis period, --From the beginning the constitutionality of
nor, indeed, until the art of March 3, 1823, here- appropriations for the construction of roads was
after referred to, of the expenditure of the warmly denied, and by none more steadily than
national r_.venues for the improvement of rivers by the successive presidents, Jefferson, Madison
and ha_'bors. Two "assenting" acts of congress and Monroe. All of them refused to be con-
arc ciled among the authorities, as instances of viuced that the building of roads in different
the practice during this period; the whole num- parts of the country was such a matter of "goo-
ber (_) is too large for special reference to e:mh. oral welfare" as to justify the expenditure of the
All the "internal improvements" provided for on public moneys. All of them, however, approved
the coast during this period were those in which the advisability of such measures, if they could
the jurisdiction remained in the United States, be constitutionally cffected, and urged an amend-
such as "lighthouses, beacons, buoys, and pub- ment to tile constitution, to give congress the
lic pmrs," for which congress appropriated doubted power. (See CO._STrrUTIO_, II[., B. 3.)
money steadily after Aug. 7, 1789. These ap- But in deference to thc scruples of the presidents
propriations required as a prerequisite that the the roads were built through the territories, or,
states should cede the sites of lighthouses, etc.-- where they passed through a state, were con-
Since the original thirteen st_ltes ratified the con- stru(.ted under a coml)a('t with the state, and by
stitution, no other states fronting on the ocean its consent. -- During the war of 1812 the Ameri-
have been admitted, excepting _aine and Florida can armies on the frontiers labored under great
on the Atlantic, a_ld California and Oregon on di_dvantagcs, owing to the ahnost entire want of
the Pacific. During the remainder of this period efficient means of transportation. One conse-
nine new states were admitted, all of which were quenee was, a great development of the idea of
growing rapidly, and none of which touched the internal improvements, and its extension to in-

.Atla'lti('. This rapid influx of inland represcn- elude canals. ]u the great state of _New York it

tattoo into cong_'ess soon began to work a change took shape in the construction of,the Erie canal.
in the original concel)ti,)n of the powers of that (See .NEw ¥Ol_K; CLL_TOS, DE WITT.) In con-
body an to internal improvements. It seemed un- gre._s a bill to set apart the bonus and govern-
fair that states which posse_cd seaports should ment dividcnds of the national bank (sec B._'_K
bc allowed to provide for internal iml)rovements CONTltoVERSIES, III.), as a fund "for construct-

by levying duties, to be paid ultimately by inland ing ro.nls and canals and improving the naviga-
consumers, while inland states should be left t_) tion of watercourses," passed the house Feb. 8,
make their necessary internal improvements at and tl,e senate Feb. 27, 1817. Among its warm-
their own expense. In 1806 this idea took shape est advocates was Calhoun, who had introduced

iz_ a provision for a great 'turnpike road, to bc tile proposition both iu this and in tlle previous
}_uilt at national expense. (See CUh'BERLA_D session, and who d_,fended it ou the broad ground

RO._D.) It was to penetrate the western slates that "whatever impedes the intercourse of the
and be. the means of transmitting emigrants and extremes with the centre of the republic weakens
mails in peace, and troops in war. Its constitu- the Union," and that it was the duly of congress
tionality was variously defended upon the ground t_ "hind the republic together with a perfect sys-
of tile powers of congre_ "to provide for the lcm of roads and canals." Henry Clay, however,
common defense; .... to establish p6st roads," and had been the real father of the scheme, and he
"to pass laws necessary and prSper for carrying never deserted his offspring. March 3, 1817, in
into execution" the foregoing powers; but the the la-_t moments of his offici_fl life, President

system found then, as it has always since found, Madison vetoed the bill, for the reason that con-

a solider justification in the idea of "an equal gross had nocons_itutional power to expend the
division of benefits." In thifi instance the dirts- public revenues for any such purpose. An effort
ion r_!cognized both the northwest and the south- to pass the bill over _hc veto failed. The new
west,, for the bill for the Cumberland road was president, Monroe, in his first annual message,
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while admitting the great advantage to be derived among the states. The first session of congress
from a good system of roads and canals, declared under his administration did not agree with his

it to be the settled conviction of his mind that views. Internal improvement bills, aggregating
congre_ did not possess the right to construct it. $106,000,000, were reported by the committees,

The attempt was therefore dropped temporarily, and tim probahilities were in favor of the passage
with the salvo of a house resolution, passed of very many of them. The first important one
March 14, 1818, that congre_ had power to ap- which reached the president was the bill to au-
propriate money for the construction of roads thorize a government subscription tothe stock nf
and canals, and for the improvement of water- the Maysville and Lexington turnpike road. in
courts.-- II. 1820-60. The pronounced success Kentucky. May 27, 1830, the bill was vetoed m,

of the Erie canal, and its evident bearing upon a message which summed up all the objections t(,.
the prosperity of the state of New York, gave a the internal improvement system. The bill was

new impetus to the internal improvement idea. not carried over the veto. ]_Iay 29, two similar
Appropriations had already been made by con- bills were passed. The president got rid of these-
gress for the pre_rvation of exposed islands, and by a "pocket veto." (See VETO.)--The Mays-
occasionally army ()ffleers had attended to the ville road veto ranged the president distinct-
removal of annoying obstructions in navigable ly against the internal improvement system.
rivers. March 3, 1823, the fil_t act for harbor Throughout the remainder of his two terms of
improvement at the expense of the United States office few acts were passed for this object, and
was passed by congress. It seems to have been thcse were vetoed. But through that feature of
due, in great measure, to an expression in Presi- the presidential veto by which the president is
dent Mom'oe's veto of the bill for the prescrva- compelled to sign or veto an entire hill in gross,
tion of the Cumberland road, May 4, 1822. lie without the privilege of vetoing particular pro-
had vetoed it Irecause of its attempt to assert visious (see RLo_:ns, VETO), appropriations for
jurisdiction by establishing turnpike gates, tolls, detached improvements in grcat number were
and l)enaltics for their infringement; but he every year included in the general appropriation
acknowledged a considerable modification of the bills. The president was thus compelled either
opinions given i_ his first annual mes.-age, to approve tile objectionable minor features of
While his own opinion still was that an amend- the bill, or, by vetoing the whole bill, begin a
ment to the constitution was necessary to give warof annoyances with congress. This is the form
congress the power to construct a general system which appropriations for internal improvements
of internal improvements, lie now held that con- have ever since regularly taken. _This change
gress had the power to appropriate the public in the method of appropriations should be r(,-
moneys at its discretion; and that though it was membcred in connection with the following table

in duty bound to select objects of general ira- of appropriations for internal improvements un-
portance, it was not the province of the l)residcnt der different administrations, as collected i)y

to sit m judgment upon its selections. This idea Wheeler, cited among the authorities : Jeffers()n,
was more fully exemplified in the act of April $48,400; Madison. $250,800; Monroe, $707,621;
30, 1824, al)propriatiug $30,000 for the survey of Adams, $2,310,475; Jackson, $10.582,882; Van
such roads and canals as the president should Buren, $2,222,544; Tyler, $1.076.500. -- Thc tx_,_
deem of national importance, and in the act ol" new national parties at once began the system of
March 3, 1825, ordering a subscription of $300,000 nominating conventions which has ever since ob-
to tim stock of thc Delaware and Chesapeake tained. (See NO_ATrNO CONVE_TmNS.) The
canal. --The inaugural address of the new presi- fir,t convention of the national republicans (see
dent, John Quincy Adams, warmly commended WHm PANTY, I.)asserted, in one of its resolu
Monroe's intern'_l improvement policy, and tions, that "a uniform system of inlernal ira-
promised an adherence to it. Through his term of provements, sustained and supported by the gcn-
office appropriations for this object increased in eral government, is calculated Io secure, in tlw
number very rapidly; the board of engineers up- highest degree, the harmony, the strength an(1
pointed under the act ol" April 30, 1824, w_ls the permanency of the republic." In 1836, 18,29
steadily engaged in pushing forward the surveys and 1848 the whigs adopted no platform; ia
for new improvements: and every annual rues- 1844 they approved the distribution scheme,
sage of the president laid special stress upon the hereafter referred to; in 1_52 they finally up-
importance of this feature of the governmenl's proved the conjunction of protective tamff._ and
operations. This part of the "Adams and Clay internal improvement known as the "Ameri('aI_
policy" was one of the great moving causes system." (See Wmo PARTY, II.) Their up

which led to the flew development of two oppos- ponenta were not ready to formulate a platform
ing parties, and the overthrow of Adams at the until 1840; from that time until 1864 they quad

election of 1828. (See DE.',IOCRATIG PARTY, rennially condemned the internal improvemcl_t
III.; WHm P.,.__tTY,I.)-- In his first annual mes- system in every form. Practically, however,

_ge President Jackson condemned the constitu- "internal improvement," in its original form.
tionality of an internal imilrovement system, but died with the Maysville road veto. After that
advised the adoption of an amendment to allow time the whigs had but one opportunity, afwr
congress to apportion the surplus revenue the election of Harrison, to enforce their views,
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and then they chose the "distribution scheme," annually; in 1836they reached nearly $25,000,000.
hereafter referred to, instead; and the democrats, (see B._NK CO_TROVEP_IES, IV.), and Calhoun
while condemning an internal improvement 8ys- estimated that at the end of the year the country
tern, saw no objections to voting for isolat(,d ira- would have $66.000,000 surplus in tile treasury.
provements in the general appropriation bill. He therefore introduced, ]Iay 25, 1836, an
Aug. 3, 1846, ]President Polk vetoed a river and amendment to a bill to regulate deposits of public
harbor improvement bill which both houseshad money, iu state banks (see I_D_.P_',-DE.nT Tr_As-
passed, and it failed. March 3, 1847, thelast day ul_Y), providing that at the end of each year the
of the next session, a bill for certain improve- money remaining in the treasury, reserving
ments in Wisconsin was passed and disposed of $5,000,000, should be "'deposited" with the sev-
by a "pocket veto"; but at the opening of eral state_, in proportion to thcir representation
the following session the president sent his in congre_. The act bee:line a law June 23.
reasons for refusing to sign it, in a special The president signed it with lhe g,'eatcst reluc-
message. The house, by resolution, dcclar(.d tance, and only in consideration of the amount
that congress possessed the power to appropriate of paper money already in the treasury; and his
money for internal improvements; and with that "qpccie circular" of the following month (see
the matter slept again until 18"54, excepting tha_ B._NK CONTROW.;RSU_S, IV.) seems to have been
the house, in March, 1849, passed a river and his method of cutting the Gordian knot, wiping
harbor bill, which was not acted upon by the out a paper money surl)lus , and checkmating
senate. In the session of 1853-4, President Calhoun's distribution bill and internal improve-
Pierce vetoed two bills, one for the appropriation mcnts together. It ultimately had greater couse-
of 10,000,000 acres of public lands to the states quences. The first install,nent of the "deposit "
for lhc relief of in_ne paupers, and one for the was paid in Jamt.try, 1837; the second iu April,
improvement of rivers and harbors. Dec. 80, both in specie or its equivalent; and the third in
1854, be gave his reasons for the latter veto in June, in l)ap(.r. Bythatlime the "panic of 1837 '_

a special message, whose arguments were thoqe had burst ul)ou the country, and the fourth in-
of President Polk in 1847. This phase of the stallmcnt, in October, was never paid. The act

question of internal improvements then sh'pt of October 2. 1837, postponed it until 1839, when
until 1870. --DISTRrnl;TrO,_. In 1829 Jack,on thetrcasury was in no better conditi(_n to pay it,

had suggested a distribution of surplus rcvcnue and the law was rcpcaled. ']'he amount "dcpos-
among the states, provided an amendment for ited " was $37,000,000, which h'_s never been
that purpose could be ratified. In the following recalled.-- The return of the whigs to power
sessioua house resolution was passed for the dis- with tlarrison's clcelion w:m m:_rked by the pas-

tribution of tile proceeds of t_lnd sales among the sage of the act of SCl)t. 4. 1841, to distribute the
states. When the project next appeared, it had proceeds of public hind sah.s among the states.
become a whig measure. April 16, 1832, Clay In this casc, h_J_cvcv, the distribution was to be
introduced a bill in the senate to provide for the suspended as st)on as, and as long a_. the duties on
distribution of the proceeds of public land sah.s iml)orls should rise above the maximum fixed by
among tim states. It passed the senate, and the compromise tariff net of 1_33, whi¢.h was to
failed in the house. At the opening of the next expire in June, 1842. Before thi_l_l_t date arrived.

session, the president's mes_ageadvised the reduc- the co,lflict between Tyler and the whig parly
tion of the price of public lands to a nominal had become flagrant, and the majority in (,(_ngress.
amount, or the cession of the lands to the states were di_l)_)sed to put a new pr(,_sure ou _he i)resi-

in which they were situated. On the oth(,r band, dent. June 27, 1842, they i)a.-s[.d an act for a
Clay again introduced his bill, Dee. 12, 1832, provisiomd tariff, raising the dutie._ above the
which was debated, and passed both houses, compronfise maximum, and vet rot:tining the
)larch 2, 1833. It was not signed, and a special distribution clause. Tyler had"obtainedth(.opin-
message of Dec. 4, 1883, assigned cogent reasons ion of the attorney general tlmt the compromi_-e

for the refusal to sign it. The bill appropriated duties would remain in force after July 1, in
124zper ccnt. of the proceeds of public land sales default of the passage of a new tariff act; ile
to thesevenstateslastadmitted (excluding)lathe) therefore vetoed tl,e bill, June 29. Aug. 5. :_
for " objects of internal improvement or educa- tariff bill, still including the distribution clause'.
tion," and 87½ per cent. to all the states according passed both houses by narrow majorities, 25 to 23
to population, to he distributed as the legislatures in the senate, and 116 to 112 in the house; and
should deem proper. The objections were, in Aug. 9 this bill was vetoed. (See CENSURES, I].)
brief, 1, that the bill violated the compacts by Aug. 07 c()ngress yielded and passed the tariff
which the original states had ceded their claims bill without the distribution clause, and three
to the United States (see TE_rroRms); and 2, days later it became law. Thereafter the distri-
that congress had no power to appropriate the button of public revenue or of proceeds of land

public revenues, directly or indirectly, forinternal sales amozJg the states was no more heard of.-
improvements. The bill was not passed over the Ln Ttt'E STATES. Space will not permit any full

veto.--The sales of public lands grew suddenly treatment of tlii_ division of the subjecL for-
and enormously after 1830. For the previous whi(:h the reader is referred to the authority cited
tea years they had averaged about $3,000,000 below. The success of the Erie canal in _Ne_,-
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York state had prompted other states to imitate veys had ascertained practicable passes through
its design. Most of the state constitutions adopted tile Rocky mouuh_ins; and in 1860 both political
from 1830 until 1850 contain eittmr directions or parties had declared, in their national platforms,
permissions to the legislatures "to encourage in- in favor of the completion of the work by
ternal iml)rovemeuts within the state." Where tile federal government. Tim outbreak of the
such enterprises wel,e undertaken in states whose rebellion, and the lmecssity of a closer milital 3,
interests were agricultural, not _ommercial, aml connection with the Pacific, made the need for
whose people were imt)atient of al)stinence from the road immediate and imperative, and it wa_
the present enjoyment of capital for the prospect begun by act of July 1, 1862, iu favor of the
of l)¢)_sible futut'e profit, the state's irrcspon_ibll- Central Pacific, Kansas Pacific and U,lion Pacific
ity in courts of law led to but one r_sult, "' repu- railroads. The number of acres granted to rail-
diation," a term whose first ap_)iie_ltion in this roads in every purl of the coulltry has gTown crier-
sense is ascribed to G_vernor MeNut_, of Missis- mously siueethat date; they will he found iu the
sippi, in 1841. EUl'opcan capital, tempted by high land office report cited bel,Jw. The largest grants
interest, and undeterred by any thought of "re- to single corporations have been 47,000.000 'tcres
pudtation," flowed rapidly to the United States to the Northern Pacific railroad, and 42000,000
after 1830. The state debts, which were but acres to the Atlantic and Pacific r,_ilroad. The

$13,000,000 in 1830, reached $,r)0,000,000 in 1836, 'tmount of bonds issued to the various Pacific
and about $100,000,000 in 18;_8. When, after railroads, il_tcrest payable by the United States,

the crash of 1837. foreign capitalists undertor)k was $64,6°_3,512. The grant of lands directly to
_o withdraw, they found it caster to get their corporations interested begun with the actor July
_capital into .-tale securities than to get it out. On 1, 1862; before that date the grants were made to
one pretext or another, aud sometimes on no pre- the st'_tes f()r the benefit of corporations. --RIVEIt
text at all, a number of status repudiated, in ._ND IIxuBO_ BILI, S. After thew'to by President
xvholc or in part, their internal improvement Pierce of the river anti harbor bill which was

_lehts, and, as they were irresponsible in their own passed in 18_4, this species of appropriation lap._ed
(:ourts, anti, by amendment XI (see OOI_STITU- until 1870. Improvements which wele impcra-
-rmN) irresponsible in the federal courts to citizens tively needed were classed under "fortifications"
of _tller states, creditors were without recourse, and similar heads. The cessation of expendi-
(See also )[INNESOTA.) The worst cases, at this lures under this head, however, was far more.

period, were Maryland, Louisiana and bli_sissippi than balanced by the appropriations for postofliccs,
4n the south, and Pennsylvania, Indiana, Illinois custom houses, and other public buihlings in wtri-
;tad Michigan in the north. Most of these have ()us parts of the country. These incre.lsed until,
since paid or "accommodated" their debt._.- in 1873-4, they amounted to $12,341,944.- In

The unwillingBess to allow foreigners to brand 1870 a river and harbor appropriation w.ts mad(:,
all the states, separately or collectively, as amounting to $2.000,000. From this time alq)ro-
•"repudiators," was the parent of a proposition l)riations of this nature were no ]ouger ('ovcred up
to assume the state debts for intern'll improve- in other apl)ropriation billq, but took dislinct
ments. ]t was formally introduced in congr(_s rank for themselves. In 1873 the approprnllion

in July, 1842, met wilh warm opposition, and fell ro_e to $5.286,000, and tht.y have since .a('ner-
through in the following year. (For further _dly rein;lined above that amount, _ls folh_ws:
information see ST.'_'rE DEBTS, untler the article 1873-4, $7,352,900; 1B74-5, $_,228,0f_); 1875-6,
DEBTS ) -- IIL 1850-8 o. L.,_,_D GR.t.,_TS. A $6,64_,517.50; 1876-7, $5.015,000; 1,_7;-8, --;
grant of 5 per cent. of the public hind sales 1878-9, $8,322,700 ; 1879-80, $_,577,494 61 :
within the s_ate had regularly been m'_de to new 1880-1, $8,976,500; 1881-2, $11,451.300; 1882-3,
states '_t th_.ir admission, tile consideration bei_g $18,743,875. This last increase iu tile approprm-
the exemption of the remainder of the public lions pro_,oked a veto l)y President Arthur, _,kug.
lands from taxation. Grants had been made 1, 1882, but the bill was immediately passed over
:dso for state capitals and for universities. In the veto. In such a mass of approl)riations it is
18,50 began the sy.,tem of grants of specified impossible that there should noI be vet')'m;_nv ob-
_tmounts of public lands to states for the encour- jects well worth the care of the national g_)v(,r_,-
agcme_t of raih'oads. The first grant of this ment; but, with every allowance, the amongst of
nature was by tile act of Sept. 20, 1850, for the absolute plunder in the totalmust have been e_or-
benefit t)f the Illinois Central raih'oad, coupled mous. In debating one of these bills amember (,f

with a grant for the 5Iobile and Ohio raih'oad, congress declared from personal knowledge that
Its inside history will be found in Cutts' work, one "river," for whichan appropriation had been
as cilcd below. The numberer acres, 2,595,053, inserted, could be fitted for commerce only by

was the largest granted by any single act until being paved or macadamized; and this lust:m,,"

1860.--The growth of the Pacitic states, the was certainly not an isolated one. In manycasc,_
_lifliculty of communication with them, and the the coveted appropriation is only to "secure the
vast extent of the intervening unseltlcd country, work," and compel succeeding appropriations t(_
made very evident both the necessity of a Pacific eight or ten times the original amount to complete
raih'oad and the impossibility of constructing it it. 5Iany appropriations are inserted, not up,,u
_by private capital. Before 1855 govel'nme_t sur- their merits, but by "log-rolling," by an under-
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stanumg among a number of members that each pror_ments (Art. "Appropriations") ; Porter's 1_5_t.
will vote for the appropriations denmnded by all in 1880, 585 (,and)Iap).
',is associates. In fact, most of these appropria ALEXA.-_DER JOILN_TON.
tions are not for the public benefit at all, but for

the personal interests of the legislators, for the INTERNAL REVENUE OF THE UNITED
:e-election of a cungressman often depends upon STATES. Under the consthution congTess has
hi.-,successiu " bringing money into the district " 1)ow(.r to laytaxe% duties, imposts and excises.

tilrough the river and harbor bill, or the erection of This provision includes ew:ry Sl)ccies of taxation.
puhlic buildings. In this manner congress has direct and indirect, specific aml ad valorcm; poll
probably squandered in twelve y_xrs money taxes, taxcs ou property, income, business. ]i-
enough to have built a railroad from the )Iis._i,- tenses, imports and tonnage. The nn]y limita-
sippi to the Atlantic, wlmse running expen,,,cs tion placed upon this taxing pnwer i_ that th(.se

eould be paid by the similar appropriations for taxes shall be uniform throughou! th*' Uniwd
the future. It is hard to say which r)f tile two ,qtat['s, and that direct taxe_ ._hall be apportioned
methods of getting rid of surl)]US revenue would among the geveral states which may 1)c included
bc most demoralizing to the people.--Scc CON- within the Union, _wcor(liug to their respective
FEI)ERATION, ._kR'I'ICLES (_F, ¥I, IX : 5 Elliol's numbers. In l)racti('c the national government
D,.bate.,_, 548; 1 Start. ot Large, 184, 191) (a_senl of has obtained its revenues fr_)m taxes on imports,

c(,ngre.-s to aet_ of Maryland lcgislatur('). 1 ,_t(tt. aud ha_ resortc.d to internal iml)OSt_ only whe_
at Large, 54 (fir,_t lighthouse act, Aug 7. 17S')), such tmvc become necessary. The I(,rm "in-

authorities under CU3IBEttLAND Re _1); A(la/n_' ternal revennt _'' ]los b(.cn re_tri('ted in it_ meaning
L_fe of G,t_latin, 351 ; 2 Adams' IIS'itiag,_ fit" G(dbr to su(.h revenue_ only as are collected un(h.r tim
t_J_.72: Tanacr's Mem,,ir on lnter_alImprocements int_nal revenue. Intr(,au (.*,_nneet('d with the trea_-
(1,'_29); 5 Benton's Debate-_ of Col_gres._, 665, 711 ; nly del_artmeut , and d_)es not iu(.lude all reve-
3 ,_7:rtesma_'s _[a_ual (edit. 1849) xxviii., (._Ia(li- nue_ that arc, properly speaking, from internal
_on's veto) II. For this period in general the sources, that is, from sour,.e_ other than duties
bes_ auth_,ri_y is o Wheeler's Iti._to_:q _ ('or_gre,¢_, levied at thc fron_ier_ upon for,iga commotlities.
109; 1 Statesman's ._anuag, 491 ()Ionroc's Cure- Thus, moneys arising frou_ tlm sale of publiclands,

berland road veto); 3 Slat. at La_:qe, 781 (act of from patent fees. or the revc.nues ot th(. t)ostal
)larch 3, 1823); 4 Star. at Large, 23 (act of April service, are _ot generally known as "internal reve-
30, 1.q24), 124 (hlarch 3, 1825); 2 Stah',wuzn's Man- hue." As will be s(.en, a large number of taxeq.
ua/, 719 (Maysville road veto); 3 Parton's Life of direct and indir(,ct, have be(,n uz_(h,r the man;tg(,-
J_ckvm, 285, 3-t0; 3 Statesman's __[a_ual. 1635, ment of this bureau, whicl_ did nol exist unti!
1711 (Po!k's vetoes); 1 Wel)ster's t_5_rk,_,169, :_7. 1862; so that no more exact definition of lh_

2 ib, 238; 4 /b., 247, ,2052; 5 IVhig R_vi_', 537; 1 branch of the public revenue sysletn (:an b(,
Colton's Life and Tim_ of Clay, 428, 1 Benton's fram(.d -- At tim elo_e of the revolutio_, to rai,.c
Thirty Ycars' View, 102, 130, 167, 275, 36°; 2 lb., money by any iatt'rnal taxes was hardly thought
125, 171 ; Cluskey's Political T_..rt l_;¢_k, 540; Brad- of. It is true that th(. l)rovi-ion m the conslilu
ford's ttistory _f the Federal Gor.ern_u,_,t (see its lion shows that the l)Os_bilily el lmvina" r('('onrse
index); Cutts' 15"ealise on Party Q_lestiorts, 4l; to such taxes wa_ not overlooked: but in the
Gillet',_ Democracy i_ the _JS_iled States, 1:12 then existiug temper of the peol)le it w_uld have
DISTRIBUTION. 12 Benton's Debates of Congrcs,_, been impolili(', if not in, possible, t_ put ill ()per-
124. 765; 2 Yon Itolst's United ,5"tates, 181. 454, ation any sy,tem of ex('_-e_, lt'tmihon, in No.
2 Calhoun's Works, 620; 5 Stat. ,tt ]_r.(/e, 52, 201, XII (_f the "Fctlerali.-L"_x rite-: "The genius of
453 (actsof June 22, 1836, Oct 2, 1_37. and Sept. 4, lhe l)eOph: will ill bro_)k tim iaqui_iliw: and per-
lS41); o Benton's Thirty _ars' View, 36; 4 0pi_- cmpt¢)ry spirit of excise laws. The po(.ket- of

_,,_s (if' the Att¢rrneys Gener_d, 60, 63; 14 Benton's the farmers, ou the other }rand, w_ll r_,hw_antly
Debates ofCo_e,qress, 442_, 456. I_ TIIE STATES. yield but scauty supplie_, in 1he u'_weleome
The best authority is '2 B. R. Curtis' lt'5_rkz, 93, shape of impositions oil their hou-_,_ a_d lands,
being his article "Debts of the States " from the and personal property is to() pre(';tr_ou_ a_d im
-YorthA_ericaa Review, January,1844. IIl. Cutts' visiblc a fund to be laid h01d of m any oth_.r
7'reati,_ on Pa_'ty Questions, 187; 9 Shu'. at Large, way than by the imperceptible agency of |axes
466 (a(.t of Sept. 20, 1850); Reports of the General on consumption"; and again he write.-: "It Ires
L_t_d Office;(1873); the same in substance is more been already intimated that excise_, iu their tr_e
easily accessible in Spofford's American Alma- signification, are the little in unison with the feel-
sac for 1878, 237, and in Appleton's Anr_ual ings of the pcople, to admit of great u_e bei_g
Cycb',p_d/a for 1871, 674. The first Pacific made of that mode of taxation"; trod he goes on

Railroad act of July 1, 1862, will be found in to show that the possessors of land would not, in
12 _Tat. at Large. 489; a convenient summary all prohability, bear the burdens of any iuternal
of Pacific Railroad legislation _s the long pre- taxes. ,.'de)strong was the prejudice against ex-
•unble to the act of May 7, 1878 (20 Slat. at rises, that it was twice moved, in the New York
l_trge, 56); Report of the Secreta_ W of the Trea$- couvcntion for adopting the constitulion, tlmt the

_ry (De<:. 5, 1881), 25; Major H. M. Robert's power of laying excises be prohihited to con-
!_ulex to lh'ports or, River and ttarbor Ira- gress. Nor can this feeling against sucl_ taxes be
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,referred only to a prejudice inherited from En- position to it was very determined. The tax
gland, for there was a sound economic reason bore with great severity upon the distillers in the
which effectually prevented the application at western part of Pennsylvania, at that time very
that time of internal duties dud taxes. An elab- thinly populated, for with them money was very
orate system of internal taxes supposes a court- scarce, and as trade was carried on by barter,
tl T well advanced in manufactures and general spirits served as money. The most determined
wealth, and at the close of the revolution the opposition came from that quarter. In May,
ecou()mic condition of the people and of mant,- 1792, with the hope of allaying in some degree
factures was not such as to invite taxation. The the discontent, the rate of excise was somewhat

country was impoverished by the long war, trade reduced, and a further concession was made by
was confined within narrow limits, and manu- giving to the distiller the alternative of paying a
lactates were f_._w in number; and forced, as .monthly instead of ayearly rate, with liberty to

man)" of them were, into an unhealthy existence, take out a license for the precise time he intended
,they could ill endure any increased burdens in to work, and to renew it for a further term.*
the sh:tl)e of taxes. On the other hand, the re- And at the same time, with a view to possible

source_ _)f the country had been severely strained resistance, measures were taken to provide for
by the war, there was no central government, calling out the militia; thus curiously fulfilling a
and when such a government did exist, one saying made sixty years before byanEnglishman,

•.of its first _,cts was to bolster up these "we know what agcneral excise is, and can not
manufactures by tariff duties on imported man- be ignorant that it hath an a_'myin its belly." But
ufacture_. -- But an excise was soon proposed, the concessions made were not enough, and in
]n 1790 a measure for taxing distilled spirits September of the same year Washington issued
of domestic manufacture was introduced into a proclamation admonishing all persons to refrain

congress, but the opposition it at once aroused from unlawful combinations tending to obstruct
was sufficient to defeat its passage. The legis- the operation of the excise laws; and it is worthy
lature of Pennsylwmia inst,'uctcd its represent- of note that he struck out from I]'tmilton's draft
atives in congre_ to oppose the passing of an of this proclamation the sentence, "these laws
excise, "the horror of all free states"; and in a were dictated by weighty rcas()ns of public exi-

petition to congress the inhabitants of Westmore- gency and policy." But the open resistancc to the
land, Pa., claimed that to convert grain into measure (whisky insurrecti9 n, which forms an

spirits was a_ clear a natural right as to convert important chapter in the political history of this
g,'rain into flour. The proposed taxes would country) was soon put down. The general dis-

weigh heavily upon thc farmers of the western like, however, to the excise prevented an early
counties of Pennsylvania. Owing to the dis- and complcte organization of the excise system.
tance of the markets and the great difficulty and As late as 1795 the law had not extended to
expense of transporting such a bulky commodity Kentucky and Tennessee, and the tax was but
as grain, the farmers were in the habit of con- imperfectly collected in North Carolina; nor un-
verting their grain into wltisky, and transportitJg til that year wan the systcm put in full operation
it in that shape. Mr. Breckenridge, in his "His- in any part of Pennsylvania. However, the gov-
tory of the Western Insurrection," states that the eminent had carried it.s point, and had not only

still w_,s the necessary appcndage of every farm, established its right to impose an excise, but
where the farmer was able to procure it. And shown its power to enforce such a tax. --In 1794,
this petition from Westmoreland recites that under a fe_,r of renewed hostilities with England,
" for these reasons we have found it nece_ary to but ostensibly to defray clerk hire in the depart-
introduce a number of small distilleries into our ment of state, a fee was charged for all patents

settlements, and in every circle of twenty or issued for inventions and discoveries; and to pro-
thirty neighbors one of these is generally erected vide means for paying the interest upon money
for the accommodation of the neighborhood."-- borrowed to pay the expenses attending the in-
In the following year, under the advice of Ham- tercourse of the United States with foreign na-
ilton, alike measure was introduced, and, after a tions, internal duties were laid upon carriages fl)r
hitter contest, was passed, March 8, 1791. Under the conveyance of persons; upon licenses for

this act spirits distilled from foreign materials selling wines and foreign distilled liquors by rc-
(mnla_ses) were taxed at a somewhat higher rate tail; upon snuff (eight cents per pound) and re-
Thai, those from domestic materials (grain and fined sugar (two cents per pound)manufactured
fruit), the discrimination amounting to from in the United States; and on sales at auctmn
two to five cents per gallon, according to proof. (_._ per cent. of the purchase money arising from

There was also a difference made in the taxes the sale of any right, interest or estate, in ]ands.

imposed upon spirits distilled in cities, towns tenements or hereditaments, utensils in bus-
or villages, (nine to twenty-five cents per gal-
lon), and those distilled in other places, (at the * What good ace was made of this alternative is shown
option of the distiller he could pay a yearly tax bywhat Gallatin wrote in 1801; that, owing to improved
of sixty cents per gallon upon the capacity of methods of manufacture, distilleries had reduced the taxto three cent_ per gallon, and in a ._hort time, by further
the still, or nine cents for each gallon distilled), improvemente, would reduce it to three-flfth_ of one cent
Notwithstanding the low duties charged, the op- per gallon.
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I_andry, farming stock, or shipsnnd ve_els; and annual produce of all these internal taxes at

_,_ per cent. of the purchase money arising from $416.000.-- In 1797 congress laid duties on
abe sales of any other g_oods, chattels, rights or stamped vellum, parchment and paper. Of tbis
,credits). The proceeds of these taxes, together tax Mr. Gibbs, in his "Administration of Wash-
with what accrued from the postofflce, land ington and Adams," writes: "The stamp act,
_ales, and dividends on bank stock, formed the although a very necessary one, as a certain means
_)nly sources of the internal revenue of the gee- of raising money, had tile misfnrtune of being
ernment. Of these, the land sales, postage on exceedingly unpopular; certain disagreeable nsso-
letters, patent fees and taxes on distilled spirits clarions being connected with the name, which
were permanent taxes, or commensurate with tbe gave a handle to the opposition to work upon
existence of tile debt fur the payment of the in- those who did not understand the relations be-
(crest of which_hey were pledged; and the diet- tween taxation and representation. It also, curl
d_n._ls from bank stock were commensurate with ously enough, furnished a cause of jealousy to the
the duration of the property in the stock. The president, who, from some reason, supposed it to
other taxes were only temporary taxes, and were exalt the powers of the secretary of the treasmLv at
to continue no longer than till the end of the his expense." The_e stamp duties were however
session of congress next after the expiration of continued, but only as a temporary expedient, and
two years from the respective times of passing yielded a moderately large revenue.--In the
the laws which established them, though their followingycar, when therelationsbetweenFrance
<_pcl'ation was extended in 1795. It should be and the Unitcd States were far from friendly, in
noted that the debate upon this measure assumed order to put the country i_1 a state of defense, a
a sectional character. Thus it was claimed that direct tax of $2,000,000, the first of its kind, was

the tax upon tobacco fellalmost wholly upon tbe apportioned :lmong the states. It was proposed
middle and southern states; and as to the carriage that this tax should be _tssc_ed to individuals a_¢
tax, it was stated that there was not a single follows: 1, on dwelbng house.% which were dis-
.vehicle in the mute of Vermont, and but two in tributed into nine clas_es according to the value,
the whole state of Connecticut, which would bc and taxed uniformly in each (:lass; 2, on slaves.
subject to that tax. In his report fur 1795, Ham- and 3, on lands, to be taxed at such r_tte nd
ilton says of these taxes, when discussing tile valorcm in each state as, with the sums ass(sac(1
advisableness of extending their operation,which on houses and sl,}vcs, will produce the entire
was done: "It is believed that there can not amount of the sums apportioned tothcrespcctive

be devised objects of revenue more proper in states; and, in anticipation of the. amount of this
themselves, or more generally acceptable to the tax, the president was authorized to borrow
people. Whatever interested parties may allege, $2,000,000.-- But with the accession of ,leffcr_on
it seems self-evident that there can hardly be it to the presidency, an attack was made ul)ou the

reasonable question, except as to the Imst mode system of internal taxes, at_d on his re('ommenda-
of collection. The objection that part of them tion the act of April 6, 180 °, to rcl)eal all intermtl
fails on manufactures, has no weight. The taxes, was passed, with outstanding, nnco]lc(.;e(i
manufactures on which they fall are coraplete duties amounting to nearly $700,000. This s_lcri-

.luxuries, and completely a_tabl£_hed; consequently riced a large portion of the revenues of the gee
fit objects of revenue. The increased duties on eminent, but from 1802 to 1813 no it_tcrnal (luli(._
the rival foreign articles are a full protection to on articles grown or manufactured in the Unit(,(l
the m'mufacture. Whatever may be the appear- States were imposed. Thc_e taxes were to be ltiid
ances in the infancy of the tax, it is certain, in only in the last resort, and were classed with
pri_tciple, thatit willfinally fall on the consumer, h)ans, as extraordinary resources, and duri_g
as gvuemlly as duties on imported commodities." that interval when a larger revenue was heeded,

Yet in spite of this able defense of his policy, the duties on imports were increased. In 1808,
the results of these taxes, when viewed in 1796, when a war cloud was impending, Gallatin wrotc
after an experience of from two to four years, did that no internal taxes, either direct or indirect,
not prove their fltnes_ to tile circumstances or were contemplated, even in the case of hostilities
.disposition of the people. The tax on spirits was carried on against two great belligerent powers;
openly resisted and secretly evaded; the tax on and he only expressed tim general feeling of the
carriages produced but little on account of an l)eople, who were strongly prcjudiced ag ainstinter-
uncertainty whether it was a direct or' an indirect nal duties.--This early attempt to impose internal
tax, a question which was finally settled by the duties has thus been dwelt upon at length because
supreme com't of the United States; thcdrawback it served as a model for later systems. The oppo-
Mlowed upon exported snuff was so high as to act st(ion that it engendered was not due so much to
as I _ounty and so large were the quantities ex- the taxes laid, for thcre could be no doubt that
ported that the drawback paid exceeded the amount most of the subjects were eminently fitted for tax-
of collections, and this law was soon suspended, ation, as on account of a strong prejudice against
'['he sugar tax was productive, because, owing the method of collecting. In order to prevent

to the high import duty on sug'ar, the domestic fraud anti ewlsion of excises, a body of officials
manufacturers almost wholly supplied thr homc must bc kept up, with powers of entering and

,demand. Mr. Gallatin, in 1796, estimated the searching tl_e houses of those who deal in excm-
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able commodities. The tax gatherer comes into the national government found.itself _lm'-iou_y
direct contact with the tax payer, and in the strict embarra_cd, a situation which was rendere_i more

performance of his duty creates a strongprejudice precariuus by a decrease, dne to the war, in the
against liimself, and renders himself odiotL_ to the product of duties, and by a sudden suspension of
people. Jefferson said, in his annual me_age of specie payments by the banks throughout the
1805, with his customary exaggcration, that the country, which was followed by all the evils of a
internal t:_xes covered the land with officers, and variable cml'ency. A special session of congress
opened " our doot_ to their intrusions, bcgin|_ing was called, and further loans authorized; tim
that process of domiciliary vexation, which, once annual direct tax was doubled, and its operation
entered, is scarcely to bc reetrained from reaching extended to the District of Columbia; the duti,ts
successively every article of produce and prop- on carriages, auctions, licenses and the rates of
erty." Herein is shown the trueground of popu- postage were increased ; new taxes were im-

lar dislike to internal or excise duties. -- The posed, and for the first time in the history of
existing revenues of the national government the nation taxes were laid upou domestic man-

were "_holly inadequ'lte to mee.t the increased ufacturc._ other than spirit_, snuff and sugar.
expenditure occasioned by the war of 1812, and Specific taxt_s were laid on iron and caudles;
in order to meet the deficits of I812 and 1813 and ad valor(_m taxes on ha_s and caps, umbrel-
,'ecoursc w:_s had to loans and i_sue of treasury, las, pl'_ying cards, leather and plate, beer, ale,
notes, l_ut it was soon seen that the revenues, harness and boots. I{ouschold furnitu,'e was

including these loans, would not prove su/fieiet_t, taxed according to its valuc, and gold and silver

and carl)' in 1813 the foundation of a system of watches paid duties. The necessity of the trens-
internal revenue was l_dd, by imposing those ury being pressing, a loan was raisc,l on the
taxes which hlld been recon/m(.nth,d by the cxpe- pledge of the direct tax and the excises on distilled
rience of a former period, and wi_icil included spirits. With the return of pe_me steps were at
a direct t'_x _ _e]l as excises, z_,gain w[,re these once taken to revise the existing taxes In 1821

taxes, knowu _s '" w_r taxe_," rega,'(ied as tempo- the estimated deficiency, due iu great part to un-
rary, and their opt;ration was to cease one ye'_r liquidatcdwarch, ims, was only $3,500,000; and as
after the termination of the war; but with thc the _evenues were $4,000,000 in exces_ of the r_:-

exception of the tax on refined sugar, and the quircments of the govcrnmcnt in a time of pe'_ce,
stamp dutieu on bank notes, bills of exchange, it wasthought that the country should not bc bur-
and other notes, they were afterward extended dcned any longer than was absolutely nec(,_ary
and l)le(lgcd to the payment of the interest with war taxes. Iu lS16 the direct tax was reduo.d
and pri,leipal of the national debt, or until they one-half, and in the following year every interual
might be replaced by other taxes equally produc- tax was repealed. From 1818 to 1861 no direct
tire. Allof the old taxes wercimposed, excepting tax of an)- kind, duties of exci_, or other int_,r-
a tax per gallon on distilled spirits, which w.ts nal tax, was in ot)eration in the United States.
rephtced l)y :_ licen_ tax to distillers. It was Though it w:_s at times proposed to lay such
estimated that these taxes would produce a rove- t_tx(;._, it wa_ never actutdly done. and whatever
hUe of $3.500,000 annually, but this could not be re.,ourccs w(,re requi,'cd were obtained by modify-
had until the ),ear following the pass:tge of the ing the tariff, customs and land sale.s formiug the
act, and tim inconvenience thus occasioned was permanent sources of revenue.--_ot until 1861
commented upon by the secretary of the treasury was an elaborate system of internal revenut'
in his report for 1815. "It may, perhaps, be. con- imposed upon the co_,ntry, for the two attcmpt_
sidcred as a subject for regret, and ic certainly we have just described were remarkably simpl("
furnishes a ]cssou of practical policy, that there a_d included few articles And again was a re-
existed no system by which tim internal resources course to internal taxes au outcome of necessity.
of the country could be b,'ought ,_t once into and was regarded as a tcmporarymeasurc. Wifh
action, when the resources of its external com- the outbreak of the rebellion, and the various

merce became iucompetcnt to answer the cxigen, expedients then taken to raise the neee_ary reve-
cies of the time. The existence of such a system hues, me enter upon one of the most curious, vast

would probably have invigorated tne early move- and complex experiments in taxation ever at
meats of the wa,'; might have preserved the tempted, and onc so burdensome in its results _n
")ublic credit unimpaired; and would have ren- to afford a most striking proof of the wonderful

_]cred the pecuniary contributions of the people elasticity and vigor of the national resources.
more equal as well as more effective. But, owing because it caused no permanent injury to th,'
to the want of such a system, a sudden and productive capacity of the nation. Anenormous
almost exclusive r.esort to the pubhc credit debt was created in a very few years, and _ts
was necessarily adopted, &s the chief instrument creation was accompanied by heroic tues.,rares

of finance• The nature of the instrnment em- to extinguish it. Loans, customs and internal

ployed was soon developed; and it was found that taxes were made use of to an e_tent h_therto
public credit could only be durably maintained unknown in this or any other country, and this

upon the broad foundations of public revenue." too while the country was engaged in a long and
But in spite of loans and taxes the public reve- exhausting war. Internal taxes had remained
hUeS were not adequate, and in the middle of 1814 unused for nearly half a century, and werelmown

_ "7_"*" _
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to _e pcQpte o_ly by tradition; in the changed vided for _axalion upon trades and occupations;
conditions of the i_ountry there was little in past upon sale_', gross receipts and dividends; upon
experience that could serve as a guide, and there incomes ol individuals, firms and corporations;
was no opportunity afforded to study the systems taxes upon specific articles not consumed in the
of othercountries; there was no existing mal_hin- use; stamp, duties; taxes upon various classes of

cry for assessing and collecting such taxes; and manulactti:'es; as well as taxation upon legaci_,
finally, in the excited condition of public opinion distributive shares and successions.-- The extent
it was uncertain how such a system, if imposed, to which taxation wa_ carried under this and
would beendured bythe people, for it was feared subsequent acts can not bc better expressed than
that such a measure would only alienate fromtheir by the _ords of Sydney Smith written forty
allegiance to the central government the people )'ears bcfo,e. "Taxes upon every article whmh
of some states up to that time loyal. The first enters into the mouth, or ('overs thc back, or is

niovements were made cauti_)usly and tentatively, placed under the foot; taxes upon everything
Money was required to carry on the operations of that is pleasant to see, hear, feel, smell, or taste;
government and to strpport the charges of the taxes upon wallmtb, light and locomotion; taxes
war, but it was a very delicate matter to decide on everything on earth, and the waters un(ler the
in what manner this money should be raised, for earth; on e_,er)thing that comes from abroad, or
never before had the country stood in need of is grown a_ home. taxe_ on raw n]atcri_d; tax(_

such resources. In the first years of the war on every fre._h value that is added is it by thein-
ahnost entire reliance was placed upon loans to dustryof man; tax('- on the sauce whi(.h pampel_
supply exlraordiuary demands, and it was not man's appciitc, and the drug which re¢iores tiin}
until 1863 that internal taxes were recognized as to health; on the ermine which decorates the
anesseuti_dt)artof thcsettledrcvcnucpolicy of the judge, and the rope which hangsthc crmfii|al; on
government. But even before that ).ear it had the poor man's salt, and the rich man's spice; on
been clearly seen that some great alterations in the brass nails (ff the coffin, and the ribands of
the sources of government revenue were re- the bride: at bed or board, couchant and levant,

quired. Import duties were largely increased, wc must pay." This is no exaggeration of the
heavy loans aulimrized, and the "act to provide system imposed by the act of 1862. -- h_ other
increased revenue from impo,'ts, to pay the in- countries the systems of excises and internal
terest on the public debt" included sections t'txes have usually been the product of long ex-
which contained the germs of the present in- pericnce, and have been frequently modified s_
ternal revenue system. It provided for an an- as to be adaptcd to the economic condition of
nual direct tax of $20,000,000, to be apportioned the country, its population and maierial prosper-
among the states--a tax which was assessed and iiy. Being moreover of slow growth and of
collected only in the first year after the passage long standing, 'rod, generally speaking, subject
of the act--and also for a tax of 3 per cent. not to violent alteration but to gradual modifica-
upon the excess of all incomes over $800. It is fish, they fall more equally Ul)On the people, am!
a curious fact that these provisions should have are less burdensome than wouhl be an entirely
been attached to an act providing in ils liile for new system, ill-adapted to the condition of the
_u_increase of customs duties only, and it can only pe_ple, and subject to frequent and violent alter-
be explained by supposing that it was from doubt ations. For time i_ l(,quircd to allow the condi-
on the nxanncr in which a direct tax or an in- tions of an industry or o(cup_|tion to adapt them-
come tax as sepal'a.te measures would be received, selves is a tax; and in time it is the tendency of
_)r to avoid any disput_ on the il_comc t'lx, that a t:tx to diffuse itself, and to bear u ith tess weight
bei_g essentially a direct tax, and would, under upon the comnm(lity or person primarily taxed.
the constitution, have to be apportioned among :But at the time of the p:_ssagc of the internal
the states as there directed. However, this in- revenue law the necessities of the govcrnniet_t
congruous measure was passed, but ils practical were so pressing that no regard was paid to any
enforcement was postponed until the following of the principles of taxation, to the experience of

)ear, and it was seriously expected to employ other nations, or to the conditions of trade and
state machinery in its collection, in this way industry and their consequent ability to bear a
avoiding any contact between a tax collector of tax; and there is no knowledge of economic doc-

lhe national government and the tax payer. The trines displayed in the debates in congress upo_
demands of the government rapidly increased, this and subsequent measures. The country,
and it was soon seen that no half measures from being very lightly taxed, passed at once un.
x_ould prove sufficient. The act known as the der a system of exccssivc and bui'densomc 'to.xa-
inlernal revenue law was passed July 1, 1862, tion. Processes were taxed as _:ell as products
wl,ich is a complete code of taxation, and one of industry, taxes were laid Ul)OU all lab¢,r, upon

_f the most extraordinary which any country has all tools by which work was to be done, an(l upon
('ver seen. Under this law was organized the all classes and conditions of men. Every branch
bureau of internal revenue, and p|x)vision was of trade and industry, every kind of manufact-
made for the machinery n_y to collect the ure, raw materials and net results, alike hore the
taxes imposed by the act. To show the general burden of taxation. ":No other nation." _id the
seopeof thislaw, it may be stated thatitpro- London "Economist," "would have endured i

90 vo_',. :m--87
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-system of excise duties so searching, s_) effective, turbed, and every branch of trade and iudust1-,-
"_o troublesome." System there was none. "The was to some extent affected. In many branch_s
.one necessity of the situation," writes Mr. Wells, there was a forced reduction in the production (,f
"'was revenue, and to obtain it speedily and in from 30 to 75 per cent. One of the first recom-
large amounts through taxation, the only princi, mendations of the revenue commission in 1866

"ple recognized--if it can be called a principle-- was to entirely exempt the manufacturing in-
was akin to that recommended to the traditionary dustry of the United States from all direct taxa-
Irishman on his visit to Donnybrook Fair, tion (distilled and fermented liquors, tobacco sad
'wherever you see a head, hit it.' Wherever you possibly a few other alticles, excepted). 2. Du-

_ind an article, a l)roduct, a trade, a profession, or plication of taxes. In imp_sing a general excise
a source of income, tax it !"-- A system of taxa- tax upon all manufactures, it necessarily entailed
tion so comprehensive and minute in its details, a system of dupliclltion of taxes, for the finished
in which the exemption of any article from taxa- product of one manufacture is the raw material

lion was the exeeplion rather than the rule, im- of another, and is almost always itself an aggre-
posed with so little tbought and discrimination, gate of several distinct and separate manufactur-

was naturally found to be unsuitable in ing processes. Some examplesof this duplication
many particulars to its purpose, and was sub- of taxes may be cited. "It was formerly the
ject to frequent alterations and modifies- practice of umbrella makers to manufacture the
tions. At legist one revenue bill was passed at main constituents of their product as one bust-

,every session of congress, nnd within the period hess; but now the business of an umbrella mann-
1861-7 morc than twenty-five such bills became facturer is rather to assemble the various c()n-

laws. The pendencyof such a measure furnished stituents of an umbrella or parasol, which are
frequent opportunities for numerous amend- made separately, and in different parts of the
ments, some of them not important in them- country. Thus, for example, the sticks, when of
selves, but by changing the language, rendered wood, are made in Philadelphia and in Connecti
valueless many precedents and regulations of the cut, part of native and part of foreign wood, on
bureau and wellconsidered decisions of the which last a duty may have been paid. If tht.

,courts. For the first years after the pa_age of supporting rod is of iron or steel, it is the prod-
,the internal revenue law the action of congress uct of still another establishment. In like man
was directed to ils increase, and new objects of her the handles of carved wood, bone or ivory,
taxation and additional sources of revenue were the brass runners, the tips, the elastic band, the;
sought for; and not until the close of the war rubber of which the band is composed, the silk
was there any movement looking to its decrease, tassels, the buttons, and the cover of silk ging-
--These many changes in the internal revenue ham or alpaca, are all distinct products of manu-
laws naturally produced great uncertainty in facture; and each of these constituents, if of do-

their application, and consequent injury to trade mestic production, pays a tax, when sold, of 6 per
and industry, confusion in the revenues, and in- cent. ad valorem, or its equivalent. The umbrella
equalityof taxation, for an uncertain or arbitrary manufacturer now aggregates all these constitn-
tax is an unequal tax. So that it was impossible eat parts, previously taxed, into a finished prod
to estimate with even a near approach to truth uct, and then pays 6per cent. on the whole." And

what these taxes would yield. Nor was there another example is found in the manufacture of
any stock of eco.nomic knowledge or accumu- books. Ever)" separate item which entered into
,iated experience to assist in f_tming such esti- this manufacture--paper, cloth, boards, glue.
,-mates. And in support of this statement the fol- thread, gold leaf, leather, and type material--paid
_owing incident may he noted. Secretary Chase, from 8 to 6 per cent, in the first instance, and
'in his report for 1863, states that, with a view of then 5 per cent. on the whole combined; and this
-determining hi_ resources, he employed a very not on the cost, but on the se//ingpr_. So that
-competent person, with the aid of practical men, the finished book, and its constituent material:,
,'to estimate the probable amount of revenue to be paid from twelve to fifteen distinct taxes before
.derived from each department of internal taxa- they reached the reader. This recalls what _xas
ties for the previous year (1862). The estimate said of Amsterdam, that in that city a dish _)f
arrived at was $85,000,000, but the actual receipts fish with its sauce, before it was served up to the.
'were only $37,000,000.-- Among the effects of table, paid excise "thirty several times." 3. 5s
the practical application of this law may be men- ever)- tax is so much added to the cost of l)_O

,tioned the following: 1. Many industries found duction, the cost to the consumer was greatly e0-
_themselves too heavily burdened by the taxes im- hanced by this load of taxation, and to this is itt
.posed upon them, and were forced to choose be- part due the great rise in prices; for the goverv-

'tween the alternative of producing at a loss, or of meat actually levied and collected from 8 to 1.5,
_easing to produce. While the instances are few and in some instances as much as 20, per cent.,
in which trades were actually taxed out of exist- on the finished industrial product. 4. The fre-

ence(foran example see article DIaTI_I_DSI'IRrrS quent changes in the taxes created a spirit of
in this work), yet owing to the effects of the war, speculation, and rendered uncertain the revenue
and the alterations in customs duties and internal from those sources to which these changes :T-

taxes, the conditions of production were dis- plied. On July 1, 1864, when the advance iz_the
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tax on ¢li_tilled spirits, of from sixty cents to we make allowance for the various United States
one dollar and fifty cents per gallon, took effect, internal revenue taxes, it is claimed by the Amer-
there were in store, in anticipation of this ad- ican manufacturers that the discrimination in

vance, at least forty millions of gallons, or a favor of the foreign producer is fully equal to
quantity that was believed to be sufficient to sup. 40 per cent." Other examples couhl readily
ply the wants of the couptry for at least a year in be given. Under the reciprocity treaty the prod-
advance. From July 1, 1864, to tile time of the ucts of American induslry sul)ject to high rates

flint report of the commission, the receipts of the of excise were injuriously brought into compe-
government from distilled spirits were, from this tition with similar products of 1)rovincial indus-
cause, necessarily inconsiderable. Of cigars, in tiT, which were subjected to little or no excise,
like manner, it was estimated that from seventy and then admitted tnto the United States free of

to eighty millions were manufactured and stored duty. -- In treating of the effects produced by
in the city of :New York alone, in anticipation of the actual operation of this measure, no attempt

the tax, while in the case of the insignificant has been made to maintain a chronological order,
article of matches, on which the tax was only for in some cases the ultimate effects of a tax

.one cent per .bunch, the stock accumulated in would not appear until the lapse of a certain
anticipation of the tax was so large that it had length of time. --Yet owing to the enthusiasm
not been entirely exhausted by January, 1866. and patriotism of the people this systeth was
.So that from August, 1864, the date at which the cheerfully welcomed and endured by them, and
match stamp tax was introduced, to January, was successful in its main object. The revenues
1866, the government failed to derive its legiti- collected under it have never since been equaled,
mate revenue from that source. These variations and judged from this standpoint it was most effect-
in the taxes and their effects upon production, ire. Yet amore burdensome and diffuse system
naturally disturbed and rendered uncertain the could hardly have been framed, asasimple caleu-
zmount of revenue to be derived from each par- lation will show. In an curly report Secretary
titular source. This will be made clear by a ref- Chase estim'l{ed that the internal revenue system
vrence to the following table, which shows the would produce $50,C00,000, and he thought that
collections in the same month for three years, the this sum was equal to about one-sixth of tbe sur-

differences being caused by alterations in the tax plus earnings of the country. In 1869 the special
law: commissioner of the revenue made an extensive

examination of the wealth and resources of the

MO,_'THS. _. _. _. country, and was led to the conclusion that the
annual increase of active capital in the United

July ........... I $1_,570,548 $21,e$3,470 $_7,079,1o3 States, ari.-ing from the excess of production

beptember ..... I 15_819,770 _',fl09,415 83_Tt4,7IB over expenditure, could not at that time be con-sidered as in excess of 8 per cent. of the gro_u

annual product, or $546,000,000 perannum. The
The table shows how uneven the production of collections from internal taxes, which were in
taxable articles was; of some the production was 1863 but $43,000,000, rose rapidlyto $117,000,000
stimulated, while of others it was retarded or in 1864, $211,000,000 in 1865, and culminated in

perhaps altogether destroyed. 5. The vast sys- 1866 with the enormous sum of $310,000,000;
tem of internal revenue was imposed without this last sum being equal to nearly 57 per cent. of
reference tothe existing tariff, or to the condi- the actual annual surplus wealth of the nation.
tions imposed by the treaty of reciprocity with Yet a large portion of the taxable property in
Canada, which was to expire in 1866. There was this country escaped its proper charges through
_o equalization or adjustment between the tariff fraud or an imperfect administration of tLe laws.
and internal taxes, and this resulted in frequent Under a perfect administration the revenues
discriminations against the American producer would have been much greater; for at that time
and in favor of his foreign competitor. "In the the sources of national revenue were commen-
case of the umbrella manufacture, the cover, as a surate and co-extensive with eveJ_" department
constitutentelement of construction, represents or subdepartment of trade' or industry in the
from one-half to two-thirds the entire cost of the country, as well as every form of fixed or elf-
finished article. The silk, the alpaca, and the culating capital. For the purpose of placing
Scotch gingham, of which the covers are made, in a clear light the burden of taxation, attention

are all imported ; the former paying a duty of 60 may be called to the following table, which
per cent., and the latter two about 50 per cent. shows the amount per capita, collected by ra-
nd valorem. The manufactured umbrella, coy- rious forms of direct and indirect taxation in
ered with the same material, whose constituent the United States for 1865-6, and in several of
parts are not taxed, either on the material used the leading states of Europe for the year 1865,

in their fabrication or on their sale, is, however, (the revenues from the public or crown lands,

admitted under the present [1865] tariff at a duty postoffice receipts, and colonial subsidies, bc-
_)f 35 per cent. ad valorem, or at adiseriminating ing excluded from the estimate); also the amount
duty, against the American and in favor of the of the public debt in the same countries per

orcign producer, .of.from 15 to 25 per cent. If capita:
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ed to excite by any less powerful'means. _ f
Taxation, NatlonalDebt, Man is not influenced solely by hope; he is alsoCOUNTRIES. per capita, per capita.

powerfully influenced by fear. Taxation brings
UnitedStstes................. $11.46 $ 74_ the latter principle into the fie]d."--We have no
GreatBritain ................. 10.9_ 1'25.00 more space for examining further into this mostFrance........................ 7.97 53.00
Belgium...................... 5 _9 _6.00 interesting chapter of th,¢ financial experience of
Prussia ....................... 5.48 12.00 this country, nor can we trace its ultimate effectsAustria ....................... 5.97 45.00

upon prices, upon production and consumption,
and upon foreign commerce. With the closeof

Nor, generally speaking, were manufaetur_ at the war a reduction in taxation was demanded
all depressed by this enormous burden of taxa. by the people, and was soon ¢ffeeted. Between
fish. On the contrary, owing to the demand for Sept. 1, 1865, and July 1, 1869, taxes yielding, in
most m_mufaetured and agricultural products, the aggregate, upward of $200,000,000 per annum
and the great rise in the prices of commodities, were abated or relinquished, chiefly on the recom-
the prufits of the producer were actually en- mendations of the revenue commissioner. When
hanced by reason of the taxe._ to an extent con- Mr. Fessenden assumed the.office of secretary of
siderably greater than the), would have been had the treasury in 1864, recognizing the incongruity
no taxes whatever been collected. Thus, in the and burdensome nature of the tax system, one of
case of distilled spirit_, the advances in the tax his first recommendations to congress was the for-
were foreseen, and large quantities were man- mation of a commis._ion to inquire into the mo_t
ufactured before the increased tax took effect, profitable sources of revenue, and to devise im
m order to be sold at the higher price which provements in the modes of its collection; but
followed the imposition of a higher tax. "In his recommendation was not at thattime adopted.
the case of raw cotton, which advanced mainly In his annual report for that ye_lr lie again re-
dlrough conditions affecting its production or turned to the subject, and in March, 1865, such
_fistribution, it was shown by actual caleula- a commission was appointed, andineluded David
tlon, in respect to one manufacturing torpor- A. Wells, Stephen Colwell and S. S. Hayes.
ation in New England, that if they had at the The creation of this commission _-Its the first
commencement of the war burnt their mills, lost practical movement toward a careful cxamina-
tl_eir insurance, and sunk their capital, other than tion of the business and resources of the country,
what was invested in cotton, and had subse- with a view to the adoption of a judicious roy
quently sold their cotton at the highest priees enue system. The commission made a report in
obtainable, in place of manufacturing it, the re- 1'865-6, and as it showed how necessary such a,l
suit would have afforded to the stockholders a examination had become, in 1866 the office of
permanent annuity of at least 12 per cent. on special commissioner of the revenue was created,
their original investment_." -- Mr. Mill admits to continue the l'd)ors of the commission, and
that a tax upon profits may give a stimulus to in- Mr. David A. Wells was appointed to tile office.
ventions, and the use of them when mlule. Thi_ It is in the reports of this able economist that we
may produce a cheapening in the pro(lu(:ts of find the best and most thorough examination of
manufactures and so raise profits to such an ex- the revenue system of the government, and we
tent as to make up for all that is taken from them have depended chiefly upon them for our infor-
by the tax. This seems to have been the condi- mation on the practical effects of tile act of 186°.
tion of the United States, for it is known that few The office was discontinued in 1870.--Large re-
industries were permanently injured by the ductionswere made by the statutes of July 13
taxes, so great are the natural advantages and t866, ($65.000.000); March 2, 1867, ($40.000,000).
productive capacity of the country. The rapid Feb. 3. 1868, ($23,000,000); and March 31, ai_(l
increase of population, the great progress of agTi- July 20, 1868. Under the act of March, 186_.
culture and manufactures (though accompanied which took off taxes from all manufactures of
by no corresponding increase of commerce), and the country" other than distilled spirits, fermented
the large number of expensive undertakings on- liquors and tobacco, no reduction in the prices
toted upon with a return of peace, showed be- of commodities followed, as would naturally
yond question the re_urces of the country. In be looked for. As it was an unexpected men-.
fact, the conclusion of Mr. J. R. M'Culloch in ure, it was thought to be but a temporary men--
regard to the continental wars, 1775-1812, might ure, to be soon replaced by other taxes; .-('
almost be accepted as applicable to the condition that pr(_lueers made no reduction in their pri('_'-
of affairs at that time: "An increase of taxation Many of the taxes had become unproductiw'.
has the same influence over nations that an in- and hardly figured in the returns; for in 18i;_
crease of their families or of their unavoidable upward of 90 per cent. of tile internal roy-
expenses has over individuals. The constantly enue was collected from a few objects and
increasing pressure of taxation during the Amer- sources, all of which might be classed as lux-
lean war, and the war begun in 1793, was felt by utica, or as the accumulated wealth of the coun-
all classes, and gsve a spur to industry, enter- try. The act of June, 1872, made important re-
prise and invention, and generated a spirit of ductions by repealing the taxes on incomes, and
economy, which we should have in vain attempt- g_, and aboliJahtnE all _Amp taxes under sched-
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'_le B (1864) except that of two cents on bank to speak of sucha proposition with any modera
,cheeks, drafts or orders. -- The effect of this tion. The objections that werc urged against in-
great reduction of taxation, accomplished in so ternat taxes in tlle last century will not apply at
short a period and with as little discrimination the present tim(,, for thecountry is well advanced
_s was used in imposing these taxes, must have in wealth and material prosperity, and can easily
had some effect upon the industries of the coun- bear such taxation. Moreover, as we have said,
try which had accommlldated themselves to the the present system of internal taxes falls, with
burdens imposed upon them, though it would be some exceptions, only upon such articles of vol-

,difficult to determine to how great an extent they untary consumption as may be dispensed with
were injured or benefited• The theory has been and may be taken in excess, and therefo|'e fulfills
advanced by a competent authorily, Mr. Abram in the highest degree the requirements of just tax-
_. Hewi[t, that the revulsion of 1873 was iugreat ation. While valid objections may be urged
part due to this reduction of taxes. This could, against the st'imp laxes anti those on bankers and
however, have been but one out of man)" causes, banks, no reason that will bear examination cau
and it would be a mistake to insist too strongly be found for taking off the excises on tobacco
upon this as an active cause.-- The sources of in- and distilled spirits. To maintain that these la.st
ternal revenue were now nea|'ly reduced to what named taxes fall chiefly upon the poor aff(_rds no
they are at the present day; so that a large num- sound plea for their l_cpeal. That the necessaries
ber of intermediate measures, either reducing or of life consumed by the poor should remain un-
abolishing taxes, regulating the machinery of col- laxed, is in accordance with the demands of hu-
.leetion, or providing against fraud, may be inanity and sound economic doctrine, and on
passed by. _NTorneed anything be said of the sys- this ground the tariff needs revision. But when
tern of informers and spies, or of the great a man spends a part of hisincomc on indulgences,
frauds perpetrated upon the government.--Thc as spirits and tobacco confessedly are, it is fit and
receipts for tile fiscal year ending June 30, 1881, proper that lie be taxed; for the lower strata of
under internal revenue laws, were drawn fl'om society escape most other forms of taxation, and

the following sources: it is through indirect taxes alone that they may
be reached and ma(le to pay tl_eir quota to the

Spirit_ ...................................... $_7,1,53,974.88
_rohaCCo................................... 42854,_1 al expenses of the state; ar, d there is no more just
Fermented liquors ......................... 18 700,`2.41.'21 method of doing this titan by taxes on their in-Banks and bankers .......................... 3,762,`2(_.07
Adhesive stamps ............................ 7,875,'2557"2 ¢lulgences. In fact, the objections urged against
Penalties and miscellaneoms ................ ,_].'241.11 the internal levenue system of tile country are

Total .................................... $135,'_:0,912.3o rather of a sentimental character, and are not
based upon a careful survey of the resources of

Thus it may easily be seen that the most objec- the country, the incidence of taxation, and the
tionable features of the system have been grad most fitting objects of taxation; and the various
ually removed, and the taxes now included in schemes looking to "free whisky and free tobac-
it are such as weigh but lightly on the indus- co" belong more to the doet,'iues of demagogues

try of tile country, and for the most part fall than to Ihe principles of true stalesmanship.
ultimately upon tho_ who of their own fl•ee will They are vulgar appeals to the uneducated masses
pay them. But as the revenues of the gow'rn- who do not know their own interests, and arc

ment are at the present time far in excess of its thus misled into in(lo_ing a scheme that will
legitimate needs, justice and public policy alike only serve to fasten upon the coulltl•y a sys-
demand a still further reduction. The stamp tax tem of taxation by customs dutms tllat is far
on malches, though small in amount and easily more onerous and inequitable, and therefore
collected, is a very unequal tax, and on that more indefensible, than tile taxes now imposed
ground should be condemned; the tax upon as internal taxes.--Following wc give a table
b'mkers and hanks might be reduced or repealed, of receipts of the United States from internal
for the circumstances that existed when the tax revenue from March 4, 1792, to June 30,1881, (by

was first imposed, and which rendered it a corn- (,alcmiar),ears to 1843, and by fiscal ye.irs from
l)_lr ttively light tax, have changed, and it is claimed that time):
that tile tax has now become very burdensome• t792............ $ ,2(_,94_81 1863.......... $ 37,640,7879;

1793........ :-_¢7,7t_5.7018_4.......... 109,741,i_.'_.ll)
]n fa_t, the internal revenue taxes could be re- _7_ ....... 274,0_J.62 1865......... 200,4_,215.25

duce(l to those on spirits, tobacco and fermented _7._ ............ 347,7553b 1866.......... 309,'..,'_,81342
liquors, and the rates on these commodities could 1796............ 475,289.60 i867.......... _/J,(_27,,_a7.d31797............ 575,491.45 1868......... 191,(_7,58941
eve_l be reduced. But no other changes could be 1798............ 644,357.45 ,869.......... 158,356,460.86

defended on grounds of public poticy_or of sound 1,,_9............ rr9._.44 ls70.......... lsd, sgo,7_.4,_1800............ 809,306.55 1871.......... 14.,3,098.1536.,_
economy. The cost of collection was for the 1801............ 1.048,083.43 187'2.......... 1:_0,642,17772

year 1881 but 8.64 per cent. upon the amount col- 1802............ 6_.8._ 89 1873.......... 11:3,?'29,3141808............ '215.1"/969 1374.......... 102409,784
letted _ Yet a movement looking toward _he re- 1-814........... 1.66_,0_4482 1875.......... 110,007,4_.58
peal of the whole system of internal taxation has is15........... 4,6,',_4,05907 1876 ......... ]16,700,732.031816............ 5,1'2,4,708.31]877.......... ] 18,6;_),_07.P,a
found great favor among the leaders of the pro- 1._17............ 2_67,'3,1(_).771878.......... 110,581,62474
tectionist party, _or it would of necessity require _ls ............ 95._,_;_"_) 1s_9.......... n _,r,_.6to.581819............ 2"._.!,.q3.6:31880.......... 1_.I,(I_9.373_2
a continuance of the present tariff. It is difficult I_0 ............ _0_,_0.53 ' _881.......... _aa,,z@,gL_.ao
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In the intermediate years some outstanding morality, without distinction of color, faith or
amounts were collected, but they are not nationality." The termsof this programme wer_
of sufficient importance to be given in this sufficiently general and elastic to exclude no one;
place. The total amount derived from internal however the association was slow in forming,
revenue since the formation of the government is though the annual assessment had been fixed at
$2,807,357,366.28.--Al;THORITIES. Rep,rrts of the one shilling; still, a bureau was established in
Secretary of the Treasury and the Commissioner Paris, rue des Gravilliers, where the first group
of Internal Revenue; Report of the Revenue Corn- of internationalists assembled; but, according to
mission and of the Special Commissioner of the the testimony of Mr. Fribourg, "from theoutset
Revenue, David A. Wells, in the Cobde_ Club of the enterprise money was lacking." This was
Ea*ays; and also his article on DISTILLED SPIR- the ease also in London. "But for the proceeds
ITS in this work. Compilations of the revenue of a family tea, with a concert, lecture and ball,
laws have from time to time been issued by the which the English members gave to the London

government. A great mass of information is public, the want of money would, perhaps, have
contained in the _Internal Re_nue ReGard. (See prevented the work from taking root in Eng-
EXCISE, INCOME TAX, STAMP TAX.) land for a longtimc." (L'As, ocialion fnter_lat/ona_

WORTm_GTON C. FORD. de* travai21eurs, by E. E. Fribourg, p. 23.) It was
not until Sept. 3, 1866, that tbe nascent associa-

INTERNATIONAL, The, or the Interna- tion held its first congress at Geneva, under the
tional Association of Workingmen. This presidency of Yung, a member and delegate of

too notorious association owed its origin to the the central committee of London. The number
relations which were established at the time of the of delegates from the sections already formed or

universal exposition at London, in 186_, between in process of formation in France, Germany,
the socialistic French workmen who were sent England, Switzerland, Spain and Italy was about
there at the expense of the government, and the sixty. Ttm congress first adopted the manifesto
English workmen behmging to the trades unions and by-laws of the association which a committee
Up to this time continental socialism had scarcely had been ordered to prepare, and _hen discussed
descended to the ground of realities. It had con- a certain number of social and political ques-
tented itself with making plans for the orgauiza- tions which were made the order of the (lay.
tion of labor, of which the essential feature was In the following years the association held three
the substitution of a_uociation for wages and the other congresses, one at Lausanne in 1867, at
subordination of capital to labor. But in 1862 Brussels in 1868, and tit B_'isle in 1869. The
thecontactofthcFrenchsocialistswiththeEnglish cvents which followed compelled it to suspend
unionists gave the former an opportunity to be- these international reunions, and they were not

come acquainted with theorganizationand powers resumed until September, 1872, at the IIague,
of the trades unions, and they determined to ira- where a division took place, following which an

port these powerful machines to the continent, opposition congress was held at London.--The
and press them into the service of their theories, by-taws adopted by the congress at Genev'_ con-
that is to say, employ them systematically in the sisted of eleven articles, with regulations in the
war against capital. It wasat a meeting in favor form of an annex containing fifteen articles, The
of Poland held at St. Martin's Hall, Sept. 28, first article of the by-laws wasas follows: "This
1864, that the foundations of the international association is established to provide a central

were laid. A provisional rule was adopted, up- point of communication and co-operation for the
pointing a committee to draw up the laws of the workingmen of different countries seeking the
association, and to summon the affiliated societies same end, namely, the mutual co-operation,
to a congress, by which theselaws should bedefin- progress and complete enfranchisement of tlw
itively adopted. A preamble, purposelyexpres.aed working class." The succeeding articles treat _)f
in terms rather vague, so that they might be the "gcncral council" which was to be corn-

accepted by the different socialistic sects, was posed of workingmen of different nations. Each
placed at the head of the provisional rule and year the congress or general a.c_embly of the dele-
afterward at the head of the laws. In this it was gates of the _ssociation was to elect the membcr.¢
particularly stated "that the subjection of labor of the council and determine where the council
to capital is the source of all moral, political and should sit. As a matter of fact it always fact m
material slavery; that on this account the cco- London. The general council was not inve_ted
nomie emancipation of the working class is the with any authority over the association, its duly

great end to which all political movement should was simply to establish relations among the
be subordinated; that thus far all efforts in this worki_gmen's associations of different countri(',',
direction have failed for want of thorough co- and endeavor to increase the sections of the a._,,_
opera_ion among the workmen of different trades clarion; these associations or sections, howew:r,
in each country, and of fraternal union among preserving their autonomy. Each sectiom
the workingmen in different'countries," etc., etc. whether large or small, had the right to send :_
The conclusion was, that the workmen of all delegaSe to the congress, and when it reachc_l
nations ought to unite, taking "for the basis of 500 members, one delegate more for such nnw.

their conduct toward all men, truth, justice and ber. Each section or federation of sectio n,_
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managed its own affairs, fixed the amount of its machines, the reduction of the hours of labor,
assessments, and disposed of them as it saw fit. strikes and societies for resistance, co-operation,
2ffevertheless, a general assessment was levied education and war. It is needless to say that;
upon all the members of the sections or affiliated opinions hostile to property predominated. Thus

societies for the benefit of the general council; at B#Lsle, in 1869, the congress declared by a vote
but this assessment was very small: ten centimes within four of being unanimons, "that society
per capita each'ycar. The total of these receipts has the right to abolish individual property in

for the year 1866, presented at the congress at the land, and restore the ]and to the commnnity."
Lausanne, did not exceed sixty-three pounds But, by a singular inconsistency, in the same
sterling, and it is doubtful whether it was much congress, the abolition of the right of inhcritance

higher in the following years. In this respect the did not receive the nv.cessary majority, (3° of the
writers who have occupied themselves with the delegates voting for the abolition, 23 against it,
international have fallen into very serious exag- and 17 not voting a_ all). On the other hand,

ge_tions. For lack of resources the "general there was almost perfect unanimity for restoring
council" was compelled to give up the publics- railroads, mines and forests to the domain of the

(ion of a bulletin of international statistics which community, and organizing mutual credit for the
was to have furnished the societies affiliated to purpose of supprcssing interest and "releasing
the international with regular information as to labor from the domination of capital by restoring
the state of the labor market, the rate of wages, the latter to its natural and legitimate rSle, whiel,
etc., and it was not able even to maintain a "/s tl_lt of the agent of la/z_v." (Resolutions of the
special organ. The Belgian, Swiss and other congress of Brussels, 186_q.) The co operative
sections had their journals, such as the E!/alitd societies which retained interest wcrec(mdemned
of Genev_ L the Jlirabeau, of Vervlers; but the as "transferring that egoism which is the bane
general council had n_me. In short, the interna- of modern society from the indi_'idual to the
tional association formed a vast federation of community." As to strikes, while declaring
"sovereign sections," of which the general "that strikes are not a means to the complete
council was the bonder union, but without exer- freeing of workingmen, the association was of

cising any effective authority over them. The opinion that they might be con._idered as a neces-
regulations annexed to the by-laws were intended sity in the actual situation," and that it was
to render it entirely subordinate to the congress derivable to multiply so(:ietics for resistance in
or general assembly of the delcgates of the sec- order to sustain them. In regard to the introduc-
tions which it was coumaissioncd to organize, and tion of machinery, the association was of ol)inior_
whose resolutions it was obliged to execute, (art. that it ought not to take place without _utu'anteea

1), with this express stipulation, that the congTess and compensalion to tin. workmen. It finally
should assemble freely, without special convoca- pronounced for the legal limitatiou of the hours
(ion, at the times and places wlLich had been of labor, and the establishment of "complete
fixed upon the preceding year. It is easy to education." Very energetic and radical resolu-
recognize here the spirit of jealousy and defiance tions against war were voted in each congress,
of all authority which has always characterized As to the futul'e political COllstitution of society
democracy. -- Thus constituted, the association we note the following resolution adol)ted at the
had before it, from the beginning, a double end: congrc_ of B_slc: "The groups (trades unions)
one purely theoretic, which consisted in discus- will constitute the commtmc of tlm future, and
lag, in it._ congresses, its journals and its special government will be replaced by councils of bodies
publications, all questions of interest to the of tradesmen." However, there _xasadiffe,'cnce
working class, and fusing together, if possible, of opinion as to whether the intertmlional ought
the different socialistic doctrines; the other ob- to occupy itself with purclypolitical questions; il_
ject, of a practical character, consisted in multi- 1869 the question was decided in the affirnmtive.
plying its sections so as toinclude within its pale, The congre_ of the friends of peace, composed

in time, all the working masses, thus forming an of a group of republicans, met at Lansanne,
innumerable army, acting principally by means while the congrcssof the international was sitting
of coalitions and strikes, for the overthrow of at B_islc. The two congresses, between which

capital. At each congress a great number of could be pcreeived the old antagonism of politi-
" questions" were submitted to the sections, cian_ or Jacobiusand socialists, ma(lcpeace, under

among which, as in most other congresses, the the auspices of _[. Victor Hugo, who proclaimed
work to be done w_m divided. Those which "the union of the republic and socialism."-- To

were discussed were made the subject of a report sum up, _tlthough tile economic al_(l political dec-

which was further debated in the general asscm- trinesrcpresented by the international present sin-
bly. Finally, they voted on "resolutions" sum- g'ular inconsistencies, they were generally agreed
ruing up the opinion of the majority on these on these different points, to wit, that there must
questions. Among the subjects which gttve rtsc be a breaking up of existing society; a transform-
tl) the most important discussions may be men- ing of pl'ol)erty or itssuppression; the abolition of
tinned property in general, landed property, wages by transferring cxisting enterprises to the
property in railroads and mines, the laws of in- hands of a_s_)ciations or companies of working-

heritaace, interest on capital and mutual credit, men, in which work alone would bc remunerated,
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capital, for the future, furnishing its services example of the trades unions, it interfered only
gratis; and finally, that the government should when the circumstances seemed favorable. In
be only a sort of delegation of the federated the strike at Renaix, it even attempted to exert
communities of workingmen. Such were the a pacifying influence. A proclamation from the
doctrines that the international strove to popular- bureau of Paris, signed by Messrs. Tolsin, Fri-
ize and finally to realize. As to the way in bourg and Varlin, condemned the destruction
which they were to be realized, opinions differed: of machinery. But the international did not
some favored political means, otherwise called often hold such moderate language; the work-
revolutionary; others favored the economic pro- men themselves have accused it, at different
cedureof strikes. While the British trades unions times, of having encouraged strikes without giv-
regarded coalitions and strikes simply as a means ing them any assistance beyond proclamations
of raising wages or shortening the hours of la- and the exhortations of its agents. However, it
bor, the international saw in them a power acquired such an influence that the imperial gov-
destined to make the war against capital general crnment, after trying to negotiate with it, be-
and finally to bring under subjection that tyrant came alarmed. The bureau of Paris had to
of labor. With this object, the international stand three law suits, (Marvh and May, 1868, and
strove to extend its thread of local sections and July, 1870), several members of the bureau were
federations over the entire civilized world; the condemned, first to pay a small flue, afterward to

general council, which served as a medium of. a year in prison. These sentences do not seem
communication, was to enable them to render to have arrested the pro_e_ of the international.
each other mutual aid, so that each strike, if re- The events of 1870 exercised a decisive influence
garded as opportune, should be sustained by over the destinies of the international. It is
subsidies from all the sections or federations, only justice to it to say that at first it protested
Thus was created an instrument which in time vigorously against the war. In this spirit, the
might acquire irresistible power, and the inter- Parisian members published a "manifesto to
national would end, at least so it flattered itself, the workingmen of all countries." On the 23d
by controlling the labor market and dictating of July the general council published a siml-
the conditions of wages to capitalist employers, lar manifesto. "We declare if the working
If itfound them toolmrd, itsintention wastopur- classes of Germany permit the present war
chase their enterprises and hand them over to as_ to lose its strictly defensive character and de-

sociations or communities of workingmen, and generate into an offensive war against the
thus put au end to the odious r:gime of wages French people, victory or defeat will be equal-

and the tyranny of capital. This is why from ly disastrous" According to Mr. Fribourg, the
1867 the international took a part more or less international, as a corporate body, took little
direct in numerous strikes in France, Belgium part in the revolution of September 4th; nor
and Switzerland. We read, for example, in the do we find it much more active in the defense
_po_'t on strikes present_'d to the council of of Paris. (L'Interr_ationale, p. 143.) At this
Bru_els, in 1868, by C_sar de Paepe, that "the time the place of its meetings had been trans
house buildersin Geneva saw their strike succeed ferred to rue de la Corderie-du-Temple, and
because the workingmen of France, Italy, En- in the room of the Cour-des-Miracles, near the

gland and Germany came to their aid. The see,- passage of the Caire, its members had a club.
tions of the international organized a vast sub- very meagrely attended (club of the Cour-des-
scription, and the bureau of Paris alone procured Miracles). The international gave few signs of
the sum of 10,000 francs." Besides the assist- life until the eve of the commune. What part

ante collected usually by way of subscriptions in did it take in the insurrection of the 18th of
the sections, the international undertook to trans- March? It i_ difficult to say. Only two of it_
mlt all the advice and information which might members, Varhn and Avoine fl/s, fig¢_red amotJg
aid the cause of the strikers. Thus, during the thirty-six menibers who composed the "ten-
another strike of the same house builders at trat committee of the national guard." On th('

Geneva. the journals of the international in- other hand, among the seventy-nine membel_ of
duced masons, stonecutte|_, etc., to refi'ain from the commune, twenty belonged to the intern;t-
going to Geneva until further orders. AtLyons, tional; a few, Ch. Beslay, Theisz and Longuct.
the strike of the female silk spinnel_ (,June, 1869) were among the moderates; others, on the eol_.
was encouraged by the international, which sent trary, such as V_sinier, Pindy and Variin, figured
them a small sum of money (1,323 fr. 80 c.) col- among the promoters of violent resolutions and

leered from the sections. (Oscar Testut, L'[a- measures. 0n the 2M of March, a circular ema-
ternationale, p. 72.) At Paris, the strikeof the nating fi'om the "federal council of the pro
leather-dressers and bronzers was sustained by visional sections," and from the "federal cha__-
similar support. The bronzers, an exception ber of the workingmen's societies," urged the
which Mr. Fribourg points out, afterward paid it people of Paris to vote for the commune, which

back. The international interfered in an equally was to be elected three days later (March 26th).
active manner, in the strikes at Creuzot and This is the only thing emanating from the associ-
Fourchamlmult (April, 1870), in the strike at ation which we find in the collection of docu-

8eraing (Belgium), etc., etc. But, following the ments of this epoch. (Ix Gouurneme_t du 4 _tv-

'; G-
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_ ta Commu_ de Par_, by _mile Andre- 15th of September, the dissenters, to the number
eli, p. 215.) But immediately after the repres, of twenty-five, assembled in the Science Hall,

sion of the insurrection (May 30, 1871), the gen- Old street, London, to protest against the de-
eral council at London published a long mare- cisions of the congress of thc Hague, accusing
festo addressed "tc all the member,s of the asso- that congress of having "compromised and be-
elation in Europe and the United States," in frayed" the cause of the international. This op-
which the insurrection of the 18th of March was position congress, led by the two communists,
justified and the commune glorified. (This dec- V_sinier and Landeck, pronounced _he dissolu-
ument will be found in the ltistoi_'e de l'Inter_- ties of the international, and dccided that it

ffonale, by Edmond V_lletard, appendix, p, 327.) should be rcplaccd by a "universal federal asso-
A general outcry was then raised against the clarion."-- The history of the international ends

international, and there was even a question of a here. Created under the influencv of the false
convention between governments to prohibit it. idea which Ires been at the bottom of all social-

This project did not amount to anything, but in istic ideas for the last half century, that labor is
France a law was passed, under date of March necessarily defrauded (cxpba't¢;) by capital under
14, 1872, forbidding, under heavy penaltms, all , the wages _ystem, the object of the international
affiliation with the international, and even the was to suppress wages aml substitute associations
giving publicity to its documents. Whether the i_ which c;,l)ital would be subordinate to labor
ivternational thought it prudent to let the storm for' the existing enterprises of production and ex-
pass over, or whether it was weakened by the in- change. To attain this end, it employed some-
ternal dissensions which broke out a little htcr, times the novel mode of i)rocedure of the trades
little was heard of it for more than a year. The unions whose f(_rm_ of organization it had bor-
<'ongre._did not assemble in 1871; there was only rowed, and ,_ometimcs the old revolutionary
at Leaden a simple "conferencc" wbo,e deliber- methods. Neither of them ha:_ succeeded, and it

ations were not made public. The following nmy be hol)ed that the association will never re-
),ear the general council of London, of which covcr fr()m the blow dealt it by the dark events
the celehrated socialist, Karl Marx, bad been made of 1870-71 : but it is less certain that it will not
president, took courage a_d convened a congress have sucecssol's. G. DE ])_OI,II_,'ARI.

at the Hague. But in the meantilue the central-
izing tendencies of the gener_d council had roused INTERNATIONAL LAW, (See LAw, II_-

intense opposition, and Karl Mal'x was accused TEKNATIO._AL.)

of aspiring to the dictatorship. On the eve of

the congress at the Hague, Aug. 4, 1872, at the I_TERPELLATION, a _tuestion propounded
congl-ess at Rimini, the Italian federation form- to a minister by a member of t)arliament. Many

ally broke with the general council. On the arguments can be offered in favor of the right of
other side, the Jura federation sent a delegalc, interpellation, evcn sctting _._ide those founded

(Juillaume, to the Hague, expressly commis._ioned , upon ministerial responsibility. Has not the na-
to demand "the abolition of the general council ties a right to be informed about its own affairs,

:tnd the suppression of all authority in the inter-land can its mandatories cxcrcise their control
natioual." This burning question was made the _ without a._king for the information they may
_)rder of the day at the opening of the congress, I treed? When the law does not allow deputies

_md called forth the most stormy debates.--!to interrogate the representatives of the gov-
Thanks to the gathering of a ceI'tain number of i crnmeut in a legislative assembly, it frequently
the old members of the commune, l_mvier, De- I hapl*cns that the qucstiens arise of themselves,
reure, Vaillant, etc., the majority pronounced in i and the government immediately answers them.
favor of maintaining the general ct_uncil. The ' The government ruay even sometimes be glad
federalist minority then withdrew from the con- of the opportunity thus l)resentcd of expres.-ing
gress. But it was not long before the majority its opinion. The _)lemn preparation of these

was itself divided; it embraced two very distinct questions only has been removed. Where the
_']('menfs: tho_ who wished to confine themselves right el" interp(*llatiou is admitted, in Europe, the
Io the economic struggle, at the head of whom ministers are informed of the suhjecL of the inter'-

was Karl Marx; and those who demanded tlmt pellation, the day is fixed by mutnal consent, and
the iatel'national should take upon itself, in the the _ovcrnment ha_ an opportuni|y to prepm'e
first place, to organize the proletariat as apo- itself; bu! it is not always obliged toanswer. The
titical party. The old members of the com- public good may sometime_ require the refusal to

muse, who formed the party called the "Blan- grant interpellation. The government may also,
quists,"especiallysustained this opinion ; but Karl it is true, pretend a necessity for silence, b&_d

.'tIarx and his friends refusing to agree to it, the upon this motive, and thus avoid a difficulty.
politicians, in turn, quitted the con_s, thus Ma_:n_cE BLOC]¢.
leaving the field open to the partisans of the eco-
nomic struggle. The latter resolved to transfer INTERREGNUM is thc interval belween one

the seat of the general council from London to reign anti anoth(.r. In an hercditary monarchy
New "York, and after taking this resolution, the the heir to the throne is king by right after the
¢ongre_ adjourned. Some days later, on the death of h_s predecessor; every one knows the
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expression : "The king is dead, long live the certainly can never be rigorously applied in poll-
king." An interregnum can occur only in states ties, for the interference of a nation in the affair_
where, at the end of one dynasty, the new prince of a strange state rarely possesses and still more_
succeeds only after a certain interval. --There is rarely preserves this noble character. Still, the

no interregnum in a republic, for the supreme principle on which the right of intei'vention is
magistrate is elective; he does, not reign, but gov- based, is theoretically the recognition of a human
erns. The end of his government being known right, the affirmation of the unity of human rea-
beforehand, the election of his successor can be son. the attestation of the moral and material. -
held, and the one enters into office the moment solidarity of all nations and all individuals, in-
the other departs from it. In thiscase, also, there dependent of and superior to the constitutions
is no break in the continuity. -- It is not so m an and particular laws that govern them.--Nil ha-
elective monarchy. The king having been elected mani a me alienum 1rate : I esteem nothing human,
for life, the precise date of the end of his reign foreign to me; such is the profession of faith of
is not known, and it would not be pleasant to tell every man of progress, no matter what his na-
n man that you believe he willsoon die. In these tionality. Surely, nothing can be nobler than
states, then, there is an interregnum, the time of this. In Fr,mcc the right to interfere in the in-
clcction. The evils that result from these momen- tcrnal and fol'eigu debates of other countries is
tary removals of the representative of suprelne considered almost as of divine investiture, and
authority, are well known. Thus at. Rome, this generous pan, ion has oiten made the French

after the dealh of a king, the senate nominated a forget even the care of their own independence.-
substitute for the performance of the religious Can it be said that there is a human law, fixed
functions that could not be performed by other and invariable, accepted by all, and calculated to.

magistrates. The wars of the pretenders which, serve as a rule for all relations of people to the
in the Roman empire, followed the death of government, and of state to state? We need but
Galba, and of Didins Julianus, were veritnble in- cast a glance at contemporaneous events and
terrcgnums. In France we may cite the inter- recall the history of past times to recognize
regnum from 7361o 741, from the death of Thierry how far we stilt are from such a realization.
II. to the accession of Chihleric III Charles However, the right of intervention is exercise(t
Martel governed France during this period, as he cvery day, either openly or covertly, to the detri-
had governed it under ThierryII., and as hisson, ment of universal morahty. It has served and
Pepin the Slmrt, governedit under the succeeding may still serve as a prewxt for every species of
monarch There wasalso an interregnum of ouc usurpation, iniquity .rod spoliation. Instead of
year between the death of Charlemagne and the preventing war, it most frequently leads to

accession of Charles the Simple; an interregnum general conflagration ; from a circumscribed de-
of five months iu 1316, from the death of Louis bate, colored with some showof justice, it leads

the Quarrelsome to the birth of John I, who to the most audacious attempts against the inde-
reigned four days. The most celebrated in his- pendents of nations and the liherty of individu-
tory w&q the great interregnum of the German aL_.- There are several kimls of intervention.
empire, which lasted twenty-three years, from the intervention simply by me_ns of notes called
death of Conrad IV. (1250) to the election of verbal, delivered by the ambassador of the inter-

Rudolph of Hapsburg (1273). Three emperors vening power; official intervention by notes pub-
were elected at the same time during this inter- licly delivered; pacific intervention, which nearly
val: William of Holland, Richard of England, always has for result a congress or international
and Alphonsus of Arragon. None of them conference, and armed intervention, preceded by
reigned. It was a period of discord and violence, an ultimatum, accompanied by military demon-
-- The great improvement in political institutions strations and followed by a declaration of war.--
has, in the different countries, either suppressed The principal authors who have treated of the
the royal power, or extended to the mode of law of nations have vainly endeavored to circum-

transmitting it the increased regularity of all scribe the right of intervention, but they have
political movements. Thus the interregnums not succeeded in giving a positive definition of it,
which were so terrible and so disastrous in ancient or defining its limitations. Vattel, Wheaten, de
history, are accidents entirely foreign to the his- Martens, Pinheiro Ferreira, admit that it should

tory of modern times, apply only to the purely external acts of nations,
JACQUES DES BOISJOSLL_. and that the circumstances in which a foreign

government may intervene in the internal affairs
INTERVENTION. By intervention, in poll- of a state are very special and restricted; but

tics, is meant the influence exercised by one or sev- these authors have taken care not to specify the

cralgovernments overanotherorseveral othergov- particular cas_ in which intervention appears to
ernmeuts regarding internal or external affairs, of them legitimate, and thus the way is left open to
a nature to compromise the general peace. Taken all interpretations.--Some modern publicists have
in its etymological sense, the word intw'veat/on professed the principle of non-intervention m
should signify arbitration; but as the duty of an opposition to the principle of intervention; cn-
arbiter supposes absohi_e disinterestedness on the deavoring (so lacking in precision is political ]an-

part of the one who takes this character, the term guage) to give a positive value to a negation. In
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stead of considering in itself the fight of nations which, in this special case, became an urgent ne.

to dispose of themselves, to form their institu- cessity to unite in common measures of security
tions, to contract alliances, and to conclude treat- against the states in which the overthrow of the
ies of commerce, they have reduced the declara government effccted by revolt could be considered
tion of independence of nations to this lament- but as a dangerous example, which wouhl result
able formula: Each one for himself, and at home. in au attitude hostile to legitimate constitutions
-- In 1820 at ttle time of the meeting of the con- and governments." -- Two years passed, and
gress of Troppeau and Laybach, the English gov- Spain in turn demanded thc constitution of 1812;
crnment endeavored to establish more definite lira- this time France was the executor of the decrees

its to the exercise of the right of intervention : the of the holy alliance; her arms overthrew the na-
question arose apropos of the Neapolitan nation, tiomd compact of Spare and restored absolutism
which, in the course of an uprising, had wrested beyond the Pyrenees. -- Upon the revolt of the
from its sovereign certain guarantees against at- Spanish colonies, the desire to int_,rvene was
bitrary power. Thepopular movement had been again manifested, but here the United States up-
successful, the king abdicated in favor of the held thcrcvoltedprovinces, aud England declared
duke of Calabria, and granted a constitution, herself ready to recogmze the independent gov-
The emperors of Russia and Austria, and the ernments that had been formed, and the holy
king of ])russia, interested themselves in the mat- alliance was obliged to withdraw before the con-
ter, and convoked a congress of the powers that sequences of its own principle. --In 1825 the
signed the treaty of 1815, to take counsel, in death of Johu VI. called to the throne of Portu-
their common interest, as to the revocation of the gal his eldest son, Dora Pedro, then eml)cror of
concessions granted; England declined to attend, Brazil. The constitution of the latter country
and her declaration deserves mention here, for it being opposed to tile reunion of the two crowns,

inaugurated the p,)licy of non-intervention which Dora Pedro abdicated in favor of his eldest
secured to Europe so long a period of peace. -- daughter, Donna Maria, who inaugurated her new

While acknowledging that a government might reign by according aconstitution to Portugal. A
have the right to interfere seriously and directly e'ompetitor arose t(l(q)pose her, under the auspices
in the affairs of another state, the English gov- of the great powers. France supportcd Dora Mi-
ernmcnt deemed this right justifiable only by the gucl, but England declared openly forfl_e constitu
most urgent necessity; it did not admit that this tional power of Donna Maria, and di.,embarked a.
right could receive a general and unrestricted ap- body of troops in Portugal; this effective interven-
plication in all cases of popular movements, and lion a second time foiled the retrograde action of
it believed especially that it should not be era- the French, Russian and Austrian governments.--
ployed as a prudential measure, nor form the In 1826 a new coalition was formed, in which En-
basis of an alliance. This ri!/ht, it said, slw_dd be gland partieil)ated in the intervention demanded
an exceptbm to the most esserdial princip&s; it could by France and Russia in favor of the Greek in-
be allowed only in special circumstances. The surrcction. The united powers burned the Turk-
liberal attitude of England, at this period, is not ish fleet at _N'avarino. Fourteen years later,
to be attributed to a respect for the independence France intervened in favor of the Turkish gov-

and autonomy of nations; policy proceeds from ernment, and all Europe was l)reparcd to take up.
interest, more or less correctly understood, and arms in defense of an empire which it had so ter-
not from principle.--The most curious result of ribty ill treated but a few years before. -- Since
the congress of Laybach, was the pretension (a 1848 interventions have followed one another
pretension made by the intervening powers) to pretty steadily: the intervention at Rome to re-
prevent a sovereign from granting, or, to speak establish the feral)oral power of the pope; tile in-
more accurately, from restoring to his people the tervention in the Crimea to iusme the integrity
liberties which had been taken from them. Its of the Turkish empire; the intervention in Italy

decision was to the effect that the absolute prin- for the re-establishment of Italian nationality;

ciple should be re-established at Naples, that the the intervention in Syria for the protection of
former king should resume his crown, and that, the Christians of Libanus; the intervention in
if necessary, force should be employed to obtain China and Cochin Cilina, under pretext of

this end. Austria was charged with the exccu- suppressing acts of cruelty committed upon
lion of t_e decree; her armies invaded the king- the missionaries, and ill reality to enlarge

dom of the Two Sicilies, and during several years the circle of the commercial relations of Fra_lce
occupied, at the expense of that country, the and England; and French intervention in Mex-

principal cities of the kingdom. --One year later ico, tile sad result._ of which are well known.
Piedmont rebelled, and proclaimed a constitution --To sum up, intervention is war, and war
copied after the Spanish constitution of 1812. is the subordination of civil to military genius,
Again there was a new intervention, a condcmna- and as a talented author has very forcibly

tion of tl_e insurrectionary action of the Pied- expressed it: " As dangers accumulate, war-
montese people, and a restoration of absolutism; opens the era of saviours. Scipio makes us for-
and again it was Austria that had the honor of I get the Gracchi, and pr(,parcs the way fro" the-

the repression. The allied governments thus i CBesars. The austerity of public morals gradu-
justified their intervention: "' It was a right, all), disappears before the corruption of ill-ac-
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<luired riches: the glory of the _p_Z g_enerals should be put, if we would give a re_table
eclipses all soci_lvh_ue. War is as disastrous to foundation to the right of intervention; if we
morals as to the public finances." rt was in the would substitute reasou for force, right for bru-

name of the right of intervention that Catharine tality, peace for war, • _tabte equilibrium for an
II. prepared the way for the diviqion of Pol,md; insecure one, and economy for prodigality Uu
it was by an appeal to tile same riglJt that Prussia til it be resolved in this manner, we must con-
and .kustria sanctioned this usurpation by taking demn intervention, under whatever disgui_ it
part in the spoliation of the Polish nation; it is may conceal itself; for, springing from force, it
under color of intervention that England eren can lead to nothing but arbitnlry power.
successively dispossessed the n_tive princes of FRAlqCIe _DWARD ItERV_.
Hindostan. It was under the pretext of interven-
tion that Brunswick addressed _o revolutionary INYASION. In every European continental
France the insulting manifesto to which she war there Is an invasion. When France, for in.
replied by so many victories However, the stance, goes to war, either she invades the ene-
French revolution was an entirely internal mat- my's territory, or the enemy invades the territory
ter; when it broke out it had not tim character of France. Undoubtedly it is to each nation's

-of propagandism which it assumed later. We interest tocatTy the evils of war into the enemy's

may say that the intervening powers violated tile country, but they should not, in these circum-
autonomy of nations, and that the principle of stances, forget the precept: "Do unto others as
intervention which they wished to legitimatize by you would that others should do unto yon." It
a seri(_ of manifestoes, proved, in the absence of is, in f_ct, a rule that the invader should respect

a well-defined human right, applicable to all the persons and property of private individuals;
peoples, whatever degree of civilization they may it is a rule also that the civil population of the
have reached, solemnly and directly accepted by country invaded should be allowed to continue, as
them without the compulsion of their respective far as possible, their peaceful occupations, The

goveruments, to be nothing more than a modern question may, however, be asked: In case of an
disgui_ of the right of force.-- It is this so-called invasion, what should the citizen do? The qucs-
right that legalizes those military establishments tion is a diffieult one to answer, particularly if
which absorb so many useful arms, and somuch the answer required be a general oue. Shuuhl
fruitful capital ; appealing by tm'n to the right of tile entire population rise as one man ? We should
nations and the interest of sovereigns, the right incline to an aflirm_ttive reply, if the fear of a

-of conscience and the interest of religion, it will general uprising would be likely to prevent the
destroy to-morrow what it erected yesterday; it invasion. But little attention is paid to theories

-changes arbitrarily the balance of international in these matters. The people will take up arms
relations, and under pretext of establishing be.- if conquest be the object of the invasion, or if
tween nations one common law of justice and they are in sympathy with the govermuent, orde-

-civilization, fosters their mutual enmities.--What sire to expel tile invader; but they may also r('..

would be said of a tribunal passing judgment main indifferent. Indifference, however, in our
under pressure of the interests and passions of day, is apt to lead to their own ruin. When the

the moment; applying a law which has neither people take an active paxt in the war they n_)
been defined nor confirmed, and executing its longer enjoythe immunities accorded to pcacea-

-own sentences ? Such, however, is the power ble citizens. The enemy generally feel themselves
exercised to-day by the rigbt of intervention, justified in practicing greater cruelty upon
Does this mean that the juridical idea, the armed citizens than upon soldiers properly s_
thought essentially human whence intervention called. Specialists maintain that the enemy is
proceeds, shall never be satisfied? I do not think obliged in self-defense to treat with severily ever)'
.,,o; the question ought to be put thus: Above armed man who is not in uniform and does not
the arbitrary conventions of politics, above treat- form part of a regularly organized body; first,
ies, above governments, above nationalities them- because they can not recognize him from a
selves, so frequently appealed to in our day, distance as asoldier, and c_m not guard a_linst
does a human law exist? Can it be established him; next, because the invading force spares men

upon a serious, durable,respectable basis? What and property, only under the express condition
international convention could draw up this code that these men aud this property shall not work
of civilized nations? How should the members of them any injury. _evertheless, we can" not jus-

this convention be chosen? What sanction should tify these excess_. All men taken with arms m
Ihe constitution which might result from thesede- their hands should be treated alike. Unfortu-

liberations, have? W_at tribunal would take cog- nately, more attention is given to the voice of
nizance of offenses against this newcode? What passion than to that of reason, in time of war.
would be the means of enforcing obedience to it, and men allow themselve*s to commit acts whicll
and the manner of executing the decisions of this they reprove and energetically denounce when
international tribunal when it would have sum- committed by an enemy. :_AVaXCE BLOC_.
moned before it a dislmte between two nations,

-or the protestations of a nation ag,'dnst the de_ INYENT|0,NS include all contrivances which
potism of its rulers ? It is thus the question increase the power of man in production. Their
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economic effect is to take the place of the labor hundred days in a year, its cost is ten francs
of man, and at the same time to multiply the ($1.93) per day; on the other hand, the me_
results of this labor, either by utilizing the forces would cost at least three hundred francs: so,

of nature, or by deriving a greater benefit from there is a saving of two hundred and ninety
the men and the various kinds of capita], of which francs, which, apportioned on thirty-six hecto-
inventions are themselves one of the most ira- litres (about 100 bushels) constitutes half of the
portant groups.--The considerations which we price of the grain itself.- Homer did not say
are about to present apply, in all respects, to me- how many persons composed the household
o.hanica], chemical and physical d_wover/es and iw of Penelope; but Michel Chevalier,* consider-
._nt/onsof every kind, to all processes of whatever ins that Ulysses was king of a poor kingdom,
nature they may be, to all displacements of capital thinks he exceeds tile trulh ill estimating them
and the industries, to all advancement resulting al 300 ill number. The same writer, consider-
from the application of an economic truth hitherto ins, on the other hand, the mill of S_. Maur, found

unknown or misunderstood, and having for its that in this remarkable establishment, forl) mill-
final result to produce in a betler manner, more stones under the charge of only twenly workmen,
quickly and more cheaply; and to dothis in agri- ground to flour 720 hectolillvs (1,980 bushels),
culture, in manufactures, in transporlation, ex- which would furnish food for 72,000 persons. In
changes, sciences, the arts--in a word, in all file time of Ulysses, the labor of one persou was
avocations. ]n the number of these improve- then necessary to produce tim flour ne(,(led for
ments we may mention those which result from twcnty-iive others, in our day, 1list Ol)cration
greater freedom of trade, which, bringing about has been brought to such a (h,grcc of perfection
the importation of products prohibited or too that one person can supt,ly the flour for a popu-
highly taxed, and opening the way to markets, latiou of 3,600 l)ersons.f or 144 limes as much:
may be compared to the eml)loyment of a series consequently, now, 278 workmen, distributed in
of new machines.--It is at once evident how the fourteen eslablishmcnls like lhaL of St. Maur,
subject enlarges; for it is impossible, so far as can grind for a million of lhe iahabitauts of
results are concerned, to make an economic separa- Paris. At Rome or in Greecc, an army of 40,000
tion between inventions or even simplifications in slaves were needed to produce the same result.
what is strictly a mechanism, and a method of Besides, there is no possible comparison between
cultivating the soil, the emphtyment of achemical the condition of tho._e who work in the improved
apparatus, or any administrative or scientific mills of our day and the slaves turning the mall-
work. In them all we have forces better com- stone; between the flour of a mcchanieal mill

blued, better employed, and which give a better and that of Penelope's house. The most wretched
result, that is to say, which produce more, more of the Parisians cat bread a hundred times pref-
quickly and more cheaply.-- I. The Power of In- erable to the black cakes of Ithaca's queen, and
ventioas i_ Production. To produce more, more each of the workmen w_just mentioned (:an pin-
quickly and more cheaply, is an expression cure for his hnmc more comforts than the pru-
for all economic progre_'_ obtained by a better dent Ulysses. -- In tim Pyrenees.where the ancient
employment of the instruments of labm', which mode ot working troll is kcpt up, with some ira.
are the earth and other natural agents, the i)hy_ - provement, however, one still rinds forges simi-
ical and intellectual forces of matt, and capital, lar to those which mu.,t have bceu used centuries

A well-ordered divi._ion of labor, and the employ- ago. The quantity of _ron representing a day's
meat of inventions, arc, perhaps, the two most work of a man with these furnaces, may be ap-

striking general examples of this progr_-s that proximately cstimated at about six kilograms
cau be given. Let us cite a few facts which will (over thirteen pounds avoir(lupoi._). Modern in-
show what an enormous differcncemodern indus- dustry has constructed bl,'_t furnaces,.1: enor-

try, with its astonishing means of action, with the * b'ours d' EcoT_orn_e Pol_t_q_te, 1st vol., 2d les_,on.
niaehine8 and inventions whose power it has been From lhl_ "aork "as borro_ _ucll of the_e facts as relate to
able Io utilize, has made between society at the thcmill of 81 Maur, to 1run and to spinning, which are
present day and communities before our time, pre_ented there more in detail.
which were considered as endowed with a brilliant ¢ The present rate of production (July. 1_1) in the flour-

ins mills of Washburn, (.;ros)_y& Co, Minncapoli-, -_llnl_,
civilization. -- Before tile invention of water mills is such that the a_erage product of a man's labor I-,t'h,'
and wind mills, slaves, poor prisoners or unfortu- flour required for 3.._5 per_m-, allowing three-fourths (,f ._
hate women turned the millstone; and ancient tx)und daffy per indixldua], and col_sideriug that consun'q_-
authors inform us how slow 5,nd laborious this lion continues one day more per week than l)rodv.t't,oJ]

The_e mills employ '281men (_ho work twelve hour_ per
operation was. According to Homer, twelve day--a part from noon to midnight and a part from mid-
women were constantly occupied in the hou_ of night to noonl, exciu._ive of word:men not connec[ed direct-
Penelope in gl'inding the grain needed for the ly with milliug, such as carpenters, millwrights, machin-i_l[_and laborers. The to_al dail) production with thin
household. On file other hand, the mnst simple force i_ 5,000 barrels of flour per day of twenty-four hours.
water mill, a mill rented at about $600 a year, a --E. J. L.
mill which will in its turn become antiquated by $ A blast furnace now in operation in Kentucky has run
the side of the improvements in mechanics, call off.forty ton$ of iron per day for _,everalsuccessive days.By the aid of recent impro_,ements, a better quahty of
grind in one day as much grain as one hundred me_al is obtained from very r_fraclory ores than was for-
and fifty men. If this mill is in operation three merly obtained from ore more easily worked.--E. J. L.
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,mous structures, capable of running off from Such a slide was that of AllmSCh, in Switzer.
three to five thousand kilograms at a heat, if land. which for several years enabled the century-
.operated with charcoal, and from ten to eight- old trees lost on the beight_ and in thegorges of
een thousand kilograms ff operated with coke ; Mr. Pilatus to be utilized. By means of plane sur-
and the average daily product of the labor of faces ingeniously supported by scaffoldings, pass-
a man may be estimated at 150 kilograms of ing over precipices, over and under numerous
iron. In other terms, the labor of an iron rocks, and following a well-managed gradient,
worker is to-day twenty-five times more produc- these trees traveled over a space of twelve kilo-
tire. l_ote also that the ores mined present metres (about seven and a half English miles), ill
'more difficulties, and that the product obtained two minutes and a half. In six minutes a tree
,is better. --Another comparison will show us a passed from the forest into Lake Lucerne; thence
prodigious growth, made not since the time of it descended the Reuss, and went by the way of
Homer or within c(.nturies, but simply within the the Aar and the Rhine to the sea. -- The progress
last three-fourths of a century. Spinning ma- attained in our day in ordinary transportation is
.chine|')', in fact. which has given rise, as if by not less phenomenal. When Fernando Cortez
-enchantment, to so numerous and such fine man- arrived in Mexico, everything was transported on
ufactures, dates no farther back. It was only in the backs of men. This is still the case in many
.1769 that Arkwright took out his first patent; localities in America, Asia, Africa, and even in
.and only in 1774" that Watt, whose inventions Europe. Wherever the improvement of the
made the steam engine common, took his. The roads would allow transportation on the backs of
_cotton industry, as it exists to-day, is the work of quadrupeds, the progre_ has been as thirty kil-
these two men. Thanks to them, admirable spin- ograms (about sixty-six lbs.), the load of a man.
ning m_mhines set in motion hundreds of spindles to 200 kilograms (about 440 ll_s.) the load of a
-which are so disposed aml combined, that it is good .horse traveling at a walking pace. Wher-
,calculating largely to estimate five workmen to ever the roads have become passable for carriages
take charge of two flumes connected with 800 the same motive power has been able to draw, on
spindles, or one workman for 160 spindles. But a two-wheeled cart, a weight at least five times
agood spinning mill of India or Europe makes greater. On a canal, and with.a boat, the same
just as much thread as half a spindle; so that a horse draws from eighty to a hundred times
cotton spinner to-day turns off 3'20 times more more; that is to say, eighty to ahundred thousand
.thread than in 1769; inother terms, within alittle kilograms. On railroads, traction is ten times
more than a century, the pr(_iuctive power of more easy than on o."dinary roads. On these,
man has increased 320 times in that necessary in- travelers ordinarily go ten (French) leagues or
dustry. In the spinning of flax, which is of corn- forty kilometres (about twenty.five English miles)
_parativeIy recent date, one person is sufficient to an hour; merchandise, four to five leagues.
_ke care of 120 spindles, which produce as much Whole populations and masses of merchandise
thread as 240 spinners, and the thread produced are transported at one trip, and that at prices
is finer.--It ha._ been by combining the advantages extraordinarily reduced, being between twenty
of the division of labor with mechanical and steam and five centimes per ton and per kilometre,
,power ti,at printing has wrought those prodigies according to the kind of mercl|andise. One makes
which defy all comparison. Workmen transform in a few hours a journey which, not many years
_he copy of the writer into pages of type; but a ago, required several days, and, a century ago.
anachine impelled by steam, and aided only by weeks and even months. In 1768 the public
two or three men, spreads the ink over this type, conveyance from Edinburgh to London took a
_.arries the sheets of white paper over it as fast fortnight; in 1835 the stages went this distance in
as they are presented, prints them, and delivers forty-eight hours; to-day the trip may be made
them on the other side to the person who_ busi- by railway in eight hours. Madame de S_vign6
hess it is to collect them. There are machines tells us thatin 1672 it was necessary to sacrifice a
which ordinarily print five or six thousand cop- month in order to go from Paris to Marseilles, a
ies} an hour. How many copyists would be need- journey that is made in sixty hours by the ordi-
ed to do as quickly and as well ?-- By the aid nary roads, and that can be made in one-third
of a simple mechanism, called a d/de, people suc- this time by railway. "Time is money," say tile
cecded in extracting from the depths of impen- English, money that may be saved. "It is the
etrable foreste, trees which were there valueless, material of which Hfe is made," said Franklin.

The economy to the people of the new ways of
* Watttookoat apatentforhis inventionin 1769,andin communication is therefore considerable. Sup-

1'775obtainedfromparliament a prolongation of his patent pose a line of travel frequented by a half million
for_E.J.L.twenty'flveyears. (See Chambers'Encyc.,Art. Watt.) travelers. The saving of an hour for each traveler

t TheWaltermachine,onwhichtheLondon"Thnes" and produces for tile whole the sum of 500,000 hours,
NewYork "Times" are printed,gives 11,000perfected or 50,000 days, representing a year's manual labor

_heetsan Ilour. The Victory press will print, cut, fold, of 166 men who do not increase by one cent tile
_mdpastest thebackatwenty-four page sheet atthe_ate general expense of food, and whose time has aof 7,000a_ hour. TheHoe perfectingpress willgive 12,0_0
or moreperfectedshee_ in an hour. (See Appleton'sCy- value much superior to that of thc average work-
_lop_dia,1_0.) man, -- We may add that in the time of Madame
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de $Orignd and even considerably later, such jour most of the great lords were themselves obliged
neys involved perils sufficiently serious for it to wipe their noses on their elbows. Through
_o be prudent to make one's will. In our day, the progress in agriculture, navigation, spinning
and notwithstanding the extreme rapidity of and weaving, most of the French to-day can be
steam travel, the chances have been singularly provided with some of these aids to neatness.
diminished. In England, only one victim (killed The same is true of shirts, and of all the neces-
or injured) is estimated to 500,000 or 600,000 saries of life. In former times, the purchase of a
travelers. -- We have just called attention to Bible required a small capital; today an infinite
the fact that the saving produced by inventions number of works are sold at onlya few sons, and
for transportation may be estimated in the days' in England and the United States the humblest
work of men who do not increase the general family can take at least one weekly journal.

supply of food. This observation is important, Only a short time ago traveling was a great lux-
and we ought to extend it to the action of in- ury; by the improvement of the avenues of corn
ventions. It was estimated that there were in munication, it is now within the reach of every

France, in 1846, nearly 4,400 steam engines, one.--The facts which we have given, and

equivalent to 1.100,000 m(;n. These eminently others still morc numerous which we might
laborious automata, coming to the aid of thc recall, prove how mechanical, physical and
human population, content themselves with coal chemical inventions unite powerfully to realize

for their only food, and in no way diminish the conditions of liberty and equality, to redccm
supply of provisions or make them dearer.--II, man from _iavery, properly so called, as well
Etonomic aT_d Moral Eff'_cts of .b_veMion, s. It is as from that other slavery of privation and

superfluous to d.wellhere on the mannerin which brutalizing labor, and to elevate him in h;s
inventions, the first effect of which is an abun- own eyes and in those of his fellow crcaturc_

danceof products ands loweringof prices, finally Religion and philosophy have in turn pro-
result in the possibility of a continually increas- (.laimed these great principles of liberty and

ing number of the population procuring for them- equality; but, as M. Aug dc Gasparin observe_,
selves these products; and how inventions thus (¢'onsid(rationss_tr les machit_,Lyons, 1834), they
diminish their sufferings, increase their material would havc remained powerless to give them
well-being, and obtain for them the meansof par- value without progress in the industries. Slaver).
ticipating in the share of intellectual and moral we must not forget, existed among the ancient_
_enjoyments of which civilization permits the at- side by side with philosophy; in modern times
tainment. (See CONSU_I'TIOH.) The high price it was imported into the colonies and main-

,of products is the principal obstacle to the prog- tained there by Christians, both Catholic and
ress of society. There is a tendency in soc.tety Protestant. Religion and philosophy would
(constantly progressive, but hitherto incapable of alone be incapable of accomplishing the temporal
attaining its object) toward a condition which redemption of humanity. Mills have come aml
may be expressed as being an accumulation of freed a host of slaves, who, among the ancients,
alimentary substances, of those which serve for were engq_ged in pounding gr_Sn in nlortars or
clothing and for dwellings as well as of objects of turninggrin(ling stones by hand; and those whmn
science and the arts, so that every man may al- the lot of war condemned to be simple machines,

ways be able to procure for himself and his faro- have been replaced by millers to whom free laboJ'
ily larger and larger quantities of these objects, always secures a modest competency, and some-
This is a result desired alike by the philanthro- times wealth and consideration. The sail effectc(1

pist, the philosopher, the economist and the states- the deliverance of the unfortunate ones who were
lUSh; and it is every day approaching realiza- compelled to ply the oar, a labor so severe that
tion, through the fecundity of human genius, ex- slaves among the ancients, and malefactors, il_
pressing itself in improvements and inventions more recent times, were, under the name of ga]-
.of every kind. Formerly the English cotton Icy-slaves, put to this work. To thesail, steam is

factories scarcely met the demands for internal added; and henceforth the sufferings of the sailo,'-
consumption, which averaged a decimetre of cloth boys and the sailors are alleviated; the privations
for each person. To-day they give from sixteen they endure are less severe; their manners be-
to eighteen metres, and they export considerable come more gentle. Intelligence has come to
quantities. Prices grow lower every day. "Con- take the place of force, or better, to direct it,

sequently this soft, convenient and useful cloth, guide it, and make it productive. -- What we
formerly so dear and so rare, is to-day within the say of the severe and fatiguing labors, is still

means of every one. This is almost a revolution in more true of the labors of a repulsive and
manners. A change has been wrought in domestic dangerous nature, which scientific processes mod-
life; alove for neatness and a habit of it, have if)" or transform, or of which inventions wholly
become general; and "cleanliness," as the English relieve men. Such, for example, is the new

preacher, Wesley, said. "is more than a quality: method of gilding and silvering, which dispenses
it is a virtue which elevates the soul, because it with the intervention of mercury, so destructive
gives mann sense of his dignity." (Michel Chev- of human life; such is the new way of.cleaning

-alter, Cour# d'ge, onomie Po//t_e, p. 91.)--In the ditches, which saves laborens from the morbid
,reign of Henry II. no one had a handkerchief; effects of sulphureted hydrogen, and their too_a



:from its corrosive pow, m', --Let us also _observe cation, both by land aszd hy _._ _hing_,f N
that, by favoring the division of labor, mechanical communication, of the mariner's _mt_ss, Or of
and other improvements bring woman back more the electric telegraph! Ill.._. made t_
and more to the care of tile family and of house- Inventions; I_+ventions al_aay$ +u.s_+_ +++¢_a8vt'iciy
keeping, and make it possible for all the faculties ant to Labor in general. The _ of inven

of man to be cultivated and made productive in tions has been won in political econbmy; but the
the general interest of humanity. It has been prejudice which condemns them lm+4 still too
noticed that in England and the United States, many echoes ill society for us to+ here pass over
where mechanical appliances have been largely in silence the arguments which perpetuate it.
developed, women l_bor very little in tile fields, Let us proceed with them in due order. IIere is

and are not seen bending under tile weight of a the fundamental objection, which goes to the
harvest bm'den or a basket of manure. This sad heart of the problem, and wlfich is the root of
spectacle, on the contrary, meets us in nmny the thicket of _l)hisms formed by all the others.
parts of continental Europe, and even in several Peoph. ¢'an not and do not deny the prodigious
localities in France. IlL Paris, it.self, in the heart effects of the employment of machines and the
of civilization, it is not rare to see women hm- resulting economy of productive force; bat they
nessedto vehicles, or bending underthewcight of _ay (and this was the very objection of Montes-
heavy bm'dens. It is also in countries where quieu% that this economy for some is compen-
improvements in agriculture have been the great- sated by the loss of others, and that finally so-
t,st, tint it most fully emph)ys the resources of ciety grows poorer hy the amount of labor saved
mechanics, thepowerof auimalsand the teachings by the invention and lost to those of its members
,)f ._ience; in countrie_ where t_ausportation is whom it deprive_ of work.--We will not dwell
the ea+iest, that the nleans of subslste_we are t)r+) (m tile ques, i+,n of justice which meets us In,re.
(h|('ed with tile fewest hamls, and consequently John t)ro+hlces till article under certain eondi-
that a greater number of minds can turn to uther tions, and nmkcs me pay a certain pri(.c for it:

l)ranches of human activity, such a_ the industries, Paul ex_,rcim,s his mgenuity, and finds a way to
commerce, the arts and lfi_ilosol)hic and scientific tb) better and In offer me the article at a h)wer

r,,scarches, the influence +)f which then makes pri(.c. By wbat right does John keep thc mo-
ilself felt on laboring men aml indeed on all nnpo}y of doing we,rse? In virtue of wh'd ju_-
humauity. --There i._one last remark wc wish to lice is Paul not to be permitted to do better, and
make. Certainly, everyoue is of the opinion that I coml)elled Io buy of one rather than the oth,,r?
industrial improvemcn'ts, machiuery and other But wewill not d_ell on this. It is not correct to
alrplioalions of science, give nations a greater _'ly that society loses, and on this point we will
desire to have security maintained, a_d that, by give the _ ords of Bastial : "Jack had two fr_lnes
binding people more closely together through with which he was employing two workme_
the growing exchange of producls, of i(lea_, of Bul he conceive- an arrangement of rope_ and
sentiments and of esteem, their influence has weights which _h+)rtens the labor by bull. He

already nr_de war, comlue_t and domination un- therefore obtains the szm(., result, s+_vcs a f3'ane
pOl)tflar; and every day this same cause renders and discharges a workman, lIc (lischar_es a
more difficult the return of that folly of princes w,_rkman: this _ what pcoplesee. + * But b,'-
+rod peoples, an impious recourse to arms. But hin(l lhe lmlf of th(: phenomenon whleh 7_oph' se_.
on this point Ihere is a still more direct influence there is another half _zhich they do not *ee. They

of inventhms and the genius of inventiou, which 11o not see the franc saved by Jack aud the ne¢'c*-
we must here. take into account. In becoming sary results of that saving. Since, in con._t-
perfected, instrumeuts of destruction, by one of qm'nc,, of his invention Jack spends but on(+
those admirable aPl)arent contrtt,lictions of which frant: for manual labor, In the pursuit of a p_r
Providence holds the secret, become in fact les,_ ti(.u}ar advant;Ige, lie has a franc remaining. If
to be dreaded. There has been less destrnction then lbere is illthe worhl a workm_n with unem-

of buman life since the invention of cannon, ploycd hands, there is also a capitalist who offer_

Battles where guns are used are relatively less * Montt._quiea _atd: "Thoae machiaeu which aim to

fierc_ than those with swords; a few projectiles shorten the proce_-s are not always useftfl. If an article
intelligently thrown can take tile place of those sells at a middliu_ price une equally advantageous for the

buyer and the '*_ork.l_lallwho made it, any machiae.s wl]_ch
impetuous a_saults after whicb the conquered sh<mld ._implify the proces_ ol+_ufaeture, that is it, an:,.
'xere ptlt to the sword, and the conquerors, mad _ hich _,hould dHnini_h the number of work_tea, wouht hr.
with victory, marked their pathway with blood, injurious; and il mills propelled by wator power were. _:(*testabli,_hed everywher(., I should not believe them a_ ad
It is becat_e the certainty of destruction ]ms been vantageous as people any tl_y are, because they ha_'e <h.-
increased by the improvements in firearms; and priced agreat number ol people<ffal_ opportu+rityto wc,,k
it iS in the nature of the most courageous even, to cut off the _tsc of the water from many fie]dr%and l+a,.-
shun such a certainty.-- We have, as we think, made many olher_ h,_e their frultfnhm_s." (._¢prd ,1 ,_

.Lois, be)ok xviii+, chap. xv.) We reproduce here the v,ht,h,
sufficiently analyzed the power of inventions, substance (ff blontesqutcu on this subject. We _b_u,'.",,--
and their industrial and social effects. We have, mark that the illustrious publicist knew _rl_thlng nf tm:
however, said nothing of the services romlered marvels of modern indu_'y., and that he wrott; helot,'

Adam Smith and hi_ sucee_arshad thrown upon economic
Immunity by printing, nothing of the influence questions the light m which hla sullerlur _ola would not

of the _. )cements in the means of communi- have been iaal_bl¢.

'_:+_+ : • ,+ .+ + . +++ +
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ibis uuemployed franc. These two elements nice( wage,, f1'om which those who turned the stones
lind ton'blue, and it is m, clear as daylight that and who will now enll)loy their tinle at some
I)etween tilt. demand and supply of hlbor, and other o(.(.ul)ati,m to prf,duee something else use-
the demand and supply of wages, the relation is |'n] to .,-o(.i(.ty, will derive tile benefit. It is,
in no respect (hanged. Tile invcntioa aud the tllercto_,, m,t true that .-,)cmly lo..,es by the era-
one workman paid _xith the first fraue IIOW per- I)h:,ynlelll o1 a now invention which save. nloliey

form the work which w;c. fol'mcrlyaceon)plished h, tlw Im3cl For lid- .-;,ring i,_ simply changed
by two workm(,n Tile second worknlan, paid in Illl,'ctltl_t: aq the l,_du'qrie,_ are (..njoiued ill
with the second fr:mc, produces a new luc('v thvir illtelc-t..., what is el.ontmlized in one, gee:
of work. What then ha., In:ell changed in the 1,1 al.)tll, i. The 3 h_1'm, _- FI,'l..,tial ha., ill,,.o stud.
world? There i.; ,me nlole objeel in the c'oun- a va-t v,holo_ff _hich all the l)art_ conununicate
try lhat can satisfy hull)all de(ire, in other 101tll'-, lly hidden chaimcl.'.: D.ll(I ,'Oll',('(tttellt]v I'( ollonly

the tnvelition i_ :tgratuitotl.'- CoiiqtleM, it gilt- does not (,ciurat thcexpell,l.t)fl:ll)¢_ritlnl_Itges,
ltlitOUS l)l'Otit t,) htllll;tlli[ 3 . _ "_ "_" ]l,s --.'kltoth('l dt-Ill(_i,Ml'zlti()li lllll) I)C given that in-

.fimtl )'emtlt i_ art t't_c;'ca,_cof ._a.tt_fllctiun :,."tit; vcutitm._ tit, not injure .-o( icty. It i_ thai whi(.h ,1.
._,lme _tnlolod (it" btbo)'. 1,Vile gaitl.., tills adtllti(mal l:l 5a 3 (3"o.,'.m.t Pcu,,',p., d'_fi,..,,mb ]_,,U:iTue ,
_atisf:u'tiou': Fn'-t, tile )1)yen!or. the c,q)itali_,t, eel. i, chap. vi ) addrc_,-t,,, particularly t,_ Sis-
the tir.,.t ,me wlm emph)3s the invention .,uc('(,_.-- molldi, t,kiug up tht o),jvcti,m (if Montv-qmeu

tully, and !hi-, i. llw it,_,_al'd of his gt.niu., and .f alld ...t;u.ti,l_ _llb lh,, pr(.mi-c till! Ill(' _allt.. of
lhe ri-k hc lttt_ tak,,u. In this ca,-,,,, a- we haw ll:lliol)'_ _U(' ,_ fixed qu,tutit}, Ilia!. i11{'t)llbt'l|ll(ql('e,

ju'-I _,ecI). lit' rt'ldiz( '¢.it .,aving ill lhc ('.'kpcll-,' of ('x('l'3 liIll(' tliilt ('otisUll|ldi_ll ('M't','ds flip lneaD.q
l)l.odtletion, which, 111 whatPVt,l way it hi,IV 11(' Of I,lo,hl¢ tvlu. t"_cl'X lit'iV dl-, o_('l'y i', it hi'lit'Ill

.,,i)vnt (as it alw;13s is1. CUlldOy- ju-t a- hi,my to -o(.wt 3 .mM Ihal _llvn l)todm'litm ,.nflic,-- fully
llalld,q its the illVl.llliOl] Ii;l_ i.tlll_l d It, Iw tit-- fill' f'llll-tllllpliotl, t"_l'l' 3 _ilIlil;,r di-covery l.- a

charged. But .-cell (:(nnpt.titiml h)rc,,- hilt1 to cal,m_ily At the out-t,! _t' ,,lmuld rcnmik, that
h)wer his sellit,g price ill proporli.n to the ,_av- 5i,-luoudi arallt, the utility el invt,nti.n- in a ca.-e
illg in expea...c. And then it i- no longer the _hi.h. tal.in_ cverythinp iut. considt.rali.m _s
il_velllor who get., the In'Of)l, fIOlll the inv,,ution, IIH, gt,nol'al ca:e, and ,I. I-{. Say. in taf't. 10 reI)ly
bUt it l'_ the hiP, or of the producl, the (.oll-unler, It/Idm ha.- ouly to (ttmy that !he want., el ,-,ci(qy
the l)ubliv, in(.ludin_ the worknlall--itl a _:,o1'_1, arl, a fixt,d anti a..-_igllal)le qu,mtily; I)eOatl-(, pol)-
nlaukind And _rhat peOl;le do t_ot s,e. is that the ulatiot) incl"ea_(:-, l)ecau>e evt.r.v day _e Inak, w-e
savitlg thuscffef'led ])y all (.()ll,Ull,Cr_ (.reltlc_a' t)f pro(lu('!-illlklloWn to !ho._e v,'ho ('illllt" ]wft)lt.
fund from which wages get a supply, x_hicll u,, befall.-,,, a'. the inventi,m I'educt,, llw cxpvn-t.
makes up for l]tat which the illVeutioll lind of l_rodu('tit)tl, lilt' lo',',('l'lllg of the price of lilt.
stopped. ThllS, to revu.r to the :tl)ove-lut,nli(_llcd producl incilt,... 1o all incl'(.:lSe of coit-,tllnpli,m,
example: Jack obtain.- a product I)y expending whi(.h necc...-itatt'sau in! rl,a'.c t)f lm)(lucttoli, an(l,
two franc- ill ',','a.ffv:-;. Thanks to his in_enti,m, ill !lie ,,lid. the (,lnl_]Oynl('l,I (,f .- Illali. _, nlCll, el

lilt' lll}tLlua] ]abt)r costs llinl olllv ()nc frauc. So Pvl_n lllOl'e, afti,r Ill(, illVCtltiOll its before it (w(,
hmg a'. lie _elN the product at the -lilly pri(,e, .quill rvxel"t h) thi, l),dIll): bt,(.au-e, l-itlally, lhe
fhel't,i'; ()lit' I('_.Swolknl_ln (if'till)led ill ll_aking pr,)du('t'¢ Cl'Calt,d l)y il l)_()lhwcr tmnt_h }lira file
this e,.l)t.eial l)rt)duel thi.% pew(l, ,._e ," hut thert, i_ nH ;in.,.,of I)uyi_uth,' pr,Mm't'_ Clt'ltl('(l I)V another,
one t, 'qkllHlll l|lOl(' ('mploycd b_ lilt'till. _ Ot tile filial ill (Otl_l'(ttlCllt't' ()l' !lli- l)rothwli,m bolll m'e

h'aue _ hich Jack ha_ s:iw'd: thi._, /he( do md ,,o. lwtt,,r -uppht.d Aud hvtc .]. B. ;4ay (.MIs to hi_
_Vh,'ll, hi tht' Ill!ill'ill c,,tlrsc of lllillg'-., Ja(k. i. aid lh,, Ih¢_r} el nlilrk(q'-, oil _hieh 111..ha'4
(olnpclh.d to lo_cr the pri('e ol hi.-- product a tluo_xll ,.-o lnu, h It(Ill ]Io al-o eilcs lhv ,h'vcl
tranc, lie no hmo('r l'calize,, a .,.itvillg Ii3" th(, ill- tq_lin'nl _)f l','_o gl'Cal partql! hl,lu'-lrits, v¢,r)" l)md-
vt,ntion: then hc will no more Intve all exlra t",I in IIH,il b,'ffllllllll"-, bul ',',lli, h Ih(' _cniu-of

lrane tit hi> disl)nsal, with which to e.unn:ln(1, of invt,111io1_ ha- th,vl,h,pe'.l ._,, en(_l'nmu-ly :rod .-,.
lilt labor in the natiol_, another produ('l. Bul, it, r:q)idly lhal Ilwy have beennw ll'uM¢._ wilh MUlO,.t

this re,,pect, the ]_urcha-,er is put 111 his l)lacc, illllUUlCrabh, br:mches, emplo3i1_g a lllou.;md
lad this ptlrchilser is nlallkind. Whoever lilly., times ;_,-11mn3 hfl,or(,r- a. h,rmcrly + Th,,-c tx_,)

his product pa)'_ for it it h'al)e le,_.q, saves _ frallc, , * Iu England. before the ILIXellli,),l of Ill/l_ tl:llt'_, thor!.

luld l)eCt,.,,,_arily ho](ls !his saving, at lhl. servi(,,, of _erc c-umated t. b.. Only 5,x._)_tmlm r- _r _tlhttl _lmCb',
lhc wages fllntl : th_,_, again, people do .w,t m'< ' * -- ' and "2;_1 _e_, r-: m all. 7,_ workmcu. _hd,. iu 1;8;,
Apply)lift Ihi,, (l(,nloIl.,,Ira[ion to the ('Xltllll)]e of ton 3cal_ after lhe number of _lmlV,t'r_. mcor,h_:z 'u)'the
I_1C l_,_llI_l • Ill)l], which we. fit!re fit tile hi,ginning, report of ,m in_c_r_gatnv-" ,'oltlIll_:h'e, '._a_ (,-inn,tied at." l{15,[kl_)_ all([ of _l¢'_l_er-, _|7,(IO0; III I1]]. :{5_.(ioe /_t)rk,ll(_D.

We lilld that tilt.lead of paying at h, ast o90 fral)CS Smct i'hcli, m l_hmer', Ira.',chnI_ge(l. Ill,.,_.tllllework i_ p,.r-
p(.r lilly to those _X-llotllrll tile grinding stone, the formed ",_ith mu( h lee, el _ (ivkm(,m m_d _tvam ba_ t lkt.n
t'lHlSlllners of l_t)lll-_ which iq made in nlil]s, 1111"11' 1he pl,lcv of mv:_ in llntll3 kinds of labor, and _'( the mini-

her of _Vt)FkllICll tla_ i,lcI't_ll_e'tt. M% l_*.llllt'¢_ Ill {|l_ t, I[ifi-

,,_(-r these 290 fl'al)e8 lille the COlllnlol] fund of tory of the C,)ttoa ._lallll|a¢:,lre." iLt,lldoll, ]8't51, |ut_t

• C_ qu'on l)ot_ et _e qll'o, ne veil p_. (What people _ee, .h(_wn itltll ill 1"'_ there x_e_e 2;_.llq_l _ 0rknlen -J)llllllllg Or

'l'_dwhat the)"do not see). brochure ill llJlllO_p. :,0. (Thi_ ' wenvin_ :Itmachine% :uld2"/_tk)Oweavln.z by hand. ill ll|l,

p;tnlphlot 18oil( of Ba_*tiat's essaytaon Political Ecollomy, I 4t_7,(lli_) Iwl.'(m'_- .I;y_qo_,pill'-"the worknlen In the -idv in-
dllMrle_, 8tlC]l a _z /]o11, ])rlllllllff, tlltlt'_, clip i),akilL_'. Pit"

a.I lnchlded Ill the published AIllerictlll tran_latioll of the ] Mr I_,llIlt.'_- real lit '_ _l,i)_h,I _,r 1,')01111t_il. 1; Ih¢ oht '.,¢11_-,,m(, )--E. J. L.
91 VOI.. IL-- 38
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industries are printing and spinning co/ton. We citement to self-multiplication among the work-
might mention many others, and prove by statis- ing population, but to the system of protectiou
tics, that at the end of a certain lime the new indus- and prohibition. Inventions have more properly
try engages, either directly or intlir_,ctly, a larger the reverse effect, by lightening the occupations
working population. This demonstration cor- of man and thereby improving Ills morals. Ex-
roborates the preceding. Alone. it wouht be in- cess of l)rOduetion and crises also arise from
sufficient; for it wouhl leave one to conclude that causes entirely diffesent. (See CitifiES, PRODUC-
in the case (very r.tre, it is true) where the special Tm_;.) As to decline in wages and the excessive
consumption of the product iu question remains length of a day's labor, these result from an ex-
stationary or nearly so, the invention is an injury cess of working population, a subject which will

to labor, which is incorrect; for not only does it be presented and developed under the word Poe-
not harm society, but it is of advantage to it by tU_ATm_. We can, however, say here that the
putting it in the way of increasing its gratifies- condition of the working classes in our day, com-
tions without increased effort, and by giving it pared with that of times more remote, when in-

an opportunity to accumulate an increase of cap- yen(ions were not common, and that the condi-
ital, with which it can pay for more labor. -- tion of the working classes of manufacturing and

Other minor objections have been made to inven- agricultural countries where the employment of
tions. It has been said that they impose upon inventions is considerable, compared with that of
man oppressive toil. But this conclusion hasbeen the same classes where inventions arc rarely
drawn from a few particular cases which have used, proves that the facts observed are at van-
not been clearly brought under the general rule. ante with the objections just stated. Sixty years
To any one who has a little acquaintance with ago the great mass of the English and French
industrial occupations a_ a whole, this assertion people were not nearly so well providcd with nee-
has no foundalion. If inventions have one evi- cssary articles. Nor must we look to Egypt or
dent. incontest'tble effect, it is to simplify and any other country still destitute of inventions, f,)r
lighten labor. It has bccn said that they ten- comfort, morality and intelligence.--IV. Inr_c_-

der industrial labor irregular, by promoting al- tio_s _l_ay displace Workme_ ; nzlnwrous circu_,,-
ternations of activity and complete stagnation, star_ces whide coul_terbala_ce thi_ disadea_t_ge. If
and consequcntly exhausting the workinan by we consider only the workmen whose place tile
over-work and condemning him afte1_utrd to invention takes, we see at once men deprived of
poverty. This objection is likewise the expres- their work, their means of living, and obliged
stun of imperfect observations. The employ- to seek other occupations, to put themselvc._

men( of inventions supposes establishments on to a new apprenticeship, and to suffer the priva
a large scale, whose proprietors have invested tions of a stoppage; hence, anxiety and suffering
a large amount of capital. Now, it is only at the " Here," _ys Rossi, (Cours d'_:olwmie Pol.itiqu_,
last extremity that those who carry on such estab- 2(1 vol., 10th lesson), "we have a grave fact, a
lishments stop their business-, because they do not fact which the defenders of inventions would lg,
wish to lose interest on their capital and general wrong to question. * * When it was claimed
expenses; and experience provcs that before su_- that this fact merited little consideration; when
pending work, these business men sacrifice their it was asserted that laborers passed readily at
own interests and even knowingly incur los,qes in once from one kind of work to another; that the

hope of better days. These efforts to conlinue increase of products and the decline in price.,,
production are less in establishments which do and the increasing general consumptiolL cau._d
not employ inventions, and which, in the alterna- the same producer soon to demand agai_J, not
tire of suspending labors or continuing them at a withstanding the inventions, the same number of
lo_, hesitate less to discharge their workmen, workmen a-sbefore, I do not hesitate to say, the
Inventions have also been accused of promoting question was ewtded, and, to a certain point, the
division of labor, over-stimulating the increase of true results of the operation were concealed."
the manufacturing population, leading to execs- We will add, that it would be interpreting Rossi

sire production and industrial crises, and bring- ciToneously, to adjudge him hostile to invention._.
lag on a decline in wages and too severe labor. If he does not defend them, it is, as hc s_l)_,
These are all objections which, were they well because they defend themselves. They maxk
founded (which we are not willing to admit), industrial progress, and " industrial protres-
would be wronglyattribuled to inventions. The nothing can arrest."* We agree with l_ssi that

latter are sometimes the effect and sometimes the * Ricardo (chap. xxxi. of his "Principles" added to tb_
cause of a greater division of labor; but this di. 4th edition, translated into French in the Collect*on dc,:
vision is one of the greatest means of progress, Princtpaux _conomtMes,) examines the exceptional amt

and the charges brought against it will hardly theoretical case of sudden invention and application it(.
bear examination. (See DIvisioN OF LABOR.) It shows, likewise, that, in certain given case_,, the invert(ionor the industrial improvement may augment the nt,t |)rot[
is not to inventions that we _houhl impute the in. act while diminishing the raw product, and may dtspla(,'

workmen. But Ricardo ia not on that aCcount ho.,,tilc t,,
women and children are counted; and 2,000,000, if he in- inventions. He says (p. _I0, M'Cnlloch'e edition): "Th_
cludes the Joiners and masons who build the factories, and s;a_ments whteh I have made will not, I hope, lead to lh(
the locksmiths who make the machines, without counting inference that machinery should not be encouraged. %'
the women and the old men. elucidate the principle, I have been supposing that improved
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itis well, in political economy, not to evade diffi- perfects more or less in his especial husincss, it

,culties; but, happily, we have a statement to in. would be necessary to decree immobility of intel-
sert here, of several circumstances which can, lcct, the death of humanity. It is absurd: that
and which in fact do, diminish the inconveniences is all. As for the rest, we join in Ricardo's re-
which may temporarily result to the working murk (p. 241, M'Culloch's edition of Ricardo's
,class from tile introduction of inventions which works): "The employment of machinery couhl
accelerate production. 1. ,-N'cw inventions are never safely l)e discom'uged in a state, for if cap-
generally expensive, and a large _mount of ital i_ not ullowed to get the greatest net revenue
capital is needed to put them in operation. If that the u-e of machinery will afford here, it
lhis difficulty does not prevent their final adop- will be carried 'tbrnad, 'rod this must be a much
lion, it at least delays it, Convincing proof of more serious dis('ourag_,ment to the (lemund for
this can be found in the history of most indus- labor than the most extcn¢ive employment of
tries. 9. The routine spirit, the dread of inno- macllinery; for while a c:q)ital is employed in
,_'ations, and the fear of losing capital, delay the this country it must create a dem;md for some
application of new inventions, render the transi- labor; ma(hinery (:an not be worked without
lion gradual, and sometimes prevent the appear- the assistance of men; it can not be made but
_nce of any inconveniences. 3. In proportion with the contribution of their labor. By invest-
_ts the arts become more nearly perfect, the in- ing part of a capital in improved machinery.
vention of machines becomes more difficult, there will be a diminution in the progressive de-
There is a degree of art in which blind force is round for labor; by expt)rtin,_ it to another coun-
made to execute all that is possit)lc to it, and try, the (lem'md xxill l)c wholly _ml_ihilute(l."
where man fulfills only a purely intellectual There are people xxh. (lure not go st) far, and who
function.--But in the century which has just i)vopo_e to l)revt.llt ov t)lohibit only certain in-

elapsed, and which is so remarkable for the ventions, pcrhal)s the mo,t complicated, o1' those
progress of the sciences and the industries, car- which t_kc the meet w(,vk from the workman, or
lain classes of workmen have been most cruelly the newest. But it one should ask the authors

affected. In our times we may mention those of of these propositions to themselves classify the
Belgian Plunders, whom the iutroduction of flax- invcntion_ to l)e l)re.-erve(t or destroyed, to be

,-pinning, added to other causes, reduced to per- allowed or prost.vibed, they would really not
arty. (See Etudes d'Ecol_omie Politique el Statis- know how to rcl)ly. If steam is to be rejected,
tique, by M. Wolowski; Guillaumin, Paris, 1848.) why not the power of wind or water? Why
Becauseof these facts, writel_ have thought tl'wy mills to gTind the gruilJ? Why slozles? And
must make out a case against new inventions, would the plowshare, which doesthe work of ten
industrial innovations, and the general displace- men working witil a spade, find favor? We are
ment of labor and capital. In whatever has il_(h,cd, we repeat, still wholly absurd, and we
been said, no one has thu_ far been able to re- must make haste to rid ourselves of our absurd-

fute the body of considerations which we have ity. But, do you 't_k wlmt we must (lo? Let
presented. We should add, many of the oppo- us first tell whut bus been proposed. -- M. de
nents of inventions and of industrial improve- Sismondi, the mo_t serious opponent of Inn-
meats used this theme to exaggerate the de- chines, draws no definite conclusion. Only one

facts of present society, which they proposed may say that the logic of his criticism, inspired
to reconstruct from the foundation, and that it by honest feeliHg, but l):lse(1 on imperfect obserwl

was to them a literary or scientific instrument, tlon, leads to the al):mdonment el the division of
far more th&nan economic or scientific discussion, labor, of machines, nnd of munufuctnres, an(i to

--To recapitulate: those who have rejeoted in- a return to it patriarchal state of society, which
ventions have seen that they were obliged to op- M. Proudhon has defined as "the system of
pose the increase of useful things, oppo¢c ccono- every one at his own abode, every one for him-
my in production, the attainment of a result self. in the most hteral acceptati(m of ti_ephrase."
with diminished effort; in short, to maintain the M. Proudhon a(ld_: "It is to go backward; it is

ttieory of poverty; and more than one has used impossible " J. l_,. Say had already said so to 3I.
faulty logic. But let us revert to the displace- de Sismondi; but it i- well to have it repeated to
meat of workmen. Means have been sought to him by the harsh oriticism of tile _Ialthusians
remedy this evil, which, happily, is temporary (C_Mradictio_ Eco_mmiquc, L 1st vol., iv., ,_ iii.)--

;_nd transient. Barbarians thought they could The communists and socialists reasoned thus:
proscribe machines. The reader will hardly "Since the object of inventions is to render man
permit us to stop to consider this opit_ion. To as rich as possible with the least labor, since the

reject machines is to reject every invention, natural agents must do everything for all, inven-
ever), improvement, every innovation, every step tions ought to belong to tlm community." Then
forward. And, as every man thinks, invents and follow, as remedies for the evils attributed to in-
machinery is muddetdy discovered, and extensively used; ventions, the various new systems of social organ-
but the truth t8, that the_e discoveries are gradual, and ization. It is not for us here to discuss these
r:,ther opera(eta determining the employment of the capi- illusions. (See SOCIALISM.)-- Another opinion
tul which is eared and accumulated, than in diverting cap- arises from this, without bein_ _ls logical: it is
_lalfrom its actual employment." (See, farther on, an-
_,her quotation from the same author.) that of those who have proposed an association
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of the inventors, proprietors and workmen. This pared with the advantages which counterbalance
is another utopia, which it would take too much them, and they are so much the less as the indus-

time to discuss here; we confine ourselves to its try is the more prosperous. -- Finally, we can do
mere mention. --It has been proposed that the no better than close with one of the observations
workmen should be indemnified by the invent- with which we began, and we borrow the words
ors, or by the capitalists and manufacturers of Basuat: "Tlwre is a natural inelimuion ia
who make use of the new inventions. Here men to go, unless forcibly prevented, to a good
arises at once a question of justice, property market, that is to say, to that which, with equ_d
and rights. But. the question of justice aside, satisfaction, saves them labor, whether this go¢_d
who does not know the uncertainties of new market comes from a skillful foreign producer
enterprises, the perplexities and mortifications or from a skillful meclmnical producer. The
of inventors and those who first apply the theoretical objection made to this inclination is
inventions! Should not these also have a right the same in both eases. In both cases it is ac-
to indemnification? And then who, pray, wouhl cuscd of paralyzing labor. Now labor rendered
not have a right to complain of the _rong not inert, but dispos,lblv, is precisely what del_ r-
done him by any innovation, any improve- minesthis inclination; and this is why, in bolh
ment whatever? Has an)" one dreamed of tlt¢. cases, it isopposed by the same practicalobslach,.

indemnities which would have been due for the viz., force. Thelegislatorprohibitsforcign c(]mpe-
application of steam, for the in_roduction of litton and interdicts mechanical competition: f,,r

stages, canals or h)comotives'.,-- People can not what other means exist of arresting an inclinatio_
insist on this order of i(lea_, .rod s(> they propose natural to all men, except to take away th,,u-

that the state be the chief |udemnificr. But if one lil_.rty? In many c<>untries, it is true, the legi_-
()nly means philanthropy and alms, we will re- ]alor slrlkes at only one of these two kir_(ls ()f
m'_rk, at the outset, lhat the state has no other competition, and eontentshimself _ith lanwming
pockets than those of its citizens, and that the the other: this proves only mm thing, which is
mo._t numerous class of citizens are the pooresl that, m this country, the ]egis]:tlor is iueonsi_tet,t.
We admit, however, that there may be a case This need not surprise u_: on a wro_tg _oad, pc.o
in which humanity and prudence would ree- pie are always inconsistent; if it were not so
ommend either the creation of public works to nmnkind would be destroyed. Never have w_.
give temporary relief to the displaced workmen, seen and never shall we see a fltlse principle (:,r
or s_mie other kind of assistance. These are pre- rie(I out to the extreme. I have elsewhere said:

carious lncam.; but there, are no others; and the Inconsistency is the limit of absurdity I might
final com.lusiott of this realtor is, that the bad have added: it is at the same time the evidelwe

effects of an invention being alway_ exce(.dcd by of it." (Bastiat, (._ q_t'on voit et c,e qu'on n¢ ,:,,il

the social advantages it secures, will be so much 1)a._; Pints. Guillaumin, 1850. brochure in 16mo,
the less felt by the workmen it displaces, as the p 49) N()thing can be more just than these
industry prospers the nn)re, and the un_.la_,ed words ot our illustrious co-worker and friend.-
laborers the more readily find again a remunera- The (1,1cstiotl of inventions did not engage the
tire nerupation and are able, from previous say- altenti_,n of Adam Smith; y(,t a part of his crlc-

ings, to provide for their necessities during stop- brated chapter on division of labor relates to lhi..
pages. --In the number of mean_ for contending subject. J.B. Say contributed much to its elu
with the disadvantages of inventions shnuhl then cidation, first in his 1"reztti_, afterward in hi_
be found a general diffusion of the first principles (.burse, 1st part, chaps, xviti..utd xix. See al-_,
of political economy, in the schools, by the aid the Course, by Florez E._trada. clmp. ix.; the fir-t
_,f which the ohihlrcn, who will ,some day be lessons, by M. Michel Chevalier; tim Element,_, by
workmen, wouhl I)egin to comprehend the true M Joseph Gamier, etc. See also the pamphh.I
natureof things, and wouldt)e fortifi_,d in advance by M. A. Gasparin, often quoted above. Mal
against the prejudices which incite them later to thus and Rossi have s'_id little on this subject.
hate and oppose inventions, or to depend upon Ricardo has developed some particular poiuls in

chimerical means for _ubsistence.-- V. Coacht- his t'ri_xiples, chap. xxxi. (S,e above.) S_smon.

sb)_, To recapitulate: the question of inventions di has only spoken of it in one very short chap-
is one of the most clearly re.-olved in political tcr, devoted likcwise to the effects of divisio_t

ec()nomy. --The right to invent, to improve, and of labor, which circumstance produces a eert'm_
to apply, is una,_ailable in itself. Moreover, its confusion in t, is objections. Socialistm s(.ho(,N
prohibition is impossible. -- In the _cond place, "rod political pamphleteers have, in tur_t, cxagg(
so('iety derives from every rational, mechanical, atedtheadvantagesordisadvantagesofinvention_
scientilic, admini,trative or other change, more M. Proudhon has, in C,mtradictio_* lgco_u_miq_tc,_.

satisfactions for less effort, satisfactions which ctm given considerable attention to inventions. IIc i-
bc measured by the effective power of modern favorable to this species of improvement; he anal-
mdustries._In the third place, the improve- yzes and combats the various means proposed t(,
ments made in the industries are not long in neutralize directly the displacement of workme_t
curing the individual evils, which sometimes, which a new invention may occasion. (See (;._r-

but not always, result from the displacement of ITAL, I)rv_smN OF LABOR, Fm_E TaADE, lSD('S-
labor and capital. These evils can not be com- Tltv, _[.stCtlINE8 ) Jos_l'tr GARNIER.
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10WA, a state of tile American Union, formed except that a whig congressman was chosen in
from the "Louisiana purchase." (See Ar;._EX.X- one of the two districts in 1848. The general
•rIo/_s, I.) A.fter the orgamzation of the state of election of 1854 was the turning point I)etween
Missouri in 1820-21 (see COMPRO.',ImES, IV. ; Mrs- the two periods; in it the republicans succeeded

_OURI), the territory north of that state extending in electing the governor, one of the two congress-
to British America, and lying between the Missis- men, a heavy majority of the lower house of the
sippi and 3,1issouri rivers, was neglected by con- legi._laturc, and came o_l(: short of a m_Jjority in
gress until the act of June 28, 1834, made it a pa_t the upper hnusc. Onc result was the ell,orion of
of the territory of Michigan "for tlle purpo.-e of Jam(,s Harlan to the United States senate. Since
temporarygovermnent"; the actor April 21_,1836, that time (1855-81) the democratic party h_ls been
look it from MiclHgan territory, after July 3 ft,l- practically a nonentity in the state. Until 1859
lowing, and added it to Wisconsin terdtc)ry; and emc of the United States scmttors ((,hosen in 1853)
the act of June 12, 1838, erected it into the terri- was a democrat, nnd in 1854 and in 1874 a dcmo-
t[_ry of Iowa, after ,)'uly 3 folhlwing. Oct. 7, 1844, crat was chosen in Olle of the congre._siom_.l dis-
_t conw'.ntion of delegates from the southern part triets; these, and from 20 to 4(} of the 150 mere-
of the territory formed a state constitution, claim- bcrs of the biennial legi>latures, have been the cx-
ing about the same boundaries as at present tent of democr:ltic influence upon the p,dilics of
This territory seemed to congres,, unreasnn.ib]y the state. The republicans have clcctctl all the

large, and the act of March 3, 1845 (_cc FLORID,_), governors, United S_ates senators and represents-
while admitting the state, assigned Io it asawest- tires(with three exceptions), amlhave maintained

,ern boundary the meridian of 17' 30' west of from 60 to 70 per cent. of the popular vote. lu
Washington, and as a northern boundary the par- 1874 the democrats, taking thc name of "anti-
allel passing through the rnouthof theBlucEarlh monopolists." succeeded in electing one of the
river, in the present state of Minnesota; Iowa rune rcprescntative_, in tile norlheaster_ or Du-

would thus have been about half as wide as at buque district, by a majority of but 63 in a vote
present, and slightly longer from north to south, of 22,069; in 187_ two of the representatives,

Tile boundaries havitJg been submitted to the p(,o- Weaver and Gillettc, were "grceabackcr.-." the
pie of Iowa, inaccol'da_cc xxilh section fourof tilt. former from the southern or Keokuk dtstri(.I, and
act, were rejected by a vote of 7.235 for and 7,656 the latter from the soulhwes|ern district of the
against it, and Iowa r,,mained :, territory. A state; but in all thc_e c:t,(,s the lost distri(,t xv_,a
convention, which met May 4, 184 ;, at Iowa City, again c_lrried by the republicans. (Sec Pl¢orall_t-
formcdanewstateconst_tutitm, which was ratiticd TtO,_.)--This ahnost invariable regularity has

b)_popular vote, Aug.3. Itdcfincd thcstateboun- operated very mucil to the disadvantage of the
• ladeaasfollows: "Beginningiulllemiddleofthc lmblicmcn of the state. One party ha_ always
main channel of the Mississippi river at a point been careless, and the otller pz_rty hopeless, as to
due cast of the middle of tile mouth of the main the result of Iowa's vote; and the favors of th(;

channel of the Des Moines river; thence up the national parties bare been reserved for the public
Des Moines river to the northern boundary of men of states whose vote was m(_re doubtful.
Mi_ouri ; thelace westward on that line to the Mis- Cnnsequently, though Iowa has never l;,ckcd able
souri river; thence tip the )li%ouri to the Big me,_, their services have bc(,u better apl)re('ia_,'d
Sioux river; thence up the Big Sioux to the p_r- by the state titan by the nation. Amonff them are
allel of 43 _ 30' ,_(irth latitude; then('e east on that W.B. Allison, republican representative 1863-71,
line to the Mississippi river and down the ]_Iissis- United St.ires senatnr 1$73-85; Win. "_V.Bclknap,
sippi to the beginning." A supplementary act of _c('relary of war under Grant (see Jkl)MINIS'rRA-

congress of Aug. 4, 1846, accepted the boundaries T_O._S, I_PEAC_MEN'rs, _'II ); James W. Grimes,
thus defined, and the state was finally admitte(l first rcpt_l_hcan govt,rnor of the state, U_dted
by act of Dec. 28,1846. -- The constitution of 1846 States senat,_r 1850-71 ; James IIarlan, United

prohibited slavery, the loaning of state credit to States senator 1855--65 and 1866-73, and secretary
individuals or' corporations, the contraction of a of the interior in 1865. John A. Kasson, reprcsen-
•_tate debt of more than _250,000 or county debt tative 1863-7 and _873-7. and minister to Austria

to more than 5 per cent. of its property valuation, 1877-81 ; Samuel J. K_rkwood, governor of the
aud the granting of charters except by general stqtc, United States senator 1866-7 and 1877-81,
htws; made the sessions of the legislature bien- and secretary of the interior under Garfield (._ee
_,ial and the governor's term two )'ears; restricted ADMINISTItATIO-'NS); and George W. McCrary,
the _uffrage to white males; and fixed the capital representative 1_69-77, secretary of war u_dcr
at Des Moines. A new constitution, formed by I/ayes, and appointed United States circuit judge
a('onvention which met Jan. 19, 1857, and rati- in 1879.--The name (if Iowa was given from

fled by popular vote Aug. 3, changed none of the that of its princip'fl river, an Indian word said to
above particulars, and no change has since been ' mean the sleepy o_es; bait its popular name is
made except that the word "white" was stricken The Itawkeye ,State. --Oov_RNO_S: A nsel Briggs
out of it iu 1868. --The political history of Iowa (1846-50); Stephen Hempstead (1856-54); Ja_. W.
falls into two periods, 1846-54 and 1855-81. In Grime_ (18,54-8.); R. P. Lowe (1858-60); S. J.
the first of these the state was democratic in all Kirkwood (1860-64): W. M. Stone (!864--8);

elections, presidential, congressional and state, Samuel Merrill (1868-72), C. C. Carpenter (1879
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-6); S. J. Kirkwood (1876-8); John H. Gear land, shafts and adits of long-forgotten times be-
(1878-82). -- See Poore's Federal and State Co_,sti- ing occasionally discovered, tile mineral resources
tutioTts; Plumb's Sketches of Iowa (1839) ; Parker's of the country, judged by practical experience,

Town a._it, is (1855); Barber and IIowe's History of are poor. Manufacturing industries, unless on
the Wcstern States (1867); Ingersoll's I_*zcaa_d ttte very insignificant scale, are almost unknown, out-

Rebellion (1867); Salter's .Life of,)'. W. Grimes; tile side the province of Ulster; the great bulk of the
acts of June 13, 1838, and March 3, 1845, are in inhabitantsbciug(;ngaged in agricultural pursuits.
5 Slat. at Large, 235, 742, and those of Aug. 4and The population was, at the last census, 5,159,839;

Dec. 28, 1846, in 9 Slat. at Large, 52, 117; Por. exhibiting a serious and steady decrease since
ter's West iJ_ 1880, 272. 1841, when it was 8,175.124._--Ireland is gOV-

,_kLEXANDER JOn'NSTON. erncd by a viceroy, subject to the imperial cab-
inet in London, and is represented in the imperial

IRELAND, an island on the western extremity parliament by 103 members in the house of corn-

of Europe, constituting a portion of the state mons, out of the 652 who constitute tbat body.
known as the United Kingdom of Great Britain Out of 494 princes, peers aml l)isl_ops, who sit in
and Ireland, lics between the parallels of 51 _ 26' the house of lords, 28 are titularly Irish. -- Few
and 55 ° 21' north latitude and between 5 ° 20' European countries are possessed of authentic
and 10 ° 26' west longitude, Greenwich meridian, historical data reaching to an age so remote a_
It is 306 miles long and 182 broad ; its superficial that to which the ancient records or memorial_ of

areabeing about32,713 square miles, or 20,808,820 Ireland in one shape or another extend. Like

British statute acres. The interior of the island all old countries it has its fabulous and legend_Lry
is in the main a fertile phlteau, but toward the periods; but rca._onable certainty is attain.tble at
shore on the south, west and north, rugged moun- a much earlier period in Irish history than it is in
rains rise irrcgularly to a height in some places most other c_tses. The inhabitants of Ireland, of

of over 3,000 feet. The coast, on the west what may be called the native race, behmg to the
e_pt'cially, is bold, and in many places prccip, grcat Celtic family. For two thousand year._past
itous; but is, on every side, except on the ._outh- they have claimed to be pre-eminently "Miles-
ern portion of the eastern shore, deeply indented tans," that is to say, descended from an expedition
with bays, fiords and estuaries, affording natural of conquerors, led by the three sons of a milit_ry
harbors of great capacity. The scenery is strik- chief named Mile.sius, who, according to well r('-
ingly picturesque; in some parts of unsurpassed ccivcd tradilirm, l_mded and subdued the country
beauty. The southern and western counties, some ten or twelve centuries before tile birt!_ _f
however, contain many tracts of bleak and deso- Christ. But inasmuch as at least two dtstinct

late country. In the low.lying parts of the isl- colonizations had prcvionslybeen effected, and _s
and there are vast areas [,f i)cat moors or "bogs," the M_lesians simply reduced their prcdeccs._)r_
emhedded in or beneath which are found the into subjecti()n, and did not extirpate them. it i_
remains of primeval forests. There is llistorical clear the general population in the course of time
certainty that more than a thousand years ago the became more or le_,_ a combination of the n(,w
iMand wa._ richly timbered from sea to sea; lint elements and the old. The Milcsians origimdly
thc destruction of the wo(Jds by the English came from a birthplace variously fixed in Pe_._i_,
power in the course of its five centuries of war- Syria and Phoenicia, and indisputably _clc of

fare with tile nativcs, has left Irish landscape on eastern origin. They were a race of soldiers ar_,l
the whole exceptionally bare of trees. There are statesmen, conquerors and lawgivers. It w:t-
numerous lakes; some of considerable size. The they who virtual]y organized and constituted lbe
principal rivcr, the Shannon, flows into the At- h'eland known to history for the last 1,500 yes,r-.
lanlie on the western side of the island; the Lee, The political system they established was a str;t_gt;
the Blackwater, and tile combined Suir, lqarrow mixture of a republican monarchy and a military
and Note reach the sea on the south coast; the aristocracy. The country was divided into fi_t;
Ba,nn and the Foyle on the north; and the sub-kingdoms, an Ard.Ri(literallyhigh-king) be-
$1ancy, the Liffey and the Boyneon the cast. Of ing supreme sovereign. This chief-king _v,_¢_

the cities and towns of Ireland, few can be elected from the reigning family or dynasvy; _h,,
deemed important as to size or commercial activi- electors being the clan chiefs, these latter in lht,_r
ty; the l)rincit)al of them being Dublin, Cork, own sphere hcingelected by the clans. A l):t_li_
Belfast, Waterford, Limerick and I)erry. The me.nt or " fcis" assemble(l triennially at Tartl _

first named city is, as it has been since the reign which sat the princes, chiefs, judges, high l)_i_'-".
of Kiug John, in the thirteenth century, the na- brchons and bards of the whole nation. Th:._

tional metropolis and scat of government. The legislativc body, one of the c'_rliest known in hi--
country is politically divided into four provinces; tory, rewsed the old laws and enacted new _)_c-,
these being subdivided into thirty-two counties._ ve_ T" much as modern senates and assembli_'_ _I,,
The climate of tbc country is mild and genial; On the introduction of Christianity by St. p_t_'i-
more moist than that of France or Britain, but cius or Patrick in the fifth century, the exi-_i_'_;
much less rigorous than that of either in winter, code of laws was referred to a commission, c_-i-t

Although coal, iron, copper, lead, silver and gold * It i_ calculated that in 1847the population _a.- _bo_t
have at one period or another been mined in Ire. %',_0,000,
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ing of one chief, one brehon and one Christian These Normtm adventurers, brave, skillful and

bishop, with a view to purging it of pagan ideas highly disciplined, saw a splendid opportunity
and adapting the statutes of Erin to Christian for pushing their fortunes ill tile distracwd and
principles. The body of laws thuq r_'vised and faetion-torn condition of Ireland. They helped
codified are now, by order of the British govern now onc chief, now another, always on terms of

meat, being translated and pubti.-llcd, as a rare paymetlt highly advani_lgeous to themselve% and
and wfluable treasury of ancient juri,_l)rudcnce, soon tlleir m'uvelous snceess and their daring
parliament making an annual grant for the par- ambition excited the jealousy and anger of King
p()t,e ever sincc 185_. -- Such was the (.oustitu- IIem'y. tic called on them to return t(, England.
tion and polity which prevaih.d in h'eland Strongbow mode various excuses for disobeying,
down Io the sixteenth century, a period of more and IIcnry, to the great salisfa(,tion of the Irish
than 2,000 years. From about the year 200 B.C. princes, announced th.tt he wouh] proceed Io Ire-
to A. l). 800, the Ireland of ancient hi._tory ] land in person to investigate the conduct of tile

nmy be said to have attained its zcnifll of power Jih'orman adventurers, lie did so come to Ire-
and repuwtion. In the three centuries whi(.h j land, and at once assumed thc r01e of arbitrator

followed the introduction of Christianity. the [ or authoritative regulator of affairs, civil and
country was pre-eminently the great centre of ] ccclesia._tical, pre[ending, as to the latter espe-

scholastic and missionary ent_.rprise in western I eially, that he had got a bull from his countryman,

Europe. To its fret; schools and univ(.r_ities Pope Adrian, commissiouinghim {o restore order
flocked students from ever F part of cbri.-ten- in Ireland. The h%h prin(.es did not quite re-
dora, and Irish mi._sionaries and teachers spread alize allthat this exercise of quasi-friendly offices

throughout the known wolhl. With the i_cur- I involved, until long after ]I(,tlry had returned to
sions of the fierce and savage b,_m'tlnneu or ', England. Wh(,n riley did. that is to say, when
Danes, plundering and desolating hordes of pa- they found the Norman _ulxiliaries, onc of their

gan marauders, which began about the close of own bo(ly, eonverwd into the garrison of a
tim eighth century, commenced the disorgan,za- foreign king, they were dismayed. Someat once
lion and wreck of the Milcsiau nation. Tht,sc resisted; other_ diplomatized; "t few submitted.

hordes, just then the scourge of western Europe, Some felt the re;ditv of the ('h:_ng,,; others did
never were able to conquer tile country as they not. For centuri_,s a_'t(,rflw so.(.alh,d "ct)nquest"

did the neighboring island of Britain; but an in- by IIenry II, most of tlJ(, ,_'_tive chiefs ruled
tcrmittent war of utter barbarism, prolonged their principalities or nladc war on one another,

through 300 yca_s, utterly demoralized it, ,'rod al- just as they did before a ,Norman had set fool on
most extiuguiMled a civilization that had been the h'ish shore. Fitfully but gradually the An-
the light of western Europe in ils time. From glo._Nolmans pushed their power; but it was not
A. D. 900 to A. D. 1170, with the exception of a until the (.lose of tllc sixtecnfll century, ol more
brilliant interwfl of a few years under Brian l., than four hundred years after Ileury'_ hmding,
who broke forever the Dan'ish power, (lisintegra- {hal the struggle of native Irish sovereignty
tiou rapidly made w._y. The idea of a _,omnlon against English rule closed iu tl_e tacit surrender
national interest or a central national authority of Ireland to James I. -- During tlw hitler half
was almost totally discarded. Each sub-king of the last century of the above period, a new
fought for his own h,md, and the post of Ard Ri clement of ,ultagonism was imported into the

was claimed by various competitors in reckless conflict. Religious animo._il)' was added to race
and exhausting contests that bathed the land in hatred and national hostility. The English peers
blood.--Meanwhile, England, that had yielded _uld people followed Henry VIII. into the refor-
morem' less easily to every invader, Saxon, Dan(.' marion: followc(1 Queen Mary oul of it, and
'lad Roman, once more received anew yoke. Its Queen Elizabeth into it :_g,dn. The I_ish, on

new conquerors were the Normans, who, fortu- the other h.md, cluing more devotedly than ever
uatcly for its future welfare, were strong enough to the Catholic faith; a (.il'ctmlst:u_c(, of contrast

to weld, albeit by ruthless process, the Danish, which has largely contributed cver,_il_ce to kee l)
Saxon and British kingships and communities of the two peoph'_ di._ti,et, and whieh, allied wifll
England into a single political system. By the race influen('es and n;_tion:,l tra(litious, marl_scach

middle of the twelfth century the 2N'ormans had with _t separate individuality. With th(. reign
well consolidated their new kingdom, while Ire- of J;tmc_ I. beg'm the politic_d s)slcm whit.h,
land had beeu steadily breaking" into fragments, with little variation, still exists in the union of Ire
One of the Irish sub-kings, MacMurrough. prince, laud under o_e crown with S(,otl:u_d and England.

of Leinster or Lagenia, revolting against IheArd- E,_land came in by su('e_.._ion _o _lle Se(mish
Ri, who had indeed deposcd him, apl)lied to kin_. aml by a remarkable coin(.idenee or con(.ur-
lIenry II. of England for hel l) in his quarrcl, react h'eland ;,t the same nmment virtually sur-
Ilcnry gave him permission to seek auxiliaries or rendered to the _overeign_y of a Gaelic prince,
mercenaries among the N-orman English knights sprung from a race ki_(Ired to its own Through-
and free-lances. One of these, surnamed Strong- oul fl_e _hole Stuart lwriod, from 1600 to 1700,

bow, accepted MacMurrough's terms, and s_iflly the na_ion;d feeliu_ and ._ctions of Ireland, wifl_
landing a powerful force on the Leinster shore, a I_y_tlty fatal to h'ish welfare, were di<phLved on

succeeded in restoring him to his principality, the side of the dynasty thus ace('pted. In the
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victorious rebellion of the English republicans copy was signed by Gen Sarsefield, the arrival of a
ag,finst the duplicity of Charles I., _ well as in French fleet with considerable aid in men, money

the still more successful English revolt against and stores was announced to the Irish command-
the despotism of James II., the Irish remained er, and lie was entreated not to sign the treaty;

steadfast to the royalist cause; and, in tim result, be replied,sorrowfully, that the news reached him
paid a dreadful penally for such disastrous fideli- an hour too late, that his honor and the honor of
1y. The soil of the country was declared for- Ireland were pledged, and should not be broken.
felt by the existing owners, and was parceled No sooner, however, had the h%h army sailed
out a.s spoil among the soldiery of the Crom- away tr) France than the treaty covenants, despite
wellian and Williamitc armies; hundreds of the protests and endeavors of King William, were
thousands of acres were bestowed on the mis- cast to the winds. Angered at the ideaof having
tresses and on the natural offspring of William no spoil by confiscation to divide, the anti-Stuart
and the curly Hanoverian kings, while the native Iaction, now dominant in tile Irish parliament,
gentry, begg_lred aml homeless, were banished anti refused to approve the king's treaty, and, by stop-
proscribed, and the general body of tbe people ping the supplies, compelled William to yield.
reduced to a condition little short of (_ullawry. Thereupon commenced the proscriptive legis]a-
Under what is known as the "pored code" from lion, known as the "penal code." The more
1700 to 1775, the bulk of the population were sever(; these enactments grew, the more alarmed
forbidden to educate their children, to attend the dominant party became lest the Irish masses
religious worship, to carry arms, to learn a trade, should rebel against tlmm; and thus further and
or to hold property. The schoolmaster and the further severity was deemed nccessary, as repres-
priest had eacl_ a price on his head; and statutes sion an(t alarm acted and reacted on one another.
of George I. and George II. went so far as to As a matter of fact, not even during the memo-
make it felony to send an lrish child abroad to rablc Scottish risings of 1715 and 1745, which so
receive the education forbidden at home. There nearly restored the Stuart line, (lid the h'ish at
was one circumstance, which, apart from the home give pretext or justification for such a pol-
shocking barbarity of tile "penal code," has icy. The self-expatriated Irish battalions, how-
made it rankle in the breasts of the Irish to the ever, now serving as an h'lsh brigade in the serv-
present hour; namely, that it waslaid upon them ice of France, took heavy reprisals on the En-

in flagrant violation of a solemn treaty signed glish power, confronting it on every battIc-field,
between the English and Irish commanders, du]) a_(1 deciding by their impetuous vah)r the for-

countersigned by royal commissioners on king tunes of many an eventful day. At Fontenoy,
William's part, at the close of the Williamite fought May 11, 1745. by a French army of 45.000

struggle in 1691. Although the splemlid army of men under Marshal Saxe, in presence of the king
Scandinavians, Dutch, Swiss, Prussians, Hugue- and the dauphin, against an English force of
not-French and English, which the prince of 65,000 men under the duke of Cumberland,
Orange led into Ireland, had defeated the raw victory was snatched from the British command-
levies of the Irish royalists at the Boyne, and, er at the close of tim day by a (lccisiv(, charge
more by happy accident than generalship, driven of the Irish regiments. It was on the arrival
them from their position at Aughrim, he was of the dispatches which announced the fat(.
again and again defeated before the walls of of Fontenoy, that George II., much of a sohtier
Limerick, which city was defended by Gen. Sarsc- and little of a bigot, is said to have exclaimed.
field, in command of the Irish armies of King "Curse upon the laws that deprive me of such
James. _ At length, William, who was a brave subjects. "-- In the minds of many besides King
soldier and a statesman, saw the wisdom of ar- Gem'ge, a reaction against the terrible rig,r
ranging terms with such a foe; and accordingly, of the "penal code" had, by this time, set in:
on Oct. 3, 1691, articles of capitulation were no- and events were drawing near, which rendered

gotiatcd, whereby the Irish army, retaining its its continuance, impossible. According to th('
arms, colors, bandsand transport stores, marched political cons_itutioD, which the Anglo Norman
out with the honor._ of war, free eith_'r to enter sovereigns conferred on their colony in Ireland,

the service of King William or to sail for France that country was annexed to the British crown.
where King James now resided as guest and ally but not placed under the legislative action of the
of Louis XIV. The "civil articles" of the English parliament. On the contrary, it had a

trc'tty of Limerick stipulated, in substance, that l)arhamcnt of its own, supreme as to Irish affairs.
there was to be no proscription, no confiscation, When Henry VII. was strengthening his royal
no disarmament, and that the exercise of tim prerogative and generally centralizing hisgovern-

Catlmlic religion should be as free as it had been ment, lie had a statute passed by a subservient
in the reign of King Charles II. After the rough Anglo-Irish parliament at Drogheda, known as
draft had been agreed upou, but before the fair " Poyniugs Law," rendering the Irish parliamel_t

subject to the control of the English legislature
* A worthy counterpart to this defense of Limerick was The unconstitutionality of this law was always

the heroic conduct of the Protestant Williamne garrison asserted, and "Poynings Act" was disregarded
and population of Derry, who, despite the mo_t cruel pri-
wtinn_, gallantly kept thecityagainst a Smarl-Irish besieg- by Irish parliaments in lhe reigns of Charles I.,
ing fi)rce, until the arrival of a relieving exped|tion. Charles ]2. and James II. The Williamite pallia-
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•merit in London, however, from the first claimed [ this me_sure of national liberty seemed to be
the power to bind Ireland; a claim from time to i magical. Ill the ten years that followed, Irish
timeeontested by jurists and public writers on the ! trade and commerce expanded in a degree never
Irish side, who, though thoroughly Prnlestant, known before or sim.e. The spirit of tolerance
and attached to the new dynasty and the Engli._h al._o for a monwnt prevailed, and some of the
connection, vehemently repudiated the idea of mo-t grievous of the penal laws were repealed.
such subjection in legislative mailers. The dis- The country seemed to go forward on the road of
pute was embittered by the manner in which the prngre_ by leaps and bounds under the guardian-
London government repressed Irish trade and ship of the frec parliament won by Grattan and
manufactures. An address to William lit.. from the volunteers. This great victory, as well as
English manufacturers, complainiu_ of too suc- the pr(,vious recovery of commercial freedom,
ecssful Irish competition, elicited from that nmn- was long retarde(l by the restricted franchise and
arch a remarkal)]¢ promise that "lie would do anomalous usa:4(,_ un¢h,r which the parliament of
all that in him lay to discouragc manufactures in tlJc pcrmd was rcturncd The representation of
Ireland." This royal pledge unhappily was only nmlly boroughs wa._ litelally owned by aristocratic
too well fulfilled. The Irish parliamcut of 1719, proprietors; and presentation to a seat in the

in the midst of its penal legislation _gainst thc house of commons was bought and sohl like any
conquered Catholics, openly resisted the docLrin(, othcr marketabh; title or commodity. The ha-
of subordination. The Irish house of lords for |Zonal I)'lrty under Grattan now directed their at-
bade the sheriff of Kildare to execute a decree of teution to a reform of a system so fatal to public
the English peers; whereul_on the latter body liberty. The British minister, on the otherhand,
retaliated by reaffirming "Poynings Law" in the American war being over, had his hands free,
still more gallin_ tel'ms. The controversy, with and hc determined to maintain a s),stem which
litlle respite, went on up to 1775, when there would enable him iu a few )'ears, by the expcndi-
rolled acro_ the Atlantic a tocsin of liberty in turc of money in l)urch_L_c of seats, to subvert all
the. echoes of Bunker ttill. By this time a patriot that Grattan had a_.complished and overturn the
party had appeared in the Irish parliament, a treaty arrangement¿ of 22 Geo. III, chap. o8. The
l)mliament in which no Cath_)lic was allowed to struggle l)rogresscd f(_r seven years with incrcas-
sit, led by Lord ChaJlcmol_t. Lord Kildarc, Flood, ing c'trueslncss on each side, when suddenly an
Husst.y-Burgh, SirLu(:iusO'Bri(/nandPonsonby, event occurred which threw the great game
later on by the man. the splendor of whose fame lota]iy into thc hands _ the British minister and
truly illumin(._s this pagc of Irelan(t's history, the swept tile Irish popular party into a situation
illustrious Henry Grattan. Encouragcd by the that pr_ved disaslrous. The French revolution
conduct of the American colonists, they grappled of 1789 burst forth likc the blaze of a tremen-
boldly with the oppr(.ssions and corruptions of (lou_ conflagration. The governing ela.c_cs all
the government; thcirear]icst efforts being dcvot- nvcr Europe were stunned wllh horror and dis-
ed successfully to the hbera|ion of Irish trade may. The friends of" popular liberty hailed the
trom the fetters that had crippled and well nigh event with joy. In Ireland, the property ('lasses,
destroyed it. They next chumed the restoration flinging all other considerations aside, ralticd to
of the ancient freedom of tile Irish parliamcnt, the side of govcrnmcntal aulhority, so as to
King George and his cabinet resisted while |lie)" strengthen the bulwark against republican prmei-
could, but the concession was inevitable. Sorely ples. The govermnent, |hus re-enforced, at once
straitened by the effort to subjugate Washington assumvd a stern and haughty attitude toward
and his cohmial levies, the Lund_)u governing,n| anything m the nature of pol)ular discontent or
had to wi|hdraw the troops from Ireland, which democratic manifestations. The Irish national
was now garrisoned and guarded by a national reform movement, after strugglit_g for a few
volunteer army of 150,090 men. Thc volunteers, )cars with su(.h a state of things, eventually
who were citizens as wcll as sohlicrs, cnthusias- broke to picees: its Icader_ differing widely on the
tically sustained the movements of Grat_an. A new doctrines or principles launched in Paris.

nhoroughly national spirit was aroused through Some sided with tile government, rather than em-
_,ut the island. The long-oppressed Cathnlic barrass the arm of authority at such a moment;
mtllions clasped hands with the long dominant others were for pu_hiL_g the movement forward
Protestant colony or g_trri_n. WiEh the capit- uu still broader hues; _hilc many. Gratt:m him-
ulation of the British arunes to Washington and self included, retired f,',_m the scent, as if fore-

the recognition of Amcri(_m iudependence, van- seeing what was al)out to happcn. Tile advanced
ished the last hope of successfully combating se(,_iou, driven from their open movement, all
tl;e Irish demand for a free parliament. Asolemu aflame with the new gosl)el of liberty, equality
treaty, in the form of a statute of the British and fraternity, 'rod ilffurmted by the English
parhameut, 22 Geo. III., chap. 28, renounce(1 millistel's design of betraying or subverting tbe
"forever" the usurpation of "Poynings Law," ._cttlement of 1782. enrollcd themselves in 'tsceret
and covenanted that the ancient constitutional revo]utiou.u')" eouspiracy for the overthrow of

right of Ireland to be bound only by laws of a B_'itish rule in Ireland. Although their main re-

free irish parliament should henceforth be " uu- lianee was naturally oa the bulk of the popula-
• tuestioncd and unquestionable" The effect of tioga, who wcrc Catholics, the original founders
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and earliest adherents of the enterprise we_e Gen. _umbert, who landed at Killala in the
Protestants; chiefly Ulster Presbyterians. Later northwest of Ireland in August, 1798, with a
on, men of all religious creeds, and unquestion- force of a little over 1,000 men, the government
ably men of the purest motives "rod loftiest char- was flushed with victory and the populace utterly
acter, embraced the design. Lord Edward Fitz- overawed. Humbert defeated a force of nearly
gerald, snn of tile duke of Leinster, was at the 5,000 opposing British trtx)ps at Castlebar; but
head of affairs; its ablest organizer, Theobald eventually had to surrender to an overwhelmin_
_Volf(. Tone, being stationed in Paris as accred- force under Lord Cornwallis. The after-scene_
ited ag,:nt or ambassador to ttle French directory, of this insurrection were barely less tragic than
The govcrllment early discerned the adwmtage the struggle in the field. The scaffold and the

which an abortive insurrection wouhl give them executioner long plied their dreadful work, corn-
in persuading the property classes to "draw pleting what the fusillade began. It was at
clear to the centre of ptlwer and authority" by such a moment Pitt produced his long meditated.
consolidating the parliaments; aml for a time scheme for breaking the treaty of 1782, and
the proceedings of the revolutionists were viewed abolishing the Irish parliament. Even amid the
with secret satisftwtion. By the enll of 1796, gloomy horrors of 1799 his proposal was at first
however, this feeling gave place to alarm when it defeated in the h'ish parliament; the constitu-
was found that the French directory had de- tional nationalists under Orattan, Currau, Char-
termined serinusly to assist the h'ish party. Thi_ lemont, Parnell, Ponsontly and Plunkctt mak-
determination was nmde plain Ily the disilatch of ing a last desperate effort of resistance. By
a powerful expcltition under Gen. Roche toward the next year, however, Pitt had expended nearly
the (:lose of the year. A storm disper_d Roclle's £2,000,000 in buying up what were called "pro-
flotilla, only a few vessels of which reached the prietary boroughs," and otherwise purchasing
bay of Bantry on the southwest coast of Irclan(l. votes sufficient to secure a majority, and in 1800
The government now sought to force the handof his scheme of "union" was carried through.
Lord Edward, by compelling him to take the By this time Bonaparte lind become tlm terror,
field hi.fore another expedition could he plcpared, as he subsequently very nearly became the con-
To lhis end "martial law" was pr()ehfimed, and queror of Europe. England alone successfully
slmeking means were used to goad the popmace defied and victoriously encountered him. Ou
quickly into a rising. While it was yet uncer- English soil almm it may be said constitutional
tain how far these tactics'would succeed, an over- government for the time dared to exist in the old
whehning blow fell on the revolutionary party, hemisphere. For fifteen years all other pl)litical
Their central council or direct()ry were surprised issues seemed abandoned or forgotten in view of
anll seized iu the very 'rot of deliberating on the the titanic struggle which culminated and closed

queqtion of immediate operations; anll a few at Waterloo. Beyond a mallly hopeless attempt
days subsequently Lord Edward was captured, of the youthful enthusiast, Robert Emmelt, iu
after a desperate struggle, in which he was 1803, to renew the in(urrectionary enterprise of
ml)rt:llly wounlh, d. Less by concerted action 1798, h'eland may be said to have lain sullenly

than as all impulse of desperation, the insurrec- dormant, through the eventful years that saw
tion l)ow broke forth in four or five of the h'ish the meteoric courseof _Napoleon. Wheu next an

countics--Antrim, Wexford, Wicklow, Kildare Irish question challenged public attention, new
and Carlow. In Wexford the outl)urst was al- elements of political power, new leaders, new
most entirely the result of the forcing process tactics, came into view. Hitherto the Irish Cath
above ref(-rrcd to. The people, half-armed and olics, nine-tenths of the population,, being for-
wholly undiscipline(l, took the field in rude array, llidden the rights of citizenship, had to depend
Destitute as they were of military leaders, equip- for public advocacy on those noble-minded Prot-

ment or resources, they nevertheless through sev- estants, like Grattan and Curran and Parlmll,
eral months fought a fierce campaign which the who, from almre love of justice, espoused their
entire available strength of the government cause. The Irehmd which had legal or political
forces barely sufficed eventually to subdue. Like existence in the eighteenth century was merely
all olhcr bursts of popular passion this rising was the handful of Anglo-Irish Prote._t'mts settled in
marked I)y ._omc lamentable excesses; or rather, the country. The millions of Celtic bond(mel_
in a struggle in which "no qlmrter for rebels" around them counted for nothing in the state, ex
was the watchword on the one side, and in which cept as material for taxation. The bontlsmcu
discipline in the popular camp could be but now arose and strode into the political arena t¢)
slender, episodes of savage vengeance were in a determine their own fortunes. The political h'e-
sense inevitable. The rising in Ulster had been land that appeared with the nineteenth century
quickly anti easily suppressed, and all the other was a Celtic Ireland; or, rather, an h'eland that

(.i)unties of Irel:md lay quiescent during the excluded none and embraced all Irish-born men
_,Vexford revolt. Disaffeetion and desire to rebel of whateverracc or cla_ or creed. The questiou

was intense; but a c,mvietion prevailed that in- of Catholic emancipation had early enlisted the

surrection single-handed against Great Britain efforts of Orattan and other of the Protestant

must absolutely fail, and 'mother French expedi- patriot leaders in Ireland; and even in 1799 had
tion was expected. Whca it (lid arrive, under made such way in Enghmd that Pitt pledged.
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himself to make it one of the first measures the social and physical condition was still paiufully

united parliament would pass. George III. abso- low. The grinding exactions of exorbitant land
lutely refused, however, to entertain the ques- rent left the agricultural population, as a royal

tion, and it was put aside. Forth from the ranks commission of inquiry under Lord Devon de-
of tile Irish Catholics there came a leader of their clared them to be, " tile worst housed, the worst
own race and faith destined to make king and fed and the worst clad peasantry in Europe.'"
cabinet alike feel his power. This was I)anicl They retained, however, the hopeful buoyancy
O'Connell, who, for nearly half acentury, was the of their Celtic nature, and the marvelous suc-
forcmost political figure in Irish history. He ccss of the total abstinence or "temperance"
aroused andcombined the masses of the people; movement under Father Mathew (a Cathoiic
he covered the country with the network of a priest of Cork city) had enormously elevated
vast organization, and soon six millions of people, their mor(_le. The abolition of the Irish parlia-
fired with enthusiasm and determined to be free, mcnt in 1800 had at the timc been vehemently
were disciplined to obey his will. The govern- resisted by the ultra-Protestant party in Ireland;
merit slernly cnmbated the movement; forbade but wllen, in 1840, O'Conncll, the Catholicleadcr,
it, proclaimed it, persecuted it, punished it--all took up the qut.stiou of its recovery, it was found
in vain. O'Connell was no sooner suppressed in lhat their attitude had totally changed. The par-
one shape than he reappeared in anollmr. Again liamcnt aml the nation which they had contended
and again the king and the government declared f,)r was one from which papists were excluded.
that no concession could be made to dcnmgogucs So far from favoring h;gislative restoration now
and agitators; that the law would be vindicated, that the Catholics had b(,en cmaucipated, they
and established izJstitutions in church and state ardently implored the government to maintain
ul)hcld. Although no actual outbreak o('curred, the uuion, and n(Jt to deliver them up _o "' popi¢h
the state of affairs in Ireland was critical iu the ascendency." O'Connch's movcmeut, therefore,
extreme. In 1829 the duke of Wellington, who though it was su,taincd by more than three-
had taken office expressly on a pledge of opposi- fourths of the people of Ireland, encountered
tion to emancipation, announced to tile king tlmt from the outset the mistrust, the dread or tile
it was a choice between its concession or civil hostilify of the h-i,h Protestants. Tin" full power
war, civil war in which a vast body of English t)f England was i)lc,lge,1 to oppose it as :in at
popular opinion wouhl side with the Irish peol)lc tempt to dismember _hc empire. The hish lead-
and in which the Irish regiments of the army cr found hnnsclf in a ('ritical position. Thegov
dare not be called upon to act agaia.-.t their crnment, so far from yichting ttl the popular de-
countrymen. King, cabinet and parliament m.md, plainly meant to encounter it by force.

forthwith saw the question in ancw light, and Were England eng'_ged at that moment in any
the penal code was in effect expunged from the serious foreign c(,ml)lication, cr)neession would
statute book. From this period may bc said to have been inevital)le. But never in her history
date a series of efforts on the part of British was she more gre,tt, more powerful or more

statesmen to grapple with the more prominent or strong. She was at peace with all foreign ha-
pressing of Irish grievances; sehlom or never, tions, and, po._scsst.d or' a gial_t's strength, was
however, until popular complaint of them, h)ng ready to u_e it in staml)ing out once anti f(_rcver
neglected or resisted, had developed into disor- this dangerous Irish i(h,a of national autom)my.
der, disaffection and violence. Between 1829 and O'Conncll's emharrassment was all the greater bc-

183.5 the country was convulsed with a struggle cause there had n,)w grown up around him arace
against "tithes." The Protestant clergy were of young men who scorned iris exaggerated love
authorized to levy on the agricultural inhabitanls, of the peaceful ways (_f moral suasion, and who
nearly all of them Catholics, a tenth of the pro- held the lawfulne._q of Ireland re(:oveli,)g the
duce of the land. /kfter three or four years of rights she claimed by armed resort if prac,ticable.

stormy agitation, disfigured by deplorable out- This conflict betwecu the " moral force" and
rage and violence, the people at length combined "physical force" princil)les of what were called
in a national "strike" against tithes. This respectively the "Ohl h'cland" and" Young Ire-
proved effectual. 2k law was passed abolishing land" p.lrties, rent the great Irish movement iu
tithes in form; that is to say, adding them to the twain. In the midst of the controversy there fell
landlords' rent, and compelling the landlord, to on the country a c,damity that buried all politi(,,'fl
whom the amount was paid in rent, to pay it thought or effort for the time. This was tht: Irish
over to the clergy min_* 25 per cent. for the famine of 1847-9. In the autumn of 1846 the

trouble of collection. These victories encouraged potato crop, which formed almost the st,lc sup-
O'Connell to undertake an enterprise more scri- l_ort of the population, was struck with blight
ous and more formidable than any he had y('t and rotted in the ground. All could see the aw-
attempted, namely, an endeavor to recover the ful consequences that were at hand; yet the ac-
separate parliamentary constitution of Ireland tion or" tile government w._s disastrously tardy.
subverted by Pitt in 1800, or, as it was called, to circumlocutory, blundering and impotent. The
"repcal the union." The Irish masses wcrc now people perished in hundreds of thousands amid

full of confidence in the ability of their leader to scenes of anguish and horror beyond humau
accomplish anything he took iu hand. Their power adequately to portray. Howsoever cul-
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pable the inefficient action of the government in lug the strong opposition of the Catholic clergy,
coping with the difficulty, tile conduct of the and the dissuasions or protests of those national-
English people was truly noble. 'riley poured ists who believed insurrection impractical)le and
princely subscriptions into the treasuries of va- ndschievous, they imshed their cm'olhnent with
rious relief associations, and did the best tlmt intense alxlor and earnestness, and succeeded in

private effort could acltieve to mitigate tim dread- establishing tile most wide-sl)read and formidable
ful affliction. _Nearly every con,try in the world revnhltionary movement kn()wn in Irish history
joined in the Samaritan eudeaw)r; but foremost since 1798. In armament they were utterly deft
and first--far outstripping all the rest, Eughmd eient, hut their organization anti discipline were
included--was tim laild that lol,g ltad been the on the whole remarkably perfect. Tim govern-
free tv,ylum and happy home of expatriated Irish- ment throughout was kept well informed by its
men, the United States of Amerl(,a --O'Conncll ] spies in the conspiracy, and in 1865 swool)ed sud-

died, aged and heart-broken, ill May, 1847. in _ denly down on the leviticus in I)lfldin. seizing the
February, 1848, revolution in Paris once more subordinates simultaneously all ()vet" thccountry.
sent the impulsc of insurrection through Europe; Tim organization never recovered front this fatal
and oncc more h-cland yielded to its influence. ] blow, although for fully two years subsequently it

The Young Ireland p_lrty took the fiehl, or i madc desperate and persistent efforts to recousti-rather wdnly attempted to do so, under William tute itself, and at length, in March, 1867, gave
Smith O'Brien. The leaders of tl_is aborti¢'c ] the signal for a national uprising. The moment
movement we_c cvel'ything but good revolution- ! the long formidable secret society came out into
ists. They were men of genius, poets, scholars ! the open, its gTeat spell was shattered. It was
artists, orators; men of the purest and loftiest ' found to be just. as deficient as the much-blamed
aims, fired witlt the generous enthusiasm of Young Irel.md movement of 1848 in the most

youth, maddened by the famine scenes around i elementary (,onditions of military existence. Tim
them. But they werc utterly incompetent as fortitude, devotion and heroism exhibited by its
military consl)irators, and their attempt brokc members in the dock and in tim dungeon enlisted
down on tile tllrcshold. ]t cost Ireland, how- for them the sympathy of thousan(ls who had
ever, a heavy penalty in the d_spcnsion of a school condemned that enterprise; and evelt among En-
of intellectual culture and activity, even the glish statcsmen the feeling spread that the h'ish

early-checked labors of wltich have lcft tt dccp question must be dealt with by remedial, not by
imprint on the literature and the politics of that repressivc, measures. Mr. Gladstone, a.,_leadcrof
country. There followed upon the famine of tile liberal party of England, gave chtquent ex-
1847 aud the abortive insurrection of 184S, "tpc- prcssion to this conviction; anti announced that,
rind of utter prostration. To the dreadful havoc to begin uitll, the Irish statc cllurch, as a badge
of the famine there was now ndded wlloles_tle of conquest and an oppressive burden, must hc

eviction and expatriatiou of the ruined tenantl 5. swept away. In the gencral election of 1868 he
In mtmy partsof the i.sland "clearances," asthey was returned to office with an enormous major-
were called, swept away thc entire human popu- ity, and, well fulfilling his promise, he folthuith
lation of the district, in order that( vast bullock- carried through parliament an act for discndow-

ranges, sheep runs or ga'ouse-moors might takc ing and disestablishing the h'ish Protestant state
the place of homeslcads and villages. The human church. Practi('ally, the measure wasone of dis-
suffering involved ill this policy can only be esti- establishment alone; for its to endowment, lie
mated by those who know how pa_ionately the was able so skillfully to arrange the financial per-
Irish I)easant clings to the spot, however hum- tion of his scheme that not a shilling h-ss income
hle. which has been the bit(hi)lace and the home titan before was secured to the church. This
*Jr his forefathers, lu troth, the evictiou scenes reform he followcd up in 1870 by an act which

of that period, 1849 to 1860, rendered inevitable aimed at settling the still more iml)ortant anti
the events that have convulsed h'isli society for much more exigent question of land tenure in

the last twenty years. Hundredsof thousands of Ireland. The liltter ltttcmpt fell lamentabl.v short
the eviction victims pelislietl tly the roadsides or of the real necessities of the silu*ltion; a short-
ill the pauper barr'tcks. Other hundred., of thou- coming which occasioned great disnppoititmellt
sand., fled or were deported to America. They Meanwhile, in the twelvemonth that followc(1 (m
went with bursting hearts, ready to cmiu'ace an 3" tile disestablishment of the church, there ensued
enterprise, no luatter how wild andhopeles,% that tile most remarkable transformation evel' wit-
pronli_ed vengeance on ttle power tlmt had driven ncssed in Irish politics. The Protestant "con-
them forth. As early as 1858 some of the exiled servative" party--peers and commoners, laud

Yoimg h'eiand leaders conceived the idea of util- lords, merchants and aristocrats--reached out
izing for revolutionary purposes this feeling on hands to tile Catholic millions, and openly offered
the, Imrt of the American Irish. The result wits to join them in a national movement for the
the organization of tile Fenian conspiracy by Mr. restoration of h'ish parliamentary independence.
.Jttmes Stephens and Col. John O'Mahoney. This, no doubt, was in some degree througlt re-
Keenly alive to the cauls of failure in 1848, the sentment nit their part against England for self-
Feniail leaders aimed at careful preparation and ishly throwing (Item over and repealing the

extensive milita_" orgauiz'ttiou, xNotwithstand- union between (be churches. But it was also
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largely th,'ough genuine conviction that a wise paign, the whole island sprang to action with a
compromise between total separation by rebellion, cry that the hour had come when feudal landlord-

and national extinction by the domination of the ism must.fall. Throughout 1880 and 1881 there
London parliament, ought to be presented to a raged in Irehmd ,'t fierce and iml)lacable social
people so plailfiy determined not to acquicsc(: war, with such evil concomitants (_f incidental

in the existing state of things. Mr. isaac ButL (hsorder, violence and outr_g(., as usL1ally attend
all Irish Protestant barrister of great eminence, upon popular convulsions Mr. Gladstone and
may be._aid to have negotiated the remarkable the liberal party were restored one.e more |o
alliance or fusion of parties, creeds and section% power by the general clectiou of 1880 I,_ lS,_l

which, under the name of the " Irish Ilomc Ruh, the great English statesman took the h'_-ll qu,,-
Association," made its appearance in 1870. The tioniu haud; bringing ia a coercion hill ill .)_,m_-
p_ogramme of this movement was, on tile eric ary, nod a land bill in April of that )ear. The t'_lr
hand, reconciliation hetween Catholic and Protest- mcr ad(ted fuel to the flame in Ireland, by it- Dra-
ant Irishmen, het,veen peers and peasants, liber- conjoin severity, exr'eedi_lg anything kn¢_wn out-
:ds and conservatives; and, on the other, recon('il- side of Ru.-sia. Tlw laud bill, on the other hand,
(at(on between Irelaud and England, on the l)asi._ wa_ ttnleaqlll'e ot nol)h, and ccllnpr(;hensive (:har-
of a federal union, whereby Irehmd _hould enjoy acter. It did not "'ill-endow and (lise_tabli-h "
sn(:h ]egislativc and administrative autonomy a_ Irish landlord(sin, but it _tripped it of the d*.sl)_*t-
is posse_se(I by a state in the American rel)ublic. ' ie power it had so mercilessly atld di._as_r(*u.ly

Even among the Fen(an or Scl)aratist l)arty ?his u-ed in the past. Juslly irritated by lhe_'oer('Ion
experiment was favorably regarded as pre_cnlina a('l, and bitterly (li_q)l)(_inted that the new land
1he minilnum of it satisfactory conll)romise, and l_w did not wh,_lly "(boh_h landlol'dism, the lli._h
in a few years tile movement took such hohl temmt.farmcl'_ at lir-t received the lath,r mc:_ure
on h'ish public opinion that, tried by every in a ,-ulleu and almoq h<)stih' temper. The dl_-
test known to constitutional countries--parlia- po.ition manifested by Mr Gbldstone. however.

mentary, municipal and township elections-- ill 1882, to SUl)ph'ment its beneticent l)r(lvi-i_)ns
the national will has, ever since, year by ycar, wherever nee(tfl_l, and tile growi_lg convict(ira
with more and more (letcrmination de(.larcd it- that the measure could be worked so a. I(} al'('<)m-

self for " Home Rulc," as the scheme is called, plish bef.re many years the gradual e.-tabh-h-

Iu 1872 Ihe old system of election proccdure was mcnt of a " peasant proprietary," m:ty lie said t,}
replaced by ballot-voting, whereby for the first have br<mght th{. t)cople <,f TEl.brad t(} _(,..()glliz(,
time the Irish people were enabled frecly to man(- in the land act of 1881 a charier of liberty .rod a

fest their views in the clecti(m of rcprc_nta- guarantecof a pcac('ful aml hal)p)future.--Tlm
tires. In the next following general election (if characler, tempe_anl('nt and hab_t-_ (if the h'Nh
membcrs to the imperial parliament in 1874, the l)eoplc have tmturally been influc_med b)" the el-
home rule party carried fifty-seven out of one ciqsitudes of their -tormy history. Amen,.: the
hundred and three Irish seats. In the elections l)easantry the rcgrelablc effe('t_ el their furtive
of 1880 they carried sixty-five, and it is computed life in the t)emd tim(.s c.ln even _tlll I)¢: di:('_¢er(.l
that on tile next occasion they will return at lea-t in various ways. It is ()hi) within the pa-I half
seventy five or eighty members. Despite the centIll')" that the two rac.t,s--t]le Ai_gh_-h'ish and
,qrong parliame.ntary m:_jority from lrehmd i_) Celtic h'i_h-have fused i_ any marked degree.

favor of national autonomy, the cabim, t of Mr. "('lie people are brave, naturaily tplick-wilt(.d and
Disraeli in 1874, :rod (iowa to 1880, backcd by intellig('nt hardy, lab(,l'iou_, imxred to t.il. lla -

their l)owerful following in parliament, imperi- ticat ill privation, ho_pitabh,, warm in th(,ir affe('-
[)usly _cfused every measure of reform or amclio- tions, devoted in their fid(,lity to triends; but
ration which the Irish party (lemandcd. With dangerously fierce and q_fiek in angel', c;tsi/y
especial earnestness and perseverance the Irish aroused and quickly :dla) ed Their deeply relig-

members year by year besought the government ious fervor alad their l)as_i(_nate love of (:(marry
to deal with the land question as one which arc perhaps the most promiHenl t_ait_ in thcir
might any day lead to a catastrophe. Their character. In public life 0wy ar_, eal,ablc of
warnings were disregarded; their efforts at reme- great achievements uniter lhe iniluen('e el e_lthu-
dial legislation wcrc haughtily overborne by siasm, hope or col_fi(lence; but al'_. mqlatient (_f
enornmus majorities of British and Scotch votes, results, exhibit a lack of ph)dding ]*er,-,everatlet'
In 1878 the harvest was a failure in Ireland and and cool, merlin(Ileal .wtiou. In fire,, tim llm_yant

iu England. In 1879 it w'_s almost a total lo_ in and volatilc temperament _)f the Celt largely pre-

the former country; and a gloom of terror dark- vails; yet their more extcnsivc ioter(.ourse with
encd the land. A repetition of 1847 secmed at other peoples of late has considerably (teveloped
hand. _ow, however, there was seen a startling in them a steadiness a_)(1 seriousnes_ of purpose
change in the spirit and action of the people, as which has attracted general atlention. Since
(:ompared with their conduct in that year. In 1830 education has madc great progress among
slern and resolute tones they announced that the the Irish pe.ople; and their material condition has
"_ubsistence of a toiling population was a first on the whole been vastly iml)rovcd; but the start
charge on the land, and on the earliest whisper of w'_ from a point painfully low. It must be lo_g

landlord preparations for a gigantic eviction cam- before lhey can fully recover from the dreadful
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vffectsof those not remote centuries during which the events which preceded the establishment of

_.ducation was " felony by taw." Throughout the kingdom of Italy, up to the time of Rome
lhe period that gave to English literature the becoming the capital. Before 1859the provinces
,vorks of Spenser, Shaksl)eare, Milton, Bacon and which now compose this kingdom were grouped
" I_are Ben Johnsou," of Dryden, Pope anti Ad- into several states After a fortunate war with
disou--thc period during which it may be said Austria, the French and Sardinian troops, the
the intellect of the modern English nation was latter re-enforced by volunteers from all Italy,
being formed and cultivated and its civilization expelled the Austrians from Lombardy. July 11,
moulded and refined--lreland was having the 1859, in the preliminary treaty of Villafranca
eyes of the mind put out, and intellectual blind- (on the Mincio) the emperor of Austria ceded that
ness and habits and tastes of barbarism forced province to the emperor of the French, whomade
upon her. That dreadful policy has been ab'm- it over to the king of Sardinia. The annexation
doned, and at length the Irish race are being of these provinces to Sardinia had been already
allowed access to the blessings of education. Be- voted by 561,002 in favor of it to 681 against it,
lween 1831 and 1840 a system of primary schools in the plebiscitum of June 8, 1848, the effects of
was established by the government, which, al- which had been suspended by the victories of
though ill recommended in many respects to pop- the Austrian armies, and the reoccupation of the
ular confidence and favor, has been almost uni- country which followed them. The prelimina-
versally availed of; it may now be said that in tics of Villafranca were ratified at Zurich hy the

.every cottage in Ireland the school and the print- treaty bearing the name of that city, and the date
ing press have wrought or are working a marvel- of Nov. 10, 1859. -- While the struggle was going

.ous revolution.--Despite all disadvantages, Ire- on in Lombardy, Tuscany, Parma and Modena
land makes a goodly show on the r_dl of scholars, and the northeastern portion of the States of the

_)octs, authors, saraJtts, soldiers aud statesmen of Churcll rose in insurrection. The grand duchy
the world. Swift, Gohlsmith, Sheridan, Moore, of Tuscany and the duchyof Modena were gov-

Benin, Griffin. Carleton and Lever, in literature; erned by the sovereigns of the house of Hapsburg-
Burke, Grattan, Curran, Plunkett, Richard Lalor Lorraine; at Parma reigned a branch of the
Shiel, O'Connelt, Duffy, Magec (bishop of Peter- Spanish bourbons. In the month of September.
_orough), Butt and Lord Dufferin, in oratory, 1859, four bodies, elected by universal suffrage,
statesmanship and politics, are familiar names, met at Florence, at Parma, at Modena and at
In the last generation Wellington, anti in the Bologna; these voted, 1, the abolition of their
present the only two capable generals England old form of government; 2, annexation to the
has in command, Sir Garnet Wolseley anti Gt.n. kingdom of Sardinia, under the constitutional
Roberts, havc been contributed by Ireland. Ito- monarchy of Victor Emmanuel II. of the house
gan, Foley, McDowell and Farrell, as sculptors; of Savoy. These unanimous decisions of the
Maclisc and O'Connor, as painters ; Balfe and four assemblies were submitted to a directvote of
Wallace, as musical composers ; Prof. Tyndall the people in March, 1860. Theywere ratified by

.and Dr. IIaughton, as scientists--all Irishmen, are 792,577 votes, out of 807,502 votes cast. This vote
honorably known. The two mr)st competent his- of annexation was accepted by the king of Sar-

torians of our own times in the English language, dinia, upon whom his old parliament had con-
Mr. Lecky and :Mr. Justin McCarthy, are Irish- ferred full powers, April 23, 1859. The anncxa-

,men. In the camps and courts and cabinets of tion of Parma, Modena and the northeastern
friendly foreign states, from Vienna to Madrid, portion of the States of the Church which had

.and from Paris to St. Petersburg, men of Irish been united under a provisionalgovernment, wa_
race have long been marked to eminence and decreed March 18, 1860; that of Tuscany, the

.fame. Finally, it may bc said that the labor, in- 22d of the same month. At the same time the
dustry and enterprise of Irishmen have largely election of deputies was proceeded with, wh()
contributed to the prosperity and power of those were to represent the annexed provinces in th(,

comparatively new states in the western and parliament of Sardinia. The elections took plat['
southern hemispheres that promise to exercise Feb. 29, 1860. Parliament opened at Turin,

potential influence on the future of'the world.-- April 2, and again ratified the annexation vote in
(See GREAT BRITAIN.) A.M. SI;LLrVA_, M.P. its session of April 18.- The old kingdom of

TJaE TE_.I'Lr, LONlmN. Sardinia (which had before the war 5.000,000 in-
habitants, and from which Savoy and the arron-

ITALY, Kingdom of. I. Ur_ification. The dissement of Nice had been detached by the treaty

kingdom of Italy has an area of 114,296 square of March P,,4, approved by the law of June 11,
miles, with a population of 28,200,000 (26,801,154, 1860, and followed by the annexation vote,) con-
census of 1871), or 237 inhabitants to the square tained, including the annexed provinces, a popu-
mile, with an increase of 7.1 per cent. every lation of ll,000,0O0 in June, 1860.--But the
ten years. On Dec. 31, 1861, the average popu- march of events did not stop here. In various
]ation per square kilometre was 84, with an ex- parts of Sicily feeble attempts at insurrection
cess of males over females ia the proportion of took place, which failed. A few bands of insur-

1,000 to 996. In 1882 the population per English gents sustained themselves in that island, when
square mile was 248. We shall relate succinctly Gem Garibaldi, who had distinguished himself in
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the war of the preceding year, embarked with proclaimiug the kingdom of Italy, _-ith a pop-
1,00O volunteers at Genoa, May 5, 1860, on two ulation then of 21,776,953. Count Camille de
merchant steamers. He ran the gauntlet of tile Cavour, Victor Emmanuel's first minister, the

i_I'eapolitan cruisers, and disembarked underthcir mighty inspirer of the policy which resulted in
fire at Marsala, Sicily. on May 11. Upon reach- the unity of Italy, died June 6 l]aron Bettino
ing land, he formally took possession of the Ricasoli, who had been dictator in Tuscany. lie-
government of the island, in the name of Victor fore the annexation of that province to Sardinia,
Emmanuel II., king of Italy. May 15, 1860, and who formed a new ministry, succeeded him.
there was a bloody fight at Calatafini, where the Baron It|easel|, resigned March 2, 1862. Ills

troops of the king of Naples were rel_ulseli suc_'essor was M. Urban Ratazzi, head of a new
After a series of fights and marches, Garibaldi ministry, which lasted until Dec. 8. Then still
entered Palermo, the capital of the island, the another was f¢)rmed, under the leadcrshipof Louis

garrison having capitulated June 5. Of the royal Charles Far|n|, formerly dictator in the provinces
troops there remained only a garrison in the citadel of Parma. Modena and tile northeastern part of
of Mess|ha, when Garibahti descended into Cala- the State._ of the ('hurch. M. l_arini retired March

bria. Aug. 21. Sept. 7, 1860, he became master _ 24, and the leadership of the ministerial council
of Naples, without firing a shot.--While this devolved upon M. Mark ltdinghetti, minister of

was taking place in the south, the corps of the finance --Since 1849 France had maintained anroyal army of Sardinia advanced through Roman armed force lit Ronl(,: by a treaty si_ned at Paris

teITitor3,, in which was assembled a corps under i Sept. 15, 1864. betweeii the two governments of
the orders of General Lamorci6re. After the i Fr'mce antl Italy, it was stipulated that Fr_mec
battle of Ca,,_telfidardo, (Sept. 18, 1860), the pen- I should withdraw her troops a_ fast as the organ|

tifieal army was dispersed. The garrison of An ] zation of the army of the pot)e could be pro-
cona sustained a siege by land .rod sea for some ceeded with; the ewicuation to take place, how-
days. On the 29th of the month it was forced to ever. within two years. Italy agreed, on her part,
surrender.-- The arm3", with King Victor Era- not to attack the pope's territory, and even to
manuel himself at its head, next advanced to tel)el uny attack UliOn it from without, and she
waxd the frontiers of "lie old kingdom of Naples became responsible for a proportiomtle p:lrt of
Oct. 17 there was a skirmish at Iscrnia, and on the debt of the ohl States of the Chin'ch. l_)" a
tile 26th, one at Teano. Several bloody fights subsequent agreement the Italian ._ov(.rllnlent
had taken place between Garibaldi's volunteers engaged to transfer tile capital of the kingdom
and tile Neapolitan tro(,ps, in the country sur-I from Turin to Florence. Unfortunately thing._

rounding Capua, then in it state of siege. This had not gone smoothly nor witho_lt bh_(_d.-hed lit
city surrendered on Nov. 2, and King Victor Turin The ministry let| b3" M. ]_Iitlghctti gave
Emmanuel eutered 2qaples on the 7th. Franc|.,, place, Sept. 24, t() a new administration directed
II. had shut himself up in the strotJghold of by Oxen. Lit Mm'mora The tratlsfe.r of the ._cat
Ga_ta, with a very respectable army ; the garri._ons of government to ]"lorence w'_ nevertheless sane.
of Civitella del Tronto. in Abruzzo, and of Mes tinned tlb"the law of I)e('. 11, 1864. The (.(,nlral

sitiastillheldoutforhim;Ga_tasurrenderedJan, administrations began to remove towald the
13, Mess|an on the same. day, and the citadel of middle of the following 3tar- Parlianient w_J_
Civitella del Trouto on March 20, 1861. -- While opened ,Nov. 18, 18f_, in the m,w capital of the

these military movements were taking place, the kingdom.-- June 17, 1866, war having broken
people of Marches, Umbria, Naples and Sicily out between Pru.-sia and Austria, Italy, which
came together Oct. 21, 1860, to decide upon a had bound itself to Prussia by it secret tre;tty.
form of government. The plebiscitum of Marches declared war against Austria. After the l)attlc>
pronounced in favor of their annexation to the of Sadowa in Bohemia, ,rod Custozza ill Italy,

constitutional monarchy of Victor :Emmanuel, ] hostilities were suspended. Jul 3 5, tile emperor
king of Sardinia, by 133,077 against 1,212 votes, i of Austria ceded Venetia to the French era-
The plebiseitum of Umbria gave 97 040 votes for ! peror, who declared that it had been takeli from' . , f

and 880 against annexation. In the plebtsettum I Italy, and should be restored to her ill time of
of lgaples and Sicily the Italian formula was _ peace. There were held negotiations on the l)art
adopted, "one and indivisible," under King ] of Italy, for the cession ()f Trent|n, or Tvrolean

Victor :Emmanuel and his legitimate descendants. Italy, which came to naught. The treaty of peace
This formula obtained 1,302,064 votes in the between Austria and Prussia was signed Aug. 23.

Neapolitan provinces, and 43_,053 in Sicily, or, 1866, and between Austria and Italy, Oct ;_of the

in all, 1,734,117 votes against 10,979. The king, same year. As the consent of the people to these
to whom parliament had given full power iu measures had been stipulated, they were cot_sulted
tile matter, ill the sessions of Oct. 31 and Dec. Oct. °1 and 22, and gave 64'/,246 votes f:,r union

3, 1860, accepted these plebiscita, and sanctioned . with the kingdom of Italy. and 69 agaii_st. The
the uniting of these provinces into one state by i annexation ot Venetia was sanctioned by royal
roy'd decree, Dec. 17. Jan. _°3, new general [ decree, Nov. 4, 1866, and ratified bv the law of
elections were held. Parliament assembled at i July 18, 1867.--The Ric&_oli ministry, whichhad

Turin, :Feb. 17, and one month after (March 17, ! succeeded tile La Marmora government at the
1861) was cast the vote of the two chambers, I breaking out of hostilities, handed in their re-|g-
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nations, April 4, 1867. A new ministry under cy devolves upon his nearest male relative; or,
Ratazzi succeeded it. The evacuation of the male relatives failing, upon the queen mother.

p_)ntifical states, stipulated in the _gl'eement of At the commencement of each reign, and for its
Sept. 24, 1864, had been accomplished within the entire duration, the civil list is fixed by vote of
specified time. In September, 1867, Gcn. Gari- l)arliament. The old dotation in the state budget
baldi proposed 1o attack thcm with hands of vol- was augmented "ffter the proclamation of the

nntcers; the royal govcrnment not succeeding in kingdom of Italy. Later it was reduced, by
preventing an _Lrmvd invasi(m, the French inter- consent of the king, and is now (1882) 16,250.000
fered, and the Garib:_hlia_Js were defeated and francs. The dotation of the crown, not personal
put to rout at 3Ientana, (Nov. 3, 1867). From property, consists of villas, palaces and castles.

the effect of the_e events the R,_tazzi ministry had The allowances of the princcs of the roy'll f_mily
fallen. Gco. Menabrea became chief of the new amounted to l,('d)0,000 francs in 1_73. The ]cgis-
c.Lbinet, appointed Oct. 24, and which rem_ined tire power is divided betwcen the king and the
in power until Dec. 14, 1869 From that time two chambers, the senate and chamber of depn-
until July, 1_73, the administrati(m was intrusted ties. The construction of the laws is also within
to the Sanza ministry Then it i)as_.d into lhc tim province of the lcgi._lative power. The exec-
hands of the)Iinghetti miuistry, whi(,h t,mhraecd utive power belongs to tim king, who has supreme
several memhers of the former cabinet -- In 1870 command of tim army, declares war, makes treat-

war broke out between France a_d Prussia. iesofpeacc, of alliance and of commc_ce, withthe
Aftcr the iirst disasters France rcc:dlcd her troop_ assent of the chambers, _ hen they involve special

from Rome. Passion ran high; the natiomd will expense or changes in the tcrrit,_ry of the state.
clam_red h)udly for Rome, its natur'_l capital. The king appoints responsible ministel'.-, and no

P;u'liamcnt had already unanimously recognized ao of the king is valid ul)l(,ss countclsigned by
it as such, March. 1861. .4. ncw (ulthrcak was one of these. The king appoints als,) to all the
inevitable, au armed rcpres_iou would only have offices of state, gives his sanction to laws, and

arrayed the govcrnment against the country, and sees to their execution, tie hus the right of par-
would perhaps have been unsu('cessful. `4. pleui- don. The two chambers _u'c convoked each )'car
p,)tentiary was sent to m,g_)tiate with the pope, by the Idng. IIe can prorogue them, and c_u
hut could come to no agreement with him. ThczJ even dis._oive the chaml)er of deputies. But i_
a division, commanded by Geu. Cadorna, ad the latter case hc must call a new one withiu
vanced upon Rome; the assault was made Sept. three months. The initiative in the making (_f
20. `4. breach was alrcady opened whcn the laws bclongs to the two chambers as well a._ to
foreign troops forming the pontifical ;irmy cal)it thc. king. Ncvertheless, all laws imposing taxes
ulated. -- Oct. 2, 1870, the Roman plebiscitum must first be passed by the chamber of deputies.
was held, wilich resulted in 133,681 for. and The ('atholic religion, professed b) the vast nm-
1,507 against. A royal decree of Oct. 9, 1870, jority (ff the citizens, is the religion of the state;
declared Rome and its provinces integral parts of other religions arc tolerated, l_'everthelcss, the
the kingdom; it guaranteed to the pope his dig. pri_t.iph: of toleration tow_rd dissenting religion._
nity, inviolability, the personal prerogatives due is in reality liberty of conscience. All citiz_ns
to a sovereign, and reserved the right to establi._h, are cqual befm'c the law ; they ez_joy the s;tmc civil

1)y a special law, the necessary guarantees for and l)olitical rights, and must contribute to the
the independence of the holy father, anti the cx- expcn-cs of the state in proportion to Ihcir meanu.
ercise of the spiritual authority of the holy see. Persomd liberty is guaranteed; domicile is invio-
Tim annexation of Rome and its provinces was lable, the 1)_ess is free, and the right of assembly
ratified by law, Dec. 31, 1870. The guarantees 'tckn()wledged Property is inviolable, save iu
of the h_ly father and the holy see were san(., the case of the exercise of the right of endnent
tioned by the law of May 13, 1871. The renmv- domain, when damages are allowed. T_xes can
al of the government to Rome was decreed by o_ly bc imp(_sed by law, and every citizen has
law, Feb. 3, 1871. The new legislature, the clev the right to petition the chambers. The princes
enth since the promulgation of the constztutional of the royal family are senators, with the right of

statute by Charles Albert, king o|' Sardinia, the a scat in the senate at the age of twenty-one; they
fourth since the proclamation of the kingdom vote at the age _)f t wentb-fiv('. The other senators.
_f Italy, began its session there Nov. 27, 1871.-- to 'm unlimircd number, arc appointed for life by
[I. Con_titutio,_. The charter, granted by Charles the king. They must be ttt least forty yea_ old.

Albcrt, March 4, 1848, to the ki_gdom of Sar- Senators are appointed from among bishops, arch-
dinia, wa._ accepted the same year in I,ombardy bishops, deputies, ministers, ambassadors, magis-
I)y the "act of fu_icm." It was also accepted tratesoftheeourtofappeals.gcneraloflicers: coun-

by the plebiscita,:_hich we have just referred to. cilors of state and chaneellm's of the exchequer:
This charter is therefore the constitutioual char- prefects; men who lmve done honor in any way to

ter of the kingdom of Italy. The following are their country; and those who t)ay more than 3,000
its provisions: Thegovernment is monarchical and francs direct taxes• In 1880 the senate was com-
_'epresentative; the succession is regulated by the posed of 270 members. Thc senate is the high court
sa]ic law. The king attains his majority at the of justice, for the trial of crimes of high treason,
age of eighteen During his minority the regen- and of ministm'a impeached by the chamber of
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" _ : To-be a deputy, a person must be a sons exercising the liberal professions; and
'_f the kingdom in the full exercise of his brokers approved by the government. :Nor are

cht|lL and political rights, and must have complet, the ;_bove conditions necessary to eligibility to the
e,d his thirtieth year. The deputy's term of office position of deputy; the exercise of civiLand po-

ts tl'veyears• The ellamber of deputies alone has litical righls and to bc thirty years of'age are
the right to impeach ministers. The two chum- _ufli(.ient Fuuctiomiriesal_demploy(:s paid by the
bets sit at thesame time. Each chamber governs state are not eligible. Nevcrthcless, functionaries
il_¢lf. Senators and deputies are not salaried and employ6s bclol_ging to the foll(_wing care-
The sextons arc public. Resolutions arc adopted g_)rics can be athnittcd to the chamber of del)u-
byan ab.qo;ute majority of votes. Members of lhc tics. to thc extent of one fifth of the u hole nero-
two ehtunbcrs c_m not bc held accountable for ber.._Iinistcrs oi __tatc. who are not counted in

npiuions d(,livered or votes ca._t during .,g._ssion. this fifth, _md secrelarics general of the minis-
Each chamber judges of the validity of the trio:; mclnber_ of the council of state, a,ad of
nomination or election of its members. At each lbc coult,_ of cassalion and al*l)c.ll, to the exclu-
new session the l)residcnt and vice presidents (_f si()n ,)f those ,.Imrged with the admilfist_;_tlon of
the senate arc appointed by the king. Thc other pubhe _ffair-, ._Ul)cri,_r otlioer, (,f the army and
members of the boar(l of officers are elected by navy, t)rovitl(,(1 they llc c]c('ted out,ide of the
tile senators. Thc eh:tniber of dell!tries haines di.-trict of their (._)mmand: members (_f the su-
its own l)oard of officers, including tile president, pcri(,l' (._ut_eil of pubhc i_._truoti_uL public
Except in case of fl_zgra_d(' delicto, a senator can l_eal!h, l)ubhc w_rks and mines: fit_all 3, pt'ofes.
not be a]Tested. I_ _s the same with!he deputies,, s¢_rs in univt]s]_ics. The nn.mber_ (,f the clergy
during the .session of the chamber. Never!he arc lint eligible _hen they havc charge ot _ou]s
less, the two (.hambers can consent to tile arrest oi or a fixed l'e_-i(lcn_'(,, for ('xi_nlI)]c, ]ll_h()ps, vicar%
their members at the request of judici'd aulhori- (:lmpter-e_u_on.-, e_(.. --The electoral li.sts arc p_e-
ty. Both senators and deputies take before their parcd 1)) tl_c muni('ip:d_ties, and they _rc sub-
respective chambers the oath of fidelity tu king, . it.clod Io :tnnmtl rcvi.-ion b._ the same authorily.
country and laws. Judges and magistrates a_(, Tho,e intcrest_,(l nuly object [o the f(_rnlillioll of

appointed by thc king; they are irrenlovttbh ' three i these lists; in ca_c of retu_d on the earl of the
yeaxs after thcir nominal.ion. There call be llO ' nluuieipalitie._ to rit2ht the matter, the ])cr-_)n so
specialcourtsnorjuris(liction. Sessions of courts _.objccli_g (._u, petition, the (._)url _)f ;q)peaN. Ett(:I_
are public. -- Such are the general princ_plcs _ cl*'ctoral college m:_y b[. (lividcd it_to sevcr_d st,t-
the constitution of the kingdom of Italy, era- lions. The clccloral (ollegcs _re convoked by

bodied in tile statute granted _Iareh4. 1848. The '1royal decree, nithin three n_onth_ fl'(m_ the cx
electoral law proclaimed shortly after the statute piratiou of the quit)quct_nial nmudatc, or _t the
of March 4, gave one deputy to every 25,000 inhab- [ dissolution of tht. (.lmmbcr, within one month,
itants, which made 204 depudcs for the old king- : in case of va(,a_cy by (length, _c_-_alion or ul_y
dora of Sardinia. After the annexation of Lore- _ olhcrcause. T(, I)_,elected oil the rift ballot, tl:e

bardy, a law of _Nov. 20, 1859, modified this pro- i candidalc must gt.t a number of w)te_ equal to
portion, and provided for one deputy t_) every : one-third of the cite!ors rcgi.,tc_'cd, and one-half
80,000 inhabitant_; so that there were, after the i of those voti_g In dcfault of which, eight days
other annexations from central Italy, 387 depu- ' after, tho._c two can(lid_tcs _re voted for _h,_ ob
ties. After thc plebiscita of 1860, the proporlion I t:dned the highest number of votes the lit'st time

was changed again, and it is now (1882) one dep- ' I_ both cases the pre._idenl of the bo_u'd of officers

uty to every 40,000 inhabitants. After the an- ' procl:dms the deputy elected, provtdcd it I)e _tti-
nexation of Venetia and RoMe the number of , tied by the chan_bcr, to which :H'c now sent his
deputi_ increased. In 1873 _t was 507, and in i crcdt.nlials, Ingot'.mr with i)rutc_I.,, and ob.icction.-,
1880, 508. To enj_)y the clcctoral right, one must , ii there, be any. -- lit. zldm_,/_t,¢ttb_. 'l'i_c ex-
be a citizen by birth or naturalization, be twc_ty. ] ecutivc i)owc_ belongs to the king. who wields It
five yem_s of age, and know how to read and _ through _inc respoa_sible mmistcrs, 1o wi!. ]_Ii_is-
write. The electors of certain provinces, des_g- tcr of foreign :lffairs; of the i,terior; of finan_.¢.;
hated, in the electoral law, are provisionally ex- of pardon, justice and worshil); of pubbc _-
erupt fl_nm compliance with this last condition, struclion; (_f war; of the n:,vy, of pubhe works;
Electors must, besides, pay forty francs annu'dly _f agriculture, mdnstr) and (.(_mmcrce. ()t_(, of
in direct taxes, or pay for the hiring of a Inca- these ministcr_ pre_id¢., _tt the mecti_gs ot the

lion for the carryiug ou of commerce, art, or minl._tries. The powers nnd privileges of e_(:h
some business, a fixed rent, varying, however, ac- are (tetcrmined by law Nearly the wlmle s.vs-
cording to the population of thecommuneswhere tern ()f adlninist_t_tive laws b;_s bccn _enewed
the industry is cstahiishcd._The conditions of since the foun(htlio_l of the kingdom ol ]t.tly.

the electoral law at,e not imposed upon the On March 20, 1_65, wcrc enacted the la'.,,s tor the
following;persons: members of academies; mere- administration uf communes and provb_ces, pub-

bert.of. P,_hambera of industry and commerce; lic s.ffcty, public health, the council of state and
profe_t@.ra of grl_, sciences and letters; civil public w'orks. Froln April 29. 1869, dates the

and.i_li_ry ¢_.l_loy_s; persons decorated with law for the administration and geue_'al aecounta-
a nMl[_lttl order:; .laureates of universities; per- bility of the state. Tim execulive power _s Ilased
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upon a council of state, which has a consulting communes of more than 60,000 inhabitants;

voit'e in a_Z"(:flairs referred to it by ministers, or twenty francs in those of from 20,000 to 60,00_
which are within its province by l'lw. The ad- inhabitants; fifteen francsin thoseof from 10.000

ministratio_ decides no legal controversies Its to 20,000; ten francs in those of from 3.000 t_
power _,) ¢t(__c) was abolished by law, March 20, 10,000; and five francs in those of less than 3,000

1_(15. Evcr)" que_ti,)n of a civil or l)Olitical right, inhal)itant.s. A person may bc an administrativv
even where tbe state is intcre_ted, is within the elector in one or several cnmmuncs, in on(, or

province of the ordinary ('rmrt._. The council several provinces, if he have a residence, estate
of state i_ calle(l on to ._eltle controversies con- or establishment there. The administrative elec-

cerning jurisdiction. -- The kingdom is divided toral lists are drawn up and revised like the p(,-
into 69 provinces; these are subdivided into 274 litical electoral lists, and thc electors have the
arrondissements, and the arrondi_emcnts into same right of objectiou.--The communal coun(.il
9,438 communes Each province is administered is composed of eighty members in commune_ of
by a prefect, each arrondissement by a subprc- more than 250,000 inbabitahts, of -ixty iu those of
feet. In the Venetian provinces each district is more than 60,000, of forty in those of front
administered by _. commissioner. The syndic 30,000 to 60.000, of thirly in those of from
(mayor) in chief of the nmnicipal administration. 10,000 to '10,000, of twenty in thosc of from
Hc is appointed by the king trom among the 3,000 to 10,000, and of fifteen in the smallest

municipal eotmcilors. Each prefect is as._i..,ted comnmnes. The junta, or board of assessors,
by a council, whose members arc nominated by is appointed by the council, by absolute ms.

the king. Side by sHle with the "prefecture,'" j[)rity of votes. The a_essors are ten in num
there i_ an clective council for the provincc, hay- her, with foul' substitutes, in cities of 250.000
ing an administrative representation in the pro inhabitants; Bight, with four substitutes, in t]lo-t.
vincial dcnulation. Ill the arrondissement, he- of more than 60,000; six, with two sub_titutcs, ill
.sides the prefect or subprefect, there is a ques tho_e of more than ;:10,000; four in those of froln
tor, a (lele.,..,ate _)r commissioner of public ._ffely. 3.000 to 30,000 inhabitailts; and two in commune,
In cach chief town of a province there in a re- of le_ than 3,000 inhabitants, with two ._ul/sti-
cruiting commission, and ill the capitals of prov- tutes. The communal councils assemble in nrdi

inecs and districts commissions of pulflic health uary session twice in the year, in spring and ia

meet. and there i_ a board of cdu('ation In the ] autumn. In extraordinary session they may ¢.ome
capital of a canton thcrc is a judge "rod a corn together at any time, subject to the authorizati_
missioner of public -afety. In each commune of the prefect of the province.--The council,
there is an elective municipal council, with au not the junta, appoints anddismissesall cmpb,y(:.,
administrative committee, composed of assessors, of the commnue; deliberates upon all admini--

presided over 1)y the mayor. Each province has trativc matters, contracts and everything touch-
its own budget. The provincial council votes it; ing the interests of the commune. It passeslaw_

the provincial deputation, appointed by the pro- concerning local magistracies, institutions of 1)e
vincial council, administers it.. The sourccs of nevolence and instruction, police and h)c.fl sani

revenue of the l)rovinces are made u l) of the iq- tary matters; also laws for the collection of local
comes from patrimonial estates and trifling ad(ti- taxes. All available funds must be clnployed

tions to the state taxes. The commune also has Among the obligatory communal expenses the
its budget. The municipal cotlneil vntcs it; the law enumerates the salary of a secretary, offi('_"
committee of assessors (junta) and the mayor ad- expense, cost of recovering taxes, cost of p_c-
minister it. Thc snurces of revenue of the com. serving the property of the communal patrim()n).
munc arc like those of the province, and, besides, the construction of roads, the keeping in rcl)_dr
tim commune has tolls and local taxes.--The of roads and public places, elemcntary instlln.

councils, both of commune and province, by tile tion, the national guard, lighting, cemeterie.-.
law of March 20, 1865, are elected by a relative subscription to the "bulletin of laws," electoral
majority of votes. The duration of their office boards and local police. The council is obliged
is five years. At the close of every year, on(:- to concur with the state or the province, and with
fifth of the council goes out. In the first four tile union or c,o_uorzh_ of the communes intert',,t-
years the members retiring are chosen by lot; in ed, in certain expenses fixed by law. All other
the subsequent years, by seniority. Retiringmem- expense is optional. The budgcts for ('he com-
bers are indefinitely re-eligible. They receive no munes of 1870 amounted to, receipt% 338,978,,";_4

remuneration. The king can dissolve communal francs, and expenses, 341,150,600 francs. Th,'
and provincial councils, in the interest of public subprefect decides whether or not the delibcl:_-
order, but must cause them to be renewed withii_ tions are conformable with the laws. He (.at_

• three months. During the interval, communal suspend the execution of them. except in case ,,f
and provincial affairs are administered by a royal urgent need; the prefect may, m case of nee(t,
commissioner. The legal age of an administra- annul the deliberations of the council. The law
tire elector is twenty-one )'ears; the other clecto- determines what deliberations of the commun-

ral conditions are almost the same as for poll(i- al councils must be approved by the pr,lvin-
cal elections. Nevertheless, the amount of taxes cial deputation, or by the king. From the deei--
qualifying an elect_)r is but twenty-five francs in ion of the prefect, or of the provincial depu-
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ration presided over by the prefect, there is an Jan. 1, 1873, by the law of April 20, 1871 By
appeal to the king, who submits the question to virtue ot this law there must be a collector of
lhe council of state. -- The provincial councils taxe_ for each commune or union of comlnunes
,(general councils)arecomposed of sixtymcmbers (co_,rz_o). Hc is paid by the communes; the
in provinces of more titan 600.000 inhabitants, ofllcc i, by them awardcd to the highest bidder.
fifty in those of from 400,000 to 600.000, forty in for a term of live years. The collector is also
tho_ of from 200,000 to 400.000. and twenty in charged with filc (.ollcctiou of the taxes of the
all others. The provincial councils asscmbh, stale. ,_._well as those of the communes and prov-
regularly in ordinary session the first Monday in in(.es, according to lists which "m: furnished him.
September of each year; they can be convoked Ill, is responsible for the sum total of his ]ist_,
m cxtraordinary session by the prefect. Their even for the sum._ which hc m_y not have ('ol-
deliberations usually concern the founding of lcetcd. In the chief city of each province a re-
public provincial establishments; scc(n_dary and ceiver general collects the sums duc by the col-
technical instruction; provincial roads; the sup- lectors of taxes for the state and province, and is
port of the insane and of foundlings; thc prescr- responsible for them, even forthosc not collected.
vation of monumcnts and arcldves; the regula- The office of receiver general is sold at auction,
lion of the streams, ctc., and, in general, all the for a term of five year<, and lie is rcmm_erated
administrative affairs m which the provincc has from the provincial funds. The taxes on landed
an interest. The provincial council takes charge property have, been made unifolm by the la_., of
of the charitable, benevolcnt and rcligious insti July 14. 1864, and M_ly 25. 1865 The _ho](.
tutions; gives its ol)inion upon proposed changes financial sy._tem wa- th(.t_ until(,(1, and now all
of territorial limits, on the construction of roads, citizen.- arc .,,ubjectcd h) the ._amc taxcs through-
on tolls and markets, and on the estal)lislnnent of out all the province., of tlw king(h,m; though the

a_,socialionq between communes, and betwec_ tax i_land,, of Sa,'dmi;k and Sicily tin' cxcnlpt [rom
payers (consorzii). The provincial deputation, the duty (m s;d[. aml the laltcr from that oH to-
whictl ires the "guardianslfip " of the communes, b;wco even, the (.uhzvatitm and sale of this plant
is composed of ten members in provinces of morc havi_Jg remained In,(' thcrc. The taxes of the
than 600,000 inhabitants, eigbt in those of more kingdom may bc divided "is follows: 1. taxc_ on
than 300,000, and six in the ()them, with sul)sti- lan(h.d prol)erty; 2, laxcs on the income h'om
lutes to the number of four in the first class and per.-onal prOl)(,rty; 3. taxc_ on the grindimz of
two in the others. The provincial budgets, not cerca]._. 4. taxt_s oJ_ affairs, such a_ the right of
including that of the province of Rome, amount- rcgistralion, on civil acts, on the right of succcs-
ed, in 1870, to 78,766,786 francs, receipts, and to .-ion and jlltli('ial acts, s(amp duties, ctc : 5. taxe_
79,109,567 francs, expenditures.--IV. Fi_m_ce. on the cultivation of tol)acco, except in Sicily.

The law of April 29, 1809, established the general and on tim manufa(.tur(' of beer, soda water.- and
principles of the financial administration The alcoholic drillks; 6. taxes on artlch,s of c(_nsump-

minister of finance prepares each year the gcn- fion iu city and country (',mmmnc.-. (with the cx-
eral plan of the budget of the recoil)is and cxpen- ccptLoa of fl, mr, meat and drinks, all articles of
(litur(k_ of the state. For this purpose each of the consumption nmy bc subjected to communal

other ministers transmits to him the plan for the (lucs, and bc:ide_, the enmnmne can add it_ own
particular budget of iris own department. In tim taxes to those of the gOVCl'lHncnt). 7, taxe', on
budget ordinary receipts and expenditures arc foreign commerce, customs and rights of n.,viga-
first entered, followed by the extraordinary, lion, (raw material iscxcmpt fromall impo.-t laws.
Every item of extraordinary expenditure exceed- and the tariff on thc othcr prottuct._ ot industry
ing the sum of 30.000 francs must first bc ap- and manufacturc is extremely moderah'--no pro-
proved by special law.--The financial year coin- hibition nor diffcrcntial law is insisted upon): 8.

eides with the solar )'ear (Jan. 1 to I)cc. 31). It the govcrmncnt monopolies, such as the sale of
is never longer, and the account of the financial salt and tobacco, 9, lotteries; 10, the profit.- of

ycar relates only to the actual receipts and ex- the public scrviccs, such as the postal system, tel
penditures of that year. In tl_e first two weeks egraph, etc ; 11, the revenues from domains, and
of March the minister of finance must present to the receipts of thc. railroads operated by the. state,
parliament a scimme for the budget of each rain- 12, contingent revenues of divcrs kinds; 13, rcim-
istry, and one including all of these, indicating bursemcnts anti regular rc('eipt_-; 14, ccch,siastic;fl
the provisions made for the receipts and expcndi- revcnm,s. --V. Admi_H._tr,_(io_ ,f Ju._iice. The

'ures of the following year. These estimates arc kingdom of Italyobtained a uniform civil h,gi¢la-
al)l)roved before Jan. 1. During the same two tion by the code promulgated Jura'25, 18G5; m it.
weeks in Marel_ the minister of finance must pre civil ma_'riage and the. equality of malc_ and
sentageneralanddefinitivebudgetforthecurrent fcnmle_ in the i'lght of inheritance wcrc estab-
)'car, together with the modifications of the pro- li_hcd. Tuscany only has her own I)e('uh'tr
visions of the first budget, already approved, and penal code, wtwr_,as _tll the oliver l)rovinc_'s have
giving account of the balances of the preceding one and the same, th(. pcmd code wa.,, modified
year. To this definitive budget is added a stale- I m a few respects for the Ncap,.ditau prnviuccs,

ment of the condition of tim treasury.--The col- I for the pnrl)o_e of hghtcning the l)emdties m_-
]ection of direct taxes has been regulated, since ] posed for certain offenses. Cap_ta] puhi_hmcnt,
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is effaced from the code of Tuscany. Com- and chamber of accusation. Five councilors at
nlercial legislation, as well as codes of pro- least must be present in civil cases, six in correc-
eedurc, are the same throughout tile kingdom; tional appeals, and three in the chamber of accu-
the codes of commerce and civil procedure d'ttc sation, to make a decision valid. The courts of
from June 25, 1865; those of criminal procedure assize are convened every year by royal decree at
from Nov. 26, 1_65. Ncverttmless, there are five the time and place determined by law. The juris-
courts of eassation. They are hehi at Milan, diction of each court of assize embraces that of
Florence, Naples, P,dermo and Rome, and are one or of several tribunals. Each court ¢)f assize
(:ailed upon to decide, iu m'tttcrs civil and trim- is composed of three councilors of the court of
in'd, cases of violation or false application of the appeal, to which the decisions of the court of as
law. The courts of appeal do not render final size may be carried for appruval or reversal: they

judgment, but reject the opinion or reverse the are charged with tile making up of the record of
decision of the first judges and send the case to cases, and the application of the law after the
another tribunal. 'Fhe law of Dec. 6, 1865, made verdict of the jury. The jury is composed of
the judicial organizati()n uniform throughout the twelve men, chosen hy lot from among the elect-
rcahn. It embraces the court of appeals, appel ors. of full): thirty years of age, and .tblc to read
late courts. (.ourt_ of assize, tribunals of corn and 'arite. The court of assize has cog_izanee

mcrce, civil _tnd correctional courts and pretors of (_r(iiuary crimes, misdemeanors of the pre._,_,
In each er)mmune there is a justice of the peace, and political misdemeanors. Appeal c.m be
in tim large communes, scveral There is a pub- taken against the decision of the court (ff assize.
lic prosecutor for the court of appeals, u.s well --Crimes of high treason and politm.d trialq of
as for Ihe civil "tnd correctional courts. Justices ministers come undcr the jurisdiction of the sen-

of the peace are appointed hy tim kin_. Their ate, which is erected itxto a high cour_ of justice
services are gratuitous They decide without nn such occasions The pul)lie ministry rel)rc-
the formality of procedure, and render final ._(.nts the executive power m relation _o judicial
judgment in pctly cases, involving personal or _tuthority. The functions of the public ministry
real property to a sum of not more than tlnrtv are exercised in relation to the judges of di_tli(.t-

f_anc._. 'riley act as arhiters when their advice is 1)y the delegate of I)ubhc surety (police el,minis-
demanded in disputes hetwcen residents of the stoner), or bythe mayor, or by a fiscal l)rocurah_r.
same commune. Where there is no justice of the In the tribunals of the arrondisscmeut_ the public
I)eaee these duties devolve upon the syndic, or ministry is represente(i by the procurator of Ih_

mayor Every judicial district (the judicial dis- king; before appellate courts and tim court oi ap
trier consists of one or _evcral communes amt peals, by the attorney general. Tile pulflie rain-

even of part of one) ha.,_a pretor, who decides in istry has charge of state actions againsl crimiH_ds.
the first instance in civil an(1 commercial ca_es It has the right of appeal to the higher court in
inw)lving as much as 1,500 francs, and in offenses tile interest of public order and law.--The de-
against police regulations. Tile (uvil and corree- fcnse, by eourt('sy, of the poor, in civil and pen.d
tional tribumds have jurLsdiction over one or sev. cases before tribunals aml courls (ju(licial ,L_d) ts
era] administrative di,tricts. There are 162 of (.onfided by the presi(lcnt _)f the tribunal or of

them. They pronounce in tile second in._t'tncc the court to ,_omc lawyer practicing within it- ju
upon the decisions of the pretors, and in the first risdiction. Counsel for defendants, under such
instance upon civil matters, which are relegated circumstances, who take Ill(: case without retold-

to them by law, as well as crimes. Connected neration, have to defend, in both civil and crimi-
with the,_ tribunals there are one or several hal courts, individuals andmoral bodies admltW,1

judges, charged with the examination of crimimd to judicial aid, according to rules dctermined by
matters.-- Tile members of the tribunals of corn- law.--Vl. Worship; RelatioT_, of C'hurc]* m,d _s'lc¢l_

mcrcc arc appointed by the king on tile recom Almost all Italians (99.7 per cent.) profess th,.
mendation of the chambers of commerce respc('- Catholic religion. In the north a few valleys _)I'
lively: there are sixty-eight of these in the whole the All)e, on the side of Pignerol, are inhabited

kingdom. The tribunals dccidein ca._es deferred by Vaudois, descended from tile partisau_ (*_
to them by the commercial code and other laws. Peter Val(l_.s. They have a temIfle at Turin. A
The courts of appeal are twenty in number, of few ancient Albanians, living in scaltered h)c.,dl-
which three have altogether four detaclmd scc- tics in southern Italy, along the shore of the,
tions, which sit outside of the city, the residence A(h-iatie, profess the United Greek faith. The_,'

of the court. Thu% there are twenty-four cities are 40,000 or 50,000 Jews and 30,000 to 40,01)0
with a court of appeals, or a section of one. The Protestants. Altogether, the members (_f 1)()_-

courts of appeal take cognizance in tim second Catholic religions (lo not number over 100.000
instance of cases already judged by the district The principle of toleration in religion is embodied
and commercial courts, and of complaints in in the constitution of March 4, 1848, and ha-

matters of election. They decide, moreover, on been interpreted and widely applied in the m(,.-t
the acts relative to the record of crimes to besent liberal sense. Churches and temples may 1)e

before the court of assize. Each court and even erected by non-Catholics and kept open to the
scparatc section of appeals consist of three chain- puhlic, but the permission of the government
bcrs, viz. civil chamber, chamber of correction must first be had. This permission is not neces-
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_nry for the Catholics. The discussion of re- courtsare insured the same guarantees and immu-

"lugious matters is entirely free.-- The relations of attics, both going and coming.--It is provided that
(_.burch and state ale regulated by the law of May the sovereign pontiff shall have the right 1o cor*
13, 1871, which at the same time determines the respond freely with the episcopacy and the whole
,prerogatives of the sovereign pontiff and the Catholic w,_zltl, without any interference on the
holy see. According to this law the person of part of tilt Italian government. Hecan establish

1he pope is sacred and inviolable. Attempts at the Vatican or his other residences, post and
against his person or instigation to such action, as telcgral)h offices with his own empl(ly(_s. The
well ilS public insult lind injury, are punished pontifical l)OStOffice may correspond directly, in
with the same peualtms a,, "trc tim same crimes sealed envelot)c, with the offices of foreign ad

_Lfldmisdemeanors against the person of the king. ministration.,, or (tclivcr its own corrcspondencc
These crimes come under public jurisdiction '_nd through the lt'dian office, hi both cases the
are taken cognizance of by the high court of as- transportation of the p()ntifical nmil ix exempt
size. The Italian govtrnmcnt renders the sover- frmn :dl taxation or expense on Italian territory.
eign pontiff within the territory of the reahn the Com'ier_ expcdited in the name of the sovereign
sovereign honors and pre-eminence .of honor ac- pontiff are put on the same footing as those of

corded to him by Catholic sovereigns The pope the mitfi._triesof for(,ign govcrmncnts. It is also
has the power of ret_tining the usual numbcr of provided that the ponlific.al ttlegraph office shaU

guards attached to hi_ pcrs_m and l)alaec. The I l)e connected with the general system of the
holy see is made the same allowance--3,225,000 I rcahu, at the CXl)ens(_ of the state; that ntq tele-
francs--that it received in the budge1 of the grams shall lie receivt(l a_d sent a_ telegrams of
pontifical starts; this allow:thee is inscribed on the slate, and shall bc free of charge; that the
"Ehe h:dger of the public debt as a perpetual same a(lvantagt._ _hall l)c grantt, d in the case of
annuity, and inalicnal)le in the name of the meqsagcs 1)resented at any regular office by order

holy see, payable even during the vaeant,y of of the pc)pc, a_d messages a(ldrcssed to him shall
1he holy see; and it is exempt from all sorts of be exempt from the charge_ made against the
taxes and burdens, whether governnmntai, pro- person to whom the telegram is senl.--ln the
vmcial or communal. It i_ provided tlmt the city of Rome and its six sul)mban sees. the sere-
sovereign pontiff shall continue t_ enjoy the pal- inarics, 'lcademies, c'ollcges and other Catholic
aces of the Vatican and of the Lateran with in.-.litutions, established for the purpose of eccle-

all their dependeucies; as well :_s the villa of sia.,tieal _,ducation, (lcllcn(t stalely on the holy_e,
Castel Gtlndolfo. The said palaces, villa and without any interfcrcncc on the part of the school
surroundings, with their museums, libraries and authorities of the realm. All rcstrictions on
art collcctions, arc inalienable, exempt from all the right of assembly of the Catholic clergy arc
t_lxes, and not subject to the cxerciseof the right of renmvcd. The government rtnoun(.es thc right
eminentdomain bythe state. Duringthe vat:ancy of nominatitm to and patron:_gc of the major
of the holy see no authority cau, for "lny reason ' bcllefices; bishopsare n()t obliged 1o lake the oath
whatsoever, interfere with or rcstrict the 1)(,r._oual of fidelity to '.h¢. king. The m:_j_lr "lad minor
libertyofthecardinals; thcgovernmentisph,dgcd I)encficts can ouly be et)nferrcd upon ciliztns
to see that the conclave and the oecumenical , of the reahn, except in tile (.it)" of Rome and in

,councils are troubled by no violence. The repre- [ its suburban secs.--Th(, rt_yr, l_'xcqt_t_'amll,l,_cct
sentative or agent of public authority can l)ene- have been al)olishcd; likcwl,_(, every ()[her f, lrm
trate into the palaces and places which arc tile of governmental auth_)rization of the publication
habitual residence or temporary dwelling of the and _,xeeutiou of the acts of ec(,le-iastical auth,)r
sovereign pontiff, or in which may lie assemhlcd a ity Nevertheless, until the reorgaJlizati,_n, prcser-
e.onclave or an oecumenical council. It ix pro v'ltion a_d administration of ecclesiastical ptop-
hil)ited to p_iy visits of examination, search, or crty shall have' been p_'ovided for by a special
to remove papers, documents, books or registers, law, the acts of the cce]c_iastical _lnth_ritic._, hay-

in the pontifical offices or congTegations, wl_en ing for their object the disl)o,al (_f church prop-
such _,re of a purely spiritual character. The erty, and provision for major and minor benefices.
s,_vereign pontiff is entirely free to perform all except thoscof Rome and its suburl,;m ste-, shall
the fu,mtionsof his spiritual ministry, and to rcmainsubjcctt()thee_eq_at_'and]_l_u'ct. Innmt-
,',tu._e to he affixed to tim doors of the basilicas tcrs spirit_rll and disciplinary, lhcl'e is no appeal

au,l churches of Rome the acts of that ministry from the acts of the ecclesiastical authorities,
Those ecclesiastics, who, in the exercise of their on the other hand, they can not ex_.(,utc their de-

functions, participate in the production of these cree¢ by the aid ol the state. Cognizance [)f the

•lets, are subject to no search, investigati(ln or legal effects of such act_ an(1 of every _('t of eccle-
prosecution by reason of them; any strangers si_stical authority bet(lags to civil jurisdiction;
at Rome, invested with ecclesiastical functions, thes,'aets _re d('void ()f all f_)re(.and effect, if con-

enjoy the personal guarantees of Italian citizens, trary to the laws of the state, to public order, or

The ambassadors of foreign governments to the if th(.y violate the rights of individual_; if they
holy see enjoy all the prerogatives and privileges constitute a crime, they come u_l(t(.r a 1)enal code.
_)f diplomatic agenls, granted I)y international The royal decree of June 23. 1_71. rcgul'ttes the

:law. The representatives of the see at forcign concessmn of tl_cplacet and e,xcq,_att_.; by article
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five of this decree, a person invested with a ben- charity does not suffice. Institutions, whose,
efice can not take possession of it until his title manner of administration has been predetermined

be provided with the royal placetor exequatur.-- by the act establishing them, are without the ju-
A law of July 7, 1866, suppressed all orders, all risdiction of the latter. :Every year a budget of"
religious corporations and congregations. The receipts and expenditures is prepared. This is
members of these moral bodies, even mendicants, approved by the provincial deputation, to whom
were allowed a life pension of 600 francs or less, are also referred the rules of government, the-
according to the age of the pensioners. Their sales, purchases, acceptances or refusals of be-
possessions were made over to the state. -- The quests and the authorization to sue. However,
number of archbishops having dioceses is 47; permission to acquire property through legacies

of bishops, 217; in all, 264. It may be well to is definitely granted by the government. When
note here that in the diocese of Milan the Am- an instilution is subventioned by the state, its

brosian rite is still iu use. The Milanese or budget must have the approval of the ministcrof
Ambrosian church, although one with the Bx)man the interior. The latter has, moreover, the right
Catholic, is distinct from the latter in its ritual, of surveillance and control of the administration-
its celebration of the mass, the breviary, "tnd of all charities. In cases provided fc)r by law,
especially in the administration of the sacraments, institutions may be reformed, or even trans-

beginning with baptism by immersion. The rev formed, when they no longer serve their purpose.
enuE of the property of the sccular clergy, admin- This has been done in the c_e of asylums for
istercd by themselves, is estimated at 55,000,000 pilgrims and neophytes, institutions created for
francs at the. very least. To this we must add the ransoming of Christian slaves in heathen
the tithes levied by the clergy upon the harvests countries, etc. The demand for reform or trans-
in several l)rovince.s, and the fees for baptisms, formatiun isaddrcssed to the council of the prov-
marriages, funerals, etc. --VII. P_blic lrn,t:._tc- incc by the municip'fl council. The prefect then

t/oil. The fundamental law of public instruc- submits it to the minister of thc interior, who
tion is that of Nov. 13, 1859, modified for the acts upon the instruction of the state council.
provinces of Tuscany and tim old kingdom of All new foundations of benevolent or clmritable
Naples at the time of its promulgation in those institutions mustbe authorized by the government.
countries. A few other modifications have --IX. MilitanT Organization. The kingdomcom-
been effected by laws common to the whole prises sixteen territorial divisions. Thereare twen-
kingdom. );dut'ation is of three degrees, name- ty-eigbt fortresscsand iifly-threc military districts.
]y: elementary, secondary and superior. Second Four general commands of army corps are es-
ary instruction is divided into clas_-ical aml |ablished in Rome, Verona, Naples and Palermo.
technical. Higher educatiou comes within the By the S'_rdinian law of March 20, 18.54, which,
province of the universities anti higher insti- after the annexation, went into force throughout
tutions of learning. Secondary cka,_h,a/ instruc- the whole kingdom, every citizen is subject to
tion is given in the lyceums and gynmasia (col- conscription as soon as he has completed his
leges); secondary techJ_ic inseruction, in the twentieth year. and even before that age in case
scho_fls and instittltes of technology; elementary of war. All the young men born in tim same
instruction is given in the communal schools, year form a class from which is drawn theyearly

We have Enumerated elementary instruction as contingent, fixed by law. This contingent is dis-
among the obligatol T communal exl)enses. Uni- tributed by arrondis_ments, in proportion to the
versities and lyceums are supported by the state, numberof those inscribed upon the lists of the
Gymnasia and schools of technology are at the clas._, which is chosen by lot to enter the _H'my.
charge of the communes in which they are es- The direction of theconscription, according tothc
tablishc,d. Technological institutes are main law of )Iarch 29, 1865, is confi.ded to a fun(.liou

rained by the provinces. IIowevcr, in the case of ary of the administration, to the prefects and the
the two lalter categories, the slate contributes to- subprefects; its execution devolves upon a council
ward their expenses to the amount of half the sala- of conscription in each arrondissement. The lat-
ries of the faculties.--VIII. Public CT_arity. Be- ter is composed of the prefect or subprefect, tw_)
nevolent institutions are numerous in Italy. Every provincial councilors and two army officers. It i_
commune supports one or more. They are regu- a_sisted by the administrative officer and a doctor.
luted by the law of Aug. 3, 1862. Provinces main- The maydrs of each commune enroll the names
lain at their expense foundling and insane asylums of the young men upon the recruiting lists. .kfter
These institutions are administered by a bureau these have been published, lots are drawn; after
of charity in each commune. This bureau is ap- that, the council of conscription visits the cnhst_',t,
pointed by the municipal council, and has a pres- and pronounces upon their right to claim excmp-
ident, with four or eight members, according to tion from the service. The men chosen by h_t t,)
the population of the place. ThE president's form the annualcontingent form the first catego-

term of office is four con_cutive years; the other ry, They are called tothe army, and arc assigm'd
members' service expires, one each year for four according to their aptitudes, to one or another
years ; but they are always re-eligible. The corps of the army; the rest form the second c'm'-
municipal council may elect a special board or gory, and are subject to military services for forty
bureau for an institution, when the board of days in each year. --The law of July 19, 1871,
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modified the organic recruiting law, and insti- end of December, 1878, was 199,557 men (peace
tuted a provincial militia. It provides for the footing), and 444,509 men (war footing), with
voluntary enlistment for one year, under certain 15,110 officers. The national militia is conq_osed
conditions, of young men who wish to become of 232 battalions of infantry, each of four (.ore-
proficient in tile art of arms. All exemption panic_-, of rifleen batt:dions of "bers_tglicri"
fi'om military service has been done away with. cavalry; of sixty battalions of artillery; and of
except the substitution of a brother, attd this lib- ten comp;_nies ()f engineers. The time of .,,ervicc
c:'ation, dependent upon the payment (Jf a premi- in the st_mding army is three years in the infantry
um fixed by law (2,600 francs in 1871 anti 1_72), and fivc years in tim cavalry. A certain num-
ol_ly transfers theyoung man from the fir.-t t(_ the her, distinguished as "soldati d'()rdin;mz;i," to
second category. University students, students which class belong the carabinieri and some of
of medicine, pharmacy, surgery and veterinary the athumistrative troops, have the option to
pupils eurolled iu tile second category, are exempt serve eight years complete, and arc then liberated
_lt their request from military instruction; but without further liability toarms. In tile army of
they are liable, in time of war, to be called UltOll reserve the time of service is nine years -- The
to serve in their capacity of doctor, surgeon, etc., nawll army, that is, the gunners and marine in-
up to the age of thirty-four years. A like cx- fantry, is rccruitcd from among the young m_r*
eruption may beclalmed by ecclesiastical student_, forming the ycarly military contingent. There is
Both classes are deprived of this right of excmp- a special conscription for sailors and mechanics
tion, if, at the age of full twenty-fivc years, they of the navy. The term of service of conscrip-
have not received their professional diplomas, or tion in tile navy is eight years; of volunteers,
taken higher orders. The volunteers of one year until they are forty years old. --The navy of the
receive no pay. At the end of their time, if they kingdom of Italy consisted, at the end of'Decem-
have given proof of sul_ci_nt military knowl- her. 1881, of 88 steamers, afloat or building,
edge, they may claim exemptiou upon payinu a armed with 684 guns. The t_avy was manned in
premium not exceeding one-third of that fixed in 1_0 by 11.200 sailors, an(1 660 engineers and
ordinary cases; or they may be transferred iut() working men, _xith 1,271 of Iicer-, the chief of
the provincial militia, even with the rank of them one admiral, one vice-admiral, 10 rear-ad-
officer, after an examination as to fitness. Be- mira]_ att(l 83 captains. The marine_ consisled
sides the voluntary enlistment of a year, there is, of two regiments, compri,ing °05 oflieeJ's and
for young men of, at the least, seventcen 3.cars °,700 soldiers. The merchant marine comprises
of age, a kind of voluntcering called permanent, 18,800 sailing vessels, with a tonn:lge of 990,000,
that is, for cight years of service; also a form and carrying a total of 184.000 seamen. The

called temporary enlistment Aliens, and in gen- number of steam vessels is rapidly increa._iu_.
eral all volunteers not inchnted in tile recruiting In 1872 there were 120 of these, with a tonnage
lists, are accepted only for eight years of service, of 33,000. The regul:lr and cor.ll fisheries give
Soldiers, discharged at the clote of their term of employment to 11,600 boats and 31,000 men.
obligatory service, nmy re-enlist voluntarily for a GA_PAI¢ FLXALI.
term of not less than three years. In time of war
volunteers for the duration of the war are en- -- X. Ecol_omic slid Co_,mercial IlL, tory. The

rolled. All citizens are subject to military ser- economic and commercial hislorv of the times
vice. The provincial militia is composed of men that extend from the crusades to the discovery
of the first category, who are in the three or four of America, is in great me._sure Italian hi,tory.
last years of their service, and men of the second There will certainly be no one who will dare to
category, who are in the four or five last years of call a usele_ w(_rk or a vain eompla('en_y of
service. The government may claim the services le.ll'ned men, this investigation in the volume of
of soldiers of the militia to re-enforce thc active history of thc titles of Itali.in one time suprcma-

army in time of war. Cavalrymen, artillerymen ('y. The picture of the ghtry and of ttt(,treasures
and men of the artillery train and sanit;try corps acquired by Italians, in the cuuntrit's where they
are attached to tile active army during their en- funded, ought to serve _ma stimulus to mlitatio_.
tire term of service. The officers are chosen After the changes that have happened lie w_uld
from among soldiers who have quit active service bc foolish who should dream of new dom:_itls on
by reason of retu'ement, voluntary resignation or the coasts of the sea_ of the east. Bu_ the, mivi-
permanent leave, and who wish to join the pro gallon of these seas is open, and if the time_
vincial militia. They receive an allowance, to which Providence is preparing will be ._o favor-

which may be added a pension. -- By the law of able to the nations living on the shores of the
military organization passed Sept. 30, 1873, the Mediterr'mcan that a part of the commcrce with "
standing army of Italy is dividt.d into seven gen- Asia shall takc again its former route, it will
eral commands, or corps d'armde, each consisting then be kn_)wn how profitabh; the results wilt

of three divisions, and each divisio_t of two be, It suffices to call to mind the geogratdti-
brigades; four or six battalions of '" bersaglieri," cal posit_on of the ltalian peninsula tlmt wc may

or riflemen, two regiments of cavalry, and f,om rccogt*ize how italian traders were naturally in-
six to nine companies of artillery. The actu_,l vited to be the first to take in hand the produc-
strength of the rank and file of the army at the tion- of Asia and Africa, from the ports of Egypt
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and Syria or of the Black sea; and how, trans- south, through the convenience of its ports and
porting them along the Mediterranean, they could the nearness of the springs and routes of corn-
furnish all christendom therewith, while greatly merce, favor and encouragement. If feudalism

advantaging thenlselves.-- At this epoch America was not the cause, how is it that from Brindisi,
had no existence for Europe; all the products mistress of the mouths of the Adriatic, corn-
in which the latter was lacking, and therefore merce tluust itself to the lagoons of Venice,

obliged to demand of other parts of the wm'hl, from Syracuse and Amalfi to Piss and Genoa'?-
came fr()m Asia and Africa only. The countries But, as above indi(.ated, Amalfi, situated on the
of the east, in which nature Ires with so much gulf of Salerno, had its period of prosperity. It
hbcrality lavished her gifts, are in part bathed by is even the first Italian city of which we can

those same sca_ that surround Italy. Greece, infer with certainty the maritime commerce with
Syria and all Asia Minor offered to Italian traders the Levant. Ohliged to contend against the Arabs
excellent dSpSts for the storing or exchange of and Saracens, its navigation receivcd an extraor
their goods. The countries situated in proximity diuary increase; and in the year 849 saved Rome
to the Black sea were ahnost all barbarous, and from a threatening invasion. At Palermo, at
therefor(' could ill compete with the har(ly Italian Syracuse, at Messina, its traders possessed store-
navigator% who visited the colonies founded by houses and agencies; and the vessels of Amalfi,
their valorous fellow-citizens al'_und the Euxine, from the tenth century, were to be met in the
to receive the merchandise which caravans had portsof Beyroot and Alexandria, employed in the
brought from the central regions of Asia and even Irausportation of pilgrmls to the lloly Land and
from the remote shores of the gulfs of Arahia in mercautile ol)ert_tions. By the route of Du
and Bt,ng:tl--nmrehatldise which was then by razzo they trafficked meantime with the Greek
them (listributed through all Europe. Let us empire, and at Constantinople obtained conspic-
remember these conditions, in part natural and uous privileges. During the brief periods of its
physical, in part economic and civil, to which of prosperity Amalfi could count 50,000inhabitants;
necessity their commerce was subject, and wc its money wascurrent throughout all Italy and the
shall be able to form some idea of the necessary Levant, and tile famous Tavo/e Amalfilane formed

and spoutaneous superiority which these con- a maritime code imitated by later and foreign
ferred on the merchants of Italy. -- If we exam- legislation. Of Flavio Gioia, a citizen of Amalfi,
ine on the map the respective positions of the and of the mariner's compass, we need say noth-

various provinces of Italy we shall see that lower ing here. But ft_reign conquest and military fm T
Italy and Sicily must have I)cen, at the time of soon brought to ruin this great prosperity. The
which we speak, the princip'd seats and richest Normans, in 1131, deprived Amalfi of its lib-
emporiums of this trade. On one side _Naples erty; and, soon after, a fleet from Pi_ as-
commamted the Tyrrhcnian sea. Tarento on the saulted and sacke(I it, reducing it to a heap of
other side, and the cities of Puglia and Calabria, ruins. Amalfi fell at the very moment in which
were those whose navigators could most immedi- Italian commerce generally wa.u rising, and Piss

ately communicate, by passing through the Ionian and Genoa obtained tile rich heritage.- From
sea, with the islands of tile Archipelagu and the the tenth to the twelfth century Piss _as the prin-

portsof the Lewmt. Sicily, in turn, saw extend- cipal commercial mart of Italy. The Arno, then
ing before her the coasts of Africa and Egypt, navigable right under its walls, made almost a
forming one of the principal routes of commerce, maritime city of it, while at the same time open-
And yet history, reserving only the brief period i_g up a channel into the interior of Tu.,,cany.
during which Amalfi deservedly proclaimed her- Piss, in whose deserted streets to-day the grass is
self queen of the seas, far from presenting lower growing, had, in the times of its splendor, as
Italy as having the pahns of commerce, places many as200,000inhahitants. The frequent.irrup-
her below Pis.t, Genoa and Venice. Although lions of the Saracens, from one of which it was
this fact may at first sight hi)pear strange enough, freed by tile prowess of its heroine, Cinzica St,-
it will not be difficult to find a reasonable expla- mondi, had obliged Pisans to acquire skill also in

nation thercof. -- Sad consequences to commerce the use of arms; and the common peril had
proceeded" from feudah._m, that form of social induced the Genoese to unite with their rivals
administration in which is to be found the real against the infidels, from whom the two repub-
cause of the mercantile inferiority of Naples and lies snatched the dominion of Sardinia, which
Sicily. The isolation, says Giuliano Ri('ci, in was afterwar(l to become the apple of discord.

which they live in the midst of the state, with- In 1087 the Genoese and Pisans combined made
draws both plebeians and patricians from extended an cxt)edition against Tunis; and the Tuscan nay-
commerce and perfected industry, interrupting or igators made conquests besides on their own

rendering slow and difficult all communications account, among others those of Corsica and the
and relations of interest, at the same time that it Balearic isles, from which able mariners wcr['

paralyzes undertakings of every kind. Hence it is recruited. -- That which distinguished Piss from
that Norman feudalism withcred the municipali- the other Italian republics was the liberal policy

ties in the south of Italy, and paralyzed that com. with which its ports were opened to strangcr._
merce and those manufactures which prospered But the Genoese contemplated with an evil eye
in the north, and which might have found in the the dominion of the Mediterranean being con-
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tended for by the Pisans, for whom they were this time; but impartial history must explain the
reserving the same fate which tile htttcr had in- fa(.t_ it relates and not shrink from confessing the
flitted on Amalfi. Tile possession of Corsica and benefits which often had their origin in the most
.Sardinia was the occasion and prctext of war; a (leplorablc mi_f()rtunes; and we can lmve no doubt
war of extermination, from which tile greater that these mercantile wars were a notable social

prolit was drawn by tile queen of the Adriatic, progress in compari.-nn _ith former wars of con
which with secret joy beheld, as a spectator, the quest and invasion. -- Genoa and Venice alone re

terrible injuries which its two sisters on opposite mained to contend for the empire of the seas. It is
shores were inflicting on each other. -- In tile known how Venice arose. Attila had passed the

first and second crusades the Pi.-ans lind taken a Alps, sacked.rod reduced Aquileia to ashe_; he was
leading part, obtaining, as a reward, great privi- threatening t(, descend on Rome. Tlleinhabit-mts
legcs in tile Levant, and fortresses and establi.-h- of tile de.-troyed city and of the lieighboring coun-
meats upon all tile coasts of Syria and Asia 31i- try sought refugeon tile _an(ly islets of the lagoons,
nor. Ja_ffa, St. Jolm d'Acre, Tripoli, Laodicea aml founded tiler(,, in the year 4.50 after Christ, a
and Antioch were ahnost (,ntircly ill their l)(Twer, slTecies of federative republic, in which each of

At Tyre they had founded a company, religious th(, isles _as governed by itsown tribunes. Fish-
and at tim same time mercantile, calh,d, as if by ing and the production of salt were the first in-

antiphrasis, that (Tf the Humble. (_ocieta, hllmili- dustries of tlle little nation. The security they
.orum) devoted to trade, principally to the weaving enjoyed, in the midst of the sea upon their rocks,
,of wools.-- These great successes increased all invited new colonists, and little by little this be-
the more the rancor and envy of the Ligulian came so consl)icu(Tus as to be able to neutralize
metropolis which, toward the en(l of the twelfth the importance of Ravenntl, the capital of the
century, definitively took away from Pis.l the two empire of tile Ostrogoths. When Justinian,
islands so long disputed ; and ill 1283, near the reef emperor of the ca-t, d_.clared war _lgain_t tile lat-
of Meloria, the Pisan fleet and grandeur wcre ter, and se.nt hisgencr,ds, Belisarius'md Nalsctes,
destroyed. And n(Tt even content with this, thc to subdue them, Venice afforded to (lie Greeks

_enoese stiH'ed up internal factions, which soon the aid of its fit,el The battle of Vesuvius put
covered with blood the banks of the Arno; and, an end to the Gothic dominion, and the exarchate
to dchver a last blo_ to their former rivals, of P_lvenna inherited its power. But, hard

mid excite a formidable competition to tlle Pisan pressed by the Loml)ards, the conquerors of the
port, in 1421 they sold to Florence the harbor of wdlcy of tile Po, the exarchs sought to makc

Leghorn for 100,000 gohl crowns.-- The discords friends of a city that could d(7 them great service,
.of the Italian cities were always the principal and granted Venice important privileges and corn-

cause that prevented the peninsula not only from mercml liberties. When Ch:(rtemagne dcsccndcd
uniting to form a powerful nation, lint likewise into Italy to wrench thc iron cro_n from King
from preserving the palms of civilization and Desiderio, the Vcnctians, nlost skillful in profiting
commerce acquired with so much toil and blood, b3 ever 3' propition¢ occasion, _on to themselves
And yet it must be c(mfessed, that, ill tile hi_tory the friendship of the new Ceesar by aiding him in
()f the worhl, those intestine _trifcs themselves the siege of Pavia, and ollt:dned as their reward
were the occasion of _ome good and the cause (Tf the right of trading in his Italian states. Mean-

a progress which otherwise would with difli(.ulty whih, the Greek empire, mena('cd by the Arabs,
have been obtained. From the most painful evils tile Bulgal'ialts ;rod the IIungarians, was going to
Providence knows how to draw out germs ol decay: and Venice, (tui('l_ .tt all times to take ad-
future advantz_ge for the human family. Previ- vantagetTf circumstances, offered sub_idies which
()us to the great epoch of thc Italian republics, were dearly requited. Fiscal cxempti(m% agen-
war was carried on ordinarily through mere thirst ties and c.-tablishmcnts in l{oumclia and Constan-
for conquest, by barharousand ferocious soldiel_, t inople itself, the conquest of Dalnmtia--such
who fought only for tile sake of fighting and x_cre the rewards granted It7 the Venetians. In
(1, stroying. Italian communcs, on tile contrary, proportion as the circle of their political power
introduced a new kind of wars, commercial ones, was enlarged (lid they feel the ncvessily of modi-

f_tm_ motives of interest; they destroyed bnt for tying their intulnal tonstituti(m, giving it greater
the sake of producing, of accumulaling; wealth force and unity. The)" had already substituted
was their object, as much at least its glory. Be- tile authority of a sillglc doge for that of several
sides, but for the profound rivah'y which divided tribunes ']'lit. Vuneti,n ,lligar(.hy, gb_rious anti
those municipalities into inimical camps, and illustrious, succeeded tl_e democracy, and became

obliged them to perform (leeds of prodigiou_ tim granite b:_se upon which was to rest the
her(Tism, can we believe tile)' wouhl have become ! _hole machinery nf the state. Ancona and

so great? In order to be great it is necessal 3" to j ('(inmcchio. which in the matter of trade h;id
be able to love strongly lind hate strongly ; and it ._l,(J_ n sonic (li,.-l*o_,ition t(7 rival Venice, had fall-
is quite doubtful whether hatred or h)vc contrih- Icn under the blows ()f the Saracens and the .Nitr-

ated most to the greatness of Italy. tteaven l: lenllne Ideates, and the (lut,en of (lie .'_driati,: let

iorbid that we should asv this as a justificattnn or ] them succumb _ ithout aiding tlmm. -- The Gre-
apology for the misera*ble fratricidal arms, the , elan emperors had hcll)ed to promote the cru:adcs,
eternal cause of Italian weakness and shame at i but were not long in repenting of it. The Frank
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warriom, who re_',ained for some time in Byzan- they might iong have preserved their supremacy.
tium, committed vioienceand abuses; the Italian But the internal administration of Genoa was
traders obtained important privileges, which Con- profoundly unlike that of Venice, and the Geno-

stantinople granted through fear of the Turks eseweredifferentmen. The Venetian government
and from a desire to make powerful friendships, represented a system strong, permanent, lasting;
The Venetian agency (fiLttoria) in the suburb of it was an edifice soundly established on the basis
Pera, bad about I0,000 inhabitants and formed a of an aristocracy prudent and ambitious. That
little slate, capable at times of neutralizing the of Genoa, on tile contrary, was uncertain, fluctu-

sower and authority of the local government, sting, torn by continual factions, and led from
The tortuous and disloyal policy of the Byzan- one novelty to another. If the comparison is al-
tine emperors could not long remain faithful to lowablc, we would say that Venice was the En-

tre:_ties concluded with neighbors so formidable, gland and Genoa the France of Italy. Hence it,
And their perfidy, already long suspected, ap- happened that Genoa, having reachedthesummit
peared manifest in the conduct of the emperor, of grandeur and prosperity, was not long in fall-
Emmanuel Commenus, who, in 1172, being re- ing into decay, while Venice, on the contrary,
fused by the Vcnetians their aid in his affair though passing through the most contrary vicis-
with William, king of Sicily, caused to be con- situdes, knew how to maintain itself strong an4
fiscated all their vessels with their cargoes, and respected.--If the GerJoese had allied themselves
all they possessed in his states, arresting even with the schismatic Greeks to make war on the
a great number of their citizens.-- The republic Venetians, the latter, less delicate still and less
of St. Mark was not one to tolerate such an un- scrupulous, had leagued themselves with the
just affront, and the opportunity of obtaining Turks to bring the Genoese to ruin. Those
revenge for it did not long delay. When tile trading peoples knew well how to compromise
fourth crusade was undertaken in 1202, Venice with their conscience and faith whenever their

not only took upon itself the transport of Vhe interests were at stake, or whenever they wished
whole army. but prepared, besides, an expedition to satisfy their mutual hatred. But, in order to>
_)f its own, under the command of the doge, explain this point of Italian history, a fcw con-
Enrico Dand,)lo. But not against the Turks, siderations are needed. There were then two
rather against _he Greeks were these troops di- principal routes by which the goods from Asia
rected. Con._tantinople was taken, and the Latin could reach the se_-_ of Europe. One of these,
empire was substituted there in :1204. The entire from the Persian gulf, along the course of the
suburb of Pera, the Morea with the most fertile Euphrates and the Tigris, extended as far as
islands of the Archipelago, fell to the h)t of Trebizond and tile other ports of the Black sea.
Venice; which, 4_ this manner, became once And of this the Genoese, after thclast revolution,

more preponderant in thc commerce of the Le- had become masters. The other wasthat which,
vant, in wlfich the Genoese and Pisans, at a by means of the Red sea and Egypt, ended at
former period, had been its victorious riwds.-- Alexandria, where, although the Genoese had
Genoa, though prosperous and rich, had until their agencies, there wa_ still a possibility of corn-
now remained second to Venice. Tile industri- peting with them. And all the more since the
ous character of the Ligurians, and the adwm- flint of the two routes, in consequence of the

rages of the site they occupy, ill adapted to agri- commencing decadence of the caliplmte, had be-
culture and marvelously fitted for navigation, conic insecure on account of the brig_m(ls who
had early made them a people of traders, tosuch infested it: while, on the contrary, in Egypt,
a degree that it proverb ran: GenT_ensis, ergo under the military rule of the mamelukes, order
merc,_bn'. They were burning with the desire to and security reigned. Whence it was that when
supplant the Venetians in tim Lcvant and to sub- the Genoese seized the trade of Constantinople
stitutc their own power there. Able and astute and the Black sea, the Venetians turned all their
politicians, the Genoese saw that Venetian power attention to the I)o_ession of Alexandria.-

rested principally on thc duration and force of Papal Rome had, by a pontifical edict, forbidden
the Latin empire of Byzantium; and that this any direct relations with the infidels. But Veniee,
destroyed, the other would also fall. They re- by the astuteness of diplomacy and rich inesents,
solved, therefore, to use every means for the res- knew how to obtain a special dispensation, th_mks
toration of the Greek emperors; and they suc- to which tile Roman court gn-anted to those
ceeded in their well-imagim, d enterprise.--Mi- traders i)ermission tosend a limited number of

chele VIII., Palcologus, implored the aid of the vessels to Egypt and Syria. But soon even that
Genoese, who carried him in a flect in 1261 to last clause limiting the vessels fell into disuse,
Constautinople, whence the Franksand Vcnetians and Venice directed to those ports the principal
were driven out ; and Genoa obtained of the new efforts of its policy and navigation, and conclud _(t
lord all the possessions and privileges which its sevend advantageous treaties with the mameluke-
rival had enjoyed. Thus tbe capital of Liguria sultans. It must be said tllat Genoa had not
became the first commercial power of Europe; been a whir more particular than its rival, ano
and, as Scherer justly observes, if the enterpris- had, some thirty years before, signed a treaty

ing audacity and the fearless courage of its in- with the Tunisians. -- Thanks to this new corn-
habitants had been governed by a wiser policy, merciat revolution, favored by the Vcnetians,
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Alexandria became, at the commencement of the had not already come, three days before the expi-
fourteenth century, the centre and emporium of ration of his term he was to convoke the greater
Indian trade. The Venetians carried there the council (of twenty-four members), andinvite itto
productions of Italian iudustlT, such as wool. elect the consul. The one chosen remained in
arms, mirrors, glass, and the wares of other Euro- office only three months, "rod could be recun-
peau countries; and exported thenccdrugs, spic, es, firmed until the arrival of the one sent from Ge-

pearls, precious stones, ivory, cotton, Indian silk, noa. The consul could not undertake anything
,rod the indigenous products of Egypt. -- The without the approval of _ai(1 council, which had
Genoese, though preponderant on thc Bosphorus to concur, at least by a two-thirds vote, for the
and the :Euxine. could not long remain iudiffer- sanction of any scheme. The greater council
cut to the sturdy competition of the Vene- elected two key-bear(,rs, who lind charge of the
tians in the Italian seas. They also tried to ob- money of the (.ommune of Caffa. The lesser

tain privileges in Egypt; and in'tsmuch as the council Off six members) apl)ointed every three
sultans were interested in giving permission to months two agents and every six months two
every trading people who could bring abundance comptrollers That which was CSl)ccially lauda-
to their markets, they were not backward in sat- ble was that Genoa left to its colonies a sufficient

isfying them, so that the two great rivals soon liberty of internal administration. The magis-
met face to face on the bauks of the Nile. On trates of the rcpublic were forbidden t_ meddle
the other hand, the Vcnctians had not left thcir with the election ,)f tho_e (ff Caffa, except, as has

competitors tranquil on the Black sea; and in Tre. been stated, the consul and his chancellor, repre-
bizond they had strengthened themselves anew. senting the executive power of tile colony. The
From these causes there arose a mortal war be- consul was prohibited receiving any gift whose
tween the two republics, which lasted from 1356 value should excced the sum of ten ,,.ohli (cents)
to 1880, and which terminated, after various vi- umlcr penalty of four times the value. A month.
cissitudes, with the discomfiture of the Genoese, after his return t() G_no'L he came before the au-

and the prostratiou of the contending parties, to I ditors, and before showing the operations of his
the profit of the common enemy the Turk, who j adnlinistration the auditors (or syndics) were to
threatened to advance and confound in the same ' consult with two or follr of the best merchants of

ruin the conqueror and the conquered.-- But be- ] Caffa The auditors of the colony had tl,e duty
fore occupying ourselves with the decadence of i of inspecting the act._ of tl,e other magz.,tra_es.
Italian commerce, we think it opportm)e to in- I The officials over luerehandisc, victuals, money,
fm'm our readers with re_pect to somc most ira- I.etc., superintended these various branches of co-

portant points appertaining to the epoch of its i Ionial police --Similar to that of Caffa was at-

grandeur. We have related, according to chro- Lranged the administration of the other Genoese
nological ordcr, the vicissitudes of that memm'a- ! establishments ox_ the l;lack sea, such a_ Cam
ble epoch; but let us stop to consider tile various i balo (Balaclava), Trebizond, Anmstri, T_,na and
characters that distinguished it. And first of all ! Soudah.--The trade of Tauri,_ contributed nmch
it is well tu make special mention of the Genoese [ to the wealth of Genoa; the Genoese CXl)Ortcd
colonies; which wc do all the mm'c willingly m- thence salt, corn, timl)er, commodities which
asmucha-_the government and legislation of thesc abounded there. In similar manner the skins

in many respects may truly be sdduced as models. [ and wool of the Crimea were ex(.hanged for other
--The Black sea had, as wc have indicated merchandise of Greece and Roumanm, especially

above, come almost entirely into the power of wines. The Russians brought skins ,_f tlw er-
the Genoese. Taking possession of ancient Theo- mine, the lynx and other animals. The Tartars
dosia, they named it Caffa, from the name of one furnished linen% cottons and silk goods By the
of the family, Caffaro, which gave to Genoa one caravans of Astracan there came tim hair of An-
of its best historians. The vicinity of the Mon- gora, used in the weaving of carolers, which thc-

gol Tartars obliged the Genoese to fortify the Gcnoese manufactured in a masterly way aud
city of Tauris and surround it with walls; but sold at Constantinople, Cyprus, Alexandria and
well knowing that the power and security of Nico.-ia. Fitfully, the colonists carried (m a corn-
states rest upon good and strong internal rcgula- merce of an infamou_ kind, carrying away from
lions more than on bulwarks, they busied them- the Caucasus young creatures of tender age and
selves in constituting there a regular and free both sexes, and selling them as slaves to barbarous
government, composed of a consul, two councils, nations, chiefly to the sultan of Egypt. This
greater and lesser, a parliament, intendants, pur- traffic lind been carried on by tile Greeks, an(1 was
veyors, a mint, chancellors, keepers of the keys, exercised by the Genoese, the Venetian'_ and the

agents, captains of the town, of the port, of the Turks, who continued it until, in 1829, the treaty
market, and of stores.--All the consuls of the of Adrianople put an end to it The daring of

Genoese colonies, the first day they entered office, the Genocse, shown iu penetrating and spreading
swore to observe the regulations of the republic, themselvcs everywhere with their commerce, is
and to render justice to all. The consul of Caffa truly worthy of marvel. Along the mountains
remained in office one year, which being finished, that flank the empire of Trcbizond, toward its
he was to lay asidehis dignily immediately under southern and eastern part, they went as far as
penalty of 500 Gcnocse lire; but if his successor Erzeroum, in Armenia, and thence to Tauris, i_
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Persia,. _Iarco Polo found them navigating the ber, etc. Tile captain of a ship could not carry

42uspian. As far as Tauris their caravans carried goods on his own account on the vessel lie corn-
the wares obtained from Caffa _uJd Galata, and manded, but was allowed to do so on another

exchanged them for those which the Asiatics craft. As soon as the fleet arrived at its port of
brought along the Euphrates and thl'ough the destination, the authority of the admiral or cap-
deserts. But often it happened 1lint instead of tain, as far as the trade was concerned, expired,
intrusting their goods to oflxer hands, the Ligu- to give placeto that of the consul furnished wilh
rian traders would thcmselves venture into the full powets.--The creatiou of consuls al)road is

regions to the south aml east of Persia. Accord- likewise of Italian origin. Toe.,,tablish a nation-
ing to the testimony of the Englishman Ander- al authority ia the midst of foreign state.q which,
son, the Genoese coins were very common at in this l'espect, renounced in part their territorial
Calicut. ou the coast of Malab:_l"; and from a authority in favor of the representative of :t
letter written in 1326 by Andrea da Perugia, and foreign state, was '.t thing a¢ difficult a_ it w'ts
referred to in volume fifth of the ammls of Vad- necessary to a people which, like the [tahan, had

ding, we learn that the traders of Genoa went as so gradually extended the sphere of their rela.
far as the port of Z_tytouu, in China. Of some tions. Genoa obtained this privilege at Antioch
other large mercantile stations of the Genoese we itl 1098; at Jaffa, Ccsarea and St. John d'Aere in
shall speak presently in tim proper' placc. -- We 1105; at Tripoli in 1109; at Laodicea in 1108 and
now turn to the (:ommercial organization of 1127. Piss obtained the same permission in tim
Venice anti its principal operations in trade. A principal stations of the Levant iu 1105 Venice

peculiar and distinctive character of that repub had consuls at J_Lffa from 1099, at Jerusalem in
lie was the extreme interfl,rence of the govern 1111 and 1113, at Antioch in 1167, at Bcyroot in
ment in economic and industrial matters. These 1221. The custom of having consuls abroad,
were affairs of the state. Maritime equipments now general, was only introduced at a later date
and chaxters of vessels were not left to private among other nations; and among the towns not

will, but the government xegulatcd the epochs Italian, Mar,,cilles and Barcelona were the first to
and conditions of the contracts, the nature and follow, ia this, the example of Italian maridme

compositinn of the cargoes, the payments, and republics. --The Venetian treasury did not claim
the mode of carrying out the speculations, duties on the goods imported from the Levant
It ordinarily furnished the timber for naval con- by the armed galleys, but those which arrived
•,,Iructions, and most severe laws were in force as on unarmed vessels, belonging to private in-
to the cutting of forests. The crew and oars- dividuals, paid an ad valorem duty of 5 per
m[,n (ciur_na) of an Itahan galley were of 220 to cent. In general, goods could be exported free.
,300 men, and they calculated, at Genoa as at A mass of minute prescril)tions emanated from
Venice, the annual expense of maintaining it tim grand council as tocomtnerce and navigation;
at sea, at 120,000 life. It must be remembered and woe to the captain or merchant who dared tt)
that tim ciurma, or oarsmen, to the number of detract from that inflcxiblc authority. But such
110 to 180 (usually galley slaves), were not paid, was the habit of conforming to the regulalions.
and were very poorly fed. -- We have no very such the universal conviction that trade was the

,exact statistics of the Venetian marine, it is cal- first of state affairs, that the m(Jst noble families.

(.ulated, however, that in tim pl'osperous times at Venice as at Genoa, willingly educated theh"
of the republic it possessed 3,(h')0 merchant ves- sons t,) commerce, although thus restlained. And

sels and forty-five galleys, with crews of 36,000 it was a misfortune that the Italians of thosc da3 s
men. In the arsenal there were 160,000 work- accustomed themselves to 'that protecting g_)veru-
men occupied. At the epoch of its decay, that ment in such a way, because when, the timeshav-

is, from 1660 t(> 1797, this arsenal gave to the sea ing changed, it became necessary for individuals
ninety-two ships of the line and twenty-four to act for themselves, they found tlmmselves un-
frigates. IIe who considers these figures, and fitted to meet the competition of nations newly
remembers that Genoa in 1253 armed 193galleys entered into the lists, and fell behind like men
against Piss, and in 1295 equipped against Venice from whom the daily care of their guardian had
200, manned by 45,000 combatants, can form taken away the full and frcc use of their mere-
an idea of the immense naval force which Italy bers. -- From the year 1172 the rel)ublic of St.
had then at its disposal. --In the Adriatic an ad- bIark created a tribunal charged with the supcr-

miral exercised supreme authority, under the title iatendence of arts and trades. The quality and
of captain of the gulf, and other similar officers quantity of raw materials were exposed to severe
were stationed in the Black sea and in the examination. It was forbidden to any workman

parts near Cyprus. As long as it was a question to engage in more than one industry, so that,
of voyaging in tile Adriatic, isolated vessels could with the division of labor, perfection migllt be as-
undertake it, but to go beyond the gulf a great sured. Weaving had made very ga'eat progress.
number of vessels umtcd in a convoy and sailed aml it was at Venice, in 1429, that was made
in company, lending each other assistance. The public the first collection of receipts and pro-
time for departure was fixed by law; the fleet for cesscs employed for the dyeing of stuffs. The
,the Low Countries sailed in April; that for the trade in drugs had propagated among the people
Black sea iu July ; that for Alexandria in Septem- a great deal of practical knowledge of chemistry.
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Skins were prepared and gilded in that market that amounted to 1,600,000 ducats; and that

with a superiority that all admitted. The laces 94,000 pieces of cloth were exported during the
known as Venice point, hardware, sugar refiner- same period to that province The total value
ies, the works for the manufacture of glass and of the Venetian comm(,rce with Lombardy was
mirrors, feared no rivals. The,'c was a law pro- estimated at 28,800,000 ducats. It musl I)e re-

hibiting a Venetian artisan from leaving his own membercd that while Venice was carrying on
country, for fear he might carry to foreigners a a trade so gigantic, it possessed "at the same time

knowledge of industrial progress; whoever in- to an cmioent degree tilt, genius ,,f politics, t)f
fringed this regulation received, in tile first place, tile lille arts. of letters and the _cienees 'rlw
an order to return; if he resisted, his nealest ,'cla- fatherland of Marco Polo, of Gios_,fatte Barl);u'o.

tires were arrested and remained in custody until and other grc_tt w)yager., and merchants, was
tim, guilty one could be reaclled l)y assas-ins who likewise that of paintels like Titian, of m,'n of
slew him. A strange lnixture of Imrl)ali_,n and science and letlers Ilk(. Fr_. Paolo Sarpi -- Before
civilization truly was the organizatiou of lhe ltalian descending to ;an ('xamimttion of tl,c causes that
republies!--One of the most potent instrum(,nts prc('ipit.tted from _o loft s' a height the Ilalian

rlf commerce and production is crcdil, whicl, maritime republic-, iV ix well lo ._'ast a r:_l)i(l
accelcrates the circulation of capital anti gives a glance upon the commune._ of the interior of Italy
value to tile c:,pital, time. Venice wa_ the rival --Tuscany was, in e(nnalo,l with Fhlu(h.l'S and
city that saw rise in its own bosom Oil(: el thost' Brabant, tim most imlustrml Europe_u_ country
institutions of credit which we,'c then called of the middh, ages; and if Pis:,, GetJoa and Vcn-
_rwnti or baaehi, and are now named bank_ i(:e look the lead (m the sea. Fh_ren('c wn, ahead

(barwhe). In 1171 was founded th:,t I)a(lk of d(:- in manul;lctures ,rod banking. The silk dud
posit which opened credits to whomsoever wouhl wool f:d)ries of Floren(:(. e,,j,)yed greal fame as
entrust to it sums of money to facilitate ils t)ay- far back an tin, thirlecnth cent_,ry, and iu order
ments and transfers of cash. Tim office (lid not Io l)rocure the ne(*e_.-ary SUl)ldy ,ff _o_,l. the

make any charge for cuslody or commission, nor Florentim.s l)OSSCS._cdagent:it.- a:_(I b,';mch houses
did it pay any interest to depositors, but its cer- in the principal eml,oriums, the si:lglc family of
tificatcs of deposit were accepted in circulation a_ the Alberti h,ld, ab(,ut lh,. middle of the f()u,'-
if they were money. The bank paid at sight, ill teenth century, c_tablishmcnts tit Bruges, Avig-
coin, the drafts that were presented and ac- non. Nal)le_, Badctta and Venice. F,'om En-
eel)ted. It was established a.s a prinmple that the gl'md and France c_mlc the eotnm(m _xools. amt

bank, on receiving sums deposited, should credit the fine qualilies fr(,m Spain. In 133t_ there cx-
the depositor only tile intrinsic value, that is, tile isled at F]orell(.e 200 w[)oh,n factories, I)r(,du,'ir,g
weight in fine metal, without takingaccount of the yearly 80.000 pieces Fr,,m Fnmcc, Greal Brii-
extrinsic value, in order to avoid the losses that ain and the Low Countries xxcrr (.olle('t(,d rough

occurred from tile frequent moneta,'y alteralions cloths to a value of 300,000 gold crowns, whn.h
which foreign governments did not scruple to received in Fh),'cncc a new p:'ep_ration, el which
make. And in conson'mce therewith it w..t,;decid- the Fh)rcntines l)O:.-e_,_ed tlw ._(.eret. in k(.(.ping

ed that payment_ should only lie madeill eff('ctivc with the tasle of th(, Levantm(, markel_ f(,r
ducats, whose quality was finer .tnd less subject to which they were destim.d. Indigo. e,_(.hineal,

alteration than oIll(,r coius. Hence it way _that orcha] anti olher _ub-t:m(.(,s had been f(,_ ;ahmg
the paper of the b_mk obtained a favor, a I)rcmi- time employed by th,. Florcnlinc d}er, _ho were
um over all other titles of credit, and even over famous throughout Europe. U 1) to th(. iiflecnth
,)tiler representatives of coined money. Econo- century Flo,'ence had beef c, mq)(.lted to make
my in the use of coin, promptness of payments use o[" other nations m, i:_tcrmedi:_lics for the
by mcansof transfe_'s upon their registers, stabil- tran_t)ortation of its production._ N,_I having

ity of value in not being exposed to Ihe pe,'pet- any po,'t of its own, it w_,s ae(.u.,t,),ned to u.,e
ual oscillations of the markel: such were the that of Piss, which had granted to the _ister

three supreme advantages which the bank of town free(lore fr(lm fi_c:t] (lue_. But thi.-print
Venice offered, since theu imitated in the greater lege was taken aw_y as soon _,s tim r,q)id ,i(.v(.l-
number of commercial countries. -- Tile traffic opmeut of i_s commerce .n'ou_cd the jeal_,usy of
m salt was one of the principal branches of lhc the Pisans; and then Fh)rence saw llscif (',m
Venetian administration. It was collected from strained to come to terms with Sienna to export,
Istria, Dalmatia, Sicily and the coast of Africa; its pr,,ducts from the port [)f Talamore. Wheu

and Venice became the great emporium of salt eisa, ruined by its wars wilhGeuoa, fel_ it-elf in
for all the south and east of Europe. At first decadence, it sought am,w the friendship of
this traffic was free to all on the payment ()nty of Florence, winch once more beg'm to make u.-c of
a tenth; subsequently the stat(; took it into its own the former's port. But c_'cry hiendly relation
bands --There exists a discourse, pronounced in between the two To,can republics ceased wllen

1421 before the grand council by the doge Tom- Genoa in 1421 had sohl to F]or,,uce the port of
mime _Iocenigo, which throws much light upon Leglmrn. Placed thus in c,mta('t wilh the .,ea,
the finances and commerce of Venice. We see [he Florentine republic could devote itself to nay-

from it, among other things, that the duchy of igation; it created a special adminislralion under
Milan had to settle every year at Venice accounts the title of "magistracy of the consuls of the sea;"
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built an arsenal and dockyard; obtained at Alex- was synonymous with merchant and banker, and
andria in Egypt the same privileges which Pisa to-day still, in London and other metropolitan
had first enjoyed there; ordained that twelve cities, they preserve the name of Lombard street
young men of the most conspicuous families for one of the principal thoroughfares. They, in
shouhl embark every year to initiate themselves, fact, in the twelfth century, were the first to corn-
in the respective countries, in the trade of the pete with the Jews in the art of exchange and
Lewmt. The mercantile fleet of Florence was lending at interest; in which lu'ofession, however,
•livided into two squadrons, that of the east and they soon met the competition of the Caorsini,
that of the west, but the total force neverexceeded so-called by antonomasia because the inh:_bitants
,eleven great and fifteen small galleys. -- Banking of the town of Cahors in Languedoc also had de-
in Florence was carried on on a very large scale, voted themselves quite early to this lucrative
and the bankers of that metropolis had corres- hranch of trade. They lent upon security, ex.
pondents, agents and branches in the principal acting for their money an interest proportioned to
seats of commerce of the then known world. In the risk incurred; and as this was great in those
Italy alone one could count eighty Florentine calamitous times, the interest was consequently
houses exclusively devoted to this lucrative bust- very high. In order to protect poor debtors re-
neas. The princes of nearly the whole of chris- ligion then came to the rescue: two monks, Bar-
tendom were debtors in important sums to the naba da Terni and Bernardino da Feltre, founded
4)ankers of Florence, a'nd the greater part of the the first mo_ti di pietd, charitable establishments
,historic patrician families descend from those that lent gratuitously upon pledge, which, how-
mercantile houses. The Pazzis, tim Col)pools, ever, were not long in degenerating and becom-
the Buondelmontis, the Corsinis, the Faleonieris, lug usurious, so that, Barianno slily vituperated
the Portinaris and the Medici.,, were devoted to them by naming them zlwnli di ernpieal (im-
_commerce. But unable to resist the temptations piet_'). -- One of the economic glories of Lom-
of a fortune always constant, and blinded by hardy wtm the construction of those navigable
their success, the bankers of Florence enlarged to and irrigating canals which served as models for
excess the sphere of their oper'ttions, and were the hydraulic works of foreign nations. As far
involved in an immense bankruptcy, whose con- hack as 1179 tile Milanese madeaeommeneement
sequences were felt in the most distant seats of of the canal which was called Ticinello and after
trade. -- We can not take leave of the past of ward .Sraviglio Grande. -- But it is necessary to
Florence without indicating how it occupied, on pause in the description of the commercial and
other grounds, an important place in the history economic glories of the Italians of the middle
of commerce and political economy. It was the ages; and it will be well at present to inquire
first town, perhaps, which contributed valuable what causes of decadence were so potent as to
authors to mercantile science. Three Florentine drag such grandeur down to ruin. According
traders, Pegoletti, Antonio da Uzzano arid Ber- to some, one must needs blame as the only cause
laardo Davanzati, have left the most ancient the single fact of the maritime discoveries of the
treatises on commercial matters. The ill'St two Portuguese and Spaniards occurring toward the
arranged, with great order and method, in ch)se of tile fifteenth century; which, by chang-
their works, varied information upon goods, ing the routes of commerce, took awayfrom Ital
moneys, weights and measures, usages, book- inns their superiority in the trade of the Levant
keeping, insurance anti charters. The third, an_ transferred it to western nations. The pas-
celebrated for his translation of Tacitus, corn- sage to India by the cape of Good Hope and the
posed two lessons upon moneys and exchange, discovery of the new world were, according to
which are, even at the present day, models them, the sole reasons by which Genoa and Ven-
of clearness and elegance for writings of that ice were precipitated from the summit of gmn-
¢lass. -- For flourishing agriculture, for active deur. This opinion we deem superficial, derived
commerce and for good social organization, Lore- principally from the unfortunate tendency which
hardy was famous in the times of Italian grandeur. Italians have to hope for too much, and to fear to
When the renowned confederation of the towns excess events that are fortuitous or independent
of upper Italy, formed under the name of the of them. A soothing thing it is to human slug
"Lombard Leag'ue," came out victorious from gishness and national vanity to say, if we were
the long war of Frederic Barbarossa, and con- great and now have descended fl'om our former
strained the haughty emperor to acknowledge splendor, the fault is not ours, but rather that of
and sanction the independence of those munici- fate or chance, which chooses to give to other
palities by the peace of Constance (1188), the nations the pre-eminence which we have lost
world saw of what marvels Italy would be capa- without any fault of our own. :Now we believe
-ble if united in one single will. But victor)" sep- but little in the effects of chance upon the destiny
arated those valorous communities which danger of nations, and much, on the contrary, in the
had united, and the former strife recommenced sway of natural, economic laws. -- Undoubtedly
once more, so that their political power was of those discoveries contributed to accelerate the
but short duration. Their industries, however, re- decadence of the Italian communes, because the
mained prosperous and their accumulated wealth geographical and political relations of the divet_e
was increasing.--In foreign countries Lombard portions of the world being changed, the navi.
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gation being diverted from the Mediterranean Gad cause that rendered Italians feeble and unfit
to the ocean. Italians were no longer the only to resist unforeseen misfortune, sprang from the
,ones to traffic with eastern countries, and to intestine wars of which Italy was at all times the
_erve as intermediaries between them and the theatre. Iler great cities considered each other
_vest. But the decadence, by this cause hastened always as so many states not only separated, but

._nd converted into regular ruin. had already as enemies. The idea tl,at they belonged to the
some time before commenced ; anti Italians wouhl same nation never dawned upon the minds of the
.lmve been quite able to overcon|e foreign europe- doges of (?,eno;t and Venice. Pisa brought ruin
._ition as they had ah'eady conquered other ob- upon Amalfi, Genoa cast Pisa to the ground; the

_tacles not less important, if they had still been war of f'hiogzi_t exhausted Genoa and left Venice
5oung and vigorous, in place of nourishing with- weakened. Florence was at war with Pisa and
.in their own bosoms the germs of senile corrup- Sienna; Milan _ith Pavia; and so it continued
_ion. In addition t_) the discoveries of the Ibe- for three or four centuries, this Iliad of Italian

rians, there were, in our ()pinion, three causes of woes. But why speak alone of (.ontesls between

the decay of Italian commerce. The first is t() bc ! th(. v_,rious (.it|cs? E_tt:h municipality was divid-
.,,ought in the weakenit,.g of Italian publi(' spirit. I. ell and lacerated I)y many parlie._; tim victory o_'
In the fifteenth century the states of the peninsula one was the sigm, l for thc exile of the other.
had reached the summit of civilization and wetc The houses of the vanqui.-hed were |';tz_.d to the

(.ommeneing to descend the g, eat arc of which gtotlnd, and tht.ir wealth disperse(1. St) far fron,
tthey had touched the top. In the fortunate remaining asttmished tit the decadence of It'dian
t)criod from 1100 to 1400 the Italian communes, _reatncss, Italians on.,_,ht rather Io won(lc_" at its
Jmving achieved their liberties, afforded the most long dnr_,tion. They h;ul been :d)lc for three or
celebrated examples to bc found ill Itistury of fore" ecntm'i(,s to till Ihe world with their ham(',
activity, skill, diligence, virtue andl,c|'oi._m. Not while in tlw fatht,rland they w_.re killing e_tch
in commerce alone, but in every art and branch other it, turn' These wars were the I)rincil)_l
of science were Italiaus then first and unique cause of the weakening and ruin of It:dy. a rum

WhileItaliannavigatorswerevictoriouslyscouring which the eominff of Charles VIII.. of Lores XII .
the seas, and Italian bankers establishing agencies of Charles V.. of Fr:meis 1, the league ot ('am-
and houses in the most distant countries; while bray, the policy of the Sforzas, Ihc Mc(liei and lh(,
moles were hardily constructed and lighthouses F_trnese. did much tt_ at.,.citrate.-- In the third
erected, _,nd can'tls and harbors excavated; while l)laoe, a great political aml m|lilary event, of
industries were flourishing and commerce was which the Levant was tile bloody thc_Ltr(., (.ontrib-

enriching Italy; at that very period all hearts utcd to takeaway Italian supremat'y The Turks,
were palpitating with the love of country,aud were for a long lime _tt war with the Greeks, increas-
ready to swear it in Pun,is and to combat fo_' it ing it, strenglh anti bold,tess since their Asmtic
at Legnano or Campaldino; warriors, met, of rivals, tin, descendants of Timour, h;td ,'e-entered
science, citizens, Italians, were great none the their stt,l)l)(% .fft(.r havinff established tln,mselvcs
Jess that they were merchants. And it is this in Roumani;t. were threatening Conslantincq)l(',
simultaneousness of ,ill the glories that (.onsti- whielt in 1453 was occupied by ]'dolmmmcd II
lutes the profound difference between the Italian The Genoese colony of Galata fell wilt, B)zan-
communes and the Itanscatic Flemings. The tiara; and the other Itali'm cstabhshnlcnls it, the

latter for a long time were nothing but traders; Archipelago, Asia Minor "rod the Black sea, fluc-
Italians were all they chose to be, anti wished to tuated for some time, exposed to continu;,l p(rll,
excel in everything, But, little by little, such uutil they also came under the l)ox_er of whe itlfi-
great virtue became corrupt; minds became less dcl. By the events which placed the Black sea
jealous for liberty; to the strong anti sublime under the authority of the Genoese, this repnblic.
literature of Dante succeeded the soft and effem- more than its riwtl Venice, had to suffer from
inate kind of which Petrarch had been the inno- an event st) mournful. Venice. besides, had been

cent initiator; customs degenerated from their able at an early date to come to terms with the
former austerity; luxuryand dissipation squan- Turks, and its potent oligarchy, xvith varying
dered capital and contaminated morality; and to fortune, was still able to g_wern and make ilself
such a state as this were Italians reduced when respected aftc|' that catastrophe. -- If intellectual
the news reached them that Vasco de'Gama had culture would suffice to constitute the ciwliza-

weathered the "cape of tempests" and Columbus lion of a p('ol_le, and if the splendor of lette|s, of
had landed at San Salvador. What wonder if seient'e and lhc arts, were sufficient to render a

they allowed themselves to be surprised by these nation hal)py, no olher country (.ould have lhe
great facts and found themselves powerless to right to a moJ'e legitimate pride than that which
profit by them! If Genoa and Venice had still Italians eouhl nourish as to their own deeds in the

been what they were in the thirteenth antl four ' si._teentb, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
teenth centuries, they would have equipped their ' But poets, sculptors, patterers, and men of science
fleets and despatched them beyond the pillars of then-selves do not avail to nmke a country great,
Hercules, and would have known how to reap I _hen by the side of a few emi'nent cclebrilies

their part a8 well, and certainly not the smallest, hves a common people ignorant anti idle: when

in the new conquests of Europeans.--The sec-_ tyranny and corruption are weakcifing, debasing
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and profoundly vitiating tim natiomd character, the growth of cotton; 450 kilogrammes per hec-
When a country has given birth to a Columbus, a tare may be harvested in Italy; the costs of pro-
Vespucci, a Cabot, a Verazzani, and permits these duction come to about 200 francs, and the cotton
great men to achieve their sublime undertakings can be onlinarily sold at from 1.30 francs to 1 50
under a foreign flag, that country has ceased francs per kilogramme. -- Italian industry does
to t.lke part in commercial history. Pigafetta not rank high in Europe, but is, notwithstanding,
of Viecnza, the companion of Magellan in his of stone importance. Her mines yield iron, (cs-
circumnavigalion, described his memorable voy- pecially in the island of Elba), beautiful marbh,s,
age; and tile Venetian P_mmsio published the lead and col)per (in Sardinia), sulphur (in Sicily

recitals of illustrious discoveries; both these iris- and Romania), salt, borq_x, ctc. Among the most
torians unwittingly cast"t slur npou their own extensiveindustrieswemaycitethatofsilkculturc
country, which, umnindful that it had once (210 kilogrammes of cocoons or 13,200,000 kilo-
ruled the seas, was then yiehling to other na- grammes of mw silk in 1871). The value of the
tions the palm of victory, pottery, porcelain and glassware manufactured in

GEnOLOMO BOCCXRDO. 2,300 establishments by 80.000 workmen, is esti-
mated at 50.000,000 francs. The exportatmn of

--X'I. Agricullt_ral, Ii,dusO'ial and Commercial straw hats from Tuscany amonnts to 15,000,000
Re_ure, e._. The kingdom of Italy comprises francs annually. Tissues of all sorts are aL-o
25,000,000 hectares of productive land, and made, arms, and many other things,-- The value
4,;S¢30,000 hectares covered by mountains, rivers, of the commerce of Italy iu 1871 was 2,048,000,000
roads, cities, etc. These25,000,000 hectares form francs, as follows: imports. 1,085,000,000 francs;
about 5,000,000 estates or propertie_, and may be and exports, 963,000,000 francs. The principal
subdivided as follows: arabic land aml vine- exports were: cereals, 101,000,000 francs; fruit%
yards, 12,000.000 hectares; meadow land, mostly flowers and fodder, 60,000,000 francs; silk,
irrigated, 1,200,000 hectares; rice fields, 150,000 383.000,000 francs; straw hats, 11,000,000 francs;
h(,ctarcs; ohve orchards, 590,000 hcctares; chest- olive oil, 126,000.000 francs; chemical product._,
ntlt plots, 600,000 hectares; forests, 4,400,000hec- 24.000,000 francs; wines, 14,000,01)0 francs; live
tares; pasturage. 5,600,000 hectares; marshy and stock, 59,500,000 francs. The commercial opera-
uncultivated land, 4,000,000 hectares. _ The av- ti_,n_ of tim tcn year,_ 186"?_-71,not including tran,it
erage net in(:onm of a landed proprietor is corn trade, are represented in tlw following tabh,:

puted to be 80 fra_cs per hectare: which would

be 2,000.(X)0,000 francs for the total ground rent "vE.tr_s I Imports Export*
of Italy. This capitalized at 4 per cent. would
amount to a principal of 50,000,000,000 franc_, tSc_......................... ] Fr,,,c_. Vrat_¢.-') 830,029,347 577.46_:557

1863......................... )

The average, annual wheat production is estimated 1_ .......................... [ 9_,775,99490"2,185"066633,854.05"257.3,465,6!r3at 36,000,000 hectolitres; of rice, 1,600,000 hecto- 1_ .......................... _15,17:.k672 5:_-_'_5,57bI1866 fq7o.048,517 617,68_.b_il
litres; of muize, 19,000,000 hectolitrcs. Adding ........................... I1867 ........................... . _q.5910_96t 739,975,677

theprodnetion of barley, oats, chestnuts, potatoes, 1_ ........................... ] 8.q6r._9,122 787,1Ol.477
I_9 ........................... I 936 ' 5"_"_2'834 791 ,.bSS, S!tS,etc'., w_. huve an annual production of 91,000,000 JsTo................. 8.q:5.717.0_3 ";56,,276,!_r5

hectolitres. --The wine production is vcrv al)un- Is71 ____...__:: .... _ ....... ] | .085459.567. 96"% 69"I,'t4 [

dant, aud the qualities various. The wines most ......
highly esteemed are those of Asti, in Piedmont, The following table exhibits the total revenue
Montepulcians and Broglio in Tuscan)', Capri and expenditure c)f Italy, together with the an
and ldlcrffllt,t Ch_-_tiat Naples, those of Syracuse nual d(,ticits in each of the ycar_ 1875-9:

and Marsalaiu Sicily. Ti_e average production .... i_-_: _e'::_-- .......r(,ta_ =-i .......of wine is 26,000,000 hectolitres yearly. The £_,:ar_s _ e Expeudlture Dcllclt_.

cultivation of hemp is restricted principally with-
Iar_,. Ltru l,tre

in the provinces of Bologna, Ferrara, Forli and 1875 ........ ] 1,3_,3o7,_'_ 1,4.°,4,152,530 157,844,6.t4

Ravenna. The product is estimated at 4,500,000 1876....... 1.:_,:1,710,190 1,47"2,941,86/) t,,._,.._1,670
1877.......... ] 1,389,109,906 1,49').,877,431 3_3,767,5'2.5

kilogrammes. The cultivation of tobacco is free lsTs .......... 1.425f58,"1,9¢_5 1,41_683,266 *1"2,900j)99

in Sicily and Sardinia; it isalsogrown in Ancona, ls'7,._.......... 1,4':15,8'28.569 1,468,2P2.943 32,3_4,374
Oesaro, Umbria, Benevento and Terra d'Otranro ..... --=
Little cotton is grown as yet; a few fine oales The following arc the budget estimates for the
were nevertheless sent to the London exposition year 1881:

S_ur('es Of B.evenuo. Life.
of 1862. The American civil war, or the cotton 1. Ordinary revenue:
crisis resu|ting from it, gave a lively impetus to Direct taxe_, including house duty .......... 867,188,646
its cultivation. The zone favorable to the growth Indirect taxes a_d monopolies .............. 6"27,318,438State lottery ................................ 70,500.000
of cotton commences at the forty-third degree, or Posr_ state railways and telegraphs ......... 99,89_,577
the mouth of the Tronto, on tile Adriatic, and ex- Ecelesla._tieat and state domains ........... 81,811,910Miscellaneous receipts ...................... _0_684,19_

tends along the southern coast to the promontory Total ordinary revenue ................... 1,21"/,351."i6),
of Piombino, on the Mediterranean; it embraces e .Extraordinary revenue ...................... 7,9_,_7/
the /_leal)olitan provinces, Sicily and Sardinia. a. 8peeialrevenue, _,aeludingloans ............ 199,975.77
Limiting this zone to lands in the vicinity of the Total revenue ............................ 1,4_5,309,S09
sea, we would have 2,000,000 hectares suitable to * Surplus,
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Bra._elaeaof Expenditure. Life. Col)pi. An,,ali d'Italia (hal 1750-1861. Fln,'ence,
('on_,olidated fund ............................. 736,25.q,kW71848, Tile ll'vrk._ of Bossi, 19 vols., Milan, 1819,Ministry of finance ............................ 131,5:_%489

" justlce aad_orship ............... 28,'24L822 (_ampiglio, 7 vols. Milan, 1837-67, Ballm, Turin,,' foreign affairs ................... 6,:j43.761
" public instruction ................ 28,581,9oA_11841 ; ('anth, ._toma &'g/i ltal;( hi, 6 vols., Turin,
" the interior ....................... 58,74_1,465 1854, 4 vols., 1859, Leb,'et. (J_;_,'hu'lde yon Ilalien,
" public works ..................... 165,41k5.912 it vo]- lhdle, 177_-_7. Leo, Ge_chichteder ihtlien-o war .............................. 214,736.427 •

, thenavy .......................... 46,1,':1441_11_._e/tc/.__'taate_, 5 _'(,l_., Hamburg and Gotha.
....... "O( • Oagrienlture ........................ 9,675,'25.)1 18~,}-3., Sismon(ti, IIi._toire des t,¢;p,tbl[titte,_italte_t-

Total expenditure ......................... 1,4"..)6,711,9P.8'nes du moye_ _79e, 16vol.-., Paris, 1809-18; Troya,

According to these returns, there was a deficit of ,','tin'in d'ltali_¢ del m,d/o era, 3 vols. Naples, 18;'19-

1,402,179 ]ire in 1881, which supplementary, ()r 51; Morbio, ,S'torb, de' mutdcipj it.liaM, 6 vols,
extraordinary expenses, incurred afterward, in- 3It]an, 1841_; Lal,';Lrin_,, Studjsul s_eoloX[[[,
creased largely, the amount of which, however, Fh)rence, 1842; tle_el, Gesch/chtcder?;ta.dte_.etfas-
was not made public. --The publicdebt at lhccnd s_l_g zvm ]taliel_, 2 voN, Leil)zi_ , 1847. Ferrari,
of 1878, was made up of the following liahilitie¢: Itt,_toire des r(rol,d'ou._ d'Italie, 4 yoN., Paris, 1858;

Lm, Reuc'hlin, G_,._/.dde I/cdk,,_s ton dcr GruJ_du_, der
Fundcddebtineeribedinthe"LibroGrande,'" 7.(Zq,"t_:29,661re,,D'erende_e 1)yna,_tb_ his a_lf db' (;egehwm/, 4Redeemable debt in tlw ""Rentes "'of ;'_and

5 per cent ............................. 1,642,TT3.tn7 vols.. Leipziu. 1859-73; Motmtnel]i. Memorw sull'

Trea_.ur) bonds ............................ l_'_3,010.;'_x)ltalb_ &,l 1814 al 1850, ') vol._ Turin. 1854-5;Paper currency .............................. 840.00,.01_) ~ •
La F.arina, Storia d'Ilalbt dcl 1815 al 1850. 2d ed.,

Total debt ............................... 9,757,613,'26_ :2w,l_., Milan. 18114; Bian('hi. S[ort'a ¢b'lla dtpl_).
As a guarantee for the issued treasury bonds and mazia ertropca i_ llalbt dal 1815 al 1861. Turin,
of paper currency, which has a forced circulation, 1865-72, Butt. The lIi,_tory _ff"llal//.t)'om tin..4bd_-

the govermnent has(leposit_ of certificates of the cation ,:fJ_5,poleo_ 1., 2 vols.. London. 1860. Re)',
fumled debt, bearing no interest, in the national lhi, tob'e de la remt£_sa_we lzditiq,,e de l'ltalie.. 1814
bank of Italy. The total amount of these de- -61, Paris. 1864; Anelli, Storm d'ltaU, t dal 1814
posits was calculated at 1,150,000.000 lire, at the al 1863, 4 vols.. Milan. 1864 ; Gualterio, Gli
end of 1878 --The following table s!,ows the ultimi r_colf/imenti ztaliani. Florence. 1852; Ra.
total imports and exl)orts of the kingdom in each n;dli, Le tstorie flair'ant dal 1846al 1853, Florence,
of the five 3"ears 1876--80: 1855. La M_lrmora, Lr_, po' In'it di l,me. Fh)rcnce,

__ 1873; Hillebrand, [talht, Leipzig. 1874. Bodio,

Y'EARS I Impo_t._. Exports. L_,i documehti ._tat_;_lici del Reg_ o d'llal/a, ce_u_i
b/bli,fr.fiei, pr_sezdat/ al V[. ('.n,qre,_so bder_m-

..... iZrV-- 1 L_re '
1u876.................. [ 1,._o,147,820 1,216,921,'205 zb)lta/_, di st_.t[st_a, Florence, 186._; (_'e_are, 1l
,,77 .......................... , 1,154,3o3,n:]9] 966.523,543 Pa.,sato, il l"rese_te e l'arennire dell4t t_ubbh'ca Am-
1878 ......................... t 1,07o,8o2,615] 1,04o,789,43.t
1879......................... I L269.044668 [ 1_1(Io,.%1,109 mit_t._D'aztonc _t'l Regho d'Ib,l[a, ]_'h)renct,. 1865;
18_0......................... [ 1,:_4,812',701{ 1,130,659,312 Fornelli, .lli_cellatwa .qeogra.fico storie,,t_dffiot mt

l'ltalht, Naples, 1869; G;dlenga, lt, ly t_ri_'ted,
--Italy possessed in 1871.6.287 kilometre¢ of rail- 2 w)ls., London. 1_76, Lave]eye, L'.ltaOe actuelle.
ways in operation; 7,800 kilometres of national Paris, 1881; Lus._a, ;l_m_tarb_ del commo.eio cd

h_ghway; 19,600 kilometres of provincial roads, /_td,t,trk_ del 16g,w d'Italia. Florence, 1.'3_81;Mot-
and 90,000 kilometres of communal roads. In purgo, La b'i_a_,zct ltahm_a ddla b;,nd,z_one del
1876 it had 7,704 kilometres of railwa)s, and in Reyno fino a q,t_._ti G/orm. I_()me, 1874: Muzzi,
1879, 8,210 kilometres. -- If we should now com- t'oeabola,io (jco.qrafldo Mort)'o-MalL_t[eo cblf ft(tl, a,

pare the actual state of affairs of It'fly with that 2 vols., Bologna. 1873--4; Stivieri. G,_gra.fid e
exislingpriortotheformafionof thekingdum, we ._tat_Ntt'ca commerciab: dd l_,'gno d'Rali_t. \'(.nice,
should at once see the immense intelleclual, nmte. 1879; Wrightson. 11h_tory_fl"ml/ifr, m_ the k're_ch
rial and economical progress that has been made. liecoluti(m to 1850, Lomlon, 1s55; Arrivabene,
within a few years; in a word, the great rapidity Ital 9 u_ch, r l(ing V/c.tor Emma_,,_el. 2 w)ls. Lon-
with which Italy has adwmced on the road to don, 1862; Alford. 1Mters fr_nu Abroad, 2d ed..
civilization. She may well congratulate herself on London. 1865; Taiue, I'o_age e_ Imb?. 2 vol,
her political unit)., achieved after so much effort. Paris, 1866, English traaqzttion by J. Duraud, 2
--Bm_iOORXPr_y. Muratori, Arehivio sto_%o ital- vols., New York, 1869, 1 vol., 1874.
iano, 187,8,. and Annali d'Italia, 12 vols., Milan ; GASrA_t FLNALI.

J
ACKSON, Andrew, president of the United [ ville, and there became prominent as a proseeut-

Stales 1829-37, was born in Waxhaw settle- Iing officer and in the state militia. He was a

ment, N.C,MarchlS, 1767,and died at "The tIer. I democratic representative ]796-7, and United
mirage," near Nashville, Tenn., Jan. 8. 1845. He I States senator 1797-8. He distinguished him_lf

was admitted to the bar m 1786, settled in Nash- I in service against the southern Indians in the
93 VOL. H. -- 40
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war of 1812, was made major general in the rcg- all these Jackson fought as actively as Jefferson
ular army, and inflicted a total defeat upon the did passively. On the other hand, Jackson's in-
British army near New Orleans, Jail. 8, 1815. dividualism did not prevent him, as it did Jeffer-

After a few years of further service (_ec A.u- son, from being a thoroughly national man, for
_NEX.'..TIONS, II.), lie again became United in Jackson's time individualism had taken aplace

States senator from Tennessee (1823--5). In as a co-ordinate factor in the national develop-
18°,24-5 lie was defeated a._ a candidate for the ment. It is easy to mark the points iu Jeffer-
presidency (see Dm_'VTFD ELECTIONS, II ), but son's teacllings from whose unhealthy develop-
the defeat resulted in a c()ml)lete upheaval of po- ment arose Ihe Calhoun id_ of nullification, but
litical conditions in which "tlmost all the political it would be impossible to imagine such it process
leaders hitherto pr_)minent disappeared. Jack- in Jackson's case. Jefferson aml Jackson had
son and Clay witl_sto,)d it. Calhoun's state did the same ultimate but a different immediate ob-

not feel it, and Ad'tms reappeared in another jcet: the former to protect the individual tllrough
field (see those names); with these exceptions the states; the latter to protect the individual
there is an almostcntirechangc of persons in pol- through the nation. Jefferson would have op-
itics after 18°8. Jackson was elected president posed nullification in 1831-2. but not with the
in 18908 and again in 1832, and after the close of heat and sense of personal antipathy which Jack-
his second term retired to private life.--Jack- son exhibited.--The events of Jackson's admin-

son's early opportunities fur education were vet'y istrations are elsewhere given. (Scc ANWl-)]_ASON-
limited, and the uneeasing action of his maturer nY; CHEROKEE CABE; BA_NK CONTROVERSIES,

,)'ears left him little time to renlcdy this defect. III.; DEPOSITS, REMOVAL OF; CEI_SL'ltES, I. ; IN
He is said, on very good authority, to have be- TERNAL IMPROVEMENTS; VETO; :NULLIFICATION;

lieved that the earth was fiat; his familiar letters DEMOCJ_ATIC P,_,RT'_', IV.; SLAVF.J,tY.) The name
are disfigured by grammatical and other mis- given to his term of office by yon Holst--" tim
Lakes; and his pubhc papers were always care- reign of Andrew Jackson"--is in a sense correct.
fully revised, and often entirely written, by I It was a mild species of that C_esarism to which
trusted subordinates. When forced to rely alto- all republics seem to turn naturally, in emergen-

gether upon his own pen hc was apt to slip, as in tics of war or peace. In any just estimate of the
his once famous general order of 1814, in which he political career-of the United S|ates, it is worthy
told his army that the infliction of partial ceils of notice, on the one hand, that the nearest ap-

• for an ultimate good wan a dispensation of Provi- proaches to C_esarism have been the perfectly
dence, "and perhaps a wise one." It is an open constitutional administrations of Jackson and
secret that his nullification proclamation was the Lincoln; and, on the other,--that the nearest ap-

work of Edward Livingston, and his bank veto proaches to aristocracy have been found in grants
that of Amos Kendall (see NULLIFmATmS : of special privileges, for general benefit, to eel-
BA_K CO.N-TROVERSIES, III.); nevertheless, in all taiu corporations or manufactures. Such a rec-
esses, it is equally certain that Jackson allowed ord is at least fair for a republic. --Jackson's ad-
his subordinates only the privilege of expressing ministrations, however, are notable for the corn
his ideas and policy, and that he expected from ph,tc failure of one point of the American dem-
them a certain mechanical skill of expression, oeratic idea. "Rotation in office," the notion
not the inception of a policy. Any influence that a_7 public servants must be elected for short
upon him by subordinates was only obtained by terms and easily removable by the people, was
indirection or by force of aympathy.--In temper first annmmced in theory by Jefferson. and first
Jackson was arbitrary, forceful, persistent, not attempted in practice by Jackson. The result is
at all impulsive but willing to yield to his nat- elsewhere treated. (See Cxv'IL SERWCE REFORM.)
urally hot temper, on occasion; in brief, he was --The best life of Jackson is Patron's. A cor-
force personified, not aggressive force merely, but rective to it, in many respects, may be found in 2
the force of self-control as well. According to wm Holst's United States, though this author al-
the necessity of the case, he could either main- lows to Jackson's opponents the right to follow
_'_tin equanimity against every exasperation, or the line of expediency in politics which hc gen-

pass into a fit of passion more demoniacal than erally refuses to Jackson himself. For this, how-
human. In politics he was the legitimate succes- ever, the cardinal dogma of Jackson's party is
sot of Jefferson as the "lssertor of individual principally responsible. (See DEMOCRATIC PA:a-
rights against the tendency to class formation, but TY, VI.) A slightly different view from PartolVs
with this difference, that in Jefferson's time indi- will be found in 1 Benton's TMrty Years' Vie_c.

vidualism claimed only recogpition, while in See also authorities under DE_0CRA_IC PARTY
Jackson's it had advanced to more active life. and TRio PARTY; authorities under article_

Under Madison, Monroe and Adams features had above referred to, and TF,_h'_ss_z; Eaton's L_i:
become powerful in the government which can of Jackson (1818); Goodwin's Life of Jacksol_
only seem evil front the individual point of view: (1832); Jenkins' Life of JacJawn (1847); tla_T eft"

the incorporation of a bank to do government Magazine, January, 1855; Baldwin's Party Lead-
work, the protection of various classes of manu- era; Sargent's PuNic _leT_ and .Events; :May_;_

factures by tariff taxation, anti the expenditure Political _k.et,r_Aes; J. A. Hamilton's t_emin_cencv,_';
of public money upon roads and canals. Against Me,wits ofJas. G. Bennett; Prof. W. G. Sumner's
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gife of Jackson,. (1882); .tnd a list of 210 works boundaries are ignored, and k_,_+, or prefecture,
h'tving reference to Ja<.ks<_n. following the pref- i_ made the political unit. The _'a now number
_tce in 1 Parton's LiJ't, (ff',lar'k_op+. thirty-._ix, and there arc also thrcef_t or imperial

2_I.LEX.._.,NDERJOffNSTOX. citic% TSki6, Oz_tka at_d KiSto.- The pol)ula-

tion of the eml_ire, by the carefully executed
JAPAN. The empire of J_tpan comprises a <'ensu_ of lYS0, is 34,338.404; 17,419,785 m_dcs

<.hain of volcanic isl_nds stret(,hing bctweell and 16.918,619 femalc_. The Chinese and white
Kamsehatka and Formosa, off the east coast forcigner_ hying in the open pt)rts number about
,)f Asia. The first settlers known to history 4,000. The natives arc of homogeneous stock,

coming from the Asian main-land, with their with the exception of the slightly varied Riu
faces set to the eastward, gave the new country Kiuan_, and the 12,000 Ainos of Yezo, who are
the name Nihon (sun-root, or sun-rise), which distinct iu physical features and languagc.

by the operation of Grimm's law becomes Nil)- Though there are marked peculiarities of speech
pon. Dai (great) is often addcd, making the in the various provinces, especially in Satsuma,
name Dai _Nihon, or Dai Nippon. Other native yct the ortlinary people from remote loc,dities
terms in common use are Yamato, after the central can, wilh little or no difficulty, understand each
and ancient province which was the seat of the other; in this respect differing greatly from the
early mikados; O Yashima (the eight gre'lt isl- Chinese. The sl)ecchof the educated class w_rie_
ands), Toyo.akitsu (dragon-fly shape), and a won- from the vulgar usage mainly in the employment
derful variety of poetical and religious apl)ella- of more honoriflc_ and terms of Chinese origin or
tions, often with ku_ri (country) added. Tci-koku pronunciation. The (.olloqui_tl language of the
(country ruled by the Hcavenlydynasty), and Ko- people is a mirror' of their inborn conltcsy.
koku (the mikadt)'s empire), with or without Ni. Thc book l_ngu:_g_' v:_li('s from the spoken
hon added, are official titles. The Coreans use the to_ffue, v( t nr_t .¢omuch _s in Chitin. The pl'c_ent

term ll-pon, and the Chincse Jih-pun, or Ju-pu_), ag(,nts of s(_cial progl'C._S, common schools and
with kwo (country) added; which when Marco newsl_apcrs, _trc l'al)idly causing these differences
Polo in the thirteenth century heard, hc wrote to (It,appear, and prcparittg the way for a new
Zi pan-gu, which in Europe became "Japan." era in the cuhiv:_tion of the national language,
It is doubtful whether this country was heard of so long neglectcd for thc Chinese.-- The surface
in Europe until Po]o's time, though undoubtedly of the country is almo._t entirely mouniait_ and
known to the Arabs, Persians and Hindoo_, as valleys, with few large plains or great rivers, but

Japanese records attest. Japan has now for her with mt_ny f(,rtile inland valleys. The clim._te may
ncighhors, Russia, Corea and China; whilc the be said, in genera], to equal any in the temperate
possessions of the United States, Great Britain ' zone Lofty mountains and volcanoes abound,
and France are within the limits of neighborhood, and the I)henomena of earthqm_kes have, doul)t-
The great length of the empire, as contra._ted less, thcir influ[,nce on the J'_l):tnese mi_d and
with its narrowness, is remarkable. It liesbetwcen temper'tmcnt. The soil is not the most productive,
the 58th and 24th degrees of north latitude, and but persistent human labor and the at)plic:_ti<)n
the 1241h and 130th degrees of longitude ea_t of fertilizers, compel a fair yield of food crops
from Greenwich ; yet the greatest brcadth of The n:ttional diet is 90 per cent. vegetable, with
its main island is but 350 miles. Japan com- tish and game, but with liItle flcsh of domestic
prises Chishima (thousand islands) or the Kurile animals. A marvelous varie|y of vvgt,t_lde
chain, Yezo, Hondo (main island), Shikoku (four products is utilized as food, but the number of
provinces), Kiushiu (nine provinces), Riu Kiu eatlle as (.omparcd with the population is but 2
(fringe of tassels) or the Loo Choo group, with to 100; whereas in the United States it is 73 to
Sado, Oki, Iki, Tsushima, anti theGotoandBonin 100. In minerals, scientific surveys show tlm'_
clusters, with the smaller islets, numbering in all the country is not rich, though fairly furnished
not far from 8,000. The area of the empire ap- with the precious met_d._; while coal and iron are
proximates 150,000 square miles--the size of Da- abundant, especially in Yezo, the estimated
kota, or one-fourth more than that of the United amount of workable fuel being equal to a

Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, or one- thousand times the present annual output of
thirty-third that of the Chinese empire. The do England. The fauna is comparatively meagre
or geographical subdivisions are based upon lines _Iost of the Japanese people arc devoted to agri-
furnished by the mountain ranges of the main culture, and a rough estimate, based upon tbc

island, and theses barriers. Thesedoor circuits, census, shows, farmers, _5,000,000; artisans,
called "Eastern Sea," "Eastern _lountain," 700,000; merchants, 1,300,000; miscellaneous,
"Northern Land," "Mountain Back." "Moun- 2,130,000. In thc last class tlrc many scamcn and
rain Front," "Southern Sea," "Western Sea," fishcrmcn, the vast number of indentations in
and "Northern Sea," with the "Five Home" the coast line affording employment to these
provinces, and the "Two Islands," are similar, elates, and grcatly influencing the natioHal de-

in effect, to our grouping of states, "Eastern," vclopment. The Japanese reckon over fifty
"Middle," "Southern," etc. They contain 71 harbors, many of which are suitable for the entry
provinces, which are agaih divided into over 700 of vessels of heavy tonnage. --The physical situ
kor/. In actual administration, the province atioa and coatiguration of the Japanese archq)el-
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ago, with the forces of nature and religion acting and discipline they rapidly subdue the surround-
upon this insular people, have produced a civili- ing tribes in every direction. The mikado is
zation find mental traits striki_gly different from their chief, and his captains or lords hold their

those of the Chinese. In spite of the fact of lands of him, hy feudal tenure. These people
Japan's great indebtedness to f:hina for many worship the sun and for(:es of nature, and the
elements of culture, the islanders are at many mikado and great men claim kindred with the

points the antipodes of their older and more con- heavenly gods. and after death are deified and
servative m,Aghbors on the main-land. Japan wor-hiped. Tile cardinal doctrines of their
makes the claim, uni(tue amor'g nations, of hav- cult are purity, and reverence for the spirits of
ing lleen con-tantly g, lverned from the beginning th(' departed This simple faith, Kami-n(l-mieln,

of history by one changeless dynasty of sow,r- (the way of the gods), afterward called, iu im-
eigns. Though her history is young, compared ia)rted Chinese equivalent, Shinto, becomes ,'t
with that of China, beginning, as the natives be tremendous engine to complete the work of (.on-
lieve, from 660 B. ('.. yet, unlike her larger riwd, quest, and to identify government and religion
her throne hau been lillo(t by but one family--the with the family whose chicf is the mikado. As
nameless line of the mikado(. Intense loyalty the area of conquest is increased, the mikado
to the throne characterizes tile Jalmnese 1)eoplc, is obeyed, though with frequent revolts whi(*h
and unique in history is the fact that no Japa- compel constant war, and with frequent raids
nose subjf, ct h_La ew,r atWmptcd to seize the into and from Corea, over all the islands south
throne itself, or to found a new imperial dynasty, of the thirty-seventh parallel of latitude, This

Yet the measure of l)ower possessed by tim sov- i is the piclure of primitive Japan, before tile
ereiga aud the form of actual administration have . advent of Chinese arts and letters, or of Bud(l-
several times suffered radical change. The hi_- hi,m: an ._grleultural people, inhal)iting vii-
tory of tile measure of the mile.nile's attthority is lages, but often called upon to inv'tde or repel
the l)olitie_d history of Jap'm. Rat Sanyo, the the attacks of their "savage" neighhor_, so
greatest of native historiographers, treats the act- called. Their political life is simple feudali.-m.
ual history since tile middle ages un(ler the title at_d their religion a ru(limental T cult. The.v arty
.q_trd, (outside, foreign, military), while the ,_ai without letters, or means of recording tim(' lw-

b(,longs to things of the gods and emperors, ynnd the methods emph)yed by the North Am(,ri-
Japan tmving no invaders, and scarcely any ft,r- can Indians. The level of their eivilizati_m w:t_
ei_n influences acting an factors of politic_d his- l)robably about that of the Iroquois of New Yo_k,

tory, the reacting forces were tile throne attd the yet with a tendency toward higher development.
camp, tim mikado and shSgun. The internal Into this simple nationallife a marvelous infusion

history is that of tile imperi'll ltalace; the external, _f new germs and perfected forms of culture wa'_
that outside it. From the seventh to this nine- poured, when, during the fourth and fifth eentu-
teenth century, simple feu(lalism, centralized ries of our era, there were introduced, throu,,h
monarchy, tile rise and struggles for power of ('orea, the letters, writing, almanacs, arts and
rival nohle families sprung from sires of imperial s(,iences of China, together with Corean t_.acber¢,
blood, civil w_,r, dual system of government artisans, and an increasiT,g train of civilizing in-
with two "Cal)itals," complex feudalism, and fluenees. Tins was the first of the three great
finally tile return to centralization with a drift to- waves of civilization from the west to J_lpan.
ward modern constitutional and limited men- The second was from Europe in tile sixlei,tlth
arehy, are am(rag the pha._es of Japan's political century, and lhe third from the United Stal(.s and
development. --The origin _)f tilt; Japanese peo- the world in the nineteenth century. In 552 A. I).
ple is enveloped in thick clou(lsof untrustworthy the,'c were introduc.ed from Shinr_t, in Co,'ea. to
leffend, whi(.h critical processes of study are only the imperial xesidence at .Nara, then the cllpital,
beginning to ch.a," away. Tit,.people, "ts we cow the inmgc,, sutras, literature and teachcr_ of a

find them, arc evidentl'y the resultant of several new religion that was destined to comp]ctcl_
ethnic stocks, amoDg which are the Ainos of the overshadow the indigenous cult. This religi[m

north, and the Malay or Nig,'ito elements from was Buddhism. Though bitterly oppose(I at ti,'.-t
the south, though the late¢t and dominant in- frompat,'iotic and conservative motiw.s, the faith
wLders--thc A_iatic Normans of this Britain of of India spread steadily until it embrac('d tlw
the ea(t--were most probably of the same ,-ace .,rchipclago. From this tir, m forth, the court at
from the Ameer valley which is represented in Nara became the centre of art, science and h,t-

the C0reans of to-(lay. These people, crossing ters, as well ,as of religion and government. Iz_
over from the peninsula, and landing on the 645 A. D. history began to be founded on clue.
southcrn and western coasts, catered at various nology, and a system of registering dates was l)t'-
points from Kiushiu to Echizcn. They were al- I gun. In 712 A. D. literary culture had so fa,' ad-
ready organized und(,r forms of feudalism, and _anccd that books were composed, political and
when, through the first t,'ustworthy light of tra- statistmal documents c,_mpiled, and the floating

dition, we are able to distinguish historic figures, legends crystallized in the Kojiki (Book of Tradi-
we find a 1)owerful tribe dominating the central tions), and tile Nihongi (Chronicles of Japan)-
portion of the main island from Idzumo to the Eddas, or Bibles of the Japanese. In these

Yamato. By their prowess, arms, intelligence books the scheme of creation is fully stated, i_
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_the following order: Chaos, separation of heaven of state, Dai J5 Dai Jin (Great Minister of the
amd earth, evolution of a germ or sprout from Great Government). Sa Dai Jin, U Dai Jin, ,Nai
which other beings evolved or sprout(d, tending Dai Jin (Minister of the [,eft, Right, Interior)
toward perfcctiou of form, until finally sex or Under them were thc eight boards. The country
differentiation was apl)arent. Tllen the creator wa-_ diet(led into di.,stri(.ts (gu_,)o_er which gov.

_lnd creatrix. Izanagi and Izananli, stood on the ! ernor,_, "qipointed by the Dai J5 Ku'm for four
lligh Plain of tleaven, and lzanagi plunged his )ears, aml sent _Jut from the capit_ll, ruled.
_httering spear into the turbid wa_ers of chaos ] The.e.qun were subdivided into ]_en orprefeetures.
beneath. The drops trickling froul the weapon, This was the gtll,-k_.l_ system, which lasted fionl

•.olidified and became Onokoro-Jinm (island of [ the seventh to the twelfth century, and a virtual
Ihe congealed drop) or Await. Other islamls i return to wllieh, since 1868, has conslituted " the

recent revoluti(Jn,_ in Japan " -- This centralizing
"were fornled by their creative power, and Gleat i system was m)t relished by the tribes distant fromJapan was gradually finished. The sunand moon . .
were evolved from the earth. Of then' offspring, [ the capital. Under feudalism, comparative free-
Ama-T6rasu (heaven-illuminating).tl_eirdaughter, I dom was the rill(,, but now close obedience to tile

was given the sun for her king(lonl, and Susanoii. [governors from the Dai J0 Kuan, and prompt
her brother, the moon for his rcahn, _hile many : payment tJf taxes, were enforced. The natural

lesser kami, or gods, were cr(,ated to inhabit ll,e ] consequence was, that reel,Its becamc so frcqucnt
•cartll. These in time becoming unruly, Ama-T6r- I as to require something likc a permanent militia
asu, tile "sun-goddess," sent her g,';mdsou Ninigi _ to supl)ress them. The farnlers were s(J often
to earth to rule. Descending from lleaven, with enr_dled, thai number_ of them, u,_ually the more
a great retinue, and bearing tlw three divine re- robust, abandoned their u'_ua] labor of tilling tim
galia--mirrf,r, seal (or cr3stal ball) and sword-- soil, and bet.nine pr(Jfessional soldiers. Tin' gen-
Ninigi reached the mountain of Kirishima in orals (shSgun) who led the exp(.ditions to chastise
Kiushiu. lIis great-.a-randson, who_e mother was tile rebels wcrc (howell from those noble families
a sea-monstc,', was Jimmu Tenno, who s(.t (Jill on of tlle capmd, which had been fomided by tile
tile conquest of the islands Advan(,ing through s_)ns of th(, mikados by concubines. At the
Kiushiu, hc reaclled the neighborhood of Ki6to, court, the mikados no h)ngcr li_ing the a('ll_e life
and "ascended tim throne " 61J0 B.C. The first of warrior,, in the field, bc(:amc student.',, monks,

seventeen mikados, in the line founded by thc Buddhist devotee-, or gave (hero-.elves up to de-
.alleged person, to whom many ccmuries after- bau('hery. Su(.ces.,,ion to the throne, in ca.,,e of
w,'ml the. name and title Jimmu Tenuo were given, failure of direct i¢_uc, was then, as now, provided
are credited with an .iver;igc life of 108 year% for fi'onl the four Shin-no or rehttivcs of the ira-
and an average reign of 62 ycars. In J;lpanese perial houses. Their numerous off, lJring outside

mythology, "the earth " means Japan, tim mika- of the legitimate line were provi(led for by bcing
do (,acred gate, or sublime porte) is the Tenno made founders of families, (in the condition that
(son of Heaven) and the representative and in- neitlwr tlwy nor their descendants sl,,)uld everlaly
(:arnation of the Heavenly Gods, and tile Japa- (.latin to the throne, though tim mikado's wives,
nese equivalent of 1882 A. D. is tile "'2542d)'ear or eml)r(,sses, could bc taken from thenl. Tim-,
of the Japanese empire"; April 3(t being duly in suc(,es,ion, the Fujiwara, Tatra, Minanlolo,
observed by all the people as the date of Jimmu'- and many other le_s famous famihes, sprung up.
"coronation." Therelmve be(n, includingJingu In the devclollment of their hist(u T it resulted
K695, 123 mikados (seven of wllom were female_, that the Fujiwara monop(dized the civil offices;

and two of whom reigned twice, under different while the Taira au(t Mmamolo fui'nislwd the mil-
1tomes), tim average length of tim re'igns being itary le;,ders, under tile. red and th(' _ hire llaus re-
tWenty-one years; or, excepting the first seven- speetivvly The )Jl'ecedent was early (.sl_bli.',hed
teen on the list, and not counting the prescnt ruler, that the l)ai J5 Dai ,Jin must be of Fnjiwara

the average is thirteen years. The great influence blood: _ls was, later, that xxhieh lJ('rmltted _J-l_5-
of Chinese culturc on Japanese politics was soon gun ttJ b(: taken only from the Min.tmoto sto(-k.
shown in the creation of a library of books on As successive expcdition._ made the sceptic of the
governmcnt, the codific;_tion of the laws, and a mik;_do re,peeled from Yezo to Sat-urea, the
pr,ffomld change in the form of government soldier.,, throughout tlw eouutly gradually became

The ¢.entralizing system of the Tang dynasty at.In(hell ill lo) alty to their captain'_ rather ill'in
-f China, with boards or ministries, was in to the distant arid shadowy ct)tlrt tit _ll'_t, or Ki-
603 A. D. substituted for simple feudalism pro- 5to. More and more th(' l]glll(.rs be('am(, st,parat-
viously in force. Under the Jin Gi Kuan ed flora the tillers of the snil, and nmde the nm
(Council of the Gods of Heaven and Earth) tcrial for a new order of thin_s. The exislenee
were the eight boards (sho) or ministries of of this mi]ilary class was recognized by tile court
the interior, ceremonies, civil affairs, revenue a- early ;is the eightll (.enlury; andl))" th('elevcnth
and census, war, justice, treasury and impcrial th(' reid power w_s in their hands, while that of
household. In 786 A. D. the Dai J0 Kuan the eour', w(.akent'd. Bred toarms, suffering and

(Council of the Great Government) was formed, rejoicing in common, th(, relation of the warriors
superseding the Jin Gi Kuan in the control of tilt, ;rod comman(lcr.- gr(,w tr,,m thai of leader anti led

_eight boards. In it were the four great ministers to that of lord and retainer. The substance of
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authority .was with the generals (shSgun); the worked so well in the eastern provinces, that i'_
shadow was with the once active warlior-mikado, was gradually extended to the central and wester_
now become a puppet-figure set up and pulled provinces, and thus thc ambition of Yoritomo

down at th_ will of palace officials. "Durhlg The was effectually conceah,d; until, in 1192, being
twelfth century most of the emperors were chil- able to control the court, hc w_:s created Sei-i Tat

dren, and reigned only in thc nursery. The or- ShSgun, o1' Great General for the quelling of Bar-
ders of the court, whi-ch sought to sever the rein- barians, and the complete separation of the civil
tion of lord and vassal, by forbidding the men-at- and nulitary functions of government was thus,
arms to follow either the red or tile _ hi_e banner, in effect, attained. Henceforward, until 186_, the .
were igpa)red. Though de,_pised as b_kd (milita- throne and the camp were the two factors of his-
ry or infcrior ,courtiers) by the k_tgd (civil court- tory, and Japan had two capitals and two rulers.
nobles) the Minamoto and T'fira families gradu- Yoritomo (lied in 1198, and his line ended in

ally encroached upon the administrative power, 1219. The 116j5 family of rulers, following out
so that at Ki6to (made the capital in 794 _4. D.) Yoritomo's l)lans, set up puppet sh5gunsto be the
the Taira leader, Kiyomori, became succcssful in figure-hcads of government at Kamakura, them-

palace intrigams. At the opening of the twelfth selves holding the reins of power. It was during
century most of the high offices of the court and their rule, that Japan, through Marco Polo, was
provinces were filled hy Taira mcn, who exceeded made known to Europe, the Mongols repulsed, and

the Fujiwara in nepotism. Until 1156 the fol- Buddhismrevivcdandextend(,d. The HOj5 came
lowers of the red" and white flags were friendly loan end through misgovernment and luxury, in
rivals. In that year a quarrel in KiSto brokc out 1333 A. D.. being overthrown by Nitta Yoshisads,
between them, the prize of victnry being posscs- who fought in the name of the mikado, _md who-e
sion of the palace, and the person of the mika- portrait now _(torns the natiollal "greenback "
do, the fetich and talisman in Japanese politics, bank note curren(.y. For two years the shSgun-
Whichever party hold_ this divine personage has ate was in abe 3ance, and the nfikadoate exi-:tcd
the loyal army (k_lau-gu_,) and the imperial court, feebly. The rewards to the vicloPs were in the
and c_)n_litutes the govcrnmcnt; the otlmr party form of fiefs ()f land, so firmly had the proccd-
are chot(:ki, c_r rebels. Bh)od was shed in this first ure of feudalism become fix(,d. A quarrel over
feud. 'rite Taira were wctors; the palace was first an unfair dirt,ion of reward_ lcd a rival c'Lptain.

garrisoncd by a military clan. Then bega,l that Ashikaga Takauji, to seize Kamakura again, and
domination of the military classes which, wilh few the duarchy was restme(l. St.tling up Kogen, a
intermissions, lasted until 1868. Intoxicated with scion of imperial 1)lood, as mik_do, and hi_
success, Kiyomori, defying precedent, became in el'Liras being re.,isted by the courl, civil war at

1161 Dai J5 Dai Jin. and by m_trrying his daugh- once broke out and raged for fifty-six years, re-
ter to the boy eml)cror , Takakura, became the ducing the lan(l to desolation. A compromi._t.
virtual ruler of Japan. IIe planned the extermi- and union was made in 1"_92, and the usurping

nation of his enemies, and in 1181 died, asking branch of the impcrml family became extinct in a
wilh his last breath that the head of Yoritomo few generations, and the original line of rulers
(chicf of the Minamoto-) ln- cut off and placed filled thcimpotcnt throne. The Ashikaga line of
ul)_u his tomb. With the hel l) of a prince of the shSguns reared higher the edifice of feudalism, by
bh_od, Yoritomo now rose, even thr()ugh defeat, to nmking the military magistracics heredilary in lh_-
pox_er. (:allin_ his followcrstogether, he found- families of their own nominees The details and

ed the cily of Kamakura, twelve miles from etiquette which characterized the Japanese (is
the m,_(tern Yokohama. In 1182 the Minamoto known to Europeans were set(led; castles were
army entered Kisto, and Yoshitsun6, their leader, built; and the rise and fall of daimi5 families.
drove lhe Taira south, and in a great hmd and with almost cons(nut (.ivil war, the decay of the

naval battle near Shimonos6ki, nearly t_nnihilatcd shSgun's power, the neglect of learning, dontra_t
them. The while flag was now triumph_mt ing with the spectacular splendors of fcudalism.

everywhere. Yoshitsun6, shamefully treated by the transformation of the Buddhist monks int_
his jealou_ brother, fled to Yezo, and thence, it clerical militia, and the ravaging of the coasts of
is said, Io Manchuria, becoming the great con- Corea and China by Japanese pirates, belong to
queror known as Genghis Khan. In 1190 the this period (1335-1573). In many interesting as-
foundations of the second feudalsystem of Japan spects the state of society in Japan under the

wcre laid by Yoritomo, under whose influence A_hik_gas was marvelously like that of feudal
his captains and retainers were appointed mill- Europe. In 1539 the first Europeans landed i,_

t(,_T magistrates throughout the eastern half of Japan, bringing gunpowder and firearms, lhu-
the country, tie secured from the court this introducing new elements in Japane_ civilizal_on
division of the two governmental functions: col- The Jesuit missionaries, then in the frcshness (,f
lection of the land taxes, and maintenance of their astonishing vigor, led by Xavier, in 1542
public ordcr, which had been before untied in the entered Japan and speedily secured a following
h'n governors appointed by the Dai J6 Kuan, of thousands of converts, while at the same IHn (_

for terms of four years. Yoritomo himself was the Portuguese merchants opened athrivingtr_de
invested with a ciril lille, which made him the in the southern ports. -- In Ibe latter h,,df of lht_

chief of these military magistracies. The system sixteenth century began another series of influ-
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enees upon Japan from Europe and the outer from the re-t. They were intended +.o effect. 1,
world, which for nearly eighty years poured a The ()v(,rthrow of the shSgun, and his t'etJa,<.tion

steady infusion of new ideas into the national to hi., [)roper level as a vas.-al; 2, The restoration
mind. The chronic state of war ill J,q_:_n at thi.+,, (,f the true cmperor to power; 3, Theabolition of

period hindered[ the due influelme of w(+_t('rll the feudal system, and a rt,turl_ to tile ancient
ide_% which, though without the effect of the imperial r(_gim(,; 4, The abolition of Buddhism,
earlier importation from Corca in the, fiflh and and the e,tablishmcnt of pure Shinto, as the
sixth centuries, vastly enlarged the I,,)xi7¢_ll <)f tile national faith slid the engine of govermnent.
native mind. Heretofore, also, a sali(.nt p(Jint i_l These four movements w(.re historically and logic-

J;ipanese history was the rise to power of _(,blc ally c<>_lnt,('te(l. Th'c fifth was the expulsion (,f
families. The striking phenomena of thi_ pivotal the ' foreign barbariau._,' and tim,dictatorial isota-
half.cef,tury was the rise toh)ftiest powerof three tion of Japau from the re_t of the world; the
inthviduals of plebeian origin. Nolmmlga, born sixth, tile al)all(tonmel,t of this dr,sign, the ariel)-
ill 153,3. extinguish_.d the Ashikaga lint,, endeav- tion of wc_tt,rn civilization, anti tile entran('e of
ol'ed to curl) the rampant Buddhist power, f:t_oled Jal)an il_to the comity of nations. The origin of
Christi,'u)ity for political purpose,, en(le:_vorcd to the fit'_t and se('oz_d m(_vcments mu._t be referred
umfy +dl Jal)an and to reduce the feudal ch:t<_ to a time distant from tile present by a century
and anarchy to ordeJ', under _tll(l for the mikado, and a half; the third att(I fourth to a period with-
lte rose to be Nat Dai Jill, but was assa-._inatq'd ia the past ('entury; till, fifth and sixth to an im-
in 1582. tits retailler tlid(y_,_hi (T;uko Sam:t) pul_c dcv(dol_ed nmi_ll)" wlthlu the memory of
_.Oml)]etcd his work, curbil_z even the proud young men now living " ('" N+)rth American
Satsumaclan, laid the foumlat_o_)s of the 0_)h('y Rcvi(,w," Al)ri}, 1875--"Th(, 5Iikado'_ Empire,"
aftet'w.ird c,trried out by Iydya-u inva(ltd Cotc'_, p 291.) Into tile dt.tafi_ of these internal move-
to give the warlike clat)s employment after bt,)ng mcnt_ we have n(_t .,.pace to enlcr. Suffice It

thus suddenly pacified after _.hrouie war, amI p(,r- to _ll)" th:tt the ._(,cd of them was SOWll +,vhel).

hal)s to be rid of his Christian soldicr._, and Ihen the a_('ic_t texts, ._o ton_ m,glccted dt_riug two
turned his attention to the Jcsuit._, whom he ban- ] eemurics of _.ivil wal', were dc('il)ht'red, re-cd-
i_hed with partial success. Sctting a-ide Ihc l)re- [ite, l and studi('d, when the ¢cholal, of Mite had
cedcnt requin'ing tile D:ti J0 D_d Jin to bc of[ ln_bli-hcd their hist<_rlcal rc¢cttreh(,s, ami when
Fujiwarablood, he himc_elf lillt+d that off'ice, lie ['l_li San'_'o h;_d w]stten hi_ nl_t_t(.rple('e, NlhoIl
died in 1599. Tokugawa Iy_:)'a_u, a rctal_er of / Gnaishl("Mllnt;_rvIIi-t(_"+'(,fJal)_lV').allof _hi_'h
Hid:yoshi, who founded the city of Y(,(lo and (q)clled the ey(.s of ,_tud(,nt_ to the fact that tlle
the Tokugawa line of shOguns, succeedvtl, after sh57un was a u.-url)cr ;tml tile mikado the tl'tle

the battle of SYkigahara, in 1600, in el)raining sovereign. 3Vh<,l) all xxithin the c,untry was ripe
the al)pointment, in 1603, of Sei-i Tat Sl_Sgun, for rev(dutiot_, the (._)ming of fo]'_-igners prccip-
and thenceforth devoted himself to a p,_licy of listed tbc eri,is. Tht" rc.-ullant of the t_xo me-

unification, peace, tile perfe(,tion of tile duarchy, tion_--lbat x_-_thin ;tml that wtthout--wa_ un
and tile l)romotiou of learning. IIenecforth, likea a('e(,h+r_tlon of nm_em('nt in tile unexpected

crystalwhich, by the lawsofits formation, secures dire('ti_)n of _e_tt'ra civilization su(.ll as ll_ls
perfection by casting out _hatever is fol'eign t() astonished the _,)rhl, _lll(l the Jap_ue_c them-
its substance, the history of Japan, exp<.]lit_g all _eh'cs. In l_lo(h_('ing th(' lesult_ which opened

outer influences, crystallized intotheeh_boratefeu- thi_ sc(,ludcd n;_tx(_a to the world, the Uzutt'd
dal and dual systems, which excited the wo_dcr of States ha_ borne an honorallle ;II_d leading 1)a_'t,
Europeans. Long after the last traccs of feudal- as Is, conies hel' g(,ogr;qll_it'al position. Tile (,(her
ism had begun to fade out of Europe, Japan was of Iy(:ya._u, eoml_'lling all native ('raft to he built
perfecting as minute and l)(,culiar a form of it ._o a_ 1o l)(+ Ull_ea',_,Ol'th)', was the t.au,(, of hun-
as the'world ever saw. In 1637 Christi_lnity wa._ (h'(.d_of fi-hitlg aud lra(hng jutlks b_.m_ th'ivcn

annihilated by the massacre at Shimal_ara, and I_)"storm_ b_to the Ku_o Shiwo, Ihe _t_lf stream
all forcignel's were expelled and warl,.ed off, of tile I>_leitie, _he_('e th('y,tl'an(h'd <,_l the Ales
except a dozen or so of I-Iollanders iml)rnsoned, tian 1-]aml.', "lll(l al(m_ tilt' CO;t-t of .\_l]_,['ie:_ from
for the sake of trade, and limited to an annual Alaska to San FL'al_ci,(:o. O_(,r filly l¢l)own ill-

ship's visit from Europe, upon D J-shinto (out- stan¢'es of stl('h wr(,ek_ with .-urviv()r_ o,_ I,_)ard,
side island), near :Nagasaki. The throne slid tilt; ,_lnc,, 1785, ar[, record(,d. (+'The Mik:_th_'s Era-

camp were now pex'fectly sel)ar_tc; KiS{o was pitt." Appendix) The m;_j()t'ity of th_.,,t, waifs
the fountain of honey's and titles, Ycdo, of wer(.l)iekedupl_yc,,q)_ams_d'An_e_'i+'anshil)s. In
power and revenue. "The mikado all met_ love, 1_37 3h'. ('l,_ullec A. Kinp di_l)atch('d the Amer-

the shSgun all men feat'," was taught ill every ican tlrig MoL'ri_on fr_,m 5Iacao to Ycdo b,ty to
household. Learning revived, a_)d profound return three ebipwreekcd Japanc._c picked up in
peace for 2,54 years followed. Fift(,en shSguns Wa._hin_ton tel'rit<n'y. The ._hip _as fired up-
of Tokugawa blood ruled in Yc(l<_ -- " The lli._- on, aml returued, ll_ 1839, 1840 slid 1841 Amer-
tory of Japan, as manifested in the current of lean e_l)t_ti_ r(+seued morc _alf:, one uf whom
events since the advent of Commodore Perry, ;ifler_:_rd translated Bo_ditcll's '" Navigator"
hasits sourcesin a numberof distinct movemel_ts, into J;q):_nesc. and in 1860 sailed a Japanese

some logically connected, ethel's totally distinct _t(.am _c.-_cl across the Pacific. ill 1845 Capt,
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Mercator Cooper of the Manhattan, rescued at therefore, the followers of the shSguu Keiki,
sea, and delivered up near Yokohama, twenty-two who had resigned his title and authority, re-
Japanese. In the same year Gen. Zadoc Pratt, gretted his action and attempted to re-enter KiSto
of Ulster county, N. Y., chairman of the corn- ill force, they were fi,'cdon, and iu the threedays

mittcc on naval affairs in congress, on the 15th battle of Fushimi beaten, thus becoming choteki.
of February, reported a bill for the cffecting The result of the two years civil war which fol-

of commelcial arrangements with Japan and lowed _ith ,.kmerican rifles and the iron-clad ram
Corea. In 1848 Commodore Biddle, with the Stonewall on the loyal side, wasthat the mikado's
United States steamers, Vineenncs alld Columbu-, authority was re-e._tablished all over Japan, and
was st:at to ol)en trade if possible, but without the ancient imperialr_gime established. Among
success. Two Ameri(-an ships having been the first at, is of the new government was toratify
wrecked on the Japan coasts, Commodore Glyn the treaties in the name of the mikado, to make

on the Prcble _ as sent to Nagasaki to bring away Ycdo the kio or capital, which they named TSkiS,
tile sailors, all of whom had been required, ill to take f_om the n_ika(lo an oath and promist" to
Dutch faMfiou, to trample on the crucifix to show (,stablish a national dclib(,rativc assembly to de-
that they were not Portuguese. Tim discovery tide measures by t)ubli_' opinion, aml to seek for
and settlement of Californi't and the increase of intellect and learning from foreign countries, " to
our Asiatic trade and whale fishclT in the Pacific establish the foundations of the empire "' l_tpid-

increased the desire to have acc+c.-s to Japanese ly in succession folh)wed the abolition of the
ports, "while the ilJcreasiug frequency of ship- feudal system, the mcdiatizingof thcdaimi5s, and
wreck made such _wcess necessary. I)_tnicl Web- the commutationof the hl, reditary pensions of the
ster, secretary of stt_t( ,, prepared a letter flora the stt_t]'ai or military class, tlle reconstruction of
president to the "'emperor" (shSgun) of Japan. soci_.ty into fbree classes, the restoration of the
but the expeditio_ was delayed until after his eta to citizenship, and reforms innumerable on a
death, when Matthew C. Perry was appointed national --tale. Fourteen yearn of absolute gov-
commander and envoy. With consummate tact, ermuent have followed tile restoration. The new

Perry, arriving in the bay of Ycdo, July 8, 1853, rulers, nearly all of whom were men sprung from
after stating his object, left. but appeared again, the middle class, had their hands too full to re-
and with a fuller force, Feb. 12, 1854. In the mind thc mikado of his oath, or to wish it ful-

negotiations, Perry trcaled with the shSgun (an filled. Other able men outside the government
official of the sixth rank; though of de facto power) firmly demamled that tl,e pronlise be kept, and
as if hc were the emperor; while the latter styled the vigorous prc_ and able political lecturers--
himself "Tycoon" (TaikFt_t, great prince). Treat- new engines in politics--seconded the deman(l.
ies on the Perry modcl were soon after made ]_leanwhile in the southern part of Japan, the
with England, France, Russia and IIollaud, until samurai, their occupation gone, irritated at the
twenty nations lind entered into relations with unforeseen drift of tile restoration, using various
Japan. Thc_e outward events only served to pre- llretext._--under all of which was plainly visible
cipitate the cri._is withiu. Enraged at the signing the warlike spirit of feudalism and Old Japan--
of a treaty, the admittance of f()reign(,rs on the rose rel)catedly iu rebellion, which taxed the
sacred soil of the God.country, and the culmina- pow(,r of the new government to the utmost, and,
tion of a long ._eries of usurpations by assump- during the Sat_uma uprising in 1877, threatened
tion of tim title of tycoon, the " patriots" or mika- its very existence. To suppress these, co._! the

do reverencers raised the cry, "IIoaor the mika- nation 20,000 lives and $100.000,000. This sum,
do and expel the barbarian." Townsend tIarris, with the amount expended on national improve-

the consul gen(,ral of the United States, secm-ed meats, lighlhouses, railroads, commuting pen-
n second convention witll the Yedo government, sions ot the samurai, etc., etc., h_ created
which Ihe regent li sigm.d without the consent of a national debt (June, 1880) of $358,040.000.
the mikado. This fanned thc flames of l)atrJot - At last, in 1881, the government yielded to the
ism, and 'it once began a systematic assassination pressure of a gro_ing public opinion, and the
of foreigners, and thc firing of tileir legations, mikado issued a proclamation granting the

The daimiSs broke through the law of centuries formation and powers of a true national delib-
compelling their residence at Yedo, andthc politi- erative assembly in 1890. -- The constitution
cal centre of gravity shifted to KiSto. To further of the government is as follows: Tile supreme

embroil the shSgun with the treaty powers, fresh council (Dai J5 Kuau), consisting of the premier
acts of violence werecommittcd, and, as a result, (Dai J5 Dai Jin) two vice-premiers (U Dai Jin

Kagoshima in Satsuma and Shimonost_ki in ChS- aml Sa Dai Jin), a varying, but small, number of
shiu were I)ombarded; the former by a British, the councilors (Sangi), and the ministers or heads of
latter by an allied squadron; and heavy indcmni- departments of foreign affairs, interior, finance,
ties were exacted. KiSto was burned in the civil war. marine, public works, justice, colonies and
war between the Ch0shiu clan and the Yedo agriculture, all of whom receive salaries much
troops. On Jan. 3, 1868, the coahtmn of clans lower than those of a corresponding grade in
hostile to the shS_un secured possession of the western countries. The second of the governing

palace and the person of the mikado, and pro- bodies of the state is the senate, or Genro-in
claimed the ancient form of government. When, (house of elders), composed of nobles, and men
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of eminent service or political ability, nominated tile marine, and 27 vessels, with 4,242 men and

and paid by the government. Its I)ower_ are 149 gtnls, compose the navy. 400,000 wheeled
more restricted than those of ttle British house of vellich,s in the country now pay tax, though
lords, the initiative of its business bring given by before 18(J_ tht.v were in very limited use, hor_.._
tile Dai J6 Kuan, thougll tile tendency of its na for dtaughl beil)g n(.arly unknown. The army,
ture is to broaden the law-making power. In 1878 on a peace footitJg, consists of 33,560 Inert, and
a long step was taken toward lepresentative iw in x_ar time ot 50,_30, with a re_erle of 20,000
stitutions, by the formation of local assemblies men. Tim l)oli(,( • lorce, which in spirit "rod of
sitting once a year, dealing, under the supervision gauization (,quals the army and can bc used as

of the minister of the interior, with questions of military, numbers 23,334 men. Newspaper_, 211
local taxation, with the right of petition to the in nuulber, have an _._gr',.atel,_,(,. circulation of
central govermuent on other nlatters of local in- 29,000,000 eol)ic_ The number of schools in
terest. Tile qualifications of menlbers and eh, e- 1,_79 w'l_ 25,459, with 59,825 teachers Off _hom
tors, men only, are limited by abilit) to read and 1,558 were lemale), and 2,162,962 scholars (of
write, and tile l)ayment of an annual land tax of wl.)m 568.220 _ere gills). The volunt.lry pri-
at least $5. Under the Dai J6 Kuan, are the three vale eoutlibuti(_us in :tl(l of education, from 1872

cities and the thirty-five/_'h, wl,ich are ruled by Io ]879, wet-(, $9,000,000. The ohl judicial sys-
governors (rei). The three classes of society are tern has been reformed; the penal laws arc based
nohility (kuazoku), gentry (shizoku). and com- on the ('ode Napoleon, and the system of tribu-
mon people (heinlin). Under every (lepartmel)t ]Jal_ from the supreme court (D_ti Shin In)in
the work of administration Ires been more or les._ T6ki6 to the humblest magi._trate's bar, are being
conformed to modern and western procedure steadily conformed in theory and practice to the
and usage, a fair l)roportion being based on models of ehl'i_tendom. "I'll(. mere statement of
American models. In f.reign affairs, legations the.e fat.is i._ sufficient to prove the sincerity of
and consulates are IlnW established in many Jal)an'. l)Url)o..e t_) cast away tile ('hinese and

foreign capitals and ports, and the steady ainl i._ adopt the western rondel of progres,..ive civiliza-
now to obtain fl'ona the treaty powers reeogni- ti,)n. In spite of many nlisl'lkes and discourage-
tion of Japan's sovereignty, tile removal of the recurs her riflers have persevered, utlt_l it is
extra-territoriality cl_u._es from the treaties, and doul)tful xxh(,ther hi.t()ry has recorded so sudden
the right to regulate her own tariff and commerce, and thorough a transformation of an entire na-
In tin'race, the total revenue, for 1879-80. was lion ('hi'i_tiauity is also working aulong the
$61,860,000; and tile expenditure, $59,610.000, nm._.-cs, the way being well prep_tred for her by
The chief revenue is from the laud tax, which, in thc rapid iid(q)ll.n of tho.-e itJstitution., and forms

1877,was lowered to 22 per cent. upon the asses.,.ed of life with which this faith alway._ assimilates.
•,'alue. $108,680,000 of l)apcr money is in circu- (5ec also) CortE._,, 3h'TsVItITO, ]{IU KII , and bio-
]ation. Of tile total debt of $358,040.000, five- gral)hieal notices of Japant,_e s_atesmen in this
sevenths was inherited from the l)a,_l, incurred in _ork.) The ministers of lhe United States to
comnluting pensions, a._Ull]ing tim debts of the J_q)an have been: Townseud llarri.-, cnn_ul gen-
daimiSs, etc. 152 national banks, established on erat (1856-61). I{obc)t II. ])ru 31) (1861-5): R. Van

tile American principle, po_ess a capital of Valke_hurgl_ (1866-70)- these three were of
$41,921,100, and have reduced ttle rate. of interest [ .New York, the two latter being ministers rest-

from 14 to 11.2 per cent., besides greatly devel- [ dent; Charles E. De Long ¢)f Nevada (1870-74)
oping commercial enterprise and general pros- and John A. Binghanl of Ohio (1874-82) being
perity. The whole am()unt of taxation levied by nfini-lers plcnil)olenlia_v.-- Among tht. numer-
the government, in nineteen kinds, is $54.550,000, iotas writer_ on Japan, Kaeml)fer. Thunberg and

of which tile lan(l tax yielded, in 1879-80. [ Tetsin-h are the be_t amou_ the older ones.
$41,900,000, or about four-fifths of the wl_ole; i Of modern writ_.rs b(.fore the re,toration, F. L.

customs duties yielding, in 1878, $2,350.000, and ] Hawk.,' 3-_u'ratice _,.t"the A_uric,_, E.epeditio_z
all other taxes $8,670,000. 'File value of the I treader (bmmo¢l_rc l)et'ry, I1. Hildrctb'_ J(tp(tl_ a_
:.:'overulnent assets, forest nnd building land, pub- it _c_t._a_,l i._, Boston, 1855, and R. Aleoek's The
lic works, etc., etc., is appraised at $300.000,000. ('_q)ital _:[" the T qcoo_, Lon(h)n, 1863, are best
4,000 miles of telegral)h connect the. chief tnwus suited to the student ()f p_ditica] science. Writers
of Japan with the rest of tile world Postal ._ince tile restoration are F O. Adam_, lli.*/_,rg _f
lines, onwlficllalctlcrlnaybesentfort_ocents, Japan, London. 1875; W. E G_iffis, The Mi
amount to 40,000 luiles, and J_pan is in their)tel- kado',_ Empire (Iltstory, Travel_, Es_a)'s, Social

national postal union, besides havlug at llolneall and Polilie_d Life. Statistic-, etc.), New York,
the equipment necessary even to postal cards and 1876-8; G. ]_)u_quet, LeJal,¢_d_' _o._jo,tr,_, Paris,
savings banks, and forwarding nearly 50,000,000 1_77; C. J.,c Genthe. l_r,,I/r_._sir¢.l(tp,t_..New $ork,
covers annually. About 100 miles of raih'oad 187_; E. J lh,ed, ,]al,a_, L(mdon. 1881; J. J. Rein,

]ines are opened. Thirty-five lighthouses, besides J_tpa_. 3al,_r ,t _,l l',lk de._.tlik, d_'ch.he_, Letpzig,
bu,ys, beacons and harbor improvements, have 1881 E.,l)eei_dly vtflnable are the l'ran._ctio_s ,,f
greatly aided foreign as well as native commerce, the A,_iatic Soea't!/,:f,lat,at_, 1872-8. and the variou_

460,000 vessels of native model and 400 of for l)ubliealions in English issued by the Japanese
eign, many of them steamers, form tile mercan- : -overnment. W.E. GRII,'I,'IS.
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JAY, John, was l)orn in New York city, Dec. ment of the United States had no power to en-
1 (O. S.), 1745, and died at Bedford, :N. Y., May for_e, and which the respective states had a veste(I
17, 1829. He was graduated at Culumbia in 1764, right to nullify at pleasure. Under the confed-
w_s admitted to the bar in 1768, and took high eration, trestle-s, having more or le_ bearingupoa
rank as a lawyer, tie was a leader in tile early commerce, were, it is true, negotiated with the
revolutionary movements in New York and in Netherlands (Oct. 8, 1782), with Sweden (April 3,
fornfing the state (,onstitution in 1776. IIc was a 1783), with Prussia (Sept. 10, 1785), and with the
delegate to congress 1774-7 and 177_-9, was on Barbary St.ltes (see AI,6EICII_-E WAR); but all these
its leading committees, and w_m l)resident duriug treaties contained stipulations really beyond the
his last term. In the meantime he had also been powers of congre_, and were only allowed to

chief justice of his state, 1778-9. In 1779 he be- exist without objection because of the almost
came minister to Spain, and was one of the entire absence of present commercial intercourse

American negotiators in 1783. Returning in the between the United States and the other contract-
following year hc became secretary of foreign ing parties. The most important commerce of
affail_ until 1789. Supt. o,4, 1789, he was ap- the United Status was then with Great Britain,
pointed chief justice of the United States. (See and that country not only refused to make any
JAY'S T1LEATY.) Before his return from the En- provisions for commercial relations in the deflni-

glish negotiation he was elected governor of New tire treaty of peace, but continued her refusal to
York by the federalists, was re-elected, and make a commercial treaty with the United States
served until 1801. IIe had been nominated in throughout the period of the confederation and
1792, but was defeated by the olficial rejection of until 1794. Powers to make such a treaty were
a part of the pol)ular vote. (Sec NEW YORK.) given to the American commissioners in 1783, to
lu 1801 he retired peremptorily and perma- John Adams in 1785, to Gouverneur ]tlorris in
nently from public life. (See FED_:RAL PXR- 1789, and to Thomas Pinckney in 1792, but the
wY.) -- Jay's best political writings are his early British government preferred to regulate trade
revolutionary state papers, his _hare of the "Fed- with America by act of parliament. -- By the lerms
erali,t "(sec that title), and his ol)inion in Ci_i_hohn of the definitive treaty of peacu special ol)ligations

rs. Georgia. (.'4ce Jt'D_Cl._RY.) His instinctive were imposed upon both parties Great Bri(ain
integrily is well marked by his indorsement on agreed to withdraw lmr fleetsand armies from tl,e
the back of a letter from an influential federalist, United States without carryingaway negroe.,; an(I
written after the democratic victory in New York the United States agreed that there shouht be lJ()
in 1800, aml suggesting the calling of a special htwfu] impediment to the collection of del)t_ due
session of the federalist legislature to assume to British subjects, aml that congress should
legally the appointment of electors: "Proposing "recommend" to the states the restoration of the
a measure for party purposes, which I think it confiscated estates of torics and a cessatmn of
would not become nm to adopt "--See Jay's Life cc)nfiscations for the future. The use of the

of Jay; Sparks' Life and Writin9 s _f Jay; Ren- word " recommend," and the contemp(u'ary de-
wick's Life qf Jay; Jenkins' Gorernors of Ne_ bates in parliament, show that the British corn-
York, 74:2 Flanders' (Jhief,/astiees; Van S,,nt- missioners fully understood the limitations upon
voord's Cider J*l,_tlct,*; Parton's 1.1fe of B_trr, 253: the powers of congress at the time; nevcrtlwle_,

37 tIarper's Mag.aziu*; 1 Hammond's Political though congress punctually fulfilled its agree-
Tl_*tolT of _Vew York (see index), meut by twice strong,,, recommending the state

ALEXANDER JOtL"gSTO,N. legislatures, in 1783 and 1787, to abstain from
further confiscations, the British .eovcrnment

JAY'S TREATY (rN U. S. HISTORY). The chose to consider the inattention of the state leg-
acknowledgment of the independence of the islatures an infraction of the treaty, and rcfu-cd
United States by the definitive treaty of peace of to withdraw its troops from the northwe.-tetn
Sept. 3, 1783, nmde the United States a member forts. Until 1796, therefore, the posts of Michili
of the family of nations de jure, but not de facto, mackinac, Detroit, Fort Eric, Nmgara, O_wegn,

The articles of confederation had given congress Oswegatchie (on the St. Lawrence), and Point au
the power of "entering into treati(_ and alliances, fer and Dutchman's Point (on Lake Champlai_)

provided that no treaty of commerce shall be all lying within the territory of the United Stale-.
made whereby the legislative power of the re- wcrc garrisoned by British troops, whose oflieef-"
spective states sht,ll be restrained from imposing exercised jurisdiction over the sm'roundin.': (,ouH

such impostsand (lutics on foreigners as their own try. After Wayne's victory over the Indialls m
people are subjeeted to, or from prohibiting the 1794, it was with great difficulty that the Ameri-
exportation or import'ltion of any species of can general restrained his troops from a_aulti_g
goodsor comrnodities whatsoever." This restric- and capturing a newly built British fort, ja<,
tion upon the powers of congress practically pro- south of Detroit, which they met in the trois mt
hibite(l the negotiation of any commercial treaty, As a matter of course, this refusal to withdraw
since it was impossible that any other govern- the British troops was a very fair ex(.usc for the
ment would knowingly concede valuable corn- state legislatures to continue their inattention 1o

mcrcial privileges to the citizens of the United the recommendations of congress.--After the
States in return for a treaty which the govern- inauguration of the new form of government in
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1789, under which entire constitutional pox_er the introduction of a series of resolutions in the
over treaties was intrusted to the federal go;_ern- house, Jan 3, 1794, by Madison, designed to car-
ment, two efforts were made by President Wa.sh ry Jefferson's second recommendation into effect.

ington, as above stated, in 1789 and 1792, to es- The fir._t re.-.olution, asserting the general prini.i-
tablish commercial relations with Great Britain on ph' of retaliation, passed the llouse, Feb. 3, by a
a treaty basis; but the British government, ap- vote of 51 to 46, and the other resolutions were
parently unconscious or unwilling to believe that po_tp,nwd hmtil 3Iarch by their supporlers to
a vigorous national government, capable of retal- a_ait the l)rogre.,s of events. But in tile mean-
iation, had been developed in the United States, time the anti-Britiql fl, eling in the house had
persisted in its course of unfriendliness, refusing be(.n growing steadily stronger. Madison's reso-
to send a minister resident to the United States, to lutions welt pra(.fically superseded, March 26,

pay for about 3,000 negroes carried away by re by the pa--age ,,f a joint re_-olution laying an
tiring British fleets, to enter into a (:(_mmer(.ial embargo on ships in Ameri('an l)ort_; Oil lhe fol-
treaty, or to order the evacuation of the north- lowing day a proposition was introduced by
western posts. _In arranging tile duties on ira- Jonathan I)ayton, a _Ncw Jersey federalist, to
ports the 1st congress made no attempt at rctalia- scque.qel' "dl debt_ duchy Americans to British
tion upon Great Britain, but was governed main- subject_, and tm'n them inlo a fund for indemni-
]y by the pressing nece._sity for raising a revenue, fying American sufferers from British spolia-

though protection to American intcre.-ts was also lions, and this, in its ttm_, wa-_ superseded by a
kept in view. Great Britain's continued refusal proposition, A1)lil 7, to l)rnhihit commercial in-
to enter into a commercial treaty gradually tcrcourse I)ctwec_* th[, United St;ttcs and Great

brought u 1) the idea of retaliation, and a house Britain, after :_'ovember 1 f,)llowmg, until the
resolution of Feb. 23, 1791, called out an elabo- latter country shouhl (:ea'_(' its anti-neutral naval
rate report from Jefferson, s(,eret'try of state, policy amt (,vaeuate the northwestern posts. Be-
dated Dec. 16, 1793, upon "the nature and extent f,)re the non intercourse resolution could be

of the privileges and restrictions of the commer- pa._s(,d, Ihesid(,nt Washil_gtol_ agmn intervened,
cial intercourse of the United States with for- as he ha(l done a year before (._ee GESET, ('ITI-

eign nations " The strongest point¢ which this ZES), to check the Iorrcnt of auti-J',riti_h fl'eling
celebrated report made against GreatBnt'6n were and a(._ion, and, April 16. _.(,ut to ill(' ,,enale th("
that parliament had only consented to modify the nominatiot_ of John Jay u_ mi_fi_-ter extraordinary
original prohibition of any American trade with to G_cal Britait_, for the Imrpose of securing
Great Britain by allowing Am(.ricau production._ peace aml "a friendly adjustment of our corn-
to be carried thither in American ships; and that plaints." The nomilmtion wa_ confirmed by the

even this privilege w_s ma(le dependent on the scant(,. 18 to _. neverthelc.-s the house persisted
king's permission, given annually by pr,)chm't- in l)a_stng, by a vote of 58 t,) ,'38, April 21, its
tion, in default of which American vessels would nowintercourse r_,,,,hlti,m, which was only de-

be again entirely interdicted from British ports, feared in the s(,natc hy the (.a._ting vote of the
The rcportadviscd arcsort to the l)owcr of congress vice-prc_-idcnt. -- The pr(.:i(lent had .lb'mdoned
to "regulate commerce with foreign nations," hi._ first seleeti(m, Ilamihon, for the missim_,
1, by favoring the commerce of any nation which chiefly on (.on,ideration of the bitter opposition
should remove or modify its restrictions upon which wouhl inevitably meet any trealy ncgoti-
American commerce, and 2, by an exactly equiv- ated by him, IIi_ st.eOll(l choice, Jay. was a
alent retaliation upon any nation wlfich Mlouhl much more fitting one, his great al_ihty, tact,
impose high duties upon American productions, diplomatic skill and experience, polmlarity.
prohibit them altogether, or refuse to receive known moderation, anti freedom from partiality
them except in American vesscls.--Jcfferson's either to FralWe or to Great Britain, made him. to
report fired a train which very nearly resulted in quote llaafilton's own word.-, to the presi(Icnt.
a war with Great Britain. To the inflammable "the only man in whose qualifications for silo-

material previously accumulated in the griev- cc.,s there would be thorough confidence, and
ances against that country, the interests attaching him whom ah)nc it would be advisable to send."
to rim French revolution had already been added, There were but two objections to his nomination,
and the anti-neutral "orders in council " to the his positron as chief justice, and the ncedle.,,sne,s

British navy raised popular excitement almost to of any extraordinary nomination while there was
the war point during tile winter of 1793-4; so that already a mini.,.tcr to Great Britain. It is difficult
the proposal of retaliation was not at any time to answer the former objection; only imperative

discussed from an economic point of view, but necessity and the lack of pressing occupation for
was supported by the republicans (or democrats), the court itself, couhl excuse such an experiment
and opposed by the federalists, mainly because it upon the independence of the judiciary, lr the
was considered a means of throwing the moral second objection there was no force. In nomin-
weight of pronounced American sympathy into ating ,]'ay, lhcl)re'.idellt had made an opportunity
the anti-British scale, while avoiding open war to declare that his confidence in Mr. Pinckney,
in alliance with the French republic. (See the resident minist('r in London, was uudimin-
DEMOCRATIC-REPL'TBLICA,NPARTY, II. ; FEDERAL ished. The ,rtraordinary nomination bad a dif-
P,utTY, I.; :E_,_mo, I.) The first step was ' ferent reason, it was intended and seems to have
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;been taken as an assurance to Great Britain that hut the ratification was made conditional on the

the executive of the United Shires intended, if addition of an article to suspend that p.trt of the
possible, to maintain neutrality. No such assur- 12th article relating tothe_VestIlldi_ln trade. The
.ance was necessary to France, f_r that country principal objection to this arti('le arose fro,n its
was already a_ured of the m:_ss of popular sym- 1)roh_hition of the exportation of certain artmles,
pathy in the United States. In _hi, case, there- above named, from the United States. The eol(,-
fore, Washington deliberately ctlst tim" weJght of nial system of European nati,_n_ then included a
his persmml and official influence into the lighter general prohibition of trade to their colonies: and
scale, as Adams, his successor, in the exactly when Great Britain pcrmitte(I a modified Irade to
parallel case of 1798-9, threw his into the ol_po- her West Indian colonies, she dcmanded in return

site ._cale when it became the lighter. (Sec X.Y. a renuuciation of A.merican trade in sugar, ct('., in
Z. M1sslo,'¢, EXECUTIVE.) -- Jay n,ached London order that these colonial pro(luetious should not
June 15, and enten_d without diliicuhy or delay thus be illdirectly tr;ulsmitted thr,)ugh th(, _niled

upon the wm'k of his mission with Lord Grenville, States to foreign nations. Jay seems l_ot to have
the English negotialor; and the two arranged the known that the culture of cotton ha(t already
terms of a treaty, ,N-ov. 19, in twenty.eight arli- been introduced into the United States. The
cles. Of the three American claims, the treaty additional "_rticle _as fimdly added to the treaty,
-settled hut one outright: the northwestern l)C)sts Oct. 28, 1795, but full navigation with the British
were to be surrendered on or before June 1, 1796, West Indies was not obtained until October,

but no coml)ensation was to be paid for their 1830.-- Jay had reached New York, May 28, and
previous wrongful detention; the American from that time the whole country had been in-
.claims for compensation for illegal seizures wcrc tensely anxious to know the nature of the treaty.
to he referred to commissioners for settlement; After ils ratification by the senate that body lind
and the claims for compensation for negroes still prohibited its publication ; but, while the prcs-
.carried away were waived by Jay bcc'_usc of the ident was still in doubt whether ol'not to oomph.it'

fiat refusal of the English negotiator to con.-ider the conditional r'ttification by his signature, Sena-
them. (See Sr.av_mY ) Joint commissioners tor :Mason, of ¥irgini% sent a copy of the treaty,
were to settle the northeastenl and the (then) June 29, to the Philadelphia "AuJora,"a doinG-
northwestern boundary of the United States, and cr'tlic new_.papcr, for puhlication Its appear'_n(,e
the British debts whose collection had heen pre- in print, July 2, was the signal for an outbre._k
vented during the confederation; and no debts of political excitement which was probably never
were in future to be confiscated by either party paralleled until slavery took a place in politics
in Ihc event of war. These points having hecn The ncwsl)apers were filled with articles, signed
settled in the first ten articles, which were to be with Latin names, Cato, Camillus, Caius, Atticu_,
permanent, the other articles made up a treaty of Deeius, and Ciuna, in the f;L_hion of the time.
commerce and navigation, limited to twelvcycarb, mainly against the tre'lty; and town meetings and
Trade between the U_ited States and the British mass meetings, from Boston to Savannah, pa-._ed

dominions in Europe was Iobc reciprocally free; resolutions calling upo_ the presi(lc,at to withhold
direct American tr'tde to the British East Indies, his signature. The ahh,st series of le|lers w;t_
hut not the coasting trade there, was permitted; that of Hamilton i_ defense of the h¢,aty, ov(,r
trade to the Briti-h West Indies, in vessels of the signature of Camillus; the most ven(_mons
not more than seventy tons, was permitted ; and was that of "A Calm Observer," in the "Aurr)ra."

neither country _v_mto allow its citizens to accept commonly attributed to John Beckh'y, clerk of
commissions of war against the other, or to per- the house. At first the attacks were direeh'()
mit privateers of a third (enen_y) power to arm, against Jay; and the treaty, in its implied re('_)"-

enlist men, or t_,ke prizes wilhin cannon shot nition of the British right of sear(.h, iml)res_me_t
of its coast. N'eutral persons unlawfully commis- and power to make any (:l;_s_ of goods co_trab;n_d,
signed or enlisted wc_e to bc considered pirates, in its regulation of the West Indian trade, an(t i_l
Contraband go¢/,ls were specified in general its failure to obtain compensation for the retch-
terms, and it was agreed that such articles a.s riGa of the northwestern posts or for the neg_',_('-
provisions, when made contraband by particular carried away from l_'ew York city, offen,d s,,
circumstances, should be paid for, _md that the many vulnerable points that attack was ez_,y

forfeiture of contraband goods should not forfeit The opponents of the treaty, however, w(._t
the wh_)le cargo. The article relating to West further than mere resolutions. Jay wa_ rep_.al
Indian trade was specially limited to two years edly burned in effigy, and one society "lamet_led
after the conclusion of peace between Great Brit- the want of a guillotine" for him; in New York
sin and powers at war with her in 1794, and the IIamilton was stoned while defending the treaD

An,orleans were to renounce, in return for it, the at a public meeting; in Philadelphia the m,,1,
cxport._tion of sugar, tools.uses, cocoa, coffee, and burned a copy of the treaty before the Briti-h
cotton, to Europe. -- June 8, 1795, the treaty was minister's house; and in Charleston, after a m(,et-
laid before the senate in special session, and after ing led lay John Rutledge, who had just be(.n
a secret debate of over two weeks it was ratified, appointed chief justice in Jay's place, the Briti-h
June 24, by a vote of °,20to 10, the exact two-thirds flag was dragged through the streets and burn(,d
anajority necessary for the ratification of a treaty ; before the house of the British consul. -- Notwi(h-
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standing the defects of tile treaty, Washington tions. Upon this resolution the debate iaste(I
believed it to be the best that could be obtained, from March 7 until l_Iarch 24, when it wa_. ptl,sed

and signed it, sending to the British government, by a vote of 62 to 37. March 30, the president,
at the same time, an urgent remonstrance against although he had ah'eady publislled the. instru('-
:t recent order in council which made provi.,ioas lions by semling them t¢7 tiw _cnate, r('fus_'d, as a
contraband. The l'emonstraocesecured theret)eal matter of precedent, 17)-yicldbtg to the demand
of the order. The democratic leaders (sec I)EMO- for the cnvoy'_ instructions, to countenance the
CRATIC-REPUBLICAN PARTY, II.) of the repubh- idea tlmt the a_ent of tim house was necessary to

can party at on('e attacked the president person- the validity or execution of a tr(,_lty. April 7,

ally, with the object of destroying his influence the house, by resolution, which _a_ passed by _t
in congress and of inducing the house to deny the vote of 57 to 35, declared that it. chdme(t no
appropriation (about $,90,000) necessary for carry- "lgency in the making of trc.ltie% but tlmt it
tug the treaty into effect. From August uJtlil tile claimed, as part of eotlgress, a right to delibcr-
following sl)ring the attacks upon tile pr(,¢ident ate upon tilt, exp(,diency of ('arrying into cff(q:t
bec'tme progressively more open and hiller. From 'L treaty conlaining reguh(lions on the subjects
tim beginning lie was accused of usurpation, in given by the (.onstituli(ln t() tilt; control of (.on-
collusion apparently with the senate majorit)', ill gross. April 1,5, debate began upon a federalist

Imving negotiated a treaty which endeavored to re_(Tlution tlmt the treaty ouvht t(i be carried int(*
shut out tim house of representatives from a shate effect The Ill'st volt, w'ls tak(.n in committee of
ill the constitutional powers of regulating COtll- rite whole, April 29, aml stood 49 t() 49, but the
merce, of establishing rules of natur;llizalion, of siTcakcr, though oppo_t,d t,_ tJw treaty, voted ft_r
defining piracy, of making rules concerning cap- tlw rcsolutitm in older h) gi_t, lurthcr opportunity
tares, and of laying taxes. Side i.-sues were then Io c(Tnsidcr it. The rei,ott (Tf the committee of
t)rought in: he was accused of having neg]eeted the whole was considered in the h(Tusc, on the
to ransom American captivcs ill tile Barbary following day, and a 1)rop(Tsition was made to

Slates, of having written letters desigucd to pro- amend the rc_oluti( n s_ as to read "That, al-
cure submission to Great _Britaiu during the rove- though, in the opinion of this house, the treaty
lotion, and of having drawn mot'e titan his salary was highly objectionable," it was nevcrtlmlcss ex-
from the treasury. Only the ]a_t named charges pedient, (.onsidcring all tlw circumstance% to
seem to have moved the president, though he ('arry it into effect. By the castiug vote of tbe
complained that they were ttllcouched "in terms _peakcr, the vote standing 48 to 48, the word
_o exaggerated and indecent as could scarcely bc " highly" was stricken out ; the entire amen(l-
applied In a Nero, a t, otorious defaulter, or cveu meat was then losl by a vote of 49 to 50; and tile
to a common pickpocket." The allezcd letters lie original report _ as adopted by a vote of 51 to 48.
demonstr'tted to be forgeries, and the secretary This ended the fir.-t and greatest struggle in con-
(Tf the trctLsury disproved the other charge. But gress against the al)l)lication of the ire.try power.
toward the time when congress was to meet, the -- The conflict had tlw g_7()(iresult of laying open
attacks on the main issue, grew warmer; an ira- to view a difli('u]tv in lb(' pra(.tit.al ",vorking_ of
peachment of tim pre¢ident was suggcstc(1; hints tlle constituliot,, wilicl_ c(_uhl not wc]l lmve been
were given of tim necessity of a Brutus for this guarded against, and _llich hasonly been avoided
"step-father of his (,ountry"; and _ome effect I)y tin' steadily fol'llearing and p:wific p(71i(,y of
was produced not only on congress but on state successive executive-. (Sec EXEt'I'T]VE ) The
legi-latures. Thchouse of delegates of Virginia, treaty po_er is (.erlainly limit(,d, but it i, imp(7_.
Nov. 20, voted down a resolution cxprc_ing their sible to locate the ]imititJg line cxa('tly Trcatieu
undiminished confidence in the president; and are not, as it is .som(.timcs 1¢7o._cl.vsa_d. '" the .',li-
the federal house of representatives, Dec. 16, prcme law of tlle ]aml"; "'tllt.s (.on_tilutmn, and
struck ()tit a l)aragraph declaring their confidence lhc laws of the Ut_ited State- whwh .-ball be
in tl_e president, which their committee had in- made in pur.-uance thereof, and all treati[', ma(lc.
_ert(,d in their draft of a reply to the message.-- or whi(:h shall be mad,,, under the authority of
On the other hand, the tide had really been turn- the Umted State.-," it,gerber nmkc Ul7 th(,sttprcnm

tag, throughout the country, not so much in favor law of the laml, and treaties, thctcf(n'c, can at
of the treaty as in support of Washington. The best lmhl but a (._,ot(tin:m. rank. h ]_ cas,, to
(_lher state legi._latures, with the exception of see that a treaty involving tlw establishntt:nl ota
S[_uti, Carolin.,, refused to follow Virginia's lead, foreign prince upon tit(' throne (7i' the United
and either voted strong declarations of their con- States, though nmdc nn(lcl" every (.(Tn_titutional
fidence in the president, or refused to consider form, w(Tuld be mvahd, aml that Jay's treat),
the matter; commercial bodies of all the states timugh clashing slightly with tile powers of e()n-

approved the treaty; and the current of pub- gross, w.tsnotinvalid; but between thc_e two cx
lic meetings, at first entirely against the treaty, treme cas,.s there are countless supposable ('a_es
iiad turned before February, 1796. Neverthe- open t(7 question It i_ mipo_sible, for instant'c,
less. a struggle in congress was inevitable, and to believe tlmt in 1"798 ;t federalist house of
it began with a resolution offered in the house, rcpresent:_tives would have w)ted money for the

March 2, 1796, by Edward Livingston, of New execution of a treaty of offensive and defensive

York, calling on the president for Jay's instruc- alliance with Ft'ance, passed by a democralic
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president and senate. It is equally impossible to bates, ,?_7: Fed_ral_t, 64, 75; Rawle's.CoraTnenta_

conceive a republic_m house of representatives in r/es, 171; Story's Comm_'ntaries, § 1499; Carey's
1882 submitting to the abolition of the protective Amer_al_ Remembrancer i,s a useful collection of

system and the establishment of free trade by essays, etc., on both sides; for the treaty of peace
treaties made by a democratic president and sen- of Sept. 3, 1783, and Jay's treaty, see 8 Slat. at
ate. And yet the reasoning of Washington's Large, 80, 116; 60piuioy_softheAttorneys Ge_e_.al,
message of March 30, 1796, makes it the duty of 291 (Cushing's opinion); 17 AY_a_y Law Register,
the house in a//these cases to remain entirely pas- 460 (Dr. Spear's article on Extradition).
sire. Perhaps the easiest solution of the difficulty ALEXANDER JOm'_STON.
is that offered by Story, as cited below: "Whcth-

.er there are any other restrictions [than that JEFFERSON, Thomas, vice-president of the

treaties shall not abrogate the organic law] neces- United States 1797-1801, and president 1801-9,
sarily growing out of the structure of the gov- was born at Shadwell, Va., April 2, 1743, and
crnment, will remain to be considered whenever died at Monticello, Vs., July 4, 1826. He was
the exigency shall arise."-- Curiously enough, graduated at William and Mary college in 1762,
when the difficulty next appeared for considera- was admitted to the bar in 1767, was a member
tion, upon the annexation of Louisiana by treaty of the house of burgesses 1769-74 (see RE.VOLt;-
in 1803 (see A._NEX/LT1ONS, I.), the federalists op- TIOl_) and of the continental congress 1775-8 (see

posed, and the republicans supported, the su- DECLARATION OF INDEPEIgDE,NCE), and was gov-
premacy of the treaty power and the obligation ernor of Virginia 1779-81. He served as minis-
upon the house to execute its arrangements. In ter, first to Europe in general and then to France.
1819-20 (see CO_PRO_ISES, IV.) the difficulty did 1784-9, and became secretary of state at the for-
not appear naturally, but was forced in, for it is mation of the constitution. (See AD_ISTRA-
not easy to see, in a treaty stipulation for all TIONS, I.) His subsequent public career is apart
"the privileges of citizcns" to the pcople of of the history of the party which he founded.
Louisiana, an obligation upon congress to admit (See DEMOCR._.TIc-REPL'BLIC.a_N P._TY, I.-III )
any state government which they might form. --An estimate of Jefferson's character and work
The question was again unsuccessfully raised involves much the _me difficulties as in the case
when the bills appropriating money for the Gads- of his .great rival, Hamilton. (See ttAM_LTO_,
den purchase in 1854 and for theAlaska purchase ALEXX_l)ER) Each was opposed in his own
in 1867 (see A_NEX_TIO._S, V., VI.), came before way to the advance of that curiou_ complication
the house. In future discussions of the question, of conflicting forces whose sum makes up Amer
however, it must be remembered that the final ican political history, and each has had warm,
decision of the house to vote the money necessary and often unreasonable, assailants an_ apologists.
for the execution of a treaty has never yet been But, as Jefferson's maintenance of individual lib-
made on the distinct ground of obligation to do erty involved an opposition to the development of

so; expediency has so far been the only test. -- nationalization in the United States, his private
In examining the question the reader will find and public character have been subjected to trill-
most useful an opinion of Caleb Cushing and an cism more minute, merciless and bitter than has
article by Dr. Spear, both cited among the au- ever been applied to Hamilton's. Hisinfidehty, hi_
thorities; the former inclines toward, and theist- cowardice, his shiftiness, his love of theory and

ter against, the supremacy of treaties over laws. lack of practicality, hisbigotryinapplyinghisthe-
-- See authorities under CO._FEDERATIO_, AR- orics to his opponents and his looseness in apply-
TICLES OF; 1 Lyman's Diplomacy of the _fa_ted ing them to his friends or to himself, and, abovcall,
States, 190; Treseott's Diplomacy of" the Adminis- his responsibility for the doctrine of nullification.
tratlous of WashiJ_gton and Adau_, 119; 4 Hil- haste been dealt with by hands more skillful than
-dreth's b_nited States, 522, 544; 1 Schouler's Unit- have ever attacked Hamilton. The country has, in

.ed States, 289; 2 Sparks' Life of Gouverneur Mwrris, one sense, been growing away from Jefferson and
4; 1 Benton's Debates of Congress, 22, 458, 639; toward Hamilton, so that the latter has always
1 Wall's State Papers, (2d edit.), 422, (Jefferson's been, and will always be, more sure of a syrups-

report); 2 J. Adams' LeChers, 156; 1 Flanders' thetic criticism from the abler class of critics than
Lives of the C'hief Justices, 401; 4 Hamilton's the former.--Jefferson's "infidelity" seems to
Works, 519, 531 ; Jay's Life of John Jay, 310; have early settled down into a mild form of uni-
7 Hamilton's Works, 172, (the CamzTlus letters); tarianism, and his letters and those of President
1 yon Hoist's U'Mted States, 121 ; 6 Hamilton's John Adams, show that t'[le two were a.lmost en-

UM_,S_,272; 2 Adams' Life of John Adams, tirelyat°neinallessentialp°ints°freligi°usbe
195; 11 Washington's Writings, 36, 513; 1 Gibbs' lief. The different treatment of the two men, in
Adraini_trations of Washi_gtoa and Adams, 218; this regard, by standard writers, is characteristic.
3 Rives' Life of Madisou, 5H; $ Randall's Life In Adams' case, it is always slurred over as a

of Jefferson, 267; 2 Benton's/)eba2e_ of Congress, matter interesting bnly to himself; in Jefferson's.
28; 2 Marshall's Life of Washington (edit. 1838), the language of the orthodox New England

870; Hunt's Life of Edward Living_on, 67; Mon- clergy of his time is still the canon of criticism.
toe's Go_duct of the E_ecutive, 147; 4 Jefferson's The charge of cowardice rests onlyon his hurried

Works (edit. 1829), 317, 464, 495; 2 Elliot's De- escape from the British, while governor of Vir-
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giuia. His responsibility for the doctrine of nul- } naturally. Again, while Jefferson's work couhl
lification is elsewhere considered. (See NVLLrVr- never have prevented the final establishment [)f
CATION.) The charge qf shiftiness anti other bad ] nationality, it has succeeded in guarding under it

qualities above specified rests on a different basis, i the rights of the individual, for which the trig-
It is really due to the needlessly high plane on I inal Hamiltonian idea had comparatively little re-
which he set his political theory to work. IIis gard. (See NATroN.) On the whole, the ultimate
doctrine that every broad construction of the ' combination of the two forces could hardly be
doubtful powers of the federal government is '_ ] belier stated than in thc words of a writer in
violation of the organic law, is, in brief, illegal, "The Natron" (('lted under HA.',IILTON, ALEXA_-

was never recognized by his opponents or main- i DEn): " At the present moment Jefferson rules in
(ained in practice by himself or his disciples. The 'thc manner and after the methods prescribed by
former recognized only expediency or inexpe- tlamillon, ttamilton's theory perished before the
(liency as a test of construction; and the latter, advance of dcm(x.ratic principles; but Jefferson
whenever they yielded in any deglee to the irre- utterly failed to destroy the wise system devised
sistible cm_rent of events and relaxed their rulc by his opponcnt."--Jcfferson's Work.* havc l)ecn
of action, laid themselves open to the charges of twice collected The best and most eomp]'chcn-
bigotry in applying their political theory to their sire edition is that of H. A. Washington in nine
opponents anti of looseness in applyingittotbem- volumes (1853); the most convenient is that of
selves. (See DEMOCRATIc-REPUBLICaN PARTY, T. J Raudolph, in f_ur volume_(1829). The be._t
VI.)--Beforc 1789 Jefferson's political work con- Lf_ is that of II. S. Randall (1858); see a]_o Car-
sisted in his authorship of the act for religious pcnter's Memoir_ of J_ffer._vl_ (1_09). llayneV_ L(fi'
toleration in Virginia, and of the declaration of qf Jefllr,_on (1834); Tuckcr', L(t'_" *!f J_._'_'r._,
independence. After 1789 his work consisted in (1837); Smuekcrs' L_/'_ atul TiJt**_ (It" J_.ffer._o/_
tim organization of the democratic.republican (1859); DcWitt's (Chur(:h's trans.)Jeffer,ou al_d
party (which see). This last work deserves con- ttw Am_:riear_ Democracy (1862): Parton's Life of
sideration from several different sides. 1. From Jeffersolz (1874): Abbott's (or Lincoln's) Licc_ of
the point of view of the irrdividual it was ahnost the PreMdeut.v; 1 Statesmap_'s M, rJ_ual (for his me,-

wholly beneficent. The individualAmerican tit- sage.-): 2 Brougham's Emilw_d ,StatesmcJ_ (edit.
izen is verylargely indebted to the spread of Jef- 185_). 320, Parker's Ilistoric A_eric,rt_s. 235:
fersonian ideas for his unrestricted rigiit of suf- Cobb's Mi._ccllaM_. 5: Atla_dic M,,_itMy. January.
t'rage, his voluntary religious status, and iris ae- 1862; Z_pi,i_colt'._ M,_gaz[_c, September, 1868, _Yw
tire individualistic life, free equally from the tio_ial Q*tarterly R_:cie_r, March, 1875. Thefavo,'-
control of classes and from sympathy with the able view of Jefferson's work will gent, rally be

prejudices of classes, to which Hamilton was found in the autlmritics uuder DEMOCRATIC RE-
strongly addicted. 2. From the point of view of PUBLICAN PARTY: theolhcr _idc in the authoriti_,,-
the states its influence was mixed, good and bad. cited under FEDEI¢._.L PARTY, see ant Danvet'_'
On the onehand, by maintainingbetwecn the indi- P/cttt_e (f a rep_,blica_ m**gistrate (_" th,; t_(_rscho,,l
vidual and the national government the shield of (1808); II. Let's Observ_tir_n,_ ott tl_* |l)il;t_/s o!
a powerful aeries of state corporations, it p_o- ,]eff'erson (183°): Dwight's Ch,tracte_" of J_'fl'_.r_,,

tccted the individual, simplified the work of the am e.rldbited in his US'itit,gs (1839). F_)r hi_ privatt.
national government, and made its expansion life sec J. E. Cooke's Yo_,th of Jeffer,_,,r, (1_54);
over an enormous territorya possibilityandasuc- Pierson':: JeJrer,_o_ st Mo_ffcJlo(1862), S. N. I_m-
eess. On the other hand, its secondary develop- dolph's Do_estic Life ,j" J_'.ffer._oa (1_71). anti h_s

ment was naturally into a state feeling for the autobiography in his ll'_rA_.
sake of the state or of a section, not of the indi- ALEXANDER JOHNSTON.

vidual. (See STATE SOVErtEm_T_.) On the
whole, in spite of the heavy weight of the war of J0tINSON, Andrew, president of lhe. United
the rebellion iu the scale of evil, the good seems States 1865-9, was born at I_fleigh, N. C., Dec.
to have largely predominated. 8. From the ha- 29, 1808, and died in Carter county, Tenn., .luly
tional point of view the influence of Jefferson's 31. 1875. After holding various state offices, he

work seems at first sight to have been wholly bad. servcd as representative from Tenncssec (rictus-
It hampered the efficiency of the national govern- eratic) 1843-53, as governor 1_5:_-7, and United

merit, indirectly endangered its existence by the States senator 1857-62. IIe was al)pointed mill-
development of the excrescence of state sorer- tary goverm)," of Tenne-see (see th._t state) in
eignty, and in a variety of ways impeded the 1862, and in 1864 was elected vicc-1)re.-ident by
growth of a real national feeling. Nevertheless, the republican party. He became pre._ident upon
even in this apparent evil, the good has predomi- President Lincoln'_ death, and served until 1869.
hated. If the growth of national feeling has been (For the political events of his ._dmi_fistr,_tion _e_.'
slower because of the adverse influence of Jcffer- I{.ECONSTRUCTIO-N-:FItEED3IEN'S BUItEAU, CI'_'II,
sonian ideas, it has been all the healthier for it, RmHTS BILL; TENURE OF OFFI('E; YETO. I_[-

and will last the longer. Rapid growth implies PEACa_E_TS, VI. ; REPUBLICAN PAttTY.) He was
early decay, and it is almost equally reason for" again elected United States se,mtor in 1875, sere-
gratitude that the national idea has been estab- ing until his death. -- President Johnson was an

lished and that it has been established slowly and exceptionally favorable and fortunate specimen
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of the southern " poor white." He was abso- JOHNSON, Richard Mentor, vice-president
lutely without the influences of early education of the United States 1837-41 (see DISPUTED
until after his character had been fairly formed: F._LECTIONS, lII.), was born at Bryant's Station,
it was only after his marriage that he was taught Ky., Oct. 17, 1781, studied law, and bee:ram

by his wife to read, writeaud cipher, and he then a colonel of volunteers in the war of 1812.
passed almost at once from tile tailor's bench into He was a democratic representative in congress
politics. In this fiehl he was steadily battling 1807-19 and 1829-37, and United States senator
against " the a_istocraey," from his first forma- 1820-29. lie was the democratic candidate in
tion of a working-man's party in Greenville, 1840 for vice-president, but was defeated. (See
Tenn.. in 182_, up to the day on which, as pre_- 1)EMOCltATIc-REPUIILICAI'¢ PARTY, IV.)
ident, he offered heavy rewards for the arrest of
Jeffer._on I)avis and Ih(, ()tiler alleged particil)ants JOINT RULE. (See P._r_I,L_XUiXTXRY L.tw.)
in Lin(,ohVs a.ssassination. To his mind the great
work had then been clone by the overthrow of JOURNAL. (See PAltLIA,_tENT._V.Y LAW.)
the slavelv)lding aristocracy, and the status of the
negro in the south was a question of almost as JUDAISM. (See MosAis._l.)
greal difficulty a._ before. When congress under-
took to ret:onstrnct southern state governments, JUI}ICIAR¥, Elective. The term judiciary
and to COml_el southern whites to recognize the is very generally used to designate the collective

political equality of the negro in the work, con- .body of the judges. It is also used to designate
gress, in Johnson's eyes, took the place of op- that branch of the government in which judicial
pressor upon the southern people which the power is vcsled, and the officials serving there-
"'aristocr;tcy" had h[:ld before the war, and he under. In this more COml)rehensive sense, in
simply changed his opposition accordingly. It which the word will generally be uscd in this
does not matter whether reconstruction I)y con- artich,, it wouht include sheriffs, coroners, jus-

g,'css was accomplished wi-ely or unwisely: it is tices of the peace, commissioners of jurors, ma,'-
certain that President Johnson was eminently uu- shals, constables, bailiffs, and all the clerks and

ftted by nature, by education, and by life-long other subordinates of the courts of every grade;
devotion to an entirely different object, to deal and among them _oul(l be county ch,rks, and
with the problem of reconstruction. The tone other keepers of judicial records. The kc(,pers
of his answer to the first nogro delegation which of hind titles, as distinguished from the keep¢,r-
met him after his aec(._sion to the presidency of judicial re(.ords, canin no scnse, perimp*, he
was sufficient to forewarn his failure, and to regarded as judicial subordinates; yet it seem*
show the reason for it. Even his sincerity, his plain that the same consideration which shonht

persistency, and a certain frankncss which was govern the selection of the latter shouhl also pro-
often far from engaging, made him a more cer- w5] in the selection of the former. In a sen.-(' it
tain vi(,tim to the dltfi('ulties of his position, may be said that the sheriff is an executive ratiwr

--See Savage's Living ldepreseMatit, e J/eTt, 347; than a judicial officer; for l,e is to hel l) preserv¢.
Savage's Life. a_td Pttblic ,%_'rices (fAl_lpew Joh_- the peace, which is apart of the duty of thv pre,-
,urn; Moorc'.-, L(fe al_d ,','peez]_es of Alldrew John- ident--to take care that the laws are faithfully

son," Fostcr's Life ,_nd 8peec]_ _f ArMl'ew doh_v observed. The sheriff is also to arrest offendt 1-.
sots; and authorities under articles refcyred to. which is an executive act and yet the exe['ution

AI_E,XA..NDERJOII.";STOh'. of a judicial order. In a similarsens_, it may lie
held that the judges themselves arc but subordi
hates of the executive for executing the law.,

JOHN_ON, Herschel _',, was born in Burke Blackstone, the great commentator on English
county, Ga., Sept. 18, 1812. and (hed ill Georgia,
Aug 16, t880. Itc was graduated at F,'ankhn col laws, thus views the matter, presenting tile ju(lgc_

•ts representatives o[ thc king for doing justit.e
lege, iu 1834. wa,, admitted tu the bar in 1_7, was
democrati(" United States senator from Georgia Indeed, kings originally dispensed justice in per

son, aud the judges were at first selected as their

1848-9, was governor of Georgia 1853-7, and re- substitutes, fnits last analysis thcdistinction b(.
ceived tile democratic nomination for the vice- twecnexecutiveandjudicialoflicersislostinnwt;t-
presidency in 1860 in place (l[ Benj. Fitzpatrick, physics. -- The argumentsforand against an el*'('-
declined. (SeeI)EMOCR.A-TIc-P_PUBLICA-,N'PARTY, tire judiciary strikedeepbothinto the theory :rod
V.) lie was in' the senate of the confederate into the practical effects of government. 311.
states, 1864-5. Mill declares (" Considerations on Represcntath ("

Government," London, l&ql, p. 31) that "all th('

JOHNSON', Reverdy, was born at Annapolis, difference between agood and a bad system of judi
Md,, May 21, 1796, and died there, Feb. 10, 1876. caturelies in the contrivances adopted for briJJgiz_
He was admitted to the bar in 1815, was a whig whatever moral and intellectual worth cxists in tl_e
United States scnator 1845-9, attorney general community to bear upon the administration, and
under Taylor, democratic United States senator making it duly operative on the result." _'itll
1863-8, au(l minister to England 1868-9. (See out muchconsideringeither theory or experience,
AI, ABAM,t CLAL_tS.) we have in later years yielded with equal facility
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to blind hopes of reform from mere change, and umh,r this head )--Ol_ the>e theories our nation-
to cunningdevices of partisans for attaining then" al and all our earlier state con._titutions wcrc
own ends. The consequences have been dlsa,- lramcd When we come to the judiciary the
trous. The great contlariet): of methods which facts are _idely different. Thcr(, is nothing lep-
now prevails for selecting judgcs, and the serious re.-cnt;,tivc ill its funetiol_s; nothing dependent
abuses which (;xist iH our judieial;Ldminislra[ioLi, up()_, maj_J_ities _)l parly policies: nothin_ tha!
equally illustrate the gravity of Ihe (tuesti(_u a_td _h()uhl conform to) mere opinions or interesls.
the hick of well considered view_ in regard t(_ il. wheth(.r gt.m.ral or h_czd. To interpret the law s
-- Considered Ul)On theory, a fundamental and a(,t.(mtin_ h_ their m(.aniug and to adjudicate the

r,_d_cal view of the mattcr which seems f;_vor_d_le conl_()vcrsics ()_, the 1taxis of principle and justice
to the ell.orion of judge_ wouhl be this: that e;_(.h --absolutely. unLer,allv, collliIlu(_H._ly, in every
depa_lm('nt of the government alll_e _.hould reel p;Irt of the ¢._)untry and for every citizen irre-
Ul)(),l the dire('! approval of the lice)pie. Thv pres- ._l)e(,live of his peculiar ntd,dons and intere,ts_
!dent and the governors, who ,ire at the head of cou_tilulc the supreme duty al_d safety. For a
the executive departments, ;ire eh,('ted, tnul they judicial officer, in tl,c (li._cii;trgc of hi.., duty, to
apt)oint their _,d)or¢linale_ The membcr_ of lhe yield to the p_)pul,_ majority or to mt_ke a corn
ass_,mhlies a_Hl the semit(,s, which arc a! !hc ht,ad lll'_tllllSO based o_l the confli(:ting in!ere,is and

t)f the legislative dep:lrtment, are elected, and opinion_ nf the I)cople. a, "_ legislator may in
!hey :_l)poi_t thcirsnbordin_lte-. Why -houhl n()t man) (:;_.-(,_Iil]y do, is !he beginning of corrup-

the judges of the courts--the head, of the other lion lind de>l)oti.-m. The very nature el such
dep:u'lmcms--who appoint the!,' suhordinate-, be fuu(,tions, the need of (.oufo_n{ing tot lixed prin-
al>o elected? Yet neither the prc¢ith.nt nor the (.title> and of refitting'ill tt'ml)tmtry inlere_t_ and
members of |lie nati(_nal senate ;_r(_ eh(,te(1 lty einoli_)t_s--not less than !Ill. nec(l of long expert-
the peel)let and tf Ihe anah)gy as to tim apl)oint- et,¢'e f()r .giving a stead.v, in!clhgent and consist-
ment of subordinat(`s is to be follow_.(l. ,ill !lie ('tit ln/_,rl_ret;_tion !(_ the statutes--proclaim tlle

officials before named, subordim, tc to the courts, utility of a stal)lc judicial _enure--of long terms
wouhl ln_ve to be .q)pointed or nomin;,!cd by of ofli(.c, if indeed any fixed term be provided.

them, subject to confirmation by the scnales. To stand upon the pr(.cedents and to give effect
which would make appointive ma_y jndi(.ial (_fli- to the statutes a(`(.ording to their legal import,
cers who are now clcctivc. -- But the vmw jt_st however the majorit.v may ehunor and whatever
considered overh)oks other c()_sid(,rali(_n, quite the inlcrest of hi- sect!o!, or h,s par!)', is the test
as fm_damental and far nit)re _mportan!. M(.m- and the glory of the true jwlge It is for the
l)ers of congress and of legislatures are repro- puhlie interest, lhercf()re, tim! the manner of his
sent'_tive officers sent to speak anti act i_ (.on- _(,]ccti¢)n _n_d the influenee._ thrown about him
fortuity to the interests and opini_tn_ of sections _hould be _uch as most tend to devel_)p a judicial

and classes which they r(,preseut, not fox'getting, frame of mi_td, and to nialie iiim st;_n(l more in
however, the general welfare: and that b_,(,.mse fe'lr of the (.(_mm(tn sen-e, of l)r(tpritqy ;_nd jus-
!he _reat body of the people c_,n not ,q)l)ea_ in tit.c, lhmi of any party or_tt,v (oml_iu;tlion o[ pri-
their own behalf. These inicres!s ;tnd el)in!on> xale iuterests, tle x_ho.,e duttcs rcqui_e hint to
fteque_lly ('hang(,. The vicws of the m_jority bc impartial toward all, _)ught not t(t lie ,d)lc to

must prt.vail. These views are g(,nerally ex- sec in |he mcmber._ of one parly ol_ly those who
pressed through a p;_rty. It is not. thet'eforc, v(_ted for him. m,d in the _!her onl) those wire
l)raclicable to ch.-.regard the political opinion or voled agamst him. F(_r these rea,ol_s. _f the
lhe party of a representative official. A re_d rcp- c](,ctio,l of ju(Ig,.s i- def(.ns_bh., it ('t,n h;,r(lly bc
rc_enh_tion is manifc,lly attainable only throu:2h ou any g_ound of l)_incit)lc, but mu-t b(. sotcly
I)Oliular elections and shor! terms of office.. The bc('au_e, a> nmttvr (,f e.xl)_'licn('e, th(, l)_;_vtical
_epresentation would lie all !he more (,xa(,t ,ind effv('!s (ff that nieth[)d of choice have hcen found

COml)lete if !he official lcrul were but a _e,tr; (_1' b(,netieial --It m;_y he >,dd. ir_especlive of all
but for six ulonlhs, as W._ISonce the case in Coil- _u('h analog'ies, that It, questio_ !It,' cat_a(it 3 of

nectieut and Rhode I.-lan(1; or but for tw¢_ the pe(q)lc to scle('t the hight,st ollic_.'ds ot _ny
IllOnt[lS, fls w,qs for a time the fact in some of the kind is to (li_trust r('lnibl_eau institulmn_. With-

Italian republics. So, too, thcpresident audgov- out here (,onsid(,ri_g _h;_t method, _epub]le_ln

ernors, ;,s to a part of their functiol_s, ,ir(" repre- g_)vcrnlnent _,h:_ve l)rovide,1 in lid> It;!,titular, it
_entativc offi(`crs, t;_king part in making the laws. i_ well to t_ote "in imt_ortant distinct!tin between
For that reason the)" should be elected and fo_ jutlic_:_l and other ofli('ers Iuth(. ca_c el rcpre-
short terms. Other parts of the functions of ,entat_ve ot'ficer_ [ht. de(,isive (tue,I,_tn. whether
those officers are not representativ(,_ but arc th(. candidate.- wouht be rel)rcs('_l_a!iv(' of the in-

strictly executive, and to a large extent arc merely . tere_s and Ol)ini(_n_ of the people, is pe(.uliarly
ministerial; involving the business details of the I one of which tit(. voters :ire the nm.-t c(_lnl)etent

_eat departments, where the tenure of the in- . judges. And whem'ver the (lU,llilicati()_s and

ferior officers should be irrespectivc of party pol-I duli('_ of t,n olti('er arc such as fall within the
ihes. The prostitution for party cuds in this [ conun[)n intelligence and expericnet¢ of the

branch of executive duties has developed the de- I voter.--, there are abundant reas_)ns why their
mand for civil service reform. (See the articlc ' selection may be safely trusted to them. Such
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would not seem to be the facts in the case of corruption of the voters by which, through pop-
judges. No one but well educated lawyers of ular elections, such men reached the bench, were
large practical experience, and of such none but far more disastrous than anything which would
those t)f a well balanced, candid judgment, (o1" to have attended the appointment of the samemen,
use a phrase which in itself illustrates the limits- cau hardly be doubted. And it is not conceiva-
tion intended),n,_ne hut tirade of '_ "judicial frame ble as a continuing condition, or except under
of mind," are fit t() t)e made judges. The wisest very anomalous circumstances, that the moral
choice is limited, first, to the members of'_ ._ingle tone of those who would control nominations
learned profession, and, next, to timt portion of can be lower than that of those who would con-
its members which, very generally, have qualities trol the action of the party majorities, by which,
the least likely to arrest popular ohservation: after appointments have given place to popular
and of which, persons of a lfigh order of intelli- voting, the choice of judges is almost invariably
genee, who are likely to be presidents, governors given these officez_. Whenever in a community
and legislators, are (outside of the legalprofession there is such independence of partisan bia_ and

itself) by far more competent judges than the av- coercion that the voters will leave their part)', or
erage voter. The average citizen may decide, the judicial candidate of their party, in order to
intelligently, whether a given lawyer wouhl be. a vote for a better candidate of the other party, or
good representative of his district, or can make in order to vote for some better man of their own
an effective speech before a jury, or is a man party than its convention has nomin'lted, it is

of good reputation, but he can lmrdly form a very quite certain that the appointing power must be
intelligent opinion as to his havil,g that exact in worthy hands. The very causes which wouhl
knowledge of the law and that sound judicial produce a bolt from the nomination of a bad
judgment which qualify him beyond his fellows candidate, would secure the election of govern-
for the bench. As a general rule it may be said ors and le_slators who would not venture t_)
that the lawy('rs, above the inferior class, having prostitute a power of appointing judges We
the more showy endowments by which the aver- are therefore, in this view of the matter, thrown
age citizens wouhl be impressed, as well its those back again upon the relative merits, intrinsically
who are most likely to seek and gain popularity considered, of the two possible mcthuds of scle(.-
in partisan circles, are precisely those who are tion.--If from theory we turn to practice, we
least likely to possess the qualities most needed find that ahnost the sole experience of an elective

on the bench. Though there are exceptions, yet, judiciary am_)ng the more enlightened nations i_
_s a rule, those lawyers most competent to be limited to this country, and to the last thirty-
judges are those who practice least before juries, eight years. Yet at an early period most of tim
where the people are present, and most in the sheriffs in England were chosen by the inhab-
higher courts, where the people are not present.-- itants of the several counties, though some of

Looking at the matter, therefore, in the light of them were hereditary. But tumultuous elections
principle, anti _suming that neither corrupt ms- caused them to be'made appointive in the time
tires nor partisan coercion much affect the choice, of Edward II., and such they have since re-
it would seem that we should be likely to secure mained. A statute of Richard II. (well worthy

the better lawyers for judges by making their our consideration) provides that no person shall
selections through appointments rather than be selected by those having the appointing p,.,wer
through popular elections. When such vicious for justices of the peace or sheriff, "that s_et]_
influc'nces a_e powerful, the problem becomes e.ither l:n'ivately or openly to be put in the office,
exceedingly complicated. It is possible to con- but only such as they shall judge to be the hest
ceive a state of facts under which, temporarily, and nmst efficient." Office seekers are thus made

the appointinq power might be more demoralized ineligible. Coroners in England have, from early
than the public conscience, and therefore that times, been chosen for life by the freeholders
unworthy men could be appointed judges when of the county court, and upon this preeedenl
they could not be elected. The nearest approach our practice of electing coroners seems to h'_v( _

to that state of facts, perhaps, was under the been based; though in England, as with our-
council of appointment many years since in the selves, the popular election of such officer_ ha,
state of :New York, and again during the domi- been found as vicious in its effects as it is repug-

nation of Tammany Hall, in :New York city. nant to all souud principles. :No other judicial
Yet Barnard, Cardozo, McCunn and all the judi- officers have been elective in Great Britain. -- The
cial officers of a lower grade, by which New inconsiderate facility with whicll judicial officer-
York was disgraced, were elected by popular were first made elective in the early years of thN

vote. No judges of capacity or character so low generation, is a striking and significant fact in
had ever reached the bench until many years our politics. But theauthors of the "Federalist"
after 1846, when judges were first made elective pointed out that, by reason of the few who can
in that state. And if it be conceivable that it give intelligent consideration to judicial matters.

governor and legislature, or either acting alone, changes could be made in the judicial depart-
would have put such men upon the bench, it is ment more easily than in the others. In 1787.
certainly impossible that any worse could have when the federal constitution was adopted, each of

been selected. That the wide-spread bribery and the thirteen states, except Rhode Island and Con-
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laecticut which had retained their charters, were I aries of tile states, have produced obvious effects
under constitutions of tlleir own creation. The ] upon the feder,'d courts. The federal judges in tilt
elections of judges, and (with slight exceptions) ] territorie., have been made appointive for a ternl
the elections of judicial officers of ever:)' grade, ; of only four years; theft,by involving their tenure
were unknown except in Gvorgia. In Mas,-achu- in presidential elections, and tempting them to
set!s, Maryland and New tIampshirc the judg_,s take part in local politics; a temptation of which
were appointed by the executive. In ,-Nt'owYork it, i.,,ea,_y to t race the mis(:hievous consequences iu
and Pennsylvania the appointments were made by the judicial :ldniiai_tration of the territories. It
the executive and a council of appointment, in wouhl s(.cm to bc plain that sucl_ a term of office,
l)elawaretheexecutiveandthelegislaturcappoint- illustrating the advance of the spoils system in
ed. In New Jersey,Virginia, North Carolina and our politics, is rel)_lguant to the spirit if not to
South Carolina they were appointed by the legis- the letter of the federal constitution, which dc-

lature. In South Carolina thelegislature appoint- clarc_ that the judges, both "of the supreme
ed justices of the peace and sheriffs, and in Gcor- and i_erior court_, sh,dl hold their offi('es dur-
giait appointed justices of the peace and regi_tcrs ing good behavior." Is not a territorial court
of probate. Thetenurewasgenerallythatofgood an "inferior" court? The lament;lble effects
behavior. The one striking exception to these upon the federal judiciary, of bringing party
general principles was the first constitulion of politics upon the b,nch, and of state judges
Georgia, adopted in 1777, which contains very standing as c.mdidatcs for political offices, is
peculiar provisions. The legislature was a single further illu,,trated in the 'lppai'cnt willilignesa of

body. Juries were made judges of both the law i the late cldef justice of the supreme court and
and the facts. :No person could praotice law ] of sew,r'd a<._o('iate justices iu recent years, to
without a permit from the lcaislaturc. The be i)re_elitcd a,_ (.al_didatcs for the presidency.

judges of the two higher courts were made _ And when, soon nile!' his ,q)p(_intment, Chief
dec!ire by popular vole for raze year oMy. q'hi._ : Justice _Vaite refu-cd the use of l,is name as a
seems to be the first instance of the election of pre-identi:ll c;mdidate, for the reabon that it
judges by popular vote, or of their being given a would conlpromi.-e the l)eeoming indcpen(h,nee
fixed term in this country. Two years later the of his peal!ion, lie displayed a high sense of
term in Georgia was extended to three years and duty and propriety which deserves more atwn

a state senate was created, but judges were left tion than it has received. When, in his letter
elective. The elective system did not give satis- of refu-;d, he ill(lUlred whether, "if lie allowed
faction, and it greatly divided public opinion, his name to be (l_(.d to lU'OUlote a pollti(.;d corn-
Before 1852judges had become appointive by the bination," _ _* "lie couht, in all ca_es, renmin

legislature. In that year they were again made an u_tl)ia_cd judge in the estimalion of the peo-
elective by the people. In 1861 it was provided ple,'" and further (h,clarcd that "there can be no
that the governorshouht nominate and the senate doubt that, in these (lay_ of politico.juridical
confirm them; the highest grade ln)lding for a question_, it is highly d;u_gcrous to haw. _a judge

term of twelve years. Georgia has not since uho l()oks bey(rod the judiciary to hi,, per-omd
made her judges elective.-- The debates pending ambition," he a('ied hi)on rca._onu which condemn
the adoption of the federal constitution, equally the whole theory under which popular elevtions

with its provisions, disclose a profound sense of and short t(,rln_ of oliioc have made the judici_ry
the need of making the bench independent of the of so many _tate_ l csponsivc Io political influence.
pressureof partisan andsclfish interests. Neither and party m;tjoritics. The causes which, in

the president, who is to nominate, nor the sen- the last thirty-five years, have led to the selection
ators who are to confirm, arc directly elected by of so many judges by polmlar elections and for
the people. The judges are to hold their places short terms, were of slow growth, They need
"during good behavior," and they are to "re- not lie tra(,ed here: but sue TEI_._I AND TENI'IIE

eeive for their services a compensation which OF OFFICE, and SPOILS SYSTEM.- Prior to 1820
shall not be diminished during their continuance the subordinate officers of the executive depart-
in office." The general purity, efficiency and ments (with the single exception of marshals)
dignity of the federal courts, the high estimation had Im fixed terms. In that year collectors,

in which they have been uniformly held by the district attorneys and some others were given
people, as well as the indisposition to make any a term of four years. The change was made

change in the method of selecting the federal without debate and in obedience to a g'rowing
judges, would seem to be the best test of princi- demand lor more patronage, rc enfoleed by in-
ples upon which these courts are based. A prop- creasing despotism in party manngcmeat. Jack-
osition to make the judges of the supreme and son's administration exl)lained the significance

other federal courts elective by popular vote of the change_. Under him, in 1,_32, Marcy
would doubtless be received with something like of New York procl'limed, in the senate, the
universal repugnance; and few, probably, would doctrine that "to the victor belong the spoils,"
think it could be cmTied into practice without which shows pretty clearly the spn'it that was
.serious danger to thegu)vernment. -- The partisan then beiug developed in his state. (See SPOILS

interests and the0rieswhich, during thelast forty SYSTE_ ) IU 1836 a four years' term was cx-
years, have caused so great changes in the judici- tended to all postnmsters having a salary of $1,000
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and over. This increased patronage but era- --On the occasion of the election in 1873 the
boldened the demaml for more places to fill. to association of the bar of New York city (corn-
which each of those laws was a surrender, tIad posed of more them 700 of the leading members,
not the .provisions of the federal constitution after full discussion) adopted, by a majority of

been in the way, it may well be feared that the more than five to one, a statement of reasons why
offices to which the four years term was extended judicial elections had been disastrous and shouid
would have been made eh, ctivc. But why should be abandoned in that state, from which we make

not judges as well as postmasters and eolleeto2,'s the following extracts: "The change to an elective
have short term._? Anti since a state may be in- system was not made because the people demanded
duced to elect them. why should they not, as well it, or because the method of appointment in this

as legislators, be elected by the people? This state or elsewhere had developed any judicial
was the logic of the 1)atrozmge mongers and the abuses; for there was no such demand; and in

l_poilsmen. When urged by persuasive orators the whole period prior to 1846 not a scandal had
lmfore popular audiences tff farmers and lumber- touched the character of a single zN'ew York judge
men in the border state_, it is by no me'ms easy in connection with his judicial functions." a
to resist. Nor is it much less effective with a " When the elective system was submitted to the
large claqs of v¢)tel's in the older states, when pcol)le in 1846, there was almost no discussion
jointly urged t)y the l._wyers _ho wish the ways before them." _ _ "Judicial elections have,
easy and numerou._ to the beuch, and by the pol- iu our ol)inion, as a rule, been unfavoral)h, to the

itieians who seek more patrona,ge to di._pcrsc and selection of men of the greatest ability aml att:)in-
more frequent elections to manipulate. Judges ments for the bench, and not less unfavora:,le
were made elective in Mi_ouri in 1820; in Missis- to the prevalence of courage and fidelity in tht,
sippi in 1832: in Alabanm in 1833; in each case discharge of judicial functions. The judicial
for short terms; being for the presidential period canwms is in its very nature demoralizil_g: and
of only four years in Missis.-ippi. But the latter the temptation i_ dangerously strong tn make
stale, .darmed at the prospect, has since made commitments unfavorable to justice. The judge
her judges appointive. These dates indicate the who reaches the bench through a party coute.,t
development of those influences which intro- at the polls, where one portion of the t)eoplc
duced partisan proscription at abont the same support and the other oppose him, by no nn'an_
period into the cxeentive _.*rviee of the nation, finds it as easy to be impartial, nor do law.vcz.+
It was natural that New York. where the spoils and suitors find it as easy to believe him imp_)'-
system w:ts m+)st developed, should be the first of tial, as if he had been appointed by the governor
the older states to commit her judiciary to popu- and confirmed by the senate." _ * "Sm,h se-
lar elections and short terms. In 1846 she nmde lections have also been prejudicial to leaL'lJing
her judges elective for the first time, and rc(luc+,d and character among lawyers. Lawyers of in-
the tenure of good l)ehavior t,) a term of eight ferior capacity, a.spiring to the bench, have been
years. Various subordinate judicial otlicers were induced to intrigue for caucus anti party intlu-
also made elective. The stall, was divided into ence, and thus the more honorable conditi,)ns

eight judicial districts, and the judges were de- of professional advancement have been dispar-
elated elective by popular vote separately in each aged and n(:glectcd. Much in the same ratio i_)
of the._ districts. To ('ateful observers the in- which inferior lawyers have'been able to reach
jurious effects of the new system very soon ap- the bench, under the elective system, persons of
peared, in a vicious partisan activity steadily in- small education and uncertain character haw."

creased, in judges who were greater politicians m_u:lc their way at the bar." * * " The cl('c-
and lesser lawyers than had before been on thc tion of judges, by givit,g more offices to bc made
bench, and in mort; uncertainty in the law and the subject of bargaining and intrigues I)y the
less respect for the courts. The deplorable cor- managers of popular elections, has increased lhc
ruption in the judiciary of that state to which number and power of those party mercenarit'_

such abuses finally led, need not be described I who liw_ by the spoils of elections, and the same
The purest "rod able._t t)f the judges, lawyers and cause has aggravated the excessive power of the
_tatesmen of New York, anti the great body of mere party majority." * * "It has been one
her more enlightened citizens, have joined in of the results of our elective system"--respond-

lamenting this introduction of judicial elections, i ing to party majorities and local influences--
They made an effort in 1873 to reverse the dis- I " that ourdccisions have wanted consistency, and
astrous experiment, but partisan influence pre- ] our whole judicial system has been fluctuating
vailed; though the term has been extended from I. and feeble. In the period during which Ma-sa-
eight years to fourteen; the districts lmve been ', chu_etts b;ts had only eighteen supreme court

reduced from ei.ght to four; tile highest court jndge_, or judicial terms, and all England lm_
has been made l)crmam;nt; and in New York ' had on/)' forty-one in her three higher law eom't:.
city the elective system for inferior criminal jus- i New York had had one hurdred and sia'ty judges
tices w_t_ overthrown, and such justices have i or judicial terms, in her supreme court, and
beeu made appointive; important steps back to- I one hundred and twenty in her court of appeals.
ward the original system for which public opinion I And our exce_ive appeals and overrulings and

in that stale is steadily growing more favorable. :, reversals of decisions have been much in the
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_ame ratio as compared with those of England long time in office--to twenty-one years iu Penn- .
and_Iassachusetts." _* a "This system, to thc sylvania; the average length beitJg about te_
knowledge of all of us, calls to the polls every years. In mo_t of tile states wherc the judges
vicious and criminal voter by all the direct are appointed, there is no fixed term, but a

inlerest he feels in his own s:_fety for the past, tenure of good behavior. _Ncar]y all the recent
and by his hopes of impunity for the future chan_es in the judicial system where terms exist,
:It appeals to the honest and virtuous voter only have i_creased their length. Several statcs have

,1)y a remote interest, or a mere di._interested within a few years returned to the method of ap-
_.nee of duty."--In the work of :Mr. )Iill, al- pole(mont. The spirit of reactiou nw_inst an clec-
r,;ady cited, lie says: "Of all officers of gee- live political judiciary appears to lie still on the

_rnmcnt, those in whose apliointmcnt any par- incl'ea._e.--Tliere is one part of the system of
tJ(,ipation of popular suffrage is the most ob- popular eleclions, that of electing the superior
j,,ctionable arc judicial officers. While there are judges in separate di__triets, whie.h hardly fails to
no functionarics whose especial and profcssi_,md have a pernicious influence, fez', while ._uggesting
qnalifications the popular judgment is less fitted to the people the idea th'tt judicial action should
_o cstilnate, there are none in wlmse conduct ab- be representative, it also brings the judges into a
solute impartiality _md freedom from ('onnection dangerous deliendence upon local interests and
with politicians are of anything like equal ira- feelings. They "u'e naturally expected by the
portance. The practice, introduced by some of people of their district to so interpret the law as
the new or revised state constitutions of America, to protect their part of the state. Some of the

of submitting judicial offices to periodical pop(l- states have even required each judge to be a resi-
]ar re elections, will be found, I apprehend, to be (lent of thc district where he is ele(,ted; as if he
one of the most dangerous errors cver committed was, in a strict sense, a representative officer.
by democra('y." -- Massachusetts, New Ilamp This district system is unfav()rabte to the cle('tion
shire, Connecticut, Vermont, Rhode :island a[ld of the abler men whosc reputation_ are known
•N'ew Jersey have never 'l(Ioptc(t the elcctive over the whole state. A eel 3" ordinary lawyer
syst(.m; though Connecticut introduced a term may secure popularity in a district. :it is of the
,of eight years for her aptlointivc judges. New utmost importance that the people shouhl feel
tlampshirc has ou two occasions--and apl)arently that the interpretation of the law and the princi-
only in order to give the dominant party an opt)or- ple.s of justice are tile same not only at all times
tumtv to secure patronage--abolished its judi(,ial but in every part of the state, idelitical in spirit,
system and created another inlo the offices nf uniform in administration, reeog_Hzing neither
whn,h tile dominant party procecdcd to put ils h)cality nor o(:('upation. This h)eal (listriet sys-
favorites by appointment. Pennsylvania was but tern teaches the colttl'ary. There is reason to
four years behind New York in yielding to the think that not a few decisions made by these
pre_ul'e for the election of judges; exchanging, in local judges, which haw.' in so many instances
1850, her nppointmcnts and her tenure of good be- been reversed on appeal, can be traced to the bias
barter for popular elections and a term of eight or the fears which have been caused l)y such local
)'ears. The effects, only a little less disastrous i_lflUenCeS. Betueen such causc_ and tile effects
than in 1New York, caused the term to bc ex- of short terms and of eh'cTing popular lawyers
tended to twenty-one years in 1874. :in 1875 liy popular votes, the proportion of appeals and
Missouri, the first state after Georgia t(i adopt of reversals of decisions in our stale courts is not
the elective system, was compelled for the same probably approached in the judicial procedure of
rea.,ons to extend 1,er judicial terms from six to any other enhghtened natioz_. -- It may I)e said in
ten years. Ohio also has felt the. same influences, defense of the metln)d of llOllular election, that
:Her constitution of 1802 made her judges ap- no people under republican institutions can rca-
pointive by the general assembly for seven years, souably expect to secure judges, on the average,
In 1851 the term was reduced to five years, and the alcove the standard which the people ] cgard as
judges were not only made elective but they were appropriate for the l)ench, and that. by allotting
required to be residents of the district where they every man to vote, the result will represent that

uere elected. The_ facts sufficiently indicate standard. Abstractly considered, thi_ view has
the causes to which the change of system has much force. But we havc seen that there are
been due and its effects, and we have not space pcculiar reasons why the people generally are not
for further particulars. It would be instruct- likely to rightly estimate judicial qualifications.
ive, if we had space, to pointout the uncertainty Besides, it follows, almost as a necessity, that
in the law, the increased litigation, the greater the nominations for judgcs are made by tim same

mtmbcr of appeals, the loss of respect for the p'trty conventions which nomimite representa-
(:ourt% and the incompetency upon the bench, tire officers, and that the election of l)oth is,

which have been the consequence of these short for that reason, generally dependent upon the
terms and of popular elections.--There appear same party management, rl'l,e better class of
1o be twenty-four states in which the judges are voters who desire learned and able judges more
now elective by the people. The terms vat'y m than pa_'ty victories, do not all belong to one
length from two years in Vermont--though Ver- part),. They are kept from acting together,

moat keeps her judges, by reappoiatments, a and their influence _s divided and weakened by
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tile very process of putting the candidates in nom- and the examinations for admission to the bar
ination. These facts, besides constantly teach- have generally been made more severe. The
ing the people that a judge is both a repre- law schools and the rules of court in the state of
sentative official and a party candidate, tend to _ew York and the law school at Harvard uni-

cause the members of one party to expect fa- versity may, among others, be cited as extunples
vor and the other to fear injustice from the of the true significance of tile reaction. --It can
bench where he presides. The very fact of thc not be doubted that the evils which have at-

nomination being made by one party tends to tended an elective judiciary, as well as the causes
cause a distrust of the candidate on the part of which have enlisted supporters for it, have l)cen
the members of the other. Many decisions ill- in an influential retainer connected with the

volve, if not party questions yet the interests of growth of the spoils system in our executive ad-
party chieftains. Nor are these the only cases in ministration. The patronage of bestowing the

which lawyers and their clients do not disregard subordinate appointments under the judges has
tile politics of a judge and the obligations implied been a chief object on the part of the partisan
in his election. In the case of an appointment, managers who have generally dictatcd the judicial
it is only a few and not the whole voting popu- nominations. We have no space for presenting
l,'ttion that get heated and prejudiced from the the facts But in _'ew York, and in varying de
method of the selection. And it is not only the grees elsewhere, this patronage has been appor-
people who by the very methods of election are tioued and made sure of before the nominations
dt'awn into distrusts and divisions, but the bar have been made. The tender of the nomin,ttions

itself. Itsmemhersbelongtothedifferentparties; has been accompanied with a demand of the

and on tile platfnrms and at the polls the clect,ve patronage, and without the pledge of it the nom-r
systt, m divides them into .'nlvocatesand opponents i ination wouhl be withdrawn. In New York the
of tile candidates before some of whom they are i subordinate positions under the judges have been
to a_k impa,'tial judgme+nts fo," tlmir clients, I crowded with supernumeraries in order to make
mnong whom the same divisions have been in the t places for the dependents of great politicians
same way produced. That this false teaching I and for those henchmen who were effective at

has affected the public estimate of the rela I the polls. The shorter the tcrms and the more
tioa which judges should sustain toward politics, I compliant the candidate, the more abundant and
can hardly be doubted. Where is the statesman I valuable is this patronage to the party manipula-

among us who wouhl dare put forward a caudi- I tors. We may be sure this evil and kindred

date for a judge who was not of his own party? I abuses will increase with the growth of cities and
The nomination cven of Mr. Conkling, the most I the development of luxury. Ah'eady iu New
i,lteuse partisan of his time, for the supreme York there are good reasons for believing that
bench, has just met with only moderate dissent, judicial nominations have very recently been
But in Great Britain, where an elective judiciary made upon the condition of the payment of a
is unknown, Mr. Gladstone has just made Sir large sum into the treasury of the party making"
Jolm Holker, the tory attorney general of Lord them. If the reform mcthods ah'eady shown to
Beaconslield, a lord-justice of appeal, with the he practicable (see CIVIL SEll.VICE RIb.FORM)

approval of his own party. When the or(li- _h'_ll be introduced, according to which real tests
nary voter casts his ballot, the fit inquiries hc of merit, and not mere official favoritisln and
m_kes are these: Does the candidate ul)hold partisan influence, will secure entrance to these+
the principles of my party? Will he protect subordinate places, the zeal of parties for judi-

the il_tt, rc_ts of my district? These questions hc _ eial elections would be greatly abated. It would

can properly answer. But, when among the i then be far easier to return to the method of
same parcel of votes he finds one tile wise and appointment, whereby the growing evils of too
just casting of which requires him to disregard many elective officers wouhl be diminished, at
those principles and to rise "above those interests, the same time that some of the most ol)jeelion-

and to answer this question alone: Is this candi- able accompaniments of appointments wouhl be
date an upright lawyer, having that learning, ex- removed. For, it is equally true that the pat-
perience and judicial frame of mind which fit ronage of these subordinate pisces h_ been the

hint f,_r the bench? it will be fortunate indeed if cause of what h_ been most objectionable and
he shall have both the freedom from party bias corrupt when judges have been appointed ;,."
and the special information needed to answer well as when they have been elected.- The

that question properly.--It seems quite clear method of selecting judges by appointment ha-
that during the l)eriod in which there was the not been uniform. In several states they are

strongest tendency to make judges elective and selected by the legislature alone; in others they

their terms short, there was also a tendency, are nominated by the governor and confi_'mcd
stronger than ever before, toreduce the period of by tile senate; in others still they have bt:eu
study and the scrutiny of examinations, required nominated by the governor and confirmed by
for admission to the bar and for graduation at the the two houses of the legislature. Changes so
law schools. And, on the other hand, since the frequent and methods so discordant are abundant

reaction against popularizing the judiciary, these proof that the whole mxbject needs careful stud)';
periods of study have been generally increased and they make it probable that some better system
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may yet be devised for separating the judiciary ments and remov'lls for unjustifiable reasons.
from party polities and active interests, while Wc have thus far treated the power of nomina-
uniting the better men of both parties in common lion rath(.r as a perquisite than as a trust, (see

efforts for advancing the fittest lawyers to the REMOVALS). and from this cau._e have Sln'ung
bench.--Of all departments of the government grave ol_j(.ctions to the appointment of judges,
the judiciary is that which needs to be mo_t self- which it i.- quite possible to remove by adequate
pulsed and most independent of party politics and legislation. Dol_._r._N B. EATO_.
temporary interests and excitements And yet,

it' it is not by popular elections made directly JUDICIARY (XNU. S. HISTO_¢Y). Undcr the
dependent upon such influences, it is by alJl)oizJt- colonial rt:gime the judges held office at tile
mt.nts made to rest upon the ftlvor of presidents, king's pleasure. In Virginia, Maryland and New
governors and legishttors, by whom those influ- England the assemblies were at first the final

enter are, both in thcoryand in fact, represented, court on appeal, and the :New England amem-
In othcr words, our appointments for one dep:trt- blies for this reason assumed the special title of
ment stand upon the two others as a basis. The "the great and g(.neral court " (see ASSEMBLIES);
problem is to give the judicial, an independent but the crown ultimately succeeded iu main-

foundation, anti yet as far as practicable a non- taining its right to appoint all tit(, judges, though
p, trtisanand non-representative foundation. There the o.ssemltlics retained thc right to pay them.
is also a great nced of a more thorough super- (See REVOLUTION.) _'llen royal authority was
vision than we now have of the. action of our overthrown, the control of the judiciary fell to
judicial tribunals--of those of the lowest rank the statc¢. In Massachusetts. New York and
not h'ss than those of the higher; and r)f the Maryland their apl)ointment was given to the
doing's of sheriffs, coroners, marshals, constable% governor and council; in the other states, to the
jailel_, wardens, and of the whole l)rison system legislature. There was no federal judiciary, and
as well--the results of which should every 3'ear oongre_ was (h.pcudvnt upon state courts for
be presented in full detailed reports. The com- the definitive i_terpretatitm even (,f the articles
parative expense and efficiency under each court of confederation. In territorial disputes between
and the other several classes of officers should the states enngn'es_ was itself a court, (see CoN-
be made public. Such reports would bring to FEDERATION. ARTICLES OF, IX ); and by tit(. or-
light and hence defeat much extravagance, in- dinance of April 5, 17_1. congre.,s established
justice and inefficiency. They would at the courts for the trial of piracies at_d felonies ou the
_ame tim(.' increase the Oficicl;ll sense of respon- high seas; but there was ire pou er in either case
sibility. We have been treating the administra- to enforce decision<. This lack of any general
lion of justice, and especially the duties of subor judicial power, extendi_Jg throughout the states,
dinate judicial officers, as if the 3" only concerned and empowered to define the b-uudaries of fed-
the localities. We h'_ve allowed something like era] authority and to enforce its decisions by

secrecy and great confusion and injustice in our federal power, was one of the most serious cvils
lower courts. May it not be practical)lc, espc- of tile eonfederad(_t,, _md the_e uas hardly any
tinily in the larger states where'the need will Ol)l)osition in the conventt,m to the propo_itiou
bc greatest, to create a body which, in addition for supplying it by the creation of the judiciary
to performing these latter duties of supervision, system of the Unite(l States. --I. OiiI(;[N. The
shall be clothed with the authority (now accorded "Vlrgioia pl.m," as introduced, May 29, 1787, iu
to governors) of making judicial nominations? the convention, proposed in its ninth lesolution
It might also have the duty of presenting im- that "a national judiciary be cstabhshed, to con-

peachments of judicial officers now given to leg- sist of one or more suprcnle tribunals and of in.
islative assemblies. It is very likely that strong fcrior tribunals, to bc chosen by the national
objections will at first be made to so novel a ]egL-latnr(., to hold their offie(.s (hiriHg good be-
mode of nominations. But it may be hoped that h,tvior," and to lmvc jurisdiction over all "ques-
on reflection no objection can be sustained which tiers which may involve the national peace
would not be equally valid against a nomination and harmony." In commdtcc of the whoh,, June

by a governor, while various objections to the 4, "the first clause, that a nation:tl judiciary be
latter would be avoided. If such a body or board established, p,lssed in the _lffirmative. n_m. co_',.'"
couhl be made up of three or five ex judges of June 13 the jurisdiction of federal ju(lges u,-
the higher courts, (either to be elected, or to suc- limite(t to "vases which respeot the volleclion or'
ceed to their places ex off/v&), with terms so ar- the lmtvmal revenue, inq)eachmcnts of m)y nt_-
ranged that changes in the board should be grad- tional ofllcer._, and questions which involve the

ual, it would seem that nominations might be national peace and harmony"; and their appoint-
made that would be in great mt.asure free from mcnt was given to the senate. July 18, it war
party politics and mere local interests. Men long 1)rol)oscd to give tile appointment to the execu-
trained to judicial habits would not bring the live, with the advice alJd con._ent of thescnate, as
political ambition, spirit or dependence of a new- was flzm]iy decided: but this was lost, July 21,
ly elected governor. It would also be possible, and tl_e juthciary le_olutiou went unchanged to
and largely upon the basis of :English statutes, to the committee of detail, Aug. 4, except that con-

greatly increase the peril of making appoint- gress w_vs to appoint inferior judges. Thereport
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of tile committee, Aug. 6, did not essentially confederation. It wouldprobablyhaveamounted
change tile jurisdiction or constitution of tile to no more than this but for the coincident crea-
judiciary. It was not until the report of the lion of the federal judiciary. The conjunction,
committee of eleven, Sept. 4, that the judiciary accidental or purposed, of the two provisions had
took its present form: the appointment of the an effect that could hardly have been anticipated.

judges was given to the president with the con- By defining/aw, as well as law courts, it vested
firmation of the senate; and the power of trying in the fedel'al judiciary the power to define tile
impeachments was taken from it and given to the hound;_ry line between federal and state powers,
senate. Its jurisdiction had previously been set- and bound the state judges to acquiescence.
tied, Aug. 27, and was perfected by the committee When the consequences became apparent, an in-
on revision, appointed Sept 8. In their report it start revulsion followed. Jefferson and the whole
stands as it was finally adopted. (St,e CONSTITC- democratic party at once denied the "power of tim

TION, ART. III. )-- In the constitution of the fed- federal government tiros to define its authority";
eral judiciary two points are to be specially and on their acce_ion to power in 1801 the "sn-
ooted, before considering its history and jurisdic- premc law" clause became a practical nullity until
tion. 1. The supreme court itself was the only toward 1820, when the judiciary, under the lead
one whic'h was imperatively called for bythe con- of Chief Justice Ma_h_,ll, again began its asser-
stitution; inferior courts were to be suchas "con- tion. It met witll renewed opposition, which

gress may from time to time ordain and estab- was gradually weakened until the close of the
lish"; but in all the courts the judges were to hold rebellion left the " supreme law " clause univer-
office during good bclmvior, and their sahlrics sally acknowledged as above stated. (See KE._-
were not to be dimiag_laed during their continu- TUCKY RESOLUTIONS, CHEROKEE CASE, _ULLI-

ance iu office. Congress, by the judiciary act of I*IC._TrO.n, PERSO.nAI, LrnERTY Laws.) How-
l789, organized the district and circuit court sys- ever necessary it may be, it is certainly open to
tern of inferior tribunals, from which scarcely one criticism. The judi('ialy has always held
any essential departure has since been made. (See that it can not interfere with the p_ditical exercise
FEDERAL PARTY, I ) The territorial courts are of power by congress or the president. It is
not a part of the judiciary contemplated by the evident, then, that there is a large class of cases
constitution, but are organized under the Rover- in which the supreme court, by its own decisi_)t_s,
cigu power of the federal government over the can not and will not act as the "interpreter of
tcrritorie%; their judges, therefore, hold office for the constitution," (_ee STATE SOVEaEtO._TY, Sr,:-
a term of four years. There are also c(_nsular CESSION), and in these cases congress and the
courts, held by American consulsin foreign corn- l)rcsideut must lie the final judges of their own
tries, such as Egypt and China, which have some- powers. The United States is thus practically
times even acted as courts of probate; but these made a national democracy, limited only by its

are entirely out of the scope of any constitutional own desire for representative institutions and for
view, and if defensible at all canonly be defended the preservation of state lines. To some mimls
underthetrcatypower. 2. Tocreateajudiciary, this h_s always seemed a national tyranny; to
and even to assign to its jurisdiction, did not seem others, the surest method of encouraging the
sufficient to bind down the st.tte courts which had political self-control of congress, the president,

hitherto been sole possessors of judicial powers, tl_e state governments, and the national delnoc-
The constitution, therefore, further provides (in racy itself.--II. HISTORY. One of the first sub-
article VI.) that the constitution, and the laws jects which claimed the attention of congress
and treaties made by virtue of it, shall be "the under the constitution was the organization of the
supreme law of the latld, and the judges in every judiciary. A committee to prepare a bill for 'Amt
state shall be bound thereby, anythi,lg in the con- purpo._e was appointed in the senate, April 7,
stitution or laws of any state to the contrary not- 1789, the d;_y after the first permanent organiza-
withstanding." This, the most sweeping and ca- tion of that body. Tim first judiciary act be-
ergetic of the very few distinctly national features came law Sept. 24, 1789. It provided for a
of the constitution, seems hardly to have been supreme court, to consist of a chief justice and
taken at its full mea.stlre by tim convention itself, five a_sociate justices, and to hold two sessions
There was no such provision in the "Virginia" annually, iu FebruaLy and August, at the scat of
or nationalizing plan; it wa_ first introduced in government; for district courts, each to cover
the " Jersey I)tan,'" June 15; and when brought within its jurisdiction a state, or some defined
up, June 27, by Luther Martin, then the most part of a state, as the district of Maine in Massa-
ultra of particuiari._ts, " was agreed to, nero. con." chnsetts, or the district of Kentucky in Virginia;

_lor was there any more opp_sitiou to the two for circuit courts, each to cover within its juris-

slight changes, A,lg. 23 and 25, which brought the diction several districts, to hold two courts aural-
clause into exactly its present form. It seems to ally in each circuit, a_d to be presided over by

have been regarded mainly as a repetition of the one of the supreme court justices and the district
_oro'a_/*e.of the states " that they slmll abide by judge of the district; for a marshal anti an at-
the determinations of the United States in con- torney for ekch district; for an attorney gener:ll
gress assembled," which had been the only guar- of the United States; and for forms of writ and
antce for the faithful observance of the articles of process. This organization, produced without
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any precedents as guides, has remained subs(an- has successfully avoided any clashing with the
(tally unaltered to the present day. The number othcr departments of the government. (See Ex-
of supreme court justices has been gradually ECUTIVE, IlI )--For the first thirty ycars of its
enlarged to nine, eight associatc justices and a history |he federal judiciary c'tme very little into
chief justice; a distinct class of circuit judges c_')ntact or antagonism with slate sovereignty or
has been created; thc territorial limits of the cir- state courts. The first occasion of heart-burning
cults have been variously modified; the num. was removed by the llth amendment, and there-
her of districts has been increased from fifteen after the supreme court carefully avoided any
to fifty-three; but the organization is still the co_flict until 1806, when, for the first time in our
same. -- The only doubtful point in the organiza- history, a stale law was " broken." (See YAzoo
tion of lhe judiciary was, whether the cilcuit FnAUDS ) The war of 1812 incrcascdthe nation-

courts, presided over by Sul)reme court justices, al feeling so widely that the federal judiciary
were "inferior corn(s," such as congress was could not but reflect it. The first case which

authorized to establish. This, with othcrrcasons, brought the change to clear view was that of
led to the passage of tile act of Feb. 13, 1801, ]_Iarlin rs. Huntcr'u Lessee, in Fcbruary, 1816.
which organized a dislinct class of circuit courts, The 25th section of the act of 1789 had given a
with sixteen justices to preside over them. The right of appeal to the .¢ut)reme court from a final
appointees werc federalists; their clerks and other judgment of a stale court in what arc now often
officers were of the same party; and the whoh,, called " federal questions." that is, in questions
bill was denounced t)y the democrats as a federal- whose decision invalidates any law or treaty of the
is_ scheme to provide offices for life for a number United States, or upholds a state law claimed to
of federali_t politicians who were now to lose all be repuguanl to "th( , couslitution, treaties or laws

,hold on power. The story that President Adams of thc United States." ]n February, 1813, theVir
was kept busy until midnight of hi_ last day of ginia court ()f apl)e:lls refused to obey a mandate
(_ffice in signi_g commissions under the acl, seems of lhc supreme court i_ an appeal of this kind, on
to have given strength t_) the l)opular clamor for the ground that no "let of congress could consti-
the removal of the "' miduight judgcs." It was tutionally give any such right of appeal. Stols,'s
difficult'to find a way to the remowd, for thecon- opiniou in the above ca_ in 1816, and still more
stitution distinctly l_'ovide(1 that the term of all Marshall's iu lhe c:_se of Cohen vs. Virginia, in
judges should be during good behavior. The February, 1821, upheld the constitutionality of
deulocl'atic maj()rity, however, decided that the tile _Sth section, and in (loing so brought out for
()llicial cxistcnce of the judgcs was bound up the ill'st time to full view the " supreme law"
with that of their courts, and the act of ]_[arch 8, clause of the constitution, with all its conse-

lt_02, got rid of the judges by abolishing tlleir quences. Thcse, and the almost contemporary
courts and rests)ring the old circuit court sys- bank cases of 5IcCulloch vs. 5Iaryland, in Feb-
tern. The ousted judgcs petitioned congress for ruary, 1819, and Osborn vs Tile Bank of the

employment or for pay, but were refused both. -- Untied States, in February, 1824, (see BAN_ CON-
Suits " between a state "rod citizens of another TROVERSIES, ]II), rou_cd imm(,diate opposition.
state" are placed by the constitution under the Their root doctrines were ably controverted by
jurisdmtion of the supreme court. Suits were at Judge Roanc, of Virginia, in a series of articlesin
once begun in the supreme court against various thcRichmond "Enquirer."l_Iay 10-July 13, 1821,
states, but it was not'until February, 1793, in the over the signature of "Algcru(m Sidney ", were

case of Chisholm vs. Georgia. that tlle court de- warmly dissented from I)y at least one of the su-
tided that such suits would lie against a state as premc court juslices; and organizcd opposition

against any other corporation. Georgia protested, to them in several of the states w'ls only checked
and refused to al)pear; judgment by default was by the ovcrshadowing importauce of the Mis-
givcn for the plaintiff in February, 1794; but its souri question. (See CO._IPROMISES, IV.) Nev-
execution was stopped by the adoptiou of the erthelc.s,_ the federal judi(.iary swept on to the
11th_unendment. (See CO_'STITUTrO._, l]I.) The assumption of its full limits of power. In 1827,
j,_lsdiction of the court was thus limited to in the Ogden case, it overthrew the insolvency
.-_ts in which a slate is plaintiff and a citizen or laws of the statc_: and in 1831 it brought the
cuizcus of another state defendants. -- Among state of New York before it, at the suit of .New
the last appointmenls of President Adams wcrc Jcl_ey, in order to decide a disputed question of
those of certain justices of the peace in tbe Dis- boundary. In January, 1838, the "Demoeratic
trict of Columbia which theiucomiug presidcnt, Review" thus allgrily summed up Ihe progress
Jefferson, refused to complete. An attempt was of the federal judiciary since the beginning of the
made through the supreme court to compel com- century: "_'early every state of the Union, in

pie(ion of the appointments. In this case, Mar- turn, had lleeu brougllt up for sentence; Geor-
bury vs. Madison (the secretary of state), tile gia, New Jersey, Virginia, New tlampshire,
court laid down the l'ule, to which it has always Vermont, Louisiana, Missouri, Kentucky, Ohio,
adhered, that "questions in theirnature political, Pennsylwmia, ]_Iaryland, New York. Massachu.
or which are by the constitution and laws sub- setts, South Car,)lina, (Delaware just escaped
mitred to the executive, can never be made in over Black-bird creek), all passed through the

this court." By observing this rule the judiciary Caudiue forks of a subjugalion which has more
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than revived the suability of states. Beginning volved in the final decision of the court. An act:

with M',uiison's case, there are nearly forty of these of congress was therefore passed repealing that.
political fuhninatlons from 1803 to 18,°,4, viz. : one section of the act of Feb. 5, 1867, which author-
each in 1806, 1812 and 1813, two ill 1815, one in izcd such appeals in hra_ eo_ cases. The
1816, four ill 1819, three in 1820, two in 1821, bill was vetoed, March 25, 1868, and passed over
two in 1823, two in 1824, one in 1825, four in tile veto. .A.billalso passed the house to forbid a
1827, five iu 1829, thrce ill 1830, two in 1832, two declaration of the unconstitutionality of any act
in 1833, and one in 1834; a great fi_bric of judi- of congress by the supreme court, unless two-
cial architecture as stupendous as the pyramids thirds of the justices should concur; but it failed.
and as inexplicable." The development was un- in the senate. --The misgivings of congressional.
doubtedly checked by the failure of the supreme lead(,rs had been unfounded. In December, 1868,

court to compel obedience by Geol_ia in 1832 tlle court fully sustained reconstruction by con-
(see CHEnO_EE CASE); butit was entirely arrested gress, in the case of Texas vs, White. It was

for a time by the political revolution in the court already becoming republican in its sympathies
i*.self in 1835-7. In this brief space the scats of by new appointments, and the continued control

two associate justices and the chief justice were of the appointing power by the republican party
vacated by death or resignation, two new justice- made it progrcssively more so, until there is now
ships were created, and the appointments by (1882) but one democratic justice in the court, S.

Jackson am| Van Buren completely changed J. Field. In December_ 1869, there was still
the complexion of the court. In 1845-6 tlu'ee some doubt as to tile political leanings of the
new vacancies occurred which werefilled by dem- court. It then decided against the constitution-

ocratic appointmcnts, and the court thcreaftcr silty of the action _f congress, in 1862, in giving
was rather a check than aprovocat{'ve to the ad- a legal tender character to the paper currency,
vance of the nationalizing spirit. (See _'_ATION, but in March following, a new judgeship having
III.; DaED SCOTT CxaE.)--The outbreak of the been created by law and anothcr new judge hay-
rebellion in 1861 found the national government ing been apl)ointed to fill a vacancy, the legal
divided in politics: co_lgress and the president tender question was again introduced, and the
were repnbiican; the supreme court was unan- previous decision was reversed by the votes
imously democratic, and two of its members, of the two new judges. In 1878, in the

Oatron and Wayne, were from the seceding slaughter-house cases, the court began its con-
states of Tennessee and Georgia respectively, struction of the war amendments, and upl_ehl
Nevertheless, except iu one instance (see HABEAS the validity of congressional action undcr ti_em.
Com_(:s), there was no sign of variance; the This work it has not yet carried to its com-
samc court which had pro,ouuced the Dred Scott l)letion. (See CO._STRUCTIOh', III.)-- The powers
decision unhesitating!y ullhcld the power of the and duties of tim district and circuit courts are

national gow,rnment to prosecute war against the great, but not extraordinary. Those of the su-
rebellion. (See INSURRECTION, I.) The circuits preme court can not be paralleled or approached
in the seceding states were suspended during the by those of any other judicial body which has
war and after its close until (in 1867) marti.d law ever existed. The imagination of a lawyer of
had ceased to ol)eratt¢ , for the obvious reason, as earlier times could hardly have soared to the
given by Chief Justice Chase, that "members of ideal of a court empowered to wipe out at a

the supreme court could not properly hold any touch the legislation not only of great states like
court the proceedings or process of which was :New York, equal in population and wealth to at
subject, in any degree, to military control." least a kingdom of the second class, but even of
Circuit courts were held by various district judges that which is now the most powerful republic, and
in seceding states, but the supreme court declined will very soon lie the most powerful nation, of
to consider appeals from them. -- The first re- theworld. And the powers of the court are not
construction act, as originally introduced, Feb. 6, based on its overmastering force, for it has
1867, prohibited the granting of writs of ]ud_zs always carefully avoided the use or even the sug-

eol:p,_s in the insurrectionary states without mill- gestion of force. It is, said Marbois long ago, a
tary permission ; as passed, March 2. 1867, it con- power "which has no guards, palace or treasures,
tained no such provision, but reached much the no arms but truth and wisdom, and no slllendor
same cud by dilecting the punishment of disor- but its justice andthe publicity of its judgment¢ "
ders and violence to be by military commission. Its controlling influence, nevertheless, is firmly
(See P,,ECO_STRUCTIO_.) As thc process of recon- cstablished, though very charily used. Congress
struction went on, its leaders began to entertain "lud the president would resort to almost any ex-

more misgivings as to the possible action of the pedient rather than have the supreme court

supreme court. One Mckrdle, in Mississippi, formally pronounce against them; a law which
had obtained a writ of ]a_s co_Tu8 from a fed- this court has finally declared unconstitutional
eral circuit judge to the military commission can be disobeyed or set at defiance with impunity
which was trying him. The circuit court refus- all over the country, for no other court wouhl al-
ing to discharge him, he appealed to the supreme low a conviction under it; and, apart from both

court, and it seemed likcly that the fate of the these considerations, the popular l_everence for
whole scheme of reconstruction would be in- the court's wisdom and discretion is so deeply
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fixed that its final decision has been sufficient, as (see his name); Gabriel Duval, of Maryland,
in the case of the general election law in 1879, to 181]-36; Smith Thompson, of :New York, 1823-
control even the passioaate feeling of ag,'eatna- _; John McLean, of Ohio, 1829-61; He,_ry
tional party. This influence is due not only to Baldwin, of Pennsylvania, 1830-44; James M.
the disting]lished ability of the members of the Wayne, of Georgia, 1835-67; Philip P. Barbour,
court, but to their invariable integrity, free- of Vh'ginia, 1836-41; John Catron. of Teases-
dora from partisan feeling, and self-restraint, see, 1837-65; Peter V. Daniel, of Virginia, 1840-
Throughout the whole history of the court there 60; Samuel Wilson, of :New York, 1845-72; Levi

has never been the faintest suspicion upon the in- Woodbury, of New IIampshire, 1846-51 ; Robcr!
tegrity of the supreme court justices; and this is C. Grier, of Penn%vlvania, 1846-69; Benj. R.
equally true of the infcrior courts, with the Curlis. of Massachusetts, 1851-7; Nathan Clif-
single exception of one district judge in Loui._i- f,)id, of Main(,, 1858-82; David Davis. of Illi-

ana in 1872-3. (See LOT:ISL*_A.) :Ncarly every not.-, 1862-77; Noah H. Swayne, of Ohio. 1862-
justice hasbecn prominent in politics before his 81. --IIl. Sr.PaE_tE Cot'aT. :Noattempt _s hcre
appointment, and some of them, as Taney, Bar- made to give the practice of the federal courts.
boar, Woodbury and Chase., very actively; but For information under this head the reader is re-
all have dropped partisanship on entering the fcrred to the treatises cited amongthe authorities
court. The drift of the court this wayor that It is only intended to give a gencral ide't of the
has been due to no desire for party advaatag,', jurisdiction of the court.--1.01ffglT, alJtlrisdiction.
but to the general cast of mind of its majority According to the 3d article of the (.onstitutiou

f_r the time being. Even the Dred Scott de- the court is to have original jurisdicti¢)n, that is,
cision must fairly be ascribed to the honest con- suits arc to be bequa in this court, in but two
viction of the court. The self-restraint of the ch_srs of cases, those which "affe('t" amba_c.sa-
court has been equally conspicuous. Its greatest dots, other public ministers, and consuls, and
period of amplification, 1,_15-35, was not a those iu _xhich a state shall be a part)'. Cases
usurpation, but a long delayed assumption of its "affect" an ambassador only by per.sonally COB-
legitimate powers; and since that time it has not ccrning him. By the llth amendmcnt the state

hesitated to decide, again and again, in favor of can only be a party as plaintiff; but the powc.r to
states and individuals and against the federal issue writs of error to state courts often l,rings a
govermnent or even against tile jurisdiction of state before the supreme court as (lefcndant.
the supreme court itself. -- The chief justices The judi(.iar'¢ act of 1789 undertook to give the
have bcen as follows, with tile dates of their ap- supreme (.ourt furthrr original jurisdiction in the
pointments: Jotm Jay, of l_Icw York, Sept. 26, issue of writs of mandamus, but the court itself,
1789; John Rutledge, of South Carolina, July 1, in the case of Marbury qJs. Madison, decided that
1795 (rejected by the senate); Win. Cushing, of congress had no such p(,wer.--2. Appellate Juri_.
5Ias_chusetts, Jan. 27, 1796 (declined); Oliver d_ction. This neecs_-arily covers the original juris-
Ellsworth, of Connectictl;,, March 4, 1796; Jolm diction of thedistrictand circuit courts, and cases
Jay, of :New York, Dec. 19, 1800 (declined); under it come into the supreme court on appeal.

John Marshall, of Virginia, Jan. 31, 1801; Roger :It includes "all cases of mlmiralty and nml'ltime
Brooke Taney, of Maryland, March 15, 1836; jurisdiction; controversies to which the United
Sahnon Portland Chase_ of Ohio, Dec. 6, 1864; States shall be a party; contro_'crsies between
Morrison R. Waite, of Ohio, Jan. 21, 1874. The citizens of different state_, and between citizens

first associate justices, appointed Sept. 26, 1789, of the same state claiming lands uudcr grants of
were John Rutledge, Win. Cushing, John Blair, different states;" and "federal questions." thatis,
of Virginia, James Wilson, of Pennsylvania, anti "all cases, in law arid equity, al'isiug under this
Robt. H. Harrison, of Maryland. The court is constitution, the l:tws of the Uniwd Slates, and
now constituted as follows: Chief Justice Mum-i- treaties made, or which shall be made, under

son R. Waite, of Ohio, Jan. 21, 1874; Samuel F. their authority." Ilow far congress may also
Miller, of Iowa, July 16, 1862; Stephen J. Field, give to inferior courts any part of the supreme
of California, March 10, 1863; Joseph P. Brad- court's original jurisdiction, is an unsettled ques-

Icy, of :New Jersey, March 21, 1870; John M. tion. -- The act of 1789 provided for the admiral-
Harlan, of Kentucky, :Nov. 29, 1877; Win. B. ty jurisdiction of the inferior courls; but it w_s
Woods, of Georgia, Dec. 21, 1880; Stanley Mat- h)ng held that this extended no further than the'
thews, of Ohio, May 12, 1881; Horace Gray, of ebb and flow of the tide. The gTowth of inland
Ma-c_sachusetts, Dec. 20, 188t; Samuel Blatch- mtvigatiou began to suggest the idea that the ad-
ford, of :New York, March 13, 1882. Among the miralty jurisdictmn should properly extend to

associates in the intervening period are the fol- navigable rivers and lakes also. In 18_, in the

lowing: Win. Paterson, of :New Jersey, 1793- case of The Steamboat Thomas Jefferson, the su-
1806; Samuel Chase, of Maryland, 1796-1811 (see preme court, following English definitions, de-
ImeEACm_F,_TS, II.); Bushrod Washington, of clined to ,l_sume any inland admiralty juridic-
Virginia, 1798-1829; William Johnson, of South finn. The act of congress of Fcb. 26, 184-_, gave

Carolina, 180V-?A; Thomas Todd, of Kentucky, such jurisdiction, in cases of tort and contract,
1807-26: Brockholst Livingston, of :New York, in the case of vessels of more thaal twenty tons

1806--28; Joseph Story, of Massachusetts, 1811-45, engaged in commerce on lakes and navigable.
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waters between different states or with a foreign I Wm B. Woods, Don A. Pardee; 6, Ohio, blichi-

aaation. In 1851, in the case of The G-enesee Chief, I gan, Kentucky and Tennessee--Stanleyblatthews,

the court upheld the act, and fed_,ral courts at John Baxter; 7. Imliana, Illim)is and Wisconsin

,once proceeded to act under it. Since that time, --John M. Harlan, Tlmmas Drummond; 8. Min-
however, the court has swerved toward the opin- nesota, Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Arkansa.% Ne-

ion that the admiralty jurisdiction had never braska and Colorado--Samuel F. Millcr, George
been limited to the cbb and flow of the tide; that W. McCreary; 9. California, Oregon and Nevada
neither the act of 1789 nor that of 1845 was in- --Stephen J. Field, Lorenzo Sawyer.--V. Dis-

tended as a restraining act; and that iuiand marl- TRICT COUItTS. The territorial unit lor these
time jurisdictie)n is fully conferred by the consti- courts is in general still the state, but the growth
tution itself. This h'Ls been tim fixcd doctrine of of population, or other reasons, has caused the

the court since 1866--8.--The idea that the fedcr- division of the following states into more than
al courts possessed a common law (:riminal jut'is- one district: Alabama, _; Arkan._as, 2; Florid,L.
diction was held by the first corps of supreme 2; Georgia, 2; Illinois, 2; Michigan, 2; Mtssm-
,court justices, and was not formally disaw_wed sippi, 2; Missouri, 2; New York, 8; North Caro-
for many years. (SecALIE._A_DSEDITm_LAws.) lina, 2; Ohio, 2; Pennsylvania, 2; Tcnnessee, 2;
Since 1810 the criminal jurisdiction of the judi- Texas, 3; Virginia, 2; Wisconsin, 2 From these

_iary hms been limited to offenses against acts courts an appeal lies to the circuit court where

passed under such powers of con/_q'css as those to the matter in dispute is of a greater value than
lay and collect taxes, etc., to regulate commerce, $500, and a "federal question" is involved.-
to punish counterfeiting and felonies committed VI. TERRITORIAL COURTS. Though these courts
_on the high seas, and to govern the territories, are not strictly a part of the federal judiciary, as
.(See (,_ONSTITUTIO.N, ART. I. ; CONGRESS, POWERS provided for in the constitution, an appeal lies
<)F.) The 14th and 15th amendments, wllich give from them to the supreme court. The history
tong'tess power to enforce them by appropriate and practice of this class of judicial bodies will
legislation, have enlarged the criminal jurisdiction be found very fully treated in the case of Clinton
of the judiciary also.--IV. CIRCUIT COURTS. vs. Englebrecht, cited among the authul'ities, to
The orig'in'al jurisdiction of these courts comes which the reader is referred.--VII. PROPOSED
nnder the appellate jurisdiction of the supreme ' AMENDMENTS Space will not allow any consid-
court. From the final decision of the circuit ' eration of the various changes which have been
court, when the matter in dispute exceeds the proposed in judiciary legislation, with a view to
wtlue of $5,000, an appeal lies to the supreme relieving the supreme court of some portion of
court. The amount was $2.000 until May 1, 1875, its rapidly accumulating business. It is only de-
when it was increased by the act of Feb. 16, 1875. signed to notice the amendments to th_ consti-
Patent and revenue cases are not limited as to' tution which were proposed at various times
amount involved. -- The number of a,ssociate in the first forty years of our history for the pur-

justices was originally five; was increased to six pose of vitally altering the constitution of the
in 1807; was increased to eight in 1_537; was in- , Judiciary. No such change has been seriously
.creased to nine in 1863; was decreased to eight in proposed since 1840.-- 1. The failure of the
1865, and Io seven in 1867; and was increased to Chase impeachment (see I_rpE._.CltME._TS, 1[.)

_ight in 1870. -- Bcsi(les the associate justices of brought out the following amend,nent, propo.,ed
the supreme court, who, with the district judges, in the house by John Randolph, March 1, 1805"
were to hold circuit courts, there is now a distinct " Tit(; judges of the supreme and all other courts
-cla_s of circuit judges, nine in number. In each of the United States shall be I_emoved by the
circuit, court may be held by the associate justice president, on the joint address of both h,,uscs of
.alone, by the circuit judge alone, by the two to- congTcss, requesting the same, anything iu the
gether, or by either one with the distlict judge. -- constitution of the United States to the contrary
Each circuit is composed of several states; the notwithstanding " It was postponed to the t'ol-
procczs of the court, however, is not limited by lowing session, was again introduced Feb 24,
circuit lines, but runs everywhere throughout the 1806, but was never brought to a fimtl vote. It
telTitory of the United States. Territorial ar- was reintroduced in the house, Jan. 29. 1811, by

rangements have varied from time to time. The Wright, of Maryland, but the house refused to
following gives the number of tbe circuits in consider it; again in the senate, March 18. 1816.
1882, the states composing each, and the names by Nathan Sanford, of New York, but with*mr
of the associate justice and circuit judge of each: success. -- 2. The revival of the "supreme law "
1. Maine, New Hampshire, Massachusetts and clause by the supreme court, heretofore referred

Rhode Island--Horace Gray, John Lowell; 2. to, caused the introduction in the senate, Jan. 14,

Yermont, Connecticut and New York--Samuel 1822, by Richard M. Johnson, of Kentucky, of
Blatchford, William J. Wallace; 8. :New Jersey, the following amendment: "That in all contro-
Delaware and Pennsylvania_Joseph P. Bradley, versies where the judicial power of the United
Win. McKennan; 4. Maryland, Virginia, West States shall be so construed as to extend to any
Virginia and North and South Carolina--Chief case in law or equity, arising under the constitu-
Justice Waite, Hugh L. Bond; 5. Georgia, Flor- , tion, the laws of the United States, or treaties

-ida, A.labama, Mississippi, Louisianaand Tenons--- , made, or which shall be made, under theft author-
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it)', and to which a state shall be a party; and in JURY, Trial by. The jury system, both as a
all controversies in which a state may desire to judicial and as a political institution, is one of the
become a party, in consequence of having the most conCpicuous fcalures in the model'n state,
constitution or laws of such state questioned, the and it i_ peculiarly the offCpring of the English
senate of the United States shall have appellate people. It has been carried into the remotest

jurisdiction." The amendment was not hrought parts of the earth and established there by En-
to a vote. Johnson's speech upon it, as cited glishmen, and m tirade parts of the civilized world
among the authorities below, is a very convenient into which it h.ls not been introduced I)y Ilmm.
r_sum(: of the cases up to its date in which the it has bccn cCtabli._hed by others, who confessed-

federal judiciary had come into conflict witll the ly adopted it from England. Our own writers
states. -- 3. Propositions were made in the house, lmve made the system of trial by jury the suhjeet
Jan. 28, 1831, and Jan. 24, 1835, to amend the of extravagant praise% a_(t tho_e of other peo-
constitution by limiting the term of office of fed- plcs havc lauded it as one of the foundations of
eral judges; but the former was voted down, anti English greatness and of English lihcrty. De
the latter was not considered. These ended tim Tc,cqucville, for instance, says, " If it had been

attempts to change the basis of the exisu.ncr of as ca-sy to remove 1he jury fl'om the manners as
the federal judiciary. (See CONSTRUCTION, III.; from tile laws of England, il would have perished
STATE SOVEREIG.NTY; SECESSION; _F'_=ULI,II"ICA- under the Tudols; 'rod thc civil jury did in reali-
TrO._.) -- See 1 Star. at Large (Bioren and Duanc's ty, at tha! period, save !he liberties of E_gland."
edit.). 67, 73, 670 (ordinance of April 5. 1781); Other writers have in like manner cxahed it, and

I. 5 Elliot's Debates, 128, 131, 155, 192, 205, 380, at every new dislribution of political power ou
478, 507, 564; II. 1 Slat. at La_:qe, 73 (act of the continent, trial by jury has been specified as
Sept. 04, 1789); 2 _q_at. at Large, 89, 132 (act of one of the rights of the people, the introduction
Feb. 13, 1801, and repealing act); 2 Bancroft's or extension of which has been most loudly (le-
tl£_Jry of the Constitution, 195 ; 2 Benton's mandcd.-- There have bccn many thcorics of the

Debates of Cor_gress, 427 (and see index un- origin of the jury, which necd here only to be l'e-
dcr "Judiciary"); 2 Dallas, 419 (Chisholm vs. ferred to; they arc elabom!cd in the works tile
Georgia); 1 Cralu'h, 137 (Marbury vs. Madison); titlcs to which are given at the end of this artmle.
1 Wheat., 304 (Martin vs. Hunter's Lessee); 6 From them it will be scrn that the jury hms bc(,n

Wheat., 264 (Cohens vs. Virginia) ; 4 Wheal., derived from the institution_ oJ' the Gn.cks and
316 (McCultoch vs. Maryland) ; 9 W]_ee_t , 738 Romans, as well as from the eal']icst tribunals of
(Osborn vs. Bank) ; Letters of Algerrw_ Sid_wy the Tcutouic peoples, aud dmt anah_gies have
(collected) ; 4 Jefferson's W(_rks (edit• 1829), been carefully drawn between it and the ancwnt

371; 12 Wheat., 264 (Ogden vs. Sauuders); 1 Scandinavian assemblies. Blackstone thinks it
Denwcrativ Review, 143; 4 Elliot's Debates, 523, was in use "among the curliest Stlxon colonies";

Tyler's Life _f Taney, 430; Schuckers' Life of it was lon_ popularly supposrd to have hcen eslab-
Chase, 53_ ; 7 Wall., 700 (Texas vs. White) ; lished as a compleled inslihltiou hy Alfred the
authorities under RECONSTRUCTIO,N; Flanders' Great, and it lms been traced to the as,_i_es de Jeru-
Lives of tl_e ChiefJuslir_s; Van Santvoord'sii_s sJemof Godfrry de Bouillon, and though!It) have
of the Chief Justices; III.-VI. T/_ FederalLy!, 02, been introduced into Ellglau(1 by the Norlnans.
77; Story's C(_rnmenta_, (edit. 1833), _ 1567; 2 Without consldcling an)' of these throrics, and
Wi]son's Law iezt_ra*, 201; Sergeant's C¢_tit_- without undertaking to fix the very time or place
tiorgd Lau_ (1822); Grimkc's Nat,!re of Free I_ti- of the origin of the jury system, it will be sufficient
tutioa_, 379; Duponccau's Jurisdiction of _. S. for tile put'poses of tills article to begin wilh dmt
C_urts (1824); Law's J_qzd_lion of U S. Court._ iu its history which is certain, and to give :_brief
(1852); G. T. Curtis' Jurlsdb.tion of U. S. Caur[s account, I.. of its dcw,lopment from that point;
(18,_>4); A. Conkting's 1"realise on U. S. Co_tr_s II., of its present form, iII.. of itsex!ension; and
(1556); Murray'slS"or_di_gsia (7. S. Cour_(1868); IV., of its a(lv_mtage% i_s (_vils and the remedies
Boyee's Mau_alof Practice in _. S. Circuit Cour£_ for thcm.--I. H£_tor._/. The jury was undoubt-
(]868); Abbott's TreaZise qa _7. ,b'. Co_lr_s (1869); edly develope(1 from the e.lrly judicial customsof
Phillips' 8tntutmT Jurisdiction and Practice of the Teutonic peoples, and can be dircc!ly con-
U S. Courts (1872); Miller's Supreme Court of the netted with the system of compurga_ion whicl_
United Ntates (1877); B. R. Curtis' Jurisdiction _' prevailed amo_g the Anglo Saxon_. Its positive
U. S. Cour_ (1880); 13 Wa/2., 434 (Clinton vs hi_tory may be said to begin with a trial between
Englebrecht); VII. 3 Benton's Debates tf Con- Gundolph, the bishop of l{,,chest('r, and Picho!,
,qre,_, 553; 4 /b., 351; 5/b., 468; 7 _., 145 (John- one of the king's ._heriffs, of tile lille to certain
son's speech); 11/b., 303. Inn(Is in Kent, of which the ownership wa, in dis-

AI.,.EXA.N'DER JOItNSTO.N. pate betweeu the king and St. Andrew. - This is
the first case of which wc have any record, in

• JULIAN, (]oorge W,, was born near Center- whici_ the decisiou was rendered i)y a limited
ville, Indiana, May 5, 1817, was the free-soil can- number of suitors, or pare_ curiee, upon oath.
didate for vice-president in 1852, was a free-soil Ft'om the lecord it appeared lhat the king corn-

congressman 1849-51, and a republican congress rounded that all the men of that county, Kent,
man 1861-71. A.J. should be convened, in order to decide which had
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the better title. But they, being intimidated by indultum.. So effectually does this proceeding pro-
the sheriff, affirmed it to be the land of the king servethelivesaudcivilcondition ofmen, thatevery
rather titan that of St. Andrew. The bishop of one may now possess his right in safety at the same
Baieux, the king's justiciary, however, did not time that he avoids the doubtful event of a duel.

trust to their decision, and commanded, that if This legal institution flows from the most pro-
they knew what they said to be true, they should found equity * _ _; by so much as the testimony
select twelve of their number, who should confirm of many credible witnesses in judicial proceedings
by their oath that which all had said; but the preponderates over that of one only, by so much
twelve, after they had retired to consult and had greater equity is this institution regulated than
been alarmed by a message from the sheriff, swore that of the duel ; for, since the duel proceeds upon

on returning, that what they had already said was the testimony of one juror, this constitution re-
true. And so the land remained in the king's quires the oaths of twelve lawful men at least."
hands. But in the same year, a monk by the (Glanvil, lib. it., c. 7.) He then continues to de-
name of Grim came to the bishop, and, having scribe the workings of the grand assize as follows:
heard what the twelve had sworn, with wonder "When the assize proceeds to make the recogni-
and detestation asserted that they were all of them tion, the right will be well known either to all the
perjured. For Grim himself had been the over- jurors, or some may know it and some may not,
looker of the lord of Fracheham, and had taken or all may be alike ignorant concerning it. If
services and customs for that manor, and had had none of them are acquainted with the truth of
onc of those who had so sworn under him in the the matter, and this be testified upon their oaths
same manor. This was communicated by the in court, recourse must be had to others until
bishop of Rochester to the bishop of Baieux, to such can be found who do know the truth of it.
whom Grim gave the same account. The jus- Should it, however, happen that some of them
¢iciary then caused one of those who had so sworn know the truth of the matter and some not, the
to come before him, who, when he had come, latter are to be rejected, and others summoned to
falling at the bishop's feet, confessed his guilt, court, until twelve at least can be found who are

Another, who had sworn the first, made the like unanimous. But if some of the jurors should
confession. Therest of the jurors were then,bythe decide for one party, and some of them for the
order of the bishop as justiciary, sent to London. other, then others must be added until twelve at
All being assembled at London, it was adjudged least can be obtained who agree in favor of one
both by French and English that all the twelve side. :Each of the knights summoned for this
were perjured. On this condemnation the bishop purpose ought to swear that lie will neither utter
of Rochester had his land again. It appears also, that which is false nor knowingly conceal the
from this account, that twelve others de meliar_us truth. With respect to the knowledge requisite
comitatu_ were called to account for having con- on the part of those sworn, they should be ac-
firmed what the others had sworn, and that when quainted with the merits of the cause, either from

these affirmed that they had not agreed with those what they have personally seen and hem'd or from
who had so sworn, the bishop said they should the declaration of their fathers, and from other
prove their assertion by the ordeal of iron; this sources equally entitled to credit as if falling
they promised to do, but being unable to perform within their own immediate knowledge."-- From

tJaeirpromise, were by the judgment of tim county this description it is clear that at this time the
fined in the penalty of £300 to the king. (Textus jurors of the grand assize were mere recogni-
.Ro.ffensis, Thorpe. 31.) Mr. Forsyth insists that tors, that is, that they were to deliver their ver-
the twelve here were merely compurgators, while dict upon their own knowledge of the facts in
Mr. Starkie thinks tim case a precedent which question. In order to obtain the required unnn.
must have had much weight, and which estab- imous verdict of the twelve, resort was had to the
]ished if it did not introduce the trial by jury. practice of afforcing, by which was meant, drop-
The weight of authority, as well as the apparent ping jurors who were ignorant of the facts in
probabilities of the case, indicate that the practice cases of disagreement, and adding others in their
or custom described in the foregoing account was stead, until twelve were obtained who were unan-
the beginning from which that institution which imous. Afforcement, however, appears to have

was incontestably the trial by jury was developed very early fallen into disuse, and there was some
by the Norman lawyers during the time of the doubt whether thereafter the verdict should be
Plantagenets. -- The next landmark is the treatise rendered by a majority of the original jurors--
of Glanvil, which was written about 1187. Glan- as was done, for instance, in one case in 20 Edw.

oil speaks of trial by ordinary assize and jurata HI., in which C. J, Thorpe took a verdict from
pa_r/_ as forms of trial already in existence, and eleven of the jurors, for which, however, be wa_
thus describes the grand assize which has been re- reproved--or whether a unanimous verdict was
eently established as a method of trying the title to required, which latter rule seems to have become
land, rights of advowson, and claims of vaamlage, established during the reign of Edward III. The
"This," he says, "is a certain royal benefit be- names of those who were to selwe on the grand as

.stowed upon the people and emanating from the size being known beforehand, endeavors to make
-clemency of the prince, with the advice of his no- sure of a favorable verdict were naturally to be an.
,bles--rega/e benefiviura dementia _i_cipis populis ticipated, and in proof of this fact it is to be no-
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¢ieed that three di_erent statutes of Edward III. ores xii. tayni et prepositus cure eis, et jurent
are directed against the bribing of jurors. -- The super sanctuarium quod eis dabitur in manus quod
precise time of the establishment of the grand as- ncminem innocentem velint accusare eel noxium

size is not known, but the use of recognition by concclare et omnis infamatus homo vadat ad trip-
twelve or more witnesses is provided for in the lex ordalium, vt+l reddat quadruplum." But
•constitutions of Clarendon, 1164, in cases of dis- while the whole jury system can not be traced to
,pute as to the title of lands between a layman and tt_is statute, as some writers seem to have sup-
a clerk, and the statute of Northampton, 1176, posed, the juts_ provided for by it may certainly
provides for the recognition of the claims of be considered the foundation of the subsequent
heirs before the itinerant justices. The grand grand jury. Tim criminal jut 5, ha_ also been
assize was, it has been suggested, only the techni- traced to this statute, but not definitely, and
cal form of the jurata pa2ri_, which was a form while its origin may not be determined, its his-
of trying the title to lands by the swearing as to tory, says Mr. Stubbs, from the year 1166 is clear,
the same by the whole community, and afterward and hc continues: "By the assize of Clarendon,
by a number selected from the community. Cer- inquest is to be made through each couffty and
tainly the distinction between the jurata patlq_ through each hundred, by twelve lawful men of
and thegrand assize seems to have been very early the hun(hed and by four lawful men of each
lost, and both became known as the jury. With township, by their ()ath, that they will speak the
.the establishment of justices in Eyre and the in- truth. By these, all persons of evil fame are to
_reasing mnnber of suitors who resorted to the be presented to the justice¢, and lhen to proceed

&ing's courts, the grand assize superseded the or- to the ordeal. If they fail in the ordeal, they
dinar)' assize referred to by Glanvil, and recogni- undergo the legal punishment; if they sustain the
lion of facts in the manner described by him tie- ordeal, ycl as the presentment against them is
came part of its regular Imsiness. Trials in these based on the evidence of the neigbborlmod on
courts were both by assizes and juries, but the the score of bad character, they are to abjure the
former gradually fell more and more into disuse, kingdom. The jury of presentment is reduced to
although as a distinct manucr of trial it existed a still more definite f<)rm, and rec(.ives a more

until 18.°,8, and was only abolished by 3 and 4 dNtinct representative character in flw assizes of
Win. IV., c. 27. --The writers succeeding Glan- Northampton, and in thc articles of vi._ilation of
vii are Bracton, Britton, and the author of Fleta, 1194 :In the latter capitulary the pl:m used for
by each of whom the jury of the assize is further nominating tile rec()gnitors of the grand assize is
described. Bracton, staling the grounds for ex- applied to the grand jm'y, for so the body now
emption from service on the jury, says, that the constituted may be termed. In the fi_st place,
same causes which disqualified a man from testi- four knights'ire to lie chosen for the whole c_)unty,

fying were good grounds of objection to his who by their oafll shall choose two lawful knights
-serving on the assize, and he enumerates as such, of ea(.h hundred or wapentake, or, if knights be
conviction for perjury, serfdom, consanguinity, wanting, legal and free nmn, so that these twelve
affinity, and enmity or close friendship with the may answer under all heads concerning the whole
other party; and he continues, the objections hundred or wapentake. The heads on which

having been disposed of, the jury were sworn they answer include not only the mssizes which
and retired to consult upon the verdict, and until have been already referred to in connection with

they had agreed no one was allowed access to the jury, but all tim pleas of the crowt_, the trial
them. If they could not agree, new recognitors, of malefactors and their receivers, as well as a
equal in number to the minority, were added, vast amount of fiscal business. The latter devel-
and the verdict was then rendered by the twelve opment of these juries does not fall under our
who were found to agree. If, however, any of present inquiry, but it may be generally stated
the jurors were ignorant of the facts of the case, thus. At an early period, even before the aboli+
others who knew the truth, were added in their tion of ordeal by the Lateran council of 1215, a
stead, and the truthwas then declared. Down to petty jury was allowed to disprove the truth of

the time of the writers last mentioned the jurors the presentment, and after the abolition of ordeal
were, as we have seen, mere recognitors deciding that expedient came into general use. The fur-
upon their own knowledge. The next step for- ther change in the character of the jurm_ by
ward consisted in adding to their own knowledge which they became judges of fact instead of wit-
that of others, thus making the jurors judges of ne_es, is common to the civil and criminal jury
evidence; but before considering this, it is proper alike." (Stubhs' " Constitutional History of En-
to examine the jury for the presentment and trial gland," vol. i., chap. xiii.)-- We have now only
of criminals. Its origin is not clear, but from to follow the course of that change. The first
the time of Henry IV. its development is marked step toward it was, as has been seen, the addition
by stages which correspond to those in the history of witnesses to the jury. The verdicts of both
of the assize It has been supposed that a law of the jurata and the assize were in the beginning
Ethelred, which is still extant, was the source based exclusively upon the personal knowledge of

both of this and of our whole system of jury the jurors. Naturally, however, each juror must
trial. That law readsas follows: "Et habeantur have more or less supplemented his own knowl.

:placita in gingulis Wapentachiis; et exeant sent- edge by that of his cojurors. This would be espe-
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cially true in cases where the issues were corn- given in the presence of the court, and subse-
plieated, and the appreciation of this inevitable quently by-the establishment of rules respecting
fact very soon created two apparent exceptions to its production. This change began probably
the rule that verdicts were rendered only upon very soon after witnesses were adjoined to the
tile personal knowledge of the jurors. These jury, as is shown by tile report of a case in the

• were, first, the tt'ial per patria_r_ et testes, which eleventh year of Henry III.. in which a verdict
had become a common practice during the reign was set aside because a jury, ou retiring to con-
of tIenry III., in eases where the question was of sider their verdict, had taken with them an escrow
the existence of a deed; and, second, the trial which had neither been proved in evidence nor
per sectam, which appears to have grown up be- delivered to the court. A third consequence of
tween the time of Glanvil who does not mention this enlargement of the functions of the jury was
it, and of Braet,n who describes it. The trial the creatiott of a field of activity for the advocate.
per patriam et test_'s was at first allowed only in With the handling of witnesses and the construc-

cases where dceds were in dispute, auditgrcw nat- tion of their testimony for the juries, came the
urally from the early practice of deciding such opportunity for the whole of the lawyer's forensic
rases by single combat, in which one of the attest- activity. Finally, it is to be noticed that through
ing witnesses serve(1 as the plaintiff's champitm. , this change the cruel practice of attainting the
When the single combat fell into disuse, the writ jury fell into disuse. Attainting the jury wa_a the
to tile sheriff, in those ca.scs which had formerly only means of obtaining a new trial in cases of a
been decided in this manner, commanded him to . mistaken or corrupt verdict. Twenty.four jurors
summon the witnesses named in the deed, which i were summoned to try the truth of the former
had bcco. brought into court, together with acer- verdict, and if they found the former jury to have
tain number of witnesses, to make recognition as rendered a false verdict, all of its members were
to the fact in dispute. Sul)sequently merchants arrested and impri._oncd, their lands and chattels

and traders were in like manner allowed to prove forfeited, they became no longer "oathesworthc,"
the fact of payment or of debt, per testes et pa- says Bracton, and at one period it was pn)vided
it/am. The trial per sectam was wllere a party that their wives and children should be turned

had made his claim lade producit sec*am, i.e., out of their homes, and their houses and ileitis
offered to produce a number of witnesses who had destroyed--a punishment which, however, was
been present at the transaction in dispute, to subsequently commuted by a pecuniary penalty.
sustain his position. If the defendant could then So long as the verdict of the jurors was rendered
produce a greater numlrer of sects, tie had his solely on their own knowledge, a verdict which
cause; if not, he lost it: but if he offered any was false must have involved perjury, anti these
other defense than a denial, such as a deed, then severe punishments were perhaps justifiable; but
the plaiutiff w_m not allowed to offer rebutting when the verdict might, if wrong, be mcrrly iu
sects, but tile trial must be h:Ldperpatriarn, orper consequence of a tuis 'taken view of the evidence
patrktm et testes nommatio in c/,rta quam, etc of the witne_es, such punishment became mani-
Tliese exceptional methods of trial prepared the festly excessive. Some attempts to punish jurors
way for the change from mere recognition by the under color of attaint were made under the Tudor-,
jurc, rs on their own knowledge, to the system in and the system of attaints was then explessiy rcpu-
which the jury ceased to be witnesses, and gave diated; but although it had long fallen into corn-
their verdict upon the evidence submitted to them plete abeyance, it was not abolished until 6 George
by others. The first step toward this important IV. A.ftcr its disuse the means of COtTecting rots-
change which (:an be clearly distingui_llcd, is the takesin a verdict were left unprovbled for unlil the

adjoining of the witnesses to the jury, in the seventeeuth century.when the introduction of new
twenty-third year of :Edward III. This was for trials afforded a rentedy, and the first of these of
the purpose of assisting the jury by means of the which _e have any record was in 1665.--The htst
knowledge of the witnesses so adjoined. The step in the hi_tory of the devch)pment of the jttry.
latter, however, had no w)ice in tlle verdict, which is the litnitatitm of its functions to rendering a

was to be accepted even though it was opposed to decision solely Ul)OU tim evidence submilted to it
tile evidence of these witnesses. The range of by the witnesses, and in eliminating the tr,we. of
qm jury was thus greatly extended; and although the original fuuctioas of the jurors as ret.ognitt)r_
_he ire'ors still decided ou their own knowledge, and mere witnesses. The principles which nc(:cs-
and were still, therefore, taken from tim vicinage, sitated such a cimnge it has been said are obvious:
this enlaxgemeut of the som'ccs of their knowledge the discovery of the truth was made more difficult,
carried with it some important consequences, rather than more certain, by the fact of the re_l-
First, the educating influence of service on the idence of the jurors in the neighborhood of the

jurv was greatly'increased by requiring jurors to disputed fact, and the rules as to venue grew after
draw conclusions from the testimony of others, awhile so complicated ,rod troublesome that it bt,-
Second, it was the foundatioa for the law of came desirable to get rid of them. The number
evidence. Very early, great care had been found of hundredors on the inquest was altered fronl

necessary to exclude from the consideration of time to time, and finally the laws requiring jurors
the jury all improper or corrupted evidence, to be summoned from the hundred or vicina_e
This was done by requiring the evidence to be were abolished in aU civil actions by 4 and 5 Anne,
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c. 16, and 24 Oeo. II., c. 18, and-the jurors were Lmanifest. -- 1. The jury must be composed of
thereafte.r drawn from the whole county. These I twelve persons. It is, however, provided in Arkan-
statutes, says Mr. Starkie, are indirect authorities sag, Colorado, Connecticut, Indiana, Iowa, Ken-

for the position that jurors shouhl not still render tuck)', 1New York and Texas, that the partic_ may
verdicts on their knowledge of the fact_. Tlm. agree upon a smaller number in certain e_ses. In

granting by the courts of new trials, on the ground i _['veral of the states, also, 1)rovision is made for a
that the verdict was against evidence, is a dile(.t ', jtlry of _ix in the ju<_ices' and county courts, and
authority to the same effect. Iu lhe first year of [ the e(n_<lilulion¢ ,,f Georgia, Cololado, Louisi'tmt
Anne's reig.n this transition may be said to have I a_ld Michigau tic.clare that the le._islatures of these

been completed aml clearly defined by a decision I states _y provide fc)r a jury ,)f less than twelve.
found in 1 S_,lk., 405, to the effect that if a jury I butof this power house has be(,n made.--2. The
give a verdict of their own kuowledgelh(,y shouhl I jury must be drawn from the vicinage--the dis-
so inform the court tl_t. they may be awo_.a as wit- _, trier or county within which the tri;_l is held--
nesses, and that they ought fairly to tell Ihe court ' and fr_)m th(, whole number of the qualified c_t-
that they had evidence to give as witn(,sscs, la.for(, i iz('ll¢ not expr[_ssly exeml)t(,d by slatut(,. The
they were sworn as jurors --We have thus arrived i ol igm of the Hie as to vicinage l_s alr_,ady be(.n
at the existing form of the jury. Resting Ul)Oa given. Tim statutory (l_.finili(,ns of th(,_e quail-

the earliest legal institutions of the Tcutonie ifled to serve 'tie, gcllel'ally, that a juror must be
races, it was at first a body chosen for its specml , in l)OSSCS_ionof his fa(.ulties and of f;dr (haracter

knowledge of the facts in dispute, the members _ and inlclligcncc. In some stales a property qual-
of which decided those facts upon their personal ; ification is also required. It sccms clear from

k_mwledgc of thcm Ncxt, witnesses were added. ! these statuWs that jury service is a duty due from
and the jurom decided upon the cvid(,nee given I the citizens to the state, whn.h the state, may exact

]by them as well as upon their own persom_l knowl- :, frolu all, aml which it do_.s exa(.t from the largest
_edge. Finally, thewitnes_es were separated from possibh' number. Cert.iin person¢ arc exempted
the jury, and the jurorsbccame thereby the judges : I)ccau_c their o('('upations arc eith('r neees¢my to
of the evidence of witnesses, aud found their ver- , the publi(, or arc of such a nature that they eau
dict solely from such evidence.--The origin of i not be delegated, or that they can not bc with.
the rule that the verdict of the ju_y, both in _ drawn from tllem without gr('at loss. These ex.

civil and criminal cases, shouhl be unanimou._, ; emptions include, generally, all public ottlcers,
lies in the fact that the jurors were at firut only [ active profes._ional men, teachers, telegraph Ol)_,r_t-
witnesses. The opinion of twelve was fixed as tor_ and firemen; and the exemption laws in many
the least am_)unt of evidence which would be states throw a curious and suggestive light upon
accepted as final, and the jury was afforced until the progress and pursuits of thcir pcoph,. Such,
at least twelve agreed. In what m_tuner tweh'e for instance, are tlmsc in the wcs[. exeml)ting one
came to be selected as the requisite number, ad- miller to each grist mill, and a ferryman to each
mits perhaps of no more scicnlilic explalmlion ferry, in the east, exempting faet()ry employ6._,
than that olf(:_'ed in the "Grade to English Jurie% bankers and police; in New York, exempting
hy a Person of Quality," l)ublished in 1682, aml employ(:s upon the canals; and in Kentucky tbe
ascribed to Lord Somers. The autlmr says : disqualification of any o_w as a grand juror who
" In analogy, of late the jury is reduced to the within six months pr¢,c,,(hng h_s for a reward
number of twelve; like as the prol)hets were ' stood a horse, jat'k or bull. In the states of Ken.
twelve to foretell the truth; the apostles twelve, ' lucky, Oreo',,n and )Iaryl_md, the statutc¢ declar-
to preach the truth ; thc discoverers twelve, sent i_)g who nr,_y he summoned still speak o_ly of t_hit_
into Canaan to seek and report the truth; and the per.-on_. These provi-ions, however, hdve been
stoues twelve, that the Hierusalem is built on; made practically m_g_ttury by the de(:isioa_ of the
and as the judges were anciently twelve to try United States suprt,me court in Strauder _',_.W(.st
and determine matters of law; and alw_ffs whcn Vircini'_. 100 U. S. 303. Virainia vs. Rives, 100
there is any waging law, there must be twelve to U.S. 313, Ex parte Virgini:t, 1(}0 U. S. 340: and
swear iu it."--II, l"5"esent State of the. ,_y,_tern. Ncal vs. Delaware, 103 U. S. 370 These cases
The jury, the growth of which has thus been out. dechu'e the civil rights bill c¢m-titutional, and
lined, wascheHshed by the English colomsts who hold that, under it and the 14th amendment, _t
brought it hither, as one of the dearest of their was a right of colored men. when charged with
institutions. It was in general use during the criminal offenses, to be tried by a jury indifferent-
colonial period, and it is expressly protected by ly selected without regard to the col¢)r of the
the 5th, 7th and 8th amendmenls to the constitu- jurors. The de(.ision in E_( partc Virginia goes
lion of the United Stales, aml in the ce)nstitutions further, and dot.ides that the enj_)yment of this

of most of the states. F_'om these constitutions, right by colored criminals renders it necessary
and from the statutes passed under them, it ap- that color(.d men shall bc called to serw., and
pears that in this country the system of trial by thus indwates that jury service is to be considered
jury in criminal cases is universal, and that while not only as a duty which may bc exacted by the

in civil causes it is generally used, it may, in most state, but as a privilegc which may bc claimed by

of the states, be waived ul-_on the consent of the _ the individual. -- 3. The verdict of the jury
parties. Four distinguishing elements also are must be unanimous. This is the invariable rule
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in criminal cases; generally also in civil cases; reference to party affiliations, until the whole
but in California three-fourths may render aver- number requh'ed shall be placed therein." The
diet in such c_u_es, and ill Louisiana "if nine or effect of this law, as was well sahl by Gen. Gar-
more agree upon a verdict it shall he recorded." field in the debate upon its passage, is "to put

The historical origin of the requirement of una- into the jury box a man recognized as a political
nimity has been given, but it appears now to be parti,san, and then atmther beside him recognized

arbitrary and unreasonable, and the tendency of i as belonging to another political party, to admin-
the better professional opinion seems to be clearly ,, ister justice."1 While it is difficult to ascertain
in favor of u modification of the rule. The law accurately how such a statute really operates, it
writers and philosophers have been unsparing in seems to be the fact, that in cel_ain political
its condemnation. Hallam speaks of it as "a cases, such as those for tbe violation of the elec-

preposterous relic of barbarism "; Bentham disap- lion laws, it amounts to a legalization of "jury
proves of it; the common law commissioners in fixing." Nevertheless the general adoption of
1830 said, "It is difficult to defend the justice or such a system as is provided for by this statute
wisdom of the rule"; and, in his "Fundamental has been urged as a remedy for the packing of
Constitution of Carolina," Locke declared, "that juries. But it is an aggravation, not a remedy.
it should not be necessary for a jury to agree, but Second. The right of challenging. Challenges
that the verdict should be accordit_g to the opinion may be made. First, to the array, which is an ob-

of the majority."--4. The jury must be im- jection to the entire panel as arranged by the
partial. This is of its essence. It is in the main officers in charge becau_ of some error or partial-
sought to be accomplished by the manner of se- ity in obtaining the panel, which must, from its

lecting the jurors, and by giving to the parties the nature, necessarily affect all the jurors obtained.
right of challenging the jurors chosen. First. Second, to the poll, for which the causes are:
Manner of selecting jurors. Themethod of select- 1st, propter ho_w,ris respect_m, as when a peer is
ing ordinary jurors is invariably by some form summoned, which does not exist in the United
_)f lot. Lists of jurors are prepared by designated States; 2d, propter defecPum, which may arise

county officers, and from these lists county or from a lack of the statutory qualifications; 3d,
court officers select the panel required, usually by propter affectum, which may arise from partiality
drawing the requisite nuuther of names from a on account of relationship, from an interes[ in
box containing all of those upon the prepared tile result of the trial, from conscientious scruples
list. The particular arrangements, however, are in capital cases, or from declarations of opinion
various, and minutely regulated in each state by as to the result; 4th, !_ropier delictum, or convic-
statute. The complaints and criticisms of the tion of a crime. In some statesall challenges are
jury system arise largely from the execution of decided by the court; in others, triers are appoint-

these statutes, and in several of the large cities a ed by the court, usually two in number, to try
class of hangers-on about the court houses, and of whether the jurors challenged "stand indifferent-
disreputable attorneys, have become known as ly."- Third. Peremptory challenges. It is provid-
"jury fixers." They prete_ld to be, and in many ed that any person on trial for a capital offense or
cases undoubtedly are, able, through political in- other felony, and, in some states, also for a mis-
fluence or open bribery, to secure the impaneling demeanor, shall be entitled to challenge peremp-
upon a jury of one or more persons through whom torily, without assigning any cause, a fixed
a disagreement or verdict may be obtained. It number of jurors. -- Under this head of securing
need only, however, be pointed out that such re- impartiality in the jury there are also to be
sulta are attained through the evasion or breach noticed special provisions in some of the states.
of purely administrative laws. Such abuses fur- such as that in New York providing for a " for-
nish an argument for the purification and reform cign jury" in cases where a claim involving a
_)f the civil service of that locality in which they general interest of the inhabitants of a particu
_)ccur, but they have nothing whatever to do with lar place or county is to be litigated, and it i_
the merits or demerits of the system of trial by thought that an impartial jury can not be had in
jury. In 1879 congress sought to provide a rem- that county or in the neighboring county. In
edy for some of the alleged evils in the selection such cases a jury from another county can be
vf jurors iu the United States courts, by enacting obtained, upon sufficient proof of the eircum
that all jurors should be "publicly drawn from a stances. Such also is the provision for trial by a
box containing the names of not less than 300 per- jm T de med_ztate lingua, which may still be had
sons, * * *, which names shall have been in Kentucky. This is a jury one-half of which
placed therein by the clerk of such court and a must consist of aliens, and may be had whenever

commissioner to be appointed by the judge there- one of the parties is an alien. It oziginated ia ,_
of, which commissioner shall be a citizen of good charter of Edward I. providing for the s_ffety of

standing, residing m the district in which such foreign merchants sojourning in his realm, and
court is held, and a well known member of the was abolished in that realm by the naturaliz:_tion

principal political party in the district in which act in 1844. With these safeguards thrown about
the court is held opposing that to which the clerk the system it is next provided in Arkansas. Cah-
may belong, the clerk and said commissioner each fornia, Colorado, Connecticut, Iowa, Kansas,

to place one name in said box alternately, without Kentucky, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
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Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, North Cars- must then, together, view the body, after which

lina, Ohio, Oregon, :Pennsylvania, Rhode Islaud, they retire and take testimony as to the manner
South Carolina, Tenncssec, Texas, the Vi,'ginias, of tlle death or wounding. They shall then rc-

aud in tile United States courts, that a jury may turn a written verdict setting forth tlle time and
be waived in all civil cases upon the consent of phtee at which tile deceased or wounded came t(_

the parties, which must usually be written, and his death or wa_ wounde(1, who he wan, at whose
filed with the clerk of the court. In Floridvand hands it came about, and all the cireum.-tances

Missouri a jury may be waived in cases of misde- eoncelning the same. If any of these facts shall
meanor as well as in civil cases, in Indiana it may remaiu unknown to the jury, they shall set that

be waived in all eases not capital, and in Maryland forth. In England a person accused by the coro-
in all cases. A provision in Connecticut for the net's jury may be put on his trial at assizes with-

waiver of a juryin criminal caseswas repealed in out further indictment. In Massachusetts the
1878. -- That which has thus far been said upon office of coroner has been al)olished, and in other

the present state of the jury system is applicable states, and especially iu large cities, a strong
mainly to the petit or trial jury. There iv also feeling exists that some much mo_e efficacious
to be considered The Grand Jury. This, ill method may be devised of determining the cause
criminal cases, presents by an indictment an ac- of death, and the identity of the criminal, if there
cusation against an offender, to a court ]roving be sac, thau by the machinery of the coroner

jurisdiction to take proceedings for his arrest and and his jury. -- The Special J_try. This, says
punishment. The members of the grand jury Blackstone, was "originally introduced in trials
are drawn by the sheriff or other county officer, at bar when the causLs were of too great nicety
and are usually tweuty-threein number, tIaving for the di¢cussiou _)f oldinary freeholders." Gcn-
listened to a charge by tile judge, they retire to crally in this country _ here it is mad(', on proper
consider the complaints, and hear the witnesse.s affidavits, to appear to a court that a fair and ira-
produced before them. They are the exclusive partial trial by jury t)f an isslle of fact can not be
judges of the evidence submitted to them, and had, or that the iml)ortanee or iatlicacy of the
twelve of them at least must agree that it m_tkes case dcmands a special jury, the ct_urt will order

out a prima facie case against tile accused, before such a jury to be struck. This is done by the
thegraadjurycanfinda"truebill,"asitiscalled, selection, by some county officer, in the plcsence
against him. If they deem the evidence iHsuffi- of the parties or their attorneys, of forly-eight
cicnt for this purpose, they "ignore" the bill. persons from those upon the jury lists. Ile must
The prosecuting officers of the county present select those whom he considers most indifferent
the indictments, with the testimony in support of to the partm% and best fitted to decide the (,_,use,

the same, to the grand jury, and are allowed to and from this number the parties strike off alter-
be present and advise them, except when they nately the names of proposed jurors until but

are taking a vote. The proceedings of the grand twenty four remain, from which list the trial
jury are secret. The constitulions or statutes of iury is then selected in the usual manner. Trials
lhestatesallprovidethatnopersonshallbeheldto by a special jury are seldom granted; that of
answer for a capital or otherwise infamous crime Tweed in New York is the most notable recent
unless on presentment or indictment of a grand in_tance --Sher/ff_' Juries are impaneled by (h'lt
jury. The origin of this rule has been seen. officer to try the title to goods seized by him when

In England, especially during the Stuart reigns, they are claimed by a third party. Sheriffs' or
it proved to be another and valuable safegu'li'd _pecial juries are likewise granted in proceedings

for the liherty of the individual, and in times of de lu_,attco il_quire_2&), and iu most of tlle states
great popular excitement it might still prove to also, under certain special laws, such as that to
be necessary as such, with us. It seems now, inquire into the value of property claimed as ex
however, to be cumbersome and generally super- erupt from execution under the homestead acts,
fluous. As a matter of fact the duties of the and to inquire into various questions of fact

grand jury are substantially performed by the arising nmler laws relating to highways. A Jury
district attorney; and if the inferior magistrates of Matrons was formerly impaneled upon :t writ
empowered to commit offenders deserve any con- de ve_itre inspide_ulo, in cases where a widow was
fidence at all, it should be unnecessary to have supposed to intend to defraud the next heir, by
the grand jm'y again go over the ground which claiming falsely to be with child, for the purpose
has already been covered by them, in order to of determining whether she was or not, and also
put au accused person on his trial. --Coroners' in cases where a fc,nale under sentence of death

J_lries. It is provided that whenever any person claimed to bc pregnant. In thetatter case a jury
shall have been found dead or dangerously of physicians, as iu New York, is now usually
wounded, the body must remain untouched until provided for. -- From the time of Queen Anne, at
the anival of the coroner, who shall then sum- least, the province of the jury has been to decide
mon a jury of twelve, or of between nine and tile facts in is_uc upon the evidence of the wit-

tifteen persons, from among those qualified for nesses, and to render a statement of thcirdecision,
jury service in that county, but who must not be called a verdict, ve_'e dictum, to the court. Ill

related to the deceased or to his slayer, if he be criminal cases this may be partial, finding the
known or suspected. The jury thus impaneled accused guilty on some counts and acquitting him
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en the rest, or finding one of several accused jury in civil cases. Since that time the principle
guilty, and acquitting tile others. A general ver- of trial by jury has remained settled, although
diet pronounces upon all of the issues, and a almost numberless changes have been made in
special verdict finds only the facts, leaving the the features of the system by some sixty different

court to decide which of the parties should receive laws ou the subject. At present there is no civil
judgment, and the courts of most states may jury except en _natiere d'_proplqation, a_ld in
direct a special verdict, which must be in writing, criminal cases trial may be had by jury o_lly it_
The verdict being rendered may be set aside by cases of felony. ' There is no grand jury; the vcr-
the court if contra_T to the evidence, or if the dict of the trial jury is rendered by the majority,
court holds it to be for an excessive amount, in and may be accompanied by a recommendatma

civil cases. With the growth of democratic ideas to mercy. No person can serve upon a jm T who
there has been a manifest tendency to make the has not reached thirty years of age and is not
juries in criminal cases the judges of the law as in the full enjoyment of his civil and political
well as of the facts. And in _veral of the states ' rights. -- In Gernrmy. The jury was introduced
of the Union they are expressly made such, iu by the French into the Rhine lands during _be
cases of libel. This provision has a common ori- ] _evolution, and has been, with manyfluctuatioa-,
gin with the English libel act of 1792, providing I confirmed "tad extended in criminal cas_s sbwe
that tile jury may ia libel cases render a general :, that tinw. It was established iu Prussia i_l 1,q19.

verdict of guilty or not guilty upoll the whole i and again by the constitution of 1848, and by tlw
matter put in issue, which sprang from Lord ' law of June 3, 1849, but political offenses'acr_.

Mansfieht's celebrated charge and judgment in ] withdrawn from its operati_m in 1851. The s3s
Rex v,_. Woodfall, and the ensuing discussion , tern was also adopled by Bav'lria and Hc,se ilx
thereom Our provisions, however, are much ' 1848, by Wtlrtemberg and Baden in 1849, al_d by
broader than Fox's act. In some of the United Austria in 1850. With the agitation of the qu_._ -

St_ttes--Georgia, Louisiana, _,Iaryland, and op. tion of a common criminal procedure for the i,ew
tionally in Minnesota--in all criminal ca_s the empire, the abolition of trial by jury was se_i_u_ly
jury are Io be the judges of both law and fact, a considered. Prussia first proposed the substitutma

provision which, in Illinois at least, has been of sheriffs' courts iu its stead, but this had to he
practically annulled by the supreme court of that relinquished, in consequence, as one writer retire,-
state, and the repeal of which has been actively ly remarks, of the overwhchning prejmlice el the
urged. In Indiana the province of the jtnlge has "non-jurists"-- the people--in favor of the jury

been further encroached upon by a provision system. Finally, by sections 79-99 of the Gericl_ts-
giving to the jury which convicts an offender of rerfa_ungs,qesetz all criminal offenses except tr_'a-
a eapit_d offense, the right to decide whether he son, political crimes, and offenses of the press, are

almll be punished by death. _III. The F_'t_;l_sion made triable by jury.--In Belgium the jury has
of the J_t_T System into l_breig_ Cou_tries. In existed since the separation from Holland, and i_
Scotland the jury seems to have been established is especially provided by the constitution tlmt
at as early a date as ia England, but though pre political offenses and those of the pres_ shall b,
served in criminal it wa_ very early discontinued tried by jury. -- In Switz_,rland all crimes ag_i_-t
in civil cases. In criminal cases the Scotch jury the confederation are to be tried by jury. F.r
has always consisted of fifteen persons, a m_jority other crimes each e, nlon has ils own machi_ery;
of whom may render a verdict, which need not in Geneva, the most important, the jury is i_
be "guilty " or " not guilty" "ts elsewhere, but vogue, and a verdict is pe_znitted of "guilly u_

may be " not proven," which relents the accused der extenuatiug circumstances" and "guilt)" un-
while it brands him with the accusatmn. The der very extenuating cireumslances." Tlw ju_)"
civil jury was reintroduced into Scotland by 15 system has, of course, been eslablished in ail _h_,
George III., e. 42, in a special court establisbed colonies of Great Britain substantially as in rh__

for the purpose. That court ha_ now, however, mother country, and is in use in all the So_lh
been abolished, and the civil jury is used as iu American _epublics. It was introduced inl_*
England, except that if the jurors fail to agree Greece in 1834, and is guaranteed by the eot_sti-
within six hours they must be discharged. In tution of 1844. It was also established in portu-

Ireland the jury is substantially the same as in gal in 1837. It has been introduced into Sp_i_*.
England, and when provisitm was made in the into Ilaly, into Brazil, anti finally into Russi:_,
repression bill of 1882 for trials in certain case_ where the first trial by jury was held Aug ._,
without juries, the Irish judges met and passed 1866; and in each of these countries the vcrd,_':
rt_olutioas protesting. In the island of Jersey is rendered, as in France, by the majority._l\'.
the grand cuatoumier of Normandy is still the Advantages of the Jury, its Evils and the Re_nedie,_
autS_rity, and some curious featm'es prevail. In summarizing the advantages of the jury s._s-

The petit jury in criminal cases consists of police- tern it is to be said, that as a political institut_,,_
men, and an appeal may be taken from their the jury has been, and still is, a necessary and
verdict Io _he grand enquete or jury of twenty- most efficacious guaranty against the arbitrary ex-
three. -- In France. The national assembly de. ercise of power; that it diminishes the inevitable

clared, April 30, 1790, that there should be a jury antagonism between the government of the slaw
in criminal cases, and that there should not be a and its individual members by increasing the p'u'
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t}cipatiou of the ]attel'; that jury service is one of as they are said to affect tim jury itself. Furlher-
t he duties of citizenship the performance of which tam'e, as has already heen pointed out, much of that
best fits men to enjoy the privileges thereof, since criticism is int.,directed ; it should be applied to the
it imposes upon individuals a sense of responsibil- administrative law._, to the manner of their cxecu-
ity which directly educates their sense of personal tins. and to the view of thcirduties which is taken
dignity aml self-respect. As a judicial institution bylhe people themselves. With the segregalion of
the jury secures the publicity of the adminlstra- occupations, and the close attention which every
lion of justice, which is one of the safeguards of man is c,nq_clled I,o give to his own, individuals
i_s purity. A number of ordinary men chosen as find that jury service is an inconvenievce and a
jurors are, it is thought, betler judges of the or cause of pecuniary damage; a_Jd in New York, at
dinarv facts of life than any judge or bench call lea._t, they emlmrk in almost open corluption to es-
I._--a fact which is expressed in Lord Carol)bell's (.ape from it. But they find every _)ther lmblic ser-
remark so often quotcd of Lord Mansfiehl's juries vice equa]ly inconvenient. So, through the natu-

_Lt Guildhall, "Hc learned from them the usage_ ral diviqnn of ].d)()r, the whole busimss of politics
of trade, "rod in retuln he took gTeat pains in ex- has fallen into the hamls of a (:lass as distinct as
pL'lining to them the principles of jurisprudence that of tho_e engaged in any oilier pursuit, and it
|)y which they were to be guided."--The jury is may be that, in like manta r, the pubhc _ ill lmve
aNo claimed to be a most valuable if not necessary in time to be relieved of the duty of j_lry service;
protection for the individual against great hnper- but the approach of that i)os_ihility has nothing
sonal corpolations by which so much of the bust- t_) do _xith the a orkillgs of thej,Jry system. From
heSS of the worht is coming to lie done; and the ch,ud of criticisms, hc)wevcr, just a_ld unjust,
tinally, it obviates the consequences of a rigid "q_ some mea.-ures may be concluded to be remedi'd
plieation of the logical rules of law; it " r¢.lievcs and desirable. 1. The amendment of the laws
_,gainst the procrustean application of h'gal t(,ch- relating to the drawing of jurors, so a,_ to place
nlealities." On the other hand, it is asserted that flint operation under officers immediately r(.sponsi-
the jury affords an opportunity for bribery and ble to tlle judge_. 2. The _esfing in and exercise
corruption which is constantly used; that the by the judge_ of a wider discretion to excuse
practical workings of the jury system are so bad jurors from jury service on the grounds of their
that those persons who still have faith in it arc personal inconvenience. 3. The e_t:tblishment in
theorists, who really know nothing about it; that the cities of courts of arbitration of three or more
it is a source of vast and useless inconvenience to judges. 4 Allowing re, diets to be rendered by
business men; and that in all cases whcre corl)o- three-fourths or two thirds of the jury, either
_alions are concerned its verdicts are hopeh, ssly absolutely, or if. after a certain number of lmurs,
biased. When we come to the remedies, how- the jurors fail to arriw, at unanimity. 5. Allow-
ever, the statements are less precise. The radical ing persons comnfittcd by magistrates to be put
remedies which have been proposed look toward on their trial without further indictment. 6.
tile c,)mplete abolition of the jury, and the substi The abolition of coroner.-' juries, or else their
tutinn therefor of benches of judges, from whose oh, ration by making their findings of guilt equiv-
(lecision, it is even said, there should be no appeal . ah!nt to indictments by a grand jury. buch
but most of these propositions ignore the fact that changes, or some of them, may bc x_ise, and
the jury is a great historical institution, which is wouhl be accepted as dcsirabh:. It i,, however,
everywhere closely interwoven with the whole beyond question that the xery great preponder-
htbric of tbe society and the government of En. ante of the bc_t opinion is decidedly in favor of
glish peoples, and that it can not, therefore, even the mamtemmce of tim ju W _ubstantially as it
if it be true that it has had its day, be dealt with now exists, and it is iml)os_ible to ri.-e from a sur-
thus lightly. _lost of these propositions, also, arc vey of the whole .,)'stem xxithout being impreSSed
characterized by a certain petulance, and obvious- with the soundness of the com:lnsi._,s -f Mr. Zus-
]y proceed not from a view of the whole system, tice Miller, of the United Stales supreme court,
but from the observation of its operation in a par- who. in an address before the _New Yo_ k state bar
titular instance or in a particular locality. By a._,_ociation in 1878, remarked, "It is l)rol)ably

way of a tlemonstration of the absurdity of the wise tlmt no nmn shall be convicted of an tufa-
system as it now is, these propositions have often mous crime until twelve fail-minded men are
be'.,n prefaced by a supposition of what the views convinced of his guilt. I am also forced to
(,f a learned oriental would be when the jury was admit, however, that even in civil c't._t's my expc-
first exphdned to him, and this, although it is riencc as a judge has been much more favorable
tolerably clear from the last thou&'md years of the to jury trials than it was as a practitioner. And
world's history, that the views of "a learned I am bound to say that an intelligent and unprej-

oriental," upon any governmental topic, though udiced jury. when such can bc obtained, who are
•',,)metimee interesting, are not of importance. It instructed in the law witb clearness and l)n.cision,
i, further to be remarked, that most of the criti- arc rarely mistaken in reg'trd to facts which they
cism of the jury system proceeds from the great are called uptm to find." Nor would it be possi-
cities where the conditions of life and society are ble to conclude such a survey without full concur-

:dmormal, and would, as it is easy to see, affect rence in the admirable hmguage of Lord Cole-
any substitute for the jury quite as unfavorably ridge, who, in charging tim grand jury at Exeter,
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said, in words which are as applicable and as JUSTICE. In the most general acceptation of
true in America as they were in England, "I tile term, justice is a moral virtue which leads us
think it unwise, in a complicated state of bociety to render to ew+ry one that which is his due, and
like ours. to look at things in themselves alone, to respect the rights of others. The term is some-
and without considering what be.tring they have times used as synonymous with fullness of right
upon tile whole machinery of society. Tile in- and reason. It is used especially to designate the
terests of a great number of persons in the dis- act of recognizing the rights of a person; and,
charge of justice, the cducatio_ato a certain extent more particularly, in the language of politics
which the jury system affords to a large number and administration, it is used to indicate the
of persons m our community, is a matter that is exercise of the power to declare the right, to pass
far too much lost sight of; and I should think, sentence, and, if need be, to inflict pumshment.
for my own part, that if it were true that in par- -- The Roman law defined justice to be, the con-

ticular cases a hetter result might have been stunt and perpetual disposition to render every
arrived at by tile single judgment of a judge, man his due. This is the definition of justice
than by the united judgment of a judge and which has been most generally accepted by juris-
jury--if that were so, upon which I express no consults and publicists. -- We may now inquire
ol)inion for the momeut--I should say that the whether there is a natural justice anterior to all
advantage was ill purchased by the separation of positive law, or whether express htws are neces-
the general mass of the people from any share sary to create moral qualities. These questions
in the administration of our courts of justice. I which men have differed on,bothin antiquity and
believe that much of the satisfaction which I in our own times, belongentirely, as d'Augue_¢eau
hope and trust does exist with our admi,fistration rightly says, to the domain of the metaphysics of

of justice as a whole, and with all its faults--for, juriqprudencc; and we need not concern ourselves
like every other human institution, it has its faults with them when treating not of man in the say-
-may to a great extent be traced to the large infu- age state, but of man in society. -- It is certain
sion of what I may call the popuhu' element, and that men can not live in society without their in-
the popular element in the administration of our terests am| tl,eir passions (musing difficulties and
system of justice is tile jury."-- B1nLro(_e,.cr'aY. differences between them, difficulties and differ-
Blackstone. book iii ; Reeve, IIi_tory of En/./lish e,tces which the parties interested can neither
I_zw; Stubbs, History of E_ujlxtr_l, vol. i. ; tIallam, properly weigh nor settle. Hence the necessity
,_idd[eAges.notes;Woodeson'sl_ctare,_; P,dgrave, that some power be instituted to solve these difli-
Rise of Eagti,,h ('ommtmweaIth; Burke, Abridgment cullies and settle these differences. This power
¢f En.qli.'_h IL.story; Dunscomb, Trial perPai_., 8th may be exercised by the father of the family,
ed., London, 1766 ; Pettingall. Jury Among the by elders, by the chiefs of the tribe, by lords or
Greeks and lhnn,lns; Kennedy, Law apulPractice_" princes, by peoples or kings; it may be exercised
Juries, London, 1826; Worthington, Pmee_'s+fJu- directly or by delegates for that purpose; but
ties; Forsyth, Ilistory of 7'rhd by J*try, Am. ed., the power is necessarily found in every country.
New York, ]875; Bentham, Art of PackiJ+g At)plied -- The tight to administer justice is one of the
_) ,Special J, tries; R,+port, of Ce,m_rwn l,a_o Corn- attributes of sovereignty. It. is both a right and
mi_hmers, London, 1830--53; Itirsh. Jurws, :New a duty. --Justice emanates from the people or the
York, 1879 ; Proffat. 7'rbd by Jury ; Sackett, I_- sovereign, according to the form of the govern-
slr_tcliotg h)Juries; Thoml)son , Chargb+gtheJury; ment. Hence the old legal formula, de par le Roi,
Starkie, TrialbyJa_,; F_rle, TheJ+tryLaws; Adam, by order of tile king, a formula which Beniham
Trhd bg Jury in 8c,,tbt,M," Meyer, Origin and Prog. tr(,ated as insignificant, when he demanded that
tess _fthe J+_dicial I_titutions of Europe; Q+tarter- its place should be taken by the nobler form, de
ly Revuw No. 67; Westminster Review, Oct., 1827; par justice, by the order of justice. -- There are
Edwald_'Jllryman's Guide; Mr JusticcGray,_Note political schools which distinguish the judicial
on Juries. end c5¢Quincy's R¢ports; Advantage,_ ef power from the executive power and the legisla-
tlw. Ja_"yS!/stera, N. Am. Review, Nov., 1882 +lethe. tire power. But if all are agreed in considering
Jury System a F, ffletre? The Century, :Nov., 1882; the distinction between the legislative power and
Grand,]'_ry. Western Jurist, Jan., 1882; Rogge, the executive power, a distinction to be fonnd ia
Gerichtswe_sender Germo_eu; Brtmner, Die Entste the constitutions of nearly all modern states,_as
hung der 8ch_zftrge_icht, Berlin, 1872; Gncist, Die
_ildung der Ge+_ehwcwene_gerichte in Deut_hh_nd, - Notably is this the case in the constitution of the

United States and the constitutions of the several _tates of
Berliu. 1849; Glaser, ZttrJ'u_dfrage , Vienna, 1864; the Union. Says Judge Cooley, the eminent Ame_icm_.
yon Bar, Recht und Beweis bn Gesehw_renengerieht. jurist (Con,titutional Limitations, p. _4): "Certain things
Hanover, 1861; Meyer, That and Recht,f_age ira are to be ]ooked for in all these Instruments[the eoustitu-
Gesehwcn,eaengericht, Berlin, 1860; Biener, Das En- lions of the _everal slates ofthe AmeriCanUnion]. We ea'e

to expect * * * that the u_nsl eheeksand balaneet_ of
glishe Gesehworeneagerichte, Leipzig, 1875 /_Iontes- repubhean government, in which consist _ts chief exeetlen+
quieu, Esp_itdesLo£*; dcTocqueville, DelaDera- eie_,willberetamed. Themo_timportantofthesearethv
ocratie en Ame_ique; Chcrbuliez, duns bt Revue de separate departments for the exercise of legidallve, exoeu-
legisbttion xli., xlii.; Odillon Barrot, dans le Bulle- tiveandjudicialpower;andthesearetobekeptasdi_tinet

aud separate as possible, except th so far as the action of
tin. de L'Academie des 8cienea, morales et Politiques, one Is made to eonstitaate a reet_ai.nt upon the action of the
1871-2. ]_'_REDEII.ICKW. WHITRIDGE others, to keep them wtthiv properbonnds, and to prevent
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an advance made, there are, nevertheless, a great JUSTICE, Department of. The attorney
many writers who continue to place the judicial general of tile United States, ahhough his ()ffice
power within the domain of the executive power, w'Ls created by congress as early as Sel)l. 24,
which is charged with the carrying of the law in- 1789 (1 Stat. at Large, 92), was not made the
to effect. According to these writers, justice and head of a department until June 22, 1870, when
administration constitute the two chief attributes the department of justice was created, (16 Slat. at
of the executive power in the stale. It is neces- Large, 162). By this act the various law officers
sary to form a clear ideaof the bearing of these dis- of the government, whose functions under pre.
tinctions. The judicial power and administration viously existing laws were to interpret and apply
are not connected in the sam(,, way with the execu- the statutes governing the business of tim various
tire power. When this power gives personal, di- departments and bureaus, and to prosecute viola.
rccl, formal and unceasing direction to polilical tions of United States laws in certain cases, were

and administrative affairs, it allows judicial action placed under the supervision of the attorney gen.
to move in a sphere of its own, in an independent eral. One leading reason for creating a depart-

sphere, the limits of which are determined hy the ment of justic.e was to bring about uniformity in
laws; and although justice is usually rendered in the construction and application of the laws,
the name of the chief executive, no one dreams of which had not been realized under the previously
giving to the executive the right to modify the existing system, with half a dozen independent
decisions of the courts or to substitute his will law offi('crs, responsible to m) common head.
for the judgments or decrees of the court_s, just The attorney general is madc the head of the de-
as no one dreams ot putting the executive on the partmeut of justice, being tile chief law officer of
bench. --The esscntial conditions of justice are the government. IIc is one of the seven mere-
these: it should be equal; it should know no dis- bers of the cabinet; hc advises the president on
tinction of rank or class; it should be accessible to questions of law, and, when required, renders
all; it should be gratuitous in this, that the t)ar- opiuionq to the heuds of any of the executive de-

ties to an aclion should not bc obliged to remun- partmcnts upon legal questions arising as to the
crate the judge; it should be both prompt and administration of any one of them. IIc is the
sure; it shuuld be surrounded by guarantees in representative of the United States in all matters
the mode of procedure calculated toprcvent error, involving legal questiot_s. Hc has supervision of

and among these guarantees we must assign the the United States district 'tttorneys and marshals
first place to the liberty of defense and to the in tim Unitcd States courts of the states aJJd tcr-
publicity of the l)roceedings; lastly, and above ritories, tie sometimes appears in the SUl)reme
all, justice must rest on the faithful and rigorous court of the United States to argue causes in
application of the laws. -- Judges have sometimes which the government is a party, and even some-
been asked to temper the severity of the laws hy times (as in thc notable star louts cases of 1882)
appealing to a species of charity applic.d to mat- in a subordinate com't of the United States. In
ters of justice. But, in the end, want of resl)ect all other cases, the attorney general directs what
for the rule has always been regretted. Dictated officer is to ._ppear anti arguc cases in which
by a feeling of humanity, this charity too frc- the United States is intcreslcd, in the supreme
quently serves as a clo'_k for the ignorance of the court, the court of claim._, or any other court,
judge, or as a pretext for the exercise of _Jrbitrary providing special counsel for the United States
power. Absolute respect for the laws by the judge when in his judgment it is required. -- The office
himself is the most serious and most efficacious of solicitor general, created by the act of 1870, is
guaranty of justice. With reason does Bacon say: tile second office in thc department of justice.
Optimus j_dex q_i minimum sibi _ _, optima ltc assists the altorney general, and ill case of a

&x quaz minimum judwi; and this saying of his is vacancy in that office, or the absence of his chief,
true in every age. F2RAI:D-GnaAVD. performs the duties of attorney general. The

solicitor general conducts and algues Unitedhasty and improvident action. Upon legislative aetmn
there is, first, the check of the executive, _howill generally States cases in the churls at _,VaslJington, except
be clothed with a qualitled veto power, and who may refuse when the attorney gener_,l (_lherwise directs.
toexecute laws deemed uneonsntutionai; and second, the There are also two assislaut at{orneys general,check of the Judiciary, who may annul unconstitutional
lav,s, and puntsh thc_e concerned in eniorcing them. Upon whose duty it is to aid the attorney general and
judicial aetmn there is the legislative check, wlllch consists the solicitor general in the husin_s ot the depart-
in the power to prescribe rules for the courts, and perhaps merit; one assists in tile ar_nlucnt of causes in the
to restrict their anthorlty; and the ex_cutive check, of supreme court, besides preparing legal opinions
refusing aid in enforcing judgments whmh are believed to - "
be in excess of Jurisdictmn. Upon executive st(Ion the when called for: while the olher conducts tile
legislature has a power of reetraint, corresponding_lh that cases in heha]f of the United States in the court
which it exercises upon judicial action; and th_ judiciary of claims. -- The official salaries of those con-
may punish executive agents for any action in excess of
executiveauthorlty. And the legislativedepar_ment has an netted with the department of justice (including
Important restraint upon both the executive and the indict- the law officers of thc executive departments, who
ary, in the power of impeachment for illegal or oppressive by the law of 1870 exercise their functions under
action, or for any fsilure to performoffieial duty. Theex- the supervision of the attorney general), are as
ecmive in refusing to execute a legislative enactment, will
always do so with the peril of impeachment in view." (See folh)_ s: The attorney general, :_8,000; the solic-
Cn,_cKs _,_v BALANCES.) itor general, $7,000, two assistant attorneys gen-
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era], each $5,000; assistant attorney general for offices of the department of justice occupy the
the interior department, _'i,000; assistant attorney same building with tile court of claims, opposite
general for tile postoffice department, $4,000; the treasurydepartment, on Pennsytvaniaavenue.
solicitor of the treasury, $4,500; solicitor of in- --Followlng is a complete list of the attorneys gen_
ternal revenue, $4,500; examiner of claims, state eral of the United States, with their terms of
department, $3,500; twenty-four clerks and assist- office. Those whose names are repeated were re-

ants, $73,600. The office of solicitor of the navy, appointed by successive presidents. The list,
formerly established, has been aboli._hed, and a though already given underthe titleADMmlsamA-
judge advocate general, with the rank amd pay of TIO_S, is repeated here for the sake of convenience.
a captain, has been substituted.- Besides the con-

duct of law cases involving the interests or au- 1. Edmund Randolph ...................... Sept. 26, 1789
'" -...................March 4, 1793

thority of the government, the department of 2. William Bradford...................... Jan. 27,,1794
justice is charged with the extensive anti compli- 3. Charle_ Lee.......................... Dec. 10, 1795

cated business connected with the judicial estab- 4. _" ":" ._.......................... March 4, 17_Tneopanus t'ar_ons .................... Feb. '20, 1801
lishment, including the appointment (or reeom- . Levi Lincoln ............................ March 5, 1801
mendation for appointment) of judges, attorneys 6. Robert Smith...; ...................... March 3, 1805

• 7. oonn l_rec_mrioge ..................... Aug. 7, 1806
and marshals of the circuit and district courts of 8. Ctesar A. Rodney ....................... Jan. 28. 1807

..... - ...................... March 4, 1809
the United States; the examination and allowance 9 wunam Pinkney ....... Dec 11 1811of the accounts of these courts, now number- " "...............

Rush ......................... Feb. 10_1814ing nine judicial circuits, and fifty-eigl_t dis- 10. Richard -..................... March 4. 1813
.......................... March 4_ 1817

triet courts in the states, besides nine United 11. Wf|liam,Wirt, ......................... . Nov. 115.1817
States courts in the territories and District of ........................... March 5, 1821

" M
Columbia. The tenure of these judicial offi- 1_. - .......................... arch 4, 18_John M. Berrien ........................ March 9,18_9

cers, anti their salaries, are _¢ follows: Judges 13. RogcrB. Tancv. ........................ July 20, 1881
" "......................... _arch 4, 1883

of circuit courts, for life, $6,000 each; judges 14. Benjamin I" Butler .......... Nov 15, 1833

I ..... - ................... March 4, 1887

of the United States district courts, for life, 15. r'ellXt_'ro.nuy ........................... Jay 5,1t:_Sjsalaries, $3,500 to $5,000. These judges, like as. Hem'vD. Gilpin ........................ Jan. 11 1840
17, John J. Crittenden ...................... March 51 1841

those of the supreme court, may be retired on , " . .................... April 6, 1841
full pension after ten yem_ continuous service, 18. rtugh S. Legar_ ......................... Sept. 18, 1841

provided they have reatched the age of" seventy. / 2o. oonn x. Maoon......................... March B, 184_
The district attorneys and United States marshals 21. Nathan Clifford......................... Oct. 17, 184_

f_. IaaacToueey ............................ Jnne 21, 18,10
are appointed for the term of four yem_ by the _. Reverdy Johnson ....................... March S, 1840

J.oh_J;,Crlt.tenden ...................... auly _ 1_
president and senate; their salaries are _200 a 24. ,_aleo _ushmg .......................... March 7. 18,53yoar, and the fees received in judicial proceed- '25. , eremiah S. Black ...................... March 6.18.57
ings, as fixed by l'_w, limited, however, to a max- m. ]_dwmM. Stanton ...................... Dec. _0, 1860
imum compensation of $6,000 per annum. The _. Edward Bates .......................... March 5. 1861

Titian J. Coffee, ad interim ............. June

clerks of the United States courts are appointed _. James Speed ............................ Dec. 2_ 186'11864
by the judges, and are paid by fees limited to " - ........................... March 4, lSe_

H " ........................... April 15, 186.5
$3,500 per annum, except in the Pacific states, 29. enry 8tanbery ......................... July 23, 18¢_i

30. William M. Evarts ...................... July 15, 18_
where the limit is $7,000. The total appropria- 31. E. Roekwood Hoar..................... March 5, 1_19
lion for judicial salaries for the year 1882 was 8-2 Amos T. Ackerman ..................... June 23, 1870
$_120,300, besides fees• The same year congress a3 George H. Williams .................... Dec. 14, 187,1

" ................... March 4, 1_;3

appropriated for the expenses of the courts of the at. Edwards Pierrcpont .................... April '26,1875
35. Alphonso Taft .......................... May 2_.,1_6

United States, $2,950,000, including the fees. ._. Charles Devens ......................... March t2,1877
This is to cover the entire expenditure for jurors, aT. Wayne McVeigh ........................ March 5, 1881
witnesses, support of prisoners, special counsel, aS. Benjamin H. Brewster .................. Dec. 19, 1881

contingent expenses of the courts, etc.- The A.R. SPOIrFORD.

K
]4"rANSAS, a state of the American Union. Un- taking in part of the modern state of Colorado.

1__ der its present (state) boundmies it is formed -- The greater part of Kansas was a part of the
mainly from territor T ax:quired by the Louisiana district and territory of Louisiana, and of the ter-
pro'chase (see A-_NEXATIONS, 1.); the southwest ritory of Missouri, until 1821; after that time it
portion, lying south of the Arkansas river and remained for thirty-three yearn without an organ-
west of longitude 2,5° west of Washington (100:' ized government. About 1843 the increase of

west of Greenwich), _;as part of the territory ted- overland travel to Oregon led S. A. Douglas to
cd to the United States by Texas in 18,50. (See introduce a bill in the house of representatives to
Co_mtOmlSEs, V.) Under its territorial bounda- organize the territory of Nebraska, cove_4ng the
ries Kansas did notineludethissouthwestportion, modeim state of Kansas and all the territory
but extended west to the Rocky mountains, thus north of it, in order to prevent the alienation of
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this overland route by treaties for Indian reser- guarded ag'ainst any easy reversal of its action by
v_tions. This bill he unsuccessfully renewed at subsequent legislatures. The free state settlers,
each session until 1854, when Kansas was at last therefore, ignoring the territorial legislature, took
.orgs.nized as a separate territo,'y. (See KA_nSAS- immediate _teps to transform Kansas into a state,
NF__axs_ Br.LL)--Ttle Missouri compromise without waiting for any enabling act of congress.
had forever prohibited slavery in this and all the California and other states had previously formed
other territory acquired from France north of 36" govermnents in this manner (see TE_tRIT()mES),
30' north latitude; the passage of the Kansas- but the parallelism was dcnied by the democratic
Nebraska bill, which provided that the territm'y, administration at Washington on the g'round that
when admitted as a state, should be received no territory had ever been, or could properly
by congress "with or without slavery, as their be, tiros transformed into a state in direct opposi-
constitution may prescribe at the time of their lion tothe constituted authomties of the territory.
admission," began the " Kansas struggle" be- The political historyof Kansas, for the next few
tween free state and slave state immigrants years, i_ therefore a series of attemt)ts to inaugu-
for tbe settlement of the territory and the con- rate a state, government, complicated by disobe-
*rol of its conversion into a state. The latter dicnee to territorial authorities, indictments of free
were first in the field, owing to the proximity of state leaders for treason, and aetual armed con-
the slave state of Missouri. They crossed thc fiict bctween partisans of the territorialand state
border into the ,row territory, pre-empted lands, govermncnts. -- In obedience to the call of a pri-
and warned free state immigrants not to cross the vats free state committee, a convention met at To-
state of Missouri, which barred the straight road peka, Sept. 19, 1855, and ordered an election for
to Kansas. They were thus able to control the delegates to a constitutional convention. Only
first election for delegate to congress, Nov. 29, free statc voters took part in the election. The
1854. A.H. Reeder, the federal governor of the convention met at Topeka, Oct. 23, and formed
tmritory, arrived in' Kansas Oct. 7, 1854, and the "Topeka constitution," prohibiting slavery,
ordered an election for a territorial legislature to s_hieh was submitted to l)opular vote and was
be held March 30, 1855. Free state immigration adoptcd, Dec. 15, by a vote of 1,73l to 46, only

had already begun, in July, 18'54, undcr the aus- free state settlers voting. An election for state
piccs at first of a congressional association c:lllcd officers was then behl, Jan. 15, 1856, at which a

the "Kansas Aid Society," and afterward of a governor (C. Robim-on), a representative to con-
corporation chartered by the Massachusetts legis- gress, and a complete legislature and state gov-
lature, Feb. 21, 1855, called the " New England ernment, were chosen. The bill to admit the
Emigrant Aid Company," and other similar asso- state of Kansas, under the Topeka constitution.
elations. Before this evident free state p,'epa,'a- was passed by the house of rcl)rcsentatives, July
tion could be effective the March election took 3, 1856, by a vote of 107 to 106, but failed in

place, and was carried by organized bands of the senate Neverth[.less, on the claim that the
Missourians, who moved into Kansas on election state was already in existence (see STATE SOV'ER-
day, voted, and returned to Missouri at night. EIGNTY), the free state legislature met at Topeka,
The territorial census of February, 1855, showed July 4, 1856. it was dispersed by federal troops
2,905 legal voters in the territory; iu the election under Col. Sumner, by ordcr_ from Wt_shington.
of the next month 5,427 votes were ca._t for the This action had been foreshadowed by a precis-

pro slavery candidates and 791 for their oppo- nmtion of President Pierce, Feb. 11, in which he
nents. These figures alone, leaving aside the tes- declared any such attempt to he an insurrection,
timony to tim terrorizing of free state voters, will which would "justify and require the forcible
_xplain why the free slate settlers always refused intcrposition of the whole power of the general
to recognize the pro-slavery legislature as repre- govermneut, as well to maintain the l'_ws of the
senting anything beyond a Missouri constituency, territory as tlmse of the Union." It was the
--By whatever means the election was carried, oceasi(m of considerablc excitement, in and out of
this initial success of the pro.slavery element gave congress, and a provision, or "rider," was added
il a tremendous advantage during the next two by the republican majority in the house to the

3';:'rs. Its legislature, which met at Pawnee, army appropriation bill, forbidding the use of
July 2, 1855, proceeded to make Kansas a slave the army to enforce the acts of the territorial
territory, adopted the slave laws of Missourien lcgislature of Kansas. The senate rejected the

b/oc, with a series of original statutes denouncing proviso, and during the debate the time fixed for
the penalty of death for about filly different of- adjournment arrived and the session of congress

lenses against the system of slavery, and provid- closed, Aug. 18, 1856, with the army bill unpassed.
ed that, for the next two years, every executive The president at once c.dled art extra session, iu
and judicial officer of the territory should be which the army bill was passed without the

appointed by the legislature or its appointees, and "' rider," and congress again adjourned, Aug. 30.
that every candidate for the next legislature, (See also BROOKS, P]tESTON.)--Long before this
every, judge of election, andevery voter, if chal- time Kansas had become the prinmpal topic of
lenged, should swear to support the fugitive slave newspaper, political and private discussion. The
law. The lerritorial legislature had thus, as f_u" territory itself had fairly relapsed into a state of
as it was able, made Kansas a slave territo,T, and nature, the free state settlers disobeying and re-
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sisting the territorial government, and the slave succeeded in inducing them, for the first time, to
state settlers disobeying and resisting the state take part in file election for the territorial legisla-
_,_vermnent. A desultory civil war, waged on ture, in October, 1857, which resulted in thechoice
public and private account, was marked by the of a free state legislatureand delegate to congress.
murder of many individuals azld by the sack of Before losing their hold of the legislature, how-
at least two cities in the free state section, Law- ever, the pro-slavel T party had used it to call a
rence (May 21), and Osawatomie (June 5, 1856). constitutional convention, which met at Lecomp-
All this would bare been of no more permanent ton, Sept. 5, 1857, and adopted the "Lecomploa
,nterest than the early lawlessness of California, constitution," Nov. 7. It sanctioned slaver)" in
but for the premonitions which "bleeding Kan- the state, prohibited the passage of emancipation.
sas" afforded all thinking men of the infinitely laws by the legislature, forb_le amendments until
more frightful convulsion to come. The pre. after 1864, and provided that the constitution.

dominance of a moral question in politics, always should not be submitted to popular vote, but
a portentous phenomenon under a constitutional should be finally established by the approval of
government, was made unmistakable by the Kan- congress and the admission of the state. Gov-
sas struggle, and its fir._t perceptible result was the crnor Walker had repeatedly promised the free
:tisappearance, in effect, of all the old forms of state voters, to secure their participation in the-
opposition to the democratic party, and the first October election, that the proposed constitution
national convention of the new republican party, should be submitted (o popular vote; the conven-
June 17, 1856. (See REr['BLICA_ PAI¢TY.) Kau- tion evaded the fulfillment of the pledge by sub-

sas, it might be said, cleared thestage for the last mittingto a popular vote, Dec. 21, only the pro-
act of the drama, the rebellion.-- Reeder, the vision sanctioning slavery. The vote stood 6,266
first ten'itorial governor, had quarreled with his "for the constitution with slavery," and 567 '" for
legislature soon after it first assembled in 1855. the constitution with_t slayer}'," the free state
He had convened it at Pawnee city, for the party generally declining to vote; but the new

purpose, as was alleged, of increasing tlm value territorial legislature passed an act submittingthe
of his own property in tim( place, and when the whole constitution to popular vote, Jan. 4, 1858,

legislalme pas_cd an act, over his vclo, to remove when the vote stood 10,2'26 against the constitu-
the capital to Shawnee Mission. he refused to tion, 138 for it with slavery, 24 for it without
recognize it as any longer a legal legislature, slaver)'.--The whole question then passed into
and became one of the free state leaders. At national politics, and occupied most of the next

the request of the legislature the president session of congress, 1857-8. Both brancheswere
removed him, July 31, 1855, and appointed Wil- democratic, but no complete party majority could
son Shan'_ot_, of Ohio. Shannon was incompe- l_ secured in the house for the approval of the
tent, _(nd fled from the territol T in September, Lecomp(on constitution. The president desired
1856. The next governor, John W. Geary, of and urgcd it; the senate passed the neces._ry
Pennsylwmia, arrived in Kansas Sept. 9, 1856, bill, March 28, 1858; but in the house 22 Doug-
and by a skillful blending of temporizing and Ins democrats and 6 _Onericans united ,with
decided measures succeeded in a reasonable time the 92 republicans. April 1, to pass a substitute
in disbanding most of the armed and organized requiring the resubmissiou of the constitution
forces on both sides, and in bringing about a to the people of Kansas. As a compromise,
temporary lull in the open conflict Before the both houses passed, April 30, the "English bill"
end of the year lie even claimed to have re- (so called from its mover), according t_) which
established order in the territory. Early in the a substitute for the land ordinance of the Le-

next year he seems to have become distrustful of compton constitution was to be submitted to
the sincerity of the federal administration in sup- popular vote in Kansas; if it was accepted, the

porting him, and March 4, 1857, he resigned, state was to be considered as admitted; if it was
Robert J. Walker, of i_Iississlppi (a Penusylvanian rejected, the Lecompton constitution was to be
by birth), wasnppointed in Ills place. He reached considered as rejected by the people, and no fur-
Kansas May 25, 1857, and proved to be one of ther constitutional convention was to be held •
the most sucees_ul of the territorial governors, until a census should have shown that the popu-
It must be noted, however, that his work had lation of the territory equaled or exceeded that
been much simplified by the enormous increase required for a representative.' (See APPORTIO_-
in the free state immigration, which had by this _NT.) Aug. 3, the people of Kansas vote,
time almost entilcly swamped open opposition._ down theland ordinance, 11,008 to 1,788, alldthus
_Nevertheless, Kansas was still governed by the finally disposed of the Lecompton constitution.

nearly unanimously pro-slavery territorial lcgisla- --Nevertheless, the territorial legislature called a
ture, backed by the power of the federal govern- state convention, .which met at Leavenworth and

meat. After a final attempt of the fi'ee state Icgis- adopted a constitution, April 8, 1858, prohibiting
lature to meet at Topeka, Jan. 6, 1857, which was slavery. It was ratified by popular vole, but
prevented by the arrest of its membors by the fed- was refused consideration by the senate, on the
oral authorities, the free state party abandoned the ground that Kansas had not the requisite popuIa-
Topeka constitution forever. Governor Walker fion.--The territorial legislature directed the
was successful in gaining their confidence, and question of a new constitutional c_mvenUon to b_
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again submitted to popular vote in March, 1859. made in regard to other elections in which the
It was approved; the convention met at Wyan- people have not taken part, and, though not sus-
dotte July 5, and adopted thc "Wyandotte con- rained by the evidence, have given Kansas poli-
stitution" July 27, which was ratified, Oct. 4, tics an unpleasant notoriety which is utterly un-
by a vote of 10,421 to 5,530. The senate was merited by the character of the people oi' by the
still a barrier in the way of_At_ admission of general conduct of their political contests. -- The
Kansas, and it was not uutilrtbe withdrawal of name of the st._.te wasgivea from that of its prin-
southern senators (see SECESSION) had changed eipal river, an Indian word, said to mean "the
the party majority in that branch of congress smoky water." t)ut more probably derived from
that Kansas was at last admitted as a state, Jan. the name of the Kaws, or Konzas, an Indian
29, 1861, under the Wyandotte constitution, tribe living on its banks.- Anmng th(Jse who
Under this organic law slavery was prohibited; have been liromilwnt in state politics, outside

the governor was to hold office for two years; of the list of governors, given below, are the
the suffrage was limited to whites, and Topeka following, all republicans: Alexamler Caldwel],
was made the capital.--From the beginning of United States senator 1871--3; Sidney Clarke,
the war of the rebellion, to which the Kansas representative in congress 1865-71; Martin F.

struggle was the prelude, it was natural that Conway, one of the leaders of the frec state
Kansas should take the side of the Union with party, and representative in congress 1861-3,
even more warmth than the other northern states. John James Ingalls, United States senator 1873---85;

To her people it was rather the development of Jamcs II. Lane, democratic lieutenant govern-
a*nold war than the beginning of a new one, and or of Indiana 1849-53, representative in con-
they sent a larger percentage of their number to gross from Indiana 1853-5, the principal rail-
the armies in the field than any other state. In itary leader of the frcc state imm_gmut_ in the
state politics the republican party, whose name Kansas struggle, and United States senator
had from the first been associated with the efforts 18(;1-6; P. B. Plumb, United 13tates senator
to make Kansas a frce state, ha,_ always had 1877-83; S. C. Pomcroy, Ullited Stal, cs sen-
a complete and overwhelming predominance, ator 1861-73; and E. G. Ross, Un-tcd 0,'ates sen-
Every governor, congrc_man and United States ator 1866-71.--GovER,_ORS. Charles l'_obinson.
senator has been a republican; almost all the local 1861-3; Thomas Carn_y, 1863-5; S. J. Crawford.
officers have been republicans; and there have 18(;5-9; Jas. _I. Harvey, 1869-"3; Thomas A.

been very few legislatures in which the oppo_i. Osborn, 1873-7; George T. Authony, 1877-81;
tion to the dominant party has risen so high as 20 John P. St. John, 1881-3. -- See 1 Poore's Feder-
per cent. of the whole number of member._. In- cd and State Co_stitutioJ_; Cutts' Treatiseon I"arty
deed, it can hardly be said that there has been Quest/on,_, 84; authorities under KA,_SAS-NE-
any opposition party in the state since 1857. In nnASKX BILL; 1 Greeley's Amerfcar_ Col_flic*, 235:
1875 the democrats even dropped their party Greeley's Political Te.r.t Bool,'*f 1860, 87; lb;port
name, and the combined opposition, under the (f the llouse ,¢pecial Committee o_. the Trcn&les tie

name of "independent reformers," polled 35,308 Kara_as (rcpul)lican report, pp. 1-67, democratic
out of 84,132 votes, and elected 37 out of 136 report, pp 68-109): 1 Draper's HL, tJ_.y of" the Ciri_

members of the legislature. With the exception _l'_r, 409; the particulars of tile '"Emigrant Aid
of this year the republican vote has always been Society" are in 2 Wilson's R_ and Fall ef the
from 60 to 80 per cent. of the whole, and party Slave Power, 465; 3 Spencer's United ,_'tate,, 514;
contest has been confined to struggles between fac- Harris' Political Conflict _'_Amerie, z, 168: Buchan-
tions of the dominant party. (See also PBola-mi- an's Adrainfstration. 28: Claskey's P, Jlitical Text
TmN.)-- This constant and foregone control of Book, 346; Gihon's Geary a_td Kansa,_ (generally
the state by one party has operated to the disad- the fairest contemporary account); Robinson's
vantage of the abler leaders of Kansas in national Kan,_as; Gladstone's Ercclishman i_ .Ka_,s,_s; Hol-
polities, since the two great parties have natur- loway's tli, bn'y _f K,u_a_ (1868); Wilder's An-
ally reserved their favors for politicians of other nalz of l_'an,_a,_ (1875); 4 Sumner's Wor_, 127;
and more doubtful states. After tim conclusion Porter's West in 1880, 323.

of the Kansas struggle (see BRow_, JoHn), it ALEXAI_'DER JOU_STOfi.
would be difficult to name any leader of the state
whose name has obtained a national reputation. KANSAS-NEBRASKA BILL (r_ U. S. Hm-

Another ill consequence has been that politicians TOR_), the act of congress by which the territo-
have aimed to influence conventions and legisla- ries of Kansas and Nebraska were organized in
tm'es, rather than the people, and have nut for- 1854. Its political importance consisted wholly
borne at times the use of the most questionable in its repeal of the 51issouri compromise. (See

means of influence. The investigations of the Co_PsOmSES, ]V.)--Before the introduction of
charges of bribery and corruption, in 1872-3, at the bill it did not seem possible for any further
the elections of United States senators S. C. Pore- question to aa'ise as to slavery in the Unit_
eroy and Alexander Caldwell, led to the resigns- States. In tile several slates slavery was regu-
tion of tim latter, and the permanent retirement lated by state law; in the Louisiana purchase
of the former from polities at the end of his sena- both sections had in 1820 united to abolish slavery
tectal term, Similar charges have been freely in the portion north of latitude 36 ° 30', ignoring
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the portion south of it; all the soulhern portion, nized as highly improbable; o_e of the first two
outside of the Indian Territory, wascovered soon was the direct objective point. -- When con-
afterward bythe slave state of Arkansas; and in gress met in December, 1853, the southern pro-
the territory afterward acquh'ed from Mexico gramme, as above stated, h_l been pretty accu-
both sections had united in 1850 i,_ au agreement rarely marked out. It was not a difficult task to

to ignore the existence of slavery until it could so,cure the support of northern democrats for it,
be regulated by the laws of the states which because the latter had for five years been advo-

_hould be lorraed therefrom in future. :Every eating the right of lira people of :New Mexico to
inch of the United States seemed to be thus coy- decide the status of slavery in that territory.
ered by some compromise or other. (See Co_- (See POPULAR Sovr_Em_'rv.) The only step
PRO_ISES.)--The slavery quesuou was in 1his backward that was necessaly was to accept the
condition of equilibrium when a bill was passed application of the doctrine to ,,g tim territo-
by the bouse, Feb. 10, 1853, to organize tim ter- ries, whether south or north of latitude 36 ° 30'.
ritory of Nebraska, covering, also, the modern The excuse for this backward step was thus stated
state of Kansas. It lay wholly within that per- by Douglas in his report of Jan. 4, 1854: "The
finn of the Loui._iana purchase whose freedom Nebraska country occupies the same relative
had been guaranteed by the :bliasouri compro- position to theslavery question ss did New Mexi-
raise, and tim bill therefore said nothing about co and Utah when those territories were organ-
slavery, its supporte_ taking it for granted that ized." A wrong premise: for the difficulty in
.the territory was already free. In the senate it the case of New Mexico and Utah had arisen
-was laid on the table, March 3, the affirmative entirely from the fact that the status of slavery

including every southern senator, except those in them was unsettled, and could not be _ttled
from Missouri; but their opposition to the bill without a struggle; whilein the case of Nebraska
,came entirely from an undefined repugnance to the struggle was rightfully over, and the status
the practical operations of the ._Iissouri corn- of slavez T fixed. Congressional action was di-
promise, not from any idea that that compromise rected, in the former case, toward an amicable
was no longer in force. If it had been repealed adjustment of the dispute, and, in the latter case,

by the compromise of 18'50, those most inter- toward a needless reopening of the dispute; and
ested in the repeal do not seem to have yet dis- yet the assumed parallelism of the.two cases was

covered it in 1853.--During the summer of absolutely the only justification ever offered by
1858, following the adjournment of congress, the Douglas and the Douglas democracy of the north
discussion of the new phase, which the proposed for their introduclion and support of the Kansas-
organization of Nebraska at once brought about Nebraska bill. They seem to have been forced
in the slavery question, became general among into it by their constitutional arguments in sup-
southern politicians. The southern people do port of "squatter sovereignty"; after arguing
not seem to have taken any gTcat interest in the that congress had no constitutional power to pro-
matter, for it was vet 3" improbable that slave hibit slavery in New Mexico in 1850, it seemed
labor could be profitably employed in Nebraska, difficult for them, without stu!tifying themselves,

,even if it were allowed. The question was to argue in favor of the power of congress in
wholly political. The teITitory in question had 18_0 toprohibit slavelT in Nebraska. Theyseem
been worthless ever since it was bargained away to have forgotten that the compromise of 1850
to secure the admission of Missouri as a south- was confessedly not baaed upon constitutional
ern and slaveholding state ; but now immigration grounds at all, but was a purely political decision,
was beginning to mark out the boundaries of based upon expediency; that thecanstitutionalob-
present territories and potential states, which jections to the power of congress to prohibit slave-
would, in the near future, make the south a ry in a territory applied equally to the power of
minority i'n the senate, as it had always been in congress to prohibit a territorial legislature from
the house, and perhaps place it at the mercy of legislating for or against slavery, and so struck at
a united north and norLbwest. To prevent this the very root of the compromise of 1850 it.self;
result it was of importance to southern poll- and that the expediency which counseled them to

tiekans, 1, that, if the Missouri compromise was reflxin from meddling with the slavery question
t_ endure, Nebraska should remain unorganized, in New Mexico trod Utah as imperatively coum

in order to check immigration and prevent the seled them to refrain from disturbing the settle-
rapid formation of another northern state; 2, meat of the slavery question in Nebraaka.--Dec.
that, if the Missouri compromise could be voided, 1,5, 1858, in the senate, A. C. Dodge, of Iowa,
Nebraska should at least be open to slavery, for offered a bill to organize the territory of Igebras-
the same purpose as above, since it was agreed on ks, but his bill, like the one of the preceding
all hands that free immigration instinctively session, made no reference to slavery. Jan. 4,

avoided any contact with slave labt_r; and 8, that, 1854, it was reported with amendments by Doug-
if slave labor could possibly be made profitable laa, chairman of the committee on territories.
iu Nebraska, the territory should become a slave The report endeavored to make out a parallel be-
state, controlled by a class of slave owners in full tweem New Mexico and lgebra_k_ by comparing
sympathy with the ruling class of the southern the Mexican abolition of slavery ha the former
mates. The htst contingency was generally rocog- case with the act of 1820 in the latter caae; it

.;:_ "_ ,_ • ,,
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remarked that in either case file validity of tile [ to legislate slave D- into any territory or state, nor
abolition of slavery wa_ questioned by many, and to exclude it therefrom, but to le.ave the people
that any discussion of the question would renew thereof perfectly free to form and regulate their
the excitement of 1850; and it recommended, domestic institutions in their own way, subject

though no_ directly, that the senate should organ- only to the constitution of the United States."
ize the new tertatory without "either affirming or _J,qth the exception of these two novel feature%

repealing the 8th section of the Missouri act, or the bill was the usual formal act for the organi-
[passing] any act declarutory of the meaning of zation of a territory. An amendment offered by
the constitution in respect to the legal points in ('hose, of Ohio, allowing the people of the Wrri-
dispute." But the report stated the basis of the tory to prohibit the existence of slavery therein,
compromise of 1850 as follows: " that all quc.,- if they saw fit, was voted down, 36 to 10. It
tions pertaining to shtvery in the territories, and is difficult to see any rca.-on t'or the attb'm'ttive
in the new states to be formed therefrom, ar,' to vote, since the Chase amendment was stri(.tly in

be left to the decision of the people residing tiler(,- the line of "popular sovereignty," but it was

in, 1.)3' their appropriate representatives, to be probably due in part to a general distrust of any
chosen by them for that purpose." This was, in amendment coming ft'oul the aud-sl:lvery cle-
the first place, incoiTeet, since the New Mexico ment, and in part to the idea that the elosit,,_o"
and Utah acts left no such power to the tcrtitol'ia] words above given, "subject ot_ly to the consti-
legislature (see PoPULAIt SOVEREIG'NTY), }),lld, ill tuti0u of the United _tales," excluded the Chase
the second place, not pertinent, since it w:_s an anien(lmelit and made popular sovereignty uni-

attempt to expand an act of congress, p_Lsscd for lateral in the territories, with authority to permit
a particular purpose, into a great constitutional slavery, hut not to prohibit it. Malch 3, 1854,
rule which was to bind subsequent collgl'csscs, the bill pa._se(l the senate by a vote of 37 to 14.
Jan. 16, Dixon, of Kentucky, gave noti('e of an In the afli,'mative were fomtcen northern demo-
amendment abolishing the Missouri compr,)misc erats, and twenty-three southern democrats and
in the case of .N_ebraska. This was the first ()pen whigs; in the negative wele eight northern anti-

signal of danger to the Missouri compromise; slavery scnato_s, free-soflers or "anti-_NclH-aska
and ou the following day Sumner, of Massachu- men" (see Rl_a,t:Ul.lC,_.x P._nT]'), Bell. southern

setts, gave notme ot' an amendment to the bill, whig, Hou,ton, _outhern democrat, and HamIin, of
providing that nothing contained in it should ah- Maine, James, of Rhode I_lan(l, an(1 Dodge and
rog, tte'orcontravene that settlement of theslavery Walker, of Wisconsin, northern democrats --
question. Doughs at once had the bill recom- The bill was not taken up in the hou-c until May
mitted, and, Jan. '28, he reported, in its fim, l 8, and was passed May °24, by a vote of 113 to
shape, the Kansas-Nebraska bill, which, in its 100. The affirmative vote included forty-four
ultimate and unexpected consequences, was ouc northern dcmoe,'ats, fifty-seven southern demo-
of the most far-rcaching legislative acts in Amcr- crats, and twelve southern whigs; the negtitive
ican history.-- The bill diwded thc territory from vote included forty-four northern democrats, tw()
latitude 37 ° to latitude 43 ° 30' into two territo- southern democrats, forty-four northern whigs.

ries, the southern to be called Kansas, and the seven _,outheru whigs, and three fi.ee-soilcrs.
northern Nebraska ; the territory between lot1- May 30, the Kansa_ Nebra.-ka bill was approved
rude 36 _ 30' and 37 ° was now left to tim In- by the p,'(.sidc,Jt, and became law.--The effects

dians. In the organization of both these terri- of the bill upon the p.lrties of rite time are el_e-
tortes it was declared to be the purpose of the act where referred to. (See I)nMoc_iaTiC PARTY,

to carry out the following three "propositions V.: ]VltlO PAIC.TY. III.; RErt:m.lC.t._ 1)AIITY. I. ;
and prim:iplcs, established by the compromise A.,aF.i_c.tx PA.IITY.) They may be <ummarizcd
measures of 1850": 1, that all questions as to as follow_: l, it destro3ed the whig party, the

slavery in the territories, or the states to be great mass of whose voters went over. in the
formed from them, were to be left to the repre- south to the democratic, and in the _.orth to the
sentatives of the people residing therein; 2, that new republican party; 2, it made the democratic
cases involving title to slaves, or personal free- party almost entirely sectional, for the lo.-- of its
dora, might be appealed from the local tribunals strong anti-slavery eleme_t in the north rcdueed
to the suprcme court; and 3, that the fugitive it in the course of the nt,xt few years to a hope-
slave law should apply to the territories. The lc_smitJnritytlwre; 3, it c,'yst't]liz_'d allthe north,
section which extended the eonstitutionand laws crn elcmcnts opposed to slavery into auoth,.r
of the United States over the territories had the sectional party, soon to take the ramie of repub-

following proviso: "except the 8th section of lican; and 4, it compe]lcd all other elements,

the act preparatory to the admission of Mis._ouri ] after a hol)eless effort to form a new party on a
into the Union, approved March 6, 1820, which, new issue, to join one c,r the other scction'tl party.
being inconsistent with the principles of non-in- I Its effects on the people of the two _ections were

terveation by congress with slavery in the states ] still more unfortunate: in the north, it laid the
and territories, as recognized by the legislation foundation for the belief, which the Dred Scott
of 1850, commonly called the compromise tacos- / decision was soon to confilTn, that the whole pol-
ures, is hereby declared inoperative and void; it j icy of the south was a greedy, .'-.'rasl_ing, selfish
being the true intent and meaningof this act not 't desire for the extension of slavery; in the south,
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by the grant ,f what n(,ne but the politicians had further, DRED SCOTT CASE, SLAVXRY, SECESSXO_,
hitherto asked or expected, the abolition of the U_'rrED STATES.)- See Congr_oaa_ Globe, 33d
Missouri compromise, it prepared the people for C_,ngre_, 1st Se_ioT_, 221 ; Greeley's Political Text
the belief that the sub._equent forced scttlement ]P_ok, 79; Claskey's Political Taxt Book, 346; 3
of Kansas by means of emigrant aid societies Spencer's Ur_iled States, 504; Cutts' T_.ea/_,e on
was a treacherous evasion by the north of the Party Question, s, 91 ; 2 Stephens' War Betwee_ th_
terms of the Kansas-Nebraska bill. In other _ates, 241; Bt_chanan'sAdmi_istratlon, 26; Botts'
words, the Kansas-Nebraska bill, and still more Great Iiebellim_, 147; Benton's Exami_ati_n of the

the Dred Scott decision which followed it, placed Dred Scott Dec£_ioa, 156; Harris' Political Co_l_'ct,
each section in 1860, to its own thinking, ira- 155; 1 Draper's Civil War, 417; 1Greeley'sAraer-

pregnably upon its own peculiar ground of ag- ic_r_ Uonflict, 224; _¥ew Enghxa'ler, May, 1861;
grievement: the north remembered only the rio- Giddings' Rebe/_n, 364; 2 Wilson's R/_ a_d Fall
lation of the compromise of 1820 by the Kan- oftkeSla_ePower, 378;Cairnes'SlacePower. 115;
sas-Nebraska bill, taking the Drcd Scott decis- Schuckers' Life of Cha_e, 134; authorities under
ion as only an aggravation of the original of- K_'s._s, and other articles above referred to;
lense; the south, ignoring the compromise of Theodore Parker's Speeches, 297. The act isin 10

1820 as obsolete by mutual agreement, corn- star at.Large, 277. At._XANI)ERJoKNSTON.
plaincd of the north's refusal to carry out fairly
the Kansas-_Nebraska bill and the Drcd Scott de- KENTUCKY, a state of the American Union,

cision. (See also FU(_T_W,: SLAVE Laws.) And formed from territory originally belonging to
all this unfortunate complication was due entire- Virginia. A land company formed the govern-
ly to S_ephen A. Douglas' over-zealous desire meat of "Transylvania" within its limits, May
to settle still more firmly and securely a ques- 23, 1775, but Governor Dunmore refused to rec-
tion which was already scttlcd. --On the other ognize it, and the Virginia ]cgislature formed the
hand, it is but fair to give Douglas' grounds for his whole territory into the county of Kentucky,
action, as reported by Cutts (cited below). I[av- Dec. 6, 1776. In 1784-5 three conventions de-
ing shown the imperative necessity for immediate manded a separation, to which the Virginia leg-
organization of the two territories, he proceeds islature agreed on condition that congress should
as follows (italics as in original): "If the neces- agree, and that Kentucky should assume a share
sity for the organization of the territories did in of Virginia's debt, and recognize Virginia's land
fact exist, it was right that they should be organ- warrants. Congress postponed consideration of
ized ut_n sound constitutional princ/ples; and if the matter until the organization of the new fed
the compromise measures of 1850 were a safe rule era] government; and this, and the neglect to in-
of action upon that subject, as the cotznt_?l in the sist on the navigation of the Mississippi (see AN-
presidential election, and both of the politlcalparties _EXA_Oh'S, I ), so angered the people that active
in their national conventions in 1852, had affirmed, but unsuccessful efforts were made to constitut(. •
then it w'ts the duty of those to whom the power Kentucky an independent republic, in alliance
had been intrusted to frame the bills iaaccordaT_c_ with Spain or with the British in Canada. The

q_ith th_e principles. There was another reason final act of the Virginia legislature, consenting to
which had its duc weight in the repeal of the separation, was passed Dec. 18, 1789; congress,
Missouri restriction. The jealousies of the two by act of Feb. 4, 1791, admitted the state, the ad-
great sections of the Union, north and south, had mission to take effect June 1, 1792; and a state
been fiercely excited by the slavery agitation, convention, April 2-19, 1791, formed the first
The southern states would never consent to the constitution of Kentucky. This last was the

, ripening of those territories to settlement, so long tenth popular convention which had been held
as they were excluded by act of congress from during the long process of admission. -- BOVNDa-

moving there and holding their slaves; and they _z_:s. The Virginia act of Dec. 6, 1776, had de-
had the power to prevent the opening of the fined the countyof Kentucky as "all thecountry
cOuntry forever, inasmuch as it had been forever west of the Big Sandy creek to the Mississippi,"
excluded by treaties with the Indians, which and this was the limit of the subsequent state.
could not be changed or repealed except by a The boundary between Virginia and Kentucky,
two-thirds vote in the senate. But the south were from the Big Sandy southwestward, along the

willing to consent to remove the Indian restric- ridge of the Cumberland mountains, was fixed by
.' tions, provided the north would at the same time joint commissioners in May, 1799, and was ratified

remove the Missouri restriction, and thus throw by Kentucky Dee. 2, 1799, and by Virginia Jan.
the country open to settlement on equal terms by 13, 1800. The southern boundary, between Ken-
the people of the north and south, and leave the tucky and Tennessee, was settled by joint corn-
settlers at liberty to introduce or exclude slavery missioners in February, 1820, and ratified by con-

as they should think proper." All this is certain- Tess May 12, 1820. -- Co_s_,rrOT_O_S. The first

]y of very great force, .but only as a statement of constitution made suffrage univcrsal on two
the problem which was to be solved mainly by years residence in the state. The house of rep-
Douglas and the northern democracy, and not, as resentatives was to consist of not more than 100
Douglas evidently takes it, as a justification of nor less than 40 members, chosen annually by
the particular solution which was adopted. (See, the people. Every fourth year a number of
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electors equal to the number of representatives exception of this f(,deralist success, tile state was
was to be chosen by popular vote, and these under republican (democratic)control during its
were to choose the governor and a senate one- early years, and in :1801 |he tenure of the dotal-
fourth of the house's members, "men of the most nant party was made permanent and secure by

wisdom, expcrience and virtue, above twenty- tile national overthrow of the federal party. The
seven ),ears of age." The legislature was em- state's electoral votes were cast for Washington
powered to prohibit the importation of slaves, and Jefferson in 1792 am! for Jefferson and Burr
hut not to pass emancipation laws without con- in 1796; and from that time until 1830 the gover-
sent of owners and compensation. The selection nors, legishtures and congressmen were democrat-
of the capital was intrusted to a committee, wh(_ ic, though in 1824 the electoral votesof Kentucky
('hose Frankfort. -- The second constitution _.as were naturally given to tIenry Clay.--The only
framed by a convention at Frankfort, July 22- I)urely local political contest during this pcrind was

Aug. 7, 1799. It was not submitted to the peo- upon the relief of delinquent debtors, 1820-26.
ple, and took effect Jan. 1, 1800. IIs principal An act for that purpose was passed by the lcgis-

the abolition of the electoral system ] lature, and w'ts decided tnwonstitutional, first by achanges were

and the choice of the governor and semztc by pop- _circuit court and then by the state supreme ('ore t.
ular vote, the latter in senatorial districts. An Tile " relief party" elected their candidate for
effort, led by H(,nry Clay, to insert a clause scour- governor in 1824, and a maj()_ity of the legislaturc,

ing the ,_'adual abolition of slavery was defeat- but not the two thirds majolity necc_aary to r(,
cd.--The third constitution was framed by a move the judges. They tlwrcfore pror,ceded to
v.onvention at Frankfort, Oct, 7, 1849-June 11, reorganize the supreme (:ourt by act, a_d two)

1850, and ratified by popular vote. lts principal supreme courts wezc in existence until 1826, whca

changes were a complete reorganization of the -the "anti-r(,lief party " gained control, repealed
judiciary system; the fixing of the number of the act of reorganization, and l_,ft 1he old cou_t
senators at 38 and of representatives at 100; the in possession. -- |Tenry Clay cx_,re'Ned a great
limiting of the state debt, to $500,000; and the in- influence over tile politics of Kentucky from the
scrtion of a clause declaring the right of property ' beginning of his l)ub]ic ]fie. ]11 1_28 the stale's
in slaves to be "before and higher than any con- electoral votes were cast for J_wk._on against
stitutionalsanction."--GOVERNORS: Isaac Shelby Attains, and most of ti_c sta_e's rcpre._entativ(,s in

(1792-6); James Garrard (1796-1804); Christopher congress were "J'ackson democrats"; but the _Jcw
Greenup (1804--8); Charles Scotl (180,%12), Isaac governor was a partisan of Clay. On lhe appear-
Shelby (1812-16); George Madison (1816-20); J_)hn ance of the natiomd x_hig part)', soon after, with
Adair (1820-24); Joseph Desha (1824-8); Thomas Clay as its lead('r, Kentucky b(.canm a whig slate,
Metcalfe (1828-4:12); John Breathitt (183.'))-,-6);Jas. _md so rcmained until the overthrow of the party.
Clark (1836-40); Robert P. Letchcr (1840-44); The legi_,latures were whig; the g()vernors were

William Owsley (1844--8) ; John J. Crittendeu whig until 1851; and a majority of the r_.l)resez_-
-(1848-51); Lazarns W. Powcl] (1851-5); Charles ativcs ia congress were of the same party. Iu
S. Morehead (1855-9), Beriah Magoffin (1859-63); 1837-9 there wa._ but one dcmoeratm r_ presenta-
Thos. E. Bramlet_c (1863-7); John L. Helm tive out of thirteen; but usually tile whig proper-

(1867-71); P. II. LesJie (1871-_.r); James B. Me- tion was from one-third to one-lmlf. Tim United
Creary (1875-9); Luke F. Blackburn (1879_83). Statcs senators, during the ,_ame period, _(.re all
--POLITICAL T-TISTOI{.Y. :Notwithstanding Ken- whigs; Senator Powell, chosen in 18.59, beth3 the
tucky's determination to separate from Virginia, first democratic scnat(w chosen by Kentucky ._in(e
the political connection between the two states 1828. I_l 185 s. the whig organization, now taking
was very intimate for many years. The first in- the name of Americans, elected the governor, a
habitants were very ]argely of Virginia origin, majorit-y of the h,gislature, and _ix of |he ten
and the Virginia influence over their leaders is congressmen. In 1856 the democrats for the ill'st
well illustrated by the coincidence in the pas- time carried the state in a presidential election,
sage of the Kentucky and Virginia resolutions and the state's electoral votes were cast for Be-
of 1798 and 1799. (See KEI_TI_CK'_ RESOLU- chanan. In 1858 the legislature also became
Tm_s.) The only disturbing element was a democratic. In 1860 the electoral votes of the
small but active "Spanish party," whose lead- state were cast for Bell. (See BO_D_ STATES,
ors, some of them prominent in the state ju- Co._ST_TVTto_LU._mNPA_T'_')--Atthcou_break
diciary, were pensioners of the Spanish tom- of the rebelhon in 1861 the sympathies of the
mandant at New Orleans until the ces._ion of state administration were with the south, and an

Louisiana. (See._kN_EXhTIOl_,S, I.) The feeling of extra session of tile legislature was summoned by
the mass of the people, however, was so strongly the governor, Jan. 18, for the purpose of calling
against Spain and the Spanish party that both a state convention. This the legislalure refused

Genet and Burr made Kentucky the sceneof their to do, but appointed delegates instead to the
most active intrigues. (See GE:NET, CITIZEN; "peace convention" at Washingtom Another
Bcml, A._I_O_.) A federalist party was gradu- extra session of the legislature was called, April
ally formed, and in 1795 it succeeded in securing 28. It again refused to call a state convention,
the election by the legislature of Humphrey Mar- refused to grant the governor $3,000,000 to arm

.shall to the United States senate. With the the state guard, and ordered that body to take the
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oath of allegiance to the United States as well as is at least doubtful.--Among the political teadera
to the state. June 30, representatives were chosen of the state have been the following: William
to the extra session of congress, eight being T. BarN- , democratic representative 1810-11,
unionists and one secessionist, the total vote being United States senator 181"5-16, and postmaster
92,500 for the former and 37,700 for the latter. -- general umler Jackson; James B. Beck, demo.
At first the idea of "neutrality" between the fed- cratie representative 1867-75, and United States
eral and confcdcrate gow, rnments was somewhat senator 1877-83; Joseph C. S. Blackburn, demo-

in vogue in Kentucky, and Governor Magoffin, cratie representative 1875-83; Linn Boyd, demo-
by proclamation of May 20, 1861, even ordered cratic representative 1835-7 and 1839-55, anti
both the federal and confederate authorities to speaker of the house 1851_5; John C. Brcckin-
abstain from any entrance upon the soil of the ridge (see his name); Benj. H. Bristnw (see
state. The legislature which met m September, Wr_ISKY RINGS, ADMINISTRATIONS, XXII.); John
1861, put an end to this idea. By very large ms- Young Brown, democratic representative 1873-7;
joritics it passed over the governor's veto a reso- William O. Butler (see his name); John G. Car-
lution demanding the unconditional withdrawal lisle, democratm representative 1877-83; Henry
of confederate troops from Kentucky; another to Clay, J. J. Crittenden (see those names): Garret
transfer the command of the state troops to Gcn. Davis, whig representative 1839-47, and United
Robert Anderson, of the federal army; and an- States senator 1861-72, James Guthrie, secretal 3,
other to r'equest the resignation or expulsion of of the treasury un(ler Pierce. and democratic
United States senators Brcckinridge and Powel]. United States senator 1865-8; Joseph Holt, post-
From this time the position of the state was master general and secretary of war under Bu-
never ambiguous, and those citizens of the state chanan, and judge advocate general un(ler Liu-
who welt into the confederate armies warred cola; Richard M. Johnson (see his name); Amos
against their state as well as against their ha- Kendall, postmaster general under Jackson and
tional government. Dec. 18, 1861, a. mass "sov- Van Buren (see Kt'reHEN C_r,_'r); J. Prot.tor
ereignty" convention met at Russellville, and Knott, democratic representative 1867-71 and
appointed a revolutionary state government 1875-83; Robert P. Letcher, representative (Clay
which controlled some of the southern counties rei)ubiican and whig) 1823-35, governor 1840-44,
for a few months, but dissolved before the first and minister to Mexico 1849-52; Humphrey)far-
advance of the federal armies. Dec. 10, 1861, shall, representative (whig) 1840-52, (American)
the confederate states congress had passed an act 1855-9, minister to China 1852-4, and brigadi*,r
admitting Kentucky, and the state was repre- general in the confederate service; George D.
seated there by members chosen by the Kentucky Prentice, editor of the Louisville "Journal"
regiments in the confederate .service, In 1862 (whig) 1830-70; L. It. Rousseau, major gener_fl
Bragg, in his great raid, drove the legislature out in thc United States army, republican represents-
of Frankfort and inaugurated Richard Hawe9 as tire 1865-7, James Speed, attorney general under
provisional governor, Oct. 4; but Haw_ retired Lincoln and Johnson.--See 1 Poore's FedvrM
the next day with Bragg's retreating army. Dur- and State Conslitution_; Filson's lh'sczn, e771,Settl_

ing the remaillder of the war Kentucky was re- meat alu/Presel_t _tale of Ke_t_ekF (1784), Mann
leased from most of the distresses which were felt Butler's Iti._tor# of Ke_tueky (to 1813); H. Ma_-
by the other border states which were the seat of shall's tF_sto1?] of Kentucky (1824); Collins' Ili,,-
war; but had to endure the minor hardships of tOT7,/ of I(entucky (to 1850: continued to 1877);
guerilla warfare, military interferences with elec- Cassaday's ll£_tom/,f Lou£n'i[le 0o 185_); Arthur
tions, the suspension of the writ of habea,_ corpus, and Carpenter's If£vte_.y of Ke_atueky (1852); AI-
and abolition of slavery. -- Throughout and since len's tlistor_/of Kern.lucky (1872); 2 Draper's Cirit
the war the state has been steadily democratic, War, '222, 356; Danville l_eview, )Iareh, June,

the opposition proportion of the popular vo_ be- September, 1862, (" Secession in Kentucky").
ing 30 per cent. in 1864, 26 per cent. in 1868, 46 A_L_Z_q)E_ JOH_S'I"O_¢.
per cent. in 1872, 87 per cent. in 1876, and 39 per
cent. in 1880 During the same period the gov- KENTUCKY AND VIRGINIA RESOLU-
ernors, congressmen, and most of tlle local officials TIONS (D,- U. S. H_sa'ORY), two series of rcso-
have been democrats. In 1880 the rgpublicans lutions adopted in 1798-9 by tile legislatures of

carried one of the ten congressional districts, the Kentucky and Virginia, for the purpose of de-
ninth, comprisi.ng the southeastern portion of the fining the strict construction view, at that time,
state; in three other districts the republicans se- of the relative powe_ of the state and fcder-

cured between 40 and 50 per cent. of the total al governments. (See DE_OCR_TIC-REI_C_"
vnte; in the remaini_g six the republican vote is P_IT, II.)-- The underlying reason for the
of hardly any influence. In the legislature of preparation of these resolutions was the feeling
1880--431 the democr'_ts had 112 of the 137 mere- which had been growing since 1791, that tlu_

bers of the state legislature. --The name of the federal party, not satisfied with the powers giveu
state, originally Kaia-tuck.eg, is said to mean to the federal government by the constitution,
"thq dark and Moody ground," and to have was endeavoring to obtain further and greater
been given because the territory was the _ene of powers by strained and illegitimate interprets-
almost constant Indian warfare. The derivation tions of the powers which had been granted (see
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BANK COI_'TROVERSIES, II. ; CONSTRUCTmN); the I composing the United States of America are not
immediate moving cause was the passage of the i united on the principle of unlimited submission

alien and sedition laws in ]798. (See ALIEN AND I to their general government; but that, by com-
_EDITION LAWS.) Jefferson and _ladison there- pact, under the style and title of a constitution
fore prepared these two series of resolutions as a I for the United States, and of amendments there-
statement of the objections not only to the._e par- t(i, they constituted a general government for
ticular laws, but to bro.ld construction in general, sileci_fl purpose.s, delegated to that government
--Jefferson was unwilling to appear openly in certain definite powers, reserving, each state to
the matter, either, as his enemies ctlarge, because itself, the residuary mas_ of light to their own
of the secretiveness and underhandedness which self-government: and that whensocverthegcncral
were natural to him. or, as his friends put it, government assumes und¢'legated power% itu acts
because of IHs punctilious rcgal'd to the require- arc unauthoritalivc, void, "rod of no forcc; that

meats of his position as vice-president. Iie to this coral)act each star(, accedc(t as a st:_t*', and
therefore intrusted the resolutions which hc is an integral party; that this government created
had prepared to George Nicholas, of the Ken- by this compact, was n()t made the exclusive or

lucky legislature, under a solemn assurance ] final judge of the extent of 1he p_)wersdele_atcd
that "it should not he known from wh,tt quar- ' to itself, since that would h'lve made its di¢cre-
ter they c_lme " Nicholas became the reputed i tiou, and not the c_lnstilutinn, the me:,_urc of its
father of tile resolutions, and it wa,_ not ulltil ': powers; but that..i._i1_ all olher cases of compact
December, 1821, that his sou obtained from J('f- i am_n_g parties having no eonmmn jud.,.t,c, each
ferson an acknowledgment of their re,d autlmr- i party ha_ an equal right to judge for it.-clf, as

"ship. The resolutions wcre p_scd by the Ken- I well of infra('tions as _f the mode and meas-
tucky house, Nov. 10, 1798, and by the senate . ure of redre._._." 2. The second resolution d_.nied
Nov. 13, and were approved by the governor Nov.. the power of congress to pass laws for the pun-
19. The Virginia resolutions were i)repared by : iChmcnt of any crimes except those nwutioned in
Madison, who was then a member of the legisla- ] the eonstitutmn, and thcrefoz'e (tecl.u'cd the sedi-
ture, were introduced by John Taylor, of Car- tion law to be "void and of no fore(,." 3. The
oline, were passed by the house Dec. 21, 1798, , third made the same declar'ttion as to the s:lme
and were passed by the senate and approved by I law on the ground of its abridgment of fr('edom
the governor, Dec. 24. The resolutions were ] of speech and of the press. 4. The fourth mad( •
transmitted by the governors of the two states the same declar'ttion as In the alien law on tl,c
to the governors of the other states, to be l'dd ground that no power ovcr ahcns had been given
before their respective legislatures. The only ! to Ihe federal government by the con-titution.
responses, all warmly antagonistic to the resolu- I 5. Tim fifth made the sam_ dc('laratiou as to
tions, were made by Delaware, Feb. 1, 179(3, by ! the same law on the ground that it infringed
Rhode Island in February, by MassachuscltsFc'b. i the right of the states to pel'mit the migration of
9, by New York March 5, by Connecticut May 9, ', such persons as they slnlnhl think proper toadmit

by New Hampshire June 14, by Vermont Oct. 30; until tile year 1808 6. The sixth made the same
that of Massachusetts is especially long and argu- declaration as to the same law on the ground that
mentative, and fully denies ttle competency of any it violated the amcndmrnts which secured '" due
state h'gislature "to judge of the acts and mcas- process of law " and "public trial Ily an impar-
ares of tile federal government,:' Nov. 14, 1799, tim jury " to accused perseus, and al._o that il
the Kentucky legislature added another resolution transferred the judicial p_)wcr from the cou_ts t()
to its _eries of 1798, thus forming the so-called Ihc president. 7. The scvcn[h complainc(I of
Kentucky resolutions of 1799. In the Virginia broad construction in gener,d as " a fit and ncces-
legislature the unfavorable answers of the other sary subject for rcvisal and correction at a time
states were referred to a committee, Madison being of greater trall(luillity, while those apecilicd m
chairman, which made, Jan. 7, the celebrated "re- the preceding rcs()lulions call for re:mediate

port of 1800," explaining and defending the res- redress." s. The eighth din,cted the transmis
elations of 1798. With this report the formal his- sion of the res,]utions In the statc'_ scnat,)rs and
tory of the resolutions ends. They were renewed, representatives in congress for the i)urp[)sc of
however, in substance, by other states in later securing "t repeal of the obnoxious a('t,. 9. The
years, as by Pennsylvania in 1809, and by Massa- ninth directed the transmission of the r(,__oh_lions
chusetts in 1814, and, oddly enough, one of the to the other states, with a warning that, "if the
first and most emphatic repudiations of these later barriers of tile constitution were tlms swept from
offsprings of the Virginia resolutions cam(; from us all" by an acknowledgment of tile power _)f
ttle Virginia legislature, tIow far the later dec- congress to punish crimes not enumerated in the

trines of nullification and secession arc ttle ]egiti- , constitution, "no ramp:lrt now remains against
mate outcome of the Kentucky and Virginia res- the passions and [he power of a majority of con-
olutions will be considered after the substance of gress," nor any power tn prevent congress, which
these resolutions, and the exact language of the had banished the aliens, from banishing, also,
more important ones, have been given. -- TIlE "th(; minority of the same body, the legislatures.
KENTUCKY RESOLUTIONS (of 1798) are nine in judges,governors,and counselorsof tlmstates,nor
number, as follows: 1."That the severalstates theirother peaceableinhabitants,who may be

96 VOL. _r.-- 43
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obnoxious to the view of tile president or be does hereby declare, that the acts aforesaid are
thought dangerous to his election or other inter- unconstitutional; and that the necessary and
ests, public or personal"; and it closed by asking proper measures will be taken by each for co-
that "the co-states, recurring to their natural rights operating with this state, in maintaining unim-
not made federal, will concur in declaring these paired the authorities, rights and liberties re-
void and of no force, and will each unite with served to the states respectively, or to the peo-
this commonwealth in requesting their repeal at ple." 8. The eighth requested the governor to
the next session of congress." The additional transmit the resolutions to the governors of the
Kentucky resolution of 1799, reiterated its defini- other states, to be laid before their legislatures,
tion of the constitution as "a compact," and de- and to the Virginia senators and representatives
clared "that the several states which formedthat in congress.--ltardly any problem in American
instrument, being sovereign and independent, political history offers so many difficulties as
have the unquestionable right to judge of the the effort to get at a fair estimate of these two
infraction; that anullification, by tho_sovereign- series of resolutions. The evil and the good
ties, of all unauthorized acts, done under color are so complicated that disentanglement some-
of that instrument, is the rightful remedy; that, times seems hopeless. On the one hand, the gen-
although this commonwealth, as a party to the eral spirit of the resolutions, their insistence upon
federal compact, will bow to the laws of the the absolute illegalily of anything but a strict
Union, yet it does, at the same time, declare that construction of the constitution, has always been
it will not now or ever hereafter cease to oppose, a fundamental feature of the party founded by
in aconstitutional manner, everyattcmpt, atwhat Jefferson and Madison. Its doubtful utility is
quarter soever offered, to violate that compact; elsewhere considered; but, whether necessary or
and finally, in orderthat no pretext or arguments unnecessary, the doctrine is legitimate, and is
may be drawn from a supposed acquiescence, on one of the factors which have made up Ameri-
the part of this commonwealth, in the constitu- can political history to the present time. (See
tionality of those laws, and be thereby used as DE_OCRATIC-REPu_LICA_ PARTY, II., YI. ; Co._-
prccedcnts for similar future vi,*lations of the !STRUCTION.) On the other hand, the illegitimate
federal compact, this commonwealth does now en- doctrine that the American Union is a "com-
ter against them its solemn protest."-- THE _IR- pact" between separate and sovereign states is so

Gr_L* RESOLUTm._S were eight in number. 1. clearly, even "peremptorily,"laid down in both
The first resolution exprea_cd the determination series of resolutions that it can not be mistaken

of the legislature to defend the constitutio_2s of _or evaded. The historical truth of this doctrine
the United States and of the state. 2. The scc- is elsewhere considered (see NATIOn, STATE Sov-
end expressed its warm attachment to the Union. EREm_rrY); it remains here only to consider the
3. " Tlmt this assembly doth explicitly and difference between the state sovereignty of Jeffer-
peremptorily declare that it views the powers son and Madison, and thatof tlJe nullificationists
of the federal government as resu]ting from the and secessionists of later time_ It is difficult to
compact to which the states are parties, as lira- follow, at the best, and is still more obscured by
ited by the plain sense and intention of the in- the course of Benton and other later Jefferso-

strument constituting that compact, as no fm'ther nians in flatly denying that the sovereignty of
valid than they are authorized by the grants enu- states, prol_rio vigore, is asserted in the resolutions.
merated in that compact; and that in case of a By so doing, they made an issue on which Cal-
deliberate, palpable and dangerous excrcise of houn and Calhoun's disciples found no difficulty
other powers, not granted by the said compact, in overthrowing them. It does not seem to have
the states, which are parties thereto, have the occurred to them that the issue might perhaps

right, and are in duty bound, to interpose, for have been fairly confessed and avoided.-- Before
arresting the progress of the evil, and for main- considering the question whether the term "nulli-
raining, within their respcctivelimits, the author- flcation," as used by Jefferson in the Kentucky
ities, rights and liberties appertaining to them." resolution of 1799, was identical with the same
4. The fourth expressed the deep regret of the word as used by Calhoun, it is well to notice how
assembly at the introduction of a broad con- carefully both the Kentucky arid the Virginia
struction of the constitution as inevitably tending resolutions avoid any suggestion of action by a

to change the American republican system into single state. They certainly maintain the dec-
"at best a mixed monarchy." 5. The fifth pro- trine that "each state acceded to the Union as a
tested against the alien and sedition laws as un- state, and is an inte_wl party" to the " compact
constitutional. 6. The sixth called attention to under the style and title of a constitution for the
the amendment protecting liberty of speech and United States"; and from this doctrine the Cal-
of the press as having been originally proposed houn programme derives its justification. But,
by Virginia. 7. The seventh expressed the affec- in the application of the doctrine by Jefferson
tion of Virginia fur the other states, and con- and Madison, it is always "those sovereignties"
cluded as follows: that "the general assembly which are to undo unconstitutional laws--" the
doth solemnly appeal to the like dispositions in states," not "a state"; and practically the Jeffer-

the other states, in confidence that they will con- sonian doctrine seems to have been that there
cur with this commonwealth in declaring, as it were but two parties to the "compact," the
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_tates of the one part, and the federal govern- came an imminent peril to unton. The Jackson
ment of the other, and that the former in national and Benton school of democrats seem to have

convention were to be frequently assembled to had this distinction in mind when they so warm-
decide on the constitutionality of the latter's ly denied that which seems so difficult to deny,
acts. Webster, long afterward, ridiculed un- the identity of Jefferson's and Calhoun's state

sparingly the idea that the states could form a sovereignty. It is apparent, however, that the
compact with another party which was only cre- distinction is one of purpose, not of substance.
ated by the compact, and non-existent before it; (See _LAYERY, STATE SOVEREI(_NTY.) -- It has
and Calhoun's theory that the "compact" was been stated that the great object of state opposi-
between the states themselves, and that the fed- tion to federal enactments, in the minds of Jeffer-

eral government was the result of it and not a son and Madison, was to secure the meeting of a
party to it, seems more logical than Jefferson's. national convention of all the states, in which, as
Logicial or illogical, however, Jefferson's theory the highest exponent of national authority, the
was infinitely less destructive than Calhoun's; federal enactment would be valid unless declared
was strictly in line of constitutional practice; void, or "nullified," by an amendment which
and is perfectly in accord with the constitution's when ratified by three-fourths of the states, should
provisions for its own amendment. The state bind not only congres_ and the executive, but the
sovereignty preamble in the first Kentucky judiciary as well. Such a convention has been a
resolution, and third Virginia resolution, is not desideratum with Jefferson's party at intervals

essential, and is, in fact, only a hindrance, since 1787. and, as it is provided for in the con-
to the spirit of the resolutions, which is simply stitution, it wouht be a perfectly legitimate mode
that desire for a national convention of the of procedure; but the difficult)" of uniting the
states which has since been the first thought neces_ry proportion (two-thirds)of tim states in
o.f all Jefferson's disciples in times of difficulty the dcmaml for it has ;m yet proved insuperable.
or danger. This Jeffersonian idea of the ulti- Thi_ seems undoubtedly tohave been the " nulli-
mate interpreter of doubtful constitutional ques- fication" intendcd by the Virginia resolutions,
tions can not be more strongly put than in Jeffer- 1, from the d(,bates upon them in the. Virginia
son's own words, in his letter of June 12, 1823, asscmbly which passed them, and 2, from the re-
to Justice Johnson: "The ultimate arbiter is marks of the "report of 1800"upon the third Vir-

the people of the Union, assemhled by their dep- ginia resolution. Jefferson, not being the avowed
uties in convention, at the call of congress, or of author of the Kentucky resolutions, has left no
two-thirds of the states. Let them decide to defense or explanation of them, but a line of cita-
which they mean to give an authority claimed by tions is given among the authorities at the end
two of their organs."-- Though state sovereignty of this article, illustrative of his adhcrence to the
was by no means essential as a basis for the reso- general position that "the states" (in national
lutions, it was the shortest and easiest way to jus- convention) were the final interpreters of the con-

tify them. It is therefore important to notice stitution. The objection to this statement of the
that in the hands of Jefferson and Madison state main object of the resolutions is that, as such a

sovereignty, separate or collective, was to be a convention is provided for in the constitution, its
shield for the protection of the individual; in the defense by a state legislature was a work of su-
lmnds of Calhoun it was to be a shield for a sec- percrogation. In this respect it is well to com-
tion and for slavery. The distinction is not pare the proceedings of the British parliament in
trivial; it is vital, as can be seen most easily from 1792-3, which the readel will fiud well stated by
its necessary results. It is difficult to conceive of Yonge, as cited below: that body had passed au

an act involving individual rights, which an alien bill, a sedition bill (suspending the ]_as
American congress could be induced to pass, so corpus act), and a bill authorizing magistrates to
arbitrary and tyrannical as to lead a state, or even disperse by force an)' public meeting to petition
a group of states, beyond declamation aml reso- thc king or parliament, or to discuss grievances,
|utions, and into open conflict with the federal if the ohject or the language should to _,he mag-
government. Even the development of so-called istrates seem da_gerous. The Amer:can congress

"sections" would hardly have been likely to had followed the first two steps of the British
make even state sovereignty anything more than precedent (excepting the habeas _rpus suspen-
a check, and a very weak one, upon the federal sion) : to follow it out in full nothing was needed
government, so long as the country was reason- but a temporary forgetfulness ¢,f the difference
•tbly homogeneous and each state had separate between the unlimited power of parliament and
interests. But the development of slavery as a the limited power of congress. To Madison and
distinctive badge of a particular section made Jefferson the common tede',.alist claim that the
state sovereignty, for that section, really sectional federal governmcnt was the " final " judge of its
sovereig-nty, since all its states were controlled by own powers seemed to be a paving of the way for
a common design, While each state tended to its some such politic forgetfulnes._, and for a possi-
own particular direction, the total force exerted bly indirect prohibition of any new national con-
was fairly balanced and comparatively harmless; vention: hence the resolutions. Their descend.
when the force of a group of states became ants have found that the small percentage of the
bound together by slavery, state sovereignty be- voting population, which can, by a change o_
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vote, overturn the dominant party in confess, i_ adn_irer of Jefferson or Madison, can now de-
a better guarantee ag,-finst congressional usurpa- fend this assertion, which is the great political
lion than all the resolutitms of our history: Mad- error of the resolutions. (Forits further consider-
ison and Jefferson, with onlyten years experience ation see STXTE SOVEm$IG_TY.) Even if it were
behind them, may fairly be held excusable for true, the doctrine of nullification would not nec-

seeing no refuge from congress but tile state leg- essarily or properly flow from it; but the doc-
islatures. --It can not, however, be doubted that trine of sece_ion is too plainly based upon it to
Jefferson and his school would have looked upon make it an easy or profitable task to attempt to
forcible resistance by a single state to an oppres- separate the two. (See NI:I,LIFICATIO_, SECE_¢¢-
sivc federal law with far less disapproval them sIo_.) It is not meant that Jefferson and Madi-
their opponents wouhl have done (See.'_ATION, I.), son were secessionists: the following considera_
though it is just as certain that they would have tions may perhaps make the meaning more clear-
looked upon such resistance as a revolutionary 1. The idea that the Union is a compact is not at
right. It was so stated in 1829-_°,0 by Edward all c_ential to either series of resolutions; but it

Livingston, the devoted adherent of Jefferson in is the sum and substance of secession. Its elimi-
1798 and of Jack_onin 1833 (see _NULLIFIC.tTIO_;), n'ttion could have had no effect upon the former,
as cited below. In acon_titutional point of view, but would have made the latter an impossibility,
this fundamental difference between the right of except as a confessed revolution. 2. The d_te of
" the states" in national convention, and of a the resolutions was less than ten years after' the
single state, tn'otn'io v(qore, to " nullify" acts of inauguration of the new form of government,"
congress, and to interpret the constitution, above and at a time when tim idea of a "compact" was

•and beyond the federal judiciary, is the essential common in political language, in judicial dec]s-
difference between the "nullification" of Jeffcr- ions, _nd elsewhere. The term was a political
sonand tlmt of Calhoun. Thestrongestevidence weapon ready for use by all political leaders of
to the contrary is a sentence in Jefferson's origi- all sections, and was used without any great
nal draft of the Kentucky resolutions. It is as consideration of its full results. There is infi-
follows: " that ever)" state has a natural right, in nitely more excuse forsuch an errorin theinthncy
cases not within the compact, to nullify of their of the natron than in 1860. 3. The belief in a
own authority all assumptions of power by othem real "compact" was rapidly and easily eliminalcd
within their limits." This was struck out in the in the due course of nature during the following

final copy of the resolutions, but by whom is not sixty years, as its utter uselessness became ap-
known. Various expl.mations of this sentence parent, except in a single section, where the in-
have been offered, the most plausible being that terests of slavery demanded its retention and ex-
the inexcusable _ntence was due only to beat of tension to its complete logical results. Even
composition, and was struck out by Jefferson on where the word was used in other sections of the
his realizing the full force of what he bad writ- Union, it was used ratlmr as a venerable formula,
ten. On the one hand, this sentence has arrayed I signifying a particularist feeling, than with any
against it a great mass of contemporary tcslimo- full sense of a meaning; and its users were as
ny; on the other, if it is to stand as Jefferson's much shocked in 1860 as its earlier users would
perfected theory, every atom of Calhoun's theory have been, when its complete consequences were
finds in it a perfect :mtetypc. --It is also fair and forced upon them. (See '.NATIO._.)-- As a sum-
proper, in this connc(,tion, t,) (:all the reader's mary, it may be said that the resolutions of both
special attention to a letter of Dec. 24, 1825, from series are a protest against a supposed intention
Jeffcz_on to Madison, which has never hith(,rto of the federalists to place some restrictions upon

received the prominence which it deserves. It is any attempt of state legislatures to demand a
on the subject of internal improvements, lie national convention to sit in judgment upon the
regards opposition to the new system ,is "despe- acts of the federal government; that the belief in
rate," but propo_s a new series of resolutions, to such an intention was fostered by the federalists'
be passed by the Virginia legislature, as a protcbt use of the then novel word "s,)vereign," as ap-
_gainst it. They are much like the resolutions plied to the federal government, and by their con-
of 1798, but conclude lff denmnding an amend stant assertions that the federal government wa,
ment to the constitution, to grant the doubtful the "final" judge of the extent of its own pow-

power (see INTER_'..kL IMPROVEMENTS), and by ers, thus seeming to exclude any such power in
promising for the state and imposing upon the a new national convention; that both Jefferson
citizens of the state an acquiescence in the acts and Madison intended, 1, to appeal to public

wtlich we have declared to be usurpations " opinion, and 2, to rouse the states for a prompt

"until the legislature shall otlxr_ aT_d ultimate, call for a national convention upon the first ap-
ly de¢ide."--The above has been given, so far pcarance of an attempt by congress and the presi
as possible, with a due regard to the standpoint dent to make such legislative action penal under
and feelings of the republicans of 1798. There a new sedition law; that the word "compact" in
remains now to be considered the opening as- the resolutions, though unessential, is historically
sertion of both series of resolutions, that the false and indefensible, if used in its full sense;
American Union is a "compact" between the that, as regards biadi_on, it is quite clear that the

several states. No one, not the most unreasoning word was not used in its full sense; and that, a_
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regards Jefferson, the case is much more doubt- share, more or less limited, of the sovereig_
ful, but may fairly be summed up in the termsof power. The state may consist of a vast assem-
his proposed resolutions of 1825, before referred blage of persons, like the French or the Spanish
To--a theoretical acceptance of tim idca of a corn- nation, or the British people in which several ha-
pact in its full sense, coupled with an intense tions are included; or it may be small, like the
aversion to its practical enforcemenL.--See 5 Hil- Danes, or like one of the Saxon states in England
<lreth's U_iCed S_ates, 272; 1 yon H_,lst's U_ited before the kingdoms were united into one; yet if
St_ttes, 144; 2 Spcncer's UnitedStates, 444; 1 Schou- the chief executive functions _lre vested in some
lcr's United State_, 423, 424 (note); 4 Elliot's De- one person who has also a share in tile sovereign
/_tte_, 528 (Va. Res.), 532 (answers of other states), power, the idea represented by the word king
y_40 (Ky. Res.), 5_6 (Report of 1800); 3 Jefferson's seems to be complete. It is even used for those
Works (edit. 1829), 452, 4 : 163, 306, 344, 374, 418 chiefs of savage tribes who are a _ta[e only in _

tResolutions of 1825), 42°; 9 Jefferson's Works certain loose sense of the term.--It is immaterial
(edit. 1853), 469; _ Randall'sLif_fJeffers_,_, 449 whether the power of such a person is lhnited
and Apl). D; 1 Benton's T]drty _\,ar.s' I'ie_r, 347; only by his own will, or whether his power be
IIunt's LiJkofLir.il_gslo_t, '345; 2 Benton's Detzlte,* limited by certain immemorial usages and writ-
of L'o:_gre_s, 373; Nicolson's Debates il_ the V/rr/iJ_ia ten laws, or in any other way; .still such a per-
Assembly of 1798; Yonge's CoJ_titutivnal Hi_toIT son is a king. Nor does it signify whetller he
,of Engl_t,,d, emt of chapter iv ; 1 Stepl,ens' succeed to the kingly power by descent and
War Belw_en theStates, 441; Story's Comlz_enta*i_,, inheritance on the death of his predecessor, just

1289(nolc); 3Webster's W_rk,_, 448; 1)uer's C_n- as the eldest son of a British peer succeeds to
._t_lu[/o_taZ Jtzrisprudence (2d edh.), 412; 1 Adams' llis father's rank and title on the death of the

lV_r_ _fJoh_ Adams, 56l; and authorities under parent, or is elected to fill the office by some
STATE SOVEItEIG2_'TY; _L"-LLIFICATION; SECES- council or limited body of persons, or by the
._,ION;DEM(K:RATIc-REPL_I=ILICANPARTY, II. ;Co_- suffrages of the whole nation. Thus there was
_TITUTION, 1V. z_LEXANDER JOHNSTON a king of Poland, who was an elected king;

there is a king of England, who now succeeds by
KITEIIEN CABINET (LX U. S. HISTORY), a hereditary right. -- In countries where the kingly

coterie of intimate friends of President Jackson, office is hereditary, some form has always been

who were popularly supposed to have more influ- observed on tile accession of a new king, in
ence over his action th'm his official advisers, which there was a recognition on the part of the
C-eneral Duff Gleen was a St. Louis editor, who people of his title, a claim from them that he
in 1828 c'.tme to Washington and established the should pledge bimsclf to the performance of cer-

" United States Telegraph," which became the tain duties, and generally a religious ceremony
confidential organ of the administration in 1829. peLformed, in whmh am)luting him with oil and
51ajor Win. B. Lewis, of Nashville, had long placi_g a crown upon his hcad were conspicuous
been Jackson's warm personal friend, and after acts. By this last act is symbolized his suprema-
his immguration remained with him in Washing- cy; and by the anointing a certain sacredness is
Ion, as second auditor of the treasury. Isaac llill thrown around his person. These kinds of cert.-
{see NEw H.U_'S_U_E), editor of the "New monies exist in most countries in which the soy.
Hampshire Patriot," w,'m second comptroller of ereign, or tlLe person sharing in the sovereign
the treasury. Amos Kendall, formerly editor of power, is known as king; and these ceremonies
the Georgetown "Argus," in Kentucky, was seem to make a distinction between tile succession
fourth auditor of the treasury, and became post- of an hereditary king to his throne and the succes-
master general in 1835. Others, besides these, sionof an hereditary peer to his rank. --The dis-
were sometimes included under the name of tinetioubetweeuakingandanemperorisnotone

"the k_tchen cabinet," but these four were most of power, but it has an historical meaning. /'_-
generally recognized as its members.-- In 1830-31 peror comes from impertm_r, a title used by the
Green took the side of Calhoun against Jackson, sovereigns of tl,e Roman empi,'e. When that era-
and his newspaper was superseded as the admin- pire became divided, the sovereigns of the west
istration organ by the "Globe," Francis P. Blair anti of the east respectively called themsel yes era-

and Jolm C. liives being its editors. Blair there- perors. The emperor of Germany was _egarded
after took Green's place in the unofficial cabinet._ as a kind of successor to the emperors of the west,
The name of "kitchen cabinet" was also used in and the emperor of Russia (who is often called
regard to certain less known advisers of Presi- the czar) is, with less pretension to tile honor.
dents John Tyler and Andrew Johnson, hut, as sometimes spoken of as the successor to the em

commonly used, refers to the administration of peror of the east. But we spt,'tk of the emperor
Jackson. The best and most easily available of China, where emperor is cle'lrly nothing more
description of Jackson's "kitchen cabinet" is in than king, and we use emperor ratlter tllan king
8 Patron's.Life of Jack, stm, 178. A.J. only out of reg-ard to the vast extent of his do-

minions. ]Napolcon usurped the title of emperor;

KIN_. The primary signification of this word and we now sometimes speak of the British era.
is, a person in whom is vested the higher execu- pire, an expression which is free from objection.
_ive functions in a sovereign state, together with a The word i_iperium (empire) was used both under
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the Roman emperors,and under tbe laterrepub- of a people advance.--Nothing can be more va-
lieto expressthe whole Roman dominion.-- The riousthan the constitutionalclmeks in different
word k'_ngis of pure Teutonic origin,and is stateson the kinglypower, or as itismore usual-
found slightlyvaried in its literalelements in ly calledin England, the royalp'erogali_. Sucl_
most of the languages which have sprung from a subject must be passed over in an article of
the Teutonic. The French, the Italian, the Span- confined limits such as this must be, else in speak-
ish and the Pol_uguese continue the use of the iz_g of the kingly dignity it might have been
Latin word rex, only slightly varying the orthog- proper to exhibit how diversely power is distrib-

raphy according to the analogies of each particu- uted in different states, each having at its head a
lar language. King, traced to its origin, seems king. But the subject must not be dismissed
to denote one to whom superior knowledge had without a few observations on the kingly office
given superior power, allied, as it seems to be, (now by hereditary descent discharged by aqueen)
to know, con, can; but on the etymology, or, what as it exists in the British empire. --The English
is the same thing, the remote origin of the word, kingly power is traced to the establishment of Eg-
different opinions have been held, and the ques- bert, at the close of the eighth century, as king of
tion may still be considered undetermined. -- the English. IIis family is illustrated by the tal-
There are other words employed to designate the cats and virtues of Alfred, and the peacefulness
sovereign, or the person who is invested with the and piety of Edward. On his death there ensued
chief power of particular states, in using which a struggle for the succession between the repre-
we axlopt the word which the people of those sentative of the Danish kings, who for awhilehac_

statesuse, instead of the word king. Thus, there usurped upon tim posterity of Egbert, and Wil-
is the shah of Persia, tlm grand sultan, and formerly liam then duke of :Normandy. It ended with
there was the dey of Algiers. In the United States the success of William at the battle of Hastings,
of America certain powers are given by the fed- A.D. 1066. -- This is generally regarded as a new
eral constitution to one person, who is elected to beginning of the ra(.e of English kings, for Wil-
enioy them for four years, with the title ofpresi liam was but remotely allied to the Saxon kings.
dent. A regent is a person appointed by compc- In his descendants the kingly office has ever
tent authority to exercise the kingly office during since continued; but though the English throne
the minority or the mental incapacity of the real is hereditary, it is not hereditary in a sense per-
king; this definition, at least, is true of a regent fcctly absolute, nor does it seem to have been

of the British empire.- A personage in whom ever so considered. When Henry I. was dead,
such extraordinary powers have been vested must leaving only a daughter, named Maud, sbe did
of necessity have had very much to do with the not succeed to the throne; and when Stephen
prog-ress and wclf:u'e of particular nations, and died, his sou did not succeed, but the crown
with the progress of human society at large, passed to the son of Maud. Again, on the death
When held by a person of a tyrannical turn, they of Richard I. a younger brother succeeded, to the
might be miide use of to repress all that was exclusion of the son and daughter of the deceased.
great and generous in the masses who were gov- Then ensued a long series of regular and undis-
crncd, and to introduce among them all the mis- puted successions; but when Richard II. was
cries of slavery. Po._sess_._d by a person of an deposed, the crown passed to his cousin, Henry
ambitn)us spirit, they might introduce unneccs- of Lancaster, son of John of Gaunt, son of Ed-
sary quarreling among nations to open the way ward III., though there were deseendanls living
for conquest, so that whole nations might suffer of Li(mel, duke of Clarence, who was ohler than

for the gratification of the personal ambition of John among the children of Edward III. When
one. The lover of peace and truth, and human the rule of l:Ienry VI. became weak, the issue of
improvement and security, may have found in the Lionel advanced their claim. The struggle was
possession of kingly power the means of benefit- tong and bloody. It ended in a kind of compro-
ing a people to an extent that might satisfy the raise, the chief of the Lancastrian party taking
most benevolent heart. But the long experience to wife the heiress of the Yorkists. From that

of mankind has proved that for the king himself marriage have sprung all the later kings, and the
and for his people it is best that there should bc principle of hereditary succession remaiaed an-

strong checks i_ the frame of society on tim will disturbed till the reign of King William III., who
of kings, in the forms of courts of justice, coun- was called to the tbrone on the abdication of

ells, parliaments, and other bodies or single per- James II., when an act was passed excluding the
sons whose concurrence must be obtained before male issue of James, the issue of his sister the

anything is undertaken in which the interests of duchess of Orleans, and the issue of his aunt
the community are extensively involved. In con- the queen of Bohemia, with the exception of her
etitutional kingdoms, as in England, there are youngest daughter the Princess Sophia and her
controlling powers, andeven in countries in which issue, who were Protestants. On the death of
the executive and legislative power arc nominally Queen Anne this law of succession took effect in
in some one person absolutely, the acts of that favor of King George I., son of the Princess So-
person are virtually controlled by the opinion of phia. --:Now the heir succeeds to the throne
the people, a power constantly increasing as the immediately on the decease of his predecessor, _o
facilities of communication and the knowledge that the king, as the phrase is, never dies. The
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course of descent is to the sons and their issue, KING, William Rufus, vice-president of tile
according to seniority; and if there is a failure of United Statesin 1853,wa_ born in Sampson county,
male issue, the crown descends to a female. Tile N.C., Al)ril 7, 1786, and died at Cahawba, Ala.,
pemon who succeeds by descent to the crown of April 18, 1853 Hc w,ts graduated at the uuiver-
England, succeeds also to the kingly office in sity of No,'th Carolina in 1803, studied law, was

Scotland and Ireland, and in _tll the posse._sions a democratic member of congress from Alabama
of the British empire. -- At the eo,'onatiou of the 1811-16, United States senator 1819-44, minister

king he makes oath to three things- that hc will to France 1844-6, and United States senator 1846
govern according to law; th'tt he will cause jus- -53. In 1_'i2 h(, was elected vi(.e-prcsident (see
tice to be administered; and that he will maintain DEMOCR._.TIc-REPuBLrCXN PARTY, V.), and died
the Protestant church. -- His person is sacred, soon after taking the oath of office.
He can not by any process of law bc calh,d to ac-
couLlt for any of his acts. His concurrence is KNIGHTS OF THE ORDER 0F ST. CRIS-
,mcessary to every legislative enactment. He PIN'. The workmen employed in the manufact.
s(.nds embassies, makes treaties, and even enters ure of boots and ,_hoes numbered more than a

izlto wars without any previous consultation with hundred thousand when _Ncwell Daniels. of Mil-
parliament. He nominates the judges and other waukee, Wisconsin, projected the organization of
high officem of state, the officers of the army and a trades union, designed, among other things, to
navy, the governors of colonies and dependencies, secure good wages, and to prevent the increase of
and the bishops, deans and some other dignitaries the number of w_)rkmen beyond the needs of the
of the church. He calls parliament together, and community. The first h)dgc of this order was
can at his pleasure prorogue or dissolve it. ttc organized in Milwaukee, March 1, 1867, and was
is the fountain of honor; all hereditary titles arc composed of English-._pe'tking membcr._ cxelu-
derived from his grant. IIe can al_o grant pt'iv- sively. Another lodge, composed of Germans,
ileges of an inferior kind, sucll as markets and was immediately organized in the same city.
fairs.--This is a very slight sketch of the pew- After thi% lhe order spread with great rapidity
em that l_elong to the kings of England; but the over the Unit(.d States and Canada. In 1869 it
exercise of any or all of these powers is practi- numbered _3,000 members. It consisted, 1, of
cally limited. The king can not act politically the internalional gt'and lodge, which perfected its
without an agent, and this agent is not protected organization i_l 1868 at Rochester, .New York; 2,
by that irresponsibility which belongs to the of state (or province) grand lodges, of which as
king himself, but may be brought to account for many as eighteen were formed; and 3, of _-ubordi-
his acts if lie transgresses the law. The agents nate lodges, which were fi)rmed in almo¢t every
by whom the king acts are his ministers, whom city or town in which boots and shoes were made
the king selects and dismisses at his pleasure; to any considerable extent. Grand lodges wc,'e
but practically he can not keep a ministry which established in Maine, New Hampshire, )Iassachu-
can not command a majority in the house of setts, :New York, New Jcrs('y, Pennsylwtnia,
commons; and virtually, all the powers of the Ohio, _,Iiehigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin,
crown, which make so formidable an array upon Missouri, Maryl'md, Kentucky, C'lliforuia and
paper, are exercised by the chief minister, or Louisiana, .lnd in Ontario and New Brunswick.
prime lninister, for the time. Theking now does in 1870 the grand ]ndge of Massachusetts was
not even attend the cabinet councils; and the incorporated by the legislature; and in the ('asc of
power which in theory belongs to his kingly of- Snow rs. Wheeler (113 l_Ias_ Rep, 179_, the su-
rice, and in fact in carlierperiods wasexercised by preme judicial c_)u_'t of th,tt state decided that a
him, is now become purely formal. But though lodge couhl maintain a suit in equity for its funds
the king of England has lost his real power, he against perseus having such funds iu their pos-
has obtained in place of it perfect security for his session; although it had decided, in the ease of
person, and for the transmission to his descend- Walke,' vs Crc)nin (107 Mass Rep, 159), tlmt an

ants of all the honor and respect due to the h'_'ad action c:_uld be maintained for damages sustained
of an extensive and powerful empire. Bom,_. l)y an employer by reason of a (,o,ubinatiou to

prevent n).ell fr,.)m continuing in hi_ employ.
KING, Rufus, was bornat Scarborough, Mass. This order was not long in existt,nc(_. Conflicts

(now in Maine), March 24, 1755, and died at of jurisdiction arose between the interuatmn,'d
Jamaica, N. Y., April 29, 1827. Lie was gradu- lodge and the grand lodges, and, in addition to
ated at Harvard in 1777, was a Massachusetts the difficulties incident totrade_ unionsin general,

delegate to the continental congress 17,'_4-6, and specml difficulties arose from the dive,'sitv, of the
removed to New York in 1788. He was United elements that compose(1 this nrdcr,_ln(l from the

States senator (federalist) 178,9-96, and minister g,'catncss of the number of its members. The
to Great Britain 1796-1803. His support of the last meeting of the international l¢,dge was held
war of 1812 made him United States senator in Cleveland, Ohi,,, in 1873, soon after which the

1813-25, and he was again appointed minister to order became extinct. It was partially revived in
Great Britain 1825-6. From 1800 until 1812 he 1876, a,,d p.Lrticipated in the strikes of 1877 and

wa.s the regular federalist candidate for viee-pres- 1878; but by the close of 1878 it had pa_d (mr
ident. (See FFr.DES_,L PAv.'rY, II.) of existence. The Daughters of St. Crispin were
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a female branch of tile order, which flourished in a "realm," controlled by" a "grand dragon" and '
the eastern, middle and western states in 1870 and eight "hydras." The whole "empire" is con-
1871, but soon collapsed. Unlike many other trolled by a "grand wizard" and ten "genii."
trades unions, this order sought for the improve- The banner of the society was "in the form of
ment of that great mass of laborers who are an isosceles triangle, five feet long and three feet
below themselves. Having the ten-hour system wide at the staff; the material yellow with a red
amon_ themselves, by custom, without the aid of scalloped border about three inches in width;
law, they nevertheless gave a zealous support to painted upon it, in black, a Draco volans, or flying
the agitation for a ten-hour law for cotton and dragon, with the motto Qaodsemper, 9uod ubique,
wo(,lcn manufactories; and it was largely through quod ab omnibus." The origin, designs, mysteries
their action that the Massachusetts legislature and ritualwere never to be written, but wereto be
was induced to enact the ten-hour law of 1874. communicated orally. Thedressof the members,

C.C. when in regalia, is not given, but is known to
have been mainly a hood covering the head, with

KNOW-NOTHING PARTY. (See ,I._ERmA.'_ holes for the eyes and mouth, and descending low
PA.RTY.) upon the breast; fantastic or horrible figures ac-

cording to the owner's ingenuity; in other respects
KU-]_[LUX KLAN (IN U. S. HISTORY), ase- the ordinal T dress.--A more effective plan couhl

cret, oath-bound organization, otherwise known hardly have been devised with which to attack
as "The Invisible Empire," "The Whitc a race which was superstitious, emotional, and
League," " The Knights of the White Camellia," emasculated by centuries of slavery. Before it
or by other names, formed in the southern states had been tried very long the cry of "ku-klux"

during the reconstruction period, for the primary was sufficient to break up almost any negro meet-
purpose of preventing the negroes, by intimida- ing at night; the suspicion that disguised horse-
tion, from voting, or holding ()ffice. Until the men were abroad at night was sufficient to keep
abolition of slavery necessity compelled a rigid every negro in his own cabin; and the more virile
policing of the black population by official or and courageous of their number, who had become
volunteer guards. _Sce SLAVERY.) The origin marked as leaders, were left to whipping, maim-
of the "ku-klux" order was in all probability a ing or murder at the hands of the "ghouls"
revival of the old slave police, at first sporadic, without any assistance from their cowering asso-

to counteract the organization of "loyal leagues," elates. By day the negroes would fight, and oft-
or " Lincoln brotherhoods," among the negroes, en did so; by night the "ku-klux" had the field
and afterward epidemic, as the proc_ of recon- to themselves. -- So long a_ the attacks of the or-
s(ruction by congress began to take clear form. -- der were confined to the negroes there was little
The various moving causes which led to the re- need of any means more violent than whipping.
construction of southern state governments by A more difficult problem was that of the "carpet-
congress are elsewhere given. (See RECONSTRUC- baggers" and "scalawags," who with the negroes
•rmN.) When the preparations for reconstruction made up the republican party in the south. The

had gone far enough to make it reasonahly certain "carpet-baggers" were northern men, whose in-
that negro suffrage was to be the law in the terests in the south were supposed to be limited
south, the opposition, hopeless of open revolt, to the contents of their carpet-bags; the "scala-
took the shape of this secret society. Attempts wags" were southerners who, either from con-
have been made to date its origin b_mk to 1866, viction or from interest, had joined the republican
under the rule of Governor Browulow in Tennes- party and taken part in reconstruction. Neither
see; but the most probable date is early in 1867. of these classes was easily to be terrorized, and
The constitution mentioned below dates the first in their cases the order very easily drifted into
election of the order in May, 1867. The place of murder, secret or open. Before the end of its
its origin is entirely unknown, and it was proba- third year of existence the control of the order
bly at first a congeries of associations in different had slipped from the hands of the influential men
states, originated without concert and from a who had at first been willing, through it, to
common motive, and finally growing together suppress what seemed to be the dangerous
and forming one combined organization in 1867. probabilities of negro suffrage, and had been
No autllentic account of its origin, founder or seized by the more violent classes who used its
date has come to ligt_t. _ A "prescript," or con- machinery for the gratification of private malice,
stitution, of the order, discovered in 1871, shows or for sheer love of murder. Even before the
an attempt to imitate the machinery of masonic appointment of the final congressional inves-

and other sin_ilar societies. The name of the or- tigating committee in 1871, the order had "de-
der is not given ; its place is always filled by stars parted from its political work, and gone into mur.
(**). A local lodge is called a "den"; itsmas- derforhire and robbery." It had thus become
ter the "cyclops," and its members "ghouls." dangerous to the very men who had at first tacit-
The county is a "province," and is controlled by ly or openly sanctioned its existence, and open
a "grand giant" and four "goblins." The con- attempts to suppress it were only checked by a
gressional district is a " dominion," controlled by fear of being classed among the "scalawags."_
a "grand titan " and six "furies." The state is Throughout the winter of 1870-71 the ku-klux
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difficulties in the south were debated in congress, 7,000 printed pages of testimony, which had
and a joint investigating committee was appoint- been taken during tile previous year. It only
ed by the two houses, :March 21. Two d:t3s af- lack_such a collation and comparison of evidence
terwarda message from President Grant informed as that of the Euglish chief justice in the Tich-

congress that the condition of affairs in the south borne case to make it oue of tile most valuable
made life and property insecure anti interfered ._ourees of information as to the social condition
with the carrying of the mails and the collection of the south during the reconstruction period.
of the reventlc; and asked that congress would The reports of the m_jority and minority of the
enact measures to suppress the disorders. TI_c committee do not supply lhc need, for both are
result was the passage of the so-called "force rather p, rtisan tlmn judicial. The majority
bill," April 20, 1871. Its provisions were as fol- (rEpublican) report con.sidcred the issue between
lows: 1, it gave federal courts cognizance of anarchy amll'tw iu the soutlmrnstatEs fairly nmde
suits against any one who should deprive another up; the minority (democratic) report, while it did
of any rights, privileges or immunitie_ secured by not deny that "bodies of armed men have, in see-
the constitution, "any law, regulation, cu,tom oral of the states of the south, been guilty of the
_)r usage of a state to the contrary notwithstand- most flagrant crimes." held that the pcrpetrators
ing"; 2, it denounced punishment by fine, ira- had no political significam.e, nor any support by
prisonment, or both, against any conspiracy of tim body of tim people. Thelatter report seems to
two or more persons to overthrow, put down, de- have been the mole nearly correct at the time it
stroy, or levy war against the govcrnment of the was made, but only because the order itself had
United States, to delay the execution of federal :dready beck)me dangerous to both friends and
laws, or to deter any one from voting, holding foes. A line of citations from tim volumes of

office, or acting as a witness or juror in a federal the report is given below, frotn which the reader
court; 3, in case the state authorilies were un- may learn the general features and purposes of

.able or unwilling to suppress disorders intended the order. -- At the following sessioJi of congress,
to deprive any (,lass or portion of the people of M_ly 17, 187°, a bill to extend the h,_bea,*corpus
their constitutional rights, it authorized tim prcsi- section of tim "ku-klux " act for another session
dent to employ tim federal land and naval forces was taken up in the setnlte and passed. May 28,
or militia to suppress the disorders, and 4, to au 'tttempt to susp(,nd tile rulesin the house, so as
.'.uspend the privilege of the writ of habeaa coJpus to consider the bill, was lost, two-thirds not voting
"during the continuance of such rcbelliou against for it ; and the bill was not further considered by
the United States," the trial provision of the act the house.-- The attempt to check negro suffrage
(,f March 3, 1863, to remain in force (see _IA_EAS in the south by *.he izrcsl)onsible action of dis-
CORPUS); 5, itauthorizedfederaljudgestocxclude guised men,was practically abandoned after 1871.
from juries persQns whom they should judge to From that time such attempts were confined to
be in compli(.ity with such conspiracy; 6, it gave open action, the pre._encc of organized llarties of
a civil remedy to injured parties against persons whites at negro meetings, and the employment of
who, having knowledge of conspiracy and power every engine of the law by au active, determined
to prevent injuries being done, should neglect or aml intelligent race. The results were the over-
refuse to do so; and 7, it confirmed former civil throw of the reconstructed st.ate government in

rights legislation. The lu_.s c_rpus section w'Ls every southern state before 1878 (see INSURREC-
to remain in force only until the end of the next Tm_, II. ; and the namesof the states, l)artieularly
regular session. --Oct. 12, 1871, President Grant 3[iSSlSStPl'l and Soca'lI CAROL_-_A). and tile ferm-
issued a preliminary proclamation calling ou ation of the ,_o.calted "solid south "(Sec DEM-
members of illegal associations in nine counties OCRATIC-REPUBLICAN PAJtTY, ¥I.) The indica-
of South Carolina to disperse and surrender their cation% however, are very strong in 1883 that the

arms and disguises within five days. Five days "color line" in the south, if not alre.Ldy broken,
afterward another proclamation issued, suspend- will soon be broken, and that the white vote of
lug the privileges of the writ of habeas corpus in the south will soon be divided into opposing
_.he counties named. Arrests, to the number of parties, each determined on maintaining unim-
200, were at once made, and the more prominent paired the rights of its share of the colored vote.
persons implicated were prosecuted to conviction. (See RECONSa'ItUCTIOS )--See Report *f the Joliet
In other parts of the south the organization was ,_.lect Committee o_ the Cv_zditiou of Affairs in tl_e
rapidly run to death, the most effectual provision L_,te l_,_urrectionary States, Rcport No. 22, part 1,
being that which gave federal judges power to 42d Congress, 2d Session, Fell. 19, 1872, asfollows:

exclude suspected persons from juries. It is 1:1, report of the m:Ljority(republican); 1:101, of
probable that the order was completely over- the subcommittee on election laws; 1:289, of the
ti_rown before the end of January, 1872.--The minority (democratic); 1:589, journal of tim corn-
generic name of "ku-klux troubles," however, mittce; 13:35, constitution of the order; 8:452,
was still applied to the political and race con- probable origin; 2:208, °_32, 11:°74, 12:778, 1159
flicts which still continued in the south. The (cut), disguises; 4:653. oaths; 11:385, definition of

name was made more odious by the report of the "scalawag"; 7:764, (tefii_ition of "carpet-bagger';
joint congressional investigating committee, :Feb. the most useful testimony to the reader is that of
19, 1872, in thirteen volumes, covering about JamesL. Orr, SouthCarolina(3:l), D C. Forsyth,
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J. B. Gordon, and Carleton B. Cole, Georgia rest, Tennessee (1g:'3); Ku-K/u.z T_a/_ (1871);
(6:19, '854, and 7:1182), Peter M. Dox, Lionel tile act of April 20, 1871, and pro(flamations
W. Day, and Win. S. Mudd, Alabama (8:428, of Oct. 12 and 17, are in 17 8tat. at Large.
590, and 10:1745). John A. Orr and G. W. 13, App. iii. (Nos. 3, 4).
Wells, Mississippi (12: 697, 1147), and N. B. For- AL_r,_L_D_a Jom_sTO_.

L
ABOR is the voluntary exertion of human be- consist? He brings together in one vessel the
iL_gs put forth to attain som_' desired object, various ingredients of his wished-for product,

We say human beings, for the toilof beasts is but forces them into closer contact by stirring and
the agency of an instrtlmcut, reckoned a part of kneading, puts the dough into an oven which he

capital. We say vol,t;_ta_ T exertion, for the in- has heated by exciting the process of combustion
voluntary work of slaves is, in the view of politi- near it. This lm_t he has accomplished by bring-
cal economy, like the toil of oxen, tim mere use lag into juxtaposition certain natural elements

of a thing owned as a part of one's capita]. We which act upon each other so as to produce heat.
say, also, for a desired object, forthis distinguishes If we examine any other case of what is called.
labor from play. Ia play we are satisfied with the action of man upon nature, we shall find ia
the mere exercise of our faculties. The exertion like manner that the powers of nature, or, in other

is at once means and end. In labor we seek a words, the properties of matter, do all the work,
further cnd--a result which comes as an abiding when once objects are put ihto the right position.
reward for the effort. (Wayland.) Labor is The farmer stirs the soil, so that the natura_

either bodily or mental, involvin_ exertion either agents can produce their effects more easily; he
of the muscular or nervous system. The line of puts the seed into the ground, but nature send_
demarcation between these two kinds of labor is down the root, sends up the stem, and brings
not always perfectly distinct. There is probably forth the leaf and flower and fruit. What is true

no purely muscular labor, i.e., labor involving of the farmer is equally true of the spinner and
absolutely no nervous exertion; nor, on the other weaver. The natural qualities of the flax or
hand, any purely nervous labor, umnixed with wool form the necessary basis for their work.
muscular effort. --1. I_5or as a Factor of Pro- Although physical labor thus performs but one
dueti/_7_. Laboris one of the essentialelements of service in production, yet it manifests itself in
production. Nature offers to man a vast variety several oiffe,'ent ways, some of which are impor-
of objects which bytheir constitution are adapted rant enough to deserve especial mention. La-
to satisfy his w'Lnts. But labor is necessary to bor ia its most immediately productive form
make them available. Even in the case of tho_ is engaged in approprialion, i. e., in simply tak-
thi,_gs which in their natural state are suited to ing the objects which nature has made fit for

the supplyof human wants, such a_ water, fruits, man's use without any agency of his. The la-
wild honey, etc., etc., some exertion is necessary, bor of some savages consists very largely of
even if it be nothing more than appropriation, in this kind. They live upon the berries, roots,
order to make them of any use; while in the vast wild honey, etc., which nature provides in mort
majority of cases very much labor is needed in or less profusion. It is plain that where man'_
finding, transforming and transporting natural effort is mostly exerted in labor of this sort
objects before they can be made serviceable, he must be exceedingly dependent upon naturc,

Now what is the office of labor in production? and can never rise very high above barbarism.
A moment's thought will convince one that labor The labor of appropriation, except so far as
does not produce, _:.e., does not create, matter, it is concerned with mining, plays but a small
That is beyond human power. It may change part in the life of civilized man. Labor is fur
matter from one mode of manifestation into ther employed in the production of raw mate-
another, it may change the shape of matter, it rials, i.e., in giving a directio,i to nature which
may change the place of matter; but it can rc._ults in the increase of raw materials. We may
neither increase nor diminish (L e., neither pro- mention in this connection agriculture, forc._t
dace nor destroy) the existing quantity of mat- culture, pisciculture, stock raising, etc., etc. The
ter. Bacon says that man can do nothing else process which is carried on in these branches l_
than move natural objects to or from one another; sometimes called tra_s;nu_ion, i.e., "_change
while nature, wo,'king within, accomplishes the in the manifestation of matter. Thus, thesced is

rest. " Labor," says Mill, "in the physical transmuted into the corn which it produce,, am[
world is always and solely occupied with putting the corn into the wool which forms the basis of
objects in moLion: the properties of matter, the the coat. A third way in which labor is occu-
laws of nature, do the rest." The consideration pied with objects we may call transformation, i. e,
of what actually occurs in any process of produc- a change in the shape and appearance of matter
tion will make this point clear. We say that a Tiros, the wool, by carding, spinning, weaving.
baker produces bread. In what does his work coloring and sewing, is transformed into the coa_-
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This process is pre-eminently an industrial one, of the consumer, or that of the national economy
and is seen in all kinds of manufactures. It as a whole. The first regards all labor as produc-
takes up the raw material and turns out the tive which bringshim in the desired return for his
finished product. Finally, labor is employed in labor. Thus a thief, who makes a good baul on
transportat_t, i. e., the carrying of the raw mate- some expedition, views his labor as cxceedingly
rial or the finished product from the place where productive, though the non-thieving classes would
it is not wanted to tile place where it is wanted, hardly agree with him. The consumer deems all
This is the great business of commerce.-- Mental labor productive whose achievements he may use,
labor manifests itself in a different way from and which he can obtain at a convenient l)rice.
physical labor. It is occupied in investigation From the economico-social point of view, all
and discovery. It seeks to find out the laws of labor is l)rnductive which increases, directly or
nature which make physical labor effective, and indirectly, the wealth of society. The services
todiscover new ways in which they may l)c util- of the statesman and policeman are in this
ized. It invents, i. e., devises instruments of pro- view as productive as those of the shoemaker or
duction, without which physical labor could ac- tailor. -- II. Co_ditiol_ Affectilt,q t]_ E_cieltey of
complish butlittle. It ovcrseesand superintends, Labor. Since labor is exertion put forth, not for
without which physical labor would be blind and its own sake, but in order to attain some ulterior
inefficient. It educates, legislates and governs, object, it is evident that no more labor will be ex-
It is, in a word, the precedent and condition of pended than is necessary to secure the desired

any extensive effective physical labor.--If labor result. This fact might be expressed as a law
fails to attain the desired object for which it is which would' liold a very similar phlce in eco-
put forth, it is evidently unfruitful, i. e., unl_lv- nomies to that held by the law of gr_tvitation in
ductive; while, if it be successful, it would seem physics. It would bc formulated as follows:
natural to call it productive. The history of the Mal_trivestoattainthegreate._tpossibtere._altswith
politico-economic discussion on the distinction t/_leant possibb;acvrtio_, lu consequence of this
between productive and unproductive labur is fact we find man in all stages of civilization
interesting and significant. The mercantilists trying to invent or discuver labor-saving inslru-
considered as productive only such labor as con- ments. In view of his disinclination to useless
tributed directly to increase the quantity of the labor it becomes a matter of the grcale_t ira.
precious metals possessed by the nation, either portance to (limini_h that clement as much as
through the agency of mining at home or by the possible, tie is, consequently, always more or
agencyof foreign trade. They ascribed toindus- le_ busily empl_)yed in seeking to increase the
try a greater i)uwer of attracting gold and silver efficiency of his labor. This can be done in
than to agricultur(., and to the finer sorts of in- various ways, some of which we enumerate. "
dustry than to thc coarser. The former, there- Man can gre.atly increase the effectiveness of his
fore, were more productive than the latter. The labor (i. e., increase the tolal amount produced).

physmcrats, on tbo contrary, considered that the by the use of _atural age_lt,,. Of _tll the animal
lahor employed in producing raw materials was world man is most poorly provided with organs
the only productive labor. All other classes, it which are immediately fitted to pro('ure him a
matters not how useful thcyarc, they called sterile, subsistence. In his search for food he finds him-
because they draw their income only from the self but ill-adapted for climbing (he trees to obtain
superabundance of landowners and the workers the nut% or digging in the earth to get out the
of the soil. Artisans merely change the form of roots, or diving in the water to g_lther the shell-
matter, and any extra value they may give it de- fish. The bird escapes him in ils flight, the fish
pends on the quantity of other material consumed out-swims him, the deer out-runs him, the buffalo.
during their labor. Commerce simply transfers is too strong for him to kill. Even the rats,
existing wealth from hand to hand, and, hence, mice and moles can out dig him and out-gnaw
the less there is of it the better. These views are him. In the construction of his shelter he ap-

practically obsolete. Adam Smith considered per- )ears but poorly equipped when compared with
sonal services in the narrower sense as unproduc- the beaver or tim hird. If man's intelligence
tire. The clergyman, physician, legislator, opera did not enable him to take advantage of natu-
singer, ballet dancer, buffoon, were all classed as ral agents, the race would soon become extinct.
unproductive. The violinmakerisproductive, the But the elasticity of wood and the tenacity of
violin playcr unproductive; the hog-raiser is pro- cord enable him to m'Lke a bow, and the bard-
ductive, the educator of man unproductive, etc. hess of the flint and the ligbtness of the stick en-
Those classes arc productive whose labor can be able him to make an arrow, which, driven l)y the

incorporated and fixed in some material object of bow, transfixes the bird in its flight, stops the
wealth. Mill follows Adam Smith in this distinc- deer in its mad course, and pierce_ the heart of

tion. But the tendency of themostrecentpolitical the mightiest buffalo. With a sharpened stick
economy is strongly toward considering as produc- he is enabled to slir up the soil, which else he
tire every useful business which ministers to the would llave to turn with his hands. A hollow

whole people's requirement of external goods, stone and a hard stick make it easy for him to
The idea of productivity changes according as we break and crush the grains of corn into meal or
regard it from the standpoint of the producer, that flour, instead of having to cr_ them between
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the teeth. A lump of stone of a certain shape during a short period of fine weather, in the
affords him an instrument with which to cut pulling of ropes on board ship, in the rowing of
<Iowa the tree, that he might have gnawed at for large boats, in the erection of scaffolding for
months without bringing down. And thus in all building; in all these simple operations, and in
directions he increases the efficiency of his labor thousands more, it is necessary that many men
by subduing to his use the natural age_lts he finds should work together in the same place, at the
about him. By the aid of some he increases the same time and in the same way. (Mill.I Savages
amount of his production fivefold, tenfold, a help each other but little. The combination of
hundred thousand fohl. By the aid of others he labor in low states of society is very limited, but
produces things which he could never have pro- with every advance in civilization comes a de-
duced at all without them. Natural agents, says velopment of the associative powers of labor, un-
an old author, may be classed as Those which ere- til, in our modern industrial state, society be-
ate momentum aml those which cllange tile dn'ec- comes one vast co-operalive association.-- But
tion of momentum. The former may be classed combination of labor in a high degree is possible
as animate and inanimate a_ents. Thus, horses, only when subdivision of labor has already
.oxen, etc., are among the earliest animate agents taken place, and this brings us to a third means
which man made serviceable to himself. He of increasing the productivity of human exer.
found that a horse could turn one stone arouml tion, viz., d/_/on o3"/abut. By division of labor
.and around on top of another and thus crush his we mean simply, that different kinds of labor

' corn, and so relieve him of a great deal of labor, are assigned to different classes and individuals,
It was not a great step to devise a means of so that each shall do that for which he is best

utilizing the power of an inanimate agent, such fitted. Division of labor involves an analysis of
.as wimt or water. And we consequently find work into its parts and a distribution of those
wind and water mills among all peoples who have parts to different laborers. It is possible, there-
_dvanued very much beyond barbarism. The fore, only in the production of such commodi-
lapse of time brought with it a means of using ties as require several distinct operations for their
lhe expansive power of steam, and the explosive completion. Division of labor occurs in its
power of gunpowder, and similar agencies. The simplest form among individual laborers. Adam
use of wind and water greatly increased the effi- Smith's example of the advantages of such di-
ciency of labor, as compared with a time when vision has become classical, and we can do no
onlyanimate agents were used. But the invention better than transcribe it. "The business of rank-

of tile steam engine marked a still greater prog- ing ,_ pin is divided into about eighteen distinct
ress. Water power can be had only in corn- operations. One man draws out the wire, auother
paratively few places. Wind power is irregular straights it, a third cuts it, a fourth points it, a
and unequal. Steam power is practicMly to be fifth grinds it at the top for receiving the head:
had everywhere at will. The use of inanimate to make the head requires two or three distinct
agencies is relatively on the increase. They are operations; to put it on is a peculiar business, to
•Amaper, more endurin¢, and safer. They create whiten the pins is another; it is even a trade by
more momentum, and take up less space; they itself to put them into a paper. I have seen a
are continuous, and work with mathematical ex- small manufactory where ten men only were em-
actnes_; they are unwearied, never wear out, and ployed, and where some of them consequently
the machine D" through which they act is easily performed two or three distinct operations. But
repaired. All inanimate agents for changing the though they were very poor, and therefore but
direction of mmnentum fall under the general indifferently accommodated with the necessary
head of tools and machines. By them we may machinery, they could, when they exerted them-

.change the direction of motion, convert power selves, make about twelve pounds of pins in a
into velocity, manage forces too great for ani- day. There are in a pound upward of foul
mate power, _lx:cumulate power, execute opera- thousand pins of middling size. These ten per-
tions too delicate for animate agencies, and con- sons, therefore, could make among them irpwtud
vert irregular, spasmodic effort into a regular or of forty-eight thousand pins in a day. :Each per
continuous movement. (Wayland.)-- Labor may son might be considered, therefore, as making
be rendered more efficient, not only by taking ad- four thousand eight hundred pins in a day. But
vantage of natural agents, but also by combining if they had all wrought separately and independ-
tile efforts of individuals---so-called c_m_binatio_ ently, and without any of them having been edu-
of b_bor. It is a universally known fact, that cared to this peculiar business, they certainly
two men by working together can producein cer- could not each of them lmve m_de twenty, per-
tain branches -many times as much as both work- haps not one, pin in a clay." The advantages of
ing separately. Two hunters can kill more than a thorough division st' labor from a productive
twice as much when bunting together as either point of view, are many of them apparent. We

,could kill alone. Two greyhounds running to- may class them under five heads. -- 1. The skill
gether will kill more hares than four greyhounds and dexterity of the individual workman are

running separately. In the lifting of heavy largely increased. The oftener a thing is done,
weights, in the -felling of trees, in the sawing of the more easily it is done The organs acquire a
_imber, in the gathering of much hay or corn greater power; the muscie_become stronger and
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more pliant. The repetition of a given process gencc and habitual activity of mind than on ex-
tends to make it mechanical. It lmeomes, there- elusiveness of occupation; and if that exclusive-
fore, more rapid and exact. Adam Smith has uess is carried to a degree unfavorable to the eul-

given an excellent example of the above advan- tivation of intelligence, there will be more lost in
t_Lge. "A common smith," says he, "who, this kind of advant_gethan is gained.--4. Mr.
though accustomed to handle the hammer, has Bnbbage has called attention to a further very ira-
never been used to make nails, if upon some par- portaut .tdvanta_e connected _ith division of
titular occasion he is obliged to attempt it, will hbor, which consists in the more economical dis-
scarce, I am assured, be able to make above two tribution of labor by clas_in_work-pcol)le accord-
or three hundred nails in a day, and those very ing to their cap,ratty. Different parts of the
bad ones. A smith who has been accustomed to same series of opf,rations require um*qunl de-

make nails, but whose sole or principal business _lees of skill and bodily strength: and those who
has not t_cen that, of a nailer, can seldom with ut- have skill enough for the mo_t difficult, or
most diligence make more ttmn eight hundred or strength enough for the har¢h.st paris of the la-
a thousand nails in a day. But I have seen sev- bor, are made nmeh more useflfl by being solely
eral boys under twenty years of age, who had employed in them; the operafion_ which every-
never exercised any other trade but th.tt of nmk- body is capable of, bt.ing hq't to those who are fit
ing nails, who, when they exerted themselves, for no other Produc|ion i_ most efficient when
(.ouht make each of them upward of two thousand the precise quantity of skill amt strength which
three hundred nails in a day"; or ue'trly three is required for each part of the I)ro(.e_s i_ em-
times as much ms the smith who h'ld been aecus- ph)yed in it arid no more. The op(,rations of pin-

tomed to make them. but who was not entirely making, it ._ems. require in its different parts
devoted to that particular business.--2. Timeis such different degrees of skill that the wages
Cavc(I. The advantage which is gained by saving earned by the persons emph)ycd wiry trom four-
the time usually lost in passing from one sort of pence half-penny per day to six shillings, and if
work to another, is much greater than we should the worknmn who is paid :it the highest rate
at first view be apt to imagine it. It is impossihlc had to perform tim whole process hc would
to pass very quickly from one kind of work to be working a part of his time with 'a w0_stc per
another, that is carried on in adifferent place and (tay equivalent t[) the difference betw(,en six
with different tools. A man commonly saunters shillings lind four-pence half penny. Without

a little in turning his hand from one sort of era- reference to the loss sustained in the quantity
l)loyment to another. When lie first begins the of work (tone, and supposing even that lie
new work lie is seldom very keen and hearty; his could make a p(mnd of pins in the sam(: time
mind, as they say, does not go to it, and for some in which ten workmen combining their labor c'm
time he rather trifles tllaa applies to good pur- make ten pounds, )lr Babbage comlmiCs that
pose. Tim habit of sauntering and of indolent, they wouhl cost in making, three and three-
c'treless application, which is naturally or rather fourths times as much as they now do liy means
necessarily acquired by every country" worknmu of the division of labor. In needle-making, lw
who is obliged to change his work and his tools adds, the diffcrem'e would be _till greater, fro' in
every few hours, aml to apply Iris hand in twenty that thc scale of remuneration for diff(,renl t);irls
(liffcrent ways every day of his life, renders him of the process varies from sixteen t,)twent 3 shil-
almost always slothful and lazy, and incapable of lings per (lay. (Mill.)--5. A saving i__(,ffc('|cd
vigorou_ application even on the most pressing in capilal liy a (livi_ion of ]al)or " If any man,"

,)ecasn)ns. (Smith) The savingof time cffected says Rue. "had all the Iool_ which ninny (lifter-
in learning the bu_inessshould also be classed un- ent occupations require, at least three-fourths of
der this head. It is evidently a much simpler and them wouhl constantly he idle and useless." As
shorler matter to learn how to perform one process a c,msequ(,nee [hey wouhl bc so nlll('h dead cap-
than seventy, and the time thus saved in the ital, taking nopar! in produc|ion. The ordinary
early stages of one's work life amounts in the ag- individual couhl not afford to have a_ good tools
_regate to an enormous sum.--8. Division of as a specialist, 'tnd, therefore, lii._ work on this
labor facilitates the invention of machines ant] account al_owouhl bc less effective.- The exlent

processes of saving labor. Inventions to abridge to which division of labor can be carried with
)abm' in particular operations are IHOl'e likely to advantage depends upon sew*r:d conditiou_. 1
be. made in l)roportion as one devotes one's phys- 5_po/* the nerO|re of the proce,_s. Agriculture, for
iced and mental attention exclusively to that one example, can not bl* distriliut('d "_ fully as man
l_eeupation. Besides, a man who is busied con- ufaetures, becau.,,c its diffcrenl operations arc not

linual]y in performing one simple operation is simultaneous. A man who.-,e work consisted
more likely to lilt upon some mechanical device solely of lflowing would be idle most of the year;
to substitute for his labor, than one who is cn- if he. limited lfim_elf to reaping he would find it

gaged in a complex process involving several difficult to employ hi1_self formorc than a month
operations; if for no other reason, because the or two. In m,muf_mturing, when a process has

former is much simpler than the latter. Mill, once been rcduccd to its simplest elcments, and the
however, calls attention to the undoubted fact that various operations dlstrihuted, the limit of sub-

inventmn depends much more on general intelli- division has been reached. For it. is no division
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,of labor to employ two men in the same occupa- the cost of an article will often double the market
¢ion. To attain the greatest economy in a fac- for it, and _ v_r_ a similar increase in the cost
,tory. it is necessary to so adjust tile operations will decrease the market. 3d. The wealth of the
_nd the laborers that the latter will fully employ inhabitants. England is a far better market for
,one another. And this having been once aecom- certain goods than Russia, in spite of the fact that
plished, the establishment can not be economi- its population is scarcely one-fourth as large, for
.cally enlarged unless it employs multiples of this its wealth is far greater. 4th. Facilities for trans.
number of workmen. 2. Upo_ the accura_ portation. Even if the cost of an article at the
of wealth. It is evident that in a detailed system place of its manufacture be low enough to satisfy
of divided'labor there must be means on hand to a large market, the conditions of tt'ansportation
support all tile various classes of laborers engaged may be such as to make it impossible to get it
in the production of a commodity until it can bc to consumers at a popular price. 4. Upon the

,disposed of in the market, i. e., there must be a executive ability of men. The more detailed the
large amount of capital on hand. In new coun- division of labor becomes, the higher the order
Cries, therefore, the division of labor is very limit- of executive ability necessary to manage the
•ed even among civilized nations. The American industry. The instant an industrial undertaking
pioneer was his own carpenter, farrier, physician, outgrows the ability of its overseers, tlmt instant
etc., elc.. being confined to the immediate exer- it becomes wasteful and extravagant, and all
tions of his own family for all the commodities advantage of division of labor is lost.--The effects
or services heenjoyed. In the progress of society of the division of labor upon the laborer himself
the evolution of new callings is but slow, and the ought not to be passed over in a discussion of the

division of labor within those callings still slower, subject of labor. Where it is carried to the devel-
3. Upon the extent of the _narket. The efficient opment which it has attained in modern industrial
cause, of the division of labor in an industrial life it is fraught with serious danger both to the
society i_ the demand for the products of labor, individual laborer and to the society to which he
If there were no demand for the surplus products belongs. A variety of exercise is essential to the
of a man's exertion in any field, he would only full and healthy development of the faculties and
put forth labor enough to provide himself with functions of the body. But the division of labor
"what he alone could use. A man, for instance, often involves long and close confinement to a

might find himself in need of pins, we will say. single operation; an over-tasking of some one
tie makes enough to supply himself and then limb or set of muscles; a posture which may
_akes up some other product, which he needs, cramp and oppress the vital organs; exposure to
.But his neighbor needs pins also, and the skill he deleterious gases and exhalations; the breathing
has acquired in making his own enables him to for hours in crowded rooms of air bereft of oxy-
_produce some for his neighbor more cheaply than gen, and charged with carbonic acid. The intro-
"the latter could do it for himself, lie rnanufact- duction of women and children into factories by
urcs enough for both and exchanges his surplus which that economic distribution of the work-
for what hc needs. Other neighbors hear of it people according to their capacity, which we have

and wish to buy pins in exchange for what they mentioned above, has been made possible, is cer-
produce. Our pinmaker finds it profitable to tainly to be greatly regretted from a social point
spend all his time in making pins and exchanging of view. The mind is liable to be contracted and
his surplus for other things he needs. Pretty enfeebled. What must be the aspect of the soul
.,soon, as his fame goes abroad, and more and of a workman who for fortyyears has done noth-
more resort to him, he finds it profitable to hire ing but watch the moment when silver has reached
a man to help him, and after awhile he can add the degree of fusion which precedesvaporization!
another and another. It occurs to him to dis- (Roscher.) There is a compensating circum-
tribute the labor of makinga pin among eighteen stance, however, in all such work. It tends to
different laborers, and lie can then make a hun- become mechanical and thus to leave the mind

tired thousand pins a day, where formerly he free to think about something else; while thecon-
only made a hundred. Now he can do this prof- centration of numbers makes it possible to intro-
itably, only so far as the market expands enough duce schools, debating societies, etc. Division
to take his ever-increasing product of pins. It of labor tends to increase the power of capital
would not pay him to hire eighteen men to and diminish the independence, and, therefore,
make five pins, if that were all he could sell, the self-respect of the laborer. The small pro-
merely to secure a division of labor. We thus ducer is driven to factory labor, and his success
see how an accession of demand for a com- which was before largely dependent on himself is
modity tends to increase the efficiency of labor now in the hands of a few managers and capi-
engaged in its production--it makes possible talists. It intensifies the feeling of bitterness
a greater division of labor. The extent of the between laborers and capitalists, when trouble

market may be limited by several causes: 1st. arises, as the extremes of poverty and wealth meet
The number of consumers. Other things be- under such conditions. (See MAC'n_ERY.)--Di-
ing equal, one hundred men will need ten times vision of labor may occur among classes of labor-
as many shoes and coats as ten men. 2d. Cost ers and different nations as well as among indi-
of the axticle. A diminution of 20 per cent. in viduals. There is a distribution of labor, for
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instance, among the producers of raw material, be found in the imperfection of human nature.
the transporters, and the manufacturers. Corn- Without some external compulsion to exert him.
mercial freedom enables a perfect system of divis- self, man, owing to his disinclination to exertion_
ion of labor among the different countries to his unsteadiness, and his love of passive enjoy-
develop itself. International division of labor ment, would Dot become conscious of his true

is as profitable and oftentimes more profitable destiny, viz., self-development toward Godlike-
than domestic division of labor. The world is heSS, and even if he did, lie would grow weary

slow to learn this lesson, and even yet many in its pursuit. The ethical significance of labor

parties can be found who maintain that interna- consists in its quality as a means of education.
tional division of labor is ruinous and should be And in fact who can fail to see how powerfully

hindered at any cost. The division of labor has this burden resting upon it has advanced human-
an important bem_ng on all questions of distri- ity, and how far, without it, it would have fallen
bution.--There are other agencies that affect the short of its present attainments? The incom-

efficiency of labor, which we can do no more than plete development of those very nations which in
mention. The greater energy of labor, the skill consequence of the wealth of surroumling nature
and knowledge of the community, the general feel this burden but lightly, and the com_tless
diffusion of intelligence, the moral qualities of tlm examples in individual cases of moral relaxa!ion
laborers, the security of person and property, all in the relations of life which do not require
have great influence on the productivity of labor, labor, suffice to prove our position. Is there a
Production on a large scale often greatly increases tendency in the progress of civilization toward
the effectiveness of labor. As a general rule, the lessening the burden of hunmn labor? The laws

expenses of a business do not increase by any of nature are unchangeable, the resi._tam:e of tim
means proportionally to the quanti_y of business, outer worh| to man'_ dominion will never become
It costs no more, for instance, to take ten letters less, though his power to overcome it is con-
from New York to SauFrancisco than it does to stantly increasing. Exertion is labor or is not

lake one, and but little more to take ten thousand labor, according to the end for which it is made.
than ten hundred, and far less in proportion to If it is its own eml, it. ceases to be labor. The ex-
take one hundred thousand than ten thousand, crtion a man puts forth from public spirit, be-

lt takes a brakeman, an engineer, a fireman amt cause he enjoys the very nmking of iL is not

an engine to draw two cars, but the same force labor. The artist who creates for the love of
can manage twenty just as well. A set of books creating, is not laboring. In every pursuit which
which it is necessary to keep ior one hundred cu._- is followed for the love of it, labor passes aw_,y.
tomcrs will do about as well for five hundred It is along thisline that labor is to be diminished.

The storeroom, light, heat and clerks for a small We can but present the thought. Labor can be
business need but to be slightly increased for a diminished by the moral cduc'ttion and elevation
business twice as large, etc., etc. Whether or not of the laborer, i. e., laborious exertion can be
the "tdvantages obtained by operating on a large converted into pleasurable exertion. (Cp. yon
scale preponderate in any particular case over tim Mangohlt.)--Labor in it._ relation to the state, as
more watchful attention and greater regard to to its law of increase, as to how it is affected by
minor gains and losses usually found in snmll es- machinery, etc., will be found discussed else-
tablisbments, can be ascertained in a state of free where in this work under various beads, such as

,competition by the relative ability of such estab- FACTORY LAws, STRIKES, MACHI_EaY, PoPv-
lishments to compete with each other.--IIl. LATION, etc.--Literature. The literature of the

The Ethical Significance of labor; Hope of Dirnin- subject is vast and increasing. All standard
isldng its Burden. If we examine the effect of wolks on political economy discuss the points we

tim increased productivity of labor, caused by have mentioned above. The many works on
progressive division and combination, bygrowing Wages, Laboring Classes, Machines, Distribu-
accumulation of capital and ever-widening free- tion, etc., contain discussions pertinent to the
dora, it will be seen that it consists almost en- suhjcct. Socialistic works, in particular, devote

tirely in an extension of positive satisfactions, special attention to the laboring classes and the
but it has not diminished essentially the amount means of their improvement. The works most
of labor demanded of man. And even for tim worthy of notice will be mentioned in the articles

future, however wide the prospect for continued above referred to E.J. JA,aES. _ ....
advance in this direction, we can hardly hope to -- -
lessen the burden of labor, since the demands LABOR, The Right to (rs FI_ENCH POLITI-
and wants of man seem to increase in the same CO-ECON0_IIC HISTORY). The r_ght to labor, that

proportion as his productivity. Now, as labor is fundamental principle of the French socialistic
indisputably felt to be a burden, the questions in- gospel, is not the power, which belongs to all men
voluntarily force themselves upon our attention iu a free slate, of making use of their own indus-
as to the inner justification of this burden laid try. The right to hd)or has nothing in common
upon humanity, as to the prospects of our being with tim frecdom of labor. The apostles of this
ultimately freed from it or of freeing ourselves doctrine mean by it not the unobstructed use of
from it, and asto the means which we must apply strengtll and resources, but a claim given to the
ih order to do it. The justification of labor is to individual against society. They pretend that all
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members of society, who have neitherthe knowL right to live was implied in this formula, in this
edge nor will recreate means of subsistence, have duty imposed upon society. Need we add, that

good groumts for s_)'lng to the rulers who repre- the radical charter of 1793, having been suspend-
sent and govern them, " See that I have work, for ed from the date of its promulgation, to give
you are obliged to maintain me." It is what )[. place to tile revolutionary government, it is im

de Lamartine, believing that the principle would possible to judge by its works the new theoz3_ of
be accepted if he softened the name, called "the public aid?-- None of the constitutions follow

right to existence." Before passing into the cru- ing that of 1793 reproduced this formula, but all
cibleofscienccthisformidablcqocstiouwasplant- socialistic schools, born during the transition
cd in the soil of revolution. It does not date from ivom the old rJgime to the new, drew inspiration
1848, and ha,u nothing new but its form. --_t is from it. Babu_.uf deduced from it the community
the extreme result of every strict system of pub- of goods. In this abortive thcme, in these tables
lie chanty. It is the danger which few of the of the law, broken as they came from the fur-

Protestant states escaped after the destruction of nace, like an impure or defective casting, the con
the monasteries. The act of the 43d year of the spirators did not cease to search for tlle ideal of
reign of Elizabeth planted the germ of it iu Eu- the future republic. Even perverted science
glish legishtion. It s_y., "And they [oversecr_] wishcd to fasten itself to it. It was by follow-
shall take order from time totime _ _ for setting to, ing the road made by Robespierre and St. Just
work the ehihh'en of all such whose parents shall that Fourier constructed his formula of the right
not, by the said church wardens and ovel_eers or to labor. He wrote in 1819 in his Th_:oJ'h dc

the g_eater part of them, be thought able to keep l'a_itJ UMverselle, "Scripture tells us that God

and maintain their children; and also for setting condemned the first man and his posterity u,
to work all such persons, married or unmarried, work in the sweat of their brow, but he did
having no means to maintain them, and use no not condemn us to be deprived of that labor
ordinary daily trade of life to get their living by; on which our existence depends. We can from
and also competent sums of money for and t()- this derive a right of man to ask philosophy
ward the necessary relief of the hme, impotent, and civilization not to keep from us that resource
old, blind, and such other among them, being which God left us, as a last resort orpunishment,
poor and not able to work; and also for the put- and to guarantee to us at least the right to thz_t
tieg out of such children to bcapprcnticcs." The class of labor with which we are familiar. We

same law gives thcm the power to raise taxes for have passed ages thus quibbling over the rights
this purpose, which must be borne by the people of man without recognizing the most essential--
of the parish, or, if this does not yield enough, labor, without which all others are nothing

I)y the people of the district, or, if necessary, by Wlmt a shame to a people who consider them-
thnve of the wholc county. A law of Henry selves skilled in social science! Should we not

¥IlI. lind already imposed a penalty on parishes dwell upon so ignominious an error, in order to
in which the weak were not aided. From this study the mind of man and the social mechanism
the l)OOL"clearly received the right to demand which is to give to nmn all his natural rights,
help, and to bring suit against the authorities who whose civilization can neither guarantee non' even
shouhl refuse them assistance. English lcgisla- allow the principal one, that of labor?" While
lion, therefore, credited the right to assistamce, exhuming and proclaiming this new right ef
modificd by the obligation of labor.-- Examples man, Fourier still recognized that it was intern-
abound in French revolutionarylegislation. The l)atihle with social order as moulded and devel-

enustitution of 1791 declared in the first clause, oped by civilization according to the mamlates ot'
which cnumcrated the guarantees given to all Providencc. We shall see later whether tlle re-

citizens, that there shoul,l be created a gencral former and his disciples succeeded better with
bureau of public aid for the purpose of bringing this in the mechauLsm of society, and on wh:lt
up foundlings, of caring for the infit'm l)oor, and arguments that pretended right, which i_ but th__
of providing work for such of the able-bodied negation of all others, rested. Let us prove fil._t

poor as were unable to obtain it for thcmselve._, that the impossibility recognized by Fourier w_s
This was borrowing from Ellgiand the system of so gcnerally admitted that outside his school aml

a poor tax, with the enforced buihling of woz'k- with the exception of a single papcr by)I. Coz_._id-
'_ouses and charity schools, but that doctrine of _rant in the "Phalange," no one before 1848 lind
the constitution was not put in practice; it was, raised the standard of the right to labor. -- The
indeed, considered a dead Ic_ter. The consti- two principal theorists of the social republic had

tution of 1793 went a step farther. A.rt, 21de- very different projects. They absorbed and en-
ciared that public aid was a sacred debt; and gulfed that theory in more vast and ambitious con

that society owed _ hying to unfoI'tunate citizens, ceptions. M. CaDet, renewingthc utopian schcmes
either by procuring work for them or by assuring of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, placed be
means of life to those unable to labor. The con- yond the seas the attraction of absolute eommu-
stitution of 1793 did not limit itself, like that of nity of interest. M. I_uis Blanc, under the prc-
•_791, to proclaiming that society owed labor, text of organizing labor, wished to remodel sect
under the form of help. It demanded that the ety. Fourier's thought was considered by them
labor thus given should assure subsistence. The as wanting in greatness and as impossible oi
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practical application. One man only, de Lamar- [ out was received and obeyed to the cud. '" In-
tine, in an article previous to 1844, admitted, , deed, thousand_ of lab(_,'ers," it is still M. Louis
with certain reservations, and in extreme cases, ] Blanc who speaks. "still black with tile grime of
the right to labor. Ile had at first said, with I the barricades, having fith:d the 1)lace de Gr&:e

eloquent logic, "There is no other org'miza-] with stall(lar41s oil winch y()u couhl have rcad,
tion of labor but its freedom, there is no!Ol_gtth[atto/t dlz/Fctt',,//, theorg'lntzation of labor

other distribution of wages but that made by [ was decr(.ed." The righL to labor Ires produced
labor itself, rcmuneratmg it..,elf according to thushistoric,dlyitsn:_tural con.-,equences. "('on-
its work and judging itself with an imparliality i <idcring," says the dccrce of ]_'cb. 2S, "that rcv-
impo._sible to your arbitrary systems. The fl'ce i olution made by the people shouhl be nmde for
will of labor in the producer, in the consumer I them; tlntt it is time to put an end to the long and
and in the workman is ,Is sacred as the fi'ee will l,fiqlntous sulteril_gs of xxorking men; that the
of the conscience in man: touching one, you kill question of labor is of the highest importance;
action; touching the other, you kill mor-dity, that there is n(me higher or more worthy the at-

The best governments are those which let it tenlion of a repubti-an g,)vernment; that'it be-
alone, Every time that it has been tampered longs partivuk, rly to FJ:tm'c to study ii, tently
with, an industrial catastrophe has stricken at and to solw, a problem l:ud to-d:_y beltn'c all the
the same time government, capitali.-ts and work- intlu.-.tlial nations of Eur_q_e; and th_,t we must

ing men. The law which governs them is invisi- try, without any delay, to guara_tec to the
Idc; it vanishes under tim hand the moment x_e people the h.gitimate fruils of their ldbtn--the pro-

tl T to write it down." This lass, on tlte contr'try, vi._ion,tlgovernmclltof thcrepulllicre>nlvcs: ThaL
is plainly visible; with a little attel,lmn any one a pernlatlt'nl conlmittec, which shall be c'alled
can read it written in facts in brilliant character., the c¢,mmittee of the gc}vernment for tllc work-
It is the relation of supply to demand. The ralc ing nmn, .shall be at)l)oi_t(,(1 with the cxprcs._ and

of wages regulates itself invincibly bythe scqrci- peculiar mi_.sion of cariug for tl_eu' l(,t, _ _ "
ty or abumlance of labor. There is no poxscr on -- l[erc, then, is the system of the right to
earth that can raise the price of labor when uu- labor bound by law, to _Ul)port all the f,'uit it
occupied workmen throng the doors of the shops, could produce. The provisional government
or can lower or depress it when work presses, or placed it undcr the shelter of the state, cha_ged
the workmen are few. But after recognizing one of its ntembers with its organization, and th'-

tints law, although declaring it invisible, de La- voted to this end, or left at its dispo.-ition, tim
martine adds, "To sum up, we wish society to fo_ces of the mr_b as well as that of tim govern-
recognize the right to labor in extreme cases and merit. M. L,)uis Bla_c was absolute master:
under definite conditions." And the poct-ccono- what u.,e did he make of this ditqatt,rsliip? In

mist does not see that the right to labor, which he order to give labor a new org;mization he corn-
admits, would lead surely to the organization of menced b3 makillg breaches in the organization
labor, which he had just opposed. _ Revolutions which had existed from tim carlie._t development
oblige men to be logical: they neither haggle, of industry. A hateful rivalry, sown between
over the application of theories, nor recoil front masters and _sorkcrs, by the i_Ihuumatory influ-
their consequences. In spite of a government ence _hich came from Luxemburg, so,m rendeled
which brought together weak conservatives "rod di._ciplinc in shol,S, and, by at natural scquence,
tribunes f,'ightcned at their own boldne.',s, the labor, impo,_sible. Tim progress of indu,try had
revolution of February, 1848, proclaimed the substilutcd, in a great ninny fa¢'tori(s, as a lll(_as-
right to labor. Feb. 26, the following decree ure of wagcs, a dzay s ta-k or work. Tl,c dicta-
was posted upon tim walls of the capital: "The tor_ of February could not pardon tlns nwt'._od
provisional government of the French repubhe whose equity was in k_.eping with all inte:'e:_
guarantees the subsistence of the workman by (-onccrncd. They al)ohslmd the t'tsk or job.
labor. It agrees to gu_rantee labor to all citizens. Master and wotknten _ crc forbidden fret. tliseu,-
It recognizes the fact that working men shouhl _iou of tL_ (.[,:_ditions of wages, fioon the it_tcr
a_ociate themselves togcthcr, in order to cn- vention of the. latc was pushed still farther. After
joy the legitimate profit of their labor." That having dictated to ma_ter anti workntaa the matt-
decree, M. Louis Blanc himself admits, ,aas her in whkh labor mu_t be c'trrted on .tad paid,

forced upon the provisional government. "Eu- they wished to regulate its (tnratioa. A decree
tering rudely," says lie, "into the council chain- decided that the day's work shouhl lit: but t_,n
her, and making his gunstock ring upon the hours in every branch of industry at_d tlu'ongl_out
floor, a workman came with sparkling eye and the whole of France. Finally, after lmving luis-
pale brow Ix) demand in the name of the people led the workmen, tllrOllled the colltrat:tors, and
recognition of the right to labor." This working frightened the capitalists, they talkett of the
nmn, in whose person M. Louis Blanc sees the state's al)propriatmg manufactures. "To man-
incarnation of thepeople, was, not to wrong him, agers," said M. Louis Blanc, "who, fimlmg
hut the instrument of some member of the gov- themselves to-day in a failing condition, come
e,'nment who wished to force his colleagues to do and say to us, ' Let the state take out' establish-
_ hat he desired. This was soon apparent from ments and put itself in our places.' we reply, the
lira docility with which the impulse from with- statc consents to do so. You shall be abundant-

97 voL I1.--44
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ly indemnified. But as this indemnity, which is kinds, which bad gathered together hardly 6,000
your due, c_n not be taken from present re- men in March, 1848, had collected 87,942 just
sources, which would not be sufli('icnt, it will be previous to the events of June. Recognition of
required of future resources. The state will give the right to labor had brought about tile confer-
you notes, bearing interest, secured by the value ences of Luxemburg. The conferences of Lux-

of the ceded establishments, and red_.emable cmburg had brought forth this great strike which
by annuities or liquidation." The plans of M. found shelter and expression in the national shops.
Louis Blanc, we know but too well, were not an _ational workshops were destined to produce, and
ephemeral inspiratiou. The pr_)visional govern- did produce, social war.-- This, then, is the result
ment followed up the execution of them, until of the right to labor practically tested. Can we
they themselves made shipwreck and placed believe that a great assembly found it necessary
social order itself in peril. It desired to bring to discuss it after an experience so full and de-
under the dominion of the state the large cstab- cisive? Ought not the history of this heresy, in

lishments of credit and labor, the banks, the in- subjects connected with social economy, to have
surance companies, and the railroads. Some been closed after tile bloody days of June? And
were sequestered; others, stricken with a bottom- what manifestation could have enlightened those
less depreciation, awaited as a favor, derisive who were unable to read the truth by the light-
indemnity. Tile state commenced by becom- ning fl_shes of such a storm? The first draft of

ing common (:arricr and insurer, and hter the constitution read by:Marrast from the tribune
became itself a l)roducer. But as credit and June 2, 1848, only a few days before the mob
money were both wanting, to pay, even at the ln)wled in the streets of the capital, asserted, in
lowest price, for all th'_t they desired to take, the most explicit manner, the decrees of the pro-
it became necessary to allow those shops to close visional govermncnt and the doctrines of Luxem-
which had been disorganized. Manufacturers burg. Article 7 read: "The light to labor is the
StOl)l,ing, the workmen, whose hamls were no rigilt of every man to live by working. Society
longer busy. and to whom subsistence by wolk ought, by all productive and benevolent means at
had been guaranteed, asked, amid ]oud cries, lhat her disposal, and by those which will be subse-
this blockade of labor should bc relieved. The quently organized, to furnish labor to able-bodied
government, which had disorganized ordinary men who can not procure it in any other way";

works, saw itself under tile necessity of organ- and farther on, at article 9: "The right to assist-
izing extraordinary ones. -- The Luxemburg con- ance is that which belongs to fotmdlings, to the
ferenccs brought about, as a direct and immedi- weak antl to the aged, of receiving from the state
ate consequence, the opening of the government tlle means of subsistence." After these articles
wo'rkshops. M. Louis Blanc need not have pro- which fixed theprinciplcs, article 132indicated the
tested and traced back to another member of the means of application. "Tim main guarantees of
govcrmncnt the thought of this outrageous crea- the right to labor are liberty of labor itself, free-
tion. What difference did it make whether he dom to form labor associations, equality of rela-
had or had not signed the decree, if he had made tions between master and workman, free instruc-
it inevitable ? I know that M. Louis Blanc tion, professional education, savings and other
imagined that he could have carried on, by the banks, and the establishment, by the state, of
workmen of each trade, the industries from gTcat works of public utility, to provide labor, in
which he banished capital, and the management case of a stoppage of work, for unoccupied
which was their soul. But without orders, cap. hands." The constitutional commission pro-

ital holding back, and tried skill banished from claimed at the same time the right to education,
them, how could factories run? To take away the right to labor and tlle right to assistance by
the director and the motive power from afactory, the state. Society was thus about to substitute
is to close it. Society would not know how, in its own action and responsibility for those of the
ally case, to improvise resources and management individual and the family. It took charge of man
for all industries. Work stopping " the shops, from the cradle to the grave, caring on the way
and tile dictator at Lnxemburg unahle to start for all his necessities from education to wages,
it again where it had stopped, it became necessary opening, in a word, to all human beings, accord-

in order to fulfill the guarantee given by tile gov- ing to age, the cradle, the asylum, the school.
ernment, to open shops, whether useful or not, the workshop and the hospital. Thee different
which were like a general refuge for all unem- formula, submitted to the examination of thc
ployed hands, and, to use the language of de bureaus, after tile events of June, did not meet
Lamartine, a relief d6p(3t for the people of Paris. with that general reprobation which the indig-
Indeed, all tile theories of official communism nation of the country led one to expect. Eight
were practiced there, commencing with equality out of fifteen bureaus admitted the right to labor.
of wages. All professions were placed on the The constitutional committee, warned by public
same level. Labor, claimed as a right, was no- opinion, and defeated in the preliminary debates
where considered as a duty. The liberal alms in which the delegates of the bureaus engaged
given to this army of factious beggars, absorbed before them, thought best to modify their first
and exhausted rapidly the substance of society, draft. But at the same time they explained this

The yards employing mechanics of the various forced retreat as a purely formal concession.
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"'This fol_mula (the right to labor)," said M. Mathieu (from DrSme). They reject a too ex-
Armand Marrast, "seemed equivocal and peril- plicit form, without going farther with their oppo-
vus; it was feared that it would put a premium sition. M. Duvergier de IIauranne accepted the
on idleness and dissipation; it was feared that draft of the commission. M. Thiers wished the

legions of working men, giving to this right an state in certaia cases to undertake public works,
(:xtent it did not have, would consider it a right _ith the object of furnishing labor to the unem-
to insurrection. To these important objections is ployed. M. Dufaure, refusing to recognize in
added another, more important still. If the state the individual the right to demand work, imposed
agrees to furnish labor to all those who have none, upon society the duty of furnishing him work or
from one cause or another, it mhst give to each the means of subsistence. So much h)gic and
the kind of work to which he is adapted. So the eloquence displayed to end only in a chauge of
state will become manufacturer, merchant, whole- words! Discussion, thus carried on on both
_a]e and retail producer. Charged with the sat- sides, necessarily degenerated into a useless pas-
isfaction of all wants, it must have the monopoly sage of arms. --Taking advantage of the situa-
(if all industries. Such are the great evils which tion, at the last moment M. Glais-Bizoin weak-
lmve been seen in our formula of the right to enedbyanewdrafttheamendmentofbl. Mathieu
labor, and since it might lend itself to a (:on- (from Dr(3me). The right to subsistence replaced
,',,truction so contrary to our own thought, we the right to labor. The subamendment was ex-
have wished to make the thought more clear and pressed in this way: "The republic recognizes

precise by replacing the right of the individual the right of every citizen to existence by labor,
by the duty imposed upon socicty. The form is and the right to assistance." It is proper to
changed, but the substance renmins the same."-- notice, in the interest of history, that the constit-
M. Marrast was right; the changes made did not ucnt assembly, appointed under tim influence and
touch the substance of things. The second draft, so to speak umler the threat of Fel)ruary, gave
like the first, gave to the individual a claim only 1_7 votes out of 783 voters to the draft of
_gainst society. Here is Art. VIII. of the prc- M. Glais-Bizoin. But immediately afterward,
amble in the edition of Aug. 29: "Society ought and as if it feared to have done too much, it
to l)rotect the citizen in his person, his family, adopted the motion of M. Dufaure himself,
lds religion, his property, his labor, and bring which had for its object "to bring into creater
the education indispensable to all within the prominence the idea that society ought to insure
reach of all. It owes subsistence to needy citi- subsistence to needy citizens " Here is tile text
z(.n_, either by procuring work for them to the of that draft which l)ccame the second paragraph
extent of its resources, or by giving the means of of Art. VIII. of the preaml)le in the constitution
subsistence to those whosc families fail to provide which governed, during three years, the destinies
such means for them, and who are not in a condi- of France: "It [the republic'] ought by fraternal
tion to work." The earnest and brilliant debate assistance to insure the subsistence of its needy

which arose before the constituent assembly did citizclls, either by procuring work for them with-
not bear upon even the text of the commission, in the limitsof its resources, or in giving assist-
M. Mathieu (department of Dr(3me) took care to ancc, their families failing to give it, to those who
furni_,h a field more vast by propo._ing the follow- are unable to work.'" _Ve liavc just iltdicatcd the

iag:" The republic recognizes the right of all place occupied by the right to labor in the French
citizens to education, labor aml assistsncc." parliamentarydcbates. After thishistmical state-
Wlmu we read this discussion we remark, as its mcnt of the facts, it remains for us to examine
char'lctcristic trait, a certain timidity of reasoning the theory. -- The theorists who uphohl the right
which did not allow the orators to come to deft- to labor, tt*ke, vohmtarily or unwittingly, for
nite conclusions. For instance, ]_I. Mathieu (of their starting point, the sophism of Rou_cau:

DrSme) defends his having wished to restore "Everything is good when it leaves the hands of
the first draft of the bill, and he makes an effort the Creator; everything degenerates in the hands
to weaken the force of his amendment, by ex- of man." They suppose a state of nature ex-
plaining that he recognized the right, but did not isting antecedent to that of society, and a con-
guarantee its operation. As if the recognition tract, by which men established social order, and
(_f this pretended right did not confer upon the reserved certain rights inhcrentin and essential to

i_dividual the right to hold society legally re- existence. Tlds contract is a pure fiction. There
spousible for its violation. M. L6dru-Rollin, is nothing prior to, nothing higher than, society,

_ho came next, gave it to be understood that because outside of sociely the existence of man
there wa_ question only of a verbal concession, is impossible. The social scale has an infinite
a purely ideal theory. "When you do grant tile numl)er of degrees, from the savage state to that
light to labor, you will not be obliged to enforcc of the most advanc.ed civilization. But the ex-
it at once." Finally, de Lamartine reduced the ploration of the globe has shown that in no coun-

ight to labor to a question of charity, and wished try have man and the family struggled in a state
that the moral zone, to use his own expression, of isolation to satisfy their wants or to develop
might penetrate the legal zone. The adversaries their powers; that the tribes the least polished

of the right to labor, on the other hand, confined and the most wretched had a language, traditions,
Ihemselves to opposing the amendment of M. plinciples a_d a government. Man and society
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have the same date as well as the same origin, dora of labor is fully guaranteed, and when each
:Man can not develop himself except in the bosom enjoys the fruit of his own labor without ques-
of society. He brings to it nothing but the germs tion or reservation? Finally, of what interest is
of his faculties, and receives ew.,rything from it. it to discuss the right to assistance, another form
His rights flow from the same principle as his of that claim which the socialists wish to give t(>
duties. The individual finds in the rights of mall against society, in a time when the foresight
others the limit of his own. and their guarantee of public authority, more watchful and more
in the duties which are imposed on each one of humane tlmn it has ever been, is studions to re-
his fellows. Rights, like duties, are hut the ex- pair the accidents of fortune, without weakening
pression of the relations which the social state, prudence, and without checking individu_l ac-
which destiny here below, produces among men. tivity? _otwithstanding the world as it is is

The individual then couhl not reserve, at the too- ignored that men may have a pretext to t,_ke
ment when society took him Ul) , a pretended refuge in an ideal world, society is divided into
right to existence. He comes into it weak and two classes, those who have and those who have
naked, supported by the family and protected by not. A weapon is placed in the hands of b,_th
the slate, until he has learned to take care of these classes, as if thus equilibrium betwe,,n
himself. Arrived at the age of manhood, he them could be produced. The right of h,b,)r i_
sees tile limits of his rights extended, and his arrayed against the right of property. TIJL, most
own powers .grow greater in proportion us the subtle and most complete expression nf thi..,

power of society itself increases. Eulightenment, theoryis found in the wri{ings of M. Consid(ra_Jt,
liberty, we'fith, are so many steps in the progress whom we have already noticed, and whose co,_-

of the social state, in which every member of so- clusions were advocated from the tribune by M.
ciety shares. As to existence, it is all the better L6dru Rollin. The f,)llowing arc its ])rincip_d
guaranteed to individuals in proporti,,n as the features: "The human species is pla(.ed up(,u
community is wealthier, more enlightened and the earth to live and develol) there; the species
stronger. Take for example a hunting or even a is therefore the usufructuary of the surface of lhc
pastoral people, who, to live, need immense globe. But by the property system of all civil-
tracts of land. Famine, against which they izcd nations, land, to whi('h the whole species
struggle painfully all their days, often carries off has a usufructuary right, has been confiscated
whole tribes. In a less imperfect state of civili- by the few, to the exclu_ion of the many. Were
zation, that of the middle ages in Europe, not- there, in fact, but one man excluded from hi_
withstanding the bounty of the monasterms, the right as usufruct of the land by tile nature of the
difficulty of communication as well as the ab- property system, this exclusion alone wouhl er)n-
sence of commerce and industry, rcn(lere(l a (le- _titutc a violation of right, and the property sy_-
ficit, however small, in the harvests, f_ltal to the tern which upheld it would certainly be unjust
population of serfs. In the eighteenth centun)" and ilh,gitimate. The savage, in tlle midst (,f
the memory of these frightful calamities still the forests and plains, enjoys the four natm';d

weighed so heavily on the public spirit that Tin'- rights of the chase, of fishing, of the picking
got had to perform prodigies in order that free- of fruit, etc'., and of pasture. Ti,is is the fir,t
dom might ag_dn be given to trade in grain form of rnght. In-Ill civilized societie_ the p,.,)-
through the interior of France. In our day,, on letarian inherits nothing and possesses nothing,
the contrary, human foresight has inexhaustible is purely and simply stripped of his rights, Wc
treasures to repair such disasters. Trade carries can not s:_y, the,J, that here the primitive state
the cereals from the country which has reaped a has changed in form, since it no longer exist.-.
superabundant harvest to those which the in- The form hes disappeared with the snbstan('e.
clemency of the weather has stricken with tern- _'ow, under what shape could the right be recon-
porary sterility. Industry in turn redoubles its oiled to the conditions of industrial society ?
activity to pay for the produce of the soil with The answer is enCy. Ill the savage state, to ax_,il
the products of the factory. In a word, famine himself of his right, man is obliged to act. The
is henceforth, for the civilized people of Europe, labors incident to hunting, fishing, the pieki,_g of
but an accident, which serves to test the strength fruit, etc., or pasture, are the conditions of the ex-

and excellence of European institutions. In 1847, (,rcise of his right. Primitive right is, therefor,',
although the deficit of the harvest was _t least only the right to these labors, zNow, let an indns-
a fifth, and although a hectolitre of wheat was trial society, which Ires taken possession of th(,
worth fifty-three francs, that is, three to four hind, and which has taken from man the powcrof
times its normal price, not an individual died of exercising anywhere and in freedom, upon the
hunger in Franee.--It seems, then, idle enough face of the earth, his four natural rights; let
to try to find what the rights of an individual lhis society recognize in the individual, as corn-
to existence in society may be, when we see t)cnsatiou for the rights of which it has stripped
that the advance of society has the effect of him, the right to labor; this done, the individual
overcoming the difficulties and of multiplying has no right to complain. In fact, his primitive

and making general tile means of living. What right was the right to labor exercised in a po_r
is the use of examining whether there be such workshop, surrounded by brute nature. Ili-
a thing as the right to labor, when the free- present right would be the same right exercised
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in a shop better provided aud richer, where indi- to man are those which the progress of civiliza-
vidual activity ought to be more productive, tion makes et_y and develops tlle use of, such as
"rim sine qua non of the legitimacy of property is, the liberty of thought and that of industry.
therefore, that society should recognize in the Generations. in their course through history, do
proletarian the right to labor, anti that it should not transmit to those which succeed them either
assure him at ]cast such means of subsistence for fictions or chimeras. We find the abolition of

a given amount of action, as such an amount the right of property which the school of Fou-
could have procured for him in the primitive rier im._gines, nowhere recorded by tradition.
stale. But has the workman, to-day, who has no tIas tim earth, indeed, ever existed in that state
work, the right to go aml say to the nmyor of of primiliw; capital, independent of all value
his commune, the prefect of his department, or created by the labor of man? Is this not a pure-
any other representative of society, 'There is ly abstract proposition, conceived by the mind
no longer work for mc at the shop where I was outside the data of reason and the realities of

ngaged,' or ' Wages lmve become so low lhat I hi_tory'./ Who can teach us how far civilization
can't live on them. I come, therefore, to demand dates back in time? Is there in the inhabited

work of you. at such a rate of wages that my )ortion of the gb_be a spot of earth which has
lot m%v be preferable to that of the sav.tge in the no trace of man, or winch in some _tge or other
forcsls'? Not only is this right not recognized, his sweat has not made fertile? In order that
not only is it not guaranteed by social institu- every individual, at birth, should be virtually in-
tion_, but society says to the proletarian, de- vested with the right of usufruct to the earth,
_poiled by it of the first of his mo_t sacred of the right, represented, according to M. Consid-

rights, of his right of usufruct ia the hind; it 6rant, by lhc power to fish and hunt, togather
says to him: 'Find work if you can, and if the frmts of the earlh and to pasture herds, the
you c_m not find it, die of hunger, but respect earth would haw: had to support, in its primitive
tlw property of others.' Society pushes its de- state, which the disciples of Fourier imagine,
rision to the point of declaring guilty the man under the form of tribes of fistwrs and hunters,
who can find no work, who can not find the not alone a small munber of indivnluals scattered

means of living. Every day we throw into over immense tracts like the It,titans of America,
prison unfortunates, guilty of begging or of va- but nations as thickly settled as are those of
grancy, that is, guilty of having neittmr means France and of England. But we all know that
nor refuge, nor the way of procuring either. The in a nomadic state a large area of country is
r6gimc of property in all civilized nations is then necessary for the support of cue man, while, in
unjust in the highest degree; it is founded on countries which have reached a high degree of
,conquest, upon the taking posse_ion, which is culture, the same territory wilt support from 1,500
lint wrmanent usurpation as long as an equiva- to 2,000 inhabitants. What then is a right which
,lent for their natural rights is not given to those can be exercised only in Tl_c wilderness, and ia
who in fact are excluded from the use of the soil. virtue of which that which is hardly sufficient to

q'his r_gime is, besides, extremely dangerous, be- maintain one man shouhl be b_,qucathed to his
,cause in nations where industry, wealth and lux- d_,sccndants to be shared among a thousand, two
Ill'y are very much developed, the proletarian can thousand, or divided into as many parts as tim
not fail sooner or later to take advantage of this fecundity of the human race, as it grows, can

spoliation to disturb society." M. Thiers ridiculed make of it ? There exists no natural right to the
_hi, beautiful theory, when he asked if the insur- )o_essiou of the land in its natural state. Land
gents of June, whom they were transporting to belongs rightly to the person who appropriates it
Madagascar or to Guiana, that is, to countries in to himself by his labor. Labor creates property;

wifich the four pretended primitive rights--fish- it creates it by leaving on things the impress of
ing, bunting, the gathering of the fruits of the man. It is haman activity applied to natural
earth, and pasture--'lre reputed to exist, righ1_ forces which gives birth to capital, litre then,
which they say have perished in civilized society, in the order of immovalflc property, l_ the real

would esteem themselves happy to return to the source of wealth. Hunting, fishing, and the other
sav:lge state, or if, ou file contrary, they would not l)rocesses of the savage state, are at be-t but im-
accuse of barbarity the power which thus imposed [)erfl,ct and ephemeral means of appropriation.
exile upon them. We (:an say as much of labor- They already suppose some action of man upon
er_ _ho rejoice in their liberty and who expect nature; this is the bcgiuning of l:tbor in society.
their subsistence to come from labor. The most Nomadic tribes divide theland among themselves;

unfortunate among them would not change his each tribehasits own territoD', which thus belongs
lot with that of the Ojibbeways or Osages. This to the wholc community, before it is distributed
proves, atleast, thatif society has stripped man of to families and individuals. Later, cultivation
some right, held from nature, she has givenhim in of the soil comes, and with it inheritance. The
return gifts of a greater value. A primitive, nat- more value man gives to the soil, the deeper does
oral right is something which belongs not to one property, as it develops, strike its roots. In the
man, not to a generation, not even to a people, but bands of the cultivator of the soil land becomes
_o all nations, to.each generation and to every in- capital. Man draws this capital in a sense from
dividual. More than this, the riglits truly natural himself, because capital is ouly an accumulation
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of labor. He has therefore a Just right to the alone be under obligations, and would be exclu-
po_ession of what he has produced, and of what sively burdened with the right of usufruct in thc,_
his fathers produced before him. Immovable soil; for this theory leaves out personal property,
capital, like movable capital, is produced by hu- a new worhl, which equals, if it does not exceed,
man activity; to give them another origin is to the value of landed property. Persomd property
introduce a fable in the plate of facts. What would thus obtain a privilege impossible to ex-
we should say, what is true, is, that we ought not plain, and would owe nothing to society from
to consider property as a purely individual fact. which it receivesthe same protection. Principles
The influence and power of society cteva'ly co- which admit of such exceptionsare not principles.
oper,_te, in its formation, with the ae'Aon and the :No; society can not hope to buy of individuals
labor of man. Society is, iu the hands of the in- the property which is the very comlition of ordel.
dividual, like a lever, with the assistance of which The right of property can not have for corollary,
he lifts and removes burdens whose weight, with- counterpoise, nor f_r an offset, the right to labor.
out that help, would exceed his strength. Public -- It remains for us to show that the right to labor
power protects him, gives ldm that security is the negation of the right of property, and that
which is the first implement of labor, and with- we can not admit the former without destroying
out which labor would be impossible. IIe can the latter, as M. Prudhon himself admitted. We
draw from the common fnnd of tradition and know that the author of "Economic Contradic-

knowledge. Finally, he has an interest in pro- tions." the man who invented or renewed that
ducing, only because society opens up a market hateful paradox, "Property is robbery," said one
for his produce. -- The right of property is then day to the committee on finance,if 1_48_, in an out-
at the same time individual and social. Property burst of frankness, "Give me tile right to labor,

is legitimately held and transmitted only on condi- and I abandon to you the right of property." The
tion of paying tribute to the state, in the form of right to hlbor differs essentially, as M. Dufaure has
a lalx. By the same title, in countries where vast noticed, from the varioua right-s the free exercise
tracts remain to be cleared up, the state fixes a of which it is the object of the constitutions of
price at which it makes concession of land, be- all countries to protect and guarantee. All these ,
cause these tracts have already a wtlue given them rights, in fact, are inherent in man ; every Judicial-
by their nearness to civilization and the guardian- ual can exercise and develop them in tile _pln.l_'
ship ex_,rciscd by power. As private propcrty is of his personal actl_'ity; it is a power he do_.s
consolidated and extended, we see the public do- notborrow, but which he dl_tWS, on the contrary.
main_that is, undivided property, the patrimony from himself, and which be only asks society t,_
of the entire people, the wealth common to all cause to be respected in him. Liberty to think,
and which cw_ry one can enjoy at any time-- liberty to write, liberty towork and to posses._, arc
grow. Means of communication and transpolta- in this condition The right to labor, that social-
tion increase; the police, public works, schools, isticclaim, must not bc confounded with the right
libraries, monuments, all unite to render exist- of working, that possession of every man, of which
once _urt, r, easier and more agrccabh,. Each one Turgot has rightly said that it is the higln'_L
has iu reality his part in this common treasure the me,st sacred, the most indefeasible ¢_f _ll.
which is not exhausted, which rather grows, and The right of working is nothing but the f_e_,dc_m
of which the state is but the dispenser for general which belongs to every individual, of empl_*_ it_g"
use. No longer either privileged persons, or his reason, his hands, his time, in the manner he
pariahs, and. whatever any one may say, no deems most profitable; while the right to l_,b,_,
longer any proletarians. Every one has the right as we have already shown, is a claim given to the
of citizenship, which is far better than the right individual against society as a whole, or against ',,
to htbor. Thus, civilization gives to the indi- portion of it. In the right to labor are at the _m_e
vidual far more of common property that it could time a right and an obligation created. It implies.
have taken from him of private property. Let between the individual and society, a conTraet,
us add, that ill modern society the proprietor by whose terms society owes subsistence to e._eh
does not possc-,s for himself alone. Property re- of its members--a contract not reciprocal, and
sembles those trees whose every branch, reaching which would hold but one of the parties. For

the limit of its growth, drops to the earth again, while the state would have to furnish iudividt_als,
is planted, and pushes out new shoots around it. on demand, means of labor and of livim' 1,y
Property produces and multiplies property. It labor, it would not be armed with power of _._Jm
makes capital, the instrument of labor, more and pelling them to seek by labor their usual sub-i.-l-
more accessible from day to day. It grafts imlustry ence; thus would the superiority of persona} r_zht
upon a,_,a'iculture, commerce upon industry, and over social right be proclaimed. The in,iivi,l-
credit upon commerce. This spreading of wealth ual would become the master, the tyrant. _ml
makes, for acqtliring and po_essing, tile barba- society the servant, the slave.--M. Dufanr_' Ira>

rous process of confiscation, spoliation and war not said too much. The right tolabor is a species
unnecessary. Wages wait upon labor; from wages of servitude which is imposed on the whole corn-
come savings, and savings find the market of nmnily, in the interest of fewormany, whow_uhl
property always open. In the system of M. Con- be tempted to avail themselves of it. Admitting

aiddrant and of Fourier landed property wouhl this claim of the individual against societyneces"
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sarily brings two interests face to face, and exposes ployment of forces; it is recognized by it, prod-
them to a struggle., Suppose that society resists, ucts. To effect production at will one nms! be
the result is a battle. There is on both sides a abh: to elllarge and contract the limits or" eun-
call to arms, recourse to force is had to interpret sumption, [,(.cause the most necessary prt,ducts

the right. The rioters of Lyons, in 1839, blazoned receive their value from the use which is made of
on their banner this device of despair, "Live them. Of what use would it be, for example, to

working or die fighting." Article 8 of the dr'tft gather qtmntities of grain or herds ot cattle into
of the constitution reproduced only the first por- a de.-erted city:' And of what use would tlm

lion of the popuhtr (:redo, events have brought wealth of M,.xico be under circumstances in wlnch
the latter part to light; neither logic nor the force "t kilogram of silver would not procure an ounce
of circumstances permits of their separation, of bread? If the troubles would stop when one
When wc give a right or cause of action toindivid- had said that the workmen had a right to hlbor,

u'_ls against society, we encourage and even jus- the prescription would be simple. The state
life revolt. We r'_.ise again the standard of Sp:_r- would _)nly have to furnish funds to workshops
tat'u-; we raise it in the midst of a people uho whi(.h were about to stop, and to give orders to
know neither the separation of castesnor the dif- manuf_mturcrs to produce..But manufacturing

ferenee of nmks; we proclaim civil war be/weeu is not all. We nmst find buyers for the merehan.
members of the same political fandly, between disc which wc crcale, so as not to add to the glut
equals, between brothers. Let us suppose, ca the of the market. Production should not be in-
contrary, that society submits, and, acccl)ting the crea(ed "it jubt the nmment that the market is
right to labor, is ready to accept all the pra(.tit.al clo_(l or diminished. To add in such a case to
consequcneesof the principle. Let us see whither the amount of product_ i_ to depreciate them.
this wouhl lead. To decree the right to labor is to Toall_ythcsull:eringsoftlwprescnt, wethusadd
make the state a purveyor f_)r nil, assurer of all for- m,w embarrassment to the near fur u re.--Socialists
tunesand eMrepre_eur of all industlics. The right slart, from another supposition, which is not tess
to labor is the right to cal)ital, the right to wages, exlrav,_gant tha_ the first They establish a du.
the right to competency; it is, in a word, the most alism b,.tween tile individual 'rod sociely, instead
extensive right with which individuals can be of considering s()eicly as a union of all forces,
armed against the public treasury. Whet) we go to and as the aggregate of all intellects. Tlley nmke
the boltom of such a system, division of ploperty it u creature of the mind, a power ap'irt, a fanci-

seems a thousandfold preferable, because a c[)m- ful person, a kind of fairy which has hidden
rurality of wealth places at least on the samclevel treasures aud faculties withoul limit. All then
the man who pos_sscs and the mi_n who does not ; demand different things and more tha,I the) bring
it takes, for the poor, only from the rich. and lira- with them into the commutfity. According to
its ilself to making a new division of capital and the socialistic ideal, the state always gives and
existing incomes. The right to labor goes f_lr be- never receives. Soeialisls ref_lse to understand

yond this; it is a seizure not only of that which is that the state is only rich by individual weallh ;
now, but of tbatwhich may be; it is not ouly the that it produces only by the labor of each and

community of acquired wealth, but of produe- every one; and finally, that its p()wer is the result
ing power, perpetual servitude i_nposed upon the of a number and concert of wills. Ill a word. they
hc_tds of society, ia the interest of tlle numerous forg(,t thai if the social tree bears leaves _ln(l fruit
proletarians which society takes into her employ, it is because it strikes its ro_ts into the soil, and
--The right tolabor, as I have said elsewhere, im- draws thence nouri.¢hi,lg sail. Let us, neverthe.
plies the permanent existence and the unlimited less, take the right to tabor as the natural right
power of production, whatever the circumstances of every m'tn who pos_'s_es nothing. Let us ad.
may be, or wbatever the organization of society, mit. for an instant, the _[i.,:tion which il_ve,_t_ the
What value then should a principle have which is state with a chimerical omnipotence: how will
()utside the limit of possibility? A social state it fulfill the obligations with which it is weighed
does not exist which assures permanence or regu- down? This system dr,sires th:tt ev(uy individual
]arily of production. Let a commercial crisis who does not find employment t_or his in_clli-
come on, or some check to consumption, making gence or his h0.n(:ls, or to wh()pl tt_e employment

the supply greater than the demand, and you will whi(,h he has found does not sufSce to give means
see a certain number of shops close entirely or of hying, shall bc allowed to ask from the gov.
diminish in activity. Industry, like the solar crnment the wolk which hc can hot fi,_d, ors
year, has its seasons; and the harvest of labor, lucrative cml)lo.wnent in the place of his labor
like that of the fruits of the earth, has years of whi(,h produces little. Thus the stale would have
sterility as well as years of abundance. The to employ all unoccupied workmen, aml m;ike ut)
foresight of man holds in reserve for these for the i_l.¢uflicicncy of wages. It would have to

difficult times capital accumulated by saving, but make up _or a lack of demand in the malket, and
it does not give at will impulse to the power umlertakct(J furnish the instruments of labo,,'. In
which produces; nor does it create labor with the the soei*_l organization of Fraz_ce. when a pro-
wave of its wand. Man can always employ his longed stt)ppa_e (,ccurs in manufactures, or _'hen
intelligence and his hands; but motion is a differ- tlmrc are t()o many agricultural laborers, then, _md
cat thing from labor. Labor _s the useful cm- only in extreme eases, the state and lhecommun,',_
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open charity shops. They call upon the poor to of M. Thiers, they would ask for the largesses of
macadamize the roads. All property owners bleed the rich for a treasury which would be only the
themselves to pay these workmen by their aecu- treasury of ttle poor. -- The right to labor carries
mulated contributions. But under the system of with it the organization of labor. There is not
the right to labor, things couhi not go on in this room in a free society, and one which belongs to
way. The workman armed with his absolute title, itself, for a proletarian aristocracy. As long as

would not be content with the labor socie|y had capital and property count for anything, they will
chosen and allotted for him. He would demand protest against the chains with which socialists
the work for which he thought himself fit, and try to bind them. The ramparts of civilization
require the mo_t abundant remuneration. He must therefore be demolished to introduce this
would wish to follow his profession under the weapon of war. Social order must be trans-
most favorable conditions: and determining the formed. Libertymustgiveplacetomonopoly; the
kind of employment, he would also fix the return action of individuals to that of thestate, 1No more
fur it. IIe would inform himself neither of the property, no more inheritance. The state must
condition of the markets nor of the treasury. The own everything, must produce everything, must
wages that would be coming to him, a sum due distribute evelTthing. The state must mlpply
to him by the state, would preserve an unvarying labor, and divide the wealth produced. The right
level. Thus the right to labor would lead to the to labor has neither sense nor value if it does not
complete exhaustion of property. This servitude mean that ever)," individual applying to the state
would have no other end but ruin. -- In his admi- to obtain employment has a right to the kind of
rable discourse upon the right to labor, hi. Thiers employment for which lie is best fitted; that the
incidentally gave an opinion with which socialists tiller can demand that lie be given a plow to drive
can arm themselves against him, and which is and land to cultivate; that the tailor shall receive
astonishing, emanating, as it did, from a mind so orders fur clothing; that the mechanician be asked
eminently practical. IIe admitted that the state to build a locomotive; that the painter be ordered
holds in reserve for moments of stoppage or times to decorate palaces or churches; that the historian
of crisis, independent of great public works, a shall find hearers for his lc_ons, or readers for his
certain number of orders to distribute to indus- writings. This supposes that the state has all
try. This would not be good, and seems hardly rights and all power. It means that the govern-
possible. A state, like all other consumers, buys ment is the master, to regulate as it sees fit, or as
and produces only as the wants of consumption the crowd sees fit for it, production and consump-
become apparent. Its disbursements are annual, tion, the loan of capital, the hours of labor, and
like its revenue, and it apportions them according the rate of wages; that in society there is no
to its political necessities. In the system marked landed owner, no capitalist., no industrial and

out by M. Thiers it would reserve the progress commercial manager, but the state. To have the
of works and the bulk of the apportionments for right to labor is to have the right to wages, to
calamitous times, which might not coincide with wages which assure the subsistence of the work-
the greatest needs of the service. It might or- man; and as the needs of subsistence ("to each
der, for example, the cloth and the linen to clothe one according to his needs,"said Louis Blanc) vary
a million soldiers, when it had not a hundred with situations 'and individuals, it is having the

thousand men in alums. It would thus heap right to wages which the laborer determines him-
up in the state merchandise which would repre- self. Under the rule of industrial freedom no per-
sent a large amount of capital, and it would be son has the right to fix the rate of wages, which
exposed to the danger of losing this capital follow the fluctuations of the market, and obey a
through many years. It would be the same with law superior to the will of the employer as well
public works. In order todevelop them in times as that of the employed. --To have a right to
of crisis, states would have to support, during labor is to have a right to the instruments of
periods of prosperity, a numerous su_ff, to double labor, to capitaland credit. Thearmy of laborers
and treble the size of the list of their officers, can not do without officers to lead them, any more

They wouhl have to create, in the first place, sin. than the army of soldiers. These officers arc pro-
ceures, from which they might drawthe elements duced with the freedom of industry. They are
of active service, when times were bad. I know the capitalists, manufacturers, inventors, contrac-

of uo system less rational or in any way more tors, head clerks, officers. They obtain thes(;
fatal to the finances. But the gravest side to posts through merit, or through servicesrendered,
this experience is, that one would call upon the or because of their experience. But from the too-
state to make its greatest effort and its greatest ment that the individual has the absolute right to
sacrifices under circumstances in which its re- demand employment in his own sphere of apti-
sources would diminish with those of individuals, tude, he can also demand that he shall be placed

Men would place it under obligation to add one in those conditions which are most favorable to
or two hundred millions to public disbursements bring his intelligence and power into play. We
at tim very moment when the returns from direct thus see that the right to labor in individuals sup-
taxation would be reduced, and when, even by poses necessarily the monopoly of labor in the
paying a high rate of interest, it would be impos- hands of the state. We go back to the child-
dibie to borrow. In a word, to use an expression hood of society. This system treats emancipated
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man, man arrived at the age of liberty, of producers. Tlle state buihls up the fortune and
strength andof enlightenment, in(he samcway iusurcstlmwell-bcingofoneciassofcitizensatthe
that man in the age of ignorance colmented to be cxpcnse of other elates. It takes what it gives
treated, by the powers which placed him under to certain ones from the pockets of all. Thisis the
guardianship. It is a question of overturning right to l,'_bor recognized by way of a guarantee.
all the processes by ttle aid of which civilization It is the organization of labor under the form of
has progressed in tile world up to thc present l)artnership. It is indirect communism, but, after
time. This necessary consequence of the sys- all, it is communism. Advocates of protection
tern, admitted by the most frank defenders (,f the haw, nothing to urge against the theory of the
right to labor, has becn contestcd by those whom right to labor. All priwleges grow one from
I will call neophytes ashamed of sncialism. They another. Only those are in a l)osition to combat
have hchl, that society interfered even now iu tile arguments of socialists who h(_hl that the
questions of labor, that this interference was protective sysWm is an economic heresy, and
legitimate, and that. having already taken upon indusnial privilege an evil. Let us, however,
itself to guarantee to a certain extent the profits exaggerate nothing. Pl'Otcction is not a new
of the capitalist, the government might, w_th I)hcnomenon. It a_ a tendency to dimiuish.--
greater reason, guarantee the workman his w'_ges Outside of the organizati(m of labor, which is
"I do not spe_,k to you," slid M. Billault, in absurd and would be imI)o._¢ible in any case, the

the session of Sept. 15, 1848. "of thc irregular right to hd)or bccom(,s a simple right to assistance.
and transitory interventions, which in trying In this atlenuated and at the s'_me time unreason-

moments weigh el)on the trcasury, upon the gov- able form. it i_ recognized in France by solemn
crnment, and end in national workshops, in wile. The constitution of 1848 is no hmger of

riots, or in aid lnore or less lmppily distributed, authority in the country, but the errors which it
It is something more. nornml, more Ix,rmancnt, a(.ercdited and ._anclioned still remain, l¢ight is
which I wish you to notice. The authority of something c(,rtain, and l)_,wer s,maething unccr-
socicly is engaged iu such a manner in all corn- lain. There is boldness in attenlpting to estabhsh
bins(ions of national labor that there is not a a direct relation between these two terms in the

singic point at which it does not touch it. It is social orde,'. Society will (lo nothing which
society itself, which by these customs tariffs, by Providence Ires not willed God lms permitted
their prohibitions, differential duties, subsidies, suffcringand miseryinlbislife. The best ordered
combinations of every kind, suplmrts, l'ctal'ds or state will n¢)t bc able to suppress them. Progress
_t(lvanccs all tile combinations of national labor, of well-being is inc,mtestabh,. ]t has grown, it
It not only holds tile balance I)etwcen French will grow; and our effortsshouhl tend to augment
labor, whi(,h it protects, and foreign labor; but at it still more. But let us not dream of an age of
home the diverse industries see it often and un- gold. Society sh,mhl, as far us its rcsourecs al-
teasingly interfere among themselves. Listen to low, and within the limits authorized by wisdom,
the ix, rpetual claims made by one against the conic to the assist_mecof uufortumtteindividuals;
otbe,' before its tribuual. See, for examph;, the 1)ecausc individual foresight does not exclude the
industries which use iron complaining of the foresight of all. Wc must bc careful, however,
protection accorded to French iron against forcign not to convert the duty of s,)eiety into a right of
iron, those which use linen or cotton thread pro- the individual. If you say tim( all those who

testing against the protection accorded to home have reason to comphdn (,f their tol have tim right
manufacture against the introduction of foreign to draw assistance from a common fund, you
thread; and so on with others. Society, therefore, recognize tlmt they m_y call socicty to account.
thus finds itself obliged to mingle in ell the strug- You legitimize and even preach revolt. The
ales, in all the embarrassments of labor. It inter- rightto a_sistance must inv'lriably lead in thc long
fores in them actively every day, directly or indi- run to thc demoralization of individuals, and the
rectly; and the flrst time that you have to considcr we.lkeniug and ruin of the state. The law of
•'l question of customs, you will see that you will Elizabeth proclaimed this right.as we have already

be forced,willingly or unwillingly, to take the part sllown--the law which gave birth to tile poor tax.
y()urselves of all interests." _I. Bastiat has The poor tax ia England was intelligible. It rep-

pointed out the identity of tendency which exists resents a pr/_ri thc equivalent of spoliation exer-
between the protective system and communism, clsed by the ri(.h against thc poor, by the _Nor,nan
Indeed protection, by means of a tariff, is a guar- against the S'lxon, and that upon thelargest scale.
a / '

ntee tlmt the state, in the name of socie.ty, gives The aristocracy divided the laud byright of con-
to certain industries, against similar foreign in(Ins- quest, and confiscated to its own exclusive advan-
tries; and the moment this principle is admitted, (age the public w(.alth and the wealth of the
all branches of national labor can claim the same churches. Fiu',]ly. it imposed thc burden of taxes

assistance. If the state guarantees a minimum nf upon the laboringclasscs, and reserved the patron-
profit to the capitalist, it is not easy to see why it agc as well as the lucrative positions of the govern-
should refuse a minimum of wages to the work- men( for itself. Did it not owe a compensation in

man. Protection should extend to all producers return--an indemnification to the people whom it
under pain of degenerating into injustice. Even had excluded from all the goods of this world?
under this h_potheais it sacrifices consumers to The poor tax was this indemnity. The evil results
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of tile system are known. " In 1832,the time when The serf has the right to receive support from the
the excess of the evil had caused an attempt at proprietor because the proprietor has a right to
reform, the support of the poor cost England and the labor of the serf; but to emancipate the
Wales more than seven millions sterling a year. laborers from the soil in the first place, afterward
A little more increase to this tax, and the revenue from the claims of monopoly, and then to hy-
of the landed owner, rent, would have been ab- pothecate property for their subsistence, would
sorbed by it. Yet the poor did not become rich, be a contradiction. It would be confounding the
while they ruined and consumed the wealthy; be- conditions of liberty with those of slavery. The
cause misery and degradation were extending social bond unites men among themselves in
insensibly to the whole country. Assistance was mutual dependence, but in making this d(,pend-
given instead of work, or to serve as a supple- ence too strict, in stretching the chain beyond
ment to wages. When parishes themselves em- measure, we risk its breaking. We must not
ployed the poor, their labor was a farce. The immolate the individual to society, nor a for-
result was, that, on the one hand,the working men tiori society to the individual. Let us hold aloof
assisted by the parishes, fcll into indolent ways with equal vigilance and equal energy from corn-
and into debauchery, laying upon society the munism and egotism. Let not charity cease to
duty of nourishing them, and considering the be a moral duly. but do not make a legal ob-
alms which they received as an a(.quitlal of adebt ligation of it. M. Thiers demonstrated that the
due to them : on thc othcr hand. that the free labor- right to labor once recognized would destroy
ers and those who wished to owe to labor alone emulation among laborers; that is, the princi-
their subsistence, as well as that of their families, ple which urges one man to do better than
having to meet tim competition of hd)orers hired others, and which is the cause of progress, of
by public charity, saw the rate of wages lower, wealth in individuals. M. Dufaure demonstrat-
and found themselves led, :_gainst their will, by e(1 that the right to assistance would destroy
the insufficiency of the remuneration which they human forethought, that is to say, the princi-
obtained for their daily labor, to solicit the as- ple upon which the future of each individual
sistance of the parish. Be._ides, _s aid was pro- as well as the future of society rests. "When

portionate to the number of persons in each fatal- the workman," the eloquent orator said, ".qmll
ly, it was to ehe inh, rcst of the family to contract once ]lave acquired the habit of working as peo-
preraature and unwise marriages, because their plc work for the state for a stipulated salary
revenue, or rather the prize offered to their inac- which he is always certain of drawing, his t:_ste
lion, grew with the number of their children, for labor will gradually disappear. Hc x_ill fall
Immorality had no longer a check, because chil- into imlolence, idlenc_, and into all the vices
dren born outside of wedlock fell to the care of which folh)w as a consequence. Moreyet. he _ill
the state. The reform.of 1834 gave, as a corrcc- set this example to his children. You will have in

tire to the right of assistance, the duty of labor, the country an aristocracy of indolent fa,nilics to
The .uhninistration of public aid was authorized whom the state will pay salaries; which will grow

to (letain and put to work all able-bodied persons larger each day, and continue to grow; an arts-

who asked aid. Houses of charity and labor tocracywhich, on the one hand, will ruin s()ciety,
thus became at the same lime prisons. The wife and, on the other, will see little by little its cour-
was separated from hc.r husband, and the mother age decrease, the enervation of all its strength,
from her child. To give to the l)oor a taste for and the corruption of all its better instin('ts. The

labor they attempted to disgust them with alms. right to labor and the right to assistance arc, in
The prosperity of the country, and the activity the thought of the socialisls who use these exprc_-
of industry coming to their assistanee, there was sions, but means to change the distribution ,)f
obtained in a fcw years a considerable saving in wealth. The state has not the capacity to do
the department of public charity. In 1837 the this. The taws which regulate the dist,'ibuti()n
support of the poor, notwithstanding tile growth of wealth in the social world are above the actium
of the population, cost barely four millions ster- of public powers. The state should see that the
ling. An annual saving of thrce millious was the burdens of society should be equally divithq
result of the reform. --It is an axiom accepted among its members in proportion to their wcahh.

in England under a government of which proper- The state should endeavor to remove the ob._ta(.h's

ty is the essential foundation, that property has which shall stop or hinder the developm(_ot of
duties as well as rights. How far do these duties enlightenment or production; but it shouhl m,vcl"
extend, and what is their nature ? Should tile forget that if it beaco]lective force, if it repre_c]_t
owner of property support, nourish, take on him- the association of individuals, it is not their ab-
self as a lmrden tile m,m who has none ? Is this sorption. And after all, what is the end sough(.
an obligation by natural law ? a species of servi- for? What is wished tobo done? When the ri_h'_
tu(le attached to wealth ? Properly would perish to labor and the right to assistance are proe]aim(',l.
under it. We call conceive that in a despotic it is hoped doubtless, by means of this seizure ot
govermnent the master would be responsible for the accumulated results of production and of ('_])-
the slave, and the feudal lord would have to care ital of every kind, to destroy poverty. An eft,,_t
for the serfs who live upon the manor, because may indeed be made to diminish its extent a_(t I,)
there exists here a sort of reciprocal obligation, moderate its effects, but to go beybnd this, i_, in
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way, to condemn providence. Evil exists upon densome expense of transportation and storage,
the earth. It is a consequence of human liberty, and lower tlm rate of interest. They secure the
A man can be deceivedinlfis calculations, neglect highest possible price for the products of the
his duties, relax his efforts, disregard his true in- earth, for the benefit of the producer, and the _ale

terests. After all his faults, the punishment must of these products at the lowest possible price, for
appear, and this punishment in this world is, mor- the benefit of the consumers, for their satisfaction
ally speaking, the loss of wealth, and the loss of .rod enjoyment. He concluded from these obser-
the esteem of his fellow-citizens. The fear of various that commerceshouhl never be submitted
losing goods so precious is the sole rein which to any tax or interference, and drew from them
keeps man from utter ruin. The desire to ac- this axiom: lais._z faire, hd_ez pa,_ser. "-- But it

quire them is the real force which quickens and seems that this axiom was inspired by a reply
develops his energy. Progre_ is born of difficul- made a long time before to Colbert when in-
ties. By taking poverty out of the world we quiring about measures favorable to the interests

would be taking labor out of it, and the law of of commerce, the justice of which had impressed

labor is the very law of existence, itself upon the friends and disciples of Quesnay.
L_oN FAUClIER. "It is well known," says Turgot, in his "Eulogy

of de Gournay" already quoted, "what the reply
LAISSEZ FAIRE-- LAISSEZ PASSER. of Lcgendre to Colbert was: Zrl_z no,Ls faire,

These two formulas, which are frequently met (Let us alone), to which Quesnay added, some-
with in economic, political, social and socialistic what later: "Do not govern too much "'
discussions, were invented by the physiocrates. Jos:.:I,n G-_R._IER.
By laissezfaire they mean simply let work, and by

laissez passer, alb_w e_chal_je; m other words, the LAMAISM. The religion of the Thibetans,
phy_iocratesdemand, by these phrases, the liberty which is ab, o that of the .'VIongols, and, under a
of labor, and the liberty of commerce.--These slightly different form, that of Bhotan, is called

two phrases have never been used by economists Lamaism by Europcan_, trom the word Lama, the
in any other sense; but the partisans of inter- title of the high dignitaries of the priesthood
fercnce of all forms--sociahsts, protectionists, ad- among these nati_)ns. It i_ Buddhism corrupted
ministrationists and interventionists--have often by a mass of hetero,_,enecms rh.ment_. Bzought
pretended to believe that they were the expression to Thibct, in the middle (_f the seventh century,
_f the l_bertU to cb_everything, not only in polili- both from China and _Ncpaul, the doctrine of
cal economy, but in morals, in politics and in Buddha was propagated there with the alter-
religion. Jabard made this same a_ssertion, about ations which it had undergone in the latter coun-
half a century ago, in the mlmcrous panq)hlcts try, where it had been mingled with the impure
which he published, and ew,n went so far as to as- worship of the personirie'ltion of the fenmle prin-
sort that by lai_z faire and hi,*sez passer econ- ciplc, as it appears in Siwusm. This Buddhism

omists t,nderstood "unrestrained depredation." of the Tantras, books ia which, according to.
Torepeat suchan interpretation is sufficient rcfu- Eugene Bm'nouf, pro'ely Buddhi-tic elements
ration for any serious, thinking man who does scarcely appear, received new ath.rations in Thi-
not close his eyes in order that he may not see, bet, where it couhl only be propagaled by making
and shJp up his ears that he may not hear. Econ- concessions to the supcr._titious beliefs ah'cady iu
omists do not applytheir axiom to morals, politics existence there. The previous religion of the.
or religion, which subjects they do not consider Thibctans consisted merely in magic practices by
_tt all as economists, but only inasmuch as they which the priests coHjurcd away the nmlign'm_
relatetohuman activity andhuman industry; they action of the spirits of the airand the mountains.
do not pretend that men should be allowed to do This rude Shamanism which slill exists in cer-

everything, and that everytlfingshould be allowed taiu remote valh.ys of lower Thibet. left promi-
to pass, but simplythat men should be allowed to ncnt traces in Thibetan Buddhism. The holy
work and to exchange the fruits of their labor personages of the legends of that countl T are
without hindrance and withouL beh_g subjected connected with sorcery on some side, and the in-
to preventive measures, under the protection of habitants of Thibet, Mongolia aml Bhotan have

laws repressing attempts against the property and nev(,r ceased to dread the malign influence of
labor of another.--Dupont de l_emours thus re- spirits. Nevertheless at an early period and at
lares the origin of these formulas in his prefaceto various times attempt_ were made to introduce
Turgot's "Eulogyof deGournsy": "M. de Gour- reforms into the Thlbetan rcligion. The object
nay, who was the son of a merchant and had was to change the Buddhism of the Tantras for
long been actively engaged in commercial pursuits that of the Sutras. The principle of this move-
himself, had recognized that manufactures and mcnt originated, without doubt, in the Buddhist
commerce could be made to flourish only by liberty monasteries of China, in which the doctrine of

a/_d compet/t/ore. They discourage r_h enter- Mah/_yfina (the great vehicle) was professed. For
prises, and induce reasonable speculation; they a long time these attempts were fruitless; but at
prevent monopolies, restrict the private g_dns of . the end of the fourteenth century the reform was
merchants for the benefit of commerce, quicken carried out decisively by Tsong-Kha-Pa, a relig-
industry, simplify machinery, diminish the bur- ioua personage, born toward 1330 in the country of
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Amdo, to the south of Koukou-Noor, _md placed religious affairs to two of his disciples, of whom
almost on the same level as Buddlm in Mongolia one, the Pan-Tschen-Lama, ha(1 charge of teach-
-as well as Thibet. -- The object of the reformer tug, and the other, the Dalai-Lama (or, more cot-
was, without the least doubt, the re-establishment rectly, TalP.-Lama), of watching over discipline.

of primitive Buddhism, but he lacked the neces- In a church in which everything is finally re-
sary knowledge to discover the work of Buddha duced to observances, the chief of discipline
under the numerous layc_ of interpretations must soon overshadow the m&_ter of instruction,
with which it had been successively cow_red. He and this is what has happened. The Dalai-Lam.t
stopped at the doctrine of the blah_y_ina which became the sovereign pontiff, as well a_ sovereign
hc mistook for primitive Buddhism, aud he en- of Thibct. The Pan-Tscheu-Lama is merely Ins
deavored to abolish the magic practices derived adjunct iu a certain w'_y. The first lives in one
from the Tantras and the ancient _uperstitions of of the monasteries of Mount Potala, a quarter of
Thibet, and restore the asceticism which is in a league from Lhassa, and the sec,)nd in Ih_

reality one of the marked and genuine traits of monastery of Lhoun-Po, in lower Thibet. The
pure Buddhism. On the first point he only ob- Dalai-Lama has, as vicar in biongolia, the Grand
tained incomplete results. The practiceof magic Lama of Khouren. --Without being the equal of
was restricted, lint not abolished. In the largest these eminent personages, the superiors of mona_-
_monastcries of Thibet there is an official diviner teries are, like them, Choubilghans (those who
who, on c_.rtain grave occasions, is formally in- are reborn), that is to say, incarnations of the

_rusted with predicting the future, conjuring the BSdhisattvas, divine beings who, in order to pre-
elements, etc. On the second point the success serve always among weak men the good doctrine

left nothing to be desired. Ascetic practices form of salvation, never ccs._e to appear under a hu.
4he chief employments in the monasteries, the man form. It follows from this belief that, when
Jnembcrs of which are subjected to celibacy, con- a Lama dies, or, to speak the language of the
fession, frequent fasts, and numerous spiritual Lamaist religion, is deprived of his earthly
retreats. --Lamaism, conformable in this point wrappings, it is necessal)', in order to give him a
¢o ancient Buddhism, has no secular clergy; its successor, to find under what new earthly _ral)-

priest_ of all ranks are monks, living in monaste- ping the B6dhisattva of which he was the in('ar-
rics (in Thibetan, gonpa, solitudc, ,lJwnasteriurn). nation has deigned to appear.- Affairs hay(,
Their generic name is Ge-sslong (practicing vir- been managed as follows since the end of the last
tue), a name conferred on them by Tsong-Kha- century, that is to say, since the emperor of
Pa, when he gave them the yellow bonnet, the China, under the pretense of protecting atnl hon-
distinguisJaing color of primitive Buddhism. In oring the Dalai-Lama, freed him from the care of
place_ where the reformation has not penetrated governing Thibet. Whenever it is a question of

.and where the ancient red Lamaism is still main- replacing any high dignitary of L.,maism, the
tained, the nmnks still enjoy the right of rnarry- names of male infants born since the death of the

ing and living with their famdies. -- According to Lama to whom a successor is sought, are collected
<he precepts of Buddha, the Lamaist clergy issup- and sent to the monastery of La-Brang, at
posed to live on the ahns of the laity: in reality Lhassa. Among the children registered, three
they possess immense wealth. The devout Thibe- are designated who bear the mark of Choubil-
tans have found in their in(lige_ce the means of ghan, which the Lamas and the chief diviner are
•enriching the monasteries. Ti_c number of the called on to prove, lmder the inspiration, ot

religious cl_s of both sexes in Thibet must form course, of the Chinese delegates, who are ca_,ful
about one-fifth of the whole population, each faro- to choose those whose families offer some guar_tn-

ily devoting at least one of its children to monas- tees to their government. The three names are
tic life. But it must lie added that this clergyhas placed in a golden urn sent for that purpose to
never abused either its power or its wealth, tlmugh Lhassa in 1792 by the emperor of Chim_, and
the veneration which it inspires is carried to at)- aftcr the high dignitaries of the Lanmist clergy,
su,dity. -- In principle the monasteries were in- united in conclave, have prepared for this (:_.Lt.

dependent of each other. In the eleventh century, mony by six days of retreat, of fasting and
the superior of Sa-Khya, one of the richest monas- prayer, one of the tickets is drawn from the nl H
tertes, laid claim to the supremacy, He found by the most aged; the child designated by It,"
a powerful antagonist in the Grand Lama of the is proclaimed successor of the deceased Lama,
monastery of Bri-Goung. He first sought thearbi- and the two others receive presents to console
tratmn of theemperor of China, whodid not failto them. When it is a question of replacing the
dcmde thc case in his favor, and in spite of the Dalai-Lama, the drawing of Iota takes phwc at

protest of the Lamas of Bri-Goung, those of Sa- Pekin, in presence of high Clfinese functionaric-"
Khya, thanks to the protection of the Chinese gov- and under the presidency of the Tschan T_-ch;_,
ernment, dexterous in taking advantage of this the delegate and representative of the Lamai_-t
occasion to interfere as a protector in the affairs church near the emperor of China. To l)r(_TM

of Thibet, remained sovereign pontiffs in the La- that there was no mistake in the lot in decla_it_g
maist church till the period of the reformation.-- the newly elected as the same person whom he is
Tsoug.Kha-Pa deprived them of this supreme called to replace, or, more correctly, to contimw,

<lignity. At hi8 death he left the government of the child at the age of four or five must shz_"
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that he llas some reminiscences of his previous the precept given by Buddha, to turn the wheel
existence. It never happens that he makes a mis- of the law continually, a figurative precept liter-
take in this examination. --This method of ap- ally understood, the c*,lebrated praying machine
pointment to high ecclesiastical functions does not was invented. Thi_ N a cylinder made of wood,
appear suited to put eminent men at the head of copper or leather, filled with little _trip_ of paper,
the church; but in reality nothing is less needed, on which the six pre(.iou._ _yllablcs arc printed.
The whole office of a Lama consists in allowing and is put in movement by a crank Stirrin_
himself to be venerated with proper dignity, iu these pieces of paper is a piouq work l)rofital_le to
kuowing how to vary his blessings according to him who mow,. the ma(.hine Lmge ma(:htz_e-
the ritual, and in practicing with the greatcstac- of this kind are l)taved in the ve..tibule.- .t
cur'lcy the formalities of worship. It is easy to temples, on the public square¢, and in the I)ri.ci
train a child to these different exeruises. If a pal streets, to cnable p'_er.-l)y 1o fulfill their re-
difficult case al)pears, there arc always at hand hgious duties. In pious f:,mflies th(qe arc small

some adroit monks trained to their profession; lnachi_les, and they are put in motion a_ often a,_
the threads which move the automaton are hehl possible. Vfealthy p(.rson,_ ht_vc a _crvant espe-

by them, whenever it i_ neees.sary that it should eially appointed to this ]t0)or Finally. wc see
issue from its repose. Besides, the real directors in Thil)et an(l in 3[ong.li_l pr;,yin,.,' machine._
arc_ since 1792, the two Chinese delegates re_i- mov(.(lbywaterl)owerand bywi_dmilN Among
dent at Lhassa. -- It would be a mistake, how- the Thibetans and the Mouzols the clcrzy do not
ever, to suppose that all the Dalai Lamas were ! doubt, 'my more than the laity, that this ('elc.
empty shadows. There were among them, brated prayer whi(,h they poml).u_ly call the

especially in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen- , way of deliverance, the gate of salvation, the
furies, men who knew how to conduct the affairs bark which bears the soul to the htlvcn, the light
_f their church with rare ability, and to ex- , which dissipates the darkn(,s¢, and whioh ('onsti-
tmid their influence over neighboring peoples [ tutes all religion for the m:_j_)rity of them. is sire-
with an astonishing adroitne:_s Their wisdom ' ply au invocation of the universal generative
perhaps was a little too often equal to that of the ' power, expressed here under an obscene symbol,
serpent, and the readiness with which they era- but very much used in Sivai.m which reproduces
ployed pious frauds to further their aml)ition it in all its temples by s(:ulpturc and painting.
(:ants a certain shadow on their moral character; But the less the theologians of Lamaism under

but they had not always a choice of other means: stand its real meaning the more they are able t_
it i.- probable, moreover, that in their eyes the give mystic cxpl.nation_ of it They give a.-sur
end sanctified the means, and it must be addc(l anccs that it contain_ a iubhme doctrine, the
that habit left them no scruples in the employ- cxtent and profundily of which could not be

ment of duplicity and apocryphal miracles. Not measure(t during the longest life. lu general,
all, however, gave them_lves up to the crooked- they see in it a symbol of the transmia'ration of
hess of a tortuous policy. There were noble souls through the six rcalm_ of guvccs_ivc I)irth%
('haractcrs among thc high dignitaries of the realms rcprcscntcd eai:h by one of thc six pre-
Lamaist ehurcll; among others must I)e cited Pan- cious syllables, or. further, the elevation of the
Tsehen-Erteni, who died :it Pekin in 1780, a vic- _[)u] toward pcrfe(.tion, by pa_sing through the six
tim, i)erhaps, of Chinese policy, and who is so transcendent virtu('., ea(:h of which is a]_o ex-
often meutioncd in the account, of Turner's "Era- premed by one of the six syllabh,,-. (The prayer
I)assy in Thibet."--Lamaism, ,'is is sufficiently of six syllable_ is in San_crit, a l:mguaz(' entirely
.qJ,)wn by the preceding, is a religion with very unknown to the Lamas.)-- it can not t)(:said, how-
iew qpiritual elements, not raised above the sire- ever, that there i_ n*_t_ ocrtaiu ,-how of s('i('II()[- ill
pleopus operatum. It is almost cntirely made up Lamaism. 'rhele is no monastely in which a
,)f pilgrimages, processions, continual offices in monk i,s not intrusted with the instru(.tion of
tht, temples, the endless repetition of formul,ls of novices. In the most c_,n-ideralde th(.re is a
prayer, principally of the p_lyer of six syllables, superior instruction. But the slu(lie_ lmr.-ued in
'['his last is composed of the fi_llowing words: om them bring merely the memt_ry into play: nu-
mqni padrae beam, and is almost always on the merous pr:_,yers of the Lamai,.t church are v(un-
hp_ of the Thibetans, lay and clerical. Religious mitred to mem_wy; the best scholar i. the ore: who
merit is measured by the number of times this can recite the greatest number of these. The
pr,xyer is recited, the rosary being used in count- novices arc instructed in the 1)erforman['. of cere-
ing the repetitions of the prayer; and the general monie_. The rules of contemplative lifo arc ex-
prosperity is in proportion t() the care used in re- plained and SUl)p,_rted by the, edifying _*xamples
producing it in speaking, writing and engraving, of the saints of Buddhism. Metaphysical subtle-
It is written on flag,s floating in the wind from tics do not _pl)car to be wanting in Lamaist
the tops of loft), poles, on public edifices, on science, subtletic_ which recall those of the thco-
housetops. It is written in gigantic characters logian< of the middle 'ides, and which have no
on the sides of the mountains, fastened to trees, other object than to give an appearance of reason
painted on the walls, and engraved on househol(l to the filings most unrca¢on_ible. In substance,
utensits. -- In order that this prayer should be in this selene(: has not for its object the search
movement incessantly, mad doubtless also to obey after truth ; like scholasticism, it seeks simply
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lo demonstrate a fixed, immutable doctrine, have preceded us in civilized life; it is in some
_'hich is laid down, without di_ussion, as the sort but a manufactured tool, which intelligent
truth, but which is the truth only for those who cultivatibn incessantly improves instead of using.
believe in it. Magic also forms a part of Lama- We shall not dwell upon the great economic
istie science. It is only taught at Lha._a, in the properties of land, which have been made the ob-
two convents of Ra-mo-tshe and Mo-rou. At ject of special articles, but we must briefly point
¢hese places those come to study who wish to out the well-known laws that regulate the value
become masters in the art of conjuring spirits, and price of land.--Adam Smith long since ob-
commanding the elements and practicing sym- served the relation which exists between thevalue
pathetic and magic medicine. Lamaist science of landed property and the rate of interest.
rests entirely on two collections of sacred books, When interest is high, in time and space, the
_namely: the Kah-gyour (a translation of Sanscrit price of land is low; when, on the central3", the
'texts) which is composed of 1,083 different writ- rate of interest is lowered, the value of land in-
,tugs, and the Tah-gyour (an explanation of the creases. The reason of this is, that land, no mat-
.doctrine) which is still more voluminous than the ter what transformation it may undergo in the
,preceding. By the side of these two enormous possession of its owner, is always and necessarily
.collections, which Alexander Csoma first brought capital intended for reproduction. The owner
to the knowledge of Europeans, there exist may diminish and almost destroy this capital by
thousands of works, the greater number of which neglecting to cultivate it or by cultivating it
are edifying books, collections of prayers, or poorly, but he can never destroy it while society
legendary accounts of the lives of saints of the retains its influence. Thus, land is always ac-
Lamaist church.--Thibet has as good a title as quired to be employed in reproduction, and it
China to be called a country of books. And still can only be exchanged for capital, which its
in this country where for centuries the printing owners intend for the purposes of reproduction.
press has been in active operation, where the re- Now it is the scarcity or abundance of precisely
production of a writing is considered to be aholy tiffs kind of capital which raises or lowers the
work which willhave its rew'lrd in heaven, where rate of interest. The consequence of this is that,
men bow dowu before a few pages covered with while the usefulness of hmded property wlries
characters with as much respect as before the but very little, its value and price undergo fee-
living Buddha, not a single clear idea on religion quent and considerable clmnges, according as
has been acquired; men arein the most profound available capital for reproduction is scarce or
ignorance of history and the laws of nature; abundant in the market, and that the price of
reflection has not been aroused to any of the land always follows the fluctuations of the
great problems, the solution of which, or atleast credit market. Anc_ther result of this fact i%
meditation on which, seems to be one of the wants that the avenues open to capital which is intended
of the human mind; the social condition is not for reproduction directly tend, as far as invest-
raised above the level of the infancy of peoples, mcnt is concerned, to lessen the value al,d price
Wouhl not the history of the country of snow of landed property. Thus, for example, when
prove the vanity of all that has been spoken and Louis X'IV. established rente_ in order to obtain
written among us on the eminently civilizing r61e the funds necessary to build the palace of Ver-
st the printing press? After seeing what has sailles, he certainly diminished the market de-
taken place in Thibet, it is difficult not to admit mand for landed property. -- In countries whose
that the press is an instrument as much suited to inhabitants make no savings, because of a defect-
the enshvement of the mind as to its emancipa- ire social condition, land in a manner loses its
tion and development. Europe would probably market value. It is said that there are no buyels
be still at the point where the Thibetans stopped because each one prefers to keep his land rather
more than ten centuries ago, if printing had only than to exchange it for a sum which represents
served, in the hands of Dominicans and Francis- two or three times the amount of its revenue.

cans, to reproduce the legends of saints and scho- We may add that in these countries, in which
lastic Summ_ tl_eo/vy/_. Printing became an aux- saving does not lead to the accumulation of m,_v-
iliaD" of l_berty and intellectual and moral prog- able wealth, the means of exchange are so lira-
tess, only through the great movement which, in ited that the revenue of the land is scarcely any-
the sixteenth century, transferred science from thing. Thus the market value, and the price of
the hands of priesls to those of laymen, and to the land as well as the revenue which it produces,
the new spirit which the study of the great are in exact proportion to the saved movable
writers of Greek and Roman antiquity raised up property which can be offered in exchange for it.
in the west. (Bee BUDDIJlrSM, Bm_nM_nmM, Both are dependent upon the force of the tea-
Tn_o_c_.) MICt__J_ _moI_s. dency of the owners of movable property to save

and accumulate.--When a country has little

LIND. Considered from an economic point or no foreign commerce, the accumulation of
of view, land appears in the first rank of natural movable capital and the price of land advance
wealth su_eptible of appropriation. Land is at very slowly, but in parallel lines. It is otberwi-e
the same time the principal deposit of capital ac- when the products of a country are absorbed by
•cumulated by the labor of the generations which foreign commerce, as is the case in the Danu-
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bian province_ and southern Russia; then the democracy. (See DEMOCRATIC PARTY, V.)--See
revenue from the land increases, without any Savage's Livi:,g Repre*entative Me,z, 357.
increase in its price, and without it being possible
_o insure the revenue to a farmer, because there is LA PLATA. (See ARGIL'_TINE CONlq'EDERA-
n0 security either for a farmer or for a purchaser.-- TI0,_.)
AS the price of land in civilized countries is affect-
ed by the fluctuations of the ercdit market, it is LAW, Canon. The two expressions canon law
temporarily reduced hy commercial crises: it de- and e_ulolz_cal law are continually taken one for
t)ends upon the movement of an amount of capital tile other, and are applied indifferently, as well
always very moderate, if we compare it with the to the scien(.e of canons and ecclesiastical laws
total of the land in acountry; a fact which causes as to the body itself or collection of these laws.
results that seem strange at first sight, and not Still, Doujat, author of a history of canonical

proportioned to their causes. By reason of this law, after having acknowledged that in common
intimate relation between the price of land and usage no distinction is made between these two
tile credit market, it was once possible in France terms, thinks that by canon law shouht rather be

to say that the country had been made poorer by understood the body of ecclesiastical laws, and by
twenty thousand millions, and subsequently that canonical law the .-('ien(.e of these law_. A_ for
it had grown richer by an equal amount; over- the word cartels, which, in Greek, signifies rule, it
looking the fact that, while the fortune of a pri- is taken in its most general sense for all ecclesiasti-
vale individual is specially affected by the pile- eal law or constitutions, and, in its most restricted
i:omena of exchange, the wealth of a country sense, for those constituti()ns _-hi(.h are inserted
depends above all upon the utility of the objects in the body of the law, old as well as new. -- Ca-
whichit po_sesses.--lt has been sometimes a_ked nonical law re_ts upon the following ha._es: 1,
if the numerous investments represented by titles and chiefly, tit(" lloly Scriptures; 2, the author-
which are for individuals, thanks to exchange, ity of the general councils and th_.t of the p:tr-
movable capital, tend to raise or lower the pri(.e ti('ular councils, "wh_se discipline has been re-
of landed property. Considered as an invest- ceived by all the ehu,'cll"; 3, the eonstitutionsof
ment, it is certain that the sale of titles which the popes; 4, custom, which has also great author-

carry with them the right to the enjoyment of an ity "when it is commendable and established by
income is a competition with land; but the judi- long practive, hy the consent of the past(,rs of
cious employment of the money obtained by this the church, at least by their public knowledge."
_ale may have the effect of adding to the wealth of (Flcmy.)-- The body of canon htw, properly
the country, that is, to its means of saving, to such speaking, is coml)osed (,f six parts, which have
_m extent as to add more to the value of the land eacii a special name. Thc.,e are so ninny corn-
than the investment took from it. _.a..dam Smith pilations of canons, decreeu and decretals, which

seems to suppoee that the price of land is in pro- have been drawn up at (liffcrent times anti il;,crt-
t)oltion to the rate of interest, in this sense, that ed suvce._._ively in the eor))_ts. The first l)_l_t is a

land would produce the same revenue for its full collection of all kinds of eccle_ia_/i('al (,on_ti-
owner as an investment in movable property, tutions, made by G_atian, a merck of St. Bene-

This is not exactly correct: hmded property near- dict, and published ad)(,ut the middle of the
ly always produces a revenue less than fiduciary twelfth century. It is known under the name of
investments, or, in other words, hmd is always, the GratiaTi deck'(e, or simply the d2,cJce. This
on an average, dearer than the titles of these in- compilation had hecu prcc(.ded by mat_y oth(,rs:
vestments.--Land is, of all species of property, hut, more complete and better arranged, it took
titat whose lot is intimately united to the lot of thcir place in the schools and c(n)signed them to
society, considered as a collective living being, oblivion. It was carefully revised under the su-
capable of enjoyment and privation, of wealth and pervision of Pope Gregory XIII., and, after this
poverty. It is in some sort the great savings bank workof (.orreetion,was recommemied to the faith-
iu which is laid up the greater part of the capital fnl by a bull of June 2'2, 1582. The second col-
which thepresent generationleaves to that which lection is that of the decretals of the popes,
is to follow after it. COURCI_LI_-SENEUIL. which was made by Saint l_ymond of Pennafort,

under the au_pi¢'cs of Grt'gory IX. This collcc-

LAND OFFICE, (See PuBI, m L._"Ds.) tion embraces all the h,ttcrs of the popes prcscnt-
ing any interest, which appeared from the year

LANDS, Public. (See PUBLIC LANDS.) 1t50 to the year 1230, and, he-itle% some decrees
of the councils and decisions of the popes which

LANE, Joseph, was born in Buncombe court- had escaped the notice of Gratian. It wa_divided
ty, N. C., Dec. 14, 1801, settled in indiana, and into five book% Boniface VIII. had the subse-

was thence appointed governor of Oregon terri- quent decisions colleclcd in a sixth hook, which,

h)ry, in 1848. He was delegate from the terri- by reason of this, was called the Sexlu,. The next
tory to congress 18_1-7, and United States sena- c,_lle(.tion was c'dled C,er_wMi_,u*, because it was

tot 1859-61. Fie was warmly pro-southern in his devotcd to the canons of the council of Vienna,
political sympathies, and in 1860 was nominated presided over by Clement V., and to the eonsti-

for the vice-presidency by the Breckinridge tuti(ms of that pontiff; the ext:'a_aga_d_, a.serie_
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of constitutions of John XXII, which, at first, tered into the system of other European coun-
remained outside (extr_ the _rlrus, and wasonly tries, which at one time formed in part the fabric
inserted in it some timcafterward; and thea r_rav- of the Roman empire. A century and a half
agaJ_tes eommu_u:s, a last collection, which con- after the dea'.h of Alfred a new code was corn-

rained the constitutions emataatingfrom different piled by Edward lhe Confessor, the basis of
popes. IIcre stops the law styled near, in contra- which was the code of Alfred. This was proba.
distinction to the law anterior toGratiaa, or ancient bly a collection of all laws then in force both by
law. ']'he law called _ewezt is composed of sub- custom and statute, and was long held in tin.
sequent canons, decrees, etc., which have not highest esteem by the English l)eople, and for
been inserled in the corpu,_, but which none the many years formed the basis of English juri¢-
less hare an authority of their own. Canon or prudence. It was, in fact, the system in forc_ _
canonical law must not be confounded with thc at the time of the Norman conquest, and thor.
ciril eccle_blstical law, which comprises the laws oughly idcntificd with Saxon liberty and nation-
madc by the temporal power to regulate certain ality. The renewal by m_tgnet charta of th(;
relatiop.s of church and state in certain countries "ancient Saxon privileges," was the re-enaet-
of Europe. G._,STON DE BoL'n(_E. ment, doubtless, of a part of the code of Ed-

ward, the spirit of which had always existed in
LAW, Common. This term is frequently the common law. -- Although the common law is

used in contradistinction to all statute law, some- an unwritlen law, its rules and principh,s have

times in contradistinction to the civil or canon been handed down from generation togeneration,
law, occa_ionally to the admirahy tLnd maritime and sometimes have almost approached, from ex-

jurisprudence, and very often to equity. Its actitude, the complete and precise form of
proper signification, however, is an unwritten statute law. The law of primogeniture--a rule
law _hich receives its binding force from ira- of law under which the olde._t son of the family
mem(uial usage and universal reception, iu dis- succeeds to the father's real estatc in preference to,
tinction from the written or statute law. Its rules and to the absolute exclusion of, all others of the
or princiI)les are to be fouml only in the _ orks of family--is a part of the common law. This rule
institutional writers, in the records of courts, and dates back to the conquest, when, under the feu-
in the reports of judicial decisions, and it is over- dal system, the ownership of land depended upon
ruled by the statute law. Its origin is indefinite the personal ability of the party to perform mill-
and can be (laced only to the ancient customs of tary service, and thus excluded females. While
the early people of Englaml, more particularly the principle is repugnant to the spirit of British
known as the "ancient Saxon privileges" or the institutions, it has been preserved and handed
body of laws and privileges framed by Alfred the down by the common law from that perit)d.
Great and reaffirmed by Edward the Confessor. Blackstoue also classifies the law merchant--a
The spirit of these an('ient laws is assumed to system of l_lws consisling largely of the usagesof
have descended _ith the race, and to have con- trade and applied by courts to contracts and deal-
tinued to be developed and the laws to have been ings of persons engaged in mcrcantile business--
framed, and the comm,_u law expanded, from the as a part of the common law. The correctness of
original Saxon vigor, even after the ,Norman con- this classification has been questioned by oth(.r 'at-
quest. This ancient code is assumed by histo- thorities, inasmuch as many of the rules of this
rians to have been compiled by Alfred from vari- system were in direct eontradi(:t|on to the corn
ous sources; from the _ierciau laws, existing in mon law. During the operation of the feudal law,
counties bordering upon Wales, and retaining ohl the system was found to be inadequate to the
British ('u_toms; from the west Saxon of southern needs of the mercantile (:lass lhen sl)ringing in(,,
and southwestern counties of England; and from prominence, and the courts of that day, when
the Danish of the west(.rn coast, where a Danish commercial contracts were brought before them,
settlement had been effected. Some allege that adopted from the merchants, for their guidau('_',
it was in part framed from the Old Testament; the rules that governed their busincss de'cling-
and the belief is entertained by others, that these and made them rulcs of law. During th(: reign
ancient ]aws and cu._toms _cre gathered from the of James I. these rules were declared to be :_

princil,les of the Roman Pandects, which had part of the law of the realm. In such cas('s tlw
been compiled in tile sixth century from the common law wascxtendcd by thecourts, a_(lzat'xx
decisions, writings and opinions of the old rules were adopted to meet the association of cir-
Roman jurists, by order of Justinian, and which cumstances which bore an analogy to what th(.
formed a part of the body of the civil law of common law had established in causes that eam_'
Rome, which has been universally acccpted as within the scope of its provisions.--Thedecisions
the basis of all mediaeval legislation and of all of the courts of law are of the highest authority
European law. The spirit of these laws, if not in declaring its principles, and, when not in('()_-
the letter, found its way into England, perhaps sistent, are accepted as establishing the law.
through the clergy who were the only learned But being merely declaratory and not mandatory.

class of that period, as the laws did, some eentu- among courts of equal jurisdiction a single judg-
ries later, in a more positive and extensive form. meat of a court will not be accepted as final

It is a fact, however, that they had already en. Among inferior courts, however, the decisions of
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a superior court are accepted as binding. Courts variance with its general provisions and the estab-
generally are not iron-bound in their decisions, lished custom.--The tension, however, of the
and frequently reverse their own decisions when common law is still greater, and it will accommo-
cunvinced that the law has been incorrectly date itself to customsof still lllorc limited opera-
stated. It is, however, held that the house of tion. It i_ not decm, d at variance with its sys-

h)rds should be an exception to this rule, as it is tern to ;idopt a rule _hlcl_ is pronouncedly enn-
the court of last resort, and therefore, as the trary t,_ ils own, if its alq)licati[_n be estalJlished
highest court of the hind, its judgmcnts partake of to 1)c clear and precise, although confined to a
tl)c csscn(,e of statute law, and having been on(.e single, locality. Still, to be vested with the sane-

declared, the rule (:an not be altered s'tve by a tity of law. a custom must be firmly eslablished
_tatute. In its judicial capacity, as defined by asof ancient origin. Should thecu_-tom be deler-

the English appellate jurisdiction act of 1876, the mined to have ori_in'tted at a period of English
llouse of lords forms a court of final appeal from history embraced x_ilhiu a hundred ye_tr_ su('eccd-
the queen's court of appeal in England, from the ing the conquest, it w¢)uld bc accepted hy the
court of scssiol_s of Seotla_ld, and the superior system as _. part of itself. ]f su(.h ploof does
(.ourts of law and equity of Ireland. It is, how- not exist, the custom must be established by lie-
ever, reg'arded as sctth:d that the jurisdiction of ing witnesses of Ulltl(_ubted eh;uaelel, or by nn-
the house of lords is absolute and its decrees questioned documentary evidence that will sus-
irrevoc:ble, as being the only manner in which lain tim a_,umpfion --The feudal law syslcm
a court of supreme jurisdiction can remain in e._tablishcd the principle of non-alicnati(_n. This

the unchallenged exe_ci.,-e of its chief functions, restriction w_k_ removed by the slatute 18 Ed-
--While the common law is recognized as per- ward I., and the principle of condiliomfl fees or
raining to the whole reahn, it yet determines the eslates tail was introduced. By lhc charter of
principle as a part of its own syslcm, that under IIem'y IIl.. ('onveyauces to religions hou-es were
a certain condition of fa(.ts connected with the prohibited. By the statute JJ,' l?_ligh,.,_ of 7 Ed-
_tatus of a case, it may accept the bKnding force ward ]., usually called the statute of mortmain,
of rules of law which are not of universal appli- this prohibilmu was extended to all olhers hold-
cation. Itisnot, therefore, absolutely unalterable itJg for the same lmrposc. The clergy, to evade
in declaring the l'tw, as in some c(Jurts it adopts these provi_-ions, devised a system of conv_yanee
the provisions of codes which in others it rejects, by which the u,_ instead of thef(-e was granted to
Some of the rules of civil and canon law are the church benctieiary, while the pos._ession or
also accepted as part of the common law, having seisin remained with the feoffee, anti the deei_-
been transmitted from the customs of remote ions of the courts of equity _thieh ",ver(, in the

ages. Custom frequently establishes such prece- bands of the elt.rgy, held that the feoffee wa.s
deuts as are recognized by the common law as a bound in conscience to account to the cc._tuy q_te
part of its system, although at variance with its use, for the l)rolits of the estates. By the act of
general principles, viz.: under the law of t)rimo- 15 Richard II., this w;_s annulled by the pro-
geniture which, as we know, forms a part of the _ision declaring that uses should be subject to
common law of England, the eldest son succeeds the ._tatute of mortnnnn as well a:_ the lands.-- In
to the father's real estate, to the cxclu._ion of all the reign of Henry \'III., the slatule relating to
o_hers. Allhongh the law of primogeniture is wills wa.- l)assed, which ex(:luded elegises to cor-
the general law of England, as well as of Scot- porations. By a sul_scquent a_.t, 43 Elizabt:th, "_
land at_d Ireland, there is one county in Eli- devise to a corl),)r:ttion for a ch'_ri_al)]c purpose
gland--that of Kent--where, by "ancient eus- wast_llo_ed. Thisisnowthco_lymcat_s_heteby
ton_." called gacelki_ul, a different rule pro, vails, religious('orpo_a|in_seat_a¢'(lu_rereal('st:_(eeither
and the land, instead of going wholly to the eld- l)v deed or will. --k c_nq)li(.ated part of the' _:n
('._t son, is divided equally among all the sons. g]i:h hew of real property was inlrodueed I_y the
Garelkiad was the old British cu,tom or law of doctrine of u,e.-, f()rmi_g a part of II_e e(,mmon
succession in Wales, Kent and l'_'orthumberland, l_w. In or, lcr to perpetuate estate, in f_,mili_.s,

In its mixture with Anglo-Saxon hew, allthe sons large ]amled l)roprietors, to plevent a]ienali(a_,
of the father inherited. .Although Blaekstonc re_ort[.d to the ext)edient of the (.]ergv--th;_t of
;_s(.ribed to it a Celtic origin, legal antic.luaries ('ot_veying the use instead of th(: fee, a_d l]_c erfurt
el;tim that it pre, vailed over the whole kingdom in of eha_('e_y held such coaveyane(,_ to be bindH_g.
A_clo-Saxon times. In Wales it was abolished This ga_e _ise to the statuI_, of nse_, 27 tlenry
du_i_g the reign of Henry VIII., but still re.- VIII , of whi('h Lord Bacon said, iu his ('ele-
mai_ls iu force in Kent emmty, England, having brated treatise Ul_OU this statute, exl)(_undi_g its
I_(.en permitted to remain by the Conqueror, as com_ccfion $ith common law prin(il)les: "A law
(,he of the "ancient liberties." There is likewise whereul)on the inherilan('es of this realm are t,)_('d

:an exception called borough E_glish in some at this (l;_y, like a ship upon theses, in su('h sort
titles and boroughs of England, where the land, tha_ it is hard to say which bark x_ill sink, and

i_tea(1 of going to the eldest son, goes wholly to which will get to the haven, * * on acet,unt of
_he youngest. These exceptions to the general the tides and currents of received errors and un-
r_ll_ of law in the kingdom arc accepted by the warranted and abusive experien(_e, as they _xere
¢'ommon law as a part of its system, although at not able to keel) a right course according it) the

98 VOL. rL--45
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law." This statute provided that the use should the common lawduriug the reign of Edward was
be transferred into po_ession, or, in other words, unexaml_]ed, save in the increase of his own time.
the estate vested in the cestuy que _e. Its opera- Edward settled the jurisdiction of the several
tion was to a very great extent evaded by the sub- courts and first established the office of justice of
stitution of trusts f(_r uses, and under that name the peace. He refused to interfere with the oper-
conveyances were introduced and enforced in ations of justice bymandat_ from the pr/_ycoulz-
chancery, with some important modifications as oil, as had been the custom of previous reigns.
to legal effcct._To more fully understand the He repressed robberies and lawlessne_, and en-
development of the principles of the common couraged trade by enabling merchants to recover
law through eeclcsiastieal connection, it may be their debt.s, by improving the system of collee.
stated that, in the year 1130, in the town of tion under the common law, and simplifying the
Amalfi, in Italy, there was accidentally found a operation of the common law courts. He divided
copy of the Roman Pandects compiled by order the court of excheqlier into four distinct courts,
of Justinian the emperor, in the sixth century, each of which managed its own branch without
This great system of jurisprudence was immedi- dependence on the others, and as the lawyers ia-
ately adopted by the ecclesiastics who zealously troduced a system of carrying business from one
spread its knowledge throughout every part of court to another, the severalcourts became check_
Europe. Besides its intrinsic merit, it became upon eachother, and the administration of justice
recommended by its early association with the became wonderfully improved in tone.- Three
imperial city of Rome, the seat of their religion, hundred years before the reign of Edward, Will
which acquired greater lustre by thus diffusing tam the Conqueror had instituted an ordinance
throughout Europe its own matchless laws. Be- which provided tha_ the bishop who sat in the
fore ten years had elapsed from the period of the county court with the sheriff, disposing of causes
discovery, Vaearius, under the direction of the both civil and ecclesiastical, shouldhoht aseparate
archbishop (_f Canterbury, begun the reading of court for the trial of ecclesiastical cases. Un(ler
public lectures on civil and municipal law, in the this procedure, the bishop being now independ-
univer._ity of Oxford. The order of ecclesiastics eat of the secular court, appropriated to his _ep-
was posscssed of all the knowledge of the age, arate jurisdiction a large number of causes, on
and naturally the science of law fell inlo their the plea of their involving matters of a spiritual

hands; with iargc possessions to defend from the nature relating to tithes and benefices. Under
rapacity and violence of princes and barons, it this head the bishop's court, cbfimed jurisdiction
became to them a matter of personal interest to over questions relating to marriage on the ground
enforce the observance of general and equitable of a spiritual contract being involved by the act,
rules and customs, by which aloue they could and consequently a power to annul marriages,
receive proper protection. Thus they formed a grant divorces, determine questions of bastardy
connection between the civil and canon law. But and legitimacy, and issue letters of administra-
their energetic assumption begot a jealousy in the tion in cases of intestacy on the ground that the

laity of England which prevented the Roman bishops were best qualified to determine what
Jurisprudence from becoming the municipal law would most benefit the soul of the intestate. On
of England, as was the case in many European the effort of the clergy, however, to proceed still
states. Still, a great part of it was secretly further in the assumption of judicial power un
transfcrred into the practice of the courts of der the new constitution of the ecclesiastical

Justice, and further, by the imitation of its more courts, in the attempt to introduce the entire
fortunate neighbors, England gradually elevated canon law as promulgated at Rome, the national
its own law from its original state of rudeness and jealousy was so aroused that the king, Henry II.,

imperfection. During the reign of Edward I. although a warm friend of the clergy, was corn-
in the closing years of the thirteenth century, the pelled to prohibit the reading of books of canon
people of England reaped a wonderful benefit law at Oxford, and a contest was inaugurated in
from the correction, extension, amendment and which the'whole pontifical power was invoked iu
establishment of the laws of England, which behalf of the efforts of the clergy. The eonsti-
F_.,dward accomplished and transmittcd to posterity tution of Clarendon, enacted by Henry II., with
as au enduring monument of his wisdom and the concurrence of the great council, in 1164,
personal worth. This patriotic labor conferred and afterward confirmed by a council at Norlh-
upon Edward the name of the English Justinian. ampton in 1176, finally determined the dispute(l
According to Sir Edward Coke, not only were points. It was ordained that questions relating
the statutes of his reign deserving of the charac- to benefices should be tried by the king's secular
ter of establishments on account of their standing courts; that the ecclesiastical courts should be
and durability, but the common law became subject to the Jurisdiction of the king's secular
refined to a remarkable degree by the regular courts; that the ecclesiastical courts should he
order maintained iu the administration. The excluded from jurisdiction of pleas of debt whit'h
judges were brought to a certainty in the deter- they had also assumed. The authority of tl_e
ruination of the law, and lawyers to a greater canon law now rests upon a statute of Henry

precision in their pleadings, and according to Sir VIII., which declares that all causes, constitu-
Matthew Hale, the remarkable improvement of tions, etc., then existing and which are not re-
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pugnant to the law of the land or the king's pre- the duties of jurymen. The English law of evi-
rogative, shall remain in force. The canon law dence is a wide branch of the common law In
now pertains solely to the laws, regulations and all criminal cases the accused is not compelled to
•exigencies of the church.- With regard to the testify against himself; while in a preliminary
union of the canon and common law it may be examination lie is always permitted to do so. if it
said that the law of England relating to personal is his desire. -- While there is much to admire in

property which in many respects was deficient, the common la_ system, _omc of its rules are very
received important accessions from tile canon incquitable. Until supcrseded by the statutes of
law, especially its rules relating to con.,umguinity 1870 and 1882, common law vested all the proper-
and descent. --The most important part of the ty of a married woman in her husband, without

common law of England is that which pertains to responsibility on his part ; and for a long time the
the personal rights and liberty of the citizen. At only way through which she could enjoy any
various periods of English history a large number part of it was by thc intervention of the court of

of statutes have been passed declaratory of com- chancery.-- Under the common law marriage can
mon law principles in aid of constitutional rights, be annulled for but one offense after the union--

The first that boldly strikes national attention is the act of adultery. Fraud, impotence, and such
that of magna charts, which was a royal confir- pre-existinq causes, may constitute grounds for
mation of inherent rights of the people by King divorce, but only the act of adultery after the mar-
John at Runnymedc, in the thirteenth ccntm'y riage ceremony. Under the common law a child
This charter was afterward confirmed by Henry born out of wedlock is illcgitimate, and no subse-
III. with other iml)ortant grants. (See MAC,_'A quent act of the father and mother can affect itsle-
_KABTA.) Also duringthe reign of Edward III.. gal ,*tql_ts This imolcrant yule has, however, been
_here were twenty parliamentary confirmations of indehhly stamped upon the common law by the
the great charter granted, relating to common action (,f l)arliament. During the reignof Henry
law principles. It was also (luring this reign that lit great disl)Utc_ originated betweetl tit(: civil and
the use of the French language in common law ecclesiastical court_ (.oncernin_ bastardy. By the
pleadings and public deeds, first instituted by common law those who had been born before

William the Conqueror in the subjugation of wedlock werc ba.-lard.,. By the canon law they
England, was abolished, and the English tongue were legitimate: and wlmu any dispute arose
substituted. The second is the petition of rights, relating to inheritance, it had been usual for the
pas_ed by parliament during the reign of Charles civil courts tu i._sue writs to the spiritual, direct-
I. This act continued those principles of coin- ing them to inquire into the legitimacy of the
mort law contained in the great charter, which by person. The bishop alw:lys returned answer
usurpation of the crown in a measurc had lapsed, according to the canon law, though contrary to
The third is the habeas corpus act, passed (luring the municipal law of the kingdom For this
the reign of Charles II., which did not alter or reason the civil courts changed the terms of their

amend the provisions contained in magna charta, writs, and required the spiritual court.s merely to
but provided for their greater efficiency in the m'tke inquiry concerning the legitimacy of the
clear and precise manner of their apt)lication by party in question, by proposing the simple inter-
(he courts of law. (See HABEAS CORPUS.) The rogatory whether he were born 1)cfore or after
fourth is the bill of rights, which extcudcd the marriage. The prelates complained of this prac-
provisions of magna charta in favor of those fun- tice to the parliament assembled at Mt:rton in the
damental principles of the constitution which twentieth 3"ear of the king's reign, and requcsted

denied to the sovereign the power of suspending that the municipal law might bc made to conform
or dispensing with laws of the reahn, etc., etc., with the canon law. They, however, received

which was adopted by parliament early in the from that parliament the memorable answer,
reign of Williar_ and Mary. (See BILl. OF 2¥oltlmus le.ges Ai,gli(_ m,ztare.--The courts of

RmHTS.) To the common law, which applied (,ommon law arc divided into superior and infe-
_hese principles of freedom, the English subject rior. They bore the names of the court of queen's
owes all his liberty. Statutes could have availed bench, the court of common pleas or common

nothing without the principles entering through bench, and the court of exchequer. They all
the courts into the national life. The common sprung originally from the aula regis of the :Nor-
law claimed the existence of these free principles man kings. This court was formed of the chief
long before their essence was established by par- officers of state aml of the king's household,
ticular statutes. The right of trial by jury isonc and of the cMcf nobility and other learned jus-
of the most prominent of common law rights, as tices of the kingdom, all presided over by the
it belongs almost exclusively to the English race. chief jttsticiar. This court for a long time was
The oldest law writer of the time of Henry VI. omnipreseut with the king; followed lfim from
declares that no other country at that time and place to place in his journcyings, and formed the
previously contained the elements of society able supreme court of the kingdom. The inconven-
to constitute a jury. That in other countries ience to the people by this mode of dispensing

there was no "middle class" between the nobili- justice became so great that a demand was made
ty and the impoverished peasantry, and no class for a fixed court, which was granted in magna
of ct_mmoners sufficiently intelligent to perform charts by King John, and the court of common
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]pleas established. A still greater change occurred the children of the union. -- Among the earliest
_under Edward I., as before alluded to, when the institutional writers on the common law was

court of at_la re_ia was entirely abolished, and its Hem'), de Bracton, an ecclesiastic and chief justi-
judicial functions apportioned among a court of ciary in the reign of Henry III. He wrote a corn-
chancery and the three courts of common law prehensive work on "The Laws and Customs of
nix)re mentioned. By the acts of 1873 and 1875 England," modeled after the "Institutes" of Jus-
all the superior courts of _ngland were consoli- tinian, treating largely upon the rules of personal
dated into two new courts, styled the high court properly a_d c(_ntracts. -- He was followed by
_)f justice and the court of appeal. Thn.c of the Sir John F_)rtescue, who was chief justicc of the
five divisions of the high court of justice were king's bench during the reign of Henry YI. He
called after the names of the old common law was exiled on altamder after the battle of St. AI-

eourls, to wit, the queen's b_'ach, common pleas b_ms. and accompanied Queen _Iargaret and her

and cxchequerdivisions. Their business relations young son into Scotland. While in Scotland Sir
were unchanged, save with this distinction, that John Forte._euc wrote his celebrated treatise .De
thereafter they should administcr justice without La_ldib_a_ f_egum Angli_. This trcatise on the
regard to its being kn_wn as common law or common law of :England was written originally

equity. All the judges of the consolidated ccmrts for the ben_'fit of the young prince. He likewise
acquired equity jurisdiction; the result of this wr_te a valuable work on the English cou._titu-
"fusion of law and equity" being to put an end ti(_a. -- During the same reign Sir Thom_ Lyt-
to that anomalous system under which decisions tlcton, a celebrated jurist and judge of the court
of courts of law were continually set aside by of common picas, wrote a valuable treatise on
co-ordinate courts of equity, and to give wider Tenwre._, which went through a nmltitude of
application to the old doctrine that when lawaml editi()ns. Lozd Bacon chara(.tcrized the uritinga
equity are at variance, equity shouhi 1)revail. -- of this j_,ri_t, together with those of Mr. Filzpat-
The inferior courts, formerly numerous, arc neaa'ly rick, another c_)mmon law writer, as the "Institu-
all abolished. Those that remain are of very re- tions of the laws of England."-- An(Xher eminent
strictcd jurisdiction, chief of which is the modern authority on common law is Sir Edward Coke,
county court. A few borough conrts exist, from one of the brighlest legal luminaries of English.
whichawritofcrrorliestoasupcriorcourt. The history, tie was a jul'ist of great power and
h)rd m'tyor's court and the city court of London learning, and emly acquired a high rank in his
transact considerable business. There is also r(,- profession by his argument in Shclly's case, fr()m
maining a court of hustings, a court of lhe cinquc whi(.h case came the celebrated nile of real prop-
ports, and the stannary courts of Cnrn_all and clty law known as " the rule in Shc]ly's case,'*
Devonshire. In some counties there are baron._te reported in Coke, i., 104, to wit: " When the an-
courts for adjudication of mining matters. The cestor by any gift or convc)'ance takes an estate
court of common pleas in L'mcaster and the court of frc,ehold and in the same gift or conveyance aa
of pleas in Durham, have juri.-diction in persf,nal (,state is limited, either mediately or immediately,
mallets, and form part of the high court of justic(,, to his hcir_ in fee or in tail, the ]wits are words of
--The common law in the UniWd Stat_:s is the limitation and not words of purchase." (This
same in all particulars as tl,e common lawin Eu- rule, lmwcver, in mo_t of the states has been
gland. It differs only in the form of a(hninkstra- abolished by statute ) He successively became
tion. It contains the principh,s, customs and king's s(.rgcaat, recorder of London, member of
rules pertaining to the government and the saf(._y parlbmm_]t, speaker of the house of commons, so-

of persons and property, not to be found in any li_.itor gcm:tal, atlorney general, judge of the
statute or legislative cna(.m_cnt. The rule of ('oust of common pica,, chief justice of the court
common law with regard to the relations between of kina's bt.nch, member of the privy council,
husband anti wife has been modilicd in some re- and had it not have bccn for the, enmity and op-
spect._, principally that relating to the control of positi,)n of Lord B:tcon, wouhi have reached the

the wife's property. This change has not been po,sifion of lord chancellor. His principal legal
effectcd by altering the principleof common ]a_, work is "Coke upon Lyttlcto_," or the 25"rst In-
but by staluh,, as in England. Also with regard slit,ire, a standard work o_ all constitntiomd anti
to the lcgitim:_cy of chihlren, the statu_es of municipal law in England. Ills other treatises
max)', if not all, of the st_tcs have amc]io_'at,,d on the common law are the £ec,_nd, Tldrd, and
the harsh rules of the common law, and infahts ],'e_rth l_._tit_tes. His work on Col_jlwlder and
born out of wedlock are iegitimized and sue- /'7_.¢, and hi._ law reports, which made a commr_-
cecd lo all the rights of .those born in wedh)ck, tion on their al)l)carance , are still of great value

by the subsequent marriage of the parents. This to the profession. As a member of parliament he
is in imitation sonwwhat of the Scotch law of t)crformed vc_y important services for the people.
legitimations, umler the operation of which a per- His resolutions which formed the basis of the

son who was born illegitimate, was rendered le- haheas c_)I'pus act, and his work in framing the
gitimate by the parents' subsequent marriage, famous bill of rights, entitle him to the grati-
provided that at the time of his birth there was rude and veneration of his countrymen. -- tks re-
,existing no h.gal impediment to their union. The marked, Sir Francis Bacon was the contemporary
l_cotch law of putative marriages also legitimized of Coke. He was affirmed to be the greatest,
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g_eniua that England ever produced, and the glory the liberal sense of the proposition, as we have no
of his age and race. His works on the common national common law ; but there arein special cases
law were numerous, and composed of his treatise common law offenses against the United States,
.on T/_ Elements (,f the Comrno_ Law of El_gland, within thc territorial limits of the states. In local-
divided into Maxims of the l_xw and The use of ities where state power is unknown, common law
tl_ law/ treatise on Composition, s for Aliehatioa,,; offenses against the United States must nceessa
RezLding on the Statttte of _rses; Proposal .f,Jr rily exist, and yet the result has been definitely
.lmet, dtl_g the Law,* ef England; essays on .De- reached through the decisions of the court that
spatch Jt_dic_Jt_n'e and In_wvatlon; Advancement ef tim United States courts can not punish (:rimes
_f,ear_d_/; and his work entitled the 1)octril_e of against the general government, unless specified
Universal Justice/ all presenting, in the language and defined by an act of congress. (Bishop, Crim.
_)f his biographer, "the substance of profound La_.) In the District of Columbia the laws ex-
jurisprudential reflection."-- Coke and Bacon isting previt)us to its acquircmcnt are by statute
were succeeded by Sir Matthew Hale, a dis- still in force, and commonlaw crimes against the
tinguished lawyer of the seventeenth century, United States exist the same amt to the same cx-
who was appointed by ('romwcll a judge of the tent as they do in the several states against the
,court of common pleas, and afterward, by Rieh- state. -- I,a criminal htw, when applying the spe-
_rd Cromwell, chief justice of the court of eific lules ,)f statutory interpretation, there are
king's bench, tie was incorruptible and able. two kinds that appear: the liberal or open, and
and his tre,ttiscs on the comnmn law were re- the strict or close. The liberal interpretation ex-

eeived with great faw)r and are still of high au- pands or covers a larger spaec than words import;
tholity in Enghmd, where his legal MSS. are pro- the slri(.t (.outracts within a less space. B_th are
served at Lincoln's Inn.- Sir William Black- modified in a_'eordan('e with the requirements of
_stone, another writer and lecturer on common law particular ca_es The law both abhors and
.of the last century, ha._ transmitted iris famous favom. In re._l)eCt to things odious, a strict in-
Commentarie._, wluch for a lengthy period wcrc terpretation is u_etl; in respect to things favored,
greatly esteemed as an authority and are now re- a liberal. All statutes detrac.ting from common
garded _s of great value as materials f()r history, law rights are strictly construed, and reach no
-- Space does not permit a more t'xtended review further in mcanbJg than their words express; no
_)f thi_ part of the subject, but the foregoing one is sul)ject by implication, and all doubts are
have been the principal writers ou the science of construcd in favor of lbeprisoner. Revenue laws
English common law. The causes have accumu- come within this rule, for though thcir p_imary
lated with the years, and other abridgments and object is but the collection of duties, yet they
digests have followed, reproducing the rules and range themselves beside otl_er penal statutes, by
principles in other forms, and the old bt)oks of imposing fines, working forfeitures, and depriv-
the old masters are r'trely cited now as authori- ing men of their property. The leading doctrine
ties. Tl_e common law continues to grow on is, that criminalstatutesare to bcstrict]yenfm'ced.
both continents, anti with each gencration will As against defcndautsthcstalutemay be enlarged
become more rich and powerful in dctermining where the reason and intent of the law require
the principles of law governing the growth, de- it, :rod they may bc extended by other provisions
velopment and security of society, of statutory law, an(l by the common htw com-

J. W. CL.._,_rPITT. bluing with them; and Ibis rule is not violat-

ed by permitting the words of 1he statute to
LAW, Criminal, is that branch of jurispru- have their full mcaning, or the more extended

deuce which takes cognizance of those wrongs of two meanings; as for in.-tane_., the statute
which are injurious to the public, and punished forbidding the larceny of any "bank note"
by the government in its own name by what are exteuds to the bank notes of other states; or,
denominated criminal proceedings. The criminal against betting "upon any election of this state"
law, like the civil, is both statutory anti common, extends to the bctting within tim state upon
In all but four states of the Union, the common an election for president. .4. strict construction
law extends as wcll to ('riminal matters as to is not violatcd by gtving the words of a statute a
civil. I_ Ohio the court decided that the corn- reasonable meaning according to the sense in

men law could not be rcsorted to for the punish- which they were intended. Thus, the state or
mcnt of crimes and misdemeanors, and in lndi- corporation may be included in the word " per-
aria the statute provides that all crimes aud mis- son"; a woman may be indicated hy the mascu-
demeanors must be defined and punisl_cd by the 'line pronoun "his"; a ewe or lamb by the word
statutes of the state. In Florida and Missouri "sheep"; a girl by the word "woman"; and

there are legislative enactments restricting to a horses, gehlings, asses and pigs by the word "cat-

limited fine and imprisonment the right to puuisia tie." The words of a penal statute, however,
l'or common law offenses. On the other hand, can not be extended by construction beyond what

Louisiana and Texas, not originally governed by they will reasonably bear. An act which makes
the common law, have expressly introduced it as an assault indictable, must be an actual assault

to crimes. Common law offenses against the and not of a constructive nature. If two men
general government do not exist in the states in are in altercation, and one holds a weapon in his
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hand and the other forces a part of his body while it was no part of his intention that the ser-
against the point of the weapon, the wound in- vant should receive it himself, and therefore not
flicted is not by the party holding the weapon, a complete uttering, it still appears that there
:Money is not meant by the words, "security for wouht be gTound for construing the act of deity-
money." Wheat threshed for straw is not a cry of the forged bill to the servant as an indict-
"stack of wheat." This principle is, however, able attempt to cheat the third party.- The act
established: If the court entertains a reasonable of hreaking into a mau's castle either with burgla-
doubt as to the meaning of a criminal statute, it rious intent, or by an officer to serve process on
must decide in favor of the prisoner. It must him, is not to be construed legally to mean an
also construe statutes so as not to multiply felo- a(,,t of violence. The mere lifting of a latch and
nies, and no case is to be brought within the stat- thus opening a door not otherwise fastened;
ute by construction while it does not fall within raising or lowering a window sash hehl by a
its words. Thus, where a statute regulating the wedge, or by a weight with ropes and pulleys;

sale of cord wood imposed a penalty of so much raising a trap-door kept down by its own weight;
per cord "for every cord of wood bought and or obtaining by stealth and procuring by thrcats of
sold," the court held that no penalty could be in- violence 'm entrance; or by intimidating a person
curred in the purchase or sale of less than a cord. within to open the door; or by the removal of a
--On the other hand, it is held that whenever pane of glass or wimlow shutter, or by forcing
the thing done does not come within the wrong the bhnds p'lrtially closed, is held legally to be a
which the statute evidently intended to suppress, breaking. But if a door or window is open a
though it come within its words, the person so little way, it is not breaking into the house for an
doing is not punishal)le. It is a principle of the officer in serving process to push it open _till far-
common law that no one shall suffer criminally ther to "t(hnit the 1)assage of his body. This part
for an act in which his mind does not concur, of the treatise of criminal law, to wit, statutory
If the act committed is not within the intention of intcrl)ret_tions, could be commented upon stilt
the law makers, it is not within the law although turther with profit, but space forbids. It is 1)os-
within the letter; therefore the case must come sible only to glance at it. _To constitute a,
not only within the words of a statute, but criminal offense two things must be establishcd=
also _ithin its reasonand spirit. Thus statute 12 the i,lt(,nt to do the wrong, and the l)erform-
A_lne, stat. 1, c. 7, against stcaling goods "heinz anee of the act in i)ursuance of the int(.nt. It
in any dwelling house, allhough such dwelling is a universal rule that to constitute an offense,
house bc not actually broken in bysuch offender, the ac! an(I intent must concur in point of time.
and although the owner of tile goodsor any other To constitute a htrceny the act of trespass an(l
person or pcJ_ons be or be not in such house," is Ihc intent to steal must occur at one and the
not violated where one steals, in his own house, same time. To c_mstitute a burglary the intent

the goods of another; or where a wife does the to commit the felony in the house must occur
same tiling in her husband's house; or where tile ._t nnc and tlle same time.--It was a principle
larceny is of property found upon the person, of Roman jurispru(lence that ignorance of the
tho_,gh in '1 dwelling hou_, but therefore not law did not excuse its violation. This rule has
under its protection; or where tile things stolen been engr_tfted upon our own jurisprudeuce,
are such as are not usually deemed to be under combining with it another general l)rineiple,
the pr_tection of a dwelling house. -- Time and that every man is presumed to know the laws
place operate distinctly in thc character and of tile c()untry in which he dwells. This rule
division of crilne. The attcmptto commit felon), may al)p(,_l arbitrary, but is nevertheless es_n-
by breaking iL_to a house at night is a common tial In the proper administration of government.
law felony, callcd burglary. When the same .wt Sometimes the court takes into consideration a.
is committed iu the d;fftime, it is a felony called prisoner's ignorance of the law, when passing:
a misdemeanor. A dwelling house includes the sentence after conviction. Also the degree of
cluster of buihlings surrounding tile main buiht- responsibility from mental condition. Shoultt
ing in which a family lives, and a hurglary com- the guilt or innocence of the prisoner depend on
mitted in any one of these out-buildings is of the fact, to bc ascertained by the jury, of his
the same character of offense as if committed in mental condition at the time of the perpetration
tlle mansion itself. -- The uttering of forged of the act, the jury, in determining this question
paper or counterfeited bank notes or coin, or any- of mental comlition, may take into consideratio_
thing of like clmracter, is to offer the same, in- his ignorance or misinformation in a matter of
temling it to be received as good, and whether law.-- Ignorance of fact, however, stands on dif-
it is accepted or not. the act of uttering it is corn- ferent grounds from ignor'lnce of law. "Igno-
plete. It is, however, held to be the rule, that to rance or mislake in point of f'tct is, in all cases of
constitute the uttering, there must be a complete supposed offense, a sufficient excuse." (Gould,

attempt to do the particular act the law forbids. J., :SIvers vs. State, 1 Conn., 502.) This doctrine
There may be also a complete conditional utter- is held in those ca_s of justifiable homicide
mg which wilt be criminal, as where a master where the act was committed either in self-defense

gives an innocent servant a counterfeit bill to be or to prevent the person killed from committing a
delivered to another party in another county; felony. If he has reasonable cause to believe that
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the facts exist which excuse a homicide, and anotherin self.defense. Shouhlamanbe atlaeked

he does believe them to exist, without any fault by a ruffian who attempts to inflict upon him se-
n1' carelessness on his part, lie is legally innocent, verc bodily harm, the law presumes the m_m'_ life

although it becomes apparent after the deed that endangered and he may lawfully kill the l'UffiaIl.
he was mistaken, and tile life of an innocent per- But although a man shouhl assault another with
son was sacrificed through his i.gqlorance. The shell violence as to endanger his life in the effort
law of libel furnishes an illustration of this dec- to compel him to take the life of a third party,

trine. The words charged in a criminal case to there would bc no legalexcuse for oomplying with
be libellous are construed as thedefendant under- the demand. Upon this l)oint there has arisen
stood them, rather than as understood by others some controversy. Rus._ell on Crimes says: "l_,

or by the court. This principle also applies to an" h_ been observed that if the commission of trea

" innocent agent " who is moved to do a forbidden son may be extenmtted by tho fear of present
thin_ by another person, and yet incurs no legal death, there seems to be no reasotl why homicide
guilt, because either not possessing sufficient may not also be mitig'tted Ul)on tlw like consider-
Inental capacity, or not having been made ac- ation of human infirmity. But Lord ]lehman, in
quainted with the true frets of the case, These charging the jury in the case of The Reg. cs. Ty.
distinctions between law and fact, where tile ex- let, 8 C. & P., 616, emphatically stated the doctrine

euse of ignoratlce is offered for the commissiou to be, that no nlan, from fear of consequences to
of crime, are hehl to be of the highest importance himself, has a right to make himself a party to
in criminal law jurisprudence.- knothcr pl'inei- committing mischief on mankind. The weight
pie laid down ill criminal law jurisprudence, of authority is witil this opinion. -- With reg_trd
where an ltct committed produces an unintentional to coverture, m;trriage does not :lbsolve a woman's
result, is. that the thing done having proceeded legal cal)aeity for crinle whit.h asil felllme soleshe
from a wicked intent, is to be viewed in the same possessed. Iler relations towal'd her husband,
It#It, whether the crime wasof one particular form however, compel obedience, affectitm and confi.
or another. Thus, if ore attempting to kill a dcnec. For this t,olldititm the law permits an in-
particular individual, dischargesa weapon at him du]genee. If throu,.4h ctmstrait_t of her husband's
and by accident the charge is lodged in the I)ody will, ller duty of obedience i_ carried to such an
of another person and kills him; or if seekingtlle extent as In commit unlawful acts, slit, shall not
life of a person one places poison in his way suffer for them criminally. This consider.'_tion is
which another person consumes, and dies; or if peculiar to the comnlon law. The act, however,
one, whilc in tile attcml)t to steal poultly or the must be done or (.Oml)leted in his presence. K
like, discharges his gun and shoots and kills acci- command is insutlleient, unless the act is corn-
dentally a human being, tile party who commits mitted in hi_ presem'e, aud then the law pre-
the act, though unintended, is legally as much sumes her to be compelled by him to llerform tbe
guilty of mur(ler as if tie had intentionally per- act. But tile rulcthat coercion is pl'c_umcd from
formed ally one of tile acts. So where a man the mere prcsenec of the husband does not apply
criminally assitults a woman, and she in the at- to certRin ('rimes oil account of their peculiar
tempt to prote(;t her honor, offers money to her nature, such as treason, murder, robber3, an(l all
,_sailant to release her or desist from the assault, such malignant crimes as render it probable that
which he accepts by puttillg it in his I)ockct, /lie mere present'e of the husband would not be
although he made no demand for the money, he sufficient to ('ompel her to commit the ('rimes,
is nevertheless ill law guilty of robbery. But iu witliout the active co-operation of her own mind.
the enforcement of this principle it must, be clearly The presumptiov that the wife, being in the pres.
shown that the thing intended to be done was once of her husband, aet_ un(lcr his coeleive
malum i_ se, and not ahme mtdum prohibitum, power, is only a printer filcie onc, and can be rv-
Archbold thus states the principle: "When a butted by cvidence. If the two acted togetl_er,
man in the execution of one act, by chance or mis- she will be at:quitted. But if hcr huslland wa._ a
fortune and not designedly, does another act for cripple or otherwi.,c powerless to enforce his corn-
which, if lie had willfully committed it, he would mand, although present, or if she "leted from a
be liable to be punished; in that case if the act he oO-Ol)crnting will, she is to be convicted There.
was, doing were lawful, or merely malumplvhib- fore the wife may be pr(lcceded again.,t jointly
itum, he shall not be punishable for the act arising with her husband ill the same indictnlcnt, and
from misfortune or chance; but if maltlm in se, when they come to trial she can rely upon cot'r.
it is otherwise." -- With respect to the doctrine of (.ion when the proofs arc sufficient. There are
_wxezsity aml compulsion, Rutherford says: ":No other points of interest, which ._pace forbids, in-
_lction can be crimiual if it, is not possihle for a volvcd in this part of the subject; notably those
man to do otherwise. An unavoidable crime is acts which it is impossible for a wife to legally
a contradiction; whatever is unavoidtdllc is no commit oil account of her peculiar relations with
crime; and whatever is a crime is not unavoida- her hu_band.--Withrcspect to legal capacity, the

ble." (Ruth. Inst., c. 18.) An act from necessity common law fixes the age at twenty-one for both
or compulsion is not ttmrefore a crime, but any- m.'desand females. The law cnfnrces filial ob(Mi-
thing shm't of a firm apprehension of personal in- ence and yet does not establish ttle close relation
jury endangering life can not excuse the killing of between parent and child as between husbaml and
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wife. Iu law, all children under twenty-one are [ murder and manslaughter; but the specific intent

viewed as infants; but infants who have at- I to kill is not necessary in either. A. man may be
rived at a maturity of undel.'standing are capable i guilty of murder without intending to take life;
of committing crimes. They (:an not plead in ], hc may be guilty of manslaughter without so in-

justification of tile crime committed tlmt they i tending; or he may intend to take life, yet not

were constrained by their parents to commit the [ cornmit any crime in taking it. :Now the doctrine
same. At common law a child under seven , of thb courts is, that the intention to drink may

years of age is held to be unaccountablc; bt'twecn [ fully supply the place of malice aforethought; so
seven and fourteen in_'apablc prima fileie; be- that if one voluntarily becomes so drunk as not
tween fourtecu and twenty-one, capable prima to know what he is about, and then with a deadly

Jhcie, and incapacity must be established by proof, weapon kills a man, the killing will be murder,

A boy under fourteen or a girl under twelve can the same as if he were sober." In some of the
not contract a perfectly valid marriage. The stat,cs, however, murder is divided bystatute into

legal principle denies puberty in a hoy under two degrees. The first requires the specific in.
fourteen, and also establishcs the rule that he tent to kill; the second degree is where there is

can not at that age ]egally commit a r'q_c, what- an absence of specific intent, as in the case of ex-
ever his physical capabilities.- Under the head treme drunkenness, when the party would bc in-

of want of mental capacity as an excuse for capable of entertaining a specific intent. In like
the commission of crime, criminal law cthics manner under the common law distinction be-
treats of the various grades of insanity. The twcen murder and manslaughter, evidence of in-

classification adopted by Dr. Ray involves the toxication under certain circumstances may re-
suhdivisions necessarily existing. From dcfec- duce the homicide to manslaughter. If it should
live deveh)l)ment of the faculties springs idiocy be shown that the killing arose from provocation

and imb(;cility. Idiocy may result from con- at the time of the act, and that the prisoner was
genital defect and obstacles to the development too drunl_ at that particular time to carry in his
of the faculties supervening in infancy.. Imbe- mi,ld any previous malice he entertained, if such
cility may result from the same causes. From existed, this will be of weight with the jury in

the lesion of the faculties subsequent to their mitigation of the offcnsc, as rendering the pre.
development, spring mania antl demen'_ia--ma- sumption correct thaL he yielded to provocation

nia intellectual and affective, general and partial; and not to malice. Therefore, while the law
dementia from injuries to the brain, and the sen- holds men criminally responsible for wbat they
lilly of old age. The existence of these grades do under the influence of liquor, yet if the
of insanity establishes the nature or chal'acter of habit begets frenzy or insanity such as deli_i -
the act as in proportion to the mental capacity of um tremens, the act becomes excusable, the same
the individual. The court usually puts the ques- as for other causes operating in the same way. --
tiou of insanity to the jury in this form : whether With respect to criminal acts viewed &s an injury
at the time the prisoner committed the act he was to the public, this rule is laid down: Whenever
in a state t¢_ comprehend his relations to other the public believes that an act of wrong to indi
persons, the nature of the act and its crimiual vidu:_ls is of a character requiring the public pro-
character as against the law of the land, which, tcction for the wronged individual, tile public
if sane, he is l)rcsumcd to know ; in fact, whcth- I assumes the act of punishment as its own suit,
er he was conscious of doing wrong. -- With re- and makes the act itself a crime. And the rule
spect to the defense of drunkenness as an excusc of law is still broader in its general significance.
for the commission of crime, the legal doctrine No one can have a priwlte t_etion under criminal
is, that voluntary intoxication furnishes no ex- law. Therefore unless there were a public rem-

cuse for crime committed undcr its influcnce, edy the transgressic)nwould go unpunished. This
But if a party be made drunk by stratngeln or doctrine is also a_erted when the injury arising
the fraud of another, or the unskillfulness of his to the public is by a corporation or body of men,
physician, he is not responsible. (Parks, J., in as when the law invests a corporation with the

Pearson's Case, 2 Lcwin, 144.) The legal prin- I duty of repairing a public way, a neglect of such
ciples which operate in the case of drunkenness I duty or refusal upon the part of the corporation,
are the same as those which govern an act of evil is indictable at common law. Thus the law pro-
i_tent producing an unintended result. Under tects the individual, in the protection of the corn-
the e.ommou law, drunke.nness is regarded in the munity. Says Bishop, in commenting on this
nature of a crime, and its public exhibition in rule of law: "In all ages and countries the path
this country is usually punished by fine, as a mis- of hum_lu improvement is macadamized with
demeanor. There is still, however, a question as bones and wet witll blood. Thc strong tread
to the extent of criminal responsibility he may down and tr'mlple out the feeble; and by ending

incur. If one is too drunk to entertain an intcnt them diminish the average weakness of the race,
to steal, although he takes another's pl'opertyinto and the conflict which goes on among the sur-
his hands, he is not guilty of larceny. In further vivors strengthens their bodies and minds, and
illustrati(m of this point, Bishop says iu relation the acquired vigor passes down to succeeding

to its applicati[)u in cases of homicide: "The generations. But in the conflict which prevails
common law divides all indictable homicides into among men there is a point beyond which if it
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proceeds it injures the community in a way re. parties plan the uttering ol' a forged order, where
quiring criminal prosecution for what is done. tile act would be a statutory felony, and in the

* If, therefore, two or more persons undertake absence of all the others, one of them utters it, an
any of the controversies of life, and one of them indictment will lie for the utterer as principal and
assumes toward another or the rest what the l:tw all of the others as accessories. Murder of the
deems to be unfair ground, the comnmnity inter- second degree "tdmits of accessories before the

feres and punishes the wrong by a erimimd prose- fact. A wife may be an accesso_ T before tim fact
cution. In estimating what is fair -,round we are in a crime of her husband. --An accessory after
simply to inquire what view the commcm law the fact is nnc who receives, harbors and assists to

takes of the question. The old commol_ law, orig- elude justice, one wlmm he knows to be guilty of
inating in an age of rough mind,, iron sinews and felony. The true test for determining whether a
semi-harbarous manners, demamlcd less fairness party is an accessory after the fact is, to consider

than is required by the superior culture and finer whether wh,tt he. does is done by way of personal
moral sentiments of modern times. And the help to his principal with a view of enabling
demand increases as wc progress in civilization, him to escape punishment, the nature of the aid

The common law has, therefore, been expanded rendered being unimportant. If a person fur-
by slow and inseusible gradations, and by legi._- nishes another, whom he knows to have com-

lation which both adds to the number of crimes mitted a felony, with a horse to escape arrest, or
and enlarges the boundaries and augments the conceals him from search, Or feeds and shelters
punishmet]ts of the old ones." -- With respect to him. or exercises violence in his behalf toward

the common law divisions of crime, by the ohl those who lawfully hold the prisoner, or attempts
rule it is divided into trc'_son, fehmy and mis- his rescue from the officers of the law, he is an
demeanors. In England, twa.son is of two kinds, acccssot)-, and may be hchl to answer at the elec-
tligh and petit. In the United States it is con- tion of a prosecuting power for the crime of ac-
fined to the act of levying war against the United eessory to another's felony, or for a substantive

_States and giving aid and comfort to its enemies, crime. The receiver of stolen goods is not an
All treason is felony, and with the aggravation accessory, as he rcndcrs no aid to the felon, but he

tlmt makes it a greater offense it is rendered the can be indicted at common law for the misprision
most heinous of this classification of crimes, of knowing the thief, "tnd failing to prosecute
Felony, when a common law offense in England, him. There are no acccssories, cither before or
will u_ually be the s_me in the United States. after the fact, to misdemeanors. In the latter
There are some exceptions founded on special case, they arc usually too small for the law to

reason-. It is provided by statute in some of the notice; and in tim former, shouht they approach
_tates that all offenses punishablc either by death sufficiently near to be an accessory, they willbe
er by imprisonment iu the stale prison, shall be indicted as principal.-- Compounding a crime is
felonies. Any crime less than a felony is termed agreeing with a crimiual not to prosecute him. It
.a misdemeanor. Russell on Crimcs thus defines is accessorial to the principaloffense, as in the case

it: The word misdemeanor, in its usual acccpta, of a misdemeanor. The p:trtycompounding may
tion, is applied to all thosc crimes and offense.s be proceeded agaillst without reference to the
for which the law lms not provided a particular luosecution or conviction of the offender. --Mis-
name. and theymay be punished according to the prision of felony is a criminal m_glect to either
degrec of the offen.-.e by fine and imprisonment, or prcvcnt the commission of a felony by another,

by both. A misdemeanor is, in truth, any crime or to bring the party to justice known to bc guilty
less than felony; and the word is generally of felony. Misprision of treason is the same of
used iu contradistinction to felony, comprehend- treason, and misprision of misdemeanor is un-
ing all indictable offenses which do not amount known to the law A statute of the United
1to felony, sucil as perjury, libel, conspiracies, States provi(h,s: "If any persons or person,

battery, and public nuNances. -- In criminal having knowlcdge of the actual commission of
i,tw jurisprudence, an accessory is a person the crime of willful nmrder or other felony upon
who participates in a felony without coming the high seas, or within any fort, arsenal, dock-
sufficiently near to become a principal. A per- yard, magazine orothcrplace or district of country
sou may be an accessory both before and after uudcr the sole and exclusive jurisdiction of the
the fact. An accessory before the fact is one who United States, shall conceal and not as soon as
aids and assists by his will or command another's may be disclose and make known the same to some
felonious act, committed while he himself is too one of the judges or other persons in civil or mill-

remote from the act to be a principal; as when a tary authority under the United States, on eonvic.
husband commands his wife, or a master his scr- tion thereof such person or persons shall be ad-

rant, to perform for his benefit some crime, jmlged gui]ty of misprision of felony, andshallbe
which thiug is in his absence performed througll imprisoned not exceeding three years and fined not
fear or affection, constraining an inferior or sub- exceeding five hundred dollars." Another section
ject mind. If, beforethe birthof achiht, amother makes it misprision of treason, punishable by
is counseled to murder her offspring when born, imprisonment not exceeding seven years and fine
and she does so, the person so advising is an ac- not exceeding one thousand dollars, if any per-
_essory inthe murder, before the fact. If several son, having knowledge of the commission of
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any treason against the United States, "shall do not come within the scope of the common
conceal, and not, as soon as may l)e, disclose and law. -- Public morals are protected by public law.
make known the same to the president of the Under the criminal law, swearing in public and
United States or some one of the judges thereof, blasphemy are indictable offenses. So also are
or to the president or governor of a particular the public utterances of obscene words; the pub-
state, or some one of the judges or justices lishingof obscene prints and writings; the kecp-
thercof." -- With respect to the supervision of ing of hawdy houses; the indecent and public
the domestic relation_ by the criminal law, the exposure of the person; the public l)uying an4
principle prevails that the parent posse_es the selling of a wife; polygamy, and the horrible
legal authority to compel obedience by the excr- crime of sodomy; all these are indictable under-

cise (ff merciful judgment. Sometimes parcnts the common law, and the crime of incest by
are unmerciful, and then the law intervenes to statutory enactment. Indecent public shows;
protect the helpless child, and punish the parent gaming houses; disorderly inns, or any other dis-
for an abuse of parental trust. The gem, ral rule orderly house; casting of dead bodies of human,
is, that the parent may inflict moderate correction, beings into a river, without the rites of Christian.
If he go beyond this, he is indictable for assault sepulture; the stealing of a corpse; rcsurrecting
and battery, and if the chihl should die from the it for purposes of dissection; are all indictable
same, he is indictable for felonious homicide, offenses. The common law, having reverence for

The parent is likewise criminally guilty who re- life and wealth of population, punishes abortion;
fuses or neglects to provide his child with food indicts for murder one who vohmtarily deprives
and clothing, or expos;cs him to the elements, or another of his life at his own request, or who
abandons his otl_pring. -- The relations of guard- persuades another to take his life, and stands by
inn and ward arc usually established by the star- at the time of the act; recognizes the act of self-
utes of the statesin which they reside, and differ destruction a.q criminal, and holds the survivor
under diverse circumstances. Tile relations with ac(.cs_-ory to the murder of an individual, if two
respect to chastisement between the tc't('lwr men conspire to commit suicide, and, together at.
and 1)upil are similar in many respects to those tempting the act, one expires and the other sur-
existing betwcen parent and chihl. Between rives. It ,'_lso takes cogtlizance of matters of
husband and wife the rule in this country is, that trade, and punishes the act of forestalling the
the husband has no right to chastise his wife, and m_u'ket as an offense, against public trade and an.
an indictment for assault will lic against him if injury to the rights of the fair trader. Russell.
he does. 11e may, however, under certain cir- ] on Crimes says: "Every practice or device by
cumstances, rcstraiu hcr movements.--In civil art, consl)iracy, words or news, to enhance the
ju,-isprudcnce, thole is a principle that admits of price of victuals or other merchandise, l,as been,
a rehearing of a cause under proper forms and h_,ld to be unlawful; as being prejudicial TO-
circumstances. In the criminal law, however, trade and commerce and injurious to the public
this gcner'd right is restrained by the maxim laid in gcncral. Sprcading fal.sc news; l)uying things.
down I)y Blackstoue, "that no man is to be in the market as a whole commodity, with intent
brought into jeopardy of his life more than onee to sell at an unrcasmntblc price, is an offen:_ _in-
for tile same offense." This principle, which is dictable at common law." So also the criminal
recognized in the United States by the common law punishes :ill wrongful violations of the con-
law, has likewise been engrafted nl)ouou," system venience or safety of the public. Unde," this
by a provision in thc constitution which declares l)rinciple all obstructions of tiighways, public
" that no person shall bc subject, for tile same squares, harbors, navigable rivers, and injuries
offense, to be twice, put in je.opardy of life or done to such public ways; all neglect or refusal
limb." While this provision binds the. United to keep them in repair by those in authority; the
States on])', the prilmiple has nevertheless been carrying on of noxious trades near highways or
extended into tile states, by its adoption into state public places; nmkiug of great noises to the

constitutions, and the courts of all the st'ttes ac- great discomfort of the neighborhood; storing of
cept it as the true common law rule. _ With re- large quantities of gunpowder and other inflam-
spect to the protection of the public health, any- mable and combustible articles in public places;
thing that tends toward its impairment is indict- the refus'll of an innkeeper to receivc a lawful
able at common law. A person sick with an in- guest in his house of public entertainment, after
fectious disease i_ not permitted to go '_mong his a tender of money in payment of the same;

neighbors, nor to carry an infccted child whe,'c also all public disturbances, riots, routs and un-
the public may contract the disease. Nor can a lawful assemblies, where three or more have

man bring a horse infected with glanders irlto a gathered togetber to perform an unla_ful act; a
public place. For all of these offenses he is indict, public prize fight ; an assault and battery; forci-
able. So manufactures, in themselves lawful but . ble entry and detainer; the riotous entry of a
calculated to impair the public health, call not be landlord iuto a house to terminate a lease; riotous
permitt(,d in pol)uh)us places. Under this rule tearing down of inclosures; the breaking of
it is an indictable offense to s,.ll or cause to be con- windows with wood or stone at night, to the ter-
sumed provisions injurious to the public health. ! rot of the imnates; the breaking into a dwelling
There are many others of a statutory nature which : house in a loud and noisy manner, so that a wo-
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man with child, being frightened, miscarries; LAW, International.* I. WT_ is Iaterna-.

the sending of a challenge to fight a duel; go- tional Law? what is its basis? International law,

lug about armed, to ttle terror of the public; no longer confined in its operation to the nations

hazarding the lives of the people by furious of Europe, has no less a destiny than to unite all

driving in populous places; stirring up neigh- individuals and all states, the whole human race,

borhood broils by publishing libels; eavesdrop- in fact, in one great community of rights, of law.
ping; being a common scold; the disturbance

of public worship and public meetings, barra- • ',This term was originally applied by Bentham to what
try, maintenance and champerty, are all indict- was previously called the 'law of nations,' and it has been,
able offenses at common law. --With respect generally received as a more apt desi_mation than that

to tile individual the criminal law spreads its whLch it superseded. When the term 'law of uatinns"
V,'a_iu dole, that of 'la_ of peace and war" was sonletim_

protection over all of his individual as well as emphwedasasynonym, and as mdicatlve of theboundarie a
his public rights. He is maintained in his per- of tile subj(_ct. It _as thus in it_ proper ,_en_,ere,c_ricted

snail preservation and comfort ; in acquiring to the dmpute,Q which goveTnments might hale _ith each
uther, and did not in general apply to que'_tions between

and retaining property; and in his reputation. _,uhject8 of d_fferent states, arm,lug out of the Imsition
The greatest offense under the law against of the states with regard to cacti other, or out of the
an individual is the act depriving him of his divergeucx_ in the internal laws of the separate states.
life. This is called felonious homicide. The, But under the more expressive de_lg'nation, international

law, the whole of these subjects, intimately connected
common law divides this crime into two grades, with each other as they _ill be found to be. can be
murder and manslaughter. This repugnant comprehended and examined, and thus s('_eral arbitrary

crime, in the first degree, is visited with the distinctions and excinsmnsare_av_.d. To show how these

highest punishment known to tlle law, the tak- subjects tire interwoven, the following m-tance_ may-be taken: A port is put in a state el blockade: a ves-
ing of tlle murderer's life also. There are two sol of war of a neutral powt'r breaks the blotkade: this
offenses against the person of the individ_ll is distinctly a question hetueen nations, to be pro_aded

usually combined in one charge, to wit, assault for b._ the law of peace and w_Jr. In a_ far as there arc
alia battery. There is no nlore odious form : any eonsuetultmary rule( on the subject, and tile partieswill submit to them. But _,uppose a merchant vest, el be-
of violence in either law or morals than the longing to a subject of a neutral tickler attempts an in-
crime of rape. It is visited with tile severest fringement of the blockade, mid 1_,,',eized-here there is n,)

punishment known to tlle law, other than cap- question between nation_ in the fir.-t place. The matter iq
adjudicated ,m in the eoulltry which ha._ mad(' the _-eizure.

ital. and by statute in some of tile states bY la s lbsolutely d uncouduiomdlya-_lf ltwereaque,_tnmnf
capital punishment. As every form of vie- internal smugghng; and it will depend on th(. extent to
lence or unlawful physical restraint is indict- which ju(t rule_ guide the jmlicature of that country, and

able, so the law punishes any attempt to forci- not ou any question settled between eontendin_ l)owers,whether an)" resl)_ct will be paid to what the party can plead
bly carry off for marriage a woman, ag'&insl in his own favor, on theground of thecomity of nations, or
her will. Malicious mischief, although but a otherwise. But there is a third cla.,,s of cakes most inti*

trespass at common law, is made by statute mately linked with these latter, hut which are completely
Independent of any trestle,, declarations of w_r. or other

pemtl to a high degree. A cheat or fraud at act_ by natlon_ toward (,ach etcher They arise entirely out
common law is the criminal deception of an of the internal law- of the respective narlOn_ of the world,

individual through the means of a false sym- in a-_ far as the) sifter from cach other. The 'conflict of
bol or token, as by counterfeiting or forgery laws ' is a term very geue_llly applied to thi_ branvh of in-ternational law, and the cireamstance,_ in which it eome-_

with intent to defraud. Extortion is also pun- into operation arc _heu the judiclal,_etttement tit the ques-
ished as an infringement on the rights of the in- tion takes place in one eonntrx but ,_omv of the e_rcum-

dividual, as taking from him that which is not stancc_ of which cognizance had it* be taken have occurred
due from him. -- As the law leaves to an individ- in some other country where the law applicable to the matteris different. -- Thus the three leathng department,_ of inter-
ual the care of his own reputation, no damage to national law are: 1. The principles that ,_hould regulate the

a reputation by a single party, will be entertained conduct of states to each other: "2. The principh_s that
a_ the foundation of a criminal prosecution. In. should re_'nlatc the right,( and obli_,mtion,_ of private parties,

dietments for libel and slander are fonnded upon arising out of tile conduct of states Io each other, and 3.The principles that should regulate the rights and ohliga-
the tendency of those acts to create a breach of tions of private parties, when they are affected by the sops-

the peace and not upon the injury to reputatioll rate internal a)de_ of di_-tiaet nations. -- The first of these
which the individual has sustaincd, anti tile of- has been the principal subject of the well-known works of

puhlici,cts, who have derived from general principles of
lense is therefore not mitigated by the chargc morality and justice a aeries of minute abatract rules for the
being true, which in a civil suit for damages conduct of nanon,_ toward each other, and subsidiarily for
would be vital. -- Of course from the circum- the condnet of their subjects in relation to international

scribed nature of this article, it has been pos- questions. It has been usual to call this department the• law of nature,' as well as the law of nation_, on the aup-

sible only to glance, as it were, at the salient position that, thongh it has not the support of the author-
features of criminal law jurisprudence. As a ityofanylegislaturv, iti.'_foandedontheuniversalprinciplee
science of ethics as well as law, it sweepswith of naloralju_tice.--Itisclearthatthusinitslargefcatures.

as a rule for the conduct of independent communities to-
broad pinions and unerring wing over a wide ward each other, the law of nanom, wants one essential
field of human rights and wrongs. To be thor- feature of that _)hlch is entitled to the term law--a binding

oughly understood in all its rules and applica- authority. N,tions even the mo._t p_wetful arc: not with-

tions, it must be completely explored in all of its out checks in the fear of rai¢ing hostile combinations andotherwise ; but there can be no uu formity in these checks ;
extended fields anti operations, and m general when the interest is of overwhehning lml.of

JNO. W. CLAMPITT. ,ance, and the nation powerful, it tak_,_ its own way. The-
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International law embraces tile principles govern- exists a public or constitutional power, which is

ing both the legal relations of states with one independent of the individuals belonging to the "

another (international law proper), and tlle legal state, and which all such individuals must obey.
relations of tile individuals of a _tate to iudivht- The government is, vis-a-vis of the governed, a

uals who are aliens tothat state, anti st individuals self-dependent power based on a firm or_niza-

to foreign states (private international law). Only lion.-- It is otherwise in the interntttion_tl order
to the extent that we recognize in foreigtt nations, of things. In a certain respect, indeed, st_ttes

and even in individual aliens, a common hunmn- bear the same relation to htternational law tlmt

ity, a humanity everywhere and ever tim same, individual citizens bear to the state. Thus, indi-
do we enter into an international relation with vidual citizens are in duty bound to obey the

foreign states and individual¢. I When we closely state, aud individual states owe obedience to inter-

compare the basis of the public or constituti(mal national law; thus, too. the slate is above indi-

order of ttlings with the basis of tile iuteruutioaal vidual citlzens, and international law should lie

.order of things, an essential difference between above individual states; thus, finally, individual

them can not escape us.--The public or constitu- citizens see, in tlle state, a higher authority which

tional order of things is based upon a strongly regulates their relations to one another by Jaw,

articulated public or constitutional organism. In and individual states should look upon interna-

the public or constitutional ordcr of things there t ional law as the rule to regulate their interna-

importance of the questions which may be involved in the of poser through external support; and the condnct of
law of nations thus materi_dly affcct_ the question how far Ru_ia toward Poland ha.,_ frequently diverted from the
it is umformly nbeyed. In a set of minor question% _-uch former country the t,ympathy of free nations. It need
as the ._afety of Lbe persons of ambas_tdor.-,, and their cx- scarcely be observed that the pre_, whether fugitive or
eruption lrom re_ponaibility to 1he laws of the country to permanent, is the mo_t powerhd organ of this public
which they are accredited, anti in other matter_ of personal opinion, and that the _iews of able historians, jurists and
,etiquette. a set of unif(_rm rules ha_ been established by t he inoralls(t_ have ranch influence in the preservation of in-
practice of allthe civilized worhl, which are rareli infringed, ternational justice. Among the principal subjects of dis-
But in the more imporlant qnestlous, regardlug what is & pule in this department of international luw tire: the sot er.
justifiable ground for declarin_ ,aar, what territory a ha- eigmty of territory and the proper boundaries of slates, a_
lion is entuh.d to the soxereignty of. what is a legtti- in the qua-tins regarding the Oregon *errltory in North
ntate method oI conducting a war once commenced, etc , America; questions as to dhaeovery and first occupancy
the rules of the publicists are often precise enough; but of barbarous countries; questions as to any exclusive
the practice of uations has been tb.r froni regular, and right to frequent certain seas--and here there is a well-
has linen, as every reader of history knows, influenced km)wn distraction between the broad ocean and the nar-
by the relatiw_ strength of the disputing parties more row seas that lie close to particular territories, questions
than by the Justice of their cause. The later writers regarding the right of navigation in rivers which may
ou this subject have from this circumstance directx'd be either between the upper and lower territories, or
their attention more to the means by which any -ystem between states on opposite hanks; questions as to the
of intenla(ional law can be enforced, than to minute right of harbor or fishing, etc.; and questions as to the
and ab.,._ract statements of what may be theoretical justice, right of tr,tding with particular stateb. In cases of arbi-
but has little chance of being enforeed. They have found tration the national pride is not injured when that which
tseve-al circumstances _hich ha_e an influence in the pres- is yielded to is tim award of a neutral party, not the de-
ervalion of international justice, though of course no maud of an opponent. It has trees suggested by Ben-
aancrmn'_ which can gave it the uniformity and consist- thum and Mill that the civilized states of the world
ency of internal laws. The combinations for the preserva- should establish among themselves a congret-s. _hich
lion of what is called the halance nf power arc among the should adjudmute on all diaputt_s between I s members,
most useful rc-triction_ of ambition. All periods of his- the members being excluded from voting in their own dis-
tory furnish illu_tratnms of this principle. ' Ilumc found putes. -- The second department into which we have con-
that the Peloponnesian war w&_ carried on for the preser- sidered international law divided--the rights and obliga-
ration of the balance of power against Athens. The late tious of individuals as affected by the conduct of states
war exhibited a noted illustration of combination to pre- toward each other-has, like the first, been examined by the
vent um_ersal conquest on the part of the French. The publicists in their theoretical manner; but it harasser, per-
_fety of small _tates from being absorbed by their larger haps, received so much practical illustration as it has in the
neighbors, l_ m the lcalousy which these neigtibors feel of British courts. Ina despotic country it wo ld t,f course
.each nther's aggrandizement. Thus the jealousy of rulers scarcely ever occur that the bench should fail to give effect
is one barrier to national injustice. Another is public to the national policy of the government, whatever that

.opinion: sometimes that of tim nation who_e rulers would may be. But in England it was the rule that lorelgner_ as
be prepared to commit injustice: sometimes that of other well as natives were entitled to tile rigid admlnistratio of
nations. Of course it can only be to a very linnted extent the law, and that, if the proceedings of the government
that the public filling of a despotic government can check were at variance with the rights of parties according to the
the grasping spirit of its rulers; bu_ the public feeling of law of peace and war, individuals might have rt_lress.
tile con.-tltutional and democratic slaws is the great check Titus, when Great Britain, in opposition to the Berlin de-
on tt_e injustice that might be perpetrated by a nation when crees, tried to establi-h a 'paper blockade.' that is to say,
it become_ so powerful as Great Britaiu. -- The seizure of by force of orders in council to declare places to be under
the DunL-h fleet by the English has beau u subject of warm blockade, whether there were a force present to support tt
censure m England. Necessity--even the plea that Nape- or not, Sir William Scott found that 'iu the very notion of
leon woula have used the fleet to invade the shores of En- a complete blockade, it is included that the besie_ng force

ghmd--ha_ not been accepted in pailiatiou of the act; and can apply its power to every point in the blockaded state.
the manner in which it has been canvassed is very likely to If it can not. it is no blockade of that quarter where it_
prevent any Brinah government from adopting the prece- poser can not be hrought to bear.'-- The third division of
dent. I he partition of Poland is an instance of national international law is that which moat properly comes under
injustice condemned by the public feeling of countries other the head ' conflict of laws, _ viz , the principles that; should
than those by whiclt it was perpetrated; and it may be ques- regulate the rights and obligat ions of private partie_ when
tinned whether the states which accomplished the part_- they are affected by the separate Internal code_ of distinct
tion may not yet suffer by it. Good fame in the community nations. This has sonic point_ in common with the preced-

,of nation_ is like respectability in private circles, a source lag department of the subject." (Bohn.)

I
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tional relations. -- In other respects, however, the controlled. Every individual external public right
similarity ceases entirely. There is, for instance, is only a fragment from the periphery of interna-
no eoastituted international authority over, and _ional law. Hegel's ell-or consists in this, that lie
independent of, states, as the authority of the place'_ the centre of this l)eriphery in the individ
state is above, and independent of, individual kit- ual states, i. e., that he doe_ not fre(_ tile prin¢,iple
izens. When it becomes a question of enforcing of internatiomd law from the state --But the
international law, states can not appeal to any question may be asked, whether the absence of an
power above them as do individual citizens, in case international authority lodged in a self-dependent
of necessity, to the coercive power of the state.-- organism, and the consequent _bsence of a veer-

Rather is the attitude of states to international cive power over staws engaged in a c(Jnfli(.t or
law and their relation to international authority controversy, of a power which might deeh_re and

to be thus conceived: spite of the fact that state.,, enforce the law; it may bc asked, we say, whether
are governed by international law andshould obey such an absence of such an authority does not
it, they are themselves the sole and volunlary deprive intcrnatic)nal law of ,'ill life, and whether
.,,upporters, upholders and enforcers (ff that law it does uot turn "dl the rules of international law

--the sole international powcr, following their into a series of pleasant dr(,ams destitute of real-
own unconstrained good will. There exists no ity.- But the lifeof the law i-. in no way. merely
great international central body holding the sev- a continually forced existence; and even within
eral states in their international eL'bits, as does the limits of the individual state, the government
the sun the plane_s which it causes to revolve i_ by no means obliged uniuterruptedly to employ
about it; the ruling centre of gravity of inter- coercion in order to make the law obeyed. "['he
national law does not lie in a separate ,,,elf-de- existeiwe of the law, even in individual status, is

pendent organism: rather is the realization of based es,_entially on the power of reason. On the
international law to be conceived as the cerise- whole, the law exists because it is the right, and
quence of the reciprocal influence of the gravita- because men's minds recognize it as such. Even
tion of the several state-bodies themselves. And when the coercive power of the state is removed,
if we be allowed to continue this figure borrowed the condition of things which the law had created
from astronomy_ we mayremind the reader of the is not dcstroycd. When that power is takel)
douhle stars which revolve not about a third body away, there occur, indced, many instances of ex-
nor about the sun but about each other, thus ce.c,s, but the general ideas of right and wrong
giving themselves a common, ilJ_al centre. Inter- remain unshaken, like immovable pillars which do
national law is an /de_ll centre of this kind for not by an)' means rest on the pedestal of govern-
states. It is, indeed, agoverning centre; and yet mental compulsion. And it is precisely in times

it is a centre created continually only by the of great social crises, in which, _I)ite of the par-
reciprocal influence of the several states, one alysis of governmental power, property, and the
which is, at any given moment, the act of their law generally, often remain undisturbe(l, that we
own efflcicncy and foree.--Tliis has been ignored find convincing proof (if what little coercive
by two opposite schools. ]_Iany, like the German means suffice to a wise government which knows
I)hilosopher, Wolff, overlooking the fact that how to win the mind_ of men and properly to use
international power rests in the individual lndc- the power of reason. International law rules
pendent states themselves, based international generally, because it is the vxpression of Ihe rea-
law on a uT_i_rsal stat_, (civita,_ maxima). Others, son of nations, to whi(.h nations volunt_trily sub-
on the contrary, hke Hegel, pushing the idea of mit; an(| the treaty provi-ions and the non-treaty
the sovereignty of individual states to an ex- provisions of international law enter daily un-
treme, look upon international law only as ex- questioned and uncontestcd into rheum-ands of
ternal public law. They do not suffi(-iently human transactions, in all civilized nations.
bear in mind that international law, although ttenec from the absence of an organized coercive
lacking a self-dependent organism, stands high pow(,r, it can only follow that, in individual ex-
above individual states. According to Hegel, in- ecptional cases, in which the right or the law is
ternational law is only the outer side of the state, violated, the existence of international l'tw is sus-
and has its centre in the state. And, indced, to pended; but spite of thi_, the existence of th( •
the positive rights of individual states belong intern'ltional l;tw in gener'fl _hould not, there
their external rights, their "external public law," fore, be (tenmd.- But we must go farlher and
i. e., thc aggregate of the international provis- el.tim that, even in these exeel)tional cases in
ions and treaties, which give expression to the which unreason or selfislmess rises tip against
legal relations of tho_ states to other states, the right, intctnationtd law is n(_t defenseless,

Every individual state has its internal public law and tlmt, for the most 1)art, even then, it does
and its external public law; and this external not depend on the glvater physical power (if
public law is a fragment of international law. the individual state win,f her it will obey or vie-
But international law draws all these external late international law. Even in suct_ cases there

rights of states together about its own self-depend exist guarantees for the maintenance of intern-t-
ent centre, and thus gives us the principle, from tional law which are not entirely powerless. The
which, as the c,mtral unit, all individual external power which rises up against thc law, has to do
public rights of states are to be understood and not merely with the perhaps weakcr power of
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its opponent. Bather is the power of theweaker --Since the party which is in the wrong here
.under the a,gis of both moral and material coercive honestly believes itself to be in the right, it need
means. These means are the following: 1. By a not fear any detraction from its honor or any ex-
breach of international law, a state exposes itself elusion from the communityof nations. Alliances
to general reprobation; and its honor suffers in- to protect uncertain J ights will not be calculated

jury. No low estimate is to be placed on this upon. Finally, the members of the pentarehy,
first guarantee of the law. We know what a before coming to a decision and taking action,

powerful moral coercion the law of honor has in would have to agree among themselves. But
all moral communities; the individual will stake there is no means by which such an agreement
.his life to save his honor. And really, in the can be effeeted. There is no binding mode of

great community of states, honor plays no less a voting in force among the five powers, no coasti-
part. There is, indeed, no statewhich would not tutional role in accordance with which the decis-

_feel its arm more or less weakened, by a deed ion of the majority is looked upon as the decis-
"which injured its honor. 2. A state which rio- ion of the pentarchy itself. Besides, the great
"late(] international law, would deprive itself of powers themselves may be the opposing parties
_the advantages of that law. It would exclude in an international controversy as to their respect-
itself from the advantages of international com- ive rights; and it would evidently be derogating
munion, and would thus incur great material dis- from the other states, some of which are still very

.advantages, such as reprisals of all kinds, the powerful, to submit them to the judicial authori-
paralysis of its commerce with foreign nations,etc, ty of the five great powers, Representatives of the
Hence there is a species of material compulsion to smaller states, too, would have to take part in the
.obey international law. The violation of that law decisions of international controversies, in order
_an'ies with it loss, property penalties, so to speak, that the principle of the equality of states might
_. A state, intent only on fulfilling its unlawful be preserved. Representatives of all important
design, might, indeed, disregard all this. But, nations should participate in such decisions, to

when such is the ease, we see, as a rule, that the end that the judgment rendered might not be
direct coercive measures are employed against given in a narrow, national sense, but that it
that state. Alliances of several states powerful might proceed from the true source of interna-
enough to subdue the wrong, are wont to be tional law, from universal human reason. --Here
"formed against such bold contemners of the law. evidently there is a rent, so to speak, in the struct-
4. If it be objected to these alliances--called into ure of international law, through which many a
being because the law is left momentarily in the destructive storm will yet break. CongTesses,
hitch--that they are, after all, only accidental courts of arbitratmn, and even a permanent tri-
and transitory, and afford international law no bunal of nations withlimited jurisdiction, might,
veliable and lasting protection, we may finally indeed, prevent much evil, and settle many ques-
point to the pentarchy of Europe. For a long tions of war in a rational and peaceful way. For
"time the five great powers have practically con- judicial decisions can apply only existing law,
stituted a species of tribul, al of nations, which and can not decide concerning those states of
watches over the observance of great treaties be- things in the future which the spirit of humanity--
tween states and of international customs. -- the spirit that rules in history and is ever trans-
Hence there are a great many guarantees and forming the present--conjures up in thecourse of
measures of coercion for the maintenance of in- time. Thus the great questions of nationalities
ternational law, and it would be an exaggeration are questions of the growth of historic powers
rto put the observance of merely moral and char- which can never be held in check by the arm of
itable duties on the same level with the interna- the administration of justice. In every great his-

tional duties of a state. The great system of torte crisis in the life of the state, a new eondi-
states is not so badly constituted that the will of tion (of justice) is evolved out of the old, one
an individual state, disregardful of the law, can which destroys the old and which from the stand-
trample on the principles of the great whole at point of the old seems illegitimate. To condemn
its pleasure.-- It can not, however, be denied that this new condition of the right by a judicial decree
all these guarantees of international law are fre- which is thinkable only on the basis of the exist-
quently insufficient. _ In most cases states come ing condition of the law, for the reason that it is
to disagree because on this subject or that they opposed to the spirit of the law actually in force,
appeal to and apply different legal opinions. It would be to stop the course of history and to pet-
is seldom, indeed, that one state does another an rify the mind of humanity.--We can only hope
entirely evident wrong. In a case of such bold therefore that the rent here referred to in the walls
contempt for the law, a great alliance of states of the structure of international law may never
would be sure soon to be formed, in order torepel close, but that it may remain forever open to
the wrong in the name of the system of states admit the fresh drafts of the air of the future
injured jointly with the individual state. But to peoples and states, vivifying and purifying
the cases of mere legal controversies between them.--II. ///sto_7/. Since from the remotest
states are incomparably more frequent. -- What, times of which history has preserved any account,
then, becomes of the means of protection which peoples and states have had some kind of inter.

.should uphold international law when menaced? course with one another, and since all human in.
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tercourse is accompanied by a mode of procedure nothing of a humanity which exceeded tile limits
more or less legal, there has been at all times a of the state. Their motto with regard to other
species of international law; and we may speak nations was: Eternal war on the barbarians!
even of an international law of savage nations. (Livy, i., 29 : Cure aliengeMs, curs barba/ris, (eter.
(Fallatti, Keime des V611_'re22_tsbei wilden u_d l_lb- hum omnibus Grcecis bell_tm est; Heffter, Vblker-

wilde_ Stamraen, in the Ttlbingen Zeitseh_ift fftr recht, § 6; Ward, " Enquiry into the Foundation
,Staatswisser_chaft, 1850, pp. 150, etc.)--The in- and History of the Law of Nations in Europe,
tcrnational law of to-day, however, is a product from the Time of the Grceks and Romans to the
of Christian Europe. It has no perceptible con- Age of Hugo Grotius," London, 1795, 2 vols.;
nection with the old international law of savage Wachsmuth, J_s gentium quale obtinuit cepud
tribes, nor with the international law of the Ori- Groecos, Berol., 1822; Heffter, tS'olegomena de an-

cntals, nor even with that of the ancmnt Greeks tiquoj_zre gel_tium. Laurent, in his work already
and Romans. Hence a history of the internation- cited, devotes a separate w)lume (the second) to
al law of to-day must beconfined to Christian Eu- the international law of the Greeks. Compare
rope and to the counlries which it has fructified _flso, Henry Wheaton, I[i.,toire des progr_,* du
in the intellectual order. The east, as well as droll des ge_*, tome i., pp. 1-17, and G. de Wal,
Greece and Rome, we shall mention only to show Inleiding tot de Weter,_cl_tp val_ lvet eur_pe,_che

the character of ancient international law and the _Ikel, regt,Groningen, 1835.) -- The ancient world
contrast it offers to the international law of our was, indeed, acquainted with certatin customs of

limes. --True religion generates a love as broad nations agreed upon by all, especially in regard In
as the world, a love which embraces all mankind, the conduct of war, aml)a.ssadors, asylum and
breaks down the barriem which separate peoples treaties. Ambassadors were held to be inviolable,
into hostile camps, and leads to a community of and it was considered that treaties b_,tween slates
nations. Intheeast, religiouiseverythiug, ltab- could not be rightfully broken. But w_s it the
sorbs both thelaw and the state. It is rigidly ha- consciousness of right tlntt supported this invi-
tional, withthe utmost hostility to all intcrnation- olability, a_Jd this respect for treaties? It was
al community. Thus, the Jews l(×)ked upon them- not. It was religion in which the l)rinciple of
selves as the chosen people, holding a commission leg_l right was still enveloped, lIence, amb_ssa-
from Jehovah to extirpate all neighboringpeol)les dots made their appearan('e with religious sym-
and consume all nations whom the Lord God bols, a_ld thus claimed f,)r themselves the l)rotec -
would give them. (Deuteronomy, vii., 1, 16.) tion ¢)f religion. Treaties were sc,'ded with the
The institutions of the Jewish people calculated religions sanclion of an oath, and solcman saeri-
upon their seclusion from other peoples. The law rices were offered to tim gods when they wcrc
of Moses, indeed, ordains that exaction shaU not closed. But beyond this, lhe ancients considered
be practiced on strangers, that they shall not be tlmt they owed no obligations t,) slrangers or
vexed (Leviticus, xix., 33); it even ordains that barbarians.- The Greek tribes frequently treated
there shall be one manner of law for the stranger each other with the, most rew)lting inhumanity.
and for the Jew (Leviticus, xxiv.,23): yet. in sl)ite After the fall of Mitylene, thc reput(_dly mild
of this, we find a very marked disregard of, and Athenian pcople decreed that all its male _dult
want of consideration for, strangers in this same population should be put to death and that its
law (compare Leviticus, xxv., 45, 46), and that women should be r(,duced to slavery; and al-

the practice of usury was forbidden the Jews as though a second decree prevented this atrocity,
agaiust their Jewish brethren and at the same about a thousand men suffered the penalty of
time allowed them as against strangers. (Thc death and the land was divided among Athenian
field of oriental international law has been culti- citizens. The surrender t)f Plat_e_t to the Lacedc-

vated by tlaelschner, Diss. de jure geMium, quale moniaus took place contrary to the 1)r,_mise that
fue_ spud geldes O_'ientis, Halle, 1842; by Piitter, only the guilty should be punished. With infa-
Beitrdge zur VSlkerra'Msge,_clliehte and Wissel_- mous sophistry the Plat_cansweresimply asked
schafl, Leipzig, 1843; Mtil|er-Jochmus, Geschichte whether they had been useful to the Lacede-
de_ VSllaerrechts imAlterthum, 1848. These works, monians during the war; and, as they very nat-

however, are vastly surpassed by the great work urally denied that they had been, order_ were
of Laurent (Geneva): ///stoire du dro#. des ge_ et given that they should bc put t,) the sword, their
des relatior_s interuationales, tome i., L'Orient, wives sold, their houses torn down, and their city

1850.)--In the minds of the peoples of classical and lands transferred to the Thcbans. In like
antiquity, the state occupied the first and highest manner, after the conqu(,st of Mclos by the Atbe-
place to such an extent that they sacrified to it nians, all its citizens who had attained to mau's
the whole domain of private life, religion and estate were, by order of Alcibiades, put to death.

foreign peoples. This is true especially of the --To what extent the rights of nacre humauity
Greeks at the period of their prime. We may b_ were ignored is shown by the existence of slav.
silent as to Sparta, which sacrificed all human ery, especially that of the helots. Slavery was
feelings to the Moloch of the state. But even the mainlained not only by the coarser lower (:lasses

ideal of Athenian morality, as it finds expression of the Grecian people, but it w'_s approved 1)y
in Plato's "Republic," is a slate which absorhs Greek philosophy. To such a degree were the

,every other moral domain. The Greeks knew exclusive rights of Greek nationality the limit of
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the highest moral consciousness of the Greeks, 1835; Miiller-Jochmus, Ge_dcMv des V6lkerrecMs:
that even an Aristotle could sayttmt the barbarians im Alterthum, Leipzig, 1848; Laurent, Rome,
were intended by nature to be the slaves of tile tome i.)--Itowever the international observances
Greeks. (Arist. Polit , lib i., cap. 8.)--TheGreeks of Rome may have developed and extended from
distinguished peoples into non-allies and allies, these first germs, certain it is that the really fma-
_6_ov8o_, _'v6_orSot. :Non-allies were con- damental idea of international law never asserted

sidered as having no rights. All peoples wRh itself among the Romans. They neither respected
whom they had no expre_ alliance they treated foreign nationalities nor recognized the universal
as enemies, and permitted themselves, as in the dignity of human naturcin the individual. They

case of the Plat_ean% all kinds of treachery and annihilated those states and nations which wouhl
atrocity against timm. (Thucydides, lib. iii., cap. not hecome subject tothem, and extinguished the
68 )--The amphictyonic league was an attempt character of nations. In their devastation of
by the Greek tribes to form closer tieu The Greece, they had no respect even for Greek civili-

amphictyonic council was a gcncml federal court zation. They sold hundreds of thousands of
for the whole of Greece. Each Greek city sent Greeks into slavery, and finally filled Italy with
two representatives to it, first to Delphi and after- such a mass of slaves that destructive wars of she
ward to Thermopylae. Religious solemnities ac- slaves broke out, wars in which the supDressed

companicd their assembling. After this, inter- rights of hum.m beings avenged themselves on
national controversies were settled, and crimes their hard-hearted despots.--The Germanic races,

against the temple at Delphi and violations of when they began their incursions into the Roman
international customs were punished. A money world, confronted other nations with their rug-

penalty was impo_d on the guilty people. If the ged and repulsive nationality. Their wercgild
penalty was not paid at the proper time, it was system is evidence of the small value they put
doubled. When all other means failed, thcdecrce on persons of foreign nationality. They dispoa-
of the amphictyons might be carried out by the sessed prol)rietors, in conquered territory, of their
full forceof arms of the league. (Titmann, Ueber lands, and reduced the conquered, for the most

den Bund der Amphiktiyonen, 1822; Heinsbcrg, part, to the conditiou of bondmen. Strangers
De CYonci_io Amphictyonum, 1828.) The amphie- they looked upon as having no rights. Yet
tyonic council was closely connected with the hospitality was sacred in the minds of the Ger-
Delphic oracle, in the immediate vicinity of which roans; and hence they had some susceptibility
it was originally held. This connection gave the for the ideas of humanity and of international
sentences of the council a higher sanction. The law.- The Romans who dwelt mixed among
Delphic god took its decrees under his protection, the Germans, lived, even after their subjugation,
and made them, so to speak, lawsof religion. Yet in accordance with the Roman law. Even the
the utility of the eouncit was notgreat. (Johannes national privileges of the Germans assumed a
you Mtiller saysof the council, in his notes on Her- Roman coloring. The Germans allowed the
der's works on philosophy and religion, vol. vi , framework of the Roman constitution of the
p. 153, ed. of 1827: " It can not be boasted that provinces to rest on its old Roman foundation.
it was of much use in times of great crises. In In many parts of the former Roman empire, as,
many things it was like the German reic]_tag.") for instance, in the Burgundian and West Gothic
Hence not many rules of interm_tional law pro- parts of the Frankish empire, the constilution of
ceeded from the amphictyonic council. Endear- the Rom'Ln city was maintained The downfaU
ors were made by some provisions to mitigate the of the weutern empire left after it, accordingly,
laws of war. Mutual agreements were entered very important traces of Roman regulations and
into to bury those who had fallen in battle, and Roman laws. -- Besides, Rome aml Byzantium

the right of asylum in the temples w_ recognized, lived on ia the imagination of the young, fresh
Beyond this, the influence of the league did not conquering nations _hich had destroyed the Ro-
go; and it lost its really international importance m'm empire. A German-Byzantine dualism runs
by the fact that it excluded all other nations. -- through the whole old constitution of the Frank-

Amongthc Romans we find, from the very earliest ish court, a constitution which may be traced
time, the j_s feciale, based upon "mcicnt Italian back, in part, to the retinue system of the Get-

customs. The college of fetial_% or Roman priests, roans, aml in part to regulations of the Byzan-
instituted by _uma, consisted of twcntymembers, tine court. The idea of the old Roman empire
with a pater parrs/us at their head. The.)'_t/a_s was at workevenin the minds of Alaric, Atanlph
were invested with adiplomatic character. Inter- and Theodoric. In Charlemagne it became clear-
national transactions and declarations of war were ly manifest. -- Besides the influence of Rome on

within their province. A religious and priestly the new nations, we early perceive the influence
character was attributed to them, and their acts of Christianity and of the church also. The idea
were accompanied by religious symbolic ceremo- of humanity is the offspring of Christianity,
nies. (Livy, i., 2; Plutarch, _Yuma, c. 12; Dion, which would unite the whole human race into a
it., c. 72; Cic. de Leg., it., 9; Weiske, Con,v:d_ra- nation of brothers, and which declares human
tiol_s s_tr lea a_7_bassrzdenrs Romains, compards aver- persf)nality sacred in every human being. Both

lea modernes, Zwickau, 1834; Osenbrfiggen, De jure Christianity and international law rise above, and
belli et pe¢cis Romanorum liber singularis, Lips., go beyond, what is simply national Christianity
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and international law are called to unite the whole magne, imleed, crumbled to pieces soon after its
human race. Whereas, previous to Christianity, founder's death. The Germans were not yet ripe
the people of each nation could folhiw only their enough to preserve so vast a political organization
own great leaders, in whom they recognized the in its objective self-dependent course. To do this,

personified prototype of their nationality, in they needed a powerful governing personality,
Christ a common prototype and sole centre was and such '_ personality they did not find "ffter the
given to all humanity; and by this fact all bar- death of Charlemag, m:. Moreover. nationalities
rlem between nations were by anticipation re- within the empire had, even now, assumed char-
moved. (Galatians, iii., 28; 1 Corinthians, iii., actcrs too dissimilar. The Romanic and Ger.

21-28, and xii. and xiii. Schleiermachcr spe'_ks manic element% especially in the different parts
pertinently on this point.) Thus was the spirit- of the extensive empire, had become so insepara-
ual soil in which international law might grow, bly and peculiarly mixed that the: modern charac-
prepared. An important contrast must, indeed, ter of the different nations with their mutual

not be overlooked here. International law was repulsion became perceptible. The accidental
called upon to establish only an e.xfvrnal legal external reunion of the great empire under the

community. Christianity, on the other band. weak-headed and cowardly Charles the Fat, in the
was to establish an iMeraal cf)mmunity, embrac- year 884, was not able to overcome these too pow-
ing the whole huumn race. But the eyes of hu- crful differences az_y longer. The history of the
manity had first to open gradually to the pure- several p'Lrts of theFrankish empire now begins,
ly interior greatness of the Christian idea; 'rod and the union nf France and Germany comes to
thus the purely spiritual universal empire of a close eomplctely. None the less, the eapitula-
Christianity was transformed with the priesthood ries lost their formal force aml application with
of the Roman emI)ire into an external universal the dissolution of the empire. But the great
empire, not unlike the old empireof the Romans. community of nations of the Frankish empire
The unification of the church was completed I)y was as far from passing away without lasting
the concilia _umenica and the papacy. With the after-cffe.cts on the subsequent lifc of the ha-
constitution whicb it had obtained in the Roman tions of Europc, as the overthrow of the Roman
empire the church entered among the Germanic empire was from destroying Roman ideas.
nations, and drew them into its great hierarchic Nations had come into close contact with one

unity. Finally, the grand minster of the middle another, and had acquired certain common views
ages became one great spiritual-temporal whole, of law, of the st'lie and of the church. Those

witb its two high.towering spires, the papacy and countries into which the peculiarities of the an-
the empire. Christendom was one solc, firmly cleat Germans had made their way, retained a
articulated body. God had givcn it the two certain unity in their modes of thinking and in
swords, the spiritual and the temporal. The their mode of lifc, which subsequently 1)ecame
church had a deeper conception yet of the great the foundation of intcrnational law and of the
unity. It denied the dualism of the lwo swurds, European system of states.--With the dissolution

and deduced all power, even the temporal, from of thc empire of Charlcmagne, the energetic
the one spiritual centre. --The ohl view, that all temporal centre for European nations ceased to
foreign pcoples were barbarians and enemies, was exist• The cmt)ire of the Germ.ms was of less
now, in spiteof thccoarseness of the period, over* importance than tile Frankish empire. True,
thrown, aud a higher standpoint reached. The Henry II (1002-1024) contimmd to receive from
idea of a union of the human race to be cffected Ihe pope thc gohlen symbol of m_pcrial power, a
by Christianity, of a union whose firm fouada- ball surmounted by a cro._s, significant of the
tions were to be the papacy and the emt)irc, had, empire of the world under the protection of the
from the time of the coronation of the, emperor Chri-tian church: but Henry owed lhN less to his
Charlemagne, become a living, propelling force vigorous assertion of tlw position of the impcrial
in the nations. The empire of Charlemagne, ox- power in the worhl than to his obsequiousness to
tending from the Eb,'o to the Raab, and from the (.lcrgy; and the symbol was less _.aleubtted
the Tiber to the German ocean, united the ha- to call to the emperor's mind his imperial power
tions of middle and western Europe, whose fu- than the pr_tection hc reccivcd from the church.
ture was so rich, and gave them, in the capit- The church was even now in need of reform.
ularies, certain common laws. The l)eculiarities The emperor, Henry III., began thisreform inas-
of the several nations were maintained in the much as he checked simony, the immorality of
empire, and each people was atb)wed its own the clergy, and p:trly spirit in Rome, by promot-

special national laws. The system of personal ing suitable German bishops to thc papal chair,
rights which obtained in the Frankish empirc, who endeavored with all their might to repress
and by virtue of which every member of a ha- the ohl disorders. The popes, in consequence,
tion was judged, even when in a foreign nation, acqtnred renewed authority, which they caused
by tim laws of the nation to which hc belonged to be felt partly through their legates and partly
by birth, was pregnant with the mutual recog- in person. This renewed considcratiml for tho
nition of the rights of foreign nations, a recog- popes depended on the power of the emperor to

nition of great importance for the development whom the popes owcd flmir place, and without
of international law. -- The empire of Charle- which they would perhaps have fallen back into
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their former condition. But this dependence on devastated a .great part of Europe, and trampled
the emperor did not last king. The greater the under foot the best germs of the development of
papal power, through the emperor's own co-oper- the sentiment of humanity. But one thing we
ation, became within the church itself, the more must grant--the universality, the European char-
strenuously did the pope strive to make himself aeter of the crusades In them all Europe partic-
independent, even asregards the emperor Iience ipated, was animated by one feeling, and united
tlle reformation of the church begun by Henry to do one thing. In this first European move-
III. soon took 't turn disadvantageous to the ira- ment, it became manifest that there was one great
perial power ik, elf. ttis successor, Henry IV., common Eut'npean national life.--Good conse-
met in Gregory VII. a pope who made tim bohi quenccs flowed from the commercial spirit and
attempt to transform, at the cost of the imperial from the alliances of cities, which was the cause,

dignity, all Europe into one great theocracy that finally, of a commercial state that extended its
he might enthrone the pope on the summit of the sway over the Atlantic ocean and over the Black,
great theocratic pyramid of the world. The pa- Mediterranean, Baltic and North seas. These
pacy interfered in the province of states more cities, the prince of which was Li/beck, were sit-

and more, curtailed their sovereignty, and caused uated in Germany and the Netherlands, in the
the greatest collisions to take place among them northern kingdoms, Poland, Prussia, Russia and
while the idea of the imperial dominium muadi Livonia; and the greatest commercial places in
faded away. The independent centre of gravity England, France, Spain and Italy associated them-
of states was displaced by the papacy. Unintcr- selves with them. Thi_ league was perhaps the
rupted papal interference checked their concen- most effectual the world has seen. It did more
tration anti disturbed the process of their dcvel- to make Europe one commonweal than all the

opment. --In a certain sense, indeed, the Roman crusades and all the usages of Rome; for it went
hierarchy united Europe into one great whole; beyond differences of religion and nationality
and the pope was at times a Christian interns- and established the alliance of states on mutual

tional tribunal for states in conflict with one utility, ou emulous industry, on honesty and or-
another. The church, too, prevented the shedding dcr. -- Under Innocent IlI., the greatest man of
of much blood by the institution of the truce of his age, who, from 1198 until 1°16, conducted
God. But there was little peace, under the aus- papal Mtairswith equal firmnem and shrewdness,
])ices of the papacy, among states, and the papal the papacy rose once more to its full height. He
see was by no means guiltless of this fact. This gave utterance to it as a principle, that Germany
douhle power, this papal state within all states, and Italy ._hould not be united under one crown

brought it to pass that states could not compre- --a principle which, if strictly carried out, would
hcnd themselves and could not grow strong and have led to the independent importance of Italy.

firm internally. But self-dependent states are a With a bohl hand he interfered in the political
condition precedent to the existence of interns- quarrels of Europe. But the consciousness of the
tional law, and where there are no autonomic states of Europe of their own rights rose up
states an international system of states can never :tgainst him. The German empire had, indeed,
be formed; where there are no autonomic states, been on the road of decline since the interregnum
the idea of international law is wanting in tbe (1256-73) and the tIapsburgs were unable any
organs by which that idea can be properly real- longer to prevent the separation of Switzerland
ized. IIence the phenomenon that the interna- from the empire(1808). Butstatesassumedaman-
tional lawof private individuals, that the recogni- ly attitude toward the papacy. France reduced
tion in every man of his purely human rights the pope to complete dependence on it (Avignon
binding everywhere, preceded the international exile, 130,5-78). Germany was no longer willing
law of states in the middle ages. The bishops of to allow the interference, in its political affairs,
that period, impelled by the spirit of Christianity, of a pope reduced to bondage by France, but stilt
took the oppressed under their protection, checked presumptuous in his bondage. The memorable
the trade in human beings, ransomed slaves and assembly of electors at Rense (1338) declared the
opened the asylum of the church to the rights of election of the German king to be independent of
man; while the great Christian nations, not with- his confirmation and coronation by the pope; and
_)ut the church's being in fault for it, engaged it. Germany boldly proclaimed to the world that it
harbarous struggles with one another. _ We can wanted to see the spiritual power confined to the
not find a paving of the way for international law sphere of the spiritual. The council of Basil also,
in the middle ages nor in the crusades. Chivalry, which lasted from 1481 to 1444, and revived the
indeed, attained to sword law and feudallaw, but principle that a general council was above the

not to an international law; while the crusades pope, deserves mention in this connection. -- How
aroused between Christian nations and infidel ha- much the dx_rainium mundi, conceded to the era.

tiGriS an opposition inimical to international law. peror, implied, was not clearly defined, and the
They neither promoted the cause of humanity, whole idea had in it, at all times, much that was
nor opened new avenues to commerce, nor estab- fantastical. Yet that the emperor had preee-
lished a closer or more rightful relation among dence of all other rulers was recognized even
the nations of Europe. The so-called holy wars during the decline of the empire, and the emperor
began with a frightful slaughter of the Jews, had the right to grant the title of king, as the
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royal Bohemian and Polish dignity had their of the European system of states, the thirty years
origin in imperial privileges. Yet in other king- war is to be considered as a reaction of the idea

donas, and not in France and England only, men of the balance of power against the ascendency of
felt themselves much more independent of thecm- the house of tIal)sburg. IIow the relations of
peror than of the pope. --Tile mariner's compass, st_Ltes, in what concerns international law, have
gunpowder and the art of printing were three been nmdified from the peace of Westphalia to
great elements of progress. The mariner's corn- the present time, is be_t studied in the history of
pass opened the broad ocean to commerce, and modern congrcs._es and treaties of peace. The
extended that commerce over the whole earth, further development of the H_ro7Tof international
Gunpowder put ancnd to the carnage of personal law will be trc'tted of briefly in what we shall
combat and made war more humane. The art of have to say in this axticlc on the literature of the
printingbroughtaboutarapidcxchangeofthought subject.--In spite of the wars and revolutions
in Europe, and generalized the beneficent effects which have stirred Europe in recent times,
of the sciences, then rapidly growing.--Three humanity has gained visibly; the consciousness
powerful currents had, from the beginning of the that all men belong together has grown stronger;
middle ages, poured themselves over the whole of the foundationsof international law h.tve become
Europe, and spread everywhere like intellectual ln'oader and firmer; and numerous traces of a
elements: the Roman current, with the idea of barbarous international condition, which we find

the empire, of provincial and municipal organiza- mentioned by writers on international law as still
lion, and of intercourse regulated by law; the the law of barbarous peoples, are disappearing
Christian current, with the idea of humanity, the before the ever brighter and ever warmer Imams
idea of universal fraternity, and ideas of pure of thc still ascending sun of Christianity. An
morality; lastly, the Germanic current, with the eloquent sign that the spirit of the present has
ideas of personal faithfulness and honor, but invaded the sphere of international law is afforded

especmlly of individual liberty and self-govern- by the Paris congrcs_ of 1856. Although that
ment. As the great deposits of these currents in congress gavc only an imperfect solution to the
the domain of law appearcd the corpusjuri_civil£_, Eastern question, which was the occasion of its
the corpusjuri_ canonici, and the carpusjur£_ Ger- coming together, it will remain forever memora-
,manlci: all three of European importance and of ble ia the history of international law, because of
consequence to all Europe. --The renewed diffu- its re(:eption of Turkey into the political system
sion of Roman law over a great part of Europe of Europe, because of its humanization of the
and the principles of Christianity gave a common law'; of naval warfare, and because of the wish
basis to European law. The Bible and the Insti- solemnly cxpresscd by tim powers before all

tutes of Justinian became the common property Europc--though that wish was never fully real-
of all the more civilized nations of Europe, and ized--that in controversies between nations, these
brought about the harmony of moral and legal latter .,,houid, so far as circumstances permitted,
ideas necessary to the international agreement and have recourse to the good services or to the
understanding of states. -- The reformation, tim mediation of a friendly state before resorting to
first great intellectual European upheaval, whicl,, brute force. We have only to open the eye of
begun in Germany, spread over tim whole north tile intellect to discern from this point the lofty
and west, brought the middle ages, from the mountain tops of the ideas of tile modern era
standpoint of international law, as from allothers, gihled by the sun of the futm'e. -- III. ,%urces
to a close. The reformation rendered possible, of Inter_ati,,nallxt_c. 1. Treaties between states
for the first time, tile existence of self-dependent occupy the first rank among the sources of inter-
states--the support and organs of the idea of inter- national law. -- 2. A second important source of
national law--by doing away with the dualism of international law are tile records of tim official
the spiritual and temporal power, and by emanei- proceedings of whatever kind, in which states
pating the state from the joint lordship of the have given expression to their convictions on
Roman see. -- The ascendency of the church could i,lternational law. Itere belong, 1st, the protocols

not, from this time, be feared by states. But, on of congresses and international conferences of
theotherthand, one state might obtain adangemus ministers. These protocols have, for the most
preponderance over other states. And,*indeed, part. served in the preparation of important
from the sixteenth century, we find two ideas, treaties between states. They are, besides, a
engaged in a decided struggle with each other: means, worthy of all consideration, to enable us
tim idea of a universal monarchy and the idea of to determine the true and complete sense of the
the balance of power. The idea of a universal treaties for which they have paved the way, and

monarchy was a legacy of antiquity which knew hence they must be considered a source of at least
little of international rights. It wa_ inherited by so-called speci_! or particular international law,
the Frankish empire aud then by the Germans; that is, of that international law which is bind-
and after the decline of the empire other states ing only on the contracting states. ]n addition to
sought to realize it. The more modern principle this, they frequently contain the expression of the
of international law, on the other hand, sought common conviction of the right of all civilized
realization in the idea of the political balance of statcs, and thus furnish valuable material for the

power.-- From the standpoint of the development international law which is "binding on all states."
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Here belong, 2d, the declarations of the great caprice of the state; rather are riley intended to,
powers, notes, manifestoes, correspondence, and be, as they should be, the expression of the general
even the protests of states. Declarations of the principles of international law.--The old source_
great powers as to their views of the right, such which constitute the common historical basis o{

as the declaration made by them in 1856 in rcla- the law of civilized Europe are gladly resorted to,
tion to maritime law, acquire very soon, when the Roman law and also the canon law, so far as

they have reason on their side, a force equal both continue to express the con_ciousnes_ of right
to what they would have if made by a legisla- of the present. The Roman law and the canon

tive body. Manifestoes, notes, correspondencc, law have of course no legally binding force ou
are often the unbiased expression of legal con- nations; only as ratio scripta can they be taken.
victions, which will never afterward be ques- into consideration.--4. The verdicts of interna-
tioned by states in their international intercourse tional courts, of so-called mixed commissions and,

with one another Even the })rotesLs of indi prize courts, fill a place in international law sim-
vidual states against violations of rights by others ilar to that filled in Roman law by prejudication.
may be considered as a source of international The same may be said of the legalopinions asked
law when, because based on the right, they have by states in matters of international dispute.
received the assent of impartial states or of Very important are the decisions of mixed corn-
impartial postcrity. Neither of these kinds of missions which are composed of arbitralors of
documents, however, has the binding force of different states on the internatiomd c(introversies
treaties. Science should be "as far t'rom passing of such states. By the very composition of such
them by without notice as it should be from commissions, the national narrowness of the legal
accepting what they contain without any more consciousness of the commissioners is removed,

ado. Panther is science here called upon to go and the way opened for tile universally rational.
into the fullest examination. The material of The judg_nmnts of prize courts, indeed, since

these documents is to be found in the numerous prize courts arc appointed or established by the
writings on treaties of peace, those which are one party or the other, have not the presumption
wont to appear under the titles 3Vdgotiations, of complete impartiality in their favor. Such
_Ndgotiation,_ secretes, Acres et Mdmoires, Pidc_ judgments must therefore be constantly criticised
o.fflcielles; also in the matters laid before con- and cautiously used. Legal opinions onquestions
stitutional chambers for their discussion, in the of international law are sometimes asked by a
collections of "state archives," "political ar- state of its own jurisconsults, and sometimes also,
chives," etc., in the blue books; but especially in from distinguished foreign jurisconsults, that
the voluminous English "portfolios."--3. Laws it may regulate its course according to them.
and regulations of individual states come into Such opinions possess especial weight and the
consideration, in various ways, as sources of inter- strongest presumption of impartiality when they
national law. Where, for instance, on matters arc opposed to the interests of the jurisconsult's
which may become the subject of international own consulting state; theirimportanceis so much
as well as of private or civil controvelsy, the laws the less in the opposite case. -- 5. In view of the
of states agree, and when no obj(,ction can bc deficiency of international law in positive provis-

riglltflflly raised again.st applying the principles ions, tim writings of jurists enjoy great authority
of the civil law, by way of analogy, to cases of in it. Statesmen gladly consider themselves bound
international dispute, a controlling principle of by wh_lt they findin them. Not for the reason that
international law may be deduced from tile civil the writers of such _orks are absolutely better
law. So, too, when the principles of purely versed in the matter than statesmen. But the
international law are incorporated into the statute individual case interwoven with a great many
law of a country, as has been done, for cx.tmplc, interests, which it is incumbent on the statesman

in the law of booty, the law of blockade, in the to decide, makes him ca._ily prejudiced and one-
laws on the slave trade on the high sea, either be- sided, and hence it is essential to justice and ira-
cause the statute law of the countries in question partiality to listen to the voice of those who,
anticipated the umversally admitted principles of unprejudicedly engaged in the cultivation of
international law, as did, for instance, tim English science, endeavor only to give explessi0u to the
laws on the sl'_ve trade, and the French decree of truth. *The weight of the decisions of jurists
March 28, 1"J..52,which absohltely prohibited the is increased when the writers of different, or,
reprinting of foreign books on_ French soil; or lretter yet, of all civilized nations, agree, so that
else because the legislation of an individual state it may be said we have in such opinions the
has merely sanr:tmned provisions of international harmonious testimony of nations. -- International
law already universally recognized. More espe- customary or unwritten law can, in general, be
eially worthy of notice arc the laws and reguia- drawn only from the writings of jurists, who
tions of states governing maritime prizes in times here appcar not as mere theorizers, but as wit-
of war; for each state allows its own courts to nesses to historical facts. We here distinguish

decidc on the validity of the maritime prizes international customs and international observ-
made by its sbips. Thestate of courselays down ances. International customs are recognized by
laws by which its courts must be governed in certain uniformly recurring facts, in which a
such cases, and these laws are not the result of the permanent consciousness of the legally right, one
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common to all nations; finds expression. Tile Robert )fohl, Geschichte und Lite_'atur tier Stands-

simple recurrence of the merely external facts is wissenscI_flen, 1855. A comprehensive history of
not decisive here. Proof is necessary that the the literature of international law may be found
reason of the recurrence is, in very deed, in an in Henry Wheaton's IIistoire du droll des gens,
-unchanging consciousness of nations of the right. 4th ed., 1870. Among the precursors of Grotius,
:By observances are meant the merely external the Spaniard Suarcz (1538-1617) should not be
_formal usage, not the shaping of the forms of in- forgotten. He wrote De" hgibus a_ de l_gislatore.
wrnational intercourse, which has no essential C(impare Kaltenborn, Die _rlaufer des Grotius,
),¢ce_ssity in it. They may for the most part be ]Ialle, 1848.)--Grotius, howew_r, is the first who
.insisted on as real rights, as law, but they are not accomplished anything of importance in inter-
law absolutely, but only because of usage. A national law.--When the Spaniards demand-
great part of international ceremonial law is ed of the Netherlands, which had become lade-

based on .,,uch merely external usagcs; little of it pendent, that they should no longer continue
depends on agreement, and hence much of it is t() carry on their trade with India, Grotius corn-
controverted. -- When jurists speak not as wit- l)()se(l, in 1609, his Mare liberum, seu de jure quod
nesses to the hi._torieal international law, but as Batav[,_ competit a_l indica commercia, Lugd. Bat.
_beorizers, their theories must lie carefully exam- Subsequ(,ntly. having fled to Paris, he there wrote
ined, and subjective views must be distinguished his masterpiece, De jr_re b(Iti ac pac£_, 1625, in
from objective trulhs by independent investiga- which w(, find a frequent admixture of views per-
lion. Every. theoretical proposition, however, tainin_ to nalural law and to international law,
which is nothing I)ut an inference from a principle although it is very [,vident it w'ls Gr(_tius' intcn-
already recoguizcd as a prim,iplc of internati¢)nal lion to give the world not natural law but inter-
law, has an unqualified el'tim to being in force; national law, in the modern sense of the term.
and the art of the theoretic improvement of inter- The infiucn_.e of the work was very great, for it
national law consists mainly in this, to grasp such was permeated with the spirit of Christianity and
principles and render them productive of t_thers, humanity, while it opposed to the ._ystem of ma-
--1V. Literature. What we have to say here on chiaveli-m only lhc._implc fundamental principles
the literature of international law may tie con- of right. Gu_tawls Adolphus carried it always
sidered, in a measure, as the conti]mation of what with him. All diplomatcs of the period imme-
wc have said above on its history --The theory (liat_ly following Grotius referred to it as they
of international law has been developed since tile would to a book of statutory law. It will live
reformalion. That theory received its first power- forever as tim first work on international law.
ful impulse from tile reformation which, for the (Hartenstcin, D_rstellur,.q _b'r P_',cl_t.,7)hdo,_phie des
first time in the world's history, made self-depend- Httgo Groti_ts. in the Abha;_dl_H*ge;_ der philo_o-
•znt states possible, and with the principle of in- phi._ch-hi_stori._che_ ]_'la.sse der k. _(_chs. Gei_ell-

tellectual freedom smoothed the path of political schaft der Wis.,_schaften, :Leipzig, 1850; Van Ha-
fr,.edom. (_art. IIuebneri, Oral. de imnwrtahT_s gendorp, Comme_tatio de j_ris gentium studio i_
Mart. Latheri in imperia men, is, Hafn., 1761; patria _wstra, I)orpat, 1858. Commentaries on,
Creuzer, Luther u_d Ilago Grolius, Heidclber._. selections from, and tran._lations of. Grotiu_'work
1846.)--At first international law was treated as have appcare(1 in great numbers a_d increased its
a part of the law of nature, because writers con- influen(.(..)--The Englishnmn, John Selden, con-
founded the Roman meaning of the j_,s geati,_ra tcsted Gl'otius' vie_ s d_awn purely from natul_d
with its modern incasing. Thus, Oldendorp, right, in his .De j_tce nc_u_ali et ge_iti_,m, j_xta
Juris _za2vraliz, ge_ttiura et civilis isagoge, Colonic, dL_cipli_am Ebra_,,r_tm, 1629. lie met Grotius'
1537; also Hemming, l)e lege _urce methodus M_tre libe_'u_ wilh his Mare clau,_rtm.-- A loftier
apodietica, 1550; finally, Winckler, I_5_cipiorum position was taken by the Engli_hm:m, Richard

j_ri,_ lib_i q_d_utue, Lipsim, 1615. Besides these Zouchy (Z_,uchve_ts). Hc was the first to write a
predecessors of Orotius, the father of the science text book on inleruational law, whi('h he d_(l un-
of iuternational law, we must also mention A1- dcrihe tith:: Jarls etjadieiife'chd_g, sivejnrh_ inter
bcricus Gentilis, who was born in 1551 in Ancona. ge_tes, et q_t$._tio_ztm de eode_n explicatio, Lugd.,
lie was obliged to take refuge in England be- Bat., 1651. -- Pufendorf, the' first teacher of nat-
cause of his Protestant opinions, and died in ural law at Heidelberg, and later at Lund (born
Oxford in 1611. He wrote his De legatim, ibus in 1631, died 1694). starts out with the view that the
1585; in 1588. his .De jure belli; and in 1590, De doctrines of natural law and of international law

justitfa bell,ca. From the relationshi l) existing are i(lcntical; tlmt is, that certain same principles
between his ideas and the resemblance of the applied to individuals constitute natural law, and
subdivisions of his work, and even the titles of that applied to states and nations they constitute
his chapters, to those of Grotius, it has been as- intcrnati(_nal law. Hc here follows Hobbes /)_
mimed that Orotius drew much from him. (The Cir¢, cap. xiv., _ 4. Ile deniesinternationallawon

history of the literature of international law has the whole the character of positive law. His Ju_
been written by De ¥al, [_deidir_g tot de Wete_- natur_ et .qentium appeared first in 1672, and an

._chap van her eurc_msche Volkenregt, Gron., 1835; improved edition in 1684. IIe found an adherent
Kaltenborn, Kritik des VSlkerrech_ _aclt dem jetz(q- in Christian TJ_omasius, who, born in 1655, was

_a Stamfpunkte tier Wissenschaft, Leipzig, 1847; professor at Halle, and died ia 1728, a man who
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denied all positiveness to international law, for [ Friedens-und Kriegszeiten, 1778; F'ew_uch de_ neu-

the reason that there is no legislative power over I esten Europ. VSlk, crrecht in Friede_-und AD'iegs-

states. -- In opposition to this tendency in the di- zeiten, vornhmlich aus der Staatshaadluu.qeu der
rection of natural law, we find others insisting on Europ_i_cheu Mdchte, auch andereTt Begebenheilen,
the positive character of international law. Thus, so sivh seit dem Tode Kaisers Karl l'/:., 1740;
Samuel l_achel (1628--1691)professor in IIalber- z_vjetragen haben, in ten parts, 1777-80: and,
_tadt and afterward in Kiel, and ambassador at lastly, Bei/rdge zu dem J_euesten europ t_lker-
the peace congress at Nimwegen; also XVolfgang recht in Friedenszeiteu, in five parts, 1778-80.--
Textor, who was born in 1637, w&_ professor at Efforts were now made to systematize inter-
Altdorf and IIeidelberg, and died as protosyndic national law from the positive material coltecied,
in Frankfurt in 1701. l{_mhel wrote De jure ha- although the "systems" thus formed continued
turcsetgelgium di,u_.tationesdu_, 1676, and Tex- to have a very arbitrary, capricious character.
tor a Sy_wps/s jut'is ge,_tium, 1680.--Christian (Compare Kaltenborn, Kritik des V61ker_'echts,
Wolff, who was born in Breslau in 1679, and died pp. 103, etc,)--R. G. Gunther, a Saxon, who hadf
as chancellor of the university of Halle, in 1754, published, in 1777, an anonymous work on the
applied his notoriously stiff mathematical method outlines of international law, composed a work:
even to international law. And so he composed Europd_cl_a_ VSlkerrecht in Friedenszeiteu, nact_

his extensive work Jus genti_m metlwdo scieutifiva Veruuuft, Vertragen und tIerkommen. _nit An-
pertractatum, 1749, and in 17'_1 issued a,l abridg- wendqng auf die deut._cheu R(ichsstSnde. part i.,
ment of it under the title [n,_titutioroesjuris 7_aturce 1787; part it., 1792. K. H. w_u RSmer denied_
et gentium. He did much to systematize interna- the existence of a general European international
tional law. He considered that nations and states law. _n(t sought to give an exposition of Germmx
at(rod in tim same relation to onc another as the international law. lte, in this work, mixed up
members of the same body. He called the legal the relations of the German princes to thc era-
community of all nations and stales a civitas max- pcror, and thus produced a compound of German
ima. By so doing, he--it matters not how nmch public law aml international law in his hook. l)aa
he dwelt on the independcnee of states--almost _._lkerrechl der Deutschen, 1789. Friedrich yon
lrausformed the free community of statcs into the Martins is the most noted representative of this
unfree unity of oue universal state. (Wheaton, eaprwiously system:ttizing school of international
Histoire, 1853, tome i, p.227; Kaltenborn, Krilik, law. --Kant treated of international l'_w at the
pp. 66, etc. ; T. Rutherforth, " Institutes of Nat- cud of his Rech_lehre, which appeared for the
ural Laws, being the suhstancc of a course of Lec- first time in 1797. Kant does not hohl strictly to
lures on Gr(_tiu._' De jure belli acpacis," Loud, the distinction between international public law
1754 See also. Burlamaqui, whose l¥incipes du and international private law, a distinction which
droll deb_ natureet de_gens appeared origb:ally iu he evidently conceived f,'om thc sepmation of
1766. etc., in eight w)lnmes; and G6rard de Ray- international law proper from cosmopolite law.
neval, whose I_titutions dtt droll de la nature et des He starts out with the fiction of natural taw, of
geus wt_s l)ublished in 1832, and a new edition in a .,,tall; of nature, both of individuals and nations.
Paris in 1851.)--Wolff's celebrated follower, Vat- This state is a state of war, of club-law, a state
tel,who was bort_ in 1714 aml died iu 1767, selected whi(.h must be done away with, and, in the do-
the best of his master's ideas on international law main of international law, done a_ay with by t_
and accepted WoIff's principles and definitions, confederation of states created to ward off at-
Yet he couhl rightly claim that his work was very tacks from witlmut. But a universal confedera-
different from Wolff's. It has had, and _till h.m, lion of states, embracing all nations, is impossible.
great w¢,ight, fIN Droll d_s gens appeared (1st A multiplicity of confederations existing, there
edition) at Leyden in 1758; the second at the same again arises for these, in their relations with one
place in the samey[,ar. The last edition, in three another, a state of nature and a possibility of
volumes, appeared in 1863.--Joham_Jacob_Ioser war. IIencc the unattainableness of perpetual
shows too great a contempt for philosophy in peace. But an approximation to perpetual peace
international law, but, on tim other band, fur- may be nmdc by unions of individual states
nishes us with a vast amount of philosophical effcctcd to maintain peace among themselves.

matter, and thus supplies the theory of intcr- This subject is treated more fully in Kant's Zu_y_
national law with a sure, positive foundation. It _wigeu l_'rieden. By "cosmop_)lite law" Kant

is to be regretted _hat he takes into consideration uuderstaq(ls simply the right of every man to
almost exclusively the historical events of com- have intercourse w_th all thc nations of the earth.

paratively recent times, instead of following the (Sich jedera Volke d_s Erdballs zum Ve_'kehre anzu-
positive principle_s of international law in their bieten.) -- Among German Kantists in inter-
gradual growth. Of the writings oninternational national law we must mention PSlitz aml the
law produced by him during his literary career of eldcr Zacbari{l. P51itz, who was born in 1779

nearly fifty years (1732-81), we must mentio,_: ah(1 died in 1834, a professor in Leipzig, devotes
Oru_clsatze des jetzt ,_blichen F_mrop. VSlkerreeht much space to international law in Ins Staats-
ia l_'iedenszeiteu_1750; Gru_sdtze des 3e_z i2blicl_eu wissen_J_eften ira Liehte unsewer Zeit. Karl Salomo

Europ. V_kerreeht ia Kriegszeiten, 1752; _rste Zachariit (born 1769, died 1843), prcicssor in
_rur, dld_reu des jetzigeu Europ. VOlkerrevht in Iteidelberg, treats of internalional law in his
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Vierzlg l_gteher yore Staate, vol. iv. He works par Ch. Verqd, Paris, 1864; Huhn, VSlkerrecht,
out Kant's idea of a confederation of states for _olk,_thftmbliche D(trstellung, 1864; Bulmerincq,
the prevention of war still farther, and gives Die Syste,aotik des Volkerrechls, 1 Th., Kritik der
the notion of cosmopolite right or law more sub- Au._j'i_hrn_geu uud l_rschunyen zu Gult_ten dee
stance.-- An exhaustive disquisition on interna- Sy,*tern(tt£_ira7 W des pvsitir.e_ Vblkerrecht_, Dorpat,
tional law from the Kantian standpoint wa._ fur- 1858; BulmeriDcq, 1)e Natura _n'incipi_,rumjuris
nished by Baroli, professor of philosophy in Pavia, il, ter genres positiri, 1_56 ; P6zl, Grund_iss z_L
in the fifth and sixth volumes of his Diritto natu. Varlesuagen fd_er Europd_che,_ l._l'kerrecht; 1852;

ra/e, i.-vi,, Cremona, 1887. Of inferior impor. Mohl. Enegcl,,paAie dee Staats_ei,_enschafte_q 2d
tance is what Tolomei says of international law ed.. 1872, pp. 402, etc.--Frenchmen: de Rayneval,
in his Uorso elemelttare di db_to naturale, i.-iii, [astituti_ms du droit de la 7,ature et des gent, 2d

Padua, 1848.---_Johann Ootlieb Fichte published ed., 1832.--ltalians: Romagnosi Introduzione allo
an outline of international and cosmopolite law, studio e diritto pubbliv.o universale, 1838; Ludovieo
as a second appendix to his work on natural law Casanova, Lezioni di diritlo p'J,bblico it_ternazion-
which appeared, 1796-7, in two volumes. He ab,, 1860, Padova, 1868; Fcrrero Gola, Corso di
follows Kant rather closely, but exposes his doc- diritt_J inte_v_azionale privato e marittimo, Parma,
trbms in strictly methodical connection, while on 1866; Carnazzi Amari, Elementi di diritto inter_a-
inter_mtional law we find only detached sentences zio_uzle; Avio, Saggio di una teo_ca giuridica dei
in Kant. -- The most recent period in the science rapporlii_ternatbmali; Fiore, N, mveau droit inter-
of law, especi.tlly on the continent of Europe, is natbmal public, 1869, Mancini, Diritto internazion.
characterized bya tendency in the direction of the a/e, 1873.--Spaniards and South Americans: Pan-
removal of the former enmity between philosol)hy do, Elernentos del derecho internc_ioual, 1843; Ri-
and histoIT, adirection which found expression quelme, Eleme,tosddderedwiaternacio_alespa_ol,
in Hegel. Modern authors of works on intt,rua- 1849; Bello. l'ri,cit,ios_kt derecho internacioual, 2d
tional law, without being fully conscious and clear ed., Paris, 1864: C. Catvo (South Amcrican)Deredw
that they have been moving in this same direction, internacimml tern'leo ypraetico, 2 vol_., 2d ed. 1870.
take into consideration both the positive and the -- Portuguese : Pairs, Elernentos do dereito ch_s
philosophic-theoretical, which is connected with, gentas, 4th ed., 1857; Pinhciro-Ferreira, Cours de
is hased upon, and frequently transcends, the droit public iMerne et externe, Paris, 1830.
positive. And when we see some writers treat K. ISRATER.
mainly of the philosophical in international law,
simply acknowledging the valueof thehistorical; L,__W, Natural. (See FICTIONS.)
and others again bestowing their induslry chiefly
on the historical, and relegating the philosophical LAW, Penal. The historian finns penal law
to a secondary place; we must sock tim cxplana- intermingled with all the primitive customs of
tion of tne fact, not so much in a difference of nations. It is the first sign of the existence of

standpoint of the two cla.c,ses of writers, as in a human society. It is in fae! impossible to con.
difference in their intellectual peculiarities and ceive any association, even that of the family,
endowments.-- We here give a list of the chief without a principle of order aml a sanction. In
treatises of international law.--A.merican,: ttenry the first age of c_vihzation it.- rules arc uncertain :
Wheaton, Elortents of international La_r, '2 vols., founded upon an imperative need of defense, it
1836; 2d ed., annotated by W. B. Lawrence, 1863; follows the progress of the manners, customs,
8th cd., hy Dana, Boston, 1866; W. lt. IIallcck, prejudices and institutions which it protects. It
International Law, or Rul_ Regulating the l'nter- seems unquestionable, however, that among all
course ,f States in Peave or War, San F_ancisco, uncivilized nations the right of revenge has ever
1861; The_)dore D. Woolsey, Introduction to the been the first principle of punishment: as they
,Study of [nter_atirmal Law, 4th ed, New York, had no social justice, private justice took its phtce;
1875; Kent, Uommenlaries on International [_.a_o, each one defended himself; the family or clan

revised, wi/h Notes and Cases brought down to tl_e undertook to make reprisals; the shedding of
present time,byAbdy, Canibridge, 1866.--English- blood for revenge was allowed without judgment
men: eke Manning, Commentaries on the Law of or restriction. The harbarous custom received
Nations, 1839 ; new edition by Sheldon Amos, its first check flora reli,don: murderers or plun-
1875; Wildham, In,_titutes of International Lax, derers al)peased the divine wrath by expiatory
1849; Poison, Principles of the f_w of Nations, . sacrifices, and the priesls were consulted about
1854; Travers Twiss, The Law of Nation, s con._d- reprisals. Among the Germans it w_s not lawful
ered as Indepe_uleat Palitical Commu_ities. 2d ed., to inflict putnshment upon a criminal, nisi sneer.
1875; Sir Robert Phillimore, Commentaries on In- dotibus petrol, sum relut dee imperante. Other
ternational _tw, 3 w)ls. (eel. 4 i_ devotcd to pri- moderating iufluences, no less efficacious, were

vate international law), 2(t. ed., 1871.--Germans: brought to bear upon men's manners; first, the
Heffter, I)_ F_uropd.ische Vblkerrccht dee Genwart law of relaliation, the rude expression of a sort of
auf den bisheregen Grundlagen, 5th ed., 1867, m_)ral justice. We find this formula in Exodus:
Oppenheim, _ystemdes VOtkerreehts, 2d ed., 1866; "'An eye for an eye, ,t tooth for a tooth." The
de Martens, Pre:cis du droit des gens nwdernes de Greek and the Roman laws have preserved traces

l'Europe augment_ des rwtes de Pinheiro-Fe_'eira of its application, consisting of the infliction of
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precisely the same injury that had been corn- theft, for the profanation of the mysteries, and
mitted. Thus, while recognizing the law of re- for sacrilege. At Rome the condemned were at
taliation, they regulated its application, confined tim_ precipitated from the Tarpeian rock, at
it within fixed bounds, aud forbade it to go be other times tied up in a bag and cast into the sea,

yomi them. Such wasal_o the object of the corn- at others burned alive, at others hung upou a
pounding of crime, which, like retaliation, recog- cross or delivered to wild beasts; some of these
nized the right of personal vengeance, aml which punishments were, however, done away with, to
authorized the surrender of this right for an be replaced by theswordand the gibbet, &_mna//o
amount of money. A Roman law, which Paulus adgladiu_J_ et adfurcam. In the middle _ges this
and Aulus-Gellius trace back to the Twelve To- severity was increased slill more: men's manners

blc_, declares: Si membrum rupit, ni cam eo pa._cit, had become rude, acts of violence were habitual,
t_dio c._to. Compounding of crime, therefore, did disorders frequent, wars continual; peualties to
away with reprisals, and consequently with retal- bc effective must needs be severe. Atrocious
ialion. This custom, which wc find in the He- punishments were invented; death did not suffice
brew, the Greek and the curly Roman laws, to satisfy the vengeance of the social power.
reached its greate,_t development in the German The condemned were quartered, their flesh was
law, which even regulated tim amount of eompen- torn off with red hot pincers, they were burned
sutton to bc paid for each species of crime. Its alive, cut to pieces, tied to the heels of untamed
introduction into the final laws o[ the fredum ad- horses, pierced with pointed sticks, buried alive,
dressed to the judge or chief mag]s|rate of the plunged into boiling oil, shut up in iron cages, or
state, impres._',c(l upon compensation a general had melted lead or pitch poured over them. It
cimracter; in this we may recognize a first ten- seemed that men couh! only be restrained by pun-
dency to_vard the r6gime which was to substitute ishments equal in violence to the violent acts which
public for private penalties, and the '_ction of so- they committed The laws described all these
ciety for individual action.--The development of puni-.hmcnts with a sort of complaisance. In
a centr:fl l)()wer favored this tendency among France the death penalty was inflicted in one
every tribe and nation. It was the duty of this hundred and fifteen cases, and the crimes which
authority, wire(ever it was, to protect and avenge escaped capital 1)umshmenL entailed the mutila-
the injnred l)arties; it took up their quarr(,l and lion of a member, burning with a red hot iron,
supported it in its own name; rcvcnge, instead of splitting the lip or tongue, branding, anti all the
being personal and private, bee'(me general and refinements of torture which an ingenious cruel-
public. In the early ages, penalties were mild, ty could dewse. The object of all these penal-
and consisted in most cases of simple fines. Cic- ties, which the laws decreed, was, as we have
ero affirms that Romulus did not establish any already said, public vengeance; the effect they
other penalties: molto ditioT_e ovium et bodm, non aimed to procure, intimidation. The legislators,
vt" et supp/icii_ coercebat. It must, howew.,r, be re- therefore, were restrained by no obstacle nor re-
marked that default of payment of the pecuniary morse: they prol)nsed to themselves, as their aim,
penalty imposcd authorized the infliction of cor- to avenge the divinity, society and individuals,
poral punishment, and that the syslem of com- "rod, as the result of their enactments, to restrain
pcnsation and of fines was never extended to the tim rudeness of manners by fear. --It was not
numerous and disinherited class of slaves; these until the nineteenth century that tile first ideas of
latter were always subjected to the most atrocious reform acquired any strength. Montesquieu lira-

punishments. The character of the penalties in- ited himself to establishing the principlcof moder-
fiicted, however, was soon changed; they gradu._l- alton in punishments and to poiuting out the close

ly Ix,came a means of power and revenge in the connection between penal laws and political insti-
hands of the rulers of nations. The right of p_d_- tutions. Vat(el and Rou_cau, Locke and Thomas
lic prosecutwn entered into general legishlion and ttobbes went further: they sought for the founda-
was regarded as perfectly h,gitimate. A threat- tion of penal law, and thus began to destroy the
ened state, broken laws, justice itself when out- old edifice of legislation. But it was really over-

raged, avenged themselves by inflicting punish- turned only by Beccaria. The little book which
meat. Hence the extravagant nature of these he l)ubli_hcd in 1766, a sort of pamphlet, entitled,
punishments, hence the tortures and torments "Of Crimes and Penalties," met with immense
that have overrun the penal code. The penalty success, and brought before the bar of public opin-
had no hmit. because revenge has no limils; man ion, which it had lransported with enthusiasm, the

even pretended to avenge the divinity when the highest questions of penal law. It is not a set-
guilty acts seemed to have a sacrilegious charac- eutific work: it is a few pages written with rare
tel and the punishment of the guilty party became good sense and under the impulse of a profound

an act of piety.--The manifestations of these ex- sentiment of justice aml humanity. The author
cesses of the penal laws were not cntirely identical proposed to himself to introduce moderation in-
among ancient and among modern nations. At to the penal laws, and to defend the rights of
Athens, stoning, crucifixion, burning, whipping mankin_l in the persons of the accused. It exer-
with the lash or with rods, were inflicted, even cised an immense influence; its doctrines, de-

under the laws of Solon, not only for homicide, veloped in a host of writing-s, acquired incredible
but for treason, desertion to the enemy, for open power. Penal le_slation was partially reformed
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in l_'ance even before the meeting of the constit- tain order, that is, to secure respect for the rights
uent assembly. The codes of Dec. 25, 1791, of of thestate, and the rights of its members. Penal
the third Brumaire of the fourth year of the re- justice exists because society exists, because it is
public, and of Jan. 1, 1811, did nothing but con- one of the attributes, one of the conditions of its
firm the doctrines of the eighteenth century, al- life. It needs uo other title; its legitimacy rests
though restraining and curtailing them. -- What entirely Oil social law. Is tile right which it ex-
is the principle of penal law ? We have just seen erciscs the right of self-defense? If we take this
that until quite recently most penal legislation, word in its ordim_ry acceptation, no; if it be
after having abolished private vengeance, con- taken in the s_,nse in which we understand it,
sidered as the fundamental principle of penal that is, as the right of adopting the general meas-

justice a right to prosecution by the state, tbr the ures necessary for the common defense of the
general good. The publicists of the eighteenth rights of all, for the preservation of the state,
century tried to substitute for this principle, it is. Penal justice admits the moral law, not as
which justified every excel% the principle of law- the source from which it emanates, but as a
ful defense restricted within the limits of com- condition and a limit of its accusations and its

mon utility Beccaria, Feuerbach, Carmignani, penalties. Its mission is not to give a sanction
and even Bentham. professed, with differences to this divine law, and enforce the observance of
nmre or less marked, this doctrine which has for its precepts. It concerns itself, and can only con-

its point of departure the separation of divine cern itself, with public order and social interests;
and human jtistice. According to Kant, who is it can have no other object than to maintain this
the leading doctor of this school, penal law has order and protect its interests. Chastisement, as
the right Io punish only what is bad, what is has been very truly said, has no riglit except
contrary to moral law, what is unjust. It pun- against crime; but to constitute crime in the eyes
ishes because the guilty one has deserved the of human justice, it does not suffice that moral
punishment, and because chastisement is only a order is disturbed; it is necessary that there
means, and a manifestation of expiation. This should be a griewJus attack upon social order, a
_loctrine, which has been accepted by a great serious brc,ach of external peace.--There flow
many German publicists, was propagated in from this fundamental principle two corollaries:
France by Guizot, tie Brogli _tad Rossi, who, the first is, that society has the right to forbid and
however, thought it incumbent upon them to to punish whatever is injurious or guilty, or of
place side by side with the moral law and as a such a nature as the law ought to repress. Social
furtller condition of the penal law, the interest of danger, moral criminality and penal efficacy axe
social order, and that which is of use to society, thethree conditioasof pemfl justice. The second
These are the principal systems known to science; is, that the law, when punishing the acts wbich
we omit a great number of mixed theories which offend against both tile social and the mor_fl order,
it would take too long to analyze. -- 2kmong all slmuld confine its action to this class of acts, and
these theories, where axe we to find the truth? can not go beyond this without infringing upon
Is it true that moral justice and human justice tile rights of individuals. It may be laid down
have a common origin? Is it true they both have in general that the right of social power is to
the same mission to fulfill, although using differ- require tbc fulfillment of tim conditions essential
eat means and acting in different spheres? No; to its preservation; its duty is to insure the mon_al
for what moral justice exacts is the expiation of and material development of mankind. The
the fault, that is to say. retribution made for the right of the imlividual is freely to employ his
fault committed by the evil inflicted. Is this the activity, his intelligence and his liberty; his duty
mission of social justice? Has it been delegated is to offer no obstacle to the exercise of the col-
by eternal justice to enforce its laws? Has it the lective action of the rights of society. It is in
power to exact the expiation of crime? It has endeavoring to reconcile these rights and these
not even the means of proving that expiation has obligations that penal law must establish the
bt,en made, for its vision is short, and its means of grounds and limits of its accusations and penal-

a-certainmgtrutharelimited. It can not enter the ties. -- Here there arise t_vo questions: What
_',_llscience of the guilty party, it can not see his actions should be considered criminal? Ia what
motives or his remorse, it can measure neither the cases cau the authors of these' punishable actions

degree of the fault nor the degree of expiation, be considered responsible? Wc shall not dwell
it apprehends the external facts alone; how then, upon the first of these questions: to examine it in
since it can not determine absolute criminality, all its details would carry us too far from our

can it act the part of divine justice? It pro- s_lbject. The legislator has the right to restrain
ceeds against material acts, with the aid of ma- all immoral acts which threaten the security of
terial means; the exalted but mystic view of ex- the state and of individuals, provided the offense

piation does not belong to it; this view is that of be grave, and be manifested by an appreciable
the bureau soul, it can not be that of society. -- external act. The second question constitutes

The principle of action which should govern so- _ what, m penal law, is called accoul_tability. The
ciety is to be found in the law of self-prgserva- I guilt of the authors of a crime or of an offense
tion inherent in it. This law, which is the first of I is modified by the circumstances which accom-

all human laws, obliges the social power to main- [ panied the act. Their criminality is lessened
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if the previous life of the culprit has been pure, rigorous deduction, and to the learning which.
if he acted only under the impulse of want dr produced great jurists, there succeeded, in prac-
pa_sion, or if he shows repentance or remorse; tice, the rule of citations, in science, the more
it is lessened still more if he was provoked by laborious than fruitful work of compilcrs and
a violent outrage, if he can plead the wcakucss abbreviators. At ]&_t the number and eontra-
of childhood, or the feebleness of old age, finally, dictory teachings of the works of jurisprudence.
it is entirely removed if he merely made use produced confusion and obscurity. To remedy
of the right of self-defense. -- In French law, this evil and render the study and application of
extenuating circumstances, whi(,h that law has law less difficult, Justinian caused to be compiled,
not defined and will not define, are all facts abbreviated and"codified all that was worthy of
that lessen criminality: weakness of intellect, preservation in the old law. This task, which
lack of education, bad example at home, the in- was accomplished by John, Tribonius, Theoph-
stantaneousness of the action, poverty, ignorance, iles and other jurists, produced: first, the Digest,
suffering; tim dcclal'ation of these c_rcumstances a collection of the decisions delivered by the most
and the appreciation given them by penal law, (:steemed jurists c533 B.C.); second, the Institutes,
form one of tllemost precious conquests of French an abridged treatise for the use of students, pre-
modern legislation. The judge has acquired the scntingin ashort course the principles and defini-
power to be just, forhe can proportion the pun- tions of law; third, two lcssons on tile Code
ishmcnt to the gravity of the offense. Excuses, (527 and 534), devoted to the imperial constitu-
like extenuating circumstances, do not exclude lions. These three works, each of which re-
penal accountability, they merely lessen it and ccived the force of law, together with a certain
efface it in part ; they may reduce the penalty to number of later imperial constitutious (the new or
its smallest limit, but they do not remove culpa- authentic constitutions), form what was styled
bility elltircly. Ju_tifyilJg facts exeludeall crim- the COITUSjarls civilis. Undcr this form, which
inal intention; they establish the innocence of th_' certainly is not its hest form, the ICeman law has
accused, they do away with all infliction of pu_- outlived Roman domination, prcservcd its sway
islHnent: such are in_anity, actual nccessity of even over nations which had escaped this domi-
self-defcn_e, tile provingof an _libiby the accused, nation, exerted its influence over all European
and constraint. Umh_r certain circumstances the lcgislati(m, and still exists and is obeycd or con-
motives of excuse'and the motives of justification suited, either as positive law or as written reason,
work the same effect. Thus the child that acts among znost of the nations of modern times.
without knowledgc is justified, because it h,ts GXSTOl_DE BOUWOE.
no criminal intention; if, on the contrary, it a(.t
knowingly, it is merely excused on account of its LAW, Spol|ation by, What is law? It is the
tender age. FACSTINH_LLO_. collective organization of the individual right of

legitimate defense. Every man certainly has re-
LAW, Roman. This general title is ueed to ceived from nature, from God, the rigiit to de-

exprcss the collection of the principles of law that fend his person, his liberty and his property, since
werein force among the Roman people, and, more these at'e the three constitutive or conservative
especially, the collection of laws published by clcments of life, elements which complement
Justinian, which constitutes tim last stage of one another, and which can not be understood,
Roman law. Before reaching tbis stage, t_)man one without the other. For what are our fac-
law. considered in itself, without any regard to ulties but an extension of our l)ersonality? And_
events, passed through four periods. The first what is property but an extension of our fac-
period extends from the. foundation of Rome to ultics? If every man has the right to defend,
the law of the Twelve Tables (year of Rome I to even by force, his person, his liberty and his
300). Thisis the period of its birth. The second property, a number of men have the right to
period is from the law of the Twelve Tables to concert together', to agree and to organize a corn-
Cicero (350 to 600). The contentious disposition men force in order to pro:,ide regularly for this
early exhibited by tile Romans gave to the law defense. The collective right has its principle,
an importance which increased daily. The third and its reason of being, and bases its legitimacy
period, from Cicero to Alexander Severus, in- Ul)Onthe individualright, and the common force
eludes the space between the year of Rome 650 can not legitimately have any other cud or any
and the year of Rome 1000. This is the epoch other mission than the isolated forccs f_*rwhich
of its maturity and perfection. While the Roman it is substituted. Thns, as an individual can not
arms extend the rule of its laws over the greater legitimately make any forcible attempt against
part of the known world, the science of law is the pe.rson, liberty or property of another indi-
carried to a high degree of perfection by the cmi- vidual, so, for the same reason, a community
nent minds that devote themselves to it. Their can not legitimately make use of force to destroy
rare talent marw.iously improves and fertilizes the person, liberty or property of individuals or
the naturally ungrateful and sterile soil of primi- of classes. For this perversion of force would
tire law. The fourth period extends from Alex- be, in the latter case, as well as in the former, in
under Severus to Justinian. This is the period _)f contradiction to our premises. Who will dare to_
it_ decadence. To the spirit of ingenious but say that we have been gifted with strength, not,
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to defend our rights, but to destroy the equal it. When, therefore, may we expect an end of
rights of our fellow-men? And if this is not true spoliation? When it becomes more burdensome
of the force of each individual, when acting alone, and more dangerous than labor. -- It is very evi-
how can it be true of the collective force, which dent that the aim of tile law should be to oppose
is but the organized union of individual force? the power of collective force to this lamentable
The following proposition, therefore, is a most tendency, and side with property against spolia-
plainly evident truth: law is the organization of tion. But the law is generally made by a man or
the natural right of legitimate defense; it is the a class of men. And, as law can not exist with-
substitution of collective force for the force of in- out a sanction, without the support of a pre-
dividuals, to act in the circle in which these latter ponderating force, this force must of necessity be
have the right to act, to do what these latter have ultimately placed in the hands of those who make

the right to do, to guarantee life, liberty and the laws. This inevitable phenomenon, and the.
property, to maintain every one in his rights, to unfortunate disposition _hich wc h,_vc sh,)wn
mete out justice to all.- Unfortunately, the law to exist in the heart of man, serve to cxplai_
has not confined itself to playing its part. Nor the ahnost universal perversi,m of law It may
has it erred simply by the adoption of neutral readily bc conceived how, instead of acting a.¢ a.
views or of views open to discussion. It has restraint upon injustice, it becomes its most irre-
done worse than this; it has acted contrary to its sistible instrument. It may readily be c(mceivect
end; it has destroyed the very object of its exist- that, according to the power of the legislator, it
encc; it has endeavored to abolish that very jtL_- destroys for his profit and in different d_.grees the
tice whose reign it ought to inaugurate, to blot personality of other mc,n by slavery, their liberty
out that limitation of different rights which it by oppre_ion, and their prop('rty I)y sp()liation.
was its mission to cause to be respected; it has It is in the nature of man to rebel when made the

put the force of the community at the service of victim of iniquity. When, therefore, spoliation
those who wish to turn to thcil own advantage, is organized by htw for the benefit of the law-
without risk or scruple, the person, the liberty or makers, all theclassesdesp(dled endeavor, either by
the property of others; it has turned spoliation pc.rueful or by revolutionary means, to havc some
into a right, in order to protect it, and has made share iu the making of the law_. These elas_es,
legitimate defense a crime, in order to l)unish it. accm'ding to the (legn,e of enlightenment which
How has this perversion of law been _mcom- they have reached, may be actuated by _me of
plished? What have been the consequences of it? two very different motives in thus aiming to
Two very different causes have led to this pervcr- acquire their political rights: either they desire
sioo of law: ignorant egoism and false philau- to put an end to legal spoliation, or they as-
thropy. Let usconsider the firstof these causes. -- pire to a share in it. Unhappy, thrice unhappy,
So truly are self-preservation and development the the nations in which this latter thougilt prevails
common aspiration of all men, that, if all enjoyed among the masses when they. in their turn, p,_,_-
the free exercise of their faculties and the free sess themselves of the h.gi_lati_e power'.--

disposal of their products, social progresa wouhl H'ithcrto legal spoliation has been practic¢,d
be incessant, uninterrupted and unfailing. But by the few on the many, so that it was to be
there is another disposition which all men possess found only among nations in which the, right to
in common. This is the disposition to live and legislate was concentrated in lilt: han(l_ of a few

develop, one at the expense of another. This is men. But it has now become universal, and an
not a bold imputation, prompted by a peevish equilibrium is sought for in univcrsal spoli_ttionI
and croaking spirit. History bears testimony to Instead of weeding out the injustice which socie-
its truth by the incessant wars, the migrations of ty contained, men are making this injustice morc

nations, by priestly oppression, the universality general.' As soon as the disinherited classes re-
of slavery, and the industrial fraudsand monopo- cover their political rights, tile first thought
lies with which its annals are filled. This unfor- which possesses them is, not to free thcms(_lve_

tunate disposition springs from the very consti- from spohation, (this wolfld suppose iu them an
tution of man, from that primitive, universal and enlightemnent which they do not possess), but
invincible sentiment which impels him to seek to organize against the other classes, and to their

happiness and fly from pain. Man can live and own detriment, a system of reprisals, as if such
enjoy only by assimilation, by a perpetual appro- conduct must not, even before the beginning nf
priation, that is, by a perpetual application of his the reign of justice, bring down a cruel retribu-
faculties to things, or by labor. This is the tion upon them all--on the one class because of
source of the right of property. But he may, in their iniquity, and on the other be('ause of their
fact, live and enjoy by assimilating and appro- ignorance. It would be imp(rssible to introduce
priating to himself the product of his neighbor's a greater change or a greater misfortune than
faculties. Hence spoliation. Now, as labor is this conversion of the law into an instrument of
itself a pain, and man is naturally inclined to spoliation. What are the consequences of such
avoid pain, it follows, and history serves to prove a disturbance? It would rcquirc volumes to de-
it, that spoliation prevails wherever it is less scribe them all. We shall merely indicate tim
burdensome than labor; and so prevails that most striking ones.--First, it effaces from the-

neither religion nor morality is able to prevent conscience the idea of justice and injustice.
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2_o society can exist in which there is not some Moutalembert, borrowing the thought of a fa-

degree or' respect for the laws; but the surest mous proclamation of Cartier, "with law, honor
way to have the laws respected it to make thenl and justice." But Montalembert fails to perceive
respectable. When the law and morality ale that lie phmes himself in a vicious circle. He
opposed to each other, the citizen finds l,immlf would oppose law to socialism. But law is the
placed in the cruel alternative of ._:t(-riticiugeither very power which socialism apl)enls to. It does
his ideas of morality or his respect for tile law: not aim at extra-legal but at legal spoliatiou. It
two evils, the one as great as the other, and be- pretends, like monopolists of every class, to use
tween which it is difficult to choose. It is so the law a.s an instrument to acc,mpli.-li its ends;
much the nature of law 1o cause ' "",,ju, _ee tolel_n, and once it has the law on its side, how can you

that law and justice are one and titc saute tiling turn tile law against it? How can you try, con-
in the opiHiou of the masses. We are all str,mg- vict or imprison its followers? You wish to ex-
ly disposed to regard what is ]eg,Ll as legitimate, (.ludc socialism from all share in the framing of
so much so that there are many who falsely de- the laws. You wish to keep it out of the legisla-
rive all justice from law. It suffices, therefore, tire h'dls. I dare predict that you will never
that the law ordains anti sanctions spoliation to succeed in this so long as the laws enacted with-
make it apI)ear just and sacred to the consciences in these.halls acknowledge the principle of legal
of many. Slavery, constraint and monopoly find spoliation. It is too unjust and too absurd.--
<lefenders not only in those who profit by them, This question of legal spoliation must be solved,
but also _mmng those who suffer from them. If and there are only three solutions of it: Let the
you uuderlakc to propose "my doubts as to the fe.w despoil the many; let every man despoil
morality of these institutions, you will be called every other man; let no one despoil any one. We
a dangerous innovator, a utopian, a theorist, a must choose between partial spoliation, universal

.contemner of thc laws; you will be told that you spoliation, and no spoliation ; the law can achieve
are disturbing tile foundatiou upon which society but one of these three results. Partialspoliation.
rests. So that, if therc exist a law which sane- Thissystem prevailed as long as the right of elec-
tions slavery or monopoly, oppression or spoils- tion was partial, and men are returning to it in
lion uudcr any form, it will not even be neces- order toescapetheinvasionofsociatism, b5dversal
sary to speak of it; for how shall we speak of it spoliation is the system with which Frauce was
without ie._ening the respect which it inspires? threatened when the electoral right became uni-
Moreover, it will be necessary to teach mor.dity versal; the masses conceived the idea of legislat-
and political economy in keeping with this law, ing upon the principle of the legislators who pre-
that is, upon tile supposition that whatever is ceded them. 3Vo spohatiem is the principle of
taw is, for that rca_u alone, just. --ls there any peace, order, stability, reconciliation and good
nccd to prove that this odious perversion of law sense, which I shall proclaim with all the _trettgth
is a perpetual cause of hatred and discord, lead- of my poor lungs to my very last breath And
lug cvt, n to social disorganization? Let us look can we honestly ask anything more of the law?
at the United States. Here, of all the countries (:an tile law, which has force for its ncces._ary
.of the world, the law most strictly adheres to its sanction, be reasonably employed for ally oilier

proper rSle, which is, to guarantee to every one purpose than to pre_rve every one in his rights?
his liberty and property, lience it is, of all the I defy any one to employ the law for any other
countries of the world, that in which social order purpose without perverting it, and consequently
seems to rest Ul)On the most solid basis. Still, in without turning force against right. And as this
these United States. there a_e two questions, and is the most lamentable and most illogical social
only two, which have several times imlx._riled tlO- disturbance that can be imagined, it will be well
litieal order. And what .arc these two question_ ? to recognize that the true solution of this social

Slavery and the tariff, that is to may, precisely the problem, so much sought after, is to be fouud in
only two qucstions in which the law, contrary to these simple words: Law is orgaTdzed ill, lice. --
rim general spirit of this republic, assumed the Now, let us mark well that to organize justice by
character of a despoiler. Slavery is a violation of law, that is by force, excludes the idea of organ-
personal rights sanctioned by law. Protection is izingby law or by force any manifestation what-
a violation of the right of property, perpetrated ever of human activity: labor, ctmrity, agricul-
by law; and it is certainly vel T remarkable that, lure, commerce, industry, education, the fine
in the midst of somany other questions of debate, arts, or religion; for it is impossible for one of
this (loul_le legal sexmrge, the sad heritage of the these secondary organizations not to destroy tile

old world, is the only one that may po_ibly essential organization. How, in fact, can we
thre_tcn to lead t'o the dissolution of the Union. imagine force encroaching upon the liberty of
:In fact, we can not imagine any greater misfor- citizens without assailing justice, without acting
tune than tire hz_o made ar_ instrument of injttstic_, against its own end? I am now attacking tile
And if this fact engendered such dreadful conse- most popular prejudice of our time. This preju

quences in the Unitcd States, where it was only of dice not only wishes the law to be just; it wishes
exceptional occurrence, what must it not produce it also to be philanthropic. It does not consider
in Europe, where it is a principle anti a system?-- it sufficient that the htw should guarantee each
" We Mlould make war upon socialism," said citizen the full and tmi_eatricted exercise of his
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faculties applied to his physical, intellectual and raugemcnts and organizations, legal or factitious.
moral development; it requires that the law di- He seeks the remedy for the evil in the perpetua-

rectly diffuse prosperity, education and morality, tiou and exaggeration oi' the very thing which
This is the seductive side of socialism. The so- produced it. For, besides justice, which as we

cialists say to us: since the law organizes justice, have seen is really nothing more than a negation,
why should it not organize labor, education attd arc there any of these legal arrangements which do
religion? Why? Because it could not organize uot includc the principle of spoliati_n?--Y¢_u
labor, education and religion without disorganiz- say: '" Here are men who have m) w¢'alth," and

ing justice. Notice, therefore, that law is force, appeal to the I'_w to correct the evil. _N'othing
and tha" consequently the domain of law c'ln not cnters into the public treasury for the bent,tit of a
legitimately go beyond the lawful domain of citizen or 'l class but what other cltizcns or other

force. When law and force keep a man _ithin classe_ have been forced to put there. If each
the bounds of justice, they do not impose upon one is clarified only to draw from it merely the
him anything but a negation They merely re- equivalent of what he has put in, your law, it is
quire him to abstain from injuring others. Thcy true, escapes the imputati,)n of spoliation, but it
altack neither his person, his liberty, not' his does nothing for those men who ltare _o wealth, it
property. They merely protect the p(,rson, lib- dc_es nothing for equality. It can not be an in-
erty and property of others. They stand upon strument of equaliz:ttion unless it take Irom some
the defensive; they defend the equal right of all. to give to others, and then it becomes an ittstru-
They fulfill a mission, whose harmle.ssues_s is evi- merit of spoliation. Examine, from thi_ point of
dent, whose utility is palpable, and whose lawful view, protective tariffs, subsidies, the right to a
nest is incontestable. This is as true as if one of profit, the right to labor, the right to assistance,
my friends were to observe to me that to say that the right to education, l)rogrcssive taxation, gratu-
the object of law is to cause justice to reign, is to use itous credit, co operativc workslmps, and you will
all expression which is not rigorously exact. We always find, at the bottom, legal spoliation and
shouhl say the object of law is to prevent injustice organized injustice. -- You say: " Hcre arc men

from re_._inzj. In fact, justice has no existence who lack enlightenment." and you appeal to the
of its own, it is injustice that exists. Tim one re- law for them. But the law is not a torch that
sults from thc absence of the other. But when sheds its own light afar. It hovers over asociety
tile law--through the medium of its necessary in which there arc men who are educated and
agent, force---imposes a certain kind of labor, a men who are not; citizens who need to be taught,
method or manner of education, a form of faith and others who arc able and willing to teach.

or manner of worship, upon men, it does not act The law must do one of two things: either it
negatively, but positively. It substitutes the will must leave matters of this kind to 1)c pet'-
of the legislator for their will, the initiative of formed with entire liberty, it must leave this
the legislator for theirinitiativc. They nolonger kind of wants to be freely satisfied; or else it
have to reflect, compare or foresee; the law does must exercise force over m_,n's wills, _md take
all this for them. Their intelligence becomes a from some wherewith t,) 1)ay the professors who
useless possession; they cease to be men; they lose are engaged to teach others free of charge. But
their personality, their liberty and their properly, it can not prevent its conduct in this second case
Imagine, if you can, a form of labor imposed by ft'om being an attempt against liberty and prop-
force, which is not an attempt against liberty; a crty, or, in other words, lcg_fl spoli:_ti(tn --You
transfer of wealth imposed by force which is not s'ly: " IIere are men who are devoid of morality
an attempt against property. If you can not suc- or religion," and altpeal to the law. But the law
ceed ill this, acknowledge that the law can not or- is force, and t'an there be :lny nt,ed to r(,mark how
ganize labor and industry without organizing in- violent and foolish a 1)roeecding it would be to
justiec. -- When a publicist, from the seclusion invoke the aid ,,f force in these mattcrs? -- After

of his study, allows hzs eyes to wander over s(_- allits systems and attempts, socialism secm._ una-
ciety, hc is struck by the spectacle of the inequal- Ill('. to avoid perceiving the monstrosity of leg:ll
ity which presents itself to him. Hc groans over spoliation. But what d,_es it do? it skillfully
the sufferings which are the lot of so greats num- disguises it from all e.ycs, even from ils own,
ber of his brethren, sufferings, the sight of which under theseductive namesof fraternity, solidarity,
is rcnderedstill sadderby contrasLwith surround- organization and association. And because we
ing luxury and opulence. He shouhl pcrhapsask do not ask as much of the law, because we do
himself whether the cause of such a social state not exact of it anything but justice, _ociali,sls

is not to be found in ohl spoliations, caused by supl)nse tim! we reject fraternity, solidarily, or-
conquest, and new spoliations caused by the laws. ganization and a._sociation, and jeeringly style us
He should ask himself whether, with the aspira- i_Mividualists. Let us inform them. therefore,
tion of all men toward happiness and improve- that it is not natm'al but forced organizati(_n that
ment, the reign of justice would not lead to the we reject; not free association, but the forms of

realization of the greatest actixdty of progress and association which soci'dism pretends to ilfiposc
the greatest amount of equality compatible with upon us; not spontaneous but legal fraternity;
individual responsibility, But his thoughts do not providential but artificial solidarity, which

not rest here. They run on to combinations, ar- is but an unjust displacement of responsibility.--
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Socialism, like the old political system from which ventor makes his invention in miniature befor_
it emanates, confounds government and society, making it of full size. It is thus the chemist sac-
Aml therefore it is, that whenever we do not want riflees certain re-agents, or the farmer sacrifices
'a thing done by the government, socialism con- some seed and a corner of his field in order to
chides that we do not want it done at all. We test an idea. But what an incommensurable

reject education by the state; therefore we do distance between the gardener and his trees,
,not want education at all. We reject a state between the inventor and his invention, between
religion; therefore we reject all religion. We the chemist and his re-agents, between the farmer
_'eject equalization by the state; therefore we and hisseed! The socialist believes in good faith
do not desire equality, etc. It is as if our so- that the same distanceseparates him from human.
¢ialistie friends were to accuse us of not wishing ity. --We need not wonder that tile publicists
men to eat, becaum we do not advocate the culti- of the nineteenth century consider society as an
•nation of wheat by the state. Howhas this whim- artificial creation, tile work of the legislator's
sical idea been able to gain ground in tllepolitical genius. This idea, the result of classical educa-
world; this idea which would draw from the lion, has swayed all the deep thinkers and all the
htw what the lawdoesnot contain: good, lathe great writers of France. All of them find between
positive sense, riches, science, and religion?-- humanity and the legislator the same relations
Modern publicists, particularly those of the social- which exist between the clay and the potter. To
istic school, base their different theories upon one show how universal this strange disposition of

common hypothesis, truly the strangest and minds has been in France, I should have to copy
proudest hypothesis which could enter into a all of Mably, all of ]{aynal, all of Rousseau, all of
human brain. They divide mankind into two F6nelon, and extensive extracts from Bnssuet and
parts. All tile human species, lessone individual, Montesquieu. I should, besides, have to repro-

form the frst part, the pnblicist himself alone ducein full the proceedings of the various sittings
forms the second, and by far the most important of the convention. This task I shall leave for

part. In fact, they begin by supposing that men my reader to undcrtake.--One of the strangest
have within them neither a principle of action, phenomena of our times, and one which will,
nor a means of discernment; that they are devoid probably, very greatly astonish our grandchildren,
of initiative; thattheyare formed of inert matter, is, that thedoctrinewhichis based upon the triple

of passive molecules, of atoms lacking spontane- hypothesis of the radical inertness of mankind,
ity, at most hut a vegetation indifferent to its the impotence of the law, and the infallibility of
proper mode of existence, capable of receiving the legislator, is the creed of the party that pro-
from the hand and will of another an infinite claims itself exclusively democratic. It likewise
number of forms more or less symmetrical, artistic, styles itself social. Inasmuch as it is democratic,

and more or less perfect. Next, each of them it has an unlimited faith in humanity. By its
supposes, without any ceremony whatever, that socialism it drags humanity into the mire. --If it
lie himself under the names of organizer, re- be a question of political rights, or of driving out
vealer, legislator, teacher, or founder, is this will the legislator: oh! then, according to thissocialis-
arid this hand, this 7lniverau_n mobile, this creative tic doctrine, the people are possessed of infused
power whose sublime mission it is to reunite in science, and endowed with admirable tact; their
society these scattered human materials. Start- will is alumgs rigM, the popular will can never err.

lag from these data, as each gardener trims his Suffrage can not be too u_,i_rsal. No one owes
trees according to his fancy, in tile shape of pyra- society any guarantee. The will and the capacity
raids, umbrellas, cubes, vases, fruits, disttdts and to choose wisely are always supposed. Can the
fans; so every socialist, according to his whim, people be deceived? Are we not in the age of

trims poor humanity in groups, series, centres, enlightenment? Shall the people remain forever
suhcentres, alveoles, social workshops, harmonic in tutelage? Have they not acquired their rights
societies, etc., etc. And, just as the gardener has by their own labors and sacrifices? Have they
need of hatchets, saws, pruning knives and scis- not givensufl]cientproofs of their intelligence and

sors to regulate the height of his trees, so the wisdom? Have they not reached their maturity?
publicist, in order to manage his society, needs Are they not capable of judging for themselves?
forces which he can find only in laws: the customs Do they not know their own interests? Will any
laws, the laws regulating taxes, public charity mall or class of men dare claim the right of put-
Imd education. The socialists, it is true, consider ling him_lf in the people's place, and of deciding
humanity as material for social combinations, so and acting for them? /qo; the people wish to be
that, if by chance they are not very sure of the I and shall be free. They wish to direct their own

success of ttl_-_ combinations, they claim at least t affairs, and they shall direct them. But the elec-

a certain portion of mankind as mate'rt2d for el- tion once over, their tone changes completely.
perimentatio_. It is well known how popular The nation returns to a paasive, inert state; to
the idea of trgi:zg all _stems is among them, nothingness, in fact; and the legislator assumes
and one of their leaders even went so far as omnipotent sway. To him belong invention, di-
to ask of tho French constituent assembly, in rection, power and organization. Mankind have
all earnestness, a commune and all its inhab- now nothing to do but to let things take their

_tanLs to try his system on. It is thus every in- course; the hour of despotism has arrived. And
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bear in mind that all this is fatal; for the people, how does it come to pass that the tendencies of
wtio were but a short time ago so enlightened, so the organizers are good? Do not legislators and
moral, so perfect, have no longer any tendencies, their agents form part of thc human race? Are
,)r, if they have any. they all drag them toward they made of a different clay from the rest of
degradation. They might be allowed a little mankind? They say that society, if left to itself,
liberty; but do you not know that, according to runs headlong to ruin, because its instincts are
Consid_rant, _tyfatally leads to _wnvpoly? Do perverse. They claim for themselves the credit

you not know that liberty means competition, and I of arresting it in this downward course and guid-
ihat competition according to Louis Blanc is a ing it in a better direction. IIave they then re-
sy._ternof e,vtermmat_onfor th_peopleand a cause of! ceived from heaven intelligence and virtues which
ruin to the middle clazs? It is for this reason that place them outside of and above humanity? If
the more freedom nations enjoy the more complete so, let them show their credentials. They wish
is their extermination and ruin: witness Switzer- to be the shephzrds, whih. we constitute their
land, IIolland, England and the United States! flock. This arrangement presupposes in them a
Do you not know that, according to Louis Blanc, SUl×,rior nature, of which, before admitting it,
¢_mti)eti/ion inva_tbly leads to moraapoly, aTtd that, we have very good right to demand the proof.
by the same course of reasoning, cheapness leads to We do not by any means deny them the right of
_zorbitant price_; that competition teru_, to exhaust inventing social combinations, of urging and ex-
the sourc_ of consumpiion and forces presiuctiort to tending their adoption, and of testing them upon
**n ur_natural aclicity; that competition comt_ the themselves at their own expense and ri_k; we
i_mrease (fproductiou ar,4 the decrease of consump- merely (tony their right to impose tl,ese coml)ina-
_'/on? Whence it follows that frec nations pro- tions upon us by mean_ of the law, that i_ to say,
duce more than can he consumed, that they are at by mean.s of force, and of l)ublie contributions.
_he same tithe given overt to otrpre,_ior_ and mcMnes._, -- We ask the C,tbeti_ts, Pburierist.,, Proud&,nie,s
and that it is absolutely neces_sary that Louis and the protectioni._ts to renounce, not their
Blanc have a hand in their govermnent! What special ideas, hut the idea, comm()n toall of them,
liberty can men be allowed to enjoy? Will you of forcibly subjecting us to their groups anti
.a'ive them liberty of conscience? You will soon series, their (.o-operative workshops, their banks
see them all availing themselves of the permission to loan money witlmut izm,rest. their Groz('o-
to become atheists. Liberty of education? But Roman morality, and their commercial restraints.
parents will very soon be paying professors to All that we ask is, that they alh)w us the riaht to
"teach their children immorality and error; more- judge of their plans for ourselves, and to decline
_)ver, if we may believe M. Thiers, if edueatmn to take any part in them, either directly or indi-
were left to national liberty, it would cease to be reetly, if we find that they are prejudicial to our
national, and we would bring up our chihlren interests or repugmmt to ourconscien('es. :For to
more after the manner of the Turks or IIindoos, l)retend to call in the aid (d power and tax_kta)n,

than according to the noble ideas of tile ]h)mans, be_ides being an act of opl)_ession a,'d _polia-
-as is now the case. Freedom of labor? Why, tion. implie_, moreover, the injurious hypothesis

freedom of labor means competition, and the of the infallibility of the organizer and the in-
zesult of competition is to leave all products uneon- competency of mankind And if lmnranity is
sumed, towork the destruction of the people, and incompetent to judge for itself, why do they talk
to ruin the middle class. Liberty of exchange? to us of univer_l suffrage? This contradietion
But it is a well-known fact that the protectionists in their ideas has unf_rtuaately been reproduced
have demonstrated to satiety that free exchange in historical facts, and, while the French people
is ruinous, and that in order to grow wealthy have surpassed ai; (_thers in the achievement of
by means of exchange, a man must exchange tiJeir rights, or rather of their politicalguarantees,
without freedom. Freedom of association? But they have nevertheless been more ruled, more

according to the socialistic doctrine, liberty and managed, more governed, more imposed upon,
association are exclusive, one of the other, sinee more trammeled, and been made the. subject of

the attempt to deprive men of their liberty is more experiments, titan any other nation on the
merely to force them to t_sociation. _IIence it face of the earth. They are also more exposed
is evident that socialistic democrats can not, in to revolutions than any other nation, as they most

conscience, leave men any liberty, since of their naturally would be under such circumstances.--

ve_T nature, if these gentlemen do not regulate Once we adopt this idea, admitted by all French
them, they tend to every species of degradation publicists, and which is so forcibly expressed by
and demoralization. This being the ease, we are Louis Blanc when he says, "society receives its

at _ loss to divine on what ground they can so impulse from power"; ()nee men consider them-
persistently demand, for flmse same men, univer- selves .ts sentient but passive beings, incapable of
sal suffrage. The pretensions of our socialistic raising themselves by their own kn(_wledge and
-_ganizers give rise to another question which I their own energy to any moral l_eight or to any
l,ave often addressed to them, and to which, as condition of prosperity, and compelled to expect

far as I know, they have never offered any reply, everything of the law; in a word, when they ad-
Since the natural tendencies of mankind are so mit that their relations to the state are those of a

evil as to justify their being denied their liberty, flock to its shepherd, it is evident that the re-
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Sl)onsibility of the governing power is immense, sciences, our ideas, our wills, our education, our
Good and evil, virtue and vice, equality and ine- sentiments, our labors, our exchanges, our g_ifL%
quality, wealth and misery, all flow from it. It and our enjoyments. Its mission is to prevent
is intru._ted with everythit}g, it undertakes every- one individual from usurping the rights of
thing, it does everything; it is therefore respon another in these matters. Law, since it has force
siblc for everything. If we are happy, it, with for its necessary sanction, can not have any othe,"
justice, demands our acknowledgment, but if we legitimate domain than the legitimate domain of
are wretched, we have no other recourse than this force, that is, justice. And, as each individtml
same governing power. Does it not, in principle, has not the right to resort to force except in ca._e
dispc_se of our persons and our goods? Is not of legitimate defense, collective force, whmh is
the law omnit)otcl_t? In creating the university nothing more than the union of individual forces,
monope]y iu France it h.as endeavored to respond naturally should not be applied to any othcr end.
to the hopes of the fathers of families, who have Law is, therefore, merely the organization of the
been deprived of their liberty; and if tlmse hopes right pre-existing in each individual, of h:gitimate
are deceived, whose fault is it? In regulathtg in- self-defense. _ Lawis justice. So utterly false ix
dustry, it has undertaken to make it prosper, the opinion that it can oppress persons, or despoil
oth_r_isc it would have boca absmd to deprive them of thei,' propcrty, even for a philanth,'opic
it of its liberty; and if i,ldustry suffcrs, whose purpose, that its mission is to protect thc,n. To
fault is it? In undert'tking to regu]atc the bal- say that the law can be at least philanthropic,
aace of t,'adc by m¢,ans of the tariff, it has en- provided it ahstain from all oppre_ion and all
deavored to bring about coinmercial p,'osperity; spoliation, involves a contradiction. Law can
and if commerce, far from prospering, is really not avoid actingupon our persons and our goods;
languishing, whose fault is it? In extending its if it does not protect them, it violates them by the
protct.tion to maritime armaments, in exchange very fact that it acts, from the very fact that it
for their liberty, it has endeavored to make them exists.-- Law is justice. This is perfectly clear,
a source of income to the state; and if they are simple, definite and defined, intelligible to every
in reality a burden, whose fault is it? Thus intellect, visible to every eye; for justice is a
there is not a sieglc evil in the nation for which fixed, unalterable quantity, which does not admit
the govermnent has not voluntarily rendered it- of more or/v88. But once make religious, frater-
self responsible. Is there any reason to wonder hal, leveling, philanthropic, industrial, literary or
that suffering of ev¢.ry kind is a cause of revolu- artistic laws, and you forthwith cast yourself into
tion ?--And what is the remedy which our so- the infinite, the uncertain, the unknown; into aa
cialistic teachers p,'oposc ? To extend the do- enforced utopia, or, what is worse, into a multi-
main of the law, that is to say, the responsibility tude of utopias, vying with each other to take
of the government, indefinitely. But if the gov- possession of the law and to impose themselves ia
ernment undertake to raise and to regulate sal- its place; for fraternity and philanthropy have

aries, and ix um_hle to do it; if it undertake to not, like justice, fixed limits. Where will you
assist all the unfortunate, and can not do it; if it stop? Where will the law stop? Some, like de.
undertake to furnish shelter to all working men, Samt-Cricq, will extend their philanthropy only
and can not do it; if it undertake to furnish tools to certain industrial classes, and will demand of

to all mechanics, and can not do it ; if it under- the law that it di_pos.e of the co_t,_mers in faror ef
take to offer gratuitous credit to all who are in t]w tJroducers. Others, with Consid6rant, will

want, and can not do it; if, according to the champion the causeof the laboring classes, a,_d
wo_ds which we regret to acknowledge have demand of the law for them. an assured mi_#n_n_
flowed fl'om the pen of de Lamartine, "the state of watjes, clothiJ_tl, ladgin,q, food, _lnd all t]_; never-

takes upon itself the mission of enlightening, de- salqes of life. A third will say, _ith Louis Blanc,
veloping, fortifying, spiritualizing and sanctify- and justly, that this is but a,'udeand incomplete
i_g the souls of the peoph'," and f'dls to fulfill it, brotherhood, and that the law should supply

is it not evidently more than probable that each every one with the implements of labor and edu-
of these deceptions must lead to an inevitable cation, k fourth will tell you that even such an

revolution?-- I now resume my thesis. I)i,'ect]y arrangement leaves room for inequality, and that
after the consideration of ec_nomic science, and the law should introduce into the most remote

at the very opening of the subject of political sci- hamlets luxury, literature and the arts. You will
once, there arise the questions. What is law? thus fiud yourself led to coT_rnuni_ra, or rather
what should it be? wl,at is its domain? what are legislation will betas it is already--the battle-

its limits? and, consequently, what is the limit of fichl of every idle dream and of every covetous
the legislator's power'._ I reply, without hcsita- fancy.-- Law is justice. When I say this, 1 refer
tion : law _ tile a;mman for_:e v;yanized to oppose to a simple and steady government. /tad I defy
il_jz_,t_'ez; to be b_'ief, Lat_ _ ju,_ce. It is not any one to show me what could give rise to the
true that the legislator has absolute power over thought of a revolution, an insurrection, or a
our persons and properly, since they antedate his simple riot against a public force which confines
elevation to power, and his duty is to strengthen itself to the repression of injustice. Under such
them by every possible guarantce. It is not true a government there would be more prosperity,
that the mission of the law is to direct our con- and prosperity would be more equally distributed;
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and as to the ills which are inseparable from to prosperity, morality, equality, right, justice,
human nature, no one would think of laying progrc._s, responsibility, sohdarity, prol)erty, la-
them to the charge of the government, which bor, exchange, (.apit,t], wages, taxes, pol)ulation ,
would have no more to (1o with them than with credit, or gr)vernment ; whatever point of the sci-
the changes iu the temperature. IIas.any ore, entlli(, holizon I take for |he point of dcl)arture
ever seen tile people inaugurate an insurrection (,f my resear('h_.._. I invariably end with Ibis" the
against the (.ourt of appeal, or b|'eak into the solution of tile social probiena i_ to be found in
sanctuary of a justice of tile peace to demand hberty. And am I m_t b,,rne out i,_ nay conclu-
the minimum of wages, gratuitous loans, ira- si(m by exp(,riea(.e? ('asl your cyesover Iheglobe.
l)lements of labor, tariff favors, or community Which are the hal)l)ie.-L the most moral and
of labor? They know full well that these corn the most peaceable nalion_? Those m which

binations are beyond the power of tile judge, the law least i_lterfcres with the private ae-
and they un(lerstand likewise that they are be- tivity of the citizens; tho_e in which the goverz_.-
yond tile power of tile law. But e.stal)lish the mcnt legist makes itself f(.lt; those in which in.
law upon the principle of fraternity, t)loclaim dividuality has tile greatest sway. and I)ubli(' opin-
tlmt good and evil flow from it, that it is re- ion the lnont influenre; lhose in which the ad-
sponsible for all individual suffe|ing, and all so- ministrativc macllinery is least ('omplicaled; in

clal inequality, and you open the door to an end- which the taxes are lightest and most equally
less series ot complaints, auimosities, troubles levied; in whmh popular disconteuts are mo_t
and revolutions. --Lawis justice. And it wouhl rare anti have least o('casion for their existence;
be very strange if it could with equity be any- those in which the responsibilily of imlividuals
thing else. Is not justice right? Arc not all and elas_es is most active, 'rod where, in cease-
rights equal? IIow then could the law interpo.-e quence, if morals are not perfect, they irresistibly
to subject me to the social plans of Mimcrel. tend to right themselves; those in which busines._
Melun, Thier.% or Louis Blanc, any more than transactions, agreements antl associations arc least
to subject these gentlemen to my plans? Do trammeled; those in which lal)or, capital and the
you not believe that I have received from na- population experience fewest artificial obstacles;
lure sufficient imagination to invent a utopm those in which men best follow their natural tab
al._o? Is it the duly of the law to choose be- ent, aud the th(lught of God prevails most over
tween so many chimeras and to place the pub- the inventions of men; those, in a word, which
lic force at the service of one of them?--Law al)proaeh nearest tl) this solution: v_rilhin tile
is justice. Let no one say, as is said inces- bounds of right, everything by the frec aud per-
santly, that the law thus conceived, atheistical, fectible spontaneity of man; nothing by law or
individualistic and heartless, should model hu- force but universal justice.
manity after its own image. This is an absurd FIIEDE'P,IC BXSTIAT.
deduction well worthy of the governmental in-
fatuation which sees humanity in the law. What! LAW'S SYSTEM. Thi_ is the name given to
Mu_t we cease to act because we are free? Must the great fimm('tal experiment made in France by
we be deprived of all power because we do m)t the government of The duke of Orleans under the
receive our power from the law? Must our fac- direction of John Law.--IIad John Law's linan-
ultics rcmaiu inert because the law confines itself cial ol)erations been only a series of expedients de-

to guaranteeing us the free exercise of these fac- vised from day to day to tide over _t coudition of
ulties? Must we forthwith abandon ourselves to embarrassment, tlwy would nol merit a place in a

atheism, isolation, ignorance, misery and egoism, scirntilic work. ltistory gives us many examples
becau,_e the law does not impose upon us auy of means and abuses .qmilar to tho_e a(hq)tcd or
lbrm of religmn, method of association or system produ(:ed in Fran('e a! the beginning of the past
of education, or do_ not establish any process of century. But Law'_- op(,rations were distin,;ruished
labor, rule of exchange, or plan of bestowing in more than one way from ordinary expedients:
charity? Must we, on this account, no longer first, they were entered upo_l as tile pra(.tical np-
rccogmze the power and goodness of God. or re- plication of a preconceLed theory, ,nd in the ag-
fuse to associate together, to aid one another, to gregatc flwy form a syslcm; second, they were the
aid our brethren in distress, to study the secrets signal for a revolution in the nnmncrs and habits
of nature, and to aspire to the perfecting of our of the French. third, they afforded amagniliccnt
being? -- Law is ju.,,ticc. A.nd under the law of example of the combinations and ('ffccl> of stock-
justice, under the rule of right, under the in- jobbmg. On tlle,Qe accounts they arc pre-emi-

fluence of liberty, security, st_bility and responsi- acntly deserving of the considcratil)n of the ('con.
bility each nmn will obtain his full value, and i)mi,t, amt it may be useful, while exposing them,

aacert the full digmty of his being, and mankind to make ,_ome httle comment upon them also.
will reach in a calm and orderly manner, slowly At his (loath Louis XIV. left the finances of

I)ut surely, the degree of progre_ which it is des- Fratwe in a most deplorable condition. The
tined to acquire.--It seems'to me as though the debt in a thousand different forms, payable on
theory were my own; for, whatever question I demand, made a sum of 785,000,000 livres;
s_lbmit to my reason, whether it be religmus, phi- 64,0t)0,000 of annuities, perpetual or redeemable
losophic, political or economic; whether it refer at a fixed date and drawn from every branch of

100 voL IL-- 4'7
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the revenue, represented a principal sum of the start of the new bank was regarded withthat
460,000,000; and finally, the creation of offices, distrust which is so common in France and so

increase of salaries, etc., had involved the state closely akin to the blindest credulity.--The
to the extent of about 800.000,000. The public Bantpte Gdndrale prospered, but it developed but
debt amounted thus to a principal sum of about slowly i_ an environment in which credit had
2,000,000,000 ]ivres, of which about 785.000,000 received some rude shocks and in which there

were payable on demand. "'When the king was but little business done. Besides, the estab-
died," says Bailly, "not more than four or five lishment's own capital was vel T small: of the
millions could be anticipated from the last three 1,500,000 livres payable by the shareholders in
months of the year; and the revenues of the su('- specie, one-fourth only, that is to say, less than
ceeding years were more than half consumed." 400,000 livres, had been paid up. As for the

Complcte disorder reigned, besides, in every de- billets d'dtat they were still at a discount of 70 per
partment of the financial administration, so much cent., and it was impossible, in the then condi-
so that no one could give, or even know, till much tion of affairs, to derive any advantage from
later, the balance-sheet figures of the situation. -- them.--The secret connection which existed be-

By different measures of a sufficiently suspicious tween the ]_nque Ggngrale and the governmeut
nature the regent's government reduced the debt was brought to light April 10, 1717. On that
payable on demand, and embodied it in bonds of date, a decree of the council ordered the receivers

uniform description, givingthem the name of bit- of the public revenue, not merely to accept the

lets d'Jta[. These were issued to an amount of bank's notes in payment of taxes of all descrip-
250,000,000, and bore interest at the rate of 4 per tions, but even to pay the value of these notes in

cent. They were receivable for arrears of taxes, hard cash, when asked to do so and if they had
aml were to be destroyed as they came in; but as the money at their disposal. It does not appear,
the promises of the state then inspired no confl- however, tlmt these privileges had the effect of
deuce, these billets were at a discount of no less extending much the circulation of the notes,
than about 80 per cent. of their nominal value, which, concentrated in Paris and some other

However, some method was introduced into the large cities, never exceeded 12,000,000. Evident-
collection of taxes and the financial administra- ]y it was not with such trifling resources that a
tion in general, judicial investigation instituted credit could be obtained sufficient to liquidate the
against the farmers of the revenue, and an altera- public debt. This was only the first story of the
tion of the coinage furnished _me little funds, dis- great edifice called the ,_ystJ_ne. -- Toward the end
honorably obtained and dearly bought. It was of August, 1717, a celebrated merchant named

at this crisis that Law submitted to the finance Crozat, who had obtained a monopoly of the
council a first scheme whicb was not adopted; Louisiana trade, ceded this privilege to a company
and in order to cause his ideas to prevail he was floated by Law under the name of the C,_npagnie
obliged to adopt indirect means -- Letters patent de/'Oce/de, nt. The letters patent authorizing the
of May 2, 1716, gave to John Law the privilege formation of this company gave it a monopoly of
of establishing a bank. It was constituted un- the commerce with Louisiana for twenty-five
der the name of the Ban_ue Gdn¢rale, with a cap- years, and of the trade in furs, arms, munitions
ital of 6.000,000 livres, m 1,200 shares, of 5,000 and ships in Canada. The privileges given to
iivres each, payable in four instalhnents, one- the company were somewhat justified by the
fourth in specie and the remainder in billets dYtat, way in which its capital was obtained; it was in
The functions of this bank, which to all appear- alnounl 100,000,000 livres, in shares of 500 livres,

ance was independent of the government, were payable in billets d'Jtat, which the government
to be, according to its by-laws, the same as those assimilated to life annuities, and the interest

uow fulfilled by the bank of Fran(.e.--This es- of which it guaranteed at the rate of 4 per
tablishmcnt was very well received by public cent. But it was not necessary to have great
opinion. Banks of issue were in all the first vigor experience in business to be able to understand
of youth. The bank of England had only been that a capital thus formed could not furnish the

in exislence since 1694, and that of Scotland necessary resources for commencing an undertak-
since 1695, and they were both giving good re- ing so vast as the colonization of Lotdsiana, that

sults. Commerce highly appreciated an estab- is to say, of a tract of country which included
lisbment whi_.h gave a price current to discount, the valleys of the Mississippi and the Missouri,
and which caused its rate to decline, at first to 6 and which extended northwest as far _ the'
and finally to 4 per cent. It appreciated still Pacific ocean. At first, then, the credit of the

more highly the cu_Tent accounts and the bank Cornpagnie de FOedzlenl languished. Public spin-
credits based on a currency whose weight and ion was opposed to it, and capitalists hesitated to
standard never varied, however great the altera- invest in shares. Affairs were in this condition

tion undergone by the current coin. It was the when, on May 11, 1718, an edict was published
first introduction into France on a large scale, or ordering the recoining of the coinage. The sil-
at least with great pretensions of two excellent ver marc had already been carried from twenty-
commercial undertakings, the bank of deposit seven to forty livres; the edict of May carried it
and the bank of issue. But no one had any deft- from forty to sixty livres. "From the order t_

nite knowledge of the theory of its working, and recoin all money," saysEugbne Daire, "arose th:_
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obligatiou to take all the old money to the mints; Banque Royale. The 1,200 shares of the BaT_que
but it was permitted to join to one's silver two- Gc;ndrale, only the fourth part of which had heen
_ifthe in biigets d'_t_t. It happened, therefore, paid in, were bougkt at a price of 5.000 livres.
lhat when, in the words of the law, a man dis- their nominal value, and were redeemable in
seized himself in favor of the rise of eigl_t 6cus 6cus. Never had shareholders made so much in
ef five livres each, or, aJtogethcr, forty livres, that so short "Ltime. Wlmt might not be the intrinsic
is, a marc of silver, it was optional with lmn to value of an enterprise that the public treasury,
acid to them sixteen livres in billets dTtat, the effect completely involved in debt as it wa% thought fit
,gf which was the delivery of fifty-six livres to the to purchase at that price. Men's imaginations

profit of the treasury. When the latter had re- were possessed, and little attention was paid to
ceived this value, it returned in exchange nine the radical changes that the by-laws of the bank
and one-third of the new _eus, denominated six- underwent.--The notes of the Ba_n/ue G_;ndrale
livre pieces, which also made fifty-six livres, were payable in bank money, the weight and
f_ut the intrinsic value of those fifty-six livres, standard of which were defined; those of the

the weight of silver which they contained, Bangue Royale were payable in livresof tours cur-
was less by one-fifteenth than the weight of sil- rency (livres tz_tLrrwis), that is to say, in nominal
x,er previously paid into tile treasury, and thus money the weight and standard of which was

the person paying lost, first, that amount of his not exactly settled. The notes of the Balutue
silver, and, secondly, gave up his paper, his Gdndrale couhl not l)e made and issued except
l_illets dYtat, for nothing. In brief, the state against securities in hand; an order in council

gained by this honest operation 6_t per ce_t. in was sufficient to authorize the ]ia_*q,_e Roya& to
silver and 26] per cent. in paper; in all, 33_- per issue note_ to the profit of the government. Tho
cent. on all sums paid into the mints." Parlia- BalaT_te R,_y_tle lind branches in which were ex.
ment resisted this operation in vain. -- Was the changed n¢)tc_ f_,,"(('u_ 'rod 6cus for notes, and ia
edict of recoinagc Law's work? It has been be- the citi_,s in which they were established the use
fieved to be so, since it had tim effect of raising of specie was reslricted to payments of 600 livres
_ank silver in the public estimation, that being and under. It was clear that liberty was dis.
money of fixed weight and standard, and of en- trusted and that there was an intention of outrag.
couraging the use of paper among the people, ingpublic opinion; in short, on April 22, 1719, a
Several writers, on the contrary, have attributed decree of the council forbade all transport of c_)in
this edict to the minister d'Argenson who had by private persons into the cities where the bank
succeeded the council on finance, and is supposed had offices; it ordered the public officers in those

to have devised this simple and summary means cities to keep their cash in notes, under penalty

of extinguishing the b/gets d'gtat, solely with the of bearing the loss on specie in the event of a de-
view of proving himself a financier of greater preciationof the currency; it authorized creditors
powers than Law. _Be that as it may, this minis- in these cities to refuse as worthless the offers of
ter gave soon a cle.ar proof of the ill.will he bore their debtors, unless made in nritcs, and only to
the Scotchman, by farming out the taxes to the receive the precious metals ia payment of small
brothers Paris, skillful bankers who had intro- change. It was attempted to demou(,tize, aq far
duced some order into the administration of the a_ possible, the precious metals, and to give the
finances, on terms usually considered advanta- paper of the Banq_te t?oycde, the properties of

geous. With their contract in relation to the m(mey, lIowevcr, those measures decreed by a
taxes as a basis, the brothers Paris established a government which had aheady made a bad use

company of limited liability in June, 1716, with of its paper, could not inspire much confidence;
a capital of 100,000,000 livres, in 100,000 shares it was necessary to captivate men's minds by a
of 1,000 livres each, payable in _,entes or bills, bold stroke which shouhl disarm suspicion, upset
This operation had a much more solid basis than all calculations and raise the value of the shares
the Corapagnie d'Occident, for it was much more of the Compagnie d'OccideT_t, then at a dis(.ount
probable that the brothers Paris would gain by of about 40 per cent. Law bought 200 shares
their contract of the farming of the taxes than at par, at six months date, p.lyi_Jg 40,000 livres

it was that tile _rapa_nie arOccident would gain on the price of the 100,000 livres which those
by the commerce of Louisiana. The shares of shares represented, with the stipul;ltion that be
the latter company met with a formidable corn- slmuld lose the 40,000 liw'es if'the shares did
petition in the market when they were brought not reach at least par. The premium market
in collision with the shares of the association was then unknown in France and the confidence

gotten up by the Paris brothers, which was callec_ felt in Law's personal ability was so gl_.at that
tile "Anti.System."-- _ew financial operations in a short time the shares of the CompagMe d'Occi-
had to be resorted to to impart value to the shares dent rose to par. Rumors skillfully set afloat, all
of the 6_mpaga/e d'Occident. On Sept 4, 1718, tending to enhance the idea of the company's
it farmed out the tobacco monopoly; its shares probable future prosperity, also contributed to
rose a little, for puhlic opinion rightly viewed this result.--The most difficult step had been

with favor speculation in the state revenues. But taken: however little observation may have been
the rise was slow and slight. --On Dec. 4, t718, bestx)wed on the cnume of such speculations, it is

royal edict changed the Banffue GdndrMe into the , well known that it is sufficient to establish an up-
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ward movement in (lie price of shares in order nothing more in this transaction than a conversio_
even with moderate ability to push that advance of annuities. Ttle state, instead of paying 4 per
in due course to a considerable extent. Now cent. now only paid 3 per cent. , thereby making at_
Law's ability was very great; hc w,'ts backed by annual saving of 15,000,000. The company bc)r.

all tile power of public authority ; and he dealt iu rowing and lending at 3 pet' cent. seemed to be per-
titles whose intrinsic value was little known, and forming a disinterested speculation; but it is easy
was therefore all the more easily exaggerated, to comprehend that in a transfer of 1,500,000,(D0
What golden dreams was it not easy to have of capital for the repayment of which the choice
about the resources afforded by the commerce of was given between a boml of definite amount
an immense, new, unknown aml uninlmhited and the shares of a company whose brilliant suc-
country. For the rest, Law did not leave men'._ cess was everywhere prophesied, many capitalists
imaginations idle; like a skillful gambler, he wouhl choose the share_. The company issued

caused frequent changes of luck. In May, 1719, 324,000 shares, nominally for 500 livres, payable
all the great commercial companies which still in tenths monthly, but which, if sold at the m:,r-
existed, were acquired by the Compagltie d'Occi- ket price of the day, would bring it a gain of
d,°rd. It took the name of the C_rnpagMe de,_ 1,620,000,000, with which sum it could easily meet
Inde._, and was authorized to i_ue 25,000 new all its requircments.--The ",_.yst(:me" was corn-
shares of 500 livres each, pay'_blc in specie and by plcte. Law, sharing a delusion which still finds
twentieths (r.ingti_;Ine_) monthly: only fifty livres defenders, confounded price with value; lie be-
had to tie paid immediately, and a decree c,f June lieved that it was sufficient to raise prices to in-

20, 1719, permitted only those to subscribe for the crease a nation's capital; lie attributed to the aug-
new certificates who already possessed an amount mented quantity of paper money, of the "sign,"
four times greater,ff the old certificates. Ah'eady to use the language of the time, the property of
fortunes had been made by the rise in the fi_'st creating value, which belongs only to labor. It
certificates; they were in still greater demand as was with this object that several decrees had been
soon as it became necessary to possess a certain issued with the view of discouraging the use of

amount of them in order to obtain thenew shares, metallic currency and that stock-jobbing w'_s
which on this account were called the "fi//e_" over-stimulated. A decree of Sept. 26 having
(daughters), and rose rapidly. _This rise was settled that the company's shares could only be
maintained by new schemes. On June 25 the paid in notes, gold andsilver lost in a moment tO
state ceded to the Comtutgnig. de._ art(de8 all the lie, . cent. in exchange with paper. The shares
profit it might make by the coinage of money, in sold in the open market were bought up eagerly,
consideration of a sum of 50,000,000, payable and their price rose constantly for severalmouths.
montlfly in fifteen equal sums. The company There is no need to seek far for the cause of this

issued 25,000 new sharks at a nominal value of rise; foreseeing that the payment of the second
500 livres, but at an actual price of 1,000 ]lyres, tenth would embarrass the holders and would oc-
at which the first shares were selling. It was casion a fall, an order of the council made the
necessary, before being permitted to subscribe payments quarterly, and postponed till the montll
for the new certificatc_, to qualify by hohling of December, 1719, thc payment which fell ducat
five shares of tim old to (ibtain one share of the the end of October, the following fill March, and
last i_uc. Thesc were named the "i_tit_fdles" the third till June, 1720. On the othcrhand, the
(grand-daughters) and had the same success as Baroque, Royale, which, in accordance with the de-

the i)receding ones. The company had guaran- cree of Dec. 4, 1718, was forbidden to issue notes
teed its shareholders a dividend of 12 pet' cent,, for a greater amount than 100,000,000 livles,
dating from Jan. 1, 1720. At the beginning of had issued them to the extent of 520,000,000 at
,September all the shares were placed and were the eml of October, 1719; of 640,000,000 at the
selling at a price of 5,000 livres, those which had end of November, au(I on Dec. 29 it was decided
becnsubscribedforinbil_tsd'gtat, as well as those that the amount of notes shouhl be raised to

the amount of wifich had been furnished in spe- 1,000,000,000. The SOl)hism on which Law's sys-

tie. _Ou Sept. 2 the Cbmptq/nie da* I_v,le_ und(,r- tom was founded became a gigantic illusion. But
took a new enterprise, which was in some sort the this illusion created facts which were w_ry real.
crowning of all. It had secured the rescision of Specie in its two common uses was replaced by
the contract with the l,rothers Paris for the farm- paper. The sums amassed and hoarded ut) for
ing of the taxes; it took upon itself the collection future consumption took the shape of shares: the
of the taxes at 52,000,000. and in addition the pay- sum for present use became bank notes. -- What

ment of 1,500,000,000 of the king's debts. The Was the nature of the real values represented by

creditors of the state were paid by orders on tile th_ shares of the Compagnie des Indes and the bil-
c_mhier of the Compo4]nie des Indes, payable in lets or notes of the Barutue Royale, and what was
notes or specie, lit order to provide the funds the disposable capital operated with? We do not
needed for the repayment, the company was au- know exactly what tim operations of the bank
thorized to issue transferable shares bearing 3 per were, but it is likely that discounting commercial
cent. interest, payable half yearly; it was itself to paper was the least important. Perhaps it made
recelve3peI'cent, onthe 1,500,000,000which it fur- advances ou shares deposited with it; probably it
nished to the government. -- In reality there was simply met the financial wants of the government
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I)y its notes, so that its paper was based upon the court people, who, in that ephemeral pros-
lao actual value; it was merely a state debt bear- l)erity, had thcchief sllare after the lackeys. The
ing no interest.--Thc paper issued in the shape _tate w:_s not less munificent than priwlte per-
of shares by the C'ompagnie d_ Irides amoLmted sons; it remitted 80,000,000 ,)f taxes in arrear, ,lid
t,) a nominal principal sum of 312,000.000, away with w,xatio_lshurdens, studied newsystems
i_sucd at a price of 1,797,000,000. But, out of of impc,st¢, and even br,_ught tea succeesfuI ch)se
tlJis enormous amount what h'l(l beta the real a short war with Spain with,)ut ine_'(,asinq the
l)aym(.nts iuto thecompany'streasury? 'rheoffi- tluld(,ns which prcs_('(I on the l)_,¢)ph, Every
('ml documents (lo not give it exactly, and l)esid_.s on(' was int_)xicat,,d with hi_ dream of wealth.
they arc not particularly worthy of clcdence. What w_ls the real ('ause of all this wealth? The
"l'he company's resources in revenue may bc bet. eonsumpti,)u iu a few months ,)f almost the entire

t(.t" estimated. They were, first, 49,000,000, due value of the metaliic mo_,ey of the (.ouutry, both
_Lunually by the state; se(.ond, the eOml)any's tll_-tt which had for l(,ng b(,_,n k,,pt a_ a Irea,,ure

l)l'olit on the tol)'lc(.o monopoly, on tile tax or r(,serve 'u_d tlml which served for the purposes
t,lrming, on fhe _'e/ll_._' and salt tax of Alsace, of exchange andcireulation. The same l)henom-
_nd on the coinage of money; and third, the cna were produced as would have been produced
gain on tile commercial profits of tile com- had atreasurc lrov__of two (ir three tll[)usand mill-
puny, estimated at 8. 00_),000. The estim:_te of ions suddenly been discovered and spent pro-
the company's profits was singularly ex:_ggc_'a_ed; eh_ctivcly or unproductivt.ly in a few nlonlbs. --
f,)r it is at least doubtful if a comnmrclal c,,m- It wa_ not the Co_q_aq_h; de.'_]J_b'._ itself which
pany constituted withollt real capital, or, if it be _athcred tile fruit of thi_ m()vement: nor was
preferred, with a capih_l of 50,000,000. couhl it the creditors of the state, ]r)r but a small
reabze immediate and con._iderablc l)rofits by the number of them had been paid in time to
_:oulnlert_.e _).n(l colouization of L¢)uisi_,_a and convert their bonds into slmr(,_; it was tlle
Canada, and even by that of the (,(last of Afrie_t people of the court, with |he regent himself at
,,_ud China. Besides. all its income consisted of their head, who 1)era'filed (,qualty by the unlim-
:_n annuity due by the slate, the profits on the itcd issue of the bank's not(,s and the jobbing
farming of the public revcm_(,. ,ind the very m_- I in shares If _loek-j_)bl)ing was not the sole ob-
certain gain to b(' oblained from a monopoly ject of Law's system, it e_ln not b(, (ll'nied that it
g_'anted by the state. Finally, ad_,litting that the filled a very larg(' place in it, and it _._difficult to
company's revenues re,'R:hed the cx.tggcr.tted total un(ler_tand iu what other iulc_(.st the (leerecs of
of 82,000,000, it c_)uhl only pay a v(,ry moderate in- tile counc.il l_ostponcd the pa) merit of lhe ,'lmounts
tcrl,st on a capital of 1,797,000,000, ill calculat(.d about to fall duc on the shares. Would this have
to kee l) up the inflated price of the shares, wh,_t- been (l(mc if the genuine success of the unique
ever might bc tin: depreciation of the currency commercial m_umpoly whiell h_d llecn created
owing to the multiplication of bank notes, since, had been the only end in view? Certainly not.
_ffter all, this depreci,_tion would also reduce the ]_esides, without having rec()urse to conj(.cture, it
real value of the revenue. It is evident, then, is sufli(:ient to glance at the d,lcumcnts of the

tlmt Law's system could not live, not only ou day t() see that Law had iml)ortl'd rote France or
_t('(:ount of the f_u]ty constitution of the bank, brought to light every meal,s by whi(.h a factitious
but also of that of the Compa.qnie de._ Iad_.q itself, pri(:e may bc given to securities of doulltful and

By exhausting all the resources of stock jobbing. ' uncertain value. Since that lime tln_' art of ap-
_n edifice of opinion and credit, whose lease of I l)ropriating another's l)rop_'r_y by stock gambling

life could not be a long one, had been erected on has made no _(lvance; there is but a repetition of
x'ery slender foundations. It remained to be se_.n the same trick_. -- A catastr,_plw _x,,_sinevitable,

wlnl should be the victim of the illusion, who ! but Law did not se(. it. I:I_, wa, fully persuaded

should give solid and real value in exchange for ] that it was possible to sl_stain the ('urrc_lc'y of
_('w paper. --It is well known that the success of , m_ncy which wa_ _vholly im_tginary, l_y exchang-

Law's system was beyond all expectation. Tile ]ing it for _cctu'itie.q whost, value _ _l_hypothetical ;
factitious fortunes made by the rise iu wdue of , 'u_d when the crisis over_ook him, he did not

|he first shares had fired men's imaginations; all I cveu have recource to the means whi(.h might
who had any disposable (.apltal hurried to the mar- j have l(,s_(,ned the effect of the catas!rophe It
ketwith it. Thosewho had not, sold lands, houses, I mu-t b_ recognized, too, that the want of moral-

government bonds, etc., and stock-j(ibbing so(in [ ity iu the government of the time and the extrav-
rai_ed the price of the different se(:uritcs issued i agant hal)ils which Law him,elf had encouraged,
by Law to the enormous sum of 12.000,000,000. i w(,uld scarcely lmve permitted him to use the

C_ertainly if the style of reasoning employed by I mcuns suil,lble, even had In _himself wished Io dothe publicists of our day be adopted, snell signs so.--Toward lhc end of ])c(,culber. 1719, dis-

of prosperity had never before been seeu, andl to ] cerning foreigners, and those of the French who
use the language of tile present, business was , had a calculating turn of mind, qaw that it was
_ever as brisk as it was then. The document_ of ! time to withdraw from the speculalion. Afler

the day are filled with incredible stories of the I having themselves operated a rise in which the
_nagniflcenee of the houses, the furniture and the shares reaclmd the value for a moment of 20,000
retinues of the nouveauz rlcJ_e_ of that time and livres, they soldout, and, with the price obtained,
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bought real estate, bullion, merchandise-in a hie system had ruined. About two years were
word, real wealth. Thin was called realizing. It needed to prepare the system, and about the same
will be understood that the sale of a number of length of time sufficed to develop it and to see
the shares soon r'm down the price. At the same its fall. In his speculations, founded on an erro-
time the presentation of notes to be exchanged neons conception of the creation of wealth, Law
depleted the bank of specie, even although an had succeeded, at first, by tile importation into
edict forbade tile use of silver in paymcnts of France of new and good commercial processes;
above forty livres, and of gold in payments of aml because of circumstancescntirely unconnected
over 300 livres, and although, on Jan. 28, 1740, with his theory, from the moment that his ideas
another edict gave compulsory circulation to the were confronted with facts, Law's system cram-
notes throughout France, and the edict ordering bled. -- It was not, as has been said and repeated
the reminting of money was carried out vigorous- often, because Law's system was carried to excess
ly. In February it became neces_ry to forbid that it failed. If operations had been confined Io
private persons, under pain of confiscation, to the Banq_le Gdl_drale, if that had been allowed to
have in their posscssi(in more than 500 livres in develop within the limits of its by-laws without
specie, and in March gold and silvcr were de- re_orting to rash or adventurous speculations, it
monetized completely. On Feb. 22, with an end might have rendered great services; but thisbank
in vi(,w which it is not easy to determine, the was onlya decoy, meant to accustom the people to
Banque Royale was united to the Compagnie de. the use of paper; it was in no way a part of the
lmf*._. The value of shares was at that time far system; Law's writings and the edicts leave n(>
al)ove the price of issue. A declaration of March doubt of this. IIis theories on the subject of
11 fixed the exchange between notes and shares paper money were like a story in the Arabian

at a settled rate of 9,000 livrcs the share. Law _Nights, and the system was only the practical ap-
im_lgined that by this means lie could control the plication of those theories. -- In spite of the finan-
i_sue of notes; but to succeed it would have been cial difficulties resulting from the downfall of
neccs__ary that one of the two objects exchanged Law's system, it would have been easy to reap
should have possessed some intrinsic value, some advantage from the impulse imparted to
Now the value of the share was not much business and from the state of men's minds at the

more real than that of the note, and, however time, from the custom of the assoeialion of small
it might 1)c counted, it was impossible To main- amounts of capital into one whole to accomplish

tain the slmre at a price of 9,000 livres. On any great purpose, anti from the b'mk of issue
May 21, then, the share was rcducetl To 5,000 Nothing of the kind wasdone: the winding lip of
livres. The rate of exchange established by the the affairs of the system, which was confided to
declaration of March 1 only served to increase Law'sbitterest enemies, was conducted with a fury

still more the issue of notes, which wa% accord- of reaction too frequent in France. The olij(,(.t
ing to report, carried to three thousand millions seemed to lie to destroy every, trace of the great
It is well known that the destruction of notes financial events that had just taken place, in such
which' had conic back, promised by edict, was a way as to leave nothing of them but their ruins
not hone.,tly calTlcd out, and that M. de Trudainc, All BarP.me's arithmetic was put under c(mtribu-
provo_t of the merchants' guild, was removed lion to prove that Law had been aspendthrift and

from office be(:ause be refused to become a party a knave, who had not only ruined private pcrstins,
to the g'overnmcnt's frauds --It is useless to recall but involved the state in deht, and people affected

the events which mark(:d the fall of Law's system: to speak with horror of paper. The system lie-
the vrealion of annuitit,s payable in bi_ts de came the object of the declamations of phi]os-
baaqt_e, the repeated edicts which altered contin- ophcrs and the epigrams of wits.-- The history
ually the metallic currency, the indictments filed, of Law's experiments, not yet completed frrim an
the confi_c:tti<m_ made; how the bank was be- economic pLfint of view, would lie a curious and
sieged and r(.duccd to the redemption of one noTc vcvy instructive study in examining the theories
only of lea livrcs for each person; the want of based on paper money and stock-jobbing. A]t
specie for the purposes of exchange; the reduc- that has been dreamed of or tried of this kind
tion of wages, thc engro_.sing of merchandise, since 1720 had been conceived and tried by the
the riots, and the terrible distress which succeeded fertile genius of Law. The study of the system
cue of the most extraordinary revolutions of for- would be the more curious inasmuch as the author
tunes which history tells of. After having, in of it had at his disposal, at least with respect to the
the space of six months, promulgated about forty mass of the people, absolute power, that be u_ed
financial edicts, the govcrmnent was reduced to this power to its utmost extent, and that he lived i_l
yielding to publicopinion and the force of circum- a society accustomed to this power, as to all other

stances. On Nov. 1, 1720, it declared that the monopolics. Afterthisgreatlessonwhichc(,nfirms
notes should be receivable according to private so thoroughly the teaching of science, the demon-
agreement, and as, in spite of the compulsory cir- stration of the sterility of paper money and stock
culation, they were at a discount of about 90 per jobbing is complete. COm_CF_bLE-S_'EViL
cent., they ceased to possess any sort of value.
I_)me time previous to this. Law had been obliged LAWS, Agrarian, (agrari_ feces). Those en-

to escape by flight the vengeance of those whom actments were called agrarian laws by the I_,,-
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roans which related to file public lands (ager pub- to one class, either the patricians or the plebeians;
licus). The objects of these agTarian laws were cither of thc_e two portions of the Roman1 (.ore-
various. A law (/ex) for the establishment of a muaity might occupy the lauds. The enjtJyment
colony and the assignment of tracts of land to the of the 1)ublic land by the plebes is at least men-
colonists, was an agrarian law. The laws which (lone(1 aftcr the (late of the Llcinian laws. Such
regulated the use and enjoyment of the public _tn arrangement would certainly be favorable to
lands, and gave the ownershi l) of portions of agriculture. The state wnuhi have found it dif-
thcm to the commonalty (plebes), were al._o agrari, ficult t() get purchasers for all its acqui_iti¢*n_;
an laws. Those _grarian laws indeed which as- and it wouhl not have l)cen politic to have made

signed small allotments to thc plebeians, wu'ying a free gift of all those conquered lands which,
iu amount from two jugera to seven jugcra (a under l)ropcr m'magemeut, would furni.,h a rev-

jugcrum is about three-fourths of an English cnue to tlm state. Those who had capital, great
_wte), were among the most important; but the c)r snmll, could gct the use of laud without buy-

agrarian laws, or those clauses of agrarian laws ing it, on the condition of p'tymg a moderate
which limited the amount of public land which a rent, which depended on the produce. The rent
nmn could use and enjoy, are usually meant may not always have been l)ai(l in kind, but still
when the term agrarian laws is now used --Tim the amount of the rent wouhl be cquivah, nt to a
_)ligiu of Ihc Roman public 1.'rod, or of the grcater portion of the produce. The state, as already
l)art, <_f it, was this: Rome had orion.ally a small observed, was the owner of the brad: the occu-
territory, but by a serics of conquests carried on pier, who was legally cntitlcd the possessor, had
for many centuries she finally obtained the do- only the use (_l._u,). This is the account of Appi-
minion of the whole Italian peninsula. When au ("Civil War.>," i., 7, etc.). The ac(:ount of
the Romans conquered an Itali'tn state, they Plutarch ("Tiberiu_ Gr_techus," _,) is in some
seized a part of tile lands of the conquered pen- respccts diffcrcnt. Whatever ]and the Romans
plc; for it was a Roman principle that the con- took from their neighb_+rs iu war. thcy _old part
quered people lost everything with the lo_s of and thc rest they m_tdc public and gave to the
their political iudependcncc; at_d what they en- puor to cultiw_te. ,)n the puyment of a small rent

joyed after the conquest was a gift from the gen- hi the trezlsury (_+-r_rb/m); l)ut as the rich b[+gau
crosity of the conqueror. A statc which submit- to offer a higher rent, m_d cjetted the poor, a ].lw
ted got better terms than one which made an (,b- wzls pa,._ed which f(n'b,ule any person to hold
stinate resistance. Sometimes a third of their more than 500 ju_era of (1)ublic) lan(l. The law

land was taken froth the conquered state, and to which he alludes was one of tim Licinian laws.
s()metimes two-thirds. It is not said how this ar- (" Camillu.-," 39 )-- "l'his rood(' of occupying the
rangement was effected; whether each lau(tlmhh'r land contimled for a long period. It is not stated
lost a third, or whether an entire third w;m taken by any authority that there was (_riginal]y any
in the lump, and the conquercd people were left limit to the amount which tm in(lixidual miglit
to equalize the lo._a among themselves. But there occupy. In course of time thcse 1)osses¢ion_ (/Ann-

were prol)ably in all parts of It,lly large tracts of se_.sS_ae,s),as th(,y were (:died, _hcugh they couhl
tmcultivated ground which were under p,').sturc, not be con_idcre(l I)y the l)(')s._cssors as their (,wn,
and these tracts would fornt a l)art of the Roman were (lcalt with as if they were. They made per-
share, for we find that pasture hmd was a conshl- mancut improvements ou them, they cr(:ctcd
erahle portion of the Roman public land. The hou¢cs and other buihliugs, they 1)ought and _o]d
ravages of war also often left many of the con- possessions like olhcr l)ropcrty, gavc them as p-r-
quercd tracts in a desolate condition, and these tions with their daughters, and han_mitted them
tracts formed l)art of the conqueror's sh'tre. Tilt.' to their children. There is no doubt that a po_-

lands thus acquired could not always be carefully sessor lind a good titl(: to hi_-possession against all
measured at the time of the conquest, aml they claimauts, and there lnu_t lmve 1,ee_ tcgat renic-
were not _tlw_ys immediately sold or assigHed to dies in c'tscs of tr('._l)'t-.% intru,ion, :uul ¢)thcr dis.
the citizens. The Roman state retained the turl)anccs of l)ossessiotL In course of time very
ownership of such public lands as were not s[)ld l'trg[.' tracts I;ad conic into tim possession _f
or given in allotments, but allowed them tu be oc- w(:althy individuals, and lhe snmll occupicr_ had

cupicd and enjoyed by any Roman citizen, or, sold their po._._sion% and i_l some (.ases, it is
accor(ling to some, l)y the patricians only at first, said, had l)een ejectc(l, though it is n,)t said h+_w,

and in some cases certainly by the citizens of by a powerful neighbor. Thi_, it is further said,
allied and friendly stales, on the l)ayment of a arose in a great degree from the eot)stant de-

certain rent, whicll was one-tenth of the produce ma_)ds of the s_ale for the services (,f her citizcns
of arable land, and one-fifth of the produce ()f in war. The posscss<)rs were often called from
land planted with the vine, the fig, the olive, and their ficlds to _,rve in the armies, and if they
of other trees the produce of which was valuai)lc, were to,) pour t_)empluy laborers in their absent(,,
:¢s the pinc. It does not appear tlmt this occupa- or if they had no slaves, their farms must have
tion was originally regulated l)y an)" rules: it is been neulcc)('(I. The rich st(,ckcd thcir estates
stated that public notice was given that the lands with slave", and refused to elnploy free lalx)rers,
)night be occupied on such terms its above men- I)(+cau,e f)ec men were liable to military service
tinned. :Nor was the occupation probably limited and slave_ wcrc not. The bee population of
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many parts of Italy thus gradually decreased, the this law are not very exactly known, but tt,e prin-
possessions of the rich were extended, and most cipal part of them may be collected from Livy
of tilt laborers were slaves The Italian allies of (vi., 35), Plutarch ("Tib. Gracchus," 8), anti Ap-
Rome, who served in her armies and wun her vie- plan (" Civil Wars," i., 8). No person was hence-
tortes, were ground down by poverty, taxes and forth to occupy more than 500 jugera of public
milital_" service. They had not even tlle re- land fur cultivation or planting; and every citizen
sources of living by their labor, for the rich would was quahfied to hold to that amount, at least, of

only employ slave_; and though slave labor under public hind acquired subsequently to the passing
ordinal')" circumstances is not so profitable as free of the law. It wa_ also enacted that every citizen
labor, it wouht be more profitable in a state of might feed 103 head of large cattle and 500 head

society in which the free laborers were liable at of small cattle on the public pastures. Any per
all times to be called out to military service. Be- son who exceeded the limits prescribed by the
sides this, the Roman agricultural slave was hard law was liable to be titled by the plebeian mdiles,
worked, and an unfeeling master might contrive and to be ejected from the land which he occu-
rs make a good profit out of him by a few years pied illegally. The rent payable to the state on

of bondage; and if hc died, his place would read- arable land was a tenth of tlle produce, and that
ily be supplied by a new purchase. Such a._vs- on lands planted with fruit or other trees was it

tern of cultivation might be. profitable to a few fifth. This is not mentioned 1)y Appian as a pro-
wealthy capitalists, and would insure a large vision of that law which limited the possessions to
amount of surplus produce for the market; but 500jugera, but as an ohl rule; hut if the law of
the political consequences would be injurious -- Licinius contained nothing against it, this pro.
The fir._t proposition of an agrarian law, accord- v_sion wouhl of course remain in force. A fixed
ing to Livy, was that of the consul Spurius Cas- suut was also paid, according to the ohl rule, for
sius, B. C. 484, a measure, as Livy observes, each head of small and large cattle that was kept
which was never proposed up to his time (the on the public pastures.-- The rent was farmed or
period of Augustus) without exciting the greatest sold fern lustrum, that is, five years, to the high-
commotion. The object of this law was to give cst bidder. There was another provision men-
to the Latins h;tlf of the lands which h:td been tioned by Appian as part of the law which lira-
taken from the lIeruici, and the other half to the ited possession to 500 jugera, which is vet"3' sin-
plebes. He also 1)reposed to divide among the gular. To render it more intelligible, the whole
plebes a portion of thc public land, which was passage should be taken together, which is this:
posses._ed by the patrician._. The measure of Cas- " It w;,s emtcted that no man should have mote
siu._ does not appear to have been carried, and of this land (pubhc land) than 500 jugera, nor
after the expiration of his office, he was tried, feed more than 100 large and 500 small cattle,
condemned, and put tu death, on some charge of and for these purposes the law required them to
treasonable designs, and of aspiring to the kingly have a number of free men, who were to watch
power. The circumstances of his trial and death what was going on and to inform." _ Niebuhr
were variously reported by various authorities, simply exp_'esses the last enactment thus: " The
(Livy. it.. 41 ) Diollysius ("Antiq. Rein.," viii., possessors of tile public land are obliged to em-
76) says that the senate stopped the agitation of ploy free men,'Ls field laborers in a certain proper-
Cassius by a measure of their own. A consultum tion to the extent of their possessions." Nothing
was passed to the effect that ten men of consular is said as to any assignment of lands to the plebe-
rank shouhl be appointed to ascertain the bound- tans by the law of Stole, though Niebuhr adds the
aries of the public land, and to determine how following as one of the clauses of the law:
much -:hould he let and how much distributed " Whate.ver portions of the public land persons
among the plebes; it was further provided that if may at present possess above ,_)0 jugera, either in
the Ispolite and allied states should henceforth fields or plantations, shall be assigned to all the
aid tim Romans in making any further acquisi- t)lebeians in lots of seven jugera as absolute prop-
tions of land, they should h'lve a portion of it. erty." He observes in a note: "No historian, it
The senatusconsultum being proposed to the pop- is true, speaks of this assignment, but it must

ular assembly (_5ao¢.), whatever that body may have been made"; and tbcn follow some reasons
here mean, stopped the agitation of Cassius. wily it must have been made, part of whi(:h are

This statement is precise enough and consistent good to show that it was not made. But though
with all that we know of the history of the agra- Livy does not speak of assignments of land as
3tan laws; nor does its historical value seem to be being made to the plebes, such nssignment is men-
much impaired by the rein'irks of Niebuhr upon tioncd as one of the objects of his laws in the

it. ("Licinian Rogations," wd. iii., notc 12.)-
At length in the ye'u' B. C. 375, the tribunes C. *This passage st Appian ie very obscnre, but It has cer-

tainly been misunderstood by Niebuhr. The Latin version
Licinius Stole and L. Sextius brought forward, is "Decrettliu praeterea est, ut ad curanda opera rusnca
among other measures, an agrarian law, which, cerium numerum liberornm aleret quisque, qui ea qnae
after lnuch opposition, was carried in tile year agerenturinspieerentdomtuoque renuneiarent." The _ord
B. C. 365. Tile mea.sures of Liciniuu and his col- "domino" !s an iuvention of the translator. The words

rc_ yzyvo,ue'wx may mean art '._the produce," ae in
lcague are generally spoken of under the name of Thucydides tvi., 54); and this is a more probable interpret-
the "Licinian Rogations." The provisioas of ation than that given above.
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,speech of Licinius (Livy, vi., 89) and of his oppo- election when he was a second time a candidate
trent Appius Claudius (vi., 41).--About twohun- for the tribuneship (B, C. 133). The law, how-
dred and thirty years after the passing of the ever, was carried into effect after his death, for
Licinian law, the tribune Tiberius Sempronius the party of the nobility prudently yielded to
_-racehu% who was of a plebeian but_oblc' family, what they saw could not be resisted But the

brought forward his agrarian law, B. ('. 133 The dif[icullie_ of full)' cxe('uting the law were great.
same complaints were still made as m the time of The pos-essor, of public land neglected to make
Liclnius: there was general poverty, diminished a return of the lan(l_ which tlmy occupied, upon

population, and a great number of servile laborers, wlm:h Fulvius Flaceus, Papirius Carbo, and Caius
Accordingly, he proposed that the Licinian law Gracchus, who were now the commissioners for
as to the 500 jugera should he renewed or con- ('arrying the law into effect, gave notice that
firmed, which implies, not perhaps that the law they were ready to receive the statements of afiy
had been r(,pealed, but at least that it had fallen informer; and numerous suits arose. All [lie
into di_u_e' but he proposed to .tllow a man to 1)riw_te ]anti _hich was near the boundary of the

hold 250 jugera, in addition to the 500, for each lmblie land was subjected to a stric_ investigation
son that he had; though this must have been as to its original sale and houndaries, though
limited In two son-;, a.s Niehuhr ohserves, inns many of the owners could not produce their

much as 1.000 jugera was the limit which a man ' titles after such a lapse of time. The result of
was allowed to hold, The hind that remained I the admeasurement wa_ often to dislodge a man
after this seHlement was to l,e distributed l)ycom- : from his well-stoc'ked lands and remove him to a

mi_ioners among the poor. llis proposed law _[bare spot, from lands in cultivation to land in tim
also contained a clause that the poor shouhl not , rough, to a nl_mql or In a _wamp; for the bound-
alienate their allotments. Thi_ agrari'mlaw only' ary of the public land afwr the several acquisi-

applied to the Roman public lml(ls in Apuli't, ', tions by eomtuesl had not been accurately ascer-
Samnium. and other l)'lrts of Italy, which were : tailwd, and the mode of permissive occupation
in large ma_es: it did not affect the imhlic ]and_ , had led to gleat confusion in boundaries. "The
which had already been as.signed to individuals m i wrong done by the rich." says Appian, "though
.ownerships, orsold. Nordid itcomprise thcland i great, was difl'icult exactly In estimale; and this
of Caplla, which had been made public in the war measure .',f Gracchus put everything into c,)nfu-

against Hanlfibal, nor the Stcllatis Ager: these i sion, the p(,_setsors l)eil_g moved and transferred
f'ertile tracts were reserved as a valuable pul)lie i from the ground< which they were occupying to

property, and were'not touched by any agrarian i others " ("Civil War,-," i., 18,) Su('h a general
taw before that of C. Julius Cte_tr. -- The corn- I diqndgement of the possessors was a violenl rev-

plaints of the possessors were loud against this ! olntion. Tiberius Gracchus had also l)roposed
proposed law; and to the effect which hasalrcady '_ that so mu(.h of the inhcrilance, of Attalus III..
been stated. They alleged that it was unjust to king of Pcrgamu_, who had hequeathed his prop-
disturb them in the possessions which they had so erty to the Roman state, as consisted of money,

}.rag enjoyed, and on which they had m._de great ,¢hould be distributed ,m_on_ those who received
improvements. The policy of Gracchus was to allotments of land, in order to supply them with
enecmrage population by giving to the poor small the necessary capital fro'cultivating it, (Plutarch,
allotments, whi(,h was indeed tim objc¢'t of such "Tiberius Gracchus." 14.) It is not stated by

grants as far back as the lime of the capture of Plutarch that the measure was carried, though

Yeii (Llvy, v., 30): he wished to establish a body it probably was -- Caius Gracchus, who was
of small independent landholders, lie urged on tribune B. C. 123. renewed the agrarian law of
the posse,csors the equity of his proposed measure, his br_)ther, which it appears had .it least not been
and the policy of having the country filled with fully carried into effee! ; and hc carried measures
free lahorers instead of slaves; and he showed for the establishmet)t of several cohmies, which

tliem tlmt they would I)e indemnified for what were to be composed of those citizens who were
theyshouldlose, by receiving, as compensation for to receive grants of land. A variety of other

their improvements, tim ownership of 500 jugera, meaCures, some of und()ubted value, were passed
mid the half of that amouut for those who had in his tribunate; but they do not immediately
children. It seems doubtful if the law as finally concern the present inquiry. Caius got himself

carried gave any compensation to the persons who appointed to execute the mea.sures which he car-
wereturued outof their possessions, for such part ried. But the party of the nobility heat Caius

of their possessions as they lost, or for tim ira- at hi._ own Weal)On,; they offered the plebes more
provements on it. (Plutarch, "Tilt, Gracchus," than he did. Th('y pro('ured the tribune Marcus
x.) Three persons (triumvim) were al)pointed to Livius I)rusus to propose measures which went
asccrlaia what wits public land, and to divide it far heyond th.se of Caius Gracchus. Livius

according to the law: Tiberius had himself, his ac('ordin'-'ly l)r.posed the establishment of twelve
brother Caiu% and his father-in-law Appius colonies, whereas Gracchus hqd only proposed
Claudiuq, appointed to be commissioners, with two (Plutarch. "CaiutGracchus," 9.) The law
full power to settle all suits which might arise of Gracchus also had required the poor to whom
out of this law. Tiberius Gracchus was mur- land w._s as.igned to l):ly a rent to the treasury.

tiered in a tumult excited by his opponents at the which lmyment was el(her in tim nature of a tax
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or an acknowledgment that the land still be- laws of the seventh century of the city appear to,
longed to tlle state: Drusus relieved them from have related to all the provinces of the Roman
this payment. Drusus also was prudent enough state. One tract, however, was excepted from
not to give himself or his kinsmen any appoint- tile Thoria ]ex, the ager Campanus, or fertile ter-
meat under the law for founding tile colonies, ritory of Capua, which had been declared public
Such appointments were places of honor at least, land during the war with Hannibal, and which
and probably of profit too. The downfall of neither the Gracchi nor any other politician, not
Caius was thus prepared, and, like his brother, lie even Lucius Sulla, ventured to touch: this land
was murdered by the p_,rty of the nobility, B.C. was reserved for a holder hand. The provisions
_21, when lie was a third time a candidate for the of the Thoria lex are examined by Rudorff in an
_ribunatc. -- Soon after the death of Caius Grac- elaborate essay.-- In the year B. C. 91 the tribune

chus, an enactment was passed which repealcd )Iarcus Livius Drususthe younger, the son of the
that part of the law of the elder Gracchus which Drusus who had opposed Caius Gracchus, ca-
forbade those who received assignments of lands deavored to gain the favor of the plebes by tile
from selling them. (Appian," Civil Wars," i., 27.) proposal of laws to the same purport as those of
The historian adds, which one might have con- the Gracchi, and the favor of the Socii, or Italian
jectured without being told, that the rich inn- allies, by proposing to give them the full rights
mediately bought their lands of the poor; "or of Roman citizens. "IIis own words," says
forced the p(×)r out of their lands on the pretext Flatus (iii., 17), "are extant, in which lie declared

that they had bought them"; which is not quite that he had left nothing for any one else to give,
intelligible.* A.nother law, which Appian attrib- unless a man shouhl choose to divide the mud or
utes to Spurius Borius, enacted that there should the skies." Drusus agitated at the instigation of
be no future grants of lands, that those who had the nohh.s, who wished to depress tile equestrian
lands should kee t) them, but pay a rent or tax body, which had become powerful; but his

to the serarium, and that this money should be _lgrarian profusion, which was intended to gain
distributed among the poor. This measure then the favor of the plebes, affected the interests of
contained a poor-law, as we c:_ll it, or imposed thc Socii, who occupied public land in vari-

a tax for their maintenance. This measure, oh- ous parts of Italy, and accordingly they were t(_
serves hi)plan, _as some relief to the poor by be bought over by the gl'ant of the Roman citi-
reason of the distribution of money, but it zenship. DrususlostlLislife in the trouhlcsthat

contributed n()thing to the increase of popula- folh)wed the passing of his _lgt'arian law, and the
tion. The main ohj(,ct of Tiberius Gracchus, Socii, whose hopes of the citizenship were
as already stated, was to encourage procreation balked, broke out in that dangerous insurrection
by giving small allotments of laud, a measure called the Marsic or Social war, which threatened
well calculated to effect that object. Appian R()me with destruction, and the danger of which
adds: "When the law of Glacchus had been in wzls only averted by conceding, by alex Julia,
effect repealed by these devices, a_d it was a v(,ry what the allies demanded (B. C. 90). The laws
good "lad excellent law, if it could have been of Drusus were declared void, after his death,
carried into effect, another tribune not long after for some informality. -- The proposed agrarian
carried a law which repeah:d that relating to the law of the tribune P. Servilius Rullus, B C. 63,
payment of the tax or rent; and thus the plebes the year of Ciccro's consulship, was the most
lost everything at once. In consequence of all swiping agrarian law ever proposed at Rome.
this, there was still greater lack th'tn before of Rullus proposed to appoint ten persons with
citizens, soldiers, income from the (public) land, l)owe.r to sell everything that belonged to the
and distributions."--Various agrarian laws were state, both in Italy and out of Italy, the domains
passed between the time of the Gracchi and the of the kings of 3Iacedonia nnd P(,rgamus, lands
outbreak of the Marsic w:lr, B. C. 90, of which in Asia, Egypt, the province of Africa, in a word,
the law of Spurius Thorius (/_r Th_,rkQ is ussigned everything; eveu the territory of Capua was in-
by Rudorff to the year of the city 643, or B.C. eluded. The territory of C_q)ua was at that
111 ; and this appears to bc the third of the laws lime occupied and cultivated by Roma_ plebeians

to which Appian alludes as passed shortly after (colitur et p¢:,_videtur), an industrious class of good
tile dcatll of Caius Gracchus. Cicero also husbandmen and good soldiers: the proposed
("Brutus," 36) alludes to tile law of Thorius as a me_lsure of Rullus would have turned them all

bad measure, which relieved the puhlic land of out. There was not here, says Cicero (it., 30),
the tax (J_ctig_ll). The suhjcct of this lex w_ the pretext that the public lands were lyingwaste
the public land in Italy south of the rivers Rubi- and unproductive; they were in fact occupied
co and Macra, or all Italy except Ci_alpine Gaul; profitably by the possessors, and profitably to the

the pubhc land in the Roman province of Africa, state, which derived a revenue from the rent._.
from which country tile I{_)mans derived a large The ten persons (decemvirz) were to have full
supply of grain; the public land in tile telTitory power for five yea1_s to sell all that belonged to
of Corinth; and probably other public land also, the state, _lnd to decide without appeal on all
for the bronze tablet on which this law is pre- cases in which the title of private land should be
selwed is merely a fragmellt, and the agrarian called in question. With the money thus raised

* z-_6_ ro:/'_ is probably corrupt, it was proposed to buy lauds in Italy on which
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the poor were to be settled, and the decemviri one was to limit tile amount of public land which
were to be empowered to found colonies where an individual could enjoy; the other was to dis-

they pleased. This cxtravagant proposal was de- tribute public land from time to time among the
feated by Cicero, to whose three orations against plebes 'rod vc[cran soldiers A recent writer, the
Rullus we owe our information about this author of a useful work (Dureau de ]a Malle,
measure. -- In the year B. C. 60 the tribune Fla- Ec.ot,o,pde PoS'tiqu, d_s Romail_._). affirms that the
vius brought forward an agrarian law, at the in- Li(,inian laws limited private property to 500
sti.a_ation of Pompey, who had just returned jugera, and lie affirms that the law of Tiberiu_
from Asia, and wished to distribute lands among Gracchus was a restoration of the Liciniau law
his soldiers. Cicero, in a lelter to Atticus (i., 19), in this respect (it., 280, 282). On this mistake he
speaks at some length of this measure, to which builds a theory, that the law of Licinius and of

lie was not entirely opposed, but he proposed to Tiberius Graccllus had for their "object to main-

limit it in such a way as to prevent many l)ersons taiu equalily of fortunes and to create the legal
from being disturbed in their property, who, right of all to attain to office, which is the
without such precaution, would have been ex- fundamental basis of democratic government."

posed to vexatious inquiries and loss. He says, ITis examinatiou of this part of the subject is too
"One part of the law I nmde no opposition to, superfivial to require a formal eonfutati[ n, which
which was this, that land should be bought with would be out of place here. But another writer

the money to arise for the next five years from ah'eady quoted (Rudorff, Zcil,_chr(ft fil_. Geschichl-
the new sources of revenue (acquired by Pore- liche Recht,*w_se_,,_cl_tft, x, 28) seems to think also

pey's conquest of Asia). Tim senate opposed tlm that the Licini_m nmximum of 500 ju._era applied
whole of this agrarian measure from suspicion to private land, and tim[ this maximum of 500
that tlm object was to give Pompey some addi- jugera was applied by Tiberius Gracchus to tile

tional power, for he had shown a great cagcrn(._s public land. Livy (vi., _]5), in sl)e.ddl)g of the
for the passing of the law. I proposed to con- law of LiciniusSIolo, says merci)', "Ncquis plus
firm all private persons in their possessions; and quingenta juger_ agri possi(leret," but, as NiP-
this I did without offending those who were to be huhr observes, the word "l)o_ideret" sho_s the
benefited by the law; and I satisfied [lie people nature of the land without the a(ldition of the
and Pompey, for I wished to do that too, by sup- word pul)lie. At_d if ,'H)v one doubt_ th(. mean-

porting the measure for bu 3ing lands. This ing of Livy, lie m;_y satisfy himself what it is by
measure, if prol)er]y carried into effect, seemed a eomp'_ri¢ou of the following pa%ages (it., 41 ; vi.,
to me well adapted to clear the city of thcdrcgs 4, 8, 14, 16, 36, 37, 39, 41). Th,, evidence de-

of the populace, and to i)cople the wastes of rived from other _ourccs confirm_ thi_ interprets-
Italy." A dist urbanceinGalli,l Cisalpina stopped tiou of Livy's meaning. That the law of Grac-

this measure; but it was rel)r[>(lu(,ed, as (.bus mere]y limited the amount of public land
amendc(l by Cicero, by C. Julius Ctesar, who was _hieh .t man might o(,cupy, is, so f_r "ts we

consul iu tim following year, B. C. 59. The know, now admitted byevt,rvbodvcxcel)t Durcau
measure was opposed l)y the senate, on which de la Malle; but a passage in ('leers ("Against
C,'esar went further than he at first intended, Rullns," it., 5), whic'h he has referred to himself
and inelu(h,d the Stellatis ager and Campanlan in giving an acc[>m)t of tl,c 1)r,)l)[)se(l law of Rul-

land in his law. This fertile tract was distributed lus, is decisive of Ciccro's opitfion on the matter;
among 20,000 citizens who had the qualification not that Cicero's opi)_ion is neecs._arv to show

which the law required, of three children or [lint the laws of Gracchu_ only affecgted public
more. Ciceroobserves("AdAttic.,"ii, 16), "That land, lint his authority ]ms gt'e;_t weigh! with
after the distribution of the Campanian lands and some ileople.--It is however true, as Dureau de
the abolition of the customs duties (portoria). ]a Malle &_serts, that tile Licinian laws about

there was no revenue left that the state could hind were classed among the sumptuary laws by
raise in Italy, except the twentieth which came the Romans. The law of Lieinius, though not.

from the sale and manumission of slaves." Aft(,r directly, did, in effect, limit the amount of capi-
the death of Julius C_esar, his great nephew Oc- tal which an individual could apply to agricul-
tavianus, at his own cost and without an 3,author- ture and the feediug of cattle, and jealousy of
ity, raised an army from these settlers at Capua the rich w_ one motive for this enactmem. It

and the neighboring colonies of Casilinum and also imposed on the occupier of public land a
Calatia, which enabled him to exact from the number of free men: if they were free laborers,
senate a confirmation of this illegal proceeding, as 1Niebulir Sul)poscs , we presume that the law
and a commimion to prosecute the war against fixed their wages. But their business was to act

]_Iarcus Antonius. Those who had received lands a_ spies and informers in case of any violation of
by the law of the uncle supl)orted the nephew in the law. Th_s is clear from the passage of Ap-
his ambitious desig'ns, and thus the settlement of pi_m above referred t[), the literal meaning of
the Campanian territory prepared the way for the which is what has her(, been stated, and there is no
final abolition of the republic. (Compare Dish. authority forgiving an 3- other interprctation to it _
Cassius, xxxviii., 1-7, and xlv., 12.)-- The char-

* The precisemeaningofthispassageofAppian is un-
acterof the Roman agrarian laws may be col- certain.Iftheword_z'_:.y_yvt_B,¢z,o,refertothep_o-
lectedfrom thissketch. They had two objccts: duce,theirdutywas tomakea properreturnfo[thepur-
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The law of Tiberius Gracchus forbade the poor enough to procreate children was therefore tim
who received assignments of ]and from selling duty of a wise legislator. There is no evidence
vh_m; a measure evidently framed in accord- to show what was the effect on a_'ieulture of
ante with the general eimraeter of the enact- these allotments; but the ordinary results would
ments of Licinius and Gracchus. The subse- hc,,if the lands were well cultivated, that there

_tuent repeal of this measure is considered by might be enough raised for the consumption of a
most writers as a device of the nobility to extend small family; but there would be little surldus
their property; but it was a measm'e as much for for sale or the general supply. These allotments
the benefit of the owner of an allotment. To might, however, completely fulfill the purpo_c of
give a man a piece of hind and f.rbid him to sell the h,gislators. War, not peace, was the coudi-
it, would often be a worthless pr_.._ent. The laws tion of the Roman state, and the regular demand
,of Licinius and Gracchus, tl_en, th.ugh they did for soldiers _hich the war would create, _ould
not forbid the acquisition of l)liv,tc property, act precisely like the regular emi_'ration of the
prevented any man from employing capital on young men in some nf the :New England starch;
the public land beyond a cert'dn limit; and as the wars w[)uld give employment to the young
"this land formed a large part of land avallablc males, and the constant drain thus caused would
for cultivation, its direct tendcn('y must have be a constant stimulus to procreation. Thus a
been to discourage agriculture and llccumulation country from which there is a steady emigration

of capital. The law of Lieinius i_ generally of nmlcs never fails to keep u 1) and even to in-
"viewed by modern writers ou Roman history as a crease its numbers. What would be done with
"wise measure; but it will not be so viewed by the y(mngfemales who would be calledinto exist-
any man who has sound views of public ec(m- ence tinder this system, it is not easy to conjec-

,omy; nor will such a pemon seek, with :Niebuhr, lure; ;rod in the absence of all evidence wc must
to palliate hy certain unintelligible assumptions lie content to remain in ignorance. It is not
,-and statements the iniquity of .mother of his stated how these settlers obtained the necessary
laws. which deprived the creditor of so nmch of capit'fl for stocking their farms; hut we read in
his principal nmney as he had already received in Livy. in a passage already quoted, that (in one
the shape of interest. The law by which lie occasion the plebes were indifferent about the

gave the plebeians admission to the consulate was grants of lands, because they had not the means
in itself a wise measure. Livy's view of all of stocking them; an(1 in another in,,tance we
these measures may not be true, but it is at least read that the treasure of the last .Attalus of Per-
in accordance with all the facts, and a much bet- gamus was to lie divided among the poor who
ter comment on them than any of Livy's modern bad received grants of lands. A gift of a piece
critics have made. The rich plebeians wished to of land to a man who has nothing except his la-

have the consulate opened to them: the poor bor, would in many easesbc spoor present; and
eared nothing about the consulate, but they to a man not accustomed to agricultural labor
wished to lie relieved from debt, they wished to --to the dregs of Rome, of whom Cicero speaks.
humble the rich, and thcy wished to have a share it would lie utterly worthh.ss. There is no poet-
of the booty which would arise from the law as ble w_lv of explMning this matter about, capital,
to the 5iX) jugera. They wouhl have con,,ented except I)y supposing that money was borrov,'ed on
_o the law about the hind and the debt. without the security of the lands assigned, anti this will
the law about the c_msulate; but the tribunes furnish one solution of the ditliculties ns to thc or-

told them that they were not to have all the pl'olit igin of the plebeian debt. It is impossible that tit-
,of these men,rares; they must allow the proposers izens who had spent most of their timc in Rome,
,of them to have something, and that was the con- or that broken-down soldiers should ever become

.sulate: they must take all or none. An(l accortt- good agriculturists. What would be the effect
ingly they took all.--The other main object of even in the United States, if the general govern-
the a_'arian laws of Rome was the distribution mcnt should parcel out large tracts of the public

of public land among the poor in Mlotments, lands, in allotments varying from two to live aeres.
probably seldom exceeding seven jugera, about amongthe population of :New York and Phfiadel-
five English acre.% and oftenless. Sometimes M- phia, and invite at the same time all the ohl bol-
lotments of twelve jugera are spoken of. ("Cm- diers in :Europe to participate in the gift? The
ere again,_t Rullus," it., 31.) The ol)ject of readiness with which the settlers in Campania
Tiberius Gracchus in thi_ part of his legislation is followed the standard of young Octavianus shows
clearly cxpres.sed; it was to encourage men to that they were not very strongly attached tothcir
marry and to procre'lte children, and to supply new settlements.-- The full examination of this
tim state with soldiers. To a Roman of that "tge, subject, which ought to be examined in connec-
tile regular supply of the army with good soldiers tion with the Roman law of debtor and creditor,
would seem a sound measure of policy; and the and the various enactments for the distribution
furnishing the poorer citizens with inducement of grain among the people of Rome, would re-

quire an ample volume. The subject is full of
pose of taxation, thatt_,of thctenthsandflfth_. Butthi$ interest, for it forms an important part of the
pa._age requires further consideration. All that can be history of the republic from the time of the leg-safely_aidatpresentIs,thatNiebuhr'sexplanationisnot
a_arrantedbytheword_ofAppian. islationof Lieinius;and itadds one to the many
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lessons on record of useless and mischievous leg- created two magistrates charged with kecpiug
islation. It is true that we mimt make some dis- guard over morals, and reforming and correct-
tinction between the laws of Licinius and the lug them, so that no one shouht allow himself
Gracchi, and such as those proposed by Rullus to be enticed fronl the path of virtue into $hat of
and Flavius: but all these legislative measures voluptuou._ness, or should abandon the ancient

had the vice either of interfering with things institutions and established usages "--But the
that a state should not interfere with, or the folly (:ensure instituted at Rome wa_ only _nle parlieular
of trying to remedy by partial measures those form given to the exerci.-e of a right which all
evils which grew out of the organization of the antiquity recognized in Ill(, state They thought

state and the nature of the social system.--Tlm that by pTohihiting the use of artich,_ of luxul T,
nature of the agrarian laws, particularly those of they wouhl repre¢_ the avidity of the great and
Licinius and the Gracchi, has often been misun- dimiui,,h tllegeneral consumption of sor,iety, that
derstood in modern times; but it is a mistake inq)overi_hment wouhl be rel,'trdet]; that men of

to suppose that all scholars were equally in error the middle class would be prevented from falling
tu,_to this subject. The statement of Frein,_heim, inlo indigence, fi'om which they could emerge
in his "Supplement to Livy," of the nature of only by labor; for we must remember the funda-
Ihe legislation of the Gracchi, is clear and exact, mental prhaciple of the military republie_, that

But Heyne ("Opuscula," iv., 851) had the merit labor was dishonorable. Public opinion excused
of putting the matter in a clear light at a time, the Roman patrician for h'lving poisoned and
during the violence of the French rcvolution, assi_ssiuated; it would not have pardoned him for
when the nature of the agrarian laws of Rome engaging ill commerce or working at a trade:
was generally misunderstood. Niebuhr, in his hence awhole economic system that was artificial
• ' Roman IIistory," gave the subject a more corn- and against n'tture. -- At Rome, we find sumptu-
plete examination, though he has not escaped ary tendencies in even tlle law of the Twelve
error, and his economical views are sometimes Tables. "Do not carve the wood which is to

absurd. Savigny (Das//echt des P,_itzas, p. 172, serve for afuneral pile. Havenoweepingwomen
5th ed.)also has greatly contributed to elucidate who tear their cheeks, no gohl, no coronets."
the nature of possession of the public land, People never regarded these prohibitions. The
though the main object of his admirable treatise Oppianlaw. passed ahnost immediately after tile
is the Roman law of possession as relates to pri- establishment of the tribunate, forbade matrons
vate property. Bore's. to have more than a half ounce of gohl, to wear

clothing of diversified colors, or to use carriages

LAWS, Sumptuary, laws designed to repress in Rome Soon, in the year 195 before our era.
or moderate the expenditures of private citizens, the abrog_ttion of that law was deman(h.d, and the
Such laws existed in almost all the ancient repub- demand supporled by a revolt of w,,men, as
lies' and in most of the modern states. --The described by Titus Livy. In spite of the opposi-
ancient republics were based, as we know, on tion of Cute. who, in his speech, showed tile
equality of conditions.* As soon as that equality intimate relatio_of that law to the agrarian laws, its
was in a certain measure changed, the very exist- abrogation was decreed. -- Fourteen years later,
once of the state was in peril. Legislators, then. under the inspiration of the same Cute, tl,e Orchta_
to avert the danger, had recourse to agTarian law, limitil_g table expenses, was prqmmlgated.
laws, sumptuary laws, laws to favor marriages, Twenty ),cars later tile i_h_,_ian bt_ was passed
and laws ordering the employment of free for the same end. It fixed the exl)en_e of the
men in field labor. All these laws, so diverse table at about ten cents f,)r each individual on

in the nature of the subjects to which they ordiuary days, aml at less tlmn thirty-one cents
al)plied, were inspired by one single idea and for the days of festivals and game¢. It was
tended to the same end, to prevent the extinc- l)rohibited to admit to one's table more tban
lieu of the free population, from which the three outsidc gut-t% except three times a month,
natmnal armies were recruited. These laws, on fair and market days; 1)rohibit('d to serve

which to-day seem strange to us, show how the at repasts any bird, were it merely a fatted
ideas of the ancients onliberty differed from om_, chicken; prohibited to co_sume more than fifteen '
and how different was their social condition from pounds of smoked meat per year, etc. Soon lhe

'.hatwhichexi_tsalnongus.--"TheRomans,"says luxury of the table passed these narrow bounds,
Plutarch, " thought the liberty ought not to bc and Sylla, Crassus, C_esar and Allh)n3", in sueccs-

]eft t0 each private citizen to marry at will, tohave sign, caused mw decrees to be issued against
chihlren, to choose his manner of life, to make gluttony. -- It is true that, by a siI_gn]ar coinci-
feasts; in short, to follow his d_ires and his dence, most of these men who made laws against

tastes, without being subject to the judgment and luxury at the table, were ec)nsl)icnous in history
supervision of anyoue. Convinced that the deeds for their exeesse,. The infamy of the feasts of
of men are manifest in these private actions, rather Sylla, Crassus and Antony has come down to us
than in public and political conduct, they had through all these centuries; and if Ctesar was

less addicted to gluttony than these famous per-
* The error of this statement appears from the writings sonages, he introduced no le.ss hlxurv at his re-ofAristotle. Vt_ Bhmqui'e Hist. ofPolit. Econ., chap. ii.,

p. 10.--R. Z.L. ' pasts. This circumstance likewise proves cleal'ly
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that all these statesmen, whatever course they foL which prohibited garments and shoes of silk tO
lowed tlmmselves and whatever were their-per- any others than princes and bishop_"--There
sonal tastes, considered sumptuary laws a politi, were, in ancient times, other motives for the enact-
col remedy in some sort applicable to a people in ment of sumptuary laws than desire to gratify the
a bad condition. It was not through regard for poorer classes, and in feudal monarchies the laws
morals, for private integrity, that they had re- originated _n other causes than a jealousy of the
com'se to sumptuary laws; it was to preserve, if great." These monarchies were also an artificial
it was still possible, the Italian race, which was creation, foumtod "on ancient institutions and
rapidly dL_appearing under the two-fold action of received usages"; these institutions, these usages,
pauperism and civil wars. But private expenses tended to cntail property in some families, and to
can not be regulated either by laws disregarded settle rank permanently; and if antiquity had
by the very persons who make them, or by physi- its agrarian laws, which meant equality, feudal
col meaR_s; the change must be effeeted through society, we must not forget, had its own, which
public opinion, religion and morals. When pub- meant inequality and hierarchy.- The advent of
lic opinion is so corrupt as to honor theft and de- movable wealth and of luxury profoundly dLs-
spire labor; when all religion is destroyed; when turbed feudal soclety, wlmr_ all was founded on
it is honorable among the great to eat and drink the pre-eminence of that property considered
immoderately, and to vomit in order to cat again, especially noble, viz., real estate. A system of
laws can have no efficacy. Sumptuous banquet- agriculture which had become fixed by tradition
ing also, incredible as it may seem, increased un- did not allow'the nobility to increase their rcve-
•ler the emperors. The emperors then also made hues, while the profits of commerce, navigation
sumptuary laws at the same time that they were and the industries, and the possession of mova-
presenting the spectacle of the most scandalous ble capital, elevated the middle class. The luxu-
exces_s. Some of them, however, gave what ry of this class, who were eager to imitate the
was better than laws, grand examples of absti- style of the great, disturbed the harmony of soci-
hence and sobriety, but without result, without ety: it deranged a hierarchy without which peo.
power to arrest society on the declivity down pie saw only disorder. Hence arose sumptuary
which it was precipitating itself. It is as impos- laws, which distir_guished classes by their garb,
sible to regulate the employment of wealth ac- as the grades in an army arc distinguished by
quired by conquest and robbery as that of wealth the uniforms. -- The vanity of the great, perhaps,
acquired by gaming. --The sumptuary laws in all called for the sumptuary laws of modern nations,
ancient countries were of no avail. Sometimes as the jealousyof the lower classes had welcomed
evaded, sometimes openly despised, they did not those of tl/e ancient republics. But, in antiquity
arrest the increase of luxury, and did not retard as in feudal monarchies, the legislator was in-
the downfall of the military republics founded spired by state considerations, by a desire to pre-
upon equality. It seems to us, however, that vent innovations which he considered as fatal.
J. B. Say has treated them with a little too much From the time when the plebeians came into corn-
disdain in the following passage, where he has, petition with the luxury of the nobles, from the
however, clearly brought out the difference be- moment that they were-their rivals, it was evident
tween the sumptuary laws of antiquity and those that, if the way was left open for such competi-
of modern states: "Sumptuary laws have been tion, wealth would finally gain the victory over
made, to limit the expenditures of private indi- birth in the opinion of the people, i. e., over the
viduals, among ancient and modern peoples, and nobility themselves. Now, as feudal monarchies
under republican and monarchical governments, were founded on the right of race, everything
The prosperityof the state was not at all the object that could diminish the authority of this right,
in view; for people did not know and could not tended to subvert the constitution of the state.
yet know whether such laws had any influence on Even those who did not clearly perceive the im-
the general wealth. * * The pretext given was, port of the luxury of the bourgeois, and who,
public morality, starting with the premise that bourgeois themselves, could not be wronged by it,
luxury corrupts morals; but that was scarcely nevertheless felt that this luxury disturbed the

• ever the real motive. In the republics the sump- established order, and they supported the lumptu-
tuary laws were enactedto gratify the poorer class- ary laws. -- These laws, then, were at all times
es, who did not like to be humiliated by the laz- inspired by the desire of arresting an irresistible
_lry of the rich. Such was evidently the motive movement resulting from the very force of things,
for that law of the .Locrians which did not per- from._e development, disordered perlmps, but
mit a woman to lmv_ more than one slave accom- logical, of human activity. They were, more-
pony her on the street. Such was also that of the over, powerless, and were always evaded by a sort
OreMan law at Rome, a law demanded by a trib- of tacit and general conspiracy of allthe eitizens,
une of the people, and which limited the number without any one daring or being able to find
of guests one could admit to his table. During fault with the principle, without any one think-
the monarchy, on the contrary, sumptuary laws ing of contesting the power of the legislator on
were the work of the great, who were not willing this point in the very least. In fact, we must re-
to be eclipsed by the middle clas_es. Such was, member that in monarchies in modern times, the
doubtless, the cause of that edict by Henry I.L, law-making power was scarcely less extended

a
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_m in antiquity. People did not recog_ze the rapid. They can not, however, depart far from
right of every man to work, and still less, the uniformity, vain prodigalities can not be a title
rightto work when he pleased ; and, whatwasof to glory in a society where the lawof labor is
much more consequence, they professed that the recognized, and the one who will surrender him-

king held a strict control over his kingdom, and self to them, however rich he may be, is forced by
would not allow one class to encroach on the public opinion to wear a certain modesty, even in
rights of another, or to change the rank assigned his greatest e_cesses. Sumptuary laws can no
to it by ancient custom. "The said lord the longer be proposed. We need not think the honor
king," we read in an ordinance of 1577, "being of the change is due to our wisdom, to our pre-

duly informed that the great superfluity of meat tended superiority to the ancients; let us simply
at weddings, feasts and banquets, brings about recognize, (and it is in this that progress consists),
the high price of fowls and game, wills and thatthe essential principle of society has changed :
decrees that the ordinance on this subject be the world moves on another basis.--When the

xenewed and kept; and for the continuance of Roman people had, in despite of the observations

the same, that those who make such feasts as of Cato, abrogated the Oppian law against the
well as the stewards who prepare and conduct luxury of women, Cato, who had become cen-
them, and the cooks who serve them, bepunished sor, attempted to have it revived in another
with the penalties hereunto affixed. That every form. He included in the census, that is, in the

sort of fowl and game brought to the markets valuation of the wealth of the citizens, jewels,
shall be seen and visited by the poulterer-wardens, carriages, the ornaments of women and of young
in the presence of the officers of the police and slaves, for a sum ten times their cost, and imposed

bourgeois clerks to the aforesaid, who shall be a duty on them of "i0a0-¢ or "1-_7-_of the real price.
present at rite said markets, and shall cause a He substituted a sumptuary tax for a sumpluary
report to be made to the police by the said ward- law. Themoderns have doneasdid Cato. After
ens, etc. The poulterers shall not be allowed to the sumptuary laws had become a dead letter,
dress and lard meats, and to expose the same for they imposed taxes on the consumption of luxu-
sale, etc. The public shall be likewise bound to ries. England hastaxes on carriages, on servants,
live according to the ordinance of the king, with- on armorial bearings and on toilet powder. So
out exceeding the limit, under penalty of such far as political economy is concerned, these taxes
pecuniary fines as are herein set forth against the are irreproachable; but they bring little into the
innkeeper, so that _ze/ther bg private _:nde_;_tandi_trj treasury, and have scarcely any influence on con-
nor common consent shall the ordinance be violat- sumption or on morals.
ed."--The world to-day lives in a-different order of COURCELLE-SEh'_EUIL.

ideas, and when we read the ordinances of French

kings, we find them no less strange than the an- LEGAL TENDER. (See COm'_SORY Cracv-
cient laws: they seem to us to apply to a social I_A.TION.)

condition in which each laborer w-ts a civil officer,
as in the empire of Constantine. These ordi- LEGISLATION is the exercise of that part of

nances are nevertheless the history of but yester- the sovereign power whi(-h promulgates new laws;
day, the history of the eve of the French revolu- modifies and repeals old laws; gives to ethical
tion, and we are still dragging heavy fra_-mentsof convictions their crystallized form by expressing
the chain under which our fathers groaned. But in apt lauguage the conception of society as to
ideas and sentiments have gone far in advance of what constitutes offenses, and prescribes their
facts: we have difficulty in comprehending the punishment; formulates how contracts should bo
intervention of the government in the domestic made and observed; and regulates the affairs o:
affairsof families, and in eontracts which concern men in their relations with the state and with

only private individtmls. As to luxury, it can each other. In this concrete formitis theexpres.
not disturb classes, in a society where all are on sion of the will of the law-making power of the
a level, and it can not do much harm if the law community, behind which stands its admiaistra-

of labor is respected, if rapine can not become a tire machinery to enforce that expression of will
means of acquiring property. _]iJace the revolu- by punishment for its infraction, or by changing
tion, no sumptuary law has been enacted in relative rights and duties, if the law applies to

France, and yet the luxury of attire which for- matters of contract instead of matters of penal
merly distinguished the nobility has disappeared, law. The legislation need not necessarily ema-
A duke dresses like anybody else, and he would nate from a le_islalive hody. A conventiou of
be ridiculed if he sought to distinguish himself the people, either directly or through represents-
by a manner of dress different from others. Such tive bodies other than legislatures, t'omnulatesand
is sumptuary law in our time. Any one who establishes the highest laws in any given comma-
should try to make himself singular by particular nity by the organic distribution of powers in a na-
ga_ents or an exceptional mode of life, would tion or community in the slmpe of a constitution.

be immediately noted, not as a dangerous citizen, Thi_ is fundamental legislation. All other teg-
but as a ridiculous fcllow. Opinion has undergone islation of the community is subsidiary to it. '.
an entire revolution. Private expenses are mean- There is a considerable amount of legislation
while increasing, and this increase, too, is pretty done by judges in their interpretation of statutes,
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or in the application of general principles to new sonal interests instead of the general public weal.
cases, whiell we may for the present leave out of the laws of that community, received fl'om such
sight,, because while judge-made ]aw is law, it does a body, are sure to be inharmonious and mis-
lint, in ordinary parlance, come under the head of chievous. -- Laws divide themselves naturally into
legislation. It is referred to here for the purpose organiclaws, into generallegislation, special ]egis-
of drawing attention to the fact that the legisla- lation, public legislation, and local legisl:ltion. --
rare is not the only source of law: In European Tim subject of legislation is the re:hole domain of
countries a large proportion of what occupies human activity. Whether itshall extend its field
what is ordinarily termed legislation in the United into any particular branch of human activity, or
States fails under the head of administl-ative re- leaveit free to the natural law which would iu tim
scripts, which have the force of law. Each par- absence of such legislation regulate it, is a qucs-

titular minister in the constitutiunalgovernmcnts tion of expediency, the consideration of which
of Germany, France and Italy has the power to bch)ngs to a different branch of the science of
make administrative regulations for the depart- government from that which we are called upon
meats under his control, which lmve the same char- to treat of herein.-- Organic laws are tim laws made
acter.ts, and indeed are not dise:nguishable from, a by the sovereign, by which governmental power_
great part of the laws which cr, cuml)er the statute are distributed and prerogatives which belong to
books of the United States. For instauce, all that the sovereign are delegated to agents, either for a
class of legislation which grants charters of cities definite period or for all time. These organic
and governments for counties, and changes their laws may emanate, like magus charta, from the
nature from time to time, would all come under king; they may be tlm result of a determination
some ministeri'fl department and be regulated and of the sovereign, as represented by the imperial
changed or modified, as the case might be, with- crown, to associate with itself in the exercise of
out any appeal to the general legislative body. By legislative and j udiei.d l)owels, a larger number of
reason of this and kindred large bodies of regula- subjects ttmn had therctofore been consulted with
tioas emanating from executive officers, the levis- reference to matters of government, (in such man-

latures of those counhies are but little encum- ner have European governments _'adually devel-
bered with the questions that vex and worry us, sped into constitutional monarchies); they may
which come under the head of local and special be the result of revolution and civil strife, which

laws that form the bulk of the statutes annually throws the sovereign power back into the bands
enacted in tile United States; but, on the con- of the people; or they may, by constitutional con-
trary, the legislative bodies of those countries are ventions as in America or constituent assemblies
freer to devote their attention to the general levis- as in France, exercising that sovereign power,
lation of the COlmnunity, because it is not prop- represent the sovereign for the time being, and

erly deemed ".egi.-_lativc work to regulate the ad- in such representative body formulate and pro-
ministrativc, machinery of the minor administra- mulge a constitution, placing sovereign i)_)wcr.

tire organizations of the community. _ Tile in their subdivi.,,ions of executive, judicial _u_cl
legislative bodies of the United States have been legislative authority, in individual bands, and
modeled upon those of England. In ever), state prescribe tbe limits within which such author-

of tbe Uai.n ttlere are two legislative houses cor- ity is to be exerci_'_d. These organic laws _r_*
responding to the senate and house of reprcsenta- generally declared to be for all time, but snbj(,('t
lives of the national legislative b()dy, and to the to amendment in a re:tuner prescribed by the

lmuse of lords and house of commons of the organic law itself--The ultimate sovereignty of
English 1)arliament. The senate is the house of Ihe community restsin its people. Whether they
greater dignity and smalh,r numbel.'s, the dignity are to exercise that ultimate sovereignty in the
arising from the longer term of office and the lbrm of a constitutional convention or in some
greater comparative power of each individual more constantly acting form, ns a qnest_nn with
legislator because of the larger district which reference to which it is not needful tr) h.v dowz,

elects him. --The theory upon which legislation rules, as the exercise of that power come_ int(*
proceeds from a law-making body is, that that life, as a general rule, as the result of _ome glt,_lt

body is placed ia asituation of such altitude above civil strife, or some great crisis, and the neces-
•he surrounding individual and personal interests sities that have called it into being prescribe the
,)f the community, that its members can .see gem limitations and form within which the soverei,'-n

eral interests ascontradistinguished from personal exercises its power. To these organic laws con-
interests, and by general regulations denominated stant reference must be made for the purpose of ,_-

laws hold tim special and personal interests in certainingthe powers of the legislature that it calls
check and compel them to work harmoniously into being, and it is almost needless to say that
for the public weal. In so far as that theory is car- whatever contravenes the organic law is void,
ried into practice thelaws that emanate from such as being beyond the scope of the authority
bodies are, unless proceeding from a wrong point deputed to the legislative body, and therefore
of view, generally wholesome and beneficial. If of no effect; in other words, is unconstitu-

theorganizationofthelegislativebody,ortheprac- tional legistadon. -- The laws which are not or-
lice which has in time grown up in its procedure, ganic emanate from the legislative body. which
results in the domination of individual or per. is itself created by the organic law. The distin-
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guishing feature between organic laws and legis- may embrace any number of subjects, actions,
lative laws is, that one legislature can not bind descriptions or conditions precedent, may fill a
the hands of another upon general public qucs- volume, and yet the law will be combinatiems, in
lion(. ]n the U_dted Staten it has been, however, on(., form or another, [,f these simple elements
held that a legislative measure, may create a con- Tlw first duty, ther('fore, _)f the law-maker in
tract which it is _ot in the power ¢ff another Icgls- relation to a law, after having determined upon
laturc to break without the consent of the other its u,_efulne.-_, is to see whether these various

contracting party, but this limitation upon the elementsof the law int_) which it may be resolved
power of the legislature arises solely from the arc correctly described and follow each other iu
f:wt tlmt the constitution of the United States their natural order --Leg_b_lire Me4lwd,_. The
puts a limitation in that particular upon the state constitutions of the states of this Union enjoin

legNlative power in declaring that no state shall upon the legislative body many con(litiolJs, upon
p'tss "my law impairing the obligation of a con- the proper performance of which their legislation
tract, which also includes inviolability as to its will del)end asto its constitutionality. Tax laws
own contracts.- P_(blic Legislation. Itisthe duty are required to bc passed by a certain maj_)rity;
of the law-making power tosee to it that the laws bills arc required to be read a certain number
of acommunity shall be readily understood, shall of times, eitl|er by their titles or read through;
be harmonious, "tad shall press as little as possible journals are to bc kept; ayes and noes are to be

upon proper legitimate individual enterprise; entered therein; a certain nun|ber of ayes are
that all remedial legislation shall be adapted to requisite for certain kinds of legislatinn; and in
its ends, and shall be clear in expression; that all many other particulars the form of ]egisJation is
crimimll legislation shalldefine crimes inconform- prescribed. The legislative body is rcquire(l to
ity with existing facts; shall keep pace with the organize committee_; to sit a certain number of
perverse ingenuity of mankind in the discovery clays; and to follow certain forms as to methods of
of new methods of appropriating other people's enactment. A vast body of rules has been adopt-
property under the form of legitimate business; ed by the legislativc assemblies of this counl|'y by
and shall prescribe punishments of a definite which their deliberations arc governed. Forms
character. All legislation which irritates and are prescribed as to the manner in which bills are
does not punish is useless and mischievous legis- to be intrr)duced; what committees arc to bc ap-
lation. All legislation is as to form subject to pointed; how the speaker is to be elected; what
rules which can not safely be neglected by thc powers he is to exercise; how debate is to be
legislator, and the disregard of which has resulted regulated; how communications between the two
in infinite mischief to society. The elements of branches of the legislative body, and between

ever)" legislative expression consist, 1, in the de- them, or either of them, and other bodies or the
scriptionof a legislative subject; 2, in the enun- executive, are regulated and carried on; how
(,in(ion of the legal action; 8, in the description witnesses arc to be. examined; petitions introduced
of the case to which the legal action is limited; and act(,d upon; and divisions(letermined. Corn-

and 4, the precedent conditions on the perform- mittees arc required to report in a particular
ance or doing of which the legal action operates, manner, and the various stages through which a
--Legal Subject. The definition of the person, bill passes are carefully prescribed by such rules
artilicial or natural, who may or may not do a and are generally followed. The power of
particular thing, wh() shall or shall not refrain amendment is subject to rules; and ew-n the
from doing a particular thing; and this subject debates, tloth as to the time which each individual
should be clearly defined. The legal action is a speaker is to occupy and the license hc is t(_ h:tve
definition of the right, the privilege or the power, in debate, are subjected to regulation. It wouhl

or the obligation or liabi!ity granted to or imposed be a mere repetition of any one of the numerous
upon the legal subject. The description of the manuals of rules to set forth with gleater purlieu-
case to which the legal action is limited, is a set- lm'ity what thesc rules are. It m_ff he conceded
tblg forth of the state of facts which shali create that they are neccssary for the purp(Jse of g(Jverm

the conditions applicable to the legislative sub- ing the presidingofficer's action, so that his rulings
jcct, and which shall call into being the right, shall not be arbitrary, and to give method and

privilege, obligation or duty. The c#nditions system to the conduct of the deliberative, hody.
on which the legal action becomes operative These rules arc so numerous and so complex, that
are invariably conditions precedent, because a a leading member of congress stated lhat it lakes

law, although universal as to its subjects and at least one session of co_gress for an intelligent
um'estricted as to cases, can nevertheless be- and diligent member to learn the rules so that he

come operative onlyupon the performance or non- may take part in Ihe dcbatc with efficiency. A
performance of certain conditions. Example: great part of the time of evcJT deliberative body is
,%bject, all persons born in this state above taken up with questions arising under the rules,
the age of twenty.one; ace/on, shall have the and perhaps neeessarily so Tins is all snbtraeted
r_ght to w)te; description, at all elections to be from ttle necessary work of tile session. Freedom

h('ld for Judges of court of appeals; canal/t/on of debate has ever been regarded as one of the
precedeT_t, if they shall have registered twenty • essential requisites of "t deliberative body. In the
days "before the date of such election. A law United States this freedom of debate has, however,

101 voL. n._ 48
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been for a considerable number of years sub- ing public legislation. The absence of any min-
jected to the limitations of the rule known as istry in the states of the Union having relation to
the previo_ts q_e._tio_+, a mottou which, if sup- the legislature, imposes the task of proposing
ported by a sufficient number of the majority, and folTaulating laws, either upon private indi-
is made for the purpose of cutting short dcbate viduals imbued with public spirit, upon others
and to compel the presiding officer to put the seeking to use the law for their personal cads, or

main questiou at once with the view promptly upon the individual members of the legislature
to ascertain the will of the house. The French seeking to obtain some benefit for their constitu-
have in their deliberative bodies recognized the encies, possibly for the state, or for some private
same rule by a motion for a ctdture, or close interests that move them. As there is no con-

of the debate. Iu the English parliament this sultation between the members of the legislature
rule has not until recently prevailed. It was before they meet in session, by whicll they might
only in consequence of the power exercised by as a body become animated by an esprit de colts
the Irish members on questions affecting the for the promotion of certain legislative measures
Irish people to prevent legislation by obstructive during the coulee of the legislative year, the con-
motions and speeches, that compelled the adop- sequence is, that from the opening of the legis-
tion of a rule somewhat analogous to the previous tature until its close each individual member
question in tile United States and the cldture of proposes whatever law he pleases; it is put into
France, in a motion of urgency of public busil_e._, the legislative hopper to be sent to its respective

which the government may make and which upon committee, and each important committee has,
thesupport of two-thirds of the house closes the during the course of a legislative session, many
debate. -- Th(, rules adopted in the Unit(_ States times the measures, thrust upon it for cxami-
as to methods of cnactment are quite inade- nation and report, that it can with anything
quate to meet the necessities of modern legis- like care or deliberation consider, even if it
lation; and there is not a state in the Union in were, as is not generally the case, thoroughly
which the complaint is not well grounded that the competent to perform legislative work. This

taws pa-_scd by the legislative bodies are slipshod absence of responsibility as to public legislation,
in expression, are inharmonious in their nature, and the promotion of such legislation exclusively

are not subjected to proper revision before their by individual action, have created a degree of
passage, are hurriedly passcd, and impose upon mischief quite beyond computation. And when
the governol_ of the states a duty not intendcd the resources of the country shall have been more
originally to bc exercised by them, that of using thoroughly exploited,and by the growth of wealth
tile veto power in lieu of a board of revision for and the intricacy of social organization changes
tile legislative body; and so badlyis tile guberna- in the law become more mischievous and far

torial office organized for any such purpose that reaching than now, we shall be forced to adopt
the best intentioned governor is compelled to in all our methods of legislation a change so
permit annually a vast body of legislation to be great that it will be well nigh revolutionary in
put upon the statute book, which is either unnec- character, by creating _n every state in /he Union
essary, in conflict with laws not intended to be either a council of revision or a ministerial body
interfered with, or passed for some sinister and charged with the duty of formulating and pro-
personal ends. -- In the United States there is no posing the public laws of the session, and made
such thing as real responsibility for thc legislation rcsponsible also -for their proper enactment.-
of the session h)dged anywhere. :Neither in con- The influence of the lobby in pressing private and

gress nor in the various states is the duty imposed local bills for personal ends has proved so for-
upon any individual or body of men to formulate midable an evil in the United States that many

and to propose public le_slative measures. The of the states of the Union, within a decade, have,
party in power is supposed to be responsible in by acts of constitutional conventions or regular
some degree for the legislation of a session, but amendments to their organic laws directly acted
in no state in the Union nor in congress does the upon by the people, prohibited their legislative

political party in the ascendency consider itself bodies from enacting special laws in a variety
charged with the public legislation of a session of cases. The restriction in the state of l_-cw
except in so far as it may have made specific York is as follows: " The legislature shall not pass
pledges in party platforms as to the redress of a private or local billin any of tile followingcases:
some grievance. Under our system of government changing thenames of persons; laying out, open-
it frequently happens that one party has a major- ing, altering, working or discontinuing roads,

ity in one legislative body while the other party highways or alleys, or for draining swamps or
has a majority in the other legislative body, or other low lands; locating or changing county
that tile party having control of both chambers seats; providing for changes of venue in civil or
of the legislature has no control of the executive, criminal cases; incorporating villages; providing
and as both houses and the governor must com- for the election of members of boards of supcr-
bine to ere-ate a law, all responsibility for legisla- visors; selecting, drawing, summoning or impan-
tion is, in such cases, lost by being thus divided, eling grand or petit jurors ; regulating the rate
In constitutional monarchies, such as England, of interest on money; the opening and conduct-
the ministry are charged with the duty of initiat- ing of elections or designating places of voting;
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creating, increasing or decreasing fees, percentage has undeniably made a greater and better prog
or allowances of public officem, during the term tess than the institutions of any other country.;
for which said officers are elected or appointed; and to desire a codifcation or simplification

granting to any corporation, association or indi- which shonl(l destroy these nice adjustments or
vidual the right to lay down railroad tracks; diminish in any way the specialization of tile

granting to any private Corporation, association law; or to propose arrangements to cripple or
or individual any exclusive privilege, immunity obstruct its future further extension of specific
or franchise whatever; providing for building, legislation, would be to sacrifice aptness anti
and chartering companies for such purposes, ex- certainty in the law to verbal generality, and to

cept on the Hudson river below Watcrford, and supplant the beneficent officiousness of the legis-
on the East river, or over the waters forming a lature by the despotic formalities of the method-

part of the boundaric_ of the state. The legisla- izer." This criticism upon resorting to the exer-
lure shall pass general laws providing for the cise of the power of gencl'al legislation instead of
_u_es enumorated in thin, section, and for all other meeting the exception by special legislation, is

cases which in its judgment may be provided for fraught with special meaning to the people of

by general laws. But no law shall authorize the the United States because their general legislation
construction or operation of a street railroad ex- is not watched over by a body of hereditary leg-

tept upon the condition that the consent of the islators, as is that of England by the house of
owners of one-half in value of the property bound- lords, or that powerful committee of the house
(,d on, and the con_nt also of the local authorities of commons kuown as tile ministry, charged with

having tile control of that portion of a street or the dusty of promoting the gcucral legislation of a
highway upon which it ispropo_d to construct or session. The general legislation of thi_ country
operate such railroad be flint obtained; or, in case is in the hands of individual legislator._, and by
the consent of such property owners can not be forbidding special I%i.-la_(_n il_ ;l great number

,_btained, the general term of the supreme court, of c._ses by _he recent con._titut_onal changes, the
in the district in which it is proposed to be whole body of gencrat law is thrown into the

constructed, may, upon application, appoint three arena of special intercsts, to be chaz_gcd, modified
commissioners, who shalldetermine, after ahcar- or destroyed as special interests may dictate; so

ingof all parties interested, whether such railroad that the objcct which was heretofore sought in
ought to be constructed or operated, and their the state of New York and in oliver states by a
determination, confirmed by the court, may be special law is and will hereafter be sought to be
taken in lieu of the consent of the property own- attained in large measure by a change _u the gcn-

ers."--This limitation of the power of the legis- oral law to meet special cases, thereby creating
iature to enact private and special laws creates in special legislation in its worst form, to wit, gen-
its turn an evil far greater than that which it was eral laws repealed, altered or modified to meet a
intended to remedy. Private and local legisla- special case or a special interest Far better
tioa i_ in itself not a bad thing. One of the ad- would it have been to have followed in that par-

vantages of the common law is its adaptation to ticular the example of England in m(,thodizing
individual cases. It has infinite power of corn- legislation. English legislation was not free

bining and applying itself to ehanges of circum- from corruption and the lobby until methods
stance_ and of cases. Any unbending, unyield- were diseovcred and applied by which both tile

ing general rule becomes in time oppressive and one and tile other could be extirpated. As late
nuschmvous. Equity jurisprudence has arisen as 1844 Mr. IIerapath, M. P., felt himself at lib-
simply for the purpose of making even judge- erty positively to assert that members had not
made common law subservient to the necessities been merely canvassed to support a bill, but that

of ,r)ciety and to tile requirements of justice, large sums had been spent upon them to secure
which is the object of all law. -- It is no demerit their support. The "Atheneum" said, about that
of modern legislation that it apl)lies itself mi- time, " It is the fashion to a_ume that our ]egis-
autely to special cases. It would in fact be the lators are not now open to pecuniary bribes; it

greatest merit of any system of laws that they may be so, but we must leave that question to
varied exactly as every case varied in its elements, be decided by our children's children If public
It is general and indiseriminating rules that con- rumor be not more than usually scandalous and
stitute the harshness of any system of law--rules false, there are some curious revelations yet in
which, subjecting special classes of persons to slore for these youngsters, relating to railway
unintended and unforeseen oppression, require bills." One company was able to boast that it

f-r their mitig'ation the arbitrary modifications of had command of one hundred suffrages in tile
the judicial construction of courts of equity, house of commons; and Francis, in his "'History
The more a legislature is civilized, the more it of the Railway," says, "that members were
measures and considers differences in each class personally canvassed, solicitations were made to

of eases and adjusts the law to their varieties. In peers, influences of the most delicate nature were
this process of modifying and adjusting the used, promises were given to vote for special
lawto special cases, Conde, in his essayon legis- lines before the arguments were heard, advan-

lative expression, says that "The constant action tages in all forms and phases were proposed, to
_f the legislature and of the judiciary of England suit the circumstances of some and the temper of
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others. Letters of allotment were tempting; hu- deposited of the names of the owners, lessees and

man nature was frail; and the premium on five occupiers of any property which is to be taken
hundred shares irresistible." This pressure of pri- or affected by the powers intended to be granted
vale legislation upon parliament began, in time, by the bill. These notices of the intention to
seriously to interfere with the performance of its apply are published in the month of November.
public duties, with the passage of general laws, It will be remembered that parliament generally
and with the administration of tile empire; and meets in the early part of February, unle.cs special-
in 1847 a code of standing orders was adopted, ly convened. Two copies of the bill, and in the

which, together with certain statutes as to costs case of a bill belonging to the second class, two
and the establishment of the "Gazettes" and the copies of the plan, a book of reference in rela-

notices for lu_bli_'ation therein, now regulate tmn to the plan, andalist of owners, a copy of the

practice in relation to private bills with the same list of owners, and copy of the "Gazette" notice,
completeness aud detail, with the same careful must be deposited in the office of the clerk of the
regard as to the rights of parties, as the practice peace in every county or district wherein the ira-
in courts of lawis regulated by thesupreme court provement is to be made or the powers to be ex-

judicature act, or by our own codes of procedure, ercised ; one copy of each of the same documenm
Fully to realize this very complete system, it is at the office of the board of trade; one copy in the
well to follow the course of a private bill through parliament office; one copy in the private bills

the palace of St. Stephen's. Every billconferring office of the house of commons; a copy c,f 0m
any power on a special borough, city or town, or plans and sections at the parish clerk's office; and
upon any corporation or individual or set of indi- in the event of its being any 0mrchyard or burial.
viduals, or amendiug any powers already con- ground bill, or if any comrnonable land is pro-
ferred, is regarded as a private bill; and even posed to be interfered with, a copy must likewise
bills conferring powers ou the metropolitan board be deposited in the office of the secretary of state
of works are regarded as private bills; the bills for the home department. On or before Dec. 15
in relation to the corporation of London are clas- notice must be personally served on the owners,

sifted as private bills, and indeed all bills which lessees and occupiers of all lands, houses and
in the United States come under the designation premises which are to be affected by the provis-
of special and local bills, are denominated pri- ions of the bill; on or before Dee. 17 a printed
vale bills, and must pass through the course pro- copy of the bill must be deposited at the parlia-
scribed by the standing rules. _These bills are merit office of thehouseof lords; and on or before
divided into two elates. The first class embraces Dec. 21 a printed copy of the bill, with the peti-

all subjects of enlarging or altering the powers tion annexed, at the private bills office of the

of corporations; or which may relate to a church house of commons, and the private bills office of
or a chapel building, burial ground, to cities or tile board of trade. And, in addition to all this.
towns, to paving and lighting, to county rates, in the case of any canal, railway or tramway bill.
to ferries, to fisheries, to gas works, to lands, to or one relating to any public work, requiring .the
letters patent, tolocalcourts, to markets, to police, exercise of the right of eminent domain, there
to poor rates. The second cla_ includes the must be deposited, on or before Dec. 31, an esti-
making or maintenance of any aqueduct, arch- mate of expenses signed in duplicate, one for the
way, bridge, caual, cut, dock, drainage, etnbank- lords and the other forthe commons, at the private

ment, ferry, harbor, navigation, pier, court, rail- bills office, and atthc parliament office. An entire
way, reservoir, sewer, street, tramway, turnpike, list of owners and occupiers must be deposited in
tunnel or waterworks; in fewer words, the second the house of lords in the same f(yrm as that in the

class embraces all such bills as involve the cxer- house of commons on or before Jan. 14, a deposit

cise of the rigtlt of eminent domain. Bills of of a sum of money equal to 5 per cent. of the
both these classes must, before parliament meets, estimates must be made in the high court of ins-

be preceded by a notice of intention to apply for ticc, and a deposit must be made at the time
the powers they contain, together with the time of the filing of the papers to pay the expenses of
when copies of the bill will be deposited in the the bills in the two houses of parliament.- If
private bills o/rice in the house of commons. If the bill is unopposed, it is taken up by officers
it is a bill of the secoud class, tbis deposit must called examiners, who begin their work on or
be accompanied by the submission of an accurate about Jan. 18, according to such directions as

engineeringand topographicalsm'vey of the lands shall lmve been made by the speaker. Seven d'l)'s'
intended to be taken, together with the names of nnticc of the proposed examination of the petitio_
the owners, the value of the lands, and an estimate :xu(1bill is sent out; if the petitioners do not then
of cost. A notice long in advance of the session appe_r before the examiners the bill is stricken
must be published in the London, Dublin or Edin- out. If tile petitioners appear, which appearance
bu|'gh "G_zctte," if it affect an English, Irish or is generally made by the parliamentary agent or
Sc()ttish interest, for six weeks prior to the deposit solicitor, a judicial inquiry is then made whether

of the bill. If the bill is one of the second class it the l)rovisioos of the standing orders as to notice,
must also be published in a newspaper having the publication, deposits of plans and moneys have
l;_rgcst (.ircu]ation at the nearest point where such all been duly complied with, and whether the
ia_l is to be affected or taken. A hst must also be necessary disbursements for the consideration of
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the bili have been depomted, which vary in the careful and conscientious jurist. The bill is then
ti_ instance from £20 to £30. If upon such referred to committee; the committee carefully
examination itappears that the rulesof procedure consider its provisions, call in the aid of the
ilave not been complied with, the bill is thrown parliamentary agent or counsel who has indorsed
out, with the indorsement "standing orders not the bill, to explain it, assist in its modification if
_Oml)lied with," and nothing further can be done modifications are suggested, and the bill is then
with the bill during that session. A qualified or reported to the }muse, favorab}y or adversely, as
e,.mditional opposition may be made by the adver- the committee may determine. If di._tpprovcd of
saries to it. upon the question of non-compliance t_y the committee, as a generai rule there is an
with the standing orders, so as to avoid the neees- cud to the bill. While tile power re_tlIy exists on
sity of a trial of the bill on its merits, if it can the part of tile house to disagree with the report
be sbowu before the examiners that either through of the committee, they recognize the fact that a
negligence or fraud the promoters of the bill have disagreement is inext)cdicnt as against a commit-
failed to comply witll the parliament_lry require- tee who have examined with judicial care and
meats, the bill is thrown out in the same manner impartiality the provisions of the hill. -- The
as though the examiners had discovered the defects 1[chairnlan of the ways and means committee, and
by their unaided inquiry. Assuuting that the three other membcrs, are al)pointed bythe speaker
examiners find that the l)romoters have fully as referee% who constitute tribunals for the trial

complied with all these pt'eliminary requiremt.nts, of opposed bill_. They have power to suggest
the private bill is then referred to the chairman of the increase of their number and to constitute
the committee of ways and me:ms of the house, subcommittees. Upon special bills committees
who, at a conference ou private and local bills those mcu are generally selected who arc specially
with the chairman of committees of the houne of fitted as experts. They enter into an exami_la-
lords, determines in which house of parliament tion of the quention whether the bill is to be-
tile bills sball respectively be first considercd, and come a law, 'rod if so, under what modifications,
in what order they shall be considered; upon this restrictions and safeguards. This committce,
determination neither parties nor counsel are therefore, enters upon a real trial of the peti-
heard. Thereupon the chairman of the committee lions for and the t:Oul_ter petitions against pri-
or ways and means,with thc assistance of thecoun- rate bills, to aid the house in determining its
sel to the speaker, examines all the private hills course.-- The chairmen of these v,_ri,)us commit-
independen_,Jy of the question whether oppo-wd teen of selection meet together and form a calen.
or unopposed, anti calls the attention of the hou_e dar of opposed bills, hi tit(; ct(sc of bills for
and also thht of the chairman of committees to which there arc regular stattding committees

all points which may appear to him to require it; of the house, such as railway and canal bills,
and at any time after a private bill him been i'e- such committees tlT them, and do so acting under
ferred to a committee, the chairman of the com- the suggestions, whether opposed or unopposed,
mittee of ways and means is at liberty to report of the board of trade. The standing commit-
to the house any special suggestions relative tees who have in the first in,_tance the power to
thereto width occur to him to require it, and to try the bill, if they see fit so to do, c:m either do
inform the house that in his opinion any noel)- so or place it upon the general calendar of these
posed private bill should be treated as though it courts thus constituted for the trial of opposed
had been opposed, and evidence shouht be taken C.lS(_. The trial is. an already observed, ul)on is-

to prove the petition and clauses affirmatively. -- sues joined upon the petitlott for the bill and its
Before the committee acts upon a private bill, several clausen, by a counter petition against it,
whethe.r opposed or unopposed, it is again sub- in which the counter petitioners deny the facts
mitted to'tl_e chairman of the lords committees set forth in the petition and "lsk that they may be

and his counsel, who amends it, alters it, or re- heard in opposition to the bill. The opposed bill
c_ts it as he may see fit; or if he finds that it is is treated precisely as an unopposed bill as to all
inexpedient, on the whole, that the bill should the prelimbtary stages; it pa_ses through the
pa.,s, he indorses it that " the lords will not con- hands of examiners as to compliance with stand-

<'ur m the passage of this bill," and all further ing orders, the scrutiny of the chairman of com-
prf)gress thereon is arrc.-ted, because tile corn- mittecn of the h(,use of lor(ln and the hou._e of
mons, since the existence of the standing orders, commons, etc. When once on the calendar of the
have rarely _en fit to urge upon the lords the general or special commtttce to which the same is
passage of any private bill when so high an an- referred, it takes its turn for hearinz precisely as
thority as Lord Redesdale, who has been for 'l cause which i_ put upon the calendar of the

many years the chairman of its committees, sig- court awaits its time for trial.--If, as sometimes
attics the disinclination of his chamber to con- happens, the private bill is of considerable pub-

_ider a special private bill. ttence the sugges- lic importance, when the chairman of the ways
lions that come down from Lord Rcdesdale's and means committee of the house of comnlons

committee to the promoters or to the house of seeks a conference with the chairman of the com-

,'ommons are generally incorporated in the bill mittee of the house of lords for the purpose of
ill the way of amendments almost without ques- determining which bills should be considered first
_lon, as the result of the scrutiny of an upright, in the house of lords and which in the house of
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commons, then such a bill, if deemed of suffi. I of the costs and expenses as relate to the trial of
cleat public importance, is by the chairman sire- I tile bill may be thrown upon the opposing peti-
ultaneouslv introduced in tile house of commons _ tioners. This act, however, very wisely provides

and lords'and referred to a special joint com- ] that no land owner, who at his own risk and
mittee of tile houses, who thereupon proceed to charge in good faith opposes a bill which pro-
try the pctition for the bill as a joint court." poses to take any of his propel_y,slmll be mulcted
Evidence is then taken precisely as in a court in costs because of the non-success of his opposi-
of justice, although somewhat greater latitude is tion.--The expenses in the way of disbursements
allowed both to the counsel and to the court, for filing, for examiner's fees, etc., attending the
Tile rule as to hearsay testimony is also some- passage of an unopposed bill, are scarcely ever
what relaxed, but documents are produced, maps less than £200. The money is deposited and
examined, experts heard, elaborate arguments of paid at the various stagcs of the bill as prelimi-
counsel delivered, and every adverse interest nary to its being further considered and carried
allowed a hearing; suggestions are made with through the house; and these disbursements pay
reference to amendment, and all proceedings are the whole expense of oarliament--its stationery

precisely in the same form as though these tom- for public purposes, its speaker's special counsel.

mittee men were judges.- No man can become a i its parliamentary draughtsman, etc., as well as
member of the committee to sit upon a special the expenses incidental to the consideration of the
bill without making a declaration in writing that bill by the committee. -- All bills are subjected to

neither the borough that he represents nor he being redrafled by officers under the supervision
himself individually has an interest in the bill to of the speaker's counsel--the parliamentary
be considered, and that he will hear all the evi- draughtsman. This speaker's counsel is general-
dence before voting upon the acceptance or re- ]y a lawyer of great dignity and nttainmenls.
jcction of the bill; thus again recognizing th(; Sir Henry Thriag has for many years held thi_
judicial character of the determination of the l)ositi_)n, m_d if tim bill in question is one tf>
committee, and applying to each special case that ! wlfich public attenti()n h,_s been drawn, the prob
general rule wlfich applies Io tile judiciary that abilities are that it is suhmitted 1(1 his s(.rutiny
they are not permitted to sit in cases in which and revision, in addition to Ihe revision and seru

they have a per_nal interest. --To secure the full tiny of Lm'd Redesdalc, the chairman of commit-
attendance of members of committees it is a stand- tee of house of commons and the commitlee that

ing rule that it can transact no business if two tries the bill. England's course of procedure, by
or more of its members are absent. And if a bringing method intoits h.gislation, has complete-
member absents himself more than twice from a ]y done away with the lobby in tile sense that it
committec, his name is taken off that committee, is known in the United States There is a differ-
and that of some other member is substituted; ence of the same character between such a sys-

and when any incorporated company presents tern and the course of legislative action in the
itself beforc parliament to have any of its powers vast majority of the states of the Union that there
extended, altered or amended, any body of share- is between the procedure before the supreme
holders, ;although in the minority, may be heard court of the United States and hefore some cour_

in opp_)_ition to such bill. --At any stage of the in southern Rnssia or Turkey.-- When commit-
proceedings if the promotel_ of the bill abandon tees of parliament becamc courts, a heavy draft
it, the bill is disregarded and thrown out, and the was made upon the Westminster bar to supply
expense incurred down to the point of abandon- this new demand for special training for inqait T
ment is h,st to the parties who have promoted the and debate, and numerous lawyers soon devoted
bill. By the 28th and 29th Victoria a complete themselves exclusively to the trial and argument

system of costs was eslabli_hed in relation to con- of causes before tile paHiamcntary bar. A new
tests before committees, so as to make the pro- class of solicitors, known as parliamentary agent_,

ceedings still more analogous to those of a court came into existence, drawn frmn the s'tme classes

of justice. This gives the power to the commit- of the community as those which supply the
tee on a private bill to compel the petitioners to practitioners at the chancery or common law

pay Tile costs where the committee find that the bars. These agents prepare briefs for counsel,
preamble of the petition is not proved, or if on draw the bills and attend to all the practice
the motion of the opposition any provision for the part of private bills legislation. Honors and dis-

protection of such opposing petitioner is inserted, tinction are won as much at the parthmlentar3"
or whenev(,r the committee strike out or niter as at the law and equity bal_s, and the silk gowll

any provision for the protection of the opposing is at St. Stephcn's, as at Westminster, the reward

petitioner, andrcport that the opposing petitioner of merit. Parliamentary lawyers are not so
has been unreasonably or vexatiously subjected readily transferred to the bench or the wo_)lsack

to tile necessity of defending his rights, by reason as are those who practice in the courts of just-
of the promoters of the bill not carefully guard- ice; their emoluments are larger, however; hen('("
ing the same in the bill as filed. On the other ttle parliamentary practitioner acquires pecuHi-
hand, when the committee report that the oppo- ary fortune more readily than his bl_thren who

sition has been vexatious and that the promoters practice in the courts of justice, and thereby feels
of the bill should not have been opposed, so much himself somewhat compensated for not beil_
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able to ,aok forward to the comfort, ease and the mischief of constant and unwise changes in
social distinction which accompany English ju- the law by the adoption of constitutional amend.

dicial positions. --England, therefore, has re- ments, by virtue of which, legislative bodies meet
licved itself from the pressure which the lnodern biennially instead of _Lnnually. This is the merest
corporations and the growth of wealth have refuge of imbecility_gainst the evil of bad legis-
brotlght upon its legislative functions, by submit- lati_,n. The only parallel for this treatment of
tiug their demands to so careful a scrutiny and political distempers i_ to be found in the treat-
trial, and surrounding property with such safe- mcnt of phy._ical ailment._ _hich prevailed in the

guards that it can dispense with written constitu- good old d_13's of ])otter Sangrado, who argued,
tlonal guarantees, too frequently inoperative in " When man is sick, his blood is bad; tap hiln of
the United States, to prevent encroachment of half his blood, aud hc is about half as sick as he

accumulated and corporate wealth upon the rights was." Bad legistalion comes from the legislature.
of property not thus consolidated. -- ,k word upon Have the legislature meet but half the number of
the subject of (7odificalk)r_._ There are two class- days, and you have but half the amount of bad
es of codifications: one, codification of h.gislative legislation! If the legislature wereconvcned sire-
enactments; the other, codification of common ply fol" the purl)ose of doing mischief instead of
law. The codification of legislative enactments, doing good, this argument would bc true, but
when legislation has become so constantly active, then it would be wiser not to have them meet at

varied and so complex, arising from so many dif- all. The legislative function is one of the most
ferent motives, a_ld is so irresponsible as in the important and useful that can be administered by
United States, is essential fi'om time to time for man. It i._ the inadcquac.y of the members of our
the pm'l)O_ of producing harmonious legislation, legislative bodies for the work thcy have in haud,
The question is not open to us as 1o whether there and the l):_d meth()ds they lzave adopted for the
shall be codes, but simply who shall become cod- performatlrc of that work, x_hi(.h creates the rots-
ifiers of lcgislalion of this description, and there- chief. Let us secure better qualified men and ira-
fore every state must from time to time pass _2ew prove the methods, and wc shall regard the meet-

laws which are in the nature of codifications of ing of our lcgislatiw, bodies with cxpectations
the pre-existing ones, simply for the purpose of of bt.nefit instead of with fear and dread. Had
enabling thcir courts of justice to determine what some one i)_op(,scd _t the time of the corrup-
the law is. An illustration how mischicvous such tion of the judicmry in the city of :New _t'ort_.

a state of things umy become, is the fact that the (1870-72), that, for the. 1)url)o_e of rcm_.dyinz the
court of appeals in the state of 1New York was evil _)f improl),,r and c(_rrupt judicial judgments,
compelled in 1875 to declare that it was impossiblc Judge Barnard should h_)id but fotar tcHns in tile
for it to determine what the condition of the law year instead of eight, su('h a reformer would have
in rcl'ltion to taxation and assessment, applicable had his pr()i)t_sition laughed down. The propo-
to the cities of New York and Brooklyn, then siti_)n of bientJi;d le_i_laturcs instead of annual

was, in consequence of the m_mbcr and the cha- legi_h_tures, although it finds more favor with the
otic condition of the laws in that regard. Codifi- community than thc remedied mc'Lsure of our im-
cati_)n of tile common law is a matter of more agined Ncw York rcformcr, is not a whit m_)re

delica_.y, requiring a higher order of intellect, and intelligent as a cure for our radically defective
should be undertaken only if the codificr is in- mcthods of legislation. The olfiy route to reform
tellectually the superior of the judge; otherwise as to this subject lies in improving the political
greater mischief is done by codification of that methods of the United Stat[.s s_._as to secure a

character than by the general development of the bettcr class of legislators; methodizing the work
law at the hands of judges. -- Legislation is a of the sessions by safeguards to interests affected
practical art, and not a science. The ordinary by the propel tlials of bills; and finally, fixing

objection that is made to codes, that they arc cast- responsibility for legi._]ati(m by the creation, for
iron systems, is only true if the minds which the nati(m and iu each state, of prop(r supcl'vi-
formulate the codes are of the cast-iron class. It', sory b_,dies to which proposed laws shall be sub-

on the one hand, thcy have intelligence c,_refully mitred and acted upo_ by men c_pable of being
to statc the common law or equitable principle in charged with so important a task ;is the prcserwt-
well-chosen legal phraseology, to limit it and ap- tion, amending and modif_'ing thc ])ublic laws of
ply _t to cases already decided, and to le_tve the a commonwealth. S_._lo._ STERNE.

courts free to apply the principlc to whatcve_ fm'-
ther cases may arise, codification is an unmixed LEGISLATURE. (Sec ASSEMBLY, CONGItE_,
good. If, on the other hand, narrow-lnindcd or House OF COMMONS, llOUSE OF LORDS, I:[OUSli;
ignorant men undertake the codificatiun of the OF REPRESENTATIVES, LEGISLATION.)
people's laws, such codification will be mischiev-
ous. It is with formulating ti_c laws of the peo- LETTERS PATENT. (See PATE_'TS)
pie as it is with the administration of justice--as
much depends upon the persons wh() arc to ad- LIBERALISM. The _'ord liberalism is of

minister or to codify as ut)on the subject matter moder_Lalmost of contemporary,introduction; but
of the administration or codification. _An at- thc thit_g thus designated is ancient, and springs

teml)t has in recent years been made to deal with fi'om h_man nature itself, and from the very best
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roots of this nature, reason and benevolence. The the germs and the first development. There may
word is complex, and admits of different aceepta- be a certain liberalism even in what appears to be
tions, all of which, however, imply a certain lofti- thoroughly illiberal. A religion intolerant in its
ness of viewsamt generosity of sentiment, and are principles may be to a certain extent tolerant,
based upon tlle idea that humanity, of itself and that is, liberal, in its practice. An absolute gov-
of its own dignity, by reason of its _lf-rcliance ernment may be relatively more or less liberal; it
and the capability and rigl_t which it claims of manifests a little of this liberalily if it does not
liberty and self-government, without, however, carry the exercise of its power to excess, and, by
imagining itself infallible, can be enlightened by benevolence or calculation, allows a certain scope
discussion, and improved by the very experience to the liberty of its subjects and to their manifes-
of its errors. -- Liberalism is the consciousness tations of opinion; it is still more liberal if it ca-

which a free man has of his rights, and of his courages and extends education, or if it makes
duties as well; it is respect for and practice of use of its power to introduce into its institutions
liberty; it is toleration and freedom. " Live and motu proprio, liberty or the conditions of libel_y.
let live " might be taakcn as its motto, but on con- Thus, in our own time, the emancipation of the
dition that there be attached thcreto no idea of serfs of Russia was a liberal act of very gTeat
skepticism or indifference, for liberalism professes importance performed by an absolute government.
one faith, faith in l)rogress, tile conviction that --On the other hand, a republic may not be lib-

liberty is good, and tends to good, that truth is eral, although the republican form of government
reached bydiscussion, and that indefinite improve- is in theolT the ideal of ,elf-governnwnt; it is not
meat is the natural movement of humanity. -- In liberal if it does not guarantee its citizens their

individuals we can distinguish a liberal tempera- libea'ty, or if it allows the minority to be deprived
ment, a liberal spirit, and a liberal character. A of theirliberty, or even restricted in its enjoyment
liberal temperament is a spontaneous disposition by the majority, or if, finally, the greater part of
to benevolcnce, generosity and equity; it may be those who arc called to share in the government
either natural or acquired. A liberal miaad neees- are incapable of such participation by their lack

sarily implies a certain amount nf education and of education and of independence. In this last
instruction; such a mind is frank, well-balanced, case, moreover, a republican state can scarcely
is master of itself, and concedes to the reason of live; the _h'te of the nation are swallowed up in
other meal the fights it claims for its own. A the multitude, and the multitude, incapable of
liberal character results from the combination of governing itself, volunt:_rily abandons its person-

a liberal temperament and a liberal mind; it puts ality to a master. Democracy, if lacking in lib-
liberalism into practice; it converts into acts tlle eral capacity, is always on the very brink of
suggestions of sentiment and the orders of reason. C_esarism: the liistoryof Rome and of some other
Its rule of conduct is, "Do not to othea's what you countries is proof of this.--Thus we perceive that

would not tliey should do to you." The true and we mlLst distinguish between a liberal and a dem-
consistent liberal is the man who demands liberty ocratic spirit. - The two are often confounded,
even for his opponents, with the clear under- and are in fact often found participating together

staaading, of course, that he reserves all rights of in great political movements, just as they were,
legitimate defense. --There have always existed, for example, in the French revolution. But they
among nations more or less refined, different can alwaysbc distinguished. Democracy attaches
shades and grades of liberal minds, characters, itself to a form of government; liberalism, to
and professors of liberal sentiments. Still they liberty and the guarantees of liberty. The two
have usually formed but exceptions to the general may agree.; they are not contradictory, but neither
rule, and llave been found only among very great are they identical, nor necessarily connected. In

minds.-- Society is liberal wheal it forbids pre- the moral order, liberalism is the liberty to
ventive precautions in everything affecting indi- think, recognized and practiced. This is pri-
vidual free will, and anake_ use of repression no mordial liberalism, as the liberty to think is itself

more than is absolutely n(,cessal'y. Therefore is the first and noblest of liberties. Man would
it that the mollification of the penal laws always not be free in any degree or in any sphere

goes hand in hand with the progre_of liberalism, of action, if he were not a thinking being en-
A religion is liberal when it does not excommuni- dowed with consciousness. The freedom of wor-
(:ate all other religions, and more liberal still ship, the freedom of education and the freedom

wlmn it urges, heals and strengthens consciences, of the press are derived the most directly from
instead of enslaving or weakening them. Christi- the freedom to think. In the economic order,
anity (see the article under this caption), though liberalism is the recognition of the freedom of
liberal in its principles, has in history shown labor and of all the liberties which pertain thereto,
itself in turn liberal and oppressive, h. state is including the right of property, which is the
liberal when it respects the individual and col- legitimate extension of human personality. In
lective acts of citizens as far as they do not en- the political order, liberalism consists, first of all,

croach upon its own lawful rights, for the state in the pursuit of the guarantees of liberty. It
also claims liberty for itself. But in the liber- does not admit that men are bound, when they
alism of states as well as in that of individuals associate themselves together and create a political

there are degrees. Before the full bloom come society, to sacrifice some portion of their individ-
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ual liberty. Its idea of the social contract is right, while liberalism takes into account capac-
quite different; liberalism regards it as an associa- ity also. Democracy desires to realize all at once
tion of all in order to assure to each his individual an absolute ideal; liberalism does not recognize
liberty. Only it does not confound this liberty this ideal, but it tends to it by successive
with arbitrary power, nor with the right to en- steps: it is just, in principlc, that "_I1 should
croach upon the liberty of others. The liberty ._hare in the administration of public affairs, but
which it intends to guarantee is that which is it is not always politic to allow it in practice.
suited to reasonable beings, capableof restraining Democracy demands absolute equality; liberal-
and governing themselves, and itispreciselywith ism does not absolutely reject a distinction of
a view to guaranteeing thisliberty thatit demands classes, provided these classes are not exclusive
laws ag:dnst license, arbitrary powerand encroach- castes. Democracy is revolutionary; liberalism is
ments of all kinds, including those made by tile rather reformatory: it willingly respects histori-
state. Its chief desil'cis to surround the pcrson.fl cal facts, and does not crush those who oppose
liberty of citizens with the strongest safeguards, and refuse to submit to it, except when this is
so as to preserve it against evel3, &s_mlt. This necessary to defend itself. But it must be active
is the essential p_int, and it is not without reason and vigilant, and be ever on the watch for possi-
that the English consider habeas corpus the very ble and opportune reforms, if it does not wish to
corner stone of their constitution. The right of be outstripped by the eagerness of the democratic
a.,_semb]y and association m;ky be considered as an spirit. Demucr'_cy neither procrastinates nor re-
appendix of individual liberty, and should be flects; it proceeds by bounds; and liberalism may
inviolable, provided it does not aim at the subvcr- fiud itself outstripped if it be at all sluggish. In
sion of the state. -- The chief guarantee of liberty this case. it does not protest against accomplished
of every kind is to be found in the constitutional facts, for it is no more reactionary than revolu-
limitation of the power of the state, and in the tionary; but it cndcavors, by means of education,
reciprocal b'dauce of the constitutcd powers, to fully instruct its citiz('ns in the rights which
Liberalism does not, howevcr, any longer put they have prematurely acquired, and even under
_Lbsolutc faith in Montesquieu's celebrated formu- the very reign of democracy it 1)reserves its pecul-
la ou thc separation of the powers. Iu constitu- tar character and its _'aisoa d'etre. It knows that
lionel momtr('hies the executive power and the democracy can not develop and la.st except by
legislative power are separated merely by an ab- becoming libcral, and it makes it its duty to ren-
_traetion; in fact, they are united and fuscd in the dcr it liberal. The last word of pure dcmocracy
person of the responsible counselors of the crown, is the iml)crativc mandate which is founded upon

who arc nothing more than delegates of the na- the false l_)-pothcsis of tile equal capacity of all,
tional representative assembly. The separation and upon tim idea_entirely logical if considered
of the judicial power from the other branches of from the point of view of the absolute sorer-
the administration is much more important, f()r eighty of the peoplc--(ff the superiority of the
the independence of the bench can not be too go_'erning body over those who are governed.
firmly established. The division of national rcp- Lil)eralism never alh)ws tim impcrative mandate;
rcsentation into two chambers is likewise consid- it dues not imagine that all those who have the
('red an almost essential condition of a hbcral ri__ht to vote arc able to govern; it mcrely recog-

government. Liberalism loves to multiply the nizes in them the ability to detcrminewho appear
counterpoises and elements of resistance and to them capable of taking 1)a_t in the govern-
,equilibrium. The democratic spirit, on the con- ment. It con._iders election as an homage paid

_rary, is a leveling one.--Another difference be- to superiority, and the representative form of
twcen the liberal spirit and the democratic spirit govcrnmcnt as the government of the nation by

is, that the right to dispose of one's self, which is the most worthy, who have bcen chosen for this
individual liberty, does not necessarily imt)ly , ac very reason by their fellow-citizens. A democ-

cording to the liberal doctrine, the right to dispose racy which carries its logic as far as the impera-
of the state, that is, to govern the state. Liberal- tive mandate, and adheres to it, can not last, for
J-m desires control and discussion; it desires also it is contrary to the m_ture of things, which will
xhe progressive extension of political rights and a/ways avenge itself if it bc not respected. --De-

the greater and greater participation of the citi- nmcracy totals ncccssaxily to a rcpublican form
zeus in the government, lint it do_ not at all ad- of government; libcr.tli¢m is not aver_ to it, and

mita pr/ori the principle of the government of does not desire its downfall when it is cstablished.
all by all, which is the aim par excelhqwe of But it als(_ accommod'ttes itself very well to a

democracy. What it considex_s most important constitutional monarchy, and it does not even
is, that the citizens should be free, and guaran- occupy itself with the famous qt, estion, why
teed their freedom; in other words, to obtain a does the king reign and not govern? This ques-

m_ximum of liberty under a minimum of gov- tion, _hich has so frequently been made the
ernment. It desires that citizens should be mas- subject of controversy, is wrongly formulated
ters of their persons and of their affairs, but it and cntircly idle. The prince should not, and

admits them to the management of the affairs of if he understand his own interests will not, or-
the nation only by reason of certain or at least ganizc a secret government, a e#zz_r//_ behind

presumed titles. Democracy considers only the his cabinet; but fzvm tile moment he consults
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with his ministers he shares in the government, derstands monarchical England as well as tile re-
and his share in it is exactly proportioned to publican United States, and explains the reasons
his faculties and to his influence. Whether he which account for the continuance of monarchy
persuade his ministers to carry out his plans, or in England, and those which have produced from
be persuaded to acquiesce in theirs, does not con- tile same race, upon American soil, a successful
cern any one, since the cabinet assumes the re- republic. But it does not understand a mon-

sponsibility of the government before tlle na- archy without ministerial responsibility, any
tional representatives Tile true head.of the gov- more than it would understand a republic with art

crnment, whether plince or premier, will always executive power whose term of office would be
be he whose genius renders him superior to the unlimited. In a republic the mimisters should not
rest. The true formula of constitutional mon- be held rt_ponsible, since he by whom they are

archy is the undivided administration of the gov- appointed periodically submits his administration
eminent by the crown and the national represent- to the verdict of the nation. In a monarchy
atives. The division of influence among those they ought always to hold office at the discretioa
who exercise power is a matter to be determined of public opinion, fro" the simple reason that the
by talent and authority, and not by formulas, head of the government is never submitted to thin
Sir Robert Peel, king of England, would have opinion.--Liberalism, although* it has the same
brought about commercial reform quite as easily end in view as the democratic spirit, differs from
as Sir Robert Peel, prime minister, for hc would it both in its philosophical belief and in its
easily have found ministers to serve him and a methods of procedure. It is, for still stronger

majority to support them, if public opinion were reasons, opposed to socialism, which is an exag-
in his favor. The only difference between a con- geration of democracy. Socialism desires social
stitutional sovercigu and a despot is, that the equality, _hich is a chimera, and the methods

former can not govern in opposition to public which it imagines, would be, could they be made
opinion; lie may anticipate it or follow it, but he successful, outrages upon both liberty and prop-
can not oppose it; and the only restriction placed crty. It does not agree with liberalism upon any
upon him is, that he must abandon his own point; it ignores or overlooks the organic laws of
opiuion when this opinion is found not to bc in progress and even the conditions of human na-
accord with the general opinion, and to change lure. Liberalism must, therefore, of necessity,
his responsible counselors when his cabinet has combat socialism whenever it meets with it ; it can
fallen into the minority. The duty of parlia- not enter into its spirit; it can not give it any di-
mentary government is not, as is commonly be- r('ct satisfaction; but it is nevertheless forced
lieved, to rob tile sovereign for the benefit of his to admit that socialism, along with much igno-
ministers; but it is always to confer power upon rance, allows of a Cell,ain amount of lawful "_spi-

the most worthy, that is to s_y, upon the man rations, for it responds to the instinctive feeling
who best expresses the sentiment of the nation of justice and tlm desire of happiness which
and best answers the general needs of the too- are equally inborn in all of us, but to which
ment. If tile sovereign is most worthy, lie rules mankind should resolve to grant only partial sat-
his ministers; he both reigns and governs; if hc isfaction although more and morc al)proximative.
is not the most worthy, his ministers, who have Life, although constantly facilitatcd and lwttcrcd.
been elevated to power by public opinion, supply will always be a struggle for liberalism; but

his place and govern him; lie does not govern, equity, aml still more, prudence, bind it not t(>
and reigns only nominally.-- The essential thing, (,ompromise with socialism, which it could never
from a liberal point of view, is that the state do. l)ut to watch it and disarm it as much as pos-
occupy itself only about tlle general interests, sible, on the one hand by enlightening il, _)n the
and that these interests be regulated conformably other by applying itself to the economic reforms
to the general opinion. Under a monarchical and social improvements which are compatible
form of government the predominance of public with the natural laws of progress. Everything
opinion is assured by means of the ministerial that favors education, labor, economy and the

responsibility; in a republic, by the limited dura- acquisition of property, is liberal. Liberalism is
tion of the executive power. Liberalism equally not merely an affair of legislation, it is also and
accepts both these forms of government, and especially a matter of individual initiative. The
moreover, without overlooking tile logiced su- characteristic principle of liberalism i_ not t(>
periority of the second, it plainly admits the rela- expect anything from the state, but to require a
tire and histm'ical reasons which may in many great dealof activity and foresight of the citizens
circumstances prevent it from prevailing over tile themselves. --We must also call attention to tile

first. It judges that the almost infallible selecliolt fact that the liberalism of a society may not be
1)y which the leaders of parties rise to power in a in exact keepingwith its legislation. It may hap-
constitutional monarchy "lfford surer guarantees pen that there will be more liberalism in the pub-
than the republican election whmh alw'lys admits lic manners than in the laws. Thus ill our times

of some intrigue, and which does not always give the almost unrestricted liberty which the press
power to the most capable, as hasbeen frequently enjoys in England is more an affair of manners
proven by the presidentialelections of tile United than of legislation. There are restrictive laws,
States. But liberalism is never exclusive; it un- but general tolerance on the one hand, and the
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moderation of the writers themselves on the complete expression of this liberalism before the

other, have caused them to fall into disuse. This revolution, which would perhaps have provoked
latter point is essential. A fret mind may, if it the revolution if Turgot's power had equaled

is generous, go beyond its duty, but should never his genius anti his will.--The French revolu-
exceed its rights, and frequently it is not even tion was itself the grandest and most gener-

prudent to do all that it lawfully may. Thus it ous explosion of liberalism of which history
will secure its own liberty without ever reslrict- makes mention. Resuming, specifying, gener-

ing that of others. -- We will conclude this brief alizing all that the eighteenth century anti the
theoretic expos6 with some historical data. --As preceding ages had accomplished, attempted or
we have already said, the liberalspirit has always partially performed, it formulated, in what are

been present and active in the civilized world, called the Principles of '89, the code of the lib-
In antiquity Solon was a legislator more liberal era] .[.,o._pe] of tmmanity. The practical result,
than democratic; Cicero was a publicist and a however, but very i,nperfcctly responded to the
liberal statesman. Most of the republics of clas- theoly. Liberalism found itself in opposition

steal antiquity began with a libernl and well- to the formidable task which circumstances had
balanced republic, to turn from that to pure imposed upon it, for the very reason that it is of
democracy, and fall at last into demagogy, and its nature rather reformatory than revolutionary.
thence to princely rule, tyranny and Csesarism. Contrary toits origiual plan, tim revolution was
The liberalism of antiquity, however, was marked obliged to completely rebuild acrumbled political

by the same essential traits as that of modern edifice and upon ideal foundations, when even if
times. It conceded,especially amongthe Romans, all its ideas had been correct, it would perhaps
less Io the in(lividual and more to the state. In- have been unable to succeed, for political consti-

dividual property is to-day more extended, more tutions can not b(, treated like a geomctric,d prob-
distinct also and better determined. The modern lcm, and the coucrele world will not allow ab-
individua] feels that he has rights and relations stracttheory to leave it out ofconsidcralion. Tho

entirely independent of the state. This change constituent asscml)iy itself failed in the construc-
ts due in great part to Christianity. Besides, the tion of a constitutional monarchy, not only be-
institution of slavery in ancient times made lib causeof the weakness of the monarch, hut cspe

crty, even the most elementary, the privilege of cially perhaps because it adhered to_) c]_)se]y to
the few; anti ]altar, which we honor in itself and the letter and wished to apply too rigorously the
in its results, was considered as degrading and absolute theory of 5Iontesquieu on the divisiop of
servile. From antiquity have come down to us power and the SCl)aration of the executive and

these altogether aristocratic expressions: liberal the deliberative br.mchcs t)f the govcrmnent.
education, that is, education worthy of a freeman; Tiffs was still more strikiugly illustrated when

_md the hberal arts, as opposed to the mechanical the Coutrat Social had ._ained the asecl3(lcney over
arts--an opposition founded upon the ancient l'EsprildesLois, lt was principally the influence
prejudice against the labor of the mechanic, and of Rousseau, combined with false notions of the
which continues in our modern society without political state of the ancients, that misled the

any reason for its existence and by the sole force revolution. The assemblles which succeeded the
of habit.--Modern liberalism is allied by an in- coustitucnt assembly were denmeratic t(_ exce._,
contestable affiliation to the reformation, whose but by no me'ins liberal. There slmuld, it is.

action has 1)y no means been restricted to the do- true, be some account taken of the pre_,mre of
main of religion, nor to countries that have be- circumstances.- It is a noticeable fact that
come Protestat_t. The France of the eighteenth among the various party appellations, so numer-

century is greatly indebted to Protestant England ous at the time of the revolution, that of liberal
for her fund of ideas; Voltaire and Montesquieu ism is not found, although no designatitm could

both beat' testimony to this fact. It is France, have better served to characterize the constituent
however, that deserves the credit of giving to asseml)ly as _ whole, or certain of its most emi-

liberal ideas a European extension. England nent figures, above all, Mirabeau, who is the
alone, and two states on the continent too small statesman of liberalism, par excelle77ce. The ad-

to exercise any great influence, Holland and jective from which the substantivcliberali-_mistlc-
Switzerland, had at that time (in the cigl_tecnth rived then had only its ancient Latin and aristo-

century) a free government and liberal institu- cr, ttic meaning. It was not until about the time
tions; but under the impulse of French philos- of Napoleon's first consulate that a party origi-

ophy, most of the absolute states of the conti- nated who callcdthemselvcsor werc calh'dliberal._;
nent, some of their own deliberate choice, others but this is not the only example afforded by ins-

out of pure enthusiasm, or to be in the fashion, tory of a tendency or an opinion existing from all
allowed themselves to be drawn more or less into time, which (lid not receive its proper definition

the current of liberalism. Joseph II., I_opold until a given time arrived. We have seen" the

of Tuscany, and many other princes, l)elongcd, word C_ari._m invented in our own day, which
after their own fashion, to the liberal school, correspond._ to an idea anterior cven to the proper

Frederick II. was an example of a hberal abso- name from which it is derived, the idea of a dem
lute monarch. But France, where tim movement ocratic society, which is incapal)lc of governing

originated, presented also the most perfect and tse]f, and prefcrs despotism to anarchy. It may
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be said, moreover, in a general way, that all great houses but such as are fiefsto your roy_
thingsexisted,and may have even existedfor a self. Th@ itis tl_a_has eeer led me W pre_zcAtAs
long time before theywcre named. -- The word civilcode, Odsiti_ tltati_ulueed metoestabti_Ait."

_iberal was used for the first time to designate a --The meaning of the emperor was, that the
party, or rather only n coterie, in a wretched ideal and mathematical justice of the civil code
<_pigram of the poet Ecouchard Lehrun (wretched ince_santlycrushes and destroys acquired fortunes
in every seuse of the word); which may be freely and positions, which have always to be begun
rendered, so as to retain the point of it, as for anew, and under it the liberal elements never
lows: What is this word "liber_tl " which some acquire sufficient consistency to offer a check to
men of a certain calibre are constantly using, despotism. All the families, all the citizens, are
whether good or bad? It is tbe diminutive of too constantly wrapped up in their own affairs to
liber (free). These men of a certain calibre were be able to devote themselves carefully, independ-
probably the circle of Mudttme de Slael and Ben- ently and disinterestedly to public affairs: their
.jamin Constant, and it is not impossible that aspirations can but renew the myths of Tantalus
Lebrun wished by railing at them to pay his and Sisyphus, and despotism remains master of

_court to the first consul In any case, this epi- the field. This opinion of Napoleon is not with-
gram shows that it is a question rather of some- out weight, and, following an instinct which is
thing new than of men of a certain calibre taken perfectly just, a part of the contemporary liberal
in a bad sense. Saiute-Beuveformally attributes school, without complaining of the right of
.the invel}tion of the term liberal to Chateau- primogeniture, demand the liberty of making a
briand, hut he does not produce his proofs. The will. Equal division is much more democratic,
word is fecund, it is trm., in the "Genius of Chris- and more conformable to the rules of abstract

tiani_y"; but this work did not appear until 1802, justice, but it is contrary to liberty, it violales
and the epigram of Lebrnn appeared earlier than the principle of property and the authority of
that. Madame de Stael also makes use of the the father of tile family; it is productive of evil
word liberal in its new acceptation in "Corinne," consequences bothsocial and political. It is ben-
which was published in 1807.--The empire w_m eficial to the public weal that all have not their
not made for liberalism, nor liberalism for the fortune to make, and thatthere are persons inde-
empire. There existed between them a recipro- pendently situated, whose position is firm and
cal antipathy. Tl_e liberals were to Napoleon the stable, who can resist the central power. The
xvomt of ideologists, and found themselves in the general interests should be intrusted to those who
midst of the most refractory surroundings. In- have no need to busy themselves about their own
dividual liberty, independence of thougilt, con- affairs. Moreover, between equal division in the
Irol discu_ion; in a word, the dignity of man, midst of the family and equal division in the
"which they cherished most jealously, were the more extended family of the state, there is hut a
very thin_-s which Napoleon could not endure, difference of more and less, and no difference of
He did not possess the first atom of liberalism, principle at all._ Either by achance coincidence,
but, on the contrary, discerned with marvelous or being brought over from France, the word
penetration all that in democracy is distinct from "liberal" underwent the same change of mean-
tib_.ralism. A very striking illustration of this ing in Spain under the empire that it had under.
is found in a letter, in which when counseling gone in France under tile consulate, and was at
his brother Joseph, king of Naples, how to once employed to designatea great political party,
govern, he thus describes the results that he ex- which contributed not a little to its acceptation
peers from the civil code: " Tell me the titles in this sense throughout all western Europe.
you would wish to give the duchies in your king- The Spaniards assign the year 1810 as the precise
dora. They are but mere titles; the pli.ncipal date of this change of meaning. "Consider for
thing is the value attached to them. They must a moment," says Benavides, in his discourse de-
be pledged for two hundred thousand pounds of livered upon his reception into the royal Spanish
revenue. I have also required that all those academy, "two words of most frequent use-,in
bearing titles should have a house in Paris, be- modern times, Eberal and libertg. Down Io ten

cause Paris is the centre of the whole _ystem, and years ago liberal meant generous, splendid, mag-
I wish to have at Paris a hundred fortune_s, all nificeut; all Spaniards agreed upon this signifies-
of which will have grown up with the throne, tion, and no one had the le_tst doubt upon the
and will be the only large fortunes, because they subject." The Spanish liberals were the authors
are trusts; arul let tlwse tlu_ _vill not be titus con- and defenders of the constitution of 1812, which

_idered, be scattered by _teans of tire civil code. Es- was abolished by Ferdinand VII. in 1814, rc-
tabti._h tt_e cirg code at Nap_, and all _]_at_il_ _wt established in 18g0, and violated anew in 1823
allg tl_eir f,,rturues to $/¢,trs will go to ruin in a few They are also called the constitutional party, a_¢l
_/e,_rs. and those you wish to preserve will grow it is a noticeable fact that from 1815 to 1830
strong. Tltis i_ tl_e great advantage ofttte civileode, the words "liberal " and "constitutional" have
_* _* You must establish the civil code in your been synonymous, not only in Spain, but also
kingdom; it will consolidate your power, for by in France, and in different neighboring states.

its means all fortunes that are not mere trusts of Germany, particularly in the smaller states, had
•lhe crown will crumble, and there will remain no her liberals. The programme of these liberal
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parties may be briefly said to consist in de- versal suffrage is infallible, nor that it is the form

manding constitutional guarantees where they or the supreme guarantee of liberty, nor that a
did not exist, and defending them against reac- republic is the only good form of government.
tion where they already existed. The dcmo- It professcs, (m the contrary, and always will
cratic movement, properly so called, had tllen profess that forms may vary according to histori-
lint little importance. The pure liberal ol)ia, c'd data, and that the int(,rests of liberty arc not
ion was in the ascendant, and was content with always directly and ;mcess._rily best served in pv()-
a throne surrounded with constitutional insti- portion to tile number of voters. But umvcrsal

tutions. Such has long becn the form of gov- suffrage once e._tablishc(1, it will put aside as
ernment in Engbmd; but the English liberals illusory and dangcrous every tlmught of rcaetiou
have not on this account been idle; they llad or restriction, just as it does under a monarchy; it
other.reforms to bring about, especially the eman- will reject the expedient of rcvolution, becau-c it
cipation of the Catholics and the reform of the does not wi_h to try the unknown. But it will
electoral system.--In France, under the rcstora- n¢)t be content with wt)rds; it will demand lib-

titre, one might almost say that the liberal party crty aml the guarantees of liberty t)f Ihc repub-
was the entire nation. All that were not ultra ]ic, just as it demanded them of the monarchy-
were liberal, or at least called themselves liberal, it will demand that the state be cot_fincd to i'is

for we must add that tile flag of liberalism coy- lawfullimits, anti it will not consider the desl)otism
ercd all sorts of merchandise, and especially a of a convention any better than the despotism of
great deal of Bonapartism. Thesongsof B6r:mger an individual. Contrary to the absolute logic of
;trc the expression of this strange combination of democracy, it will prcfer two chambers of deptz-
legend and the empire and of thePrinciples of'89, ties to one single assembly, provided always that.
There were also by ttle side of such liberals as it find elements sufficient for a double assembly.
Royer, Collard and Benjamin Constant, who were In default of such an institution, it would seek
content with the Charte and the dynasty, on con- other means of establishing an equilibrium, for it
dition that the latter should not conspire against knows that a power without a counterbalance
the Charte, other liberals who wanted another necessarily becomes absolute. A. I'_EFF'rZ_._t.
dynasty, or who even, like Lafayette, favored the
republic. The first of these only were consistent LIBERAL REPUBLICAN PARTY (IN U.
liberals, but the ordinances of July created a casc S. HISTORY), an abortive offshoot from the regu-
of lawful defense, which united all sections of tlle lar republican party ia 1870-72. -- Attention is
party in common resistance. --The revolution of called elsewhere to the destructive influcm:es of
July was the grand triumph of liberalism, and its the rise of the republican party in 1855-6 upea
effects, as is well known, were not confined to the democratic party of the time. (See REeVB-
France; its aetion was felt even in England, where LIC._N PARTY, I.) In every state the clement
it brought the liberals into power and hastened represented by such men as William Cullen Bry-
reforms. A short time before the year 1848, an ant, S. P. Chase, Lyman Trumbull, and Mont-
impartial witness, de Nesselrode, proved that the gomery Blair, democrats by choice, were forced
position of France in Europe had never been into the new party hy the progressively pro-

strongcr than under the monarchy of July and slavery attitude of their natural party. (See
under the influence of liberal ideas. Unfortu- DEMOCRATIC PAItTY, V ) A re enforcement of

nately, victorious liberalism was wanting in much the same nature was added to the rcpubli-
gTandeur and in at.If-confidence. It became can party, after 1861, umler the name of " war
narrt)w and timid. The electoral ground, that is democrats." A peace democrat in 1864 asserted
to say, the legally recognized territory, remained that a war democrat and a )el)ublican were only
much too circumscribed, and those who occupied "two links of the same sausage, made out of the

it shut themselves up in it as in a citadel. IAber- same dog"; there wa_, however, an essential dif-
alism appeared immovable and sterile, tim demo- ferencc, wl_ich became gradually more strongly
cratic movement took the ascendant, and the apparent after the end of the rebellion. The co-

governing class expiated its inertness and its lack ercive measures, which seemed to the dominant
of foresight by the revolution of 1848.--But party absolutely necessary to the maintenancc of
liberalism, although overthrown and worsted, did the natural rights of southern negroes, (_,ec Rl.:
_ot on this account lose its raiao1_ d'etre. It had CONSTRUCTIOn', K_-KLux KL._'_), were such as

never been able to raise any objections to univer- were likely to wean the originally democratic elc-
sal suffrage but such as were based upon consid- meat from the republican party; and from 1867
erationsof its inopportuaity. Now that universal until 1871 there was aa increasing exodus of this

suffrage has got in the advance of it, its task nature, but not sufficient iu numbers to influence
should be to pursue and overtake it. In other seriously the enormous popular vote. The pas-
words, a liberal government, the liberal party, sagc of the "ku-klux act" of April 20, 1871, and
liheral minds, should apply themselves above all its cnforcement, increased this movement so
things to instruct, enlighten and elevate universal much that it seemed to need only organization
suffrage; iu a word, to arm it with the capacity and boundaries t_) become a perceptible current.
requisite to the proper fulfillment of its duties. -- _ The opportunity was afforded by the success
European liberalism will never admit that uni- in Missouri of a union of "liberal republicans"
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and democrats in 1870-71. (See MisSOURI.) Its sutton of land grants to corporations. On the first
leading features were universal suffrage and uni- ballot for candidate for president, Charles Francis
vcrsal amnesty, a reform of the tariff and the Adams had 203 votes ; HoraeeGreeley,147; Lyman
,civil service, and the cessation of "uneonstitu- Trumbull, of Illinois, 100; B. Gratz Brown, of
tional laws to cure ku-klux disorders, irreligion Missouri, 95; David Davis, of Illinois, 92½; A.G.
or intempcrance." The leaders of the _Iissouri Curtin, of Pennsylvania, 62; S. P. Chase 2½, and
fusion, after gaining complete control of their Charles Sumner 1. Curtin and Sumner were
,own state, issued a call, Jan. 24, 1872, for a withdrawn at once; Brown's vote felt to 2 on the
national convention at Cincinnati, May 1 follow- following ballots; Davis' vote fell gradually to 6
ing. In tile nature of things the proposed gather, on the sixth ballot; and Trumbull's rose to 156
ing could not beat all representative, for the new on the third ballot, and then fell to 19 at the end.

party had no organization and no units for repre- Adams' vote rose on all six ballots, as follows:
sentation. The delegates were therefore, in the 203, 233, 264, 279, 309, 324; and Greeley's as fol-
main, practically self-appointed; and thus there lows; 147, 0,?2,9,258, 251, 258, 832. Before the

,came into the convention another element, sixth ballot was declared, changes made Greeley's
thoroughly honest and patriotic in purpose, but vote 482, and Adams' 187. The former wire thus
entirely foreign to the natural course of the nominated. On the second ballot for a candidate
_ovement. There was no hope of an independ- for vice-president, B. Gratz Brown was selected

ent existence for the new party; it could hardly by a vote of 495 to 261 for all others, and the
hope to convert the party which it had left byde- convention adjourned. July 9, the democratic
feating it: its only logical plan was to organize national convention adopted the platform and
_ueh a course of transit to the democratic party candidates prepared for it at Cincinnatti. (See
as should l)ut new blood into that party, restore DEMOCRATIC PA_TY, VI.)--The whole move-
it to its ancient principles, and raise it out of the ment had really failed, so evidently that in June
slough into which it had fallen. But there was the leaders of it endeavored to obtain another
also dissatisfaction among republicans pure and convention from which the absolute republican

simple: in the growth of that party new men bad element should be excluded. June 20, a meeting
gained control of it, new methods had been in- was held in :New York city, on the call of Carl
troduced, and the resulting "l)ersonal govern- Schurz, Jacob D. Cox, William Cullen Bryant,
ment" of the party had created considerable dis- Oswald Ottendorfer, David A. Wells, and Jacob
content. This feeling--the desire to refoz_n, not Brinkerhoff, and nominated as presidentialcandi-
to defeat, the republican party--was strongly dates William S. Groesbeck, of Ohio, and Fred-
represented at Cincinnati, and its influence crick L. Olmstead, of New York. But it was too
brought the party to an ignominious failure. Its late; the new ticket was not heard of after the
determination not to abandon the protective sys- day of its announcement, and the Greeley cam-
tern, caused the introduction of the ridiculously paign went on to its final overwhelming defeat.
ambiguous tariff utterance; and its determina- (See EL_CTORAL VOTES, U,_ITED STATES.) The
tion to follow republicans only, brought about result was entirely due to the refusal of demo-
the fatal nomination of Greeley. If the convert- crats to vote for a candidate who was their life-

tion had been homogeneous, the tariff utterance long and natural opponent, and whom their lead-
would have been clear and consistent, some ers had evidently only taken as a stalking horse;
original republican of democratic tendencies the only matter for wonder is that the demo-
would have been nominated for president and cratic proportion of the total vote fell off but 3½
some acceptable democrat for vice-president, and per cent. under the circumstances (1868, 47.3 per

the ensuing presidential election would at least cent., 1872, 43.8 per cent.). --Manyof thosewho
have been doubtful. _The convention met ac- had originated the movement returned, before or

cording to appointment, and selected Carl after the election, to the republican party;
Schurz, of Missouri, as chairman. A platform others remained in the opposition. The name of
in twelve paragraphs was adopted: 1, recognizing the party survived until 1876, owing to the
the equality of all men before the law; 2, oppos- presence of a few senator's and representatives in

ing any reopening of the questions settled by the congress who still held to it; but its substance de-
last three amendments; 3, demanding universal parted with Greeley's defeat, if it had really sur-
amnesty; 4, local self-government, impartial rived his nomination. The only practical re-
suffrage, and the maintenance of the writ of sult was the "new departure" of the democratic
.trd_eaz corpus, and 5, civil service reform; (I, party for the future; but it can hardly be sup-
•'recognizing that there are in our midst honest posed that this missionary work was the primary

but irreconcilable differences of opinion with object of the Cincinnati convention. -- Authori-
regard to the respective systems of protection ties must be sought in the current newspapers.
and free trade, we remit the discussion of the ALEXANDER JOIII_STON.
subject to the people in their congressional dis-
trictq, and to the decision of congress thereon, LIBERIA. The republic of this name is situ-
wholly free of executive interference or dicta- ated to the south of Sierra I_one, on that part

tion "; 7-12, calling for the maintenance of pub- of the west coast of Africa called the ,Ye_d Coast.
lie credit, a return to specie payments, and aces. Its territory consists of a series of settlements,
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some commercial, others agricultural, stretched of $600,000, $500,000 of which were borrowed in
along the seacoast for a distance of 960 kilome- London in 1871. Since 1874 no interest has been
ires, and extending back an unlimited distance paid on this debt.-- Education is furnished in the

into the interior. Its capital is Monrovia, situ- distxict sclmols and churches. English is the of-
uted on the bay of Cape Masurado and the river ficial language. Mom'ovia has a college and libra-
of the same name. It was, when first founded, ry. Tile wealthier families send their children

1821-2, merely a colony of free negroes, which to Europe to complete their education. Protes-

tile American colonization society (founded Dec. tantism is the dominant religion.-- Labor is ob-
31, 1816) established to procure for these victims ligatory; each inhabitant is obliged to cultivate a
of color prejudice a better lot than in America, piecc of land.--The Liberian colony has devel-
and at the same time to rid the soil of America of oped, in spite of the frequent aggressions of hos-
an element of its population judgcd inferior to tile neg,'oes from thc adjacent country; the Libe-
the white race even bytlle members of the society rians are faithful to the laws which they have
themselves. By additions from within and with- adopted, honest in their dealings, religious and
,out, the free and Americanized POl)Ulation of Li- moral, to at least as great a degree as other Afri-
beria amounted, in 1872, to 19,000 souls, who ex- can co]onie._ governed by whitcs. The Liberians
_rcised a political influence over 700,000 negroes lmve not, however, escaped all criticism; they
(natives, but not savages), scattered over the ter- have been reproached with ,'educing to slaver.v the
ritory that extends from the sea to the chain of natives who resist their power, and througl_ the
mountains which separates the Liberian territory complicity of their citizens, selling them to the
from tile basin of the river Niger in the interior, sh_vetraders; butsevereregulauonsirnposedbythe
The primitive colony, governed at first by white legi.qatule in the session of 1_57-5S upon this traf-
men, became, Aug. 24, 1847, an independent re- tic and upon immigration, exoncr,,te Ihc republic

public, governed by a black (or rather a mulatto) f,'om all participation in acts, which, if they lmve
head, and was admitted into the family of civil- any real existence, are but the crimes of individ-

ized nations. It has been recognized by England, uals.-- Besidcs, lawful commerce affords ample
France, Belgium, tIolland, Prussia, the Hanse- oppornmity to the activity of the Liberi_ms; it is

atic cities, Italy, Denmark, Portugal, and finally carried on in Mourovia and m the factories along
(in 1861) by the cabinet at Washington. Its re- the coast, subject to moderate import and export
lations with foreigl} nathms havc been regulated duties. The exports aggregate ncarly $600,000,

by a dozen friendly treaties._The constitution I composed principally of palm oil, logwood and
provides for a president, a vice.president, a house ivory; but the variety of l,*cal products promises
of representatives (thirteen in number), elccted a more extcnded traffic in the future. Rice, cof-

for two years, and a senate (of eight members), fec, sugar, pepper, indigo, peanuts, arrowroot,
elected for four years. The president may be re- maize, etc., grow on its fertile soil. The cultiva-
elected. The first president, Roberts, after having lion of cotton is cncouraged by the cotton spin-
administered the government for the colonization ners' .tss,)(:iation of Manchester. Iron i_ common,
society during six years, was elected when the re- and gold is not rare; there arc also indicaticms of
public was proclaimed, and three times re-elected coal --By these varicd sources of wealth which
(1848-56); his successor, Stephen Allen Bensen, it is developing from flay to day, and stdl nmle
was re-clected four times (1856---64); the third pres- by thc establishnlent of ordcr with perfect liberty.
ident was D. B. Warner (1864-8); the fourth, J. 8. the litth, republic of Liberia is a very interesting
Payne/1868-71); the fifth, who ag'ain assumed the example of what negro communities may be-

offiecin 1872,wasJ.J.Roberts. AnthonyW.Gard- come. Fortunately exempt from the violent tra
nor is the present president. -- This dignity, like ditions which still weigh heavily upon tlayti,
other governmental offices, can be conferred only owing its foundation to the disinterested dcvotion
on a negro. Various ministers form its execu- of whites, composed of freedmen who were ordi-

Uve agents. Suffrage is universal._The judicial narily the best of the slaves, admitted into frater-
power is vested in a superior court, and two tribu- nal relations of friendship with civilized nations,
nals, established, as occasion requires, by the legis- it will serve as a test of what the negro race can at-

lature. -- In administrative matters the republic I tain to when left to self-government. Its progress
is divided into four counties (Monferrado, Grand- n thus far warrants the hope that it will continue
Bassa, Sinoii and Maryland), which are subdivided worthy to rank by the side of the Senegambian
into districts. The civil affairs of the counties colonies which Francc and England possess and

arc managed by four superintendents chosen by 'tdminister in the same region of western Africa.
the president with the advice of the senate; _BIBLIOGRAPHY. Die Ne.qe_'epublic Liberia, in
those of the districts by municipal magistrates U_sere Zeit. vol. iii., Leipzig, 1858; Baldez, S/.v
cleeted by the citizens.-- The revenues of the re- Year._. of a Traveler's Life ir_ We_'t(_'l, Africa, Lon-

public amount to about $120,000, of which more (ion, 1861 ; Blyden, The Republic of Liberia, its
than $70,000 are del'ived from customs duties, St(rttls al_d i_.,,Field, in Methodist Quarterly Review,
and about $50,000 from the various other taxes. New York, July, 1872; Hutchinson, lmp_'essia_18

The expense_ are a little less than this sum. The ,_f Weste_'n Af)4za, London, 1858; Ritter, Begrun-
public debt, contracted for the erection of estab- dung und gegenwiirtige Zustdnde der Republic Libe.

lishments of general utility, amounts to upward ria, in Zeitschriflfitr edlgemeine Erdla_de, vol. l.,
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Leipzig, 1853; Oberlander, Westafrika, Leipzig, LICENSE AND LIBERTY have their com-
1874; Stockwell, Tile Republic of iLiberia, New mon origin in the human will, but, at tile same
York,1868; Wilson, WeswrnAfrica, London, 1856. time, liberty proceeds from reason, and license

JULES DW_.L. from passion. As a consequence, liberty is
naturally well regulated, circumspect and rood-

LIBERTY PARTY. (See A.BOLITIO_¢.) erate, without requiring the intervention of any
restrictive law. Liberty, legally unlimited, keeps

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS. This institution within the bounds which the general welfare,
calls for notice because of its importance in con- morality and self-respect assign to it, of its own
nection with tlle copyright system, as well as be- accord, and almost without effort. It emanates
cause it is the great library of the United States from a seutimcut of our own dignity, and is its
govermnent. Established at Washington in 1800, most powerful safeguard. License knows neither
this library has survived two conflagrations, and rule nor moderation; it recognizes no law; neither

has risen, in 1_2, to 450,000 volumes, besides morality nor human respect restrains it It is in-
about 200,000 pamphlets. Its prima_ 3,uses being spired by caprice, seeks only momentary gratifi-
for the national legislature, it has been rendered cation, and makes no sacrifice in thc interests of
very complete in jurisprudence, political and the future.--Can license always be distinguished
economic science, aud history; and in what arc from liberty? We believe it can; and the char-
known as Americana it has by far the largest col- acteristic marks which we have enumerated will

lection in the country. Its 10,000 bound vol- enable any person Io distinguish the one from the
umes of newspapers represent more than a other, if he will but examine the facts impar-

century of journalism in Europe and America. tially. Unfortunately, this impartiality is not al-
The supremc court of the United States, the ways found, and the enemies of progress do not,
heads of departments and bureaus, and the for- hesitate to attribute to liberty the faults of li-
cign diplomatic corps resident in Washington cense. Consequently we have to oppose license
draw upon its stores; and while not a library of as well as despotism, though with different means.
general circulation, it is freely open to the public We employ firmness, self-respect and love of

use.--The librarian of congress is made by law equality against despotism; against license our
the keeper of all copyright records, and the eus- only resource is to extend political education and

todian of all publications deposited with the gov- to enlighten men as to their true interests.
ernment in evidence of copyright. The process :M.A_C_. BT_,OCK.

of obtaining copyright is very simple; the law re-
quires a printed copy of the title of the work be- LICENSE T/kX. A license tax is a tax upon
fore publication, with a fee of fifty cents for trade, and is paid for the privilege of pursuing an
record, and fifty cents for certificate of record, industrial or commercial occupation or a profes-
followed, within ten days after publication, by sion. The general idea of a licenseis that it con-
two copies of the work, which may be sent free fers a right that could not exist without the li-
by mail. Prior to 1870 the records of copyright cense, but this idea must, when license taxes are
were kept by the clerks of the United States dis- considered, be extended. For there are many
triet courts in fifty different places in the states, trades and occupations which are not in them-
with the somewhat confusing result that there selves unlawful, and which could be followed

was no central office of record, and no ready without any interference by the state, yet which
means of answering questions as to literary prop- are made subject to a license tax. Thus, in the
erty. Since the transfer of the entire registry case of attorneys, notaries, peddlers and plate
and records to Washington, the status of every dealers, whosc occupations do not imply any ille-
publication can be traced as to copyright title, gality, duties were for many years imposed on
Moreover the deposit of copies in pursuance of such as followed them. In genera], license duties
copyright is made vastly more complete, and au- are mainly imposed in connection with the police
thors and lmblishers are assured of finding nearly power of the state, and for thc purpose of regu
every publication protected by copyright in this lating or prohibiting certain occupations which

national repository. A separate fire-proof library may bc injurious to the interests of society in any
building is soon to be erected, the great collec- form or when carried to excess. This idea was
"ion,_ of literature and science, including the copy- eml)odied in the constitution of the state of At-
right department, having long overflowed the kansas of 1868, which provided that "the gen-
limited space within the capitol. -- Copyright in eral assembly shall tax all privileges, pursuits and
the United States runs to any citizen or resident occupations that are of no real use to society; all
therein, for the term of twenty-eight years from others shall be exempt." (Art. 10, § 17.) And

date of entry; and may he renewed for four- in carrying out this idea of regulation the tax
teen years longer by the author, or by his widow may be made so pressing as to prohibit an occu-
or children, making forty4wo years in all. The pation. Thus, a tax of $1,000 imposed on keep-
annual number of copyright entries in the office ers ,,of gaming implements, was clearly intended

of the librarian of coagre_ considerably exceeds to be prohibitory, "and its payment would not
_),000. give the owner the privilege of making use of it,

A. R. SI'OFFO_.D. which was illegal under another statute." (State
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, rs. Doon, R. M. Charlt., 1.)--Where regulation adopted in the interests of the shopkeepers; for
is the object of a license tax, revenue is a sec- as means of locomotion were very limited, in the
ondary consideration; und, in fact, in many in- remote districts the difficulty and inconvenience
stances the charge is only what is sufficient to de- of reaching towns where shops existed were such

fray the expense of regulation, and no revenue as to cause trade to be carried on to a much greater
accrues to the taxing power. And where a grant extent then than now bypeddlers, and byimposing
is made by a state to a municipal corporation of a heavy tax on these traveling salesmen they were

power to issue licenses, it would appear that reg- discouraged and trade brought back to the shop.c.
ulation was the object, unless there is something The intention may be to create such a conccntra-
in the lan_o'uage of the grant, or in the circum- tion and even a monopoly, as in the case of the
stances under which it was made, indicating that very heavy license fees exacted from l)awnbrokers
revenue was coutemplated; and the charge is not in Dublin. which are said to owe their o_igin to a
then known as a tax, but as a fee. • "The license purpose of giving a monopoly of the business to
fee for retailing liquors is in no proper sense a a few favored rctainers of the court. The con-

tax. Its object is not to raise revenue. It has ccntration thus, dire.oily or indirectly, brought
for many years been thought that this business ahout would ,_sist the supervision of the licensed
was one dangerous to the public peace and pub- trade or occupation by the state; but it is an un-
]ic morals, and it has been the uniform practice just interference with trade, and when thc ten-
of the country to subject it to regulation, re- dency to crush out the small trader is under

quire license from some public functionary before natural conditions as strong as it is at the present
it is engaged in, and to punish as a crime the pur- day, legislation should seck rather to aid than to
suit of it without a license. The license is part do injury to him.- A licensc tax is an indirect

of the public regulations of the country, and tire tax, and is not finally paid by the person whom
fee is intended rather to prevent the indiscrimi- the state recognizes as the payer; for the latter re-

hale opening of such establishments than to raise imtmrscs himself from his customers. There are
the revenue by taxation." (Burch vs. Savannah, certain cases, as was pointed out by Mr. Cliffe
42 Geo., 596, 598.) And a like reasoning will Leslie, in which it may prove a dircct tax. " A
apply to charges like those for licenses for mar- petty retailer, to give real examples, takes out
riages, places of public amusement, auctions, licenses to sell spirits, beer and tobacco; he ad-
draymen, hackmen, and for inspection. The vanccs the customs and excise duties on tea, sugar,
spherc of such duties is limited, for, if generally and the rest of his stock; he pays perhaps sixpence
applied, they become an obstruction to trade; but in the pound on his shop; and after all these duties
in the cases of a traffic or occupation which entails have been advanced, his shop is burned to the
upon the government special inconvenience in its ground, or he falls sick and loses his business, or
regulation, there are just grounds for imposing a he is defrauded and becomes bankrupt ; or a large
special tax upon such occupation or trade; and dealer, to whom the taxes are a ' flea-bite,' takes
objections such as that the charge is unequal and away his customers; or from one of twenty other
invidious, because the rest of the community is causes the return to all his outgoingsis ruin. a

not subject to it, or that those taxed are not as- There are thousands of poor men who every year
sessed on the amount of business done, will not cmbark their little savings or borrowed money
hold. Them can be little doubt that such taxes in losing ventures of this sort on which they pay

or cl_arges, if properly imposed, do tend to d_- taxes; and not unfrequcnt]y one cause of their
minish the evils against which they are directed; failure is the advantage which wealthier rivals
but experience has shown that when prohibition find in those very taxes. Thus, excise and customs
isiatended, other and more direct means are to be duties on commodities, trade licenses, licenses to
found in legislative action which is expressly pro- kee l) horses and public carriages, ctc ,--though
hlbitory thanin thecircuitous method of imposing treated not only by theorists but ew.)u by chan-
acharge difficult orimpossible tobe borne: When cellors of the exchequer, as taxes on consmners
imposed for revenue there is no limit to the taxing alone--are often heavy direct taxes on a working

powcr.--A licen_ tax is usually a fixed charge class of producers, over and above the general
I'or each occupation, and as such it is an unequal diminution of wages which the whole system of
and unjust tax, becau_ if a heavy charge, it so-called indirect taxation occasions." ("Fort-
weighs more heavily upon those who carry on nightly Review," February, 1874.)--But rcgula-
business on a small scale, or whose services arc in tion apart, there is little to recommend an cxten-

little demand. The tendency of such duties is sive system of license duties, such as is at present
thu_ to favor the concentration of the business inusein France under the name of patentes. They
taxed into the hands of the wealthier undertakers, are uncqual, and all atmmpts to make them equal

alid this tendency is increased in proportion as the have failcd. In France and snme other countries
duty is increased. Indeed, the first license tax the charges for licenses to sell alcoholic ]iquors is

m_posed in England was believed to be a protect- graduated according to the population of a place,
ire measure, A duty was imposed on all persons and the number of retail dealers in each place is

traveling through the country as hawkers and limited, In such casesthe chargemay be regarded
p¢'ddlers, and on every horse or other animal used as a return for the privilege of selling umler a
by them. It is supposed that this measure was partial monopoly. But when it is attempted to

109 voL. n.--49
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adju._t license d-uties to the amount of business LINCOLN, Abraham, president of the United
.done, or tile profits received, by the payer, all the States 18fll-5, was born in ttardin county, Ken-
_hgdculties that arc.lrrayed against tSe incometax tucky, Feb. 12, 1809, and died at Washington,
(see Ixcox(E TAX) are met with, and the tax is no April 15, 1865, the victim of an assassination. He
nlore equal than before. Mr. McCulhmgh says was taken by his parents to Spencer county,
that they are too contradictory of the plainest Indiana, in 1816, and m 1830removed to Decatur,
principles ever to become prominent sources of 5Iacon county, Illinois. Here, in 183,5--6, he
income; and Paul Leroy Beaulieu, the author of studied law, and was admitted to the bar, and in
_.he best work on taxation in the French language, 1834 was elected to the state legislature, where he
asserts, that the problem of making license duties remained until 1841, In 1837 he removed to
,equal is like that of squaring the circle. -- In the Springfield. He was a whig representative in
United States license duties have been mainly em- congress 1847-9, the only member of that party
ployed by the different states in connection with from his state. Declining a renomination, and
the police power, and they have been gTanted also defeated as the whig candidate for United States
¢o municipal corporations. The federal govern- senator in 1849, he continued the practice of law
ment in 1861-2 imposed an elaborate system of until 1858. During this interval lie was so fre-
license taxes, the main object of which was reve- quently engaged in public political arguments
,hue, and in fact regulation was hardly thought of with Douglas, that when the latter returned to
.except st) far as was necessary to the collection of Illinois in 1858 to "stump" the state for a legis-
¢he taxes. Under such a system it occurred that lature favorable to his re-election as United States
manyoecupattons were charged with liceusetaxes senator, the republican state convention, June
_nder both national and state laws, and many in- 17, 1858, nominated Lincoln against bim. The
teresting questions regarding the legality of the two engaged in a joint debate in seven towns in
$ederal law were raised, and notably in regard to different parts of the state, from August until
,lotteries and liquor dealers, for the former had October, which attracted attention in every state.
been declared illegal by thc laws of the majority Douglas had long been before the country; this
of the states, and the latter were proscribed by debate brought Lincoln fairly abreast with him.
some. In 1866 special taxes were imposed in place On the popular vote the result was as follow_,
_)f license taxes, but the change lay wholly in the republicans 126.084, Douglas democrats 121,940,
.name, and the character of the different taxes Lecomptou democrats 5,091; but Douglas had a
remained almost unaltered. In 1871 the greater majorityin the legislature anti was re-elected. In
part of the special taxes were abolished, and 1859, when Douglas was called into Ohio to can-
only those on distillers and dealers in liquors, vass that state in the gubernatorial election, the
anti manufacturers and dealers in tobacco, were republicans at once summoned Lincoln to meet
retained, and these last taxes are still in force, him. Early in 1860 he made many addresses in
For the purpose of showing the number of occu- the eastern states, becoming still more widely
pations taxed during the latter years of this sys- recognized as one of the ablest leaders of his
tern of hcense taxes, and after many had been part)'; and in May he was nominated by the
abolished, and to show the relative importance of republican national convention for the presidency.
_ch as a source of revenue, the following table In November lie was elected, and in 1865 he was
is taken from the report of the commissioner of re-elected. (,See REBELLION; H/LBEAS COItPVS;
internal revenue for 1868: EMA_'¢crPATm_ PROCLAMATIO]'i; DRAFTS; AM-

NESTY ; FREED._,IF_N'SBUREAU; RF_O_STRUCTION,
I.; REPV[_LICAN PARTY; ELECTORAL VOTES;

1806. 1808. UNITEDSTATES.) -- President Lincoln's fame will
undoubtedly rest mainly upon his connection

Al_)thecaries ............ $ 4,3,71286 $ 5s,3,-'7.4s with the overthrow of slavery; and yet he was.Auctionee_.............. 89,7"24.42 97,448.14
Bankers.................. 1,2i_649.06 1,490,383,95 never an abolitionist. In 1837. in a written pro-
Brewers .................. 105,412.23 270,I_05.22test against certain resolutions in the legislature,Brokersof various sorts_. 673,2t10.30 538,41743
Clalmagents ............. 70,_._7.39 63,149.99 he declared his belief "that the institution of
Dealers, retail........... 1,949,017.04 2,163,6_.00 slavery is founded on both injustice and bad,, wholesale....... 5,428.344.86 1,854,387.$0

• ' retail liquor..... 2,807,2"25.59 3,242,915.31 policy; but that the promulgation of abolition
" wholesale liquor. 801,.531.82 5i_,0457'2 doctrines tends rather to increase than to abateDistillers,coaloil ......... 17,350.12 19,@'2966
" [,pirituou_ liquors. 81.295.06 121,868._ its evils." In December, 1860, in a private letter
" apples,grapes,ere 2_},239.81 74,188.4,5 to Alex. H. Stephens, he said, "Do the people ofHotels ................... 580,£_21.56 656,795.41

Insunmee agents......... 104,866.83 152,143.51 the south really entertain fears that a republican
Lawyers .................. 264,88675 8_,ooo._ administration would, d,/reegy or indir_tly, inter-Manufacturers............ 1,04_,(_0.78 1,427,688.52
Peddlers.................. 679,013.6.3 724,210.'29fere with the slaves, or with them about their
Physicians and surgeoma_. 425,596Ai6 580,566.31 slaves? If they do, I wish to assure you, as onceRecnflers................. 61,300.91 87,770.28

a friend, and still, I hope, not an enemy, that
there is no cause for such fears." (Italics as in

WORTHINGTONC. FORD. original.) Aug. 22, 1862, just a month before the
promulgation of the preliminary emancipation

LIFE INSURANCE, (See L_sva_cE.) proclamation, he wrote thus to Horace Greeley:
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"'My paramount object is to save the Union, and (W_rtemberg), Aug. 6, 1789, and died at Kuf-
not either to save or destroy slaver)'. If I could stein, in the Tyrol, :Nov. 30, 1846. His father, a
save the Union without freeing any slave, I would leather dresser, intended him for his own busi-

do it: if I could save it by freeing all the slaves, ness, but not seeing in him any inclination for it,
I would do it: and if I could do it by freeing he decided to make him a government clerk. In

some and leaving others alone, I would also do 1816, at the age of twenty-.-even, he filled a place
that." His record in intervening years is equally in one of the central government offices in Wtir.
consistent, and is, iu truth, a representative temberg, and lind gained the confidence of _I.
northern record. Itating slaveryper se, believing Wangenhcim, the head of the liberal cabinet.

that "if slavery was not wrong, nothing was This minister having eslablished in Ttlbingcn a
wrong," hating the dictatorial recklessness born school of administrative science, gave List (he

of slavery, he aimed to combat both within the ch'dr of political economy. At the same time
letter of the law, to yield to slavery the territory, List, in a journal (" The Friend of the Suabian

and no more, which had been yielded to it at the People") st-lrtcd in Hcilbronn in 1818 by some of
f,)rmationof the constitution, and to maintain the his friends, demanded real national represcnta-
,character of the just man, who "sweareth to his tion, control of the administrati,m, indcpcndence
own hurt, and changeth not." Lincoln did not of the comnmncs, freedom of the press, and trial

destroy slavery: slavery destroyed itself. Its by jury; but, shortly after, the reform ministry
whole life, after 1793, was a journey toward gave place to its opponents, and this paper was
destruction until it stung itself to death in the supp_essed. -- List states in the pref_,ce to his
midst of the circle of fire which had surrounded princip'fl work that from this timc he conceived

it. (See SLAVV.R£ )-- For the reason, mainly, that his theory with its distinction between _o._mol_li-
President Lincoln aimed to be the exponent only of tan political economy a_d _atio_al political coon-
the popular will, to confine his functions as guide stay, while at tim same lime he was urging the
and leader to efforts to influence the l)opular will, abolilion of provincial duties in Germany, and
but to go no faster or farther than tim people the develol)mcnt of the industries and commerce

wcre ready to support him, his policy was severcly of that country by the means used l)y other pen-
,criticised (luring his administration, and a series 1)los "But," he ,-ays, "inst(.ad of pursuing my
()f intrigues against his renomination, whose in- idea by study, nay practical mind urged lnc to put
side history hasnot yet been fully written, marked it to the test of application. I was young then
the 3"ears 1863-4. But the hon_ty of intention, (1819), and I hit on the plan of forming "tn asso-
and the final full success of his policy can not be clarion of merchants and nmnufacturel_ to obtain

questioned; and these two elements are surely the abolition of the interprovinciat taxes amI the
_ufficicnt to justify it.--The natural greatness adoption of a common commercial system;
and kindliness of his mind and heart have taken _ a the influence, of this society on thc forma-
an unchallenged placeinour history. His second lion of a compact bctween the enlightened and
inaugural address, shortly before his death, is one high-minded sovereigns of Bavaria and Wfirtem.
of the finest and most magnanimous of American berg is well known, as also its effect on lhc Gcr
state papers, and its closing sentence might well m:m customs associa_ion."--(List dechtrcshimself
.-erve as his epitaph: "With malice toward none, the founder and chief agent of tlns as_o(.i_tion.
with charity for all, with firmness in the right as This claim has been disl)uled in the 6'o_ve.rsalbn_s

God gives us to see the right, let us finish the Lea'icon and the "Augsburg Gazette" of Deccm-
work we are in, to bind up the nation's wounds, bet, 1840, and elsewhere. List defended himself

to care for him who shall have borlm the battle, against those attacks in his preface, and, later, in
and for his widow and his orphans, to do all which the Zoll_reins.Bbttt of Feb. 24 and 3Ia_ ch 3, 1846.

may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace Whoever is in the right, one thiug Jem.dns cer
among ourselves and with all nations."--The tain, and that is, that List was the head and soul

best early life of Lincoln is that by W. A. Lamon; of the association.)-- At the same time List, to
the best for general readers is that by J. G. Hol- put an cud to the petty annoyances he suffered
land; the most useful for political students is that from the govermnent, and possessing considcra-
l)y H. J. Raymond. Besides, thereis a multitude ble wealth, resigned his chair, and six weeks later
of other lives of Lincoln, memorial proceedings, was elected to represent the city of Reutlingcn in
_ermons and eulogies, for which see Bartlett's the Wtlrtcmbergestates, but not being yet thirty
Literature of the .Rebellion, 2,34. See also authori- his election was declared void. He was re-

ties under articles referred to above; Carpenter's elected at the end of 1820. List speaks of this
5'ix M'onO_ at the White House; Poore's Lincoln period as follnws: "Imagination must suppose
Co_piracnj Trial; Lowell's My Study Windows, the year to l)e 1819 to have the exl_lanatinn of my
150; 15 Atlantic Monthly and 12 National Quar- conduct. Governing class and governed, baron
1erly Review (George Bancroft's axticles); McMil- and burgess, politician and philosopher, the
lal_'s Magazine, February, 1865 (Goldwin Smith's whole German worhl, in fact, was fabricating
artmle). An_ra._D_R JO_STO_r. new plans of political regeneration. Germany

was like a country laid waste by war where the

LIST, A.ND HIS SYSTEI. Frederick List ohl proprietors, reinstated in their rights and once
was born in Reutltngen, a' free city of Suabia more masters of their own property, were on the
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eve of taking possession again. Some demanded others, a translation, with notes, of J. B. Say's
the restoration of the former order of things with "Treatise," but the political animosity of his
all its cumbrous antiquities and superannuated country drove him from that retreat, then
customs ; others, rational institutions and agents from Baden, and from canton after canton of
completely in accordance with modern ideas. Switzerland. Going to Paris in the beginning of
Those who gave ear to wisdom and experience 1823, to seek occupation there, Gen. Lafayette
were in favor of an intermediate course. Every. offered to take him to America with him. This
where societies were being formed for the fur- proposal to emigrate pleased him, but his family
therance of patriotic aims. One of the articles and his friends dissuaded him from it. The year
of the federal constitution (the 19th) expresslyen- after, tired of a life of wandering and confident
joined the organization of a rational commercial of the royal clemency, he re-entered Wl_rLem-
system. I saw in this article the foundation on berg, but he was imprisoned in a fortress and
which the industrial and commercial prosperity of only set at liberty (January, 1825) on conditio_
my German fatherland might be built." -- List of leaving the country. It was then he formed
declares that he had to fight on one side the parti- the resolution of going to the United States. Ac-
sans of freedom, whom he represents as forming companied by his numerous family he arrived in
a powerful party (a statement of which we have the summer, and hastened to join Lafayelte in
grave doubts), and on the other, "differences of Philadelphia. The general received him coldial-
opinion, internal dissensions and the absolute ]y and invited him to accompany him on a really
want of a theoretical base" in his own camp. triumphal tour among the American people. It
(List states, also, that there was great lack of was thus that he made the acquaintance of Henry
the necessary funds to carry on his agitation Clay and tim principal public men of the young
while the secret service money of the British republic.--After trying several spots he resolved
government was at the disposal of the advocates to settle in Pennsylvania, near Harrisburg, with
of the opposition theory. It will be observed the intention, at a future period, of founding a
that this calumny is a sufficiently common as- school of arts and manufactures, but a fever and
severation with the protectionist school. At the other circumstances deprived him of success m
end of the last century the opponents of free making the most of a property which he had
trade affirmed on one side of the channel that bought for a moderate sum, and he accepted _n
the defenders of the treaty of 1786 had sold the offer made him to edit a German paper in the
interests of Great Britain to France. Their corn- small town of Reading. It was at this time that
rades on the other side were equally persuaded in lie published, on the question of free trade, a
respect to the same treaty that the interests of series of letters in English in the "National Ga-
France had been sold to perfidious Albion. At a zette" of Philadelphia. The question was at
later period Huskisson was accused of selling that time being vigorously debated in the United
himself, Cobden also, his purchaser being, ac- States, and List informs us tlmt he had then re-
cording to them, the Czar Nicholas.) But he lations with a protectionist association calling
affirms that this struggle served to advance his itself the Pennsylvanian society for the advance-
ideas and was the cause of his discovering (this meat of arts and manufactures. This society
word, somewhat an ambitious one to use of a entertained him, reprinted his letters, and passed
thing already found out, is his own,) the dis- a resolution inviting him formally "to compose
tinction between the theory of values and that of two works, one scientific, in which the theory
living forces, that is to say, between wealth and should be completely elucidated; the other popu-
its causes, also the abuse that the school (by this lar, to spread it in schools." This was in 1827.
word List means the liberal school) makes of the But fortune turned him from this project and
word capital. --From the first day of his parlia- postponed the publication of his principal work
me_ary life he urged upon the assembly a bill till twelve years later.- He discovered, almost
advocating the breaking down of internal bar- accidentally, a coal mine of rich promise, and
tiers and the commercial union of the German succeeded in due course in forming a company
states, but, the diet adjourning, his proposition with a capital of $750,000. The mine was suc-
was not discussed. Sh'ortly after the session List cessfully opened up under his direction, and
drew up a petition which was to serve as a pro- in addition a railway was built in connection
gramme for the parliamentary opposition, and with it from Tamaqua to Port Clinton, which
which was the cause of prosecution against him. landed the produce at the Schuylkill canal.
In February, 1821, hc was expelled from the diet The inauguration of this railway took place
on the motion of the ministry; suit was entered in the autumn of 1831. But already List, al-
l_gainst him and he was condemned to ten thougi_ he had so much to bind him to Amer-
months' hard labor for outraging and calumnia_- ica, where he had found 'wealth and considera-
ing the government, the courts and the adminis- tion, was longing to return to Europe and Ger-
tration of the kingdom. How different from the many. It must be said also that the revolution
treatment he received from the minister Wangen- of July, and the changes it seemed destined
lmiml List took refuge in France. Received to make throughout Europe, had something to
"with sympathy in Strasburg, he liked the town, do with his resolve. Be that as it may, he ob-
and there projected several literary works; among tained from President Jackson a migaion in con-
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_ection with the relations between the United King Leopold of Belgium and to Louis Philippe;
States and France, and the federal government he also met Dr. Kolb with whom he renewed his
_tt the same time nominated him to the United former connection and who opened to him the
_tates consulate at Hamburg. Arriving in Paris columns of the "Augsburg Gazette"; he received,
toward the end of 1830, he wrote in the Revue too, information of a prize offered by the academy
E_el_ddhlue on tile economic, commercial and of moral and political science, relative to tile re-
,political reforms, applicable to France; and in strictions on articles of commerce. List relates
tile Cor_titutionnel on the necessity of a new law that he became swale of the competition by pure
on the exercise of the right of public domain, chance only a fortnight before the date fixed for
He did not go to Germany. "Of his own ac- giving in the essays, but that he nevertheless de-

,cord," says M. Richelot. "List almost immedi- tided to commit to writing the main idea of his
ately resigned the tiamburg consulate on learn- system, and his composition was ranked third out
ing that the emoluments of the position were of twenty-seven given in.--(The question was
needed by the then occupant of the post." Be- put thus: "When a nation resolves upon free
_ides, his nomination quickly gave rise to a pro- trade or on a revision of tariff legislation, what
test, instigated as he thought by Wtirtemberg, facts must it consider, to reconcile most equitably
from the city of HanJburg, ,,_d it was not con- the interests of national producers and those of
firmed by the American senate. He returned tile mass of consumers?" List seems to insinuate

to the United States toward the end of October, that if he was only given tile third l)lace it was
1831, but the following year he again landed in because MM. Rossi, Blanqui, and the other judges
Europe, the possessor of a fortune which ten- of the competition were, with the exception of
tiered him independent, with the title, purely hi. Ch. Dupin, prejudiced against him by the
honorary, of consul at Leipzig, which put him principles they held. "There were,' he says,
out of the reach of fresh annoyance from the after mentioning those three names, "other
police of his native country. After spending a judges in this assembly, but were their treatises
year in Hamburg lie took up his residence in to be rummaged there would only be found ideas
Leipzig in 1838.- Scarcely had he settled in suited for female politicians, Parisian dandies,
Germany before he contributed both with pen and other mere dabblers, and lastly paraphrases
and purse to the publication of an encyclopmdia of Adam Smith's paraphrases: of original thought
of political and economic science ("Staats-Lexi- not a vestige, which was to be regretted." To
con"). He continued at the same time to popu- this M. Blanqui has made answer that at that tmle
larize his favorite idea of a network of German he was not a member of the .teademy. As to 111e

railways which he had ah'eady developed in let- section of political economy, the judge of the
ters sent by him to tile "Augsburg Gazette" in competition, it was composed, in addition to

1829, and which he urged with success in a Messrs. Rossi anti Ch. Dupin, of Alexander Del't-
pamphlet "On a system of Saxon railw'ly lines borde, Villerm6 and Pa.ssy, who had recently be(.n
a._ tile basis of a German system, and particularly elected in place of Prince Talh,yrand.)--It was
on tile establishment of a line between Leipzig this essay, a reproduction of the ideas contained
_and Dresden." This pamphlet, it is said, led to in tile Philadelphia letters and amplified in die
the formation of a cOral)any for the construction .irti(:les published in the "Quarterly Review"

of the last named line, to which he gave great and the "Aug.cbul_ Gazette," which became the
assistance as a director. Fie added fuel to the "National System of Political Economy." List
movement in favor of new routes of eommunica- worked there in the bosom of his family, who

tion by the railway journal which lie publisher1 had rejoined him in Paris, when one of his sons,
in 1835. His services, nevertheless, were but who had chosen to serve in Algeria, died of fe-
poorly recompensed; the citizens of Leipzig con- ver. Deeply affected by this loss, List turned
fined themselves to offering him for all his his steps again in the direction of Germany (sum-
trouble and expense a present of $1,500.-- Short- mer of 1840). On his return to Leipzig he con-
ly afterward he paid a visit to his own country, tributed greatly to tile adoption of the line taken

His fellow-countrymen received him with open by the railway from tIalle to Cassel, and oa that
arms, hut the government refused him the title of occasion the university of Jena conferred on him
citizen, and would only Jegard him as a foreigner the degree of do(.tor of laws.--He chose Augs-
having permission to reside in the country; and burg as his residence, and produced, in May,
this, too, after the bench of Friburg had de- 1841, his work which againdrew public attention
clared his former conviction null and void. This to his name and procured his rehabilitation, after

treatment chagrined him greatly. In addition an audience accorded him by the king of Wt_r-
to this mortification came the proscription of his temberg. The approaching tariff congress of

railway paper in the Austrian empire and the the zollverein for 1842 brought back the disens-
loss of the greater part of his fortune as the re- sion between free trade and protection in Ger-
suit of the financial crisis in the United States, many. Recovered from a fall in which he broke
-- To restore his health, which had suffered from his leg, List recommenced his propagandism.
overwork and from his troubles, he took a trip to He proposed to the publisher Cotta to found a
Paris in the spring of 1837. He had the oppor- special organ for economic questions in general

tunity, during this trip, of being presented to and the system of protection in particular. It
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was the Zollt_'reins-Blatt. in which till his death he dressed in the language of contemporary preju-
developed his idea.s with talent and energy.-- At dice the superannuated theory of a system of
the same time that lie was directing and in part commercial protection. List appears in four dis
writing this sheet, he made numerous journeys tinct characters: as a politician, as a promoter
which neither benefited his own treasury nor that of German railways, as a promoter of the zoll-
of the paper, lhe possession of which Cotta had verein, and as a theorist on protectionist tariffs
given up to him. This considelation had caused on the froa_tiers of the German states We
him to reflect on the means of giving a fresh ira- have nothing to do with him as a p,)litician,

petus to his publication, hilt it was in 1846 that and will confine ourselves to mentioning that
the league and free trade triumphed in England, he strove for constitutional guarantees, for mu-
and he could not resist the desire to see London nicipal freedom and decentralization at a time
on that occasion. He related thc impressions he now deemed remote. Wc must admire the ef-
received in the two houses of parliament the forts which List made to draw the attention of

night on which the abolition of the corn laws Europe in general, and of his feltow-countl_me,_
was voted by the house of lords. "Dr. Bowring in particular, to the importance of opening up
was my conductor, and said to me, 'Permit me new meansof communication. It would bc dilli

to introduce to you Mr. McGregor.' A well-bred cult to decide in regard to this whether he really
man with an intelligent look shook my hand. rendered such service as his partisans have

' btr. Cobden desires to make your acquaintance,' claimed for him. The supcriorlty of railroads was
another said to me; and a man still young, with so marked from tim first that they were built in
a pleasant face, stretched out his hand to me. the United Slates and then in England, and it is
' You have come here, then, to be converted.' probable tlmt the European eominent would also
'Yes,' answered I, 'and to ask absolution for my have taken this forward step even if List's voice
sins.' I remained thus a quarter of an hour had never been heard; for, no one owning the
bantering with my three great opponents. What ordinary roads, there could not be formed against
political life there is in this countryl Itere you the new means of communication any of those

can see history grow."-- List remained three coalitions of interests which keep prejudice alive
months in London. During his stay he wrote a and are a bar to progress. --_Ve shall not _l)" the
treatise on the advantages and conditions of an .same of the zollverein, to the formation of whicb
alliance between England and Germany. That his activity, his talent and his pen were more
was his last production. The insignificant effect positively necessary. We have nevertheless two
it had on English statesmen to whom he had ad- remarks to make, on this subject, with the view of
dre_cd it, discouraged him afresh. It must be appraising Li._t's efforts al their proper value.
said that if his reputation had fimreased, his for- We would remark, first, to those enthusiastic pl.-
tune had far from kept pace with it; that he had tectionist admirers of this father of the zollverein,

failed to obtain aa official position in Wtirtem- as they call him, that List confined himself to
berg; that the future of his family caused him asking for Germany the application of an eflica-
great uneasiness; and that he had felt deeply the cious measure carried out forty years before i_
indifference, the disappointmenls, the hostility Frauee, as tile result of the intelligent teaching
•n_d the humiliations his efforts had cxpo_d him of physiocrats; in the second place, that ln. wa-.

to. ttis nature was vigorous, but restless, p_ls- powerfully helpedin his undertaking by the ]nflu-
si_male, ardent and feverish, and the joys of sue- cnce of the political ideas of those German state_
tess and the disappointments of failure had ended which rightly or wrongly saw in a customs union
by sapping its vitality.-- On his return from En- a preliminary step toward their administrative a1_,l
gl_tnd in the _utumn of 1846. his family and national predominancc. -- Let us consider f_*r a
friends found him changed; his internal corn- moment List's claims. List, speakingof hisidea.-,
plaint had increased. In November his disease says in his preface: "This system, defective as tt
got worse. One morning he set out for blunich may still seem, does not rest in the lea_t on a
e_l _'o_tte to Italy, and some days "tfterward he v'tgue cosmopolitanism, but on the nature ,_f

was found dead in the ncighborhood of Kufstein thin_, on tile lessons of history and on nati,_nal
where he had stopped. Before leaving the hotel wantq." It will be observed that the founder-," of

he had wrtttcn to Dr. Kolb a despairing letter of political economy also took as their basis the na
farewell, which foreshadowed the approach of ture of things, historical lessons, and natmnal
dvalh, and by means of which he was identified, wants. The starting point then of the innovat.r
List seems to have committed suicide in a fit of is nothing new, and what has now to be ct_nsl_l
lemporary insanity, but the manner of death he ered is, whether he has better observed tlnm tilt.',

dmd has not been clearly ascertained --In read- the nature of things, or has better understoo,1 Ih,
i_g tile life of List interest is aroused in a life so lessons of history and the wants of nations. F_,r
active and a nature so full of courage and so well ourown part, there is no question about it. -- I,_,_
intel_titmed. But it must be regretted that one has said: "The loftiest association of indivi,hDl

so bright and intelligent should have gone astl-ay beings actually realized is that of the state, t_f the'

under the double influence of error and vanity, nation; the highest imaginable is that of the hu
so far as to believe himself the founder of a new man race. We know that an individual is much

and natural economic doctrine, when he only happier as one of a nation than in a condition of
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isolation, similarly all nations would be much tions." List starts manifestly with a subtlety:
more prosperous if united by a sense of right, by facility of exchange necessarily brings with it
perpetual peace, and by free trade. _ature little internatiotr_l peace; and it could not be admit-
by little is bringing nations to this supreme unison ted that the one is exclusively the cause, and

by inducing them, through its differet_ces of eli- the other exclu._ivcly the effect. On the other
mate, of soil and of productions, to barter with hand, admitting the truth of List's rule, it follows
each (*}her; through over-population and over- that free trade ought to be established between
abundance of capital and talents to emigrate or nations which arc at peace. -- The theory of na-
1o found colonies. International commerce+, in tionality whmh List is forced lo appeal to to cover
awakening activity and energy by the new wants the flaws in his logic, while proclaiming free tradt_
which it gives rise to, and by the interchange be- between the Gernmn states, is a pcrfect snare;
twcen nations of ideas, discoveries aud appliances, for it is a question incapable of solution to decide
is otto of the most powerful aids to a nalion's what isa German stale. In the last analysis List
c_vilization and prosperity. But as yet the union wished to limit German nationality by the line of
of nalinns through commerce is very imperfect, custom houses; but to begin with, where shall
for it is broken, or at least impcriled by wars and this line stop? That, neither he nor any one else
the. egotistical measures of this nation or of that. can tell. In the second place, this means of " ha-
By war, a nation mtiy he 4_,prived of its inde- tionalification," to coin a word, is only legitimate
pendenee, its possessions, its liberty, its constilu- when it increases the wealth of the nation. Then
tion, its laws, its characteristics, in fine, of the comes the question, is frec trade or protection the
measure of cultivation and welt-being which it best for inerea_ing a natmu's wealth? a question
has already attained; it may even be enslaved, which is the subject of _evcral articles in this
By egotistical acts on the part of foreign nations work. List in this matter finds himself in a
it may be impeded and retarded in its ec(m<mdc seri(_us dilen_ina, so completely is the thesis he
d(.vclopment. It is with communesandprovmces undertakes to support at variance with that
as it is with individuals. It would be folly to which lie made uqe _)f to defend the formation of
maintain that commercial union is less advanta- the zollveiein and the supp}e_ion of i_ternal
geous than provincial duties to the United Slates, duties, aml _ hich causes him to tile as an exam-
or the departments of France, aml to the states of ple of benefiei.'d f_.dcl'ation the union of Ireland
the Ge]Tnanie confederation. The united king. with Enzlamt aml Scotland, while, the fanatics
doms of Great Britain and Ireland afford a bril- of tim exclusive system attribute to that unioa
liant and elecisive exampleof the immense results the distress of h'(,land, whie+h in reality arises
of free trade between associated peoples. It re- from quite different causes, well understood at
mains but to picture a si,nilar union between thc present day.--In ad(lition to the SUl)poscd

all the peoples of the earth, and the livcliest difference between liberal economy, which he
imagination would fail to grasp the amount of calls cosmopolitan, and his system which he calls
well-being and comfort it would bring to man- pt,litical cctnmmy, Li_t bulieves himself to have
kind."--Li._t admits tht+n, a,_d it is this portion made anotlier great dL-eow.ry, that of the the<)ry
which protectionists who study his writings are of exchangeable values and productive forces.
compelled to pass by in silence, that the system By exchangeab]c values he means pro(h_cts,
of free trade, which he called that of the school, wealth; by p_,)ductive forces, the causes of
is based on a correct idea, an idea which science wealth, the means of labor, indu.-try, lie is

must admit and work out, that it may fulfill its pleased to say th'tt eeonomi.,t.- had confoundcd till
vocation, which is that of clearing the way for these before his day, and on this account to re-
its practical appllcation; and an idea which prac+ preach the econ<)lnic school; hc reproache.- it, for
lice can not ignore without going astray. List, instance, with having limited it._ researches to
however, finds two faults wilh the partisans of material wealth, and with having faih,d to appre-
free trade: fil.'st, with not takil_g into account na- ciate the importance to a mitten of means o[ im
}tonalities, their interests and the conditions pc- proving the ph.v_ieal and intellectual in-truments
culiar to them; and secondly, with wishing to of its labor. It is very evident that if List had
conciliate nations with the chimera of unive].'sal b(,en a prolessor of political economy for more
union and peace; and it is here that through than the one ye_u', .rod if he had ('onsequentl 5 h_d
sophism and confusion he has missed his proper an Opl)orlunity of learning something of it, he
logical conclusion, and poses as the discoverer of would have sceu that his invention was no inveu-
a system which rests on but frail fonnd.ltions, tion at all. -- IIcalsu lnak(,_ pretensions to having

Thus, he accuses "the sehout"of confounding ha(l new ideas on the division of lal)or, ideas
cause and effect, of presupposing the existence of which had escaped the noliec of Adam Smith,
the association of international peace, and thus of and this is the conclusion to which he comes:
concluding in favor of free trade. "Peace exists," "I_tcrnational divNion of labor, a_ well as na-

he says, "between provinces an(1 slates already tional, depends greatly on climate and nature.
associated, and from this association comes their A]I (,ountrics are _mt suited lbr the production of

commercial union. If, on the contrmT, associat, tea as China is, of spices as Java, of cotton as
ed states begin with a commercial union, free Louisiana, of wheat, wool, fruits and manufaet-
trade would give birth to the enslavement of na- urcs as are the countries of the temperate zone.
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A nation would be devoid of reason to wish to U_ary to revolution, and as the past is to the
obtain by a national division of labor, or by in- present. There are peoples among whom this
digenous l_roduction, articles for the production action of literature appears from the very begin-
of which it is unsuited by nature, and which in- ning of their history and continues ever incl_asing;
ternational division of labor or foreign commerce there are others, however, among whom it did
can procure for it, of better quality and at a low not appear until very late, and when the greater
price; but it would betray a want of culture or of part of their history was already passed. Finally,
activity if it did not use all the means at its dis- as a last difficulty, the illustrious men who im
posal to satisfy its own wants, and to procure by personate this action of literature are nothing
a surplus of production what nature has refu"_d more than the runners of whom Lucretius speaks,
to its own soil." Truly this is new indeed!-- who pass the torch of life from hand to hand,
The idea of nationality, the theory of productive consequently when, in order to simplify the ques-
forces, and that of division of labor, are the bases tion, we wish to consider a given period, we very
of the hook. It seems then to us that we have soon perceive that each one of these illustrious
said sufficient to expose the absurdity of Dr. men has ancestors, and that theinfluence of liters-
List's pretensions to be the founder of s new and turc in such or such a century can not be ex-
national system of political economy. His so- plained without recourse to preceding centuries.
called theory is only an ill-compounded amalgam Thus we find ourselves confronted by a series of
of protectionist ideas on the subjects of politics successive relations, which leads us from one
and economy; and he is not absolutely faithful to effect to another up to a first cause of unknown
it himself, for he declares positively that free date and name, which is simply the first man that
trade is the polar star which should guide nations, thought. We are therefore compelied to confine
for it counsels the freedom from taxation of the ourselves to certain important generalities. _ This
natural products of the soil and of raw materials; influence of literature has always existed, but it
while with regard to manufactured articles, it was not until almost our own time that it became
advocates the gradual extension of the zollverein, all-powerfuL Literature did not begin to be a real
that is to say, the widening of the circle of liber- agent distinct from tim other great moral agents
ty. It is then .only by adopting numerous pre- of humanity until the discovery of the art of
cautious and reservations that the prohibitory and printing; and the sixteenth century, which is so
protectionist school can make u_e of the so-called near our own time, is the heroic age of this new
national system of political economy, and, all agent. Until then, with somestrikingexceptions,
things considered, Dr. List is rather an adversary literature had always preserved tile imprint of its
than a partisan of protection, as it is understood origin. In tile old priestly and warlike civiliza_
in our time. JOSEPH GA.RNIER. tions literature had been, we might say, eve]')'.

thing; but if it was everything it was also nothing.
LITERATURE. It is very easy to understand It was the hymn which the priests taught the mul-

that hterature must have exercised a powerful titude, the song of war or triumph which cole.
influence over the course of historical events,-but, brated the glory of battle, the prophetic canticle.
on the other hand, it is very difficult to explain in which revealed to man the secret of his destiny
a few pages tl_e nature and extent of this influ, and of the destinies of his race; but the enthu-
ence. Such a question, if put in a general way, siasm, the fervor and the courage whichit inspired
carries with it its own answer. Every one will were not its own. It was not it that spoke, it

reply in the affirmative by the force of natural was religion, party feeling, warlike ardor; in a
instinct alone, which comprehends at a glance all word, all the great moral agents that have served
evident truths, and hesitates only before doubtful as guides for mankind and with which it was
truths or the subtleties of the spirit of system, confounded. It was the voice and the word of

No argument is needed to perceive at a glance divine power, but thiswordwas intimately united
that the works of human genius must have exer- to this power, and was not incarnated in a dis-

cised an influence over the acts of tile human tinct personality in such a manner that wemay
race. But how shall we explain and summarize say of literature, as we say of the mystery of the
the history of this influence? Such a subject Christian Word, that it was from the beginning

would require, not an article, but an entire treatise, of the world, but was not revealed to men until
for the forms of this influence have varied ira- an appointed hour. -- In classical antiquity, that

mensely according to nations, civilizations and is, in Greece and Rome, the mystery was accom-
centuries. Besides, this word literature is a plished, the word became flesh and assumed a

synthetic, generic word, which represents, not one distinct personality. Literature, liberated from
single product of human intelligence, but a host its divine cradle, begins a profane life outside the
of very different and opposite products. The sanctuary; the sage is distinct from the priest, the
influence exerted by one kind of literature is poet is distinct from the prophet, the historian is
entirely different from that exerted by another, distinct from the man of war and action. As
and to confine ourselves to the most general centuries advance, this individuality becomes all

divisions of literary works that may be given, it the more positive and pronounced. In Greece
is clear that the action of prose is as diametrically the literature of the great epoch is limited to the
contrary to that of poetry, as preservation is con- heroic inspiration of the poems of Homer, and
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still retains in its liberty something of the sacer- this juxtaposition, nearly always inconceivable
dotal and the sacred; but in Rome this charac- and somctim_ contrary to the nature of all past
ter disappears entirely, and we find nothing of it forms, from those of the rudest civilization to

except in the memory of lost works belonging to those of the mo._t refined society. It is not the
the semi-fabulous epochs. There the poet, the elements of which the middle ages were composed
historian and the sage are as completely free from that are new, but the union of these elements.

all sacerdotal influence as they are in our modern Literature possessed simultaneously during this
civilization. They arc mere individuals depend- p(,riod the two characteristics which it had pos-
ent on themselves alone, upon their own con- I sessed successively in ancient times.--In the
sciences, who in virtue of this inspiration and of fiftt,enth century, literature recovered its true
this conscience, assume the right to judge the form, and was enabled to renew the glorious his-
actions of their contemporaries, and to insist tory it had already had in Greece and in ancient
upon their decisions to the best of their ability. Italy. But how powerful soever the move-
Here we find the modern man of letters; ]itcra- ment of the renaissance, it is doubtful whether it

ture has now put on the form which it is to wear would have been sufficient to give to literature
henceforth. It was in Rome and not in Greece the decisive influence which it has acquired in
that litcrature assumed the final character, in modern times, if the chance of an unforeseen dis-
which we recognize it to-day, and in which men covcry had not come to the aid of the human
will continue to recognize it to the end of time, mind. It is more than likely, in fact, that, with-

It was in Rome alone that it donned its profane out printing, the movement of the renaissance
_ay garb, and, of its own authority, constituted would have rcsultcd only in a repetition of the
itself sovereign and judge. -- Under this two-fold literary history of Greece and Rome. The influ-
title literature has rendered very great serwces to cnce of literature would as formerly have been
humanity, and even to-day we, the latest born, felt only by individuals; it would have made the
live in part upon its benefits. Its influence, how- same slow progres.s as during former centuries.
ever, was much more intellectual than political. Printing gave it wings. By its mcansthe light of
It exercised its powe_ over individuals rather the renaissance was communicated from the peo-

_¢han over the geueral order of thing.-; characters ple who were the natural heil_ of Greece and
and minds owed it much, but facts owed it little. Rome to the people of the rest of Europe who

On the other hand, this action, altlmugh so very were still semi-barbarians, by its means the re-
limited, exerted over individuals an empire formation was rendered possible, by its means

which it has never entirely regained. Literature the reign of spokeT_ language and oral tradition
_tfterward made its way among the masses, but it was destroyed. By placing before men's eyes
ncver succeeded in exercising the same influence the documents of their religious history, it in-
over each individual. The opinion which came augurated the reign of individual religion, and
to a man through it impressed and imposed itself made each man judge and critic of his faith.
upon his entire being, while now-a-days our opin- Until then, man had been taught directly by man,
ions can very easily be distinct from our persons, oral instruction had been supreme; printing ren-
In ancient times, every stoic was a stoic, every dered this direct material communication of man

,epicurean an epicurean, evcry peripatetic a peripa- to man useless, and destroyed the power which
Cetic, mind and morals, heart and soul; his crced was necessarily dependent upon spoken thought.

was shown in hismanner of eating and of saluting Mute signs, which can bc multiplied indefinitely,
a friend, in hismanner of understanding and sup- henceforth made the thought of each individual

portiuglife, in his manner of enjoying its bene- the common property of all men. Then the
fits and of contending against its ills. -- A new complexion of everything was changed. Educa-
moral force, the greatest which the world had tion was no longer at the mercy of chance or
,ever known, Christianity, undertook to exert favor; any one who desired could obtain it. It is
over the masscs the beneficent influence which no longer nccessary to undertake long journeys
ancient literature had been powerless to make to listen to the words of some renowned mas-

them feel. Then began the period of the middle ter; his words, stripped of their material cloth-
ages, during which literature recommenced its lug, come in search of us. Hitherto man had
entire history, or, to speak more correctly, contin- butone master, aml was in consequence obliged
ued it by recommencing it, for no matter what to believe in him blimlly; henceforth he is to have
may be said to the contrary, there was not during a gn'cat number, whom he may compare one with
this entire period any break in the continuous another, and be free to choose between them.
@rogress of the human mind. Literature lived At the same time that it gives to thought the rap-

over again during this epoch the two existences idity of lightning, printing creates equality and
of its past history, not successively, but simulta- emulation in the kingdom of mind. It makes
neously. It was sacerdotal and warlike, and at the disciple equal to his master by the faculty
the same time lay and profane. It mingled with which it gives man of choosing and Judging be.
religion and the distinction of castes, while pre- tween those who offer to teach him; it creates
serving its individuality. The peculiarity of the emulation among wise and learned men by
middle ages, and what constitutes its originality obliging them to solicit the favor of the public in
in our eyes and gives its poetic form, is precisely order to be heard. Parliamentary rule is thus
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inaugurated in the dominion of thought, ideas may say that modern civilization, taken in itsen-
are accepted or rejected by a sort of universal tirety, is the offspring of literature, for liters-

suffrage, and the kingdom of letters which, pre- ture was the principal cause of the three great
vious to the discovery of the art of printing, was events which transformed the whole face of
a veritable monarchy, may now justly bear the European society: the renaissance, the reforms-
name of a republic --It is a republic in every tion, and the French revolution. Of these three
sense, for, since the ren'_issance, literature has dc- events, two are the legitimate and immediate off-
vended onlyon itself, and hasrid itself of all the spring of literature, the renaissance and the
influences that weighed it down It has atlength French revolution. The third, the reformation,
obtained the glorious personality which wc have had another parentage, and was only the adopted
seen it so energetically and so gloriously striving child of literature, but we may say that, without
for in Greece and Rome. The lnau of genius is this adoption, the child could never have lived.
no longer obliged to shelter himself behind any Besides these three great facts, I see but one other,
other authority than that of his conscience; lie though it is quite an important one, it is true, aml

need no longer style himself the envoy of God, runs through the entire political history of the
or justify his inspiralion l)y claiming for it a l:)._t three centuries: it is the substitution of the
heavenly origin; he asserts as a natural law that monarchical for the feudal form of government.
he possesses a power over his fellow-men, which Thisgreat fact, whose origin dates much farther
no one can prevent him from exercising. No back than the sixteenth century, is not, it is true,

man who has anything to say has any further the offspring of literature, but literature, how-
need of investiture in order to speak; lie necd ever, aided it with all its power, and was its most
consult no coun_t, lors but his conscience and his faithfulally. The most zealous partisans of mon-
heart. Public opinion is become a sort of throne archy, the wisest counselors of royalty, are to be

c,mstantly offered to the usurpation of human found among the men most intimately connected
genius. But three ceatnries have elapsed since with the renaissance. Thus, even facts, which
this grand movement began, and it has witldn do not result directly from the influence of litera-
this short space of time remodeled everything-- ture, still owe their destiny and fortune in part to
manners, government, laws, the sciences, inter, this influence, and consequently we may say that
ests. It hasput man in possession of himself by the political history of modern times is merely
revealing to him the true idea of humanity; it their literary history transformed "rod enlarged.
has reduced government to merely the first E_tLL_ MONTEGUT.

of social functions; it has changed the nature of
laws, and from decrees imposed by a mystic au- LOBBY--1iterally, a covered passage or wait-
thority has made them obligations voluntarily as- tag-room--is in politics applied to the passages,

seated t,,.--Thc culminating period of this grand or ante-rooms, surrounding a hall of legislation.
movement wad, as is well known, the eighteenth Hence, by metonymy, the word has cnam t()
century. It was then that, for the first time iu mean the men who frequent such places to iuflu
all the states of Eurol)e, simple imtividuals were ence legislatures or their members in the intel-
seen setting them.-c.l_'es up as censors of estab- est of certain measures. This application of the
lishedl.Lws-md in,,titutions, and prescntil)gthcm- word lt)bby is alnm._t wholly American. The
selves to the people as the true represent:_tivcs of word itself is ancient, and defined in Bultokar's
moral authority, justice anti reason. Theaston- "Eng. Expositor," 1616, as "a gallery." ]n
ishing feature in this, and what at the same time Enghmd, the lobby of the house of commons i,
serves toshow the progrt.ssmade since the renais- the passage immediately outside the hall, int,)
sauce, is, that these prct(_n_ions did not shock or which tim members retire on either side of the;

astonish any one. It seemed perfectly natural house to vote on a division. The ayes go oat
that Voltaire, Moutesquieu and ]_x)usseau should first, being counted as they pass into the lobby,
argue against the official representatives of the but no record of individual votes is kept, as is the'
church and the state. Princes listened with do- practiceiuAmerican legislatures. In a speech by
cility to the teachings of philosophers, and iu Col. Titus on the exclusion hill in parliament,
order to satisfy their wishes, themselves under- J_m. 7, 1681, lie said, "to trust expedients with
took to overturu the ancient institutions of their such a king on the throne would be just as wise

states. In Spail_, Portugal, Tuscany, Naples, as if there were a lion in the lobby, and w('

France and Austria, statesmen an.4 princes gov- should vote to let him in and chain him, instead
erned in acc,)rdance with the principles which of fastening the door to keep him out." This is

had lately come into favor, with the opinions of paraphrased by Bramston in the oft-quoted lines:

philosol)hers , and Jn such a manner as gained "But Titus said, with his uncommon sense,
for them the applause and congratulations of When the exclusion billwas in suspense:
these new kings, whose mere ministers and '[hearalionlnthelobbyroar:
agents they were for more than fifty years. The Say, Mr. Speaker, _haUwe shut the door

end of this great hterary slid philosophic move- And keep him there, or shall we tel; him i n,To try if we can turn him out again._' "
merit is well known ; the event wbich was its final

result is known by the memorable and terrible --British political history is sufficiently full of ex-

hume of the Frenchrevolution. --To sum up, we amples of lobby influence. In Qucen Elizabeth's
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time a speaker of the house of commons, Sir John phlet form, by newspaper communications ancK
Trevor, was bribed by rich merchants to exert his leading articles, by personal introductions from
infuence in parliament in behalf of certain favors or through men of supposed influence, by dinners,
to the municipality of London. It was Sir Robert receptions and other entertainments, by the arts
Walpole who originated the axiom, "Every man of social life, and the charms of feminine attrac-
has his price." In the memorable railwayexcitc- tion, the public man is beset to look favorably
meat in England, thirty years ago, tile railway upon the measure which interested partics seek
lobby, by their combinations and cunningemploy- to have enacted. It continually lmppen_ that new
men( of the tide of public opinion, wiehtcd a measures or modifications of old ones are agitated

formidable power in paxliamcnt. Railway direct- in which vast pecuniary interests are involved.
ors openly boasted of the number of votes they The power of the law, which when faithfully
could command in the house of commons. 0ppo- administered is supreme, may make or unmake
sition lines were gotten up mainly to be bought the fortunes of innumerable corl)oration,, bust-
off. Many instances are recorded of railway bills ness firms or individuals. Changes in the tariff

costing from £80,000 to £450,000 to get passed, duties, in the internal revenue taxes, in the
]t was these and other scandals which led to the banking system, in the mining statutes, in the
adoption of the present stringent rule of the housc land laws, in the extension of patents, in the in-
of commons, which provides that every private ercase of pensions, in the regul'ttion of mail con-
bill or petition must be in charge of some known tracts, in the currency of the country, or proposed
'md recognized parliamentary agent. :No person appropriations for steamship subsidies, for rail-
is allowed to act as a parliamentary agent without way legislation, for war dam_ge_, and for expert-
subscribing an obligation to observe and obey the meats in multi(rotes of oth(_r field_ of legi._lation
rules and orders of the house of commons, lie equally or more imporlanl, come before congress.
must give a b_)nd in the sum of £500, and be It is inevitable tlmt each (:la_._ of interests liable
registered, besides having a certificate of his to be affected should seek its own ad_'antage in
resl)cct_lbility from a member of parliament or the result. When this is done legitimately, by
mcml_cr of the bar. Any parliamcntaryagent who presentation and proc)f of f;_cts, by testimony, by
mi.,condu(:ts himself in prosecuting any claim or arguments, by printed or personal al)l)e:d_ to tim

l)roceeding before pal'liament is suspended or reason and sense of justice of mcmber¢, there can
prohibited by the speaker flora practicing, h'o bc no objection to it. Wh,lt the legislator mo.-t
written or printed statemcnt is permitted to be needs is light ul)on every suhject that can come
circulated in the house of commems without the before him; and whatever contributes to his

name of a parliamentary agent attached, who will knowledgc of the numerc)us and complicated sub-
hold himself responsible for its accuracy.--While jccts with which he has to deal, and of which he
there is no reason to doubt that what is knowu must often be p_'()foundly ignorant, is of value.

as the lobby has existed in one or another form in The only danger to the legislat¢)r lies in hearing
the legislative history of all free governments, it only ex parte cvidcn('c, or in giving credence to
is certain that the organization and the power of the too zealous representations of intet'estcd par-
this indefinite influence in political life has of(ca ties, while neglecting to inf,u'm himself of Ihe
been grossly exaggerated. In times of partisan facts upon the other side. _ It may be said that
excitement, when the advocates and opponents of there are two well.defined cla_cs of lobbyists.

auymeasure before the legislative bodyare full of The frst consists of that great, sl.lfish, unor-
zeal, wild stories are spread abroad through the ganized, greedy and ral)acious claes, known as
press, connecting the names of public men with "strikers," who are evcr rcady to triode upon
allegations of bribel T and corruption. Thesc the necessities of claimants, or the f(.ars and
stories are in the majority of cases utterly an- hopes of the ignorant, to bartcr a pretended
founded, and yet are as industriously circulated, colltrol of votes for money, and to charge 8.
to meet a real or fancied public appetite for high price for influence which they do not pos-
scandal, as if there were no law of libel in exist- seas. These men are the harpies and vultures of

once. Probably there is no public man of any politics, whose frauds and impudent pretensions

notoriety in our political history who has not at have often needlessly involved, not only the legis-
some time been charged with acting or voting lative body, but all who have sought to be heard

under tl,e influence of theloblw.--What is known before it, in public opprobrium. Men capable of
as lobbying by no means implies in all cases the bribing others are always ready themselves to be
use of money to affect legislation. This corrup- bribed. The genuine political strikcr will take
tion is frequently wholly absent in cases whcre anybody's money, whether it is earned or not.
thc lobby is most industrious, numerous, persist- If the mattcr which he professes to be able to
cut and successful. A measure which it is desired car_'y fldls, as it generally does, he hides his own

to pa_ intolaw, for the benefit of certain interests malfeasance under the cry of corruption, raised

representcd, may be urged upon members of the against other men who have defeated him. Pro-
legislative body in every form of influence except tending to deal in the votes of members to whom
the pecuniary one. By casual interviews, by ill- he is not even known, hc lures on the ignorant or
formal conversation, by formal presentation of unwary seeker after "influence," till he has

facts and arguments, by pt_nted al)peals in paln- gobbled his profit, sometimes doing a large a_a4
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lucrative business on fictitious capital, while his the office-seeking lobbyists at Washington it may
real stock in trade consists onTy in unfaltering be said that their name is legion. There are even
impudence and a colossal power of lying. --The artist lobbyists, bent upon wheedling congress in-

<)ther class of lobbyists arc of quite another order, to buying bad paintings and worse sculptures, and
They pride themselves upon being men of honor, too frequently with success. At times in our

superior to the petty arts, chicaneries and false- history there has been a British lobby, with the
hoods employed by other men. Their endeavors most genteel accompaniments, devoted to watch.
to influence legislation are open and above-board, ing legislation affecting the grc'_t importittg and
They seek to organize a public opinion favorable shipping interests. We have even had a French
to their measures, by the industrious collection lobby, more than once, since 3I. Genet undertook
and publication of facts, the dislributiou of d-c- to influence American opinion against the neu-
uments, and tile taking of testimony before com- trality policy of Washington in 1793. Tin.re
mittees. Their eminent respectability secures for was what was called a Danish lobby in 186"_,

Chem the acquaintance and often the familiar con- having as an objective point Mr. 8eward's treaty
fidence of legislators. Reputable men in every for the purchase of Denmark's West Indies: but

•department of life frequently endeavor to influ- no money was used, save for writing and print-
_znce legislation, even in matters in which they ing, as all concerned had the sense to perceive
have no pecuniary interest whatever. That such that money must fail to secure the enactment of
men should be called "lobbyists," or that their any measure distasteful to congress or unpopular
presentation of facts and arguments to members with the people. A little farther back, enormous
_f the legislative body should be stigmatized as stories were told of a Russian lobby; how that
lobbying, in an invidious sense, would be palpa- only $5,000,000 out of the $7,2D0,000 paid for the
bly unjust. Equally unjust wouhl it be to charge purchase of Alaska ever reached Ru_ia. The
a wimle legislature with corruption, because indi- facts were, that not a dollar was paid to a con-
viduals have been bribed, or because (as is more gressman, but $27,000 was invested in skillful at-

frequent) a herd of importunate suitors dog their torneys, and $3,000 paid to one Washington news-
footsteps in their daily walks, to promote selfish paper, while the $2,170,000 was expended by the

and private interests. -- :Much has been said and Russian mi,_ister, under instructions from his
written concerning tbe Washington lobby, and governalent, in munitions of war and machinery.
the existence of a powerful organized bcnly has In the case of President Johnson's trial by ira-
been assumed as successfully endeavoring to con- peachment, in 1868, there was an extensive lobby
trol our national legislation. Numerous as are operating back and forth between Washingtoa
tile men whose casual employment may justify and New York, and early knowledge of the un-

the application to them of the term lobbyist, the expected acquittal was traded upon by men out-
power and influence of the congressional lobby side of congress, but the managers found no evi-

has been greatly overrated. Congress is not a denec whatever that anysenator received money
body of venal reprobates ready to bc corrupted, for his vote. During the Kansas excitement, ia
.but a body fairly representing the average intelli- Buchanan's administration, there were two pow-
gencc and morality of the people. Bad legisla- erful lobbies which strnck hands to put two dis-
tion, of which we have more than enough, is the tasteful measures through congress: the :Lccomp-

fruit of ignorance, not of corruption. It is a ton constitution bill (an administration measure),
.notable fact that no lobby scheme can be success- and tho Chaffee India-rubber extension patent,
ful unless supported by a strong outside public which kept a band of lobbyists in pay at Wash-
sentiment. The press has wtstly more power ington for two years. Both measures lath'd,

than the lobby, and when controlled in the inter- though more than $100,000 was spent, and the tvs-
•est of designing men, it is fat" more to be feared, timony before the Covode committee of investi-
Yet lobbying in the interest of private schemes of gation failed to show corruption in a single mere-
gain has always existed, and will _dways exist, ber of congress. In the case of the Pacific marl
while human nature remains what it is. There steamship subsidy lobby, in 1872, more than

is no such thing as one organized lobby, but $800,000 was expended, of which $300,000 went
every session of congress witnesses many sepa- to an ex-congressman, and rcmaiued e,ttirely urn-
rate and unorganized attempts to influence legis- accounted for, and the remainder was divided
lation, sometimes by individuals, sometimes by among lobbyists, journalists and obscure em-
associated action. Thus, we have the lobbyist ploy_s for supposed influence in the house or

with private claims in charge, whether his own senate. The subsidy, which was passed, was for
or those of other men. We have pension lobby, the annual sum of $500,000, but the grant was

ists, tariff lobbyists, steamship subsidy lobbyists, repealed two years later, and the ways and means
railroad lobbyists, Indian ring lobbyists, patent committee reported, on investigation, that no

lobbyists, river and harbor lobbyists, mining money was found to have been paid to any mem-
Jobbyists, bank lobbyists, mail contract lobbyists, ber of congress. In the Credit Mobilier scandal

war-damages lobbyists, back-pay and bounty of 1868 there was no lobby, but a member of
lobbyists, isthmus canal lobbyists, public build, congress sold to a few fellow-members the stock

ing lobbyists, state claims lobbyists, cottoa tax of a railway construction company paying large
Jobbyists, and French spoliations lobbyists. Of dividends, on the plea that he "wanted to place
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the stock where it would do the most good," member, and permanent disqualification to hold
meaning to the Union Pacific railroad, a bene- any office of honor, trust or profit under the
ficiary of congress, in which he was himself United States. The true remedy, however, and

largely interested. Resolutions of censure were the only safeguard against the corruptions of tile
adopted by the house in this case. -- The earliest lobby, is to elect to congress none but tried and
instance of lobbying in tlle history of congress approved citizens, who have shown themselves
was the case of Robert Randall, in 1795, who worthy of the confidence of tile l)ublic. (See
combined with Whitney and others to procure LEGISLATION.) A.R. SPOFFORD.
from congress a grant of western lauds to the
amount of twenty million acres, for a merely LOCAL TAXATION. (See TAXATION, NA-
nominal sum. Four representatives were ap- TI'ONAL A),'D LOCAL.)

preached and offered shares in the ring if they
would favor the scheme. One member was LOC0-FOCO (in U. S. HISTORY), the radicaJ
offered money in band. Randall claimed to have faction, 183'5--7, of the democratic party, properly
secured thirty or forty members of the house of New York, though the name was afterward
and a majority of the senate, but subsequently made national.-- The early system of bank char-
admitted the utter falsity of this pretension. Be- tel_ ill New York, without any general law, but
fore the bill was offered he was expend, through by special legislation for each case, gave wide
the members whom he had approached, arrested room for favoritism, partisanship and open fraud.

by order of the house, reprimanded by the In 1798-1800 there were but three banks in the
speaker, and discharged after two weeks impris- state, at Albany, Iludsou and New York city.
onment. _The case of John Anderson, in 1818, and the latter was [_ntirely controlled by tbe fed-

was an offer of $500 to the chairman of the com- emlists, who, it was alleged, refused to accommo-
mittee on claims, "for extra trouble in making a (late their political opponents. Burr contrived to

report." The offer was in writing, and was im- secure from the legislature in 1799 an act "for

mediately laid before the house by the member, supplying the city of New York with pure and
with a motion for the arrest of the culprit, who wholesome water," one clause of which author-

was imprisoned and publicly reprimanded at the ized the company to employ its surplus capital
bar of the house. The cases of O. B. Matteson "in any way not inconsistent with the laws and

and W. A. Gilbert, congressmen from New York constitution of the United States, or of the state
in 1857, were instances of corrupt lobbying on a of New York." Under this innocent provision a
large scale. The report of a committee of the democratic bank was afterward established. As
house, by Hem T Winter Davis, chairman, de- soon as the democrats gained control of the state,
clared Gilbert to have cast his vote on the Iowa in 1800-1, they, in their turn, chartered party
land bill for a corrupt consideration, consisting banks; and open corruption in the grant of char-
of seven square miles of land and some stock ters went so far that in 1812 the governor pro-
given to him. It also charged him with agree- rogued the legislature from March 27 until May
ment to procure the passage of a resolution for 21, in order to prevent the open purchase of the
l)urchase by congress of certain books, on condi- charter of the bank of America from the legisla-
tion that he should receive a certain sum out of ture. In 1821 the new constitution of the state

the appropriation. Mattesonwas proven to have required a two-thirds vote of both houses to

incited parties interested in the Des Moines land charter a moneyed institution; but this, by in-
grant to use a large sum of money and interest creasing the amount of purchase necea_aD', made
in raih'oad stock corruptly, to procure thepassage the grant of new charters in 1825 still more
of the grant through the house. After long and scandalous. All tile difficulty was due to the
acrimonious debate, during which J. W. Simon- vicious principle of incorporating companies by
ton, a journalist, was imprisoned for refusing to special legislation.-- In 1834-5, when it had be-
disclose the names of corruptible members, re.so- come apparent that the bank of the United States
lutions to expel both Matteson and Gilbert were would not be rechartered (scc BA_'K CONT_OVER-
reported and would have passed, but both mem- srEs, III.), a mania for new banks in New York

I)ers forestalled the vote by resigning their seats, revived the former scandals; and the opposition
--There is no lack of legal penalties to deter which should have been confined Io the system of
lobbyists from making corrupt approaches to incorporation was at first extended to the corpo-
members of congress. By section 5450 of the re- rations themselves. Through the summer of
vised statutes, every person who promises, gives, 1835 an organization was effected of democrats

or procures to be offered, any money or value to in New York city npp,)sed to the banks: their
any member with intent to infl[lence his vote or original demand was that no special privileges
decision on any matter pending in congress, shall should be given by charter to any corporation,
be punished by fine, and imprisonment not ex- and they assumed the name of the "equal rights
ceeding three years. The same penalties are pro- party." October 29, 1835, at a meeting called at
vided for any member of congress who asks or Tammany hall to act on the report of their nom.
receives any valuable consideration to influence inuring committee, the regular or Tammany dem-

his vote or decision on any matter of legislation; ocrats attempted to seize control of it, entering
to which is added forfeiture of his office as a by the back stairs as the equal fights men came
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,up the front. Both parties tumultuously elected focos by both the regular democrats and the
•chairmen; but the Tammany men, finding their whigs. (See B._K CONTROVERSIES; LNDEPEND.

opponents too strong for them, turned out the E..'_T TRHAP, URY; VAN BUREN, MARTIAN; DE_tO-
gas and retired. The equal rights men instantly CRATIC PARTY, IV.)--See 2 Hammond's Political
,produced candles and "loco-foco" matches, re- History of New York, 489; Byrdsell's History of
_lighted the hall temporarily, and concluded their the Loco-Foco, or Equal Rights, Party; 2 yon
work. From this cireumstance the whig and Holst's Un/ted F,/ata_, 396; Jenkins' Gave1'_wrs of
.the regular democratic newspapers invented the New York, 591; 2 States, nan's Ma_ual (edit. 1849),
nickname of the loco-foco party, which clung to 1058 (the anti-bank portion of Van Buren's mes
¢l_e new faction, and afterward to the whole dem- sage). ALEX._NDER JOHNSTON.
ocratic party, for some ten years. -- In January,
1836, the loco-foco count)- convention adopted a LOG ROLLING. (Set PARLIAMENTARY LAW.)
platform, or "declaration of rights"; it declared
that the rightful scope of legislation was only to LOOSE CONSTRUCTION. (See CO_SVliUC-
declare and enforce the natural rights of individ- TION.)

'uals, that no legislature had the right to exempt
.corporations, by charter, from trial by jury or LOTTERY is a game of chance whose origin
from the operation of any law, or to grant them dates back to the time of ancient Rome. Con-
special privilege; that charters were subject to trived first as a means of amusement for the peo-
repeal; and that paper money in any form was a ple, it was gradually introduced into their cus-

"vicious circulating medium. The party was toms, then into their laws; individuals used it
-steadily beaten in city elections, but its vote in- as a means of speculation, governments as a
,creased so far that in September, 1836, it hehl a fiscal resource; and lotteries figureeveu to-day in
state convention at Utica, and nominated candi- the budget of a great many states. -- The lotto-
dates for governor and lieutenant governor, ries organized under the Roman emperors after
The_ were also defeated, but the party's vote the manner of those which date from the satur-
showed no signs of n falling off, and in Septem- nalia, belong to the system of largesses and
ber, 182,7, another convention was held at Utica. amusements by which Augustus and his succes-
This body framed and proposed for general dis- sors controlled the people of Rome. They were
•cussion a new constitution for the state, one of the complement of the representations of the cir-
whose features was an elective judiciary.-- Presi- cus, and constituted one of the expenses to be paid
dent Van Buren's message, Sept. 4, 1837, at tbe from the public treasury. From Rome the use

-opening of the "panic session," brought the loco- of lotteries extended to the cities of Italy and
foco element back to its original party, for, as into distant colonies. The eagernc_ with which
IIammond exactly states the case, "if it did not the passion for play responded to this at first in-
place the president in an attitude of war against noeent appeal, suggested to speculators the idea
.the banks, it placed the banks in a belligerent of establishing lotteries on their own account,
attitude against him." The message, in its con- trusting to the popular cupidity for their sup-

.detonation of the employment of corporations port. Thus lotteries outlived the Roman empire
.for purposes which might be obtained by private and multiplied in Italy, especially in Venice,
_ssociation, in its opinion in favor of gold and Genoa and Pi_, where commerce had, in the
silver as the only government money, and in its middle ages, accumulated great wealth, developed

-declaration that the government revenues ought luxury, and cultivated an over-great love for
not to be deposited in state banks, enabled the gain. --Lotteries were imported from Italy into

Joco-focoq to regard Van Buren as their own France and Germany in the sixteenth century.
leader. They were already prepared to do so by The instance is cited of a lottery authorized by

the course of some of the whigs in accepting Francis I. in 1539, to help to defray the expenses
loco-foco nominations, but acting with the whigs of war. Under the following reigns, parliament
when elected. From this time they were a part endeavored to resist them, by addressing remon-
.of the democratic party, but their continuing in- strances to the sovcreigns, and refusing to record
fluence was apparent, 1, in the passage of the the letters patent which authorized private lot-
safety fund banking law of April 18, 1838 (see teries. But Mazarin carefully refrained from
_Ew YORK, under Bkl_KING), and 2, in the state forbidding the amusement of gaming. The lot-
constitution of 1846, with its elective judiciary, tory was therefore in great favor in the time of
and its prohibition of bank charters, except by Louis X.II1. Finally, under Louis XIV. it was
general laws. But from 1837 until the slavery definitely adopted and sanctioned by an edict
.question began to take shape, in 1846-7, the in the year 1700. "His majesty having noticed
whig speakers and journals were careful to give the natural inclination of his subjccts to risk •
the name loco-foco to the national party of their their money in private lotteries, # * and de-
-opponents, as if to imply their general opposition siring to afford them an agreeable and easy means

to the moneyed interests of the country, and to of procuring for themselves a sure and consider-
tranfer to them the general charges of agrarian- able revenue for the remainder of their lives, and
ism. "Fanny Wright-ism," and revolutionary de- even of enriching their families, by risking sums
signs which had at first been leveled at the loco- so small that they can not cause them an), ineon-
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•venience, has judged it opportune to establish at year (1836) a secoml law, under date of May 21,
.the HStel de Ville at Paris a royal lottery, with prohibited private lotteries, which were already
prizes to the amount of ten million francs." beginning tosucceed tothe inheritanceleft vacant

F,'ance was then involved in negotiations con- . by the recent suppression of the royal lottery, and
.cerning the Spanish succession; it was necessary which would doubtless have continued much more

to prepare for new wars and to husband the relentle_ly the work of demoralization of which
country's resources which could not be increased the state would no longer accept either [lie respon-

in the way of regular taxes already completely sibility or the profits. Lotteries of personal prop-
drained by the lamentable expedients of the erty, the products of which were to be applied to
minister Pontchartrain. It was not, therefore, work_ of charity or to the encouragement of the
to gratify the natural inclination of his subjects arts, were excepted from the operation of this
.that Louis X[V. established a h)ttery, it was law, though subjected to wu'ions conditions enu-
merely an expedient of the depleted treasm:v; mcrated later on in the ordinance of May 29.

.and it is amusing to observe with what argu- 1844.--Lotteries were interdicted in England by
ments, as false as they are contemptible, the ab- a statute enacted during the reign of George II.,
solute monarch cndeavors to justify the edict of and suppressed in Belgium in 1830, but were
1700._After this kind of approwd, how could pri- maintained in most of the countries of Germany,
vote h)tteries, which pretended, after the example in lIolland, Spain aml Italy. But, in the course
,of the royal lottery, to offer to good fatller., of of the discussions which the French legishdion
families an agreeable an(t easy means of enrich- provoked, di_cu_sion_ which, as we have already
ing their children, be forbidden? Speculators set seen, ended in prolfibition, we may ._ly th:Jt this
vigorously to work, and lotteries were multiplied tax (for it wa_ a tax. and the lottery appears in
under every pretext, sometimes for the erection of the 1)udgcts under this title) wa_ contlcmncd in
buildings of public utility, sometimes for the en- prin('iple, and that it will, soonvr or later, dis:q)-
dowment of pious foundations or for the erection pear from all the countries where it still exists --

.of churches. The churchof St. Sulpice, in Paris, "The h'gislators wh,/s:mctiou such a tax," sa 3
was built in part from the proceeds of a lottery. J.B. So3, "vote a eerlain number of thefts and
This manner of investing money "lly intrusting suicides every year: there is no pretext of cxponse
it to chance" had become so popular that it was that can justify prow)cation to crime " This
with the greatest difficulty the government re- .mathemaso energetically pronounced in thename
sisted the temptation to establish lotteries itself, of political economy, is 1)ut the echo of moral

If honest Turgot refused to introduce this new sentimcnl. The lnttcry is nothing elte than a
item of revenue into his financial plan, his sue- gamblinghousc. Now, would any one believe that
cessor Clugny was less scrupulous, anti, June the state could t)ecome the partner of gamblers,
30, 1776, the royal l_ttery was created, to replace hold tlw dice or the cards, anti incite the passions

all private lotteries. The state thus assumed the which rage around the gaming table_ It is u._eless
privilege of allowing tax payers to play; "t 1)rivi- to di.,cuss such a question. Every _nrt of govern-
lege as productive for the state as it was ruinous mental h)ttery should be absolutely l)r,)._cribed. --
for the people, for it is estimated that during the But if it is not la_ ful for the state list.It to engage
last years of the reign of Louis XIV. it brought in lot[cries, can it interfere in the carrying on of
into the treasury a revenue of from ten to lotteries organized out_ide of itself f(_r private
twelve millions. --By a law of the 22d brumaire speculation? Has it here a right to exercNe, a
of the year II. of the republic (Nov. 1°, 1793), the duty to perform; or is it, rather, bound to respect
convention abolished thelottery of France "as an the principle of liberty, by abstaining from nil
invention of despotism to make men sih,nt about interference in the m_dtcr, and allowing every
their misery, by enticing them on with a hope one the privilege to act according to hi_ passion
which aggravates their distress." This suppres- or interest? We do not hesit:tte to declare that
sion lasted but a short time. Four months later a liberty does not seem to us to have anything to (lo

law of the 29th ,qermimd of the year II. (April 18, in the matter. In the first place, it is a question
1794) established the lottery of the B/elz, Natiom of moral in[crest. Now, thc l)rinciple of liberty

-au.z', and finally, b.y a decree of the 9th ve,41dmimre ought to be subordinate to the moral law, which
of the year VI. (Oct. 1, 1797), the directory re-es- rules and inspires all laws. If it be evident that
tal)]ished the lottery on its ancient basis. Gov- the lottery is an incitement to one of the worst
ernments are like in_iivi(luals: the want of money passions which sway the heart of man, that it
demoralizes them. The lottery offered a revenue enconrages base cupidity, :rod is calculate(l to
so sure and convenient that the republicans of the provoke public scandal, the legislatmc naturally
convention, who had exhaustcd their fiscal re- interfere.% aml it wouhl fad of its duty if it did

sources, began to repent of the landable inspira- not exercise the right it possesses to prevent and
lion that had induced them to renounce it, nnd it repress evil. From an economic point of view it

was again given a place on the budget, of which it is equally proper to proscribe a bu:incss based
was finally deprived only by the law of April 21, upon chance, in whicll wealth, when acqmred, is
1832, which was promulgated by the government not the fruit of any labor, is acquired only by
of July. In virtue of this law the royal lottery another's ruin, and is incapable of creating any-

was suppressed from Jan. 1, 1836, and the same thing. Finally, if considered politically, itshould
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not leave open a school of demoralization, which su_ra_e to adult white male taxpayers on one
attracts particularly the poorer classes, and which year's residence. Representatives were to hold
most frequently deceives their credulity and coy- office for two years, and to be possessed of

etousness, encourages in them only the worst in- in land; senators to hold office for four years,
stincts, and embitters their poverty with despair, and to be possessed of $1,000 in land; and the
We do not know whether lotteries have ever governor to hold office for four years, and to be
served to amuse the people; but they certainly possessed of $5,000 in land. The governor was
co1Tupt them.--Tosum up, lotteries under what- to be chosen by the legislature from the two
ever form, whether governmental or private, are highest candidates in a popular election. New

blamable and should be forbidden. England, Orleans was made the capital. 2. The second
France and Belgium have acted wisely in pro- constitution was framed by a convention at Jack-
scribing them, and it is to be hoped their example son and New Orleans, Aug. 5--24, 1844, and Jan.
will be followed by those countries in Wllich the 14-_Iay 16, 1845, ratified by popular vote Nov.
lottery, retained for fiscal reasons, still resists the 5, 1845. Its main object was to restrict the legis-
reprobation in which it is held. The legislature laturein chartering corporations, and to prohibit
should not, under any circumstances, recognize state aid to corporations. Its further changes
or sanction the triumph of chance, were the omission of the property qualifications

C. I_VOLL_. for office; the lengthening of the suffrage resi-
dence to two years; the choice of the governor by

LOUISIANA, a state of the American Union, popular vote, with a choice reserved to the legis-
formed from territory ceded by France. (See lature in case of a tie; and the location of the
AX_F.XA_rIOI_S, I.) By the act of Marcl_ 26, 1804, capital at 5Iew Orleans until the close of the year
all that part of the French cession south of 1Oils- 1848, and thereafter at some place to be fixed by
sissippi te_Titory, and of north latitude 83 °, was the legislature, not less than sixty miles from New
organized as Orleans territory. The rest of the Orleans, whence it was not to be removed but by

cession was organized under the name of Louisi- a four-fifths vote of both houses. Baton Rouge
ana territory, changed subsequently to Missouri was the point chosen by the legislature. 8. The
territory. (See Missovm.) The inhabitants of third constitution was framed by a convention at
Orleans territory were authorized to form a state Baton Rouge, July 5-31, 1852, and ratified by
government, bythe enabling act of Feb. 20,1811; "popular vote Nov. 1, 1852. Its main objects were
and under its first constitution the state of Louisi- to secure an elective judiciary for short terms,
ann was admitted, April 8, 1812. It is curious and to empower the legislature to grant state aid
that the words "slave" and "slavery" are not to corporations for internal improvements to the
used directly or by implication, unless the use of extent of one-fifth of the paid-up capital. Baton
the phrase "free white male" may be so consid- Rouge was to remain the seat of government. 4
ered, in any state constitution until that of 1864, Jan. 26, 1861, a state convention at New Orleans
which prohibited slavery. Slavery existed iu the passed an ordinance of secession, which it re-

state, not by its own organic law, but by the fused to submit to popular vote. In the same
territorial act of congress of 1804, which permit- manner it ratified the constitution of the confed-

ted bona fide immigrants into the territory to crate states, and substituted that title for " Unit-
take their slaves with them. (See SLAVi_RY.)-- ed States"in the constitution. 5. The fourth con-

BO_',VDARmS. The enabling act fixed the follow- stitution was framed by a state convention at
ing boundaries, which were accepted by the first New Orleans, April 6-July 23, 1864, and ratified
constitution: Beginning at the mouth of the by a small popular vote Sept. 5. It for the first
river Sabine; thence up themiddle of the Sabine, time mentioned slavery in the state, for the pur-
including islands, to north latitude 82°; thence pose of abolishing it. There was no limitation,
due north to north latitude 33°; thence due east except for crime, on white adult male suffrage.
to the Mississippi; thence down the Mississippi to The capital was fixed at New Orle_ms. This

the river Iberville; thence along the middle of constitution remained in force in the state until
the Iberville and lakes Maurepas and Pontchar- )iarch, 1867, but was not recognized bycongress.
train to the gulf of Mexico; and thence to the 6. The fifth constitution was framed by a conven-
place of beginning; including all islands within tion at l_Tew Orleans, _ov. 23, 1867-March 9,
ehree leagues of the coast. By a supplementary 1868, and ratified by popular vote Aug. 17-18. It
act of April 14, 1812, the following territory was prohibited slavery; declared the ordinance of
added to the state: Beginning at the junction of secession null and void; declared all citizens of
the Ibervil]e and the Mississippi; thence along the the United States to be citizens of the state, and

middle of the Iberville, the river Amite, and their paramount allegiance to be due to the United
lakes )Iaurepas and Pontchartrain to the eastern States; and gave the right of suffrage to all adult
mouth of the Pearl river; up this river to north male citizens on one year's resider, ce" but the

latitude 31° ; thence due west to the Mississippi, disfranchisement of ex.rebels was most searching
and down the Mississippi to the place of begin- and vindictive, including even those who had
niug. -- CON_,'ru'r_oNS. 1. The first constitu- written newspaper articles or preached sermons
tion was framed by a convention at New Orleans, in favor of the rebellion: these were neither to

Nov. 4, 1811 -Jan. 92, 1812. It gave the right of vote nor to hold office until they had filed with
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the secretary of state and published in the official were whigs to vote for, and then sent an "Amer-

journal a certificate that they "acknowledged the ican" representative, who kept his seat until
late rebellion to have been morally and politically March 3, 1861, after his state had seceded.
wrong, and that they regretted any aid and corn Throughout the state the American party took
fort they may nave given it." A committee of tile place of the whig organization after 1855,
seven was appointed as a returning board. New hut with a much smaller vote; and in 1860 the
Orleans continued to be the capital. 7. The sixth state was practically unanimous for secession. --
constitution was framed hy a convention at New After the capture of New Orleans by the United
Orleans, April 21-July 23, 1879. It made adult States forces, April °5, 1862, th(; former state
male suffrage universal, and prohibited any legis- government was transferred to Opclousas. From
lative qualification for suffrage or office. The that point it controlled the larger part of the
state capital was removed to Baton Rouge -- stale during the war. June 2, 1865, the new gov-
GOVErU'_ORS: Win. C. C. Claiborne (1812--16); ernor under the old r6gime, Allen, issued a pro-
,Inc. Villare (1816-20); Thos. B. Robertson clamation declaring his administration at an end.
(1820-24); Henry Johnson (189.A--8); Peter Der- --In August, 1862, Major General George F.
bigney (1828--30); Andre B. Roman (1830--34), Shepley was appointed military governor, a pro-
Edward D. White (1834--8); Andre B. Roman visional judicmry was organized by the presi-
(1838-42); Alexander Mouton (184.9.-6); Isaac dent's order, and a substitute for a state gov-
Johnson (1846--50); Joseph Walker (1850-54), ermnent was set in motion; but its authority
Paul O. Hebert(1854--8); R.C.Wickliffe (1858-60); never extended far beyond the immediate neigh-
Thomas O. Moore (1860-64); James Madison borhood of New Orleans. Two members of
Wells (1864-7); B. F. Flanders (military gov- congress were elected, admitted, and held their
ernor, 1867--8); IIenry C. Warmoth (June 25, seats Feb. 9-March 3, 1863. Under a procla-
1868--73); Win. Pitt Kellogg (1873-7); Francis mation of the president, Dec. 8, 1863, an elec-
T. Nicholls (1877-81); Louis A. Wiltz (1881-5).-- lion for state officers was held Feb. 22. 1864, and
POLITICAL HISTORY. For the first twenty years Michael Hahn was elected governor, March 15,
of her existence as a state, Louisiana was nomi- 1864, he was also appointed military governor by
nally democratic; her governors belonged to that the president. A new constitution, the fourth

party, as well as her senators and representatives, above mentioned, was framed in 1864, under
tlmugh several of them were afterward whigs, which J. M. Wells was elected gover,mr and was
The diversity of interests of the French and inaugurated March 4, 1865. In November of
American citizens, however, formed the more the same year, apparently with the intention of
usual dividing line of politics in the state. The introducing the late confederate portion of the

former were at least a strong minority, and a sin- state to the new constitution, he ordered a new
gular evidence of its strength was a provision election for state officers, at which he was again
in the constitution which allowed members of the elected as the democratic candidate. Although
legislature to debate either in French or in En- this government was never re.cognized by con-

glish. The organization of the whig party, one of gress, it controlled state affairs until March. 1867.
whose tenets was a protective tariff (see Wrim The blacks, who were still disf,'anchised under

PANTY), changed the course of Louisiana, and this constitution, wcre much dis._atisfied with it,
from 1830 until 1850 the state, although not and an attempt made by their leaders to reconvene
steadily whig, was the most ncarly so of the the convention of 1864 at New Orleans for the
southern states, except Maryland and Kentucky. purpose of framing a new constitution, or of re-
Its electoral vote was given to Harrison and Tay- vising the old ouc, resultcd in tile riot of July 30,
lor, the whig candidates, in 1840 and 1848; in 1866, in which sevcral hundred negroes were
1844 the state was only carried for Polk, the demo- killed or wounded. -- In March, 1867, Louisiana,
cratic candidate, by unblushing frauds in Plaque- like the other insurrectiona,'y states, passed under
mines parish; and in 1836, 1852 and 1856 the military government. (See Rr, CO_'STRt;CTION )
democratic majority in the state was under 2 per Its succession of major generals commanding was
cent. of the total vote. From 1883 until 1855 the as follows: Philip H. Sheridan, March 19-Aug.

state congressional delegation was never entirely 17, 1867; Winfiehi S. I-[ancock, Aug. 26, 1867-

without a whig representative, and Senator Ben- March 18, 1868; R C. Buchanan, March 20-Jtme
]amin, who was electcd as a whig, held his seat 25, 1868. On Sheridan's recommcmlation, W_,Ils
until his state seceded. The strong whig element was removed from his position a._governor, and
in the state was the result of its large sugar plant- Bcnj. F. Flanders was appointed in his stead.

ing interest, which desired protection against Undcr tim auspices of these o_cials the recon-
foreign sugars, and could not hope for it from the struction of the state was completed, thc fifth con-
democratic party. -- In presidential elections the stitution, as above given, was framed, IIenry C.
whig vote of the state was hardly decreased until Warmoth was elected governor, and the state

the downfall of the party; in congressional elec- was readmitted June 25, 1868.- For a time the
lions the democrats st(._ality gained after 1850, as republican majority.in the state was undisturbed,
Mavery became the controlling question in na- though the first legislature had to (;all upon the
lional politics. One New Orleans district con- federal government for troops. (See I._sr-ltlu_-
tinued to send a whig representative while there TION, II.) In July, 1871, the republican party
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fell apart. One faction, headed by Warmoth his rival, the state judge, to jail for contempt. --
and P. B. S. Pinchbaek, held the state books and The governor now complicated the case by intro-
records, and was supported by tim "metropolitan ducing a third returuing board upon the scene.
police," a iN_ew Orleans body of men, which the The slate constitution of 1868 allows thegovernor
governor was at liberty to use throughout the to hold, until the next session of the legislature,

state. The other faction was led by W. P. Kel- bills whose return by him to the legislature
logg. F. F. Cascy, collector of the port, and S.B. within five days has been prevented by adjourn-
Packard, the United States marshal for the dis- meat. A new election law had passed less than
trier; and the latter two obtained control of the five days before adjc_urnmcnt, which provided
party organization by holding its conventmns in for a returning board of five persons, "to be
the custom house building, guarding it with federal elected by the senate." :Nov. 20, 1872, the guy-
soldiers, and refusing tickets of admission to the ernor at last signed the bill; then, since thesenate
Warmoth dcleg_xtes. Most of the succeeding dif- was not in session to elect the members of the
_ficulties, which soon entirely bauished truth, honor board, he appointed five persons, the so-called
and decency from Louisiana politics, seem to have De Feriet board, to "fill the vacancies." Durell,
flowed from this action of Casey and Packard, in Dec. 4, decided that he had jurisdiction under
prostituting the federal buildings to party use in the enforcement laws, and made his injunction
_rder to compel the federal government, by de- permanent. Dec. 5, the governor, abandoning
fending its own property, to defend them; but the Warmoth board, issued a proclamation _n-

the federal government, which refused to remove nouneing the names of the new legislature a_
_hem from office, must take its shareof the respon- ascertained by the De Feriet board. Dec. 6, Du-
sibility. -- Early in January, 1872, the members tell issued an order, whichdeclared the governol's
_)f the two factions in the legislature had splitinto proclamation to be a violatiou of his injunction,
two legislatures, the Warmoth l)ody meeting in and directed the marshal, Packard, to seize the
the .:Mechanics' Institute, and the other at first in state house and prevent the meetitlg of any "um

Packard's office, and afterward in the "Gem sa- lawful assemblages." This P_Lckard did, with the
loon." Open conflict between them was prevented assistance of two companies of federal troops.
by the federal troops, and the struggle turned to- In this place, the Packard legislature was organ-
ward the control of the state's returning board, ized Dec. 7; the McEnery legislature met in the
and the consequent control of the next legislature, city hall Dec. 9; and Jan. 14, 1873, Kellogg and
(See RETV_t_-rNG BO,_DS.) The returning board, )IcEne] T were both inaugurated as governor.-
as constituted in 1870, was composed of the gov- Two rival United States senators were electc(l,
erm)r, the lieutenant governor, the secretary of and the case thus came before the senate. Its
state, and two citizens appointed by name. The committee reported that there was no government

governor made removals of state officials and ap. in Louisiana; that the McEnery government was
pointments of his friends to their places, in order most nearly a government de jure, and that the
to secure a maj(_rity of the omnipotent returning Kellogg government was most nearly a govern-
board; the ousted officials, protesting against the ment defavlo; and recommended the passage of
legality of their removal, still claimed to be mere- a bill for a new election in the state. The bill
bers of ihe board ; and when each set had formally failed to pass; congress adjourned witbout action ;

filled the "vacancies" caused by refusal to act and the president reco_-mized the Kellogg govern-
with it, the identity of the body was obviously ment, as he had informed congress, in a message
_anascertainable. Two returning boards made of Feb. 9_,5,he would do unless it acted in the
their appearance, the Warmoth board and the matter. The senate committee's judgment on

Lynch board, alike iu having the governor as a Durell's actions was as follows: "The orders and
member and in claiming to be the only realboard, injunctions made and granted by Judge Durell
but different in all other respects. -- Afler a great are most reprehensible, erroneous in point of law,

eumber of conventions had been held by various and wholly void for want of Jurisdiction, and
factions, the state tickets were at last narrowed your committee must express their SO,TOW anti
down, in August, 1872, to two: one, beaded by humiliation that a judge of the United Stat('s
McEnery and D. B. Penn, for governor and should have proceeded in such flagrant disregard

lieutenant governor, supported by the democrats of his duty, andhave so far overstepped the limits
and liberal (or Warmoth) republicans; the other, of federal jurisdiction." -- As congress lind aban-
headed by Kellogg and Pinchback (who had lately doned the case to the president, and the president
abandoned Warmoth), supported by the Packard had recognized the Kellogggovernment, the Ol)l_O-
(or customhouse) republicans. The formal voting nents of the latter at first contented tbemselvcs
took place .N'ov. 4, and then the real struggle with an organized but peaceable resistance to the

began. The blcEnery parly, through a state payment of taxes. The Kellogg legislature pro-
judge, obtained an injunction forbidding the ceeded to enforce collection by use of the miSti'_,
Lynch board to canvass the votes; but their oppo- and the contest rapidly developed into ozw of
nears had a more potent ally in the person of the force, marked by such tragedies as those of Grant
federal district judge, Durell, who not only tem- parish, in April, 1873, andCoushatta, in August.
porarily enjoined the Warmoth board, Nov. 16, 1874, in which the victims were almost tnvari'tb]Y
trom couming the votes, but afterward committed negroes. ]qothing but the violent revulsion in
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the feelings of the north and west against such democratic violence in five parishes, or counties,
horrors enabled the federal government to con- wllose vote the returning board would certainly
linue its support of the Kellogg government, reject. Before the returning board met, Nov. 16,
_ept. 14, 1874, the McEnery party rose in arms, it had become evident tliat the rc-sult of the presi-
wiped out for the time every vestige of the Kel- dential election depended on the decisions of the

Iogg government, and assumed control. Sept. returning boards of Louisiana and Florida (see
17 they surrendered without resistance to the DISPUTED ELECTIONS, IV., ELECTORAL COM-
federal forces, acting under instructions from MISSIO.N); aiid ,'1hu'ge llulnbCl' of republican lead-
Washington; and Sept. 20 the Kellogg govern- exs, nam(_d by the president, and of democratic
ment returned to life.--The election in Novem- leaders, named by the democratic national com-
ber, 1S74, was accompanied by the usual repub- mitlee, had arrived in New Orleans from all parts
liean charges against the democrats of violence ofthccountrytowatchtheprogressofthecount.--
in the election, and hy the usual democratic The main democratic objections to the action of
<:lnlrges of frauds by the returning board. Both the bo'trd, outside of tile constitutionality of the
parties, however, seemed to acquiesce in tile re- board itself, were threefold: 1. Tile law of 1872re-
stilts, which returned fifty democrats and fifty- quired tile board to be composed of "five persons,
two republicans to the lower house. The demo- to be elected by the senate from all political par-

_crats. on the organization of the legislature, Jail. ties." The democratic nlember lind resigned, and
4, 1875, seated their candidate for speaker in a the four remaining members (republicans) acted

hasty and disorderly fashion, and proceeded to as the board, refusing to pay any attention to four
seat several members whose election was COil- petitions, _'ov. 10, 16, 21 and 22, that _ democrat
tested. Thereupon Governor Kellogg sent for shouhl be appointed to the vacancy. 2. Tile board
_7_en. De Trobriand, commanding the federal held secret sessions, from which even the United
troops in the city, WilD turned out the just seated States supervisors were excluded, in order to
members, and restored the house to the control of decide the cases of contested elections. 3. The
the republicans. In giving the essential facts of board cast out the votes of sixty.nine polls, em-
this affair, which caused intense excitement bracingapartorthewholeoftwenty-twoparishes,
throughout the country, as a startling novelty in for fraud, violence _r intimidation, including
legislative organiztttion, it should be mentioned 13,286 democrats and 2,178 republican votes,
that De Trobriand had just previously entered changing the result iu the state to about 4,000
the hall once before, to keep the peace, at the republican nlajority. On all these points, the
summons of the democraticspeakcr.- In }Iarch, board rested on tile absolute control which the

1875, congress, by resolution, approved the presi- election law gave them over the canvass of the
dent's support of the Kellogg government; and votes, without any power of revision by any
in the following month the McEnery legislature other authority. From the canvnss the board
agreed to a compromise proposed by a congres- 'renounced, as elected, the republican presiden-
sional investigating committee, the "Wheeler tial electors, state ticket, a majority of both
adjustment," so called from its contriver, Win. A. houses of the legislature, and f()ur of the six
Wheeler, afterward vice-l)resident. Under this congressmen. -- The dclnocratic members of the
arrangement the committee seated a number of legislature, to whom the board had given cer-
menlbers whom the returning board had unseated ; tificates, refused to meet with the returning board

the democrats gained control of the lower house legislature. Jan. 1, 1876, two legislatures were
of the legislature; but the Kellogg government organized in different buildings, and Jan. _ both
itself was not to be disturbed, but was to be Nicholls and Packard were inaugurated as gov-
"accorded all necessary and legitimate support in ernor. By the returtling tlnard's ('ount, neither
maintaining the laws." Under this compromise body had a quorum of the senate, but the le-
4he state remained politically in peace until No- publican legislature had a quorum of the house.
,/ember, 1876, with one exception. In February, Open conflict was averted, however, until the

1876, the democratic house impeached Kellogg new president, Itayes, had been inaugurated.
.for "high crimes and misdemeanors" committed In April lie sent all unofficial commission to
since the date of the Wheeler adjustment; but New Orleans, by whose intervention a number
the republican senate fixed thetimeof trial at less of members deserted the I)ackard legislature,
than an hour's time after the reception of the sufficient to give the.-Niehollslcgislatureaquorum
impeachment, and then acquitted Kellogg for ill both houses. April 20 the feder.d troops were
want of prosecutors. -- The republican state ticket withdrawn ; April 21 the Packard legislature dis-
for 1"876 washeaded by the name of S. B. Packard banded; and April 25 Packard himself retired
for governor, and the democaatic ticket by that from the contest. Since that time the state he_s

_f Francis T. l_licholls. The returns, as sent to been democratic in all elections, stats and federal,
tile returning board, showed democratic majori- but there has been no political action worthy of
ties of about 8,000 for the state ticket, and from note, except the formation of a new constitution,
3,459 to 6,405 for presidentialeleetors. Oov. Kel- the sixth, in 1879. --Tile state has furnished one

logg, on the other hand, telegraphed north that president to the United States. (See TAYLOR,
tile republican8 had carried the state, and that the ZACHAItY.) Among tllose who have became

_lpparent democratic majoritie_ were due only to prominent, rather than notorious, in state politics
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are the following: Judah P. Benjamin, whig.Unit, were amended. Since Dec. 23, 1851, a new con-
ed States senator 1853-61, and secretary of war and stitution has been in force in the old Hanseatic
secretary of state under the confederacy; Chas. capital, the essential provisions of which we give
M. Conrad, whig United States senator 1842-3, herewith. --The governing power is vested in a
representative 1849--50, secretary of war under senate composed of fourteen members chosen
Fillmore, and a repremntative in the confederate from the citizens of Ltlbeek, but in such manner

congress; Benj. F. Flanders, republican repre- that six of the number shall be lawyers and five
sentative in 1863, and military governor 1867-8; merchants. The president of this body is styled
Randall Lee Gibson, democratic representative- the burgomaster. During the two years of their
1875--83; Win. 12I. Hunt, secretary of the navy term of office, the senators in turn fill tile differ-
under Garfield; Josiah S. Johnston, representa- ent public offices. The burgesses, one hundrec_
tire 1821-,q, and United States senator (whig) and twenty in number, are elected for six years
1824--33; Win. P. Kellogg, republican governor bytheir fellow citizens, who are all voters and all
1873-7, and United States senator 1868-7 ° , and eligible to office. The consent of the burgesses
1877--83; John Slidell, democratic representative is necessary to validate changes in the constitu-
1843-5, I.Tnited States senator 185.3--61, and con- tion, to l)ass or abrogate a law, to impose taxes,
federate ce)mmissloner to France in 1861 (see to allow the public exercise of an unrecogmzed
TRE_,'T CASE); and Pierre Sould, democratic form of worship, etc. Finally, the burgesses
United States senator 1847 and 1849-53, and min- have a right to share in the management ot the

ister to Spain185:-Nh. -- The name of the province, public revenue, in that of the churches and of
from which that of the state was taken, was given charitable institutions. The burgesses assemble
by La Salle in 1682, in honor of Louis XIV. of six times a year, and in addition as often as tim

France. -- See 2 8tat. at Large, 283, 701 (for acts senate or one-fourth of the deputies (burgesses}
of March 26, 1804, and April 8, 1812); authorities require it. A committee of thirty membel_,
uuder AX_'EXATm_,'S, I. ; 1 Poore's Federal and chosen from among its own members and elected

State C,opu_ituti, ms; Martin's //'_lo.ry of Louisiaruz for two years, meets every fifteen days, and to
(1829); Bonner's tF_sto_7/ of Lotdsiana (to 1840); lhis committee the senate refers all matters to he
Gayarre'._ History of Louisiana under American discussed by the burgesses; the committee is
Domination (to 1861); P_Tort of &r_te Committee authorized to decide questions of administration,

o1_ Pririleges and Elections (Feb. 10, 1873); Report and otlmr matters of little importance. When
of Hm_se Committee oa Louisiana (Feb. 23, 1875); the senate and the burgesses can not agree up(_a
Sw_ate J,_urrml (1874--,5), 475; IIouse Jo,J_mal the interpretation of a law, they submit the mat-

(1874--5). 603, _5 La. An_*. Rep., o_5; Story's Germ- ter to the arbitration of a higher court of appeal,
_nentap_es (Cooley's edition), ,_ 1814 (note); and of which there is one in common for the four
authorities under articles referred to. free cities of Germany, or, in case of urgent he-

ALEXANDER JOHNSTON. ce_ssity, to the decision of a mixed commission,
composed of senators and deputies. -- The ad-

LUBECK, a free Hanseatic city, situated on ministration of this little state is, for the most
the Baltic sea, and forming part of the German part, intrusted to senators or deputies, and the
empire. This city formerly possessed considera- different branches or' the service arc organized on
ble importance; it was for four years the capital a footing of rational economy. Lutheranism is

of the Hanseatic league, extending its influence the religion of the greater part of the popula-
from London to Novogorod, and from Bergen in tion, but it enjoys no special privileges; liberty
Norway to the commercial cities of the Rhine I of conscience is guaranteed to every citizen.-

and the Danube. But this brilliant epoch in its I The revenues of the free city amounted, inhistory has long passed away. Ltibeck wa._, at 1880, to 2,739,381 marks. The public or state
the close of the year 1882, a city of 50,979 souls, debt amounted, in 1879, to 2.3,486,045 marks.
(in 1&57 it had 26,672 in the city and 4,045 in --BmLmOm_PH'_. Becker, Ge.sehich_e der SteMt
the suburbs), and the state does not contain in I L.M_c_k, 3 vols., Lfibeck, 1782--1805; Behreas.

its entire extent (about 127 square miles) but i Topographic und Sl_tistik vo_ I_zib_k and dem
63,448 inhabitants.--Lt_beck is known as a sea- Amte BergedzJlf, 2 vols., Ltlbeck, 1829-39, 2d
port, and commerce and navigation form its chief ed., 1856; Deecke, Ge_chiehte tier 8tadt L(zbeck.
industry. This commerce may be estimated at ! Lt_beck, 1844, and Diefreie undHansestadt Li_beck,
about $50,000,000 a year, imports and exports I 2d ed., Ltibeck, 1854; Waltz, LO,beck unler J_r-
combined, and over 2,200 vessels enter and sail I gen Wulle_ueber, 3 vols., Berlin, 1855-9; Klug,

from its port; in this number are included the I G_'_chichte L#t_cks w_hrend tier Verd_igung mf_arrival and departure of two steamboats daily due- dem f_'anz. Kai_erreivhe, Lttbeck, 1857; Pauli, Ltb
ing the summer months. Fifty ships constitute the ] bcrkische z¢_stgnde im Mittelalter, 2 vols., Ltlbeck,

force of its merchant marine, thirty of which are ! 1847-72; Urkundenbuvh dee Stad_ _k, vols.
steamships.--The political constitution of LIlbeck 1-5, Ltlbeck, 1843-76. L. SCHW_nTZ.

was relatively aristocratic down to the year 1848.
While many of the fundamental laws of Oer- LUXE][BUR(L The grand duchy of this

many were being modified through the influence name. whose capital of the same name was for
of the French revolution, those of LUbeck also merly celebrated as a fortress, is subject to the
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king of Holland as its sovereign; but, beyond these same treaties, are maintained, The high
this, tile grand duchy has nothing in common contracting parties accept and take cognizance of
with the Batavian kingdom. The state of Lux- the present declaration.--Art. II. The grand

cmburg has an area of about 2,587 square kilo- duchy of Luxemburg, with the lhnit._determined
metres, with a population numbering a little more by tile act annexed to the treaty of April 19, 1839,
than 200,000, nearly nine-tenths of whom speak under tile guarantee of the courts of France,
_-erman. With the exception of _580 Protestants Austria, Great Britain, Prussia and Russia, shall
and about as many Jews, the people profess the henceforth constitute a perpetually neutral state.
.Cathohc faith The government is representative, it shall be obliged to obscrve tills same neutrality
Accm'ding to the constitution of Oct. 11, 186S, toward all other states. The high contracting
and the electoral law of November 80 of the same parties pledge themselves to respect the principle

year, the legislative body is composed of only of neutrality stipulated by the present article.
one chamber of forty deputies, elected directly This principle is and shall continue under the
by the people in as re'my election districts, twcu- sanction of tile collective guarantee of the powers
ty mcmbers being elected every third year. TI_c signing the present treaty, wnh the exception of
sovereign is represented by a prince of his fatal- Belgium, which is itself a neutral state.--Art.
ly, whets styled the lieutenant of the king grand llI. The grand duchy of Luxemburg, having
duke. The government is composed of a rain- been made neutral by the terms of the prceed-
ister and several directors general. The roy- ins article, tile maintenance or establishment
enue amounts to about 7,200.000 franc*, and is of fortified places upon its frontiers becomes un-

slightly ill cxcess of the expenditure. The grand necessary and aimless. Wherefore it is agreed,
_tuchy would therefore have no debt had it not with c(_mmon consent, that the city of Luxem-
borrowed $240.000 to build railroads. A portion burg, which in the past was considered as a
of this debt h-m been rel)aid.--Luxemburg has federal fortre,s, shall no longer be a fortified
not becu favored by nature, and it is not veryrich city. His majesty the grand duke reserves the

iu agricultural wealth, but certain othcr interests right to maintain in this city sufficient troops
are flourishing, especially the production of iron, to assure the maintenance of good order. --Art.
which, in 1869, exceeded 924,000 tons (911,165in IV. Conformably to the stipulations contained
1870), worth about $700.000. The Franco-Gcr- in articles II. and III., his majesty the king of
man war of 1870--71 naturallyret,trded eommcrce; Prussia dccl_lres that his troops now in garrison
but ia 1869 the lath'earl transported 1,6')34.457 tons in the fortress of Luxemburg shall be ordered to
-of merchandise, 881,030 of which were carried evacuate that place immediately after tile ratifica-

fl'om place to place ia the interior of the country, tion of this present treaty. Ite will begin to re-
259,000 were received into the country from move simultaneously the artillery, the munitions
abroad. 732,000 were sentout of the country, and and everything which reruns part of tile equip*
the rest was transient freight. The same year the mcnt of the said fortified place. During this re-
postal service distributed about 700,000 letters, moral there shall remain thole only the number
425.000 copies of newspapers, and 12.000 postal of troops necessary to insure the safety of the
orders, without consideringletters containing val- materials of war and to effect th(.ir removal,
uubles. There were received into and sent out of which shall be eomplctc(t iu the shortest possible

the country about 27.000 to 28,000 telegrams.-- space. -- Art. V. His majesty, the king graud
These figures show that this country is not very ! duke, in virtue of tile rights of sovereignty
important, but its geographical situation and the I which he exercises over the city and fortress of
walls which surrounded its capital gave it for a Luxemburg, pledges himself, on his part, to take

time an exceptiomd importance. Entering the the mea.-ures necessary to convert the said forti-
Germanic confederation in 1815, the grand duchy fled place i_to a free city, by destroying what his
remained in it untilitsdissolution in 1866. After majesty shall judge sufficient to fulfill the lurch-
the w_Jr between Prussia and Austria, the inde- tions of the high coatractiugparties expressed iu

1)cndence of Luxemburg seemed threatened, and article III. of the prcseHt treaty. The work
it was leared for a moment that it would become necessary for this purp,_se shall commence imme-

a cau_ of war betwee_ France and Germany. diately after the withdrawal of the garrison. It

But this difficulty was settled by a treaty, signed shall be cffected with all due regard for the in-
in London March 11, 1867, between the six great terests of tlle city's inhabitants. His majesty
powers and the kinggrand duke. We give here- the king grand duke promises, moreover, that
with the articles of this treaty, according to the ! tile fortifications of the city of Luxemburg shall
B_lletiT_ des Lois. -- Art. L His majesty, the king not be rebuilt in the future, and that no military

of Holland, grand duke of Luxemburg, retains force shall be maintained or established there.-
the rights which attach the said grand duchy to Art. VI. The powers who sign the p,'esent treaty

the house of Orange-_assau, ia virtue of the agt'cc that the dissolution of the Germanic con-

treaties which have placed this state under the federation having likewise brought about the
sovereignty of his majesty the grand duke, his dissolution of the ties which united the dt:chy
descendants and successors. The rights which of Limburg, collectively with the grand duchy
the direct line of the house of /_Tassau has to of Luxemburg, to the said confederation, it fob

1he succession to the grand duchy, in virtue of lows that the agreements mentioned in articles
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III., IV. and V. of the treaty of April 19, 1839, Luxemburg railroads should continue under th_
between the grand duchy and certain territories same management as those of Alsace-Lorraine.
belonging Io the duchy of Limburg, have ceased We must add that, after it bad been declared
to exist, tile said territories continuing an in- neutral by the treaty of 1867, the grand duchy
tegral part of tile kingdom of Holland.--AI- was obliged to introduce the restrictions indi.
though separated from Germany as a state, Lux- cated in article II., which read as follows: "The
emburg remains united to the revenue system of German government pledges itself never to use

that country in accordance with the combination the Guillaume-Luxemburg railway for the trans.
agreed upon in the treaty of Oct. 20-25, 1865, portation of troops, arms, munitions or stores of
according to which the grand duchy formed part war, amt not to use it in any war in which Gcr-
of the /b*ussh, n group as a member of the zoll- many shall be engaged, for provisioning troops,
verein. This treaty was confirmed in the con- in a manner incompatible with the neutrality of

vention of June 11, 187_, by which the grand the grand duchy, and in general not to allow by
duchy contracted with those managing the rail- means of the management of the_e railroads,
roads of Alsace-Lorraine to manage the Luxem- any act that would not be in perfect accord with
burg lines in place of the French easterncom- the duties incumbent on the grand duchy as a neu-
puny, and upon the same conditions, to Dec. 31, tral state."--BxnL_ooR._J'l_Y. KSnig, Da_ L_tJ:em-
1912. And it was expressly agreed by article burger Land, Diekirch, 1850; Livering, ,¢;tatiztiq_,c.
XIV., that the royal contracting parties should du Gra_d-Duchgde Luxembo_t_y, Luxemburg,186.5;
not u_e their right to denounce the treaty of the Reuter, De l'ind:lst_'iv agrivole claus _ provilwz d_

customs union (Oct. 20-25, 1865), so long as the L_rg, Luxemburg, 1875. )I.B.

M

ACE. (See PARLLC.MENT._Y LAW.) those petty princes who could only hope to obtain.notoriety through crime, to make a study of that
MACiIIAVELISM, If there can be two diabolical policy; it becomes a prince like you t,)

,)pinions with regard to _Machiaveli, there can be despise it. Such scheming, filly classed with that.
but one with regard to machiavelism. Whet.bet" of a Locusts or't Brinvilliers, may h'Lve given _
or not this political syst_.m was that of tile man passing power t,, _ few tyrants, as poison may
whose name it bears and tarnishes, no one (.an be procure all inheritance, but it has never mad(. a

found so audacious ,)r so cynical a_ to dcfcud it man either great or happy; that is certain. Tl_c
openly. There will always be those depraved only po.._ible result of thin horrible policy i-
enough to practice it deliberately and those weak misery, both to one's sclf and to others."-- Tf)
enough to h't themselves 1)e drawn into it by self- define machiavclism is easy: it is thesurrender ,)f
interest; but the force of public opinion ha_ at all principles to one, namely interest; tile viola-
least ,'_ehieved this much, that maehiavelism can tion, and sacrifice to success, of every law of
not be spoken of except to be contemned and morality. This strut)It definition might seem, :_t

repudiated. Kings, even the least scrupulous, the first glance, altogether inadequate, and the
have seen fit to (_ppose it, and have in their pub- awful series of consequences which it embra('e_
lic utterances called in question its odious tenets might fora moment escape notice, but, pondered
when pro])osed f,)l" |heir acceptance. Frederick carefully, the conviction will be arrived at. that
the Great and Voltaire, in tlle carlier days of their this seemingly simple maxim once adopted as the

friendship, united in emphatically condemning supreme guide to conduct, there is no cri'mc,
:Machiavc]i's "Prince"; alad it may not be out of however heinous, which might not result from

place to give an example of the way in which it it. Once let the confines of justice and duty i)("
was spoken of by them. "How deplorable," passed, and there remains nothing to hinder the

writes Frederick, then prince royal (November, taking of wtmtever steps may be deemed nccc--
1740), is the situation of a people which has every- sary to attain the object desired; the only rc.d nb
thing to fear fl'om the abuse of sovereign power, stacle to the upsetting of all laws, divine or hu-
whose 1)o_sessions fall a prey to a prince's rapac- nmn, bcinglack of power, whether resulting from
it)', whose liberty is at the mcrcy of his caprice, the weakness of individual faculties or from ex
whose pe,'me depends on his ambition, whose ternal opposition. He is no criminal who c(m

safety rests on his f:tlseheartedness, and whose fines himself to wishing, and crime carried on!y
life is tile plaything of his tyrannical temper, to a certain pitch is perhaps even rarer than vi_
Such is a tragical sketch of what a state, ruled tue. Let, however, one false step be taken and

by such a prince as Machiaveli's, might be." othersmust follow, and, as advance is made. trim
Voltaire, to whom the young man had long pre- inality increases, till it equals that of a C_esar
viously confided his praiseworthy aims, encour- Borgia, Maehiaveli's paragon, and the mode| of
aged trim in them, and said (May 20, 1738): "It his "Prince." Macbi'Lvclism begins in falsehood,
was for the Borgias, father and son, and for all which it uses as other men use truth. If ordi-
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nary falsehood is insufficient for its 1)urpose, it long as men ,/re vicious, or there is power in the
then makes use of the solemn form of lying called hands of the evil-minded which it is po._sil)le for

perjury to leassure its victims and entrap them them to misuse. -- There have been long _m,l dis-
the n!ore readily. These are its most innocent astrous periods during which all policy, h,,me or
means. :But as a lie quickly begets distrust 'rod foreign, was but a series (,f machiavclian manc_,_z.

puts men on their guard, recourse must be had vrcs. and during which men ('(_n-:idcrcd anythillg
to more efficacious means, in short, to violence iu justifiable when u_cd a_ain_t a foe, either f(lreigu
all its forms, from the spoliation which weakens, or domestic. "Flit; middle ages p)esent au unbro
to thea ssassination, open or secret, which rcmove_ ken record of these hateful practices, wlfich all

them altogether. Here, b_iefly, is the carccr of accepted. ,,ach endeavoring to turn them to his
maehiavelism, but there are few even among the own a(lv:_ntagc. This infernal statecraft, to hot-

most hardened who are capable of carrying it out row ap:_6n Voltaire's exI)re.csion , reached it_ clim'_x
in its entirety; to do that, their conscience must in the Italy of the iifWcnth and sixtccntll centu-
be utterly devoid of every idea of good and evil, tics, and ]_Iachiaveli did but fr'Lme its code. It
and blinded by an unbridled lust for posses,ion was adopted by such men as Loui¢ XI. and
and power. In its worst form, when united to the Philip II. ; it still sullied France under the Valois,
necessary power, no villainy is loo great to I)e and sometimes even under Richelieu. In our
dreamt of and accomplished by it. To a first own days it rcmain_ the only political system

crime committed with impunily are quickly add- known to a number of petty states, but half civil-
ed all the others which passion begets, and which izcd, given up to an 'marchy almost barb'u'ou_ and

hearts, insensible to the horror of their deed- and wholly corrupt. Iu the larger stales it has had
no hmger in dread of punishment, can execute, to disappear, or at least to a celtain extent to dis-
As Voltaire has well said, nothing is cstabli_ht'(I guise itself in presence r)f the taw of nations and

by machiavelism, and all success gained l)y it. public honesty; n(_luitl_tanding u hich, there
when succets is gained, is temporary, rarely la.-t- have l)ecn occasional (li_gr_wcful outbreaks, and
ing even the brief lifetime of him who buys i_,at our own times furnish a notable example which

so high a price. But this remark of Voltair_'s is hi._tory stigmatizes by the name (_f the atfe_tat
almost as old a.s machiavelism itself, dating" from (attcml)t) of Bay¢)rme (-('c Adt,lphe Thiers" "Hi--

long ages before Machiaveli was to give to that tory of the Consulate _ln_l the Empire,'" books
policy the name which at once describes it mid dis- xxix., xxx, xxxi., A r,mjucz, Bayonne and Baylin).
honors him. We need but to opeu Plato'_ "Din- The w_ly in which N_q)¢_h_on I. obtained posse¢-

logues" to find in the "Republic" and the sion of the SI):mi_h cr,)w, is a chain of acts of
"Gorgias" stray features of the machiavelism l)el.fidy unworthy of _o great a man, 1)llmne(l
of the ancients, treating it with the just scorn "lgainst unfortuzi;dctwithout a dcfcnse'_gainst it,
which it merits. The admirable passages, so ap- and forged with a ._kill and a cunuin,.4" vigor which

plicable to the despots of every age, and in which has never been surl);)_-_t.d 1)3" the cleverest adcl)tS
they are described in language the truth of which of machiavclisn_. With the murder of the Duc
is unalterable, should be read. It is not here that d'Eughicn it is, ._¢'rh_crs jusily s:,ys, "the second

those protests of humamty against oppressors arid of the two vtains which tar)itch his glory." (Vol.
wrong-doers who are in l)owcr ought to be repeat- viii, 1).658.) But, :_moralist as well as an historian,
ed, protests as old as the indignation of honest men Tillers does not fail to point out the lnmishmcnt

against the abominations of crime, but we may which followed the crime, and in,_tances ]3aylin
quote these last words in which Aristotle sums as the lirst ext)i;iti(m f(ir Bayonn('. The Spani-h
up his incomparable description of a tyrant : war gave occasion for. if it w_s not the solc(.au_e
"All those schemes, with so manyothers of alike (if, :Napoh:on's reverses and tho-e of Fraln.e.

nature by means of which lyranny tries to main But such legitimate rct_iliution th(, o(_tcomc of
tain its dominion, are profoundly perverse"; events, like to averaging juqicc aud a warning
and a little farther on, appealingto the testimony of Providence, ncvcr di,cn_ri_pe.s crimc; led

of history, he adds, "and yet inspite of all these away by force of circumsti_n(.cs, and hol)ing
precautions, the least stable of governments are by redoubled adroitn(:s_ In cscapc puni.,hmcnt,

oligarchy ',tad tyranny; everything considered, it is ever ready to renew it_ (la_k l)l,_tting. Only
"alost tyrannies have had but a very brief exi-t- wilcre there iq .-uch ]'cfincmc_l of m:_)crs as
tence." Machiaveli himself might h._ve seen in his u c tind in Europe t(i day, m.tchiav(.li._m musl re-
ow_a lifetime to what the duke of V-tlcntinois main uithiu (.crtain limils, aml llmt it may cxi-t

was brought by so much craft united to so much at 'til it i- obli_('d to be les._ open ;_nd lcs_ cruel
power: having languished in prison after prison than it u'_ iu a (._)a_scr and Inorc I,a_'b'trou_ i_gc.
he met his death under the walls of an obscure The be.t mcan._ of ._ul)l)res-ii_g machiavclism I_l-

village in Spain which he had besiege,l; au end, together i_ to give it l)_zbli('ily, to h,t free di.-.cns-
after all, too good for such as he. But from this si()u unrcit the real natm'c of the cquiw)cal ;lets

example Machi:_veli learned nothing, and the thr,)ugh lln • _lgcncy of which it h_,l)e', to ('._cape
"Prince" appeared some time after ('_esar B,)rgia the tr_t)_nal ,)f l)ublic opimon. The first care of
had expiated his -crimes 1)3" Iris downfall and a ma(:hmvclian po icy is to stifle _u(.h voices as
exile. Machlavelism will never perish; changing might (,oiuplain, and still more' such ,'l- might

to suit times, places and peoples, it will live as ju('h_'c. Concealment is'm evidence of guilt, if not
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_n fact at least in intention; and honesty, especial- irrevocably fixed. The same thing is also true of
|y when armed with the power to do right, may machines as of factories, that within certain
brave all criticism, for it is little likely to be disre- limit._ the relative costs decrease with their in-
garded, and when it is, it is always easy for it to creasing size. Even the labor of animals has the

_ausc erring minds to retrace their steps. Silence, advantage over human labor that it is more power-
then, is the necessary condition of all maehiave- fuland cheaper. Their sustenance and dwellings
_ian power, and one of the safeguards, feeble may be ruder than even the rudest which would
though it be, which it always aims at securing, do for men. Their clothing is the free gift of
Had public opinion been able to discuss in 1808 nature. The portion of their lives which is un-
what was going to take place at the chateau de fitted for labor is relatively short. Even their
Marae between Nnpoleon and the Spanish Bour- dead bodies can be economically utilized. Of the
bons, there is every reason to suppose that the so-called "bhnd motive powers," water and wind
great emperor would have spared himself and are not only stronger than animals, but absolutely
France many amisfortune, and not have sullied his indispensable to the national economy as a whole.
reputation by such b_L_e disloyalty. The public Steam, however, where there is an abundance of
consciencewouhl have enlightened and regulated combustible material, is of all machine powers
that of the conqueror, and prevented him degrad- the most complete, the most obedient to man and
ing himself to play the t)ar_ of a de._poi]er. It is the freest from external interruption. Water
to be i)resumcd, bcsidc_, that he himself saw his power is but seldom found concentrated in one
error and felt the unworthiness of his conduct. 1)iace to any great extent, and still more sehlom
But the Spanish crown was at stake, and the in seaboard loc',ditieswhich are favorably situated
irresistibleomniap_'odz_niz_ationemadehim believe for commerce. Consequently the most effective

that in robbing that weak old king he was putting form of large industry--the formation of great
the coping stone of the French empire and of his metropolises of industry--is possible only with
own policy in place. A great lesson this, but one the aid of steam. To what degree the power of
that will not be very profitable so long as men man over nature is increased by the various ran-

have more cupidity than virtue, and more passion chine powers can be most clearly shown by a
than wisdom. BARTHI_LEMY SAII_T-]:IILAIRE. comparison of the oar-driven galleys with horse-

drawn canal boats, with sail ships and steam-

MACItINER[, Its Social and Economical ships. -- The more the production of a commodity
Effects. I. Ec_nomical ,.gupe_qz_'ity, ,llotive Pew. depends upon the constant repetition of one and
_'s and _imilations e_ ,_[achi_,e_:y. The distinc- the same operation, the greater is the advantage
tion between a tool and a machine consists prin- of the machine. Very different is it, however,
,_ipally in the fact that in the case of the latter where the production demands a series of taunt-
the motive power does not proceed immediately fold movements, particularly if the latter must
from the human body, while the former is only vary with the individual constitution of the object
an equipment of, or a substitute for, particular worked upon. Machines are especially adapted
human organs. A machine is more complex than for making cloths, because their quality depends

a tool. _lauy machines can be properly corn- chiefly upon having the thread uniformly and
pared to a complete laborer. Tools are in their eve.nly woven. If the stuff is well prepared, the
origin more ancient than machines, and as motive machine can work it up much more evenly tha_
powers of the latter, the larger domestic animals the hand. On the railroad, which is smooth,
were earliest used, then water, next wind, and, level and straight, a steam engine is used; in the

last of all, steam was applied.-- The indisputable city, where the crookedness of the streets, the
superiority of machines where they compete on crowd of m_:n, the different purposes of travel,
an otherwise eqmd footing with the human hand compel a thousand ilTegularities, horses are era-
supplied with mere tools, arises from the fact ployed; and in tlm house everybody goes on foot.
that they can l)erform services which would be Since machines require, as a rule, larger amounts
now too heavy and now too fine for the human of capital than laborers, and as they fix it more
hand. An important saving in raw material is permanently, their use is advantageous only
also often connected with the greater power of where the products can reckon upon a large
machines. Since machines do not tire, they can market. The more costly the machinery the
work with uninterrupted persistence, and there- _reater the market by which it is conditioned.
fore with a superhuman uniformity; and since Machinery is but illy adapted tc the manufacture

they never cheat or deceive, they are perfectly of costly articles of luxmT. Asarule, machinery
trustworthy. As they make the various copies of not only increases the economical superiority of
the same model with the utmost exactness, they him who applies it, but it also presupposes such

permit a greater expenditure of labor and atten- superiority_superiority in raw material, natural
finn upon the original. Besides this, machines power, and education in general. In the case of
work more cheaply than human hands. If this commodities whose price depends mainly upon
were not so, undertakers would prefer the latter the cost of raw material, and only to a small ex-
in their enterprises, because, if worst comes to tent upon that of manufacture, even a very con-
worst, the laborers may be dismissed, but the siderable reduction of the latter will not be able

capital invested in machines is for the most part to enlarge the market to such an extent as to
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-_ustify _l-,e _ecessary machinery. -- Finally, it in exactly the same ratio as their prices fall, the
goes without the saying that where thought or vahw in exchange of the national wealth remains

invention is required, a machine can never corn- unchanged; if it increases in a larger ratio, not
pete with the laborer. The shortest way out, only does the value ill use but also the value in

therefore, for a branch of hand imtustry which is exchange increase. Tim cotton industry is again
threatened by the introduction of machinery, is a case in point. The average value of English
for the laborers to pass over to that artistic branch cotton fabrics in 1766 was eslimated at £600,000;
.of industry which is most nearly rcl,',ted to it. in 1875, at £95,40(I,000. Of course, such a de-
It can not be denied, however, that the sphere of velopm(;nt will no_ always takeplace. If needles
machines has been recently very much enlarged slmu]d fall one half in price, their consumpti,m
and that it is r(qatively constantly increasing. -- need not increase proportionately or even at all,
,II. The Eeonorniad and Social Ad_ar_tages and because sewingis noamu._cmenl, and the products
Dhadvantage_ of Machinery. 1. It can _arcely of sewing would not becomeappreciablycheaper
be doubted that for the great public of consum- on account of the cheapening of needles. The
•ers, or, in other words, for tile national wealth as case would become different if the cheapening of
a whole, the advantages of machinery completely tim needles enabled us to conquer a foreign mar-
•outweigh all disadvantages connected with it. ket which up to this time had been closed to us.
The value in use of the national wealth is in- A diminution in the costs of production of de-
.creased by every successful introduction or im- cencies or luxuries often increases the number of
pr,)vement of amachine. For tlleprevious quau- customers not only in arithmetical but also in

tity of produclion fewer laborers are needed; geometrical ratio, because in a classification of
since machines, as Ricardo says, are of valu(, wealth the number of persons 1)elongint$ to any
only in so far as they save more labor than they class increases ms tile amount of wealth taken as a
themselw's have co_t. It is, of course, possible basis decreases. The ass,:rtion is often made,

that the l_tborern _ho have been thus rendered that products of machinery, though of better up-
,unnecessary should r(,maiu idle for the future, pearance than hand-made pro(tucts, are not so

but it is not at all probable. Civil society is not (hlvable. Even if tl6s be so, there i_ certainly no
.ready, as a rule, to pension off the laborers ren- teclmoh)_cal reason why the work of machinery
dered unnece-sary hy machines with their full should be less durabh, than thal of hands. On
previous wages, and st_ the laborers are impelled, the contrary, the un(toubtedly greater uniformity
either by necessity or pride, to seek out new of machines must, in ilself considered, be favor-
spheres of work. Whatever they produce m able to durability. It is probable, however, that,
these is, for the national economy :m a whole, a owing to the gleatly increased facility of manu-
pure gain. Fortunately the new field of labor facture by machiues, the production of raw ma-
()rdinarily lies very near to the former, as active terial has not kept equal pace. Poorer material
.enterprisers like to 'zpply the capital so saved in has, therefore, been taken, material which could
the extension of their business. We nmy say not be worked at all by hand, and consequently
with Hermann, th'tt nature proceeds with eco- even the better work of machines has not been
,nomical inventions in the same -,v_ty as human able to make good t)roducts out of them. But
legislation with patent rights. At first the in- the f'mlt in such cases oughtu,)t to be ascribed to
vcntor succeeds in enjoyiJ_g the sole use of hi_ the macliines. We can not dcny, then, that not
.invention. The public pays him the former only individuals, so fat' as they are consumers,
prices while his costs of production have become but also nations in their entirety, have been made
smaller, and so he receives a higher rate of profit richer by the introduction of machinery. --2.
than i_ usual. Competition soon begins to make But when we come to ctmsidcr the distribution of
itself felt, his fellowenterprisersimitate him, and this ,_dditional wealth, tilt; advantages of ms-
lie finds it to his advantage to extcntl his business chincry, l)articularly for the lower classes of
.and take small profits on large sales rather than wagclaborers, are much morequcstionable. They
large profits on small salcs. Thus the priccfinal- gain, of course, in their capacity as consumers,
ly falls to the amount of the present costs of pro- and those political economists go too far who

_luction, and the consmners get the ultimate per- overlot_k tile advantage of cheaper clothing and
manent advantage, since they are now able to of similar articles of necessity. And yetin highly
secure with the same sacrifice far grcatcr enj_)y- cultiwitcd hinds, where a well-developed division

meat than before. Tile cotton industry affords of labor compels the choice of a calling for life,
an excellent example of this. As one improve- no important machine can be introduced without
meat after another has been introduced, the price driving s()me laborers ()tit of their accustomed

•of cotton fabrics has steadily declined and their field of action. We must remember, however,
use become more geueral. Thus, in 1849 one th,lt machines do not necessarily diminish tile de-

could buy more than eight times as much cotton maud for laborers, taking the country as a whole.
•cloth for a given sum of money as in 1810. The As a rule they open a new demand in one phlce
population of Europe increased about 11 per while they close the old demand in another. The

<rent. in the years 1886--50, while the use of cotton manufacture of the machines themselves requires
_cloths incrcased about 85 per cent. -- If the con- a large number of laborers. If the demand for

_umptiou of the cheapened commodities increases the products increases largely, more laborers are
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needed in preparing the raw material, in the and can bespurred on _o-ga'eater activity by the
work of transportation, etc., etc. The actual prospect of more enjoyment. It depends, indeed,
expansion of any branch of industry which is ultimately upon the supply of raw material and

owiug to machines occasions tile expansion of of the provisions of the laborers. Every indus-
other branches which can employ the surplus try contains within itself the guarantee o," iL_

laborers. If cotton fabrics sink one-half in price, further progress only in so far as it can exchange
all consumers have one-half the sum of their its increased production for an increased quantity
former expenditures on tbese commodities avail- of raw material and provisions. It is, therefore,
able for some other purpose. Different consumers the expansive abilities of internal agriculture or
will use it in different ways. One will employ it of foreign commerce in raw material which de-

in l)urchasiug other satisfactions, another in en- tcrmines the answer to this qu_tion. The rate
larging his business, still another in increasing of wages depends on the relation between the

hm income-yielding investments, i. e., as a rule supply of labor and the demand for it. The sup-
in increasing his loans for productive purposes, ply is, of course, not immediately affected by th,
In each case a new demand for laborers will en- introduction of machinery. So far as the de-
sue, though in very different degrees acc,)rding maud is concerned, the possibility of its becom-
to circumstances----to a greater degree, for in- ing greater is assured by the fact that every
stance, if the capital saved is applied in building economically successful machine increases the
a railroad than if employed in the purchase of national wealth. On the other hand, we must

foreign wines. Only in case of wanton dcstruc- not close our eyes to the fact that the actual de-
tion or idle hoarding of the sums saved would it mend for labor within the limits of possibilities
be possible for no new demand to arise---cases of depends on the will of the enterprisers and the
rare occurrence in machine-using countries. This consumers. And indeed the immediate effect of

removal of the laborers to l_ew fiehls is made a labor-_ving machine is to make capitalists less
much easier for them by the fact that the most eager for labor, and laborers more eagcr for capi
effective machines are generally the most costly, tel. The demand for labor is conditmned not so
and __-minground, therefore, but slowly. Tlm much by the amount of fixed capital a_ of that
effectiveness of a machine has often caused such which is circulating. But the construction of a

an expansion of certain industries that the de- machine means the conversion of circulatingint,_
mand for laborers even in those {ndustries has fixed capital. In all such cases, therefore, there
been actually increased. If for a given quantity are very different and often opposite forces at
of commodities three-fourths of the laborers be. work, of which now one and now another pre
eome superfluous, but the market increases more vails. The more the middle class, with it_
than fourfold, the demand for laborers in that modest but extensive consumption, prevails in a
very indusuT will become greater. The simple people, aud the more the newly discovered ma

fact of the enormous increase of laborers in all chines further the production of objects of m.
branches of modern industry proves that the use cessity used by the laboring classes, the m()rc
of machinery may increase the demand for reasonable becomes the hope that wag_.s gen

laborers. Nor is it true that machinery has erallyneed not sink in consequence of tim m-
lowered the wages of laborers. The English troduction of machinery.--But even uu(b'r tlm
cotton spinner in 1804 could buy with a certain most favorable circumstances it will be iml)OS

number of hours' labor 117 poundsof flour or 62 sible to introduce any important machine _vith
pounds of meat; a spinner of the same grade out doing some injury. How many laborious
could buy in 1850 with the same number of ly-acquired arts become in such cases SUl)('rflt,
hours' work 820 pounds of flour or 85 pounds of ousI Rude clod-hoppers, or even children, can
meat. And it is still true that the English agri- take the place of the strong and skillful lab,)r-

cultural laborer is more poorly paid than his or. The previous advantage of the latter, form-
brother, the factory operative. -- We can not al- ing the main part of his capital, is thereby (h,-

ways expect such a development. If those who stroyed. Elderly persons rarely have the ne('(',
are most immediately benefited by the invention sary elasti_.ity of body and mind to pa-.s lr4_m
of a machine consume their advantage, reckoned their former business into a new one, eve,x if th(.
as capital, unproductively, the machine might latter, considered in itself, is just as easy _m,l
permanently diminish the demand for labor. On ple.mant as the former. Perhaps hand l,l_,_r('t-

account of the cost of raw material the price of do not recognize soon enough how irresistibl,' tl,,.
manufactures can not fall in the same ratio as revolution is; they hopc for a long time to bc:_bl"

labor is saved b_ the machine. Whether, there- to maintain themselves by the side of the m,u'hmc;
fore, the market can be enlarged .to th_ same or they expend the best years of their life a_(l all
a ga'eatcr extent depends upon the ability of the their savings in endeavoring to do so, and in the-

remaining branches of the national in(lush'y to way miss every opportunity of getting into s_)m,_
furnish an itmrcased supply of equivalents; for other field. The more rapidly the invenliot_-
it is only such a supply of equivalents that con- follow one another, the more frequently do theft'
stitutes an effective demand. This presupposes evils recur; and even the manufacturers th(.m-

also a nation which makes use of the possibility selves arc often injured by their old machim".
of saving for the actual increase of its capital, losing a large part of their value through th_

&
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invention of new and better ones. This dark side inclined to trust the administration of their savings
of machinery is not seen in cases where the branch to others. One would think that the repeated
of industry which is to be furthered by it has not interruption_ to factory lal)or from panics, crises,
hitherto existed in the country; for no laborers etc., would impress upon the laborer the necessity
are interested in the continuance of the incom- ,)f laying by a penny against a rainy day. But
plete method. On a Robinson Crusoe's island crises are irregular. Years may pass without a
even the most effective machine would do no dam- single day being lost, then come years of depres-
age. We see an illustration of this in the eolonies sion where the machines are run on lmlf time.

of the European countries. For the same reason, The ordimlry man is not capable of providing
because the laborers could easily change their against such emergencies, tie viehts rather to
occupation, because the division of labor was what he regards as theinevitable; lie feeds himself
neither so detailed nor so firmly e._t.ablishcd, the fat in good times, and stal'w.s in bad times. Such

many and exceedingly important mventions at unccl'tainly, so far from being a discour_gement
the close of the middle ages made but few men to population, is very favorable t(J it. A laborer

unfortunate or unhappy.--3. The most injurious who needs only a healthy body to support a
influence of machines upon the laborers, and lmusehold easily thinks that his'posterity, how-
through them upon the national economy as a ever numerous, can not 1)e any _._.'Ol'SCOff thall he

whole, arises from the fact that they increase the himself -- 4. With every step of pr¢)gl'ess of the
proletary, extensively as well as intensively. They factory system the dependenc(, of the lal,orer upon
sharpen very greatly the contrast between the his employer increases. Pure theory must indeed
rich and the poor in industrial life. Population, grant that tbe factory owner nee(l._ in the course
as a whole, is generally increased by the intro- of hi_ ilJdustry skillful awl industrious laborers

duction of machinery. But this increase occurs as nmeh as the lah(_rers need a wealthy and pru-
mainly in theproletarian population. Every class dent (,mph)yer. But as a matter of fact thi,
of men has the tendency to increase the more mutual dependence has b(,en _hus far a very
rapidly, the less tile amount considered necessary different one when lo,)ked at fr,)m different
to the support of a family according to their sides. On the one hand the denmnd for labor

standard of life. The factory laborer, whosc tool on the i):_rt of a very few capitali-t_, on the
is the machine, whose workshop is the factory, otlHr the supply off_,_ed by great th'(,ve_ of la-

who receives his raw material from his employer, horel's; :he employers enabled by their capital
and his fixed daily or weekly wag_ from the to wait their opportunity, for months or even

same person, does not need any capital to com- ye_l'% the laborers needing employment from
mence business. He contributes nothing to pro- w(.ek _¢, week. Tile former need labor in order
duction but his own personal labor, and, indeed, to make p_ofits; the lalter, calntal in order to live:
the more complete the machine, the more highly the former prudent enough to eommaml a view
developed the division of labor, the earlier and (_f all the fa,.ts awl circumstances ,ff the case,
the easier does he become ready for labor. Most to nmke their plans accordingly, .rod to lmld to

factory laborers are almost as far along at twenty them firmly; the lm_jorily (ff the latter absolutely
as they can ever hope to get. Why and how ine_q)ablcot anyrcal('alculation_)rplanning. And
long shall they postpone the enjoyment of (:on- even if thel'c ale any x_isc individu_lq among the

nubial pleasures? If the brides are also employed hordes of laborers it is exceedingly diffi,'ult to
in the factories, which tends more and more to convince the great mass, and still more (hlTicult

become true, then no increase of expenses imme- to execute a plan in the fa_.e of hol)c and fear.
diately follows marriage. They hardly need ttow easy it has been for mast_,rs t(_ make their
dwellings; they need mere sleeping places, for rcsisti_g laborers uupolmlarwlth the l,ublic, how
duringthedaytheylivein the factories. (2hi]dren. very difficult for laborers to d_* lhe ,_ame for their
in their early years, increase the family burdens, lmrd masters! The res_*lutinn_ of lab(_rers assume
but the) soon become able to work in the factories, almost necessarily a tumultuous or rev_)lutionary
and are then sources of income. In this way it character by which even all imparti:_t g()vernment

is not nmch more trouble to rear a large family i_ forced to take sides against them, wtfilc those
than a small one--a circumstance which must in. of the maslers can bc taken iu the greatest secrecy

crease tile number of children the more rapidly, .rod arc on that ac(.ount m_)re effectual. Grc_t.
from the fact that those children who once ent(.r l)()litical and socml (.hanffcs have heen necessary ia
the factories rarely ever leave them.--In the idea, order to nmkc even a few of these relations m,)_t.
which we nowadays connect with the word favorable to the l:tborcr-; such as a far-teat.brag

"proletary," the lack of any prospect of improve- liberalizing ()f the sla_c by the extension of the
went in the future forms one of the most important suffr:_ge, treedom of the press, and right of a_,_,)-
and dishearteningelements. :Most factory labor- ciation cveu in tile lowest classes, and cons(,-

ers receive wages enough to enable them to save quen_ly a very much greater syml)atby not only
if they would. But experience proves that they on tlw part of tim govermnent but also that of
are but seldom inclined to do so. Men will not eduealcd public opinion with the lot of the labor-
save to any great extent unless they can employ or. and an increased self-respect on the part ()t' the
their savings profitably. Factory laborers find latter, But even under new eondttions tile con.

great difficulty in doing th_s, as they are not much stantly increasing divisiou of labor ill the factory
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must continually increase the superiority of the cause. How can the laborer love his home, when
.directing person, who holds the whole together, in the evening he finds no wa_ln and pleasant sit-
_s compared with the laborer wire forms, as it ting room, and at noon no dinner because the
were, only a small wheel in the g't"eat assemblage housewife must be in tile factory all day long?

_)f machinery. The latter as an i_ldividual can But where love does not bind the family!ego!her,
be more easily spared than tlw fro'incr. In a it too often happens tha! the weaker members are
word, if every determination of price is to be abused by the stronger. For selfish parents the
fixed by a struggle between opposing interests, most convenient course is to neglect the younger
the contest is, in this case, a very unequal one.-- children, atad exploit tim labor of the older ones !o
The darkest side of the modern factory system the utmost-----certainly not a highly developed but

_consists in its tendency Io loosen the family tics. a thoroughly diseased division of labor. -- Tbe

Many machines require so ]itlte humau power hygienic evils of machinery have often been ex-
for their operation that they can be worked b) aggeratcd And yet apart from tbe disadwm-
"women or half-grown children quite as well as by tages of the extremely one-sided bodily a<:tivity
_rnen. Inmany cases, indeed, the weak, fine hand necessa_ T for most factory operations, the tend-
is more desirable than the strong and rude one. eacy to the overworking of children is very in-
:Now, wherever the labor of women and children jurious, and the great number of wounds to
is technically as productive as that ot men, it is which ]aborel_ are exposed when working about
zaore economical to the capitalist, owing to its machines constitutes aserious evil. The general
much greater cheapness. Even to the families of question as to the morality or immorality of fac-

the laborerstlmmselves the factory work of mother tory laborers as compared with other classes has
and children is a temporary advantage, if we re- been often discussed, but without any valuable
gard only economical or rather mammonistic con- results. The statistics of crime have not bern
siderations. But it is not so in the long run. It collected with sufficient care and in sufficient de-
is well known tbat the living expenses, not only tail to make any conclusion based upon them of
of the actual laborers but also of the lining gcn- any value. The crimes of citiesare of a different

,oration, form the minimum below which the rate kind from those of the country, but we can sot
of wages can not permanently sink. If it falls prove from present facts that they are greater or

.below this level, laborers fail to keep their ranks more numerous.- 5. With such evils incident to
full; and if the demand for labor remains the machinery we need not be surpri_d that voices
same, wages must rise. Now, the labor of wife have been loudly heard among hand laborers
and chihl lowers this minimum below which the calling for the repression of machines, particular-
wages can not permanently fall. The father can ly of new machines. So long as labor was of
now earn less and still maintain his family. If infinitely more importance in the national econo-

all laborers would use this opportunity to raise my than capital, so long as the chief industrial
their standard of life, this condition might be cities were ruled by the guilds, even the govern-
_naintained. But if they employ it, as experience ment used to proceed against new machines under
,prow:s they probably will, to marry earlier and to certain circumstances. At a later period, how-

produce children still more recklessly, they in- ever, when capital and higher intelligence had
•crease; the competition in their own field, and the become more important and more imlispensab]_'.
.rate of wages will fall to this new and lower rain- the autholJties ceased to lend their aid to the
.imum. We have already seen that the labor of jc'llousy of the labm_ers. During the eightecnlh

wife and children is one of the most important century the English government often madcre._w
incentives to a thoughtless and proletarian in- tution when the so-called Luddites had destroyed

.crease of population. When this influence has new machines. That envy, however, coatimlcd
had its full effect, instead of better fed, better to sho_ itself in private persecution and cw'n in

.clothed and better trained laborers, we simply have public disturbance for a much longer lime. Itow
more human beings who lmvesacrificed their child- short-sighted such an opposition to m,chim'ry i_.

•hood and their d,_mestic happiness without ob- becomes evident from its logical coaseqm.ace,-.

taininganythiugmore than they had before. And Whoever opposes every device which makcs it
what have they lost withal? If the father ceases possible to reach a given end with less human

.to be the supporter of the family, the most natural labor, ought to lmve all transportation carried oa
and undoubted basis of his parental and marital by human beings on natural roads, and to COll-
authol4ty is threatened. Here ere realized the demn all agTiculture to be mere scratching of the

.diseased utopias of the friends of woman's rights earth with the finger nails. The widest limit.,
_the woman devoted to the same pursuits as the between which tim wages of labor may rise and

.man, independent as he---as a consequence, an fall, but which they can never permanently pass,
-enormous number of "wild marriages." No less and which are determined by the efficiency of

ruinous is the early economical independence of labor itself, are enlarged by every new application
-children who are neither intellectually nor bodily of machinery. Only in this way is it explainable
ripe for it. Tim monstrous and growing impor- that English capitalists can afford to pay higher
tance of saloons and grogshops stands in connec- wages and yet sell their products more cheaply
!ion with this loosening of the family ties, in the than their brothers on the continent. Again, _t

a-elation not only of consequence but also of is wrong to suppo_ that the many daa'k sides of
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modern industry could not exist without machines, of these. The logical outcome of such a plan
The very uniformity of machines form_ a strong would be a return to the institutions of the middle
barrier to all merely caplicious abuse of the ages, which, however beneficent they may have
weaker. Machines have made the relation be- been in their time, have showed themselves un-

tween master and laborer le_ changeable and able to exist under modern conditions. The fact
arbitrary, and therefore, as a rule, morally better, that they hale fallen away of themselves, de-
in that they form, on the one hand, a means of caycd internally, not battered down from lhc out-

bringing troublesome laborers to terms, "rod, on side, proves the impossibility of their resurrcc.
the other, compel the capitalists to keep their fac- tion. Some have tllought that if the laborers
torics running even in dull times, if they do not were made participants in the profits and l_s

wish to see their capital invested in machines of the industry th(.y would be great gainers.
completely idle, or imlecd perish by rust. Be- Aside from the difficulty of devi_ing any plan
sides, the large capitalist (and onlyhe c.m employ of realizing sucil participation, the fact above
machines to any great extent) can bctter afford to mentbmed, in reference to the large percentage
be generous than the man of small means; and of failures and bankruptcies in manufacturing
the more prominent a man is, the more he is ex- I enterprises, shows clearly that the laborer would

posed to the influence of publie opinion. Further, ' not be mu(,h, if any, better ot_. Co-operative
we can not deny that machines have relieved men ] association is, according to some, the p:tnacca for

of many mechanical and unhealthful kinds of !Iall industrial evils. But thc history of co-opera-
labor. It is sufficient to compare in this connec- _ tion can not be said to be very encouraging. The

tiou the attendance of a water, wind or steam I conditions of modern indu._try arc such that a
mill with the labor of an ancient corn-grinding , large busincss can be successfully carried on un-

slave, or the sailor of a modern sail or steam ship dcr ordinary circumstances only by a close and
with the oarsman of a galley. If machines, then, systematic organization such as associations of
up to the present time have diminished the toil laborers are hardly capable of realizing, let alone
of the human race but little or not at all, the establishing aud maintaining. Whatever effectual

reason does not lie in any necessity of nature, but remedy may finally be fuund, certain me[Lsures
in the social imperfection of man. And the lack can be undertaken and successfully calTied out

of forethought of the lower classes is certainly as which may alleviate much of the misery and re-
much to blame for this as the hardheartedness of move some of the abuses of modern industry.

tlm higher classes. It is undoubtedly owing also The state can interfere to protect the most help-
in part to the fact that modern governments have less class,,s--chihtrcn and women--and compel
until very recently unduly favored large industries capitalists to observe provisions in referencc to
at the expense of smaller.--6. Many of the plans the situation, arrangement and ventilation of
for improvement amount to nothing more than a factories, etc. Nearly all civilized nations have
proposal that the state shall make a deduction commenced tins work, and some have carried it
from the profits of the capitalist and add it to the on to a g,'cat extent -- If a nation is in process of

wages of the laborer. This means communism, transition to a higher sta_e of civilizalion, all the
We may mention three objections to any such elements of that civilizatit)n, looked at from be-
plans, without going further into tile discus- low, appear in tile most rosy light. After a nu-
sion of communistic theories. Such measures tion has once reached that stage it becomes aware

could be helpful only on three couditions: 1, that on earth at least there is no unclouded hap-
that they should be universal. For if one coun- pincss. Men so()n forget the pressure of old con-
try alone tried them, capital and brains would ditions aud exagger'lte that of the new. The

emigrate to more favorable localities, and thus short-sighted and despairing advise the throwing
leave the laborers worse off than before. 2, that overboard of all civilization in order to destroy

the capitalists should be very numerous and all forever its evil_--au adviec whose ruinousness is
very wealthy. Neither the one nor the otheris the only exceeded by its iml)racticability. The only
case. Of a hundred manufacturing enterprises true remedy consists in d_=veloping to their fullest

which are set on foot, only ten ever amount to extent the good elemeuts of a higher civilization,

anything. Diminishing profits largely would with tile hopethat inathoroughlyhcalthysoeiety
simply send them to destruction faster than ever, they will s() far outweigh the bad clemelJts as to
and thus increase tile power and influence of the reduce them to comparative insignificance. (See
few successful ones. 3, that the increase of ]_VE_TIONS.) WlLILEL._I ROSCIIh_.
population should be relatively slower than the E J. JAxxs, Tr.

accumulation of capital. Compulsory dedu(.tions
in favor of the laborers wouht tend to make it M JtI)AGASCAR, a large island in the Indian

increase more rapidly, and the greater the de- ocean, separated from eastern Africa, by the
duetions the more unfavorable the result.- blozamb_quc channel, in which are situated tile

Other plans have been proposed which smell too four islands of the Comorcn group (Angarija,

much of the study-lamp to have much prospect Mo6ly, Anjouau and Mayotte). Its axis, directed
of success in practical life. The idea of Sis- from north-northeast to south-southwest, is about
mondi that the capitalist._ should be bound to 300 French leagues in length, while its aver:_ge,
take care of their sick and aged laborers, is one but very variable, width is only eighty leagues.
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The coast is greatly subject to marsh fevers, establishment of Sainte-Marie remained in the
.during a part of the year; the country rises by a hands of France, as a permanent declaration of
succession of mountains and table lands to the French Hghts and intentions, that is, rights of soy-
central plateau, which is perfectly healthy. The ereignty, not in the sense that France laid claim to
height of this region does not appear to be less the ownership of all the island with reference to
than 2,000 metres, and commands the city of 1he natives, and as mistress of their fnrtune, but

'Tana_arivoo, capital of the tribe of the Horns. sovereign with reference to foreign powers, which
The coast, winding and irregular, presents a werenottofoundestablishmentsthere_vithoutlhe

,multitude of bays, roadsteads and harbors; the permission of France. Asto herrelations with the
greatest of these indentations is that of Di_go- natives, the treatms which she concluded at dif-
Souarez, at the north, near Cape Amber. Mada- ferent times with the Sakalaves of the western
gasear by its position commands both routes to coast, for the opening of ports and the freedom of
India, that by the Red sea, and that by the trade, testify clearly that France never intended
cape, and owing to the trade winds has easy to impose her authority by force on all the inhab-

communication with the islands Reunion and itants. It does not even appear that the recogni-
Mauritius, situated 150 French leagues to the tion of the chief of the Hovas, as king of Mada.

.east, in the mid(_le of the Indian ocean. Hence gascar, implied an express renunciation of the
its political importance, well understood to-day, historic rights of France. In the absence of zhe
one which increases the economic value which official version, the most authentic accountsa._ure

Jt receives from its mineral, vegetable and animal us that the representative of the emperor accom-
resources. Rice and cattle are the principal paniedhisrecognitionwiththisdeclaration, "that
articles of commerce. _ Madagascar is estimated the emperor, l_'apoleon III., in recognizing Ha-
_to contain three or four millions of inhabi- dama as sovereign of the island, hoped never to

-tants, divided into a multitude of tribes, among be forced again to vindicate the rights of France."
which only two have acquired an historical _Be this as it may, the elevation of this prince to
name: the Sakalaves, extended over the whole power, in the month of Augmst, 1861, was fol-
western coast, and the Horns, settled on the cen- lowed, as we havesaid, with two treaties of friend.

tral plateau, in the district of Emyrne; the first ship and commerce, concluded the one with
of African origin, the second of the Malay race. France, the other with England, whose delegates

The latter, either through their own genius, or assisted at his eoronation. Thetreaty_ithFrance
the topographical conditions which have excited wasda_e(lSept.12,1862,concludedatTananarivoo,

their activity, acquired, at the beginning of the between Capt. Dupr6 in the nameof the emperor,
nineteenth century, a marked preponderance, and three personages of the tIova court in the

under the reign of 1L_dama I., who was favored name of the king (the commm_der-in-chief, the
.in his projects by the French and the English minister of foreign affairs, the minister of justice).
who appeared at his court. Owing to their coun- It comprises twenty-four articles, then an addi-
sel and their assistance, he not ouly subje5ted to tional article, abolishing import as well as export

his power the numerous tribes which had been duties, and was promulgated by imperial decree
_independent up to that time, but he made his of April 11, 1863. (Btt_t_n des Lo_. 1102, No.
people acquainted with the elements of civiliza- 11,089.) The treaty with England Is dated at
.tion : schools, manufactures, etc. Under the Tananarivoo, Dec. 5, 1862: the negotiator on the
.reign of his widow, Ranavalo, who succeeded sideof England was Thomas Conolly Packenham,
him in 1828, all moral and religious progress consul of her Britannic majesty; the represents-
was nearly suspended, but commercial relations tires of Radama were the commander-in-chief

J_ept up the unbroken interchange of ideas, aa (Rainilaiarivony), the minister of justice(Rainike-
well as products, which seem to justify the recog- taka) and three secretaries of state in the minist_ T
nition made by France and England, in 1861, of of foreign affairs (Ramarinako, Razanakembana
Radama II., son of Ranavalo, as king, not only and Clement Laborde, Jr.). The principal clauses

.of the Hovas, but of Madagascar, although a great of these treaties, which are almost alike, are as

number of tribes were free from his authority.-- follows: Continual peace and perpetual friend-

The island of Madagascar, after having been ship; reciprocal liberty of entering, residing,
visited by the Portuguese, the English and the traveling and trading in the country ; a guarantee
Dutch, who did not remain there, w_ approached of privileges, immunities and advantages granted
with plans of final settlement, by the French, in to the most favored nation; freedom of worship
the course of the seventeenth century. *A corn- recognized to the Malgaches; reciprocal duties

party, to develop its wealth, was formed as early on tonnage and importation; abolition of all pro.
as 1637, and received from Louis XIII., in 1642, hibition of importation and exportation; jarls-
the privilege of trading. The numerous trading diction over foreigners reserved to foreign con-

stores and forts became the instruments of devel- suis; iaheritaaoes, goods of shipwrecked persons
•opment, and the island even received the name given to those having rights of foreigners.--At
of Oriental .YYrar_. During two centuries, the the same [time that l_lng RKlama signed the treaty
French flag was maintained alone, with victual- with France, he ratified and signed a great con-
_udes of cheeks and reverses; and if it was neces- cession of lands mad industries which, some years

._ary to abandon the French posts, in 1831, the before, when he wa_ only heir apparent, he had
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accorded to Lambert, his representative in France. Their wives and children were reduced toslavery;
For the development of this wealth a joint stock and their goods confiscated. Such was the eus-

,company was formed in Paris under the name of tom of the country. We mention this fact to
Ix eompagnie de Madagazcarfinanci_re, indust_qelle show the state of civilization of the Ho_ as, under
•a eommereiale, and authorized by imperial decree one of its aspeets. Their religion, their social

_f May 2, 1863. Baron de Richemont, senator, hierarchy, their penal laws, date from what might
was appointed governor. An exploring expedi- be called organic paganism; and in considering
•tion was immediately organized, which departed the Horns we might cite asa corresponding exam-
.about the end of May, 1863, with Lambert and ple the kingdoms of Italy in the time of Romulus,
Dupr6, bearers of the ratification of the treaty by or those of India at the beginning of Brahmanism,
1.he emperor. On arriving in the Indian ocean, if wehad not to take account of their race, which

.the plenipotentiary of France heard of the ter- i is much less elegant, less artistic and less philo-

_'ible revolution of the palace which had been [ sophie than the nations of classic paganism, and

accomplished at Tananarivoo during his absence, much less progressive also. Hence the Hovas
May 12, King Radama, with thirty of his favor- would require a number of years, impossil)le to
ites, were strangled by the party of the fot'mer be determined, to arrive at western civilization, if
officers and Hova aristocracy, who wished to re- the latter did not come to them from abroad, and

gain the power and prestige they enjoyed under come with as few chances of being accepted as
Queen Ranavalo. His wife, Rab,do, hadbcen pro- possihle, which may he understood from their
,claimed queen of Madagascar under the name of inferiority. -- The Hovas are of the Malay rac
Rasoherina, and had sworn to a species of consti- similar to the population of southern India,
tution. Duprd arrive(l in the waters of Tamatave Malacca, the Moluccas and the northern islands

during the month of July, and announced to the of Occanica. This race was transplanted to
court of Emyrne that lie wa,_ the bearer of a rati- Mad,gasear. hut the time and circumstances of
fled treaty, the execution of which hc required, this transpl:mtiug are not km)wn. It is more
as well as the Lambert charter, which a company or les,_ mixed with Caffre, Arab and Mtdgaehe

had acquired. The Hova government refused, elements. A people arrived at this degree of
,unless important modifications wcrc nmde. After complicated civilization, is perhaps les_ _dc(,eesi
useless negotiations, Commander I)upr6 was btc to a superior civilization th.m _n altogelher

•obliged to leave the harbor of Tamatave, con- barbarous one. The Hov_s, imbtied xxith the feel
vinced of the definite check of his pacific and ing of their own superiority, hostile to strangeJ_.

diplomatic policy, through the persistent opposi- form an ari.-tocracy of a very positive turn of
tion of the Horns. The French consul withdrew, mind. full of re,ources in pohtics: gcnelaliy some

Political relations were interrupted and commer- nohlc family has control of the king or the queen,
eial relations were again restricted by the e:tab- and its influeuce is the better received by the
lishment of customs duties. The influence of the rc.,t of the nation, the more it succeeds in cxelud

French, grown weak since the death of Queen ing foreigncrs. -- Slavery was al)oli,hed in Mada
Ranavalo, and which the treaty of 1862 had gascar by a proclamation dated June 20. lS77.
re-established only on paper, was henceforth re- --BII_LIO('RAI'UY. Ellis. ]bstory (f Mmlaq, ts
.dueed to nothing. The Malgaches went so far as car. Lonth,o, 18:38. and 7"ltr_'e Vizits to Mmlagas-

to destroy the manufactory of arms established car, London, 1858; Boeaue, Mada.q¢l,_car. pos-
•by a Frenchman, which was called by the queen _ssiot, fral_aise dqm£_ 1642., Pari._, 1859, Pfeiffer.
"the indestructible beauty." The French gov- Reise _lach Ma&_ga._car, 2 vols.. \iemm, 1861;

•ermnent still timught of recovering some credit MacLeo(t, Madc, gasc¢_r and its l'e,q,lz., London,
at the court of Tananarivoo. We find in the 1865; Mears, The Sto_T of Mad,y,,_car, Phila-

yellow book, of 1867, that the revision of tile delphia, 1873; 3lullens, Tv'tlce Motdhs it_ _lad.
treaty of 1862 had been resumed undcrconditions a(/_car, London, 1875; Grandidier, Histoirephys-

which justified the hope that the queen would iqT2,. _mtt, relle ct politique de Madagct,car, Paris,
cease to guard the unexplored wealth of her king- 1876; Oliver, Madagascara_idtheM,daga._y, Lon-

.dom from the pacific conquests of commerce and don, 1866; Sibree, Madagascar a_d /ts Pex,p/e,

industry. The queen, in fact, seemed to consent i London, 1870; ,5f,dafrika and Ma&tga.¢car, 3d ed.,
to a resumption of negotiations; she had brought Leipzig, 1874. JULES Duv&_..
out from tim sanctuary the statue of Kelimalaga,
the goddess of international relations, when she MADISON, ,lames, president of the United
died suddenly (1868), and the project was not States 1809-17, was born at Port Conway, Ya.,
carried out. lqer cousin, Rauroma, succeeded : 3larch 16. 1751, and died ..it Montl)clier, Vs.,
her under the name of Ranavalo II., and the June 28, 1886. He was graduated at Princeton

credit of :Europeans was strengthened only in one ' in 1771. was admitted to the bar, was :t deh,gate
case, which was moreover creditable to their to the continental congress from¥irginia 1_80-83

humanity. They succeeded in saving the lives of and 1786-8, and to the conw,nti,m of 1787 (see
the authors of a conspiracy formed under the CONSTITI-TION), and was a demoer:lt_c congress-
direction of the former ministers of Iiadama. But man 1789-97. Ilc _ a_ secretary of state tl,rough-
these unfortunates were nevertheless confined in out Jt.fferson's two terms o[ office, and on Ins

•a cave where several of them died of hunger, retirement was elected president. (See FEI)_R-
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XLm,r; l_ucxT RESOLU_ONS; C0_STR_CTm_; compelled to make England their home. Con-
ADM_STRATIONS; EMBAm_O; CAUCUS, CON- fined by the sea with the people whom hitherto_

GRESSIONAL; CONVENTION, _ARTFORD; HE_RV they had despised and oppressed, they at length
DOCUMENTS; DRAFTS, I. ; SECESSION, I.; DEMO- began to regard England as their country and the
CRATIC-P_EPUBLICAN PARTY, I.-IIL ; UNITED English as their countrymen, and the two races
STA_s.)--Madison's part in the adoption and so long hostile found they had common interests
ratification of the constitution, and in the organ- to unite them and common enemies to overcome.
ization of government under it, was very large Both were oppressed by the tyranny of a wicked
and indeed essential. As soon as the government and despotic king, and the descendants of those
was fairly organized he took place as Jeffcrson's who had fought under the Norman William and
most confidential lieutenant in the formation of the Saxon Harold began to intermarry and form

the republican (democratic) party, and from that closer bonds of union, until the final pledge of
time until 1817 his history is closely identified their perfect reconciliation was the great charter
with that of his party. -- Madison's ability as a framed for their common benefit and wrung from
political writer will not be questioned by any one their perfidious king by their united and deter-
who has read his writings; but his ability was mined exertions.--However circumscribed had
rather judicial than polemical. He never fairly been the liberty of the Anglo-Saxons under their
entered the lists against Hamilton but once, in ancient form of government, by the introduction
1793, when Jefferson had written to him thus of the feudal law into England by William the
urgently: "Hamilton is really a colossus to the Conqueror, the who!e people had been reduced to
anti-republican party. When he comes forward a state of vassalage, and their freedom so effect-
there is nobody but yourself who can meet him. ually suppressed, that a great part of them had
For God's sake, take up your pen, and give a been cast into a state of abject slaveD-. At
fundamental reply to Curtius and Camillus." It the same time_ under John, the Norman barons
must be admitted that in this encounter Madison were compelled to submit to such absolute pre-
was very decidedly worsted. Outside of polem- rogatives of the sovereign as virtually divested
ics, however, his style is always plain, strong, them of that rank and those privileges which men
frank and convincing; and his state papers are of their class had always enjoyed, and which
of the first rank.- As president, Madison held a with bloody valor they had always defended.
different position from any of his three prede- The power of the crown, long wielded with re-
ceesors, "Washington, who ruled superior to lentless force, was not easily reduced. Hem T
party; Adams, who ruled in spiteof a party; and I., to aid in excluding his elder brother from
Jefferson, who ruled at the head of a party." the throne, had granted the people a charter ia
Madison may be considered the first of the presi* many respects favorable to the personal liberty
dents who have been the exponents of a party, of the subject. Stephen had renewed and tlenry
It is very certain, for example, that "Mr. Madi- II. confirmed this charter. The king, howexer,
son's war," as the federalists often called the war had always ignored its provisions, and exerted
of 1812, did not draw its inspiration from Madi- the same unlimited authority over the lives and
son at all, even if doubt be cast upon the story liberty of his subjects. There was a single cx-
that he was forced into it by the democratic lea¢[- ception to this stern authority of the sovereigu.
ers in congress. In this, as in many other simi- Arms still remained in the hands of the barons

lar instances, he was the filet president to yield in and people, and by combining their power in a
practice to the Jeffersonian theory, as applied to settled and united purpose, their liberties might

the executive.- See Adams' Life of Madison/ still be vindicated. The oppressions and insults
Rives' Life of Madi_n; Madison's Writings; of their rapacious king becoming no less odious
McGuire's Private 6'(n_re_ponxlenee of Madison; 5 to the barons than to the people, and tiredly
Elliot's Debates; 2 8chouler's United States, 279; enraged at his licentious exactions upon their
Madison's messages in the Statesman's Manual; families as well as his despotic demands upon
and authorities under DE_OCRATm-R_rsBLXCAN themselves, they resolved to strike a bold anti
PA2aTY, I.-III. AlmXA_DE_t JOH-_STON. determined blow for the restoration of their

privilegc_. -- Accordingly, immediately after the*
_AGNA CH)kRTA, the great charter which Christmas holidays in the year 1215, the bar(,_-

was granted by King John to the barons of En- assembled in London, and taking a copy of
gland at Runnymede, A. D. 1215.--With this the charter granted by Henry I., which Lung

great charter of personal liberty begins the true ton, the archbishop of Canterbury (who favot't.d
history of the English natiun, for, as Lord their cause), had found in a monastery, they

Macaulay relates, the history of the preceding presented it to the king and demanded that h,"

events is the history of wrongs inflicted and sus- should grant them a renewal of Henry's charttl"
tained by various tribes, which indeed dwelt on and a confirmation of the laws of St. Edward.

English soil, but which regarded each other with To gain delay, the king promised a reply to the
aversion such as has scarcely ever existed between barons' demand at the following Easter. The

communities separated by physical barriers. John barons assented to this proposition and peaceably
having been defeated by Philip of France and retired to their castles, which they provision('d

driven from Normandy, the Norman nobles were and garrisoned. On the approach of the Easter
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festival they assembled a force of two thousand .' dred mark.-, and if the heir to an estate be a

knights, beMdes innumerable retainers, aml ad- minor, he should enter upon it without paying
vmlced to Broekley, neat" Oxford, the king's rest- i any vdi,f, immediately upon attaining his major-
denee. At this point they received a message i it3" It was ordained that the kingshould not sell
from the king, through the archbishop of Can-ihis wardship; that he should only levy reasonable

terbury and the earl of Pembroke. demanding to ', profits ul)ol| the estate, without committing waste
be informed whatthose liberties were that tbey so ', or iujurillg the property, and ttmt lie should up
zealously exacted. Through the king's messen- _ hold tim castles, llol.l_e.,., mill_, i)arks and ponds;
gets they presented to him a schedule of article._ i and ._houhl lie commit the guardianMlq)of the
containing their demands. The king indignantly ' estate to the ._heriff or any other, he shonld first
and imperiously rejected this petition from the ' oblige him to find proper surety for the protec-
barons and people. Immediately thereul)ou the tion of the propelty. While the lands of a rot-

barons elected Robert Fitz-Waltet their general- nor were in wardship, and not in his own posses-
in-chief, and declared war upon the king. They sion, lie was not to b_, obliged to pay _my interest
besieged the castle of Northampton for fifteen on rely debt contracted with ._Jew. Hells should
days; marched through the wates of Bedford be married without dlhl)alagement , and beforethe
castle, willingly opened by William Beauchamp, contraction of the same the nearest rehtions of

its owner; advanced to Ware and held a consul- the person should be notified of it A widow
ration with the chief citizens of London; and should enter Ul)On her dower (a third part of

thence to London, where they received a welcomc her husband's rent.,)without payil)g any relief.
from all the people. From London they m'lde She should not be obliged to marry a_ l_)ng as she
incursions upon the king's domains, and laid chose to rentain single, and should only give se-
waste his parks and palaces. Upon issuing their curity not to marry without her lord's consent.
proclamation to the barons, those, who had hither- It w_ts further ordained that the king .'-hould not
to preserved a semblance of sustaining the king claim the wardship of any minor wlm holds lands
deserted the royal arms and openly espoused the by military tenurc of a baron, on thc assumption

cause they had in secret always favored. Stripped that he also holds lands of the crown by socagc or
of his military strength and support, the king any other tenure. Scutages should l)e estimated
was finally obliged to submit to the demands of at a rate the same as in the reign of tIenry I.,
the barons whom so recently lie had spurned from and that no scutage should be imposed except by
his presence. A conference between the king the great council of the kingdom, save in three
and barons was appointed at Runnymede, bc- general feudal cases, to wit: thc king's captivity.
tween Windsor and Stain_, a place which from thc knighting of the kiz_g's e}(lest son, and the

this fact has become noted in history. Thc two marriage of his eldest daughter. (A scut_gc wa_
parties with their retinues encamped opposite a tax or contribution levied upon those who held

each other, as if in hostile array. After several lauds by knights' st'trice, nriginally, a compost-
days' discussion, the king finally signed the char- tion for pel.'sonal service which the tenant owed
ter on the twelfth day of June, A. D. 1215, with to his lord, but afterward h,vied as an a_sessment.
great ceremony and solemnity. --The instrument Blackslone.) On summoning the grcat council of
as firstdrawn by the barons did not contain all of the kingdom, prelates, earls alltl great barons
the provisions which were finally embraced in the shouhl be called to its session by a particular
great charter. It was at first drawn in the inter- writ, and the lesser baron., by a general summons

eat of the clergy and nobility alone, and did not of the sheriff. The land of aharon should not
comprehend that of the people. By this instru- be seized by the king to satisfy a del)t to the
ment the freedom of the clergy was assured in crown, if the goods and ('hattel._ of the b_ron
elections, and the former charter of the king was were sufficient to discharge tim debt No man
confirmed by which the royal assent for /,are to should bc eompelle(l to t)elf,rm thole .-ervice for
e_Jeetand confirmation of such election, was ten- his fee than he is boun(1 to b) his tenure. No
dered unnecessary. All restraints upon appeals knight ._hould be forced to giw. Inolley for castle

to Rome were removed; no one was to be pre- guard to a governor or constable t)f 't ca_tle if he
vented fromleaving the kingdom at his will; and l)e willing to perform the service in pcr.-on or
all fines imposed on the clergy, from any cause provide another ablc-bodied man in his place;
whatever, were to be in proportion to the amount and should the knight bc in the field hims_.lf by
of their estates and not to benefices attached to order of the king, he should be exempt fxom all

their ecclesitmtical positions, -- To the barons this other service of this character. ,No vassal should
instrument guaranteed abatements in the rigor of be permitted to sell so much of his land as would

the feudal law. The fine or composition known incapacitate him from performing his selvice to
to the feudal law as a relief, which the heir of a his lord.- The fnregoing' were the prin(.ipal arti-
deceased tenant paid to the lord at the death of cles of the charter as fi,'st drawn by tile barons.
the ancestor, for the privilege of taking tip thc They were prepared entirely, it would 'tppear. in
estate which on strict feudalprinciples hadlapsed the interest of themselves and tile clergy, lind
or fallen to the lord on the death of the tenant, the charter containc(l nothing further, in the in-

was estabaiahed at fixed rates--a knight's at a terest of the pcoplc, it wouhl not have promoted
h_udred ahillingu; an carl's and baron's at a hun- the national happiness and freedom, as it would

104 voL I1.--51
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have resulted alone in augmenting the power and English law is a court of record held once a year,
independence of a class already in authority, in a particular hundred, lordship or manor, be-
whose rule might thereby become more absolute fore the steward of the leet. Btae'l_tone.) That
and bm'densome than that of the monarch. In sheriffs should be deprived of the power to hold
fact, it would have been merely granting liberal pleas of the crown, and should not put any one
powers and privileges to the kings, clergy and upon trial from rumor or suspicion, but upon the
barons by royal charter, while the rigor of Nor- evidence of lawful witnesses. (The office of
man feudal law remained in nll its repugnancy sheriff in England is judicial and ministerial.
loward the people, and not the restoration of the His judicial authority was formerly of consider-
taws of Henry 1. to the nation, and the adoption able extent. It is now, however, generally con-
of those other great principles of liberty forming fined to ascertaining damages on writs of inquiry
tile groundwork of English constitutional law, and the like. Wharton.) That no freeman should
which have been characterized as an engTafting be taken or impri_ned or be disseized of Iris free-
of Norman feudalism on tile "ancient customs of hold or liberties or free customs, or be otherwise
England," such as previously existed under Saxon damaged, norshould the king "pass upon him,
_nd Danish free institutions, and in which "an- nor send upon him, but by the lawful judgment
cient customs" were embraced the liberal laws of of his peers, or by the law of the land." (In this
Edward the Confessor. _ The people, however, provision of magna charts was laid the founds-
perceived this weakness of the charter and de- tion of the writ of tuzbeas corpus.) That all who
manded that other articles, relating pal_icularly had suffered otherwise in this or the two preced-
to their personal freedom, should be inserted, ingreigns should be restored to their rights and
without which it would have proven of little ben- pc_sessions. That a fiue imposed upon a freeman
efit to themselves and could not have obtained should be in proportion to Iris offense, and that
their support. The barons, who relied upon the no fine should be imposed upon him that wouhl
concurrence of the people to enforce their own prove his utter ruin. That even a villain or rus-
demands upon the king, and without which aid tic should not by any fine be bereaved of his
they were in a great measure powerless, were carts, plows and implements of husbandry. This
'thus compelled to insert other clauses of a more latter clause was the only one inserted for the
extensive and beneficent nature, comprehending especial benefit of a class which probably at that
the iuterest_ and benefits of inferior ranks of men. time was the most numerous in the kingdom.
It was therefore ordained by the charter that all (Hume's Hist. Eng.)-- The incorporation by the
rights and immunities granted to the barons by people of these latter articles in the charter, not
the king should in like manner be extended by only mitigated the severity of the feudal law to-
the barons to their inferiors, vassals and depend- ward themselves as well as the nobility, but like-
cuts. That the king should bind himself not to wise established justice and equality before the
grant any writ authoa'izing a baron to levy aids law, confirmed tile personal freedom of tile subject,
from his vassals, save in the three enumerated and formed the perfect outlines of a strictly legal
feudal eases. That one weight and one measure government. By some historians they are be-
should be established throughout the kingdom, lieved to have been those liberal Saxon laws
That merchants should be permitted to transact framed by Edward the Confessor. -- The king
_11 business without the infliction of arbitrary having acceded to these demands of the barons
tolls and impositions, and that they a_ad all free and people, other guarantees were required as a
men should not be debarred from departing from safeguard of the great charter. The king was
and returning to the kingdom at ple-tsure. That obliged to agree that London should remain in
the ancient liberties, privileges and free customs possession of the barons, and the tower be given
_f London and all cities and burghs should be into the custody of the primate, until the fif-
preserved. That tributes should not be imposed tsenth day of the following August, or until the
upon them except by the great council of the execution of the articles of the great charter
kingdom. That no town or individual should be To Insure that the provisions of this charter
vbliged to build or support bridges but by ancient should be carried tote effect, twenty-five member_
customs. That every freeman should be permit- of a council were to be appointed from their owz_
led to dispose of his goods according to his own numbers, as guardians of the public liberties, and
will, and if he die intestate his heirs succeed to their authority was not to be limited in either ex-
them. That no horses, carts or wood should be tent or duration. And it was further ordained

• taken by any officer of the crown without the con- that if an attempt should be made to violate the
sent of the owner. That the king's courts of ju_ charter, eithi_r by the king, justiciaries, sheriffs or
tiee should no longer follow him about the king- foresters, four of these conservators should de-
dora, but should be permanently located; that mand of the king a redress of the grievance. If
they should be open to all, and that justice should proper satisfaction was not duly made, the eoun-
be no longer refused, delayed or be sold by them. ell of twenty-five should then be called together,
That circmts should be held regularly everyyear; who, with the great council, were granted tbc
and that inferior courts of ,4usti<m--the county power to compel him to observe the provisions of
court, sheriff's term and court-leet--should meet at the charter; and in ease of resistance on the part
their appointed time and places. (A court-leer in of the king, war should at once be levied against
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_im, his castles attacked and every kind of rio- upon the arrival of his foreign forces, tile king
lence employed save that of personal injury to endeavored by proclamation to recall the liberties
himself and his family. All subjects without which he had solemnly granted to tile people.
distinction were obliged, under the penalty of The primate, however, refused to publish the
,confiscation, to swear obedience to tile twenty- sentence of ex(.ommunication against the king's
five barons; and twelve knights in each county subjects, and lhe clergy, the barons and the pco-
were to be chosen by its freeholders, who were to pie all conspired to defend their chartered liber-
report such violations of the charter as might re- ties. The king was thcrcfore compelled to rely
quire redress. -- The twenty-five conservators first solely upon his foreign levies to restore his ancient
appointed, and whose names have been preserved powers. With remorseless vengeance he ordered
in the historical records of the great charter, were these mercenaries to make war upon his subjects
the earls of Clare, Albemarle, Gloucester, Win- and lay waste the estates, manors, houses and

_chester, Hereford, Roger Bigod earl of Nol"folk, parks of the barons. Villagesin ruins and castles
Robert Vere earl of Oxford. William Maresohal in ashes followed the torch and marked the track

the younger, Robert Fitz-Walter, Gilbert de of the barbarous soldiery. Horrible tortures were
Glare, Eastuce de Vescey, Gilbert Delaval, Wil- employed to make the people reveal the hiding

liam de Moubray, Geoffray de Say, Roger de place of their treasures. The king marched
Mombezon, William de Huntingfield, Robert de through the entire extent of his kingdom from
Ros, the constable of Chester, William de Au- Dover to Berwiek, and laid waste the provinces
benie, Richard de Perci, William )Inlet, John on each side of him. The barons, on the other

Fitz-Robert, William de Lanvelay, Hugh dc hand, incensed at the perpetration of such acls
Bigod, and Roger de Montfichet. In their hands on the part of thcir king, made reprisals no less
the sovereignty of the kingdom was virtually in- extreme. They rallied in force, , devastated the
vested, and in the exercise of executive authority king's demesnes, and with fire and sword laid in

they were by the act placed superior to the king, blackened ruins the king's castles, parks and

as in the affairs of gov_nment there was hardly palaces. The whole kingdom was ravaged, the
anything happening relating to the observance of people slaughtered, anti society reduced to an-
ehe great charter that might not under its pro- archy. (Ifume's IIist. Eng.) In the midst of this
_¢isious fall under their authority. (Flume's Hist. desolating war the king died. While engaged in
Eng.)--At first the king adhered strictlyto all assembling a large army wilh a view of fighting a
,of these regulations, however humiliating to his dccisive battle for his crown, and passing from
sense of personal sovereignty, and in a spirit Lynne to Lincolnshire on the seacoast, purposely
of perfect obedience himself sent writs to all avoiding the main road, he lost by an inundation
his sheriffs directing them to compel every one I of the road all his treasure, carriages, baggage

to swear obedience to the commands of the i and regalia. This disaster, joined with the dis-twenty-five barons. In these acts, however, tile tracted condition of his affairs, increased ttle dis-
perfidious king strove to disguise his ultimate ease with which at that time he was suffering,
design. To lull the suspicions of those of his and on reaching the caslle of lqewark he expired,
subjects who might still doubt his fealty of pur- in tile forty-ninth year of his age. Byhis demise
pose, lie discharged from his service all foreign the nation was at once disenthralled. -- Henry,
levies and affirmed that his government should the infaut sou of John, succeeded to the throne
thenceforth be administered in a liberal and law- as IIenry III., with the earl of Pembroke, then

ful manner, conducive to the happiness and inde- marescllal of England, at the head of the govern-

pendenceof his people. His well-formed purpose mcnt as protector of the re,din, he having been
was, while outwardly observing these forms, to chosen to that responsible position by a general
await a propitious moment and by force of arms council of the barons, assembled at Bristol. -- At
overcome the barons, and again enslave the peo- the suggestion of Pembroke, who appears in his-

ple. He secretly dispatched emissaries abroad to tory as a wise and far-sighted as well as a broad
gather a foreign army, promising as a reward of and liberal statesman, the young king granted a
their victory over his own people the spoils of his new charter of liberties, confirming all that his
kingdom. To Rome he sent a messenger and father h'td granted, and bestowing, in addition

placed before the pope a copyof the great charter thereto, other and important concessions. This
which his subjects had compelled him to sign. charter was again confirmed by the king the f01-
As his feudal lord of the kingdom, he demanded lowing veal with an additional article: preventing
of the pontiff his papal aid and protection. In oppre.csion by sheriffs, and an additiomd charter
response to the king's appeals the pope issued a known as the charter of forests, abrogating the
bull abrogating and annulling the whole charter, peculiar and arbitrary laws which had for many
prohibiting the barons from exacting observance years oppressed the people. All thcforc,tswhich

of it and the king from paying any regard to it: had been inclosed since the reign of Henry II.
absolving the king and hissubjects from all oaths were disafforcsted arid new rules and regulations
imposed for its observance, and excommunicating adopted for passing through them. Capilal pun-
every one who should persist in maintainingsuch ishment was no longcr inflicted for forestry of
disloyal and treasonable demands. -- Under the fenses, but such offenses became henceforth pun-

sanction of this decree from the Roman pontiff, ishable only by fin_ and imprisonment. Under
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this charter the proprietors of lands recovered and were not disposed of until the treaty of Paris
the right to cut and use wood from their own es- in 1763 ended the French dominion in Acadia. --
tares. Thus through revolution was born these After its formal incorporation in 1691, Maine re.
great principles of human freedom, and as the mained a part of Massachusetts for 130 yeal._.
historian Hume remarks: "Thus these famous .k party was formed in the district soon after the
charters were brought nearly to the shape in elo_ of tile revolution, with the object of obtain-
which they have ever since stood: and they were lug a separation, but the movement made no head-
during many generations the peculiar favorites of way until after 1800, when Maine was as steadily
the English nation, and esteemed the most sacred democratic as Massachusetts was federalist. The
ramparts to national liberty and independence, war o_ 1812 gavea great impetus to the party of
As they secured the rights of all orders of men, separation, for Maine felt the evils of the war

they were anxiously defended by all, and became severely, and her territory was occupied by the
the basis in a manner of the English monarchy, British up to the Kennebec. An act passed by
and a kind of original contract which both lira- the Massachusetts legislature, June 19, 1819. sub-
ited the authority of the king and secured the mitted the question of separation to the people of
conditional allegiance of his subjects." Maine, who decided in its favor, July 19. by

JOKN W. CLa_Prrr. vote of 17,091 to 7,132. A state constitution w_s

formed by a convention at Portland, Oct. 11-29,
MAINE, a state of the American Union. Its 1819, and ratified by popular vote almost unan-

soil was claimed, in May, 1605, by Weymouth for imously. The state was admitted by act of
Great Britain, and by De Monts for France. F.n- March 3, 1820 (see CO_PROMImZS, IV ), to take
glish colonization was unsuccessfully attempted effect March 15. Another act of April 7, 1820,
at the mouth of the Kennebec, Aug. 18, 1607, divided the fmTner congressional representatmn
and for thirty years French and English settle- of Massachusetts, giving thirteen representatives
ments were made mainly by individual enterprise, to the old and seven to the new state. -- BOU_DA-

Aug. 10, 1622, Sir Ferdinando Gorges and others m-_. _I. .Northeast Boundary.. _ The trealy of
received from the Plymouth company a patent 1783, which recognized the United States as a
for "Laconia," or the "province of Maine," the nation, defined the northeast boundary substan-
territory between the Kennebec and the Merri- tially as follows: From the mouth of the river
mac, about one.sixth of the modern state, and the St. Croix, in the bay of Fundy, up the middle of
grant was confirmed by Charles II., April 8, 1639. that river to its source; thence due north to the
The name of Maine was given either from that of highlands, or watershed, between the rivers of the
the queen's French province, or as equivalent to St. Lawrence and Atlantic systems; thence alon_
the main land, as distinguished from the numer- the highlands to the northwasternmost head of
ous islands off the coast; the latter derivation is the Connecticut river; thenve to latitude 4,5"

much the more probable. Massachusetts (see north; and thence due west tot he St. Lawrence.
that state) claimed this part of Maine under her Almost every point named was doubtful, except

. charter, and, as Gorges was an Episcopalian and the St. Lawrence river_ and the designated par:_l-
:_ a royalist, the commonwealth period in England lel of latitude. Massac_msetts had always claimed

gave Massachusetts fair opportunity to enforce over the highlands to the St. Lawrence, and the
her claim. Commissioners were sent, who testi- claim had been supported by Great Britain a_

fled, Aug. 1, 1652, that they had found the head- against France; but on the withdrawal of France
waters of the Merrimac in latitude 4,3° 40' 12' ' ; from Canada the British government had made
other commissioners fixed the end of a line, due the highlands the boundary in all its proclam_
east of this point, in Casco bay; and other corn- tions and instruction* to colonial governors
missioners, late in 1652, were successful in induc- After the treaty of peace a ]]h'iti_ claim grew
ing the people to "acknowledge thel_selves sub- up that the "highlands'_' were a line cuttil,_
jeer to the government of Massachusetts Bay." acrc_ Maine from Mmrs hill to the Chaudierc
Jan. 11, 1664, Charles II. ordered Massachusetts The United 8_ttes, ]_y the evidence of contemp_

to restore the Gorges grant to the heirs, or show rary maps, claimed am the highlands the wal('r -
cause why not, and for some years the authority shed parallel to the $4, Lawrence, and the claim
of Massachusetts was interrupted. In 1668 it was was confirmed, after _he final settlement, by th(,

• _e-established; and in 1678 Massachusetts put- marking on the _ "Jay map" (see Gall:,-
- chased the title of the Oorges heirs for £1,_0. _ fili',t_mmoir, cited below), which was used by

_'_- . The duke of York's grant of March 12, 1664 (see the _merican _negotiators in 1782-3, and app_tr
_' ]q'_w Ju_, included also the territory between ently by the British negotiator also, since hi_

the l_t. _roix and the Kennebec; and this part of (Oswald's) line was marked upon itand disproved

_g_iue was gove_ed by his deputies until the the Brlttsh¢laiw_ The only contemporary ev_-
Massachusetts charter of 1691 formally U'ane- denee for the British claim was an apocryphal
@ereecl both the Gorges' and the duke's grmats to map .o_ Dr. Franklin iu a Paris library, Com-
tlmt cotm_. ]Prom the beginning of theeoiony'8 mimionees named under the treaty of Nov. 19,
_-_tho FrelH_ i_Acadla assert_ claims in- 1794, (see JAY'S _a_), _ed the true St. Croix

definitely 'wwtwa_l--Into Maine, which were the and its somme, u e_t _preeent, though Oswald's

i_: ooeasionofwagrymadeometimasbloodydlsputes, line took the _t. _I_, mUCh f_t'ther east, asthez
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_t. Croix. Efforts were made in 1803, in 1814 seven representatives: fixed the number of the

tby the treaty of Ghent), in 1827 (by a convention ._enato at not more than thirty-one nor less than
to arbitrate), and through a long series of negotia- twenty, to be chosen by senatorial districts; pr_)-
tiGriS from 1830 until 1840, to settle the position vided for a council of seven, and ordered them,
of the "highlands" and the true source of the with the governor, to examine the returns of

.Connecticut river; b_.lt the only one whieh came legi._latiw, elections and summon " such persons
to any hopeful result was the arbitration of the as shall appear to be elected by a majority of the
king of the Netherhmds, Jan. 10, 1831, under the votes in each district." Twenty-one amendments
convention of 1827, and his award was rejected have sin(.(: been made, the following being the
by both parties. In 1838--9 the territnry between most important: fixing the number of the lower

iNew Brunswick and Maine, claimed by both house at 151 (1841); forbidding the 1-aninz of the
parties, became the scene of a small border war. state's credit (1848); grauting the suffrage to the

Maine raised an armed posse, erected forts along volunteer soldiers of the state (1865): authorizing
the line which she claimed as the true one, and the issue of bounty bonds (1868); directing tile
the legislatu,'e placed $800,000 at the governor's formation of corporations by general laws (1876);

disposal for the defense of the state; all act of making the term of the governor and legislature
.congress, March 3, 1839, authorized tile president two years, and making the governor ehgibte by
toresist any attempt of Great Britain to enforce a plurality, instead of a majority (1880-81).-
exclusive jurisdiction over the disputed territory; GovEm_OIiS. William King, 1820; W. D. Wil-
and armed conflict was only averted by the medi- liamson, 1821; Albion K. Parris, 18'2'_; Enoch
ation of Geu. Scott, who arranged a truce and "t Lincoln, 1827--8; _Nathan Cutler, 1829: Jonathan

joint occupation by both parties. By this time D. l{unton. 1830; Samuel E. Smith, 1881-8;
.Great Britain and the United States were both Robert P. Dunlap. 1834-7; Edward Kent, 1838;
ready to abandon the idea of arbitration, and Lord J(_hn Fairfieht, 1839; Edward Kent, 1840; John
Ashburton was sent to Washington to arrange Fairfiehl, 1841-2, Edward Kawmagh. 1843; tlugh

a compromise line with Daniel Webster, secreta- J. Anderson, L'LI4-6: John W. Dan% 1847-9;

tT of state. Commissioners were present fronl John Hubbard, 1850-52: W. G. Crosby, 1858-4;
Maine and Massachusetts, and the treaty was con- Anson P. Merrill. 1855, Samuel Wells, 1856"
eluded Aug. 9, 1842. Besides providing for the Hannibal Ilamlin, 1857; Lot M. Morrill, 1858--60'

suppression of the slave trade anti for the extra- Israel Washburn, Jr, 1861-2; Abner Coburn,
(tition of fugitivesfrom justice, it fixed the bound- 1863; Samuel Corry, 1864--6; J. L Clmmberl,du,

ary line to the Rocky mountains; granted free 1867-70; Sydney Perham. 1871-3; _N'elson Ding-
navigation of the St. John river to both nations: lcy, Jr.. 1874-5; Selden Conner, 1876-8; Alonzo

-confirmed grants of land in the disputed territory G:lreelon, 1879; Daniel F. Davis, 1880; Harris
to those in possession; allowed to Maine and M. PIaieted, 1881-2.--POLITICAL HISTORY. The

Massachusetts compen_tion for territory given princil)al reason for the final separation of Maine
up, to be paid by the United States; and altered from Massachusetts was that the distri_ was
the northern boundary to its position as under- as generally democratic a.,_ the state was fed-
stood in 1783, thus giving B.ouse's Point to _N'cw cralist. Before the separation the congressmen
York, and considerable doubtful territory to :New anti local officers of Mainc were usually demo-

Hampshire.--_. We.,ge_'_, Bouadal T. The west- cratic, but the governors and legislatures of the
era boundary of Gorges' patent was to be the state to which they belonged were federalist.

_!_almou Falls river to its source, and thence by a After the separation Maine continued to be a very
"northwestwardly line" sixty miles. Massachu reliable democratic state until 1854. with the fol-

aetts claimed that the line should run due north- lowing exceptions. 1. In 1824 and 1828 the elec-
west; New Hampshire, that it should only dcvi- tor'fl vote of the state wa_ given to John Quincy
ate slightly from a due north line. In August, Adams. In 1840 it was east for Harrison, the
1787, a board of arbitrators from the counselor_ whig candidate, but only by a popular lnajority
of New Jersey, New York, Rhode Island and of 217 out of a total vote of 93,007. Ill all other

]_'ova Sc_)tia decided in favor of New Hump- l)residential elections the democratic candidates

shire, whose eastern boundary was prolonged had aclear popular majority. 2. In congressional
as at pre_mt to the headwaters of the Con- elections the great majority of successful candi-

necticut.--'Colqs'rI'rL-rlol,¢. Slavery ]lad already date_ were democratic. The whig_ frequently
been abolished while Maine was a part of Massa- elected two of tile represent_ltivcs, and in 1840
chusette. (See ABOLrrloN, I.) The constitu- elected four of the eight, and one of the two
ti0n of 1820, which is still the organic law of the United States senator_. 3. The governors were
_state, therefore made no reference to slavery, as steadily demncraticwitb tim exception of Gov.

It gave the right of suffrage to "male citizens of Kent (1838 and 1840).-- Tile only important con-
the United Stat_ of the age of twenty-one years test of a purely local nature during this period

_or upward "; made the election of governor, was upon the enactment of a prohibitory liquor
senators and representatives annual; fixed the law. A law of this nature, commonly known as
number of the lower house at not more than 200 "the Maine liquor law," was passed in 1851, and

mot l_ than 100, to be chosen by towns accord- sig,md by Gov. tIubbard. In 1853 a "search and
ing to population, no town to have more than seizure act'" was passed, for the confiscation of
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liquors. In 1856 this whole system of legislation Selden Connor (republican) having 56,554 votes,
was repealed, and a license law enacted; but in Garcelon (democrat) 28,218, and Joseph C. Smith
1858 the Maine law, in all its parts, was re-enacted, (greenback) 41,871. In such ease, by the consti-
and has since remained in force. An attempt to tution, the lower house of the legislature was U_
modify it, in 1870, was lost in the house by a vote choose two out of the four highest candidate8
of 127 to 17.--From 18_ there were many signs on the popular vote, and from these two tile
of party disintegration. The whig vote ceased upper house was to select a governor: an ar
to grow; the free-soil vote began to develop into rangement excellently calculated to tempt the
larger proportions; and a coalition was gradually formation of a coalitions. In this case the lower
formed between the whigs, the free-soilers, and house, controlled by the democrats and green.
various classes of dissatisfied democrats. In 1852 backers, chose Smith and Gareelon, and the re-
-8 there was no popular majority for governor, publican majority in the upper house selected
and the coalition elected Crosby governor, and Gareelon to be governor. In the election of
William P. Fessenden United States senator. 1879 the three parties nominated tl,e same can-
Fessenden was thesecond anti-democraticsenator didates as in 1878, and the popular vote was
in the state's history, George Evans (1841-7) hay- substantially the same; but in the complexiorL
ing been the first. The election of 18,34resulted in of the legislature there was a very important dif-
the first great overthrow of the democratic party ferenee. On the face of the returns the repub-
of the state. The republican party elected the licans had a majority in both branches of the leg-
governor, the legislature, and five of the six con- islature, and would therefore be able to choose a
gressmen, and contested the election of the soil- republican governor. By the constitution and
tary democratic representative. In the following laws the governor and council were a preliminary
year the whigs and democrats were reduced to canvassing boa_l, to give original certificates of
the nece.qsity of forming a coalition against the election to members of the legislature, subject t_
new republican party, and in this fashion sue- revision by the two houses after their organiza-
ceeded in keeping control of the legislature and tion. In a multitude of town elections, irregu-
electing the governor, Wells (democrat), there larities of every description, changes of initials of
being no popular majority for that office. In candidates, and similar errors, were inevitable,
1856 the republicans at last secured complete and had occurred at everyeleetion. After exam-
control of the state: they elected the governor, ining carefully the arguments of both sides i_
Hamlin, by a vote of 69,429 to 44,889 ior Wells, 1870-80, one can only come to the conclu._ioa
and 6,659 for Patten (whig), all of tile six con- that precedents in abundance for any desired sy.*
gressmen, a heavy majority of both houses of the tern of canvassing can be found in the anna1, of
legislature,and tile second of the two United States the state. In 1879 Gov. Oarcelon and his coun
senators. -- From 1856 until 1878 republican sue- ell certainly strained every possible republican
eess was almost invariable, in all elections, presi- precedent to the damage of tile republican cand_-
dential, eon_essionaland state, the only exception dates, and succeeded in making out a "fusi_z_"
being the election of a single democratic congress- (democratic and greenback) majority in the lc)wer
man in 1862 from the southwest corner of 1he house, the pivotal point of contest. Jan. 7 1880,
state. The democrats had usually from one-fifth Gov. Oarcelon's term expired; two dayb bef_re,
to one+fourth of the legislature, though in 1866 he had authorized and directed ex-Gov. Churns-
and 1867 they had but fifteen and thirteen mere- berlain, major general of the state milititt, t(, pro-
ber_out of a total of l8_. Eventhe "tidalwave" tect tile public property until a new goven_<_r
of 1_74-5, which gave the democrats control of should qualify; and the state was thus left prac'
so ma,y other states, had no greater effect in tically, though temporarily, under military gov-
Maine than to increase the democratic proportion ernment. The fusion majority of the legi.-latur_"
of the popular vote 5 per cent., and the demo- met and elected officers, Jan. 7, the repubhean-
cratic members of the legislature to 73; and at refusing to take part. Jan. 12 the republican ma
the succeeding election both these deceptive in- jority, with and without certificates, took posses-
creases disappeared.-- It was inevitable that such sion of the rooms of the two houses; the state
a prolonged and unbroken control by one party supreme court pronounced in their favor; J:tn 1+¢
should give rise to discontents among its own they elected Davis governor; Oen Chau_berlait_
members. These came to a head in 1878. In the gave up his authority to him; the fusion l_.vi_-l_-
congressional elections of that year the republi- ture disbanded, and the Maineinzbro_gi+__ a- _,xc_.
cans failed to obtain a majority in any one of the To avoid any such difficulty in future, lhe c_
five districts. In the three districts to the west stitutional amendment heretofore given, m_ki_u
of a north and south line through the middle of the governor eligible by a plurality, inste:_d _f _t
the state, the republican candidates were elected majority, was proposed by the legislature at_d
by a plurality, through the division of the oppo- ratified by the people. In 1880 the dem_'_at-
sition vote between the democratic and "green- and greenbackers formally united and nonli_,t_'d
back" can(lidates; in the two eastern districts the Harris M. Plaisted, who was elected i, Sel>tem+
"greenback" and democratic voters formally or ber over Oov. Davis by a plurality, as follow-
practically united, and elected their candidates. Plaisted, 73,713; Davis, 78,544; scattering, 54+3
For governor there was no popular majority, In November the republicans secured the electoral
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vote of the state, three of the five congressmen, 19, 1794, art. 5), 220 (treat)' of Ghent, art. 5), 363
and a majority of both branches of tile legisla- (convention of Sept. 29, 1827), and 572 (treaty of
ture. The popular vote for presidential electors Aug. 9, 1842). ALEXA-'_DER JO_STO._.
was 74,089 republican, 65,171 fusion, and 4,408
greenback. The two congressional districts car- MALT,t, G0Z0 AND C011N0, In 1798
tied by the fusionists were the name districts the fortunes of a-ar gave these three islands to
which they had carried in 1878. The legislature England, and tile treaties of 1815 upheld her pos-
in 1882 is as follows: senate, twenty-two repub- session of them. Their area is 115 square miles;
lican, nine fusion; house, eighty-four republican, in 1871, when the last census was taken, _he civil
sixty-seven fusion.-- Among the prominent lead- population was 149.084.--The civil legislation rt.-
ers in state politics have been the following: mainsvery nearly what it waswhen the English
James O. Blaine, IIannibal Hamlin (see those first took possession of the island; the changes
names); Jonathan Cilley, democratic congressman arc inconsiderablc. In 1829 a very important
1837-8, killed in the Graves-Cilley duel; Nathan innovation was made in criminal legishtion by
Clifford, state attorney general 1834-_, dcmo- the introduction of trial by jury. During some
cratic congressman 1839-43, attorney general yearn there was no great cause to rejoice over
under Polk 1846--8, and justice of the supreme this, as from time to time the jury, through lack
court 1858-81; George Evans, whig congressman of firmness, allowed enormous crimes to go un-

1829--41, United States senator 1841-7; John Fair- punished; but at length fl_is mcthod of dispensing
flekl, democratic congressman 1835-9, governor justice succeeded in working propcrly. ]n 1838
1839 and 18tl-2, and United States senator 1843 the inhabitants, without receiving coral)fete poht.
-7; William Pitt Fessendcn, whig congrcs:man ical liberty, were granted freedom of the press.
1841-3. whig and repulflican United States sen- So far, the English government and the i_Ialteso
ator 1854-64 and 1865-9, and secretary of the population have only cause to congratulate them-

treasury umler Lincoln; Win. P. Frye, state at- selves on this measure.--The management of local
torney general 1867-9, republican congressman and muni(.ipal affairsis in lhe hands of a council,
1871-7, and United States senator 1877-83, Eu- one-half of which is eho.-en by election. In order
gene tIale, republican congressman 1869-79, and to give the inhabitant_ means of making known
United States senator 1881-7; John IIolmes, dem. their (lesircs. st,veral co,a:ulting eonuuittees have
ocratic congressman 1817-20, and United States been f, wm(,d, the nwmbers of whi(ql are clmngcd
senator 1820--27 and 1829-33; Lot M. )Iorrill, everyycarbyrolation.--Therevenuelsc(map_)sed
governor 1858-60, and republican United States mainly of (,u_loms dillies. It continued to in.
senator 1861-77, Albion K. Parris, democratic crease from 1838 to 1856, when it reached lho
congressman 1815-18, governor 1822-6, United sum of £144,795, the expenditures being only
States senator 1827--8, and state suprcmc court £129.776. From 1856 to 1866 the receipts contin-
judge 1828-36; Sydney Perham, republican con- ucd to increase, trod reached the sum of £196,459,
gre_mau 1863-9, and governor 1871-3: Thomas to which corresponded £185,449 expenditures.
B. Reed, state attorney general 1870-72, and re- In 1870 the equilibrium was disturbed, to tim
publican congressman 1877-85; IsraelWashburn, detriment of the receq)ts, which fell far below
whig and republican congressman 1851-61, and the expenditures, the former amounting to

governor 1861-2; and Win. D. Williams(m, gov- £158.631, and the expenditures to £171,788.
ernor 1820, and democratic congressman 1821-3. Among the receipts, the customs duties exceeded
_See 1 Poore's l_ederal aTut State Con,_titutio_; £100,000; the second place was occupied by tlm

Sewall's Ar_cient Dominions of Maine (1857); 1 lamt tax, which produced upward of £30.000.
Hazard's tF_stori_al Collectiom_, 45, 442; 1 Coolidge Ahnost all thi._ revenue was devoted to Ibe civil
and Mansfield's tti_ory of zVew England; Kohl's expenditures of the island; only £6.200 being up-
East Coast oflYm'thArne_q_a; Willis' La*rs, Courts plied to military outhly -- Malta is consid(.red by

and Lawyers of ._ai_, Ill, tory of Portland, aml Ezlgland less as a colony than tils Ii. military post,
Documentary Itisto_ T ofMailw4 Sullivan's tll,*tory whose garrison shouhl be kept as strtmg a_ po._si-

of the District of Maipx (to 1795); Williamson's ble at all time_. (See GI:UltALTArC ) In 1851 this
ItiStO_7/of Maine (to 1820); Varney's You/_q. Peo. garrison was composed of only 3.331 men. Since
ple's ftisto17] of Mail_e; Whitman and True's that time, by succc._ive additions, the.,e ligures
Maine i_ the War; Abbott's Itistm T of .]/ai/te (to have doubled. In 18(iI thc garrist_n wa.'. ctmq)oscd
1875); 19 Appleton's At_nual 6'yclofgvdht, 743 asfollows: 5,415 infanlry of lhe line, 636c(_lonial
(opinion of supreme court ia 1880); (NORTIIEAST militia, 782 :_rtillcricts, and 2_3 cngt_e('r _appers.

BOUh'DAXX,) Documents reloAing to the .Vorthe,_t Tile militia artilh:ry of Malta (Iioyal Malta fenc_blc
.Boundary(1828); rose's _orthea,tBout_,_ry(from artillery) is composed of 637 3Ialtc.'-e, 23 of whom
75 North American Review); 2_5_,'the_ter_ Bouml- are officers. -- The commerce of these islands in-
ns7/ Arbitration; 13 Benton's Dr.bega_ of Co_gr_,s, creases continually; still, there is mo_e cominuity
679, 754; 14 _., 103, 148; 5 Webster's IVor/_*, 81; 6 and regularity in the movement of imt)ortatmns
/b., 2,88, 850; Gallatiu's Meraoirm_thel_'ortheaster_ than in that of exp()rtafions. The greater pa_t of
Boundary, before the N. Y. Hist. Soc., April 15, nnpor_cd merchandise comes from England. In

1848 (with the Jay map); 8 Slat. at Large, 81 1867 tim imports _ose to £6,395,320; m 1868, IO
(treaty of Sept. 8, 1783, art, 2), 119 (treaty of l'qov. £7,222,760; in 1869, to £4,808,440. In the same
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yearstheexportswere£5,256,400, £7,221,820, and lnto the family with J. J. Rousseau, hadpub.lished
£4,187,160. The movement of shipping was, in his essays,) that, if defective governments con-
1869, 3,695 vessels arrived, with a capacity of tribute to make men vicious and miserable, the
1,367,399tons; 3,702 ships cleal_d, with atonnsge ignorance and degradation of the lower classes
of 1,375,208. Since 1862 this movement remained contribute powerfully either to form or to main-
within the following limits, arrivals and clear, rain bad governments. Malthus was therefore
ances combined: far from harboring any illusions as to the results

which might be expected from public reforms.--
Y-mtv,z ships. Tonn_ Godwin published, in 1797, a collection of essays

called "The Inquirer," upon education, morals and
1_ ............................... 7.885 2,_5,4,_ literature. One of these essays, upon prodigality1_ ............................... 8,o,7,6 _,119,_0
180_............................... 7,_1 '_z_4_17 and avarice, induced Malthus, then in the prime
1886............................... e.l_ _,a71',18_ of youth, to take up his pen, and he answered1866............................... 7,:_os 'LsTe,_J5
1867............................... 7,_3 _,_,,o08 by an "Essay on the Principle of Population,"
1868............................... 8,89o s,o4s.,_ltl which he published anonymously, and which
1809............................... 7,s97 _,74_,a07 must be considered less as a first edition, than

as an essay toward the celebrated work printed
Malta exports chalk, lime, olive oil, oranges, wine, five years later. -- Malthus opposed those writers
wool, and small cattle; the imports are dry in whose eyes the perfectibility of men and of
goods, beer, butter, coal, leather dressed and un- political and social institutions was unlimited,
dressed, cotton both in tissue and in thread, iron, and reduced almost to nothing the influence of
woolen and silk stuffs.- Bm1.I_R_d'H_r. Bois- bad governments; he defended property and op-
gelin, Ap,oient and Moderr_ Ma/.ta, 2 vols., Low posed the various socialistic systems which had
don, 1805; Bres, Mal_t antica illustratra, Rome, been already produeed by utopians and others; he
1816; Avalos, Tableau h_torique, poli_'que, phys- showed that society had never encountered but
/queet mora/e d_ Ma/te, Paris, 1830; Tullack, two obstacles to its progress, vice and miser)';
MaI_ under the Plumffeians, Knights and En- and he pointed out as the chief cause of these
g_.sh, London, 1861. L. GO'rTa.RV. obstacles the too rapid increase of population

relatively to the means of subsistence.--This
/IIALTHUS, Thomas Robert, was born at book, which demolished the utopias _n(I systems

Rookery, near Dorking, in the county of Surrey, imagined for the happiness of the human race by
England, Feb. 14. 1766, and died at Bath, Dee. popular writers, and which showed the various
29, 1834. His father, Daniel Malthus, was in com- social phenomena in a new light, was attacked
fortahle circumstances, hut as he was obliged Io and defended with spirit, as Godwin's had been
leave his fortune to his eldest son, he had Thomas before it. This incited Malthus thoroughly to
Robert enter upon an ecclesiastical career. He examine the subject once more. He fix_t made
first confided him to Richard Graves, author of use of the works of Hume, Wallace. Smith a_d
"'The Spiritual Don Quixote"; then he sent him Price. He examined what influence the l)rit_ciple
to the Warringtou academy, in Lancashire; but of population, which he had brought to light.
this institution not having been able to maintain had exercised over nations in the different epochs
itself, he had him complete hisstudies with Gilbert of history; and desirous to add to the lessons of
Wakefield, who enjoyed a great reputation in the past thoseof his own, he undertooka journey
F_gland. At eighteen years of age, young Mal- through a part of Europe. -- In the spring of
thus entered Jesus colleg'e, Cambridge; he took 1789 he departed from England with three other
his degree there in 1788, and the following year members of Jesus college, Cambridge. (among
entered holy orders. After remaining at home for whom was Daniel Clark, known by his travels in
some time, he received a curacy in the neighbor- different parts of Europe), and visited Denmark,
hood.--This was a time when men's minds were Sweden and a part of Russia; he subsequently
in a state of fermentation in Europe, on account visited Switzerland and Savoy. The result of hi_
of the philosophic movement and the events of the travels was the publication of the second editiot_
French revolution. William Godwin, a publicist of the "Essay on the Principles of Population]."
already well known, had just published his book in 1803, which excited attack even more than did
on political justice, in which he claimed that the first. In this work, which was born of the"
moral evil and all the calamities of the human first, but which was new in many respects, )Ial
race were due solely to the defects of govern- thus gave a fuller exposition of his ideas by their
meats, and he proposed the establishment of an more complete development, and by the recital of
equality of conditions as a means to prevent the numerous facts borrowed from history and from
effects of bad political institutions. This work the situation of differeutcountries; he applied hi._
of Godwin !_1 in Eugland both adversaries and observations to institutions which had always
partisans. _tmong the latter was Daniel Malthus. been considered benevolent, and showed tlw dan-
Thomas Robert, his son, on the contruty, had gersof an tmtntelligentphilatathropy; he pointed
learned from the study of history and of political out to the worki_ eiasse_ that the best means of
economy (Adam Smith had published his book permanently raising t°ne rate of wages was to ex-
in 1776, and David Hume, who had been received ercise great cireuump_tiou in the matter of mar-
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ring(, etc. We give here only a very slight sum- tic(, prudence, temperance and simplicity. He
mary of his ideas, which will be more completely had a sweet character. IIe had such a great con-

set forth in the article POI'trL._TIO_ --A year after tro] over his Imssions, he was so indulgent to oth-
the publication of his work, Malthus was ap- er>, that pcot)le wholived near him for more than

pointed professor of history and of political econ- rift s" years declared that the)" hardly ever saw him
troy at the college of the East India coml)any, distm'bed, never in anger, never excited, never
at Ailesbury, near London: it w,'_s also 'tbout this (-a._t down. No harsh wc)rd, no uncharitable ex-
time that he married, tie fulfilled for thirty pression, cvcr escaped his lips against a human

years his duties as professor and al_o as rain being: and, although he was more the object of
ister of the gospel; and it was during this period injustice and calumny than any writer of his age,
of his life that he three times vevi_d his celt- perhaps of any age. hc was rarely heard to cere-
brated work, that he 'meditated upon the qucs- plain of this kind of attack, and he never retali.
tions with which science concerns itself, and ated. He was very sensible to the approbation of
that he was led to publish his other writings: enlightened and wi_e men; lie placed a great
upon the corn laws (1814 aud 1815), upon rent value upon public esteem. But umnerited out-
(1815), upon the principles of political economy rage affected him very little; he was as much
(I819), upon definitions in political economy convim.cd of the truth of his principles and the
(1827), etc. -- Despite its title, the book upon the l)urJty of his view L as he was prepared for con-

principles of pc_litical economy is not a complete tradictions and cvcn for the repugnance which
treatise, but only a collection of di_cvtations his doctrines couhl not fail to inspire in a certain
relative to the questions to which he had devoted clas._. His conversation natural])'tnrned on those
the greatest share of attention, and which he dis- subjects which touch the well-being of society,
cussed particularly with Ricnrdo and J. B. Say. "/nd which he had made the special ol)ject of his
He attempted to establish in this book how ira- studies; such conver_tion found him always at-
portant it is not to hastily draw general prinei- tcnlive, Sol'ions, easy to move. He gave cxpres-
ples from partial observations, and how essential sion to his opinions so clearly and so intelligibly,

it is to verify general laws by rigorous examina- |hat it was casy to see they xsere the result of pro-
tion of the facts. He concluded, therefore, that found reflection. Moreover, he was naturally

what is absolutely true in principle is f'tr from gay and lively, and a.q ready to take part in the
being always completely applicable in practice, innocent pleasures of the young as to encourage
and that, in the imperfect state of society, it is them and direct them in their studies, tie was
necessary to understand how to sacrifice, in a ccr• among the most zcal_)us partisans of parliamen-
tain measure, the truth to the needs of prudence tary reform, and desired to see the government
and order. This book is far from havinghad the enter on the path of progress. Faithful to his po.
_ame celebrity as that on population; this is due, litic'd opinions at a time when they were far from

in the first place, to the nature of the subject, leading to fortune, he (lid not mak(; them a claim
_md also, in our opinion, to the relative inferior, to favor when they triumphed: he had no thought

its" of the work. l But it is enough glory far one of making science tt stepping-stone to fortune.
n_an to have di_lcovered a fundamental law, and "_Vhen his principles became the foundation of

• . [
to have elucidated it by such remarkable re-;the law whi('h reformed the. poor laws, calumny

search and such profou'nd observations. {i Thc ll alJ(l insult by the enemies of reform were not
dissertations of Malthus, however, have cohtl'ib-_ 1.tcking for him. IIis adversaries tried to make

uted much to the elucidation of many politic()-[, the responsibility for the defects which they
economic principles, :rod notably to the theoryof,,_:: pointed out in the government's me,_sure fall

rent, to, which Ricardo's name has been attache(_.f] upon him; on the other han(I, thc lmrtisans of
'The latter says, in the preface of his "Principles ': that measure overloaded him with eulozy in the
"In 1_15 the true doctrine of rent was published discu_ions which it gave rise to in parliament;

for the fh'_t time by Mr. Malthus, in a book _n- but there the gratitude of hi_ political friends and
"ti_led, '&n Inquil7 into the Nature and Progrdss national mmfiricence stopped. I must add that
_)f Rent, etc.,'and by a fellow of the university of no one ever heard him complain either of the

Oxford, in his'Essay on the Employment of Cap- insults of thc former or of the neglect of the
i ° " ) '_tal in Agrteulture, (Dr. West). M'Culloch had hLtter. "-- Charles C[mltc spe:lks here of the reform
besides pointed out the same doctrine in a writ. , of the poor laws. Despite the exaggerations of

Lug on the corn trade, published in 1777 by An- "_arty spirit in favor _f, and against it, Malthus'
derson. This is not the place to examine into the book vividly impressed all men endowed with a
relation of the theory of rent to these tim(s; we sense of justice, who sincerely desired to better
.only wish here to call attention to the wdue the condition of the masses, and called the atten-

which Rioardo put upon thie.partof the worksof tion of men to the da,gcrs of the poor laws.
Malthus, and also to the modesty with which he i Propositions of reform were made at various

submitted his own ideas to tl_e public.--What I times, and notably in 1817 by Mr. Samuel With-
4_tllguishes MMthus is love of truth• "This ' bread, and in 1821 by M. J.'Scarlett, a learned
|eve of truth, " says CharlesOomte, "which never, lawyer; but it was not till 1834 that parliament

_antradiets itself, produced _d developed in him i decided to modify the legislation, after a cele-
II_prl_,a_ virtues which dia_ed him: jim- i brated inquiry, which confirmed most of the

J
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truths Malthns had proclaimed. _ It must have demand satisfaction of the people who had of_
been a great joy to tile illustrious economist to fended the republic, and if within the space of
see the public action of his country inspired by tlfirty.three days such people had not made a sat-
that one of his opinions which had been most isfactory answer, the herald called the gods to
violently attacked. Malthus was then in his six witness the injustice, and returned, saying that
ty-seventh year, and apparently in the enjoyment the Romans would see what was to be done. This
of very good health. But about the middle of was the preliminary act of the declaration of war.
December, 1834, on his arrival at Bath fl'om (The Romans doubtless were not its inventor_;
London, to pass the Christmas holidays with his the use of declarations must be more ancient, or
children at the hou_ of his father-in-law, he be- more general.)-- There is also the manifesto of a
came indisposed ; a disease of the heart declared sovereign, of the head of a state, of a government,
itself, and he died on the 29th of the same month to a people. But the word more generally era-
-Malthus is one of those writers whose ideas have ployed is proclamation, as is shown by examples
been most misrepresented. We have only been drawn from the later revolutions which took plaee
able to indicate them here in a very summary in France. In this case the manifesto is fl'e-
manner; they will be more amply developed in quently a kind of piea addressed to the tribunal
the article PoPUlaTIOn. JOSEPH G_. whose decision is final, public opinion. -- One of

the most celebrated manifestoes of modern his-
_[ALTHUSIANS. (See POPULATION.) tory is that which was published, dated Coblentz,

July 25, 1792, by the duke of Bruuswick-Lune-
]ffANDARINS, magistrates and functi_ burg, which roused the indignation of all France.

of the Chinese empire. This title was invented In 1859, after the Italian campaign, the emperor,
by the Portuguese established in the indies, and Francis Joseph, addressed under the title, A
derived from the ttindoo mandr/ (councilor). Inanifesto to mg peop/es, a document in which he
The true title is k/_a_ (chief); it was introduced explained, with a sadness which was not without
by the Mantchu Tartars.-- There are nearly grandeur, the causes which had conduced to end
100.000 mandarins, classed in eighteen orders, the war. --The manifestoes by which it is sought
They are councilors of the emperor, to lay befm_e other nations or before the public,
governors of provinces, military commanders, the rights, intentions., measures of a given state
judges, inspectors of letters, etc. ; they form earl- or government, require on the part of those _1,_
ous graduated, administrative and judicial tri- draw them up, propriety of terms anti precision
burials which check each other, and the highest of ideas, without excluding the elevat:on and
of which controls the acts of the emperor. _ The warmth of style which constitute eloquence. To
mandmins acquire their hierarchic degrees only prove, to convince, to speak to the mind and the
after having passed very difficult examinations heart, are the two great objects which it is l)rO-
The candidates are confined in cells, and there posed to attain, and in this instance the style is
are few examinations which do not last three not confined to that austere brevity which is pc-
days; it is not rare, on opening the cells to see culiar to other diplomatic documents.
the written examination, to find the candidates E_oEN_ Pxm._-o._.
dead of brain fever. The Chinese profess

places should only be granted to merit. The in- NANUFACTURES. (See I_'DUSTRY.)
tention is excellent; but how it is realized is not

certain. J DE B, MARKET. (See Ou'rx,s-r.)

_GITM, Willie P_rson, was born in lWARRIAGF,. Marrtsge has been defined by
Orange county, N. C., in 1792, and died at Red a celebrated modern jurist: "The association of
Mountain, N. C., Sept. 14, 1861. He was a man and woman, who unite to perpetuate their
representative in congress from North Carolina species, to mutuMly help one another to bear th('
1823-6, and United States senator 1831-6 and burdens of life, and to share a common desti_v."
18_0--53. In 1836 he received the electoral vote _This great institution, the first foundat,o_ (_f
of South Carolina for the presidency. (See F_a,_- civilization, may be considered from rely diffc_
TORPOr,VO'I'_S,Wa-_G P.CRTY.) ent points of view. The continualion of the

human species, the satisfaction of its most pow_._
]I[ANIFESTO. Taken in its widest sense this ful passion, moral affinity consecrated by relig,o_,

word signifies a solemn statement, a public decla- the union of civil and family interests, som(,ti]uc_
ration, which one power makes to another of its even of political interests, when there is quc,t,)_
rights, its grievances, its claims, either before of persons of elevated rank whose august at_d at
taking arms, to oblige the second to render it the same time _'ave mission it is to unite it_
justice, or, after having had recourse to arms, to themselves part of the destinies of nations, ._u('h
conciliate other nations. It is a proc(.eding which are some of the elem_ts which belong to lhc i_-
modern nations seem to have bon'owed fl'om sttt_tion of _l-i_e-aad are developed by i_ in
the Romans. According to the fedal law, the different degrees, _meording to times at_d ci,'ctnu-
herald at arms, called pater patra#us, went, pro- staae_. -- "Philosophers," says Portalis, "con-
tected by his sacred character of ambassador, to sider in this act principally the union of the tw_
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sexes; jurists see in it only the civil contract, and property, of which theory affords us but a pass.
canonists only the sacrament, or what they call ing glimpse. Sparta, for example, wished 1o.
the ecclesiastical contract." Let us, in our turn, submit the union of the sexes to the direction of

endeavor to show in a few words the no less ira- the state, and tlms reduce this sacred union, so.

portant part that political economy should claim nobly styled by a Roman jurist the communication,
in the study of this contract, which forms in some of the divine and hu_nan law _ "_ *, to a mere
sort the corner stone of human society, and in pairing of animals. The Doric city at the same
which it is easy to recognize, at the same time, time included property in the agrarian distribu-
the principle of population, the support of prop- tion made by Lycurgus. Col_jugal faith, the
erty, thestimulantofproduction, and the principal law of paternity, the sentiment of individual
means of the preservation and transmission of property, were destined to be confounded in
wealth. _ We can find no instance in history of a Lacedemonia in one same s'lcrifice. -- Mark the'
people who attained any considerable develop, economy of these great institutions upon which.
meat that allowed a promiscuous intermingling humanity rests. ]*,Iarriage, which founds prop-
of the sexes. Common and constant experience erty upon the family which it creates, is at the
shows the relative sterility of libertinism, while same time eminently fitted, by the fruitful union
at the same time it proves its wretched and allan- of the different faculties which it unites, to pro-
doned fruits to be much more subject to earl)' cure the preservation of the patrimony which it,
death than those of lawful unions. Distaste for has acquired. The physical strength of man, the
marriage has even imperiled nations which had ingenious and assiduous care of his companion,
reached quite a high degTee of civilization ; and present in the preservation of lhe goods of the faro-
the history of l_me, at tim fall of the republic, ily, not less than in tile education of the children,
presents the sight of a city the mistress of a first application of that division of labor which,
the world, threatened by her own population is justly brought forward by political economy as
with wars, proscriptions and contempt for the one of the most powerful means of progrcss in,
institution that was intended to recruit her hum.m activity. --The intimate harmony which.
families and support the state. -- In our day a exists betwecn the institution of marriage and the
contrary danger has, undoubtedly, preoccupied institution of property has becn frequently mani-
the minds of a great many economists. In our rested also by the comparison of thc laws relalive
society, formed under the influences of Christian- to inheritance with those whicli regulated, iz_such.
ity and rich iuits traditions, the inconsiderate in- different manner, the conditions of conjugal
crease of population has been considered asourcc union and the prohibitions with which different,

of dread: legislators no longer apply themselves, legislators have surrounded it. "When a legis-
like those of Rome and ancient France, toencour- l'ttor," says Portalis, "had established a certain
age marriage; on the contrary, they have some- order of succession the observance of which he
times thought of restraining it; the number of considered important for the political constitution
marriages even seems tohave decreased. But the of the state, lm so regulated marriage that it was
very fears of some economists of our daywhode- never allowed between persons whose union

vote their attention especially to tile restricted could disturb or alter this order; we find exam-
society of old Europe, themselves prove full well ples of this solicitude in some of the republics of
the beneficent power of an institution which, when ancient Greece." A law of Athens, for example,
applied to the whole world, is still so far from allowed a man to marry his half-sister on his
having achieved its work of extendingand pl'opa- father's side, but not his half-sister on his moth-
gating the human species. --Marriage, which er's side, in order to prevent the union under one
peoples the earth, also confers upon each of its owner of two estates, and consequently of two

parts that reign of individuality which consti- inheritances. -- Marriage, besides, has not at-
tutes property, Want and personal foresight, taiued cvelTwhere the same economic and moral

which are the generative principles of appropria- dignity which it pos,csses in our modern Chris-
tion, in reality acquire their full intensity only in tian society. This great institution may be found
heredity, which extends the view of the possessor in the world under two entirely distinct forms,
beyond the term of his prcsent existence. Mar- which mark one of the principal divisions in the
tinge alone, then, gives to the principle of appro- history of civilization. -- _Ionogamy, which is in
priation the full latitude of its hozizon. It is mar- our eyes the perfect type of marriage, puts man

riage which, bythe urgent and tender incentive of and woman on an equality, in so far as their

heredity, develops man's individual property; it moral and physical differences will permit. It
is marriage which transforms this properly into was, however, but rarely met with in antiquity as
2_atr/mon_/, and furnishes the most salutary and a general and obligatory institution, although the
efficacious stimulant to the production of wealth, appreciation of its perfection was from the ear-
Thus the accumulated work of generations, in liest ages acknowledged by many legal enact-
the different branches of human activity, every ments. In this respect, as in many others, Re-
day enlarges the majestic basis of civilization in man civilization justly lays claim to the honor of

the world. -- History frequently confirms, by having in some sense prepared the way for the
striking coincidences, this remarkable solidarity revolution which Christianity completed in the
between the institution of man'iage and that of world, and of having powerfully contributed to.
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inaugurate, by the elevated morality of its laws, from applying to the circumstances and interests,
the true principles of reason and of social pros- which he would conciliate, the means necessary
teas. It may be truly said, on the other hand, to secure the desired result for the sake of the end
that the indissolubility of marriage was estab- of marriage and the good of those interested m
.lished by Christianity alone, and that pagan conjugal union. --Such is tile power of this great
_Rome created a sort of permanent exception institution of marriage, that by the morality of
thereto by the institution of divorce. _Polyga- the domestic hearth which it consecrates, by the
my, to consider it only under its most general principles of labor and economy which it prol)a-
form--that is, the form which allows a man sev- gates, by the spirit of property which it nouri_h-
eral wives--by this very fact unwarrantably sub- es, by its influence over the destiny of the family
jeets the weaker sex to the c,priee, fickleness which it is called upon to regulate, it is of interest
and domination of the stronger.-- All the _d- everywhere to the progress of the world and the
utary effects of marriage are in part pcrverted development of civilization. E. DE PAmEc.
by polygamy, which, however, was the general
law of antiquity, and one which is still obeyed MARSHALL, John, was born at'German-
by half the world. --The experience of Moham- town, Va., Sept. 24, 1755, and died at Philadel-
medan countries proves that polygamy is unfavor- phil July 6, 1835. He was admitted to the bar in
able to population, and the Turkish historians 1781, took high rank as a lawyer, and obtained
themselves show that the Christian families in tile militia title of "General Marshall," by which

the Ottoman statesate the most mnnerous. More- he was commonly known until 1801. In 1797-8
over, the sole effect of polygamy is to concentrate he was an envoy to France (see X. Y. Z_ Mtsslo_);
and monopolize, to the advautage of a few, the after his return lie was a federalist congressman
union of the sexes, which are about equal ia from Virginia 1799-1800, when he became seere-
numbcr. Itow can such an institution offcr an)' tary of state under Adams. (See ADMINISTnA-
advantages for the progress of population? If, Tto_'a, III.) He was appointed chief justice of
after having invadcd Europe, Mohammedanism the United States Jan. 31, 1801, and served utdil
has been driven back within the narrow limits of his death. (See JUDICIARY; Co_aTI¢gCTION, IIl.;
its first conquests, polygamy is one of the chief FED_L PAItTY.) His decisions are in Cranch's,
causes which must ever hold it bound and power- Whcaton's and Peters' reports, in Peters' con-

less.-- Polygamy does not establish a real family; densed reports (covering Cranch's and Whcatou'_).
it places between the children of a common father and in Brockcnbrough's "Marshall's Deci._ions"
the influence of maternal rivalry, as a dire germ (circuit). See 2 Flanders' Chiff Justices; StolT's
of inevitable discord. Property itself does not _)[_ellar_ms Writings 639. A.J.

seem to attain its perfect form by the side of this
system of conjugal union. With the wife but an MARYLAND, a state of the American Union.
uninterested slave, and the family destroyed, in- The patent for its territory was first applied for

•di_idual property seems shaken to its very foun- by Sir George Calvert, "baron of Baltimore." a_ld

dation, and is absorbed, as is ordinarily the case in after his death was made out to his son and ht.ir,
Mohammedan countries, in the sovereign domain Cecil, June 20, 1632. Calvert at flint intended th_Lt

-of the head of tile state. Human liberty, proper- it should be called " Crescentia"; but the patent
ty and the dignity of the family can exist only gave it the name of "Terra Marine. AJtghce Mary-
by mutually sustaining each other. From an land," by which latter name it has since i)ce,

-economic point of view, therefore, as well as known. Tit(. name was given in honor ol Hc,_ri
from a moral standpoint, polygamy is a debase- ctta Maria, Charles I.'s queen. Tim prol)ri('tor-
.ment of marriage, of which monogamy is the ship remained in tile Calvert family until it_ cx-
.only normal and faithful expressiom Side by tinction, with the exception of the period 1691-
.aide with the contract which unites their lives 1715, when the crown made MmTland a roy.tl
there are different forms of agreement regulating colony because of the asserted disloyalty of th('
the interests of the man and woman joined by the proprietor. In 1771 tile last Calvert died. lesvi,g
conjugal tie.--From universal community to ab- the province to his illegitimate son, Itcnry ll_-
solute separation of goods there are numerous ford; but the revolution which immediately lo]-
gradations admitted by law, which we do not pro- lowed put an end to his proprietorship. -- llot._

pose to describe here in detail. The economist Da.mZS. Tile charter gave the colony as a north
finds in the system of community of goods be- eru bouudary the 40th parallel of north latitude;
tween husband and wife, marked advantages for as an eastern boundary Delaware bay and the
commerce and the circulation of wealth; the mor- ocean; as a southern boundary a due east line

Mist sees in it the wife elevated hy a greater re- from Watkin's point to the ocean; and as a west-
sponsibility, and stimulated by an interest in the ern boundary the "Pattowmack" river to _i(_
common prosperity of the household more positive "flt_t fountain," and thence due north by a true
than that resulting only from conjugal sympathy meridian. The grant, therefore, evident]y era-
and maternal solicitude. Tile jurist, who is ac- braced the whole of the modern state of Dcla-

•quainted with the anxiety, the fitness, and some- ware, and a wide strip of southern Pennsylvania.
times with the sad experience of families, is less iacludingthecityof Philadelphia. Penn claimed

,absolute in his preferences, and often refrains the parallel of 39 ° as "the beginning of the
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parallel of 40°," which was to be his southern two successive legislatures, with three months"
boundary; and disputed Baltimore's claim to Del- publication between. -- The second constitution
aware, since the Maryland patent was for "un- was framed by a convention at Annapolis, :Nov. 4,
cultivated lands," and Delaware was already 1850-May 13, 1851, ,and ratified by popular vote
settled by the Swedes. Penn's influence with June 4. 1851. Its prh_cipal changes were as fol-
Charles II. obtained a verdict in his favor from lows: the governor _a._ to hold office for four
the board of trade in 1685, but the Baltimore years, senators for four years, a_(l delegates for

family did not fi:aally submit until 1766. In that two years; anew apportionment of delegates wa_
year the two proprietor's sent Charles Mason and made; and tile legislature wa_ to create corpora-
Jeremiah Dixon, two English surveyors, who tions by general laws. nevor to gr:mt state a_(I t,*
marked off "Mason and Dixon's line," as decided corporation_, and never t,) aboli,h slavery.- The

by the board of trade, placing at the end of each thinl constitution was framed by a convention at
mile a stone with the letter P and the Penn.lrms Avnapoli_. April 27-Sept. 16. 1864, and w:_s
on the north side, and the letter M and the Balti- ratified, Oct. 12-13, 1864, by the followb)g clo,v
more arms on the south side. (See PENNSYLV,_.- vote: in favor, home vote 27,541, soldiers' vote

NIA, DELAWARE ) The southern boundary was 2,633: against, home vote 29,5:;6, soldiers' vote
settled with Virginia in 1668; but in 1858 the 263; majority in favor. 375. Itdeclared the p_w-
commissioners appointed to restore it found that amount allegiance of the. citizen to be due to the
it had not been drawn due cast, varying slightly ' government and constitution of the Uuited States;
tothe north. Maryland, however, (lid not tlttempt abolished sl'lvery, forl)ade compensation to own-
to change the ancient line. On the west, Mary- ers by the legislature; made a _ew apportionment
land always claimed the south branch as the truc of dch.'gates according to population, disfran-
origin of the Potomac; but ¥irginia has success- chised all persons who had borne arms against the
fully maintained the north branch as the bound- United States or had even "expressed a desire
ary, though the question bas never I)een fornmlly for the triumph of enemies over the arms of the
_ttled.-- Coxs'rvrOTXO-_S. The cohmy was estab- United States"; and applied the disfranchisement

lished as a refuge for Roman Catholics, but abso- clau_ to the vote on the new constitution itself.
lute toleration was given from the first settlement --The fourth con_tilution was framed hy a con-
to the religious beliefs of all settlers. From 1691 vention at Annapu]i.% 3Lly 8-Aug. 17, and rati-
until the revolution the Protestants were strong fled hy popular vote, Sept. 18, 1867. It omitted

enough to disfranchise the Roman Catholics. the disfranchisement clauses, and instead of the
The charter was also careful to secure the organi- "paramount ,allegiance" clau_e used the "su-

zation of a popular assembly, which shared thc prcmc law" clause of the federal constitution.
government of the colony. The first constitution (Art. VI., ¶ 2.)--GovEB_OnS. Thorn:is Johnson,
was framed by a convention at Annapolis, Aug. 1777-9; Thomas Sim Lee, 1779-8°; Wm. Paca,
14-1_ov. 11, 1776, and was not submitted topop- 1782-5; Win. Smallwood, 1785-8; John :Eager
ular vote. The right of suffrage was given to lIoward, 1788-91. GcorgePlater. 179"1-2: Thomas
freemen over twenty-one, having a freehold of Sire Lee, 1792-4: J_)hn It. Slone, 1794-7; John
fifty acres, or £30 in property. The legisl'_ture Henry, 1797-_, Bcnj. Ogle, 1798-1801; John
was to be composed of a senate and a house of Francis Mercer, 1801-3; Robert Bowie, 1803-6;
delegates. (See ASSEMBLY.) Delegates were to Robert Wright, 1806-9; Edward Lloyd, 1809-11;
be chosen annually, four from each county, two Robert Bowie, 1811-12; Levin Winder, 1812-15;
from Annapolis, and two from Baltimore; and Charles Ridgely, 1815-18; Charles Gohlsborough,
were to have £500 in property. There were tobc 1818-19; Samuel Sprigg, 1819-°2: Samuel Stev-
fifteen senators, nine from the eastern shore, and eps, Jr. 1822-5; Jo(eph Kct_t, 1825-_; D:miel Mar-
six from the western shore, whowere tohc chosen ti]J, 1828-9; Thomas King (Lu'rol]. 1829-30; D'm-

by electors chosen by the people, anti were to be iel Martin, 1830-31 : George llow:_rd. 1831-2. Jas.
owners of £1,000 in property. Theywerc to serve Thomas, 1832-5; Thoma_ W. Veazey, 183,5-8.
five years. The governor was to be chosen annu- Wm Gra b son, 1838-41 ; Francis Thomas, lS41--4;

ally bythe legislature on joint hallot, with acouu- Thos. G. Pratt, 1844-7; Philip Francis Thomas,
cil of five. The choice of the capital was left to 1847-50; Enoch L. Lowc, 1850-54; Tho_. Wat-

thelegislature, whichselectedAunapolis. In 1810 kins Ligon, 1854-7 ; Thos. Hollad:*y H_ck-.
an amendment abolished property qualifications 1857-61; Augustus W. Bradford. 1861-5, Tho-.

for office, and gave the right of suffrage to white Swarm, 1865-7, Oden Bowie, 1867-71; Wm
males over twenty-one, on one year's rcuidence. Pinkney Wh)te, 1871-5 ; John Lec CarroI],
In 1837 several amendments were made. The 1875-9; Win. T. Hamilton, 1879-83. -- POL_TI-
constitution of the senate was abolished, anda new (:AL HrSTOB_'. From the first organization nf

apportionment of delegates was made; twenty-one political parties in the ITnited States, Maryland
senators were now to be chosen, one from each was a very reliably federalist state. In this ._he

county and one from Baltimore; the governor seems to have been influenced, at least in part,
was made elective by the people; and the legisla- by the general feeling of opposition to the poll-
tore was empowered to abolish slavery, with ecru- tics of her neighboring state of Virginia, which

pensation to ownors, provided the necessary act was the rule until 1860, and which, indeed, seems
should be passed unanimously by both houses of to have been inherited from colonial times. The
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federalist control of the state lasted until 1802, the same period the legislatures were very stead-

but sometimes by a precarious tenure. In 1797 ily whig, and consequently the United States sen-
the legislature was so evenly divided that, while ators, and the governors until 1837, were of that
.'the democrats elected the governor, the federal, party. After 1837, when the election of governor
_sts elected a United States senator, to succeed was given to the people, there was but one whig
_the new governor, by a majority of one. With governor chosen, Thos. G. Pratt. In the pr_i-
_the beginning of tile century the current turned dential election of 1852 tile democrats carried the
tile other way. The democrats elected the presi- state. After the destruction of the whig party in

.dentist electors and a majority of the lower house 1854-5 its Maryland organization, taking the
,in 1800, a majority of the whole legislature in name of the American party, controlled thc state
1801, and a majority of both houses and of the until 1859, electing the governor, United States

,congrcssmen in 1802. The democratic control of senator, four of the six congressmen, and a ma-
the state brought about the widening of the jority of the legislatures, and casting the elec-
xight of suffrage in 1810, referred to above. It torsi vote of the state for Fillmore in 1856. (See
"was preceded by an enlargement of the right of AmZ_XCAN PARTY.) In 1859 tile democrats ob-

.suffrage by statute, which was passed early in tained a majority of both houses of the legisla-
:1802 after a two years' resistance by the federalist ture, and in 1860 they secured tim electoral vote
senate, and then only after an implied threat of a of the state for Breekinridge, but only by a very
convention to revise the constitution, and abolish narrow plurality over Bell, (See CONeTrr_'rIONAL
the electoral character of the senate. Presi- U_o_ PARTY )--At the outbreak of the rebcl-
dential electors were chosen by districts, and the lion in 1860-61, the addition of Maryland to the
federalists secured two of the eleven electors in southern confederacy was warmly desired by tile
1804 and 1808, and five in 1812. --July 26-27, leaders of the secession movement, in order thus
1812, occurred the Hanson riots in Baltimore, oc- to bring Washington city within the pale and
_casioned by Hanson's persistence in publishing a into the possession of the confederacy, and make
federalist newspaper, " The Federal Republican," the new government, in the eyes of foreign na-
there. The mob sacked the office, and killed or tions, at least the defazto successor of the govern-

.crueUy beat twenty-five or thirty persons who de- ment of the United States. This desire was
fended it. Among these was the partisan leader shared by many of the state's democratic poll-
"light-horse Harry" Lee, of the revolutionary ticians, who had long been used to the idea of
army, who was crippled for life. The feeling, secession as an antidote to abolition, and by many
which this affair aroused, restored the state to the of the younger men. These two classes brought
federalists in tile October election of the same a strong pressure to bear on Oov. Hicks, to in-
year. Their majority in the lower house was so duce him to call a special session of the legisla-
large as to more than offset a unanimously demo- ture, without which no state convention was con-
cratic senate, chosen the previous year. The stitutionally possible. The governor refused to

"federalist control lasted until the extinction of convene the legislature, and asserted that all the
the party, with occasional democratic successes, arrangements had already been made to force an

.As a general rule, however, the federalists were ordinance of secesssion through the proposed
-in a popular minority, and their control of the convention.- This excitement, however, as in
-statewas due to the features of the state constitu- other southern states, was almost entirely con-

tion, which gave the growing city of Baltimore fined to the politicians; the people, except in the
but half as much influence in the legislature as extreme southern counties, were almost ummi-
the weakest of the counties.--The growth of mously against secession. The feeling, indeed,

Baltimore and the western counties made the was not based upon a disbelief in the rig/_t of se-
electoral constitution of the senate very unpopu- cession (see A_IA_CE, II.), so much as on

lax, but the minority resisted all attempts to economic reasons, such as the inevitable transfer
.change it until 1837, when the amendments re- of the war from Virginia to Maryland, and the
ferred to under the first constitution above were immediate loss of $50,000,000 in slave property,

adopted. These reforms were forced by the re- but its existence, from whatever cause, can n,,t
fusal of the democratic senatorial electors to be doubted, nor should it be denied the fair er,.dit

qualify and form a quorum in 1836, and byan at- for its results. Any reader can easily estimate
tempt, June 6, 1836, of a popular convention of the increased probability of :European recognition
Baltimore and other counties to call a convention which would have followed a secession of M:_r)'-

to revise the constitution, "without the aid of land in February, 1861, the irruption of rebel
the legislature." The attempt created great ex- troops over her territory, and the inauguration ,d
citement, but was never brought to an open elec- the confederate government in Washington in-
tion for the proposed convention.--From 1820 stead of in Montgomery.--The fall of Sumt_'r.
until 1852 the popular majority in the state was the president's call for troops, and the armed cow
anti-democratic in every presidential election, flict in Baltimore (see R_LIO_) so moved the
though the district system of choosing electors disaffected classes that they had actually issu_'d
gave Jackson seven of the eleven in 1824. The an unauthorized call for a meeting of the legi._la-
majority, however, was never large; in 1832 it ture at Baltimore, when the governor anticipated

-was but four out of nearly 40,000 votes. During it by summoning the legislature to meet at
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Frederick, a more loyal city, April2(}. When this resentative 1813--17, and United States senator

body met, it was found to be unionist, but more 1817-19; Robert G. Harper, United States senator
from policy than from principle: in the house of in 1816 (see SOUTH CX_nOLI_A); Reverdy John-
delegates a motion looking toward secession was soil, whig United States senator 1845-9, attorney

rejected by a vote of fifty-three to thirteen, and general under Taylor, democratic United States
a resolution condemning the war against the senator 1863--8, and minister to England 1868-9;
south was carried by a vote of forty-three to Win. Cost Johnson, whig representative 1833-5
twelve. In September, 1861, a large number aud 1837-43; John P. Kennedy, whig represen-
of the members were subjected to military alTest tativc 1838-9 and 1841-5, aml secretary of the

(see HABEAS CORVUS), on strong suspicions of navy under Fillmore; Joseph Kent, federalist
secessionist intentions, and the session came to representative 1811-15 and 1819-96, governor
an abrupt end. The governor, in his message 1826-9, and whig United States senator 1833-7;
lo the new legislature, a strongly unionist body, Philip B. Key, federalist representative 1807-13,
which met Dec. 3, 1861, expressed his own Edward Lloyd, federalist representative 1806-9,
and the popular condemnation of the dispersed governor 1809-11, United States senator 1819-26,

legislature for "passing treasonable resolutions," and president of the state senate 1826-31 ; Luther
•'squandering the people's money," and "try- Martin, at first the leading anti-federalist of his
ing to plunge us into the vortex of secession." state, but afterward one of the most distinguished
--Throughout the war the state's congressional federalist lawyers of the country (see Bualt,

representation was unan,mously unionist, the Axlxo_); Wm. Vans )lurray, federalist rep, s-
pro-southern members of the legislature were sentatlve 1791-7, and minister to the Ncthcrland_
_t very meagre minority, and even when rebel 1797-1801 (see X. Y. Z MmsIo_): William Pink-
_rmies entered the state for its "redemption," hey, minister to Great Britain 1806-11, attor[Jey

their reception was so chilling that they finally general umler Madison, democratic representative
treated Maryland as enemy's territory. Never- in 1816, minister to Russia 1816-18, amt United
gheleys the early neutral attitude of the state, States senator" 1820-22; Thos. Swann, democralic
and particularly the Baltimore riots of 1861, m- govcrnor 1865-7, and representative 1869-79;
fluenced the other loyal states to see with com- Francis Thomas, democratic representative
parative indifference a continuance of military 1831-41, governor 1841-4, republican repres(,nt-
arrests and confiscations in Maryland which atlve 1861-9. and minister to Peru 187°_5;
is still remembered there with some bitterness. Win. Pinkney Whyte, democratic United Statc_
One result of this r6gime was the adoption of senator 1868-9, governor 1871-5, and United
the constitution-of 1864. (See A._OLITIO,_, III.) States senator 187'5--81.--Set: Bozmau's lli_tory
Its disfranchising clauses, which the convention of Maryla_ul (to 1660); 1 Poore's Federal al_d b'tette

assumed to apply to the vote on the constitution Gbnslitutions; Neill's Terra Maria_/ 4 Griffith's
itself, awoke general opposition, and in the next Early History qf Ma_yb,_Ld; J. Dunlop's Menwir
constitution were omitted. The memories of of the Pe_7_-Baltimc_'e 6'ontrocerxy (in 1 Penn H_zt.

this period have since made Maryland very stead- Soc. 3[em., Part 1); Latrobe'_ Hksto_'y of Mason
ily democratic. In 1868, after the remission of and Diz.o_L's Li_te; Veech's lti._tol:y of 2daso_ a_d
di._franchisement by the constitution of 1867, the D_'x¢m's Lilts; Hinkley's _l[aryla_td Co_t_tutio_, qf
legislature became unanimously democratic, and 1867; D_'ument_ accompanying G,,vemwr'_ 2,le_-
in 1882 the republican vote is but ten out of sages, Jan. 1, 1864, and Jan. 1, 1865; McShcrry's
twenty-six in the senate, and thirty out of History of Mary_tnd (to 1848); Scharff'._ Chron.
eighly-four in the house of delegates. In the icles of Baltinwre (1873); Onderdonk's llistory of
Frederick congressional district, however, the re- Maryland (to 1867); Goldsbornugh's ,}l_ryla_d
publican vote has continued strong; in 1874 and Line i_ the Cvafi.derate Stat_s Army (1869): Tuck-

1876 it was only beaten by seventy-eight anti erman's Life ofJ. P. hYnnedy; Wheaton's Life of
fourteen votes respectively out of about 80,000, Pink_ey; Pinkncy's Life' ofPiMrney; Tyler's Life
anti in 1878 and 1880 it elected its candidate, who of Tansy; Scharff's .History of,_laryland (1879).
has been the only republican congressman in the ALEXANDER JOtC_STON.
state since 1868. _ Chief Justice Taney. and
Henry Winter Davis (see thos_ names) are the MASON AND DIXON'S LINE. (See Mx-
most prominent Maryland names in our national RYLA_ND.)

political history. Among tim other leaders of
state politics have been the following: Charles MASSACHUSETTS, one of the original thir-
Carroll, "of Ca]Totlton," one of the early revo- teen statc._ of the American Union. I. BOUND_-
lutionary leaders, a signer of the declaration of R_ns. The present boundariesof the state ale the
independence, United States senator (federalisl) final result of compromises aud agreements with

1789-92; Samuel Chase, a signer of the declara- all the ,,urrounding states. (Set Ma_E, ,NEw
tion, supreme court justice 1796-1811 (see I_- H._.._PSnHtE, V_;R._O,_T, NEW ]'oaK, R_mDE ISL-
P_._C_tm_S, ILL); J..&. J. Oreswell, postmaster X._D.) The territory granted by the first charter
general under Grant; Chas. W. Ooldsborough, to the "governo_ and company of the Ma_sachu
federalist representative 1805-17, and governor sctts.Bay" was embraced between points three
1818-19; Alexander C. Hanson, federali_ xep- miles south of "any or every part " of the
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Charles river, and three miles north of "any or of the general court; and united Nova Scotia to

everypart" of the Merrimac river, and extend- the"reall[royalJprovinceofMassachusett_.Bay "
lug westward to the Pacific ocean. The southern Aug. 26, 1726, an explanatory charter gavv till,
houndary, between Massachusetts and Connecti- lower house of the assembly the right to choo_(,
cut, was run in 1642, according to the terms of their speaker, subject to the governor's apprr)val,

the charter; but the line was not run due west, and to adjourn for not more than two days•-
and two towns of Connecticut were considered From the year 1766 the crown was engaged in a
part of Massachusetts for nearly a century. The persistent attempt to still further modify the re-
present southeastern portion of the state, the publican features of the Massachusetts chart_,r.

countms of Plymouth, Barnstable and Bristol, fell and the attempt, equally alarming to every ('ol-
to it on the union of the Massachusetts-Bay and ony, seems to have been the great moving cau¢c
Plymouth colonies in 1691; and the boundary of the open conflict which followed. (See REvo
between it and Rhode Island was fixed in 1741. LUTIO_'.) A series of mutual provocations on
The northern boundary offered more difficulty, the part of ministry and colony, unnecessary tc_

Massachusetts' agents traced the course of the be detailed here, resulted in the practical abrog:l-
Merrimac toward the extreme north; and the col- tion of the charter by an act for the governmen_
ony claimed the whole coast to a point on a line of the colony, April 15, 1774. It took from the
passing " three miles north of the Merrimac." legislature the choice of the council and _f sups-
The claim to the district of Maine was not estab- rior court judges; gave the appointment of sheriffs

lished until 1737. The claims to the jurisdiction to the governor, and the selection of jmieq to the
of the territory to the west of the present west. sheriffs; and forbade town meetings, except for
ern boundary line were terminated by ce_ions to elections only, or by special permission of th('
New York and to the United States. (See the governor. Cong'ress approved the resistance of
states named above, and T_RRITOmEa.)-- II. Massachusetts to the abrogation of the charter: the

CoNSTrru'rlo_s. The first civil organization was ministry undertook to meet resistance hy force:
the "covenant" signed on board the Mayflower, and the organization of a new national govcrnm.ent
Nov. 11, 1620, by the so-called "pilgrims" who took place. (See CO)ZGRlZSS,CONTL_ENTAL; DEC-
were to form the Plymouth colony. They ob- LXR.*TION O_' I_DEPF._-_ENCE.)--Provinei;d con-
tained a patent flz)m the Plymouth company, greases met Oct. 5, 1774, and Feb. 1, 1775, a_(I
June 1, 1621, and a grant of the land included the last general court uuder royal aulhority w_s

between lines drawn north from the mouth of dissolved June 17, 1775. July 19 following, a
Narragansett river, and west from Cohasset riv- popular general court met at Watertown, ._(l
ulet, June 13, 1630; but neither of these transac- assumed both the legislative and the executive
tions was confirmed by the king, nor was a charter powers. This body, Feb. 28, "1778, adoptc(l a
granted. Nevertheless, the Plymouth colonists constitution, which was rejected by popular w)t¢.
maintained a government of their own (sec NEW March 4. A constitution, drawn up by J,h_
F__OLA_D UNmN), and remained distinct until Adams, was adopted by a convention al ('an_-
the union of their colony with that of Masc_achu- bridge, Sept. 1-6, Oct. 28-Nov. 11, 1779, and

setts-Bay, Oct. 7, 1791. --The colony of Massa- Jan. 5-March 2, 1780, and was accepted by p¢)l)-
chusetts-Bay was chartered March 4, 1628-9, and ular vote. It declared the commonwealth 1o b(."
the English associates, by resolution of Aug. 29, "a free, sovereign and independent state "; g:_x'c
1629, of doubtful legality, transferred the powers the legislature power to compel attenda_ce nl)o_
of government from England to Massachu_tts. public worship; constituted a legislatur( ', called

Here the legislative powers were at first exercised "the general court," composed of a senah' (,t
by a general meeting of the freemen (church forty, chosen annually by districts of v._ioHs
members). In 1634 the general court was made sizes, and a house of representatives, eh_)._'_
representative, consisting of not more than two annually by towns in proportion to popuh_li,,_:

delegates from each town. (See BURGESSES.) In provided for a governor, to be chosen ,'_m_-
1644 the general court was divided into two co- ally by the legislature if there was no popul,_
ordinate bodies. June 18, 1684, upon a writ of majority, and to be giv(,n the t_tle of "hi_
quo warranto, the English chancery gave judg- excellency"; limited the right of suffrage l_y :_

merit against the colony, and vacated its charter, property qualification of £60; provided f_)r _h,'
King James then attempted to govern Massachu- support, of Harvard college, public schools ;_,t

setts as a royal colony, appointing first Joseph grammar schools; and gave the governor I)(___'r
Dudley, and then Sir Edmund Andros, as gov- _o remove judgeson address of both houses ,_f t, c
ernor. April 18, 1689, the people openly revolted legislature. The constitution went i_to forc'('
and kept the royal officials in prison until the Oct. 25, 1780, and the first legislature under it-
news of James' abdication a_Tived. The new provisions met at Boston on that day.- A (',_-
sovereigns, William and Mar),, were willing to vention, Nov. 15, 18'20-Jan. 9, 1821, adopW_t
enjoy the fruits of James' oppression; they re- fourteen amendments, nine of which were rali_'_l
fused _o restore the old charter, but granted a by popular vote, April 9, 1821. Their prin('il ',_1
new one, Oct. 7, 1691. This charter vested in the changes were the abolition of the property qu:.li-

crown, instead of in the colony, the choice of the fleatiou for suffrage; the adoption of _ s] I ,_
governor; gave that official anegattve on the acts form of an oath of allegiance, without reI_ ni_
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the declaration of a belief in the Christian re- I celled in this respect only by C(_nnecticut, in
tiglon; and provision for future amendment by] which the governor was still elective; in intelli-

vote of the legislature and ratification 1)y l)opular I gcnce, edu(,ation and wealth the people were very
vote. In this manner amendments have been i nearly on "l plane, and that a high nne; freemen
proposed andratifiedbyninelegislatures, themo_t i and representatives alike were infinitely more
important being the change of the beginning of ! accustomed in dealin_ with equals than with
the political year from May to January (1833); (he ' superiors; ,'rod yet the-p(_pulation was st) homo-

apportionment of the senators according to popu- geneous th,tt feeling and action were gcnerally
lation (1840); the establishment of an educational in uni._on, aml the establishment of a state church

limitation (ability to read and write) upon the was hardly felt tn be a burden. The great force
right of suffrage (1857); the disfranchisement of of )tassacilusetts came from thi_ combination of

alien_ for two years after their naturalization consci[_us individualism with unity of action; it
(1859), and the abolition of this latter amen(Iment ' was not so much the law tlmt wa_ supreme, as
(1868).--In 1851 the popular vote was against the individual's conscientious interpretation of
the calling of a constitutional convention. In the tile law, and the general a.,..,reement of the mass of
following year the result was the reverse; and individuals in the samc interpr(,tation. There was
a convention at Boston, May 4- Aug. 1. 1853, thus developed a state which fought the battles
adopted a revised constitution, which was re- of Lexington and Concord upon the technical
jected, Nov. 14, I)3, a small popular majot'ity, ground of the individual's right to tlaverse the
The organic/aw of the state is therefore still the k_ng's highway unm¢)lcstcd, and which followed
constitution of 1780. -- The representation of the them u l) by the collection of a voluminous mass
towns in the lower hou_ has caused a difficulty , ot aflidavils, by spectators and participants, to
which has grown with the increase of population, influence individual opinion at lmmc and abroad.
From 1840 until 1857 one representative was ap- Individualism has always been the law of state
portioned to 1,200, and one more for °.400 ad- politics; Massachusetts democrats bare been as
ditional population in a town; each town lmving I tenaciously indifferent to the ftwt that their party

less than 1,200 inhabitants was to be represented [ was in a hopeless minority in the slate as their

as many years in each decade as the number 160 federalist and whig ncighbol_ have been to the

was contained in the number of its inhabitants; fact that their parties were in a hopeless minority
and the apportionment of representatives or rep- in the nation; and blassachusetts members of all

resentatioa was to be made by the governor anti parties have been prc eminent for a personal dis-
council after each decennial census. Since 1857 _ section of principles to their logical results,
the house is fixed at 240 memliers; the legislature ] regardless of t)crsonal, party or other interesLs

apportions the representation to the counties; "md I This tast form of individualism has been varmusly

the county commissioners (or the mayor and characterized as fanaticism or as devotion to prin-
aldermen in Boston) apportion the county's rep- ciple; but its cxistence hasalways been an essential

resentation among representative districts. In factor in Massaehusetts polities. -- The political
the state political couventions, however, town history (if the state falls most naturally into four
representation is still retained, making these periods: 1, 1775-97; 2, 1797-1823; 3, 1823-48; 4,
bodies very large in numbers. --GOVERNORS: 1848-82.' During the first p(,t'iod the agricultural
(from 1775 until 1780 tile legislative council); intcrest was pr(,dorainant; (luring the second, the
John Hancock, 1780-85; JamesBowdoin, 1785-7; commcrcial; during the< third and fourth, the
John Hancock, 1787-93; Samuel Admires, 1793-7; manufacturing; but, during the fourth, the rise

Increase Sumner, 1797-9; Moses Gill, 1799-1800; of a moral questb)n to the surface of politics up.
Caleb Stxong, 1800-7; James Sullivan, 1807-8; turned the state l)artiesfrom th(,foundation._, and
Levi Lincoln, 1808--9; Christopher Gore, 1809- for the lit'st time .-ince 1797 placed Masstlchusetts
10; Elbridge Gerry, 1810-12; Caleb Strong, 1_12 in s3mpathy with a dominant national party. --
-16; John Brooks, 1816-23; William Eustis, 1823 I. :1775-97. Mass'tchusetts went into lind came
-5; Marcus _Iorton, 1825; Levi Lincoln, 1825-34; out of the revolution at the head of the _tates,
JohnDavis, 1834-5, SamuelT.Armstiong, 1835-6; though _hc only stood eighth in population She
Edward Everett, 1836--40; Marcus Morton, 1840- had brought on the contest l)y her stul)born r(,-
41; John Davis, 1841-8; Marcus Morton, 1843-4; sistauce to the ministry; she had fought the

George N. Briggs, 1844-51; George S. Boutwell, opening battles al_d hegira the siege of Boston of
1851-3; John H. Clifford, 185,%-4; Emory Wash- her own motion; to the. pro_,culion of the war
burn, 1854-5; Henry J. Gardner, 1855--8; _a- she had contributed 92.563 men. licr nearest com-
thaniel P, Banks, 18,_i8--6l; John A. Andt'ew, petitors being Virgini:t with 52 715, and Con-
1861-6; Alexander H. Bullock, 1866-9; William necticut with 42,831; and, though a formal
Claflin, 1869-72; William B. Washburn, 1872--4; dcferclmc wa_ always paid to the leadership of

Thomas Talbot, 1874; William Gaston, 1874-6; Virginia, it is indubilable that Ma._s_tchu_et_ was
Alexander H. Rice, 1876-9; Thomas Talbot, thc backbone of the rebellion, which was main-
1879-80; John D. Long, 1880-82; Benjamin F. ]y sust'dned by the community of interests, feel-
Butler, 1_. --POLITICAL HISTORY The colo- ings and action hetwcen these two states, a _'om

nial history of the st_tc has colored all its after his- munity which wa.¢ n()t fairly broken for tw(,nty-

tory. The government was very democratic, ex. five years. In both states there was the sam_,
105 VOL. rL--52
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dif_culty in ratifying the constitution in 1788 men* of senatorial districts was as unfair as it i._
(see CoNsTrr_rlo_,II.); but in Massachusetts apt to be after similar political revolutions. (See
the weight of ability was so heavily iu favor of GERRYM_ma.) The result was that in April,
ratification, and the voters of the state were so 1812, ex-Gov. Strong was again nominated by the
mueil inclined to choose able men as national federalists, and beat Gerry by a majority of only
repre_ntatives, that the senators and congress- 1,600 out of 104,000 votes; the lower houseof the
men were almost entirely federalist from the legislature was strongly federalist; but the senate
opening of the first congress. The state was remained democratic for another year. From

thus represented in congress by such federalist this time the state remained federalist by an in-
leaders as Tristram Dalton, Fisher Ames, Ca- creasing majority. Gov. Strong was re-elected
leb Strong, Benjamin Goodhue, Theodore Seclg- throughout the war, and his annual messages and
wick. George Cabot, and Harrison Gray Otis; conflicts with the federal government as to the
but in the annual state elections for govern- controlofthestate's militia made him particularly
ors and legislatures the anti.federalists main- obnoxious to democrats in other states. The leg-
mined themselves successfully until 1797. It islature more than kept pace with the governor,
would not be accurate to represent the gradual aithough nearly three years were required for it

change, which finally made Massachusetts a very to pass through tim stage of resolutions to the
reliably federalist state in 1797. as directly due to point of action. In 1813 the senate adopted
commercial interest; for in 1797 the western eoun- Quincy's resolution "that in a war like the pre._-
ties, which had been the seat of Shays' insurrec- cut. waged without justifiable cause, and prose
tion, and which had no commercial interests, outed in a manner indicating that conquest aml

were federalist, while the democratic strength lay ambition are its real motives, it is not becoming a
in and around Boston and in Maine, the commer- moral and religious people to express any appro-

cial portions of the state. It was rather due to bation of military and naval exploits not immc-
the widening influence of the able federalist lead- diately connected with the defense of our sea-
era; but as these were strongly influenced by their coast and soil." This may be taken as indicative

sympathies with the commercial interests of the of the feeling which prompted the many (,thor
state, it mu_t be confessed that commerce had a anti-war resolutions and acts of the legislature

great deal to do with the change, directly or indi. until they culminated in the "Hartford conven
rectly. (See SHAYS' REBELLION, under CONFgD- tion." (8_:2 HEN]gY LETTER8 ; CON17ENTION.
ERATION, ARTICLES OF; ESSEX JUNTO; FEDER- HA_RTFORD.) At the end of the war Gov Stror_g
AL PARTY, I.)- II.: 1797-18°3. Ia 1797 Sam- retired, and another federalist took hisplaec. The
uel Adams declined a re-election as governor, state remained practically isolated in politic_
anti Increase Sumner, a federalist of the Adams from the other states, even from the other New
school, was chosen in his stead. From that time England states, which had formally or he_l_tily
until 1823 the governors and legislatures were renounced federalism. In state elections the fcd-
federalist, with the exceptions of Govs. Sullivan, eralists were regularly successful; in congremioz]
Lincoln and Gerry, and the legislatures of 1806-7 al elections the democrats regularly secm'cd h.,ss
and 1810--12. The majorities, however, were al- than one-third of the state's represcntativ('._ (see

ways small: Strong had lint 1.600 majority outer MAII_); but the complete nullity of the state in
nearly 40,000 votes in 1800, and Gore but 3,000ms- the national councils was so evident _s to be a
jority out of 9,%000 votes in 1809; and in 1806 and perennial subject of reference in the new.cpaper,
1808 Govs. Strong and Lincoln served with legisla- of other states as "the result of the Itartford
turesofopposite politics. In 1804 thegeneral de- convention•" In 1823 even Massachusetts tcnac-

pression throughout the federal party gave the ity gave way, and ademocratic governor and }cg-
state's electoral votes to Jefferson and Clinton, the islature were elected. The change, however, to
democratic candidates; in all other presidential which this state was the last to yield, was the ,le-

yearsthe state was federalist until 1820, when, like velopment of manufactures, which finally d(,
all the other states, it voted for Monroeand Total)- stroyed the federal party elsewhere. (See FEn
kins. _Political conflict in the state grew gradu- _.P,2,I, Pa.RTY, LI.)_III. : 182348. Gov. Eu,tl-'
ally warmer as the embargo policy was developed message congratulated the legislature tlmt "thi-

and adopted. (See EMRAROO.) The rise of the ancient and respectable state had been restored to
war feeling, which followed the collapse of the the confidence of her sister states" by the ]:_tt,
restrictive system, gradually gave the democrats election; and the state senate proceeded to in:-
the small percentage of increase necessary to gain tify the confidence by expunging, in Jalmar),
control of the state; but it was not until 1811 that 1824, by a vote of 22 to 15, the faro(ms r(.._,,
they finally elected a governor and a majority of lution of 1813 against rejoicing over vwlorio-.
both houses of the legislature. They then pro- Tim new democratic st_tte administration at once

ceeded to make a number of changes: the inferior began to press for payment of the state's elaim_
courts were "reorganized," so as to oust the fed- for militia services during the war. The fetlt.r_l.
eralist occupants; the church laws were so modi- ists had never obtained any recognition for dt(.m.

fled as to allow dissenters from thecongregational for the state lind refused during the war to ,,_-
church to divert their taxes to the support of rain- low the control of her militia to tim federal

iJtersof theirown faith;and the new apportion- government. The new powers were more st;-
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ce_ful. President _rottroe advised their payment, cient in both years to prevent a choice by the peo-
in a message of Feb. 23, 1824; but the act for ple. In both years the whig legislature chose
_hat purpose was not passed until May 31, 1880. Briggs. Thesetwo elections seem to have suggest-
- The federalist vote in 1824 was still 34,210 for ed to Wilson the idea of the famous "coalition

_amuel Lathrop to 88,650 for Gov. Eustis. In campaign" of 1850. The legislature then chosen
the following year both parties united on Gov. was to elect a United States senator for the remain-

Lincoln, and party divisions disappeared until the der of Wcbster's term, ending March 4, 1851, and
rise of the whig party revived them. In the in- another for the full term of six years from March
terval the state gave her electoral votes to her cit- 4. Wilson's proposition to George S. Boutwell,

izen, John Quincy Adams, in 18°.4 and 1828, the the democratic., leader, who had been his party's
popular vote in his favor being 88 per cent. of the candidate for governor in 1849, and was fo be the
whole; in 1882 its elecloral vote was cast for Clay; candidate iu 1850, was that the dcm,_crats and

and in 1836 for Webster. In 1834 Gov. Lincoln freesollers should run separate candidates for
retired, and a whig governor and lieutenant gov- state officers; that they should unite on members
ernor, Davis and Armstrong, came into office, of the legislature wherever such a union would

Everett. the successor of Davis, was also a whig, be successful; and that, in the probable event of
and he retained office until in 1839 he was beaten no popular choice for governor and a coalition
by Marcus Morton in the closest election of tile majority m the legislature, the fr(,e-soilers would
state's history. The popular vote was for Morton only claim the election of Charles Sumner, a

51.024, for Everett 50,725, scattering 307, Mor- Boston lawyer, for the long term senatorship,
ton's majority 2. In the following ycar the whigs and would glvc the democrats the rest of the
nominated and elected ex-Gov. Davis, but in the principal offices. The popular w)te was for
following year Morton was again successful. In Briggs 57,364, for Boutwell 36,363, and for
1843 the whigs elected George :N. Briggs, and hc Phillips 27,803: and the coalition was successful
retained ot_ce until 1851. The party proportion in the legislature, having 27 t,) 13 in the senate,

of the popular vote may be estimated from a typi- and 210 to 174 in the house. The coaliti_)n agree°
cal year (1846): Briggs, 54,784, Davis (democrat) mcnt was calried out in the election of Boutwell

_3,196, scattering (abolitionist and others) 13,589. and the state officers and of Robert Rantoul, au
In 1844 the democrats nominated George Bancroft, anti-slavely democrat, for the short term senator-

the historian; in 1848, Caleb Cushing; in 1845-7, ship, and the frec-soiters were further given the
Davis. -- During the latter years of this period the presidency of the senate, four of the nine court-

abolitionist feeling in btassachusetts grew into eilors, and one of the state officers; but Sumncr's
somethinglike the controlling importance whi(-b it election occasioned more difficulty. Caleb Cush-
hehl _oon after 1848. It was strengthened by the lug and other leading democrats opposed it

arl'est of George Latimer, a Virginia fugitive slave, warmly, and implored the democratic legislators
in Boston, in the autumn of 1842, and though the not to semi this "fircband into the councils of the
fugitive was released by purchase, the legislature nation." InthesenatcSumnerwaschosen without

soon after passed the first personal liberty law of difficulty, but one democrat refusing to vote for
the state. (See PEIlSONAt, LIBERTY LAWS.) In him; in the house twenty-three democrats voted
1843 the democratic legislature, elected with Mot- for another candidate, thus preventing a choice.
ton, passed resolutions proposing to congress the The balloting continued until April 24, 1851,
passage of an amendment to the constitution has- when Sumner was chosen on the twenty-sixth
ing representation in the lower house of congress ballot, one democrat having voted for him and
on the number of free inhabitants. (See CoM- given him a majority. In the next legislature
PROMlsr_, I.; SLAVERY.) The resolutions were the coalition still had a majorityin both branches,

presented in the house, Dec. 21, 1843, by John and chose Boutwell governor in spite of a plu-
Quincy &dams, and, coming from a democratic rality of 21,000 for Winthrop, the whig candi-
legislature, gave rise to an intense anger among date; but in the following year the whigs re-
the southern members. The abolitionist vote covered their majority, and the governorship.
rose, after 1844, to about one-third of the dem()- In 1853 the whigs elected W'lshburn, through

cratic vote, and in 1845 compelled a choice by the the legislature; and as this was the last disputed
legislature, in default of a popular majority for election it is as well to give the popular vote,
any candidate; but it showed no sign of any pos- which was as follows: Washburn (whig) 60,472,
itive and living growth until 1848. -- IV. : 1848 Itenry W. Bishop (democrat) 35,254, llenry Wil-
-82. The original free-soil party had itsklndliest son (free-soil) 29.545. -- The anti-slavery feel-
home in M'a.ssachusetts. (See FP,_SolL P_I.TY.) ing in tim state had been intensified by the arrest
Its leaders, Henry Wilson, J. G. Palfrey, the his- of Sims, April 3, 1851, and of Anthony Burns,
torian, Horace Mann, the promoter of education in May 23, 1854, and their forcible removal from

thestate, FrancisW.Bird,JohnB.Alley and others the state (See F_.:C,ITrV'E SLAVE LAWS.) The
made it a more successful party than the old liber- frec-soilcrs, at a mass convcnti,_n, July 20, and a
ty party had been. In 1848 the popular vote for regular state convention, Sept. 7, took the name
Stephen C. Phillips, the free-soil candidate, ex- of the " republican "' party (see REPI_BLICX.'_

ceeded that for Cushing; and, though it fell slight- PART_'), and nominated Wilson for governor;
ly behind the democratic vote in 1_,9, it was sutli- but most of its voters, almost immediately after-
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ward, fell into the "know-nothing" organization, was filled, coerced the votes of their employ(_s 1)y
(See A)Z_rtCAN PARTY.) The result of the elec- threats of discharge in case of disobediem,e.
lion was an overwhehning surprise, particularly Tim latter influence, it was said, was fast destroy-
to tile whigs, The popular vote was, for Gard- ing the independence and self-respect of the
nee (American) 81,503, Washburn 27,279, Bishop voters; the former was filling the offlcea with its
13,742, and Wilson 6,483. Nearly all the legisla- dependents, was increasing taxation and tb(: pub-
ture were "know-nothings": in the house there lic debt, was enabling its favorites to esc'_pe their
were but six whigs and one democrat; aud all share of taxation, was instrumental in expcndin__
the eleven congressmen were of the same party, the public money for purposes useful only to it_
Gardner was re-elected in 1855 and 1856: but in protgg/s, and, by its power to control the com-
1885 the republican vote rose to 36,521, while his mittees of the state convention, through the ap-
own fell to 51,674; and in 1858 he claimed to be pointment of the presiding officer, had already
a "Fremont American," and was voted for by made reform through the republican party _)_
the republicans. In the following year the state impossibility. How much truth was in _lll th s
became republican in all its branch_ of govern- it is hard to say, for specific instances are u_m]l)
ment, and thereafter remained so until 1874. conspicuous by their absence from "Butler."
Governor Banks' first vote was 59,889 to 30,887 speeches; it is at least certain that the clmr_e_
for Erasmus D. Beach (democrat), and 37,553 for were supported by nearly half the voters of the
Gardner. In 1860 Gov. Andrew received 104,527 state. Butler had been meagrely supporwd i_
votes to 35,191 for Beach (Douglas democraQ, previous republican conventions as a candidate
23,816 for Amos A. Lawrence (constitutional for governor, when, in 1878, he offered to run _
union), and 6,000 for Benj. F. Butler (Breckin- an independent candidate if 20,000 voteru should
ridge democrat). Andrew's majorities remained desire it. The names of 51,784 persons w(,re
large during the war, and in 1864 hisvote reached signed to the invitation, and the "Butler c-ml-
125,28). to 49,190. At the same vlection there paign" at once began. The leaders of the t_¢)
were no democrats in the senate, and but six out former parties ridiculed Butler's "signers" as
of 240 in the house. From that time until 1874 men of straw; but it soon became apparent that
the democratic proportion of the popular vote Butler delegates to the democratic stateconventio_
was always below 40 per cent., except in 1867, were being chosen all over tlmstate. The demo-
when 42 per cent. was given to John Quincy cratic state committee therefore announced, S(,pt.
Adams, and in 1873, when 48 per cent. was given 12, that no delegate pledged to a non-democratic
to William Oaston. During all this period all candidate was entitled to sit or vote in the con-
the congressmen had been republicans, and the vention. On the day appointed for the conven-
state's electoral votes had been given to the re- tion, Sept. 17, at Worcester, the Butler dele.,zates
publican candidates.- In the election of 1874 a were present first, and seized the hall; the state
complete bouleversement took place. Aa attempt committee therefore adjourned the convention to
to modify the state's prohibitory liquor law at the meet at Boston, Sept. 28. The Worcester con-
previous session of the legislature had been de- vention nominated Butler, without referrin._ to
feated by the governor's veto His renomination, the "greenback idea" in the platform; the Bos-
and the nomination of Horatio Knight, another ton convention nominated Josiah G. Abbott. pro-
prohibitionist, for lieutenant governor, excited claiming itself the only representative of the ha-
opposition and aggravated other dissensions, tional democratic party. Butler had been nomin-
Talbot was defeated, Knight was only elected by ated, Sept. 11, by the greenback convention ; and
a small majority, but the republicans elected a the republicans nominated Governor "l'alb_)t.
majority of both branches of the legislature and Sept. 18. The struggle was ended. Nov. 5, hr
all the state officers except the governor. Of the the following popular vote: Talbot 134,725, B_I-
eleven congressmen but live regular republicans ler 109,43.5, Abbott t0,162; and the state lc_i.-
were elected, four democrats, and two independ- lature and all but one of the eleven congr¢'-._
ent republicans. In 1875 the republicans elected men were republican. In 1879 there wa_ n(,
Oov. Rice by 83,639 votes to 78,333 for Gaston, "capture" of the democratic convention. B_Jl-
and in 1876 Rice's majority was increased. In ler was nominated by a greenback convt.nti()n
the latter year but one democratic congressman John Quincy Adams by the democrat_, and .l,,1)_
was elected.- It is difficult to class the "Butler D. Long by the republicans; but the popnhlr v,)t_.
movement," which fairly took shape in 1878, varied very little from that of 1878. In 1_<0
otherwise than as one of general discontent. It Butler declined to be a candidate; Ch;_r]e- t'
is true that Butler (see his name) openly advo- Thompson was selected by the democrat.,: _n,I
cated the peculiar ideas of the greenbackqabor the popular vote at once settled to its norm_) Dr,)
partyin thatyear; but the partywhich supported portions: Long 164,825, Thompson _11,410, ll
him in the state seems to have cared little for any B. Sargent (greenback) 4,864, scattering 1,147
interests outside of the state. Its existence seems In 1881 the collapse of political exciWm('n_,
to have been based upon the assertions that there through Butler's withdrawal, reduced Lon_'_
was a dominant "ring" in the dominantrepubli- vote to 96,609 and Thompson's to 54,586: _he
can party of the state, and that the manufactur, other party votes were little changed. In the
ing and other corporations, with which the state senate there are thirty-six republicans and four
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democrats; in the house 181 republicans, fifty-five wick, federalist congressman 1789-96, and
democrats, and four independeat.--The state has 1799-1801 (speaker), and United States senator

been so prolific of men who have been influential 1796-9. Joseph B. Varnum, democratic congress-
ill politics, that any attempt at selection must be man 1795-1_11, speaker 1807-11, and United

a difficult undertaking. Reference should bc States senator 1811-1;, Robert C. Winthrop,
,made to Charles l_'ancis Adams, John Adams, whig congressman 1Sl0--50, speaker 1847-9, and
John Quincy Adams, Samuel Adams, Fisher United States senator 1_50-1.-- Sec 1 Poore's Fed-

Ames, .'-N'.P. Banks, George S. Boutwell, Anson er_d _l_ut ,Slale Co_stit_ltioa._; Palfre) 's tlisto_:_ of
Bm'lingame, Benjamin F. Butler, Caleb Cushing, ._,_ Er,glalM; Wood's M'tu',_ach_l_et& _bmpendiu_n
Edward Everett. Elbridge Gerry. John H-retook, (bmm(laries); l_uck's Jl_l_sachuaelt,_ Ecrkzia, tical
Joseph Story, Charles Sumner, Daniel Webster, L,Hr; Fowler'.- IIi._toryofl/_c,d Law ia Massachu-

_md IIenry Wilson (see their names); to the list of ,_etts; Washburn'_ Judic&l tI*:_tory ¢f Ma._,achu-
governors given above; and to the following: sells; Moore's Historyrf 5blreryiu Jl¢_*s(_chusett._;
John B. Alley, free-soil leader, republican con Young's (V_roaich_._,,f the Fi,.,_t l'la,d_r,, _f Mrtssa- ,
gressman 1859--67: George Ashmun, whig con- chu,_etts Bay (to 1636). and Chrol_icles (f t]*e Pig
gressmau 1845-51; Bailey Bartlett, high sheriff grim Fatl_er._ of the GfioJ_y of Plymoutlt (to 1695);
-of Essex county 1789-1830, and federalist con- Shurtleff's Ib'c,,r_L__f the _lo,,y ,_" M_._ac/_usetts

gressman 1797-1801 ; George Cabot, federalist B, ty (to 1686), aml l_evard._ of t/w O,h_,y of Ply-
United States senator 1791-6 (see also AD._iIN_S- mor_th(to 1691): Baylies'tlistoryof2,¥{c Plymouth

TIL_.TION8, III; ESSEX JUSTO; CONVENTION, (to 1641); }.,)well Lect_tr6_ on the E,trly lli_tory of
]IxaTFORD); Rufus Choate, whig congressman Mazs_tcl_.zsett_; Frolhingham'._ Siege _,f Bos_m;
1831-4, and United States senator 1841--5; B.W. )Iinot's l-[£_tory _f the l_surrectio_, (Sh_ffs');
Crowninshicld (see ADMINISTRATIONS, VII.), tlutchinson's llt:*b_ry (f M¢a*,_act,usetts (1749-74);
democratic congressman 1823-31 ; Bcuj. R. Curtis 4 John Adams' Work.s, 213; Bradford's II[_tory of
(see JUDm_XRY, DRED SCOTT Cxs};); John Davis, Mct_u_cl_t_etts (to 1820), Barry's Hi.story (_fMassa-

whig congressman 1825-34, govcrnor 1834--5 and chusett_ (to 1820); Carpenter's lli,_t,,ry (,f _]lassa-
1840-41, and United States senator 1835-40 and ch_tsetts (to 1853); J. G. Holland's lIisto_T of

1845-53; Henry L. Dawes, republican congress- 1_,_t_r_ Ma,_acl_t,_ett._ (1855); Austin's I[_tz_T _,f
_nan 1857-75. and United States _cnator 1875-87; Ma_*rechusett,_ (to 1876: lhe best fur the general

William Eustis, democratic congressman 1801-5 reader); authorities un(ler narues referred _o
and 1820-23 (see Administ_ation_. VI.). minister above: Loring's H_(_dred Bo,_ton Orator,_; Chan-
to the Netherlands 1814-18, and governor 18._-5; dlcr's Memoir of Amlrew; Brown's (_c&l L_fe of
William Lloyd Garrison (see ABOLII'ION); Benja- A_b'ew; E. G. Parker's Re_M_c, ertcr.__f C/wate;
rain Goodhue (see EssEx JUNTO), federal con- Br¢)wn's .l[em,ir a_d llS'iti_g.v of Ch,,at_.; B. R.
grcssman 1789-95, and United Slates senator Curtis' Wark,*;Kinuicutt'sMemoirefJohnl)a_it;
1796-1800; Benjamin G,)rham. federalist and M.P. Mann's Life of llor_we Mann; Pi¢'kcring's
whig congressman 1820-21, 1827-31, and 1833-5; Life _" Pick_r,_g; Upham's Lffi. ¢f Pic'keri_,g;
Ebenezer It. Hoar (see AD_ILNISTB.ATIONS, XXl.), Quiney's Life ,f Qt_incy; Quiney's _';p_'cl_es
judgeof the state suprcme court 1859-69. andre- (1505-13); tlamiltou's Mrs,wit qf lht_toul;
public,_n congressman 1873-5; George F. Iloar Amory's Life of _s'u_lica_; Winthrop's Addre,_,'.s
,(brother of the preceding), republican congrcss- and ,_.)_cecl_e.s;the democratic view of Massachu-
man 1_69-77, and United States senator 1877__q3; sctts federalists may be found m Carey's Olive

Samuel Hoar (father of the preceding), whig Branch, 268, 416, cmdra, in Sulh_an's Familiar
representative 1885-7, and the state's commis- Letters; for the "coalition campaign" of 1850 see
sinner to South Carolina in 1844 (see SLAVEI_.'O; 2 Wilson's Ri,_ a_d "F_tll of tl,e S&ce P,,_rer, 341,
Levi Lincoln, one of the democratic leaders until and authorities under WrLSO._, 1t.. and S_'._t._ER
189.?.3,governor 1825-84, aud whig congressman C ; for the '" Butler ('aml)_dgn" see 27 Nrttion,
1834-41; Horace Mann, secretary of the state 169, 220; Winsor's Me_wr_alH_,_tmy of l]o,stm_.
board of education 1837-48, free-soil con/.,,Tessman ALEXANDER JOItSSTOS.

1848-53, and president of Antioch college, in
Ohio, 1853--9; Marcus Morton. democratic con- McCLELLAN, George Brinion, was born at
gressman 1817-21, judge of the state suprcme Philadelphia Dee. 3, 1826, _a_ graduated at West

court 1825--40, and governor 1840-41 and 184.%4; Point in 1846, and became a COl)tam during the
ltarrison Gray Otis. federalist representativc Mexi('an war. In 1855 he was sent to Europe,
1797-1801, and United States senator 1817-22 (sec with two other offi('ers, to study the operation_ of

CONVEI,_TION, tIAllTFOB.D); Wendell Phillips (sec the Crimean war. In 1_357 hc retired Io private

AnOL_T_OI_); Timothy Pickering (see ADMIN_S- life as chief engineer of the Illinoi_ Central rail-
"ra._Tm_s, I.-III.), federalist United States sena- way; and in 1861 he was appointed m'_.j_r general

tor 1803--11, and congressman 1813-17; Josiah of volunteers from Ohio. May 14, 1861, he was
Quincy, federalist congressman 1805-13, president commi_-sioncd major gcncr.d in the regular army,
of Harvard college 1829-45 (see CO_VE._Tm_, and late in June and early in July he eh,ared West
tIAI_TleORD; Wh_RS, IIL; St;(TESSIO_, I. ; NATm._); Yirgmia of the enemy's forces. In July he took
Robert Rantoul, democratic United States senator command of the army of the Potomac, and in

:1851, and congressman 1851-2; Tlmodore Sods- November, 1861, of all the armies of the United
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States. In the latter part of June and the begln- was one of international law, to be settled by the
ning of July, 1_2, he fought the series of "seven two national governments; that the courts of New
days' battles" around Richmond; in September, York had not the means to judge or the right to
1865, he won the battle of Antietam ; and Nov. 7, decide such a question ; and that the British gov-
1862, he was relieved of his command, and or- ernment could not recogn_e the state jurisdiction
deredto report at Trenton, N.J. Aug. 28, 1864, of the case, but must hold the government of
he was nominated for the pre6idency by the dcm- the United States responsible for MeLeod. -- The
ocratic national convention (see DgJaocRA_ric-P_ - new president, Harrison, and his cabinet _clc

PUBLIC_ PARTY, VI.), and was defeated in unanimous in considering the British claim just;
November. (See ELECTORAL VOTI_S.) In 1877 but the minister was informed that it was an

he was elec'ted governor of New Jersey. (See impossibility to release a person confined under
NEw JERSE£.)-- See Hil]ard's, Hurlburt's, Del- judicial process, except by operation of law. At
roar's and Victor's lir_ of McClellan; Barnard's first the administration hoped that Gov _eward,

Peninsular Campaign; Swinton's Campaigns of the of New York, would order the prosecuting oi_iccr
Army of the Potomac; 8--5 Seribner's Campaigns of the state to enter a no//e pro_qui. The govcr-
of the Civil War. nor, however, refused to inferfere, but direcwd

that the trial, March 22, 1841, shouhl take place
McLEAN, John, was born in Morris county, before the chief justice of the state. The pre_-i.

N. J., March 11, 1785, and died at Cincinnati, dent then directed the attorney general of tl_c

Ohio, April 4, 1861. He removed with his family United States to proceed to Lockport. se_. th:lt
to Virginia in 1789, and to Ohio in 1797; was ad- McLeod had skillful counsel, furnish them _vilh
mitted to the bar in 1807, and was a democratic the evidence of the British government's official
congressman from Ohio 1813-16, and state su- avowal of the burning of the Caroline, and take
preme oourt judge 1817-22. tie was postmaster steps to transfer the case to the supreme coult by
general undcr Monroe and John Quincy Adams writof error, if McLeod's defense should bcove]-
(see ADm'I:_'lSTIt*,TIONS), was appointed justice of ruled.--McLeod was brought before the corn! on
the United States supreme court March 7, 1829, writ of ]eabeas carpus, and his discharge wa_a_kcd

and served until his death. (See DRED SCOTT OU the grounds assigned above. The COUl'Lhow
CASE.) His name was frequently brought before ever, held that its jurisdiction over the ca.-c _'_
the anti-masons, whigs and republicans as a presi- complete; that there was no war in exi,wm'_, at
dential candidate, but he never received anygen- the time in any form; that the burning of the
eral party nominatiou. -- See Savage's Living Caroline was not an act of magistracy _,n the pa_t
Repre, enZalive Melt, 373. of the Canadian authorities, since it wa_ coln_liit-

ted out of Canadian jurisdiction; that all the
MeLEOD CASE, The (mU. S. HlgrOR£). In persons concerned in the aft.tir were "individuals

1887, after the suppression of the Canadian rebel- proceeding on their own responsibility." and liable
lion, or patriot war, a number of Canadian rcfu- either for arson or for murder; and that the inthct-
gees and Americans, using New York state as a ment precluded McLeod's discharge upton ]_../_"_._
lmse of operations, seized Navy island, in the coitus. The opinion of the court was not .,_tti,
Niagara river, about two miles above the falls and factory to other and able lawyers. It x_a_ a,l-
within British jurisdiction, in order to keep the versely reviewed in a pamphlet by Judge. I) B.
war alive. Col. McNab, commanding the Caaa- Talmadge, of New York; and Webster'. i_ the'
dian militia, sent a party, on the night of Dec. senate, April 6-7, 1846, used in regard t,_ it ti_.

29, 1837, to capture the steamer Caroline, which following strong language: "On the p_.ril _ml at
carried _upplies to Navy island. The attacking the risk of my professional reputatbm l w,_ _Y
party found her at a wharf on the American side that the opinion of the court of ,New York i_ th.tt
of the river, captured her, after a conflict inwhich case is not a respectable opinion, either on acc,,_Int
one American, Amos Durfee, was killed, and sent of the result at which it arrives or the rca-,-,_i,_." 0a

her over the falls in flames. In January, 1838, the which it proceeds."-- The case finally cam:' to

British government, in an official communication nothing. McLeod, who seemsto have I,c_'_ :_liar
to the government of the United States, assumed as well as a braggart, proved an alibi in Oc_,,I,cr.
the entire responsibility for the burning of theCar- 1841, and was acquitted; and congres._, by :t_.l_,f

oliue.--Iu November, 1840, Alexander McLeod, Aug. 29, 1842, provided that if such ca._t.(.- ' ,_ ,t
while in New York state on business, aroused in- thereafter arise they should be transferred t,, tl_'
tense feeling among the people there by boasting United States courts by writ of l,_e,*.* e,_,],", _."'"
of his exploits in the attack on the Caroline. He l_sCoRI, us.) The British governmc_,_ ,h_iy

was arrested, lodged in jail in I.,ockport, and in- 28, 1842, apologized for the violatio_t of tt._. _',',,._,
dieted in February, 1841, for murder. Atflrst, bail and regretted that "explanation and ap,,l,'"._ x'_t--
was accepted, but this increased the excitement not immediately made"; the Americat_ ,.,,_.rl_
and he was remanded to jaik The British minister mentdeclared its satisfaction; and the c:t-_' ,._as

demanded his release, in a note to the secretary ended.--See 3 Spencer's United _t_._. 411..tl,;
of state, for the reasons that McLeod was tmting 5Welmter's Work,, l16, and6:247.300;J':d_a_d"
under orders in an enterprise planned, executed Gourt_ at_d La_ers of N_ York, 305, tl_' _,,_se,
and avowed by his superiors; that the question withthediplomaticcorrespondenceinluil'i_i_2_
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Weudell's .R_xn_, 483; see also 26 ib., Appendix, countIT, tile two Mecklenburgs had but one diet
663 (Talmadge's review); but see, coates, 3 lIiil's with ammal sessions alternately ill the cilzcs of
Reports, 635, and 10 Democratic P,evww, 487; Sternber._ and Malchin, both situated ill Meek-

Gould's Tr/a/ of MeLeod (1841); 5 Slat. at Lar9e , lenberg-Sehwerin. The grand duke of this coun-
589 (Act of Aug. 29, 1842). try, who i_ considered the elder or the first of the

.A_LICX.A.NDERJon-_STON. grand dukes of Mecklenburg, _ convokes the
assembly and close_ it. The grand duke of

NECKLENBURG. Twogrand duchits, situat- Mecklenburg Slrelitz may assemlrle the estates of
ed on the Baltic and forming part of the Gcrm'm his tcrrittwy to discuss their particular interests,

empire, bear this name; we slmll tleat of tllemto- for outside th(. diet the two duchies are entirely
gether, because they have a constitution and a separate.- The reformation having abolished
diet in common, though their territory is divided the prelates, the estates are now composed of
(with reference to executive power) into two only two orders: the equestrian order and the

grand duchies.--Meckleuburg-Schweria lms an cities, or, more correctly, the h_udschaft, or tlw_e
arcs of 13,346 square kilometres, and it had. in ot*tside the equ_tria_, order. The estates admit
1861, 54_S,449 and in (De(:.) 1871 557,897 inhab- of numerous territt)rial and other subdivisions,

{rants, of whom more than ,540.000 belong to the but with refcret_cc tn the grand duke they form
Lutheran church. In 1880 the population was a body, a corporation. The equestlian order
577,055. The population in 1871 was distrilmtcd is composed of all thc proprietors {nobles or
among the different parts of the territol 3" as not) of knights' estates re._iding in the country.
follows: dom_dn lands or domal_it,m, 201,829 in- They _re more than 750 in number. ]'lie cities

habitants; knights' estates, 133,835 inh'tbitants; comprise Rv._tock, Wismar and thirly-cight others
convent lands, 8,826 inhabitant._; cities, 200,066 in Mccklenburg-Schweriu, and seven in 3Iecklen-
inhabitants; suburbs of cities, 13.151 inhalJit- I)urg-Strelitz; the 3 ar_, represented by members of
ants. The importance of these distinction.,, will their municipal count'{Is, and more l_(,tluently by
be seen further on. --Mecklenburg-Stl'elitz is burgom:lsters. All the mcnflrer_ of thccquesttian
composed of two principalities; Stargard on the order ms) t_ke i);_t't ia tire delibetatmns of the
east and Ratzeburg on the west of Meckh,nburg- diet, but can not bc represented there Those
Sehwerin. The area of the two palts of the who assist at the (h.liberations, pay their own
state is 2,717 square kilometres, and its 1)r)pu- traveling expenses and sulrport tiremselvcs, since
lation, in 1860, amounted to only 99,660 souls ca(,h one exercises a personal right The repre-
(chiefly Lutherans), of _hom 48,773 o,:cupied scntatives of cites, on the contrary, are the
domain lands, 17,871 knights' estates, and the re- mandatories of th(,ir fellow-citizens (ol ate con

malnder thecities. The censusof December, 1871, sidered to be). and r_,ceive a remuner_ttion.
gave the number of inhabitants as 96,9_2. In Therefore, in a gcncr,d 'tsscmbly (it, p_e_iuTrt), the
1880 the population was 100,269. In Mecklenburg equestrian ordt.r has a gloat numerical SUl)eri-
a place containing a certain number of inhabit- nrity; but the citie._ have the right of demanding
ants is not always called a city, but a city is 't that each order deliher_ttc sep_rat[,ly _loleover.
locality represented at the dict. The capital, such a numt.rous as_(,tnbiy i_ not ea.-ily managed,
lhTeustrelitz, does not appoint a deputy, and if, and although there arc mal_y dignitaries in tim
nevertheless, it is treated officially as a city, this assembly, it is nothing rare to he.tr sever_tl orators
is in opposition to the spirit of the politic,_l lan- speak at once. Each member of the diet enjoys

guageofflmcountry. Thislanguagehasprescrved the right of iui_iativ(' and linty pr(,sent his prnpo-
its SUl)erannuated character with a constitution sit{Gas to tire general assembly: hut when it is a

whose principal provisions date from 1523, 1572, question of changing the eonstitutir)n, the prol)-
1621 and 1755. It is true that, March 23, 18-ks, osition mu-t first bc submitted to a "limited

the grand duke of l_Iecklenburg-Schwerin tool( committee" (ettger_, Att,s(,htt_s) elected from
the initiative of a reform. A new constitution amon.g the members of the (li_'t ami .-itting pet-

was promulgated Aug. 23, 1849, the former estates mauently. It _ ill he un(letstood that the corrsti-
were dissolved Oct. 10 of the same ycar, and the tat{on means merely pricil,.:qe,, c,J" t/re c._t,tte,.
new representative body met Feb. 27, 1850. But Out.-idc Ihe_e l)rtvileges and finanee_ tin, g_vcrn-
Mecklenburg-Strelitzdid not agreeto this reform, me_t has large powers. Alm,)st .ill the htw< not
and the equestrian order (proprietors of knights' included ill the._e two categr)ries are t(.rmed in-
estates, knights, R/tree), recovered from its stupor different. Besides, the estates cxcr('ise a certain
of 1848, complained to the German diet in session influence on the adnfinlstration of justic.'e by
at Frankfort. arbitrators were appointed, and iu their right of presentation to (:crtain l_la('es of
consequence of their decisiona gra_d ducaldecrce councilors a_(l other special disl)t_si_ion_. --In

of Sept. 14, 1850, suppressed the constitution just this organiz_xtion, that part of the country which
sanctioned. -- Medimval times were restored in is called domain lands, domauium, and wldch

what the equestrian order considered as their has 250.000 inhabitants, is not rt'l_rc_cnted at all.
rights. In virtue of the pact of union of 1523, by

which the estates (at that time the equestrian , Athomeeachoneofthctwogranddukesiscallcdgrandduke of .][_kl:nb,_ff _thout mv di_tincti_'c d(._-_g'nation.
order, the cities and the prelates) declared their If in 1701 a ._:c_d ].'nc was formed. _t was not "_lthout op-

opposition :[or the future to a partition of the po.-ition, but _paccdoc.-uotpermitustog_vcit_hi_tory-
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The two grand dukes, each in his own territory, of guilds continued to flourish on the shores of the
enjoy power tile more absolute since they are Baltic till the introduction of the German consti-
considered the proprietors of the soil. It seems tution; therefore industry is scarcely known in
to us, also, that tile 150,000 inhabitants of eques- tile country; agriculture, too, is worth the atteu-
triau or knights' estates should he added to the tion of the observer only on great estates. 8till
non-represented ]_Iecklenburgers. The knights another distinction should be made. Agriculture
represent themselves and do not give themselves is neither skillful nor intensive; it is extensive,
out as representati_e, of their tenants, laboret_.s that is to say, it is carried on so as to employ as
and house servant.q. The latter, therefore, find few men as possible. The climate is moist, the
themselves under an absolute government. As earth is soon covered with herbage; it was easy,
an offset, the city of Rostock is almost independ- therefore, to introduce the rotation of crops (kop-
eat. It is authorized to coin money, anti enjoys pelwirthsclu_ft) common in Holstein. The pro-
the right of pardon and of mitigating punish- prietor prospers by this management, but the
meats less than death or forced labor for life.-- estate supports fewer men. since many of tile
The decree of Nov. 16, 1867, applicable to the former inhabitants were driven out to be replaced
two grand duchies, emancipated tile peasants on by cattle. We can not congratulate the country
the domains of the state. In virtue of this de- ou this kind of progress.--The foreign commerce
tree the peasants on tile domains are to acquire of Mecklenburg (which exports nothing but agri-
the property which they work at present as sire- cultural products) is carried on through the two
ple farmers. But tu do this they are bound to portsof Rostockand Wismar. It is fairly;active,
submit to the following conditions: 1. The and reaches perhaps 8,000,000 thalers imports
peasant to retain his land to the amount of thirty- and 7,000,000 exports.-- Communal organization
nine hectares, by paying a sum representing existsonlyin thecities. On equestrian or knight_'
twenty-five times the yearly rental which he has estates the proprietor unites all powers in him-
hitherto paid; 2. Farm buihlings to be charged self, and the peasant knows notiting of the corn-
to the peasant, the peasant to be credited, in tile mane except payments in money or in kind. In
estimate made of their value, with the sums twenty-threecitiestheburgomastersareappointed
which he ltas contributed to their construction; by the grand duke, in the others they are elected
3. The peasant also to pay for farming imple- bythe burghers; but in some localities this choice
ments and cattle, according to a certain rate; 4. must be confirmed by superior authority. Each
The sums coming from the application of these city has a municipal council; the cities are Iree
different clauses, with the exception of apart to be to mauage their own affairs, but they must stmd
collected afterward, to constitute a principal sum _tcopy of their accounts to the ministry, which
not redeemable, with interest at 4 per cent., and has them revised. The communal organizatiol_,
a sinking fund of 1 per cent. The peasants on nevertheless, leaves much to be desired; the gov
the domains of the state have not the power of ernment has freqt_ently attempted to introduce
choosing between the old and new situation, reforms, but its efforts fail, owing to the resist
They must either accept tile conditions just ante of the estates.--Till 1867 the various r_qig-
enumerated, or vacate the lands which they ions did not e_ljoy the liberty which is glautt.d
occupy, the area of which is estimated at 150,000 them at present in most of the states of Europe
hectares. _ It is plain that a constitution like Mecklenburgerswho are not Lutherans, practiced
that which existed up to the present time in their religion only by toleration, and it is well
Mecklenburg, requires a peculiar social organiza- understood that Lutherans themselves can not
tion. It could not remain altogether intact iu change the least ceremony without the consent of
view of the movement taking place everywhere "competent" authority. Mecklenburg was
in out' day, but this remote corner of Germany obliged to submit to the law of equality of _e-
has been but slightly influenced from without, ligions decreed bythe consti_tution of the empire.
Except in the cities, the middle class is scarcely _ There are many benevolent establishment_ lit
represented; great landed proprietors, some ten. the country, and praiseworthy attention is paid
ants and many laborers constitute the population to primal T education. Education is compuL-my.
Even in the so-called domain lands, which corn- Besides, in domain lands every head of a fantily,
prise half the couutry, there were before 1867 whether he has children or not, is obliged to,co:_-
scarcely any of those small proprietors, at once tribute to the school fund. In knights' land., Ihc
independent and unpretentious, who form the proprietor, and in cities the municipal council,
strength of so many other countries. The land appoint the teacher. The teachers are poorly
belonged to the state, and there were 254 farms paid. Among the conscripts (in 1856) 88 per e,,nt.
on temporalT leases, 1,°_8 on long leases, 4,165 knew how to read satisfactorily; those who came
so-called peasant farms (bauerstellen) generally from knights' estates were the least instructs'd:
held on hereditary leases, 7,209 still smaller farm- Each grand duchy has primary normal schoo]-.
ers called b_tdner, 2,244 cottagers (hdu._/er), or day There are eight gymnasia in the two grand
laborers, to whom were leased houses and gar. duchies, and a university in Rostock which _l:ltt9
dens for long terms. We pass over certain sub- from 1419.--The judicial organization of the _.,wl
divisions, as 750 mills, farrieries and public try is very backward. Patrimonial or kni,_,hi_'
houses given on lease.--The ancient institution jurisdiction has been preserved in most of the
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cities; the magistrate exercises both judicial and of February, 1873) forming a part of the ninth
administrative functions. Civil legislatinn is not army corps of Prussia. -- BiBLmOm_t, ny. Boll,
uniform in the different parts of tile country, but Ge,_chichte Meckh'ubul',qs mit Be_'uck.*ichtig_t_g tier
at Rostock there is a supreme court common ro C_.dt_trge_cl_iehte, 2 vols., New Brandenburg, 1855,
both grandduchies.--As to taxes imposed hy the and :lbJ'i._u der meckle;_b. LatTd_ku_de, Wismar,
estates, they comprise, in addition to ancient tolls, 1861; R'_ale, Meckhl_b. Vctterbt_dskuT_e, 2d ed., 3
the "ordinary contribution " which is at once a vol_.. Wi.-m_r, 1863, Wiggers, Kfrct_e_gescl_ichte
laud and poll tax (a pcrso,aal and property tax) in M_ckl_.a;,_tr.qs, Parehim, 1840; ,Nizze, Volk_cwi;'th-
knights' estates. In domain lands the lax apl)eal's ,_c]_t_ftlie]_eztt._t_;_eh, i_ Mect, lcl_brl'rg, Rostock, 1861;
under the form of so much per cent. on the rent. Lisch, Jal_rbilcl_er des I'erei_ far meckle_b.
In cities the ordinary tax is composed of various Geschichte _t_;d La;_d_ku_de, 1835; Wiggers, Die
levies on lands, houses and professions, to which _,ec'lde;_b. eo;u_tit_dre_d_ I'ers(tn_rHung, Rostoek,
is added the fifth pfenning for the city. Rostock 1850, l)_s ISrf_,,;_g,*reel_t im Gr_,,_herz_.thum
has a system of its own, which is a kind of octroi. _ .lI¢ckle;ub_tr(l-Scl_ceri_, Berlin, 1860, and .D/e
There is, besides, an "extraordinary tax " which meckle_b. VerJ'a_u)tg_frage, Leipzig, 1877.
appears also in a direct form, but figures in one MA_:mCF, B_oc_.
place as a land tax, in another as a license, trod in
a third as a tax on income or capital. The finan- MECKLENBI:RGIt. DECLARATION (L_ U.
cial system of the two Mecklenburgs is the m_)_t S. H_STORY). The authorized account of this
complicated labyrinth thatcan be imagined. The dot,umcnt is that it w:_s adopted at two o'clock in
following is the opinion of the government of the the morning of )lay 20, 1775, at Charlotte, by a
country on this subject (official document of 1846). convention of tw() delcgalcs from each militia
"False in principle, contrary to the most ordina_ T company of Mvcklenhnrgh cnuniy, N. C.; that
rules of political economy, the imposts, taxes and the p,'tpers of John M. Alexander, the secretary
tolls hinder and trouble domestic commerce to of the convention, were at,eidentally burned in

_he profit of the foreigner, weigh upon the poorer April, 1800; that copies of the minutes and dec-
tax payer, while the rich may e_ape their action lara_ion were then seat to IIugh Williamson, at

without infringing the law, render exportation New York, the historian of North Carolina, and
difficult, increase the cost of collecting taxes, to W. R. Dante; anti that aaolhercopywa_finally

without making fraud difficult, a _ a " We published by the "Raleigh Register," April 30,
have enough of this description, but there is rca- 1818. Frnm this last puhhcation the declaration
son to think that the events of 1866 anti 1870-71 first became generally known. --The declaration
Inane improved the situation.--The government purports to "di_._olvc the political bands which

not being obliged to render an account of the h.tve connected us to the mother cnuntry, and ab-
funds which it collects, there is no budget. The solve ourselves from alh,giancc to the British
revenues of the grand duke of Mecklenburg- I crown, and abjure all political connection, con-
Schwerin, before 1866, were estimated at 4,000,000 tract and association with that nalion"; to declare
thale_, of which 2,400,000 came from domain that the l)eople of 3Iecklcnhurgh county are "a
land, 320,000 came from transit dues, 1,000,000 free and in(lel)t'ndcnt poe)pie," _ hn "are, and of
from taxes, and 440,000 from posts and other _ight ought to b(,, a sovereign and self governing
dues called regalian rights. But the forced corn association, under the ('ontrnl of no power other
nection of 5iecklenburg with the tariff system of Ihan tlmt of our God and the general government
the empire has abolished the transit dues; it is of _he congre._"; and to e._lablish arcvolutionary
true, however, that by the same act the grand /covcrnment for the count)'. --Thc (lecl'tration is
duchies were relieved from various expenditure.,, lustorically suspicious from its use of phrases
The revenues of the grand duke of Mecklenburg- used in the declaration of July 4, 1776; from the
_trelitz are about 600,000 thaler_, 500,000 of facts that Williamson, and the contemporary
which arise from the domains, 82,000 from ira- writers of this and neighborin.,-" states, show no
posts, and the rest from various sources. The knowledge of it, and that it was entirely ignored-

debt of one of the grand duchies is about 9,000,000 in and out of congress at a lime when rem)lulions
thalers, that of the other 1,000,000, a part of coming far short of i_dcpcndcncc were heralded

which was contracted to build a railway and to by every newspaper in the country; a_d from its
_'edeem the Sound dues. If the reform which imtbility to 'q)peal to an)" better evidence in sup-

we mention above, though far less than is de- port of it th.'tn that of dead nn:n, burned papers,
rounded by publicopinion in Germany, isrealizcd, and a mis-ing letter of approwd from the three
there is reason to think that a regular budget will ,North Carolina dele_atcs in congress, two of
be established in this country which is st) back- whom were nt,_orious to,'i_'s. Nt,verthelcss Ban-
ward.-- German legislation is in force with refer- croft accepts it without hesitation ; and the prob-
once to the army, the Mecklenbm'g troops (treat) ability _s that rcsoh_lions, of Ihc kind which were

conunon at the li,_w, were pas_ed )l'ty 31, that

* By the convention and the law of May 15, I_._, the the '" copies" of 1918 were from recollection, with
tinancialorgant-.atlonofthecountrywas_en8iblyimpro_ed; ._trong Ir_wes of the deelaratmn of July 4, 1776,
the tolls (octxois) were abolished and internal barrier_ re-
placed by custom hoasaa on the frontler_, which are assim- anti _h._t the Me(.klenburgh '" declaration '" was
_lated to tho_e of Germany _lnee 1867. not of its purported date, or essentially of.its



purported nature. (See P_voLv'rm_, D_CLARA- ment of them. But the di_erence consists in this,
'riot OF I_WDmeg._ENCE.)- See 7 Bancroft's that in civil society there are powers charged
United States, 370; 3 Hildreth's Un,/ted _ates, 74; with enforcing respect for the rights of each one
Frothingham's Ri_e of the Reptdgi_, 422; 3 Ran- of its own members, while between free and sov-
dall'sLifeofJeffer_on, App 2; 4"Jefferson's Works ereign nations there is no superior judge oil
(edit. 1829), 314; Jones' Defe_se _f the Revolution- earth before whom they can be summoned to
ary ttistory _f _,YarthCarok'aa; Graham's Address appear in order to await from him the settlement
on tl_ M'e.eldenb_n.gh.Dec_rali,,_; W. D. Cooke's of their disputes." Hence the creation, by the
.Revolutiol_a_7t tIisto_:y of 2_orlh Carolina; 2 Los- force of things, of this r61eof third powel_ tender-
slug's Field Pock of tlw Revolution, 617; .North ing their good offices, or chosen as mediators, or
Caroliru_ University Magazi_e, May, 1853; _Vorth accepted as m'bitrators. Euo_J_ Pxlo_o_.
Amer_r, Rev/ew, April, 1874; l_liles' Pr/nv/ples
and Act_ of the Ihvolulion, 132. ]I[EDIATIZATION, In consequence of the

ALEXANDER JOH:_STON. wars of the revolution and the empire, a great
number of immediate principalities, counties and

HEDIATION. In international law, media- baronies of Germany, that is to say, such as had
lion is an act the object of which is to reconcile no other suzerain than the emperor under whose
the disputes of nations. Three kinds of amicable immediate authority they were, were suhordi-
negotiations, however, are distinguished: 1, a nated to princes formerly their equals; this has
third power tenders its good offices to terminate been termed mediatization. In other words, their
the international dispute; 2, or a third power is prerogatives, property and honors wereleft them,
selected to make impartial proposals of settle, and their sovereignty taken away. The federal
Inent, the other parties reserving the right of ac- act of the Germanic confederation recognizc._
cepting or rejecling them; 3, or it is constituted (Art. 14) their exceptional position; the media-
judge or arbitrator to pronounce asentence found, tized lords (sta_desherrn) continued to be the
ed on the principlesof justice and equity and bind- equals of sovereign princes, in this sense that the
ing on both parties. So we have tender of good latter might and (may?) without m_salliance, in-
offices, mediation, arbitration; each one of these termarry with them (ebenb_rtigkeit); and they ca.
methods has rules, and imphes rights and duties joy certain immunities for thcmselves and flwir
for each power.--The tender of good offices gen- families, such as exemption from military_crvicc
erally springs from a spontaneous sentiment; its Several decisions of the federal diet have re('()g-
object is to prevent violence, by engaging the nized for the princes the title of durdda_te],t. (_e
contending parties to come to an understanding rene highness), and to thecounts that of crl,_,c/_t,
and settle their rights, to offer or accept reasona- (excellency). Several German states granted _hcm
ble satisfaction. This is the first step towsrd me- other privileges; they are, for instance, nearly
diation.--Mediation is a commission conferred everywhere hereditary peers. Since the di,-,,lu
and accepted for the purpose of conciliation, to tion of thc Germanic confederation their ._i_ua-
procure peace, by softening reproach, calming tion has not been so well defl_ed. In a ca_e tri(,(l
resentment, and enlightening minds. Its tendency in Berlin in February or March, 1872. the c,,urt
is to effect a compromise of opposing claims, to refused to recognize the rightof privileged itms
smooth difficulties raised by interest, self-e_teem diction in the case of two lords. (They had bc_,t_
or passion, and it may lead to arbitration.--Arbi- members of the board of managcmcnt in a joi_t
tration consists in the choice of one or several stock company which had faUed.)--The mHnber
judges selected by common consent to decide the of mediatized rulers is somewhat consi(te_able.
dispute and pronounce a sentence which, execu- There are fourteen in Austria, twenty-nine in
tory like a treaty, is to serve as a law and rule.-- Prussia, twenty-two in Bavaria, thirty-five in
We may remark that the processes of arriving at Wtlrtemberg, eight in Baden, and nineteen in tim
a settlement of disputes between nations areiden- grand duchy of Hesse. But it is proper t_ re-
tical with those applied to the disputes of individ- mark that some are mentioned twice, in thi_ _(.nse.
uals; but we should not be astonislmd at this; ha- and that several houses, such as those of La Tour
tions are nothing more than agglomerations of and Taxis, figurein anumberof states. F_rtht'_.
individuals, and these agglomerations can not Prussiagranted the rifle of standeslwrrn to _ _'_).
have, really and logically, other laws than those eight other houses of princes and counls. Ant_)_'-.'
which govern the individuals composing them. mediatized rulers we find the names Ar,,ml),_p.
Natural right flows from the same sources. Its Croy, Bentheim, Sayn-Wittgenstein, S:flm. S,_Im,,
principles apply, therefore, to nations as well as Wied,F_,sterhazy, Schwarzenberg, Windischcl:'('i/',
to individuals, Vattel could therefore say. with Fugger,_ohenlohe, Ottingen,Waldburg. L,cw,'t_

._". the concurrence of all civilized peoples: "'Justice stein, Stadion, Leiaingen, Fm_stenbcrg. L_._(._Lis even more necL_eary among nations _h__ among Iseaburg, Erbec_ Stolberg, and others. 31 I3.
indlvidual_, because injustice has more terrible

• _om_luencea inthe disputes of these powerful ]IEllOI_ANDI:IM is a termwhich lms_mvi_'d
• l_litieal bodies. Each nation should therefore from the Latin, which had been introduct'_l :_<'t

lender to others what belongs to them, respect neutral l_n_tmge in the composition of ]t._w_,
theirright_ and leavo them to the peaceful e_joy- negotiations and treaties in times before L,,uis
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XI'V'. In the reign of that monarch the French and by all those who, by conviction or for finan-

language became usual in the relations of state.s, cial considerations, defend prohibition, high
By memorandum was described a species of dip- tariff_ and custom impediments. -- We have not
lomatic note containing a brief statement of the to detail here, still less to refute, all the conse-
condition of a question and it justification of the quences of this fundamental error, which would
position taken by a government, or the acts ema- necessitate a full course in political economy, and
nating from it.--"In monarchic states," says which would lead us to repeat what is already
Martens, "the minister of a foreign power may found in many articles of this Cyclopmdia. W_.•

sometimes negotiate directly with the king, either will limit ourselves to saying that the mercantile
orally, or bylaying beforehim memoirs, etc.;but system is in opposition to the true notion of
more frequently he is obliged to enter into aeon- money and of production, to the nature of
ference with the minister of foreign affairs, or markets and the mechanisn_ of tile operations of
with one or more commissioners whose appoint- commerce, and we will refer the reader more Fir-
ment he has obtained. Conferenc_ arc held ticularly to tile articles, B_LAXC_: o_ "rRADE,
sometimes at the residence of the minister, some- CO.',m_I_CE, _XCHANGE. OUTLET, .MONEY, PRO-
times at that of the commissioner, sometimes at _UCTrOX O_" _'EAI,TI1, EXPOI_'I'S .4._ND IMI'ORT8.

a third place. Frequently the minister presentsa -- All _eiences have begun in error; and the mcr-
memoir, a note or another document, which con- cantile error is found in antiquily. It is plain

tains in writing the substance of what lie has from a 1)_t_sagc in Cicero, _ that the exportation of
stated orally, and as a rule these papers should be )recious metals was often prohibited under lhe

signed. Several slates have taken the wise reso- republic, and tiffs prohibition wits often renewed,
lution of never deliberating on a point unless the although very uselessly, by the emper¢_rs There

foreign representative has presented the substance is perhap_ no state in modern Europe which has
of it in writing, in the form of a memoir or a not formally imerdicted the exportation of gol4
note. But, generally, a minister would not be and silver. This exportation was, it is said, pro-
obliged to return in writing the substance of what hibited 1)y the English laws bctorc the conquest,
he had presented orally, or what he had read, or and different statules having the same purpose

to sign the copy or the protocol which might have were passed at th'_t time One of these statutes
been drawn up; hc agrees sometimes to give a (3 Henry VIII., chap. i.), apl)rovcd in 1512, de-
verbal note, an aper_u de conversation, etc. But elated that any person! x_ho transported mt.tallic

such papers are not usually signed; as also it is not specie, plate or jewels, to a fo,'eign country, if it
custmnary to sign confidential menmirs, ._nd court was discovered, would bc liable to a confiscation
declarations arc sufficiently authenticated by the equivalent to double the value of the merchandise
memoir with which the foreign minister accom- transported.--In 1848 when Ross; became minis-

panics them "-- The nature of the memorandum ter of the pope, one of his first cares was to repeal
demands a pure and exact style, showing a cool the legal l)rovisions which forbade the exporta-
thinker rather than a rhetorician. It should rivet tion of coin from the Roman ,totes. About the

the attention; in a word, it should express fitly same time, and a few days after the revolution of

and with unbroken logic, what should be said, February in France, the commissary of the de-
and nothing more; it should avoid circumlo- partmcnt of lhc Rhone opposed, by a decree, the

cut;on, idle phrases, ambiguous or uncommon export.it;on of coin from that dep:u'tment!_It is
words; such shouldbe the character of diplomatic known that commerce, during the fifteenth and *
writings. Ill-chosen expressions may lead to it- sixtem,th centuries, developed rapidly, on ac-
ritation or complications, by wounding power count of the direct relations of Emol)e with
in its dignity or its interests. India by the cape of Good Hope, antl the force

Et_G_,_z PXIGNO_. of circumstances brought about the substitution

of a more ingenious and less barbarous system

]I[]ERCANTILE SYSTEM. The theory of for the gross system of the absolu(e prohibition
the balance of trade and the consequences which of the exportation of coin. Indeed the exports-
were drawn therefrom constitute what is called tion of gold and silver money by In(ha was ad-

the mercantile system, because the whole of this vantageous and was practiced notably by the
system tends to consider foreign commerce as the East india company. This company was ac-
most productive branch of a nation's labor. It is cused on this point of ruining the kingdom, by
supposed that a nation can sell morethan it buys, taking out of the country its gold and silver;

in a way to ruin neighboring nations by absorb- but its defenders, Thomas Mun among others,
ing their precious met_ds by the greatest possible claimed that this exportation was advantageous,
exportation and the least possible importation, because the commodities brought from India
This false theory still prevails in the minds of were chiefly re-exported into other countries,
the masses, and still serves as a rule for many ad- from which was received a larger quantity of coin
ministrations and governments; it forms the basis ;han that required in the first place for the pay-
of the economic ideas of all the writers of the

eighteenth century, who did not belong to the * ',In a great number of cases, before and since my con-
sulship, the senate has very wisely decided that the expor-

physiocratic m_hc_l or to that of Adam Smith taOon of gold could not be allowed." (Oration for L..
it is still appealed to in our days by statesmen Flaceus, ch. _.)

L
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lrnent of these commodities in the cast. -- It is torrents of blood to flow; it has depopulated and
from thls time that the first theoretical essays on ruined many countries, to which it might have
economic and commercial questions date. Mun been supposed it would have furnished in the
wrote in 1635 or 1640; after l_m came, in En- highest degree power and we_dth."
gland, Josiah Cllild, Dr. Davenant, the authors Jos_H GAR_R.
,of the "English Merchant," and J. Steuart; in

France, Melon and Forbonnais; in Italy, Gen- MESSAGE (IN U. S. HISTORY), a written com.
oiesi, who were, in the eighteenth century, the munieation to col_gress by the president. Regn-
most distinguished writers, who defended, with lur mess_,ges are sent at the opening of each sos-
more or less extensive restrictions, the principles sion of congress; special messages, whenever an
of the mercantile system.- The analyses of the occasion for them arises. During the adminis-

physiocrats, and. later, those _f Adam Smith, trations of Washington and John Adams themes-
.completely refuted this false idea, which all the sages were delivered or.dly by the president to the
treatises on political economy place among sciew two houses assembled together; since tllat time
tific heresies; but upon this point, we repeat, they have been delivered in writing, through the
practice is about three-quarters of a century be- president's private secretary, [md then printed by
hind theory The point of departure of this order of congress for general distribution. (See
theory rests in this fact, that, since ancient times, EXECUTIV_.) A.J.

money had principally consisted of gold and
-silver specie. From this fact it was concluded MEXICO forms a triangle whose apex point.
that the possession of money excluszve]y consti- ingsoutheast terminates the North American con-
_utedwealth; the use of money for along time tinent. It reaches to thut ridge, 1,42-Smileslong,
.prevented the perception of the true nature of known as the isthmus of Panama; and includes
purchase and sale, that is to say, of exchange, the most northerly of the passes which exist in
and confounded wealth with the instrument of that immense embankment and offer a means of

exchange and the measure of this wealth. The passage between the two oceans which wash the

_¢onsequences of this ezTor /lave been formidable shores of the new world, namely, the pass called
for humanity. Tlmy have, in fact, led men to after Tehuantepec, a town on the Pacific coast.
.misunderstand the freedom of labor, the advan- Mexico, however, extends beyond tile pass or the
Cages of tim division of employments among isthmus of Tehuantepec; the peninsula of Yuca-
_aations', led them to create at the frontiers cus- tan, which is farther south, belongs toit also, thus
toms barriers to protect certain branchesof work, making it contiguous to Central Amcl_ca, which
but which hurt alL; to direct most industries into is composed of five independent states, the most

unnatural ways; to give to governments asur- important being Guatemala, and of the English
veillance which they should not be allowed to colony of Balize. Mexico, then, chiefly extends

•exercise; to create a barbarous legislation, and to lengthwise in an oblique direction from 15 ° zo33 _
_cast discord among nations. "It is no exagger- north latitude, lying southeast to northwest, from

ation," says Storch, "to affirm that vet-)" few Cape Catoche in Yucatan to the bay of San Dicgo
political errors have produced more disasters than in the peninsula of California, a distance of n(_t
,the mercantile system. Armed with power, it less than 1,863 miles. Its narrowest part is the
has imposed ordinances and prohibitions where isthmus of Tehuantepec, where the width in a

• it should have protected. The method of making direct line is only 136 miles: from Vera Cruz to
regulations, which it has inspired, lsas beet) the Acapulco through Mexico, which is indirect, i_341

.cause of vexations of a thou_nd kinds to indus- miles. Farther north, from the mouth of the Rio

try, to turnit from its natural paths. The met. Bravo del l_orte to the anchorage off the town
eantile system has persuaded each nation that of Sinaloa, following the line of latitude, is a
the well-being of neighboring nations was incom- distance of 683 miles._Mexico, since the diminu-
patible with its own; hence was born that recip- tion it suffered at the hands of the United State,,
focal desire to injure and impoverish each other, possesses a superficial area of 743,948 Et_glisl,

,and with it that spirit of commercial riv.dry square miles, less than half its size when rt_lcd
whmh has been the immediate or lemote cause of by Spain, and is about three and a half time_ _.-
the greater part of modern wars. It is the met'- large asFrance. The greater part, as is shown 1,3,

eantile system which has driven nations to era- the preceding data, is in the torrid zone, the pOl_-
piny fi)rce or cunning to extort from the weak- ulated portion being almost entirely so. _N'orth-
hess or ignorance of rival nations treaties of com- ward the race of peac_tble Indians, who by learn-

meree which have been of no real advantage for ing to work and embracing Christianity have
themselves. It is this system which has presided entered the pale of civilization, disappear; and
over the formation of colonies, for the purpose of the population of European origin, although the

giving to the mother country the exclusive enjoy- more numerous, is scanty. Its increase is hin-

merit of their commerce, and to force them to dered by the lactations of savage Indians _ho
have recourse only to the markets of the mother are opposed to labor, and in particular those of
,country. Where this system has produced the the Apache nation, with regard to whom th(_
leant evil, it has retarded the progress of national United States, deeming them incapable of b('i_Jg
_rasperity; everywhere, besides, it has caused improved, now openly pursues a policy of exter-
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ruination.-- T/+e Cli_na/e of Mexie_o and the Prod_lc. parilla, and the cactus (op_lntia) the food of the
lion* it favors. By its peculiar configuration cochineal insect. On first startiug, palm_, an4

Mexico is spared the disadvantages common to all those vigorous trees which in equatorial re-
tropical countries. That portion of the earth's gions sprin t up along the seacoast, f_)rm the
surface which bears the name of the torrid zonc surroundings; in the intermediate region, say
is in general unsuited to white men on account about the elevation of X_dal)a, the tree_ have that
of its extreme heat, but even there the warmth of beautiful, bright green foliage, like that of th(.
the sun may be modified bythe elevation,that is to ]iquidambar, _hich is a certain imlic:Ltion of :3
say, by the height of the land above the sealevel, country plentifully watered by river; or by tlm
AS the altitude increases, the temperature low+ clouds, and the temperature <)f which is alw;_ys
ers, till at last, even at the equator, the limit of moderate; they arc succeeded by the oaks.

perpetual snow is reached. The gTcatcr part of which in turn give way to pines and firs, and
intertropical Mexico forms a high tal)le land, lastly the firs remain al,)nc as they (lo amid the

having a gradual slope on the one side to the crags of the AIps; the last remnant_ of vcgeta-
Atlantic and on the other to the Pacific, inter- lion are the lichens which only disappear' when
sected by valleys more or less deep, and studded the perpetual snowline is reached. Maize thrives
with mountains and hills. This Mexican plateau in every region. --Sugar planting is as l)VOfitabl_.
enjoys many advantages, among which one in par- in Mexico as it is in the Antilles; cotton is of ex-
ticular is w()rthy of note, that with the exception ecllent quality, and the yield is abuudant. Maize
of a few isolated summits here and there, its elc- 1)rodm.cs in a good locality and in a favorable
ration makes it admirably adapted to Europeans, season 800 grains for one. The wheat-gr+_wing
and well suited to the cultivation of the products country in the neighborhood of Pucbla and of
of the temperate zone, such as cereals, maize, the Toluc.a, notwithstanding that the farming is of
vine and the olive. On entering Mexico from the the most primitive des('ription, produces twenty-
south, the central Cordillera of the Andes, which four or twenty.five grains for o_m. The banana
traverse the new world throughout all its length as or plantain is one of the staple food _urces of

though they were its spine, spreads out until it oc- Mexico. and it i_ well known that no other food
cupies almost the entire space between the two plant needs so little attention or in proportion
oceans; forming a plateau raised above the sealer- produces, even approximately, so much. -- It is

el to a height which, a little north of the isthmus of customary to divide -Mexico into three parts, ac-
Tehuantepec, is tibout4,900feet, while at Pueblo, cording to climate and productions, giving to
Mexico and Ouanaxuato, it varies from 6,800 feet each a characteristic name. The first division,
to 7,500 feet. Farther north the elevation is less which commences at the sc'tcoast, is distinguished

than at Mexico. -- The city of Mexico is built at by luxuriant vegetation and excessive heat. Uu-
the foot of two mountains, both covered with fortunately many parts of it arc devastated by

perpetual snow, Popocatepetl and Istaccihuatl, yellow fever, a di¢case deadly to strangers and
the former of which is 17,800 feet high. Setting even to the Mexicans if from the plateau. It
aside these formidable earth masses amt a few bears the name of the ht,t district (tie_.ra ealiente).

others distributed over the plateau, the high *dis- Next in order is the temperate district ([ie_,ra
triers are for the most part a sort of plain stretch- templada), the climate of which is a PCrl)etual
ing far into the north; the distance this table land t
extends, from north to south, is at least 1,500 i spring. Xalapa and Orizaba are examples of thisdelightful country, which has a mean annual tem-

miles, that is, about the distance between Paris ! perature of from 18 + to 20 _ centigrade, and the
and St. Petersburg.-- Oa leaving the shores of the thermometric variation in the different seasons is

ocean, whether it be the Atlantic or the Pacific, very slight. ]t is not only frcc from the over-
and going toward the high lands, owing to the heated atmosphere and malarial cxlmlations of the
rapid change of elevation, a quick succession of seacoast, but also from the insects, both tr()uble-
different climates is encountered, each having its some and dangerous, which swarm to the torment

own distinct vegetation. With good means of of mankind over a _reat part of the hot district.
communication, it would be possible to go in one The third and last zone, the coht district (t_rra

(lay, from sunrise to sunset, from the coast plains, fr/+0 is the most extensive. It includes the entire
where the heat is suffocating, to a temperature )lateau, and even those parts of the two inclined
resembling that of Montpellier or Toulouse. At _lanes immediately adjacent to it It is almost
each step, the face of the country, the look of the universally agreeable to hve in. anti the inhabit-
sky, the appearance of theanimals and plants, the ant of the choicest spot_ in Eurc)pe might almost
manners and occupations of the people, all believe himself at home there.--l'lw MD+eral
change. First, the sugar cane is met with, in Wealt]+ of Mexi_. Mexico i_ n:tturally wealthy
company with indigo, cacao trees and bananas; in minerals, and espc('ial]y so in the prv(.i(_us

then comes the coffee shrub, and in succession the metals, of which silver is. the more abundant.

cotton plant, oranges, tobacco, olives, wheat and The mines form a line 1,863 miles in length,
vines, together with many plants peculiar to the reaching to the very north of Mexico, and tak.
country, such as the liana whose fruit is vanilla, ing a direction from southeast to northwest
the beautiful plant (genus convolvulus) who_ They are the result of one of those tremendous

root makes jalap, the smilax whose root is salsa, upheavals which have _et their mark ou the suc-
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cessive periods of this planet's existence. The eious metals in the world. At the beginning of
matrix is in veins, principally consisting of the nineteenth century, when the war of inde-
_luartz, through which the silver is scattered in pendence broke out, their yield was from 125 to
very small quantity, so much so that after the 130 millions, of which nine-tenths was silver.
separation of the waste from the workable ore, Since then, the country, distracted by continual
tile latter only yields the two or three thousandth revolutions and a prey to anarchy, has seen its
part of its weight in metal, sometimes even less, mines neglected till the present yield barely equals
and it is only the extreme abundance of the ore that of the first years of the century.-- If the
which compensates for its lack of richness. In country were restored to a settled condition, if
northern Mexico, and especially on the Pacific it had an enlightened and stable government to
coast, tile traveler may see long lines of rocks provide the advantages enjoyed by the most ely-
cropping out, these being the quartz veins, the ilized nations for three.quarters of u century, such

hardness and durability of whose substance has as laws for the protection of labor, technical
resisted all climatic influences. The number of schools, and lines of communication, the produc-
_rgentiferous veins is practically unlimited, and riga of gold and silver in Mexico would increase
their thickness is considerable, therein differing rapidly. The discovery of the great deposits of
from the silver veins of the old world. Although quicksilver at :New Almaden, in California, is
Mexico has produced a great quantity of silver, it calculated to give a lively impetus to Mexican sil-

enus been a mere sample of the metallic wealth of ver mining; for experience joins with calculation
_he country; au opinion width, expressed by the to show that abundance of mercury at a low
great Humboldt in the beginning of the century, price is a great incentive to activity among the
has since been confirmed by every engineer and miners who work the silver lodes.-- The de._truc-
scientific man who has visited the country. The tion of the greater portion of the forests and the
principal prospecting has been done in the neigh- entire absence of any mineral fuel must cause

borhood of the beautiful city of Guanaxuato, the production of other metals, and in partic-
round about Zacatecas, farther north still at ular of iron and copper, to be indefinitely post-
Guadalupe y Cairo, and in the opposite dircction poned. _ Advantageous Position between the two
at Real del Monte. By an ingenious process, the Oceal2s. To the advantages which Mexico pos-
invention of a sixteenth century miner, Barthol- sesses in its climate, its soil, the unlimited
omew Medina, the silver is separated almost with- variety of its agricultural products, and its
_out the use of fuel from the different and often many gold and even silver mines, it adds that
complex combinations in which it is found, the of a topographical situation almost unique. It

agent used, with a few other substances of less has on its sides the two greatest and most fro-
value, being mercury in the proportion of three quented oceans, the Atlantic and the Pacific. It
pounds of it to two of silver. This process, faces thus at the same thne both sides of the old
called cold amalgamation, is of great value, be- world, and the two most industrious, most civil-
cause the country, sparsely wooded in the time of ized and most populous portions of it, one at its
the Aztecs, was completely denuded of its for- west_ern extremity, that is, in Europe, and the
eats by the Spaniards. Medina's process quickly other at the eastern, that is, China and Japan. It
spread from Mexico to all the other Spanish pos- seems chosen to have intimate connections with
st-__sions in America, where it rendered the same both, and even to serve as a highway for much of
services and is in use still.--Gold is found in their commerce. The railroad which is to cross

Mexico for the most part in combination with Mexico from Vera Cruz to Acapulco, and is corn-

silver, in a proportion small in weight but of con- pleted between the former city and the capital,will
aiderable value, the value of gold being fifteen or be of great service in opening up communication
sixteen times that of an equal weight of silver, between the interior of the country and the sea-
The gold is removed from the silver ingots by coast, and will be useful to many strangers in

"refining." There exisL however, in addition, spite of its steep ascending gradients, but the
gold mines, properly so called, which are gener- greater number will desert it for the line which
ally but not invariably alluvial, like those which, the people of the United States, by a miracle of bold-
existing in every quarter of the globe, have hith- ness and economy, have succeeded in opening be-
erto yielded by the process of washing the greater tween New York and San Francisco, both of which

portion of the gold possessed by man. But the are metropolises exercising great attraction.-- The
magnificent gold deposits of California remained isthmus of Tehuantepec was strongly advocated,

unknown and therefore undisturbed as long as before the design of the Central Pacific railway
the country was in the hands of the Spaniards or between New York and San Francisco was con-

of independent Mexico. The provinces of Sonora ceived, as the position for a line of rail which,
and of Sinaloa, on the Pacific coast, which are together with the Panama railway, should make

an extension of California, contain, according to a Junction between the two oceans. This route
incontestable evidence, deposits similar to those has the advantage of shortening greatly the transit
of California, both in the form of auriferous from the eastern to the western slope of the North
quartz and of alluvial detritus. -- The Mexican American continent. Travelers going from :New

mines have been, since the middle of the eight- York to San Francisco by sea and one of the

eenth celt, m-y, the grcate_ prod_oer_ of Ule pre- isthmuses would gain considerably by taking it as
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compared with the route via the isthmus of unions with whites or Indians, is very small.
Panama.--Thedirectrailroadbetweenl_IcwYork Formerly there were several thousand black

and San Francisco deprives of this special advan- slaves, but they were for the most part set at lib-
rage the line of rails that was to be placed on the erty on the commencement of the war of lade.

isthmus of Tehuantepec. In return it seems now pcndence in 1810. --On the western slope of
highly probable that that isthmus will be crossed ,Mexico, in the neighborhoo(t of the city of Aca-
by a maritime canal of wide section, adapted for pulco, whose magnificent harbor was the port
tile vessels which transport the merchandise ex- of arrival and departure of the solitary ship called
changed in such quantity between the Atlantic thc Gallon, which oncc a year made the round
and P_mificba.nins. This canal, which is intcndcd trip between Mexico and China and the conn-

ie commence in the river Guazacoalcos, atributary tries which lay ou the route, Malays may be
of the Atlantic, and to reach the Pacific through met with, the descendants of those who came

the lagoons near Tehuantepcc, is seriously pro- by that w,iy to scttle in the country, but they
jccted now by the company which had beforc the have not increased. The proof that the Chi-
concession for tlle railway across the islhmus, nese, who are so industrious, who make such

The United States government has had the pro- intelhgcnt and steady workmen, might easily
posed route surveyed, and the decision of thoee be attracted to the country and would atoll-
surveys, made in 1870-71, under the direction of realize thcmsclvcs tlmre, is s(,e_ in the fact liner

Captain Schufcldt, by the engineers Fuatos and they art. taking _oot both in Calitornia and Aus-
Buel and other officers, was that the undcrtakiug traits in spite of the bad treatment they lu'c sub-
presented no extraordinary difficulties. It wouht jeered to in those places.-- The dominant J_('e
be neces_y to ._urmount by means of locks an till now has bc(,n the _hit(., although in poiul of
ascent of 2.33 m6trcs; thc length would he 237 numbers it constitutes only one-sixth (ir onc-
kilom6tres from the island of Tacamichopa in the seventh of the population. It is not _ithoul some
Guazacoalcos to the port of Salma-C,'uz on the ad,nixture of Indi:ln bh)o(t, a_. since the lime of

Pacific. The watershed would be on the plateau Cortez "rod indccd at th:tt grcat man's in_tigatmn,
of Tarita. Below the island of Tacamichopa use lawful nm,'riagcs have been ('onlracted between
would be made of the bed of the river Guazac,)al- the two races: several of his companion_ iu
cos, which it would be easy to improve. The arms, and those n(_t the h,ast distinguished, hay-
maritime canal of Tchuantepec promises better ing unitcd themselves before tim :thars to tlw
for the commerce of the United Statcs than any convertcd widows of Mcxi(.an chi(.fs who h:_d
of the rival schemes proposed, as itwould grcatly fallen in the slruggIc. The asccl_dcn(.y of th(,
shorten the distance between the numerous and white race is not absolutc. The _,l;_.--sc<of mix(,d

busyportswhichthcUnionpossessesonthcAtlan- blood and even pure-blooded natlvc_ have fur-

tic side and San Francisco. already the most im- nish(.d elniuent m[,n to the c¢)ulllry who have
portant mart of the new world on the Pacific. It ris,,n to the hizhcst honors. Guerrc,',). wire _as

would alsobethe most convenient route to J.tpan, I pre-idcnt, was of mixed ,c,t)allish al_¢l lndma
Hongkong or Shanghae.--The Populati_u of bhic, d, :_nd Prt,sident Juar(,z was a full-hhi,,d(.d
Mexico. The population of Mexico consists In(ti:l,l.--Th( • ,)umber and composill,,l_ (ff Ihc

,chiefly of the descendants of the indigenous race Mexi[.an pcnple in 1,_10. according to 1he ._t:,deti(.s
subdued by Cortez. This industrious and dis- (ff Don FranciscoN_twLrroy:N,)rie.,:;L wh,_m IIum-
¢iplinedpeoplerapidlyembracedChristianityaftcr boldt mentions as being reliable, was as follows:
Mexico was conquered. Whether voluntary or on

Europeans, and Crc_)]c_of F--llrop _qll origin ....... 1,_)7..q'2_
compulsion, conversi<m wasgcneral. The Catholic Indmn._............................. : .......... ,iJ_i(;,:_l
clergy skillfully availed themselves of the simi- cavies or mixed racc._............................. 1,33S,7i_6

larities existing between Christian theology and Total .......................................... 6J12,915
that of the Aztec religion. Since that time the
indigcnes, called Indians through the mistak(, of At the present time the population of Mt,xico is
Columl)us who fancied he had found India, have estimated at about nine milhon>. -- Mcx_(.o _i_cv

remained submissive. In a very few instances t]_e ('o_tquest by lter_,_lo C, rt(z. Mexico was. I_,-
and during periods of extreme suffering, isolated fore the European invasmn, the most powerful
outbreaks of rebellion have occurred, but, very state of tln, new world. It was the farthest ad-
different in this from the Indian tribes once spread v'u_('ed in both the uscful and the decorative arts.
over thewholc United States, the Mcxican Indian in science and iu litcrature. This ciwlizati,in.

regul_Lrlycultivates the soil either for himself or while iu ninny r(,sp,,cts to be a(lmir(.d, was
as the servant of some white man, does hi_ day's marred by some horribh, practices, iu p:_rticular
work in one of the few manufactories which have by that of human .,acriti('e. Scveral pcoph.s in

been established, or labors of his own free will in succession rulcd the country, the l:_st _nd cruelest

the mines, wherehe gives surprising proofs of his being the Aztccs. to _hieh race the emperor

physical development. Thereare numerous half- Montezuma. in whose pres,'ncc t[ern;mdo Cortez
breeds, the offspring of intercourse between the found hims(.lf, belonged. -- Th(' Spani._h conqucst
whites and the Indians, who, under the Sl)auish was a(,hievcd by a successio_ of batth,s aml of
dominion, were called ca_tes. The number of dec(is of daring _vhich commenced ,)u the day
negroes, or of those sprung from them through the Spaniards disembarked (IIoly Thursday, 1519)
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and terminated Aug. 13, t5_1, on which date the pable of'transacting business whenever the sum
last quarter of Tenochtitlan, or Mexico, was car- in question exceeded five piasters. Tills was done
ried by assault, and the young and valiant Guate- on the supposition that it would act for the pro-
mozart, the last Aztec emperor, was taken pris- tection of tile Indians, but the avaricious cunnin_
oner. The Spaniards at once set to work to oi'- of tile whites still found means of oppressing

ganize this vast acquisition. The Indians, not- them, and the more so that they were more uu-
withstanding their conversion, were, with the ex- armed and less free to do it. Intendants, civil

• ception of the nobles and of the people of governors created by the same prince in 1776
Tlascala, shared as slaves, or nearly so, between were placed at the head of each province, and

the conquerors and people of all sorts who flocked invested with considerable power under the au
from Spain to join them, or who were sent there thority of the viceroy. Their duty was toadmin-
by the crown. This system went by the name of ister the affairs of the country in general, and iu
repartimientos, a word which indicated quite suf- particular to act for the protection of the Indian.
ficiently what was done. They portioned out --The Indian nobility or caciques were exempt
these wretched Indians as though they were from tlm degrading condition of minority to
herds of cattle, making them till the ground and which the other Indians were subject. From the
labor in the mines• This r6gime, when applied time of Cortez they hadbeen placed on a par with
to the islands of Hispaniola or San Domingo, the Castilian nobility, but no care had he(.n taken

speedily resulted in the extinction of the aborig- to educate their descendants. They had ended l)y
ines. In Mexico the race to be dealt with was lapsing into a condition of barbarity. Of their
hardier and possessed greater vitality. The en- ancient superiority they only retained thehabit of
forced labor decimated but did not utterly de- making exactions from their tolerable fellow.
stroy it. It must be said, also, that in this case countrymen. -- The numerous class of half.breeds
the clergy labored indefatigably in behalf of the were scarcely better treated than the full-blooded
unfortunate Mexicans, and their efforts were Indian. They too paid tribute, but were, how

crowned with success, upheld as they were by ever, free from the state of perpetual pupilage
the court of Spain• This latter looked upon the which the h)dian was forced to submit to; but
sentiments of Christiau charity which Queen Isa- they were none the less kept in a condition of
bella manifested toward the aboriginal peoples of degradation. -- The class of creole whites, that is to
America, and which she, when on her death-bed, say, whites born in Mexico, suffered under a 1)eli
commended to her successors, as an inalienable .cy of suspicious surveillance• To those who by

bequest. At a biter period the courts of justice their own effort or by inheritance possessed weallh
or audiencias, and the viceroys, among whom in mines, or in vast agricultural territories, tilh.s
were many distinguished men, were the inter- of nobility were given; those who were less rich
preters of the royal views, and ameliorated the got commissions in tile militia and decoratio_s.
evils under which the Indiaus were crushed by iN'either class was admitted to any share in the
the colonists or by the feudal chiefs who were government or administration of the country.
blinded by avarice. The clergy regarded the All that was granted them was the privilege of
task of protecting those unfortunate creatures as becoming members of the municipal bodies or
a special duty assigned them. In this au example ayuntamientos, l_lumerous, and, from their

was set to the whole of the new world by the large possessions, influential, this class w:_s pro-
bishop of Chicopas, Bartholomew Las Cases, who, roundly discontented. There was no despotism
at the time of the barbarities practiced on the na- clever or adroit enough to make the son of a
fives of IIispaniola, made Europe and America father born in Spain and of a mother equally
ringwith his outspoken denunciation of them. At Spanish admit that there should exist a gulf bc
an early period the Sp._nish court modified greatly tween him and his parents or between him _t_[l_m
the rdgime established in Mexico as elsewhere, elder son who happened to have been born i_
The repartimlel_tos were abolished, and their Spain. It was useless to inspect all printc(t m_tlt_'_'

place taken by encamiendas. This was. as nearly entering Mexico, with the object of prcv(,nti_g
as possible, serfdom substituted for slavery. The the circulation of any books unless apprnv(.'d 19'
Indian and his family were attached to the soil the inqui-_'ition; truth has a diffusive force whi_ h
instead of depending on the individual caprice of sets at naught the arbitrary decrees of the m_,-_
a master. One portion of the Indians remained absolute power or the watchfulness of the stfl_ld-
exempt even from the envomiendas in certain est inquisitions. An antagonisna, at one time sup-
villages, access to which was forbid(lea to the pressed, atanother outspoken, existed between tl,,'

whites. During the reign of Charles III., an creoles (cr/o//_) and the natives of Spain, wh(_
enlightened prince, aml one who gave his mind were distinguished by the name of Gazhupi_c._' --

to benefiting his people, fresh abuses and deeds Ideas of independence were introduced into )[cx
of violence came to light, and these seeming in- ice by the excitement caused by the independent'
tolerable to the court of Madrid, the _ndas of the United States and the French revolutk)_.

in turn were swept away. The native had now and sank deep into men's salads in spite of the
no master but the king, but he was obliged ti) barriers with which government sun'oundcd the

_ pay an annual tribute, and he continued in a state people; and the events which took place in the

of pupilage all his lifv. He was declared inca- peninsula in 1808 giving the needed opportumE)',
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lay the total eclipse of the legitimate royalty from. i chambers There has even been, apart from any
whichthe wholesyst_em cmanated, anexplosion fol- ' foreign intervention, a lhinly disguised effort to
lowed. The independents, commanded bypriests, I establish a monarchy. It was made by Gcneral
first Hidalgo and then Morclos as their geuerals' S,lnta Anna after his return to power in 1853,
in chief, gained in the beginning important ad- ' who planned to lmvc him._clf elected president
vantages, but they soon suffe:-ed severe disas_(,r. , for life. with the right at his death of naming his
A Spanish officer of great merit, Callcja, who was : own suc'cc.-_or. But th(; atteml_t proved aborlive.
afterward viceroy, made them pay dcarly for their ' and a revolution ovt,rtlH'cw S'mta Anna in 1855.
early successes. Their armies were beaten and -- During lhe greater part of the tim(, the federal

dispersed, their chiefs taken and execulcd. In form of _epublic has bceu the prevailing one, and
1815 the triumph of the Spanish authority seemed is in existence at the present date. But it i._ im

everywhere complete, but it was only so in ap- possible to give the provinces an independent ex-
pearance. The creoles, the chief of wht,m had isten(.e such as is possessed by the different states
in consequence of the atrocitie- committed by the of the American Union. This syqtem has no root
independents made common cause with the Spurn- in )Iexi(.o's past and as a matter of fact the
lards, rallied at last from all quarters to their governor of Mexico al_ays has a dominant in-

country's flag. The signal was given by one of fluenee, which, when the country comcsto possess
them, who had distinguished hunself wilh the passable int.;ms nf communication, will most as-

Spanish armics, Colonel Iturbide. ']'his chief, to s'lrcdly in(.rease -- So grc,at lms been the political
whom the viceroy Apodaca lind entl'UStcd an ira- instabi]ily of Mexico since it bccame independ-
ported body of troops, proclaimed indepcndem:e ent that the presidc,nti;d chair changed occupants
Feb. 24, 1821, and published a programme which forty-six times b(,txs een Oct. 10, 1824, and the

has since been famous, by tile name of tile Iguala French inwision, Gen(.ral Sama Anna's name up-
plan (so called from the small town where it w;m pearing on the h__t live. times. General Santa
issued). The whole country, every class, gave in Anus was. from the declaration of independence
their adhesion to it. Independence was hence- until thc movement of 1867, the most prominent

forth an accomplished fact, and from that time it figure in the country and the mainspring of the
has never again been questioned. -- The pro(lama- events occurring in it. He contributed more than

tion of independence was only the l)eginning of Ihc any other to the overflm)w of the emperor Itur.
greatest trials. The Iguala plan provided that bide; he, howevcr, judged it inexpedient to ac-
Mexico should hcnceforward form a perfectly in- cept the presidency till 1834. Forced again and
dependent monarchy, the crown of which was to again to relinquish power, he always rcgained it,
be offered to the kingof Spain on conditiou of his and retained it longer than any of his rivals,

residing in the country, and in the event of his re- steering skillfully between parties, soothing each
fusing, to theinfantas, his brothers. The(earl of in turn and using them o_Jc against the other.--
Spain utterly rejecting this propo_l, Itnrbide had In the midst of the turmoil of (,vents aml the in.
himself proclaimed emperor, but stated on the ('essant _torn} of t)er.,onal pretensions, it ispossible
Ihrone in May, 1822, in May, 18°,23, just one ycar since the indepeJ_dencc to single out two parties
later, he embarked at Vera Cruz, condemned to having distilmt chara(.teristics in complete oppo-
exile. Tim Mexican congress, apermanency since sit ion to each other, which by their antagonism
the emancipation gained by the Iguala plan, fm'nish an inexhaustible incentive to revolution.
adopted the republican form of government, and Th[,se arc, the conservatives and the reformers or
believed it could do no better than copy the fed- liberals, neith_% unhappily, knowing any modera-
cral constitution of the United States. which, ti,)u. Thc first named cling to ancient id(,_ls and
suited to the manners and antecedents of the old formsof govcrmnent, the second are satun_t-
former English colonists, jarred with the cus- cd with modern theories, and "ldmirc in parlmular
toms and pv_ejudiccs of the Mexicans. The re- the principles of tile French revoluti_m of 1789,

publican constitution, long in elaborati,,n, was grafted (,ti ._omc of the federal principle_ el the
published in October, 1824, and the president l.:niled States. Thc groulnl on which thcy joined
elected was General Victoria, one of the most issue was the connection between chinch and

intrepid lmroes of the war of independence, st_c It was not that thcc]crgy h'ld been at fir.-t
After four or five troubled years had passed, the hostile to indepcnd('ncc; xxilh the singh' exc'cl)tion
horrors of civil war commenced, and the country, of file dignit;tries of tl_e church. _xhe we_ f, _dmost
since then, has gone from revolution to revolu- to a man Spaniard% th(,y had favored the party
tion,° from catastrophe to catastrophe. It has of indepcnd(_nce, and had even taken au at.tire
been by turns a federal and a simple republic. In part in the insurreeti(m, giving it it_ first lca(h,rs,

the former case, the provinces have not only lli(lal7[), )[¢)relo_ ;a_d M;it'tmont¢. and to Ihe l_lst
borne the name of states, but have also possessed tile)' continued to _upp,)rt it. Bm this w.,s not

asort of independence with a distinct trdverning done without making bofll open and secret rcser-
body, on the plan, more or less clo_ely'-followed, cations. Tim plan ,)f governmet_t sketched by
af the United States; in the latter, the central the priest )lorclos maintained thc prelogative

executive has had the entire control, subject of the church and its abs_lute control over
really or nominally to the decisions of a congress, conscicnccs. The Iguala plan. in accordance
consisting, like that at Washington, of two with which independence was definitely (stab-

106 COL. _J.-- 53
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lished,providedinitsfll_tarticlethatoneof the twopartieswalkinharmony,buteventofindcorn-
basesof theorganizationof thecountryshould mou groundon which theywould tolerateeach
betheRoman church,catholicand apostolic,and other.They shuneachotherabsolutely.Thelib-
thatno othershouldbe tolerated.Inrespectto eralpartyaimsata perfectlycommendableobject,
itspossessions,whichwereenormous,theMexican butdoessoforthemost partwithoutenlighten-
churchflattereditselfthattheywouldberespect-ment and withouttact;thisobjectbeingtoestab-
ed,and itisnotunreasonabletoSUl)possthatone lishinMexicoa politicalsystemfoundedon the
of the accessorycausesof itsadherenceto the generalprincipleswhich moderncivilizationhas
partyofindependenceistobe foundinthesys- adoptedinthe countrieswhereithasreachedits
terninauguratedby the courtof Spainatthe highestdevelopment,namely,thoseof western
commencement ofthecentury,oftakingposses-Europeand theUnitedStatesofINorthAmerica,
stunof thecapitaloftheMexicanclergyand re- whileimitatingmore particularlysuchpeoplesas
placingitby annuitybondswhichwe_edeserved-haveanaffinitytoMexicoinhavingaresemblance
lyprotestedagainst.Thiswas actuallydone to orcommunityintheirorigin,theirtraditions,their
the extentof58,000,000francs.--Indel_-ndencemannersor theirlanguage.What arecalledin
once achieved,the Mexican liberals,who had Francethe ideasof 1789,with the deductions
receivedtheireducationfrom the works ofthe whichshehasdrawnfrom them,andwhichSpare
Frenchphilosophersand publicists,enteredwith and Italyhave accepted,are the basisof this
ardorthecourseinwhich theyhad been preced- party'sprogramme. Allthatportionofthispro-
ed by theliberalsofFrance,and indue course gramme which concernsreligion,or r_therthe
by thoseof thetwo greatpeninsulasofsouthern relationsofchurchand state,isrejectedass*tc-
_Europe,Spainan(lItaly.They openlyfavored rilegiousby the conservativeparty,which the
freedomof worship,which the Catholicclergy,courtofRome sustainshere,and excitesby all
inobediencetoordersfrom Rome, rejectedwith meansinitspower. The doctrinesof1789advo.
alltheirpower. At thesame time the liberalscateentirereligiousliberty,abolitionofpcrpetu:d
proposedto vestinthestate,whichwas without vows,and thesuppressionofchurchcourts;at_(i
resources,the possessionsofthe church. With Juarez,on regainingpower aftertheretreatofthe
sound reasonMexicanliberalswished,inviewof French armies,broughtback with himselfthL'
possibleclaimson thepartof Rome, togivethe constitutionwhose offspringhe was,and vind_-
statetheguaranteeswhich form partof French catedliberaltenetsonthesubjectofreligion.Ilia
publiclaw,and notablysuchasmake thepublics-successor,PresidentLerdo de Tejado,followed
tionofbulls,briefsand otherofficialutterancesof hisfootstepsclosely.The liberalpartyseemsto
theholyseeconditionalonobtainingtheprevious haveenteredon anindefiniteleaseofpower. It
sanctionofthegovernment.The liberalpartyalso directsitseffortstoward remodelingthe state
comprehendedinitsprogrammetheinnovationsof on thetypeoftheadvancednationsin_Europeor
theCode Napoleonand theFrenchconcnrdstof theAmerican Union,a work infinitelydifficult
1801,suchasthecivilcharacterof marriage,the of accomplishmentwhen regardispaidtotht_
abolitionofpe1_petuslvows,theabolitionofeccle-materialson which ithas towork and thetool_
aiasticaltribunals,theclosingofmonasticinstitu-atitsdisposal.--Mexiconeedsa moderatorwho
tions,thelimitationorconfiscationbythestateof could forceor persuadethe opposingparties
church property,etc. By degrees,oversteppingtoaccepta compromise;some onetoreproduce'
French bounds,itended by allyingitselftothe in Mexicowhat was accomplishedinFrancel,y
systemadoptedbytheUnitedStates,whichentire-the firstconsul,when he formulateda _,,d,_,_
lydivorcesgovernmentfromreligionand thestate vi_endito which an overwhelmingm'ljoriLvac-
from creeds.Therehas been on thisaccounta ceded,and which appeasedthedangerousdis,ell
,_ompleterupturebetweentheliberalsandthecler-stunshavingtheirorigininreligion.But onthi-
gy, The latterformedthecentreand nucleusof occasiontheholy see gave itssanctiontoth,.
the conservativeparty,withwhicha greatnum- proposedplan,encouragc_lit,and orderedit._ac-
herofthe landedproprietorsand a sectionof ceptance.InSpanishAmerica,on thecontr_r).
theIndianpopulationhaveidentifiedthemselves,the Roman courthas not hithertoadmitted_]_)
-- Afteralternatesuccessesand reverses,the compromise,and has declareditsintention_Ill
liberalsatlastcompletelygot theupper hand, publicdocuments,among whichmay becitc,d 11to
and the French army found them in power ailocution,datedDec.-15,18.56,ofPope PblsIX.
when itenteredMexico. PresidentJuarez,and onthestateofreligionintherepublicofMcx_c,_.
thepartywhichsustainedhim,reliedon thecon- and thatof May 6,1863,on SpanishAmeric:_i_

stitution,which explicitlyenjoinedfreedomof general. Of the same tenoristhe coucor_l_I
worship. Laws had been passed,which,with signedatRome, Sept.26,1862,withthercpt_Idi_'
certainreservesintheirfavor,declaredthelands of Ecuador,a documentwhich mighthavebcc_
and buildingsbelongingto the clergyto be pennedby Hildebrand;asisalsotheencyclical_,f
_cluestratedto the state,and underthoselaws Sept.17,1863,to the bishopsof _New Gra_:_dd
many salestook place.--The politicaldifficultyUnfortunatelythereisnooneamong theMcxicat_-
which has hithertoproved insurmountablein who couldpresenthimselfto them with the
Mexico consistsin this,thatup to thepresent authorityand prestigewhich thefi_tconst_lc_-
timeithasnotonlybeen impossibletomake the joyedinFrance._The historyofMexico,_ce
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_,s indepondenee, has been marked by many note- Mexico when it was a Spanish colony, and the
worthy incidents, viz.: 1. The invasion by the courts of justice were vet T severe, but it has
flpaniehbrigadier, Barrades, in 1829, to reconquer increased enormously, the very trains on the
the country--an attempt which failed totally; Mexico & Vera Cruz railway being sometimes
2. The Texan war, in which Santa Anna, wishing stopped an(l robbed. There still remain.% there-

to recover that province from the American fore, much in the way of progress for Mexico to
citizens who had taken possession of it, was effect before it can equal the condition of the
defeated and taken prisoner at San Jacinto in civilized states whose peer it wishes to be, or
1835, with the result that this province, much raise itself to the h:vcl of the political institu-
larger than France, was lost to the Mexican lions it has adopted.- Mexico is divided into

republic; 3. The war of 1838, in which France twenty-seven states, one territory (lower Califor-
took lrhe chateau of Saint Jean d'Ulloa; 4. The nia), and one federal district made up of the
war of 1847--8, when the army of the United city i_f Mexico and its environs. The total
_tates, after fighting numerous battles, took the revenue of the central government, in 1873, was
,city of Mexico, thereby obtaining the cession to estimated at over fourlecn millions of dollars;
tile American Union of California and :New the imports rose, in 1870, to twenty-three and
Mexico.--But of all events in Mexico's history, the exports to twenty-six millions of dollars. _-
the most important was the attempt, made by
France in 1862 and tile following years, to re- * A rerolution took place in 1880. which overthrew Gen.

Porfirio Dmz and it]_talh_lin Ins place Gen. Gonzales. The
establish monarchy in Mexico ill favor of an

admiolstratmn 1_ carried on by a council of six Inlnisters_

enlightened and generous prince, tile archduke viz , of ju._tlee, nuance, flu. interior, army and navy, foreign
Maximilian of Austria, who, after being installed affmr_, and public work.- -- "Flu,revenue l_ more than two-
there, saw himself abandoned by the French third, deri_ed from custom- duties, and about one-half of
arms, and believing it his duty to remain at his the t'Xlwulhnlre 1- for Itw maintenance of the army. Theexpenditure ha_ ¢or nlal_y "centsexceedt,d the revenue. In
post in defense of the Mexicans who adhered to tlw budget t--tnnatv._ for _h_'tinaneml _ear coding June 30,
him, was defeated, and fell into the hands of 1879.the revenue _,q (.-tinmled at $16.1_,_ 807 and the ex-

Juarez' government, which had the barbarity to peoditure at $_.lt'_.(it6 --The public d(,bt of Mexico. ex-• ternal and internal. _as (._timat('d at $_2.5.500,0(D,but no
hand him over to a military commission, by order official return- reuardmg It have t_.eo published since 1865.
of which he was shot at queretaro, June 19, 1867 when tho total debt wa_ calculated at $317.357.250 The
-- This expedition, foolishly conceived to begin gavernment of the republic doe¢ not recoumze at]), portion
with, badly organized, hadlyconducted, and which or thi, debt. except tbe 6 per cent internal Memean debt,find tilt' interect oil that hit.-not been paid for many years.
lind such a fatal issue, was one of the greatest mis- The followin',z is an abstract of the debt as published m
takes made by modern French policy. The ob- Is_:
ject atoned at was, to raise the party of the great

Annual
landownem and the clergy, by giving it the new 1TE_S i Capital Interestthrone as a bulwark: an insane project, as, at the

time it was sought to carry it out, that party wa_ Old Engli-h thre(, per cent load I
a_ per _-ettlement f I_51 ...... '£I0,241.r650 £ ;_'7,205

SO wrecked that 8o far from being able to make Three per cent. stock, crealted in
any headway against its opponents, it lacked 1s_;4 tor _e,tlem,,nt of o_crdue[
the very cohesion necessary to maintain it_ exist- coupons of old loan ........ I 4.8114.B00 145,944Six per cent. An_lo-French loan of_
ence, and either could not or did not know how 1_t. _ 12.365.o0D 741,900

to concentrate on behalf of its unfortunate prince _!._it_):_s|!i_i:i!".7",: .... ::': .....!(i_!ti:;_,...... _:°_7,_p_).zle:_ ' ' ............what little power remained to it. The court of .. 97,o.00o
._ix per cent internal Mexican

Rome, on whose fervent and cordial co-operation - debt, e_rca.................... 7,000.000 '420.000
the emperor Maximilian thought himself justified Admitted claims of flmq_.mcr_, I
in counting, betrayed his hopes and stood aloof bearing inWretat at fiper cent ...[ 6.000,('_0 360,0(10_-nount due to lCrenchgtV* ¢rnnlellt I
from him.--Mexico is at present comparatively for _ar expense% March 21. 19_5 13.000000 ............

Am,ual payment to Fr:mcc on ac-I
tranquil, and laws are better kept or less unknown, cou_t ot war expense-, as per i
Military men seem satisfied that the supreme Paris convention of 18fi4........ :............ 1,000.000

magistracy should rest in the hands of a civilian.
Public education is extending and improving in Total ......................... .O'_3.471.4.'_) £3.945.049
every department, from the highest to the lowest.
Efforts are being made toward the development -The populalion of Mcxwo in 1875 _aa i._tmmted at
of public works. The railroad from Mexico to 9.343.170 souls of _lnch more than ot]o-half were pure

"Indian- "-- The chief artich's oi export an' silver, copper
Vera Cruz, opened in January, 1873, promises ores, cochneal, indigo, lnde_, mahogany and olhergoods:
great results for the agriculture of the country, article- ,d' mqmrt are cotton and linen manufi_cture_,
the export of whose rich and varied produce it will wrouzh_ iron and __ chiner) More than t_o-th_rd- ,,f the

greatly facilitate. Mining is receiving a fresh entire trade of .Mexicoia c_rried on _rh the t'mted States,
impetus. But a vast amount of abilily, wisdom : add the remainder _ith Frat]cv. (-;ermaoy and Great Britain.Th,. tot_ll lmport_ in 11476x_ereof tho (.-Inhaled va|ueof
and flrmne_ will be necessary before the unsettled $-_ |_5 _l. and the export_ were t.stunal,'d at $-.t5,435.000,
habits, contracted during half a century of civil I (the export (ff ¢flvcr al,mc valued at $ 5000.x)0 --Mex co" ' had 13_0 mih's of railuay open for traffic m lssl The
discord, are finally relinquished, and the passions Inter Oceanic ramnay acros_ the i_thmus of T(.huantepec.
which then had free vent are brought under sixty miles long, _a.- to ha_e been OlWt]_dat the cod of
proper control. Highway robbery flourished in ls82. In June, 1881,the total lel_gth t,f teh.gt aph _,'e.- _aaa
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BIBLIOGRAPHY. S01is, H'_or/a & _a centrists admission, which were introduced, were not acted

de Mer_o, Madrid, 1684, new ed , Paris, 1858, upon. Finally a convention, called by the terri-
translated into English, 2 vols.. London, 1724; torial council, framed tim first constitution, re-
Humboldt, V_uch OJb_. den politischen Z_lstal_d ferred to below. The question of the southern
des /_Sr_gre/ch_ Neuapanien, 5 vols., TIlbingen, bounda O" was very embarrassing to congress.
1809-13; Kingsborough, Mexbzan Antiqultie_, 9 which finally passed the act of June 15, 18:_6. to
vols., London, 1831-48; Richthofen, Dw dua_ern settle the northern boundary of Ohio and to ad-
und innern Z_tdlzde dvr Republik Mezico, Berliu, mit Michigan when its convention shouhl asse_t
18,54; Mtlhlenpfordt, V_'suJt eir_" getreuen _gddl- to the boundaries provided by congress. A con-
derung der Pwpublik Mexico, 2 vols., Hanover, vention called by the territorial legislature, Sept.
1844; Orozco y Berra, Geografia de. l_s le_/ua, de 28. 1836, refused to ratify the new boundaries;
M&ico, Mexico, 1864; Oayangos. Cartas y rehv but another convention, Dec. 15, 1836. chosen by
¢iones de Hernau Corte._. Paris, 1866; Icazbalceta, the people of their own motion, ratified them.
Collez_ion de documel_tos l_zra la hisloria de Mdxieo, and this wtm accepted as sufficient by congre_.
Mexico. 18.58--66, and 1)ocumento._ ]_rra la historia The state was then admitted by act of Jan. 26.
de Mdxico, 20 vols., Mexico, 1853-7; Prescott, 1837. Objections were made to the countin_ of
History of tlw Conquest of Mexico, 3 vols., Boston, Michigan's electoral votes in 1837, on the gl ound
1844, 3d cd , 3 vols., Philadelphia, 1874; Zavala. that the electors were chosen before the malt. wa__

Easayo historieo de la*..revolueiones de M_;xico, 2 admitted, but they were counted "in the ah_ rna-
vols., Paris, 1831 ; Torreute, Hiaoria general de la tive." (See ELECTOItS.) -- BOUNDARIES The
*'evoJucionmodernahiapano-americana, 5vols., Mad- first constitution claimed for the new stale th(.
rid, 1829-30; Mora. M'ejieo y sas revolueiones, 8 same boundaries as those established for tlle terri.

vols., Paris, 1836; Alaman, ltistaria de Mdxico. 5 tory of Michigan in 1805--the southern penin-
vols., Mexico, 1849-52; Cuevas, Porvinir de Me_:ti- sula of Michigan. with the southern boundary a
co, 1821-51, Mexico, 1851-7; Lab6dolli_re, l_*toire few miles farther south than at present. The act
de ia g_wrre de Me_ique. Paris. 1866; Payno, tIisto- of June 15, after so fixing the northern bound_ry
ria de Mdz/co. Mexico, 1871 ; Kendall, Mexico under of Ohio and the southern boundary of Michigan
Maximilian, London, 1872; Niox, Expddition du as to give the disputed territory to the former
Me_ique: Rdeitpolitiqueetrnilitaire, Paris, 1874; Be- state, added to the new state, in compensation.
lain de la soeiedad de geografia y _stadlstica de la Re- the whole of the northern peninsula of Michig_m
p@b//ca M_w/ca_la, Mexico, 1878-9; Chevalier, Le also, with a western boundary as follows: from
Meaiqueancien etmoderue, Paris, 1866; Domenech, the nmuth of the Montreal river in Lake Sup¢'-

LeMeziquetelq_z'il¢_t: La vdritdsursonch'mat, se, rior, up themain channel of the Montreal t()_he
habitard, et son gouvernement, Paris, 1866; Flint, middle of the lake of the Desert; thence by a
Mexico under Maximilian, Philadelphi_L 1867; straight line to the nearest headwater of the
Geiger, A Peep at Mrrcic,_: 2_'arrative _f a Jo_rne_ Menomonee river and up that fork to the Mvnom-
ae_vsstke Republic from the PacifictotheGulf. Lon- onee river; thence down its main channel to
don, 1874; Brantz Mayer, History of the War be. the centre of the most usual ship-channel of ttle
tweenMezicoamltl_e_TnitedStates, New York, 1848, Green bay of Lake Michigan, and thr()ugh th,_t
and Me,ice, Aztec. Spanish and Repwblican, 1852; channel to the middle of Lake Michigan: tlwncv

Mansfield, Tl, e Me_zan War, New York, 1848; down thcmiddle of LakcMichigan tothe north_.rl_
Helps, The Life of Hernando Corte,, and the Con- houndary of Indiana, and east and south, with the

quest of Mavico, London, 1871. Indiana line, to the Ohio line. The eastern ;rod
MICKEL CHEVALIER. northern boundary was that between the Umt_*d

States and Canada.-- CO_STrrUTmNS. The li_-i

:MICHIGAN, a state of the American Union, constitution was framed by a convention whit.h
formed from the northwest territory. (See TER- met at Detroit, May 11-June 29, 1,q35, and xv_<

RITORIES, ORDINANCE OF 1787 ) The territory ratified by popular vote, Nov. 2. It prohil)itc(I
of Michigan, as formed by the act of congress of slavery; gave the right of suffrage to white mai, -
Jan. 11, 1805, was enlarged by other acts until over twenty-one, on six months' resid(.noc" l)ro
that of June 28, 1834, when it embraced all the vided for a house of not less than 48 nor m_)_t.
territory north of Missouri, Illinois. Indiana and than 100 representatives, to be chosen an_u:_]lx
Ohio, and between Lakes Erie and Huron and and a senate one-third as numerous, to serve ix:,,

the Missouri river. According to the provision years; and fixed the governor's term at t,x.,
of the ordinance of 1787, which directed congress years.--The second constitution was framed b',
to admit new states, with a population of 60,000 a convention held at Lansing, June 3-Aug 15

at leastl from the northwest territory, Michigan 1850. Its principal modifications were that _t
began its applications for admission as a state in fixed the capital permanently at Lansing, wh_'
January, 1883, claiming to have reached the con- the legislature had already established it : _t tixt d

stitutional limit of population; but congress paid the number of senators at 32, and of reprc-_':_t.-
no attention to the applications, and the bills for rives at not less than 64 nor more than 100. :_:,I

10,_0Engllshmilea. Thepoalafficee.arrtod4,_0_,410letter_ it forbade the creation of corporations, (.xc, t,:
in 1879-80. At the end of June, 1881,Mexico had 873 post- under general laws, the giving of state credit _,'
offices, corporations, and the passage of laws to licen,e
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the selling of intoxicating liquors. It was lature ther(,fore proposed three amendments, two
amended in 186_ by giving the right of suff,'age of which, referred to under the second constitu-

to voters absent from tile state during time of tion above, were ratttied by l)opular vote. The

war in the military service of the United Statcs; third, whmh _as lntcnde(l to legitimize the bond
in 1870 by empowering the legislature to fix max- system of the l)a_t and to authorize its continu-

imum rates for transporting passengers and freight ',ace. was rcj,.('ted I,y a heavy l_opular lnajority.
,)n railroads, and by 1)rohibiting the consolidation --Anl_Jng tit(' p_litlcal leath.ls of the state have

,)f parallcl or competing railroad,, and in 1876 b(,(,n tll(. f_llowlng: Km_h,y S. I',ingham, demo-
.by abolishing the prohibiti(lu of licen_e law-.-- craft(, represenlative 1847-51, first republican
GOVEn._ORS. Stevens T. Mason, 1836-40; A_il- goveruor of the ._tate, and United States senator

]tam Wt)odln'idge, 1840-42; John S. Barry. 1842-6: 1_59-61; Austin Blair, the war gq_vcrnor of the
Alpheus Fetch, 1846-8; Epaphroditus Ran._om, state, "rod republican repre,cntativt, 1867-73;
1848-50; John S. Barry, 1850-52; Robert 3Ic- Julius C. Burrows, rcliubli('an rt'pre_ntative
421ellan, 1852-5; Kitlsley S. Binghan_, 185:)-9; "1_73-5 and 1879-85; L(.wN Cas_ (._cc his name);
Moses Wisher, 1859-61; Austin Blair, 1861-5: Zac.hal'i,fii Challtlh.r. first r(,publican United

Henry fI. Crapo, 186,5-9; IIen D' P Bahlwin, State_s(,nator 1857-75 amt 1879-81. and secretary
1869-73; John J. Bagley, 1873-7; (?.hallos)I. of th(.interior uu(ler Granl. isaac e. Christiancy,
Croswell, 1877-81; David H Jerome. 1881-3.-- ju_tic(, of the state _ul)reme court 1858-72 and
POLITICAL HISTOItY. IU pl'c..idential elections chief justice 1872-1. United States senator 1875-9,
Michigan was democratic until 1_56. except that _uid millister to Peru 1_79-81 ; Omar 1). Conger,
in 1840 it was carried by tim whig_ for Harrl.-on rcl)ubliean lepre._clmltivc 18(;9-81, and United

by a very small majority. In 1856 it wa._ rcpub- States _en:ttor 1881-7. Tho_ W Ferry, republi-
lican, aml in subsequent electioH_ it lla_ al_xay_ can representative 1865-71, and l.:nitcd States

,been the same, the popular majorily not varying senalor 1871-_1: Ja(.ob M. IIoward, republican
much from 6 per cent. of the t_tal vote. The rcpres(,ntativ(, 1861-2. and Untied State_ senator
<:ongre_ional and state elections h:_ve bt,eu gt)v- lS62-71; Jay A Hul)b(.ll. l(,l)nbli(.an rcpresenta-
cried by much the same laws. The senators, ti_e 1873-83; Rill)err M('(_'lellaud, demoeratw rep-
congre_men, (see APPOItTIONMENT), legi_latur¢.s rc._eutative 1843-9 g(,verlmr 185_3, ant] secretary
and governors were democr:_tic until the end (,f of th__ int_,_i_)r ull(lcr l)tercc; fJha_les E. S_uart,
1854. with the following cxccptiol_: the _hig sne- (lcmocratlc r(.l)lC._Cnt;(tive 1847-9 and 1851-3. and

tess in the election of 1840 iuclud(,d not only the Unilcd Status senator 1853-9; Alpheus S. Wil-
• lectol'al w_te of the state, but the congressman halns, major gI'nt'r_fl,)f v,)hmteers 1861-5, minister
from 1851 until 1853, tw,) United States senators to San Salvad()r 186(;-9, (i_,m(,cratic and liberal
and the governor (Woodbridge) -- Early it_ June, republic'an rcpi'esentati_,e 1875-9; and William
1_854, the "anti-Nebraska" state convention of Woodln-idge, whi,, g(_verllor 1840-41, and United
Michigan formally adopted the name "rel)ubli- States st,nat(_r 1,'_41-7. -- Thc nalne of the territory
<an" for their party, the name having been aml _tate wa._ ffivc_ fl',)In that of the ]ak(, on its
recommended to the e_lnsi(icr_ttion of sever:fl ()f I_ol'(h,r. al_ h_lti_l_ w,_r(l, it is probably .i com-
its members by a letter of Itoracc Grech'y, of 1),_uni1 (_[ _he Alu(,n(l_inw()rd "gin'(lake)with
:New York. The state was carried in the election tilt' Chil)l)t'w;l prefix "mitella" (_reat). The
,of 1854 by the party which its state convention pol)ular name f,,r it.- pI,ople i_ " Wolvcrine_."--
had baptized, and since tlmt time the govcrn(_rs, S_'c 1 P[)(_r(.'s _',dcr, d et_(t ,%_le (/o;_,st_fttli,,_ts; 2
legislatures and United States senators have all A?(tt ,It l.arg,. 30!_. 5.48. 144 (f,)ract._ of Jan. 11,
_aeen republican. In 1881 the democratshavc but 1_05. Julw 15. 1_:_6, aml .l:m 26. 1837, re_l)(.c-
15 of the 132 members of the legislature on joint tivcl)); 12 Bt.atoll'., 1)_b,tt_., fff (,b_g_',._,_, 701, 749,

ballot. The congressmeu have been ahnost as and 13 : 29. 65. lS5. 255: Sheldon'._ E,_rly Hi.story
invariably republican: the only exceptions have fft'Mh'h(q,t_ It,) 1815), J ti. Lanman's Hh'tory *f
_-n the elcctions of 1854, 1858, 1862, 1870, and Mich(qa_l It,) 1837): 2 Wils,llVS Ri._( (_t,d P'_,ll of the
1876, in each of which a single democratic repre- Sl(_'e Power, 412, authorities umh,r CAS:. LEWIS;
_entative was chosen; and the elcction of 1874 in Chas. Lanmau'_ L_t'_ _J" ll'_//h_,_ Vv_odbrht,qe, ",lnd
wl_ich three democlati(: .rod liberal republicau R_d B,,,k ,If Mic]d.q¢_ tt(_ 187(B, ('alnl_l)(,ll'_ Pold.
rcpre_ntatives were ch_sen. In the congre.,-s of ic_l IIt, tol'y ¢,f Mtchiga_. (188t)_; Portel"_ West iu
1881-8 all the nine representatives are, as usual, 1880, 195. A1X._XA,NDEI_.JOILNSTt_N
_'epublican.-- In local politics there ha._ been lit-
tle worthy of note, except in 1853, when a _IL,tN DECREE. (Sec E_n._aGO, in U. S.

"Maine liquor law" was adopted lff a popular IIisa)l 5 )
majority of nearly two to one, and in 1870-7%

upon questions in regard to the raih'oads of the MILITARY ('0_MISSIONS, and the Trial
state. Until 1870, under acts of the legi._laturc, of the {'onsl)irators for the Murder of Abra-
towns, cities and counties had issued bonds in ham Lincoln, Presidentufthe l'nited _tates.

aid of various local raih'oads. In 1870 the state When _al pr(,v,_ll, in a l)¢)rtlOll ot (,Ollnlry o('cn-

supreme court decided that tim whole system pi(.d or thr(,:_tl,ll('(1 by an era,m)', wlwlher witllil_
_f bond issues was outside of the legitimate fiehl or without the terrm)ry of the United SI:IW_.

_)f taxation, and was unconstitutional. The legis- cl'imcs and mllharx offenses at(, often committed
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which can not by the rules of war be tried or any military department in which, on account of

punished by courts martial, and which at the facilities for obtaining evidence, or for other good
same time are not within the jurisdiction of any reasons, it may be convenient to bring a case to
existing civil com't. The good of society de- trial. During the war of the rebellion a great
mands that such cases be tried and punished by number and variety of offenses against tbe law_

the military power, by referring them to a duly and usages of war, committed mostly by civil-
constituted military tribunal composed of reliable inns, (Winthrop's Digest, p. 328), were tried and
officers, who, acting under the solemnity of an punished by military commissions, to wit: unau-

oath and the responsibility attached to a court of thorized correspondence with the enemy; block-
record, examine witnesses, pass upon the guilt or ade running; mail carrying acrossthc lines; draw.
innocence of the arraigned parties, and determine lag a bill of exchange upon an enemy ; deali_ iu
the degree of punishment to be inflicted for the confederate securities or money; manufacturing
violation of law. -- The powers of these tribunals arms, etc., for the enemy; furnishing articles con-

have not been defined, nor any mode of proced- traband of war to the enemy; publicly expl'eS_ing
urn established by statute law, but the rules hostilitytothegovernment of theUnited Statesol-
which apply to courts martial are held to be ap- sympathy with the enemy; entering the federal

plicable to military commissions, and they are lines from the enemy without authmity: nit)luting
subjected to review and confirmation ill the same a flag of truce; violating an oath of amnesty or of
manner and by the same authority as courts mar- allegiance to the government; aiding p_isolu.r._ of

tial.--With respect to the jurisdiction of military war toescape; unwarranted treatment of f<'dcral
commissions, it is held that all military offenses prisoners of war; burning and destroying brid_c.%
which do not come within tile statute referring railroads, steamboats, and cutting telegraph wirt._
them for trial beforea court martial, must betried used in military operations; recruiting for tim
and punished under the laws of war, by military enemy within the federal lines; engaging i_ .q_,.
commissions. It is also held, that many offenses r//2a warfare; assisting federal soldiers to (te_ert;
which in time of peace are civil offenses, become resisting or obstructing an enrolment or (halt,
in time of war military offenses, and must be impeding enlistments; conspiracy by two or mo_e
tried by a military tribunal even in places where to violate tim l'tws of war by destroying life or
civil tribunals exist. In fact, jurisdiction over property in aid of the enemy. -- Of the ordinary

capital offenses committed by parties not in the crimes over which jurisdiction has been a:_unwd
military or naval service of the United States, by military commissions, especially durin_ the
under certain circumstances has been claimed war of the rebellion, ate to be enumerated 'L,

and exercised by military commissions, and par- most frequent, attempts to defraud the United
ties thus convicted have, by the approval of the States, misappropriations of public money 'u_[l
iiigher authority, stLffered the penalty attached to 1)roperty and embezzlement of the same, bribery
the commission of such crimes. The coastitu- of and attempts to bribe United State_ oili('el_
tion of the United States provides the right of breach of the peace, r'tpe, arson, receiving .-t.kn
trial by jury to persons lmld to answer for capital property, burglary, riot, larceny, assault and bat
or otherwise infamou_ crimes, except when arts- tery with intent to kill, robbery, ltomieitlc, ,m,l
ing in the 1,rod or naval service. This is referred tile crime known as "murder in violation of tht,
to as conclusive against the jurisdiction of mill- laws of war." A recent illustration of tln- ]at
tary courts over sucil offenses when committed ter clause, was the principal offense of the _lt_dov
by citizens. It is, however, laid down as a rule Indians, tried by a military commissitm in July.
by Benet (p. 208) that while the letter of the ar- 1873, which, as a treacherous killing of an enemy

ticle would give force to such a declaration, yet during a truce, was charged as "murder iu vitJl,t-
in construing the different parts of the cgnstitu- lion of tile laws of warY--From such jun.dic-

tion together, such interpretation must give way tion, however, are very properly excepted .uch
before the necessity for an efficient exercise of offenses as arm clearly within the legal coguizal_ce
the war power which is vested in congress by that of the criminal courts of the country, when >uc.h
instrument. It is alsoheld by the same authority, courts have been left in the full open_tit,n ,,f

that this priucsple has been recognized by the their usual powers, upon the eslablishmetJt of a
legislation of the country since an early period in military government, or the sta/,lg of martial I._x_
its history, by the adoption of the fifty-seventh Such was the condition of the courts in the l).-
articleof war, inthe fact thatithas from thebe- trict of Columbia during the war of the t¢_,,I

ginning rendered amenable to trial by courts lion, as at no time was the operation of lilt' _x..l
martial, for certain offenses, not only military courts impeded or in anywise intcrfer¢'d _!h

persons, but all persons whatsoever. This article during its existence, and ordinary cnmi_,,,[ ,ff
was first adopted by the congress of the confed- fenses committed therein by civilians or s,,id',,'_-.
eration, nndremaincdunchangedatthefornmtiou not excepted bythe act of March3, 186;L x_t'_"
of the coustitution.-- A military commission is in general and particular, taken cogniza.c_' .! h\
not restricted in its jurisdiction to offenses corn- the courts of said district.--Likewisc i_ a .t;t_t' ,,t
mitted in the state or district where it sits, or the district where a military government ha._ '_,'t _'\
place where the offense was committed, as are the isled or martial law been proclaimed, or, if it i:,t_

criminal courts of the country', hut extends to existed or be_n proclaimed, has ceased to be cxcr-
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eised, and the regular criminal courts are open and ! Brevet Major General August V. Kautz, U. S. Volunteers.

in full operation, the supreme court of the United ' Brigadwr (h.m,ral Albion P. llo_e. U. S. Voluntet-rs

States has decided that a military commNsion, ill : Brigadier General ]robert S. Ft_ter, U. S. Volunlcel-.
Brevet Bn_ Gcnerld Jame.- A. Ekin, U. S. Volunteers.

the absence of special authority by congress, can Brigadier General T. M. tlarris, U. S. Volunteers.
not assume jurisdiction of a public offense, al- Brevet Coh,m.l C. II. Tomkin% U. S Army

thollgh the nador_ be still involved in war. (El' Iieutenanl Colonel David 1¢..Clendenm, 8th Ills Cavalry.
Brig General .lo-(:ph Holt, Judge Adx acute aud Recorder.

part, e Millig:m, 4 Wallace, 1 ; Milligan vs. IIovey, I By order of th(, Pre-ldent of the Umted SUttee.
3 Bissell, 13; I_ _'e Murphy, W()olworth, 143;I (Signed) E.D. TOWNSEND,
I)evlin vs. U. S., 12 Ct. CI., 271; XII. ()pin. I Ar-sistantAdjatantt_eneral.

Att'ys Genl, 19.28.) - The c_tae, however, claiming " Immediately thereafter the commission met pur-
the grt,atest attention as the most noted of all sunni to the foregoing orders, and all the members

such Illegal trials in the history at the "United , W('l'e duly sworu. "]'lie Hen. John A. Bingham

States. is that known as "The Trial of the Con- , and Brevet Col tIL. Burnett, judge advocate,

sl)irators for the Assassination of Abraham Lin-! also appeared, I)y direction of the judge advocate
cola. President of the United States," "ttul the at- ' general, as assistant or special judge advocates,

tempted assassination of certain other public ] and were likewise duly sworn. -- The accused

officers and members nf the government. This ' were then severally arraigned on the following

is more clearly set forth in the execulive order charge and specification: " ('harge a_ainst ])avid

promulgated by the president, relating to tile. E. Herohl, George A. Atzerodt, Lewis Payne,

trial of the accused, and dated I Michael O'L:_ughlin Edward Spangler, Samuel

EXI_CUTITV_ CII][A.MBI_R, ] Artmht, Mary E. Surralt. and Samuel A. Mudd.
WASHINGTON CitY. May 1. 1_q65. i For niali('ioush', unlawfully .uut traitorously, and

Whereas the Attorney General of the United State,, hath . ill nid t)f the existin_ arme_l rebellion again_% thegiven his opinion: ' -
That the persons implicated in the murder of the late " ['ailed St:ttcsof Atnt_lit,.t. on or before the 6th day

Prc_sident, Abraham Lincoln, and the ath:mpted m-ca,-ms- of 3larch, .l. I). 1S65, and Oil divers other days

lion of the Honorable William H. Seward, St_cretat ,, of . l)clv, c,._ll that dav and Ihe 15th (lay. of April, A. D.

State, and in an alleged conspiracy to assassinate other ' 1S*;5, volnbininff, colffe(lciatin- anti conrpiringofficers of the Federal Government at v_Vllshlngloll ('it)', ' " "
and their aiders and abettors, are sul)jeet to the jurl-dietion t-gethcr with t)m: John lI. Sllrri/lt, .]olin Wilkes

of, andlawfully triable before, a blilitary Commie,ran: I Booth. Jvfferstm I)_i-_', George _. Sanders. Bey-
It m ordered: 1st. That tim Assistant Adjutaut General . er]y Tucker. Jacob Thomp,oli, _Vi]lialrl C.

detMl niue competent military officers to serve a._ a C(mimi._- Cleilry, Clenient ('. ('l,qy, G(,,,rgc Harper, George
stun for the trim of said parties, and that the Judge Advo- i Y.ung, and olher'_ tlnknown, to kill and murder,cute General proceed to prefer charges a_,tinst said parties

for their alleged offenses, and hring them to trial before ] within tilt' rnililavv (lel)arllnt.nt of Washington,
said Military Comma, start; that said trial or trial- be con- ! and wilhin the fOrlllh (I _md entrenched lines
dueled by the said Judge Advocate General. and as Ib._cord - ] lhereof, A brahanl Lnr.'o]t L ]ate, 'lad at the tithe
or thereof in person, aided by such Assistant and Special '
Judge Advocates as lie may designate: and that said trials of said combining ("_,nfedoratin._ ami conspiring,

be conducted with all diligence consmtent _ittx the ends of i president of the l;mted States of America, and
justice ; the said Commission to sit _ ithout regard to hour_, colnnlander in-chief tff tile alTny and navy thereof;

2d. That Brevet Major General Hartranft be as-l_md to i A_drew .John_(,n. then vii.e-in'e-ideal of tileduty as Specud Pro_ost Marshal General, for l l,t, purpose of '
said trial and attendance upon said Commi_ion, and the ! United Stales aft)re,aid ; William II. Seward, see-

execution of lie mandates. _ retary of state of the United States aforesaid, and

8d. That the said Commission establish such order or , Ulysses 8. Grant, lieulctmnt general of the army
rules of proceeding as may avoid nnnecessar) delay, and ' of"the Utdted States afo_esaitl, then in commandconduce to the ends of public jushce.

(Signed) ANDREVq JOIINSON. of tile arlnic.s of the United States nnder the
direction of the said Abr:dmm Lin('oln; and it*

Whereupon the following special order was i_sued pur._ua_we of and ill proseeutin._ s:,i(1 ma]iciou%

from the office of the adjutant general (if the unlawful :_ml Ir.littmlu-(:on.,.pira('yafor(.said. and
army, to wit: in aid ,)f s,ti,l _el)elli(m, afterward, lo wit, on the

WAR DI_IP/d_T_ENT, At).r'T G/£.NI,'SOFFICE, 14th d_lv of A.lwil, A 1).1865, u ilhtn tile military
W_SHtr_OTO_. May 6th, 1865.

SPECIAL OaD]_US .NO. 211. dcpartmeat of Wa,hitr.,ton al,_res:dtl, and within
Extract. tilt" fortified anti entrt,nchcd linc_ (,f said military

* * * * * * * * dellartnwut , togelhcr with said ,L,hn Wilkes
4. A Mllitary Commia.'qou i,_ hereby appointed t. meet l:h)oth a_,(l John H. _urralt, nmlici.u.-ly, nnhtw-

at Washington, District of Columbta, on Monday, the 8th
day of May, 1865. at 9 Gcloek A. M.. or as sts)n thereafter as |ul]y and traitorou>ly mtll(leril_g the _aid Abra-

practical, for the trial (if David E Her(dd, George A. Atze- haul Lint'ida, then l)rcsid(.nt (ff the United Stme%
rodt, I_wis Payne, Michael O'Laughhn. Edward _t,angler, a_ld c(fllllll_tnder In chief of the 'n Ill 3" attd ll.iVy of

Samuel Aruold, Mary l_. Surratt, Samuel A. Mudd, and Ihe Ulutcd SI,tes its aforesaid: al_d malicmusly,
such other prisonersas may be hrouuht hefore it, implicatvd
in the murder of the late I;residen% Abratlam Lincoln, and : unl:_wfully t,l Iraittm)n.-]y :l_,.au]linq with intent
the attempted assassination of the Ilonorable William H. to kill _md llnu'der the _aid William ]l. St,ward,
Seward, Secretary of State, and m an Mleged elm,piracy to . t]lell ,bC('l'Cttll'V OI" sh'th; of tilt" United Stales, "Is
amlaaainate other officers of the Federal (;overmuent at .
Wa_hingtonCity, andttleirmdersandahettor,_. , aforesaid; and ]ying in wait uulh intet_t ln;t

1)etatlfor (he Court. t lici.u-ly, unlawfully and trallo_<m.-ly lo kill and
]t[a,Jor O_aemlDavtdHunter, U.S. Volunteers. i ntul'(ler the said Andrew ,],,lm,.tu lhcn heine
:_ar General Lew_ Wallace, U. S. Volunteers. , vice l)rt'_-idc_t at the Uniled States; anti the said
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Ulysses S. Grant, then being lieutenant general the said John Wilkes Booth and the other ac
and in command of the armies of the United cused, with tile intent to aid and abet them in the

States as aforesaid." -- Then followed tile specifl- execution of the same, and in escaping from jus-
cation, at great length,designating the combining tice after the murder of the said Abraham Lin-
and conspiling oil the part of the accused to malt- coln as aforesaid. And in further prosecution of
ciously and traitorously kill and murder tile the said conspiracy, tile accused, Samuel A.
president and the aforesaid officers of the govern- Mudd, did, at Washington city. on or before the
merit of the United St.ttes, and of tile army of the 6th day of March, 1865, and upon divers other
United States, designing and intending thereby to days between that time and the 20th day of April.

deprive the army and navy of the United States of 1865, aid, assist, entertain, harbor and conceal
a constitutional commander-in-chief; the armies the said John Wilkes Booth and the other ac-
of the United States of their lawful commander, cused,with knowledge of the conspiracy aforesaid.

and to prevent a lawful election of president and and with the intent to aid them in the exef.u-
vice-president of the United States aforesaid, and tion of the same, in escaping from justice after
by the aforesaid means to aid and comfort the the murder of tbe said Abrahqm Lincoln asafore-
insurgents engaged in armed rebellion against said.-- To the specification, all the accused see-
the said United States, and thereby aid in the erally pleaded "Not guilty," also to the charge.
subversion and overthrow of the constitution and "Not guilty."-- The several accused applied for
laws of the United States.-- The specification permission to introduce counsel; and their appli-
further sets forth the time and place of the said catmns were granted.-- All of the accused, scv-
murder, and the means and manner of death of erally, through their counsel, asked leave to witl_-
the said Abraham Lincoln, president of the draw, :trro tempore, their plea of " Not guilty."
United States, the mortal wound having been in- heretofore filed, in order that they might plead to

flicted by one John Wilkes Booth, in pursuance tlm jurisdiction of the commission. The appli-
of the said conspiracy; and further, the aid and ca_ion being granted, the defendant, Mary E.

assistance rendered unto said Booth by the ac- Surratt, and all others of the accused, sev(.r'tlly
cased, said Spanglcr, an employd of the theatre in offered a plea to the jurisdiction of the commis-
which the said murder was committed, euabling sion, as follows: " Mary E. Surratt, one of thL'
the said Booth to approach and enter the box in accused, for plea, says that this court has no jarls
the said theatre in which the president was sitting diction in the proceedings against her, because
at the timeof themurderous assault; and further, she says she is not, and has not been, in the mill-
the aid and assistance rendered by the accused, tar)" service of the United States. And, for fur
the said David E. Hcrold, unto the .said Booth, ther plea, the said Mary E. Surratt says that loyal

while attempting his escape through the military civil courts, in which all the offenses charged a_e
lines of tim government aforesaid, and the fur- triable, exist, and are in full and free operation in
ther attempt to aid in the conceahnent of the all the places where the several offenses charged
said Booth after the act aforesaid. -- The specifi- are alleged to have been committed. Aml. for fur-
cation fln'ther relates the attempt of tim accused, ther ph.a, the said Mat_, E. Surratt says timt tile
in the further pm.-suance of tl,e said conspiracy, court htt.s no jurisdiction in the matter of th(. al-
to kill and murder the Hon. William H. Seward, leged conspiracy, so far as it is char ned to have
secretary of state, and the time, place and man- been a ct)nspiraey, to nmrder Abraham Lme()ln,
ner of the murderous assault. And in further late president of the United States, and William

prosecution of said conspiracy, the act'of George H. Seward, secretary of state, because she says.
A. Atzerodt, of lying in wait, on the night of the said alleged conspiracy and all acts .dleg('d
murder of the president, and about the hour to have been done in the formation and in _he
of the same, with intent to kill and murder execution thereof, are. in the charges and speeiti-

Andrew Johnson, then vice-president of the cations, alleged to have been committed in the
United States. And further, the act of the ac- city of Washington, in which city are loyal civil

cused, Michael O'Laughlin, of lying in wait at courts, in full operation, in which said c,'im('s arc
the same hour of the aforesaid murder of the triable." Signed, on behalf of the accused, hy

president, with intent to kill and murder Ulysses her counsel.-- The judge advocate then present(.d
8. Grant, commander of tile armies of the the followingreplication:

United States. And further, the attempt of the :Nowcome the United States, and, for answer t(, the spc-
,'mcuscd, Samuel Arnold, to aid, comfort and cial plea by one of the defendants, Mary E. Surratt. t)le:_d"

abet the aforesaid murderous acts, in pursuance ed to the jurisdiction of the Commission in th_s ca_e. -:_"
that this Commission has jurisdiction in the preml-t's to try"

of the conspiracy, by meeting, counseling and and determine the mattem ia the Charge and Spccificatl,,'l
conspiring with the accused upon divers occa- alleged and oct forth against the said defendant, M.u_ E
aions. In further prosecution of the said con- 8urratt. (Signed) J. HOLT.

Judge Advocate Gem l_l.
spiracy, the specification sets forth that the ac-
cused, Mary E. Surratt, did, at Washington city, The court overruled tim pleas of the accused t:,
on or before the6thday of March, A. D. 1865, its jurisdiction. -- The accused then _evel'tl!._
and on divers other days and times between that made application for severan_, anti ask('d t,, I,,,
dayand the 20th day of April, A. D. 1865, re- tried separate from thosl¢ charged jointly _ti;h
eeive, entertain, harbor and conceal, aid and assist them, for the mason that they believed th.lt their
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defense would be greatly prejudiced by a jt,int nesses testified on behalf of the government in
trial. The commissiou overruled the al)plication (lie endeawJr tn e-tablish tile guilt of Dr. Samuel
for a severance. -- The accused then severally A. Mudd, one of the accused Thirteen witnesses

pleaded: To the specification, ":Not guilty," and testified on beh:(tf of the government in the ca-
to the charge, ":Not guilty."-- The commission dearer to e_tabh._h the guilt of Michael O'Laugh-
adopted and promulgated its rules of proceeding, ha, o_w of lilt' _*c('u._ctl. Seven witnesses testified
and thereupon began taking testilnony by calling on behalf of the goveznment in tile endeavor to
for the prosecution, Richard Montgomery, Sand- e_tabli_h the guih of Samuel Arnold. one of the
ford Conover and James B. Merritt, whose testi- accused Twenty-one witne_-ses testified on behalf
mony was taken during tile secret session of the of the government in the endeavor to establish the
commission, attd for a time suppressed. Tile cvi- guilt of M:(rv E Surratt, one of the accused.
deuce of these parties related to the action of The pr()sc( utinn clo-ed, 'tad the defense began by

prominent men connected with the confederacy, impc.tching the testimony of t[. Von Steinacker,
The first effort of the government was to eslab- a witnes_ called by the government to prove the
tish the general conspiracy alleged in the charge general const)ira(.y. Before the trial began, and
and specification. To this end sixteen witnesses during its progress, ,]urge rcwardswcre offered by
were called, among whom were Richard Mont- the government for testimony that would estab-

gomery, Sandford Conovev, James B. Mcrritt lish the conspiracy aud convict the accused par-
(the three witnesses before mentioned), Ge.ncral ties. While certain testimony of great impor-
Ulysses S. Grant, Ilenry Vou Stcinackcr, William tahoe to the government was thus obtained, there
E. Wheeler, and Holt. Chas. A. Dana. --The crept into the case, by this means, the evidence of

prosecution presented the testimo(_y of Lieut. parties who had committed perjury to obtain the
William It. Terry, William Eaton, and Col. l)rOffercd reward. In this t:la_s of testimony was

Joseph H. Taylor, with respect to a secret cipher that of the p;irty named Von Steiaacker. This
found among Booth's effects. IIon. (;. A. ])an-t individual swore that he was an engineer officer
_cstified to finding key to cipher in Sccrcta(y i_( the topogral)hic;d det)artmenL ou tlle staff of
Benjamin's office at Richmond, Va. Charles Gcn. Edward J(_hnson, and that altogether he
Duell and James Fergusou testified to alleged as- was in the confcdcr:ltc selvice three years. That
sassinatiou letter, Charles Dawson to the "Lou" iu the summer (*f 1863 hc s,'tw Booth and two
leltcr addressed to Booth, a(id Samuel K Chester civilian compani(_ns in the camp of the second

with respect to Booth's confession as to the plot Virginia regiment, anti was formally introduced
to capture the president.--For the purpose of con- to them. That there was a secret meeting of the
necting Jefferson Davis with th(; assassination, officers and the three ciwlians That the plan of
lheprosecution presented the tcstimonyof Lewis the proposed assassination was discussed and

F. Bates, J. C. Courtney, James E. Russell, Rc.v. approved, and that it was further agreed to send
W. H. Ryder, and others. Edward Frazicr tcsti- certain officers on "detachcdservice" to "Canada
fled to the alleged payment of parties by Secretary and the border, ' to rch.ase rel)el prisom.rs, to lay
Benjamin, of certain sums of gold for lmrning northern cities in ashes, and, finally, to obtain
steamboats. Col. Martin Burke testified to al- possession of the members of the cabinet and kill
legcd confession of Robert C. Kennedy, of plot to the president. --The counsel for the defense of

burn New York city. G.J. tIyams, W. L. Wall Mary E Surratt, becoming possessed of evidence
and A. Brenner testified to the alleged introduc- that w(_nld e._tablish the perjury of this party,
(ion of small-pox by Dr. Blacklmrn into the prc.-eutcd to tit(; (.onnnission, in dec form, their
north, by means of infected clothing. Seven allegations impeaching hN veracity anti character
witnesses testified to the alleged starvation of a,; a witness for the g'_)vermncnt. By the testi-
Union prisoners. Three witnesses testified to the mony of _itnes.-cs whom they had summoned,
alleged mining of Libby prison by confederate lhcy proposed to show that hc was originally a

authorities. Twenty-nine witnesses testified with de,citer front the federal service; that early in
respect to the assassination and attending circum- tile war he had cnli.-ted as a l)rlvate in Blenker's
•',tances. Fifteen witnesses testified with regard rcgimeut of New York volunteers; that having

In the pursuit and capture of Booth anti Herold. been ct)mlemm'd by a court martial for stealing
Four witnesses testified to papers obtained from an officer's arms and cquipnlcnts, he had escaped

confederate archives, being proposals to "rid the ] within the confederate lines, and, enlisting as a
country of some of her deadliest enemies," by ] private in the confederate service, ltad been
parties who wanted a consideration therefor. I detailed as a draughtsm:lu by O_car IIcinrich_, an

Twelve witnesses testified on behalf of the gov- cn,,,'iaecr offi('cr ou Edward John._on's staff: that

_rnment in the endeavor to establish the guilt of , while servino in that (.:q)acity he was convmted
]_dward Spangler, one of the accused. Fifteen by a contedcrate court m:ulial ft)r slealing an

witnesses testified on behalf of the government I officer's coat and arm-; that at the battle of Get-
in the endeavor to establish the guilt of George ] tysburg hc was c:qltuled within the Union hues,
A. Atzerodt, one of the accused. Eighteen i aml c-('aped by rt.pt'c-enting him.,t.lf a_ in po_scs-

witnesses testified on behalf of the government i sion of tlw (h.ad b_)dy of 3Lij()r II. K. l)(_uglas,
in the atte.mpt to establish the guilt of Lewis I of Edward ,lobu-oz_'s staff, then ahvc. The com-
Payne, one of the accused. Twenty-two wit- i miss, ion tcfu_cd t_) entertain the motion to permit
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the allegations to go upon the record, proof to be or a_assinate the president. --The counsel for
adduced in support of the same; and, on motion the defense of David E. Herold c_tlled in his be-
of the judge advocate general, the whole pro- half nine witnesses, whose testimony related to
ceedings were stricken from the record. While the weakness of his intellect, his admiration fo_"
the counsel for the defense were not permitted to Booth and his susceptibility to his influence. The
fully establish his character as a witness, thc:y counsel for the defense of F.dward Spanglercalh, d
were, however, allowed to attack in part his twenty-three witnesses, whose testimony related
_redibility as such, and for that purpose called to his character, the nature of his relations to the
r'xen. Edward Johnson, who testified that Von theatre, the use of the rope found in his box. ;_lld
Steinacker was never an officer on his staff, the impossibility of eriminal relationswithBooth
Oscar Heinriehs heing c_tlled, testified that he on the occasion of the murder. The couns_:l for
was an engineer officer on the staff of F.,dward the defense of George A. Atzerodt called in his
Johnson; that he was acquainted with the wit- behalf fifteen witnesses, whose testimony related
hess, Von Steinacker; that lie was an enlisted to his character; of his conversations with re-
man in the confederate service, detailed by him- gard to the assassination of Lincoln, Seward _tnd
self as a draughtsman. M_or H. K. Douglas, Grant; of his superlative cowardice, asrendcring

whose "dc_l body " Von Steinacker represented it impossible for him to perform the part 1"squired
he had in his possession at the time of his capture of a conspirator. The counsel for the defense of
at Gettysburg, was also called, and testified that Lewis Payne called in liis behalf nine witnesses,
he was wounded at the battle of Gettysburg, whose testimony ]'elated to his attentiot_ to the
taken prisoner, and held as such for nine months, sick after the battle of Gettysburg; his mcnt,_l
and did not see Steitlacker a.t,,-_in after that en- condition, indicating insanity; his exami_;_tion
gagement. All of these witnesses swore positively with regard to his insanity, and causes :_nd iz_.
that ueither Booth nor the other conspirators ever dications of his insanity, mental and mor_tl;
made their appe0xance in their camp, and that no Payne's own admissions; his desire to di_.; hi_
officers of their command wcre ever sent on "de- Sl)leudid physical condition ; the affray in whi<'l_

tached service" to burn northern cities, eapture P_yne saved the lives of Union soldier_. The
the members of the cabinet and kill the president, counsel for the defense of Dr. Samuel _.. ]_Iudd

That thcl'e were nosecret meetings of the officcrs examined in his behalf seventy-four witnc.:-_._,
with Booth or other civilians at any time. They who testified with respect to his reputation _- :_
each testified that Von Steinacker had repeatedly citizen and as a master; of his loyalty, of lht,
stated that he was a deserter from the federal professional character of .services to Booth _vlJ_l_,
service. -- The counsel for the defense of Mary E. attempting to escape after the perpetration ,_f th__
Surratt further called and exauJined in her behalf deed; and impeaching the testimony of wiln_.-_cs
thirty-one witnesses _vbosc testimony related to for the prosecution. The counsel for the d,,f_._se

her character as a loyal woman; her ignorance of of bliehael O'Laughlin called in his b_,h_lf nigh,
the plot to eitl_er abduct or kill Ihe president; her witnesses, who testified with respect to h_, v;,it
expressiol_s of gratification at the ultimate sue- to Washington on the 13th and 14th of ._I_L
cess of the Union arms and the speedy close of arid their preseneewith him on those d_-. l_is
the war; her kindne_ss to Union soldiers and a presence with others at the house of the wit
large body of escaped govern,neat horses which hess Purdy at the hour of the assas._ination: ;H_d
she retained and fed at her own expeusc for aeon- his presence at the Penn house the bal;tm'_' of
sidersble time, andsu_Tendered to the government the same night; Booth and O'L;_ughlin s_.l_l-
without remuneration; the nature and object of mates; the voluntary surrender of O'L;ln',h]i_
her visit to Marlborough Court House on the day the authorities. The counsel for the cl_.fe_]-t' of
of the murder of the president, not as an agent Samuel Arnold examined eight witne_s_'_ i_ h_
of Booth to deliver arms toLloydat Surrattsvilte, behalf, who testified to his whereabouts l lore

as alleged by the government, but to obtain the March 21 to April 1; concerning his visit t_ F,_r-
means, in obedience to a summons from Mr. Cal- tress Monroe on April 1 ; his employm_'n_ _, .t
vert, to meet a pecunit_ry engagement so as to book-keeper; his confession in _arshal )I('])]_ _i!'<
avertthepe_'emptorysa, le of her property, byfore- office; his employment at the time of hi- _-
closure; the meeting of Payne and the officers at rest. -- This closed the evidence for the d_'f_'_-_'
her house on the morning of the second day after There were, in all, three hundred and f(_._ xvil-

the murder, and her failure to recognize him; of nesses examined, including prosecution ;t_l _1_'
the character of testimony for the prosecution lense; a large proportion of them 1)ein_ rc_;_]],"l.
and their impeachment; the intoxication of m_my as often as three or four times--UI '_'_

Lloyd on the 14th of April, the dayof thealleged the conclusion of the testimony, argmnen' _l _'_
visit I.o bear arms; impeachment of the tcsti- the jurisdiction of the commission w_._ p_,"_ '_
runny of Weichman, principal witness for the ed by the counsel of Mary E. Surratt. A_ _:_t_-
prosecution, his own guilt in meeting with the meat on the plea to the jurisdicti_n xva- r_]._
conspirators; the deeply religious chal'acter of presented by the counsel of Samuel A ._h_,l,i.
Mrs. Surratt, her unbounded charity, and the The counsel for DavidE. Herold, Edw_] ._,;_

utter improbability of any knowledge of, ])attic- ler, Mary E. Surratt, George A. Atzero_]_. L_'_ is
ips, tion in or consent to any plot to either abduct Payne, Samuel A. }Iudd, Michael O'La,_'-'l_li_',
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and Samuel Arnold,then presentedthe several atAlbany, New York, during the period designatedin

arguments for their defense. -- The special judge theirrespectivesentences.

advocate, Hon. John A. Bingham, then presented (Signed) ANDREW JOHNSON.President.

the reply of the government to the "several argu- (This order was afterward, to wit, ou the 15th

ments in defense of Mary E. Surratt, and others, clay of July following, so modified as to direct

charged with conspiracy and murder of Abraham that the said Arnokl, Mudd, Spangler and

Lincoln, late president of the United States, etc." O'Laughlin be confined at hard labor m the mill-

-After a continuous session of nearly two tary prison "it Dry Tortugas, Florida, during the
months, upon tile conclusion of the various argu- period of their respective sentences.y--On the

ments for the defense and the prosecution, June same day the following order was issued by tim

30, 1865, the commission met with closed doors, war department in accordance with the direction

all the membel_ being present, also the judge ad- of the presidem :
vocate and assistant judge advocates (the (.oun._l
for the defense being excluded) and proceeded to w,s DEPARTXl_NT. ADJt"I'ART GENE_tAI.'S OFFICZ,WAstl[r,(;'ros, July 6th, 1865.
render judgments in tile cases. -- Upon the con- To Major General W. S. Hancock, United SlaWs Volumeers,
sideration of the cases of the accused, David E. Commanding the bliddle Military Division, Washing-

Herold, George A. Atzerodt, Lewis Payne and ton, D. C.Whereas, By the Military- Commission appointed in
Mary E. Surratt, the commission found the saidac- paragraph 4. Special Ordcr_ No. 211. dated War Depart-
ctlsed, upon the specification, guilt}', except "corn- mere, Adjutant General'_ Office, Washin,._,tnn, May t_, 1865,

bining, confederating and conspiring with Ed- and of wMcll Major (_m'ral David llunter, United States

ward Spangler"; of this, not guilty. Of lhe Volunteers, was President. the follo_in_ per_on_ weretried, and after inatllrc consideration ot exidence adduced
charge, guilty, except "combining, confederating in their ca-e_ were fimnd and sentenc_'d a- hereHmfter

and conspiz'ing with Edward Spangler"; of this, ,_tated, as follox_s: [here fo}low tbe findings and srntences

not guilty. And the commission thereupon pro- in the case,* of David E. ]lerohl, G. A. Atzerodt, Lewis

nounced the following sentence, to wit: " And Pt_)aw, and Mary E. Surralt )And wherea_ lhe Pre_ulent of the United _tate- ha_ up-
the commission do therefore sentence her, )lary proved the foregoing sentence, m the followin_ Order, to
E. Surratt, and him, David E. Herold, George _it:

EXF.CUTIVE5IANSION, July 6th, 186.5.

A. Atzerodt and Lewis Payne, to be hanged by The fore_oin_ semenecs in lhe e_l_-e_of David E. llerold,
the neck until they be dead, at sucl_ time "tnd c.. A. Atzerodt, l,e_l- I'a_n,, and Mar) E. burratt are
place as the president of the United States shall hereby applo_ed, and It 1- ordered, that the sentences in the

direct; two-thirds of tile members of the conl- ca_es of Dav.l E Herold. O. A. Atzerodt, Lewis Payne

mission concurring therein."-- Upon the consider- and Mary E Sm.ratt be carried into execution by propermilitary authority, under the dlr(,etion of the Secretary of
at]on of the cases of the accused, Michael O'Lallgil- War, on the _lh day of Jul), 1_, het_ een the hours of 10
lin, Samuel Aruold and Samuel A. Mudd. thv o'clock x, _ and 2o'clock P z of _hat dab'.

commission adjudged them guilty of part of the tSigaed) ANDREW JOIIN.qON,]'resident.

charge and specification, and Ihereupon pro Therefore you are hereby" commanded _o cause lhe fore-
nounced the following sentence: " The COlunlis- going sentences in the case- o! I)ll_ld E. [Ierold, G h. Atze-
sins do therefore sentence the said 3iichael rodt, Lcw_s Payne m 1 .Mar_ E. Sltrlatt to he duly executed,

O'Laughlin, Samuel Arnold and Samuel A. Mudd, in accordance wltli the l'res,lent'_ Order

to be imprisoned at hard labor for life, at such By command of the Pres_den_ of the United _tatesE. D. TOWN'_END
place as the president shall direct."-- Upon con- A.-s't Adjutant General.
sideration of the case of the accused, Edward

Spangler, the commie]on adjudged him guilty Thi_ order wa_ promulg:tt, d about 5 o'(.hwk P _.,

of part of the charge and specification, and July 6, 1865. In a linal att(,mp_ to _av(, the life

thereupon pronounced the followihg sentence: of their client, the counqcl for Mr.-. SurralL at 2
" The commission do therefore sentence the said (,'clock A ._., July 7. appeared before Judge

Edward Spangler to be imprisoned at hard labor Wylie. one of ]he juqit'cs of the supreme court

for six yea_s, at such place as the president shall di- of'the D_lrit'l of Columbia. at his re-idcncc in

rect."-- The proceedings of thccommission were the city of Wa_hingt.n. :ntd at that early hour

thereupon laid before tile president for his action presented for his judicial a(.tion lhc f,)llowin_

upon the findings and sentences, all of which were l,etition for a writ of /,abea._ corpu,s ia her bcimlt.

approved and made known in the following exe- to _vit : Wa,_n_Novo'_, D. C , Jniy 7, 1Wi5.

cufive order: To the lion Andrew Wylie, one of the Juct_ces of the Sa-

]_,.x'lzetyrlvs Ma_rslol_', July 6th, P:65. proms Court of the District (,f Coh_mhla:
The foregoing sentenc_ in the cases of David E. lter- The pet_tz(,u of Mary E burralt, by"her t'ounsel, most

old, O. A. Atzerodt, Lewis Payne, Michael O'Laughltn. respeetfu i_ represents u to your ]tonor. that on or about
Edward 8paugler. Samuel Arnold, Mary E. Surratt and the 17th day of April, A. D. l_kY, your p_,t_t_oncr was
Samuel A. Mudd, are hereby approved, and it is ordered, arreswd b) the Military Authorttw- (,f the Untied ,_tates,
that tbel_mt_mcee of David E. Herold, G.A.'Atzerodt, under the charge of eomplw_tv x_|th 0w murder .f Abru-
Lewis Payne and Mary E. Surratt be carried into execu- ham Lira oln, late I're,-utent of the Umu d State% and ha_
lion by proper military authority, under the directlou of e_er +mee that _ime hccn_ ttnd i- now_ confined ou said
the Secretary" of War, on the 7th day of July, 1865. be- charge', und,r and b_ xiltue of the sa_d military power of
tweenthehou_o'fl0o,elockA, x. and2o'clockr, ll. of the Un:ted States, a_id is m thcsl)eeml custodyof Major
thatday. Itis fu_h_r ordered, that the prisoners Sanmel General W. S. llsncoek, Commam_ing Middle Military
Arnold,Samuel A. Mudd, Edward Spangler and _,lichael D_,_.)_. tha_ .race her _aul arrest_our petitionerhas
O_Laaghl_ be co_aed at hard labor in the Penitentiary been tried, a_aln -_t t_cr soleullt protest, b) a _lilitary Con).-
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• alssion, unlawfully and without warrant, convened by the
Secretary of War, as will appear from paragraph 4, Special I The president's indorsement upon the writ is asfollows, to wit:
Orders No. 211, dated War Department, A4jut_ut General's I

•)mce, Washington, May 6th, 1865, and by said Commission, ] F.,xzc_rlvE O_'Frce.notwithstanding her formal plea to th_ Jurisdiction of the July 7. 1865, 10 _.
Jsaid Commission, is now unlawfully and unjustifiably de- [ To Major General W. S. Hancock, Commander, etc.:
rained in custody and sentenced to be tmnged on to-day, [ I, Andrew Johnson, President of the Untied Sta_e_. do

July ?th, 1865, between the hours of t0 o'clock *. x. and 2 i hereby declare that the writ of habeas c_rpus ha_ bccn twr_.-
_'clock P. !,. Your petitioner shows unto your Honor, , tofore suspended in such case_ as this. and I do hcleb_
that at the time of the commission of the said offense she ' especmlly suspend this writ, and dir(_ct that you p,(_c_.cd ti_
was a private citizen of the United States. and in no man- execute the Order heretofore giveu upon the Judgment (,e
her connected _ith the military authority of t.he same, and the Military Commission, and you will give this Order m
"that said offense was committed within the District of return to the writ. ANDtLEW JOHNSON.
Columbia, sa_d District being at the time within the lines President.
of the armies of the United States, and not enemy's terri-
too" , or under the control of a Military Commander for the The coul_ ruled that it yielded to the su_pcus,on
trial of civil causes. But, on the contrary, your pelitioner of the writ of habeas corp_ by the prc_idcat (,f

alleges that the said crime was an offense _lmply against lhe United States; and under this illegal sllspcn-
the peace of the United States, properly and solely cogniz-
able under the Constitution and Laws of the United States, sion of the "writ of writs" the prisoner, M_u'y E
by the Criminal Court of lh's Dt*trlct, and _hich mtid Surratt, together with Herold, Payne al]tl Atze-

.Court wa.% and is now. open for the trial of such crimes rodt, were executed upon the scaffold. -- There

and offenses. Therefore, inasmuch as the enid crime was are two important incidents connected with the
,only an offense against the pence., of the United States,
and not an act of war; inasmuch as your petitioner closing scencs of the trial which became known
was a private citizen of the same and not subject to to the writer,* and are of great interest. It wa,

military J,rlsdietion, or in any _ise amenable to military at first proposed to acquit _Irs. Surratt. or at least
law: inasmuch as _aid District was the peaceful terri- tO spare her life. Objection wa_ made 1;v the
tory of the Unitc_ Stala_, and that all crimes and offenses
committed within such territory are, under the Consul- judge advocate general, who proposed, in it_-teml,
tution and l_ws of the United States, to be tried only that the same judgment should be rendcr(_,d bv

before its crimfmd tribunals, with the right of public trial the commission a_ in the cases of Pavl_e. Alze_odt

by jury; iuasmuch as _aid Commission was a Mi itao' Com- and Herold. with a recommendation to the pre_i-mission, organized and governed by the laws of Military
Courts Martial, and unlawfully convened without warrant dent for mercy in her case. This c_ul'¢C -_wlq
or authority and when she had not tim right of public trial adopted, the judgment rendered, al_d lhe lecom

by jury. as guaranteed to her by the Cous_itulion and Laws mendation signed by nearly all of the mcmh_.r_ (,f
of the Unitcxl States, that therelore her detention and sen-
tence are so without warrant, against po_ilive law and uu- tile commission. This recommendatitm wa_ not
justifiable: Wherefore she prays your Honor _o grant unto placed before the president wilh its findin,z¢ a_

her the United States most grax:ious writ of habeas corpus, the time they were presented for his 'q)ln'oval, a-

commanding the said Major General W. S. Hancock _o pro- Andrew Johnson subsequently averred, upon his
dace before your Honor the body of your said petitioner,
with the cause and day ol her said detention, to abide, etc, honor, that he never saw the recomnwmla?_,n_
and she _ill ever pray. MARY E. SURRATr. until two years after tile execution, whe,_, upo_l

By her Counsel. sending for lhe papers in the case, hc f.ut_d it
among them, in a delaehed form. -- Th(: o_lwr

.Judge Wylie granted the writ, making upon it incident is tile declaration of Payne. made o_ tlw

the following indol_ement: morning of the execution _o Gcn. IIart_anlh Ih_.

Let the writ issue as prayed, returnable before the Crim- special provost marshal, and by hiln tl'_lll,.lllllIcI]
inal Court of lhe District of Columbia now sitting, at the forthwith to tile president. The st:_h,nl('nt, _-

hour of 10 o'clock x. _. this _th day of July, 1865. taken down by him, is as follows: "' Th(, 1)r_-o_:('r
ANDREW WYLIE, Payne has just told me that Mrs Surralt ;, ('_-

AJustlceoftheSupremeCourtoftheDisuictofColumbla. lirely innocent of tile ass_ssination of t'r(.,id_ntJ u]y 7, 11_i5.
Lincoln, or of any knowledge thereof, lie al-,,

At half past eleven o'clock, on the morning of the states that she had no knowledge whatev(.r of _hc

7th of July, Maj. Gen. Hancock, accompanied by abduction plot, that nothing was ever sa,d t,, },('_
Att'y Gen. Speed, appeared before Judge Wylie about it, and that her name was never na(._I;,,,_tl

in obedience to the writ, and made the Ibllowing by the parties connected therewith." G,'_. 11 ,_

return: tranft indorsed upon this declaration th('-('-_'-'

H_J_nwus Mm_L_ _iH_T_U_ D_wsm_, nificant words: "JYbelieve t_at t)ayne , l_(_, 1',l'l/]"
WaSmNOTO._, D. C., July 7th. 1865. trulh." It was, however, of no _vail. lI_._ d_.._!l_

To Hon. Andrew Wylie, Justice of the Supreme Court of the had been decreed. JOHN W. CL._MI'_ 1 i.
District of Columbia:

I hereby acknowledge the service of the writ hereto at- _[I_E_. The importance of miHi_)g ;t, a
tithed and return the same, and respectfully say that the body
of Mary E. Surratt is in my passe, ion, under and by virtue source of national wealth and an element ()f I)Its'-'"
of an order of.Andrew Johnson, President of the United re_ in civilization scarcely needs explana'_,"_-
States and Commander-in-Chief of the Army end Navy, for Each of the three great productive in(lustrw- ('\"

the purposes in said order expressed, a copyof which is ploits a natural kingdom for the benclit of m,,,.hereto attached and made a part of thereturn; and that I
_Io not produce said body by reason of the Order of the What agriculture does for the vegetal)It', ahtl the
President of the United Slates, indorsed upon said writ, to. chase (as a modification of whi('h w(, m;ty r_hk

which reference is hereby re_pectfuny made, dated July the raising of cattle, poultry and fish) tor _hc .t,_z-
"7. 18_5. W.S. HANCOCK,

Major General U. S. Vols., Commanding Middle Division. • The writer was of counsel for Mrs. Surratt.
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real, mining does for tile mineral or inorganic countr3' was conquered, not only the mines, but
world. Its products are, in general, le_s l)erisha- all other forms of pr_perly, were al the victor's
ble than those of agriculture, and hence more mercy. Exlcnsive mining operation._ were("_rrie(l
convenient for storage, export, mamffacture, etc. on 1)y the Egyptian king.c. ()f who._e cruel admin-
On the other hand, its sources of ._upply are not istration (,f tlw._e _olk, Diod(wu-. quoting partly

perpetual, and, once exhausted, can not be re- fre)m Agathar('id(% giv(s a path(.ti,, picture. It
ncwed. A wasteful agriculture, or a reckless i_ plobablc that the greater portion of their rain-
destruction of forests or of animal species, such er,_ were l_ureha_ed slaves, though convicts and
a._ food fishes, can not inflict upon a nation such pri¢()m.ls of war furni.-h,d :t part To pr(,_cnt
irretrievable loss as the exhaustion of its mineral eon_I)i_acies and escapes, tlw (liff(,rent gang_ were
resources. Moreover, these resoul'et.u are n()[ p]_lc('d under ov(.rs(,ers _xho wt.rc nt)t their coun-

equally distributed among nations. Th()sc who tr3 men They were forced to labor m_ked, under
possess and utilize them-- especially in the cast,,, (h'eadhfl hardship_ and .,.evelqtie,,. The _Irt)nger
of coal and iron--secure great industri:fi _md ()n(.s hewed tlw rock in lhe mines, the half-grown
commercial advantages. Hence, vigor m Ihe (to- youths carried it to the surface, persons over

velopment and economy in the use of mineral thirty years of age (_o _.oon was th(.ir vigor de-
resources have always been urged _ls .t nation._l _tro)'ed) were set at tilt, easier t:_sk of crushing it

duty. --For those who seek to refer lbe a_lual in mortar% and the women and _)ld men ground
practice of nations to general princil)le._ , this it fine in hand mills. -- The mining of the ancient

argument may suffice to justify the special rela Greeks is divid(.d into three period.-: the first
tions which so many governments have assumed comprising the working of Iniut.s in the islands,
toward the mining industry and the ownershi t) of begun by Ihc Phccni(.i;_us; the seeon(l, the opera-
mineral deposits, as distinguished from agricul lions on the mainland, principally tho¢e of the
ture, and the ownership of land. At an earlier Athenians; the third, lhe development (Jf impor-

period the severeign's peculiar right to the me- 'l rant mines in the provinces of tim Macedonian
tallic treasures of the earth was referred to a i Philip, which subsequently full. with the rest of

divine ordinance. A survey of the history of ' the Greek mines, into the hands of the Romans.
mining and mining jurisprudence shows, how- ', During the first period, the pr_)prietors of the
ever, that its characteristic features in different I island mines were (.hiefly the petty rulers of the

nations have been the result of various local i islands. Gold, silver, copper and iron were the

causes, rather than of general principles, dogmat- [ products. Perlmps the only mention of the pay-
ically applied. -- Probably the first metals used ment of anything like a royalty is that which

were those which occur in a n._tive state, such as i records the annual tribule of one-tenth the rev-
gold, silver and copper. The two former, being , cnue of the t_old a_d silver mine.- of Sil)hl)o_, sent

lustrous and malleable, and resisting oxidatio_ ', to the shrine of the Delphic Apollo. In later
under ordinary circumstances, became in the [ times, lhi_ payment havit_g been diseonlintled,
earliest periods of which history speaks, and have' the mine_ were drowned by the rising _)f the
remained to this day, objects of high esteem and . neighboring st,a--.t _(,sult ._ttribnted to tlw wrath
a convenient medium of exchange and measure of of the neglected god. ]n the se_.olld p(,riod the
value. Bronze, or ancient " bra_," w'_s very I administtati,)n of the Athenian mines appe:_rs (o

probably discovered accidentally through the fu- :havc Iw._un with the working or h.asing of them
siGn of impure ores of copper. Its use appears to ', by the repubhc Before the P(.r_i_m war the an-
have antedated in many nations--perhaps not nual income from this sour('_' (ab,)ul $30,000 at
everywhere--that of iron. Without this latter the beginning of th.lt war) wa_ distribu:ed :tmong
metal, apparently, tim extensive ancicnt workings the citizens After _atd, on the advi('c of The-
for gold and copper, discovered by several t)avel- mislocle_, this dlstril)ufiot_ t:ea,:ed, though the state

era in Siberia, were conducted by a nomadic race, still rec(dw,d 1),_3mc_)ts lrom the mi_ws. Prob-
before the irruption of the Tartars. Thc.,e opera- ably the morc Itn(.icnt m,ne_, a_ the property ¢,f

lions resembled those of the prehistoric miners of lhc" republic, _cre rented on .,lw_ ial l(.rm-, bul
this continent, e. g., the copper miners of Lake the general code clw()ur:tgt'd Ill(.. enterpri.-(' of
Superior, the mica miners of :North Carolina, the l)rivate ,_dventu_er._ 1)) lemittmg tax('s o_ gr_,_u

turquoise miners of .New Mexico, etc. They arc l)roducti()n , m_d i_lvilmg both ( )lizen', and Irlcnd-

cited here as among the evidences that the indus ]y ali(,t_ Io _ elk umh'r the light r(,yallv ()t' (,m.

try of mining was in the beginning like ever)' twenty-f()urlh part ()f the net pr()lils. Tb(' ]a-
ether, carried on by individuals, and probably her _a- p(,rft)rm(,d by ,la_('-. hir(d fr,)m Iht.lr
without permanent ownership of the land.-- The owner.,. The ovcr¢(.er_, a_d pr_)l):0)ly, in many
Phoenicians had abundance of metals, but not t() (,a,c--. the ]es,.ees lhvm.'.elv('-, wt,re ,:]axc- _tlso
any considerable extent in their own country. The _lavv n_lllt,r_ ()f .'kl]lell'- :lmO/llllt(l t¢) lnany
They both mined and tradedin theMediterrancan thou.-:u;(I-. ()re.t,. _l! b.,t>l, th(.y rt.vt,h(.d, and,

('ountrie_ for gold, lead, silver and iron, and even takin_ pt,,¢e_.-io_ of 3[()tm_ Sunium mad(" it

sailed as far as Great Britain, where they obtained the /)as(, td hi;toy destructive _ai(ls up(,n Atlic
tin, But the claim of the sovereign to all such territory. :k ¢,ert.dn gov(.rnmcnlal -',nlwrvisi(m
treasures appears to have been asserted o'tfly as wa_ ex(.rei-ed over mining An (,ffi(.ial direc)-

(me of the rights of the conqueror. When a or of mine: granted permits for "prospecting"



(i. e., searching for ore), and there were laws purchased barbarians or captives. At the same
determining the dimensions of mining "claims." time the emperors appear to have encouraged
--In western Europe mining was carried on at private enterprise in the discovery and exploita-
an early day by tile tribes subsequently tributary tion of new mines. Trajan allowed the Daciall
to Rome. The Etruscans obtained iron from gold mines to be worked by an association (col-
Elba; the Salassians, in Lombardy, turned- the legium aurari_um); and Valentinian I. gave free
course of the Po, and extracted gold from its permission to prospect for metais,_under obliga-
bed. The tribes of Gaul were producers of gold, lion of paying to the crown a portion of the sub.
silver, copper and iron, and the Britons of gold, sequent profit. But before these measures could
silver, iron, lead and tin. For the latter metal completely restore the prosperity of the mining
the Pbceuicians traded with them secretly; and industry of the empire, the irruptions of the bar-
the Romans, by following the Phoenician ships, barians practically destroyed it. The Byzanth_s
solved at last the mystery of the Cassiterides. held out longest; but after the seventh century
But the most abundant ancient supply of nearly they surrendered their mines to the conquering
all the metals named was furnished by Spain. Arabs. Those of Asia Minor, Thrace and Greece
The Spanish, Sicilian and Sardinian mines, oper- were the last which the empire retained. The
ated by the Carthaginians, furnished the wealth Arabs in Spain, the Franks in Gaul, and tile Gotbs
by the aid of which Carthage paid her numerous under Theodoric in Italy, gleaned something
mercenaries and waged her costly "wars with for awhile in a rude way from the abandom_d
Rome. -- The first two Punic wars delivered into mines. But beyond some ILints of this, llistory
the power of Rome the mines of Sicily, Sardinia is silent on tim subject, until some centurie_
and Spain. Those of Asia Minor, Greece, Mace- later, when an entirely new principle---that of
donia, Asia, Egypt, Gaul and Britain were after- the German "mining freedom" (bergba_;'eiheiO--
ward added, about in the order named, by suc- bringing with it a new and active mining indu_-
cessive conquests, and became thus the property, try, makes its appearance in Europe. --This is
not of private citizens, but of the state. Yet the first seen as a local custom, prevailing with re-
Roman law secured the "mineral right" to the markable uniformity at all the ancient ceatre_ of
landowner, when the land was held by complete German mining, and securing to every citizen i_
title; and doubtless many mines in Italy and else- the community the right to mine wherever, a_ the
where, outside the conquered provinces, were so first discoverer of metalliferous deposits, he could
held by individuals. The situation was therefore do so without encroaching upon mining rights
somewhat like that of the United States, which previously acquired. The exact origiu of thz_
owns the mineral rights of the public domain custom is not known; but it is highly probable
only, while the private owners of land in any that it sprang out of that early form of commmz-
state or territory own its mineral contents also, ism, the markgenosser_schafl, in which the mtu.k
according to the Roman and the later English was held in common, and redistributed ammaIly
common law. -- The Romans at first farmed their among the inhabitants for the purposes of agri-
revenues, and under this general policy awarded culture. Such a redistribution of mining righl_
leases of their mines periodically. Ordinarily could not be fairly made, since the operations of
the lessees employed as workmen purchased mining (much slower and more laborious then
slaves. The system was in the highest degree than now) often required years of prelimim_ry
wasteful and ruinous, as well as cruel. The development, and the skill required was not po_-
lessees, anxious only to gain as much profit as sessed by all. Naturally, therefore, tlle ],abit
possible during their limited term of possession, would be formed of permitting those to o_vn the
robbed the mines without regard to economy or mines who had the knowledge to find and wolk
permanence and security. Vast numbers of them, and of making their tenure dependent c,_
slaves (Polybius speaks of 40,000 in a single their perseverance in this work. In this cxl_
district in Spain) were kept constantly at work, ence of an estate in minerals, entirely ind,,petal-
with a severity of discipline not surpassed by eat of the estate in the surface and soil, ]ic_the
that of the early Egyptians. During the period distinctive character of the German miniag l_zw.
between the close of the first Punic war and the It doubtless existed as far back as the tenth cc_-
establishment of the empire, the production of tury in Saxony and Thuringia. The earliest wz'il-
metals under this system was immense; but it ten records of it are much later, as will be see'n,
ended with the practical exhaustion of many but they are elaborate and complicated cc_dc_.
of the mines. The emperors effected consider- and bear internal evidence of the antiquity al-
able reforms. They worked the mines through ready attached to the immemorial customs which
responsible officials, instead of leasing them out they reduce to systematic form. The Germ_n
_o speculators; and since the government could miners, adventurously penetrating into the 1_,
cot well purchase such vast numbers of slaves man and Sclavonic countries, carried their 5_ry-
as had previously been owned by private mine ba_fretTw_ with them; and the earliest of _h_ir
lessees, a system securing a sort of feudal service codes which we possess were issu_d in La_i_'
from the inhabitant_ of the mining regions was or German in those colonies. Tile iirs_ is _h_'
gradually introduced, and the slaves who con- mining treaty of 1185 between Bislmp Albrccl_t.
tinned to be employed wece rather convicta than of Trent, and the German immigrants. TL_
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Iglau code, published about 1250, was rapidly in the same catego D, of _-ega//a, and by the in-
extended over Moravia, and was adopted with. genious device of grantine_ the mines of Trent to
in twenty-five years at Schemnitz, in Hungary. the bishop (who had them ah'eady), secured a
The code of 8c.hladming, in Styria, dates from quasi rccognition of his prerogative, as a prece-
1307; that of Massa, in Tuscany, is half a cen- dent. In fact, the emperors scem at no time to
tury earlier. All these are supposed to have had have intended to take posse_ion of the mines,
a common origin in the bergre_t of Freiberg, in but only to establish the right to get revenue, in-
Saxony, i. e., in the unwritten customs of Fret- dependent of thelocal legislatures and sovereigns,
berg or of theHarz, whence the first miners went from this convenient source. Meanwhile, the

toFreiberg in the twelfth century. The Freibcrg territorial l_llers saw their advantage in promptly
code itself can not be traced back of 1232, in writ- adopting and employing for their own interest the
ten form. A brief summary of the Iglau code theory of " royally"; and finally the owners of

will suffice to indicate the nature of all. This the soil made themselves heard, asserting their
curious document is in Latin, and bears the seals rights (upon which constant encroachment was

of Wenzel, king of Bohemia and Moravia, and attemptcd) to certain non-precious metals. The
his son, the margrave of Moravia. After apious thirteenth century presents a confuscd conflict
and wordy prelude, it ordains that certain officials among emperor, prince, landlord and miner.

shall fix the boundaries of mining claims, and The famous "golden bull" of Charles IV. (1356)
defnes the dimensions of these aud the conditions simplified the co,_fliet by sur,'enderiug the claims
on which the possessory title of the miner may of the emperor to the electors, and by excluding
he acquired and maintained. The full size of also the landowner, and putting all metal_, pre-
the surface granted to a single mine, when unoe- (,ions and base, together with salines, under one
cupied space permits, is 479 feet along tim course rule, namely, the right of the territorial sever-
of the vein by 196 feet in width. A cert:til_ l)ro- nigh. The practical result was the exercise of
portion of the cittim is set apart for the king, mining royalty by all the princes, whether elect-

another for the town, or the original owner of thc ors or not; but the " golden bull" was ouly a
land. Special rights of administration and judg- "quit claim" deed of this right The snverelgns
ment are accorded to the mining courts of Iglau, were left to assert it as best they might, against
and various principles and methods are laid down the ancient, wide-._pread democratic princil)le ot
for the decision of intricate cases of confli[.ting " mining frccdom." The issue of this conflict

claims. The thrifty burghers of this "mining wa_ different iu different states. In the main,

city" (bergstax/2) won fame and profit by keeping however, the, essential victory remained with the
the provisions of this code a secret, aud actiug, miners. The princes gr'tnted the right of free
tinder their guidance, as arbitrators in questions exploration, and the right (if the discoverer, re-
of mining jurisprudence referred to thcm from serving to themselves only the usual t,'ilmte, and
other provinces. One of themost frequent causes the police and magisterial jurisdiction The
of dispute was the privilege conferred upon the basis of mining rights w:_s however, nominaliy.
party driving a deep adit, which, by drawing the the grant of the prince, n_)t the ancient retiring
water from the mines of other parties, and by (.ustoms of The people; and heneL', in m_t a few
facilitating their ventilation, was held to entitlc exceptional cast, s, tlle sovereign exercised the
the owner to a share in their profits. To ._- power which had thus est_l)lished " milutig free
cure this reward, and other incidental "adit d,_m" to set it aside, granti_g whole mining di_
privileges," the adit must be a certain distance tricts without reference to the di_(.,)very right.

below any other similar work, and must be pro_-- One of the first, steps t_tken t)y sovercig_Js to con-
ecnted under certain conditions.--The above firm by exerci-e their right_ of roy;'dtv, was the
will sufficiently show the general nature of the endowment of ccrtain cities .lnd di._Iricts with
medieval German mining law. It should be add- pecuhar privileges on account of their mines.
ed that gold and silver only (including ores con- Turin and Vallensasco, in Italy: Truro and Pcn-
taiuing one of these metals) were at first the ob- zance, in Cornwall; and many loc.,lities ill lIun-

jeers of it. Other minerals were the exclusive gary, Silesia, Switzerland. Swe(len, etc., are iu-
propertyofthelandowner.--Simultaneously with stances outside of Germany. Iu the latter the
the public appearance of the codes, which, .is mining cities were very numerous. Tin: famous

ha._ been said, embodied customs already old, seven mining cities of the Harz, and the "an-
arose the conflicting claims of the emperor and cleat and honorable free mining city of Fn,iberg,"

of the territorial sovereigns. The latter, as the in the realm of the Saxon counts of Meisseu.
_'tual owners of many of the mines, and the as well as many other privileged cities (ff Sax-
possessors of general t'tx-laying authority over nay, important mining centles down to recent
the rest, had vantage-ground, which in the course times, may be cited as examl_les. -- In the six.
of time they strove to extend. But the emperors tecnth _nd seventeenth centulics au (.lab,)rate

had to create their claim out of little or nothing, sy._tt,m of juri,prudcnee grt.w up in Germa,_y,
Frederick I., on the strength of a t)arlialuentary v:_rvin_ somcwimt in the different st:tics, and
decree applying to Lombardy only. and speaking affect('d wilh occasional execl)li,u_s, yet ba_ed in
of the avgev_laria and salines as sources of royal the mum upon the prineiple._ ab,)v(, de_crilx, d. It
income, attempted to include the German mines included free, or nearly frec, exploration (build-
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ings not being imperiled, and damages to surface others: and because gold and silver are the n_o_

or to agriculture being chargeable to the ex- excellent things which the soil contains, the l_tw
plorer); the immediate "denunciation" (mu- has appointed them, as in reason it ought, to the
t&u_g) of a discovery made; the issue of a pro- person most excellent, and that is the king" The._
liminary permit; the survey, location and regular right to mines of pure gold or silver, or of eilher
lease of the mining ground, after the deposit of these, mixed with other metals than tin, eOpl)er.
had been sufficiently exposed; the obligation lead or iron, appears to be still a royal p_er,_'_,a-
to prosecute the work continuously, unless nat- tire, but it is not exercised; and perhtq_ there.
ural causes, such as foul air or excess of water, are no known cases in which it could b¢. exer

prevented; the payment of royalty (usually one- cised. Practically in GreatBritain(and absolul_.ly
tenth or one-twentieth of gross product)to the under the Fmglish common law as held in tiff,
elector; the division of a mining enterprise into country) the mineral right of whatever kind origi-
shares (kuxe, usually 128 in number); the furnish- nates in the ownership of the soil, although it may
ing of mine timbers by the crown forester, or by be alienated and separately conveyed by 1he act
private owners under agreements and regulations of the owner, who must, however, to mt_ke such
supervised by thecrown officers, etc. Thedriving conveyance effective as a basis for mining, ex-
of adits was the privilege of the prince, but it was pressly grant also the right to enter upon his land,

very generally conceded to private parties, with digand carry awaythe minerals, etc. The excep-
the appertaining advantages and revenues. It tion above mentioned, namely, the custom of
w_ common to give the prince, "by ancient tin-bounding in Cornwall and Devon, is spoken
usage," one-eighth of the stock ill every leased of as already "ancient" in a charter granled to
mine. He was, however, liable to assessment the tinners of those districts in the third year of
like any other stockholder, and forfeited his stock King John. It was thus defined in a modern case
by non-payment. Miningleases covered a certain at law (Rogers _. Brenton, 10 Q. B., 26): "That
area of the surface and a space below the surface, any person may enter on the waste land of another
either bounded by vertical planes or hy surfaces in Cornwall, and mark out by four corner bound-
parallel with the dip of the vein. The first was aries a certain area; a written description _f lhe

called a square location (9_,/erd(fe/d) and the sec- land so marked, with metes and hounds, and the
ond an inclined location (gestrecMfe.ld). The pos- name of the person for whose use the proceeding
seseor of an inclined location was generally allowed is taken, is recorded in an immemorial local court,
to work about twenty-one feet (three and one-half called the stannary cou_, and proclaimed at three.
b_r or fathoms) into the hanging wall (roof) of successive courts held at stated intervals: if no)
his vein, and an equal distance into the foot wall objection is successfully made by any other per
(floor), and to extract all ore found within these son, the court awards a writ to the bailiff of the
limits, as well as in the vein proper, which he court to deliver possession of the said bounds or

might follow indefinitely downward (in die ewige tin-work to the bounder, who thereupon has flw ex
teufe). The simple square location was applied elusive right to search for, dig and take to hi_ own
to beds, masses, and even to true veins, when they use all tin and tin ore within the described limits,
dipped not more than fifteen degrees below the paying to the landowner a certain customary pro-
horizontal.- The principle of mining freedom portion of the ore raised, under the name of
took little root in Great Britain; and perhaps the ' toll-tin.' The right descends to executors, and

sole trace of it now remaining is the custom of may be preserved for an indefinite tim% either
"tin-bounding" in Cornwall and Devon. The by actually working and paying toll, or by an-
number of Cornish mining terms which betray a nually renewing the four boundary marks on a
German origin, shows that the enterprising Ger- certain day." The custom in Devonshire', it i,
man miners of the middle ages probably found said, is a freehold interest descending to tlw heir,
their way to that region, and left their m_trk upon and unaccompanied by tbe obligation to p_y any
both institutions and language. There is reason toll to the landowner. It would probably be ht,]d
to believe, however, that the British crown at one void in law, since even the Cornish custom _v_._

time laid claim to all mines. Certainly it has pronounced by Lord Denman, in the ea._e ab_,w
from time immemorial claimed by prerogative all cited, to be sustainable only by actually w_,rkm_

_old and silver, and not until the reign of William and paying toll. Bouuding, he say._, is _ dir_._!
,_nd Mary was the enjoyment of tin, copper, lead interference with the common law right of I,rop-

or iron mines, even though their ores contain in. erty; and a custom, to have such force a_ lha_,
termixtures of the precious metal, secured to the must be not only immemorial but reason_bl_'--a_

subject. The ground of the claim to gold and the custom of holding tin-bounds without _o_l,-
silver was thus quaintly stated from the bencl_ in ing would not be. The prt_ctice ha_ now fa[h,n
the celebrated "case of mines," in the reign of into disuse; but the stannaries court (creawd by
Elizabeth: "The common law, which is founded the consolidation of the _veral stannary c_,u_'.-)
upon reason, appropriates everything to the per. survives, with both common law and equity ju.
sons whom it best suits, as common and trivial risdiction, concurrent with that of the orCh_,,rY
thingstothecommonpeople; thingsofmoreworth courts, inmattersarisingoutofmining. Tlw¢)_lv

to persons of a higher and superior class; and mining legislation of Great Britain at the pw-t_t
things most excellent to persons who excel all day is that which supports a school of _i_ _'-_,
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provides for the collection of mining statistics, to make "concc._sions" of them, _uch concessions

maintains inspectors, and imposes certain regula- to be always temporary only, and the preference
tioas for the order and safety of the miner_, to be given to the landowner, to whom wa_more-

Two statutes (35 and 36Victoria, chaps. 76am177, (*vcr expressly reserved all that part _)f every
1875) contain these mgulations.--The mining laws mineral deposit lying within one hundred feet of

of Austntlia and Canada follow the principh, of tlw ._urface. "l'hest. provisions ammmted nearly
English law, modified by old grants of the crown, tt_ a prohibition of ._(,m,ral mining. The law of
and by the fact that in these colonies large areas 1810 declared, in ae¢.ordance with the Code Na-

of unoccupied public land exist, on which the polcon, that the pr()pcrty in mimu'als goes with
local governments may authorize mining upon thep_opt, rtyin land,but that the _[,vvrnment may
such terms as they may choose. Their le:tses or separate tile two, granting the min(,ra] right, even
sales of mining rights on such land_ .ire simply iu perpetuity, tt) another than _o the landowner.

acts of the landowner under the common law.-- on the simple condition of a tribute paid to the
The new codesof mining law in the Gernmn latter. Mi_e_oulyalesubjecttotheseconditions.

states (beginning with that of Prussia, adoptc,t In thi_ clas_ certain underground wt)rkmgs are
in 1866, which the others more or less closely imi- included ; mi_ticre,_ (opcn works) 'rod carrieres

rate,) express two tendencies: the one, toward a (quarries) "tre left to the landowner. The taxpaid
wider recognition of the rights of the landowner, to the state i, 2 pe_ cent. of the gross product.--
the other, toward awithdrawal of the government The Spanish ordinance of mine_, publi.,.hed in
from undue interference with mining, and a re- 1783, has been sub_tantiall) in force e.ver since in
duction of its burdens of t_Lxation and tribute. Mexico. and was the law in the territories which

The inclined location is no longer granted; and the United St./tcs acquired from Mexico by con-
the miner is confined to the space inclosed by quest and purchasc. It asserls the right of sorer-
vertical planes drawn through his surface bound- eighty over all species of metals, and authorizes
aries. The permi_ion of the landowner is neces- the concession of mining rights f)nly so long as the
sary to preliminary explorations; though he may mine is worked. It is also w,ry full in its direc.

be compelled by the decision of the audmrities to tions as to the manner of miuing, attempting to
give such permission, yet only upon receiving a correct, in tiffs way, the tendency to reckless
bond of indemnity. A mining grant i_ not for- robbery of mines, inevitable under such tcnure.
feitedby ceasing to work it, unless the authorities, The size of claims (invariably "square locations")
for sufficient reason, insist upon the resumption is regulated by the dip of the vein as shawn by a
of work, in which case the grantec has a right shaft thirty feet deep; the length of the claim
of protest and appeal, and six months' grace along the course of the vein bcing 200 yards
The numerous fees, royalties and tithes of former (car(_*) and the width from 100 to a maximum of
times are done away, and in their place a rood- 200 yards, according tothc dip, the smallest width

erate tax is imposed; in &ustria, Saxony and being granted to a chum on a vertical vein, and
Bavaria, a tax on net profits; in Prussia, a tax on the greatest on a vein departing f_)rty-five degrees
the value of the products of 1 per cent. for the or more from the vcrlical 'Phe.-t. measures arc
general treasury of the slate, and 1 per cent. to so calculated tlmt under tlw most frequet_t cir-

cover the expenses of supervision. Iron mines cumstances (the dip varying from forty-fivc de-
are generally, if not universally, free of royalty gzces to sixty degree- from tlw horizontal) thevein
to the state. Benefit societies for miners (knapp. will pass on! of the claim "_t the vertical dcplh of
schaftsvere/ne) are established by law. Bog iron 600 feet, at which depth, the ordin,mce naively
ore; gold nuggets in the soil tin Prussia); gohl remalk.-, it is colnnlon]y much t.xlmu,ted. It
placers (in Bavaria); coal (in Saxony and some nced hardly be eaid that the introdut'ti(,n of steam
other states); iron (in Sil_ia); salt anti saline._ engines and tlw cou,tluclion of (h,ep a(lit, has

(in Hanover); mineral springs and amber (except long since rendered i_po__._ll,h, t. niinc to the depth
in East Prussia and West Prussia, where amber of over 3.000 feet. Tht. taxation (,f Mexican mines

found in the sea or on the beach belon&_ _o the has alway- been heavy, t,_pccially in tl;c form
state) are exceptions to the mininglaw, anti belong of the export tax on bulli()n. Spain did for her
to the landowner. -- A brief notice of the mining western provinces what Cartlmg(, and R[)me had

laws of France will suffice, first, because the done for Spain, and the ,pwit of her lcgi_l:_tion,
mining industry of that country is limited (though the desire to wrin,2 at nmch plunder from the rich
in 1810, when the statute of Napoleon was pro- mines as po,_ihle, ha- lm_ercd il_ the laud. It _s
mulgated, the productive mines of Rhenish Prus- belicved that a mm'_, ]il)er_d treatment of the
sia belonged to France, and these mines were mining induetry, wi_h the xicw t)f attracting and

actually worked according to French law until protecting fo_'eign cat)i_al, will he_eafter obtain.--
1865); secondly, because the French system, an- We art. w)w prepared to (.xplain the history of
like the F_nglish, the German and the Spanish. has tile r,.latmu of our own ,_,(wtu'nment to the i)lllllng
had little to do with the development of our own indu-try. It i, b:tscd entirely upon the c,mmon
mining law. By the decree of 1791, after the l'_w. True, the t,arly Entli-h c(flonial grant_ as-

abo"lition of feudal rights, the mines and mineral sorted some crown ri_ht_ m the nu.tals. Thus
dep_itaof Fraucewere declared tobe the property the great charter of King .Jam_.s it> tim London

of the.aa_n_ and the government was authorized and Plymouth companie., (1606) provided that
107 VOL. II.-- 54
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one-fifth of the gold and silver, and one-fifteenth States, by paying $5 per acre, and provided for
of the copper, which might be discovered, should public and private sales at the same price. The
belong to the crown. But long before the revo- act of March 1, 1847, ordered the sale of the cop-
lution, the right of landowners to all minerals be- per mines in the state of Michigan, after a geolog-
neath the surface appears to have been recognized, icai survey; precedence to be given to lessees of
Before the adoption of tim federal constitution, tile government, who need pay but $2.50 per acre,
the confederate congress, in prescribing a form of the minimum at public sales being $5. The act
grant or patent for lands in the western territory, of March 3, 1849, or&_anizing tile department of
reserved "one-third part of all gold, silver, lead the interior, transferred to it the powers exercised
and copper mines within the same for future sale under the preceding act by the treasury, and still
or disposition." It was not, however, until the earlier by the war department, with regard to the
acquisition of the lead regions of the upper Mis- mines of the United States. Tl_e act of Sept 26,
sissippi, under the Louisiana treaty with France, 1850, repealed the acts of 1847, and placed the
in 1803, that the question assumed practical ira- mineral lands within the districts referred to on
portance. Under the power given by the consti- the same footing, as to sale, private entry, and
tution to congress to dispose of the public lands, pre-emption, as other public lands of the United
the lead mines were reserved from sale, and in States, saving the rights of the lessees.- The
1807 the president was authorized to lease them application of the policy of sale to the public
for not more than five years. Thc policy of re- mineral lands west of the Missouri encountered
serving from the operations of ordinary grants of peculiar embarrassments, arising from two main
public land mineral lands and lands containing causes. Large portions of this territory were ac-
known salines or mines, has continued to the quired from Mexico; and the United State,, in
present time, and is incorporated in all the formal assuming m)vereignty, assumed also, it was held.
statutes relating to the subject. It is heht, how- the ownership of the metals which pertained to
ever, that land not officially set apart as "rain sovereignty under the Spanish ordinances. In
eral," and not known to contain salines or mineral the ca.se of existing Spanish agricultural .grants,
deposits, being once conveyed by the government not expressly conveying the mineral right, that
to a private purclmser or settler, all subsequently right would thus belong to the United States, not
discovered mineral deposits belong to him. The to the grantees. But our courts finally held that
attempt to lease the mines on the public domain, when such a grant was confirmed by a United
shown in the act of 1807 above mentioned, was States patent, the mineral right was thereby con-
the first and last experiment of our government veyed to the grantee, whether it had been origi-
in that direction. The leases covered tracts at nally so conveyed to him by the grant or not,
first three miles square (afterward reduced to one because the United States patent gives a full title
mile) and bound the lessees to work the mines in fee according to the common law. By this
with due diligence, and return to the United decision a great source of difficulty was removed.
States 6 per cent. of the o_'esobtained. The first although certain evils resulted from the a_.quisi-
leases were not issued until 1822, and theproduct tion in this way, by agricultural grantees, of
did not become considerable until 1826, when it much larger areas of mineral land than c_uld
began to increase rapidly. After 1834, however, have been acquired under the ordin'uT opel ati_n¢
in consequence of the immense number of illegal of our laws. A second and more extensive diffi-
entries of mineral lands at the Wisconsin land eulty in disposing of the mineral lands in the
office, the miners and smelters refund to pay Rocky mountains and on the ]Pacific slope aro._e
rents any longer, and the government was unable from the fact that, under the excitement begin
to collect them. Meanwhile, by a forced con- ning with the discovery of gold in California. and
struetion (afterward declared invalid) of the act continuing as a motive power ever since, popula-
for leasing the lead mines, hundreds of leases tion rushed into these regions in advance of tile
were granted to speculators in the Lake Superior public surveys, indispensable to an orderly sale
copper region, where a wild excitement prevailed of the lands. The government was taken by ._L_-
from 1843 to 1846. In the latter year, thebubble prise; and for nearly twenty years it permilted
burst; the issue of permits and leases was sus- miners to enter upon the public lauds, dig aml

pended as illegal ; and in acts passed in 1846 and carry away gold, silver, copper, quicksilw'r ,_t_d
1847 the policy of selling the mineral lands out- other valuable minerals, without attemp_i_g w
right was adopted by the government. The act assert its dominant ownership, k system el l,_--
of July 11, 1846, authorized the sale of the re- sessory titles, good as against all claimant._ cx_t'p_
served mineral lauds in the states of Illinois and the United States, grew up under local cusl,ms
Arkansas, and the territories of Wisconsin and and regulations, which the subsequent leg_l'_lit_n
Iowa, at an increased rate of $1.25 per acre, as a of congress recognized, as a matter of teml,.t,_rY
minimum, but still reserved them from pre-emp- policy, to a mischievous extent.--The tir-t mn_-
tion. The act of March 3. 1847, creating the ing on the Pacific coast after the acquisit_,,t_ of
Chippewa land district in Wisconsin territory, the region by the United States, was the ",AL_lc!_"
ordered a geological survey, granted pre-emption and "placer" mining for gold in Californi:_. (it
to parties in possession of lead mines by occupa_ is difficult to fix exactly the dates of the begiL_-
tiou from discovery, or by lease under the United nings of mining in the di_erent territories. The
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_ollowing list is approximately correct: The re- lowed this system or chaos of local customs to ex-
_liscovery of gold in California--previouslyknown xst for many years. The miners on the public
_o hunters, Indians and Jesuit missionaries--took lands were technically trespassers; yet by a series

place in 1848. Gold mining began practically iu of decisions in the state courts, and finally in the
Arizona in 1850, in Oregon in 1852, in Colorado United Stales _upreme ,'ourt (3 Wallace, 97), it
in 1859, in Idaho and Montana in 1860. Quick- was held that their po._scssory rights, as against
silver mining on a regular scale began at New all clainmnts except the United States, were capa-
Almaden, California, about 1851. Hydraulic ble of being transferred, taxed, and valued in

mining began in California about 1853. The money. Finally, an act of ('ong_ess (July 07,
mining of silver ore from the Comstock lode, in 1865,) declared that actions for the recovery of
Nevada, in the neighborhood of earlier gold dig- mining claims should nc)t be affected by the par-
gings, began about 1858.)-- The placer miners of amount title of the United States, but shnuld be
California early adopted local rules with reference judged according to the law of possession. The
to the size of their claims, and the use of the prin(.iple w,_s recognized again in the act of May
"_-ater necessary to work them. Since the coun- 5, 1866. concerning the boundaries of £Nevada, in
try was swarming with eager adventurers, it was which the possessor)" titles of citizcfis holding
natural that actual occupation should be recog- mining claims were recognized, with a distinct
_izcd as necessary to maintain title, and that proviso that they shouhl not bc considered as

abandonment should work forfeiture in favor of titles in fee. The act of July 25, 1866, granting
some new comer. As to the size of claims, they the right of way and other important privileges
were usually restricted according to the nature to the Sutro tunnel (draining the Comstoek lode

,of the deposit, as a"gulch," "creek," "bar," or in Nevada). excepted from its grants that lode
"fiat" digging, etc. In gulche_s and crccks, how- and all others then in actual possession of other

,ever, it was common to grant to each claimant a persons, unle-s the same should be abandoned or

certain number of linear feet along the stream by forfeited under local laws It also provided--
the whole width, whatever it might be. When thc first and last instance of thc kind in our fed-
the miners proccedcd, by an easy transition, to ertd legislatmn--that themincs "drained, benefit-
"quartz mining," i. e., to the development of the cd or developed by the tunnel" should be subject

_tuartz veins which they had discovered as the to cert_dr_ paymenl_ iu return. Tlnsgeneral prin-
sources of the accumulated wealth of the placers, cil)le is f,)und in Spanish ordinances (Tit. X, Art.
they carried over to this new industry such of 3), which provide for rewards and royalties tv the
theplacer rules as theycould conveniently apply, conslruetors of adits, or for the assessment of
and, in particular, the two above mentioned, of mines benefited thcrcby, in the proportion of the
necessary continuous occupation and of a single benefit derived, to pay the expense of such con-
definite dimension of claim. Very likely there struc_ion. A similar fc_,ture is fouud in the Ger-
were among them German miners who remem- man (:()des. The act of July '26, 1866, was the
bored thege_recktfe, ld of their fathcrl'md. At all first general law on tlw subject of the mines on

events, it was this, and not the square location tJf the public lauds. It dc(:h_red (See. 1), that the
Mexico, that was generally adopted in the quartz min,:ral lands, surveyed or unsurvcycd, were open
mining camps, and has been incorporated into to exploration and o('cupation hy all citizens or
the federal statutes. The principle of recording those who had d(,clared their inteution to l)ccome
claims, and deciding conflicts in favor of priority citizcn_, subject to such regulations as might lie
of record, is another feature of the American l)rcscribed by law, "and subject, also, to the local
mining customs, as of all German mining codes, customs or lules of miners in _he ,_everat mining
-- Unfortunately, there was no uniformity in the di_tri(:ts, _o far as the same may not bc in conflict
customs of different localities. The inhabitants with the la_xs of the United Slates"; (Sec 2), that

,of a certain district held a mass meeting, declared any person or association claiming a veto or lode

the boundaries of their district as they chose (usu- of quartz (_r other rock in place, bearing gold,
_ly not encroaching on any other already estab- silver, cinnab'_r or copper, lmving expended there-
lished, unless by way of division of a district on not less than $1.000. and having a good
found to be inconveniently large), fixed the size possesso,'y right under the h)cal laws or cus-

of claims and the amount of work necessary to toms, might file a diagram, conforming in di-

hold them, elected a recorder, and adjourned--to mensions to the said cu_votus. "enter such tract
meet again and alter their laws if they should sec and receiw_- a patent therefor, granting such
fit. Often the first settlers (three men have been ' mine, together with a right to follow such vein
known to hold a mass meeting, and thus fix the or lode with its dips, angles and variations to
limits and laws of a new district) arranged mat- any del)th, although it may enl(.r the land ad-

ters more liberally for themselves than for the i joining, _hi,'h laud adjoining shall bc _-()1(1sub-
hundreds who rushed in afterward; and with the ice! to _his c,)udition"; (Scc. 3), tlmt lhe applica-
larger population there came the imperative re- 'tion and di:Lgram should be l)(_stc(t and salver-

form. The records were, in many places, care- ', tised for ninety (la)s, to pcl'n}it Lhe presentation
lessly kept. laying the foundation for much liti- I of adverse claim_-, after which (there b_,ing no ad-
gation and opening the door to fraud. --As has : verse claim<_ the sulvey should be made, c,*vering
been remarked, the United States passively al- ] one lode only, and the p.llcnt issued on payment
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of $5 per acre and costs; (See. 4), that the survey middle of the vein at the surface the maximum,
might be varied from the rectangular form to and 25 feet on each side the minimum, width;
suit the circumstances and local customs, but "no that no location should be made before the di._-

]ovation hereafter made shall exceed 200 feet jn covery of the vein within the limits of the claim

length along the vein for each locator, with an (abolishing the custom of locatiug so-called "ex-
additional claim for discovery to the discoverer tensions" of neighboring mines); that ttw end
of the lode, with the right to follow such vein to lines of each claim should be parallel. It declared

any depth, together with a reasonable quantity (Sec. 3, or Rcv. Stat., Sec. 2322)that all lodeloeat-
of surface for the convenient working of the ors in good standing under local regulations not

same, as fixed by local rules," and "no person in conflict with United States laws, should " lmve
may make more than one location on the same the exclusive right of possession and enjoyment
lode, and not more than 3,000 feet shall be taken of all the surface included within the lines ,f
in any one claim by any association of persons "; their locations, and of all veins, lodes and h_d_+s
(Sec. 5), that local legislatures might provide rules [these terms are synonymous] throughout their _+t_-
for working, "involving drainage, easements and tire depth, the top or apex of which lies inside of
other necessary means "; (See. 6), that the appear- such surface lines extended downward vertically.
ance of adverse claims should cause a stay of although such veins, lodes or ledges may so far
proceeding for patent, until these had been set- depart from a perpendicular in thvir cou_e

tied by the courts. The remaining sections refer downward as to extend outside the vertica, side
to additional land districts, rights of way for lincsof such surface Iocations," but that this ri_ht
roads and ditches, the use of water (determined of possession outside the location shouht bc c+_n

by priority of possession for mining, agricultural fined between vertical planes extending through
or other purposes), and the rights of settlers upon the end lines of the location, and should not au-
ag-ricultural lands under the pre-emption and thorize the owner to enter upon the sm'facc of a
homestead laws.- The act of July 9, 1870, pro- claim owned or possessed by another. It pre-
vided for similar proceedings as to "placers," scribed (Sec. 5, or Rev. Star., Sec. 2324) that loea-
(" including all forms of deposit excepting veins tions and records should be made in a certain way.
of quartz or other rock in place"), such claims not and that on all claims located after the date of the
to exceed 160 acres for each person or association, act, $100 worth of labor should be performed an-
and to be sold at $2.50 per acre.--The act of nually as the condition of possessory title, until
186(} proved defective in practice, not only as to patents should be taken. On claims located be
certain administrative details, but also in three fore the act, $10 worth of labor for each one

important particulars: it covered mines of gold, hundi'ed feet along the vein was required annual-
silver, cinnabar and copper only; it left too much ly to maintain title. The time for thefir_t ammal
latitude to the mining customs, to whichit never- expenditure on this cla_s of claims was subs_'-
theless gave the full rank of law; and it was ob- quently extended (act of March 1, 1873) to June
scure as to the nature of the title conferred by the 10, 1874, and again (act of June 6. 1874_ to June

patents granted under it. The last point requires 10, 1875. These concessions relieved iadi_idu_tl
a brief further explanation. The terms "tract," cases of hardship, but served to prolong f_+r._,*mc

"patent," "land adjoiningshall be sold," etc., and years the mischievous practice, under local ca-
the provision for payment by the acre, all pointed toms and rules contrived for the purpose. _f h,,Id-
to a title in fee; but the usage of miners, the ing large numbers of claims without either x_¢,_l,
comlitions of such localities as Virginia City, Ne- ing or purchasing them. Since 1875this pra_'tit'u
vada, (where a large town had been built, and is extinct; the annual work (called by our _t.-'
town lots were daily bought and sold, on the ern miners "assessment work") required by thu

land comprising the Comstock vein outcrop), and United States law making it too eXl_et]._ive"_
finally, in accordance with these bJfiuences, the speculation. -- Thus, by a lo_g and irr_.z_t].t;
construction of the statute by the highest courts course, the mining law has reached a fo_m t_u

(overruling in some instances contrary decisions precedented as a whole in history, yet re._rmb,l'.:
below), settled the title to apply to the vein only, in details here and there some featurc._ still m:,_tt
with the surface as an easement for convenient tained, or already discarded, by foreign n;_tl_,t_-
working. Entering upon the surface of anoth- It grants to locators, andthe United State_ 1,:_I''!1:
er's patented claim, to explore for veins alleged to to mineral land confirms, a peculiar right. _ _,)_!*
be other than the vein named in the patent, was may be summed up as the ordinary comm-t_ J.,_

therefore no trespass. -- The act of May 10, 1872, right to the surface and all beneath it, ],l,_, ._ ,' t
now incorporated in the revised statutes, corrected tain addition and minu_ a certain deducti,,_t-_l,"
the three defects above named, as well as others addition being the right of the locator t_ f,l"<,_,
less important. It extended (Sec. 2, or Rev. Stat., veins of which his land contains the apex. ,I,,_
Sec. 2320) the privileges of location to lodesbear- ward, between the end planes of his lo_.._t) :,.
ing gohl, silver, cinnabar, lead, tin, copper or into his neighbor's land; and the; dedt_, _:"_)
other valuable deposits. It overruled in some being a similar right possessed by the ._dj,,_t_,r.':

particulars the local customs, providing (See. 2) neighbor. The meaning of the terms "vci_. ],'_h'
"that 1,500 feet should be the maximum length of or ledge," "top or apex," etc., which the !_w
'a mining claim, 800 feet on each side of the does not define, has been more or less coml't_'tcly
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_ettled by the courts. By the act of February 18, l'ior and war departments. There is now a per-
1878, deposits of iron or coal are excepted fl'om ceptible tendency, on the part especially of those
the act of 1872, a_ are all the public mineral lands stales which have done the least, to develop their
in Michigan, Wisconsiu and Minnesota. The act own resources and industries, to extend the
of May 5, 1876, excepts also Missouri dud Kansas. national geological and statistical work, hereto-
A separate act (bfarch 3, 1873, Rev. Stat., Sec. forc confined chiefly to the national land% into

2347-2352) provides for the pre-emption, entry I the state¢. The surrender of state sovereignty,
;uM purchase of coal lands, 160 acres by all imh- when it comes in the form of a dclive,'ance from
w(hml, or 320 (or under certain conditions 640) state responsibility and expense, seems to have no

;,cres by an association, at a minimum price of Icrrors, even for the sternest opponents of een-
$10 per acre for lands more, and $20 per acre for tralizatinn. -- The police regulation of mining
hinds less, than fifteen miles from a coml)letcd Ol)crations is, in the United States, confined to
railroad. Under the_ provisions, speculation in the protection of the lives of workmen, and does
,coal lands by the parties engaged in buihliu.,.: not extend to the prevention of waste or the
railroads in Colorado, Utah, Montanaand Arizona securing of permaneuce, in miuing. It is exer-
ts now active. That the United States mininglaw ciscd, if at all, by slate and local authorities only.

is in many respec.ts still defective can scarcely be -- Hon. A. S. th,witt, in a pre¢idential address
denied. The large amount of costly litigation befm'ethc American instituteof mining engineers,
under this system, as compared with the almost in June, 1876, gives a table, prepared hy tile
total absence of mining litigation proper in the writer, showing the production of leading metals
older states, umlcr the commou law system, is a and minerals in the United States during the first

_triking and unanswerable fact. In 1879 aspecial century of n,ltional independence. The follow-
public land commission, consisting of th(: (.otn- ing table has been constructed from that, hy con-
missioner of the general land office, tilt, director [ densation, correction and addition, hringing it to

,of the geological survey, and three civilians ap- thecnd of 1881. It claims atq)roximate accuracy
pointed by the president, was authorized hy con ' tufty, but may serve t() show the growth of the
gress to consider the whole question of the land mining industry of the ('ounlry.
laws, surveys, etc. This colnnli.%._ion, consisting r_mvccr OF LEADING MINERAL._ IN TIIE UNITED SThTI_8.

of J. A. Williamson, commissioner, etc., Clarence ........ --- -

King, director, etc., and Mesars. Thomas Donald- . _ _ _ =g _.
son, A. T. British. and J. W. Powell, made an _ =z

,, _ _ -_elaborate preliminary report" in February, _ I Eg I_ _ ._I _ - 6_'-_ "_-
1880, including a large amount of testimony, anti _: ' _': *- -" _:-

the draft of a newland code recommended to _ = _'_ ,_ -_ __ " "
-

congress. As regards the mineral lands, its most _"
important features are the final abolition of rain- 1776 /to ', .,'_,,279 10.q61 ',3ftl 6 49 175,000 ..............

ing distrmts and district officers, the sweeping 1_.;'2.,_ ' , '

adoption of "square locations," i. e., the ordinary lV,52 _.7"-5', rm7.23la _ ,,) c,0,0o0' ......" 11453 ' 53_1 ! _" 15 2 _ 65.0(I_ ..............

common law system now obtaining in tile ohter 18 4, t;.slTI ¢_ la 2 ao o_.o_1,.............
7,684 1t 3 ?;_ 55,000

states, and certain provisions temling to force ts55. - .............
1_56 ' 8 0(_ 7S9 14 4 &q :'_),(lO0 ',....... , .......

possessory ownmrs to become purchasers withiu a I_,5; 7.,;'c, 713 14 5 L2s 55.000 ...............

reasonable period. No legislative action has liven 1san 7._ ] ¢_, ,4 _ :;l ,'_.(_0 ..... : ....
taken; and it is doubtful whether the prejudice_ 1,_;,_'_'_) I 9m_.q,.t_l;,SelTr'_1t14 .5 _3m4t;.(_r_"'_x_v_)_)_i rx_0s
of the mining communities will permit so radical l_n :*As7' 6:_3 _a _' ' a_ aa.[_0 _ _.0oo. _ 11_

• lg62 9 1_.'6! 703 14 9 42 89,X_)il I 4.50() 3,(157
a change. Tile committee's report and aecom- 1N,3' lO,9531 84t) 11 (i .11 40,ilth} s,500 2.611

panying documents will remain, however, a lS(U', 11.631 1.014 _4 7 47 4(;,100 11_ I 2.116
18_5 ' 10,TN_;, _2

treasury of information on this suhjcct.--Onc 1_,_), 14.:_41 1..:o* 14 _ .1_ _.._ re.as ' a,hys' -17 51 70o 13.:,:)0 8 ,M7
means for eucouraging tile miuing industry ha_ if_tff' 11.34bi 1,.'_15 14" 1868 15 810 _ 1.-131 , 15 .q 4_ 41_.(_t 12 000 3.71fi

been employed hy all civilized govertunents, lS_;9, 16..3761 1 711 11. 1, 3t 49,.,-:g_1 1._,_ii_) 4,,215

namely_ the collection and publication of mining 187o, 17,_, l,_gh 16 1:1 30 .r_l.O(_3 l_.(ff_) 5,fi5:11871 1.,880 1.;(_ i IS 13 '¢2 4351i0 22 (100 5.TA.5

statistics. In this country the several states have ls;2 ! 22,1_4 ,2._,_) _s r2.3,2 3_,.(_) e:,.7._,0 t;._,a
performed the work most irregularly. Penn- 1874 ', _2,,'St 2 5bl I 47 16 2_ 35 iI_(_ 31; 500 il g79" lgTl ' 21.667 2,4Ol 53 18 ' :.-_ :_;b{_.11 ' 32,9{R) 10.910

sylvania, New Jersey, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, is;:,, a_,_4._' 2At,*. :,s m i :,0 3a,4t_) .tl.o_ s,Tm
Nevada, California, and perhaps some other lS76 19.0(_,), 1_:*, _,_ _a I 7-, 44.a_.* 41 :_),, s,_2

1.%7 I 21 :,"2.'_ '211t;7 75 lq , 79 .15.3(g1 46 fl75 13,h%

states, at presettt keel) up more or less complete }STS ls,_¢ ol 2 ;_ll b3 19 _ 410(0 -t_) II_Kt 15.165

statistical bureaus. The federal government be- ." 1S,_)1"_79'24:27'_"25941"3.8&'_2'712:ts_'l_l9.0!,:25_) :423415.._Mn4tl:__1_5(;24'),419'742.~',_9"

gan bydoing it very imperfectly in thc census _,_t 2s.:o, 4_ m5 a_ :,'* alST0 _5.0,s _,,_
and in the statistical bureau of the treasury; then, :--- "............
more carefully, for the public lauds in and west ' -- rl'he following tabh' i., intended to -h.w thegen-
of the lh)cky mountains, through special eommis- ] oral eMen! of the mining industries of 111('princi-

sioners reporting to the secretary of the treasury i pal Europcan states. It is mostly from official
(1.866-76); thnn through the reports of the director

the mint at Washington and of the various ] * The tom in thi, table _'_ _h(' _ros- ton of 2.5_,0 polmd_
of

' a_,l-,lrdllpol._ Tilt' fla-_k ol qulek_d_er l_ 761._ |)Olllld_, _*,OIr

_phical aud geological surveys of the inte- ': dupois The barrel of pctrolctun _.-4'2gallon.-,.
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sources, and gives the product of the year 1879. ores which are exported from certain countries.
The units employed are, for evelTthing but gold Tile export of iron ore from Spain was, in 1879,
and silver, metric tons of 1,000 kilogrammes, about 2,700,000 tons; and several hundred tl_()u
equal to 2,205 pounds avoirdupois, nearly; for sand tons were exported from Algiers. Chili ex-

gold and silver, kilogrammes (one kilogramme ported, in 1879, 49.390 tons of copper, of which 80
equals2,679pounds or32,151 ouacesTroy). With per cent. was in bars and ingots, 17_: per cent. ia
the exception of coal and salt, tile table represents regulus, and 2_ per cent. in ores. Ausmflia pro
the product of metallurgical rather than mining duced, in 1879, 8,133 tons of tin, and Baaca and
industlT, and does notrecord, therefore, thecrude Billiton about 10,000 tons.

PRLNCIPAL MINERAL PRODUCTS OF LEADING EUROPEAN STATES IN 1879.

PRODUCTS, nrttamGreat France. Belgium. i Italy.* _pire. !

__ _ , [.... l---
coal, (metric tons)136,1_,360 16 576,854]15,447,29_ 7no _,025._87 _,,_8_ ]674.(_9 12_,104 3,218,661I......Lignite, " . .......... b27,_31 .......... 190,000 11,445,0_ 7.9_,_.5 [967,510 [......................

]Pig Iron, " 6,091(262 1.878,_9 ] 453,371 1%000 2,2-26.588 285._9 ]118.8-_1 342,547
Lead, " 52,438 _"15,000 [ 7,961 i 10,000 86 966 _. 9,181 ] 1.i467 [ _ ....

Copper, " 8,517 ...................... 400 i 10,4_0 _ ] 1.086 ] 8;3 : 3,4_3 t _R),883

Ti_, " 9,_4....................................... ,mI............. i_.. ,;5,:.I.:.:.::Zinc. " 5,643 14,467 [ 82,8_/ ; ....... 96,757 8,280 .............
Quicksilver, " ............................... i 109 ......... 429 23 ...... 1,5'.'7,

Sliver, (kilograrames) 10,41'73..................... _5.ooo:_7.m,_ 17] =,194] _ ++,1_,IGold_ " . ..................... ,.......... 100 467 ......i

* Average for five years, 1_75-9. "t E_timatcd. +. lncludmg litharge. A_erage of three years" report,-, 1_78-_0.

The omissions in the above table do not alway_ indicate a complete absence of product. They are sometimc_ due
to the absence of returns. But it is believed that in all such instances the amount is _rifling.

--The following miscellaneous statistics may also MetaJlic WealZh of the _D,ifed States, Plliladell)hia,
be of interest in this connection. The production 18r_; J. A. Rockwell's Compilation of 8pa_i._A m,_
of lead in 1881 is estimated (in metric tons) as Mexican Law in Relation to Mi_ws, etc., New Tm'k.
follows: Spain, 120,000; Germany, 90,000; En- 1851--there is a larger work on the snbjeet by
gland, 67,000; France, 15,000; Italy, 10.000; Bel- Gen. H. W. tIalleck; Gregory Yale's Legal Td:rs
glum, 9,000; Greece, 8,000; Austria, 6,000; Rus- to Mining Claims a_d Water Rights in Cakt'_,',[,_,
sin, 1,500; United States, 110,000; total, 436,500; Sau Francisco, 1867; the Reports of tile Umt,'d
which is nearly the whole ascertainable product States Commissioner of Mining Statistics. Wash
of this metal in the world--that of A._ia being ington, 1867-76 ; the Reports of the wui,u-
unknown, and that of Australia and South Amcr- United States Geological Surveys, and of the Di-
icainsignificant. The European product of spel- rector of the Mint; George A. Blaneh;ud and
tcr (metallic zinc) for 1880 m estimated (in metric Edward P. Weeks' Law of Mines, Mi_,.r,:; and
tons) _m follows : Germany, 99,405 ; Belgium 3[inin_ Water.Rh./h_, San Francisco, 1877; lh.nry
65.000; England, 22,000; France, 13.715; Austri-t, N. Copp's UniiedStatesMini,g .Deci.si_,_._.Wa-h-
Poland, etc., 3,200; total, 203,330. GreatBritain ington, 1874, U_lited 8ta_esMbwral f, altds. Wa.-h-

produced, in 1881, about 10,000 metric tons of tin; ington, 1881, and Land Ow_,er, Washin-lon.
Australia and Tasmania, 12,000; and Banes and monthly; the Report of the Public Lands Com-

Billiton, ll,000.--BrBLIOGR_'HY. Thcfoltowing mission, Washington, 1880; Hon. A. S. lle_xttt'_
works may be consulted with profit on the subject A Ce_tury of Mining and Metalb_rg_/ i_ tl, e _3,,'hd
of this article: Classic authors, particularly ,_tates, Trans. Am. Inst. of Mining Engineer,,
Strubo, Pliny and Diodorus; Dr. J. F. Rcite- pal. v., Easton, Pa., 1877. Several parlia nentarv

meir's Geschichte des Bvrgbaues und tI_ttenwesens "Iflue-books" contain much information as to the
bei den Al_en V6lk2rn, Gottiegcn, 1785; Count administration of mines in Great Britain. The
Kaspar Sternberg's GescMchte des 13epgbaues und writer's views on the United States mining law in
der Berggesetzgebun9 des K_nigreiH_ B_hmen, its different stages will be found more at h'uzth

Prague, 1838--this work contains the full text of in the successive Reports of the Commia_ioncq ,'t'
the oldest German mining code, that of Iglau; MiningStatistics; a communication tothe p.bh,

the Journal f_r Bergrecht, Bonn, monthly; the Lands Commission, appended to its rep, rt. ,t
Annales de_ Mines, Paris, monthly; Councillor paper on the Eurelca.Richmond _se, Tra_- .\m
:R. Klostermann's .Das Preussisel_ ]_rggesetz, also Inst. of Mining Engineers, pal. vi, 1.<7_. ,m'
the editions and commentaries of Oppenheim the files of the Engineering and MiMing .l,,,,r
and Huysson; the codes and commentaries of hal, :New York, weekly. The above li:t sigh,

Hesse, :Nassau, Saxony, etc. ; the German Cy- be indefinitely extended, particularly a_- t,, I._-
eiop_edias of Zedler, Halle, 1733, Meyer and eign authorities; but the works named xxill be
Brockhaus, Leipzig, 1877, and later--articles found to contain abundant further rrfcrrucc_
.Be_ybau, Bergrecht, Bergherr, etc.; R. P. Gollier's for those who desire to pursue the subject
Treatise on the £aw Rd_ing to Mines, London, still more widely or deeply.
1849, Philadelphia, 1853; Prof. J. D. Whitney's R.W.R._v)[o._D.
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MINISTRY, the body of officers of state who and chief secretary for Ireland, have or have not
compose the executive government of a sovereign scats in the cabinet, according to circumstances.
or supreme ruler of a kingdom or empire -- Form- It depends, in every case, upon the position of
erly, and as lately as the reign of Charle._ I., under the minister in the ranks of statesmanship, and,
the English system of government, the king's t(, some extent, tm tile importance of the measures
privy council constituted his executive advisers, affecting hit departnn.nt which the prime mini¢-
This council existed at a very early peri()d of En- ter inten(t¢ to propo._e for legi_lation. -- There
glish history. At first it was a small committee, are many mq)ottam olIic_,rs of the government
chosen by the king from the parliament, then who do not posses_ seats in the cabinet, to wit.

called the "great council," and was possessed of the attorney gcm;ral and solicitor general for En-
much power, a part of which was the right to gland; 1lie lord adv,Jcate and solicitor gencral h)r
inquire into all offenses against the state, and to Scotland; the lord lieutenant, attorney general
commit offenders for trial before the proper and solicitor gcncral for Ireland; the first corn-
courts of taw. It was composed of the ehanc(,l- mi_ioner of works, the lord chamberlain, and
lor. the treasurer, the justice of either bench, the others. The l)rime minister sometimes holds the

escheator, the sergeants, some of the principal chancellorship of the exchequer in addition to the
clerks of chancery, and some bishops, earls and office of first lord of the tre'lsury. -- Cabinet
barons, nominated by the king. This court has meetings are u_ually heht on the summon._ of any
long ceased to exercise the function of advising member of the mini._try; their proceedings are
the king on matters pertaining to the executive ._ecrct, and no record is preserved. Each measure
government, having grown too cumbrous for such relating to the I)ublic s,_rvicc iv committed for
practical work. A smaller body, called the cah- acti(m to the head of the depart,nent to which it
inct, composed of from cleven to seventeen of properly belongs. Wlw members of the govern-
the leading members of the ministry in power, mcnt have seats in parliament, anti the prime
has taken its place. Tills committee of the rain- minister endeavors, in forming lfis ministry, so to

istry, or cabinet, is merely a deliberative b(,dy; distribute tile great ()ffices of state, that when a
yet eminent public men have claimed for it, un- principal secretary lms a seat in one house, the
der the British constitution, a defined and ac- umh,r ,_e('retary shall be a member of the other.
knowledged power for carrying on the exccu- It is the custom for ministers to make peri()dic
live government of the country. Its members, as statements in parliament concernin?_., the busines.s
a body, have no power to issue orders or procla- of their departments, and they may at any time
mations, but all the weighty measures that call be called up¢m to explain th(,il'conduct. (See Is-
for the attention of the government, relating to TERPELL.VI'ION.)-- Umlcr the Briti,h constitution
the interests of the people, both at home and the sovereign is not heht personally responsible
abroad, are considered by the cabinet, who detcr- for the acts of the government, no matter how
mine what legislatmn shall be initiated by the disastrous they may be to the interesls of the
ministry of which they arc the principal mere- country. That re.-ponsibi[ity rests with the min-
bers. -- At the head of the ministry is the premier ' istry, which ()riginate_ nearly all tile great meas-
or prime minister, called first lord of the treasury, ures that I)ceon_,, law, and is therefore sponsor
to whom isentrusted the selection of his a_sociates for their beneficial al)I)lw_tion and result. The

in the ministry and the subordinate members of . govermnent of England being in part represent-
the government. IIe is generally a statesman of ,ative, the will of the peol)le is indicated by par.
great national prominence, and the leader of his ! liamentary m_,jorities. The executive govern-
political party. As lit is ordinarily called by tim ment is pre_um(,d t(*reprcsent the popular will,
sovereign to the position of chief of the gov- therefore the ministry and the popula," house of
ernment on account of the triumph of his politi- parliament mu._l accord in ,,pinion; and if they
ell party on some measure of great public in- do not ,lc(,(w(l, or if a ministry do(,s not pos-(._,_
terest, he selects his associates in the govern- the confidence of the hou.-e of commtms, a want

ment from among leading men of his own party, smnctimes ('xl)r(_sscd by a vote of centre,', either
so that his administration may co,florin to the the prime minister (tis._olves l)arham('n! and at)-
will of the popular majority, as represented by peals t_) the c¢)unt,y or the mi,_i_try (-,.a_,,s to ex-
a majority in the house of commons. IIc him- i_t. In the latter (.as_' each membt.r rcqgus ira-

self is placed in the executive branch of the :i mediately, and a m,w g,wernm,.nt is f,)t'med by

government a.s the first lord of the treasury, and _ thc apl)ointment "f a m_w prime mitd.-ter, wh(,
its other necessary heads are the lord chancel- . proceeds t(, form _ new ministry by direction of

Ior, the chancellor of the exchequer, the score- i the ._ovcreign. It i_ true that thc sovereign l)O.'--
taries of state for home, foreign, colonial and In- i sesses !he pow(,r to distal-- hi._ ministers when.
dian affairs, the secretary for _ar, the h)rd prcsi- ! ever th(._ cease to (.onunand hi._ confi(lence, btlt
dent of the council, the lord of the privy ._eal, and ', hc seldo_n cx(q'ci...e- !hi- power, a_ such a ,.hange
the first lord of the admiralty. Ministersholding . woul(t I)e u-,qess without the support of the
the offices of president of the board of trade, pres- hou-e ,)f comm(m-, wh,,, by rcfu-i_g their sup-
ident of the poor-law board, vice-president of the p[)rl ,.,uld m :_ tneatur(' ,I,,_tr,)y the fmwtious of
COmmittee of council on education, postmaster governing, n!. l'a,'lia,nent is ,omctim('_ (lissolvt'd

g_neral, chancellor of the duchy of Lancaster, and tlw mini.-t,'y dismissed by the _ovcrcign, and
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an appeal made' to the country, to which a re- of ministry.- The resignation of them{nistry oe-
spouse is given in the political complexion of tile curs almost invariably upon a disagreement with
succeeding house of commons. By this means the house of commons on some public measure,
the crown ntay temporarily overcome the pat'lia- or upon a vote of "want of confidence." There

mentary will. This course, however, is seldom have been many ministerial resignations of a
pursued by the sovereign, as at best the victory notable character, but space forbids an extended

would be ephemeral. As the result of such an review. The resignation of the duke of Welling-
arbitrary nct, an unfriendly parliament would tou, Nov. 16, 1830, was memorable for the advent

doubtless be elected, and the ministry and govern- of the celebrated reform ministry of Earl Grey.
,uent stand as in the beginning. Sometimes it This leader introduced at different sessions three
m-_y become necessary for the public interests that reform bills, each of which was rejected by the
parliament should be dissolved, and an appeal be house of lords, or nullified by amendments. On
made to tile people by sending the members of the rejection of the third measure by tile house
the house of commons hack to their constituency of lords, the bill having passed the house of
to be judged for their work. Were this power commons by a large majority, the ministry of
not vested in the sovereign there might be a Earl Grey resigned. This act was followed by a
danger of destroying the proper balance of the week of intense excitement, when the govern-
constitution, so necessary in a mixed form of ment resumed office, on the king granting them
government, by parliament becoming permanent, full powers to c,'cate a sufficient number of peers
repealing the act of 1 Geo. I., c. 38, which limLts to overcome the adverse majority in the lords.
the session to seven years, and assuming tdl the The Melbourne ministry followed, and resigned
functions of government; an example of which in 18,M. Sir Robert Peel succeeded, and resigned

is to be found i,L the long parliament, which in 1835. The Melbourne ministry again came
Charles I. consented sh<_nld not be dissolved until into power, and resigned in 1841, upon a vote of
it dissolved itself.-- When a ministry resigns on "want of confidence." Sir Robert Peel came
account of differences between itself and parlia- again into office, and again retired in 1846, having

ment, all the adherents of the ministry holding been defeated on the "Irish protection of life
political office resign with it, and also the great bill," _ving place to a whig administration under

officers of the court, and those of tile royal Lord John Russell, who resigned in 1852. Lord
household who have seats in parliament, in Derby then became prime minister, but alroost
either house; also, the three junior lords of the immediately gave way to Lord Palmerston, who
treasury, the two secretaries of the treasury, tile remained in office six years and went out in 1858,
four parliamentary uuder secretaries of state, the on the defeat of the "conspiracy bill." In 1859
paymaster general, the master general of the he was again recalled, and remained first lord of

ordnance, the surveyor g_.neral of the ordnance, the treasury until he died, in October, 1865.
the five junior lords of the admiralty, the first Russell again came into power, as Earl Russell, but
secretary of the ad,niralty, the chief e.ommis- resigned the year following on account of parlia-
stoner of Greenwich hospital, the president and mex_t rejecting hisreform bill of that year. Lord
parliamentary secretary of the poor-law board, Derby then became the head of the new ministry.
the vice-chamberlain, the captain of the gentle- and remained for two yea_s only, resigning in
men at arms, the captain of the yeomen of the 1868. HewassucceededbyDisraeli, whoassumed
guards, the lords in waiting, the mistress of the office in February, 1868, and retired in Decem-
robes, the treasurer of the household, the chief ber of the same year, a general election, neeessi-
equerry or clerk marshal, the judge advocate rated by the passage of a reform bill extending
general, and the lord chancellor for Ireland. -- In tile suffrage, having resulted in a large liberal
1839 Sir Robert Peel bei,Jg commissioned by the majority. The ministry of Mr. Gladstone then
queen (Victoria) to form a new cabinet, the Mel- came in and continued till 1875, when it resigned,
bourne ministry h'_ving resigned, he demanded and Mr. Disraeli became, for the second time,
that the change of a(lministr'_tion should include first lord of the treasury, and remained at the head
the resignation of the chief appointments held of the government, the latter part of the time a.-
by the ladies of her majesty's household. This Lord Beaconsfield, until tile adverse elections of
demand the queen refused, and Sir Robert Peel 1880. Mr. Gladstone then, for the second time,
declined to unde,'take the formation of agovern- assumed the reins of government by appoint-

ment, and Lord Melbourne was restored to his mcnt of the queen, and with a liberal ministry is

position of first lord of the treasury. The duke now in power.--In the United States the council
of Wellington accorded with Sir Robert Peel in of executive advisers is called the cabinet. It is
the opinion that the change suggested was neces- composed of the heads of the various departments
sary to establish perfect proof of her majesty's of the federal government, and consists of the
confidence in the new ministry. The ministry of secretary of state, secretary of the treasury, secre-
Lord Melbourne, immediately after their recall, tary of war, secretary of the navy, secretary of
assembled in council and adopted certain resolu- the interior, the attorn_.y general and postmaster

tions of a very stringent and positive character generah They are appointed by the president at
in opposition to the proposition of resignation of the incoming of each new administration, and

the ladies of the queen's household on any change seldom a si,_gle member of a previous admiai_tra,
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tion is retained in the cabinet of a new president, member of the cabinet. Should he prove contu-
although he may be of the same political party macious and decline to resign at the verbal wish
which elected his predecessor.- Tile office of of ttle p_;esident, in that case, as in ttle case of a

minister is unknown to the constitution of tile memberof President Grant's cabinet (Jcwell. post-
United States. By long-established custom, origi- master general) during his second presidential in-
nating from the habit of the presidents of obtain- cumbcm.y, he would by letter request the same,
ing advice on public matters of grave interest which act is equivalent to removal, inasmuch as
from the heads of the departments, and for tbat tile president states his purpose in direct terms of
purpose a_eml)ling them at the presidential man- appointing a successor to his office. -- The duties

sion as the most convenient place, the American of the cabinet, other than as advisers to the presi-
cabinet has sprung into existence. Under the dent, are of an important and widely varied char-
constitution and laws of the United States they acter. As heads of their various departments,

lmve no seat assigned them in either house of they arc hehl by the executive responsible for the
vongress. Under our form of government the proper administration of their separate divisions

president is held respousihle for the character of of cxccutive labor. It is a part of their province
his administration, and therefore no nece_ity as chiefs of departments to construe and enforce
exists for an individual member of the cabinet to the laws of congress pertaining to their individ-
possess a scat in con_'ess. Still many argue that ual branches, and often to disburse large sums
the law shouhl be changed and members of the of mouey Frequently they originate important
cabinet be assigned to seats in congress for the measures which are reconnnended to congress by
purpose of explaining matters pertaining to the the president in either his annual message, or by
proper administration of their individual depart- transmitling their reports to him to the congress
ments, as being conducive to a better administra- of the United States. It is generally understood
/ion of public affai_. A bill to this effect was tlmt the secr(,tary of state originates our foreign
introduced in the senate of the United States policy, and.,thc secretary of the tre,_sury that of
(luring the session of the 46th congress, but with- finance. The secretary of the interior controlling
out favorable action being taken thereon. -- As to a very considerable dcgrcc our home interests
the president is held responsible for the " good and policies, is always an important officer, as is
conduct" of each member of his cabinet in the the postmaster general and the attorney general,
performance of his official duties, the power neces- as all must concede; amt in time of war the most

sarily exists with the president to remove at his important of all are the secretaries of war and
plea_urc any or all of the members of his cabinet, navy, who virtually control the armies and navies
It is true that the constitution and laws provide of the Union, and are thereforc responsilflc to the
that this shall be done "by and with the advice presidcnt, and through him to the country, for
and consent of the senate." Still so inseparably the success and honor of our arms. In addition
is the right connected with the means of enforcing to this. each member of the cabinet, as the head
a proper administration of public affairs, that it is of his departmcnt, is obliged to submit to congress
regarded as an inherent right of the office, and the an estimate of expenses nceessary for its efficient

senate invariably consents to the pel_onal wish of operations for each fiscal year.
the president with regard to his official family. Jso. W. CL_._fl"IVT.
The action of the senate in confirming new ap-
pointees to cabinet honors is therefore merely MIN,_ESOTA, a state in the American Union.

.proformd. This prerog-ative of the president is That portion east of the Mississippi was a part of
seldom u_d save in individual cases. In the the territory ceded by Virginia, and was left out
case of the administration of President Andrew of the limits of (be last cntire state formed out of

Jackson, however, the wlmle of the cabinet was the northwest territory. (See TERRITORIES, OI._.-

removed, byrcquestingtheirresigmLtious. A wide DI_'_U'_'CE OF 1787, WISCo._SI._.) That portion
difference in law or custom prevails in the United west of the Mississippi was a part of the territory

S|ates from that in England, with regard to the ceded byFrance; it was successively a part of the
matter of resignation on account of parliamenta- territories of Missouri and Iowa, and was left out
r_, differences, or parliamentary votes of want of of the limits of the state of Iowa. as finally organ-
(',mfidence, etc. While in England the custom is ized. (See ANNEXATIONS, I. ; MISSOU!_I; IOWA.)
absolute that a ministry must resign when cen- By act of March 3. 1849. the twu portions, with
sured by a vote in parliament, in the United States the modern territory of Dakota, were organized

confess might pass many votes of censure, or re- into the territory of Minnesota. An enabling
fuse to pass many favorite measures of the admin- act. for those inhabitants within the modern state
i_tration strongly recommended by tlmmselves and of Minnesota, was passed Feb. 26, 1857. -- BOUN-

the president, without in the least affecting the in- D._tiES. Tile boundaries assigned by the enabling
tegrlty of the cabinet. Its members would pay act, and accepted by the state constitution, were
but little attention to any demand that congress as follows: "Beginning at the point in the centre

might make for their resignation or removal, but of thc main channel of the Red River of the North.
a single indication on the part of the president of where the boundary line between the United States
his desire to terminate their official relations, and the British possessiol_s crones the same;
would instantly compel the resignation of that thence up the main channel of said river to that
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of the Bois dos Sioux river; thence up the main ernor in the following years 1865, 17,335 to
channel of said river to Lake Traverse; thence 13,864; 1875, 46,175 to 35,373; 1879, 55,918 to
up the centre of said lake tothe southern0extrem- 41,583. The only reasonably close election wag
ity thereof; thence in a direct line to the head of in 1869 when the republican vote was 27,348 tc_
Big Stone lake; thence through its centre to its 25,40l. The legislature ha_ alwaysbeen republi-
outlet; thence by a due south line to the north can in both branches, usually by a two-thirds or
line of the state of Iowa; thence cast along tile greater majority. In 1874, an exceptional year,
northern boundary of said state to the main chart- the republican majority was only twenty-one to.
nel of the Mississippi river: thence up the main twenty in the senate, and fifty-four to fifty-two in
channel of said river, and following the bound- the house, but it immediately and rapidly in-
ary line of the state of Wisconsin, until the same creased again until in 1881 it was twenty-nine to.
intersects the Saint Louis river; thence down said twelve in the senate and eighty-six to twenty in the
river to and through Lake Superior, on tile bound- house. -- The most important question in state poli-
ary line of Wisconsin and Michigan, until it in- tics has been that of the state's railroad bonds. The
tersecta the dividing line between the United original constitution pa'ohibitedtheloaning of the
States and the British possessions; thence up creditof the state toany co_-poration. The desire
Pigeon river, and following said dividing line, to of the people for railroad improvement led them
the place of beginuing." -- CONSTrTCTIOI_. Two in April, 1858, to adopt the amendment noticed
constitutional conventions, one composed of re- above, under the constitution: the vote in its fa-

publicans and one composed of democrats, were vor was 25,023 to 6,733. Under this amendment
organized under the enabling act. Both met $2,275,000 in bonds, guaranteed by the faith and
July 13, 1857, and, having finally come to a credit of the state, was i_sued and transferred to
mutual understanding, agreed upon the same third parties. In tlac panic which immediately
constitution, and adjaurned Aug. 29. The joint followed, the railroads defaulted, and the state
constitution was ratified by an al_aost unani- foreclosed on their lands, road beds and fran-
mous popular vote. It forbade slavery, "feaad- chases, which were transferred to new railroads
al tenures of every description," aaad leases of and have developed the present railroad system of
agricultural land for more than twenty-one years, the state. In 1860 the new amendment, practical-
The governor's term was fixed at two years, ly repudiating the bonds, was pa_ed. In 1869 a
The right of suffrage was given to white male bill to set aside 500,000 acres of land for the pay-
citizens ()vet' twenty-one, on a residence of one mcnt of the bonds passed both houses, but was
year in the United States and four months in the not signed by the governor. May 2, 1871. a prop-
state. The capital was fixed at St. Paul, with a osition to submit the claim of the bondholders to
permission to tlw legislature to remove it. Un- arbitration was submitted to a popular vote an(L
der this constitution the state was admitted byact was defeated, 21,499 to 9,293. Governor Pills-
of May 11, 1858. The following amendments bur)" omitted no opportunity, from his inaugural,
were made to the constitution in subsequent years: Jan. 7, 1876, until October, 1881, to urge upon
in 183-)8 the governor was allowed to issue not the legislature the duty of some provision for the

more than $5,000,000 in bonds, secured by a payment of the " dishonored bonds," and their
pledge of the faith and credit of the state, to final settlement is largely due to his unremitting
aid certain railroads within tim state; in 1860 the exertions. The act of March 1, 1877, authorized

foregoing amendment was expunged, and the the issue of new 6 per cent. bonds at the rate of
levy of any tax to pay the interest or principal of $1,500 for $1,750 and accrued interest. Bonds
the bonds issued was prohibited, unless the levy were not to be issued until the poople should rata-

should be ratified by a popular vote; in 1868 the fy an amendment setting a_ide 500,000 acres of
word "white" was struck out of the suffrage land to .secure their redemption. Tl_eanaendment

clause; and in 1876 the legislature was cmpow- was defeated, June 12, by a vote of 59,176 to
ered to allow women to vote at school elections. -- 17,324. In 1881 most of the bondholder_ offer('d

GOVF,R._ORS. Henry tt. Sibley, 1858; Alexander to surrender ttaeir bonds on p_lyment of one.halt'
Ramsey, 1858-62; Stephen Miller, 1862-6; Win. their face value; and the legislature accepted Ihe
R. Marshall, 1866-70; tIorace Austin, 1870-74; terms, March 2. Soon afterward the state su-

Cushman K. Davis, 1874--4}; John S. Pillsbury, I preme court decided that the repudiation amend-

1876-82; I. F. Flubbard. 1882-4. -- POLITICAL i anent of 1860 was void, as it impaired the obliga-

HISTORY. The political history of the state may tiou of a contract; and that the legislature was

be b_iefly summed up in the statement that it is competent to pay this, as a legal and valid indebt-
and has always been a republican state. Its elec- ednessof thestate. In October the arrangement

toral votes have always been cast for repulalican i was consummated, and the long suspended debt
candidates, and tall its governors. United States was canceled. -- Apart from this question, inter-
mnators and congressmen have been republicans, est in state politics has been confined to occasion
with the exceptions of the first governor, Sibley, al attempts to remove the state capital, a bill for
Senator Rice, and the congressman from the sec- which purpose was passed and vetoed in 1869, and
ond district in 1879-81, who were democrats, to attempts to organize distinct farmers' or tern-
The republican majority in the state has been perance parties. :None of these last have as yet

steadily increasing, as shown by the votes for gov- met any great success. -- Among the more promi-
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nent leaders in state politics have been the follow- state (see ALaskA) were authorized to form a

ing: Ignatius Donnelly, republican representative state government.--Boc_D._.rtms. The enabling
1867,-9, and democratic candidate for representa- act prescribed the following as the boundaries of

tire in 1878; Mark H. Dunnell, republican repre- thenewstate: "Beginning on the rivcrMississippi
sentative 1871--83; S. J. R. McMillan, justice of at the point where the southern boundary line of
the state supreme court 1864-74, chief justice the state of Tennessee strikes the same; thence
1874-5, and United States senator 1875--87; Alex- east along the said boundary line to the Ten-
under Ramsey, whig representative from Penn- nessee river; thence up the same to the mouth

sylvania 1843-7, governor of Minnesota territory of Bear creek; thence by a direct line to thc-
1849-53, and state 18,58-62, and secretary of war northwest corner of the county of Washington;
under Hayes; Henry M. Rice, democratic United thence due south to the gulf of Mexico; thence

States senator 1858--63; Henry H. Sibley, govern- westwardly, including all the islands within si_
or in 1858, and democratic candidate for repre- leagues of the shore, to the most eastern junction
sentative in 1880; Win. D. Washburn, republican of Pearl river with lake Borgne; thence up saicL
representative 1879-85; Win. Wisdom, republi- river to the 31st degree of north latitude; thenc_
can representative 1859-69, United States senator west, along the said degree of latitude, to the
1870-81 and 1881-3, and secretary of the treasul T Mississippi river; thence up the same to the begin-
under Garfield. -- The name of the territory and ning." The._e boundaries were accepted by the,

state was given from that of Its principal river, first constitution of the state. -- Co_-STITL'TrO,'_S.
an Indian word, said to mean "sky-tinted wa- A convention at the town of Washington, July

ter."--See 2 Poore's Federal a;_d State Constitu- 7-Aug. 15, 1817, formed the first constitution,
tioas; 9 Slat,. at Large, 403, 11: 167, 085 (for which was ratified by p¢,pular w_tc. It confined.
acts of March 3, 1849, Feb. 26, 1857, and May the right of suffrage to free white males, twenty-

11, 1858, respectively) ; Smith's Con._titutional one years of age or more, on a residence of one
Co_ventio;z of 1857; Neill's History of ._fi_n6_ottl year in the state and six months in the county.

(1858); Gale's Upper Mi.*sissit_Pi (1600-1867); Trib- The legislature was comp_)sed of a house of rep-
_lne zllmal_av (1859-81): M_sag_ of Gov. Pillsb_lry resentatives chosen for one year, and a senate for

(Jan. 7, 1876-Oct. 12, 1881); Porter's Westin 1880, three years. Property qualifications were imposed
250. AIAEXANDEIt JOIINSTON. as follows: on the governor _he possession of

600 acres, or $2,000 worth of laud; on senators
MINORITY REPRESENTATION. (See REP- 300 acres, or $1,000 worth; and on representatives

RESENTATION.) 150 acres, or $500 worth. The governor was to
hold office for two years, and was to remove judg-

MISSISSIPPI, astute of the American Union. es on address of two thirds of both houses. The
Its territory consists mainly of land ceded by ]egislaturewasforbiddentopas_lawstbrtheeman-
Georgia to the United States in 1802, a strip about cipation of slaves without consent of their owners,
twelve miles wide along th_northern edge being unless a slave should render some distinguished
a part of the South Carolina cession of 1790. service to the state, in'which ease the owner was
(For both see TERRITORIES.) That part of the tobepaid afull equivalent; orto passany lawsto
state from the parallel of 31 ° north to an east and prevent immigrants from bringing their bona fide
west line passing through the mouth of the Yazoo slaves into the state; but was tohave full power to
river secms rightfully to have beenccdedbyOreat prevent the bringing of slaves into the state as
Britain to the United States in the treaty of 1783; merchandise. In capital ca_es slaves were never
but it wasclaimed by Georgia, and was included to be deprived of the rightoftrialbyjury. Under
in her cession. The portion of the state south of this constitution the state was admitted Dec. 10,
the parallelof 31 ° was ceded to theUnited States 1817.--The second constitution was formed by a
by France in 1803. (See AS_EXATIONS, I., II.) convention at Jackson, Sept. 10-Oct. 26, 1832.
--The act of April 7, 1798, for the appointment and was ratified by popular w)te. Its principal.
of commissioners for the Georgia ct_sion, author- changes wereas follows: no p,'operty qualification
ized the president toforma territorial govcrnment for office or suffrage was ever to be required;

in the ceded territorylike that of the northwest ter- representatives were to hold office for two years
ritory (see ORDINANCE OF 1787), "excepting and and senators for four years; the capital was fixed

excluding the last article of the ordinance." (See at Jackson; the legislature was empowered to
SLAVER_.) In this way the cession became slave direct in what courts suits against the state were

terrilory, and subsequently a slave statte. The tobe brought; the introduction of slaves for the
organization of Mississippi territory, was formally buyer's own use was permitted until 1845; and the
completed by the supplemental act of May 10, provision for a jury trial.for slaves was omitted.
1800. The name of Mississippi was given to the --A state convention at Jackson, Jan. 7, 1861,

lerritory, and subsequently to the state, from the passed an ordinance of secession, Jan. 9, which
name of the riverwhich was its western boundary, was not submitted to popular vote. Another
an Indian word signifying "the great river," or convention, Aug. 14-26, 1865, made two amend-
" the whole river," not "fatherof waters " as it is ments tothe constitution, the second of whiclJ

usually translated. By an enabling act of March prohibited slavcry thereafter in the state, and
1, 1817, the inhabitants of the western part of the empowered the legislature to provide by law for
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the protection of the freedmen, and to guat'd occasionally, as in 1841, 1842 and 1852, obtained a
against the evils that might arise trom their sud- majority in one or both houses. Until 1842 the
.den emancipation.--A reeonstrucuon convention two representatives in congress were chosen by
at Jackson, Jan. 7-May 15, 186_. formed a con- general ticket, aml in 1837 the whigs elected both;
atitution, which was at first rejected by pol)ular with this exception tile state's representatives
vote, June 28, but was afterward ratified, Nov. were democratic. After 1842, when congressmen
30-Dec. 1, 1868. Its more important changes were chosen by district.q, the only exceptions To
were as follows: all citizens of the United States, the general rule were the elections of one whig
resident in the state, were to tie citizens of tim representative in 1847 and one. pro slavery know-
state; no property or educational qualifications nothing in 1855. After 1856 the opp_)sition tothe
were ever to be required for elector.-, and this dominant party became steadily weaker; in 1855
provision was not to be amended before the year it had polled 27,694 votes to 32,638. while in 1859
1885; slaver), was forbidden; " the right to with- the pr(_pnrtion was lint 10 308 to ,_ 559. In 1860
draw from the federal Union on account of any the democrats controlled both houses of the legis-
real or supposed grievances shall never be as- lature by majorities of 27 to 4 in the senate and
sumed by this state, nor shall ally law be pa._sed 86 i_) 14 in the house. Two political contests of
it_ derogation of thc paramount allegiance of tim this period deserve more particular meution.-
citizens of this state to the government of the The b_ion Bank BoJ_ds. At the session of thc
United States"; the governor's term was length- legislature in 1837 an act was passed " to incor-
cued to four years, and he was given the power to porate the suhscribers to the Mississippi Union

-call forth the militia to suppress " riots," as well Bank." As the constitution required in such
as insurrections; the right of suffrage was to be ca<es, it was pnblished to the people, and re-en-
limited To such persons as could swear that they acted Fell 5, 1888. The act provided for the
were " not disfranchised in any of the provisions i_ue of $15,500,000 in state stock to the bank, as

.of _he acts known as the reconstruction "_cts of capital, as soon as a corresponding amount in

the 39th and 40th congresses," but this was m)t I private subscriptions should come in. A supple-
to apply to persons whose disabilities should be mentary act of Feb. ]5 1,"2,8 changed the condi
removed by congress, provided the state legislature tmns to an immediate issue of $5,000,000 of state
(.oncurred therein; no one was to hold office who stock, prior to private subscriptions, and this was
was not a qualified elector as aforesaid, or who in the change which w_m afterward alleged to be un-
say way voted for or aided secession or rebellion; constitutional. The stock was issued and sold at
and the ordinance of secession was declared null a heavy discount through the bank of the United
and void. (See RECONSTRUCTXON.)--GOVERNoRs. States, but _he sale was sanctioned by the ]egisla-
David Holmes, 1817-19; George Poindextcr, 1819 ture in 1839. It was not until July 14, 1841, tlmt
-21; Walter Leakc, 1821-5; David Holmes, 1825 the governor, M('Nutt, who had signed the acts
-7; Gerard C. Brandon, 18'27-31; Abraham M. mentioned, trod had ordered the issue of the rc-

.bcott, 183l-3 ; Hiram G. Runnels, 1833-5 ; maining $10,500,000 to the bank in 1839, declalcd
Charles Lynch, 1835-7; Alexander G. MeNutt, his belief that the first issue of $5.000,000 was U11-

1837--41; Tilghman M. Tucker, 1841-3; Albert constitutional and void• The question of thezr
.G. Brown, 1843-8; Joseph W. ]_Iatthews, 1848- payment at once became a political one, T. ]_I,
50, John A. Quitman, 1850-52; Henry S. Footc, Tucker, who had opposed the first issue in Tl_e
1852-4 ; John J. MacRac, 1854-8 ; William legislature, headingthe opposition to its payment.
McWillie, 1858-60 ; John J. Pettus, 1860-6'2 ; In 1841 Tucker was elected governor, and there-

.Jacob Thompson. 1862-4; Cimrles Clarke, 1864, after the repudiation of the first issue was made
until superseded in 1865; Wm. L. Sharkey, pro- final. A resolution of the legislature iu 1842
visional, 1865-6; Benj. G. ttumt)hreys, 1866-8; denied that the state was under any obligation,
Adelbcrt Ames, provisional, 1868-70; ,_as L. legal or moral, to redeem the bonds; and in 1875
Alcorn, 1870-74; Adelbert Ames, 1874-8; John an amendment to the state constitution forbade

3I. Stone, 1878-82.--POLITrCJLL HISTORY. The the legislature to make any provision for theft"
electoral vote of the state has always been given redemption.--The Davi,,-Foote Campaign. I_,
to democratic candidates, except in 1840 and 1850 the time for secession seemed to be close :_t
1848, when it w.ts given to Harrison and Tay- hand. (See SECESSm_.) Of the two United Statc-
lor respectively, whigs, and in 1872, when it was sem_tors of the state, Jefferson Davis was tile ]e'_d-

given to Grant, republican; in 1864 and 1868 the er of the pronounced secessionists, and Henry 5
vote of the state was not counted. (See ELEC- Foote of those whowere against the advisability of

TORAL VOTES.) Tile whig party of the state, secession. (See ALL_(_IANC_, II.) Both resigned.
though usually unsuccessful, was always a strong and began a joint canvass for the governorship in

.minority, polling about 45 per cent. of the total 1852, in order to bring the issue plainly befol'e thq.
vote; and so late as 1856, when its organization people. Davis polled 27,729 votes to 28,738. and
had taken the name of the American party, it still was beaten for the time. At the same time Davi.-'
polled 41 per cent. of the total vote. --During tile pa_'ty had a majority (21 to 11) in the senate, and
same period the state elections were almost as Focte's a majority (68 to 35) in the house. The
steadily democratic. The whigs were a strong anti-Davis patty had a popular majority of 28,402
.minority in both houses of the legislature, and to 21,241 on the question of a state conven tion
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--RECONSTRUCTION. The close of the war of At the election of Nov. 2, 1875, the republic_m
the rebellion fouod very little semblance of gov- party of the state went by the board. The demo-
ernment in the state, which had suffered enor- cratscarried fiveof the six congressional districts,
mously during the war. Preparations had been and, what was of more mlportauee to them, both

made to aid Gov, Clarke in rcorganizing civil houses of thc legislature; their maj,)rity in the
government, when his functions were suspended senate _as 26 to 1] and in the house 97 t,) 20.

by tile appointment of Win. L. Sharkey as pro- Feb. 25, 1876, thc new legislature, after getting-
visional governor, June 13, 1865. Under his ridoftheotherstateofficers, impeachedGov. Ame_
guidance the reorganization was completed, Gov. for '" inciting a w'tr of races" in several specified
Humphreys was elected Dec. 2, and the whole instances. March 28 the governor offered t_) r,.-
state government began operations Dec. 16. Its sign if the impeachment wa_ dropped. Thi¢
functions were again suspended by the act ,)f arra_ement was carried into effect, and J. M.
.March 2, 1867. (Sec RECONSTRUCTION.) In no Stone, president of the senate, bce'tme govcrn_)r
state was congressional reconstruction more re- Sin(,(; that time the state has been democratic in

]cutlessly opposed than in Mississippi. Maj. Gen all elections, and in 1880-81 there wa.¢ but one
A. C. Gillem, military governor of the state, suc- republican in the senate out _)f thirty-seven and
(.ceded in forming a convention, but the consti- seven in the h,)use out of 120. (See INSURREC-
tution which it formed contained so ninny severe Tm_, II )-- A new element of oppositi¢)_z, the
restrictions upon the rights of suffrage and of national llarty, or greenbackers, has developed in
,_ffi('e holding by those who had taken part in the the state, and under that organization it has been
rebellion as to intensify the opposition. The possible for white voters l,) make head against
state appealed in vain to the United States supreme the dominant party without becoming identified
court against the reconstruction acts, and a ma- with a negro party. In 1880-81 this new element
jority of its voters rejected the coustitution, had two members in the senate and fourteen in
Adelbert Ames was then appointed provisional the house, and polled a considerable vote in three
governor, Humphreys' functions being suspended, of the congressional districts. In 1881 it corn-
At the beginning of 1869 four years had been bined with the republicans, and was only defeated
lost, the state was in about as bad a plight as in in the state election by a very narrow majority.
1865, and there seemed to be little hope for thc Its po_iblc future results are only a matter for

future adoption of the obnoxious constitution., speculation. The republican party of the state,
The act of congress of April 10, 1869, therefore I however, is by no means dead. In 1880, it is
ordered a new election in the state, and authorized alleged, it carried the notorious "shoc-string dis-
the president to submit the disfranchising clauses trict"(se.eGEaRY._ANDER), and wasonly "'counted
and the test oaths to a separate vote, but required out" with great difficulty.-- Jefferson Davis (see
the new legislature to ratify the 15th amendment, his name) is the only citizen of the state who has
as well as the 14th, before readmission. In the become notably prominent in national politics.
election, though the constitution was adopted by Among the other le.tdcrs of the statc are the fol-

a vote of 78,186 to 88,097, and all the radical re- lowing: William B,lrksdale, democratic repre-
publican camtidates for governor, state officers sentative 1853-61, killed at Gettysburg; Albert
and congressmen were elected, the proscriptive G. Brown, democratic representative 1839-41 a_(l
clauses were struck out by very heavy majorities. 1848--,53, United States sen.ltor 1854-61, and con-
The new legislature, in which the republicans federate states scnat,)r 1862-5; tlenry S. Foot(.',

had majorities of 26 to 7 in the senate and 82 t,) United States senator 1847-52. and governor
25 in the house, ratified thc amendments, and the 18,32--4 (see TENNESSEE); L. Q c. Lamar, dcmo-
state was readmitted Feb. 17, 1870. March 10 the cratic representative 1857-61 and 1873-7, and

governor was inaugurated. --The republican ms- United States senator 1_77-83, George Poindcx-
jorlty in the state, mainly colored, was unbroken ter, democratic representative 1817-19, governor
f()r five years. For a time the democrats made a 1819-'21, and U_ite(I State.s senator 1830-35;

peaceable but very apparent inroad upon it. In Sergeant S. Prentiss (see Wmo PARTY), whig
1871 they came within two votes of a tie in the representative 1838-9; John A. Quitman. maj¢)r
house, and in 1872 they carried one of the six general in the Mexican war, governor 1850-52.
congressional districts. In 1875, however, driven democratic representative 1855-8; Jac,_l) ']'humid-
to desperation either by the peculation and fraud son, democratic representative 1839-51, atnl se.c-
of negro officials, or by the pent-up wrath of a retary of the interior under Buchanan; and Rob
five years' peaceable struggle on even terms with ert J. Walker, democratic United States senat(w
a f[)rmer slave race, the white democracy resorted 1836--45, secretary of the treasury under Polk,
to what was elsewhere called "the Mississippi governor of Kansas in 1857, and fimmcial agent,
plan." Open violence seems to have had little nr to Europe under Lincoln. -- Scc 1 ,.gtat. at Large,

no xhare m it. Midnight rides by companies of 549, 2:70, 3:348, 472 (for acts of April 7, 1798,
red-shirted horsemen, an occasional volley from May 10. 1800, March 1, 1817, trod I)cc. 10, 1817.

harmless pistols, and the careful dissemination of respectively); 2 Poore's Federal a_d State L'ol_sti-
startling rumors among the black population, tutiz_7_s; Monette'sHi_toTTofthe Mississippi Valley
furnish a combination of influences sufficient to (to 1846); T_us_e Almanac, 1838--81; Nine Ye(rr.,

explain the sudden decrease in the negro vote. of ])emoczatic R_de in Mississippi (1838-47); 10
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Democratic Revle_, 8, 865; J. Thompson's 8pe_c]_ TIO_S. The state's first constitution was adopted

in the House of Tf_presfntatiws (Jan. 10, 1842); by a convention at St. Louis, June 12-July'19,
_P_sport of Committee on Union Bank Bonds to the 1820. It forbade tile legislature to pass emaaci-
Legislature (Feb., 1842); Walker's _qlavr'g, F/- pation laws without consent of owners, or to pre-
_nc_, and Repudiation; Claiborne's Life of Quit- vent immigrants from bringing slaves with them;
man ; authorities under DAvm, J. ; H. S. Foote's it ordered the legislature "to prevent free negroes
Casket of Reminiscences (1874); 3 Reporter, Nos. and mulattoes from coming to and settling in
43-46; McPherson's History of the Reconstruction, this state under any pretext whatsoever"; it fixed
239, (see also index under Mississippi). the governor's term at four years; and it directed

A.LEXA_N_'DERJOHNSTON. the permanent seat of government to be located
on the Missouri river, within forty miles of the

NISSOURI, a state of the American Union, mouth of the Osage. The capital was laid out
formed from the Louisiana purchase. (See AN- accordingly, and named Jefferson City; and the
NEXATIONS, I.)--BOUNDARIES. When the terri- legislature held its first session there, Nov. 20,
tory of Orleans° afterward the state of Louisiana, 1826. --The constitution was presented to con-
was organized (see LOUmL_A), the entire remain- gress at its next session, and the "free negTo
<ter of the new purchase was organized, by act of clause" revived the excitement which had been
March 3, 1805, as the territory of Louisiana, and allayed by the Missouri compromise. The bill
its name was changed to Missouri territory by act for the state's admission passed the senate; in the
_af June 4, 1812. (See also _kRKANSXS) March house a proviso was added that Missouri should
41, 1820, an enabling act was passed (see Co_F]to- abolish slavery; and the two houses disagreed.
_tsEs, IV.), authorizing the formation of a state Another compromise was finally adopted, March
government by the people of Missouri, within the 2, 1821, by which Missouri was to be admitted
following boundaries: "Beginning in the middle on tile fundamental condition that the legislature
of the Mississippi river on the parallel of 36 ° should pledge the faith of the state that tile "fi'ee
north latitude; thence due west to the Saint negro clause" should never be executed. June 26,
Fran_;ois river, and up that river to the parallel 1821. the legislature passed a "public and irl'ev-
36" 30' north latitude; thence due west to a point oeable act" in the terms required; but a long
where the said parallel is interacted by a meridian preamble declared that the action of congress was
line passing through the middle of the mouth of palpably unconstitutional and grossly insulting
_he Kansas river, where the same empties into the to the state, that the people of Missouri did not
Missouri river; thence due north to the intersec- intend to respect or be bound by the condition,
tion of the parallel which passes through the but that the act was passed as tile only means of
rapidsof the river Des Moines; thence east to the securing immediate admission. President Mon-
middle of the channel of the main fork of tile roe chose to consider this measure of conlplianee
Des Moines river, down the Des Moines to tile as sufficient, and declared Missouri admitted by

Mississippi, and down the Mississippi to the place his proclamation of Aug. 10, 1821. --The ameml-
of beginning." The northern boundary line of ments to the constitution of 1820 were mainly in
the state was long undecided. Iowa claimed that the direction of an entirely elective judiciary. A
the rapids in the Mississippi, called by the French new constitution was framed by a state conven-
explorers La rapides I_ _iviere Des Moi_w_s were tile tion, Nov. 7, 1845 - Jan. 14, 1846, but was rejected
point through which the parallel above referred by popular vote.- The state convention which
to was to pass; Missouri argued for certain rapids, was called in 1861, with the hope of securing an
_r ripples, in the Des Moines itself, some twenty- ordinance of secession, proved to be the most
five miles farther north. In the dispute between extraordinary convention in the history of any
the two states military force was repeatedly state. It held five sessions, Feb. 28-March 22,
threatened, and once employed, and a _Iissouri 1861, July 22--31, 1861. Oct. 10-18, 1861, June
_heriff was arrested and imprisoned. Acts of 2-14, 1862, and June 15-July 1, 1863. Cireum-

congress, for the purpose of ascertaining the true stances (see political history below) made the con-
boundary line, were passed June 18, 1838, July vention a revolutionary governing body for the
20, 1840, March 8, 1841, and June 17, 1844; but all state, even when the legislature was in session; it
were unsatisfactory ned unsuccessful. Another abolished or suspended state offices, abrogated
act of Aug. 4, 1846, referred the whole question to state laws, disfranchised voters unable to take a
the United States supreme court. Its decision was test oath of past loyalty, changed, suspended or
in favor of Iowa, and this was confirmed by act of forbade elections by the people, and even abol-
Feb. 15, 1848, and ended the dispute. On the ished slavery after July 4, 1870. _Aftcr the close
other hand, bythe act of June 7, 1836, congress ex- of the war within the state a new constitution
tended the state on the west to tile Missouri river, was framed by a convention at St. Louis, Jan. 6 -
thus giving it, says Benton, "an addition equal April 10, 1865. It abolished slavery; it excluded
in extent to such states as Delaware and Rhode every person who had "ever been in armed hos-
Island, by its fertility equal to one of the third tility to the United States," or who had ever corn-
,class of states." By the Missouri compromise mitted any one of a long list of offenses against
this was to have been forever free soil, but this the government, from the right of suffrage, from

act made it part of a slave state.--Co_sTITu- holding any office of honor, trust or profit m the
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state, in any corporation, or in any school; it Senator Benton. Benton's followers had for some
provided for a registration of "qualified voters"; half dozen years been known as "hards," mainly
and it ordered a comprehensive test oath of past from the "hard money" ideas of their leader,
loyalty to be taken by all applicants for registra- while his democratic opponents were called
lion or aspirants to office. All these provisions "softs." In 1849 the "softs" can'ied through
were the result of a deep-seated resentment the legislature the "Jackson resolutions of '49,"

against the politicians who in 1861 had endeavored which pledged the state to co-operation with the
to hurry the state into secession against the wish other slavehotding states against any attempt to
of its people, and had thus made it the theatre of exclude slavery from the territories. Benton
an unusually savage and desolating warfare, dcnounced the resolutions as secessionist and

Nevcrtheless, the popular majority in favor of it treasonable, refused to obey them, and appealed
was only 43,670 to 41,808. --All the disfranchise- to the people. His party in the state was led by
ment clauses were wiped out by an amendment F. P. Blair, B. Gratz Brown, Richard A. Bar-
ratified Nov. 8, 1870. A new constitution was rett and Arnold Krekel; the "softs" by Sterling
framed by a convention at Jefferson City, Hay 5 Price and Claiborne F. Jackson; and the whigs
-Aug. 2, 1875, and was ratified Oct. 30, by a by Samuel Woodson and Thomas Allen. The

popular vote of 90,600 to 14,362. It increased the rcsult was that Benton was beaten, lost his sena-
governor's term to four years; it forbade special torship, and, after serving a term in the house of
tegislationon agreat number of specified subjects; representatives, was beaten in the election for
it forbade the contracting of debt by the legisla- governor in 1856, polling a smaller vote than
ture for more than $P.2_0,000 in any one year, unless either the "soft" or the k_mw-nothing candidate.
the act should be approved by a two-thirds ma- From that time the whole party machinery was

jority of the qualificd voters of the state, at an in the hands of the "softs," or pro-slavery party.
election for that purpose; it forbade the creation -- k state convention met at Jefferson City, Feb.

of corporations except by general law; and it 28, 1861, to "consider the relations" betv_een
made a residence of one year in the state, sixty Missouri and the federal government. The act
days in the prccinct, or declaration of intention calling the convcntion had stipulated that no
to become a citizen, the only restrictions upon ordinance of secession should be valid until

manhood suffrage. -- Gov_RSORS. Alexander ratified by popular vote; but this was needless,
McNair, 1820-24; Frederick Bates, 1824--8; John as the convention proved to have a Union major-

Miller, 1828--32; Daniel Dunklin, 1832-6; Lilburn ity. March 4 the cc_nvention again met at St.
W. Boggs, 1836--40; Thomas Rcynohls, 1840-44; Louis, listencd to a secession commissioner from
John C. Edwards, 1844-8; Austin A. King, Georgia, and refused to join in the secession
1848-52; Sterling Price, 1852-6; Trusten Polk, movement. But, though the convention and the
1856-60; ClaiborncF. Jackson, 1860-61; tIamilton popular majority were unionist, the state officers,
R. Gamble, provisional, 1861-4; Thos. C. Fletcher, the legislature and the leading "soft" politici,_ns
1864-8; Jos. W. McClurg, 1868-70; B. Gratz were strongly secessionist. Preparations were
Brown, 1870-72: Silas Woodson, 1879.,--4; Chas. bnsily made to levy w'_r against the United
1I. Harding, 1874--6; John S. Phelps, 1876-80; States; these werc defeated by the rmmrgy of the
Thomas T. Crittenden, 1880--84. -- POLITICAl, federal general, Nathanicl Lyon; and in May the
IIxSTORY. The state entered the Union during state became the theatre of open war. When
the '" era of good feeling," and struggles for the state convention reassembled, July 22, 1861,
office were at first rather personal than polit- at Jefferson City, it found the state govermncnt
ical. The governors, senatol_ and congressmen suspended. The governor, the lieutenant gov-
were fully in sympathy with the Monroe and ernor, the president of the senate, the speaker of
Adams administrations, and the electoral vote the house, a majority of the legislature and a
¢_f the state was cast for Monroe in 1820 and part of the convention itself, including its presi-

for Clay in 1824, Since that year the state has dent, Sterling Price, had fled the state, after an
been democratic in all general elections, except unsuccessful attempt at armed revolution. The
during the period 1862-70, referred to below, convention, therefore, as the only rcpresentative
including the two presidential elections of 1864 of the people of the state, assumed the powers of
and 1868, when the state was republican. Until government. July 30 it declared vacant the

1860 all the governors and legislatures were dem- offices of the governor, the lieutenant governor
ocratic, the proportion of the state vote being and the members of the legislature, and ap-
very steadily about 55 per cent. democratic and pointed a provisional governor, Hamilton R.
45 per cent. opposition (whig until 1855, and Gamble, and a provisional lieutenant governor,
American or know-nothing thereafter); the only Willard P. Hall, who retained their positions
exception was in 1852, when, after forty-eight nntil 1864. Aug. 5, 1861, Gov. Jackson, by
ballots, a coalition of free-soil democrats and proclamation, declared the independence of His-

whigs elected the speaker of the house.--In the souri; and Nov. 2 the secession remnant of th,_
early history of the state there is little of general legislature, at Neosho, voted the state into the
political interest until about 1849-50, when the southern confederacy and elected senators and

disruption of the state democratic party took representatives to the confederate congress. (See
place, and the leadership of it was wrested from CO.','r_DERATE STATES.) The legislature which
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met Dec. '29, 1862, had a majority in both and demoerats elected the state ticket, theGree]ey
branches in favor of the abolition of slavery in presidential electors, a majority of the legislature,
the state, and the state convention passed an and nine of the thirteen congressmen. Since that
ordinance of gradual abolition in 1863. (See time the state has been democratic in all elections,
A_OLrrlo_, III.) By this time the forces of the and in 1874 the republicans even dropped their
state had been disciplined so thoroughly that they party name, assuming for the time that of the
were able to defeat a rebel army under Shelby; "people's party." In 1876 and 1880the electoral
and the state convention finally adjourned and vote of the state was given to the democratic can-
left the ordinary state government in operation, didates by heavy popular majorities. In the con-
The electoral vote of the state in 1864 was given &,'reasional elections of 1880 the democlats elected
to Lincoln by a popular vote of more than two to eight congressmen, four of the others being "re-
one, and the "radical republicans" elected the publican greenbackers" and one republican. In
governor, the other state officers, a heavy major- almost all the congressional districts the struggle
ity of the legislature, and eight of the nine con- at this election was very clom and doubtful: one
gre_smen.--A new state convention met at St. of the representatives receiveda majority of lint
Louis, Jan. 6, 1865, finally abolished slavery (scc two votes out of 41,552, and the majorities of
A.BOL_TmI% III.) and formed a new constitution, several others were exceedingly meagre--Among
Its most noteworthy feature._ were the disfran- the citizens of Missouri who have become promi-
chisement of any person who had taken part in neat in national politics are Thos. II. Benton, F.
any manner in the rebellion, the establishment of P. Blair and Carl Schurz. (See those names.)
a rigid "'oath of loyalty" and the provision that The following also should be mentioned: David
no person could vote, hold any state, county or R. Atchison, United States senator 1843-55, and
municipal office, teach in any school, preach, a prominent pro-slavery leader in the Kansas
solemnize malwiage or practice law, unless he struggle (see KAnsAs.); Edward Bates, national
could take the stipulated oath that he had never l_publican representative in congress 1827-9, af-
committed any of the long list of offenses for terward prominent as a whig politician in the
which disfranchisement was made the penalty, state, president of the whig national convention

The attempt to carrythis test oath into effect was in 1856, and attorney general under Lincoln;
resisted throughout the state by ministers of all HenryT. Blow, minister to Venezuela 1861-2 and
denominations, by teachers, lawyers and others, to Brazil 1869-71, and republican representative

and befm'e the end of the year the oath itself 1869-71; James O. Broadhead, a whig leader
was pronounced unconstitutional by the United until the downfall of that party, an active union

States supreme court, as an _ post fiwto law. leader during the rebellion, and provost marshal
The attempt to enforce it was then abandoned, of the state; B. Gratz Brown, United States sen-
except in the registration law of 1868, which era- ator 1863-7, governor 1870-72, and liberal repub-
powered the registrars to reject the names of per- lican candidate for vice-president in 1872; John
sons guilty of enumcrated offenses, even if they B. Clark, democratic representative 1857-61 (cx
offered to take the oath. In 1868 the "radical pelled), and senator in the confederate congress;

republicans" again elected their state ticket, John B. Clark, Jr., democratic representative
presidential electors, a majority of thelegislature, 1873-83; F. M. Cockrcll, United States senator
and six out of the nine repre.sentatives in con- 1_75-87; John B. Henderson, one of the Douglas
gress. -- In 1870 the feeling against the disfran- democrat ieleaders in 1860, and United States sen-
chising clauses of the constitution had become so ator 1862--9; Lewis F. Linn, United States senator
strong that it split the dominant party. The "lib- (democratic) 1833--43; Jos. W. McClurg, republi-
eral republicans," headed by Senator Carl Sehurz c.in representative 1863-8, and governor 1868-70.
and B. Gratz Brown, desired "universal amnesty Sterling Price, democratic representative 1845-6,
and universal enfranchisement," both of negroes brigadier general in the Mexican war, governor
and former rebels. In the republican state con- 1853-7, and confederate major general; Jas. S.

vention. Sept. 2, tim majority of the committee Rollins, whig candidate for governor in 1848 and
on resolutions made a report conveying the views 1856, and republican representative 1861-5; and
of the "liberal republicans." It was rejected David Wagner, chief justice of the state supreme
by a vote of "_49 to 342, whereupon 250 of the court 1865-80.-- Tim name of Missouri was given
delegates withdrew, organized a separate conven- from that of its principal river, an Indian word,
eion, and nominated Brown for governor and a said to mean "muddy water," the original form
full state ticket. The liberal ticket, supported of the word being Minneshoshay._ see $ ,Star. at
by the democrats, was successful by a popular Large, 331, 743, and 3 _, at Large, 545, 645
vote of 104,771 to 62,854. The liberals and dem- (for the acts of _Iarch 3, 1805, June 4, 181'2,

ocrats also elected a majority of the legislature, ],larch 6, 1820, and March 9, 1821, respectively);
and six of the nine congressmen. At the same 6 Benton's /_ates of Congress, 711;.6 Bioreu
election an amendment to the constitution was and Duane's Star. at Large, 666 (for Mia._uri's

ratified, abolishing the test oath and disfranchise- assent) ; 7 Benton's Debates of Congress, 1`)9
ment clauses. (For the national development of (for the president's proclamation); Cutts' Trea-
the liberal movement see LIBEI_L RF.PUBLIC._'_ rise on Party Question#, 73; 1 Benton's Thirty
P_LRTY.)---In 1872 the fusion of liberal republicans Years' View, 8, 626; 2 yon Hoist's /TMCvd Bta_es,
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143; authorities under CO_PnOMISES, IV., and of the mystery in which the other religions hide
ELECtOrS, III.; Gale's Upper Mi_isa'ppi (1600- their origin, this one was born in the full light of
1_67); Monette's Hi_to_7/of the Mfssissipp¢ Valley; history; its origin is visible. The life of Moham-
1 Draper's Civil War, 349; a_Jd 2 ..~~oo7.,Shepard's reed is as well known to us as the lives of the re-
_'arlyllistoryof_'t. Louisa_d_{fissouri;_Illnch's formcr_ of the sixteenth century. The funda-
Der _aat Mgssouri (1859); 21 Atlantic MoatMy mental l)rinciples alone of Islamism will be pre-
("Free Missouri"); Davisaml Durrie's Ilistoryof scnted here, with the political or social revolu-
Missouri (1876); Porter's West ia 1880, 296. tions which it has produced.- Islamism h_ in

ALEX.S_XDER JOHNSTON reality but two dogmas: the unity of God, and
the prophetic office of )[ohammed. _bloham-

MODUS ¥IYENDI. The law of nations mcd was no more the founder of monotheism
formulates the laws, rules and usages in force among the Arabs than he was of their civili-

among the different states. But that these laws, zation and literatl_re. The worship of the su-
rules and usages may be considered _,s in force, it preme Allah seems to have tdways formed the
is necessary that the states shouldhavereeognized hasis (if the religion of the Arabs. The Semitic
each other, that is to say, it is necessary that lhey race has never conceived the government of the
should mutually consider each other as statc.-, universe in any otller form than that of an abso-
Now, it may hal)pen , for one reason or another, lute monarchy. _Numerous superstitions, tainted
that a govermnent does not wish to, or can not, with idolatry and varying from tribe to tril)e, had

morally, recognize a given slate; if this state is changed, however, among the Arabs the purity
situated at a distance, it has only to be ignored; of the l)atriarchal faith, and after coming into
it is treated as if it did not cxi_t. There may be contact with more firmly organized religions all
then, it is true, some difficulties for such subjects the better minds of Arabia aspired to a higher
of the government as are obliged to visit such a worship. In the sixth century that country, till
country, and who have to put themselves under then inaccesMblc, was thrown open on every side.
the protection of another state, but there is no The Syrians introduced letters. The Abyssinians
difficulty between the two governments. The and the Persians reigned alternately in Yemen
case is not the same when the two powers are con- and Bahrein. Whole tribes had embraced Juda-

tiguous. It is then impossible for them to ignore ism; Christianity had large churches at _NedjJan,
each other, they must live together, and then it in tim kingdoms of Hiraand Ghassan. A species
may be desirable to establish a modus vivendi, of vague toleration and syncretism of all re-
Generally such a situation is settled by a war, ligions was finally established; the ideas of one

but when Cavour first used this expression in 1860, God, of paradise, of the resurrection, of the proph.
war between Italy and the pope was morally and cts, spread by degrees cven among l)agan tribes.
politically impossible. After the installation of The Caaba became the Pantheon of all the wor-

the Italian government at Rome, it was necessary ships, and when Molrunnted excluded images
to seek a modus viverMi for the relations between from the holy house, in the number of the exiled
the king and the pope. -- This expression, of gods was a Byzantine madonna, painted on a
which we find no trace in treatises on interns(ion- column, holding her sou in her arms. The cere-
al law yet published, is of quite frequent use at

present, and, the word being found, the situation and Sunnites) seems at first sight to arise merely from a
would appeal" to be more frequent than during the disagreement concerning an historical question; the Sun-
past, the more so since war is not so easily decided nite_ admit the suthorily of the first three caliphs. Abou-Bekr, (.)marand Othman, while the Shiite_ admit the righls
upon, when it is necessary to put millions of men of All alone, and reject the legitimacy of all the d)nasties
on foot and expend billions of money. _hmh took tim place of the descendants of All. But this

_L_uRICE BLOCK. division i_. in realii'y more _crious. The righls of All
were merely a pretext taken up with avidity by the more
independent p_wtions of l.-lam, to escape from what they

MOHAMMEDANISMis(he most recent of the considered unendurable m orthodox belief The Persian
great religious creations of humanity.* Instead provincc_ especially embmc(.d the worship ot All with

eagerness, since it offered lhem all occa._ion to bate the
• The data which we pos_ses for even an approximate Arabs, to turn tiletr maledictions on them for the murder

_timate of the umnber ()f the followers of lslam are alto- of Hussein and Hassan_ and to develop the mystical and
gether ilmdcquate In one place we find the Mussulman I mythological side of the Iranian Imagination On close
population stated at 270,_00,000; in another it is reduced _ examination we shall find that a Shiite _snot a real _us-
to 120,000,000. On account of the total absence of stalls- ] sulman, in the Arabic sense of the u ord. and. if I may say
tics and of serious censuse_ in Mohammedan countries '_so, in the Semitic sense. He allows images; he deligi_ts in
we are unable to decide between numbers so different. Is- I an epm literature, full of cxphnr_ of ancient pagan heroes,
iamism has made "very great progress in the interior of ' a species of demig,.xls; the legend of biohammed, as re-
Africa and in China. There are no documents to show lated by him is more like a poem on the Hindu-Krishna
the number of these new foliowers_ which increases every ' than the history of a prophet ol God. In future this dif-
day. Strange phenomenon! Islamismia the religton which ; ferenee will no doubt become nmre mark_d.. The 8hiite
in the mncteenth century makes the greatest conquests. ' world is swarming with sects t_nged with Suflism_Ihe basis
Mussulman .missionaries setting out from Cairo and Mus- ! of which is a pantheistic uubehef, summed up ill these
cat enter every part of Africa and find the most cordial re- _ words: "Of a truth we come from God, and shall return
ceptlon among the negro populations. The favor which i to him." It has long been observed that Persia is not se-
the monotheistic belief finds in certain parts of China, and rmusly Mussulman ; under the mantle of official hypocmsy
the change which it effects in the minds of the population, nearly every Persian hides a sectarian attachment, a secret
are astonlahi_g. --The great division of Isiamism (Shiites thought, winch in a way has its source in the Korun
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monies of the Caaba, the processionS, the sacri- of Medina who had aided him, the faith was

rices in the valley of Mina, the belief ill purga- almost absolute, but if we leave this little group,
to O" (Arafat), were established in all their details which did not exceed a few thousand men, we

• long before Mohammed. The propbeL merely rind in all thcrest of Arabia nothing but very thin.
consecrated these ancicnt usages aud sanctioned ]y disguiscd incredulity. The Mussulman faith

them by a strict proclamation of the doctrine of had met, among the rich and proud families of
future rewards aml punishments. The symbol of Mecca, a centre of resistance which it could not
_slamism, at least before the relatively modern entirely overcome. The other trills of Arabia
invasion of theological subtleties, ,_carcely went embraced Islamism only through force, without
beyond the simplest elements of natural religion, troubling themselves about the dogmas which
"There is no God but God, and Mohammed is they had to believe, and without attaching much

his prophet." This is the wh,)le Mussulman importance to them. Certain parts of Arabia
dog'ma.--Islamism being the least mystic of became completely Mussulman only at the begin-

_'eligions, its influence must be studied especially ning of the present century through the Wahha-
in the civil and political sphere. The new reli- bite movement. -- The party of sincere Mussul-

_ion was an advance, so far as Arabia was con- roans found their strength m Omar; but after his
cerned. It is true, that nothing could equal the assassination the opposing party triumphed by

_charm of that society shown us by the Kitab the election of Othman, nephew of Abou-Sofian,
el-!kg_ni and pre-Islamite poetry; never has hu- tim most formidable enemy of Mohammed. The
man life been freer, more joyous, more noble, entire caliphate of Othman wasa violent reaction
for a few. But .it was a terrible anarchy. The against the friends of the prophet, whosaw them-

weak clfildren and women were scarcely pro- selves excluded from affairs and violently pcrse-
_ected. Although there were _omen at that time cuted. They never gained the upper handafter
in Arabia who were their own mistresses, choos, ward. The provinces could not endure that the

tng their husbands and having the right to send little aristocracy of Medina and Mecca shouhl ar
them away whenever they pleased, no idea of an rogate to itself alone the right of eleclinga calil)h.
_equality of rights existed. Mohammed estab- Ali, the true representative of the primitive tradi-
Iished the right of women to inherit from their tion of Islamism, was, during his whole life, an
parents, restrained polygamy, even represented impossible man, and his election was never seri.
monogamy as a state of life agTeeallle to God. ously c_)nsidered in the provinces. Pelvis alone
He recommended humanity toward slaves, ad- espoused his cause through opposition to the
vised their emancipation and abolished a multi- Semitic spirit, and rendered to the least pagan of
tude of inhuman practices, lie desired each of men a worship fullof paganism. -- Theaccession
the faithful to give one-tenth of his goods in "rims. of the Ommeyads brought these tendencies into
The Koran has -become the text and 'the only full play. This family, which had become Syrian
so_lrce of the new law. It is at once a book of. in habits and interests, was welcomed on every

theology and a civil code--a collection of com- side. Now the orthodoxy of the Ommeyads was
men law. Hence the fatal consequence, as we .greatly suspected. They drank wine, practiced
see, that in Islamism the civil law can never be thcritesof paganism, cared nothing for tradition,

separated from religion. No order, no mcthodi- nor for the sacred character of the friends of
cal plan existed in the drawing up of this funda- Mohammed. Thus is explained the astonishing
mental book. The Koran is a collection of Me- spectacle of the first century of the hegira alto-

hammed's discourses and orders of the day. gether occupied in exterminating the real fa-
:Nothing could be more dissimilar, more contra- thcrs of Islamism. By all ways we arrive at
dictory. Entrusted at first to the memory, the this singular result, that tim Mussulman move-
surats (chapters of the Koran) were collected ment was produced almost without religious
during the caliphate of Abou-Bekr, and under- faith. Hence the state of uncertainty in which
went a second revision under that of Othman. all the dogmas of the Mussulman religion are
This text has come down to us without essential found till the twelfth century; hence that bold

variations. -- It does not appear that Moham- philosophy openly proclaiming the sovereign
med's vision extended beyond the horizon of rights of reason; hence the numerous sects
Arabia, or that he thought his religion might suit bordering sometimes on the most open infidel-
_)thers besides Arabs. The conquering principle ity--Karniathians, Fatimites, Ismailites, Druses,
of Islamism, the idea that all the world should t_shbishins, secret double-meaning sects, join-

become Mussulman, appears to have originated ing fanaticism to unbelief, license to enthusi-
with Omar. Governing after the death of _[o- asm. the boldness of the freethinker to the super-
hammed under the name of the feebleAbou-Bekr, stition of the devotee. It was onlyiu the twelfth
at the moment when the work of the prophet, century that l_lamism really triumphed over tim
scarcely outlined, was on the brink of dissolution, uruii_iptin_l elements which were seething ia
he arrested the defection of the Arab tribes, and its bosom; this it did through the advent of the
gave the new religion its universal character. He Ascharite theology which was more severe in its
was the Paul of Islamism. In the circle of the methods, and by the violent extermination of

primitive believers, among those of Mecca who philosophy. This philosophy presents the exa.m-
had followed the prophet to Medina, and those ple of a very high culture suppressed almost in-
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stantaneously and nearly forgotten by the people an executive council superior to tile council of
who created it. The caliphs of Bagdad, in the eldcrs, the collection of alms destincd to support

vighth and ninth centuries, had the glory of open- pilbn'ims, the keeping of the keys of the Caaba,
ing that brilliant series of studies which holds so the management of the waters, and the discovery
large a place in the history of civilization, through of the wells of Zervzen, had given the Coreishiles
the influence which it exercised on Christian an undisputed hegemony over Arabia, but the

Europe. The caliph tIakem in Spain renewed political bond was still lacking. Mohammed
thi_ noble spectacle. The taste for science and united the tribes in a sacred group. He pro-

fine _lrts established in this favored corner of the claimed absolute equality amoi)g his disciples,
earth a toleration of which modern times can and said, "My assembled believers can not err in
scarcely show an example. Christians, Jews, a choice." Thus sovereignty departed from the
Mussulmans, spoke the same language, chanted oligarchy of the Coreishites and the assembly of

the same poetry, took part in the same studies, the allied sheiks; it entered, by divine inspira-
All the barriers separating men were thrown tion into the Mussulman church, into the assem-
down; alllabored with oneaccord at the common bly of the saints of Ismail. This was theocracy
civilizatiion. The mosques of Cordova in which in the etymological sense of tim word--the gov-
students were numbered by thousands became crnment not of priests, but of God himself, This
active centres of philo_phic and scientific studies, political equ'_lity found its exercise in the election
The schoolsof Ka_roan, of Damascus, of Bagdad, of the chief who was to lead the Mussulmans
of Bassorah, of Samarcand, initiated, on their to the holy war, but it stopped there. Of all

part, the Mussulmans into that liberalism of man- democracies this w-_s the most disposed to settle
ners and thought which people deprived of polit- into a military dictatorship, and besides there

ical liberty often demand of high intellectual was no question of legislative power in this
culture. _ _'o great dogmatic idea presided at the society: the law was already framed, and bound
creation of the Arab philosophy. The Arabs to be eternal.--When Abou Bckrappearcd in the

merely adopted the entire Greek encyclopedia assembly to recite the prayer% after the death of
such as the world accepted it toward the scventh Mohammed, he did not ascend the pulpit; lm re-

_tnd eighth centuries. At that time Grceksciencc rosined some steps lower. 8o did Omar and
played among the Syrians, the Nabatians, the Otbman. The c_diphs(vice-prophc,ts)neverlooked
ltarranians, the Sassanide Persians, a r_le very on them._elvcs as inspired. The. title emir-M-
similar to that which European science played in momniuin, which Omar took, indicated clearly

the cast during the last half century. Though what he wished to be: the prince of th,. faith-
developed on a traditional basis, Arabic philoso- ful, the commander of the holy war. The first
phy reached, especially in the eleventh anti twelfth caliphs, however, were not distinguished from
centuries, a real originality, and tl_e intellectual the last of the Arabs except by authority. The
growth represented by Arabic scholars till thc distinctions which then existed among the Mus-
end of the twelfth century was superior to that sulmans were altogether moral; the de_'ee of re-
of the Christian world. But it was unable to lationship with the prophet and religious merit

pass into institutions; theology in this dir_,ction were the titles which determined the order of in.
opposed an impassable barrier to it. blussul- seription in the diw,ni (census-list of the faithful)
man philosophy always remained an amateur or for the division of the fruits of conquest. --The
a court functionary. As soon as fanaticism Ommcyads created a more formidable aristoc-
alarmed the sovereigns, philosophy disappeared, racy; the divani bccamc in their hands the list of
its manuscripts were burned by royal command, military rewards; in return, the holders of these
and Christians alone remembered that Islamism benefices insured them the right of succession

had had its scholars and its thinkers. Islamismre- to the caliphate. The chiefs of Islam then ex-

vealed by this circumstance how incurably narrow changed thc democratic dictatorship of the ear-

its genius was. Incapable of transformation, or liest vicars of the prophet for the despotism of

of admitting any element of civil or citizen life, the kings of Persia and the exarchs of Byzan-
it tore from its bosom every germ of rational cul- tium. The Mussulman like the Roman republic
ture. This fatal tendency was combated while perished from extension. This second Roman
Islamism was controlled by the Arabs, a keen and pcople couhl not escape the slow and invincible

intellectual race, or by the Persians, a people very influcnccs of the conquercd races. Twenty years
much given to speculation; but it had unlimited after Mohammed, Arabia was humiliated, over-
sway as soon as barbarians (Turks, Berbers, etc.) shadowed by the provizmes; a century later, the
a._sumed the guidance of Islam. Then the Mus- Arab genius was ahnost c_mpletely extinct; Per-
sulman world entcred that period of ignorant bru- sin triumphed through the accession of the Ab-
tality from which it issued only to fall into the bassides; Arabia disappeared forever from the
gloomy agony in which it is struggling before our world's stage; and whilc its language was to bear
eyes. -- blohammed invented nothing either in civilization from Malaysia to biorocco, from
politics or religion. He established that unity of Timbuctoo to Samarcand, forgotten, pressed back
the nation which included all the Arab tribes, into its deserts, it became again what it had
and which the aristocrats of Mecca had com- been in the days of Ismail. --Liberty took refuge
menced for their own benefit. The creation of in the colonies of Africa and Sicily, far from the
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presence of the hereditary caliph, though under usually safe, and in many respec_ freer than
the menace of his Valis. The Arab colonies had Europeans. This cruel law of exception origi-
elective magistrates, municipal assemblies, which nated in the condition of the ancient ministers in
decided on peace and war. This political civili- the east, chosen from among the slaves of the
zation, troubled, however, by faet|ons, by the seraglio, and in the situation itself of the men-
endless anarchy of the Arab character, lasted till arclLs, strangers to everythit_g in the realm; "first
the invasions of the religious conquerors, the prisoners of tlle palace," as Montesquieu._%ys, and
Fatimites and the Almoravides.-- In Asia the ina- servants of the hatreds of their ministers so long
bility of the Arabs to form regular armies, and as their own ignorance continues, and they are
the consequent introduction of Turkish guards, incapable of mastering their rage when they dis
the concentration of all powers in the hands cover that riley have been deceived. Thi_ deplor-
of the emir d-Omra reduced the caliphate to the able policy has governed allthe monarchies of the
most deplorahle degradation. The revolt of the east, and Islamism has changed it in no regard.--
feudaries and the Mongol invasions filled the The perpetual interference of the sovereign in
Mohammedan world with blood. When the power affairs of inheritance has caused :Europeans to
of the Osmanli Turks had absorbed all others, suppose that Mussulman princes were owners of
peace was established, and Turkey was dangerous all the real property, or that they could not msin-
onlyto Persiaand Europe; but this centralization tain their luxury except by confiscations, after
soon brought on that terrible corruption which the manner of the first C_sars. Other authors
has reduced the Ottoman empire to a state of have solved the question in a more mystic
debasement out of which no human effort can sense, and assured us that according to the
raise it. --Under the caliphate as well as under Koran the land belongs to God. The origin of
the dynasties which rose "like clouds of dust Mussulman property must be found in the
from his feet," one guarantee alone remained to special code of the holy war. The ownership
the Mussulmans, the law sent down from heaven, of lands possessed by the Arabs before the con-
This law, which, for the Shiites, adherents of quest, the ownership of lands abandoned byinfi-
All, is reduced to the Koran, includes, in addi- dels and divided among believers, is as seeu,e
tion, for the Sunnites, the traditional sayings of as the title to land can be in the west, and is
the prophet, collected by his intimates, the de- transferred by sale, donation or inheritance.
cisions of the first four caliphs and tim four great 'lhe Koran and the Sunna recognize, besides,
Imams. The legislation of the Turkish epoch is complete ownership of desert lands recovered by
further increased bythe decisions of 2_0 juriscon- labor. "If any man brings dead land to life,"
suits assembled under Mohammed II., and by the says Molmmmed, " it belongs to him." In every
code of 8oliman. The articles of faith of Nfs_fi country buildings and trees are the objects of a
define supreme power as follows: "It isthe right true and complete ownership; but it is not the
and the duty of the Imam to see to the obserwmce same with the soil on which they stand. Entire
of the precepts of the law, to enforce legal penal- tribes, as the Metnalis of Syria, are merely usu-
ties, to defend the boundaries, to raise armies, to fructuaries; the sultan in such cases is the great
collect the tithes, to put down rebels anti brigands, landed proprietor. As to the Christians, former
to preside at the public prayer of Friday and the owners of the soil, flJey enjoy a tenant rioht
feasts of Bairam, to judgec|tizens, to settle misun- which is almost equivalent to ownership. Once
derstandings among subjects (rayahs), to receive out of Arabia and launcbed into the world, the
legal proof in legitimate cases, U, arrange the mar- Arabs would have become faithless to tile holy
riage of minors of both sexes who are deprived of war if they had settled down permanently. It
natural guardians, and to settle the partition of was necessary to deprivethem of the pretext. The
lawful booty." This power is exorbitant, but it is hereditary possession of land was left t,, the van-
not absolute. Even in Persia Saadi wrote: "The quished on condition of laboring and payi,_g
cadi obeys the vizier, the vizier the sultan, and tribute. ._bandoned land was given by the state
the sultan the law which tbe people themselves to new settlers. A.s the choice between conver-
obey." Some canonists deny the sultan the right sion and extermination was given to idolaters,
of making organic laws to assure the execution of and between conversion and tribute to the "poe-
the sacred law. The latter is placed under the ple of the book," (that is, to natiotls having a
guardianship of judges and jurists, who form the revelation--Christians, Jews, Sabiaus), the fl,r-
first two orders of the Mussulman clergy, and are mer were converted, and the latter paid tribute.
superior to the ministers of worship. These in- This U'ibute included a land tax and poll tax, the
terpreters of tile law have often obeyed the pre- ransom of their lives and the price of their per-
cept of the Koran: "Oppose the violation of the sonal safety. The newly converted did not enjoy
law," atul the sheik-ul-i.qam has frequently been immediately the same rights as their conquerors,
as great by his resistance as a praetorian prefect and were treated as subjeets at first. The orig_
under" the Roman emperors. _ The public law of hal inl_abitants were thus riveted to the soil un-
the east seems to have always conferred on the der the supervision of the victorious army. The._e
monarch an uMimited power over his function- warriors, collectors of taxes, organized in a bier-
aries, _md in general over all who have the mis- archy, lived on domains, which were frequently
fortune to approach him. Other citizens are extensive, and mistaken by Europeans for feudal
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estates, though they were merely financial dis- been able to rise to it, and, on the other hand, it
tricts. But one essential thing was really want. has not sufficed for peoples who possessed the
ing to make this a feudalism: property in land.-- germs of a more vigorous civilization. Its too
While the Arabs were the leaders of Islamism, great simplicity has everywhere been a bar to a
sciences, letters, philosophy, and even arts to a really fruitful development of science, of lofty
eertaia point, were able to unite the conquerors poetry, of delicate morality.- If it be asked
az_d the conquered. But under Turkish rule all what the future of Islamism will be in presence
_'usion became impossible. The Turks took of an essentially aggre_ive civilization, and des-

1.-lamism much more seriously than the Arabs tined it seems to become universal as far as may
had. The prescriptions of the law and of juris be permitted by the infinite variety of the human
prudence against tributaries were enforced in all race, it must be confessed that nothing on-
,heir rigor. The rayahs were obliged to distin- ables us to form precise ideas on this subject.
guish themselves from the Osmanli by their If, on the ouc hand, lslamism loses, not its exist-
dress, to yield them the inside of the walk, to ence, for religions do not die, but the moral and

pay the tribute without delay and with defer- intellectual government of an important part of
ence, under pain of " being taken by the throat the world, it will not succumb to the attacks of
and treated as enemies of God." They retained another religion, but to modern sciences with
their religion, it is true, their communc_, their their modes of reasoning and criticism. On the

,civil laws and the right to be judged by priests of other hand, it seems--if we consider only its
their own nation; but all the vcxalions which dognu_s and constitution--to possess in its sim-
conquerors could inflict on the conqucred with- plicity hidden powersof resistance. It has neith-

(_ut threatening their lives or violating the pact of er popes, nor councils, nor bishops divinely insti-
settlement were heaped on the heads of the tuted, nor a well defined clergy; it has never

r_lyabs. This trcatmentwas called _vanhth. Such soumled the formidable abyss of infallibdity.
abuse of power did not prevent the aristocratic What can criticism attack? it is somctimesasked.
xace, however, from showing many examples of Its legend? 'rhi_ h,geud has no more sanction
probity in intercou_e with men, of devotion to than the pious beliefs which may be rejected in
the country, of modest dignity :rod noble pt_litc- the bosom of Catholicism without becoming a
ne_s. Strangers to arts, to semnces, and fre- heretic. Its dogma? Reduced to its real limits

,quently to every exercise of thought, they des- Islamism adds nothing to natural religion but the
spised those industrious nations which were uua- 1)rophctic office of Mohammed and a certain con-
bit to conquer, while the enslaved, descended ception of fat:dism whi(:h is less an article of
from superior races, from nations which had faith than a general turn of miml susceptible
l_eld the sceptre of three continents, retained of proper direction. Its morals? In morals it
tile consciousness of their ancient nobility, of off[,rs the choice betwe,:n four sects equally or-
their p_esent activity, and gave the conquerors thodox, among which the moral sense has a
contempt for contcmpt. -- Once settled in a fair share of liberty. As to worship, when frced
country, the Mussulmans have always disdained from accessory superstitions, it can be compared
to convert the inhabitants. The proselytism tor simplicity only with some of the i)urest sects

and fanatacism of the Turks and Berbers them- _)f Proteslantism. Have we not seen in the be.

selves were but a frightful revenge for the ginning of the present century, in the very coun-
,crusades and the expulsion of the 1_loors from try of Mohammed, a sectary call forth the vast
Spain. The Israelites and tributary Christians p(')litical and religious iuovement of the Wah-

have only suffered persecutions when the Mussul- habites, by t)roclaiming that the true worship
roans thought themselves insulted or menaced; at of God consists in prostration before the idea of
such times they felt the whole fury of apathetic his exi.-tcnce, that the invocation _)f any interces-
and ignorant masters whose toleration was cx- sot with him is an act of idolatry, and that the
hausted. It must even be admitted that this situ- most meritorious act would be to raze the tombs

ation has become stiU more critical since Europe of the pr_phets and destroy the mausoleums of
has begun to exercise a pressure upon the internal the Imams'?--Symptoms of a much graver ha- t
g(_vcrnment of Turkey, and by imposing on Mus- turc arc rew.'aled at Constantinople and in Egypt.
suhnan so(:iety reforms opl)osed to the spirit of In those places the contact of science and Euro-
islamism, has asked it to commit suicide. The pcau manners has produced a libe1'tinism which

indissoluble and fatal union of religmus law and is concealed only to avoid shocking the people.
the civil law is the greatest obstacle to every polit- Sinccrc believers who feel the dauger do not hide
teal innovation. The law, equal for Mussulmans their alarm, and denounce European books of
alone, can regard infidels with disdainful tolerance science as containing fatal errors and subversive
only, and can not fill the abyss between the chil- of all religious faith. We may persist, however,
dren of God and their enemies which divides the in believing that if the cast could succeed in over-

reprobate from the elect. -- Islamism is evidently coming its apathy, and pass the limits which to
the product of an inferior, and so to speak, medl- this time it has been unable to pass in the matter
_)cre combination of human elements. This is of rational specttlation, Islamism would not op-

why it has been a conqueror only in the middle _ pose a very serious obstacle to the progress of
_stage of human nature. Savage races have not the modern spirit. The absence of theological
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centralization has always left Mussulman nations ple that virtue is necessary to a republic, it may
a certain amount of religious liberty; and _[us- be answered with many commentators that it is
sulman orthodoxy not being defended by a per- necessary to all governments. And still we think
manent autonomous hody, self-recruited and self- that Montesquieu's view was correct, and that his
governed, is vulnerable. But it must be con- thought, true when applied to aristocratic repub-
fessed also that, in certain parts of the Mussul- lics, bccomes still truer when applied to demo-
man world, in Syria for example, ignorance and cratic republics, which require for self mainten
fanaticism are extreme; and it can not be con- ance a particularly largc amount of energy, rood
ceived how minds so narTow can ever be opened cration, political capacity on the part of the pco-
to a broad idea or a generous sentiment. --It ple; all or very nearly all of whom are called to

is superfluous to add that, if a religious reform take part in the government. Without drawing"
should appear in L_lamism, Europe should not a regular comparison between a republic and
interfere except by its influence in the most gcn- monarchy, we may say that the republic presup-
eral manner. It would ill become her to wish to poses more confidence in human nature, and the

regulate the faith of others. While propagat- monarchy less. Monarchy itself is a precantioa
ing actively her own dogma, which is civiliza- taken against the sum of error and evil conlained

tion, she should leave to nations the infinitely in societies which it proposes to protect against
delicate task of accommodating their religious theoutburst of ambitious_nd disorderly passions.
traditions to their new wants, and respect the _Ioreover, we do not intend to make this study a
most indefeasible right, as well of nations as in- plea, but an examination. We shall interrogate
dividuals, that of presiding over the revolutions I)oth publicists and facts. We shall seek for the
of their own conscience in the most perfect lib- foundation of monarchy, and under what exceed-
erty. ]_RI_EST RESA..v,. mgly varied aspects it was presented to nations

who _(Iol)ted it, alld to writers who discussed it.
II[0NARCH¥. Thc time ispast when the word It is only after this attempt, purely expcriment,d

republic appeared necessarily to mean liberty, and and historical, that we shall try to say what this
monarchy, slavery. We have no longer to learn form of government may and should be among
that there are tyr, mnical republics andfrcenmn- modern nations.--Om'ginof,]lonarchy. Itisnot
archics. Consequently, the preference to begiven to be doubted that historically, r_yalty has its
to a republic to a monarchy, or to a monarchy to roots deeper in the past of the human race than
a republic, no longer appears to us with the same any other form of government. Several of its
absolute character as to some publicists who have partisans have gone so far as to see in it the only
gone before us, and to scvel'al generations which natural government, because one God governs the
preceded us. A_ soon as it is a question of men universe, and one sunillumin.ltes our world. They
placed in very different conditions of enlighten- have also produced examples from the animal

meat and virtue, of political skill, of physicalcir- kingdom, such as that of the bees. We attach
cumstances and social condition, the problem be- little importauce to these analogies which ale
comes altogether relalive. It is reduced to the sometimes puerile, and often deceptive, for it can

single point, of knowing which of the two forms not be clearly seen why, if bee-hives are on the
of government, in the given situation, gives bet- side of monarchy, ant.hills, e]el)hant troops and
ter protection to the liberty of citizens and the be'Leers should not be summoned in support of a
safety of property; which is best fitted to make republic. There is much more force ia the opin-
the country great. It is a question which the in. ion which considers that royal power finds its
stinct of m_tions seems to solve more surely than primitive type beth in the family which admils
politicalscience. INot that the rea_o,..,s indicated only one chief, and in the unity of military corn-
by the tatter to determine one choice or another mand; that it has its origin in a superior capacity
are devoid of force. But if they are separated which may impose itself by force, or be accepted
from each other, it will be found perhaps that without effort, in case of necessity, or even ob-
there is not a single one, taken alone, which is tain the sanction of a positive election. Which-

absolutely decisive. Thus, ._Iontesquieu, when ever one of these origins presided at its cradle, it
he affirms that vast territories require a monarchy, is by inheritance that the image of royalty is it_ _u
maintains what is gencrally true, but very far certain sense rounded and finished. When r()y
from being an absolute truth, since two examples, alty had taken possession of nations, it was forced
gigantic, so to speak, the Roman republic and the to abandon the temporary form which made of
United States of America, contradict him. Net- it, to use Aristotle's word, merely an "irremov_t-

ther does the species of relationship which is es- ble leadership." Thus it was able to prodt_('c
tablished between centralization and mo_mrchy, those powerful dynasties of the Egyptians, ]_h.(h
appear to rise to the height of necessary and uni- and Assyrians. Hereditary royalty supposes gczl-
versal law. In addition to the contrary example erally a state of society already formed, for cx-
of the Roman republic, it would be necessary to ample, owncx_ship in land transmitted in families,
admit that the conver_ is not absolutely true, that is to say, conditions of stability. The ideal
since England is at once a country of decentrali- and tradition of inheritance appears to us at-

zation and constitutional monarchy. If with the tached to power in virtue of the following rca-
author of l'.Esprit des lois we lay down the princi- sons: 1, natural assimilation of authority with
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property in material things, which pass from the monarchy which jurists applied to the monarchy
father to the children, an assimilation which in the of France, and which .-evcral publicists have re.

feudal period went so far as to confound prot)ri- pcatcd. "Th_ Abbe Dubos," writes Montesquieu,
elorship with sovereignty, 2, the innate desire of who opposed his system, (E,*p_t de lois, book
beads of families to transmit their dignities and xxx., chap. xxiv.), " wishes to remove every kind
the enjoyment of their powers to their children of idelt that the Fr:_nks entered Gaul as conquer-
or their relatives; 3, the prestige xxlut.h in the ors. According to him, French kings merely
eyes of certain nations surrounds cerlnin names put themselves m the place and succeeded to tim
consccratcd by habitual respect; 4, the pohtical rightst)ftheRt)manemperols."--ltisevidcnt that
,_)l tulle of other chiefs who in a certain way are the temptati,Jn to base the legitimacy of the m¢)n.

gr_)ul)e(l around and connected with the royal cs- a_chy on o_Je or "mother of these ol'igins ha-q cxer-
mblishment; 5, finally, the military force aiding ciscd a mighty influence on writers occupied
all these causes. It would be difficult to say theoretically with rt)yalty, and especially with
what part in the establishment of heredilary roy- modern royalty. Some have insisted on its char-
ally was taken, in those remote ages, by social actcristics of antiquity and hereditariness. They
foresight, which finds in the perma_mnce of su- held that what was oldest in power was necessa-
preme authority, in the bosom of a single family, ri]y the most legitimate. Others dwelt upon whaL
a guarantee of good order, to such a degree that they called its divine character. Still others, re.
this consideration at last appears m_ the mr)st de- membering the rr)yalty of barbarous times, wcro
cisive argumcnt in favor of the monarchic form. especially struck by the fact of election. Begin.
It must not be supposed, moreover, that the idea ning with the sixteenth century, a period in which
of divine right, which 1ms played so great a part the doctrine of the soveI'eignty of the people ap.
m the history of royalty and which is held in peared mo._t prt)minently in speculative and even
such high esteem by certain modern .'kpologists of in active t)nlitics with the Pretest'rots and mere-
this form of government, was foreign to the. for- hers of the lca._uc, there is an entire class of
marion of hereditary royalty in those remote minds for which popular election becomes the
ages. The theory may be new enough; the idea titlc itself of legitimacy :_nd the only foundation
is very old. l_'ot only did it not await Bos_uet, of roy.d power. An entire collcction of hooks
and dc Behold, but it was far earlier than the might be oiled whit.h testif) to thc predmninance
anointing of Pepiu and of Charlemagne, as well of this th(.oly. The, "Tre:Ltise on Politic_d Power,"
as the benefit which theirsuccessors were to draw by John Po)'net, bishop of Winchestcl'; .De J_re
fromit. As far back as we go, we find that religiou regni spud Sc,_las, by George Buchanan; the
surroundsthecr_ldleofroynltywithamystichalo. Fr(_l_c_-Gallla of the jul'l_con._ult, Herman; the
Tim kings of Homer descended from gods or dcmi- l,Tadici¢ coMra ty_'a_es of Hubert Lauguet, and
g_ds, and are the objects of a sort of _'eligi_)us so many other Protestant w(_rks which found an
veneration. The same was the case with the kings echo among the Catholic publicists and preachers
of Rome. Many barbarous peoples appcared in their struggle against Hem'y II1., exhibit this
eonvincexl that the families of their kings were thought most clearly: that election is the (_riginal

d('seended from the families of their gods. Odin and real title to royalty, and that the sove_'eignty
passed as the father of an entire royal race. of thepcople, f_'om which it cnmnates, may with-
Without doubt other governments besides those draw thc powers granted a_d crush wicked
of royalty ha_e placed them._elves under the cover princes. Whateve_ may have been the interest of
of religion. If Numa pretended to be inspired these controversies about the origin t)f royalty and
by the nymph Egeria, Lycurgus laid claim to be the historical basis whi(.h g_ves it ]egitim:_cy, we
inspired by the oracles, and Solon had his laws think there is no wtlue in their common claim of
consecrated by the Delphian Sibyl. But if this establishing the legitim_t,y of the monarchic
applies to all legislators, it is true, in a slill higher order which has its re_l title in its neccssity. ,Na-
degree, of royalty, whose age, which seems lost tional sovcrcigu?y, hc).ond a doubt, ha_ the right
ill the dimness of the pa_t, and whose pe_'petuity, to rise up and dcl)ose ki_gs and rcig_i_g f:_mdie_.

which seems to repeat eternity itself upou ea_'th, But natiomfi _ovcrcignty _tself h:_s no l)owcr over
render it peculiarly venerable. In every la_d, what is good, just, proper and exl)cdie_t accord-

therefore, the belief appears that kings are the tug it) places and times. It has n_ l)_)wcr over
images of gods or of God upon the earth. This the natu_'e of thi_gs. It must come to au agree-
is not a purely Christian but a universal idea, and nmnt with good sense, reason, j usti(:c, expe_'ience,
old as the world. --Among the origins as well as the laws of necessity. Otherwise it will build

among the conceptions of roy;dry, we sh_,ll not upon saint. It (.an _o more g_ve life to an imp_s-
omit that in virtue of which the king appears a._ sible r('l)ublic than it can give m_)rality and use-
the living law, as the very personiflcatio_ of the fulness to a t3-rann_cal monarclly. Above elcc-
state, which is an advance of the same idea, as lion, as well as above the right (ff succession,

the image itself of tim sovereign people. All na- there is a certain thing, the necessity of a power
tions have beheld in the sovereign the living law, strong enough to protect society against the con-

but the idea of seeing in him a delegate and a flict of discordant forces, and to which unity is
r('presentative of the sovereignty of the people is indisl)ensable in order to make itself promptly
a Roman _dea. It is the theory of the impe_'ia] and su_'cly obeyed. When monarchy renders
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this service, and renders it better than any other classification of the various forms in which a

form could, its legitimacy is beyond a doubt, monarchy may appear has sensibly varied with
What is more legitimate than a power, the neees- publicists who wrote on this subject. ]_ach one
sary protector and depository of public order, of of them has had its partisans and its detractors.
general justice, of public interest? _qmt is more Aristotle, who first applied an analytical genius
legitimate than a great magistracy, the centre and to the accurate ob_rvation and strict classifica-
connecting bond of society? Now, these are the tion of governments, placed royalty among the
features under which "modern royalty has ap- good governments, though he preferred, as did
peared to the eyes of nations," and through which almost all the political writers of antiquity, and
it "has acquired their power by obtaining their Plato, hismaster, aristocracy, on wlfich lie founds
adhesion."-- Criticism has rendered such com- the perfect city. lie recognizes five kinds of roy-
plete justice to the legitimacy of a monarchy alty. ("Politics," book iii., chap. ix.) The first
founded on divine right, a theot T by which the kind, whose type is presented to him by the Spar-
pretension is raised of making power tlie inalien- tan royalty, appears to he, he says, the most legal;
able property of a royal race, said to have re- it is not absolute mistress. It may be sometimes
ceived it from the hands of God himself, that hcreditary and sometimes elective. The second
there is no need of dwelling on it here. Besides, species is the royalty established among certain

history ,bows tllat the claim of divine right has barbarous nations, especially Asiatics, with tht;
never saved a dynasty. Let royal families pro- characteristics of absolute power, though legiti-
claim that they reign by the grace of God, .ts well as mate and hereditary. The third kind of royalty
by the will of the people, there is no exception to is an elective tyranny, for a tetan of years or for
be taken to this, as soon as it is understood that life, of which the ancient Greeks offer us more

there is not a single form of government which than one example. "A fourth kind of royalty,"
can not place itself under the words: Omnis po- continues Aristotle, "is that of heroic times, ac-
tes_;s a De,_. All power not issued from brute cepted by the citizens and hereditary by law.
force contains a divine element; this element is The founders of these monarchies, bcnefactors of
justice. In lhis sense and fr,)m this point of nations, either by enlightening them through the
view it is sacred. It ceases to be sacred only in arts, or in guiding them to victory, by uniting
becoming unjust and oppressive. "God," writes them or winning for them permanent states, were
Pufendorf, "who certainly wishes that men called kings out of gratitude, and transmitted
should practice the moral law, has commanded their power to their sons. These kings had su-

the human race, through the lights of reason, to preme command in war, antl offered all the sacri.
establish civil society, and, consequently, a soy- rices in which the ministry of the pontiffs was

ereign power which is the soul of" that society, not indispensable; besides these two prerogatives,
In other words, he wishes an cud without indicat- they were sovereign judges of all disputes,

ing at the same time the necessary means to arrive sometimes without oath, and sometimes with.
at it." In tiffs sense, just power representing The formula of the oath consisted in lifting the
justice is divine, as the objects of men and of so- sceptre." There i_ finally a fifth kind of royalty,
ciety are themselves divine. But if the end is where a single chief is master of all. "This roy-
immutable, the means are changing and wtrious, ally has intimate relati[ms with family power;
It is of small iml)ort that a family was necessary as the authority of the father is a sort of royalty
at a certain time in history, or even during a suc- over the family, so the royalty of which we speak
cession of centuries, if it is no longer needed, here is an administl,'ation of the family type ap-
if it is merely the worn-out instrument of ac- plied to acity, or to one or more nations." Aris-
complished designs. De Maistre himself, such a totle declared that hc would stop to examine this

resolute partisan of legitimacy, seems to rccog- la._t form; in it lie recognized tim pure image of
nizc this in the followit_g significant passage in monarchy, finding, like I-Iobbcs (Imperium, chap.
one of his letters: "If the house of Bourbon is vii.), of a later time, no real royalty except abso-

finally proscribed, ((le Maistre means by God and lute royalty. Tim Greek philosopher found no
not by the people), it is well that the government difficully in condemning this form of govern-
should be consolidated in France; it is well that ment after such an examination, although he sup-
s new race should commence a legitimate succes- poses the monarch to whom this power is given
sion; whether it is this or that race is of no to be as virtuous as enlightened. He proves the
importance to the universe."--:In conclusion: superiority of fixed equal, impartial laws, over

reig_fing families, like royalty itself, draw their the arbit_try will of a single man; he claims for
origin from that force of tlfings which is maxle the majority, even when composed of individuaN

up of circumstances above the will and _)urely inferior to that eminent individual, thehonm" of
free choice of nations. Kings are not chosen by greater safety in judgments and superior incor-
chance. The reasons which elevated in turn the ruptibility. The ga'eat political philosopher

Merovingians and" the Capetians in France were might, and even should, it would seem, not haw:
not arbitrary. Later, when age has consecrated neglected to discover whether royalty was by na-
n family, it is not easy to supplant it. A people ture incompatible with that fixity of laws and
does not invent its dynasties, it finds them.-- those guarantees of liberty which he desires above
Forms ar, d Va_qous Kiru_ of Motiarc&ies. The all. The example of the constitution of Sparta
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put him upon the way to do this. Why did he, up tlle cause of" national interests, and set up, for
in mentioning it with praise, not stop to analyze this purl)ose , his sole and sovereign will. Ill
it? Besides, did Aristotle understand clearly the reality, the power of the state is the constant

conditions of monarchy--he who, in order to put thought of Machiavelli, his only idol is tim unity
forward the elective system, absolutely con- of thenati_mlising above the ruins of anarchic

demned hereditary power, which he thought of- forces. --A disciple of Aristotle, in many points,
feted but few chances of bringing to the succcs- B_,din did not follow Ins master in his method of

slon men worlhy of the virtuous monarch, and clas_ifyi_g the different forms of royalty, and
eat)able of reigning after him? Experience, however inferior he may be to him in genius, it
whi(:h thc profound :tuthor of "Politics" habit- lnay be said tlmt on this point, as on several

ually takes as guide, does not confirm this pref- others, he is superior to him. Bodin distinguishes
ercnccgivcn to the elective monarchy, ls it not three forms of monarchy. ("Republic," book
enough to rec'dl that the elective system, applied xi.): firsl, the monarchy of lordship, in which,
to royalty in the Roman empire, and later in the he says, "the pri,_ce has become m_._ter of
kingdom of Poland, produced internal disscn- property aud person, by the light of arms, and

sions and degrad.Ltion of the state? Is it not governs his subjecls as the father of '_ family
enough to recall file fatal events in unfortunate governs his slaves" ; secondly, the tyrannical
Poland, fatal to its nationality, in order to pro- monarchy, "in which the monarch, disregarding
nounce aloud its condemnation? Rousseau, who the laws of nature, treats free persons as slaves,
_iolently opposed hereditary royalty in the Con. and the property of his subjects as his own".

trat ,_ocial, be]ieved that he corrected the ordi- third]y, the royal or legitimate monarchy, "in
nary drawbacks of monarchic electiou in Poland, which the subjects obey the laws of the monarch,
by proposing a drawing by lot among lhe life and the monarch the laws of nalure, natural lib-

senators, of three names, from which the same e)'ty _tml rights _f prope_,Q/ rel_u_iaillg with the su,b-
assembly should choose the one they preferred, jeers." Thi_ last trait, brought forward and dis-
_ithout adjom'ning tim session. (Gouver_e_l_t cussed by John Bodin in twenty passages of the
de Pologne, chap. xiv.) It is more than doubtful "Republic," shows in the happiest manner the
whether such a means, which would have put all characteristics or at least the conditions of

the chances on the side of mediocrity, would modern monarchy. He recognizes it as legiti-
have succeeded in suppressing the defects of a sys- mate, only on condition of becoming reconciled
tern which it professed to co_Tect. This strange with the rights of lil)crty and property, and
mixture of chance and election would have guaranteeing them. What a distance between
_uceeeded only in cre',tiug a royalty of chance, this liberal theory and that which was current
_ithout prestige and without permanence. -- under Louis XIV. and Louis XV., which claims

Machiavelli has not tried to classify different that kings arc the owners of all property, the
kinds of royalty, but the different species of mere use of whi_.h is enjoyed by the subjects,
p_iTxipalitie.s, a more extensive subject, since he through a sort of toleration or concession alto-

includes even ecclesiastical principalities. Ite gether voluntary! Bodin opposes the conception
_eems, besides, to pay more attention to dis- of a mixed mouarehy brought forward by several
tinguishing them by the menus which were used publicists and particularly by tIotman, who
to found them, than by their intrinsic clmracters, stated that the best government is that which

The author of "The Prince" treats in a special "associalcs and tempers the three elements, roy-
manner civil principalities, that is. those which alty, aristocracy and democracy." Sovereiguty,

are based ui)ou the free suffrage of their citizens, according to the aulhor of the "Republic," en-
This is the kiud of monarchy which he prefers, dures neither divi._ion nor limit. Hc attacks,

The advice hc gives such principalities bears the therefore, in very precise terms, "this sovereignty
stamp of a remarkable elevation of character, pbtyed for by two parttcs, of which srfmetimes _he
and proves that tile evil maxims, which he no. people al,d souu;tirr_, the pria_ would be _na._te'r,

_ here presents as the beau ideal of politics, but whtch is a strikil_g absurdity, inc_mspatible with abso.
which he has thc fault to give outwith the cul- lute._o_,ereigl_ty, ttnd contrary to the b_ws and to _u_t-
I,able coldness of a man who subjects morality _ral rea,_o_,." Bodin, nevertheless, is really a par-
to politics, are addressed only to thosc who have tisan of limited monarchy; he trusts in tile barrier
become masters of sovereignty by treason and of I)arliaments, as well as the virtue of the prince
crime. Chapter ix. of "The Prince" is devoted in the exercise of his power; but lie is ignorant of

to describing tile duties of the monarch wilt) that which bas been songht for so much sincehis
has arrived at power through the free choice time under the name of constitutional guarantees.
of his subjects. For Machiavelli, consequently, In the last analysis Bodin depends on morality to
there are two kinds of royalty, independent of moderate royalty; as Bossuet, at a later time,
usurp'ttion. In one case the nobility call a man depended on religion. -- It is surprising that
to supreme power in order to resist the people; blontesquieu, coming after Aristotle and the

in tim other, the people wish to have a protector lca_'ned author of the "Republic," did not seek
ag:dnst the insolence and the tyranny of tile to establish any strict classification of tile differ-
t_obles. He prefers the last; but in the first as in ent fo_ms of monarchy. Perhaps he was turned
.the second case, he wishes the monarch to take away from this by the error which he committed
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in making despotism a government apart. He lows that monarchy can no longer, under the pro-
would have been obliged to classify despotism tection of a pretended divine fight, be the object
with monarchy, as a form of its abuse, and he of a kiud of superstitious worship, whatever may
would have then beeu obliged to renounce his be the prestige inseparable from the exerciseof soy-
classification of three governments which he ereign power and royal personages ; it follows also
gives as original" the republican, the monarchic that force is not the only origin of royal power,
and the despotic. But Montcsquieu recognized a and that it would he unwelcome in presenting
monarchy which he said had liberty as its direct itself at present as tile title of monarchy in view
object: that is, the English monarchy, and of the universally admitted right of nations to
monarchies which "teud only to the glory of tile dispose of themselves; finally, it follows that
citizens, the state, and the prince," (E, Ztn'/t des election, which does not create eternal legitimacy,
/o£_, book xi., cbap. vii.)---a somewhat vague is not a sufficient title to invest sovereigns with
statement. He explains exhaustively why the an absolute power, since there are, above the right
ancients had 7w _r# clear idea of monarchy, it is of the people as well as above the right of the
even the titlc of one of his chapters. "The king, originalrights, whichwehavereducedtotwo,
ancients," he says (E,,p_it dens b#is, book xi.), the liberty of thc citizen and the security of prop-
"were not acquainted with the form of govern- crty. Order in a civilized society is synonymous
meat founded on a legislative body made up of with the maintenance of justice, which enforces
the representatives of a nation." And further the liberty of all, and makes one man respect the
on: "The ancients, who were unacquainted with liberty of the other. Nations seek in monarchy
the distribution of the three pr)wers in the gov- a defen_ against the anarchy or the oppression
ernment of a single one, could not form a correct which surrenders the weak to the strong. Mon-
idea of monarchy." Thus, with Montesquicu, archies, therefore, follow in their way, which, im
monarchy is moderate government l_ar exce/knce, a certain number of cases, is the best, the same
-- If we combine the ideas put forth hy the l)oliti- end as republics and other governments of every
cal writers just examined, and if we understand the class, which is to permit and assure the free de-
spirit of what we see or of what exists to-day in veh)pment of all useful action, and to confine

monarchy, its different forms may be class(,d, we evil within the narrowest limits without curtail-
think, much morc simply according to their fun- ing legitimate and fruitful liberty. This, to our
damental characters. Doubtless there is, to begin thinking, is the sense of the m'_xim, already old,

with, a great and essential diffcrence between elec- that "Kings are nmde for the people "; a maxml
tive monarchy and hereditary royalty. But this which requires other guarantees than thc purely

distraction would be too insufficient. The most moral obligation, imposed by duty on Christiau
essential wouhl be that which recognizes two kinds princes, as Bossuet thought; a maxim which seeks
of monarchies, absolute and limited monarchy, its sanction in an organization of power, in-
Absolute mon'trchy is not necessarily despotism tended to make royalty a simple means of the
(see ABSOLUTISM), but leads to it. We shall not, public good. Between monarchy and peoples uo
of course, for iustancc, commit the injustice of other tie is conceivable than that which may be
coml)aring the ancicnt French monalchy with an called an alliance of reason. Not that this tie
oriental despotism. Still, it is impossible for us should be devoid of affection, not that it shouhl
to grant that before 1789 French monarchy was be necessarily reduced to the cold and formal
anything but absolute. Tempered in fact, that relations between the sovereign and the nation,
we admit, by parliaments, by the barrier of opin- dictated by simple expediency, but it can no

ion, by tradition, by various powers which grew longer have its origin in a species of chivalric
up at its side, French royalty was nevertheless devotion. The only legitimacy of governments
absolute legally, because it was able to silence is the general interest. The only organ which

with a word all resistance, which it (lid more than gives expression Ix) this interest is the national
once, The essence of absolute monarchy lies sovereignty. When the latter accepts the mo-
entirelyin the more or less complete concentration narchic form, it does not intend to abdicate; it
of the three powers, executive, legislative and only wishes to regulate itself. It arms itself, .-o
judicial, in the hands of theprince. The moderate to speak, with precaution against its own error.-,
monarchy is that which finds its limits in the dis- it condemns itself to prudence by foresight; it
tinction of these three powem, sanctioned by a places a barrier before the disorder which it fear_.
positive constitution, and in the estal,tishment of No more, no less. --Notwithstanding this (.hara('-
one or more bodies with rights apart from the ter of modern royalty, quite rational and subord_-

monarch. Hence, moderate monarchy really ap- hate to public utility, there are publicists who
pears only among representative governments, declare monarchy to be illegitimate in itself, we
Whether it finds its limit in the aristocracy, in a do not say merely, be it noted, who declar(" it
dcmocracy, or in a combinatioaof both, itdeserves fatal in its consequences, open to attack as a
to be called moderate, and m'_y for this reason wrong combination, from which evil alone ('a_
subserve liberty.- The M'ark, s and Part of Mon. come, but who declare that it is contrary nf itself

archyamong Modern Natl,9_,s. Several important to justice, to law, and to reason. It is not loz_g
consequences follow, it appears to us, from the since we heard it maintained in the press and fr,_m
considerations which we have presented: it fol- the tribune that a republic is the only legitimate
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form of government, while monarchy, even when saying of the young Denys, to whom his father,
accepted, can never be legitimate, because a while reproaching him for some shameful act,
people can not establish it, without alienating its said: " Have I given you the example of such
will and disposing of future generations without deeds? .... Ah!" answered the son, "your fa-
having the right to do so. Such, in substance, ther was not a king."--Monarchic publicists,
is the creed of that school of which Rousseau is the obliged now to address not feeling, but reason, do
mouthpiece and which goes further than its mas- not deny these drawbacks of heredity. They do
ter, for Rousseau recognized, although with regret, not injure their cause by attributing to the insti-
tbat monarchy is fitted for certain nations. It tution which they defend more perfection than it
appears to us that the most scrupulous devotion possesses, or than is compatible with human weak-

to the dogmaof popular sovereignty and even the ness They answel : Yes, heredity is a fiction, a
preference given republicanism do not imply such convention; it ha.- immense drawbacks, but what

consequences. A nation does not surrender ils it' it has greater advantages? Is not the existence
will by establishing a monarchy for the sake of of a family having the tradition of I)owcr a good,
order, liberty, and national unit),. It is a singu- thing? Charlemagne, Saint Louis, Hcnry IV.
lar paradox to maintain that the national will is and many others werc legitimate heirs. May not
not expressed quite as clearly in allowing a the existence _)f mediocre princes even have its
form of government to continue, as by over- advantages, either because they leave the govern-

throwing it, quite as well by persistence as by ment to able ministers, or liberty takes advantage
caprices. Why should not a people wish, if of them to extend its conquests and strengthen
it judges proper, to retain the monarchic form, its rights?--Hereditary r4)yalty is the image and
one century, ten centuries, for all time ? In the consecration of perennial power. This is its
what are the present generations of men slaves to object. Now, duration is one of tim first ele-
those who established it? Is it sought to be de- mcnts of f_)r(.e. Only that is loved and feared
nied that there are legitimate revolutions? Let which has a lengthened existence. The light of
us acknowledge the fact: the right of resistance monarchical succession does away with the dan-
is eternally implied in all tim constitutions of this gerous intervals left by election, and it h_s the
worht. There have been glorious insurrections, inestimable advantage of withdrawing fr-m elec-
therc have been revolutions with which are c_)n- lions thi_ element of permanence which shouht be
nected the most beautiful memories of the human presented by the instituti_)ns of a great country.
race. All peoples have placed some o'f these It gives, to home and foreign politics, that cohe-
fearful and salutary crises among the greatest rcnce and (.ontinuiTy, that mixture of strength

events of their history, and those who introduced and prudence, the condition of all gre'ltness and
and directed them in the number of their greatest repose, which republics produce only with much

men. All have dated from them their political greater effort, whenever they do succeed in pro-
regeneration, and a new era of prosperity and ducing them. Finally. continue the (lefendeI_
greatness. But wisdom forbids the declaration of of monar,'by, is it just, is it honest, to speak of the

a permanent revolution under pretext of national right of succession under constitutional govern-
sovereignty. It forbids us to consider this neces- ments in the same way as under "d_solute govern-
sary evil as a harmless expedient. It forbids ments? Is it not the eel 5" el)jet.tel constitutional
fickle desires and an adventurous imagination, governments to prevent bad princes from doing
which end by creating a sickly want that is evil, to support the mediocre, to obtain as much
never weary of appealing to the emotions and to as possible from the good, to prevent the greatest
chance. The risk in revolutions is really terrible, from becoming so powerful as to put themselves
If men do not issue from them more worthy and above the law ? Doubtless there remain the draw-
more noble, they become more degraded. If backs connected with minorities at_(l regencies,
moral and political beliefs do not receive new life but these are passing evils, and not of frequent

from them, they give way. If interests are not occurrence, Constitutional governments, which
strengthened by them, they lose by them. Revo- create great powers by the side of royalty, there-
lutions destroy the countries which they do not by diminish the dangers to minorities so much t_)
save. This is why it is wisdom in nations to de- be feared under absolute monarchies. It is the
test and avoid revolutions, consenting to them merit of this form of gnvcrnmeut to endure, that
only in cases of the most absolute necessity. The royal authority should not have at all _imes the
argument that monarchy is equivalent toan abdi- the same degree of intensity and energy. And,
cation of national sovereignty, can not hear seri- most important, it presents no breaks, and its
otis criticism. -- Publicists of the too exclusively ever pre_ent image is a barrier against anarchy

republican school find hereditary monarchy to be and the claims of usurpers. To close the argu-
an odious fiction, incompatible with the reason of ment of the right of succession, sometimes add
modern nations, because it gives rights to medi- the partisans of the monarchic form, would not
n_.ri_y, stupidity, vice, and even crime, They another consideration have weight which has
maintain that heredity not only permits such an never had more effect than in our day? Is not.
evil, but that it produces it by the corruption hereditary royalty, up to a certain point, the con-
which is fatally connected with young princes, secration and the safeguard of other hereditary
One would think they were commenting.on tile rights still more sacred, that of the transmis-
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sion of property for example? You speak in a be condemned to the excesses of a single power,
tone of irony while pointing out s child subject whether of a king, aristocratic clique, assembly,
to the most humiliating infirmities of nature: or popular dictatol.'ship; this is an insupportable
'" There is a king!" Are you not _ffl'aid that oth- tyranny, after eighteen centuries of Christianity

1era will appear, _aying with the _ame cozJtcml)t: have shown us the liuails of the state, and sever.d

" See that wailing child; that is a ]andl_)rd !"-- centuries of philosophy have m'tdc us proud and
We have endeavored to sum up the arguments exacting in regard to our rights, when also the
of monarchic publicists in their' most striking habit of indivkhml and political liberty hasmade
and correct passages, dwelling only Ul)On those tim latter dear to us in proportion to the benefits
which agree with the nature and conditions of which it is intended In seeure.--Limited or con-
modern society. We shall now indicate how stitutional monarchy was the desire of France as

the rSle of monarchy may and shouhl he cou- soon as she reflected on her destiny. This must
ceived in this society.--The r_,yal p_,wer up- be recognized as an historical fact, even when
pears with two necessary characteristics in the one's preferences seem to settle on the republican

new conditions created for Europenn societies form. As soon as the notion of right is dissem-
by the liberal spirit and the ascending move- inated in a nation, as soon as its interests are

ment of democracy: it slmutd be limited and multiplied and increased, the need of escaping
restraining. _'either powerful enough to pass from the absolute power of a single man and a
its bounds, nor so disarmed as not to be able to single family, this _eed which has always exer-
accomplish its mission efficiently: such should ciscd the upper class, descends from the aristoc-
it be and remain under pain of inevitable for- racy to tim ma._ses; and as the former demand
feiture. -- There is no need of stopping for any privileges, the latter _ant liberties, with this dif-
:length of thne to show that monarchic power fel'ence, that a nobility may sell itself to roy'll
-should be limited, and that it can not be otherwise power, while a nation does not yield ilself up, at
1hun limited. The paternal monarchy of de Bo- least for a long time. It is said, of course, Ih:_t
nald is only a dream. Benjamin Constant, an the assistance formerly given by royally 111 the
almost contemporaneous publicist, stated very middle and lower classes against feudal opi)rcs-
justly, '" The direct action of the monarch de- sion, that the admission of men of common birth
creases inevitably in proportion to the progress to the highest civil and military dignities, reached
(if civilization. Many things which we admire such a point under the ancient monarchy that the
and which seem very beautiful in other epochs, duke de Saint-Simon characterized the reign ,f
are inadmissible now. If you imagine the kings Louis X-IV. as a reign of vile bourgeoisie, have
of France dispensing justice to their subjects, at themselves contributed to favor the establishment

the foot of an oak tree, you will be moved by the of absolute power. This can not be disput(.d;
speclacle, and you will revere this lofty and simple but how can it be disputed either that ever3 thil_g
exercise of a paternal authority; but what would which increased the cla-_ses devote(I to tim l)ro_c._-
be seen to-day in a judgment given by a king sions called liberal or to industrial ]abm' lendcd
without tbe assistance of tribunals? The viola- to liberate them? The more the feeling of their

lion of every prineil)le, the confusion of all value was developed, the more considerabh; and
powers, the destruction of judicialindependence." prevalent bccanm their attention to their affairs,

•(Du Pouvoir royal, vol. i., p. 295, edition Labou- the less were tlmy tempted to yield their persol_s,
laye.) Another rca.son will prevent modern na- their labor and their property to tl_e opprc_-_ive
lions from yielding to absolute monarchy, and action or to the capricious direction of al'bitr_Lry
this reason is supported by experience. Centuries power._ If, from the fifteenth century, a Philip

ago experience condemned simple governments de Comynes was able to proclaim the prilwiplc,
through the mouth of Polybius, though he was that "neiiher the king nor any one else has the
far from possessing the ntimerous and terrible power to levy taxes without tim consent of his

proofs of the dangers inherent in them which subjects"; if tbese positive maxims, which cvcn
are at our disposal. It is a maxim of Polybius, then were not new, c(add be transmitted iu the

that "'every simple form based t_n a single prin- writings of publicists and in the document_ ,,f
ciple, can not last, because it will soon fall into states; wlmt must it have been in the eiglm,e_)th
the defect which is peculiar to it." (Polybius, century, after an immense development of i_ldu,-

bex)k vi..._ 10, phi'use cited by Barthelemy Saint- try and enlightenment, and in view of a ncighb(,r-
Hilaire in the preface of the "Politics" of Arts- ing nation whose tempting example gave brilliant

totlc, p. 115.) The theory of checks and bal- proof that the monarchic power might be limiled
•tnc(.s sanctioned by the great names of Plato, without prejudice to order and to the great ad-
Aristotle, Polybius and Cicero, and supported by vantage of public liberty and general prosperity?

the practice of some of the greatest constitutions In allowing the moum'chy to remain, the revolu-
of antiquily, gains force from the nature of
modern societies which arc so complicated in their * ,, Arbitrary power," writes Benjamin Constant, "exel'-
elements. Of course there is no perfect equilib- cised either m the name of one or of all, pursues man

rium in a state; a system of checks and balances dethr°ughallhis formsofreposeandhappinsas."convl_teet d_ l' Us_attoct, ohsp. xL) Seethe(Del'Esp'ttfoll°wing
_lways meets scriou_ difficulties in application ; chapter oI the same work on the effects of arbitrary power
I)ut it is necessary to tend toward this system, or on morals, intelligence and tndmm'y.
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tion of 1789 could only allow it tempered or lim- is a second truth, which seems little open to
ited in its powers, since it did not admit it for its question. Let us not forget that the object to be
own sake, but for its supposed service to nauooal attained is always this: not to allow the estab-

unity, liberty and order. .a-nd this was not the lishmcnt of tyranny, neither the tyranny of an
effect of a passing excitement. It was the fruit oppressive majority nor that of a minority,
of long mental labor, and was the object of per- neither one in the name of a democracy nor one
severing and inflexible will. Even in 1804, when in the name of an aristocracy. Place all p_)wer
France, weary of the anarchy which had har,'_ssed in a single assembly, and experience shows the
her, took refuge in the arms of military power, perils of this combination, which delivers, with-
surrounded with the most brilliant prestige of out guarantee, the right_ of citizens to a power
genius and glory, she stated, while doing so, without check. If thc assembly is dissolved, to
what sort of a mom_rchy she wished to establish what dangers are not lib('rly and order subject
by raisinga new family to the throne. "Frauce," during the interval which separates this assembly
said the tribunate, from which originated the from that which is to follow! If the assembly is
proposition to raise the first consul to the throne, cxceesively long-lived, what a number of other
"France is justified in expecting from the family perils in case public opinion does not go with it!
of Bonaparte, more than from any other, the Place powcrin two assemblies, how are you to
maintenance of the rights and the hberty of the prevent a conflict between them from becoming
people and all the institutions fitted to guarantee envenomed and bringing on rcw)lutions? How
them." "The French have conquered liberty." are you to hol)e that an executive power, itself
said the senate in its message of bfay 4, 1804, in very liable to change, and dependent as the min-
:_dopting this proposition; " they wish to preserve isterial power, would have sufficient authorily?
thetr conquest, they wish repose after victory. The nece_ity of a moderating power is such that
This glorious reposethey would owe to the hered- republican states themselves do not alw_ys neg-
_tary government of one who, raised above all, lect to form it. Donbtless it is very weak in the
,h,feuds public liberty, maintains equality, and United Statcs. It is nevertheless true that the
lowers his fasces before the sovereign will of the president is armed with a veto power. This

people which proclaimed him." This is the gov- veto, at least, forces the legislature to reconsider
ermnent which the French nation wished to give the question, and this time it can prevail only by

itself in the days of '89, tile souvenir of which will a majority of two thirds..The veto, besides, is a
be ever dear to patriots, and in which the expert- sort of at)peal to the people. Tim executive
once of centuries and the experience of statesmen power then pleads its ca_e and presents the rea-
iuspired the representatives which the nation had sons for its action. Besides this precaution, to
chosen. It is necessary that liberty and equality which he refers, de Tocqucvillc points out, in the
should be sacred, that the social pact should besafe federal organlzation of tile United States and in
from violation, that the sovereignty of thc people a peculiar combination of moral and political
should never be misunderstood, and that a nation circumstances, the causes which serve, though

should never be forced to resume its power and imperfectly, as a counlerpoise to the tyranny of
avenge its outraged majesty. The senate, in a the majority. The necessity of a moderating
memoir which it appended to this messagc, dwelt power appears still more urgent in a greatly cen-
upon tile dispositions which according to it tralized governmcnt. It is not enough to answer
seemed proper to give French institutions "the all difficulties by the sovereignty of the people.
necessary force to guarantee the nation its dearest The people are not always assembled; (Io not
rights, while securing the independence of the govern directly. Even when it is admitted that
great authol'ities, a free and intelligent grant of the s[)vcrei_nty resides in the nation, all difficul-

taxation, safety of property, individual liberty, ties are not settled by that answer. Powers are
liberty of the press and of elections, responsi- various, and from lhcir diversily ari._s struggle.

I)ility of ministers, and inviolability of constitu The great task of royalty in the eyes of modern
tional laws." Ten years haxl not passed before nations is to prevent these struggles of powers
these demands reappeared; they became the ral- and partics from degenerating iutt_ di_,)rder and
lying cry of all France, which imposed them as revolntion. This is why rcpre¢cntative govern-
a condition s/no qut_ non on all its governments, ments leave an imllortant slmrc (,f power to Ioy-
The first restoration, the hundred days, the sec- alty, while reserving the last word to the nation,

ond restorati_)n, the eighteen years of the gov- which in grave questions pronounces by means
ernment of July, 1830, were attempts to satisfy of electrons, and which divides political power.
these persistent demands; and if they have up- It is not true, then, that in making royalty chiefly
pcared to suffer some interruption on the morrow a moderating power, its fall is proclaimed. On

of revolutions, which profoundly disturbed minds the contrary, much force is necessary to fill such
as well as events, it was only to resume at once a rS]c. This neutral power, elevated above noel-
their career with a daily increasing force. We dents and struggles, interfering only in great
do not speak here of the second empire, whose crises, "tt least in a visible and striking manner,

constitutional changes are 8o near us, and there- should have lofty prerogatives. The first of these
fore can not be discussed with the imlS,artiality of is ,.to execute the law. But that is not enough
history. --The ne6'osaity of a moderating power unless there be added the power of co-operation
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in framing it. The monarch does this by up- legislator as one of the most essential conditions
pointing one of the two legislative chambers; of a free government. He had thought that in
such at least is the order established by the differ- representative monarchies the irresponsibility of
ent French constitutions; he co-operates by the a monarch is a consequence of his inviolability,
appointment of ministers, who represent him in and important both to liberty and public order.
1he chambers; he co-operates by the right of pro- If the monarch is responsible, it was said, what
posing tile law, dissolving the elective chamber, is the use of the right of succession? Is not his
_r refusing his sanction. This right of absolute moderating power destroyed? Royalty becomes
and not simply a retarding veto, has inspired one a party. It descends into the arena. It is no
of the most remarkable discourses of a genius so longer a judge and arbitrator in the combat. It
profoundly political as Mirabeau. He was not is exposed to all the chances of the struggle, the
afraid to surrender liberty in maintaining it. He end of which may be an overthrow. Besides, it
thought that inspire of appearances liberty would is added, to whom is the monarch responsible?
gain by it, as well as the force necessary to the To public opinion? But what absolute prince is
royal power. The same opinion was upheld by not? To revolutions? But what sovereign of
a no less jealous adherent of public liberties, the east is not? Is there the slightest difference
Benjamin Constant. The participation of the between such a responsibility and the irresponsi-
monarchic power in the framing of laws is, in bility of former sovereigns?-- We do not _intend
the eyes.of this celebrated publicist, an essential to trace in full the programme of a monarchy
part of this r61e of moderator which occupies us which might suit modern nations, for this does
at present. "If," says he, "in dividing power not enter into our subject. It was enough to in-
you place no limits to legislative authority, it dicate its essential traits in _ work intended to
happens that one c]a_ of men make tt_e laws place before the eyes of the public the elements
without troubling themselves about the evil which of polities. We have merely undertaken to show
they cause, and another class execute these laws once more that if there is a monarchy founded on
while believing themselves innocent of the evil prejudice, there is one which rests on reason and
which they cause, since they did not contribute which is capable of bearing examination. For a
to make them. * _ When the prince assists in still stronger reason we shall not discuss the as-
framing the laws and his consent is necessary, sertion, so often put forth, that representative
their vices never incr_se to the same degree as monarchies are merely compromiscs between prin-
when the representative bodies decide without ciples long at variance--compromises destined
appeal. The prince and the minister are enlight- to disappear one after another, and give way,
ened by experience. When they are not guided with the exclusive triumph of democracy, to the
by the feeling of right, they will be bythe knowl- universal establishment of the republican form.
edge of what may come to pass. The legislative Now we have either shown nothing, or we have
power, on the contrary, never comes in contact shown that republics themselves, if they are to
with experience. The impossible never exists fro' exist, can not dispense with certain limitations,
it. It only needs to will; another authority exe- and that a people has not fewer precautions to
cutes. Now, to will is always possible: to exe- take against the excesses of democracy than
cute is not." (Esquiss¢ de Constit'ution, chap. it. : against those of any other principle. Otherwise
Des Prd'rogatives royales, p 183, I,aboulaye.) The there would be no stop on the incline till the
same writer afterward establishes that a power direct government of the people by itself was
obliged to give its support to a law which it dis- reached; the tyranny of numbers would be intro-
approves, soon finds itself without force or con- duced in the name of popular sovereignty. Who
sideration; and that besides no power executes a knows the secret of the future? If :European
law zealously which it disapproves; that the royal nations should arrive at such a degree of politie'd
sanction aids free governments in preserving maturity as to solve, under the republican form,
themselves from the danger of multiplying laws, better than has hitherto been done, the difficult
which is the disease of representative states, be- problem of rcconeUing order with liberty, who
cause in these states eve|Tthing is dohe by law, could regret it? The great question before us is,
while the absence of laws is the disease of unlim- not whether the future will be called republican
ited monarchies, because in them everything is or monarchic, but whether it will be free. (See
done by men. _ All publicists, as well as all con- AnI)IO._,TIo_',Aimox, trris_.)
stitutions, add to the prerogatives inseparable H_RI B_UD_,T.aRT.
from monarchy the most touching and the most
popular of all rights, the right of pardon. The MONEY AND ITS SUBSTITUT]_. After
right to make war, to conclude treaties of peace the discovery of gold in California, and before
and alliance, are naturally connected with the ex- the government had established a mint there, pri-
ecutive power. This right, besides, is generally rate parties manufactured coins of the weight
limited by discussions of the chambers, by.the and fineness of American gold coin, and even of
power which they have of voting taxes, and in a subdivisions aS low as twentyJive cents. These
parliamentary government by ministerial respon- were not eom_e_eit, the inscriptions upon them
sibility. Up to recent times, this responsibility being different from those upon the coins manu-
el ministers to the assemblies appeared to the factured by tke government. They denoted ex-
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pressly that they were made by private indi- equally rich in furs or tobacco, and had pos-
y;duals; and, being so, they were, of course, not sessed an gold at all, all the other circumstances
legal tender. Yet, as they contained the same of her early settlement being the same : how would
amount of gold as the government coins, and as trade have been carried on? We need not resort
rite public had confidence that the makers would to any abstruse chain of reasoning to answer this

n(Jt cheat by putting in a less quantity, they question, since we know, from the history of our
passed as readily as the money coined by the gee- own country, exactly what was done in like cir-
(.rmncnt, and were in fact worth as much, not cumstances. Our ancestors in Maryland and Vir-
merely in California, but in every part of the $inia" before the revolutionary war, and for some
world. Prior to the issuing of these coins, the time after, in default of gold and silver, used to-
California miners and merchants conducted their bacco as money, made it money by law, reckoned
exch_mges by means of "dust"; that is, gohl in the fees and salaries of government officers in
the folm in which it was found in the placer dig- tobacco, and collected the public taxes in that ar-

gings and river washings. Thisgold passed from ticlc. It is a curious instance of the survival of
hand to hand by weight or by guess-work. A old customs, that certain fees of court officers iu
sack of flour was worth so many grains, a bar- the District of Columbm are computed in tobacco
tel of sugar so many, a quarter of beef so many, money to this day.*--Coon skins, beaver skins,
a pair of boots so many, etc. Obviously, ic was musket balls, and almost everything else possess-
a great convenience to dispense with the trouble ing value, and not too difficult to handle, have
of weighing gold every time a man wished to been used at various times in our own country as
buy or sell anything. The government was a money; in some cases being legal tender, and in
long way off, and busy about other things, "rod ()thers not. Furs and skins of various sorts are
knew little of its newly acquired l)ossessions on still employed as money at some _,f the trading
the Pacific. It had received as yet but slight in- posts of the tlud_on's Bay company. ChcwLlier
formation of the needs of the settlers. It al- tells us, that a_ late as the ),ear 1866 hand-made
lowed them to go their own way, and do pretty nails were used as money in certain se('luded vii-
much as they pleased; and, in f'mt, no harm re- lages in France. When Cortez invaded Mexico,
suited from this private coinage. Whenever a he ft)und the people using grains of cacao as
want 'irises in human society, somebody will money for small transact;nun. Salt, leather, olive
come forward to supply it. California wanted oil and dried fish have been employed as money
coins to take the place of "dust"; private indi- in modern times. According to some writers,
vlduals got the necessary machinery together, and cattle serve the purposes of money among the
rstablished a shop to manufacture coins. They tribes of central Asia now, although other._ ms;u-
naturally adopted the forms and weights to which tain that they merely constitute a standard of
the public were accustomed. If California bad value; that is lo say, a camel is reckoned to bc
been an English colony, theywouldhave adopted worth so many head of cattle, a horse so many, _t
the form and weight of English coins; if French, tent so many, when camels, h_,rses and tents a,'e
they would have taken those peculiar to that bartered against each other, the cattle themselves
nation. But, in fact, the forms and subdivisions uot being used as a medium of excha,_ge, or
of the metal were of no- importance to the value brought into the h'ansaetion, cxcel)t for purposes
of the coins : this depended wholly upon the of reference.- Ecolution _,f M_4_lllw Money. Fol-
weight and fineness of the substance coined. In lowing the observed course of trade from the
due time the government set up its own mint in earliest times and through all st.tgcs of civiliza-
California, and the private coiners disappeared lion, it will bc seen that money must needs have
because there was no further use for them.--Now some utility and exchange value of its own; it
it is a perfectly scientific use of terms to call must be serviceable to human wants, and must be
these early California coins and dust packages the creation of labor. Anything possessing these
"money"; and the illustration serves our present attributes may serve the purpose of money. Some

purpose as well as a hundred examples which things will serve these purposes beset than nth-
might be drawn from the pages of ancient his- ers. Some are more durable, more portable, more

lory. The literature of the subject is overwhelm-
ing in extent and variety; but reading the whole * This anachronism tn finance was discovered by the writ-
of it would give no clearer idea of what money er in the course el an examination of the ]aw_ ot Maryland
is, in the scientific sense, than observing the suc- relating to tobacco currency. In _)ctober, 1780.s law wasenacted fixing the rate of tobacco fees at 12s. 6d. per hun-
tess;re processes by which the isolated settlers of dled weight. In 1806 all tobacco tees were ubuhshed in
California carried on their exchanges with each Maryland, and fedend money substituted for them. But
other: first, (lust; second, private coins; third, gee meanwhile the District of Columbia had been ceded to theUnited State:_; and the old Maryland laws continued in
eminent coins. It is scientifically accurate to say force there, except as specifically changed by congress.
that all three were money; although in the rood- Changes were made in tim District by piccemeal; and at so
ern acceptation of the term a distinction is made happens that the fees of the clerk of the supreme court of

between coin and bullion, lhe word "money" the United States. in cases where the government itself is a

being more commonly applied to the former. -- party, are still computed In pound_ of tobacco, and se$tledat tl_e treasury by the ohl statutory valuation of tobacco.
JDifferent Kinds of Money. Now, supposing that The fees of the marshal of the District of Cnlambla were
California, instead of being rich in gold, had been eomp_ted In tobacco down to a recent period.
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divisible, and steadier in value, than others: in a substances in nature produce any injurious or
word, some things are more convenient than oth- corroding effect upon them by contact. 4. They
_rs to answer the needs of mankind as instru- are susceptible of receiving a fine impression in
meats of exchange. Maukind have experimented letters and figures d.enoting their value, and are
upon nearly all the substances in nature to aster- not easily counterfeited; th'tt is to say, they are
taiu what things are the most convenient. They well fitted to be coined. 5. They are homoge-
have held no general congres_ to decide the ques- neous--always of the same character. There is
tion by voting; nor wouht such congre_, if no such thing as inferior gold or inferior silvez
held, have been able to decide anything. They There is good iron and bad iron, good tobacc_
have experimented precisely as they experimented and poor tobacco. Cows were once receivable
with stone, bro_ze and iron as cutting instru- for taxes in Massachusetk% and Professor Sum-
ments in their daily life, discarding the worse ner remarks that the poorest cow was always
instrument and adopting the better, fi'om time to tendered to the tax gatherer; and thus the public
time, as the inferiority of the one and the SUl)e- treasury became the owner, eventually, of nearly
riority of the other became manifest. Although all the scrawny cattle in the colony. ]gothing is
the early American colonists used tobacco, coon well suited to answer the purposes of money if
skins, beaver skins, musket baIls and other lucca- there are degrees of goodness in different lots

venient things as money, they did so from no of the same article. 6. These metals possess value
want of knowledge tbat gold and silver were far apart from their utility as money. They are use-

preferable. They had no gold and silver, or not ful in the arts'and for purposes of ornament.
sufficient for their needs. What little they had Umioubtedly their use as money stands for the

they were obliged to send abroad to pay for in- larger part of their value at the present time. If
dispensable articles. As soon as they became they should cease to be used a_ money, and the

rich enough to buy gold and silver, or to retain whole existing mass of both metals be thrown
what they produced, they abandoned the tobacco upon the market to sell for what the gold and

and coon-skin currenc):. Generally speaking, it silver smiths could afford to pay for them, they
is accurate to say that mankind have educated would fall enormously, and the further production
themselves by slow degrees to understand what of tl|em would cease. But because these metals
substances and things are most suitable to answer are so well adapted to serve as instruments of ex-
the purposes of money. The precious metals change and measures of value, their use as money
came into use in tim earliest historic period, will continue; although, as the world advances

Silver was employed as money in the time of in civilization, the actual handling of coin or
Abraham, and then passed by weight. Iron, bullion tends to diminish rather than to increase.

lead, tin, copper and bronze were successively Although their u_ as money now constitutes the
used by the Greeks and Romans, but were dis- chief part of their value, it was their utility for
placed at an early day lW gold and silver, except other purposes which caused them to be first
for very small ransactions. It would require selected and employed as money. It is quite ira-
more space than we have at our disposal to go po_ible to conceive that mankind would choose,
into the history of these changes. We may say, as their measure of all values, an article which
briefly, that the human race learned by experi- was itself of no value, aml to which they attached
enee that metallic substances were better adapted no importance. Gold and silver have been chosen
to serve their needs as money than other sub- to the office of money by tim process of natural
stances, and that gold and silver were better selection. We might say that they have been

adapted to this end tlmn _lny other metals. The self-elected, and we might add that no money
reason why they are so may be explained in a few which is not self-elected is good money. Any-

words._ Attrib,lte, of t],e PJ'ecio,ls Metals. 2. thing which requires the aid of the sheriff to make
These metals possess much value in little weight; it go, is emphatically bad money. --Stability of
they are portable; they can be carried in one's Value. These metals are also very stable in
pocket in sufficient quantity to answer ordinary valuers circumstance which ari.,_s from the fact
needs. Their superiority in this regard over that there is so large a stock existing in the world
tobacco, beaver skins antt the other kinds of at all times in comparison with the quantity
m_ney we have mentioned, including the baser annually yielded by the mines, or lost by wear
metals, is apparent at a glance. 2. These metals and tear. The amount of gold in the world,
can be divided and subdivided to any extent coinedauduncoined, may be assumed to be equal to

without losing auy part of their value, whereas $5,000,000,000, and of silver nearly as much. The
most of the other things we have described lose annualadditiontothisstockisaboutl_IS0,000,000,
very much of their value by being cut in pieces, or, say, 1] per cent. of the whole. The loss by
Ten gold dollars are always equal to an eagle, abrasion is supposed to be not more than 1 per
and can be converted into an e_lgle, or the eagle cent. in twenty-five years. The loss by fire and

can be converted into ten dollars, at a trifling ex- shipwreck, and other accidents, is probably greater
pease. 3. These metals are not subject toloss by than the loss by abrasion; but there are no data
exposure to the atmosphere or by the lapse of for determining what the aggregate amount may
time, and to very little wear and tear by hand- be. It is evident that the existence of so great a
ling. They do not rust or decay, and very few mass of these metals, with so little disturbing force

m
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in tile way of increase or diminution, must (other pert innate t,) such influx. Mr. J. S. /ddl, writing
things being equal) give them grcat steadiness of in 1847, considers this the only case in which a
value as compared with articles of which the rise of prices up to that time couhl bc shown to
quantity is susceptible of-agreat variation of sup- lie duc to an increas_,d supply of tile precious

ply. It is not denied thalfvari._tions in the value metals. Tile, l)r_Jgres_ive adv_tnee i;_ prices was
of these metals do occur, nn.asureff'_y tile amount clmcked in tile scveuteenth century, probably by
of commodities they will buy; but these variations the gre_lt inerca_c of tr,_(ic, whi(.h, beginning in
are so small 1hat they can only be detected ill Holland, extoll(led to Germany, Sweden. England,

long periods of time, The value of an ounce of France, India and America, aud which is sup-
gold is the av_,rage amount of other things, useful posed to have countcz':u_t(,d the influence of the
or n[,cessary to mankind, which it will buy; and new supplies of money by an incrc.'tsed demand

this average must be ascertained by taking a sufti- for it. A,lam Smith ,-ays that the rise of general
ciently long period to exclude errors arising fr_)m prices couscquent upou the influx of silver from
the elasticity of prices--the alternation of what America cc-tscd about the year 1636, an(1 that
are called good times and bad times, periods of during the r(,mainder of the century there wits a
speculation and periods of panic. In striking decline of prices, taking the average price of
this aver_ge we must also make allowance for the wheat as a standard, aud that this de(qine con-

progress of maukind; that is, for the cheapening tiuued during the first h'df of the eighteenth
of production by new inventions and discoveries: century. This decline in prices must have been
for, although a given weight of gold or silver will much greater but for the introduction of bills of
now buy only one.eighth as much food or labor exchange an(l other substitutes f(ir mouey, the
as it would five centuries ago, it will buy a much nature of which will be explained hereafter. --
gTeater quantity ()f clothing, fuel, hooks, iron, Notwithstanding the increasing use of bank facil-
transportatiou, light, and other comforts brought ities and bank paper to effect the exchange of

into existence by the ingenuity of successive gen- property without the intervention of the precious
erations of men; that is to say, the value of tile metals, the growth of trade outran the supply of
precious metals as compared with food is much money during the first half of the present century
less than it was in the year 1400, but is greater as to such a degree that gcneral prices declined.
compared with nearly everything else.--Supply according to Prof. Jevons, 60 per cent. between
and Dermmd. The law of supply and demand 1809 a_ul 1849. The production of gold ill Call-
governs tile value of these metals as of other fornia and Australia arrested the downward move-
thing's. The two principal events in modern ment, and caused a reaction, and a rise of prices
times which have affected the value of gold and estimated by statisticians at 20 to 40 per cent. Prof.
silver were tile discovery of America in 1492, Jevons estimates the _ise from 1849 to 1857 at 31
and the discovery of gold in California and per ccnt. )h'. W. L. Fawcctt (" American Hand-
Australia in 1848--9. The annual production of bookof Finance") concludes that the advance of

the precious metals before the discovery of prices due to the. new supplies of gold has been
America, according to Professor 8oetbeer, was equal to 40 per cent. _JDeJinition of Money. We
less than $I,000,000 per annum. In lhe six- are now prepared to give the scientific definition of

teenth century it rose to $11,000,000, in the seven- money. Moncyisasubstancepossessil_gattributes
teenth to $22,000,000, and in the eighteenth to which fit it to serve as a common mcasure of value,
$55,000,000, per annum; but this increase, great and which make it, in tlle estimation of mankind,
as it was, was surpassed in the years immediately an equivalent f¢_r all other kinds of property. We
following the discoveries in California and Aus- can conceive of other measures of value which
trails. The annual production of tile two metals are not in themselves valuable; as, for instance,
rose to more than $200,000,000 in 1852, of which a seal(, of priers in whi(,h all kinds of property
$174,000,000 was gold; and the average produc- arecompared with each other, sh,)wmg how many
tion from 1849 to the present time has been not far shecp ought to bc given for a hor.,e, h()w mal_y
from $160,000,000 per annum. There wasa great pounds of coffee arc equal to a barrel ¢,f flour, etc.

and permanent rise in general prices during the But such a scale of prmc_ would not be an equiv-
century following the discovery of America. Tile aleut. It would not be rendering an equiv:dcnt

amount of gold and silver in circulation in the if ] should obtain a beefsteak from n:y butehcr,
year 1600 was probably four or five times as grcat and tender him in return nothing but a scale of

as it had been a century earlier, and the prices of comparative price% showing him how much sugar
agricultural products in western Europe rose in a he ought to be abh; to l_rocure in exchange for

corresponding ratio; that is, they quadrupled in a beef,-tcak. Again : we. ean conceive of other
100 years. Difficult as it is to trace cause and equivalents which are _n)t gotal mc_lsuresof wduc,

effect in dealing with the prices of commodities we have already described some of them. Tile
and the quantity of money existing at different house in which I live is the equivalent of some

times, there is a general agreement among econ- thousands of bushels of wheal; bu_ it is not a
omists and historians that the great and perma- good measure of value, because it is not divisible

nent _ of prices in Europe'in the sixteenth or portable, and because it is liable to decay and
century was produced by the influx of the pre- eventually to become worthless. It is a mist_lke to
eious metals from America, and that it was pro- say that money is only a sign or representative of
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'value. This is true of the various substitutes for ply my daily wants. Under both law and prac-
money; but it is not true of money itself, whether rice in this country, the dollar is twenty-five and
the kind of money employed is a piece of gold, eight-tenths grains of gold nine-tenths fine; and,
a beaver skin, a block of salt, or a dried codfish, however numerous and multifarious may be the
Each of these things possesses its own utility in existing substitules for money, however vast may
the way of serving human wants. The piece of be the exchan_s effected by banks and clearing
gold serves human wants by answering tile need houses and by paper instruments of every kind,
of men for an instrument of exchange and a twenty-five and eight-tenths grains of gold nine-
measure of value as effectually as a beaver skin tenths fine is the measure of every dollar in the
does by protecting his body from the cold. True, whole mass. The amount of labor required to
you can not eat gold, or wear it ou your back, produce this dollar at the mines is equal, in the
neither can you eat or wear a paving stone; yet average, to the amount t_quired to produce a dol-
the paving stone is valuable in the way of pro- lar's worth of wheat, cloth, iron or other cornmeal-
meting human intercourse and traffic, and so is itiea --While, strictly speaking, nothing should
the gold. It would be just as absurd to say that be called money which is not in itself an equiva-

paving stone is a sign of value as to say that lent and a common measure of value, the word
gold is a sign of value. It is sometimes said, has a much wider signification in common usage,
that, if mankind would come to an agreement to being employed to designate an)thing which pea-
accept some other thing as a universal equivalent sesses the efficiency of money. Thus it is used
and measure of value, that other thing would be to describe not only gold and silver but bank
just as good money as gold. The answer is, that notes, government notes (redeemable or irredeem-
mankind will not come to any such agreement, able), checks, drafts, bills of exchange, bank de-
_Iankind have already come to an agreement posits and wealth generally. We say that a man
_lpon this subject, not by treaty, not by eonven- bus a great deal of money when we mean that
_tion, not by the action of their governments, but his possessions would realize a large sum if con-
by tacit consent founded upon experience. They verted into money. When we speak of the
have brought into requisition various substitutes money market we mean not the market for gold
'for money which are of vast and increasing ad- and silver considered as metals--that is quite a
_,antage to trade and industry; and so far as different affair--but the demand and supply of
Ihese have come into use by tacit consent, loanable capital. The London money market is
founded upon experience, they will prove lasting said to have £120,000,000 in ready money availa-
and beneficial. None of these substitutes, how- ble for loans, although the whole amount of gold
ever, posses_ the character of equivalency, nor and silver within reach is not more than one-fifth
do any of them serve as measures of value, of tl_at sum. Such use of the word moneyln-
The bill of exchange, the bank check, the bank eludes the scientific definition of it and much
note, which I give to my creditor, is in itself more. The custom of calling these various things
nothing but a piece of p_.per with ink marks money because they possess all the efficiency of
upon it. Its original value as paper is destroyed money is fortified by a certain amount of reason,
by the ink marks. It gives to him the right to and is at all events too firmly rooted in popular
_btain a sum of money, or goods equivalent to acceptation to be dislodged. It is only needful

that sum; but it is not money. We are not now to point out in what respect the scieut_fl¢ deflni- /
stickling about the names of things, and drawing tion of the term differs from the 1_ g_ge of
distinctions where there is no difference. As everyday life.- Other' _. Th_ word
the subject of this paper is money and its sub- most commonly employed to _

stitutes, it is necessary, first, to obtain a clear idea money is spec/e. The word _t b use&_iO_t_Y
vf what money is, in order that we may the better ready money as distinguished.Yromi o_'s pbt_n-
vbtain an idea of what its substitutes are, and how tial resources or from future pay _m_mts. The
great a service they have rendered, alld are capable word _rrenoj is properly used _ignate that
of rendering, to human society.- The U_zit of which is current as distinguished from that
Volue. We have seen that mankind have tenta- which is uncurrent. It is equally applicable to

tively and experimentally used a great number of specie or to paper. Dollars, whether of coin or
things as money, and have finally chosen gold of paper, are rurrent in the United States, but
and silver as the best, and have come to such a pounds sterling, francs and marks are not. Be-
world-wide agreement upon this point, that all fore the national banking system came in force
men act upon it as readily and unconsciously as in this country there was a vast deal of "uncur-
they draw atmospheric air into their lungs, rent funds" floating about in the shapeof bank

Every operation in life that is not purely intel- notes redeemable at their place of issue, but no-
lectual is an operation of dollars and cents. I where else. Wherever these notes were ac-
can not walk down town without wearing clothes cepted at par by banks they were current. At
and shoes, and these are matters of dollars and all other places they were uncurrent, and could
cents. I can not sleep without a bed to lie in and be converted into current funds only by return-
a roof over my head, and these are matters of ing them to t_lr place of issue for redemption,
dollars and cents. Dollars and cents are the or by submitting to a "shave" equal to the cost
measure of the exertion I must put forth to sup- and trouble of so returning them. Here again
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,custom has made a definition of its own of the legal tender; but it can not compel the grocer to
word currency. As commonly used in the sell me another bill of goods, except for gold or
United States it means the paper circulation as the equivalent of gold, if he chooses to demand it.

distinguished from coin. Bankers frequently Usually govermnents will conform theirlegal-ten-
tell us that "currency is scarce," meaning that der laws to the practice of busincs% departing
bank notes and greenbacks are scarce, altimugh from it onlyunder a real or supposed necessity, as
gold may be plentiful. We often hear of the when, for instance, they desire to make forced
" demand for currency to move the crops," which loans from their subjects by issuing their own
signifies that tile paper circulation is in request notes in exchange for the property of citizens.
for this purpose in preference to coin, on account For a period of about 200 years prior to 1872
of the greater ease of handling and transporting silver and gold were used in most parts of Europe
it. Such use of the word is clearly a perversion and America indifferently and alternately as
,of its original and derivative sense, and is objec- money, in a ratio between fifteen and sixteen of
tionable upon that ground, but is probably too silver to one of gold. The public convenience
firmly fixed in the vocabulary of commerce in was served by such use. If we are asked why
this country to be uprooted. Mo_ey of account is the public convenience _'as served by the two
_he commercial unit of value at any particular metals then, and is not equally served now, we

place. It may or may not correspo[}d with the can only say that it was probably because trade
legal unit of value, and may or may not be had not then assumedsuch proportions astomake
legal tender. The gold dollar of twenty-five and the weight and bulk of silver felt as a serious in-
,eight-tenths grains nine-tenths fine is the money convenience to bu._iness, and because the saris-
,of account in the United States at the present tions in the market value of the two metals were
time; anything which is the equivalent of it, or comparatively slight. Thelargest variation in the
is resolvable into it at par, being accepted by all period mentioned was that caused by the great
banks and clearing houses. Silver dollars are gohl production of California andAustralia, viz.,
legal tender, but are not money of account, al- an advance in the gold price of silver equal to
though they are commonly accepted in small 1.656 per cent., the ratio of the two metals hay-
transactions. During the war and the suspen- ing fallen between the years 1851 and 1859 from
sion of specie payments, the greenback was 15 46 to 15.21. In 1861 tim ratio> again stood at
money of account and gold was a commodity, 15.47. It is immaterial, in a praclical point of
notwithstanding the fact that the gold dollar was view, whatever be its scientific interest, to inquire
lhen, as it is now, the legal unit of value. The what has caused civilized mankind to prefer the
government establishes the legal unit of value, single gold standard to the double standard--as
and declares what shall be legal tender; com- immaterial as it is to kuow whether the north

merce, through the instrumentality of banks and pole is surrounded by solid ice or by an open sea.
clearing houses, declares what shall be money of As a matter of scientific concern, it is undoubt-

accounl. It is as little in the power of govern- edly important to investigate these questions.
meat to prescribe a money of account for the busi- It would be an addition to the sum of human

hess community as it isin tlm power of the business knowledge to know exactly why our forefathers
community to declare what shall be 1,.gal tender, liked silver well enough to use it as money of ac-

Bi-_[etaJ!L_m. We have thus far classed silver count, that is, money in terms of which all other
and gold together under the common designation things are reckoned, and why we do not. I have

_f "the precious metals," as constituting one in- my own opinion as to these reasons. I look upon
stru _ent selected by mankind to serve as a mess- the transition from the double standard to the
are o! value and an equivalent in exchange, single goht standard as a step in the world's prog
But it follows from what has been said, that, un- ress brought about by natural selection, by the
less these metals bear a fixed ratio of exchange same process which led to the adoption of iron

with each other, they can not both be a correct in place of stone implements for cutting, the same
measure of value. If they vary with respect to which led men to adopt the precious metals as
each other, one of them will be chosen as the money, instead of the more bulky and perishable
staudard, and the valueof the other will be reck- articles which were formerly used. I hold that
,oned as so many units or parts of the standard, all arguments which do not address themselves to
Which one of them shall be chosen will depend, this point of view are a waste of breath. Vol-
_ot upon the action of governments, but upon umes upon volumes have been written to show

_he preference of the people as exhibited in thcir that it would be better for mankind to return to
daily practice. All that government can do is to the double standard. Two international confer-
declare what shall be legal tender in settlement ences have been assembled at Paris to consider
,_f past debts. As to the trade which goes on the question, audathirdisnowt'flkedof. These
from day to day, and as to future contracts and conferences are and will be useless; because they
undertakings, it can do nolhing to change or can not persuade the commercial world to do what
_noclify the practice which the convenience of its interests are opposed to, or to desist from do-
business may dictate. Government can enable ing what its interests favor. That its interests
me to pay my last month's grocer's bill in silver, do favor the single gold standard is sufficiently

paper, leather or anything which it sees fit to make proved by the fact that the single gold standard
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_has come to pass. Most of the arguments for on the single gold standard; but, if we could do
the double standard go upon the presumption such a wonderful thing, they said that it would
that there is some virtue in legal-temler acts to put such a strain on the gold resources of the

compel people to keep their accounts az_d make world, that prices would be greatly and perma-
their trades in a kind of money which they do nently lowered, and severe distress wouhl he in-
not like. But really a legal4ender act, as already flicted upon mankind. Yet the United States did
said, exhausts itself upon what is past and gone: resume specie payments on the gold standard, and
it exerts no force upon the present or the fulure, now Italy has got herself in readiness to do the
During the whole period of suspension of specie same thing; and gener.d prices have not decline,l,
payments in this country (from Jan. 13. 1862, to but, on the contrary, have been ri_ing continuou,-
Dec. 18, 1878), the business of ascertaining the ly since 1878. --8_tbstitutes_,r M(nuT. It has been

gold value of greenbacks was carried on d'tily and already remarke(1, that, as civilization progresses.
hourly in the New York _old exchangc, except the actual lmndling of coin and bullion tends to

during the brief p(,riod when congress attempted diminish rather than to increase; its place as a
to ch)se the gold room by law, with the disastrous medium of exchange being filled by other and
result of putting up thc premium much higher more convenient instruments, while its functmn
than it would otherwise havc been. -- In 1873 sil- as a measure and staudard of value remainq in

ver began to decline rapidly in value, a_ compared force all the same. This brings us to the second
with gold, partly by reason of its demonetization )art of our theme, the substitutes for money. Mr.
in various parts of Europe, partly in consequence W.L. Fawcett very pointedly says, that " the pro-
of increased production in the United States, and portion of actual coin money in use in the traffic
partly in consequence of a fidling off in the de- of any country is the measure of the imperfectn(.s_
mand for silver in India. The decline since 1873 of its banking system."-- Exactly at what peri()d
has been equal to 15 per cent. I_o great a decline in the world's history bills of exchange came into
was well calculated to stir up doctrinaires and use is not known. Operations havingsome resem-
busybodies to put things to rights by printing blancetobankingcanbetracedinthehistoryofan-
essays and passing resolutions. But it is equally cient Greeceand Rome; and there is abundant cvi-
well calculatcd to confirm all other people in the deuce that the governments of the ancient world--
notion that a metal so liable to depreciate is not a Greek, Roman, Carthaginian and Chinesc_knew
good recompense for their labor, or a fair equiva- how to obtain loans by the issue of representatives
lent for their property. I have yet to see the bi- of money made of leather, iron or tin, upon the
metallist who governs himself in his daily business same principles that modern governments ol)tain
by any different principles from those of the them by the issue of paper. Bills of exchange
mono-metallist. Both act as though they consid- were used to a limited extent in the fourteenth

ered gold money prcferable to silver money. It and fifteenth centuries: they came into extensive
is only in academic discussions, on the lecture use about the beginning of the seventeenth ten-

platform, in congress, and in Paris conferences, tury, and their employment has increased pro-
that you learn that silver is as good for trade as gressively and prodi_ously to the present lime
gold. Elsewhere, perfect unanimity exists that As money in a labor-saving machinc to avoid the
gold is better for trade than silver, and better than inconvenience aud uncertainly of barter, bills c_f

silver and gold together. It is this conjoint, exchange are likewise a labor-saving machine lt_
simultaneous, involuntary preference of civilized avoid the use of money. It was found in prac-
men, expressed, not by words, but l)y acts, day by lice that the goods sohl by Germany. go Swede,,
day, year in and year out, for gold money as for instance, would pay for lhe _o(_ ah._l, by
against silver money, that has brought about the Sweden to Germany--the one woul_-_{il_ the
single gold stamlard in the commercial world, other without the employment of m_,,l,_rovid-

Nothing short of a like preference expressed in ed the individual sellers of Gerll_n_ could
like manner will ever bring back the silver stand- find the individual buyers of Swe_4_bods, and
ard or the double standard. If the bimetallists swap their claims and obligations: :_" A. cmnmon
in the Paris conference had set about persuading place of meeting for such buyers and se]ler_
the public 7wt to prefer gold, instead of trying to would in due course have led to the establishment
bring the sheriff to the aid of silver, they would of banks to adjust these transacti,)ns by the sire-
have been pursuing their end by rational means, ple proccss of writi_g debit and credit hcre and
whether the cud was exactly rational or not. By there iu a set of books. And, in fact, this came

followiug the opposite policy, they kept the cart to be and still is the principal function of banks.
before the horse all the time, and of course made But banks had their beginning, historically speak-
no headway. --It would take more space than we rag, in another set of causes. The ohl banks of
have at our disposal to go over the heads of the Venice, Genoa, Sweden, England and Franc('
dispute between the bi-metallists and their oppo- were established, in the first instance, to extend
nenls. It is worth remarking, that none of the financial aid to their respective governments.

evils prophcsied to flow from the general adoption Tile banks of Barcelona, Amsterdam and Ham-
of the g,_ld stan(lard in tlle commercial world burg were founded for purely commercial put-
have come to pass. It was said Ihat the United )oses.--The multifaliousness of the coins of the

_tates could not possibly resume specie payments middle ages, and their uncertain value, were the
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plague of commerce. They consisted of crowns, to the accounts of the merchants sending them

florins, ducats, pounds, dollars, etc., more or less in, and to call them, in a general way, "money."
debased by the action of monarchs, and more or For all the purposes of Ihe banker they are men-

less worn and clipped. The main object of the cy, because hc call send them to the places where
early banks was to receive these heterogeneous they are payable, _nd either get money for them,
coins from traders, and give in return the full- or pay his own obligations with them. For all
weight money of the locality; so that a bill of the purposes of the merchant they are money,
(.xehange drawn on Venice, for instance, for st) because he can draw hi,_ checks against them,
many ducats, might be readily paid in ducats, and pay his debts with them. What really hap-

i_s_('ad of a miscellaneous assortment of col_s, pens here is, that the various btlls of exchange
,,ood, bad and indifferent, which must nced_ bc arising in all pa,'ts of the country, or of the com-

cxamitmd and certified by an assayer before the inertial worhl, representing goods bough! and
.l_ayee would accept them: in other words, the sold, offset each other. Barter is going on, as it
(.arly banks of Venice, Amsterdam, etc., (.reared must have gone on Deft)re an)" money whatever
_t "money of account " m their respective local was invented, but with this difference, that, instead
itics; or. if they did not actually create it. they of men _-wapping directly :_ stone hatchet for a
preserved it. Bank money, in those times, al- doze_l arrow heads, or a day's labor for a haunch

ways commanded a premium over street money, of venison, they now swap by a recognized stand-
I)ecause ils v'_lue wa's always guaranteed, al- ard of value (viz., the gold dollar of twenty-five
ways fixed, never'variable. The nlisccllaneous and eight-tenths grains), but do not bring the
coin dcpo.,its of merchants were credited to dollar itself into requisition, or only to a very
them on the bank's I)()oks at their ascertained limited extent. Tim dollar is the common de-

value in ducats; and th(,y could dr._w out the. nominator, but the denominator i_ used only for
•corresponding sum_ in ducats at pleasure, or purposes of reference. Thu_ it happens that the

.could discharge their own debts by turtlitlg over balances settled.at the New York clearing house
to others the sums standing to |heir credit on the in one week m_y amount to one thousand million
bank's books, without drawing out any money dollans--a sum larger than the whole amount of

whatsoever. -- Tl_e E_ol_tiol_ of Ba_kiag. _,Ve gold, greenbacks and nationalbank note_ in (.ircu-
have not time to r(.eite the history of banking de- lation in the United States. All the checks, drafts

vt.h_pment; but one can see how natural the tran- and bills of ()xcha_ge that go to the clcariu._ house
.',itiou wouht be from the sort of bank we have arc loosely tcrm(,d "money," because they answer
described to themodern bank. Thus, for instance, nearly all purposes for _hlch money is ever used.
the merchant who had _la(le a deposit of coin They are really the signs and evidences of corn-
would soon perceive that the bank's certificate of modities bought and sold. The only difference
deposit was more convenient to handle, and less ex- between the three kinds of paper instruments here
posed to robbery, Ihan the coin itself; and so bank namcd--cllecks, drafts and bills of cxchangc--i_
notes would come into existence. The first bank a difference of locality or territorifility. The
notes were merely certificates i_ue(l agains_ a cot- cheek is usually payable in the same town or city
responding amount of (,oin or bullion: they were where it is drawn; the dr.ffl is payable iu a differ-
like warehouserecelpts, issucd a_instgrain,cotton ent town or city in tit(: same country; and the
or other property taken on storage. The bank bill of exchangei_ payablein some other country.
_:_elf would soon perceive that a certain portion Cheek_ are usually payable at sight; drafts and
of _'e deposixs would always be on hand, sinee bills of ex(:lmnge may be at sighl, or 'l certain
some pe_.,ms would always be sendingin_much numb(,r of days after sight. These differences
as others were drawing out, and that this average are unimportant _(s reg_rds the principle we are
amount on hand could be profitably employed in considering. -- Primiti(,e A_,_erb'u_e ]_zks. It is
tlle way of loans, for which interest could be ob- seen. therefort., that a bank is really _t place where
rained. Experience would show that these loans swappiug is doue by wholesale, where merchants

must be secured by pledges of property, in order and producers, buyers and selh'rs, meet to ex-
to guard against loss; and inasmuch as bills of change their various goods -md services with-

-exchange are brought into existence by the sale out the use of money. Th[ _ subject is somewhat
of property, and are in fact title deeds to property complex, and perhal)s an illuslrati,u will serve to
in transit, they would constitute the best security make the facts clearer. In my younger days,
for such loans. Consequently the discounting of which were passed in a small town fn the then
billsof exchange---thatis, furnishing ready money territory of Wisconsin, there was a coumry store

_o tim seller of the goods, aud collecting it from at which all the new settlers did their trading.
the buyer at the a_-eed time of payment--would Money was very scarce, what little the people had
be the most natural employment of the bank- being scat off to the government land office at

4cr's balance of deposits on hand. Then, seeing Milwaukee. to pay for the land which had been
that the bills of exchange were regularly paid entered under the pre.empti(m laws. The country
at maturity, and that new lots were coming store sold dry goods, groceries, etc., and bought
in as the old ones were going off, it would be wheat, pork, butter, eggs, and whatever was pro-
very natural to regard the bills themselves as de- duced for sale in the neighborhood. _h rude

_posits, and to credit them as so much money wa_'ehouse was attached to the store to hold the
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bulkier products; and a line of teams was in dispense with the use of money, and to carry
motion, carrying the surplus farm products from on trade by swapping. It is thus that bank
this store to Milwaukee, some eighty miles dis- notes come into existence. Farmer ._., we will
t_t, and bringing back to it the goods r_quired suppose, sells to miller B a thousand bushels of
]_the community. Each head of a familyin the wheat, amt receives a cheek for one thousand
town had au account on the books of the store- dollars. If farmer A wishes to pay off a mort-
keeper, where he received credit for what he gage to C, or to buy a hundred sheep from D. he
brought iu for sale, and was debited for what he can turn over this check in payment, and the
took away• And so things went on from year to swap will be complete. No money will be used,
year. After a while other stores were established but each of the parties will have obtained what

which did business in the same way, giving people he wanted just as effectually as though a bag of
the benefits of competition. In course of time gold had been passed around from one to the

money became more plentiful in consequence of other, and even more economically; but if A
the community sending more wheat, etc., to Mil- wishes to pay the wages of his farm hands, and
waukee, than the value of the goods they brought to send his son to college, and to go on a journey
back; and gradually the stores were enabled to himself, he must receive pay for his wheat iu

buy wheat and pork, and sell molasses and other something that will circulate from hand to hand
things, for cash, or onshort time. Now, thestore in small sums. Swapping must come to an end,
we have described united the functions of a met- and money must be brought into requisition, un-
chant and a banker. It was the place where all less the miller draws, say, two hundred checks of
the buying and selling m the community was done five dollars each, and unless the miller's credit is
by writing debit and credit opposite each man's so well and widely known that everybody will
name, according as he brought in one kind of accept his checks• But this ve_T rarely happens.
property, and took away another kind, without What does happen is, that the farmer takes his
the use of money. This is the simplest repre- check to the bank, and the bank gives him its
sentation that can be given of the sort of business notes for the amount. The_e notes will be ac-

transacted by a modern bank. There are hun- cepted universally, because everybody knows they
dreds and thousands of these country stores in the will be paid on demand. Thus swapping is still
west to-day, whose proprietors would l)robably CaITied on, notwithstanding the attbdivision of
be amazed To be told that they are b,mkers, but the check into a number of small checks, or

who are performing, unconsciously, all the rune- bank notes, or tickets--it makes no difference
lions of bankers, except thai, of i_uing circu- what we call them. The miller, in this case, has

luting notes. In the case of which I have spoken, deposited his draft on New York, or his bill of
remittances to Milwaukee by individuals other exchange oa Liverpool, for the last lot of flour
than the storekeeper were commonly made by he sent forward into the world's circulation; the
buying the storekeeper's drafts on his eorres- bank has credited him the amount; and, when
pendent in that city, just as we now buy bank his check came in, it issued a lot of tickets say
drafts. -- It will be seen that there was a circula- lag, virtually, that "the bearer of this ticket is
ties of the goods and pr6ducts of the commu- entitled to the value of one two-hundredth part
nity carried on by means of the store, and that of a lot of flour, in existence somewhere, a_d
the store itself furmshed the capital needed to can receive that value whenever and wherever he

set the business going, and tide over the interval chooses. He can receive it at this b_uk's gouat,.r
between seed time and harvest, l_low, what does in gold, or he can receive it in pl_perty r' _.ny
the modern bank do other than this. 9 The store, hotel, railwayofltce, oi'oth_ofbtmi-

• o ., $$
modern bank does not deal directly in merchan- ness, where the standing of tt_ kno "n.
disc. It furnishes capital to merchants, and --" C'red/t Money." Much __._ been
settles their balances exactly e-u the country store- introduced into this subje.ct_:_ilbe of the
keeper settled those of his customers. The bank, phrase "credit money," as.app_:_to:bank loans,
instead of having a warehouse in the rear to re- bank deposits and bank note_. "_,uy people, and

ceive grain and provisions, and shelves to hold even some writers on political economy, use this
dry. goods and hardware, and a lot of teams phrase as though it had a d o_ft_ aigniflcation,
carrying things here and there, intrusts these whereas it would puzzle the be_t of them to de-
functions to warehousemen and merchants, to fine it, or to tell what they mean by it. Tim only

railways and steamships, holding paper instru, credit money in this country is the legal-tender
ments which are the warrants and certificates of greenback. This has nothing behind it /)u'_

the property itself. We need not trace the vari- credit--the government credit, a good crecbt.
ous ramifications of banking. They are all re- but credit pure and simple. It may' be said
solvable by the principles of tbe country store, the government has a lot of gold somewhere _,to
The bank's deposits are composed mainly of redeem tlalese greenbacks with: so it has (since
these warrants and certificates, called, in the Jan. 1, 1879); but the fact remains that the green

;_" language of commerce, "checks," "drafts," and back is based upon credit, and not upon prope_ ty.
"' bills of exchange." _ The. G_ned.s oftlank _,Vot_. So is the bank of England note,.up to fifteen mill-
As mankind progress in civilization, the tendency ion pounds. This amount ot noto_ the bank of

and unconscious effort is always going on to England pu_outon the credit of thegovernment-

:'
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But bank notes, ordinarily, are not credit money: issue, tlle old notes are again used, or new ones
they are property tickets, represeuting the swap- are put out. -- Ba_k of England Note ,9ystem. It
ping of goods and services, as already shown. Of has already been remarkvd that the only credit
course, we are now speaking of good banking, money ill existence is government money--green-
not of swindling or slovenly banking. Tile history backs ill this country: bank of England notes, up
of this country furnishes a great many examples to the fifteen million pounds' hmit, in Great Brit-
of bad banking, to which the phrase "credit ain, etc. It has been shown how the greenbacks
money" might be properly applied; but these, are entitled to be called credit money, and how
cases are now rare. Still less is tile phrase "credit bank note_ differ from them as to their origin, the
money" applicable to bank loans and deposits, causes whi(:h bring them into life, and which lead
What is loaned and deposited under the condi- to their ultim;xtc extinction. Bank of England

lions of good banking is property in circulation, notes are of two kinds as to their origin, although,
I repudiate utterly the phrase "credit money," in extermd appearance, there is no difference be.

asf_lpplied to other money than greenbacks or tween them. In the year 1844 it was e_timated.
government issues.-- Few words in the--'e_nglish or rather ascertained, by the public authorities,
language have been more vilely abused than this that eleven million pounds of bank notes, of the
word "credit." If I have a wagon that I do not denomination of five pounds and upw:lrd, would
wish to use for a year, and I lend it to my neighbor circul:_te in the hands of the people at all times--
at an agreed rate of hire, I lxave extended to him a in bad times as well as good times--performing
credit. If I have no wagon, but have the motley the ordinary fuuctions of intcl'nal traffic. The
to buy one, and lend this money to my neighbor, government owed the bank eleven million pounds,
who buys a wagon, agreeing to repay mc with an borrowed a long time before. It said to the bank,
agreed )'ate of interest, I have equally extended to " You m:ly issue this amount of notes without any
him a credit. What I have done i,t either case is gold reserve whatever, because experience shows
to lend him a wagon. He couhl make better' use that gold will nevcr be demanded so long as the
of it thau I could for the time beiug; and there- issue is not in excess of (.lcven millions, and so
fore the world is better off. It is all the same. long as the l)ublic have confidence in yourultimate
whether I lend the wagon or whether a bank solvency; anti, of cour_e,.you will be solvent to
lends it. Range tile world over, and you will find this extent, be(,ause we owe you that amount.
nothing differet_t from this, iu point of principle, Wc will not pay you any interest on the amount
in the nature and employment of credit. Credit wc oweyou (this eleven mith(/ns), because ytal will
never brings a cent's worth of property into exist- get interest from the b,)rrowers of these notes. If
ease, except by putting tuols and implements the business rcquir(,meuts of tile couutry call for

already existing into tile hands of those who cau more than ctev(,n miili,n_ at any time, you may
make use of them, and who could otherwise not issue them to any extent, provided you have live

obtain them; but, by accomplishing this, it be- gold sovereigns in your vaults for every five pound
comes a mighty engiue of human progrem. All note so issued in excess of the eleven millions."
notions implying that credit of itself, iu any form This is the famous '" currency principle" which
whatever, calls wealth into existence by prestidig- is identified with the name of Sir Robert Peel.
itation, are fantastic aml mischievous. "Credit Eventually, the amount of uncovered issues was
instruments," which we hear spoken of st) fre- raised to fifteen million pounds by the (lying out

4 quently, are instruments for facilitaling the trans- of country banks then in existence, which x_'ero
i_- of tools and other reproductive capital from issuing notes of their own, and which it was
the h,,nds of those who have them, but can not use deemed best not to disturb. But the principle

them, tot,asewhohavethemnot, butcan usethem, was not altered ia any way by turning over their
A_vi_gs bank is a credit instrument of this sort; note issuing privileges to the bank of England. --
an ordinary bank of deposit and discount is sucll This so.called "currency principle" proceeded
an instrument; a draft, a bill of exchange, a bank upon a totally different plan from that which we
note is not such an instrument: it is, as sbown, a have described as the nalural mode of creating

ticket for circulating property, entitling the huld- and issuing bank notes; which latter is common-
er to such and such a share of the world's existent ly called the "banking priucipte." The bank-
consumable commodities. When thesecommodi- ing principle, as shown, is simply the swapping
ties are consumed, and cease to exist, the corres- of property by retail, the swapping by whole-
pending tickets cease to exist also, and new ones sale being carried on by checks, drafts and bills

0nly come into life as new commodities are pro- of exchange. The banking principle lequires
duced. The drafts and bills of exchange are paid that an equivalent of every bank note shall be in
and canceled, and the bank notes come home to existence, circulating through the community in

be redeemed. The notes may not be actually can- the form of pounds of sugar, barrels of Itour, legs
eeled, In order to save the cost of printing, and of muttou, etc. The cur,'ency principle requires

the trouble of signing a new lot, the old ones may nothing of tile sort" it merely _ys, that, "'since
be reissued, when called for, by the same kind of people prefer p_per to gold for ordinary use. when
business needs which led to their first issue. It they are satisfie4 of the goodness of the paper, we
obviously makes no difference, except in a me- (the govern,nent) will give them paper up to tile
cha_ical scribe, whether, in the case of a second amount of their average requirements, and take
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the corresponding amount of gold or property about whose solvency there could be no question,
unto ourselves." Thi_ is virtually what our gov- (or the government itself), should drawthree hun-
ernment has done in the case of the greenbacks. -- dred and fifty millions of such bills, and sell them
The bank of England act has been much lauded; to the public without sending a cent's worth of
and so high an authority as Prof. Jevons esteems wheat, cotton or other property abroad to cot-
it " a monument of sound and skillful financial respond wilh them: the billswould go to Eugl, and
legislation." It appears to me to be plausible and in due course, and be paid, and the proceeds
specious raffler than scientitic. What is to be would come back to us in the shape of English

s;dd in favor of it is, that the government gets tile goods. Under the circumstances, the English
profit on tile sum repre_nted by the uncovered bankers would be obliged to draw back on the

notes, anti that the security to the note holder American bankers for an equalsum. Butsuppose
is always perfect. But the government could the American bankers, instead of paying the
equally get the profit on the notes by taxing them English drafts, should tender the holders of them
when issued by banks, and it could furnish equal a fresh lot of bills of exchange on Liverpool:
security by requiring the banks to deposit gov- what would be the effect of this on the trade of
eminent bonds or consols, a( is done in the case tile two countries? Obviously it would throw the
of our national banks. What is to be said against whole traffic into dire confusion. We should
it is, that it does not conform to the natural course have received three hundred and fifty million
of things ; the evolution by which bank notes, dtJllars' worth of property without rendering any
as swapping instruments, arc brought into equivalent. We should simply owe that amount
existence, forbidding any swapping beyond tif- of money to England. Undoubtedly England is
teen million pounds, unless done by means of able _o lend us that amount in the usual way in
checks and bills of exchange. For all above which time loans are negotiated, but not, by any
tiffs sum it requires that gold be first bought, means, in thi_. way. Perhaps we should be able
It is arbitrary and rigid. It proceeds upon the to invest tlfat sum advantageously in our new
theory that human wisdom (the wisdom of the country, after due consideration; but this is not
year 1844) _s a better regulator of the circula- certain. At all events, we could not do so in a
tion than the silent a_d unperceived course of hurry. Clearly the trade of the world would be
trade which creates its instruments of exchange subjected to a wrench likethat caused bythrowing
as it goes along. It is not a sufficient answer a stone into a delicate and complicated piece of
to say that tile bank act has worked well; since nmehinery.--Apply this analysis to the drafts
human society readily adapts itself to its en- and checks floating aboutin our own country,
vlronment, whether good or bad. Deprived of and the same result is reached. Apply it to tile
the u_ of the bank note, which arises naturally paper currency, and it comes to the same thing,
in the mode described, British trade has availed so fat' as this currency i_ not hacked by property
itself of the check system to a prodigious extent, circulating alongside. It is not necessary to fol-
In London but little more than :_ per cent. of the low any parti('ular note around, and see what
busines_ done i_ transacted by means of coin and course it takes, how long it strays out, and when
bank notes together, the remainder being repre- it comes back to its place of issue. When trade
sented by checks and bills of exchange. -- GreeJ_- is brisk, tile notes, if issued according to the
barks and l_atio_al B, ulk 2Votes. Our greenback banking principle, will be plentiful: wt_m trade
system is akin to the issue department of the is slack, they will find their way hom_fi)r _tc-

bank of England, so far its relates to the fif- demption. This is as it shouhl l)_. _(t_t_the,._-

teen milliou pounds of bank of England notes, i_ no property in circulation co_c_i
Cong're_ having recently pas_sed a bill to author- notes, tile currency will be r_'_¢.
ize the issue of gold certificates, in small dehorn- It will bear no relation to thd__e_ :-
inations, to pers, ns depositing gold ill tlle tress- 7'1_ Future t,.f our .Srational'-_ll_'ng _slem.
ury, the paralle.l is still closer as regards the Tile b'_nk charter extension act' passed by con-
issue of circulating notes. An illustration used gress iu the _ummer of 1882 makes no considers-

by Mr. George 15. Coe, president of tlle A.meri- ble change in the natmnal banking system. Buts
can Exchange bank, New York, showing the un- great change is impending, to be brought about by
plJilosophical chavaet(,r of the "credit money," the payment of the national debt, which now con-
embodied alike in the greenback and the uncov- stitutestlle security of bank note issues. Whether
ered bank of England note, seems to me perfectly other adequate security can be provided when the
conclusive as to the point we are considering, bonds are paid off, is still an unsolved problem.

Bills of exchange, says blr. Coc--want of space It is certain that other bond security is not oh-
compels me to condense his m'gument--bills of tainable. Good state bonds are even scarcer than
exchange are the world's international currency, national bonds, and are, like the latter, iu the
drafts and checks are the currency of domestic course of redemption, so that even if we were to
wholesale traffic, and paper notes arc the currency consider that class of bonds admissible as a sub-
of retail trade. How absurd it would be to draw stitute for those of the United States, they could

a lot of bills on Liverpool witbc_ut sending any not be had in suflteient amount_. Other sorts of

equivalent properlyto Liverpool to balance them! honds, municipal or corporate, are out of the
_Sul)pose a syndicate of bankers in New York, question, as _,curity for bank notes. Not only
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do they not, even the best of them, enjoy the sta- ways and means to preserve the excellent system
bili ty of market value requisite to insure perfect which wc ,low have, st) imnlensely superior to the
confidence; but since tile selection of securities old .¢tatc system, o1' to any possible state system.
would rest with officers of tile government, it Tile problem is not so difii(:ult as it seems. We

would eventually become a part of tile political have been st) long accustomed to bond security
dispensation, and tile clloice would be more or for hank notes that any other system is to most
less governed by "influence" and " pressure." people unthinkable. But, in point of fact, it exists
Nothing would more surely undermine and de- nowhere else in the world, although the bank of
stroy the system than to admit politics and favor- England system has points of resemblance to it, as
itism into the category of forces prescribing what "already shown. At "dl events, it would t)e a great
particular bonds of cities, tt_wns, railways, gas mistakc for usto pcrpetu,_t¢, or prolong a national.
,companies, or what not, should t)ereceived.--Tile debl merely to furnish security for bank notes.
conclusion is inevitable that when the national While the debt exists, while the government has
4)ends are paid off, or when they become soscarcc not the means of paying it off, and relieving the
that the banks can not obtain them, or so high tax l)ayers of the 'tnnualinterest charge, it may
in price that no profit can be made in issuing bc useft_lly employed as security for the llolders
,circulating notes upon them, the national bank- of bank notes, but to tax the people longer than
note system must end unless tile capital of tile is ncccs_ary for this purpose would be indefcn-
hanks themselves, and the responsibility of tile sihlc, and would furni._h good ground for the
shareholders, can be relied upon as sufficient. It charge made again._t the national hanks that they
in plain that if tile bank has in its own vaults the oppress tile community. That charge is now
(_.apital heretofore invested in the United States without foundatmn. The banks have neither ere-

bonds which it has deposited in the treasury, its atcd nor protracted the national debt. So long
ability to redeem its antes will be perfect. The a_ the debt exists, it is immaterial who llolds it,

,ques/ionis, hovv to insurethat it slmll always have whcth(.r nation:_l banks, savings hanks, trust
lilts capital within resell. It would bequite rca- cL)mpanies, hfe insurance companies, or private
seeable to provide that the liability of bask share- persons. In a p_lradoxical world, nothing more
iloldcrs should be unlimited as to circulating notes, whimsical can be found than the unpopularity of
This would insure watchfulness on the part of all the ilank_ arising from the fact that their notes
solvent sharellolders over the loans and discounts are secured i)y government honda. Before tile
and otlmr investments of the bank's capital. It war tllcir notes were either not secured at all, or
x_ould be reasonable also to make note holders were less perfectlysecurcd; yet they were e_xlXlscd
preferred creditors of failed banks, giving them to no suchloss of popularity. They were always
the first lien on the assets. The unlimited liabil- popular so long an their notes were good. -- The
ity of shareholders has always served to prevent comptroller of tile cllrrcncy, in his annual re-
depreciation of file note_ of Scotch banks, and port for 1882. strongly opl)oscs the phm here

_'_ an examination of the cases of bank failures un- suggested fol' c(liltinuing tile national bank note

; tier our national system would l)robably show syslem after the public debt _hall lmvc been
that no loss would ever have resulted to note paid off, believing, as hc does, that it is im-
Ib0klol_ if these two requirements had been in practicable to secure any general concurrence

_-_even without tile bond security held at among ttle banks to rcceiw. _, and thus mutually
Wa_gttm.--It is necessary, however, not mere- insure, each other's noles; and believing, also,
ly _ gismo'the solvency of the bank notes, but that tile popularity of tile present system weuld
to r,o coa_ tile public, of the fact that nn bc made use of to perpetrate extensive frauds

doub_;_lmtl'_J_cr arise, so that in cases of failures, upon the public. Better would it be, he thinks,
few ¢._ a_lmy, the notes shall continue to pass that the system should perish when the debt is
freely, w[thoutquestion and without examination, extinguished, than that the admirable features
¢I'o attain this end it would be necessary tlmt all which have given it such a hold upon public
tile national bitnks should agree to receive at pal' confidence shnuld he seized upon by swindlers as
tim notes of all other national hanks under the a means t)f defraudiug tile people. Hisviews are
_s;_meterms and conditions of central redemption entitled to great weight, by reason of his personal

which are now prescribed by law, or perhaps authority, as well as fo" tile intrinsic force of his
with some improvement upon existing methods of argument. It can not bc doubted, however, that
redemption. Witll such a guaranty and balance with tile extinguishment of the national bank sys-

wheel, added to the reasonable safeguards pre- I tern the old state bank system, or systems, would
viously mentioned, there would be no need of I be revived We tlave therefore to choose between
bond security for hank notes to be held in pledge I tile latter :rod snme modific_ttinn of the former,

a¢ Washington. But the mutual insurance sys-_ I and we must make our choice before tt_e expire-
tern could not be forced upon the banks by law. {tion of many years. HoI',AcE WHITE.
It would not be just to make one bank responsi-
ble for another bank's debts against its will. The MONGOLS. In ethnology, the Mongolians

system must be entered into voluntarily or not at include those races of men after the Aryans,
all. It is for the bankers of the whole country, Semites anti Hamltes, numbering nearly half the
"through their central organization, to find the human race. They are characterized by easily
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recognizable physical traits: the lateral projec- dividual in a community is naturally free to put-
lion of the cheek, and depression of the n_al, sue his own happiness as in his judgment he may
bones; broad and flat faces; imperfectly arched deem most expedient, limited only hy the like
eyebrows nnd oblique eyes; tawny skin; and lank right on the part of his neighbor, it was _dmost
and thin hair, especially on the face; though in impossible to arrive at any clear ideas upon the
certtdn states of civilization these traits are rood- subject of monopoly. Roman jurists as well as
tried or disappear. Under the general classifies- English common lawlawyers, after magna charta.
tion of Mongolians are included the variety of formulated declarations of rights, which vitiated,
races included in the Chinese empire, Burmese, claims of monopoly and declared them to be con-
Siamese. Japanese,Turks, Magyars, Lapps, Finns, trary to natural justice ; yet so long as govern-
Esquimaux and Samoieds. In history they ment was arbitrary and unlimited in its sorer
are known _s the foumters of the Median and eignty--thevery fountain and source of all power
early Chinese empires, as Scythians and Huns, over the individual subject, without restraint and
and as Mongols, Tartars (T_tars) and Turks. The limitation--it certainly was difficult to establish
oxiginal home and place of departure of the axiomatically and philosophically any limitation
Mongolians is central aml eastern Asia. between upon the right of the government to create monop-
the fortieth and fiftieth degrees of north latitude, olies. It is ouly when terms are set to tim power
More than any other division of mankind they of encroachment by the government itself over
are nomads, though in many instances they have individual enterprise or the pursuit of happiness,
forsaken their pastoral habits to found nations that the principle can be invoked, that that im-
and empires.-- The history of the Mongols proper pairment of individual liberty which government
begins with Genghis Khan (116'2-1227), who, as itselfcannotjustlyworkitcannotauthorizeothers
the leader of a small horde in the region south- to bring about. For instance, the constitutions of
east of Lake Baikal, speedily united many tribes, the sever.d states all contain provisions that the
and then moved to the conquest of China. His public burden shall be borne equally, and that no
sons and grandsons continued the work of con- man shall be deprived of his life, liberty or prop-
quest until, by 1250, the whole of central Asia erty except by due process of law, and some of
and part of Europe, from the Pacific ocean to the state constitutions contain, in express terms,
the frontiers of Germany, were united under 1he provision of msgnaeharta that "no man shall
one empire. Though this empire soon broke up, be deprived of his free customs and libcrties,"in
a second tide of Mongol invasion, under Tame,'- other words, he shall not be deprived of the right
lane. in tlle fourteenth century, overflowed Pe1_ia, to devote himself to any legitimate occupation,
Turkistan, Hindostan, Asia Mmo,' a_,d Georgia. and to reap the natural reward of success therein.
This new empire soon in turn disintegrated; but It is, therefore, clearly incompetent for a govern-
the Mo_ul empire in India was in the sixteenth ment so limited to create an artificial organism,

century founded by a dcscendant of T'mmrlane. or to permit the growth of an artificial organism,
Though the M,)ngol power in Europe w_s broken which would in effect distribute the public burdens

up, and most of the Mongol tribes driven out, yet unequally, or which in its practical effect and
the Turks, true to the spirit of their progenitors, workingpreventspersonsfromreapingthemttural
maintained the energy of c,)nquest for centuries, rcward of industry and superior intelligence in

and then "camped out" in Europe, instead of any vocation which they may have chosen. In
settling on the soil to improve it. The Magyars modern times, beginning with magna charta, gov
re'e, perhaps, the only peoplc of historic Asiatic ernment thenceforth became, as to English-speak-
origin who have been thus far converted to tug people, not an arbitrary imposition upon a
Christianity and become European in their tastes people, hut a trust to be exercised for the benefit
and habits. The Mongolian peoples of central- of the ciqizen, within the terms of limitation set
western Asia are being gradually subdued by the by the people to the power of government. That
Russian arms and made subjects of the czar; there were great interregnums of arbitrary power

these military movements being but the continua- exercised in England isnot tothepurposc, because
tion of a policy begun roar centuries ago. The English lawyers have long regarded the expre_-

Mongolians of Mongolia proper number about sions of judicial opinions during the reign of the
2,000,000, _lnd are governed by chieftains who Tudors and some of the Plantagenets as non-
claim descent from their great founder Genghis authoritative common law doctrines as to the

Khan. Though subjects of China, they are al- rights of English citizens. -- We can only get rid
lowed great freedom. In religion the peoples of of much loose talk which ordinarily.surrounds
_tongol origin are followers of Confucius, Lao the subject of mouopoly and anti-monopoly by

Tsz_, Buddha, Mohammed and Christ. Their defining what is meant by a monopoly. The
languages are now usually classified under the derivation of the word sbows that its original

head of "Turanian." See Howorth's History of meaning implied the exclusive right to sell a corn
tAeMb_go/s, London, 1876-80. W.E.G. modity. Its derivative meaning can no longer

be strictly defned, but is applied to many forms
MONOPOLIES. Until political economy had of social manifestations, which all come under

established as a fundamental truth, and political one or the other of the following heads, or under
science accepted as a rule of action, that each in- several of them. 1.._.ny grant by law to an in-
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dividual or combination of individuals, to per- to facilitate the opening of intercommunicatior_
form a particular service or supply a commodity, between people by the building of highways and

and the exclusion of others from performing or canals, deepening harbors, carrying letters an4
supplying the _ame. 2. Any grant by law to any packages, and furnishing educational facilities.
particular person or combination of persons, to It claims and exercises the right to be the exclu-
perform a particular service which in its nature sire supplier of coined money and currency, and'
makes it impo_ible f_r others to reader a like ser- by tariff, bounty and tax regulation and impost-
vice or an equally efficient service. 3. Any legal tions, rearranges and readjusts all the commercial
exemptions of natural or artificial persons from and industrial occupations of the people, and for
the burden or duties which are imposed upon many peoples supervises and regulates the re-
other persons or col'potations in the common- ligious beliefs and institutions as well as their

wealth. 4. Trade marks, copyrights and patents, temporal interests; and yet all governments are-
The foregoing arelegal monopolies. -- Qualified or frequently compelled to extend their own monop-
incidental monopolies, arising from the organiza- oly into new fields, for the purpo:-e of diminish-

tion of modern society, are: 1. The engrossing of ing corporate and personal monopolies which ex-
a business by an individual or combination of ist in the community, the pressure of which may
individuals, who, by means of the vastness of the be more burdensome because less equally distrib-
capital invested, drive out competitors, not by a uted titan th'_t which i_ exercised by govern-
superior service, a beeter commodity or lower ments. -- Although theoretically the people of
normalprice which is the operation of the natural the United States are masters of the situation,

law of competition, but by Io_es deliberately in- and determine upon the objects and expenditure
curred which they can bear and the competitor of government, the will of the people is acted
can not, to be recouped by excessive charges and reacted upon by so many influences, and is
when the competitor is made harmless. 2. The expressed by so many wdunteer spokesmen upon

". exclusive possession or occupation of certain the rostrum and in the press, and political parties
peculiarly favorably situated portions of land. 3. that claim to be composed of the whole people

All industrial enterprises of a community in- are so viciously organized, that what is the true
volvingexpenditure of large capital for plant used will of the people can as yet not accurately nor
in the supply of any article which is consumed even approximately be ascertained. The will of
or devoted to service rendered at the place and in tim people is so often entrapped, misconstrued
connection with the plant or machinery by which and misstated by interested parties who find their

it is supplied, and the supply of which article or profit in explaining public opinion by manufac-
convenience or service can bcindefinitelyincreased turing it or vending a spurious article, and our
without a proportionate incrcasein plant and cap- political methods arc so defectively organized,
ital. 4. The natural or cultivated aptitude or fac- that there is as yet no way to arrive in a popu-
ulty to supply a commodity or render a service so lous community at a veritable expression of the
far superior to others that tile competitive stand- popular will. It becomes, therefore, of much
ards of price are no longer applicable. Great art- importauce to consider, in the case of any partic-
ists, orators, lawyel.'s, actors, etc., come under this ular movement against an industrial or natura|
head of personal monopoly. 5. What may in monopoly, whether it wiliresult in tile destruction

eotr¢_ of centuries grow into a monopoly, and of the monopoly, or in its l)ecoming changed into

_'of ala extremely burdensome character, is a governmental monopoly, which is as yet, even i_
t_/_vid_| ownership of land.--At the very the United Slates, a very different thing from
0_. _ _'e¢ognize the fact that the great- giving back to the people the power whicll there-
_Uo_ifF of all existing in society is the tnfore had been absorbed I,y the monol)oly
mo_ly:_f _rnment. This monopoly arises Monopolics wcrc instituted originally as part of
from the l_baal necessity of human beings for the prerogative of tile sovereign, cither Io reward
security, a_t_'government is the only furnisher of favorites or as a means to replenish the exchequer.

security, and allows no one else to attempt to Even the grants to municipal corporations of
meet the same want. It leviesits own remunera- courts-leet and the right to raise their own taxes,
lion on its own conception of right, in the shape "to pay scot and bc'_r lot," were frequently
of taxes for the service performed by it; ques- granted in return for a mere money remuneration.
_,ioning its authority is deemed to be treason; Frequently the grants arose to humble the power
and, in addition to furnishing security, gov- of some great nobleman in whose territory the
ernment' seems to have a standing option to per- burgh or city securing municipal rights w,'m
form whatever other services it sees fit for the located, not because his exactions pained the

community, at such prices as it may see fit, and royal heart, but because it made the lord of the
in many instances, even in the United States, manor too powerful a suhject. Trade monop-
avails itself of this privilege. Thus, in _utdition olies were granted during the middle ages be-
to rendering tim _ervice of security which in- cause, in the first place, arbitrary rcgulations
solves the establishment of executive and legisla- were the rule. All mundane as well as religious.
tire offices, the organization of a judicial and matters were supposed to require regulating.
police system, the building of fol2s and the Liberty was regarded as the most baneful of iuflu-

maintenance of an army and navy, it undertakes ences, and wherever it exist_l it was immediately-
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,eliminated, and the persons who theretofore ex- } possible attack except that of the elements. -- It

ercised some free trade or free calling were sub- / must also be remembvred that the merchants'jected to stringent regulations. In that way. companies opened at the outset their corpora-
every avocation wa_ subjected to artificial bands; i tions to all who were willing to bear with them
ttle number of persons permitted To pursue it was I equM r,sks, and that theref_re, while trading w_ls
limited, and the governments of Europe (l_wn to I prohibited, in such cases as tile Dutch and East
the middle of the eighteenth century far snr- ! India companies, with the countries over whicl'
passed our modern trades unions in the minule- I their dominion extended, to all persons not mere
hess and unreasonableness of the regulations they bers of tile merchants' compataies, yet as they _.x-
Constantly prescribed and enforced Another rea- tended the benefits of their operations to those
son for re_o-ulating trades by mon_)poly grants dur- i who were willing to share with them their risks,
ing the middle ages, was because the. persons fol- I it was scarcely in the nature of a monopoly. It
lowing them could thus be subj(.t'ted to a stricter I was necessary that all tra(h,s should I)(, done under
inquisition as to their mode_ of life and their hab. the rnerchants' flag because, notably iu the case of

its of thought; and as eeclesias'Scism was the ,nost the East India company in England, the company
potent stimulant of governmental activity during protected its traders byan army, and considerably
the middle ages, the regulating of the trades was contrihuted toward the expenses for the main-
-a correlated part to the regulating of the faith, tenance of a fleet to protect merchandise on the
These restrictions, huwever, being universal, al- inward and outward passages.--The greatest

most wholly lost the nature of monopolies, be- abuse cnnnecled with monopolies of a trading
-cause, in a nation where all is reguhtcd and all character were those which arose from the neces-

circumscribe(l, though there is an immense waste sity for revenue on the part of kings. Precisely
of energy and probably stagnation in enterpri_ as offices were sold to the highest bidders, trade
and a checking of the growth of wealth, mouop- privileges were sold to the highest bidders, and
oly conditions can scarcely he said to exist, ex- numberless monopolies arose and continued long

`eept in so far as certain special trades or avoea- after the period of necessity that had given them
tions may be more remunerative than others, and bh'th had passed away. eating out, by exactions
a limitation of the number engaged therein result and taxations, the commercial life of the people.
in extl'aordinary gains. A surviv'fl of such trade The East Italia c_)mpany had become in time so
regulations is tile limitation of the number of powerful, so many of the returned rich Iudia met-
persons who are permitted in France to follow chants interested in tile profits of the India corn-
the calling of stock brokers. And likewise in pany were sent to parliament, and The influence
Germany surviving limitations in exceptional era- of their wealth permeated so many different strata

i)loymel_Is and functions indicate what was the of society, that the struggle to deprive that corn-
universal condition during the middle ages. -- Of pany of its exclusive privilegcs and to throw the
trade mouopoly Bentham says, "I know of but empire of India open to free trad(, lasted ahnost a

•one opinion relative to it: oppression in tim in- hundred years. Tile Hud_,n's Bay company still
stance of the individuals exchlded from the oceu- exercises, in a modified form, the privileges that

patton thus engrossed, and excessive earnings in have been granled to it, on the theory that such
¢l,e inst_mce of the p'lrtakers of the privilege; exclusive privileges were necessa,'y; they doubt-
whence the alte.rnation of penury with excessive less were, at first, to induce men to v(.nture their
plenly in a rank of life where sensual excesses lives and their capitalin sodespcratc an enterprise

_upply tile demaud tor o(:cupation in a v_can! as the trapping and capturing of fu," animals m
mind, and enhancement of pl'ices in evcl3'article the inhospitable territory of British Amclica,
connected with the ._uhjcet matter of the monop- thonsands of miles from the protection of the

oly; such appear to be the consequences to the British fleet or British soldiers, among hostile ]n-
•several partics interested, to individuals exclmled, dians aud savage animals._Under tile head of

individuals favored, and the, community at large." grants by law to an individual or combination of
--Notwithstanding the general justice of Ben- individuals to perform a particular service, and
tham's criticisms of trade monopolies, it must the exclusion of others from performing or sup-

nevcrtheh'ss be conceded, when viewed histori- plying the same, may be enumerated such indu,-
-ca]ly, that their existence for a limited period is tries of a country as are fostered and "protected"
not only explicable but justifiable. At the times by means of a tariff so high as to exclude foreign
when the seas swarmed with pirates, and the ha- competition. Although the inhabitants of the

vies of Europe had not yet successfully made country as to which such a system of protection
head against them, it required extraordinary in-' prevails are free to engage in such industry, yet

ducemcnts to venture capital in trades beyond the exclusion by law, of sources of supply f,'om eoun-
high seas; and nothing short of a monopoly or tries more favorably situated for production,

exclusive privilege would tempt men, in interns- operates, as to the increase of price in tile protect-
tional commerce involving shipments by sea, to ed article, as a ,nonopoly, in the same manner as a
take ri_.ks which can scarcely be realized by bust- patent or a positive prohibition against the non-
nes._ men in these days of bills of exchange and protected from purchasing the s_me commodity
,commercial bills of lading, of insurances and at a lower rate. In time, competition between the

_teamers, and safety upon the high seas from all protected manufacturers or producers tends to
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lower prices, but this is an incident which is true porations, and are most generally granted to edu-
of almost all monopolies, however onerou% not eational and religious institutions. That there i_
confined Ioa single individual. The Paris stock no difference in principle between a direct gr'tut
exchange, limited by law to sixty member_, pro- of money and such exemptions is c_lpable of
duces ll_e same result as to competition between mathematical demonstration, and yet in many
those members in enabling i)ersotLs who desire to states where the requirement of the constitution
deal in stocks to get their business done at a rate is that taxation sh.dl be equal, that there shall be
that is not so exacting ._s to deter them from mak- no state church, an(l that there shall he no privi-
;ng operations. ]_lonopolists scarcely ever charge legcd class, such exemptions have been held robe
what it is possible to charge even when in com- constitutional exercises of power, either from
bination, simply hecausc they wouhl thus de- want of courage on the part of the judici'u'y t_,
stroy the source of their business, because substi- offend the powerful interests which enjoy such
tutes for their protected article or service wouhl immunity, or from want of sufficient politico-eco-
come into existence, or people would l)e content nomical knowledge to enable the judicial mind t_*
to do without it.--Under tim second ela_s of _ce that such |rennin|ties are in point of fact of
grants by law to persons or combinallona of per- the nature of monopoly grant,. --In lhe case of
sons, to perform a particular service or supply a trade marks, copyrights and patents, the state
commodity which in its nature makes it impos,_i- grants legal monopolies ou an entirely different
ble to others to render a like or an equally cffi- Ihcory from the grant of monopolies of a trading
cient service, many disguised monopolies are character. A trad(, mark is a property which
granted in all countries. If a company or com- even at common law ha_ been recognized as
hination of individuals is organized for the water matlcr capable of individual ownership on the
supply of a city, for gas supply, or for the build: part of him who has created a good will therein;
lag of warehouses along the river front, with and although cop) right 0heright of an author to
special privileges to condemn land for such pur- the exclusive possession of his intellectual prod-
poses, the possession of the field in tim case of uct) is supposed to exist by virtue of law alone,
water and gas companies, and the power to select yet even in such a case it is doubtful whether a
at the outset the most favorably located points careful analysis would not show that while the
for warehouses of which there may not I)e many thoughts embodied in the author's works are,
at the river frontage of a city, may each in itself from the instant they are divulged, the common
give to such persons or company an exclusive property of mankind, yet that form in which the
right, although in terms the law does not make it author see_ fit to put those thoughts is the special
exclusive. The same would be true of a bridge property of him who has given tlm_ thoughts
company, if there were but one or two eligible that form. Kant insists most ingeniously that
points along the river where such a bridge or there is a natural right of property in an auti_or's

bridges could be constructed. Although other work independent of law, on the ground that a
companies might come into the field, they would man has a right to make his speech Io the corn-
do so after the first company had possession of munity and that he alone can make it, and that

Lhe more eligible sites, and under such disadvan- no man may make it for him. When he prints
tages that the first company, unless properly con- that speech he simply multiplies his message to

tJolled by taw, has a perpetual monopoly in hay- society, but he does nol change the nature of his
iag that power of oppression which the second or right. IIe alone is authorizcd, no matter in how
o_her company can not enjoy. -- .__legal exemp- many copies, to make that spe(:ch; and the pub-
tion frota the hurdens that all citizens naturally lisher to whom he deputes that right is his mere
should be.a_, such as taxation, the bearing of agent in thc multiplying of thespecch; and while

arms, orthe performance of other duties as tit- others may make speeches of a similar nature.
izens, operates precisely in the same manner as a no man can put tim author's name to a speech

grant of special privileges. It is immaterial, in that he (lid not make. or did not auti_orize the
fact and in principle, whether the person has the making of; and therefore there is a natulal right
special privilege of taxation either through the of properly in the author to the speech a._long as
power of ctmrging mo,'c for a commodity than it the author's nameis connected thercwith. Hence,
is w,)rttl or for a service than can be obtained for it if Kant's position is correct, copyright is the
under the law of competition, or whether the per- mere giving of legal sanction Io a n'ltural right
son or persons or corporation is exempted from of property, and does not partake of the nature
the duty which others are called upon to bear, be- of lnonopoly. -- Patent._, while they give a

cause in eithercase an inequahty iscreated which monopoly of the process or device to the invent-
gives to the privileged class opportunities for de- or, on the other hand, destroy monopolies to a
velopmeut and for the acquisition of wealth much greater degree than they create them. -*k
which others do not equally enjoy, and which is man's right to his secret or trade is a well-recog-
counter to the fundamental principle as embodied nized common law property right. In the at)-
in magna charts, that " no man shall be deprived sence uf patent laws, every one making an inven-
of his free customs and libel¢ies." In this coun- tion would swear his employ6s h) secresy, and
try such exemptions have been granted in years would attempt as long ms possible to keep the ad-
past to banks, _nd more recently to railway cor- vantage of his process or his invention within the
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:knowledge of those only on whose loyalty he can were either superior refiners or superior producers.
_lepend. This right he has at law; the inade- Tipsy simply were less scrupulous or more alert
•quste protection, however, that the law can afford than their neighbors in making eombiuations
to such secrets of trade, and the injurious effects with the railways, who, in violation of all proper
,upon the industrial progress of the world which business interests connected with transportation,
'the maintenance of such secrets has had, have in. and of their duty to the state, entered into a
.duced society almost everywhere in the civilized compact with them to deprive of a market others

part of the world to say to the inventor, "Publish equally favorably situated for production _nd re-
')-our discovery to the world to the fullest possible fining, so that the Standard oil company could

.extent; if you tell the whole truth as to your dis- purchase other refineries at any price the)" saw fit
,covery we will secure to you the exclusive right to pay for them, and in numerous cases purchased

to its use for a certain number of years, so that them simply to dismantle them so as to prevent
the world may have the benefit of the knowledge production. When this combination, by such
4)f the discovery or invention." Though doubts methods, became so powerful as to control a
have been entertained at times as to the wisdom capital variously estimated at from ten to twenty
of patent laws, their utility, weighed as against millions of dollars, and now estimated at some-
the inconvenience of their _bsenee, has on the thing like fifty millions of dollars, they openly
whole been conceded by the leading publicists dictated terms to the railways which prior to that

,of the world. --As to all n_nopolies created by time they had been in collusive combination with,
,law, whether created in terms by the law or inci- and obtained exclusive control over their traos-
,dental to the law, it is the duty of the state to see portation facilities from the producing points to
_to it that they do not become oppressive. An the seaboard. Not content with that condition
adherent, be he never so btlt_ a one, to the of affairs, they determined to abandon the rail.
/a/ssez-.fa_re doctrine of political economy, can not ways altogether, and constructed their own pipe
.insist that in case of monopolies created by law lines to tide waters. Here is an industrial me-
the state shall let such mon_rpolies alone. It is nopoly not created by law, which has no legal
the constant duty of the law-making power to sanction for its performances or exactions, but
circumscribe the special organisms which it calls which, nevertheless, operates precisely in the same
into being, for the purpose of keeping them manner as though a law had been passed placing
within proper bounds and to prevent their too the producers of oil in their posses._ion, to be
rapid and mischievous growth. Cases of greater taxed at their own will, requiring the railway
difficulty, however, arise as to how society shall companies to charge them but such rates as they
deal with monopolies which are qualified or see fit to pay, prohibiting other people from en-
incidental, and arise from the social organization, gaging in the business that they are engaged in,
Where a business has grown to such proportions and dismantling and destroying the works of
in the handsof certain individuals or combination those already engaged therein. Were such a law
of individuals that they can crush out competi- proposed to be enacted, the eommunitywould clT
tion by losses deliberately incurred by them, and out that it was monstrous, far exceeding, in ty-
which they can easily bear by reason of their rannical outrage upon the community, anything
enormous aceumulatiou of capital, and which, that had ever been attempted by the Tudors. Yet
therefore, drives out of business those who, though in this free country, where all trades and occups-
equally capable of rendering the service of sup- tions are supposed to be open to competition, this
plying the commodity, are incapable of bearing mischievous result has been achieved. It is
the losses thus imposed, presents a problem which clearly, therefore, the duty of the law-maker,
has not as yet been solved by modern society, under the principle of s_u_ _puZi suFrffna _x,

'The most flagrant and at the same time the most to insist that it is no part of the law of competi-
conspicuous example in this country, is that which tion that men shall use their capital deliberately
is known as the "Standard oil combination." to ruin other people, and the legislator sbouht

•Originally a corporation with a capital not larger prevent the existence of conditions which enable
than that of many of its competitors, its managers, such unfair advantages to be obtained, to check

by securing special freight rates from the great them when they are likely to be obtained, and
trunk lines to the seaboard for their crude petro- to undo the mischief if, by reason of the neglect
leum and the refined article, which was then man- of the law-maker, it has been permitted to be

ufactured by them at Cleveland, Ohio, obtained so created. The state has a right to step in, and
great an advantage over their competitors that does step in, to protect all classes of the eommu-
they had, on the one hand, the producer in their nity who are supposednot to dealon equal terms
toils, and, on the other, so effectually destroyed with those with whom they are thrown in contact:
their rivals in the business of refining that 90 per clients as against lawyers, wards as against their
cent. of the enormous business done in refined pc- trustees, infants as against persons of full age.
troleum in the United States, and which amounted Therefore some kind of protection must be af-
in 1880 to 367,000,000 gallons, representing a forded by law to industries which are likely to be
value of $31,000,000, was engrossed and monopo- subjected to an influence, under the guise of com-
lized by the Standard oilcombination. Itisidle, petition, so baneful and sinister as the one which

.because it is wide of the truth, to say that they has been exercised by the Standard oil company.
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--Many other sinister eomldnations have existed fixed charges to mere operating expenses depend-
and do exist in this and other countries. That of ent upon tile rate of business is so great in the
certain chemical manufacturers may be instanced, railway, that it may almost indefinitely increase
in which by losses deliberately incurred they have its business without at all in proportion increasing
driven competitors out of the field and have main- its expenses after it has once been constructed.

taiued for a great number of years the mouop- The existing line can, therefore, almost always
_)]y of a market and extraordinary prices for their outbid a competitor for business as to the rate at
products, simply because they had incidentally i which it sees fit to do it. As the service is con-

acquired so vast a capital before their competi- i sumed at tlle spot where it is created, antl is ren-ters came into the field that that which was a dered without a relative increase of expenditure
small percentage of loss on their whole business for the purpose of rendering it, there is in sucha
for a given year would result in utter ruin and case, in the nature of things, a monopoly created
bankruptcy to such competitors. In the rapid which demands the constant exercise of legal
.growth of capital in modern society these sinis- r_traint. Although railways may be increased
ter forms of the exercise of its power must be in number from given l)oints, yet even when an
,carefully watched, and should become the subject active competition fro' a time prevails, the number
of preventive legislation. -- An exclusive posses- of tho_ railways will necessarily be so few that
sion of certain peculiarly favorably situated per- their interest tocombine, as against their tendency
tions of land is one of those monopolies which it to compete, will outweigh competition, and corn-

2 is extremely difficult to deal with under the mod- bination becomes the general result of ahnost all
ern theory of absolute ownership in land, modi- competitive railway building. After combination
fled only in so far as the right of eminent domain has been effected, the community is coufronted
may justify its being taken for public use. The. with the fact that its service is no cheaper than it
ownerofapieceofpropertyinWallstreetorBroad was before; tlmt its business is done by two or
street, New York, or upon the river frontage, three lines instead of one which previously reu-
has a perpetual monopoly in higher rentals, of dered the _rvice; that one line would have suf-

the eujoyment of which it is difficult to deprive riced to have done tile whole business, and tlmt
him without shaking one of the very foun- there is a loss of capital to the community repre-
dations of society--the recognition of property sented by the buihli_g of the second or third line.
in land. In most instances the burden borne This capital is lost because the community has

by the community for tile rental of such fa- failed to do its duty t() limit the cbarges of these
vorably located spots of land does not appear transporting corporations, which arc enabled to
onerous, because the landlord adjusts the burden earn extraw_gant rates of charge by the growth
somewhat to the profits which can be made by of the community, upon a limited business; and
occupation, whole or partial, of such bits of land. so large is the income, as compared with the cost

It is easy, however, to imagine a ease where a of the ,same, that new capital is tempted into the
peculiar spot of land may give its individual same field for the purpose of dividing the business
owner such power of exaction over the commu- with tile existing line, not because there is any

• n!ty that it is not to be borne. Should the harbor necessity for the riwd line because thc existing line
¢i[-_ew York fill up in such a manner that but is incompetent to perform the work, but simply

_ _flsx_}rdare accessible to ships of heavy draft because of the profit made by the existing line
_t_aet_w docks belong to pl'lvate individuals, upon the wolk performed by it ; so that upon a

-"_'-_'_lil_ghttheu. become necessary, for the purpose given amount of business yielding on an expend-

,,¢l__g the commerce of the country or the iture of ten millions of dollars a million and a
-_._ t]_ community to step in anti exercise lmlf a year profit, it will pay capitalists a fair

_ ._il_entdomain, ta_ke the Is,data valua- rate of interest to expend another ten million
tion d_ it to the public at a moderate rate, dollars for the purpose of taking seven hundred
or to appl_" the doctrine laid downby Lord Ellen- and fifty thousand dollars net profits out of the
borough, in a case decided in 1811, where the existing line and dividing it upon the ten million

•question of "reasonable charges" came before newly invested. If the community were to re-
him on the part of the warehousemen oa one of duce the profit of the existing line, by legal enact-

the London docks. Lord Ellenborough in that ments, it is clear that the ten millions of dollars
case determined, that wherever a man had so invested in the building of the second line would

peculiarly favorably situated a piece of property not be so invested, but wouhl be available to the
thathe had power toexact monopoly rates, it was community for other purposes. No service is
part of the doctrine of the common law to limit done to the community by the building of the new

him to reasonable rates so as to prevent him from line between two given points,if prices remain the
taking an undue proportion of other men's wealth, same to the community, and the business is subse-

because the policy of the English law frowned qucntly divided between the two roads, but the
upon monopoly and favored freedom.--That ten millions of capital are diverted from other

enterprise_ such as railways have a tendency to employments. If in consequence of competi-
become monopolies, although their buildiug is lion between the two lines the price of carriage
quite free in the United States, arises from the is reduced, tile community is the gainer to the ex-

nature of such enterprises The proportion of tent of such reduction; but if, after the new line
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is built, a combination is made between the two the terms of such _ontract. A trader along the
roads to maintain prices so that both may earn line of a railway is compelled to make his con-
dividends upon their capital, the community has tract with the railway corporation from the nature-
lost for other purposes the ten milhons unneces- of his business and the nature of the business nf

sarily iavested--a very serious lo_ indeed. Tills the railw:ty. It is the duty of the state to see to
has so frequently been the _ulse that it is no longer it that he is not unjustly discriminated against,
a hypothetical 'illustration, but one taken from and that othersdo not obtain _rms which h_, him-

facts within the knowledge of every man who has self does not get.--During the great railway
observed the course of railway construction and investigation in the state of New York the ore.

railway wars and railway combinations in the underlying principle as to traffic charges which
United States; and while it is true that a compet- the managers of the two great leading railway_
ing line does touch, at intermediate points, terri- of this country insisted upon during thc. whole

tory which is not touched by the line previously course of that investigation was, that they had a
existing, antl thus incidental benefits are con- right to charge what thetraffic would bear; in other

ferred, those incidental benefits by no means words, that they had a right to charge all that they
outweigh the enormous waste of capital which could under the given circumstances enforce
has been occasioned by railway construction for the payment of. Throwing aside all question of
mere tmrposes of dividing business, with combin- the fact that the railway corporation exercises
atiou as to rates. -- Gas companies and water the right of eminent domain, and that it is a corn-

companies stand precisely in the same relation to mon carrier, it is peculiarly and specially subject
the community as railway companies. They have to legal restraint on the grounds mentioned by
the power to exact monopoly rates simply heeause Lord Ellenborou_-,h in his decision already referred
the plant once supplied gives to the persons or to, that its position is one of advantage toward th_•
corporation who supply it an extraordinary power person dealing with it. The parties do not stand
over others who propose to come into the bust- in equal relation as to contriver. Thisis a doctrine

hess. Those who come into the business, come which, even in private businesses wherethe parties
not to supply a superior article at lower rates as do not stand on equal ground at the time when the
in ordinary businesses, but to divide the field ; and contract is made, prevents contracts from being en-
they soon discover that to divide the field profit- forced in favor of the superior who made the most
ably they must maintain rates, and therefore two of his situation. In the middle of the night a citi-
mains are frequently laid side by side in large zen needs the service of a doctor to save the life

cities by gas companies where one would suffice to of his chihl. There is but one physician within
supply all the neces.*_ry gas. The community is miles, and before he can secure the services of an-

no better served; the same rates are maintained other his child may die. He is a rich man. Were
as to gas that have existed theretofore, and the the doctor to exact, as the condition of his leaving
same poor commodity furnished, because the in- his house, half of the wealth of the man, "be-
dividual householder does not stand in a position cause that is what that service might bear" under
of equality with the corporation that supplies those peculiar circumstances, anti the victim were
him, and the injustice to whic, h he is subjected is willing to make a contract to give it to him, any
so small to him individually, although amounting properly constituted court of equity would give
in the aggregate to great profits to the corpora- him relief, and if he had paid the exorbitant de-
tion, that it scarcely pays him to conduct a fight, mand he could recover it hack. But so little
The community, therefore, in such cases is geuer- restraint haw _,industrial and carrier corporal_ons
all)- the loser, as to capital, of all that portion of in the United States been subjected to. that not
plant which occupies the. same field that is "flready only have they in the past but they ever_ now claim
occupied with meau_ of abundant supply on the that they are to be regarded a._ entirely private
part of the existing corporation before the compet- enterprises to be left free from legal interference.
itor came in _ The same rule applies as to wa and that as the basis of their treatment of the
ter supply. Hence, in _tll such casesit is the duty traveler and freighter they will, when they can,
of the community, thr,_ugh its law-making and apply the monstrous doctrine that the)" have th_•
judicial powers, tt_ prevent w'tste of capital. This right to take advantage of their position as against
can be accomplished by regulation as to price them, and exact the last farthing of the amoul_t
and regulation as to quality of commodity or that the traffic will bear. --)Ionopolies of this in-
service to be supplied. The ground of such regu- dustrial character are more difficult to deal with

lation is not simply that some of these corpora- in the United States than in any other part of the'

tions exercise the right of eminent domain, but is civilized globe. Not only have they already al-
based on the principlewell recognized at common tained such proportions that the legislative ms-
law from its earliest devel(_pment, that where par- chiuery of many states is under their control, but
ties do not stand ia equal position to make a con- they also have extended their influence into the
tract it is the duty of the state t_osee to it that the business of politics, and so largely control the
contract is fair, and where parties who do not politicians of the country that every attempt to

stand toward each other in equal position, from subject them to prt_er _upervision has, because
tLe nature of circumstances are compelled to make of that overshadowhig i_fluence which they have

a contract, it is the duty of the state to prescribe already acquired, prove.thus far well nigh fruit-
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less. Their influence does not rest, however, only only a temporary benefit, and that such capital,
in the fact that they have the machinery of poll. honors and fame shall all be again distributed by
tics under their control. The public press, par- the natural process of death into the body of the
ticularty in metropolitan centres, is in part owned community, they did not foresee that the great
or controlled by persons hohling large interests mom,yed corporations of the community would
in such enterprises, and tlms public opinion is prove more attractive than patents of nobility,
vitiated upon these subjects to a degree not east- wouhl be more potent Ihan the fame of ]e'_ders of

]y understood. Another difficulty ill subjecting armies, wouhl concentrate capital more power-
them to proper control and exercising the right fully an(1 continuously than by tlle pro(.ess of
of tile public upon these subjects, is the well- mortmtlin and perpetuities, and wouht be more

grounded suspicion of the community that the dangerous to the body politic as to its freedom
monopoly of the politici_m is one not le_ danger- than an ari,tocrafic cla¢._. -- With power to exact
ou_ than tlntt,of the industrial ,rod calTier enter- monopoly rates incident to that kind of superior

l)C_Ses, and that to subject to governmental cou- personal ability embodied as to oratory in a Web-
u'ol the great corporations in the state, involv- ster, as to art in :L Meissouier, as to acting in a
lag hundreds of millions of dollars of capital. R_rche], as to forensic ability in a Choate, no
is simply to substitute a master no more scrupu- quarrel can bc made. These phenomenal abilities
lous without capit_fi ill the place of one which is commanding phenomenal prices for their services
at least restrained and made conservative I)y the are entitled to what they earn, because no man is
possession of capital. One of the reasons why required to pay who does not think he will obtain
the refor,n of our civil service, reform of our what he deems au equivalent service or pleasure.
methods of legislation, and reform in our rcpre- Monopolies which arise from natural advantages
seulafive system, are so imperatively demanded, wc can therefore dismiss from the purpose of this
is because such reforms lie at the basis of all other article. With the exception of trades union regu-
reforms, and that under existing conditions the lations we know of no human society or class of
public will not and can not trust its law-making, mcn who object to the remuneration which these
executive and judicial powers so h)ng as there is masters receive in their respective professions.

a feeling that they are not free from corruption, Of ('ourse these advantages arc of intinite grads-
and that the power that they exercise will be exer- tion; exist between two bricklayers as well as be-
eised for their personal ends and not for the pub- tween two lawyers; but it is only in the case of
lic weal. There is scarcely a state in the Union in great special aptitudes that command attention
which the adjournment of its legislative body is that these distineti(ms become so characteristic
not hailed with delight, nor its convening re- that they partake of a monopoly element, and as
garded with dread by the citizens of the state, the monopoly dies with the individual who pos-
and so long as this feeling is justified, it is almost sesscs the power, and frequently exists but for a
hopeless to clothe such legislative bodies with short span of years, it is one, as we have said,
power sufficiently great to hold other sinister with which we can find no fault and which does
powers in check Such a transfer of power is no harm.--As to the subject of ownership in
quite fairly regarded as making a leap into the land, which has recently again come up for discus-
dark. _Anothcr difficulty in the United States, sion as a monopoly, by the revamping of argu-
in dealing with the existing industrial enterprises, ments which Proudhon presented with most esprit,

is fundamental. Railways extending from state suffice it to say that the individual monopoly in
to state, from one side of tile continent to the land is in the present org:mization of society the

other, overleaping slate lines and disregarding only possible condition on which land can safely
them, renders each state powerless to deal with be heht.' The only alternative which is or can
corporations of this character as a whole, and it be presented by those who object to the too-
can only deal with the section it happens to have nopoly i_ land on tile part of the individual,
control over, and the power of tile United States is that of the ownership 1)y the conmmnity.
has as yet not been sufficiently concentrated to The ownership by the community means the
deal with the subject adequately. In our loose ownership by the govermnent. The ownership
organization of government_intentionally made by the government means substantially the con-
loose at the time of the adoption of the constitu- trol of such ownership by tho_e who have for
tion of the United States--as tile monopoly power the time being possession of the reins of govern-
that was then to be apprehended was that which ment; and government is a¢ yet so uttvrly defee-
arose from government itself, government was. tivcly organized, so little even in free (.ountrie.$

therefore,inlentioually and deliberately weakened, does it represent either the will or the interests of

and it has therefore become a prey to almost any tile whole p(,ople, and so far are the incumbents
powerful interest that sees fit for the time being of official positions from subordinating their own
to capture it; and thus while the framers of the personal interest_ and the interests of their fami.
constitution took great care that there should lies and friends to that of the public weal, tlmt

be no laws _f primogeniture, that perpetuities such ownership bythe public, which in other worth
shall be prohibited, that no nobility should be means control by the politician of all the landed
created, so that capital, honors, fame and even property of the community, would c_eate a ty-
distinguished services shall give to theh" possessor fanny so burdensome and so intolerable, and cle.
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ate unequal taxation so mon._trous, that nothing 1808-9 he was Madison's unsuccessful rival for
in modern history would at all form a parallel, the presidency, but afterward entered his cabinet
Imagine Tweed and his gang of thieves, when and succeeded to his office in due course. IIi._
they had control of tile ,treasury of the city of presidency was marked by a disappearance of old
New York, at the same time-co'n_olling every lot political issues. (See ERA OF Goou F_c_.)--
of land in the city of New York as to who was Monroe's correspondence is still in the department
to occupy it and at what rental, and picture the of state at Washington, inedited; but it has linen
utter impossibility of dislodging him and them used by Schouler, as cited below. See Monroe's
from power, aud how such ownership by the state View of the Conduct of the F_vcutlve, The People
or community as represented by Tweed and his the Sovere/uns, and his mcssagcs in the Statesma_'s
junta would have been exercised. Indeed it ap- Manual ; Adams' Life of Monroe ; Waldo's Tow.
pears to the writer to be the vainest of occupations of President Monroe it# 1817; 2 Schouler's United
during any period of time about wl_ich we need to States; and authorities under articles above re-
give ourselves any concern, in a country where ferred to. AT._'ZAT_rDERJOHNSTON.
land is still so easy of attainment, and at so cheap
a price, to speak seriously of monopoly of land as HONROE DOCTRINE. Soon after the over-
being likely to become burdensome; and to sug- throwoftheempireoftheflrstNapoleon,thcrulers
gest public ownership as an alternative, against of Russia, Austria, France and Pru3sia formt.d
the monopoly of private property, before an en- an alliance for mutual protection, not against
tirely different condition of political morality will aggression from foreign powers, but against re_-o-
prevail, seems puerile. It may be conceded at the lutionar'y movements within their own states. At
outset that the ownership of land is "tmonopoly, a congress held by the allied powers at Troppau
but it is a monopoly which society is compelled to (1820) it was agreed that the main purpose of the
recognize from the necessity of tim ca_ so as to alliance should be to maintain the principleof the
prevent a much worse monopoly from taking its legitimacy of the existing dynasties; and that if
place. We need not, ti_ereforc, shut our eyes to this principle were threatened in any country in
the fact that in the remote future the time may Europe the allied powers should preserve it by
come when individual ownership in land may be- actual and armed interference. Popular rising_
come a burdensome monopoly. It is to be hoped, having taken place in Piedmont and Naples,'th( T
however, that when that time does come, those were put down by the armed forces of Austria.
who then are uppermost in the field of politics in pursuance of measures taken at the congress at
and of government will be so vastly superior in Laihach (1820), and the revolution in Spain against
character and mind to the present prevailing poll- Ferdinand VII. was suppressed by French armies,
ticians and so-called slatesmen that the ownership in conseqtle_ceof_solutions takenat the congress
in land may then s_fcly be transformed from a of Verona (18_)._At the flrst twocongresses the
personal into a governmental m_nopoly. English government, then represented by Castle-

SL_ON STEErer. reagh, had, although not strictly one of the allied
powers, participated iu and sanctioned the pro-

NONROE, James, president of the United ceedings. But at the point of s_tsrting for Verona
States 1817-25, was born in Westmoreland county, Castlereagh committed suicide, and George Can
Va., April 28, 1758, and died at New York city, ning, becoming secretary of state, disapproved of
July 4, 1831. He was graduated at William and the Spanish intervention. After the restoration
Mary in 1776, served in the continental army, of the Spanish king, Canning thought he bad
studied law with Jefferson, and was a delegate reason to believe that the principle of interven-
from Virginia to the continental congress 1788--6. tion would be also applied to the reduction of the
He was a democratic United States senator American colonies of Spain, which ever since
1790-94, minist_ to France 1794-6, and governor 1810 had been successively drifting into open
of Virginia 1799--1802. He was again minister revolt. These colonies had freed themselves from
to France in 1803, to Great Britain in 1808, and the coioniM bondage which fettered their trade
toSpainiulS05. In 1811 heagain becamegov- with the outstde world, audEngiandhad largely
ernor, and thence became secretary of state during profited by their independence. That independ-
the rest of Madison s two terms. He became ence had already been recognized by the United
president in 1817, and was re-elected in 1820, States, and both intere_md sympathy made the
coming short but one of a unanimous electoral latter strongly opposed _ any effort toward re-
vote. In 1831 he removed to New York city. conquest on the part of _i_ _In the summer
(See X. Y. Z. Missing; AN_xA_o_s, I. ; E_- of 1823 Mr. Canning mentioned his suspicions _*
B_o; Qvn)s; CAucus. CON6aSSS_OSAL; IN- Mr. Rush, the American minister in London. and
S'ER_AL IMPROWZmr,N'rS; Mo_oE DO_Rn_; expressed his great desire to have the United
DEMOCRATICPARRY, IV. ; Et_CTORAL VOTES; States Join with him in endeavoring to thwar_
U_rrED STATES.)_lu his earlier political life the object of the allied powers. Speaking of :_
Monroe was decidedly more ultra than the more cabinet meetin_ _ in _eptember, 1823, 1_I]..
conservative Madison, and his "View of the j.Q.Adam_th_m_etgryof_tetoMr. Monr°c,
COnduct of the Executive" shows him to have says: "The eubJeet for'_comdderati on was tlm
been a democrat rather than a repubhcan. In confidential _ Of _n_ng_ 8ecretaYY Of
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_tate, to R. l:ttmlL atxd the cerrespondence between ference was suggested by the new ministry of the
them relating to the project of the holy alliance restored king of Spain. It appears from the

_upon South America. The object of Canning "Memoirs of Pl_ince Metternich," but recently
appears to have been to obtain some public pledge published, that as lately even as in the summer
from the United States ostensibly against the of 1824, and several months after :Mr. Monroe's

forcible interfere.ace of the holy alliance between message became known iu Europe, a note was
Spain and South America. but really or specially addressed to the allied powers, by tim Spanish
a_ainst the acquisition by the United Statesof any minister of foreign affairs, propo.qng a confer-
pa_t of the _panibh possessions." ("Memoirs of ence to be held at Paris, to take into consideration
John Q Adams," by Chas. F. Adams, vot. vi., p. the regulation of Spanish American affairs, and
177.) For Mr. Rush's dispatches of Aug. 23, to which England should be invited. France,

1825, see " The Court of London, 1819--1825," by Austria, Russia and Prussia adhered to the plan,
R. Rush. republished by his son, London, 1873. but the invitation was met by Canning with an
)Ir. Adams thought lightly of the matter, (see his "almost brutal" refusal. (Mernoires de Mettev-
diary of September, October, :November, 1823, nich, vol. iv., p. 97, and note, Palls, 1881.) Consid-
:/_ssbn), but Mr. Monroe and other members of ering the great power then exercised over the
the cabinet, particularly Mr. Calhoun, were, as whole of Europe by the allied p()wel_, and the
Mr. Adams says, "very much in fear that the submission everywhere yielded to them, even in

holy alliance would restore all South America to many instances by England herself, this declara-
Spain." Upon long and careful consideration it tion on the part of the United States, then compar-
was finally agreed to express some disapprobation atively a weak power physically, l)y Mr. Monroe,
,_f the scheme in the message; and the pa_agc was a bold patriotic manif(.station, and the spirit
relating to this subject, and also anotber relating which dictated it will ever be. higi_ly appreciated,
to the claim of Russia to part of the northern as it was at, the time, even in Eurol)e, by all the lib-
Pacific coast, was much debated, aud also sub- eralclasses. It strengtheued)_ugland in her oppo-
mitted as finally adopted by the cabinet to Mr. sition to European intervention, and hastened her

Jefferson and Mr. Madison. The annual mes- recognition ()f the independence of the Spanish
_age of 1823 contained the following sentences American colonies.-- Themeaning of this declara-
in regard to the first point: "We owe it to can- tmn was very plain. Some of the coh)nies founded
dor and to the amicable relations existing be- by Spain on this continent had declared themsclv_
tween the United States and the allied powers independent, and had thus far successfully sus-
to declare, that we should consider any attempt taiued that indepcmlence. The United States
_,n their part to extend their system to any por- having recognized their independence, there is
tion of this hemisphere as dangerous to our peace reason t() believe that the allied powers contem-
and safety. With "the e_isting colonies or depend- plated interference between those independent
encies of any Europear_ pozt_r _e l_ave not inter- governments and Spain according to the system

.fered, at_d st,aU not interfere; but with the gov. of intervention whicb they h_d proclaimed in
ernments which have declared their independence Europe, and just carried out with so much success.
•and maintainexl it, and whose iTulependence we Against this intervention the government of the
have, on great consideration a_d jus_ principles, United States might feel bound also to intervene.
vtck_w'eoledged, we could not view an interpositi_m Nothing was said about the United States aban-

.feroppr6_ingthera, orco_trolli,gintlnyotl_erma_- doning the neutralily which it had hithcrtoob-
ner their destiny by an$1 European power, in any served between Spain and her rebellious colonies.

_ther light tlmn as a ma_if_tation ofar_ unfl_ndly If Spain would recoz_quer them she might try_ but
dispositi_)_ toward the United States." In another the United States would not permit that to be
part, with reference to the Russian claim of occu- done with the assistance of the allied powers,

patton, and also, perhaps, as Mr. Adams suggests, who were bent not only on sustaining and props-
with reference to a supposed cession by Spain of gating absolute monarchical govermnent in Eu-
part of its colonies, in case of success, to other rope, but alsoon introducing that formof govern-

European powers, which might colonize some of meat into the new world by their system of its-
the sparsely settled 8psni_b possessions, the fol- terveation.- This was the view Mr. Jefferson
lowing expression occurs: "The American con- took in his reply to Mr. Monroe, when the mes-

tinents should no longer be subjects for any new sage had been submitted to him. He expressed
European colonial settlement." In these passages himself as follows: "I could honestly, therefore,
is found what has since been called the ":_onroc join in the declaration proposed that we aim not

doctrine." The Russian claim was soon amicably at the acquisition of any of those Spanish Ameri-
settled, as was also a similar controversy with can possessions; that we will not stand in the way
Great Britain on the same l_cific coast by the of any amicable arrangement between them and
treaty of Washington in 184_. It was afterward the mother counlry; that we will oppose with all
contended that the allied powers never had _ny our means tbe forcible interpositiou of any other
such intention as _Ir. Canning _upposed, and power, asauxiliary,stipendiary,orunderanyother
France publicly disavowed any such purpose, form or pretext, and most especially their transfer
Mr. __dsme aleo disbelioved it. There c_n be no to any power by conquest, cession or acquisition
doubt, however, _ _mcthit_g l_e an inter- in any other way."-- To leave no doubt upon the
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true construction of the Monroe declaration, and tended by the declaration." Mr. Benton con-
to do away with false inlpressions, which had eludes this note as follows: "Theoccasion for the

even then beg-un to prevail with some, the house Monroe declaration was this: Four of tile power_
•)f representatives in 1825 passed tile following which overthrew the great emperor, Napoleon I.
resolution: "That tile United States ought not --Russia, Austria, Pru_ia and France--having
to become a partywith the Spanish American re- constituted themselves a 'holy alliance' for tin,

publics, or either of them, toanyjoint declaration maintenance of tile order of things which th_,y
for the purpo_ of preventing interference by any had ebtablished in Europe, took it under advi_,c-

of the Europe_m powers with their iudependel]ce ment to extend their care to the young Ameri(.an
or form of government, or to ally compact for the republics of Spanish origin, and to convert them

purpose, of preventing cohmization upon the con- into monarchies, to be governed by sovereigns of
tiuents of America; but that the people of the European stock, such as the holy alliance shouhl
United States should be left free to act in any put upon them. It was against the extension of
crisis in such a manner as their feelings of friend- this European system to the two Americas tlmt

l_hip toward those republics, and as their own Mr. Monroe protested, and being joined in tinlt
honor and policy may, at the time, dictate." In protest by England, the project of the allies was
other words, the United States should not be given up."--Since that time there never w_sany
fettered by any doctrine or pro_'amme, but left real occasion to press the Monroe doctrine int_
free to act as oceasi_)n might require. Mr. Cal- _rvice. It went into tile domain of past hist(_ry.
houn, oncof the advisers of Mr. Monroe, and who The only time, perhaps, when apparently there
took most interest in thedcclaration, (see Adams' was a similar concatenation of circumstances to

"Memoirs and Diary" of Septenaber-Decembcr, those of 1823, was when an auxiliar T army of
1823, p_n_nn0, speaking of the Monroe doctrine, French and Belgians invaded Mexico, to assist
in thedebate in the senate on the question of the Maximilian, of Austria, in securing to himself
acquisition of Yucatan,assertedmost emphatically the imperial throne offered to him by a pew-
that "the United States was under no pledge to erful faction of the Mexican people. But even
intervene against intervention, but was to act in then, Mr. Seward repudiated the " Monroe doc-
each case as policy and justice required." (See trine" as not applicable to the circumstances.

note 36 to p. 97, Wheaton's "International Law," --In a dispatch to Mr. Motley, the Ameriea_t
by Dana.) A resolution introduced by Mr. Clay. miuister at Vienna (Oct. 9, 1863), who had ex-
January, 1824, in the house of representative, pressed great alarm at the expedition of Maxi-

"deprecating European combinations to resubju- milian, and sought instructions as to asking the
gate the independent American states of Spanish emperor of Austria for explanations, and had also
origin," and thus giving support and emphasis to referred Mr. Seward to the Monroe doctrine, Mr.
the declaration in the message of December, 1823, Seward instructed the minister not to interfere,

secrnsncver to have been acted upon, andwas not using these remarkable words: " France has in-
referred to any committee.--Mr. Benton, in ills ended Mexico, and war exists between the two

•'Abl-idgment of the Debates of Congress, 1789- countries. The United States hold in regard to
1856." vol. vii., p. 470, accompanies the paragraph those two states anti thcir conflict the same prin-
of Mr. Monroe's message given above, with an ciples that they hold in relation to all other na-
extensive note in which he says: "This paragraph tions and their mutual wars. Tlwy have iteilher a

contains the doctrine so much quoted then and right nor an9 disposition to inte1"ve_e by Jbrce i;_.the
since as the 'Monroe doctrine'; and the extent internaZ affairs of M_:rico, whdtwr to a_tabl_sh or
and nature of which have been so greatly mis- maintain a republican o_" even a domestic gocer_-
understood. It has been generally regarded as ment there, ar to ¢rverthraw an imperial or fore_t
promising a sort of political protection or guard- one, i..f Mexico shall ¢2mose to establish or accept 7t."

ianship of the/two Americas--the United States --In a popular and much wider but indefinable
to stand gu]ard over the new world and repulse sense, the Monroe doctrine means what Mr. Ben-
all intrusive colonists from its shores. Nothing ton saidwas a misconstruction of it, that is, a sort
could be more etToneous or more at war with our of political protection or guardianship of the two

established principles of non-interference with Americ&q, to be exercised by the Uniled States.
other nations. The declaration itself did not ira- G. KOEm'_'ER.

port any such high mission and responsible atti-
tude for the United States; it went no further MONTANA, a territory of the United Sl.ites,

than to declare that any European interference to formed of part of the Louisiana cession. (Set'
control the d_tinies of the new American states ANNI_XAT_ONS, I.) It consists of 143,776 squav('
would be construed as the manifestation of an un- miles, bounded north by British Columbia. ea_-t

friendly spirit toward the United States. This by Dakota, south by Wyoming and Idaho, and
was very far from being a pledge to take up arms west by Id_tho. It was organized by act of May
in the defense of the invaded American states; and 26, 1864, its territory being taken from Idaho. lls
the person of all others, afterMr. Monroe himself, popdlation in 1880 was 89,159. Its capital is
and hardly less authoritative on this point--Mr. Helena, and its governor in 1889 is Benj. F.
Adams, his successor in the presidency--has Potts. -- The act of May 26, 1564, is in 13 star. at
given the exact and whole extent of what was in Large, 85. A.tacxa._-_:VERJon_s'ro_.
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MONTENEGRO, a principality formed of a changed; and the victorious porte had a military

group of mountains on the west of Turkey, be- road constructed across tim country, with biock-
lween H:erzegovina on the nortil, Albania on the houses tlccupied by Turkish troops. On the
cast and south, and Dalmatia on the west; on the representations, however, of various powers, the
latter side it is only separated from the basin of blockhouses were demolished, and tim porte,
Cattaro and from the Adriatic by a strip of Aus- while preserving its sovereignty, consented to the
trian territory one league wide. Its area is 3,550 m'tintenance of the territorial and administrative

English square miles. The country is composed statu qvoof ,Monlencgro. This country, therefore,
of Tsernagora, old _Iontencgro, and the Berda.% is semi-sovereign. Its constitution underwent

mountainous districts annexed at different times, considerable changes in the lniddlc (_f the present
and the annexations effected in 1878, including century. The bishops (vladikas) being vowed to
Dxficigno. The hind bristles with pointed cliffs, celibacy, had to designate their successors by will;
and is intersected by walls of rock_; there is no then every new prince, monk or layman, was
easy communication with the worhl out.,ide, cx- obliged to go abroad to be consecrated by a Greek

,ccpt by the way of Lake Scutari. The capital is metropolitan. At the death of Peter II., in 1851,

Ccttigne, situated iu Tsernagnra. The popula- his successor, Daniel. declared tllat to remove
lion, which was estimated at 25,000 in the seven- these difficulties he resigned the spilitual power,

tccnth century, and at 100.000 in 1835, in 1879 and his resolution, submitted to the assembled
had increased it) 250,000.--The principality of people, was sanctioned almost unanimously.
M()nlcncgro dates from 1485, when the Turks Peter ]I. undertook to give more power to the
s_cceeded in destroying the kingdom of Serbi_l. government 1)y heginning a centralization which
Thelast of the St,rb princes of Zeta, Ivan Tchcr- his suc.eessor coral)feted. Families descended

nojcwtch, bei_g unable to hold the country, went from a (;ommoa ancestor continued to form a
to Tscrnagora with his most faithful companions, tribe, pb_mya, but instead of b(..ing submitted to
added iutreuchmcnts to the natural defcn._es, and the patriarchal government of an hereditary chief,

established his rcsidcnce at Cettiglm together with each plemya received as chief a captain appointed
the episcopal liege. Thirty years later, power by the princc, paid by the _tate and lial)le to be
Tell tc_the bishop; athird prince, George, married deposed at any time. In each village of u plemya
a Venetian, who, soon becoming dlsgu._ted with was established, in like m_mncr, a lieutenant, de-
the rude and austere life of Montenegro, per- pendent on the captain. The 1)lemyas wcrc dL,_-
suach*d h(,r husband to forsake the principality tributed into eleven (hstricts, c:dled 7tahias, four
for a life in Venice.-- The history of this country of which formed nht Tscrmngora, and seven the
i_ simply a succession of stubborn conflicls be- Berdas. At the head of each nahia was placed a
twccn an indomitable little people and the neigh- senator, intrustcd with its admini-tratmn, and
boring pashas. The Montenegrins were always with dispensing justice, and subject to thcprince
glad to serve the Yenetians and Austrians as aux- iu the same w_y as the e,tptains alnl lieutenants.
iliaries against the Turks, and when, abandoned --In 1855 Prince Daniel promulgated a c_dc, in
in the treaties, they were left lo their own re- which he succeeded very skillfully i_ reconciling
snurcest thcy continued nevertheless in a state of the ancient customs of the country with the new
persistent hostility. Completely defeated iu16')_, duties which were iml)osed on it. This code.
they were obliged to pay the harateh; but at the which forms a political constitution in ninely-
commencement of the eighteenth century when three articles, as well as a collection of civil and
Russia began her policy of aggrandizement, she criminal law, has cffuctcd immense progress.
found in these eternal enemies of Turkey natural Besides the prince, there is a senate, ('omp¢_sed of
_allies by the community of origin and religinn sixteen members, intru._t_,d with dclib(.lating on
During the campaign of the Pruth the Montene- public affairs on which thc prin('c asks its advice;
grins massacred 30,000 Turks. Vengeance did passing judgment on off[-nsc_ invol_ing more
not delay its appearance; sword and flame spread than 100 francs fin(,, and deciding on appeals

de._olation through Montenegro, and of the popu- from judgments rendered by the captains of
lation there remained but the remnant which had the plcmyas. The president, vice president and
escaped to the high_st summits of the mountains members are appointed by thc p_inee; they re-

and t()wm'd Cattaro. On the withdrawal of the ceive a._lary and are lodged at the expense of the
Turks, however, the desert which they had made state. The assemblies arc held at Cettigne, in a
_as repe, opled; the principality was reconstituted long, thatched building, divided into t_o parts,

under the protection of Russia. At the congress one of which serves as a stable for the asses and
*)f Paris, Prince Daniel demanded absolute inde- mules which bring the senators from the villages,
pendence, hereditary power, and an outlet for the and the other as the hall for delihcration.--Every
country by the cession of a port on the Adriatic. inhabitant from seventeen to fifty years of age is

England had these demands set aside. Turkey, obliged to render military service a_ the first call
emboldened by this act, launched an army on of the prince. It is calculated that in this way

Montenegro, and sustained a sanguinary defeat at 25,000 men are in a condition tp bear arms; but
Grahova. An international commission was in- as only three-fourths of them can I)e put into the
_trusted with the tracing of new boundaries; but field, the prince designates the nahim_ which are
.Prince Daniel was assassinated in 1860; fortune to furni,_h their contingents, or fixes the number
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of men to be taken in each nahia. Each indi- Le Montdmdgro, Paris, 1862; Denton, MoTt_eneero.-
vidual furnishes his own arms, and, taking as its Peop_ and their Histo_T], London, 1877; Dut-

many cartridges as hc fnds, and as much pro- schiteh, Zena qora, Belgrade, 1874: Gopeevi(,
vision as he can carry, sets out for the place of Montdn(_gro et les Mont4ndgril_s, Paris, 1877; Kohl,
muster. There are no quartermasters' depart- Reise ranch Mo_4enegro, 2 vols, Dresden, 1851;
meats or camps; the men sleep without tents Kovalevsky, .Monte_egp.o a_ul the ,_lavonic (bun.

whore they can; they eat if the women bring them tr/es, London, 1872; Krasinski, Montenegr,) a_d
provisions, or if they make raids. The senator th* Slavonians of Turkey, London, 1853: Sestak

of the nahia is the commander of its contingent; and Seherbs, Militdri_he Besehreihung de,_ Pa, cl, t-
he has lieutenants under his orders who are liksHerzeg_vina und des I_rstenthums Cer_mgoJa,
chiefs of the villages, and each commands 100 Vienna, 1862; Viscountess Straugford. /7_e g,t_t-
men; under these are corporals who command era Shm'es of the Adriatic i_, 1863, with a Visit t(>
tenTnea. There is a permanent and paid military MonZ.enegro, London, 1864.* S_tm'Ii.
body for the purpose of m'dntaining order, the
lm'ianiks. These soldiers are distributed in the IORAL AND POLITICAL SCIENCE. J.
nahia_, under control of the senators anti lieuten- B. Say, in the passages which we quote below,
ants. They are also connected with the guard of has defined the nature, object and utility of mor-
the house and person of the prince; for this pur- al and political science in such a manner that
pose fifteen of them are always at Cettigne, and there can be no need of our adding anything
are changed every month.--The industrial pro- upon the subjeet.--"The gener,fi laws which
ductions consist only in a powder mill established constitute political and moral science exist it_
by Peter II., in woolen stuffs, and in cloth of spite of disputes on the subject. This issomuch
gold or silver, wlfich the women spin and weave, the better for those who would discover these
The rearing of cattle is tile chief occupation of laws by mean_ of judicious and continued ob_er-
tim inhabitants. There are few cows, but many vation, demonstrate their connection, and deduce
sheep nnd goats which form an article of exl)orta- the consequences which result from them. They
tion, together with honey, sumac wood. trout and flow from the very nature of things, just as eer-
other fish, smoked or s.'dted. Daniel had a great tainly as the laws of the physical world; we do
number of mulbcrrytrees planted, and silkworm not imagine them, but find them; they govern
cocoons figure among the exported products. In the men who govern others, and can not be vlo-
the nahias, shcltcred from the north winds on the lated with impunity. The general laws whi(.h
side of Lake S('utari, fruits and vegetables are regulate the march of tlfings arecalled principle,_.
produced in abundance; also wine and tobacco as soon a_ it is a question of applyingthem; that
Arable lamls, however, are rare; every spa(.e with is to say, as soon as they are made use of to judoe
productive earth is surroumled with a wall of dry of circumstances, and serve as a rule of action.
stones at_d planted carefully with Indian corn, The knowledge of these prineipleu alone insures
rye, barley, oats and vegetables. Potatoes, intro- tile success of this march, wifich is constantly
duced in 1780, are produced abundantly, and sold and successfully directed toward a good end." --
in the market of Catt'u'o. In exchange for their After defining the experimental method, the same
products, the )Iontene_-ins obtain from the writer adds: "The natural, physical au(] mathe-
neighboring countries necessary manufactured maticai sciences must be the first to slmre the

articles, which, owing to thc simplicity of their progress which method renders possible: the fact_
maimers, are few; they are chiefly tools, coffee, upon which they are based affect the senses more

salt, lead and arms. --Wars, and the new organi- dircctly; it is more difficult to deny them; their
zation of tile couutry, have iz_creased the public investigation does not wound any interest; a man
expenses and necessitated additional taxation, may study physics in the Austrian states without

The receipts _re made tip of the pemonal tax, exciting the alarm either of the prince, the no
customs duties, the products of the farming of bles, or the clergy. The same can not be said of
spirituous liquors and sumac wood; the total moral and political science. Its study is pro-
amounts to about 120,000 francs, which does not scribed in alr countries that are governed in tl_e
entirely cover the expenditure. The prince has interest of a few, and Napoleon prohibited it in
his civil list, obtained in part from the fisheries all the institutions of France, as soon as he be-

and the product of several farms. To these re- came all powerful. Vain effortl If moral and

ceipts, which amount to about 70,000 francs, is political science is, like other sciences, based ul.m

added an annual subvention of 8,000 ducats, *TheeonetitutionofMontenegrowa_somewhatchsn_cd
which he receives of Russia. and which makes a in 1879. The executive power rests with the rcv'lm*_
total of about 166,000 francs. But custom ira- prince, whilethelegiedattvepowertsvestcdtnaetatec')_:_
poses on him heavy expenditure; he has presents cil of eight members, one-half nominated by the prince' _t_(l

to make, assistance to give; he aids in filling the the other halt• elected by the male inhabitants, w_- :r,'bearing or have borne arms. By the "administrati_' -is!-
deficit m public receipts, and in case of famine he ute" of 1879,the country was divided into eighty (b-t_t,t-
imports grain from abroad. The finances still re- and four military commands.--There are no official wturt_-

of the expenditure and revenueofMomenegro. The former
rain the character of the ancient r_gime of the vla- is estimated, however, at 180,000Austrian florins awl tl_
dikas. -- BIBLIOGRAPHY. Andric, Ge,sg_teg_te des latter at _O0,000flot,ttm per amama. There is no pubht
.F_rstenthums Montenegro, Vienna, 1853; Delaruc, debt.
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realities, it shares in the progress which the hu- nect effects with their real causes. This is

man mind owes to experimental methods; but is achieved by scrupulously studying the nature of
it based upon realities? If we consult cxperience each thing that plays any part whatever in the
and repeated observations, many moral factsmay phenomenon which we desire to explain; the

acquire a certitude equal to that of many physi- nature of things discloses to us the manner in
cal facts. We see them, and see tlmm repeated which things act and the manner in which they
a thousand tim_; by means of analysis we know support the actions of which they are the object;
their nature, their formation and their results; we it shows us the relations and connections of facts

can not doubt their reality. After wcighing gold one with another. Now the best way to aster-
and ir,)n several times, we are convinced that tain the nature of a thing is to analyze it, to see
gold is comparatively heavier than iron; this is in it everything that it contains, and nothing but
an indubitable fact; but it is no less real a fact whatit contains. -- To prcniuce values, _ve do not

tlmt iron is less valuable than gold. tt_)wever, act upon insensible beings only, nor do we era-
value is a purely moral quality, and one which ploy only material properties. We have more to
seems to depend upon the fleeting and change- do with men who have wants, desires and pas-
able will of men. Nor is this all. The spectacle sions, and who are subject to the laws which are
of tile physical world presents to us a series of Imposed upon them, some of them I)y their nature
phcnomena, linked one to another; timre is no as men, others by society, of _xhich they are
fact which has not one or several causes. All members. To guide us in our labors all these

other things being equal, the same cause can not laws must be known, and to be known they must
produce two different effects: the .grain of corn be studied. This is thcobject proposed by moral

which I plant does not produce at one time ,'m and political seicnce, wh(,_(, end is to study moral
ear of corn, at another a thistle; it always pro- and social man. These laws are very numerous
duces corn. When the land is mellowed by cul- in the ._ocial state, I)ecause in this state our rela-
tivation and fertilized by manure, tile same field lions with men and things are extremely numer-

will, with an equally favorable season, produce ous. This study embraces not only tlw laws
more than if the land had not been treated in this winch flow from our moral nature or our physi-
way. Thus it is that like cauls always produce cal wantsor from our means (_f satisfying them,
like effects. .-_low, it may be readily perceived but also the law._ _)f the h,_(ly lmlitie, civil and
that the same is Irue in political economy A.' crunitml legislation.-- In sp(.akmg of tile laws to
fact is always the result of one or several facts whic,h men and things are _ubjcct, note thud I do
which have gone before it, and are the causes of it. not examine in virlue of wlmt r_ght such or such
The events of to-day have beeabrought, about by a law is imposed upou them, nor in virtue of

those of yesterday, and will exert an influence what duty they submit to them. Tile jact and
over those of to-morrow; all have been effects not the r/qht is what we are considering here. I
and will become causes, just asthegrain of corn, call/aw, whether in physics or in morahty, every
which, being a produ¢:t of last year, will produce rule from whose influence we can not withdraw
tile ear of corn of this year. To pretend that ourselves, without concerning myself with tile
any effect whatever in either the moral or the question whether thttt rule be _.quitable or not,
physical world happens without a cause, is to pre- or whether it is b'xneful or bent'ficial, questions
tend that a plant may grow without the seed which are the object of a different study from
having been sown; it is to suppose a miracle, that which we are now considering (political
Hence has originated the expression the cluti_t of' economy). -- The knowledge, of the nature of
eveMs, which proves that we regard events as links things, nmral and physical, "md of tile laws which
which are connected one with another. _But flow therefrom, can be acquired only by numer-
what certainty have we that a fact which goes be- ous obscrvalions, repeated experiments, compari-
fore is the cause of one which follows, and that sons and combinations bcyomt ,mmber. All this
a series of links connect these two with one requires profound meditation and assiduous
another? We attribute an event which we wit- study. The more science is exlet_dcd and per-
hess to a certain circumstance that went before it; letted, tile long_,r and more (hfficull this study be-

hut may we not be mistaken? The circumstance comes; for a science extends becal|se it comes to
that preceded the event was perhaps not the cause consist of a greater number of observed _elations
of it. It is because it does not know the true and of a greater number of la_s discovered or
causes of events that the human mind seeks for recalled to memory. When the bram'hes of

supernatural causes, and has recourse to supersti- human knowledge are very numerous, the life of
tious practices and charms, tile use of which wa.s man is not long enough to lt.arn even one single

so common in times of ignorance; uselcss and order of facts andlaws, tlmt is, one single science.
sometimes injurious practices, which alwayshave A savant, therefore, is thougllt to have used his
the deplorable effect of turning men away from time and faculties well, "rod to have rendered
the only means whereby they cau att_lln the end sufficient service to his felh_w-men, if he has
desired._A science is complete in ils relatitms thorougidy mastered a single branch of a single
to a certain order of facts, in proportion as it science. Pythagor_ts and Thales knew all that
is possible for us to point out the bond which eouhl be known iu their time. Aristotle wrote
unites these facts to one another, and to con- the best books of his age on politics, morality,
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be/l_s-/_ttr_,and naturalhistory;but ifhe livedin of industry met with no obstacles;they blame
our day, not only would he have to renounce the principleof /a/_sezpa_s_r,as if therewere no
be/Yz.s-b_ttr_to study allthereis to be learned of barriersbetween nations. The adversariesof the
naturalhistory,but,supposing thathe wished to thirdclassarc the ross_.formidableto the science,
make himselfa master of one singlebranch of because,from a narrow and restrictedpoint of
naturalhistory,such as botany or mineralogy,hc view,theircomp]aints have some appearanceof

would be obligedto limithim_If to a superficial reason,and they have the facultyof identifying
acquaintance with the other braucl}es.To be- theirprivateaffairswith the most respectablein-
come fanmus in mineralogy, he would have to terests;they are thosewho profitby monopolies

leaveto other savants the study of animals and and privilegescondemned by political,economy.
plants. Thus only couhl he hope to extend the They seldom takethe troubletoascertainwhether
sphereof thatbranch of knowledge which liehad a reform willnot be as advantageous for them-
cultivated." J.B. SAY. selvesas for thosewho demand it. In theireyes

a factsanctionedby time i_equivalentto a right.
I_OR_kLITY, Agreement of,with Political They intrench themselvesin abuse, as in prop-

Economy. Something more thau a (,et_tury ago, crty that belongs to them; to attack them in this
some men of genius, in searching for the causes position is to assail great principles; it is aid-
of the wealth of nations and.giving a systematic ing anarchists to disturb social order. Thus we
exposition of the 1)hen,_mcna obsel'ved, laid the find, among the enemies of political economy,
foundations of a new science under the name of men whodeclare themselves exclusively religious,
political economy. Since that time, and under and men who are innovators in religion; men who
the influel_ce of studie_ of this nature, incon- would render society stationary under pretext of

testable improvements have been accomplished preserving it, amt others who would not fear to
in every civilized country; and if we were to overturn it under pretext of improving it. Doc-

enumerate all the reforms brought about and the trinal extremes, instinctively irreconcilable, they
abuses abolished by political economy, and all the agree marvelously in declaring deceitful, danger-
fruitful applications of the principles newly ous and immoral, a science which none of them
brought to light under this name, we should pro- has ever studied. -- With an inconsistency which
claim that the science of Smith and of J. B. Say, it is well to point out, those who, starting from
of Droz and Bastiat, of Malthus aud Ricardo, de- opposite standpoints, agree in accusing political
serves one of the highest places in public esteem, economy do not perceive that they arrive at con
Inoffen._ivc in its nature, intended to render pros- clusions utterly contradictory to the sentiments

perityas general as possible, reaching, so to speak, which they profess We see pretemted apostles
a material demonstration of the precepts of jus- of progress sacrificing economic liberty, which

tice taught by religion and philosophy, political is the pledge of individual liberty, and the instru-
economy should be above all attack: it has, how- ment of social amelioration. As to those who
ever, met with numerous and violent adversaries, pre._cnt themselves as the exclusive guardians of
They riot only contest its efficacy; they often ques- old laws and old beliefs, they distinctly declare
tion even the morality of its tendencies. This that tim means best calculated to enrich society
reproach, however unjust it may be, is too grave are irreconcilable with the precepts of rigorous
to be despised. We shall therefore inquire here morality. Political economists entertain a nobler
as to the cause of these accusations, and what and more cheering conviction. They are con-
foundation they have. _The attacks directed vinced that the science with which they are oecu-

againstpoliticaleconomycomefrom three entirely pied is the surest auxiliary of nmrality. To
different sources. First, there is in the religious prove the affinity of the two sciences, it is suffl-
world a certain number of persons who, having cient to point out the economic principles engen-
heard it spoken of ,'_s a science whose end is the dered, so to speak, by the moral duties which

creation of wealth, 4¢maginc that it must be con- form the basis of human society. -- Man has
trary to the self-denied taught by the Gospels. duties to fulfill toward himself, toward his neigh-
:More zealous than enlightened, these persons bor, and toward God. The spark of life which
overlook the fact that it is a question not of the lie received from his parents, and which he is to
selfish enl'ichmeutof certain individuals, butofthe trausmit to his descendants, is a deposit which he
production of goods indispensable to the human can not dispose of as he pleases. But it is not

species, in order that it may perpetuate itself ac- enough for man to preserve his life. It is the will
cording to the direction of Providence, and de- of Providence, which hasplaced infinite resources
velop according to the laws of eternal justice, within his reach, that he shall perfect his organ-

A second group of adversaries is made up of ism, by procuring for himself the well.being com-
utopists. The_ latter, never bavin/_ taken the patible with the laws of his country and the senti-
pains to study the theories which they assail, are meat of his own dignity. In proportion as he in-
eonvim'ed that polilical economy reigns and rules creasos his physical power, he ought to enrich his
in our contemporary society. Hence, they hold mind and soul, and develop in particular his spe-
it responsible for the grievances, more or less cial gifts, in order to render himself more useful
manifest, of which they complain. They execrate to the community in which he lives. :Man's duty
the priueiple of lai,_ez faire, as if the operations to himself is in a certain sense but the means of
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accomplishing his duties toward his neighbor, himself; to elevate himself to God, as the source
Being evidently created for society, he owes him- of all good thoughts, such are the moral laws
self unreservedly to his family, because the family dictated by religion or recommended by philos-
is the constitutive element of all society. He ophy. It still remains for us to examine what
should study, when at he)me, to make it easy mysterious links unite these precepts with the
Io command there when it is his duty to obey, axioms of political economy.-- Man's destiny on
and to facilitate obedience there when his turn earth is to purchase each day of his existence by
has come to command. Just as the individual is labor. Without the aid of human hands, the

the atom in the family, so the family is in turn fruits would rot upon thc branchcs, and the trunk
lhe unit in that vast family which is (-ailed a el)on its roots; vegetable parasites, stagnant wa.
nation. Filial devotion to patern'd authority is ter and tl,c slow de(,omposition of refuse matter
tile most elevated conception of country. This would dispute air and space with animate beings;
ideal implies two duties of the citizen, to respect mankind would soon disappear. Man is then, so
the law, and cause it to be respected, without to speak, the rt_sponsible guardian of the works
which there is no country; and to contribute by of the Crc'_tor. It is in aecordancc with this title
every means in his power to render the law like that his first duty is to preserve himself hy era-
the guardianship of the head of a family, that is, ptoying the resources which nature has placed at

just but mild, and generous without ceasing to his dNposal. Tiros it is that morality and political
be provident. Tim instinct of family and the cconomy start from the same point. The former
love of country, while deeply rooted in our na- ordains that man should insure his life to himself
ture, and usually strengthened tW personal inter- by pr(,ductive labor; the latter inquires which are

_,_t, may, however, degenerate into a stern and the laws of production best fitted to the preserva-
selfish passion. The corrective of this kind of tion of the hum%n species. -- Created physically
egotism is to be found in man's duties toward all and morally perfectible, man still owes it to him-
ln_ fellow-men, whether supcriors or inferiors, self to increase his own prosperity within the

(.o:npatriots or foreig,_ers, friends or enemies. If limits of decency and justice, because it is to be
every mau owes it to himsclf to improve and en- desired in the universal order that the individual
noble his own life in proportion to his faculties, perfect himself 1)hysically, and develop the use-
it follows that lie should not offer any obstacle to ful faculties, the germs of whicll are iml)lanted
the fulfillment of this same obligation on thepart in him. But how shall we increase cach one's
()f his neighbor. The right of the individual re- contingent, unless by favoring the exchange of
_utts from the duty of each toward all. Every products and services in society? llow shall we
offense against this natural law, every encroach- develop individual talents but by the divis_bn of
ment upon this legitimate share of liberty to labor? -- Science has proved that useful labor
wlfich all have an equal right, is a crime against would soon be suspended, if we did not reserve
_norality. lgot to do unto others what we would from the fruits of each enterprise the clements
not wish done to us, was the negative virtue of of a subsequent enterprise. The more men save
antiquity. Christianity goes farther, and pre- in a country, says political economy, the easier

scribes devotion to others' well-bcing, that is to and more fruitful industrial activity becomes.
say, an active and disinterested virtue. The But if a mau were to think only of hHnself,
measure of duty, which varies for each one, is wouhI he look beyond the necessities of his old
proportioned to his faculties. When a swarm of age? Wouhl he take any intcrest in the works

,children enter the housc, the eldest who has given which are to come after him? He would not.
his hand to his little brothers and watched over If he curtails his consumptions, and restrains his

them by the way, has no greater merit in the eyes fancics, it is because hc behmgs to his wife,
of the father of the family: this is a picture of his children, and to descendants whom he may
Christian fraternity. Responsibility increases with not sec but about _ horn nevertheless he thinks.
strength and intelligence; each one owes his like Here the economic law of saving corroborates
_11 that he has received from the common Father. tim instinctive s(,ntiment of family. -- Pursuing

--Finally come the duties of man toward God, their analysis still further, economists show that

which arc the basis and the crowning of his other these amounts savt,d by eacll man from his
duties. In order to strengthen his empire over products are not ordinarily preserved in kind;

himself, and to acquire greater influence over but are changed into goods that will keep, and
others, man must elevate his soul to tim idea of a are invested in something that is productive of

power infinite in its wisdom and iu its goodness; revenue, as land, houses, materials of industry,
he must frequently encourage himself with the rents or money. Sometimes also men give what

thought, that in accomplishing what little good they have saved to acquire a trade or an art, which
tie may be able to do, he is conforming himself constitutes a sort of life annuity. .a,ll these ac-
to the views of Providence.-- Man's entire code of cumulated values, whether material or personal,

duties may, therefore, be summed up in a few constitute, as the indi._peusablc instruments of
words. To preserve his life and develop his fac- l)ublic prosperity, what science calls national
allies; to devote himself to his family, and to capital. The idea of country is closely allied
recognize a second family in his country; to re- with this m)tion of capital; for (.ountry does not

spect m others the rights which he claims for mean the soil we tread upon nt*r the air we
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hreathe; it is a moral sympathy based upon a impression upon the ignorant; it is, however.
certain solidarity of interests; it is a mutual gnat- easily refuted, Men ordinarily form a wrong idea
antee under the protection of a common law. of political economy. The vulgar opinion is, that
Now, when science demonstrates the nece_ity of it is an arbitrary indication of file measures which
capitalization: when it introduces the varying are judged capable of contributing to the material
principle of emulation in indiv/d_la/property, it prosperity of nations, and that consequently its
strengthens the legal measures taken instinctively teachings must vary according to the standpoint
in every country to secure to every man the fruit which one takes. If this were true, it would be
of his labor. It encourages that love of country prostituting the name of science to apply it to
which moralists prescribe, by promising it, as a political economy. The physician does not in-
recompense, the collective enrichment of soci- vent the laws of nature; he observes, analyzc,_,
ety.--Nevertheless, powerful men, by whom and makes known the results of his discoveries,

the laws arc nearly always made, naturally from which may result in practice either good or
endeavor to secure exceptional advantages for ill results. In like manner the political economist
themselves. To this tendency, which is the confines himself to analyzing, in an abstract and
source of revolutions, morality opposes the duty disinterested manner, a series of special phenom-
of respecting in nthers the rights which we claim ena which, in the order of productive labor, result

for ourselves. Political economy reaches the from the instincts, wants and aptitudes of man-
same conclusion, when, studying tim phenomena kind. In this difficult labor each one can pro
of the circuh_tion and t]w di_O'ibution of wealth, it cecd well or ill, draw legitimate or doubtful con-
shows the public misery caused by the unproduc- clusions. There is, m reality, but one political
tire consumpthm of gow'rnments, by the injus- economy, despite its different application.% just
tice of monopolies established for the benefit of as there is only one law of physics or chemis-
certain privileged individuals, an(1 by the obstacles try, despite the eccentricities of certain savants.
arbitrarily opposed to the exercise of individual How then can we distinguish the true from the
faculties. These demonstrations of science tend false? Morality itself will hecome for the man,

to introduce into govermncntal practice this great acting in good faith, the criterion of truth.-
precept of ancient wisdom: "I)o not unto others We repeat, economic philosophy has not treat-

what you would not that they should do unto ed the essential laws of production: they have
you"; a precept which Christianity has exalted been dictated by eternal wisdom. The think-

by rendering it" "Do unto others as you would er's task is merely to show that human lal)or
they _houhl do unto you."--In the l,_t analysm, heeomes more effective, and that this labor len

all the investigations of poli_i('al economy lead ders prosperity more general in society in pro-
to this maxim: Fl'_dom (f kLbar at home, and portion as men approach in it to the divine la_.

freexlon_ of exchange with foreign nations. What It is evident that the surest means of incl'easing
is the moral significance of this axiom? That social prosperity must be at the same time the
God has varied the gifts of individuals and the most ('onformable to absolute justice. The pro-

products of countries in order that men and gressive amelioration of the condition of mankind
nations may be necessary one to another. He can be only the result of increasing morality.
has established a wonderful equilibrium between To suppose that it could be otherwise would I)e
their wants and their faculties, sothat their wants to wound conscience still more than rea._on: it

are better and better satisfied in proportion as would be offering an insult to Providence The
their faculties obtain freer scope. Hc wishcd tlmt conformity of the doctrines of economy with
the incessant exchange of products and services moral law is the best criterion of their tr_lth. It
should become the pledge of fraterrtity between is intercst.ing to apply this test to the arbitrary
citizens and of peace anmng nations. Once con- systems which are opposed to rational political

vinced tlmt misg_y isnot the inevitable portion of economy. --To revert, for example, to the two
the greater part of mankind, but that prosperity systems mentioned in the beginning of this ,trti( h,,
might, on the contrary, become general, if provi- that of utopian innovators and that uphehl by
dential harmony were not incessantly broken in the partisans of despotic immobility, we _ee the

upon by ignorance or merciless cupidity, it is leaders forcibly enrolling individuals in a fictitious
impossible not to have within one's self a feeling organization, in which, under promise of render-
of gratitude which purifies the heart and elevates ing them prosperous in spite of themsclve.-, they
the mind; there is nn consideration better calcu- begin by despoiling them of their freedom of _t('-
lated to recall man to his duties toward end.-- tion. Now these systems which reduce m'm to
The parallel which we have just drawn will the condition of a machine are subversive of all
probably be received in some places with a smile morality, since morality is based upon tht' pt'opo

of. incredulity. We shall be told that "from sition that man, created free and responsibh' for
what has been said of political economy and his acts, deserves merit or blame widJiu the hmit
morality, it does not follow that the two sciences of the duty which has been taught him, el' which
teml to the _me end. This may be all the more his mind has conceived. In a communistic utopia
doubtful since there are divergent tendencies with equality of wages, no matter what the exer-
among those who call themselves economists." tion and service of the workman, as men would

The objection is sufficiently specious to make an no longer incur the responsibility of their idleness,
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there would be so flagrant a violation of moral sion and fatalism under the name of resiguauott
law, that the falseness of the economic principle in the needy multitude, afford a double chance of
of this utopia might be asserted a priori. --Let us securing corruption of morals? Thus does the.

now interrogate those pretended conservatix-es author whom we have just quoted declare ingen-
who in reality do not dream of preserving any- iously enough that his theory upon tile enrich-

thing but their autocracy. What conceptions do meat of nations has nothing in common with
they oppose to the teachings of the economic morality. Nations are thus left tochoose between
school? What are their ideas upon the develop- poverty and immorality. An admirable ('onclu-
meat of society? Giving aa exaggerated exten- siou, truly!--We have rhea the touchstone by
sion to this simple word of the Gospel, "There the aid of which we may discover the purity of
will always be poor among you," they make a economic doctrines. The false doctrines are those

theory of the inequality of social advantages, and which, when pushed to their extreme conse-
this inequality, as they conceive it, is n_)t that nat- quenccs, will lead to immorality. The Irue doc-
ural inequality which is to a certain extent neces- trines are those which we find always absolutely
sary as a means of exciting emulation, They dc- conformable to the laws of morality. Let this
sire to establish an hierarchical classification, in test be :_pplied to history, and we shall find that
which the mission of one class would be to con- nations come nearer to economic truths wheaever

sume a great deal in order to afford the other the they introduce moral principles into their organ-
opportunity to pass their lives in laboring for the ization, and increase in material prosperity in,
powerful ones of the earth. Ignoring, and that proportion as they approach political economy.
designedly, tile distinction made by economists Considered frola this height, thc studb of this
between productive and unproductive eonsump- science becomes one of the most honorable as
tiou, they assert that all expenditures, of what- well as one of themo_t useful employment_ of the
ever nature, enrich a country. The ideal of human mind. and to describe it by a definition

political institutions therefore consists, according worthy of its noble tendencies, it might perhaps
to them, in creating a class so opulent that the be called "morality in its application to labor.'"
crumbs which fall from their banqueting table A._DR_ Coca_'r.
shall suffice to satisfy the multitude. Nor can we
be accused of exaggerating the opinion which is MORALIT¥, Political. Th('re is but one mor-
opposed to us in order to ridicule it. We find tlm ality, as there is l)ut one geometry. Moral rules,
folh)wing in a work entitlcd Trait/. d' Eco_wmie logically cxpre.-scd, are self-evident propositions,
Politi, qu¢, by Saint-Chaman% an interpreter of the which, like all necessary truths, compel convic-
schools which style themselves exclusively (,on- tion, ,'lad they have nevcr been disputed exccpt

servatlve and religious. "We fear that men may with u wrong'intent.-- lIencc the wordu politica].
be scandalized to see us boast of luxury, incite all moralily do not designate _t particular morality,
classes to expense, and blame thrift and the wise but universal morality applied to politics. Inter.

economy of the father of a family: but it must be est a_d l)a_sioa h'tve never deformed truth more
borne in mind that we are in this work consider- tlma in this matter. But in "_ttaeking the. distiac-

ing a special object considered apart, the wealth tion between good and cvil, interest anti passion at-
of nations. _ t Let religion command sire- tack their enemy. D(mbtless there may be sincer-
plicity and modesty in our manner of life, let the ity with error, (:yen iu morals. Duty in itself has
wise moralist condemn the superfluities of luxury, not been disputed, but men h'_ve not always been
let the prudent man impose economy upon him- agreed either as to its principle or its applications.
self for the sake of his children and of his own The lirst point belongs especially to philosophic
future, and there can be nothing better than to discussion, the second depends more upon the
follow these counsels. _ _ We merely say that gcneral state of enligl_tenmeut anti manners. It
this virtuous and wise conduct is not the'way to is for these two reasons that notwithstaading the
reach progress in general wealth, nor the well-be- immutability of moral distinctious, a certain (h-

tug of the suffering classes." What then are tile vcrsity, and consequently a certain progress, is
meansof relieving those who are suffering? J.B. possible in estimating the use which must be

Say, in exposing the injury caused by unproduc- made of them, In this, as in everything else,
tire consumption, has shown that tile treasure prejudices may exist, and one of the most wide-

' wasted in ruinous fancies might be much better spread, as well as most stubborn and persistent,
utilized as reproductive capital, and that we is that which withdraws politics from morality,
should not see nearly so many men without shirts or subjects it to a morality different from that

and shoes regarding with envious eyes persons whmh is universal.--This is not what we have
dressed in velvet and jewels, if a larger i)ropor- learned from the political writers of antiquity.
lion of the sums devoted to superfluities were in- As Moutesquieu remarks, they were greatly
vested in useful enterprises. Saint.Ohamans re- superior to moderns by the moral character
plies to this illustriouseconomist: "The poor man which they gave to social science. The leaders
has shoes because the rich man has gold buckles, of the great schools arcof one mind. Plato
and the poor man wears a shirt because the rich thinks that the _ood is the object of tile state.
man is clad.in velvet." Do not luxury and prod- He founds his republic on a system of education

igality in the upper classes, and passive submis- conformable to true philosophy; he considers
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law as worthy of the name only in so far as it is independent philosophy, which dared to consid-
reason itself. According to him, power exists er matte_s of slate and questions of gnvermnent
only to lend physical force to reason. Accord- as within the province of the human mind. Mac-
ing to Aristotle, virtue did not found the state, hiaveli, in approaching them with great critical

but it is its final cause, being the object of socie- profundity, it is true, was far from having immc-
_y as well as of the individual; what is required diate]y re-established truth in all its rights; he
of the laws, is to establish the rL'igL_of re_Lson, went too far m the way of taking prudence for
They are tbe expression of the general will mdy wisdom, and success for arbiler between powers
because it is supposed that the lalter is wiser and and parties; he gave his name to politics sepa_
juster than the will of a single man or a small rated from morality. At least he admitted that
number of men. We know what importance morality was an art which had its rules, which

Aristotle attaches to sociability. Therefore he governments were obliged to observe; that the
goes so far as to regard morality as only a part of object of their existence was not the _tisf.wtion
politics. Society is founded on justice, said of the governing power; and that, tiredly, the

Zeno; right reason, which commands and which governed had duties toward the stale. Better in-
forbids, is the law which rests on the nature of spired, or less carried away by false models, other

things, and which con_quently extends from publicists appeared, who, far from sacrificing
.God to man. --lf the ancient republics were not everything to adroitness, have made these very
always constituted nor especially governed in simple truths more and more popular, that gee-
conformity with these principles, it was, first of ernments are created for society and not society
all, becmlse no ideal can be fully realized upon for governments; that justice is the law of laws,
earth; secondly, because customs and prejudices and consequently the rule of society as well as of
upheld many grave en'ors in morality; and, final- individuals, and el' governments as well as of
ly, because in free states popular passions some- society. In this manner the grand thought of
times mislead the public conscience. But peliti- the sages of antiquity re-enlercd the political

cal morality in the Greek and Latin world always world: that justice is the mistress of all things,
remained superior to what it was everywhere else. both mortal and immortal. -- F_,,m these trufl_s
Even at Rome it often struggled successfully nmy be deduced all the rules for the applic_tion
against the violence of a harsh and ambitious peo- of moralityto politics. They may all be reduced
pie. Later, when all was enfeebled and corrupt- to the principle of justice. Even tlw duties which
ed, philosophy continued to protest against the moralists connect more willing)y with the prin-
examples and the principles of the government ciple of love, assume another character w'hen they
of "the C_esars. Unfortunately, wearied with its are fulfilled by government. It is not a question

_own powerlessness, it soon took refuge in pri- of sentiment, but a strict obligation for powers,
vate life to save the digmty of the man in the instituted by the consent of society, to aid in con-
absence of that of the citizen, and Christianity, tributing, so far as tlJeir auth_,rity permits, to its
which for various reasons gave the _me exam- happiness; and citizens may demand public well-

ple, by abstaining from interference in the affairs being of the state as a deht. For a much greater
_f the state, by preaching contempt for human reason have they a _ight to everything whiel_ as-
affairs, contributed to the decline of public me- sures these rights themselves: their liberty, their
rality. Bofli permitted the est'fl_lishmcnt of the dignity. Those who believe that public utility is
odious doctriues brought forward by tim juriscon- the only rule of the laws and of power, negh, ct to
suits of the empire maid of despotism. Theirsci- remark that there can not be for tim lcgislato_ and
_¢nce, under the last form which it received at By- for the government any necessity but a moral oac
zantium, became, and long remained, thecorrupter of providing for the public utility. Duty, then,-

•of political society. Morality was proscribed by fore, bears ou politics as upon everythix_g el_e, and
it the day when t_e maxim of Ulpian was pro- respect for legitimate interests is itself not an in-

claimed: Q_ddq_hlprir_cipipblcuit le_ji8 babel dgo- terest, but an obligation. -- It is no longer dis-
rein. This doctrine, thescourge of modern men- puted in principle that legislation should be in
archies, has not ceased to produce evil in Europe, accordance with morality. The civil laws of all

and its tradition is not yet obliterated. -- Never- civilized peoples have becn, for about a ccntmy
thcless the philosophy of the middle ages. draw- past, purified from almost everything which they

ing inspiration from that of antiquity, honorably might have contained contrary to equity, honesty
but vainly opposed this maxim. We know what and humanity. What still remains to be removed
was _id by St. Thomas Aquinas and .LEgidius of is of small import in comparison with what has
Rome. The church, either to defend the honor disappeared. -- It is a little more difficult toestab-

_f Christian morality, or to vindicate its own lish the reign of morality in politics, properly
authority, often opposed praiseworthy censures speaking; let us denote by this term everything
_o the abuses of power and legislation; and it was which concerns the constitution of tbe state, or
a pope, Plus V., who, on the eve of St. Bartholo the conduct of the government. It can not be
omcw. first defined "reasons of state" to be a said that the question of the constitution to be

• .fiction _f wicked_nen. At the same time, the re- given to a country is purely a question ot
nai_ance, by restoring to the human mind the morality. We should consider what the situa-
_liberty which it had long lost, caused to prevail tion of the country is, its beliefs, its manners, its
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opinions, its wants. What duty prescribes is to which, political morality, has no resemblance to
give it the best institutions possible, considering the other. Tlmalmost always improper usewlneh
all these circumstances.. :Morality does not com- has been nmde of lhe phrase "reasons of state,'"
mand the choice by way of preference of amon- could not have been introduced amt tolerated for

archy, or a republic, but of that one of the two so long a time, unles_ tlnough a specious applica
which appears most suited to gain the national lion of the _uspicious adage, "The end justifies
consent, to attain the good of the state, of the the means"; so suspicious, in fact, that no one
public and of the citizens. Every impossible would dare to use it publi(ly in order to defend
government is, by this fact alone, a bad govern- an action of doubtful character. But under
ment. But it does not follow that a government forms less evident and mole dignified, it is the
is good, provided it is possible. Thus, power essence of the thought which authorizes all the
absolute in itself is bad, and no circumstance qucstionalfle mcasures of governnlent. Public
can correct its essential viciousness. It is bcyond utility, the interest of the state, the dignity of the
the rights of human nature to exercise it. It is crown, the safety of the rcpublic, Ihe maintenance
cc)ntrary to the rights of human nature to ac- of order or tranquillity, arc the reasons which are
cept it. He who accepts it is a usurper; he given l)ymen, both to othcrs and to themselvcs, to

who bestows it degrades himself. Thc insti- obtain absolution for acts which, stlipped of this
tutions, which limit it are guarantees of publi(: pretext, would be acknowledged as rrl)rchensihlc.
honesty. We might show, if space permitted, It can not bc denied thal in many c_esthe gravity
that constitutional principles are all connected of the motive is so much SUl)crior to the gravity
with some principle of morality under the form of the fault, that the indulgence ot nations and
of simple utility. It is a recogaiz(,d principlc, historians who judge them is conceivable. In the
for example, that all powers shouhl not be unit- most virtuous private life, two duties of unequal
ed in the same hand, and especially that judi- importance may be found in opposition, and one
cial should be separated from cxecutive power, must prevail over the other, which _ould be to do
It is not so evident at first what relation such a wrong for the sake of a greater good. But it is
a rule can have to morals; an ancient preju- necessary that the choice should be between two
dice, and Ioug popular, upheld a system alto- duties, and not hetwecn an interest and a duty.
gethcr opposed to this. For a long time the :Now in politics, interest, being or appearing pub-
right of dispensing justice was considered as lic, easily acquires, even in the eyes of honest
an attribute of royalty, and St. Louis is still men, the importance of a duty, and hills the
spoken of as dispensing justice in the woods of scruples of thc statesman to such a degree that
Vincennes. But if experience proves that every he makes it a matter of conscience to sacrifice

man intrusted with governmental action, daily his conscience. To onc placed on this incline,
struggling _ith the difficulties and necessities of the danger of slipping is so great, the bad exam-

politics, is destined to attach himself exclusively pies are so numerous, the sophisms so easy, that
to the interests of his power, and to consider as we do not hesitate to think thal, in the ordinary
mad or guilty the man who opposes it, and to practice nf gov('rnment, the dictates of morality
become devoted to the success of his ideas and remain absolute, and that no public interest
his measures, it is evident that he can not be a dis- authorizes an action which can not, at any giveu
interested, impartial and just judge, in all cases moment, be publicly avowed. --A distinction
in which he thinks his authority concerued; and should be made. O[ course society is not an in-
conscquently it is just, that is to say, obligatory, dividual; thc state is not a privatr person Public

to give to others the right of judging.-- This powers are, therefore, within the circle of thcir
brings us to the question oI' therights of morality attributes, clothed with prerogatives denied to
in the conduct of govermnent--a more difficult (.itizens. They are lorce at the s(,rviee of leason
question, and one which has divided sincere aml justice. They are authorized therefore to era-

minds. It seems to be solved, however, by the ploy force, almost as priv'lte pc_¢ms themselves
principles which have just been established, are, when the right of natural defense leaves them
Governments, after all, are not really things, but no other mean,- of saving justice, violated in their
men, and how can we raise the question whether persons. For a greater reason, the state, repre-

men should act honestly on all occasions? That senting the right of all, is authorized _o employ
they should so act will not be disputed in the force, when necessary, aml force itself is organ-
great majority of cases. Cruelty, spoliation, in- ized and regulatrd for this purpose in adva_ce.

iquity, trcason, corruption, even colored by the Although the prcrogatiw,s, which the law grants
pretext of political utility, will not find apolo- it, exceed the rightswhich it rrcognizes as belong-
gists; but if we leave generalities, differences ing to indiwduals, they are ju,ct and legitimate,
of opinion commence, and it is certain that his- and morality recognizes thrm ia every well-con-

tory, in all its pages, even in those which can stituted state. _The execution nf law.- is not open
be read without shame and indignation, slmws to condemnation unless the laws themselves are.
us governments prompt to attribute to them- It is, therefore, only in cases unforeseen hy the
selves rights which neither private morality nor laws, or rathcr in the cases in which a certain
ordinary justice would avow. Hence the idea conduct _s leg'dly ol)tion'd or even legally pro-

that there are two kinds of morality, one of hibited, that the question just indicaled can arise.
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In the first case it is impossible to lay down a rule. extinction, one of their prophets, Mormon, lind

The law is supposed to be disinterested; it per- written on gold plates an account of their history,
mits action or abstention ; a choice must be made. prophecy and doctrine; and that his son, Morom.

.Here are the living problems of practical polities, the last of the race, had buried the plates in the
In order to solve them in one sense or another, "hill of Cumora," about four miles from Pal-

we can only consult experience, reason, con- myra. On the following day he was allowed to
_seience; we must have serious motives and pure see the plates, under angelic guidance; and Sept.
intentions; we must be attentive in our examina- 22, 1827, he was allowed to take them from their

tion anti sure in our convictions. With these 1,400 years' burial. They were written in the
conditions we can dare to act, come what may. "reformed Egyptian character," which could

If we are wrong, the wrong is excusable. Tile only be deciphered by Smith through the aid of
best means of convincing ourselves whether the the Urim and Thummim, an enormous pair of
conditions are fulfilled, appears to be to ask our- spectacles. The plates disappeared after Smith
selves what we should say if summoned to explain had translated them, hut eleven witnesses averred
our conduct before an independent public. This that they had seen them. -- It is asserted that one

rule shows well enough what the responsibility Solomon Spaulding, living in 1812 in Conneaut,
of depositories of authority is in governments in Ashtabula county, Ohio, wrote the book of
which free discussion obtains. -- Finally, there are Mormon as an historical z omance, under the title
cases in which, the laws being silent or opposed, of "The Manuscript Found," its Jewish-Indian

we should have to examine whether certain cir- machinery being suggested by the prehistoric
cumstances would authorize action outside the mounds in the neighborhood; that at his death
laws. Acts of this kind are called, when they are iu 1816 it was in posse_ion of one Patterson, a
accomplished bygovernmeuts, coupsdYtat; when Pittsburg editor, who intended to publish it,
_)y peoples or parties, revolutions. (See these anti with whom Sidney Rigdon. one of Smith's
"words.) Here it is the law which is in question, first disciples, was a compositor; and that at Par-

'not morality. It is self-evident that if it can ever terson's death in 1826 it disappeared, to reappear
the permitted for people or prince to rise above the in 1828--30 as the bible of a new sect. When

,law, a just cause is needed, and the law of duty Smith's book was published in 1830 its identity
.should assume more power in proportion as the with Spaulding's was at once declared by the
written law has lost its power. Neither words widow and neighbors of Spauhliz_g, who had re-

*nor celebrated examples are wanted to authorize peatedly heard it read. -- II. DOCTRr_. The

successful iniquities or even u_ful crimes. "If sect is a secret society with an hierarchical organ-
.right is to be violated," said Julius C_esar, "it ization. At its head is the president, with two
should be in order to reign." This hypothesis subordinates; then the twelve apostles, the sev-
must be rejected, and the answer given that right is enty disciples, high priests, bishops, eldel s,

_inviolable. "Little morality kills big morality." priests, deacons, and teachers. The whole forms
.said Mirabeau. And it may well have been that a despotism of the president, tempered by the
he was lacking in big morality because he was continual necessity of yielding to the other of-
lacking in little morality. "This is worse than a ricers in order to avoid revolt. The distinguish-

.crime," said an expert, "it is a blunder." Now ing features of the sect are polygamy; material-

.crimes are the only irreparable blunders. Finally ism; baptism for the remission of sins and for the
comes the formidable maxim before which Mon- dead; a belief in the inspiration of the head of

,tesquieu himself bowed down: "The safety of the sect; and a liberal dedication of themselves,
*the people is the supreme law." The safety of their property and their services to the advance-
,the people is not above justice, ment of the sect at home and abroad. They hohi

j CHARLES DE RIm'UsAT. that those who define God as a spirit, "that is, as
nothing," and worship him as such, are as much

][ORNONS (L_ U. S. HrSTORY), a sect mainly atheists as those who deny that there is a God;
"located in Utah territory and the territories in its and they maintain that God is a material being,

immediate neighborhood, to the number of about "having body, parts and passions," but of in-
150,000, but having also about 60,000 converts in finite power. These doctrines they derive from
other parts of the United States and in foreign the following sources: 1. In addition to the Bible
countries. -- I. ORrers. Joseph Smith was born they accept the book of Mormon as authority in
in Sharon, Vt., Dec. 23, 180,5, and in 1816 re. matters of faith. This book is written in imita-
moved to Palmyra, N. Y., with his parents. As tion of biblical language, but is marred by nu-
a boy he bore no good reputation for industry, merous inaccuracies, violations of common gram-
thrift or honesty, but about 1820 heprofessed to maticai rules, and anachronisms. All these the
have become converted. He claims to have had Mormons acknowledge, but hold that the defects
a revelation, Sept. 2l, 1W23, of God's will that he of Smith's early education do not at all detract

should revive the covenant of Israel. He was from the truth of the message which he was only
told that the lost tribes of Israel had wandered to the instrument in delivering. 2. Furthermore

America and had there grown numerous, power- the sect accept the "revelations" given by God
ful and weai/,hy; that they had degenerated and to their spiritual head. These pertain to every

fallen before .their enemies; that, before their final point of polity and social economy, but the un-
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failing promptitude with which they appear when Young became president in Smith's place by the
needed seems as yet tohave awakened no general unanimous vote of the twelve apostles aml the

suspicion of their genuineness among the Mor- acquiescence of the sect, and hurried forward the
vnons, The most tremendous of these "revels- building of the great temple in which the sect
tions" was that which, in 1843, sanctified polyg- took an especial pride. But Nauvoo was now
amy, in direct contradiction to the book of blot- fairly besieged, and open war was varied by arson
mon itself. Up to that time, in theory at least, and secret murder on both sides Jan. '2t), 1846,
monogamy had been the Mormon law for both the "high council" announced that a final home

leaders and people; but the sudden elevation of the was to be sought beyond the Rocky mountains.
leaders to uncontrolled power, and their inability The migration began in the following month, bu_ .
to control their passions, changed the whole basis in September the impatient people of the neigh-
of the sect's existence. The revelation was first borhood poured in and drove out the little rem-
proclaimed by Young, Aug. 29, 1852, and was at nant with fire and sword. In l_Iay the temple had
once denounced as a forgery by the widow a'__d been solemnly consecrated, and the next day dis-
sons of Joseph Smith, who joined in the anti- mantled to the walls. -- It was not until 1848 that

polygamous schism known from its leader, Glad- this extraordinary migration was ended, and the
.den Bishop, as the "Gladdenites." 8. The sect Mormons were fully settled at Salt Lake, in Utah.

has also its canon of inspired books and epistles, It had been managed with consummate skill.
which expands with the growth of the church. The younger men had been steadily pushed ahead
The authority of these, however, rests rather on to plant crops which were to be gathered by, and
agreement than on any internal claim of inspira- to support, the main body. In this manner, in
tion. --III. IlmTOa_Z. Smith's first converts were spite of individual suffering, the mait_ body sue-
of his own family and neighbors, and from the cessfully endured two winters on the plains, and

beginning he gave these ms a name, "The Church in 1848 organized that govermuent of their own,
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints." Their far from the "gentiles" of Missouri and Illinois,
first organized conference was held at Fayettc, to which they wcrc to give the still illegal title of
N. Y., June 1, 18,30, the church then numbering "the state of Deseret."--In 1850, after the or-
some thirty members. Their early leaders were ganization of the territols, (see UTAt{; CO._II"lU)M-
Joseph Smith, his brother Hyrum Smtth, Oliver ISES, ¥.), Toung was appointed governor by
Cowdery, SidneyRigdon, and WilliamW. Phelps. President Fillmore. but he was soon found to bc
In 1831 the whole church removed to Kirttand, infinitely more a Mor,uon than '_ federal officer.

Ohio, as a halting place on their road to Inde- The federal laws for the government of the terri-
pendence, Mo., which Smith intended to make torics were contemptuouslydisregarded whenever
their final headquarters. Arrangements were at they clashed with the Mormon peculiar institu-

once made to build up the Missouri refuge, and tions. Shocking stories were told of the cruelties
the sect then soon numbered nearly 2,000. Their perpetrated by the "Danites," or Mormon "de-
assumptions of superiority, their intolerance of stroying angels," upon intruding gentiles. One

"gentiles," and probably also their anti-slavery of the¢e, the massacre of about 100 cmigrant._ at
opinions, made them obnoxious to the people of Mountain Me'ldows in 1857. was l)cculiarly atro-

Jackson county, Mo., who mobbed and outraged eious in il.s details, hut was not punished until
their leaders, and in 18;:_8 violently expelled the 1877, when John D. Lee was condenmed to death
whole colony. Early in 1839, now numbering by shooting for his share in it. The impossibility
about 15,t)00, they settled in Illinois, just above of obtaining a successor to Gov. Young withoul,
the Des Moines rapids on the Mississippi, and efficient federal support led the president, in
founded a city called Nauvoo. Among their new 1857, to order Col. A. S. Johnston, with a force
accessions were Brigham Young, Orsou ttydc, of federal troops, to enter Salt Lake City. Sept.
Heber C. Kimball, and Pro'lay P. Pratt. -- Nau- 15, by proclamation, Young forbade the entrance
voo at once became an imperiura in imperio, hay. of the soldiers, and ordered out his own troops for

ing its own government, revenue and army, of resistance. Johnston wintered among the moan-
which "Lieutenant General Smith" was absolute tains, and finally entered the city. June 10, 18,58,

head. As in Missouri, they became unpopular. President Buchanan informed congress that the
Stories of their refusal to allow the execution of Mormon difficulties were over. They really, how-

state writs, and of their gross immoralities, ex- ever, were not. The enormous power of the
plained and confirmed by the "revelation" of hierarchy was constantly exerted to " freeze out"

1848 as to polygamy, fired the surrounding coun- gentile traders, control federal go'and juries, and
try against them, so that in June, 1844, Governor neutralize federal laws. -- The connection of Salt
Ford, of Illinois, took the fleht in person, with a Lake City with the Union Pacific railroad, in
militia force, to keepthe _. Upon tlispledge May, 1869, at last brought the Mormons again
of the honor of the state for their safe-keeping face to face with the enemies from whom they had
and fair trial, the two Smiths and two other so often escaped. A new corpsof federal judges,
leaders surrendered and were lodged in jail at determined to suppress polygamy, entered the
Carthage. During the evening of June 27 a mob territory; the grand juries passed out of blonnon

-Of 200 disguised men overpowered the guard control; and indictments for polygamous prac-

and shot and killed bath the Smiths. -- Brigham tices became common. Convictions, however, were
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practically impossible, owing to the secrecy of the 8,000,000; 5,000,000 is probably about correct.
sect's workings, and the difficulty of obtaining Its political organization is the simplest in exist_
evidence to convict. This difficulty has not yet ence. The sultan is the whole government.
been surmounted. The Edmunds bill, which was There is neither above nor beside him a written
passed March 14, 1882, practically disfranchises law (except the Koran and its commentaries), nor

every one guilty of polygamy in the territories, council of the empire, nor ministry. /h'o discus-
and makes the practice a misdemeanor, but its re- sion, no publicity, no control, no report or returl_,
sult remains to be seen. April 26. 1882, George still less a press to annoy him in his autocracy
Q.-Cannon, a Mormon, who had for many years It is the most perfect example of personifi(,d
represented his sect and territory in congress, was power. Some servitors, secretaries after a fl_sh-
unseated by the house. Aug. 29, 1877, Brigham ion, are the instruments of his will; one of these,
Young died, and was succeeded in the presidency whom we may honor with the title of minister of
by John Taylor. -- The essential difficulty in the foreign affairs, and who resides at Tangier, where
Mormon question is not so much present as all the European consuls live, is intrusted with
prospective. By the constitution of the United the management of the relations with foreign
States, the subjects of marriage and divorce in powers. The sultan places commanders at the
the states are exclusively under the control of the head of his troops, and governors over the cities.
states themselves. If, then, Utah ever becomes a both of whom receive their orders directly from
state, its legislature becomes omnipotent over him and report to him. The administration is

these subjects. In the hope of this consumma- reduced to almost as great simplicity as the gov-
tion, it seems probable that the Mormon leaders ernment. A chief i_uing what orders he pleases,
will submit with patience to any present disfran- and a herd which obeys, in trembling, on pain of
cbisement, since the political control of a terri- death, or at least confiscation and imprisonment,

torial government, subject to a federal governor's is the whole administrative system of Morocco.
veto and to tim control of the federal congress, is This state, which borders on civilization through
comparatively an unimportant matter. The true Algeria, Spain, and its commerce with Europe,
solution of the questioa seems to lie in the adoption has not been penctrated so far by any of those
of an amendment giving congress the exclusive flashes of civilization which begin to illuminate,

power, by general laws, to legislate on marriage more or less clearly, all the other regions of
and divorce. With such an absolute bar to hope Islamism: Tunis, Egypt, Turkey, Persia; a cox,-
for the future, the Mormon leaders would prob- trust which is both a singular spectacle and a
ably be compelled to a monogamous revelation. -- scandal. -- Supreme power has for three centurie._

The name Deseret is understood by :Mormons to remained in the hands of a single family, cntitled
mean "the land of the honey-bee." The name Sharifs because they claim to be descended from
Nauvoo signifies "beautiful. " The following Mohammed, a genealogy which no one thinks of
extraordinary dcrivation for the name Mormon discussing, and which redoubles the respect
was seriously given by Joseph Smith himself: which the people yield the sultan. The lattel
the Egyptiat_ mort, good, and the English more; takes advantage of this to make himself a caliph
hence Mormon, "more good. " -- (See The. B_k of Islam in the west, on an equality with the
of M_,r_wn (dth edition, 1854); Millenial Star; sultan of Constantinoplc in the east; thusuniliI_g
Time_ and, ,_ason.s; The Gospel Reflector; New in himself a double power, spiritual and temporal.

York Prophet; JDoctrine_, and C_e_anls (1854); On the death of one (ff these princes, his heir,
Voice of Warl_i_g (1854); Jacques' Latter-Day on assuming power, finds himself in conflict with
Saints' CatefJ_ism (1870); Hyde's Mormonism his brothers, and frcquentlywitbrebellioustribcs.
(1857);)Ira. Ferris' Morl_wnsat lleme(1852), Fer- The rivalry of brothers and relatives is a more

rls' Utah and thffl Mo_'Trugns (1856); 3 Atlantic prominent trait among Mussulman dynaslies th_H_
Monthly (campaign of 18.57); Ludlow's lteart of among Christians, because the rules for the tra_]s-
the CoatiJ_eltt (1870); Stenhouse's lh_cky, JlfouTrtai_ mission of power are not derived from the Koran.
Saints (1873); U;_ited ,_tate, Revised ,_tatates, Mohammed neither designated his successor, nor

§ 5852; Tucker's Origin and Progress _fMo_wwn- indicated any rule of succession; this w_ts the

/sin (1867); Gunnison's H/staJ F. at2d Doctrines oJ cause of intestine wars which divided his disciples
the ,_rmons; Smucker's ttistory of tlae Mc*rmons; and his posterity. The omission was remedied by
___a_'per's _]fagazine and Cen2u_'y Magazine for Jan- choosing the eldest surviving descendant, but this
uary, 1882. /Lr_x__nDxR Jom_sTo_. rule, whose authority is sanctioned neither by law

nor custom, is not respected by the excluded de-

MOROCCO, Empire of, a Mohammedan scendants, whenever ambition possesses them. In
state, which occupies the northwestern corner of Morocco the risk of civil war is increased by the

the African continent, from which it received its custom prevailing among its sovereigns, of marry-
Arabic name of Maghrib (West), which it still ing a large number of the daughters of great
bears in the Mohammedan world, and which was families, in order to create a support among the
extended in the middle ages to all Mohammedan wealthy and powerful. On this account nearly
Africa of the west, The area of :Morocco is all the new reigns begin by the armed protest of
about 219,000 English square miles. The csti- some relative.--Trihal rebellion is another per-
mates of its population v;_ry from 2,500,000 to manentcharacter of the situation, connected witix
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the one just mentioned, because claimants do not which secured important advantages. ]3tit, up
fail to excite that traditional spirit of independ- to 1872, no influence was able to obtain the es-

ence which is favored by the physical features of tablishment at Fez, the capital of the empire,
the country, blorocco is divided into two ahnnst and near the emperor, of diph)matic represents.
equal parts, communication between which is tives of Europe. France, filst of the Em'opean
difficult, on account of the long and lofty chain nation_, obtained from the emperor tim right of
of the Atl_ mountains which run from northeast accrediting n(,'lr him a minister plenii)otcnti.lry
to southwest ; on the west thcTell, on theeast the (M. Tissot), whose reception was attended with
Sahara: these are two cmmtrics, and, as it were, a certain eclat --The ports which serve as corn-
two different peoples. Besides, a branch of the mercial communications with Europe are eight
Atlas range turns to Rabat, and cuts the Tell in in number: ill the Mediterranean, Tetouan; in
two part% which communicate only by a narrow the straits, Tangier, on the ocean, in going
passage in which Rabat is built, between the from norlh to south, Larache, Rabat, Casablanca
mountain and the sea. Hence, a new division (Darbeid_0, Mazag.m, Sail. Mog'ldor (Soueyra).
singularly favorable to revolts, and which explains Santa Cruz of Barbary or Agadir (not th(, San-
why the kingdom of Fez or of Mequinez at thc ta Cruz ccdcd to Spain), the best anchor_ge on
north, and that of Morocco at the south, consti- the coast, is unfortunat(,ly closed to commerce.
tuted, for long periods, independent and almost On the side of Algeria whicl_ joi_s Morocco on
always hostile states.--The history of the empire the cast, couamcree with Tlemccn, Lalla-Maghrnia
turns in great part on the struggles in these three and Nemours is establi.,hed through Tafilel, Fig-
gre'tt territorial regions betwe_nthe sultans, wish- uig, Teza and Cud.ida. In the middle ages this
ingto establish unity, and their undisciplined vas- route had acquired such an import_mce that
sals: they recall by many traits the feudal period Tlemcen became a city of 100.000 inhabitants,
of European monarchies, in which civilization and thcc'tpital of the kingdom; but wars between
finished by giving to unity such instruments as the two states, and, in our day, the Algerian
roads, the printing press, posts and a regular sys- duties, have thrown the commercial current
tom of administration, the use of which is feared northward toward the Mediterranean and the

by the )Iohammedan mind. Struggles with Spain straits, in spite of the ahnost impassable barrier
began toward 1859. Commencing in the neigh- of Rif, and on the west toward the ports of the
borhood of Ceuta by misunderstandings which ocean, to the great loss of France and tim gain
might have been amicably removed, the war was of England. These two nations have most :,f
ended by the capture of Tetouan and a treaty of the trade with )Iorocco, but especially Engl:md,
peace, or rather by a capitulation which was which possesses in Gibraltar a very convenient
signed April 26, 1860, and which secured numcr- station for contraband ,'rswell as legitimate, trade.
ous advantages to the victorious army, among Next in order follow Sp:du, Belgium and the
others, a tribute of 100,000,000 francs, and the Netherlands. Commerce has in Morocco a field

cession of the port of Santa Cruzde Mar-Pcquclia, of operation whose area is estimated at from
opposite the Canary islands. The pecuniary obli- fifty-three Io seventy-five millions of hectares,
gations of Morocco not having been fulfilled, a peopled with from five to six millions of inhabit-
new treaty became neceseary in 1861, and finally a ants, Moors, Bcrbers, Arabs and Jews Corn-
loan was raised, which England negotiated with mereial operations amount to a sum of from
Morocco to release her from Spain, England forty to fifty millions of francs, wlfich gives

taking Spain's place in collecting the customs only seven or eight francs per head, and indi-
duties given as guarantee. These more or less cares extreme barbarism. Tile returns of 1871
bloody incidents are merely episodes of that ira- place the imports at 22,830,000 franc_, and the
placable hostility which, sometimes smouldering exports at 19,530.000 francs. England rcpre.
and sometimes active, always exists between tile sel_ts the greater part of these figm'e_: thirteen
people of Morocco and that of Spain, scarccly nfillions of imports, and fifteen millions of ex-

separated by the straits of Gibraltar, but pro- ports. These low figures arc tl_e consequeuce of
foundly opposed to each other in memory of the a brutalizing government, hostile to :ill agricul-
Moorish dominion in Spain followed by the expul- tural, industrial and st)ci.d progress, obtainin/its
sion of the Moors by the Spatfiards. This irrita- revenues from monopolies, exactions, prohibi-
tion is maintained by the sight of the Spanish flag tions and confiscations; turning on(, of the most
floating over the four presidios (Ceuta, Pelion de beautiful, well-watered and fertile countries in
Velez, Pelion de Alhucemas and blelilla) and the the world into the home of the poorest an(t most
Zafarine ishmds. Morocco is now at peace with unfortunat(* of people. For want of security for

the other nations of Europe, rather through the life and property, and a regular freedom of ex-
absence of all immediate contact than in virtue change, traffic is reduced to ;dmost nothing. Its
of the numerous treaties concluded to regulate elements, however, are very numerous. 5t[orocco
peace and commerce. Among the latter it is abounds in cereals (wheat and barley) of as good
proper to mention that of Tangier, concluded quality as in Algerian Tell; almonds, olive oil,
with France Sept. 10, 1844, which is most favor- fruits, vegetables, wax, bark, animals, leeches,
able to France. England obtained, Nov. 9, 1856, etc. Numerous flocks furnish wool, skins and
two treaties, one political, the other commercial, other valuable articles; the wool finds its princi-
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pat sale in the French market for common cloth ton, Uuadro geografwo, estadistieo, historY, polith,o
13y w,-; of tim S_hara caravans arrive, some of del i_nperio de Marrueccos, Madrid, 1844; Renou,
which come from Soudan, bringing gold dust, Description ggographique de l'em/r/re de Maroe,
ostrich feathers, gum, ivory, blue stuffs and Paris, 1846; Rohlfs, l_ise dutch Marokko, 2d
4citrons. In return, the ports of Morocco receive cd., Bremen, 1869; Maltzan, Drei gahre ira 2_ard-
from Europe, cntton stuffs, sugar, tea, spices and westen yon Afrika, 2d ed., 4 vols., Leipzig, 1868;
drugs, raw and woven silk, cloth, arms and Amicis, Marocco, Milan, 1876; Pietsch, Marokkz_,
ammunition, hardware, iron, and especiallymoney Leipzig, 1878; Hooker, Jaur_,al of a Tour in
from France, whose merchants do not, like tlmse Mor_e_, London, 1878; Leared, Marocc_ and U_e
of England, endeavor to pay in merchandise Moo)_s,London, 1876; Rolflfs, Land und Volk i_
rather than money. From this unequal competi- Afrika, Bremen, 1870, and Mein erster Aufenfl_alt
tion it results that English commerce has acquired iTt Marokko, Bremen, 1873; Augustin, Marokko
a preponderance in Morocco which France and in sei_en geoqraphiseYler, histo_chert, rel_igsen,
Spain, owing to their position, might compete politlschen, mili_rischen undgesellschaftl_lLer, Zus-
for with advantage. The abolition of custom tdnden, Pesth, 1845. JULES DUvkL.
houses on the Morocco frontier of Algeria might
im an efficacious means of establishing this equi- MORTON, Oliver Perry, was born in Wayne
librium. The movement in the ports during 1870 county, Ind., Aug. 4, 18°_3,and died at Indianap.
was 1,307 ships arrived, with a tonnage of olis, Nov. 1, 1877. He was graduated at Miami
_01,127, and 1,306 ships cleared, with a tonnage of university in 1848, was admitted to the bar in
200,336. The flags which hold the first rank are 1847, and was elected circuit judge in 18,52. In
those of England 1617), Spain (363), and Franct 1856 he was defeated as the republican candidate
(172).- All efforts to obtain precise informa- for governor; in 1860 he was elected lieutenant
tion about the budget are vain. L'Ann_aire de governor, but by a previous understanding the
1'economic p,,litiq_ (year 1863) gives a first rdsum_, governor, Lane, was elected United States sena-
which places the receipts at 2,600,000 piastres (of tor by the legislature, and Morton became the
5 francs 25 centimes)or 16,000,000 francs, and war governor of Indiana. In this position he
the expenditures at 990,000 piastres, or a little displayed great energy and fertility of resource,
more than 5,000,000 francs. If we notice that and was re-elected in 1864. From 1867 until his
this valuation puts the tax paid the sultan at death he was United States senator from Indiana,
merely two francs a head, we shall accept it only and one of the leaders of the national republican
•with reserve. The fiscal income, if not the ex- party.-- See Walker's Life of 0. P. Mtrfton.
peuditures, must Ire much greater in a country of A.g.
arbitrary government like Morocco. It appears
clearly enough, however, from the harsh condi- M'0SAISM. This name is much more appli-
tions which the emperor sig'ned in his last treaty cable than that of Judaism to the dogmas and in-
with Spain, that there was little reality in the stitutions of the Pentateuch, which, after havi_,g
mysterious mountains of treasure which were formed the national and religious existence of tl_c
said to be accumulated at Mequinez. Two- Hebrew people, still regulate to-day the beliefs
thirds of the expenditures are devoted to main. and the morals of that people, scatter(._l, to the
raining the negro guard, made up of slaves number of at least five or six millions, over the
brought from Soudan, and to the payment of whole surface of the earth. Judaism designates
certain troops more or less regularly equipped only a particular state of that ancient religion
and disciplined. There is no navy, notwlth- from which Christianity and the Mussulman be-
standing the extent of the coast; the inhabitants lief sprang: it is the spirit which animated it and
of Sale never/devote themselves to the sea except the forms which it adopted after the return from
in view of piracy, which the mountaineers of the Babylonian captivity, when it was no longer
Rif practice from time to time.- Such, in its acknowledged except by the inhabitants of the
prominent traits, is Morocco, the last remnant of ancient kingdom of Judah or the Jud_eans
the powerful empires founded by the successors ('Iov6a_ot, Judsei), which our language, disfigur-
of Mohammed in the west of Europe and Africa. ing the name, calls the Jews. Mosaism, on the
After having reigned, under the Almoravide contrary., so called from Moses, its principal
and Ahnohade princes, from Timbuctoo to the founder (Moselt or Mosl_h in Hebrew), emlH'accs
heart of Spain, Islamism, driven back step by all the elements of which the faith and legislation
step, has concentrated in this remote corner of of the Israelites have been composed from their
Barbary its prejudices, its fanaticism, its hatreds, origin up to the present time. -- Thus understo(_d,
and also whatever virtues of hospitality and Mosaism, while recognizing in Moses the author
bravery it retains. The conquest of Algiers by or promulgator of its general constitution, corn-
the French separated this branch from its trunk menced its existence long before that great )nan,
and roots, and we may foresee a near future and has contiuued it, modifying or completing it,
when, in Morocco also, the political power of the long after him, for, at this present time, after
Koran will yield in an unequal struggle against nearly four thousand years, it can not withdraw
civilization, unless it consents to receive its light itself from the influence of modern ideas. People
and join in its pro_ess.-- BIBLIOGRAPHY. Calde- often speak of the immobility of Judaism, with
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¢the evident intention of extending this accusa- peared on earth, to accomplish this wonder. It was
tion of immobility to all Mosaism. This is a through him that the God of Abraham, Isaac and

grave error. No religion, especially when corn- Jacob became veritably the eternal God, the God
plicated with a civil legislation and a political of tile universe, Jehovah, the God of gods and tlm
constitution, has remained long free from changes King of king_, it was lie also, who, conceiving
and transformations. The contrary couhl take the human race as a sit_gle family, of which the
place only among a petrified people, in a race of house of israel was only a feeble branch, drew
men who had absolutely forgotten the use of from this idea a code of morals for the use of all

will or of intellect. Now, the Israelites have ages ami of all races. But in order that the peo-
imver been in such a position, even in tim midst ple to whom he confided this deposit should not

_f the harshest servitude, and Monism has never let it escape from their hands, it was necessary, in
checked the internal workings of its institutions, some way, to isolate it from the rest of the world

while ever guarding, tor its basis, this precept of and to insure its duration by the vigor of its legis-
the prophet: "Ye shall add nothing to it nor latiou. This thought was evidently the source
take anything away from it."--The immense from whence flowed most of the prescriptions of
•career which it embraces may be divided into the Pentateuch.- To separate the spirit from
four principal periods. The first begins with the letter, the invariable substance from its tran-

Abraham and extends to the departure from sitory form, the universal do_ma and morality
:Egypt: this is the epoch of the patriarchs. The from the national worship, was, sometimes unwit-
second is filled by the promulgation of the laws, tingly, the aim of the proph_,ts who succeeded
_ordinances and prescriptions, which the last four Moses. All the efforts of their eloquence tended
bc_oks of the Pentateuch contain, and which in to this end, to place justice, rectitude, charity,
the eyes of faith are considered as having been purity of soul, circumcision of the heart, above
drawn up by Moses under the inspiration of exterior practices, to._ht_w a_au abominable work
_od; this is the epoch of the law, properly so befc_rr God the prayers, the fasts and the sacrifices
called, of the written law or of the ]brah. The which were not accompanied or preceded by good
third belongs to the prophets, who succeeded actions; and to let their people see a time. more
5Ioses, and who form an uninterrupted chain, or less near, when all the nations of the earth,
up to the end of prophecy. Finally, in tim adoring the Eternal, wouhl form only one family.
fourth, we find the doctors, who, under pretext There were some even who hastened the accom-
of interpreting the law and protecting it against plishmcnt of this prediction by carrying the wurd
transgressions, overloaded it with a multitude of Jehovah to the foreign races whowere ignorant
of disciplinary regulations and accessory dec- of or despiscd it.--The doctors (_wnwdida._calo_.)
trines; this is the epoch of the oral law or of or rabbis, as thcy were commonly called (from
tradition, which begins about the third century rabbi, my master), the authorsand the interpreters
before Christ, and ends with the Talmud, about of the oral law, who, under different names, so

tile fifth or sixth century of our era. --The p.ir- much the more venerated as they live nearer our
¢icular characteristic of the patriarchal epoch, is own age, form an uninterrupted chain for more
to show us monotheism as a patrimony, as a spir- than eight centuries: they were the theologians
itual heritage, destined to pass from father to son and the jurisconsults of Mosaism. They tried to

in the same family until a time foreseen by divine fix the dogmas, to rcgmlate the thousand details
wisdom. It was to Abraham that the only God, which belong to the external practice of religion,
the living God, first revealed himself, and Abra- to determine in advance in tbe name of a tradition
ham made him known to isaac, and Isaac to which theymadc reach backto Moses, all possible
Jacob. The head of the family was invested applications of the law. iience, that voluminous
with sacerdotal dignity; he was priest, as lie was collection, which is called the Tahnud (that is to
king, because there was no other authority than say, the study, or rather the science, the science
his, and his worship, freed from all rules, con- par e:_ce/2ence)and which is composed of two, parts:

sisted of prayers and of sacrifices. Morality it- the Mishna or the second law, and the Gemara
self held but a small place in this primitive re- or the comments. Hence, also, three classes of
ligion; it was natural morality, reduced to the doctors, who are distinguished only by the time
practice of justice and to gravity of manners, in which they lived or the work in which riley
preserved in spite of polygamy. -- After the tie- took part: the Thannaim or authors of the Mishna,
parture from Egypt, when the Hebrew faro- the Amoral'm or their immedmte disciples, and
ily had become a people, the obscure tradition, the SabouraYm or those who, having lived last,
which it had kept up to that time and by the were obliged to summon reason (_abetra) to the aid
force of which it had remained united, was of tradition, it is to these latter that the drawing

soon changed into a religion all at once national up of the Gemara is principally duc. --We may
and universal: universal by a fund of imperish- reproach all these teachers of God's people with
able truths: national by the particular forms under having stitled, in some sort, the text of the law
which it had to be preserved among a race solely under the enormous mass of their commentaries.
devoted to that pious ministry, a na2ioa oftn'iesta, and with having too often degraded the spirit of
as they called themselves. It was given to bloses, it by a multitude of minute regulations. But the
one of the greatest legislators who has ever ap- honor must be left them of having prevented tl_eir
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beliefs and their morals from sharing the ruin of contrary to the letter and the spirit of the Holy
their nationality; of having preserved their re- Scriptures; for when they first mention the nan_e
ligious unity from the destruction which overtook of God, it is to tell us that he created heaven and
their political unity ; of having created in advance, earth, light and darkness, the stars of the firm:_.
with a power of duration unparalleled in history, meat, vegetables, animals and man. He is, ,o
the only authority which was able to bind to- cording to the words of the Pentateuch, the G._t

gether the scattered remnants of their race: we o_ minds, who anita,(tea all flesh, that is to sa).
refer to the tradition accepted as a second law the principle of intellect and of life, who is upo_
descended from Sins'f, and which regulates even the earth and in the heavens, and before wh.m
the smallest detailsof the life of an Israelite. This there is no other god. When Moses asked G._t

authority, after all, is not so immutable as it is by what name he should be called, that he might

supposed to be; for it is a purely lay authority, inform his brothers who were plunged in igor,,.
exercised by tile learned, by doctors, and it is a rance and servitude, he received for ansxxer
principle of the Talmud, that event provision these sublime words: "I am _'ho am,"tlmt i. to
adopted by one synod can be repealed by another, say, the only Being to whom existence re_dly
Withoutanydoubtthctraditions, which have been belongs, the eternal Being who has always been
added to the Holy Scriptures, the Mishna and the and who always will be, as his name Jehov:d_ st'
Oemara, bear the traces of their origin; they are Yaveh indicates. He is the etermdBeing, imma
the work of the sect of the Pharisees. But the terial, infinite; this is wily he has forbidd(u big

Pharisees, from the time that they appeared on being represented to the eyes, and why all m_a_es
the scene, carried all the nation with them and are prohibited in his temple. He is the Judge as
might be taken for the nation itself. The Easenes well as the Ma_ter of the earth. "I, even I, _tm

formed only a feeble minority, whom a contem- he," he says by the mouth of his propl_et, "and
plative and monastic life maintained in isolation there is no god with me: I kdl and I make alive:
until the day when they were confounded with I wound and I heal: neither is there any that can
nascent Christianity. The Sadducees, who were deliver out of my hand." (Deut., xxxii., 39.)--
not more numerous, even less so perhaps, were There is no inference to be drawn from the an

the Epicureans of Mosaism, since they denied the thropomorphical figures under which he often
resurrection and the future life. They were the appears in the history of the Hebrew people and
rich and the great of the earth, who, satisfied in the visious of the prophets. Touneulturedmet_
with their lot in this world, did not care much it was necessary to speak a language that they

about the other, iN*ow, the men of this descrip- might understand, that of the imagination and of
tion count for nothing in any belief; all beliefs the senses. There is, besides, such majesty _md
reject and deny them, as they deny all beliefs, such eloquence in these figures, that it is difficult
As for the Samaritans, who rejected not only the to conceive a more sublime and more compl_de
Talmud, but the canonical books, with the ex- manner of making the multitude comprehend the
ceptionof the Pantateuch and the book of Joshua, existence of a Creator. The detractors of the
they arc reduced to-day to a score of families, Bible often cite the words of Jephthah, when lie
who vegetate at Sichem in misery and ignorance, sought to repulse the attacks of the kingof Moab:
and must soon disappear. Although they pretend "Wilt not thou possess that which Chemosh thy

to be the descendants of the ten tribes, which for- god giveth thee to possess? So, whom_oeverthe
merly formed the kingdom of Israel, they belong Lord our God shall drive outfrom before us, them
to Mosaism neither by their origin nor their faith, will we possess." (Judges, xi., 24.) But Jephthah
Sprung from ooe of those foreign races which es- was far from being a prophet. He was an igno-

tablished thejnselves upon the territory of the ten rant adventurer, who spoke to an idolatrou.- kJ_g
tribes dispe_sed by conquest, they were always the only language which was common to both.--

the enemies of the Jews, their, neighbors, and The temple of Jerusalem was, for the tribt-s re-
their worship, whose seat was Mt. Gerizim, was cently become masters of the holy land. _ plet]_('
only a rival worship of that of Zion._ The most of political and religious unity. For it must not

_essential dogma of Mosaism, that from which be forgotten that the nationality of the Hebr(.w
it has never varied, is the belief in one only God, people was confounded with their religiol*, and
in a living God, Creator and Preserver of all that many altars, many temples indepet_dent of
being,s, whose power is subjvct to no rules and no each other, must necessarily have divided it, as _h('
limits, except his own wisdom; it is a spiritual schism of Samaria abundantly proves. Bat iht
monotheism, which no religion of antiquity ap- prophets did not cease toannouace that tin: htm-('
preaches, neither the pantheism of India, nor the of Jehovah would be a house of prayer for ,ill
dualism of Egypt and Persia, nor the polythe- nations: that a time would come when his ham,'
ism of the Romans and the Greeks. We often would be invoked over all the earth: tl.q_t h_.-

hear it maintained that the God of Moses and of word would break through the walls of Jerry,a-
the Old Testament is only a national God, who, lem to enlighten the world. From the time of
like the kings of the earth, exercises his authority the patriarchs, when he appeared for the first time
over one people alone, and who chose a capital, to Abraham, he predicted to him that all tl_c
by designating Jerusalem as the only place worthy families of the earth would be blessed in him.

of possessing his sanctuary, l_lothiag is more ((]ene, is, xii., 8.) The God of the Bible, the God
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of Mosaism, is therefore at once the all-powerful sublime words have become the credo of the

Master of the univeme, since he created it, and synagogue. Every Israelite repeats them morn-
the Father of the human race; a free God, per- lug and evening, adding to them these words:
sonal and spiritu_,l.--Man, accolding to the Holy " Hear, 0 Israel: the Lord our God is (*ne Lord."

Scriptures and according to teachings and tradL (Deuleronomy, vi., 4.) These words were in the

(ion, bears in himself tile same marks. IIe was moulh (,f the celebrated Akiba, when he died by
created, says Genesis, in the image of G_d; anti the mo_-t horrible toltures in the rcign and by the
._ince in the wordsof tile Decalogue, it is forbidden order_ of lladrian. Says the Psalmist. " As the

to represent the divinity under any visible form, hart pantcth after tin. water brooks, so panteth
this _esemblance must be understood its .l spirit- my soul after thee, O God. My soul thirsteth for
ual sense. It is thus, in fact, that it is understood G_d, for the living God." (P_ahns, xlii., 1, 2.)--
it( thc Pentateuch. Allthe moral qualities wisich The love of man f_)r his kind and for human na-

5Iost,_ wished to develop in the souN of his ture in general, i_ prescribed with n¢) les_ force in
people, he rel)resentq as divine perfections which the book.,, of the Old Testament. Moses was the
man bhouhl seek to imitate "Ye shall Ise holy: first to say, "L()ve |hy neighbor as thyself", and
for I tile Lord your God 'm_ Italy." (Leviticus, this maxim may be ('onsidered as the most com-

xix., 2 ) "Tile Lord God, mereifuland gracious, pletc exprc._sion of devotion and (,f right, of
aongsuffcring, and abundant in goodness and charityand (ff justice, of what one owes to others

truth." (Exodus, xxxiv.,6 ) "Circumcise. there "rod to him(elf. Far from absolutely excluding
fore, the foreskin of your heart and be no more love of ._elf, it lay_ down the love of self as the
,_iffnecked, for the Lord your Gad is God of rule alld the type of the love which should be

gods and Lord of lords, a great God, a mighty borne fc_l"others. Far from l)reseribing, like In-
and "t terrible, which rcgardeth not persons, nor diau nmrahty, the anuihilatitm of the individual,
taketh rew_Lrd: lie doth execute the judgment the ._aeriticc of the lluman person, it is pre(:isely
of the fatherless and widow," ctc. (Deuteron- the human pcr.'_n _hi(:h it defends and protects
()my, x., 16-18.) The serpent himself, when he under the imperative form of a general law eman-

promises to Adam and Eve that their disobe- ating from God. It ex:wts that the human pemon
dience will render them like their Creator, speaks slmll bc clear to us for the dignity which is in it,
only of a spsritual resemblance, "which consists wlth()ut distinction nr exception, without differ-

in the knowledge of good and ceil. (Genesis, encebetween ourselves and our fcllow-men.--The
iii.. 5 ) But all these qualities suppom liberty, universal npplicatmn of this precept has been
Ilenee. liberty is formally recognized in the Old contested in wfin by those who maintain that it is

q'estament, commencing with the books of 3[o._es. apis]ical)le to the I_r'selit(.s ;don['. Did not Moses
We see there that God speaks to man as to a tcaeh, in Gt.ncsis. that all men descend from the
creature entirely master of his own actions; he same primitive pair, anti consequently that they
shows him in the future the rcwards and pun- all form one family, that they are all brothers?
ishmeuts which will follow his conduct, accord- 3L)ses ann said: " Love ye, thercfore, the stran-
ing as it shall have been good or bad. -- From the ger: for ._e were strangers in the land of Egypt."
idea which Mosaism has formed of the divine ha- (Deut(,ronomy, x.. 19.) "But the stranger that
ture and of human natule flows Ml its nlorahty, dwclleth with you shall lie unto you as one born

'Christ summed it up with admiralsle preession anlong you, and llmu shalt love him as thyself;
wiien he s'dd: "Thou shalt love the Lord thy f,)r ye were strangers in the land of Egypt."
God witl_ all thy heart and with all thy soul and (Leviticus, xix., 34 ) lie d()t.s not st()p there; he
with all tlsy mind. This is the first and great wishes men to love evcu their enemies, aud what
('[)mmandment. And the second is like unto it: is more still, to fly to their aid when they arc in

Thou shalt love thy neighboras thyself. On these trouble, and to work with them for their deliver-
two commandmeuts lnmg all the law and the ante. We read in Exodus (xxiii, 4, 5,) _hese
prophcts." How, indeed, is it possible not to love beautiful words: "If thou meet thine cnem)'s ox
God. if God is for us not that abstract and inlan- or Isis a-_ goil3g astray, thou sh,flt .-ur(.ly bring it
gihlc being that pantheism adores, or the blind back to him again. If llmu see the. a.-s of him
force of nature which under a thousand different that hateth thee lying under his huldctL and

forms pagan mythology invokes, but tile living wouhlst forllcar to help him, tlmu shalt surely
model of all beauty and of all moral pelfection, hell) with him." We search in vain all the holy
tile personal principle of life, of thought and of books of tile tIebrcw people, and we do not find
liberty? How is it possible not to love nmn if he this m:lxim which the ,.%r_wa ol_ the M'oul_t, in
be Ihe reflection of that eternal ideal, and if it be the GO_-l)el (_Iat_hew, v., 4;_,) alt_ibntes to the

true. as the Scriptures affirm, that he is lhe image a_cio_t._: "Thou sllalt love thy _eighbor and hate
of the Creator? Therefore, neither Moses, nor thin(, cncmy" The autl_ors of tradition have
the prophets, nor the doctors, ever tired of insist- shown themselves on this point the worthy succes-
lug upon these two precepts. "And thou shalt sors of Moses and the 1)rophet. _. Hillel the Elder,
love the Lord thy nod with all thine heart, and who died about half a century before Christ,
with all thy soul, and with all thy might." (Deu- summed ul) in these words the obligatious of the
(eronomy, vi., 5.) It is the author of the Deca- law, of which he w_ts (mc of the most illustrious

,togue who thus expresses himself, and these interps'cters: " What you do not wish one (ode to
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you, do not do to others; this is all the law, all other peoples of his empire, the Jews themselve._
else is but the commentary on tile law."-- The that is to say, the ancient inhabitants of the king-
articles of the Decalogue, which forbid theft, dora of Judah, did not consent to return with,

murder, adultery, false testimony, envy, are only Zorobabel and Esdras. When Alexander th_
the rigorous consequences of this principle ; for Great destroyed the Persian monarchy, he found
we are commanded to love our fellows as our- a great number of them in Babylonia. It was
selves, and for a much stronger reason shouhl we in Babylonia itself, at Sora, at Pombedith_l, at
abstain from doing them any evil. But the ac- Nehardea, that they founded their most celebrated
tions proscribed by the Decalogue are not the academies. There was a large number of them
only ones which incur the reprobation of the He- in the Greek colonies. They formed a consider-
brew legislator. The Pentateuch formally con- able part of the population of Alexandria, whither
demns all acts of violence, all injury by action or Alexander the Great attracted them, by according
by word, and even all grudge iu the heart. (Le- to them the same privileges as to his Macedonian

viticus, xix., 17, 18.) It condemns not only subjects. Ptolemy Soter almost depopulated Ju-
adultery, but debauchery and prostitution. .Tt d_ea in the interest of his own states; and if it
pushes severity so far as to exact the burning is true that a hundred and twenty thousand of
by fire of the daughterof a p_iest whose manners these exiles returned to their own country, there
shall have become a public scandal. (Leviticus, still remained enough of them to enable Osias to
xxi., 9.) It condemns not only theft, but the conceive the idea of building at Leontopolis a
abuse of property, such as the action of receiving rival temple to that of Jerusalem. It was during

&s a pledge from a poor borrower the instrument their sojourn in Egypt. under the government of
of his labor or the garment which covers him. It the Lagides, that the Jews became familiar with

condemns not only false testimony but calumny, the language, the manners, the civilization and
backbiting and lying. _ We experience some dif- the philosophy of the Greeks. It was from this
flculty when we pa__s from these admirable pro- intercourse that the version called the Septuagint,
cepts to the civil laws of Moses. But it must be many apocryphal books of the Bible, and th_
remarked that there is an immense gap be- writings of Philo, sprang. The policy of the
tweeu the civil laws of a country, however Seleucides in Syria was the same in regard to the
advanced it may be in civilizatiotl, lind the uni- Jews as that of the Ptolemies in Egypt. They
versal rules of morality. Civil laws, t_) be prac- attracted crowds of them to Seleucia, to Antioch,
ticable, are obliged to accept at least a part of the to Ctesiphon, to Phrygia aml Lydia. Thence th(,y
prejudices, of the passious and of the habils of spread into Ionia and most of the islands of the
the nation, for which they are intended. Ciwl Archipelago. At Re,me also, after the taking of
laws, among all peoples and in all times, are Jerusalem by Pompey, there wasaJewish colony,
nothing more than a compromise between the which numbered, in the time of Augustus, mum
fact and the right, betweeu the state of culture, than eight thousand persons. The dispersal of the

of morality, of external security, which a nation Jews before the Christian era, is attested by the
ha_ reached, and the absolute exigencies of con- Acts of the Apostles. We read there (it., 5, 9,}

science or the ideal proposed by religion. How, that on feast days there came together at Jcrusa
for example, can we reconcile with the mildness lem, Jews of all langaaages and of all natiolls,

of the Gospelthe ptmishments pronounced against Parthians, Medes, Elamites, the inhabitants of
criminals by all Christian nations? How can we Mesopotamia, of Cappadocia, of Pontus, of Phry-
reconcile wi_h evangelical purity that sort of gia, of Pamphilia, of Egypt, of Libya, _,f Arabia,
guaranlee offered by the police to the profligacy of Cilicia, of Crete and of Rome. But we k_ow
of morals? It is still worse when we pass from that the destruction of the itebrew natiolmlity
the civil ord_ to international relations, where was not complete till after the destruction of
force is the sole guarantee, we may even say the Jerusalem by Titus, and above all after the em-

sole measure, of right. It is not astonishing, peror, Hadrian, just after the insurrectiou of
therefore, that Moses, at once moral legislator, Barchochebas, had built upon the rums of the
civil legislator and political chief of his nation, holy city a new city, entry into which was inter-
offers us st similar contradiction, and one even dieted tothe descendants of Israel, under pain of

more obvious, because of the difference in times, death.-- Palestine remained no less, even _fler
manuel's and customs. -- Tl_efailhful of Mosalsra this event, the religious mother country of the
in the mid._t of other Igeligions; ttwir I_mancipatio_. Jews. The cities of Tiberia, of Sephoris, and
It is impossible, with the best will in the world, Diospolis, were the seats of so many lheol_)gical
to see in the dispersion of the Israelites among academies, in which the Tahnud of Jerusalem
other nations, a supernatural effect of the death was being elaborated, while in the academies of

of Christ; for this dispemion commenced and Persia that of Babylon was being prepared. But
was almost accomplished many years before our the mass of Israelites scattered throughout all
era. From this epoch, the greatest part of the the extent of the empire, passed through alternate
nation lived outside of Palestine, scattered periods of repose and suffering, according to the

through the three divisions of the ancient world, humor of the mastel_ of the world, or of the sub-
Without speaking of the ten tribes led away by ordinate tyrants who occupied their place in the
_tlman_ar and which were confounded with the provinces. Confounded with the first Christians,
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they had the honor, for a long time, of suffering [ with Italy. Another portion of these exiles went

with them for a cause which was common to ] to the Netherlands, recently freed front the, yoke
them, that of the one God, proclaimed both by of Philip It., and they took an honorable l)a,t in
the Old Testament and the New.--The hardships . the industrial activity of the cities of Amstel'dam
endured by the Israelites under Greek or Roman ] and Rotterdam. O_hers were rcceiw.d with the
rule had a purely political character. The laws I same c:,nsider'lIion I)y Denmark, and brought the
of the empire gave the right of b(:licving what same advantages to it, to the free city of Itam-
one wishcd or what one could; but religion be- burg, and to the European colonies recently
ing a national institution, they would not allow founded in Neath and South America. The cle(:-
one to neglect to honor it publicly, or, still less, tors of Brandenburg, knowing how to profit
to affect to despise it. Such were not the perse- from the faults of their neighbors, also attracted
outruns which awaited the followers of the old to their states the Jews persecuted in the rest of
law under tim reign of the Chri.-tian princes, Germany. But the greatest part of this clmnge
above all during the Catholic fervor of tit(: mid- was the work of the reformation. Christian

dle agcs. These latter were inspired by relig- unit), being broken, and the new communions,
ioushatred. IIcncc they were much more terri- brought forth by the prc_ching of Luther,
ble; for they added to the barbarity of the times Calvin and Zwingli, having forced the Catholic
what thele is most implacable in fanaticism, powers to treat with them nu an cqmd footing or
Moreover, men are less worthy to be accused to suffer them in their midst, the principle of
than the situation itself. The Christian nations, toleration entered little by little into the statutory
convinced that all wa._ finished, that the word provisions, into the manncrs and into the public
of the Scriptures was accoml)lished, that the libe- law of Europe. The Jews were not slow to reap
rater promised to the huma,l race had come, the fruits of this toleralion. The Protestant

were naturally in-ilated against that stubborn countrics--abow; all, lh)lland. Engl.md, from the
race who persisted in proclaiming the contrary, time of the protcct,)rale, of Cromwell, and North
Manners were not mild enough, nor faith cvan- America--treated them with a benevolence hith-
gelical enough, to make men put in l)ractice erto unknown, and little by little admitted them
those beautiful words dropped from the cross: to the rank of citizens.--To the principle of tel-
'"Father, forgive them; for they know not what eration introduced by the reformation wen. joined
they do." On the other side, the Jews did not the principles of liberty, of humanity, of uni-
recognize in the dogmas of the Trinity and of ver_l right, so de.lr to the eighteenth century.
the Incarnation tile severe monotheism of their It was tinder the influence of these ideas, which,

ancestors, neither did they admit that the rude although not new, rec(,ived a new application,
age in which they lived, that that age of oppres- that the emperor of ktlstria, Joseph II.. pro-
sion, of violence, of servitude for some, of des- claimed his edict of toleration in 1782; that the

potism for others, of war for all, w_ls the age of constitutiml of the United States of America
pe'me and of univers_d liberty predicted by tlm admitted, in the fullest measure, freedom of
prophets, the age when swords were to be changed conscience; that thc Grand ])uke Ldopold I. intro-
into plowshares.; and the Jews felt their attach- duced the same reform into Tuseal_y; that King
meat for their faith increase by reason of the Louis XVI. is._ued his decree of 1784, and paved
sufferings whmlx they endured for it. Excluded the way, with the aid of Malesherbes, for a more
from all the professions, from all the recognized efficacious reparation. It w_s at tliis same epoch,
honorable conditions, excluded even from the and under the same inspiration, that Dohm ia
ranks of servitude, as nmch despised by the Germany and tile Abb:.' Gr6gorie in France de-
slave bound to the soil as by the nobility and the manded the complete assimilation of tim I_racl-
middle class, having no other resource 'than to ires to their Christian fellow-citizens. This desire
trade in money, a trade declared infamous in the was only accoml)lishcd by the constituent assem-

name of Aristotle and the Holy Scriptures, they bly of 1789. Jan. '28, 1790, it passed a first de-
lived as enemies in the midst of that society, cree which recognized tlle rights of active citizens
which, not content with loading them with out- to the Israelites of the south of France, known
rages, periodically decimated them by frightful under the names of Po_tt_guese, S1)ataish or Avig-
butcheries. -- This state of things was prolonged nonese Israclites. A second dcerec of Sept. 27,
until the sixteenth century. Then apolicy, more 1791, proclaimed solemnly the cmancipation of
intelligent than that of the middle ages. appreci- all the Israelites, inhabitants of Fr'mce, withou_
sting the services which the Jews were able to distinction of origin. --All the French constiln-
render to finance and to commerce, commenced finns, which followed that of 1791, sanctioned

to assure them a pleasanter condition of things, tile same principle. Tile victorious eagles of tim
It was thus that, under Hcm'i III., the Spanish empire bore it slmcessfully into all the countries
Israelites, expelled by the edict of Ferdinand and of Europe. even into Sl)ain and the states of the
Isabella, or flying from the stakes of the inquisi- (:hurch. Naturally this triumph lasted no longer
tion, obtained permission to establish themselves, than the r6gime to which it was due. But the
with an entire liberty of conscience, in the cities seed was sown in men's minds, and we see it to-
of Bordeaux and Bayonne, where they gave a d,ly bearing fruit everywhere. The Israelites of

vigorous impulse to the commerce of France Gernmny, of kustria, of Italy, of Belgium, of
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Portugal, of Switzerland and Denmark, are now and centres of trade. Railroads were demanded
citizens like those of France, of England, of by tile farmers of the grain-bearing areas at tile

Holland and of the United Sttues. It will be the west and northwest, in order to put their prod-
same everywhere where civilization shall have at- ucts upon eastern markets. But the eonstruc-
tained the height it has in these countries. -- tion funds had to come, ill the main, from eastern
Wherever it has been procl'timed, tile emanci- capitalists; and the farmers, in order to meet the
p_tion of the Israelites has produced the same then paramount want, were ready to pledge the
effects. It has changed pariahs into useful, corporate credit of their towns aml counties to
laborious and intelligent citizens, who serve so- any extent.- It is a curious social fact that a
ciety and civilization in all the spllcres of human body of men, acting as an aggregation, will often
activity; in the arts, in the sciences, in industry, commit themselves to a line of conduct which a,
in commerce, in politics and in war. There is individuals they wouhl strongly condemn. It
not a free country which does not count Israelites is not, therefore, to be wondered at that the hon-
among the notable men from whom it dra_vs the eat farmers of the great northwest, while despis-
most honor. AD. FRX,"_CK. ing the owner of a small holding who would mort-

gage his crop before sowing the seed, shouhl
MUNICIPAL BONDS, instruments issued for have been so ready to plunge their communities

the payment of money by municipal corpora- into corporate debts of extraordinary amount, ca-
tions, such as counties, cities and towns, negotia- pecial]y when tile pay day was put at twenty c_r
ble in form and clothed with tile attributes of thirty years in the future. Judge Dillon, who

commercial papel. These bonds usually run from formerly .sat as United States circuit judge in the
ten to thirty years, and ordinarily have interest eighth circuit, where numerous cases involving
coupons attached to them, which are separately the validity of such securities arose, declares
negotiable, and may he enforced by the holder '" that he has known of a newly organized county
without producing or even proving an interest government, whose population did not exceed
in the original bond. There is no country in the 10,000, vote ill behalf of a single railway corn-
world where these securities have been is._ued in puny honds to the amount of $300,000," bearing
such quantities as in the United States, whose to- interest at the rate of 10 per cent.! "And," he
tal municipal indebtedness was estimated, in 1876, adds, " instances are not infrequent where bonds
t_J amount to over a thousand million of dollars, have been issued to greater amounts than the as-
- TlJe audlority to issue such securities is not in- sessed value of all the taxable property at the
cidental to the ordinary powel.'s of municipal cot- time within the municipal or territorial subdivi-

porations, but must be conferred by express legis- siam"! (" Dillon on MunicipalBonds," 5.) For a
lative grant. Whether or not the state legislature time this sort of financicring was an apparent
has the power to confer authority, in the absence success. The demand for railway facilities was
of express constitutional provision, to issue the-e undoubtedly based on an imperative want, and it
bonds for purposes not strictly public, as, for ex- did not take long for this demand to work its way
ample, in behalf of railroads, is a question which into local politics, as soon as the popularity of
hits long been combated in the highest courts of va- schemes for "de.veloping the resources " of this
rious states, as well as in the United States courts, n, gion or that began to be seen. Occasmnally a
and both sides of the question are supported by conserwttive w_ice could be heard protesting

strong arguments of reason 'rod common sense, against what has been described by the supreme
As the question involves the power of taxation, court of the United States as "the epidemic in-

and as tim sta_e constitutions invariably contain sanity of the people," " the mania for running in
inhibitions upon taxation other than for public debt for local improvements," (Mercer County w.
purposes, it is of vital importance, in considering Hackett, Wallace, 96)_ but such opposition to the
the validity of such securities, first to determbm univer_l clamor was futile, and only exposed
whether tim purpose for which they have been is tim objector to local and political unpopularity.

sued is a public purpose within the constitutional Thlm bonds to tile amount of hundreds of thou-
phmse. -- The various questions relating to this sands of dollars were issued by communitit's
peculiar class of commercial paper did not as- which had scarcely begun to assume municipal
sume great importancc before the civil war. Be- duties, and interest-bearing securities were ne-
fore then the issues of such bonds had been for gotiated, involving heavy taxation, by towns

purposes, for the most part, undoubtedly "pub- which existed little more than on paper. The in-
tic," such as the erection of town halls, the con- terest in most cases was at first met with reason-
struction and maintenance under corporate su- able promptness. The bonds were generally dis-

. pervision of water works, roadways, etc. But posed of to non-resident buyers, selling atabsurd-
when, at the close of the war, a lal\_e non-pro- ly low rates, in cases where no ordinance forbade
ducing population were scattered throughout the their disposal at less than par--and few munici-
rich agricultural regions of the west and north- palities were wise enough to se.t a minimum sell-
west, and became producers in their turn, there lag price. Towns and counties were often so
soon arose, in those fertile but sparsely settled eager to lend the aid of their municipal credit to
districts, the urgent necc_ity of better means of proposed railroad schemes, that, in many cases,
communication with the great distributi_lg points an out-and-out donation of bonds was voted

i
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in behalf of the railroad company, instead of the bonds and violate her plighted faith, is a calumny
u_ual stock subscriptiou payable in bonds. The upon the justice, honor aud dignity of the state."

railway officials would then sell the bonds, gen- -- Uuf,)rtunately the worthy example set by the
erally inlarge amounts to banks, brokers or "syn- Mi,_iasipl)i legi..lators of 1841 has not been fol-
dicates," and often at a great discount, to secure lowed ill their own and some other states. The

the necessary construction fund_, and the long- p¢_litical huckster was only to(_ quick to learn that

needed railway would then be built. It is thus a u policy of repudiatiozl, so far from exciting the
matter of record that more than one raih'oad has indignation of his constituents, if bohtly sup-
been laid in sparsely settled districts only to be p_)rted by glib and sp¢,t.ious argument, was one
•thandoued when the funds to support it had f:,ilcd, of the surc,t claim.- tn local popularity. Indeed,
and the expected traffic fell far below the hupes these interest-burdened emumunities were so hot

of the sanguine promoters. In the six states of I to rid them._elves of tile weight of debt which they
Illinois, Wisconsin, Iowa. Miunesota, lq'cbraska had undertaken, that any st'heine for resisting the
_nd Kansas there was an increase in the mileage non-resident, and therefore "grasping," "avari-
of r_fih'oads of from 6,992 miles in 1867 to 17,645 cmus" and " bloated" bnndhohler, was certain of

miles in 1873--an increment of no less than 254 a ._trottg popular indorsement, even though based
per cent.! While in the wcslern states and terrl- upon pall)al)le fraud. Thi._ state of public senti-
tortes alone, during the five most aclive years of ment, and the action to which it led, were simply
railway construction, not less than five hundred parts of a natural sequence. ]t may be safely
million_ of dollars were expended in buihling laid down as a gener.d proposition, which thestu-
railroad_. (See article by Mr. Charles Fran(,is dent of municipal affairs can readily verify, that
Adams, Jr., in " _North American Review," vol. whencver a commumty assumes obligations of a
120 )-- It was about 1870 that these prodigal com- public character which unexpectedly become so

muaities began to feel thc weight of their obliga- lmavy as to oppress the priv;tte in(lividu.d, repu-
lions. The. proceeds of their iudcbtedness had diation ft_llows as "in ioevitable consequence. It
been spent iu " intproviug" their lands, but there was thus with the eommumties above referred to
lay a sting in the galllug fact that thedebts thent- Public nteetings were held and rcsnlutions passed,
selves were, for tile most part, in the hands of urging town and county officers to refuse to take
folcigu holders, who n_)w bcgau to press for up the interest coupons as they came due, and
tticir dues. Pay day was drawing near, when plainly intimating that a compliance with the law
lilt; principal would become due, and, in the and a nou-complial_ce with the demands of the
meantime, the interest coupi)ns had 1o b(, taken voters wouht invc_lve a loss of placc at tile ensuing
up with harassing regularity. Towns and coun- election. The effect of such proceedings may be
ires, which had been only too ready to pledge readily guessed. Payments werc not met, often
their corporate faith for hundreds of thousands, through "lctual lack ()f funds, but often, too, in

began to cast about for ways of meeting the accordance with the orders of the voters ill tOWn
payment of the hundreds due as interest; and hall asseml_led. The boud question became a

when this was found to involve a regularly l)olitical question, and, incertain districts of Iowa
laid "interest tax," which meant just so many anti Minnesota. re.-.nlutit_ns were passed by nomi-
dullam from every tax paycds pocket, the idea hating conventi(ms which virlually pledged the
(ff a further demand by way of provision for nominees to the policyof repudiation. The bond-
a sinking fund, with _hich to meet the principal holders were driven to their legal remedies, and
became unbearable, and, before a quarter of the various methods were tried to entnrcc their rights.
coupons had been taken up, men who wouh] Suit_ were brougl_t against municipal o[l_cers to
have scorned to employ dishonest means to avoid compel the payment of over-due interest, and
their personal debts, were anxiously seeking to when the treasury (,f the t()wn or county showed
escape from debts, which, acting together in a a lack of tim nccc_sary funds, an application

corporate capacity, they had ju._t as honestly in- would bc made for a mandamus compelling the
_'m'red. -- The word "repudiatiou," in its now asses.-ment of a special interest tax. The de-
('t_mmon significance, is said to have been used fenses raised to such actions were founded upon
Ior the first time by the governor of M:ississipl)i, :ill sorts ()f prclexts, but tile)" may be generally

ill a message to the legislature of that state, iu resolved under two heads: 1. tho_e which pleaded
January, 1841. He alluded to a plait which had w'mt of power ou the part (if the municipality to
been suggested, of repudiatit_g certain bonds of issue the bonds in que_ti(ln; 2, those which al-
the state issued in support of a banking institu- lc.,..,ed wLrinus irregularities or defects in the exer-
tion, and which had been sold, contrary to the cise of the I)O_xcr. The dccisious of the lower
law regulating their issue, at less than their faec statc courts _ere almost invariably in favor of

i value The state leg,islature set a noteworthy ex- invalidating such bonds, so strong wa_ the feelingample to succeeding generations of law-makers against them; and it is notorious that in certain
less sc.nsitive for the honor of their commonwealth districts, judges, ou the one hand. lost their seats
than they. They resolved as follows: "Thatthe because their decisions maintaining the public
state of Miusissippi will pay her bonds and pre- credit were so obnoxii)us to the popular demand,
serve her faith inviolate. That the insinuation and, on the other, owe(l their elevation to the

that the state of Mississippi would repudiate her bench, to the explicit understanding that they
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were pledged to decide against the validity of reasoning upon which the supreme court of the
these securities, iu such cases as might come be- United States based its decisions in these cases may
fore them. --The "Grangers," or "Patrons of be summarized, briefly, as follows': 1. The power

Husbandry," a secret order, modeled after the of municipal corporations to issue such securities
manuel" of the "Odd F(qlows," directed their is derived only from express legislative grant,
energies to the aecomplishme,lt of two great re- and is not to be implied; and the legislature
sults: lowering the rates of railway transporta- may graut this power if not prohibited, either ex-
tion, and "wiping out" r,dlroad or municipal pressly or by necessary implication, by the cousti-
bonds. One of their officers, who represented tution of the state or by that of the United States.
the Northwestern Farmers' convention, before 2. Where authority to issue such bonds exists, no

"he Windom committee on transportation rates mere defect'or irregularity in the exercise of tlmt

(U. S. senate, 1873), when it was suggested to hhu power will suffice to iuvalidate the security in the
that the United States supreme court might de- hands of au innocent purchase,'. This second
clare unconstitutional any act changing rates from point is one upon which the supreme court and
five cents per mile to three cents per mile, where the highest apl_llate courts of several states,
the charter allowed five cents per mile, was for notably the New York court of appeals, arc still
"wiping out the supreme court, aml getting one at odds, the latter insisting, with strong show of
that would decide it." This is precisely what the reason, it must be admitted, that if the purchasers

people of the "granger" states did, i. e., reversed of such securities are not required to verify their
the decision of their judges upon the questioLl of bonds, except by the recitals upon their face, and
the validity of town and county bonds, by elect- the act authorizing their issue, the door is at once
ing others pledged to a construction of the law thrown open to the fraudulent schemes of oMcial
favoring their views. _4.striking instance of the rascality. Judge Dillon himself, who, in his de-
way in which an elective judiciary may be influ- cisions, has invariably "set a face of flint against
enced by an erroneous and mischievous popular repudiation in all its fo,'ms," admits that " tim
sentiment, is to be found in such a decisiot_, re- frauds which unscrupulous officers will be en-

ferred to by the United State_ supreme court, in abled successfully to practice, if an implied and
the case of Gelpcke vs. l)ul_uque, 1 Wallace U.S. unguarded power to issue negotiable securities is

R('p., 206, as "' standing out in unenviable solitude recognized, and which the corporation or the city
and notoriety." The opinion of the federal court will be helple_ to prevent, is a strong argume_t
concluded with these words: "We shall never against the judicial establishment of _(ny such

immolate truth, justice and the law because a state power"; and he suggests this query, "I)_ not
tribunal has erected the altar and decreed the sacri- the decisions of the supreme court of the United

rice." (See Mr. A.dams'article, above referred to.) States lead to flits conclusion, 'that where the
On anoth_,r occasion, in 1875, tbc same court, re- power to issue bonds is given upon the e_)ndi-

ferring to the great commonwealth of Minnesota, tion of a previous vote in favor of the l)roposi-
said: "The faith of the state, solemnly pledged, tion, the public or municipal officers can, _chere

has not been kept; and were she amenable to the no vot_ wlutt_ver has been taken or the propo,_i-
tribunals of the country as 1;riwtte individuals tion been voted down, bind the county or muscle-
are, no court of justice would withhohl its judg- ipatity by the false recitals in such uuattthor-

meat against her."-- Unfortunately, popular op- ized bonds, provided they are issued by the

position to the payment of municipal debts has officers entrusted by the statute with the power'?"
not been confined to the granger states. In the A query which has beeu emphasized by the

opinion of ,4_e federal bench, if not elsewhere, conduct of the mayor of Adrian, Mich., who
even the New York coui't of appeals has lent its sold to various :New York hankers forged bonds,
sanction to schemes of repudiation, by declaring the pcncer to issue which existed as recited on

certain bonds void upon grounds which the their face, although no authority had been gzve_

United States supreme court has pronounced un- by popular vote. It is a serious question whether
sound, (see Starin v._. Bank of Genoa, and Gould the bonds are not binding upon the town under
vs. Sterling, 23 N. Y. Rep., 439, 456); while the the decisions of the United States supreme court,
most flagrant case of refusal to meet a muuicipal which has declared against the repudiation or"

debt justly incurred is to be found in the recent such bonds even by municipalities which have
(March, 1882) action of the people of Greenwood been deceived and defrauded in their issue. (S(.c
Steuben coutlty, _ew York, who by threats and :New York papers. Feb. 18, 1882, pass/m) --There

force actually prevented the sheriff from collecting is no doubt, that, but for the position assumed by
an interest tax in favor of bonds whose validity the highest tribunal in this country Ul)c_u the

had been sustained by the highest court of the question of municipal bonds, dealers in tt,i_ ch_.ss
state. To enforce the tax the governor w.m com- of commercial securities would be subject to f_u"

pt.llcd to issue a l)roclamation declaring the town gleater risks than they are at present. It is well
to be in a state of insurrection! When cases in- for them, however, to bear this much in mind, thaL

volving the defenses mentioned above came to be want of power to issue is a good defense cvc_
submitted finally to the scrutiny of the federal against a purehaser in good faith. In other word',

judicialT, the rights of innocent holdem of these such purchtmer is bound to know whether or 2_ot
bonds were firmly upheld. The sound and honest the legislature has expressly authorized the l),t[
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ticular issue by the municipal officers executing basis of political progress since 1868. The text

the same; although he is under no obligation to of the oath, whi(:b secnls to be steadily transform-
examine the records of the town or county in mg Japan from an absolute despotism to a con-
whose securities he proposes to deal, hi order to stitutional monarchy, is as follows : "1. The
see whether or not the declarations upon tile face practice of discussion and debate shall be univer-

of such bonds arc true as to the performance of sally adol)tcd , and all measures shall be decided
the details in the exercise of that power, when by lmhlic argument. 2. Itigh and low shall be
those declarations have been duly verified by thc ot one mind, and social order shall be thereby
municipal officers named in the legislative act. -- perfectly maintained. 3. It is necessary that the
Tile lesson of 1868-73 has been a bitter one for the civil and milital'y power be concentratcd in a single
people of many promising towns and counties, whole, tile rights of all classes be allowed, and

and it will be years before some of the more prod- the nation'_ mind becompletely satisfied. 4. The
igalcommunities recover fromthe load of tax_,tion uncivilized customs of former times Mmll be

reckle_ly but voluntarily assumed. Grass grows broken through, and the impartiality and justice
upon the track, and ties rot along the line of more displayed in the working of nature be adopted as
than one railroad in districts whosc inhabitants a basis _)f action. 5. Intellect and learning shal_
will, for years to come, pay interest on money spent b(. sought for throughout the world, to establisk
in its construction. GEORGE WALTON GIUC,EI,_. the foundations of the empire " On Feb. 7, 1869,

the national capital was removed to TSkiS, and
MUTSUHITO (meek or peaceful man), the tbe mikado was soon aflerward married to Haru-

reigning emperor of Japan, and the 123d l_llcr ko, a lady of the nohle house of lchijS, born in
of the line of mikados, was born :Nov. 3, 1850, 1850. :No issueof this marriage has yet :tppeared.
in the palace of KiSto. His father was the em- In case of death or failurc oi offspring from the
p(.ror Komei, and his mother Fujiwava Asako. imperial concuhines, twelve in number, an heir is
At his father's death, Jan. 30, 1867, he was de- chosen from ouc of the four Shin-no, or families

clared mikado, and on there-establishment of the of imperial blood. K:_tsura, Arisugawa, Fushimi,
ancient government, Jan. 3, 1868, became so]e and Kanin. In October, 1881, 31utsuhito i_ued'
ruler, without regent or shSgun (" tycoon "). IIc a proclamalion, in which, aftor reviewing the sue-
saw Europeans for tile first time at his audience ccssivc pirates of g,)vcrnmcnt, ,_ecur the._e words:
with the foreign envoys, March 23, 1868. On "It is my duty to develop the manner of .tdmin.
April 6, in the presence of tile imperial court, istration as the times alter. ] intend to establish
and the leaders of the restoration, he took that a national assemhly in 1890." [This article is
oath which lies at the foundation of the govern- insertcd mainly as an addition to that on Japan.]
ment of Japan, and which has been made the W.E.O.

N
ATION, Definition of. The words haSPs affairs. Empires, such as the Roman empire
and peop/e are frequently used as synonyms, was, such _m theRussiun empire and the Austrian

but there is a gl'eat difference between them. eml)ire of to day are, may. therefore, comprise a
A nation is an aggregation of men speaking great number of diffcrcnt l_a_io7_,_, but tl_ey are
the same language, having tile same customs, composed, in reality, of only one peop/e. Not-
and endowed with certain moral qualities which withstanding the diversity of _,atio_clities united
distinguish them from other groups of a like under tile goveroment of the hou._e of IIapsburg,
nature. It would follow from this definition there is oac Austrian people, since, the: CC)llStitutioa

that a nat/or_ is destined to form only one state, of 1859 granted certain political rights to the pop-
and that it constitutes one imlivisible whole, ulation The l,_>p/e is the political body brought

Nevertheless, the history of everyage presents us into existence by community of laws, and the
with nations divided into several sizzles. Thus, people may pct'ish with these laws. The :w2io_t
Italy was for centuries divided among sevcral is the moral hody independent of political revolu-
_lifferent governmen£_. The same was the case, tions. 1)ec.tuse it is constitutcd by iul)orn qualiti(,s
and in a measureis still the case. with Germany. which rcndcr it indissohthle. The state is the
The people is the collection of all citizens without 2_ple organized into a political body. (See NA-

distinction of rank or order. All men living under TIONALITIES, PIUNCIPLE OF.) I-IELIE.
the same government compose the peop/e of the
state. In relation to the state, the c_tizem, consti- NATION, What is a*, * The idea of a nation.

tute the people; in relation to thc human race, though apparently elcar, has been greatly rots-

they constitute the nation. A free nation is one apprehended. Hmnan society exists under forms,

not subject to a foreign g_roernment, whatever be * This article may serve as a pertinent crit|gism on tho_so
the constitution of thestale," a people is free wheu .on NATION.and NaTIONaLITIES,PBtNClPLZ OF, (which.
all the citizens can participate in a certain measure see): at the same time it is, so to speak, their comple-
in the direction and in the examination of public ment.--En.
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most various. There are _oTeat ag_lomerationsof small territory. Gaul, Spain and Italy, before
men, as in China, Egypt, and ancient Babylonia; they were absorbed by the Roman empire,
tribes, as among the tlehrews and the Arabs; were colh, ctions of tribal groups which were,
_cities, likeAthens and Sparta; umonsof different often leagued together, but without central
_countries, as in the Achremenidian, the Roman institution_ and without dynastie._. :Nor wer(.
and the Carlovin_anempires; commuuities wiLh- the Assyrian and the Persian empires, or the
out a country, where the memb(.rs arc held to- empire of Alexander. fathcrl:(nds. There wcr_,
gether by a religious bond, like ti_e Ieraelitcs and neveL' A_yrian patriots; the Persian empire was
the Parsecs; nations, like France, England, and a v_t feudalism. :Not one nation can trace itg
most of the modern European autonomies; con- origin to the colossal fortune of Alexander, which
federations, as in Switzerland and 2tmerica; and was nevertheless so rich in cousequeuces to the
relationshil)s, such as race, or r,tiher language, general hi_tory of civilization -- The Re,man era-
.established among the ancient Gcrluans _Lud pire was much ne,_rer heing a fatherland. I_
among the Slavonians; all of wlfich arc modes of return for the great beuefit of a ccss,tti()n (,l'
grouping which exist, or have existed, and which wars, Roman domination, at first so hard. wa_

_can not be ('onfouuded with one another without very soon liked. Here was a gre,_tt association

most serious consequences. At the time of the the synonym of order, peace and civilization. In
French revolution it was supposed that the instL the latter days of the empire there was. among
tutions of small, independent cities, like Sparta lofty souls, among enlightened bishops, and

.and Rome, could be made applicable to our great among the lettered, a true sentiment of "R(unan
nations of thirty to forty millions of people. In peace," as opposed to the menacing chaos of bal'-
`our day a more grave error is committed. Race barism. But an empire, twice as large as France
is cnnfounded with nation, and a sovereignty is is to-day, couhl not form a state in the m(xlern
_lttributed to ethnographic, or rather linguistic, acceptation of that wo_'d. The separation of the
groups, _Lnalogous to that of the peoples actually cast from the west was inevitable. The attempt_
existing. Let us try to attain some precision ou at a Gallic empire, in the third century, did not
these difficult questions, wherethe least confusion succeed. It was the Germanic invasmn which
in regard to the sense of the words, at the begin- introduced into the world the principle which,
uing of tile reasoning, may produce in the end later, sc_wed as a basiq for the existence of
the most fatal errors. -- I. Since the termination natiomditics. --What did tile Germanic peoples
of the Roman empire, or, better, since the break- in f'tct do, from their great invasions of the fifth

ing up of the empire of Charlemagne. westenl century to th(. last Norman conquests in the tenth?
Europe has been divided into nations, some of They made little fundamental change in the race.-:
which have, at certain periods, attempted to cx- hut they imposed dynasties and a military a(iq-

.ercise a hegemony over others, without ever suc- tocracy on more or less considerable parts ()f the
_eeding, however, in establishing a lasting su- former western empire, which parts took the
1oremacy. That which Charles V., Louis XIV. (lamesof their invaders. Itencc a Franc(,, a Bin-
.and :Napoleon I. were not able to do, no one in the gundy, a Lombardy, and later, u Normar_dy. The
future will probably succeed in accomplishing, ascendency which the Frankish empire rapidly

_rhe establishment of a new Roman empire, or a g-'aincd, reproduced for a brief period the unit3 of

new empire like th:lt of Charlem,_ne, has become the west ; but this sway was irremediably br¢)ken
_n impossihility. Europe is too large for any toward the middle of the ninth cenlury. "l'h('
attempt at universal domination to be made with- treaty of Verdun marked out divisions immutaF,le
-out speedil)dprovoking a coalition which wouhl in principle, and from that time France, Gv_ma_3,
_compel the aml)itious nation to retire within her Italy and Spain have traveled by w_ys, often (.it-
natural boundaries. A sort of balance is estab- cuitous and venturesome, to their full m_ti_)na[

lished for a l(mg time. France, England, Germany exi._tence, such as we behold it to-day. -- What i_
-and Rus_i'_ will still be, for some hundreds of years, it that in fact characterizes these different state..-?
notwithstanding the changes of fortune they may It is the fusion of the peoples which COml)Oee

experience, historic individuals, essential pieces them. In the countries we have just cnum(,ratcd
-on the _hess-board of the world, whose positions there is nothing analogous to what will be found
constantly vary, but which are never wholly lost. in Turkey, where Turk, Slave, Greek, Armc.ni_n.
--Nations, thus understood, are something quite Arab, Syrian and Koord are a.s distinct to-day :_s
new in hi_tory. _.ntiquity was not acqm_inted on the day of the cu)nquest. Two important cir-
with them. Egypt, China and ancient Chaldea cumstances contributed to this result. The first
were in no degree nations. They were herds led was, that the Germanic peoples adopted Cl_ri._

by _ _on of heaven or of the sun. There were no tinnily when they came into near contact witl, the
Egyptian citizens, any more than there are Chinese Greek and Latin peoples. When the conqueror
-citizens. Cla._ic _xntiquity had municipal repub- and the conquered are of the same religi_n, or
lies and kiugdoms, confederations of local repub- rather, when the conqueror adopts the reli.qi[)a

lies and empires: it hardly had a nation as we of the conquered, the Turkish system, of di_(i_-
understand the word. Athens, Sparta, Tyre and guishing men solely by their religion, can no lo_-

_idon were little centres of an admirable patriot- ger exist. The second circumstance was, that
ism; but tbey were cities with a relatively the conquerors forgot their own language. The
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grandsons of Clovis, Alal_c, Gondebald, Alboin king of France, seen too near, lost his prestige:
and t_ollo already spoke Pamlanic. This fact was I the nation he had formed, cursed him; and to.
itself the consequence of another important fact, i day, none but cultured minds know what he

viz., that the Franks, Burgundians, Goths, Lore- was worth anti what he did. --It is by con-
bards and Normans had with them very few wo- trast that these great law_ of the history of west-
men of their race. For several generations the , en_ Europe become sensible. In the enterprise
ehiefmenmarriedonlyGermanwomen; buttheir which the king of France, partly by his ty-
eoncubineawereLatin, the nursesof theirchildren ranny a,_d partly by his juqtice, brought t() so
were Latin; all the tribe married Latin women; admirable a termination, many (:ount_i,,s wer(,
consequently the llng_.ta franzi, c,a and tile lb_q_ strauded. Under the crown of St. Stephen the
gothica had but a short existence after the e,-tab- 5Iagyars and the Slave_ have renmin(.d as dis-

lishment of the Frauks and Goths on Roman lands, tinct as they were 800 years ago. Fro" from
It was not so in England; for the Anglo-Saxon fusing the various elements of its domains, the

invaders had, without doubt, women with them; lmusc ot Ilapsburg has kept them distinct and
the British population fled, and besides, the Latin often ol)posed to one another. In Bohemia the

w_s no longer, or indeed never wm_. d()minant in Czech element and the German element are super-
Britain. If the Gallic had beeu generally._poken posed like oil and w,,ter in '1 glats. The Turkish
in Gaul, in the fifth century, Ch)vis and his fol- policy, of srparati_Jg n,ttionalities according to
lowers would not have had to abandon Germanic their religion, has h'_d results far more serious: it
for Gallic. -- Hcnee this capital fact, that, not- has caused the breaking up of the Oriental em-
withstanding the extreme violence of the manners pire. In a city like. Salonica or Smyrna there
of the German invaders, the mould which they will l)e found five or six communities, each of
imposed became, in the course of centuries, the which bas its own memories, and between which

mould of the nation itself. France became quite there is s("u'cely anything in common. Now the
legitimately the name of a coutJtry iuto which essence of a nation is, that all the individuals

only an imperceptible minority of Franks had ca- m_lst have many things in common, and also that
feted. In the tenth century, in the first chansons all mast have forgotten many things. No French
de ges_e, which are so perfect a mirror of the spirit citizen knows whether he is Burgundian, Alain,
of the times, all the inhabitants of France are Taifale, or Visigoth: every French citizen must
French. Tile idea of a difference of races in the have forgotten St. Bartholomew's night and the
population of France, so manifest in Gregory of massacres in the southern provinces in the thir-
Tours, does not appear at all in French writel_s teenth century. There arc not ten families in
and poets subsequent to Hugues Capet. The dis- France whiel_ can furnish proof of Frankish
tinction between noble and serf is a,_ marked as origin, and besides, such proof would he essen-
possible; but the difference is not at all a differ- tiallydefcctive, because of thethousand unknown

ence of race; it is adifference of courage, of habit, crossings which may derange all the systems of
and of education, transmitt(_ by heredity: the the genealogists.--Tlw modern nation is then a
idea that it all originated in conquest occurs to historic result of a series of facts all tending to
no one. The false system according to which the the same. end. Sometimes unity hasbcen realized
nobility had its origin in a privilege conferred by by a dynasty, us was the ('ase in France: again,
the king for great services rendered the nation, it h'ts been by the dilect will of the people, as in

so that every noble was one upon whom the title Holland, Switzerland and Belgium; at another
had been conferred, was established as a dogma time, by a general spirit slowly vanquishing the
in the thirteenth century. --Tim same thing oc- caprices of feudalism, as in tLe case of Italy al_d
curred after nearly all the Norman conquests. Germany. A profound rea<on for their existence
After one or two generations the Norman in- has always led t()these formations. Principles, in
vaders were no longer distinguishable from the such cases, makc their way by the most unex-
rest of the population. Their influence had, pected surprises. We have, in ol_r (lay, seen
however, been profound. They had given the Italy unified by its defoats, and Turkey I)rt)keu
conquered countrya nobility, military habits, and up by its victories. Every defeat adwulc(,d Ihc

a patriotism which it did not previously possess.-- cause _)f Italy; every victory w_uaa loss to Turk(,v.
Forgetfulness, and historic error cvcu, are essen- for Italy is a nation, and Turkey. outside (_f

ti'd in the formation of a nation" hence progress Asia Minor, is not one. It is the glory of Frauce
in historic studies is frequently attended with dan- to have proclaimed, by the French re_oluti(m,
ger to nationality. Historic investigation brings that :t nation exists by it_ own act. But wirer,
to light the deeds of violence which occurred at pray, is a nation? Why i, It(,lland a nation,
tile beginning of all political organizations, even while IIanover or the ,_,rand duchy of Parma is
those whose results have been most beneficent, not? How is it that France _.on_inues t(_ br a'

Unity is always produced brutally: the union of nation, when the principle xxluch created her has
northern and southern France was the result of disappeared? How is Switzerlaud. which ha_
terror and extermination continued for nearly a three languages, two religi(ins, and three or four

century. The king of France, the ideal type, races, a nation, when Tuscany, for example,
so to say, of a secular crystallizer, who has made which is so homogeneous, is not a nation? Why
the most perfect national unity that exists; the is Austria a° state and not a nation? In what
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•does the principle of nationalities differ from the principle, which only took account of the right of
principle of races? These are points upon which princes, can no longer be maintained; besides the

_l reflecting mind likes to come to a definite con- dynastic right, there is the national right. On
clusiou. Tlleaffairs of the world are hardly ever what shall this national right be based? by what
regulated by reasoning on this sort of questions; sign shall it be recognized ? from what tangible

•but the men who study them like to bring reason fact shall it be derived ?--1. From race, say
to bear on these matters and to clear away the many confidently. Artificial divisions, r_ulting

•confusion of superficial minds in their regard, from feudalism, princely marriages, and diplo-
II. According to certain political theorists a matte congresses, are of short duration; but race

nation is above all a dynasty, representing a is permanent. It is this that constitutes a right,
fformer conquest, which was at first accepted and a legitimacy. The Germanic family, for ex-
then forgotten by the mass of the people. Ac- ample, according to this theory, has the right to

,cording to these theorists the grouping of prey- take back the scattered members of Germanism,
inces effected by a dynasty through its wars, its even though its members do not ask to be
marriages and its treaties, ends with the dynasty again united. The right of Germanism over
"which brought it about. It is quite true that a certain province is stronger than the right
most modern nations have been made by afamily of the inhabitants of that province over them-
of feudal origin, which has married on the soil selves. Thus a sort of primordial right is created,
and has lreen in some sort a nucleus of centrali- analogous to that of kings by right divine; for
zation. The limits of France in 1789 wereneith- the principle of nations, is substituted that of eth-
er natural nor necessary. The large belt which no_aphy. This is a very great error, which, if it
the house of Capet had added to the narrow strip should prevail, would prove a loss to European
of the treaty of Verdun, was properly the per- civilization. The principle of the primordial
8onal acquisition of that house. At the time right of races is as narrow and full of danger to
when the annexations were made, people had no true progress, as the principle of nationality i_

idea of natural limits, or of the rights of nations, just and legitimate. --In the ancient tribe and
or of the consent of the provinces. The union city the fact of race had, we acknowledge, a

of England, Ireland and Scotland was likewise a primary importance. The ancient tribe and city
dynastic fact. Italy was so long in becoming a were only an extension of the family. At Sp'irt_t
nation only because, among ltsnumerous reigning and at Athens all the citizens were more or less
houses, none, before our century, made itself a connected by blood. 'It was the same with the
,centre of union. Strange to say, it took its royal Israelites, and it is still so in Arab tribes. In the
title * from the obscure island of Sardiaia_a land Roman empire we find the situation wholly dif-

scarcely Italian. Holland, which created itself ferent. Formed at first by violence, then main-
by an act of heroic resolve, nevertheless contract- tained by interest, this great agglomeration of

¢_d a close marriage with the house of Orange, towns and provinces absolutely unlike, gives a
and would incur actual peril if at any time that most serious blow to the idea of race. Christian-
union should be endangered. Is such a law, ity, with its universal and absolute character,
however, absolute ? Doubtless not. Switzerland works stillmoreefficaciously to the sameend. It
and the United States, which have been formed becomes intimately allied with the Roman em-
as if from conglomerates of successive additions, pire; and, by the effect of these two incomparable

have no dynastic base. To discuss the ques- agents of unification, the ethnographic reason is
tion concerning France, it would be necessary left out of the government of .human thing_ for

to have the_cret of the future. Let us aim- centuries. The invasion of the barbarians was,
ply say that that great French royalty had been notwithstanding appearances, one step more in
uo decidedly national, that the very day after its this direction. The division of the barbarian
fall the nation was able to hold together with- kingdoms had no ethnographic significance; they
out it. And then the eighteenth century had were governed by the power or the caprice of the
changed everything. Man had returned, after invaders. The race of the population they suh.
centmies of abasement, to his former spirit of re- jeered to them, was to them wholly a matter of

spect for himself, to an idea of his rights. The indifference. Charlemagne did again in his way
words fatherland and citizen had recovered their what Rome had already done: he made a single
meaning. Thus was accomplished the boldest empire composed of races most diverse. The
deed which has been done in history, a deed which authors of the treaty of VerdmL while coolly
may be compared with what it would be in physi- tracing their two great lines from the north to
elegy, to attempt to make a body, from which the south, had not the slightest concern about
brain and heart had been removed, live with its the races of the people on the right and the

previous identity. -- We must then admit that a left. The changes of frontier effccted after the
nation can exist without the dynastic principle, middle ages were also independent of any ethno-
and even that nations which have been formed by graphic tendency. If the policy followed by
dynasties, may be separated from that dynasty the Capetian house succeeded in grouping, un-

without ceasing inconsequence to exist. The old der the name of France, nearly all the tcrri-

• The house of Savoy owes its royal titleto the posses- tory of ancient Gaul, this was not the effect of
SiGn of Sardinia (1720). any tendency these countries might have to re-
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_anite with tho_ of the same race. Dauphiny, had not a separate individuality. An Englishman
Bresse, Provenoe and Frauche-Comt_ had no is indeed one type of maukind. Now the type thaL
_onger any remembrance of a common origin, is very improperly called tim Auglo-Saxon _ race
All Gallic consciousness had ended in the second is not the Briton of the time of C_esar, nor the

e[qltm'y of our era, and it is only through the Anglo Saxon of Iicngist, nor the Dane of Canute.
_,iew_ of the learned that people have, in our day, nor the :Norman of William the Conqueror; he is
found again retrospectively the individuality of the. resultant of them all. The Frenchman is not
1he Gallic character. -- The ethnographic cons(d- a Gaul, a Frank, nor a Burgundian. He is what
(._ation has then counted for nothing in the con- has come out of the great caldron, where, under
_titution of modern nations. France is Celtic, the direction nf the king of France, the most
_Ibelian, Germanic. Germany is Germanic, Celtic diverse elements have worked together. An in-
_nd Slave. Italy is the country where the cth- habitant of the isle of Jersey or of Guernsey does
nography is the most perplexing. Gauls, Etrus- not differ at all in origin from the Norman popu-
_ans, Pelasgians, Greeks, not to mention other fat(on of the neighboring coast. In the eleventh
elements, are there crossed and intermingled in century the most penetrating eye could not have
an inexplicable manner. The British isles, taken perceived the slightest difference on the two
a._a whole, present a commingling of Celtic and sides of the channel. Insignificant circumstances
German blood, the proportions of which are ex- prewnted Philippe-Augnste from taking these
tremely difficult to determine. The truth is, that islands with the rest of _ormandy. Separated
tlmre is no pure race, and that to make politics from each other for nearly 700 years, tim two
depend on ethnographic analysis, is to base it on peoples have become not only strangers to eacll
a chimera. The most noble countries. England, other, but wholly unlike. 1Lace, then, _ we his-
France and Italy, are those whose blood is the torians understand it, is made and unmade. The
most mixed. Is Germany an exception in this study of race is of capital importance to the
Tespect? Is it a purely Germanic country? It is sava_t wire dew)tcs himself to th(, history _)f
an illusion to suppose so. All the south was Gal- mankind. It has no application in politics. The
_lic. All the east, frown the Elbe, is Slavic. And instinctive consciousness which has guided
_tre the parts that it is claimed are really pure, so the making of the map of Eulope, has taken
in fact? Here we touch upon one of the problems no account of race, and the first nations of
upon which it is most important to have clear Europe 'ire nations of' essentially mixed blood --
ideas and to prevent misapprehension. -- Discus- The fact of race, important as it is at the origin,
sion_ upon races are interminable, because the continually loses its importance. IIuman history

word race is taken by philological historians and (lifters ,,sscntially from zoSlogy. R'lce is not every-
by physiological anthropologists in two senses thing in it. as with rodents "md the feline tribe,
altogether different. To anthropologists, r'tce and we have no right to go through the world
has the same meaning as in zoSlogy; it indicates feeling the crania of people, and then taking
an actual descent, a blood relationship. :Now them by the throat and crying out: " You are of
the study of languages and history does not lead our blood: you belong to us'." Besides the
,to the same divisions as physiology. The words anthropologic:d charactcristi('s, there are reason,
brachycephalous and dolichocephalous have no justice, truth aud beauty, which arc the _ame for
place in history or in philology. In the human all. The ethnographic pt)liey is not safe. You
gToup which created the Aryan languages and employ it to (tay against nthel.'s; then you sec it
discipline, there were already brachycephalous turned against yourself. Is it certain that the

, and dolichocephalous individuals. Thesame may Germans, who have raised so high the standard
be said of the primitive group which created the of ethnography, will not see (lie Slaves come and

languages and institutions called Semitic. In analyze, in their turn. the names of the villages
other terms, the zo(ilogic beginnings of human- of Saxony and Lu._atia, to find traces of the
ity were vastly anterior to the beginnings, of Wiltzes and Obotrites, and to demand an account
.culture, of civilization, and of language. The of the wholesale massacres and public sales of

primitive Aryan, primitive Semitic and prim(- their ancestors caused by the Othos? For all, it
tire Turanian groups had no physiological uui- is well to forget.--Etbnography is a science of
ty. These groupings were historic facts which rare interest; but, to be free, it sbouhl bewithout
took place at some epoch, say some fifteen or political application. In ethnography, as in all
twenty thousand years ago, while the zoSlogic studies, systems change: that is the condition of
c)rigin of mankind is lost in impenetrable dark- progress. Should nations, then, change with tlm

hess. What is philologically and historically systems? The limits of states would then follow
called the Germanic race, is certainly a very dis- the fluctuations of science. Patriotism might de-

tinct family in the human race. But is it a faro- pcnd on a more or less paradoxical dissertation.
ily in an anthropological sense? Assuredly not.
Germanic individuality appeared in history only * The Germanic elements are not much more consider-
a few centuries before Christ. Evidently the able in the United Kingdom than they were m France at

Germans did not spring from out of the earth at the time when it posse,_sed Alsace and Mctz. The Ger-manic language has predominated in the British isles only
that time. Before that, fused with the Slaves in because tlw Latin had not entirely supplanted the Celtic
_the great undistinguished mass of Scythians, they idioms there, a_ it had in Gaul.
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One might say to a patriot: " You are mistaken; He leavesthe open air one breathesm the vaCt
you areshedding your blood for a certaincause, fieldof humanity, toshuthimself incouventicle_

You think you are a Celt: you are not,you are of compatriots. Nothing isworse for the mind;
(}erman." Then, ten years later,he might be nothing more hurtfulto civihzatiou.Let u_ n,)t

toldhe was a Slave. In ordcr not to pervert abandon thisfundamental principle,thatnmz_i,

science,let us exempt it from giving advice on a reasonableand moral being,beforebeit_gS('l):_
these problems, where so many interestsare at ratedby any language,beforebeing a member ,,I
stake. We may be surethatifwe charge itwith any particularrace,an adhercntof any speci:_lc_tl
furnishingelementsfordiplomacy,we shallmany ture. BeforeFrench,German orItaliancultLn(,,t,

times detectit in the crime of compliancc witll human culture. See the greatmen of the reline-.
the demands of diph)macy. It has something sauce: they were neitherFrench, nor Italia_.n,,_

better to do: let us ask of it simply truth.-- Germ_tn. They had found, by theirstudyof'a_b
2. What has just been saidof race appliesalso tiquity,the secretof the true educationof th(.
to language. Language invitesto union: itdoes human mind, and they devoted themsclvc,toI¢
not compel it. The United Statesand England body and soul. How well they did! 3. N,,t
speak the same tongue, but do not form one can religionpresenta sufficientbasisfor the (,_
nation. So with Spanish America and Spain. tablishmentof a modern nationality.At the bt_

Switzerland,on the contrary,so well constitut- ginning, religionpertainedto the very existence:
ed. sinceitwas made by the consent of itsdif- of the socialgroup. The socialgroup was ;u_
ferent parts,contains three or four languages, extensionof the family. The religion,the rite_,
Therc isin man something superiorto language: were family rites The religionof Athcns was
it is wi//. The willof Switzerland to be unit- the worship of Athens itself,of its mythical
ed, notwlthstanding the varietyof her idioms, founders,itslaws and itscustoms. Itimpliedno
isa factmuch more important than a similar- dogmatic theology. This religionwas, in allthe
ityof language,often obtained by vexatiousin- forceof the term,a statereligmn. One was not
terference.--Afacthonorable to France is,that an Athenian if he refusedtopracticeit.Itwas,
she has never sought to secureunityof language atbottom, the worship of the Acropolisperson-

bycoercive measures. People mayhavc the same ified.To swear on the altarof Ag]auros,_ was
feelings,the same thoughts and the same affec- to take an oath to die for one'scountry. Thi_
tions,without Sl)C.tkingthe same tongue. We religionwas equivalentto what the actof dr'tw

justspoke of the disadvantageof making inter- ing lots,or of swearing by the ring,isamong us.
nationalpolicy depend on ethnography. There To refuse to participatein such a worship was

would not be lessinmakingit depend on compar- what it would be in modern societyto refuse
ativephilolo_.. Let theseinterestingstudiesbe militaryservice. It was to declare thatone was
given entirelibertyof discussion;letus not mix not Athenian. On the other hand, it is clear
them up with anything thatwould disturbtheir thatsuch a worship had no meaning forone wh(_
serenity.The politicalimportance attached to was not of Athens; so no proselytismwas used
languages comes frontthe facttlmt theyare rc- to compel strangersto acccpt it. The slavesof
garded as signsof race. Nothing could be more Athens did not practiceit. It was the same ia
erroneous. Pril_ia,where Gernmn aloneisnow some of the small republicsof the middle ages.
spoken, spoke Slave a few centuriesago; the One was not a good Venetian ifhe (lidnot _wc_

country of Wales speaks English; Gaul and by St.Mark; one was not agood AmalfitanifIm
Spain speak the primitiveidiom of Alba Longa; did not hold St.Andrew above alltheothersaints

Egypt spe_s Arahic; ex:tmplesare innumerable, of paradise. In thesesmall communities, that
Even in theirbeginnings,similitudeof language which laterbecame persecutionand tyrannywas
did not involve similitudeof race. Let us take legitimate,and of no more consequence than i_
the proto-Aryan or proto Semitic tribe. In it among us the factof wishing the head of a faro-
were slaveswho spoke the same language as their ilyjoy on his birth-day,or of greetinghim with

masters. Now the slave wasthcn very oftenof "happynewyearl" on thefirstday of hcyear.--
a differentracefrom thatof hismaster. We re- What was trueinSpartaand Athcns. was alrc'_dy
peat: thesedivi__ionsof Indo-European, Semitic so no longerin the kingdoms which had ori_;zmt-
and other language,s,createdwith _uchadmirable ed in the conquest of Alexander,and cspec_lly
._agacityby comparative philology,do not coin- was no longer so in the Roman empire. The per-
cide with the divisionsof anthropology. Lan- secutionsof Antiochus Epiphanes to bring the
guages are histm'icformations,which give little castto the worship of Jupiter Olympus, and
indicationof thebh)od of thosewho speakthem, those of the Roman empire to maintaiua pr('-

and which, inany case,c_m not bindhuman free- tended statereligion,were a fault,a crime,a vet-
dora when there is questionof determining the liableabsurdity. In our day the situationisper-

family with which one willform a lifeand death Ifectlyclear. There are no longermasses belier-
alliance.-- This exclusiveconsiderationof tan- ing justalike. Every one believe_and practic('._
guage has,likethe too great attentiongiven to inhisway, what he can,as he wishes. There is
race,itsdisadvantages. One who exaggeratesit, no longer a statereligion;one may be French

shuts himself up in one determinate culture, called , Aglaaroe wa_ the Aczopoll$ itself, which was devotc_
national; he limits himself, he becomes immured, to _a_tng the country.
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Er'glish or German, while being Catholic, Protest- soul, a spiritual principle. Two things which,
ant or Israelite, or while practicing no religion, in truth, make only one, constitute that soul, that

Religion has becomean individual matter; it con- spiritual principle One is in the past, the other
corns the conscience of each person. The divis- in the present. One is the possession in common
ion of nations into Catholic and Protcstant no of a rith legacy (if memories; thc other is the
longer exists. Religion, which, fifty or more actual consent, the desire of living tdgethcr, tile

3,ears ago, was so considerable an elemcnt in the disposition to continue to give value to the undi-
formation of Bclgium, keeps all its importance vided inheritance they have received. Man is not
in the internal tribunal of every person; but it improvised. The nation, like the individual, is
is almost-entirely outside of the reasons which the outcome of a long past of efforts, sacrifices

mark the limits of peoples.--4. Community of and devotion. The worship of ancestors is the
interests is assuredly a powerful bond among lno_t lcgitimale of all; our ancestors have made
men. But are interests sufficient to make a us what we arc. An heroic past, great men and
nation? I think not. Community of interests true glory are the social capital on which the
makes commercial treaties. There is a senti- idea of a nation is based. To have a common

mental side in nationality; it is body and soul glory in thc past, a (.ommon will in the present;
at ttle same time: a zollverein is not a fathcr- to have done grcat things together, Io desire to
land.--5. Geography, or what is called natural do still more; thesc are essential conditions for

boundaries, certainly plays a considerable part being a people. On(; loves in proportion to the
in the division of nations. Geography is one sacrifices to which he has consented, the evils he

of the essential factors of history. Rivers have has suffered. One loves the house he has built
led the races; mountains have arrested them. and which he transmits. Tile Spartan song:

The former have favored, tile latter imve limited, "We are what you were; we shall be what you
historic movements. Can one say, however, as _,re," is, ill its simplicity, the abridged hymn of

certain parties believe, that the limits of a cvery fatherland. In the past, a hcritage of glory
nation are written down on the map, and that andof regrets to share together; in the future, lhe
the nation has a right to adjudge itself what is same programme to be realized: to have suffered,
necessary to round out certain contours, to reach enjoyed aud hoped together; these are worth
a certain mountain or river, to which one attrib- more than common custom houses and frontiers
utes, a pr/ori, a sort of limiting faculty? I know in conformity with strategic ideas; these can be
of no doctrine more arbitrary or more fatal, understood, despite diversities of race and of lan-
By it all violence is justified. And in the first guage I said just now, "to h,tve suffered to-
place, is it mountains and rivem which form gether." Yes, suffering in common unites more
these pretended natural boundaries? It is incon- than joy. In the matter of national memories

testable that mountains separate; but rivers unite the gricfs are worth more than the triumphs;
rather. And then all mountains could not carve for they imposc duties, they command effort in
out states. Which are those that scparate and common.--A nation is then a great solidarity,

those which do not separate? From Biarritz to constituted by the scntiment of the sacrifices that
Tornca there is not a mouth of a rivcr which has, have l)ecn made, and by those which the people
more than another, the characteristics of a bound- are still disposed Io make. It supposes a past ; it

ary. If history had so determined, the Loire, is, however, summed up in the present by a tan-
the Seine, the Meuse, the Elbe and thc Odor gible fact: the consent, the clearly expressed de-
would have, as much as the Rhine, that character sire of continuing the (.ommon life The exist-
of a natural boundary, which has caused so many ence of a nation is (if the metaphor be portals-
infractions of the fundamental right, which is the sible) a continued plebiscitum, as the existence of
will of men. Pcople talk of strategic reasons, the individual is a perpetual affirmation of life.
:Nothing is absolute; it is clear that many conces- This is, to he sure, less metaphysical than divine

sions must be made to necessity. But it is not right, less brutal than the elaimcd historic right.
necessary that these concessions go too far. lu accordance with the ideas here sullmittcd, a

Otherwise, every party will lay claim to his nation has, no morc than a king, the right to say
military exigencies, and there will be endless war. to a province: "You belong to me, I take you."
No, it is not land any more than race that makes To us, a province is its inhabitants. If any one
a nation. The land furnishes the substratum, tile has a right to be consulted in that matter, it is the

field for the struggle and the labor; man furnishes inhabitant. It is never for the real interest of a
the soul. Man is everything in the formation of nation to annex or to retain a country against the

the sacred thing called a people. Nothing ma- will of th'lt country The wishes of nations are,
terial is sufficient for it. A nation is a spiritual in fact, the only legitimate criterion, that to which

principle, resulting from the profound complica- it must always return.--Wc have driven out of
tions of history; a spiritual family, not a group politics metaphysical and theological abstractions.

determined by the configuration of the soil. We What remains, after that? )Ian remains, with
have just seen what will not suffice to create such his desires and needs. One may say that seces-

a spiritual principle: race, language, interests, sion, and, in the end, the crumbling away of na-
religious affinity, geography, military necessities, lions, are the consequence of a system which puts
What more then is wanted? -- III. & nation is a these old organizations at the mercy of wills often

112 voL. H.-- 59
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little enlightened. It is clear that in such a mat- alien- blood, French, for example, instead of a
ter no principleshould be pushed to excess, weak colony of kindred blood, been interposed
Truths of thiskind are applicableonly ina very between New England and Pennsylvania--who
general manner. Humanity desireschange; but can tellhow long itwould have taken to combiue
what does not change? Nations are not eternal, the whole mass intoone nation? Perhaps--in
They had a beginning,theywillhave an end. A deed. almost certainly--theseveral elements
European confederation will probably supply would have gone on foreveron theirseparateway,
theirplaceon thatcontinent• But such isnot the out of harmony with that law of nature which
law of the age in which we live. At the present seems to have marked out the centralzoneof the

time the existenceof nations is well,and even continentasthe habitatof a singlenation,and so
necessary. Their existenceis the guarantee of failingto reachthe high possibilitiesof theirex-
liberty,which would be lostifthe world had only istence. Whatever evidence of design thiscou-
one law and only one master. By theirdiverse currence may show, of human design thereisno
faculties,which are often in opposition,nations trace. Anxiety to keep the golden treasureland
servein the common work of civilization.Isolat- which Columbus had opened; the temporary heat
ed, they have theirweaknesses. An individual of a Canadian summer; the treacheryof a pilot;
who should have the faultsheld asdesirablequal- anxietyto avoidtheneighborhood of theSpaniard
itiesin nations; who should cherish vainglory, on the south and of the Frenchman on thenorth:
and be in thisregard jealous,egoisticand quarrel- these,and an infinitevarietyof otherinfluences.

some; who would bear nothing without drawing took each people to itsappointedplace,or kept
his sword, would be the most insupportableof it there._The lastof the distinctEnglish colo-
men. But alltheseparticulardiscordsdisappear nieswas founded in 1732. (SeeGEORGIA.) Be-
when the whole isconsidered.-- To recapitulate,ginning with thisdateitisnecessary,first,to lay
Man isnot the slaveof hisrace,his tongue,his specialstresson the faetof the generalhomogen-
religion,or of the courses of riversor the direc- eityof the invading army of whites which isnow
tionof mountain chains. A greataggregationof firmlyfixedupon the Atlanticcoast,with a west-
men, of sound mind and warm heart,createsa ward stretchof 3,000 milesof wildernessbefore

moral consciencewhich iscalleda natlon. While it. From Floridatothebay ofFundy, everything
thismoral conscience proves itspower by the isEnglish. Almost in the centrethereisa break.
sacrificeswhich the abdicationof the individual the former Dutch colonies,New York and New
requires for the benefit of a community, itLS Jersey,but the break ismore apparent than real•
legitimate,and has the rightto exist. If doubts Even beforetheirconquest by the English,seventy

arise with regard to boundaries, consult the yearsbefore,they had been almost overcome by a
people on the disputed territory.They have a steadyinflux of English colonizationand influ.
rightto have theiropinion consideredin the mat- ence,and a half century of possessionhas made
ter. This will bring a smile to the great politi- thisinfluxcompletelyovermastering. Ifwe look
clans,those infallibleswho pass theirlivesin de- tolanguage,which isthe suresttest,we findEs-
ceiving themselves,and who, from the heightof glisheverywhere predominant in New York and
their superior principles,take pity on our low -New Jersey,and verycommonly to theexclusion
views. "Consult the people--pshaw! whatinno- of the Dutch. The Dutch pastorshave already
cencel Those are only worthlessideaswhich aim been forced to preach alternatelyin Englishand
to substitutefor diplomacy and war means of in- iu theirown language. Whitefield,in 1739,finds

fantinesi_nplicity."We can waituntilthe reign no break in his work by reason of alienageof
of politicianshas passed: we can sufferthe dis- people or language in New York or.New Jersey,
dain of the powerful. Perhaps, aftermuch in- nor can we. Therehad beena break,indeed,but
effectualgroping, people will turn back to our the union had taken place so naturallyand st)
modest empiric solutions.The way tobe rightin thoroughly thatthe lineof fracturewas already
the future,isto know at certaintimeshow to be almost undistinguishable, Within its foreor-

resignedto being out of fashion, dained limits,the whole populationispractically
RENAN. of one blood and language. -- In civil govern-

E.J. L_OHA_U, Pc. ment there is the same homogeneity. All ac-
knowledge the same kiu_ and the same common

NATION, The (r_ U. S. ttm'_ORY). I. 1799- law; all have kept up their own parliaments and
89. It has been suggested elsewhere (see DEC- parliamentary government, no matter whether it
LARATION OF INDm'EN'DENCE), that the American be by their king's free grace or by stress of cir-
Union of states, so far as human agency is con- cumstances; all are free from any tt_ce of nobility
cerned, is not so much the creature of design as tbe or privileged classes. _ In social economy the
result of necessity. Every influence conspired to conditions are the same. In spite of the inevi-
produce it, though the concurrence of settlement table variations in non-essentials, the fundamental

by F,nglishmen within just the zone, from Florida facts of family life are the same everywhere, and
to the great lakes, whose climate was most kindred persons or families, who remove from one colony
to that which they had left, was undoubtedly the to another, fit into their new places as naturally
great fact which colored all that came after it. as into the old. Instances, such as that of Frank-

Had it been otherwise--had a strong colony of lin, are too numerous to require special referent,'.
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No one feels himself to be less "an Englishman" to the national idea. Virginia, New York, New
because of his removal from Massachusetts to Jersey and New England troops, fighting side
Pennsylvania or from South Carolina to New by side with British troops, learned to make
York. --In religion the conditions are the same: the essential distinction between an Englishman
all the colonies are Protestant. Maryland alone and a provincial, or A.merican; and, that lesson

is nomina, lly Catholic; but the absolute toleration once learned, the rest was easy. The only neces-
of its proprietors has,from the beginning opened sity was that a new occasion should be found
the doors so widely to Protestant immigration for national action.--The policy of the British
that the Puritan settlers in 1655-6, and a "Prot- ministry, at and immediately after the peace of
estant defense association"in 1689, were able to 1763, was singularly unfortunate. By forcing
seize the government and disfranchise the original France to surrender her Canadian provinces, it

Catholic settlers until the revolution. -- A popu- relieved the English colonies from the threaten-
lation so prepared by juxtaposition, by continuity, ing danger which had long made British protec-
by natural boundaries, and by homogeneity of tmn seem essential to their security. By initiat-
blood, language, civil government, social econo- ing the attempt to transform a strictly British
omy, and religion, may be divided by the king's parliament into an imperial parliament, with
decrees into separate "colonies," but the decrees absolute power of taxation over a British peo-

,of a higher power titan the king have already ple not represented in it, it forced into existence
made them one nation. So long as their attention the most pressing of all occasions for national
is exclusively taken up by the busy activities of action inAmerica. (See REvoLUTION.) Thetwo
Immigration and settlement, they will ignore influences, acting together, finally precipitated
their fundamental union; but the very fll_t neces- the formation of a distinct national government
sity that impels them to national action will re- in 1775.--In 1765 the first body which can be
sult, not so much in the formation of a single na- considered representative of the colonies in gen.
tion, as in a demonstration of the fact that that oral held its meeting; but its proceedings were

nation is already in existence. So early as 1643 a not legislative, and were confined to declarations
partial union had been begun (see NEW E:NGL.a.ND and petitions. (See STAMP-AcT CONGRESS) On
UNION), but the Indian dangers which impelled it the revocatiou of the stamp act the dawning na-
were not sufficiently formidable to perpetuate its tional spirit again subsided --The renewal of the
existence, and the people gradually subsided again scheme of parliamentary taxalion, and, still more,
into political quiescence. The first real pressure the assertiou of thc right of parliament to abrogate
toward national action, and that only exerted civil government in America at its pleasure by
upon the northern portion of the people, came the abolition or alteration of clmrters, roused the
from the inevitable conflict with the French in national spirit at last to something like a self-con-
Cauada. --The English settlements have been al- ._cious existence. In 1774 the continental congress

ready compared to an invading army, moving first met; in 1775it became a real national saNcta-
toward the west. On the north another people, bly; in 1776 it took the unretraceable step of re-

the French, had already begun asimilar invasion, nouneing allegiance to the crown. (See Co,-
but with far inferior prospects of success. Its OREBS, CONT_ENTAL; DECLARATIO_ OF IND_-
prmmry base, the valley of the St. Lawrence, was PENDENCI-._) -- Franklin, in 1770, laid down as the

comparatively narrow, and in winter almost in- ground of justification of the American resistance
acces_ible; its line of march was contracted, and to parliamentary taxation, that "the scveral col-
by natural limitations was bent toward the south- onies have equal rights and liberties, and are only

west at Niagara; and from that point it lay direct- connectcd, as :England and Scotland were before
ly across the path of advancing English mi.,_ra- the union, by haviug one common sovereign, the
tion, which, in full column, was to strike the king"; and this has been taken as a text for the
French line in flank and at its weakest point, modern doctrine of slate sovereignty by tho_ who
The result of a conflict under such conditions forget that the king was an integTal and essential

might have been easily foreseen; the French line part of the sovereignty of each colony, and that,
was broken at the first shock, and the English through him, the "sovereignty" of the colonies
swept on to the Mimissippi. (l_e WARS, I.) But was itself in common from the beginning. (See
_he conflict itself was an impelliug force to an- STXTE SOV_RmO_TY.) The warfare of the revo-
other attempt at union (see ALm_NY PLAN OF lution was not at first aimed against the king's
/L'Nm_), and it is noteworthy that a part of its de- share of the sovereignty at all, but against the
s_gn was "that the colonies would by this con. usurped domination of parliament. Until July4,
nection learn to consider themselves, not as so 1776, then, the king remained sovereign of Amer-

many independent states, but as members of the ica de jure, but a de facto national assembly had
same body." The frame of government which united into one, by their own consent, the domin-

was proposed gave the legislature distinctly na- ions which he had originally made separate. (See
tional pc)wers, but reserved to the crown the pre- DECLXRa'rIoN OF INDEPENDENCE, ALLEGIANCE.)
r0gativeswhich were tl_ena part of the theory The courseof eventsmay besummarizedbysay-
of the British constitution. Though the plan ing that the transformation, by general popular
failed of adoption, the common efforts of the will, of the continental congress into a revolu-

northern colonies throughout the war gave form tionary national assembly, after the first blood-
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shed, April 19, 1775, made George III., though claim and enforce its rightful place as a member

without his own consent, king of one American of the family of nations, was at last organized by
nation, instead of thirteen, as before; and by the the adoption of the constitution. (See CO.'_STI-
declaration of independence, and its successful TUTION, II. ; JAY'S TREATY.) From that time be-
establishment by war, this last sovereignty was gan the seventy-six years' struggle between the

wrested from him and passed to a stronger than national idea and the particularist state fe_,ling,
he, the people of the United States. There it which ended in 1865 with the final e.Qtablishment
must continue to be vested until some stronger of the former as an integral principle of Ameri-
power shall disturb or change its location.--Ac- can politics.--II. 1789-1801. The word " nation"
cording to this view of a much debated question, and its derivatives were by no means favoriles in
April 19, 1775, must be taken as the formal date our early political history. Instead of them, use

of the birth of the new nation. All proceedings was almost invariably made of vaguer phrases.
before that date are to be construed, so far as pos- such as "tlle people," "the public," "the public
_ible, by the municipal law of the thirteen corn- welfare," "the established gvvernmenL" "the
monwealths, as recognized parts of the British union," "the confederacy,'" "our common couu-
empire. All the great events after that date, the try," "the community." Even when the iuvidi-
declaration of independence, and the ratificalion ous word occasionally crept into use, its sense

of tile articles of confederation and of the consti- was almost invariably geographical rather than
tution, must be considered mere mtmlcipa] pro- political. The underlying feeling in regard to it.
eeedings of a nation already in existence, which, may be gathered from an extract from the debate
however, still found it most natural and con- in the house of representatives, Aug. 15, 1789, oa
venicnt to work through and by the state form of the proposed amendment prohibiting an estabh_h-
organization. But the intermediate event, the ment of religion. "Mr. Madison thought, if the
origin of the nation itself, is to be viewed .under word ' national' was inserted before ' religion,' it
neither head, but in the light of admitted prin- would satisfy the minds of honorable gentlemen.
ciples of international law. The above described Mr. Gerry did not ]ike the word 'national,' and
merging of the separate sovereignty of the colo- lm hoped it would not be adopted by the house.
nies, the crown being a part of each, into a com- It brought to his mind some observations that
mort sovereignty of one nation and aking, did not had taken place in the conventions at the time
take place by overmastering foreign force, as in they were considering the present eonstituti,)n.
the case of Poland; nor by the wholesale pur- Those who were called anti-federalists at that
ch_seof a venal national assembly, as in the c_tse time complained that they had injustice done
of Ireland; nor by the actual sale of the alienated them by the title, because they were in favor
sovereignty by its former sovereign, as in thecase of a federal government, and the others were
of Louisiar.a; nor by the conquered nation, as the in favor of a national one. Mr. Madison with-
price of a treaty of peace, as in the case of Alsace drew his motion, but observed that the words
and Lorraine; but by the free and irrevocable 'no national religion sh_dl be established by law'
consent of the whole people. When the merger did not imply that the government was a national
had taken place, and when his share of the sorer- one." This negation of nationality as a pcrma-
eighty of the whole mass had been wrested from nent political fact, was n_)t confined to one party,
the king by the whole people, the titleof the new but was a common feeling, expressed in plain
sovereign was as valid as that of the old. Argu- words by some, and in significant silence by
merit, atJany rate, can hardly prevail agait_st it. others; and debates can only be understood as
Such a power as that of a nation, when once set the deliberations of voluntary partners, who we_'e
free, is not to be conjured back into a bottle again joint in action, but several in interest, and each
by the words of any master of dialectics. --In its of whom had in view a possible withdrawal from
original form, that of tile so-called "continental theflrmif hisinterestswereuup]easantlyviolated.
congress," the new national government was at --But, however common this feeling, it was not
first revolutionary and not limited by any organic quite universah The nation had not only been

:,_. law. (See CONGRE88, CONTINENTAL.) The first at- born, but had forced its way into its own place,
tempt to frame an organic law for it was defective and though the great mass of the people wcr('
by reason of the survival of very much of the state willfully or naturally blind to its existence, thcr_'
sovereignty of the British colonial constitution, were a few who saw the germ clearly, and fore-

the evils of the survival being even aggravated saw its possible development. Chief among thc_(_"
by the elimination of the crown's share of the was Washington: his habits of mind, early train
sovereignty, which had formerly been the corn- ing, breadth of view, and utter lack of sympathy
mon bond of union. (See CONFEDERATION, AR- with the politicians of his own state, combined
_CLES OF; STATS SOVEREIGNTY.) The situation to make his politics entirely national; while the
was tersely and exactly described in Hamilton's absolute confidence which the people at large re-

striking sentence: "A nation without a national posed in him made him extremely effe ctiv(_"
government is an awful spectacle." It was not Second to him in effectiveness, though far beyond
until 1789 that a true national government, auto- him in political ability, was Hamilton, to whn.-c
matic, complete in all its parts and functions, suggestion was due almost every nationalizing

having jurisdiction over individuals, _nd fitted to mea.,atre of the period 1789-95. All his grc.'tt
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_a_easures--the incorporation of the national relation was continuously voluntary on the part of
i)ank, the assumption of state debts, the creation each and all the states. The idea isthussummed
,of a national debt, the protection of domestic up in Jefferson's letter to Johnson, June 12,

manufactures by a high tariff, and the enforce- 1823: "The capital and leading object of the
ment of an excise law--were intended to develop constitution was to leave with the states all au-

the germ of nationality: the first foul' by the thorities which respected their own citizens only,
.creation of interests, albeit selfish interests, and to transfer to the United States those which
which should not be bounded by state lines, but re-per'ted citizens of foreign or other states; to
should run tllroughout the nation, form a bond make us sew:ral as to ourselves, but one as to all
of union, and struggle as if for their own life others;" and still more fully in Jefferson's letter

against any disintegration of the Union; and the to Edward Livingston, April 4, 18"24 : "The
last named by forcing a recognition of national radical idea of tile constitution of our govern-'

power and laying a precedent for its future use, ment is that the whole fiehl of government is
if it should prove necessary. The support which divided into two departments, domestic and for-

was given to all of thc'se measures by the federal- sign (the states in their mutual relations being of
ists tended strongly to the political education of the latter); that the former department is reserved
that party, but the education was superficial, not exclusively to the respective states within their
radical. Vining, of Delaware, in the debate on own limits, and the latter assigtled to a separate
.the national batik, referring to "the act by which set of functionaries, constituting what may be
the United States became a free and imtependent called tim foreign branch, _hich, instead of a
nation, said that from that declaration they de- federal basis, is establL_.hed ,as a distinct govern-
live all the powers appertaining to a nation thus ment quo(ut hoc, acting as the domestic branch
circumstanced"; and thefederalistseuate, initsan- does on the citizens directly and coercively."
swer to the president, Nov. 9, 1792. calls the excise From this theory the idea of the United States
taw "a law repeatedly sanctioned by tile attthol'ity as a nation was carefully eliminated ; it was only
of the nation." But these two strong expressions, "a distinct government q_wad hoc," dependent

both apparently derived from Hamilton, stand al- for its continued existence on the good will of
most isolated among the federalist arguments, the states which voluntarily formed it. To the
which regularly attempted to defend tIamilton's objection that such a uuion would be worse than
measures on economic, not on national, grounds, unstable, the letter last cited answers thus: "A.

In fact, the federalist politicians were as blind as government held together by the bands of reason
their opponents to the idea that "the nation" was only requires much compromise of opinion; that
nt_w a political entity, distinct even from "all things even salutary should not be crammed
_th_.states"; and when their economic support of down the throats of dissenting brethren ; and
Hamilton's measures proved to be a failure, they that a great deal of indulgence is necessary to
were as ready as their opponents would have strengthen hal)its of tmrmony anti fraternity. "
been to suggest a "dissolution of the partnershit)." -- In the beginning some of the leaders of the
(See BA_K CONTROVERSIES, II. ; FEDERAL PXltTV; new party were disposed to treat tenderly, if not
_ECESSION, I.) The supreme court from tile be- altogether favorably, the idea that the ohcdience
ginning took the Hamiltoniau view. In its first of individual citizens to 1he federal government
great case, Chishohn vs. Georgia, in February, shouhl also be vohmtary; but before 1800 the

1793, Chief Justice Jay's opinion is a complete programme of the republican, or democratic,
synopsis of nationalizing views; and Justice party had settled down lo that which is given
Wilson, after summing up the whole case as corn- above, lu its fundamental idea tile ma.,_ of the
pri_ed in the question "Do the people of the people, consciously or unconsciously, believed
(;ailed States form.a nation?" answered that they firmly; and the opposition of the feder'dists to it
had intended "to form themselves into a nation was angrier because it was half-hearte[t. Most

for national purposes." But the business and of them were nationalist only for party reasons;
influence of the court were as yet comparatively their alien and sedition laws were distinctly
small; and i_ was not until 1816-20 that it became party, not national, measnres; and when they

a l)_werfnl factor in ac(:omplishing the results lost control of the fedcl_).l government in 1801
which Jay and Wilso. had indicated in 1793. they became a p.trty of outs seeking to get in
(See JUI)ICXARY, II.)--In the meantime a party --a discredited, factious opposition, without a

had been forming which more exactty represented policy and without tile desire for one. Hamil-
tile feelings of the people. (See DE_cOCRATIC- toll'S work was then to be done over again, and
REPU_LICX._I PaZtTY.) Its formal grouml of done better. Theplant which lie had tried to force
union was a desire for a strict construction of the into a premature fruitfulness was to grow into

constitution, "but this was really only an answer natural and h'trdy life as an indigenous product
t(_ the theory of broad construction introduced of the soil.- IIl. 1801-15. From the accession
by Hamilton (see COI_STRI3CTmN); a more funda- of the democratic party to federal power in 1801
taleutal bond of union was the belief that the its fund'tmental tenet was to be for the next sixty

ztates, while forming one nation in respect to for- years the actual or nominal canon of American
sign nations, were separate, distinct and sovereign politics, the Procrustean bed to which all political
as to one anQther, and, further, that this national faiths were to be fitted; and yet during all that
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time it was undergoing in one section of the Union Mz._'s.) The supreme court began aline of dc-
a progressive change, the depth and extent of cisions in which the national idea was to find its
which was first made manifest in the spring of first authoritative enunciation. (See JUDICIARy,
1861. The first period of this change relates to II.) Above all, one of the most powerful factor_
the department which Jefferson considered pe- in nationalizing the United States, foreign immi-
culiarly that of the federal government, that of gration, had begun its flow. In the ten years
foreign affairs. -- It was easier to announce than ending in 1829, 150,000 bad thus been added to
to enforce the doctrine that the states were foreign the population ; and though this was but a small
to one another and yet a halloa to all other pew- part of the 5,000,000 who were to come befort,
era. Foreign nations naturally refused to accept 1860, it was larger than the population _ff _f_uth
the American national coin at any higher value Carolina, New Jersey, New Hampshire, Georgia,
than that for which it passed current in its own Rhode Island or Delaware had been at the adop.
country. Democratic politicians during this pc- tion of the constitution. To the immigra_t 1he
riod frequently used the words "nation" and United States was everything, the state little or
"national," but not in a sense which was calcu- nothing; and this stream of nationalism could
lated to inspire any large amount of respect in not but exert in time an appreciable effect on the

the great European belligerents. Year after year regions which it covered. But this immigration
the demands, the remonstrances, the entreaties, hardly toucl|ed the slave states; it seemed to avoid
almost the prayers, of the "voluntary confc_lem- them as by intuition, and to confine itself to
tion" met with either denial or silent contempt, that section of the country in which labor lind
until the great democratic leader regretfully been freed from every badge of inferiority.-
echoed Silas Deane's wish that an ocean of fire, Had this influence of immigration been the only
instead of water, had been placed between the one which was at work to discriminate the two
two hemispheres. Embargoes and non-inter- sections, it could hardlyhave failed finally, though
course laws only served to swell the chorus of slowly, to make the north completely national,
denunciation from New England, and to con- while leaving the negation of nationality as gen-
vince the belligerents that the western republic eral in the south as it had been throughout tlle
was no more a nation in its foreign than in its whole country for twenty years after 1789. But
domestic relations. (See EM-SAROO.) -- Eleven a still stronger influence was at work in th_ south
years of such experiences were never wholly to convert its negation into an angl h' denial of m_-
lost. They roused at last a thoroughly na- tionality. V_hitney's invention of the cotton gin
tional spirit, which burst the shackles of party, in 1793 had made slave labor profitable ill the ex-
thrust many of tim old democratic leaders out of treme south, and slave raising equally l_rofitabh •

power, converted tile rest, and in 18t2 deelared in the border state,s; the whole slave sc¢.tio_ had
war against Great Britain. (See WARS, IIl.; one controlling interest in common; state sorcr-
COl_VEN'r:to_, HARTFORD.) Though the peace of eignty had developed lute tile far more dangelou,
Ghent did not secure a single object for which form of sectional sovereignty; and thc south
war was declared, it served a greater purpose: it had already assumed the attitude of an i;J_l_';'i,z_
made the United States a nation in every sen_ of in impm'io, a nation within, and directly oppo<ed
the word so fat' as its foreign affairs were con- to, the nation. (See SL.,,V'ERY.) Befort" 1830 the
cerued. A people with whose frigates British no]'theru divergence from the original basis of
war vqlsels had learned to refuse battle, except A.merican politics was plainly perceptible to
on rigidly equal terms, might claim a place in the southeru politicians, who saw it with an h,)u-
family of nations, not by tolerance, but by right, est and unaffected horror and dismay, entirely

Even in domestic affairs a step nearly as long unconscious that they themselves were at the
had been taken. It was "the nation," not a same time steadily drifting in the opposite di-
"'voluntary confederation," that haddeclared war rection. In 1882,--3 an attempt was made by
and had carried it to an end, despite all the dread- South Carolina to arrest the evil by her ou'n

ful possibilitit.s of the great democratic dogma, if sovereign will. (See l_l'_Lr_rcATm_.) It faiied,
New England had ventured to enforce it in prac- and its failure is a landmark in the progre_ _,f
tice. The very locality of the last great battle, on the national feeling. It was plain henc_.forw:_rd
the outskirts of the republic, near the distant and that no single state, nothing but a secti_,n:tl c-l-
only vaguely known city of New Orleans, was a lection of states, could ever lmpe to re_i_t the
token of empire before which state lines faded growing power of the nation.- The currel_t _)f
away. The close of the year 1815 left the United events was checked for a little, about this r_mc.
States a nation, recognized as such by others and by tlmt which was in the end to hurry it f)nxv.t_'d

apparently on the high road to a similar recogni- with far greater rapidity, the sudden ]u.t.dtlmt
tion within its own borders. _ IV. 1815--65. The nance of democracy iu the north. (Sec D].:._o-

tokens of the rising interuM national spirit are CRX'I'IC P._d_tTV, IV.) At ficst it brought H_to

ahundant for a few years after the war. The ex- power leaders whose only gauge of dem_,cntt'Y
periment of a national bank was again tried, was state rights; in the end, by increa.ql,g e,_,r-
(See BA_-_K Co_Rovmusms, III.) The question mously the number of voters in each stale. _t m_dc
of internal improvements at national expense state hnes dimmer, the interests of the statt: _e._s
made its appearance. (See L_galqA_ I_aovg- a matter of personal pride to individual voter_,
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and thus tended more and more to make the ha. That the answer would be so emphatic, that the
tion more prominent. In the south the existence masses outside of the slave states had been so

of a ruling cla_ of slaveholders counteracted permeated by the national spirit, seems to have

the nominal universality of suffrage, and kept been totally unsuspected by the leaders of any
the state idea in full vigor. :Nevertheless the party. The echoes of Horace Greeley's protest
formal language of the leaders of both the great against "a Union pinned together by bayonets,"
parties, whig and democratic, m_til about 1852, and ot his desire that the " wayward sisters"
agreed very closely on the question of the essen- should "depart in peace," if a fair majority of

tial nature of the government: all agreed gener, timir voters so wished it, had hardly died away
ally that the Union was a compact, formed by when the nation spoke f_r the first time in our
states; all were proud of the "voluntary" char- history. The startling contrast between the timid.

acter of the Union; M1 seemed to bc equally un- ity of the debates in congress in the winter of
conscious that the nation was already fully pre- 1860-61, and the "uprising of a great peoplc" in
pared to vindicate its own existence, and to com. thefollowing April, only shows that the northern
pcl tile permanence, volunta_'y or invohmtary, politicians had educated themselves into ign_
of the Union. :Northern politicians, at least, sccm rancc of their own supreme national feeling, as
never to have suspected the radical change that well as of that of their constitucnts. 'l'h(, first shot

had taken place in their own constituencies, in fired at the flag, the emblem of national unity,
which the nationalizing stream of immigration I tore the bandage from the eyes of both pohticians

had grown into a mighty river. In the six years I and people; and the war which followed was butending with 1855, 2,500,000 had been added to the exposition of a fact which had hitherto been
the population of the United States from this hidden under obsolete phrases. There was no
source, more thau in all the thirty years before, basis for the southern reproaches of such demo-
more, indeed, than the population of either the cratic leadcrs its Dix, Douglas and Dickinson,
whole north or the whole south had been in 1789. who had been for yc'_r,_ lauding the voluntary
--The essence of the long struggle as to the intro- nature of tile Union. aml who now threw all

duct.ion or prohibition of slavery in the territo- their soulsinto "the supl)ressiou of the rebellion."
lice is simple: were the territories the property of The man had thrown off the shortened garments

"all the states," or were they the property of of the boy.--The life of Jositdt Quincy, the most
"the nation"? (SceTERRITOrtIES.) In the former brilliant of the early federalist orators, was pro-
case, international comity certainly forbade the hinged until his ninety-third year (1864). He
offensive exclusion of that which any state recog- had been a part of the unsubstantial national
nized as property; if tile latter, the will of the edifice which Hamilton's magic had evoked out
nation, fairly expressed, was conclusive. The of nothing; hehad sccn itstall and disappearance;
opposition of the free-soil part), to the extension he had declared in congress, in 1811, that the dis-

of slavery was sectional iu its nature, and was solution of the Union was alre'tdy accomplished
intended to curb "the aggressions of tile slave (sec SEcEssm._. I.); he had introduced in the
power." In the opposition of the republican _tatesenatcof_L_-.sachu_cttsaresolution refusing
party the idea that the mttion, not "all thestatcs," to express auy approbation of the naval victori_
owned the territori_, appeared for the first of the United States in 1812--1_; and he lived to
time. It is but faint in tile platform of 1856, see the great mttional uplisiug after the fall of
where it consists only in a reference to tile aholi- Sumter. Nothing in his life is more suggestive
tion of slavery "in the national territory," while in this conncction, than the old man'._ rejt)icing

the democratic platform insists on "thc equal and womlering exclamation ill April, 1861: "Now
rights of all the states" in tim territories; hut it I k_ww that we are going to bca gl'eat natron!

took clearer form in every successive debate until I never felt sure of it before " From tllat hour
in 1857 it was the fundamental tenet of the party, the existence of the nation, as an integral clement
This introduction of "the nation" into the centre- in American politics, is a fact of whir h every man

vcrsy was one great reason, wholly dtsc,_nnccted is bt)und to take notice. It is noexotic, produced
with slavery, for the intense hatred with which by the forcing of moneycd interests. It is no

the south looked upon the republican party, pr(Jduct of " blood aml iron." It i._th(. result of
a hatred which the free-soil party, though kin- natural, slow, silent, continuous and certain
dred in purpose and equally bitter in language, growth. The very slowne.-s of its growth pro-
had _ever excited. A.nd one great secret of the sages the length of its future cxistcnc¢,, f(_r the
republican party's rapid growth was its success life of nations, hke that of animals, may be
in combining the democratic and the national estimated from th(,ir pcri()d of clu]dlmod The

ideas: the latter gave it a purpose; the former change from the colonial condition t() the nation
gave it methods which tim federal party would of the present day, diverse in blo¢_d, origin, in-
have despised, and the whig party had never terests, religion and culture, and yet thoroughly
learned to use, except in the inglorious success permeated by an intense spirit of nationality° is a
of 1840.--In 1861 a section of the Union at last fair illustration of the Spencerian formula of

combined to test the question whether tlmir con- progrcs'_, '" froln an indefinite, incoherent homo-
tinuauee as states in thc Union was "volunta_3,." gcm,ity to a definite, coherent heterogeneity,"--

(See SRcI_.,_ION, REBELLION, RECONSTRUCTION ) l'n thi_ lmc of considcration lies also the histori-
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col excuse for the action of the south in 1_)-61, question suggested. But a perfect answer may be
and the consequent rebellion. If slavery had found in that law which has always governed,

never existed in America, both sections would which still governs and which will always gov.
have gone ou in a common line of development, ern the political workings of the American mind,
admiring the "voluntary" principle of the Union, the law which makes the state formation an in-
but never thinking seriously of attempting to separable concomitant of national existence. The
enforce it, until some unexpected emergency separate existence of the original thirteen states
would fimdly have awakened both to the fact was undeniably due to tile king's will; but, if
that national union had taken tlle place of volun- they had not been iu existeuce in 1775, the nation

tal T association. Slavery was the only element would have discovered a way to evoke them, as it
antagonistic to the development of the nation, has sincc evoked twenty.five others. It chose in-

It had curbed and cramped the progress of the stinctively to work through the state formation in
uouth, and had reduced that section to even a 1775 and 1787-8: even in the ferment of the re-

lower plane of national life than that of 1789. belliou and the reconstruction, its whole energy
The conflict was inevitable; and if the price was bent to the preservation of "an indissoluble
which was paid was great, the result which union of indestructible states"; and it is an im-
was gained was inestimable. The shackles were possibility toconceive a future A_'/caa republic
struck from tbe limb_, not of the black alone, in which the state element shall be lacking. The

but of the superior race as well; the south had nation would resist an attempt upon the life of
then no barrier to her indefinite progress in the weakest and poorest state as instinctively and
the future; and in 1865, for tim first tim(', we as desperately as it would resist an attempt upon
may say that the United Slates wa._, as well as its own. It is conscious in every fibre, that it is a
were, a nation. _V. SrNCE 1865. The possible being which, like Milton's angels, "vital in every
future of the nation must be largely a matter of part, can not but by annihilating die."-- (See
speculation. There is one aspect of the question, STATE SOVEREIGNTY, FLAG, UNITED STATES.)

however, in which a recurrence to earlier history The authorities relied upon will usually be found

may be useful.--The preservation of the bound- under the articles referred to, but the following
ary lines of the states, as they had been marked should be specially cited: (I.) Lodge's tlistoryof
out in the various grants of the king, has always the Colonies/ Frothingham's Ri_ of the Republic;
been made the strongest argument against the (II) Benton's Debates _f God,gross, 138, 305, 383:
national character of the United States. If the 4 Jefferson's Works (cdit. 1829), 373, 391; (IV.)

continental congress, the articles of confedera- Bromwelt's History of lm.rJ_igratioa, 174, 175;
tion and the constitution were the work of the Quincy's.Life of Qui_ey, 523.

nation, why were the states so carefully recog- ALexaNDER JOHNSTON.
nized as essential fcatures in all of them? He

who accepts the nebular hypothesis will not NATIONAL BANKS. (See B_gz_o r_ U. S.
trouble himself with speculations as to the pos- and BANK CO_TROVERSr_.S.)
sible constitution of the universe if the original

nebula had been governed by a law of square or
triangular motion: he will take the law which ac- NATIONAL CAPITAL. (See CAPITA.L, N._.-
counts for all subsequent development. And he TrO,_AL.)

who studie_ the development of the national idea
in the Unf_ed St.tte_ must be prepared to find it NATIONAL CEMETERIES, for soldiers and

governed by law also, and must take the states as sailors, may he said to have originated in 1,_50.
an e_sential part of the nation. Iu this way only The army appropriation bill of that year appro-
could American individualism be reconciled to printed $10,000 "for purchasing, walling and
nationality. -- It is, therefore, useless to speculate ditching a piece of land near the city of Mexic,_,
on a possible absorption of state functions by for a cemetery or burial-ground for such of the
the federal government, the blotting out of state officers and soldiers of our army in the ]ate w'tr
lines, and the formation of a single centralized with Mexicoas fellin battle or died in a_d around
nation in their place. It would hardly be a com- said city, _nd for the interment of American cit-
plete answer, for all future time, to cite the name izens who have died or may die in said city."
of the nation, the United States, as a continuing The remains of federal soldiers and sailors who
pledge of state existence, or the express provision perished in the war for the Union, have been in-
of the constitution that no state shaU be deprived tcrred in seventy-eight inclosures owned by the

of an equal representation in the senate without United States, exclusive of those buried else-
its own consent; for in such matters, as Dr. where--a far more numerous host. In some of
Draper strongly expresses it, "there is a political these cemeteries, as at Gettysburg, Antietam,
force in ideas which silently renders protesta- City Point, Winchester, Marietta, Woodlawn,
tigriS, promises and gum'antees, no matter inwhat Hampt(_._ and Beaufort, handsome monuments

good faith they may have been given, of no have been erected, and others are in contem-
avail, and which makes constitutions obsolete." ptation. Following are the names and locations

Had the states no better guarantee for their ex- of all our national cemeteries, with the number
istence, it might be worth while to consider the of interments, known and unknown:
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z,a_r or _Arto_,,_ omrm'tm_s, many memorable discourses have been spoken.

At Arlington, James A. Garfield made, perhaps,
N_ _ LOCATIONS. Knowm [Unknown. tile greatest effort of his life. At Gettysburg,

[. Abraham Lincoln spoke that brief speech which

"_l"Y ............. 3,675 76 has become immortal.Woodlawn, " a, ............ 3,096 ..........
Bever[y_LN.J ......................... [ 142 I 7
Finn's Point, N. J ............................. 2,644 : NATIONAL DEBT. (See DEBTS.)
Gettysburg. Penn ..................... ] 1,967 ] 1,608
Phdadelphta, renn ................... 1 aS0 i _ NATIONAL PARTY. (See GR_h_ACK LA-Annapohs, Md....................... ] 2,289 _ 197
Antielam. Md....................... "2,S53 1,811 BOR PARTY.)
Loudou Park, Baltimore, Md......... 1,6'27. lot

Laurel, Baltimore, Md............... '232, 6 NATIONAL REPUBLICAN PARTY. (See,Soldiers" Home, Dmt. of Col ......... 5,813 288
Battle, Dist. of Col................... 43 .......... WHIG ])ARTY )
Grafton, W. Va...................... _ 6"20

11,91] 4_349

Arlington.Ah.xandria,Vava............................................... 3,43_1 1_ NATIONALITIES, Principle of. The pres-Bali's Blutr_Va ....................... ent generation has witnessed the birth of the prin.
Cold Harbor,VS. ..................... 67"2 1,281 ¢iple of naffm_alities, and this new principle hasCity Point, Va........................ $,779 I_374
Calpeper, Va ........................ 4.54 910 rapidly exercised a great influence on the Euro-
DanwUe, Va.......................... 1,171 1.35 pean situation. Henceforth nationalities will beFredericlt_,burg, Va .................. 2,487 12,770
Fort Harrison, Va.................... _..)39 575 politmal elements which must be taken into ac-
Glendale, Va ........................ 2:$3 961 COUnt, and whether we approve or reject this prin-Hampton, Va....................... 4,_ 494
FoplarGrove, _a ..................... 2,197 3,993 ciple, we can no longer ignore it.--What is the
l¢iehmond, Va........................ 811 5,700 principle of nationalities? It has been formulatedSeven Pines, Va ...................... 1.50 1,208
_taunton, Va ......................... '233 5'20 , thus: " The right of each nation to form itself
Winchester, Va ....................... 2,091 2,._1 into a people, into a separate state " From this1,.i:M

/_ie_Y°rkt°Wn'berne,VaN.........................C...................... 2,174748 1,_ l)roposititm a two-fold consequence is drawn: 1,
.P,.al_igh,N. C......................... 6(._ Ih_t the mass of a nation has the right to claim--,Salisbury, N. C....................... 12,0.32
Wilmmgtnn, N. C.................... 710 139S by urals, if necessary--the detached portions, the
Beaufort, S. C........................ 4,748 4,4_ groups of imtividuals belonging (or which areFlorence, S. C........................ 199 2,7._._ " " "
Andetsonville, Ga.................... 12,87B 959 suppo,,cd to llehmg) to the same nationality; 2,
3lartetta, Ga.......................... 7,182 2,963 that each group of individuals has tile right to
Barranea_. Flu........................ 791 657

Mobile, Ala ........................... 1,_51_ 112 withdraw--even violently--from the state with3,_r20 which it has formed a more or less legal, politicalCorlntlL MI_S.........................
....................... 2,780

12,704
Natchez, Miss. 3,_ body, fur a greater t)1' less period, in order to
Yict_burg, Miss......................
Alexamitm, La....................... 772 unite itself to the nation (or the state) toward
Baton Rouge, I_ .................... 2,_;8 495
Chalmette, La........................ li,1¢_,3 5,675 which (real or suppnscd) affinities of nationality
Port tlud_on, La...................... 59[i 8,'218 attract it. -- We shall examine further on the le-
Brownsville, Tcx ..................... 1,409 1,879 gitimateness of this principle. It is of il_por-San Antonio, Tex ..................... _07 lb7
Fa_etteville, Ark ..................... 431 781 tance, first of all, to inquire, what constitutes a
Fort _mith, Ark...................... 706 1.152
Little ff.ocl_.Ark ...................... 3,260 '2,3.37 nation, great or small? Is it a community of ori-
Chattanooga, Tenn .................. 7,991 4.963 gin or of race? Men seem to think s[)somctimes,

bort Dof,elson, Term ................. 2_ 511 hut we have only to r(,mcmber the RusMans andKuuxvllle, Term...................... 1,046
Memphi,. Tenn ...................... 5,159 8,817 the Poles, both Slaves, or the Germans and the
Nashville, Tenn ...................... 11 '89.4 46.q'2 Scandinavians, who are both of Teutonic race, toPlttsbur_ Landing, Term............. 1.2"29 2,361
_tone Ri, er, Tenn .................... 3,'820 2,314 reject this explanation. There are many races
Camp Nelson, Ky ..................... 2,4_'_/ 1,1£r5 which 'u'e nlade, up of a nulnber of nationalities:
(.'ave Hill. LouisviUe, Ky............. 8,342 5_'2 the Slavic race, for instance, is made up of Rus-

_w sians, Poles, Czechs. Ruthenians, Wends, and
Danville, Ky........................ 846
Lebanon, KV.......................... [ 5(,11
Lexington, ky ........................ [ 8'24 105
Logan's, Ky .......................... [ 345 8tiff others. Tilt" Tcutons, the Celts. the Fins, and
('r,;wn Hill, Indianapolis, lad ......... t)S6 S6 many other raee_, are al.-o subdivided into sever-
New An)any, Ind ..................... I 2,188 676
Camp Butler, Ill..................... 1,007 355 al branches. Neither is it the state, or political
Mouml City, Ill ....................... 2,505 2,7"21 commlmity, which fornls the nation. Austria in-
lex,ck l_land, Ill ...................... i 280 9
Jefferson Barracks, Mo............... ] 8_48 2,906 chides many nationalities, anti tile German na-
Jefferson City, Mo.................... [ 412 tionality is .-ub(livided into several states. Is it
Sprinzfleld, Mo....................... / B4.5 713Fort Leavenworth, _ .............. i 821 913 language that constitutes tile nation? A commu-
FortScott, Kan ....................... / 388 lfI nitv of language is con._idered by many authors
Keokuk, Iowa ........................ ] 610 21 .
Fort (;tbs,m Ind. Ter ................ | 2:2 2,212 as the true bond of nationality, and surely argu-
F:,rtMcPhei-aon, Neb ............... / 149 7295_ments are not wanting in favor of this opinion.
City of Mexico, Mexico .............. ] 254 Comnnmity of language is the result, if not of a

/ community of origin, at least of a prolonged

Total ............................. [ 170,960 147,495 union; it is also the cause of uniformity of man-

t nets, views and sentiments. The man whose

Excepting those in a few cemeteries in secluded I langalageis not understood is instinctively consid-
situations, the graves are publicly decorated an- ered ,as a foreigner, and for the uncultured man
_aually on "decoration days," on which occasions foreigner and enemy are synonynlous. Yet, the
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Swiss nationality on the one hand, and Belgium , patriotism. This is especially the case when the
on the other, include populations speaking differ- state includes populations speaking different lan-
eat languages. It might be also asked if geo- guages, but united by bonds of affection and
graphical position, community of name, religion, sympathy, as the Swiss and the Belgians. Tile
interests or history, constitutes nationality; and existence of these two nationalities of recent ere.
we might find somc fact to be used in support of, ation--at least in their actual form--is the more
and some serious objection to, the hypothesis remarkable since each fraction of these states
that either of these elements was tile basis of na- may consider itself as a disjointed member of a
tionality. Indeed, nationality is composed of all g_'eat nation (French, German and Italian).-
these put together. John Stuart Mill thinks that The feeling of nationality is mm_e or less exalted

there is a nationality wherever men are united by in states which contain the majority of a nation,
common sympathies which do not exist between one important part of which is detached from. but
them and other men, sympathies which lead them seeks to unite itself with, the mass of the nation.
to act in concert more readily than they would Such was recently the condition of Italy, such is.
with others, to desire to live under the same gov- still the condition of Greece. The same exalta-
eminent, and to desire that that same government tion of the feeling of nationality may appear in
should be exercised by them or by a portion of stales composed of diffel_ent nationalities whose
themselves. The sentiment of nationality may forces balance one another, as in Austria, or one

have been produced by various causes: it is some- of which exercises a greater or less supremacy
times the effect of the identity of race andstock; over the others, as in Russia and Turkey. --

frequently a community of language and relig- Europe presents, in fact, nearly all the combina-
ion contributes to create it, as geographical lhnits lions which theory can imagine, and this situation
also do. But the most powerful cause of all is could have been established only at a time when
the identity of political antecedents, the posses- the feeling of nationality scarcely existed, aml
sion of a national history, and consequently the when its piinciple had not been formulated.
community of tradition, of pride and humilia- Wlmt produced this feeling and especially the

tion, collective pleasure and regret are attached doctrine based upon it .9 Reaction against the
to the same incidents of the past. Neverthe- spirit of conquest.-- We do not thiuk we go too
less none of the_ circumstances is indispen- far in maintaining that all political prin(.iples
sable, nor ab6olutely sufficient in ilz_elfi -- We originate in some reaction. Anarchy engenders
find that there is no certain sign by which to principles of order and authority, and residers
characterize a nation strictly. In one place the even despotism tolerable. Absolute p¢)wcr, on
bond is made to consist in a common origin; the other hand, makes the want of liberty keenly
in another, in the community of language (wo felt, as well as all the guarante_ required 1)y it.
die d_utsche Zunge k_ngt); ia a third, geograph- It is only when deprived of a good, that we

ical limits (Belgium, Switzerland); in tim east, understand its value.-- Conquests have taken
even iu religion. The nation, therefore, ]s not place at all times, and in wars between ,_ations
a physical body or unity, but a moral body; difference of nationality envenomed the struggle;
it is not always determined by external facts nor but then the feeling of nationality was only an

by them alone, but by se_timent. -- It is important instinct. In our day, _aationality is a thought-out
to dwell,on this point, because more than one feeling, an idea resting on patriotism, the love of
consequence may be drawn from it. For exam- liberty and a whole series of moral wants. The
pie: the feeling of nationality may exist in the development of the instinct of nationalily in
whole nation, or only in the upper or lower class- Europe into a natural and sometimes impcriou_
es; it may be dormant or active; it may rest on feeling was delayed first by Christianily which

interests, or be opposed to them; and in each one made all christendom appear as a single nation.
of these cases it becomes manifest under a differ- Christian feeling was, for a time, stronger than

eat form and with a different energy. Now, the patriotism. In thc time of the league, religious
feeling of nationality is weak, strongor exalted, parties in France had no scruples in joining
according to the composition of the state. Let us Spain against their own country. The Gcrm:m
examine, therefore, the different relations and princes, on the other hand, did not hcsitate to
combinations which may be met here. The state invite foreigners to aid them in their struggles

may be formed of a single nationality and include against the emperor. Religious sttalgglcs were
the totality of the nation. We do not know perhaps the originators of l)atriotism by causing
whether this case has ever presented itself in his- a reaction. -- The reformation, by breaking the

tory. It did not in Egypt nor Palestine, and we unity of the church, was, in many respects,
do not know precisely whether it does in Japan. a great good, from the point of view of the
A state may also be composed chiefly of a com- progress of humanity.* A variety of worship_

pact nationality, and have but a small fraction of is indispensable in order to give birth to the
inhabitants of foreign origin: such, for example, idea of liberty of conscience, which itself mu_t
is France, whiel) easily a._imilates those elements
which it has already filled with its own spirit. * A multiplicity of religions is necessary, in order to

dtstln_miah rdigion from dogma, and to avoid confound"
In the two preceding cases, tim feeling of nation- |ug the denial of one or another detail of the official c_:e3
silty will be calm and be almost identical with with athena.
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precede the liberty of philosophizing, and even It was a characteristic sign of the times that when
to give birth to the liberty of making diseov- Fichte, who had just declared that nationality
eries in astronomy, in physics, in chemistry, was an unimportant thing, a narrow idea whicl_

and, above all, in history. -- The spirit of in- the human mind should reject in order to acquire
quiry, it is plain, is essentially aggressive in its the conception of cosmopolitan liberty, that
nature. When a man has mastered one ques- Fichte, we say, delivered his celebrated ' Addres_
lion, or thinks he has, he passes over naturally to the German Nation,' in which he made an up-
to another. Hence religion, philosophy, natural peal to the sentiment of nationality by basing oi}
and political sciences, had to be purified in the it alone the hope of safety for the country. The
crucible of inquiry, and the intellectual labor possibility of delivering such a discourse, unpun-
which resulted hastened the reaction which in the ished, at Berlin, under the eyes of French goner-
eighteenth century lose up against the absolutism sis anti agents, may serve to characterize the spirit
of princes, and which broke out in the French of the ,Napoleonic government; which did not

revolution of 1789. This revolution was com- neglect to persecute without mercy, wherever its
pletely foreign to the principle or feeling of ha- power ext_,nded, every movement against French
tionality; it was even hostile to it. In France, it domination. This fact proves that in France

roused the masses in favor of the unity of the they did not foresee the dangers threatening their
country (Rdpublique an2 et indivisible); there arose supremacy from this quarter. Wc know, more-

a feeling of hostility even against provincial tradi- over, that Napoleon considered such aspirations
tions, and, to put an end t_) these traditions, the as idle fancies of which he needed to take no

French departments were created; the accusation account."-- Let us now quote an authority
of fede_a/i_m was a death sentence. Now, French which may I)e considered as Italian, at least oa
federalism and thespirit of nationality have more account of the interests which he defended, J.
intimate relations than is supposed. Strange to de Maistre, (Corresp_iance diplmna(iq_(e): "Na-
say, side by side with or in opposition to a patriot- tions arc something in the world ; it is not permis-
ism carried to the point of exaltation, cosmopoli- sible to count them for nothing, t(> trouble them

tan feelings appeared, and French nationality was in their customs, their affections, in their dearest
solemnly granted to eminent foreigners whose interests, _ e. " And, further on: "It is not
reputation had reached France, but who did not hard to unite nation_ on a ceogral)hical chart;
think of leaving their native country. :Natural- but in practice it is very different; there are m_-
ization was readily given, for "nations arc lions which can not be blended. The Italian mind
brothers," the armies of the republic making war is in a ferment at this moment."-- We know not
only on tyl'anL_ and oppressors.-- 2Lnd still,what- whether an idea, once born. ever dies. Be this

ever may have been said of it, tim awakening of as it may, the idea of nationality did not have
the spirit of nationality is derived from the great time to die out for want of food. After the re-
French revolution in two very different ways. action of Europe against France, came the rcac-
The direct way, natural and glorious, is that tion of Greece against Turk_,y, that of Poland
which was opened everywhere by tim principles of against Russia, that of Italy against Austria, not
'89. These principles were inscribed on the ban- to mention fa('ts of minor import. Wc lmve just
net of the oppressed, and, while making them feel spoken of oppressed nationalities. If these na-

more vividlytheirdeprivationofliberty, reminded lions had found in their conqueror.- :_ ¢l)irit of
them that a nation united in spirit almost always justice and a liberal government, they would

atbfins its ends. The other way may be consid- perhaps have become accu,-tomed to their new
ered as indirect, since the sentiment of nationality situation ia tim(;. Their grievances were numer-

resulted from a reaction against the conquests of ous, though essentially of the moral order. But
:Napoleon I. Napoleon caused the birth of a new it is especially the enlightened classes of a ha-

power by ati_acking nationality in Russia, by lion which suffer from this kind of grievances,
freeing it in Italy, by defying it in Germany and and these classes are too small in number to resist
Spain. The sovereigns of these countries were their oppressors successfully. They felt, there-
deposed or lowered, and a system of administra- fore, the necessily of leaning on the masses, and
tion was introduced which was French in origin to rouse their inertia. To overcome their indif-

and spirit. The people reacted against these ferencc it was necessary to excite them by exalt-
changes. Resistance wins popular and spontane- ing the national feeling. A book printed in 1821
ous, for the former governments were absent or (l'I_alie au dix-_e,_vP.me ,_c/e, p. 148) says: "The
powerless; and it was national, for it was directed sentiment of national independence is more general

against foreign institutions. -- In a remarkable and more deeply engraved in the heartsof nati(xns

article by Reinhold Schmid, published in Ger- than the love of constitutional liberty. _ations
many, we find the following passage: "This nmst subject to dt,spotism have this feeling as
unceremonious treatment had the precise effect much as free nations; the most barbarous peoples
of rousing the national sentiment of Germany, haveit still more vividly thanenlightened nations.'"
so long dormant, and after the shameful defeat --Up to 1859 the principle of nationalities did
experienced in 1806 by the established govern- not go beyond the domain of theory, or that of
meat, an endeavor was made to find in the ha- internal affai_; the Italian war introduced it into

tional spirit new power for the war of deliverance, international law. It behooves us now to exam-
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ine more closely a principle which has already sides, a very serious danger, for it might be ad.
_caused teITible wars, and which threatens Europe vanced whenever the stronger wished to conquer
with more than one shock.--" When the senti, the weaker --It is important to state here. tim
ment of nationality exists anywhere," says John impossibility of deducing a strict right from
Stuart Mill, "there is aprimafarie r,,ason to unite the principle of nationalities. The most libersl
all the members of the nation.dity under the aulhor is obliged to admit limitations. This

same government, and under a government of is not all. J(_hu Stuart Mill, and the majo,'_ty
their own; this amou,_ts to saying that the ques- of publicists favorable.to nationalilies, seem t_,
tion of govermnent should be decided by the have forgotten that a state is a sort of mutl,.ll
governed. It is hard to imagine what a group of association in which there is a solidarity among
men should be free to do, if not to discover with the citizens who composc it. One may admit

"which of the various colleclive bodies of human this doctrine without being a partisan of the
beings it may associate itself." If we consider social contract. It is solely in virtue of these
the question under this abstract form, an answer mutual obligations, of these reciprocal duties, of
will not be very easily found to it. Once nation- this solidarity, that military service may be re-
al sovereignty is admitted, and as the nation is quired of citizens and some be called upon to
_composed of individuals, it is evident (abstractly allow themselves to be killed for all. :Now, how

speaking) that each indiwdual has his share of it can we permit a fraction of a nation to sepa-
and may choose his government. There is no rate itself from the state, to the prejudice of

contradiction in the words, and still each oac feels all and without tim consent of those who are

that the realization of this theory is impossible, therel_y injured? We admit that there may
It will be thought, perhaps, that wecarry the con- be cases in which we should be able to dis-

_sequences of the principle too far in applying it pense with this consent; however, in the pub-
to individuals. }dill himself applies it only to lic law of Europe the consent of those interested
" groups of men. " But what constitutes a group? has almost always appeared nccessal"y. Was

<re_, a hundred, or a thousand individuals? :No it not necessary to ratify in the Italian parli_-
international legislator has the power to fix this ment tile w_te of Savoy and Nice? All constitu-

number. Moreover if it were fixed, "in practice tions say: Cession of tcrritory can only take place
number of considerations might be opposed to by a law. Cahinets are not deceived in this, but

this general principle." This is what Mill says. publicists seem sometimes toignore it. In di._cus-
He finds two such considerations: one geograph- sions on the principle of nationalities, men take
ical, when a small territory is separated from the sides so warmly _ith one of the parti_.s that they
common centre by other nationalities, or when. are inclined to negiect to inform themselves what
as in tIungary, various nationalities form such a are the rights of the other, and become unjus_

mixture that they, of necessity, are obliged to through excess of justice. No provision of nat-
have a common government. The other consid- ural law, of that "law superior to all legislative
eration is.purely moral and social. "Experience enactment," prevents the union of several nation-
proves," s_ys Mill, "that it is possible for one ha- alities under the same government; o,,ce the pact
tionality to be melted and absorbed into another; concluded, it can not be dissolved without amply
and when this nationality was originally an in- sufficient reason by only one of the parties. An-

ferior or _backward portion of the human race, other difficulty might be raised here, which results
the absorb)lion is greatly to its advantage, iNo in a certain degree from the doctrine which we
-one could suppose tSat it is not more advanta- have just indicated. In international congresses

geous for a Breton or for a Basque of French it is claimed that decisions should be taken ul,an-
Navarre to lie drawn into the current of the imouslyo and that the vote of one state can never
ideas and feelings of a highly civilized and cul- bind the will of another. Might it not be main-
rivaled people, to be a member of the French rained that to be sanctioned by s_veral nations,

nationality, possessing, on the basis of equality, such a decision needs not a majority to pronounce
all the privileges of a French citizen, sharing the in a certain sense, but unanimity, as i,_ the ca_

adv'mtages of French protection, and thedignity of the verdict of an English jury? A vote which
and prestige of French power, than to sit too- decides nationality is not to be compared te a

roscly on his native cliffs, a half-savage specimen purely internal decision. Might it not be mare-
of times gone by, moving unceasingly in a nar- tained that, during the vote, there was a kind of
row intellectual orbit, without sharing or inter- suspension of the social bond? Moreover, the

esting himself in the general movement of the force of this consideration has been recognized
world. The same remark applies to the Welsh- implicitly for along time; in cessions of territory
man or to the Highland Scotch as a member of it is left expressly to each inhabitant, individual_/,

the English nationality."--We think the altugeth- to declare to what country he wishes to belong,
er g_tuitous supposition of the original inferi- without being bound by the vote of his neighbo,"
ority of the Bretons of France or the Britons of (if a vote has taken place). This is called op-
England superfluous. Mill might have dispensed tion. --We thus see that the principle of nation-
"with this argument. It is evident that a small altties carried too far, leads to absurdity, l_l'ation
group of men always gains fi'om being absorbed ality is an important political element, but it

&y a great nation. This argument presents, be- would be an error to let it dominate all others.
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Tc begin with, its source is of doubtful purity; these smaller nationalities do not take them to
it does not flow generally from justice or the sea- London, Paris. Berlin, Vienna or some other

timent of personal dignity, but from hatred of great centre. There are languages which seem
the foreigner, and frequently from ignorance, sentenced to perish, as there are nationalities
In the opinion of ancient Greece, all foreigners which must, it _ems, be h)st in others. And

were barbarians; and in that of Rome, enemies, why should this process of fu,ion which was
Is it to be believed that there is reason to with- so useful, even so necessary, twenty, ten, or five
(h-aw from a country where liberty rules, in order centuries ago, be stopped to-day?--Tim union
t,) join a nationality of the same race governed af several nationalities under the same govern-
by a despot? & group of men who should act meat could not, moreover, be considered as an

in this manner might be considered as "inferior evil at a time when Switzerland or Belgium are
and undeveloped." And justly. Do such men cited as first amon_ the most happy and prosper-
ask themselves what is the object of the state? otis countries. Can not each of the fr'mtions of
The state should satisfy certain moral and mate- these peoples preserve its originality if it wishes?
rial wants of men, and if men are connected with IIistory shows us, besides, that composite nation
a country which gives them these advantages, alities arc superior to nations free of all mix-
they should not leave it to joiua state which ture. Thus, the Romalfizcd Gaul w.s superior to
does not give them, whatever be the affinities of the druidic Gaul, and the character of modern
race and language. --The preservation of nation- France dates from the infusion of Germanic

ality is of secondary importance. IIistory shows blood. The same advantage appears iu all states
us how often nations have become mixed, changed in which the fusion was complete. In countries
or modified in character. It seems even that an where the nationalities brought in contact have
infusion of fresh blood--even barbarian blood-- remained or become hostile through the fault of
is necessal T to prevent old nations from falling the government, tile mixture has not had its el-
into decay. If purity of race were of use to hu- fect; but let equal liberty be given to all, and the
inanity, Providence or nature would have taken peaceable friction of varied aptitudeswill produce
some measure to secure it; while it suffices to be its usual result. --The principle of nationalities, as
born in a country to share the feelings of its peo- we have formulated it, does not possess absolute

pie. We have never understood what interest legitimatcness. While recognizing in each one the
a small gToup of individuals without history, right to choose a nationality to which lie prefers
embedded in a great and powerful statewhose tobelong, we shouht consider circumstances which
history is their own, could have in obstinately re- exercise a power similar to tliis right and limit its
maining in isolation. On the other hand, a nation- application, or at least render its exercise harmful
ality small in number performs an impolitic act to individuals, to nations, and to humanity. In

in withdrawing from a large state to form an in- the present state of things, the absolute applica-
dependent community. In the present condition cation of the principle of nationalities is even
of things it is unreasonable. From another point completely impossible; it would have to struggle
of view, small states are independent only by against material and moral obstacles sometimes
sufferance. If the six or seven great powers had inyineil)lc, or at least against powerful interests.
a le_ lively sense of the requirements of justice, One of these interests, with slender right, how-

or if they could agree on the terms of division, ever, in spite of the number of its partisans,
the small states would soon be absorbed. It is would appear under the form of the theory of

not sure that humanity or the progress of civiliza- natural j)'oMiers, and this theory is an excellent
tion would suffer thereby; but it is certain that criterion in distinguishing sincere adherents of
the creation of new small states would be a de- the principle of natioualitics from those who
rangement of the balance established with such lo_)k on it merely as a weapon. The theory of
(hfltculty in Europe, for they would simply natural frontiers is an argument of the conquer-
change masters. It is of small importance to a or, and the principle of nationalities is opposed
conquered city whether its garrison belongs to a to conquest. But there are persons who are in
neighbor of the east or the west.--From the point favor both of the frontiers and of nationalities,

of view of the progress of humanity, the present according to the wants of the moment. If our
condition being given, the small states are in a doctrine were to be summed up in the form of
marked inferiority compared with the ga-eat, a proposition, we should perhaps say that, gen-
From the shock of ideas light comes. It results erally, the principle of nati(malitics is legitimate
that the more members a nationality has--other when it tends to unite, in a compact whole, scat-

thingm being equal--the more it will contribute tercd groups of population, and illcgitimate when
to the advancement of science, and the more it tends to divide a state. When the two operations

ideas it will create. Besides, the languages of must take place at once, the verdict of history will
great countries are studied, and their discoveries be in accordance with the circumstances of the

are not slow in entering the common domain case. It will not say, Woe to the conquered, but
of civilization. But who learns the languages Woe to the mistaken. ]_fAURICE BLOCK.
spoken by one or two millions of persons?
The inventions of these countries will be lost NATIONALITY, Law of..Definition of Terms.

for humanity, if the enlightened members of The word nation is used in two senses,. It means
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:sometimes a "folk" or people, whose natural all the civil rights belonging to citizens." -- At
unity is demonstrated chiefly (but not solely)by civil law, accordingly, questions of nationality
the use of a common language, but whose terri- are seldom material. The same is true of criminal
¢orial Hmits do not necessarily coincide with those law. Only the citizen, indeed, can be called tc
-of any political community. With the nation in account for acts done out of the limits of the state;
this sense, with the natural nation, as it may be but as regards offenses committed within the ter-
termed, the law has nothing to do. The law ritol T of a state, the alien, unless he be an exter-
knows nations only as political communities, as ritorial person, is subjected as completely as is the
sovereign and independent states. Nationa2itg, citizen to its criminal jurisdiction.-- At constitu-
therefore, as a legal attribute of persons, is con- tional law, on the other hand, nationality is of
nectiol_ with a certain body politic, membership prime importance. It is true that constitutiol_al
_n a particuhtr state. -- The members of a state law concerns itself for the most part with active
:are called its subjects or cz'ttY.en,_.The former term, citizens only; but to be an active citizen, to be
_if properly construed, is applicable to the people held to political duties and to hold political rights,
,of any nation, without regard to the form of one must first be a member of the nation. The
government : for every state is based upon the alien, therefore, in the rule, has no vote and is in-
_ubjection of its members to its sovereignty. But capable of holding office. On the other hand, he
l_heword subject has become historically associ- is usually exempted from essentially political
ated with the theories of feudal and absolute duties; e. g., he is not held to military service.
monarchy, and has thus fallen into disfavor. It Exceptions to these rules may indeed be found
is officially employed, at the present day, in no here and there in the legislation of single states.
constitutionally governed country except Great Several commonwealths of the American Union
Britain. We use in its stead the word citizen, permit resident aliens to vote in national as well
which has the disadvantage of a double meaning, as in state elections. Nearly all states admi,_
For primarily and strictly only the active mere- aliens to certain offices: some states, however
bern of the body politic, the holders of political make such admission a mode of natura]iztttion.
rights, are citizens; but in the official language of During our civil war resident aliens who had de-
the United States the term citizen includes all clared their intention of becoming citizens of the
persons of American nationality, whether pos- United States were subjected to consedl)tion.
sensed of political rights or not. French and Protest having been made by the representatives
German jurists avoid this ambiguity without of the leading foreign powers, the aliens in ques-
using the term subject, distinguishing citizens in lion were granted sixty.five days in which to leave
the strict sense(c/lOl/dns, ,.Sta_t,b_2rqer,)from mere- the country. The foreign powers iuterestt.d _,c-
bets of the state or nation (nat/onau.T, 8taatsange- quiesced in this arrangement, maintaining, never
/_@rige.)-- In federal states an additional ambiguity theless, that the action of the American govern-
attaches itself to the word citizenship: it is era- ment was in violation of international comity.
ployed to describe membership in one of the see- _More fiumerous by far than the intern'd
oral federated commonwealths as well as mere- questions of nationality are those which arise in
bership in the nation. No such uncertainty of the international intercourse of modern states.
meaning attends the use of the word nationality. International law deals not only with the re]ations
But in tlw absence of a corresponding concrete of states to each other, but also with the relations
term, such as the I-,h'enchr,at/ona/and the German of states to the subjects of other states. Relations
Reic_angehdriger, we are obliged to make use of of the latter class are governed by the following
the word citizen, rules: 1. Everystate is bound and entitled to pro-

JLegal Iinpo_'tc_nc_of__ationalit_. The import- tect its subjects. The obligation to protect is an
ance of nationality at civil or private law has obligation of municipal law solely, each state ac-
greatly diminished in modern times. At ancient cording or withholding its protection as it sees fit.
law all rights were dependent upon citizenship: The right to protect is an international right, and
the foreigner had no rights, not even the funds- its content is determined by international law and
mental rights of life and liberty, except by vir- usage. In considering the limits of this right it
tue of treaty. Modern jurisprudence, however, must always be remembered that every state is
has substituted for the national the humanita- sovereign in its own territory, and that the alien,
rian principle: civil rights appertain to man as unless invested by law or treaty with the privilege
man, not to man as citizen. The exceptions to of exterritoriality, is subjected within its borders
this rule, numerous and important a hundred to the authority of its laws. In the exercise of the
years ago (droit d'aubaine, etc.) have now goner- right of protection, the alien's government can
ally disappeared. In several states of the Amer- demand only that he be recognized and treated _ts
ican Union aliens are still unable to own real its subject; e.g., that all treaty privileges granted
property unless they have declared their inten- its subjects be extended to him. Beyond this
tion of becoming citizens. In several European point, protection is a matter of comity, not of
countries aliens are excluded from the exercise of rio_.ht. By the comity of nations, each state is
certain trades and professions. But modern law permitted to watch over the interests of its sub-
is everywhere tending toward the rule of the jeers in foreign states: paxticularly to see theft
Italian civil code: "The foreigner _ admitted to they receive justice, Not abstract justice, how-
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ever, nor what the Irroteettng #,_.te holds to with Roman citizenship during the re_onbliean

be justice, but such Justice as is afforded by period, and in the third century of the Christian
the law of the land. Protection of the alien era an edict of Caraealla made all the free inhab-

a_inst the law of the land is possible only by itants of the empire citizens. Tile right of eiti-
force or threat of force. Such protection may zenship, however, was not thereby made territo°
be justifiable, but its justification is not to be rial; the edict naturalized those persons only who
found in the law which governs the peaceful in- were domiciled in Roman territory at the date of
1ercourse of nations. Such protection is an inva- its publication; it did not affect peregrines who
.b_n of a foreign sovereignty; i. c., an act of subsequently acquired such domieile.--The con-
w,tr. -- 2. Every state has the right to expel aliens neetion between the state and the individual could
t om its territory. The expelling state may return be severed by either party: the state could exile
the alien to the territory of the state to which lie the citizen, and the citizen, at least during the
belongs (dro/t de renvoi) and the latter state is republican period, could expatriate himself. But
bound to receive him. since loss of citizenship meant the extinction of

Determination of .3rationality. Questions of ha- all property rights and the dissolution of all fam-
tionality, whether internal or international, are ily ties; and since the exile, unless adopted by
determined in the first instance by the organic some other state, remained outside of tlw social
or constitutionaI law of the state or states in- pale, unprotected by lmman law, the Roman
terested. Each state decides what individuals right of expatriation meant only the right of

compo_e it: who are and who are n(,t its mem- choosing exile iz_ preference to death; a right of
bets. But the application of inunicipal law to some significance before the/eges Porc_abolished
international questions results in this case, as the death penalty.
in most cases, in conflicts and uncertainties. Early Germa_ Law. Membership in the primi-
It frequently happens that a person is lawfully tive German state--if tile word state can properly
claimed as subject by two states: it is possible that be applied to those loosely organized and mig]a-
the same individual may owe allegiance, on dif- tory tribes which overthrew and dismembered

ferentgrounds, toasmanyasthreedifferentstates, the Roman empir(_--was acquired, as among
It sometimes happens, on the other hand, that a the Romans, by descent. The chiht derived its
person is not recognized as its member by any civil status fr(_m its parents, without reference
state, that he is"heimath/os." Internationallaw is J to its place of birth or of residence. During
forced to deal with these difficulties; it may not the period of the great migrations, from tim"
determine to what state the individual belongs; fourth to the sixth century, the G('rman tribes
but it must at least decide how he shall be were gradu:dly fused into larger monarchic
treated, states. The bond of union in these new states

Plan of Trca_ne_zt. The law of nationality will w;_s the royal authority: it wa_ the subjection
be described, in the following pages, I. In its of the individual to that authority whi(,h made
historical development; II. In its present coudi- him a member of the state. Allegiance thus bc-
tion, by comparison of existing legislations, came the basis of nationality.-- AJlcgia_(:c w_s

primarily established by lhe oath of the subject:
HI_tTORICAL R_UM]_. sacrament_lm fidditati_ at Frank la_v, ]_yld.ath in

Roman Law. The law which determined na- Saxon England. In return for the allegiance of

_ionality in the ancient world is commonly the subject the king wa_ bound to afford him
known as theju, sa.nguinis, the law of blood protection: 7r_u_dium. This reciprocal rebttion
or system of descent. It would be more accu- could not be d_ssolved by the act of the subject;

rate to term it the ju_ .famili_. The ancmnt the obligation of allegiance endured so long as
state was based upon the family: it was indeed, the king lived, but w.ls not transferred to his suc-

originally, simply a collection of families. All cessor. A chang_ _ of rulers necessitated a renew-
persons, therefore, who were members of a citi- al of the contraet._ When, with the ch)se of the

zen family were memberm of the state. But in period of the migrations, these new st:_tes ob-
addition to the wife and the children born of her, tained comparatively fixed boundaries, the royal

the Roman family included adopted children authority gradually became territorial. The oath
and slaves. Roman citizenship was according- of allegiance was retained, but was now exacted
ly acquired not only through descent from a as a matter of right. All the inhabitants of the

citizen father, but also by marriage to a citizen, king's territory were held to take the oath on
adoption by a citizen, and emancipation from reaching the age of twelve. But habitancy or
slavery.--nmuumiaaion,--.on the part of a citizen domicile being a matter not always easy of proof,

master.--The foreign family, on the other hand, and the plan' of birth being in the vast major-
did not cease to be foreign by any term of real- ity of cases the place of habitancy as well, the
deuce within the limits of the state; the descend- birlh-place naturally bcc'm_e the criterion of

ants of the "peregrine" remained peregrines to habitancy and thus of natiotmlity. It was no
the remotest generation, unless adopted, i. e., longer descent, therefore, which determined ha-
naturalized by the state itself. Such naturaliza- tb)nality, nor voluntary contract; but the fact
tion was frequently conferred upon entire corn- of birth in the king's territory (jua anti).-
•munities. All the .Italian allies were invested Such seems to have been the general development
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of the German law of nationality on the conti- portant bond was that which subsisted between
nent and in England. Such in particular wasthe tbe imperial estates as territorial princes and the
legal development among the Franks; and with inhabitants of their territories (Landesu_it_.th_
the establishment of the Frankish empire the law n/gke/t). This territorial subjection was hehl t,)
of tim Franks became, in this matter at least, the be established by domicile. In western Eutc)p_,
law of continental Europe. Itwas this lawwhictl however, feudali_m never reached this extrt,me
the Northman Hrolf found in force in the lands of development. Toward the end of the middle
which he made the duchy of l_Tormandy; and ages the monarchic authority was re-estal)hshed
through the Norman conquest of England the in France and Spain in greater fullness tha_l b(.-
Frankish law of l_ormaudy became one of the fore: these monarchies became absolute. The
sources of the English common law of allegiance, jt_s soli remained the basis of nationality.

E$'ects of Feud_dism. The system of nationality Influence of tl_eRoman Law. Although. as we
which we have just described was not, as is fre- have seen, the practical value of allegiat_(:e was
quently assumed, of feudal orion. The German greatlylessened on the continent by the operation
theory of allegiance and the feudal theory have of the feudal system, the law of allegiance re-
something in common, and may perhaps be traced rosined theoretically unchanged throughout the
to a common starting-point. They have in corn- middle ages. The Frankish jus aol, remained the
men a reciprocal rclation of service and protec- common law of Europe: nationality continued to
tion; and the relation between the German prince be determined by the place of birth._ Toward the
and his eamitatus, as described by Tacitus, was no end of the middle ages came what is known as
other than this. But the German law of allegi- the "reception" of the Roman law. The codifica-
anee was not a product of feudal ideas: its devel- tion of Justinian, almost forgotten for centuries,
opment antedated thatof feudalism. It governed began to be studied in the twelfth century: and
the relation between subject and sovereign in that before the end of the sixteenth century that codi-
Frankish empire which feudalism helped to de- fication had become the generally recognized
stroy. -- With the disruption of the Frankish era- basis of (continental) European law. Primarily,
pire there arose in Europe a number of feudal indeed, of private or civil law only; but the in-
monarchies. Two centuries later the Norman fluence of the Roman law upon constitutional
conquest establislled in England, where feudalism and international jurisprudence was very great.
had already begun to develop itself, a monarchy The leading writers on public law declared the
more _pically feudal than any on the continent, jus _nguines, or determination of nationality by
The eiiect of the feudal system upon the relation filiation, to be the true system, and denounced as
between subject and sovereign was, however, irrational the principle of indelible allegiance.
widely different in England and on the continent. Already in Orotius' time no civilized state except
In England the bond between subject and sever- England held allegiance to be indis._luble in the
eign was strengthened. The theory that the king old Frankish sense. But it must not therefore be
was owner of all the land in the realm made the supposed that what is to-day termed the "right
monarchy more emphatically territorial than be- of expatriation" was generally recognized. Ex-
fore, a_l gave to thejus soli a more logical basis, patriation was not regarded as a right but as
To the general duty of allegiance was added the a penalty. By emigration and lapse of time, it
special duty established by the vassal's special was held, the subject might lose tbe rights of a
oath of fealty. But there was no mergerof these subject and incur the disabilities of alicnage.
duties" the feudal obligation did not take the Whether the duties of allegiance were extin-
place of the general obligation of allegiance, guished with the rights was a question which the
And, what was more mlportant still, the feudal legislator'commonly left open, and which c_nti-
obligation of the sub-vassal to his immediate lord neural jurisprudence can not be said to have deft-
was not allowed to affect his prior and paramount nitely decided until the present century._Thc in-
duty to the king. In the continental monarchies, fluence of Roman ideas upon the law regul:lting
on the other hand, the obligation of the lower the original acquisition of nationality was also
vassals to their immediate lords became in fact, considerable. As the territorial principalities of
whatever may have been the theory, more ira- Germany rounded themselves to independent and
portant than their allegiance to the king. Many sovereign states, and as the conception of _'taats.
of the most important royal rights were given in angehhrigkeit (membership in the state) SUpl)lantcd
hereditary fee to the crown-vassals and by these the mediaeval conception of Land_suntertha_,h.lkdl
again to their sub-vassals. Interposing thus a (territorial subjection), the j-us sanguinis became
series of liege lords between the king and the in every case the basis of nationality. F_a_ee,
people, feudalism weakened and in its extreme however, retained the jus _vliuntil the a,toptloa
development destroyed the bond between the of the code Napoleon; Spain, it seems, until about
state and the individual: it disintegrated the na- the middle of this century; and a number of
tion. In Germany, where feudalism actually European states retain it still, with certain modi-
reached this extreme development, membership flcatious.
in the empire became, except as regarded the Eng/A_h Law to 1870. The doctrine of nation-
crown.vassals or imperial estates, a conception ality, at English common law, is purely German.
devoid of all practical consequence. The ira- Certain details are more carefully worked out, but
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the fundamental principles are the same as at tain duties to the king, in return for the protec-
Frankish law.--It is the personal relation of the tion which the king affords him, and that it is
individual to the sovereign which determines not permitted to a debtor to extinguish hisobliga

nation'dity. The Englishman is not subject to lion at his own ph.a._ure. But by withdrawing
the king because he is an Englishman. he is an his person and property frnm the domain of the

Englishman because he is subject to the king of king tim subject rcmlers his obligation inopera-
Euchred. It was decided in the seventeenth con- tive; the crown has no means h.ft of enforcing its
lury(Calviu'scase, 7Coke), thatall pcrsoas born in claim. The Frankish law was tlmrefore logically
Scotlaml after the accession of James VI. (I) t¢) in the right in considering unaulhmizcd emigTa-
the throne of England were natural-born English- lion to be an act of treason. Authorized emigra-
men, although the union of the two kingdoms was tion, on the other hand, ought logically to have

at that time purely per_nal. A similar result was bet, n regarded as expatriation. But the English
avoided in II_e ('a_ of the Hauoverian subjects of law permitted the emigrt_tion and hehl to the the-

George I. and his successors, t)y the provisions of ory of the continued allegiance of the emigrant.
tile act of settlement. --The bond which unites --2. A series of statutes (25 Edw. III., star. 2; 7
tim subject to the sovereign i¢, as at Frankish law, Ann, c. 5; 4 Geo. II., c. 21 ; ]3 Gco. III., c. 21)
indissoluble by any act of the subject. "Nemo conferred English nationality upon the foreign-
potest exuere patriam ": it is not in the power of born children and grandchildren of English sub-
tim subject, by any act of his own, to divest him- jeers. The territorial theory of natio,mlity re-
self of Ills allegiance. Blackstone explains and quired that these persons should bc considered
defends this rule on the old German ground: the aliens, and the common law so regarded them.

subject owes allegiance because the king affords If now the jus soli was to be set aside in re-
protection. Until the thirteenth century it seems spect to this class of persons; if the children of
to have been commonly believed that the alle- English subjects, wherever born, wcse to be

glance of the subject was suspended by the king's regarded as Englishmen; then the same rule, the
death, as was the case at Frankish law. But ju,_ sangui_is, should have been applied to the
Frankish monarchy was elective, and English children uf aliens born in England. Buthere the

monarchy became hereditary; the successor to territorial rule of the common law wasleft in
the English throne inherited with the throne the force; children of aliens born in Engl'_nd were
allegiance of his predecessor's subjects. English born Euglishmen.--3. The bestowal of British
allegiance thus became "perpetual"; expatriation nationality upon ahens, a practice evidently incon-
was possible only with the express consent of the sistent with the theory of indelible allegiance,
king. As parliament gradually encroached upon began in England at an curly period. It was
the royal functions it was held that even the effected either by letters patent from the king, or
king's consent was insut_cient to divest a subject by act of parliament. Only in the latter case was

of his allegiance; an act of the legislature was the alien said to be naturalized; naturalization by
necessary. :No law permitting expatriation was act of the crown was termed dea/zat/on. Dent-
passed until 1870 --The old German oath of alle- zation was always special, the royal prerogative

glance was exacted as late as the eighteenth cen- being directly excrcisedin each case. Parliament,
t(lry; but it is not the oath but the fact of birth on the other hand passed general as well as spe-
in the king's domain which makes the person a cial acts of naturalizatiom Of the former sort

subject Birth in the king's domain means birth were the acts of 15 Ch:_rh,s II., c. 15, in favor of
"under the actual obedience of the king." Birth foreigners engaged in certain lrades and manu-
in a place over which the king has ever so valid factures; 13 Geo. II, c. 3, aml 22 Gco. II., c. 45,

title of sovereignty is, therefore, ol no conse- in favor of foreign seamen serving on English
quence if the place be not in his actual possession, ships; 2 Gco. III., c. 25, in favor of foreign Prot-

Nor does birth in the king's territory make the estants, serving ten years ia the royal American
child a subject if the parents be exterritorial per- regiment or as engineers in Ameri(.a; and other

sons. Conversely, children born to the king or simihr statutes. All these acts, however, were
lhe king's ambassadors in foreign lamls are En- restricted in their operation t(_ cert:dn classes or
glish subjects.-- The common law doctrine of categories of foreigners. No law prescribing the
_mtionality thus reduces itself to two rules. Na- conditions under whi_.h any foreigner might be

tionality is determined by the place of birth, and naturalized existed before the present reign.-
the individual can not change his allegiance. The. denizen, or person naturalized by virtue of
The comraon law was, however, subjected before the royal prcrogative, had not tim full civilstatus
1870 to the following important modifications: of thenatural-bornEngli-hman. He could neithcr
1. it came to be recognized as a rule of common take real property by inheritance, nor could his

law that the subject might freely withdraw his children, born before denization, take from him.
person and property from the jurisdiction of the Naturalization by act of parliament, on the other
crown, unless expressly prohibited by the king or hand, operated retrospectively: the alien and his

by an act of parliament. But the right of emigra- children were placed, as regarded rights of in-
tion is inconsistent, in principle, with the doctrine heritauce, in the same position as if the natural-
of indissoluble allegiance. For the latter doctrine ized person had been born a subject.-- The politi-

_ests on the assumption that the subject owes cer. cal effect of deaization and of naturalization was
113 vOL _.-- 60
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Identical: the alien, in either case, beeamea Brit- grounds is notprotectcd against the state in_hich
ish subject. As such he was, ill principle, sub- he has caused himself to be naturalized; nor is
jected to all the political duties and possessed of the naturalized Englishman protected against the
-11 the political rights of a natural-born English- state to which his original allegiance is due either
man. His rights, however, were seriously cur- by the jus soli or the jus sanguirds. --This

tailed by special statutory exceptions. The acts solution of the problem of double nationality
of 12 and 13 Win. III., c. 2, and 1 Geo. I., c. 4, lessens the difficulties of the state, but not tho,e

excluded all aliens, although naturalized or made of the individual. It may easily be inconveui(.nt.
denizens, from the privy council, from parlia- even in time of peace, to owe allegiance to two
ment, and from all offices or places of trust, civil states. In ease of war between those two states

or military.- The common law doctrine of the double obligation may become a source of

allegiance, from whatever other staodpoints it peculiar peril. If the s_e_ m/xte voluntarily
might be criticised, was at least simple and con- espouse the cause of either state he commits

sistent. The modifications above described made treason against the other. The fact that he was
the English law of nationality complex and in- ignorant of his allegiance to the latter consti-
consistent. The children of alien parents, born tutes, of course, no defense. According to some
"under the obedience" of the English crown, English authorities the plea of comlmlsion , e. g.,
were English subjects; the children and grand- conscription, is not a sufficient answer. But the
children of English parents, born in the territory law was, in fact, never enforced in such cases.
of a foreign state, wcrelikewise English subjects. .LEneas Macdonald, educated and domiciled in
The subjects of foreign princes were encouraged France, but by birth a subject of Great Britain,
to forsake their natural allegiance and to make was condemned to death in 1745 for bearing arms
their knowledge and skill tributary to England's against England under a French commission.
national wealth; they were even invited to with- But the sentence was commuted into banishment ;
draw from their sovereigns the services due to i.e., he was simply sent home. During the war
them alone, and to enter the army and the fleet of of 1812, England undertook to put a number of
Great Britain: conversely, the British subjectwas prisoners, by birth English subjects, by naturali-
permitted to avoid the obligations of allegiance zation American citizens, upon trial for treason.

by emigration; Irish subjects of the crown were The American government isolated twice as many
even encouraged and aided, in this century, in English prisoners and threatened reprisal. En-
emigrating not to British colonies only but to the gland selected twice as many again of the Amcri-
United States; and yet allegiance was held to be can prisoners and threatened counter-reprisal. But
indelible. The English system of nationality, as it was obviously impossible for a civilized state
it was in 1870, may fairly be called a system of to initiate, rightly or wrongly, a general butchery
double nationality. It seems, at first glance, in- of prisoners of war. The prosecutions for treason

explicable that a system of law so certain to were not pressed, and the English-born prison-
impose antagonistic obligations upon theindivid- ers were eventually exchanged with the rest.--
ual, so likely to involve the state in international Neither to the state, then, nor to tim individual,
conflicts, should have continued to exist to so late was rite English law of nationality so perilous a¢
a day. ,(In the actual operation of this system, it seemed. This negative fact, however, in no
however, the diplomatic inconveniences were not wise explains the development and only partially
so great, nor were the perils to which the indi- accounls for the long retention of that law. The
vidual was exposed so serious, as might have been positive explanation is as follows. In England, as

anticipated. -- International conflicts were to a elsewhere, aliens were subjected until the present
great extent avoided, in cases of double nation- century to serious civil disabilities. The most
ality, by the attitude of the English government, serious of these was their incapacity to hold real
In its diplomatic practice England is accustomed property. It was to remove this disability that
frankly to recognize the possibility and, when English nationality was first extended to thc fnr-
the thing exists, the fact of double allegiance, eign-born children of English parents: the act of
It concedes to other states, in such cases, the right 25 Edw. III. was an act in favor of "children-

which it claims fol itself: the right of enforcing heritors." It was chiefly in order to escape tiJ_s
its own law of nationality in its own territory, disability that other aliens sought aud ol)ttlit_e(l
The English government, therefore, refuses to letters of denization or acts of naturalization It
protect its subject against another government was thus the attempt to mitigate the worki_lg of

•which claims his allegiance on grounds recognized the law of alienage which made the Engli._h law
by English law as establishing nationality. The of nationality inconsistent. The law, titus rnodi-

person who is English by descent is not protected fled, might still have been made consistent by the
against a foreign state in whose territory he was complete rejection of the jus soli and the estab-
born and which claims his allegiance under the lishment of the rule that English nationality

jus soli. The person who is English by the fact should be extinguished by naturalization in a for-
of birth on English soil is not protected against eign state. But these further changes in the law
the government which claims him as its subject could riot be made without creating new cases of
because his father was its subject. The person disability. The abrogation of the jvs soli would

who is English on either or both of the above have made childt'en of aliens, born and brought
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up in England, incapable of holding land; and ever, enable him to vote for presidential electors
the expatriatiou of au English subject would have and for congressmen ; for tile right of suffrage is
entailed the forfeiture of his real property. The conferred by state law, and nearly all our states

reform of the law of nationality was therefore confer this right on _ll their adult male citizens.
blocked by the necessity of first reforming the Fourteen states give the right of voting to aliens
law of alienage. This latter reform was long de- who have declared their intention of becoming
layed by prejudices now deemed irrational and United States citizens. We have, accordingly,
apprehensions now seen to be causeless; preju- the further anomaly that the right which is usually
dines and apprehensions nevertheless which long deemed the criterion of active citizenship may be
controlled the political thought not of England exercised in tim United States by persons who are
only but of Europe, and from which we have not not members of the nation. The state citizenship

wholly freed ourselves in the United States._ of a citizen of the United States is determined,
Both the law of alienage and the law of national- according to the fourteenth constitutional amend-
ity were reformed in England by the same statute, mcnt, by domicile.
the naturalization act of 1870, (33and 34Vie., c.14). " Citizens" at_t "Subjects." The constitution

of 1787 established no rules governing the aC-]LAW OF THE UNITED STATES.
quisition or loss of __meriean nationality. The

Federal and 8tare Citizenship. When, in 1776, whole matter, therefore, remained governed by
the __merican colonies separated themselves from the subsidiary law of thc land, the English
Great Britain and became independent states, common law. All persons born in the territory
tlmse new states claimed that the allegiance of the United States were its subjects; all per-
which their inhabitants had previously owed sons boru out of its territory, though of Amer-
the British crown was now transferred to thcm. lean parents, were ahcns. But the constitution
But these new states were already members of did not speak, nor has any treaty concluded
a confederation. It was a declaration of the con- by the executive nor any act of congrc_ ever
federate government which dissolved the bond spoken, of s_bjects of tile United States. The
of allegiance between the colonists and Great Brit- writtcn law knows only "citizens."-- The courts
sin, and it was a treaty between Great Britain and have frequently declared, and still more frequent-
the United States which gave that dissolution of ly assumed without declaring, that citizen and

allegiance legal sanction. There existed accord, subject, citizenship and nationality, arc equiva-
ingly from the outset, besides the idea of allcgi- lent terms. Bu_, in the famous ease of Scott vs.
ance due to the several states, the idea of a general Sanford, 19 Howard, 393, Chief Justice Taney ex-
allegiance due to the United States. With the es- pressed a different opinion: gave to the word citi-
tablishment of the firmer union of 1787 the na- zen a different inteqarctation. IIc did not assert,
tional idea obtained clear expression. The con- indeed, that the word was to be taken in its orig-

stitution was declared to be established by "the iual and strictest sense, that only the actual holder
people of the United States." The constitution of political rights was to bc considered a citizen;
mentioned not only state citizens but also citizens but he asserted that only that portion of the in-
of the United States. Which of the two allegi- habitants of the United States which possessed
anees was prior and paramount was long a mooted political power at the period when tile constitution
question. Tills question may now be regarded as was established, only the "dominant race," could
determined. The United States is a nation, and be deemed to be citizens. The " people of the

the allegiance of the individual to his state is United States," in the meaning of the constitution,
subordinate to his allegiance to the United States. "are what we familiarly term the sovereign

Tile latter relation ouly will be here discussed, people." Hence a free negro could not be a citi-
Membership in the single state is not nationality, zcn, since he was one of that "subordinate and
A word is necessary, however, as to the pecuhar infcrior class of beings who had been subjugated
relation which exists in the United States between by the dominant race, and, whcther cmancipated
federal and state citizenship. In some federal or not, remained subject to their authority." But
states the determination of nationality is left to of course the free negro, if born in the United
the several states; the members of these states are, States, was born its subject. Hence, in Chief

as such, members of the nation. In other federal Justice Taney's ,)pinion, there might be subjects
states, as in our own, the federal law determines of the United States who were not citizens.-

nationality, and the member of tile nation is also Some uncertainty has also been caused by the
member of the state in which he resides. But in peculiar political status of the Indian tribes living
_o federation except our own can a person be in the territory of the United States. The mere-
member of a part, a state, without being also bel_ of these tribes have never been regarded as
member of the whole, the nation. In the United citizens of the United States. But it has been
States there seems to be nothing in the constitu- doubted whether they are not its subjects, as be-
tiou or the laws of congress to prevent a person ing born in its territory. The courts, however,
who is not a citizen of the United States from be- have followed, up to the present time, the theory

coming a state citizen under the laws of a partic- formulated by Chief Justice Marshall in the
nlar state; and such state citizenship does not Cherokee cases. (5 Peters, 1; 6 Peters, 515.)
make him a member of the nation. It may, how- These tribes are not, indeed, °"foreign states,"
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_=or are their members "foreign citizens or sub- States." This act confirms the jus _o/_, but exempts
Jects," in the meaning of section two of article from its operation: 1. All persons subject ton
three of the constitution. They are not inde- foreign power. The meaning Of the clause is
pendent nations, for they _'e under the "protec- clear, but its practical application presents co_-
tion" of the United States. But they are distinct siderable difficulty. IIow are our comts to deter

political communities with which the United mine whether a person is subject to a foreign
States lives on a footing of treaty. The fact that power? Our municipal law certainly does n(_t
in the exercise of its protecting power the United afford any answer to this question; nor does inter

8rates practically governs these communities does national law. The answer is to be found only i_
_ot alter the legal aspect of the relation. As long the various municipal laws which govern foreign
as the tribal organization of Indian bands is recog- nations. It can not be that the judge or diplo-
nized by the political departmcnt of the govern- matic official, who is called upon to decide the
merit as still existing; as long. that is to say, as question of nationality, is to scrutinize and inter.
the national government makes treaties with thcm, pret these foreign laws ez o._'o. Nor can it bc
the courts are bound to recognize them as separate that he is to call upon the party asserting eifizer_-
nations. (The Kansas Indians, 5 Wallace, 737.) ship to prove the negative contained in the law
"]['heir members, though born in the tcn'itory, are It can only mean that if the individual born i_
not born "under the obedience" of the United the United States show, or if it be shown a_am_t
8rates, and arc therefore not its subjects, him, that another government claims him or _c

Acquisition of lTrdted Slates 6'itize_tship by Birth. cording to its law may claim him as its su hjc('t.
Citizenship and nationality being equivalent he is then not to be regarded as a citizen of the

terms, the acquisition of citizenship in the United United States. But until such claim be actually
l_tates was determined from the outset by the raised by a foreign government, or until it be

common law of England, i. e., by the jus soli. shown that the law of some foreign state makes
All persons born in the limits and under the actu- such a claim possible, the person born in the
sl obedience of the United States were its "natu- United States is to be deemed its citizen. The

ral-boru citizens "; and it is in this sense that the object of this change in the law is presumably to
phrase is used in section one of article two of the avoid conflicts of nationality: the clause is insert-
constitution. Conversely, all persons born out of ed in a spirit of international comity. The ]egis.

the limits and jurisdiction of the United States, lator could hardly have gone further either in the
though of citizen parents, were aliens; for the obse_wance of international comity or in the _c-
'English statutes by which these persona were nat- rifice of national dignity. Our law is brought
uralized were not part of our law. The natural- into harmony with foreign legislations by heing

ization act of March 20, 1790, declared that "the made dependent upon them in its operation.
children of citizens of the United States that may The effect of the statute is to place in doubt the
be born beyond sea or out of the limits of the nationality of a pelson bm'n on our soil of alien
United States shall be held as natural born citi- parents. Pr/ma file/e, such person is a citize, ;
zens; provided that the right of citizenship shall but it is open to him, or to any person attacking

not descend to persons whose fathers have never his citizenship, to show that lie is claimed by his
been rein'dent in the United States" A similar father's country under the jus sa_guil_i*. Tiffs
clause appeared in all the subsequent naturaliza- claim could not in all cases be shown to exist.

tion acts, down to that of 1802. The law at The father might have lost his foreign nationality
present regulating this matter is the act of Feb. before the child's birth ; e. g., by absence of a
10, 1855, (Rev. Stat., 1993). This act refers only certain duration. Or the person himself mi,,ht
to the children of citizen fathers, and such chil- titus have lost his foreign nationality. (Set _ l)(.
dren are declared to be citizens, not natural-bern low: Comparison of Existing Legislations, Lo-s
citizens. There was thus introduced into the of Nationality.)--2. Tt,e act excludes from the
law of the United States the same inconsistency operation of the jus solinon-taxed Indians. This

which has been noticed in the English law. The is unnecessary; for, aswe haveseen, thesepcrsot_s
children of citizens born abroad are citizens jure are not born under the actual obedience of the

tttnguinis, while the childxen of aliens, born in United States, and are not citizens by commrm
the territory of the United Slates, are also citi- law.--The definition contained in the fourtc('nth

zensju_'esolt'. Such was the law until 1866. The amendment to the constitution, adopted July 2,q.
civil rights act, adopted in that year, and the 1868, is as follows: "' All persons born or m_tur_,)
fourteenth amendment to the constitution, adopt- ized in the United States, and tntbj_.ct to the jt, ris-
_l two yeal_ later, each contains a definition of diction thereof, are citizens of the United St:_tts
citizenship. We have, therefore, to examine and of the state in which they reside." Thi_ deft
these definitions, and their relation to each other nition simply reproduces the rule of the comn_ot_
mad tothe rule of the common ]aw.--The defini- law. Allpersonsborninthete_TitoryoftheUt_it('d
lion contained in the civil rights act, adopted States are its citizens, provided they arc also born
.April 9, 1866, (Rev. Stat. 1992), is as follows: subject to its jurisdiction. But cxcept foreiglt en
"' All persons born in the United States, and not voys and the members of their households, and

_bjea to any foreign power, excluding Indians not members of Indian tribes recognized by the gov-
laxed, are declared to be citizens of the United ernrneat as distinct political communities, all per-
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_ons are subject to the jurisdiction of the United ed that, under certain conditions, any free white
_tates so long as they are in its territory. In our alien might be adtnitted to citizenship by any court
territory, the alien is "subjected," no less corn- of record in the state in which he resided. Thecon-

pletely than tile citizen, to the jurisdiction of our ditions were : previous residence of two years in the
courts/jurisdiction in the narrower sense) and to United States and of one year in tile state; good
the gcneral atttltorlty of our government (jttrisdic- character; and oath " to support the constitution
tion m the wider sense). Aliens, in the language of the United Statcs." Thc acts of Jan. 29, 1795,
of the common law, are temporary subjects of the and June 18, 1798, increased the term of residence
state in which they sojourn; they owe the sore- (in the United St_ltes) necessary for naturalization
reign who harbors them in his domains temporary first to five and then to fourteen years. The act
or local allegiance. Tim phrase "horn subject to of 1795 also added a new condition, viz., a pre-
Ilte jurisdiction" is therefore precisely equivalent limmary declaration of intention to become a

to the common law expression "born under the citizen and to abjure the prior allegiance. The
actual obedience." _-The constitution, then, in- act now in force is that passed April 14, 1802.
vests with citizenship all persons born under the The requirements of this act are: l. Prelimtnary
jurisdiction o1' obedience of tile United States, declarattou (as under the act nf 1795) three years
without regard to the nationality of their parents hefore admission. (But the set of May 26, 1824,
or to the opposing claims of foreign states. The section 4, permits this declaration to be made two
civil rights act, as we have seen, declares that years I)eforc admission.) 2. Proof of five )'ears"

such persons are not citizens if claimed as sttbjects residence in the United States and one year's tea
by any fot'eign power. But it is obvious tltat idence in the state. 3 Proof of good conduct
where citizenshq) is conferred by tltv constilu- attachment to the principlc_ of the constitution
tion it eau not be withheld by an act of congress, etc. 4. Renunciation of any titlc or order o[
The definition contained in the civil rigllts act, nobility. 5. Declaration, on oath or affirmation,
in so fat' as it conflicts with thc definition con- that he (the person desiring admi_ii)n) will sup-
tained in the constitution, is therefore void.- l×)rt the con__tilution of the United States and
The main purpose of the fourteenth amenduleut abjures his prior aVegi;_nce. 6. No alien may be
was to establish the citizenship of the negro, naturalized if his govcrnment is. at the time, at
(Slaughter-house case, 16 Wallace. 73.) The cit- war with tim United States. The first or the

izenship of the fi'ee negro had been denied, in the second of the above conditions is relaxed or
Dred Scott case. on the assumpti(m that citizen- removed: 1, in the case of aliens who have resided

._lup,ltt(l ._ubjeetion were not identical ideas; that three years or more in the United States before
a person mi_zht be a subject of the United States reaching the age of twenty-one, 6rot of May 26,
with(lut being its citizen. In declaring that citi- 1824); 2, in the ca_ of aliens whohave enlisted in
zen_hip is acquired in the same loamier in which the armies of timUnited States and received honor-

subjection is established at common law, the four- able discharge, (act of July 17, 1862), 3, iu the case
teenth amendment has placed the equivalency of of alien seamen taking servi(c in otn' merchant
these terms, and thus the citizenshtp of the negro, marine, (act of June 7, 1872).--The naturalized cit-
beyond the possibility of a doubt, izen i_ not ehgibh,, under the con._titution of the

Ncauralizatiol_ and ExpaZriation i_ the _'nited L'nitedStates, tothepresid(-ncyorvice-presidcncy;
States. Section eight of article one of the constitu- nor may he be chosen as representative until seven

tion empowered congress "to establish an uniform )'cars, nor as senator uulil nine years, after his
rule of naturalization." Thispower was first cxcr- naturalizatiou. But, with these exception% the
eised in the act of March 26,1790. This act provitt- alien obtainsby naturalization the full civil and

political status .f a nativecitizen.--The American
* The phrase is thus construed in MeKay w. Campbell, law of nalur'flization, as compared _ ith European

2 sawyer. 118. A dictum of Mr. Justice Miller in the legislation ou this subject, exhibits certain new
"Slaughter-house case," 16 Wallace, 73, implies a different
interpretation. "The phrase 'subJectto its Jurisdiction,'" features. In the old state.s of ]_urope there is
he _t_y_,"was mtendud to exclude * * * children of min- little foreign influx, attd naturalizatioll is an ex-

;-ter._.consuls, and citizens or subjects of foreign countries ceptional event. In tile new slates of Ameli.ca,
born _lthm the United States" If this was intended, the _tates established by immitrration, naturahzationintention has not been realized; for the clause can not be " _-
vn construed as to exclude the children of (non-exterrito- is a con._tant fan.for, it may almost be said a normal
rlal) aliens. Mr. Justice Miller apparently aasume._ that element, ill the national growth. Out" law of
tiLephraee "subJecttothejurisd_ction" means subjeet_o naturaliza_,ion is based upon tile idea that the
the sovereignty-subject as opposed to alien. If now, for
the sake of argument, we grant this; if we read: All per- ahen who conies to ollr country to stay, thereby
_ons born m the United States and subject thereto are clti- hecomes a member of the body social and must
zeus; how rathe word subject then to beconstrued? Who l)e admitted to the body politic Naturalization
are "subjects,, of the United States ? The constitution in _._ut'ope was and is a fitvor, bestowed upon theu_d the laws of the rT_nitedStates afford us no answer; we
must have recourse t,o the common law. But by common individual at the pleasure of the legislative or at
law all persons born In the territory of a state and under tile discretion of tile executive. Naturalization
thv actual obedience of its sovereign are its subjects, what- ill America has been, since 1790. a right not to be
vxer the natienalltyof the parents. To make Mr. Justice withheld from any person who complies with cer-
,",1_ller'sconstruction p(meible, the sentence _honld read :
All per_oos born in the United StateB of parent* subject tain legally established conditions. It.q bestowal
thereto are citizens, is vested in the judiciary, because this is the de-
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partment of government which properly passes been neither affirmed nor denied in the ded_ms
upon questions of right. The effect of naturali- of the supreme court, some of its leading members
zatiou was usually restricted, in Europe, to the have clearly indicated their opinion in the matter.
territory of the adoptive state. This restriction, The gist of their dicta is that in the absence of
viewed from tile American standpoint, is a wholly a law authorizing self-expatriation the American
unreasonable one. The individual is not natu- citizen can not divest himself of his allegiance.
ralizcd in the United States merely because it This was also the opinion of Chancellor Kent.
is desired to relieve him from certain disabili- (Comm. II., 49.)--But in spite of the apparent
ties attached to alicnage; he is invested with the obviousness of this conclusion, and the array of
rights of a citizen because he is already one of authority by which it is supported, a conlrary
our people. By naturalization, therefore, he is current of opinion has existed from the very be-
completely incorporated in our body politic. It ginning of our natiomd existence. It has been
seems to us only reasonable that he should eve- asserted by the majority of our politicians, and by
rywhere be regarded as we regard him, as an some of our jurists, that the English doctrine of
American citizen in the fullest sense of the word. perpetual allegiance has never been a rule of our

It seems preposterous that the state which he law. In many cases this opinion rested on the
has abandoned shouhl still claim him as its sub. failure to distinguish between emigration and ex-
ject. But as soon as our government attempted patriation; in others upon the assumption that
to obtain from the governments of Europe a emigration necessarily resultsin expatriation. In
recognition of the "right of expatriation," we the absence of special restraint, it was said, the
were confronted not only with the statement that American may emigrate; th,,'efore he can expa-
European law knew no such right, but also with triate himself. Those who avoided these errors

the question whether any such right existed at argued that freedom of emigration was at least
American law.- Before entering upon the dis- inconsistent with the theory of perpetual allegi-
cussion of the "right of expatriation," it will ante. This is doubtless true; it is also true, as
be well to determine what the phrase means, these jurists asserted, that the naturalization of
_xpatriation is the dissolution of that legal rela- aliens and the abjuration of the old allegiance re-
tina which we term nationality. It is obvious quired by our naturalization laws are strikingly

that a legal relation can be terminated only by inconsistent with the theory that no person by his
operation of law. When we speak of a legal eels- own act can divest himself of his allegiance. But
tion as being extint,mished by the operation of England also has permitted emigration and h'ls
certain facts, (e g., by the acts of an individual), naturalized aliens for centuries, without attribut-
we mean that the law attaches to these facts the ing to emigration or naturalization acquired in a
result or effect of extinguishing thelegal relation, foreign country the effect of extinguishing Eu
A right of the individual to expatriate himbelf glish nationahty. It has never been held, under
can only mean the power of doing something to any system of jurisprudence, that an established
which the law attaches the effect of expatria- rule of law is abrogated by the adoption of an-
tion. * The question whether the American cit- other rule perfectly compatible with the fi_st in its
izell possesses the right of expatriation should operation and inconsislcnt with it in theory only.
therefore be stated as follows: Does the law of --In 1856 Attorney General Cushing furnished
the United States attach to any acts of its citizens Secretary Marcy with an opinion asserting the
the effect of extinguishing their nationality? The right of the American citizen to expatliate lumself.

constitution is wholly silent upon this matter; Tim opinion was evoked by a question from a
and, nmil 1868, no act was passed by congress foreign minister, which the secret4_ry of state
regulalingor even referring to expatriation. Un- requested the attorney general to answer. Mr.
til 1868, then, tim common law remained in force. Cushing argued: 1. That the legislation of the
But the common law does not give to any act of United States is inconsistent with the theory of
theindlvidLml the effect of expatriation.--Expa- indelible allegiance. This argument has been
triation was pleaded, before 1868, in a number of noticed and the answer indicated. Two rules of

cases decided by the supreme court. In no case law may bc inconsistent and yet both may be law.

was it i_eld to have taken place. In no case, it 2. That expatriation is a natural right. Assam-
is trne, was the decision based upon the corn- ing, for the sake of argument, that there are
mon-law doctrine of perpetual allegiance. In "natural rights" and that self-expatriation is one
evel T case in which the court denied that expa- of them, it in nowise follows that a citizen of
triation had taken place, the decision was based the United States may expatriate himself. The

either upon the inadequacy of the acts from which law which restricts or denies a natural right may
it was claimed that expatriation resulted, or upon be a bad law, but is not the less on that account
the fact that these acts were done in fraud of the law. 3. That the expatriation of the individual

law. But if the possibility of self-expatriation has by his own act has been recognized by the legis-
lation of several of our states, and "has thus be-

* Expatriation is often confounded with emigration, come a part of our public law." Undoubtedly;
R'xpatriation is a legal conception: emigration Is _imply a but not a part of that part of the public law whichf_t to which the legal result of e_tion may or may
not be attached. Few legislations give to emigration per we are now considering, viz., the federal law. 4.
_s the effect of expatriation. That the separation of the colonies from England
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was a complete denial of the claim that allegiance ments of government arc instructed to recognize
may not be cast off without the consent of the the "right of expatriation," but no light is thrown
6overeign. It is assumed, in this argument, th,_t upon the cardinal question how this right is to be
a declaration of independence made by an entire exercised. To what acts of the individual is the

community is analogous to a renunciation of alle- effect of expatriation to be att'tched? Apparent-
glance made by an individual; and that if one ]y, since expatriation is (h,clared to be a natural
was admissible theother must be. If this analogy and inherent right which may not even be re-
be admitted, it may be answered that, until our stricted, impaired or qutstioncd, any acts wifich
independence was recognized by England, the ch'arly indicate the intc,nti_)n of the individual to
dis_olutmn of allegiance effected by the declara- put off his allcgian('e will suffice; e. g., abjuration
tiou of congress was a de facto dissolution only, of allegiance before a uota_'y I)ublic. But no one
like that effectcd by the acts of secession which is likely to maintain ih;lt this lay in the intention
eel'(sin ot our states pa_ed in 1861. Such a disso- of tile legislator. But if some acts arc insufficient,
in(ion of allegiance a citizen may doubtless effect what acts :_re sufficient?--The executive depart-

by emigrating and renouncing his obligations to men( has proceeded itself to fill the gap in the
hi._ native country. But the cases which )It. law; with what legal right will not here be dis-
Cu,htng eompa_'es are not analogous. The Amer- cussed. Protection ha_ been refused to a num-
lean declaration of independence was a revolu- bet of native and naturalized citizens of the
tiona_'y act Revolutions may create states, but United States, resident in foreign states, ou the
not precedents for the administration of muamipal ground that the)' have expatriated themselves.
law in those states.--On these grounds, however, A_ far as the department of state can confer
_lr. Cushing decides that the rule of the conunon it, American citizens may accordingly be said
law is not a part of our law, and that the Amcli- to enjr, y (?) the right of expatriation. If the
can may expatriate himself. But in what nmnner? courts, also, shall decl(le that self-expatriation has
To what a( ts of the individual is (lie law to attach been made p(_ssiblc by the act of 1868, and shall

the result of expatriation? To reauneiation sim- themselves proceed, as tile exc(,utive has done,
ply, without (,migration? Or to emigration with- to determine what acts of the individual consti-
out renunciation? Or only to both combined? tute expatri_ltion, the right of the American cit-

Mr. Cushing wisely decides that both rennncia, izen to expatriate himself may obtain practical
(ion and emigration a_'e necessary, but assigns no recognition in another respect. It may be held
warrant of law either for his selection of this that the real property of thecxpatriated Am(.rican,

method or his rejection of thc others. --But why if situated ill a _taTc whose law excludes aliens
did n_)t congress cut this legal knot by the adop- from the ¢)wner._hi l) of land, escheats to the state.
(ion of a law regulating expatriation? There were -- The possibility of self-expatriation has been dis-
two difficulties in the way. It was objected by cussed in the above page._ with ref_'renee simply

maiJy of our politicians that the passage of such a to the municipal law of the United States. Un-
law would imply that self-expatriation lind not der the expatriation treaties concluded by our

previously been possible. The second difficulty government (see below) the America_ citizen may
was more serious. In many of our states, no per- undoubtedly divest himself of his citizenship.

sons except citizens of the United States and su(.b FOREIG.N"RELATIONS OF TLIE UNITED STATES.
aliens as have declared their intention of becom-

ing citizens are able to hold real property. The Co;_flicls of ,_atioJ_ality. When a citizen of the
expatriation of a citizen would therefore entail United States is claimed l)y a foreign stale as
the forfeiture of his real estate. The difficulty is its citizen or subject, on grounds recognized by

the same which solong retarded the reform of the American1 law as establishing nationality, the
English law. But the difficulty is with as greater. American government does not ordinarily attempt
Fur parliament was able to remove the civil disa- to protect this double citizen against the foreign
bilities of alienage before touching lhe question state which claims his allegiance. The American
of expatriation, but congl'ess has no such power, government, hke the Et_glish, rec(_gllizcs as a rule
--The only law relating to expatriation which the right of every state to enforce its hw of nation-
congress has passed up to the pl'esent time, is the ;llit), iu its own territory. The son el all American

"act concerning the rights ¢*f American citizens falher, bol'n abroad, is not protected ag;dnst the
in foreign states," approved July 27, 1868. The state in whose territory lie was born, if Ih;_t state
preamble declares expatriation to be "a natural claims him jure sell. (Consular RcguI,Ltions, al't.
and inherent right of all penple." Then follows xl., sec. 115 ) The son of an abca father, born
the enactment, "That any declal'ation, instluc- in lhc jurisdiction of the United States, is not
(ion, opinion, order or decisi_,n of any c_fficcr prote(:tcd against his father's state, ff claimed by
of this government which denies, rest]'_cts, ira- thelatterj_'e sa_,gui_i_. (Case ¢)fFran(;ois Hein-

pairs or questions the right of expat_'iation, is reich.* U. S. For. Rel., 1872, p. 172.) An Amer-
hereby declared inconsistent with the fuudament- ican citizen who causes o1" permits himself to be

al principles of this government." IL is difficult * IIcinreich wa_ an American jure soli, but an Austrian
to see what effect can be given to this law, as far ju,._ _a,ffuin_. The refusal of pro_ectmu was, in this case,
as the self-expatriation of the American citizen is erreut.ou_ly based upon the assumption that Heinreich had
conce_'ned. The judicial and executive depart- become by na(ural_zat_o_ a subject of Austria.
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naturalized in a foreign state is, as a matter of means admitted that the duties of a citizen were

course, not protected against the state of his extinguished with the rights. -- Our government
adoption; for, i_ tile view of our department of accordingly endeavored to secure, by reform of
state, he is no longer an American citizen even the foreign legmlations or by treaty, the recogui-
within our jurisdiction. But his minor children tion of the following principles: 1, That natural-

also, though born before his naturalization and imLtion effects expatriation; 2, That expatriation
therefore born American citizens, are, if claimed extinguishes not only the riglLts of the citizen but
by the father's adopted state, to be deemed its also the rights of the state over the citizen. -- But
citizens so long as they are in its territory and pending the adoption of these principles, the
jurisdiction. (" Santiago" Smith's Children, For. American government (until 1859) recognized the
Rel., 1879, pp.815, 816, 825.) Nor, until 1859. did right of each state to enforce its own law in its

our government claim the right to protect ils nat- own territory, and m._de no attempt to protect its
uralized citizens against the states to which these naturalized citizens against their old governments.
persons owed original allegiance. If tile state In the year 1859 our government changed its atti-
to which the emigrant belonged by birth chose rude. Secretary Cass asserted that the naturalized
to consider him as its subject in spite of his Amer- American, returning to his native country, "re-
ican naturalization, it had, within its jurisdiction, turns as an American citizen and in no other char-
the power and the right to treat him as such. aeter." (Instructions to Mr.Wright, July 8, 1859.)
Our government, of course, resisted the attempt President Buchanan declared, " Out" government
of England to enforce its law of nationality within is bound to protect our naturalized citizens every-
our jurisdiction, by means of the so-called "right where." (Message, Dec. 3, 1860.) The refusal to
of visitation and search"; and the repeated inva- recognize tile territorial validity of the foreign
sion of our "floating territory" by English officers law was based upon the assertiou that the right of
was the principal cause of the war of 1812. Dur- expatriation was a right established by the law of
ing this war, as we have seen, the attempt of En- nations. The "right of expatriation," in this con-
gland to place naturalized Americans on trial for nection, meant, of course, the right of the indi-
treason was met by the United States with threat vidual to divest hinmelf of his obligations to his
of reprisal. But tiffs was an act of war, not an native country by migrating to and acquiring
exerciseof the ordinary right of protecti(_n. _ The naturalization in another; and the claim of the

right of protecting out' naturalized citizens against American government, legally stated, was this:
the state to which they owed original allegiance That international law (independently of treaty)
wa._ not only never asserted before 1859, but was attaches to emigration and subsequent naturaliza-
expressly and repeatedly disavowed by our rain- tion the extinction of the prior allegiance. But
isters in foreign countries and by our department international law, bein_ enacted and enforced by
of state. But while our government recognized no superior, has no existence except by the agree-

the right of foreign states to enforce their own ment of the nations which it governs. A rule,
law of nationality in their own territories, it re- ! therefore, which was not recognized, a score of
peatedly endeavored to secure by negotiation the /. ),ears ago, by the majority of civilized states, and
modification of tim foreign law. It argued, with to which no effect is given to-day except by force
justice, that tim individual who had ceased to be of municipal legislatiou or of treaty, can lmrdly
a member of the body social ought not to be be termed a rule of international law. The con-
deemed a member of the body politic. -- Compar- sensus of civilized nations is now so general as to
atively few of the states to which our naturalized the propriety of its observance that it may easily
citizens originally belonged denied the possibility come to be regarded as a rule of international
of self-expatriation. Great Britain, Russia, and law a generation or two hence. But it certainly

some cantons of Switzerland, belonged to this was not such in 1859. Legally, then, the ground
category. The legislations of these states rccog- tt_ken bytlm American government in 1859 was
nized no dissolution of allegiance without the indefensible. Politically, it was well chosen; it
express and special consent of tim state.--In gave our diplomacy a basis for incessant agitation.
Prussia. and in most of the German stales, au- The American claim of protection was of course

thorized emigration or unauthorized absence of denied, but despite all denials was steadily re-
a certain duration (in Prussia, by the law of Dec. newed. In denying the American claim, each

21, 1842. ten years) effectcd expatriation. By the foreign government knew itself to be legally in the
C'_Me NapoMon naturalization acquired in a for- right ; but with each renewal of the controversy
eign country was one of the facts to which the it became more obvious that the existing law was
law attached the loss of French nationality. But inequitable and must be reformed.
in all the legislations of this second category, The E_Turtriation Treaties. The principles advo-

expatriation was understood to mean, primarily, cated by the United States first obtained interna-
loss of the rights of a citizen; and it was by no tional recognition in the treaty with the :North Oer-

, man confederation, negotiated by Minister Ban-
* During the war between England and France, at the croft, and signed Feb. 22, 1868. The difficulties

close of the last century, France was similarly threatened between the United States and Prussia had centredwith reprlsaia in ease it should treat as traitors any em/qr_s
_zvtng under the English flag. But these person_ were in the question of military duty. The Prussian
not claimed by England a_ its euhject_, who left his country without authorization, before
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or during the period in which his service was due concluded similar treaties with Bavaria. Baden,
to the state, was liable, upon his return, to punish- Wt',rtemberg aml IIesse. Expatriation treaties
ment, and, if he was still within the military age, tmsed upon Ill(; same principles were made, in
to compulsory enlistment. But if dining h,_ 1868. with Mexico. Great Br,tain and Belgium;
absence tim Prussian had acquired Amcric,m citi- in 1869. with Sweden and Norway, in 1870, with
zenship, our government nmintained (since 1859) Austria; in 1872. will, Ecuador and Denmark.
that he was no longer a Prussian and owed the The treaty of 1868 with Great Britain was of a
Prussian st'_te no military service. Ills duties to preliminary character, the British government
the Prussian state were terminated at the moment n(,t desiring to at_ticq)ate the action of parliament
of his naturalization. In fact, our government on the quc,tion of expatriation A formal treaty
went further than this. and a.¢serted that the Pens- w_m (:on(.luded immediately after the passage of
Nan naturalized in America was not liable to the Engliah ha,realization act of 1870.--Tim ran-

punishment for non-performance of military ser- jority of these trcati(.s correspond with the North
vice, unless that service was actually due at G(,rman treaty in attaching the effect of expatri-
the moment of cm_gration. -- In the treaty with align to naU,raliz,_tion aT,d five )'ears' residence.
the North Gernmn confederation, every point of rl'he treaties with Be]gium. Demnark, Ecuador
the American claim i_ conceded. Not only is and Gr,,at Britain provide that naturalization

it agreed that natulalization shall extinguish the I shall extinguish the former nationality without
duties of the citizen to his former state/but also reference to any te, m of residence in the adopted
that the naturalized citizen shall not be punished eounlry. All the treaties agree that the natural-

except for offenses committed before emigTation iz('d citizen shall not be lnmished by his original
The extinction of duties effeeted by naturalization country except for offcu_es e,>mmitted before em-
is thus dated back to and includes the act of emi- iglati,)n. All the treaties further agree in provid-

gration. The essential provisions of this treaty are ing tlmt the uaturahzcd citizen may renounce his
briefly as follows. Citizens of the one nation who m_turalization; and the maj,)Hty of them, like
have I)ecome naturalized citizens of the other shall the N,)lth German treaty, attach this result to

be regarded and treated as citizens of the latt(.r renewed residence in the original country when
nation, if they have resided uninterruptedly with- such residence exceeds two years. ]{ut this latter
in its territory for five years. (Art. 1 ) The nat- clause does not appear in the treaties wifll Aus-
uralized citizen is liable, on return to his original tria, Baden, Belgium and Great Britain; aud

country, to trial and punishment for offenses corn- under the Mexican treaty the naturalized citizen
mitred before emigration. (Art. 2.) If a natu- may avoid the forfeiture of his natura]ization by
ralized citizen renews his residence in his former proving hi._ intent to return to his adopted coun-

count_" without the intent to r(,turn to hi, adopt- try. .,k number of the treaties containing the two
ed country, he shall be held to have renounced years el,ruse explain, in the text, or in the protocol,
his naturalization. "The intent not to return that the two years residence in the ohl country

may be hehl to exist when the person naturalized does not of itself re.establish the oht nationality.
in the one country resides more than two years iu rl'hese treaties give t() American naturalization,
the other country." (Art. 4.) The lmrpose of the in the vast majority of cases, the effect of cxtin-
fourth articleis obvious. Without somesuch lira- guiMfing the origimfl allegiance. Nearly 90 per

itation, the treaty would enable an)" German, by cent. of the immigrants whom Europe sent us in
a temporary residence of five years in Ame, ica, I 1881, and nearly 93 per cent. of the total Europe-

an immigration to the United States from 1821to escape military duty in his n,uive country.
American citizenship would have been sought to 1881, e.m_e front countries with which we now

by persons who had no intention of becoming ] have expatriation treaties.--States with which
in reahty members of the Americ:_n people: il _ we have n(, such treaties, but whose municipal
would have been sought simply as a means of law attaches to a foreign m_turalization the effect

obtaining a privileged l)osition in a foreign coun- ()f expatriation, furni._hed 5 4 per cent. of our
try. The provisions of this article have been total Europcau immiglation from 1821 to 1881;
(.riticized because the persons whom it. ,,fleets 6.2 per cent. in 1,q81. In all the stat_.s beh)nging

seem to be left without any (.ountry. They have to this category, it is n()w hehl that expatriation
forfeited their naturalization without regaining ,xtin_u,sl,('s the duties as well as the rights of the

their former nationality. But if our naturalized 'itizc;n.--The rest of our European imlnigration
citizen ha._ forfeited his American citizenship it (1_21-81.1.9 per cent. ; 1_1.4.4 per ccnt.)is derived
is no concern of ours whether he has reg,dned from Russia and Switzerland. Russia does not
hia German nationality or not, and vice versa, pe, mit the individual to expatriate himself with-

The reacquisition of the former nation:dity is an out sl)ecial authoriza_i,n. Switzcrl'md permits
internal, not an international, question. The se]f.cxl,atriation, but does not atlach this result
matter is therefore left, as it should be, to bc set- to n,_turaliz',tmn a(.qui_cd in :1foreign country.

tled by each nation for itself. The German gov- ('OMPARI$ON OF EXISTINO LEGISL._.TIONB.
ernment settles it by eompclling the naturalized
American, at the cud of tim two years, to reas- Acq,dsition by Birth. All modern states, even
_ume German nationality or leave the country, tho_e which al)ply thcjus soliwithin their respect-

During the same year (1868) Minister Bancroft ivc territories, claimasciUzensthc children of eiti-
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zen parents born abroad. But many legislations tiou of ju, sou and jus sang_inis. The Italia_
make the derivative citizenship of the child born code and the Dutch law of July 29, 1850, take an
abroad dependent upon his return and to residence additional element into consideration, viz., the
ill the father's countlT(Portuga] , Bolivia, Brazil, domicile of the parents. The child born in
Chili, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay and Uru- the Netherlands is a Netherlander if his parents
guay. Peru requires the inscription of the child's have resided in the kingdom for three years or if
name in the civil register. In the Argentine they have resided there eighteen months after de-
republ_,c and in Venezuela, the individual born claring their intention to establish their domicile
lbroad must declare, when of full age, that he there. The acquisition of nationality in this case

elects the nationality of his parents.) Tile same is definitive: the Dutch law permits no reclama-
result is obtained, in other legislations, by attach- tion of the father's nationality. Under the Italian.
ing to residence in a foreign country without in- code the child born in the territory is born an
tent to return, or to absence of certain duration, Italian if his parents have residedin the kingdom
the effect of expatriation. TheEnglish act of 1870 uninterrnptedly for ten years; but on reaching
permits the child of an Englishman, born abroad, full _ge he may reclaim the nationality of his
to make when of full age adeclaration of alienage, father. Under both legislations, the children of
-- But although tile jus 8a_lguinis or principle of non-domiciled aliens, born in the territory, are
filiation is applied by all modern states to the chil- born aliens; but they have the right of electing
dren of their citizens born abroad, no such gen- the natiohality of the state in which they were
eral agreement exists in the treatment of children born (droit d'option).-- A word as to the advan-
of aliens born within their respective territories, tages and disadvantages of the above systems.
Existing legislations may be divided, in thts re- The jus solior territorial system has the advan-
spect, into five classes.--1. Pureju_ sang,Huts. In rage of attaching nationality to a fact easily
Austria, Germany, Hungary, Sweden and Swi_- proved. But it has the disadvantage of imposing
erland tile child of an alien, born in the territory, nationalily, in a certain number of cases, upon
is born an alien and remains an alien always unless persons whom it is absurd to regard as members
he becomes nattlralized. Tile conditions under of the state in which they happen to be born. If
which he m'ty obtain naturalization differ in no the parents were not domiciled in the territory,
respect from those prescribed for the naturaliza- and if tile child is removed to and grows up in
tion of other aliens. --2. Modifiedjus 8angui_i*. the father's country, it is preposterous to regard
In France the child of an alien, born in the terri- him as a member of any other than his father's
tory, is born an alien; but when of full age he state. Tile jus sanguini_ or system of filiation is
has droit d'optio:_ of French nationality. That is, not open to this objection, but is open to others
he has the right to become a Frenchman if he equally serious. The nationality of the individual
chooses, and he becomes a Frenchman by dcclar- can be proved only by showing the nationality of
ing that such is his choice. He must also declare the father; but this depends again upon the na-
that it is his intention to live in France: and if at tioaality of the grandfather, and so on without
the date of his declaration he is resident in a for- end. Under the jus sanguinis, again, the mem-
eign countIT, he must acquire a French domicile bers of a family originally foreign but established
within a year. This system, established by the for generations in the state may retain their alien
Code Napoleon (Art. 9) has been a(loptcd with character, if they choose, indefinitely Of course
slight variations in the legislations of Bclgiun_, they will choose to do this wherever the burdens
Greece, Luxemburg, Monaco, Spain, Rumania, of citizenship are greater than the disadvantages
Russia. Turkey and Costa Rica.--3. Pure jus _oli. of alienage; e. g., in all states where universal and
Tile children of aliens, born in the territory, are compulsory military service exists. In all such
born membersof the state in Denmark, Norway, states the jt_s sanguinis will create a privileged
Bulgaria, the United States, Hayti, tile Argentine class within the population, a class exempted from
republic, Bolivia, Brazil, Chili, Colombia, Ecua- political duties because of its bdmrited alienage.
dor, Guatemala, Peru, Uruguay and Venezuela. This has notably been the result of the establish-
But under the laws of some of the above states, ment of theju._ _anguini_ in France. The droit
the nationality thus established is lost if the child d'option given to all persons born in the territory
becomes resident in the father's state (Denmark, is seldom exercised. In order to check the rapid

Norway, Guatemala).--4. Modifiedjuss_i. The and alarlning increase of the resident foreign
children of aliens born in England are natural- population born on Frene_ soil, French legislation

born Englishmen, but when of full age may make has been obliged to revert, in a measure, to the
a declaration of alienage. The same system ob- territorial _ystem. A law of Feb. 12, 1851, pro-
tains in Portugal. In Mexico the child of an vided that all persons born in France whose
alien, born in the Te_Titory, is an alien as long f_thers were also born there should be deemed
as he remains under the paternal authority. (At Frenchmen, unless on reaching majority they re-

Spanish as at Roman law a person of full age may claimed the paternal nationality. This law did not
be suhject to the patria pole_tas.) But as soon as have the desired effect. Alienage was regularly
he is freed from the paternal authority, as soon as reclaimed by the persons in question,and the dora-
he becomes_uijuris, he becomesaMexicanunless iciled foreign popnlation continued to increase.
he reclaims his father's nationality.-- 5. Combin_- A law amending the law of 1851 was accordingly
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adopted Dec. 16, 1874. Under fills latter law ization vary greatly in different countries. In all
the individual who desires to reclaim his father's the cases where a union of states exists, in Europe,
nationality is required to produce a certificate naturalization is left to the single states. This is
(attestation) from the government of his father's the case nnt only when the union is merely per-
state, showing that it regards him as its citizen, sonal or the bond of federation loose (the Nether-
This he will rarely be ablc to do. (See below: lands and Luxemburg; Russia, Poland and Fin-
Loss of Nationality.)--The disadvantages of the land; Norway and Sweden; Austria and Hun-

_ussolion the one hand and of the jus sanguiT_ gary), but also in the firmer federal unions
on the other are in the main avoided by the Dutch (Switzerland, Germany). But ia Switzerland and
law of 1850, described above. The combination in the German empbe the federal law determines
of the two systems in that law seems the most at least the conditions of naturalization. In the
satisfactory solution of the problem yet attained. British empire ea(.h colony has the power of nat-

Naturalization signifies in the widest scnse tbc uralization, and fixes the conditions upon which
bestowal of nationality. So the children of En- it shall be granted. --The department of govern-
glishmen born out of the territory were said to be ment by which naturalization is conferred is dif-
naturalized by the acts of 25 Edw. III., 7 Ann, fercnt in different states. Where absolute men-
etc. Commotfly, however, naturalizati,)n means archy exists this power is of course vested in the
the acquisition of nationality otherwise than by crown. In constitntional states the right belnn.g's
birth, the bestowal of nationality upon a person in principle to the legislative, and in many states
who is by birth an alien. But nationality may it is directly exercised l)y the legislature (Belgium,
either be imposed upon an alien de plein droit, Bulgaria, Denmark, Luxemburg. thcNetherlands,
without regard to his wishes in the matter; or it Norway, Rumania, and the majority of the Swiss
may be bestowed upon him at his own request eant_)ns). In other state_ naturalization is be-
(voluntary naturalizatiol_).--1. Naturalization is stowed 17y the administrative department, under
conferred de "pleiTz droit by all existing legis- conditions prescribed by law (El_gland, France,
lations upon the alien woman who marries a Gelmany, IIungary and Portugal). In Engbmd,
citizen. At English common law, it is true,, besides the naturalization conferred by the secre-
marriage did not have this effect; but the rule tary of state, naturalization l)y virtue of lhe royal
of the common law has been superseded by star- prerogative and naturalization by ._peeial act of
ute in both England (7 and 8 Vie., c. 66) 1)arliament are still po._sil)lc. A mixed system
and in the United States (Act of Felt. 10, 1855)-- exists also in. Italy, Greece and Spain. -- The
Naturalization de pleir_ droit is conferred 1)y the power of naturalization, wherever vested, is dis-
laws of Denmark and of Norway upon ;ill per- cretionary in all European states. Although the
sons who become domicih, d in the tcrritoO" of alien complies with all the conditions prescribed

these states. ._.t ohl Spanish law, tbc alien who 1)y law, natur:dization may be refused him.
was domiciled in the kingdom, or who resided (Except in Spain,_ here the alien may acquire vecin-
there under circumstances which showed a_dmus dad by his own act, and then by abjuring his prior

¢.ommorandi (marriage with a Spanish woman, allegianeemaybeeomeaSpaniard.) In the United
possession of real property, exercise of a prefer- States the theory of naturaliz:ltioa is a different
sion, keeping a shop) acquired ipso facto commu- one. The ali,,n who fulfills the legal conditions
hal citizenship (vedndad), and these communal of naturalization has a right to be naturalized,
citizens were regarded as Spanish subjects. But and naturalization is conferred by the judiciary.
a law of 1870 enacts that the arec6_dados shall be Thesame systcm exists in thedominionof Camlda.

regarded as Spaniards only when they havccaused In Central and South America, naturalization is
themselves to be registered as such and have re- bestowed either by the executive or the h,g3slative,
nounced their prior nationality. At presct_t, and the bestowal is dis('retionary. But since the
therefore, the acquisition of ceci_ulad is simply a institute of the vecin&Td exists in the Im_j,)rlty of
means of voluntary naturalization. Tile law of the Spanish-American states it is usually possible
the vecindad was transplanted from Spain to the for the alien to acquire naturalization by obtain-

Spanish colonies in America; and, until recently, ing domicile and causing himself to be registered
many South American legislations outdid the as a citizen.--The conditions prescribed by law
Spanish model in the matter of compulsory nat- for naturalizalion differ widely in different statcs.
uralization. But at the present time naturaliza- Present domicile or the intent to establish domicile

tion has become wholly voluntary in all these in the country is al_ays required, unless in the
states except Bolivia and Venezuela. -- A few case of those engaged or intending to engage iu
countries (e. g., Germany and :Mexico) impose the service of the state. Residence of a certain
their nationality upon all persons who enter the duration is usually demanded, but foreign resi-
service of the state. But in this case the intent denee m the service of the state is accepted as an
of the individual to obtain naturalization may be (.quivalet_t by France, Englal_d and Brazil. Good

presumed to exist without any expressed dec]ara- moral character is generally required, and, in some
tion; and this method of naturalization may fairly states, visible means of support (Finland, Germany,

be termed a voluntary one.--2. Voluntary natur- Hung:iry, Portugal, Sweden, many Swiss cantons,
alization is provided for in all existing legislations; Mexico, Chili and Peru). --By naturalization the
but the method, conditions and effects of natural alien always obtains full civil rights, but not al-
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ways the political rights of a naturnl-boru citizen, or acts of the individual. In man), cases it is
But the tendency of modern ]egisla_iou is to estab- imposed as a punishment : in Germany, for exam-
lish complete equality between native +tn(l natural- t)le, the unauthorized performance of ecclesi_lsti-
ized citizens. -- Many European states refuse to cal functions, in Bolivia, Par.,guay and Urugu_y
protect their naturalized citizen against his native fraudulent bankruptcy, and in Portugal and
country, if the latter still claims him as its citizen. Brazil sentence ot banishment, entail the loss of
The Netherlands, Luxemburg and Swilzcrtanllrc- thenationalcharactcr. Uuauthorizcdentranceinlo

fuse to naturalize aliens when their naturalizati()n the service of a foreign government effects expa-
seems likely to produce internati,)n.ll difficulties, triation by the laws of Fr.mcc, Italy, the :Nctlmr-

S.tatus of the .Fami2y of a .LVatl_rallzed C'illzel+ lands, Portugal, Mexico, Hayti, Bolivia, Brazil,
1. The wife is natulalizcd de pleir_ d_vit, iu mo_t Chili, Colombia, Paraguay and Uruguay. In other
countries, by the naturalization .f tile husband, cases the penal character of expatriation is ]e_
:By the laws of England and Italy, lmwevcr, the marked. It results, for example, from cmigra-
naturalization of the husband extends to the wife tion simply (Austria, Sweden). from emigration
<rely when she resides with hint in the adopted and renunciation (Italy), from foreign residence
country. In Germany and in Switzcrlandthewifc with,)ut the intent to return (Belgium, Denmark,

may be expressly excluded. In France she must France, the Netherlands, :Norway, }Iayti), from a
be expressly included, anti that at her own desire: foreign residence of tun years without passport
.i.e., the French jmisprudence repudiates entwe]y or inscription in tile consular register (Germany,
the naturalization of the wife de p/e/n droll.- Hungary).--Expatriation on any of the above
2. The children. The naturalization of thc father grounds is objectionable from the international

_asually extends to the minor children. But they standpoint as tending to create heimathlose, indi-
may be expressly excluded (Germany, Switzer- vidualswithout any country --Intcrnatinnal com-
hind). They are included only when resident in ity demands that the effects of expatriation be

.the father's adopted country (England, Italy, attached to those acts and to those nets only whi(h
United States). The children are included during cstablish a new nationality. These are: (a)vol-
theirminority, butmayrectaimthefather'soriginal untary naturalization in a foreign state. This i_
natmnalityon reaching full age (Italy, Portugal). recognized as a cause of expatriation in all the

--Tile naturalization of the father does not ex- expatriation treaties concluded by the Unitcd
tend to tim children born before his naturalization States and in the legislations o f Belgium, England,
(Belgium, France, Luxemburg, Russia, Spain, France, Italy, Luxemburg, Monaco, the Neth-
Sweden, Turkey, the Argentine republic and crlands, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Me:_ico, IIayti,
Brazil) But in many of these states the children, Bolivia, Br'_zil, Chili, Colombia and Urug,ay. (b)
on reaching majority, may elect the father's Declaration of alienage, or reclamation of forcigu
acquired nationality, nationality, made by a person whom a fort.ign

Expatriation, or Loss of NatioTwdily. Existing statercgardsasitscitizeuorsubject. Forthecascs
legislations may be divided, as regards loss of in which this is permitted, see above: Acqui,ition
nationality, into two classes; viz., those in which by Bi_th.--In Switzcrland, abaadonmel_t of the
expatriation is not possible without the express native domicile, posscssion or prospective acquisi
-and special consent of the sovereign, and tho-e tiou of a foreign nationulity and renunciatiou of
which attach the result of expatriation to some Swiss citizenship are the conditions precedent of
act or acts of tile individual.--l. In Russia and expatriation; but the Swiss citizen who has ful-

in Turkey a woman becomes an alien by marrying filled all these conditi(,as is not expatriatcd until
an alien, and in Russia a naturalized subject may a declaration of expatriation lms been i,sucd by
renounce hi_ naturalization; but the natural-born the proper cantonal authority.-- (c) On the part of

male subject can not expatriate himself in either a woman, marriage to a foreigner. This effects
state without express authorization. The Rus- expatriation by the laws of ahnost all rot,darn

sian or Ottoman who emigrates and acquires a states (but not in B_azit, Hayti or San Salvador).
foreign naturalization without the consent of his -- The status of the wife and children of an t.xpa-
sovereign, exposes himself to sentence of banish- triatcd person is differeut ill different legislations.
merit; but although banished he retains his origi- Most states, of course, apply the same rules in this

nal nationality.--In a numbcrof South American case as in that of naturalization. (See above:
states it is doubtful whether the individual can Status of the Family of a Naturalized Citizen.)

or can not expatriate himself. The constitutions But the rule laid down by England and Italy in
of these states contain rules concerning the loss reference to the family of a naturalized person is
of citizenship (ciudadalda), and it is uncertain adopted, a,s regards expatriation, by three other
whether loss of natiou'dity is meant, or mercly stat_: G_'many, Hungary and Switzerland. That

loss of political rights. The latter seems to be the i_, in all the_e states the expatriation of the head
accepted interpretation in Peru and Ecuador. In of the family extends to the wife and minor chil.

these states, then, self-expatriation is impossible, dren only when they have followed him to his
In tile Argentine confederation and in Venezuela new home. ED_UND _IUNROE SMITH.
allegiance is clearly indissoluble by any act of _he
mdividual._2. The great majority of moderu NATIONS, In PollUeal Economy. From
_states attach the effect of expatriation to some act the era'hast historical ages humauity has been di.
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vided into a multitude of nations, dissimilar in to employ fire and the sword to compass their de-
manners, aptitudesand language, and possessing sign, and they failed. Religious beliefs have
different institutions. Each of these nations has continued to reflect the divcr._ity of tempera-
its own particular physiognomy and its own cx- meats, of manners, and of the intelligence of

istence, its autonomy. --This phenomenon, which different nations. Others, finally, have dreamt
interests in a high degree all branches of moral of unity of language, and government_ have
and political science, must be considered here been known to endeavor to force a uniform lan-
only from an economic point of view. The econ- guage upon peoples (,f different origin, wlmm
omist must first inquire whether the division of '.hey lind united under their rule. The Dutch
humanity into a multitude of nations is bene- government, for examl)le , attempted to sub.-titute

ficial, or whether it would not be b('tter, as some the l)utch language for the French language in
declare, for the human race to form only one somc of the s_*uthcrn provinet, s of the old king-

community, a univer_l monarchy or republic, dom of the Netherlands. What was the result?
There can he no doubt as to the answer to this An avr,rsion was taken to the langm_ge required

question. The division of humanity into ha- by law. by the populations upon which the gov-
tions has its utility, because it develol)s a prin- ernmcnt wished to force it, aud this experiment,

ciple of emulation of considerable power. There which was contrary to the nature of things, con-
is in each nation a feeling of honor, or a kind of tributed much to 1he downfall of the government
collective sclf-esteem, which, directed toward which tried it. Languages like religious beliefs
useful ends, can accomplish wonders. An ex- and political institutions, arc the expression of

ample of this was furnished at the universal ex- the special genius of different nalions. The form

position at London, to which the greater p:lrt of of institutions and of language can without doubt
civilized nations brought the tribute of their in- be modified in an artificial manner, but their _ub-

dustry, and each made it a point of honor not stance will neverthele_ remain. Although it
to be too far behind its rivals. If humanity would be absurd to wish to efface, for the _ke of
constituted only a single political assemblage, a chimerical unity, the characteristic marks of
would not the spirit of emulation, deprived of nationalities, it does not follow that nations must
the stimulant of national honor, be manifested be isolated from and kept in a permanent state of

in a less degree? Another drawback, more se- hostility toward each other. The autonomy of
rious still, would result from the unifcation of nations implies neither isolation nor hostility.

humanity: the faults committed in the govern- Nations are intcrcsted in freedom of communi-
meat of society would reach much farther than cation with one another, in order that they may

they do in the existing state of affairs. If a bad I increase in wealth and power; they are still
measure is taken to-day by a government, if a I more interested in living in peace with one an

false theory is applied to the management of the _.other.--These truths, too long unrecognized,
affairs of a nation, the evil which results from it I have been admirably demonstrated by econo-
is confined to a certain locality. Other nations I mists, especially by J. B. Say. To those who

can refrain from renewing an experience, the re- I pretend, for instance, that a nation can only be
sults of which have been disastrous. If all hu- ' enriched by the impoverishment of its rivals,

inanity, on the contrary, were subjected to auni- the illustrious author of the theory (f mllle_s
form law, would not the evil resulting from the replies with truth: "A nation bears the same

application of a bad measure be univer¢al? And . relation to a neighboring nation that a prov-
the division of society into nations is no obstaclc i ince does to anothcr province, that a city does

to progress, which betters the condition of man. , to the country; it is interested in secin 7 it pros-
When an experiment has resulted successfully I per, and certain to profit by its wealth. The
with a nation, are not other nations eager to take ' United States arc right, the,l, for example, in

advantage of it? Are they not most frequently : always having tried to encourage: industry in
obliged to do so by the pressure of competition? ' the savage tril)e_; it has been their purpo¢c to
--The division of humanity into autonomous! obtain sometbiug from them in cxt.hange; for

nations may therefore be considered as essentially II nothing can be gained frc)m people who have
economic. Besides, this division results from the _ nothing to give. It is of advantage to hum.to-

primitive arrangement of things; it is a natural ity for a nation to conduct itself to_ard others,
phenomenon that no artificial combination can under all circumstances, according to liberal
destroy nor evcn sensibly modify. Conquerors, principles. It will be shown, by the brilliant
for instance, have dreamt of the utopia of uni- results it will obtain from so (h,ing, that vain

versal monarchy. Have they succeeded iu real- system._, balefultheori('.% are the exclusive and jeal-
izing it? Have not those who have approached ous maxims of the old status of Europe, which
nearest to it, beheld their gigantic political estab- they with effrontery endow with the namc of

lishments dissolve by the very force of things? ]rractic_d truths, bccau_,e, unfortunately, they put
Has not experience taught them that there are them in practice." -- Nothing is more deceitful,
limits which no domination can exceed in any adds this judicious economist, than the advan-

lasting manner? Other utopists have dreamt of tage which a nation thinks it gains by an en-
unity of religion, and some have wished to en- croachment upon the domain of another, by
force it by violence; but it was useless for them the conquest of a province or a colony from a
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rivalpower. "If France had pom_sed," he the risksof lou excecd the chances of gain; and
_ays, "at auy time whatever,an economic gov- without being humanitarians or advocates of
,ernment, and had employed for fertilizing the unity, they show to nations the true methods of
provinces in the centre of the kingdom, the realizing practical fraternity.--Errors no less
money which she expended for conquering distant fatal, on the subject of the interior government
provinces and colonies which could not be kept, of nations, have attracted the attention of eeono-
she would be much more happy and more power- mists. As once it was the common conviction
ful. Highways, parish roads, canals for irrigation that a nation could only be powerful and rich by
and navigation, are means which a government the enfeeblement and impoverishment of itsrivals,
has always at its disposal to improve provinces a singularly exaggerated share of influence and
which are unproductive. Production is always action in the life of nations was attributed to the
expensive in a province, when the expense of the government. Because the government and soci-
tl_nsportation of its products is great. An lute- ety were confounded in primitive communities,
rior conquest indubitably augments the strength when the division of labor had not yet separat-
_of a state, as a distant conquest almost always ed social functions, it was thought that it must
enfeebles it. All that constitutes the strength always be so; it was thought that it was the prov-
of Great Britain is in Great Britain itself; it has ince of the government to communicate move-
been rendered much stronger by the loss of ment and action to the social organism, and make
America; it will be more so when it shall have life circulate there; it was thought that nothing
lost India." -- Hence J. B. Say is thoroughly con- could be effected except by the impetus of this
winced that, when economic intelligence shall be sovereign motor. Political economy has done jns-
_nore widely diffused, when the true sources of tice to so disastrous an error.--F.conomists have
the prosperity and the greatness of nations shall demonstrated that the functions of government
be better known, the old policy, which consists should be simplified and specialized more and
in conquering new territory to tax its people to more, by virtue of the principle of the division of
_xcess, in taking possession of new markets to labor, rather than extended and multiplied; they
submit them to a selfish and pitiless exploitation, have demonstrated that communism belonged to
this evil policy of antagonism and hatred, will the infancy of nhtions, and that it ceased to be
end by losing all credit. "All this old policy expedient in their maturity. With the coolness of
will perish," he says; "ability will consist in a surgeon who removes a cancer, J. B. Say has

meriting preference, and not in demanding it shown to what point a government which is not
by force. The efforts which are made to secure strictly limited to fulfilling its natural functions
domination procure only an artificial greatness, can cause trouble, corruption and discomfort in
which necessarily makes an enemy of every for- the economy of the social body, and he has
cigner. This system produces debts, abuses, ty- declared that in his eyes such a government
rants and revolutions; while the attraction of was a veritable ulcer. This figurative expres-
a reciprocal agreement procures friends, extends sion, u/r_ro_ 9ov_rnm_nt, employed by the illns-
the circle of useful relations; and the prosperity trious economist to designate a government which
which results from it is lasting, because it is interferes improperly in the domain of private
natural."-- If, then, economists do not share activity, reglementary and socialist writers have
the illusions of the humanitarian socialists, who frequently east as a reproach upon political
_vould like to unite all nations into a single economy. Some even have taken it as a founda-
flock, ruled by an all-governing shepherd; if tion for the assumption that political economy
J_hey do not think that it is a measure of util. has misunderstood the importance of the mission

ity to efface, in an artificial manner, the charac- with which governments are charged in society,
teristic differences of nations; if they only ac- and they have accused it of having given birth

_ept with reservations the beautiful v_ of to the celebrated doctrine of a16-ard_y. (See
the author of the Mar_411ai_ of Peaz_: AN_aCltY.) But nothing is less merited than

such a reproach. Political economy, rightly
"Nationsl mot pompeuxpour dire barb_le! understood, leads no more to the suppression of

lMehl*ezc_*drape_uxl un*eau_r_votxvou_crle; governments than it does to the destruction of
L'_goTsme et la haine ont souls aue pattie; nationalities. J.B. Say says: "When authority
I._tratomi_n'eaaps_"; is not a despoiler itself, it procures for nations

the greatest of benefits, that of guaranteeing
if they think that nations have their ra/son d'g//re them against despoilers. Without this protection
itself in the bosom of ciyilization, they do not which lends the aid of all to the needs of one
work less actively to demolish the walls of sepa- alone, it is impossible to conceive any important

ration, which old errors, prejudices of centuries development of the productive faculties of man,
and barbarous hatreds have raised between ha- of land or of capital; it is impossible to conceive
tions; they show to nations that it is for their the existence of capital itself, since capital is only
interest to exchange their ideas and their prod- values accumulated and working under the safe.
ucts in order to augment their wealth, their guard of public authority. It is for this reason
power and their civilization; they condemn war that no nation has ever arrived at any degree of

as a bad speculation, as an operation in which wealth, without having been subject to a regular
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government; it is to the security which political means of numerous satellites, of an active system
organization procures, that civilized nations owe of espionage, and by the multiplication of prisons;
not only the innumerable and varied productions these prisons, spies and soldiers are an item of

which satisfy their wants, but also their fine arts, expense to the people, who are certainly not hap-
their leisure hours, the fruit of accumulation,with- pier on that account."-- To sum up, political
out which they could not cultivate their intellec- economy recognizes that the division of humanity
_ual gifts, nor consequently rise to all the dignity into nations has its utility, its raiso_ d'_re; it rec-
lhat the nature of man admits of."-- Political ognizes that no nation, unless it be composed of
,economy is not therefore an.arcJ_ic. Economists angels, can dispense with a government; but, at
atre perfectly convinced that governments play the same time, it demonstrates that it is for the

a necessary part in society, and it )s precisely interest nf nations to base their foreign policy
iaecause they appreciate all the importance of upon peace, and their domestic policy upon coon-
this part, that they consider that govermnents omy; it demonstrates that it is for the interest of
_hould be occupied with nothing else. -- Finally, nations to maintain free and friendly relations
economists think that the same practices of scru- with one another, and to be governed as little as
pulous economy, which are the rule in private possible. G. DE MOLI_ArtI.
industry, should be the rule also in the govern-
ment of nations. Let us again quote J. 13. Say, NAT_rR.a, LIZ/kTION, the conce.ssion by the
_)n this subject: "A nation which only respects sovereign power of a state of tile rights of cili-
its prince when he is surrounded with pomp. zenship to an _dicn. This concession, when corn-

with glitter, with guards, with horses, with all plete, clothes the .dien with all the privileges and
that is most expensive, has to pay for it. It subjects him to all the burdcns and duties of ana-
.economizes, on the contrary, when it accords it_ live-born subject. Among civilizect nations lhc
respect to simplicity rather than to display, and right i¢ conceded upon the pcrforlnance ()f tel'lain
when it obeys the laws without display."-- Causes prerequisite conditions laid down by the country
purely political, and the form of government of adoption, and involvcs lherenunciation, l)y the
which they produce, influence the expense of thc naturalized p(,rson, of his native allcgmnce.--
salaries of civil and judicial functionaries, that of Tile system of admitting foreigners to the privi-
representation, and that which public institutions leges of citizenship is a growth of civilization
and establishments require. Thus, in a despotic unknown to communities in an early stage of de-
country, where the prince disposes of the l)roper - velopment. Ancient.Rome not only refused such
ty of his subjects, he alone fixing his salary-- rights to aliens, but it_ polity (lid not even con-
that is to say, what he uses of the public fund._ template the possibility of a Roman attempting
for his own personal benefit, his pleasures, and to throw off his native allegiance. The title
the maintenance of his household--that salary Civis Ra.m(t_ttts was indelible. A citizen might be
may be fixed higher than in the country whcrc it deprived of his life, but he could not be deprived
is discussed by the representatives of the prince of his citizenship--civitat_'m rero 7temo u_q,tam
and those of the tax payers. The salaries of sub- tllto pop_lo w._-a au_ittet iavitus. (Cic. pro. dora.)
ordinates depend also either upon their individual -- The social compact which was inw)h'ed in the
influence, or upon the general system of govern- early Roman notion of the state., was ,)he which
ment. The services which they render are cnstly bound the membcrs of 1he cia.it(a_by peculiar obli-
or cheap, not only in proportion to the price paid gations, and conferred upon each p,.culiar anti sa-
for them, but also according as their dutics arc cred rights. Outside of the slmrcrs in this corn-
more or less well performed. A service poorly pact. clothed with their special prerogatives and
performed is dear, although very little may be subject to correlative obligations, all other hu-
paid f¢_r it; it is dear if there is but little need of man beings were grouped as ]wstes or barbari.
it. It is like a piece of furniture which does not With the development of the trade instinct in the
answer the purpcme for which it was intended, of progress of civilization the elves were brought
which there is no need, and which is a trouble into friendly relations with those foreigners who
rather than a benefit. Such were, under the old came to Pa)me for commercial purposes, and to

French monarchy, the positions of g-rand-admiral, these latter were conceded limited privileges, al-

grand-master, grand-cupbearer, master of the though fora certain intcrmediate period theywere
hounds, mad a multitude of others, which served still regarded as a distinct and separate class,

•only to _ldd lustre to the crown, and many of peregrini, mere sojourners. Under the Jus Lati-
which were only methods employed to distribute nztm private rights were granted to individuals,
perquisites and favors. For the same reason, and a sort of collective naturalization was per-
when the machinery of the administration is com- mittcd b.y the Jus Italicum which conferred pub-
plicated, the people are made to pay for services lic rights upon whole towns. Finally, alldistinc-
which are not indispensable to the maintcnance t ions were swept aw:ly by the edicts of Caracalla,
of public order; this is like giving a useless shape who granted citizenship to all the frec subjects of
to a product, which is not worth more on that ac- the empire, and, later, by the constitution of

count, and is generally worth leas. Under tt bad Antoninus, by which the free inhabitants of the
government, which can not keep up its encroach- various l_oman provinces were made citizens.
ments, its injustices, its exactions, exccpt by The feudal system w_tsevcn morcjealous of native
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rights, and under the common law the develop- the protection of his adopted country, wherever
ment of a liberal policy toward aliens was of a he may be, and the principal nations of the civil-
very slow growth. In Great Britain, before the ized world are prompt to recognize that right and
statute of 1844, instances of naturalization were to afford the protection, when demanded, even
extremely rare, the rights of a native-born sub- against the country of origin. Tltis point has
jeet being conferred only by act of parliament, been a most prolific source of dispute between the
In the time of Charles II. that body was wont to United States and other countries, owing to the

bestow these privileges with greater freedom than great quantities of immigrants which we annually
at later times. By the act of 1701 the rights receive, and the ease with which themass of aliens
which an alien could acquire were considerably can procure naturalization. With Great Britain,
restricted. A more liberal policy prevailed during especially, the question has more than once in-
n part of Queen Anne's reign, but popular preju- volved us in complications of the most serious
dice was strongly opposed to the naturalization nature. Until a recent date (treaty of 1870)
of aliens, and a more stringent act was passed in English judges have insisted that no subject could
1711.--Among continental nations the general relieve himself of the duty of allegiance save by
practice is to grant naturalization upon petition the consent of his native comltry; and AmericatJ

to tim state department or by legislative enact- jurists, followingtheinterpretationofthecommou
meat. In most European countries naturalized law which, they claimed, had been unchanged by
foreigners acquire all the civil and political rights the revolution, substantially acquiesced in the
enjoyed by native-born citizens. -- Questions re- decisions of the English bench. In point of
luting to nationality and citizenship have caused authority, therefore, English diplomates were far

frequent international disputes where the claim to better supported than their American opponents.
the exercise of sovereign rights by tim country of Yet in the face of the common opinions of English
birth has come into collision with that of the and Americanjurists, ourexecutivehasinvariably
country of adoption. It is a well-settled prirmiple insisted that the Briton who by naturalization
of international law that to every nation shall be becomes a citizen of the United States was ipsa
conceded the right to dictate upon what terms it facto relieved of all allegiance to his native coum
will clothe an alien with the rights of a native- try; and although England was able to quote
born citizen. But while conceding this, many against us the opinions of our most eminent
authorities upon public law have tried at the same judges, she invariably yielded the point when
time to admit the equal right of every nation to pushed to the issue, conceding in practice what

prescribe the terms upon which it will allow a citi. she denied in principle. The doctrine of com-
zentodissolvehisnativeallegiance. International mort sense always prevailed in the end, the
law, it has been claimed by many publicists, recom concession being made, sometimes for the sake
eiles these conflicting admissions by subordinating of international comity, and sometimes to avoid
both to the principle of recugnizing the absolute the bloody conflict which an insistence on the

mlpremacy of the laws of each state, within its point involved seemed to assume. A single
own territory. Thus, an alien who had procured instance will suffice to illustrate this statement.
naturalization, after satisfying all the conditions The first serious dispute of this character arose
necessary for theacquirement of citizcnshipin his during the war of 1812, when Great Britain
adopted country, might, according to such author- insisted upon treating as traitors native-born
tries, find, upon coming within the territory of lris Etaglishmen, naturalized citizens of the United
native land, that he had not fully complied with States, who were taken in arms against the

the conditions which that country had laid down mother country. Upon our attempting to retal-
for the expatriation of its subjects; and if, while late by confining double the number of English
within her borders, the l'tnd of his birth should prisonel_s as hostages, we were notified that the
attempt to exercise sovereign rights, those rights British government, by order of the regent, had
and the obligation of his native allegiance would imprisoned double that number of Americans,
obtain a ret:ognition within the domain of pub- who would be treated with equal severity as the
lie law. Tim reasoning which, it is claimed, sus- prisoners confined by us; and we were threatened,
rains this attempted reconciliation is, however, if we should attempt further retaliation, with a.

"wholly specious, and frequent international dis- prosecution of the war "with unmitigated sever-
putes have proved it incapable of a practical ap- ity against all cities, towns and villages belonging
plication. Inpoint of fact, the distinction obtains to the United States." Fortunately none of the

no recognition in municipal law. Every state prisoners were executed, but an exchange was
arrogates to itself the exclusive right to prescribe effected by the convention of July 16, 1814, the
the conditions upon which it will admit an alien British government wisely forbearing to push to
to its citizenship, and when those terms have been the extreme the unreasonable and barbarous

compliedwith,declareshisnaturalization complete doctrine of non-expatriation, a doctrine opposed
without looking to see whether or not he has suc- to the practice of all other civilized nations; for,
ceeded in expatriating himself in accordance with as eminent publicists have agreed, the right of
the local law of his native land. --This claim of expatriation obtains everywhere, "save where

sovereignty involves, of course, a recognition of the state is a Jail "--et ubique licet ubi ci_itas non
the correlative right in the naturalized citizen to ¢araar cat. (Byakerahoeck, Ouam. Jar. Pub., cap.
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2'2.)--The close connection which naturalized I was too much of a diplomatc not to foresee that
Irish-Americans usually keep up witl_ their _,an attempt to oppose the principle of territorial
friends at home, and the fact that numerous ] sovereignty, willlout bcing able to show that the
Fcnian organizations have, from time to time, ] law _hose enforcement was protested against was
been started upon American soil, have naturally abhorr(,nt t,) the cu._toms of civilized nations,

given rise to many disputes between Englalld and would only involve the mortifying result of plat:-
the United States. h'ish-Americans, r(:turning to ing his government in a position which ultimately
Ireland after naturalization here, have, oucer- they would he forced to abandon. So far from
tain occasions, been arrested and confined by the displaying an un-American weakness in yielding
:English authorities for alleged complicity with to foreign aggression, hi,, attitude was a model ot
treasonable practices, whetherproved orsu_pected, loyal firnme_-s and diplomatic taot. liis rcpresen-

and have relied on their American citizensliip to rations to the British foreign secretary, backed by
secure them from the operation of the English thc sanction of judicial precedent art(1 imerna-
law authorizing their detention. ]t has been the tional pr_lcticc, showcd (.learly enoug'h that hc
invariable practice of our foreign representatives, would be fit'm ia re_i,tin_ any entrenchments

in considering these applicatio,s for iatervcntmn, upon the rights of American citizens, as _uch,
to insist that no distinction should bc made while at the same tim(: lie avoided even thc ap-
between native-born and naturalized citizens of pearance of an ungenerous and irti_ating insisu
the United States; but at the same time the state cnce upon purely abstract principles. He thus
department has takcn pains to caution oureon._uls, p'_vcd the way for concessions on the part of
and our ministers at the court of St. James, from Great Britain, which practically yielded the
Mr. Adams to Mr. Lowell, whiledoing allin their points in dispute, concessions which, certainly,
power to aid their fellow-countrymen, not to in- would never have bccn made if lie had adopted
terfere in behalf of those who relied upon a the sort of policy outlined by thosc state,_mcn who
naturalization which they had practically aban- pushed through the barbarous act of reprisal
doned to protect them in the pro_cution of whichdelbrmstheotherwisccommcndablestatute
treasonable designs against the government of of 1868. This clause directs the president, when
their native land. That these instructions have naturalized citizens of the United States are de-

been just and reasonable admits of no doubt, tained by any foreign government "in contravcn-

despite the clamor of those who insist that in tion of the intent and purposes of this act," "in
acting upon them our ministers have been want- case no other remedy is available," to "order the
ing in a proper respect for the dignity of Ameri- arrest and to detain in custody arty subject or till-
can citizenship. We demanded that England zen of the said foreign govermnent who may bc
should exercise a like discrimination when the re- found within the jurisdiction of the United States,
lative positions of the two countries were reversed, except ambassadors or other public ministers and
during tim recent civil war, and we insisted upon their domestics and domestic servants, and who
our right to arrest and imprison British subjects has not declared his intention to become a citizen

under the suspension of tutbea_ corpus, upon of the United States." "This stl_nge reprisal,"
reasotmble suspicion of their connection with says Pllillimorc, "after thc fashion of the first
treasonable acts or designs. -- During the Feniau :Napoleon, of seizing and imprisonit_g innocent
troubles of 1867-8 an important amendment foreign subjects, is novcl in modern public law.
was added to out" naturalization laws. The It would be equivalent to "t declaration of war
arrest in Ireland, of Burke, Warren, Costcl]o, against the state to which the subject behmged."

and other naturalized Irish-Americans engaged (Int. Law, vol. i., _ 330, not(,.)--In junctures
in Fenian plots, was the signal for a loud out- such as those which marked the. diploniatic lela-
czT against Mr. Adams, out' minister at London, lions of England and the United States, in 1848,
for his alleged failure to exert himself actively 1_6-8, a_d 1881, the question of the duty of a
in behalf of men who were engaged in unques- state toward its cxtizens in a foreigt_ country be-
tionably seditious proceedings, and who sought comes one of gre_tt deiica<.y. The difli('ulty does
to use their certificates of naturalization to protect not he iu any attempted diserimiu'ttion between
them against the law of the land, whose provis- native-born and ualuralized citizens of this couu-
ions they were openly violating. The course put- try. Wc are hound to insist that n,)nc shall be
sued by Mr. Adams, like that recently followed made. But there does arise a ditticulty, requiring

by Mr. Lowell, was wholly in accordance with the soundest judgment and discretion, wheti the
the usual practice of our government, and re- representative of this government in a foreign
ceived the unqualified indorsement of the state land has to decide at what precise point it is
department. He was firm to insist upon the his duty to interfere and protect his fellow-citi-

thoroughly American principle, that a naturalized zeus, native-born or naturahzed, from the opera-
-&meriean should be treated upon the same foot- lion of some law of the country where they hap-

ing as a native-born subject of the United State_; pen to be sojourning. Writers upon publi(, law
at the same time he was too much of a states- have hdd it down as a settled principle that every

man not to know that one who violates the law of state is sovereign in its own territory, and that

the land, whether he be a subject or an alien, can an alien within its borders is under an implied
not claim exemption from the penalty, and he contract, in return for the protection which hc

114 voL n.-- 61
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receives, to yield implicit obedience to its laws, of civilized nations, the great majority of whom
whether they be of a permanent or temporary now concede that when an alien acquires citizen.
nature. It has been further stated us the enun- ship by naturalization the country of his origin
_ciation of an established principle, that no state loses all its rights.--Great Britain finally admitted
has a right to demand that its citizens while so- this principle by the treaty of 1870, urged thereto
journing in a foreign country shall be cxempL by the recommendations of a royal commission
from the law of that country. While this is un- appointed in 1868to consider this question, among
doubtedly true as a general rule, the uniform sen- others, relating to naturalization, and which ad.
timent of civilized nations requires that the prin- vised her majesty that "the common law doctrine
¢iple, to be correclly stated, should be qualified of non-expatriation was neither reasonable nol
by certain limitations. A little reflection will convenient."-- Most of the diplomatic disputes
make it clear that occasions may well be appre- upon the point of nationality which have arisen
hended when the United States, for example, between the United States and other countries,
would not be satisfied, in answer to its protest with the exception of the more important and
against the operation of the law of a foreign embarrassing differences with Great Britain, have
state upon one of its subjects temporarily residing been those involving the right to exact military

in that state, with the reply that tim law in ques- duty from naturalized citizens of the United States
tion was enforced with no more severity upon on their return to their native land. In order to
Americans than upon the subjects of that court- settle definitely all such questions, we have en-
try. We should have a right to demand, and the tered into treaties with Austria, Baden, Bavaria,

practice and sentiment of civilized nations would Belgium, Great Britain, the grand duchy of
undoubtedly sanction the demand, that however Hesse, Mexico, the North German confederation,
that foreign slate might treat its own citizens, no _orway and Sweden, Wt_rtembcrg and Denmark,
American should be subject to the execution of a which generally provide • 1, that naturalization
law which in its principle or its operation was in accordance with the laws of the adoptive
,opposed to the customs and jurisprudence of the countl T after a residence of five years shall free
civilized world. It is a difficult thing to say the naturalized person from his native allegiance;
when a law is of such a nature as to justify such 2, that the simple declaration of intent to become
interference, and the nation which arrogates to a citizen shall not have the effect of naturalization;
itself the right to decide that a given statute is and, 3, that a renewal of domicile in the mother

contrary to the foundation principles of civilized country, with the intent not to return, (and two
jurisprudence, assumes the weighty responsibility years' residence is presumptive evidence of such
of making good its assertion. Yet a statement intent), shall work a renewal of the former nile-
of the general principle should involve the con- glance. A further provision is included in some
templation of such a contingency. By a recent of the treaties, to the effect that where the subject

(August, 1881) declaration of this character, un- has left his native country owing military duty,
accompanied by the qualifying limitation con- the right to exact which is complete before his
tended for above, Mr. Lowell, while pursuing, in departure, such service may be enforced upon his
the main, a course which will commend itself to return in spite of intervening naturalization.
every fair-minded American, has given his op- .Although our state department has tried to make
ponents an advantage which they were not slow these treaties as nearly uniform as possible, and
to seize upon in their attempt to put him in a so drafted as to furnish a general rule applicable
false light before the country.--Even as late as to all the contingencies of international inter-
1868 it was an open question, at lea._t so far as course likely to happen, it has, so far, been

any settlement between England and America found impossible to cover every case, and ques-
was concerned, whether or not a subject could, tions relating to the construction of the treaties
without the consent of his native country, throw themselves and to their effect have frequently
off his native allegiance. Mr. Vernon Harcourt, arisen, and will probably from time to time re-

writing, over the signature "Historieus," to the quire settlement. For example, in the recent
"London Times," Dec. 11, 1867, pointed out the Buzzi case, before the Spanish-American claims
inconsistency of both nations in at times denying, commission, the umpire, Count Lewenhaupt, has

and again at times asserting, either expressly or decided that the claimant can not appear before
by implication, and as convenience seemed to the tribunal as an American citizen, not having
dictate, the absurd maxim of the feudal law, obtained his naturalization papers in accordance
nemo pote_ patriara exuere. Congress finally de- with law. Mr. Blaine protested against this rul-
clared, by the act of 1868 (U. S. Rev. Stat., ing, on the ground that the certificate of natural-

1999), that "expatriation is a natural and ization is conclusive. Yet where the fact in
inherent right of all people, indispensable to dispute is covered by a treaty provision, as, for
the enjoyment of the rights of life, liberty and instance, the clause prescribing a five years' resi-
the pursuit of happiness"; and pronounced any dence before naturalization, it would seem that
declaration questioning this right to be "incon- either of the contracting parties should be at
eistent with the fundamental principles of the liberty to prove, before such a commission, that
republic." This statute is undoubtedly declara- the conditions of the treaty had not been corn-

tory of the sentiment if not the uniform practice plied with in procuring the naturalization in
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dispute. It is hardly to be supposed that other and the nature of the moon tohe opaque, that, when
nations will not insist upon the right to question the moon passes before the sun. the latter body
our certificates, as to such particulars as are cnv- is eclipsed. A careful analysis is sometimes suf-
ered by treaty provisions, when it is notorious ficient to enable us to undel_tand the nature of
that in the city of New York alone shoals of things; at other times it is completely revealed
aliens have been fraudulently naturalized by to us only by its effe(.ts; and observation, when
the thousand by corrupt and reckless judges, we can not have recourse to experiment, is ncces-
(See Davenport's "New York Election Frauds," sary t_) confirm what analysis was able to teach
vol. i.)--In one respect our laws relating to us.--These principles, which Imve guided me,
this subject arc less liberal than those of any will aid me to distinguish two sciences, which
other civilized nation. We alone have pre- haw, almost always been confounded: political
scribed a certain physical standard, and have economy, which is an experimental science,
ruled out certain indelible race characteristics, and statistics, which is only a descriptive set-
declaring them obstacles to naturalization which ence. Political economy, as it is studied to-
no attainments, moral, intellectual or political, day, is entirely founded upon facts; for the
ahall suffice to remove. Until 1870 no one but a nature of things is a fact, a_ well a_ tile event
"free white person" could acquire citizenship, which results from it. The phenomentt, the
An attempt by Charles Sumner to amend our causes and results of which it seeks to make
naturalization laws by striking out the word known, may be con,idered either as constant and
"'white," so a,_to "bring our system in harmony ge_t'ralfac.ts, whicll arc alway_ the same in all sim-
with the Declaration of Independence," was de- ilar cases, or as parlieular facts, which happen
rented by a single vote (23 to 22). The opposition by virtue of gener,1 laws, but where many 1.tws
came from those senators who wished to exclude act at once, and modify without destroying one
the Chinese, while they admitted the negro by annlher; as in the jets of wqter in our gardens,
adding a clause extending tim provi._ion_ of tile wlwre tile laws of gravity arc modified by the
statutes to "aliens of African nativity and persons laws of equilibrium lint do not cease to exist on
of African descent." (Act of July 14, IS70.) We tlmt account. Science can not pretend to make
therefore deny this privilege to all save "free known all these modifications, which are renewed
whitepersons"andAfricanncgroes. TheChinesc, each day and vary ad i_itum," but it exposes
the Japanese, the Malay, anti others of a simil'u' their general laws, and explains them by exam-
ethnological group, are debarred from our cili- ples the reality of which each reader may prove
zenship, and our courts are bound to deny them for himself. -- There is in society a nature of
naturalization on the ground of e_oloronly--an things which depends in no way upon the will
illiberal and un-American discrimination ill start- of re:m, and which we can not arbitrarily regu-
ling contrast with tile declarations contained in late. This does not mean that the will of man
the constitutional amendments enacted sim:e our has no influence upon tile arr'mgement of society,
civil war. GEOnOE WALTOlh _ GI_2EI_, _. but only that the parts of which it is composed,

the action which perpetuates it, are not an effect
NATE[I[tE OF THINGS. Politic._l economy of its artifici'fl orga,fization hut of its natural

is not, as has been sometimes said and thought, .a s_ructure. The art of the cultivator can prune a
collection of arbitrary principles and maxims; it tree, can train it against a wall, but Ihe tree lives
is a science founded upon the observation of tile and produces by virtue of the laws of vcgeta-
permanent laws of tlle very nature of thing% fol- tion, which are superior to the art amt skill of
iowingtheexperientialorinductivcmethod, which any gardener. In the same _ay. society zs a liv-
also guides human investigations in tile physical ing body, provided with organs, which give it life;
sciences. J.B. Say has expressed with his usual the arbitrary action of legislators, administrators.
precision this fundamental truth, and we do not military men, a conqueror, or even the effect of
think we can do better than reproduce here what fortuitou_ cireum¢tanccs, may influence its manner
hehaswrittenup°nthissubject'--"Themaunerin of life, can make it suffer orcure it nf its troubles,
which we find things, orin which theyhappen, con- but can not give it life. Artificial organization
stitutes what is called the 7_ature of things, and the has so little to do with producing this effect, that
exactobservationof the nature of things is the only it is in the places where it makes itself tile least
foundation of all truth. Hence spring two kinds felt, where it is limited to preserving the social
of sciences: the sciences which may be called de- body from the attacks which threaten its proper
scriptive, and which consist in naming and classify- action and its development, that s_,cJety increases
tag things, like botanyand natural history; and the the most rapidly in numbers and in prosperity.
ezper/menta2 sciences, which teach us the recipro- The artificial organization of nations changes
cal action which things exercise upon each other, with time and place. The natural laws which
or, in other words, the connection of effects with govern their maintenance anti effect their preset-
their causes; such are physics and chemistry, ration arc the same in all countries and in all
These latter require that we should study the in- ages. They were among tile ancients what they
timate nature of things, for it is by virtue of their are to-day; only they are better known now.
nature that they act and produce effects; it is be- The blood which circulates in the veins of a Turk
cause it is the nature of the sun to be luminous, ' obeys the same laws as that which circulates in
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the veins of a Frenchman; it circulated in those lag part of society to the way of applyillg the
of the Babylonians as in our own; but it is only truths which have been revealed to them; but,
since the discoveryof Harvey flint we have known even supposir_g that their eyes and deductions
that the blood circulates, and that we have been have not deceived them, tile)" can not know tile
acquainted with the action of the heart. Capital numerous aml diverse relations which make the
fed the industry of the Pl_ccnicians in the same position of each individual, and even of each
way that it feeds that of the English; but it is nation, a special one, which no other resembles in
only since a few years that the nature of capital, all its aspects. Science is only systematized ex-
and the manner in which it works, and produces perimentation, oz', perhaps, a mass of experiments
the effects which we observe, has become known ; put ill order, and accompanied by analyses, which
effects which tile ancients saw as well as we do, unfold their causes and their results. The indue-

but which they could not explain. Nature is old; tions, which those who profess science draw from
science is new.--Now, it is the knowledge of these it, may pass for examples, which it would be web

natural and constant laws, without which human to follow strictly only under exactly similar cir-
societies could not subsist, which constitutes the cumstances, but which must be modified accord-

new science, designated by the name of political ing to the position of each. The man whoknows
economy. It is a science, because it is not corn- most about the nature of things can not foresee
posed of invented systems, of plans of organiza- the infinite combinatmns which the movement of
tion arbitrarily conceived, of hypotheses devoid the universe is constantly bringing about."
of proof; but of the knowledge of what is, of J.B. SAY.
the knowledge of facts, the reality of which can
be established. A science is complete, relative- NA.YIGATION ACT, The famous navigatior_
ly to a certain order of facts, in proportion as act promulgated for the first time under Crom-
we succeed in determining the bond which unites well's administration, and which was perpetuatod
them, in connecting their effects with their real with various modifications in England up to very
causes. This is attained by studying carefully recent times, is to-day only a matter of history.
the nature of each of the things which play But it has occupied so large a place there, it was

any part in the phenomenon which is to be ex- considered for so long a time as the chief founda-
plained; the nature of things unfolds to us the tion of British greatness, it has been the object
manner in which things work, and the manner of so many commentaries, debates and quarrels,
iu which they support the action of which they as well within as without Great Britain, that ia
are the object; it shows us the relations and tile still merits our attention.-- We shall, therefore,
connection of facts with each other. Now, tile after having summarily indicated the object of
best way to know tile nature of a thing is to this net, analyze it in its essential provisions, and
make an analysis of it, to see all that is in it, relate its history. We shall then see whether it
and nothing but what is in it. For a long time really accomplished, during its existence, the ob-
the fluctuations of tile tides were observed with- jest had in view in passing it.- Object of the Nari-
out man having the power to explain them, or gatio_Act. The avowed and recognized object of
rather to give a satisfactory explanation of them. the navigation act was to encourage the British
To be able to assign the true cause of this phe- merchant marine, by reserving to it. by restrict-
nomenon, it was necessary that the spherical ire measures against foreigll ships, the best part
form of the earth and the communication estab- of the carrying trade. Its object in the begin-
iished between the large bodies of water should ning was also to discourage the Dutch marine,
be demonstrated facts; it was necessary that uni- which then acted as carrier for most of the

versal gravitation should be a proven truth; from nations of Europe, and the ascendency of which
that time the action of the moon and sun upon the England feared. All the provisions of tile act
sea was known, and it was possible to assign were framed with this double motive. Let us
with certainty the cause of the tides. So, when examine tile substance of them. --Analysis of

analysis had shown tile nature of that quality of tlw Or_inalAct. It would be useless, as well as
certain things which we have called their value, tedious, to recall here the terms of the original

and when the same proce_ had revealed to us act, which was passed in 1651, an informal and
what are the component parts of tile cost of pro- very obscure act, written in the tortuous style
duction, and the influence of such cost on the which the English laws seemed to affect at that
value of things, we knew positively why gold is time; oreven to quote the wording of that more
more precious than iron. The connection between explicit and clearer act which was substituted for
this phenomenon and its causes has become as it in 1660, during the reign of Charles II. A cow
certain as the phenomenon is constant. -- The cise analysis, accompanied by a few comments,

nature of things, proud and disdainful as well in will give a more exact idea of the act than the
the moral and political sciences as in the physical reproduction of the text itself would give. --
sciences, while it allows any one who studies it This law related to five different subjects, which
with constancy arid good faith to penetrate its are ordinarily classified in the following manner:
secrets, pursues its way regardless of what is 1, Coasting trade; 2, Fisheries; 8. Commerce
said or done. Men, who have learned to know with the colonies; 4, Commerce with the coun-
the nature of things, can, in truth, direct the act- tries of Europe; 5, Commerce with Asia, Africa
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and &merica. The following is the way ill foreign vessels, provided these vessels belonged to
which these different subjects were regulated by the count_ T which produce(l such merchandise or

the law. -- The coasting trade, that is to say. the to the country _ hich forwarded it; acc()r(litJg to
navigation from one port to another of Great thin, the law cJf that time was much more liberal
Britain, was exclusively reserved for English than any of th_)se which followed it. But it must

vessels.-- As regards tbe fisheries, the law was bc remarked, that a_ a complement to the act

less exclusive. It did not absolutely exclude there w:,s the custom< bill or customs tariff, adopt-
from British ports the products of foreign fish- ed about the same time, in 1652. and by virtue of

cries; it only imposed upon them double (lulies. which the merchandise imported hyfoteigu ships
This was sufficient, however, to (lrivc awa3, litlle was. in all cases, even when the ships belot)ged to

by little, foreign fishermen from the market of the country producing the merchandise, subject
,the country. -- The commerce (d the mother to an additional tax, which most frequently con-
,country with the colonies and of the e_Jlonies stitut(,(1 a double eu-toms duty. It is this last
with each other was, like the coasting trade, ex- provision, foreign to the navigation "let prnperly
,elusively reserved for English ves_-els. In this so called, which gave rise to most complaints on
respect the navigati(,n act did not (lifter from the part of foreigners, and plovoke(l the greatest
the principles generally admitted at Ihat time, nunlbcr of reprisals. It was this provision, too,
_and winch have unhappily prcvaih.d until the as wc shall prt.sently _c, which was destined to
present time, 'unong most commercial nations, disapl)tar lirst by the succ(.ssive adoplmn of re-

It "va._ arecognized maxim, that all mother coun. (:iprocity treati(,s. -- The tifth and last subject
tries could and should ,,xclude all foreigners re/ulated by the navigati(m act was commerce
from all commerce with their eolollics. This _ith Asia, Africa and America. In this respect
maxim England had already followed previously, the regulation was simple; it was the absolute
when she had the power to do so, and the navi- exclusion of ,.very foreign vessel. It must not,
gation act merely sanctioned it anew. Let us 'however, be believed that this last exclusion was
only add, that, unhke France, which has al- more severe than all the others. On the contra-

ways reserved colonial commerce for ships of ry, it w,m nothi,_g else than the apl)lication of the
the mother country alone, England granted from principle previously adopte(I, of the exclusion of
that time, to her own colonies, a _ort of reeiproc- a third party. A- there did not exist at that time
ity.--An regards commerce with the c(_nntries arty nation in Asia. Afri('a or America which had

of Europe, the navigatiou act provided thal the a national mmm_., or at le_k_ta marine capable of
importation of merchandise into England comiltg ca, rying merchandise, to tl:e p()rt_ (d G_eat Britain,
from tho.-e countries sh()uhl be effected only upon third nations :,lone woul(1 hart. been al)lc to dis-

:English ships, or upon ships belonging either to putc this carriage wifl, the British marine. By re-
the country which produced such merchandise or servittg it for English vessels, the law, therefore,
to the country which forwarded it, that is to say, merely remained true to its prineq)le; only it al)-
_England excluded from this commerce the inter- i)licd it here with much greater tiger, by making
vention of a third party. The exclusion of a third the ex(.lusion bear upon all merchandise, without
party was ,lot absolute, lmwever; it was enforced distinction of kind. It ",_,'_lslol" the same reas_)n,
,only a,_,to a certain number of articles, specially and because they had not then any mmine of theH"
,designated in the act, and which have sit,ce been own. that Mu._t'.vy and Turkey. although situaled
called enumerated goods. The number as well as it, Europe, _erc placed on the same footi_g as
the kind of these goods often varied. In the the counlries situated in tile three olher p:_rts of
act of 1660 there were eighteen kinds of these the worhl. Let u_ add t(, this. that the n'ttive
enumerated goods; but, after 1792, others were merchaudiCe of A_ia, Africa or Amerma couhl
successively added to the list, so tha! in the law m)t in any ca.,e be imported inlo England from
of 1825, which look the place of thc oht act, thc_c any country in Europe, even by English ships,
were twenty-eight. This is the .,umber also found unle._s they lind unde_gnne the l_ro('e._- of manu-
in the later acts, and notably in the last, which faeturc in that (.ountry; a provi.,ion, _hose pur-
was passed in 1845; only, the enumerated goods l)t)se it was to di-couragc in rival natiozts, and
in the act of 1845 are n.t all the same as those especially in I]ollan(l, the system _f entrep6ts.--
which figured in the act of 1825. It is probable Such was the navigatit)n act in iI_ e.-scntial l)ro-
that at all times it was the intention to reserve visions. The enforcement of these l)lctvi_lons no-

specially for national vessels the kinds of mer- ('e.-sitalcd, how_.ver, many others, _hich were,
ehandi_e which then appeared to bc most cncum- so to _l,cak. natural corolhu'ms of the former.
bering. Perhaps, also, in the original law, some Frt)m the moment tlmt their treatment varied ac-
of those kinds which the Dutch marine most cording to the nation'dity of the ships, it became
usually carried were named it, preference. To nt.ces_-arytt_definc that nati(malit3 ;_nd to regulate

consider, then, only the terms of the naviga- the (.onditmns of it. It was therefore eslablished
lion act, it would seem that the exclusion of that a _hip shouhl ol_ly ])e considered a- English

a thi,d party was the only object then had in and shouhl only enjoy the. privih.ges _ttlaehed to
view in European international navigation. In that title, when it had bee,, duly registered, when
fact, no provision is found iu this law which sp(. it Iwlong(,d _ holly to English subjects, and when
_cially taxed the importation of merchandi,_e by _he (,:q)taiu anti three f(,nrths of the crew were
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_Engli_h. In the beginnlng,itwas admitted that old Spanish and Portuguese coloniesof South
such shipmight have been builtin a foreigncoun- America, when theybecame independentof their
try,provided ithad become the legitimateprop- mother countries;as wellasin favorof the black
ertyof Englishmen; but thistolerationafterward repuhlicof Hayti; so that,tlm part of the act
ceased,and itwas necessarythatallships,witllthe which relatedto the commerce with the new
exceptionof thosewhich might be taken from the world fellgraduallyto pieces. It must be tic-
enemy in time of war, should be entirelybuiltin knowledged, however, thatthesesuccessiverood-
Britishports. Similar conditionswere imposed ificationsattacked rather the letterthan the
upon foreign ships to establishtheir respective spiritof the law, since,in the midst of them

nationalities.-- As regards the coastnavigation, all,the prevailingprincipleof theact,the sacred
the law was stillmore severe. It was ncces- principleof the exclusionof third parties,was
saryhere thatthe crews should be wholly corn- maintained intact.-- But the emancipatiml of
posed of English subjects.--Whatever we may the United Stateshad other and very different

think of thisactand the influencewhich itexer- consequences. The colonial system, a system
cisedupon the development of the Britishmarine, so severe up to that time, was shaken by it.
if we compare itwith the legislationadopted by Although most of the statesof Europe had in
most modern nations,we shallfindnothing ex- thisregard been almost as rigorousa.sEngland,
actlyexceptionalin itsrigorousmeasures. It is they,consideringthe greatdistancebetween the
nothing else.atbottom,than thesystem which we places,and the uncertaintyof suppli_.scoming
have seen establishedalmost everywh_,re,with from the mother country,neverthelessallored
this difference,however, that thissystem has theircolonies to receive,in case of need,Irom

been greaflymodified,since1825,by thcadoption ships of foreign countriesnearer to them, the
of treatiesof reciprocity.--Suc_c_88ive.41teratioJ,sthingsnecessary for theirsubsistence,such, for
of tl_e Navigation .Act. The navigation act, as example, as flour and meat; England alone had
we have just analyzed it, continued in force refu_ed this toleration, of _vhich she had not till
without material alteration until after the Amer- that time felt the absolute nece,sity. Thanks
ican revolution, that is to say, during 120-130 to the great number of her colonies, to tile im-
years after its publication. It was not even till portanee of some of them, and to their proximity
from 1822 to 1825 that it was replaced by a new to each other, she had been able, strictly speaking,
law. It was always respected, moreover, even to deprive them of all foreign assmtance, by forc-
under the new form which it received then. At ing them to rely upon themsclvcs. But from the
this last epoch, however, it had already received moment the colonies of North America, the mo_t
severe attacks. Let us go back to the time when important of all, were emancipated, this state of
its first modifications were introduced. -- Durmg things changed. The English Antilles, accus-
130 years England had carried on by means of tomed to rely upon supplies coming from the_e
her own ships aU her trade with Asia, Africa and former colonies, found themselves left suddenly
America, without allowing in any case, in this in the lurch; it _as necessary, therefore, to al-

trade, the intervention of foreign vessels. How- low, in their interest, new modifications of the
ever, war broke out between herself and her col- navigation act, modifications more grave than the
onies in North America; the independence of the former ones, because they altered the 'very prin-
United States was declared, and, in 1789, that in- clple of the law.-- At this time commenced, be-
dependence was recognized by the mother couu- tween the government of Great Britain and that
try. This produced a new situatiQn, which the of the United States, a sullen struggle, rarely in-

navigation act had not foreseen. Henceforth, terrupted, and which could end only when the
separated from the mother country, North Amcr- last vestiges of the old system should have entirely
ice could no longer pretend to can T on naviga- disappeared. The people of the United States,
tion with the British ports by virtue of its former accustomed up to that time to carry on trade
colonial privileges; and, on the other hand, the only with Great _ritain and her colo,_ial pokes-
act formally excluded, in the commerce with sloes, and desirous of continuing in this the usual
America, all foreign vessels. It was impossible, field of their activity, solicited at first of Eng-

however, that the United States should remain land, as a favor, the preservation of their former
under the ban of such an exclusion: it would relations, offering in return to the British ms-
never have consented to abandon all transports- riue exceptional advantages in their ports. Tins
lion to English ships; it was necessary that the proposal having been refused, despite what thele

navigation act should yield. After long negoti-t- was tempting in it to England herself, the Amcr
#.ions between the United States and England, in ican people changed their tactics: they demanded
which different systems were proposed and de- that at least their ships should be admitted into the

bated, it was agreed that the ships of the United ports of the mother country ou a footing of per-
l_tates, although coming from America, should fect equalily, that is to say, that the additiomd tax
be allowed, contrary to the tenor of the law, to established by the tariff of dnties should no longer

frequent the ports of Great Britain on the same be applied to the merchandise imported by these
conditions as those of the old states of Europe. ships. From 1782 to 1792 this very natural de-
This modification was the first of any importance, mand was incessantly renewed by them, with
.Later, similar ones were allowed in favor of the solicitations even more pressing, sometimes even
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with threats followed by action; but it could not. lar 1o that wllich they had just gone lhrouTh, nor
prevail against the restrictive and jealous spirit to rel)e_t the experience which had shown them
which then ruled in l_nglish councils. Finally, its useh._sn(,-.s. It was to be feared, beside-, that

weary of these vain solicitations and diplom;_tic other nation,s wc)uld join Prussia, and that tln.y
struggles without results, after having tried all would lcaTuc to.gclher to resi-t the British too-

means of conciliation, tile Americau government nol)oty. This co_._idcration prevailed over all

resolutely adopted reprisal measures. Congress the olhcrs, and England understood soon enough
passe.d, in 1792, a navigation act, cur_cspondingin that it w_s necessary to yield again. The treaty
certain respects to the English act; more elastic:, with Pru._-ia w:_s concluded in 1_23; but alre,l(ly
however, as it authoriz, cd the government to _us- the qu(.;tion apl)cared un(lcr anc)ther _._t)e_'_; Et_-
pendits effects, wheneverarrangenlentsconclu(led gland lind taken a great step in adwmcc.-- On the
withother n.ttions requiredit. From this moment propositiuu of the ministry, of wlli(.h Mr. Hus-

there commenced, between the United States and ki_son was then a memher, parliament passed, in
:England, a veritable tariff war, continued without :1822, not without dread nor without ('astilJg a
interruption, in spite of many unforeseen ew,nts desperate look b_Jckward, a bill which authorized
which changed the state of things, until 1815. the government, in agcner_d manner, to conclude
Hence, the commercial and maritime rc]ati_)n_ l)e- similar treaties with 'dl foreign nations. This
tween the two countries became exceedingly difli- was to ttn'ow down _ ith a single blow one of the
cult. This can be judged of by the fd)llowing supports of the system, which rested on the taliff

comparisons: The tonnage of English vessels ad- of duties. By virtue of this bill a great num-
mitted to American ports was, in 1790, 218,914 her of treaties were successively concluded with
tons; in 1791, 210,618; in 1794 it fell to 37,058, in 'dl the indepe_dent states of Eurol)e and Amer-
1795, to 27,097, and in 1796. to 19.669. After lute- ica. -- Iu the f_,ll,)wing )'cat's many new provis-
ing risen a little during the first )'ears of tl_c niue- ions wcre adopted, all modifying the original
teenth century, it commenced to d('chae again l'lw, like that, for examl)h,, which extended to
from the )'car 1805, aud in 1811 and 1812, it was the nati()ns of Eur()pe Ihc l)ower, pr_,vi,)usly ac-
reduced to almost nothing.-- IIavin_ reachcd this corded to the American people, of tr'_ding, on cer-
degree of intensity, the struggle could no loz_ger rain condition,, wilh tim Eagli.,h colonies. It was

be prolonged; it had to come either to ol)eu war, at this time _dso that f,)r the first time the expor-
or to an amicable arrangement, which should put ration to foreigtl counlries of certain kinds ef coIo-

an end to the differences between the two coun- nial merchandise, a_(l p_rticularly of sugar, was
tries. In 1812, in fact, war was declared; a war, authorized. From this mom(.t_t it may be said
determined perhaps by political motives, but the that the navigatiou act was battered in all its
original cause of which was these commercial parts.--Iu 1725 it w;_ entirely remodelc(l, to
quarrels. Fortunately, this war did not last make a new t_ct of it, m which au effort was made

long, aud it finally led, in 1815, to the conclu- to take int,) ac,'ou_t tl_e princip:d modilicat_ons
sion of a trcaty of commerce and navigation, which it had undergone. Att(.r that time it was
founded upon reciprocity aud equ'tlity of rights, twice revise(l, iu 1833 and it_ 1845. The last draft,
_This trealy of 1815 may be cousidered as the that of 1845, recalls, iu ils e_sential provi-:m_)s,
point of departure of the new poli(:y, succcs- the original act. to such a degree, that if wc were
sleety adopted by the greater part of the states to judge only from a compari_(_u of the text of lira
of EuropE. Still this treaty did not end all quar- two laws. we might think theft from the one epoch
rels. Besides the fact thatit was notalways faith- to the other the ,_ystem had undergone little
fully carried out, it made scarcely any c()t_ccssions change. But the last authorizc_ the .govermuenL
except as regards the intercourse betwecu the in couscqucnec of treaties concluded with f,_r(lga
United States and the United Kingdom. lettving powers, to make _o lnauy and such _otablc ex-
the colonial commerce, at which the American cepti,)n% th_(t the.-e exccption._ have ahnost de-
people had not ceased to cast longing ,_'lauces, as stroycd the ruh.. Let us _ec what was the real
it had formerly been. This second point, there- state of the l_w b_.f_re the definite repeal of

fore, remained to be settled. It was the object of the act. -- ,_tate of the Law b_'e t]_' llq_e(d _f
fresh debates, whichwere prolonged with more or th_ Act. We lmvc just seen th:_t even before the
less acrimony for many years, and to which the rel)e_l of thc law, differe_tial dutie._, in direct in-

definite repeal of the navi_o'ation "rot alone CO_ll(t tel'n_tti,)nal nawgation, lind ceased alm_._t every-
put an end.--The example given by the United wh_.re by virtue of the treaties of recq)rncily
States was not lost. Some years after 1815, Prus- IIowcver, it seemed that the exclusion of third

sin exacted the advantages _hich had bce_ ac- pa_tics h,_d been ._trictly maintained: this exeln-
corded to the American Union, and showed her- stun continued, indeed, in t)rineil)le. But even
self disposed to use the same means to ohtain in this resl)cet there were alrca(l_" numerous ex-

them. England was tempted again to resl)oud by ception_, rc.-.ult_ug principally from a sort of
a formal refusal, forthe prestige of the navigation artifici_d extension of natiomtlities. After 1838
act was not yet, by any means, destroyed. But a large number of the ,,tares of Europe lind
the government and parliament, much as they I)ce_ su(.ce_ively authorized to consider as ports
Were devoted to the 1)rotective law, did not care belongi_g to them, so far as their maritime rela-
to recommence a fatiguing and ruinous war sinai- tions with Grc_tt Britain were concerned, the
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ports situated at the mouths of rivers which with trembling, and in obedience to a fatal neces-
flowed through any part of their territory. It sity. But later, after the unexpected success of
was in this way that Austria, the first power to tile first trials, changes were made with a more
profit by this exception, could consider as hers cheerful spirit, and it was easy to foresee thence-
the ports situated at. tile mouths of the Danube forth that the moment would soon come when
and the Vistu}a, and that her ships could sail the navigation act would receive its death blow.

from them to Great Britain with tile same priv- The commercial reforms brought about in En-
ileges as if they had set out from Austrian ports, gland, from 1842 to 1846, only hastened this me-
It was in this way, also, that the ships of the meat by preparing the way. It is from 1815, or
zollvemin could make use, under the same con- at least from 1822, that the first serious attacks

ditions, of the ports situated at the mouths of made against the navigation act date, and since
the streams or rivers which crossed any one that time it may be said that the old edifice of
of the associated states, ttanover, the two Mock- restrictions, barriers and monopolies, wbich it
lenburgs, the duchy of Oldenburg, Holland, established, only advanced from day to day to-
Russia, and many other states, had successively ward an inevitable and fatal downfall. -- To )Ir.
obtained similar privileges, which became more Huskisson belongs the honor of having corn-
and more cxtensive; so that all central and north, menced, from 1822 to 1825, the work of its de-
era Germany, as well as a good part of tile struction: to Sir Robert Peel, that of having pros-
north of Europe, formed scar(.ely more, in the ecuted it, from 1842 to 1846, by ruining all that
eyes of the English law, than one and the same protected the edifice; and to Lord John Russell,
country. There was now no nation which had the honor of having finished it, in 1849. In this
not obtained the privilege of trading with the latter year the navigation act was definitively

English colonies. Yct this privilege remained repealed.- By virtue of the new law, which
subject to many reservations. Granted to each went into force Jan. 1_ 1850, all the old restri¢,-
power separately, by orders in council, it was tions are abolished. Since then, the ports of
more or less extended, according to the case in Great Britain have been open to nil foreign yes-

question, that is to say, according as the power sels, from whatever country, and such vessels are
which obtained it granted greater or less reciproc- received them, in whatever touches the laws

ity. France and Spain were in this respect the of navigation, on tile same footing as English
least favored of Europe, because they had main- vessels. Foreign vessels are also received upon
lained more than the others their system of l_e- tile same conditions as English vessels in all
striction. In any case, forcign ships were admit- the British colonies, and may import into and
ted only into certain ports of the English cole- export from them such merchandise _q they
nies called free ports. It is proper to add, that please. -- Nevertheless the act of 1849, after hay.
these free ports were very numerous, so much so ing prochtimcd the virtual abolition of the old
that Jamaica alone had fourteen. Finally, in restrictions, retains some of them, few in num-
colonial commerce, the carriage of certain kinds ber, the maintenance of which appe:_red _leces-
of merchamtlse specially designated, and, besides, sary, or which it was not thought should be

• few in number, remained the exclusive privilege entirely done away with. In the first place, it
of English ships; and it was not permitted to for- retains those restrictions in what concern the
eigners to sail from one colony to another, that coasting trade, that is, the navigation from one
sort of navigation being likened to the coasting port of Great Britain IO another, as well as in re-
trade. Nothing had been changed in the provis- gard to the navigation between Great Britain and

ions relative to the registration of ships and the the Channel islands: Guernsey, Jersey, etc. In
conditions of their nationality. -- Rel)ealof the Act the second place, it retains them also in regard
in 1849; what remains of it. After the numerOus to the navigation fi'om one colony to another,
and powerful attacks, which it had already been and from one of the ports of a colony to another
subjected to, the moment h_ld come when the port of the same colony. Still, upon this point,
navigation act had finally to disappear. The time the interdiction of foreign ships is not absolute.
when it had been surrounded by a respect almost It is allowable for the colonies themselves to put
religious, and when it was considered as the pal- an end to it, by addressing In the queen a request
Indium of British power, was past. It still had, that they may be authorized to regulate their
it is true, a very great number of partisans, above coast navigation themselves. Finally, no change

all among those directly interested in the met- has been effected by the new law in the provis-
chant marine. But each of the alterations it had ions relative to ttle constitution of the crews

undergone since 1815 had so little jhstified the of English vessels, and to the recognition of
fears and sinister predictions of the sectaries of their nationality. These restrictions are the only
the past, these alterations had been followed, on ones which continue. They have not been
the contrary, by such favorable consequences, maintained with a view of favoring the British

that the old faith in the efficacy of the act bad marine, that system of protection having been
been extingukshed in some and strongly shaken condemned as harmful and vain, butonly becans( _
in others. At the time when the first changes their repeal would have given new facilities f(_r
were introduced into it, changes necessitated by smuggling, and therefore have reduced the public
circumstances, the sacred ark was touched only revenues.- Z)_d _he gYavigatioa Act ar_ompll,_h,
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during _ts e_istenve, the good _hich was exp_,cted of of the navigation act, which he considered a
it? There is no doubt but that, in tim early patriotic and wise act. He did not and enuld not
periods of its promulgation, the n:_vigati(tn act ignore the injury this law bad cau,_ed to the na-

must have dealt a heavy blow at the 1)utch mcr- tion:tl wealth, but he thought it justilied by con.

chant marine, which was then the general carrier _i(ler t )ns of "molher order. It wa._ in his eyes
between all the nations of Europe. Excluded, or a measure of public safety The damage which
almost so, from the Itorts of Great Britain, by it mu,t have e:_u._ed to industry and commerce
reason of the severe prescriptions which forbade, he et_n_idercd as a sacritice imposed upon the
in intt_rnational navigation, all intervention of country iz_the interest of its security.--But if such
third parties, the Dutch shills lost at once one of were the fil',t effects produced by the navigation
their best customers. The damage was so much a('t, it was not the ('a_e afterward. The first ira-

the more serious because the example given by pulse once g_ven to the British marine, it suffered

England was not slowin being followed, at least itself, almost as much as foreign marine% from
in a certain measure, by some other staWs, (no_a- the restrictic)n_ e_tablished in its sole interest.
bly by France), which strove, as if in rivalry, to Thc_e restrictions, iu fact, tra(.ed a circle about

make their ports less accessible to foreigners. The it, autl forbade it in a certain manner to overstep
Dutch merchant marilm, therefore, saw the circle it. A lt_oof of this truth is found in the fat t that
of its activity visibly narrowing from day to day. later, as the scvcrc prescriptmn¢ of the act had to
And as at this time, even more than to day,* the lie relaxed, by the force of circum_t'mcc.% the

merchant marine was the real nursery of the naval English marine prospered and increased much

army, the maritime power of Holland, whi(.l_ more than it had before. Thus, in 1815, a treaty
had been heretofore witlmut a rival, was greally of reciproe.ity was concluded with the United
influenced by it. The navigatiou act may there- Stat(,s, and, as a consequence of this treaty, so far
fore be considered as tl]efil'St check given to the from English shit)s being excluded from the ports
maritime greatness of IIolland, although this arli- of the United St:ties, as bad been feared at first

ficial greatness mu_t sooner or later have pzms(,tl and a_ shipowners had jeah)usly predicted, it was
:tway, aml although many other causes, both found tlmt the British tonnage in its ports in-

internal and external, contributed to its decay.-- creased flora year to 3"car, and finally rose far
There can no longer be arty doubt that the abovcwhat it l]a(l ever been. We have seentlmt,

immediate effect of the navigation act was to from 1792 to 1815, the tonnage did not exceed,
give a certain impulse to the English marine. If in the best years, 210,000 tons; in 1844, before

(;ommercc and industry had to suffer ettormously the great commercial reforins brought about by
from the severe restrictions imposed upon them Sir R_bert Peel, it had ah'eady gradually in-
,all at once, all(1 to exl)ericnce a great injury from creased to more than 700.(X)0 tons. All the other

them, it is easy to understand that the merchant alterations which the navigation act successively
marine could and .must increase, in a certain underwent had like c,)nsequences; if the meas-
measure, at the expense of everything else. Did are had had its useful side in the first moments

the advantage obtained on the one side furnish a (_f ils existence, its (lay had gone by. Such is,
uufficient compens'ttion for the injury expert moreover, the ordinary effect of restrictive mess-
enccd on the other? Without, doubt it did not, if ares e_t:_blished for the pro)fit of any industry.
we look at it from the point of view of the corn They exalt it, they rai,e it up and increase it
mercial interests of the country; for certainly the for a slmrt time at tim expense of all others;

marine did not gain so much from this innova- but later they become fetters even for tlmt in-
tion _ls commerce and industry lost by it. But if, du._try, by inclosing it. so to speak, in tim nat-
leaving the interests of industry attd comnterce row circle which they have made for it.--Freed
out of the question, we consider the effect pro- hcnctfforth from the incxtricabh • nelwork t)f its
dueed only flora the point of view _Jf maritime restrictive laws, England wtll beet)ale, without
power, it aiSpcars to us certain that the naviga- any doubt, the general rendezvous of the ma-
rion act fulfilled, at least up to a certain point, fine of the world. Its principal maritime cities,
the intentions of those who were its authors. In London and Liverpool, are tlcttined to become

a word, fl:om the ec(_nomieal point of view, the tile great entrepSts of Eur(,pe. Already co]o-
measure was detestable in all respects, even at nial ct)mmodities flow there, to be distril)uted
that time.-- From the ptflitical point of view, and thence throughout the whole of northern Europe.

as a war measure, it can be justified or explained, Truly, otlwr nations wonhl have little ground
and for a certain length of time it cert_inly to eomplnin of this. They should not envy the
produced the results which were expected of English people these advantage% which arc not

it. It is in this way that Adam Smith regarded acquired at their expense. Cn. COQ_ELn_.
it, when, despite his j_¢t horror for all restric-
tive measures, he made an exception in favor NA¥I(_.iTION LAWS. From a very early

period in Ihe ht_tory of Eurot)e, or front the time
• We _ay, even more than to-day, because at that time when the domestic .tnd foreign trade of its differ-

the seas being generally tufemed with pirates, almott all ent states :tttained to _,tlly (.otasitlera]}lc develop-
merchant vessels were armed as for war, so that sailors
_ommenc.ed really an apprenticeship of maritime war on merit, i_ wa_ regarth,d as sound e()mmercial l)olicy.
_aoard merchant _e.-se's. and indeed '_s an essential function of govern-
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meat, to attempt to regulate by statute every fit of the colonists themselves; and, with such
species of production and exchange: _r_, views, it was not to be expected that other na-
with a view of preventing any class, guild, town, tions would be allowed to participate in the hene-
city or province from obtaining any industrial or fits accruing from any trade or commerce wifll
commercial advantage over some other; and for- any colonies which were not of their own plant

or ia_7_wn_, for the purpose of prevent- ing and under their own government. England,
ing any undue drain or export of money or the France, Spain, Portugal and Holland accord-
precious metals (which alone were regarded as ingly, through their navigation laws, prohibited
wealth), as well as for securing to the people of all commercial intercourse on the part of office
every state a monopoly of the business or profits nations with their colonies, and enforced prohibi-
arising from its exports and imports, and" for de- tion with g'reat severity; Spain especially regard-
barring from participation in the sanle, to the ing, and sometimes treating, as pirates, even the
greatest extent possible, the people of all other crews of such vessels as through stress of weather
nations. As the regulation of trade and corn- or shipwreck were constrained to visit an3" of her
merce involved, furthermore and of necessity, colonial ports or territory. Foreign ships were
the regulating of the machinery by which trade first excluded from the English colonies in 1650;
and commerce are conducted, all the states of while other enactments in 1651 and 1660 (which
Europe accordingly, whose trade and commerce constituted the foundation of the British navig't-
were to any extent maritime, or across the sea tion laws for the next 200 years), prohibited ira-
and through their ports, from time to time en- portation into England of the products of foreign
acted special codes or statutes known as "navi- countries, except in British ships, or in ships of
gation laws," the object of which was to regu- the country of which the goods were the prod-
late, on the basis of the above assumptions, the uce. --One of the agencies which powerfully
use of ships, and of all business and commerce contributed at this time to a change from the lib-
of which ships were an essential adjunct and in- eral commercial policy of England adopted under
strumentality. --The first British navigation law Elizabeth, was alarm at the continued maritime
of which a record has been preserved, was en- enterprise and ascendency of the Dutch; which
acted in 1381, in the fifth year of Richard II., nation, even as early as 1603, according to a pare-
and provided "that _one of the king's liege pen+ phlet ascribed to Sir Walter Raleigh, "e_'e_?/where
ple should from henceforth ship any merchan- SU,Tm,_sed us"; and "had as many ships a_+d vc._-

disc, in going out or coming within the realm of sels as elevea kingdoms of christeld_m, le{ E_,qlaltd
England, but only in ships of the king's liegance, be. one." How great the hostility engendered in
on penalty of forfeiture of vessel and cargo." England by this competition is well illustrated by
This law was modiIied the subsequent year, when the fact, that the em'l of Shaftesbury, as lord

it was found impossible of execution, by adding chancellor, officially announced, in 1672, tlmt the
a clause that if British ships could not be had, time had come when England must go to w_r

foreign ships might be used. Subsequently an- with the Dutch; for that it was "impossil)le bofll
other act was passed, providing that British ships should stan(I upon a balance; and that if we do
should car D' goods at reasonable rates, and in de- not master their trade, they will ours. They or
fault thereof, foreign ships might be employed, we must truckle." One of the first governmental
This was followed by another act, about the time measures also after the restoration of Charles II.
of Henry vii., fixing the rates which were to be was to re-enact the laws of the commonwealth
charged by British ships. "In the reign of Eliza- touching the colonial system, and the use of ships
beth all restrictions on importing in foreign ships as commercial agencies, and combine them all m
were abolished ; and any goods could be|reported one act, which has since been known in Briti._h

or exported in any ship whatever, with a proviso jurisprudence as the "first navigation act." The
that, if in alien ships, they should pay alien du- preamble of this act a_signs, as a reason for its
ties." The object of the change, as stated in the creation, "the encouragement of British ._hll)-
preamble of the act, was, that the laws in force ping." In the navigation laws enacted tm{h,r
were injurious to commerce, and prow)ked fetal+ Cromwell there was no discrimination as to the
|at|on on the part of foreign states.- Following build of ships; but in 1662, under _harles it,
the discovery by Vasco de Gtlma of the new route it was enacted, "that no foreign built ship shail

to India by way of the cape of Good Hope, and enjoy the privilege of English or Irish built ship.-.
of America by Columbus, and the subsequent es- even though the owners be Englishmen; prize
tablishment of colonies by the various maritime ships only exempted." (See ]{icardo's "Al:alom3
nations of Europe in the eastern and western of the l_avigation Laws," p. 27.) "This st_ttute."
hemispheres, the importance of navigation laws says Sir Stafford lgorthcote, in his evidence given

as a feature of state policy was greatly magnified, as legal adviser of th(_ board of trade before :_
while at the same time the sphere of the influence parliamentary committee in 1848," did not wholly
of such laws was greatly extended. The various prohibit the employment of foreign built ship.,,
trans-oceauic colonies of the European states above but subjected them to alien's duties, on the sat]w
referred to, were not in a single instance estab- principle that aliens were always charged double
ltshed or fostered by the mother country with the duties." The same authority also states, that "i_

least reference to the pecuniary or political bene- 1686 the British coasting trade was closed to for
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eiga built ships; the preamble of the act citing forbiddcn; as well as the cutting, without a
the continued decay of British shipbuilding as license, of any pine tree, two feet in diame-
the cause, although ever since the time of Ehza- ter and not within any inclosure, between the

beth it had been confined to ships owned by Brit- Delaware and St. Lawrence rivers; the object
iah subjects." And here one important and most of this latter statute being to maintain an ample
instructive fact is to be noted, and that is, that supply of masts for the Engli,_h navy. When
although England closed the trade of her colo- Bishop Berkeley prol)osed to establish a great
hies and her coast line to foreign shipping, and American university, he was answered by Wal-
framed her navigation laws with a special view pole, that from the labor and luxury of the
of hindering or destroying the extensive ocean " plantations great advantages may ensue to the
commerce of the Dutch, the shipping interests mother country; yet the advancement of liters-
of the latter nation continued to so prosper aud turc and the. improvement in arts and sciences in

expand as to call forth from the British lord ehan- our American cnh)nics can never be of any service
cellor, as late as 1743, or more than eighty years to the British state." A colonial commissioner

after the navigation acts of the commonwealth, who was sent to ask of the roy,d (English) attorney
the following official declaration in the house of general an incre'Lsed allowance for the churches

lords: "If our wealth is diminished, it is time to in Virginia, cnncludcd his earnest "q)peal in these
ruin the comnu_rce of that nation w]_h has driven words: "' Consider, sir. that the people of Virginia
us from the markets of the contingent, by sweeping the have souls to save." "Daml_ your souls ! make
se,Ls of their ships and by blockadiJ,g their _'ts." -- tobacco," was the imm_.diate reply. Sir William
l_ecurring again to the influence of the trans- Berkeley, governor of Virginia, writing, in 1671,
oceanic coloni_ of the European maritime states upon the feelings of the colonists in respect to
upon their navigation codes, it is to bc observed, these nawgati(m laws, says: "Mighty and de-
that as whatever did not enhance the trade and structive have been the ol)struetions to our trade

commerce of the mother country was deemed un- and navigation by that severe act of p.diament
fit to be a part of its colonial policy, the industry which excludes us from having any commerce
and trade of the colonies was in consequent.(; with any nation of Europe but in our own ships;
subjected to the most stringent and unnatural we can not add to our plantations any commodity
regulations and restrictio_s. Thus, by a statute that grows out of it, a_ ()live tree_, or cotton, or
enacted by the parliament of Great Britain in vinci. Besides this, wc can not procure any

1663, it was ordered, that "nonc of the products skillful men for our hop(fful commodity of silk,
of the English plantatious or factories," "in Asia, and it is not lawful for us to carry pipe-stems or
Africa or America," " shall be carried anywhere a bushel t,f t,o)'n to any placc in Europe out of the
(except to other plantations)till they be first king's don)inions. If this were for his majesty's

landed in England, under the forfeiture of ships service, or the good of thc subject, we should
and cargoes." Scotland was not admitted to the not repine, wlmtever he our suffering; but. on my

trade of the British plantations until the union soul, it is contrary tt) both, and thi¢ is the cause
in 1706, and Ireland not until 1780. Other laws why no small or great ve_sel_ are t)uilt herc. For
provided that the colonies should not be allowed all are most obedient to th(. law.% while the New
to purchase, in any but British markcts, any England men hrcak thr(mgh them. and trade to
manufactured article which England had to sell. any place where their inte,'ests lead them to."--
The effect of these skillfully devised instrumcuts It is by means of the_e, and many oth(.r hke his-
for the torture of industry and commerce was, torical citations wlfieh might be given (and which
that whatever of raw material thc British colonies the reader desirous of fu,'ther i_fformation can

produced, and which the English manufacturer readily find iu all standard historie._ of thc six-
needed, could be sold to the latter alone and at teenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centl,rics), that
his own price; on the other hand, whatever of it is alone possible to clearly comprehend tim
waresthe British manufacturer offered in the.coh_- curious economic ideas which pr()mpted the

nial market, the colonists were obliged to buy on enactment of navigation law_ in 1he first instance.
the manufacturer's terms, or not purchase at all. and for more than six centurics have prompted

And whether in the case of purchase or sale, the rulers and state,inCh to defend their policy and
product could be transported only in British yes- expediency and struggle for thcircontinucd m'tin.
sels, and at the carriers' own price: and to all tomncc. Absurd, tyrannical and even cruel,
this was added the further provision of a revenuc furthermore, "_s lmvt, bee,, many of these provi.--
tax of 5 per cent. upon all eoh)nial exports and i_)ns, it would be a mistake to regard thcm as the
imports. By the act of 1699, in thc tenth ycar work of either heartless or corrupt men; on tim
of William and _ary, it was forbidden to ship contrary, they werc rather the result of a false
colonial wool, or any woolen manufacture, from and vicious t l_eory of wealth antt trade--once uni-
one colony to another; and B,'itish sailors were versally and even still accept('d in at leasta degree
forbidden to purchase, for their own use, more ia many et)untrie¢, --''_'hich ignored thcbeneficent
than forty shillings' worth of woolen goods in and i,muutabh _, laws of value and exchange, and

any American port. By subsequent enactments, undertook, by (.apricious anti arbitrary rules, not
in the reign of George I., the tl_nsportation of onlyto regulate the great so(.ial forces which bind
hats, the product of colonial industry, was also men to each other and to nature, but, in defiance
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,of these, to torture industry in every conceivable France, even as late as the year 1824: "While
way, in a vain attempt to force it into those arti- this was going forward on the English coast, the
tidal channels which they had marked out for it." smugglers on the opposite shore were cnga._ed
They were also, it is to be remembered, but the with much more labor, risk and expense, in inh'_
part of a general economic system, which in all ducing Enghsh woolens, by a vast system _f
its features was consistent and harmonious. If fraud and lying, into the towns, past a seri(,_ (,f
England forbade her colonists to transport wool custom houses. In both countries there was an
from one plantation to another, site also, at the utter dissoluteness of morals connected with tl|e_r

-same time, had a law upon her statute book transactions. Cheating and l)ing were e<scnti:d
which made it felony for any E.glishman to ex- to the whole system; drunkcnnes_ accompanied it ;
port sheep. If the colonisls were not permitted contempt f(,r all law grew up under it; honest In
to carry any article of their produce upon the seas dustry perished beneath it, and it was crowned

.except in British ships, there wa_ no diffc|ent law with mulder." And Blanqui, in his "IIistt_ry or'
for the Scotch, or Irish, or any other subjects of Political Economy," declares, that to such an ex-
the crown; and the laws of trade, furthermore, tent was trade and commerce throughout Europe
which England adopted, were the same in all interfered with by legislation, that all tradcwould

-,_ssentlal particulars which were adopted by all have perished had it not been for smuggiing.--The
the other maritime nations of Europe during the fact that the restrictive laws passed by England
periods under consideration. In evidence also in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries to
that the laws regulating the early commerce and hinder tlle growth of the shipping and carrying
_:he carrying trade of the ocean were not excel)- trade of the Dutch failed to accomplish the re-
tiomdly absurd, and iu further illustration of the suit expected, has already been pointed out; but

-former continued interference of government with no better success attended the efforts in the same
individual pursuits and personal freedom, it may direction in respect to the British North American
be also mentioned, that the people of England at colonies. On the contrary, the shipl)illg interests
one period, subsequent to the reformation, were of the Americans continued to so prosp(.r and in-
forbidden by statute from eating meat during crease, that in 1725 the shipwrights of the riv(.r
Lent, in order "that the fisheries of the kingdom Thames complained to the crown that their bust-
might be encouraged, and the number of seamen ness declined, and that their workmen emigrated,

.employed therein be increased": while in 16,30, because of the number of shills that the planta-
the crown issued a proclamation against erecting tions built and furnished to England; anti ft_r the

.houses on. new foundations in London, Westmin- year 1775 the register of Lloyds returned, as the
ster, or within three miles of any of the gates of aggregate of new tonnage for the thrc(, years next
London, or of the palace of Westminster; also preceding, 3,908 British vessels of 605,545 tons,
against entertaining inmates in houses, which and 2,311 of American build, with an nggregale

would multiply the inhabitants to such an ex- tonnage of 373,618.--The principal fe.atures of
cessive number that they could neither be gov- the B_'itish navigation code, as it existed in 1849
crncd nor fed. It is also desirable at this point to (the time of its repeal), and which did not dlff(r
call attention to the c|rcumstance that, apart in any essential particulars from the provisml_S c_f
from the immediate and direct influence oi the the codes adopted by the other maritime states of

.early navigation laws upon indu.',try and trade, Europe, were as follows: _No foreigner could
their political and moral effect, or rather, of the own, cither wholly or in part, a Bl'itish ship, a_d
spirit that led to their enactment, was also of the the captain and at least three-foul'ths of the crew
most momentous character. It was for the en- of such vessels were compelled to be British _ul,-
forcemcnt of these laws, or for the maintenance jects. Certain enumerated articles of Europc;m

.of the principles upon which they were founded, produce could only bc imported into the United
that more than half the battles of the eighteenth Kingdom for consumptit_n, in British ships, or ill
century were fought; and, as has already been ships of the country of wtfich the goods wcJ'c the
shown, they were the prime cause of the revolt produce. No produceof Asia, Africa orAmcHc:_
of the British-American colonies, and their sepa- couhl be imported for consumpti(m inlo thr
ratios from the mother country. (See Ax_ERI- United Kingdom, from any Eu)'ope_lu pert. il_ shy
cA_._ MEltCrrA._T _b-RI:NE.) The multitude of ships whatever; and such produce could (_h]3 1,_"
restrictions'which these laws imposed on trans- imported from any other places in British shq)_.

actions which were in no way repugnant to or in ships of the country of which the ._o(i._
the moral sense of good men, created a multi- were the produce. No goods could be c_t_li_l
tudc of new crimes. Half the commerce of coastwise from one part of the United Kingdom
the world, at periods during the eighteenth cen- to another, except in British ships. _No good-
tury, was engaged in smuggling or in piracy; could be carried from any one British pos_es._,,a
smuggling on the ocean leading, by easy transi- in Asia, Africa or America to another, in any bat
tion, to piracy, while smuggling on the land fre- ,British ships. No foreign ships were allowt.d t(,
.quently resulted in the brigandage which so long trade with any of the British possessions, unh',_
infested Europe. Mrs. Martineau, in her "His- they had been specially authorized to do .-o I,y

tory of England during the Thirty Years Peace," order in council. No goods could be exp,)_'t((!
thus describes the state of affairs in England and from the United Kingdom to any of the Britx-h
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possessions in Asia, Africa or America (with broken down. :No Adam Smith had then arisen
some exceptions with regard to India), in any to coral)at the then prevailing idea, that x_hatcvel-
hut British ships. The following details of the of a(lvantagc ore, nation (_r country gaim'd ir_
experience of British trade and commerce under trath; and commerce necessarily entailed an equal
these laws will also to some extent illustrate and corresponding loss upon some other nation
lheir absurdity and injurious influence. For ex- or country; and in the end the Ameri(:an_ suc-
ample: " An American vessel might carry Amcr cumbed, and within a ¢ompal'atively few year_
ican cotton to England direct; but if such cot- their own country, falling into the rut _)f oht
ton was landed at a continental port, no ship prejudice, enacted (as will be. lmreafter shown) a
of any nation.lilly couhl afterward land it for commercial code a_ ilhl)eral and narrow in most
consumption in England. The grain of Russia, respects as any thltt had preceded it. and which

if once landed in Prussia, or in the ports of an)" still stand._ a_¢ the most striking 'rod, in fact, the
other nation, was absolutely shut cut from En- ()nly relic of the tmchristian and lmrbarons corn-

gland, no matter if a deficiency of food in that mercial legislation whmh everywhere character-
country was threatening starvation to its people, iz(_d the cighteenlh century. --:When the conveu-
In 1839 the price of coffee was especially high lion that fram(.d the federal constitution came
in the .London market. Large quantities of together in 1789, there were two sectional qnes
Java and Dutch colonial coffee were iu store in lions of importance that came before it, a_d
Amsterdam, but it could not be brought into twoonly: the questi,_n of slavery, and the regula-

England because it had been landed at a con- lion of coramcrce The extreme souther:_ _tates
tinen*ud port. Under these circumstances it is wanted shivery and the slaw. t_ade legalized and
said flint a British ship was chartered, sent to protected. The south, as a whole, also favored
Amsterdam, and despatched to the cape of Good free trade. New England, on the other hand,

iIope, where the cargo was landed, actually or largely interested in shipI)ing, a not insignificant
constructively, and by some process recognized proportion of which, either directly or iudircctly,
by the law so became the naturalized produce of was engaged in tlw slave trade (her p('ople, Mtmsa-
that colony. It was then carried to E_gland, and chusetts men especially, importing molasses from
coming direct from a British colony in a British the West Indies, distilling it into rum, using the
ship was admitted for home consumption. It is rum to buy slaves on 1he coast of Afric% and

said that many thousand tons of merchandise selling the slaves at the s()uth,) desired, through
were thus sent cruising half round the globe, in- 't system of navigation laws, to hold a monopoly

volving an enormous waste of capital, in order of the commerce of the new nation, while the
that the letter of the law might be fulfilled, al- middle states generally wanted neither slavery
though its spirit was nullified." (Lindsay's " His- nor navigation laws. The sentiment of the
tory of Merchant Shipping," Hamilton Hill, country as a whole at this period was averse to
American Social Science Association,1878.)--Nav- slavery, and the cultivation of cotton not having
igatiou Laws of the United States. Up to the lime then been introduced Io any consider'_ble extent
of the American revolution, treaties of commerce into the southern slates _;r made the source of
between nations had been little other than agree- profit that it subsequently hee'tme through the
mentsto secure special and exclusive privileges to inven|ion of the cotton gin, the anti-slavery feel-
the contracting parties, and to antagonize, as far ing had dev('lopcd itself much more strongly in
as possible, the commercial interests of all other some parts of the south than it had in New
countries. But in the treaty of commerce entered England. _ So that if New England had been as
into between Ft_ance and the revolted colonies

in 1778, the commissioners of the two nations-- * "The sentmlent was common to V_rginia. at least
Franklin, Deane, Lee and Gerard--evidently de- among the intcnigent and educetefl, that sla_cry wa_ cruel

termined to attempt to inaugurate a Inore. gener- and unjust. The delcgale- Iron) ¥1rgmia and Maryland,hostile to naYigallon ]a*.t._,_*_.('r_._tillmore warmly opp_sed
OUS policy, and to establish a precedent for freer to the African ._lavc trade'. I)elax_ar(' by her eon._tilution,
and better commercial relations between different and Virginia and Maryland by _peelal la'a.%had prohilnted

countries than had hitherto prevailed. It was de- the imporr.a_ion of slaves N(wth _'arolina had shnx_n a
di_pO_lflonto conlorm to the pt_hc_ of |n.r llortherll _.lsler_

cordingly agreed in the treaty in question to avoid by an act _hlch denounced the farlh('r lntr,,ctuetion of
"all those burdensome prejudices which are usu- _,lave- into the ._taWa.- ' highly impolmc.'" (I-hldr('th, x'ol.
ally sources of debate, embarrassment and discon- iii., pp. 508-10 _ l'ennaxlvania founded a .,-ocl_ty lor the

abolition of _lavery in 1"775.with Flankhn for its first pre_i-
tent," and to take as the "basis of their agree- dentandRnsh_tsfiratsecretary. *Nex_ _orkhadasimilar
merit the most perfect equality and reciprocity." society in 1";85.with Jay as its first preeident and Ilamilton
And they further stated the principle which they aahis successor. On the other hand. as some Illustration of
had adopted as a guide in their negotiations to be the titan curl'ent New England sentiment, attention _ asked

to the following extract from an oration by /_lr Davtd
• that of "founding the advantages of commerce Daggett (afterward I.u)tcd htates senator I_ndchief ju_tme

solely upon reciprocal utility and the just rules of of Connecticut) at New ltaven, July 4. 1787--a month be-
free intercourse." The commissioners were, how- fore the federal convention, then in session, took up the

ever, ahead of their times, as they even yet would subject of cindery and the navigation law_. The orator,
be, if still alive and participating in the public after speaking of the gratitude and generous reward thacountry o_'ed to the officers and soldiers of the late army,
policy of the United States. The traditions and and its immediate inability to discharge such obligations,
habits of :Europe were too strong to be at once contraucd: "If, however, there is not a sufficiency of
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true to the great principles of liberty as her peo- reported. "Let every state," they said, "import
pie were always professing, it seems probable what they please." Elbridge Gerry, of Massa-
that, aided by the middle states, and in part by chusetts, " acquiesced, with some reserve," in
the south, she might have brought about an at- the complying.policy of the delegates of Coa-

rangement under the federal constitution, at the necticut, while his colleague, Rufus King, "made
time of its formation, for the gradual but no a measured resistance" merely on the grounds of
very remote extinction of American slavery and state expediency. George Mason, of V_rginia,
an avoidance of the expenditure of blood and expressed himself withgreatenergyin oppositiou
treasure which has since been entailed by its con- to the views of tile delegates from Connecticut.
tinuaace.. Selfishness and the love of the dollar, "This infernal traffic," he said, "origim_ted in

however, proved as omnipotent then as they ever the avarice of British merchants"; and he "la-
,have, and the result was a compromise of in- mented that some of our eastern brethren had,
iquity; the power to regulate commerce being from lust of gain, embarked in this nefarious
inserted in the constitution, together with and as traffic." In this state of things Gouverneur
a consideration for the extension, by New En- Morris arose, and, after adverting to the circum-

gland votes, of the slave trade until 1808 and the stance that the sixth section of the same article of
prohibition of export duties.--This curious chap- the constitution under consideration contained a
let in our national history, although familiar to provision that no navigation laws should be en.
historical students, has been all but unknown to acted without the consent of two-thirds of each
the mass of the American people. The evidence branchof congress, and that thisprovision particu-
of its truth is, however, complete. The fourth larly concerned the interests of the New England
section of tile seventh article of the constitution states, proposed that this section, together with

.of tile United States, as originally reported by the fourth section (relating to the slave trade) and
the committee of detail, provided that "no tax the fifth section (relating to the assessment of a
or duty shall be laid by the legislature on articles capitation tax on slaves) be referred to a special
-exported from any state, nor on the migration or committee, remarking, at the same time, (see

importation of such persons as the several states Rives' "Life and Times of Madison," vol. ii.,
shall think proper to admit; nor shall such mi- pp. 444, 450), "that these things may form a bar-

gration or importation be prohibited." When gain among the northern and southern states."
_the convention came to the consideration of this _The hint thus given was not thrown away.

section they amended it by making the prohibi- All these matters were referred to a committee,
tion of the imposition of duties on exports gen- and what this committee did is thus told by
eral, or applicable to the federal government as Luther Martin, one of its members, in a h.tter
"well as to the states, although Mr. Madison tried to the speaker of the Maryland house of dele-

te have the power to do so allowed to congress gates: "I found the eastern states, notwithstand-
when two.thirds of each house should vote its ing their aversion to slavery, were very wil-

,expediency. The question next occurred on the ling to indulge the southern states at least with
residue of the section, which Mr. Luther Martin, a temporary liberty to prosecute the slave trade.
of Maryland, moved to amend so as to authorize provided the southern sta_es would in turn grat-

•congress to lay a tax or prohibition at its discre- ify them by laying no restriction on [the en-
lion upon the importation of slaves. The pro- actment of] navigation acts ; and after a little
vision as it stood in the report of the committee time the committee agreed on a report, by which
would, he said, give encouragement to the slave the general government was to be prohibited
-trade; and he held it "inconsistent with the from preventing the importation of slaves for a

,principles of the revolution and dishonorable to limited time, and the restrictive clause relative to
American character to have such a feature in the navigation acts was to be omitted." (Elliott's
.constitution." Messrs. Rutledge and Pinckney, "Debates," 2d ed., eel. i., p. 373.)--The limit of
the South Carolina delegates, and Mr. Baldwin, time for the extension of the slave trade agreed t(,
of Georgia, warmly protested againstMr. Martin's by the committee in making the bargain, was
proposition as an uncalled-for interference with 1800; but when the report came before the con-
the slave trade. Mr. Ellsworth and Mr. Sherman, vention, Mr. Pinckney, of South Carolina, moved
of Connecticut, were both for leaving the clause as to amend by substituting 1808 in lieu of 1800, as

the term of the permitted traffic, and this motion

property in the country, I would project a plan to acquire was seconded by Mr. Gorham, of Massachusetts.
It. * * * Let us repeat'all the laws against the African Mr. Madison and others earnestly opposed this

. clave trade, andundertake the truly benevolent andhumane
merchandise of importing negroea to Christianize them. amendment, "but the coalition that had taken
¢l_lflehas been practiced by individuals among us, and they place rendered all remonstrance vain, and Gen.
have found it a lucrative branch of business. Let us then Pinckney's motion was carried in the affirmative;
make a national matter of it. * * * We should have all of the three New England states, with Souththe sublime _atisfaction of enrlehingourselve6, and at the
_same time r_ndertng happy thousands of thoae blacks by Carolina, Georgia, Maryland and l_'orth Carolina,
instructing them in the ways of reUgton. * * * This voting for it, and Virginia, Pennsylvania. l_'cw
would be no tnnovafltm. * * * This countr? permitted Jersey and Delaware voting against it." F,,m
it for many years, among their other acts of justice, but
_their refusing to pay sacred and solemm obligations is not days later the residue of the report, recommemlin:
_f _ lou_ staacUag." that the siith section, which imposed restrictious
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against the pa_mge by congress of a navigation FIope, imported indirectly into the United States,
act, was taken up and earnestly debated, and op- were imposed, July, 1789. Subsequent to the
posed by George Mason, Gov. Randolph and oth- war of 1812-14, the president was empowered to
•ers, but as earnestly advocated by Pinckncy and enter into more liberal arrangements with foreign
Butler, of South Carolina, "who earnestly in- nations in respect to shipping, but no disposition
yoked a spirit of conciliation toward the eastern having been manifested by Great Britain and
:states on account of the liherality they had shown other nations to enact reciprocal legislation, seth-
.to the wishes of the two southernmost states with ing r(._nlted ; but on the contrary, in 1816, 1817
regard to the importation of slaves," and, finally, at_d 1820 congress enacted a systcm of navigation
"the bargain that had been entered into, in which laws which xxere avowedly modeled on the very

-the legalization of the slave trade for twenty years statutes of Great Britain which the Americans, as

on the one side was the price of the abandonment colonists, had foun(l so oppressive that they con-
_of restrictions on the passage by congress of a navi- stituted m_e prime cause of their rcbellion against
gation act" on the other, received its fin'd ratifi- the mother cotmtry, the main features of differ-

.cation. (Rives' "Life and Times of Madison.") euce between the tx_o systemsl)eing tlmt wherever
We quote also from Ilildreth the following to the it was possible to make the American laws more
same effect: "Thus by an umlerstanding, or, as rigorous and arbitrary than the British model the
.GouverneurMorris called it, 'a bargain,' between opportunity was not nt._lcctcd. -- A_ an essential
the commercial representatives of the northern part of the history of this legislation, and as seine

slates and the delegates of South ('arolina and extenuation of the illiberality of the iir_t congress,
Georgia, and in spite of the opposition of Mary- it should be here stated th._t public sentimcnt in
land and Virginia, the unrestricted power of con- the United St._tes in reepect to the policy of the
gress to enact navigation laws w'ts conceded to e_a(.ttnent of navig_dion laws, _md of making
the northern merchants, and to the Carolitta riec them lmr_hly di-oriminative agaiu.,t the shittpin g
planters, as an equivalent, twenty years' ('ontinu- of foreign nations, experienced a marked change
ance of the African slave trade." (Hildrcth's bctween the time when the power to regulale
"United States," sol. iii., p. 520.) "This trash- c()mmeree was made in convention part of the
action," continues Mr. Rives, "undoubtedly made federal constitution, and the time when ti_e enact-
a most disagreeable impression on the minds of meat of discriminating tonnage dues and tariff

many members of the convention, and seemed at taxes came up for consideration in 1790 and 1792in
once to convert the feeling of partial dissatisfac- the federal congress. This was due enlirely to the

ties that had already been excited in certain qttat'- utter failure on the part of the Ameri(.'m govern-
ters, by one or two votes of the conveution, rote mcnt (confederative and constitutiomtl) to it,(lace
a sentiment of incurable alienation and disgust. Great Britain to recede i_l any degree from the ex-
Gov. Randolph, a few days after the first part of ttemely illiberal commcreial policy _hi(.h she

the bargain had been ratified, and while the latter had adol)ted toward her former colonies since the
part was pending, declared that 'there were fen- attainment of their independence. Previously
tures so odious in the constitution, as it now they conld trade freoly with other Briti,h colonies

stands, that he doubted whether he should be in America at_d the W(.st Imhcs, exchanging
able to agree to it.' Col. Mason, two days later, lumber, corn, Ii._h and other provisions, t,eethcr
declared that 'he we(aid sooner chop off his right with horse_ attd cattle, for sugar, molass,s, coffee

hand than put it to the constitution as it now and rum: but immediately after the concln-ion of
stands.'" And the names of neither of these the war the people of the new nation were put on

delegates appear on the roll of dclegates to the the same footi_g :Ls tho_c of other foreign coun-
national convention who subsequently signed the tries; and, under thc operation of the Btiti,ll navi-
constitution.-- _When the federal congress as- gation laws, were, in c.mmon with thcm, exclud-
•sembled for the first time under the constitution, cd front nearly all participation in an extensive

_New England was not dilatory in demanding the and flourishitlg part of their former maritime
fulfilhuent of her part of this disreputablc corn- trade. As illustrating the then temper of the
pact; and in 1789 and 1792 the foundation of our times and the illiber'd spirit that then pervaded
present navigation laws was laid, in acts levying the counsels of the nations, it may be mentioned

tonnage dues and impost taxes which diserimi- that this pc, licy was persevered in by Great Brit-
nated to such an extent against foreign shipping ain, even after it was provcd iu rcpeated instances
as to practically give to American ship owners a to work most injuriously to her 6wn home inter-
nearly complete monopoly of all American com- e_ts anti to have it_tlieted great suffering upon her

.meree. --By the act of 1789 a tonnage tax of six West Indian (.olonics. Thus. between 1780 and
cents per ton was levied on all American vessels 1787, no less than 15,000 slaves were known to
and fifty cents per ton on all vessels built and have perished front.-tarvation in the British West
owned in foreign countries and entering American Indies, by rca_[m of inability, through the oper-
ports. Dec. 81, 1792, the registration act, in sub- ation of the British navigation law% to obtain the

stance as it stands to-day, was enacted. In _[793 requisite supply of food fr()m the _North Amer-
the coasting trade was wholly closed to foreign leans, at a p_,riod when the home-grown portion
ve_els. Discriminating duties on articles, tl_e of their subsistence had been (h,_troyed by succes-
.products of countries east of the cape of Good sive hurricanes. William Pitt, however, was a
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man capable of rising above the ordinary level of antagonism of the states in respect to the adjust.
lLis times, and his political surroundings, and fore- ment of duties on foreign imports also occurred.
seeing the sezious difficulties of the situation, de- "The south " (we quote from Professor Smnnc_'._
sired as chancellor of the exchequer, immediately "History of Protection in the United Slatcs"_

after the close of the war, to deal liberally with "wanted a protective duty on hemp, claimi_g
the new nation; and accordingly, as early as 1783, that rice and indigo were unprofitable. Pennsyl-
introduced into parliament a bill, allowing com- vania opposed any tax on hemp as a raw m:ttc-
paratively free commerce between the United rial of cordage, but wanted a tax on that. 1New
States and the British West Indies. But the England opposed the tax on cordage as a raw
measure, owiug primarily to the resignation of the material of ships, but wanted protection on the-
ministry, and the strong opposition of the British latter." TIle most strenuous contention was, b_,w_
shipping interests, aided by the efforts of the ever, in respect to rum and molasses. "The
loyalists of the remuining British North American south, except Georgia, wanted a high tariff on
colonies, was not only defeated, but in 1788 an act rum lor revenue. The middle states _anted it

was passed absolutely forbidding the importation in the interests of temperance; the eastern states
of any American produce into any British colony, for protection to their rum distilleries. Georgia
except in British bottor_. These restrictions on opposed this tax because she used a great deal
the participation of the United States in British of rum and bought it in the West Indies with
colonial trade very singularly remained unre- her lumber. The southern and middle states

pealed until 1830, in which year a British order in wanted a tax also on molasses, but this the east-
council was adopted authorizing vessels of the ern states vigorously opposed. Molasses was the
United States to import into the British posses- raw material of rum." It was bought with salt
signs abroad any produce of the United States fish, lumber and staves sent to the West Indies,
from these states, and to export goods from the distilled into rum in :New England, sent as ex-
British possessions abroad to any foreign countries port to Africa to buy slaves, which in turn were
whatever. _ As some further evidence of the sold to the south. After having bartered their
British jealousy of the commercial competition souls by extending the horrors of the slave trade
of the United State-s in the decade between 1783 for twenty longyears in consideration of a monop-
and 1793 it may be also mentioned that Lord ely of shipping, was l_,_ew England to permit the
Sheffield, who headed tim opposition to Mr. Pitt's most profitable element of that monopoly to be at
bill (above noticed), published in 1783 a book, in once taken away from her? Not if their repre-

which he advised the British govermnent not to sentatives could prevent it ! We are accustomed
interfere too extensively with the Barbary pirates, to look back upon the representatives that sat in

on the ground that through lack of any suffi- the first congress, especially those sent from :New
cient naval force on the part of the United States England, as men infinitely removed from base

to restrain and punish--but which force Great and sordid motives, whose like it is never to be
Britain was known to possess--the operations of vouchsafed to us to see again in public office.
the corsairs would be confined mainly to the de- But when one comes to look over the debates that
struction of American commerce and of the little took place in the first congress on the rum and
states of Italy, whereby British commerce would molasses question, he can not help fancying that
be benefited. -- Under such circumstances it was he is in the house of represefl_ativcs at the present

but natural that the representatives of the nation day and that a debate on the tariff isin progress.-
came together in Congress in 1791-2 with very The duty proposed to be assessed on molasses was
different sentiments in respect to the policy of six cents a gallon--a fourth of a cent less ttmn

navigation laws from those entertained by the molasses pays under the existing tariff of 1881;
members of the federal convention in 1787. It and the delegation from ]_Iassacbusetts, it is re-

was felt by the former and by tim whole nation corded, "occupied the time of the house for sev-
that the legislation of Great Britain--especially eral days with vehement remonstrances ag:dnst
that part of it which broke up the then important it." One member, )Ir. Thurber, went so far as
trade of the United States with the British West to intimate that the people of his state "will
Indies--was designedly hostile legislation, which hardly bear a tax which they can not but look

could only be properly met and its continuance upon as odious and oppressive." :Mr. Fisher
prevented by retaliatory legislation, and congress Ames, in a highly colored fancy speech on the
in 1790-92 accordingly did retaliate, and a qnar- woeful effects likely to follow the enactment of
ter of a century later (1816-20), after another war, the proposed duty on molasses, used the fo]
when Great Britain refused to accept the offer on lowing language: "Mothers will tell their ehil-

the part of the United States of a more liberal re- dren, when they solicit their daily and accustomed
ciprocal commercial policy, it enacted navigation nutriment, that the new law forbids them the use
laws even more stringent than any which had be- of it, and they will grow up in detestation of the
fore found a place upon our statute books. To hand which proscribes their innocent food and

farther complete this record it should be also here the occupation of their fathers." And yet all
noted, that in connection with the restriction of the while none knew better than Fisher Amc.
commerce by the enactment of navigation laws that the "mothers" likely to be most distressed
in the first congress, the fll_t selfish and sectional were the owners of distilleries, and that the occu
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patton of tile fathers that the children were to be ! and have regularly paid taxes in the Ut_ited
debarred from following was sending this rum to :, States, and the owner himself has no thought of

Africa to be used to buy slaves. New England i finally r_:liuquishing hit American citizenship.
selfishness again triumphed. The proposed duty i (U. S. Rcv. 8tat., ._cc. 41.'),3 ) To illustrate this
on molasses was reduced from six cents to two i lwovision of our n'tvieation law% let us sL_ppose
and a half cents a gallon, and rum was assessed i C:q)r. John Smith, l,)t a natur:dizcd citizen, but
at ten cents per proof gallon, while all other : a uatlve American, is "m owner, iu all or l)_trt, of
spirits were to pay but eight cents.-- Such, then, ] "_n American v(,ss(,l tic l)ee,_me_ afl]i(.t(.d with

is a brief history of the inception and growth _)f I a di_¢.ase of the lungs, and, fc)r his health, goes
our present navigation laws. Concciv(,d in sin to live in the south of France, on account of the
and brought forth in iniquity, they seemed to bahny atmosphere that prevails there. Thc
have entailed a curse (not yet fully worked out, moment that Capt. John thus, under 1he law,
but in the process of completion) general for the begin_ to "u,ually reside" in a foreign country,

whole country, but more especially on that section his vessel is liable to lose its register and th(, pro-
whose fathers sold their honor to accomplish the tc('ti_,n of the fl_lg of his country -- 4. ):very
result, and who thereby merited execr.ttion, fo_' citizen of the United States obt:fining a register
havingentailed for eighteen long years the horrors for an American vessel mu<t make oath "that
of the African slave trade. And when one jour- there is no _ubjeet or citizen of any foreign power
neys through l_*cw England and sees how thick or state, dire(..tly or indir(._.tly, by way of Irust or
are the graves of her sons slain in a war which confidence or otherwise, interested iJ_ such vessel
slavery originated, the question might suggest or in the proilts thereof " (U. S. Rev. Slat., sec.
itself: Would these graves exist had the am.cstors 4142.) We invite foreign capital to come to us
of those who fill them not consented to strengthetl and help build our railroads, work our mines, in-
and perpetuate domestic slavery as a considcra- sure our l)lopcrty, and even buy and carl'y our
tion for the privilege of doing another wrong-- government bomls as investments, but if a single
namely, that of restricting their fellow-citizens dollar of such c.q)ital is used to build an Amcr-
from freely exchanging the products of their ican ship and thereby represents an owncrship to
labor? -- Having traced the inception and growth any extent of the value received, we deeh_re the
of the navigation laws of the United States, let ship to bc thereby so tainted as to be unworthy
us next inquire into their provisions. They may of the bent, fit of American laws. -- 5. A foreigner
be in the main stated and illustrated as follows: may superintend an American factory, run an
1. No American citizen is allowed to import a American railroad, be president of an American
foreign-built vessel, in the sense of purchasing, college, or hold a commission in the American
acquiring a registry or title to, or of using her as army, but he can not command or be an officer of
his own property; the only other absolute prohi- a registered American vessel. (U. 8. Rev. Slat.,
bitions of imports being in respect to counterfeit scc. 4131.) Notwithstanding this express pro-
money and obscene objects. (U. S. Rev. Stat., vision of law, it is an indisputable fact that there
sec. 4132.) :Furthermore, while we ._re the only is hardly an American vessel engaged in foreign
people in the world who arc forbidden to purchase trade that has nor one or more foreigners employed
foreign-built vessels, we freely permit all the as officers, and instances, it is said, are not rare
world to enter our ports with vessels purchased of American vcssc,ls which have no citizens of the
in any market. :Precluded, therefore, by the first United Statesonboal'dexceptthemaster If Capt.

provisions of our navigation laws, from engaging John Smith, being a foreigner, took command of
on equal terms in the carrying trade with foreign- an American ves_-cl, an(l f,dscly swore that he wa.u
ers, we wonder and complain that the carrying an Ameri('an citizen, he would "forfeit and 1);Jy
trade of even our own products has passed from the sum of one th,usand dollars." If one of the
our control.--2. An American vessel ceases to be owners shouhl t_tl_c such oath, C_q)t Smith not

such if owned in the smallest degree by any per- heing in the district, the vessel would be subject
sonnaturalizedintheUnitedSt'ttcswhomay, aftcr toforfeilure; but no such ca_eof forfeiture has
acquiring such ownership, reside "for more than ever occlH'red. She would, however, not be sub-
one year in the country in which he originated, or ject to forfeiture if Capt. Smilh "had been ap-

more than two years in any foreign country, un- pointed the lowesr otiicer on the vc.,_el." To b(_
less such person be a consul, or other public agent sure, the law requir('s that " officers of vessels of

of the United States." (U. 8 Rev. 8tat., sec. the United SIalcs shall in all cases be citizens of
4184.)--8. If a native-born American citizen, for the United States"; but there is no pen'dty what-

health, pleasure or any other purpose, except as ever imposed on the vesscl if theyarc not. Many
a consul of the United States, or as a partner or American cifizens, on the other hand, uudoubt-

agent in an exclusively American mercantile edly own vessels under foreign flags. Some of
house, decides to reside (" usually") in some for- them t_ansferred their vessels to English colors
eign country, any American vessel of which he during the war to ese:_pe capture by confederate
may be in aU or any part owner at once loses its war vessels, but there arc many who adopt this
register and ceases to be entitled to the protection expedient to obtain cheap ships. They engage a
of the flag of the United States, even though the trustworthy English clerk, for instance, and buy
vessel may have been of American construction thc vessel in his name, holding a mor_g'_ge for

115 vo_.. H.-- 62
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herfullvalueas security.Some yearsago the The discriminatingduties(repealedin1882)on
A.mericanconsulgeneraltoChina(Mr.Seward), productsof eountrieaeastof the capeofGood
in a reportto the statedepartment,stated,as Hope, importedindirectly,were a remnantand
Within his personal experience from 1862 to 1875, legacy of these old restrictions. (U. S. Roy.
"that the rigid enforcement of this lawwould Slat., see. 2501.)--10. If a vessel of the Unit-
often have forced the owners or agents of those ed States becomes damaged on a foreign w_y-

• vessels engaged in that part of the world to lay up age, and is repaired in a foreign port, her own-
their ships or transfer them to other flags."--6, er or master must make entry of such repairs
No foreign-built vessel, or vessel in any part at, a custom house of the United States, as an
owned by a subject of a foreign power, can enter import, and p_ly a duty on the same equal to
a port of the United States and then go to another one-half the cost of the foreign work or mate-
d°mesticp°rtwithanynewcargoorwithanylmrt rial, o.r 50 per cent. ad valm.em; and this law
of her original cargo that has been once unladen extends so far as to include boats that may be
wi_out having previously voyaged to and touched obtained at sea from a passing foreign vessel
at some other port of some foreign country, under in order to assure the safety of the crew or pas-
penalty of confiscation. By the construction of sengers of the American vessel. (U. S. Rev.
this law all direct traffic by sca between the Atlan- Stat., sec. 3114.) To the credit of former days
tic and Pacific ports of the United States via Cape it should be said that this provision of law was
Horn or the cape of Good Hope, or across the not a part of the original navigation laws of the
isthmus of Panama, is held to be of the nature of United States, but was incorporated into them by
a coasting trade or voyage in which foreign yes. special statute passed July 18, 1866, entitled "An
sels can not participate. (U. S. Rev. Stat., see. i_et to prevent smuggling, and for other put-
4347.) In view of tile fact that there has been no poses." Under the treasury regulations it is held
attempt in recent times, on the part of the English, that, although no part of the proper equipment
French or Dutch governments, to interfere with of a vessel arriving in the United States from
the transport of merchandise by American ships a foreign country is liable to duty, such equip-
by the common highway of the ocean, between the ment, if considered by the United States revenue
home ports of these countries and their colonial officers as redundant, is liable to the payment of
possessions, this construction of law, not contem- duty as a foreign import, although there may be
plated at the period of its enactment, was regarded no intent of landing, disposing of or using such
by Europe as a bit of very sharp and mean prac- extra equipment except in connection with the
lice on the part of the United States, as it un- vessel. Thus, for example, when two sets of
doubtedly was. --7. An American vessel once chains were found on board of a foreign vessel,
sold or transferred to a foreiguer can never be and one set was held to be all that was necessary,
bought back again and become American proper- the other set was made chargeable with duty. In
ty, not even if the transfer has been the result of another case, where anchors and chains were
capture and condemnation by a foreign powerin bonded on importation and at the same time
time of war. (U. S. Rev. Slat., sec. 4165.)--8. A entered for exportation and placed on board the
vessel under thirty tons can not be used to import vessel as a part of her equipment, it was held by
anything at any seaboard port. (U. S. Roy. Slat. tim treasury that the legal duties should be col-
see. 3095)--9. Previous to a repealing act, in lected on the same.--ll. Foreign vesselslosing
June, 1882, all goods, wares and merchandise, the a rudder or stern-post, or breaking a shaft, and
produce of countries east of the cape of Good arriving in tile United States in distress, can not
Hope, when imported from countries west of the import others to replace these articles here with-
cape of Good Hope, were made subject to a duty out payment of the duty on the same. In one
of 10 per cent. in addition to the duties imposed ease of actual occurrence a foreign line of steam-
on such articles when imported directly. This ers left their mooring chains of foreign manu-
law was interpreted so stringently that old second- lecture on an American wharf. Some over-vigi-
hand gunny-bags, nearly worn out, did not lose lant revenue officer reported the occurrence to the
their distinctiveness to an extent sufficient to ex- treasury department, and it was decided th'_t as
erupt them from additional duties if they finally the chains were landed, the legal duties should be
came to the United States, in the process of using, collected from them as an importation. A foreign
from a place west of the cape of Good Hope. In vessel can not even laud copper sheathing for the
one instance a vessel from China, destined to Mont- sole purpose of being recoppered by American
real, Canada, was sent, on arriving, to :New York workmen without paying duties on the ohl cop-
without breaking bulk. It was held that the roy- per stripped off and the new copper put on as
age ceased in Canada, and that the newvoyage to separate and distinct imports. During the yc:tr
New York subjected the cargo to an additional l0 1871 the owner of a Dutch vessel eutered at
per cent. By the original navigation laws (act of Boston, ignorant of the peculiar fcatures of the
1790) it was provided that the tariff on all articles tariff of the United States ia respect to the ocean
imported in American vessels shall be less than carrying trade, put on board at the foreign port of
if imported in foreign vessels. On "hyson" tea clearance a quantity of sheet copper sufficient to
the duty in American vessels was twenty cents sheath the bottom of his vessel, it being intended
per pound; in foreign .vessels, forty-five cents, to have the work done in the United States upon
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her arrival, in order to save time and put-the old materials as impork% unless he could show
vessel in good order for her return voyage. The that he had expended upon the abamloned con-
agent, advised of this arrangement, referred the struction for the purpose of restoring it to its
matter to the officials of tile Boston cush)m original quality for service, a smn nearly equiva-
house for instructi(}ns, only to learn that the new lent to tile cost. of huilding an entirely new ve,sel.
sheathing metal could not be used in the United The owner by law, most mercifully, in such cases
.States as proposed without paying a duty of 45 is not, however, deprived of the privilege of sell-
per cent., while the copper taken off the ship's ing tile propexty to a foreigner.- 13. Every yes-
bottom must also pay a duty of four cents per sel belonging to the mercantile marine of the
pound as old copper. The agent signified his United States engaged in foreign try)de (vessels
willingness to pay the latter and sell the old employed in the fisheries excepted) must pay
metal for what it would bring, but requested to annually into tile federal treasury a tonnage tax
be allowed to land the new copper in bond for at the rate of thirty cents per ton. (U. S. Rev.
re-exportation, as it would be carried out by the Stat,, _'e. 4219.) At the commencement of the

.same vessel that brought it in. lie was informed, war in 1861 there were no tonnage taxes; but by
however, that the bond for exportation required the no', of July, 1862, a tonnage tax of ten cents
for its cancellation a certificate of the landing of per ton was imposed, which was afterward in-
the bonded goods in the foreign port for which creased to thirty cent_, the present rate. A1-
its export was declared, which could not be ob- though there w_s nothing specific in the recent '-
talned if it was entered at the port of destination enactments to warrant it, and American shipping
upon and not iu the ship carrying it. The con- engaged in foreign trade was in such a condition
sequence was, that when the ship discharged her as to demand the kindliest consideration from
cargo at Boston she sailed for Halifax, l_owt government, the treasury oflicmls, interpreting
Scotia, carrying her sheathing copper with her, the statute accolding to the invariable rule for
and, after having been there coppered by the the benefit of the government and to the disad-
shipwrights of the British provinces, returned ill vantage of the eitiz.en, were in the habit, up to
ballast to Boston for her return cargo, all this 1867, of collecting this tax at every entry of a
costly proceeding being cheaper than the pay- ves,_el from a foreign port; but by the act of
ment of 45 per cent. duty for the privilege of Ma_('h, 1867, tonnage taxes can now be levied
employing American workmen to take off the but once a year. On a _hip of 1,000 tons the
old sheathing and put on the new. -- 12. If aciti- present tax, amounting to $300 per annum, rep-
zen of the United States buys a vessel of foreign resents the profits or interest (reckoned at 6
build which has been wrecked on our coast, per cent ) on an invested capital of $5,000, and,
takes her into port, repairs and renders her again on a ship of 2,000 tons, of $10,000. Mr. F.
serviceable and seaworthy, he can not make her A. Pike, of Maine, in a speech ill the Unit-
American property, unless it is proved to the sat- ed Slates house of representatives, May, 1868,
isfaction of the treasury department that the re- _tated that this tax was equivalent in many in-

pairs put upon such vessel are equal to three stances to 3 per cent on the market valuation
fourths of the cost of the vesselthen so repaired, of an inferior class of American vessels, em-

.(U. S. Rev. Stat., sec. 4136.) The following is ployed only in the summer months and large-
an illustration of the working of this provision ly owned by his constituents. In 1789, when
of our navigation laws: In 1871 a citizen of the first to,range tax was imposed, and the treas-
Baltimorepurchasedaforeign-builtvessctwrecked ury of the new l_ation was sorely in need of
,on the American coast and abandoned to the revenue, the maximum rate for American vessels

underwriters, and, by spending a large sum in was six cents per ton. Vessels belonging to for-
reconstruction, rendered her again seaworthy, eigu states, between whom and the United States
He then, being desirous of employing his capital ordinary commercial relations are established,
embodied in this instrumentality of trade in the pay the same tonnage taxes as Americau vessels.
moat profitable manner, and assuming that the But if any person not a citizcn of the United
reconstructed wreck was his lawful property, ar- States becomes an owner to the extent of the
ranged for an outward cargo under the flag of merest fraction in a ship of American build,
the United States; but when the vessel was ready then such ship is not entitled to the privileges

to _il,registrywas refused by the customs officials accorded to ships owned wholly by foreigners,
on the ground that the vessel was of foreign cou- but must pay, on entering a port of the United
struction, the sum of the repairs put on tile wreck States, a tonnage tax of sixty cents, or double rote,
being a little less than three-fourths of the origi- and such vessel at once ceases to be entitled to
nat cost of the vessel; or, in other words, tile registry or enrollment as a vessel of the United

substance of this decision, which was correct in Stales. Here, then, we have piled up, as it were,
law, was, that while the citizen, undcr the laws on the top of all other provisions, another direct,

of the United States, might lawfully btly and ae- odious and stupid discrimination against the era-
quire title to a wreck and use it for any purpose ployment of foreign capital, provided it should

.other than navigation, he could not acquire title so incline, for the developing of the American
to it and make it A.meriean property lawful to use shipping interest and the employment of labor
as a vetmel, even after he had paid duties on its even in our own dock-yards and harbors. Suppos-
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lngasimilar]awtobeproposcd, discriminating in to unload many miles away, thus necessitati_._
like manner against the investment of foreign reshipping and repeated rehandling, at much ad-
capital in American railroads, mines, factories, ditional expense. Thus tile customs districts of
and mercantile enterprises generally, does any Boston and Chnrlestown, Massachusetts, corn-
one doubt that the proponent would be at once prise only one port of entry, Boston; while

hooted into contempt? And yet the hypothetical Cambridge, 5Iedford. Hingham, Cohasset, an_t
law is no more absm'd than the law that actually other places, are all ports of delivery only

exists upon the statute book. Practically thelaw If a foreig n vessel arrives from abroad with _
is a dead letter. In tim case of ordinary vessels cargo of hemp for Hingham, instead of proceed-
rigid inquiry as to ownership is rarely or never ing direct to the wharf in that port, she mu._t
instituted, and the o'tth required is regarded and first _il right by it, enter herself and cargo at
taken as a mere form. In case of incorporated Boston, and then unlade at a Boston wharf, and

American ocean navigation companies (if there reship the goods, by coasting vessel or rail, to
are any such), the president of the company has the owners at Hingham. -- The following will
only to swear to the ownership of any vessel hy also illustrate in some degree the mannerin which
the company, and the fcder_d offlcials will not care the navigation laws of the United States have
if the ownership of one or a majority of the shares been executed: All vessels of the United St.tles
of the corporation vest in citizens of foreign engaged in the coasting trade are required to be
nationalities; the provision of the statute, aswith enrolled and licensed, and ves._ls engvgi_g ia
a view of making the law of no effect, being that trade and transportation without previously pro
in this swearing to ownership by a company it curing such enrolhnent or license are liable to
shall not be necessary to designate thenamesof the seizure and heavy penalties. On the east b_nk
persons comprising such company. The result of the Hudson, in the city of Troy, state of _'t.w
of this is, that any foreigner can purchase shares in York, there are extensive iron works, the coal anti
any American navigation company, and nots yes- ore supplies for which are largely transported
sel of their fleet will thereby lose American regis- over the Erie and Champlain canals. Boats
tration and American protection ; butif a foreigner coming down these canals loaded with such sup
became the owner of the smallest fraction of a plies are locked into the Hudson at West Troy,
hundred-ton steamboat, plying between Key West a point on the west bank ne_,rly opposite to the

and Havana, the registration of such vessel would furnaces; then after crossing the river, delivering
beinstantlyvitiated. If a Sundayschoolorapic- their freight and recrossing, re-enter the e_nal
nic party, out on an excursion, happen to come and return on their route for another similar
into an American port on a foreign (Canadian) yes- cargo. Some years ago the officials of the United
sel (as was recently the case on one of ol_r upper States treasury department decided that under
lakes) for mere temporary and pleasure purposes, our navigation laws this temporary entry of boats

the vessel is liable to a tonnage tax, and a libel from the canals into the Hudson for the purpose
against such vessel, instituted by an over-zealous of delivering cargo, and their subsequent return
ot_ciM for its p'_yment, has beca decided by the into the canal, constituted a coasting voyage, for
treasury department (August, 1876) to be a pro- the engaging in which it was obligatory on the
ceeding which the government must enforce.-- owners of the eared boats to have previously
14. By the act of June 6, 1872, all materials nec- taken out tt license. Of course the owners, not
essary for the construction of vessels built in the anticipating any such official interpretation of the
United States for the purpose of foreign trade, law, had not provided themselves with licenses,
may be imported and used free of duty. But but this nevertheless did not prevent a large mini-

all American vessels receiving the benefi_ of this her of boats from being seized and libeled for
act can not eng'tge in the American coasting violation of the navigation laws, from which they
trade for more than two months in any one year were only released after expensive and annoying
without payment of the duties on which a rebate litigation and the payment of consider_tble sums
has been allowed. -- 15. The several ports of the in the way of costs or penalties.-- Take another

United States are classified by districts; and in illustration of more recent date. It has of late
each district one port is designated as a "port of years been customary for merchants and shippers
entry," and others as "ports of delivery." All on our northern lakes to buy and use for trans-

vessels on arriving from a foreign country in any porting grain large barges or hulks built in Cain-
district, must first report at the established port ads, and as such constructions are not capa-

of entry, and then conform to the details of the ble of moving or navigating except as they are
custom house service; after which, if the vessel towed, and are not provided with the usual ap-
is American, it can proceed to any port of de|iv- pmtenances for navigation, they have not been

cry in the district for the purpose of unloading, regarded as subject to the provisions of our nay-
But if the vessel be foreign, it can only discharge igation laws relative to foreign vessels. Dur-
st the port of entry, even though its cargo be ing the summer of 1880, however, the co]lee-

imported exclusively for tl_e use of American tor of the port of Erie, Pa., on Lake Erie,
citizens at a port of delivery. A ship, there- called the attention of the treasmT department
fore, may pass almost within hail of the point of to the circumstance that a certain barge, the Wil-
destination of its cargo, and yet be compelled liam H. Vosburg, had been guilty of the heinous
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offense of hoisting a sail on its apology for a their administration during the la,ct quarter of a
mast--whether for the sake of avoiding a danger- century. And yet it was in respect to these same
pus rock or a lee shore was not stated--and asked law_ tlmt a cot_vention of one of the great political
for instructions. The department promptly re- parties, held in Maine in August, 1877, unani-

plied "that the only comlition upon which that monslyresolvedlhat "elmcted intheinfancyofthe
barge could continue to navigate those w'ltcr_ was republic, they have proved their wisdom by long
to hoist her sails temporarily; any attempt to and varied experience. They embodythematured

keel) her canvas up beyond that would get her .iu(l_m(.nt(,f thrcegen(.lalinn_of connnereial men.
into tt'oubh.. Being Canadian built, she could Any radical change in thest, laws would 1), detri.
m)t be enrolle(l, and, by consequent.c, the per- men|al to the highest interests of American com-
;nanent use of sail upon her would entail for- m(.rco 0.(x(lit (lanmgin_ 1)low to the national inde-
feiturc of cargoes anti the payment of (]oubh; ton- pelld-nce of the (.ountl T.'' In an.;wer lO the ques-

nage tax at every port of arrival." " The official lion- which muq naturally here suggest themselves
correspondence does not inform us what the result t,J every thoughtful mind. How is it that such laws
was, but it is safe to presume the little b'trgc had can at this period of the nineteenth century be
to take down her little sail, as otherwi_-c ._hc m'_intained and defended? 'tlld how hal)pencd it

would have been simp]y taxed out of existence, in that a convention of l)rc.cumably more than average
accordance with the statutes in such ca.-es nmde intelligence could make public de('laration of such

aud provided."--In August, ]875, the Canadian nons('n_e and untruth as wa_ embodit'd in the

yacht Oriole, of less tlmn fifty tons burden, owned , resolutions of 1hc Maine eonv(,ntiou above quoted?
in Toronto, but helon_ing to the lntcrnation.d it m,_y be said th'tl up-n no one public matter

yacht club and the yacht club of Detroit, arrived have the American people, tmtil within a very
in Chicago from Toronto with a pleasure party of recent period, been so h_tJe acquainted as in respect
seven gentlemen for the purpose of palticq)ating, to our commercial ]._ws and regulalions. Scat-

on invitation of the Chic.ago yacht elul), in [ feted thrtmgh statute (,uactment_ f()r over ninety
regatta at the latter port, having previously m,_(b, y(.ar_, and _ ith court aml tre:_sury inter pretations
,n tour of the lakes, stopping at varioug poinl._ of for the same period forming a l)art of the law and
interest and taking on board, on several oeca._inn._ ', all of ils administration, though not embodied in

pleasure parties of ladies and genth,men, who were i the slat ule, it has not been an cosy ma_ter for evenentertained in part bytransportati,,n from poet to Ihose engaged in the business of law and law-
port. On arrival :at Chicago the Oriole was com. makin_ to know what the navigation laws actually
plaincd of to the treasury department "is having were; and it i_ exceedingly doubtful whether in
violated the navigation laws of the Uniletl States, the convention rt, ferred to there was one single
which folldd foreign vessels from parlieipa:ing in mau that had any clear and deiinitc kno_ ledge of
the coasting tradc and from conveying passenger, how these laws t)t iginated, what they embody, and
from one American port to anotller, and l)V¢*ceed- _ hat is the sphere of their influence. --Rq_eal of

ings looking to seizan'e a_ld confiscation were con- British _Yarigation [.ztws. It required a ]nng time
teml)lated. This penalty the _-ecretal 5"of the trca_- to induce even so much am a d(mbt in the minds
ury graciously remitted, inasmuch as therc was of Engli._hnwn, tb:Lt such laws as her navigation
evidently no intent on the part of the oxwmr of coth' were not in every respect w_se and expedient.
the Oriole to violate the law; but owing to th(, Up to the y(,ar 1821, according to a report made

absence of proper papers showing the nationality to the British h.usc of commons, "' up fewer than
and occupation of the yacht, although these were two thousand law<" had been enacted at differ-
well known, the privilege of exemption from ton- ent period_ for the proiecti_m, encouragement
_aage taxes a(,cor(te(l by law to foreign plcasurc or regulation of British commerce, e_ery cue of
yachts was not granted. The Chicago yacht club, which, according to the lestimony of Buckle,
therefore, paid on account of their guests, inlo "was an unmitig_ted evil." -- Again, dm'in_ the
the treasury of _hc United Statcs, the sum of fifteen xxhole of the l)crl()¢l t)f the xxisten('e of the 132itish
dollars, while the owners of thcOriolc, not l_.now- navigation laws, the predominant idea am(rag
log what othcr leg'd difficulties they might eu- lh'_tish ._tate_men wa_, that commerce could not
counter from a prolongc(1 sojourn, slipped out oi t,ke (.are of it._elf, that it would decay under the

port in tim early mornit_g and returned home as i_flucnce of f.reipn eom,.)etition, ,ted that h,gisla-
uonn as practicable. -- We are accustomed, as wc tion_l_rote(.tiw, and interfering--was tit(, e_sential
read of the sumptuary laws and arbitrary restrw- thin_ to make it pro¢l_crous, lndeed, it wa_ con-
tions on commercial and pcrsonal freedom in ._id(ned neces<ary that no parliament should go

years long pa._t, to congratulate ourselves, as it nut of exist(,ncc until it had emxe_ed somelhing
were involuntarily, that we live on a higher and pert.rating to the regulation and encour:tgement

different plane, and that among nations callh)g of trade and commerce. "i pray y-u," said
themselves.civilized aud enlightened such thing._ Charles I1 . in one of his speeches to parli,tmcnt,

are no longer possible. It would be difficult, "contrive an)" good short bill_ which may im-
however, to find in any record of past experience prove the induqry of _he nation: and so, God

more absurdities and iniquities than arecml)odied bless your council,." Mr. Ricardo. the cele-
in the so-called navigation laws of the United brated ccononnst and author, who wrote before
8tales at present existing, and in the details of thc repeal of the navigation laws, in commenting
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on this state of things, used the following lan- nizing this fact, felt that the repeal of all restric-
guage, which equally well applies to the existing tions in the way of the purchase by her citizens,
situation in the United States: "All increase of of American ships, was one of the conditions us-
shipping," he says, "they attributed to acts of sential to enable them to meet American competi.
parliament; none to increase of population and tion on the ocean on anything like equal terms.
industry and wealth: according to them, all good By act of parliament, therefore, in 1849, all Blit.
is the result of restriction and protection, and only ish navigation laws of a restrictive character, with
evil springs from enterprise and competition, the exception of such as pertained to the coasting
Experience has taught them nothing; the word trade, were repealed; and, in 1854, the British
' protection' has so mystified and deluded them coasting trade also was thrown open, without re-
that they are martyrs to it, and let it bind them striction, to the participation of all nations. The
down to inferiority and decay." "No one," says reason why the British coasting trade was not also
Mr. W. S. Lindsay, author of a recent work on made free in 1849, the same as, and in connection
merchant shipping, "can rise from a study of with, British foreign trade, it is now well under-
these laws without a feeling of amazement at stood, was because of the unwillingness of the
the trouble out" ancestors gave themselves to 'beg- United States to make any reciprocal malilime
gar their neighbors' under the erroneous impres- concessions. --Although long discussed, and the
sion which too long prevailed, that by their ruin end, to some extent, anticipated_ this actual abro-
our own prosperity would be most effectively gation of the British navigation laws tiredly en.
achieved. It is therefore not surprising, that, countered great opposition throughout the king-
under such legislative measures, maritime corn- dom; and predictions were freely indulged in hy
merce was for centuries slow in growth, and that such men as Disraeli, Lord Brougham, Lord
British merchants and ship owners frequently George Bentinck, and others, that henceforth
suffered quite as much through the instrumental- "free trade in shipping would destroy the ship-
ity of laws meant for their protection as their buihling trade of Great Britain, ruin British ship
foreign competitors against whom these regula- owners, and drive British sailors into foreign
tions were leveled.'-- British legislators, in com- vessels." In Liverpool, petitions to parliament
mon with legislators of our own day and nation, against the repeal received 27,000 signatures, while
were unwilling to loam'n, except by experience; a counter-pctilion received only 1 400 signatures.
but, after five centuries of cxpcriencc in attcmpt- In London, the petitions against repeal received

ing to promote commerce and navigation by law, 23,000 signatures. Thomas Baring and other
they began to realize that the general effect of cquallyinflucntial pclsonsheadingthelisl. Some
such a policy was injurious, and not beneficial, leading British ship owners, seeing nothing but

This feeling first practically manifested itself in a ruin before them, sold out their whole tonnage at
motion in parliament, in 1847, by Mr. Ricardn, the best price atlainable in a depressed market,
for the appointment of a committee to inquire the moment that it became evident to them that
into the operation and policy of the navigation all attempts to further perpefuate the navigation
laws; and, although strenuously opposed, themo- laws would be useless. In the house of common,_,
tion was adopted by a vote of 155 to 61. The Mr. Disraeli concluded a long attack upon the
committee titus created. ()wing to a termination first bill repealing the British navigation law_, i,t
of the session before they hntl concluded their la- the following words, which would seem to have
bors, never reporled; but the evidence taken by served as a model for nearly all the statesmc_ of
them. and placed on record, abundantly proved the restrictive school in the United States from
that these laws failed to secure superiority either tlmt time onward : "' Will you, by the recollections
in ships, officers or crews; that they failed to se- of your p tat prosperity, by the memory of your

cure a supply of seamen for the navy; that they still exishng power, for the sake of the most mug-
were prejudicial to both British foreign and co- niflcent colonial empire in the world, now drifting
lonial trade; that they caused the enactment by away amid the breakers, for the sake J the starv-
other countries of similar laws, framed, in part, ing mechanics of Birmingham and SIJcffield, by

for retaliation; and that thcy did not secure re- all the wrongs of a betrayed agriculture, by all
munerative profits to the ship owner. One repre- the hopes of Ireland, will you not rather, by the
sentative witness, deputed by an association of vote we are now coming to, a_Tive at a decision
ship owners to appear before the committee, ex- which may to-morrow smooth the careworn coon-

pressed the opinion that half the capital embarked tenance of British toil, give growth and energy In
in British shipping during the preceding twenty- national labor, and at least afford hope to Ill('

five years had been entirely Inst.--There was, tortured industry of a suffering people?" A_(i hc
moreover, a special stimulus acting on the British closed by sarcastically observing that "hc wou_,d

mind, at the time the reform movement com- not sing 'Rule Britannia' for fear of distrusting
menced in 1849, in favor of a more liberal mart- Mr. Cobden, but he did not think the house w,)_Jl(l
time policy. Ships were then built almost ex- encore 'Yankee Doodle.' tie could not sh,tw li_(,
clusively of wood. The United States could responsibility of endangering that empire whicl_
build cheaper and better ships than England, be- extended beyond the Americas and the farfll, ¢'
cause the advantage in the material anti skill for Ind, which was foreshadowed by the ge,iu_ or

building was with them. And England, recog- Blake and consecrated by the blood of a h_cls,m_
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the empire of the seas." Lord Stanley (afterward rience of .British Shippil_g subsequer, t to the Rein.at
:Earl Derby), in objecting to the proposal to admit (f the ,Vari.qation Lairs. Let us next inquile as
a foreign-built ship to British registry, said, "It to the. re_uhs of the experience of this legi-lalion,
was essential to keep up the number and efficiency and how far the l_rophecieq of doom indulged in
of our privatebuilding.yards, whichwouhl speed- by Disraeli. Broughan_ aml Drummond were

ily decrease in number were such a proposal realized. From 18t6 to 1840 the tonnage of the
adopted." Admiral Martin testified before the United Kingdom remained almost stationary, in-
select committee of tlm house of c,ommm_.-, "lhat creasing during the pro'rod of twenty Rmr years
if the abrogation of the navigalion la_s 1,_'ft the to the extent of o,flv t_().118 tons. It bcgao, how-

[British] ship owner at liberty to builtl his ships ever, to increa.,e inmw(tiatcly anti c(_in(.ul(ntly
in foreign countries, and he availed himself of with the renmval of British p)otective duties
that license, it wouhl inevitably diminish the ship- in 1842, and gained 444,436 tons between 184° and

wright cla_s in this kingdom; yet on thist,lass the 1849. After the repeal of the navigation laws it
safety of Engl.mtl greatly depended." Mr. Wal- went up frmn 3,48,3.9,58 in 1849 to 3.662,344 in
pole, M. P., said that, "whatever gain might bc 1851 ; in 4,284.750 ill 1854; 1o 4.8(16,826 in 1861;
reaped by individuals, the repeal of the mlviga- to 5.694.1-'23 in 187l; and 6 574,513 m 1880. _ But
tion laws would imperil the safety of the conn- even this statement fails to convey a correct idea
try." Mr. Drummond, M. P., declared "the of the rapidily of growth which British corn
measure to be the last of a series invented by the merce has experien('ed since the shackles for so

Manchester school, the end and intention of many years iml)o_cd upon it by the navigation
which were to discharge all Brilish laborer% and laws wcrc removed; fro', with the introduction of

to employ foreign laborers in lieu of them--for- steam as a motive power for vessels, a vmy much
eign sawyers instead of English sawyms, foreign larger nnmunt of sm'vice is performed with a
shipwrights instead of English shipwrights, and given anmunt of tonnage than formerly, thus
8o on through the whole category of employ- contitmally diminishing the necessity for an ab-
meats." He added, "that if there was asatanic solutcly large int.reu-e of Immage. For a full
school of politics this was certainly it." The .-]lip understanding, thcr,,fore, of what has achmlly
owners' society of London, in one of the.,e up- taken place, it is necessary to couple _i_h the

peals to parliament, after expressing the opiu- st_ttcment of the al),olulc i_mrcasc of British
ion that the maritime greatness of England tie- tonnage a statement of the increase of tonnage

pended upon the maintemume of the naviga- entering or ch,arlng the pelts of the United
tion htws, said, "that if these laws were abel- Kingdom; which. (,,,mparing 1840 with 1880, has
ished, 'Rule Britannia' would forever be ex- liseu from 6,490 485 ton_ to 4t.348,984 trois, an

punged from our natmnal song.% the glmies of increase of over 500 per cet_t.--The st_tti¢lics of
Duncan and l_clson would wither like the as- the entries and clearances iu lhe Bri/>h foreign

pen leaf and fade like the Tyrian dye. and none trade showed an increate in 1860 of 10,000.000
but "Yankees, Suedes, Danes anti Norwegians tons over 1850; 12.000,000 in 1870 over 1860; and
could be found in our ports. Who would there 22.0()0,000 in 1880 ow,r 1870. British steam ton-
be to fight our battles, and defend our sea-girt n'tgc increased lx_() and a halt times during the
shores?" Lord Brougham also spoke of the laws decade of 1850-60, more than trebled between
that it was proposed to repeal, as having long 1860--70, and increased two "rod a half timesagain
been considered " not only as the foundation of between 1870-80. " l am no! aCtlllainted with any
our glory and the bulwark of our strength, but national industry." sqys )It ,l_)hn G]over, it, a
the protection of our very existe,mc as a mttion." paper on "The Progre-s t)f Shq)ping." read be.
But all of these appeals proved powerless to fm'e the statistical sdwiely of London. February,
prevent the progress of reform, and common 1_.82, "of which such statements could be umdc
sense in the end triumphed by a majority of on the attthority of parliamentary returns."
fifty-six in the commons and ten in the house of Wooden vessels, aee,,rding to the sanw attthorily,
lords Sir Robert Peel, in closing the debate ale disappealing from the l:hiti-h regb-ter at lhe

met the predielions of di_,ster, so freely indulged rate of ,tbout a thousand vcs,els each year. But.
in by the opponents of repeal, by showixJg that for every ton of etl'eclivc e._rtying p(mer thus
"the same outcry of ruin In the ship owner" had lost, seven tons through _eplat'cmcnt by steame_ ,,

always been set up whenever any measure look- it is cstimawd, art.' gained. Another cu)'iuu._ fact
ing to the unshackling of ocean trade had pre- sltt)_iug the immense cconmny of sly-an, l,r, mght
viously been propnsed; and 'ulvcrled in particular out l)y recent invettigatiot>, is, that the chef-
to the circumstance that when iu 1782, seventy measly increased work 1)erfmmcd by the Britlsh

years previous, it was proposed to admit Ireland commercml marine, in 1880, was pmformt,d by
to participation in the colonial tra(le, the ship fewer hands tlutn were eml)loyed iu 1870. Ashas
owners of England prevented it on the ground been already noted, the restrictions on the p'trtic-
that it threatened ruin to their interests, anti that ipation of foreign vessels in the coasting trade of

those of Liverpool, in a petition addre,sed to the Great Britain were _mt removed at the time of
house of commons, declared, "that if any such the repeal of the navigation laws m connection
thing were permitted, Liverpool must be inevitu- * For the eutire empire the aggregate of British tont_age
bly reduced to its original insignificance."_Expe- i,, e.-umated at a much higher figure.
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with foreign trade in 1849, but were continued of our yards, and the continuance of antiquated,
until 1856. Much apprehension was even then obstructive laws, we seem to offer no longer any
felt at the possible effect of the removal of tlle incentive to either genius or cnterprise in this
last British barrier in the way of free ocean com- direction. Bring back the ships, even by buying
merce; but experience soon showed that freedom them abroad, aml the repairs of a large merchant
was no less beneficial in tile smaller sphere of its marine on this side of the Atlantic, which can
application than it had proved in thelargcr. The not be avoided, will afford more employment to
British coasting trade, as had been tile case with labor, and require tire use of more capital, tlnm
the British foreign trade, immediately and large- ship building ill the United States now does or
ly increased under conditions of freedom; and ever can under tile existing system. The United
while foreign vessels at ouce anti for the first States must be a large ship-using, before it can
time came in and participated iu it, the propor- be a large ship-building, nation.
tion of the total business transacted by British DA_q.D A.. WELLS.

vessels eventually became greater than ever be-
fore, and the superiority once established has NAY¥. Although the word navy is applied

never been impaired.-- Since Great Britain re- indifferently so as to include not only vessels of
pealed her navigation laws in 1549. all maritime war but also vessels of commerce, tile merch:mt
nations, except the United States, have either navy, in this article its meaning will be confiucd to

greatly modified the old time restrictions which the means of defense by sea, or vessels of war. A
they once imposed on the building and use of nation thatpossesscs an extensive and flourishing
vessels, or abolished them allogcther, Chinese commerce must possess a navalforce that shall be

and Japanese commercial exclusiveness having adequate to p_otcct it in case of war against the
even yielded to the liberal spirit of the age. In depredations of hostile nations. Again, colonies,
the United States, however, the old laws, without as a rule, p_Jssess no extensive means of defense
material change, continue (1882) to hohl their against tile depredations of other nations, but
place upon the national statute book. Interns- depend for protection upon the motllev country,
tional trade since their enactment has come to be and this entails the necessity of maintaining a

carried ou by entirely different methods. Ships navy upon the latter. And this necessity be-
are different, voyages are different, crews are comes stronger in proportion as the nab.ion may
different, men's habits of thought and metimds be contiguous to other nations with which qucs-
of doing business are different, but tlleold, mean, tions of state policy and tile entanglements of
arbitrary enactments which the last century dc_ diplomacy, of alliances and agreements, are liable
vised to shackle commerce rcmain unchanged in to arise. Thus, England and France are, flora
the United States alone of all the nations, anti, their geographical positions, which bring them
what is most singular of all, it is claimed to be into closeaudopl)osing relations wilh one anothcr,
the part of wisdom a_d the evidence of patriot- compelled to keep up naval forces, and forcesthat
ism to uphold and defend them.--Those who shall be as nearly as possible equal in strength
oppose tile repeal of tile present navigation laws aml cffiricncy. _Ioreovcr, their commelci'd in-
of the United States, on tlleground (as they gen- terests often clash, and they have from time to
erally do) that it is necessary to m.dntain them in time entered into alliances with one another,
order t- perfect American ship building, encour- which, depending upon the condition of the

age commerce, promote national independence, people of third countries over which they exer-
and educ'lte a large body of skillful seamen cise a sort of joint protectorate, are liable to be
ready for any emergency, find themselves (:on- broken, and to b(,comea cause of war. Thus, the
fronted with the disagreeablc aud undisputed facts, European n'ttions, or at least such of them as
that under tile influence of these very laws, our have seacoasts, "ire, from their geographical l)o.,i
ship yards have become deserted, our ocean carry- tions, their political relations, and the identity t)f
lug trade has dwindled to insignificance, _hile their commercial interests, forced to maintaiJ_ a
an Americatt sailor has come to be regarded navy of sufficient strength to protect their ]ighi__
almost in the light of a curiosity. In short, every and enforce an observance of them from other
end for which the navigatiou laws were originally nations. The maintenance of tlle navy am()l_g
instituted has been frustrated; and no result fol- these nations is one of tire most important items

lowing their repeal could be any worse than of expenditure, and presents in this respect a
what exists, or is certain to follow their contiuu- curious contrast with tile policy pursued in the
ante. Another result of the present st'lte of United States. This country is in the neighbor-
things, which, if it has not already happened in hood of no nation that could muster a sufficient

a degree, is certainly to be apprehended, is the naval force to doher great damage without beiug
destruction, through the shutting out of free speedily crushed; and the expense attending the
competition with foreign ship buildel_, of the transfer of an extensive armament from European
inventive faculty of the nautical engineers and to American waters, together with the immense
mechanics of the United States. American gen- odds that would ill a short time be brought agait_st

ius in days past has led the way in many great such a force if actually transferred, arc serurities
improvements in marine architecture; but with against the making of such an attempt. That it
the decline of ore' ocean marine, the shutting up has been done, is not to say that it will again be
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(lone, for within the last twenty years naval war- in times of peaee such a naval establishment must
fare has undergone such a change as to make the be maint'fincd as will form a nucleus for a naval
methods used up to the rebellion as much out of force in actual war. :Nor need such a force remain

date as the naval methods employed b3 the idle. It carries and displa3s th(, nation's flag in
English against the Dutch in the seventeenth ten- foreign veat(,l'_, :tll¢l ]etlds 't moral, or, when neces-
tury. • It is true that the n/any isl'md_ near our sary. _ll _cdve. support to _ts mini.,ter- stationed
coast could be madeeentres of aetitm, from which at f.rt.igu courts, and ils merchants in foreign
a predatory warfare could be carried on agaizlst eouulvie,; it m:,y lie usefully engaged i,_ expedi-
the shipping of this country, Still even descellt_ tiolJ,_ for .,,eicntitic purp-ses, as the Jalmn expedi-
could be made upon the coast. But Ibis event i_ lion, tht, exlflorations in the Pacific ocean, and the
too remote to be seriously considered. Another Arctic exl,cthtmu It maultains and keeps in
advantage that this nation possesses, in addition itetivc service "t body or trained men who may
to being the most powerful nation on the couti form an efficient force when called into active
nent, is tile fact that there are no alliances with service The imvy has thus its uses in peace as
European nations which couhl draw her into x_ar well as in w_tr, and the main question to be deter-
should such a war be precipitated among Eur.- mint.d i.-, x_lint folce i_ sufficient for a peace estab-
pean nations. The policy of not entering into lishntenl'! The tlllswer to this question Inllbt de-
alliances that could bring shout such it result has pend greatly upon tile situation of the country,
become a recognized l)rineiple of our f,reign l)of ns has been noted above, and upon the condition
icy, antl experience has ,hown that a great pa_t of the people. A navy presul)l)osesan advanced
of the peace and general prosperity which has stateof material prosperity, for it isa costly instru-
been enjoyed by this nation is due to a consistent ' ment. Moreover. i, navy _ ill he of greater vitality
adherence to this policy, and that _ bile Europe in prop()rtion to the extent aml v:due of a nation's

may be convulsed by war, this eouulry may, conmmldc; ;intl. other thing- being equal, those
through her commerce cvcn, gain by a policy of natml_s possc_.-.in.,..,the l:uae,t conlmerce will also
strict neutrality, only such measures bcmg takeu have the. most p,)we_ful fh.et_. Bttt it does not
as are necessary to insure the safety of the met'- folh)w that a n:tvy should bc prol)ortioned in size
chant marine. 3[oreover, it has no colonies to to the mereha_t marine. Thus, at the outbreak of
protect, ant], at present, not an extensive corn- the rebellion the United States navy had in com-
merce with semi-barbarous people to maintain, nfission but fo_ty-two ves._els--a very inadequate
and, if necessary, defend. It would appear its force when tl,e extent of its commerce is con-

if this policy of non-interference with the affairs ¢itt(,r(,d. aml uhcn it_ merchant vessels hall en-
of other natious ('all IIot be longer maintained, gro_sed it lal'ge share of the Ctllr3 lug trade of tile
but circumstances will compel the United _tales wolhl, _hit.h was much m,)re liable to interfer-
to enter into such political relations with weaker ence th:m 'tt l)re_ent. The value of au extensive
nations, in order to l)rotect her own interests, as merchant marine in furni,hi0g the materials for a

will prove fruitful sources of eonq)licati(m and navy w:t_ clearly shown in tim war nf 1812 and
even war. Thc rise of many nations of South the rebellion. The material strength tff a navy
America, with whichin the near future an exten- consists in shill.-, enffit_es and gu_s; but these
sire and valuable comnlerce must be nmint_d_md, would be t_s(.l(._.__ _th,mt that _ hich will give to

and such questions its are involved in tile construe- the,n vitality, viz, a fl,ml'i._hil_g ntervautile marine.
tiou of a canal across the isthmus, affecti,lg, as But whilca navy is a nmllcr of government

they do, the interests not of one but of many coueel'n, a mervhai_t tnaritle depends upon the
nations, must in time give rise It) questions of people, upon tllc gem,ral economic condition of
public policy and of international commercial the imtiol_, aml tol)la('e restri(.ti(,ns on the growth

relations which this country can not afford t() and exten-iou ()f commerce, or to seek to foster
ignore. And when such conditions do come to it by I)ouuties at_d _ubvention'.. dot,,_ _t)t assi._t in

pass, a navy will become as essential t() the the forntati,,n of n navy. but i,;a vo,,tlyand clumsy
United States as it is to England, Frat_ce or Italy. attempt to 1)rotluce by artificial means x_hat _-hould
_Nor is it pretended that a navy depends for its be l)rougllt :d_out by natural cause% and what

e\istence upon political reasons. If in the past would re;teh a high staee of devel.pnleut were
the freedom from such complications has lulled there no i_m.rferem'ewlth _aatural conditions. To
tile country into a sense of security, and but little favor large exl_enditurcs tm the navy and yet pre-
attention has been paid to the formation and vet_t thedeveh,lmmnt of a merchant marine, which
maintenance of a navy, that is no reason for a must be dcpeud('d (,n f,)r the raw material of the
continuance of such a policy, or It defense of navy, i_lod,)ex:lt'tlywh:ttsh°uhln°tbed(me'and
the former lack of such a wcapott of defense, a :my attempt to force, inlo cxiste_lce and maintain
deficiency that has been a source of much humili- a l_:_vy under slwh co_t(htiou_, would in the end

ation, At the time of writit_g [1889] this nation prove it futilc arid co_tly exl)criment. :Nor is it a
stands alone among great nations in having no _uffit.ient reply to this. to urge that witl_ the great
naval force that could for one moment contend change_ in the nwthod, of a mtv)', it has become

against the modern systems of constructing and ](,s-, a matter of svaman.-h p than of engineering,
arming war vessels.-- But a navy is not the prod- and tlmt ti_c nwrehant nmrine afford_ very little
tact of a day. It is a matter of slow growth, and opportunity for acquiring such training as is re-
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quired. However true this may be within certain a_ possible to the guns of the enemy, to concen
limits, yet the most advanced navy can not afford trate the armor on certain parts of the vessel
to dispense with a certain class of vessels, fleet where it is most exposed to injury, and to reduce
cruisers, forwhich a merchant marinecan furnish the armament Ioa small number of guns, or even
not only men but vessels.- Moreover, the navy a single gun, whose great power and efficiency
is in a state of transition, of perpetual change and enables it to do more damage than could be ac-
advance, not only as respects the form of the yes- eomplished by a broadside of the old vessels.
sel and material used in its construction, but These guns, instead of being placed on the sides
also in the manner of protecting and arming it. of the vessel, which would be impracticable on
It is difficult to fully realize how rapid imve been account of the height of the vessel and weigl_t of
the changes in this particular within a very short the metal, are placed so as to be parallel with the

time. The old wooden ships of the live, which keel, and a_e therefore supported by the whole
were propelled wholly by sail, and armed by guns buoyant f_rce _)f the vessel. The monitor class of

of the most insignificant power and range when vessels is:sn American invention, although it has
compared with the ordnance of to.day, have reached _ts _ighest development among Euro-
almost disappeared under the advances that have penn nations; and although ridiculed and op-
been made in engineering science. Yetthese yes- posed when fi_t proposed, yet its merits were
sels were used up to 1861, the year of the rebellion, quickly _ecognized when its powers were ill,st
in this country, and they were employed to some tested in the contest between the Monitor and the
extent in the operations of that war. The intro- Merrimac. -- Every advance in armor has de-

duction of steam as a means of propulsion pre- veloped a corresponding advance in the form and
pared the way for great changes in construction, force of attack, and the contest is still going on.
although in itself it modified but slightly the form The armor of the "Warrior" class of vessels, the
of the vessel. But however fitted for merchant most powerful vessel afloat in 1860, was corn-
vessels, it wasatfirstseriouslyquestionedwhether posed of iron of four and one-half inches ia
steam could be used in war vessels, first, on ae- thickness. To resist the most powerful guns of
count of the expense and the great amount of the present (lay armor of at least two feet in
coal that must needs be carried for long voyages, thickness is required, and some ve_cls in the

and secondly, on account of the ease with which present navy of Italy bear armor thirty inches ia
boiler and machinery could be injured by the thickness, and they carry the heaviest guns yet
shots of the enemy. Instead of decreasing the manufactured. In order to rcconcile the con-
risk and danger of naval warfare, it was claimed stantly increasing thickness of armor with the
that they were increased and the vessel was more weight which the vessel is capable of bearing, it
vulnerable than before. But when put to the has become necessary to restrict thc area of at-
test all doubts were removed, aml it was seen mor surface to ever narrowing limits. The ob-
that a new and immense power was gained, ject is to protect rather than to armor, and to cx-

which no longer compelled a vessel lo depend pose such parts of the vessel as are not of vital
upon such uncertain agents as wind and cur- importance, in order to gain in speed and protect
rent, but by which it could be easily and suc- ccr "rain parts, a process which iuvolves the mass-
cessfully manceuvred under any conditions. So ing of the thickest armor in vital points. Thu_,
rapidly did steam make its way that in 1858 in the large iron vessels which the Ilaliuns are
the sail vessel, for purposes of war, was regard- now building, the armor is withdrawn from every
ed as obsolete, and the last sailing vessel built part except the battery, and even there the armor
for the American navy was the Constitution, will be confined to a narrow belt of great thick-

which was cr)mmenced in 1853 and completed hess. Everything of imporlance that can be in-
in 1855. Moreover, this change in the means jured by projectiles will be kept below the wa_er
of propulsion was succeeded by a revolution level, and the ships will be secured from sinking
in the manner of constructing war vessels, al- by means of an under-water dcck and ample di-
though a number of years elapsed before such vision into compartments. The active duties of
a revolution became a settled fact. To protect 'l powerful ironclad are extremely limited, ,_nd

the vitals ,_f a ship it was coated with iron armor, the effective strength of a navy will doubth'._s
and this idea of protection by iron or steel plates hereafter lie in its fleet cruisers for offensive, and
has been extended and developed, and vessels of in its ironclads for defensive, purposes. More-
that description, however different in the details over, a most dangerous weapon for use again-t

of construction from the originals, now consti- these ironclads lies in the torpedo, for 'it is fzom
tute a very important element in ever)" navy that under the water that an ironclad can be attacked
is wol%hy of the name. -- It has justly been said with greatest effect. Yet steps are being t_kcn
that during the rebellion, the United States re- to render almost harmless such attacks. Thu_,

formed the whole system of nawd warfare twice; the vessel is divided into a large number of (.ore-
first, in respect to the construction of ships, and partmcnts, so that the injury may be !oealizL, d;

secondly, in respect to the construction of ord. and a still further advantage is gained by filling
nance. The greatest advance in naval construe- such compartments with cork, which will add to
tins was made in the monitor class of vessels, in the buoyancy of the vessel, or with coal, so th,tt
which it was sought to expose as small a surface when the water rushes in it will find the _lJace
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a|r_dy occupied by what alreadyforms a partof conditionsinrespectto strengthand subdivision
the weight of the vessel. These changes have by which they may be betteradapted for war.
alsotended to equalizethe naval power of the Itwas recentlystatedthatthe Britishadmiralty

more powerful nations. SirWilliam Armstrong, has a li-tof upward of 200ships,allof which had
one of the best authoritieson thissubject,mt)s: complied with the conditionsof the department

"So long as naval superioritydepended upoa so farasconstructioniscone_.rned.The valueof
seamanship and an unlimited sopply of sailor% this fore(., as auxiliary to the regular navy, can
no natibn or combination of nations could com- hardly be over-estimated. In 1861 this country

pete with us; but as soon as it became estab- occupied the same relative po_lti++n, having an
iished that fighting ships could he manceuvred immense mercantile navy from which to obtain
with more certainty and precision by the power such vessels as were, needed, and it was due to

of steam than by the power of wind, a revolu- this fact ah)ne tlmt the blo(.kade of the southern
tion began which has gradually made naval war- coa-t was so promptly begun, and so effectively
fare a matter of engineering rather than of sea- maintained.--The policy of maintaining a navy

manship. The introduction of rifled ordnance is no h)nger a matterof doubt A powerful navy
and percussion was the second step in this revo- exerts a great moral power, and a nation without
lution, and had the effect of condemning as use- one is more open to attack from its ueighbors,
less the whole fleet of wooden ships with which and particularly if advanced in matezi.d welfare,
all our victories had been won, and which were because it becomes an object worth phmdering.

the pride of the nation. Then commenced that ]t is ill-advis(.(1 economy to stint appropriations
contest between armor and guns which has gone for a navy, bec'msc in a very short space of time

on to this day, and has not yet been decided." great loss could be inflicted upon commerce,
--In vessels intended for long cruises on the which might httve bcenavertcd had it been known

ocean, the tendency is to strip off the heavy hat a naval force could be at once se_t out to
armor, and to go hack to the old the nati¢)nal imercsts. Still, immense
but with this important modifi('ation, that the sums have boca _astcd iu experiments in construe-

vital parts of the fighting machine are well pro- lion and armament-, which are no sooner proved
tected, so that they can not be dirabled by a of value than they are super_cdc(l by new and

single shot or shell. The mort vulnerable point improved proccss(.s In existing cirenmst;_necs
to a great nation lies in its mercantile it would he difficult to s:_y what policy should be
and it is here that the greatest damage to its adopted with _ega_'d to a navy, for the changes
interests can he done in the shortest space of are su('(:ce(li_g one another with great rapidity,

time. Moreover, the physical nature of the sea and the et_d does not _tqy(t appear. It rally, how-
tends to render it easy to sh'ikc a blow by the ever. be said thzlt for some time ironclad fighting

capture or destruction of merchant vessels The vessels or r:tm-, and tOl'l)edoe% will be used for
wind and current charts explain what is now coast defense, and the latter particularly on coasts

sufficiently well known, that the merchant ships with slmllow lintels, as on the eastern comet of the
follow very definite routes across the ocean, and United Statcq; and "_nulnber of fleet cruisers for
that these routes converge on certain limited offensive l)mposes. A navy, even of such a
areas which have been called "crossings." "Thus ehar_eter, isaco_tly inst_um_'nt; but. if efficient,

every sailing vessel from Europe to the West will prove a l)rofital)le mv(+stme at. )loreover, it
Indies or to the United States, every ship from is h'ne economy to c<)nstruct such 't navy m lime
the United States or Canada bound to the east- of peace wht,n co,ditions arc f:avorable. Such a

ward round the cape of Good IIopc, or to the policy _dso tends to ke_+p iza at.tire employment

westward round Cape Horn, and every ship home- skilled labor, which i_ b(.coming more and more
ward bound from these distant stations either to essential as the character of the navy cht_nges.

Europe or to thestates, necessarily passes through To be ready f,_r w;w is to be secure iu p(acc, and
a pogition in the _Torth Atlantic, approximately the maiu object to 1)c attained is t_) prep:ue a. f_)rce
fixed by l_titude 23 ° _., longitude 40 _ W. Or that may hc called into s[,rvi('c with(rot having t(r
again every European or American ship, whether maintain a large and expensive cst'd)]i_hmcnt. --
outward or homew'_rd bound, that crosses the The history of the navy of lhe United Stab s is _,t

equator, does so in about longitude 26+ W." It once curious and instructive. So long as the col.
must stand to reason that in any future war these oni(,s remained loyal to the mother eount_'y no
"crossings" will form most important strategic navy _as formed or maint,ained, because they
points. But in order to pumue with any success n:_turally looked to England for the protecliota of
these merchant vessels, armed vessels of equal th(,_r comm(.r('ial interests, and tim prc_tigeof the
speed must be used, and a vessel loaded with British navy w:_s at that time su('h as to secure

armor can not aceoml)lish this. So that a navy the colonies fn*m the depredations of a hostile
should contain a certain number of vessels of n;_ti(m. So that at the outbre_tkof the rew)lution

high speed, carrying as little umaecessary weight thi_ country po_sesred no navy, and but little ex-
as is essential to its effective actio_. The same periencc in the rrquircments of such a means of

object may be attained by other means. Thus, in defen_e During the war' no serious attempt was
_ngland certain advantages are offered to ship made to bttild :t navy tlmt couhl cope with En-

owners building their steamers subject to definite glish vessels, and resistance on the sea was eoc-
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tined to spasmodic efforts called forth when the control of conguess. Two years later a general
circumstances were pressing. Yet by the articles "agentof marine" was appointed, with autbority
,of confederation the power to tn_ild anti equip a to "direct, fit out, equip and employ tim ship_
navy was vested in the United Staws in co_gress and vessels of war of the United States, under
assembled, and the states were prolubitcd to keep such instructions as he should from time to time

war vessels in time of peace, except such number receive from congress," and Robert blorris was
,only as shall be deemed necessary, by the United the first agent. During the war, congress author
States in congress a_emblcd, for the defense of ized the purchase, eonstlxiction or fittingnutof b_,
such states and their trade. This grant of power tween thirty and forty vessels; but the largt,sl an-
was not confined to a time of war, for, as Hamil- val force at the command of coogress was in 177(;.
ton pointed out, were the means of defense to be and "_'as composed of five frigates of thb'ly-tx_o
given to the Union only in time of wa:', and tt_ the guns, twelve vessels of from twenty-four to tw¢.n-
states in time of peace, the [,niun "would be ty-eight guns, and eight m<)unting from ten t,,
obliged to create., at the moment it would have sixteen guns. Of the vessels authorized to bc
,occasion to employ, ,'t fleet." But so powerless constructed, three were of seventy-four guns.
wa.q the confederacy that little was done, as will This force, however, was not engaged in open
be shown, under this liberal grant of power, and warfare with the British fleet, but, in conncc-
the contest against the British navy was chiefly lion with privateers, was engaged in intercept-
carried on by privatevessels,.manned with patriot ing the supplies of the enemy, and great dam-
volunteers, and armed as circumstances would age was thus done. It has been estimated that
allow. In the fall of 1775 the attention of con- the number of captures made during the war,
guess was called to this subject, but before any ac- apart from those retaken or lost, was 650, the
tion was takcn on its part, Washington had fitted value of which was about $11,000,000. Ahnon'_
,out five or six armed ve,sels at Boston, and these "Remembrancer" statesthat ia 1776, 342 Briti-h
were cruising on the l'4cw England coast _s vessels fell into the hands of the Americans: of

"privateers. The states also took action, and in which forty-four were recaptured and four were
November of that year the government of Massa- burned. In the following year the Brilish lost
.ehusetts established a board of admiralty, an 467 merchant ve_eis, although a force of seventy
example that was followed by other states. Con- war vessels had been maintained on the American
gress had, however, already appointed a commit- coast to protect thc merchant marine of England.

tee of three to direct naval affairs, consisting of In 1777 congress directed that the building of ships
Silas Deane, John Langdon and Christopher Gads- of war should be suspended, in eollsequcucv of the
den, and resolved that " a swift-sailing vessel, to high prices of all materials of construction, atad
carry ten carriage guns. aml a proportionate num- from that time the navy rapidly decreased. Tlw al-

ber of swivels, with eighty men," and another of liauce with France in 1778 rendercd les_ necc_sary
fourteen guns and a proportionate number of a marinc, and that country furnished a mtw_l foret.
swivels and men, should be fitted out and sent which rendered material assistance t¢_ the land

,out to intercept British transports carrying muni forces in the contest. In August, 1780, a com-
tions of war to C'tnada and Boston. On the 30th mittee of congue_ reported that only four vessels
`of October two more vessels were ordered, aml of war could be equipt)ed that season, and in the
the naval committee was itwreased to six mere followit_g year, by the capture of tile Truml,ull,
bers, a number that was still further increased to the American naval force was reduced to tx_o

thirteen, and consisted of one member from each frigates, the Alliance and thc Deane; x_h,:n the
,colony, to be appointed by ballot. The po_ers war was terminated, the United States had at,
`of this "marine committee" were not, however, navy, and the very few armed vessels they then
such as to iu,ure an el'detent naval administra- had were ordered to be sold, and the same was

-tion. It po_essed little executive power, and, done in the case of the Alliance. As slmwing
like a committee of conguess, only examined naval how small must have been the nawd force in 17_.
subjects aud reported thereon to congress. The there were appropriated in that year for the rearm*'
committee appointed all officer._ below the rank department but_',30,000.--Pcace, however, did m_t
of third lieutenant, and had the general control, bring freedom from the fear of war. FIo_i_l_ w,s
under the immediate sanction of congress, of all iu hostile hands, and tim navigation of the Mi._._i.--
naval operations. So little satisfaction did their sippi ltad already become a matter of centrex e_sv

work give, that congress, in Novcmber, 1786, sc- The provisions of the treaty with England rt'-
lccted three persons well skilled in maritime af- mained unfulfilled and were likely to err'ate new

fairs to execute the busiuess of the navy, under complications that might involve another _xar
the direction of the "'marine committee," to be Tim clear mind of Hamilton saw the ne_._,ssity

known as the "continental navy board, or board of making preparations for any emergency tl,,t
of v_sistants to the marine committee." This re- might occur, and he recognized the fact tlmt a

rosined in active operation until 1799, when a navy must be formed in time of peace, bu_ ti_e
"board of admiralty," consisting of three corn- strongest pressure eamc from the Barbary p<,wt ,rs,
missioners not members of congress, and two which commenced hostilities against the U_il,.d
members of congress, was established, the action States by depreciations _n their commerce, ami
of which was to be subject, in all cases, to the openly declared war. The commerce of tl_i._ _,._-
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lion in the Mediterranean w_ interrupted, and the construction, arraament axed employment of
there was no naval force of suffici(.nt strength to vcss(;Is of war. This o_ganizalion continued for
proteetit from insultauddcpredations, afart that seventeen year% wlwn it wa_ interrupted by the
only increased the daring of the Algerine pirates, appoiz_tmcnt of a board of ¢'ommis._ioners (:ore-
But not until 1794, after the Portuguese govern- posed of captains. "l'hi_latter boar(I was abolished

ment bad concluded a truce with the regen(.y of in 1842, wheu the organization ¢,f the navy depart-
Algiers and withdrawn its fl(,ets, thus removing mcnt into five bureaus wa_ c_eated, azJd .n the out-

the little protection it afforded, were measures break of the reb_.llion its powers and duties were
taken hy rongress to create a navy, and then it in('re:_c_ed, and the numb¢,r of bur(,aus increased

was no policy for a perumnent but for a tempo- 1o eight, as it remains to-(t_y. -- It wouhl be un-
rary navy. In January, 1794, the house of rep net'e_-s.lry as well as tediou._ to Irace .¢tc1) by slel)
resentativesresolved "thatanaval force, adequale the number of measures adopted for creating a
to the protection of the commerce of the United n:tvy betw_,en the oh)s(, of th(. _evo!utian and the

States against the A]gerine corsairs, ougl]t lo l)e _ar of 181° The threatening attitude of Fiance
provided," and six frigates were authoriz(.d t(, be g'tvc a slinlulus to nav;ll (.on-truetion, l)ut with
built; but the act provided that in the evcnt of peace all matclia]s and vesscl_ werc._okl, with the
peace no further proceedings should be taken I)y exception of some of the larger shit)_ of war.
virtue of said act. In 1796 peace was made and Dos:ks for the rt.i)air of public vessels were built,
the house authorized the completion of three of and growing timber suitable for the navy was pur-
the frigates, and the sale of all materi'ds not chased in large quantities. Yet it wasauacccpted
necessary to their conlpletion. -- In his speech t,) pohcy of the republican party not to p_et),re for
congress in 1796, referring to the depredations of war in time of peace, and thc expen(litun's upon
the English and French on the merchant vessels of the navy were not of such amount as was justified
this country, President Washington gave thc first by the relations then existing between this country
distinct recommendation by the executive of a and European nations, and the appropriations that
permanent naval policy. "To an active ex- were made were spent in building a large number
ternal commerce the protection of a naval force of useless ves._els called gunboats. The Barbary
is indispensable. This is manifest of wars to powers were forced to respect the American flag,
which a state itself is a party. But besides this, but against the impressment of American sailors

it is in our own experience, that the most sincere by British ve_cls of war only (liplomatic repre-
neutrality is not a sufficient guard against the sentations were made. The active l)rel)arations
depredations of nations at war. To secure respect for meeting the French came to naught, as only
to a neutral flag, requires a naval force organizcd two actions worthy of note were fought. It was
and ready to vindicate it from insult or aggre_ion, not until 1812 that the question of maintaining a
This may even prevent the necessity of going to permancut nav'fl for('e was seriously considered,
war, by discouraging tmlligercnts from commit- and from that year m_y be daled thc beginning
ting such violations of the rights of the neutral of a naval establishment in this country. Yet the
l)arty as may, first or last, leave no other option, nleasure met with great opposition. I_wa._ main-
From the best information I have been able to rained that agriculture w_s the great interest of

obtain, it would _em as if our trade to the Mcd- the country, aml _llat the enmmercr of die Union

iterranean, without a protecting force, will a]- was not of such importance as to justify largr cx-
ways be insecure, and our citizens exposed to the pcnditures for il_ protection. The protection of
calamities from which numbers of them tlavc commercc wouhl, it was said, co_t mule dmn the

just been relieved. These considerations invit(' object was worth, and thercfore, should no_ be

the United States to look to the means, and to granted. But Mr. Cheves. _he c.lmirman of lhe
set about the gradual creation of a navy. Will committee [)f _]awl] affairs in the lwelflh congress,

it not then be advisable to begin without delay (,arried through the necessary legislation, and the
to provide and lay up the materials for building careful report of the. (,ommittce nmrks an ira-
and equipping of ships of war, and to proceed porlant point ia the history of tbc navy At llmt

in the work by degrees, i,u proportion as our time the navy had but three frigates of thc first
resources shall render it practicable without in- class, viz.. the Presidcnt, the Uniled State% and
convenience, so that a future war of Europe may the Constitutiou; and seven of the second class,
not find our commerce in the same unprotected lwo of which were in su('h condition as to be con-

state in which it was found by the present?"-- demned, and the remainin7 five in need of exten-
President Adams, in his message of 1797, insisted sivc repairs. In March, 181 °. three other frigates
upon the necessity of creating some naval f(_rce; wrre l)U_ into actual service, and the sum of
and in the following year additions to the navy, $200,000 anmmlly was for three years appropri-
bypurchase, hire or construction, were authorized, ated towald the purchase of timber for shil)-build-
and a further change was made in the organiza- ing and other naval purposes. In July. 181_,

tion of the marine department. An additional when war against Great Britain was declared, the
branch of the executive was formed, to be under United St'_tes had but one vessel on Lake Erie,

the management of a secretary of the navy, who and that one was not launched until the following
executed the orders of the president concerning month, nor was there a larger forcc on Lake •
the proe .urement of naval stores and materials, and Ontario. Active preparations were made to sup-
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ply the deficiency of vessels both on the ocean and in the country, w_s a s_vere bIow to the _-
on the lakes, and the force that was so created ment. And turning from an examination of this
was efficient as against the British navy, thus poverty of resources to a consideration of what
showing that this country possessed in a high was expected of the navy, only serves to illustrate
_tegree the elements of a navy. In 1815 all con- with greater clearness the great activity displayed
struetion was stopped, and all vessels on the lakes, in forming the navy with which the war was car-
save such as were necessary to enforce the rcv- tied on. An effective blockade, that is, one that

_nuelaws, were ordered to be dismantled and sold. would prevent access to the blockaded country,
A navy had now become a part of tim settled was to be maintained from Alexandria in Vir-
policy of the country, and a meaqure to maintain ginia to the Rio Grande, a distance of 8,549 stat-
it found an earnest support. In 1816 one million ute miles, with 189 hal'bOr or river openings or
of dollars, annuallyfor eight years, wereappropri- indentations, much of tlle coast presenting a
ated for the gradual increase of the navy, a sum double shore to be guarded. In addition to this
that proved to be more than sufficient for the in- task an effective force of vessels must be main-
tended objects, and was not entirely expended tained on the rivers, notably the Mississippi, cut-
before 1827; and in 1817, in order to insure a ting off supplies and co-operating with the army.

" sufficient supply of ship timber in future, tile Later on, there was great need of fleet cruisers
secretary of the navy was directed to cause the to patrol the ocean in search of rebel ships which
vacant lands to be explored, and to select and sur- were preying on the commercial marine of the
vey such tractsasshould be found to produce live country. Measures were at once taken to meet
oak and red cedar, which .were to be reserved the crisis, and the results prove how readily a
ffrom future sales, and appro0riated for the sole mercantile marine could be used for naval pur-
q3urpose of supplying timber for the navy. Soon poses under the methods then iu vogue. Before
.after, the vessels that were as yet uncompleted the close of :November, 1861, 136 vessels had been
and on the stocks were boarded over to protect added to the navy, of which seventy-nine were

_them from the elements, and the navy was reduced steamers; fifty-two vessels were ordered to be
.to a peace footing. :No occasion for a naval force constructed, all to be propelled by steam; eight-
•occurred between the war of 1812 and the rebel- een vessels of the old navy were repaired and put
.lion, A small force was in the meantime main- in commission; and twenty vessels returned from
mined, and was used for protecting the persons foreign stations. So that, while at the beginning
and property of Ame,'ican citizens in foreign of 1861 tlle government had at its command and

.countries, in suppressing the slave trade, and in within reach of its orders but four vessels of tile
scientific expeditions. In the war with Mexico navy, at the close of :November, 1861, it counted
the navy was employed merely as a blockading in its possession upward of 226 vessels. Con-
force, and there was no naval force to contend gress also authorized the appointment of a board

with.--The rebellion found the navy in a very of three skilled naval officers to investigate the
decrepit state. The whole number of vessels in plans and specifications that may be submitted
commission was forty-two, of which only twenty- for tile construction of ironclad steamships or
six employed steam as an auxiliary motive power; floating steam batteries. There had up to this
of the remaining sixteen all were sailing vessels time been no experience in the construction of

.and three were store ships. March 4, 1861, the such armored vessels, and there was little knowl-
home squadron, so called, consisted of twelve edge on the subject. The most efficient vessels
vessels, of which only four, carrying in all twenty- of this class belonged at that time to the British

:five guns and 280 men, were in northern ports, navy and were protected by an armor four and
The difficulties that beset the government were one-half inches in thickness, backed up with

.-such as to create grave doubts on its ability suc- wood, and this was assumed by the committee to
•cessfully to overcome them. Not only were the be the heaviest armor that a sea-going vessel
vessels at hand few in number and weak in arms- could safely carry. Among the plans submitted

ment, but the navy lost large numbers of its to the committee was one for a novel floating
trained men and skilled officers when they were battery from J. Ericsson, of :New York, which
most needed. During the first four months of was destined to work a revolution in the con-
the rebellion upward of 250 officers resigned their struction of armored vessels. The commi_'.ee
commissions or were dismissed from the service, recommended that one battery of the description

and a good number of these carried their knowl- be built, and early in March the Monitor left

edge and experience of naval matters to the op- :New York, and, sailing to Hampton Roads, soon
posing force. From an ill-advised economy on proved that a new and powerful naval engine
the part of the government, which had been es- was created, for it defeated what was one of the

pecially marked since the financial panic of 1857, most formidable vessels afloat, the Merrimac.
there was little material at the navy yards with The entire class of monitor or turreted vessels
which new vessels could be constructed and was brought into existence during the war, and
equipped; and the southern navy yards, together in three years after the outbreak of the war the
with whatever vessels and stores were in them, navy had become exclusively a steam navy. The
were seized by the insurgents. The loss of the change from wood to iron as the material of con-
.Norfolk yard, _hich was the beat equipped yard struction, and from sail to steam as a means of
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propulsion, rendered almost useless the existing In 1854, 109 vessels were added, and the navy
machinery in the government yards which were consisted of 671 vessels ill all, of a tonnage of
intended for the construction and repair of 510,396, and carrying 4,tol0 guns. As the warwas
wooden sailing vessels, and there was neither the ended earl)' in 1865, the further incl"eate was not
machinery nor the acquired skill and experience marked. Nor w_Lsthe growth confined to vessels.
among the laborers that was essential to the (:on- "From 7,600 men in service at the commencement
st_'uction of iron vessels. The government was of tile rebellion, the number was increased to

compelled to rely mainly upon private ship-build- 51,500 at its close. In additiun to these, the ag-
era not only for the ships but for machinery, gregate of artisans and laborers employed in the
"The secretary of the navy repeatedly urged upon navy yards was 16,880, in._tead of 3,844 previously
_ongress the necessity of establishing a yard for in the pay of the governm(,nt. This is exclusive
constructing iron vessels and machinery, and of tiiose employed in the private ship yards and
this necessity became more pressing as the al- establishments, under contracts, constituting an

mor-plating became heavier and the machinery almost equal m_mber." Between March 4, 1861,
more generally employed in vessels by whi(.h re- and the bc.giuning of 1865, 418 vessels were pur-
pairs were essential to keeping them iu perfect cha_ed, of which 313 were steamers, at a cost of
order. "Our country," wrote _Ir. ",,Vclles in his $18,366,6S1, and of these there were sold ,340 -.

report for 1864, "whose strength and power vessels, for which tile government received
must ever be identified with and maintained by $5,621,800. These figures clearly show tl,e won-

its navy, and which possesses in such abundance derful success tlmt was experienced in crealing
the means of creating and sustaining one, has a navy i,a a very short space of time.--Anolher
not, in all the navy yards combined, the appli- circumstance should be noted. As Ires been said,
unces possessed by single establishments in En- in 1816 certain tracts of timber x_erc .oct apart for

gland and France. Were there outside of our tile purpose_ of tile navy. and these lands were
navy yards establishments to perform promptly scattered through the states of Fh)vida, Georgia,
the requisite work in time of war, I should not Mississil_pi and Louisiana. They were under the
at this time again press the subject of a navy care of agents, who were to protect them from

yard for iron work for the construction of iron depredations. Tht_sc agencies wcr(; contiuued at
vessels upon the consideration of our authorities considelablc expense, until the beginning of the

But although the department has genex'ally bccn rel)cllion, when they were discontinued, and wele
ably anti zealously seconded in its efforts by pri- not revived on the advent of peace. "It is not,
rate contractors, yet the fact that there is no cus- known tllat an 3" timber has ever bccn prt_cured
tomer but the government for much of this heavy from these lands for the goveLnme_t but s_ far
class of iron work, forbids us to expect tl,at in- as ascertained, every stick of live oak which has

4ividual enterprise will be prepared to execute it been uted by the navy has been purchased, and
without full remuneration for all the outl_ly for the.re i- little doubt flint much of it was (,lit ;_nd

shops, tools and machinery which may be re- takeH from the timber reservations whi(:h h_d _or

quired in preparation. The government has not ye;,r_ been protected by government :_gent_, at
even at this time an establishment wher_ a shaft gl'cat annual expense. Since tile re<torati_*u of

can be made for our steamers or a plate for our peace, incff('ctual search ha_ been ma(lc for the
ironclads." -- The rapidity with whicll a navy maps and papers rel.Ltiug to tllesc lairds, but tlley
was formed, notwithstanding the many difficul- have not yet been found. Wh_.ther they have
ties to be overcome, was beyond parallel in the been misplaccd or were abstracted by th_)se _ho

history of any nation. Starting in the begin- had access to and charge of them, but who fled
ning of 1861, as has been shown, with but for- .,outh at the commencement of the rebellion, ('an

ty-two vessels in commission, at the close of not bcstated. Some difficulty may be experienced
the year the navy counted 226 vessels. In 1862 in ascert'tining tim quantity and precise locality
163 vessels were added, exclusive of all th'_t of these rcservatmns; but, fr(ml what has taken

were lost, making the full navy consist of 4°7 l)lace, it is evideut that the policy ¢,_ timber reser-
vessels, earring 3,268 guns, and having a to- various with salal'ied agents to protect them is

tal tonnage of 340,036. In 1868 the navy was a costly failure, and shouhl be t_bandoned. The
still further increased by 161 vessels, over and government ],as experienced no inconvenience in
above all that had been lost by capture, shipwreck _ procuring sllip timber from i)rivatc parties, nor is

or fire, making a total navy of 588 vessels, carry- it apprehended that any embarrassment will occur
ing 4,443 gULlS, and possessing a tonnage of from that source in the immediate future."--

i

467,967. /ks showing the nature of the vessels With thcclo--c of the war. measures wcrc at onec !
in the navy, attention may be called to the fol- taken to redu('c the n'tvy; the squadrons were
lowing table: diminished in size, and the long line of block :

ading vessels were withdrawal, a large number
Ironclad ,reamers, coast service ...................... 46 being sold. So far as was practicable further {
Ironclad steamers, inland service ..................... _J

Side-wheel steamers ................................... 203 work on vesseI_ in process of construction was ]
Screw steamers ........................................ 1._ stopped, and every effort was made to contract
_llng v_ls ......................................... 112 the mtval force within the limits of a peace estab-

Total .............................................. ,_ lisl_nent. In December, 1866, the total n_mber ]

I
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of vessels in the navy was 278, of which but 115 alarm as follows: "The- condition of the navy
were in commission and on active duty on the imperatively demands the prompt and earnest
foreign squadrons which were re-established, attention of congress. Unless some action be
From this point the history of the navy presents had in its behalf it must soon dwindle into in._ig
but few points of interest. Large sums were an- nificance." In July, 1881, an advisory board
nuallyspent onit, but it was so speut as to preserve was constituted to report upon the best method
what vessels already existed, and no attempt was of reconstructing the navy, upon the number ,'rod
made to keel) up with the great improvements description of vessels that would be requisite I,,
that have been made in the construction and place the navy in a position to defend thc corn
armaments of vessels of war. Still the navy, mercc and ports _f the country in case of war
such as it is, has been employed in cruising on The recommemlatioas of the commiltec arc

foreign stations, affording aid and protection to worth giving in full, because they show the radi
American interests whenever required, in various cal changes in the class-of vessels needed, and iu

expeditions of scientific inquiry, such as sounding the great cost as compared with the cost of the
and mapping the ocean, studying the currents, vessels purchased during the rebellion: "Tw_
attending astronomical parties, etc., etc.--In first-rate steel, double-decked, unarmored crui_-
1881 it was recognized that if this country was ers, having a displacement of about 5,873 ton,.
to rank among the great maritime powers of the au average sea speed of fifteen knots, and a bat
world, it would be necessary to increase the tery of four eight-inch and twenty-one six-inch
number and efficiency of the vessels of the navy, guns. Six first-rate steel, double-decked, mint-

which had by that time become wholly inade- ,uored cruisers, having a displacement of about
quate either for offense or defense. Thus, on 4,560 tons, an average sea speed of fourteex_
Jan. 1, 1882, the navy comprised 140 vessels, the knots, and a battery of four eight-inch and fifteen
nature of which may be judged of from the fol- six-inch guns. Ten second-rate steel, single-
lowing table: decked, unarmored cruisers, having a displac(,-

Steam vessels- ment of about 8,043 tons, an average sea speed ()f
First rates ......................................... lS thirteen knots, and a battery of twelve six-inch
Second rates ....................................... 20 guns. Twenty fourth-rate wooden cruisers, hay
Third rates ....................................... 27 lug a displacement of about 793 tons, au averag,'
Fourth rates, including two torpedo boats .......... 8--68

K_iling vessels-- sea speed of ten knots, and a battery of o,_e ._ix
Second rates ....................................... 4 inch and two sixty.pounders. Five steel ram-,
Third rates, first class .............................. S of about 2,000 tons displacement, and an average
Third rate_, second class ........................... 8
Fourth rates ....................................... 5--_ sea speed of thirteen knots. Five torpedo guJ_-

Ironclads ............................................ 24 boats, of about 450 tons displacement, a maximum
Tugs ................................................. _ sea speed of not less than thirteen knots, and one

Total ............................................ 1"-_ heavy-powered rifled gun. Ten cruising torpedo-
boats, about 100 feet long, and having a maximum

But of this total of 140 vessels forty.two repre- speed of not less than twenty.one knots per hour
sented no naval power whatever, and could be Ten harbor torpedo-boats, about seventy feet long,
employed for no purpose whatever, and fifteen and having a maximum speed of not less than
were navy yard tugs, which are not serviceable seventeen knots." The total cost of these yes

for war purposes, and shouhl be regarded as selsis estimated to be $29,607,000. Thereis every
tools, part of the plant of the navy. This re- reason for believing that these recommen(lati_)ns.
dueed the number of vessels capable of service or others of like nature, will be adopted, and that
to eighty-three. But further reductions must be in time this nation will have a navy that will be
made before the full force of the navy can be sufficient for whatever demands are made upon it.
reached. Of these eighty-three vessels, fourteen --By the constitution the power of providingand
are old sailing vessels, constructed on patterns maintaining a navy is vested exclusively in the
long obsolete and armed on a systelh long since federal government. The president is the ('ore
abandoned, and five are on the stocks in private mander-in-ehief of the army and navy, a]_d he

yards, with the question of their fate still unde- commissions all officersof the United States The
cided; eleven steam vessels are of very doubtful direct management of naval affairs is under Lhe
,lse to the service, and could be of little value in ' control of a secretary of the navy, who is a cabi_ct
the event of war, and fourteen are of the single minister, aud acts under the directions of the prt.-
turreted monitor class, which are not suited for ident. The navy department comprises etch1
cruising purposes but might be available for hat- bureaus, to each of which are assigned certain
bor defense, although they are defective as re- definite duties, and over each is placed a chief

gards armament, all being armed with smooth- who is responsible to the secretary for his ac!>.
bore guns of large calibre, but of short range and These eight bureaus, the duties of which are s_lf-
small power. This reduces the number to thirty- flciently indicated by the titles, are: 1, bureau ()f
nine vessels, from which, however, the ill-fated yards and docks; 2, of navigation; 3, of or,1-

Rodgers must be deducted, leaving a grand total nance; 4, of provisions and clothing; 5, of mcdz-
of but thirty-eight vessels. The secretary of the cine and surgery; 6, of construction and repair;
navy, in his report for 1881, sounded the note of 7, of equipment and recruiting; and 8, a bureau
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presided over by an engineer-in.chief. Congress, _ various grades The chief of tile bureau of navl-
alone, can make rules for the government and , gation supplies vessel.- of war with maps, charts.

regulation of the naval forces. There is a naval _,chronometers, barometer,, flags, signal lights,
pension fund. --The navy yards of the govern- : gla-ses and stationery; tie has charge of the pub-
melt are situate at the following places: ' lieation of chart,, tile _Nautical Almanac, and

Acres. ._cre_ survt'3".'.; and the nav_t] observatory and llydro-
portsmouth, Ig. It ........ 154 Washington ............. 42 gl'aphi(: office arc undel the dirc(.tl(,n of this hu-Bot_ton.................. 83 Norfolk ............... 1_)'*
blew London ............ 71 Pensacola ................ _ r(,all The. chief of Ill(' bnl'eau of ()rdnlinec has
Brooklyn ................ 193 Marelk,land ............. _ ('liar,re of the nlltnutlt('ture (,f naval ordnalJcc am'l
League Island ............ 9")-3 "-

amnluniti(m, the armament of vessel- of war;
--A naval school under the management of the the :u'sena]s anti magazines; the trials and tests
government is located at Annapolis, Md. In 1574. of ordnance, small arnl_ _md :mmmnition; also

to encourage the establishment of public marine of the torl)edo serwce, at_d torped, _tation at
schools, the secrelatry of the navy was authorized Newport, and experimental battery at Annapolis.
to furnish on certain conditions, upou tile applies- The elect of tile bureau of construction and re-

lion of the state, a suitable vessel, with all her ap- pair has charge of dry docks 'rod of :tll vessels
parel, charts, books and instruments of naviga- undergoing repairs; the designing, building and
tion, provided the same could be spared without tilting out of vessels, and the armor of ironclads.

detriment to the naval service, to be used for the The chief of the bure;lu of steam engineering di-
benefit of any nautical school, orcollegc having a rects the designing, tilting c)ut, running and re-
nautical branch, established in certain designated pairing of tile steam nmrinc engines, boilers and
cities. This provision, however, never came to appurtenances used on vessels of war. aud the

anything, but two vessels being given under the workshops in the navy yards u'hcre they are
necessary conditions. -- Authorities. Tlle/bport_ made and repaired. The chief of tile burc'tu of
of the Navy Departmeltt, and of the Con.qre,*_io_ial provi._ion._ and clothing ha., charge of all con-
6"ommittces; the Debates (f Congress, and Nays/ tracts and purcha.ses for the supply of provisions,

Reg_Wr. There is no good history of the Ameri- water for cooking and drinking purposes, cloth-
can navy. Sir Thomas Brassey on The Britid_ ing anti small stores for the use of the navy. The
Navy, 1881-2; Sir N. H. Nicolas' Histol W of the chief of the bureau of medicine and surgery su-
Rays/Navy. WOR"rlt_IGTO._ C. FORD. perintends everything relating to medicines, med-

ical stores, surgical instruments and hospit;d sup-
NAY]/, Department of the. This consti- plies required for the treatment of the sick and

tutes one of the seven executive departments at wounded of the navy aud the marine corps. The
Washington, and was created in the tenth year judge advocate general receives, revises and re-
of the existence of the government of the United cords the proceedings of ctmrts martial, courts of
States. The brief act of congress, approved April inquiry, boards for the examination of officers
30, 1789, (1 Slat. at Large, 558), embodies tile for retirement and promoliou in the naval serv-
outline of this department, since largely extended ice; and furnishes reports and opinions on such
and reorganized under subsequent legislali[)n. -- questions of law and t,th_.r matters as may be re-
The head of the department of the navy, known ferred to him by tile secrctar3 of tile navy. The
as the secretary of the navy, is by law to execute chiefs of these bllreaus are app,inted by the pres-

such orders as he shall receive from the president ident and senate from among the navy office_s
relative to tile procm'cment of naval materials, not below tile grade of captain, and hoht their

and the construction, armament, equipment and offi('e._ fat" Ill(. term (If 6,ur years Their salaries
employment of vessels of war, and all olher mat- arc $5.000 per aunum. While these chief- of the
ters connected with the naval establishment. Tile important bureaus ill,) winch the business or-

secretary of the navy is by custom, not by law, _t ganization t)f the lmvy department i- divided, arc
member of the cabinet, with a salary of $8,000. thu_ selected from amtmg the eXl)ert_ in their
He is required to distribute the business of the ]_rofcssion, the secretary oI thc navy is ('ore-

department as he shall judge to be expedient anti molly chosen (m othei _ronnds, and without
proper among the following bureaus: 1, a bureau naval experience, lle i_ required t,_ make an
of yards and docks; 2, a bureau of equipment annual report to c()ngre._s, embodyinu, 1, _tll sc-
ald recruiting; 3, a bureau of navigation; 4, a count of receipts and eXl)cnditmcs iol the year
bureau of ordnance; 5, a bureau of construction under each he'td ot appropriation, 2. a s_ate-

and repair; 6, a bureau of steam engineering; 7, mcnt of all nawd c(mtraet% 3, a statement of
a bureau of provisions and clothing; 8. a bureau cost of _lll SUpl)lics and <crvi('e_- furnished, and of

of medicine and _urgery. The chief of the bu store_ and materials on haml ill the navy yards,
reau of yards and docks has charge of the navy etc. ; 4, a statement oI all _alcs of vessels or ma-
yards and naval stations, their construction and termls Besides tim eight bureaus before named.
repair; he purchases timber and other materials, the act of July 5, 1_62. created a hydrognq)hl(-

The chief of the bureau of equipment and recruit- office, attached to the bm'eau of nax igati_,n, with
ing has charge of the equipment of all vessels of the ftmction of providing nautic:d charts, saili_g

war' and the mlpply t° their sails' rigging' anch°rs directiol_s, etc.. for the use of all ve._sel_ of the
and ftlel; also of the recruiting of sailors of the United States and of navigators generally. Tl_e

116 YOn. n.-- 63
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maps, charts and nautical books thus published reason of race or color, excepting Indians not
are sold at cost to the public, and are of inesti- taxed. The condition was accepted by tlle state
mable practical value (in connection with tile legislature, Feb. 20, 1867, and the state was de.
charts of the coast survey) to navigators in elated admitted by the president's proclamation
American aud other waters.- The official and of March 1, 1867.- BOUnDaRIES. The bounda-
clerical force of the navy department embraced, ties of the state are as follows: Beginning at the
in 1882, 135 employ_s, with aggregate annual intersection of north latitude 40 ° with thewestern
salaries amounting to $148,220; and the contin- boundary of Missouri; thence due west to longi-
gent and miscellaneous expenses of tile depart- rude 25° west from Washington; thence due north
ment amounted to a further sum of about to north latitude 41°; thence due west to 1ougi-
$234,000 in 1882. This is for the current official tude 27° west; thence due north to north latitude
expenditure of the department and its bureaus, 43 ° ; thence due east to the ReyaPaha river, down
exclusive of the cost of supplies and expenditures that river to the Niobrara river, down that river
for the naval service proper, and the eight navy to the Missouri river, and down the Missouri to
yards of the United States established at Wash- the place of beginning. -- CONSTITUTIONS.The
ington, Brooklyn, N. Y., Charlestown, Mass., first constitution was framed by the territorial
Kittery, Me., League Island, Pa., Norfolk, Va., legislature, Feb. 9, 1866, and was ratified, June
Pensacola, Fla., and Marc Island, Cal. --The 21, 1866, by a popular vote of 3,938 to 8,838. It
naval observatory of the United States, located forbade slavery, the contraction of a state debt of
at Washington, is under the supervision of the more than $50,000, and the creation of corpora-
secretary of the navy, with a superintendent tions by special laws; it fixed the terms of the
usually having the rank of rear admiral (salary governor, senators and representatives at two
$5,000), and five professors of astronomy and years; and it made Omaha the capital. It also
mathematics, with salaries of from $2,400 to confined the elective franchise to white citizens,
$3,_0 each, according to length of service. The but this was abrogated, as above stated, before the
Nautical Almanac, issued annual]y for about three admission of the state. -- A new constitution was
years in advance, 2s also distributed by the navy framed by a convention at Lincoln, June 12, 1875,
department. -- The following is a list of the see- and ratified bypopular vote Oct. 12. Its principal
retaries of the navy, with their various terms of changes were restrictions upon special legislation
office: and upon the power of corporations, and an

1. BenjaminStoddert..................... May 21,1798 apportionment of members of the legislature. --RobertSmtth ......................... July 15,1801 GOVERNORS David Butler. 1868-71; Wm. H.$. J. Crowntn_hteld....................... March3.1805
4. Paul Hamilton.......................... March7,1809 James, e_e oj_io, 1871-3; Robert W. Furnas,
5. W_lliamJones.......................... Jan. 12,1813 1873-5; Silas Garber, 1875-9; Albinus Nance,6. B.W. Crowninshicld.................... Dec. 19,1814
7. Smt_lzThompson........................ Nov. 9, tSl8 1879-83. -- POLITICAL HISTORY. Since its organ-
8. SamuelL. Southard..................... Sept. 16,1"8_ izatiou as a state, Nebraska has been republican9. John Branch............................ March9,1829

10. Levi Woodbury ......................... May 23, I_1 in ever)" election, national or state. All the goD-
11. MahlonDickerson...................... June S0,18:_4 ernors, senators and representatives in congress12. James K.Paulding..................... June "25,2888
15. GeorgeE.Badger....................... March5. 1841 have been republicans. The republican majority
14. Abel P. Upshar ......................... Sept. _3,1841 has been constantly increasing (with the exception15. DavidHenshaw......................... July '24.1843
16. ThomasW.Gflmer...................... Feb. 25,1844 hereafter noted); the republican vote for governor
17. John Y.Mason.......................... March14.1844 in 1870 was 2,851 to 278, and, in 1880, 52,337 to
18. George Bancroft........................ March10,1845

John Y. Mason.......................... Sept. 9, 1845 28,167. In 1872, for governor, the democrats
19. William B. Preston..................... March 8,1849 polled their largest proportional vote, 11,227 to20. WilliamA. Graham..................... July 22, 18_0
21. JohnP. Kennedy ....................... July oo 1_._ 16,548. The legislature has always been very
22. James c. Dobbin....................... March 7,1853 strongly republican ; in 1882 but twelve of the 11423. Isaac Toucev........................... MarchtL 1857
24. GideonWelles ......................... March 5,18_1 members were democrats. _Among the political
25. AdolphE. Boric........................ March 5, t_ leaders who have been made prominent by their26. GeorgeM. Robeson..................... June 25,1869
27. RichardW. Thompson .................. March1_o, 1877 state are the following: Lorenzo Crounse, repre-
28. NathanGoff.Jr........................ Jan. 6, tSSl sentative 1783-7; Phineas W. Hitchcock, United
29. _vtLiiamH. Hunt........................ March 5_1881
80. WilLiamS.Chandler.................... April 1,1_ States senator 1871-7; A. S. Paddock, United

&. R. SPOFFORD. States senator 1875-81; Alvin Saunders, United
States senator 1877-83; John Taffe, representative

NEBRASKA, a state of the American Union, 1867-73; John M. Thayer, United States senator
formed from territory ceded by France. (See 1867-71; T. W. Tipton, United States senator
A_rExA_rlo_s, I.) The territory of Nebraska was 1867-75, and democratic candidate for governor
organized May 30, 1854 (see K*_SAS-NF_S_ in 1880; Edward K. Valentine, representative
BH_L); it included territory now in the state of 1879-83; and Charles H. Van Wyck, United
Colorado, and the territories of Montana, Dakota States senator 1881-7. --See 14 _t_t. a_ _rge, 391,
and Wyoming. An enabling act was passed App. iv., No. 9, for act of Feb. 9, 1867, and procla-
April 19, 1864, and the state was admitted by act mation of March 1; 2 Poore's Fedeza_ and _'tat_
of Feb. 9, 1867, on the fundamental condition that Cona/t_s; Appleton's _4nn_ C_/c_/_d_'_,
the new state should never deny the elective 1867-80; Porter's Wes_ i_ 1880, 846.
franchise, or any other right, to. any person, by _RR JOK_,
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NE_TIATIONS. Diplomatic negotiations naturalization by virtue of the law of July 28,
8re generally conducted v_va voce. It is only when 1850. Natives only can be appointed to public
all points are agreed upon, that any documents office; they alone are electors and arc eligible to
are exchanged. The negotiator, therefore, has the representative chambers and to the provin-
t,oom to exhibit talent of an order which it is cial and communal c_uncils. Other fundamental

somewhat difficult to define. In general, the am- principles of the constitution are the following:
bassador or the ordinary minister plenipotenti- freedom of the press, with responsibility for
ary has charge of the negotiations; sometimes criminal abuse of the same; inviolability of the
a special negotiator acts with him; in excep- secrecy of letters, which can not be opened cx-
tional circumstances, an envoy extraordinary is cept by judicial order and in cases provided by
intrusted with the mission of drawing up the law; every citizen has the right of petition; peti-
treaty.--When, in the course of the uegotia- tions bearing a joint signature are not received,

tions, the tenor of a dispatch is of major ira- unless they come from a lcgallyrecognizedcorpo-
portance, the foreign negotiator submits it to ration, and unless they have to do with matters
the minister of foreign affairs of the sovereign within the province of such corporation; liberty
to whom he is accredited. This minister rec- of assembly and association, regulated and re-
titles, if necessary, the wording of it, makes the stricted by the law of April 22, 1855, " in the in-

expression of his opinion exact, and while he terestof public order." The acceptanceof foreign
is considered to write nothing, renders relatively naturalization, of military or civil offices, of titles
authentic the reproduction of its words. For of nobility, in aforeign country, without the per-
the negotiator will never fail to make known to mission of the king, and a residence of five con-
his own minister, that his dispatch has been ex- secutive years in a forvign land, without inten-
stained. This examination does not prevent the tion of returning, causes a forfeiture of political
negotiator from adding a special confidential rights and the name of Netherlander. -- The
letter. M.B. king exercises the legislative power jointly with

two chambers of the states-general. The execu-
NETHERLANDS, The, The Netherlands is tire power is lodged solely in the king. The

bounded on the east by Germany, on the south by members of the first chamber, numlrering thirty- -
Belgium, and on the west and the north by the nine, are elected by provincial councils from
North sea. Its area is 8,128,378 acres, or 9,435,635 among the persons who pay the largest amount of

acres, if the more or less submerged territory of direct taxes; they are taken from a list of names
the Zuyder Zee and of Dollard be included. The for each t)rovincc, in which at most one inhabitant
tides have in all times exercised a great influence out of 3.000 can have a place. The members of
upon the configuration of the country. In the the second chamber, one out of every 45,000 in-
eleventh and twelfth centuries the Zuyder Zec, habitants, the actual number of whom is eighty-
the old lake of Flevo and Dollard, and in the six, are elected in the forty-one electoral districts
fifteenth century, the Bies-Bosch, came into exist- (law of May 6, 1869) by all domiciled Nether-
ence. The loss of land sustained by the Nether- landcrs who have attained their majority(twenty-
lands during the last seven centuries is estimated three years), and who exercise all their civil and
at 1,574.027 acres, although there has been con- political rights, and pay, according to the locality,

quered from the sea a surface of 877,205 acres, from twenty to sixty florins direct taxes (law of
and 118,270 acres of this since 1815. The prov- July4, 1850). The number of electors in 1872 was
incesof Zealandand Holland have increased their 105,452, or one out of thirty-four inhabitants.

areas 649,873 acres by means of dikes, of which Any Netherlander, who has attained the age of
444,780 acres of very fertile clayey lands produce thirty years, and who is in the enjoyment of all
cereals and madder. -- The population of the his civil and political rights, may be elected a

:Netherlands according to each of the six decen- member of the second chamber. The term of of-
nial censuses, the first of which was taken Nov. rice is nine years for members of the first and four
16, 1829, and the last Dec. 81, 1879, was 2,618,491, years for those of the second chamber. One-third
2,860,450, 8,056,879, 3,293,577, 3,579,529 and of the first go out of office every three years, and

4,012,628, being an increase of 1,899,202, or over one-half of the second every two years. The ses-
_?, per cent., in half a century. --The constitution sions of the chambers are public. The king can
of Oct. 25, 1848, gives the following personal di_olve the chambers jointly or separately. The
guarantees: all persons within the territory of the second chamber has the right of appointing corn*
kingdom, be they natives or foreigners, have an missions of inquiry and of proposing amendments
equal right to the protection of person and prop- to bills. It can, besides, introduce bills, which,
erty. The law of Aug. 18, 1849, regulates the however, before being submitted to the king for
conditions of the admission and expulsion of for- his sanction,must be approved by the first chamber.
eigners, and of the extradition of criminals. The The members of the chambers can not be called

children born of l_etherland parents, and persons to account for the opinions expressed by them
born in the Netherlands, even those of alien in the exercise of their functions. The fundamen-

parents, if they have their domicile in the king- tal law and the other laws have, unless it be de-
dora, are lqetherland citizens. (Civil Code of cidcd to the contrary, the force of law only in the

1886.) A person may become a Netherlander by European limits of the kingdom. The king is in-
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violable and irresponsible. Ministerial respousi- the navy; he has the superior direction of the
bility is fixed by the law of April 22, 1855. The colonies and possessions in other parts of the
budget is presented annually. No person can be world. The king presents annually to the states-
tried outside of the jurisdiction in which he lives general a detailed repozt of the administration and
without his consent; no person can be arrested, condition of the c_lonies, and the law regulates
except by virtue of a judicial warrant; no person the administration of their finances. Tile king
can be deprived of his prol_rty, except by a de- has the general administration of file finances
cision of the tribunals in eases of pubhc utility, in the mother country. He settles the salaries
compensation being made him therefor. The lib- of public functionaries, with tile exception of
erty and equality of religions is guaranteed; the those of judges, which are fixed by the law re-
liberty of correspondence with the heads of the luting to the judicial organization, promulgated
church is limited by responsibility before the law Oct. 10, 1838. The laws of May 9, 1846, and
for the publication of bulls and episcopal pus- May 3, 1851, regulate the pensions of officials.
torals. The law of Sept. 10, 1853, upon the surveil- The king exercises the right of pardon. Amnesty
lance of the different religious creeds, repealed the can not be accorded except by law. The king
law of the 18 Germinal. year 10 (April 8, 1802).-- can not grant exemptions except in the cas_ pro
The eldest son of the king or his male descendants vided by law. He decides the administr_ltive
succeed to the throne by right of primogeniture, differences between two or more provinces. He
In default of de_endants tile right of succession presents bills and other propositions to the chum-
passes to the brother of the king and his de- bets, and sanctions or rejects those of the cham-
scendants. In default of male descendantsof bets. He presides over the council of state, and
the house of Orange-Nassau. the succession passes appoints and discharges the fifteen members of it.
to the daughter of the last king, and if there is The law of Dec. 21, 1861. regulates the compe.
no daughter, it passes through the oldest female tency and composition o[ this council. The
member of the oldest male descending line of council of state is heard on all bills and all rules
the king to the house to which she belongs. The of general administration in the mother country
male line is always preferred to the female line. and in the colonies. The prince heir apparent,
With the exception of that of Luxemburg, the when he reaches his majority, has a legal seat in
king can wear no foreign crown. The annual the council, in which he has a consultative voice.
revenue of the king consists partly of domanial All royal decisions and orders must be cou_ter-
property (law of August, 1849). and partly of a signed by a minister. -- The titles of nobility are
sum fixed on his accession to the throne, and count, baron, chevalier and gentleman (jonkhe_r).
which is now 1,000,000 florins. For the support Since 1814 a council, composed of four members
of the palaces, a sum of 50,000 florins is voted and a secretary, has the administration of every-
annually. Tile king and the prince heir are ex- thing concerning the nobility. Previous to 1848
erupt from all personal taxes. The latter receives, the nobility was one of the tlu'ee estates repre-
upon reaching his majority, which is fixed at scnted in the second chamber; since the royal
eighteen years of age, an aonual sum of 100,000 sanction of the new constitution, it has lost its
florins, which sum is doubled at the time of his political character. --The council of ministers is
marriage. He bears the title of "Prince of composed of the heads of the seven ministries.
Orange." The queen dowager receives an annual Bills and the general rules of administration are
dotation of 150,000 florins. --The guardians of submitted to the deliberation of the council of
the king, in ca_e of his minority, are certain ministers before and after their presentation to
members of tile royal family and a few distin- the council of state, as are al_ treaties with for-
guished Netherlanders. In case of the incapacity eign powers, the most important instructions to be
of the king, the heir apparent, if he is of age, given to ministers plenipotentiary, and proposi-
becomesregentby law. The regencyisregulatedtionsmade tothekingfortheappointmentordis-
by thelawof July28,1850. The installationof missalof highofficials.(RoyaldecreeofMarch
theking orofthe regenttakesplaceatAmster- 31,1842.)The sevenministriesareasfollows:1.
dam, the two chambersbeingassembled,by the Foreignaffairs;2,Justice;8,Interior;4.Navy;
takingofan oath to maintaintheconstitution,5,Finance;6,War; 7,Colonies.The kingcanac-
the independenceofthe country,thelibertyand cordtohighofficialsthetitleofministerofstate,
rightsofthecitizens,and toenforceobedienceto orof councilorsin extraordinaryservice;there
thelawsof theland.--Thekinghasthe superior are,besides,honorarycouncilors.The latterca_
directionof foreignaffairs,the rightto declare beassociatedbythekinginthework ofthecoun
war,subjecttoan earlynotificationof thetwo cilof state.The ministershaveeacha salaryof
chambersofhisintention.He concludestreaties12,000florins._ Administration.F,ach of tbc
of peaceand of commerce with foreignnations,elevenprovincesofthekingdom isgovernedby:_
The sanctionof thetwo chambers isnecessary,commissioneroftheking,with a salaryoffrom
when thereisa questionof the cessionof the 6,000to8,000florinsThe members of thepr_
exchangeof territory,even in the transatlanticvincialassembliesare electedfor sixyearsby
coloniesof the Netherlands,or of stipulationselectors,whose numberin1871was 104,194.The
which concernrightsestablishedby law. The provincialassembliesholdtheirsessionsregularly
kingiScommander-inchiefof thearmy and of atthebeginningof Julyand ofNovember,and
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,choose from their own body from four to six DEBTIN lSJ_3.
members to form a committee for the conduct of

affairs and the execution of the laws and regula- ITV.31S. I Noramalcapltatl.Interest.
lions. The secretary and the employ_s of this ! _'toriK_ " rl,,.lns.
committee are appointed by itself, cPt'ovincial Natmnal debt 3 percent ........ I 64b,tiO2.'J02

• National debt, 2_ per cent ..... 93,b12_7"2P, 16.165.073,2,_8,382law of July 6, 1850.)-- The communal law dates Obh,.,atm,. of the _vndicate of I
liqmdatran, 3% pe'r cent ...... ( '. 12,:Y.)1,000 437,5,%5

from Jnly 29, 1851. It destroyed the distinction National tlebh 4 per cent ....... i 188127.'._0 7,5'25,088
between city anti village. The number of dis- ColoMal obligation_ .I per cent ..'. Liqmdated .............

Trea_ul y be d.',. 4 al d 4_.:per el. I........... ,............triers in 1873 was 1,134, of which there were 834 Loan for t c draina,.zc t tim i i ....
with less than 3,000 and thirty.eight with more Ilaarh,m lake. 4 and'4!,'- per ct. ( _aqumateo .............

Loan for brld/es and i'oads 3 t ) ,97,_
than 10.000 inhabitants. The number of corn- and 3t4 pcrc(.nt .......... {'I ,_..,v 119
munal councilors depends upon the population, Inter(,,( _mdt,ratlm.r. ............ [............ 18,000

Bail bond.,, of responsible era- _ [ 15 387
according to the returns of each decennial census, ploy6........................ _, ............
There were in 1873 seven of them in COlrUnutl(8 Vari(ma item_,of iaterc_-t ....... , ........... 84,600

with less than 3,000 and thir y-nine i i cnmmune_ Tend .................... _.. _ 91t),s-47_.; ,27,.(rz.-4,1:_a
with less than 10,000 inhabitants. The council ....

ors are elected for six years. The electors arc At rite eommen(.emcnt of the year 1879 the na-
•all persona mho pay direct taxes; the atnount of tional funded ttcbt was as follows:
taxes qualifying them to vote is fixed at one-halt ......................
the amount necess,'u'y to render one eligible to ITEMS I Nominal Annual
take part in the election of members of the sec- , ('spiral. Interest.
ond chamber. Tile burgoma._ter is appointe(1 by , t.'lorm-. Florins.2V_per cen debt ............ _'2.0 _k402 15,_2,48_
the king for six years; he is assisted by om _,alder 3 l)cr (*eat debt ................... 91,.'_LB(| 2,7._.688• 3_,_per cent. redeemable debt ...... 11.2.50.()_ 391,125
man in districts of le_s, and by three or fonr Old 4 per cent debt ............... 1176,S,_.J,7_ 7.075,980
.aldermen in districts of more, th:m 20,000 inhab- 4 per cent. debt of IS78............. 43,0{)0.,'O') 2,'1_w6.642

itants. Each district has also its secretary and its Total ......................... ,954.571,85:' _,t35,9'20
receiver, elccted by the council from a list of two --

persons, presented by the burgomaster anti alder- In the session of 1873 the stales-general passed an
mau. In tile smaller districts th,se two offieesarc net to incre_t.,e (lie ammal sutu set aside as a sink-

held by one pe_soa; in others tile lulrgoma_ter ing fund t,w the redemption of the debl. namely,
discharges the duties of sccretary _ts well :_s hi_ 1,900,000 tlorins by 7.000.000 florin% and Ores re-
own.-/_D, anee. Tile iml)rovement in tile finan- deem a total amount of 8.900.000 florin._. An-
¢ial state of affairs, which had suffered greatly by other aer of lhe session of 1._'575increased tl, e sum

the separatiou fi'om Belgium and the extraordi- 1o 10,000,000 florins, to l)e set a.side for the re-

nary armaments of 1830 to 1839, dates flora 1850 (lemption of the national debt. --Below we give
The nominal principal of the public debt at that '_ table of the budget eslimates of 1850, 1862
time was estimated at a total of 1,239,592 646 antl 1873. Exei_e duties arc t)aid Ul)On lhe fol-

florins, and the aunual interest amounted to lowing arti(.les: _u,_,ar wine, native and foreign
36,194,87,9 florins. The principal of the public alcoholic liquor.-, salt, soap, beer. vinegar, beef
debt incre_ed during eleven years, from Jan. 1, and veal, Ihe tctm indirect taxes applies to

1829, to Dee. 31, 1839, 376,622,406 florins, and st'_mps, tegistr;_lion, and tl_e l:txes paid on mort-

the interest 19,842,187 florins. From 1850 t() the ,a,,,,_e_ and inheritances, the whole charged with
month of July, 1872, a l)rincipal of 290.159.613 thirty eight centimes addiliomfl.
florins was liquidated, and the interest reduced ._
8,9_,087 florins. The following table ol the
national debt in 1850 and 1873 shows the nature st,vr.c_:s oF _Evn.',-cz. I _s_ I _z'., ! x_Tz.

of each debt, and allows a calculation to be made . r'x,,,,n, , _,,,',,_. Vt,,rms.
t,Real estate.. ', 9,!_17,5,'JIIIL39,_.l_)' 10,'246.9_.,_

}'ers,_nal .... _6.1_.3.k5 7,2._,210 ', S,ebZ,t_tO
of the power of liquidation : D_rect taxes ) l)atent_ ..... 2.779541I 2.968.0d,213.340,_D

_v 1_ 1850. Fxcise dnti ................. !_,._1,695 I18,_59._4t_,:28,:*f_0.000
-_ 112,24_,44'J[14,9/68,et0•_ I Nominal : "nter, t I lndireet (axe-. ........... ] 9,251,8.3.1

...... t Capital. i x e_-. Cu_to_(.r"esl_dutw', an(t aece._-{.,,,.,_._,._.:',ola 1_ ,I v,_..,..--ri_ _,_.) .5,.._.,_.__c__q
- -- I _1_- , _-. Guaranteed gold and sil- _i 166438 25t _.'_ '~_1"00

National debt, 3 per cent. . 816 _jS 000 i _._),412.qt_) _t.r ware ( ' " ( i " '
National debt, 2_tiper cel_'t_'.----"] 1"20_856_801; 3,62.5,72ti! Slat( doraaius ere ........ 1,o57,';04I I '245.f4,0 I 450.000
Obligations of the syndicate of ( I _ 7_ _ I 7q4780 ',, - -_ ' 1 '294l'_l ->0?-1055 2.5,'_)000

liquids(lop, 3_i per cent ...... f I '_' _'_ I " ' _ Tvle,,rapb serxic'_ ....... I...... ; 321,67_ _0(.000
Nattonaldebt, 41_reent ......... _ZT,C-rl0,5001 9":_.l'z'0l Statgh)tt_'rv ............... 1 4e,5._] :,-1%4Srl 4!._,_.._
Colonial obl|_g_lons, 4 per cent .... 14,748.500I 589,.u_ Ih,,nttu_zmtd fl._hm,¢,license_ 96.0581 11!),_) 11_._._

. Treasury boffda, 4 and 4!4per ct. ] 17,799,_0 1 571,,q_J6i Pih I dra................... I.......... 76z,371t _,ta_

Dues o nlllles ............. [............. ~
Loan for the drainage ofthe(I 8000000f 385000 " ' 15"3 _611
Haarlem lake, 4 and 4½ lacret. ( I ' ' ' State r dh_avs ............. I.......... 2,_t I 1,02,,000

Lo_m for brld_s and roads 8t_ _a_xl _ Interest and _arious re_-*l ,-.o.,_l 14,._@23' 2369701
. d 9½ per cz'nt ............. {" emw-. _'
interest and tonttnt_ ............ I............ [ 189,100 I luter_..t ehar_-'ed _ Bel-
Bail bonds of re*potmible era- _ I 29 000 gltl _ (treaty of Soy. 5.. 400t;00 400,000 400,000

I_2 l,m of Feb 4, lS_,__! ' [

. .. __' * 64[i '---@_!94.8,__ Ordinary t_ourccsof rc, enue 5,_,1_19,398,1'3,472,725]_0,440'025.7.,: ................... I_,_,_5._ i ....
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7_ of Buacst _tlmat_--co_tnued. Ixvz_Dvr_nn.

SOURCESOFIt_v_:,u_. ) lSS0. J ,ass. I ls_s. I_.S. ,8n. i _57,.
I ] '• Florins. Florins,
] Florins. J Florins. _ Florins. Civil llst ............................ 9_0,000 750,000

Ordinary sources of revenue 58,S19,898 _63,472,7-25 8_',44_,{_5 Legislative body and Council of state 615,772 615,_9
[_[ _l_ Department for foreign affairs ...... 6.'19,290 685,990

Interest of the colonial ) _ , , Department of justice .............. 4,410,478 4,488,578
debt. (Laws of 1886 and _-: 9,800,000 t9,800,000 ]......... Department of the luterior ......... 6,8_9,536 6.837,701
1844.) _ i | I Department of marine .............. 1_7_8,.384 1,_1._9 863

Colonial taxes ............. I 7,S00,000 110,1_6,8121 10,42"t,b'_

Relics of former accounts_.[ .......... [ 9,_16,580 1.......... Public debt ......................... _'7,178.01S _.4._,_0Subsidy for the construe- [ | ] _n _ Department of finance .............. 17,38_;,9'#2 17,8_'J,6_9

t/on of state railways, f I.......... I'" ........ [ "_""_ Department of war ................. 2:2,560,0(D 18,867.000Department for the colonies ........ 1,701,465 1.589.8.59

.... 29 ' ' ' Public works and commerce ........ 9o,6_9,¢'J6 2_,571,892

" | ,[ [ Total expenditure ............... 118,199,P._6 ' 115,811,801
General tolal ........... 75,819,898 92 615,567 91,373,720 : ,

Tile following is a list of the expenditures of In the budget estimates for the year 1880 the
1862 and 1873: revenue was calculated at 108,000,000 florins and

the expenditure at 114,000,000 florins. In the
budget estimates for the year 1881 the revenue

rrF_S. IM¢ laTs. was calculated at 105,000,000 florins and the ex-
nort_s t Flor_. _enditure at 126.333,000 florins. _Justice. TheCivillist .......................... 90o,o00 75o,o00

Dolations......................... 544,181 585,112 superior court sits at the Hague. It has orig-
Ministry- of foreign affairs ......... 467,553 532,840 inal jurisdiction in matters concerning the state
Administration, of the Catho:tc _0,714 and the royal family, and prizes, and in the caseand Ja_senist religions. "...........
Ministry of justice .............. 9,,958,6_ 8_165,10'2 of the impeachment of ministers, as well as of
Administralmn of the Protestant (

and Jewish religions. ). 1,731,656............ misdemeanors committed in the exercise of their
Mtolstry of the interior........... 17,160,749 18,886.314 duties by high officials; and an appeal lies to
Ministry of the navy .............. 9,,_4,5_, 9,S45,2.'_0
Debt aed liquidation .............. 88,171,864 27,493,133 it from the provincial courts and the courts in
]_inistry.of finance................ 6,6,_9,903 18,,_o,£_0 the colonies. (Articles 159 and 160"of the Con-
Ministry of war ................... 1P_619.6.q0 17,100,b20
Mi,islry of the colooiet_ ........... __5_4.447 1,371,306 stitution.) There are eleven provincial courts,
Miscellaneousexpenditures ....... _.... 50,000 thirty-four district courts, and 150 cantonal judges

Total ......................... 92,70'2,7_6197,9_,_7 (justices of the peace). The fundamental princi-ples of tile administration of justice are: publicity[

of the arguments; a public prosecutor; no jury,
The expenditures in ]871 amounted to 94,573.752 but conviction by proofs and witnesses; defense by
florins. The revenue and expenditure in the years advocates and attorneys. Judges are irremovable
1873-7 were as follows: except in case of misconduct. The judges of the

cantons are appointed for five years by the king,
YEARS. I Revenue. Expenditure. but their appointment may be renewed. Nora

ries are appointed for life by the king, one forFlorins. Florins.
lSr._....................... _o_,5o%m9 _0_.0_z,_ every 4,000 inhabitants (law of July 9, 1842).
1s74....................... I _05,_,_z m,._,._55 Military justice is exercised by seven military
1875 ....................... ] 119,837,573 118,911,247
_s._....... _"............... _o_,e_o.z-,3 _a,_.8_ hearings. Besidesthis, thenavyhasthreelw_ar/_Ig,_.

18w....................... 117,_'t,6s5 The high court of military justice is at Utrecht.
The merchant marine has its council of disciplim;

The budget estimates of revenue and expenditure at Amsterdam, composed of four membe_._ and
for the two years 1878 and 1879 were as follows: of a secretary (law of May 7, 1856). The judicial

police is exercised by the minister of Justice as
,,m_z_c_. chief director, and by the attorneys general of the

' eleven provincial courts as directors. The sub_)r-
_TE_S. tSTa _. dinates are the commissioners-ln-chief, the com-

F_orms. _ missioners of police, the of]_cers in charge of the"Direct taxes ........................ _3,712,{r23 24,.,10_,{X_7
.Exciseduties ...................... .'q7_9_1.000_..5_,000 ports, the burgomasters, and the 618 sergeants 0t
Indirect taxes, including stamps .... 20.855.000 _I._L000 police.-- The Ft_nch penal code of 1810, modified
Customs dutie_ on imports ......... 4.mLo_ 4 m t.t_
Guaranteeof gold andsilverware.., mm._., _e_l_ by the two laws of June, 1854, is in force in the"
Blare domalne...................... __o_mo ]._m._ Netherlands. During the year 1869, 47,856 p(r-postefllce ........................... &4_o.tcJo aed]u.ttm
Telegraph service ................... t_x__(xJu _.uss, sons were prosecuted, of which number 644 w_,r_"
state lottery........................ _w,,.._ 4so.ooo accused of crimes. 15,758 charged with mi._d_'-
Hunt _tugend fishing licenses ........ _4o._ 34a._m
:Pilot dues.......................... _ffo.ooo 9flo._l meanors, and 84,459 with offenses against p_>]i,,:
Dues on mines..................... _ '_ _,_ regulations. Crimes and misdemeanors ag_d_-t
State railways ...................... 1,6_,000 1,6_,000
]Kiscellaneousreceipts.............. 6,46_M5 16,914,135 the state numbered respectively 115 and 4.3_,L

.... against persons, fifty-nine and 4,809; against pr, ,p-
Totalrevenue................... [0_,474_863 I15,8_,697 erty, 473 aud 3,550. Of those accused of crim_'-.

529 were males and 115 females; of those ciml'_, . .. . ... ;.
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with misdemeanors, 10,894 were males and 2,359 is confided to eleven inspectors, and that of the in
females; and of those charged with offenses termediate to three inspectors. 'File kingdom is
against the regulations of the police, 29,469 were divided into ninety four school districts, each
males and 4,990 females; in all, 40,392 males and with a supervisor. In each district of more than
7,464 females. The average of the acquittals 3,000 souls, there is a school eommission. Dec.

was 7 per cent. of those accused of crimes, and 31, 1870, there were 3,727 primary schools, part
14 per cent. of those charged with misdemeanors. _ublic (2,608), and part private (1,119); there
Since Dec. 11, 1818, confinement in prison extend- were 8,870 male teachers, and 2,042 female teach-

ing to twenty years has been substituted for forced ers. These schools c()ntained, in January, 1870,
labor.--Re/dgi,m and Education. The Reformed 466,779 pupils, of which number 249.926 were

church and the Evangelical Lutheran church in boys and 216,853 girls. There were 832 infant
1873 had each a synod; the Reformed had 1,357 schools attended by 29,662 boys and 34,659 girls;

parishes and 1,627-pastors; the Lutheran, fifty 212 private schools (adult classes) and schools
parishes and sixty-two pastors; the old Lutherans, open on Sunday only. The evening schools or
presided over by a commission, eight p'trishes classes were attended by 57,936 men and 23,6?5
with eleven pastors; the Mennonites, 126 parishes women. The expenses for elementary instruction
with 126 pastors; the l_emonstrants, represented amountedto4,984.534 florins. Thcnormal schools
by a commission, had twenty-one parishes with for instructors are situated at Hertogenbosch,
twenty-one ministers; the Moravian brothers, two Groningcn and Haarlem. The Latin schools

parishes with two ministers; the German Evan- (colleges) and the gymnasiums (lyceums) number
gelical church had one parish with one minister (1870) fifty-five, with 21 ° professors and 1,128
at the Hague. The Reformed Christians (who pupils. Intermediate cducationalinstitutions(law
separated from the Reformed churcll) had 330 of May 3, 1863) include the schools for artisans,
parishes with °,,30 pastors. The Jan_nists havean and in general all practical schools for arts and
archbishop at Utrecht, and two bishops, at llaar- trade-, the polytechnic school, and the schools
lem and Deventer, and are divided into twcmy- of agriculture, navigation, commerce and design.

five parishes and twenty-five curacies. The Ro- At the cnd of 1870 there were forty-fourso-called
man Catholics, since 18'53, have five dioceses, one 1,igher middle class schools, with 519 professors,
archbishopric at Utrecht, and bislloprics at tIaar- attended by 3,559 pupils; the polytechnic school

lem, Hcrtogenbosch, Breda and Roermo_d, di- at Delft, with nineteen professors, was attended,
vided into 986 parishes, thirty-four rectorates and in 1870-71, by 164 students; the school of agri-
896 curacies. The Catholic clergy numbered, in culture at Warffum had _ven pupils, and the
1878, about 1,989 ecclesiastics, of whom 1.866 school of horticulture at Watergraafsmeer had

have charge of souls. The greater part of the twenty-nine; there were nine seho61s of naviga-
convents are in North Brabant and Limburg. tion, with twenty professors and 208 pupils;
The Netherland or German Jews had, in 1873, a besides many intermediate schools for young

commission. 166 parishes and seventy-two auxil- girls, the majority of which are private institu-
iary temples; the numl_r of rabbis was fifteen, of lions. Higher instruction is given in the three
whom one is at Cura_oa and one at Surimun. state univer4ties of Leyden, Utrecht and Gron-
The PortugueseJews had two parishes, at Amstcr- ingen, and in the public athenteums of Amster-
dam and the Hague, under the administration of dam and Deventer, attended, in ]870, by 1,339
a central commission. The population was di- students. Tim theological studenls of the I_ _
vided in the followingmanneramong the different formed church follow the course of studies in
religions, Deo, 31, 1859 and 1869: the universitws and athen,qeums, tho<e of other

religious creeds study in the seminaries: the Re-
1s6_. _ssg. mtmstr;mts. Mennonites, Lutherans and ,lews at

, Amsterdam. the Reformed Ctwisfians at Kampeu,

Reformed (Calvinists} ............ 1,828,865 1,967.611 the Janseni_ts at Amersfoort, the Roman Catho-
Reformed Chrt_tta_as.............. 65,7"28 107,1_] licsat Driel)crgen,Warmon(l, Culemborff, lIaarcn,
.lSvanReltealLutherans ............ 54,606 57,545 ""
Old ]:athertms .................... 9,9:M 10,5'22 IIoeven anti Roernmn(l, with branches at Voor-
Mennonites or Anabaptists ...... i 42,162 44,,_27 hour, Saint-Micidelsgestcl, Oudenbosch and Kerk-
Remonstrants .................... 5,_11 5,486Moravian Brothers ................ 311 rad. There are two preparatory institulions for
lgugllsh Bpisoopallans ............ 575 456 future Cml_iOV,;S in the East, Indies. one a state
J aneenlste........................5,894 5,'287

Roman Catholics ................. 1,,229,0_8,' 1,307,7_ institutiou at Leyden, and one, (li,triet, at Delft,Oroek C'lanre,h ..................... witi_ nine profes,ors and fourteen Sill(ion! s. There
Jew_ .............................. 6,?,,700 68,003
:Religionunknown ................ 3,794 5,161 are, besides, at Amsterdam a preparatory school

for army atld navy physicians, a polytechnic

--Elementary education (law of Aug 13. 1857) school, and a school for the instruction of mid-
is very general in the :Netherlands. According wives; there are military seho(_ls at Brcda and
to the constitution education is free. The in- Kampea, a naval school at Medcmblik, a veteri-

structors in the elementary and intermediate nary-,cho,)l at Utrecht, three institutions of deaf
schools axe submitted to an examination, and are mutes, three for the blind, and one for idiot

required to produce a certificate of good moral chihlren, the last at the Hague. Besides there

character. The supervision of the primary schools arc many schools of swimming, gymnastics,
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vocal and Instrumental music, drawing, etc.-- 100 inhabitants. Of these ten years, five years of
Public, Cha_'itg is regulated by the law of June 28, active service are requil_l; in the last five,years
1854, which fixes the place of his relief at the the men form part of the reserve. --The navy is
place of birth of tile person relieved. The insti- composed of: 1, ships for home service and a
tutions of charity are: 1st, those of the state, of manamvring corps, not embarked, (July 1, 1873,
tile provinces and of the districts; 2d, of religious 53 officers and 1,741 men); 2, transport vessels for
corporations; 3d, special; 4th, general. The first tile colonies; 3 and 4, squadrons in the Ellst and
do not give aid except in case of the insufft- West Indies; 5, ships in other waters, including
ciency of tile others. These institutions, in 1869, vessels in process of construction or of l_epair.
numbered 5,194, of which 3.950 afforded home The navy included, Aug. 1, 1872, 117 ships, of
aid, 716 were almshouses for old people, children, which seventy-four were steamers, with a power
etc., sixty-four hospitals, eleven asylums for the of 14,377 horses. These ships were able to carry
insane, and ninety workhouses. In 1869 aid was 1,060 cannon. In active service there were forty-
given to 148,951 lJousekeepers and 81,089 single nine ships, thirty-eight of which were steamers,
persons; the cost of charity was 10,812,303 florins, with a power of 6.269 horses, and armed with 37s
The population of the state colonies for pau- cannon. The crews consisted of 5,598men. Tile
pers at Ommcrschans and Veenhuizen (in Over- corps of officers of the fleet comprise one admiral,
isscl and Drenthe) on Dec. 1, 1869, was 5,508; one lieutenant admiral, two vice-admirals, four
the population of tbe colonies of the benevolent rear admirals, twenty captains, 100 lieutenant
society, in Drenthe, Overissel and Frisia, was captains, 120 first lieutenants. 220 second lieuten.
2,276. The insane asylums, numbering twelve, ants, and seventy-six cadets of the first class; the

are regulated by the law of May 29, 1841. The administration comprises tlnee inspectors, eighty-
number of the insane in these establishments, four administrative officers in three classes, and
Dec. 31, 1848, was 557 men and 609 women; Dec. thirty-six midshipmen.--P, esaure.e_. Although
31, 1_858, it was 961 men and 1,065 women, and rural economy is very far advanced, the products
Dec. 31. 18(',8, 1,557 men and 1,703 women. -- of the soil are not sufficient for the support of the
A_ng a:id 5a_l. The compositicm of the army inhabitants. The most productive provinces are
in 1872 wasa.gfollows: 1. Infautry--l,046 officers Zealand and Groxdngen. Wheat is cultivated
and 42,034 soldiers, one regiment of grenadiers chiefly in Zealand, South Holland and Limburg;

and chasseurs, eight regiments of the line, one rye in Groningen, Zealand, North Brabant, Guel-
baltalion of instruction of four companies, one derland and Limburg; potatoes in Zealand and

d_pSt of discipline of two companies, hospital the dunes; oat.q in Groningen, Frisia, Guelder-
corps forming two companies'- 2. Cavalry--four land and Zealand. colza in Groningcn and South
regiments, 177 officers, 3,386 soldiers, and 2,679 Holland; tobac_oin Guclderland aml the province
horses; 3. Artillery--five regiments and a corps of Utrecht; flax and hemp in South Holland, and
of pontonniers, in all, 387 officers, 10,014 soldiers, chiccory in Frisia The area of arable land is es-
and 1,800 horses; 4. A corps of engineers, whose timated at 2,128,766 acres. Value of the prod-
staff consisted of seventy officers and thirty-six ucts varied, during the ten yeal_ 1861-70, from
inspectors of fortifications. This corps embraced 156 to 198 millions of florins; the average is 173
be_ides a battalion of sappers and miners of five millions. The area of tile meadows and of the

companies, with twenty-two office_ and 922 men. land devoted to tile growth of fodder for animals
The entire army was composed of 1,945 officers is about 3,212.300 acres, or one-third of tile sur-
and 59,482 soldiers, and besides, in the provinces face of the country. The finest pastures are found
of North Brabant, Zealand and Limburg, of a in the two Hollands and in Frisieo Gardening

gendamerie corps of ten officers, 362 men and 202 and tile cultivation of vegetables are brought to
horses. The effective force of the army, July 1, great perfection in the two Hollands and in the
1872, was 1,872 officers and 57,992 soldiers, of province of Utrecht. A large commerte is _.ar-
which 29,189 were on leave. There were 4,707 ried on with England in vegetables, fruit, butter
horses. The army in the ea._tern and western and live stock. Toward the end of 1870 the live
colonies comprised, Jan. 1, 1871, 1,318 officers stock comprised 252,054horses, 1,410,822 horned
and 28,351 soldiers. Military service is obligatory, cattle, 900,187 sheep, 136,930 goats, 329,058 hogs,
but substitution is allowed. -- The law concerning and 3,193 asses and mules. -- The country is more
the national militia dates from Aug. 19, 1861. commcrcial than industrial The principal in-
Maximum of the annual contingent, 11,000 men clustrial centres are the great cities of the two
(contingent for the year 1873, of which 600 were Hollands, such as A.mstcrdam, Haarlem, Rotter-
for naval service). Maximum of the number of dam,-Leyden, Dordrecht, the Hague, the city _)f
militiamen is 5,5,000 men. Registration for re- Utrecht, a part of North Brabant, especially Til-
cruitmenttaJ_esplaceat the ageof nineteen years, burg and its suburbs, the country of Drentht',
and the lot is drawn a year later. The contingent in Overissel, some parts of Guelderland, and

is regulated by the number of names inscribed the the citie._ of Maestrecht and Roermond in Lin_-
preceding year. Duration of service, five years, burg. Toward the end of 1870, 708 manuf'wt_,-
Service in the national guard is obligatory from ries used steam for a motive power, and m;_le
twenty-five to thirty-five years (law of April 11, use of 79i engines and 1,043 b_)ilers, wilh a
1827). Tile proportion is two men out of every force of 13,346 horses. Commerce and trans-
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portatiou were effected at that time by means The followin._ is the movement of commerce, in
of 100 steamships, with 168 engines and 118 millions of florins, between the Netherlands and

boilers, with a force of 12,118 horses. The patent the six following groups of countries. In the sec-
law dates from May 21, 1819. The law of July ond group arc included Germany, Sweden, Nor-

15, 1869, abolished patents for invention and in- w.ly, and a part of Russia; in the third, Belgium,
troduction. The principal industries are con- France, Spain and Portugal; in the fourth, Italy,
nected with the building of ships, and with corn- Auqtria, part of Russia, Turkey, Greece, the
merce with the colonies. There are 600 to 700 Danubiau Principalities, Eg3,pt , and the Barbary
dock yards, of which 150 are devoted to the States.
building of sea-going ships. Tim principal dock ¢,r_EI_AL mvonvs.

yards are found in the two Hollands, at Groningen

and Frisia. Saw mills (113 in number) are found ,1_4,,_ ,,0, ,_
chiefly in the two l:hflhmds in the region of tn_o._i i to to lto to t_ [871.l&:,O 1_55. 1860. 1865.1870
Zaau, and about Dordrecht; manufactories of I , I

ropes iu South Holland, and manufactorics of . i i ',--I---
Great Bmtum .................... 67 89 ]106 [123 167 247

sails at Crommenie, in North H.lhmd. Then Ba,ticmJd Northaeaaandcen-ll 79 ! 9"2 d23 I 190 240

there are 500 to 600 brick yards, tile works and tral Europe. IWestern Europe ................ ; '2_ i 45 62 ' 798 118
manufactories of pottery, chiefly in Guehlcrlaud, Mediterraneanaud Black sea._...' i 77 83 [ 21_ 18Overissel and South Hollamt; 400 millions of America ........................ ' 18 ' 20 ' "21 ' 32 44

bricks are made annually: there are 400 to 500 ham, Africa, Australia .......... 68 I 77, 95 _1,96 110 117

gin distilleries, of which 221 are at Schiedam;
tile manufactories of tobacco and cigars ntlull)er ,_:.nE_*L EXrOX_T-.

more than 300, principally at A.mstcrdam, Utrecht __ I : ' ' t_ ISVL
aml Eindhoveu; there are also nmnufaetorie._ of _G asia Ix_._assx
madder in Brabant and South IIolland, and es- TO I t,, to I t,, I to

peeially in Zealand; 300 to 400 oil mills, ('hicfly ] I I 1 .
in :North Holland; paper nmnufactorie.-, (.hieflv -- -- --'--i ]-- I

" Great Britain ................ 46 I 67 [ 77 I00 31 I 16,2

in the region of Zaan, Guelderland, and at Maes- Baltic and Noll.h _.eas and ten- !l_m .... i_r._ I_c_ [

trieht and P_)tterdam; sugar refineries at Amster- tral Europe ( ........ I.,_ 96 [ 805"Western Europe ............... 31 I 42 53 i 64 74 9B

dam aml Rotterdam, (producing 175 million to Mediterraueauaud Black sea:_... 12 . 17 [ 16 ] 15 18] 28
220 million pounds, principally exported to Italy America ........................ 7 , 9 13 10 11 ] 12

Asia, Africa, Au_traha ........ ! 1"2 '23 [ 36 I 51 5"2 [ 42and Russia); rice mills at Anlsterdam and Rotter- .... :_
dam; mills for polishing diamonds at Amsterdam,

which _tve a European reputation; gohtsmiths' The foll.wiug table shows the chi_.f articles of
establishments at Amsterdam, in South Holland import aud exp(,rl, for the years named:
and Frisia; linen and cation manufactories,

chiefly in Drentlie, Overissel, Guelderland and :--- _ ]Gener.dImports. General Export_
South Brabant; manufactories of woolen cloths ARTICLES l--
at Leyden and Tilburg, and man)" other places, tst6 ' lST1 t846 lgTl.
--Tile Netherhmd fisheries, above all the sailing .. --- -
of herring, have ahvays been renowned, q'lv, Mannl',_ctures ............ ] 41 [ 73 17 62

(:orll. flour, beans, erc ._. i , 18

principal fisheries are those of the herring, large I Thread .................. ] "_ _ 15 4_
and small, which yielded, in 1871, two millions Suuar. ................... I _ , _ 3117 8768
of florins, (322 ships); fislling with nets, (°08 Coffee ...................

ships), half a million; cod, whiting fishing, etc., Cotton................... ! o [ 42 7 34
(87 ships). The export_tiou in 1871 w_u_: cod,
4,030 tons; stockfish, 2,585,000 pouu(N. The Two-thirds of tiw foreign commerceof the _Ncther-

products of the fishery of the Zuydt.r Zee, her- lands is carried on by sea. The merchant marine

rings, anchovies, shrimps, eels, etc., (650 ships), are in lS46 numhered 1,936 .qfip% with 379.548 ton-
exported principally to Belgium and Germany. uage, and in 1871, 1.902 ships, .with 521,098 ton-

-The following is a summary of the interuatiou- nagc. The following is a table of movement of
al commerce, in nhillions of florins. (The total navigation for the years 1831-71:

amount of the special commerce can be found by z._-rrY.
subtracting the transit ot the general commerce.) ................

National Sh_ps. Fore_gn Ships.

General . General Transit. YEARS. I

YEARS. Imlmrt*. ! Exports ..........I _ ] Ships. I1.000Tons Ships. 1,000ToI_.

as4a ........................ _z_ I _0 _2 _st .............. t,.._ I "

Average of 18514 .......... 50 ......... o 8e3 [ 405 3 387 ] 564

Average of l_l....5 .......... 105 "-'0 ........... I 3'L_59 ] 6'26 4747 ] 12-22
Avera_ of lfi_.-70 ......... 578 ' 114 18{h- -..............
1871 ........................ 7&3 b.t9 1"._ 18"1 I 3,051 ] 715 6,516 / 2,01_
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vm.am-vu. -- BEsxaool_-In'. Wagenaar, V'ader/am_dt, Ms-
WrY, 21 vols., Amsterdam, 1749; Stijl, 0p/wn_

lqltton_l satl_ Foreign Ships. en B/oe/ der vereen/0de 2Veder/anden, 5 vols., Am-sterdam, 1802-5; BilderdiJk, GawAieden/s des vader-

_Ava. _ _1----_-o_ stops, l,e_oa_n_. /ande,12vols., Leyden, 1832--9; Kampen, Ver/wrt,-

l_m.............. 1,091 z40 1,_ _ ge,cAisd_a/_derNeder/anden,8ded., 2 vols.,Haar-1sal-4o ........... 1,4al I to0 1,toe lem, 1837-9: Prinsterer, Handbaek der geseAfa_tis
2,065 1,._1 [ 819 van her ruder/and, 4th ed., 4 vols., Amsterdam,184t-_o........... ] 8oo

1851--@0........... 420 2.214 ] 174 1874; Justs, Hi, loire de _a rdvolutDn des Pays-Boa_,ite I 47a .2,a_ 7s8

18711861-70......................... 1,96"7 [ 491 2,_S ] 1,0t0 SOU*Philipp I/'., 4 vols., Brussels, 185,5-63; Arend,
A/gemeene ge, eh/eden/_ des ruder/ands, Leyden, 1849'
-77; Vloten, Vaderland8 Opstand fege_ 8pan, e,

vols., Amsterdam, 1855-66; Wiequefort, Ifistoire
_try. ve_ des ProvDwes U'nies d_ Pays.Bus, 4 vols., Amster-

_Am¢ dam, 1861-74; Kemper, Ge._iedenis van Neder.NationaJ Foreign Nation&l Foreign
Stops. Shipw. Stops. Ships. l_ndna 1830,Amsterdam, 1873-6; Wijnne, Gesch/e-

denis van ha ruder/and, 2 vols., 1865-6; Kampen,
lea1.............. le_ 2a8 t.o4_ 1,0a G_acMchte der Nieder/ande, $ vols., Hamburg, 1881
[831--40........... te9 21"2 1_0_ 1,86
IS,a-60........... _ _t9 1,18a 1,e_ -3; Leo, ZuOlf BOzlwr nieder_nd, Oese_id_,
1851--60.......... 206 2_0 1,_ 2,17 vols., Halle, 183'2-5; Wenzelburger, Geschiehte1861-70........... 207 8,13 1_ 2,3t_
I_1.. ............ _'_ m_ L:_,a 8,84 der N/eder/ande, 4 vols., Gotha, 1878; Motley, The

Ri,e of the Dutch P,e/ndd/e, 8 vols., London and
New York, 1856, T]_ .History of the United Neth-

* We here give some later statistics of the Netherlands.
--The following table shows the actual revenue and expert- Bank anddilute for the years 187,4-7,mad the estimated revenue and CLASSOFSERV'ICE. Ofltcer_. File.
expenditure for 1878-9, in florins:

General staff and malttary adminis-
tration. _ 172 ..........

YEARS. Revenue. Expenditure. Infantry--
8t_ ................................ • 88 ..........
One regiment of guards ............ 106 4,'2_2

1874....................... 105,_,_7 99,852,855 Eight regtment_ of the line ......... 848 88,_25187,5....................... 119,837,573 118.911,9.47 One battalion of instruction ......... 81
187_....................... 109,680,253 118,896,805 Y)_pbt of dicipline .................. 12 44
1877....................... 106,392,3'23 117,_7,6_5 Hospital corps ...................... 2 240

1878....................... 102,474,363 118,119,296 Cavalry-- . .....1S79....................... 115,8°9,697 115,811,801 S aft.......................... 7 ..........
Four regiments of hussars .......... 94 4,818

-- The budget estimates for 1881 were as follows: One battalion of sappers and miners 16 1,013
Artillery--

Sourcesof Revenue. Florins. Staff ............................... 6_ 54
Direct taxes .................................... ').4,755185 One reglmeot of field artillery, 58 2,0_0
Excise duties ................................... 38,f_5'f100 with trmn ......................
Indirect taxes, including stamps ................ 23,460,()00 Three regiments of heavy (fortress) e91 6,376
Customs duties on imports ...................... 4,611,040 artillery .......................
Guarantee of gold and silver ware.............. 301,100 One regiment of light horse lnfan- ! 82 636
8tale domains .................................. 1,550,000 try .............................. ( i
Postofltce ....................................... 4,000,000 Two companies of pontonniers ..... 12 817
Telegraph service ............................... 985,800
Stats lottery .................................... 480.000
Hnntieg and fishing licensee .................... 149,000 Total ............................. 1,801 58,431
Pilot dues ...................................... 924,000
Dues on mines .................................. 2 875
State railways .................................. 2,_000 The colonial army of the Netherlands, Jan. I, 187,9,hum-
Miscellaneous receipts .......................... 2,8_,605 bered 1,48"2officer_and 37,981rank and file.-- According to

the law of April1, 1881,reorganizing the army, on a war
Total revenue......... _...................... 105,110,6('5 footing, it is to consist hereafter of a total of 61,400men. the

yearly contingent of militia to amount to 12,000and that of
Branchesof Expenditure. Florin& the recruits to I1,000 men. 8,040_400.flortue were appro-

Civil list ........................................ 750000 printed in 1881, for the building of fortifications. 10,000,/_)0
Legislative body and council of state ............ 618,518 florins for the same purposa were called for in 188"2.The
Department for foreign affairs .................. _0,899 system of fortLflcatinne is to be completed tt_ t883.-- At tile
Department of justice .......................... 4,591,b'79 end of 18_1 the navy of the ktngdom was composed of 103
D_partment (ff the interior ..................... 10,180,785 steamers, (Including seventeen ironclads), and seventeen
Department of marine .......................... 12,19A,440 sailing yes,Is. The slicers of the navy were: one admiral,Public debt ..................................... _,167.812
Department of finance .......................... 18,6_7_0 one admiral lieutenant, three vice-admirals, three rearad-
Department of war.............................. 20,167,812 mirals, twenty captains, forty commanders, 800 first and
Department for the colonies .................... 1,_71,736 second lieutenant_ forty-three mldshipmen, seventy-six ad-

Public works and commerce .................... _0_) mlnlstrative and fifty-one medical officers. The marine i_-Commgenciee .................................. fsntry consisted of forty-five ofltcem and 2,140 t_on.commis-
sioned officers and privates.--The estimates of the total

Total expenditure .......................... 112,642,247 imports and exportsof the Netherlands for the years 1876to
1878, in florins, are as follows: Imports, 187,6,718.440.M9;

--The regular army of the Netherlands, Jan. 1, 1879, was 1877,"/50,_4,4_; 1878,718,440,549.Rffiports,1876,533,0_4,823;
composed as follows: leVI, M1,887,0_; I_8,5_084,81&
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¢_a_ fl.om the Death of W_d_iarn the 8_nt to the chises for their commerce. Their ships of war
T_e/,ve Years' Truce, 1{}09, 4 vols., 1860-67, and composed the flcets of the king of Persia and
The _fe and Death of John of Barueveld, etc., 2 served him as instruments wherewith to attempt
vols., 1874; Beerstecher, Destaatsinrigting in Ned- tile subjugation of Greece itself; as, later on, they
er/and, Kampen, 1871; Heusden, IIandboek dec formed the strength of the Roman fleets, when,
aardryk_k_ude, _atsinrigtir_g, staatshuishouding after the fall of Carthage, Rome undertook the
en statistiek van her koningrijk der Nederla_len, conquest of the world.--Nov were the centuries

Haarlem, 1877; Staatkundig en staath_£_heudkun- which saw the dissolution of the Roman empire
d/g en sta2/st/ek in Neder/and, Amsterdam. 1881 ; cemurics of neutrality, but rather of general and
trer_g van de_ handel, scheepva_zrt en nijverheid incessant strife. What nation would have pre-

van Amsterdam, over her jaar 1880, Amsterdam, tended to remain neutral between the legions of
1880; Wood, Through HoYand, London, 1877. Rome and the barbarians? There was then with-

:M. M. DE BAL'_m_UER. out doubt a principle in the spirit of Christianity
which was destined to transform the world, and

I_rJ_IJTRALITY may be considered in its prin- to produce modern civilization by mingling the
ciple, in its history, in the rights which it gives, ruins of ancient civilization with the new spirit
or rather preserves, and in the duties whicb it of tim gospel. But before it was able to enjoy
imposes. --I. //'uY_ry of Neutrality. Neutrality peace, modern Europe had to found its independ-
flows from the mutual independence of nations, encc by war. During the crusades all christendom
If the right to declare and wage war is one of the was under arms. Abroad, the struggle against

rights belonging to sovereign power, is not the tim infidels was not merely a wa_ of state against
right to remain at peace when other nations en- state. The question was as to which should rule,
gage in war a stillstronger proof of independence, Christian Europe or Mussulman Asia. To remain
and a far more precious prerogative of that con- neutral in such a contest it would have been neces-

dition in which a people belong to themselves and sary to abandon one's faith. In Europe itself the
are absolute masters of their decisions and acts? feudal organization of the several s(ates was no
From this point of view, the history of the progress less exclusive of the principle of neutrality. With
of neutrality is also that of the progress of the in- the requirements of military dependence, which

dependence of peoples. If neutrality was, among obliged every wLssal to suslaiu, with arms. the
the nations of antiquity, scarcely anything more cause of his suzerain, tim neutral would have been.
than an idle word, and in the middle, ages but an nothing but a felon. It was by means of marl-

object of disdain and hatred; if, even after the time commerce that the principle of neutrality
formation of modern Europe, it was for a long made ils way into the law of nations. But the

time weak and precarious, imperfectly defined commercial cities of Italy were too much divided.
and insecure, it was because it had not passed by malicious rivalrms to appreciate theadvantages

through all its social phases and arrived, by means of peace. Tllcir very commerce lived by war and
of Christian civilization, at that equal balancing increased by the aid of monopoly and arms. The
of power among the different states which secures Hanseatic league, founded upon the union of in-
toeach a real and important independence. When tcrests, seemed belter disposed to the practice of
Rome labored to inclose all the nations of the neutralily, but commercial ambiliou too often led
world in the meshes of her net, there were to be it to deviate from lhis way. :Not conlent with

found but tributa_s conquered by her arms; having obtained its own franchises, it would make
deditieii, who had submitted to her yoke; a/l/es, a privilege of them. and this great confederation,
who were in a state of dependence upon her, and which should have given peacc aud freedom to the

were obliged to aid her in pursuing the course of north of Europe, was the cause of war throughout
her conquests; or, finally, enemies, who were its wlmlc extent. Itwasat the time of the decline
bound to submit, sooner or later, to her victorious of the great fcudal system, when Europe began to

legions: but she recognized no neutrals. Nor bedividedbetweenthreeorfourmomtlehies, which
could ancient Greece boast any superiority over were about equally possessed of the different ele-

Rome in this respect; for, withiu her limited ments of wealth and strength, that neutrality be-
boundaries, her numerous rival and jealous petty came. like the leagues of states, a political means
republies were leagued in turn one against anothcr of counterpoise and balance. But at first this

and if neutrality was in a manner acknowledged, means could be used more by small states than by
it was merely to protect, by means of the amphic- great empires. Commercial cities made use of it
tyonic treaty, Delphi and its temple: amemorable to protect their isolated condition; others em-
example given by Paganism to Christianity, and ploycd it as a means of developing their power.
one which serves to show how states can agree The neutrality of Switzerland was established not

among themselves to mutually protect a holy city. only for the bcuefit of the Swiss people, but also
:But beyond thisline of religious_neutrality, what for the reciprocal advantage of her powerful

do we find in the world of antiquity? It was not neigl_bo_s, and as an expedient to protect their
as neutra/ states, but as the vassals of the power- respective frontiers against sudden invasions. The

ful kingdoms of the east, that the maritime citi¢_ neutralily of the kingdom of Belgium has been
on the coast of Asia Minor and Syria, or those of established under similar conditions in our own
the 'M'editerranean, obtained privileges and fran- day. But all neutrality imposed by treaties ha_
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in it something of weakness. To be complete, the declaration of 1778, and it alone of all the
the idea of neutrality implies the liberly to gTeat states did not cease for one instant to lend
,choose between peace and war; it supposes, ia the the support of its influence or its arms to the
neutral nation, strength sufficieLtt to defend, in cause of neutrality, in war as well as itl peewee.
case of need, the position it has freely chosen, until it had achieved its complete triumph.
If the state which wishes to remain neutral, has Russia under Catharine and under Paul I. nobly

not itself sufficient resisting f_rce, it can ally concurred in this work nf justice, by boldly urg-
itself with other nations who have the same in- ing the neutral powers of the north, in its man.
terests. Hence, the armed leagues by which neu- ifestoes of 1780 and 1800. to league themselves
trality beg'an to cause its rights to be recog_fized together against England; this alliance, however,
as against the unjust claim_ of belligerents, but interruptedly ob._erved, indicated the end
L_gues of this kind can be mot'e easily formed desired, without obtaining it. The great event,
m maritime wal_ than in wars oa laud, iol" on for which France prepared the way, which was
land neutral forces, unless belonging to states to give the neutral powers a new a_t_tude in the

bordering on one another, could not combine world, was the establishment beyond the seas of
without crossing the belligerent states, while, a great maritime state, which took neutrality as
as the ocean ways always remain free, the naval the basis of its political system, and as the grand
forces of the neutral powers there find a vast starting point of the develol)ment of its power.
field whereon to rally and to aid each other. It may be that the United States of America
Therefore the most important part of the history have not always defended wilh sufficient deter-
of neutrality is that which concerns maritime ruination all the principles of the right of neu-

nations, and it was especially in tim states bor- trality; but the vei T fact of the existence of this
tiering on the North sea that permanellt interests permanelit neutrality of a great stale during the
were first found which made marithne neutrality entire period of the European war._ of the French
the basis of their politics. Holland occupies the revolution and of the first empire, almost with-

first rank among these nations. --In the new out deviating from its waiting and pacific policy,
order of things created by the discovery of has very naturally given to the position of the

America, maritime commerce, which increased neutral powers in the world a strength which
with the increase in extent of the known world, they did not have before. In the face of the
was divided into two parts. The transatlantic antiquated maxims of maritime tyranny which
commerce remained for a long time in the hands Old Englal_d persistemly uphehl in :Europe, there
of the Spaniards and Portuguese: but once they arose the maximq of free navigation which the
reached Europe, the products of America and emancipated colonies of .New ]Cng/and professed
India were loaded upon Dutch vessels to be dis- ia America. These maxims France had con-

tributed from port to port. Thus, as soon as the stantly proclaimed: it was in their name that she
Dutch achieved their independence, they needed had established the continental blockade, which,
the freedom of the sea._ to preserw.' it. England, however, went so far as to violate and destroy all
more ambitious, desired to establish her maritime rights. But it was not by such unlawful use of
domination everywhere by monopoly a_ld privi- f[,rce that the opposition of England was to be
lege. She at the same time disputed with Spain overcome. It was by the salutary influence of

the commerce wittl America, and with Holland peace Ihat Fra_ce obtained, in 1856, of her old
the trade ,,f the Eair_pean seas. She did not rival now become her ally, the tardy recognition
then hesitate to proclaim distinctly, for her own of the principles which formed the basi._ of the
benefit, the thesis of the subjugation of the seas. rights of neutrals.--II. Ge_eralPliaciples. This

Her colonialsystem on the onehand,and thenavi- brief historical rdsumd shows, better perhaps
gation act on tim other, were the instruments she than any amount of phih)s,)phical reasoning

.employed to draw to herself and to concentrate, could have (lone, how intimately the cause of
if it were pos-ible, in her own powerful bands neutrality is allied to the pri_ciple of national

the two branches of the maritime commerce of independence and maritime equilibrium It has
the world. To resist these pretensions of Em been the subject of much discussion whetl_er or
gland the other northern nations felt the need of not. from a scientific point of view, there is to b,,
devising measures of defense and of uniting found a satisfactory and complete defil:itio_ [,f
their forces. The ohl Hanseatic cities of Hol- neutrality. Viewed from the standpoint of r,.a-

land found for allies tho_e Scandinavian king- son, we find thi_ simple truth, that neutrality i-
doms over which they lind formerly wished to "peace established iu the midst of w;Lr and 1'('-

rule. Sweden and Denmark more particularly, specting i_s rights." The difficulty which l)('r -
as champions of the rights of neutrals, gave petually arises between belligerents and neutrals,
proof of an eaerg'y which powerfully aided this therefore, is to know how to reconcile the rlght_

holy cause. But to insure its success, it was of war with the rights of .peace. It would become
necessary that some of the great maritime powers impossible to solve this difficulty, if the respective
should put themselves at the head of these definitions of each t_f these opposite rights were
leagues, formed not only for the defense of a peo- pushed to the extreme: if it were true, on the o_c

_)le, but fob'tile defense of a principle too. Fr;mce, hand, that "anything that can serve to injure an
l_dcr Louis XVI., took this generous initiative by enemy is permitted to belligerents"; and if, on the
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other hand, it could be rightly maintained that peace naturally profits by every surrender made

"the neutral power, which wished to remain at by the right of war, either spontaneously or by
peace can take no account whatever of the war, for(:(,, ill the name of strict justice, or in the
which should be for it :_sthough it werc not going name of humanity. Thu_, in 1856, the sponta-
on at all." In this absolute antagonism of con- neous re._olution of the nmritime l,O_(.r_ to abol-
tradictory principles, no reconciliation would be ish the right of privateering effected tile r(-aliz:_-
possible, and the neutral powers would only have tion of a progress most favorable to the interests

to arm themselves to defend their rights by force, of neutndity, although neutrals had in principle
if need be. The systems based upon exclusiv[, no right to claim such a softening of lhe ._everi-
theories must inevitably lead to this con<lusion ties of war. This last consideration was abso-

Some, under pretense that necessity justifies all lutely indispensable in order to show the true

things in war, are led to recognize in neutrals no character of th(, recent progress of the law of na-
right which does not depend more or less on the tion._. We wouhl l,ave a very imperfect idea of
caprice of the belligerents. Others, rightly see- this progress if we were to study e'leh fact in it
ing in the cause of neutrals that of commerce apart from tlle others. They are ctmnectcd one
and of all the peaceful interest_ which constitute with another, and can not he (.xactly appwciated
thelife of human society and thewealth of states, except when considered as a whole, l_eutlals

would not accord to belligerents any right_ ex- did not obt'dn justice for their most sacred rights
cept those from which neutrals would not have in time of war unlil eommeree had obtained the

to suffer in any event. Truth is not to be found recognition of the grand principle of the freedom

in either of these principles. Nor can we find it of tile seas in time of peace. -- III..Duties of
either in the odd system proposed by Lampredi, Neutrals. Neutrality being, as its very name in-
which consists in leaving the rights of belliger- dicate,, nolhing mote than an abstention from
ents and the rights of neutrals to be exercised war, the fundamental duty of neutral nations
parcdlely to the full length that they can extend, consists ill abstaining from all participation in
as if it were not folly to abandon to chance or hostilities. Neutrarltmparttum a_se; "l_eutriparti,
force the care of finding the limit which reason bellicausa, revere, as Wolff expresses it. But be-

should seek for and which should be determined side this duty, which constitutes, so to speak,
by the law of nations. To make proper allow- passive neutrality, there is another, the fulfillment
ance for the rights of belligerents, and to estab- of which requires neutrality to become active,
lish likewise just limits to the rights of neutrals, that is, impartiality in the performance of the
is evidently the end which we must strive to ac- good offices which the neutral powers ought to
compliah. This was the way taken by the pub- render to e'lch of the l_(,llifferents.--The first prin-
liciats who, in the very midst of maritime wars, ciple is self evidenL and the second is thc result
hegan to build upon solid foundations the science of reasoning and theory. If a neutral power

of the rights of neutrality, by Bynkershoeck, loses all claim 1o this title when it directly aids
HIlbner, (_aliani, Ofirard de Rayneval, Azuni, either party ill the w:u. is it any more in keeping
and by Hautefeuille, hines6 anti Ortolan, who, at with its chara(,tel to refuse to one of the belliger-
a more recent date, have resumed and (level- ents the indirect assistance which its partial

oped these studies in time of pe.tce. :Each of friendship ]en(l_ to the olher? But let us pro-
these publicists has, according to his personal cecd. From this imparti;dity of neutlal pox_ers,
tendencies, enlarged or restricted tile application which has heel_ made a duty, it has been cou-

of one principle or another; but all recognized elu(led that such powcrs should so act as not
the fact that war, as well as peace, has its just merely to offer the same frirndly relations to
rights, and that they must limit each other with both tile b(,lligcrents, but al-_o to prevent either
out any one of them being suppressed, unless it one nf them from a.-sailing with iml)unity the
be those which have nothing but the name of rights and privileges st' neutralily, by violating
right, and which are manifest inventions of vie- by hostilc a('ts, for i_slanec, the h.rntory or

lenee and arbitrary power. _ Side by side with territorial seas of :t neutral state.- There arc,
this labor of science there was another labor go- above all, two very weighty matters conneca,d
tag on in morals, which was destined, without with the duty of abstentmn mll)o_cd upton neu-

doubt, to prepare and facilitate the recognition tral powers, the l,.r ¢f coTitraba_.l and the btw
of the rights of neutrals. It would be an inter- of blockade. The two tlw_gs ale intimately con-
eating and profitable study to note how many in- nected with each other. In fact, when xxe say

jtmtiom disappear of themselves according as that neutral powers ought to " abstain from
individuals and nations gradually correct false all participation in hostihti(,%" we do not say

theories founded upon ignorance and error. The enough; and this duty, by a natural consequence,
moral result we here refer to was aided even by requires that a neutral power shouhl do nothing

the material revolution operated in our day in the the direct result of which would be to prevent
art of war, and, above all, in naval warfare.- between two enemies the warlike npcranons al-
Ia the conflict between the two principles repre- lowed by the taw of nations. Hence it follows,

sented by belligerents and by neutrals, the prin- that neutral powers are ohliged not only not to
eiple of peace and the principle of war, ever)" carry contraband of war to belligerents, but also

iuch of ground is disputed, and the right of to respect a blockade established under regular
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conditions. In general, "anything for use in any kind be waged without soldiers. Thus not
war" furnished the enemy by a neutral power, is only the transportation but even a sale made to a
_,all_d _ntro_d of _ar. But if we take this belligerent is, for a neutral, a hostile and forbidden
word in its broadest acceptation, it is evident that act. As to other articles of commerce, the sec-
all commerce between belligerents and neutral ondary law seems to have adopted as its rule that
powers should be forbidden. In fact, war, and only those articles should be included in the con-
especially naval warfare, is waged, on the one traband list which, in the state in which they
hand, by means of armsof different kinds which are delivered to the enemy, can be of immediate
must be manufactured and supplied with ammuni- service in carrying on the war, whether they con-
tion; on the other hand, by means of soldiers sist of arms and implements of war or of ms-
and sailors, who must be enrolled, paid, clothed, terials that are of themselves directly fitted for use
equipped and fed; finally, by means of ships, in war. To do away with all doubts, many of the
which must be built and, if necessary, clad in iron, great international treaties contain, together with
armed with powerful machines, and provisioned, the list of things prohibited in time of war, a
What then would remain, if we were to reckon as counter-list of those that are not forbidden. Nev-

• _ontraband everything that might serve, either ertheless, no matter what trouble may be taken to
proximately or remotely, the many and varied re- regulate these details of the secondary law, the
_luirements of war? A distinction had, therefore, changes which are constantly occurring in the art
to be made between articles which might be freely of navigation and in the form of engines of war,
traded in and articles of contraband: but to whom give rise to new questions in every epoch. To
should belong the establishment of this distine- cite but one: the question has arisen in our own
tion ? To give it to belligerents would be to de- day, whether coal should not, by reason of its in-
stroy the rights of neutrals. To give it to neutrals dispensable necessity in steam fleets, come under
would be to compromise the rights of war. States the prohibition which most of the great European
_flnally agreed, by international treaties, what treaties have placed upon sulphur and saltpetre;
kinds of merchandise, what persons and what but public opinion would protest against this
acts should be considered contraband. They ac- classification; for, o[ all the mineral substances
knowledged the fact that the manufacture or sale which the earth conceals within its bowels, what
of all articles, even those to be used in war, can one is there more inoffensive in its nature, and
not in general be prohibited upon neutral terri- what one is there that owes less to the labor of
tory; that in accordance with this principle, and man than coal, which passes, in its natural state,
saving all proper exceptions, the only kind of from ourmines to the furnaces of our steamships?
commerce which is absolutely forbidden to neu- Within these limits the interdiction of the carry-
trais is the transportation of contraband goods to ing of contraband of war to the enemy is surely
the enemy's country, whether these goods have the most reasonable and just of all the burdens
been already sold upou neutral territory or wheth- imposed upon neutrals by the law of nations. It
er the object of their transportation is, that they would even be difficult to understand how this
should be sold to one of the belligerents in its -prohibition could disappear without profoundly
own ports. Among the rare exceptions to this affecting the natural notions of peace and war. Is
rule there are two deservitlg of special notice: it not already a great deal for neutral nations to be
the one has reference to the enlistment of soldiers, allowed to take advantage of the immunity of theil'
and the other to the building or arming of ships territory to manufacture and sell to belligerents
of war in a neutral country for the service of munitions and arms, which are the instrumenl_
belligerents.* It is perfectly clear that in these wherewith they fight? To transport these arms
two cases it is not a question of things that merely in their own vessels to the very theatre of the war
may be used in war, but rather of things that would be, in the eyes of morality, to overstep the
constitute the body and substance of war itself, limit which separates peaceable commel_ce from
for no naval war can be carried on, or even active participation in hostilities. Does not the
_magined, without ships of war, nor can a war of merchant, who, for a con._ideration, puts the gun

into the hands of the soldier, perform an act of
* The treatyof Washington, _ay 8, 1871,between the war as much as the soldier himseif, who, by

1_nRed 8ts_es and Great Britain (Alabama _IR_nm) IAye
down the following principles: A neutral government is pulling the trigger, inflicts death dlrectly?--It
bound, I, to use all diligence to prevent the armln_ of any must, however, be admitted, that even a limited
vessel which it has reason to believe is intended for ser- interdiction of contraband of war produces ,_

vice as a privateer, or to take part in hostUe operations lamentable Consequence for neutrals--that neutralagainst a power with which it is at pee_e, and also to use
the same diligence to preventeven the departure from its ve_eis are obliged to submit, even on the high
jurtsdicUon of any vessel destined for privateering, or to seas, to be searched by belligerents. There i.-,
take part in hoetlle operatione, such vessel having been no arbitrary and violent measure which
in whole or in part adapted for purposes of war within said perhaps,
jurisdiction;2, not to allowany of the belligerent natinn_ has, in practice, been the cause of more di_atis-
to make its.ports or its waters a basis of operatitms, _or to faction and hatred than the abuse of t_ _yht 0f"
make use of them to increase or repleninh their milltmT _-_. Nothing irritates a proud and generou_
supplies or arms, or to recruit troops; 8, to exercise all people so much as the vexations to which their
necessary dillgtmce in its own ports and waters, and over
_11 persons under its Jurisdiction, to prevent _ viola_on fellow-countrymen are daily exposed. But _r_
,of the obligaUonsauddufl_sabovem_one_L the abuses of the right of searc_ of such a char-
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acter that they can not be corrected? Would it shore which the law of nations considers as part
not be, not only possible, but easy, by reducing, of the territory of a country. We will presently
the thing to what the name expresses, by submit- consider thc question whether a neutral vessel
ling the verification of the ship's papers to certain shouht not also be considered as a detached por-
rules, without authorizing the annoying searcll of tion of the te]Titory. -- The immunity of neutral
the interior of the vessel, to have the inspection territory naturally protects everything that is
accompanied with so much politeness and con- found in it, both the goods and persons of neu-
sideration that it would lose its character of a po- trals themselves and the goods and persons of

lice measure and become little more than a mere belligerents. This is what constitutes the right of
formality? The only iuconvenieuce it would then a_ylum. But, in order thus to share the privilege
cause an unoffending vessel would be a slight de- of neutrality, it is necessary that the belligerent
lay. -- There is not, on the contrary, in the entire who resides or takes refuge on neutral territory

law of nations a principle whose application pro- should continue, while lie enjoys this asylum, in
(luces graver, more irreparable and apparently a situation analogous to that of neutrals them-
more unreasonable consequences to the neutral selves, that is to say, he should abstain from all

than the right ofbloe_tde. In everything else it is acts of hostility -- The lives of the enemy's
upon belligerents, and justly so, that the evils of troops, when closely pressed in a hard pursuit,
war press heaviest; for the belligerent, who suf- are spared, if they succeed in reaching the fron-
fers by the war, always has a means of putting tier of the neutral st.tte; but timy must at once lay
_n eud to his sufferings by offering or accepting down their arms. Ships of war of belligerents
peace. But what means of putting an end to the may find a similar refuge in a neutral port, or in
wax has the neutral who suffers from the block- the waters of a neutral country near such a port.
.ade, if his offers of mediation arc rejcctcd? He Once received into this port. thc crew of a ship

.may, therefore, see himself ralined by a state of of war may rcvictual the ship there, and rep'ur
_hings which he has done all in his power to pre- the injuries she has received from storm_ or iu
'vent.- IV. Rights of Neutrals. Whatever may battle, but upon condition of there living at
be the fatal necessity of war, whatever may be peace with any of the enemy's ships that chance,

its justice, dignity and glory under certain cir- tempest or war may have driven, like herself,
•cumstances, it is but an exceptional and abnor- into this place of asylum. Further: if this armed
real state in the life of civilized nations. What vessel desire to put to sea again, the law of na-

.are called the rights of beY_gerents are means of lions, in its foresight, will n_t allow her to leave
force and violence, which, in order to secure a neutral port until one day after the (leparture

satisfaction for a just grievance, disturb all the of the enemy's ship which had preceded her has
,ordinary relations of nations. With the rights of elapsed. The sacred rights of hospitality have
neutrals it is entirely different. Neutrality, a_ we imposed this salutary restriction upon the rights
Jaave said already, represents commerce, civiliza- of war, which is known as the twe_fyfo_Jr hour

tion and peace. Its noble minion is to continue ru/_,. -- If the law of nation_ protects even the
this peace in the very midst of the barbarities of persons and goods of the enemy upon neuual
war. Its rights are nothing else than the corn- territory, it has still greater reason to protect the
mon rights of mankind, and we have no need of goods and person of a neutral upon the tcrrit,)ry
subtle definitions to explain thcm. According to of belligelents. But, by a ju,t reciprocity, the
Ht_bner's idea, whatever is not forbidden to neu- citizens of a neutral state, residing in the theatre
teals by a formal restriction of the law of ha- of war, can avail themselves of this right of im-
tions, is allowed them. First of all, thcy have a munity only so long as they remain neutral in

right, an absolute right, to respect for their per- their acts as well as by their nationality. If they
sons and their goods. _ Respect of territa_T is thc take a personal part in the war, they must subnlit
first condition of the independence of neutral na- to the laws of war. But so long as they abstain
lions: it is also the easiest to ob_rve, for here the from all mingling in hostilities, their privilege as
line of demarcation between peace and war is neutrals follows them cvel'ywhere: however iso-

traced with mathematical accuracy. The opinion lated they may be in a strange land, the,Jr cause
was, however, held in former times that the bel- must not be confounded with that of the people

ligerent had the right to convey his troops over with whom they are accidentally intermingled.
neutral territory, provided it were done in an in- Itow, then, slmll we qualify, from the point of
offensive manner. This is what Grotius and his view of justicc, the measures by _xhich a bellig-

school call $ranaityts innozit_. Vattel even wcnt ercnt, the nmment a war is declared, lays hand
so far as to pretend that a belligerent could, in on neutral ships moored in his ports, either arbi-
case of extreme necessity, place a garrison for a trarily to detain them under form of an embargo,
time in a fortress situated in a neutral country, or to press them into service for the transporta-

But all now agree that to take neutral territory tion of troops or munitions of war in virlue of a
by force in order to use it for warlike operations pretended right of a,_g_ria? These measures are
would be a flagrant violation of the rights of neu- cwdcntly contr_lry to the rights of neutrals, and
trality. _By neutral territory is meant not only can find no pretext f_r their practice but in the
the continental or insular possessions of a neutral iniquitous theory, that ew_rything 7_eces._y re-

-_tate, but .even .those parts of the sea near the quires, even though it act as an injury to neu-
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traIs, is excusable or lawful. -- We have reserved Only the abolition of this kind of war could dry "
for the last the e_msideration of the gravest and up the source of the evil, Progress had been at
most debated seriesof questions, those which coo- first slow and imperfect. Down to the middle
tern commerce by sea between belligerents anti of the eighteenth century it wa_ believed that tile
neutrals. On hind the separation of peace from suppressiou of the two most odious cases of con-
war is naturally made by the distinction of nat- fiseation, by declaring neutral vessels exempt
ural territory. On the high seas this separation from confiscation for carrying goods belonging
is altogether a moral one, and can only exist and to the enemy, and by declaring the goods of
be enforced according to the rules hdd down in a neutral not liable to seizure when found on
the law of nations. The vast expanse of the board an enemy's ship, would be sufficient jus-
ocean is no one's domain; it belongs in common tiee. It was quite a different thing to doclare
to all nations, and serves equally for the uses of that au enemy's goods carri{_t by a neutral yes.
peace and of war. It is the grande_t commerci_d sel should be everywhere respected. The prin-
route for the peaceful intercourm of nations and ciple of free transportation of an enemy's goods
the largest battle-field for the settlement of their by neutral vessels was, it is true, admitted by
quarrels. The law of nations established the sep. a great number of European treaties; but the
aration between belligerents and neutrals at sea internal public law of England and even of
by the use of the flag, which is the conventional France obstinately retained the contrary princi-
sign of the nationality of vessels. As to ships of ple; and the same disagreement which existed in
war, as they represent the national force of the practice between the internaIlaws and the treaties
state whose flag they carry, and are armed for its existed, in science, between the different opinions
defense, the right of a neutral flag to the absolute of publicists. At the very time that it was to
respect of belligerents has never been called in Holland's best political interest to cause the ex-
question. But in regard to inoffensive and un- eruption of the neutral flag to be recognized, the
armed merchantmen, it seems to us almost in- celebrated Dutch publicist, Bynkcrshoeck, de-
credible how variable and confused the rules of clared that, viewed from the standpoint of

maritime law were for a long time. The enjoy- natural law, he saw no reason to exempt from

ment of the rights of neutrality certainly could seizure by belligerents an enemy's goods when
not be denied to a ship when the vessel and the carried upon neutral vessels.- There are two
cargo both were the property of neutrals. What ways of looking at a neutral vessel freighted
was denied to neutrals was the right to transport with an enemy's cargo. We may, on the one
upon their vessels even goods not contraband be- hand, look at such a vessel from a totally material

longing to the enemy. There was a time when point of view, and see in it "only a sea vehicle,"
it was considered not only just but indulgent to- which serves to transport goods, but without
ward neutrals for a belligerent power to confine changing the laws which govern them. Or, on

itself to confiscating an enemy's goods found on the other hand, we may ascend to a higher plane
board of a neutral vessel, provided the vessel it- and consider a merchant vessel as a detached

self was allowed to continue its journey, and the parcel of the neutral territory, whtch, upon an
captain was paid for the freight he would have element essentially neutral, preserves the privi.
earned on the intercepted merchandise. This lege of covering with territorial inviolability all
was the provision of the eol_,_,/_zt de /a _rwr, and that it carries with it. This beautiful and gener-
became almost the common law of the middle ous theory, which Htlbner was the first to pro-
ages. In some maritime states the domestic laws chdm and Hautefeuille defended in an able and
concerning prizes went much farther: they con- complete argument, could belong only to an age of
demned to confiscation not only an enemy's civilization and progress. It impre._aesthe mind

goods, but also the neutral ship which carried by the noble simplicity of its formula (the sldl_
them. An ordinance issued in 1681 by Louis _ terr/to*7/), and attracts it by the greatness of

KIV., who was so wise upon other pointa, sane- the interests which it protects; but does it possess,
tinned the unjust maxim: "robe el, heroic eo_fi_ue in an equal degrce, that decisive authority which
r_a_k'e arM."--Some laws and treaties, carrying compels acceptance in virtue of a principle of

their violation of the rights of neutrals to the ut- natural and absolute justice_ I shouht regret to
most limit, laid down the principle that "naoire enfeeble the reasons so confidently and. r} earn-
el_rvemi eonfi_qu, robe nude." Thus the nationality estly advanced in favor of a cause to wiLich all

of the belligerent vessel seemed to communicate the sympathies of my soul incline. Nevertl_eless,
its character to neutral merchandise and cause now that this great cause has won, we m_y ex-

its loss, while the nationality of a neutral vessel plain to ourselves the resistance and delays its
was effaced by contact with an enemy's goods, triumph met with by admitting that there was
In order to understand such a deviation from the question here not so much of accomplishing an
rules of justice, it must be borne in mind that act of strict justice, as of taking another step

privateering was then the chief means of carry- upon the road of the progress of mankind; not
ing on a maritime war, and that "to encourage so much of recognizing a right of neutrals, as of
privateers" they believed themselves obliged, by tempering and softening a right of war. What
reasons of state, to deliver over to them not only was the right which the betlig, erent denied the

the enemy's goods, but those of neutrals also. neutral flag ? The right to take from its pursuit
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commercial and private property of the enemy, rights on the sea, could not bring hel_elf defln-
The fixed territory of the neutral power protects itively to renounce any of them. --The cessa-
such property only on condition that it remain tion of England's opposition marks the third
motionless in the neutral state. The ship, which period. Yielding to the force of circumstances
the law of nations madc neutral territory, though which led her toward a system of commercial

floating and traveling territory, transports tile liberty, she consented to recognize the funda-
enemy's goods to all points of the globe, puts mental principle that "the neutral flag covers an
them within the reach of all nations, and in fact enemy's goods." Men now began to perceive at
restores, through the intermediation of neutrals, last tivtt the recognition of the rights of neutrals
the possibility of maritime commerce by the was most intimately connected with the lessening
enemy which the belligerents claimed to have the of the hardships of war and the free develop-
right to destroy.-- This pretended right of sup- meat of intermdioua] commerce. They therefore
pressing all the commerce of an enemy was too resolved upon the *d_vlitizm of t, rirateeri_L.q as the
long claimed by England. It was claimed by her principle from which was to flow the freedom of
when she wished to forbid neutrals tim power to the seas, such as it is understood in the nine
substitute during war their own vessels for tho._e teenth eetdury. -- Under thi_ two-fold aspect, the
of belligerents between a mother country and a second article of the declaration of principles of
colony beyond the seas, and again when she de- April 16, 1856, is in onr eyes the culmihation
uicd to the commanders of ships of war of a of the progress etJding; t:nd its first article the
neutral state, eerving as escort to merchant yes- point of departure of a m.w progiess. Text ¢f
sels, tile right to exempt the latter from search, _he decloraffotl : "1. Priwtleering is now and for-

by a_erting their neutrality and declaring that ever abohshcd; 2,. A neutr'd flag covers enemy's
they carried no contraband. The trouble and goods, excepting contraband of war; 3 Neutral
warn which this question of the search of con- goods, excepting contraband of war, shall not
voyed re, reels occasioned in the maritime world be seized under the enem)'s fla_; 4. A block-
at the close of the last century, are well known, ade, to be obligatory, must lie effective, that is
A.U these consequences of the old principle natur- to say, it must be maintained by a force _ufiL

Mly fell with it, and the new principle "that the cient to prevent access to the enemy's coasts."
neutral flag absolutely covers the merchandise, E. CAtchY.
even though belonging to an enemy, provided it
is not contraband," thus became the keystone of NEVADA, a state of the Americat_ Union,
modern mtLritime law.--V. C_w2usion. To sum formed from territol T acquired from Mexico.

up in a few words the principles and facts in thc (See A_NEXAT10_NS, IV ) Tim territory of Nevada

foregoing, we may distinguish three periods or was organized out of the terrilory of Utah, by act
three degrees in the progress of internatiomfl law of March '2, 1861. An enabling act was passed
in what concerns neutrals and especially maritime March 21, 1,'3_64,and the state was declared a mere-
neutrals.- Down to the dechtr_tion of Louis bet of the Ueion. in accordance with the enabling

XVI., in 1778, the rights of neutrality were in act, by President Lincoln's proclamation of Oct.
some measure left to the mercy of the domestic 31, 1864.--BouxDARIES. Tl_e bouudarie.- of the

laws and particular treaties entered into between state, as defined in the enabling act and accepted
different states. Not but that we find written in in the state constitution, were as follows: Begin-

the most important of these treaties respect for ningat the intersection of longitude _8: west from
the neutral flag with a more or less exact defini- Washington with 37 _ north latitude: thence due
tion of contraband of war, and certain provisions west to theea.ctcrn bouattary of California; thence

limiting the rigkt of maritime blackade; but, as northwest and north, ahmg the eastern boundary
no general agTeement had been concluded upon line of CalifortJia,to 4'2_ north latitude; thence due
this subject, the true principles were sometimes east to longitude 38: west from Washington; and
admitted and sometimes disregarded, according thence due south to the place of beginni_g. The

to changing circumstances and the caprice of act of May 5. 1866, took from the territory of
governments.--In the second period, which ex- Utah and added It) the state of NewIda the l erri-
tends from 1778 to 1856, the neutral nations en- tory between 37= and 38 west longitude anti 3_ °

deavored, in different ways, to conceit together and 42: north latitude, so that the eastern boun-
more exactly to define their rights and secure dary of the stale is now longitude 37 _ west from

their recognition, either by diplomatic means, or Washingtom- CO_'STITI:TIO_ The first tonsil-
even, if necemary, by force of arms. France, tutional convention met at Carson City July4--28
Rumia, mad the United States, in turn, took the 1864, and formed a constitution, which was tall-
lead in this progre_ive movement, which, begun fled by popular vote, Oct. 11. It prohibited
in time of war, is followed up and extended in slaver)'; ga_'e the right of suffrage to white male

time of peace. The cause of neutrality became citizens over twenty-one, on residencc of six
little by little the carton of all maritime nations, months in the state, providing they had not borne
excapt _$hmd; for this last-named nation, trust- arms a_ainst the United States; fixed the term

lag in her strength and alway_ regarding her com- of the-governor at four years, of _nators at
merehd empire as indissolubly connected with four years, and of representatives at two years:
tho_ of her old maxims touching her prohibited special legislation on a number of

117 VOl_. II.-- 64
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specified subjects; and fixed the seat of govern- tion. Its action was to be confined to such mat-
ment at Carson City. -- GOVEP._ORS. James W. ters as were "proper concomitants or consequents
2,1ye. 1864-9; Henry G. Bhdsdell, 1869-71; L. of a confederation," such as peace, war, and In-
l:t. Bradley, 1871-9; John H. Kinkead, 1879-83. dian affairs; the control of local affairs was re-

POLITICAL HISTORY. Front the admission served to each colony; and expenses were to be
of the state until 1870 it was steadily republi- assessed according to population. The commis-
can, the democratic representation in the legis- sioners, all of whom were to be church members,
lature being only nominal. In 1870 the demo- were to hold sessions annually at Boston, Hart-
_rats carried the state and electcd their candidate ford, New Haven and Plymouth, Boston being
for governor, Bradley. Tile senate stood twelve given a double share of sessions. Provision was
republicans to eleven democrats, and the house made for the extradition of criminals and runa-
twenty-six democrats to twenty republicans. The way servants. (See FuorrlvE SLAVELAw, I.)--
democratic proportion of the legislature frame- The union endured nominally for half a centmy,
diately began to decrease again, and remained but its period of real life was about twenty years.
only nominal until 1880. though a democratic At first its authority, or rather its advisory power,
dcongressman was chosen in 1872 and the demo- was actively exercised: it undertook the forma-
cratic governor was re-elected in 1874. In 1880 tion of a system of internal improvements, by
the democrats elected their candidates for con- laying out roads; exercised the treaty power with
gressman and (for the first time in the state's his- its Dutch and French neighbors; declared and
tory) for presidential electors. The senate then waged a war against the Indians; and decided
stood fourteen republicans to ten democrats, and territorial disputes between the colonies. But the
the house forty-three democrats to seven republi- union had not been in existence ten years befnre
cans.--Among the state's political leaders are signs of disintegration appeared, arising mainly
Delos R. Ashley, republicanrepresentative1865-9; from tile t_nwillingness of the strongest colony.
Jas. T. Fair, democratic United States senator Massachusetts, to submit to thegeneral authori D.
1881-7; Jobn P. Jones, republican United States In 1650, the union ]laving upheld the right of
senator 1873-85; Jas. W. Nye, governor of the Connecticut, under an ancient grant, to levy tolls
territory 1861-4, and republican United States on commerce at the mouth of the Connecticut
senator 18_k5-73; William Sharon, republican river for the support of a fort there, Massachu.
United States senator 1875--81; Wm M. Stewart, setts retaliated by levying tolls on Boston corn-
republican United States senator 1865-75. -- See merce belonging to other colonies, nominally for
12Stat. atLarge, '209,and 13:30, app. if.. No. 21, the support of the forts at Boston; and this plo-
,(for tile acts of March 2, 1861, _Iareh 21, 1864. ceeding almost broke up the union. In 16_ the
and the proclamation of Oct. 31, 1864. respective- union determined to declare war against the
|y); 15 Star. at Larf/e, 43, (for the act of May 5, Dutch in New Netherland; but Massachusetts
1866); 2 Poore's Federa/ and Slate Constitutia1_s; denied the right of the union to declare " often-
Porter's West in 1880, 470. sire war" without unanimous consent. The gC_J-

.A_LEX.A.N'DERJOHNSTON. eral court, therefore, refused to levy its quota of
men, and the war fell through. At the restora

NEW ENGLAND UNION (IN U. S. IIISTORY). tion of the Stuarts no formal condemnation of
In 1643 the section now known as New England the union was made, but its functions were prac-
consisted of the following colonies: Connecticut tic.ally resumed by the crown. After 1663 the
and New Haven (now included under Counecti- meetings of its commissioners became triennial,
_cut); Massachusetts Bay and Plymouth (now in- and soon ceased altogether. (See FLAO.)--See 1
eluded under Massachusetts); New Hampshire Bancroft's U'n/t2d 8_ates, 420, and authorities there
,(claimed by Massachusetts and by Mason); and cited; 1 Hildreth's Un/ted 8tares, 285, 326, 386.
:Maine (claimed by Massachusetts and the Gorges 463; 1 Spencer's U'n/t,ed ,States, 94; 1 Pitkin's
family). The church connection between the Un/ted ,State,, 51 ; Chalmers' Political Annals, 178,
£rst four colonies was intimate, and at one of the 1 Chalmers' .R.eoo/2of the Amer/eal_ Co/on/es, 86:9
_nnual synods, held at Boston in 1637, a civil Mass. H/,t. 8De. C_., 8d set., {J. Q. Adams' ar-
_lliance was proposed. Connecticut at first re- ticle on the confederacy of 1643).
fused her consent, unless a veto power should be ALE_EP, Jo_sr0_'.
reserved to each colony ; but an increasing pres-
sure from the Dutch forced her to withdraw her NEW GRANADA. This was the name of the
opposition, and m 1643 the union was perfected, country now known as Colombia, or the United
under the name of "The United Colonies of New States of Colc_mbia. Colombia is a federative rc-
England. "-- Thc union was confined to the first public in the northwestern part of South Anxer-
flour colonies named above. Rhode Island ap- ica. The United States of Colombia consist_ of
plied for membership in 1648, but was refused, on nine states: Antioquia, Bolivia, Boy'.a, CSuca,
the ground that her territory was properly a part Cundinamarca, Magdaleua, Panamfi, Sant_tL_Lter
of the patent of the Plymouth eolony. The affairs and Tolima; beaide8 which there are two ten'i-
of the union were administered by two commis- tories. The area of the states and territories is
sioners from each colony, the votes of six of the 830,000 square kilometres, but a great part of Il_is
eight commissioners being necessary for valid ac- area is uninhabited, Ill 1877 the states had a
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population of 2,999,000 and the territories of amo_g,_ardsh Arneri_xtns, l_lcw York, 1867; Man',
53,466, to which numbers must be added about Reise nach Centralame_ka, 2 vols., Hamburg,
100,000 of yet uncivilized Indians. The federal 1_63; Zeltner, La rills et _eportde Panama, Paris,
capital is Bogota, with 40,883 inhabitants. The 1868.
states of Colombia were. previous to 1810, under

Spanish rule. After they had declared their in- :N'EW HAMPSHIRE, one of the original

dependence they entered into political conuec- states of the American Union. Its territory,
tion with other states. Thus, in 1819, t()g¢,ther with tim bt)uudaries described below, was granted
with Venezuelaand Quit.o, they formed the rcpub- by Charles I. to John )iason, by charter dated
lie of Colombia. Venezuela and Quito, however, :Nov. 7, 1629, modified and (,onfirmed by another

dropped out of this union in 1830, and the re- charter of April 22. 1635. During the common-
rosining group of states assumed the name of the wealth period in England the :New Itampshire

republic of New Granada, which gave place in settlers, like those of Maine, came under the
1861 to the present federative republic of tim jurisdiction of Massachusetts, aml so remained
United States of Colombia. The constitution of for nearly forty 5"cars, 1641-79. In 1675 one of

Colombia dates from MayS, 1863. According to Mason's grandsons applied to the king for res-
that constitution the government of the country titution of thc territory, and, after a hearing, a
ires three branches: the executive, the legislative royal decree was issued Sept. 18, 1679, reciting

and the judicial powers. The executive power is that Massachusetts had usurped authority over
lodged in a president, who is elected for two tlw territory, and that tbe territt)l T "ha_h not yet

yeal.'s. He is assisted by four secretaries. These been granted unto an)" person or persons whatso-
are the secretary of home and foreign affairs, the ever." and ordered that it ,_hnuhl become a royal

secretary of finance and public works, the secretary province. It remained a royal province until tim
of the treasury and of credit, and the secretary nf revolution, but had no charter, its existence as a
war and of the navy. The legislative power is separate colon)" depending on the king's will.

exercised by a congress, consisting of a house of The rcl._lion t)f the colony to Massachusetts bore

representatives and of a senate. The senate con- some resemblancc to thc connection between
sists of twenty-seven members, three from each Delaware and Pennsylvania (sec DEI,,tWAm_):
state. The number of representalives is at pres- the s:_me g()vernor was oftc,_ sent out for the two

ent sixty-one. There is a supreme federal court colonies together, but the assemblies were sepa-
at Bogota. The constitutions of the several states ra_c -- BOUNDAI{IES. The grant of 1629 was of
are similar to that of the Colombian union of "all that part of :New England between 40 _ and
states. At the head of eacb state there is a presi- 48: north latitude," between )Iaryland and the

dent or governor, assisted by a secretary general. St Lawrenct _. The grant of 1635 was more cir-
The term of office of the governors is, in Antio. cumspect iu its assignment of boundaries, a_ fol-

quia four years, in the other states two. The' lows: from the middle part of "_Naumkeck

federal army, in times of peace, consists of 3,000 river," eastward along the seacoast to Cape Ann,
men. In case of war, each of the states is re- and "round about the same to Pi_ehataway har-

quired to furnish 1 per cent. of its population as bour"; thence to the i_ead of "the river of :New-
a military contingent, The finances, accordin, gewanacke" [Salmon Falls]; tht.nce "northwest-

to the budget of 1878--9, show receipts amountin , Wards till sixty miles be finished"; and from the
to $6,039,115. The expenditures amounted, in .Naumkeck "up into the land west sixty miles,

1877-8, to $7,'271,938. The national debt amount- from which period to cross over land to the sixty
ed, Feb. l, 1875, to $15,999,804. Tbepreponderant miles end aforesaid." These words seem to des-

portion of the population are whites and mesti- ignate a territory whose uorthern boundary was
zoes. A part are eambos, or the children of a line nortbwest from the Salmon Falls to the
negroesand Indians. There are also somelad_nos, Connecticut river, while the southern boundary
or the descendants of whites and Indians, but with was considcrably south of that which is now the

a greater proportion of Indian than of white southern boundary of ,New Hampshire. In the
blood. The religiou of thecouutry is the Roman final settlement (see MAn;El NeW Hampshire
Catholic, but other religions are tolerated.- g_dned the whole northern part of her present

BrBLIOGI_kPH_. Restrepo, Historia de la revolu- area, but took as a southern boundary a line tbree
eion de Colombia, 10 vols.. Paris, 1827; Karsten, mih,s north of the )Icrrimac river to its most

Ueler die geagnwd, t. Verhgd27d, sse d_ westlitllen soulhwc_tern bend, and _henee directly west.-
C_,bmb/a, Vienna, 1856; Sarape.r, En,ayo ,*obre la._ CO_STITtrrm_s. It) the opening of the revolu-
_'evoludoaes politieas y la eondieion de las ._,epubh'cas lion ,New Itampshire applied to congl'ess for di-
Co_ttmbiartas, Paris, 1861; Powles, New Granada, rectit)ns as to civil government, and congress, by
its Internal Resources, London, 1868; Mosquera, resolution t)f Nov. 3, 1775. recommended the

Memorfa sobrs la geog_afia ftsiea.y polit(ea de la 2_-u. formation of a temporary state government. In
e_t G_tnatla, _Tew York, 18[i2, and Competuf/o de accordance with this recommendation, a conven-

geografia general poli2iea, flsieay spevlal de los Statos tion at Exeter, Dec. 21. 1775-Jan. 5, 1776, adopt-
unidos de G*ohtrab_, London, 1866; Hall, Colum- ed the state's first constitution, without submit-

bin, its Prt_nt ,_te in res,pee2 of Climate. 8oil, tint it to popular vote, It was very brief, and

etc., Phiiadelphi_., 1871; Itassaurek, .Four Years practically left both the legislative and execu-
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tire powers of government in the hands of a win, 1859--61; Nathaniel S. Berry, 1861-3; Joseph
]louse of representatives or assembly, chosen by A. Gilmore, 1863-5; Frederic Smyth, 1865-7;
towns, and a council chosen by counties. A con- WalterHarriman, 1867-9; Onslow Steal_s, 1869-
vention at Concord, June 10, 1778-June 5, 1779, 71; James A. Weston, 1871-2; Ezekiel Straw,
framed a new constitution, which was rejected 1872-4; Jllmes A. Weston, 1874-5; Person C.
by the towns. A new convention at Exeter, Chency, 1875-7; Benjamin F. Prescott, 1877-9;
June 12, 1781-Oet. 31, 1783, framed a new con- l_athaniel Head, 1879-81; Charles H. Bell, 1881-
stitution which, having been variously amended 3. -- POLITICALHISTORY. The ratification of the
in the town meetings during the two years of the constitution in New Hampbire was accomplished
convention's existence, was ratified by popular with difficulty (see CO_ST1TOTIOI_), but when the
vote, and went into force June 2, 1784. It de- ratification was accomplished, the state became
clared New Hampshire a "free, sovereign and in- reliably federalist. The leader of the democ|_tic
dependent state"; gave "towns, parishes, bodies party of the state was John Langdon; but, though
corporate, and reli_ous societies" the power to his personal populal_ty made him United States
provide for the support of Protestant ministers, senator until 1801, he never succeeded until 1805
but without establishing any state church; gave in making his state democratic. John T. Gil-
the legislative power to a "general court" (see man, the federalist leader, was regularly re-elected
BUReESSES), composed of a senate of twelve, governor for eleven years, and the legish_turea
chosen annually by districts, and a house of rep- were of the same political complexion. The
resentatives, chosen annually by the towns ac- strongest indications of a chaDge were visible in
cording to population; imposed a property quali- 1804. Iu the elections of that year the demo-
flcation of £200 on senators and £100 on tepee- cents secured the electoral vote of the state, the
sentatives; provided that state officers should be legislature, and through it the United States sen.
"of the Protestant religion"; gave the right of ator; and Gilman had a majority of but forty
suffrage to "male inhabitants over twenty--one, votes for governor. In the following year Lang-
paying a poll tax"; gave the executive power to don was elected governor, and the state remained
a "president," chosen annually by popuh_r vote, democratic until 1813, with the exception of rite
or bythe legislature in default of a popular ma- years 1809 and 1810. In 1812 the federalists again
jority, with the title of "his excellency," and elected Gilman governor, and a majority of the
having a property qualification of £500, together legislature. Following a precedent which the
with an advisory council of five, chosen by the democrats had recently set in Massachuset|s (see
legislature. A new constitution was framed by a that state), they proceeded to reconstruct all the
convention at Concord, Sept. 7, 1791 - Sept. 5, courts of the state, substituting a series of courts
1792, and during the continuance of the conven- with new names and federalist judges. Both sets
tion was ratified by the town meetings. Its prin- of judges held their appointed sessions; the
cipal changes were the alteration of the title of court officers in some places supported one set,
the executive to "governor," and a provision for and in others their opponenls; and law and jus-
the periodical submission of the constitution to ticeweresuspendedunti]thenewcourttriumphed.
the people for decision on the necessity of re- In 1816 the democrats in turn carried the state,
vision. It has been thus submitted a great hum- secured its electoral vote and the legislature, re-
her of times, but only twice amended. In 1852 moved the federalist judges, and appointeddemo-
all property qualifications for state officers were cents in their places. They went further and
abolished. In 1877 the term of the governor and attacked tile charter of Dartmouth college,
legislature was extended to two years; state elec- whose trustees were federalist_ and had the
tions were changed from March to November; power to fill vacancies in their number. An act
the religious qualification was abolished; and the was passed changing the name of the college to
senate was enlargod to twenty.four members. -- Dartmouth university, modifying the charter,
GOV'm_ORS. John Langdon, 1784-6; Johu Sulli- and enlarging the number of trustees. Two
van, 1786--8; John Langdon, 1788-90; Josiah college organizations appeared. The new one,
Bartlett, 1790-94; John T. Gilman, 1794-1805; backed by the legislature, secured the building,
John Langdon, 1805-9; Jeremiah Smith, 1809-10; and records; but the old one, after prolonged
John Langdon, 1810-12; William Plumer, 1812- litigation, carried the case to the United Stau._
13; John T. Gilman, 1813-16; William Plumer, supreme court, and there secured a verdict, o,
1816-19; Samuel Bell, 1_19--23; Levi Wcodbury, the general ground that the charter, tho|]y.h
1823--4 ; David L. Morrill, 1824-7 ; Benjamin g_nted originally, by the king, was a contr_c
Pierce, 1827-9; John Bell, 1829-30; Matthew which the federal constitution forbade the s_m:
Harvey, 1830-31; Joseph M Harper, 1831; Sam- to violate.--Thereafter the state remained dem,_
uel Dinsmoor, 1831-4; William Badger, 1834--6; cratic until 1856; though the single elector;,1
Isaac Hill, 1836-9; Jolm Page, 1839-42; Henry vote cast against Monroe in 1820 came from l_t.w
Hubbard, 1842--4; Jolm H. Steele, 1_$ _J; An- Hampshire, it was cast rather on personal th:_n
thony Colby, 1846--7; ,Tared W. Williams, 1847-9; on party grounds. In 1824 and 1828 the st,'m"s
Samuel Dinsmoor, 1849-52; Noah Martin, 1852- electoral vote was cast for John Quincy Adam--,
4; Nathaniel B. Baker, 1854--5; Ralph Metcalf, while he was etill one of the republican (demo-
1855--7; William Halle, 1857-9; Ichabod Good- cratic) candidates; but when parti_ were fairly
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reformed, the state, under the leadership of (see their Dames), and the following: Chas. O.
Isaac Hill and Levi Woodbury, was as strongly Atherton, democratic congressman 18,?,7--43, and
democratic asever. The whig vote in the state Umted States senator 1848-9 and 1853 (see l_-

wire seldom over 40 per cent. of the whole, and TION); Henry W. Blair, lepublic_tu c_,ngressman
was more usually about 30 per cent. ; even in 1875-9, and United States senator 1879-85; Win.
_;he general whig _uccess of 1840, the democratic E. Chandler, secretary of the navy under Arthur;
majority in the state was 6,386 out of a total John Taylor Gilnnm, governor (federalist) 1794--
vote of 58,954 for electors, and for state officers 1805 and 1813--16; Nicholas Gilman (brother of

the majority was about 2,000 larger. It was not the preceding), democratic congre-sman 1789-97,
until 1847 that any break was made in the demo- arid United States senator 1805-14; Isaac Hill,

eratic supremacy in the state; in that year one of democratic United States senator 1831-6, and gov-

the four congressmen was a whig, and another a ! ernor 1836-9 (see Bz.._ CO.XTnOVErCStES, III.);
free-soilcr. In these two congressional districts, I John Langdon, democratic United States senator

comprising the four southern counties of the 17_9-1801, and governor 1803-9 and 1810-11;
state, the democrats were beaten, until the redis- Sammq Livermore,federalistcongn'essman1789--93,

gricting, after the census of 1850, made all the and United States senator 1793-1801; James W.
districts agaiu dcmt*cratic; but the democratic Patterson. republican congressman 1863-7, and

majority m the rest of the s/ate was always large United States senator 1867-73; William Plumer,
enough to control all the general state elections, federalist United States senator 18029-7, and dem-
and the governors anti legiMatures wcrc still ocratic governor 1812-13 and 1816-19; George

steadily dhmocratic.-- In 1835 the democrats lost Sullivan, democratic congre,sman 1811-13, and
control of the state. At the previous election state attorney general 1816-35; and Levi Wood-

their opponents, under the common na,nc of bury, governor 18°J._-4, democratic United States
Americans, or " know-nollfings" (see A.MERICAN senator 1827)--31, secretary of the navy at_d treasmT

P_.l:tV£), had carried the lower house of the under Jaeksott and Vain Buren (see .'*t-.DNINlST1Ox-

legislature; and in the spring of 1835 they elected TIOXS XI.-XIII.), Uniled States senator lt_41-5,
the governor, Mctcalfe, all the threecongre,smen, anti justice, of the supreme court 1_16-51. (See
and a hel_vy majority of the legi..,lature, lu JL-DIClAI{Y.)-- See Bouton's Provincial Paperso f
Marcb, 1856, /tie democrats succeeded in electing .ZVc_elIamp,_lffre ; Chasc's Earl 9 ]Iistory :f -b_ew

Wells governor by a majority of eighty-eight Hampshire(18.56); 1 Coolidge and Mansfield'sH_-
votes out of 66,510, but they were still iu a minor- tory qf Xet_ E_(/la;td, Belknap's lily, tory of .N'e_

ity in the legislature. During the summer the It, onpshire (to 17.00); Barstow'_ Itizbn_y of New
republican party was organized in the state, and Hampshire (Io 1819): Sanbora's IIi_tory of New
¢.arrmd it iu November. From that time until Ilampsldrc (to 1830_; Whiton'sSk_tehe_fthe ttis-

after 1870 New Hampshire wa.,, republican in all ! tory fff New H_tm/,.Jdre (1833); Dartmo_lth Coll_ge
elections, state, congressional atttl presidential, i vs. IVood_card, 4 Whealon's Reports. 518; Fozg's

with the exception of a single democratic con- _ Stat£_.tb'sof_¥w I[_u_psbire (1,q74_; 2 Danicl Web-
gressman in 1863. The popular majorities wcrc I ster', Pcirate Correspondence, 575 (index of letters
never large, but they were sufficiently persistent _ from Ezekiel Webster, 1802.-29); Woodbury's
to result regularly in the election of a republican li3"ilings. ALEX,L.',_DERJOKNSTOtL
governor, and the maintenance of a republican
majority in the legislature.-- In 1871 the dcmo- ' NEW JERSEY, a state of the American Union.
erats succeeded in making a tic iu the statescnate, The conflicting claims to its territory are else-

and in securing one majority (165 to 164) in the ' where noticed. (See N_w YortK.) June 23, 1664,
lower house; aud, as the scattering vote prevented the duke of York transferred it for ten shillings
their candidate for governor from having a clear ' to Sit' George Carteret and Lord John Berkeley,

majority on the popular vote, lie was elected by i under the name of Nova C_esarea, or New Jemcy,
the legislature. The same thing happetmd in _ the name bcing given in c_,ml)liment at)Carteret,
1874, the democrats having a larger majority in who, as governor of the channel island of Jersey,
both houses of the legislature. During the same had been the last to surrender to the c(,mmon-

period (1871--82) tim conqressional representation wealth's forces in the civil war. March 18. 1674,
was republican, except 1871-3, when all three Berkeley sold Iris share to _woQuaker proprietors
congressmen were democrats; 1878-7, when two for £1,000, and in 1676 tim province was divided

were democrats; and 1877-9; when one was a by at line from Little Egg Harbor at) the north-
democrat. With these exceptions the state has west corner of its terrilory, Carteret taking East

been republican by very small but vet'3" steady Jersey, and the Quakers West Jersey. In 1682
majorities. Iu 1850 the vote for governor was as Cartert't's he_rs sold East Jersey to a company of
follows: Bell (republican), 44,484; Frank Jones pr()prietors, anti iu 1702"tll the proprietors ceded
(democrat), 40,815; W. S. Brown (greenback), 503. their rights of jurisdiction to the crown, reserving
The legislature in 1881-2 stands as follows: sen- their rights of property. Their successors still

ate, sixteen republicans, eight democrats; house, maintain a formal organization, though their
179 republicans, 114 democrats. -- Among thc property rights have long since passed away.-
political leaders in the state's history have been BOUr_DA}U_S. The boundaries assigned by the
John P. Hale, Franklin Pierce, Daniel Webster (luke of York's grant were as follows: "Bounded
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on the east part by the main sea, and part by Hud- frage; continued the court of chancery, with a
son's river, and hath upon the west Delaware chancellor of its own; and vested the government
Bay or river, and extendeth southward to the in a senate composed of one senator from each
main ocean as far as cape May at the mouth of county chosen for three years, in a general ns-
Delaware Bay, and to the northward as far as the sembly chosen annually by the counties in pro-
northermost branch of said Bay or River of portion to their population, and in a governor
Delaware, which is 'forty-one degrees and forty chosen by popular vote for three years. In 1875a
minutes of latitude, and worketh over thence in a number of amendments were ratified, the prinei-
straight line to Hudson's river." None of the pal ones providing, 1, that the word "white" be
boundaries gave any difficulty except the north- struck out of the suffrage clause; 2, that the
exn, the location of which was long disputed be- soldiers of the state in federal service in time of
tween New York and New Jersey. It was finally war should not therefore lose their votes; 3, that
settled by a board of joint commissioners, whose the legislature should not pass special laws on a
decision was confirmed by the two legislatures in number of specified subjects; and 4, that the
February, 1834, and by act of congress of June 28 governor should be allowed to veto parts of laws
of the same year. -- CONSTITUTIONS.A grant of passed by the legislature. A constitutional corn-
political privileges, known as "the concessions," mission has (1882) proposed further amendments,
was made by Berkeley and Cart_,ret in 1664--5. It which have not yet been acted upon by the people.
became the organic law of the province, and --GOVERNORS. William Livingston, 1776-90;
under it the people had a popular assembly until William Paterson, 1790-93; Richard Howell,
the revolution. The first provincial congress of 1793-1801; Joseph Bloomfield, 1801-12, Aaron
New Jersey met at New Brunswick, July 21, Ogden, 1812-13; WilliamS. Pennington, 1813-18;
1774, and during the next two years it gradually Mahlon Dickerson, 1815-17; Isaac H. William-
assumed nearly all the powers of the assemlfly, son, 1817-29; Peter D. Vroom. 1829-32; Saml.
July 2, 1776, the provincial congress declared all L. Southa_'d, 1832-3; Elias P. Scely, 1833; Peter
civil authority under the king to be at an end, and D. Vroom. 1833-6; Philemon Dickerson, 1836-7;
adopted a state constitution, which went into William Pennington, 1837-43; Daniel Haines,
effect without ratification by popular vote. The 1843---5; Charles C. Stratton, 1845-8 ; Daniel
instrument was to be null and void in case of rec- Haines, 1848-51 ; George F. Fort, 18.51-4 ; Rod-
oneiliation between the colonies and Great Brit- man M. Price, 18.54-7; Wm A. Newell, 1857-60;
sin. It provided for a governor, legislative coun- Charles S. Ohlen, 1860-63; Joel Parker, 1863-6,
cil and general assembly, one councilor and three Marcus L. Ward. 1866-9 ; Thee. F. Ramtolph.
assemblymeu to be chosen yearly by each county. 1869-72; Joel Parker. 1872-5; Jos. D. Bedlc,
Members of council were to be worth £1,000, 1875-8: George B. McClellan, 1878-81; Gee. C.
members of aa_embly£500, and voters £50. The Ludlow, 1881-4.--POLITICAL HmTORY. New
two former provisions soon ceased to be regard- Jersey, until 1801, was a federalist state, and hoL-
ed, and the last was evaded by an act passed in governors, senators and congressmen were fed-
1820, providing that county tax payers should eralists, though one democratic cougn'essman,
be " taken and deemed to be worth £50." The Kitehell, was almost continually re-elected during
governor was to be chosen annually by the legis- this period. In 1800 the federalists, having con
lature, and was also Io be president of the council trol of the legislature, and desiring to secure all
and chancellor of the state. He was thus the the congressmen of the state, passed a bill for the
chief executive, legislative and judicial ofilcer, electionof all the state's representatives by gener_tl
but in practice his judicial functions entirely out- ticket instead of by districts. The election took
weighL.d tile others in importance, and the gov- place early in 1801, and was carried by the demc,-
ernor was really an elcctivechancellor. The only crats. In the following autumn the democrats
title claimed by the new state was that of "The also elected a majority of the legislature and tbc
Colony -f New Jersey," but the provincial con- governor, and from that time until 1812 the state
grees, July 18, having formally approved the remained democratic in all general electiox_
declaration of independence, assumed "the style During the war of 1812 the federalists reeover_.d
and title of the Convention of the State of New the state, and in 1812 the electoral vote of New
Jersey." No further changes were made in the Jersey was cast for DeWitt Clinton. From th.,_
organic law, except that, by act of Nov. 25, 1790, time until 1832 the state was continuously dcm
the permanent capital was fixed at Trenton, and cratic; but the division between the two part_c_
that many of the clumsier features of the consti- was not as virulent as in other states, and some ,,i
tution became gradually obsolete. -- Early in 1844 the nominal democrats of New Jersey were rc:_ii._
the popular demand for a revision of the constitu- moderate federalists. The refusal of ex-G,,_
tion forced the legislature to call a state convcn- Aaron Ogden, in 1814, to accept a major geuel:_.-
lion, which met at Trenton, May 14-June 29, commission in the federal army, on the grom_.l
1844, and framed a constitution, which was rati- that he had already been commander.in-ehict .,r
fled by popular vote. It abolished imprisonment the army and navy o/ New Jersey, is an insuu (c
for debt, except for fraud; made a residence of of the strong state feeling which then was ch;u._-
one year in the state and five months in the county teristic of New Jersey politics and politici_t_:-,
a,he only restrictions hi)on white manhood suf- and which gradually led to the jocular asser_o.J
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that New Jersey was not one of the United States. the republicans united on a fusion electoral ticket;
The electoral vote of the state was cast for Jack- but the Douglas voters also ran a complet,_ licker
son in 1824, and for Adams in 1828, but after of their own, including thcir three c)ector._ on the
that year the two parties in the state were so fusion ticket. The result was, that the Ihrev

nearly equal, and the margin between them was Douglas electors received a majority of 4,000 on
so often governed by personal or loca] questions, the _otal vote, while four of the Lincoln electors,
that a complete record would take altogether too having a plurality over the rest of the separate
much space. In 1832, for example, the electoral Douglas and fusion tickets, were elected. At the
vote of the state was cast for Jackson by a major- same election the republicans elected two of the

ity of 463 in a total popular vote of 47,249; but five congressmen, and a majorityof the senate, but
the legislature and governor chosen were whig. the assembly was still democratic. --Th,'oughout
In 187,6, 1840, 1844 and 1848 the electoral vote of the war of the rebellion the state was democratic

the state was given to whig candidates. During by a heavy majo,'ity. Gov. P'lrkcr's majority in
all this period the legislatures were generalJy 1862 was 14,597 iu a total vote of 108,017: and

whig, though by a very small majo,'ity, but the there was a democratic majority of thirty.five out
governors, with the exceptions of Penaington and of eighty-one members of the legislature. The
Stratton, were democrats. In so constaut]y close majority decreased gradually, however, until in
a vote the election of congressm,,n by general 1865 the republicans elected the governor and a
ticket was certain to lead to a disputed election, majority of both houses of the legislature; three
and in 1838 the state was thrown into a ferment of the five congr,.ssmen were republican also.
by an attempt of the whig governor and c_,uncil Since that timc (with the exception of the election
to "count out" the successful democratic candi- of 187°refcrred to below) the democrats have
dates. (See BROAD SEaL WXR.)_ One _,f thc elected all the goverimrs and have can'ied the
characteristics of the state's voting population is state at presidential elections, while the republI-
its pemistence; the majority in each county can._ have kept control of the legislature, except
changes very little each year, except from the in- in 1867-9 and 1876-7, when they were democratic.
crease of population, greater or less excitement_t At the cleclion of 1872 the proportion of demo-

elections, immigration, or the creation of new crats who refused Io vote was so large that the re-
counties. Thus, the strong republican counties publicans were _llmost univcrsally successful: the
in 1880, Essex, Camden, Passaic, Cumberland, clectoral wJte was rcl)ublican I)y the unusual pop-
Gloucester, Morris, Mercer and Burliuglon, were ular majority of 15.200 in a tStal vote of 168,467;
Lhe counties in which the whigs were accustomcd and both lmuses of the legislalure and six of the
to "roll up" about the same proportional majori- seven congressmen were lcpublican also The
ties; the strong democratic countie._, Monmouth, state ha(t five congre-smen from 1862 until 1872,
Hunterdon, WalTen, Sussex and Cape May, were and seven from 1872 unli] 1882. In the former

proportionally as democratic then as now; and period three of the live we_'e democrats, except in
Salem and Somel_ct were about asdoublfu] The the elections of 1866 and 1870, when the republi-

exceptions are Hudson, Bergen anti Middlesex, cans obiaincd a m:_j(,rity. In thc latter period
all of which werc formerly whig or doubtful, but four of the seven have bccn republican, except in
are now democratic. -- For this reason the votc 1872, when tlwb' share ros_' to six out of seven,

of the state reconciled itself with great difficulty and 1874 and 1876, when thc democrats lind five

to the revolution in politics which the slavery out of seven.--As a general rule il amy be said
question introduced after 1850. The whig voters that the p'opular vote of the state is republican iu
were very unwilling to accept the republican or- the southern part of the state, a_l(l becomes more
ganization, with a new issue, to which they were and rot)re strongly democratic as one goes to the
entirely unaccustomed, and many of them pro- north: the exc(_ptions are the cxtrem(, northeast-
ferred to join their former opponents. On the crn part of the state, where 't submban New York
other hand, political opposition to foreigners, a population has made the v_te very doubtful, and
feeling which is not uncommon in agricultural in lhe great manufacturing cities, Newark and
communities, had been familiar for many years Pat(,r_nn, which have been made rel)ublicalJ

in the state, though never as yet successful (see through a desire fol. protection. (Set' REPL'BLI-
A_EmC_ Pa.RTY), and was attractive to many CAN PARTY.) The democratic str()ngholds arc
democrats, as well as whigs. It was therefore Jersey City and the agricultural counties of the
easier for the Americans, or "know-nolhings," centre and north; the republi('an slrongholds are

than for the republicans, to find footing in the New:irk, Paterson. and the glas_.maki_g counties
state. In :New Jersey the w)te for Fr_,mont and of the south. -- The mosl prominent New Jersey
Fillmore in 1856 was nearly equal, and Fl'emont's I_ames in ha*tonal politics have been those of
vote was a great decrease fr(m_ Scotffs vote in Win. L. Dayton. TheodorcFrelinghuysen, Geo. B.
1852, while in all other northcln states (except McClelb_n, Joel Parker and Winfi('ld Scott. (See
Pennsylvania) the reverse was the case. In 1856 tlmse names.) Am_)ng the more strictly state poll.

and 1859 the republicans and Americans united ticians are the following names: Joseph Bloom-
their forces and elected the governor by a narrow field, the first democratic governor, representative
popular majm4ty; but the legislature remained in co[_gress 1817-21; Lewis Condict (whig), repre-

democratic, In 1860 all the parties opposed to sentative 1811-17and 1821-33; Jonathan Dayton,
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one of the signers to the constitution, federalist ico (see AN_XATmNS, IIL-V.), organized by act
representative 1791-9, speaker of the house 1795-9, of Sept. 9, 18,50. (See Co_r'RoMI_s, V.) As orig
and United States senator 1799-1805; Mahlon inally organized it embraced all the territory of
Dickerson, governor (democratic) 1815-17, repre- the United States south of latitude 37 ° north, east
sentativc 1817-33, secretary of the navy under of California and west of Texas, and also that
Jackson anti Vau Buren; Philemon Dickerson territory north of latitude 37 ° and south of the
(brother of the former), representative (demo- Arkansas river. To this was also added the
cratic) 1833-6 and 1840--41, and governor in 1836; "Gadsden purchase" (seeA_'w. EXATmNS, VI.), the

L.Q.C. Elmer, representative(democratic)IS43-5, territorial organization thus covering 261,432
and justice of the state supreme court 1850-52; square miles. From this, in 1861, the northwest
Frederick Frelinghuysen, federalist United States corner was made a part of the territory of
senator 1793-6; Frederick T. Frelinghuysen Nevada. and the northeast corner, from parallel
(nephew of Theodore Frelinghuysen), republican 37 ° to the Arkansas river, was _dded to the
United States senator 1866-9 and 1871-7, and sec- territory of Colorado; and in 1863 the remain-
retary of state under Arthur; Jolm Hill, republi- der was diminished by the organization of the
can representative 1867-73 and 1881-3; Littlcton western lmlf as the territory of Arizona.' (See
Kirkpatrick, democratic representative 1843-5; those name.) The capital is Santa F6, and the
William Livingston, the state's first governor, and governor in 1881_ Lionel A. Sheldon.--The popu-
one of the signers to _he constitution; Win. A. lation of New Mexico in 1880 was 119,565, nearly
Newell, whig representative 1847-51, governor double that of the state of Nevada. A state con-
1857-60, republican representative 1865-7, candi- stitution was formed bythe people of New Mex-
date for governor in 1877, and governor of Wash- ico in 1850 (see CO_PROmaES, V.), and the terri-
ington territory 1880-84: William Pennington, tory would in all probability have beeu admitted
whig governor 1837-43, and republican represent- as a state tong ago, hut for the fear that its Mexi-
ative and speaker of the house 1859-61; Theo. can population would practically establish a state
F. Randolph, governor (democratic) 1869-72. and church therein. Jan. 18. 1878, the territorial legis-
United States senator 187,5-81; Geo. M. Robeson, lature pas_d, over the governor's veto, a bill to
secretary of the navy under Grant. and republican incorporate the Jesuit fathel_, with the privilege

representative 1879-83; Saml. L. Soutlmrd, demo- of holding real estate to any amount without tax-
cratic United States senator 1821-3, secretary of ation, and congress annulled 1he act, Feb. 3, 1879.

the navy 1823-9, and whig United States senator --The act of Sept. 9, 1850, is in 9 Slat. at Large,
1833-42; John P. Stockton (br_Jther of Robt. F. 446 (for New Mexico); the act of Feb. 8, 1879, is
Stockton), minister to Rome 1858-61, democratic in 20 Slat. at Large, 280
United States senator 1865-6 and 1869-75; Rich- ALEX_a..'_DFAtJOHNSTON.
ard Stockton, federalist United States senator
1796-9, and rcpresentalive 1813-15; Robert F. NEW YORK, a state of the American Union.
Stockton (son of the preceding), commodore in Its territory at first belonged to the Dutch, by
tim navy (see ANNEXATIONS, IV.), and democratic right of its discovery in 1609 by Henry Hudson,
United States senator 1851-3; Peter D. Vroom, an Englishman in the Dutch service; but it was

governor (democratic) 1829-31 and 1833-6, one of part of the vast stretch of territory claimed by
the democratic representatives in the "broad seal the Enghsh by right of its discovery by the Cabots
war" in 1839-40; Garret D. Wall, United States in 1497-8, and in 1664 an English expedition took
senator (democratic) 1835--41, and judge of the possession of it. With the exception of a re-
court of errors 1848-50 --See 2 Poore's Federal occupation by the Dutch in 1673-4, it remained

and St_te Constitutions; Mulford's Histm_y of _New an English colony until the revolution.-- BOlteD-
Jersey; Whitehcad's East Jersey (to 1703); R.S. AMES. 1. Under the Dutch the territory, then
Field's ProviJ_cial Courts of _N_w Jersey; C. C. called "New Netherlands," had no well defined
Haven's Thirty D_ys in _'ew Jersey _Ninety Years boundaries. The Dutch claims included the pres-
Ago; Arnold's .New Jersey Biographical Sketclws ent states of New Jersey and Delaware, in which
(1845); Sedgwick's Memoir _ William Liviag.,&J_,; they were enforced, Pennsylvania, in which they
T. F. Gordon's ll£_tory of-New Jersey. (to 1789); L. were only assel_,ed, and eastward to the Connecti-
Q. C. Elmer's Remimscences of New Jen_(q,; Jour- cut river; the latter claim was maintained for a
hal of flue Co_stitutional Convention of 1844; 18 time, but was gradually abandoned. 2. Under
.Democratic Review. 244; Carpenter's///_toryof2*_ew the English the name of :New Netherlands was
Jersey (to 1853); Taylor's Annals of the 6"lassis changed to New York, it having been granted to
of Bergen; Foster's New Jersey and the l_ellion; the duke of York by Charles II. in 1684. The
Winfield's ttisto_T of ttud_on Cou_tg; Hatfiehl's grant included a large part of the present state
Hi_tory of Eli_beth and Union County; Sypher of Maine (see MMSE), some of the islands

and Apgar's ttisto_ T of .New Jersey (to 1870); south of it, and all of the territory between the
l_um's History of .New ]e_.sey. Delaware and Connecticut rivers Even before

AL_.X_,_:O_ JoK_s'ro_. the duke took possession of his grant, he had
bargained away the present state of New Jersey

NEW NEXIC0, a territory of the United to other proprietors (_e N_w J_RSEy), but the
States, composed of territory acquired from Mex- boundary between New York and New Jersey was
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apt finally settled until 1834. The boundary be- gave the right of sufrage to freeholders, and pro-
tween Connecticut and New York was marked vided "that a fair experiment be made" of voting
out by commissioners in November, 1664, but was by ballot; and it vested the right of appointment
not finally agreed upon until 1728. The New to, and remov.d from, state offices in a coun-

York authorities from the beginning enforced ju- oil composed of the govcrnnr and four sena-
risdictiou over the whole of Long Island, though tors, to be chosen by the assembly. A second
its towns eastward of a prolongation of the Con- constitution was framed by a c()uvention at
neeticut boundary line had until 1664 sent deh,- Albany, Aug. 28-Nov 10, 1821, and was ratified
gates to the Connecticut legislatme and consid- by popular vote. It reduced the governor's term
ered themselves .t part of that state. Tim bound- to two years, abolished the councils of revision

ary between New York and Massachusetts was and appointment, and made suffrage practically
long and warmly disputed, was pretty accurately universal, but it disfranchised free negroes, unless
marked out in 1773, but was not finally agreed seized of't frcchohl of the value of $250. Instead
upon until 1787, after a territorial suit between of four senate districts, one choosing nine, two
the two states had been begun before the congress six, and one three senators, as the constitution of

of the confederation. (See CONFEDEItATIO1% 1777 had provnled, there were now to be eight
ARTICLES OF, Art. IX.) Delaware was made ow,r senate di._tricts, e'mh choosing four senators. In
by the duke of York to Penn in 1682; aml the 1826 manhood ._uffrage was formally adopted by
boundary between Pennsylvania and :New York amendment, and in 1845 property qualifications
was agreed upon and marked out by Rittenhousein for public officers were abolished. A third con-

1786. (See DELAW._tE, PE_'-NSXLVA._I._,.) The _tituti(m was adopted by a convention at Albany,
duke of York's grant, as nmdc in 1664 aud re- June l-Oct. 9, 1846, and ratified by popular
newed in 1674, was imperfect in that it assigned vote. Its principal changes were the abolition of
no western boundary to the territory granted, " all feudal tenures of every description" (see
being really only a grant of a specified part of zk_TX-RF.XTERS), the division of the state into
" the mainland," but the h'ew York auth¢_ritie_ thirty-two senate districts, each to choose one
,claimed all the territory north to the St. Lawrence senator, lhe election of judges by popular vote,
and west to the great lakes by virtue of Dutch aml a prohlbitl(m of special charters for banking
and English occupation and asserted conquest colporations. (Sec Loco-Foco ) In 1869ihe con-
from the Indians. On the other band, the charter stitutlon of the state judiciary was considerably
of Massachusetts made "the South Sea" ils west- modified, the rest of a new constitution formed

ernbouudary, so that it claimed the right to cxtcnd in 1867 being rejected. In 1874 a number of
_ts jurisdiction west to the great lakes, excepting, aummhnents wen, ratified by popular vote, in-
perhaps, the territory aloug the Iludson river, tended mainly, 1, to prevent bribery and corrup-
which _'ewYork had long ago reduced to posses- tion at elections; 2, to l)revent the legislature
sion. This controversy was settled in 1787, Mas- from passing" sl)ecial laws in a number of speci-
sachusetts yielding the jurisdiction of the terri- fled cases; and 3, to prevent the giving of money
_ory in dispute in return for the pre-emptmn or h)aning of ere(lit by numicipalcorporations for
right to a large part of it. Before 1789 the bouml- anything except for their legitimate expenses;
m'ies of New York had been settled as at pres- the govcrnor's t(,im was also lengthened to three
,cat (but see VERMONT). --CIVIL GOVEIt.NMENT. yearv.- GOVERNORS (since 1776) George Clin-
Under the Dutch, :New York was governed sue- ton, 1777-95, J_dm Jay, 1795-1801, Genrge Clin-
cessively by Peter Mitmit, Walter van Twiller, ton, 1801-4; Morgan Lewis, 1804-7; Daniel D.
William Kicft, anti Peter Stuyvesaut, allsent from Tompkins. 1807-17; De Witt Clinton, 1817-23;
Holland by the Dutch West India company. Joseph C. Yatcs, 1823-5; De WittClinton, 1825-9;
When the duke of York became king as James )Iartin V,m Buren, 1829--31; Enos T. Throop,
II., New York became a royal pl'ovincc, and so 1831-3; Win. L. Marcy, 1833-9; Win. II. Seward,
remained until the revolution, with governors 1839-43, Win. C. Bouck, 1843-5, Silas Wright,

#_ppointed by the crown and a popular assembly. 1845-7; John Young, 1847-9 ; Hamilton Fish,
The last of these assemblies adjourned April 3, 18t9-5l ; Wa__hington tlunt, lS51-3 ; Horatio
1775, and a provincial congress (see REVOI,UTION) Seymour, 1853-5; Myron H. Clark, 1855-7; John
took its placeApril °A). This body wascompcllcd A. King, 1857-9; E(hxin D. Morgan, 1859-63;
to meet at Kingston, as New York city was the Horatio Seymour, 1863-5 ; Reuben E. Fenton,

headquarters of the British throughout the revo- 1865-9 ; John T. Hoffmtm, 1869-73 ; John A.
lution. July 10, 1776, a popular convention met at Dix. 1873-5 ; Samucl J. Tihlen, 1875-7 ; Lucius
White Plains, anti finally adjourned, April 20, Robinson, 1877-80; Alonzo B. Cornell. 1880--83;

1777, at Kingston, having formed the first constitu- Grover Cleveland, 1883-6. -- POLITICAL HISTORY.
tion of the state of :New York, which went into It is very difficult Io abridge lhe l)olitical his-

force without being submitted to the people. It lory of _ew Y()rk, owing mainly to the extent of
vested the government in a governor, to be elected the st_Lle anti the d_vcrs_ty of the. i_teresis and
by popular vote for three years, a senate and an as- f¢.elings of ils varic)us parts. .N'cw York has al-

-sembly (see A_LY), with a limited veto power ' ways been a political world in itself. Within it
in a council composed of the governor, the, chan- every American political party of any importance
,eellor, and the judges of the supreme court; it has first come to notice, with the possible excep-
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lions of the federal and democratic 9attics, and their rivals, were strong in the confidence of the
even of these the former owed its conception independent freeholders, who were not attached
to Alexander Hamilton, of :New York, and the by interest or marriage to any of the great families.
latter first attained national position by its suc- The Clintons seem to have been the most unselfish;
ceas in New York in 1800. The anti-masons, but, with all three, political contests were intense-
the whig, liberty, free-soil, American (know- ly personal, and all interests were more or less sub-
nothing) and republican parties, all first found sidiary to those of the family. The most prom-
their local habitation or name in New York. incur of those who were Livingstons by birth or
_See the parties named.) And yet tile state has marriage were Chancellor Robert R. Livingston,
shown no great constancy to any of them; _ts the head of the family, Broekholst Livingston,
majority has been vc_T shifting and uncertain, Edward Livingston, Maturin Livingston, Smith
and has been considered the decisive, or "pivot- Thompson, Morgan Lewis, and Gen. John Arm-
al," factor in every presidential election, since strong; the Schuylers had only Philip Schuyler
1793, which has been in anywise &_ubtful. _In and Hamilton; and the Clintons were really but
a state of less cmnparative magnitude this un- three in number, George, the governor, James, h_s
certainty would ha_e led to the political elevation brother, and De Witt, his nephew, though Chief
of very many of its citizens, through the desire Justice Robert Yates and John Lansing were their
of the parties to conciliate the state; but every firm supporters.-- From the first the Clintonswere
New York leader, of any party, has had to con- anti-federalist, and opposed the adoption of the
tend against factions in his own state, as well as constitution (seeANTr-FEDErtAL PA_TY; CO_STt-
against the compact influence of other states or CUT,ON,II.); the Livingstons and Schuylers were
combinations of states. New York has therefore as warmly federalist. Hammond asserts that the
furnished but one president by election to the federal patronage was used against Gov. George
United States, though two of its citizens have Clinton m his own state as soon as the federal
succeeded to the presidency by the death of the government was fairly organized; nevertheless
elected president; but each new president, on Clinton held his own until 1795, when heretired
entering office, has had to deal with a New York temporqrily from politics, and Yateswas defeated
leader of his own party, too weak to secure tile by Jay, a federalist, for the governorship. Jay
presidency and yet powerful enough to maintain had really defeated Clinton three years before,
a quasi-independence. Three presidents, Jackson, and _vas counted out by the improper rejection
Pierce and Lincoln. were able to solve the diffi- of the vote of three counties by the canvassers;
tully by placing tile New York leader (V'm Buren, but he urged his friends not to "suspend or inter-
)larcy and _%ewardrespectively) at the head of rupt that natural good humor which harmonizes
the cabinet; in other cases, as those of Adams society," and the result in 1795 justified tlLepoht-
and Hamilton, Jefferson and Burr, Madison and ical wisdom of his refusal to contest by for(.ible
George Clinton, Monroe and De Wilt Clinton, means the decision of the canvassers. His elec-
Polk and Silas Wright, Filhnorc and Seward, tion and the retirement of Gov. Clinton, whose
Grant and Fenton, Hayes and Conkling. and nephew De Wilt was not yet old enough to take
Garfield and Conkling, the efforts of the admin- his place, demoralized the i_ew York republicans
istration to create or support a faction of its own (see DE_OCnATrC PARTY), and gave the control
in New York have endangered or completely de- of the state to the federalists for the next six ycar_.
stroyed its party's supremacy in the state. The In 1797, therefore, the electors, chosen by the
giving of due weight to this one difficulty, com- legislature, were federalists, and voted forAdams
mon to nearly all administrations, will go far to and Pinckney. There must have been some m_-
explain tile successive political revolutions in toward result, however, in tile election of 1793_
the state.--I. : 1777-1807. The limitation of the for, immediately after it, tile whole Livingst,,a
right of suffrage to freeholders, during New interest abandoned the federalists, and joined tlJe
York's early years of existence as a state, and republicans; Edward Livingston became a repu)_-
the hereditary transmission of vast estates, on lican congressman from New York city in l_,qS,
which many of the freeholders were tenants, gave and the chancellor was the republican candi(lal ',_
early rise to three great clans, or families, the for governor in 1798. But, in tile meantime. _
Livingstons, the Sehuylers and the Clintons, new republican interest had been forming, ap_,_L
whose struggles for supremacy make up most of from, acd opposed to, all the landed families.
the political histo_T of the state until about 1801. Burr had begun political life as a moderate fedcr-
The Livingstons were the ablest representatives alist, had then held aloof from both parties, but
of the mass of New York landed families, the was now an ardent republican. He had consid-
Van Rensselaers, Van Cortlauds, Mortises, Col- erable supv_rt throughout tile state, from tile
dens, and others; the Sehuylers, of the same class, class wl_ich had formerly supported the Clinto,_-;
!hough not generally so able as the Livingstons, but his stronghold was in New York city. wl,e_e
had risen to prominence by virtue of the revolu- he first introduced "the machine" into polities.
tionary services of their head, Gen. Philip Schuy- (See BuRs, AartON.) Before the end of the ye._,'
lee, and, above all, of the commanding genius of 1799 he had compelled his recognition as o_e ,,f
his son-in-law, Alexander Hamilton; and the the republican leaders, and in 1800 his shrew(t
Clintons, few in number and far poorer than management in the composition of the rel)ublical_
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electoral ticket aided largely in influencing the became for twenty years the controlling element
election. He induced the Clintons to accept apart of New York politics. -- The savage character
of the places on his ticket on the apparently tropes- which this new departure at once gave to political
sible condition that the Livingstons would do the contests was marked by an epidemic of dueling,
same; he repeated this process with the Livings- in which, it was alleged, the Burrites concertedly
tons; and the whole ticket,when completed by the endeavorcd to kill their most formidable oppo-
addition of neutral names, was strong enough to nents or drive them out of politics by force of
carry the state in the election of April, 1800, for bodily fear. The most vindictive of these duels
the legislature which was to choose the electors, was that between DeWitt Clinton and John Swart-

Burr's apparent controlof hisstate gained for him TOUt, a close friend of Burr, in which Swart-

the nomination, as a fellow candidate with Jeffer- w_,ut insisted vainly upon having a sixth shot
son, bytherepublicancongrcssionalcaucu_,andhe .ffter being twice severely wounded; tile most
was elected vice-president in 1801. (See Cxvcvs, calamitous was that between Hanfilton and Burr,
CONGRESSIONAL; DISPUTED ELECTIONS, I.)-- in which tile former was killed.--Dissen,ion soon

Burr's leadership was only apparent. The year arose between the Clintons aml the Livingstons.
1801 had been marked also 1)y the re-election of The latter, in spite of their extensive influence,
George Clinton as governor, and the entrance of were no match for the mfited abilities of De Witt
his nephew, DcWitt Clinton, upon a share of the Clinton and Spen(.er; George Clinton became
management of the party. The latter, in con- vice-presidentin1805inBurr'sl)lace; and, though
junction with his brother-in-law, Ambrose Spcn- Morg'm Lewis. a connection of the Livingstons,

cer, at once reinvigorated the Clinton intcrest, was chosen governor in 1804, thc Livingston in-
Charges of treachery were freely brought against terest began to (lecline. lu 1807)-6 the Clintons,
the "Burrites"; the administration, in its inevit- having gaincd control of the council of appoint-
able conflict with Burr, besto_cd its patronage cx- ment, began an attack upon the Livingstons, or
elusively upon the Clintons and Livingstons; and "Lewisitcs," which was finally successful in 1807
the Burrites, after a final and desperate effort to by the election of Governor Tompkins, a C]in-
elect their leader governor in 1804 1)y aid of the ionian. De Witt Clinton tlms became tim arbiter
federalists, went down. This result came mainly of New York polities for the time; the last of the
through the unscrupulous and even savage intro- great landed families had gone down in the race
ductiou in 1801, by the Clintons and Livingstons, for power; aml the first stage of New York's
of the idea tlmt "the spoils belong to the victors," political histo:'y may be considered at an end.
which thercaftcr corrupted :New York politics. Though the dominant faction was headed by two
and since 1829 has corrupted n'_tional politics members of the Clinton family, there was no
also. (SeeCivrL SERWCE REFORM; DEMOCRATIC longer any general connection by blood or mar-
PARTr, IV.) Hammond ciles two instan(.es under riage in its compositi(;n ; it was united by common

Jay's administration, Dec. 28, 1798, and _Iarch 9, interests, and may prol)crly be considered the re-
1799, as the first two instances of removal without publican party of the slate. The federalists had
cause by the :New York council of appointment, been completely null siuce 1800. and mo.,.t of their
But these two cases, even if incal)able of expla- w)tel_ and leaders had seized the various oppor-
nation, axe glaring exceptions to tile otherwise tunities of joining one or other of the contending
invariable rule of :New York politics until 1801, republican factions. --II. :1807-°3. The defeated
under both republican and federalist a,lministla- Lewisites and Burrites at once declared in favor
tions; while, after 1801, it would be almost equally of Madison, and against George Clinton, for the
difficult to find an instance of removal for any presidency in 1808, and they seem to have been
cause except party necessity or advantage. In recognized as the "administration wing" in the
this manner federalists and Burrites were politi- distribution of federal patronage. The coalition
cally outlawed, and the Clintons and Livingstons was u_ually known as "Martling men," from the
secured control of the state. It seems difficult, name of their meeting place in New York city
upon all the evidence, to resist the conviction ("Martling's Long Room"). The Clintonians

that the origin of the "spoils system" in Ameri- were generally unfriendly to the administration's
can politics was really due to the rising ambition "restrictive system." (see EMnAR60), and out of
of De Witt Clinton, tempted by the opportunity this one point of agreement was developcd a tacit
afforded by an irresponsible council of appoint- alliance with the federalists, which culminated in
ment, to which the New York constitution had their joint support of l)e Witt Clinton for the

given absolute power of removal. Under Jay, a presidency in 1812. During the first confusion,
republican council, Clinton beingone, had claimed in 1809, the fedelalists, by a sudden effort, suc-

a eoncurren_ power to appoint and remove, not ceeded in securing the legislature and the council
being content with a simple power to decide upon of appointment, and used the power of removal
the*governor's nominations; and a state conven- wilhout pity. But their triumph was brief: tile
tion, Oct. 13-27, 1801, declared this view of the next year Tompkins was again elected governor,
council's powers to be correct. From this time with a republican legislatur_ and couucil. Before
the power of removal by the council of appoint- tile presidential election oI 1812 the " bIartling
ment, extending to almost all the local offices of men" had taken possession of the hall and ap-
the state, even to that of the mayor of New York, purtcnanccs of the almost defunct Tammany so-
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_ciety, of New York city, and were commonly not willingly endure a rival near the throne,
known as "bucktails." (See TAMMANY SOCIETY, and dangerously able men among his own sup.
BUCXTA.ILS.) They claimed to be the only veri- porters rapidly gn_vitated t_ward the bucktails.
table supporters of the administration, and theop- Their leaders were Van Buren, Erastus Root,
ponents of Clintonism, personal g_)velnment, and Samuel Young, Roger Skinner, Peter R. Lie-
.disguised or open federalism. The Cliutonians, itJgston, Joseph C. Yates, and Ogden Eduard,,

however, were strong enough to elect Clinton all noted names in New York politics; Tnmp-
presidential electors on joint ballot in 1812. (See kins was already hopelessly lost under a Io_d
FEDERaLPxttTY, II.)--Tliecleclionforgovernor of debt which he had accumulated in (lefenee
in 1818 revealed a long suspect_,d breach in the of the state during his governorship, and whlch

-dominant party. De Witt Clinton found his in- was really the cause of his death in 1825.

fluence in his party overbalanced by that of Gov. The leadership of the Cliutouians was strictly
Tompkins, Ambrose Spencer, Martin Van Buren confined to Clinton himself and Spencer, who
and John W. Taylor; he therefore became an op- had no aspirations for office. The remnant of
ponent of Tompkins' re-election, and entirely lost the federalists was led by Win. A. Duet, Pcler
_ontrol of his party. His own faction, with the A Jay, W. W. Van l_ess, and Ablaham Van
_uid of the federalists, held control of the offices Vechten. Most of them supported Clinton; but

until 1815, when an anti-Clinton council made a a small division, often derisively called "high-
clean sweep of all the federalist and Clintonian minded federalists," from their frequent use of
.officeholders. This defeat put an end to the the phrase "high-minded men" in their address-
federal party in New York, and seemed to be es, supporl_-.l the bucktails and opposed the Cliu-

equally fatal to Clinton. Tompkins, Van Buren tonians as a personal party. In 1820 the buck-
.and Spencer were now the leaders of the p_u'ty, tails at last gained con_plete control of the legit-
but the two former were so much more influential lature, but it is noteworthy that at the same cite-
than Spencer that he, about the year 1816, sought tion Clinton was re-elected governor over Tomp-
a reconciliation with his former ally, but late kins. For this success he was indebted mutably
political enemy, De Witt Clinton, aud brought to his canal policy; but his term of office was

him back into politics to restore the balance. The embittered by the rigorous manner in which the
new coalition was immediately successful; to suc- bucktail council exel'clsed the power of removal.

_ceed Tompkins as governor, Clinton was nomi- This body was abolished by the constitution of
hated and elected in 1817, against Peter B. Porter, the next year, and its last year was acknowledged
the candidate of the Tammany men, or "buck- on all bands to have been the most extraordinarily

tails"; and with his entrance to office he initiated evil year of its existence. The extent of its power
the "canal policy" of the state. -- The counec- for evil may be estimated from tim statcme,_t
tion between the seaboard and the interior had that, in 1820, 8,287 militalT and 6,663 civilofficers
been one of the earliest problems in Amel'man throughout the state were absolutely at its racily.
politics. (See A_'_NEXATIO_S, I.) Its great diffi- Clinton also complained most biltcrly, in hi_

•cnlty lay in the mountain barrier which extends messages to tim legislature, of the ma,lner in
from northern Alabama to Maine, parallel with which the administration at WashiHgtot_ h;_d
the co_,t; and the most practicable breach in this placed the federal patronage at Van Buren's d_--
-was that which was made in the state of New posal, and of interferences in state elections b_
York by the Hudson river. From its upper federal officeholders "as an olganized and di.,.(:_-
regions a level territory, excellently adapted for a pithed corps."-- In the election of 1822 ihc

-canal, stretched westward to Lake Erie. The former bucktails at last became the rel)ubli_lRl
idea of such a canal seems to have been suggested party of the state, and the Clintonians _cre c_m-
by Oouverneur Morris, of New York, first in plctely overthrown. Clinton himself had tit.--
1777 and at intervals afterward. April 8, 1811, creetly decli_ed to be a candidate for the g_,v_.rn-
the New York legislature passed an act appoint- orship, and his opponents elected their ca,_dniate
ing Morris, Clinton, R. R. Livingston, Robert for governor without opposition, the entire setJa:c,
Fulton, and others, "commissioners of inland and almost all the assembly. The result w,,_
navigation," but the project slept through the partly due to the Clintonian opposition to the to-
war, which soon after followed, until 1815, when vision of the constitution in 1820--21, but f_u' m_,_t'
Clinton, during his enforced retirement from poll- to the advance of the democratic idea in the ._t.ttc.
tics, renewed his advocacy of it with redoubled The day of personal pglitics was very n(.ar;y
vigor. Immediately upon his inauguration, sup- over. The growth of the state's populatio,_, _nd
ported by a thorough-going canal legislature and the enlargement of the right of suffrage, had
council, his public life became entirely devoted made the body of voters so large that it wa_ no
to the construction of the Erie canal, or "Clin- longer possible for auy one man to exercise (h_('c_
ion's ditch," as his opponents contemptuously personal control over a controlling mass of v(_t('_.-.

.called it.--The anti-Clinton republicans through- The increase may be shown by comparit_p the
-out the state now generally accepted the name of vote at intervals of nearly ten years : (1792)

bucktails. Though in a popular minority for George Clinton 8,440, John Jay 8,332; (1_01)
some years, they were always superior to their George Clinton 24,808, Stephen Van Rcnss_']_cr
.opponentsm pointof ability,for Clintonwould 20,843;(1813)D. D. Tompkins 43,324,Stci'I_
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Van l_nsselaer 89,718; (1824) De Witt Clinton prominent candidates remaining; on that day the
103,452, Samuel Young 87,093. The party was first Jackson address was issued from TanImany
now headed by a number of leaders, who were at Hall, and thereafter all the political prospects of
one in their feelings, interests and methods, and the regency were hazarded upon the chances of

who aimed rather to ascertain th'm to control the Jackson's election. Befol'e Clintort had any op-
feelings of the people. (See ALB._KY REGENCY.) portunity to define his position, his sudden death,
--III. : lS'Za-_. The regency began its long Feb 11, 18o8, left the ol_po-.itiem to the regency
and successful career with a mistake. Its mem- almost withnut a head. Nevertheless the Adams

hers were strongly in favor of Crawford for opposition was strong en(mgh to secure sixteen
president in1824 (see DISPUTED ]_']_LECTION8, Ii.), of the statc's electors, who weft. • then chosen ill
as were a great majority of the legislature, which congressional district_q, though the eighteen Jack-

then had the power to choose electors. Thc son electors, being a maj.rity of the college,
party at large seems to have preferred Adams, chose the two electors at large and made the state's
and many members of the legislature were elected elector;d vote twenty to sixteen in favor of Jack-
under a pledge to vote for an electorallaw to give son. V'm Buren was at the same time chosen
the choice of electors to the people. The Clin- governor. Immediately afterward he l)a_se(1 into
tonians, who were also forAdams, were naturally Jack._on's cabinet, aml carried with him the

in favor of sucli a law, and the regency members, methods which had long been familiar ill _=CW
after postponing the bill to a date beyond the York politics. Thert, after tutti(real democratic
presidential election, passed a resolution to re- p,ditics were to lie marked by the use of popular
move De Witt Clinton from the unsalaried posi- conventions as nomi_mting bo(lies, by al)solute sub-
tion of canal commissioner, to which he had re- mission to tim majority, no matter how small a
tired in 18'22. The resolution was introduced in portion of the party might make the decision,
order to compel the recalcitrant Adams meml)crs unsparing punishment of individual action in op-
either to become identified with the Clintonians position to the majority, and the use of the civil
or to break with them altogether; tile result was service as an instrumefit of reward or punish-
to excite a lively indignation throughout the ment. The whole programme may be sumnied
state. Clinton was brought back into polities up as theunitiz62gof politicalaction. Majorities

again, and elected governor in 1824, and again in were to be absolute in every democratic organiT-t-
1826. In the choice of electors in 1894 the legis- tion, natiollal, state, county or city; minorities
lature was much divided. The Adams and Clay were simply to be ignored, and individuals were
members at last united on a ticket composed of morally and politically bound to follow the
twenty-six Adams and ten Clay electors. The majority of tbeir orgauizations, even in opposition
Adams electors, on the next ballot, were all to their own party o_ganizatlon of higher rank.
chosen, but by some legerdemain only four Clay (See DEMOCRATIC-REPUBLICAN PAIiTY, IV ; AL-
electors were chosen, five of the remaining six BANY REGENCY; .'N[ATIONAL CONVENTIONS ;

being for Crawford and one for Jackson. Tile Tx._I._t._-'_YSocmTY.) But. though regency meth-
cliange of these five votes from Clay to Crawford ods thus became nation:d, the regency itself re-
excluded the former from the list of three candi- mained cautiously, jutliei_msly and strictly a

dates to which the house of representatives was state org:miz.tlion; it refrained carefully from
confined in voting for president.--One of the interfering in national politics, except to secure
most singular political manoeuvres ever contrived the federal patronage within the state, and, in
was successfully carried out in the election for dangerous or difficult elections, to call back
United States senator in February, 1823. Bylaw some one of its former members from the fed-
the senate and assembly were to ballot separately eral service to serve as its candidate. --The Ad-
for a senator, and, if they chose different per- ams, or imtional republican, party in 2_Tew Yolk
sons, the decision was to be made by joint ballot, was seriously embarrazsed not only by its lack
The Olintonians had a majority in the assembly of leaders, but by the sudden ri_e of an anti-
and on joint ballot; the regency had a majority masonic party, pledged to proscribe every free-
in the senate. The assembly nominated Ambrose mason of any party. (See A_'rI-DI,xsOXRY, I.)
Spencer; the ten Clintonians in the senate voted From motives of expediency the Adams cot_ven-
for him also; but the twenty-two regency sena- lions usually endeavored to conciliate the anti-
tots, by voting each for a different candidate, masonic candi(lates in their nominations; but at
prevented a choice by the senate and a joint bal- the same time the Adams men, who were freema-
lot, so that the senatorial election went over to sons, preferred a regency candidate to an at_ti-ma-
the next year, when a regency senator was chosen, sonic can¢hdate, and frequently gave their votes
-- The failing health of Crawford during Adams' and influence to the former. The result was that,
presidency eomFelled the regency to look else- though the two parties, voting separately, gener-
where for a candidate. As between Adams and ally polled as large a vote as the Jackson men,
Jackson, the former seems to have been the anyattempt at coalition was followed by adefeat.
natural preference of the regency, as the latter For eight years, therefore, :New York was demo-
was of Clinton personally. Until Sept. 26, 1827, cratic (the "Jackson men" having taken the
the regency pr_erved a profound and almost name of democrats); the governors were regency
ostentatious neutrality between the two most men; and the legislature was strongly democratic
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in both branches. .In 1837 the democrats were the whigs to power. The regency were able to
for the first time beaten in a legislative election, secure the nomination of Wright in their party
the whigs carrying six of the eight senatorial dis- convention, but were unable to elect him. In
tricts, and 101 of the 128 assembly districts; and 1848 the struggle between the regency and the
in the following year Win. H. Seward, who had administration widened into national proportions.
been beaten ia 1836 by Marcy, was elected gov- (Sec B_aNBm_RS, FItEE-SoxL PARTY.) Tile
ernor over Marcy. Ill all this long struggle the result of this election was, not so much to over-
western part or' the state, commonly called by the throw the remnant of the regency as to show that
dem_crats "the infected district," was the staying it was already overthrown. Out of, sympathy
power of ttle opposition. It never wavered. Its with the national party, stigmatized with the re.
opposition to the regency had begun under Clin- proach of having introduced abolitionism as a
ton, was continued (since most of the regency weapon by which to defeat Cuss, the regency
were freemasons) in the form of anti-masonry, but went down, and its adherents either abandoned
when the anti-masonic fever had died out so far it or retired from politics. In 1850 it formed a
that the anti-masons accepted Clay, a freemason, coalition ticket with its opponents, and in the
as one of its leaders, the "infected district" was state convention of 1852 it had but twenty dele-
as cohesive as ever in its opposition; and the ter- gates, under John Van Buren, who refused to
ritorial location of party strongholds in the state " walk arm-in-arm to the funeral" by approving
_s closely and curiously similar in 1883 to that all the measures of the democratic national con-
• vhich exi._ted whih_ Clinton atld Spencer were vention of 1848. The reign of the regency was
:fighting the bucktails in 1818-22. --Under the over. Its sceptre had passed to a larger circle of
reign of the regency every governor and legisla- its own party, and a similar knot of leaders in
"ture were democratic until 1846, with the excep- the whig party had learned its method and fol-
tion of this period, 1837-41. when tho state became lowed it with success. -- The accession of Fill-
whig through democratic divisions. The charter more to the presidency in 1850 brought to light a
_)f a national bank was the question which divided division in the New York whig party also. The
rpolitical parties from 1833 until 1843 (see B,_K Seward whigs leaned toward abolitionism; the
CONTItOV_RSmS, III., IV. ; WHIo P_TY); and Fillmore, or "silver gray," whigs wished to ignore
in New York this was further complicated with slavery in politics. This division aided the dem-

others relating to state banks (see Loco-Foco), so ocrats in carrying the state in 1852. But the
that there were there three parties: the whig party, schism in the victorious party immediately broke
which supported banking interests ill general, the out afresh, the former hunker party now taking
regency democratic party, which opposed a ha- the name of "hards" or "hard shells," and their
tional bank but supported the state banks, and younger rivals that of "softs"; the names, how.
the "loco-foco" democratic party, which opposed ever, had principal reference to the slavery ques-
the grant of special banking privileges to any tion, and many individuals in both factions had
corporation whatever. Further, the canal ques- changed sides in the confusion. The general
tion had divided the democrats into hunkers, or election of 1854 was therefore extremely compli-
conservatives, and barnburners, or radicals; the cated, four tickets being run, a fusion ticket of
former desiring the extension of the canal system, whigs, a hard, a soft, and a know-nothing ticket.
and the latter its limitation to immediately profit- The fusion ticket was successful, and in the fol-
able canals. The loco-foco division of the party lowing year its supporters had developed into the
ceased after 1839; the hunker and barnburner new republican party. The former Fillmore
division continued even after the adoption of the whigs went either into the republican party,
constitution of 1846, which removed the original under Seward's leadership, or into the American
cause of division, and the barnburners then be- party, or know-nothings. The democratic party
came practically the regency party, though Cros- of the state, without leadership, and distracted by
well and Marcy, of the regency, inclined toward divisions which had their origin only in the dis-
the hunker faction. These democratic divisions appointed ambitions of local leaders, remained in

gave the whigs some temporary successes. In the minority until 1862. In 1855 ttle know-noth-
1839 they gained a majority in the senate, which ings elected the state ofllcers inferior in rank to
had been steadily democratic for twenty-one the governor, and there was no party majority in
years, and in 1840 they secured the electoral vote the legislature; in other years the state was stead-
of the state for Harrison. The democratic divis- ily republican. _ In 1862, during the depression
ion as to banks was then healed, and the legisla- caused by federal disasters, the democrats elected
ture in 1841, and the governor in 1842, again the governor and state officers, but the senate was
became democratic. -- In 1844 the regency labored republican and the assembly a tie. Since that time

with more than usual energy to carry the state, the vote of the state has been very uncertain and
its ablest member, Silas Wright, leaving the irregular. The legislature has usually been re-
United States senate to run for the governorship, publican, but the state has nevertheless often been
Polk, soon after his inauguration, began to culti- carried by the democrats on the total vote. In
rate a New York faction of his own, in opposition 1868 the democrats elected the governor and star C_
to the regency, and the result was a wider disrup- ofltcers, and secured the electoral vote of the state,
tion of the democratic par_y, and the return of but the legislature remained republican in both
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branches. That there was fraud in the vote seems had their sergeants in every county, and these
to be undeniable, for in all previous elections, their corporals in every town. Success was made
wen in such exciting contests as 1840, 1844, 1860, the test of fidelity, and rewards were to follow in
aud 1864, the proportion of voters never exceeded proportion to the success achieved. :No man
t}0 to 92 per cent. of the legal voting population, could bc a tide-waiter who did not carry his
whilc in 1868 it reached the incredible propor- ward; no man could be a harbor-m:_ster who did
tion of 97.07 per cent. The enormous democrat- not carry his county; and no man could t)e so
ic majority in New York city (112,522 dem., much as thought of for canal superintendent, or
43,372 rep.), and the control of the count by the auditor, or state assessor, or bank superintendent,
Tweed ring, seem to localize the fraud beyond who d_d not t.tke his district with him to the
Question. In 1870 the democrats again carried Utica convention. It was a race for the spoils on
the state, electing the governor, state officers, and the part of the subordinates, and a race for the
a majority in both branches of the legislature, presidency on the part of the chiefs." The deta-
In 1872 the state was carried by the republicans, ocrats of the state, outside of the cily of :New
_overuor Dix's majority over his opponent being York, seem to have been very well satisfied with
over ,50.000.-- By this time the political condition the workings and results of their "nmchine";
of the state had been very considerably changed, but in Ncw York city a new Tammany, under a
From 1854 until about 1873-4 the democratic local leader named Jolm Kelly, had ari,en from
part)" was practically a minority in the state out- the ashes of the ohl one. The Kelly organiza-
side of New Ym'k city, and the only question tion seems to have l)ccome disaffected parlly by
was, whether the republican majority in the rest a gcneral dislike to the predominance of the
of the state would be large enough to overcome country democracy, partly by a disinclim_tion to
the democratic majority which it was to eucoun- submit to any authority wlmtever, hut most of all
ter at the Harlem river. The organization of the by the apprehension th.tt the Tilden "macifiue"
republican party throughout the state had long intended to substitute some more popular nomi.
been very complete, under the leadcrship at first hating body or bodics in the city instead of the
of R. E. Fenton, and, after 1868, of Roscoe Tarnmat_y olig'llchy. It thcreforc declared war
Conkling, whose sympathy with the then admin- upon the Tilden machine, and, when it w.ts
istration was more pronounced than his prcdc- excluded from the state convention, a rival body
cessor's. The democratic organization, outside of delegates admitted, and Rohinson nomin.ued,
of :New York city, had long been imperfect; its it nomin.tted its leader, Kelly, for the governor-
local managers were discmlraged; and there was ship. The rcpl_blican ma(,hine had given great
no recognized state leadership, except in tile dissatisfaction to iis party, and a numher of its
counsels of Gtov. Seymour. About 1873 the voters, c¢)mm(mly called "scratchcrs." or inde-
leadership was suddenly assumed by S'ttuuel J. pendents, decided to erase from thcir ballots the
Tilden, only known hitherto as a lawyer, the name._ of its candidates for governor and stale
chairman of the democratic state committee, and engineer. In the clcction tim two parties were
one of the agents in tim overthrow of the Tweed almost a tic on most of the candidates. Kelly
ring. (See T_a"_tAN¥ SOCIETY.) Abandoaingthc polled 43.047 votes m New York city, 34.519 in
absolute dependence of former years Ul)On New the rest of the state, from various elements ill-
York city, he pushed the reorganizatton of the affected to the Tilden machine, and 77,566 in all;
party throughout the state, secured entire control the republican candidate for governor fell 16,737
of its machinery, and in 1874 was elected gov- below the lowest of the unscratched candidates;
ernor by over 50,000 majority over Dix. Ills and the K(_lly revolt was thus successful in de-
term was distinguished byhis success in breaking feating Robinson, and in giving the republi-
up a canal ring in the western part of the state, cans a majority of seventy-three out of the 161
and in 1876 he was nominated for the presidency mcmbers of the legislature. In 1880 the ch,ctoral
by the democratic nationalc_lnvcntion. (See TH,- vote of the state was republican. The popular
:DEN, S. Z.) I-Ii$ retirement from state politics vote shows the character of the party strength
left the organization which he had revived under and its locality very clearly. What may be called
the control of a circle of his most trusted sup- the urban counties, the scats of the. grcat cities
porters. The most prmninent of these was Lucius of Albany, Ncw York and Brooklyn, or in their
Robinson, who was nominated for the govert_or- immediateneighborhood, all gave heavy demo-
ship in 1879. Thc organization of both the greal cratic nmjorities ; outside ,)f these, only five of
parties in the state was now strikingly similar, the sixty counties gave democratic mttjorlties,
It may best be described in the words of tim and these were all exceedingly small.--When the
"Evening Journal," a republican newspaper of ne_v administration of Presidcnt Galfield was in-
Albany, which, though used with reference to augurated in 1881, it was ahuost immediately
the republican "machine," are just as apl)lieable called upon to solve the problem whmh had em-
to its rival. "Tim choice of delegates [to the barrasscd almost ever)" administrati¢)n since that
state convention] was a 'put-up job.' The plan of Wasbingtnn--the settlement of a modus riven-
of operations was carefully and minutely mapped di with the chief of tile party m :New York.
.out at head-quarters. Trusty and well-instructed The solution could only be found in clmosing
lieutenants were assigned to each district. These betwcen an open conflict and a grant of the fed
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eral patronage within the state to the state leader, become prominent in New York politics are of
(See CONFIP,_ATION nY TmZ SENATE.) The pres- course very numerous. Among them are those
ident sought to find a middle course by dividing of C. A. Arthur, Aaron Burr, DeWitt Clinton,
the patronage between the two factions of New George Clinton, Roscoe Conkling, Millard Fill-
York republicans. Thereupon the two New York more, Francis Granger, Horace Greeley, Alex.
senators, one of whom was tile recognized leader ander Hamilton, John Jay, Rufus King, Win. L.
of the republican "machine" in the state, re. Marcy, Win. It. Seward, Horatio Seymour, S. J.
signed their positions, apparently under tile delu- Tilden, D. D. Tompkins, Martin Van Buren,
sion that, if they should be re-elected by the Win. A. Wheeler, Silas Wright (see those names),
state legislature, the administration would be and the following: John Armstrong, democratic
utterly unhinged by such a rebuke, and would United States senator 1801--4, minister to France
succumb at once. The contest in the legislature 1804-10, and secretary of war 1818-.14; Daniel
was long, and roused a curiously intense excite- D. Barnard, whig representative in congress
ment. (See GAI_FI_LD, J. A.) The senators 18_7-9 and 1839-45, minister to Prussia lt_50-53,
were defeated for re-election. But their close po- and the ablest contributor to the "Whig Review"
litical associate, Vice-President Arthur, became (see WHI(} PARTY); Benjamin F. Butler, VanBu-
president at Garfield's death; and the division ren's law partner, and attorney general and secre-
of feeling was thus extended into the state elec- tar),'of war under Jackson and Van Buren (see
tion of 1882, which resulted in the choice of AD_L_ISTRATIO_S, XIII.); Churchill C. Curable.
a democratic legislature and governor, the ma- lcng, democratic representative in congress 1821-
jority of tile latter (192,854) being the largest 39, and minister to Russia 1840-41; Sanford E.
yet recorded in a state election.--The political Church, democratic justice of the state supreme
situation in New York in 1883 is very singular, court; Daniel S. Dickinson, democratic United
There are two great pa_ics in the state. Both States senator 1844-51, and republican candidate
are distracted by quarrels in which the mass for governor in 1862; John A. ])ix, democratic
of voters take little or no interest; neither has United States senator 1845-9, secretary of the
now any recognized leader, nor would either treasury in 1861, major general of volunteers
submit generally to the guidance of a leader, 1861-5, minister to France 1866-9, and republican
if one could be found; neither has a trace of governor of the state 1873-5; Win. M. Eva_ts,
principle or policy in state interests, such as United States secretary of state 1877-81; l_..ubeu
divided parties in the state until 1850 ; and E. Fenton, democratic representative in co_Jgress
both organizations maintain a precarious exist- 1853-5, republican representative in congress
ence as offshoots of the national parties, the 1857-65, goveruor 1865-9, and United States sen-
adherents of the dominant party struggling for ah_r 1869-75; Hamiltou Fish, whig representative
federal offices in pr_senti, as their opponents 1843-5, governor 1848--50, and secretary of state
do i_ prospectu. The only strictly state organ- (republican) 1869-77; John A. Griswold, replc-

ization is the much-berated Tammany society sentative in congress (democratic) 1863-5, (rcpub-
of New York city, whose efforts are directed lichen) 1865-9, and republican candidate for gov-
solely to local offices, with such few federal cruor in 1868; Thos. P. Grosvenor, federalist
offices as it can secure by barter. The whole representative 1813-17, and distinguished for
political history of the state is the clearest pos- eloquence; Washington ttuut, whig reprcscnta-
sible record of the inevitable results of the spoils tire 1843-9, governor 1850-52, and candidate for

system in politics: its first employment by a few governor in 1852; James Kent, chancellor of the
strong-willed men, with some idea of great prin- state 1814-23; Francis Kernan, democratic repre-
cipies in its application; its extension to a clique scntativc 1863-5, candidate for governor in 1872,
of smaller anti less passionate leaders, who use it and United States senator 187"5-81 ; Preston King,
more as a business means; its immediate and bril- democratic representative 1843-7, free-soil repre-
liant success in winning elections, and in compel- sentative 1849-53, republican United St_ltes sena-
ling all parties to adopt it ; its further deba__ement tor 1857--63, and collector of tile port of h_ew York
as a mere tool in the hands of men who use it with- 1865; Edward Livingston, democratic represent-
out knowledge of, or care for, any other weapon ative 1795-1801 (see also LouIsL_'_A), secretary of
in politics; its certainty to drive men of a higher state under Jackson, and minister to France 1833

understanding of politics out of the competition, -5; Robert R. Livingston, chancellor of the state
as bad money drives out good ; and its ultimate 1777-1801, and minister to :France 1801-4 (see A_'_-

disintegration of all parties who employ it, as h':_X_TZONS,I.); Edwin]).._Iorgan, governor of the
soon as local leaders, through it, learn to regard state 1859--62, and United States senator in 1863-9;
political contests as without principle, and to Amasa J. Parker, democratic representative 1837
employ the spoils system against their own party -9, and Justice of the state supreme court 18 '7-

as well as against their opponeuts. To the ltalian 55; Peter B. Porter, democratic repre_entatt

astronomer Jupiter's moons seemed to be hung in 1809--18 and 1815-16, and secretary of war undex
the sky as a convincing proof of the truth of the J. Q. Adams; Clarkson N. Potter, democratic
Copernican system; to the political student the representative 1869-75 and 1877-9; J. V. L.
last eighty years of New York's htstory are fully Pruyn, democratic representative 1863--5 and
as instructive. -- The names of men who have 1867-9; Lucius Robinson, republican comptroller
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of the state 1868-5, and democratic candidate for ! San Juan; its area is 122,000 square kilometres.

governor in 1879; Erastus Root, democratic rep- I According to Sq.uicr, the best authority in such
resentafive 1803-5, 1809-11, 181'5-17, 18_0-33, matters, its population is 300,000, of which num-
and in the intervals of these terms of service ber _Jot more than 30,000 arc whites. The re-

prominent in state politics as a democrat and mainderis compo._ed of h_dians, mestizoes and he-
(after 1888) a whig; Gerrit Smith, ai)_litionist groes, the latter numbering horn 18,000to 20,000.

representative 1853--4; Ambrose Spencer, chief I--By its gcog'r.tphictd position, N'icaragua was,
justice of the state supreme court 1810-23, dem- more titan any of the other states of Central
ocratic representative 1829-31, and afterward a America, interested in the maintenance of the

whig; John C. Spencer, dcmocratic representa-, confederation of Guatemala, which united for
tire 1817-19, afterward an anti-ran.sonic and whig I the time the live republics of Central America

leader (see A.DMn_IST_'IONS, XIV.); :Nathanit.l aiter tilt recognition of their independence hy
P. Tallmadge, United States senator (democratic) . Spain. It neveltheleSs had a large share in the
183344; John _,¥. Taylor, democratic representa- events which, in 1842, brought about a definitive

rive 1813-88, and speaker of the house 1820-21; I dissolution of that confederation. The condition
Enos T Throop. democratic representative 1815 ' of weakness and isolation, whLeh was the result

-16. governor 1829-32, and minister to Naples of tlns, weighed more h_,avily oa Nicaragua than
18:38--42; Win. M. Tweed, democratic repre._cnt.t- it did on its fo_mer confederates. Its territory,
tire 1853-5 (see TA_r'_ANY SOCIETY); Fernando _hich is admirably situated tbr the construction
Wood, mayor of New York city 1855--7 and of a canal openiug a passage from the Atlantic to
1861-2, and democratic representative 1841-3, the Pacific ocean, was for many years coveted
1863-5, and 1867-81; Stewart L Woodford, le- both by England and the United States In 1848,

publican lieutenant governor 1867-9, republican u_Jder pretext of obtainiHg satisfaction for injury
representative from Ohio, 1873--4, and thereafter done her subjects, Englaz_d took possession of
United States district attorney for the southern San Juan, _he name of which she changed to
district of :New York.--The popular name for GLeytown. In 1852 the Clayton-Wchster treaty
the state is The Empire State, from its sizc and stipulated for the restitution of this port to Nic-
wealth, or The Excelsior State, from the motto . aragua, but on the comiition that there should
on its coat of arms.--See 2 Poorc's Federal _ad be no imports or tonn'lge duties cxcept such as
State Oonstitution_ ; O'Callaghan's Documentol T were strictly necessary for thc preservation of the

///story ef New York (1600--1800) and llisto_?] of port and the maintenance of its lighthouses. By
tlue New Netherland; Brodhead's tF_to_ T of Nezo this treaty England and the United States settled,
Yo_'k (1609-91); Moulton's//istoIT Of-N,_ _)rk; of their own accord, certain questions of bound-
G.M. Asher's Bibliographical Essay o_ Dutch books aries, upon which the states of Costa Rica aud
relating to New Netherland,/ 2 Dunlap's IIi_to7 T of Nicaragua were divided. In the same year En-
New York, 289 (for boundaries); Hotchkin's 1[2;_- gland, for the purpose of guarding her commercial
to_T of the Porcine a_ul Settlement of W_'stern New interests involved in the question of interoceanic
York; Hough's Convention _lnu¢zl (1846) ; 18 colmnunication, declared the islands m the bay
Democ_,atic Review, 403; E. B. Street's IIislo_ T of British colonies, although they were given up to
the Council of Revisions; Pcll's Admi_htrati_m of the slate of IIonduras in 1860. These acts of
New York(1807-19); Ci_ilLislandFormsofGov- foreign inWrfcreace again started the idea of a
ernmentof New York(to 1874); J. _Iacaulay's H/s- confederation with the starch of IIomturas al_d
toryofNew York (to 1800); Eastman's tlist_n T of Costa Rica. But they could not c_mm to an
New Yon'k (to 1825); Hammond's Political lIislor# agrcemez_t, and the negotiati(_ns, entercd upon to
of 2Vew York (to 1840); B. F. Butler's O_tlli_e Con- e.,tabli._h a federation, ended, March 4, 1_54, in a
sgitutional Hi_to_ T of New _n'k (1847); Jenkins' m,w act of separation. The eoe_servativc party
Political Iti_lm T of New York (to 1849-50), Car- was then in p(_wcr; the democratic party d_d not
pentcr's ///_tory of ._ew York (to 1853); Barber's allc_w it to rest, aud called Walker to its aid.
lIi_tory of_ew ]_6q'k (1856); tI. Scymour's Topoq- After two and a half year_ of strife, N_caragua,
_'aphy and ¥Ii_toryof.zVew York(1856); Rand'tll's which had escaped not without ditIiculty from
._istorg of New York (to 1870); Lamb'., Hi_t,_r# ¢f the domination of the hardy fihbuster--the soul
the City of .New York; Report of lhe llro_tse Corn- aml arm of a pohey whose object it was to con-
rni_,tee on the .New York Election (1869); Chad- stitute in C_,ntral America, by colonizatmn on a
bourne's Hi_lory of.brew York State. large sc_dc, a confederati_n destined to draw into

AI.I_._A_DER JOII_q_TON. the United States, willingly or by force, the states
of Central America--fell into the hands of Amer-

NEW _EALAND, (See Oc'_a..'¢IC_.) ican dil)lomate_, and was very near entirely los-
ing its independence (which it had preserved with

NICh]gA{_UA. The state of Nicaragua, great difficulty upon the field of battle,) in the
bounded on the west by the Pacific ocean, is on negotiations which emh'd in the treat 3" of corn-
all other parts surrounded by the states of Hon- mercc, concluded Nov. 16, betwcel_ Isarrari and
duras, San Salvador and Costa Rica. It touches the cabinet at Washington. This treaty conceded

the Atlantic ocean only by a triangular prolong;l- to the United States the right of transit between
tion, at the point of which is situated the port of the two oceans, by every way of communication

118 VOL. n.--
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existing or which might exist. Two free ports po_l fntevaccanic Canal, $ vols., I.,ondon, 1852;
were to be established at each of the extremities Whetham, Across Central Amvriczl, London, 1_77.
of communication, and no customs or tonnage Louis (]OTTARD.
duties were to be levied upon the merchandise
and ships of the United States. The federal gov- ,NIHILISM, about which we have heard so
ernment extended its protection over its mutes much for some years past, is not entirely new. It
of communication, and had the right to transport has existed for a long time even under this
troops over them, and protect itself there, in case strange name; it has been the fashion in the
of need, by a military force. These provisions schools and universities of Russia for the past
al_eonly an exact repetition of those inserted in twenty years among the male students and short-
the treaty with Mexico, relative to the isthmus of haired female students, whether native or foreign.
Tehuantepec. They caused none the less a pro. Although it may have seemed antiquated and al-
found sensation. The legislature of Nicaragua most forgotten before it received its recent popu-
hastened to disavow them and to place the inter- larity and vigor, nihilism was always held ia
oceanic communication under the protection of high favor by the youth of Russia, and attracted
the powers, who had guaranteed the integrity of the attention of the police and the government
the Ottoman empire. Another resolution of the long before the attempts of 1878 and 1879 excited
legislature, in March, 1859. asked the govern- the curiosity of Europe. -- Nihilism is not a sys-
merit to admit all nations, without privilege or tem in the same sense as the positivism of Auguste
exclusion, to the advantages of this communica- Comte, or the pessimism of Schopenhauer; it is
tion; to establish free ports at the ends of the not a new form of the old doctrines of skepticism
line; to impose moderate tolls and customs duties, or naturalism. In philosophy it is scarcely any-
and to forbid the passage of troops. Upon these thing more than the grossest and wildest material-
bases the treaty concluded with :England, June ism. In politics it is a socialistic radicalism, less
29, 1860, rests. The right of armed intervention, anxious to improve the condition of the masses,
to protect British interests, had nevertheless to be than to destroy all existing social and political
conceded in principle.- The republic of Nica- order. It is not a party, for it has no aim but
ragua is governed by the constitution of Aug. destruction; under its standard we find revolu-
19, 1858. The executive power is exercised by tionists of Ml kinds, aut/writa_'ians, federalists,
a president elected for four years; the legislative mutualists and communists, who agree only in
power by a senate of ten members, and by an postponing till after their triumph shall be se-
assembly of eleven deputies. Justice is admin- cured, all discussion of a future organization
istered by tribunals who_ decisions may be re- of the world. 4. The name of nihili#m, a name
viewed by the supreme court of Nicaragua. The that suitably expresses its scientific nullity and
army numbered, in 1873, about 13,000 men.--In its destructive aspirations, is merely a sobri-
1866 the receipts amounted to $841,253; and the quet rejected by most of its professors._--In its
expenditures the same year were $829,471. In principle and instincts, as in its aims and meth-
1868 the receipts were $632,471, and the expend- ods, nihilism has but little that is original. With
itures $517,709. The public debt, in 1873, was all its exaggerations it is hardly more than a
$4,090,000. The exports, in 1866, were of the pupil of the revolutionary schools of the west, a
value of $771,966, and the imports amounted pupil that prides itself on excelling its maste L and
to $792,085. In 1870, the exports amounted exceeds at pleasure their rashest teachings in
to $924,081, and the imports to $914,648. The order to show what it has drawn from them.
revenue of Nicaragua, in the year 1879-80. was Although it has thousands of zealous and sincere
$2. 436,090, and the expenditures$2,570,135. The followers, it can not be called a science or a
total amount of the public debt was $9,500,000, school, so long as study, science or scientific
at the end of 1877. --The products are the same * Under the influence of Bakmdn and of the interna-
as those of the other states of Central America. tion_, most of the Russtanrevolutioni_ in andoutof the
Nicaragua is also devoted to the raising of e_npire,seem to havehadfor their formulathe eonfedera-
large and small live stock, a market for which tion of independent and productive commu_es. In 1_4,
is found in neighboring StateS. -- BIBLIOGRA- aftertheestabUshmentofthejournal"Vpered"byLavrof,

diseussioJas having arisen in the beginning as to the man-
PHY. Belly, 2Db_r_t d_ l'_t]_t?W de xDa1_ ner of preparing and directing the revolution, a refugee
par le caned de .Nicaragua, Paris, 18,55 ; Belt, named Tkatchef, in a pamphlet entitled "On Revolutionary
The2_aturalist in _ivaragua, London, 1873; Btl- Propagandism in Ruasia," declared that "tAe party of

low, 1)cr ]_reistaat Nicaragua in Mf$_lamerika, action," insteadof preoccupying themselveswith thequeS-tion of future organization,should havenothingin view
Berlln, 1849; Keller, Le canalde _hT/caragua,Paris, but their work of destruction. This counsel ha_ been
1859; L_vy, .No?,v_,_ geo(flraj'_ _] ee_r_rf_i_as #obre adopted by an Immense majority of the Russian revolu-

la republica de Nicaragua, Paris, 1873; Marr, Rdse tiomsts.t"The term _t/Ism is taken, webelieve,froma novelof
na_ C._tra/amer/ka, 2 w_ls., Hamburg, 1863; Ivan Turgeneff' " Fathers and Children'" ln which the ccl"
Scherzer, Wande_ung_n dutch d_e tnilt_me_ka- ebratednovelist d_svrihe_ the first generation of nlhihsts.
_ ._t_n _aro,_, _ro_d_._'a_ u_id _an J. de Mafstre had already used the word _ (nothmg-

_vador, Brunswick, 1857; Squier, _¢2_s of ariani_m) in a more or le_s analogous sense _mewhercin his lettcm on Rus_i_ ff we are not mistsk_n. The n|hil-
_'avdin_Vicaragua, NewYork, 1851, and .N/earn- lets ordinarily style them_elvea revolution:b_, demoCrat-
_ua, _t_ P_, Svenv_, Manumit, and the pro. socialists,or aimplypropagandists.
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_aethods, which it so loves to parade, have in been the ascendency of Tchernychevski and
reality no pla_e in it. Nearly everything it pos- some other writers of tile same school over the
_ses in this regard is derived from theories or youth of Russia, the nihilism of to-day is far
treatises outside itself. --Nihilism, or rather Rus- flora following blindly tile lessons of the masters
8tan radicalism, can, it is true, boast a national the- whom it glorifies; it draws more from their ro-
orist, a utopianlegislator or prophet of the future, mantis visions than from their scientific deduc-
who, in his brief career as an apostle, from 1855 to tions.--From a pyscologieal point of view, nihil-
1868, acquired an influence over the youth of the ism may be said to result from the union of two
country which his misfortunes served but to in- opposite tastes in the Russian character, a taste
crease. This Russian Proudhon, or Lasalle, has for tile absolute and a taste for realism. From
been exiled for nearly twenty years in the depths this unnatural union has resulted this revolting
of Siberia, where he passed seven years at hard monster, one of the most direful children of the
labor in the mines in punishment of his revolu- modern mind. We find in it also an example of
tionary propagandism, and where he has grown that impatience of all restraint and of that rash-
old in isolation and inaction far from all commu- ness in speculation which are frequent among the
nicafion with Russia and the outer world. This Russians, but which make less pretense to science
man is Tchernychevski, an able writer anti an in- or method among them than they do among the
defatigable worker, armed with a powerful logic Germans. From a moral and political point of
and a biting irony, a vigorous and subtle intellect, view, nihilism is first of all a pessimism with
an enthusiastic and energetic etmracter, and a whieb nature and climate have somewhat to
mind thoroughly Russian alike in its defects and do. Seeing noflfing but evil everywhere, it aims
in its good qualities. Philosopher, economist, at overthrowing everything--government, reiig-

_.ritic, novelist, a missionary of the dread doctrines ion, society, the family--in order to replace all
,of which he has been one of the first martyrs, by a belter world. 1Nihilism has in it nothing
Techernychevski has given tile theory or summa of tile critical skepticism which compares and
of Russian radicalism in his scientific treatises, examines, and which reserves its judgment. It
and in an eccentric and rambling romance, writ- is a negation which asserts itself boldly and ad-
ten in a prison dungeon, he has published iks mits of no investigation; which becomes a sort of
poem and its gospel, a--It is perhaps no injustice retrograde dogmatism as narrow, as blind and not
to Tehernychevski to attribute more of his as- less imperious and intolerant than the traditional
cendency over his disciples and over the young beliefs whose yoke it rejects. -- In the intemper-
headsof Russia to his longand fastidious romance auce and rudeness of the negation which they
than to his didactic treatises.. This man, whose hurl at all that mankind honor and respect, many
influence had dethroned that of Herzen and about of the nihilists display the foolish boyishness of
whom Siberia and long suffering have thrown the youthful incredulity, something of the disorder.
halo of martyrdom, was regarded by many of his ly waywardness of minds recently emancipated.

fellow-couutlTmeu as one of the giantsof modern For many of those who profess them the the_
thought, one of the great pioneers of the future, ries of nihilism are but a sort of protest against
a Fourier, or rather a Russian Karl Marx. Not- the ancient superstitions which still rule the
withstanding all the admiration of which he has mas_es, against political servility, inteUeetual hy-
been the object, and the real originality of his pocrisy or the social conventionalities that too
mind, the ideas of Tchernychevski present noth- often role the higher classes.-- If you should ask
ing very original, either in political economy or a nihilist in what his doctrine consisted, he would
philosophy. The form and details may be new reply: "Take earth and heaven, the state and the
and individual; the basis of the theories is Ger- church, kings and God. and hurl them down and
man, English and French. What gives to the spit upon them; this is our doctrine." Thisdefl-
work of Tehernyehevski, at least to his romance, nition would be a subject of raillery for an adver-
the greatest savor of the soil, is perhaps the sort sary, as it could hardly be less exact. The ex.
of mystic and visionary realism which is found pression, however, is not shocking to the ears of
among many nihilists. , Great, however, as has a Russian as it is to ours; ap/tting enters quite ex-

tensively into Muscovite superstitions. They spit
* Tche_ychevskl I_M_. his career in 1855by a treatise on

_atara! msthe__lons of art and reality (Est_ t_) avert au evil, they spit as a sign of astonish.lich_slclla ot_oc_la ts_uMva i d_itelnosti.) A littl, meat, they spit as a sign of contempt. The nihil-
later, tri ala_ entitled "The Anthropologic Principle in ist delights in spitting upon everything, he loves,_
PhUo_.pll¥,, (Antf_oloyttvt_kti v fllo_ifl), he explained to set at defiance the spirit of veneration and hu- _"
a sy_vm of tr_iformUt materialism, defended the unity
of ta_Giple in nature and lu man, and reduced all morality mility which is active in the Russian of the lower
tople_ure o_ utility. In 1860 hc published, in the 8ovrs- ranks, who doubles himself in two before his su-
tncna_k review, a translation, with an appended criticism periors as before the images of the saints. This
oa the "Political Economy of John Stuart Mill." In th_ shows what a profound discordance of ideas andbook the Ra_igla writer employs, for the benefit of social-
lsm, all thearm_he_.nse_ure from certain theoriee of the sentiments afflicts the nation. The two extremes
English _1 of economists, Malthus and Ricardo in par- are here met with in the moral as well as the phys-
ticnlsr, l_lm_ly, in 1868, the 8ovrcmenntk, which was ical order, in man as well as in nature, the most
soon afteramppreaed, published anonymoualy the romance artless political and religious veneration is con-""What can be done?,, ((_hto debt), wrU_n In the prisons
(,t St. Pe_mbarg. fronted by the most brazen intellectual and m, ,r'd
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cynicism.--This coarse negativc materialism is not fessors and its martyrs, jus_ as it has its gods
the whole of nihilism; this monster born of oppo- and its idols. From this point of view, the
si_e inclinations has another face, very d_ffereot common opinion which formerly took nihilism

but equally Russian, namely, mysticism. These for a sect, was not so far wrong as it seemed ut
men, so disdainful of all faith, of all metaphysi- first sight. With its absolute spirit, impatient
cal dreams and of everything ideal, have also of all criticism, its sturdy faith and the impa_-
their speculations or their dreams. At the root sinned devotion with which it inspires so many
of this naturalistic realism there is a sort of ideal- scattered followers, it is really a sort of religin_.
ism anxious to make for itself a course in the whose deaf and insensible god is the people adored
unexplored field of the possible. From the midst in their degradation, a sort of chtLrch whose bond
of the pessimism that curses the existing social of union is love for this suffering god, and who._e
order springs an unbridled optimism, which in- law is hatred of its persecutors. By the btiml
genuous]y discounts the wonders of a utopian ardor of their faith, their rejection of all that is
future. In Russia, most of the young men, the foreign to their doctrine, their exclusi_ism a,_d
greatest injury you could offer to whom would fanaticism, many of these proud nihilists bear a
be to call them idealists, and who would consider most striking resemblance to the coarse popu]ar
it as the greatest possible humiliation to be re- sects, their contempt for which they can never
garded as such, do not hesitate to abandon them- sufficiently express.-- These detractors of all Jaith
selves to the wildest dreams and reveries in matters and all supernatural hope, these contemners of all
which seem to offer least opportunityfor them. spiritualism, are themselves idealists and mystic_

It is in the domain of _onomy and social science, after their own fashion. We may frequently per-
in tim domain of positive realities, that the Rus- ceive this in their language, and even in their
sian,whether nihilist or not, abandonshimse]f with writings. Although most of them profess to dis-
the greatest freedom to utopian vagaries and the dain, as childishness or useless supelfluitie_,
search for the absolute. It is while following the poetry, pictures and allegories, they can _)ot
path of realism and utilitarianism, that he aban- withstand their seductions. These enemies of all
dons himself to theories and chimeras; he travels, superstition and of all veneration, who pretend t_
as it were, in a circle, and abandons the Sl)Ccula- recognize in the noblest acts of devotion merely
tive spirit only to return to it, like a traveler an instincti7e impulse or a refined egoism, con-
who, after passing the antipodes, would reach by stsntly praise the heroes and heroines of their
another route the country he has left -behind. cause, more like saints martyred for their faith
The sphere which requires the greatest sobriety of than like modern conspirators.* Any one who
mind is that in which the Russian (and in this he will read the celebrated romance of Teherny
is not alone) gives the freest scope to his imagina- chevski, "What can be done?" will be surprised
tion. With a great difference of science and at itq singular union of mysticism and realism,
method, have we not seen something of this pre- of practical and prosaic observations, and vague
posterous speculation among the most pronounced and dreamy aspirations, all jumbled together
_dversaries of metaphysics, a_nong certain posi- in that strange work of radical doctrinarianism.
tivists, for instance, whohavesometimesreached, In this long and sluggish history, which p_e-
in economic and political questions, conclusions tends to portray for us the reformers of soei(,ty
so little in keeping with their method and in fact and the sages of the future, her own destini('._
so little positive? This contradiction, which is so and the destinies of woman and of humanity are
frequent among most socialists or radicals, this revealed to the heroine in symbols and dreams

sort of change of front which is explained, in the These readily transparent allegories may, it is
most negative scboo]s, by an imperative want of true, have been suggested to the already impri--
tbe ideal and of faith in a better world, is nowhere oned author by the necessity of not too fully
of more frequent occurrence or more striking arousing annoying censure. In tim prisoner'-
tlz_,n it is among the Russians. Heretheir national romance there is, by the sideof this humaoitari_ln
spirit manifests itself with all its contrasts, with mysticism, a s(_rt of natural asceticism, which to
its defiance and disdain of received beliefs, with us seems queerer still. The revolutionaz?_ ide'd,
its ingenuous confidence in doubtful theories and the finished type of the man of the future, a cry-
its t_te for paradoxes.--De Tocqueville has re- tain Rakhmetof, not only possesses all the p_._
marked that in our day the revolutionary spirit fections of the fraternity combined, but, like ._
acts after the manner of the religious spirit. This Christian anchorite or an Indian ecstatic, Rakh
can be more truly said of Russia than of any metof chooses to renounce all the joys of life
other part of the world. Revolution has become and the pleasures of sense; he denies himself azJd
a religion among the nihilists, whose dogmas are
as little discussed as a revelation, and whose obli- * We here give, as an example, the 9runs]arian of _omc

verses addre_ed toLydJa Fiquer, one of the young heroin_'"
gafions _re nearly as imperative as the command- or the recent political trials (Detooubiistvo, Geneva, I_7; ,.
meats promulgated in the name of the Divinity. "Strong, oh young girl, is the im_ion made by th)
Negation has assumed among them the aspect enehantlugbeautY; butstUl#re_'te r tha_thechacm°f_)
and character of faith ; it possesses its enthusiastic f_cei_ thecbarm oftbypurttyofoou.L _' * * Fullof

sadm_ is the image of the Saviour, full of sadness _re h_
fervor and a zeal that nothing dan check. _ihil- divine featCLV_;but in t_ fathomlca depths of thy c_ce

has its devotees and its illuininati, i_ con- mere is more love than sub.tag."
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maortifies himself in order to be like his suffering more frequently he is a friend, sometimes a
god, she 6ppressed people. _ When fruits were stranger procured for the purpose. Solovief, the
:serve him, Rakhmetof eat only apples, because author of the first attempt upon the life of Alexan-
apples were the only fruit the people could eat. der If. in 1879, had contracted a marriage of this
If he did not clothe hin_self in sackcloth, this kind. In reality the affianced marries only the
.upholder of the rights of the flesh, instead of sect, and the parties often separate the very day
.sleeping upon a bed, chose to lie upon a piece of their nuptials, to go each his own way, and
of felt filled with nails an inch long.--There extend the propagation of their sect. Solovief
are undoubtedly few Rakhmetofs outside of nov- had done thus, and when his wife and himself

.cls: among the admirers of Tchernychevski. left their province for St Petersburg they dwelt
too many abandon themselves to th(. barefaced apart. For some, the fictitiousmt_rriage is an as-
licentiousnc_Js authorized by their dismal doc- snciatiou, a sort of co-operatiou of two com-
trines; this stoicism, this contempt of material panions; for many, this may be a means of prov-
enjoyments imperiously demanded for others, is, ing in the least manner possible that they have
however, sometimes found in real life. Among been united by a union blessed by the church and
the innovators of both sexes who profess and _mctioned by the state, a means of placing them-
often practice free ]ore, are found stone who, by selves beyond the reach of the law and the preju-
a strange contradiction, hohl themselves in honor dice_ of ._ociety by appearing to submit to them.
hound not to use the rights which they lay claim The husband does not enjoy the rights which
to. As a matter of course, this is more conunon religion and the law give him, the wife retains
among women, who are ever predisposed to con- ller liberty in the legal engt, gement, and after the
_radictions, anti more desirous than men of en- regular marriage ceremony has l)t,en performed

_obling every whim. It.is among certain of these and she refuses lmrself to her husband, she can,
devotees of nihilism, among these young girls with the (.onsent of tim latter, if she chonse, in-
"who are its most ardent proselytes and most dulge in frec love. Finally, fro' some others, the

courageous misstonaries, that we find the best fictitiou_ mat'ria_e is a sort of novitiate or term
il]ustrstions of all the generous sentiments and which, after some months o_"years of trial, gives
nneonscious idealism that can lie concealed under place to a more natm'al union. Thus it is, if I am

this repugnant materialism. Among these women not mistaken, tlmt in the romance of Teherny-
who preach the suppression of the family and the chevski, "v'era and Lal_onklmf live at first as
free intercourse of the sexes, among these young brother and sister, having two apartments under
women with short hair, who delight in imitating the same roof, separated by a neutral grouud,
the gait and the language of young men, it is no until the day when one siJJgle chamber shall
uncommon thing to meet some whose conduct, unite the two, while awaiting which the hus-

far from being in accord with their cynical prin- band discovers the reciprocal affection of one of
ciples, is pure and irreproachable, despite all the his friends and his wife. and discreetly disappears
outward appearances of an adventurous and loose in order not In cause them any embarassment or
life, and the promiscuous immorality in which scnlple, only to return under another name at the
the wisest among them seem to delight. -- Nihil expiration of several years, to slmre as a neighbor
ism has its virgins, and many a female conspirator and a _,ompanion the happiness of the new ('ouple.
of twenty, arrested and transported of late years, --Nihilism is no longer purely negative, it has
has carried with her to Siberia a virtue all the become ardently revolulionary and socialistic.
more meritorious as their doctrines set no value on The faith, entliusia_m and religious devolion of

it. A still more remarkable fact is, that nihilism its followers are shown mo*t plainly in its pro-

has its mystical or platonic unions, its couples ccsses of pr,)pagandi-m--i, the rashness of their
who, married ostensibly in the eyes of the world, atlempts, and in their" constancy itJ braving trans-
choose to act as though they were not married, portation and death. This s_td courage before
This is what is called, in the sect, a fictitious mar- judges and executioners has been often exhibited

riage. Since the trial of Netclraief, there has by oilier sectaries and other revolutionists of dif-
scarcely been a politicalcase that has not brought ferent countries; there never yet was a perverse
to light spree of these si,tgular unions. It is difli- folly but had ils believers and martyrs. The
cult to understand what impels the enemies of ._o- peculiarity of contemporary Russian nihilism is
ciety to this simulacrum of marriage. For many, its manner of addressing itself to the l)eople, of
especially for young girls, it is a means of eman- goiJ_g into the people (itti v narod), to use their own
¢ipation which facilitates political propagandism, chosen expression. In order to make itself better
It gives the young woman who is em'olled in thc understood by the people, the plan of its propaga-
holy cause a husband in order to give her the tors is to mingle with them, to assimilate them-
freedom of a married woman; sometimes he is selves to them, to live tl_eir life of privation and
the man who has instructed and converted her, manual labor, forgetting their habits and preju-

dices of education. In this, the missionaries of

* The following is one of the maxim_ of Rakhmetof: nibilism seem to have wished to imitate the first
"'Since we demaad for men the complete enjoyment of apostles of Christianity. In what other country
life, we should prove by our example that we demand it,
not in Order to _ oar personal passions, but for man can _'e in our day find young men of good family,
,ngen_l.,, university students, throwing off the garb and
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customs of their class, to work as common work- among the youth, of the country, that the revolu-
men in the forges or manufactories, in order to be tionary faith finds most of its adherents. Age
better able to understand the people and to initiate seems soon to lead most of them, if not to skepti-
them in their doctrines? In what other country .eism, at least to lukewarmness, discouragement;
do we see well-bred young women, after returning and prudence. Is it not a remarkable fact that
from travel abroad, congratulating themselves on in the innumerable political trials of the last ten

finding a place as cook in the house of a foreman years scarcely any but young men have been impli-
of a manufacturing establishment, in order to be cated,9 Of all the conspirators condemned or ar-
able to approach the people and study personally rested, there are very few thirty years of age, few
the labor question,9 In Russia, where manners, have passed the age of twenty-fivq, and most of
ideas and even dress more widely separate the dif- them, as Mirsky, the author of the attempt upon
-ferent classes, this social abolition of classes, even Gen.Dl'euteln,were minors. In a eountryin which
for a time, must surely be more difficult than any- radical ideas have already been handed down in
where else. In this manner of propagating their the schools for more than a generation, this phe-
doctrine, by putting themselves directly in con- nomenon leads to the belief that age has consider-
tact with the mass of the people, do we not dis- able to do with this effervescence of negation and,
cover, in the midst of all their aberrations, the revolutiou. Russia is not the only country where

positive instinct, the realistic sense of Russia, young men inclined to every chimera become at
which, instead of remaining hovering in the mis- the end of ten or fifteen years practical, positive,
ty regions of theory, descends to the side of commonplace men, adapting their principles and.
the workman and tile peasant in the factory, their ideas to the advancement of their interests.

or the forge, or tile school,9 Tile practical spirit There is nothing more common everywhere than
of the Russian is curiously intermingled with these recantations which reassure the politician
his theoretical eccentricities, just as a sort of while saddening the moralist; but this contrast.
idealism ingrafts itself upon his most decided between the different seasons of life, between
naturalism.-- No sadder sight, perhaps, can meet youth and maturity, have often seemed to me

the eye of the observer than this alliance, in the more regular and more marked in Russia than
young people of both sexes, of opposi _ and elscwhere. The Russian is, perhaps, thanks to his
nearly equal extreme qualitzes aud defects, than practical good sense, more quickly disabused of
this prostituting the noblest and most generous his revolutionary reveries, and impressed with the
instincts of the human heart to the service of the lack of prol)orlion between the means and the end
most revolting doctrines. Be this as it may, it of these agitations. Thus to attack with such poor
can not be denied that nihihsm, so repugnant in weapons a power so strong, men must be either
its priuciples, so i)_significant m its methods, so inspired orchildish. There is also inthis perhaps
ridiculous in its pretensions, and so odious in its an additional trait of the national character, which
attempts, reveals certain qualities of the Russian is inclined to go from one extreme to another.
mind and character, and precisely those which Thus it always happens that there are few coun-
are most frequently denied it. If it shows in their tries in which parents and eltildren find it so diffi-
full deformity some of the unpleasant features of cult to understand one another. In this respect
the natioual temperament, which is to() often in- the picture by Ivan Turgeneff in "Fathers and
clined to extremes, it enlightens with a sinister Children" is still true. By contact with reallife,.
glimmer on(, of its noblest and legist apparent traits, practical and positive instincts, egotistical instincts
This peoplc, so often accused of passivity and ordinarily regain the ascendency over revolution-
intellectual torpor, nihilism shows us is capable ary, romancing and utilitarian idealism, to such
of energy and initiative; capable of sincere and an extent as completely to choke their aspirations
active etlthusiasm; capable, in fine, of devotion to or relegate them to the tranquil sphere of dreams.
ideas. From this point of view, I would venture Hence it is that there are so many young nihilists
to say that this sad phenomenon does honor to swearing to destroy everything, and so many men
the nation which suffers from it. It is not misery, willing to endure everything and to preserve every-
ignorance, cupidity and ambition that are the thing. Hence it is, in a word, that there are so

active fomenters of the revolutionary spirit in many Russians whose ideas never conflict with
Russia, as they are in other countries, but it is their interests; among whom the profession of the
frequently passions that are originally high mad sturdiest theoretical radicalism is united witimut
noble. Thc men who claim to be the apostles of difficulty to the care of their fortune and the corn-

human fraternity and unity, know how to share, mon occupations of their calling.--Must _e at-
when occasion requil'es, the labor of the bumble tribute to this kind of conversion brought about
and the sufering of the poor, and they fully by age the singular transformation of entire gen-
realize the fact that, in their country, revolution erations, such as that of 1860, for example .9
is not a career nor a game in which ambition has No generation of any age ever had more faith
everything to gain and the agitators have but in the good, greater confidence in improvised
little cause to fear for their safety. Most of the institutions or greater taste for liberal innova-

nihilists, at least most of those who figure in the tions. :Now, the noble anxiety for the advance-
trials, areveryyoungmenandveryyoungwomen, meat of moral interests and the regeneration of
It is among the young men, or, to be more exact, the country of most of these men who but just.
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now were passionately applauding reforms and obstacles to those surprises which elsewhere over-
demanding new ones every day, has, ia a few turn a government in a few days. It has no
years, given place to skepticism, indifference, and Paris to declare a revolution, and even in the
a too exclusive preoccupation for material and capital there are no people to establish one, The
personal advantages. Such a subsidence, such a only po.csible revolutions in Russia will be revo-
moral decadence, after an over-excitement of some lutions of the palace, and the country has lost the

years, is indeed nothing more than natural; the tradition even of these since the time of Paul I.
same thing has happened in France after each -- We must decline to consider Russia as a voice-
revolution. The phenomenon is none theless re- no ready to burst forth. Certain prophets have
markable in Russia, on this account. In the Bus- been declaring there existed there all the precur-
si:m mind, cliscouragement seems always to follow sory signs of a revolutionary explosion for the
close on enthusiasm, dejection close upon cxalta- past fifty ye'trs. We often hear it said that
tion. Is the fault attributable to their pohtical Russia is on the eve of its 1789, and that the
system, or to tbe temperament of the people? end of the nim:tecnth century in that country
Perhaps to botll causes at once. -- Nihilism or will recall the close of the eighteenth century in
Russian radicalism is most frequently an affair of France. Such comparisons are based upon re-

age; we may say it is a disease of youth, and this mote and vague analogies. The autocratic era-
not merely of individual ca_cs, but even of tile pire may some day, soon perhaps, have its 1789;
nation generally. It is her intellectual and po- I should be greatly surprised if it were to have,
]itical youth and her historical inexperience that at least in this century, its 1793. There is in this
make Russia so forward in speculative boldness, Russian movement nothing of the spirit which

so disdainful of the experic_ce of others on so agitated all class_ in the nation at once under
many questions, and so confident in the facility Louis XV. ; besides, there is in Russia nothing of
of a social transformation. Added to this is a the universal weariness, the profound hatred and
secret self-love. Even when he accepts the ideas the incur'lble defiance that rendered the suppres-
of the west, the Russian loves to strain them, to sion of the ancient rPgime impossible without

surpass them in revolution as in everything else; violence and excess. In France, under Louis
he is a pupil who endeavors to excel his ma.sters, XVI., tile ground was covered with combustible
a new comer who readily considers his elders matter that had been amassed during centuries,
timid and backward. The Russian frequently and needed but a spark to start the greatest con-
feels toward the west something of thesentiments flagration the world has ev(,_ seen. In Russia,
of a young man toward a middle-aged or old man; under Alexander II and Ill., the atmosphere is
even while he appreciates our ideas or our lessons, filled with sparks carried by the winds from the
he is inclined to believe that we are resting by the west; Ilashes and sinister glimmerings meet tile

way, and he undertakes to pursue to their end the eye, but the inflammable matler is watering or is
ways and ideas which others have opened to him. too scattered to feed a grand conflagration. It may
"Between you and me, what are your natious of still be said to-day, as in 1825 and 1848, !ha! the
Europe?" one of the first Russians I ever knew material for a revolution is lacking in Russia.-
inquired of me a long time ago. "They are .gray. Who are tile men who p_etend !o seize upon an
beards who have given all that they are capable empire of more than eight)' million souls? Some

of giving, and of whom nothiz_g more can rea- thousands of young men without experience,
sonably be expected; we shall not find it hard to without practical ideas, without influence, inca-
surpass them when our turn shall come." But pable alike of producing or directing a revolu-
when will this turn come? Many are tired waiting tion; unknown, misunderstood and regarded with
for it. Unfortunately, this natural presumption suspicion by the people: presumptuous children,
is far from always implying labor or real effort, ignorant of life and believingeverything possible
Too many Russians await the grand future of to their weakness. What are their arms, their
their country as something which is bound to resources, their means of action? Pamphlets,

come some day_ just as the fruit ripens upon a and circulars either written or printed, among a
tree; too many others, disdaining what is possible people the greater part oi wlmm can not read.
and railing at !he liberty of which the west And what else? The arm of some hired assassin,
furnishes them tile example, profess themselves cut-throat or incendiaJ T. They _ppmve of every

disgusted skeptics; while the most impatient means and dare everything in the dismal field of
among them, imagining that they can metanmr- criminal wart'are which alone is open to them;
phose their country with a single stroke of the but the stiletto, the rifle and the mine are not
revolutionary wand, have recoursewithout scruple enough to produce a revolution. If there is a
to the most foolish and odious machinations.- coun!ry in which tile government is upheld by

Bloody anarchy and the dissolution of the empire the slender thread of a human life, that country
would be the inevitable results of a revolution in is no longer Russia. --The energy and t(.nacity,

Russia. Fortunately forcivilization there arefew audacity and self-abnegation, the sombre and
countries in which even the transitotT triumph fanatical heroism of the enemies of the s_ate, but
of the revolutionists ts less probable. The extent serve to make manifest to all their utter trope-

of the empire, the dispersion of the population, tency. Organization is not perhaps what they
mad the small number of the cities, axe so many lack. To contrive their plot they would have but
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to _opy the models afforded them by the revolu- cause radicalism has not extended beneath the
tionists of other countries, to appropriate to them- surface of the nation, it does not follow that it is
selves the old machinery of secret societies and not a serious malady, over which tile Russian
hidden governments, now brought to such per- character is sufficiently strong and healthy to tri-
fection, with their affiliated branches and their umph by itself. The revolutionary spirit is one
hierarcby of supervising committees, their rays- nf those evils which nature alone can not cure.
tenous and anonymous chiefs, blindly obeyed by Nihilism is an ulcer which, if it be not attended
followers to whom fhey remain unknown. For to, threatens to become incurable, to eat through
their organization and propagandism, they have, the whole social body, and, little by little, to ex-
in the blind enthusiasm of their youth, the in- tend to the vital organs.-- The remedy, the eft]ca-
difference or di_ffection of society and the un- cious treatment, is to be found neither in repres-
popularity of the police or administrative eor- sire nor preventive measures. It is vain to
ruption, aids and facilities which they couhl not dream of striking at the roots of the evil in
have in any other country in Europe. TlJey have the universities and colleges. It would be in
been wonderfully aided by tbe contradictions and vain, according to the advice of some distin-
blunders of the government or its agents; their guished minds, following tbe plan renewed by
boldest attempts have long enjoyed the benefit of the emperor Nicholas, to Jay the blame on rood-
impunity. What profit have they derived from ern studies and culture, to modify the course of
these advantages? Not enjoying like the carbon- instruction, to substitute classical studies for the
ari or Mazzini of Italy, or the Polish revolution- physical sciences, or _e_ versa; it would be in vain
ists of 1863, the alliance of the national spirit, all to limit the number of students, or restrict the
the efforts of their committees, whether at home sphere of studies, t_J exclude the women and
or abroad, have been without fruit. They have young girls who aspire to superior education and
succeeded in murdenng some functionaries, and equality with the other sex; it would be in vain to
even Alexander II. on March 13, 1881, in burning forbid those numerous foundations of scholarships
houses, quarters, and almost entire towns; but which charity or vanity, either public or private,
the)' have not been able to raise the smallest in- establish in colleges or universities, that serve but
surrection. In vain have they assailed at once to recruit the class of educated proletarians;
the people of the cities and the country, the bu- there wouhl always remain support enough and
reaucracy, and even the army. It has not helped proselytes enough for nihilism. It would be in
them any to have accomplices among their official wdn, as has offen been contemplated, to submit
adversaries, and to gain auxiliaries in the ranks the universities and their students to military
of the army, such as Lieut. Dubrovine, the discipline, to oblige students to wear a uniform,
_rr_t o_e_r hung at St Petersburg in 1879. to shut them up'in boarding schools or barracks;
They have succeeded only in rendering themselves these would only be palliatives, better adapted to
odious to the people, furnishing arms to the conceal the progress of the evil than to heal it.
enemies of progress. If they have forced the To effect a cure, in our opinion, another regimen
government to resort to extraordinary precaution must be adopted. There are di_ases that were
and severity, it is the country that has suffered formerly treated by dieting and blood-letting,
by it, the country whose progress they have re- which we cure to-day with stimulants, tonics,
tarded and which retain_ a just grudge against fresh air and exercise. Russia's case is of this
them for it.-- The nihilist agitation of 1878 and number; she should be placed under a more
1879 manifested the absolute powerlessness and strengthening regimen.-- Modern science possess-
real weakness of the revolutionists. Do we mean es no sure preservative or certain specific against
by this that all this nihilist movement, this effer- therevolutionm T epidemic. None but anignorant
vescence of spirits among certain classesof young man or a charlatan would promise either. The
men, is not fraught with damage to the state or revolutionary spirit is one of the evils which ha-
danger to the government? Decidedly not. The tions must, in our day, accustom themselves to
evil, the actual peril,is not a revolution, which live with; the question is, in Russia, as it is every-
is to-day senseless, chimerical and impossible; it where else, to be strong enough to endure it. Of
is a weakening and sterile agitation constantly all the means and all the remedies proposed for
renewed: it is a sort of periodical fever, with this end, the surest seems to be political liberty.
violent attacks succeeding regularly to periods of This is an old receipt, and out of fashion with
apparent calm and depression. The immincnt many, and for some even worse than the evil
danger is not political but intellectual and moral which it pretends to combat; it is, in our opinion,
anarchy, which exhausts the nation in fruitless the only efficacious one All the governments
efforts; which leaves thecountry disturbed, ener- that have honestly and patiently tested it have
rated, without any clear guidance or definite been benefited by it. Russia's greatest misery
policy, without any distinct horizon : which is an absolute want of political liberty. A law-
leaves the state exhausted and enfeebled in all its ful avenue mus! be opened to the vague aspira-
_'esources. In addition to this, such a state of tions that are springing up among the youth

things can not continue indefinitely; it will not of the country and in society, or there will be
take a great many years, not a generation per- an explosion.
haps, to render any catastrophe possible.--Be- ANATOL._ L_ROY BEAIYa_:rY.
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NOBILITY. By this, or by some equivalent the Assyrians and the kingdom of Palmyra?
term, has been designated in all times the body of Wlmn, therefore, we take into account tile eir-

men who have attributed to themselves in an ex- eumstances which accompanied the establishment
•chmive manner the higher functions of society, of the barbarians iu the bosom of European civili-
Most frequently this body established its rule by zatiotL we perceive that this violent substitution
conquest. Thus the nobility of most of tile states of a new race ot proprietors for tile ohl race pre-
of Europe owes its origin to I;he barbarous hordes sents rather the characteristics of the exercise of

which invaded the Roman empire, and divided tile right of eminent domain than those of spo-
its ruins among them At first these troops of liation properly so called. Hence, this extremely
emigrants, whom the insufficiency of the means portant consequence, that the i)roperty of tile
of subsistence and the allurement of plundcr nobility which had its origin in conquest doesnot
urged from the regions of the north to those of deserve the anathema which certain socialists
the south, overran and laid waste the civihzed have hmne.hed against it; for the original titles of
world; but soon, either because the personal the nobility to thew estates was founded on gen-
property which served them as booty began to be eral utility, that is to say, upon justice. -- The
used up, or bec/_use the more intelligent under- c(mditions of the e_tabiishment of the barbarians
stood that a regular exploitation would be more in tl,e bosom of the civilized world were ex-

profitable to them than simple pillage, ttley es- tremely varied. Historians have nevertheless
tablished a fixed residence for themselves upon demonstrated that they generally took to.them-
the ruins of the workl they lind laid waste and sclve,_ two-third_ of the htnd; such was, for exam°

,conquered. -- This establlshmen t of the barbarians plc, the proportion in Gaul. when it was conquered
in the old domain of civilization, and the institu- by the Franks. This proportion, however, was
tion of a feudal nobility which was the result not arbitrary; it was determined by the neccssities
of it, had a utility which it would be unjust to of thc situation. In each subjugated nation was
ignore. It must not be forgotten that the Roman found an aristocracy of proprietors, dating most
empire, internally undermined and corrupted by frequently fr(_m an anterior conquest, whom the
the cancer of slavery, had ended by falling in conquerors were interested in treating with a cer-
ruins, and that the wealth accunmlated by Greece- tam consideration, in order _ot to push them to
Roman civilization was at the mercy of the bar- the dangerous extremity of despair. According as
barians. In so critical a situation, the establish- this aristocracy had preserved more or lessstrength
ment of the Goths, the Vand_tls, the Lombards and iilfluenee, the. conquerors left it a more or
and other emigrants from the north upon the tel'- less considerable portion of its domains, limiting
ritory which they had ravaged, was a blcs<ing, thcmselves to subjecting it to simple feudal fines.

Having become proprietors of the greatcst part of Hence there were two kinds of domains, and the
the capital which the conquered nations had ac- title of fra_,cs alleua.(freehohls) was given to lands
.cumulated upon the ]and, these barbarians were occupied by the c(mquerors, as the count de
henceforth interested in defending it against the Boulainvillicrs explains with much clearness.
ilordes which came after them It was thus that " The Gallic proprietor," says th_s learned histo-
the old enemies of civilization became its defend- rian of the' French nobility, "wt_s required to pay
ers, and that the wealth accumulated by antiquity, certain tributes of the fruits an([ revenues of his
in passing from the weak hands of its old owners lands. ,'tccordil_g to the dcmamts of the victors.

_o those of the conquerors of the north, more The F,'ank, who posscsscd his lands entirely free
numerous, more courageous and stronger, was and unburdened, ha0 a move absolute and more
preserved from total annihilatmn. The dcstruc- perfect ownership of them; hence this distinction
tire wave of invasion stopped before this new was marked by the term salivlal_ds, meaninglands

rampart, raised up in the place of the dismantle(l or _dleux of the Franks, called also Salians; in a
rampart of Roman domination. Tile Huns. for word, J)'atvcs-alleux, that is to say, absolutely and

example, who had come from the depths of Tar- thorou._hly their own, hereditary, and free even
t;,l T to share the spoils of the oht world, were from all tribute of the fruits Terra salica, qu_
(lestroyed or repulsed by the coalition of tile Goths salio militi ; ant re qi assigl_ata erat, dicta ad differ-
and Franks, established in Italy and in Gaul; and eTd/am allodi,dL_, quce est s_t&litorum. (Basnage,
]ater the Saraeens, no less redoubtable than tile word Alh,ux.) This metho(l of dividing the con-
IIuns, met the same fate. --If tile Goths and the quered lands was imitated by the Goths, who

Franks had not appropriated to themselves the called the lands which they had retained sortea
fixed capital of the nations theyhad subjugated. (/otIdcas, and those which they had left lo the

WOtlld they have risked their lives and their booty Romans, ,wries r_ma_ms. The Normans did tile
to repulsethesavagesoldiersof Attila? And wh'd same thing" in regard to the old possessors of
would have remained of the old civilization, if this Neustria when they conquered it, and this was
barbarian chief of a nomad race had continued to the origin of the greater part of freeholds; for

•overrun and ravage Europe? Would n(,t Greece, the complete freedom of these lands from taxa-
Italy, Gaul and Spain, despoiled of their personal lion caused them to be called freeholds." (De la
wealth, and deprived of the greatest part of their noblesse frct_at}e, by the count de Boulainvil-
population, have ended by presenting the same liers ) There were, therefore, two nobilities after
spectacle of desolation and ruin as the empire of the conquest, the one composed of members of
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the conquering army, and the other composed of lands was effected in an unequal manner between

_he old proprietors not completely dispossessed, the chiefs and the soldiers of the conquering

The former, whose lands were free, were at first army. This inequality was based upon the une-

in the ascendent'y; but after long struggles, of qual share which each had taken, according to his

which the beautiful romance, Ivanhoe, for exam- rank in the army, in the work of conquest. The

ple, gives a picturesque sketch, these two nobili- distinction of rank was determined by the neces-
ties, drawn together by common interests, were sities of the enterprise. When the barbarians

generally conlbunded in one. --It sometimes oc- invaded a country, they chose the chiefs front
curred to the conquerors to make an inventory of among the most courageous and capable of their

the wealth which they had appropriated to them- number, and they obeyed them in the common

selves; this was especially the case in England interest. The chiefs chose aids (com/_)to cause

after the Norman conquest. The results of this their orders to be executed; and a military hier-

curious inquiry were embodied in the Domesday archy, based upon the necessities of the enterprise
Book. _- The division of the booty and of the which was to be carried out, was thus organized

of itself. The conquest accomplished, it was

* The Domesday Book is nothing but a great inventory natural that the share in the belly should be pro-
of the Nolman conquest. We quote from the his.sty of portionate to the rank which each man, having

M. AugustinThicrrysome interesting details concern;ngthe any claim to it, held in the army of invasion.
origin of thi_ curtous inquiry, and upon the way in which
it waS drawn up. "King William," says M. Augustin The supreme chief had, therefore, the greatest
Thierry, "caused agreat territorial inquiry to be made, and share, both in personal effects and in lands; the
a universal register of all the changes of property made ]_ser chiefs and the common soldiers of the
in England by the conquest to be drawn up. He wished
to know into what hands, throughout all the extent of the conquest obtained shares proportionals to their
country, the domains of the Saxons had passed, and how rank, or to the services which they had rendered.

many of them still kep_ their iuberitaoces by reason The_ divisions were frequently the occasion of

of treaties concluded with himself or with his barons; bloody quarrels, to which the necessities of corn-
how many acres of land there were in each rural domain :
what number of acres would be sufficient for the support moil defense alone could put an end. -- When
of a soldie.', and _hat was the number of the latler in the plunder to be divided comprised, besides

each province or county of England; what wa_ the gross personal effects, immovable property, lands or

sum of the products of the cities, villag(_, towns and ham- houses, the army of invasion dispersed, and each
lets; what was lhe exact property of each count_ baron,
knight, sergeant-at-arms; how much land each one had,
how many people with fiefs of his lands, how many produced for the ofacera of the conqueror; an investigation
Saxons, cattle and plows --This work, m which modern wasmadeastohowmanyhonsestbewarof tbe conquest or
historians have thought they discerned the mark of admiu- the construction of fortres._v8 had caused to disappear; how
istrati*e genius, was the simple result of thespecial posilion many houses the conquerors had taken, and how many
of the Norman king as chief of a conquering army, and of Saxon families, reduced to extreme poverty, were unable to
the necessity of e_tablishing _ome order in the chaos of the pay anything. In the cities the oath was taken of the great
conquest This is so true. that, in o her conquests whose Norman authorities, mho assembled the Saxon burgers m
details have been transmitted to us. for exJimple, in the their nld council chamber, now become the property of the
conquest of Greece by the Latin crusaders in the thirteenth king or of some foreign baron. Finally, in the places of
century, _ c find the _ame kind of inquiry, conducted on an lesser importance the oath was taken of the collector or
exactly similar plan by the chiefs of the m_asiou --- By provost royal, of the priest and of six Saxons or nf SL_
virtue of the orders of King William, Henri de Fexri_res, villains of each city, as the Normans called them. This
Ganltier Glflhrd, Adam, brother of Eudes the seneschal, investigation lasted six years, during which time the corn-
and Reml, bishop of Lincoln, as well as other persons fltissioners of King William traveled over all England,
selected from the jurists and the guardians of the royal w:th the exception of the hilly countries in the north, and
treasury, set out to journey through all the counties of to the west of York, that is to say, the modern counties ef
England, establishing in each placetheir council of inquiry. Durham, Northumherland, Cumberland, Westmoreland,
They caused to appear before them the viscount of each and Lancaster. The investigation was concluded in 1_6.
province or of each Saxon shire, a personage to whom the -- The editing of the inventory of taxable property or the
Saxons gave in their old language the title of shire-tees or terrier of the Norman conquest for each province that it
sheriff. They called together, or had the vmcount call t_- mentioned, was modeled on n uniform plum The name of
gether all theNorman barons ofthe province, who indicated the king was placed at the top, with thelist of his land_
the precise boundaries of their possessions and of their under hie revenues in each province: then followed the
territorial jurisdictions: then some of the men connected names of the chiefs and of the smaller proprietors, m the
with the tne uiry, or commissioners delegated by them, order of their military rank and of their wealth in land
went to each great domain and into each district or cen- The Saxons, spared by special grace in the great spohati0J_,
tury, as the Saxons called them. There they made the flg-ured only in Ihe lowest ranks; for the small number ()f
French soldiers of each lord and the KngU_h inhabit- this race who remained free and unburdened proprietor,
ants of the century declare, under oath, how many free or tenantt_in-chiefof the king, as the conquerorsexpre _s('d
owners and how many farmers there were upon the domain; themselves, _ere so onlyas regards inconsiderable domaie-.
what portion each occupied as full proprietor or on pre- The other Anglo-Saxon names scattered here a_d there
carious tenure; the names of the actual holder_, the names through the list, belonged to farmers of certain fraction-,
of those who had been owners heft)re the conquest, and the more or leas great, of the domain of Normanzounts, baron',
different changes of property which had taken place since knights, sergeant,-at-arms or crees-bowmen. --This vshhL"
that time; SO that, say the chronicles of the times, three ble book, m which the entire conquest was registered, *')
declarations were exacted concerning each estate: what it that the memory of it could not be e:lY_med,was called by
had been in the time of King Edward, what it had been the Norman$ the .qrand_ r61e, the T6l_ royale or the r_i/e d_
when King William had granted it, and what it was at the Winvhester, because it was preserved in the treasury of th,."
present moment. Beneath each particular statement -_.as cathedral of Winchester. The Saxons called it by a mo=e
inscribed this formula: 'This is what all the French and solemn name, the book of judgment-day, Domesday B[_,k,
all the English of the shire have sworn to.' -- In each town because it contained their sentence, of irrevocable expropr_-
an Inquiry was made as to the amount of taxes the inhab- ation." (hugustin Thierry, lit#tetra d_ la ¢onqu_te d'An*
treats had paid to former kings, and how much the town gleterrepar les _Vormanda, book il 4 pp. 2_7-244.)
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one of its members occupied the lot which had the army, of men belonging to the conquered_
fallen to him in the division. But in dispersing _race, which could havc taken place after the
in a conquered country, and therefore hostile alienation or sale of the lands occupied by the-
and exposed to new invasions, the conquerors conquerors, would have been no less dangerous.
took care to preserve their military organization; The law of primogeniture and entail served to
they lived organized in such a way that, at the preserve the conquerors from this two-fold peril.
first appearance of danger, they might immedi- The law of primdgeniture maintained intact the
ately flock to the banner of the chicf, and take domain, which was the pledge of the fulfillment
their place in the ranks. It is thus that the feudal of the duty of each toward all, by transmitting it
system was established. The characteristic trait from generation to generation to the eldest son of
of this system was the rigorous maintenance of the family Entail prevented foreigners or ene-
the hierarchical organization of tile conquering mies from slipping into the ranks of the army,
army, and the obligations which flowed from it. by not aDowing the noble proprietors t_) alienate
At the first call of the supreme chief, emperor, theirdomains. The primitive organization of the-

king,_or duke, the lesser chiefs assembled the conquering army could therefore be perpetuated
crowd of those who had worked the conquest, after the conquest had been accomplished, and the
:Each was bound, under pain of forfeiture, to re- nobility formed itself into a veritable guild at the

port at the call of his hierarchical superior; the head of society. -- This organization had its man-
army was soon on foot again, in good order, to ifest utility, in that it prevented the country, in
defend its domains, either against a revolt from which the conquering army had established itself,
within or an aggression from without. --The from bccomingince_antly the prey of new hordes
chiefs thus preserved their rank after the dispersal of barbarians. It had its inevitable drawbacks,

of the conquering army. Each rank had its par- in thai it delivered the industrious populatio_
ticular name, sometimes of barbarian origin, over to tile mercy of a greedy and brutal horde,
sometimes borrowed from the Roman hierarchy, who most frequently used without an)- modern-

This name passed from the man to tile domain; tion its right of conquc.-t. At first the condition
hence kingdoms, duchies, marquisates, counties, of the subjee_ populations was mo_t hard. The
baronies, etc. Those of the conquering army conquerors were subject to laws and obligations
who possessed no rank, but who had obtained a based upon their common interest; these laws
lot of land, simply took the name of freeholders, and thc_e obligations, whi_,h cxtended to all, tc_
and their lands that of freeholds, and they formed the chiefs as -.vell as to the soldiers, protected

the lesser grade of the nobility. _ Being obliged ia a certain measure the weak against the strong.
to set out on the. march at the command of the But nothing similar exieted in favor of the van-

chiefs, they enjoyed as compensation, like the qui._hcd; the latter were a booly wiiich the con-
latter, the privilege of exemption from taxes, and qucrorsdisposed of at their pleasure. Perhaps it
that of sending representatives to the assemblies was w_ll that it was so, at least in the "very begiu-
or parliamen_ of the nobility, in which the inter- ning; for if the conquerors had not had a max-
ests of their orders were discussed.- Neverthe- imum of interest in defending prol|erty, at that

less, it was important to assure the duration of time the object of continua] aggression, they
this organization which care for the common de- would, according to all appearances, have re-
fense required. The right of primogeniture and mained simple non|ad plunderers, and the capital
of entail were introduced to assure this duration, accumulated by civilization would have been en-

Each having obtained a portion of the ]and, on tirely destroyed. But this absolute power of the
condition of fulfilling certain obligations, it was conquer_)rs over the eonqttet'ed, whether it was
essential, in the first place, that this lot should n*_t necessary (,r not, could not fail to engender the
be divided up; in the second place, that it should most monstrous oppression. The serf or subject
not pass into the hands of a foreign or hostile of a lord was taxable, and liable to forced labor
family. The division of the land would have at pleasure, which signified that the lord could

destroyed the pledge which assured the ex'lct dispose, according to his will, of the property of
fulfllhnent of the military services, upon which the unhappy serf, "rod sell him, and Ills family,
depended the common security; it would have after having confiscated his goods. Eve_" indi-
introduced anarchy into the conquering army, by vidual, merchant or other, who crossed the do-
necessitating a continual transformation el" the main of a lord. was exposed also to be pillaged,
hierarchy. The introduction, into the ranks of reduced to slavery, or massacred. Fortunately,

this violent state of affairs could not last; order

" _ natural and general nobility of all the conquerors, and justice have such a character of utility, that
says M. August, in Thierry, increased in proportion to the tlwy re-establish themselves in some way, after
authoriryor personal importance of each of them. After the most terrible social upheavals. The lords-
the nobility of the king, came that of the governor of the were not slow to see that it was for their interest
province, who took the title of count; after the nobility of
the cennt_ came that of his Lieutenant, called vice-counter tO accord their serfs, agriculturists or artisans,
viscount; and then that of the warriors, according to their certain guarantees of security, and not to despoil
rank, barons, knights, e_ialres or sergeants, nobles in an them in a violent and arbitrary manner, in order
uneqaNl degree, but all nobles by right of their common
victory and of their foreign birth, iHtstotrs d¢ I,a can- to procure the more from them. Hence, customs.
qadte a'_tg/aer_ar lea Normanola, book it., p. 8_.) These customs, whose utility for the master a_
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well as for tht, subject was proved by experience, of the Roman empire, could enjoy a little repose.
ended by beck,ruing a solid barrier agairJst the But repose was foreign to their nature. They
arbitrariness ot the h)rds. The condition of the wore themselves out with intestine struggles. The
serf, protected by the custom, became more bear- weaker lords were subjugated or despoiled by the
able, and the revenue of tile lord was increased stronger. The supreme chief, whoat first had h_ld
in consequence; thc agriculturists, being less ex- no authority over hisold companions, except when
posed to spoliation, agriculture ('ommenced to there _as question of providing for the common
flourish again, and famines, after havingbecn the defense, profited by their dissensions in increase
rule, became each year less frequent. Agglom- hispower at their expense. He accordLd his sill-
crated in the cities, and by this very fact in a ance and his protection to the weak, on condition

better state than the agriculturists mutually to sus- that they made themselves dependent on him and
tain themselves, artisans obtained more promptly paid tribute ta) him. It was in this way that most

still guaranteesagainst arbitrary power; they wel'e of the freeholds were changed into fiefs, a This
allowed, on condition of certain fixed feudal fines, modification of the feudal system had very ira-
and sometimes even on condition of an indemnity portant consequences. The number of intestine
once paid, to exercise their occupation in pcace, strifes diminished, because the more powerful
_and the by-laws of corporations were at first lords no longer dared to attack the weak, when
nothing but records of tile customs, agreements or I the latter had become vassals of the king. On
transactions, which protected them from the ra- the other hand, the king, who collected tribute
pacity of the lords. The same customs were from the lands of his proteges, saw that they

•establislied and the same transactions effected brought more to him in proportion as th6 taxes
for the benefit of commerce. At first the met- collected to the profit of the lords were less nu-
,chants, who had ventured to traffic from city to merous and less burdensome. He endeavored,
.city, as they had done in the time of Roman dora- therefore, to diminish the number of particular
ination, had been despoiled, reduced to slavery tolls, and to moderate the exactions the lords

.or massacred by the barbarian lords, whose do- made from their serfs. His salutary intervention
mains they traversed. But soon, all commerce was felt also in the money system. In the begin-
ltaving ceased, the lords themselves realized the ning, each lord had taken to himself the tight to
inconveniences of this state of things. What did coin money, imposing upon the inhabitants of his

they (1o ? For their capricious and arbitraz T domains the obligation of using only the coinage
depredations, they substituted fixed and regular stamped with his effigy. Money soon became as
feudal fines; they guaranteed to the merchants bad as it could possihry be, while the subjects of
free and safe passage through their domains, on the lords had no means of protecting themselve_
condition of their paying toil. This was still from the damage caused them by false coinage.
onerous, without doubt; for each country bcing It wss quite otherwise, when, tho freeholds hay-

divided into a multitudeof little seigniorialestates, , ing been transformed into fiefs, the kiug levied
a merchant, who had to travel through a some- taxes upon the domains of his vassals. To l)re-

what small extent of country, was obliged to pay vent the loss which the adulterations of tllc
-a multitude of tolls. But it was less onerous ' moneys caused in the payment of the taxes, ltc

than pillage and assassination; and commerce, appointed certain officials charged with the sur-
thus protected by the better understood interest
of the lords, again assumed some activity.-- Tile * Montesquieu has given with much clearness the natur_
improvement (lid not stop here. Events and prog- , of this transformation of the feudal _ystem. as -,_ell'as the
less of different kinds weakened successively the ' cause_ which determined it. "The manner of changing afreehold into a fief," he nays, "is found m a formula (,f
"feudal nobility, either by diminishing the impor- Marculfe. A man gave hi_ land to the king; and the kimz

-lance of the part it played, or by increasing the gave it back to the douor ao a nsufructor bcnetiec, and Ih_.
power of the (:lasses, which were subordinate to latter designated his helro to the king. Those ,,_ho heldfiefs had very great advantages. The indemnity for iuju-
it. As soon as feudalism was firmly established I rie_ done them was much greater than that of free men.
and constituted, the danger of invasions became It appears, from the fm'mulas of Marculfe. that it was s

less; not, however, as the historian Robertson privilege of the vassal ol the king that whoever klll_'_l
has dechu'ed, because the source whence they hlm should pay _0 sons of indemnity. This privilege _s

established by the suite law and by the Ripuarlan hm.
flowed had dried up. Tlmre were still, in the and whi]e these two laws imposed a penaltyoffOOsoush,r
north of Europe and in the centre of Asia, mul- the death of a vaasaJ of theking, they imposed only2_ f(w
titudes greedy for booty, and disposed to pre- I the death of a free man, Frank, barbarian, or a man h_ingunder the salic law, and only 100 for that of a Roman '
cipitate themselves upon the countries in which I After having enumerated various other privileges which th_
the arts of civilization had accumulated wealth; i vassals of the king enjoyed, the author of the £sprit des
but, between these hungry multitudes and the prey ! /,_ adds : "It _seasy, therefore, to think that the Franks
"which they coveted, tile rampart of feudalism I who were not rascals of the king, and still more the Roman_,endeavored to become ran; and that In order that they
had been raised. After having vainly attempted I should not be deprived of the domains, the Custom w_ls
tO make a breach in this rampart, which replaced _devised of giving one's ireehold to the king, and of receiving
that of the Roman legions, the barbarian hordes it from him as a fief a_d of designating to him who should

[ inherit it. This c_tom continued always, and was praC-

drew back one _fter the other into the heart i riced especially in 'the dtaturbanvea of the se_.ond m,,_:,
_of Asia, and descended upon India and China. I when ever,/one needed a protector." (De l'_prtt des _o ,Then the conquerors, established upon the ruins book xx_i., chap. 8,)
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veillance of the coinage of the lords, and with inghouses and places of evil resort. The nobility,

preventing them from melting down and adulter- thus degraded, lost its old ascendency ovcr the
sting his own money. In proportion as the power masses, and in 1789 the industrious classes rose

of this protector of tim weak became more up against the domination of a caste, which n_

extensive, he confiscated or bought the right of longer could make arroganee and privile,ges for-

coinage of the lesser lords and appropriated it to gotten through the magnitude of its services.

himself. The industrious classes did not fail to The French nobility disappeared, swallowed up
profit by these changes. Their condition was in the whirlpool of the revolulion --The fr)llow-

improved again when the most bellicose and tur- ing, aceordingto thelearned aulhorof La Franc_

bulent portion of the nobility went to the crusades, avaut la r/volut/on, is an account of the rights _x_(l

The lords, convinced that the conquest of the east feudal privileges which the nobility still enjoyed
would procure for them fortune in this world and when thegreat catastrophe occurred: "In ahnost

would assure their salvation in the next, granted

their liberty at a low price to multitudes of serfs, undertook to refute the unseemly and incongruous propo-
Aml as very few of them returned from that _,itmns which were advanced therein. The argumcnt_ of
religious California of the middle ages, the serfs, th_s defender of nohJh_.y prvjadiec were not lacklng in a

who had bought their liberty, were able to pre- certain origiua]ity. The chevalier d'Arcq stated, in the first
place, witt_ a sorrowful horrc>r, that the uobility was only

serve it. Finally, the middle class of the cities, too disposed to follow the degrading counsels of the abb6
having become rich and powerful by industry, coyer, and he conjured them, in the name of theil honor

undertook to make themselves completely lade- and of the safety of all, to pause on the brink of as fatal an

pendent of their lords. The communal movement abyss. "It would be necessary, on the contrary "' heexclaimed with indi_,malion, "to place new barriers between
commenced, and this n'lovement, seconded by the the nobility and the path it is proposed to ()pen. Wlthoat
kings, who sold their protection to the middle such barriers, instead of seeing only one gentleman in a

cla.ssof the communes, as they had before soht it family follow th,s path, it i_ to be feared that all. oratlea_t

tO the lesser lords, contributed also Is enfeeble the almost all, the members of the family will rush into it, andthat we shall see a crowd of nobles upon our merchant yes-
power of the nobility.--Whe feudal system thus eels, with no other arms than the pen, instead of seeing
fell little by little into ruins. The subject classes them upon our war vessels, the sword in their hand._ to de-

advanced each day with amore rapid step toward fend th(, timid trader. Itiaaeked, what doyou wish a gentle-

their enfranchisement, inscribing upon their ban- mart to do. who only possesses ancient titles, one reason themore to make him blush for his misery? ls it in France
hers the word l/berry. The substitution of fire that they dare to put thls question _ I_it m France that a

arms for the old instruments of war gave thc gentleman remainu idle upon his estate, while victory is

finishing stroke to feudalism, by permitting thence, waiting to crown the nobility on the battle-ffelda. _ IN it InFrance that a gentleman i_-advised to give hlmt_.lf over to
forth the industrious classes to protect themselves baseness, to infamy, m fine. to dishonor the name of his

against the invasions of the hardy races of the ancestors, virtuous, without doubt)siuce they were judged

north. Artillery repla_ed with _:lvantage the iron worthy of nobility. _ith no other pretext than to save him
armed colossi of chivalry, and the order of nobility from indigene(', while there is u gracious monarch to serve,a eOUlltA'yto clefend, and arms always ready for _hoever
ceased to Lethe necessary rampart of civilization, wisheeto_'aikinthcroadofhonor?'" (La noblea,_emd_aire

The services which it rendered losing their value, opposde _tla _,oblesae cornmerfante, ou le Patriots f, anfai.s,

the supremaevand the privileges which it contin- pp. 7,t. 87.t The chevahcr d'Arcq then reprimanded the- nobility for it_ excessive laxliry; he begged them $o prac-
ued to claim for itself were borne with less pc- tics ect_nomy, and eude.d hy putting thl, curious dlh:mma:
tience. Above all was this the case in frg.nce, "Commerce on a large _cnlc, the. only commerce which can

where, the royal power having ended I)3' reducing be suitable for the nobihty, if indeed commeree can be suit-

the nobility to the condition of servants of the able for it. is not carried on without the funds necessary topurc.ha_e the first commodttiee, and without which, desire,
coUrt, it presented the spectacle of the saddest zeal activity and mlell_gence become usele_b instruments.
moral and material decay. Its eldest sons, pro- Eith(,rthe nob_hty, which it _s wished to makecommercial,

vided with magnificent sinecures, expended their possesses these fuuda, or it does lint p_._- them. If it
inconles in idleness, an(] ran into debt to avoid be- p,*ase_es them. it has no need of commerce; tht_e fundsshould be sufficient for itssuhsi_tence, while a'_aiting the

i_g eclipsed by an industrious bourgeoisie, whose re_ard whicit its meat _tnd it- services should _mturally

wealth kept increasing. Its younger sons. _oo nu- procure for it. * * If the nobthtyha._ not the funds nec-

merous for the employments which the monarch essary for the purchase ofthe commoditw_, iu _hat way canit lake the first _teps in commerce? A gentleman acknowl-
had at his disposal, and too proud to devote tlmm- edges no other masters bat God, honor, his country and his
_elves to commerce and industry, _ filled the gain- kiog. Is it theu to tim service of a plebeian that _t is

wished t.x_subject him under the title of an apprentice,? I_

• Nobility prejudice interdicted to poor nobles the era- . _1 by laying aside the trappings of war to don the harness
ployments of industry and commerce, formerly degraded of servitude that it _s pretended to lead him to fortunel'
by slavery. It wa_ not till the eighteenth century that What a resource' What shame! Is not md_ence a thou-
there cemmenged to be a reaction aga|nst this prejudice. A _aad times preferable to hirer" (La _ohlcs_'e milite2re,
water, who then enJoyed som_ notOriety, the abbd Coyer, _ etc., p..q_._ The abbg Coyer retorted with two volumes,
_Tote a work curried the Noblesse eomraer_an¢e, in which entitled, Dd_elopp_.rn_.nt et eL:fe_e du ayst'ecne de la noblczse
he urged dim noble_ to have recourse £o the aseful and eommer¢ante; and Grimm, gaving an account of the quarrel
remunerative oe_'upstto_S of industry and COmmerCe to in his correspondence (17571, wrote a plea in favor of the
restore their patrimonies, which the abuse of luxury had military nobility The question remained undecided, and
considerably reduced. 'l_he work of the abb6 Coyer was iu our days tilers are still many nobles imbued with tbe
well recelwd by the young nobility, who were commencing preludise which the abb_ ('oyer combated. Yet the most
t_ be imp_lg_atetl with philosophic laem_; but it; excited in obstinate are willingly resigned to" derogate," by investing
thu highest degree the Indignation of the partisans of the their funds In industry, provided that the havestment ts
old lde_, Au _ato_r_tte writer_ the chevalier d'Arcq, remnnerat_e.
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_all the rural districts there existed numerous yes- tage from its position. By the establishment of
tiges of the feudal system. Each village had its tile corn laws, it has endeavored to raise the
Jord, who, in general, possessed the best lands, value of the lands belonging to its eldest sons.
.and had certain rights over those which did not By the extension of the colonial empire of En-
,belong to him. Thus, there was the exclusive gland, it has gradually increased the arena open
,right of the chase upon all the territory of the toits younger sons. _ Nevertheless the industrious
"fief; there was the tithe, the extent of which was cl&_ses have come to understand that the costs of
moore or less great; there was, at each transfer of this policy of monopoly fall chiefly upon them,
property, the tax on the lot of land and on its while the aristocracy receives the most evident
_ale. The lord could retain, for the price of sale, benefit from it. These classes have fought against
che land sold in his territory, could force the in- the political and economical monopolies of the
_habitantsto grind in his mill, to bake in his oven, aristocracy, and thanks to the great agitation
_to make their wine in his press, etc. On the vas- of the league, and to the reforms of Sir Robert
zal were incumbent also certain personal services, Peel, continued by Lord John Russell, this work
such as the obligation to work a certain number of enfranchisement is very far advanced. It is
of days without compensation, which were called proper to add, however, that if the British aris-
¢,orvJes, to render certain services under certain tocraey has shown itself grasping in the matter of
determined circumstances, etc. In some prov- monopolies, it has displayed great and solid quali-
inces, like F_'anche-Comt4 and Burgundy, mort- ties in the exercise of the functions it has monopo-
main existed still in many of the villages; the lized. It has done better still. Whenever it has
peasant could not quit the land or marry without discovered a man of eminent ability in the lower
permission of his lord, under pain of losing his strata of society, it has had the intelligent clever-
.property, and if he left no children, the lord was ness to make a place for him in its own ranks.
.his heir.--But Louis XVI. had abolished mort- It is thus that it has known how to render its
main in all the domains of the crown, and many monopoly bearable, and to preserve a great and
.lords followed his example. Justice was admin- legitimate ascendency over the country.--When
istered in the first resort, and sometimes in the the noble classes shall have finally ceased to be
last, by judges appointed by the lord. Finally, privileged in a direct or indirect manner, it is
the clergT took the tithes, the government the probable that the titles which serve to distinguish
villain tax and the tax on salt, and the peasant them will lose their value. For this value de-
was subject, besides, to the corvJe and the militia ponds much less upon a prejudice of opinion
duty. while all the nobles and almost all the than upon the positive advantages which they
_)ourgeois functionaries were exempt from it." can confer. These advantages amount to noth-
(La France avant h_ r_volutio_z, by Raudot, p. 103.) ing in the liberal professions: let a merchant, for
Finally, the nobility monopolized most of the example, be noble or plebeian, the credit which
great offices of the state, and had at its disposal he enjoys in the market remains the same. But
numerous sinecures. --There are no precise data it is quite otherwise in the functions which are
as to the number of the members of the French connected with the government. It is rare that
nobility, at the time when the revolution deprived the nobility is not favored in an exceptional maw
them of their privileges. According to Siey_s, net in the distribution of offices and of honors.t
their number did not exceed 110,003. This is
the way in which Siey_s made his calculation : * See, on the _ubJect of this policy of monopoly and of
"I know," said he, "but one way to estimate the war of the British aristocracy, the introduction t_, _obdenet la Ltqu¢, ou t'Agtcation anqla_ee pour la libert_ du
number of individuals of this order: it is to take commute, by Fred. Ba_tiat.
the province where this number is the best known ¢ According to Ben_ham, no system of rewards is more
and compare it with the rest of France. That costly than that which consiets in according titles of no-
province is Brittany, and I remark in advance htnty as a payment for service6 rendered the state. Thefollowing are the reason_ given by the illustrious utllita-
that it has more nobles than the others, either be- rian philosopher for his opinion: "It is commonly said
canse they do not " derogate " there, or becausc of that rowards in honore cost the state nothing. Thisisan
the privileges which the families retain, etc., etc. error; for not only do honore render services dearer, but
There are in Brittany 1,900 noble families; I will moreover there are burdens which can not be estimated tumoney. All honor sapposes some preeminence. Among
say 2,000. Estimating each family as having five individuals placed on a level of equality, some can not be
persons, there are in Brittany 10,000 nobles of all favored by a degree of elevation, except by making others
ages and of both sexes. The total population is suffer by a relative abasement. This is true, above all, of
2,300,003 individuals. This number is to the on- permanent honors, of those which confer rank and privi-leges. There are two classes of persons gt whose expense
tire population of France as one to eleven. We theae honors are conferred: the close from Whichthe new
_nust then multiply 10,003 by eleven, and we have dignitary is taken, a_d the class into which he is lntro-
110,030 nobles at the most for the whole of the duced. The more, for example, the number of the nohles_

kingdom." The author of J_ _5"anc_ anent _a lnereaeed,_hemorethetrlmportanoeisdlmlntshedandtbemore the value of their order is detracted from -- Prof0-
_'dvolution thinks that the opinion of Siey_s is very ,ion of honors ha8 the two-fold disadvantage of debasing
near the truth. -- Like the French nobility, but them and of causing also pecuniary expenses. If a peer-
with more success, the British nobility has on- age is given, a pension must frequently be edded to tt. ifonly to maintain the dignity of it. -- It ta thua that the he-
deavored to maintain its old supremacy. No redttary nobility hal raised the rate of all rewards. If a
aristocracy has been able to derive more advert, ahnple citizen has rendered brlllla.ut _'vi_ it is necee"
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These old qualifications of the nobility consti- fected machinery of a modern political party's
lute besides a singular anachronism in the organi- township, county, state and national nominating
zation of modern society. As has been seen above, conveations.--L OamLn. Before, during and im-
_he titles of duke, marquis, count and baron served mediately after the revolution, the inception of
_o designate the grades of the military hierarchy political action in America was mainly controlled
of feudalism; they about corresponded to themod- by a series of unofficial coteries of leading and
.ern denominations of general, colonel, major and kindled spirits in every colony (see CAucus), by
.captain. Would not bankers, manufacturers, sa- whom resolutions wercprepared, intelligence was
vants or artists, invested with thcse titles borrowed disseminated, and occasionally revolutionary ac-

_from feudal hierarchy, present a somewhat ridieu- tion was directly begun. In New England they
,Ions spectacle? Would they not have quite as controlled or led the town meetings; in the south
_nuch reason for adorning themselves with the they commonly acted through the district militia
_titles of mandarin, grand-serpent or sagamore? organizations; but elsewhere tlmy hardly pre-
iHow would this last nomenclature be more ab- served any semblance of connection with the
surd lhan the other? Have our bankers, our legitimate political units. Their existence, and
manufacturers, our savants and our artists any the popular acquiescence in their action, was due
nmre resemblance to the fierce warriors of the partly to the manner in which suffrage was then
middle ages than they have to Indian chiefs or limited by property qualifications, so that the
Chinese mandarins? -- The privileges, and proba- c.mcuses, or juntoes, wcre really fair and trusted
bly also the titles, of nobility will end by disap- representatives of the legal voters; and partly
peering with so many other remnants of the old to the still surwving respect for the influel_tial
.system of servitude. But does this mean that our cla_es. Their survival may be seen in the dora-
society is destined some day to undergo the pro- ocratm clubs of 1793, in the federalist "E_sex
.eessof leveling? By nomeans. Thcre will always junto" aml the denmcratic "Albany junto" of
be. in the work of production, superior and infe- the immcdi'ttely subsequent years, in the Tam-
rior functions, functions requiring in a high de- many society, in the "Albany regency" of 1820
gree the concurrence of the moral and intellectual -45, and. in a modificd form, in the various
faculties of man, and functions fur which lesser " rin.¢s" of later years. (Scc DE._IOCmtTrC CLVBS.

aptitudes will be sufficient. The former will EssEx JUNTO, ALBA:NY REGEI_'CY, TAM._.*_"
always be better remunerated and more honored SOClETY.)--Upon the organization of the icd-
than the latter. The aristocracy of society will eralist and republi('an parties after :/790, their
he formed by the former, and thi._ natural nobility worki_gs were at first limited by the traditions
--so much the more r_pectable because it will be of the past. In a party of that time the ha-

.better founded upon the superiority of merit and tional and state leaders filled the place of a na-
upon the greatness of its services--will have no tional convcntion, settling the party policy by
need to make a show of haughty pretensions and a volmninous correspo_dence, or by personal
superannuated titles in order to oblain public interviews. The position of these leaders was

.consideration. G. DE MOLI._,_I_X. wholly due to their success in gaining the confi-
dence and support of the still powerful local

NOMINATINCx CONYENTIONS (L_ U. S. caucuses; so that these latter wcrc still the ._ke]e-

H_STORY) are entirely a modern and democrat- ton of each party organization. The manner of
ic innovation, originating about the year 1825. their workings in the federalist state of Connec-
Their development has come through the succes- ticut may serve as an example. Goodrich, a fed-

.sire steps of a private caucus, alegislative caucu._, eralist in sympathy, thus describes a town meet-
and a congressional caucus, down to the per- ing of 1796-1810: "Apart in a pcw sat half a

dozen men, the magnates of the town. In other

e_ry to begin bymking from the common class and rats- pews near by, sat still others, all stanch respec-
hag him to the rank of nobility. But nobility without an
independent settlement i_ only a burden. Therefore it tabilities. These were the leading fedcralists,
is n_ry to add to it gratuities and pensions. The persons of high character, w_alth and influence.
reward becomes so great, so onerous, that it can not bepaid They spoke a few words to each other, and then
allat once. It is necessary to make of it a burden, with relapsed into a sort of dignified silence. Theywhich posterity tsloaded. It is true that posterity must
pay in part for the services, the fruits of which it shares; did not mingle with the mass; they might be Sus-
bat if there were no noble by birth, personal nobility peeled of electioneering. Nevertheless the fed-
wonldbesuffi.oient. AmongtheOreeksapinebrauchora eralists had privately determined, a few days
handful of parsley, among the Romans a few laurel leaves, before, for whom they would cast their votes, andr_wardeda hero. -- Fortunate Americans, fortunate for so
many reasons, if, to have happiness, it is sufficient to poe- being a majority they carried the day." John
seas all that constitutes happiness! This advantage is still Wood, a democratic writer of the time. gives an
yours. Re_ect the simplicity of your manners and cus- exaggerated estimate of the influence of the con.
toms; takd care never to admit an hereditary nobility. ,_egational clergy, and describes the polities ofThe patrimony of merit would soon become that of birth. -" -
Give pensions, raise atatues, confer titles; but let these the state as controlled by Timothy Dwight,
dietinctionm be personal. Preserve all the force, all the president of Yale college, and " pope of tim state,"
purityof honor; do not alienate that precious fundofthe his twelve "cardinals of the co]-poration,"and
state _nfavor of a haughty class, which will not be slow
in nslng lt against you." .(TAJor_d_ rJcompen_eset des the multitude of inferior clergy, whose annual

._ia_, bookli., chap. 60 consultation was held at the commencement in
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September; but clerical influence was only a part was at once perceptible. Conventions for the
of the wider class influence which Wood could nomination of members of the legislature be-
not understand. The two pictures are comple- came the regular mode of procedure; the practice
mentary; and the reader can see their application spread to other states; and the tlme was evidently
to national affairs in thc collected correspondence not distant when conventions of delegates would
of Hamilton, Jefferson, Pickerin_, or any other take control of the party machinery in the state,
political leader of the time.--As the dividing line and finally in the nation.--The congressional cau-
between the parties became more strongly marked, cus received its death blow in 1824, and the legis-
the necessity of some organized guide to party lative caucus, as a state nominating body, per-
action became more apparent; and the perception ished about the same time. In both cases the
of the necessity was quickened by the growth of reason was the same: the old politicians, who had
the democratic spirit in both parties. There was for years controlled the action of the dominant

an increasing number of local leaders who de- party, had too strong a hold upon the party
manded participation in the councilsof the part)', machinery to be resisted in the regular caucuses;
and these found their natural means of expres- and the new politicians, whom the rising demo-
sion in the legislative bodies. As a part of the cratic spirit and the extension of the suffrage were
annual business of congress and the state legisla- together bringing to the front, preferred to try
tures, there grew up a system of legislative and the issue with the old party leaders in some new
congre_ional caucuses of the members of cach forum. Instead of the congressional caucus, the
party, the former to make state nominations, the legislatures of various states assumed the functions

latter to make presidential nominations. (See of nominating bodies for the election of 1828,
Caucus, CONORESSIO_L.) Both these political Legislative caucuses for purely state nominations
means may fairly be considered as dating from were almost as rapidly abandoned. In 1824 they
1796. It is true that nominations had been made were stillheld, mainly forthe nomination of elect-
in a few states by legislative caucuses before ors; but in Rhode Island the legislators werecars-
that year; but these were such cases as the nomi- fu] to call themselves '" citizens from valious parts
nation of Gov. Jay in New York, in 1795, when of the state"; and in Pennsylvania the members of
members of the legislature merely voiced a unan- the legislature led the way by callingademocratic
imous feeling of their party in the state. It was state convention to nominate electors. In New
not until after 1796 that the legislative caucus York the opponents of the "Albany regency,'"
undertook to decide, among rivals for a nomina- hopeless of success in a legislative caucus, planned
tion, which should be entitled to the support of a delegate state convention to nominate John
the party. After 1797 this was regularly the case Young for governor, but the regency's legislative
everywhere. Very often, however, citizens from caucus threw them into confusion by nominat-
various parts of the state took part in the legisla- ing Young, and the convention was not held until
tire caucus, and their signatures, in a separate the foIlowil:g year. This (of 1824) was the last
list, were added to the address with which the legislative ctmcus for state nominations ever held
caucus always announced its nominations to its in New York; there, and in all other doubtful
party. Of course their presence was only allowed states, state conventions at once became the nora-
as a make-weight, and not as acontrolling influ- inating bodies. Tl3ereafter it was only in such
ence in thc caucus, but it prepared the way for the unilateral states as South Carolina that legislative
system of nominating conventions which was to caucuses retained anything of their old unofficial
follow. -- This final system, like most other inno- powers.-- During Jackson's first term of the presi-
rations in the American practice of politics, had der_cy (1829--33) the state convention system, the
its origin ia New York. It was first suggested middle term of the great modern party "ma-
in January, 1813, by the ultra democratic "buek- chine," was well built up. Awkward attempts
tail" faction, or Tammany society, of New York were made in 1830-3_ (see below) to erect the
city, then fighting De Witt Clinton, and appre- superstructure, the national convention. The
hensive of his influence over the democratic nominal basis of parties, the local township or
members of the legislature out of New York county conventions, were hardly yetin existence,
city. (See _NEw YoaK.) They therefore pro- except in thegreat cities; in the country, nomina-
posed formally that a state convention should be tions and ratifications were still made by mass
vailed for tim purpose of nominating a governor, meetings. Before 1835, under the skillful man-
Their proposal was not ratified by tim party, and agement of Van Buren and his associates, the
nothing more was heard of it until 1817, when it democratic "machine" was fairly complete in

was revived in a modified form, this time by the all its parts, local, state and national conveu-
Clintonians. In a purely legislative caucus of tions; and the model has since been only more

either party, the districts which had chosen mere- finely polished, not improved upon or d6ve|oped.
hers from the opposite party would not be repre- The whigs were later in adopting it. Their organ-
sented; and in 1817 a number of Clintonian ization was very incompletein1836; in1839-40it
counties, whose members of the legislature were was better, but was thrown into confusion by the
federalists, chose delegates to represent the dem- mob-system of fighting to which the party leaders
ocratic voters in the caucus. These were admit- then resm_l; but before 1844 both parties were

ted, and aided in nominating Clinton. The effect organized alike. Since that time every great ha-
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tionalparty has carriedon itspoliticalwarfare vention'sinstructions.Practically,therefore,it
by mesas of a regular army of politicians,to may be laiddown as tilerepublicantheory that
whom politics is a trade, like war, the nominating tile local conventions in the congressional districts
conventions are the weapons, the voters are the are to select delegates, instructing them, but not

magazine, and the ofl_ces, appointive rather than irrevocably; and that the state conventions are
elective, are the cuusa belli, tile spoils of the cam- only to select the four delegates correspomling
paign, and the bond of party cohesion. Of the to the state's senatorial share of the electoral
three essentials to the existence of the politician votes, with two additional delegates, if the state
class, it is not desirable to abolish the voters; the elects a congressman at large. Any usurpation

effort to remove the appointive omces from poll- of powers by the state convention will be sum-
tics has not yet been successful; and m) plausi- marily set aside by tile national convention.--3.
ble plan to deprive them of their most effective Otl_r (:olLvent/ola,. The conventions of third par-
weapons, the nominating conventions, has yet ties. or attempts to form third parties, are much
been suggested.- II. The laws which govern more likely to follow the republican than the
local and state conventions are the ordinary par- democratic model, for they lack tile organized
liameutary rules of proceeding. Iu the national constituency, or "machine," which gives the latter
conventions there are certain special charaete,'is- its form and is constantly striving to imitate it
tics which have hardened into laws. 1. ])emo- in the former. For the same reason the delegates
cratw Convention_. In democratic national con- are, to a very great degree, practically self-ap-
ventionsthestateha_ alwaysbeen thenormalvot- pointed, or appointed by little cliques of voters.

ing unit. The casting of the vote of the state as a The evolution of a new national party is now
unit, by the will of a majority of the delegation, attended with ahnost insuperable difficulties. It
has always been recognized as legitimate and rcg- must be the result either of tlJe patient labor of
ular; and when the vote of a state has been years in a clear field, as in the case of the demo-
divided, and the minority of tile delegation al- cratic party; or of a great popular movement,
lowed a voice, it has been by the will of the del- sustained long enough to produce a regular army
egation, not of the-convention. In this there is out of a mob, as in the ease of the republican
the great di_culty that an unavailable candidate party. Until some successful substitute for the con-
might be nominated by the concurrent vote of a vention system is discovered, we may consider the
number of states, none of which could possibly sporadic third party national conventions as fore.
be carried by any democratic candidate. To doomed failures. -- III. State and local eonven-
counteract this difficulty the celebrated "two- tions have been so numerous since 1825 that it is
thirds rule" has always been file law of democratic impossible to notice them particularly. The pro-
national conventions: it requires that two-thirds cecdings and results of the national conventions

of the delegates shall vote for a candidate to are given under tile names of the various parties;
secure him a nomination. It has never been it is only designed here to collect the places and

formally settled whether the two-thirds is of all dates of the party conventions preparatory to each
the delegates present, or of all the delegates ad- presidential election, and the names of their sev-
mitred; but Douglas' and Breckinridge's nomi- eral nominees.- 1832. Anti-2lIa_onic (see ANTI-
nations in 1860 both followed the former rule. 'MASONRY_I.): Baltimore, Sept. 26--28, 1831: Wirt
1_o votes are given to delegates from territories, and Ellmaker. Natiolml IA_publican (see WHIG
since their constituents can not vote at the elec- PARTY, I.): Baltimore, Dec. 12-14, 1831; Ciayand

tions. In each state two delegates are admitted Sergeant. Democratic : Baltimore, May 22, 1832;
for each electoral vote.--2. P_publiean Co_ve_- Van Buren for vice-president. (See DEMOCRATIC
t/om_. A republican national convention cousists PARTY, IV.)--1836. Democratic: Baltimore, May
also of two delegates for each electoral vote 20, 1835; Van BurenandJohnson. There was no
in the states; but two delegates from each ter- whig national convention for this election. (See
Htory are admitted, with power to vote. This Wlt1(_ PARTY, II.)--1840. Whig: Harrishurgh.Pa.,
last feature is intended to build up a party Dec. 4-7, 1839; Harri_onaud Tyler. Democratic:

strength in the territories before they become Baltimore, May 5, 1840; Van Butch for president.
states. Tim voting unit has always been the con- (See DEMOCRATIC PARTY, IV.) Tile "Liberty
gressional district, or the individual delegate, party " nominations (see ABOLITm._. II.) were
Among party managers there has always been a made by a local convention in l_ew York.
lurking desire to introduce the democratic unit 1844. Liberty: Buffalo, Aug. 30, 1843; Birney
system of state voting and the "two-thirds rule," and Morris. Wh_ : Baltimore, May 1, 1844; Clay
but only one serious attempt has been made to and Frelinghuysen. ])emocratic: Baltimore, May
enforce it. In 1880 the state conventions of Penn- 27-29, 1844; Polk and DalI_.-- 1848. "l)emoc_'at_c:

sylvania, New York and Illinois instructed their Baltimore, May 22-26, 1848; Cuss and Butler.
dele_'atioas to vote as a unit for Grant, though a Wh_: Philadelphia, June 7-8, 1_-8: Taylor and
strnng minority had been elected under instruc- Fillmore. Free-tgoil: Buffalo, Aug 9-10, 1848;
tions from their local conventions to vote for Van Buren and Adams._1852. D_atic : Bal-
oCher candidates. The national convention sus- timore, June 1-4, 18,52; Pierce and King, Whig:

rained the minority in their claim of a right to Baltimore, June 16-19, 1852; Scott and Graham.

cast their votes without regard to the state con- Free-So//: Pittsburgh, Aug. 1L 185'2; Hale and
119 VOL. II.--
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Julian.- 1856. American ("know.nothing"): same coast line as the modern states of North
Philadelphia, Feb. 20.-25, 1856 ; Fillmore and Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia, and ex-
Donelson. Democratic: Cincinnati, June 2--6, tended theoretically to the Pacific ocean.--March
1856; Buchanan and Breckinridge. _tepubtican: 1, 1669, a code of "fundamental constitutions"
Pittsburgh, Feb. 22, 1856 (for parly organization for the province was drawn up by the proprietors;

_only); Philadelphia, June 17,1856; Fremont and its authm_hip is attributed to John Locke, the
Dayton. Whig : Baltimore, Sept. 17-18, 1856; philosopl_er, but it was long supposed to be one
xatified the "American " nominations. -- 1860. of the vagaries of Anthony Ashley-Cooper, after-
Deuwcratic (Douglas) : Charleston, S.C., Aprit ward em'l of Shaftesbury, to whom Locke was
23-May 3, Baltimore, June 18-23. 1860; Douglas secretary. One-fifth of the lands was to go to the
and Johnson ; (Breckinridge) Charle_ton, May proprietol_, the eldest of whom was to take the

1--4, Richmond and Battimorc, June 11-28; Brock- first rank, with the title of palatine; one-fifth to
inridge and Lane. Constitutional Union4 : Balti- the hereditary nobility; and three-fifths to the
more, May 9-10, 1860; Bell and Everett. /tepub. people. The nobility was to consist of three
•liean : Chicago, May 16-18, 1860 ; Lincoln and classes: landgraves, caziques, and lords of manors;
Hamlin. -- 1864. Republican (Radical) : Cleve- each was to have a stipulated number of acres of

land, May 81, 1864 ; Fremont and Cochrane ; land, which was not to be alienated after the year
_(Regular) Baltimore, June 7, 1864; Lincoln and 1700, and the right to hold court leet for his terri-
Johnson. Democratic: Chicago, Aug. 29, 1864; tory; the rest of the population were to be "leet-
McClellan and Pendleton.- 1868. Republican: men," they and their children's children to all
"Chicago, May 20-21, 1868 ; Grant and Colfax. generation,% attached to the soil--that is to say,
.Democratic: NewYork, July4-11,1868; Seymour serfs. The parliament was graded into four
endBlair.--1872. Liberallte.publican: Cincinnati, chambers: proprietors, landgraves, caziques, and
May 1, 1872; Greeley and Brown. Republica_ : commons, or lords of manors; the latter name

Philadelphia, June ,5-6, 1872; Grant and Wilson. was long retained in the 2_orth Carolina legisla-
Democratic : Baltimore, July 9, 1872; ratified the turn. (See ASSEM'BLY.) This absurd attempt to
"liberal republican " nominations.--1876. Green- establish feudalism among the pioneers of Caro-

_ck: Indianapolis, May 17, 1876; Cooper and lina was an utter failure; it was disregarded from
Cary. Republican: Cincinnati, June 14-15, 1876; the first, and in 1693 was formally abandoned by
Hayes and Wheeler. 1)emocratic : St. Louis, the propJietors. --Thedivision between the north-
June 27-29, 1876; Tilden and Hendricks.-- 1880. ern part of the province, at first called Albemarle
Republican: Chicago, June 2-8, 1880; Garfield county, and the southern, was established two or
and Arthur. Or_nback: Chicago, June 9-11, three yaars before 1700. The northern portion,
1880; Weaver and Chambers. .De_a/_ : Cin- afterward North Carolina, had thereafter its own

cinnati, June 22-24, 1880; Hancock and English. assembly, sometimes a separate governor, and
--Whenever the above conventions lmve been in sometimes a governor in common with South
session more than one (lay, the nominations must Carolina. In 1719 the proprietary government
be assigned to the last day. -- See authorities fell to pieces, and in 1729 the crown bought out
under the names of the parties, the proprietors, and both North and South Caro-

ALEXa.NDER JOHNSTON. lina were thereafter royal provinces. The bound-
ary line between the two was settled in 1735;

NON-INTERCOURSE. (See E_'n._Go.) the northern boundary line had been run eight
years before. (For the western boundary, see TE_

NORTH CAROLINA, one of the original thir- _ESaEE.)---Co_sT_TV'rXO_S. A provincial congTess
teen states of the American Union. The _urisdic- (see REVOLUTIOn() met in the colony Aug. 25, 1774
¢ion over its soil was claimed by Great Britain on and under its direction a convention at Halifax,
the general ground of the Cabot voyages. A Nov. 12-Dec. 18, 1776, framed the first consti-
grant was made to Sir Walter Raleigh by Queen tution of the state, which was not submitted to
Elizabeth, March 25, 1584, of all such "lands, popular vote. It provided for a general assembly,
territories, countries, cities, castles, towns, villages consisting of a senate and a house of commons,
and places " &she should "discover and possess"; cho_n annually, one senator and two represents-
but after five voyages he failed to make any per- tives from each county, and one representative
manent settlement. March 24, 1663, Charles II. from each of six towns; for a governor, to l)e
granted to Edward, earl of Clarendon, and seven elected annually by the legislature, to hold office
associates, the province of "Carolina," lying be- not more than three years in six; and imposed
_ween 31 ° and 36 ° north latitude, extending west property qualifications on the holding of office,

to the south sea. June 30, 1665, a charter was and on the right to vote for senators: otherwise
granted to Clarendon and the other "lords and suffrage was limited by the qualifications of age
proprietors," in which the grant was extended by and one year's residence. In 1885 the constitution
making the southern boundary latitude 29 ° north, was largely amended : the senate was now co,n-
and the northern boundary a straight line west posed of fifty members, chosen by districts, and
from the head of Currituck inlet, as at present, the house of 120 members, chosen by counties,
half a degree to the north of latitude 36 ° : the according to population; fl'ee negroes were for the
"province of Carolina" thus covered about the first time excluded from the right of suffrage; tl_e
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_e]ection of governor, to serve two years, was given against interference by congress or the federal

to the people; and the sessions of tlm legislature judiciary with state paper money ah'eady in cir-
were made biennial. In 1854 property qualifica- culation. It was not until the folh)wing year that
_ions in voters for senators were abolished. The a second convention ratified the constitution, rec-

secession convention of 1861 did not modify the ommending eight amendments, including the one
,constitution itself. The convention of 1865, which above mentioned. (See CONSTITUTION, I.-II.;
repealed the ordinance of secession, adopted an STATE SOV'EREIGN'I'Y; BANK CONTIC.OVERBIEB, II.)
ordinance abolishing slavery, which was ratified :Notwithstanding the ratification, the state legisla-
by a popular vote of 19,039 to 3,970. In May, ture in the following year refused to taketlJe oath
1866, the same convention revised the state con- of allegiance to the United States.-- From her
stitution; but their work was rejected by a small first admission :North Carolina was a democratic

popular majority. The reconstruction convention state. By the district system of choosing electors,
Jan. 14-Marcll 16, 1868. framed a new constitu- one of her electoral vote_ was given to Adams in
tion, which was ratified, April 21-23, by a i)Ol)- 1796, four to Adams in 1800, and three to Pinck-

_alar vote of 93,118 to 74.009. The political hey in 1808; all her other electoral votes (twelve
changes from the old constitution were mainly until 1801, fomtcen until 1811, and fifteen until

the change of the name of the lmuse of commons 1841) were given to the regular democratic presi-
to that of the house of representatives, the deutialcandid._tesuulillheeb,ction of 1840. Her

lengthening of the governor's tenu to four years, ' delegates in congress were a_ regularly democratic,
_he grant of the right of suffrage to negroes, though the seacoast districts occasionally returned
the provision for registration laws, and the fol- a federalist. During this period Nathaniel Macon
]owing features of the declaration of righls: any wasthe most plnminent democratic leader. In the

right to secede was forever repudiated; the pars- legislature the federalists were much more strongly
mount allegiance of the citizen was declared due reprcsente(l, and throughout the war of 1812 were

to the United States; the debt incurred for the very ne_r]y on equal terms with their opponents.
rebellion was declared null and void; and slav- --In the state elections (_f 1836 the state showed a

¢ry was forever prohibited within the state. In whig majority, electing a governor and eight of
1875--6 this was amended, the most important the thirteen congn,ssmen from that party. In
_hange being in the judiciary. -- GOVERNORS. 1840 the electoral vote of the state became whig
Richard Caswell, 1777-9; Abner Nast, 1779-81; by a popular vote of 46.376 to 34,218, and contin-
Alexander Martin, 1781-4; Richard Caswel]. _zc(t whigunti118.52byabout thesame proportmnal
1784--7; Samuel Johnston, 1787-9; Alexander vote. Rayner, Clingman, Badger, Mangum and
Martin, 1789-92; Richard D. Spaight, 179°,2--5; Graham wcrc the best known whig leaders of this
Samuet Ashe, 1795-8; William R. Davie, 1798-9; pcriod.--In 1848 the last whig governorof thestate,

Benjamin Williams, 1799-1802; James Turner, Manly, was elected. In 1850 the democrats, for
180'2.--5; Nathaniel Alexander, 1805-7; Benjamin the frst time since 1836, elected the governor, and
Williams, 1807--8; David Stone, 1808-10; Benj:_- a m;_jority of l)oth hou.,es of the legislature; but
rain Smith, 1810--11; William IIawkins. 1811-14; the whig_ _till secured six of the ninc congress-
William Miller, 1814-17; John Branch, 18)7-20; men. In 1852 the electnral vole of the state was

Jesse Franklin, 18'20-$1; Gabriel Hohnes, 1821-4; democratic; and its majority remained steadily

HutchingsG. Burton,1824-7; Jas. Iredel], 1827-8; democratic until the outbreak of the rebellion.
Jolm Owen, 1828--80; Montfnrt Stokes, 1830-32; Many of the leading whigs, notah]y Thomas L
David L. Swain, 1832--5; Richard D. Spaight, Clingman, became democrats; butothers, such as
1835--7; Edward B. Dudley, 1837-41; Jotm M. Rayner, maintained an opposition under the

Morehead, 1841-5; William A Graham, 1845-9, "American party" orgttnization. Even in 1859
Charles Manly, 1849-51; David S. Reid, 1851-5; the remnant of the old whig party, without an
Thomas Bragg, 18..55-9; John W. Ellis, 1859-61 ; organization, and with hardly the semblance of a
It. T. Clark, 1861-2; Zebulon B. Vance, 1862-5; party name, was able to elect four of the eight
William W. Holden, provisional, 1865 ;Jona- congressmen, and to poll a popular vote of 39.965
than Worth, 1865-8; William W. Holden, 1868 to 56,222 for governor. In 1860 the Breckinridge
-71; Tod R. Caldwell, 1871-4; Curtis H. Brog- electoral ticket carried the state by a narrow
den, 1874--7; Zebulon B Vance, 1877--81; Thomas majority. _ In 1860-61 the sentiment of the state
J. Jarvis, 1881--5. -- POLXTICAL YIISTO_Y. In the was strongly against the expediency, not the

heginning of her history as a state, North Car- right, of secession. (See SECESSION.) The legis-
olina occupied a peculiarly isolated position. ]ature voted strongly against all attempts to se-
,She had few ties of sympathy or interest with cede, and on appointing commissioners to repre-
even the nearest states, Virginia and South Caro- sent the state at Montgomery, instructed them, by
lina; she had laid the foundation of a navy; she a vote of sixly-nine to thirty-eight, to "act only
had issued her own paper money extensively; as mediators"; a projected state convention was

and had developed many of the characteristics rejected by popular vote; and the seizure of fed-
of a separate nationality. Her first convention, eral forts was checked and disavowed. President
therefore, refused to ratifythe constitution, unless . Lincoln's call for troops in April changed the

twenty.six specified amendments should be added i current. The legislature was convened in special
to it, the mast eeaentiai one being a prohibition session, May 1; the federal forts were seized; a
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convention was called for May 20, the supposed by military force; and obtained 'federal assist-
anniversary of the Mecklenburgh declaration; ance. (See I_S_Ol_, II.) The result was
and on that day the state convention passed an a great popular excitement, and in August the
ordinance of secession and ratified the constitution democrats elected five out of seven congress-
of the confederate states.--From the beginning men, thirty-two out of fifty senators, and seven-
of the war the people of the state were completely ty-flve out of 120 in the lower house. The new
dissatisfied with the confederate government, be- legislature in November chose ex-Oov. Vance
cau_ of the manner in which it had neglected United States senator, though his'disabilities were
the defense of the state and allowed the Roanoke not yet removed; and the house impeached Gow
expedition to seize the eastern portion of it. In Holden for his proclamations, and for refusing t_

1862 they elected as governor Z. B. Vance, a obey the writs of Aa_s_rpu_ issued by the state
former "American," and an open opponent of courts. March 22, 1871, he was convicted and
President Davis; in 1863 the "American" element removed, and T. R. Ca|dwell became governor in
elected nearly all the state's representatives in his stead. A legislative effort to call a constitu-
congress, as a peace delegation; and in 1864 the tional convention was defeated by a popular vote
candidates for governor were both peace men, of 95,252 to 86,007.--The state election of A u-

one (Vance) wishing for peace through ncg_._tia- _-,lst, 1872, was close and exciting. The republi-
tions by the confederate government, the other ,cans obtained a majority of the popular vote,

(Holdcn) for separate state negotiations. Vance 98,630 to 96,731 (for governor), and thus elected
was elected by a vote of 54,323 to 20,448. It has their candidates for governor and state officers;
been said that there was some desire to secure but the democrats secured a majority of both
the secession of the state from the confederate houses of the legislature. In November the
states, bu_ this hopeless scheme was never practi- democratic vote fell off 24,000, and the electoral
cally undertaken. -- May 29, 1865, William W. vote of the state was given to Grant and Wilson
Holden was proclaimed provisional governor of by a heavy majority. The legislature adopted
the state by President Johnson; and under his a number of amendments to the constitution,
auspices a convention met at Raleigll, Oct. 2, de- which were ratified by popular vote; and passed
clared the ordinance of secession null and void a ku-klux amnesty act for all offenses under Ibe
Oct. 4, and prohibited slavery Oct. 6. Both acts grade of murder, arson and burglary, an act _
were ratified by popular vote, almost unani- allow local prohibition of liquor selling, and an
mously. A new legislature ratified the 13th act to submit the question of a constitutioua]_
amendment, and a new governor was elected and convention to the people. The convention pro-
inau6mrated Dec. 15, 1865. May 24, 1866, the ject was ratified by popular vote; that body met
convention of 1865 reassembled, and made an at Raleigh, Sept. 6- Oct. 11, 1875, the politica_
entire revision of the state constitution; but their parties being a tie in its membership, and framed
work was rejected by a popular vote of 21,552 to an amended constitution, mainly altering the
19,570.--In March, 1867, the state 8_overnment form of the state jndiciary. Their ratification
was superseded by the appointment of Maj. Gen. was one of the questions in the election of l_ov.
Sickles to the command of the military district 7, 1876, in which each party exerted itself to _he
composed of North and South Carolina. (See utmost. The opposing candidates for governnr,
RECONSTRUCTION.) AUg. 26 he was displaced by Vance and Thomas Settle, canv_ssed the state
Maj. Gen. E. R. S. Canby. Under his directions together, and a large vote was called out on both
a convention met at Raleigh, Feb. 14, 1868, and sides. The result was the success of the demn-
formed a new constitution., which was ratified by crats in electing the governor, over two-thirds of
popular vote. It made no disfranchisement either both houses of the legislature, and all but one of
on account of race or on account of participation the congressmen. The popular majority was by
in the rebellion. Under it a new governor and no means so emphatic ; for governor it wa_
legislature were elected, the 14th amendment was 123,265 to 110,256. Since that time the state h:_s
ratified, and by the terms of the act of June remained democratic, the principal subject of
25, 1868, the president declared by proclamation, political discussion being the repudiation of a

July 11, that North Carolina was restored to full portion of the state debt; but in no other south
participation in the national government. The ern state has the republican vote remained _o
electoral vote of the state was _ven to Grant and constant, or been treated with so much app_r-
Cogax, by a popular vote of 92,241 to 73,600; ent fairness. In the presidential election of 1880
and all the state officers were republicans. _ The the popular vote was 124,204 for the democratic
republican majority in the reconstructed legisla- ticket, 115,878 for the republican, and 1,136 scat-
ture was decided: the 15th amendment was ratified tering. The legislature stood as follows: senate,
March 4, 1869, by votes of forty to eight in the thirty-eightdemocrats, twelve republicans ; hou,_c,
senate and eighty-seven to twenty in the house, seventy-four democrats, forty.four republicans.
_mmedi_tely after its organization disorders began In the local politics of the state nothing has been
in the state (see Ku-KLux KLAN), and under acts more remarkable than the singular ]mlitical mis-
of the legislature the governor proclaimed Ala- take of the dominant party in _. With the
mance county in insurrection, March 7, 1870, approval of the democratic leaders, fl_ed_nocratic
and Caswell county, July 8; made arrests there legislature passed a stringently proM_or_ liquor
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|aw, and submitted it to the people; but at the southby latitude 42 ° (the northern boundary of
election, AuguSt 7, the democratic majority dis- California), and west by the Pacific ocean, has
appeared, and a majority eft over 110,000 ap- been claimed at various times, and to varying ex-
peared against the law. -- Among the prominent tents, by Russia, Spain, Great Britain, and the
names in the state's political history are the fol- United States. As the claims overlapped and in-
]owing: Gco. E, Badger, secretary of the navy tcrfered with one another, they may be first
under Harrison, and whig United States senator stated. (Fox'the northeast boundary, see M.a_E.)
1846-55, Thomas Bragg, democratic governm' -- 1. The claim of Russia rested mainly on occu-
1855-9, United States senator 1859-61, and attor- patton by fur traders, and its sou/bern boundary
hey general of the confederate states (_ee Co_- was at first undefined. April 5-17, 1824, a treaty
FEDERATE STATES); John Branch, democratic was al'ran_ed bctwcen the United States and Rus-
governor 1817-20, United Statcs senator 18°A_-9, sia, which was ratified by the former Jan. 11.
secretary of tile navy under Jackson, rel)resenta- 1825 By its third article no settlements were to
tire in congress 1831-3, and candidate for govern- bc made under the authorily of the Unitcd States
or in 1838; Thos. L. Clingma_J, representative in north of latitude 54 ° 40', nor any Russian settle-
congress (whig) 1843-5 and 1847-51, (dcmocral) meats south of that line. Feb 28, 1825, by a
1851-8, United States senator 1858-61, _Lnd brigs- treaty between Russia and Great Britain, the same
dier general in the coufedcrat(_ army; James C. parallel was madc a part of the boundary between
Dobbin, democratic congressman 1845-7, and scc- their respective settlements. By these two treaties
rotary of the navy under Pierce; Alfred Dockery, Ru_ia at once secured her southern boundary,

whig congressma,l 1845-7 and 1851-3, and candi- and withdrew from the imbroglio.-- 2. Theclaim
date f(n' governor in 1854: _Vm. A. Graham (see of Spain, in some respects the best of all. rested
his name); Nathamcl Macon, democr_ttic con- : in discovery, b:tcked by occupation. The dis-
gressman 1791-1815, United States senalor 1815- covcry rested in the voyages of Cabrillo and Fer-
28. and speaker of the house 1801-6, a most sin- relo in 1543, to latitude 43 °; of Juan de Fuca in
,zere, consistent and ineolTuptible politician; W. 1592 to parallel 49 _, and the straltwbich bears his
P. Mangum (seellis name); John Pool, whig can- name; of Vizcaino in 1603. to latitude 43_; of
didate for governorin 1860, and republican United Perez in 1774, to latitude 54 ° ; of tleceta i_J1775,
States senator 1868-75; Matt. W. Ransom, major to latitude 48 _, discovering, but not enteling, the
_zeneral in the confederate allny, and democratic river St. Roque (zlow the Columbia); and of a few
United States senator 1872-89; Kenneth l_yner, minor voyagers as far north as latitude59 °. Occu-
whig congressman 1839-45, one of tile " Ameri- patton had been begun as early as 1:-)35,by a land
can" leaders 1855--8, and solicitor of the treasul T expedition under Fernaudo Coltcz, and Jesuit set-
under Hayes and Garfield; Thomas Ruffln, dem- tlements were gradually pushed further north,
ocratic congressman 1853-61, killed in tile con- though they never p_tssed latitude 42 °. :Never-
federate army; Thomas ,Settle, president of the theless, Sgain asserted exclusive control of thccoast
republican national convention in 1872, and beyond latitudc 4_ °. In May and June, 1789,
• epublican candidate for governor in 1876; Zebu- Spanish armed vessels seized several British yes-
Ion B. Vance, whig (or opposition) congressmall sels in iN'outka sound, and war was only averted
18,58-61, colonel in the confederate army, govern- by the _Nootka sound conxcntion, or treaty of the
or 1863-5 aud 1877-9, and democratic United :Escurial, Oct. 28, 1790. by whit.h British trading

States senator 1870-72 (not admitted) and 1879-85; buildings in Nootka sound were to be restored,
and Hugh Williamson, federalist congressman the right of trade was to be secured to both par-
1790-93. (See _ECKLENBURGII DECLARATION, tics, but neither was to land oucoasts aheady OC-
TEI_"I_ESSF_, SF__ESSIO_, BORDER STATES, RECO_- cupicd by the other. In 1803, by the treaty ceding

_STRUCTION.)_See 2 Poore's Federal and State Louisiana (see ANNEXATIONS. I.), the claim of
Cor_titutiot_a; 10 John Locke's |_'ks (Caroli- France, which was really _he claim of Spain, to
na constitution); Lawson's Histo_ T of Carolina an iedefinite territory on _he Pacific, was trans-
(to 1714) ; Hawk_' Hi_lory of _'_*th Carolina (to ferred to the United States; and by the Florida
17'29); authorities under MECKLENBCgOH DECL_'- treaty of 1819-22 (s_.e A._XAT_O_S, II.). Spain

nATrON; 1 Byrd's //'niGhT of the Dividing Line fixed latilude 42 ° us _be Pacific portion o_ the
l_elween Virgitda and ._,rth Carolina; William- bou_darv line between her American ten'itory
son's Itistory of _North (laroliaa (to 1812); Mar- and tbc Unit(_ States. Spain thus retired from
•fin's ttisto_T of ._rorth Carol_'r_a (to 1829); Jones' the field, leaving but two contestants for the dis-
Mem_l_ of _Yorth Carolina (1838): Foote's puted territory, Great Britain and the United
•_ketvl_ of 2_erth Carolina (1853); T. L. Cling- States. --3. Great Britain had little or no claim
man's _ and Addresses; Bennet's Chro- by dL_covery. Drake had seen the coast in 1580;
nology of _h Caro_'ua (1858); and authorities Cook had examined it slightly in 1778; and Van-
under articla9 referred to. couver much more thoroughly in 1798: but all

A_x_-v_ JOHnSTOn. these were rather rediscoverers than discoverers.
Occupation was actually begun in 1788 by

NORTHWEST _0UNDARY (_ U. S. H_s- Meares, a_ English lieutenant; but he was under

•toRy). I. CL_s. The territory bounded north . the Portuguese fl_g at the time, with letter of
/_y latitude 50 ° 40', east by the Rocky mountains, marque against British vessels who should molest
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him, so that his occupation could hardly weigh nications through Rainy lake to the lake of the.
heavily for Great Britain. In 1793, 1806and 1811 Woods; and thence to the river Mississippi,
enterprising fur traders, in private employ, which was then the boundary between the Unit-
pushed into the Oregon country, and established ed States and Spanish America. The cession
trading posts there; but there was no attempt at of Louisiana to tile United States in 1803 made
permanent settlement south of latitude 49 °.-4. necessary a definiti_)n of the northern boundary
The claim of the United States deduced from between the new cession and British America;
Spain is at least doubtful. The claim by diseov- and this was settled by the second article of
ery rests on two grounds, the voyage of Gray, the convention of Oct. 20, 1818, which fixed lat-
and the expedition of Lewis and Clarke. In 1792 itude 49 ° as the boundary from its intersection
Capt. Gray, of Boston, entered the river St. with the lake of the Woods to the Stony [Rocky]
Roque, at which Heceta had only guessed, and mountains. West of the Rocky mountains the
changed its name to the Columbia river, after whole territory was to be open, for ten years,
the name of his vessel. In 1805--6 Lewis and to tim vessels, citizens and subjects of both
Clarke, under orders from President Jefferson, powers, without prejudice to the claims of
crossed the Rocky mountains, struck the soutl_, either. By the convention of Aug. 6, 1827 (rat-
ern head waters of the Columbia, floated down ified by the United States, April 2, 1828), the
that river to its mouth, and explored very much joint occupation of the Oregon country by Great
of the Oregon country. On tile strength of Gray's Britain and the United States was continued in-
discovery the United States claimed all of the definitely, with the provision that either party
country drained by the Columbia; but so exten- might annul and abrogate it, on giving twelve
sine a claim is hardly tenable in international months' notice to the other. In both these nego-
law. Lewis and Clarke's expedition was more tiatiuns the American negotiatol_ laid forma]_
important: it was made under government au- claim to the whole territory drained by the
thority, and it covered most of the territory Columbia, included generally between parallels
south of latitude 49 ° ; while the British fur trad 42 ° and 52 ° of latitude; but they showed a willing-
ers were not in public employ, and their explora- ness to compromise on latitude 49 ° to the Pacific.
lions were north of latitude 49 °. On the _vhole, The British negotiators, on the other hand, seem
if discovery alone were in question, latitude to have been willing to accept latitude 49 _ to its
49 ° , as finally fixed, would seem to be equitable: intersection with the Columbia; but thence to
south of it tile United States had officially ex- the Pacific they insisted on tile Columbia itself
plored the territory; and north of it Great Britain as a boundary, thus adding to Brltish America
had done so, though not officially. In 1811 John nearly the whole of the present tcxTitory of Wash-
J_tcob Astor, of New York, established a trading ington. In such a conflict of claims, ttle only
post at the mouth of the Coh|mbia, and named it possible line of action was to continue the joint
Astoria; but during the war of 1812 it was cap- occupation until one party should be able to
tm'ed by the British, and named Fort George. In assert an exclusive right to some part of it.--
1818 it was restored to the United States govern- As American immigration increased, the certain
mcnh but its priwlte owner abandoned it. At- perils of a joint occupation increased with it
tempts in 1822 and 1827 to organize American fur The magistrates of neither country could have or
(.ompani_.s for operating in the Oregon country exercise jurisdiction over the citizens of the other;
were unsuccessful, owing to the powerful rivalry and difficulties between parties of different ha-
of well-establish .d B_itish companies;" but they tionalities could therefore have no forum for set-
led the way to a more legitimate occupation, by tlement. In 1838 propositions to organize some
immiglution, ill which Great Britain could not system of justice in tile Oregon country began h_
compete. This began in 1832, and after 1838 no be offered in congress. At first these were only
autumn passed without an increasing supply of to imitate the British system of erecting forts and

permanent settlers across the Rocky mountains, providing magistrates for the trial of offenses,
In 1845 the American population was nearly without any design to terminate the jointoccup:t-
3,000, al_d there was no probability of any de- lion; but the settlement of the northeastern bound-
crease in the increase for the future. Here, after any question in 1842 had an unfortunate eff(,ct

all, lay the true ground of the American claim-- on the diseuasiou of the true northwestern bound
in legitimate and permanent settlements; and, as ary. There was considerable di.-satisfactiozl in
these filled the space covered by Lewis and both countries over the result of the treaty of

Clarke's explorations, the two together make a 1_._2, and a determination to insist on their resp(,ct-
valid claim up to latitude 49 °.-II. S_'r_- ire claims in Oregon, In the United States _lJ]_
_[ENT. The definitive treaty of peace of Sept. 8, feeling took two distinct forms. 1. The treaty
1783, after defining the northeastern boundary to by which Russia had agreed to settle no farlh_
the St. Lawrence river (see MA_I_), continued south than latitnde 54° 40 ' seemstohavepr(,d_c(d
the northern boundary between the United States a belief that this line was the proper bouud:_r._
and British America up through the middle of Forgetting that the treaty could bind only Ibe
the St. Lawrence river and the great lakes to parties to it, and that Great Britain could app(,al

Long lake, on the northern coast of Lake Supe- to a precisely similar contemporary treaty _ith
riot; thence northwesterly by the water commu- Russia, there were many in the United States who
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were willing to insist on the Russian boundary dent to give tlm notice when in his jmlgn:ent
even at the price of a war with Great Britain. the proper time lind come; that is, when _h_, Unit-
This feeling was popularly summed up as " rift)-- ed States sh()u]d be ready for war. Th.s the
four-forty-or-fight." 2. The ")Ionr()e doctrine" other side answered by pressing bills for the in-
was strongly appealed to. in order to sustain the crease of the navy.--To strengthen the hands
view that to yield any part of the Pacific coast of the anti war democrats and whigs, the pres.
to Great Britain would be to consent to the ident sent to congress, Feb. 7, 1846, the corres-
formation of a European colony on this conti- pondence between tim two governments since
nent, and that too, as our nearest neighbor. Of December. From this it appeared that Great
this feeling Douglas was the ablest exponent. Britain was arming; that tim United States lind
--In this state of public feeling, the democratic asked for the reasons of her preparations; and
national convention of ]844 declared for the "re- that she had frankly acknowledged that she was
occupation of Oregon," on the ground tlmt our incidentally preparing for aa American war. --In
title to the whole of it was clear and unquestion- March, after the house had passed the directory
able. It was, to be sure, coupled with a demand resolution for notice, a friend of the president ia
for the "reannexation of Texas" (see A_._F.XX- the senate advised a compromise on latitude 49 °
?m_'s, III.); but it met a popular feeling ia file as the boundary. He deelined to cahn the result.
north and west which it w_m difficult to resist, ing excitement by acknowledging the president
De'mocratic success in 1844, an(l the decided tone as his authority. April 16 the senate passed a
of Presideut Polk's inaugural in 1845, made the discretionary resolution for notice; and two (lays
Oregon question prominent from the beginning later the. house amended it by "auth_rizing and
of his administration. Under the precc(ling requesting" the president to give notice. April 23
(Tyler's) administration, the secretal T of state, both houses agreed to a new resolution, which,
Calhoun, had been conducting a negotiation on while varying the form of the senate resolution,
the Oregon question with the Britisll mil_ister, retained itscssencc, that thepresident be "author-

Pakcnham, from July, 1844, until January, 1845. ized " to give the twelve months' notice, and that
Calhoun had offered to take latitude 49 * as the negotiations should con{inue.--June 6, 1846, the
boundary; Pakenham had offered, in return, the British amb:_s__ador offered to accept latitude 49 °
Columbia river from latitude 49 _ to the Pacific, as the b()undary t_) the channel be|ween _,'ancou-
and when thiswas declined had proposed an arbi- ver's i_land and the mainland, thence down the
tration, which Calhoun refused. This refusal, middle of the channel and the strait of Fnca to
and the declaration of the inaugural that our the Pacific, with free nawgation, to both p_lrlies,
title to "the whole of Oregon" w._s indisputable, of.the channel and the Columbia. Even this did

and that our setllers there must be protected, not wholly relieve the president, fro' he had no
raised the war feeling higll in Great Britain. mind to array himself against the "fitly-four-
This seems lo have had an influence on the presi- fo_y" idea. lle therefore eudeaw)red to throw •

dent. In July, 1845, his _crclary of state, Bu- the responsibihty upon the whig senate by re-
chanan, again proposed latitude 49 ° as a hound- questing its advice on the acceptance of the con-
ary, which was again refused; but the rumor of vention--a process unused since _Vashington's
the offer evoked such a storm that the secretary time. It mu_t be recorded to the credit of the
withdrew the offer.-- The meeting of congress in whigs, who were not ignorant of his purpose, that

December, 1845, was the signal for a renewal of they advised the ratification of the convention,
the question. Resolutions were introduced in June 12 I{_tifieati(_ns were exchanged at Lon-
both houses that the "whole of Oregon" be- don, July 17, 1846. aml the Oregon qu(,stion, in
longed to the United States, and that there was its main fealures, wus settled finally -- There was

no power in the president and senate to alienate still, however, one mi_mr point, which was not
by treaty any part of the soil of the Uniled States. settled untJl ]872. The commie-siGners appoilJted
Seaatom Allen, of Ohio, and Hannegan, of Indi- to run the boundary could not 2_grec on the true
aria, were the most persistent champions of these water channel through the middle of which it was
mettsurea. On the contrary, the opposition, Cal- to run. Th(: British insiswd o_ the Rosario straits;
houri being its ablest speaker, held that, since the Americans on the (.amd de }b_ro. By the
immigration to Oregon could only come from the thirty-f()urth _rticle of the trt.aly (_f _Va'_hinglon,
United States, it was wiser to maintain the joint il_ 1871. it w_,s agrted to submit _lw question '

occupation until the natural process of crowding finally t_, the cml_eror of Germa_)" as _rbil]_ator.
out should compel Great Brilain to w_thdraw. In lhe following ),car the srhitrator decided in
The former then began to prcss a resolutio|| direct- fa vo|. ¢)f th¢, cam|l de Haro.--S(.e 8 _'_'lat at1_arge,

ing the president to give Great Britain the twelve 80, 248, 360, 9 lb., 869, a_d 17 lb., 863 (for treaties
months' no/ice to terminate the joint occupation. ()f Sel_t. 3, 1783, Oct. 20, 1818, Aug 6. 1827, June
Thel&tter unitedin holding, 1, that a_ the noti(.e 15, 1846, Itn(1 May 8, 1871, r(.spc('tively); authori-
was part of a treaty, the treaty power alone could tics under OltEoo._, 3 yon IIolst's [5t_ted _qtate_,
give it; $, that the notice was in the direct line 161, °16, 273: 15, 16 Benton's Debates of Congre^s
of war with Great Britain, for which the coun- (,e_,indcx); Statesmar_'sM:tnual(P,,lk'sMe._sages);

try wa_ :_ot ]_eady; and 3, tlmt in any event Greenhow's .5_orthtc_t Coast, 1840, and Histo_7/of
the resolution should only authorize the presi- Oregon and Calif,:rnia, 1845 (the authorities cited
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in the foot notes form a bibliography up to date); and choc_qe from their own number one member
Irving's Astor/a. and Bonnevff_e's Fapedi_ion; Re- out of every ten, but not more than four, as depu-
port_ of Lewis and Clarke, and Fremont; Rush's ties. In the cities there is one secondary elector
Resid_we at the _rt of London (London ed. of for every fifty primary electors, and in the assem-
1872), 372, 1 Dix's _ and Address, 1 (the bly of the former one member is elected out of
hest statement of the American claims); J_'di_ four, but not more than four in all. The depu-
burgh Review, July, 1845 (probably the fairest ties, whose nmnber was fixed at 111 by the law of
summary) ; 2 N. W. Senior's Essays; Dunn's Nov. 26, 1859 (seventy-four for the rural districts
Orego_ Ten_o_7/; Falconer's Oregon Question/ and thirty-seven for the commercial cities so
Rol_ertson's Oregon: Our R_ht and Title; T. called), receive a certain allowance per day while
Twi_s' OreUon Questio_ F/xamined; Wallace's Ore- sojourning at the seat of parliament, and trav-
gon Question Determined; 2Benton's Thirty Years' eling expenses; they formerly assembled every
View, 660; 4 Calhoun's Works. 260; 2 Webster's three years at Christiania, but by a modifica-
W_-ks, 322; 5ib., 60; 2 Webster's P_vate Cortes- lion of tile constitution adopted in April, 1869,
pondene_, 215, 230; 1 Coleman's Life of C_ttenden, it was resolved to hold annual meetings. It can
236; Cutts' Cor_stitutioT_al andParty Questions, 61. not remain in session more than three months

ALEX.-tNDER JOHNSTON. without the authorization of the king. The

king may also call the _orthing together in ex-
NORWAY. One of the twostates forming the traordinary session, but he can not dissolve it

Scandinavian peni_]sula, and united under the and have new deputies chosen. Among those
sceptre of the same king, with Sweden. The area eh:cted there arc always many communal func-
of Norway, a small part of which is cultivated, tionaries (fifty to sixty), and notably pastors,
is about 317,000 square kilometres, and its popu- teachers and choir leaders. The prerogatives
lation, according to the census of 1875, the last of the storthing are, to make and repeal laws,
taken, was 1,806,900. Former censuses give the to vote the budget, to watch over the public
population as follows: 1769, 723,141 inhabitants; finances, to examine the acts of the government,
1801, 883,058; 1815, 885,431; 1825, 1,051,318; and to try crimes against the state. The king
1835, 1,194,827; 1845, 1,328,471; 1855, 1.490,047; and the viceroy (prince royal) are not subject
1865, 1,701,756 inhabitants. At the end of 1879 to this political jurisdiction. The deputies share

the population was estimated at 1,916,000.--Nor- with the government the initiative in legislation.
way has nothing in common with Sweden ex- When the storthing comes together in assembly,
cept its Scandinavian origin, its rcligion {Luther- it elects a fourth of its members to form the/ag-
an), the king and foreign representation. Its con- t]_ing (upper chamber); the rest constitute the
stitution dates from 1814, the time of its union ode_thing, and each chamber meets separately.
with Sweden, and presents many remarkable ]_ills are presented to the _lelstldng; those which

peculiarities. The Norwegian parliament is called are passed by it are sent to the lagthing, which
the storthing, and is divided for legislative affairs accepts or rejects them. In the latter case, the
properly so called, into two chambers, the odels- bill comes back with the exceptions to it, which
thing and the lagtMr_g. The members of the are examined by lhe odelsthing. If each chamber
storthing are composed of representatives from persists twice in ils opinion, they come together,
the cities and representatives from the country, and the sto_'thing votes as a single assembly. In
both elected for three years. To be eligible a the hrgthh_g the members of the high court of
person must enjoy a good reputation, be an elect- justice are chosen. -- The laws passed are subject
or, be thirty years of age, inhabit tbe district in to the sanction of the king. This sanction can bc
which he is elected, and have lived at least ten refused twice. When passed tbe third time by

years in Norway. The members of the council the storthing, the law has no further need of sane-
of state, the employds of the administration, and tion. The king has then only a suapenMvd veto.
the officials of tile court, are not eligible. To be This was the way, in 1821, their the institution of
an elector a man must be twenty-five years old, nobility was abolished in Norway, The king has
have lived at least five years in Norway, have nevertheless rather extensive power, and the rain-
taken the oath of fidelity to the constitution, enjoy istel_s are responsible only if they have not noted

a good reputation, and must have one of Ihe fol- their protest on the record. With this exception
lowing qualifications: 1, he must be or have been they are free to affix their countersign; or, to
an official ; 2. possess lands either as proprietor, or speak more exactly, the ministers are responsible
as farmer with a lease of more than five years; only for their propositions. The king caaappoin.t

3, be a burger in a commercial city so called, or I a viceroy or a lieutenant; the prince royal only
possess in a seaport town real property worth at t can be viceroy, and he is then obliged to reside in
least $165; 4, have been registered as a tax payer [ Norway nine months out of the twelve. -- The
for five years in the districts of the north of the _ "Norwegian government" is composed of two
kingdom, called the Finnish steppes, inhabited I ministers and at least seven councilors of state.
principally by Laplanders. There are two degrees " appointed by the king from among Norwegians.
m the elections. In the country 100 primary elec- One of the ministers and two councilors of state

tol_ choose one secondary elector; the secondary are always with the king in Sweden, and the
electors assemble in the chief towns of the district, five others, presided over by the viceroy or the
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lie_,$r_at of the king, (there has been none since obliged to serve five years in the line--two in the
18_0), are occupied with affairs of the interior, reserve, and three in the landwchr; they are then
Thekingcandecidenothingwithouthavingtaken enrolled in the landsturm, or /eyed en masse.
the advice of the council of state, or of the part Young men who have completed their nineteenth
of the Norwegian government which has its seat year are liable to be recruited. The navy was
at Christiaaia. He is general-in-chief of all the composed at the same date of sixteen steamers
land and naval forces, but he can not employ (156 guns), of which two are frigates, and 103
the army or the navy for a war of aggression sailiug vessels (507 guns). The naval force era-
without the consent of parliament; not even in braced, in 1866, 14,754 men.--Norwaycan not be
favor of Sweden, which is considered as a for- called a rich country. The climate is not favor-

eign country by :Norway. Still, the king "can able to agriculture, although it is not so cold as
make treaties, declare war, levy troops," but we its high latitude would seem to imply, but the
believe that these royal rights exist more upon raising of live stock is important. There were in
paper than in fact. The king, however, enjoys Norway, in 1855, 154,447 horses, 949,935 horned
the plenitude of executive power.- There arc cattle, 1,596,199 wool-bearing animals, 113,320
seven ministerial departments, each one directed bogs, 357,102 goats, and 116,891 reindeer. The
bya councilor of state. The departments are as useful land is divided into 128,537 estates, but
follows: 1, of worship and education; 2, of justice there are also immense forests and other lands,
and police; 8, of the interior; 4, of finance and which may be considered as public domains.
customs; 5, of the army; 6, of the navy and the These forests are a great source of wealth for the
postotfice; 7, of the revision of accounts. -- The country, which carries on a large commerce in
finances of :Norway are remarkable for this, that hlmber, but their wealth must not be consid-
direct taxes have been abolished there. The eled as inexhaustible. Its fisheries are the prin-

budget is always voted for three years, and the cipal indust_ T of Norway, the exploitation of its
financial period commences April 1. The esti- forests ranking only second. The third impor-
mate of the expenditures and receipts for the tant branch of industz Tis mining, but it is far from
period 1869-72, and the accountsof 1870, in ducats, having the importance it has in Sweden. A large
worth five francs sixty4hree centimes each, are number of Norwegian marines arc employed in
as follows: tim transportation of merchandise between two

a_c_rm-s, other countries, where the commerce is relatively
active. The imports, which were estimated in

1Trois. 1a69-72 ls7o. 1856-60 at about 15,500,000 ducats a year, rose
in 1870 to 26,200,000; au(l the exports, which at-

_ustom8 ............................ 3-07_)-000 3,0_3,800

Taxon brandy ..................... ._7[J_l_) 5'20,000 rained, 1856-60, only 11.500,000, in 1870 slightly
Tax On barley ...................... 2_.OL_I 263,000 exceeded 20,000,000. The movement of naviga-
Postolilce (grim8 proceeds) .......... 36,5,,500 323,100
Stamped paper ..................... 77,(l(XJ 7."¢._) tion, which in 1861 was 583,000 lasts (two tons)en-
Telegraph_ (gro_ proceeds) ........ 124,000 1:_.5aM_ try, and 529,000 departure, in 1870 was 762,600 ca-
Silver mines ........................ 178,0o0 ]wzu], try and 775,991 departure. The merchant marine
'Miscellaneous recoipt8.............. 50'2,500 67'5,800 in 1861 consisted of 5,493 _hips (drawing 276,077

Total ........................... 5,09Z,0_ 5,_4,900 /eats) and in 1870 of 6,993 ships (drawing 486,912
/_t,_); 118 of these ships were steamers. In De-
cember, 1872, there were 496 kilomen'es of rail-

,,xr_m_-a_s. ways and 5,800 kilometres of telegraphs, and the
post carried 5,429,198 letters. -- Happy under its

r_m_s _s_ 7_. _s_o. democratic govermneut, created without the spirit
(if imitation, Norway is evidently proga'essing.

,Ctvillist ............................ 147,0(D 139.400 Public instruction is very wide spread, and besides
8torthi.ng ........................... 47,017 ,q6,0O0
Coancil of state, et¢ ................. 189,970 191_00 permanent schools, there are traveling instructors,
Forelgu affair_..................... I_,_ l'_,S00 who bear elementary knowledge even into.remote
War ............................... ),115,.5_) 1,118.200
Navyandla_m_iee ................ 1,IT'2,S_5 L(_,9_0 I localities. There is a university at Christiania

Ju_tlce ............................. 30_,474 ,_4,900 ! and secondary schools in different ci(ies. Special
Worship and instruction ........ 181,101 164,_0
Interior ......................... :[:: 480,775 453,900 instruction is not neglected. Taking everything
Finance ............................ 1,'_22,949 1,217,500
Unforeseen and surplus expenses... 101,834 f_5,900; into consideration it can be said that Norway is

making great efforts to _emain on the level of civ-

Total ........................... 5,_-2,000 4,90_.r_0 ilized countries, and that she is succeeding.
BI_LtO_RAPn_'. Kraft, ]'_ographisk- statistisk
Bcskrivelse over KongeHget 2Jw'ge, Christiania,

The debt in 1871 was about 7,500,000 ducats, of :[820-35, and H£_torisk-topog_ aphisk Ilaandbog over
which more than five millions were incurred by ](o_ge_iget IV_zrge, Christiania, 1845-8; Blom. Das

Io_na for railways (in 1848 at 4 per cent., and in l_snigr_ich A_m'wegen slalisthch beschrieben. Leip-
1858 at 5_ per cent.), and almost a million by a zig, 1843; Brocb, Le royaume de _'orv_ge et le
loan contracted in 18,51 to establish a state bank. peup/v _,Vo_-_g_n, Christiania, 1876; Nielsen, Ar_n"-

--The standing army in 1873 numbered about _egen, ein praktisc)w_s ttandbuch ff_r t_eisende, 3d
2,000 men (volmlteers), but all the inhabitants are ed., Hambm'g, 1877; Thorlak, H&toria_'e_um 2¢or-
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t_girarum, Copenhagen, 1711; SchSning, _,Vorge# NOTE, Diplomatic. In diplomatic language

tiiges H/stol_e, 8 vols., Soro, 1711-81; Munch, Det the written communication which takes place be-

norske Folksttistorie, 8vols., Christiania, 1852-63; tween accredited agents of different powers is

TSusberg, T//_trete_ 2Vorge, HandbogforReiaen_, called note. The different kinds of notes are dis-

_iVy udgave, Christiania, 1879.* tinguished as follows: Tile oy_/al note, ordina-
MAURICE BLOCK. rily signed by an ambassador, a minister pleni-

potentiary, a clzarg_ d'affaires; in a word, by the
s The budget of Norway for the period cemmencing Jaly diplomatic agent. The verbs/ note, not signed,1, 1880, and ending June 80, 1881, is distributed as follows:

either because the diplomatic agent does not wish,

sour-eesof Revenue. Kroner. to assume responsibility in a definitive way, or
Customs .......................................... 18,6o0,000
.f,xcise oo spirits .................................. 3,600,000 because there is need simply to recall the essential,

Excme on malt ................................... 2,400,000 points of a political conversation upon questions
Tax on succession ................................ 2S0,O00 which have been treated v/va race.. The aevre$Stamps ........................................... 490 000
Ydnes ......................................... _.. 874_100 note, which has been introduced into diplomatic

Postomce ......................................... 1,e0o,000 usage to furnish a more complete understanding'l_le_aphs ...................................... 1_50,000
Judicial fee_ ..................................... 875,0_0 of the state of affairs and the probabilities of their

Income on stats property ......................... 2,(}_2,300 solution, outside of the ofl_eial correspondence.Income on state railways ........................ 3,654,400
Loan for construction of railways ................ 7,019,400 EUGI_,NE PAIGNON.
Private subscriptions for the same purpose ...... 1,_73,300
Miscellaneous receipts ........................... '293,400

NULLIFICATION (n_ U. S. HzsTom'), the

Total revemze ................................ 43,_I,900 formal suspension by a state government of the
Branches of Expenditure. Kroner. operation of a law of the United States within the

civil hat ........................................ 434,100
Storthiug ......................................... 397.100 territory under the jurisdiction of the state. Sucl_

The ministries ................................... 1,144,700 a suspension was attempted successfully by GeorChurch and education ............................ 2,893,500

Justice ........................................... 3a:_S,5_0 I gia, 18"25-30 (see CHF.atOKEIS CAmS_), and unsueeess-
Interior ........................................... 4,8_1,_00 fully by South Carolina in 1532-3; but the two
Finance and customs ............................. 8JI21,tl00
Army ............................................ 6,$_0,81.D cases must be distinguished. In the frowner case,
Navy ............................................. 1,883,400 the refusal to obey the federal law forbidding in-

Post. telegraphs, ports, lighthouses, etc .......... 4,:_2,31R) trusion upon the Indian territory was hardlyForeign a_[airs .................................... 4k51,,_0
Amortization of debt ............................. 1,309,500 founded on any claim of right; it was rather a
Iutore_t and expenses of debt .................... 4.811,700
Construction of railways ......................... 8,'29"2,100 case of lawbreaking than of nullification. In the
Mlscellaneotm .................................... 169,700 latter case, tbe state power to nullify was claimed

Balance .......................................... 2sg,s00 as an integral feature in American constitutional

Total expenditure ............................ 43,791,900 law. Tim success of the former attempt left the
federal government still in a position to assert its

(The krone .is worth about twenty-eight cents.) The public functions iu the future and to maintain them bet-
debt amounted, at the end of June, 1879, to 99,6_,000
kroner. --The troops of the kingdom are raised mainly by ter as it gained more strength; the success of the

conscription, and to a small extent by enlistment. All latter would have radically altered the nature of
young men past the twenty-first year are liable to couscrip- tlm U.ion. -- After the passage of the Kentucky
tlon, with the exception of the inhabitants of the three
northern amts of the kingdom, who are free from military and Virginia resolutions in 1798-9 (see KENTUCKY
service. '1he nominal term of service is ten years, divided RESOLUTIONS), the state governmental organiza-

between seven years in the line and three years in the land- tions were utilized as political weapons in _veral
vaern or militia. The iandvaern m only liable to service well-known instances of resistance to the federal
within the frontiers of the kingdom. On Jan. 1, 1880, the
troops of the llne, with its reserves, numbered 40,000 men, government or its enactments. In 1809. in tht •
with 700 officers. The number of troops, actually under Olmstcad case, the state government of Penn_yl-

arms can never exceed, even iu war, 18,000 men, without vania had gone so far as to order out the stale
the consent of the storthing. The king has permi_lon to militia to oppose the mandate of a federal court,keep a guard of Norwegian volunteers at Stockholm, and
to transfer, for the purpose of common military exercis¢_, in 1809-10 tbe judges, governors and legislatm es
3,0o0 men annually from Norway to Sweden, and from of all the New England states had strained every

Sweden to Norway.--The naval force of Norway comprised, point of law which ingenuity could suggest to

at the end of October, 1880, thirty-four steamers and ninety thwart or hinder the restrictive system (see E._t-sallLug vessels, the latter, with the exception of five. form-
a flotilla of row-bunts for coast defense.--The aver- BARGO); in 1820 Ohio had similarly opposed the

age value of the total imports into Norway. in the five operations of the branch of the Umted States

years, 1876-80, was 161,8_0,000 kroner, and of the exports bank within its limits (see B/t_NK CONTRO vEns[E.¢,
102,_0,000 kroner. The shipping belonging to Norway
numbered 8.125 vessels, of a total burthen of 1,509,477 tons, IIL); but, in all these cases, the struggle between
at the end of 1879. Nnrway has, iu proportion m popula- the state and federal governments had been __ov-

tion, the largest commercial navy In the world.--At the erned by the tacit understauding of both parties
end of October, 1880. there were in Norway 759 miles of that in the end the state government must giverailway open for franc, and 212 miles under construction. '-
There were at the end of 1879. telegraph lines of the length way, unless relieved by some party change iu the
ofS,_15Engllshmlles (4,634 miles belonglng to the state, control of the federal government, or by the

and 681 miles to the railways), and wires of the length of /ac_ of the federal government in mainlaini_g

9,726 miles 18,414 miles belonging, to the state, and 1,81fl its position. In the language of John Taylor. ofmiles to the railways). The number of postofltces at the

same time was 901. Number of letters forwarded through Caroline, the most intense of Jeffersonian nullifi-
the postta 1879, 13,311,909. era, "the appeal is to public opinion; if that is
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against -_ _ must y_/d." (See also PEI_SO._, of his sovereignty to another is to annihilate the

1,n3_l"Y laws.)-- The passage of the tariff of whole." From this, thought Calhoun, it would
1824 (see TARr.FFS) showed a disposition among fairly follow that, whenever a sovereign state be-
northern representatives of all parties to so ar- came satisfied that her agent, the federal govern-
range the duties on imports as to protect Ameri- meat, was misusing the powers delegated to it, it

• can manufactures, and this was followed by the was the right of the state to suspend the exercise

still more protective tariff of 1828. Under asys- of the power delegated until it should be properly
tern of slave labor, in which workmen would used. A.H. Stephens thinks this use of statesov-
have no incentives to skill, thoroughness or econ- ereignty, as a basis for nullification, "too subtle"

omy, manufactures in the south were an impossi- for common comprehension, but the difficulty
bility; and southernlcaders naturally looked upon seems to have lain, for once, in a defect of Cal-
protection as a contrivance tobenefit a-northern houn's logic. If his premise, the idea that the
interest at the expense of the whole people.-- The Union was a compact between sovereign states,
constitutional objections to the levying of protect- were true, it might justify a state in regarding-
ire duties by congress were that, though the con- the compact as entirely at an end, if it believed
stitution gives congress power to lay and collect the compact to have been violated or subverted
duties and imposts, the power is granted only by other states; but it could not justify a state in
for the purpose of raising revenue to "pay the ,emaiaing in the Union, receiving all its benefits,
debts and provide for the general welfare" of the a_d nullifying its laws at pleasure. Many south-
country; that this was in its nature very different c,'ncrs, in 1832-3, would have shown great respect
from the asserted power to impose protective or for a direct sece_ion by South Carolina, but re-
prohibitoryduties, for the prohibitory system must garded mfllificafion with contempt and dislike.
end in destroying revenue from imports; that it (See STATE SO_TSREm_TY, SECESSm_'.) Another
was equallyincompatible with the general welfare point in which both schemes of nullification failed
clause, being exercised for the benefit only of a to couneet with that of state sovereignty was their
particular interest; and that the passage of a pro- usually tacit admi-siun that the nullifying state

tective system by a majority in congress did not should submit if it_ nuliification failed to be sup-
make it the less a violation of the constitution.-- ported by the national convenlion. In that event
The first to cast about for a remedy for the what was to become of the nullifying state's soy-
"tyralmy of a majority" was John C. Calhoun, ereignty? 2. Underlying all the doctrine_ of nul-

of South Caroliua. It is strange that his failureto lification, state sovereignty and secession, was the
find the remedy in the constitution did not ]cad notion that the government of the United _tates
him tosuspect that the southern l'fi_or system was was "one of love, not of force"; tlmt obedience
at fault in the matter; on the contrary, he pro- to its l._ws w:_s rathervolumary than compulsory;

ceeded to coin the extraordinary and extra con- and tha_ g(,neral discontent _ith any law in any
stitutional remedy to which he gave the name of eonsid(,rable scetion of the Union _ as proof pos-
"nullification," borrowed from the Kentucky itive theft the law was wrong or un_isc and must
resolutions of 1799, where it seems to be used in be altered or r_pealcd Of e(mrse such a system

an entirely different sense. Jcffcrsoniau nullifi- of government for hum'm beings is an impossi-
cation contemplated a concerted action of states bility; but the idea was not c(,nfincd to nullifica-
which should, if three-fourths of the states could tionists, was fostered by loose expr(.ssions and by

be induced to agree in reprobating a federal law, the ahnost imperceptible working of the national
"nullify" it in national convention by constitu- governmenlal machinery, and was quite genera_
tional amendment; Callmun nullification eontem- until it vani._h('d in the fire of the reb_.]lioo. (See
plated a suspension of the law by any aggrieved I_._TION ) _. The propriety of leaving t]|e final
state, until three-fourths of the states, in nation- decisioll of disputed question_ as to the powers of

al convention, should overrule the nullification, congress to thesupreme court was denied because

Both ideas encouraged frequent national conven- the court was itself a pa_t of the federal govern-
tions; but it is ob_rious that under the latter, ment, whose powe_ wcrc in question; because
if one-fourth of the states should support the re- very many cases were not capable of being put

ealcitra_t state, the minority, having the initia- into form of a suit to bc breught before tl_ court;
tire, would be enabled to veto any policy which and bceau_ the court itself had taken distinct and
should be disagreeable to it.--The substance of a.a.gre_,sive ground against the states. (SeeJ_I)_c_-
Calhoun's arguments for the propriety and cxpe- Age-, II.) 4. The two-fohl comitia of the Roman
dieney of nullification was as follows: 1. The republic, each independent of the other and yet

basis of the whole was the dogma of state sovel'- both uniting, by mutual forbearance and c(mces-
eighty. "It is a gross error," said Calhoun, in sion, in a concmTent authority, wcre instanced to
February, 1888, "to confound the exezvise of soy- demonstrate the innocuousness and even expedi-
ereigu power with _vereignty itself, or the de!ega- cney of nullification. The instance might have
t,ba of such powers with a surrender of them. been a fair one if there had been in question but
A sovereign may delegate his powers to bc exer- a pair of states, instead of a Union; but with

cised by as many agents as he may think proper, twenty-four states in 1830, and thirty-eight in
under such conditio_s and with such limitations 1883, it is not easy to calculate the geometrical pro-

as he may impose; but to smren(ler an)" portion gression of the difficulties which would have
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_tttendedan attempt togovernthrou_htweuty five that of Hayno._That portion of the debate
,or thirty-nine co-ordinate ¢om/_/a.-- Tile first open which related peculiarly to nullification, and
• _sertion of nullification as a constitulional right which was confined to Webster and H_yne (Cal-
of each individual state, that is, of Calhoun houn being the presiding o_cer, and not privi.
nullification, was in the adoption of the so-called leged to debate), took place Jan. 20-26, 1830.
"South Carolina Exposition" by Ihe legislature Had the modern system of national conventions
of that state. This was a report of a committee been in existence, the attempt would immedialely
of that body, originally prepared by Calhoun have been made to secure control of a democratic.
during the summer of 18°.28. In the f_Jllowing convention, and commit the party to the new
winter, 1829-30, Calhoun being president of the doctrine, as was successfully done in the ease of
United States senate, occurred the "great debate Texas annexation in 1844. (see DEMOCRATIC
in the senate" (see Foow's RESOLUTION), in the PARTY, IV.) The best substilute known at the
.course of which Hayne, of Souta Carolina, first time was adopted; a dinner was given April 13,

avowed and defended in congre_ the right of a 1830, to commemorate Jefferson's birthday; all
.state to nullify a federal taw. His position was the leading democrats in or near Washington
thus stated by Webster: "I understand the honor- were invited; and the t_enty-four regular toasts
.able gentleman from South Carolina to maintain were carefully drawn to suggest nullification as
that itis aright of the state legislature to interfere, the inevitable result of Jefferson's political teach-

whenever, in their judgmenL this government ings. Among the invited guests was Prt_sident
transcends its constitutional limits, and to arrest Jackson, who, at the end of the regular toasts,
the operation of its laws. I understand him to being invited to offer one, gave the since famous
maintain this right as a right existing under the toast,"Our federal Union; it must be preserved."

_.onstitution; not as a right to overthrow it, on Calhoun retorted with another: "The Union--

the ground of extreme necessity, such as would next to our liberty the most de_lr: may we all
justify violent revolution. I understand him to remember that it can only be preserved by
maintain an authority, on the Dart of the states, respecting the rights of the slates, and distribut-
thus to interfere for the purpose of correcting the ing equally the bencfit and burden of the
exercise of power by the general government, of Union." Evidently, in Jackson, nullification had
checking it, and of cumpelling it to conform to found a lion in the way. Hitherto he had ad-
their opinion of the extent of its powers. I an- mired and hked Calhoun. had regarded him ashis
derstand him to maintain that the ultimate power zealous defender on several critical occasions, had
of judging of the constitutional extent of its own given three of the six cabinet positions to friends
authorily is not lodged exclusively in the general of Calhoun, and apparently wonld have had lit-
government; but that, on the contrary, the states tle objection to seeing Calhoun succeed him in

may lawfully decide for themselves, and each the presidency. From this time he began to de-
state for itself, whether in a given case the act of velop an antipathy to Callmun, as the contxjver
_he general government transcends its power. I of nullification, which other aspirants for the
.understand him to insist that if the exigency of succession were interested in increasing. Proof
the case, in the opinion of any state government, was brought to the president that Calhoun had
require it, such state government may, by its own condemned, instead of defending, his course in
sovereign authority, annul an act of the general the Seminole war (see A_F_ATm,_S, II.); Cal-
government which it deems plainly and palpab]y houn, having been brought to account by the
unconstitutional."-- Wcbster's definition of nulli- president, began the preparation of a pampldet
fication has been taken, rather than anything in defending his own course in that affair, which
Calhoun's or Hay nc's speeches, because, though was published in March, 1831; in the following
formulated by an enemy to nullification, it more month the president broke up his cabinet, thu_
exactly states it. It was not the object of the ad- getting rid of the three Calhoun members of it;
vocates of nullification to define it exact_l/; in the and from' that time Calhoun, the opponent of

,endeavor to establish a new feature in the Ameri- Jackson, was regarded by the prcsidem's puny

can constitutional system, it would have been ira- very much as Burr, the opponent of Jcffcl_on.
politic to lay down a limit beyond which they had been in 1807. (See Krrc'n_N CABINET )
would not go, and to less than which they would July 26, 1831, Calhoun published a treatise on
not submit. In this instance Hayne neither accept- nullification in a South Carolina newspaper, which

-ed nor rejected Wcbster's definition, but referred was widely copied. It argued, as before, ia
_him to the third of the Virginia resolutions, which favor of the constitutionality and expediency of

claims the right for the states to "interpose." nullification, and took the further ground that
Hayne seems to have held that the legislature of a unless congress, at the approaching session,
stnte might nullify ; Calhoun held the slightly should eliminate the protective features from the
more tenable ground that nullification must be tariff, it would be advisable that South Carolimt
.carried" out by a state convention, as the highest should force an issue by nullifying the law and
expon'ent of the sovereignty of the state, and that forbidding the collection of the duties within the

the legislature had only to enforce the acts of the stale. The national debt was being steadily
.convention. It will be seen that South Carolina's decreased (in 1885 it amounted to only $37.51_1;
_nuliiflcation followed the theory of Calboun, not [he total ordinary expenses of the government
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were from twelve to thirteen millions of dollars tile state court from which the appeal was taken,
(in 1831, $13,864,067); the revenue from customs punishable at the discretion of the latter; 4, or.

alone was about twenty-five millions (in 1831, dered every office holder and juror to be sworn
$24,224,441); what then, asked Calhoun, was the to support tile ordinance; and 5, gave warnblg
honest and propel' course for the federal govern- that, if the federal government shouhl attempt to
ment to pursue upon the approacbing extinguish- enforce the tariff by the use of the army or navy,

• ment of the debt? To continue to tax the non- or by closing the ports of tile state, or shouhi in
manufacturing south, by high duties on import.% any way harass or obstruct the state's foreign
for the benefit of northern manufacturers, and commerce, South Carolina would no longer con-
to expend the surplus of receipts over expendi sider herself a member of the Union, but would
turesin a system of internal improvements which forthwith proceed to orgaflize a separate govern-
would demoralize and corrupt both congress and ment.-- The two points about the ordinance
its constituents ? or to prevent the accumulation which are especially to be noted, in considering
of the surplus by a timely and judicious reduc- the success or failure of nullification, are, 1, that
lion of the duties, and thereby toleavc the money the ordinance, which was now a part of the
in the pockets of those who made it, from whom organic law of the state, irreversible except by
it can not be honestly or constitutionally taken, another convention, had declared positively tbat
unles_ required by the fair and legitimate wants the existing duties should not bc collected after
of the government? If the former course was Feb. 1 following; and 2, that force in any form
persisted in, it would become an intolerable griev- would be followed by secession. A union party,
once, and South Carolina ought to ce:,se to look admitting the right of sece_ion, but not that of
to the general government for relief, exercise nullification, existed in the state, but the action
her reserved right of nullification, and relieve of the convention was generally supported in and
herself by forbidding the collection of the obnox- out of the legislature. Simms, as cited among
ious dnties in her ports, and allow her citizens to the authorities, givesthe respectivevotingstrength
supply themselves wtth foreign goods untaxed, of the two parties at 30,000 _md 15,000. The new
No attempt was ever made by any nullification- legislature, which met in December, 18_, and

ist to reconcile this programme with the plain di- was almost entirely made up of nullifiers, elected
rvction of the constitution that "all duties, ira- Hayne governor, put the state in a position for
posts and excises shall be uniform throughout war, and passed various acts rea.ssuming powers
the United States," and "that no preference shall which had been expressly prohibited to the slates
be given by any regulation of commerce or reve. by the constitution. Gov. Itttyne's message de-
hue to the ports of one state over those of fended the doctrine of nullification, and declared

another "; no human ingenuity could reconcile the primary allegiance of every citizen to be due
them. -- Nearly all of the seven months of the to the state. (See ALLEGIANCE, III.) In Janual T,
following session was taken Up by the considers- 18_3, the legislature, having passed all the acts
lion of Clay's tariff bill, which finally became necessm T to empower state officers to resist the
law, July'14, 1832, the vote standing 132 to sixty- levy of duties, to recover proper_y seized for non-
five in the house and thirty-two to sixteen in the payment of duties, and to resist the mandates of
sene.te. The act was to go into effect March 3, federal courts with the whole l_Jsse comitatus, ad-
1838. It reduced the duties on many of the journed a_d left the field clear for the strtlggle. --
articles on its ltst to 2.5 per cent., instead of 30 It is as well to group here the successive steps by

per cent., as before; but it recognized fully the which the federal government disregarded the
principle of protection; the heavier duties were convention's threats in case of the application of
still designed for the protection of manufactures; force, or of the harassing in any w_ly of the state's
every southern senator and representative op- foreign commerce. :Nov. 6. 18,32, the president

_i)ud to protection voted against the bill; and had instructed the collector at Charleston to pro.
file, of South Carolina, declared in debate vide as many boats and inspectors as might be

that it increased the amount of protection to man- necessary, to seize every vessel entering the port
ufactures and also the burdens of the south.--In and keep it in custody until the duties should be
South Cgroltna, where this result of the winter's paid, "to retain and defend the custody of the

session of congress had already been discounted said vessel against any forcible attempL" and to
in speculution, the next step was nullification, refuse to obey the legal process of state courls
The legislg.ture was convened, Oct. 22, by the ,intended to remow.' the vessel from his custody.

governor, and passed an act calling a state con- Gen. Scott was ordered to Charleston to support
veution, which met at Columbia, Nov. 19, 1832, the collector, and a naval force was sent to the

and passed an ordinance of null]fication, Nov. 24 harbors of the slate. Dec. 11, the president issued
This ordinance, 1, declared the tariff acts of 1828 his so-called " nullification proclamation." It
and 1832 to be null, void, and no law, nor bind- declared the doctrine of nullification to he "ins
ing upon tim state, its officers or citizens; 2, pro- compatible with the existence of the Union, contra-

hibited the payment of duties under either act dicted expressly by the letter of the constitution,
within the state after Feb. 1, 1833; 3, made any unauthorized by its spirit, inconsistent with every

appeal to the supreme court of the United States, principle on which it was founded, and destruc-
as to the validity of the ordinance, a contempt sT tire of the great object for which it was formed";
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_ut strongerthan allitsarguments _as itswarn- 1882, had been toward a modificationof the
4rig to the people of the _tate: "The dictates of a tariff. Many distinct influences were at work in
.high duty oblige me solemnly to announce that this direction. The rapid reduction of the debt

.you can not succeed. The laws of the United and the probability of a surplus weighed heavily
_tates must be executed. I have no discretionary with some; many democratic representatives were
_ower on the subject--my duty is emphatically by nature opposed to the principle of protection,
pronounced in the constitution. Those who told had only taken it up because of their constituents'

you that you might peaceably prevent their exe- desire for it, and were now very willing to make
,cutlon deceived you--they could not have been "the crisis" an excuse for overthrowing it; the
•deceived themselves. Their object is disunion, president's own influence had been thrown heavily
v.nd disunion by armed force is treason. Are in favor of a Ievisio_ of the tariff; and many
you ready to incur its guilt? If you are, on your even of those who were honest protectionists, were
unhappy state will fall all the evils of the conflict disposed to lessen the magnitude of the crisis by
you force upon the government of your country." sacrificing protection. In the house the comma&-
Strong as was this language, the known character tee of ways and means reported, Dec. 27, 1832,
of its author added still more force to it; no man the administration measure, usually called the
was so dull as not to understand that Andrew Verplanck bill, which cut the duties down to the
J,ackson's "execution of the laws in the face of scale of 1816, giving up all the protective duties
organized opposition" meanttheutterdestruction of 1824, 1828 and 1832. Feb. 12, 1833, Clay
either of the president or of the opposition. In asked permission in thesenate to introduce acorn-
the north the proclamation was received with at- promise tariff bill. Its main features were that,
suost unanimous enthusiasm; in the border states after Dec. 1, 1833, _ll ad valorsm duties of more
fit was received more coolly, even Clay finding than 20 per cent. should be reduced one-tenth
"' many things in it too ultra" for his taste; in the every two years until June 1, 1842, at which date
,other southern stales there was a certain feeling of the rate of 20 per cent. should be the maximum.
_eutrality, discontent with South Carolina, but Calhoun, who was now in the senate, agreed to
.determination that she should not be "coerced." the bill, assigning as a reason his desire not to in-
,Dec. 31, Gov. Hayne issued a counter-proclama- jure manufactures by too sudden a reduction.
_ion, warning the citizens of the state not to be se- The bill, assured of the support of both protec-
,dueed from their primary allegiance to the state by tionists and nullifiers, seemed certain of success,
.the "' dangerous, pernicious, speciotm and false" when Clay, Feb. 21, sprung upon the nullifiers an
.doctrines of the president's proclamation. Jan. amendment by which duties were to be paid on
16, 1833, the president, in a special message, asked the value of the goods in the American port, not

,congress to empower him to alter or abolish rev- in the foreign port of exportation. Up to this
enue districts, to remove custom houses, and to time the house was still debating the Verplanck
use the land and naval forces for the protection bill; but, Feb. 26, by a vote of 119 to eighty-one,

.of the revenue officers against attempts to recover the house passed the bill which Clay had intro-
property by force. A hill to enforce the tariff was duced in the senate.-- Everything now rested
therefore at once introduced, was instantly nick- with the senate. The nullifiers there found
named the "bloody bill "--sometimes the "force Clay's amendment extremely distasteful, since the
bill"; and the debate upon it not only overlapped levying of duties on the higher American valua-

the dreaded date, Feb. 1, 1833, but lasted until the tions was in itself protection, and on the last day
end of the month. It became law March 2, 1833. but one of the session announced theJr final reso-

-- On both of the issues which South Carolina had lution to refuse to vote for it. The protectionists
forced, the state had evidently been beaten. In declared the nullification vote to be a dne qua n_,
spite of the solemn promulgation of the unrepealed and their leader, Clayton, of Delaware, moved to
.ordinance of nullification, the duties had been col- table the bill, acknowledging that it was his in-
Jected as usual after Feb. 1 ; force had been ap- tention to killit, and leave South Carolina and the
_lied, and yet the state had not seceded. A pri- president to decide the enforcement of the exist-
rate '"meeting of leading nullifiers" in Charles- ing tariff. Clayton was induced to withhold his
ton had indeed decided, late in January, that the motion until the next day; in the meantime he
enforcement of the ordinance should be suspended was importuned to release Calhoun at least from
until after the adjournment of congress; but cer- the necessity of voting for the Clay amendment;
tainly it will not be pretended that a meeting of but he insisted upon either the whole nullification
private citizens, even of "leading nullifiers," vote for the Clay amendment, or the failure of
could have any authority to "suspend" a part of the entire bill. The next day Calhoun unwillingly
the organic law of the state. That would have voted for the whole bill, covering his retreat by
been nullification in naked deformity--nullifica- an unmeaning declaration that his vote was only
tion even of state law by individual citizens. It given on condition that some suitable method
is beyond a doubt that the ordinance would have of appraisement should be adopted. The whole
been relentlessly enforced on the appointed day bill passed the senate by a vote of twenty.nine to
but for one consideration--the attitude of the sixteen, and was signed by the president March 9.
•executive.-- On the other hand, the tendency in The South Carolina convention, March 16, met
.congress, from its first meeting in December, and repealed the ordinance of nullification.- It
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_aa not be doubted that the country lived for the of far less blood and treasure than was expended
next nineyears under a progressively less protec- in 1861-5. On this ground mainly, that it was
tionist tariff, nor that the reduction of the tariff not proper to yield great principles to faction,

was in great me_sure due to the attitude of South and that "the time had come to test the strength
Cal_olina. There is far more doubt as to whether of the constitution and the government," Webster
t¢ can be fairly said, as it has sometimes been said, had refused to have any share in the remedy of
that "nullification triumphed." On the contrary, a compromise tariff. On the other hand, it is
it might be more fairly said that the explosion, equally certain that a conflict on such grounds
while it stunned protection for the time, killed nul- would never have rid the south of the incubus of
lification forever. Calhoun's new constitutional slavery. It was well that the conflict was post-
scheme had aborted in every point: it had not poned until state sovereignty and slavery, inextri-
been put in force at the appointed time; it had cably involved in a common purpose, should
received no respectful recognition fz'om the fed- perish by a common disaster. (See, in general,
eral government; the president's "harassing of KENTUCKY RESOLUTIONS, STATE SOV]!;REIGNTY,

the state's commerce" had been followed, not P_tso_._, LIBERTY LAWS, I_ATION, SECESSI()N.
by secession, but by an illegitimate and unofficial SLAVEItY.)- Set 1 yon Hoist's 17hired ,b'tate_. 459;
"suspension" of the ordinance; no convention 3Spencer's C_itedSlates, 389; 43 _'ilcs'i_egi_ler;
of the states had been called to decide between 10-12 Benton's .Debat_:_ of Cong_'e._; 6 Calhoun's

the st_e and the government; but congress and Works, 1 (South Carolina Exposition); Jenkins'
the president, interpreting their own powers, had Life of Calhoun, 161; 4 Elliot's Deb_ztes, 509; Ap-
revised the tariff at their own discretion, l_ullifl- pleton's Ar_ericaa Cyclopwdia (edit. 1858), art.
cation was evidently still-born, though the good "'Calhoun"; 1 Stephens' War Bet_te_z the 8tales.
nature of congress gave an opportunity to perform 4_1 ; 1 Draper's Civ/l War, 453; 3 Part_)n's Lzfe _,f
thelast rites of sepulture over it by formally re- Jacksol_, 433; 3 Webster's B_rka, 343; 1 Curtis'
pealing it. It was so dead that its own parent L_e of Webster, 433; 1 Webstcr's P_'ivate Corres-
never again ventured to hint a hope of its revivi- pol_de,ce, 529; Simms' ltistory of South Ca_vlina,
fication; and when the prolective tariff of 1842 420; J. A. Hamilton's l_z5_i._ce_c_, 243; 1 Ben-
was passed, neither Calhoun nor any one else ion's Thirty Years' View, 342; Harper's M,.qazi_w,
suggested a nullification, but South Carolina, like August, 1862; Hunt's LifeofLivil_gston, 371 ; 2 Col-
other anti-protective states, quietly submitted ton's Life a_._d ]'i_e.s of Clay, 223: Clay's Private
until a change of parties brought the revenue (7orrespa_Mer_ce, 347; the tariff of 1832 and Clay's
tariffof 1846.--It isnot at all certain that the compromise tariff are in 4 Slat. at I_a_ge. 58:],
final settlement of the question, however its ira. 632; the ordinance of nullification in 10 Bcnt_'s
mediate wisdom may be questioned, was not for Debates of" Co,_gress, 30, 1 Benton's TMr[y _¥ars
the greatest ultimate good of the country. On V'zew, 297, 43 Niles' P,_gz_ter, 219; the nullifi(.at_on
the one hand, if congress had forced the issue proclamation in 4 Elliot's .Debars, 582, 2 Slntes-
with the state, the question of state sovereignty man's Manned, 890; 43 Niles' I&.q/ster, 931. 288;
and primary state allegiance would have been 2 Calhoun's W_q'ka, 197, 262; 3 ib., 140; 5 Clay's
zettled by Jackson in 1883 with the expenditure W_'k_, 392. AT._*_)_ Jom_'STO]L
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